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SURGERY AS A SCIENCE AND ART IN THE
CITY OF NEW YORK IN THE .MIDDLE

OF THE LAST CENTURY.-
By STEPHEN SMITH, M.D., LL.U.

NEW YORK.

Surgery as a science and an art in New ^'l)rk in

the middle of the hist century can be most thor-

oughly understood and critically estimated by a

knowledge of the surgeons of that period, the

methods and success of hospital practice, the char-

acter of the instruction imparted in the medical

schools, and the contributions to current surgical

literature.

The representative surgeons of New York in

1850, or those who were most prominent as teach-

ers, hospital surgeons, and authors, were nine in

number and may be properly classified according
to their respective ages, as follows

:

Over 50, Valentine Mott. 65 ; John Kearney
Rogers, 57 ; Willard Parker, 50.

Over 40, Alfred Charles Post, 45; John Watson.

43 ; Gurdon Buck, 43.

Over 30, James Rushmore Wood, 34: John Mur-
ray Carnochan, 33; William Holme Van Buren, 31.

Of these three groups of surgeons wdiose names
are now historical in the annals of American sur-

gery, the first represented in teaching and practice

the new era in the science and art of surgery created

by the school of Hunter. The preceptors of some
of these surgeons had been pupils of that great

pioneer in rational surgery and had imparted to

their students the scientific spirit with which they

had been inspired by the master.

Conspicuous in this class was Mott, the senior

surgeon of the three groups, whose brilliant career

was now drawing to its close. By natural endow-
ments, preparatory training, and fitting opportunity,

he was eminently adapted for the work which he
so successfully accomplished. In reviewing his

life-work it is apparent that the conditions which
conspired to win success were. Aptitude—Traiiiin;^—Opportunity.

Physically, Mott w-as of large stature. Through-
out his professional career his imposing personality,

dignified by a conscious sense of its superiority,

attracted the attention of even the passer-by. Men-
tally, his special endowment w-as the gift or faculty

for the most painstaking attention to details. This
was noticeable in his study of any subject before he

would reach a conclusion ; in his careful preparation
for the simplest operation, and especially in the

actual manual procedure w'hen his conclusion was
put to a practical test.

*Address delivered at the semi-centennial anniversary
of the New York Academy of Medicine.

]\Iott's training for his future work was of the

highest order. The son of a physician* resident on

Long Island, he early became a pupil of Dr. Valen-

tine Seaman, a relative, then a prominent surgeon, of

New York. Later he came under the instruction

of Dr. Wright Post, professor of surgery in the

medical school of Columbia College. No person

could have been selected better adapted to develop

into full and vigorous activity the native attributes

of the mind of his pupil for his future achievements

than Post. Mott thus speaks of his preceptor:

"He was unrivaled as an anatomist, a most beau-

tiful dissector, and one of the most luminous and

perspicuous teachers I have ever listened to, either

at home or abroad. His manners were grave and

dignified ; he seldom smiled, and never trifled with

the serious and responsible duties in which he was
engaged, and which no man ever more solemnly

respected. . . . x^s an operator he was careful,

slow, and elegant, and competent to any emergency

contemplated by the then existing state of surgical

science."

To these important qualifications as a teacher

Post added that of an ardent student of the school

of Hunter. He was probably present when Hunter

performed the crucial operation of ligation of the

femoral artery for popliteal aneurysm, in 1785, by

placing the ligature at a distance from the tumor

on its proximal side. The explanation of that op-

eration by the operator, its novelty, and its success-

ful issue must have inspired Post with that zeal for

operative surgery which characterized his subse-

quent career. While Mott was his pupil Post

performed the Hunterian operation for aneurysm
several times with success. On his graduation Mott

visited London and for two years was the private

pupil and assistant of Sir Astley Cooper, then the

foremost operating surgeon of Europe. During

that period he assisted Sir Astley in a large number
of the most difficult operations, of some of wdiich

he has given graphic accounts showing his intense

interest in operative surgery. While in London he

attended the clinics of the two Clines. Abernethy.

the two Blizards, and Sir Everard ITome. the

brother-in-law of Hunter. Subsequently he attended

lectures at the Edinburgh School, made famous by

the Munroes.

On his return to New York in 1809 Mott was
fully equipped for the great opportunities which

awaited him. Nor did he fail to improve them.

The field of operative surgery was occupied by Post,

his preceptor and friend, wdio was about to retire

from the more active duties in school and hospital.

By patient and persistent effort Mott succeeded to

the positions thus made vacant, first as a teacher of

surgery, and second, as an operator and in both he

more than maintained the reputation of his prede-

cessor.

A critical study of Mott's practical methods re-
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veals the special feature on which his remarkable

success depended. His operative wounds rarel}'

suppurated. Healing by first intention was the rule.

This was a result sought for by Hunter, but at

that period never so completely obtained by oper-

ators as by JMott. We now discover that his very

habits of personal cleanliness and attention to every

detail however minute secured in a large measure

asepsis of the operated wounds. His personal neat-

ness and precision in dress attracted the notice of

the public to the extent that persons often gath-

ered in front of his house to see him enter his

carriage, which was always at the moment ii.xed

for his morning visits. It was stated by a domestic

that the floor of his dressing room would be found

strewn with linen on which he had discovered a

"fly-speck." The late Prof. Joseph M. Smith, who
was a medical student when Mott began his first

course of lectures, said, "W'hen Dr. Mott appeared

in the lecture room of the College of Physicians

and Surgeons, soon after his return from Europe,

in company with the professor, his appearance made
a marked and most favorable impression on the

class. His dress was scrupulously neat, his hair

powdered, and his bearing courtly and dignified.

All of us regarded him with a feeling of deference

amounting to awe."
His attention to details was of the most e.xhaus-

tive kind. Order prevailed wherever he had control

in office, clinic, and hospital. He prepared for op-
erations even of an unimportant kind b)' dissections

and a review of its simplest feature. He invariably

cleaned his instruments immediately before as well

as after an operation. As an illustration of his

personal cleanliness one of his students states that

on going to the office one morning he found the

doctor examining an abscess. He requested the

student to open the abscess, which he proceeded to

do. and meantime the doctor, rolling up his sleeves,

placed his hands behind him and, stooping over the
part, watched the process. When the pus began
to flow he expressed his satisfaction with the op-
eration and went to the bowl and washed his hands.
The crowning event in IMott's manj' great achieve-

ments was placing a ligature around the innominate
arterj'. It was the most brilliant operation ever
undertaken by any surgeon to that date. Nor has
it been excelled in genius of conception and skill of
execution if we give due consideration to the con-
ditions under which it was performed. It was the
ripe fruit of years of study and preparation. He
says: "Since the publication of .Allan Burns's in-

valuable work on the 'Surgical .Anatomv of the
Head and Neck,' I have been in the habit of show-
ing, in my surgical lectures, the practicabilitv of
securing in a ligature, the arteria innominata, and I

had no hesitation in remarking that it was my opin-
ion that this artery might be taken up for some
condition of aneurysms, and that a surgeon v.nth a
steady hand and a correct knowledge of the parts
would be justified in doing it." Mott alwavs spoke
of his excision of the clavicle as his "Waterloo
operation," partly because it was performed on the
day preceding that battle and jiartly because he
thought it his greatest operation.

In 185 1 Mott appeared in a new position. Owing
to changes in the faculty of the University Aledical
College which he did not approve he resigned his
professorsliip in that school and was elected pro-
fessor of "operative surgery" in the College of
Physicians and Surgeons, in which he began teach-
ing surgerj' forty years before. He delivered his

introductory lecture to the course Novenibcr 7,

185 1, before a large audience of medical men, his

subject being "Reminiscences of Medical Teaching
and Teachers of New York.

'

Mott was now at the zenith of his greatness, not

only as regards his fame as a surgeon, but as to his

imposing personality. He had just returned from a

tour of the European capitals, where he was uni-

versally received with the most distinguished hon-
ors. On the occasion of the delivery of his lecture

his dress was faultless, his manners courtly, and
his bearing that of one who is conscious of his

superior rank. While he alluded to his contempo-
raries in terms of measured respect and deference,

and reviewed the work of the surgeons of the past

half centur)' in terms of praise, he adroitly quoted

the famous passage of Virgil,

Et quorum pars iiutgna fui,

which brought a smile to the faces of the older

surgeons on the platform.

A familiar acquaintance with Mott in the later

years of his life revealed traits of character alto-

gether admirable. The breadth of his studies em-
braced a large range of the physical sciences ; he

was a devoted lover of truth as it was developed

in every department of research ; his humanity was
shown in his address on the condition of the tene-

ment population of the city ; his ideas of right cit-

izenship appeared in his efforts to secure our pres-

ent Health Department ; his patriotism was conspic-

uous during the Civil War. Underlying these mental

and moral endowments, as an abiding foundation,

was a profound religious faith. Heroic men often

epitomize the destinctive features of their lives in

their dying words. Napoleon's last words were,

"Tete d'armee." Mott's last words were, "Order,
truth, punctuality."

Rogers, a native of New York, was also a stu-

dent of Wright Post and a surgeon to the New
York Hospital. He was tall and lean with strong

features and spoke with apparent diffidence. He
was seen and heard only at occasional clinics and
operations at the New York Hospital. In operat-

ing he was very precise and rapid, two features of

an operation regarded in the preanesthetic period,

in which he performed his most notable operations,

of the first importance. Rogers' reputation rested

upon the single operation of placing a ligature

around the left subclavian artery, within the scalem

muscles. This operation was scarcely second to that

of ligation of the innominate, especially in the dis-

section necessary to expose the artery. It is an in-

teresting fact that Mott, who was one of the con-

sultants, opposed the operation, though he admitted

that it might possibly "be tied by a careful and well

informed surgeon," but he "considered it improper
to do so." Sir .Astley Cooper had failed in an

attempt to ligate this artery, and that circumstance
doubtless stimulated Rogers to make thorough
preparation for the great undertaking. He said,

"I had always considered it as a perfectly justifiable

operation, and one that a careful surgeon con-

versant with anatomy could accomplish if the tumor
were of moderate size."

The final consultation of the surgeons resulted

in committing the question of operation entirely to

the discretion of Rogers. He accepted the respon-

sibility and proceeded with the operation. It proved

to be as formidable as was anticipated, but he suc-

ceeded, and for several days there was a fair prom-
ise of recovery of the patient, but a fatal hemor-
rhage occurred on the thirteenth day. Rogers'
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comment on the operation was: "From the knowl-

edge thence derived we shall be able to enlarge our

splicre of usefulness and be the means of preserving

human life."

Parker was professor of surgery in the Ctillege

of i'hysicians and Surgeons, a position which he

had held for ten years. He was a native of New
Hampshire, a graduate of Harvard College, and a

pupil of Dr. John C. Warren of Boston. In 1850,

and at the age of 50, Parker was a splendid speci-

men of mature manhood ; his large, muscular frame

was crowned with a well-poised head ; his features

indicated energy, earnestness and activity ; his

speech had the tone of command and authority.

He was not a student, nor an investigator, but

an intensely practical surgeon. His mental at-

tributes and temperament rendered his teaching

practical rather than theoretical. This peculiarity

of his teaching, with a plain but forcible style

of address, was very attractive to students, and

especially to practitioners. His contribution to

practical surgery which has attracted most attention

was an operation in suppurative appendicitis, which

has been regarded as the origin of the method of

treating appendicitis by excision in the early stage>

of that disease. Although Parker's operation may
have been a step in that direction, it was not his

purpose to operate before pus had formed and could

be detected. At the time of that operation two
opinions were held in regard to the time when an

abscess should be opened, viz., whether it should be

opened as soon as pus is detected, or after the

abscess had "ripened"
—"come to a head." Parker

taught that it should be opened when pus is detected

and accordingly he opened an abscess caused by

appendicitis at this early stage and the patient made
a good recovery. Hancock of London hail previ-

ously operated in a similar manner and with suc-

cess. These operations for abscess of appendicitis

led to the exploration of the wound and removal

of the diseased appendix, and finally to the opera-

tion for the removal of the appendix before an

abscess formed, or as soon as appendicitis is diag-

nosticated.

The second group of surgeons—Post, Buck, Wat-
son—were all surgeons of the New York Hospital,

the scene of Mott's and Rogers' great achievements.

Xo one in this group made any pretensions to a

reputation in the field of operative surgery. They
held clinics during their terms of service, but these

were conducted in a manner to attract but few stu-

dents. Po.st's clinics were of interest chiefly owing
to his accuracy of statement in explaining

the disease of the patient, but his personal man-
ners and style of speaking were entirely without

the vigor and enthusiasm with which Parker in-

spired students in his college clinics. Buck was a

laborious and painstaking surgeon whose clinics

were entirely wanting in everything like glamor,

and students were attracted to them by the instruc-

tive methods which characterized his treatment oi

every case and the patient attention which he gav
to every detail. He described the case in a few
words, spoken in a low tone, and performed opera-

tions in the most leisurely manner. Throughout the

clinic he impressed the student with his conscienti-

ous devotion to the welfare of the patients quite

regardless of the impression which he might make
on his audience. On one occasion it was adver-

tised that he would remove a urinary calculus by

crushing the stone, a novel operation at that time

which attracted the leading surgeons, and a crowd

of students. Buck explained the operation in a few
words, e.xhibited the instruments with which it was
to be performed, stated that the stone had been

readily detected with an instrument the day previ-

ous, and proceeded with the operation. After a

brief search he withdrew the instrument, remark-

ing with evident embarrassment that he had failed

to discover the stone, and that it was necessary to

allow the bladder to rest before making farther

search. His second effort proved a failure, as did

a third, whereupon he announced to the intensely

disappointed audience that the patient's bladder

had been irritated as much as was safe and he

would adjourn farther proceedings to his next

clinic. There were mutterings of disgust at his

want of tact and skill, but Mott and Parker com-
plimented him on his conservatism.

Buck was evidently much embarrassed in his

operations by an extreme myopia, but though there

was no brilliancy in his methods he had the repu-

tation of being one of the most successful surgeons

in the city as regards the recovery of his patients.

This success was due to his extreme care of the

patient before and after an operation. It was said

bv a house surgeon of the hospital that he was often

aroused at a late hour of the night by a visit of

Buck to patients on whom he had operated during

the day, an incident quite unusual in the practice of

other surgeons.

Watson was generally regarded as a very schol-

arly surgeon, and the courses of lectures which he

occasionally gave in the hospital attracted a select

class of students. But as a practical teacher in

clinics, and as an operator he failed to interest either

the students or the profession. His reputation as a

scholar rests on an address before the Academy of

Medicine on the "Medical Profession in Ancient

Times," delivered in 1856. Watson was a native

of Ireland but came to this country at the age of

three years and was a graduate of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons.
The third group of surgeons—Wood, Carnochan.

Van Buren—was a reversion to the first type, in

this, that each one was an operator and a teacher.

They were not connected with the New York Hos-
pital, but represented an ambitious class of thor-

oughly equipped young surgeons who were com-
pelled to seek hospital privileges and opportunities

elsewhere than in this quite exclusive institution.

Wood and Van Buren became surgeons to the re-

cently created Bellevue Hospital and Carnochan
was made surgeon-in-chief to the Emigrant Hos-
pital on Ward's Island.

Wood's great service to the profession of the

city and to the cause of medical education in this

country was the conversion of Bellevue from a dis-

reputable almshouse to a well-organized modern
hospital, and. finally, in inaugurating in its wards
clinical instruction as a necessary part of a medical

education. This change he efifected— 1 844-1 861

—

after a prolonged and intense struggle with the civil

authorities. The opening of a new hospital was a

great benefit to aspiring voung surgeons, for the

opportunities to enter the New York Hospital were
so few and far between that appointments to its

surgical staff were remarkable events.

The new Bellevue Hospital became, and remained

during his lifetime, the theater of W'ood's achieve-

ments in surgery. His clinics, the details of which

were carefully prepared, were very attractive to the

students in the medical schools on account of the

N ariety of operations performed, the brilliant display
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of instruments, and the frequent dramatic incidents

which occurred during the operation. Wood was

a good speaker, and while his lectures lacked breadth

and scope, and his diminutive stature detracted from

his personality, J;he intensity of his convictions and

the energy with which he enforced his opinions

never failed to interest th^ student. But it was in

the manual part of the operation that he was at his

best.

Carnochan, a native of Savannah, Georgia, was of

Scotch descent by his father, but his mother was a

grand-niece of Gen. Israel Putnam, of Revolution-

ary fame. He received his academic education in

the schools of Edinburgh and London. He was a

brilliant scholar and took the first rank in high-

grade schools. While resident in Edinburgh lie

was brought into close relations with Professor Wil-

son, in philosophy, Hope in chemistry, and Knox
in anatomy, and these associations are believed to

have influenced him in the choice of his profession.

On returning to this country he became a pupil of

Dr. Valentine jMott. and was graduated from the

College of Physicians and Surgeons. He then went

abroad and studied at the ficole de Medecine, Paris,

and for six years devoted himself to the practice of

the hospitals in that city, becoming thereby intimate-

ly acquainted with the leading surgeons of the

French capital. He then visited London and at-

tended the lectures and hospital practice of Cooper,

Brodie, Liston and others. In 1847 he began prac-

tice in New York and was appointed surgeon-in-

chief to the Emigrant Hospital on Ward's Island in

1850, and in 185 1 he was elected to the Professor-

ship of Surgery in the New York Medical College.

Carnochan was by nature and education thor-

oughly equipped for a successful career, both as a

teacher of the science and a practiser of the art of

surgery. He was of large stature, courtly manners,

deliberate and precise in speech, and very dextrous

in operations. He did not, however, secure the

position in the profession of the city to which his

abilities an! achievements entitled him owing to his

failure to be in accord with the prevailing ethical

sentiments that at this period governed membership
of medical societies.

Van Buren, the junior surgeon of the three

groups, was regarded as giving promise of a career

in surgical teaching and practice only second to that

of his father-in-law, \^a'lentine Mott, He descended
from a long line of eminent physicians, was edu-

cated at Yale College, anrl took his degree in medi-
cine from the Medical Department of the University
of Pennsylvania, had studied in the hospitals of

Europe, had been a surgeon in the army, and was
associated with Mott in practice. No surgeon in

the entire list combined so many personal and ac-

quired' qualities making for success, whether as a

tercher, author, or practiser. In personal appear-
ance 'he was faultless, being above the medium
height, his features classical, his manners affable,

his style of speech deliberate and precise, but never
self-assertive, and his method of operating very ex-
act in every detail without the slightest effort to cre-

ate a sensation. These qualities united to make him
a favorite of students, and his clinics at Bellevue,
to which he was a surgeon from its reorganization,
were always well attended.

From this sketch of the f>crsonncl of the sur-
geons who, in 1850 were the acknowledged repre-
sentatives of surgery as a science and an art in

New York, we pass to consider the quality an-l char-
acter of the didactic teaching in the medical schools.

The professors of surgery in the two schools were
Prof. Willard Parker in the College of Physicians

and Surgeons, and Prof. Samuel D. Gross in the

University Medical College. As Dr. Gross came
from Louisville, Kentucky, to give a single course

of lectures, he did not represent the profession of

New York in any respect. Parker's lectures were
almost entirely devoted to practical subjects.

As a practical teacher Parker appeared to the

best advantage in the college clinics. Here he ex-

plained, in a familiar, conversational manner, the

diseases of the patients and the methods of treat-

ment, as they were brought before the class. This

clinic was very popular, as it illustrated the daily

practice of the physician in the succession of cases

which he was likely to meet, and the prompt method
of diagnosis and treatment required, Parker was
a very carefid and deliberate, ambidextrous oper-

ator, without any eft'ort to attract attention by an

exhibition of dexterity.

It should be stated of Professor Gross that he

had been invited to give the course of lectures oi

surgery in the University Medical College with a

view to occupying the position permanently. He
was a personal friend of Parker and was ambitious

to settle in New York. Parker's experience on
coming to New York from Cincinnati, ten years be-

fore, to accept the Professorship of Surgery in the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, was attended

with so many discouragements that he strongly ad-

vised him against his contemplated change. Gross
declined the position, but afterwards accepted an

invitation to the Chair of Surgery in Jefferson

Medical College, Philadelphia, and made his future

residence in that city.

Whatever defect there may have been in the sys-

tematic teaching of surgery in the colleges, there

was no deficiency in the quality and quantity of

clinical instruction in the hospitals. The New York
and Bellevue Hospitals were rival centers of surgi-

cal instruction and practice in 1850. They were,

however, very unlike in organization and manage-
ment. The New York Hospital had been established

three-quarters of a century and was modeled after

the London hospitals of that period. Everything
about it had the air of age and respectability. Its

visiting staff was composed of the elder physicians

and surgeons, some of whom visited the wards in

evening dress. They as well as the chief officers

performed their duties with a stately precision that

impressed with awe the class of students. There
was a solemnity about the public clinics which
reached its climax when the visiting surgeons and
invited guests came' slowly in with measured tread.

The lecture of the operator was given in a subdued
tone and throughout the operation an oppressive

silence prevailed.

The practice of surgery at the New York Hospital

was along the conservative lines established by
Wright Post, Mott, Stevens, and Rodgers. The
most scrupulous attention was given to every de-

tail of diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment. Formal
consultations were held on all operative cases. In

the wards interest centered in fractures, especially

compound fractures of the leg and fractures of the

thigh, and neck of the femur. The former was
treated in boxes partly filled with bran, as an ob-

sorbent of the abundant flow of pus, which was re-

garded as a great improvement. The question in

fractures of the femur was, the kind of splint and

method of traction, and many varieties were sub-

mitted for criticism—a question finally settled by
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Buck's employment of adhesive plaster, weight, aiul

pulley. Whether a fracture of the neck of the

femur was within or without the capsule afforded

infinite speculation as it involved the question of

union by bone. The use of anesthetics—whether

ether or chloroform should be preferred—was a liv-

ing question. Deaths had occurred from both, bul

more suddenly and mysteriously from chloroform,

and the latter was rarely given, and the former was
employed only in major operations. Of operations

amputations attracted the largest attendance of

students and was the chief major operation.

At Bellevue the conditions were entirely changed.

The hospital was in the first stage of evolution from

an almshouse, and many of the vices of its former

management still prevailed. Most of its nurses and

attendants, and many of its subordinate officers, had

once been inmates as paupers, owing to their previ-

ous habits of intemperance. But its visiting medical

staff was composed of ambitious young physicians

and surgeons, of a high grade of qualification, wdio

were animated by the common purpose of making
Bellevue popular with students and the profession

by a well-organized system of clinical instruction.

The surgical practice of Bellevue was largely con-

fined to chronic diseases, an inheritance of the alms-

house. Ulcers, caries of the bones and joint-,

syphilis in every form and stage, and pus-generating

affections filled the wards. Pus abounded, and

scarcely a clean, healthy w-ound was known.
While a junior in the resident surgical staff it wa>

my duty to carry the dressings from bed to bed,

twice and three times daily, while the house sur-

geon. Dr. John Moore, afterwards Surgeon-General

of the United States .\rmy, removed with long for-

ceps from the dripping wounds the oft'ensive, satur-

ated materials. Healing of wounds by "first inten-

tion" was unthought of, and was, indeed, unthink-

able,

I'.ut this abundance of chronic, suppurating dis-

eases, the accumulation of years, proved to be in-

valuable to the surgeons, for they furnished large

opportunities for amputations and excisions of

bones—the major operations of that time. Thus

the surgical clinics at Bellevue early assumed a

special interest to students. There was also in the

atmosphere of the hospital that social familiarity

between the visiting and resident staffs and the

students which the latter so highly and justly ap-

preciate. This freedom and familiarity was due in

part to the former almshouse character of the hos-

pital, but more largely to the fact that the medical

ofificers were young men ambitious to excel as teach-

ers, several of whom had been trained at the clinics

in the hospitals of Paris. They appeared in the

wards, not in evening dress, but in a ward

garb, and greeted the students as fellow work-

men. Every possible attention was given to the

students who were freely admitted to the wards

and were not only allowed, but frequently were re-

quired, to examine the patients, a great privilege at

that time.

But the public clinic at which an operation was

to be performed was most attractive to students and

to the profession. These were often most spectacu-

lar affairs, and aroused the greatest enthusiasm in

the audience. This w-as especially true of \\'ood's

clinics. .Amputation of limbs was Wood's star

operation, and care was taken to make it impressive.

On entering the operating room the student, daz-

zled bv the array of instruments covering the tables,

was impressed with the gravity of the operation.

.Vt the appointed moment the operator appeared,

faultlessly dressed, a boutonniere in the lapel of

his coat, and followed by a retinue of invited guests.

The students applauded with genuine delight. The
operation was described briefly, and the instruments

to be used were displayed and fully explained. The
operator donned his operating suit and the prelimi-

naries were arranged. There was a momentary
hush, as each assistant took his position, and the

operator, grasping the limb, called for the first in-

strument. The nervous tension of the students in-

creased as they witnessed the gleam of the catlin,

the flinging away of useless instruments, the sharp

commands of the operator, the rapid action of the

saw, and, m the severed parts fell, there was a tre-

mendous outburst of applause.

It is not surprising that Bellevue, though at that

time very inaccessible, soon became the favorite re-

sort of students. Under the leadership of Wood,
and infinitely to his credit, the clinical instruction

of the hospital increased in systematized form, un-

til courses of clinically illustrated lectures assumed
a post-graduate character. The necessary result

was that within a decade a fully equipped medical

college was established within the precincts of the

hospital, which has borne an honorable record

among similar institutions in this country.

The contributions of the surgeons of New York
to surgical literature in 1850 were in the form of

cases with critical remarks. That they did not pro-

duce elaborate treatises was not from any want of

ability as writers, but because bookmaking was not

as to-day the popular method.
Looking backward from the viewpoint of more

than half a century, the surgeons of 1850 appear
physically and mentally of heroic mould. Their
achievements under conditions now regarded as

absolutely preventing success were even more re-

markable than the marvelous deeds of the surgeons
of the twentieth century. It is true that objects

appear larger in the dawn than at midday, but,

making all due allowance, several of the surgeons
mentioned in this review have no peers in these

latter days. They were pioneers blazing the path-

way of future progress in the dim twilight of the

day now made luminous by the sun of science at

the zenith.

SUPERFICI.AL -AND DEEP SENSORY DIS-

TURB.VNCES IN THEIR RELATION
TO ASTEREOGNOSIS AND

ASYMBOLIA.*
By .\LFRED GORDON. M,D..

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

ASSOCIATE MEMBER OF THE SOCI^Tfe m4diC0-PSYCHOL0GIQOE IN PARIS.

FRANCE; NECROLOGIST TO MOUNT SINAI, NORTHWESTERN GENERAL
AND DOUGLASS MEMORIAL HOSPITALS,

The Study of sensory disorders has been the sub-

ject of considerable literature. Sufficient material

has already accumulated on the question of special

sensations. A careful review of all published ob-

servations concerning the question of astereognosis

leads to the deduction that it is highly important

from a scientific and practical standpoint to make
a discrimination betw-een a loss of the faculty^ of

recognizing the form and shape of an object

and a loss of the faculty of recognizing the

nature of an object. It has been the cus-

tom with many writers to confound these

*Reacl before the Philadelphia Neurological Society.

March 25, 1910.
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two different functions and to describe them under

one name, (astereognosisj. In face of all the cases

observed and recorded such a tendency must be

abandoned, as it is at variance with clinical facts.

Cases with preservation of stereognostic perception

and loss of symbolic perception and vice versa are

well known. There are sufficient evidences show-

ing that one may exist without the other and that

they are therefore independent cerebral phenomena.

Apart from general sensations which will be con-

sidered later, an idea of an object can be formed

principally in two ways. ( )ne is what Wernicke

calls primary or simple identification and consists

of identification or recognition of the form of an

object. This is the genuine stereognostic sense.

But the knowledge of the form of an object does

not constitute the knowledge of its nature. The
latter is a complicated perception of a higher

order and has been aptly called secondary

identification, or for want of a better term,

symbolia. (Claparede). Astereognosis. there-

fore, is an inability to recognize the form

and asymbolia—an inability to understand the na-

ture of an object and to name it. The contention has

been that the recognition of form and nature of

objects is dependent upon the integrity of all ele-

mentary sensibilities, such as touch, pain, tempera-

ture, pressure, movements, posture, etc., etc. A
priori one must concede that a perception of a high

intellectual order such as form and nature of an

object is the result of association of all individual

senses, also of impressions produced by visual

images. But when we attempt to analyze carefully

the cases that come under our observation, we find

that this exclusive view does not altogether solve the

problem, and that the subject under discussion is

more difficult than one may presume. In the pres-

ent essay facts will be brought forward showing

that the generally accepted contention cannot be

maintained. It corroborates the view of the few

writers who believe in separate perceptions for

form and nature of objects. Moreover, it shows

that stereognostic sense may be totally preserved in

spite of pronounced alterations in the deep sensi-

bilities, which, according to many writers, are es-

sential in preservation of that particular perception.

The cases are as follows

:

C.\SE I.—M. M., aged forty-five, tailor by occupa-

tion, after a brief period of dizziness and nausea

was suddenly stricken with an apoplectic seizure in

March, 1909. He lost consciousness, and when he

regained it at the end of fifteen minutes he was
unable to speak and lost power in the right upper
limb. The loss of speech lasted but forty-eight

hours. During the following six weeks his arm
kept on improving and finally recovered. Two
months later he came under my observation and the

following notes were taken : There was a slight

asymmetry of the face. When he laughed the left

nasolabial fold was more marked than the right.

The power of the right arm and forearm was good.

The grip of the right hand was weaker than that

of the left. This hand showed some ataxia which
could be demonstrated by asking the patient, while

his eyes were closed, to put individual fingers on
the nose, ear, chin, or buttons of the coat. There
was some difficulty in abducting and adducting the

fingers. The little finger was in constant abduction.

When the right hand was stretched out and the

fingers were extended, there was immediately an
involuntary attempt to flex the fingers : extension

could not be kept up for longer than a few seconds.

When the fingers were extended, the middle finger

was always above the level of all other fingers.

There was a considerable amount of awkwardness
in his right hand and particularly in the thumb and
forefinger. While there was a great deal of power,
he, nevertheless, could not get a good hold of ob-

jects. He had great difficulty in buttoning or un-

buttoning, or tying and untying his necktie ; he spent

much time on his toilet; threading a needle was an
impossibility ; holding a penholder or pencil was
difficult.

The skin of the right hand and fingers was cy-

anosed and smooth. There was some wasting in

the muscles of the hand. The sensory disturbances

which constituted the most conspicuous feature of

the case will be discussed in detail later. Station

and gait were good. The patellar reflexes were in-

creased ecjually on both sides. No other abnormal
tendon or cutaneous reflex was present. The pa-

tient's previous medical history was practically neg-

ative. Specific infection was denied. He drank
whiskey for a number of years but only one or two
wineglassfuls a day. He smoked excessively, about

twenty-five cigarettes a day. He complained of

continuous severe headache and vertigo. The heart

sounds at the apex were normal but at the aortic

orifice the second sound was much accentuated.

The pulse was of high tension and the peripheral

arteries were somewhat hard. The urinary exami-
nation was negative. The pupils reacted promptly

to light, accommodation, and convergence. The
fundi were normal. There was a slight obscuration

of disc margins in both eyes (report by Dr. S. H.
Brown).
Examination for sensations revealed the follow-

ing interesting phenomena: ihe sense of touch,

pain, and temperature was well preserved on the

entire hand, dorsum, and palm, also on both sur-

faces of each individual finger. The tactile sense

was investigated with VonFrey's method—a camel's

hair and absorbent cotton were used. As a matter

of detail it may b^ mentioned that when the middle

finger was touched he pointed to the ring finger

and zice versa. This occurred several times but

not every time during the examination. Another
abnormality was that when the palm was very gently

touched with cotton, the touch was not always per-

ceived. The remainder of the hand and fingers was
normal to touch. Pain sense was tested with a pin

and my precision esthesiometer (Journal of the

American Medical Association, April 17, 1909),
and was found to be normal. Some deviation from
normal was revealed by an accurate test for tem-

perature. Extreme heat and cold being used, there

was a diminution of heat sense on the palmar sur-

face of the thumb, forefinger, and middle finger,

and the palm of the hand, but on other parts of the

hand heat was correctly perceived. Cold was nor-

mally felt over the entire hand and fingers. Pres-

sure sense was tested by placing different weights

and by exerting direct pressure w'ith the finger of

the examiner. With the latter method great care

was exercised to produce the same degree of com-
pression. The test being applied to the palm, dor-

sum, and both surfaces of each individual finger

:

everywhere the sense was found to be normal.

Localization sense of the right hand was determined

by the naming, looking, and spacing tests. The
naming test, which consists of having the patient

tell the spot touched while his eyes are closed, was
foimd in this case to be positive over the entire

hand and fingers except over a small area in the
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center of the palm where occasional mistakes would
be made. The looking procedure (Volkmann's and
Spearmanu's) which consists of pointing out the

touched spot by the patient alter his eyes have been
closed during the touching, and after the impress
made on the skin has disappeared, presented here
no alterations over the entire hand and each finger

on all their aspects. The spacing test, which con-
sists of touching with two points of the compass or
with one point after another, presented in my case

marked changes in the perception of the number of

points. Thus on the palmar and dorsal surfaces of

the thumb and forefinger two points separated from
each other at a distance of a half of an inch were
taken for one and on the palm the same was ob-

served even at a distance of three inches between
the points. When one point of a pin was applied

immediately after another, no error was discovered
in their recognition over the entire hand and fingers.

An effort was also made to determine whether the

points touched were nearer the shoulder or the tip

of the finger. The result of such an accurate test

was positive ; no error could be detected.

The next examination was made with regard to

perception of movements of individual fingers. The
patient's eyes being closed, extension, flexion, and
rotation of each segment of the fingers were per-

formed. With the exception of the forefinger, the

entire hand was found to be normal. Mistakes were
made in flexion of the forefinger—a slight flexion

was taken for rotation, forced flexion for slight

flexion—extension movements were perceived nor-

mally. Similar movements were given the entire

hand at the wrist. Their appreciation was correct.

I then proceeded to the test for form (stereog-

nosis) of objects, their consistence, also the mate-
rial of which they were made. An eraser, glass

stopper, small glass bottle, small scissors, steel pen,

lemon, small button, and a silver half dol-

lar were the objects tested. The form, an-

gularity, consistence, and material of which
they were made were all recognized correctly and
promptly. But when the nature of the objects and
their names (symbolia) were tested, some errors

were committed by the patient. Scissors, bottle,

lemon, eraser, and the half dollar could not be

recognized, and were taken for something else,

while the other objects were detected. The latter

were recognized only when they were held between
the thumb and forefinger, but when placed on the

palm and palpated with the last three fingers, the

patient was unable to tell their nature and name
them. The patient was kept on iodides for a per-

iod of four months. During that time a systematic

reeducation of the use of his fingers and recognition

of objects were kept up regularly and persistently.

At first he improved—a number of objects were re-

peatedly placed in his hand and he gradually learned

their nature. While the motor power of his hand
and individual fingers was almost normal and the

grip was very good, although he could find with the

thumb and forefinger the button of his coat and
the corresponding buttonhole, he nevertheless was
unable to insert the button into the hole ; a numb-
ness, he said, in the two fingers preventing him from
directing the button to the hole and finishing the act.

The treatment was discontinued by the patient

and a month later he presented the following con-

dition : The just mentioned numbness of thumb and
forefinger remained the same. Patient was un-

able to feed himself, write, dress himself with the

right hand—objects dropped out of his hand. The

power, however, of each finger and hand tested

by squeezing, pressing, and resisting jjroved to be
normal. As to sensations, touch, pain, and temper-
ature were normal. With the naming test we found
that while on the first examination there was no in-

volvement of the hand except the palm, now the

patient made mistakes in recognizing spots touched
on the palmar surface of the middle finger. The
same can be said about Volkman's looking pro-

cedure except that here slight mistakes were made,
not only on the forefinger, but also on other fingers

(palmar surface). The perception of movements
was now also somewhat more involved than before

;

in addition to the forefinger, the middle finger was
equally atYected, namely, a slight flexion was taken
for rotation and forced flexion for slight flexion.

Recognition of form (stereognosis) and nature
(symbolia) of objects was somewhat more affected

than upon the first examination. Among the objects

used the first time a pen was taken for a pin ; every
other object was appreciated precisely in the same
manner as described above.

To sum up the various sensory phenomena in my
patient we must say that the first and last exami-
nations differed slightly, that the superficial sensa-

tions, viz., touch, pain, and temperature were totally

preserved, that the deep sensations were altered.

The latter consisted of the following phenomena

:

The pressure sense was normal. The localization

sense was only slightly altered for the fingers when
tested with the naming and looking procedures,

but the spacing of two points on the

thumb and forefinger was decidedly altered.

The localization sense of the palm was much altered.

Perception of movements was slightly involved for

the forefinger. Stereognostic sense (form) was
intact, but the recognition of the nature of ob-

jects (symbolia) while not entirely lost, was, never-

theless, deficient. Before going further into the

subject one can draw this inference, that deficiency

in appreciation of the nature of certain objects is

not dependable in this case upon the appreciation

of their form and shape, but is apparently in rela-

tion with other forms of sensations.

Case II.—Mrs. S., middle aged, complained of

difficulty in appreciating the nature of objects when
hekl between the thumb and forefinger of the right

hand. The condition existed three months before
she consulted me. The onset of the disorder was
not preceded by any special symptom that could

attract the patient's attention. One day while at

her housework she observed the phenomenon. Her
previous health was good. She is a mother of sev-

eral children, and has had no miscarriages. Hys-
teria was absolutely eliminated. A close examina-
tion showed total absence of patellar tendon and
Achilles' tendon reflexes. The eye examination
showed a distinct Argyl-Robertson pupil on both
sides. The condition was, therefore, highly pre-

sumptive of tabes, although there was no pain,

ataxia, sphincter disorder, or any other symptom of

tabes. Bernacki sign, however, was present on both
sides. Examination of the affected hand showed
good motor power and no ataxia. The test for

various sensations was made precisely according to

the plan given in the first case. The following re-

sult was obtained : Touch with cotton over the

palmar and dorsal surfaces of the thumb and fore-

finger was not perceived, but touch with a heavier

object was well recognized. When the middle
finger was touched, she said it was the ring finger.

The middle of the palm was anesthetic. The re-
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mainder of the hand on both surfaces was normal

to touch. Pain and temperature senses, position of

the fingers, and perception of movements were nor-

mal over the entire hand and individual fingers.

Pressure sense was somewhat altered. Different

weights were placed successively on the thumb and

forefinger and results compared with those of the

opposite side. Light weights were hardly or not

at all noticed on the right. Localization sense de-

termined with the looking procedure was intact, but

with the naming and spacing tests proved to be

faulty. Thus naming was erroneous on both sur-

faces of the last phalanges of the thumb and fore-

finger, but not on the other phalanges of the same

digits. One point of the compass was felt instead

of two when applied at a separating distance of an

inch on the thumb and forefinger. The remainder

of the hand was normal. Further examination re-

vealed that when a thimble, small bottle, paper box,

and a cork were placed between the thumb and fore-

finger, the patient could well distinguish the shape,

form (stereognosis), material of which they were

made, but could not in a single instant determine

the nature of the objects and name them. When
very small objects, such as shirt button, a pebble,

were put between the affected digits, the patient was

unable to recognize their shape (astereognosis) as

well as their nature (asymbolia). On the other

hand when she was allowed to manipulate the ob-

jects with all the five fingers of her hand, she could

promptly name every quality of objects and name
them whether they were very small or large in size.

Because of the presumption of tabes in this case

the patient was placed on iotlides in gradually in-

creasing doses. Four months later she was reexam-

ined and her condition found totally unaltered in

every detail.

Case IIL—Man, thirty-three years old. cigar-

maker by occupation, gave the following history

:

For the last five months he had had a numbness
in the fingers of his left hand which would come
and disappear. Five weeks ago he suddenly felt

dizzy, had nausea, and rapidly a paralysis of the

left hand developed. Four days later he suddenly

lost his speech and the lower half of the left side

of the face became drawn towards the right. Two
hours later the speech returned. On the day of

the examination he complained of severe headache
especially in both temporal regions. The left arm
and forearm had preserved their power, but the

grip of the hand considerably weakened. When
the patient was told to stretch out his left hand, he
could not do it in a straight line—the fingers had a

tendency to flex and the forefinger remained on a

higher plane than the other fingers. There was a

distinct ataxia in the left hand—when he was asked
with eyes closed to place his forefinger or any
other finger on his nose, he was unable to find the

place, and when accidentally he found it, he did not
know whether he was correct or not.

The patient's previous history presented nothing
special worth mentioning. His heart showed a

slight presystolic murmur at the apex. The eves
showed a low graile choroiditis at the periphery of
both ftmdi, otherwise the latter were normal ; the
pupils reacted promptly and freely to light, accom-
modation, and convergence.

An examination for superficial and deep sensa-

tions of the left hand gave the following results

:

Touch with cotton was completely lost on the palm
and dorsum of the hand and on the fingers. Above
the wrist on the forearm the touch sense was pre-

served except on the ulnar side where it was lost.

Pain sense was felt on the hand, wrist, and forearm.

Temperature sense was totally abolished. The lo-

calization sense tested by the naming, looking, and

spacing procedures was markedly deficient. Thus
when the thumb was touched, he indicated the palm,

etc. The pressure sense was impaired; objects

placed in the left hand appeared to him much lighter

in weight than in the right hand. Position and per-

ception of movements were equally deficient in the

hand and fingers. For example flexion or extension

of the fingers was interpreted by him erroneously-

When various objects were placed in his hand, all

he could tell was whether they were hard or soft,

but he had absolutely no knowledge of their form
(astereognosis), dimensions, or material of which
they were made. He possessed absolutely no knowl-

edge of the nature of the object and could not name
them (asymbolia). An energetic course of treat-

ment with iodides during a period of two months
failed to improve the patient's condition.

A careful analysis of the sensory phenomena in

each of the three cases leads naturally to the con-

sideration of the following questions : Is there a re-

lationship between the superficial and deep sensa-

tions on one hand, stereognosis and asymbolia on

the other? Also are the two latter phenomena re-

lated to each other or else are they independent

functions and represented in the brain by isolated

centers? In the first of our cases the superficial or

elementary sensations were totally intact, if under
this name we understand only touch, temperature,

and pain. The deep sensations which are compli-

cated and comprise pressure, muscular sense, locali-

zation, spacing, recognition of form (stereognosis),

and movements, were affected in our patients. Per-

ceptible alterations we found only in regard to spac-

ing of two points in the thumb and forefinger, but

very slight changes were seen with regard to local-

ization by all the fingers through the naming and
looking procedures; perception of movements was
also slightly altered for the forefinger. The stereog-

nostic perception which consists of recognition of

the form of objects {nrepcoi) is a complex cerebral

phenomenon and to its proper and normal manifes-

tation several sensory elements must contribute.

We know now it is not based exclusively upon the

elementary senses (touch, pain, and temperature),

but mainly upon deep and complex sensations, such

as pressure, movements, and spacial sense. Clinical

observation shows that touch, pain, and temperature

may be totally preserved, and still the form, shape,

consistence of an object may be entirely unrecog-

nized. Wundt ("Grundziige der physiologischen

Psychologic," 1893) makes the sense of innervation

play an important role, which means the sense of

degree of muscular contraction just necessary for a

movement or for an attitude. To all these elements

may be added sense of resistance and perception of

position. While certain writers include all these

senses as indispensable in formation of ideas of form

of objects, others attribute to pressure alone, others

to movements, and still others to spacial perception

the most important role. There are cases in the

literature in which loss of impairment of knowledge
of form is in direct relation to the loss or impair-

ment of any one of several or else of all the above

deep and complex sensations.

Applying this information to our first case we
find that the primary identification of an object (as-

tereognosis) is not at all dependent upon the super-

ficial sensations (touch, pain, and temperature) as
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they are here perfectly preserved, neither it is in

direct relation to the deep sensations. Among the

latter the spacial sense particularly was emphasized

by some writers, such as Hoffman, by Bonhoflcr antl

others. In my case while the perception of move-
ments and localization sense were only slightly al-

tered the spacing sense was particularly affected.

And yet the perception of form of objects was abso-

lutely intact. In the second of my cases, touch was
the only superficial sensation that was very slightly

affected. Pain and temperature were normal.

Among the deep sensations position and movements
were unaltered, but pressure sense was somewhat
changed, localization by means of the naming and
spacing tests was deficient, one point of the compass
was felt instead of two when the separating distance

was an inch. These errors concerned only the

thumb and forefinger. The spacing test upon which

many authors lay so much stress for appreciation of

form of objects ( stereognosis) was similar to the

first case, especially aff'ected, and still the stereog-

nostic sense was perfectly preserved. The patient

was able to recognize the shape, consistence, and ma-
terial of which the objects were made. One must,

however, add that the ability to recognize form was
good only for objects of more or less large size,

such as small bottles, paper box, thimble, cork. The
form of very small objects, such as shirt buttons,

pebbles, and the like could not be appreciated by

the patient.

It is therefore evident from the two cases that

stereognosis is not always dependent upon the other

sensory perceptions, deep or superficial. In the

third case the perception of form of objects was. if

not in a direct relationship to the condition of the

deep and superficial sensation, at least equally in-

volved. The latter were markedly affected, excejit

the pain sense, which was, however, increased. Touch
and temperature were totally abolished on the dorsal

and palmar surfaces of the entire hand and all the

fingers. Localization, pressure, position, and percep-

tion of movements were all decidedly deficient. The
primary identification of objects was totally abol-

ished. Astereognosis was absolute. Patient had no

knowledge of form, or dimensions of objects placed

in his left hand. If we admit that stereognosis is

dependent upon other sensations, its involvement

was to be e.xpected here. If, however, it is an in-

dependent phenomenon, all that can be said is that

in the third case above reported all sensations were

deeply affected.

Let us turn our attention to the other important

part of our thesis, viz., recognition of the nature of

objects and the naming (symbolia). In the first of

my cases, as we have seen, the spacing sense of the

thumb and forefinger was markedly altered and only

very slight changes were observed in the other deep

sensations. The stereognostic sense was totally pre-

served, but recognition of certain objects placed in

the affected hand was deficient. In the second case

also the spacing sense was markedly affected, other

deep sensations were more or less deficient, stere-

ognostic sense perfectly preserved for objects of cer-

tain size, but the patient was absolutely unable to

name them when placed between the thumb and

forefinger. In the third case all the sensations were

deeply affected, astereognosis was present, and the

patient was unable to recognize the nature of ob-

jects as well as to name them. From the first two
cases we must conclude that symbolia is certainly

not dependent upon stereognosis, A patient may
appreciate form, shape, dimensions of an object, and

still not be able to recognize it. But here the asym-

bolia is present alongside of other deep sensory dis-

turbances, such as spacing, pressure, localization.

Can one say that the former is dependable upon the

latter?

There are cases in the literature in which gross

changes in the deep and superficial sensations exist-

ed together with asymbolia, there are others in

which asymbolia was absent and still others in which

asymbolia coincided with extremely slight changes

in other sensations.

Among the most recent observations can be

mentioned that of Raymond and Egger {Revue
Neurologique, 1906, p. 371) and of Rose and

Egger (Setnaiiie Medicale, 1908, p. 517). In

the first of these cases the superficial sensibility

was intact, the deep sensibility was only very slight-

ly involved, viz., pressure, vibration, position ; the

compass measurements was also very slightly in-

volved. The patient could perfectly well recognize

form and consistence, and could tell whether an ob-

ject was smooth or rough. But asymbolia was com-
plete. A number of objects were placed in the pa-

tient's hand and she could not tell the nature of

any of them. Two years later the above sensory dis-

turbances were still present, but asymbolia disap-

peared completely ; the patient was then able to rec-

ognize objects.

In the case reported by Rose and Egger a man
of 33 presented a slight motor weakness with a very

slight ataxia in the left arm. All forms of sensa-

tions, deep and superficial, as well as stereognosis,

were perfectly well preserved, and still the patient

was unable to name objects placed in his hand.

These two cases with my first two cases prove, I

believe, conclusively that neither the stereognostic

perception nor the faculty of recognizing objects

(symbolia) are always dependent upon other forms
of sensations. As to stereognosis, it was intact in

Raymond and Egger's case in spite of slight changes

in other forms of sensibility ; it was intact in my
first two cases in spite of pronounced alterations in

other forms of sensibility. Asymbolia was present

in Rose and Egger's case in spite of complete integ-

rity of all possible forms of sensibility. It was
present in Raymond and Egger's case when very

slight changes occurred in some of the forms of sen-

sations. The latter was so slight that they could be

considered negligible, but then two years later

asymbolia disappeared when the slight sensory dis-

turbances still remained the same. In my first two
cases asymbolia was present together with changes
in the deep sensations, except stereognosis. That
asymbolia is in no relationship with astereognosis

can be seen from the two cases reported by the

French authors above mentioned and also from my
two observations.

A priori one may admit that recognition of form
and dimensions of objects as well the idea or the

concept of objects are based upon the harmonious
association of all sensory images. All individual

sensations, such as touch, pain, temperature, pres-

sure, movements, position, attitude, etc.. must be

combined in order to give the proper idea of form
and of nature of objects. Clinical experience, how-
ever, demonstrates, as seen from the present study,

that stereognosis and symbolia are independent

phenomena and that their relation to the elementary

sensations is meager, that they consist of complex
associative processes of the highest order, processes

in which the well-known sensibilities play only a

minor role.
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This subject is presented for your consideration

because of the difficulties that offer themselves

5n its diagnosis and appropriate treatment. A
pouch or hernia of the esophagus at its posterior

junction with the pharynx, called a diverticulum,

may be due to pressure from within (over dis-

tension) or to pulling from without. The dis-

tension or pulsion diverticulum occurs most fre-

quently; usually in males over forty years of age

and in the following manner: In consequence of

some local influence the muscular libers of the

esophagus became weakened, the constant pressure

of the act of swallowing now distends the tube, a

sac is formed in which food may remain after

deglutition. The weight of these masses distends

the sac, and it is dragged down behind the esoph-

agus between it and the vertebral column.

Traction on the anterior wall due to an inflam-

matory swelling of the parts immediately adjoin-

ing the esophagus causes the form known as pres-

sure diverticulum. The symptoms are those of

obstruction to the swallowing of food, and upon
the severity of this condition depends the amount
of emaciation that may be present. As illustrat-

ing the difficulties in the way of diagnosis, the re-

cent report of an "Iconoclastic revision of a classi-

cal case of diverticulum of the esophagus," by

C. D. Spivak, of Denver, Colorado (New York
Medical Journal, March, 1910, page 543), may be

cited. This case is quoted as classical in all the

text-books on surgery, was originally recorded by
Bychowsky, and was claimed to be unique in that

the diverticulum was not at the junction of the

pharynx and esophagiis, but at its lower end. The
writer then marveled frequently upon the con-

tinued vitality of the patient in spite of the serious

nature and locality of his obstruction. The trouble

began when the patient was twelve years old, and it

came on suddenly ; at first all food came back as

soon as ingested, later he could eat in comparative
comfort, but would vomit a quantity of food after

meals. For six years he lived on tea and large

quantities of sugar. A piece of meat that he then
ate stuck in his throat, being vomited out at the

end of the third day. A celebrated gastroenter-

ologist now treated him for over a year, unsuc-
cessfully. He was then under Bychowsky's care

for a year and a half, the latter presenting his find-

ings based upon these observations. The patient

declined the offers of celebrated surgeons to have
an operation performed. Because of the unique
character of his condition the freedom of the
clinics of various cities was freely offered him. In
Paris he found himself better able to swallow by
drinking wine and water with his meals. Coming
to the United States, beer took the place of wine
and finally necessity drove him to water, and he
soon found that water of a proper temperature,
slov.-ly sipped, enabled him to swallow many differ-

ent foods. Fourteen years after the commence-
ment of his trouble, this patient came to Colorado

*Rcad before the American Laryngological .Asso-
ciation at its Thirty-second .Annual Congress in Wash-
ington, May, 1910.

on account of lung trouble, entering the Sanatorium
of the Jewish Consumptive Relief Society, at Edge-
water, Colorado, where he came under the observa-

tion of Spivak, whose examination showed that

tubes introduced came to a standstill at the same
distance from the incisors, finally, however, when
a cable was inserted to which a small olive point

was soldered, it readily glided into the stomach.

The diagnosis of a stenosis on the functional basis

of cardiospasm was now made. The patient died

and no diverticulum was found at autopsy. Com-
menting upon this, the writer says that this case

became the basis for a new classification of the

pathology of the esophagus and is quoted and re-

ferred to in all text-books and monographs on the

subject. It is, in short, a case which became classic

and is found fourteen years after to belong to the

category of "such stuff as dreams are made of,"

and now offers ample e.xcuse for reporting.

With the difficulty of deglutition, the patient

notices that the boluses of food seem to lodge in

the throat and occasionally firmer portions of food
appear in the mouth many hours after eating, with-

out any eructation or vomiting. This condition

may continue for years possibly undiagnosed, and,

as happened in my own case, the patient was told

"not to bother ; it was merely a nervous or hysterical

manifestation." When the pouch is large, the

food not only remains in it, producing a fetid breath,

but emaciation which may lead to starvation occurs,

and ulceration or inflammatory disturbances exist

in the pouch consequent upon the presence of de-

caying food. The duration of the symptoms may
be of valuable aid in the differential diagnosis be-

tween cancer and diverticulum, but it must be borne
in mind that a carcinoma may develop in the pouch.

In an article on the routine examination of the

esophagus, Charles M. Cooper of San Francisco

{American Journal of Medical Sciences, February,

1910, page 221) presents many valuable points.

"Given a history of disturbance of deglutition, we
must bear in mind the various conditions which
may be causal factors, a diverticulum, a tumor
from within or without, an aneurysm, a cicatrix

from swallowing a caustic, etc., hence the examina-
tion should be conducted in a routine manner and
the esophagoscope used last of all. The history

is carefully noted, the larynx examined for any
cord paralysis or abnormality in position of the

laryn.x, the throat massaged from below upward to

see if the saliva which does not pass the con-

striction remains in the pharyngeal slit, and the

patient is given fluid to swallow and later some
bread. If in shaking the throat of a patient who
has a diverticulum, we can produce a succussion

sound, or if by giving the patient two or three

bismuth capsules, they can be massaged from the

lower part of the neck into the pharyn.x, a divertic-

ulum may be discovered. The laryngeal picture

may now have changed after deglutition and hence

a second examination must be made. The pulse

should be examined also, as the distended pouch
may compress the deep vessels. The .r-ray ex-

amination should now be made. This should be
done anteroposteriorly. A mixture of two or three

teaspoon fuls of equal parts of bismuth subcarbon-
ate or oxychloride and sugar of milk made into a

paste with water is now given and a radiograph
taken. If the pouch is below the level of the aortic

arch, the patient is placed in the right antero-

oblique position. If a carcinoma is suspected, bis-

muth capsules are given and these may be readily
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seen lying above the growth." The writer feehng
that tlie retention of bismuth in the pouch may act

as an irritant subsequently, as it is not so readily

removed, used the following expedient: A soft

rubber tube firmly tied, was filled witii shot and
introduced warm and oiled gently to the point of

constriction, and an excellent plate was the re-

sult, one which required no interpreter. If our

examination shows an aneurysm to be present, no
esophageal tube should be inserted; if a cancer

of the esophagus exists, the esophagoscope may
be used with removal of such portion of the growtli

as may help to make the diagnosis clear. The
sound or bougie should precede the esophagoscope,

which should be the last method. The stomach
should be empty ; the dilated esophagus washed
out, one-quarter grain morphine with i/ioo grain

of atropine given a half-hour previously, no sound
passed for twenty-four hours, and the structures

well anesthetized with lo per cent, solution of beta-

cucaine in adrenalin and the examination madi'

with the patient sitting or in the left lateral or

dorsal postion. Cooper uses the Einhorn instru-

ment, watches its passage over the epiglottis and
into the pharyngeal slit ; the mandrin is then in-

troduced and the instrument carried past the in-

ferior constriction when the mandrin is with-

drawn and the passage of the instrument carefully

watched.

H. S. Plummer {North Western Lancet, June
15, 1909) reports six cases of diverticula occur-

ring in the practice of Dr. C. H. ]\Iayo. For diag-

nosis he gives much credit to the method of using

a silk thread as a guide as first proposed by Mixter.

Ballooning the esophagus should be mentioned
when referring to diagnostic methods. S. Kelen
{New York Medical Journal, February 23, 1907,

page 345 ) introduces a sound with an airless blad-

der into the esophagus, this is distended until the

patient feels the distension ; by means of connect-

ing tubes the exhaust air is measured. H. P.

Mosher {Transactions of the American Laryngo-
logical Association, 1909, page 363) introduces an

oval tube with transparent plug, pressure on the

bulb distends the pouch, whose walls thus stand

out clearly.

The need of careful routine examination cannot

be too strongly emphasized, the one method should

follow the other in the manner aboe described

for undue haste and forcible methods might readily

lead to disastrous results, as in the case of aneur-

ysm, and by following this plan the patient becomes
gradually trained to the method finally used.

Treatment.—Where the diverticulum has not

occasioned any symptoms beyond that of mild dis-

tress, we may content ourselves with occasional

washing out of the diverticulum and care as to

diet. Where, however, emaciation exists, the diag-

nosis having been firmly established, radical opera-

tion may be performed with success. DeWitt Stet-

ten. New York City, has recently presented a mono-
graph on the radical extirpation of pharyngo-
esophageal pressure diverticula (.hnials of Sur-

gery, March, 1910. page 301). Whether a pre-

vious gastrostomv should be done or not, must be

decided for the individual case, but enough infor-

mation is at hand to show that the operation for

I)haryngoesophageal diverticulum is readily per-

formed and reasonably safe. Stetten has collected

statistics of 60 radically operated cases ; of these

50 were cured and 10 died, a mortality of only

16.6 per cent. In Stetten's own case, that of a

man aged sixty-five, the patient, who had a history

of interference with deglutition of over two years'

standing, was much emaciated and cancer of the

esophagus was diagnosed. Gastrostomy was per-

formed. The patient did so very well after this

operation, tubes at times entering the stomach, that

the diagnosis of cancer was questioned and an

.r-ray examination was then made, using bismuth

paste, and the obstruction shown to be a divertic-

ulum. This was successfully operated upon and

the gastrostomy wound was allowed to heal. These

recent articles contain such full references to the

literature of this subject that the writer deems it

urmecessary to present them here.

The following case, mentioned in discussion of

the symposium on diseases of the esophagus at

the annual meeting of this Association in 1909, is

here recorded with its subsequent history. On
.April I, 1909, a clergyman, aged fifty-six, con-

sulted me because of a feeling of obstruction in

his esophagus, which had existed for over three

vears. He could recall that a long time previous

to that, upon bending over he could bring up

grapes swallowed hours previously, without any

eructation or vomiting. More recently he noticed

that while there was no obstruction to part of his

food, he found thorough mastication advisable, and

from time to time would find food to appear in his

mouth that he had ingested some hours before.

There was no pain, no sense of fullness, no vomit-

ing, and no emaciation. Slight hoarseness at times

was always relieved by appropriate laryngeal treat-

ment. An examination showed the right middle

turbinate to be hypertrophied, mucous membrane
of the larynx slightly engorged, cords functionat-

ing properly, liquid was readily swallowed. A
large soft stomach tube was arrested eight inchc>

from the mouth and as it was withdrawn a piece

of bacon that had been swallowed four hours be-

fore was found in the mouth. An .r-ray examina-

ion subsequently undertaken in the manner above

described, showed the obstruction to exist at tne

junction of the pharynx and esophagus. A soft

stomach tube passed the constriction easily, solid

bougies were carefully passed and no blood fol-

lowed, no discomfort, and no vomiting. \ divertic-

ulum was diagnosed which was washed out ; this

was repeated a few times, but nothing further was
done. A year has elapsed since this examination

was first made and the patient reports that he is

able to avoid trouble with his throat by constant

care in keeping his diverticulum free from accumu-
lations. He is very careful to evacuate this divertic-

ulum upward after eating or drinking anything so

as to alleviate the unpleasant sense of fullness in

that locality. He can then go out and use his voice

without distress or any unpleasant results. He has

not been compelled to cease from his usual voca-

tion at any time during this year. Unless other

symptoms arise, further interference is not deemed
advisable.

From a consideration of this subject the writer

presents the following conclusions

:

1. The examinations should be conducted in a

routine manner, the esophago.scope being used last,

bearing in mind always the danger of a rupture

of a possible aneurysm.
2. In making the examination with the .r-ray,

the introduction of a soft tube filled with shot may
take the place of bismuth.

3. Esophageal diverticula may be readily diag-

nosed.
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It may be of interest before presenting the final

conclusion to quote from that model text-book of

Von Ziemssen (Disease of the Esophagus, page

51, American Edition, 1878), "The radical cure of
diverticula by operative procedure from without is

at present one of our vain wishes
;
yet we should

hope that even this operation conducted on Lister's

plan might at some future day be performed with-
out danger." It is, therefore, with the greatest grati-

fication that we can now say that that wish is fully

realized and gladly present the final conclusion

:

4. Modern surgery offers much hope for these

patients.

25 East Seventy-seventh St«eet.

NASAL OSTEOMA.
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Nasal osteomata are less frequent than the
osteomata of the accessory sinuses. Of the face
skeletal osteomata, those of the nose only make up
about 33 1-3 per cent, according to HaasS who has
collected sixty-three cases affecting the nose and the
accessory sinuses, of which twenty-one were nasal.

Nothing is known of a definite etiology, only
hypotheses having been advanced for the causation
of these osteomata. Trauma probably plays a less

important part in their causation than was form-
erly believed, Bornhaupt^ finding only six cases
with traumatism as a causal factor in fifty-seven
cases.

_
Usually slow in growth, their beginning,

very likely, dates to early life, since 54 per cent,
occurred before puberty and 87 per cent, before the
thirtieth year. The ages of the reported cases of
osteomata ranged from thirteen to sixty-five years.
As to sex the cases seem almost evenly divided, a
few more in the male than in the female.
The histopathological origin of these bone tumors

is still sub judicc; Virchow' says that an osteoma
of the accessory cavities of the nose which is cov-
ered by mucous membrane must originate from
bone itself. Rokitansky* claims they originate from
an enchondroma. Cloquet mentioned by Haas
thought "the osteoma a direct ossification of mucous
polypi, having found a polyp-like mass contained in
a bony shell, and in another case he observed di-
rectly the opposite, viz. : ossification in the center of
a mucous polypus." Tillmanns" reasons "that in all

the accessory nasal cavities, respectively, in their
ramifications, remains of the chondrocranium are
found for a relatively long time, and he assumes
that these cartilagenous remains may be the point
of origin of the osteoma, and that the nasal osteo-
mata and those of the accessory sinuses are probably
developed from an enchondroma and later became
ossified

:
the periosteal development is probably an

exception, and this condition is favored by the slow
development and the clinical course, since these
osteomata form at an early age and grow for 10,
20, and 30 years ; in a few cases quick growth was
noted, viz., i, 2, and 3 years or even in 4 to 7 month.^
an osteoma had reached visible growth.
Osteomata are grouped by Ziegler" with the

chondromata, angiomata, fibromata (nerve and skin
fibromata), sarcomata, and adenomata, tumors
Read before the Section on Laryngology and Rhinol-

ogy, New York Academy of Medicine, February 2t
1910. ^ •''

which arise from some localized predisposition of

the tissues of a distinctly congenital nature, and
these have the distinguishing characteristics that

they may be inherited.

While there is great variance in the views here
cited, it may be assumed, owing to the fact that no
osteoma in this region has as yet been found con-
taining any trace of cartilage, that an osteoma of the

nose or accessory sinuses is not an ossified enchon-
droma, but rather a new formation from the

periosteum and probably of a congenital nature.

The frontal sinus seems to be the place of pre-

dilection for the osteomata of the accessory sinuses.

Bornhaupt tabulates their situation in forty-nine

cases, as follows: Frontal sinus in 23 cases, ethmoid
labyrinth in 11 cases, antrum of Highmore in 10
cases, and the ethmoid and sphenoid sinuses in 5
cases, and of these forty-nine cases, thirty-four orig-

inated in the ethmoid, although an osteoma may
arise from the frontal, lacrymal, or nasal bones,

the nasal process of the superior maxilla, the tur-

binates, etc. In most instances the point of origin

of these bone tumors is difficult to demonstrate, the

weak connection with the nasal skeleton is so easily

destroyed in operative manipulation, or, by pressure
atrophy or pus formation the pedicle may be de-
stroyed and the osteoma become sessile or entirely

free ; and when free they have been termed by the

Germans "dead" osteomata. In Tillmanns' case
two "dead" osteomata were found in the left fron-

tal sinus and a "dead" osteoma in the right nasal

cavity. Fenger^ described a large osteoma arising

from the right ethmoid, mi.xed in characer, being
to a minor extent of the "dead" variety, while the

major portion was active or growing.
These osteomata may be single or double in one

cavity and may be double and syminetrical, one on
either side in the various sinuses or in the nasal

cavities as in Stein's* case. Frequently they are

multiple distinctive growths, being often found in

more than one of the accessory sinuses. In some
cases the osteoma sends off prolongations from its

place of origin, one tumor occupying two or more
of the accessory nasal cavities, as in the case re-

lated by Heymann" where the tumor extended
above into the orbit, below into the antrum, later-

ally and behind into the ethmoid labyrinth. At
times after the removal of an osteoma from a nasal

cavity or sinus, with the lapse of a few years new
osteoma formation may take place in some other

accessory sinus ; HaeneP" reported such an occur-

rence. In Coakley's^^ case of osteoma both the

right and left nasal fossa were occluded and the

tumor seemed to arise from the inferior turbinate.

Kammerer" removed an eburnated osteoma weigh-
ing about 72 grams from the right nasal fossa; it

was attached to the frontal and ethmoid bones, in-

volving the orbit and antrum and caused prominence
of the zygoma. Helfrich^' removed a nasal osteoma
weighing 60 grams. Heymann reported one from
the nose the size of a small walnut, and in another
case a larger one, as described above, but gdves no
dimensions or weight. Tillmanns' two, from the

frontal sinus weighed respectively, 24.85 grams
and 7.6 grams, and the nasal osteoma weighed 47.1
grams. Fridenberg^* reported an orbital osteoma
of ethmoid origin weighing 100 grams. In Haber-
maas'^' case the nasal osteoma weighed 60 grams
and measured 8.5 x 4.0 x 3.5 cms. SprengeP" also

reported an ethmoid osteoma which was 2j^ cm.
in length and 1^4 cm. in thickness, but gives no
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weight. Haas gives the weight of a nasal osteoma

removed by him at from 70-80 grams and meas-

ured 93 X 48 X 40 mm.
We have in the stracture of these bone tumors

the two usual forms, the hard or eburneoid and
the softer or spongy form. In the hard variety

the place of attachment is usually soft or cancellous.

Their size and shape vary, sometimes being a dis-

tinct cast of the nasal cavity or of the affected sinus.

The surface is marked with rugae, irregular, and

nodular, mostly covered with periosteum and mu-
cous membrane. That oesteomata may grow to an

enormous size was shown by Hilton's" case, a

bony growth invading the antrum, which weighed

440 grams ; others of great size have been reported

involving the various accessory sinuses which will

not be mentioned here, enough of a descriptive char-

acter about osteomata has been included in the fore-

going general review.

Concerned particularly with the nasal asteomata,

further discourse will be limited to these. The
clinical history of a nasal osteoma is inconstant,

this depending almost entirely upon the symptoms,

which in turn are mainly contingent upon the size

of the growth and the amount of pressure exerted

on the neighboring parts. The most prominent

symptom complained of is nasal obstruction, which

may be partial or complete, unilateral or bilateral.

The osteoma may entirely occlude the nasal cavity

so that the smallest probe cannot pass between it

and the septum. Both nasal cavities may be oc-

cluded with an osteoma in each or, where only one

nasal cavity is occluded, in course of time the other

side may become obstructed, due to deviation

of the septum resulting from the growth of the

tumor. Difficulty in breathing may be marked and
in some cases it is impossible for the patient to as-

sume a reclining position, and he is compelled to

sleep in a chair.

The tumor has been known to fill up the naso-

pharynx, causing middle ear disturbances. Ob-
struction to the olfactory cleft may cause partial

or complete anosmia. The voice may be nasal and

one may have nasal discharge or stoppage. Epi-

staxis is common. Suppuration and ozena have been

observed. The glands of the neck and beneath the

jaw may be enlarged. Itching of the nose is a fre-

quent symptom, Heymann claiming that every case

of nasal osteoma has it. Pain is often complained

of, its situation depending upon the site of the

tumor and upon the parts undergoing compression,

but usually located in the course of the trigeminal

nerve. Vomiting and asthma may be reflex symp-

toms. Vertigo is sometimes annoying. Ocular dis-

turbances, as photophobia, diplopia, exophthalmus,

and epiphora are usually due to the pressure and

encroachment of the tumor on the orbit. Exter-

nally we may have nasal deformity, displacement

of the tip of the nose, boadening of the nose, tender-

ness, and swelling. Displacement of the nasal bones

outward takes place and if marked may cause the

appearance known as "frog-face". Perforations

through the nasal bones or orbital walls have been

recorded. Bulging downward of the hard palate

has been noticed and some parts of the skeletal face

may disappear by pressure atrophy.

The diagnosis of a nasal osteoma is not always

easy, often being made only at the time of operative

interference. In a nasal fossa occluded by a tumor,

to try the consistence of the same by attempting to

pierce it with a needle or trocar may help to differ-

entiate an osteoma from a cystic turbinate or chon-

droma. Osteomata are usually immovable ; this may
distinguish them from calculi or concretions, which,

as a rule, lie free and are yielding. Where the

swelling is large and we have external deformity

of the nose we must remember the malignant con-

ditions; but this may also be caused by a benign

condition. Transillumination may or may not show

a shadow. In the .r-ray we have a means of demon-

strating the extent of the tumor, its situation, as

well as its contour, and by this means can also se-

cure a more rational operation or plan of treatment.

The prognosis is good in most cases unless the

nasal osteoma invades the frontal or sphenoidal

sinus from where it may extend into the cranial cav-

ity and by pressure over the dura or by perforation

of the same may cause a meningitis or brain abscess

and so increase the gravity of prognosis.

The treatment consists in removal of the tumor

in toto; the operative procedure advocated in all

the reported cases embraces the laying open of the

nasal cavity by an incision on the cheek along the

side of the nose from the root down to the nasal

wings, separating the nasal bones and- the nasal

process of the superior maxilla and a second in-

cision outward on the cheek below the orbit, thus

giving a wide aperture through which to deliver the

osteoma. It is readily seen that this causes much
scarring and may possibly lead to much disfigure-

ment. The method followefl by the writer in the

case reported below is not original, it having been

suggested more than half a century ago by Fer-

gusson of England for partial excision of the upper

jaw, yet its adaptation is new in the removal of a

nasal tumor, and can be recommended in these

cases on account of the small unnoticeable scar left

after the operation, a not unimportant cosmetic con-

sideration, and since by this method any amount of

space can be gained without displacement of the

nasal bones and without unnecessary incisions about

the cheek or nose with their resultant disfigure-

ment. The bone removed from the anterior antral

and lateral nasal walls leaves no facial disfigure-

ment.

Case Report.—Mrs. Bertha G., married, aged 37
years, came to the clinic of Dr. Jonathan Wright,

at the Manhattan Eye, Ear, and Throat Hospital

on June 19, 1908. She complained only of nasal ob-

struction on the right side and had neither pain

nor discharge. The patient was robust and had al-

ways enjoyed good health. The right eye had been

blind since childhood, due to an accidental knife

thrust. The voice was flat. The face appeared

somewhat broadened across the nasal bridge and

malar region, but not to the extent of the so-called

"frog-face". The right nasal cavity was found

occluded by a large red mass resemljling a cystic

degenerated middle turbinate; posterior rhinoscopy

revealed the mass filling up almost the entire right

choana ; the left nasal cavity was free but some-

what narrowed above by the septal deflection to-

ward this side.

Under local anesthesia it was neither possible to

make any impression upon the tumor with cutting

forceps nor could a snare be engaged about the

tumor mass. A fine probe could not be passed be-

tween the tumor and septum ; the tumor was immov-
able. The patient was admitted to the ward on

June 22, in order to break up and remove the

tumor under general anesthesia. June 23, nitrous

oxide gas and ether were administered and an at-

tempt made to open with the chisel what was still

thought to be a cystic turbinate with a thick wall.
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After some work with the chisel and rongeur with-

out effect, its ivory hardness became apparent and

only at this time was a diagnosis of osteoma estab-

lished. Attempts to move the tumor were unavail-

ing. The operative procedure advised above was

then adopted as follows: An incision was made

through the upper lip in the medial line, the knife

being carried alongside of the columna into the

right nostril. Under the lip on the right side the

first incision was extended backward through the

gingivobuccal furrow for about two inches and the

soft parts with the periosteum were elevated from

the anterior surface of the superior maxilla and re-

tracted upward and outward, raising the right half

of the nose at the same time. With rongeur the

junction of the anterior antral and the lateral nasal

wall was ablated, partly preserving the inferior tur-

binate tissue and nasal mucous membrane, and so the

antrum of Highmore was perforated and exposed.

Penetration into the antrum was followed by a free

gush of foul smelling greenish pus. Part of the

anterior antral wall was removed and enough of

the lateral'tiasal wall to expose the tumor to about

one-half of its extent. The tumor could now be

rocked slightly upward and downward, but was still

wedged laterally. It could only be delivered after

removing more of the anterior antral wall up to

the orbital floor, necessarily sacrificing the infra-

orbital foramen with its nerve, taking down the

greater part of the nasal process of the superior

maxilla, and reducing the alveolar process down to

a level with the antrum floor ; by tilting the tumor
upward, grasping it well posteriorly, and applying

gentle force downward and laterally to the right, the

tumor was delivered after considerable manipula-
tion. The operation, lasting nearly three hours, was
greatly hampered by free hemorrhage. It was now
found that the middle turbinate, the ethmoid, and
part of the sphenoid bone were absorbed by pres-

sure atrophy and the floor of the orbit as well as

the upper nasal septum (perpendicular plate of the

ethmoid) in contact with the tumor were reduced
to a mere tissue-paper thickness and in some places

absorbed.

The mucous membrane of the antrum of
Highmore had been converted into a brown-
ish, thick, sogg}', moss-like membrane, which
was entirely excised. The nasal cavity and
antrum were douched with a hot saline solu-

tion, the postnasal plug removed, iodoform
gauze packing introduced into operative cavity,

and the retracted parts brought down and
sutured, silk being used for the lip and catgut for
the gingivobuccal incision. The sutures on the up-
per lip were removed on the fourth day ; primary
union occurred. On the sixth day the patient was

out of bed and feeling comfortable, except for

some slight numbness of the right cheek. She was

discharged from the hospital July 6, 1908.

The osteoma was 5.75 cm. long, 4.5 cm. wide, 3

cm. in thickness, 16 cm. in circumference, and

weighed 53 grams. It was ivory hard in consist-

ence, irregularly oval in outline, and covered by an

investing mucous membrane closely adherent to the

surface rugje. A whorl-like indenture at one place

probably indicated the point for a pedicle, its at-

tachment to some part of the nasal cavity possibly

having been destroyed during operative manipula-

tion. (See the illustration.) A decalcified portion

of the tumor showed the usual bone (Haversian

system) construction.

In conclusion the following discursive points may
be noted

:

r. Had a diagnosis of osteoma been made prior

to operation the .t--ray would have been a valuable

means of ascertaining the extent, location, and con-

tour of the tumor.
2. To limit the amount of hemorrhage during an

extensive operation about the face, a very vascular

field, ligation of the external carotid artery may or

may not control the bleeding. The complaint of

not a few operators is that the hemorrhage in

some of the cases is not always controlled by this

ligation and that the ligation of the external carotid

may be a risky procedure and be followed by for-

midable consequences, as was reported by Hertle^*,

who cites a case where the external carotid was
tied, with later formation of a thrombus of the in-

ternal carotid and multiple cerebral emboli as a

result of which the patient died.

3. It is remarkable that an osteoma of the nose

may grow to so large a size and exercise enough
pressure to produce bone atrophy and absorption

without causing any discomfort or particular clinical

symptoms during an extended period of growth,

and that the antrum of Highmore may be filled with

pus and lined by deeply degenerated membrane
without creating annoyance or symptoms.

4. That for the removal of intranasal or antral

growths the operative procedure, as described in the

removal of this nasal osteoma, gives a maximum of

room for extirpation with a minimum amount of

scarring and no facial deformity.
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THE TREATMENT OF CHOREA WITH
LARGE DOSES OF ARSENIC

(method of com BY-FILATOV ).

Uy G. li. HASSIN, M.D., and A. S. HERSHFIELD. M.D.,

CHICAGO.

Of the numerous remedies offered for the treatment

of chorea, the most popular is arsenic in the

form of Fowler's solution (liquor potassi ar-

senici). Despite the frequent objections to the use

of this remedy, it still remains the favorite and most

effective method of treatment of chorea, provided

it be given in large doses. The possibility of grave

complications, especially on the part of the gastro-

intestinal tract and nervous system, renders this

method of treatment in many cases inapplicable.

Therefore, many entirely abstain from arsenical

treatment of chorea, resorting to antipyrine, sali-

cvlates, aspirin, bromides, etc. (Burnet, Lees, J.

Allan).

In order to give the patient the benefit of large

doses of arsenic without its unpleasant by-effects,

Prof. Comby of Paris, France, advocated in 1896

the use, instead of Fowler's solution, the arsenious

acid, (acidum arsenicosum As^Oj) and in such

enormous doses that almost seem incredible.^ Com-
by's method consists in the following: He pre-

scribes a solution of arsenious acid i : 1000, each

teaspoonful of which contains just 4 milligrams or

gr. 1/15 of arsenic. He takes 2^ teaspoonfuls,

(oii ss) of this 1:000 solution, dilutes it with 6

tablespoonfuls of water and gives of the same a

tablespoon ful every 2 hours in a little milk. On
the second day he takes 15 grams of the solution to

6 tablespoonfuls of water, on the third day 20

grams; on the fourth, 25; fifth, 30; sixth, 35; and
on the seventh day, 40 grams, or 10 teaspoonfuls to

a dose. Beginning with the eighth day, he progres-

sively reduces the dose, by 5 grams, so that the en-

tire treatment takes just two weeks, during which

the patient takes about 6 grains of arsenious acid.

"If similar or equal doses of arsenic were given

in the form of Fowler's solution," says Prof. Fila-

tov, "we would have to start with 16 drops on the

first day and give 64 drops on the seventh, while

children rarely bear larger doses than 10 to 12 drops.

Therefore, we must admit that arsenious acid i^

really better borne than potassium arsenite."

Comby's doses are too enormous, indeed, and in

one of his cases, a girl of seven years old, he gave

in eleven days 4 grains of arsenious acid. Comby
himself says, that it is a formidable dose, which,

however, all his patients were bearing admirably

well.- This patient recovered from the chorea in

twelve days, but four weeks after the treatment was
completed and two months after the disease began,

a paraplegia developed, accompanied five days later

by incontinence of urine and feces, incomplete paral-

ysis of the upper extremities, loss of tendon re-

flexes, complete reaction of degeneration of the

muscles and nerves, and loss of sensibility. Comby
diagnosed arsenical myelitis and confessed that "it

is not wise to give such big doses of arsenic to small

children, though many can stand such treatment

without injury." i he child recovered completely in

three weeks.

In view of such serious complications, some au-

thors, as Weill (Lyons) entirely abandoned Comby's

method, some as Porof reserve it only for very

grave cases and exclusively for hospital patients,

and some, as Filatov, Ilutinel, and Babonneix, modi-

fied it to render this method of arsenical treatment

safer.

Hutinel and Babonneix" begin with a teaspoonful

of the 1 : 1000 solution of arsenious acid, increasing

the daily dose only by i gram. They do not give

this treatment to children below six years of age,

and the maximal dose is only 18 grams, or 4>^
teaspoonfuls. With such treatment they never had

any disagreeable complications. Filatov's method'

occupies the middle position between these two

French methods. He gives to sinall children, four

to six years old, half of a teaspoonful of the i : 1000

solution on the first day and to older children. Prof.

Filatov gives a full teaspoon daily, increasing the

initial dose by a half teaspoonful in younger, and a

full teaspoon in older children. The dose is in-

creased until the seventh day, after which it is de-

creased in the same proportion. The highest single

dose will be for small children 3>< teaspoonfuls, and

for older ones, seven teaspoonfuls or one-half of a

grain of arsenic. Prof. Filatov treated, according

to Comby and his modification, several cases of

which he reported four.

In the first case, Comby's method was used and

improvement was noticed on the fifth day. followed

by recovery on the fourteenth day. In the second

case, of two month's duration, Fowler's solution

was first given and no results after twenty-five days

of treatment. Then antipyrin (i gram to a dose)

was tried, also without results and was discontinued,

followed by i : 1000 solution of arsenious acid ac-

cording to Comby's method. The first dose was

a teaspoonful and it was daily increased by a full

teaspoon until the fifth day, when vomiting set in.

For two days the treatment was discontinued and

renewed on the eighth day with 4 teaspoonfuls as a

single dose. On the following days the dose was

gradually decreased and recovery followed on the

second week.
In the third case, of ten days' duration, sulphonal

was unsuccessfully used for four days and i : 1000

solution of arsenious acid started to be given on the

fifth day, half a teaspoon as the initial dose, which

was by the same amount increased until the eighth

day, when 4 teaspoonfuls were administered. Im-

provement was noticed at the end of two weeks,

and recovery after three weeks of the treatment.

In the fourth case marked improvement occurred

at the end of the third week with a i : lOOO solution

of arsenious acid. Prof. Filatov remarks that the

results were the better, the earlier the treatment

was begun, that all his patients gained in weight

and that in old, jjrotracted cases the solution could

be given in smaller doses, half of a teaspoon to a

dose, with the increase of the dose in the same
amount up to i or 2 teaspoonfuls as a maximal
dose, according to the patient's age. The treatment

in such cases must not be conducted longer than

two or two and a half weeks.

Despite the great authority of Comby and Filatov,

the described method of treatment of chorea did
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not meet with success, and in the literature and

text books (Wollenberg, Oppenheim, Sachs) it is

not even mentioned. Oppenheim' only points out

that arsenious acid proved to be an effective prepa-

ration in the treatment of minor chorea, that it

must be given in gradually increasing doses, be-

ginning with gr. 1/60, and that Comby considers

this drug very effective. Thiemich in Pfaundler-

Schlossman's' voluminous text book describes Com-
by's method, but adds that it did not find any imita-

tors in Germany. So far as we are aware, in this

country Comby's method of arsenical treatment

of minor chorea is entirely unknown, as the latest

articles on this subject, Allan's for instance,* do not

even mention it. Therefore, we deemed it neces-

sary to describe this method in extenso and to re-

port our experience with it in our private and dis-

pensary practice.

Comby and Filatov had to deal with hospital

cases, which, as is well known, may improve under
the influence of rest and isolation, even without any
medicinal treatment, while our patients have been
treated with Comby-Filatov's method under ordi-

nary circumstances.

Case I.—I. G., nine years of age, sick for three

and one-half months. Twitchings in the left arm,
face, and partly in the left leg. She could not
use the left arm and things would drop from her
hands. She had been treated for three and one-half
months in various colleges of Chicago and by pri-

vate physicians with Fowler's solution, 7 drops, as
the maximal dose. I (Dr. Hassin) administered
a solution of arsenious acid, i : 1000, half a tea-

spoonful for the first dose, gradually increasing
this dose by a full teaspoonful daily. Vomiting
appeared on the fifth day, but the child took the
next day 5 teaspoonfuls and vomited again. The
medicine was abruptly discontinued by the mother
and the improvement which was marked on the
fourth day, after 33/2 teaspoonfuls of medicine, was
almost complete after the fifth teaspoonful.
Case II.—Ch. R., seven years of age. A severe

case of limp chorea. Very extensive twitchings in

the shoulders, arms, and lower limbs. They were
particularly extensive and severe during sleep, and
the mother had to sit two nights near the boy lest

he might fall out of bed. He could neither eat
nor drink, as the food could not reach the mouth
because of the twitchings. The disturbed sleep and
lack of nourishment caused great emaciation in
the boy, who became peevish and irritable. As he
was getting worse from day to day, he was brought
by the mother to the College dispensary on Uie
fourth week of the disease. We gave him arseni-
ous acid in I : 1000 solution (Rp. Acidi arsenicosi
0,12, Aq. destil. 120,0 S. Yz teaspoonful to a dose,
gradually increasing by the same amount till 5 tea-
spoonfuls are taken). Marked improvement was
noticed on the fourth day of treatment. The jerk-
ings during sleep stopped entirely, and during the
day they became very rare and noticed only upon
voluntary exertions. The improvement was verv
marked and noticed also by the students. We pur-
posely allowed the boy to play outside and at the
same time we ordered the dose decreased in the
same proportion as it was increased. In a few days
the condition became aggravated and we admin-
istered the second course of arsenical treatment,
with a teaspoonful as the initial dose, which we
ordered to increase daily by one full teaspoon and
instructed the mother to keep the boy as quiet as
possible, taking him outside for short walks only.

Again marked improvement, and as soon as we de-

creased the dose of arsenic the twitchings and
jerkings would become more manifest. We, accord-

ingly, had to renew the treatment with each ag-
gravation of symptoms and altogether gave him
four courses of treatment with 5 teaspoonfuls as

the highest dose. After four weeks of treatment,

the recovery was complete. We kept the boy home
for six weeks longer without any arsenic having
been given, and allowed him to go to school at the

end of ten weeks since the beginning of the

treatment. Now it is about ten weeks since we
stopped the treatment and the condition of the

patient is splendid. There were, so far, no re-

lapses, no albumen in the urine, no cardiac dis-

orders. On the fourth week of treatment, there

appeared puffiness under the lower lids and a slight

herpes zoster on the right side of the chest. Both
disappeared within two days after the dose of ar-

senic was decreased.

Case III.—This was a case of general tic (Gilles

de la Tourette's disease) complicated with chorea.

B.,aged eight years. Blepharoclonus, various choretic

twitchings in upper limbs and in the muscles of
the body. He would often emit a strange bark-like

noise and would frequently repeat one word,
"what." The mother claimed that, when on the

street, he would swear at the boys, call them
names, would get licked for that, and when asked
why does he swear at the boys, he would say that

he could not help it. The mother also reported that

he frequently would bend himself on the street

and touch the sidewalk, that when in the street car
he would grasp her hat every other while. While
the barking could be looked upon as a manifesta-
tion of laryngeal chorea, in combination with the

regular, always of the same character and type,

movements, as touching the sidewalk or the moth-
er's hat in the car, with the echolalia, (repeating
the same word "what"), and coprolalia, (swearing
at the boys), it must be looked upon as manifesta-
tion of general tic, known as Gilles de la Tourette's
disease. Besides, he also showed irregular, pur-
poseless movements in the arms and other parts

of the body, could not be kept quiet in school, where
the teacher complained he "would touch everything
and was nervous," which movements we had to

refer to chorea and assume that the boy had a com-
bination of Gilles de la Tourette's disease (gen-
eral tic) with minor chorea. Therefore, we placed
him on arsenical treatment according to Filatov's

modification of Comby's method. We gave him
as the initial dose J^ teaspoonful of i : 1000 solu-

tion of arsenious acid and ordered the dose in-

creased daily by 3/ teaspoonful until 5 teaspoon-
fuls were taken. The choreic movements and the

laryngeal manifestations (the barking) consider-

ably subsided after the fourth teaspoon and grad-
ually disappeared entirely after four weeks of
treatment. The blepharoclonus was not influenced,

but the echolalia and coprolalia were no more com-
plained of. The mother showed great satisfaction

with the results of the treatment, which were also

apparent to the students, and we permitted the boy
to go to school, where they have had no more
trouble with him so far. When the boy was im-

proved we placed him on Fowler's solution, began
with I drop a day and daily were increasing the

dose by i drop until he had been taking 9 drops.

Vomiting set in with the ninth drop and Fow-
ler's solution was discontinued.

Case IV.—Aged eight years, typical chorea for
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two weeks. Arsenious acid in i : looo solution,

with 3/2 teaspoonful as the initial dose, increasing

the dose daily by a full teaspoon. The treatment

was carried out by a nurse of the Nurses Visiting

Association that brought the boy to the College dis-

pensary.- improvement set in on the fourth day,

but the boy had to be placed in a hospital on ac-

count of his mother's severe illness. Here an

ordinary treatment was used, the condition having

become worse.

One of us (Hassin) has been using Comby-
Filatov's method in the treatment of minor

chorea for the last three years in his private prac-

tice, the treatment having been left in the hands

of poorly trained mothers, and never was there any

occasion to regret having used this method of treat-

ment. Xo serious complications occurred, except

vomiting in the Case I, or edema of the eyelids

and herpes in the Case II, and we came to the

conclusion that arsenious acid in the solution

1 : 1000 giveri in smaller doses than advocated by

Comby are safer than Fowler's solution. This can

be seen from the Case III, where a boy, eight years

of age, could safely bear 5 teaspoonfuls of i : 1000

solution of arsenious acid, i.e. gr. V3 of arsenious

acid, but showed symptoms of intolerance from

9 drops of Fowler's solution and this after his

system has been somewhat used to the drug. The
time of treatment is considerably shortened by us-

ing the acid, the improvement sets in very early,

within a few days of treatment, and that it is due.

exclusively, to the use of arsenic may be gathered

from Case II, where the decrease of the dose would
inevitably bring forth aggravation of symptoms
and the increased dose an amelioration. Flow does

arsenic work? By inducing poisoning of the cen-

tral nervous system, as some think, or in some
other way, we would not attempt to e.xplain. The
fact is that arsenical treatment of chorea with ar-

senious acid is a much safer method of treatment of

minor chorea than with different arsenical solu-

tions commonly used. It is true that complica-

tions are apt to occur, but complications are also

possible with other drugs offered as substitutes for

arsenical treatment. We do not consider it excus-

able to deprive chorea patients of the benefits of

arsenical treatment on account of possible com-
plications, just as we would not consider it wise

to deprive syphilitic and other patients of the ben-

efit of mercurial or iodide preparations only be-

cause complications are liable to occur. The by-

effects of arsenical treatment can be greatly miti-

gated by using arsenious acid and can be avoided if

attention be paid to the condition of the gastrointes-

tinal and renal apparatuses.
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THE ABSTRACTION OF CALCIUM SALTS
FROM THE MOTHER'S BLOOD BY
THE FETUS A CAUSE OF LARGE

WHITE KIDNEY IN THE
FORMER.

By JENNIE G. DRENNAN, M.D.. CM..

CHICAGO. ILL.

Glomerulotuhul.\r nephritis, one of the saddest

and most hopeless conditions in renal medicine has

been considered when occurring during pregnancy,

to be due to toxemia of obscure causation. Since

the calcium salts are being shown to exert such an

important influence in the metabolism of the body,

it has occurred to me that this condition may be

induced by such an abstraction of these salts from

the blood of the mother by the fetus that a sufficient

amount is not left in her blood for her own use.

One of the functions of these salts in the ani-

mal body appears to be a union with neutral fat for

the formation of lipoids or soluble fats. In this

way fat may be kept in a state of continual solution,

somewhat unlikely, or it may be deposited in cer-

tain tissues—its normal depots—and then by a

process of dissociation the calcium may be reab-

sorbed and the fat remain as neutral fat. This fat

is largely deposited in the subcutaneous tissues and
in other situations where it may serve as a packing

substance, as around the kidneys themselves, which,

when imbedded in fat are held in position and pro-

tected from injury. Fat, so deposited, may, by a

later combination with calcium salts, be conveyed

to other parts of the body to serve, perhaps, as a

food in a time of need—the case of the hibernating

bear or the very sick patient who, unable to par-

take of much nutriment, comes through a severe ill-

ness. It would be most interesting to know if the

patient, who survives a long and severe illness, has

more available calcium salts to unite with the fat in

these depots, which fat conveyed to the centers of

metabolism may serve as food, and also to unite

with the fat formed in organs and remove it from

them, thus relieving their cells of a mass of useless

material.

The kidneys normally contain no neutral fat;

but by chemical examination about 23 per cent, of

their solid matter is found to consist of fat, which

has been there in a combined state. Now is it be-

yond comprehension that the epithelial cells of the

glomeruli and tubules undergo normally a certain

degree of fatty degeneration, the outcome of their

work, and that normally this fat is combined with

calcium and either cast off as an excretion or ab-

sorbed as a secretion and carried to other parts of

the body? If the blood is poor in calciiun salts this

union cannot take place and consequently the fatty

matter will remain in the cells as a fatty infiltration.

In large white kidneys the epithelial cells are gran-

ular, opaque, swollen, and fatty, and fatty casts

may be found in the urine. The latter is small in

amount and acid in reaction, no doubt due to a

lack of alkaline material. The fat, which should

have been united with calcium to form soluble fats

to be carried from the kidneys, remains in the cells

nncombined, and by its presence prevents the re-

generation and continuance of functions of their

cells. These patients have less neutral fat in other

parts of the body. By some this has been said to

be due to a transposition of fat from its normal de-

pots, viz.. the subcutaneous tissue, etc., to the liver

and other organs in the tissues of which it may be
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found; but I am inclined to think that this explan-

ation is a case of putting the cart before the horse,

and that its presence in these organs, and its ab-

sence from the subcutaneous and other like tissues

is due to the fact that calcium salts are not pres-

ent in sufficient amount to unite and form lipoids of

the fat, the result of degenerative and other changes.

Metabolism other than a degenerative process may
form fat in the tissues and may be the means of

conveyance from these tissues of this fat, which
should be ultimately deposited as neutral fat in its

normal depots. A patient with fatty infiltration of

her cells cannot perform the functions of her body,

and consequently a train of symptoms is established

which is toxic in nature; toxemia being rather the

result than the cause of the condition. The great

deposition of fat in the elderly may be due to the

increased fatty degeneration of cellular tissue, and
to a free supply of calcium salts—not so much cal-

cium being necessary for the growth of bones—and
by the union of this fat with calcium salts, the re-

sulting lipoids are formed and conveyed to the sub-

cutaneous tissues, where the calcium is abstracted

and the fat deposited as neutral fat. It is a fact

that stout, elderly people are not usually those

who have the greatest amount of fatty infiltration

or degeneration of their organs, and this may be the

reason. Absence of calcium salts due either to an
insufficient amount in the blood, or due to an in-

creased accumulation in the various tissues—the

very brittle bones of elderly thin people—prevents

a union of these salts with the neutral fat and, there-

fore, prevents the deposition of the latter in the

subcutaneous or other tissues outside of these or-

gans. The embedding of an organ in fat need not

interfere with its function, but may rather maintain
it in its normal position and prevent a ptosis with
its aggravating symptoms and interference of func-
tion

; but an organ whose tissues are themselves the
seat of fatty changes is one which cannot properly
functionate. There is a tendency in old age for cal-

cium to be deposited in lesions and this may be
another source of the scarcity of calcium salts in

the blood for union with the fat produced in the cells

of the organs.

During pregnancy the kidneys are doing an ex-
tra amount of work, for the mother must excrete the
waste material of the fetus as well as her own. Un-
der normal conditions she is perfectly able to do
this, but under conditions of malnutrition, due either
to poverty or an inability to partake of proper nutri-
ment, she does not consume the necessary amount
of calcium salts for the developing needs of the fe-

tus, for her own various tissues and for the forma-
tion of lipoids and for possibly other combinations
of which as yet nothing is known, as this study is

only in its infancy. Under this interpretation cal-

cium salts are fat carriers. A moderate degree of
fatty infiltration during pregnancy may possibly
exist without causing any marked symptoms, but if

more than moderate in amount it is a source of
great danger at the time to the patient and may be
the cause of an incurable condition later on. Finally,
the epithelium being completely degenerated, anuria
will result with its attendant symptoms and death.

SUMMARY.

1. Normally, cells undergo some fatty degenera-
tion.

2. Nonnally, calcium salts unite with this fat to
form lipoids in which form it is conveyed from the

org;ans to other situations, and after the abstraction
of its salts is deposited there as neutral fat.

3. In pregnancy there is an increased production
of fat due to the increased work on the part of the

renal epithelium.

4. In pregnancy there may be a decreased amount
of calcium in the mother's blood due to its abstrac-

tion by the fetus.

5. Therefore, the fat in the renal epithelium is

not combined with calcium to form lipoids and con-
sequently remains there as neutral fat, causing an
interference with the function of the cells.

6027 WooDLAWN Avenue.

PRECAUTIONS IN LABOIL^TORY AND
MORGUE THAT LESSEN THE DANGER
WHEN DEALING WITH PLAGUE.

By DONALD H. CURRIE, M.D .

HONOLULU. I. H.

The precautions recommended in this article are

those that we have been accustomed to observe while

dealing with plague.

Precautions Rcconunended for the Necropsy
Room.—This room should be fly-proof ; the floor

should be made of concrete and slope to the center,

at which point there should be located a concrete-

lined well, having connection with the sewer, but

so arranged as to permit of the opening or closure

of this connection from without. Before perform-
ing the necropsy the sewer connection of this well

should be closed, and a pound of commercial lye

placed in the latter. The necropsy table should
slope to the center, where there should be an open-
ing to permit the body fluids to pass into a gutter

beneath the table, and from thence into a bucket.

On receiving the body the lid of the coffin should

be raised and several ounces of chloroform poured
on the body; the lid should then be replaced, and
the chloroform allowed to act for thirty minutes to

destroy any insects that may be present.

With his hands protected by gloves the attendant

should then open the coffin and remove the clothing

from the body. The nude body should then be
placed on the necropsy table and sprinkled with a

solution of bichloride of mercury (i to 500) in

order to render innocuous any discharges that may
have soiled the body surface.

During the necropsy the surgeon should wear
rubber overshoes, a long sleeved gown, and heavy
rubber gauntlets, the latter having a canvas inner

lining. The sleeves of the gown should be drawn
down to the wrist and tied to the upper part of the

gauntlet.

In performing the necropsy the surgeon's motions
should be slow and careful to avoid the splashing

of body-fluids as well as the danger of wounding
himself. Should body-fluids be splashed upon any
one present a compress of gauze soaked in a strong

solution of bichloride of mercury should be applied

to the point that received the infectious fluid—on no
account should any attempt be made to remove such
infectious matter by wiping, lest the contained

bacilli be rubbed into the hair follicles.

At the end of the necropsy the surgeon should
immerse the gloves in 1-500 bichloride solution, and
then remove them without touching the soiled sides.

After this the hands and face should be mopped
over with some antiseptic solution, but all rubbing
motions should be avoided.
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Sliould the surgeon wound himself during tlic

necropsy every effort should be made to encourage

the injured tissues to bleed freely, after this the

wound should be immersed in a solution of formal-

dehyde ( I- 100) and an immunizing doze of Ycrsin"s

serum should be administered as soon as practical.

After the necropsy the body should be placed in a

zinc-lined coffin, the latter filled with quiclclinic and

closed.

The gauntlets, gown, and overshoes worn by the

surgeon should be immersed in bichloride solution

(1-500). All instruments employed during the

necropsy, sliould be boiled; the necropsy table and

floor of the necropsy room should be sprinkled with

(juicklime, and several hours later the room should

be washed down with a 5 per cent, solution of com-
mercial lye. This solution of lye will drain into the

central we'll where it should stand for twelve hours,

and then be allowed to flow into the sewer.

Frtxautioiis to Be Obscrfcd in the Laboratory.—
The laboratory should be insect- and rat-proof. The
employees should receive definite instructions as tq

the precautions to be observed. One attendant

should be made responsible for the absence of flies

within the laboratory. If dead rats are being re-

ceived for examination the trappers should bring

them to the laboratory in covered buckets, each of

which should have a small hole in the lid ; thi> hole

should be corked.

A laboratory attendant should receive the bucket

from the trapper, remove the cork and place a fun-

nel through the opening in the lid of the bucket,

and fill the latter with an emulsion of kerosine and

soap containing 5 per cent, of crude phenol. The
• cork should be replaced and the filled bucket allowed

to sit for twenty minutes. At the end of this time

the animals may be taken out of the bucket by

means of long-handled forceps and placed in a solu-

tion of bichloride ; this serves to wash off the emul-

sion and complete the destruction of the insect para-

sites of the rat.

When the emulsion has been washed off in the

bichloride solution the animal is lifted out of the

latter fluid by means of a pair of long-handled

forceps, placed on a convenient-sized board and

necropsied.

If the necropsy demonstrates that the animal is

probably infected with plague its body, together

with the board it was necropsied on, should be

burned. If the crematory is outside of the labora-

tory, the animal before being taken from the labora-

tory should be covered with enough absorbent cot-

ton to take up the fluids that issue from its incised

body.

In inoculating laboratory animals with plague it

is safer to employ the platinum loop than the

hypodermic syringe ; the latter instrument is only

necessary in intravenous or intraperitoneal inocula-

tions, and these latter methods are rarely necessary

in the routine diagnosis of plague.

After inoculation a glass jar should be chosen,

several inches of sawdust placed in the bottom of

it, and enough food supplied to last ten or twelve

days (one large cabbage will suffice in the case of a

guinea-pig). The animal should then be placed in

this jar, and the latter covered with a double thick-

ness of cheese cloth which should be bound to the

jar by means of a strip of adhesive plaster to pre-

vent the escape of small insects. This cage should

not be reopened during the life of the animal. If

the animal is still alive after the twelfth day it

should be killed with chloroform.

Attendants should be instructed to listen for a

peculiar sound which the guinea-pig utters when
suffering from pneumonic plague (this sound has

more the character of a sneeze than of a cough)
and which is more apt to be noted in animals in

which the illness is prolonged beyond the tenth day.

It has been our jjolicy to destroy such animals as

soon as this symptom was noted.

After the death of the animal chloroform is

poured through the cheese cloth cover and allowed

to act for twenty minutes. A small hole is then

made in the cheese cloth cover, a funnel inserted,

and the jar nearly filled with a solution of commer-
cial lye (one pound of lye to three gallons of water).

y\fter this solution has acted for five minutes the

cheese cloth cover should be removed and placed in

the Arnold's steam sterilizer. The animal is then

removed from the jar, by means of forceps, and

placed in a strongly acidulated solution of bichloride

of mercury.
The lye solution should be allowed to remain in

the jar for twenty-four hours to permit this chem-

ical to penetrate the sawdust, feces and unconsumed
food of the animal. The jar should then be emptied

of its contents.

The precautions to be observed in the necropsy

of rabbits and guinea-pigs are identical with those

described in the case of rats.

Weak Foot.—Steinbanh docs not apologize for pre-

senting such an apparently small matter. He defines weak
foot as a state of weakness or partial or complete length-

ening of the ligaments and the muscles that effect the

union and support of the tarsal bones. The etiology is

extensive; excessive use of the feet and badly shaped
shoes are the principal factors. He makes the following

classification : simple weak foot, weak foot with eversion

and rigidity, deformed weak foot, flat foot with eversion

and rigidity, traumatic flat foot, and paralytic Hat foot.

Complications are varicose veins and exostoses or chronic
inflammation of the inferior epiphysis of tne tibia. He
divides the symptoms into subjective and objective. Prog-
nosis is always good if properly treated. The chief prophy-
lactic measure is the manufacturing of proper shoes. The
treatment should be directed to the restoration of the arch

of the foot.

—

Cronica Mcdico-Qiiinirgica de la Habana.
Hypothyroidism and Disthyroidism in Children.

—

Luigi Concetti describes a new form of hypothyroidism
and disthyroidism, occurring in infants who are born of
or nursed by mothers or nurses who have changes in the

thyroid glands. The mothers show signs of hypothyroid-
ism such as obesity, transitory edemas, disturbances in

the heat sense and circulation, easy chilling, thinness of

hair, vasomotor disturbances, instability of nervous sys-

tem, vomiting, and slight resistance of toxemias. In the

children we occasionally find the marked form of myxe-
dema, but in general see slight and abortive forms. These
children are retarded in growth, suffer from attacks of
asthma, headache, eczema, general atrophy, or asthenia.

When treated with thyroid therapy we find the conditions
relieved, showing that the absence of thyroid secretion was
in direct relation with the conditions found.

—

Rivista di

Clinica Pedxatrica.

Treatment of Extrauterine Pregnancy.—Elis Essen-
Moller advocates an immediate operation in every case of
extrauterine pregnancy that is diagnosticated. He bases
his opinion on forty-eight cases of extrauterine pregnancy
operated on by him with but one death. Immediate opera-
tion will save most of these patients, while the expectant
treatment will result in many deaths from uncontrollable

hemorrhage. There is never a moment when the patient

is not riskmg her life from hemorrhage. The expectant
treatment necessitates a later operation for hematocele or
other complications in many cases, and this is done at ^
time when success is less likely than in the beginning. A
convalescence which is long, and during which the patient
must remain in bed, is the result. The statistics which are
given to demonstrate the advantages of the expectant
treatment are misleading because they contain many cases
of false diagnosis. Immediate operation has no more
risks than the later one. and no more than any other ab-
dominal operation.

—

I.'Obstetrique.
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HOSPITAL INFECTION OF
TUBERCULOSIS.

It would seem to be a somewhat natural sequence

that those in constant contact with individuals suf-

fering from pulmonary tuberculosis should become

infected with the germs of the disease more fre-

quently than those who are not continually exposed

to risk of infection. Among the medical men,

nurses, and attendants in a hospital there are likely

to be, if not more likely to be, as many predisposed

to infection as in the outside world. This is a

question which has, however, not yet been thor-

oughly investigated. At a meeting of the Royal

Society of Medicine held in London on April 26.

Edward Squire read a paper on hospital infection

of tuberculosis, as exemplified by the records of

the resident staff of the Mount Vernon Hospital,

one of the largest hospitals for the treatment of the

disease in England, for the past fifteen years. After

referring to the fact that up to the present time this

phase of the matter had been little considered,

Squire stated that the inquiry, though supporting

the view that the risk of infection in a well-regu-

lated chest hospital was very small, showed a larger

proportion of cases of probable infection than has

been shown in the statistics hitherto published in

England. It showed also that a certain proportion

of cases of tuberculous infection would be over-

looked if the individuals' accounts of themselves

were relied upon solely, several unsuspected cases

having been detected as a consequence of routine ex-

amination of the chest. It was, likewise, demon-

strated that a comparatively large proportion of

applicants for posts, especially on the nursing

staff, exhibited signs of previous infection of tuber-

culosis, and it seemed probable that residence in

general hospitals might be responsible for such in-

fection, or, at least, for the diminished resistance

which made infection possible. The inquiry was

divided into two main divisions dealing with (i)

the incidence of previous tuberculosis in those ap-

plying for posts at Mount Vernon, and (2) the evi-

dence pointing to infection during residence there.

Fourteen per cent, of the nurses and 8 per cent, of

the maid servants, showed evidence on entry of

previous infection. This was chiefly found among
those who had previously resided in hospitals

whether general or special ; for while of those who

had previously resided in hospitals nearly 20 per

cent, showed signs of former tuberculosis, less than

10 per cent, of those who had never resided in hos-

pitals showed such signs. The cases of infection

which occurred while in residence were eight in

number, being 2.5 per cent, of all who remained for

longer than three months.

In the discussion that followed the reading of

the paper, the fact was emphasized that infec-

tion of tuberculosis occurred not infrequently

in the porters at chest hospitals who assisted in

the postmortem room, and the general con-

clusion reached by the members at the meeting

was that physicians, medical students, nurses,

and attendants in hospitals were more liable to

infection by tuberculosis than were individuals

belonging to the general community. These find-

ings, although based on limited figures, are as might

be expected. It stands to reason that nurses, at any

rate, and in England in particular, should be more

subject to infection of tuberculosis than ordinary

individuals. Nurses in England are women who,

as a rule, first join a hospital when they are quite

young. The work is mentally and physically try-

ing and arduous. Their hours are long and rest is,

in the nature of things, irregular. It can, therefore,

be no cause for wonder that if not constitutionally

strong, their powers of resistance become dimin-

ished. This statement applies to a lesser extent to

the medical staff, medical students, and attendants.

Furthermore, it is only reasonable to suppose that

those who are constantly in the near neighborhood
.

of consumptives should run more risk of infection

than those who are not placed in such circumstances.

It would be interesting if statistics bearing upon

this matter could be obtained from the various large

institutions for tiie treatment of tuberculosis in this

country.

THE VALUE OF ATHLETICS.

The rapid increase in the prominence of the part

played by athletics in the life of the American and

English schools and colleges during the past gen-

eration has been a fruitful source of polemics in

newspapers, magazines, and comic papers, and has

occasioned many serious discussions on the part

of those whose duty it is to care for boys and girls

during the formative periods of their lives. From
reading the average newspaper account of college

life, one would be inclined to consider that a mod-

ern university is merely an overdeveloped gymna-

sium, wherein the body is developed at the expense

of the mind and the studies are sacrificed for the

sake of the sports. Not infrequently, too, we are

informed not only that the mentality of the student

suffers, but also that in the present day enthusiasm

for bodily prowess the physique is also injured; that

the oarsman and the distance runner are developed

to a high state of temporary efficiency, but that the

strain thereby entailed results in their being more or

less crippled and rendered less capable for the bat-

tle of life ; that in a great number of cases the

overwork of training is evidenced in later years by

a weakened heart, and that more harm than gooji

results from school and college athletics.
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Within the past few weeks two important articles

bearing upon this subject have appeared. In the

Edinburgh Medical Journal for May, 1910, Burn-

Murdoch, the medical officer of the Merchester

Castle School, speaks strongly in favor of athletics

in the life of the school and college student. Draw-
ing extensively from published records, and from
his own statistical studies, he shows that injury

from systematic athletic exercises among school

boys is rare indeed. Occasionally accidents occur,

but these are no more common in athletic contests

than in the irregular skylarking in which every

healthy boy is bound to indulge. As to overstrain,

this he found to be practically unknown in the

schools in which athletics is prescribed as a part of

the regular course, where the boys are examined by

a competent medical advisor, and the work is gradeil

according to each boy's physical ability. In the few-

cases in which there is a record of overstrain of the

heart, it was found, in practically every instance, to

have happened in a boy who had not received the

preliminary examination and thus a pre-existing

heart lesion had been overlooked. Harking back

many years the author refers to Morgan's classical

study of the later history of imiversity oarsmen in

which he showed that the longevity of this class of

men was considerably greater than that of the aver-

age human being.

The other article by F. J. Born, medical examiner

of the Yale gymnasium, appears in the Yale News
for May 6, 1910. In this a comparative study is

made of the size of the present senior student of

Yale, as compared to Gould's statistics of the senior

classes of Yale and Harvard made in 1864, when
athletics was of less importance in both school and

college life than it is to-day. From these it is shown
that though the height of the present student is

practicall}- equal to that of the college boy of fift}-

years ago, his weight averages over sixteen pounds

greater, his chest is 1.6 inches larger, and his ex-

pansion is distinctly increased.

These are but a few of the many interesting facts

contained in the two articles showing the advan-

tage of systematic athletics. The chief lessons to be

drawn from them are that the increase in athletics

during the past half century has tended to produce a

larger, stronger, and more capable type of college

man, that in order to obtain the best results the

training should be begun early in life in the prepara-

tory schools, that if proper medical supervision ex-

ists, and the boys, and the girls as well, are put

through a systematic course of athletics, graded ac-

cording to their size, strength, and physical fitness.

the danger is negligible, that the healthy, strong-

body so produced tends to make a man more cap-

able both mentally and physically to win the fi.ght of

the world, and finally that the physical training of

the boy in school should be as much the care of his

teachers as is the development of his mind or his

character.

upon corn as the sole etiological factor in the causa-

tion of pellagra. In 1905 at the meeting of the

British Medical Association, he stated his belief

that the disease was caused by a protozoan para-

site, transmitted, probably, by a blood-sucking in-

sect. In view of the increase of the disease in

various parts of the wold, including America, and
because of the obscurity which hangs about its

origin, a British commission, with Sambon at its

head, has been formed and is now studying the ques-

tion in those parts of Italy in which the malady
is most common. So far as the work of the com-
mission has gone, the theory of Sambon has been

greatly strengthened from the epidemiological

standpoint, and he has personally communicated to

C. H. Lavinder of the United States Public Health
and Marine Hospital Service, one of our most
earnest investigators into the subject, that he feels

confident that he will ultimately be proved correct.

Lavinder, writing in Public Health Reports, June
3, 1910, sets forth Sambon's theory in detail. These
are, in brief, that pellagra is not due to maize be-

cause it is found in places in which maize is neither

cultivated nor eaten, and is absent from many
places in which maize is the staple food. Pellagra
is a parasitic disease, because for years the person
affected may present some seasonal recurrences,

which can be explained only by the action of a
parasitic agent with alternating periods of activity

and latency, and its symptoms, course, duration,

and morbid anatomy, as well as its therapy, are sim-
ilar to those of parasitic diseases. It is insect borne,

because like malaria, sleeping sickness, etc., it is

limited to rural places, and more especially to the

vicinity of certain water bodies. It has a definite

seasonal incidence—spring and autumn, it is not
contagious, and neither food not water can ac-

count for its peculiar epidemiology. Sambon claims
to have detected the particular insect which con-
veys the disease, which he said is Simuliuni reptans.

The chief reasons for this conclusion are it is the
only blood-sucking insect which the British field

commission has found in its visits to numerous
pellagrous districts in Italy. Siimtlium reptans, like

Anopheles maculipennis, has a world-wide distribu-

tion and explains the wide distribution of pellagra.

It is found wherever pellagra is found and causes
epizootics in animals in America and in Europe,
and finally Mesnil has found a protozoan organism
in Simulium. As Lavinder remarks in commenting
on Sambon's theory, the judicial mental attitude of
American investigators with regard to the etiology
of pellagra is to be commended, for its origin is

still an open question. The evidence in support of
corn as the causative agent has appeared to be so
overwhelming that until this evidence has been
clearly controverted it cannot be wholly disre-

garded. However, the theory of Sambon appears
to have strong points in its favor and is worthy of
the serious attention of American students. Of
course, further and convincing proofs must be
forthcoming ere it is accepted. There would seem
to be no reason why American investigators should
not make researches on the lines indicated by the
British Commission for we have the material here
in abundance.

The Parasitic Origin of Pellagra.

Louis Sambon, the well-known Italian investiga-
tor, who is attached to the London School of Trop-
ical Medicine, was the first, publicly, to throw doubt

Peritoneal P.\tching of the Aorta.

The advances which have been made during the
past few years in the surgery of the blood vessels
in the experimental laboratories have been so great
and the various steps have followed each other in
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such rapid succession, that it is impossible to pre-

dict from month to month what the next number
of the scientific journals may produce. The trans-

plantation of arteries and veins, and the substitu-

tion of one for the other, had hardly become known
as a surgical possibility, when Carrel announced that

not only could fresh vessels be used for this pur-

pose, but that arteries kept on ice for weeks and

months might be used for implantations, and that

they would regain their vitality and functionate

quite as well as the fresh material. In The Journal

of Expcrinicntal Medicine for March 14, 1910, the

same author publishes the results of some experi-

ments perhaps even more startling than those which
he has given before in that he has demonstrated

that in order to mend a hole in an aorta it is not

even necessary to vise a blood vessel for the patch.

Instead he has taken a piece of the abdominal wall

with its attached peritoneum, has smeared it well

with vaseline, and has fitted it carefully into the

opening made in the aorta, the peritoneum being

flush with the interior. The two animals which
survived the operation lived and appeared to be

healthy. In one case five months and in the other

ten months later, the abdomens were opened and the

vessels examined. While the blood was flowing it

was almost impossible to tell the patch from the

original vessel. On excision, however, the location

of the patch immediately showed itself in its failure

to contract as did the normal vessel. On histolog-

ical examination it was hardly possible to distinguish

between the vessel and the patch, as the peritoneum
and abdominal muscle had become so transformed
as most closely to resemble normal vessel wall. The
chief difference was in the lesser number of elastic

tissue fibers in the patch, though these were much
more numerous than in the normal abdominal wall
muscles. The anatomical transformation of the ab-
dominal wall into aorta was almost complete, and
the functional adaptation was perfect. The practi-

cal uses of such a discovery are at present impossi-
ble to estimate, but they will undoubtedly be great.

The Pathology of Hepatic Cirrhosis.

For many years there has been some difference of
opinion as to the nature of the process known as
cirrhosis of the liver. On one side have been ar-
rayed the pathologists who believe that the primary
process is a perilobular increase of connective tis-

sue, with a secondary degeneration of the paren-
chyma due to pressure or inanition, while on the
other are those who hold that a primary destruction
of liver tissue is compensated for by a secondary
growth of scar tissue. In recent years the latter

view has been held by most pathologists. In the
Deutsche medizinische IVochenschrift for .May.
12, 1910, however, Warschauer reports a case which
leads him to believe that, in certain cases at least,

the older view may be the correct one. The patient
died during the early stages of hepatic cirrhosis.
The liver was somewhat enlarged and hard, but
showed no other macroscopic changes. Under the
low power of the microscope the acini were seen
to he intact ; in the middle of each acinus was the
central vein, without pathological changes ; the
parendiyma cells were arranged in regular radia-
tions

; the capillaries were somewhat dilated ; around
the interlobular vein, for a distance equal to about
five times its diameter, mere patches of fibrous tis-

sue with small cell infiltration, and grouped around
these were liver parenchyma cells "between which

the capillaries were not visible. On high power
magnification, no signs of degeneration could be

seen inside the acini. The cells were normally

arranged, the nuclei were well stained, and there

was no trace of connective tissue growth within

the acini. The appearance, on the other hand, of

the interacinous periportal connective tissue was
greatly altered. Here were found all the signs of

active tissue proliferation : small cell infiltration,

fibroblasts, young connective tissue cells, and

formed fibrous tissue. Such a picture Warschauer
maintains, with some reason, could be produced

only by a primary interstitial hepatitis.

Birth and Death Rates in Europe.—Statistics

collected recently by Jacques Eertillon show strik-

ingly the decrease in the birth rate in France. Where-
as before the Franco-Prussian War the birth rate

was in the neighborhood of one million, during

the last three years it has been below 800,000. The
excess of births over deaths in France last year

was 13,500; in Germany, 880,000; in .\ustria,

553,000; in Great Britain and Italy it was about

the same as in Austria, and in Holland the excess

was 83,000.

Cholera in Europe.—A dispatch from Odessa
states that on June 22 there were 790 cases of

cholera under treatment in the city, and that on that

day there were 219 deaths from the disease. The
Prussian government has detained a Russian immi-

grant at the immigration station at Ruhleben with

symptoms suggesting cholera.

The Board of Inebriety Bill permitting the

Board of Estimate of New York City to establish

such a board has been signed by Governor Hughes.

The Children's Aid Society in New York City

has opened its various summer homes for the

season of 1910. The Coney Island Health Flome
for mothers with sick infants opened on June 27.

On the same day the Children's Summer Home at

Bath Beach was opened. The new cottage of the

Home for Convalescent Children at Chappaqua
had its formal opening on July i, and the boys'

camp at Denville, N. J., received its first install-

ment on July 2. The society is attempting to raise

$50,000 for this summer work.

The University of Arkansas.—.\n agreement
has been reached by which the medical department

of this university, located at Little Rock, is to be-

come more closely affiliated with the university at

Favetteville. The first two years of the course

will be given at Fayetteville and the last two years

at Little Rock.

The University of Wisconsin announces a gift

of 1,500 volumes on anatomy and the history of

medicine from the late Dr. Byron Robinson. Funds
for the establishment of a scholarship in anatomy
valued at $550 a year are also provided in the be-

quest. This will be known as the Byron Robinson
scholarship in anatomy, and is to be held by both

men and women students in medicine. The pur-

pose of this scholarship is to encourage the anatomi-

cal, physiological, and pathological study of the

sympathethic nervous system.

Honorary Degrees.—At the University com-
mencement exercises held recently a number of

medical men received honorary degrees. Yale Uni-
versity conferred the degree of Doctor of Science
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upon Dr. Simon Flexner of the Rockefeller Insti-

tute for Medical Research. Rutgers College gave
the same degree to Dr. Egbert Le Fcvrc, dean ol

the New York University Medical College. Bow-
doin College gave the degree of Doctor of Science

to Dr. Myles Standish of Boston, and Dr. Lucien

Howe of Buffalo. The University of Alabama
gave the honorary Doctor of Laws to Colonel

William C. Gorgas, U. S. A., and Dr. L. L. Hill.

A Rebuke to the Governor of New Jersey.—
At a legislative hearing on a medical bill last spring.

the Governor of New Jersey lost his temper and
applied Rooseveltian terms to two of the physicians

present. At the annual meeting of the New Jersey

State Medical Society, held this week in Atlantic

City, the medical men had their innings and the soci-

ety unanimously adopted the following preamble and
resolution : Whereas at the hearing on the medical

practice bill the Governor publicly questioned the

veracity of the chairman of our committee on legis-

lation and treated representatives of our society

discourteously by refusing a proper discussion of

the merits of the bill by unceremoniously closing the

hearing; therefore, be it Resolved, That the Medi-
cal Society of New Jersey in annual meeting as-

sembled hereby not only place on record their

perfect confidence in Dr. L. M. Halsey but also

their deep regret that the Governor of our State so

lost control of himself as to reflect discredit, upon
his high office and dishonor upon the State. And.
moreover, the result has been the lowering of the

standards of preliminary educational requirements

in New Jersey and the consequent loss of reciprocity

between our State and New York State.

The People's Hospital of New York had its

opening and dedication ceremonies on June 21.

The building is fireproof throughout and has ac-

commodations for fifty patients. Most of the

equipment was donated, among the donors being

the Emperor of Austria, who gave an operating-

table. The medical board consists of Dr. L Adler,

consulting physician ; Dr. C. A. von Ramdohr, con-

sulting t bstetrician : Drs. I. M. Rottenberg, A.

Fishman, and J. Broder, visiting physicians ; Dr.

A. Bassler, visiting gastroenterologist ; Drs. J.

Bieber and M. Landesman, attending physicians

;

Drs. J. P. Grant. B. Tilton, J. J. McGrath, G. L Mil-

ler, and C. Pfister, visiting surgeons ; Drs. S.

Strauss, R. Cronson, J. O. Polok, S. Rottenberg,

C. Kennedy, and B. Gordon, visiting gynecologists

;

Drs. K. B. Page and A. Wolborst, visiting genito-

urinary surgeons ; Drs. S. Spiegel, M. Lewson, and
-S. Forstot, attending surgeons ; Dr. M. Davidoff.

attending gynecologist ; Dr. H. W. Korman, attend-

ing genitourinary surgeon ; Drs. S. S. Freidman.
C. Broder, J. A. Stoloff. J. A. Prager, and M. Ros-
enberg, assistant attending surgeons ; Drs. A. L.

Weindrug and L. Polon, assistant attending gyne-
cologists ; Drs. G. Wolf, M. Wolper, and J.'^Bar-

sky. visiting pediatrists; Dr. Z. Sharfice, attending

pediatrist; Dr. L. Weiss, visiting dermatologist; Dr.

J. S. Price, visiting ophthalmologist ; Dr. M. Rosen-
baum. assistant attending ophthalmologist ; Drs. D.

S. Dougherty and L Grushlaw, visiting laryn-

gootologists ; Drs. G. Kremer and I. E. Pasternak,
attending lar3'ngootologists ; Dr. J. U. Stebbins. Jr..

pathologist and curator.

Bellevue Hospital.—The appointments have
been announced of two assistant medical superin-

tendents to Bellevue and the Allied Hospitals of

New York City. The appointees are Dr. George

O'lianlon of the Riverdale Sanatorium, and Dr.

Mark L. h'leming of the detention station at Hoff-

man's Island.

A Hospital for the Tuberculous Insane is

about to be erected in b'ulton. Mo., in connection

with the State Hospital there. The new institution

will be called the Hadley Hospital in honor of Gov-
ernor Hadlcy of Missouri.

The Kansas State Board of Medical Registra-

tion and Examination has elected Dr. A. S. Rose
of Sabetha, President, and Dr. H. A. Dykes of

Lebanon, Secretary.

Medical Club of Philadelphia.—At a reception

held June 17. Surgeon-General George H. Torney
of the United States Army, and Surgeon-General
Charles P. Stokes of the United States Navy, were
the guests of honor.

The Alumni Association of the Yale Medical
School held its annual meeting June 22, 1910.

The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted

as follows : President, Dr. Charles Craig of the

United States Army ; Vice-Presidents, Dr. S. J.

Maher of New Haven, Dr. Seymour L. Spier of

New Haven ; Dr. H. J. Schlevin of Brooklyn, Dr.

A. M. Loomis of Derby, Dr. T. H. Wilson, Jr., of

New Haven ; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. E. M.
Black of New Haven ; Chairman of the Executive
Committee, Dr. C. J. Bartlett of New Haven.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Jules A. Simon of San
Fraticisco died on June 8, 1910, of heart disease

while ascending Mount Vesuvius. Dr. Simon was
a graduate of the medical department of the Uni-
versity of California in 1875 and of the University

of Paris in 1883. He was at one time president of

the San Francisco Board of Health, and for many
years held a professorship in the University of

California. He was a member of the San Fran-
cisco Covmty Medical Society and the ^ledical So-
ciety of the State of California.

Dr. Joseph Ch.\mberl.\in Caldwell of Buck-
land, Maine, died suddenly while attending a

patient on June 20, 1910, aged 65 years. He was
a graduate of the Medical School of Maine in 1870,
and a member of the Oxford County Medical So-
ciety, the Maine Medical Association, and the

American Medical Association.

Dr. Willis B. McMicit.-\el of Boston, Mass.,
died June 11, 1910, at North Edgecomb, Maine,
aged 53 years. He was a graduate of the Harvard
Medical School in 1881, and was a member of the

Suffolk County Medical Society, the Massachusetts
Medical Society, and the American Medical Asso-
ciation.

Dr. Emmett C. King of Hartford, Conn., died

at his home June 17, 1910, aged 58 years. He was
a graduate of the New York Homeopathic Medical
College in 1880 and was a member of the Hartford
County Medical Club and the Connecticut Homeo-
pathic Medical Society.

Dr. Steven Frost Horton of Peekskill. N. Y.,

died at his home June 21, 1910, aged 46 years.

He was a graduate of the New York University
Medical College in 1886, and was a member of the

Westchester County Medical Society, and the

Medical Society of the State of New York.

Dr. Wm. Ekwurzel died at Philadelphia on
May t8 at the age of 68 years. He was graduated
from Tefl:'erson Medical College in the class of

1868, and a member of the Philadelphia County
Medical Society, and the Medical Society of the

State of Pennsylvania.
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MORE FEEDING IN TYPHOID FEVER.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir:— I was much pleased by three articles in the

Medical Record last year on "Milk-Free Diet in Ty-
phoid," by Drs. Seibert, Strong, and Kemp. The ar-

ticles were terse, strong, short, and full of common
sense. The line of treatment follows partly along lines

that I have practised for eleven years. I have had

240 cases, with four deaths. Two of those that died

had walking typhoid and had had profuse hemorrhages
before calling medical aid, and neither lived four days

after receiving medical attention. The third one came
into my care on relapse after being treated for three

weeks with "acetanilide." He was sixteen miles away
across country, the only way to reach him was by
horseback, and naturally he could not receive the best

attention. He lived a week in the relapse, but in that

time bed sores of large size developed, showing his

resisting power to be low. The fourth died the eight-

eenth day of the disease. He was the last 01 seven to

come down, he having acted as nurse for the others

as one after another became ill. The mother was
dead and the neighbors refused assistance, so the fam-
ily fought it out as best they could among them-
selves, and this young man waited on himself, taking

his food and medicine, using the fountain syringe, and
bathing himself for fourteen days, when he became de-

lirious and was unable longer to do it. He died the

eighteenth day. These four died. Would Brand, or

Osier, or Seibert have lost them? Dr. Seibert's suc-

cess seems to depend on the irrigation of the bowels
and the milk-free diet. I have attributed my success

to my "typhoid treatment," rectal irrigation, and abun-
dant feeding. It is my belief that typhoid fever may be
"gone after" with as much assurance of success as we
would go after malaria with quinine, syphilis with merr
cury, or acute rheumatism with the salicylates. As I

say, I have attributed my success more to drug med-
ication than anything else. But have I been wrong?
It maj' be that I have drugged my patients unneces-
sarily, and the success should be attributed to the rec-

tal irrigation. I have not been a "milk" man by any
means, but have insisted on the patient having a variety

of food—"anything he can drink." I must say, how-
ever, that to get soups properly prepared is a great
problem in most homes, and if there is a trained nurse,

she is trained, as a rule, to consider anything but milk
in typhoid as certain death, and will not. and generally
does not know how to prepare a nourishing soup.
There is no therapeutic nihilism in my treatment, nor

is there starvation. I have never excluded milk from
the diet, but have noticed that those that take least milk
and most other foods get along best. (Some day there
may be a standard treatment and standard food for

this disease.) I give soup by the bowlful instead of the
ounce, and cool water (no ice-water) every hour. Each
evening a large edema of soapsuds with a teaspoon-
ful of turpentine is given. Hemorrhage is the only con-
traindication; and in my last one hundred and sixty
cases there have been no hemorrhages. There is rarely
any tympanites, delirium, diarrhea, or discomfort. The
tongue clears, pulse comes down, temperature gradually
subsides, appetite returns, skin is moist, no dryness of
the mouth, no sordes, nothing typical of typhoid fever
after ten days. "What's the matter with Mrs. P.?" I

was asked by one of my hospital patients. I answered,
"Typhoid." "Well, if that's typhoid fever, I am not
afraid of it. She don't look sick." I said, "Come into
the ward." I took the party to the ward and pointed
out two other patients and said, "Do they look like

typhoid?" He said, "Not typical. What are you giv-
ing them?" I said, "Plenty to eat and water—and
some medicine."

It is the unusually good appearance of the patients
that attracts attention, and the short duration of the
disease. Almost every case is free from fever in three
weeks or less, with few complirations. There have been
ten pneumonias complicatinc the typhoid, but none
proved fatal. These have not all been mild cases, for
the first of the series was in a malignant epidemic,
where more than 35 per cent, died under the "expect-
ant" treatment. But they have been of every grade,
mild and severe. I feel sure that fully 50 per" cent, of
the deaths in typhoid fever arc due to milk, and 50
per cent, of the remaining deaths due to starvation. It
seems curious that even eminent men will not recog-

nize the fact that it takes a considerable amount of
"fuel" to keep the human mechanism in working order,
even when lying abed. Many a patient has literally

starved to death from underfeeding. Compare Dr. Sei-
bert's feeding with the "regulation" feeding of many
hospitals and private practitioners ,and one can readily
see why Dr. Seibert's patients have such different

"term" of fever. Since reading the "Milk-Free Diet" ar-

ticles last year, I have excluded milk rigidly from the
diet of typhoids, and they have all done remarkably
well, although I have had only twelve cases.

C. H. Maxwell, M. D.

OUR LONDON LETTER.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

RESEARCH DEFENSE SOCIETY AT ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSI-
CIANS—PARLIAMENTARY GRANT—NURSING DISCONTENTS

—

OBITUARY.
London, June 10, 191c.

The Earl of Cromer presided at the annual meet-
ing of the Research Defense Society, held on the 4th
inst. at the Royal College of Physicians. Sir Douglas
Provvell, proposing the report, said it was deplorable
that a society should be necessary to defend the good
work of research against the machinations of a clique
which just now dominated another society (that for
prevention of cruelty to animals), which after doing
much good work had entered on a wild crusade against
science and endeavored to exploit the sentimentalism of
people who, though worthy, were not wise. Their
readiness to be imposed upon and exploited illustrated

the truth and force of Mr. Roosevelt's remark: "Of all

broken reeds, sentimentalism is the most broken reed
on which righteousness can lean."

Sir David Bruce, seconding, pointed out that there
was now no new case of sleeping sickness in Uganda,
where, in the past, it carried off 200,000 out of a popula-
tion of 300,000. That result was entirely due to ex-
perimentation on animals. By the same method of

research, Malta fever, of which, in 1905, there were
643 cases in the army and about as many in the navy,
had been banished.
Thanks were voted to the Earl of Cromer and the

Royal College of Physicians for the use of its library to
hold the meeting in.

Lord Cromer, responding, paid a tribute to the un-
tiring zeal of ^I^. Stephen Paget, and commended also
Mr. Keen's book on "Recent Surgical Progress," and
summarized that author's reply to the question what
the friends of research had done and then what its foes
had done? To the latter he said Mr. Keen answered
in tones vibrating with justifiable indignation. "Nothing
init to stand in the way of progress. Not a single life

has been saved by their ettcrts: not a single household
made happy: not a single disease has had its ravages
abated or abolished." Lord Cromer passed on to the
question whether dogs were to be exempted as proposed
by some of the sentimentalists, and claimed that he
himself and others loved the dog as much as any. But
he knew that about 20,000 stray dogs were put to death
in the lethal chamber annually, and the few dogs vivi-

sected suffered no more, and there was no reason for
making such exception over other animals, and such
legislation could not be justified. Lord Cromer pro-
ceeded to ridicule Mr. Coleridge's fanciful proposal
that a license to experiment should only be granted to

applicants with a certificate signed by at least one
justice of the peace and one clergyman that he had a
reputation for humanity! Such absurdity was enough,
said Lord Cromer, to laugh the bill out of court. But
if it had a chance of becoming law he would suggest an
amendment: "That no one, even in this free country,
should be allowed to speak against vivisection unless

he could produce a certificate signed by at least two
judges and a brace of bishops that he had a reputation

for common sense and accuracy of statement."

In connection with the Parliamentary grant for

scientific investi,gations concerning disease the follow-

ing special researches have been authorized: i. Con-
tinued investigation into enteric fever, by Drs. Theo-
dore Thomson and Ledingham. 2. Continued research

on diphtheria by Drs. Thomson and C. J. Thomas. 3.

Continuation of that into flies as carriers of infection,

by Drs. Monckton, Copeman, Graham, Smith, Merri-

man, Nicholl. and Bernstein. 4. Continuation of that

on the injurious gases evolved during artificial illumi-

nation, bv Dr. J. Wade. 5. Preliminary inquiry into

relation of certain bacteria to infantile diarrhea, by
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Drs. C. J. Lewis, Sheila M. Ross, Tliomas Orr and
R. A. O'Brien.
A state of unrest and discontent has prevailed for

sorne time among many nurses. Threats more or less
serious have been made by some of the leaders of
these ladies, but are looked upon with amusement or
contempt, according to the view taken. On Monday
evening there was a meeting of nurses employed at St.
Bartholomew's Hospital to protest against the appoint-
ment of a matron who was not one of themselves, but
came from another hospital. Considerable excitement
was reported in the nursing world, and letters and tele-
grams of sympathy were sent to the meeting. It is

perhaps natural for any kind of stat? to consider pro-
motion from its own members the best way of filling
vacancies, and, other things being equal, it is often
adopted. Is there not a feeling in medical schools in
favor of their own students? But we do not hear of
revolts or strikes when an outsider is preferred, as fre-
quently happens. Then it may be said that managers
have their responsibilities and their rights as to elec-
tions.

But, to return to the malcontents of "old Barts."
Many strong statements were put forward, the ac-
curacy of which is not quite evident—a natural inci-
dent, says a friend, when women are the speakers. The
opener declared the "election of a lady from another
hospital set the hands of the clock back." She ad-
mitted registration had something to do with it. and it

seemed as if the meeting advocated registration such
as the medical profession has had. If they knew how
little good it has done they would not be enthusiastic
about it. .1 resolution was put forward to the effect
that the conmiittee had condemned the efficiency of the
educative worth of their medical and nursing staffs, etc..

and calling for public inquiry into the management and
the nursing home, which was said to be insanitary and
a death trap in case of fire. It was not explained how
these things had only been just discovered. Mrs. Bed-
ford Fenwick, who is usually present at discussions on
nursing, declared in her decided way that the action of
the committee was a challenge to the whole nursing
profession: that no cooperation, no organization, no
protective legislation, no liberty of conscience, no
liberty of speech, no degree of self-government should
be theirs unless those who claimed them were prepared
to pay the price of no professional promotion. This is

the sort of assertion Mrs. Fenwick has often indulged
in, as she advocates registration. Whether her ad-
vocacy will help the malcontents of "old Barts" or
terrify the committee remains to be seen.

Of course, the name of Florence Nightingale was
heard in this discussion—which reminds me that an
"appreciation" of her work lately appeared in the

Medical Press from one who had seen it in the Crimea.
It was written to commemorate her ninetieth birthday
and endorsed by another witness of her beneficent work.
Many amusing remarks and incidents were made in the

article. But it was rather marred by exaggeration

—

quite as marked as that of the feminine speakers men-
tioned above. It spoke of the nursing of the hospitals

in London and New York as inconceivably bad before
Miss Nightingale's work. It said the nurses were gen-
erally both drunken and immoral. Now, a doctor who
went through a hospital in London as student and
eventually became a professor protests against this as

a gross libel. He only met with one instance of

drunkenness, but he admits there was a good deal of

ignorance, though not of the self-assertion which is

at present so prominent. So much for London nurses
then and now. You can speak for New York.
Mr. James Stantin. senior surgeon to the London

Skin Hospital, died on the 3d inst. at the age of fifty-

nine. He took the M.R.C.S. in 1876 and contented
himself with that single qualification, and that through
a period when many seemed to aim at adding as many
letters as possible to their names. He devoted himself

to dermatology, and became a leading authority. His
"Pharmacopceia for Skin Diseases" obtained a good cir-

culation, reaching a fourth edition in 1899. He wrote
several treatises on this subject and contributed freely

to the Transactions of the Paki and the Willan So-

cieties and the International Dermatological Congress.

He also devised a "skin scraper" and a "toughened gold

needle" for electrolysis.

H. R. Greene. Pasha and Lieutenant-Colonel in the

Royal Army Medical Corps, died suddenly on the 4th

inst. He was educated in Dublin, at Trinity College

and the Royal College of Surgeons there, taking its

license in 1862, and the following year adding that of

the Edinburgh Royal College of Physicians. Entering
the. army medical service, he was employed in various
foreign parts. In Egypt he became First English
Director of the Sanitary Administration, and for his
valuable services in this capacity was created Pasha
by the Kheidive. He retired several years ago, having
had the misfortune to become totally deaf.

FORTY-THIRD ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CA-
NADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

Toronto, June 15, 1910.

On June i, in the Section of Medicine, Dr. George W.
Ross of Toronto read a paper on the treatment of
acne vulgaris by vaccines. He said that treatment was
dependent upon the microorganisms found in the pustules
of each case. If the bacillus of acne was alone present,
as in many cases of acne punctuata. then the bacillus of
acne vaccine was used, but if the staphylococcus albus co-
existed, then the albus vaccine was necessary as well.
Treatment by vaccines was of great value, but it was im-
portant to supplement this specific treatment with careful
regulation of the general health. Out of fifty-six cases
satisfactory results had been obtained in forty-four cases.
In the remaining twelve improvement had occurred in all'

but four.

On June 2, in the Section of Surgery, Dr. Murray Mac-
Laren of St. John, N. S., read a paper on a case of
hemorrhagic cyst of the omentum, which occurred in a
negro and which was operated upon successfully. Dr.
.MacLaren defined a true omental cyst as contained in the
cavity of the omentum and not attached to the wall. He
further said that such cysts were of rare occurrence. Dr.
J. .^1. Elder of Montreal, however, did not think that
these cysts were so common as was generally believed.

^ Dr. I. Wood of Kingston, Ont., read a paper, in the
Section of Surgery on June 2, on appendicitis in chil-
dren, which gave rise to a considerable amount of dis-
cussion and difference of opinion. Dr. Wood presented
the statement that appendicitis was more deadly than any
other abdominal lesion to persons under fifteen vears of
age, that it was more prevalent in children, and "that the
condition was more difficult to diagnose in children than
in adults. Dr. Wood gave a history of appendicitis from
the time of its earliest mention. In 1867 Parker said
that gangrene was more prevalent in children, while Little
was the first to make special reference to appendicitis in
children. Dr. Wood, who acknowledged that he borrowed
his views, to a large extent, from Kelly, argued that
appendicitis was in every respect more dangerous in chil-
dren. It was more sudden in onset, more intense in
syrnptoms, and more deadly in result, and abnormal con-
ditions were more frequently met with in children. From
anatomical, pathological, and clinical standpoints appendi-
citis w'as more difiicult to diagnose in children, and diag-
nostic features which were clear in adults were obscure
in children. That its treatment was more difficult in
children was made evident from the fact that the death
rate from the disease in children was more than 19 per
cent., and in adults between 2 and 3 per cent. Finally
Dr. Wood advanced the opinion that the literature of
appendicitis in children should be revised. In discussing
the matter Dr. Bruce said, in appendicitis occurring in
adults or in children operation in the majority of cases
should be undertaken at once. Dr. F. Shepherd of Mont-
real said he did not think that diagnosis of appendicitis in

children was more difficult than in adults, but he ven-
tured the remark that surgeons in England were behind-
hand as regards operating for appendicitis. Dr. .•\. Prim-
rose of Toronto laid emphasis on the more frequent dis-
covery of appendicitis in abscess form in children than in

adults.

On June 2, in the Section of Eye, Ear, Nose, and
Throat, there was an interesting discussion on the diseased
tonsil. Dr. W. P. Caven read a paper on the effect of
the diseased tonsil upon the general system. He pointed
out that diseased tonsil was occasionally congenital, and
that Hutchinson has suggested that chest affections were
often due to enlarged tonsils. Shut your mouth and save
your life was a dictum of an old doctor which contained a
good deal of truth. At any rate, there could be little dif-
ference of opinion with regard to the vast improvement
in health frequently brought about by the removal of en-
larged tonsils. In tuberculosis the tonsil was an important
factor of infection. Those suffering from tuberculosis
had often had diseased tonsils. The diseased tonsil re-
moved in time would do away with tuberculous glands.
Dr. Caven said that articular rheumatism, too. often fol-
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lowed diseased tonsils, and he thought that the diseased

tonsil might be the port of entry of the bacteria of rheu-

matism. He drew attention to the fact that the diseased

tonsil had a considerable bearing on other diseases, and
among these on appendicitis.

In discussing the surgical treatment of the diseased ton-

sil there was no agreement as to the mode of operation in

the young. Dr. Price Brown of Toronto gave his view, to

the effect that up to adult age the tonsil should not be corn-

pletely removed, for the reason that it has functions in

childhood. He pointed out that, while the American sur-

geons enucleate the tonsil, the German and English sur-

geons do not. and that the greatest European authorities

do not believe in complete removal. On the other side, the

contention was made that enucleation of the tonsil at any

time of life was the only effectual operation, and that if it

were not enuncleated adenoids had a tendency to reappear.

In the section of medicine, on Tune 3, Dr. J. H. Elliott

read a paper on the value of tuberculin in pulmonary
tuberculosis. He said that experiments had shown beyond
doubt that in carefully selected cases it was valuable, but

that in critical cases attended with fever it could not be

used.

"The Blood in Pulmonary Tuberculosis" was the title of

a paper read by Dr. A. F. Miller of Kentville. N. C, in

collaboration with L. Brown and J. S. Lupton of Saranac

Lake. The contents of the paper were the tabulation of

the results of six years' efforts and experiments to ascer-

tain the blood changes and developments in cases of tuber-

culosis. The results were for the most part negative.

On June 3, in the Section of Pathology, Dr. J. L. Todd of

Montreal read a paper on the blood in sleeping sickness.

He pointed out that auto-agglutination of the blood was
veo' common in this disease, and, although it was not

always seen in infected blood, it was so frequently seen as

to lead to the suspicion that there was a connection be-

tween this condition of the blood and sleeping sickness.

Auto-agglutination was not present at any particular stage

of the disease, and might be associated with other diseases,

and there did not seem to be any intimate connection

between it and sleeping sickness, but, as said before, its

more or less constant presence in the disease was more
than a coincidence. Professor I. G. Brodie of Toronto
gave an interesting address and demonstration by means
of carefully designed apparatus of the action of the

glomeruli of the kidney. He showed that the action was
a true secretory process, and was neither passive nor
filtrative.

Among other noteworthy papers read was one by Dr.

Amzot of Toronto, provincial analyst, on rabies. He
mentioned that Professor McKenzie of the pathological

department of the Toronto Universitv had many years ago
discovered the same protozoan bodies which were after-

ward discovered by Negri, and by many supposed to be
the cause of the disease.

A considerable amount of business was done by the

Executive Council of the association. Dr. John Stewart
of Halifax submitted to the executive committee of the

council an exhaustive report dealing with the inspection of

public schools and school children of Canada. The report

made these recommendations : That the boards of educa-
tion, the Minister of Education, or Council of Education,
should appoint a publi: inspector, and that each province
should have an expert medical adviser, who should organ-
ize a complete system of medical inspection for the super-

vision of schools and school children. That the system
adopted in British Columbia recently to provide for the

medical inspection of schools and school children should
be approved by the Medical Association. The following
special committee was appointed to consider the question

:

Dr. Stewart, chairman; Dr. Helen MacMurchy of Toronto,
secretary; Dr. Jasper Halpenny of Winnipeg; Professor
A. McPhedran of Toronto; Dr. C. J. Fafin of Victoria,

B. C, and Dr. J. D; Lafferty of Calgary.

At the last business meeting of the association for thi?

year a resolution was passed asking the Dominion Govern-
ment to establish a laboratory for the production of anti-

toxin and other serum for distribution throughout Canada
at cost price. It was pointed out that the use of antitoxin
in diphtheria had reduced the mortality from 35 to 10 per
cent, of the cases.

It has been decided to hold the next annual meeting in

Montreal, and the following officers for the coming year
have been elected: President, Dr. George E. Armstrong of
Montreal; General Secretary, Dr. E. V. .Archibald of
Montreal ; Treasurer, H. B. Small of Ottawa ; Finance
Committee, Dr. James Bell of Montreal; Dr. J. L. Fother-
ingham of Toronto ; Dr. Murray Maclaren of St. John
X. B. : Dr. S. J. Tunstall of Vancouver, E C. ; Dr. F. X

G. Starr of Toronto; Dr. F. J. Blanchward of Winnipeg,
and Dr F. B. Finley of Montreal.
The social aspect of the meeting was not neglected.

There were golf matches and bowling games, and, of
course, "at homes" and other entertainments for the ladies.

On the afternoon of June 2 the members of the association
and ladies went to Niagara Falls as the guests of the

Toronto members, and on the afternoon of June 3 the

members of the association and ladies went to Guelph as

the guests of the profession of that city and of the presi-

dent and staff of the Agricultural College there.

A large exhibit of medical appliances and drugs was held

in the foyer of the Convocation Hall.

The meeting of the association was a great success from
every point of view. The attendance was large, the papers
read were of a wide medical and scientific range, and, on
the whole, of a high standard. As a place of meeting
Toronto could hardly be improved on, and it may be said

that everything went without a hitch, and that probably
the meeting of 1910 was the most successful in the annals
of the Canadian Medical Association.

^rogiTHS of iHriiiral ^rtrnrr.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, June 16, 1910.

Cardiac Syphilis.—The paper of G. G. Sears refers to

the varying views on this question and studies recent lit-

erature. He says that as there is no pathological lesion

apart from the gumma which permits positive diagnosis of

syphilitic infection of the heart so there are no clinical

signs or symptoms which are pathognomonic of it or es-

sentially different from those which result from other

causes. If a single gumma be of small size or a fibrous

patch be located in the thick muscle of a ventricle there

are no symptoms during any stage of its evolution while a

similar lesion in a papillary muscle or in the bundle of His
might cause great disturbance. Yet in spite of this fact the

author thinks that a probable clinical diagnosis can often

be made and sometimes a positive one. The cardiac dis-

turbances during the acute stage of the disease may appear
under two forms, one toxic and similar to those which oc-

cur in typhoid, pneumonia, and other infectious diseases

and the other a true organic lesion produced by interstitial

foci in the muscle. Most of these cases whatever tlieir

form clear up under treatment and the connection is ob-

vious in making a diagnosis. The following complex is the

most important
;
paroxysmal attacks of cardiac asthma or

anginal pain, unequal and irregular heart contractions with

muffled heart sounds, an indistinct pulse wave and occa-

sional cardiac murmurs if the aortic orifice be involved in

the pathological process, and finally in some ca^^es signs

of increasing and persistent heart failure with hypertrophy
and dilatation. When these occur in young or middle-aged
persons without general arterial sclerosis and without the

presence of any definite cause and especially when there

is reason to believe that syphilis was acquired ten years or

so previously, the diagnosis of cardiac syphilis cannot be

doubted. The symptoms generally develop insidiously. A
notable percentage of cases die suddently without mani-
festations of previous ill-health while numerous cases are

conscious of little or no cardiac disturbance until a period

of overwork or possibly some special effort leads to an
uDsetting of the cardiac balance with a rapid development
of even an immediate onset of urgent sjTnptoms. The
prognosis depends on the stage of the disease and the ex-

tent of process. The amount of permanent damage will

depend to the extent to which muscrlar tissue has been
replaced and on the location of the fibrous patches. All

such patients should undergo the Wassermann test and if

the result is positive the treatment is at once suggested.

The amount of iodide necessary varies greatly according

to the case and the patient's reaction. Mercury is given

preferably by injection. Cardiac insufficiency if present

should be combated by rest and the medication appropri-

ate tn each individual case.

Tuberculous Peritonitis.—A. K. Stone makes a plea

for the treatment of tuberculous peritonitis b}' hygienic

rather than by surgical measures. He says that in true

cases of the disease in which no other focus can be dem-
onstrated the chances of ultimate arrest under properly

conducted hygienic treatment are good. They are not en-

hanced by surgical intervention without distinct purpose
and any such operation must be treated not as itself cura-

tive but as a step or incident of the cure. In the absence

of a symotomatic demand surgical intervention is not jus-

tified. Afany patients recover under good simple food,

fresh air. and good nursing. Many wounds made in the

course of surgery in such cases become infected with tuber-

culous material and as it takes time for this infection to
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develop and make itself felt, patients are often discharged
from the hospital with apparently good scars only to he
found a few weeks later with a discharging tiibcrculous
ulceration of the scar. These ulcerations are notoriously
slow in healing and even years may pass before they close.

The weeping of the wound as it is called is often advan-
tageous as it gives ocular proof to the patients that they
are not yet well. If, however, there is a primary infection

of the lymph nodes behind the peritoneum of the cecum or
in the retroperitoneal nodes about the spinal column or
in the tubes or gut itself, tuberculous material may invade
the peritoneum and be distributed throughout its cavity.

When there are definite local symptoms which simulate
appendicitis or salpingitis there is no question but that an
operation is indicated to clear up any doubt and if a dis-

eased focus or organ is found it should be removed.

A'ciy York Medical Journal, June 18, 1910.

Malnutrition in Infancy and Its Relation to Gastric
Digestion.—L. J. Tint and L. Breskman refer to the
functional activity of the stomach in children under one
year of age, both with and without gastrointestinal dis-

turbance. Analyses of gastric contents are given both
with and without green stools and vomiting. General con-
clusions are given as follows: (i) The examination of
the gastric contents of eleven children, mostly under one
year of age, without vomiting, or green stools, showed a
constant presence of free hydrochloric acid, rennin, and
pepsin. (2) Examination of the gastric contents of twenty
children under one year of age, with green stools, vom-
iting, and gradual loss of weight, showed an absence of
free hydrochloric acid, rennin, and pepsin. (3) That in

well developed cases of malnutrition, such an absence of
gastric activity was constant and persisted throughout the

course of the affection. Considering the data given in

the tables, they deem the following worthy of further

study: (1) That the stomach very early in life plays an
important role in digestion through its peptic and rennin
activities. Free hydrochloric acid is normally present. (2)
That with the onset of green stools is artificially fed and
in breast fed children, there is an absence of free hydro-
chloric acid. 3. That the absence of gastric activity is

relatively constant in children suffering from malnutri-
tion. (4) Lastly, that the milk should be carefully exam-
ined for the fat percentage, when such is taken into con-
sideration in making up feedings, particularly in asylums
for children.

Delayed Menopause.—A. E. Gallant speaks of the
dangers and therapeutic indications of delayed menopause
and presents a table showing the approximate age when
the menopause should be established. This table says that

when the menses begin at the tenth year they should cease

between the fiftieth and fifty-second year; at the other
end of the scale, when they do not begin till the twentieth

year they should cease between the thirtieth and thirty-

second year. The author submits the following general

propositions: (r) The menopause in women with healthy
reproductive organs should be established abruptly at an
age depending upon the age when menstruation first be-

gan—early if begun late, late if begun early. This age can
be approximately determined, and used as a guide in es-

timating when the menopause may be expected to occur.

(2) The menopause is delayed whenever menstruation con-

tinues after the approximate age and is always found to

be associated with flexion, version, fixation, neoplasm,
tubal disease, syphilis, etc. (3) In delayed menstrua-
tion the greatest pathological danger lies in the presence

or promotion of the growth of fibroid or malignant tu-

mors. The contributory dangers are due to delay: I. The
patient failing to consult a physician; refuses examination;
or refuses operation. 2. The physician delays examina-
tion ; fails to diagnosticate the condition : fails to rec-

ognize the importance of early operation; deludes himself
and the patient in the belief that the flow will cease, the

fibroid atrophy and time will work miracles; forgetting

that the grave alone can silence, cover, and conceal these
victims of his delay. (4) The danger signals in delayed
menopause are: r. A typical menstruation; 2, hemorrhage;
3, malodorous discharge; and. 4, pain, which if disre-

garded lead to disaster and death, (s) At the approximate
age the woman has reached the limit of fecundity, there-

fore the prophylactic removal of a useless, probably
dangerous, tumor breeding organ is justifiable, and the

one sure method of putting an end to all the dangers. (6")

The large number of incurable cases of carcinoma uteri,

degenerated fibroids, malignant ovarian and broad ligament
cystoma, even in early life, warn us to instruct mothers to

teach their daughters the dangers of delav w^henever they

suffer from dysmenorrhea, menorrhagia. metrorrhagia,

leucorrhea, abdominal tumors, etc., especially after they

have passed the approximate age.

The Clinical Significance of Silent Fluids in the
Thoracic Cavity.— The descriptive term used by F. A.
Jones refers to large quantities of transudates and exu-
dates into the thoracic cavity without symptoms. These
fluids may be serous, serofibrinous, purulent, or hemor-
rhagic. In tuberculous peritonitis with effusion where the

process has not been active in the lungs he has found in

most instances a bilateral effusion with a physical exami-
nation of tlie chest. In these cases there were no cir-

culatory or respiratory symptoms. There was no dyspnea,
cyanosis, cough, bulging of intercostal spaces, nor fixation

of chest walls. During the past year the author has ob-
served six cases of bilateral hydrothorax complicating
acute nephritis, in which there were no circulatory or re-

spiratory symptoms or evidences of dropsy elsewhere. Sim-
ilar cases have been seen in children convalescing from
scarlet fever and pneumonia. Quite often the physical

signs are a composite picture of consolidated lung and
effusion; particularly, in children where Bacellis's sign ob-

tains, tubular breathing on auscultation. The dead flat

note, however, over effusions of whatever nature, can, in

the hands of the experienced, be distinguished from the

living, resilient, flat note which we sometimes elicit in

thickened pleura and in consolidated lung. In the latter,

the sounding board vibrates. In the former, it is cracked.

In pleuritic effusions, the flat note is dead. In thickened
pleura with consolidated lung, it is very much alive. Care-
lessness in the application and interpretation of physical

signs often leads us into diagnostic errors. The author
desires to impress upon young practitioners, who possibly

have not had quite sufficient hospital training, to be care-

ful how they inspect, how they palpate, how they percuss,

and how they auscultate. He wishes to enter his protest

emphatically against a number of our recent textbooks

using the terms "flatness and dullness" interchangeably.

Journal of the American Medical Association, June 18, 1910.

Enucleation in Panophthalmitis.—R. L. Randolph.
while admitting that meningitis is a rare sequel of enuclea-

tion in the active stage of a purulent panophthalmitis,

thinks that such cases should be watched with care as

fatal meningeal complications have followed, especially in

purulent panophthalmitis with great phlegmon of the or-

bital tissues. He reports a series of experiments made to

determine whether meningitis could be produced in some
of the lower animals by first producing a purulent ophthal-

mitis and then removing the eye in the active stage of the

disease. Rabbits and guinea-pigs were employed and the

experiments were always made under etherization. The
results of 43 such experiments agree with clinical

experience in the human subject, namely, that a death from
meningitis thus induced is an exceptional event. It is his

practice, however, to abstain from enucleation in spite of
the evidence of its comparative freedom from risk. He
always makes 2 incisions in panophthalmitic eyes, one on
each side of the cornea about a quarter of an inch from
the limbus and a little below and parallel to the equator of
the eyeball, as he is of the opinion that these incisions con-
stitute a measure safer than enucleation, performing enu-
cleation only when a speedy and painless recovery is very
important, as, for example, in old and feeble patients.

Autolysis of Pneumococci.—E. C. Rosenow has in-

vestigated the autolysis of pneumococci and offers the fol-

lowing preliminary statement. It seems possible to separ-

ate the toxic from the nontoxic or antigenic parts of the

pneumococcus by autolysis with sodium clilorid, the toxic
portion going into solution. It is impossible to immunize
animals with this substance to any marked degree. The in-

jection of the nontoxic portion, on the other hand, causes
a marked increase in the immunity curve measured by the
specific increase of the pneumococcic opsonin. The use of
this substance in pneumonia seems to indicate that it will

be a valuable aid in the treatment of this disease though
further tests will be still required.

Retroperitoneal Enlargements.—W. H. Allport dis-

cusses the diagnosis of retroperitoneal growths, giving il-

lustrative cases of how their progress may be limited.

Educated methodical diagnosis is essential, the genius for

surgical diagnosis consisting almost always in systematized
knowledge. The surgeon should take no man's word, but
do his own guessing and do it scientifically, recollecting

always that his insight, like all applied knowledge, has its

limitations, and acknowledging them in time instead of hav-
ing them demonstrated later on. Abdominal regions, as
usually demarcated, are for the student of anatomy; the

surgeon and pathologist are concerned with boundaries.
Displaced organs still move most readily toward their

normal position and the growth of the abnormally enlarg-
ing organs is apt to occur within the normal zone and
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fascial plane, usually along, rather than across, the normal
cleavage planes. To the surgical pathologist the profitable

anatomical study is that concerning the distribution of

fascias. Neoplasms are usually closely associated with or-

gans ; the irregular and atypical enlargements which follow

fascias are apt to be either secondary deposits or chronic

suppurations, more likely the latter. When in doubt, one

should never forget that arch deceiver, the cold abscess.

Chronic suppuration is rarely recognized by the direct

method ; diagnosis by exclusion is the rule. Attention is

especially called to the history sheet, the temperature chart,

the blood count and the urinalysis reports as aids for diag-

nosis. Inflation of the colon by Ziemssen's method often

enables one to assist diagnosis by crowding the tumor into

one or the other space in front of or behind the posterior

layer of the peritoneum. If the growth is thus found to

be retroperitoneal, the kidney should be studied again by
palpation, urine analysis, the .r-ray ; and, finally, by metal-

lic ureteral catheterism combined with skiagraphy. A num-
ber of instructive cases illustrating these puzzling points

for diagnosis are given in brief detail, and, in conclusion,

Allport emphasizes the puzzling clinical problem afforded

by hysteria and functional pain. He says that it is a grave
question whether pain which the surgeon believes to be
genuine, but which exists alone without other symptoms,
justifies him in cutting into the peritoneum or retroperi-

toneal space. His own observation of such cases has not
been favorable to operation. The neglect to recognize and
properly appraise hysteria is as frequently the cause of
failure of diagnosis as is the failure to identify the cold

abscess.

The Therapy of Work.—Man is mentally, morally,
and physically so attuned that when disordered his per-

fect restoration demands intelligent readjustment of each
element, says R. S. Carroll. The derangements of the me-
chanical workings of the body have been subject to in-

creasing surgical skill until we invade every precinct of the
body. But this has had its evils, and until recently prac-
tically normal organs were sometimes removed and ex-
ploratory incisions were made for their "mental elfect."

The modern physician with his immense therapeutic arma-
mentarium, must still feel the stigma of empiricism as he
faces many of the diseases of internal medicine, and one
reason is that he has ignored that principle of life con-
nected with, dominating and making the real body, the
psyche. The neurologist has been pleading that a certain
percentage of invalids are psychically ill. Emotional shock
is interpreted through the physical sensations, the individu-
al becomes self-centered, the physician who has a powder
for every pain fails to apply his psychology and the pa-
tient after passing through the hands of the physician, the
oculist, the abdominal surgeon, and the osteopath finally

finds cure in the negations of Eddyism, and medicine is

rightfully discredited. The neuropath may also be of the
hereditary type, and then the case is difficult. The ac-
quired form may result from exhaustion, intoxication, or
have its origin in the owner's brain. Nerve integrity is re-
duced by profitless introspection, morbid self-consciousness,
ultrasensitiveness, self-depreciation, cynicism, pessimism,
doubt, and. most baneful of all, fear in its many forms.
The call is for men practised in the arts of medicine,
who, in addition, are students of the human mind. The
length of the list of false psychotherapeutic crlts but em-
phasizes the need for true, rational psychotherapy. These
cults all assert in a chorus most emphatic that beliefs,
though false, may displace morbid ideas and effect cures.
Years devoted to the development of a workable, practical
psychotherapy have convinced Carroll of the preponderat-
ing value of work as a present help and a lasting benefit
in the treatment of the nervous. The value of Mitchell's
rest cure is unquestioned, but often proves inappropriate
or inadequate; biit work truly is life. As Hall has said,
the human body is made for action. Therapeutically, the
proper form of work should be prescribed, well within the
strength of the patient and requiring sufficient mental ac-
tivity to distract attention from the purely physical. Even
drudgery has its place. There is a wholesome discipline
in work. The mental relaxation and rejuvenation which
follow substitution of reasonable physical employment for
high-pressure mental strain cannot be gainsaid. Whole-
some benefits come to the mind from the physical exalta-
tion_ following the normal use of our muscles! The great-
est influence of work as a therapeutic measure rests in the
mastering of self_ which comes with work, and when self-
mastery replaces indulgence and doubt of one's strength is

replaced by faith, when morbid self-centeredness. that mis-
erable dwarfer of the soul, gives way to an externalizing
self, then the passion for material comfort will lose its
devitalizing power, and a mastery will ensue superior to
petty discomforts of temperature and weather, the habits

of our neighbors' children and the din of traffic, a mas-
tery superior to the miserable hyperesthesias and dysthe-
sias so incident to nervousness. Such will ever be the
mission of work when divorced from damaging moods.

The Lancet, June 11, 1910.

Imperforate Hymen in Sisters.—Two cases of this

nature are reported by W. B. Mayne. The first was a
girl of 19 years. Her mother had noticed that for some
time she had walked in a peculiar manner and that she
had never menstruated. The patient had sufl'ered for some
months with abdominal pain and had recently had a swell-
ing of the genitals. Examination revealed a hematocol-
pos, tlie uterus being enlarged to the extent of a four
months pregnancy and protruding between the labia there
was a convex bluish swelling of the size of half a billiard

ball. The vaginal septum was incised and there drained
away a large amount of a viscid almost nuconium-like
fluid which was not measured. One week later, the in-

cision showing a tendency to contract, the girl was anes-
thetized and the fibrous septum was wholly broken down

;

the OS uteri was found to be still markedly patulous and
edematous. The sister, a girl of 16 years, who had never
menstruated, was found to have a wholly imperforate
hymen which was incised and freely stretched but there
was no retained fluid.

Fatal Case of Gastric Tetany.—G. A. Gordon was
called to see a woman who had a fit. On arrival he found
the woman, 48 years of age, perfectly conscious. She
had had many years a severe indigestion, vomiting nearly
everything she ate. Examination showed the arms flexed
at the elbows and wrists, the arms being folded over the

chest. The fingers were bent at the metacarpophalangeal
joints and extended at the terminal ones. The legs were
perfectly rigid and the toes flexed. It required considerable
force to straighten the arms or to flex the legs. The
stomach was greatly dilated and the presence of a small
mass in the region of the pylorus was suspected. The ab-
dominal muscles were fairly rigid. Potassium bromide
and chloral failed to relieve the condition. One hour later

the patient was becoming delirious and cyanotic. Chloro-
form relaxed the limbs only slightly. In a short time the
patient became delirious again and died in about four
hours after being first seen. The author believes that had
she been seen earlier she might have been saved.

Rat-Bite Fever.—G. S. Middleton reports the case
<i! a girl of 3 years who had been bitten by a rat on the
back of the left hand. Tlie v.ound had already healed, but
two weeks later the hand and arm had begun to swell and
had become red and painful and a lump had appeared in

the axilla. She was transferred to hospital and had quite
a high fever wliich recurred in sliort attacks in the c-urse
of the next month. These attacks were not accompanied
by any swelling of the arm. During the third febrile at-

tack a red measly rash on the cheeks, forehead, and legs

appeared but none on the trunk. A rash of similar char-
acier came on during each of the following febrile at-

tacks. No cause for this peculiar fever could be assigned.
It often rose to 104° or 105°. Recovery ensued, there be-
ing no surgical intervention. Examination of the blood
during the earlier stages revealed a slight leucocytosis,
many of the cells containing an undue amount of small
black granules. In fresh specimens the red cells con-
tained one or more rod-shaped bodies which showed a cer-

tain amount of mo\enient. but these v.ere not visible in

stained specimens and their nature was not determined.
In one fresh film there was discovered a diplococcus which
seemed to have a capsule. Cultures from the blood made
in several diff.erent media gave a growth in only one tube

—

namely, in anaerobic gelatine. This growth had a reddish
color and under the microscope showed a diplococcus with-
out a capsule. The organism was an unfamiliar one, and
its pathogenic properties were not investigated.

Papilloma Causing Hydronephrosis in a Horse-Shoe
Kidney.—The patient of J. Morley was a man of 32
years with the usual symptoms of the condition stated in

the title of the paper. .A diagnosis of renal growth, prob-
ably sarcoma, was made and nephrectomy determined on.

Incision was made and a fluctuating tumor found. .\n at-

tempt to draw it out through the wound led to the tearing

of a hole in the cortex. E.xamination was unable to de-
termine the presence of a kidney on the opposite side. The
renal structure on the operated side had everj' appearance
of a horseshoe kidney. The author follows out the tech-

nical description of the operotion. On the second day
thereafter the patient began to have violent and distressing

hiccough. On the fifth day the pulse began to fail and
the urine to grow scanty, and on the next morning the

patient died. Examination of the cystic growth removed
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showed on its ureteric aspect a sessile papillomatous
growth fungating into the cyst. It was remarkably like

a papillomatous ovarian cyst in appearance. The growth
completely filled the pelvis of the kidney and it was with

difficulty that a probe could be passed up from the ureter

through it. The combination of a papilloma with a horse-

shoe kidney has not, to the author's knowledge, been pre-

viously reported. In such a case he thinks that the evi-

dence of cystoscopy and radioscopy would be of doubtful

value.
British Medical Journal, June II, 1910.

Carcinoma of the Rectum Appearing Simultaneously
in Husband and Wife.—C. H. Whiteford reports three
cases. On tlie husband's side there was nothing of im-
portance in the history. On the wife's side seven relatives

died from malignant disease. The patients have been mar-
ried thirty-four years. In the case of the husband, a very
stout man, aged 63, the first symptoms—evacuations many
times a day of small amounts of liquid feces, with small
quantities of blood—commenced in April, 1909. Six months
later (October, 1909) he was examined and an inoperable
growth high up in the rectum was found. On November 9
left inguinal colostomy was performed. All the tissues

were very fatty and friable. The mesentery only just per-
mitted the bowel to be fi.Ked outside the abdomen. At the
present time (April, 1910), five months after the colostomy
and one year from the onset of symptoms, the patient ap-
pears to have taken a new lease of life. A daily morning
enema empties the bowel, from which neither feces nor
flatus escape during the rest of the twenty-four hours.
There is no pain, discharge of blood from the rectum has
almost ceased, and the patient feels so well that he is ac-
tively carrying on his work, which involves much standing
and talking. In the case of the wife, a thin, delicate multip-
ara, aged 60, the symptoms, similar to those of the hus-
band, commenced in ^Iay, 19OQ. Ten months later, March,
1910 (some one having suggested that the disease was
uterine), the patient was examined and nothing uterine was
found, but in the rectum a large growth blocking the lumen
3 in. from the anus. Left inguinal colostomy was per-
formed, fixing the portion of bowel immediately below the
splenic flexure. Seen two months after operation the
patient is much less weak and the rectal discharge is very
little. The high colostomy appears to have prevented pro-
lapse, while the new opening functions as well as that of
the husband.

Trigeminal Neuralgia and Its Treatment by Alcohol
Injection.—W. Harris says that the alcohol injection

treatment is indicated in the following conditions in any
persistent neuralgia, (i) When the site of irritation or

injury to the nerve is more or less peripheral .so that the

nerve can be injected on the central side of the lesion. No
benefit results from alcoholic injection of a nerve below
the point of lesion. This method is therefore contraindi-

cated in tabetic and postherpetic neuralgia. (2) When
paralysis of the affected nerve will not cause extensive

muscular palsy. Thus injections into the sciatic nerve or

into either of the nerve trunks of the upper extremity is

contraindicated. The dangers to be guarded against are

:

(i") In injecting to the foramen rotundum. never inject at

a greater depth than 5 cm. for an average-sized skull, or,

a better guide, be careful not to sink the needle more than

7 mm. past the anterior edge of the external pterygoid

plate. This precaution will prevent the optic nerve being
injured. If the injection be made too horizontally, it will

pass beneath the superior maxillary nerve and reach the

sphenopalatine foramen, and will be felt in the nose. If

directed too high, the sphenoidal fissure may be reached
and the branches of the third nerve may lie damaged,
causing diplopia and dilatation of the pupil. (2) In mak-
ing the injection for the foramen ovale, for the third divi-

sion of the fifth nerve, if the needle is directed too low and
too deeply, more than 454 cm., the pharyn.x wall or the

Eustachian tube may be punctured; if too far back, the

middle meningeal artery may be injured, and it is conceiv-

able that if directed much too far back by a person with

no experience even the internal carotid artery or jugular

vein might be injured. Of the author's thirty-three cases

treated by this method, thirty-one were completely relieved

of all pain ; of these nine received the injection under
chloroform although in seven the author had previously at-

tempted to make the injection under ethyl chloride spray.

In seven of the nine the injection was made through the

foramen ovale and in five the foramen rotundum.
Mechanical Effects of a Massive Right-sided Pleural

Effusion.—Autopsy notes in one case are given by A.

C. Ceddes. They must be read in the original paper as they

cannot be well abstracted here. The arteries of the subject

were injected under a low pressure with a corrosive-

carbolic glycerine preservative, the venae cavse and their

tributaries to the first valves with 15 per cent, formalin.

This method of preservation secures that the majority of

the tissues retain an almost lifelike consistency, whereas

the heart, liver, and kidneys are firmly, and the lungs par-

tially, fixed. In connection with the displacement of the

thoracic viscera the most striking fact in the case reported

was that the inferior vena cava and the pericardial attach-

ment of the diaphragm had moored the mediastinal struc-

tures as efficiently interiorly to and through the diaphragm

as the great vessels, trachea and esophagus, moor them
superiorly to the margins of the thoracic inlet.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift, May 30, 1910.

Absorption of Radium Emanations Through the Skin.

—W. Engelmann discusses the use of radium emanations

by means of baths, packs, and local applications. He car-

ried out some experiments to show that the effectiveness

of such methods was the result of direct skin absorption.

Healthy persons were given emanation baths, so arranged

that the head was entirely outside of the bath. The ex-

pired air was tested for radioactivity before, during and
after the baths. The emanations were found in the

breath in every case, their amount being proportional to

the length of exposure in the baths.

Miinchener medisinische Wochenschrift, May 24 and 31,

1910.

The Treatment of Erysipelas by Hot Air.—Carl Rit-

ter discusses the Bier hyperemia method of treating

infections, and, especially, erysipelas. He believes that

the usual method of trying to prevent absorption of

toxins in such a condition is wrong, and that such ab-

sorption should be encouraged instead of hindered.

He has applied the principle to erysipelas by treating

it with hot air, and he reports fourteen cases with
excellent results. In acute early cases the temperature
fell rapidly by crisis; in the older cases by lysis.

Usually the spread of the disease stopped at once; but

occasionally it continued for one or two days and then
subsided.

The Etiology of Lupus 'Vulgaris.—Max Kruger has
investigated the tissues of cases of lupus for the pres-

ence of the tubercle bacillus. He found the organisms in

practically every case examined, was able to grow them
in culture media, and to inoculate animals. The organisms

were found by the antiform method. The organism was
found at times in the form of the rods by the Ziehl's stain,

but were frequently as Much's forms.

Hyperemia as After-Treatment of Extirpation of

Tuberculous Glands in the Neck.—Heinrich Mohr
recommends using Bier's passive hyperemia following op-

erations for cervical adenitis of tuberculous origin. He
says that it is generally accepted that the absorption of

edema and exudates is delayed by passive hyperensia and
hastened by active hyperemia. However, according to re-

searches by Klapp, the final result of the hyperemia is an
increase of absorptive activity following an initial delay

lasting as long as the bandage is in place. The hyperemia
treatment following extirpation of glands appears to aid

in destroying any tissue which may remain behind and
thus prevent recurrences.

Deutsche niediciitisclie ll'ochenschrift, May 19 and 26 and
June 2. 1910.

Brain Puncture.—Kurt. Pollack describes a method of

making exploratory puncture of the brain substance, which
he says is of value in the diagnosis of acquired hydro-
cephalus, circumscribed fluid in the meninges, as cysts and
exudates, brain cysts, dural hematomata, and brain abscess.

In hydrocephalus, circumscribed meningeal exudates, un-

complicated cysts, and dural hematoma, the puncture is, in

certain cases, of distinct therapeutic value.

Hemoglobinuria Nephritis in Pneumonia.—Wilh.
Doevenspeck reports three cases of acute lobar pneumonia,
in vi'hich at the height of the disease there was a marked
hemoglobinuria, with hemoglobin stained casts. As to the

cause of this condition, the author thinks that the favor-

able results in all the cases preclude the possibility of the

hemoglobinuria being the result of hemolysis produced by
a pneumococcus septicemia. It appears to him more prob-

able that the condition resulted from exposure to cold.

One of the patients was exposed and soaked through in a
storm on the way to the hospital. The others had had ice

caps on their heads, cold applications to the chest, etc. The
author believes that if the urine of every case of pneumonia
was carefully examined for henioelobin it would be found
in a considerable proportion of the cases, especially those

in which ice applications were used.

Cystic Calculi in Children.

—

George Berg says that
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diagnosis of cystic calculi in children is not difficult if the

physician will examine for them. The history rarely gives

much indication of the presence of the stones. Lithotripsy

in children is difficult, both as to the crushing of the stone

and the removal of the fragments, the difficulty being in

inverse proportion to the age of the child, and in direct

proportion to the size and hardness of the stone. In adher-

ent stones suprapubic cystotomy is the operation of choice.

Complete closure of the bladder is always a great risk, and
rarely hastens the healing of the wound. The permanent
catheter should be allowed to remain as long as necessary,

and in every case until the bladder wound is completely
closed.

The Specific Treatment of Tuberculosis by the Va-
rious Tuberculin Preparations.—Jochmann has investi-

gated the action of the chief forms of tuberculin, the
"old tuberculin" consisting of the bacillus-free bouillon
in which the organisms have been grown, the bacillus

emulsions, and the bovine tuberculin, upon various
forms of tuberculosis. He found that the most suc-
cessful method of treatment was by a combination of
the "old tuberculin" and the emulsion. In children the
best results were obtained in cases of adenitis. The
general condition of the patients improved, the glands
disappeared, and the von Pirquet reaction changed
from positive to negative. In many cases of bone and
joint disease the results were most satisfactory. In
pulmonary disease in children over three years of age
marked improvement was found, but in infants the
treatment appeared to be without results. In adults
in the first stage of the disease, treatment lasting over
three to four months was followed by excellent results;

the rales disappeared, the appearance improved, the
subjective symptoms were relieved, and the weight in-

creased. Cases in the second stage also showed im-
provement after five to six months. Gains in weight
as high as twenty pounds were not rare. The amount
of sputum and number of bacilli decreased. In the
third stage of the disease improvement was the excep-
tion. Good results were obtained in cases of lupus
and disease of the testicles, bladder, and kidneys. The
author recommends treatment first with the "old
tuberculin" and then with bacillus emulsions. The
length of time that the treatment should be carried out
depends upon the time required to reach the maximum
dose, the disappearance of the von Pirquet reaction,
the formation of antibodies—in fact, upon the sum of
the biological and clinical results. If the rales, sputum,
and bacilli have disappeared, and the previously posi-
tive cutaneous reaction has become negative, the treat-
ment may be stopped. The author, however, advises
that after a lapse of three to four months a new von
Pirquet test be made, and if this is positive the treat-
ment should be repeated. This may last much shorter
than the first treatment, as the patient, as a result of
the first course of treatment, is less susceptible to
tuberculin than formerly, and the treatment may be
pushed.
A Simplification of Abdominal Palpation.—Galambos

states that the main difficulty in palpation of the
abdominal organs results from spasm of the abdominal
wall. He recommends, in order to overcome this, the
following procedure. Before palpating the organ the
hand which is not to be used for palpation is placed
upon the abdomen a short distance from the organ
which the examiner wishes to feel. The hand is

pressed gently but firmly and deeply into the abdomen
and then is moved toward the organ to be palpated,
the skin, fat, and muscles thus meing moved with it.

This being properly done, the other hand is placed on
the site of. the organ to be examined and palpation is

done as usual. By this means the spasm of the muscles
is reduced, and the organ may be felt with greater
ease.

The Course of Laryngeal Tuberculosis in Consump-
tives Treated by Artificial Pneumothorax.—A. Da Gradi
has examined the condition and course of the laryngeal
lesions in a series of cases of consumption treated by arti-
ficial pneumothorax. In such cases in which the cough was
relieved by the operation a marked improvement was noted
in the laryngeal condition. He says that the efforts of
laryngologists to treat laryngeal tuberculosis as a local
condition have given very poor results. Nothing else could
have been expected as long as the cough and expectoration
which so markedly influence this local lesion were not
stopped. His cases prove that local treatment of the
larynx can give good results if this source of irritation is

done away with. He was able, contrary to all expectations,
to attain results better than he ever had done before w-th
the usual means of treatment, and at times practically

without local treatment In no cases were heroic local

measures employed. In one of the worst cases, though
practically no local measures were used, the disease was
not only stopped, but rapid and marked improvement was
seen.

Inoculation of Guinea Pigs with Syphillis.—Hoffmann
says that recently successful inoculations of rabbits with
the spirochete of syphilis have been made. He has experi-

mented in order to do the same with guinea-pigs. He io-

oculated the testicles of three guinea pigs with tissue ob-
tained from a syphilitic tumor of the testis of a rabbit.

Fourteen days later there was seen an ulcer with a dirty

base, thickened borders, and indurated fnundation. Five

days later the ulcer showed signs of healing but still had
marked induration. In the secretions from the ulcer large

numbers of the Treponema /pallidum were found. *

The Significance of Mineral Salts in the Pathology
and Therapy of Edema.—Ernst Schloss has carried on
a series of experiments by administering various salts to

infants. He found that each increase of the salts ingested

caused one of two actions on the body, either a retention

of fluids with edema or a diuresis. This, he says, has a

decided importance in the therapy of edema, in that any
salt which has no direct diuretic action, is contrindicated in

nephritis as it tends to increase the edema of the disease.

The important point in deciding on a salt is to see whether
or not it produces edema. As to the kind of neutral salt

to be given in such cases, the calcium salts are to be
recommended in preference to the potassium as their

power of extracting water is much greater. If a basic

salt is indicated potassium bicarbonate and calcium car-

bonate are to be preferred to the usual sodium bicarbonate,

the last tending more to produce retention of water and
edema. He has shown that it is possible with intact kid-

neys to reduce edema in an infant in whom an "idiopathic"

edema was produced by a diet of buttermilk. The admin-
istration of small doses of calcium phosphate caused the

edema to disappear within two days. In a like manner a

rapid increase of weight produced by sodium chloride dis-

appeared with the administration of calcium chloride. The
theoretical findings therefore have a practical significance.

Kidney Diabetes.—Siebke reports the case of a man
in whom at the height of a chronic nephritis there de-

veloped a glycosuria of an unusually constant sugar per-

centage (0.1-0.2 per cent.) It evidently was not the usual

metabolic diabetes as the sugar content of the urine was
entirely independent of the food. The cause of the dia-

betes must have been some functional derangement of

the kidneys.
French and Italian Journals.

The Systematic Treatment of Bronchopneumonias of
Children by Inhalations- of Oxygen.—Weill gives the
results obtained during an experience of a year in the

treatment of bronchopneumonias with inhalations of pure
oxygen. This treatment is not symptomatic solely, but is

directed against the specific septic process of the disease,

which he considers to be a descending infection communi-
cated from the nasopharynx. The technique is simple,

the remedy harmless, and the clinical results excellent. It

may also be used as a prophylactic measure in bronchitis

of severe type, to ward off bronchopneumonia. The inhal-

ation is given from rubber bags of oxygen with a mask
which covers nose and mouth, and they are repeated every
hour or half hour, creating a verit.ible atmosphere of
oxygen. The immediate effects are good ; the pulse is

slowed, temperature and respiration lowered, and dyspnea
lessened. As soon as these good effects wear off the in-

halation should be repeated. The course of the disease is

shortened, and its severity lessened. A large proportion

of the cases treated are cured.

—

Lyon Medical, January 2,

1910.

Treatment of Puerperal Infections.—Barsonyi thinks
that we have not gained much in our treatment of puer-

peral infection. He has used for many years a treatment

that was at once simple and effective. It is the intravenous

injection of corrosive sublimate, in doses of five milli-

grams, to be repeated as often as is necessary. The value

of the dose is noted by its effect on the temperature, which
should be lowered promptly. There is no need for local

treatment other than vaginal cleansing, and curetting and
intrauterine injections are useless and injurious. General
supportive measures are in order. The mercury affects

saprophytes less rapidly than the other germs: the most
rapid action occurs in pure pyemia : between the two are

found the septicemias of lymphangitic type. This method
is so simple that it can be carried out in any workman's
house, without a special nurse, and without removing the

patient to the hospital. In the author's experience it has
been promptly successful.

—

L'Obstetrique, November 11,

1909.
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The Anatomy and Physiology of the Female Genera-
tive Organs and of Pkfxinancy. By Arthur E. Giles,
M.D., li.Sc. Lend.. F.R.C.S. Edin. ; Gynecologist to
the Prince of W.ales' General Hospital, Tottenham, and
Surgeon to the Chelsea Hospital for Women. Third
Edition. New York: Paul B. Hoeber, 1910.

This little book of twenty-two pages is too elementary
to be of any great value except to the student. There
are, however, explanatory plates which are of value, and
which can be studied with profit.

Medical Diagnosis. A Manual for Students and Prac-
titioners. By Charles Lyman Greene, M.D., St. Paul,
Professor of Medicine and Chief of the Department
in the College of Medicine, University of Minnesota;
Attending Physician, St. Luke's Hospital and the City
Hospital; Chief of the Medical Clinic in the University
Hospital; Member of the .Association of .American
Physicians ; the American Therapeutic Association ; the
American Medical Association ; author of "The Medi-
cal Examination for Life Insurance and its Associated
Clinical Methods," etc. Third Edition. Revised, with
7 colored plates and 24S illustrations. Philadelphia : P.
Blakiston's Son & Co., 1910.

Lv his preface to the first edition of this manual the author
stated that he had tried to make it a concise, practical,

and thoroughly modern handbook of convenient size and
form. In order to do this he had not contented himself
with rehashing standard descriptions of familiar bedside
pictures, but had given in an exceptionally clear and con-
cise manner the important usual and unusual features in

each case, and he also devoted a proportionally large
space to the clinical laboratory. It is in this latter fea-
ture that the book especially excels, in having kept pace
with the rapid strides of laboratorj' diagnosis. The pres-

ent edition was required by this development of laliora-

tory methods and in producing it the author has brought
it most thoroughly up to date. The reviewer has had
occasion to refer to this book several times for some
small point in the technique of a stain or a test and has
never failed to find the exact information desired, not
only as to what to do. but also what not to do. The
book is printed on very thin paper, which enables the

725 pages of useful and valuable information to be held
between two flexible covers in such small space that it

can be slipped into the pocket.

Practical Handbook of Medical Electricity for Stu-
dents AND Practitioners. By Herbert McIntosh,
A.M.. M.D., member of the .American Medical Asso-
ciation

I
Fellow of the Massachusetts Medical Society

:

Fellow of the New England Association of Physical
Therapeutics. Member of the American Electro-Thera-
peutic Association, etc., etc. Boston : Therapeutic Pub-
lishing Company, Inc., 1909.

This book is divided into two parts. Part I., which com-
prises two-thirds of the book, confines itself strictly to

the physics and the physiological action of the various
electrical currents, radium, and light. It contains just

such information as every man who is to use electricity

in therapeutics should know, and a great many do not.

Batteries, electrodes, static machines, dynamos, convert-
ers, and all the other forms of apparatus used in medical
electricity are not only described but are explained. Part
II. is devoted to therapeutics and it sticks closely to its

subject. The subjects are taken up in anatomical order,

and each disease in each region which is amenable to

electric, light, or radium treatment is given, the form of
electricity indicated, and its action stated. The last chap-
ter, entitled "A Summary of Treatment," takes up in al-

phabetical order all the disease named from acne to xan-
thoma, states the form of current advised and refers to the

proper page in the text. The title of a handbook is well

given as the arrangement, classification, and indexing are
so e.xcellently done that the book will prove to be very
handy to every electrotherapeutic established or in embryo.

Living Anatomy and Pathology. The Diag-nosis of
Disease in Early Life by the Roentgen Method. By
Thomas Morgan Rotch, M.D., Professor of Pedia-
trics, Harvard L'niversity, Philadelphia and London: J.

B. Lippincott Company, 1910.

This volume is a wonderful example of the bookmaker's
art and of the ability of a publisher to make of a sub-
ject which is in itself not large, a book of the propor-
tions of the usual te.xt-book on internal medicine. The
first impression upon seeing the book is of wonder how-

it might be possible to construct such a mammoth work
out of the a-ray in pediatrics. On opening the book,
however, the explanation is soon found in the thickness

of the paper, the innnense size of the type, and the im-
pressive width of the margins. A closer look shows that

the book really consists of but 218 pages of text, which
could easily have been put into seventy-five pages, and
of 264 .r-ray plates. Aside, however, from the extraor-

dinary exhibition of "padding," the book if called an atlas

of the ^r-ray in childhood, may well be considered a re-

markable piece of work. The text is in no way excep-
tional, but the plates and their arrangement certainly are.

Starting with the normal child this development is given
from intrauterine life to puberty, the various parts of
the bony system being shown as they appear at each
year of life. Division II. is devoted to the wrist joints,

and Dr. Rotch's recent work upon their development as

an index of efficiency. Following this are divisions upon
diseases of the newborn and nutrition, and then diseases

of the thorax and abdomen, foreign bodies, and disease

of the extremities. The plates, which were made by Dr.

W. George are superb specimens of :r-ray photography,
and the work of the publishers in reproducing them is

much to be commended, while the labor of Dr. Ratch in

selecting, classifying, and editing has been most success-

fully accomplished. The book is a valuable addition to

the literature on pediatrics as well as on roentgenology.

The Practical Care and Feeding of Children. By
Mary A. Duns, Graduate of the Woman's Hospital,

Chicago, 111. Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged.
Chicago : Chicago Medical Book Co., 1909.

This little manual is written for young mothers by an
obstetric nurse. It contains very full directions for the

various duties of nurse and mother to the young child,

and goes into useful details in a thoroughly commendable
manner. Where the author confines herself to the proper
duties of a nurse as in receipts for older children, the

giving of the bath, and the suggestion of clothing, she

does her work well. The infant feeding tables are all

made up for the use of cream and milk instead of top
milk. There are a few statements made with which
many will disagree, for example, that "it is very unwise
to nurse a baby entirely—it is much better to commence
at two weeks giving one bottle each day," and again in

speaking of lime water, that "cow's milk contains a great

deal of acid." Barring, however, a few such exceptions,

the book contains plenty of useful information, placed
in a concise, if rather didactic form, and if the author's
occasional excursion into the realm of the physician be
not taken too seriously the booklet is of value.

A Practical Guide to the Administration of Anes-
thetics. By R. J. Probyn-Williams, M.D., Senior
Anesthetist and Instructor in Anesthetics at the Lon-
don Hospital, Lecturer on Anesthetics at the London
Hospital Medical College, .Xnesthetist at the Royal Den-
tal Hospital of London, Lately President of the So-
ciety of Anesthetists. Second Edition. London and
New York : Longmans, Green & Co., 1909.

It is very satisfactory to find that the administration of
anesthetics has come to be regarded as a most important
branch of surgical therapeutics. A proof of this is fur-

nished by the numerous works on anesthetics which
have appeared in recent years, and among those which
have achieved the distinction of a second edition is that

of Dr. Probyn-Williams. This work attempts to supply
in as small a form as possible the essential points in the

administration of anesthetics and is intended for the
practical instruction of medical students. This, the re-

vised second edition, also contains descriptions of methods
and apparatus which have come into general use during
the last few years. Thus, two new chapters are devoted
to ethyl chloride and spinal analgesia, and also a brief

description of the so-called delayed chloroform poisoning
has been added. The book is very well written and very
complete, the chapter on the "choice of the anesthetic"
being particularly good. There is also included a chap-
ter on spinal analgesia, a subject which has become very
popular (?) owing to the numerous newspaper articles

on the same which have appeared. The writer considers,
however, that this method is still in the experimental
stage, and the class of cases in which it may be em-
ployed has not as yet been defined. Williams' book is

suitably illustrated with pictures of apparatus in general
use in England and its value to .American readers would
have been very much enhanced if descriptions of some
of the well-known American contrivances, such as the
Bennett and Gwathmav inhalers, had been included.
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Diseases of the Stomach and Intestines. By Robert

Coleman Kemp, M.D., Professor of Gastrointestinal

Diseases in the New York School of Clinical Medicine;

Visiting Gastroenterologist to the New York Red Cross

Hospital ; Gastrologist to the West Side German Dispen-

sary ; Consulting Physician, Gastrointestinal Diseases,

to the Manhattan State Hospital; Member American
Medical Association. Philadelphia and London: W. B.

Saunders Company, 1910.

This book is a large volume of 750 pages, devoted to the

practical clinical discussion of the diseases of the stomach

and intestines. The purpose of the book appears to be

to teach the man who knows nothing about the subject

how to take care of patients whose digestive apparatus is

out of order. It presupposes no knowledge and takes

nothing for granted, entering with painstaking accuracy

into all the minor details, such as the methods of lavage

and proctoclysis. The chapter on gastric analysis gives

well and in detail the better known laboratory methods

of diagnosis. Careful diet tables, giving the arnount of

carbohydrate, fats, and proteins, as well as caloric values

are given. Later the various diseases are taken up sep-

arately and their diagnosis and treatment described. In

diagnosis the author uses comparative tables extensive]}-,

thus giving at a glance and in an easily remembered form
the essentials which must be learned. The book is pains-

takingly prepared, and is profusely illustrated with excel-

lent photographs of the human body, with topographical

anatomy marked on the skin, and with drawings, most
of which are decidedly crude. The diction, while clear,

is decidedly choppy, with paragraphing far too profuse.

The work of the publisher is well done.

Clinical Examin.-vtion of the Urine and Urinary
Diagnosis. By J. Bergen Ogden, M.D., Medical Chem-
ist to the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New
York. Third Edition, Revised. Philadelphia and Lon-
don : W. B. Saunders Company, 1909.

This book is a little more ambitious than most of the

works on the subject which are more apt to be in the

form of pocket editions, as it is sufficiently large to be
classifiable as a text-book. Its increase in size seems,
however, to be obtained more by thickness of paper and
size of type than by any especially large amount of sub-
ject matter, and in the large form it does not seem to

have lost conciseness. There are many books upon this

subject on the market, all of which show a marked sim-
ilarity in form and matter. The present edition is pos-
sibly a little above the average in the quality of the plates

and cuts, which are distinctly good. The book is com-
prehensive and still not verbose, and can safely be recom-
mended to those needing an accurate clinical guide to
uranalysis. An appendix deals briefly with life insurance
examinations.

Preparatory and After Treatment in Operatrt; Cases.
By Hermann A. Haubold. M. D., Clinical Professor in
Surgery and Demonstrator of Operative Surgery, New
York University and Bellevue Hospital Medical College,
New York ; Visiting Surgeon Harlem and New York
Red Cross Hospitals, New York, etc. New York and
London : D. Appleton & Co., 1910.

There are several features of interest connected with this
book which constitutes one of the latest additions to the
numerous works of this character which have been issued
in recent years. Dr. Haubold's book seems to be directed
primarily to the general practitioner (an unfortunate
term), and seeks to prepare him as an associate and
helper of the surgeon. The writer is particularly im-
pressed by the idea that in all but exceptional cases the
preparatory and after-treatment in surgical operations
should be left to the practitioner whose patient the sub-
ject happens to be. There are obvious reasons, however,
why an arrangement of this kind would in many instances
be unsatisfactory both to the family physician and the
patient on the one hand and the operator on the other.
In those cases, however, where such an arrangement can
be applied. Dr. Haubold's book will serve as an excellent
guide. The book is intended to give all the necessary
information as regards to the handling of a case about
to be operated upon from the time the operation is de-
cided on to the making of the incision, and then takes
up the case again from time the operative technic is ended
until the recovery is complete. The book under discus-
sion is the most extensive of its kind which has thus far
been published, including about 650 pages with over 400
illustrations. If the contents were limited, however, to
the strict interpretation which the title of the book con-
veys, the necessary material could be included in a con-
siderably less number of pages. The thirty-four chap-

ters which make up the book comprise not only a descrip-

tion of the preparatory and after-treatment of the patient,

but also considerable material of distinctly surgical in-

terest, such as the treatment of wounds, sutures, and liga-

tures, and the sterilization of instruments. The after-

treatment is very completely described in a series of chap-

ters which take up the surgery of the various regions of

the body. In conclusion there is also a very complete in-

dex. The book may be described as thorough and com-
plete and will undoubtedly prove most satisfactory to

those for whom it is intended. One of the features

which adds to its general interest is that not only are

the various steps necessary to the preparation and after-

treatment of an operation described, but the reasons for

these various procedures are briefly explained.

KoMPENDiuM DER Rontgen-Therapie. By Dr. H. E.

Schmidt. Second Edition, with 36 illustrations. Ber-

lin : August Hirschwald, 1909.

This little work aims to present to the student and prac-

titioner a concise exposition of the theoretical and prac-

tical aspects of roentgen-ray science. In the five years
which have elapsed since the appearance of the first edi-

tion, the advances which have been made in this subject

relate mostly to the dosage of the medium and its ex-
tension in certain directions and restrictions in others.

These changes are taken note of in the present edition

without overstepping the original bounds as regards the

size of the book. The author is well-known as a fre-

quent contributor to the literature on the subject of x-
ray therapeutics, and has succeeded in producing a most
valuable and complete work in a small compass. It is un-
fortunate that the book lacks an alphabetical index—a not
uncommon fault in German publications.

Theoretical Principles of the Methods of Analytical
Chemistry Based Upon Chemical Reactions. By M.
G. Chesneau, Ingenieur en Chef des Mines; Profes-
seur d'nalyse minerale a I'ecole nationale des Mines.
Authorized Translation by Azariah Thomas Lincoln,
Ph.D., A.ssistant Professor of Chemistry, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute ; and David Hobart Carnahan,
Ph.D., Associate Professor of Romance Languages,
University of Illinois. New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1910.

We shall probably best serve the interests of our readers

by giving an idea of the contents of this volume. In the

first chapter, the author examines the influence of the

physical state of the precipitates (size of grains, crystal-

line state, colloidal state) upon their purification by wash-
ing. In the next chapter he studies the theoretical prin-

ciples involved in the methods of analvsis based upon irre-

versible actions; these principles are then applied to some
special methods. Chapter 3 is devoted to the study of
double decomposition of salts by the calorimetric method

;

chapter 4 presents the electrolytic theory of these reac-

tions ; in chapter 5 these two methods are compared, and
the objections to the ionic theory are given in two classes,

theoretical and experimental. Chapter 6 contains the the-

ory of the general processes which produce complete pre-

cipitation, as far as possible, in double decomposition, and,

inversely, which cause precipitates insoluble in water to

become soluble. The concluding chapter is a study of

some particular methods based upon double decomposi-
tion, and includes volumetric methods, gravimetric meth-
ods, and methods based on hydrolysis.

Emergency Surgery. For the General Practitioner. By
John W. Sluss, A.M., M.D., Professor of Anatomy,
Indiana University School of Medicine ; formerly Pro-
fessor of Anatomy and Clinical Surgery, Medical Col-

lege of Indiana; Surgeon to the Indianapolis City Hos-
pital; Surgeon to the City Dispensary; Member of the

National Association of Military Surgeons. Second
Edition, Revised and Enlarged ; with 605 illustrations,

some of which are printed in colors. Philadelphia : P.

Blakiston's Son & Co., 1910.

This useful little work now appears in a slightly enlarged

form. Among the new matter is a chapter on the gen-

eral technique of laparotomy : spinal anesthesia is de-

scribed in detail: and the sections on subphrenic abscess

and pericardiotomy are enlarged. The work is intended

for the general practitioner, and its main object is to

serve him as a guide when he is confronted with difficulty

or uncertainty- in any surgical emergency. The book ad-

mirably fulfils its purpose ; throughout, it is practical and
clear: and the illustrations, if not always of the highest

artistic merit, all serve some definite purpose and convey
necessary information in the most direct and unmistakable
manner. The general get-up of the book is attractive, and
worthy of its contents.
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The Treatment of Fractures.—Dr. George W. Haw-
ley of Bridgeport said that the treatment of fractures had

not kept pace with the advance of surgery and did not

meet present-day needs. The enormous number of persons

crippled every year as the result of fracture offered a

challenge to surgical science. He thought that this in-

dustrial age would soon inquire what was being done to

lessen this great industrial loss. In laving down the prin-

ciples upon which treatment should be based, he said that

there was room for common sense. As fractured bones

tend to unite without assistance, the most that can lie done

is to help nature by approximating the ruptured tissues as

accurately as possible. He saw a need for improvement in

the means of holding divided bones in apposition, and in

the technique of operations on fractures, based on the fact

that bones stand trauma or infection but poorly. He
saw no reason why an injured bone should not be repaired

as readily as any other injured structure.

Dr. Philip D. Bunce of Hartford said that the surgeon

was judged to be the cause if the patient had any tinal

disability or deformity after fracture, and that a monu-

ment of his skill existed as long as the patient lived.

He thought that accurate replacement would give the best

results, regardless of what kind of splint was employed,

and stated that severe laceration of the soft parts often

made the application of a splint or support very difficult.

He did not approve of any method of fixation in which

nails or drills were allowed to remain projecting through

the skin, and said that .r-ray pictures usually ought not to

be shown to the patient.

Dr. William H. Carmalt of New Haven was surprised

at the pessimism of Dr. Hawley, compared with the opti-

mism he himself felt in regard to success in the treatment

of fractures. He thought that the principles of the care

of fractures had not changed; and in these days of anti-

septic surgery he saw no reason to hesitate to attack a

bone that is in bad position and will give a bad functional

result. He did not, however, think it worth while to cut

down on every bone that the .v-ray showed not to be

in perfect position. One should let well enough alone if

from experience one felt that the limb would prove useful.

Dr. Samuel M. Garlick of Bridgeport considered it all

very well to take the public into one's confidence when

everything was all right, but not when things were not so

right as one would like to have them. Professional confi-

dence, he thought wise and safe, but he said that public

confidence should be carefully scrutinized.

Dr. Hawley said that it had been impressed upon him

that the large number of deformities following fractures

was unnecessary. He thought that too much treatment

was attempted in some cases, as a good many fractures

required little or no other treatment than protection.

Some Principles of Intracranial Surgery.—Dr. Wil-

liam rl. Verdi of New Haven said that the greatest diffi-

culty encountered was not in the surgical technique, but in

the cerebral localization. One should not wait too long

after making a diagnosis of increased pressure before in-

stituting decompressive measures, owing to the danger of

a loss of vision. He did not consider operations on the

brain and cord any more difficult than operations else-

where. In his whole series of cases he was obliged to stop

but once on account of hemorrhages, and the only case of

infection was that of a child operated upon at a private

house, the wound being afterward infected. An opera-

tion for decompression is indicated in all cases that cannot

be localized. While the results of operation for tumor of

the brain were not so satisfactory as they should be, he

considered the operation itself comparatively devoid of

danger.

Dr. Leonard W. B.von of New Haven related a case in

which, after the withdrawal of the last piece of gauze

from the wound left in the brain after the removal of

a tumor as large as a turkey egg, there was a repetition

of the pressure symptoms, the result being in doubt

for several days, after which the patient went on to re-

covery. It was the first brain tumor removed in New
Haven with the survival of the patient. He also related

a case of very larpe brain abscess, in which the delay in

operating had probably prevented the patient from recov-

ering her vision.

Dr. Max Mailhouse of New Haven had suggested to

Dr. Verdi that in a case of cerebellar tumor in which there

was marked bulging from the great intracranial pressure, a

slight incision between some of the laminae might permit the

pressure to extrude the growth. This actually took place,

and he thought that the same procedure might equally

well be pursued in other areas of the brain. While opin-

ions based solely on the presence of pain and choked disk

were sometimes erroneous, as specific disease might give

this picture as well as tumor. Dr. Mailhouse thought that

when the optic disks were in such a condition as to threaten

vision, the safest procedure for the patient was at least a

decompression. The unilateral dilatation of the pupil is

often an aid in localization, and unilateral convulsions are

still more valuable in this respect. In the prognosis of

the results after operation one should be guarded.

Dr. William H. Carmalt of New Haven said that Dr.

Mailhouse's last remark had led him to speak of a case

of operative infiltrating glioma of the cerebellum in a

patient previously operated upon unsuccessfully for de-

compression. The boundaries of the tumor were not

made out, but no recurrence took place.
*

The Treatment of Tuberculous Patients Outside the

Sanatorium.—Dr. Dudley B. Deming of Waterbury

said that treatment of patients in the social station in

which tuberculosis abounds could not be carried on so

well outside the sanatorium as in such an institution.

Sanatoria, however, should not admit only incipient cases,

while rejecting advanced ones and discharging those that

fail to improve. The latter became advanced cases, and

spread the disease. The prevention of tuberculosis would

require the expenditure of vast sums of money to care for

advanced and chronic cases in sanatoria, and to aid fami-

lies thus deprived of their wage-earners.

Dr. David B. Lyman of Wallingford said that there was

no case of tuberculosis that did not have to be treated

outside the .sanatorium, because practically all that this in-

stitution did was to arrest the disease, the patient requir-

ing treatment for years after returning home. He must

be watched for years in order to make sure that his an-

atomical tuberculosis does not develop into a clinical one.

The most dangerous point in the case is when the patient

looks and feels perfectly well, but yet has an anatomical

tuberculosis. He should be instructed to come to the

physician for examination at regular intervals, whether he

is feeling badly or not. Dr. Lyman thought that a light

indoor occupation was not so bad for such patients as it

had been considered, if the doctor could regulate the

fourteen hours not spent at work. He approved of the

use of a sleeping porch, when possible, but did not believe

in overfeeding or forced feeding, which he thought caused

most of the stomach symptoms.

Dr. Henry F. Stole of Hartford said that if the patients

would go to bed at half-past seven, a s^ood many would

get well and stay well under home treatment. He thought

that extremely good results could be obtained in private
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patients with tuberculin, which relieves the toxic symp-

toms. Patients that take tuberculin relapse less fre-

quently and live longer than those who do not. Great

harm can be done with it, however, if not properly used.

Dr. I. E. Brainard of Wallingford remarked that the

handkerchief that the patient holds before his mouth when
he couehs should be well taken care of afterward, and

not stuffed into the pocket with damp sputum on it.

Dr. Erastus P. Swasey of Hartford said that outdoor

treatment was not beneficia! in his part of the country at

some seasons, owing to the high winds, which fill the

atmosphere with dust.

Dr. Deming replied that even when it injures the pa-

tient the advantage of keeping him out of doors is the

lessened risk of exposure to the other members of the

family. He thought that a piece of gauze sufficiently thick

not to be quickly wet through was better than a hand-

kerchief, as it could be burned.

Some Features of Rectal Alimentation.—Dr. Louis

M. GoMPERTz had conducted some experiments in order

to determine the absorptive power of the rectum. He
had found salt absorbed almost as completely as when
given by the mouth. De.xtrose was either all absorbed or

disappeared through fermentation. Fat was not tried.

The author said that as nutrient enemata do not reach

the small intestine, proteins, when not predigested, simply

putrefy in the large intestine and pass out as feces. If

dextrose were absorbed in sufficient quantity, it would take

the place of protein. A little over one-third the number
of calories necessary to sustain the body at rest was daily

furnished by the dextrose. He concluded that the rectum

is capable of absorbing water, sodium chloride, and dex-

trose solutions in the form of rectal enemata. There-

fore, he considered rectal enemata useful in sustaining the

body in emergency, preventing complete starvation for a

short period.

Dr. Lafayette B. Mendel of New Haven said that as

our knowledge of the physiology of the alimentary tract

has been greatly extended, it ought to be possible to in-

troduce anew such features of rectal alimentation as are

promising in principle and susceptible of clinical applica-

tion. Observations like those of the author emphasized
the helpfulness that came from being able to measure in

some way the results that any therapeutic procedure ac-

complished.

Dr. Charles J. Foote of New Haven remarked that a

nutrient enema was a makeshift, designed to meet an
emergency, and could not be used for any length of time.

It was not intended to build up the body, but merely to

prevent retrogression. Dextrose, he stated, is absorbed
rapidly, and furnishes heat and energy, while protein,

being absorbed less rapidly, does not furnish energy so

quickly. He could not, therefore, see the advantage of
using it, even when predigested. He stated that alcohol
took the place of dextrose to some extent. He thought
that one should be on one's guard concerning the absorp-
tion of salt in cases of uremia. He had seen instances in

which large quantities of the saline had been taken readily

in uremia, but in which, as there was a small excretion
of urine, a great deal of the salt solution was retained in

the svstem, the patient becoming waterlogged and de-
veloping edema of the lungs.

Dr. Frank P. Underbill of New Haven remarked that
it was a mistake to think that because rectal enemata could
not supply the whole 1,800 calories there was no use in

giving any. He thought that half a loaf was better than
none.

Dr. Walter L. Barrek of Waterbury attributed the cure
of his wife from a serious condition in which she could
retain nothing on her stomach to the use of rectal enemata
containing milk, beef juice, whiskey, and quinine.

Dr. J. F. Calef of Middletown believed that in cases

of the vomiting of pregnancy of the severe type there was.

more than any other disease, a reversed peristalsis that

might carry rectal alimentation into the stomach. He
mentioned a case in which he was sure that this had oc-

curred.

Dr. Elias Pratt of Torrington asked whether Dr. Gom-
pertz had made any experiment with predigested protein in

connection with the dextrose.

Dr. GusTAVus Eliot of New Haven stated that he had
found a preparation of milk, partly peptonized by the

addition of bicarbonate of soda and extract of pan-

creas, very beneficial in overcoming the difficulty often ex-

perienced in getting these enemata retained.

Dr. Gompertz stated that he had used predigested pro-

tein in days gone by, but had had no analyses of the feces

made in these cases, so he did not know whether these

enemata were absorbed or not. As patients can live for

weeks with only water, feeding on their own tissues, and

as no accurate measurements were made in the case

spoken of, he thought it very doubtful whether any nutri-

tion was furnished by the milk.

Chronic Family Jaundice.—Dr. Wilder Tileston of

New Haven described this disease as characterized by

chronic icterus of moderate intensity, with enlargement

of the spleen and anemia. It is usually hereditary; less

often familial or acquired. Males and females are af-

fected with equal frequency. The jaundice is of the non-

obstructive type, with well-colored stools, and absence of

bile in the urine. There is usually a marked urobilinuria.

The spleen is markedly enlarged; the liver, only slightly

so. The patients suffer frequently with "bilious attacks,"

gallstone colic, and nose-bleed, but are otherwise fairly

healthy and live to a good old age. The red corpuscles

are abnormally fragile. The prognosis is good as to life,

but absolutely bad as to recovery. Treatment should be

confined to general hygiene. Iron may be tried for the

anemia. The presence of colic is an indication for the

operative removal of the gallstones. Dr. Tileston pre-

sented reports of thirteen cases occurring in four families.

Dr. George Blumer of New Haven stated that when the

patients are first seen at night it is not always possible to

make out the jaundice. They should be seen again by

daylight. He asked whether Dr. '1 ileston had seen any

suggestion of a relation between this disease and paroxys-

mal hemoglobinuria, another disease in which there is

excessive fragility of the red blood corpuscles. While

other forms of hemolytic jaundice had been described,

Dr. Blumer did not know of any statement to the effect

that there was an absence of bile in the urine in these

other forms. He thought that this disease might be con-

fused with Gaucher's disease, in which there is also family

enlargement of the spleen, but not usually associated with

jaundice.

Dr. Tileston did not think that there was a very close

relationship between chronic family jaundice and paroxys-

mal hemoglobinuria. Regarding the absence of bile in the

urine in other types of hemolytic jaundice, he said that

there was usually no bile, but only bilirubin ; although

sometimes there was a small amount of bile. As eleven

of the twelve reported instances of Gaucher's disease were

in females, he did not think it likely to have been Gau-

cher's disease in his cases.

Periodic Attacks of Indigestion in Children.—Dr.

Walter G. Murphy of East Hartford stated that diacetic

acid was the result of the intestinal decomposition of food.

Various theories had been suggested associating diacetic

acid with cyclic vomiting and recurrent attacks of indiges-

tion. The exciting causes of the attacks of vomiting were

fright, excitement, fatigue, anger, exposure to cold, and

similar influences acting through the nervous system. Many
argued that the attacks were not due to errors in diet.

Acetone might be present in other conditions, and the
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neurotic and rheumatic aspects must be recognized as con-

tributing causes. He believed that the condition was a

neurosis, toxic in character, based upon a defective nervous
control, the result of an inherited unstable and irritated

nervous system. The author said that if this idea were
correct, treatment should be directed to the cause, and
not to the result. He thought that most children were
neurotic and anemic, and that, on account of their digestive

troubles, they were often underfed. He considered that

a full and generous diet should be given them. Un the

appearance of symptoms of an attack, food should be

stopped, and the digestive tract thoroughly cleaned out

with castor oil. Repeated doses ot sodium bicarbon;ite

should also be given.

Dr. Fkank p. Underhill of Mew Haven said that there

was little doubt that the symptoms described by Dr. Alur-

phy were dependent upon defective nervous control. It

was well known that a child was much more easily put

into a condition of defective nervous regulation than an

adult. Excessive putrefaction in the intestine might serve

as a stimulus for this in those neurotic and undernourished

subjects. He did not think that the presence of diacetic

acid in the urine in these cases should be over-empha-

sized. Acetone bodies probably arise within the body

as the result of the incomplete combustion of fats, and Dr.

Underhill believed that the diacetic acid was neither the

cause nor the direct result of the pathological condition

under discussion. He ascribed the presence of this sub-

stance in the urine to the condition that accompanied the

abnormal manifestation, viz., the under-tmtrition, in which

it could be easily demonstrated that diacetic acid was

always present. Young children could be thrown into a

condition of acidosis with extreme ease, and a moderate

degree of acidosis, especially in children, should not Le

regarded as a grave symptom.

Dr. Charles A. Goodrich of Hartford considered that

we should also bear in mind certain intestinal disorders in

children in which there was, besides cyclic vomiting and

convulsions, a certain nervous phenomenon that resembled

the beginning of diabetic coma in adults. In a good many

cases of these digestive attacks the diet apparently did not

influence the condition ; the children, consequently, becanic

increasingly malnutrient.

The Relative Value of Symptoms, Physical Signs,

Tuberculin, and the X-Ray in the Diagnosis of Tuber-

culosis.— Dr. He.nry F. Stoli. of Hartford said that in

tuberculin we have a diagnostic aid of accepted value, if

used in conjunction with the symptoms and physical signs.

He considered the .r-ray of great assistance in the diag-

nosis of pulmonary conditions. The negative must not only

be perfect, but the interpretation thereof was of value

only when made by one who had had a large experience in

this particular field. He said that incipient cases that had

been carefully examined rarely came to post mortem, and

that much could be learned by a comparison of the physical

signs and the .f-ray findings in a scries of early cases. In

deep-seated lesions, the .r-ray sometimes demonstrates a

lesion that does not give physical signs.

Dr. William B. Bartlett of Hartford emphasized tl.e

difference between anatomical and clinical tuberculosis.

Physical signs, tuberculin, and the .r-ray, if without symp-

toms, may all three be disregarded ; with symptoms, the

diagnosis of tuberculosis may be made, even though the

siens, the :r-ray, and the tuberculin test are negative. The
importance of malaria in the past history should be em-

phasized, and among symptoms he considered pain very

important. He stated that rales at the base were most fre-

quently due to other causes than tuberculosis. A positive

tuberculin reaction, he thought, did not mean clinical tuber-

culosis. He said that the subcutaneous method of using

tuberculin was the most reliable, but that even this might

occasionally be at fault.

Dr. David R. Lv.man of VV allingford considered Dr.
StoU's comparison of the relative value of these four
means of diagnosis showed that not one of them was of
such supreme value that physicians could afiford to leave

everything else out of consideration, and said that the only

thing that Dr. StoU had i.ot mentioned was the constant

occurrence of little localized dry pleurisies in these cases.

He considered tuberculin one of the most powerful of

poisons, but had never seen ill effects from its subcutaneous

use in small doses. He did not, however, think it necessary

to employ it, if the diagnosis could be made without it, and
the patient was willing to accept his opinion and act upon
it. He did not approve of the eye-test, and he thought that

there was no question but that an expert could discover

with the .jT-ray deep-seated lesions that an ordinary person

would miss.

Dr. F. S. Ckossfielu of Hartford stated on behalf of the

laryngologists that in the early stages of pulmonary tuber-

culosis there were absolutely no -Pathognomonic symptoms
in the larynx.

Dr. J. B. Griggs of Hartford did not consider the posi-

tive tuberculin test valuable, but said that the negative

one was.

Dr. Stoll reiterated that if the tuberculin test was nega-

tive the possibility of the presence of tuberculosis was very

slight, but stated that it did not exclude the disease. He
stated that, lonf before the invention of the stethoscope,

physicians diagnosed tuberculosis correctly by means of

the symptoms. It was unusual to have the phvsical signs

disagree with the diagnosis made from the history and the

symptoms.

The president's annual address was delivered by Dr.

Samuel D. Gilbert of New Haven.

Officers.—The following officers were elected to serve

for the ensuing year: President, Dr. Frank K. Hallock of

Cromwell; Vice-Presidents, Dr. Edmund P. Douglas of

Groton and Dr. E. T. Bradstreet of Meriden; Secretary,

Dr. Walter R. Steiner of Hartford; Treasurer, Dr. Joseph

H. Townsend of New liaven. The society will meet next

year at Hartford, on tlie fourth Wednesday and Thursday
in May.

AMERICAN .MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Sixty-first Annual Meeting, Held in St. Louis, June 6, 7,

8, 9, and 10, 1910.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

(Concluded from Vol. LXXVII, p. iiii.)

section on obstetrics and diseases of women.

Third Day—Thursday, June g.

Dr. J. G. Clark of Philadelphia, Chairman.

Dr. Horace G. Wetherill of Denver was elected chairman
of the section for 191 1.

Tuberculosis of the Female Organs of Generation
and the Peritoneum.— Dr. J. Riddle Goffe of New
York read this paper, describing the two types of tubal

infection : ascending, primary from infection of the mucous
membranes of other parts of the genital tract, and secon-

dary lymphatic invasion following traumatism or absorp-

tion from the peritoneum. The probability of infection

of the female from the male by the seminal discharge

was not great. The puerperium and lacerations favored

infection, as did also catheterization. The diagnosis was
to be made only on finding the tubercle bacillus. In nearly

three thousand cases reported from New York City less

than one per cent, of the cases had shown tuberculosis.

.-\ radical operation was the only efficient treatment in

tuberculosis of the female generative organs, and the oper-

ation should be as radical as in cancer. The cases of tuber-

culous peritonitis were rarely of hemic origin, more fre-

quently sul sequent to tuberculosis of other abdominal or-
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gans, and infected either by contiguity or direct extension.

A certain number of cases got well spontaneously. In

others the surgeon could assist nature. The kind of treat-

ment depended upon the pathologv of the condition

;

whether ascitic, adhesive, or cheesy type of exudate. In

the ascitic cases the fluid should be evacuated and the ab-

domen promptly closed without handling the contents of

the abdomen and without drainage, although any evident

focus might well be removed. In the adhesive type no inter-

ference was desirable unless some evident focus could be

removed. No drainage was desirable. In the stage of

caseation while resection of the intestine and extensive

operation was not desirable yet a rubber drain (never
a gauze drain) might be allowed. Surgery got the best

results in the ascitic type, but did little to remove adhe-
sions. He described a case where a young woman four

years ago had a primary apical tuberculosis. A year later

on account of abdominal distention tuherculous peritonitis

was diagnosed. An exploration revealed a peritoneum
three-eighths of an inch thick, with fluid and adhesions.

The abdomen was closed without drainage, but the in-

cision broke down and the wound began discharging fluid

and pus. The patient was treated with full hygienic care

with slight improvement, but a year brought a return to

normal weight and strength, though the fistula still re-

mained.

Dr. Novak of Baltimore called attention to the impor-
tance of always considering tuberculosis in every abdom-
inal mass.

Dr. Frederick of Buffalo said that the cases of acute
tuberculous peritonitis did not always survive the opera-

tion, but did usually recover. For four or five years he
had been draining all cases through the cul-de-sac of
Douglas after breaking up all adhesions and exposing all

tuberculous surfaces. The drainage tube was kept in situ

for many months, and recovery followed in nearly every
case.

Dr. GiLMORE of Chicago had had three cases of tuber-

culosis of the tubes in the past few months. They were
all secondary cases, and gave the same genera! symptoms
as tuberculosis in other regions. He laid great stress on
the von Pirquet reaction, which he considered as safe
negative evidence if the test was negative, while a positive

reaction was of doubtful value. Leucopenia also was sug-
gestive of tuberculosis.

Dr. BvFURD of Chicago doubted the value of free separa-
tion of adhesions, which were nature's process of limiting

the infection. He thought that drainage could be efl'ectual

only for two to three days, and then over a limited area.

He believed in letting in air and perhaps increasing con-
gestion by sprinkling the intestines with chloroform. Pri-

mary foci should be removed if feasible. In many cases
it might be wise to remove the ovaries, whether they were
involved or not. in order to avoid the subsequent monthly
congestion of the pelvic organs.

Dr. Gilliam of Columbus had excellent results in opera-
tions on the cases of tuberculosis with effusion. Even if

the fluid did reaccumulate early a cure might still follow.
He did not believe in interfering in the other cases. The
adhesions should be let alone, and no drain should be used.
He had never found a tuberculous fistula to heal. If

many adhesions had to be separated to remove a primary
focus, it was better to leave in the focus.

The Participation of the Glandular System and Tis-
sues Adjacent to the Uterus in Carcinoma of the
Uterus.—Dr. J. A. Sampson of .iMliany read this paper.
First he noted the differences between cancer of the body
and cancer of the cervix of the uterus. Cancer of the body
was infrequent, occurred in the old and the multipara.

It was of slow growth, of low mortal itj', and had many
cures. Cancer of the cervix was one of the most frequent
neoplasms, it was more common in youth than in old age,

and rapid in growth, and early involved other tissues and
nodes. Hysterectomy for cancer of the cervix was fol-

lowed by a high mortality and few cures. The remarks
were confined to cancer of the cervix. The origin of
the growth was either in the mucosa of the cervical canal

or on the vaginal portion of the cervix mucosa. The
vaginal mucosa origin tended to produce an everting type,

was less common, and less malignant. The canal mucosa
type tended to produce an inverting growth, invading the

deep tissues of the uterus rather than extending over the

mucosa, and then the cancer masses, sloughing out, gave
crater formation in the cervix. In this type also the lymph
nodes were early invaded. .Additional danger arose from
the proximity of the bladder, ureters, and lymph nodes

to the point of origin of the cancer in the cervical canal.

The fibrous sheath of the ureter, however, seemed to give

it a certain amount of temporary nrotection from the in-

vasion from the cancer, possibly on account of the density

of the tissue, or on the different sets of lymph vessels

inade necessary by the peristaltic motion of the ureter.

As a rule the ureter was compressed before it was in-

vaded by the cancer. This sheath of the ureter also

allowed it to be shelled out free from the cancer in a

certain number of cases. Of 41 cases operated on for

cancer of the uterus, the bladder was invaded in 8; while

of 12 ureters examined only i was invaded. In one-third

of the cases operated on the lymph nodes were involved

at the time of operation in one-third of the cases. One
node wliere the ureter crossed the iliac vessels was very

frequently involved. New formed lymph nodes in the

lymph vessels seemed to check the spread of the cancer.

In three cases all the abdominal and pelvic nodes removed

were involved, even beyond where they were usually re-

moved. In over half of the cases operated on the growth

had extended into the abdominal nodes. Hence "recur-

rence," so called, was probably but a continuation of

growth in unremoved tissues that were already involved.

Such was the usual condition in the vaginal recurrences.

An increase in connective tissue tended to obliterate the

lymph spaces and limit the spread of the disease. Whether

a growth could be operated on hopefully or not could not

be told until operation, as the induration of the parame-

trium was not proportionate to the extent of the disease.

It might be due to inflammatory infiltration. The most

radical operation that the patient would stand was indi-

cated in every case. In over half the cases there was a

history of neglected bleeding for over six months, so that

it was desirable to educate the physician, and through

him the laity, until the first signs of bleeding were recog-

nized as suspicious of cancer of the uterus.

The Results Obtained by the Radical Abdominal

Operation for Carcinoma of the Uterus.—Dr. J. H.

Tacobson of Toledo gave some statistics on this point.

The determination of whether or not a case could be oper-

ated on safely could only be determined after opening the

abdomen, but in general the Europeans considered 65 per

cent, operable, while the Americans would operate only on

35 per cent. Possibly this was due to the campaign of edu-

cation that had been going on in Europe. The primary

mortality in Europe was 20 per cent., while in .America it

was but 15 per cent. But the cures of five years' duration

in Europe were much larger—40 per cent.—in America, but

8 per cent. The principal causes of the primary mortality

were sepsis and shock.

The Diagnosis of Operability of Carcinoma of the

Cervix Uteri.—Dr. Emil Ries of Chicago discussed this

point. The personal equation always was very important

in these cases. Some surgeons would never operate. Some

operated to get a low primary mortality, but this gave a

high secondary mortality. Some men did a radical opera-

tion and got a high primary mortality but a low secondary.

Some patients neglected themselves, others were neglected
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by their family physician. Personally, in the past ten years

or so he had seen 33 cases, n of which were inoperable

and 22 had been operated on. He had done an extremely

radical operation in each case, with the patient's consent,

and appreciation that an operative death was preferable to

a cancer death. Ten of the 22 had died from the immedi-
ate effects of the operation through sepsis, hemorrhage, ef-

fect of anesthetic, or other cause. Of the twelve completed

operations one case was a cancer of the body which was
in a different class from the others. One was known to

have been alive ten years after the operation, and all the

others were still known to be alive and without sign of

recurrence. The operability of a case could be determined

only by the preliminary examination, a further examination
during the operation, noting the condition of liver, spleen,

aortic and iliac glands, broad ligaments, and parametrium
;

and finally by the microscopic examination of the tissues.

Further Observations on the Use of the Cautery in

the Treatment of Cancer of the Uterus.—Dr. C. C.

Frederick of Buffalo called attention to the value of high

rectal examination and the significance of pain. Pain with

cancer indicated that the nerves had already been involved.

In treatment he regarded the actual cautery as very hope-

ful and preferable to the chemical cautery, as the deep

hard scar extending into the tissues tended to prohibit the

later growth of the disease. The cautery controlled the

hemorrhage and the infection, and got rid of the fetor of

the discharge. The mass of the growth should be curetted

away and then the surface dried and cauterized, the cauterj-

being brought near but not touched to the tissues. This

radiation cauterization gave greater penetration, as the

heat was higher. Care should be taken not to cause pene-

tration of bladder, ureters, or rectum. A secondary hyster-

ectomy might be advisable after the cauterization.

Dr. Gelhorn of St. Louis agreed with Dr. Frederick

that the cautery relieved symptoms, but found that repeated

cauterization was desirable every few weeks. Personally,

he used acetone hardening, which gave deep penetration

and kept the patient alive for one or two years in comfort.

He curetted away the mass of the tissue and inserted a

speculum into the crater thus formed, pouring acetone

into the speculum and leaving it in contact with the tis-

sues for twenty to thirty minutes ; then he packed the

crater with acetone gauze. Applications were made three

times a week, and the tissues were rendered so hard that

they could not be scraped away with the curette. The
subjective improvement of the patient was marked.

Dr. Peterson of Ann Arbor praised the thorough work
of Dr. Ries, in spite of the high mortality. Personally, of

seven operated on, he had four cases alive more than five

years after radical operation. Of those four, two were

carcinoma of the body, but even those had not been easy

for him to save. Since the less radical removal of glands

had been undertaken the primary mortality naturally had

been less. Of 22 cases that he had operated on less radi-

cally, only I had died primarily from the operation and

10 were alive two to three years after the operation. He
considered that certain cases were excluded from a radical

operation independent of the stage of the growth ; such,

for instance, as the very obese.

Dr. GoLDSPOHN of Chicago called attention to the fre-

quency of recurrence at the cervicovaginal juncture, which

should be removed, and preferably by the combined abdom-

inal and vaginal operation. The hysterectomy to the point

of severing the vagina! connection of the uterus should

be done from above and then the abdominal part of the

operation completed and the removal of the uterus and

masses should be done from the vagina, pushing the enucle-

ated uterus down from the abdomen. This allowed much

freer excision of the vagina than by either route sepa-

rately. He considered repeated cauterization hopeful in

some of the cases that seemed inoperable.

Dr. Eliza M. Mosher of Brooklyn called attention to

the campaign of education that was being carried on in

New York to educate the laity as to the importance of
early diagnosis in cancer.

Dr. Ries noted that of the cases in which the glands
were radically removed and studied, 60 per cent, showed
cancerous invasion of the glands at the time of opera-
tion. Wertheim said that of the cases with gland involve-
ment at the time of operation, all had recurrences.

The Place of Hebosteotomy as an Aid to Delivery.—
Dr. C. VV. Barrett of Chicago said that a disproportion-
ately large head of the child in a small pelvis of the
mother was a menace to the fundamental principle of
pregnancy, which involved the continuation of the life of
the mother and the reproduction of another living being.
That while pregnancy and labor normally were physio-
logical, yet in pathological cases the duty of the obstetrician
should be to save both lives, if possible, and the cases of
marked contraction of the pelvis should not cause 100
per cent, mortality of the infant. And the fact that the
fetal head remained high above the pelvis late in labor did
not always indicate a cesarean section. Enlargement of
the pelvis had its distinct place. Williams had reported
25 cases with no deaths to mother or child, and Barrett
had had 6 cases with no loss of mother or child. In 4 of
the author's cases forceps had been applied without suc-
cess prior to the hebosteotomy. One of the cases had been
in labor for four and a half days. The operation was
associated with no greater laceration than was common
to forceps delivery, and no annoying hemorrhage. The
first case had been done by the open method, cutting
cartilage and bone, and the other five by the subcutaneous
method, cutting bone. There had been no later bony sepa-
ration in any of the cases. The reported injuries to blad-
der, urethra, and possibly to the head of the child had
been due to the use of a sharp needle in inserting the
saw. The indications for hebosteotomy were those cases
of contracted pelvis, where cesarean section was not the
choice on account of possible infection. The ideal condi-
tions were those of moderate contraction of the pelvis,

in which there had been a fair promise of delivery with-
out any operation but the mother was becoming exhausted.
The aseptic restrictions were not as strict as in cesarean
section. Prior to operation, thorough massage of the soft

parts should be made, to allow additional separation of the

soft tissues without tearing. A puncture was made in the

angle between the labia majora and the labia minora
and the ligature carrier with a large curve and a blunt

point, especially adapted to this operation, was inserted

into the interlabial puncture and made to penetrate di-

rectly to the bone. Then its top was kept in contact with
the bone and carried under the symphysis to the upper
margin of the bone and there brought out through the

skin of the mons veneris. A silk ligature was then pulled

back with the ligature carrier and a Gigli saw pulled

through with the silk. Then the bone was cut and de-

livery proceeded with. This cutting of the bone allowed
separation of from two to six centimeters. In version

cases it mieht be well to lay the silk ligature preparatory

to the saw before doing the version, so that if the after

coming head should lodge, the bones could be quickly cut

and separated.

Dr. ZiNKE of Cincinnati had urged this operation some
years ago without support, and was glad that it seemed

to be finding favor. He thought that all cases of con-

tracted pelvis should go to hospital for delivery and labor

tried normally. If the patient was unable to deliver her-

self, in the cases of moderate contraction hebosteotomy
should be done, and in the cases of extreme contraction

cesarean section should be done.

Dr. FovLKROD of Philadelphia considered the dangers

of hebosteotomy great enough to give it few indications.
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The dangers of hemorrhage and laceration were great.

At Jefferson Hospital it was the custom to let the woman

go into labor, and it she could engage the head forceps

were applied, while if she could not engage the head

cesarean section was done. He considered that there were

a number of cases of infected uteri and gangrenous uteri

in which hebosteotomy would not be safe, but cesarean

section and removal of the uterus would save the life of

the mother.

Dr. Fry of Washington, D. C, considered the painful

convalescence to be one of the greatest objections to the

operation. The great pain on moving the patient's pelvis

after the operation was always to be considered. He would

consider the operation never one of choice, though it

might be indicated after a long test of labor with probable

infection of the uterus. His experience with high for-

ceps and version for contracted pelvis had given an infant

mortality of about 33 per cent. He had done hebosteotomy

with the mons veneris puncture first, and the labial punc-

ture as the point of exit. In sawing through the bone he

considered it desirable to hold the pelvis so as to sup-

port the bones at the time of separation to avoid snapping

of the bone.

Dr. Burns of Denver considered symphyseotomy sim-

pler; it needed no special instruments, could be done in a

private house, and the patient could get up on the tenth

day.

Dr. Barrett, in closing, said that the advantage of cutting

the bone was the less danger of injury to the crus of the

clitoris and to the urethra. The subcutaneous operation

was quicker and less liable to infection than the open

method. Holding the bones at the time of sawing was not

necessary, as there was very little primary separation of

the bones. The trying test of labor came only after rup-

ture of the membranes. He considered the operation espe-

cially desirable in the very late cases and when the patient

could not be moved to the hospital.

The Etiology of Eclampsia.—Drs. E. P. D.\vis and

Collin Foulkrod of Philadelphia presented this paper.

They considered eclampsia as a distinct disease of which

the toxemia was the essential basis. In the toxemias a

chemical cause due to perversion of metabolism was

sought in a study of the excretions. The decrease in the

urea nitrogen with an increase of the ammonia nitrogen

showed a deficient disamidization (breaking down of the

ammonia element rather than a mere deficiency in oxida-

tion.) The breaking down of the ammonia took place in

the liver, so that a lesion was to be sought in the liver,

but the changes in the liver were not the primary changes

as kidney changes were found out of proportion to the

liver changes in certain cases and thyroid administration

seemed to help certain cases, showing, also, a thyroid in-

volvement. It seemed to have been shown that the pri-

mary cause of the trouble lay in the placenta and the

fetus. The placenta was full of ferments essential to the

interests of the fetus and balancing the activities of the

mother. And when these placental ferments were upset

the mothei-'s balance of metabolism was upset. No special

toxin could be found causative of eclampsia. The char-

acteristic symptoms were lassitude, stupor, coma, or ma-

nia, headache, dry tongue. There occurred crises of con-

vulsions, explosions of pain, in the head or chest, gastric

and intestinal irritation, pernicious anemia, hemorrhages

into retina, mucous membranes, retroplacental, and cere-

bral. There was no fever, but the blood pressure rose

early to perhaps 180 millimeters. The daily output of

urine was lowered, the quantity of urinary solids lessened,

and the proportion of the nitrogen factors changed. The
presence of albumin in the urine was not essential. The
presence of indican and of casts showed the need of

great care.

Treatment of Eclampsia, Including a Comparison of

the Dangers of Chloroform and Ether in This Condi-

tion.—Drs. E. B. Cragin and E. T. Hull of New York
presented this paper. It was generally recognized that in

the treatment of to.xemia threatening eclampsia that the

products of metabolism requiring elimination should be

reduced, that elimination of the metabolic products should

be favored, that high blood pressure should be reduced.

That, if the toxemia did not markedly improve under these

lines of treatment, or if an eclamptic seizure supervened,

that the uterus should be emptied. That injury to the

patient's tissues should be avoided. The reduction of the

metabolic products requiring elimination should be done

through avoiding meat in the diet. Chicken and fish were

allowable, but red meat should not be eaten more than

two or three times a week. The ehmination should be

favored by increasing the activity of the skin, drinking

large quantities of water, and taking calomel. Colon ir-

rigations were very useful. The high blood pressure was
to be reduced by blood letting or the administration of

drugs such as chloral in an initial dose of thirty grains

followed by twenty grains every four hours, if necessary,

nitroglycerine in large doses, and, if necessary, veratrum

viride after the chloral, given in five minim doses of

the fluid extract until the blood pressuce fell and the pulse

rate was about one hundred. If the urine, blood pressure,

and general condition did not improve, the uterus should

be emptied. In emptying the uterus care should be taken

not to reduce the activities of the organs or the patient.

Manual dilatation and version was the method of choice if

the cases were feasible, but with the rigid cervix the

bag dilators avoided much of the shock and laceration.

In very urgent cases the vaginal cesarean section might be

the choice. Formerly it had been the custom to admin-

ister chloroform to prevent the convulsions, but chloro-

form had been shown to be a very harmful remedy. The
pathological lesions produced by eclampsia and by chloro-

form being very similar, in the congestion, hemorrhage,

and necrosis of the various organs of the body. The
liver lesions were responsible for vomiting and jaundice:

the kidney lesions for headache, and troubles with the

central nervous system. Chloroform lesions in the cases

of acute and delayed poisoning were both of the same
type and might follow the administration of chloroform

for only twenty to thirty minutes. In some of the late

cases there developed merely pallor, or cyanosis, stupor

coma, and death. In dogs killed by ether by one admin-

istration and after repeated administrations of two to three

hours' duration on successive days no suggestion of the

cellular necrosis in liver and kidneys or other organs

was found. Hence, the chloroform in itself was the cause

of injury to the essential eliminative organs and should

not be administered in cases of eclampsia. In the last

twenty cases at the Sloane Maternity Hospital, ether had

been used in place of chloroform for all operations. The
mortality was one case, s per cent. In the preceding

twenty cases in which chloroform had been used the mor-

tality had been 25 per cent. In a long series of eclampsia

cases in which chloroform had been given the mortality

had been 28 per cent.

Vaginal Cesarean Section in Eclampsia.—Dr. H. D.

Fry of Washington read this paper, saying that the ob-

jections to the operation were mainly theoretical. The
time for the operation was as short as for the classical

cesarean section. The abdominal section was used for

many other conditions than eclampsia so that comparison

of the results of the two operations was not a fair one.

The injury caused was no greater than by other means
of delivery for the same men, and subsequent labors were

followed by no complications due to this operation.

Indications for, and Technique of Rapid Empt3ring of

the Uterus in the Toxemias of Pregnancy.—Dr. Reuben
Peterson of Ann Arbor read this paper. He considered
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that vaginal cesarean section was indicated where the

pelvic bones were normal, the child not too large to pass

the bony structures, and quick delivery essential in the

cases of eclampsia with a rigid cervix, and in tuuntrv

practice. In doing the operation the vagina was dilated

the cervix caught in a volsellum and brought down m
sight, an incision made around the front half of the cer-

vix at tlie cervicovaginal junction. No longitudinal incision

in the mucous membrane was necessary. Then the bladder

and soft tissues were dissected free from the anterior

surface of the uterus, largely by pushing the tissues up

with a sponge. Then two volselli were inserted in the cer-

vix laterally and the cervix split in its anterior lip with

scissors up seven to nme centimeters until the hand could

be introduced. In pregnancies after the eighth month, a

similar posterior splitting of the cervix was usually nec-

essary by a transverse incision in the mucosa, sponge dis-

section of uterus free from rectum and other soft tissues,

and splitting the posterior lip of the cervix with scissors.

In closing, the catgut sutures were introduced not enter-

ing the cervical canal, but through the submucosa and

embracing all the deep tissues of the cervix out to the

surface of the uterus that had been dissected free from

the vaginal mucosa. After the uterus had been sewed up,

the vaginal mucosa flap was closed protecting the deep

sutures.

The Surgical Treatment of Eclampsia.—Dr. J. B.

DeLee of Chicago said that the presence of eclamptic con-

vulsions was one sure indication for emptying of the uterus.

Before the fetus was viable perforation and extraction was

the method of choice. After viability, if the 05 was di-

latable version and extraction was indicated. In the cases

with a rigid ccrvi.x manual dilitation was allowable only

in certain easy cases, the bag dilatation was applicable

only where there was no need of rapid delivery, as it

took several hours for dilatation; and the vaginal cesarean

section gave the best results. The vaginal section was

not as easy to perforin as the abdominal, but the mortality

in the eclamptic cases was higher. Not only did the rigid-

ity of the cervix have to be considered but also the rigidity

of the pelvic floor and of the vagina. Decapsulation of

the kidneys was not a rational line of treatment as the

condition was not one of pure renal origin. As an anes-

thetic morphine had a marked effect on the fetus, chloro-

form had a very serious effect on the mother, .\itrons

oxide and oxygen was the choice.

Dr. Schwartz of St. Louis said that the bad effects of

chloroform had been most clearly shown and the great

advantage of more careful observation of the women dur-

ing pregnancy was most desirable. Regulation of the diet

and full elimination should be watched in every case.

Dr. ZiNKE of Cincinnati thought that the great reduc-

tion in the fatalities from eclampsia had been made, not

by surgery, but by the early medical care. The surgical

treatment made no attempt to reduce fetal mortality, but

worked solely for the maternal mortality. He quoted cer-

tain lines of treatment in vogue in Germany based on ab-

solute rest from external influences as evidence that cer-

tain cases recovered spontaneously even after a long series

of eclamptic convulsions.

Dr. Carstens of Detroit considered the sole duty of the

physician in the case of eclampsia was to deliver the wom-
an by the best possible means, which, in the majority

of the cases seemed to be by the vaginal cesarean section.

Dr. Plondke of St. Paul noted the cases of postpartum

eclampsia in which the removal of about a quart of blood

followed by infusion of an equal quantity of salt solution

gave a prompt and decided improvement possibly by di-

lution of the toxins in the blood.

Dr. Burns of St. Louis thought cesarean section, but not

hysterectomy, was indicated in the infected cases.

Dr. RosENTHAt, of Fort Wavne called attention to the

limitation of the lacerations in the vaginal section to the

median plane of the uterus, and said that the lateral lacer-

ations were more apt to be serious.

Dr. RiTTER of Indianapolis considered the early medical

treaUnent as preventive and therefore most desirable. He
used veratrum viride and gave doses of ten to twelve

minims of the tincture. He had also gotten good results

from bleeding and infusion.

Dr. FouLKROD of Philadelphia said that the early pre-

ventive treatment was most desirable, keeping the patient

on a milk diet and absolute quiet. That the Murphy treat-

ment of lavage and enteroclysis was at times very ef-

fective. That better results were obtained from venesec-

tion after delivery than before.

Dr. Hull of New York said that bleeding had former-

ly been used at Sloane, but that it had been superseded by

the use of vasodepressants pushed to the point of physio-

logical effect. That after the blood pressure was down ami

the pulse slow no convulsions followed. That while vene-

section was rarely needed, that free bleeding with the de-

livery of the placenta was encouraged by maimal extrac-

tion of the placenta.

Dr. Fry of Washington called attention to the fact that

one of the leading obstetricians of this country, Dr. Hirst,

was taking up the medical treatment to the exclusion of

the emptying of the uterus. In the operation of vaginal

cesarean section he had found the uterovesical ligament at

times to be a great interference. He drained all the cases.

In regard to the use of chloroform he cited a case of late

chloroform poisoning following a foreceps delivery after

about an hour of chloroform. There had been no symp-
toms of disturbed metabolism during pregnancy as shown
by repeated careful urine examinations, but the third dav

after delivery she developed a stupor that deepened steadily

to death.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
SECTION ON OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGy.

Stated Meeting. Held April 28, 1910.

Dr. S. M. Brickner in the Chatr.

A Preliminary Report Upon the Use of Oxygen in

Asphyxia Neonatorum.—Dr. I-'ri^derick C. Holder said

that asphy.xia neonatorum was a condition of oxygen
starvation plus carbon dioxide poisoning, produced by nu-

merous causes. The two types, the livid and the pallid,

were different degrees of the same process. Owing to

the better understanding of obstetric indications, many of

the causes of asphyxia, as well as destructive operations

upon the fetus, were things of the past. The Schultze

method, although often used to overcome this condition,

was not without danger, as was shown by instances of

fractured clavicle with perforation of the lung, dislocation

of the shoulder, ruptured liver, and injuries resulting from
the slippery infant escaping from the hands and falling

against the floor or wall. Direct insufflation was open to

the criticism that the inspired air was loaded with carbon

dioxide and numerous germs. Sylvester's method was
rarely effectual, and it was a waste of time to use it. Tw^o

years ago Dr. Holder began to use oxygen for this pur-

pose. He held the child in the inverted position with the

left hand, after having wrapped a towel around the feet

to prevent slipping. The mucus was removed from the

mouth and nostrils, and if it was very abundant an assist-

ant compressed the chest while the child was still in the

inverted position. The back was then rubbed or slapped,

and if the child failed to breathe or cry the cord was cut.

The infant was then tubbed in water at a temperature of
105° F. and the method of Byrd followed. This method
consisted of folding and unfolding the child like a book.

This was done with the infant in the water. While this

treatment was being carried out. a funnel, either of glass
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or rubber, about three or four inches in diameter, attached

by rubber tubing to a tank of oxygen, was held as closejy

as possible over the child's mouth and nose and the oxygen

allowed to flow very freely; in fact, at full force. The

irritation to the respiratory tract produced by the oxygen

caused rapid respirations and crying. The oxygen was

continued and the pallid or livid hue gave way in a few

seconds to a bright, rosy color. Occasionally, in extreme

cases, he used Laborde's method, rhythmic traction on the

tongue eight or ten times a minute. This could be done

in connection with Byrd's method and with the funnel

still at the mouth. After this the child should be bathed

and then laid on the right side with a hot water bag to its

back. It was a good plan to make these children cry once

an hour for several hours.

Dr. J. O. PoLAK said that he had been skeptical regard-

ing this method at first, but he had seen a great number

of cases resuscitated, and it was amazing to observe the

quick change of color. There were many modifications to

be made before this method would be perfect.

Spontaneous Intrapartum Rupture of the Uterus Due

to Absence of the Vagina.—Dr. Louis J. L.^dixski pre-

sented this patient and specimen. The patient was twenty

three years of age, and had been married eleven months.

She had not menstruated until the age of fifteen, after a

specialist had performed some operation upon her, the

nature of which she did not know. She was sent to Beth

Israel Hospital on March 28, 1910. Physical examination

revealed all the signs of a full term pregnancy, with the

fetus in the normal position. \'ertex presentation, .\bout

one-half an inch above the introitus vagina? there was a

thick septum, in the center of which was an opening about

one-quarter of an inch in diameter. No vagina or cervix

could be palpated by rectal examination. The fetal head

could be distinctly felt pressing against the septum. He

had the patient prepared for a thorough examination under

anesthesia the following day, but during the night she

began to have labor pains. Before he was able to reach

the hospital she suddenly went into collapse, and became

cyanotic, with a rapid, uncountable pulse. The fundus uteri

could not be felt at all ; the epigastrium was bulging, tense,

and dull. The fetal contents could be made out right

beneath the abdominal wall. Laparotomy was at once

performed. The peritoneal cavity was found to be dis-

tended with a large amount of free and clotted blood. The

body and extremities of the fetus extended through a rent

in the anterior wall of the uterus; the head was still

grasped by the contracting ring of the lower segment of

the uterus and cervix. On withdrawing the fetus the pla-

centa followed. The uterus was low down in the pelvis,

hard, and contracted, with a complete transverse rent at

the level of the junction of the body and the cervix ex-

tending through the entire anterior wall and embracing

part of the posterior wall, so that the uterus remained

attached to the cervix by only a narrow isthmus. The
entire uterus was removed. This was a case in which

there was complete absence of the vagina, the cervix

uteri extending down to the introitus vaginse.

Absence of Vagina; Rudimentary Horn of Uterus;

Restorative Operation.—Dr. Louis J. L.^dinski pre-

sented this patient, who was twenty years old, and single.

She had never menstruated, but had had menstrual molimi-

na once every four weeks, characterized by cramplike pains

in the abdomen. The external genitalia were normal ; the

introitous vaginre was represented by a shallow vestibule, in

the center of which, and about three-quarters of an inch

below the meatus urinarius, was a very small sinus which

admitted a probe to a distance of one-half an inch. The
perineal body was small, thus making the distance between

the urethra and anus shorter than normal. Rectal exam-

ination failed to show the presence of a uterine body;

the adnexa, however, was palpable. .\ laparotomy was

performed on August 4, 1909, and showed that both tubes

and . ovaries were present, the latter showing decided

signs of ovulation. The uterus was a,bsent, and in its

stead were two rudimentary horns, each situated laterally

and joined by a broad, thick membrane which extended

downward to the junction of the bladder and rectum.

The bladder was tlien carefully separated from the rec-

tum down to the floor of the pelvis, showing both ureters

very distinctly. The dissection was carried down to within

a few inches of the introitus vaginx. The space was

then packed with iodoform gauze and its upper border

closed with a few sutures, .'\fter closing the abdomen

the patient was placed in the lithotomy position and a

transverse incision made into the vestibule. This was

deepened by separating the bladder from the rectum by

alternating sharp and dull dissection. By using the gauze

packing in the upper cavity as a guide a communication

was made between the upper and lower channels. The
newly formed vagina could now easily admit two fingers

to the depth of eight or nine inches. The new vagina

was packed with iodoform gauze. On August 17 the

granulating cavity was covered with skin grafts. This

was not successful. On September 7 skin grafts placed

upon sterile silver foil with raw surfaces up was done

and results were for the most part satisfactory.

Case of Ruptured Tubal Pregnancy; Death Without

Operation.—Dr. Piiil.ander .^. H.vrris of Paterson ex-

hibited a specimen consisting of the uterus, tubes, and ova-

ries removed at autopsy, death having been due to rup-

tured tubal pregnancy, presumably not advanced beyond

two or three weeks of gestation. The growth occurred in

the isthmian portion of the left tube, so well in the uterus

as to probably constitute a so-called cornual pregnancy.

This patient was perfectly well until about four o'clock

in the morning, at which time she was seized with very

severe colics, and was attended by her physician until she

died at eleven o'clock that morning, just seven hours after

the first symptoms. She was believed by her physician to

be suffering from a criminal abortion, and probably on

that account tubal pregnancy was not diagnosticated. The

patient denied any history of interference. Dr. Harris

was asked to be present at the official autopsy. There

were found in the abdominal cavity several quarts of dark

blood and many clots. A median line anterior section of

the corpus, fundus, and cervix uteri showed the presence

of a very considerable decidual formation in the cavity of

the uterus, and presented no evidence whatever of intra-

uterine traumatism. This case was reported by Dr. Harris

as an instance of very prompt death from ruptured tul.ial

pregnancy without surgical interference.

A Case of Ovarian Pregnancy.— Dr. George H. Bal-

LEKAY presented a specimen which was removed from a

woman forty years old, married ten years, but never preg-

nant. After skipping her menstrual period two weeks, she

had an irregular discharge of blood ; then she had an in-

terval of one month with no discharge, and then a recur-

rence, with intense pain in the lower abdomen. There was

abdominal distention and vomiting. After a time opera-

tion was performed and a mass was removed, apparently

a four-months-old fetus. Outside the mass was made up of

ovarian tissue. Dr. Balleray had always maintained that

there was no such thing as a true ovarian pregnancy, but

from a study of the gross anatomical conditions presented

by the specimen he believed it to be a true ovarian preg-

nancy.

A Case of Interstitial Pregnancy.— Dr. J. O. Polak

presented this specimen, which he removed only a few

hours before the meeting. The patient was thirty-four

years of age, married five years, two children, the last

born February 26, 1910. On .\pril 4 she bled for a few

days. She was admitted to the hospital, where she re-

mained a few days and then was discharged cured. She
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had attacks of pain and intermittent bleeding until April 2cS,

when, at eight o'clock in the morning, she entered into a

state of collapse and was brought to the hospital in a

state of shock. He removed the uterus. The specimen

revealed an interstitial pregnancy. This he intended to

present to the pathologist and would make ;i report at

some subsequent meeting of the section.

Ectopic Gestation from the Standpoint of the Gen-
eral Practitioner.—Dr. Guy L. Hunner of Baltimore

read this paper. He called attention to the failure to

diagnose ectopic gestation when the symptoms were such

that the only reason for the failure was that the physi-

cian was not on the lookout for this condition. The
surgeon was at fault for having taught that the diagnosis

could rarely be made before the tragic stage. The gen-

eral practitioner should, in the majority of cases, make
the diagnosis upon the history alone. He cited several

atypical cases, but said that these did not at all alter the

statement that he had made. With a history of rectal

tenesmus, sudden agonizing pain, and collapse, the physi-

cian had to make a diagnosis between ureteral calculus,

appendicitis, and ectopic pregnancy, a thing not always

easy to do. If the case was one of calculus the urine

would show blood. Unfortunately, it might also show

blood in an appendix case. In ectopic pregnancy with

rupture a history could usually be elicited of a missed

period and of recent intramenstrvjal show, and also a

history of recent pressure or boring pain. There was
present in many cases the evidence of severe internal

hemorrhage. The patient should not be disturbed for

purposes of examination for fear of stirring up new
hemorrhage. As to the advantages of immediate opera-

tion on cases in extreme shock from hemorrhage. Dr.

Hunner said that he did not like to lay down hanl and

fast rules for himself or for others. If the patient could

be operated upon in good surroundings and was in a con-

dition that promised survival from the operation, he pre-

ferred early operation to the risk of further hemorrhages.

If a surgeon of wide experience with surroundings that in-

sured rapid and clean operation could not be had he pre-

ferred the hibernation treatment. Dr. Hunner reviewed

the etiology of ectopic pregnancy and discussed the rela-

tion between this condition and appendix diseases. In

34 cases of ectopic pregnancy in his private records the

appendi.x was not mentioned in 13 cases, 5 of these having

been vagina! operations. In 3 cases it was considered nor-

mal and in i8 diseased. He thought that in the majority

of cases of ectopic pregnancy there was a history point-

ing to appendix disease or well-marked changes of a

chronic character in the appendix and its neighborhood.

During Dr. Hunner's service at Johns Hopkins Hospital

there had been 3.,'?oo patients in the gv'necological service,

and but 34 cases of pregnancy outside the uterus. Eight

of his 34 cases of ectopic gestation were diagnosed before

rupture, an unusually large percentage. Six of these eight

cases were operated upon in the unruptured state. The

only death in his list was from a condition of intestinal

paresis and obstruction. With the general practitioner

and the surgeon both alive to the possibilit>' of ectopic preg-

nancy there would certainly occur some unnecessary opera-

tions, but it was better to operate itpon an occasional

patient unnecessarily than to lose a case by hemorrhage.

The diagnosis having been made of ectopic pregnancy be-

fore rupture, operation shoidd follow at the earliest pos-

sible moment. .-Xfter rupture every effort should he made
to keep the patient quiet mentally and physically until

conditions could be arranged for a rapid, clean operation.

If at a distance from a hospital, the operation should be

performed at home. If the patient was transported to a

hospital, sufficient time should elapse to demonstrate that

she was not bleeding. While waiting for better conditions

morphine should be used to quiet the patient.

STATK BOARD EXAAH.XATIO.X QUESTIONS.

Oklahoma State Board of -Medical Exami.ners.

V April, 1910.

PUYSICLOCY.

1. What effect has respiration upon the circulation?
2. What is the action of the nervous system upon the

salivary glands?
3. What is the function of gastric juice?

4. What is the nervous mechanism of stomach digestion?
5. What are the functions of the liver?

6. What circumstances affect glandular activity?

7. What is a ganglion?
8. What is the effect of stimulation of the divided optic

nerve ?

9. What is the dutv of the large intestine in digestion?
10. What are the uses of the blood?

CHEMISTRY.

1. How may ferric hydrate be hurriedly prepared? When
and -how should ferric hydrate be used as an antidote?

2. How may lead enter the system and produce lead
poisoning? oive a diagnosis of lead poisoning and mention
the chemical antidotes for it.

3. }iIention the principal products obtained from petro-
leum and describe the properties of one of the products
mentioned,

4. How is chloroform (<;) prepared, (&) tested for im-
purities?

5. Mention a chemical antidote for sulphuric acid and
explain the action of this antidote.

6. How would you detect the presence of bile in the
urine?

7. Designate the following as chemical or physical
changes: (a) The souring of milk; (b) decomposition of
sunlight by means of prisms; (c) converting water into
steam; (d) dissolving salt in water; (?) decay of wood.

8. Technical name of: (a) .Aqua regia, (6) aqua fortis,
(c) oil of vitriol.

9. Give the formula for: (a) Mercuric chloride, (b)
cupric nitrate, (c) calcium carbonate.

10. Give formula for carbolic acid. How is it obtained
and what are its properties and uses?

pathology and bacteriology.

1. What are some of the phenomena attending pus for-
mation ?

2. What are some of the conditions favorable to the in-
crease of bacteria ; and what is meant by their toxic prod-
ucts?

3. What is immunity and how produced?
4. Describe the protective agencies bv which the body

guards itself against the entrance and harmful effects of
pathogenic microorganisms.

5. Describe the comma bacillus, and give the manner of
its introduction into the system.

6. How should sputum be e.xamined for tubercle bacilli?
7. \\'hat is ischemic paralysis?
8. Describe syphilitic gummata.
9. Give the probable causes of occlusion of the bile duct.
10. What are cysts, and how formed?

PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS.

1. Diagnose mitral regurgitation.
2. Give the physical signs of pericarditis.
3. How would you diagnose aneurysm of the thoracic

aorta?

4- Describe the physiological action of the heart.
5- Define rude respiration, bronchial respiration, cavern-

ous respiration, and amphoric respiration.
6. Classify pulmonary tuberculosis. What is the posi-

tive diagnostic sign?
7. Describe test for blood in urine.
8. Give physical signs in acute appendicitis.
9. Describe the normal signs of the heart.
10. Give physical signs of acute otitis media.

theory AND PR.^CTICE OF MEDICINE.

1. Write a prescription for (a) a collyrium, (h) a sup-
pository, and (f ) a mouth wash.

2. Prescribe a local application for erysipelas, for rhus
toxicodendron poisoning; also write a prescription for
night sweats of phthisis, for ascites, and for ptyalism.

3. In what disease does leucocytosis occur, and in what
diseases is it absent?
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4. Give the cause and treatment of bronchial, spasmodic,

or essential asthma.

$. Describe the Brand method of treatment in typhoid

fever, and what is your opinion of the same?
6. Describe the skin appearance in (o) rubeola, (b)

rubella, (c) scarlatina, and {d) varicella.

7. Give etiology, symptoms, and treatment of gastroin-

testinal catarrh of iniancy and childhood.

8. Make a differential diagnosis between renal colic and
hepatic colic.

9. What are the symptoms of obstruction of the ductus

communis choledochus?
ID. Differentiate heat exhaustion from sunstroke.

OBSTETRICS AND HYGIENE.

1. Differentiate a foot from a hand presentation. What
would you do in either case?

2. ^\"hat is the bag of waters? What is its function

during pregnancy? During labor?

3. How diagnose hour-glass contraction with retained

placenta? (b) Give treatment.

4. After the fifth month, how may death of fetus in

utero be recognized; (b) what should be done?

5. When and how is the placenta formed?
6. (a) iitate fully the duties of physicians as required by

the statutes of Oklahoma, (b) What diseases must be re-

ported to the State Commissioner of Health?

7. What are the dangers of cold storage foods?
8. What evil consequence n.ay arise from the use of to-

bacco ?

9. Describe procedure in disinfecting and disposing of

typhoid fever stools.

ID. (a) How much water per dav, in ounces, should be

consumed by an average adult? (b) Mention most fre-

quent pollution of water, (c) Give test for organic mat-

ter in water.

GYNECOLOGY.

1. Name the most frequent causes of endometritis; (b)

give treatment, both palliative and surgical.

2. What is atresia of the vagina? uive treatment.

3. Give most frequent causes of pyosalginx ; diagnosis

and treatment.

4. Differentiate between menorrhagia, metrorrhagia, <^nli

amenorrhea, (b) Give treatment of each.

5. Give treatment of prolapsus uteri, both palliative and
surgical.

6. Diflferentiate between ovaritis, cystic ovary, and sal-

pingitis.

7. Give symptoms and treatment of extrauterine preg-
nancy.

8. Describe the female genital and pelvic organs, and
give their functions.

SANITARY SCIENCE.

1. In case you were a health officer, what regulations

would you prescribe governing schools, water supply, and
sewerage? v

2. What would be the most important precautions to

be observed for the preservation of health in a city of
20,000 people?

SURGERY.

1. Define hemorrhoids, name varieties, and give treat-

ment.
2. Give differential diagnosis between osteomyelitis and

acute rheumatism, and describe treatment of former.
3. Give technique of tracheotomy.

4. Diagnosis and treatment of strangulated inguinal
hernia.

5. Give your rule for locating and method of ligating the
femoral artery in situ.

6. Diagnose and give treatment of dislocation of thf
astragalus.

7. Name and describe the measurements you would use
in ascertaining whether or not there is shortening in neck
of femur in case of suspected impacted fracture.

8. What would be your treatment of compound fracture
of tibia with laceration of the anterior tibial arterv?

9. Differentiate floating kidne-- from other abdominal
tumors, and describe treatment for same.

10. Give diagnosis and treatment of intussusception.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. What conditions would you find in a case of rape
of a girl of twelve years?

2. Enumerate the causes of sudden death.

3. Give the difference between an incised wound made
before and one made after death; also gunshot wound.

4. Give the cause and duration of rigor mortis.
5. To -what kind of a crime does strangulation point

;

,Iso hanging?

TO.XICOLOGY.

1. What is the antidote and treatment of oxalic acid
poisoning?

2. Give the detailed account of post-mortem appearance
of carbolic acid poisoning.

3. What are the symptoms and treatment of poisoning
with bichloride of mercury?

4. What is the antidote for strychnine?
5. Mention ten drugs, the use of any one of which may

cause skin eruptions.

ANSWERS lo ST.\TE BO.\RD EXAMINATIO.X
QUESTIONS.

Oklaho.\i.\ State Board of Medical Examiners.

April, 1910.

physiology.

1. The respiratory changes in the blood; (i) In the
lungs the blood is changed in color, gains oxygen, loses

carbon dioxide, loses heat, and loses watery vapor. (2) In
the capillaries of the body the blood loses oxygen and re-

ceives carbon dioxide.

2. The submaxillary gland is supplied by the chorda
tympani (which contains secretory fibers and vasodilator
fibers). The sympathetic slows the secretion of saliva in

parotid and submaxillary glands. In the parotid gland the
auriculotemporal is the secretory nerve. The secretion of
saliva is a reflex action ; the afferent nerves being : The
glossopharyngeal, the lingual branch of the fifth, and the
chorda tympani; the efferent nerves are: Sympathetic
nerves, auriculotemporal branch of the fifth, and chorda
tympani.

3. The function of gastric juice is: (l) To change pro-
teids into proteoses and peptones; (2) to curdle the casein
of milk; {3) it is also antiseptic.

4. The pneumogastric nerves are motor to the stomach,
and induce peristalsis; the sympathetic fibers are inhibi-

tory, causing cessation of peristalsis and dilatation of the
sphincter pylori.

5. The functions of the liver are: (l) The secretion of
bile, (2) the formation of glycogen, (3) the formation of
urea and uric acid, (4) the manufacture of heat, and (5~l

the conversion of poisonous and harmful into inert ma-
terial.

6. Circumstances affecting glandular activity are: Blood
supply: nerve impulses (trophic, secretory, vasomotor) ;

sometimes food, sensations, or emotions.

7. .\ ganglion is an aggregation of nerve cells, connected
with nerves, or other ganglia, or with the cerebrospinal
a.xis ; masses of gray matter at the base or in the interior

of the brain are also called ganglia.

8. Stimulation of the divided optic nerve causes : Flashes
of Hpht, but no pain.

9. In the large intestine: Digestion which is already
begun may continue, but there is no special digestive action

;

there is marked absorption of water ; there are numerous
bacteria, and, as a consequence, prnteid putrefaction.

10. The functions of the blood as a whole are: To dis-

tribute nourishment, oxygen, and the internal secretions to

the tissues of the body ; to remove carbon dioxide and
other waste matters from the tissues so that they may be
excreted b-- the lungs, kidneys, and skin; to regulate the

body temperature. In addition the zi'hite corpuscles serve

as a protection to the body from the incursions of patho-
genic microorganisms ; they take some part in the process

of the coagulation of the blood ; they aid in the absorption

of fats and peptones from the intestine, and they help to

maintain the proper proteid content of the blood plasma.

chemistry.

1. Ferric hydrate may be hurriedly prepared by precipi-

tating solution of ferric sulohate with magnesia. The two
solutions should be kept in separate bottles, and when
needed thev may be mixed and administered. It is used as

an antidote in acute arsenical poisoning.

2. The most common sources of lead poisoning are the

following : "The contamination of drinking water from

lead pipes. Contamination of articles of food or drugs by

contact wiui leaden vessels, or from beins enclosed in tin-

foil c^'it-iining an excess of lead. Drinking beer, cider,

etc., which has been drawn through leaden pipes or allowed

to stand in pewter vessels. The ingestion or constant

handling of lead or its compounds, as the acetate, nitrate,

carbonate (white lead—painter's colic"). Goulard's extract,

etc. The use of hair dyes containing lead."

Lead poisoning causes: Metallic taste, drvness of throat,

thirst, severe, colicky abdominal pains, particularly in urn-
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bilical region; pulse feeble and slow; great prostration;

constipation; urine scanty and red; violent cramps; par-

alysis of lower extremities; convulsions; tetanic spasms,

and (in chronic cases) wrist dron. Chcmicul antidote is

magnesium sulphate.

3. Principal products of petroleum are: Paraffin, vase-

line, kerosene, benzine, gasoline, mineral oils, rhigolene.

Vaseline is a yellov.'ish or whitish fatty substance, with

slight odor and taste, and is sticky.

4. Chloroform is prepared bv the action of calcium hypo-

chlorite on acetone. It is tested: (1) For excess of alco-

hol, by taking the specific gravity; (2) for HCl and CI, by

shaking it with water, which altcrward should not give a

precipitate with .\gNO3.

5. ^..hemical antidote for sulphuric acid is magnesia ; it

acts by neutralizing the acid and converting it into a harm-
less salt.

6. Test for bile pigment in the urine: Put 3 c.c. liXO,,

in a test-tube ; add a piece of wood, and heat until the acid

is yellow; cool. When cold, float some of the urine to be

tested upon the surface of the acid. A green band is

formed at the junction of the liquid, which gradually

rises, and is succeeded from below by blue, reddish-violet,

and^ellow.
7. (a) Chemical; (6) physical; (c) physical; (d) chem-

ical; (e) chemical.

8. (a) Aqua regia is nitrohydrochloric acid; (&) aqua
fortis is nitric acid; (c) oil of vitriol is sulphuric acid.

9. (a) Mercuric chloride, HgCIj; (6) cupric nitrate, Cu
(NOa)!; (c) calcium carbonate. CaCOa.

10. Carbolic acid. CJ-I5OH. It is obtained by heating

phenyl iodide and potassium hydroxide. It is a crystalline

substance, with characteristic odor and acrid, burning taste,

neutral in reaction, and very soluble in alcoliol and ether.

It is used as an antiseptic and in the ir.anufacture of

medicinal compounds, dyes, and e.^plosives ; also as a local

anesthetic, for pruritus, and sometimes internally in ner-

vous vomiting.
PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY.

1. See Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 127, 130, and
132-

2. Most bacteria require (i) proper temperature, gen-
erally at or near that of the body; (2) oxygen is generally

needed, those that cannot live without it being called

aerobic, and those that can grow without it, anaerobic

;

nutriment of a proper kind, containing both organic and
inorganic material; a slight degree of moisture: a medium
of slightly alkaline reaction, and rest. Individual bacteria

may require modifications of the above essentials.

By the to.xic products of bacteria is meant the produc'Lion

of disease or infection by bacteria.

3. Immunity is the power of resistance of cells and
tissues to the action of pathogenic bacteria. Immunity
may be either natural or acquired.
Xatural immunity is this power of resistance, natural

and inherited, and peculiar to certain -roups of animals,
but common to every individual of these groups.
Acquired immunity is this resistance acquired: (i) By

a previous attack of the disease caused by the bacteria, or

(2) by the person being made artificially insusceptible.

The conditions which give immunity from the pathogenic
action of bacteria are: (i) A previous attack of the dis-

ease: (2) inoculation with small quantities of bacteria, so
as to produce a mild attack of the disease; (3') vaccina-
tion; [4) the introduction of antitoxins; (5) the introduc-
tion of the toxins of the bacteria.
Several theories have been advanced to account for

immunity, but the only two that are considered now are

:

(l) -Metchnikoff's theory of phagocytosis and (2) Ehr-
lich's side-chain theory. This latter "is based on the idea
that the toxin destroys a cell bv entering into chemical
union with it. The molecule of toxin contains at least two
groups of atoms, a toxophore group, in which the poison-
ous principle resides, and a haptophore group, which brings
the toxophore group into touch with the cell and through
which chemical combination takes place. Similarly, the cell

contains a haptophore group, but the toxophore group of
the toxin can only unite with it and destroy it when its

haptophore companion has affinity with that of the cell. If

that alfinity does not exist the two haptopliore groups do
not unite, the toxophore group does not come into contact
with the cell, and the animal is immune. Such is natural
immunity. If there is affinitj- and the cell can throw off a

haptophore group ('antitoxin'), which in its detached con-
dition unites with the haptophore group of the toxin, the
toxophore group has then nothing with which it can unite
and the animal is immunized. When the individual has to
contend with a bacterium as well as its toxin, the same
principle obtains. Immunity is established by the produc-

tion of a double haptophore group, one for the bacterium,
the other for its toxin."— (.Stenhouse's Pathology.)

4. I he chief protective agencies by which the body
giiards itself against the entrance and harmful effects of
pathogenic microorganisms are; The acidity of the gastric
juice, urme, and the vaginal secretion; the alkalinity of the
blood; the agglutinating action of the blood; the bacte-
ricidal action of the blood and lymph; the action of leuco-
cytes and phagocytes; the general antitoxic action of the
organism.

5. The comma bacillus is a spirillum, actively motile, and
with a tlagellum at one end ; it is curved, has rounded ends,
and is about half the length of the tubercle bacillus; it

stains readily with ordinary anilin stains, but not by
Gram's method; it is easily cultivated on the usual media;
it has but slight power of resistance; it liquefies gelatin,
and does not produce pigment.

It may be introduced into the system by: water, milk,
food, fingers, and tlies.

6. To demonstrate the existence of tubercle bacilli in the
sputum

: The sputum must be recent, free from particles
of food or other foreign matter ; select a cheesy-looking
nodule and smear it on a slide, making the smear as thin
as possible. Then cover it with some carbolfuchsin, and let
it steam over a small flame for about two minutes, care
being taken that it does not boil. Wash it thoroughly in
water and then decolorize by immersing it in a solution of
any dilute mineral acid for about a minute. Then make a
contrast stain with solution of Loeifler's methylene blue
for about a minute ; wash it a,gain and examine with oil
immersion lens. The tubercle bacilli will appear as thin
red rods, while all other bacteria will appear blue.

7. Ischemic paralysis is a local paralysis due to stoppage
of the circulation in a part (often the result of embolism
(ir throml.osis). It is also another name for myositis
fibrosa, or fibrous degeneration of muscles.

8. Syphilitic gummata are firm, elastic, yellow or whitish
nodular masses, varying in size from a tubercle to an
orange. Their shape and outline are irregular, owing to
fibrous processes which go through them; they often have
a kind of capsule consisting of fibrous-looking but trans-
lucent material, which fastens them firmly to adjacent
structures. On section they are mucoid or gelatinous, and
vascular. Microscopically, tliev consist of round cells and
giant cells, nuclei, fat granules and cholesterin ; around this
portion will be found epithelioid cells, and an outer layer
consisting of leucocytes, giant cells, and epithelioid cells.

There is some intercellular material ; and blood-vessels are
present.

9. Occlusion of the bile duct may be due to: Foreign
bodies within the duct (gallstones, hydatids, or other
parasites, inspissated bile) ; thickenin"' of the mucosa due
to inflammation, or cicatricial overgrowth of connective
tissue; pressure from without (tumors, enlarged glands,
aneurj'sm) ; adhesions, due to peritonitis.

10. A cyst is a circumscribed cavity containing liquid
or pultaceous material. Cysts may be formed: (i) By
the accimiulation of secretions and other products within
cavities which are already in existence ; and (2) inde-
pendently, by the softening or liquefaction of tissues.

Varieties: Retention cysts, dilatation cysts, exudation
cysts, extravasation cysts, parasitic cysts, congenital cvsts,
dermoid cysts.

PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 579;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 807.

2. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
560; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), pages 777
and 779.

3. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages
630 to 633; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), pages
857 to 861.

4. A complete physiological revolution of the heart or
cardiac cycle includes all the changes which occur between
the commencement of one heart-beat and the commence-
ment of the next; it consists of the alternate contractions
(or systole) and relaxations (or diastole) of the auricles
and ventricles of the heart. The contraction of the two
auricles takes place simultaneously and is followed by the
simultaneoiis contraction of the two ventricles ; then fol-
lows_ a period during which the whole heart is in a state
of diastole. The cycle then begins again with the auricular
systole.

5. Rude Respiration is a form of breathing which is

neither bronchial nor vesicular, but partakes of the charac-
teristics of both ; it is generally called bronchovesicular
breathing.

Bronchial Respiration is chaacterized b- absence of the
vesicular quality. Inspiration is high pitched and tubular;
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expiration is higher pitched and prolonged; the two are
separated by a short interval.
Cavernous Respiration is a blowing sound, but constant,

heard during both inspiration and expiration, lower in
pitch than bronchial respiration, and hollow in character.
Amphoric Respiration is a blowing respiration, of

metallic or musical quality; it is present in inspiration
and expiration.

6. Pulmonary tuberculosis is classified as an infectious
disease. The positive diagnostic sign is the finding of the
tubercle bacilli in the sputum. See above, P.\thology,
Question 6.

7. Test for Blood.—To the urine add a solution of
potassium hydroxide to distinct alkaline reaction; heat
nearly to boiling (do not boil). A red precipitate is pro-
duced.

8. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
792; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 514.

9.

10. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 882.

THEORY AND PR.\CriCE OF MEDICINE.

1. (a) A Collyrhim:
IJ Atropinae sulphatis, gr. ij.

Sodii chloridi, or. ij.

Aquse destillatae, 5SS. !^Iisce.

Signa : One drop to be placed in the eye every night.

(6) A Suppository:
IJ Cocainaj hydrochloridi, gr. ij.

Aquse destillat;c, W^ vj.

Olei theobromatis, 5jss. Misce.
Fiant suppositoria Ko. vj.

Signa : Insert one night and morning
(f) A Mouth Wash:

IJ Thymol, gr. vij.

Spiritus chloroformi, 3vj.

Spiritus menthas piperita;, 5ij.

Tinctura; liamamelidis q.s. ad ^\\. Misce.
Signa: One teaspoonful to be added to two table-

spoonfuls of water, and used after each meal.
2. For Erysipelas :

51 Ichthyol, 5SS.

Olei citronella;, njxx.
Adipis, 5j. M.

Signa : Apply as directed.
For Rhus Toxicodendron Poisoning:

IJ Fluidextracti grindelise robustas, 3j.

Aqua?, 5x. M.
Signa : Apply as directed.

For Night Siaeats of Phthisis:
5 Acidi camphorici, 3iv.

Alcohol, 5!j.

Mucilaginis acacia?, jiij.

Syrupi aurantii corticis. q.s. ad 3vj. M.
Signa: One dessertspoonful one hour before sweat is

expected.
For Ascites:

IJ Pulveris digitalis.

Pulveris scillae, aa Gr. xx. M.
Fiat massa in pilulas No. xx. dividenda.

Signa : One every five hours.
For Ptyalism :

IJ Atropine sulphatis, gr. ss.

Sacchari lactis, 3j. M.
Ft. in caps. No. L.

Signa : One after each meaJ.
3. Leucocytosis occurs in : Cholera, relapsing fever,

typhus, scarlet fever, diphtheria, tonsillitis, svphilis. ervsipe-
las, bubonic plague, pneumonia, smallpox, rnalignant endo-
carditis, septicemic conditions, actinomycosis, glanders,
rheumatism, meningitis, affections of gall-bladder, pan-
creatitis, endometritis, gonorrhea, abscesses, carbuncle,
furuncle, appendicitis, pyonephrosis osteomyelitis salpin-
gitis, inflammations of serous membranes, many inflam-
matory skin diseases, and in many cases of poisonings.

Leucocytosis is absent in: Typhoid, malaria, influenza
measles, rotheln. and tuberculosis. (From Cabot's Exam-
ination of the Blood.)

4. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907). pages 658
and 661; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (igcg)^ pat^es
609 and 612. ' "°

5. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 113:
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909"), page 100.

6. (fl) Rubeola: Character of eruption, small dark
red papules with crescentic borders, beginning on face and
rapidly spreading over the entire body; desquamation is
branny. The eruption is dark, not uniform, shotty.

(b) Rubella: The rash is more diffuse, and' is of a
rose-red color, is brighter, and less crescentic than in
measles. It appears on first day, is most intense on second

day, consists of red papules, often fades from face before
it is seen on the limbs.

(e) Scarlatina: A scarlet punctate rash, beginning on
neck and chest, then covering face and body ; desquama-
tion is scaly or in flakes. The eruption is brighter, is on
a red background, punctiform, and is more uniform.

(d) Varicella: The eruption usually appears first un
the trunk, is evident on the first day, comes in successive
crops, is not shotty, and disappears oft stretching the
skin ; the spots are unilocular, and collapse on being punc-
tured.

7. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
782; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 507.

8. In renal colic: The pain is in the reigon of the af-
fected kidney; it radiates down the thigh; there are in-
tense rigors; retraction of the testicle may be present;
also history of previous attacks or of calculi ; the urine
may be scanty, suppressed, or bloody.

In hepatic colic: The pain is in the region of the liver;

it radiates to the right scapula and toward the umbilicus

;

chills and sweats are common; also vomiting, and some-
times symptoms of collapse and jaundice; calculi are found,
if at all, in the feces.

9. See Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 547.
10. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

969; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 385.

OBSTETRICS .\XD HYGIENE.

This is at right angles to
the leg.

The inner border is thicker
than the outer.

The toes are short and
are in a straight line.

The great toe cannot be
altered in its relation to the
remaining toes.

The toes cannot be sepa-
rated to any great extent.

The malleoli and heel

(projecting os calcis) may
be felt.

The ankle-joint is not
freely movable.

This is a straight line

with the arm.
Both borders are of equal

thickness.

The fingers are longer,

and the thumb is at right

angles to the other digits.

phe thumb may be bent

across the palm, and thus

brought into contact with

the other fingers.

The thumb and first finger

may be considerably sepa-

rated.

There is an absence of

such features.

The wrist joint is quite

movable.

— (Borland's Obstetrics.)

For treatment, see Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page
802.

2. The bag of water is the amniotic sac with the liquor

amnii ; this latter is alkaline in reaction, has a specific

gravity of about i.coi to i.oc8, its quantity is variable, but
is generally about two pints. It consists chiefly of water,
but contains small amounts of albuinin, epithelial cells,

urea, phosphates, chlorides, etc. Its source is unsettled.

Functions.— (<7) During pregnancy: (i> As a protection
to the fetus against pressure and shocks from without. (2)
As a protection to the uterus from excessive fetal move-
ments. (3) It distends the uterus, and thus allows for
the growth and movements of the fetus. (4) It receives
the excretions of the fetus. (5) It surrounds the fetus
with a medium of equable temperature, and serves to pre-
vent loss of heat. (6) It prevents the formation of ad-
hesions between the fetus and the walls of the amniotic
sac. (7) It has been supposed, by some, to afford some
slight nutrition to the fetus.

(fr) During labor: It acts as a fluid wedge, and dilates

the OS uteri and the cervix ; it also slightly lubricates the

parts.

3. .See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909'). page 664.

4. Symptoms of death of the fetus during the later

months of pregnancy are: Cessation of the signs of preg-
nancy, the abdomen and uterus are both diminished in size,

the fetal heart sound.^ and movements cease, there is no
pulsation in the cord, the mother's breasts become flaccid

and occasionally secrete milk. If the fetus has been dead
for some time, crepitus of its cranial bones may be elicited.

Treat)nent: Abortion or nremature labor must be in-

duced, and the contents of the uterus removed immediately.
5. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1009), page 128; or

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (igoo). page 120.

6. (n) To report all cases of infectious and contagious
diseases ; to effect a temoorary quarantine on these same
cases: to report all births and death? occurring in their

practice, (ft) .Ml infectious and contagious diseases.

7. The dangers of cold-storage foods are: The keep-
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ing quality of the food is inipaired, and so the food must
be consumed soon after it leaves the cold storage; danger
may lurk in the ice, particularly when not made from pure
water; a similar danger exists when food is put in dirty

water and surrounded by ice
;
ptomaine poisoning may

occur; typhoid bacilli may retain their vitality even in

water at the freezing point.

8. "The continued use of tobacco, by smoking or chew-
ing it to excess, produces granular inflammation of the
fauces and pharyn.x, atrophy of the retina, dyspepsia, low-
ered sexual power, sudden faints, nervous depression, car-

diac irritability, and occasionally angina pectoris. Used by
the young, it hinders the development of the higher nerve
centers and impairs the nutrition of the body by interfer-

ing with processes of digestion and assimilation. It has
been credited with causing cancer of tlie lips and tongue,
blunting the moral sense, mental aberration, and even in-

sanity."— (Potters' Materia Medico.)
9. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

108; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 97.

10. (<i) About 65 to 70 ounces of water should be drunk
in a day, besides about 20 ounces taken in as an ingredient
of solid food. (6) The chief sources of contaminaiioii of
drinking mater are: Sewage, including not only solid and
liquid e.xcreta, but also house water and waste water;
manufacturing refuse, such as from dye works, bleaching
works, tanneries, and numerous other industrial places

;

from improper storage or service of water. (c) The
presence of organic matter is shown by the change of
color which occurs in a pink solution of potassium per-
manganate ; it loses oxygen and becomes brownish.

GVXECOLOGY.

1. Endometritis: The acute form is due to the introduc-
tion of septic bacteria, and is manifested by pain, consti-

pation, irritability of bladder, rapid pulse, rise of tempera-
ture, and a profuse discharge. Treatment following mis-
carriage or labor consists in curettage, intrauterine hot
sterile douche, free purgation, hot over the lower abdomen,
milk diet, and stimulants. Chronic endometritis may ac-
company numerous pathological uterine conditions, but is

generally due to gonorrhea. The symptoms are backache,
headache, leucorrhea, profuse menstruation, and impair-
ment of the general health. Treatment consists in re-

moving the cause when possible, and when due to gonor-
rhea curettage and irrigation of the uterus, with the appli-

cation of an antiseptic.

2. .Atresia of the vagina is an obstruction of the vagina
by adhesion (either congenital or acquired). Treatment:
-Adhesions are to be separated, bands cut off short, cicatri-

cial tissue dissected out. the wound closed, and a dilator
inserted into the vagina.

3. Most frequent causes of pyosalpinx are: Gonorrhea,
puerperal septic endometritis, and sepsis from use of dirty

instruments. It is diagnosed by: Pain or discomfort,
made worse by pressure, examination, or defecation; or
colicky pains over the tube; dysmenorrhea; increased men-
strual flow ; tubes are found to be dilated and swollen.
Treatment: Removal of the affected tube.

4. Menorrhagia is an excessive loss of blood at the men-
strual periods. Metrorrhagia is a hemorrhage from the
uterus at other than the menstrual periods. It is very often
impossible to differentiate the two conditions. Treatment:
Remove the cause, if possible; treat ::.bnormal conditions
that are present : vaginal douches, tampons, and curettage
have been recommended; also ergot, hamamelis, hydrastis,
and viburnum prunifolium: rest in bed is necessary. In-
trauterine applications of astringents or of adrenalin have
been used. Amenorrhea is absence of menstruation during
the leriod of sexual activity. Treatment consists in: (i)
Removing the cause, if possible; (2) general treatment by
means of proper hygiene, rest, diet, bathing, attention to

the bowels, exercise, etc.; (3) drugs renuted to be em-
menagogues such as iron, manganese, aloes, strj'chnine.

apiol, oxalic acid, savine, rue, and tansy.

5. PROLAPSfs TTKRT. Treatment: "Operative, unless
some contraindication to operation exists. In such a case
some mechanic de^nce should be tried for the support of
the uterus. Pessaries are not to be recommended, as their

constant use leads to irritation and excoriation of the

vaginal walls. Probably the best means for supporting
the uterus is by Braun's colpeurynter. This is worn only
during the day, and can be introduced by the patient her-

self every morning. The uterus is replaced and the col-

peurynter well anointed with carbolized vaseline and con-

taining about an ounce of water, is introduced into the va-

gina. It is then distended w-ith air. thus making an even
pressure on the vaginal walls and not causing ulcerations.

Operaiiz'e treatment gives the most satisfactory results in

prolapse. In slight cases of prolapse repair of the peri-

neum will cft'ect a cure. The severer grades will require,
in addition, some operation on the anterior vagina. The
best of these is Martins operation for cystocele. If the
cervix is hypertrophied it should be amputated. Three
operations—on the perineum, for cystocele, and amputation
of the cervix—are required in the usual case of prolapse.
In addition, hystrorrhaphy may be advisable, since there
can be no prolapse so long as the uterus maintains its nor-
mal position of anteflexion. These onerations failing,

hystcrtctom> may be performed."
6. In ovaritis: The ovary is increased in size; is tender

on pressure, and pressure causes a sickening sensation; is

generally displaced (backward) ; dyspareunia and hysteria
may be present. In cystic ovary: The condition is gener-
ally unilateral, not often adherent, may grow to be very
large size. In salfingitis; Both tubes are apt to be af-
fected, the tube is oblong and generally adherent, ovary
may be palpated as distinct from the tumor • usually it is

not very large, and there may be leucocytosis.

7. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 644 and
649; or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 303 and 306.

8. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 26; or Hirst's
"Obstetrics" (1909), page 43.

SANITARY SCIENCE.

1. Concerning schools: The school building should be
as near as possible to the center of the area which it is to
serve ; the site should be airy and open, of sufficient size,

free from swamps, and somewhat elevated ; it should not
be too near factories, busy streets, or railways; the soil

should be as free as possible from organic matter. The
building should be so planned that the corners look towards
the four points of the compass. In this way the sun will

have access to each side and to every room during some
part of the day. The building should have as few stories

as possible. The walls should be of brick or stone, and
should be pointed with cement: the inner surface of the
wall should be cemented smooth. The foundations must
be solid. The general arrangement will depend upon
size of site, number of scholars, and number of required
rooms. Fifteen square feet oer child should be allowed.
Details will have to be considered on : plans, accommo-
dations to be provided, shape and size of class rooms,
distribution of rooms, teachers' rooms, corridors, entrances
and staircases, playground, ventilation, heating, lighting,

and placing of windows, sanitation, lavatories water sup-
ply, drinking water, sewage disposal, removal of refuse,

sanitary appliances, and drainage. Soecial care must be
given to the prevention of contagious diseases, and the ex-
clusion of all possible sources of infection or contagion;
there should be physical examination of children, also, for
non-contagious physical defects.

Concerning water suplrly: This must be free from ex-
creta of human beings and animals; and the intake must
be a sufficient distance from any possible source of pollu-

tion by sewage or other impurities. If the water comes
from a source which cannot be controlled by inspection,

sand filtration or other means of purification must be used.

Concerning snvcrage: This should not be deposited into

v,-ater which may be the source of supply for any town.
For small tow-ns, sedimentation and filtration (or some
other recognized method) should be adopted.

2. The main thing is the prevention and check of con-
tagious diseases by isolation, quarantine, and subsequent
disinfection. There must be a sufficiency of water, and
adequate inspection of the source of its supply; examina-
tion of food supplies, particularly milk, and insistence

that food is not exposed to dust, flies, or other deleterious
influences: purity and wholesomeness of milk and water;
proper sewage disposal; adequate medical school inspec-

tion : proper laV'oratory facilities for production of anti-

toxins and vaccines, and for early diagnosis of diphtheria,

tuberculosis, typhoid, and malaria : abatement of nuisances
(such as noise, smoke, odors).

1. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page IT48;
or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1012.

2. In osteomyelitis: There are sudden onset, pain, chills,

fever, tenderness, swelling of soft parts, sometimes the
joint can be moved gently without pain : septicemia or
pyemia may be present, in rheumatism there is succes-
sive involvement of many joints; the tenderness, pain, and
swelling are over the joints, and not over the bones ; pro-
fuse sweats are present, and the condition responds to

treatment by salicylates.

In osteomyelitis the treatment consists in relieving the
constitutional symntoms and preventing the bone from
necrosing. .\n incision down to the bone is made; if pus
is beneath the periosteum, the latter is also incised ; a piece
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of bone is removed by chisel or trephine, pus is removed,

the endosteum is hurt as little as possible, the wound is

irrigated with hot bichloride sohition and packed with

gauze; the soft parts are closed and the wound well

drained. In case this fails, amputation may be necessary.

3. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 915;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908, paep 769.

4. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 1099

and 1 103; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 992.

5. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 340; or

Da Costa's "Surgery" (1Q08), page 423.

6. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 638; or

Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 609.

7. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 53S; or

Da Costa's "Surgerv" (igoS), page 513-

8. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 534

and 481; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages S40 and

464.

9. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1161;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1104.

10. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1121 ;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 838 and 962.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.
1. In case of rape of a girl of twelve years old, one

might find: (i) Marks of violence about the genitals; {2)

wounds, bruises, or other marks of injury on the body :

(3) bloodstains and seminal stains on the person or

clothing.

2. The causes of sudden death are: Cerebral hemor-
rhage; rupture of a gastric ulcer; valvular disease of the

heart, especially aortic; angina pectoris ; rupture of an

aortic aneurysm; sufifocation during an epileptic fit; shocks

of electricity; sunstroke; mental or physical shock; diabetic

coma ; uremia ; exertion on an overloaded stomach.

3. A wound inflicted during life is generally character-

ized by hemorrhage, coagulation of the blood, eversion of

the edges, and retraction of its sides. It may also be in-

ferred that the wound was inflicted durine life if any of

the following are noticed : The presence of inflammation,

swelling, pus, or gangrene on the edges of the wound, or

if there is any sign of beginning cicatrization.

4. Rigor mortis is supposed to be due to the coagulation

of the myosin in the muscles. It lasts for a variable period,

generally from about sixteen to twenty-four hours.

5. Sfrangidation generally points to homicide : hanging,

to suicide.

TOXICOLOGY.

1. Antidote (for oxalic acid) is calcium carbonate, or

hydroxide, or magnesia. Treatment: Give bland mucilag-

inous drinks, and antidotes ; do not use stomach pump.
2. Post-mortem appearances in- carbolic acid poisoning:

"The mouth and throat show corrosive effects. The mu-
cous membrane is generally white or gray and pultaceous,

or it may be hardened and corrugated. The stomach usu-

ally shows relatively little corrosion. The blood is dark
and fluid. All the fluids of the body exhale the odor of
phenol. The bladder is empty, or contains a small quantity

of dark or greenish urine. As death is usually due to

asphyxia, the veins of the head and brain are congested.

Putrefaction is apt to be retarded."— (Riley's Toxicology.)

3. Symptoms of poisoning by corrosive sublimate are :

A burning pain in the mouth, pharynx, and stomach ; the

mouth and tongue are white ; the vomitus is white, with
shreds of mucous membrane, and tinged with blood; there
may be bloody stools, also salivation. Treatment: The
antidote is white of eeg, but too much must not be given
at one time; this should be followed by an emetic.

4. The antidote for strychnine is tannic acid, or weak
solution of potassium permanganate.

5. Quinine, cubebs, copaiba, belladonna, bromides, iodides,

mercury, salicylic acid, arsenic, and onium.

Urbtral St^ma.

Helminthiasis in Children.—Schloss has made a
routine examination of the stools of a large number of
children in New York City for intestinal parasites. Twelve
of 30 children who suffered from unexplained nervous
or gastrointestinal symptoms were found to harbor worms.
Consecutive examination of 280 children showed 80 to be
infected with worms. Thirty-one harbored Trichiuris
trichiiira: 23, Oxyuris vermicularis : 20, Hyincnolepsis nana :

6, Ascaris lumbricoides, and .=;, Tenia saginala. Only one of
33 infected with Trichiuris irichiura suffered from symp-
toms. Thirty-five of the 51 infected with other parasites
suffered from symptoms. The eosinophile cells were not
increased in the cases of Trichiuris trichinra. In infection
with other parasites cosinophilia was usually absent when
there were no symptoms of helminthiasis and present in
cases showing such symptoms.

—

The American Journal of
the Medical Sciences.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New Vork City,

for the week of June 25, 1910.

Tubercvilosis Ptilmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

518
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05rt9ttial Arttrks.

PROGRESS IN MEDICAL EDUCATION.-
By JACOB GOULD SCHURMAN, D.Sc, LL.D.,

ITHACA. N. Y.

PRESIDENT OF CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

There is much to deplore in the condition of medi-
cal education in the United States. With the large

number of our proprietary and commercial institu-

tions the number of our medical schools is greater

than all the rest of the civilized world put together.

The character of the schools may be judged by the

fact that nearly half of them have incomes below
$io,ooo. And the valuable and reliable report on
"Medical Education in the United States and
Canada," published by the Carnegie Foundation,
shows that in both countries there are only twenty-
three medical schools having a total annual income
of more than $50,000; and of these only six have a

total annual income of over $100,000; and of these

six only three have an annual income of over $200,-

000, while of these three the medical schools of

Cornell University and Harvard University alone

have an income of over $240,000. These financial

returns are a fair exhibit of the standing of Ameri-
can medical schools, and they demonstrate in a very

impressive way the fact that a great number of our
medical schools are disgraceful, the majority of

them inferior, and only a very small number of

them first-class institutions. Good medical educa-
tion is tremendously expensive; it takes a very

large budget to provide salaries for the professors

and facilities for teaching and research laliora-

tories, dispensaries, and hospitals.

There are four stages of medical education rep-

resented in the great array of institutions which
have been so thoroughly investigated by the experts

of the Carnegie foundation. And we may regard

them as representing four stages in the develop-

ment of the ideal medical school.

The first stage is that of the apprenticeship,

which does not, of course, call for an organized

school. In this stage the relation between the

master and the pupil is similar in all respects to that

between the mechanic and his apprentice. This, I

say, was the earliest stage of medical education,

and it had at least one great advantage. It brought
the pupil into direct contact with the objects of his

study, namely, the patients themselves. This ad-

vantage was forfeited in the next following stage

of medical education.

This is the stage of didactic lectures with quizzes

to ascertain if the student has assimilated them.

Undoubtedly this second stage of medical educa-

tion had some advantages over the first. Its fatal

defect was the substitution of books and charts and
lectures and recitations for actual contact with sick

*An address delivered at the commencement exer-
cises of the Cornell University Medical School, in New
York City, June 15, 1910.

and suffering men, women, and children, whom the

stuilent was being trained to heal.

The third stage in the evolution of medical educa-

tion introduces the laboratory. Medical knowledge
was no longer gathered up in packages and trans-

ferred in the course of a year by daily doses to

students in lectures; but the students were required

to ascertain the facts for themselves in the labora-

tories by the actual study of organs and functions.

Of course, the knowledge which the student ac-

quired was already in existence—it v^fas known to

his professors and friends. But the laboratory

method familiarized the student with the process by
which new knowledge is acquired. It made him
acquainted with scientific methods. It compelled
him to take the attitude of the investigator, and he
inevitably learned the technique of the sciences. In

a single word, this advance in medical education

had two enormous advantages. First, it brought
the student into actual contact with the phenomena
of his profession, and secondly, it .stimulated him
to mental activity and creation in place of mere
passive assimilation and memory work.
The fourth stage of medical education is only

just coming into existence in this country. It is

the recognition of the hospital as the supreme labor-

atory of the medical school. To a certain extent

this principle has been adopted by all medical
schools which have dispensaries for the treatment
of milder forms of disease. But a practising physi-

cian has to deal not only with diseases in a mild
form, but with diseases in severe and alarming
forms. These are the cases, however, which fill

hospitals. The final stage in the evolution of the

conception of medical education recognizes the hos-
])ital. therefore, as an indispensable adjunct to

medical education. And if the hospital is to be
effectively used, the members of the faculty of the

medical school must have the same freedom and
right of control in regard to it which they possess

in connection with their laboratories in the medical
school.

No first-class medical school in the United States
to-day possesses such a hospital of its own. The
Johns Hopkins Hospital, though a separate organi-
zation, has, however, formed an alliance with the

medical department of Johns Hopkins University.

And this medical department with a total annual
income of $102,429 has been greatly strengthened
by this reinforcement of hospital facilities. The
greatest need of our first-class medical schools to-

day is the free and unhampered u.se of hospital";

which they own, or absolutely control on the medical
and educational side. I have said that Cornell and
Harvard are the only two medical schools in the

Ignited States which had an annual budget of over
$240,000, and neither Cornell nor Harvard owns a

hospital of its own or absolutely controls an out-

side hospital. The only way in which these schools

can utilize hospitals is by appointing to their facu!-
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ties gentlemen who are already members of hospi-

tal staffs. But this fatally limits the choice of au-

thorities of the university in selecting professors

for their medical school. In every other profes-

sional school of Cornell University we select the

best men we can find in the United States or in the

world to fill vacancies. But in the case of our
medical school \\e are limited, not merely to the

State of New York, but to the City of New York,
and not merely to the City of "New York, but to the

comparatively small number of physicians and sur-

geons who are already on hospital staffs in the City

of New York. It is perfectly astonishing that with

all these limitations we have by the exercise of

extraordinary care been able to secure such able

and well-trained men. But we cannot count on
such lucky accidents permanently. The system is

altogether vicious. It is impossible that a medical

school should reach the highest stage of develop-

ment on this basis. As a condition of that goal we
must either own or control a hospital of our own.

In the old world it is universally recognized that

a hospital, which is an institution for the care and
healing of the sick, gets as much advantage by
having the members of a medical faculty for its

staff as the medical college gets by using a hospital

as a place of educational research. Indeed, I do
not believe I am going beyond the facts when I say

it is universally recognized that the preponderating

advantage is on the side of the hospital, for the

hospital gets in this way as members of its staff the

ablest and best trained physicians and surgeons in

the country. In Great Britain, in Germany, in

France, and in Austria it would be regarded, not

only as an anomaly, but as a piece of barbarism if

hospital staffs were closed to university professors

of medicine, or if men could not be appointed uni-

versity professors in medicine unless they had
previously, on one ground or another, been ap-

pointed members of a hospital staff. That, how-
ever, is the condition in New York City, and not

only in New York City, but generally throughout
the United States. Consequently, this great City

of New York, one of the largest and richest cities

in the world, stands, both in the matterof medical
education and medical research, far behind similar

cities in the Old World. The way to establish

medical education and medical research on a high
plane in this city is for the best hospitals to offer

positions on their staffs to the professors in our
best medical schools. Considering that the City of

New York has poor medical schools as well as good
ones, a hospital would be perfectly justified in stipu-

lating that a medical school with which it would
affiliate itself must have an endowment of a. certain

minimum figure, a faculty of a certain size and
standing, and students who not only pursued a

thoroughly scientific course in medicine, but who
were also thoroughly prepared by previous training

for entrance upon that medical course. If the

Roosevelt, New York. St. Luke's, the Presbyterian,

and ]Mount Sinai hospitals would adopt such a

policy they would, in a short time,- win a place in

medical education and research that would rank
them with Guy's and St. Bartholomew's in London,
the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, the Charite of
Berlin, the Hotel Dieu of Paris—and that, too,

without sacrificing—but, on the contrary, while en-
hancing—their reputation as humane and philan-

thropic institutions for the care of the sick and in-

jured. The most vital question in connection with
medical education in this State, and indeed, in the

United States, to-day is whether the great privately
endowed hospitals of this city will recognize the
immense opportunity which now stands open to
them for self-improvement by offering positions on
their staff to the best physicians and surgeons in

America whom a medical school like ours desires
to secure for every new or vacant professorship in

its faculty. It is already too late for our hospitals
to win the honor of being the first in America to
adopt this policy. The hospitals of St. Louis,
Cleveland, and Minneapolis have just made such
arrangements with Washington University, West-
ern Reserve University, and the University of Min-
nesota. Even the Province of Ontario, with a popu-
lation approximately a quarter of the total popula-
tion of the State of New York, or half the popula-
tion of this City of New York, has already got
ahead of us. I was in Toronto last Saturday at-

tending the funeral of Goldwin Smith, and a gen-
tleman with whom I was walking pointed out to me
tlie site of a new hospital to cost $1,900,000, and he
informed me that this hospital, which was being
erected partly from individual subscriptions, but
mainly from municipal appropriations, and which
was to be maintained from the same sources, would
nevertheless be in charge of a hospital staff under
the appointment or control of the University of
Toronto. Why should not one or more of the great,

rich, and successful hospitals of the City of New
York adopt on a scale proportionate to its strength

and resources the policy which has already been
initiated in these other American cities, which is in

universal operation in Europe, which will be a
source of incalculable profit and blessing to the

hospitals, and which will turn the disesteem now
attaching to medical education and medical research

in our great City of New York into a fame and
honor consonant with the greatness of our city and
satisfying to the just expectations of the scientific

world ?

THE HEREDITARY AND CONGENITAL
CAUSES OF EXCEPTIONAL DEVEL-

OPMENT.*
By EDW.ARD LIVINGSTON HUNT, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

INSTRUCTOR IN NEUROLOGY, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY; VISITING NEUROLO-
GIST TO THE NEW YORK CITY HOME FOR THE AGED; SENIOR PHY-
SICIAN TO THE HOSPITAL FOR NERVOUS DISEASES OF THE CITY

OF NEW YORK; NEUROLOGIST TO THE PENITENTIARY
AND WORKHOUSE HOSPITALS.

In the brief twenty minutes allotted to me, I can,

at best, only refer in a general way to some of the

most important causes which tend to produce the

exceptional child ; those which are of minor im-

portance I shall simply mention. I shall try to

make the little I have to say neither too dry nor
too scientific, and at the same time hope to interest

you.

The causes which affect development, the factors

which make posterity abnormal and unusual are

largely those introduced and brought about by man.
They result from the diseases which he has con-

tracted through centuries, the poisons which he has
imbibed, and the artificial surroundings and foreign

environment which he has built up for himself.

Nature does play some part in the development of

exceptional individuals. It is, however, only in the

direction of her usual course and in the execution of

*Read at a meeting of the National Association for the

Study and Education of Exceptional Children, held in New
York, April 21, 1910.
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certain of her laws in which she is inexorable.

Nature is doing more than this. She is ever striv-

ing to bring about the normal. While man is daily

surrounding himself more and more with abnormal
and unusual aids and an environment which he

calls higher civilization Nature is constantly tend-

ing to revert to the normal. Whenever through the

operation of certain factors there is produced a

genius, at once there is a strong eiTort on the part

of nature to revert to the normal. The next gen-

eration is of ordinary ability. The son of a genius

is not a genius; the great man rarely leaves behind

him a great son. Again, when elements of great

degeneracy appear through the operation of certain

other factors, nature soon renders succeeding gen-

erations sterile. If we take a large and compre-
hensive view of several generations we always find

that the majority of both ancestors and progeny
tend to a mean level, to a certain grade, character-

istic of that family or tribe.

Of the causes which bear on the subject the

most important is defective heredity ; tuberculosis

and alcoholism are next ; then follow a host of

smaller ones. A great many act in conjunction; a

great many are contributory and indirect factors.

Each tends to lower the vitality of the organism
;

each paves the way for its fellow.

The one which I wish to consider the first is also

the one which all authorities are agreed upon as

being the most important.

A defect in the ancestry, a pathological condition

in the preceding generations is the most frequent,

the most important, and the most constant cause of

defective mentality in the next and succeeding gen-

erations.

This ancestral taint most frequently takes the

form of a disease of the nervous system. It may
be a cerebral hemorrhage, a neurosis, or a paralysis

;

it most frequently is insanity, imbecility, idiocy,

dementia or epilepsy. The statistics which have
been collected on this subject show great unanimity.

In Norway it was found that in the cases of those

who were sufferers from defective mentality the

ancestry showed a defective heredity in 50 per cent.

;

in Switzerland 55 per cent. ; in Germany 60 per

cent. ; in England and in America the percentage

was below this, being about 43 per cent. These
figures are all, however, sufficiently near together

to show that so far as statistics prove anything there

is a general unanimity of opinion in regard to the

importance of morbid heredity as a cause. It is

fair to say that it is the cause in one-half of the

cases ; I am inclined to think that this is a conserva-

tive estimate, as I should put the figures much
nearer two-thirds.

Of all the causes of a morbid heredity, two stand

out pre-eminent—idiocy and insanity. The one a

mental defect, the other a mental disease. Each
tends to transmit a most lasting and a most blast-

ing heritage. Each attacks the entire structure,

poisoning alike the mental, the moral, and the phy-
sical. Each enfeebles the judgment, each exagger-
ates the sexual impulse. Each tends to unite with
any other latent neurosis. .And finally each tends
to transmit for man}' years. There are probably no
human characteristics so baneful and none so read-
ily transmissible as idiocy, imbecility and insanity.

It seems strange that I should have to give so

prominent and so pointed a place to imbecility as

a cause of propagating itself. And vet it is unfor-
tunately too true. There is no greater stigma on the

human race, no greater disgrace to civilization and

to nineteenth century advance than the simple

statement that imbecility and idiocy are the causes

of further imbecility, of idiocy, and of profound

degeneracy in a large number of cases. Koch
gives it as the etiological factor in 24 per cent, of

the cases.

Imbecility, idiocy, and insanity are not to be con-

sidered as the sole hereditary factors. The mere

tendency to these conditions, the mere presence of

a distinct neuropathic diathesis, the mere existence

of an unstable equilibrium may suffice as etiological

factors. They may outweigh Nature's efforts to

revert to the normal, and if uncorrected by the

infusion of good stable nervous tissue, may conduce

to further degeneracy and ultimate ruin. Defective

environment will here assume an important role ; it

may overcome the ever constant pull to the normal.

Modern life, modern poisons, coupled with disease

and the unequal struggle for existence, will aid in

this destructive work. Finally, there will appear

the lowest order of degeneracy. Then will Nature

have recourse to her final safeguard. Sterility will

follow and the house become extinct.

Another hereditary factor is epilepsy. There are

few diseases which exercise a more baneful efi'ect

on posterity. A heritage of epilepsy is most easy

to transmit ; it is most difficult to eradicate ; it may
remain latent and skip a generation, but it always

leaves its impress ; it may reappear as epilepsy or

it may bequeath to the next generation a neurosis,

alcoholism or a more definite stigma of degeneracy.

The child of the epileptic is almost sure to present

exceptional characteristics. Therefore, epilepsy

should be regarded as being a prominent factor in

the production of the exceptional child.

Of the diseases which tend to produce exceptional

children the tubercular are the most important. No
disease does more to lower the tone and to lessen the

physical forces than phthisis—the white plague.

The peculiar condition of malnutrition which the

tuberculous diathesis produces, seems to do more
than almost any other factor to bring about an imper-

fect development of the nervous centers ; it seems
to transmit with greater ease than any other disease

defective nervous tissue. Ireland say that per-

haps two-thirds of all idiots are of the scrofulous

constitution. I think that the men who take care

of the deficient and feeble-minded will tell you
that the most common condition which they have
to treat is tubercular. Again, is phthisis very im-

portant from an etiological point of view, because
it is peculiarly liable to cooperate with any latent

neurosis of heredity or to emphasize any existing

neurotic taint. Either alone or in conjunction with

a neurotic diathesis phthisis is to be dreaded. It is

a potent cause of bringing about children of excep-
tional development.

Dr. Hrdlicka made an analysis from the records

at the State Asylum at Syracuse. He found that

among the parents of the feeble-minded of whom
he could get fairly reliable records, that 20.2 per

cent, of the male, and 33.7 per cent, of the female

succumbed to consumption. This is an enormous
percentage, and probablv twice as high as any other

statistics on this question. I merely mention it

because it will fix in your mind the great importance
of the tubercular diathesis as a factor.

Cancer, goiter, and diseases of the cardiovas-

cular system have all been given a place by writers

on the subject. They do weaken the body struc-

tures : they must tend to bring into the world tissue

that is far from normal.
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I approach the question of intermarriage with

some trepidation. There is no quastion, however,

that is more interesting and certaiiijfy none of more
practical importance. J
Many writers have maintained in the past and

many to-day maintain that a m^riage between first

cousins will promote degeneracy and bring into the

world hereditary defectives. /
Esquirol says that the nilmber of French nobles

who, as a result of intermarriage, are defectives is

very large. Members of the laity frequently cite

the royal families of Europe as affording proof that

intermarriages tend to produce abnormal and

deficient offspring. The members of some of the

Spanish and Austrian houses have intermarried to

a large extent ; a review of the members and of

the different branches of these families shows ex-

isting a large percentage of degenerates. Bemiss
reported 833 consanguineous marriages ; these were
all carefully followed, and exhaustively studied.

The degree of relationship was of every possible

kind, even involving father and child. From these

833 marriages there sprang almost 4,000 children.

Of this number there were over 1,000 defectives.

Now, let us look at the other side. Batz is an

isolated, ocean-washed peninsula of the Loire, con-

taining about 3,000 inhabitants. They are neither

intemperate nor criminal. They lead simple lives.

They are well known for their tendency to inter-

marry. Voisin reported 46 consanguineous mar-
riages in this commune of Batz, yet he could not

find a single instance of either insanity, idiocy, or

deaf-mutism. Degeneracy among these people is

unknown.
It is well known that among the North Ameri-

can Indians intermarriage is not the exception, but

the rule. Mr. Bonsall, who was on the last Kane
expedition, says that the Eskimos of North Green-

land for centuries have intermarried. The same
state of affairs is true concerning the South Sea

Islanders, and many other savage tribes. Yet it

is a well known fact that among these tribes in-

stances of exceptional and unusual development are

rare.

Frederick the Great, together with his remarkable

brothers and sisters, was the offspring of first

cousins. The great Queen Isabella came from

strongly inbred ancestry.

I might go on in this way for some time quoting

instances on both sides proving little, and only

wearying you. The gist of the whole matter is

undoubtedly in the fact as to whether the families

in whom the intermarrying occurs have good or

bad heredity. In the cases of the royal families it

should always be clearly before us that for genera-

tion after generation there have been imbeciles and
degenerates. On the other hand, in the savage
tribes the stock has been good, clean, and strong,

I believe that the consensus of opinion to-day is

that the consanguineous marriage is not in itself

a cause of exceptional development ; it may become
so, but only when the two contracting parties are

descendants of defective stock. The consanguin-
eous marriages serve to accentuate the family
characteristic, be that characteristic good or bad.

If the family trait is weak-mindedness the next
generation will, as a result of the intermarriage,

be more degenerate still : if, on the other hand, the

family trait is mental strength, the next generation
will be fully up to that standard, if not above it.

Lauo'don Downs says that he is "by no means
sure that by a judicious selection of cousins the

race might not be improved." I agree to this. I

see no possible objection to the intermarriage of

cousins so long as there is no defective heredity in

the ancestry. If there is defective heredity I see

the greatest possible objection.

The literature and the facts which have been

collected on the subject of alcoholism as a factor in

the production of the exceptional child are full of

interest. What, for instance, can be more so than

the statement made by Dr. Elam in "A Physician's

Problem ?" He says that on the removal of the

spirit duty in Norway insanity increased 50 per cent,

and congenital idiocy 150 per cent. Dahl spoke
much in the same strain of the conditions in Nor-
way. Forty years have elapsed since then and we
know that in that time there has been an enormous
decrease in drunkenness both in Norway and in the

entire world. Yet there is an apparent decrease in

the number of idiots.

And again this : It is the custom in parts of Scot-

land for entire villages to become intoxicated at

certain times of the year, as for example, during
the holiday season. The celebration of this season

covers several days. We might then expect that

the children born nine months later would be largely

imbecile. No one, however, has ever observed

this. This is true also of many other communities
where the custom is for drinking to take place in

entire communities at certain periods of the year,

yet the succeeding children who are born nine

months later in no way differ from those born in

that community at other times and under more
normal conditions.

It is, of course, practically impossible to get data

which will throw any light on the subject of whether
drunkenness at the time of conception in either

parent has any effect on the unborn child ; it seems

to me that such as I have just narrated would be

of some value in helping us to reach a conclusion.

It ought to be especially so in the cases of some
of the fishing villages, where the men are away for

long periods and then return to vend their wares
and spend their money. In none of these instances,

I repeat, are the resulting children in any way dif-

ferent from their brothers and sisters. In this

sense alcohol has, to my way of thinking, but little

effect. I mean that the isolated debauch occurring

at the time of conception can have little if any

effect on the next generation. Langdon Down has

laid much stress on this subject. He takes the

opposite view and states that from personal enquiry

he knows that the drunken condition of the father

at the time of conception is a potent cause of idiocy.

Dahl thinks that brandy taken by the fathers at

the time of conception is a potent cause of idiocy.

Ireland does not embrace nearly so radical a view

on the subject.

In weighing this question it should always be

borne in mind that the man who goes on a periodic

debauch is apt to be the man who has a neurotic

taint and who, as he gets older, will, in all prob-

ability, increase both the frequency and the peri-

odicity of his indulgences. To my way of thinking

it is not possible to prove that a normal man, who
becomes intoxicated at the time of conception of

his child, is acting as a direct factor in the produc-

tion of an exceptional child.

When, however, we come to consider alcohol in

its broader sense as a factor in the production of

tmusual and atypical children we have a very dif-

ferent matter. There can be no doubt, it seems to

me, that the succeeding generations of alcoholic
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parents arc weakened physically, morally, and iiioii-

tally.

Alcohol weakens the resisting powers of the dif-

ferent cells of the body ; it forms an hereditary

neurosis ; it destroys the healthy tissues ; it prepares

the way for the unusual, for weakenetl and fur

degenerate conditions. It does more than this ; it

conveys its baneful effects to the next generation

and sometimes to the third and even the fourth. It

is often the direct cause of such conditions a>

epilepsy, migraine, and conditions of great dcjjres-

sion.

Alcohol is a potent cause ; it acts both directly

and indirectly. Given a mild neurosis, add alcohol

to it and the next generatiim will develop far more
than a neurosis.

It should also be borne in mind that alcoholism

'is itself often nothing more nor less than a symptom,
a manifestation of a disordered nervous system, an
indication of a neurotic taint. When it occurs in

this sense it is. of course, of itself not a direct cause

but only an indirect one. However, in those in-

stances, and they are many, in which alcoholism

occurs in the parents there is going to be a detri-

mental effect on the children and on the grand-
children : the familv is .going to be affected by it.

The man who drinks to excess is not the man to

have children.

Nor do I believe that the marriage of children

of alcoholics can do any good to humanity.
Syphilis is not a factor of great importance in

the causation of exceptional children. There are

scarcely any observers who have given it a place

of more than two or three per cent. There is no
doubt but that it does have the effect of lowering

the vitality and weakening the powers of the cells.

In the instances, however, in which syphilis is

found there are frequently other and more drastic

causes. One of the main reasons for the low per-

centage which syphilis occupies as an etiological

factor no doubt lies in the fact that nature herself

rebels at the prospect of transmitting the syphilitic

heredity. She takes her own measures to remedy
the impending evil. She produces still-births and
short-lived offspring; oftener she blasts the unfor-

tunates with the curse of sterility and miscarriage.

Syphilis is more apt to be an indirect factor ; the

results not appearing until the third or fourth gen-
eration.

There are many other poisons which no doubt
have a devitalizing effect on the human cell germ.
There is neither time nor space here for me to

discuss them. One rather important one I wish
to mention. Tt is lead. .\ certain case is cited by

Paul, so unusual as to bear repetition. The mothc
was free from any toxic or abnormal condition

:

the father was the victim of lead poisoning. There
were 32 pregnancies. Of these, 12 were still-births

and 17 died under the age of 3.

Most authors agree that the relative age of the

parents at the time of conception is a factor. Dun-
can, for instance, was of the opinion that premature
and late marriages were influential in the produc-
tion of idiocy. Langdon Down found that in one-

quarter of the idiots which he examined there was
a disparity of more than ten years in the ages of

the parents. I am of the opinion that a man pro-

duces better, stronger, and more intellectual pos-

terity before forty rather tlian after. T believe that

this is so because the average city dweller is a better

man physically before fortv. I believe that a great
disparity in years has some slight detrimental eft'cct.

These are two causes, however, which do not play

any great part in the etiology of the subject.

I'^inally, there are a host of minor factors, all of

which play a part in the production of the excep-
tional child. These are modern life, with its late

hours, its higher civilization, its greater struggles;

poverty, deprivation, and hard work. A high

degree of anemia and great mental exhaustion in

the parents. There are certain telluric inlluences

which cause Cretinism, which is really the expres-

sion of degenerative factors. I should not omit
the mention of intrauterine conditions, which may
result in the atrophy and sclerosis of the fetal

brain, and so be the cause of an e.xceptional child.

Those instances where a cystic degeneration, a

faulty or maldevelopment of the brain occur are

again illustrative as factors of faulty inheritance.

They may be oddities of nature, but as such are

rare.

The whole matter of the congenital causes of this

subject can best be placed under two headings: (i)

The abnormal condition of the mother, and (2) the

al)normal conditions prevailing at the birth.

I do not believe that the mental condition of the

mother during pregnancy is a factor of any im-
portance in producing the exceptional child. A
majority of women are very greatly depressed
during pregnancy ; at some time their condition

borders on a melancholia. A few do actually

develop such a condition. If their mental condition

were to affect the embryo there would be to-day
before me a room full of melancholiacs.

The question of shock and fright to the pregnant
mother is a somewhat different matter. Baron
Percy, the famous French military surgeon, states

that at the siege of Landau, in 1793, 59 of the 92
children born within a few months of mothers
exposed to the terrors of the cannonading and
blowing up of the arsenal were abnormal. Down
states that similar results followed the siege of

Lucknow. Mr. Ishii, of Tokio, tells of an earth-

(|uake in Japan, the effect of which was to bring
into the world a large number of idiotic and im-
becile children. These are facts, and as such should
be given due weight. ( )n the other hand, it should
be borne in mind that no similar observations have
been made in our own country after either the sur-

render of Richmond or the great earthquake at San
Francisco.

The question of maternal impressions I am going
to leave for others to discuss. I believe it is one of

minor importance.

The physical condition of the mother I consider

to be one of great moment.
Any wasting disease in the mother is going to

have an effect upon the embryo ; any chronic or

infectious disease is equally bad.

Fere found that by injecting a few drops of an

alcoholic extract beneath the shell of the chicken's

egg he could produce monstrosities. It is, there-

fore, more than probable that the ingestion of any
considerable amount of alcohol by the pregnant
woman will have a deleterious effect on the fetus.

It is well known that the women who work in the

potteries of France, and who are of necessity ex-

posed to lead, are very apt to, and do, produce deaf

mutes and macrocephalics.

Other influences, which undoubtedly exist and
do exert an influence over the embryo, but which
are not .so well established nor so well recognized,

arc a profound degree of anemia, great mental
exhaustion, and physical deformities of the mother.
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Abnormal conditions prevailing at the time of

birth have some influence in producing the excep-

tional child. Their importance, however, as an

etiological factor is, to my mind, overrated. Pres-

sure on the fetal head, if very severe and intense,

may cause a permanent injury. The forceps, if

used for too long a time or in too severe a manner,

may also injure the child. This latter factor is

under present-day conditions rarely if ever a factor.

There are instances where the deformed pelvis and

a prolonged labor, both singly and together, may
act as a cause in producing the unusual child.

Asphyxia at birth may act as a cause; it must, of

course, be very prolonged afid intense ; in this way
the blood is not properly aerated and, therefore,

may exert a toxic effect upon the cells of the brain.

I believe that these are all factors, but I also

believe that they are factors which have been given

too important a place in the etiological list
;
parents

greatly prefer to think that their defective children

are defective through the fault of nature and the

accoucheur, rather than through the faults of their

ancestors and their own shortcomings.

Primogeniture is often spoken of as a factor. I

do not believe that the firstborn child is more apt

to be the weak-minded one than the last born. But
I do believe that if there is a defective hereditary

factor that it will be more apt to appear in the

eldest and in the youngest than in the intermediate

children. This is probably to be accounted for by
the fact that the reproductive powers of the mother
in the case of the first born child are not well estab-

lished ; in the last have begun to flag.

The only thing to say about premature birth is

that, all things being equal, the seventh month
child is more handicapped than the eighth or than
the full term child; I mean that if an hereditarv

taint does exist, the premature child is more apt

to succumb to it than the one at full term.

54 West Fiftieth Street.

THE PARADOX OF THE TUBERCLE
BACILLUS.*

By IRA VAN GIESON. M.D.,

.NEW YORK.

This paper may be prefaced by giving the results

and conclusions of a study of acid-fast particles

associated with and subject to confusion with the
tubercle bacillus, both in sputum and in tissues.

These particles simulating fragments of the tubercle
bacillus are of rather rare occurrence in casual ex-
amination of sputum with Ziehl's method, but in

systematic examinations of large numbers of sputa
in sanatoria the acid-fast particles appear quite
frequently, say in 5 per cent, of the daily examina-
tions. The particles give precisely the same reac-
tion in Ziehl's method of staining, as the tubercle
bacillus itself and apparently have the same degree
of acid- fastness in retaining the dye. The particles,

as a rule, take the form of miinite spherical or
slightly elongated points like tubercle bacilli in
miniature, or show in various intermediate stages
up to larger and coarser and sometimes budding
tiny droplets of the same brilliant red hue as the
tubercle bacilli. These particles occur quite uni-
formly or in more or less densely packed spherical

*.\ preliminary communication from the laboratory
of the Otisville Sanatorium of the Department of Health
of the City of New York. Read at a meeting of the
Medical Association of the Greater City of New York,
May 16, igio, and accompanied by some thirty large
wall chart illustrations.

aggregations inclosed often within a rim or halo

made by their delimitation from the surrounding
material of the sputum. Struck by the peculiarity

of the enclosure of the particles as if in a hollow
spherical envelope, and by their exceedingly capri-

cious appearance in sputum sometimes sucTdenly ap-

pearing in and vanishing equally abruptly from
persistently negative sputum and noting, also, the

fact that these acid-fast particles failed to infect

guinea-pigs or to develop in appropriate culture

media, we accepted the idea that such par-

ticles might be fatty food globules making their

way into the sputum when coughed up immediately
after a meal. This probatory conjecture for the

explanation of the particles turned out to be cor-

rect, for in examining various fatty elements of

food, such as milk, fatty soups, and raw oily foods,

precisely similar structures were seen under the mi-
croscope when stained with Ziehl's method and
decolorized with acid alcohol or Pappenheim's
rosolic acid solution. These fatty foods then, espe-

cially milk, are liable to contaminate sputum in a
highly irregular fashion and to appear as if they
were fragments of or aberrant developmental
phases of real tubercle bacilli.

In old cheesy material, notoriously diflicult in a
demonstration of tubercle bacilli, the same mistake
is liable to be made, for this material, as might
easily be demonstrated by osmic acid and other
staining methods, contained numerous fat droplets
and probably a variety of the fatty acids and de-

rivates. Among these are certain members of the
fatty series the particles of wiiich are acid-fast

and may appear under the guise of derivates of the

tubercle bacillus, as exhibited before you in the

large scale colored sketches copied from camera
lucida drawings with the microscopic slides chiefly

of bovine lymph node cheesy material.

Feces, containing as they do, palmitic, stearic,

and some eight other fatty acids, show these acid-

fast fatty particles quite frequently.

The importance of recognizing the fatty charac-
ter of these confusing acid-fast particles associated

with the tubercle bacillus is obvious in practical lab-

oratory diagnosis in the examination of sputum,
feces, abscesses, and the like. Besides the possi-

bility of diagnostic errors in cheesy material the
proper appreciation of these particles is additionally

important because of the mistakes in the Hterature
of the degenerative and reproductive cycles of the
tubercle bacillus, which has recently received a fresh
and voluminous accession under the stimulus of

Much's dubious work of the subject. Schron,
D'Arrigo, Spengler, and others seem wholly averse
to the consideration of the real nature of these par-
ticles which so readily inasquerade in the false role

of conjectural "capsules," '"granules," and '"split-

ters" supposed to represent degenerative and re-

productive phases of the tubercle bacillus.

It is not within the plan of this brief initial com-
munication to give a critical analysis of the liter-

ature in which these confusing acid-past particles

have been mistaken for phases of the tubercle ba-
cillus, or to detail the literature pertaining to the
misapprehension of the paradox of the tubercle
bacillus. I wish at present only to express to you
the conviction forced upon me by certain experi-

ments and studies to be detailed later, that both
subjects have been dealt with erroneously.

\Vhat is meant by the paradox of the tubercle ba-

cillus seems too familiar to need anv extended ex-
planation. This paradox is synonymous with the
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contradiction encountered in finding no tubercle

bacilli under the microscope, and still proving their

presence by the results of animal inoculation with
companion portions of practically identical material.

This has been an old and puzzling paradox lo

students of tuberculosis, and tliey have known for

some thirty years that old, cheesy material, for in-

stance, of bovine origin, especially, must contain

bacilli in some form because it was virulent. I'ut in

spite of this, they were unable to demonstrate them
under the microscope in smears or sections. The
bacilli, or the remains of them, seemed absolutely

invisible by the conventional method of demonstra-
tion. The most reasonable e.xplanation of the par-

adox would be that such elusive bacilli had lost their

acid-fastness, and then the puzzle would be simple,

for such forms would be practically invisible with

the methods current for their recognition.

According to his followers, who have built up
quite a formidable literature, the prize of solving

this important problem belongs to Much. This ob-

server in comparing and contrasting the several

methods for staining the tubercle bacillus, found
that the ordinary method of Gram, not only ap-

peared to stain more of the bacilli, but also stained

here and there tiny granules and minute stavelets

(stiibschen) alongside of them. Having thus got-

ten the hint that the invisible tubercle bacilli might
be nonacid-fast, and at the same time of unusual
form in minute spherical or miniature stave struc-

tures, he extended the intensity and scope of the

Gram procedure by prolonged staining of hours
instead of minutes.

-Applying the modified method to material which
was absolutely barren of bacilli by the conventional

Ziehl method, it was no great task to convince him-
self and a good many others that these invisible

bacilli had simply escaped detection by methods de-

pending on the property of acid-fastness by losing

this quality and had become transformed into these

unfamiliar structures of isolated, apposed, or clus-

tered granules and tiny stavelets.

-Accompanying Much's work are experiments,

w'hich at tirst glance seem to grasp the question in-

disputably, although in reality they are extremely
loose in catechising the phenomenon and are wide
open to sources of error. These experiments con-

sisted, quite naturally in planting bits of the seem-
ingly barren tubercular material in culture media or

in the tissues of animals, and from time to time with

suitable staining technique watching the prolifer-

ation of the nonacid-fast miniature forms of the

bacillus and their transformation into the familiar

and classical structure of the bacillus in its acid-fast

form.

Through abundant corroboration of Much's work,
the problem now appeared to be settled and to

epitomize the whole matter, the bacillus is re-

garded as having under certain circumstances a

cycle in which, roughly speaking, one-third of it^

life history appears in a nonacid-fast form eluding

detection by our time-honored methods.
One indication alone of the value of this discov-

ery is that this masked part of the life history of

the bacillus is coincident with the phenomena of
latent tuberculosis, and a revival of the theory of

the transmission of the bacillus in this form to off-

spring is at hand.
If the teaching of this school following Aluch is

true, its importance is secondarv only to the dis-

covery of the tubercle bacillus itself. But I feel

that a good deal of this work of Much's and his

inductions arc so fallacious that far from settling

and solving the problem he had not even properly
approached it, but the contrary had added confusion
to the subject.

Much, it appeared from tlie speaker's investiga-

tion on the subject, had fallen into one of those

cleverly masked traps which beset every turn of

the scientific investigator, whose excuse that truth

is often gained by the pursuit of error, is but a
poor quibble of the fact that truth is gained through
the pursuit of corrected errors.

The pitfall in this problem seems to have been
the assumption as determined by the monographs,
and conscientiously repeated in the text-books, that

cheesy material and the like, in tubercular lesions is

dead stutif ; it is structureless, ai7iorphous, and con-
tains nothing but the ashes of coagulation necrosis.

Consequently, when these tiny bits of chromatin
were disclosed in this supposedly lifeless material,

it was natural to regard them as the only living

constituent of this material; viz., the phantoms of
tubercle bacilli, especially since these chromatin
particles were the images of what tubercle bacilli

might be expected to resemble on the supposition
that they had disintegrated or had lost their acid-

fastness besides, although not their vitality to cul-

ture, nor their virulence to susceptible animals.
The only trouble with this accommodating theory

is that it appears to be wrong. Far from having
this degradation of structure and being devoid of
chromatin life, cheesy material, the avatar of the in-

visible tubercle bacillus when studied with especially

devised technique showed an amazing complexity of
organic structure, and a wealth of chromatin
particles emerging from hosts of leucocytes in aU
stages of degeneration. It was truly remarkable to

witness (as shown in the wall chart illustrations),

the persistence of these degenerating leucocytes with
their hosts of extruded chromatin filaments, and
myriads of "granules." and "stabchen" mimicing
perfectly what might be expected of degenerating
nonacid-fast tubercle bacilli.

Much and his followers seem to have fallen into

the old makeshift of setting up cell degenerations
as scapegoats for the real article where causal or-

ganisms are suspected or badly wanted.
The Much school seems open to this criticism :

if they had not eliminated the products of cell de-
generation they had not grasped the problem ; if

they had mistaken these degenerations for aberrant
tubercle bacilli or confused the two, a serious
blunder had been made on account of the very
grave importance of the subject.

Undoubtedly in many of his preparations among
the structures described by Much are involuting or
aberrant types of tubercle bacilli ; but the critical

point still remains, that he has not eliminated the
mimicry of granules and strands from the surround-
ing dying or degenerating cells. Quite likely also
in some of his preparations he saw no vestigeal
bacilli at all, but only their Dromio-like particles.

I feel that l\Iuch has not guarded himself against
the similar mistake of considering the several
"bodies" in cancer, variola, scarlet fever, trachoma,
etc.. as the real transmission organism. These. I

believe, have been clearly shown to be degeneration
products. And when these degenerations are
dragged in under a brand new label in tuberculosis,
it seems time to protest. Resides this, in Much's
work the laxness of the experiments, the absence
of illustrations, so that one could determine precise-
ly just what the observer was talking about, and
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above all the looseness of language seem hardly

commensurate with the seriousness due the consid-

eration of a problem of this magnitude. Tu-

berculosis is the most important of all diseases, and

its most important factor is its early recognition,

and one of the most, if not the most important fac-

tor, therefore, in this is the detection of the tuber-

cle bacillus.

THE USE OF INTERNAL ALUMINUM
SPLINTS IN THE TREATMENT

OF FRACTURE.*
Bv WILLIAM S. THOMAS, M.D.,

No matter how far the operative treatment of frac-

ture may advance toward perfection, there will,

doubtless, remain a large majority of cases best

treated by ordinary splints and massage. There

will also remain a class of border-line cases where

a decision whether or not to perform an open oper-

ation will depend upon the surgeon's experience and

views. W. A. Lane of London is the most prom-

inent advocate of open operations in practically

every case of fracture where the skiagram shows

misplacement of fragments which cannot be re-

duced indirectly. Stimson stands at the other ex-

treme and decries any attempt at open operation,

except in rare instances. Meanwhile, the number
of cases of fracture considered as amenable to open

operation constantly increases.

ith Intei-iLll Alun Splint

I will not discuss the l>ros and cons of this ques-
tion, but will describe the method which appeals to

me after experimenting with several, as the best
operation for general use, namely : that which makes
use of steel screws and aluminum plates. Steel
screws are used because they have given satisfac-
tion and are easily procured. The principal ob-
jection to the common wood screw in bone work
is that its thread is not continued throughout its

length. Screws answering these requirements, how-
ever, may be obtained of Allen and Hanbury in

*Rea(l before the .\cademy of Medicine (Section on
Orthopedic Surgery), January 21, 1910.

London. On the other hand, if a screw be selected

whose point extends into the cortex on the oppo-

site side of the bone it will not fail to hold the splint

securelv.

Internal Aluminum Splii

Months After Operation.
th Callus Three

Aluminum is the metal of choice for cleats be-

cause, while strong enough, it is easily worked into

shape at the time of operation to suit any require-

ment. A piece of sheet metal of the proper thick-

ness is selected and cut to an approximate shape

with scissors. Three or four holes are bored in

it with any sharp steel point and trimmed smoothly

with a pocket knife and it is sterilized with the

instruments.

Lane has multiplied the nuiuber of instruments

for use in such cases and has devised steel plates of

many shapes and sizes, but if aluminum be used it

of Internal Mu

is easy to prepare it after the site of fracture is ex-

posed and the particular requirement of the case

becomes evident.
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Among the disatlvantayfs of open operalion Imi-

fracture are those due to the technique nece.ssar\

with suture or intermedullary sphnts. Some of tlic-c

drawbacks are obviated by the use of tlic ahuninuiu
plate. The great amount of trauma, necessary in

lie. ;.— S:Jc View of Fig. 4.

exposing all sides of the fragments for some •':!>-

tance from the fracture, so as to drill through the

bone or apply a splint to its cavity, is quite done
away with when a plate or cleat is used to hold

the fragments in place. In the latter case it is not

necessary to expose much or strip any of the peri-

osteum. It suffices merely to expose enough of

I'l'.. 6.—Skiagram

the fragments so that the plate may rest against

them, without injuring the periosteum more than tc

puncture it for the screw lioles. The ends of the

fragments are held in place with a stout hook or

elevator slipped under that one which needs to be
pulled into place while the plate is being applied.

The periosteum may be included between plate and

hone without harm. The size of the drill bears a

definite relation to the size of the screw which is to

follow. A convenient plan is to use a mechanic's

wire guage to measure the caliber of the screw

which has been selected for use. Then a drill is

selected two sizes smaller. This screw, when driven

into the bone, will fit snugly and resist great force

in attempting to dislodge it. With the plate lying in

position, bridging the site of fracture, the drill is

put through one of the holes in it and driven into

the bone. .\ screw follows. With the plate now-

fastened in place as a guide the other holes are

drilled in their proper places. The number of

screws to be applied will depend upon the tendency

of the fragments to become displaced, but there

should be in all cases more than one screw on one

side of the fracture. Otherwise, hinge motion will

lie allowed or the screws entirely dislodged.

It has been objected that the screws, acting as

•foreign bodies and irritants will cause absorption of

the bone around them and thus become so loose

;is to be useless. This objection would seem to

ajjply theoretically more certainly if machine screws

with their shallow threads were used than will wood
screws, with their deeper, coarser indentations.

l"lr,. ;.—Suture IneiTective in Overcoming -lingular Deformity.

Those plates which I have used have held firmly

at least until relieved of their work by natural union
•i the fragments. On removing both screws and
l)lates I have found them to be firmly enough im-
bedded to necessitate being pried out of their rest-

ing places ; but those which I have removed have
all remained in place for many months.
W. A. Lane has gone so far as to avoid contact

of everything with the wo\d except his tools and
gauze sponges. Not even liis gloved fingers are
permitted to touch exposed bone or soft parts. His
reiterated caution against carelessness in asepsis has
caused some of his readers to suspect that he has
had unpleasant experiences with infection. There
is no doubt that strict asepsis is of great importance
in these operations, but on the other hand, bone
surgery carries with it no special predilection to

infected wounds. Elsberg of this city, the inventor
of the intermedullary aluminum splints, has even
found pure aluminum to have a distinct antiseptic

action. Certainly the danger of infection in the

operative treatment of fracture will not be so great
when trauma is not so great.

240 West Seventy-first Street.
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TONSIL RESEARCH.
By RICH.ARD B. F.\ULKNER, M.D. (C0LUMBI.\).

pittsburg, pa.

Preventive surgery is identical with preventive

medicine as the great aim of modern medical re-

search. The object of surgery is the restoration of

physiological function. Surgery has no other ob-

ject than to restore physiological action. Surgery
often fails. "One in twenty bone operations on the

nose will prove beneficial" (A. Jacobi, Phases in

the Development of Therapy, Medical News, No-
vember 4, 1905). The best surgery is the least

that is necessary.

George Crocker's legacy to Columbia University

of nearly two million dollars for the sole purpose
of research investigation into the cause and preven-

tion of cancer, indicates a deplorable absence of

knowledge upon this subject. And there are other

fields in which the want of knowledge is equally

deplorable, and in which there is urgent need for

research light. Universities, and municipal and
national authorities, are thoroughly aroused to the

necessity of laboratories for original research in

all fields of science. The nose, mouth, and throat

need the light of physiological research. x\n in-

creasing mass of literature pertains to the tonsils

alone; permeated by conjecture, contradiction, and
confusion. Physiologists know nothing of the fau-

cial tonsils. Their textbooks do not mention them.
Special investigators disagree. There is no accord
—even as to the definition of a normal tonsil.

"The present period has been aptly termed 'the

physiological era' of surgery. To succeed all oper-
ations must be based on accurate knowledge of
all the conditions which make operative interven-
tion necessary. The surgery of the future will have
a lov.-er mortality, not so much because of better

technique, but because of better knowledge of the
impaired function which it seeks to restore" (John
W. Draper Maury, Columbia University Quarterly,
March, 1909).

"

"Formerly, surgeons could not and would not
perform many operations, which now are per-
formed daily and with very little risk to life. On
the other hand, physicians feel, and indeed believe
they know, that operations, no matter how skilfully

done and with what remarkable immediate out-
come, do not invariably lead to apparent good re-
sults. They see recurrences, they remark unex-
pected deaths, they are not unfamiliar with painful
symptoms later, which are fairly attributable to
previous operations. Further, they ask, cui boni,
to have an operation successfully performed and to
return to the life and conditions which were un-
questionably the occasion of the development of
the disease primarily, and led to the necessity of
an operation." (IBeverley Robinson, Medical
Record, May 8, 1909.) "A surgical success; but
the patient died," is a reproachful couplet, now
familiar to all intelligent laymen. Operative sur-
gery is overdone. Whenever a child is taken to a
physician or specialist "there seems to be a tonsil,

an adenoid, or an appendix v.-hich ought to come
out." Political doctors pursue children even into
the public schools, and send them away for opera-
tions upon their eyes, their tonsils, and their al-

leged adenoids

!

Elaborate, systematic, research investigation has
only just begun. When its light covers the entire
field, and its enlightening rays stream into the
mouth, the nose, and the throat, the foundations of

intelligent laryngological practice, let us hope, will

broaden ; and the time may come when the ques-

tion will be apropos. Does the surgeon need his

knife? Henceforth, a surgical success must mean
the restoration of physiological function. No more.
No less. The man with a knife must succeed along
the lines of physiological research, or he must not

operate. "Just so soon as people can be made to

understand that physicians are experts in the man-
agement of disease prevention, just so soon will

disease be lessened and the sum total of human
misery dependent thereon a'pproach the vanishing
point" (Medical Record, November 28, 1908).

Faucial tonsils of healthy structure are constantly

removed by laryngectomists. It is presumption to

call all enlarged tonsils diseased. Without regard
to function there is a growing habit of removing
all tonsils, normal and abnormal—even in babies.

"Their existence in the adult is unnecessary, and
as they serve no good purpose, they are best re-

moved, if they give the slightest trouble." (H.
Holbrook Curtis, \^oice Building and Tone Plac-

ing, page 72.) "The advancing popularity of the

newer term, tonsillectomy, rather than tonsillotomy,

is indicative of a general attitude favorable to total

excision of the faucial tonsils" (Wm. E. Cassel-

berry, The Laryngoscope, June, 1906). "For all

these conditions enumerated, depending upon en-

largement or degeneration of the tonsils, a positive

cure can be guaranteed. No other condition of

like importance in the whole domain of medicine
is any more amenable to absolute cure than is this

condition being considered, and the only rational

treatment is surgical, viz., the thorough and total

ablation of all hypertrophied or diseased follicle-

bearing tissue. Arguments will be advanced that

the loss of the tonsils may cause a permanent loss

of the singing voice ; that the tonsils are valuable

buhvarks in giving protection against lung troubles,

etc. It is needless to say that these claims enumer-
ated, and all others of the same ilk, are thoroughly
puerile and groundless" (Edward Pynchon, Alka-
loidal Clinic, October, 1897). The complacency
with which opinions are sometimes offered as mat-
ters of fact is interesting. "It is being more and
more recognized that the complete enucleation of

the tonsil with its investing capsule is the most sat-

isfactory method of dealing with diseased tonsils.

In the following indications it should be remem-
bered that they are given with especial reference to

the complete operation, technically known as ton-

sillectomy: (a) Nasal catarrh, and (b) Ear dis-

eases, (c) Recurrent attacks of tonsillitis independ-
ent of ear or pharyngeal complication, (d) Re-
peated enlargement of the deep glands of the neck,

(e) When the crypts of the tonsils are found more
or less filled with debris and bacteria, (i) Laryn-
gitis with attacks of hoarseness, crypts diseased,

and tonsils hypertrophied, (g) Hypertrophy of the

tonsils, (h) Chronic follicular tonsillitis, (i) Fol-
licular pharyngitis, (j) Tuberculous infection of

the tonsils, (k) Recurrent acute articular rheuma-
tism following acute tonsillitis" (William !_.. Ballen-

ger. Diseases of the Nose, Throat, and Ear, 1908,
page 395). "Singers and public speakers, with a

troublesome subacute laryngitis, whose tonsils are

small and fibrous, or enlarged, may be benefited by
the complete ablation of the tonsils" (Ballenger.

page 364).
Ballenger's remarkable indictment of the tonsils,

embracing the foregoing eleven counts, is fairly

open to criticism. He presents total ablation as the
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only appropriate remedy for all tonsil at"R\-ti()n>.

Many, I believe, will consider this remedy ncetl-

lessly severe, in a large number of cases. Research
investigation and pathological classification seem
forestalled, and differential diagnosis has no value

when ablation is the sole remedy. The general in-

dictment reminds us of the platitude found in

"Science and Health and Key to the Scri])tures"

(1908, page 79), to wit: "The act of describing

disease—its symptoms, locality, and fatality—is not

scientific.
"

To offer tonsillectomy as a succedaneum for

every tonsil aft'ection, and for many pathologic dis-

turbances of the pharynx, larynx, and ears as well,

is not in keeping with the spirit of scientific re-

search. Again, the strong advocacy of tonsillec-

tomy is weakened by the hesitancy of Ballenger

and the strong words of wisdom from his excellent

text-book (1908, page 376) : "It may still be (|ucs-

tioned w'hether it is good practice to remove the

tonsils in the wholesale manner now in vogue. The
function of the tonsils in a child and in an adult

is still an open question. The last word concern-

ing the treatment of the tonsil cannot be spoken

until its exact function is established."

Tonsil diseases are not fatal. But many die from
tonsil operations. Tonsillectomy is always danger-

ous. Some surgeons consider removal of the tonsil

more dangerous than removal of the appendix. "In

all operations upon the tonsil we should remember
the close proximity of the internal carotid artery

(Gray's Anatomy, eighth edition, page 919). "In-

stances have occurred in which this artery has been

wounded during the operation of scarifying the

tonsil, and fatal hemorrhage has supervened"

(Gray, page 491). The danger of scarification is

many times amplified by tonsillectomy. The inter-

nal carotid supplies the brain, eye, and ear. Its

ligation will interfere with the nutrition of these

organs. "The arteries that supply the tonsil, from
which dangerous bleeding also occurs, are the dor-

salis linguje. the ascending palatine, and the de-

scending palatine, from the external carotid"

(Gray, page 7S7)-
Among the accidents which follow tonsillectomy

are: Death from hemorrhage, from the tonsil, and

also from the internal carotid; injury and lacera-

tion of the palatoglossus, palatopharyngeus. and

superior constrictor muscles; severe infection of

the wound (Ballenger, pages 411, 413) ; blood pois-

oning ; inflammation of adjacent tissues ; removal

of one line of defence against microbic invasion

(Ballenger, pages 361, 363) ; development of

latent tuberculosis in adjacent glands and pulmon-
ary tuberculosis (Ballenger, page 363) ; incomplete

tonsillectomy with recurrent tonsillitis ; extreme
contraction of tissues ; troublesome cicatrices : re-

flex nemoses ; noises in the ears ; affection of the

tj-mpanuiM ; deafness; visual aft'ection; alteration.

impairment, and loss of voice.

Is the faucial tonsil an absorbent organ? Is it a

portal of entry for microbic invasion? "In what
manner and to what extent infectious material is

absorbed by the tonsil appears to be a subject still

open for active discussion" (Rufus B. Scarlett,

Monthly Cyclopaedia and Medical Bulletin, Phila-

delphia. December. 1908, page 667).
Dr. George B. Wood, in an article on "The Im-

portance of the Upper Respiratory Tract in the

Etiology of Cryptogenous Infections, Especially in

Relation to Pleuritis (Annals of Otology, Rliin-

ology. and Laryngology, December, 1908) states

:

"For an infection to start there must be some por-

tion of the throat which may act as a gate of

entrance. As lymphatic tisue is the tissue par ex-

cellence for the propagation of infection, it is

natural that one should suspect the tonsils of show-

ing lessened resistance, liy the tonsils I do not

mean the faucial tonsils alone, but also the pharyn-

geal and lingual tonsils, the lymphoid tissue of the

lateral folds of the pharynx, and the lymph follicles

of the posterior pharyngeal wall. However, as the

faucial tonsils would generally represent by far the

greater amount of lymphoid tissue in the throat,

these structures are much more open to investiga-

tion, and hence the greater part of the work out-

lined in this paper pertains especially to them."

Why Dr. Wood considers it "natural that one

should suspect the tonsils" is probably for the

reason that with many it has become a matter of

habit to blame the tonsils. The case seems like the

story of the boy who was twice arrested for steal-

ing, and both times discharged for want of evi-

dence, but, on the third occasion, he was convicted

of suspicion.

"The faucial tonsils are much more open to inves-

tigation." True. It is also true that the other

lymphoid tissues in the fauces and pharynx are ex-

ceedingly intricate in their distribution, cover large

surfaces, and are vastly more difficult if not impos-

sible to investigate thoroughly in regard to absorp-

tive function. The great network of lymphatic

structures in fauces, pharynx, and postnares, has

not been thoroughly investigated by anybody. Be-

yond his preliminary statement, at the beginning of

iiis article, namely, that "the faucial tonsils are much
more open to investigation" than the neighboring

lymphatic tissues in the fauces and pharynx, Dr.

Wood makes no further mention of the latter struc-

tures, but quotes numerous cases, from many
sources, alleging infection through the faucial ton-

sils as sole portals of entry. The lymphatic tissues

of the fauces, pharynx, and postnares are very ac-

tive absorbents. In not one instance, among the

many cases reported by Dr. Wood, were these tis-

sues said to be involved. Unless Dr. Wood can

show by fair evidence that these tissues werenot
involved in the process of absorption, in any given

instance, then it cannot be admitted that the faucial

tonsils were the only portals of entry.

No investigator has ever succeeded in any in-

stance in proving that the faucial tonsil alone was

the sole portal of entry of an infection. This will

be exceedingly difficult to prove, if at all possible, in

a living subject. "We are seldom in a position to

separate the tonsil from its neighborhood during the

acute invasion or the rapid progress of a microbic

or toxic poison. In cases of membranous throat

disease, whenever the membrane is limited to the

tonsil there is little or no glandular swelling in the

neighborhood. On the other hand, if a membrane
extends from the tonsil to its neighborhood,

_

or

starts at a distance from the tonsil, neighboring

lymph bodies swell at once. Again, the treatment

of this neighborhood shows its eft'ect almost imme-

diately on "the swollen glands. That is mostly evi-

dent where the seat of the membrane is anywhere

in the posterior nares which contain an immense
network of lymphatics. These clinical observations

have stood the test of time and must be reckoned

with" (A. Jacobi, Tonsil as a Portal of Microbic

Invasion, Archives of Pediatrics. July, 1906). Doz-

ens of years ago I could prove that diphtheria when
limited to the tonsils was least dangerous. The
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thousands of other lymph bodies disseminated in the

fauces and posterior nares are more guilty than the

two dozen which form the tonsils. It is they that

should be considered in the preventive treatment of

all the infectious diseases of childhood" (A. Jacobi,

Phases in the Development of Therapy, The Med-
ical A'ezi's, New York, November 4, 1905). It is

reasonable to conclude that as long as a tonsil is

normal, not inflamed, either acutely or chronically,

it will behave more or less like a normal tonsil

treated on the laboratory table. That is, almost like

injection material, living invading material may en-

ter the lymph circulation, or the blood circulation,

provided there is a break in a wall, but not with

the same facility as injection material forced in. A
surface lesion must always be supposed to exist

when a living germ or toxin is to find access. There
is only one exception. Stoehr has shown small gaps

between the normal epithelia of the surface of the

tonsil. It looks rational, therefore, to admit that

when there is merely a surface lesion, though ever

so slight, there may be an invasion into the tonsil.

When, however, the vessels are exposed to pressure

by newly formed cells or tissue, there is no invasion,

certainly not beyond the tonsil itself, no ganglionic

swelling, and no toxic poisoning. It is even rational

to believe that now and then, when tonsils, or what
is more common, a single follicle, become inflamed,

the very venous obstruction will exert the bacteri-

cidal influence of the stagnating blood serum.

Laboratory injections into the normal tonsillar

structure are made under pressure, and prove noth-

ing, or very little, for the unembarrassed organ
when in situ, and surely not under pathological con-

ditions.

^licrobic invasion through the tonsil is not pre-

dominant over that which takes place through the

lymph apparatus of the pharynx. Membranous af-

fections limited to the tonsil cause no, or little,

adenitis or constitutional symptoms.
The lymph current near the tonsils is less active

than that of the pharynx at some distance. There
are, moreover (Labbe), no lymphatic sinuses round
the tonsil. There is a system of closed canals in

the follicles which do not open into the connective

reticulum. This observation of Retterer is con-
firmed by Hodenpyl. The external deep surface of
the tonsil is covered by a firm fibrous capsule. This
capsule is sometimes so disposed as to send along
the tonsillar blood-vessels a network of fibrous tis-

sue. It sends oiif connective tissue into and between
the folds of the mucosa.

Exposure, and many diseases, change the surface
and the structure of the tonsils. Cell infiltration

and cicatricial tissue render absorption less possible.

Blood and lymph vessels are compressed and un-
dergo atrophy. That is why in advanced life the
tonsil gets harder and smaller, and infections be-
come less. (A. Jacobi, Archives of Pediatrics, Julv.

1906).
"The results of studies by Labbe, Retterer, Ho-

denpyl, and Most justify the conclusion that there
are nets of lymph vessels inside the tonsil which do
not open into the connective tissue reticulum, and
that injections made into the region of the tonsil

(not even into the tonsil itself) would not spread
like those made into other parts of the nasophar3'nx.
It would appear, therefore, that the tonsil and its

immediate neighborhood are rather inferior, in re-

gard to facilities for absorption, to the rest of the
pharynx and nares. with their lymphatic pharyngeal
rine.'

Grober adds: 'It is not pu--sible, however, to re-

move the tonsil entire ; besides, after its removal,

there would be left behind, in the other parts of

the lymphatic pharyngeal ring, apparatuses of equal

anatomical and functional value which would as-

sume the role of the tonsil'" (A. Jacobi, Tonsils, or

General Lymph Apparatus of the Pharynx, ^^'hich ?

Archives of Pediatrics, September, 1906).

The faucial tonsils are peculiar organs. They
possess an anatomical character different from other

tonsils, and from other lymphatic tissues. They are

innocent organs, with functions chiefly confused by

medical literature. Their blood supply is scant ; and
they have almost no communication with the lymph-

atic system. They are not absorptive organs ; and
no one has demonstrated that they contain any par-

ticular quantity or quality of antitoxic fluid, or

phagocytes. Their crypts are lined by mucous mem-
brane having the ordinary function of other mu-
cous membranes so far as known. They are dis-

tinctly separated from the very active absorptive

and bacteriolytic lymphatic structures of the fauces,

pharynx, and nose. From the segregated position

of the faucial tonsils ; from the fact that the ex-

ternal deep surface is covered by a dense fibrous

capsule; from the fact that this capsule sometimes

sends a network of fibrous tissue as outrunners

along the tonsillar blood-vessels (Hodenpyl) ; from
the fact that the faucial tonsil contains a system of

closed lymph canals in the follicles which do not

open into the connective tissue reticulum (Retterer,

confirmed by Hodenpyl) ; from the fact of the rela-

tive innocence of diphtheritic membranous processes

when limited to the tonsil, and the absence of con-

stitutional symptoms in these cases (A. Jacobi) ;'

from the fact that there are no lymphatic sinuses

around the tonsil, and the further fact that the

lymph current near the tonsil is less active than that

of the pharynx at some distance (Labbe) ; from the

fact that injections made into the region of the ton-

sil (not even into the tonsil itself) do not spread

like those made into other parts of the nasopharynx
(Labbe, Retterer, Hodenpyl, Most, Jacobi). the

author concludes that the function of the faucial

tonsil is chiefly, if not solely, mechanical. It is an

important phonetic organ. It has other mechanical

uses. It should not be removed without cause.

"Lymph nodes are structures so placed in the

course of the lymph vessels that the lymph, in

flowing toward the larger central trunks, passes

through them, undergoing a sort of filtration. In

the majority of cases, lesions of lymph nodes are

secondary. The exact nature of these more diffuse

masses of lymphatic tissue is too little understood,

as indeed is that of the lymph follicles and glands

themselves" (Delafield and Prudden, Text-Book of

Pathology, eighth edition, 1907, page 442). "The
nature of the process or processes of lymph forma-

tion is still a matter of keen debate" (Adami and

Nicholls, Principles of Pathology, 1909, vol. 2, page

104). "The tonsils appear to have an important

function" (Adami and Nicholls. page 392). They
are not sure.

"A further important function (of lymphatic

glands) is said to be the formation of leucocytes"

(Adami and Nicholls, page 209). Again, not sure.

"I am disposed to think that the faucial tonsil in

a healthy throat constitutes an organ of but trivial

significance. That the tonsil, however, constitutes

an intimate part of a healthy throat can scarcely be

questioned in view of the admirable and exhaustive

observations of Retterer" (F. H. Bosworth. Dis-
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eases of the Nose and Throat, 1892, vol. 2, page 15 ).

"The organs of the human voice are related to

many interesting inquiries in science and philology.

In reviewing the writings of physiologists we ob-

serve defects which are obviously to be ascribed to

the great complexity in the organization, and the

real difficulty of the subject ; but there are others

which arise from the habit of resting contentetl with

assigning one use for a part in the animal frame,

whereas there is nothing which should more excite

our admiration than the variety of offices destined

to be performed by the same organ. This is es-

pecially true with regard to the organs of the voice"

(Sir Charles Bell, The Organs of the Human
Voice, Philosophical Transactions, London, 1832).

"Every change in the shape of the passageway
through which the voice is passed occasions a cor-

responding change in the quality of the voice"

(Alexander Graham Bell, Alechanism of Speech,

1909). And no one can foretell what the change
will be. The faucial tonsil is a natural organ, and
should not be removed any more than any other

natural organ. The mouth is an acoustic cavity.

If you alter its walls, by removing the tonsils, you
will necessarily change the voice. The faucial ton-

sil is an important phonetic organ; and it has, also,

other undoubted mechanical functions. The great

original work of Dr. Scripture in experimental

phonetics, and of Professor Alexander Graham
Bell, Dr. Henri Marage, and others, on the mechan-
ism of speech, will enlighten, broaden, and improve
the practice of laryngology. Medical and philolog-

ical research regarding the faucial tonsils is badl\-

needed.

306 Diamond Bank Building.

ANESTHESIA IN ITS RELATION TO THE
GENERAL PRACTITIONER.

By H. W. KEARNEY, M.D.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Paul Bert has, not inaptly, likened the adminis-

tration of an anesthetic to a journey along a narrow
road beset with difficulties on either side, where an

imprudent or ill-advised step to right or left may
imperil life or prove fatal. And yet it is probably

true that of the whole curriculum of our med-
ical schools to-day there is not a subject concerning
which the average graduate possesses less theoreti-

cal or practical knowledge. The majority of our

colleges give the subject no place whatever—thereby

implying to the student that it is one of minor im-

portance, that anybody can give an anesthetic, and
creating in his mind a sort of careless contempt for

these powerful agents. From this attitude of com-
placency he is apt to be rudely aroused when for

the first time he is brought to face some one of the

alarming conditions which sometimes complicate

anesthesia, with which he must deal promptly on
his own responsibility, and to meet which he realizes

his knowledge is inadequate. Is it surprising that

the mortality under anesthetics has been heavy, and
that it is perhaps increasing? It is true that any-
body may give an anesthetic, and the patient may
live (if he has luck on his side). So may anybody
draw a picture which might he recognized as a

man or donkey, as the case might be, but the w'ork

is not likely to be very artistic to say the least. Many
an unoffending victim has been unduly and ignor-

antly "soaked" with an anesthetic and left to re-

cover at his leisure, by the help of a long-suffering

Providence and a good constitution. Here is un-

doubtedly to be found the source and reason for

many of our cases of "ether pneumonia," aggra-

vated nephritis, gastromesenteric ileus, acidosis, etc.,

so conveniently blamed on the anesthetic itself, for

in these matters also Providence is apt to be on the

side of the heaviest battalions, as represented by
proper and careful technic. Safety in anesthesia

cannot be attained without knowledge and exper-

ience, which means not only ability to detect un-

toward symptoms in their incipiency and make
prompt application of the remedy, but ability to so

conduct the anesthesia as to prevent their occur-

rence, in the ordinary case at least.

Our patients are as much entitled to the best of

anesthesia as they are to the best of surgical talent.

But many a physician will think his duty done if he

spares no expense or effort to secure for his patient,

who is about to submit himself to the trying ordeal

of a grave surgical precedure, the very best operator

he can find, assuring him, as far as may be, of ac-

curacy in diagnosis, skillful, scientific surgical tech-

nique, and protection against infection, while he

may not have given a second thought as to who is

to take the life of his patient in his hands to guide

him, for hours perhaps, along this narrow pathway
separating safety from danger or death, under the

influence of one of the powerful drugs which so

profoundly modify the vital functions of the body
as to produce the mysterious condition which we
know as surgical anesthesia. He thinks only of the

end, overlooking a very important means. His sur-

geon is capable—his anesthetist may be inexper-

ienced, a student who has not studied, a layman,

ilruggist or what not—anybody. It is not at all

an uncommon event to find such a patient approach-

ing his operation in a most distressing condition

of nervous dread of the anesthetic, as compared to

which his fear of the knife is as nothing. He may
know from former experience, or from friends,

something of the suffocation, choking, strangling,

and the miserable nausea following many a faulty

administration, and the feeling of his utter helpless-

ness even to protest in any crisis that may arise

unites with this knowledge to produce a mental

condition which presents a very real difficulty to the

anesthetist. The patient has confidence in his sur-

geon. He should have opportunity to know, or

reason to trust, his anesthetist as well, thereby

removing to some extent an element which often

modifies the success of the whole operation much
more than is generally appreciated, viz., fear of

the anesthetic.

Like many other branches of medical science

anesthesia is advancing, and the time is not far

distant when its proper relation to the surgery of

to-day will be more fully and generally recognized.

It is true, however, that for a good many years real

progress has been slow, and until comparatively
recently the question of anesthesia and anesthetics

has been as old straw threshed over and over, yield-

ing only an occasional grain of added truth or fact

to our knowledge. A reason for this is not far to

seek when we consider the indifference of the pro-
fession in general, and that it has been the custom
invariably to refer all inquiry on the subject to the

surgeon as the one entitled to speak with authority.

The studies and observations of our surgeons have
been of great value, but as a matter of fact the sur-

geon, whose mind is engrossed with his operative

work. techni(|uc. and concern for results, has neither

time nor opportunity to note the changes his patient

may be undergoing as the result of the anesthetic,
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and it not in a position to draw reliable conclusions,

or to work out and apply details of administration.

With him the anesthetic cannot be the first consid-

eration, and his impressions are based on effects

rather than on incidents as they occur, which com-
bing to produce these effects. The experienced

anesthetist was seldom heard from. In fact exper-

ienced anesthetists have not been plentiful, prin-

cipally because of the attitude of medical men
toward him and his work, belittling his position,

withholding their support, restricting his freedom,

dictating his treatment of his patient, mistrusting

his judgment. There has been little inducement or

encouragement, pecuniary or otherwise, for the ca-

pable or ambitions medical graduate to devote him-
self to work along these lines. From the standpoint

of credit due it has always been the operator alone

who has been named and lauded for great results

obtained, for cures wrought, for relief given. The
position of the anesthetist has been a thankless one
and if he were named at all it would probably be to

raise a question as to his reponsibility for a death on
the table "under the anesthetic." But to-day the med-
ical press, at home and abroad, is arousing the pro-

fession to a fuller recognition of this neglected sub-

ject, urging the appointment of experienced men in

hospitals, a proper training of students in our med-
ical colleges, and sufficient requirements by licensing

boards. The work of such men as Clover, Hewitt,
Boyle, Buxton, Luke, Bennett, Allis, Gwathmey,
Teter, Cunningham, and many others, has brought
to light many important and impressive facts. As
a result the mass of laymen is awakening and the

obscurity of the background beyond the brilliant

light of the "miracles and wonders" of modern
surgery is clearing, so that all concerned may know
something of the important modifying effect in sur-

gery of a good or bad anesthesia. This is the era

of the specialist and the day of the specialist in

anesthesia is dawning.
It is impracticable, however, for all of us to be

specialists, even if we would. Nor will we find

it practicable always to have a specialist at hand
when required, if we would. Every medical man
will find himself called upon more or less frequently
to administer anesthetics in the emergencies which
arise in the course of his practice. It is one of the
responsible duties which go along with the "rights,

privileges, and honors" conferred by his diploma.
Such being the case, while we are all as a matter of
course interested in the fuller development and per-
fection of the many sides of this important branch
of medicine, we should make it our business to fa-

miliarize ourselves with the effects, indications for,

and difficulties attending the use of one or two anes-
thetics, and be able to give them reasonablv well.

Impressed with this idea, it will be the object of the
writer to discuss briefly in this paper, in a general
way, the two most common anesthetic agents, viz.,

ether and chloroform, to bring out a few points
which seem of special importance, and, if space per-
mits, a few general principles which he has endeav-
ored always to bear in mind.

Since the period of their first introduction, some
half century or more ago, ether and chloroform
have rivaled each other for place in the snrt;con's

favor. At dift'erent times and in different localities

they have alternated with each other as anesthetics
of choice, one or the other having the advantage as
some new fact has been brought to light, favorable
or otherwise. Chloroform has nearly always been
more popular in tropical countries for obvious rea-

sons, also in Scotland where it was first used as

an anesthetic. For the purposes of this paper we
will pass over all history, the endless discussions

relative to the merits and demerits of the two, re-

ports of investigating bodies, etc., yielding the point

that each has its own proper place in anesthesia,

merely observing that the man who is thoroughly
familiar with the use of both will obtain better re-

sults in general than from the exclusive use of

either, and that in regard to these, as of all anes-

thetics, the personal element of the administrator

himself is a more important factor than the partic-

ular drug or inhaler used.

In selecting an anesthetic for any given case we
are influenced by several considerations—the safety,

type, condition, and age of the patient, the nature of

the operation, the skill of the anesthetist, the prefer-

ences of the operator, first and foremost in the

mind of every conscientious man being the safety

of the patient. For purposes of comparison of the

toxicity of the several drugs mortality statistics are

available, which have been made as reliable as pos-

sible and furnish a basis upon which we may work.
The latest obtainable are as follows : Chloroform,
1-3,000; ether, 1-16,000; ether (by drop method),
1-30,000; nitrous oxide, 1-50,000; nitrous oxide,

with oxygen, no deaths reported.

The most casual glance at these figures cannot
fail to impress us with the evident wide range in

toxicity of these three common anesthetic agents,

and applying to our practice the principle which
binds us to select the safest anesthetic possible for

any given operation our attention is at once directed

to nitrous oxide with oxygen. In the work of the

general practitioner, however, the special, costly,

complicated apparatus and skill required to make
it satisfactory, the bulk and cost of the gases (about
$5.00 per hour of administration), constitute a ser-

ious objection. But for hospitals and for special

work there are numerous factors which seem to

point to this as an almost ideal anesthetic. For in-

stance, as regards safety in particular, we note that

not a single death has been reported from the use

of nitrous oxide with oxygen. It may be men-
tioned that Bellani)^ reports four million administra-

tions in England in four years with no deaths.

There are, perhaps, in America 100.000 administra-

tions annually, so far without fatality. ]^Iartin has

kept dogs anesthetized for three days without ap-

parent injury. Gatch of Johns Hopkins has main-
tained anesthesia for five hours without so much
as a headache following. It is not the intention,

however, to attempt a discussion of these gases in

this paper.

As between ether and chloroform our comparative
figures show the former to be from five to ten

times as safe as the latter in its immediate effects,

and there can be little doubt that in after effects

the ratio in favor of ether is still greater. Ether
by the drop method is unquestionably the safest and
most satisfactory routine anesthetic we have to-

day for general practice. Given in this manner,
with reasonable care, the element of danger is re-

duced to a minimum. It is a comparatively har,d

thing to administer a dangerous overdose without
sufficient warning from the gradual failing respira-

tion and changing color of the patient. When deal-

ing with ether the practically simultaneous stop-

page of respiration and circulation which may occur

with the too rapid administration of chloroform is

unknown if the patient be even moderately healthy,

and however failure of respiration may arise, the
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circulation of the patient, when breathing ceases,

is sufficiently good for proper remedies to be almost
always successful.

Ether is stimulating, while the essential charac-

teristic of chloroform is tlepression, and though
paralysis of the respiratory center is generally the

cause of fatalities, it is often accompanied or very

closely followed by paralysis of the circulatory cen-

ter, and primary cardiac failure is not unknown.
In fact, with chloroform, especially if rapidly given,

the patient may die so suddenly tliat the order in

which the fatal symptoms arose is impossible to rec-

ognize. In summarizing answers received to a

circular letter sent by him to one hundred promi-

nent American surgeons regarding a choice between
these two drugs for anesthetic purposes J. E. Lum-
bard says : "They show that there has come to be

an almost universal consensus of opinion in favor

of ether, except in very special circumstances.''

Pulmonary and nephritic complications are on the

whole no more probable under ether than chloro-

form. A great deal of experimental and investi-

gating study of the pathological etiects of ether and
chloroform has been done in recent years, and much
can now be authoritatively stated to the disadvan-

tage of chloroform which heretofore was merely

suspected. It has come to the point where the more
experienced and better informed the physician is

in regard to the toxicity of this drug, the more
usually is he afraid of it and will refuse to give

it except to a few exceptional cases. First, is its

high primary mortality ; second, its possession of an

apparent selective action on the circulatory appa-

ratus. Very sudden and unexpected diminution of

blood pressure may occur at any time during its

administration, and we can never be sure of the

heart action ; third, it is not only depressant to

animal \itality. but is poisonous to protoplasm. Ac-
cording to Stiles chloroform causes, in some cases,

fatty degeneration of the ganglionic cells of the

heart and of the cardiac muscle fibers, the muscle
cells of the body generally, the cells of the viscera

and glands (particularly the liver), and the coats

of the blood vessels. These changes may produce
fatal results long after the drug has been admin-
istered.

Thus we see that chloroform not only produces

narcosis but is capable of entire destruction of

nerve and other tissues, causing first cessation of

function, further on making it impossible of re-

sumption. Of course, the most important factor

as regards safety is that of dosage, which, if prop-

erly regulated, makes all the difference, but the

margin between safety and danger is so small that

the possibility of overstepping is never absent.

Of the after effects of ether and chloroform cer-

tainly the most frequent and that most complained
of is vomiting. This varies from a transient nausea
with a little mucus to prolonged retching and vom-
iting lasting for days. In this connection much
depends on a careful preliminary preparation of the

patient, next to which the amount of the anesthetic

and manner of its administration will influence the

result. Ether by the drop method, necessitating a

large percentage of air with the anesthetic, avoids
the cyanosis and carbondioxide poisoning which a

closed inhalation adds to the irritation of swallowed
secretions. In the writer's experience with this

method ether nausea to any very troublesome de-

gree has been nil. He believes that vomiting after

ether in its worst forms is due. in a majority of

cases, to an insufficient dilution with air. that sick-

ness arises in much the same way as from the pro-

longed inhalation of any heavily laden carbon

dioxide atmosphere, and that because of the charac-

ter of the drug there is no more reason why a

patient should be nauseated after he has rid himself

of the ether-impregnated mucus which has been

swallowed (which usually occurs before conscious-

ness has fully returned) than after a moderate dose

of alcohol. On the other hand vomiting following

chloroform, while perhaps not quite so frequent,

is apt to be more severe and prolonged, and arises

not from local irritation of the digestive tract, but

from interference with general metabolism. It is

not nervous but toxemic in origin and due to more
or less profound depression of the hepatic function,

all the greater if the liver be weakened by disease.

There appears to be little doubt that the prolonged

vomiting sometimes seen after chloroform is but

an early sign of the delayed chloroform poisoning

which may, and often does, end fatally.

As regards nephritic complications, it seems to be

fairly well established that neither ether nor chloro-

form are likely to produce more than a temporary
albuminuria where there has been no preexisting

renal disease. Nephritis and uremia have followed

etherization in cases possessing unhealthy kidneys.

The choice has usually fallen to chloroform in these

cases, but the wisdom thereof is open to question

and in fact both drugs are contraindicated in well-

marked renal disease, or must be given with the

greatest caution.

The question of glycosuria and acetonuria follow-

ing ether and chloroform is of the utmost interest.

Dr. Beesley of Edinburgh has done some valuable

work along this line. A summary of the results of

his observations on delayed chloroform poisoning
would be of interest ; but space forbids. The most
important fact brought out seems to be that while

both ether and chloroform invariably produce a

temporary acute acetonemia, that of ether is less

harmful because ether itself is less harmful to the

cells of the liver and kidneys, and so does not in-

terfere with elimination. It appears that very many
cases of death a few days after operation which
have been attributed to "septic intoxication" have
really been due to acute acetonemia from chloro-

form, and failure of the kidneys to excrete the

acetone with sufficient rapidity.

"Ether bronchitis" or "ether pneumonia" is the

great bugbear and has been the pet argument of

the chloroform advocates. The frequency of its

occurrence has been very greatly exaggerated.
Bronchitis and pneumonia do occur occasionally

after ether, and no doubt many cases have been
unjustly attributed to the anesthetic. A certain

number of hospital cases will develop these troubles

independent of any anesthetic, and in such their

occurrence after the administration of ether may be
mere coincidence ; further they may arise from the
use of dirty inhalers ; from aspirated discharges
from a septic nose, mouth, or pharynx, or vomited
material ; the operating room may be too cold, or
the patient may be taken improperly protected
through draughty corridors, or placed in bed near
an open window. The proportion of cases of true

ether pneumonia will be infinitesimally small under
proper conditions of surroundings and administra-
tion. But while it is questionable if the refrigera-
tion of the lungs from the inhalation of ether is

ever in itself a cause of pneumonia, it certainly does
mean a great expenditure of body heat at a time
when this is much needed. When we consider that
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the alveolar air space, in area something like 100

times the body surface, is being exposed to the icy

vapors of ether, which the blood must warm to

body temperature, the importance of this factor,

as a predisposing cause of shock at least, appeals

to us. Cunningham and Anderson have deter-

mined by careful experiment the temperature of

inhaled ether vapor to be approximately 10° above
zero, and have estimated that it requires 21,000
calories of body heat to warm each ounce of ether

used. Expressed in other terms, sufficient energy
in the form of body heat is dissipated during an

ordinary operation under ether to sustain an aver-

age-sized man for a whole day. These figures are

rather striking, and while it may not be practicable

in general practice to adopt measures of warming
ether vapor before inhalation, they impress us with
the importance of conserving this energy for com-
batting possible shock by preventing unnecessary
exposure during and after administration.

The deduction we draw from all the foregoing is

that chloroform is an exceedingly dangerous drug to

employ and should never be used for any operation
which can be at all properly performed under ether.

As absolute contraindications to ether may be men-
tioned active bronchitis, simple or tuberculous, latent

or stationary pulmonary tuberculosis, and operations

necessitating the actual or thenno cautery about
the mouth. Aside from these the number of con-
ditions in which ether may be satisfactorily given,

which have been supposctl to indicate chloroform,
is surprising. It has been rather generally believed
that women in parturition and young children enjoy
special immunity from danger under chloroform,
but this has been proven untrue and both women in

labor and children will die readily if overdosed. It

may be true that by reason of posture, high blood
pressure, and stimulation of respiration and circu-

lation by the pains, women in labor are fairly favor-
able subjects for chloroform, and on account of
convenience and quick action it may be used in ordi-
nary labor cases where full anesthesia is not re-

quired. But it should be remembered that the very
same stimulus to full respiration which seems to

protect may likewise menace through a quick over-
dose, and in all cases where operative procedures
under full anesthesia are contemplated ether should
be used if possible.

The difficulties and dangers attending tliis work
must never be lost sight of. Personally I never give
an anesthetic without having at hand such apparatus
as may be required in dealing with emergencies,
remembering that trouble is quite as likely to arise
with strong, healthy individuals, who are 'more apt
to resist and get an overdose, as with those who are
comparatively feeble and yield readily to the drug.
These things may not, probably will not. be needed,
but, if they should be, delay while procuring means
of treatment may mean the loss of the patient.

Dangers to life may arise primarily in connec-
tion with either respiration or circulation, but when
conditions become really serious both of these great
systems are_ usually involved. In the administration
of ether it is the respiration which claims our first

attention. Failure in this may be due to local or
mechanical causes interfering with breathing, or
to causes central in origin. The airwavs must be
kept clear, and it is necessary to know by the sound
of the breathing that such is their condition. A rule
which soon becomes a sort of second nature should
be that every expiration must be heard or felt in
order to make sure that efficient breathing is o-oin"-

on. Unrecognized obstruction to breathing is one
of the main elements of danger.

Mechanical or local obstruction to respiration

may exist or arise anywhere in the respiratory tract.

Polypi, spurs, deviations of the septum, etc., in the

nose, valve-like action of the lips in the old or

edentulous, falling of tongue against the pharyngeal
wall, large tonsils, adenoids, abscess, foreign bodies,

such as teeth, food, vomited material, or blood,

which may be aspirated. I once relieved a man of

his quid of chewing tobacco, and discovered a tooth-

plate working toward the pharynx of a maiden lady

who had indignantly denied the possession of any
such perquisite to the nurse in the ward. Excessive

mucous secretion may accumulate in the air pas-

sages. Spasm of the laryngeal or chest muscles
from irritation of the anesthetic or from reflex

causes : large abdominal tumors, tympanites or

fluid in the cavities hanijiering the action of the

lungs or diaphragm.
Symptoms develop suddenly or gradually accord-

ing to the cause and completeness of the obstruc-

tion. Respiration becoming noisy, duskiness of

ears and lips showing insufficient oxygen, and in-

creasing until the patient is almost black in the face

if the obstruction be complete, the pulse not altered

at once but failing unless relief is obtained, and thz

respiration growing feebler and more irregular.

The color of the ears and lips is to me a definite

and reliable physical sign, <'enoting whether or not

all is well, and in the use of ether these, with the

character of the respiration, are observed more
carefully than the pulse. It is not sufficient merely

to see the movements of thorax and abdomen for

these may continue quite long enough after air entry

has become obstructed for damage to be done and
serious asphyxiation to occur. Asphyxial factors

must be differentiated as they arise and eliminated

without loss of time, otherwise the patient will suf-

fer, if not in loss of life, certainly in after effects.

Aside from obstruction, the respiration may fail

froin shock, loss of Ijlood. or overdose. This will

come on more slowly and be preceded by marked
ash}' pallor. Sometimes when an incision is made
imder light anesthesia the respiration may be stopped
reflexly. Again in connection with the act of vom-
iting, under light anesthesia, the breath will often

be held and temporary cessation of respiration re-

sult. This may occur at any time during an opera-

tion, especially if there be any manipulation of the

abdominal viscera, but, though embarrassing, is not

serious, for the anesthetist is master of the situation

and the condition will rapidly improve if the anes-

thetic be ])ushed to a deeper degree.

Concerning circulatory difficulties it may be said

that cardiac syncope, by far the gravest danger that

can threaten one who takes an anesthetic, is prac-

tically unknown in the use of ether, but when it

occurs does so almost always in the administration

of chloroform. It may come not only in the weakly
individual, but in the healthy adidt male, and often

when the operation to be performed is but a trival

one. Many cases have followed chloroform given

to a patient sitting in a chair for tooth extraction.

It may occur at any stage but is most common at

the very beginning. The most usual cause, the most
fatal and the most difficult to treat, is overdose,

though fright in the beginning and reflex inhibition

during operative procedures are also to be men-
tioned. Much has been said on this subject by

writers on anesthesia and several explanations have
been brought forward. For our purposes, and
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briefly, let it suffice to say that when in the early

induction stages a too concentrated vapor is given

to a patient, he holds his breath and struggles. The
intrathoracic pressure is raised, the venous system

congested, the arterial tension lowered, less blood

and o.xygen are supplied the heart and the heart

muscle is weakened. Then comes two or three

deep inspirations, for the breath cannot be held in-

detinitely. A large dose of chloroform is drawn
into the lungs, passes to the already weakened heart

which is thrown into an acute paralytic dilatation

from which recovery is rare. Fortunately I have

never had such an accident, but 1 have witnessed

several deaths in young subjects from syncope luidcr

chloroform. In none was there any warning sign,

but with startling suddenness the patient blanched,

respiration and pulse failed; eyelids partly opened,

and to all appearances death was almost instan-

taneous.

In the milder forms of syncope more warning is

given and fortunately there is much more prospect

of rescue. Death from failure of circulation other

than syncope is probably due to the efifect of the

drug on the medulla, already anemic from lowered

blood pressure which always accompanies the use

of chloroform.

Treatment cannot be considered at this time

further than one word, which shonld lie a watch-

word—prophylaxis.

In conclusion the writer would say that he con-

siders it the first duty of the man doing this work
to be always (in slang parlance) right on the job.

Certain classes of cases are, of course, attended

with especial difficulty. These will naturally be
treated with the utmost caution on the part of the

anesthetist, and with all the skill he possesses. But
it seems to me of the greatest importance for every

man who practices anesthesia, if he would escape

distressing accidents, to impress his mind with

the fixed idea that every case is a study in itself.

involving its own peculiar risks and dangers, with

the element of danger never absent. Statistics will

show that the majority of deaths occur at times and
in cases where there seemed least reason to antici-

pate such a termination, often with the greatest sud-

denness, arid in connection with operations com-
paratively insignificant. The work, then, calls for

constant vigilance, together with the feeling that no
case is too trivial to receive our best attention.

1221 O Street Northwest.

THE ENEMA—ITS PLACE IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL

DISEASES.
By CH.ARLES J. DRUECK, M.D.,

CHICAGO.

In the preparation of this paper I have had a little

misgiving lest the reader might think me a faddist
on the use of the enema, as contrasted with other
methods of treatment, but there is so much that is

forgotten about the value of the enema that I feel

I dare ofifer it as a subject for consideration. It

IS a method that is always handy and within your
reach in any household. Given properly, it is ab-

solutely without danger or bad after effects, and
will never interfere with any other treatment of
the patient. It is prompt and positive in its re-

sults. Its indications are found right along in daily

practice from the restlessness of the baby, as a

result of an over-filled bowel, to the saving of a

life in cholera infantum or shock. This paper might
have been labeled intracolonic hydrotherapy, but it

is limited to the indications for the enema in the

treatment of gastrointestinal disease, though I hope
the reader will also see its value in the treatment

of affections of the heart, liver, and kidney. I shall

submit nothing theoretical, but shall attempt to pre-

sent a few facts about the varieties of enemas and
the indications of each, what they should contain,

and a word about the technique of administration.

Simple Enema.—Let us first consider the simple

enema such as is so commonly used to unload the

bowel. For this purpose any form of syringe may
be used and the water should be 95° to 100° F.

This temperature causes the least reaction and
peristalsis. The smallest quantity of water that will

suffice must be used because the colon may easily

be over-distended and the j)atient thus suffer ir-

reparable damage. Large quantities of fluid should

never be used as they produce atony of the bowel

by over-stretching, just as atony of the anal sphinc-

ter is produced by stretching with the speculum.

One quart of water should be the maximum and
where we wish to stimulate peristalsis one-half pint

of cold water is better than a large warm enema.
To increase the effect of the enema, a teaspoonful

of salt, molasses, or soap may be added, or one-half

ounce of castor oil, glycerin, or oil of turpentine,

-\ny of these added to the enema irritates the mu-
cous membrane, removes the mucous from the

bowel, and softens the fecal masses, thus aiding a

prompt evacuation.

In atony of the bowel when a large part of the

enema is retained, instead of being voided, the colon

may be stimulated to contraction by applying a

cold towel to the abdomen and lower back. If

this does not suffice, the enema may be withdrawn
by inserting a colon tube. An enema of a quart

must never be allowed to remain in the colon, as it

positively produces paresis ; and above all, one
should never add insult to injury by injecting an-

other quart before the first is withdrawn.

If there is a desire to expel the enema prema-
turely, it may be controlled by pressing a folded

towel firmly against the anus.

The simple enema to unload the bowel may be
given with the patient in the sitting or recumbent
position. In these positions the liquid is retained

in the sigmoid and lower descending colon. There-
fore, one quart is the maxinumn adult limit. One
should always be careful in giving an enema not to

introduce air into the bowel as that stimulates evac-

uation and sometimes causes colic.

Cold Enema.—By the cold enema is meant one
with a temperature of 70° F. This much neglected
enema should replace the simple tepid one very fre-

quently because the cold w^ater stimulates the bowel
so much more powerfully that a much smaller quan-
tity of fluid will serve our purpose. One-half pint

of cold enema will unload the colon just as well as
a quart of tepid water and by stimulating the muscle
wall wmU leave the sigmoid and rectum in a con-
tracted and anemic condition instead of relaxed and
congested one. The cold enema, by stimulating the
intestines, removes quantities of decomposing mat-
ter and toxins and increases the portal circulation.

The reaction following the cold enema also pro-
duces a flow of fluid toward the intestine. In cases
of chronic constipation or where hemorrhoids com-
plicate the condition, the injection of one pint of
cold water each day acts very well.
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The cold enema is also a very valuable means of

reducing the temperature in fevers and in typhoid

fever it is an excellent means of stimulating the

liver and kidneys, besides cleaning out the colon.

The water is introduced through the rectal tube

and should be injected slowly, the reservoir being

about one foot above the patient's pelvis; it should

be retained 10 to 20 minutes and then slowly let

out through the tube and another quantity of cold

water run in. This procedure is repeated two or

three times without withdrawing the tube. It is

well in some cases to begin the treatment with the

first half pint of the enema at 90' F. and then

steadily, but rapidly, reduce the temperature of the

rest to 70° F. This helps the bowel to tolerate the

enema and prevents its premature expulsion.

Hot Enema.—The hot enema or irrigation is

used in the treatment of inflammation of the pelvis.

It increases the blood pressure, accelerates the heart

action, and stimulates the kidneys. The action on

the kidneys and heart require a temperature of

110° to 120° F. An enema of 100° to 104° is of

no use for this purpose. Following the hot enema
it will often be noted that the patient voids a large

quantity of clear urine. Kellogg places the hot

enema superior to any diuretic drug in the treat-

ment of suppression of the urine and Cantani and

Wonte claim good results in the treatment of colic

and infantile diarrhea.

The Coloclyster.—The purpose of the coloclyster

is to introduce a large amount of liquid without

over-distending the bowel. With the patient on

his back not over three pints can be passed into the

colon safely, but in the knee chest or Sims position

six or seven pints may be injected without incon-

venience. This is especially valuable in the treat-

ment of pseudomembranous colitis, catarrh of the

cecum, atonic and chronic dilatation of the colon

when they complicate neurasthenia, autointoxica-

tion, and in collapse and shock.

Rectal Irrigation.—The chief advantages of ir-

rigation over the enema is that a flushing may be

given the parts. The first water introduced may
be about the body heat and the latter rapidly heated

or cooled as required to obtain the therapeutic re-

sults without causing sudden shock to the surround-

ing tissues. Hot irrigation of the rectum and sig-

moid is useful in inflammation of these structures

or surrounding tissues, in rectal ulcer, spasm of

the sphincter, and in some gynecological affections.

The water should be 100° to 125° F. beginning at

100° and raising to 125°. Normal salt solution

(salt I dram to water i quart) is better than plain

water to relieve local irritation.

I wish now to give you a brief outline of the

therapy of colonic lavage in the treatment of a few
intestinal disturbances to show the indications for

the different forms.

Cholera Infantum and Ciiolera Morbus.—In the

treatment of these diseases a hot enema (110° F.)

may be given after each stool to remove the irritat-

ing and infectious material from the colon and
reduce the frequency of the stools. To this may
be added any necessary astringents, such as zinc

sulphate, i to 3 grains to a 6-ounce enema, or an
equal strength of silver nitrate or lead acetate, or

3 drams of bismuth subnitrate. Where there is a

great deal of griping pain 2 to 4 drops of laudanum
may be given in 2 drams of starch water. To re-

duce the fever a cold enema may be given as out-

lined above. For collapse a large warm coloclyster

at 100° F. should be administered and retained.

Colic.—When the pain in the bowels is not due

to inflammation but rather to pent-up intestinal

gases or to enteralgia, the hot rectal irrigation gives

good results. Also in ovaritis and salpingitis. If,

however, the rectal irrigation is not convenient, the

nurse can give the hot enema. One or two pints

of hot water is injected into the sigmoid and colon

and retained for five minutes. It is then expelled

and more injected. This is repeated 3 to 6 times.

The whole treatment may be repeated 2 or 3 times

each day. The rectal tip of the syringe will suf-

fice and the rectal tube is not necessary. The pa-

tient rests on her back to prevent the water passing

high up in the bowel. With the rectal irrigator the

hot solution flows out continuously as it enters. It

does not distend the tissues but bathes all of the

parts with the same temperature during the whole

treatment. It is, of course, much more convenient

for the patient and physician.

Colitis.—To cleanse the bowel we use a quart of

water at 110° F. containing one-half dram of so-

dium bicarbonate and sodium chloride and flush out

the colon twice daily. After each bowel movement
we give a simple enema at 98° F. To relieve

the pain and inflammation we give a cold enema at

60° F. to be retained 5 or 10 mniutes or. a cold

rectal irrigation. This procedure may be repeated

hourly, if needed. The cold enema or rectal irri-

gation, or even the cold anal douche, acts very nicely

in treating prolapsed and irreducible hemorrhoids.

Chronic Diarrhea.—To lessen the congestion and
stop the mucous stools we give an enema at 98°

F., and follow it with a tonic enema of one-half

pint of cold water, to be retained. To reduce the

bacterial growth one or two large hot coloclysters

should be given each day and followed with a small

coloclyster of one pint containing gallic, or tannic,

acid I dram. For the pain in the abdomen a hot

enema at iio^ F. after each stool is useful. For
the alternate constipation and diarrhea a large,

warm, simple, or soap coloclyster at 98° F. twice

a week, followed by one pint of cold enema is ad-

vised. The general treatment consists in toning up
the general digestion by regulating the diet and by
means of the enema removing the masses of feces

and mucus, and hords of bacteria, and with the

small enemas containing gallic or tannic acid de-

stroying the retained germs.

Peritonitis.—In the treatment of peritonitis the

large coloclysters at 75° F., given three times daily

assists very much in preventing obstruction, and if

there is added one dram of turpentine it helps to

evacuate the gas and relieve the tympanitis.

Constipation.—In the treatment of constipation

the enema serves a great many different purposes,

but it must be judiciously employed or it may cause

more damage than good. Where the constipation

is due to atony of the bowel, due to loss of nerve

sensibility, the hot enema at 110° for 15 seconds

followed by the cold enema at 60° F. for 15 seconds

twice a day after breakfast, and at night, accom-
plishes a great deal. Or we may use the rectal

irrigation. To increase the peristalsis the cold

enema and the graduated enema by which the bowel

is stimulated, or a gradually lessening enema is of

much use. We should always avoid completely

emptying the colon and also use a small cold enema
instead of a large quantity of warm water, except

when needed to relieve autointoxication, or to re-

move hardened or impacted feces. To remove fecal

masses the hot coloclyster or enema of soap, oil,

or glycerin (glycerin 1 to water 4 ounces) should
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be used. The enema may have to be repeated sev-

eral times, and should be given every hour until

the bowel is thoroughly cleansed, and then a pint of

cold water at 70° F. should be given to tone the

bowel. The habit of the warm enema must be

avoided, and it is well to make it a rule to give a

small cold enema afterwards to tone up the bowel.

Typhoid Fever.—The treatment of typhoid fever

presents many indications for an enema and yet I

think it is many times forgotten. For the diarrhea

a hot enema of 2 to 3 pints and after it is voided a

cold enema of i pint is of value. For the constipa-

tion which sometimes displaces the diarrhea and for

tympanitis and meningitis a copious coloclyster at

95° F. may be administered twice daily, and yellow

soap or I dram of turpentine may be added to this.

For the high temperature or delirium a cold enema
at 70° F. to be retained for 15 minutes and repeat

every 3 hours until the temperature reaches 102°

F., is advised. But with a high temperature and a

cold skin we have a different condition and we want
the stinuilation of a hot enema and the cold fric-

tion rub to the skin. For intestinal hemorrhage a

rectal irrigation with ice water is of value and two
days after the hemorrhage has ceased a cleansing

coloclyster at 73° F. to remove decomposing blood

clots from the bowel. Gastric irritation calls for

the withdrawal of food by the mouth and the giv-

ing of nutrient enemata, but space forbids our tak-

ing up that subject here.

438 East Forty-sixth Street.

as 14,297 examinations were made. This number
is exclusive of the examinations made in the labora-

tory of the Municipal Hospital. To a certain extent

the large number of cases examined for diphtheria

bacillus is due to the vigilance exercised by the

PRELIMINARY REPORT OF A ST.VflSTI-

CAL ANALYSIS OF OVER 43,000

CASES OF DIPHTHERIA.
Bv MARY SALLOM, M.D..

PHIL,\DELPHIA, PA.

TiiK number of cases of diphtheria which has oc-

curred during the past 12 )'ears in I'hiladel[)hia, as

reported to the Bureau of Health, has been 43.997.
The figures may be considered quite reliable inas-

much as a majority of the diagnoses made was sub-

sequently confirmed by a bacteriological examina-
tion. This is very well shown by the report of the

Bacteriological Division of the Bureau of Health.

Thus, in 1898. 5,536 cultures were made. This

number gradually increased, when in 1907 as much
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Year. Amount furnislKMl.

1900 5,233 doses

1901 5-374 closes

1902 5)771 doses

1903 7,342 doses

1904 1 5,500,000 units

1905 21 ,800,000 units

1906 34,000,210 units

1907 36,818,500 units

It will be seen that with the more extensive use

of the dipiitheria antitoxin the mortality has been

reduced. This, I believe, is sufficient to the most
radical adherents against the use of antitoxin of the

therapeutic value of diphtheria antitoxin.

Chart 3 graphically shows the number of cases

from month to month, and year to year. The upper

line represents the number of cases, and the lower

the mortality. Reading from right to left each

space represents one month, and every twelve spaces

are intersected by a heavier line marking off an in-

terval of one year. A glance at the chart will

show that in almost every instance the lowest num-
ber of cases is recorded about the middle of the year.

and the highest number of cases during the early

and late part of the year ; showing that season un-

doubtedly exercises its influence in the same man-
ner regardless of the total number of cases that oc-

cur during the whole year. This chart also shows

the general prevalence of the disease from year to

year.

1625 South Fifteenth Street.

CASE OF CONGENITAL FUSION OF TOES
WITH NOTE ON PREVIOUS

GENERATIONS.

By FREDERIC GRIFFITH, M.D.,

I ONCE heard Dr. Reichert, my physiology teacher,

relate that tailless mice could be bread if amputa-

tion of the caudal extremities was continued up to

the eleventh generation. Hereditary influence

seems proven in body conformation in some lower

animals, therefore, however much it may be that

it is environment rather than heredity which causes

change or moral lapse from type of mind in the

humankind.
While examining a first and male child, eleven

months old, of good flesh and figure, I noted an

anomalous complete linear fusion between the sec-

ond and third toes as pictured in the illustration.

Both feet were included. The parents are healthy

people, above the average size and intelligence. The
mother claimed to possess a similar freak in one
of her feet ; she further stated that her own ma-
ternal parent was likewise endowed upon a single

foot similar to what the grandchild had in both of

his pedals. The fused toes were perfect otherwise.

in having nails and joints and bones of normal size

for age presented. Asked for the reason 1 could

only recall that some scientist had given out that

the human foot was destined from the shoes we
wear to grow in time by fusion into a heel and sole,

and single pointed toe and that, perhaps, now was
shown an example of an advancement in the make
of feet. I was jeered at for my pains. However,
I will recollect the family difference in these people

and will endeavor to note the feet of any future

children and report thereon.

Ssrphilis of the Ear.—G. Bcrruyer .says that syphilis

in all stages may affect the hearing. It may affect the

external ear just at it does any other portion of the skin,

by the presence of papules or gummata. But the most
important effects arc upon the internal ear. In heredo-
syphilis there are suppurative conditions of the middle
ear that accompany nasal and pharyngeal catarrhs of syph-

ilitic origin. The specific catarrh of the new-born infants

presents a portal of entry for secondary infections. Sup-
purative otitis appears as a complication a few months
after birth, appearing insidiously, without pain, or general

or local reaction. It may be bilateral, and in such cases is

very likely to end in deaf-mutism. Later in childhood we
find specific ulcerations of the nasopharynx, accompanied
by inflammation of the middle ear and deafness with re-

tracted drum. Again there is a dry otitis characterized by
progressive deafness, which takes place in young people

from twenty to thirty years of age. It may be accom-
panied by ocular or dental stigmata. Acquired syphilis

shows itself in disease of the drum, the tympanum, and
the Eustachian tube. Mucous patches at the orifice of

the tube determine inflammatory reactions and obstruc-

tion of the tube. Tliis form of ear trouble may be diag-

nosticated by its resistance to all treatment e.\cept anti-

syphilitic remedies, and the diminution of the osseous con-

duction, showing participation by the internal ear. Tertiary

syphilis in the ear depends on nasopharyngeal lesions. In

the internal ear we find deafness appearing suddenly with-

out pain at the time of puberty, without any apparent

cause. Deafness is absolute and prognosis is bad. In

some cases it comes on slowly. .-Acquired syphilis causes

deafness from obliteration of the arteries of the labyrinth.

This form is accompanied by neuralgias with nocturnal

exacerbations. It appears suddenly and becomes absolute

very soon, with little hope of cure,

—

Lc BuUclin Medical.

Myelogenous Leukemia in a Child.—Whiphman re-

ports the case of a child eighteen months of age, who
was healthy until one year old, when he began to waste.

The father gave a history of untreated syphilis. The
child was unable to sit up. The frontanelle was wide
open. There was no bossing of the skull. The ribs

were slightly beaded, but there were no epiphyseal en-

largements. The lymphatic glands were just palpable

and somewhat hard. The spleen extended to the mid-
dle of the abdomen, and four and one-half inches below
the umbilicus. The liver was enlarged. The blood count
was as follows: Red cells, 4,080,000; leucocytes, 63,400;

hemoglobin, 80 per cent. The differential count showed:
PoU-morphonuclears, 32.4 per cent. : lymphocytes, 5.2 per
cent. ; large mononuclears, 18.8 per cent. : transitionals,

12.8 per cent.; eosinophiles, 2.6 per cent.; basophiles, 0.6

per cent, : neutrophile myelocytes, 25,8 per cent. ; eosin-

ophile myelocytes, 1,6 per cent.: normoblasts, 1.6 per

100 leucocytes. Subcutaneous hemorrhages occurred up-

on the extensor surface of the right arm, or the right

shin, on the scalp, left ear, left eyelid, and left side of

the face. The child had been under observation one
month, and was getting worse ; the leucocytes had risen

to loi.ooo. The child had received .r-ray treatment with-

out evident effect. The author refers to thirteen known
cases of myelo.genous leukemia in children. The earliest

reported was four months of age.

—

Proceedings of the

Royal Society of Medicine.

Laryngeal Vertigo.— II. J. Davis reports this case.

The patient described his attacks by saying that "first

a tickling begins in his throat, he coughs and coughs for

five or ten minutes, he then becomes violently giddy, and
he falls to the ground insensible : when he recovers in

a minute or two all desire to cough has gone, and he feels

all right." Examination showed severe conjunctival

hemorrhage, hemorrhage from dilated veins in the pharynx,
hemorrhage into both vocal cords, and numerous bruises

from falls.

—

Proceedings of tlte Royal Society of Med-
icine.
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MUTUAL RELATION OF LIFE INSURANCE
AND THE MEDICAL PRESS.

In speaking at the annual banquet of the American

Medical Editors' Association at St. Louis on June

6, Mr. Frederick L. Hoffman, Statistician of the

Prudential Insurance Company of America, made
some complimentary references to the work of the

medical press in connection with life insurance. The
speaker directed attention to the fact that so long

ago as 1873 the Medical Record made an effort

to maintain a special department of insurance med-

icine, and that many of the most valuable contribu-

tions to the subject had never been reprinted in

text-book form, and were, therefore, only avail-

able through the periodical medical press. He sur-

veyed the field of medicine, and dwelt at length with

the involved and increasingly important subject of

occupation morbidity and mortality, alluding to the

many suggestive discussions on industrial poison-

ing, industrial dust, and other dangers to life and

health in industries treated of in articles and papers

printed or reprinted in the medical periodical press.

The insurance aspects of some rare, obscure, or

new disease, including anthrax, leprosy, and pella-

gra were also discussed.

After referring briefly to the important problems

of tropical medicine, Mr. Hoft"man concluded by

saying, "All of these illustrations are but mere

fragments of a vast amount of extremely useful

data, theories, and conclusions regarding the in-

numerable elements and factors, common or rare,

which more or less have a bearing upon the science

of insurance medicine. The perfection of the hu-

man understanding on the basis of the growth of

human knowledge is necessarily slow, but it is sure

towards the goal of ultimate truth. In this lauda-

ble aim and endeavor, the medical periodical press

is rendering a most useful service, not only to life

insurance medicine, but to the cause of scientific,

sound, and solvent insurance throughout the world.

Every contribution of fact and truth toward a

broader knowledge and a more accurate under-

standing of the principles of insurance medicine

has its value, which while not to be expressed in

dollars and cents, is at least convertible into senti-

ments of genuine appreciation and gratitude, which

I have tried to express on the present occasion. I

trust that what I have said will prove an encourag-

ment to those who labor unknown, and who are

often discouraged and more often disappointed at

the meager reward of editorial labors, and that you
will carry with you the conviction that, though you

may know it not, your work is appreciated to its

fullest extent by at least the few, and, perhaps, by

the many, who as medical directors, medical exami-

ners, or in other positions of trust and responsibil-

ity, promote the cause of truth and progress in the

vast domain of modern medicine and insurance

throughout the world."

Such words as these are full of comfort and en-

couragement to the medical editor. As a rule, this

individual obtains little recognition and less praise,

in fact, there are those who hold that editorials in

themselves are, in these days, superfluous and that

all needed in the make-up of medical journals

are merely scientific medical and surgical facts.

This view, however, of editorial writing is su-

perficial. An editorial should not only be used as

the medium for intelligent comment on current hap-

penings in the medical world, but should be an ex-

pression of opinion on the same. It must also be

borne in mind that, at the present time, lay papers

devote a considerable amount of their space to med-

ical matters and copy or refer to any editorial of

moment in a medical journal, evidence that the gen-

eral public takes an interest in medicine.

STRAW ITCH.
Occasional outbreaks of a disease characterized by

an urticarioid eruption and at times mild consti-

tutional symptoms have been noted in several of

the eastern and middle western States. The dis-

ease has been supposed, at times, to be due to

"chiggers," or the "red bug." It has, also, been

mistaken for urticaria and scabies, and in some

instances the possibility of its being chickenpox or

smallpox has been suggested. In 1901, Schamberg

reported an outbreak in Philadelphia, and since then

cases have been recognized there annually during the

summer months. During the early part of the sum-

mer of 1909, Goldberger and Schamberg, in study-

ing an outbreak among sailors, identified the cause

of the disease as a small, almost microscopical mite

in the straw of mattresses upon which the patients

had slept or had placed their clothes. Working in-

dependently, and at about the same time, Rawles

traced the cause of a similar outbreak in Indiana

to the same mite. Goldberger has recently

reviewed our knowledge on the subject in an article

published in the Report of the United States Pub-

lic Health and Marine-Hospital Service, for June

ID, 1910. The mite has been identified as the

Pedicnlaides z'cntricostis, which appears to be

found commonly in growing and stored grain,

where its presence is dependent upon the

existence of certain insect parasites upon which

it lives. The mite feeds on the larvas and

adults of these parasites, the most common of which

so far as grain is concerned seem to be the joint-

worm and the Angoumois grain moth. The mite,

it appears, may, in the presence of an abundant

food supply, increase enormously in numbers, so

that those handling the grain in the field or in

the process of thrashing, readily become infested.
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It would also appear that the mite may be trans-

ported long distances in the straw and that, when
this is used as a filling for mattresses, may escape

through the ticking and attack those sleeping on

them.

.According to Goldberger. the mite does not bore

into the skin, but simply attaches itself rather feebly

to the surface where it bites, and probably while

doing so injects a poisonous substance which pro-

duces the skin lesions and frequently mild con-

stitutional symptoms. The dermatitis accompanied

bv itching, wdiich is at times intense, has been de-

scribed as consisting of w'heals surmounted by small

vesicles which, in the course of a few hours, be-

come filled with pus. The eruption is reported to

involve mainly the trunk, leaving the limbs, face,

and neck little or not at all affected. In severe cases

chilliness, nausea, vomiting, and albuminuria have

been noted. The treatment of the affection seems to

be exceedingly simple, due to the fact that the mite

attaches itself so loosely to the skin that it is read-

ily brushed off by the clothing or other gentle fric-

tion, the essential point being a recognition of the

condition so that repeated exposure to the attacks

of the mites may be avoided. The disease has been

reported from various places in New Jersey, Mary-

land, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and Tennes-

see. However, it, in all probability, has existed in

a much larger territory than that indicated, and

judging from the known prevalence of the grain

parasites, upon w^hich the mite depends for food, the

disease may be expected to be of fairly frequent

occurrence for possibly some years, especially in

rural communities and the smaller towns.

Lactation in Omphalop.\gi.

The phenomenon of lactation is one which has

caused no small amount of mystification to physiol-

ogists from the earliest days of scientific medicine.

Recent investigations have pointed to three chief

factors in the production of milk, which may be

briefly summed up as follows : The growth of

the breasts at puberty and especially during preg-

nancy is due to the stimulation from the internal

secretions of the ovary ; the production of milk is

dependent upon absorption of some material pro-

duced in the placenta; and the continuance of the

flow is caused by the mechanical stimulation of

suckling. Such facts have been brought out large-

ly by experiments on dogs, by transplantation of

ovaries, and inoculation of placental extracts, by
which means animals which had never been preg-

nant were made to secrete profusely of normal
milk. Such observations are in the human being

under ordinary conditions impossible. Recently,

however, a natural anomaly has presented the op-

portunity for an observation which goes a long

way towards confirming this theory as applied to

man. A few weeks ago two women in Bohemia
who were joined together in the manner which
was made famous by the "Siamese twins" were
admitted to the General Hospital in Prague, and
shortly after admission one of the twins gave
birth to a child. Basch. who has done much work
on experimental lactation, observed the women
carefully, and in the Deutsche inedizinische IVoch-

enschrift reports the interesting fact that whereas
the woman Rosa was the mother of the child, and

her sister Josefa had never been pregnant, both

women were secreting perfectly normal milk from

their mammary glands. The circulation of the two
women being connected it is evident that whatever

chemicals were produced by the pregnant Rosa

were also circulating in the blood of the virgin

Josefa, whereas any mechanical influence of preg-

nancy would aftect Rosa only. This observation

adds additional weight to the chemical theory of

lactation.

The Action oi-- the X-Ray ix Large and Small
Doses.

Since the discovery of the .v-rays and their ap-

plication to therapeutics, many and various results

have been obtained from their use, results often

quite contradictory in character, the explanations

of which have at times been distinctly puzzling. ' It

has been difficult in many instances to explain why
in one case the use of the rays would cause degen-

eration and at others regeneration of similar tis-

sues ; why, for example, in one patient superfluous

hair would be removed and in another the use of

the rays on a smooth skin would result in a profuse

hirsute adornment. In recent years, however,

means have been devised of regulating the dose of

the .r-rays and of estimating in units the amount of

radiation being administered in each case. This has

made the study of the action more accurate and

has enabled the illumination of several obscure

points. In the Berliner kliiiische Wochcnschrift for

May 23, 1910, H. E. Schmidt reports a small series

of experiments into the effect of various doses of

the .r-ray upon cell growth. Having soaked a num-
ber of beans in water for six hours he treated the

different beans with different doses of the rays,

and then planted them. His results were quite

uniform and demonstrated two points of interest.

Whereas those beans which were treated with large

doses of the rays were partially or completely in-

hibited in their growth, as compared to untreated

control beans, those which received very small doses

were distinctly stimulated ; not only were the plants

larger and more vigorous, but the flowers were
larger and the resulting crop of beans better. From
these findings Schmidt suggests that the same phe-

nomenon may apply to animal cells, and experiments

which he carried out on an ulcer on the arm sug-

gest that this is the case. If this be so it is evident

that in treating conditions in which healing and
proliferation are desired, as a sluggish ulcer, very

small doses of the .r-ray should be used, whereas in

cases of malignant growth, where tissue destruction

is required, large doses are needed, and small doses

instead of destroying the neoplasm may do harm
rather than good by stimulating it to renewed
activitv.

Treatment of Fractures by Parathyroid Medi-

cation.

Some time ago Gauthier called the attention of

physicians to the value of thyroid medication as an
aid in obtaining union in fractures that had refused
to unite, and this method of treatment w^as experi-

mented on with variable results, which were not

sufficiently good for it to become generally used.

Some excellent results had been obtained, but for

some reason the method could not always be de-

pended on. In the Archives Generales de Chir-

urgie for April, 1910, Louis Morel says that he
has solved the mysterj' of the irregularity of the
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results, by certain experiments which have shown
the importance of the secretion of the parathyroid

bodies in producing consolidation of bony tissues.

In cases of myxedema in which the stature is

stunted thyroid medication causes growth in length

of the long bones, and increase in size of the skull.

But if thyroid material is given too freely serious

accidents occur in the nature of cardiac and pul-

monary troubles. There is a relation between os-

teogenesis and the thyroid apparatus, but the para-

thyroids are more important than the thyroid itself.

They have an importance in the metabolism of the

metals present in the body, calcium, magnesium,

sodium, and potassium. After removal of the para-

thyroids there are grave symptoms of disassimila-

tion of minerals in the body, and in men and ani-

mals who have died of parthyroid tetanus there is

a diminished amount of calcium in the brain.

Morel studied experimentally the growth of healthy

bone and cicatrization of bone under parathyroid

treatment in animals. He found that the action of

parathyroid medication is as important in the

growth of healthy bone as in the healing of frac-

tures. The action in adult animals is not notice-

able, while in the young it is marked. AH the os-

teogenetic role of 'the thyroid glands, indeed, seems

to be due to the parthyroid tissue.

Education in Bre.athing.

The normal type of breathing exists in children of

both sexes up to the age when the lives of girls

and boys begin to diifer, and their dress to change.

Then, owing to the donning of the corset, the type

of respiration in the girl becomes entirely superior,

costal or diaphragmatic, while that of her brother

remains of the inferior costal type, the normal and
desirable one. Maurice Faure, in the Gazette des

Hopitaiix, for IMarch 31, 1910, brings out these

facts in an interesting way. The respiration of the

infant begins automatically and goes on in the same
way. At the same time respiration may be modified

by the will and by education. This is shown by the

acquired diaphragmatic respiration of the singer,

the man who blows upon a wind instrument, etc.

The diaphragmatic type is that of men because they

have no constricting waist bands, and their clothing

is suspended from the shoulders. It is the type of

those who make violent efforts. Because the corset

immobilizes the lower part of the thora.x the

woman's type is the costal. It results from a re-

gression, a degeneration of the normal type. The
primary object of respiratory education is to caust-

the child to preserve its costal respiration and make
use of both the diaphragm and the ribs. The sec-

ondary object is to maintain the respiratory interval,

and expand the chest. It is a mistake to suppose
that because a man is an athlete therefore he
breathes well. A man may be a good athlete and
a bad breather. Respiratory exercises should be

taken with the chest bare, and in children a com-
rade should be used as an example. Singing and
blowing may be added to the other exercises. A
thorax may appear large and well developed mus-
cularly and yet the person may not breathe well.

A permanent increase in the expansion of the chest

may be obtained by exercises. All sorts of exer-

cises that develop the movements of the trunk are

valuable. Extension and flexion of the trunk, and
of the limbs with the body fixed, both in the dorsal

position and standing are valuable. Acrobatic gvm-
»iastics are useless and may be injurious so far as

increasing respiration is concerned. They tetanize

the thorax and develop the muscles of the arms
rather than those of the thorax. Graduated
exercises of the shoulders, trunk, and thorax are

indispensable.

The Tubercle Bacillus in the Sputum.

During the past few years workers with tubercu-

losis and its early diagnosis have become less satis-

fied with the common method of selecting from the

sputum one or two likely looking particles and ex-

amining these for the tubercle bacillus, and have
sought for methods by which from larger quantities

of material the organisms may be isolated in con-

centrated form. This search has resulted in various

methods more or less unsatisfactory. In the Miin-

chener medizinische Wochenschrift for April 19,

1910, Zahn of Strassburg reports a new method
for which he claims the advantages of simplicity

and speed. To from 5 to 15 c.c. of sputum are

added 50 c.c. of distilled water and 5 c.c. of a

4 per cent, solution of sodium hydrate. This mix-
ture is shaken in an Erlenmeyer flask, boiled for

two or three minutes, and then cooled under the

tap. Then one or two c.c. of a 5.5 per cent, solu-

tion of calcium chloride is added, and the mi.xture is

again well shaken. The now almost clear fluid is

centrifugated for one to two minutes, after which

the supernatant fluid is poured off, more material

added, and the process repeated several times, when
the sediment is collected in the bottom of the two
tubes. In the absence of a centrifuge the ma-
terial, after the addition of the calcium chloride, is

well shaken with glass pearls, and is filtered. The
sediment from the tubes, or the precipitate upon the

filter paper, is now spread upon slides, allowed to

dry in the air, and stained by the usual method.

The same procedure may be applied to the urine,

to ground-up organs, to stools, to exudates, and to

blood. When dealing with fluids the sediment ob-

tained on standing is used for the original material.

From the author's description the method would

appear to be simple and more time saving than

many which have recently been offered to solve the

problem of finding the occasional needle in the hay

stack of the sputum.

Nfuia of % Wuk.
National Confederation of State Medical Ex-

amining and Licensing Boards.—The twentieth

annual convention cjf the Xational Confederation of

State Medical Examining and Licensing Boards

was held at St. Louis, Mo., during the first week
in June, under the presidency of Dr. A. Ravogli.

.•\fter an invocation by the Rev. Stephen F. Shei-

man, Jr.. Dr. A. H. Hamel, chairman of the local

committee of arrangements, introduced Dr. Joseph

S. Grindon, who delivered the address of welcome,

which was responded to by Dr. Joseph C. Guernsey.

Dr. A. Ravogli delivered the annual address of the

president, "A Plea for More Practical and Ex-
tended Clinical Instruction for Medical Students."

The report of the secretary-treasurer. Dr. M. G.

Motter, was read, audited, and approved, showing

a total of $557.89 with a balance of $228.08. The
report of the Executive Council was read by Dr.

N. R. Coleman, referred to a committee which com-
mended the subject matter for its practical value to

medical educators and recommended the adoption

of an amendment to the constitution providing for
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a corresponding secretary, and the appointment of

a committee to confer with a committee from the

American Confederation of Reciprocating, Ex-
amining-, and Licensing Medical Boards on the

fcasibiHiy of uniting the two bodies. According
to the subsequent report of this committee, the pro-

posed union was found to be impracticable at pres-

ent. The report of the Committee on Clinical In-

struction, by Dr. Henry Beatcs, and that on Materia
Mcdica, by Dr. AI. G. Alotter, were read and re-

ferred for publication. The Symposium on Clinical

Instruction was opened by Dr. George Dock, who
said that present school conditions warrant the in-

troduction by the boards of practical examinations,

that the material is available, that their purpose
should be to test the applicants' methods, and that

they would necessitate expert examiners. Dr. Fred
C. Zapffe contributed a valuable and timely pa|)er

on the "Present Status of Clinical Instruction." Dr.

J. C. Guernsey discussed the advantages of the old

preceptor system ; Dr. J. C. Oliver opposed the
lengthening of the medical course to five years ; Dr.

A. F. Stephens dwelt upon the importance of post-

graduate clinical work. With reference to the in-

troduction of practical examinations by the State

boards. Dr. Thomas McCrae discussed instruction

in clinical medicine. Dr. A. D. Bevan instruction in

clinical surgery : Dr. C. F. Hoover, instruction in

diseases of the heart and lungs ; Dr. \\'. A. Hard-
away, diseases of the skin, and Dr. D. T. Vail, re-

fraction. Dr. J. Coons outlined the methods of

practical examinations in histology, pathology, bac-

teriology, uranalysis. etc. The Board of ]\Iedical

Examiners of Utah, the State Medical Board of Ar-
kansas ^Medical Society, the Eclectic State Medical
Board of Arkansas, and Drs. E. J. Collins. A. H.
Haniel, Frederic Singer, Darlington Snyder, R. O.
Tucker, and N. P. Colwell were admitted to mem-
bership in the Confederation. The following offi-

cers and committees were elected : President, Dr.

J. C. Guernsey, Philadelphia, Pa. ; First Vicc-Prcsi-

dciif, Dr. James A. Egan, Springfield, 111. ; Second
Vice-President, Dr. Charles A. Tuttle, New Haven,
Conn. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. George H. Mat-
son, Columbus, Ohio; Assistant Secretary. Dr.

Darlington Snyder, Columbus, Ohio.

Saner and Safer Fourth.—The A'ezs.' York Tinies

reports the casualties of the Fourth of July cele-

bration this year to be 24 dead and 1,294 injured,

not counting the man slugged at Reno, Nevada.
Last year the deaths were 44 and the injured were
2,361. It's worth while foregoing a little noise to

save twenty lives and to prevent more or less acute

sutTering and disabling injuries of 1,067 persons,
cliiefly children.

Pollution of New York Harbor.—That the sew-
age now being emptied into New York Harbor is

a menace to the public health is the conclusion

reached by the Metropolitan Sewage Commission,
which recommends that an interstate board be cre-

ated by New York and New Jersey to protect the

harbor for all time. The commission, which is the

successor of the New York Bay Pollution Commis-
sion, is composed of George A. Soper, President;

James H. Fuertes, H. de B. Parsons, Charles Sooy-
smith, and Dr. Linsly R. Williams, selected because
of their sanitary or engineering experience. Studies

carried on in cooperation with the LInited States

and Geodetic Survey have shown that the sewage
which is discharged into the harbor is not flushed

out to sea, but is assimilated by the water, and the

work of the commission has included several thou-

sand chemical and bacteriological analyses to deter-

mine the digestive capacity of the harbor waters.

The commission tinils that there is danger that the

assimilative capacity of the water will soon be ex-
hausted, and that intolerable conditions will result

from the emptying into the harbor of an excessive

amount of sewage. New York Harbor above the

Narrows is now unfit for bathing purposes, and the

eating of oysters and shellfish from these waters is

dangerous. The commission recommends the abol-

ishment of the bathing establishments along the

docks of the city. While the cost of keeping all

sewage out of the harbor would be prohibitive, the

commission finds that great good would be accom-
])lished by removing as much as possible of what is

harmful in the sewage, and discharging the re-

mainder under the most favorable circumstances.

The commission is strongly opposed to the great

trunk sewers which have been proposed to drain

the Passaic and Bronx valleys, as these would turn

into the harbor immense volumes of sewage from
inland towns which should be disposed of in a

more modern and sanitary manner.

Hospital Roof Camp.—The New York Throat,
Nose, and Lung Hospital on East Fifty-seventh

street, has recently opened a camp on the roof of

the hospital building for the outdoor treatment of

tuberculous patients. The camp is open on three

sides and has large ventilating skvdights. The
dormitory, accommodating ten patients, is in a gal-

lery along the closed side. A dining room, dressing

rooms, and shower baths complete the equipment.

Free Bath Season Begins.—July ist saw the

opening of the free bath houses at the- Battery.

Later on the Board of Education will provide

swimming instructors for both boys and girls.

Fire in Nurses' SchooL—A small fire in the

training school connected with Bellevue Hospital,

New York, was extinguished without the aid of the

fire engines by the attendants of the building. The
training school adjoins the new hospital pavilions.

C and D, but none of the patients were disturbed

by the alarm.

Comfort of Employees.—The New York State

Welfare Committee of the National Civic Federa-

tion has formed plans for extending its work which
was originally designed to promote the comfort and
well-being of employees in factories and workshops.

A committee of education and suggestion to devise

ways and means of increasing the number of at-

tractive and sanitary workshops has been appointed,

as well as a committee on the improvement of fac-

tory inspection. The committee feels that sufficient

laws have already been enacted, and that the en-

forcement of these will guarantee the safety and
comfort of the employees.
The Army Medical School has recently moved

from its old quarters in the Army ^vledical Museum
and Library Building in Washington to the new
quarters in the large building known formerly as

the Builders' Exchange. No. 721 Thirteenth street.

Northwest, between G street and New York ave-

nue. The school will occupy five floors of the build-

ing, beginning on the second floor, which will have
the administrative offices, the lecture hall, and the

locker and darkrooms. The chief feature of the

floor above, the third story, is the chemical labora-

tory. On the fourth floor is the bacteriological

laboratory. About sixty students can work at once
in each of these laboratories. Four davs will be
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given to bacteriological work and two to chemistry

laboratory work. The fifth floor will be given over

to Major Frederick F. Russell, who is the expert

in typhoid vaccination and allied studies. Here five

rooms will be used by him and his assistants "and

clerks. On the sixth floor is the room to be de-

voted to operative surgery. On this floor, too, will

be the .a--ray apparatus.

A Medical College for Manchuria.—At the an-

nual United Conference of the missions of Man-
churia, held in Newchwang in May, resolutions

were unanimously passed strongly urging the estab-

lishment of such a college, and heartily recommend-
ing it to the liberal support of all interested in the

welfare of the Chinese. It will be essentially a mis-

sionary institution. Through the generosity of the

Chinese, a suitable site for the college has been ob-

tained, contiguous to the hospital, and well situated.

The Medico-Legal Society of Belgium has or-

ganized an International Congress of Legal Medi-
cine, to be held in Brussels August 5-10, 1910. The
president of the society is Dr. Eugene Dewez, and
the general secretary is Dr. Camille Moreau, 6 rue

de la Gendarmerie, Charleroi, Brussels.

Harvard University, at its recent commence-
ment exercises, conferred the degree of Doctor of

Sciences upon Dr. Theobald Smith of the Harvard
Medical School.

A New Institute for Medical Research.—An-
nouncement has been made of the establishment of

the Otho S. A. Sprague Memorial Institute for the

Scientific Investigation of the Causes of Disease in

Chicago, with an immediate endowment of $1,000,-

000. Provision for establishing the institute was
made in the will of O. S. A. Sprague, a Chicago
merchant, who died last year.

Rockefeller Institute Appointments.—The
Board of Directors of the Rockefeller Institute for

Medical Research announce the following promo-
tions and appointments for the year 1910-1911:
Laboratory Staff—Member: Jacques Loeb, experi-
mental biology. Associates : W. A. Jacobs, biolog-
ical chemistry ; D. R. Joseph, physiology and phar-
macology; Peyton Rous, pathology: B. T. Terry,
protozoology; D. D. Van Slyke, biological chemis-
try. Assistants: M. T. Burrows, experimental sur-
gery ; P. F. Clark, bacteriology ; I. S. Kleiner, phys-
iolog}- and pharmacology ; Hardolph Wasteneys,
experimental biology. Fellows : F. J. Birchard.
biological chemistry; F. B. La Forge, biological
chemistry. Scholar: J. Bronfenbrenner, pathology.
Hospital staiif: G. Canbv Robinson, George Draper,
H. K. Marks, F. W. Peabody, H. F. Swift. General
manager: Jerome D. Greene.

Charitable Bequests.—By the will of the late
Elizabeth C. Burkhart of Philadelphia the sum of
$3,000 is bequeathed to the Philadelphia Home for
Incurables and $3,000 to the Hahnemann Medical
College and Hospital.

The Floating Hospital of St. John's Guild in
New Yprk made its first trip for 1910 on July 5.
In the summer of 1909 the Floating Hospital car-
ried 11,155 women, and 27,895 children. The total
number of women and children carried since the
work of the guild was begun is 1,337,602.

The Phipps Institute.—The University of
Pennsylvania is preparing to carry on the work of
the Henry Phipps Institute for the Study, Preven-
tion, and Treatment of Tuberculosis, for which Mr.
Phipps already has provided more than $5,000,000.

Ground has been acquired in Philadelphia for a hos-

pital, and the donor and the trustees have approved
the report of a committee appointed to outline the

policy of the institute. There will be three general

departments, each with a director. Dr. Paul Lewis
of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research
will be director of the laboratory. Alexander IM.

Wilson of the Boston Association for the Relief and
Control of Tuberculosis will be in charge of the

sociological, and Dr. H. R. M. Landis of the clinical

department. There will be a board of eight direc-

tors, and in addition an advisory council has been

created, which will meet once a year. The follow-

ing have accepted membership in the council : Dr.

Samuel G. Dixon of Harrisburg, Pa. ; Dr. S. McC.
Lindsay of New York ; Dr. William H. Baldwin of

Washington, D. C. ; Dr. Herman M. Biggs, New
York; Dr. William H. Welch of Baltimore, Dr.

Theobald Smith of Boston, Dr. Gideon Wells of

Chicago, Dr. Simon Flexner and Dr. James A. Mil-

ler of New York, Dr. Laurison Brown of Saranac,
N. Y. ; Dr. Henry Baird Favell of Chicago, and Dr.

James Pratt of Boston.

The Mott Memorial Medical and Surgical Li-

brary, established in 1867, has been presented to

the library of the New York Academy of Medicine.

University of Vermont.—Thirty graduates of

the medical department of the University of Ver-
mont received the degree of Doctor of Medicine at

the io6th commencement on June 29. Large gifts

to the university have made it possible to secure the

$100,000 offered conditionally by the General Edu-
cational Board, so that the endowment fund now
amounts to a half million dollars.

Red Cross Mine Work.—The American Na-
tional Red Cross plans to introduce in the bitumin-

ous mining districts the first aid to the injured sys-

tem which has been in use for several years in

Pennsylvania. The Pullman Car Company has do-

nated a car in which visits will be made to the

mines throughout the country, and instruction will

be given to employers and employees in the most
approved first-aid methods. The railroads over

which the car will travel have, with the sanction of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, agreed to

furnish free transportation, and it is expected that

the work will be begun during the latter part of

the month under tlie supervision of Dr. W. J.

Shields.

Addition to Hospital.—Through the munifi-

cence of Thomas Bradley, president of the Metho-
dist Hospital of Philadelphia, a four-story addition

will be made to the hospital at a cost of $41,000. It

will contain diet kitchens, dining room, serving

room, chief resident physician's suite of rooms, offi-

cers' dining rooms, general dining room, and bed

rooms for employes. The new building will alTord

accommodations in the hospital for fifty additional

patients.

The Manitoba Sanatorium for Consumptives
was formally opened near Ninette on June 22,

1910. The institution as it now stands cost $65,000
and will when fully equipped accommodate 80
patients.

The San Antonio (Tex.) Free Dispensary and
Hospital was dedicated on June 23. 19 ro, the new
building on South Laredo street, San Antonio, hav-
ing been completed.

The Wisconsin State Medical Society, at a

meeting held at Milwaukee June 23. elected the fol-

lowing officers : President, Dr. Hiram Caples of
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Waukesha; Secretary, Dr. C. S. Sheldon of Madi-

son; Treasurer, Dr. Sidney R. Hall of Ripon.

The Des Moines Valley Medical Association

held its thirty-ninth annual meeting at Uttunuva,

la.. |une 23, 1910. The following officers were

elected : President, Dr. L. W. Littig of Iowa City

;

rice-Presidents, Dr. L. A. Rodgers of Oskaloosa

and Dr. D. C. McClure of Bussey ; Secretary-Treas-

urer, Dr. Fred Bowles of Ottuniwa. Censors, Drs.

S. A. Shillman of Ottuniwa, J. A. Reploglc of Udell,

and II. C. Young of Bloomfield.

The Orleans County (Vt.) Medical Society

met at Barton recently and elected the following-

officers: President, Dr. R. M. Wells of Orleans:

Vice-President, Dr. C. C. Waller of North Troy;

Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. J. C. Colby of Derby
Line.

The American Association of Clinical Surgeons
is at present in London, England, visiting the clinics

of that city, the members being the guests of the

London Surgical Society. Thirty members of the

association are on the trip.

Mr. Henry C. Weeks, known as the foe of the

mosquito and the friend of the shade tree, died re-

cently at his home in Bayside, L. I. Mr. Weeks
w-as the first secretary of the American Society for

the Extermination of ]\Iosquitos, and was an active

experimenter in carrying on the fight, the present

general public interest being largely due to his

eiiforts.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Henry Harris Aubrey
Be..\cii of Boston, Mass., died on June 28. 1910.

aged 66 years. He was a graduate of the Harvard

Medical School in 1868. Dr. Beach has served as

assistant and demonstrator in anatomy and instruc-

tor and lecturer in surgery in the Harvard Medical

School, and at the time of his death was consulting

surgeon to the Massachusetts General Hospital. He
had been an associate editor of the Boston Medical

and Surgical Journal, was president of the Boylston

Medical Society in the early seventies, and belonged

to the American Medical Association, American So-

cial Science Association, Massachusetts Medical So-

ciety. Boston Society for Medical Improvement,

Boston Society of Medical Sciences, the American
.Association for the Advancement of Science, and

the Biological Society of Washington, D. C.

Dr. George P. Yost of Glen Rock, Pa., died at

Baltimore on June 12 at the age of 62 years. He
was graduated from the Washington University

School of Medicine of Baltimore in the class of

1871.

Dr. Ephraim S. Wyxx died suddenly of heart

disease at Camden, N. J., on June 13, at the age of

61 years. He was graduated from Jefferson Medi-

cal College in the class of 1872. He was secretary

of the Medical Board of the Fidelity Mutual Life

Insurance Company of Philadelphia.

Dr. Henry S. Warrex of Boston died at his

home June 25. 1910, aged 37 years. He was a

graduate of the Harvard Medical School in igoo.

Dr. Warren was at one time house physician to the

Children's Hospital in Boston, and later was one

of the physicians in charge of the Harvard football

team. He was a member of the SufTolk District

Medical Society, the Massachusetts Medical So-

ciety, and the American Medical Association.

Dr. Eugene T. Wilhelm died at South Bethle-

hem. Pa., on June 24 at the age of 61 years. Lie

was graduated from JefTerson Medical College in

the class of 1878. He was president of the Local

Board of Health.

Dr. Albert O. Bogert of Spring Valley, N. Y.,

died at his home June 24, 1910, aged 58 years. He
was a graduate of the College of Physicians and

Surgeons of New York in 1875 and a member of

the Erie County Medical Society, and the Medical

Society of the State of New York.

Dr. John F. Bennett of Detroit, Mich., died

suddenly in Northfield, June 19, 1910, aged 46
years. He was a graduate of the Detroit College of

Medicine in 1892 and was a member of the Wayne
County Medical Society, the Michigan State Med-
ical Society, and the American Medical Association.

Dr. Bennett was coroner of Wayne County.

Dr. Jacob Wesley Berton of Providence, R. I.,

died in the Boston City Hospital June 20, 1910, aged

65 years. He was a graduate of the New York
University Medical College in 1878 and had prac-

tised in New Y'ork City, Trenton, N. J., and Provi-

dence, R. I. He retired from practice six years ago.

Dr. WlLLL^M LoBDELL Johnson of Johnstown,

N. Y'., died at his home, June 26, 1910. He was a

graduate of the Albany Medical School in 1865, and

was a member of the Fulton County Medical So-

ciety, and the !\Iedical Society of the State of New
York. Dr. Johnson was the third of his name to

have been prominent in medical affairs of Fulton

County, his father and grandfather having prac-

tised in Johnstown before him.

Dr. W. J. Lewis of Hillsboro, N. B., died at his

home June 23, 1910, aged 80 years. He was grad-

uated from the University of Glasgow in 1855, and

the same year received the degrees of L. R. C. S.

and L. R. C. P. Edin. Dr. Lewis took a prominent

interest in political afifairs, having sat in the House
of Commons for two terms.

Dr. J. Winthrop Spooner of Hingham, Mass.,

died at his home, June 19, 1910, aged 64 years. He
was a graduate of Harvard University in 1867, and

of the Harvard Medical School in 1871. For 24

years he was medical examiner for Plymouth

County. Dr. Spooner was an ex-president of the

Norfolk District Medical Society, and a member
of the Massachusetts Medical Society, and the

American Medical Association. He was also an ex-

president of the Medico-Legal Society.

Dr. Belle WALR.\Tn of St. Paul, Minn., died at

St. Luke's Hospital, June 20, 1910, aged 63 years.

She was a graduate of the Northw-estern University

Woman's Medical College in 1882, and was a mem-
ber of the Ramsey County Medical Society, the

Minnesota Medical Association, and the American
Medical Association.

Dr. Alfred Willard Southgate of Worcester,

Mass., died at the Worcester City Hospital June 25,

1910, aged 31 years. He was a graduate of Amherst
College in 1901 and the Harvard Medical School in

1906, and was a member of the visiting stafi of the

Worcester City Hospital.

Dr. Charles Zelluoefer of Brooklyn, X. Y.,

died at his home June 29, 1910, aged 65 years. He
was a graduate of the New York University Med-
ical College in 1873, a consulting physician to the

Eastern District and German Hospitals of Brook-
lyn, and a member of the Medical Society of the

County of Kings and the Medical Society of the

State of New York.
Dr. Richard Joseph Nunn of Savannah, Ga.. a

well-known Mason and a veteran of the Confeder-

ate Army, died at his home on June 29, aged 79
years. He was graduated from the Savannah Med-
ical College in 1854, and was active in the fight

against yellow fever in the South.
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DEATHS RESULTING FROM THE ADMINIS-
TRATION OF ANESTHETICS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record ;

Sir:—On Dec. 15, 1908, a committee of experts was
appointed in England "to inquire into the law relating

to coroners and coroners' inquests, and into the prac-
tice in coroners' courts." By the special instruction of

the Secretary of State, the committee was asked to in-

vestigate the question of deaths resulting from the ad-

ministration of anesthetics. The so-called coroners'
committee, therefore, made a thorough inquiry into the
whole subject of anesthetics, in the course of which
many expert witnesses were examined and consider-
able data bearing upon the various phases of the

subject were collected. The results of the inquiry
have recently been made public in a parliamentary re-

port.* dated March 18, 1910.

It was brought out that the number of deaths re-

ported in the United Kingdom as having been caused
by anesthetics had increased quite rapidly and con-
siderably in recent years. In the single year of 1908
no less than 235 fatalities from anesthetics were re-

ported to the coroners of the United Kingdom. The
available statistics, however, were found to be un-
satisfactory both because of incompleteness and be-
cause of imperfections in the returns. For example, in

many cases the statistics did not clearly indicate
whether the deaths were from an anesthetic or under
an anesthetic. Obviously, a death under an anesthetic
might have been due to the shock of operation or to
an accident incident to the administration of the
anesthetic—such as asphyxia, resulting from the tongue
slipping back, or regurgitation of food. To determine
the relative hazards of the various anesthetics as ad-
ministered under varying conditions, the statistics of
fatalities must clearly discriminate between the deaths
which should be charged to the drugs, or deaths frOm
anesthetics, and deaths under anesthetics, and the lat-

ter should discriminate so far as possible between the
deaths due to shock of operation and deaths due to

the effects of the anesthetic. At best, the line of
demarcation cannot always be sharply drawn.
The committee, after a careful examination into all

the available facts, came to the conclusion that "when
all sources of error are allowed for, we have the fact
that there is an increasing number of deaths under
anesthetics, and that in the opinion of experts a certain
number of these deaths are due to preventable causes."
They further agreed that "a certain number of deaths
are inevitable whatever the care and skill may be with
which the anesthetic is administered."
The report in its entirety should be of interest to

all surgeons, practitioners and dentists who make any
use of anesthetics. The more important recommenda-
tions of the committee are as follows:

"(i) Every death under an anesthetic should be re-
ported to the coroner, who, after inquiry, should deter-
mine whether it is desirable to hold an inquest or not.

(2) In the case of every death under an anesthetic the
medical certificate of death should specify the fact
whether the anesthetic was the actual cause of death or
not. (3) No general respirable anesthetic should be
administered by any person who is not a registered
medical or dental practitioner. (4) Registered dentists
should be confined to the use of nitrous oxide gas for
dental operations, and should not employ the general
respirable anesthetics of longer duration. (5) Intra-
spinal anesthesia should be practiced only by registered
medical practitioners. (6) Practical and theoretical
instruction in the administration of anesthetics should
be an essential part of the medical curriculum. (7)
Such instruction in the administration of nitrous oxide
gas should be an essential part of the dental cur-
riculum. (8) In the case of anj' death under an
anesthetic in a hospital or other similar public institu-
tion, there should be a scientific investigation into the
actual cause of death, conducted by the authorities of
the institution. (9) A small standing scientific com-
mittee on anesthetics should be instituted under the
authority of the home office."

Inasmuch as there is likely to be a continued and
-rapid progress in surgery in the United States as well as

*Published by Wyman & Sons, Ltd., Fetter Lane.
London, E. C, price i pence.

in England, with an increasing number of patients sub-
mitting to operations in which anesthesia is desirable
or necessary, it is quite probable that most, if not all,

of the conclusions and recommendations of the English
Coroners' Committee are equally applicable to this

country. Frederick S. Crum.
Prudential Insurance Company, Newark, N. J.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.;

HOSPITAL SUNDAY—MALTA FEVER—ACUTE HEMORRHAGIC PAN-
CREATITIS—NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF CON-
SUMPTION—SIR T. BARLOW—SANATORIUM SOCIETY—TERRI-

TORIAL SANIT.ARY SERVICE—OBITU.\RIES.

London, June 17, 1910.

Hospital Sunday opened the week, and the usual col-

lections were made. It is not known at present whether
the response will prove an advance, as the amounts
have not yet been returned. But from one or two
churches I have heard of collections of sums above the

average, so it may be hoped the fund will not be found
to have diminished.

In the House of Commons a member, who appears

to have a diflSculty in dealing with statistics, wanted to

know what was the good of further research as to

Malta fever, and objected to public money being spent

in this way, when the fever had practically been extin-

guished in the British troops. He was informed from
the ministerial bench that Sir David Bruce had in-

formed the commission quoted that goats were capable

of infecting man when they themselves remained
healthy. The prohibition of the use of goats' milk in

the barracks had been most successful. In July, 1906,

it was issued, there having been 123 soldiers admitted
to the hospital up to that period of that year; in the

remaining months there were only 40. In 1907 there

were 11; in 1908, 5; the next year only one, and during
the present year up to date, none. Among the civil

population it is hardly practicable to prohibit the use

of the milk of goats. Research into the causes of the

infection in these animals is therefore most desirable

in order if possible to remove them.

Acute hemorrhagic pancreatitis is met with oc-

casionally, and may be mistaken for some other ab-
dominal lesion unless the case is carefully examined.
Perhaps it is more common, as usually taught, in adult

males who are rather fat and indulge freely in alcohol;

but such is not alwaj-s the sort of patient. Two cases

were related by Dr. A. Elliot at the West London
Society on the 3d inst., and formed the basis of a paper
on the subject. They were in men of 40 and 50 years
respectively, addicted to alcohol. The diagnosis was
suggested by extreme suddenness and severitj^ of

the pain, with persistent and urgent vomiting—this

symptom-complex being more frequently found, said

the author, than in other acute abdominal attacks likely

to be taken for it. There was not much tenderness
on palpation in the early symptoms of either case;

and collapse, which some writers have insisted on, did

not occur until late. Dr. Elliot recommended early

surgical intervention. Mr. McAdam Eccles said drain-

age through the lesser omentum with free drainage
of the biliary passages gave the only chance to the
patient, and then only if done early. Dr. G. C. Low
described four autopsies he had made and said fat

necrosis was only found in the abdominal cavity. In a

malarial case he had not found any fat necrosis. Dr.

Cairns Forsyth had seen six cases operated on, but
only one of them was successful. He thought many
cases might not be inflammatory at first, but rather

a pancreatic apoplexy. They were generally seen in

patients in whom other hemorrhages seemed likely to

occur. He suggested placing a gauze drain in the

foramen of Winslow, if patent, as well as the drainage

others had advised.
The National Association for Prevention of Con-

sumption is appealing for funds to carry out its edu-
cational campaign by (a) traveling exhibitions, (b)

caravans with lantern slides for small towns, (c) popu-
lar lectures, (d) information bureau for press and
public, (e) distribution of literature. It is urged that

success in the war against the disease depends on the
cooperation of all classes. It is pointed out that £500
will fit out a traveling exhibition and £600 will run it

for a year; £300 will fit out a caravan and £700 run it

for a year; £5 will pay for a lecture; £1 for a set of

slides, and one penny for some leaflets.
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On the 8th new buildings were opened on a ridge
of the Chilterns erected by the National Children's
Home and Orphanage Committee when addresses were
delivered by medical and other supporters. Sir T.
Harlow, F.R.C.P., passed in review the advances made
in the treatment of consumption, and laid down sonic
preventive principles. He gave primary importance to
the feeding of children with varied diet—pure milk and
butter, bacon—which, he said, had virtues not com-
monly recognized—well cooked vegetables. A diet of
this kind he recommended for children. People should
give up sending flowers to hospitals, superseding them
by gifts of fruits and fresh vegetables. Wcll-cooked
fresh meat was another necessity.
The Royal National Sanatorium's annual meetint;

of governors has also been held this week, and the
5Sth report adopted. The balance sheet once more
shows a considerable deficit. During the year 502
patients were treated. The most important business
was a question of extension of the work. They were
faced with a proposal to adopt the system of graduated
labor, which was thoroughly advocated by their
medical advisers. This was impossible, the committee
reported, with their present grounds, which did not
exceed three acres, Land would be required on which
patients could be set to agricultural labor, and work-
shops for indoor employment. It was estimated th;it

£30,000 would be necessary to secure a sufficiently

commodious site and erect a new sanatorium. A hope
was expressed that land might be presented, or at

least ofifered at, a very low price. The meeting decided
to ask the committee to prepare a scheme and submit
it to the next meeting.
Livingstone College, named after the great medical

missionary, is devoted to the training of missionaries
so far as to be of service to their brethren during ill-

ness and to the communities where they labor. They
do not call themselves medical missionaries, but en-
deavor to be of service where qualified doctors are
not available. At Commemoration Day last week.
Dr. Harford, principal, read extracts from an address
by Professor Ronald Ross, who indicated the success
of the anti-malarial campaign and the assistance the
college could enable the students to give. Dr. J. H.
Cook, who had worked many years in Uganda, said the
students of the college had been able to give valuable
work, and it would be well for a much larger nunilu-r

of missionaries to be trained in the college before going
abroad.

Lt. Col. C. H. Melville, Professor of Hygiene at the
R. A. M. C, gave an address on the 8th before the
Sanitary Institute on the work of the sanitary service
of the new territorial force. He told the officers their
first duty was to maintain the resisting powers of the
soldier, by attending to the water supply and camp
conservancy as well as a study of food, clothing, work
and play, in all of which tact was necessary. Their
force differed from the regular army, as it had no con-
tinuous existence as an organized body in times of

peace. So whatever breathing time the force might
have when called out, none w'hatever would be allowed
to the sanitary department. They would not get six

weeks nor even six days to prepare. From the first

moment of mobilization, sanitary work would begin,
and if they had not learned it during peace, the price
would be so many territorials in the hospital and so
many in the grave. Before the army men saw an
enemy it would, he calculated, in such a case, suffer
a loss equal to that which a severe engagement might
inflict. Their duty, therefore, was to study in time of
peace the conditions thej' would have to face in war.
Many members of the profession attended the service

at Nottingham in memory of Dr. Arthur J. Sharp,
who has died at the age of 42. after a protracted illness.

the result of septicemia contracted, it is thought, in

the performance of a post mortem. The funeral was
at Ambleside, the service at Nottingham taking place
simultaneously.

Surgeon-General J. G. Faught. K.H.S., died on the
I2th inst. in his 78th year. He joined the army service
as assistant-surgeon in 1855 and was employed as sani-
tary officer at Cape Coast Castle during the Ashantr
War of 1874 and served in the Afghan War, 187S-80,
receiving a medal in each case. Again he saw service
in the Egyptian War, 1882, in Bcchuanaland, 1884-5. as
P.M.O. to Sir C. Warren's expedition, and finally in the
campaign against the Zulus in 1888.

Dr. T. E. Smith, of Trinity College, Dublin, died on
the Sth inst. after an operation for appendicitis, aged 47.

OUR LETTER FROM PARIS.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

IHLOROFORM ACCIDENTS IN THE ICTERIC—TREATIWENT OF ANGI-
OMATA WITH HOT AIR—EXPERIMENTAL POLYURIA—GENF.RAL

TREATMENT OF SURGICAL TUBERCULOSIS OUTSIDE OF CITIES.

Paris, June is, 'gtn.

The role of anesthetics in the pathogeny of acci-

dents after operation on hepatic patients is considera-
able. While chloroform causes serious accidents, ether,

on the contrary, produces very simple operative results.

Without denying that ether also may have injurious

action on the kidneys and the liver, that injurious action

is infinitely less than that of chloroform. It results

from this, according to Quenu, that ether should be

used in all operations on the icteric, while in such
patients the use of chloroform is absolutely to be con-
demned. Jean Louis Faure shares this saine opinion,

and thinks that among the icteric all post-operative
accidents are to be attributed to the action of chloro-
form. Chaput thinks that we should prefer lumbar
anesthesia to chloroform or either. Lucas-Chanipionniere
and Regnier think that if the injurious action of chloro-
form on the liver is sometimes noted it is only in ex-
ceptional circumstances, and in livers whose resistance
has been reduced. Sieur thinks that in true hepatics
chloroform presents dangers, and that its use should
be especially avoided in alcoholics whose livers are
always diseased.

Ricard presented three patients who had angiomata
of the face, which had been treated with hot air. The
especially interesting facts in this treatment are the
very great rapidity of cure and the perfection of the
cicatrix. Broca thinks that this treatment of angiomata
by means of hot air should not be applicable only to
those on the surface, but that by removing the eschar
as fast as it forms excellent results may be obtained
in growths as large as a nut. He thinks this treatment
superior to electrolysis, and that the eschar obtained
by hot air is very superior to that obtained by the
.galvanocautery. Vasquez and Cottet have studied ex-
perimental polyuria. The urinary secretion is not con-
tinuous, but presents variations following a rhythm
which is not the same in the normal as in the patho-
logical condition. The urine secreted during the day is

more abundant and less dense than that secreted dur-
ing the night. We must take account in diuresis of
extrarenal factors which are numerous and varied; we
must take account of the apparatus of absorption and
of circulation (stomach, liver and heart) : we must also
take into account the effect of the nervous system, the
intervention of w-hich explains certain bizarre kinds
of rhythm, but which in practice may be neglected.
The urinary secretion depends not solely on the func-
tional condition of the kidney, but on the quantity of

materials which the blood brings in a given time. If

we cannot act upon the functional condition of the
kidney, we may experimentally modify the blood cur-
rent, for we may very simply cause variations in the
circulation of liquids in the organism by change of
attitude. In fact, the upright position with relation to
the horizontal position presents an obstacle to the
normal progress of liquids by the simple fact of the
intervention of the law of gravity. The notion of renal
permeability shows how important it is to take notice
of the amount drunk, not only its quality, but also its

quantity, which should be regulated by the renal needs.
In the normal condition, when the kidneys and the
heart are healthy, the ingestion of a large amount of
water presents no inconveniences, because it is elim-
inated as soon as it is absorbed ; but when the kidneys
are diseased and are no longer able to eliminate the
water in proportion to its penetration into the circu-
latory stream, it increases the inass of the blood and
the work of the heart, which suffers the more as it is

more diseased. From this is deduced the already long
known indication to reduce the amount of liquids in

cardiac and Bright's disease. Courtellemont had seen
cases in which the ingestion of 600 to 1,000 grams of
water were sufficient to precipitate vomiting, headache,
palpitation, vertigo, and even pulmonary edema. As
conclusion, it is necessary in treatment of diuresis in

the great majority of cases to enjoin the horizontal
position, ordering them not to drink in that position,
and to keep this position for a variable time accord-
ing to the case. Under the influence of the horizontal
position patients get a better diuresis, while dyspeptics,
cardiacs, and those fatigued benefit by repose in the
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horizontal position in various wa^-s. In treatment of

diuresis we should take into account the condition of

permeability of the kidneys; and on the other hand ex-

pect that it will dififer greatly according as it is pro-
posed to act on the general equilibrium of the economy,
or to produce in the urinary apparatus a lavage by the
passage of a veritable water race. Under pain of grave
misconception the ingestion of water should be dosed
according to the eliminative power of the kidneys.
Paul Delbet thinks that tuberculosis cases are not
cured any more easily at the seaside or in the country
than in the city. To obtain a cure in surgical tuber-
culosis there is needed good hygiene, a well regulated
life without excessive fatigue, good nourishment, air,

and sunshine. If these conditions can be obtained in

cities it is preferable that the patients be treated there.

Tuberculosis patients may be treated anywhere pro-
vided that they may have good hj-giene and be properly
cared for. Instead of constructing distant and costly
sanatoria it would be better to construct in cities habita-
tions for workmen that are healthy and full of fresh air

and light. Judet thinks that it is possible to cure in

cities surgical tuberculosis with good hygiene and good
local treatment. Lance thinks that surgical tubercu-
losis is more easily cured at the seashore or in the
country than in the city. The pure air, the wind by its

continuous action, are stimulants of the exchanges, of
assimilation, and of appeite. The action of solar light

is particularly remarkable. Sunburn is a sign of great
importance, and it is to be noted that those who do not
present it obtain much less benefit than others from a

sojourn at the seaside. Brodier thinks that sea baths,
sea air, sun, altitude, are precious au.xiliaries in surgical
treatment. The change of surroundings gives the or-
ganism an excellent stimulus, but in the country, the

mountains, at the seaside the most valuable results
of treatment are not obtained unless the patients en-
joy themselves. Mayet thinks that for the formulas
above given we should substitute the following: Bony
tuberculosis may be cured anywhere when it is properly
treated. The importance of outdoor air is consider-
able, and the principle of the open window should be
wideh' accepted. A very interesting experiment has
been made by Lannelongue and Achard ; they took
several parcels of guinea pigs of the same age and as
far as possible the same weight, and the same day in-

oculated them in the peritoneal cavity with the same
amount of the same culture of tubercle bacilli. Then
these different parcels of animals were placed in dif-

ferent hygienic climatic conditions: The country, the sea-
shore, the coast of La Mancha, high altitudes, the South,
the North: the last lot was kept in the laboratory in

a dark room, but with a window constantly open. The
guinea pigs of each lot received daily the same food;
whenever a pig died he was sent to the laboratory
of Lannelongue for an autopsy. Those that resisted to
the last were those in the laboratorj'. They were not
in pure air,but they were always in the air. La Fur thinks
that a sojourn at the seashore should be prescribed for
tuberculosis of the genitals and urinary organs. Genou-
ville concedes that if genital tuberculosis is treated
with advantage at the seaside, it is not so with urinary
tuberculosis. Ozenne thinks that if a surgical tuber-
culosis when well treated locally may be cured in the
city as easily as at the seashore or in the mountains,
the best observation has shown that there is a con-
siderable benefit from seashore treatment, rural life and
high altitudes on the organism afflicted with tubercu-
losis.

prngrrsH of ilpjjtral ^rtrnr?.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, Junt 23, igio.

Arthrodesis and Its Application in Infantile Paralysis
of the Foot.—\V. B. Macausland and B. E. Wood report
13 cases of arthtrodesis, which is an operation to stiffen
joints not completely or at all under the control of normal
muscular groups: in consequence of this lack of control
deformities develop. Probably the best time to operate is
between the eighth and twelfth year. The patient is pre-
pared in the usual manner from toe to knee, inclusive. A
tourniquet is advisable. A semicircular skin incision is
made between the prominence of the external malleolus and
the Achilles tendon, passing one-half inch below this
malleolus, forward to a corresponding distance in front
of the same, making an incision of from about four
and one-half to five inches. This skin flap is then dis-
sected upward. The extensors of the little toes are then

pulled forward and the peroneal tendons pulled backward.
A similar incision is then made through the ligamentous
and capsular covering of the ankle joint, exposing the

tibial astragaloid joint. The foot should then be inwardly
dislocated. Too great force may injure the tibia. After
the joint is thus dislocated the ends of the tibia, fibula and
astragalus can then be denuded of cartilage. Other joints

may require similar treatment when they are involved in

the loss of muscular and ligamentous control. The dislo-

cation is then reduced, bringing the denuded surfaces to-

gether. The new appro.ximation is wobbly, and must be

made firm in order to secure a good result. To accom-
plish this, the fibula is fractured by subcutaneous osteotomy
and pressed in closely in the application of the plaster.

One of the writers has felt that the tibia and fibula should

be left in normal relation, so he splits the astragalus in

two longitudinally, hoping thereby to secure perfect ap-

proximation between the tips of the tibia and fibula, and
also to produce excessive callous formation.

The Effect of Tobacco on the Ear and Upper Respira-
tory Tract.—H. O. Reik offers the following conclu-
sions: (i) It does not appear, at least it has not been

proven, that tobacco causes any definite characteristic

lesions of the nose, ear or throat. (2) While it is possible

that the excessive use of tobacco may by indirect action

produce a toxic effect upon the auditory and olfactory

nerves, with resulting impairment of the sense of hearing

or smell, there is not at present any definite laboratory

proof for such an opinion, nor is there sufficient clinical

evidence to substantiate the belief. (3) The ill eft'ects of
tobacco smoke on existing diseases of the throat arising

from other causes are established and are the same as would
be observed from any other form of irritation. (4) Gastric

and systemic nervous disturbances may arise from exces-

sive use of tobacco in any of its forms. The nicotine

content of tobacco is a recognized poisonous substance

and in the process of smoking there are evolved other

poisonous products. (5). Carbon monoxide is probably

a more dangerous and injurious constituent of tobacco

smoke than is nicotine, only a very fractional amount of

which ever enters the tissues. (6) The cigarette is more
injurious than the cigar in that it involves inhaling the

smoke, but without inhalation it is no more dangerous

than any other form of cigar smoking or pipe smoking;
probably not as much so unless enormous numbers are

consumed.

New York Medical Journal, June 25, 1910.

Etiology and Symptomatology of Infantile Scurvy.—
This question is considered by J. P. Crozer Griffith, who
says that there is in addition to dietetic faults an individual

predisposition, active in the production of scurvy ; other-

wise we should find much more of the disease than we
do. In some families the disease comes on about a cer-

tain age. The most striking symptom is pain, often of

sudden onset. The mistaken diagnosis of trauma may be

made. Pseudoparalysis is a natural consequence of

pain on movement. Involvement of the gums is present

in the majority of cases. Swelling of the limbs is an-

other sympton seen regularly in severe cases. Hemorrhage
such as occurs beneath the periosteum and in the gums is

also seen in other parts of the body, and is most cl»ar-

acteristic. It may sometimes occur in the posterior part

of the orbit producing exophthalmos and ecchymosis of the

eyelids. It is seen also in the form of petechije and
may occur from the bowel. One of the most frequent

forms is, in the author's opinion, from the kidneys. In

severe and long continued cases a progressive anemia and
cachexia develop. The expression is one of constant pain.

The child may sleep but little on account of the suffering.

Edema of the parts involved is often very decided, some-
times with a marantic edema of other parts. Fever may
be present in moderate amount, appetite is diminished,

diarrhea not uncommon ; or there may be constipation.

Without treatment there is but little tendency to recover.

Pathology of Infantile Scurvy.—C. A. Fife says that

recent years have added but little information to our
knowledge of the pathological changes in scurvy. The
gross lesions are due to increased vascularity and more
directly to hemorrhages in the various structures, espe-

cially the periosteum, bones and muscles. The subperi-

osteal hemorrhages occur in preference in the long bones

of the lower extremities, particularly the lower ends of

the femora. These hemorrhages may be slieht or may
almost separate the periosteum from the bone. Hemor-
rhages occur also in the soft and reddened marrow, pro-

ducing clots around which softening occurs. As a result

of this the cancellous portions are absorbed and rarefied

and the compact parts greatly thinned. Others maintain
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that the bone changes are a cause rather than a result

of the hemorrhages. The gums are swollen, congested,

bleeding, spongy, and ulcerated. Visceral changes are not
important and are due simply to heinorrhages and anemia.
Bleeding may occur from any mucosa ; extravasations have
been found in practically every organ, and may take place

in any serous cavity, and on the surface of any serous mem-
brane. The kidney may be the seat of hemorrhage without
undergoing any inflammatory change. Albumin, casts, and
blood found under these circumstances do not indicate true

hemorrhagic nephritis. The blood condition is essentially

one of chlorotic anemia. Nucleated red cells, poikilocytcs,

macroblasts, microblasts, polychrome basophiles in the nu-
cleated reds have all been seen. Recent work seems to

indicate that the marrow changes are the basic pathological

processes in the disease. The lymphoid marrow becomes
poor in cells and in blood vessels, is rarefied and con-

verted into friable scafifold-like tissue resembling em-
bryonal connective tissue which contain spindle cells and
a few osteoblasts.

Treatment of Infantile Scurvy.—M. Ostheimer sums
up the treatment in a single word, orange-juice. It is as

prompt as mercury in syphilis or quinine in malaria.

Drugs are probably without value. Much difiference of
opinion exists as to feeding during treatment. Some slop

all proprietary foods, condensed milk or sterilized milk,

and substitute either uncooked milk or milk which is boiled

just before it is given to the child. The orange juice may
be given in doses of one tablespoonful or more every two
hours. Grape juice conies next, while lemon juice is re-

garded unfavorably on account of its great acidity. It has

been found that in nurslings, giving orange juice to the

mother benefited the child ; but it is better to give it directly

to the child. The latter needs rest and should be handled
as little as possible. Fresh air and plenty of water are

naturally of benefit. Beef juice seems to have a doubtful

value. Sodium lactate has been advised by Wright of
opsonic fame. Iron, arsenic, and cod liver oil may be
given late in the disease to infants in whom there is

marked secondary anemia or exhaustion. The author
thinks that it would be well as a prophylactic measure to

give orange juice to all infants who come under our care

after having been on any of the proprietary foods, con-

densed milks or sterilized milks for any length of time.

Such infants ought to be at once placed on an uncooked
milk mixture. Recovery with the orange juice generally

ensues in three or four days.

The Lancet, June iS, 1910.

Influenzal Meningitis.—F. E. Batten reports five cases,

one recovering. The diagnosis must rest on the result of
bacteriological examination, for this form of meningitis

has no features which distinguish it clinically from other
forms of the same disease. Routine cultures of the cere-

brospinal fluid must be made on some blood medium. .\

certain suggestive value obtains in the occasional viscidity

of the cerebrospinal fluid, but one would be loath to make
a diagnosis on this feature alone. Lumbar puncture has
been performed in most of the recorded cases, but it can
hardly be considered a therapeutic measure ; although re-

covery has follow^ed in some of the cases in which it was
done. In the author's favorable case, as soon as the na-
ture, of the disease was recognized, urotropin was given in

10-grain doses every four hours for three weeks. It has
been noted that after the use of urotropin within thera-

peutic limits a sufficient amount of the drug appears in

the cerebrospinal fluid to exercise a decided inhibitory

effect on the growth of organisms, and will markedly
defer, and, in some cases, even prevent the onset of a

fatal meningitis. The favorable result in the author's

case cannot be attributed, he says, to the urotropin: but

the fact that all other cases in children under two years

of age have proved fatal while this one recovered is sug-

gestive and justifies a further trial of the remedy.

A Note on the Treatment of the Partially Drowned.—
J. A. Barnes says that drowning appears to he due.

(iV to mechanical asphyxiation and. (2), to shock from
sudden and prolonged immersion. He calls special at-

tention to the latter form. The usual directions are.

he says, to perform artificial respiration and apply
warmth. But. if we look on these cases as due chiefly to

shock, something piore can be done. The blood is

stagnating in the splanchnic area> and we should drive

it thence so that the brain may receive its proper
supply. He aims at autotransfusion in the following

manner. Having started an assistant on artificial

respiration he firmly bandages the legs from the feet

upwards. A roller towel is then passed round the

patient's abdomen, the two ends crossing in front.

One assistant is told ofT to each of these ends. As the

arms are brought down to the chest in the expiratory

movement of artificial expiration (Silvester's method)
these two assistants, grasping the towel-ends firmly with

their right hands, pull them ; at the same time making
pressure on the abdomen with their left hands. In this

way considerable squeezing of the abdomen is obtained,

.^s the inspiratory movement commences the pressure
is relaxed so as not to interfere with the expansion of

the lungs. The process is continued synchronously
with the movements of artificial respiration. His idea

is that this acts beneficially in two ways: (i) it assists,

by pressing up the diaphragm, to more completely

empty the chest with expiration; and (2) it squeezes

some of the excess of blood from the abdominal cavity.

The bandaging of the legs and arrangement of the

towel can be very quickly carried out with assistance,

of which there is usually no lack in these cases. Gravity
should also be made to assist the flow of blood to

the brain by keeping the head at a lower level than the

body. He gives a hypodermic injection of ether (30
minims) and usually one of strychnine as well. The
objection to the use of these stimulants—that they
stimulate an already tired center and are quickly fol-

lowed by increased depression—seems hardly to apply
in cases of drowning; for when once reaction has set

in recovery is usually rapid. Adrenalin chloride given
hypodermically (.so minims of a i in 1,000 solution)

should act beneficially by raising the blood pressure.

Comparison Made Between the Simple Gastrocircu-

latory Seizure and the Angina Pectoris Attack.—W.
Verdon discusses these two conditions. He contends
that the angina seizure is a gastric reflex, that it is

evolved from the painless type of gastrocirculatory

seizure and that the entity pain is not an essential

content of the syndrome but an excrescent appendage.

Space does not allow the following out of the argu-
ment in all its details. He says that in the anginoid
attack there is much else worthy of consideration than

the pain. When the attack is considered in regard to

its place among the paroxysmal seizures it is found to

resemble a class associated with functional disorders of

the stomach of which the simple gastrocirculatory

seizure known as a vomiting attack is a strong example.
The dual syndrome of this latter attack represents a

series of operations organized for the purpose of pro-
tecting the stomach from the elifects resulting from the

intrusion of a noxious body. The gastric group of

operations have for their object neutralization of the

offensive properties of the irritant and its ejection from
the gastric cavity: the circulatory group the defense of

the gastric wall tissue and the repair of its lesions.

When the anginoid seizure is stripped of its pain the re-

maining symptoms are circulator}' and gastric. If the
syndrome of the gastric and circulatory symptoms of

the anginal seizure be examined closely they are ob-
served to afiford evidence of the existence of processes

in operation, animated by purposes precisely similar to

those manifested in the dual syndrome of the simple
gastrocirculatory attack. There is this difference, how-
ever, between the two types of seizure. In the robust

forms of the simple gastrocirculatory attack the pro-

cesses in operation as represented in the gastric sec-

tion of the dual syndrome are perfectly coordinated and
sufficiently effective to accomplish their end, and the

attack terminates in expulsion of the contents of the

stomach; whereas in the case of the anginal seizure the

processes in all their operations are inefficiently or-

ganized and abortive, and .the purpose of the .seizure

usually remains unfulfilled. The author's paper is well

worth reading in its original form.

British Medical Journal, June iS. 1910.

Suggestion in the Treatment of Disease.—Henry
Morris presents an elaborate paper on this subject dis-

cussing the topics of mental suggestion, hypnotic sug-
gestion, religious suggestion, the cases treated at

Lourdes. compares Lourdes cases cured with cases met
with in private practice, gives the history of Lourdes
and of former shrines, discusses the relation of miracle
cures to the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception,
refers to the creative life, mentions Christian Science
healing, dwells on the importance of temperament in a

propagandist, touches upon the lives of the founders of

great religious movements, says that Christian Science
lacks even glowworm luminosity and closes with the

following quotation from Carlyle: ".'\n inward force has
been given to man whereby he is enabled to withstand
the pressure of things outward. Obstruction abounded
but faith was also not wanting. It is by faith that
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man removes mountains; while he has faith his limbs
might be wearied with toiling, his back galled with
bearing; but the heart within him was peaceable and
resolved. In the thickest gloom there burned a light

to guide him. If he struggled and suffered he felt

that even it should be so; knew for what he was suf-

fering and struggling. Faith gave him an inward will-

ingness, a world of strength wherewith to front a world
of difficulty. The true w'Vetchedness lies here; that the

difficulty remain and that the strength be lost ; that

pain cannot relieve itself in free effort, that we have the

labor and want the willingness. Faith strengthens us,

enlightens us for all endeavors and endurances; with

faith we can do all and dare all and life itself has a

thousand times been joyfully given away."

Psychopneumatology.—J. Rorie discourses on the in-

teractions of mind, body and soul. The paper is made
up mainlj- of quotations from John Goodsir, who was
Professor of Anatomy in the University of Edinburgh.
The latter's views, says the author, adapt themselves
admirabl}- to the most scientific ideas and to even higher
and more incomprehensible problems such as those of

life, death, and the hereafter when, the individual having
fulfilled his purpose here on this earth, the time has ar-

rived when the psyche and the pneuma have to be with-

drawn from their mere material companion, and when
the last, in consequence, coming under the dissociative

laws of physicochemical action alone returns to the

purely inorganic elements of which it has been com-
posed, while the two first, still united and now the de-

pository and register of all the deeds done in the body,
continue to pursue their eternal and predestined course.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift. June 6, 1910.

Radium Therapy.—Eichholz says that there is a de-
cided difference between radium rays and emanations.
The local action of the radium rays is inhibition to

physiological functions; in strong doses they produce
tissue destruction. The rays come into play only in

affections which can be reached directly as neoplasms
and skin diseases. Great care must be used in applying
them. The emanations have an e.xciting irritative action.

They are anti-bacterial and resorbent, and stimulate
metabolism. Once taken into the body they activate
tissues and organs and are excreted mainly through
the breath. Treatment by emanations consists of
drinks, baths, inhalations, injections, and applications
to the skin. The question whether emanations are
absorbed through the skin is not yet definitely settled,

nor is that of their excretion by the kidneys. It is

proved, however, that during the bath cure, the emana-
tions enter the body, and that a bath cure without a

drink cure gives excellent results. The indications for

radium treatment are as follows; (a) Chronic inflam-
mation of all kinds, either in the soft parts or in the
bones and joints, rheumatism, arthritic processes, neu-
ralgia and chronic purulent exudates; (b) constitutional
diseases, scrofula, rachitis, tuberculosis, anemia, chlor-

osis, arteriosclerosis, diabetes, and obesity
;

(c) catarrh
of the mucous membranes; (d) neoplasms, both in

operable malignant and benign tumors; (e) skin diseases
with horny proliferation, as chronic eczema and
psoriasis ; also furunculosis and anomalies of the sweat
glands, seborrhea, comedones, acne, etc.; (f) weaknesses
of old age and following illness; (g) bacteria! diseases
(internal disinfection by the drink cure). Contra-
indications to radium therapy are acute diseases, preg-
nancy, nephritis, hemorrhages, and gastric ulcer. Dur-
ing treatment frequent examinations of the urine for
albumin are indicated.

Munchcner medtzinischc Wochenschrift, June 7. I'lio.

The Significance of Ambulatory Tj^hoid in Chil-
dren.—G. Briickner says that children between the ages
of II and 15 years form the class most susceptible to
typhoid fever, instead of persons of the second and third
decade, as previously supposed. These cases of child

typhoid are of importance in epidemiology. The oc-
currence of epidemics in children from i to 15 accounts
for many of the instances of regional typhoid immunity.
The disease in children runs a very light course, often
unrecognizable as typhoid fever clinically, is often un-
treated, and is therefore of especial danger as a means
of spreading the infection. The ambulatory typhoid
case in a child is often the source of infection of more
or less numerous cases, and so the origin of an epidemic.
The fight against these mild cases of typhoid in

children is to be carried on by an organized campaign,
especially by thorough control of the schools in associa-
tion with school physicians and teachers. A success-

ful campaign, however, can be carried on only when the
practitioner appreciates that children are prone to ty-
phoid infection and that in them it may take a very
light form, suggesting only a simple dyspepsia. Wider
use of the bacterial institutes on the part of the prac-
titioners is much to be desired, especially in the
febrile affections of children w-ithout a definite diagnosis.
Only by the closest relationship between bacteriologist
and clinician will the knowledge of the uncertain types
of typhoid fever be advanced, and the campaign against
them made effective.

Tuberculosis of the Optic Nerve.—Reye reports the
case of a child who died of tuberculous meningitis. At
autopsy a tuberculous lesion of the optic nerve was dis-

covered. The author says that such a lesion may be
caused by one of three conditions, (i) It may result

from a tuberculous caries of the skull bone, which,
after destroying the dura, involves the root of the optic

nerve; (2) in an existing tuberculous meningitis it may
result from a spreading of the tuberculous process along
the course of the pial vessels; (3) it may result from
metastasis of disease elsewhere, entirely independently
of any local lesion. In the case reported there was no
involvement of the skull. The case was therefore the
result of the second or third of these causes.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift, June g, 1910.

Alcohol Hand Disinfection without Soap.—Schum-
burg says that the most diligent scrubbing of the hands
with soap and hot water does not render them sterile.

Soaking them in absolute alcohol or denatured spirits

gives thorough disinfection if the hands are dry.

Previous scrubbing not only makes the skin more
tender and liable to scale after the alcohol, but the
moisture in the skin so weakens the absolute alcohol
as to render it much less effective as a germicide. He
therefore advises that for operations the hands be
soaked in absolute alcr^hol without previous scrubbing.
Treatment of Pernicious Anemia by Blood Injec-

tions.—O. Huber has treated a series of five cases of

pernicious- anemia by intramuscular injections of small
quantities of defibrinated blood with excellent results.

The amount injected varied from 20 to no c.c. In one
case the red blood count rose from 1,200,000 to

4,800,000, and the hemoglobin from 18 per cent, to 92
per cent, in four months. In another case the red

blood count changed from 1,460,000 to 5,200,000, and the

hemoglobin from 20 to 90 per cent. The third case
showed improvement in red cells from 3,200,000 to

5,000,000, and in hemoglobin from 40 per cent, to 70
per cent. The fourth case was still under treatment.

The red cells had increased from 650,000 to 2,000,000,

and the hemoglobin from 10 per cent, to 55 per cent.

The fifth case ended fatally. The author believes that the

intramuscular injection of defibrinated blood is a most
valuable procedure in severe anemias.

Household and School Prophylaxis of Measles and
Scarlatina.—Guiseppe Pecori believes that it is not pos-

sible to do much in the way of prevention of the spread

of measles by the use of fumigations and disinfection of

articles. The virulence of the contagion is short-lived,

and the mischief is done in the very early stages of the

disease, before the diagnosis is made. The thing that

will be of value in this disease is a systematic education

of the public to understand the necessity of early diag-

nosis and immediate and perfect isolation of children

sick with measles. At present these children are allowed

to go to school and to mix with other children at a

time when they should be in isolation. .As to scarlatina,

the same perfect isolation is needed, and must be main-
tained for at least forty days from the beginning of the

illness. It is questionable whether the actual desqua-

mated scales are contagious, but the skin is capable of

being inoculated with germs from the throat, and we
know that they retain their vitality for a long time.

The contagious thing is the patient, not his surroundings,

and the nasopharynx carries virulent germs for a long

time after the general symptoms have ceased. The pa-

tient, all that he wears or uses, and the persons who
take care of him should be carefully disinfected after

the disease is at an end. Whenever possible the child

should be cared for in a hospital. If he must be cared

for at home it is advisable to have everything in his

rooin washed with a disinfectant, and the matresses and
other nonwashable articles sterilized by heat. It is im-

portant to recognize and isolate the slight and abortive

cases also. Many of the cases of albuminuria and ne-

phritis in children are due to an unrecognized scarlatina.

—

Gaszctta Medico di Roma.
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Diseases of the Genito-Uki.nakv IJw.ans consitlored

from a medical and surgical standpoint, including a de-
scription of gonorriiea in the female, and conditions
lieculiar to the female urinary organs. By Edward I..

Keyf.s, Jr., AI.D., Ph.D., Clinical Professor of Genito-
urinary Surgery, New York Polyclinic Medical School

;

Surgeon to St. Vincent's iriospital ; Lecturer on Sur-
gery, Cornell University Medical School. New York
and London: D. Appleton and Company, 1910.

This work consists of six divisions, containing ninety-

one chapters covering 975 pages. The subjects include the

diseases of the male and female urinary organs, the male
genital organs, syphilis, and a section on genitourinary

surgery. It is intended for the use of the student and
the general practitioner, but it is of real value to the spe-

cialist as well, since it comprises the latest advances in

this field of medicme. The chapters on the kidney are

particularly excellent because of the admirable presenta-

tion of the collected knowledge of our time in a man-
ner quickly and easily comprehensible to the reader, lie

has given insuflicient attention to that keystone of modern
urology, uranalysis: its more extensive consideration would
be in better keeping with the thoroughness of his work.
Many teachers and urologists will differ with him in liis

technique of instrumental diagnosis of urethral stricture,

since he places entire reliance on a therapeutic instru-

ment—the sound. It is also surprising that he has omit-

ted that valuable and time-honored irritating injection test

from the proofs of cure in gonorrhea. The section on
syphilis, though extremely condensed, covers the subject

in a masterly manner. The tonic treatment as originated

by Keyes, Sr., occupies a prominent place. The laboratory

methods of diagnosing syphilis are reviewed in a dispas-

sionate tone and the diagnostic table of genital sores will

be most useful to those not possessing wide experience

in these lesions. The section on operative work includes

everything from nephrectomy to meatotoniy. Occasional-
ly, the author treads on thin ice in the use of his Eng-
lish, but this is pardonable because of the force and viril-

ity of his style. He skillfully avoids polemics by blunt

statements of personal opinions and experiences on
mooted points. The chapters on cystoscopy and gonor-
rhea in the female by Drs. B. S. and E. D. Barringer are

praiseworthy ; likewise the two hundred instructive cuts

and illustrations.

Lehrbuch der gynakologischen Cystoskopi und Ure-
THROSKOPiE von Prof. Dr. W. Stoeckel, Direktor der

Universitats-Frauenklinik in Marburg a.L. Zweite. vol-

lig neubearbeitete Auflage der "Cystokopie des Gyna-
kologen. Mit 25 lithographierten Tafeln und 107 Text-
figuren. Berlin: Verlag von August Hirschwald, 1910.

Stoeckel has so changed, rewritten, and added to his first

work that the present book is practically new. The meth-
odical arrangement begins with descriptions of the vari-

ous cystoscopes and accessories, and ends with the thera-

peutics of urethroscopy and cystoscopy. In the first chap-

ter, full honor is accorded to the immortal Nitze for his

work, and mild sarcasm to those later "inventors" of won-
derful cystoscopes. The painstaking directions in the

technique of sterilization of instruments, operator and

operative field are commendable, since it is only by strict

adherence to these details that the bladder, ureter, and
kidney pelvis will tolerate the insult of cystoscopy or

ureteral catheterization. In the chapter on complications

of cystoscopy, the author recites the difficulties encoun-

tered in bringing all parts of the bladder into view, the

causes of failure in the operation by malposition of the

lamp or prism, and the possible obstructions to the ureth-

ral catheter before and after entering the ureter. Later,

he describes every known trick employed to engage the

catheter tip in the ureteral meatus. All this important

information for the cystoscopic student is arranged in

logical sequence. The views expressed on the determina-

tion of renal function, kidney and bladder pathology, and

intravesical foreign bodies are not new. The sections on

urinary fistulae, cystoscopic findings in pre- and post-op-

erative gynecological conditions are instructive. The
plates by Frl. L. Krause are well made and are devoted

almost exclusively to illustrations of technique. One very

interesting plate shows the jaws of a forgotten artery for-

ceps entering the bladder from the abdomen. The colored

plates do not compare favorably with those of other sim-

ilar works. Stoeckel's wide teaching experience befits

him for the preparation of this book, which is strongly

recommended to beginners in cystoscopy, since those who
follow his teachings cannot go astray.

Preventable Diseases. By Woods Hutchinson, A.M.,

M.D. Author of "Studies in Human and Compara-
tive Pathology," "Instinct and Health," etc., etc. Clin-

ical Professor of Medicine, New York Polyclinic, late

Lecturer in Comparative Pathology, London Medical

Graduates' College and University of Buffalo. Boston

and New York ; Houghton, Mifllin Company, 1909.

The author of this work is too well known to require

any introduction to cither the medical profession or the

lay public. The present book is written in the author's

usual breezy style. Some of the chapters have already ap-

peared in lay magazines; and the titles are well selected,

and will ensure a perusal of the work. "Offering up a

guinea-pig for tlie life of a child" is the alternative title

for the chapter on diphtheria ; and appendicitis is labeled

"Nature's remnant sale." Physicians will enjoy reading

the book ; and at the same time it is a capital volume for

such of the public as desire to know something of things

medical. Just now there is a demand on the part of the

laity for more information from the medical profession;

and the present is one of the two or three volumes best

calculated to supply this want. The general tone of the

book is healthy, and no one will be the worse for a perusal

of the same.

Maladies des Veines et des Lvmphatiques. Par MM.
Paul Launay, Chirurgien des Hopitaux de Paris, et

Henry Brodier, ancien chef de clinique chirurgicale de

la faculte de medecine. .Vvec 36 figures intercalees dans

la te.xte. Paris: Librairie J. B. Bailliere et fils, 1910.

This pamphlet is the twelfth in the "Nouveau Traite de

Chirurgie" series. The authors approach their subject

not only from the standpoint of the clinician and operator

but also from that of the pathologist. The novel accidents

and diseases of the venous and lymphatic systems are ably

discussed with an exceptional thoroughness. Interesting

illustrations accompany the text and serve to make a

very acceptable addition. Diagnostic points are carefully

brought out, and the most recent theories in etiology

serve to maintain an interest on the part of the reader.

The Stomach, Intestines, and Pancreas. By W. C.

Bosanquet, M.A., M.D., Oxon., F.R.C.P., Assistant

Physician to Charing Cross Hospital and to Bromp-
ton Hospital; and H. S. Clogg, M.S., Lond., F.R.C.P.,

Eng., Assistant Surgeon Charing Cross Hospital, Senior

Surgeon to the Evelina Hospital for Children. Edited

by James Cantlie. ll..\., M.B., CM., Aberd., F.R.C.S.,

Eng., Surgeon Seamen's Hospital Society, Lecturer on

Surgery, London School of Tropical Medicine. New
York : William Wood & Company, 1910.

This book is the second volume of the Medico-Chirurgical

Series edited by Dr. Cantlie and designed to represerit

in one and the same publication the views of both physi-

cians and surgeons upon special subjects in medicine. The
book is divided into five sections, the first of which con-

tains a brief description of the surgical anatomy of the

stomach, intestines, and pancreas, the matter being pre-

sented in a form available for the physician or surgeon in

diagnosing affections of these organs in the sick room
and in dealing with them on the operating table. Various

peritoneal pouches and the related lymphatic channels are

especially described especially fully.

Section II deals with the functional and organic affec-

tions of the stomach, the various forms of gastritis, gastric

and duodenal ulceration, obstructions of the pylorus, be-

nign and malignant tumors of the stomach being con-

sidered in order. The various chemical tests in the

diagnosis of these aft'ections are given ample space and

w-henever surgical treatment may be indicated the tech-

nique of the operation and the after-treatment of the

patient are fully considered. A similar plan is followed

in the two following sections dealing with the affections

of the intestines and the pancreas. Appendicitis is treated

with a wealth of detail. It may be noted that the authors

believe in expectant or "medical" treatment of this affec-

tion much more than it is the fashion on this side of the

.\tlantic. The book is closed by a short appendix giving

a few specimen prescriptions used in the treatment of

gastrointestinal aft'ections.

The book does not claim to be an exhaustive treatise

of the subject considered. The diseases in question are

discussed for the most part dogmatically, but this makes
the volume so much the more valuable for the practical

use for which it is intended. Its chief merit, however, lies

in the very plan under which it has been conceived, namely,

the viewing of the subject matter from the standpoint of

both the physician and the surgeon. It is heartily recom-

mended to men active in either of these fields of medical

work.
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AMERICAN GYNECOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Thirty-fifth Annual Meeting, Held in Washington, D. C,

May 3, 4, and 5, 1910.

The President, Dr. Edward P. D.wis, Philadelphia,

IX THE Chair.

An address of welcome was delivered by Dr. I. S. Stone.

Washington. D. C, which was responded to by Dr. Seth

C. Gordon, Portland, Me.

Primary Carcinoma of the Female Urethra; Hema-

toma of the Broad Ligament Recurring with Preg-

nancy; Fibroid Tumor of the Ovarian Ligament.— Dr.

Mantox of Detroit reported three unusual cases in great

detail, and said that primary carcinoma of the female

urethra was among the rarest of malignant manifesta-

tions. A careful search of the literature up to 1910 gav^

the reports of but 35 cases, including his own. of primary

cancer of the female urethra. -\ careful search of the

literature failed to reveal the report of a similar case of

hematoma of the broad ligament recurring with preg-

nancy. Regarding the case of fibroid of the ovarian liga-

ment, the only reference to the occurrence of fibroids of

the ovarian ligament which he had not been able to find.

were the two cases reported by Doran in 1896. In both of

these cystic cavities existed.

Dr. Reuben Peterson of Ann Arbor, Mich., had operated

on a woman four or five years ago for carcinoma of the

meatus which extended up into the urethra about one-

half inch. Incontinence followed, with subsequent pro-

lapse of the bladder mucosa through the remainder of

the urethra. The woman complained of this, and so

he sewed up the opening and made an opening from the

bladder into the vagina. Then she complained of incon-

tinence. He did a colpocleisis, and made an opening into

the rectum. This woman had passed her urine through

the rectum ever since, and to-day she was as well as one

could be in that condition. The second case of primary

carcinoma of the urethra happened a short time ago. It

looked like a urethral caruncle. However, microscopical

examination showed it to be primary carcinoma. In this

case he removed about one-third of the urethra, and there

had been no recurrence for two years.

Dr. Clement Cleveland of New York had had two

cases of primary cancer of the meatus, on one of which he

did a radical operation, but the disease returned. In the

second case he resorted to the use of the actual cautery,

with gratifying results. He called attention to the value

of radium in these cases.

Dr. J. Riddle Goffe of New York had had one remark-

able case of malignant urethral caruncle or primary car-

cinoma of the urethra. This was a number of years ago.

The woman gave a history of having been operated on by

Dr. William T. Lusk, six years previously. For six years

the woman, was comparatively comfortable. She had
control of the urine, but passed it through a buttonhole

which was made in the urethra by Dr. Lusk. At the time

she consulted the speaker there was a cauliflower ex-

crescence protruding from the meatus, which was of a

bright cherry-red color, exquisitely sensitive, and the

source of constant pain. With the cautery he removed
all of the urethra and the surrounding tissue from the

posterior angle of the urethra, taking away all but one-

fourth of the urethra at the neck of the bladder. The
woman made a comfortable recovery, but inside of a'

year the disease returned, and she died with great suffer-

ing about a year after the procedure he had instituted.

Dr. Frederick J. Taussig of St. Louis, Mo., reported

a case of carcinoma of the urethra that had occurred in the

practice of Dr. Drosett and himself. The patient was

kept under observation for a long time. He saw her in

1900, and at that time there was a urethral caruncle,

chronic urethritis, a retroverted uterus, and a relaxed

pelvic floor. He operated on her for the retroversion

and pelvic floor, but did nothing further to the urethra.

Three years later the patient returned with a history of

bloody discharge which had existed for three weeks.

When he examined her he found an infiltrating cancer

involving the lower part of the urethra. Operation con-

sisted in removing the entire urethra to the point of its

entrance in the bladder, putting a pursestring suture

around the opening which was left in the bladder so as

to strengthen the muscular tissue there, and then, as a

further precaution, removing the external inguinal glands

on both sides, although there was no glandular enlarge-

ment at the time. The patient recovered from the operation,

although there was partial incontinence. A year and a

half after the primary operation, the patient returned with

recurrence in both inguinal regions and higher up. She

was kept at the skin cancer hospital two or three months

under trypsin treatment, but with no benefit. The patient

died, and at autopsy there was absolutely no recurrence

at the primary site. The tissues about the urethra and

bladder were absolutely free from carcinoma, and the

glandular involvement was not merely confined to the

lymphatics, but it involved the liver and spleen.

Dr. Seth C. Gordon of Porlland, Alaine, reported the

case of a woman, seventy years of age, who had a growth

of the urethra for nearly a year, and at the time she

came under his care she had been treated by caustics for

six or eight months. The growth was as large as a walnut

and bled on the slightest touch. He removed the growth

with three-quarters of an inch of the urethra, bringing

the remainder of the urethra down and attaching it.

The operation was done four years ago, and she had

had no return of the disease. Microscopic examination

showed it to be carcinoma.

Dr. HiRAir N. Vineberg of New York had a case of

primary carcinoma of the urethra some years ago which

involved the anterior third of the urethra. He did a

thorough operation, went close to the vesical sphincter,

and as a result there was slight incontinence. Prior to

the operation the woman had no pain or bleeding. Mi-

croscopic examination showed the growth to be carcinoma.

He did a plastic some time afterward and found in try-

ing to build up the artificial urethra and in bringing the

stump of the urethra forward it was only partially suc-

cessful. The woman could retain her urine for an hour

or so while in bed. She was under observation three

years, and during that time there was no recurrence.

Dr. Henry T. Bvford of Chicago had had one such case,

and called attention to the fact that this disease of the

urethra was not so rare as one would judge from the

cases reported.

Dr. Francis H. Davenport of Boston had seen a wo-

man in whom nearly one-quarter of the urethra was in-

volved with carcinoma. Radium was tried for several

months, but only externally from the vaginal side. Finally

the growth became so large that there was retention of

urine, and a suprapubic fistula had to be made which re-

lieved the woman of her symptoms, but within three tnonths

after that she died from exhaustion.

Dr. I. S. Stone of Washington, D. C. said it was es-

sential to know about how wide the excision should

extend, and how far the malignant process extended when
one began to operate on these cases of carcinoma of the

urethra.

Dr. Joseph Brettauer of New York had repeatedly

had cases sent to him which were diagnosed as carcinoma

of the urethra, but which turned out to be urethral car-

buncle by microscopical examination. It was difficult to

decide at times whether the growth was malignant or not.
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Dr. Edward L. Duer of Philadelphia said that not long

ago he did an extensive operation for a carcinoma of the

urethra which extended well into the end of the vagina.

The disease returned in a short time after the operation,

when radium was used with a gratifying result.

Dr. Manton, in closing, questioned whether all the

cases reported were really primary carcinoma of the

urethra. Many cases of periurethral carcinoma were

mistaken for urethral malignancy, and no doubt some of

them belonged to this class.

Bilateral Tubal Pregnancy; Coincident Development.
—Dr. Pai.mfr Fi.ndley of Omaha reviewed the literature

on the simultaneous development of a fetus in either

tube. He found twenty-eight cases reported as examples

of bilateral tubal pregnancy, but only eight were unques-

tioned as being of simultaneous development. Of the

twenty cases of doubtful identity, the clinical diagnosis

was not supported by the macroscopic and microscopic

findings of fetal structure in the two tubes. To these

eight cases the author added a ninth in which there was

a probable simultaneous development of both fetuses in

either tube, with rupture of the right tube, and the escape

of the ovum through the fimbriated end of the left tube.

The escape of the two ova was probably simultaneous.

The pelvis was full of blood and there was a general peri-

tonitis. Decidual tissue and chorionic villi were found

in both tubes, but neither fetus was discernible. Both

ovaries were cystic and adherent. In the right ovary was

a fresh corpus luteum. .\n abdominal section was per-

formed with the removal of both tubes and escaped blood.

The abdomen was drained. Death followed from general

peritonitis.

Dr. DoufiLAS BissEL of Xew York reported a case of

successful reimplantation of a pelvic kidney in the female,

and made some remarks on the surgical treatment of kid-

ney misplacements in the true pelvis.

The Chief Cause and Prevention of Postoperative

Cystitis.—Dr. Joseph Taber Johnson of Washington,

D. C. emphasized the necessity for a more strict prophy-

laxis, and said that when cystitis was diagnosed, a more

active and continuous treatment should be instituted, not

only to bring about an early cure, but to prevent its trans-

ition from an acute to a chronic condition. Cystitis oc-

cured in women more frequently after abdominal than

other operations, where there were confined the evil in-

fluences of both traumatism and bacterial infection.

Where patients were catheterized several times daily for

a week or even longer, the conditions were present which

easily resulted in the production of a cystitis unless great

care was practised to prevent trauma or infection.

Improved Operation for Extreme Cases of Proci-

dentia and Cystocele.—Dr. J. Riddle Goffe of New
York said that procidentia and cystocele were the results

of three lesions : first, a descent or relaxation of tlie sup-

ports above. Second, laceration of the perineum to the'

second degree, and, third, stretching and tearing of the

fascia at the base of the bladder, producing a hernia. The

support below was only indirect and of secondary import-

ance. The true principles of support was that of sus-

pension, and in order to secure a permanent result after

operation the organs must be suspended or hung from

above. The broad ligaments, including the round liga-

ments, and the fascia lata were the proper tissues to

utilize for this support. .\3 a rule, these conditions ob-

tained in patients at or beyond the menopause. Tn child-

bearing women, especially if they desired children, the

uterus should be carried into normal position and retained

there by shortening the uterosacral and round ligaments.

The bladder was then freed from all its attachments to

the vagina and lateral structures and carried up and spread

out over the face of the uterus and broad ligaments. The

vaginal sheath and wall were then cut away in the median

line sufficiently to bring it up snug against the base of

the bladder when stitched from side to side. If the per-

ineum was torn to the second degree and a rectocele was

present, the floor of the pelvis was restored. In patients

at or beyond the menopause the uterus was removed, the

broad ligaments beginning with the round ligaments at

their upper borders were then stitched together across the

pelvis from side to side, from the round ligaments down to

the cardinal ligaments, thus turning the raw edges of the

broad ligaments posteriorly. Upon this plane of tissues

thus constructed, the bladder was then spread out and

stitched in such a way as to carry the bladder high

in the pelvis, thus restoring the base of the bladder as it

was originally to a comparatively immobile foundation,

and restoring the hinges and the coruna of the bladder as

so graphically described by Dr. Kelly. The upper end of

the vagina was also stitched to the broad ligament, bring-

ing it up taut against the base of the bladder, the fascia

lata was cut away and stitched as previously described,

and the perineum repaired. To accomplish this work it

was necessary at the beginning of the operation to make a

longitudinal incision in the vagina along its anterior wall

throughout its entire length and dissect the bladder freely

from all its attachments. The results of this work were

most satisfactory in every particular, and were likewise

permanent.

Dr. Chakles Jewett of Brooklyn said he had had the

privilege and pleasure of watching Dr. Goffe do this work,

and his technique was the most complete and perfect of any

he knew. He had been especially gratified to observe that

he concluded the operation by securely building up the

perineal buttress beneath the bladder.

Dr. I. S. Stone of Washington, D. C. said this method

or a slight modification of it had given him the utmost

satisfaction. He had no knowledge of any case of cysto-

cele or prolapse having recurred if this work had been

properly done. He did not mean to say that his work

was better than others, but the possibilities of this opera-

tion were so thoroughly good that if any surgeon would

try it, he would be rewarded by perfect success.

Dr. Henry T. Bvford of Chicago described a modified

operation which he did in these cases.

Dr. Seth C. Gordon of Portland Maine, said he was

satisfied all of the work his profession had been doing

heretofore in their efforts to fix the uterus, after they

had had complete procidentia, had been of very little

avail. The uterus gave way after a while. Of late he

had been removing the uterus in every case and stitching

up remnants of the vagina to the broad ligaments, and

fixing it as well as possible, and he believed they opened

a new line of work in that direction when they began by

removing the uterus.

Dr. Cle.ment Cleveland of New York said he had fol-

lowed the operation described by Dr. Goffe for some

years. In his hands it had succeeded in the great major-

ity of cases. He had done it over thirty times, and he

could recall no case in which it had not been a success.

Dr. C. C. Fredericic of Buffalo said he had been

doing this operation for the last four or five years, and

he had taken the position that in cases of advanced pro-

cidentia the removal of the uterus, as a part of the opera-

tion, was the sine qua uon to success. He had done from

seventy-five to eighty of these operations for procidentia,

and had invariably used catgut for suture material and

had not had any ill results from it.

Dr. J. M. Balpy of Philadelphia said this operation was

so extensive in its denudative qualities and so dangerous in

its possible results as to be absolutely unwarranted as a

simple cystocele operation.

Dr. Leroy Broun of New York said he had seen Dr.

Goffe do this operation often. He had done it himself,

and he had had the privilege of seeing one of his cases
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upon whom he had operated, and a more ideally perfect

result he had never seen. The uterus was in excellent

position.

Dr. George Gray Ward, Jr., of New York said that

Dr. GofTe taught him this operation five or six years ago,

since which time he had done it in several instances, and

he could only bear out what Dr. Broun had said, that the

results spoke for themselves. He had not seen a failure

from the operation where it had been properly done. The

patient was satisfied, and that was the best part of the

game after all.

Intramural Sequestration and Fixation of the Corpus

and Fundus Uteri for the Cure of Procidentia Uteri

Existing in Women with Whom Further Pregnancy

Is Not Possible.—Dr. Phil.\nder .\. Harris of Pater-

son, N. J., said he had subjected si.x women to a possibly

novel procedure for the cure of procidentia uteri, and since

these operations had been followed by most gratifying

results, he wished to describe the operation for whatever

value it might possess for others. The following was

the author's description of the operation : "Cut a median

line abdominal incision from one inch beneath the umbili-

cus for three or four inches, and deliver there through the

corpus and fundus uteri. While an assistant grasps and

draws the uterus well out of the incision, the cut edges of

the parietal peritoneum are sewn to and around the uterus

at the junction of the cervix with its corpus. This sewing

crosses the broad ligament at either side about two inches

away from the fundus uteri. After thus attaching the op-

posing cut edges of the peritoneum to the uterus and

the broad ligaments, the suturing is carried upward to

the top of the incision, thus closing the peritoneal cavity

with the corpus and fundus still held in the grasp of the

assistant, and. of course, outside of the peritonea! cavity.

While the assistant continues to hold the uterus outside of

the incision, an iodoformed 5-i6th inch gauze and rubber

tissue drain is placed on top of the muscle and beneath

the fascia to a point two or three inches to one side of

the incision, at which point it is made to emerge from a

small stab wound. The tapering tail of this drain is

placed in the wound between the peritoneum and fascia.

The anterior surface of the corpus and fundus uteri are

next denuded with a knife, after which the fundus is

seized with a hook and volsella, with which it is dragged

upward as far as possible toward the umbilicus, and made
to nestle in the incision anterior to the peritoneum and
between the recti muscles. The fascia is next sewed from
the umbilicus downward with running stitches of chromic-
ized catgut. Wherever the corpus and fundus uteri are in

contact with the fascia as it is being closed, the stitches

are made to include sufficient musculature of the uterus

to fix it in its sequestered position. The sewing of the

skin with a running catgut suture completes the operation

unless the patient is obese, in which case a small drain is

placed between the fascia and the skin and m.ade to emerge
from a stab wound two inches or more to one side of
the incision. The application of the usual gauze dressing
and adhesive straps completes the operation. The drain-

age tubes are partly withdrawn in two or three days, but
generally not removed until ten days or more after oper-
ation." "No one," he said, "should perform the operation
of intramural sequestration upon any woman with whom
pregnancy was still possible, but since they were ofter,

asked to relieve patients from the symptoms pro-
duced by procidentia uteri after the menopause, it would
be realized that there were very many cases for whom
this operation might be recommended if, on further trial,

it was found to possess a special value to which lie was
inclined to attach to it.

Gallstones During Pregnancy and the Puerperium.—
Dr. Reuben Peterson of Ann Arbor, Michigan, read a

paper on this subject in which he drew the following con-

clusions : I. Gallstones were most commonly met with in

women between the ages of twenty and thirty-five. 2,

Gallstones were more common in women than in men.

3. There were reasons for thinking that child-bearing had

something to do with the frequency of gallstones in wo-

men. 4. This was borne out by finding that in 542 patients

where the gall-bladder was palpated during the course of

abdominal operations, gallstones were found to be present

in 64 or 11.8 per cent. 5. The percentage of patients

with gallstones, who had borne one or more children,

was 75 per cent., as against 65.7 per cent, in women who
had no gallstones. 6. In the present series of pregnant

patients with cholelithiasis, in nearly one-third of the cases

the onset of the attack was at the fifth month of gestation,

or at the time when the uterus was approaching the level

of the umbilicus and beginning to crowd the intestines

toward or upon the bile passages. 7. In the puerperal

cases the onset of the attack in one-half of the cases was

during the first seven days post-partum. 8. Chills, eleva-

tion of temperature, associated with jaundice, were fre-

quent in gallstones complicating pregnancy and the puer-

perium. 9. In the series studied there was a surprisingly

large percentage of pregnant patients with jaundice, 15

out of 25 or sixty per cent, 10. Only one out of the ten

puerperal patients had jaundice. 11. The operative mor-

tality for the tvi-enty-three pregnant patients was 13.04

per cent. 12. Tlie operative mortality for the puerperal

cases with cholelithiasis was ii.i per cent. 13. In the

pregnant patients with cholelithiasis more than one-half

of the stones were in the gall-bladder alone. The same

may be said of the puerperal cases. 14. It was probable

that there was no greater tendency for gallstone opera-

tions to interrupt pregnancy than was the case with other

abdominal operations during various periods of gesta-

tion. 15. It was advisable, when cholelithiasis compli-

cated pregnancy and the puerperium, to choose the opera-

tive procedure which could be performed in the shortest

possible time consistent with the existing conditions. 16.

The condition of the pregnant patient as regards ihe

cholelithiasis should be the determining factor as to when
the operation should be performed, whenever possible the

operation should be postponed until the child was viable.

17. The diagnosis of cholelithiasis during pregnancy and

the puerperium would not be difficult in typical cases, if

the possibility of the complication be borne in mind. Much
reliance could be placed upon the jaundice which seemed

to be more prevalent in pregnant than in non-pregnant

women with gallstones.

Dr. W. Fraxcis Wakefield of San Francisco believed

a very large percentage of women had gallstones, and in

carefully studying the histories of cases a large percent-

age of the women could trace the beginning of the sym-
toms to pregnancy. The gall-bladder should be examined
every time the abdomen was opened, and every time gall-

stones were found in the gall-bladder they should be re-

moved at that time. It was a great mistake, however, to

operate on gallstones during pregnancy if it could be

avoided.

Dr. Philander .\. Harris of Paterson, N. J., said that

if a patient had gallstones, he did not think the decision

to operate should rest upon the mere fact as to whether

the patient was pregnant or not. The decision to operate

should be governed by other conditions, no matter whether

gallstones occurred in connection with pregnancy or not.

Dr. a. Lapthorx Smith of Montreal questioned whether

it would be a good thing to operate on a woman for

gallstones who was six months advanced in pregnane}'.

The pregnant woman should be carried along with mor-
phine and other treatment until she had been delivered

of her child, and then operated on for the removal of the

gallstones.

Dr. W. Gill Wvlie of New York had been watching
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the gall-bladder whenever he opened the abdomen through

an incision large enough to introduce his hand, and he

had found that the percentage of gallstones was very much
greater than he had expected.

Dr. Hiram N. Vineberg of New York stated that a

few years ago he was called in consultation to see a case

of supposed puerperal sepsis. The woman had been de-

livered ten days before. She was very ill ; had a tempera-

ture of 104.5°, pulse 120. and complained of pain on the

right side of the lower part of the abdomen. She had

given no history of gallstone attacks prior to that. He
examined her carefully and found a distended gall-

bladder and made a diagnosis of cholecystitis. .At the

operation the gall-bladder was found full of small stones,

with mucopurulent fluid in the gall-bladder. The woman
made a good recovery.

Dr. Henry T. Byford of Chicago said that undoul)tcdly

a great many women had gallstones, and perhaps in most

of the cases, instead of gallstones originating from preg-

nancy, they were old instances of people who had been

known to have had indigestion, and whose cases had not

been diagnosed. Many of these women had had gall-

stones for a long time, and pregnancy was merely the

cause of the first recognizable symptoms of gallstone

trouble.

Dr. Johx F. Thompson of Portland, Maine, reported

the case of a woman, three or four months pregnant, upon

whom he operated and found a perforation of the gall-

bladder with stones and pus and some bile, which for-

tunately were shut off by folds of omentum. The opera-

tion was not complicated. The patient had no interference

with pregnancy, and was now three months more ad-

vanced.

Dr. Henry Hough of New Bedford, Mass., had oper-

ated on two cases of gallstones during pregnancy. One
was a woman, twenty-three years of age, and two months
pregnant. She had stones in the gall-bladder .-ind in the

duct. She also had chronic pancreatitis. Drainage

and removal of the stones resulted in a cure, and about

one month after operation she was delivered of a three

months fetus. The other woman was five months preg-

nant, who had acute cholecystitis with gallstones in the

gall-bladder. The gallstones were removed from the gall-

bladder, and drainage established, followed by a prompt
recovery. The woman went on to full term.

Dr. Richard C. Norris of Philadelphia said that oper-

ations on gallstones during pregnancy should be deter-

mined by the character of the cases. H the case was an

aggravated one, the woman should be relieved of her gall-

stones independent of the pregnancy, but if it was a case

where one could tide the patient over until labor had

been completed, it was better to do so.

Anastomotic Repair of the Ureter.—Dr. Malcolm
McLean of New York said that cases might occur where

end-to-end anastomosis was desirable and preferable to

implantation into a slit wound. He described a method
which offered a means of securing anastomosis and at"

the same time providing for the safe conduct of the urine

past the point of repair during the first critical hours after

the operation.

President's Address: American Gynecology.—The
President, Dr. Edward P. D.wis of Philadelphia said

that American gynecology had its origin in the crude ob-

stetric practice of fifty years ago. The necessity for

repairing the injuries of labor developed the genius of

Sims and Emmet, and American ingenuity added a new
branch to surgical science. .'\s obstetric surgery had

developed and asepsis was introduced, gynecology had

become more and more abdominal surgery. This had

been the case, not only because better obstetrics had less-

ened the injuries of labor, but because women had those

abdominal lesions most easily recognized and most fre-

quently occurring. -At jiresent the modern gynecologist

operated upon men and women alike, the surgeon in turn

performing many operations on women. Today the ten-

dency of development in gynecology lay in the study of

the normal relations of the abdominal and pelvic viscera,

the determination of the dynamics of the abdomen and

pelvis, and the recognition of those causes which produced

abdominal and pelvic ptosis. The repair of lacerations of

the genital tract did not suffice to cure these cases. The

pelvic viscera must be brought into such relation with the

abdomen and its contents that the dynamics of the abdomen

shall maintain health for the individual, and not disease.

That this subject was today of primary importance waS

shown in the fact that this society and the American Sur-

gical Association were about to engage in a joint dis-

cussion of this problem. Modern surgery having con-

quered the world of technique, it sought other fields of con-

quest. The operation for cancer seemed to have reached its

anatomical limitations, but the cause of cancer remained

unknown. Gynecology today was especially charged with

the task of studying the cause and the mode of growth of

malignant disease, so that operation might be wisely chosen

and performed. In no branch of medicine had so great

advance been made in recent years as in obstetrics. Path-

ological chemistn.' had thrown new light upon toxemia and

eclampsia and lessened the frequency and mortality of

these grave complications of parturition. Obstetrics

offered abundant work for the future. Toxemia and

eclampsia were but partly understood. It was still not

proven that vaginal delivery, after opening the pelvic

girdle, was not accompanied by such injuries that abdom-

inal delivery was not better, and even in the repair of

lacerations the final word had not yet been spoken. It

was still an open question whether in puerperal sepsis

we could do more than feed and stimulate the patient.

Gynecology was an American science, of which .'\merica

might well be proud. Let us see to it that it served

faithfully the land of its birth.

The Use of the Uterine Stem.—Dr. Francis H.

Davenport of Boston said that twenty years' employment

of the stem had convinced him of its efficacy and safety.

The principal use was in dysmenorrhea of a particular

type, which was characterized by severe pain coming on

with, or soon after, the appearance of the flow, and rarely

lasting more than twenty-four hours. The pathological

condition in these cases was generally as follows : A
rather small, usually anteflexed uterus, a relative stenosis

of the internal os, a tendency to the formation of con-

nective tissue at this point, and e.xquisite sensitiveness

to the passage of the probe. The attempt of the uterus

to get rid of the menstrual blood past an extremely sensi-

tive, somewhat narrow os, gave rise to pain until the

general relaxation of the tissues which accompanied men-
struation had taken place which was usually within twenty-

four hours. A solid, hard rubber stem was sewn into the

uterus and allowed to remain from four to six weeks,

usually with complete relief of the dysmenorrhea. The stem

was also useful in some cases of sterility and amenorrhea
from lack of development.

Fibroid Tumor Complicatng Pregnancy and Ren-
dering Natural Labor Impossible.—Dr. B. F. Baer of

Philadelphia said that early in his medical career it was
his fortune to see two cases of pregnancy complicated with

fibroid tumor, in one of which rupture of the uterus oc-

curred during labor, followed by death of both the mother
and child. In the other case death resulted from septic

peritonitis in consequence of injury to the soft parts fol-

lowing instrumentation for dystocia caused by complicating

fibroid. The child had perished during the labor. The
first case was attended by a midwife. To the other he

w^as related as an assistant This dreadful experience

impressed upon him the fact that pregnancy complicated
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with fibroid tumor was a most serious condition, and in-

vestigation of the literature soon convinced him that he

had only witnessed a disaster that was not uncommon in

the period that had passed. After reviewing the literature,

Dr. Baer reported six cases. The first was one of multiple

fibroid tumor of the uterus complicating pregnancy, with

hemorrhage and miscarriage ; myomectomy and oophor-

ectomy ; recovery. The second was one in which he

resorted to supravaginal hysterectomy for a fibroid tumor

complicating pregnancy and rendering labor impossible;

recovery. The third was one of fibroid tumor complicating

pregnancy, hemorrhage, and miscarriage, in which supra-

vaginal hysterectomy was done ; recovery. The fourth

one was a fibroid tumor in the posterior wall of the

uterus complicating pregnancy. Pelvic incarceration ren-

dered the continuance of pregnancy dangerous and labor

impossible, and supravaginal hysterectomy was done at the

fifth month, followed by recovery. The fifth was one in

which pregnancy was complicated with fibroid and ovarian

tumor. Supravaginal hysterectomy was done, followed by

recovery. The sixth case was a pregnancy complicated

with fibroid tumor in the lower zone and broad ligament,

blocking the pelvis and rendering natural labor impossible.

Abdominal hysterectomy was done at the seventh month,

with recovery. The cases cited showed the great impor-

tance of operating on cases in which the tumors caused

such obstruction as to interfere with the natural delivery

of the child.

Dr. W. Gill Wvlie of New York said that if the fibroid

tumor was so large as to interfere with the delivery of

the child, it should be removed; but if nothing disturbed

the women's health, so far as the fibroid was concerned

in the way of hemorrhage, and the tumor or tumors were

situated atjove the os internum, undoubtedly the woman

could be delivered of a healthy child in the natural way.

Dr. Hiram N. Vineberg of New York said that he had

seen five or six cases in which pregnancy was complicated

by fibroid tumors. It was rare that we were called upon

to operate on these women during pregnancy, for the

majority of them would deliver themselves normally.

Dr. Malcolm McLean of New York said that not in-

frequently fibroid tumors took on a retrograde movement

in pregnancy as the result of that condition. He had

seen two such cases in which the tumors almost entirely

disappeared after delivery.

Dr. Seth C. Gordon of Portland, Me., said that where

a woman had a fibroid tumor that was troubling her, she

had better have hysterectomy performed.

Dr. Reuben Peterson of Ann Arbor, Mich., had seen

three cases of fibroid tumors complicating pregnancy in

the last year. While we should always deal with these

cases conservatively and give every chance to the women,

we should still remember that the fetus should have a

chance, and if the pregnant woman could go on without

jeopardizing her life without an operation she should have

that privilege.

Dr. Edwin B. Cragin of New York said that within

the last three months he had done a cesarean section in

a case of fibroid tumor obstructing the canal complicating

pregnancy. On the other hand, they had had a large

number of cases at the Sloane Maternity which had given

no trouble.

Dr. I. S. Stone of Washington, D. C., did not believe

in the disappearance of fibroids unless degeneration took

place, or unless necrosis occurred and a submucous abscess

formed and discharged. A fibroid might disappear in that

way or by twisting of the pedicle, getting separated from

the uterus and disappearing.

Dr. Charles M. Green of Boston said that in one case

he found the pelvis of a woman filled with a large fibroid

tumor. During transmission to the hospital the fibroid

ascended out of the pelvis, and when he saw the woman

and could reach the os he found a breech presentation.

They gave her further time, the fibroid ascended out of

the way, and the woman was delivered of a living child,

and made a normal convalescence.

Dr. Edward Reynolds of Boston said that two or three

years ago he saw a young woman who was pregnant with

a fibroid in her uterus. She miscarried. He determined

the position of the fibroid with fingers inside the uterus

and the hand outside. He operated on her for other causes

about a year ago. and found at the site of the fibroid no

tumor whatsoever, but a white, comparatively bloodless

area in the uterine wall, which evidently represented com-
plete disappearance of the fibroid.

Dr. Willis E. Ford of Utica, N. Y., alluded to the in-

fluence which pregnancy had upon a fibroid tumor, and

recalled the case of a girl whom he saw before her mar-

riage with an intramural fibroid which reached half way
up to the umbilicus. He was called to see her after her

marriage, at which time she was pregnant at the fifth

month. This was fourteen years ago. He had made
arrangements to do a Porro operation. Fortunately noth-

ing happened. She was delivered in the normal way, and

had a boy now thirteen years of age. The other day

he examined her and found that the fibroid tumor had

entirely disappeared.

Dr. Richard C. Norris of Philadelphia had seen tumors

situated in the lower segment of the uterus retract them-

selves, being drawn out of the way by the action of the

longitudinal fibers, and disappear when he was about ready

to do a cesarean section, and the woman he delivered spon-

taneously.

Dr. George Tucker Harrison of New York said that

in negro woman myomata were much more common than

in women of the white race. The position of a myoma was
not a bar to conception, and the proof of this was found

amongst the negro race.

Surgery of the Upper Pelvic Floor by Direct Supra-

pubic Approach.—Dr. William M. Polk of New York
spoke of the need for further development of the surgery

of the upper pelvic floor by direct suprapubic approach,

and illustrated the subject by referring to eleven cases

upon which he had operated. One was a case of complete

prolapse of the uterus. Two were cases of partial pro-

lapse, the cervix resting at the ostium vaginse. Five were

cases of retroversion with adhesions. Three were cases

of retroversion without adhesions, and one a case of pro-

lapse of the pelvic floor subsequent to hysterectomy per-

formed some years previously. He described in detail his

method of operating.

(To be continued.')

THE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE
GREATER CITY OF NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, Held May 16, 1910.

The President, Dr. Reynold Webb Wilco.x, in the
Chair.

The Paradox of the Tubercle Bacillus.—Dr. Ira Van
GiESON read a paper with this title (see page 52).

Dr. James Ewing said that if we had to deal with a

nonacid-fast form of the tubercle bacillus, then we were

face t(j face with a question which was second in import-

ance only to the discovery of tubercle bacillus itself. If

such be the case, then a large part of the history of tuber-

culosis would have to be revised. Much's work was of

very great importance, and although his articles had been

common property for the past year and a half, not a single

important contribution bearing on the subject had ap-

peared in this country, barring perhaps one. Dr. Van

Gieson, therefore, had brought up for discussion an ex-

tremely important subject, and was the first one in this

country to submit to critical consideration the data upon
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which Much had based his important conchision. It was

a rather curious fact that although the tubercle bacillus had

been discovered as far back as 1881, such simple problems

as its morphology and staining properties were still un-

settled. In its development the tubercle bacillus did not

always assume a rod-shaped form ; it might appear as a

row of acid fast granules. Whether these granules could

lose their acid-fast quality while still retaining their

viability and infectiousness was a very important question

very difficult to prove. Dr. Ewing himself had not been

able to find proof of such a possibility. He had found that

granular bacilli after Gram's stain were sometimes more

abundant in old lesions than after the ordinary carbol-

fuchsin stain. He was quite unconvinced that Gram posi-

tive, non-acid-fast, still viable tubercle bacilli or cocci,

did not occur so frequently nor in any such numbers as

Much had claimed.

Dr. H. G. PiFFARD said that Dr. Van Gieson had spoken

of the non-visible forms of tubercle bacilli and he would

like to say a word regarding the non-existent forms.

There were many, Dr. Piffard said, who did not look upon

the tubercle bacillus as a specific organism, and he had

expressed his own views on the subject in an article

entitled "Some Problems Connected with Tuberculosis,"

which was published in the New York Medical Journal

about a year ago, in which he had referred to the fat and

other acid-fast bacilli, and their close similarity to the

tubercle bacillus, and had emphasized the importance of a

more improved technique in the bacteriological diagnosis

of tuberculosis.

Intestinal Infections in Children.—Dr. Joseph E.

Winters made some remarks on this subject. He stated

that the excessive mortality which statistics showed to

exist among infants was largely limited to those which

were bottle-fed. Ninety-eight per cent of the mortality

was among infants in the tenement house population, and

it was unquestionably due almost exclusively to the kind

of feeding which these infants received. This gave rise

to infectious processes which might prove rapidly fatal

from the conditions set up in the intestines, and which,

if more prolonged, involved other portions of the system.

After the first week, bronchopneumonia was extremely

common, and various complications might arise, such as

pleuritic effusion, otitis media, etc. The treatment of

these patients should be based strictly on physiological

principles. Ordinary cow's milk, animal broths and cer-

eals were not only useless, but positively injurious in the

case of young infants. The first thing to do was to

clean out the intestinal canal thoroughly with a large dose

of ice-cold castor oil, which was the one remedy adapted

for this purpose. If it was vomited, the dose was to be

repeated. Where vomiting was a feature, there was

nothing so efficacious in checking this as hot water in

drops, administered with a medicine dropper. For a

suitable interval after the dose of oil, nothing what-

ever was to be given, not even water. Then water alone

should be given for a considerable time, in small quan-

tities, and not too frequently. Finally, the infant was

placed upon a food composed of the top half ounce of

quart bottles of milk (at first, two bottles, and aftervvards,

three or more bottles), properly diluted and having lime

water added to it. This afforded a flocculent protein which

closely approximated mother's milk. The results of this

treatment had proven eminently satisfactory and the

lives of many infants had been saved by it. As for the

milk used for this purpose, it was desirable that it should

be cooled immediately after being drawn, placed in bottles,

and afterwards kept at a temperature of 40° F. Pasteur-

ization or any kind of sterilization was of no service what-

ever, as was clearly shown by mortality statistics. Later,

the top ounce, instead of half ounce, from quart bottles of

milk should be employed, and in older infants the portion

of the milk sterilized would vary according to the age of

the child. In those still older farinaceous food, properly

prepared, was as much of a specific for the diarrhea as

quinine was for malarial fever, or mercury for syphilis,

and the results from its administration alone were often

marvelous.

Dr. Henry S. Stearns said that while the method of

treatment of the intestinal infections in children recom-

mended by Dr. Winters was very satisfactory for those

who were in a position to use it, most of these patients,

perhaps 98 per cent., came from the tenements, and were

unable to get either the quantity or the quality of the milk

that was essential to carrying out his method of feeding.

In those cases we must make some compromise. It would

be futile to tell the parents of these poor children to take

"the top of the bottle" of four to six bottles of good milk,

so we had to do the best we could for them.

Dr. Henry D. Chai'in said that in spite of the emphatic

manner in which Dr. Winters had enunciated his views

on feeding in the treatment of the intestinal infections in

children, he could not agree with -him excepting on one

or two points. One of these was the necessity for the

rapid cooling of the milk, and in connection with his work

with the Milk Commission of the County Medical Society

he had frequently seen an illustration of the fact that

milk from a dirty dairy gave a low bacteria count by rapid

cooling. The fact should not be lost sight of, however,

that milk could not be kept at a temperature of 40° F. in

the average refrigerator. In some of these cases of in-

testinal infection in children whose digestion was im-

paired it was better to give the feedings less often than

was recommended by Dr. Winters—even every four hours.

As to the amount of fat in the feeding. Dr. Chapin thought

the pendulum had swung too far, and that we would

see cases of rickets and malnutrition from nonfat feeding.

The percentage of fat in the top few ounces of the bottle

varied considerably, and if we could only convince Dr.

Winters to go a little deeper into the bottle he would

probably see his babies thrive quite as well, if not better.

As a matter of fact, every time one was putting cow's

milk into a baby's stomach one was nutting in a foreign

body. If we could keep the children at the breast, we

would see very few cases of intestinal infection. Dr.

Chapin said he was the first to call attention to the fact

that the proteins of milk had two functions, a develop-

mental function as well as a nutritional function. The

casein of cow's milk coagulated in tough, stringy masses,

and every time we put cow's milk into a baby's stomach

we were putting in a food which was intended for an

animal with four stomachs instead of for a child with

but one stomach. The protein of all milks coagulates in

a form analogous to the future food of the adult animals.

Dr. J. Madison Taylor of Philadelphia said he had long

held the opinion that one of the most essential points in

the artificial feeding of infants was to get the milk as

fresh as possible and use it as soon as possible. By getting

the milk directly from the cow and properly modifying it

and using it as soon as possible, before its vital enzyme

became dissipated, the speaker thought we were doing

much towards the solution of this problem of infant

feeding. It was entirely possible to have cow stables in

cities similar to horse stables, yet with special equipment,

including small open spaces for exercise. Portions of

city parks could be used in this way, the stables being

near by. Cows could be brought by automobile ambulances

in an hour or two, and when dry returned in the same way.

Xo one factor would contribute so much to save infant life

as absolutely fresh milk accessible to those who needed it

most.

Dr. H. Seymour Houghton spoke of certain cases of

intestinal infection in children which were apparently the

result of some peculiar form of toxemia, and which were
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not associated with any prior inflammatory condition or

due to bad feeding. This condition usually occurred in

children who had been reared with the utmost care. The

symptoms came on suddenly, like a thunder shower in

summer, with or without preliminary fever and without

diarrhea, but with constipation and stupor.

Dr. Walter Lester Carr said that intestinal infections

might be of different varieties. For example, smce tne

discovery of the Shiga bacillus many cases of summer

diarrhea had been found to be due to this bacillus or to

one of its associates, the Fle.xner or Hiss form. These

cases of bacillary diarrhea were not always severe, nor

were they dysenteric in the sense in which the word was

formerly used. The term intestinal infection might desig-

nate also the complex changes found where there was in-

complete metabolism—autoinfection. A common form of

summer diarrhea might be dependent upon changes in

cow's milk from faulty methods m handling. With clean,

fresh milk, kept at a temperature of 45°, there was little

danger of intestinal disease. It was an accepted fact tnat

if babies were fed on breast milk, their natural food,

they did not suffer from summer diarrhea, but as many
babies were not able to get breast milk, the best that could

be done for them was to use modified cow's milk.

Dr. William Shannon said he thought that many of

the summer diarrheas in children could be prevented if

we instructed the mothers how to handle the milk after

its delivery in the morning. The milk was often left for

an hour or more on the window sill or near the kitchen

stove before it was put on the ice, and thus the growth

of bacteria was favored. The speaker said he had seen

many examples of the beneficial etfect of the treatment out-

lined by Dr. Winters, whose success largely depended on

the manner in which he impressed the parents to carry out

his instructions to the letter.

Dr. WiLLLAM D. Tyrrell, discussing the etiological fac-

tors of intestinal infections in children, said we could not

draw any hard and fast line between the chemical and
bacteriological factors. Personally, he was convinced that

an excess of protein in the food was often an exciting

factor, as it always left a residuum in the large intestine

which was acted on by the putrefactive bacteria and formed
an irritant. During the intense heat of July and August,
wnen it required less feeding to maintain the body tem-

perature, the babies received the same amount of food as

during the cooler seasons, and so were overfed.

Dr. Winters, in closing the discussion, said that all he
knew of intestinal derangements in children he had learned

from dispensary or tenement-house practice. Even among
the poorer classes the necessary amount of top milk could
be obtained by making an arrangement with other tenants

in the house, and he never had the slightest difficulty in

having the mothers carry out his instructions. On the
contrary, it was marvelous how exact and careful the
mothers were when they were properly impressed with
the importance of the matter, and when the instructions

were given to them in written form. For this purpose,
printed slips had been prepared, which gave the hours of
feeding, the number of feedings, and the proper quanti-
ties; everything was written out. Speaking of the fat

content of the food. Dr. Winters said that when diluted,

the feedings as he recommended them w-ere not excessive
in fat. None of the milk delivered in New York City
gave more than 25 per cent, of fat when the upper half
ounce was used. In reply to Dr. Chapin's statement that
every time we were putting cow's milk into a baby's stom-
ach we were putting in a foreign body. Dr. Winters said
that by taking the top half ounce from a quart bottle of
milk and treating it as he had described we obtained a
product that could not be told from woman's milk. We
had to feed babies artificially, and the sooner we got away
from this nonsensical biological talk the better.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York City,

for the week of July 2, 1910.

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
V'aricella

Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis.
Malarial Fever

493
371
623
236

2

95
45
57

2

Totals.

158
26
20
13

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpox, yellow fever, cholera, and plague have been
reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health and
Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended Julj- i.

igio.

India, Calcutta May 1-7
Rangoon Mav 8-14

Java. Batavia May 8-14 S

Samarang May S— 14 50
Soerabaya May S-14 15

YELLOW FEVHR.

Brazil, Manaos Mav 50-June 4....

Para May .30-June 11.. 11

Ecuador, Guayaquil May 16-31 21
Gold Coast. Sekondi May 1-27 8
Sierra Leone, Freetown May 1—31 3

pl.\gi;e.

Chile. Iquique .May R-21 •)

China. Hongkong May 8-14 2
Ecuador, Guayaquil May 16-.* 1 2

India. Bombay May 18-24
Calcutta May 1-7
Kurrachee May 15-21 60
Rangoon May 8-14
Bombay Presidency and

Sind May 1-14 985
Madras Presidency May 1-14 38
Bengal May 1-14 626
United Provinces May 1-14 3.660-
Punjab May 1-14 16.810

.May 1-14 348
Central provinces, including

Berar Mav 1-14 118
MvsoreState May 1-14.... .. 18
Hvderabad State May 1-14 5

Central India ...May 1-14 9
Rajputana and Ajmer-Mer-
wara Mav 1-14 4.650

Baluchistan May 1-14
Peru, Callao. department

—

CaUao May 19
From S.S. Nicarie.

Trinidad. Port of Spain May l.S-21

SMALLPOX.

Algeria. Bona May 1—31
Australia. Victoria, general April 3-19
Austria. Galicia May 29-June4..
BrazU. Para May 29-June 11.

Canada, British Columbia

—

Femie June 12-18
Nova Scotia

—

Halifax June 14-20
Pictou June 12-18

Ontario

—

Toronto June 5-11
China, Canton May 8-21

Hongkong May 8-14
Nanking May 7

Egypt, general April 30-May 6. . .

Cairo May 21-27
France. Paris May 29-June 4...

Germany, general May 29-June 11..

Great Britain. South Shields Mav 22-June 4.. .

India, Bombay May 18-24
K\irrachee May 15-21
.Madras May 14-20
Rangoon .May 8-14

Italy, general May 30-June 5.

.

Naples May 30-June 5.

.

Korea, Fusan May 1-7

Malta May 22-28
Mexico. Aguascalientes June 5-11

Mexico May 15-21
San Luis Potosi May 29-June 4.

.

Portugal, Lisbon May 29-June 4.

.

Russia, Libau May 3D-June5..
Moscow May 22-28
Odessa May 22-June 4..

Riga May 29-lune4..
St. Petersburg May 8-28

Spain, Barcelona May 3! June 6..

Cadi>; May 1-31

567
3.445
14,654

340
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TH] PSYCHONEUROSES: AN INTER-
PRETATION.*

Bv JOSEPH COLLINS, M.D..

NEW YORK.

IAN TO THE

Mankind is liable to affliction with certain dis-

orders that are called nervous diseases. When the

nervous system thus diseased undergoes demonstra-
ble structural alteration, the disease is said to be
organic. When such alteration is not demonstrable,

the disease is said, without prejudice, to be func-

tional. Such functional nervous disease is called

a neurosis, and when it is attended in its display

with conspicuous mental and emotional symptoms,
the name psychoneurosis is often and legitimately

given to it.

Year by year our conception of disease changes.

At one time it changes more rapidly in a certain

branch of pathology; at another in quite a different

branch. In neurology the changes are more striking

and less convincing than in any other branch of

medicine. This is so because the pathological physi-

ology cannot be understood until the normal physi-

ology has been established. The physiology of the

brain, and to a lesser extent of the spinal cord and
the sympathetic nervous system, is still an unfinished

chapter. Until the functions of the nervous sys-

tem are determined, the functional nervous diseases

must remain somewhat enigmatic.

The chief functional nervous diseases or neu-

roses are epilepsy, migraine, tic, hysteria, neuras-

thenia, and psychasthenia. Epilepsy and migraine

are not attended with mental and emotional symp-
toms. Tic may or may not be, but hysteria and neu-

rasthenia are, and they are the psychoneuroses.

Whether or not there are others depends upon what
is meant by these designations.

What Is Hysteria and What Is Neurasthenia^—
It is not an easy matter to define hysteria or

neurasthenia, either in a conventional sense or in a

medical sense, but, that any value may attach itself

to a discussion of the psychoneuroses before a body
of physicians interested in all human ailments it is

necessary that an attempt be made to define them,

or at least to state the significance accorded them by

neurologists.

It is not so long ago, about 6o years, that all

diseases of the nervous system were classified as

functional diseases, neuroses. Then, in one genera-

tion, thanks to the initiative of Duchenne in France
and Romberg in Germany, many of them yielded

the secret of their existence. The begimiing of the

present century saw still included in this category

chorea, paralysis agitans, and exophthalmic goiter.

*Read before the Canadian Medical .Association. Toron-
to, June 2, 1910.

They have now been removed, and year by year

the list of functional diseases grows smaller ; and
there are some who incline to believe that eventually

it will include only the psychoneuroses ; that epi-

lepsy, migraine, and tic will be found to be de-

pendent upon demonstrable lesion and that the

visceral neuroses will reveal a genetic relationship

to obsession.

The Trend of the Times Is Tozcard Simplicity of

Classification.—Be that as it may, certainly the trend

of the times in Neurology and in Psychiatrj- is to-

ward simplicity of classification and the grouping to-

gether of cases which, though they may vary widely

in their symptomatic manifestations, have funda-

mentally certain characteristics in common. Thus
Insteria, neurasthenia, psychasthenia, states of men-
tal and emotional unrest under the dominion of ob-

session or fear, states of anxiety and of panic, are

classified as psychoneuroses. The essential factor

in all of them is psychical, and as we approach the

last analysis, we shall see that it is ideo-obsessive.

The Designation Hysteria Often Misapplied.—
Many designations in medicine are used loosely.

Hysteria is one of them. Indeed, it is the most
flagrant example. No one believes at the present

day that hysteria has anything to do with uteru^,

but it is probable that few of us have the same
mental picture called up by this designation. Hys-
teria is a disease which manifests itself by fairly

well-defined symptoms, though they vary enor-

mously in intenstiy and in association. They may
be so slight as to cause merely inconvenience, or so

overpowering as completely to incapacitate. We are

very familiar with its clinical manifestations and
with its career. We know something of its causa-

tion, in so much as we know that it may be called

into existence by fright or by forces designated as

moral shock. We know little or nothing of its

]iathology, and our theories of its causation now,
just as since time immemorial, are not susceptible

of proof. Whether they are more tenable than

those which they attempt to dislodge, depends upon
the point of view.

The Theories of Hysteria.—The newest theories

of pathogenesis of hysteria are those advocated

by Babinski of Paris, and of Freud of Vienna.

For Babinski, hysteria is a special psychic

.^tate manifesting itself principally in disturb-

ances which are called primary, and subse-

quently in secondary disturbances. The primary

disturbances are distinguished by the fact that

it is possible to reproduce them by suggestion

in certain subjects with rigorous exactitude and to

cause them to disappear under the exclusive in-

fluence of persuasion. The secondary disturbances

are distinguished by the fact that they are im-

mediately subordinate to the primary disturbances.

Babinski proposes to call hysteria pithiatism, be-

cause it is susceptible of cure by persuasion. In
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fact, he seems to think that it is the only neurosis

that is susceptible of cure in this fashion! He
denies that the so-called signs of hysteria are char-

acteristic or permanent, or that they have the funda-

mental importance that has been attributed to them.

Although a number of years have elapsed since

Babinski's views were first submitted to the pro-

fession,- it is not apparent that they have been

widely accepted, nor lias the term pithiatism come
into use.

The chief service of the discussion provoked by

the advocacy of this theory has been to show that

many of the so-called stigmata of hysteria, i.e.

the objective signs, have been given a fictitious

value by French writers, and that many of the

symptoms of major hysteria existed in the imagina-

tion of the person describing them, or are instances

of association of hysteria and organic diseases

"badly interpreted."

Freud's Theory.—The theory of Freud cannot

be so summarily dismissed. Originally formulated by
Breuer and Freud it is in reality an extension of doc-

trine propounded by Janet, which holds that hys-

teria is a psychosis belonging to a group of mental

diseases due to cerebral insufficiency. It is char-

acterized especially by moral symptoms. The es-

sential feature is weakening of the faculty of psy-

chological synthesis. The hysterical process causes

a splitting, a disintegration, a doubling of person-

ality. Freud adopts this theory and contends that

the disintegration is initiated by a force which he

calls sexual trauma. In order that I may do him
no injustice, I quote literally the conclusion of his

chief disciple and advocate, Jung. "There develops

usually on a constitutional basis before puberty
definite sexual activities which are chiefly of a per-

verse nature. These activities do not as a rule lead

to a definite neurosis before the time of puberty,

which, by the way, manifests itself earlier in the

psyche than in the soma, but to sexual phantasy,
which takes on a perverse, constellated direction by
reason of the infantile sexual activities. On consti-

tutional grounds the increased phantasy of the hys-

terical individual leads to the formation of com-
plexes which are not taken up by the personality

because of the shame and disgust which they
engender. They remain buried, and thus is in-

itiated a conflict between normal passion (libido)

and the sexual representation of these buried in-

fantile perversions. This conflict gives rise to the
symptoms of hysteria.

The Mechanism of Hysteria.—Freud e.xplains

the mechanism of hysteria as follows : Ex-
periences of a painful emotional character are

psychic traumata, and if not reacted to ade-
quately and appropriately they remain in the
mind and give rise to affect-memories. If these
afl'ect-memories are sufficiently organized they may
usurp control of the bodily innervation as well as

the psychic activity, thus producing various hys-
terical phenomena.
The psychic trauma may consist of a single e.x-

perience, or of a group of experiences, or it may
result from indifferent occurrences coinciding with
a time of special nervous susceptibility as in a state

of fear. The connection between the psychic
trauma and the resulting phenomena may be ob-
scure. Often it is forgotten and frequently it is

unpleasant to relate.

The affect-memory may produce (
i ) a single

acute attack of hysteria, (2) a series of more or
less persistent symptoms of a hysterical nature, or,

more frequently, (3) a combination of these two.

Hysterical attacks may be spontaneous or provoked
either directly by recalling the affect-memory or

indirectly through some experience analagous to

that which caused the trauma.

Xormally, the memory of any event fades with

the passing of time, but this takes place only when
the individual reacts adequately to the experience.

Speech alone may be sufficient to facilitate the

reaction or it may require voluntary or involuntary

reflexes, from weeping to an act of vengeance.

Adequate reaction may be prevented (a) by ex-

periences to which no reaction is possible, as the

death of a beloved one, and (b) by experiences

which the individual voluntarily excludes from the

field of consciousness as in sexual matters, or (c)

they may be prevented by the nature of the attend-

ing circumstances, such as experiences accompany-
ing fear or occurring under abnormal conditions

such as revery-autohypnosis.

The phenomena of dissociation are analagous to

those of dreams in which the experiences are de-

tached from the normal consciousness. Freud calls

this the hypnoidal state. Dreams do not influence

the waking state while the products of the hyp-

noidal condition obtrude themselves into waking life

as hysterical phenomena.

Even in a normal person, a severe psychic trauma,

or a forced suppression of an affect, brings about

a splitting off of groups of ideas, but in time these

are assimilated and the memory fades away. In

hysterical subjects, the splitting-off group remains

split-off and long retains its original vividness. A
series of hypnoidal memories may associate with

each other and reach a high degree of psychical or-

ganization even to the highly organized "second

personality." Each hysterical attack acts as an ad-

ditional trauma, reinforcing the tendency to sub-

sequent attacks. The two physical conditions, i.e.

the normal consciousness and the hypnoidal con-

sciousness, tend to establish a system of alternating

activity which admits of each assuming control

without really influencing each other.

Criticism of Frc\id's Contention.—Freud takes

an attitude toward consciousness such as one

would take toward a working machine, and proceeds

to describe it in terms of what he calls psychic

mechanisms. His procedure is not systematic, and

he omits to give any extended description of the

psychic mechanism of the normal mind except

by implication. What he has to say concerning

this has to be gathered mainly from his descrip-

tion of what occurs to the normal mind at certain

"critical moments," by which he seems to mean
moments when under severe stress, possibly ac-

centuated by some fundamental lack of staying

power in the subject of this experience, the custom-

ary complete control of the situation is lost, and a

situation is produced which is neither understandable

nor removable, and which consequently remains

in the active consciousness only as an obstructive

element. If the mind is of good staying quality it

will wrestle with the intruding state until it inter-

prets its meaning, in terms of its larger and less

stressful experience, and so brings it under control.

If it fails to do this it suffers the inconvenience of

having the process repeated until there is sufficient

of this material on hand to call for organization

unto more complex systems of activities. These
symptoms never get related to the main activities of

consciousness, no matter how far this secondary

organization proceeds.
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Freud's general method of treating his subject,

then, is to take up a certain attitude toward the
normal mind, to proceed from that to an abnormal
condition of it which he calls traumatic, from which
he is ready to advance another step to the phase
of abnormality known as hysteria.

No particular objection can be raised cither lu an
attempt at mere description, or to this order of pro-
cedure. It is only when the details of his etlori

are scrutinized that its limitations appear. Even
these are of negligfible importance, unless it can be
shown that the resulting description is, by its very
nature, a doubtful foundation on which to rest the

principles of treatment of hysteria.

Freud's interpretation of hysterical states should
therefore be subject to severe scrutiny in the matter
of details, for it is there that the insui^cient or mis-
leading nature of the process will make itself ap-
parent.

Two tests might be applied to the working out of
his method. One would be seriously to accept his

view of the mind as a mechanical structure, and at-

tempt to complete his sketchy outline according to

the implications he makes, and then to criticise the

description in the light of its total result. A much
simpler way is to try to make the most of the situ-

ation as he outlines it, allowing for the insufficiency

of the terms, frankly discounting their significance

as anything more than merest connecting material

and resolutely avoiding an extension of fictitious

values.

Among the terms which Freud uses with great

freedom and with no open acknowledgment of their

fictitious values are : Traumatic neuroses, psychic

trauma, causal trauma, grand trauma, partial

trauma, afifects, affects of memory, afifective ideas,

affectful experience, abreactions, cathartic reac-

tions, psychic determinants, associative elaborations,

associative organizations, hypnoid states, hypnoid
ideation, hypnotized memory, accidental moments,
etc. Furnished with this set of terms, which he

dignifies by describing them as psychic mech-
anisms, and with the general conception of

this mind as a working machine, he pro-

ceeds to weave together his picture of hys-

teria with alluring ease and certainty. There
is first the normal mind, which makes its compli-

cated adjustments to situations, shaping the mechan-
ical parts and grouping them into sufficiently or-

ganized activities to meet the ordinary situation of

experience. It takes, that is. a certain attitude of

its own contrivance toward the present situations,

according to the way in which the situations affect

it ; these are affect attitudes on the part of the

mental mechanism. Their peculiar significance is

shown by the persistency of this affective element
in the memory of the event ; the slightest clue as to

the original situation may bring back the full affect

of the first experience.

Next there comes into view the normal mind.
strained to its utmost, and reaching the breaking
point, either because of the extraordinary nature of

the event, or the inherent limitations of its mech-
anism

; the result is a failure to complete the process
of response. The mechanism is over-affected b\'

the experience and responds partially and in-

adequately, instead of reacting in a fully organized
and effective manner. Its abreaction is insufficient

for the occasion, and below the capacity with which
it is normally credited. Not the mechanism, so
much as its habit of acting, has received an injury,

a trauma. Inasmuch as it is a habit-formina: mech-

anism, its condition is more or less permanently
affected and may now be viewed as traumatic;

that is, it is in a peculiarly susceptible condition

toward a recurrence of a like event, which may
cause a repetition of failure even though the situ-

ation is much less important than the original one.

It is also generally susceptible toward the acquisi-

tion of traumatic experiences. The evidence of this

new situation is very marked when we turn again
to the activity of memory, into which this new
class of representations has been introduced, and
contends with normal memories on terms of even
greater advantage than those which belong to the

truncated experiences in their rivalry with com-
pletely organized experiences. The course of de-

velopment which ensues for the normal mind de-
pends on circumstaiKes. If the extraordinary
events are infrequent, and if the mind is of good
sustaining power, no significant damage results, and
the effect wears away or it is accommodated with-

out serious disturbance of satisfaction.

Quite a different course of development follows
in the case of minds that by the effect produced on
them must be called in relative terms abnormal.
The traumatic interruptions are more severe and
lasting; the isolation of the peculiar memories re-

sulting from the painful experience is more com-
plete

;
their appearance as rival activities in the field

of memory is more frequent and effective ; the ten-

dency to inaugurate new experiences of this sort

is more pronounced. But with all this distortion of
the mechanical activity one important feature of
memory still remains, so long as memory itself is

active : the association type of activity still persists

and operates in the field of the isolated and secon-
dary activities as well as in the immediately useful
primary activities. As a result, there grows up in

the abnormal mind, constituting its abnormality, a
second set of organized memories which rivals the
first set both in its power to affect new experiences
as they arise, and in their capacity for organization
about a second center.

Having reached this point, Freud has entered the
field of hysteria as he conceives it. It is marked by
nothing different in kind from what happens occa-
sionally to normal minds, or to the abnormal mind
more frequently on account of its greater suscepti-
bility ; but it is subject to become habitual and is

marked by a tendency to continued organization of
the useless activities into a complex which has no
more important function to perform than to occupy
the field of consciousness to the exclusion of the
higher useful activities, and in a mischievous relation
to the super-excitable motor activities which are no
longer coordinated in some purposeful undertaking.
Dreams and Their Interpretation.—One of the

.ispects of the hysterical mode of mechanical
activity to which he gives particular attention
is the type of memories which originate in

dreams, reveries, hypnoidal states. They belong in
the class of free-flowing movements of the normaf
mind, which occur in greater frequency in ungov-
erned minds, and are the characteristic remainder in
the suppressed form of mental activity called the
hvpnotic state. In the case of the hysterical mind,
with its organized duplicity of behavior, and its

consequent superficiality of movement, these free
occurrences attain a significance they would not
otherwise have. The memory of them becomes
peculiarly intrusive, since the dissociation of mental
activities into groups appears in its most pronounced
form in the field of memorv. The limitations of
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the point of view which furnishes this description

are apparent when it comes to its application to

specific situations. As Freud himself is forced to

acknowledge, the only method afforded is to go

patiently over the field, pick up the traumatic occa-

sions one by one, often in the most painful fashion,

furnish the subject with a complete description of

what he did and what he ought to have done—that

is, to substitute a normal affect and a normal abreac-

tion, and thus to dissipate the efficiency of the trau-

matic memory by withdrawing it from its dissocia-

tion from the normal associative process. It re-

mains extremely doubtful how much of this training

must be given before the hysterically disposed will

have changed his disposition. It is certain that the

mere removal of the uncorrelated memory will not

do it, nor will voiding the affects of such an ac-

tivity alter the native disposition of the subject.

The indications are strong that isolation of the sub-

ject in a special environment is essential in order

that no more false experiences may be set up.

There are equally strong indications that the ques-

tion of the economic importance of the process

should be investigated in the case of each subject.

The objections to Freud's theory and practice are

that his mode of interpretation is too arbitrary, that

the psychoanalysis becomes a source of suggestion,

direct and indirect, and that it gives a conspicuous-

ness to the sexual factor as a causative agency which

it has not yet been proven to have.

The arbitrary interpretation refers particularly to

the dream symbolism, according to which theory

dreams are psychical structures of sexual origin not

always accessible to interpretation. The sense of

any dream is the fulfillment of a wish ; that is,

dreams are the accomplishment of suppressed de-

sires. Dream fabrics are characterized by a ten-

dency to condensation and a displacement of the sub-

conscious thought. This is the keynote for the

translation of the hidden dream fabrics, and the

attributed condensation resulting therefrom seem to

me grossly exaggerated. The most serious objection,

however, to Freud's procedure is that it becomes a

source of autosuggestion. Psychoanalysis is equiva-

lent to sexual analysis and every step in it turns on
an erotic pivot. Only the completest self-mastery

on the part of the interlocutor, and the supremest

impersonality on the part of the victim can keep the

element of autosuggestion out of the psychoanalytic

seance. The constant digging for complexes be-

comes an enormous incentive to the individual

whose mind and emotions are easily swerved to

fabricate such complexes.

Even addmitting that sexual factors have the im-
portance in the psychogenesis of hysteria that Freud
maintains, very little has yet been vouchsafed us

upon which to base the belief that the psycho-
analysis is a reliable therapeutic agency.

If the most we can do for those afflicted with
hysteria in the present state of ignorance as to its

causes is to put them in possession of a description

of their condition, then the service rendered them is

of doubtful value if the description itself is artificial,

strained, inadequate, or questionable.

Estimate of the Value of Freud's Hypothesis.—
On the whoje, it must be said that Freud's method
justifies itself if it is not taken too seriously,

and too much is not hoped for from its

application. The specious appearance given to this

statement through his use of analogical terms is

easily "abreacted from" and need result in no dis-

tortion of view in the normal mind, free from super-

esthetic tendencies and hyperexcitability. It will

undoubtedly work best with minds which are in-

clined to split up analytically and is most easily

applied to minds whose difficulties have arisen

through confinement of their marked experiences to

the field of sex excitements, which are the most fre-

quent highly developed crises to which the general-

ity of people are subject.

IVhat Hysteria Means to the Average Mind.—
To the average student of medicine who has no

theory of his own to explain hysteria, it is a disease

founded upon a constitutional peculiarity which we
speak of as neuropathic temperament or degeneracy,

which is a matter of heredity, whose manifestations

are frequently called into evidence by such forces

as mental and emotional shock, which includes fear,

worry, grief, anxiety, and physical injury or dis-

ease. This hypothesis interprets the manifestations

of hysteria as the persistence in adult life of childish

types of reaction to the facts of life. The hysteri-

cal reaction is in reality an attempt at adjustment

to experience.

Neurasthenia a Mental Disorder.—In attempt-

ing to define neurasthenia, we find our task

no easier than when we essay to define hysteria.

We certainly do not mean what Beard meant when
he first described it or when he finished describing-

it. "Exhaustion of the nervous system, the effect

of wasting fevers, exhausting wounds, parturition,

protracted confinement, dyspepsia, phthisis, Bright's

disease, etc. ; a part of the compensation for our

progress and refinement in civilized intellectual

communities." It is no more a part of the compen-
sation which we pay for our present-day culture and

civilization than Christian Science or Spiritualism

is. It is a manifestation of atavism that has not

been corrected by education. Beard speculated

that it was due to a change in the central nervous

system. "The central nervous system becomes de-

phosphorized, or perhaps loses somewhat of the

solid constituents ;
probably also undergoes slight

indetectable, morbid changes in its chemical struc-

ture" (Boston Medical and Surgical Journal,

April 29, 1869). This view that neurasthenia is

the expression of some debilitating physical experi-

ence gained ground for 25 years. At the end of

that time it was a clinical Colossus in the shape of

a Sphinx. Nearly every "functional" nervous dis-

order unaccompanied by convulsion, profound sui-

cidal impulse, or dementia, was placed beneath its

covering. The first veil was lifted from its face by

Dunin of Warsaw ("Grundsatze der Behandlung
der Neurasthenic und Hysteric." Berlin, 1902), and

in this country by Dana in 1904, who in that year

read a paper before the Boston Society of Neurology
and Psychiatry entitled "The Partial Passing of

Neurasthenia" (Boston Medical and Surgical Jour-

nal. March 31, 1904), in which he pointed out that a

large number of so-called neurasthenias should be

classed as prodromal stages, abortive types, or shad-

owy imitations of the great psychoses. "The mor-
bid mind dominates the situation, not a weak eye

muscle, a poor stomach, a heavy womb, uric acid,

arterial sclerosis, or even an exhausted motor nerve

cell. The body also is at fault, but the psyche is in

main control, and gives the stamp to the syndrome,

directs the prognosis, and most acutely solicits the

treatment."

That the mind in its perverse activity dominates

the clinical picture presented by neurasthenics had
been noted many times by innumerable investiga-

tors, but it has been impossible to dislodge from the
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medical mind, and from the lay mind as well, the

conviction that neurasthenia is the expression of

physical disease, and that the j^roblem which the

neurasthenic patient presents is the detection of the

disease or disorder of which the neurasthenia is

merely an end-result, or an epiphenomenon. There-
fore, the neurasthenic's digestion is attacked, his vas-

cular system is treated, his eliminative pathways are

stimulated, his sense-organs are tested and aided,

his viscera are replaced, he is rested and fed

and fattened and very properly so. if the sick-

person needs it, but when these intirmities are

overcome the disease may still exist, its ravages

for the time having been repaired. It has been
with the greatest difficulty that the conception

of neurasthenia as a disease and not as a symptom-
complex indicative of some other disease has been
forced upon our recognition. Another thing that

has retarded our understanding of neurasthenia is

that it has meant one thing for one person and an-

other thing for another ; in other words, it has had
no definite clinical connotation. Under this cate-

gory has been included all cases of nervous disorder

that could not be readily classified. The custom has
been if you do not know what it is, call it neuras-

thenia, so to the laity neurasthenia, or nervous pros-

tration, has come to include a large part of the

non-dementing insanities.

.Xlmost from the beginning it was recognized that

there was a form of neurasthenia which occurred in

individuals with an inherited neuropathic tempera-
ment. From the time of Charcot this variety has
been called hereditary or constitutional neurasthenia.

.\bout ten years ago Janet, recognizing that these

so-called constitutional neurasthenics made up a

considerable proportion of all the neurasthenics, pro-

posed to set them apart and label them, which he
did, and the name that he applied was psychasthenia.
Since then, owing to Janet's continued interest

in the study of these neurasthenias, and to the co-

operation of Raymond, psychasthenia has become
quite well known to the medical world and its com-
ing has been heralded far and near. Many writers

are already using it synonymously with neurasthenia
without defining what they mean by neurasthenia.
The result is added confusion.

Xrurastlicnia and Neurasthenic States.—The
matter that we have first to decide before we
can make any headway in this discussion is : Does
the average individual—here spoken of as the nor-
mal individual—exposed to the attributed causes of
neurasthenia, namely, work, worry, privation, and
disease, develop a complex of symptoms which con-
stitutes a fairly definite clinical picture whose lead-

ing features are fatigue, inertia, abulia, and perver-
sion of function of the vegetative system. If he
does, neurasthenia is a fatigue, a toxic, an exhaus-
tion neurosis. The longer I practice medicine, and
the more intimately I become apprised of the re-

sults of the activities of the above-mentioned agen-
cies, the more am I convinced that neurasthenia does
not flow from any of these causes. The normal man
may work and overwork, the normal man may
worry intemperately, the normal man may encounter
disease in its most tempestuous or undermining way,
the normal man may break all of hygeia's laws, and
as the result of all these, he does not develop neuras-
thenia. He may become inert physically, sluggish
mentally

; he may have disturbances of all of the
inijjortant functions of his body : he may have no
niitiative, and he may be depressed and dissatisfied
with what has been meted out to him, but such an

individual has some disease or disorder of which
these symptoms are but expressions, and as soon as

these diseases or disorders are overcome, the symp-
toms which arc commonly labeled neurasthenia will

vanish. If it facilitates the recognition and patho-
logical dependency of such conditions to call them
neurasthenia or neurasthenic states, I have no valid

reason to give why they should not be so designated.
The point I wish to make is that they do not con-
stitute a disease sui generis, and that the symptoms
are mere ancilte of other diseases. T believe there
is a disease which is properly called neurasthenia,
that it is always a psychasthenia, and that it is a

true psychoneurosis. It is a disorder characterized
principally by lack of initiative and of executive
capacity. Those who are afflicted with it, can
neither start the ball of daily life nor can they keep
it going when it is started for them. Physically
they are tired and inert, mentally abuHc and in-

active. They are depressed, preoccupied with them-
selves and their infirmities, filled with foreboding,
unable to accept assurance, their thought and con-
duct often under the dominion of an obsession 01'

obsessive ideas. They have symptoms referable to
every system of the body ; one may predominate to-

day, another to-morrow ; but fundamentally the
symptoms that are invariable are the mental and
emotional symptoms that have been enumerated
above.

This variety of neurasthenia flows apparently
from overwork, disease, and dissipation, but only
in those who have that something which we call

neuropathic heritage. The neuropathic heritage
cannot be defined with the same exactitude as a
physical trauma, but every one knows what is meant
when the term is used, just the same as every one
knows when the term arthritic diathesis is used.
Amongst other things that such an individual has
is inability to resist physical and psychical influences
which are not injurious to the average individual.
These influences oftentimes causes a complex of
symptoms to which we given the name neurasthenia
or psychasthenia, and if the latter conveys more
clearly both the origin and its clinical display, its

course and its termination, then it may be used in

preference to the other.

The majority of the cases diagnosticated as
neurasthenia by the rank and file of us are not
neurasthenic states nor neurasthenia. In the young
they are dementia praecox, atypical attacks of
manic-depressive insanity, and hysteria. In the
mature, they are forms of mental involution, par-
ticularly melancholia.

Ten years ago the diagnosis of neurasthenia was
very common in the Out-Patient Department of
every hospital. Nowadays it is made with compara-
tive rarity. The bodily disease which is attended
with neurasthenic states is searched for, often de-
tected, and properly designated, and no less often
the mental disease masquerading as neurasthenia is

made out. This leaves far fewer "neurasthenics"
than our predecessors of a generation ago taught
us to believe was the case.

Unity of Designation Desirable.—I said in the
beginning that the psychoneuroses were hys-
teria and neurasthenia, or psychasthenia. If

these include all the psychoneuroses we must en-
large our conception of them, and that probably is

what we shall do. Three years ago Dr. G. L.
Walton read a paper before the .\merican Neuro-
logical Association, in which he pointed out that
the majority of cases classified as neurasthenia.
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psychasthenia, and phrenasthenia, partake so far of

the various morbid mental states peculiar to the

ideo-obsessive that they are best included under the

general designation psychoneuroses or obsessive

psychoses, and that is the conclusion that I have

come to. If we could call all the various clinical

complexes that are classified as functional nervous

diseases, in which there is a dominant mental ele-

ment, psychoneroses and the victims of such dis-

ease, psychoneurotics, it would be a great deal sim-

pler than to call them neurasthenics, hysterics,

psychosthenics, hypochondriacs, sufferers from ob-

session, doubting madness, counting mania, anxiety

neuroses, etc.

As a matter of fact, nothing whatsoever is to bf

gained by an effort to classify these cases into sepa-

rate disorders ; the thing to be recognized is that

fundamentally the disorder has its foundation in

disordered- mentality and emotivity, that the mani-

festations of the disease are immediately conditioned

by obsession and that it is in reality an obsessivi'

psychosis on a hereditary basis.

A word concerning the role that the psychoneu-

roses play in contributing to all the misery in the

world. Only the neurologist who sees the psycho-

neurotic at short range can realize their relation-

ship to incapacitating mental states and to unhappi-

ness. Recognition of their existence, a conception

of their construction and development is the best

preparation that we can have to deal with them.

Successfully to do so is a problem in orthogenesis

which for its solution requires study of the laws

of heredity and the principles of psychology by a

person who loves his fellow man.

DUODENAL ALIMENTATION.*
By M.'\X EINHORN, M.D.,

PROFESSOR OF INTERN

As is well known, there are frequently conditions

in which the usual methods of alimentation (by

mouth and stomach) are either impossible or unde-

sirable. Rectal feeding has always been used in

these cases before. Every clinician, however,
knows how unsatisfactory this mode of nutrition is.

The food is utilized only in a small degree, and,

Ijesides, the rectum often becomes irritable, so that

the enemata must be stopped. It is therefore de-

sirable to have some other way of feeding to the

exclusion of the stomach.

The duodenal pump.f which usually serves the

purpose of obtaining the duodenal contents, can also

ije used for the introduction of food into the duo-
denum. This kind of feeding may be designated
as "duodenal alimentation." The method consists

simply in introducing the duodenal pump into the

digestive tract, and feeding is begun as soon as its

end is in the duodenum. The apparatus is left in

the digestive system for from 8 to 12 days. The
thin rubber tube does not inconvenience the patient,

and thus everything is ready for the feeding. This
is best done at intervals of two hours. After the
feeding, water is forced through the tube, and
finally air blown through and the stop cock is closed.

\\'e can introduce at one feeding between 240 to

300 c.c. of food slowly. All fluids must, of course,

*Froni the German Hospital, New York. Read before
the American Gastroenterological Association on June 6,

1910, at St. Louis, Mo.
fEinhorn. Max: Medical Record. January 15, 1910.

be used at body temperature. I have used this

method of treatment successfully in three cases.

Usually the following nutritive material was used
every two hours, from seven in the morning until

nine in the evening : Milk, 240 c.c. ; i raw egg,
sugar of milk, 15 Gni. The mixture well beaten up

Fig. I.—Patient being fed through the duodenum.

and injected at blood temperature. Patient received

nothing by mouth. Two patients were given, be-

sides, a quart of physiological salt solution by rec-

tum, according to the Murphy drop method ; the

third patient also received water directly injected

into the duodenum, but very slowly, drop by drop.

I would like to append a photograph of a patient

who is just being fed according to this method.
(See Figure i. ) I will now briefly outline the three

cases treated according to this method

:

Case I.—January 29, 19 10. Dr. L. A. S., 42
vears old. suff'ered since his seventh year from

Fig. :;.—X-ray photograph of p,itien

pump in the digestive tract. The tube is seen
course of the duodenal loop and the capsule in

the small i-ntestine.

th the duodenal
ilong the whole
he beginning of

migraine. An error of refraction was corrected

with glasses, and his condition was considerably im-
proved, without, however, entirely relieving him.

For the last ten years patient suffered oft" and on
from attacks of vertigo, followed by intense head-
aches, with subsequent vomiting. Tlie vomited mat-
ter consisted mainly of a sour liquid, mixed with

bile. The attack generally lasted a few hours, and
seemed to recur about every 2 or 3 weeks with-
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out api)areiU cause. Immediately after the at-

tack patient would feel perfectly well. Occasionally
he would not have an attack for from one to two
years.

Lately, however, the attacks became somewhat
more intense. They lasted longer, and were of a

more severe character. The present attack began
three weeks ago, with the usual vertigo, followed by
headache and vomiting. Patient feeling easier afler
the attack, and being very busy, he di<l not take tlie

necessary rest, and in consequence thereof he sonn
had a second attack. After partaking of milk and
toast, he had considerable nausea and eructation of
gas. Twelve hours later patient took kumyss. This
patient retained, but soon headache, vertigo, and
belching occurred. This condition lasting for six

days, without any signs of improvement, patient en-

tered tiie hospital, after having lost twenty pounds.
Present condition : The patient looks very weak

and pale. The thoracic organs reveal nothing ab-
normal. Palpation of the abdomen shows marked
tenderness over the epigastrium. /V splashing
sound can only be elicited with difficulty. Accord-
ing to this, the stomach reaches to about the level

of the navel. The spleen is markedly enlarged and
easily palpable; temperature normal, urine negative.

The patient was examined by means of the duo-
denal bucket. It was left in the digestive tract

over night, and was removed in the fasting condi-

tion. There was no resistance to be felt at the

pylorus, and the thread showed no bile discolora-

tion, but a brown spot at 48 cm. Apparently the

bucket had remained in the stomach without pass-

ing the pylorus.

Lavage of the stomach in the fasting condition
shows food remnants from the day before and an
acidity of no, w-ith an excess of HCl ; occult blood
was present. The duodenal bucket was then used
a second time. This time, on withdrawing the

bucket, a slight resistance was encountered at the

pylorus. The thread was of a golden yellow color

rectal feeding was ordered. Patient, however,
could not retain the nutritive enemata ami they had
to be stopped.

On Pell. _' tlu- duodenal jnimp was introduced.

Fig. 3.—X-ray pliotosraph of patient McC. The tube of the duode-
nal pump is visible in th^ duodenal loop and in a considerable part of
the small intestine. The stomach was filled with air by means of a
thin stomach tube, and is seen as a light zone. Owing to the bis-

muth medication, the colon is also visible.

.-Xfter about two or three hours it had reached the

duodenum. (This was jiroved by aspirating the

duodenal contents, which reacted alkaline and con-

l-ic. 4.—Showing the results of the thr id test in patient McC. on Feb. 2, 1910 (before
Feb. 20, 1910, before leaving the hospital.

duodenal alimentation was instituted).

near the bucket, and again showed brown discolora- tained all the pancreatic ferments, as well as bile,

tion at 47 to 48 cm. The diagnosis was made of See Figure 2.) The duodenal pump was left in,

migraine, ulcer of the stomach, with recurring and patient nourished through it. Every two hours
spastic stenosis of the pylorus and enlargement of either milk alone, or milk and egg with sugar of
the spleen. As patient vomited continually, milk in 8-ounce quantities, were slowly injected into
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the duodenum by means of a syringe. Patient soon

felt better; the feeling of hunger disappeared, and
with it that of weakness. The vomiting stopped.

The duodenal feeding was continued for eleven

days. During this time patient gained one-half

pound.
At the end of this duodenal feeding period (Feb.

13) the duodenal pump was removed, and the

usual oral feeding was again begun. Soon patient

again suffered from gastric disturbance, marked by

acidity and the belching of much gas.

An attempt was made to dilate the pylorus

through the introduction of an inflatable pyloro-

dilator. This was successful once. A few days

later, however, on my desiring to repeat this pro-

cedure, the instrument did not pass the pylorus.

Patient left the hospital and to-day (April 6,

1910) is not free from his complaint.

Case II.—Jan. 29. 1910. \Vm. M. McC. 21

years old, is complaining for two or three years

of his digestion. He is constipated, and feels a

sensation of distress about one-half hour after

meals, lasting for one and a half hours. At the

same time, mental depression, vertigo, a desire to

rest, and a feeling of complete physical exhaustion

occur. This state would last a few days, and in-

crease in severity until patient took either a laxa-

tive or violent exercise, which generally resulted in

improvement for one week, when it would recur

again. The attacks increased in severity, patient

was very nervous and began to have hallucinations.

These occurred only after meals, and disappeared

when patient brought up gas from the stomach.

Patient had lost 15 pounds in weight.

Physical examination shows that the heart dull-

ness begins at the lower border of the fourth rib.

There is also ptosis of the liver. The right kidney
is movable in the fourth degree. The stomach is

considerably dilated and reaches a hand's width be-

low the naval. The urine showed nothing abnor-
mal

;
pulse small ; temperature subnormal. Exami-

nation of the stomach contents one hour after

Ewald's test breakfast shows : HCl -\- Acidity = 74,
some food remnants from the day before. In the

fasting condition the stomach also contains a small
quantity of food from the previous day. The duo-
denal bucket, which on the second of February was
left in the digestive tract over night, and was re-

moved in the morning in the fasting condition,

showed a discoloration due to bile from the bucket
up to 65 to 61 cm., and a brown discoloration from
59 cm. to 61 cm. The rest of the thread was white.
The diagnosis was made of enteroptosis (cardiop-
tosis, hepatoptosis, right movable kidney) and
duodenal ulcer with dilatation of the stomach and
slight ischochymia, probably caused by pylorospasm.

Patient was placed on duodenal feeding on Febru-
ary 4. The duodenal pump easily reached the duo-
denum (within one hour). All feeding per os
was discontinued, and only duodenal feeding was
resorted to. The length of the rubber tube was 85
cm., so that the capsule laid in the small intestine.

(See Figure 3.) Every two hours he was given
either 8 ounces of milk, -f- half an ounce of sugar
of milk, or the same with the addition of a raw
egg well beaten up. Besides this, patient received
a quart of physiological salt solution in divided
doses injected through the tube directly into the
duodenum. Every other evening an oil enema of
8 ounces was given.

As medication he received magnesia usta, .523/2

bismuth subnitrate ."5. water §7 ; one tablespoonful

three times daily by mouth. The mouth was fre-

quently washed with a weak solution of tincture of

myrrh. Patient was treated in this manner for

nine days. Then I began to give small quantities

of fluid by mouth in addition to the duodenal feed-

ing. On the tenth day the duodenal pump was re-

moved (Feb. 14), and patient was nourished by
the mouth. He was first given five ounces of fluid

food every two hours, which was quickly increased

to eight ounces, and then ten ounces.

A new test with the duodenal bucket on Feb. 20
showed a greenish discoloration due to bile at 60
to 70 cm. ; no brown spot, however, and the re-

mainder of the thread was white. (See Figure 4.)

The patient was then given a more ample diet,

and his stomach was irrigated off and on in the

fasting condition. It was now always found empty.
On April 4, 1910, the patient reports that he has
gained ten pounds in flesh and has no more trouble.

Physical examination shows that the heart and liver

lie normally. The right kidney cannot be palpated,

and the stomach reaches only to the navel. It

seems that we have to deal here with the cure of a

duodenal ulcer and the restitution to the normal of

an enteropotosis of a high degree.

C.^SE III.—Mrs. Josephine R., 39 years old, be-

gan to suffer from digestive disturbances three years
ago, accompanied by violent headaches and vomit-
ing. A year ago she had abdominal colic. She was
operated in the Roosevelt Hospital, and her ap-
pendix removed. This operation, not proving suc-

cessful, patient was operated at another hospital

in 1909 for adhesions. She then felt fairly well for

two months. Soon, however, the old pains returned
and uncontrollable vomiting set in, for which she
was admitted to the German Hospital.

Physical examination does not reveal anything
abnormal in the thorax. In the abdomen there is

slight tenderness on pressure over the epigastrium.

The stomach extends two finger widths below the

navel. A test meal shows absence of HCl, and
an acidity of = 20. The urine—daily amount of
which varies between 300 to 1750 c.c. for 24 hours

—

shows a trace of albumen ; otherwise nothing ab-

normal. The duodenal bucket showed that the
pylorus was open. Neither were there any blood
spots on the thread. Patient complains of constant
vomiting, not being able to retain even water. A
diagnosis of subacidity and nervous vomiting was
made. The usual treatment was instituted, but
without success.

On March 22 duodenal feeding was resorted to.

Patient received every two hours eight ounces of
milk, one egg, and half an ounce of sugar of milk,

well beaten up, through the duodenal pump. This
was given eight times daily. Besides this, she was
given a quart of physiological salt solution, per
rectum, according to the Murphy drop method.
The treatment was continued until April 2.

During this period she had vomited only rarely,

not, however, food, but small quantities of a watery
fluid, mixed with mucus. The patient felt well, had
no hunger nor thirst, and looked well nourished.

Her weight remained nearly stationary. It was as

follows: March 23, 140 pounds; March 26, 142J4
pounds; March 28, 140 pounds; March 31, 140J/2
pounds; April i, 139 pounds. Pulse and tempera-
ture were normal, her stool was formed.

After resuming feeding by the mouth the vomit-
ing recurred. She will probably soon have to again

be fed by the duodenum.
None of the three cases lost any appreciable
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weight during the duodenal feeding. Ihcy felt

very well, i.e. the feeling of hunger was satisfied,

and while without food they felt weak and tired,

they felt well and strong after the duodenal feeding.

At all events, the cases prove that good luitrition

may be kept up (without loss of weight) for a

longer period, without stomach feeding.

The advantages of duodenal over rectal feeding

are at once apparent ; for while the rectum and colon

are simply organs for the expulsion of faeces and
for the absorption of possibly remaining liquids, wc
have to deal in the duodenum with an organ where
the most important digestive juices are secreted.

In the colon we have to do with the last part of

the digestive tract, in the duodenum, however, with

the principal part of the digestive appartus. so that

everything is here utilized.

THE DIAGNOSIS OF SUPPURATIVE DIS-

EASE OF THE NASAL ACCESSORY
SINUSES.*

By ALFRED BRAUN, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

ASSISTANT SURGEON, MANHATTAN EYE, EAR, AND THROAT HOSPITAL.

An absolutely essential requisite in making an in-

telligent examination of the nasal accessory sinuses,

is a thorough knowledge of the anatomy of these

cavities. A few of the chief points in their struc-

ture and relationships will, therefore, not be amiss.

There are four cavities on each side of the head,

the frontal, ethmoidal, maxillary, and sphenoidal

cavities. The frontal and sphenoidal are confined

to a single bone each, while the maxillary and eth-

moidal sinuses have several bones entering into

their formation, the ethmoidal cells being enclosed

by the ethmoid, frontal, lacrymal, and sphenoid

bones, while the maxillary sinus has entering into

its construction the superior maxilla, ethmoid, pal-

ate bone, inferior turbinate, and lacrymal bones.

The largest of these cavities is the maxillary

sinus, or antrum of Highmore (Fig. i).

ofFig. I.— FS. Frontal sinus. E. Ethmoidal cells. A. Antr
Highmore. O. Orbit. OF. Olfactory fissure. MM. Middle meatus.

IM. Inferior meatus. U. Unciform process. OA. Ostium antri.

CG. Crista galli. MT. Middle turbinate. IT. Inferior turbinate.

This is a pyramidal cavity lying in the superior

maxilla. The base is above, and corresponds to the

floor of the orbit. The anterior is the facial wall,

the internal corresponds to the outer wall of the

*Read at a meeting of the Bronx Medical Society.
March 9, 1910.

nasal fossa, and the posterior looks toward the

zygomatic fossa. The apex is directed downward,
and lies over the roots of the bicuspid and molar

teeth. Sometimes the roots of one or more teeth

lie free in this cavity. Sometimes they are sepa-

rated from the floor of the cavity by a layer of

Fig. 2.—FS. Frontal sinus. SS. Sphenoidal sinus. E. Ethmoid
bone. PB. Palate bone. PP. Pterygoid process of sphenoid. IT.
Inferior turbinate. MT. Stump of middle turbinate. ST. Superior
turbinate. LB. Lacrymal bone. IM. Inferior meatus. MM.
Middle meatus. SM. Superior meatus. UP. Unciform process of
ethmoid bone. UG. Unciform groove or hiatus semilunaris. D.
Defects in bony naso. antral wall. EB. Ethmoidal bulla. P. Probe
in sphenoidal sinus. (Ethmoidal bone is drawn in with heavy lines.)

bone three-quarters of an inch thick. The normal
orifice lies in the upper part of the nasal wall, a
short distance below the roof of the cavity. The
most important of these walls, from the viewpoint
of diagnosis, is the inner or nasoantral wall. This
wall is composed mainly of superior maxilla. The
inner wall of the superior maxilla shows a large

defect, which is partly closed in by inferior tur-

binate below, unciform process of the ethmoid
above lacrymal bone in front, and palate bone
behind (Fig. 2).

However, there is still left a small defect be-

tween the unciform process and the insertion of
the inferior turbinate bone, and another small de-
fect above the unciform process. The latter space

Fig. 3.—(Schematic after Hajck.) FS. Frontal sinus. SS.
Sphenoidal sinus, i. Lamella of the unciform process. 2. Bulla
lamella containing bulla cell. 3. Lamella of the middle turbinate.

4. Lamella of the superior turbinate. UG. tlnciform groove. AEC.
Groove of anterior ethmoidal cells. PEC. Groove of posterior
ethmoidal cells.

is the site of the normal orifice of the antrum,
while the former is filled in by mucous membrane,
and is occasionally the site of accessory foramina
into the antrum. The membranous portion is the

weakest part of the nasoantral wall, and would
be the ideal site for exploratory puncture, if it were
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not for certain anomalies, which will be mentioned
later on.

The ethmoid cells are enclosed entirely in the

ethmoid bone, except the upper lateral and upper

anterior edges, which are closed in by the ethmoidal

notch in the horizontal plate of the frontal bone

Fig. 4.—(After Sieur & Jacob.) FS. Frontal sinus. OP. Its

orbital prolongation extending backward as far as the posterior
extremity of tile ethmoidal cells. EC. Ethmoid cells. CP. Coibri-
form plate.

and the lacrymal bone ; and the posterior surface,

which is closed in by the body of the sphenoid.

The etlimoidal labyrinth consists of an irregular

collection of cells enclosed in a quadrilateral box,

situated between the orbit and the upper or ol-

factory portion of the nasal fossa. This box is

formed externally by the os planum, internally by
the superior and middle turbinates and superior

meatus, below by the middle meatus, and above by
the quadrilateral plate of bone which lies just ex-

ternal to the cribriform plate, and not as described

by many writers, by the cribriform plate itself; in

front by the lacrymal bone, and horizontal plate of

the frontal, and behind by the body of the sphenoid
(Figs. I and 2).

Sometimes there are dehiscences in the os

planum, a condition which predisposes to orbital

cellulitis and emphysema.
The ethmoidal cells are divided into two groups,

an anterior and a posterior, dependent not upon
their location, but upon the location of their ori-

fices. The anterior group opens into the middle
meatus of the nose, and the posterior, into the su-

perior meatus.

In order to get a clear conception of the structure

of the ethmoidal labyrinth, we will follow the de-

scription given by Hajek. He describes the eth-

moidal labyrinth as being composed of cells

which lie in three

grooves, these
grooves being se|)-

arated from eacli

other by four
lamella; of bone,
which traverse the

labyrinth obliquely,

and are attached

externally to the O;.

planum, and above
to the base of the
skull (Fig. 3).
These lamella

are all complete ex-
cept the first one, which does not reach up to the base
of the skull. The first of these lamellje is the unci-
form process of the ethmoid. This is a thin hook-
shaped process of bone (Figs. 2 and 3), which is

attached to the anterior inferior angle of the lateral

mass of the ethmoid, and extends downward and

Fig. 5.—(Moditied after
Jacob.) FS. Frontal sinus.
longation into crista galli.

prolongation. C. Prolongatio

backward for about an inch, where it ends free.

This process forms the lower boundary of a groove,

called the unciform groove, or hiatus semilunaris.

This groove is of the utmost importance, both
for the diagnosis and the pathology of accessory

sinus disease, as it contains the orifices of the fron-

tal, ma.xillary, and an-

terior ethmoidal cells,

and obstructions in

this groove will inter-

fere with the drainage

of these sinuses. The
second lamella is the

lamella of the eth-

moidal buula, which
begins at the upper
anterior angle of the

body of the ethmoid
bone, and extends downward and backward to the

posterior extremity of the lamella of the unciform

process. This lamella contains the bulla cells, which
are the most important factors in causing obstruc-

tion of the nasofrontal duct, and which must be re-

moved in order to drain the frontal sinus properly.

One of these bulla cells sometimes causes a promi-

nence on the posterior wall of the frontal sinus, and
is then called a frontal bulla. The third lamella is

formed by the root of the middle turbinated bone,

and the fourth by the superior turbinate.

The first groove lies between the unciform proc-

ess and the bulla lamella, and consists of the

unciform groove. The second groove lies between
the bulla lamella and the lamella of the middle
turbinate. It forms the middle meatus, and con-

tains all the remainder of the anterior ethmoidal

cells, outside of the bulla cells. The third groove
lies between the lamella; of the middle and superior

turbinates. It forms the superior meatus, and con-

tains the posterior ethmoidal cells. There are us-

ually some posterior ethmoidal cells situated above

the fourth lamella.

The anterior ethmoidal cells may open by a com-
mon orifice into the middle meatus, or each cell

may have its own orifice. The posterior ethmoidal

cells open by one or several orifices into the su-

perior meatus.

The frontal sinus lies in the vertical portion of

the frontal bone, between its anterior and posterior

plates, sometimes extending back into the hori-

zontal portion, above
the inner angle of tne

orbit (Fig. '4). It is

separated from the

sinus of the opposite

side by a vertical sep-

tum, which may be

situated a consider-

able distance to one
or the other side of

the median line, so

that one frontal sinus

may extend over both
orbita. The orifice of

the frontal sinus is

situated at its lower-

most point. It opens
into the nasofrontal duct, which is contin-

uous with the unciform groove at its upper end.

Obstruction to drainage of the frontal sinus may
be located in the ostium or nasofrontal duct, due
to swelling of its mucous membrane, but is more
commonly due to hypertrophies in the middle

Fig. 7.— (Schematic after Onodi.)
SS. Sphenoidal sinus. PEC. Pos-
terior ethmoidal cell overlying
sphenoidal sinus. OC. Optic canal
in close relation to posterior eth-

moidal cell.
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Fic. 8.— (Schematic after

Onodi.) PEC. Posterior eth-

moidal cells. ON. Optic
nerve in close relation to

posterior ethmoidal cell. S.

Anterior surface of sphenoid,
with its ostium. A. .\utrum
of Highmore. ST. Superior
turbinate. MT. Middle tur-

binate. IT. Inferior turbi-

nate.

meatus or disease in the anterior ethmoidal cells

causing an obstruction in the unciform groove.

In some cases there is no frontal sinus jjresent

in the vertical portion of the frontal bone. It is

not absent in these cases, but is present as a small

cell, resembling an ethmoidal cell (which it really

is devclopmentally), located

just above the lacrymal

bone. In this situation it

can only be reached
through the orbital roof.

The frontal sinus some-
times sends prolongations

backward over the roof of

the orbit, upward and back-

ward into the crista galli.

and downward and for-

ward into the root of the

nose (Fig. 5). The orbital

prolongation is of consid-

erable pathological impor-

tance, because in order to

drain this properly it is nec-

essary to remove a large

portion of the roof of the

orbit.

The sphenoidal sinus is

a quadrilateral cavity in

the body of the sphenoid bone. The roof and

posterior walls are in relation to the cranial cavity

(Fig. 2). The roof is very thin and can easily

be perforated in curetting the sinus. The anterior

and inferior surfaces run into each other without

a definite boundary line and form the posterior

portion of the roof of the nasal fossa and the roof

of the choana. The orifice of the sinus is situ-

ated in the upper part of its anterior wall, behind

the superior turbinated body (Fig. 2). The outer

wall is in relation to the optic nerve and internal

carotid artery (Fig. 6). This wall is often very

thin, and disease of the sphenoid sinus is often

accompanied by optic neuritis. The sphenoidal sep-

tum is sometimes obliquely placed, so that one cav-

itv lies in fnmt of tlic

other.

We may divide the

cases of accessory

sinus suppuration,

from the diagnostic

viewpoint, into two
classes, the closed and

the open, i.e. those in

which there is no pus

to I)C seen in the nose,

and those in which

there is a purulent

discharge to be seen

in the nasal cavity.

The majority of the

closed cases arc acute.

The cases of chronic

empyema of the ac-

cessory sinuses, with-

out discharge, arc

rare. Often a chronic

case which has been

discharging freely is transformed into an acute

closed case, as a result of closure of its ostium

from acute swelling of the mucous membrane.
In the cases of acute closed empyema of one

or more of the accessory sinuses, we have

headache, more or less intense, with a feeling of

Fic._ 9.—Olodified after Hajek.)
EB. Enlarged ethmoidal bulla sim-
ulating middle turbinate. MT.
Middle turbinate. .AEC. Anterior
ethmoidal cell. O. Orbit. .\. An-
trum. MM. Middle meatus. IT.
Inferior turbinate. OF. Olfactory

fullness and obstructitjii in the nose. There are

general febrile .symptoms. There may be edema

of the skin over the sinuses when the frontal or

maxillary sinuses are involved. Sometimes, in the

acute cases of closed frontal sinus disease, there

is displacement of the eye downward and outward,

due to edema or pus

in the orbit. This is

more likely to occur

in those cases of eth-

moidal suppuration in

which there are de-

hiscences in the os

planum. However,
there may be pro-

trusion of the eyeball

without a perforatoii!

in the orbital wall of

frontal or ethmoidal

sinus. This condition

may even exist with-

out pus in any of thf

sinuses. In some of

these cases we find

only granulations and

necrotic bone in the

sinuses.

Very often in cases

of acute closed frontal sinus disease, the

toms are referred entirely to the eye.

is well illustrated in the following case

.—UPC. Dilated cell in
process simulating middle
MT. Middle turbinate.

IT. Inferior turbinate. MM. Middle
meatus. OF. Olfactory fissure.

.\EC. Anterior ethmoidal cells. O.
Orbit. .A. Antrum.

symp-
This

\
young fireman, about thirty years of age, thought

that he had gotten a cinder in his left eye. He
had had intense pain in his eye for several days.

His family physician was unable to find anything

in his eye and referred him to me. Except for a

slight congestion of the conjunctiva, the eye looked

normal. The pain seemed to nie to be much more
intense than anything that could be caused by a

foreign body in the eye. Upon asking him whether

he had any trouble with his nose he was most em-
phatic in his denial. The forehead over the region

of the left frontal sinus was very tender to pres-

sure. Upon intranasal examination there was dis-

covered a boggy swelling of the left-middle tur-

binate, completely clo>ing off the mid 'Ic meatus,

and several polpi.

The polypi were re-

moved along with the

anterior end of the

middle turbinate.

There was a gush of

pus with immediate
relief of his pain.

Sometimes the only

symptom is a supra-

orbital neuralgia. Oc-
casionally it is an im-

])airment of vision.

which may go on to

complete blindness.

This is due to a retro-

bulbar optic neuritis,

and occurs in case?

of sphenoiditis and
posterior ethmoiditis.

We see in Fig. 6 how close the optic nerve

may lie to the outer wall of the sphenoidal

sinus. In some cases there is a dehiscence in the

bony wall, so that the nerve sheath lies in contact

with the mucosa of the sinus. In those cases where

the posterior ethmoidal cells extend backward over

Fic. II.—EB. Ethmoidal bulla.

MT. Middle turbinate. IT. In-

ferior turbinate. MM. Middle
meatus. O. Orbit. A. Antrum.
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-(Schematic after Sieur 6t

pening into
ti.p of middle meatus. AEC. Anterior
ethmoidal cell opening into unciform
groove, UG. UP. Unciform process.
MM. Middle meatus. MT. Stump of
middle turbinate.

the sphenoidal sinus the optic nerve is in direct

relation to the ethmoidal cell, as is seen in Figs. 7
and 8.

Intranasal inspection does not usually show any

very striking changes in the acute closed empyemas.
We usually find some edema and enlargement of

the middle turbin-

ated body with

obstruction of the

middle meatus. In

the chronic open

cases which be-

come transformed

into the acute
closed cases by

sudden closure of

the ostium we
usually find irreg-

ular hypertrophie?

together with poly-

pi in the region
of the middle meatui.

Transillumination gives us confirmatory evidence
in disease of the frontal sinus and antrum, but tells

nothing positive. The shadow varies with the size

of the cavity and the thickness of the walls. Ab-
sence of the frontal sinus would give the same pic-

ture upon transillumination, as a badly diseased
frontal sinus.

A much more valuable aid in diagnosis is the
.t--ray. Pus in an accessory sinus shows as a dis-

which is a very valuable aid to us in our operative
tinct shadow in the .r-ray picture. In addition
to showing the presence of disease the .r-ray pic-

ture
. shows the size and outline of the sinuses.

work. It is especially valuable to us in cases of
frontal sinus disease. It shows whether the frontal
sinus is present or absent, and how large it is

;

whether it is safe to enter the frontal sinus through
its anterior wall, above the orbit, or whether the
sinus is so small that it must be entered through
its floor, in the roof of the orbit. It shows whether
one sinus encroaches upon the other side of the
forehead. It is very embarrassing for a surgeon,
after he has passed a cannula into the frontal sinus
and washed out pus, to make an opening through
the forehead and find himself in a perfectly healthy
sinus. Yet this is just what would happen in those
cases where the septum is displaced very much
to one side if we were not appraised of this fact by
the -r-ray picture. The .r-ray picture also shows
the presence of orbital recesses and frontal bullae.

Two pictures ought to be taken, one in full face,

and the other in profile. In the former you can
compare the diseased with the healthy side. This
picture shows the lateral extent of the frontal sinus.

The profile picture shows the depth of the frontal
sinus, the presence of orbital recesses, the rela-

tions of the ethmoidal cells to the frontal sinus, and
the presence of disease in the sphenoidal and eth-
moidal cells.

Even this method does not always show the
presence of pus. The only positive diagnostic
method is the washing out of pus from the af-
fected sinus. This is done either through the nor-
mal ostium or through the bony wall of the sinus.

In the acute closed empyemas, it is usually impos-
sible to introduce a cannula into the ostium of
any of the sinuses, without removing the anterior
end of the middle turbinated body. In order to
get at the sphenoidal ostium it is usually necessary
to remove the entire middle turbinate. Occasion-

ally, we can succeed in entering the ostia without

removing any turbinate tissue by shrinking down
the mucous membrane of the middle meatus with

cocaine and adrenalin.

As removal of the anterior end of the middle

turbinate is usually a part of the treatment for

disease of the accessory sinuses, I do not hesitate

to resort to this procedure in order to reach the

orifice of the sinus in all cases where there is a

strong suspicion of empyema, when it is impossible

to introduce a cannula otherwise. However, this

procedure is unnecessary in the case of the antrum
of Highmore as this cavity can easily be entered

through the inferior meatus by means of a trocar.

The cases of chronic closed sinus disease are

comparatively rare. In this class may be included

the cases of so-called mucocele of the frontal sinus.

This is not really a suppurative condition. As a

result of obstruction in the nasofrontal duct there

is an accumulation of mucous secretion in the fron-

tal sinus which takes on a cystic character. There
is a gradual thinning of the walls with dilatation of

the cavity usually in the direction of the orbit, so

that the eyeball is displaced downward and out-

ward. Usually there are no other symptoms beside

the deformity. There are usually no marked in-

tranasal changes to be seen.

The open cases of empyema may be acute or

chronic. In these cases we find pus in the nasal

cavity, and it is very easy to make the diagnosis

of empyema, but not always so easy to locate the

aiTected cavity.

The acute cases of empyema are not often open
at first. Later on, when drainage is reestablished,

either naturally, by a shrinkage of the mucous
membrane about the ostium, or through operative

interference, they become transformed into the

open type. The majority of the open cases are

chronic. This class includes by far the largest

number of cases that we are called upon to treat,

as the acute cases often get well without ever hav-

ing gone to see a doctor.

The principal symptom in the chronic open cases

Fig. 13.—Nasofrontal duct entirely surrounded by anterior eth-

moidal cells. rS. I'rontal sinus. AEC. .\nterior ethmoidal cells.

CUP. Cell in unciform process. UG. Unciform groove. FB.
Frontal bulla, with probe R showing its ostium in middle meatus.
A. Anterior ethmoidal cell into which frontal sinus opens. O.
Probe passing through anterior ethmoidal cell to reach frontal sinus.

M. Probe entering anterior ethmoidal cell. PEC. Posterior ethmoidal
cell overlying sphenoidal sinus. SS. Sphenoidal sinus.

is a profuse, more or less offensive, nasal discharge.

However, in cases of sphenoidal and posterior eth-

moidal disease the discharge may pass into the

throat through the choanse instead of out through

the anterior nares. On postnasal examination in

these cases the pus can be seen trickling over the
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tops of the posterior ends of the superior and mid-

dle turbinates. In many of the cases of ethmoidal

disease, instead of there being a profuse discharge,

the pus dries in the nose and accumulates in the

form of dried crusts, which decompose and give

rise to a very foul odor. This class of cases forms

Fig. 14.—FS. Frontal sinus. AEC. Anterior ethmoidal cell lying

to the inner side of nasofrontal duct. A. Probe entering frontal

sinus. B. Probe entering anterior ethmoidal cell. UG. Unciform
groove. EB. Enlarged ethmoidal bulla obstructing unciform groove.

PEC. Ethmoidal cell situated in anterior part of ethmoid, but open-

ing into superior meatus, as shown by probe C. SS. Sphenoidal

one of the types of ozKiia. It is possible to have

a foul odor in disease of any of the accessory

sinuses.

Next to discharge the most common symptom is

headache. The headache is usually periodic and
may be located in any part of the head. The lo-

cation of the headache is no guide as to which sinus

is afifected. The amount of headache is in inverse

proportion to the freedom of drainage. The more
free the discharge, the less headache. Many cases

have no headache whatever.

J. McC, fifty years of age, came to see me about

a year ago for an acute infection in his left middle

ear. Incidentally, he remarked that he had had a

nasal catarrh in the left side for about forty years

and asked me wh'^ther I wouldn't look at it. He
said he had never had a headache or pain in his life,

and the only thing that bothered him was the pro-

fuse discharge. There was an almost continuous

dropping from his left nostril. Examination

showed the left naris full of pus and polypi. After

removing the polypi and a very much degenerated

middle turbinate I was able to wash out a large

quantity of foul-smelling pus from the frontal and

sphenoidal cavities.

In some of the cases there is a subjective sense

of bad odor. Where the middle turbinate is con-

siderably enlarged there is complete loss of the

sense of smell. There are often gastric symptoms
from swallowing the pus at night. Sometimes the

gastric symptoms are the only symptoms present.

In cases of gastric disease that do not yield to ordi-

nary methods of treatment it is always advisable

to make a nasal examination in order to exclude

accessory sinus disease.

On intranasal examination we usually find the

changes much more marked in the chronic open em-
pyemas than in the closed acute cases. In addition

to the presence of pus, which is usually white and

creamy, we usually find a hypertrophy of the middle

turbinate, with irregular hypertrophies in the mid-

dle meatus, especially about the lips of the unciform

groove. In a large number of cases, we find nasal

polypi springing from the middle meatus.

In cases of atrophic rhinitis where the atrophy

is confined to the inferior turbinate and the middle

turbinate is hypertrophied, especially if the condi-

tion is unilateral, we usually have to deal with a

case of accessory sinus disease.

In making a diagnosis of the chronic open empy-
emas, we use the same methods as in the acute

closed cases, with the additional information that

the location of the pus in the nose gives us. In

examining a case of open empyema we should first

clean the nose of all contained pus, and then place

a pledget of cotton soaked in 5 per cent, cocaine

into the middle meatus for a few minutes. Upon
removing the pledget we should try to determine

whether the pus is trickling out of the middle

meatus or out of the olfactory fissure; that is, to

the outer or the inner side of the middle turbinate.

If the pus is coming out of the middle meatus one

or more of the sinuses of the first series are af-

fected, i.e. antrum, frontal, or anterior ethmoidal

cells, as these drain into the middle meatus. If the

olfactory fissure is the .source of the pus, then we
are dealing with disease of one or both of the

sinuses of the second series, i.e. posterior ethmoidal

or sphenoidal sinuses. We should also make a post-

nasal examination to see if there is any pus trick-

ling on to the roof of the nasopharynx from the

choana. If this is found we are dealing with dis-

ease of the sphenoid or posterior ethmoid cells.

Now, it is not always possible to tell whether

the pus is coming from the middle meatus or ol-

factory fissure, because we cannot always tell

whether the body that we are looking at in the

situation of the middle turbinate is really the mid-

dle turbinate. We may be dealing with an en-

larged ethmoidal bulla, which has crowded the mid-

dle turbinate up out of sight, as in Fig. 9, or with

an hypertrophy of the unciform process, as in Fig.

10. In either of these cases pus coming out of the

middle meatus would appear to be coming from

the olfactory fissure. Sometimes we see what ap-

pears to be a double middle turbinate, one portion

lying external to the other. In such a case, both

the middle turbinate and the ethmoidal bulla are

enlarged and lying ad-

jacent to each other

(Fig. II).

We can only be

certain of what we
have to deal with if

we remove the mass.

In order to explore

the cells of the first

series we need only

remove the anterior

end of the middle tur-

binate. To explore

the cells of the second
series we must remove
the entire middle tur-

binate. This is done
by means of the cold

wire snare and biting

forceps.

The orifice of the

frontal sinus is situ-

ated at the upper end of the unciform groove, that

of the antrum at the lower end of the groove, while

the anterior ethmoidal cells open into the middle of

the groove or just above it (Fig. 2). Therefore, our
guide in exploring these sinuses is the unciform
process W'hich forms the lower boundary of the

Fig.
jek.)

15.— (Schematic after Ila-

MM. Middle meatus. A.
. O. Orbit. MX. Middle

turbinate. IT. Inferior turbinate.

W. Outer wall of middle meatus,
fused with floor of orbit.
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unciform groove, and stands out as a distinct ledge

on the outer nasal wall a short distance above the

insertion of the inferior turbinate body.

In order to wash out the frontal sinus we take

a cannula of about the size and caliber of a thin

Eustachian catheter, and curve the end to an angle

of about 145°. This is introduced through the an-

terior naris with the end directed upward. It is

passed above the unciform process so that the end

of the cannula lies in the unciform groove. The
hand is then depressed and the end of the cannula

allowed to slip upward and forward along the un-

ciform groove until it is felt to slip through the

orifice into the frontal sinus. This manoeuvre is

only rarely successful when the middle turbinate is

intact. When the anterior end of the middle tur-

binate has been removed we can usually succeed

in entering the sinus. But in about 25 per cent, of

the cases we cannot succeed even then for various

reasons. It sometimes happens that an anterior

ethmoidal cell opens into the upper end of the vmci-

form groove and the frontal sinus opens behind

and above this into the anterior extremity of the

roof of the middle meatus as is shown in Fig. 12.

In such a case, the cannula would be in the anterior

ethmoidal cell when we would imagine it to be in

the frontal sinus.

Sometimes
upper end of

Fig. 16.— (Schematic af
S. Anterior and inferio:
sphenoid with ostium in
MT. Middle turbinate. I

turbinate. PEC. Posterior
cells. O. Orbit. A. Antrum

the^ "Z .^^ upper end of the

^^^^B^^^S^^K unciform groove is

^^^B^^^ ^ mSI^^9 entirely surround-

W^^ ^^^^ ^^^^""Ib luoidal cells which
^^^ ^^$3^^^a ^ ( 1 p e n into the

groove from ail

sides (Figs. 13 and

14). It is very
easy for the can-

nula to slip into

any of these cells.

Sometimes the
frontal sinus opens
into an anterior

ethmoidal cell,

wliich in turn
opens into the unciform groove, so that, in order
to enter the frontal sinus, the cannula woukl
have to pass through the anterior ethmoidal cell.

Very often the cannula breaks through the thin

walls of one or more of the ethmoidal cells before
it enters the frontal sinus. Therefore, the results

of washing out the frontal sinus are of diagnostic

value only where the findings are positive. Where
the washings return clear we cannot be sure that

we have been in the frontal sinus unless we take
an .r-ra_y picture with the cannula in situ.

In order to enter the antrum, the cannula is in-

troduced above the lower end of the unciform proc-
ess, and turned directly outward. This is not a
very easy procedure. For practical purposes it is

much simpler to enter the antrum through the bony
nasoantral wall with a trocar. This is an absolutely
painless procedure, if the wall is cocainized by ap-
plying a pledget of cotton soaked in 5 per cent,

cocaine for several minutes. We can perforate
either through the middle or inferior meatus. The
middle meatus is the thinnest part of the wall, being
membranous in some parts. This is theoretically the
ideal site for the puncture, but there is an element
of danger. Occasionally the outer wall of the middle
meatus bows out and fuses with the floor of the or-
bit, so that a trocar passing through this wall would

enter the orbit instead of the antrum (Fig. 15).

My custom is always to puncture through the in-

ferior meatus. If the end of the trocar is turned

upward and outward under the inferior turbinate,

so that it passes through the upper part of the outer

wall of the inferior meatus, just below the insertion

of the inferior turbinate, it will always encounter

fairly thin bone, through which it can pass without

any difficulty. The lower part of the nasoantral wall

is usually fairly thick. If the needle were passed

through the lower part of the outer wall of the

inferior meatus, it would usually encounter consid-

erable resistance. In some cases the floor of the

antrum does not reach as low a level as the floor of

the nasal fossa, so that the antrum could not be

reached at all through the lower part of the meatus.

If both the frontal sinus and antrum are found

to be healthy, in a case in which pus is coming from
the middle meatus, the disease must be confined to

the anterior ethmoidal cells. Often two or all three

of the sinuses are affected together. If the pus

comes from the olfactory fissure or through the

choana on to the roof of the nasopharynx, the dis-

ease is located in the sphenoidal or posterior eth-

moidal cells.

In order to wash out the sphenoidal sinus, it is

usually necessary to remove the entire middle tur-

binated body, except in well-marked cases of

atrophic rhinitis. When this is done the anterior

and inferior walls of the sinus are plainly seen

2^ to 3 inches from the anterior naris, with the

ostium in the upper part of the anterior wall near

the septum (Fig. 16). If the sphenoidal sinus is

diseased, we can usually see the pus trickling out

of the ostium. The cavity can be washed out

through a straight cannula, or a cannula with the

end slightly bent downward. If the sphenoidal

sinus is healthy then the disease is located in the

posterior ethmoidal cells.

Suppurative disease must be dif¥erentiated from
tumors and cysts of these cavities. Benign tumors

of the accessory sinuses are rare. ]\Ialignant tumors
are somewhat more common. The types of tumors

most commonly found are sarcoma, carcinoma, and
endothelioma. The antrum is most often involved.

These cases are differentiated from the cases of

suppurative disease by the deformity, displacement

of the eye, and occlusion of the nares. If a trocar

is introduced through the inferior meatus it meets

a resisting body in the cavity of the antrum. Usu-
all}' the washings return clear or blood-tinged, al-

though it is not so very uncommon to have pus in

an antrum which is the seat of a malignant tumor.

The tumor may perforate through the nasoantral

wall and project into the naris, where a piece may
be removed and examined microscopically.

In a case presented by Dr. Voislawsky and the

writer, at a meeting of the laryngological section

of the New York Academy of Medicine, in Novem-
ber, 1909, the diagnosis presented numerous diffi-

culties. This was a case of epithelioma of the an-

trum complicated by suppurative disease of the

frontal and ethmoiilal sinuses, with marked exoph-

thalmos. The .t--ray picture showed disease in all

the sinuses on one side. Pus could be wa.shed out

of the frontal sinus with a cannula. The washings

from the antrum were clear. The diagnosis was
based on the absence of pus in an antrum which

showed a decided shadow in the .f-ray picture. The
exophthalmos was no guide in this case, because it

might just as well have been due to the disease in

the frontal sinus, as to the condition in the antrum.
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The most common form of cysts of the accessory
cavities are the dentigerous cysts of the antrum of
Highmore. These cysts, especially when they reach

a large size, are often mistaken for einpyenia. The
diagnosis is usually not made before operation. If

the antrum is washed out through the normal os-

tium, the washings return clear, because the cvst

is closed off from the cavity of the antrum.

My excuse for reading a paper of this sort before

a general society, is that it gives me an opportunitx

of reminding you that accessory sinus disease is a

very common condition, and many of these paticnt>

come to see the general practitioner, without sus-

pecting that there is any nasal condition. Often
they only complain of headache or gastric disturb-

ance. Accessory sinus disease should always be

thought of in cases of persistent headache. Every
doctor can recognize the gross intranasal changes in

these conditions, such as polypi and pus. In every

case of headache from grippe one should determine
if there is any tenderness over the frontal sinus or

antrum. If this is followed out as a routine proce-

dure, one will be surprised to find how many cases

of acute sinusitis will be brought to light.

156 East Sixty-first Street.

DRAINAGE AND DRESSING OF WOUNDS
IN MINOR SURGERY.*

Bv .\RCnH5.\LD E. IS.\.^CS. M.D..

NEW YORK.

SURGEON, BETH ISRAEL HOSPITAL.

When I was honored with an invitation to address

this Society and the suggestion was made that 1

speak on some surgical subject of interest to the

general practitioner, I decided on drainage and
dressing of wounds in minor surgery, that is of

wounds as they come to the general practitioner in

his everyday work, as a suitable tojMc that would
be of interest. In these remarks I will not attempt

to cover the entire subject, but merely to speak of

certain features which appeal to me as worthy of

discussion. My observation has been that the un-

derlying principles are frequently overlooked, or

possibly not understood, and, therefore, the methods
used are not adapted to bring about the results de-

sired. Judging from what I have seen in a long
experience, it seems that there is an idea widely

prevalent that the treatment of wounds is to pack
them as full of gauze as possible. It looks as if a

supposed unwritten rule, "When you see a wound,
pack it full of gauze," were followed by a large

proportion of practitioners. No sense of reason

seems to be exhibited and physical and physiolog-

ical principles are ignored or forgotten. In place

of treating wounds by rule or routine, each case

should be considered as to its own peculiarities and
necessities, and treated accordingly.

To understand the subject and appreciate the rea-

sons for the use of various measures, let us begin
with the fundamental principles and consider in

the first place, why is drainage needed? What rea-

sons call for packing? And what are the objects

of the application of dressings?

Nature's means of ridding the system of objec-

tionable and injurious material is the production of

a circumscribed inflammation and exudation of

leucocytes with the formation of pus which, when
confined, constitutes an abscess. Nature's further

*Read at a meeting of the Williamsburg Medical
Society, April ir, 1910.

process of disposing of these exudates is by furnish-

ing drainage through an opening produced by what
is popularly called pointing and breaking of an
abscess, or the surgeon's knife anticipates this out-

come by furnishing an incision. This opening is the

natural drainage channel and, unaided, serves its

purpose just so efficiently as the natural conditions

permit. Piut there are various reasons why the

opening in itself may not prove sufficient and why
artificial assistance may be advantageously em-
ployed. The main reasons are the tendency of the

opening to close before suppuration has cleared the

[)arts of infection and put them in condition to

heal. This closure may be either by adhesion of the

raw edges of the wound, or by contraction of the

newly fonned granulation tissue in wounds of

longer standing. In most cases this tendency has
to be combated through artificial drainage. Drain-
age, therefore, is assistance given in providing and
retaining an unobstructed outlet for exudate that if

not gotten rid of would stagnate or collect under
tension.

Packing a wound or cavity is called for under
certain conditions ; a frequent instance is for con-

trol of hemorrhage after incision. Another in-

stance is in the after treatment of certain wounds,
after incision for fistula in ano, for instance, where
it is necessary to keep the wound edges apart during
granulation to prevent their union before thorough
healing of the base of the wound. There are cer-

tain wounds that may require a packing, if it may
be called such, for drainage purposes. An example
would be suppurating cavities with comparatively
large openings and with rigid walls, which do not

allow the cavity to collapse, and are so situated

that the accumulating exudate would gravitate into

them and have no outlet except by running over.

Bone cavities would act in this way, or chronic
abscesses whose walls had become thickened and
hard as the result of long-standing inflammation.

These cavities may be filled loosely with gauze,
which displaces the pus, and at the same time soaks
it up and carries it into the dressings. When pack-
ing is used for the control of hemorrhage or for

keeping the sides of the wound from coming in

contact, as in the first two instances mentioned, its

object is not drainage, and it may be, and in fact,

should be, packed as tightly as needed. But in the

last instance, when it is intended merely to fill up
the space of a patulous cavity, it is important to

remember that drainage is also an object and it

must, therefore, be placed loosely enough to allow

it to soak up and carry awav the purulent dis-

charge.

Dressings are applied to suppurative wounds
with two main objects : Firstly, to protect the

wound from external influences especially from new
infection, and secondly, to provide means for the

absorption and removal of the exudate from the

wound.
Bearing these first principles in mind, we will

return to the discussion of drainage. I have laid

stress on the recognition of Nature's mode of se-

curing drainage to make it evident that whatever
artificial methods are used should be on the lines

of assistance of Nature's efforts. This applies not
only to this particular subject, for the whole science

of medicine is based on the observation and study
of the natural processes, and their adaptation or
direction along certain lines constitutes the various
methods of treatment. Whatever we do, therefore,

must be based on Nature's methods because we can
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not change them ; all we can do is to interfere with

them to a certain extent and such interference may
be for good or for harm, and, in instituting such,

let us as least endeavor to avoid doing harm. There

are many occasions where wounds would do better

if not drained or packed at all. If the external

wound is a comparatively large one and open, with

no tendency to premature adhesion or to retention

of discharges, there is no need for drainage, and

unless there be some special reason to keep it open,

as in cases already referred to, there is no need for

packing. Where there are no reasons for drainage

or for packing it is better not to use either, for

under such conditions they retard healing, and act

as foreign bodies, increasing inflammation and sup-

puration, besides causing needless pain in their ap-

plication.

The material most generally used for drainage

is gauze. This will drain under certain conditions

and not under certain others, and on many occasions

even when it does drain there are other means that

would do it better. Where gauze is serviceable is

in large open wounds where the extent of the cav-

ity is not much greater than that of its external

opening and where there is a free discharge. Here
it will drain, or rather, it will not interfere with

drainage, as the copious secretion will keep it moist

and pervious and the opening is too large to crust

over by drying of the secretions. But under these

conditions artificial drainage is hardly necessary.

The gauze here rather serves to fill a patulous cav-

ity, and hold its walls asunder, which would be of

advantage in the treatment of an infiltrated region

shortly after incision and before the tissues have

drained out sufficiently to permit the parts to heal.

Or, as mentioned previously, the gauze might serve

to fill up the space of an open cavity, and thus dis-

place the pus that would otherwise gravitate into it.

But there are wounds that will not drain satis-

factorily without assistance and where measures
for the establishment of efficient drainage are neces-

sary. This is especially the case where the sup-

purating cavity is large in proportion to its open-

ing. If a strip of gauze is packed into such an open-

ing what happens ? The gauze makes a good be-

ginning at drainage by soaking up an amount of

the exudate and, by its capillarity, carrying it out-

side the wound to be absorbed by the dressings

;

but this exudate is a viscid liquid and does not fol-

low fast enough to overcome the drying efifects of
the evaporation which takes place, and which takes

off only the water and leaves the mesh of the gauze
permeated with, and obstructed by, the solid residue.

With its mesh obstructed, the gauze cannot drain

any further, as its capillarity is destroyed. Besides
this the gauze, especially in a fresh wound, has a

way of adhering to the surrounding raw surface
and, with the drying of the secretions in and about
it, is transformed into a hard impermeable plug
securely glued to the skin about the wound and
firmly closing up the opening. This is the result

and is just the opposite of that desired. In place

of providing means of egress for the accumulating
fluid it stops up the opening as securely as could
possibly be done if the object sought were to seal

it, almost as if it were corked up with a plug of
gauze dipped in glue. I have seen this sort of
dressing many times, a felon, for instance, with a
homeopathic incision, and that plugged up literally,

as described, and with a collection of pus backed lip

under tension behind the drain, causing severe pain.

Small scalp wounds are also prone to act in this

way when infected, the suppurative process spread-

ing under the fascia in all directions from the

wound which is sealed up with the bit of gauze
which was intended to drain it. Lymphatic abscess-

es of the neck, axilla, or groin, with small openings,

are other instances that frequently come to the

surgeon with these conditions. In all of these cases

there is no drainage and, consequently, no relief to

the pain or other symptoms, and no stop to the

spread of the suppurative process. The unfavor-

able results are especially pronounced if dry dress-

ings are superimposed on this sort of drain ; they

are not so marked when wet dressings are used

because the moisture of the dressing prevents the

drying of the secretions on the gauze drain. Yet
the character of the purulent discharge, containing,

as it does, considerable particles in suspension, is

such that the mesh of the gauze becomes clogged

and its capillarity destroyed, and while under these

conditions it is not as bad as when allowed to dry,

it is not as satisfactory as a drain ought or could

be. If water were the fluid to be drained gauze

would be a satisfactory medium, but under condi-

tions mentioned and for reasons stated it is not sat-

isfactory when the material is a viscid mixture like

pus.

When gauze does drain under these conditions

it is not because of its capillarity, though that may
contribute in inconsiderable amount towards the

result. It drains in the same manner as the non-

capillary material used for drainage to be spoken

of presently, that is by permitting the discharges

to exude between its circumference and the drain-

age tract surface. It cannot act this way in a fresh

wound where the gauze becomes adherent to the

wound surface ; but in a wound or sinus arrived

at that stage where its surface is covered with gran-

ulation tissue, the gauze does not adhere and it may,
therefore, drain in the manner mentioned.

The essential need for drainage is an unob-

structed outlet, for, in most wounds, what carries

the fluids out is the internal pressure of the tissues,

a zis a tergo, that forces them out. They are not

drawn out by any applications, even by drains ex-

cept in a comparatively insignificant amount when
capillary drains are used. The favorable efifects

that any applications or drains may have are due

to their establishing conditions more favorable to

the exit of the fluids, actuated by the internal pres-

sure of the tissues. Conveyance by a lis a fronte

through capillarity of the drain would be of ad-

vantage if it could be secured, but practically ex-

cept under conditions already referred to, this can

not be attained.

Capillarity, upon which the claims of gauze as

a drain are based, is. as we have seen, not an es-

sential but is necessary when gauze is used, be-

cause this material fills the lumen of the outlet as

a cork does the mouth of a bottle, and in fresh

wounds adheres to the raw edges. Thus it af-

fords no other outlet to the secretions than that

through the capillary spaces of its mesh.

That tubes of rubber or glass drain better than

gauze is not due, as popularly supposed, to their

draining through their lumen. They do not drain

so, at least in the majority of cases, though there

may be a minority where the exudate is watery and
where conditions favor tube drainage. The lumen
in most cases becomes clogged with sloughs or

necrotic tissue or the granulation tissue from the

wound surface grows into it through its open end,

or side openings if it have them, and completely
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clogs_it up, as observation of a tube in situ for any
length of time will show.

The reason that tubes drain better than gauze is

that they do not become adherent to the raw sur-

faces as gauze does, and, therefore, allow exit of

fluids between their circumference and the wound
edges. For the same reason, what is usually called

a cigarette drain, that is, a core of gauze with rub-

ber tissue wrapped about it, drains better than gauze
would by itself, and has the advantage that it does

not become adherent to the raw surfaces. This is

of special importance in abdominal drainage, as

bare gauze, besides the fact that it does not drain,

becomes adherent to the serous surface of the vis-

cera, and is liable to do considerable damage on
its withdrawal. The irritation of its presence also

sets up an inflammation which is likely to result in

troublesome postoperative adhesions. The so-called

cigarette drain also has the advantage over tubes

of rubber or glass, that it is soft and flexible and
not so liable to cause pressure necrosis of the tis-

sues on which it lies for days and sometimes for

weeks. In abdominal drainage, especially, is this

important, as serious harm is often unnecessarily

done by pressure of tubes on the delicate viscera.

In the combination of rubber tissue wrapped
about a core of gauze, this so-called cigarette drain,

the gauze plays an insignificant part, practically

not to be considered, in the drainage process. The
great bulk of the discharge finds its way out around
the circumference of the drain, and the amount that

soaks through the gauze is comparatively so small

that it deserves no special consideration. That this

is not generally appreciated is evident from the fact

that many surgeons construct their cigarette drains

with a tuft of gauze protruding from the inner end
and with a series of openings cut in the tissue along
its course, exposing the gauze for the purpose of

giving it more opportunity to soak up and carry

away the fluids. But as the gauze does not do this

to any appreciable extent there is nothing gained

by it, and there is the disadvantage, especially in

intraperitoneal work, that the exposed gauze be-

cotnes adherent to the raw surfaces with the un-

favorable possibilities previously mentioned.

The maintenance of an unobstructed outlet is

necessary until the cavity below is in condition for

healing to take place over it, and this outlet must
be kept from closing by adhesion or pasting of the

edges of the wound or by cicatricial contraction of

the drainage tract. The means used to carry out

these indications must at the same time not ob-

struct the free outflow of the secretions. Gauze,

as we have seen, while it has its uses and advan-
tages in certain cases, does not answer requirements

in many others, especially where the drainage tract

is long and narrow, or where the opening is small

in comparison with the cavity to be drained. Un-
der these circumstances something that will meet
these indications must be found to replace it.

Where, as in the majority of instances, simply

drainage and not packing is required, gutta percha

tissue is the ideal material for the purpose. In a

single thickness it is too frail for practical use, but

it may be folded into a strip of a suitable number of

layers, from four to twelve, according to require-

ments. The length of the strip should be taken with

the grain of the tissue, along which it readily tears.

If taken across the grain there is the possibility of

the strip tearing transversely on introduction or re-

moval, and the possible unobserved loss of a piece

in the wound. In cases where a more bulkv drain

is desirable, or where it is necessary to maintain

some distention of the sinus or superficial opening,

the tissue may be wrapped around a core of gauze

to give it body.

Guttapercha tissue serves to keep the wound
open as any other drain does, but gives more as-

surance of satisfactory drainage because it does not

adhere to the wound surfaces, and docs not permit

of the tlischarges drying on it about the outlet and

so pasting up the opening. Besides that, it is not

so irritating as gauze and its smooth surface per-

mits it, on introduction or removal, to slide along

on the raw and sensitive tissues with much more

ease of application and with much less pain to the

patient than gauze, which catches on the raw sur-

faces and has to be forced in or out.

The absorptive qualities of the outer dressing are

very important in relation to the efficiency of the

drain. The discharge, as it exudes from the wound,

should be taken up by the dressings so that it does

not collect at the opening and clam up the drain.

Here again there is seldom any difficulty when the

discharge is sufficient in amount to keep the dress-

ings moist, but if the amount be scanty, the small

quantity will permeate the gauze directly over the

wound and dry in its meshes forming a hard, crusty

shield impervious to the discharge that follows. To
obviate this the absorptive properties of the gauze

must be assured, not only by applying it moist, but

by keeping it moist. A wet dressing that will stay

wet not only assures absorption, but is comfortable

and gratifying to the patient.

As to the choice of an antiseptic solution with

which to moisten the dressing, a i to 4,000 bichlo-

ride is most satisfactory generally, but at times sets

up a dermatitis ; boric acid solution and liq. alumni

acetatis are the mildest and least irritating, and

there are very few cases that will not tolerate their

continued use. As to carbolic acid, I want to be as

emphatic as possible in warning against its use, no
matter in how mild a solution, on fingers or toes.

Too many have been sacrificed in this way, though

generally this fault is found to lie with the patient

who uses it on his own initiative or with the counter

prescribing pharmacist
;
physicians' orders are re-

sponsible for a few and these few are just that

number too many to the discredit of the profession.

One more word, and an important one, in regard

to wet dressings, and that is that to be efficient they

must not only be applied wet, but must be kept so.

There are two ways of doing this. One is by ap-

plications of additional solution at intervals ; the

other by preventing evaporation from the dressing

as applied, by covering it with some impervious ma-
terial, usually guttapercha tissue. In making use

of the repeated applications of additional solution,

care must be taken, especially if the dressing be

a bulky one, that sufficient solution be used to pene-

trate the dressing before it has a chance to evap-

orate from the outer layers. When used on the

extremeties, an excellent method is to have the part,

with the dressings undisturbed, inserted into a basin

of solution; hand or foot baths may thus be made
as often as necessary to keep the dressing wet.

These baths are also grateful to the patient and have

the additional advantage, in freely suppurating

cases, that they wash away the excess of discharge

and with it the odor and dirtiness of its accummu-
lation from one dressing to the next. An objection

to this variety of wet dressings is that they wet and
soil anything with which they come in contact, and
they are, therefore, inconvenient for patients at-
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tending to their usual occupations. Even with bed-

ridden patients the bed becomes soiled if not pro-

tected with a rubber sheet or some such device.

Envelopment of the dressing in guttapercha tis-

sue permits of the outer bandage being dry, while

the inner dressing may be as wet as desired
;
but

to serve its purpose the tissue must be properly ap-

plied. There is a right way and a wrong way of

using it. My observation has been that the wrong

way is that generally used, which furnishes another

instance of things done by rote or rule without

regard to, or pc^ssibly without knowledge of, the

purpose of the procedure. It seems to be the idea

that if a piece of tissue is applied over a moist

dressing, it fills the requirements irrespective of

whether it is placed to properly cover in the dress-

ing or not. In many instances it seems that not

only is no thought given to the reasons for, or pur-

pose of the application, but no lesson seems to be

learned from the observation of its inefficiency

which should hardly escape notice when a dressing

that should be wet is found dried out under the

rubber tissue and pasted to and clogging up the

drainage openings. For the dressing to hold its

moisture, it is essential that it be thoroughly cov-

ered in with the tissue, for if the smallest portion

be left e.xposed, the outer dressings absorb the

moisture through this defect, and evaporate it not

only from the vicinity of the defect, but gradually

soak it up from the entire dressing. The result is

that, though it may take a little longer, the dress-

ing dries just as surely as if no tissue were used.

To preserve its moisture the dressing must not only

be thoroughly covered, but the tissue should ex-

tend beyond it on all sides, so as to come in liberal

contact with the bare skin all around.

The use of guttapercha tissue in the treatment of

burns or other superficial excoriations is not new,

but it is not sufficiently in use. Gauze applied di-

rectly to a burned surface sticks to it even if ap-

plied moist or with salve, and any motion of the

part puts a strain on this attachment with conse-

quent continuous irritation or pain. Worse than

this is the change of dressings when the gauze has

to be torn from its attachment to the sensitive sur-

face causing not only severe pain but traumatism

to the wound and often with free bleeding from
the granulations. All this can be obviated by the

application of guttapercha tissue directly to the

wound surface. The same qualities that make the

tissue so satisfactory as a drain apply here in mak-
ing it not only a most efficient application for heal-

ing purposes, but the one that will afford the most
comfort as well. Its smooth surface is not irritating

to the sensitive wound and its flexibility allows it

to adapt itself closely to the surface and act as a

protection against outside irritation. To permit

drainage of the wound discharges it should be ap-

plied in strips of one-quarter to one-half inch in

width, laid parallel to one another, with minute

spaces intervening, just sufficient for the discharges

to ooze through. Over this a wet gauze dressing,

to assure absorption of these discharges, should be

applied and this in turn covered with a sheet of

the tissue to preserve its moisture.

Salves or dusting powders may be used directly

on the wound, under the tissue strips, if desired

for their mental or supposed beneficial effects, but

the wounds do just as well, and in most instances,

better, without them.

In the daily pursuit of our professional work we
accomplish many things that give us inward satis-

faction that we have done well. In the majority
of instances these accomplishments are such that

only we ourselves can appreciate ; the layman or

patient can not share our satisfaction, for he is not

in a position to understand our work. These agree-
able experiences serve us in helping to neutralize

the ill effects of the unpleasant incidents that must
also come our way. and they make life and the

practice of medicine more pleasant and agreeable.

Rut these mental effects do not help us in a ma-
terial way, and material results are necessary to get

along. Appreciation of our work by the patient is

necessary for material assistance, and when we can
obtain that in addition to our own personal satis-

faction we have accomplished a double purpose.

Relief from pain is one of the things a patient will

be most grateful for, and in the dressing of wounds
there are many opportunities to afford this. A sim-

ple change in the manner of dressing will often ac-

complish it and it will be evident, even to the pa-

tient, that this was the means of relieving his pain.

Substitute a slip of guttapercha tissue for a plug of

gauze in the small opening of an abscess and apply

a wet dressing over it in place of the dry one that

probably had to be soaked loose before it could

be removed from its fastenings about the wound,
and you have accomplished something that the pa-

tient will appreciate and which, at the same time,

may afford you the satisfaction of knowing that,

besides the relief of pain, you have put that wound
in a position to heal and probably have averted

serious complications that often result from faulty

or obstructed drainage.

13:!i M.\D150V .XVENVE.

FISTL'LA IX AXO: EXCISION AXD
SUTURE.

Bv DR. E. C. BECK,

.NEW YORK.

It has always seemed rather unnatural to me to

watch the long-drawnout process of healing follow-

ing the usual method of operation for fistula-in-ano.

The wound, which is made by the operator, is in the

most unclean locality of the human anatomy, and

no matter how sincere the patient may be in his

efforts at following the instructions of his medical

adviser, there is always the possibility, nay, proba-

bility, of infection and interference with quick heal-

ing. And that is one thing the patient, especially

the business man, wants. Most of these cases occur

in persons of sedentary habits or occupations. It

was most of all this thought of getting these patients

well in the shortest time that urged me on to try a

procedure which has proved to be highly efficient,

and most satisfactory to the patient.

The name fistula in ano has been used time out

of mind to cover a multitude of sins. All sorts and

kinds of openings within a short radius of the anus

have been so called. "A rose by any other name
may smell as sweet," but call a spade a spade. .\

true fistula in ano to my mind means a communica-

tion between the lower end of the bowel and the

outer air by an auxiliary and unnatural opening.

The anatomists describe a complete and incomplete

form. The incomplete has either a blind internal

or external extremity. The names easily explain

the condition. The principal cause is probably an

existing lax condition of the mucous membrane of

the sriit and often an existing anal or ischiorectal
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abscess. It is the ischiorectal abscess that usually

causes the incomplete form with a fistula o[)ening

externally.

In cases of blind internal fistula the sinus may be
felt by digital exploration, and on insertion of a

speculum can be seen and a probe inserted into it.

Force the probe through the tissues externally and
make a complete fistula of it. The same should be
done with the blind external variety, so that in the

end we shall always operate upon a case of complete
fistula. Of course the blind external fistula niav

simply be a sinus resulting from an ischiorectal ab-

scess. The introduction of the probe will verify the

diagnosis and if found advisable on the part of the

operator, may simply be curetted and drained.

If a fistula has been existant for some time an<l

we split it open we find that scar tissue has formed
and a well-defined channel has been built up. It ap-

peared to me, therefore, that this tube was simply a

means to an end and not the exciting medium. Re-
sults have confirmed this contention. The method
is a simple one, and I am convinced that many have
utilized it before me, but were too busy to publish

it. I may add that we have given E. Beck's bismuth
paste a thorough trial, but failed utterly with it.

The patient is admitted to the hospital on the day
before operation and is well purged. He is allowed
no solid food whatever, and his colon is thoroughly
evacuated by enema one hour before operation.

Anesthesia is usually by ethyl chloride, as the oper-

ation is a short one, and the patient later on is the

better for it. A probe is inserted into the canal

and pushed through until it can be felt by the finger

in the rectum. A grooved director is now slipped

in over the probe. I use it because it is a more
powerful instrument and will not bend when trac-

tion is exerted with it. Running the tip of the

scalpel along the groove the tissues are slit open
with one sweep. Be sure to cut through the sphinc-

ter at right angles and it will reunite perfectly.

Have the wound surfaces spread well apart and
carefully remove all scar tissue in view with a sharp,

blunt-pointed scissors. If in doubt rather cut away
a little too much than not enough. Pay particular

attention to the internal end of the wound. When
all the offending tissue has been removed paint the

whole surface over with tincture of iodine. 1 am
firmly convinced that the highly antiseptic properties

of the iodine are the dominating factor toward union
by first intention. The scanty bleeding can easily

be controlled by sponging.

Great care must be exercised in bringing the

severed tissues together closely and accurately.

For suturing material I use silk-worm gut and find

it excellent for this purpose. The first suture is

placed at the inner angle of the wound. The edges
of the gut and sphincter are brought together with
mouse-toothed forcejxs and a generous bite taken

with the needle. .V strong needle is imperative. Be
sure you get enough tissue with your suture, as it

will form a cushion when you exert pressure and
will tend to keep the wound surfaces closely ap-

proximated. Sometimes it is necessary to make the

suture for the sphincter an extra one, especially in

those cases in which the fistula opens fairly high

up in the gut. Leave the ends of the suture long,

clamp it. and let them hang down out of your way.
.Sew up the rest of the wound in like manner, plac-

ing a stitch about every half inch and burying your

needle deeply each time. Leave all the ends long.

and when you have finished carry them all to one
side and fasten them to the buttock with adhesive

plaster. This will prevent irritation of the parts

and add to the comfort of the patient. When the

operation is completed a T binder is applied.

The patient is kept on his back and in bed, and
his peristalsis held in check for at least four days
by the administration of bismuth and opium. Only
such nourishment is given as will leave the least

amount of residue. When the patient begins to

complain of cramps and colic his bowels are evacu-
ated by means of an oil enema. He is usually al-

lowed to go home at the end of the seventh day.

At the end of ten days I remove all sutures except-

ing the innermost one, which should remain for two
weeks to insure a perfect result.

Since the fall of 1908 I have operated upon 17

cases in this manner and have had only one in which
the patient was not discharged as fully cured within

two weeks. In that case I employed a curette in-

stead of the scissors for removing the scar tissue

and a stitch abscess formed at the outer angle of
the wound.

37 Kast Si
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A PITH-BALL MANOMETER.
Bv N.-iiTHANIEL FEDDE,

STL-DENT, CORNELL MEDICAL COLLEGE.

The chief difficulty in taking blood pressure in the
past has been in locating the point of minimum dias-
tolic pressure. Determining which is the last of
the oscillations of the mercury column is a decid-
edly unsatisfactory method. Ample evidence of
this is furnished by the toleration offered bulky
and complicated instruments like the Gibson and
Erlanger, whose bulk is mainly for the purpose of
simplifying this one point. Everyone recognizes
that these instruments have an undisputed place in
the laboratories because of their graphic features,
but the practitioner who nnist carry them to the
bedside and perhaps to six others where they are
not needed before returning to his office refu.ses to
he bothered with more weight than is convenient.
For these reasons I venture to place before the

profession an idea that has been tried out by Dr.
Sheldon and myself at the Cornell clinic, and found
satisfactory. The instrument is portable, compact,
and should, if properly made and l)oxed, not mea-
sure over 4 by 4 by 15 inches.

General Principle.— If with each inilsc wave a
fair volume of air be driven past a light freely
moving object that object will move exactly as the
mercury in the manometer, but with an exaggerated
displacement. To accomplish this I let the air,

which comes from the cuff, as a result of the in-
creased pressure there, go i)ast a pith-ball in a glass
tube. The ball must be small enough to move read-
ily, but not so small as to allow a too free passage
of air. .\fter passing the ball the air goes to an
clastic rubber bulb, where it is compressed and the
bulb itself expanded by each momentary increase
in pressure caused by the pulse wave. In this way
more air goes by the pith-ball than wotild be the
case if the system were rigid and contained no
more air than the tubing could hold.

Results.—The motion of the ball is. as near as
the eye can tell, the exact duplicate of the tracing
given by the Erlanger lever when a continuous
record is taken during slow discharge of air. The
excursions of the ball are larger or smaller than
those of a well-balanced lever, depending entirely
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on the weight of the ball and how well it fits the

tube.

Technique.—Valves A, B, D, and E are opened

and C is closed. (See Fig.) The compression bulb

is worked until a point of pressure above the max-
imum S3'stolic is reached (disappearance of pulse).

Valve B is then closed and C turned so as to allow

a steady, slow exhaust, the pressure falling about

I mm per beat. Slight bounding movements of

the ball give warning when the pulse is about to
return. These movements increase rapidly in mag-
nitude, then remain about uniform until the mini-
mum diastolic pressure is reached, when there is

a marked diminution in the excursion.
The_ "Why" of Some of the Details Given in the

Drazving.—The exhaust valve C is placed between
the ball and the mercury so that every particle of
air that leaves the cuff must pass the ball. The in-

let tube is in the same place so that the pumping
process may merely press the ball against the lower

buffer rather than maul it against the upper. The
two extremities of the manometer have stop-cocks

D and E to prevent loss of mercury in transporta-

tion. This feature was seen on the Faught instru-

ment. The tube containing the ball has a short

piece of tubing of smaller caliber fused into each

end to serve as a buffer. The lower buffer must be

grooved so that the pith-ball cannot close the pas-

sage to cuff in ball-valve fashion. The mercury
reservoir is introduced for two reasons. It brings

the T for the inlet and vent near the operator's hand,

and allows of greater space between each millimeter

mark, thus facilitating reading, but requires that

the tube be standardized. The tube containing the

uith-ball is replaceable.

Summary.—The essential features of this instru-

ment are compactness, portability, small expense of

construction, and ease of reading combined with a

reliable means of determining minimum diastolic

pressure depending on large oscillations of a light

pith-ball instead of minute oscillations of an inert

column of mercury.

I wish, in conclusion, to express my apprecia-

tion of the encouragement and kindly criticism of-

fered by Dr. Sheldon, Prof. Lusk, and Prof.

Thompson.

Rectal Myomata.—F. Descoeudres describes a unique
case of fibromyoma of the rectum. These growths are

rare, only about 80 cases of intestinal fibromata being
published, of which 16 involved the rectum. When in-

ternal they are polypi with pedicles of varying length.

When external they develop upward into the abdomen, or
downward and backward into the pelvis. The author's

case developed backward under the skin of the region of
the buttocks, and was so large that it hung down in walk-
ing and the patient sat upon it without any pain. It had
a large fibrous pedicle attached to the upper wall of the

rectum. These growths develop at the expense of the

muscular coat of the intestine. They may be of congenital
origin, a development of embryonic tissue, the immediate
cause of the growth being irritation. They cause consti-

pation, pressure symptoms, hemorrhage, and edema of the

legs. The prognosis is bad aside from removal, since they
endanger life by hemorrhage, obstruction of the bowels, or
malignant degeneration.

—

Revue de Gynecolnaie et de
Chirurgie Abdoiiiinale.

Some Considerations on the Treatment of Tuber-
culosis in Children.— P. Nobecourt says that fresh air,

repose, and good hygiene are the important elements in

the treatment of tuberculosis in children. Rest must be
absolute whenever there is fever, emaciation, or joint

tuberculosis. In others rest may be taken several times a

day, interspersed with walks, but all violent exercise must
be forbidden. As to fresh air, it cannot be attained in the

city, but any climate may be suitable, it being advisable in

many cases not to separate the child from its relatives, but
to have a sort of home sanatorium in the country. Sea
air is especially valuable in joint tuberculosis, in peri-

tonitis, and in glandular cases. Early pulmonary cases,

when the bronchial glands are involved, are especially

suited to the seashore; in general afebrile cases do well
there. The climatic treatment must go on for months in

order to establish a cure. Cold sea baths are contraindi-
cated under three years of age and in pulmonary cases.

Warm baths may be given in all cases.

—

Journal de Mede-
cinc de Paris.

Chronic Ureteropyelitis in Pregnancy and the
Puerperium.—O. T. Thomas says that (i) chronic in-

fection of the urinary tract may, during gestation and the

puerperium, by rapid proliferation of retained bacteria and
the absorption of toxins, lead one to suspect infection of
the parturient canal. (2) These infections may be of
many years' duration, they may cause, from time to time,

disturbances ascribed to the organs of generation. (3) Or-
dinary chemical and microscopical examination of the

urine is not to be depended upon in these cases. (4) The
diagnosis is easily made clinically, and readily confirmed
by bacteriological e.xamination of the urine.

—

Cleveland
Medical .Journal.
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RESPONSIBILITY OF ARMY MEDICAL
OFFICERS FOR THE SANITATION

AND HEALTH OF TROOPS.
Major Edward L. Munson of the United States

Army Medical Corps has dealt with the above

question in the Seaman Prize Essay for 1909. The
points discussed in the essay are, as to whether

army medical officers should be held directly re-

sponsible, and the limits of such responsibility.

Responsibility is defined by the writer as absolute

responsibility.

In the first instance, Munson points out that the

duties of a civil medical officer and those of an

army medical ofiicer differ 'somewhat widely. The
civil medical officer is entrusted, to the best of his

ability, with the safeguarding of the health of a

community. His is no divided duty. On the other

hand the duty of an army medical officer is divided.

In time of peace, his services approach somewhat

.closely to those of his brother in civil life, except

that he is always subject to the commands of his

superior officers, and indeed his work is ever sub-

ordinated to the good of the army; his real object

is economic, to maintain military efficiency, and any

other consideration is secondary. Of course, in

time of war, medical officers must acquiesce in the

disregard for health laws by a commander if actual

military necessity so demands. From a perusal of

the army regulations it will be gathered that the

activities of medical officers with troops in posts

or in the field are in a sanitary way officially lim-

ited to the functions of investigation, report, and

recommendation.

It would seem to be proven with sufficient clear-

ness that a medical officer cannot be held respon-

sible for the health and sanitation of the troops

with which he is serving, but that such responsi-

bility is reposed in the commanding officer. This,

thinks Munson, is as it should be, and the fault lies

not so much in the army sanitary system as in the

individual neglect and inefficiency of the officers

responsible for its application ; and the remedy lies

in the creation of a strong central authority

keenly alive to the practical military importance

of sanitary results—an authority which would at

least as quickly cause the court-martial of a com-
manding officer for maladministration of sanitary

affairs as for maladministration in respect of prop-

erty matters or the nonmaintenance of discipline.

Although .Munson is of the opinion that medical

officers should not be held directly responsible for

the sanitation and health of troops, he yet believes

that they should have a measure of power and re-

sponsibility. He holds the view that, first, a class

of line officers should be developed and educated

fully appreciative of sanitation and its results ; sec-

ond, the medical officer should be endowed not with

direct responsibility for sanitary results but with

executive authority within certain limits delegated

to him by the commanding officer for whom he acts

as an official but subordinate agent in the manage-
ment of sanitary affairs. It is pointed out that the

importance of good sanitation in an army is freely

recognized by officers and that the type of officer

who regards sanitary investigation as meddlesome
and sanitary recommendations as more or less in-

subordinate criticism of his administration is fast

dying out. According to Munson, then, what is

needed to render the work of the army medical

officer more effective, in addition to the sugges-
tions (|uoted above, is that commanding- officers

should interest themselves personally in matters of

sanitary administration equally with other adminis-

trative affairs, and that they should consider the

surgeon primarily in the light of his military status

as a staff officer, whose special technical knowledge,
like that of the quartermaster, engineer, or commis-
sary, should largely be drawn upon and used from
time to time.

Undoubtedly the main raison d'etre of the army
medical officer is not that of a practising physician

or surgeon, but is that of a preventor of disease.

By neglect of proper sanitary precautions armies
ha\e been decimated by preventable disease. If the

Japanese and German army authorities can prevent

disease from gaining a foothold among the troops
why cannot the American and British army authori-

ties? The truth is that a more intelligent system
is in vogue in the Japanese and German armies,

and what is more to the point this system is rigidly

carried out. Cooperation between the line officers

and the medical officers as suggested by Munson
would be a long step in the right direction, but un-
less the necessary sanitary measures are enforced
by strict discipline these would be of limited effect.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE THY-
ROID AND THE PARATHYROIDS.

The importance of the parathyroids is now gener-
ally recognized, not only by physiologists and pa-
thologists, but by surgeons. This recognition is,

however, of comparatively recent date, as the para-
thyroid glandules were rediscovered by Gley only in

1893.

In Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics for Atay,

19 10, Jasper Halpenny writes on the relationship

between the thyroid and parathyroids and reviews
recent literature on the subject. Escherich says that

tetanoid conditions in children receive their explan-
ation from a study of the pathology of the parathy-

roid glandules, and Berkeley and others claim thera-

peutic benefit from the administration of an ex-

tract of the glandules in cases of paralysis agitans.

The operation for goiter is now being carried on
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with a view to avoiding injury to the parathyroid

glandules. F. Shepherd of Montreal in the dis-

cussion which took place on exopthalmic goiter at

the recent meeting of the Canadian ]\Iedical Asso-

ciation laid stress on the fact that in operating in

cases of Graves' disease his object was to interfere

with the parathyroids as little as possible. The

trend of present day surgeons, inileed, is to regard

the ablation of the whole thyroid as a safe proced-

ure, but to leave the parathyroid glandules intact.

Halpenny undertook a series of experiments with

the object of confirming, or otherwise, the state-

ments of recent authors as to the functional im-

portance of the parathyroids and their physiolog-

ical relations to the thyroid gland. The views at

present held are that parathyroidectomy is invar-

iably and rapidly fatal, while thyroparathyroidec-

tom'y is less rapidly fatal than is ablation of the

parathyroid glandules alone.

Thyroidectomy alone, in probably all vertebrates,

according to Jeandelize, is followed by a series of

chronic nutritional changes, and it is held that,

though these two organs are functionally as-

sociated with one another, neither one can assume

the functions of the other, the parathyroid

glandule being regarded as having a more vital

function than the thyroid gland. Halpenny is un-

able to confirm some of the statements regardmg

the relative importance of the two organs and he

considers that many of the practical conclusions

drawn therefrom seem premature and unwarranted.

In his service, 12 cats, 25 dogs, and 25 rabbits

were operated on. In the first instance, he found

that it was extremely difficult, frequently impossi-

ble, to perform parathyroidectomy without severe

injury to the thyroid gland, and in doing a thyroid-

ectomy the parathyroids were almost invariably in-

jured. Furthermore, Halpenny was unable to con-

firm the statement that complete parathyroidectomy

invariably proves fatal. Again, the generally ac-

cepted statement that parathyroidectomy alone is a

more rapidly fatal operation than thyroparathyroid-

ectomy does not coincide with Halpenny 's results. As

to the anatomical and physiological independence

of the thyroid and parathyroids which is now the

current belief, Halpenny points out that these views

have been recently subjected to criticism and the

old belief is gaining ground, that there is a definite

physiological relationship between the two. The re-

sults of Halpenny's series of experiments appear to

indicate that, in some instances, each gland is able

to assume the functions of the other to a greater or

• lesser extent. The writer concludes that though

the parathyroids are not rudimentary thyroids, the

whole apparatus is essentially one, and its functions

have to do with metabolism.

care, and facilities for operation and postoperative

care in individual homes, the care of the sick is

becoming increasingly a hospital problem. This

tendency is further augmented by the fact that

people tend more and more to dwell in cities and

villages, in quarters so crowded that proper care of

sick persons is quite impossible. It is also found in-

creasingly necessary to move many cases from

homes to hospitals for the conservation of the health

of those remaining at home. It is, therefore, be-

coming more and more apparent to those who are

interested in the problems of public health that hos-

pital facilities for the care of the sick jxior must be

greatly increased.

In order to meet this necessity a bill was passed

at the recent session of the New York Legislature

and signed by Governor Hughes on June 21. The
bill was entitled "An act to amend the general mu-
nicipal law in relation to the establishment and

maintenance of public general hospitals for the care

of the sick." It was prepared by the Standing Com-
mittee on Hospitals of the State Charities Aid Asso-

ciation, after an examination of existing legislation

of this and other States, relative to the establish-

ment of public hospitals and after a careful study

on the part of the committee of the problem of

hospital control and management. The purpose of

the law is twofold : (
i
) To facilitate the establish-

ment of public general hospitals by the cities, vil-

lages, and towns of the State; (2) To provide a

well thought out plan of control and management
of such hospitals, and to secure some uniformity of

method where no system exists at present. The
committee found that the charters of most cities and

villages and the general laws relating to them are

such that it has been necessary, whenever a city or

village desired to establish a public general hospital, •

for it first to secure a special act from the legisla-

ture giving it the authority to do so. This in some
instances has resulted in vexatious delays and tends

to discourage the development of such hospitals.

It is evident, however, that, when it becomes neces-

sary for a city or village to pay considerable sums
for maintaining poor patients in hospitals, it is ul-

timately the best p)olicy for that city or village to

establish a hospital of its own, where the expendi-

ture of these funds will be entirely under public

control and the hospital under public management.

It was to remedy this defect in the general hos-

pital law and to make it comparatively easy for the

small towns to establish and maintain a hospital ad-

equate to its needs that the committee undertook a

study of the question and a drafting of the bill,

which has just become a law. Tlie bill seems to

have been very carefully drawn after a profound

study of the question, and it contains promise of a

marked betterment of the conditions hitherto exist-

THE ESTABLISHMENT AND MANAGE-
MENT OF PUBLIC HOSPITALS.

Bec.\use of the very great and rapidly increasing

cost of caring for the sick in their homes, due to

increased expenditures for nursing and necessary

medical attendance, as well as the increasing dif-

ficulty in securing sanitary conditions, proper diet.

The Tre.m'ment of Hemopiiili.x Neon.vtoru.m.

Until within the past two years the disease of

the newborn known as hemophilia neonatorum,

and characterized by general diffuse hemorrhage

during the first few days of life, has been an al-

most universally fatal condition. The bleeding be-

ing rapid and due to some chemical change in the
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blood which iircvcnted clotting, efforts were made
to control the hemorrhages by the administration

of calcium, gelatine, and other general hemostatics,

but with very slight effect. The injection of saline

solution, while temporarily refilling the dejileted

circulation, in no way stopped the course of the dis-

ea.se, and inoculation with large amounts of ani-

mal blood or serum was found to produce a disas-

trous hemolytic action, causing more damage then
benefit. The first real advance was made two years

ago. when Carrel, through a delicate technique de-

veloped by animal experimentation at the Rocke-
feller Institute, saved the life of a moribund infant

five days old by anastomosing the child's popliteal

vein and its father's radial artery, and then trans-

fusing human blood into the exsanguine infant.

The new blood not only replaced that which had
been lost but so changed the quality of the infant's

blood that no further hemorrhage occurred. This
operation has been performed a number of times

since then by various operators, often with excellent

results. It has, however, two serious drawbacks,
the difficulty in obtaining a suitable and willing

donor, and the extremely delicate technical skill re-

<|uired to operate on the small blood-vessels of the

new-born infant. In the American Journal for the

Medical Sciences for June, 1910, J. E. Welch re-

ports the results of a procedure which in many ways
eliminates these drawbacks. Instead of transfusing

blood directly into the infant he has drawn ofif the

blood from the donor into a sterile flask, allowed it

to clot, and then injected subcutaneously the sepa-

rated serum in doses of 10 c.c. at a time, the injec-

tion being repeated in severe cases as often as every

two hours. His results have been all that could be

desired. Whereas of eighteen cases of hemophilia

neonatorum treated in the New York Lying-in

Hospital before this treatment was undertaken
seventeen died, the eight children treated with hu-

man blood serum have all made rapid recoveries.

The reason why the serum should so quickly stop

the hemorrhagic tendency he does not attempt to ex-

])lain, but the fact that he has obtained a cure in

eight successive cases of a disease usually consid-

ered hopeless is sufficient to encourage others to

repeat the method.

The Trachoma Bodies and thk Gonococcus.

The discovery comparatively recently of the small

granular bodies within epithelial cells in the eye

secretions in acute cases of trachoma, variously

called trachoma bodies, chlamydozoa, and cell inclu-

sions, and their artificial inoculation into the con-

junctivae of monkeys, have given a great stimulus

to the study of this highly infectious disease of the

eye. One of the first results of this impetus was
the finding of similar bodies in the eyes in sup-

posedly nonspecific blennorrhea neonatorum. This

was (|uickly followed by their isolation from the

vagina of the mothers of such infants, and from the

urethral secretions of men suffering from non-

gonorrheal urethritis. The proof seemed almost

conclusive, therefore, that all of these conditions

were most closely related, and taken together com-
prised a new infectious venereal disease. In the

Deutsche medizinische IVochenschrift for June 9,

1910. Herzog throws doubt upon this venereal dis-

ease being a new discovery at all, and he states def-

initely that the so-called trachoma bodies are but

involution forms of the gonococcus. For this I)e-

lief he gives several reasons. He has produced

mori)hologicall}- identical bodies by jjrolonged

cultivation of a pure culture of the gonococcus.

He has found typical trachoma bodies in the eye

secretions of undoubted cases of gonococcus blen-

norrhea making their appearance during the subsi-

dence of the acute stage of the disease. In fresh

cases of trachoma he has found intracellular organ-

isms which a])pear to be transition forms morpho-
logically lying somewhere between the typical

gonococcus and the trachoma body. Finally he has

tried the experiment of inoculating a pure culture

of the gonococcus, isolated from a twelve-day-old

gonorrheal urethritis, into the conjunctiva of a

blind glaucomatous eye of a man. Fourteen days

after the inoculation typical trachoma bodies were
isolated from the secretions of the patient's con-

junctiva. The relationship between gonorrhea and
trachoma has been suggested by various authors for

many years, but no satisfactory proof of the unity

of the two diseases has as yet been produced. The
work of Herzog does not settle the question beyond
controversy, but it ofTers a valuable suggestion for

future research.

NmB of the Mppk-

Rupture of Reciprocity Between New York and
New Jersey.—The following letter has been sent

by Dr. H. G. Morton, Secretary of the New Jersey
Board of Medical E.xaminers, to Mr. Augustus S.

Downing, First Assistant Commissioner of Educa-
tion of New York State : Dear Sir—Your com-
munication of June 23, in reply to mine of the 22d
ult., in reference to the annulment of the reciprocal

relations in medicine between the States of New
Jersey and New York, has been duly considered. In

reply I am directed to advise you that this Board
feels that the Board of Regents of New York, in

rescinding the reciprocity agreement between these

States acted without sufficient consideration of the

subject, or due regard for the interests of the med-
ical profession. This reciprocity agreement was
reached after long and thorough investigation of the

medical statutes of both States on October 25, 1906,

and went into efifect January i, 1907. The medi-
cal statutes of New Jersey have not been changed
in any respect since that time ; nor have the stand-

ards of examinations been lowered. This agree-

ment has worked satisfactorily in the past, is highly

prized by the medical profession of both States, and
promotes the interests of the public and of the pro-

fession. This Board, therefore, requests that the

annulment be reconsidered and the reciprocity

agreement renewed. Knowing that the Medical
Societies of the State of New Jersey are opposed to

indorsing the license of any State which refuses

to indorse the license of New Jersey, the State

Board of Medical Examiners of New Jersey this

day passed the following resolution : Resolved,
That on and after November 2, 1910, further in-

dorsement of the certificates of medical license is-

sued by the State of New York would be discon-

tinued, unless the agreement of reciprocity between
the States of New York and New Jersey is re-

newed in the interim.

Hoffman Island Hospital.—The new hospital

on Hoffman Island in lower New York Bay, which
the State is just comjilcting for the accommodation
of cases of contagious disease coming into the port

of New York, w-as opened for inspection on July 3.

To provide sufficient area. Hoffman Island has been
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enlarged, by pumping up sand from the channel

and tilling it in behind retaining walls, to nearly

three times its original size. Hospital buildings and

pavilions to accommodate 250 patients will soon be

ready for occupancy. Provision has also been made
for the relatives and friends of patients, and the

grounds have been improved with grass, trees, and

shrubs. Fresh water is obtained by means of an

artesian well, 2,500 feet in depth, with a capacity

of 45,000 gallons per day. One of the most inter-

esting features in connection with the new hospital

will be the school for instruction in communicable

diseases. It is planned to assign two health officers

from different parts of the State to the hospital

every four days for the study of contagious dis-

eases, and the latest and best methods of treatment.

A permanent group of State officers will be main-

tained to carry on the work of instruction, and a

training school for nurses will also be maintained.

The hospital is intended only for the milder con-

tagious diseases, and the rare cases of plague,

smallpox, yellow fever, etc., which come into the

port will, as heretofore, be sent to Swinburne Island.

Fire in a Hospital.—Two fires occurring on suc-

cessive days recently in the Kings County Hospital,

Brooklyn, N. Y., are now under investigation by the

Fire Marshall, suspicions of incendiarism having

arisen. The first fire, on the night of July 4, was

traced to several old mattresses in the basement of

Annex I, used as a dormitory for the orderlies of

the hospital, and was extinguished with but little

difficulty. The second, however, which apparently

originated in the same place, damaged the building

to the amount of $2,000, and excited the 1.500 pa-

tients of the institution, besides causing almost a

panic in the Long Island State Hospital for the In-

sane, situated across the street. The patients in the

tuberculosis pavilion, only about fifty feet from the

burned annex (were ordered to dress and be pre-

pared to leave, but the fire was fortunately got

under control and confined to the building in which

it started.

Municipal Bath.—Plans for the new municipal

bathhouse at Coney Island were filed recently. A
three-story building is to be provided for, having

a frontage of 65 and a depth of 400 feet. Locker
accommodations for 5,563 men and dressing-rooms

for 1,293 women will be provided.

Bacteria in Croton Water.—Dr. Ernst Ledf-'le,

Commissioner of Health of New York, is reported

to have called attention, recently, to the extraordi-

nary precautions necessary to safeguard the Croton
watershed. Following heavy rains recently there

occurred a large increase in the number of iDacteria

in Hunter's brook, which supplies Croton Lake. .\1-

though all of this watershed is not owned by the

city it has been thoroughly inspected and generally

cleaned up ; imperfect sanitary arrangements in the

laborers' camps have been corrected, and safe meth-
ods of disposing of refuse provided; and the city

water is said to be again perfectly safe, containing

only a normal number of bacteria.

Frozen Eggs.—The confi.scation of 2;,oio

pounds of frozen egg products, said to be the largest

seizure ever made by the Government, took place

in Brooklyn. New York, on July 7, by order of the

Department of Agriculture. Examination of sam-
ples of the eggs made by the chemists of the de-

partment resulted in the estimation that each gram
of the egg product contained 30.000.000 organisms,

some gas-producing, and some of the streptococcus

group. The desiccated eggs were forwarded by a

packing house in Chicago. Permissive to destroy

the product according to law has been granted, and
unless a legal fight is made the seized eggs will be

disposed of by "the Health Department.

Five Generations.—Ignatius Neggersniith of

the Bronx, New York, who died recently at the age

of loi years, left descendants to the fifth generation,

five children, t,/ grand children, 27 great-grand chil-

dren, and four great-great-grand children surviving

him.

Miss Mary E. Samuels, supervisor of nurses

at the Roosevelt Hospital, New York, has recently

resigned her position after many years of service,

and, it is understood, will retire from active work.

Miss E. B. Ross has been appointed to fill her place.

Summer School.—The College of Physicians

and Surgeons, Columbia University, New York,

opened its summer session on July 6. Courses are

given in bacteriolog}', clinical pathology, phy-

siological chemistry, and physical and medical diag-

nosis. The session will close on August 17.

Hospital Attendant Punished.—Convicted of

cruel and inhuman treatment of a patient in the

Government Hospital for the Insane in Washington,

D. C, an attendant at the hospital, has been sen-

tenced to ser\'e six months' imprisonment, without

the option of a fine.

Nurses Graduate.—At the Nassau Hospital,

Mineola, N. Y., commencement exercises were held

(in July 6, ten nurses receiving diplomas on the com-
pletion of their training.

Marriages in New York.—Statistics of the De-
jiartment of Health recently given out show that

during the first six months of 1910, 22,035 marriages

took place, an increase of more than 2,000 over the

same months of last year.

Market Licenses.—In an effort to improve the

sanitary conditions of Washington Market, New
York, the Comptroller has revoked some sixty-three

licenses for stands. He promises to clear the side-

walks of all encumbrances, thus permitting both or-

der and cleanliness. The merchants will be re-

stricted entirely to the stands.

Graduating Exercises.—Twenty students of the

Maine Medical School, Bowdoin College, Vermont,

received their medical degrees recently. One stu-

dent from Cuba and another from Stockholm, Swe-
den, were included among the number.

Medical Alumni.—The following officers of the

University of Vermont Medical Alumni were elected

at a meeting on June 28. President, Dr. W. N.

Bryant, '73. Ludlow, Vermont; Vice-President, Dr.

Tames M. Fay, '75, Northampton, Mass. : Secretary

and Treasurer, Dr. F. K. Jackson, '99, Burlington,

Vermont.

Dr. A. F. King of Burlington, A't.. was the

guest of honor at a dinner given recently by his col-

leagues to celebrate his completion of 40 years of

service as professor of obstetrics and gynecology in

the ITniversity of Vermont College of Medicine.

.-\bout forty physicians were present.

Prof. Sir William Crookes of London, Eng-
land, the well-known chemist and authority on sani-

tation, has received the Order of Merit from King
George A'. Thomas Hardy, the novelist, was also

gazetted a member of the order at the same time.

Dr. Charles M. Rosser of Dallas. Tex., spoke at

a meeting of the Tavlor County (Texas) Medical
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Society on June 27, on Cancer of tlie Uterus. On
the same night a dinner, at which covers were laid

for thirty, was given in honor of Dr. Rosser at the

Hotel Grace, in Abilene.

Dr. William Stockwell has been appointed resi-

dent physician and medical superintendent of the

State Tuberculosis Hospital, opened on July i, at

Shelton, Conn. Dr. Stockwell was graduated from
the medical department of the University of Penn-
sylvania in 1904.

Charitable Bequests.—By a decision of the Su-
preme Court of Peiuisylvania the validity of the will

of the late Anna T. Jeanes is sustained, and the fol-

lowing bequests became operative : The Incorpo-

rated Trustees of the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
of Friends for the establishment and assistance of

hospitals and infirmaries, $250,000; the Joint Com-
mittee of the Quarterly Meeting House for .\ged
and Infirm Friends, for the establishment of a hos-

pital for cancerous and nervous ailments, $200,000;
the Women's Hospital. $64,000 ; the West Philadel-

phia Hospital for Women, $10,000 ; the Hahnemann
Hospital, $10,000 ; the Philadelphia Home for In-

curables, $10,000: the Women's Homeopathic Hos-
pital, $10,000; the Pennsylvania Hospital, $10,000:

the Red Bank Sanitarium, $5,000.

By the will of Mrs. Margaret M. Coakley of New
York, St. Joseph's Hospital for Consumptives and
the Cancer Hospital at Hawthorne each receive

$500. St. Luke's Hospital, New York, receives a

bequest of $7,500 under the will of the late Mrs.
Mary E. Leavitt of that city, who died on June 20.

By the will of the late Erskine M. Phelps, the

Hahnemann Hospital, of Chicago, receives $25,000,

while another $75,000 is left for the benefit of the

nurses of the institution.

Berkshire District (Mass.) Medical Society.

—

A meeting of this society was held in Pittsfield,

Mass., on June 30, when a paper was read by Dr.

C. H. Bangs of Boston, secretary of the American
Health League. A joint meeting of the Berkshire

District and the North Berkshire medical asso-

ciation? will be held on August 25.

The Lake Keuka Medical and Surgical Associ-

ation will hold its eleventh annual meeting at

Grove Springs, Lake Keuka, New York, on Thurs-
day and Friday, July 21 and 22, 1910, under the

presidency of Dr". Robert M. Elliott of Willard.

N. Y.

The Associated Physicians of Long Island

held a meeting and clambake at Smithtown, Long
Island, on June 25. The guest of honor was Dr.

Harvey, who spoke on "Preventive Medicine from
a Chemical Standpoint." The president of the as-

sociation. Dr. James R. French, also spoke, his

subject being "The Relation of the Medical Pro-

fession to the Public." The next meeting of the

association will be held in Oyster Bay in October.

Reduction of Infant Mortality.—Dr. Joseph S.

NefT, Director of Public Health and Charities, of

Philadelphia, has appointed one supervising nurse

and eight assistant nurses, whose duty it shall be

to visit mothers in their homes and aid them in the

care of their infant children during the summer.
Smallpox in Walden.—Two cases of smallpox-

have been reported in Walden, New York. The
first patient, the health officer of the town, is thought
to have contracted the disease while on a visit to

the Immigration Bureau in New York.
Cholera in Russia.—The training ship Neivport

of New York has altered its itinerary on account of

the presence of cholera in Russia and will not stop

at Kronstadt as originally planned. Two fatal cases

of the disease have also been reported from Berlin.

The Healthy Philippines.—The Bureau of In-

sular Affairs reports that the death rate among the

more than 8,000 Government employees in the

islands for the quarter ended March 31 was 6.9 per
1,000 per year. (Jf these employees some 3,700 are

Americans, including the officials and employees
of the insular, provincial, and municipal govern-
ments, and the police and fire departments of
Manila.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Asahel Norton Brock-
w,\v of New York died on July 4 at Clinton, N. Y.,

where he had gone to attend the commencement ex-
ercises at Hamilton College, from which he was
graduated in 1857. Dr. Brockway received his

medical degree from the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, New York, in 1861, and after an in-

terneship at Bellevue Hospital, served as assistant

surgeon in the United States Army until the close

of the war. He was 74 years old.

Dr. Frederick A. Lyons of New York died at

his home on July 5. Dr. Lyons was born in To-
ronto, Canada, in 1854, and was graduated from the
College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York,
in 1876. He was at various times connected with
Bellevue Hospital, the New York Foundling Hos-
pital, and the New York Throat and Nose Hospi-
tal, and was a surgeon of the Fire Department from
1885 until his death. He was a member of the
New York County Medical Society, the New York
Medico-Surgical Society, and the American Acad-
emy of Medicine, and was for several years editor
of the Hospital Gazette.

Dr. Clement Block of New York died at his

home on July 3, aged 47 years. Dr. Bloch re-

ceived his medical education at the University of
Koenigsberg, Germany, from which he was grad-
uated in 1890. He was a member of the German
Medical Societ)-.

Dr. R. J. W.^lker of Toledo, Ohio, died sud-
denly on July 7, aged 48 years. Dr. Walker was
graduated from the Columbus Aledical College,
(^olumbus, Ohio, in 1885, and was a member of the
County and State Societies.

Dr. Frank L. Wood died at his home in Long
Reach, Cal., on June 28, aged 36 years. Dr. Wood
was graduated from the Harvard Medical School
in 1874, and was a member of the County and State
Societies.

Dr. Willis S. Anderson of Detroit, Mich., was
drowned on June 27. Dr. Anderson was born in

1868. was graduated from the College of Physicians
and Surgeons, New York, in 1891, and was a mem-
ber of the American Medical Association and of the
State and County Societies.

Dr. Robert Emmet Burke of Louisville, Ky..
died at his home on June 28, aged 26 years. Dr.
Burke received his degree from the Medical De-
partment of the University of Louisville, from
which he was graduated in 1905.

Dr. John Wintiirop Spooner of Hingham,
Mass.. died at his home on June 26. of cerebral hem-
orrhage. Dr. Spooner was born in 1845, and was
graduated from Harvard University in 1867, and
from the Harvard Medical School in 1871. He was
a member of the .American Medical .Association,
and of the County and State Societies, and was at

one time president of the Medico-Legal Society.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.

(Pr Our Regular Correspondent.)

BIKTHD.W HONORS—SYNTHETIC HYPNOTICS—MALARIA

—

HEALTH OF INDIA—DENTISTRY FOR SCHOOLS—AMBULANCE
WORK—SIR A. KEOGH AT ST. THOMAS's HOSPITAL—OX-

FORD'S ELECTRIC LABORATORY—MEDICAL MISSIONS—OBITU-

ARY.
Jun 24.

This being the day set apart for the celebration of

the late King'? birthday, a long list of honors and pro-

motions conferred on the occasion is issued this morn-

ing. Seven peerages, twelve baronetcies, and a great

number of kniehthoods and promotions in the various

orders mark the occasion, and the medical profession

is not overlooked. Sir Walter B. Foster is made a

Baron of the United Kingdom, and so we have another

medical lord. It is true the ex-professor of medicine

deserted the profession for politics, in which he obtained

ministerial rank, and his present promotion is the re-

ward of placing his seat in parliament at the disposal

of a defeated minister at the last election. But his

medical record is good, and he has always evinced an

interest in the welfare of his profession.

A baronetcy is conferred on Dr. F. H.. Champneys,
obstetric physician to St. Bartholomew's Hospital, and
chairman of the Midwives Board. Among the new
Knights are Dr. A. H. Downes, senior medical in-

spector for the local government board; John Pagan,

F.R.C.S.L, Consulting Surgeon Royal Belford Hospital;

John Lentaigne, President of the Royal College of

Surgeons in Ireland; Dr. Caldwell McVail, Crown
Member of the General Medical Council and of Glas-

gow University Court; Dr. B. M. Simon, of the Birm-
ingham General Hospital; Dr. H. S. Lunn and Dr.

George Hastings of London.
Among Indian orders, Surgeon-General C. P. Luk-is,

M.D., receives C.S.I. Inspector-General R.. Macrae
gets a CLE. Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel Crooke-
Lawless, Surgeon to the Viceroy, is promoted to the

knighthood in the same order, of which he was com-
panion.

Besides all these there are numerous steps in rank
in the orders of the Balk, St. Michael and St. George,
the Victorian and Indian service. Among them are

the names of Inspector-General Porter, Surgeon-Gen-
eral Sloggett, Surgeon-General O. E. P. Lloyd, V.C,
Dr. Hodges, P.M.O., Uganda.
The medical department in the territorial force is

also recognized in the appointments of Col. Andrew
Clark, F.R.C.S., as Honorary Surgeon, and Col. Bland-
ford, Honorary Physician to H. M. the King.
Among the synthetic remedies that have come so ex-

tensively into use, the hypnotics are of special interest.

Meyer has just forwarded the hypothesis that chemicals
soluble in fats or fat-like bodies have a narcotic effect

on living protoplasm. Then the most powerful hyp-
notic would be that having the greatest coefficient of

fat solubility. To the practitioner questions of this kind
possess a certain interest, but the majority are probably
more inclined to compare the effects of the several
hypnotics as inducers of sleep. This was the course
of a discussion at the Edinburgh Medical Society on
the 1st inst., which Dr. Boyd opened. He regarded
amyline hydrate and chloralamide as the best mild
hypnotics. The former in doses of JX to i dram was
not depressant and he had seen no bad effects from it

in cardiac cases. The latter acted well, but sometimes
there was a latent period before the action began. It

should be given dissolved in alcohol, or better still in

sp. etheris. nitr. Of stronger hypnotics the safest

was paraldehyde, but its taste was a great objection

;

it was best given in an enema, well diluted, in doses of

2 to 4 drams, which produced sleep in about 15 minutes.
It was not suitable for alcoholic subjects. Sulphonal
was toxic and cumulative, and he would exclude it

from use. Bromural suited emotional patients. As to

Mill stronger drugs, he said, chloral was now generally
disused. Veronal was popular but dangerous; in large
doses fever, vertigo, etc., were apt to occur. Prolonged
use might bring on peripheral neuritis or ataxia. Other
dangerous drugs were isopral, chloralose, sulphonal.
tetronal and chloral-urethane.

.\ combination was usually better than a single hyp-
notic, and when used for a length of time a frequent
variation tended to minimize the danger of habit.
.'\nother important truth wa« always to give hypnotics

in solution. It was desirable that further restrictions

should be placed on the sale of these drugs which was
now carried on to a dangerous extent, as many deaths

had in consequence occurred.
Dr. Clouston endorsed the value of combination.

It was important to consider whether an immediate or

a gradual effect was desired. A small dose of sulphonal

at 9 p. m. and one of veronal at 10 p. m. was better

than a large dose of either. Bromide was a good ad-

juvant to hypnotics and sedatives; 20 grains added to a

dose of paraldehyde gave sleep at once and a quiet

state the next day. He disagreed with Dr. Boyd as to

sulphonal, of which he found 10 grains with 20 of

bromide most valuable in senile excitement bordering
on insanity.

Dr. Robertson of Morningside agreed as to combining
the drugs. He often gave a dram of bromide potassium
at 7 or 8 P.M., and when it began to act, about 10 p.m.,

a dose of paraldehyde in bed. He discarded veronal long

ago. As to trional, it produced degeneration of nerve

cells.

Several other speakers agreed as to the value of com-
bination. One remarked that it was usual to combine
purgatives, and for the same reason one hypnotic might
well supplement another. Change of air and diet were
also discussed in relation to insomnia and drugs. A
combination of a diaphanetic with a hypnotic was also

recommended. Alcohol was said to be a good solvent,

as it dilated the capillaries, but spirits of nitre was still

better. In no case should hypnotics be given undis-

solved. For this reason the sale of tablets was con-

demned as well as for the other objections mentioned.
Resuming my notes on Major Ronald Ross's lectures

on malaria, which were illustrated by lantern slides of

parasites and of victims, I may say that he dated the

birth of modern pathology at 1850 and its progenitors
Pasteur, Koch and Lister. Lavaran in Algeria and
Golgi in Italy proved that malarial fever began at the

moment when the spores of the parasite separated by
fission. It became important to estimate the numbers
of parasites, and he calculated that there were 15

million millions of blood corpuscles in a man, and a

large number were infected in a patient. To examine
closely one cubic millimetre of blood took about 12

hours, and this was only one-threemillionth of the

average amount in the body. He was now using a new
method of examining it. That was washing out the

corpuscles, leaving only the leucocytes and parasites in

the microscopic field.

Here I may add that Mr. Murray, the publisher, an-

nounces that he will shortly issue an elaborate work on
"The Prevention of Malaria," by Major Ross, assisted

by twenty leading experts on the subject.

The Public Health of British India During the Year
1908, is the subject of a report by the sanitary com-
missioner, which has just reached this country and de-

mands grave attention. It deals exclusively with
British India, the native states not being included.

The population in 1908 was 226,409,600. The deaths ex-

ceeded the births, notwithstanding the fact that the

deaths from pestilences were very few, not more than 5

per 1,000, although they were above a million in the

previous year. But the bright spot of the practical

absence of plague is blotted out by the excessive mor-
tality from fever and chalera. In 1908 there were
5,425,372 deaths from fever as against 4,464,881 in 1907

;

and from cholera, 591,725. as against 408.102. Smallpox
also proved fatal to 170,694, as against 103,988 in the

previous year.

Medical inspection and treatment of school children,

say the educationalists, must include dental work.
The London county council has sent an officer to Ger-
many to examine its dental clinics, and he has prepared
a report for his committee, in which he extols the

methods he saw at work. The importance of the teeth

is well understood by both doctors and dentists, and
the former are by no means inclined to minimize it.

The report named favors the plan of the German
"town clinics" he saw at work as the best solution of

the question which has been raised, and objects to

treatment being handed over to private doctors, which
he thinks would interfere with school work. The cost

of an extra service is gaily put at little, though the

county council may consider it heavy. But they lightly

add to the burden of the rate payers in so many direc-

tions that they may hesitate. Of course, no one cares

for the "private doctors," and the duties of parents are

not much considered.
The St. Johns .\mbulance .\ssociation has declined

to assist the government scheme for the aid of wounded
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and sick territorials. QiicstioiK-il in parlianu-nt it was
(Jeemcd that the authorities had the faintest idea of

lowering the standard of examinations for "aid de-

tachments." But the fact is that the War Ofiice in-

sisted that nurses should teach, examine and certify

nurses for these detachments. But the St. Johns Associa-
tion requires that for pupils in any subject, first aid, home
nursing and hygiene, sanitation, rescue in mines—in

any part of their duties in fact—should be taught l)y

one medical man and examined by another who was
unconnected with the class. The association has re-

fused to consider a nurse's qualification as equal to

that of a doctor and declines to lie mixed up in a scheme
which ignores the difference. The work is being done
by the Red Cross Society, of which the London branch
is making an urgent appeal for funds.

Sir Alfred Keogh yesterday distributed the prizes at

St. Thomas' Hospital, and gave a vigorous expression
to his views on medical education in London. In the
clinical work nothing was wanting, but the preliminary
scientific teaching was inferior to that of the Provinces.
What London wanted was a real teaching university,

to grant a good degree after a good examination. The
present university might be an Imperial institution for

examining, but it was not a London university in the

true sense.

The new electrical laboratory-—the generous gift of

the Drapers Company, erected at a cost of £23,000,

was presented to Oxford L'niversity on Tuesday in the

presence of a distinguished gathering by the Master of

the Company. Mr. K. R. Fletcher, B..^. of New College,

on whom the degree of D.C.L. honoris causa was con-
ferred with the usual ceremony. The same company
has presented equally generous gifts to other depart-
ments of the university, and with admirable impartiality

has done as much for the University of Cambridge.
The World Missionary Conference has been sitting

at Edinburgh all the week and has been numerously at-

tended. Medical missions have been discussed from
various points of view, and many have urged that all

missionaries ought to have some medical training, espe-

cially those sent to districts devoid of doctors.
Inspector-General T. Bolster, R.X., has died at the

age of 65. He qualified with two Dublin colleges in

1866 and entered the navy the next year. He reached
the rank of deputy-inspector-general of hospitals and
fleets in l8g6 and became inspector-general in 1901, re-

tiring in 1903.

Dr. Claud Muirhead, consulting physician to the Edin-
burgh Royal Infirmary, died suddenly on the 22d inst.,

in his 75th year. He took his M.D.Ed, in 1862 and be-
came F.R.C.P. in 1865. Besides the physiciancy of the

inlirniary, which he held for the full period, he had a

number of other appointments in the city. He con-
tributed to the Edinburgh Medical Journal and the

Edinburgh Host>ital Reporter, "Relapsing Fever in 1870"

;

also on "Enteric Fever," and on a number of other

subjects.

L'XBOILED CONDENSED MILK AS A SOURCE
OF SUMMER DIARRHEA.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record.

Sir: When I was in a dispensary in charge of the
children's department, some years ago. inquiry as to
the causes of summer diarrhea elicited the fact that
in nearly every case the child's principal diet consisted
of condensed milk diluted for use with warm water.
In the course of years this became a standard ques-
tion. The mothers were then advised to boil this

mixture as the, for these people, simplest and yet

complete sterilization. The objections to feeding
boiled milk were not much heard of at that time, and
then too they are so easily overcome that the writer

has continued this simple but complete method of

sterilization in preference to the cumbersome pasteuri-

zation with incomplete sterilization.

Incidentally, a simple method of testing rnilk for its

quality may interest your readers. It consists in set-

ting aside in a living room an ordinary drinking glass,

wider at the top than at the bottom, filled with milk,

and covered with anything, until it has congealed;
in summer about one day. in winter two. The milk
now presents in one distinct layer its cream on top of

the congealed portion, and if good no water under-

neath: the poorer milk may, however, show up to half a

teaspoonful of water, but more water than this is sure

not to have come from the cow.
319 West Forty-fifth Street. C. Am Ende, M.D.

Boston Medical and Surgical Jnurnal, June 30, i^io.

Elimination of Hexamethylenamine by the Mucous
Membranes of the Middle Ear and Nasal Sinuses.—W.
M. i'.artun speaks of llic ;[ppbc:itii>n of the drug named in

the title of his paper tu the treatment of diseases of these

organs, and gives the history of several cases of suppura-
tive otitis media. Tliere is also a brief reference to all the

criticisms which have come to the author's knowledge since

the publication of a previous report on the same general

subject. His conclusions are as follows: (l) Hexamethyl-
enamine is eliminated by the mucous membranes of the

middle car and accessory nasal sinuses (the remedy is

given internally in doses one-half to one gram in the

course of the day. J (2) Judging from the limited data at

hand, it would appear that the drug is of considerable

value in cases of acute suppurating otitis media and sinu-

sitis. The chronic forms are apparently benefited. (3)
Upon a priori grounds it may be fairly assumed that the

remedy may prove to be a valuable prophylactic in those

diseases commonly attended by otitis media, perhaps also

as a prophylactic to be used prior to surgical operations

upon the middle ear, mastoid, and nasal sinuses.

New York Medical Journal, July 2, 1910.

High Frequency Currents in the Treatment of Ar-
teriosclerosis.—Alter discussing the physics of the high
frequency current, T. E. Satterthwaite passes on to its

consideration in arteriosclerosis. He figures the apparatus
he prefers and which he has used with considerable success

during the last nine years. In his experience a diminution
in arterial pressure is the regular sequel to the use of the

current in the condition named, but the application should
not be protracted beyond the time at which the pressure
falls to normal. Such protraction might be harmful. The
currents alone are not uniformly permanently effectual.

While they reduce pressure they may be inliibited in their

effects by errors in diet, constipation and various other
causes. But the reduction once obtained, it may continue
for as long a period as three years. The author says that

while the pressure may not be reduced at each sitting there

is. notwithstanding, a progressive fall in all instances as

the weeks go by. It has sometimes seemed good to him to

use the faradic current as an adjuvant. Intestinal atony
is sometimes curiously enough a complication of arte-

riosclerosis. Then the faradic current applied to the abdom-
inal walls may be very helpful to relieve the constipation.

In addition he uses as the case indicates mercurials, iron,

and the iodides. A course of the iodides is to be followed
l)y a course of iron. In very old people he finds that small

doses of arsenic are better than iron.

A Few Observations on the Prostatic Urethra.—J. A.
Hawkins refers to several personal cases. He dwells

especially on contraction of the internal urinary orifice,

suppurative lobular prostatitis and the verumontanum.
Suppurative prostatitis is responsible for many cases of
"morning drop." Enlargement of the verumontanum with
spasmodic contraction of the posterior urethra prevents all

pus from passing into the bladder, and it seeps along the
urethra to the external meatus. An infected lobule becomes
filled with pus caused by its duct becoming plugged and
from prostatic muscular contraction or bodily exertion this

plug is forced out, allowing the pus to flow into the urethra.

Especial attention is called to diseased conditions of the

verumontanum. When the deep urethral tube is passed, if

the urethra is fairly normal, there is usually no bleeding,

but if inflamed the blood will soon ooze into the tube.

When inflamed the verumontanum Ijleeds in proportion to

the degree of its engorgement, and as it bobs out into the

fenestra of the tube looks verj- much like an exposed glans

clitoridis. Pus is frequently seen in the mouth of the

utricle, which is not infrequently seen apparently closed,

with the secretion showing through, very much reseml-.ling

a salivary ranula. This secretion as soon as expressed
gathers at the fenestra, solidifies, and resembles slightly

softened gum arable. The treatment in all these cases

consists in the judicious local application of nitrate of

silver. Other preparations may suffice, but the nitrala is

the best of all.

Erroneous Deductions from Physiological Experi-
mentation with Ergot.—.\. T. Livingston, who has writ-

ten several valuable articles on the effects of ergot, insists

that in all cases the drug should be given by hypoderniic

injection. It goes without saying that ergot must be dis-

tinctly contraindicated in many states of disease if it uni-

formly "brings about a long enduring contraction of the

walls of arterioles" or produces "powerful and persistent
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contraction of bloodvessels." Such effects imply great
increase in blood pressure which, in thousands of cases,
would be a catastrophe. The truth is that in the applica-
tions which the author has made it has more often lowered
than raised blood pressure, has calmed tumultuous heart
action, softened the hard and bounding pulse, produced
calm in place of high tension and excitement, dissipated
states of congestion in brain, lungs, abdomen, and pelvis,

aborted inflammations, relieved aphasias, promptly amelio-
rated acute paralyses, quickly terminated the initial chill of
developing fevers, abolished pain due to congestion, and
even the pang of angina pectoris has promptly yielded to
its magic. The truth is, also, that only the clinician who
has made large use of ergot and in a great variety of
diseases can have even an approximately just conception of
its true effect, .-^s to the action of ergot upon the

uterus there are two important considerations : First,

a changed state of the womb fiber, either pathological or
physiological ; the latter, like the former, being extended
in equilibrium length, and second, the relation, in time, of
the periods of especial normal wave (rhythmic) movement
to the application of the stimulus. The only instances, fiye

or six, in which the author has produced uterine cramp with
ergot were when he gave it at the period of menstruation.
Those periods during gestation at which the woman would
have menstruated, if she were not pregnant, at which there
is an increase of rhythmic movement and the final men-
strual cycle of pregnancy and parturition, are the periods
when ergot will most likely demonstrate its energy upon
the uterus. Except during these cycles of movement, or in

states of pathological fiber the uterus is not likely to be
affected by any ordinary dose of ergot; especially is this

true if there exist elsewhere in the subject areas of
abnormal tissue, which would indicate the administration of
the drug. With the exception of the consideration which
should always be given to the gravid womb, he does not
know of any positive contraindication to the hypodermic
application of ergot, in reasonable dosage, to any subject in

whom exists such abnormal vital contractile tissue as he has
before indicated.

Jonrna] of the Ainericau Medical Assoeiation, July 2, 1910.

Dermatology as a Specialty, and Its Relation to
Internal Medicine.—Grover W, Wende makes a plea
for the closer relation of the specialty of dermatology to
the general field of internal medicine. He believes that the
period of infancy of dermatology, a period devoted to the
collection of observation and facts, is passing, and that
some attempt at the correlation of these facts must be
attempted if confusion is to be avoided. The specialist is

not equal to this difficult task of correlation except as he
cooperates with the general profession. Many crude and
mistaken notions on the subject of skin diseases are still

prevalent, not only with the laity but also with many
physicians, and are the cause of much needless suffering
and harm; and only a close professional relation between
the dermatologist and the general practitioner will serve
to throw light over these old superstitions. As a few
among the numerous points of contact between dermatology
and internal medicine the writer instances the exudative
erythemas, syphilis, leprosy, pellagra, diabetes, punctate
telangietases, eczema and psoriasis, parasitic skin diseases,
drug eruptions, and the eruptive fevers.

Experiences with the Duodenal Contents.—Max Ein-
horn gives a table of results of forty cases of examination
of the duodenal contents, and calls attention to the fact
that this field is entirely new and hardly yet invaded, and
further work in it should yield much of value not only with
regard to diagnosis but also for treatment. The niethod
of examination is described, and attention called to the
following points : Among the seven cases of achylia gas-
trica trypsin was absent twice and once was only very weak,
whereas steapsin and amylopsin were present, .^n admix-
ture of mucus with the duodenal contents occurs in two
ways and is probably of some significance. The mucus may
be evenly and intimately mixed with the contents, or it may
appear at intervals in the relatively clear contents of the
duodenum. The latter would point to the origin of the
mucus from the duodenum, whereas its intimate admixture
would point to its origin either in the pancreas or the bile
passages. Presence of mucus in conjunction with other
clinical symptoms (diarrhea, distress some time after
meals') would lead us to think of duodenal catarrh. Occa-
sionally we obtain on aspiration of the duodenal contents
at first only a clear or slightly amber-colored fluid. It is

of alkaline reaction and contains the pancreatic ferments.
Usually after waiting a short time and after repeated aspi-
rations a golden yellow fluid (containing bile) appears. If
bile is present in the duodenal contents a complete occlusion

of the comnion bile-duct can be excluded. If the bile is

entirely missing and pancreatic juice is present, it points to
the seat of the obstruction above the common duct.
Inguinal Hernia Following Appendectomy.—Alanson

M. Pond reports a case of inguinal hernia following
removal of the appendix. He states that the sequelae of
all abdominal operations are increasing, and that this is not
wholly due to the increase in the number of operations, but
partly to the increase in the number of men who attt-nipt

surgery, and is purely a matter of personal equation—of
either ignorance or disregard of surgical or anatomic prin-
ciples. When the operation is dictated by a thorough
knowledge of surgical pathology and directed by a per-
fected mastery of surgical anatomy, the results, both imme-
diate and remote, were never so satisfactory as they are to-

day. The percentage of inguinal hernia after appendectomy
is not large, but if the accident occurs at all it is too large,

as it can be prevented by sufficient surgical knowledge and
proper surgical precautions.

Hyperemia Treatment in Infections of the Breast.—
Bertram M. Bernheim claims for his treatment of breast
infection that if the patient is seen early enough and pus
formation has not started, abscess formation can often be
prevented by the institution of cupping for from fifteen to

forty-five minutes daily, the breast between treatments
being put up in a wet boric dressing, and nursing stopped.
If an abscess has already formed, a wide incision is made
followed by drainage with iodoform gauze, and the cup is

not used until twenty-four hours have elapsed. At the end
of the cupping the whole breast is put up in wet boric

gauze and very loosely bandaged. The advantages claimed
for the method are almost absolute freedom from pain
during the whole course of the disease, better preservation
of the gland function, the minimum of scar-formation,
shortening of the length of the disease, and prevention of

abscess formation if the case is seen early enough.

The Lancet, June 25. 1910.

Treatment of the Dysphagia of Laryngeal Tubercu-
losis by Alcohol Injections into the Superior Laryngeal
Nerve.—Dundas Grant thinks this therapeutic procedure
worthy of careful attention. He records si.x cases, all with
severe pain, which were greatly benefited and in some
instances completely relieved by the injections. An
ordinary syringe, strongly mounted, is used, with a needle
obtusely beveled so as to avoid the danger of puncturing a
vessel. Hs uses a solution made of two grains of Beta-
eucaine in an ounce of 80 per cent, alcohol, and follows
Hoffmann's method of injection, viz., the patient is placed

in a horizontal position, while with the thumb of the left

hand the operator presses the sound side of the larynx
toward the middle line so that the affected half projects dis-

tinctly. The other fingers of the hand lie on this. The index
finger enters the space between the thyroid cartilage and the

hyoid bone from without until the patient announces that a

painful spot has been reached. The operator now places the

index finger on the skin (which has been previously disin-

fected) in such a way that the point of entrance for the

needle lies about at its middle. The needle is pushed in for

one and a half centimeters. The distance is marked off on
the needle perpendicular to the surface of the body.
According to the thinness of the subcutaneous layer of fat

the perforation has to be more or less deep. The needle is

then carefully moved to seek a spot at which the patient

announces that he feels pain in the ear. The syringe filled

and its contents warmed to 113° F. is screwed on to the

handle and the piston carefully pressed down. The patient

feels pain in the ear, the cessation of which he indicates

by raising his hand. During the operation he must neither

speak nor swallow. If. however, he makes a movement
of swallowing the operator must follow the movement of
the syringe with a light touch. The injection is kept up
until the patient no longer feels the pain in the ear. Then
the needle is removed and collodion or sticking plaster is

placed on the injection spot without pressure. The average
amount of injection is about 2 centimeters.

The Utility of the Autolytic Power of Horse Serum.—
The practical utility of this remedy for the purposes indi-

cated is extolled by F. C. Eve from his results with it in

two cases of extensive superficial ulceration and one case of
severe purpura hemorrhagica. Case I was that of a boy of

6 years operated on for congenital dislocation of the hip

by the Lorenz method. He became very thin, developed
hematuria and a malignant ulceration of the arm. .'Ml

these apparently autolytic manifestations were at once
arrested by the local administration of horse serum. Con-
ceivably he was sensitized to the formation of these

cytolysins by the large hematoma and cell destruction

inseparable from the Lorenz operation. Case 2 was a well
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nourished boy o£ 3 years, operated on for non-caseating
tuberculous glands of the neck. He did well until the
twelfth day, when the wound began to stop its healing and
degenerated into a deep, sloughing purulent ulcer. Then
the wound was dressed with horse serum soaked gauze and
at once began to improve and soon healed. Case 3 was that
of an active woman of 75 years, on the inside of whose
cheeks and on whose tongue large hemorrhagic spots
appeared after the usual symptoms of an ordinary cold.
Then petechi<-e appeared all over tlie body and she lost

considerable blood from the bowel. Submucous hemorrhage
into the laryngeal mucosa caused considerable stridor.
Small injections of the serum into the skin over the ribs
led to a cessation of the bleeding. It is said that under
these general circumstances until blood platelets appear
there is always danger of a relapse. Some instructive
remarks are added as to the use of the serum in general.

Hypodermic and Intramuscular Inoculation of Bac-
terial Vaccines as Demonstrated by Experiments with
Typhoid Fever.—D. Sernple presents tabulated results
and says: (i) The immunising response following the inoc-
ulation of typhoid vaccine .in rabbits as measured by the
presence of agglutinins and opsonins in the blood is the
same whether the vaccine is given subcutaneously or intra-
muscularly. (2) In both methods of inoculation the agglu-
tination and opsonic changes when plotted on a chart take
similar courses and in both an increase of agglutinins
practically means also an increase in opsonins. (3) The
intramuscular method of inoculating bacterial vaccines
possesses no advantage over the subcutaneous method, and
as the latter gives rise to less pain and inconvenience it is

to be preferred.

British Medical Journal, June 25, 1910.

The Value of Serums and Vaccines in the Treatment
of Disease.—N. Raw discusses this question with refer-
ence to acquired immunity and then takes up in turn the
antistreptococcic sera as used in puerperal septicemia, ery-
sipelas, malignant endocarditis, acute tonsillitis, diphtheria,
tetanus, tuberculosis, and then speaks of the use of vac-
cines (tuberculin) from human sources for tuberculosis,
pneumonia, staphylococcic infections, Coley's fluid and
typhoid fever. He considers the vaccine treatment of the
latter disease in which Wright was a pioneer as more a
prophylactic than a curative measure. The best results are
obtained in staphylococcic infections. He is inclined to
believe that vaccines do good in pneumonia, but the evi-
dence is still small. In regard to tuberculin from human
sources he has used the T. R. in no cases, including tuber-
culous glands in the neck, tuberculous peritonitis, tuber-
culous joints and sinuses, lupus, tuberculous meningitis, and
genitourinary tuberculosis. In the localized forms of the

disease, most of which he believes to be of bovine origin

and conveyed to children in infected inilk, he is convinced
that the T. R. has an excellent effect except in those patients

in whom there is some pus encysted in the body, whether
in the interior of the joint or in a bone under pressure, or
as an abscess in a lymphatic gland. In these cases there
is a danger of tuberculin causing dissemination of the

bacilli, with a resultant blood stream infection. It is a good
rule never to give tuberculin if any pus is localized in the

body. In many cases a course of tuberculin has had the

effect of greatly reducing enlarged tuberculous glands of
the neck, by dispersing the periadenoid tissue and causing
a general freeing and loosening of the glands themselves,
while in some the enlarged glands have entirely disap-

peared. If, however, there is any tendency to suppuration
the glands must be opened, and in all cases the pus should

be liberated. He feels convinced, however, that the exten-
sive dissection of glands in the neck is wrong in principle,

and sometimes leads to a general tuberculosis which is

fatal. In tuberculous peritonitis tuberculin has a splendid

effect, and, combined with operation and drainage, many
patients have been completely cured. In genitourinary
tuberculosis ten or twelve injections of tuberculin have
often had an excellent healing effect when everything else

has failed.

Ovarian Grafting and Menstruation.—E. S. Chapman
says that operation has been successfully done, but that the

interesting question at present is this : What actually takes

place in a woman in whom both ovaries and tubes have
been removed while the uterus has been left in place and
in whose abdominal wall one of the ovaries apparently in a

healthy state has been implanted. Such a patient after

recovery from operation possesses a uterus in a normal
position and an ovary in an abnormal position. Is it pos-

sible for such a uteroovarian combination to present the

congestive phenomena associated with menstruation? He
publishes the history of one case in w-hich normal menstru-

ation occurred, accompanied by enlargement of an ovary
which had been implanted four and a half months previous-
ly. Un the basis of this case the author says that the female
organism is in the first place under the inllueiice of a toxin

the origin of which is at present unknown, but of which
the action is elective for the ovary ; that the toxin produces
an intense congestion of the ovary and perhaps a special

metabolism and that then an internal secretion derived
from the ovary is formed, which has a special action on
the uterus and which determines the discharge of blood.

In his own case for a period of four and a half months
there were present certain signs, such as swelling of the

ovary, flushings and general lassitude, which were evi-

dences of the presence in the organisiu of a poison having
an elective action on the vasomotor system. After this

period the grafted ovary had become permeated with ves-

sels from the parent organism, newly-formed vessels had
penetrated into the central portion of the ovary and the
menstruation, which up to that time had been in abeyance,
was influenced by the grafted ovary and occurred again
in the usual manner.

A Case of Sleeping Sickness Showing Regular Per-
iodical Increase of the Parasites Disclosed.—The report
is made by R. Ross and D. Thomas ; their patient was
a man of 26 years, admitted to hospital, having acquired
the disease in Africa. He was under observation for a

period of 73 days. During this time forty-six blood ex-
aminations were made, but on several occasions none
were made for three or four days in succession, so that,

even if the methods of counting had been more accu-

rate, sudden fluctuations might easily have been missed.

On admission the blood was reported to contain about
6,000 trypanosomes per cubic millimeter and large num-
bers, amounting to about 3,000, were found 10 days later

and, again, at a third examination one month later, ht
this time the patient was given the usual treatment with
atoxyl and mercury, and received in all ten doses of
from two to four grains of the former. Nevertheless, the

parasites never fell below 2,000 per mm. It was then
found that the atoxyl was injuring the patient's sight, as

sometimes happens, and other treatment was substituted.

Reference to the statements of the authors shows that

during the 73 days mentioned there were eleven distinct

rises in the number of the parasites. There were two
kinds of rise, viz. high rise and low rise. The regularity

in alternation of these two kinds of rises was so well

marked as to recall the picture of a double tertian ma-
larial fever and to suggest that two independent sets of
parasites might exist in the patient, just as often hap-
pens in malaria. A slight rise in temperature was always
concurrent with the rise in the number of parasites.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift, June 13, 1910.

Paratyphoid-A Infection in the Nursling.—Eckert, of

Prof. Heubner's Clinic, sums up our knowledge of this

subject which goes back some 14 years. We know that

these bacteria can set up pseudotyphoid fever, gastro-
enteritis, meningitis, etc., and that they are invariably to

be recovered from the blood. In the majority of cases

they enter the system in raw meat, sausage, etc. In most
of the older reported cases the germ was B. paratyphosus-
B.: but the original claim that B. paratypbosus-A. was
hardly more than a curiosity as a cause of disease has now
been superseded. However, the case which is appended is

believed to be the first on record to occur in a nursling.

The patient was eight months old when he came to the
clinic. Four weeks earlier he had gone through a right

lobar pneumonia, which later appeared on the left side

and was followed by pleurisy. Just before admission men-
ingitis was evident, but whether this was secondary to a
purulent otitis media (which was evidently due to in-

fection from coughing) could not be ascertained. The
infant lived six days after admission and presented on
autopsy purulent meningitis. .\ bacillus recovered during
life by lumbar puncture and after death from the meninges
and blood was recognized as the paratyphosus-A. Some
enteritis coexisted. The intrathoracic lesions had not un-
dergone resolution and there was bilateral emphysema with
hypertrophy of the left ventricle. The relation of the
bacillus to the lesions was paradoxical and best explained
by the grafting of the paratyphus bacillus on an antecedent
pneumococcus infection; for some pneumococci were culti-

vated from the blood. The paratyphosus-A was held re-

sponsible for the enteritis and probably for the terminal
meningitis.

Recognition of the Psychopathic Constitution in the
German Army.—.\ccording to Staff Physician Stier, the
now psychology is being utilized by army medical men in

weeding out recruits and soldiers who, by reason of an
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inherited psychopathic taint, are rendered less amenable
than the average man to military discipline. Neurasthenia
is the most common expression of a neuropathic taint and
is recognizable by the morbid irritability and the exag-
gerated mental and physical exhaustibility, by its sensorial
and sensible hyperesthesia, its headache and sleep disturb-
ances. The hysterical psychopathic constitution is dis-

tinguished by instability in the realm of the affect-life, by
disturbances of the ideation and of attention. In contra-
distinction to neurasthenia, they are somewhat prone to
show physical evidences of degeneracy. While neurasthen-
ics can be utilized in certain lines of effort, hystericals
should be rejected outright. Those who possess tlie epilep-

tic constitution are characterized by habitual outbursts of
rage and are intolerant to alcohol. These peculiarities may
lead to the suspicion of epilepsy, which need not exhibit
major paroxysms. There is also the hereditary psychopathic
constitution, and the closely related acquired condition,
which are characterized by complete psychic disharmony
and disequilibrium, affecting the emotions, conduct of life

and personality. Superior mental attainments may coexist
with gross defects. Physical stigmata are common. The
notion of degeneracy naturally stands in close relationship
to the moral sphere. More attention than was formerly
the case is now bestowed on organic and functional stig-

mata of degeneration, which are common to most hered-
itary psychopaths. No heed is taken of some stigmata
such as misshapen ears, which are found to have little

practical significance. On the other hand, malformation
of the head, anomalies of dentition, and of the distribution
of hair are of recognized importance. So, also, are mal-
formations of the genitals. Disproportion between age and
actual state of development is of value. Of functional
stigmata attention is paid to speech defects, squinting of
the eyes, and quivering of the eyelids, tic-like movements
and disagreeable habits like onychophagy. The manuals
in use for selection of recruits have long paid attention to
outspoken psychoses and pronounced defects of develop-
ment ; but the kind of material discussed by the present
writer is for the most part as yet unincorporated into
reference manuals and guides.

Busch's Cosmetic Operation for Facial Paralysis.—
Momburg reports a number of cases in which he has made
use of this procedure, which, originally devised in 1906,
was described before the Berlin Otological Congress last

February. The procedure is described by Momburg as fol-

lows : A small horizontal incision is made over the malar
bone down upon the periosteum and a second one close to
the angle of the mouth and parallel with the upper lip.

The design of the operation is to do away with the un-
sightly drooping of the corner of the mouth on the paral-
yzed side and this is accomplished by passing a double wire
of aluminum bronze from one wound to the other so that
it forms a loop, with the free ends in the upper wound.
By means of traction on the free ends the loop is made
to raise the angle of the mouth to a desired height.
The wires may then be twisted together and buried. The
procedure is purely palliative, for while the wires may
remain in place for weeks without causing irritation, the
trouble returns with their removal. Many modifications
of technique may apply to individual cases. The wires
pass through the periosteum of the rnalar bone and soft
parts of the cheek, and Busch introduced them with the
aid of a specially devised needle. The operation is per-
formed under local anesthesia.

Miincliencr mcdizinisclie W'ochenschrift, June 14, 1910.

Venesection in Circulatory Disturbances and Blood-
less Substitutive Procedures .—Von Tabora has to a
considerable extent identified himself—in conjunctinn with
his chief. Prof. Moritz of the Strassburg Medical Clinic

—

with the subject of the unburdening of the venous circu-
lation and the incidental reduction of venous blood pres-
sure, by the combined or alternate use of venesection and
the cutting out of the venous circulation of a limb by
temporary ligation. When venous stasis is due to un-
compensated heart lesions, cardiac stimulants are natur-
ally freely employed. A special phlebotonometcr is em-
ployed for estimating the venous pressure. It is a self-
evident fact, borne out by the author's own statements,
that the elaborate manual of procedure involved is of use
chiefly in prolonging life in incurable cardiac cases by
averting impending edema of the lungs. A question is

raised, however, as to the value of the procedures in
acute pneumonia. The author hopes to find a definite in-
dication from the venous pressure to interfere systematic-
ally in certain cases of the latter disease ; and he even be-
lieves that he has rescued patients by thus warding off
terrninal edema of the lungs. He freely admits that such
an indication is only exceptionally present in pneumonia.

There is no doubt, however, that actual venesection up
to 750 c.c. conjoined with temporary ligations of the trunk
vein of an extremity (.von Dusch's "bloodless venesection";
will cause a notable sinking of the venous blood pres-

sure ; and if injection of some digitalis or strophanthus
preparation is superadded, the unburdening of the venous
circulation in venous stasis of cardiac origin is marked
and salutary.

Cell-inclusions in Non-gonorrhoic Urethritis.—Siebert
refers to the finding by several observers of the v. Prow-
azek bodies as cell-inclusions in the discharges from blen-

norrhea neonatorum and gonorrhea in general. The bodies
have been found with and without the association of ordi-

nary gonococci, and it has already been inferred that the

two types of organism are in some way related. Inocula-
tion experiments have already led to problematical find-

ings. Now, since we meet in practice urethritides which
are very resistant toward treatment and yet do not present
or at least have ceased to present gonococci in the dis-

charges, a most pertinent question for the investigator

relates to the possibility of finding cell-inclusions in such
discharges. Lindner having already met this question by
finding the cell-inclusions along with granular debris in

just such clinical cases, the author has sought to improve
his own opportunities for finding such bodies. He selected

three cases of urethritis in males which wxre more or less

obstinate, having persisted long beyond the period at which
any bacteriologist would e.xpect to find ordinary gonococci.
The latter were excluded first by systematic examinations,
and it was found as a matter of fact that hardly any bac-

terial life was present in the secretions.. The author now
applied the technique requisite to locate the inclusions, were
such actually present, and found them in abundance in the

epithelia, though, corresponding to the experience of others,

but very sparingly present in the leucocytes.

Family Hemolytic Icterus—Aschenheim refers to the
description by French authors of a comparatively new
syndrome of family icterus associated with hemolysis and
enlarged spleen. During the same period but little has
been noted of such an affection in Germany. A general
question is incidentally raised as to the relationship be-

tween enlarged spleen, hemolysis, and icterus in other
diseases, and especially in respect to familial incidence.

The author describes a case of chronic icterus, urobili-

nuria, presence of normal biliary stools, enlarged spleen

and liver, which was moreover present in father and son.

The case differed chiefly from those described by the

French writers in the absence of acute febrile paroxysms.
The blood showed the essential fragility of the erythro-
cytes belonging to the French syndrome. Such a condition
is probably described in textbooks with various symptoms
and under various designations, which do not refer to

essential features. Regarding the hemolysis as a prime
factor, the author would introduce a general expression
"hemolytic icterus," which may or may not be a familial

malady. Naturally such a disease complex would have to

be distinguished from or at least contrasted with certain

cases of splenic leucemia, with Banti's disease, and other
conditions. Icterus alone is hardly sufficient for differ-

ential diagnosis, for this may appear as an accidental or
terminal symptom in other maladies of this class. The
identity of the disease would depend evidently upon its pre-
cise seat of origin—and with the association of hepatic
lesion with icterus the liver would be the organ first ac-

cused—together with the exact order and nature of the
blood changes and finally perhaps the tendency to occur in

family groups. Typical cases of other affections could
hardly be confounded with hemolytic icterus, but it is

conceivable that transition forms must be common and
perplexing, else the individuality of some of these allied

conditions would have been shown long ago.

The Genital Crisis in the New-Born.—Lequeux and
Marioton, from the experience of the year 1908-1909, at

the Tarnier Clinic, Paris, deduce the fact that the so-
called genital crisis of the new-born is comparatively fre-

quent. Out of 1,575 infants born in that year, a crisis

was noted in 532. This consists in a swelling of the
mammary glands, which is noninflammatory, with a se-

cretion of milky fluid, containing fat globules and epi-
thelial cells. This occurs in both sexes; in boys the tes-

ticles, prostate, and tunica vaginalis become swollen and
there is secretion ; in girls the uterus becomes congested
and menstruation may occur ; in both there is acne, in-

crease of lanugo hairs, and seborrhea. It occurs about
the tenth day, and is entirely physiological, not attended
by inflammation, and needs no treatment. It only be-
comes infected when manipulation causes bacteria to en-
ter from without.

—

Bidlctin de la Societc d'Obstctrique de
Paris.
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A System of Clinical Medicinf. Dealing with the Diag-
nosis, prognosis, and Treatment of Disease. For Stu-
dents and Practitioners. By Thomas Dixon S.will,
M.D., Lond. Physician to the West End Hospital for
Diseases of the Nervous System; Physician to St.

John's Hospital for Diseases of the Skin, London ; for-
merly Medical Superintendent of the Paddingtou In-
firmary, Medical Officer of tlie Paddington Workhouse,
.\ssistant t'liysician and Pathologist to the West Lon-
don Hospital, Post-Graduate Lecturer to the London
Post-Gradiiate Association. Examiner in Medicine and
Clinical Medicine in the University of Glasgow, Medi-
cal C)fficer to the Royal Commission on Vaccination.
Second Edition, Revised hy the Author, assisted hy
Frederick S. Langmead, M.D., London. Casualty Phy-
sician to St. Mary's Hospital; Assistant Physician to

the Seaman's Hospital; Physician to Out-Patients at the
Paddington Green Children's Hospital, and Agne.-; 1''.

Savill, M.A. St. And., M.D. Glas., Assistant Physician
to the St. John's Hospital for Diseases of the Skin.
New York : Longmans, Green & Co. ; London : Edward
Arnold, 1910.

The second edition appears in one large volume which
replaces the two smaller ones of the original issue. The
main system of its predecessor has, however, been followed
and that has been its chief claim to originality. Instead
of working backwards the author begins from the bed-
side symptoms and then works up the differentiations
which will afford a diagnosis. That his method has been
accepted and appreciated is proven by the rapid exhaus-
tion of the first edition and the production of its succes-
sor. For a reference book on diagnosis we know of none
which would serve to help the puzzled practitioner out of
his difficulties in a better or more thorough manner. The
author's large experience at the Paddington Infirmary
has given him a distinctly broad view of his subject, has
served to make his knowledge practical and personal and
the reader unconsciously accepts his views as rational and
honest. He considers the methods of history-taking, the
fancies, attitudes, etc., assumed in disease, the circulatory,
respiratory, and abdominal diseases, a short chapter on
gynecology, pyrexia, debility, pallor, emaciation, the skin,

and nervous system. The chapters on the nervous sys-
tem and on the skin are particularly useful and render
these diseases into terms which are intelligible to a stu-
dent or general internist. The author has kept apace
with the times in his literature references and has evi-
dently picked wisely from what has been offered.

It is with regret that we ha\e to note the death of the
author of this volume within a few months of its appear-
ance. He has left behind him, however, the beginning of
a new system of teaching medicine which will pro!';d)Iy

be followed by many.

A Synopsis of Surgery. By Ernest W. Hey Grove?.
M.S., M.D., B.Ss. (London.), F.R.C.S. (Eng.) ; As-
sistant Surgeon to the Bristol General Hospital; Sur-
geon to the Cosham Hospital; Senior Demonstrator of
.Anatomy at the Bristol University. Second Edition.
Revised and Illustrated. New York: William Wood
and Company, loio.

In this new edition the author has thoroughly revised the
book and brought it up to date. New chapters have
been added on asepsis and antisepsis, shock, anesthesia.
and diseases of the colon. The chapters on cranial sur-
gery have been rewritten and provided with an illustra-

tion of cranial topography; a section is added dealing with
surgical affections of the spleen ; and the final cliaptcr.

or surface markings, is now fully illustrated, thereby
adding much to its value. These additions amount to
about one hundred pages. Properly used Cthat is, in con-
junction with some standard text-book) this volume can-
not fail to be of the very greatest assistance to students

;

the author has produced an admirable epitome, well ar-
ranged, of all the salient facts of surgery.

Transactions of the American Association of Genito-
urinary Surgeons. Vols. Ill and IV. New York:
Published for the Society by the Grafton Press, 1908
and 1909.

These two volumes contain papers read at the meetings
of the Society, held on May I and 2. 1908, and on May 31
and June i. 1909. The titles comprise many subjects of
interest to the specialist in genitourinary diseases. .Among
the papers the following may he named to represent the
contents of the volumes: Common Errors in the Treat-
ment of the LVethra and Bladder, by Dr. James Peder-

sen ; Contribution to the Surgery of the Prostate, by Dr.
Samuel Alexander ; Observations with the Rogers-Torrey
Serum, by Dr. George K. Livinburne ; Radical Operation
for Tuberculosis of the Male Genital Organs, by Dr.
George S. Whiteside; Diagnosis and Treatment of Vesical
Tumors, by Dr. Hugh Young. Many articles are fully
illustrated with photographs and line drawings.

Manual of OrERATivE Surgery. By John Fairbairn
Binnie, A.m., cm. (Aberdeen), Professor of Sur-
gery, Kansas State University, Kansas City; Fellow of
the American Surgical Association ; Membre de la So-
ciete Internationale de Chirurgie. Vol. II. Vascular
System, Bones and Joints, Amputations. Fourth Edi-
tion. Revised and enlarged, with 550 illustrations. Phil-
adelphia : P. Blakiston's Son and Company, 1910.

The four editions of this book since its first appearance
in a single volume in 1905 attest its popularity. The
popularity is deserved. It is an excellent and very prac-
tical book, and is the more admirable that though brief
it does not lack in clearness. The great fault of most
authors who attempt this task of condensation is that
they sacrifice succinctness. Five methods of resection
of the hip are given so that they can be understood, and
the author does not neglect to say which he prefers. On
page 438 a statement is made that seems characteristic:
'If the surgeon and his assistants use their brains as well
as their hands, it is easy to control hemorrhage in the
course of the operation" (amputation at the shoulder
joint). The chapter on congenital dislocation of the hip
by Dr. Gwilym G. Davis is good, though the wisdom
of devoting so much space to the various aspects of this

deformity in a work like this may be questioned, as the
author intimates in his preface. Mr. Robert Jones of
Liverpool assisted in the writing of the chapter on club-
foot, which is well done. One might criticise the author for
his fondness for "swabbing cavities" with carbolic acid,
Harrington's solution, etc., and might wonder how the
operator is to distinguish diseased granulation tissue on
the inside of the involucrum after acute osteomyelitis.
These velvety granulations were much better left. The
few small faults that one can pick out seem insignificant,

however, in contemplating the book as a whole.

NtiTRiTioN AND DiETETics. A Manual for Students of
Medicine, for Trained Nurses, and for Dietitians in

Hospitals and Other Institutions. By Winfield S.

Hall, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Physiology, North-
western University Medical School ; Lecturer on
Physiology and Dietetics in Mercy Hospital and Wesley
Hospital. Chicago. New York and London: D. .A.p-

pleton & Company, 1910.

In this volume we have the results of a decade of teach-
ing, making it a comprehensive working text-book. Its

subject matter, as the writer tells us, represents practically
bis course for undergraduates in medicine, and for nurses.
The material is concisely presented although it satisfac-
torily covers the field of nutrition and dietetics, meeting
the needs of the general practitioner. The most recent
researches on animal nutrition have been considered. The
text is divided into four general parts: Foods: The Use
of Foods in the Body; Diet in Health; Diet in Disease.
In the first part are considered the chemical composition
of the body, the needs of the body in growth and repair,
and the needs of the working body. Then follow the sub-
jects, natural foods for young plants, birds, and mammals,
and the characteristics of these foods. The sections on
classification and preparation of foods afford interesting
reference material, .\fter the section on digestion, ab-
sorption, assimilation, and waste products, follow those
dealing with diets appropriate to various classes of people
in health. The last part of this interesting book is devoted
to the consideration of diet, in various disorders and
diseases. In the appendix are given a classification of
diets, recipes and sections on experimental chemistry in
relation to food stuffs, foods, and digestion. This help-
ful volume supplies a demand that has not before been
completely met. .\n excellent index adds greatly to its

usefulness.

La Fonction du Som.meil. Physiologic, Psychologic,
Pathologic. Par le Dr. Albert Salmon (de Florence).
Paris: Vigot Freres, 1910.

Readers of French will find this an extremely interesting
book. Sleep being a physiological phenomenon which oc-
cupies so much of our existence, is certainly worthy of
serious study. The author presents some original ideas
respecting the mechanism of sleep and the role played by
the hypophysis and certain secretory glands in the produc-
tion of sleep, and describes various disorders which disturb
its function.
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Initialerscheinungen der zerebralen Arteriosklerose
UND KRiTiscHE Erorteeung ihrer Pathogenese, Von
A. Pick. Halle a. S. : Carl Marhold, 1909.

An interesting and suggestive contribution to a very im-
portant subject, by the well-known psychiatrist and neurol-
ogist, Professor Pick. It is brief, only 32 pages, and
worthy of general reading.

Die Diagnose und Thekapie des Kopfschmerzes. Von
Dr. Med. Franz Windscheid, a. o. Professor a. d. Un-
iversitat Leipzig. Zweite, vollig umgearbeitete Auflage.

Halle a. S. : Carl Marhold, 1909.

This is a second and revised edition of a small brochure
of only 68 pages, on headache, preaching throughout the

gospel of careful histories and thorough examinations of

patients for correct etiology and treatment of a most
common symptom.

An Index of Symptoms; with Diagnostic Methods. By
Ralph Winnington Leftwich, M. D., Late Assistant

Physician to the East London Children's Hospital, Au-
thor of Syphonage in the Large Intestine. Fourth Edi-

tion. New York : William Wood & Company, 1910.

In this new edition a large number of signs and symptoms
have been added, and the space devoted to diagnostic

methods has been increased ; at the same time the book is

smaller in size than before. The introductory sections on
art of diagnosis, classification of patients, and fallacies

are of unusual value, and will be appreciated by many
practitioners as well as by students. The work is com-
plete, compact, and of undoubted value. A good index,

coupled with judicious arrangement of type, headings, and
indented margins, enables the reader to find any part of its

contents without loss of time.

Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. By C. W. Daniels,
M.B.Cantab., M.R.C.P.Lond., Director of the London
School of Tropical Medicine; and E. Wilkinson,
F.R.C.S., Eng., Major I.M.S. In three parts, with col-

ored and other illustrations. Part I., "Diseases due to

Protozoa." New York: William Wood & Company,
1909.

The scope of this book is fully set forth in the preface,

where it is stated that medical men in the tropics should
be practical sanitarians as well as clinicians. With this

purpose in view, the present volume gives special attention
to etiology and prophylaxis. The diseases are grouped
according to their known or probable causation ; the pres-
ent instalment deals with diseases due to protozoa; in

the next part, those due to the higher forms of life will be
considered ; and the third part will be devoted to bacterial

diseases, to tlie effects of certain animal and vegetable
poisons, and to diseases whose etiology is imperfectly un-
derstood. The present volume treats of Malaria, black-
water fever, piroplasmosis, yellow fever, human try-
panosomiasis, kala azar, oriental sore, relapsing fever,
tick fever, diseases due to spirochsets in the tissues, syphilis,

yaws, granuloma of the pudenda, and intestinal diseases
due to protozoa. As an adjunct to books on Practice, the
present volume has a distinct value. It is concise, practical,
and accurate ; and from a medical standpoint is all that
can be desired.

Simon the Jester. By William J. Locke. New York:
John Lane Company, 1910.

This book is replete with all the gentle fantastic charm
that we have learned to look for from its autlior's pen, a
charm compounded of many elements, among which may
be found a kindly humor, the lambent play of a not too
abstruse philosophy of men and manners, a comfortable
ending, and last but not least, as it is one of Mr. Locke's
most agreeable specialties—one or two uncommonly nice
women. We are beginning to depend quite a little upon
his power of differentiation with his womenkind. and we
approve highly of the charming heroine of Simon the
Jester. We trust that Mr. Locke may be spared to give
us many repetitions of his triumphs.

The Surgery and Pathology of the Thyroid and Para-
thyroid Glands. By Albert J. Ochsner, A.M., M.D.,
LL.D., Professor of Surgery in the Medical Department
of the University of Illinois, Chief Surgeon to Augus-
tana Hospital and St. Mary's Hospital, Chicago, and
Ralph L. Thompson, A.M., M.D., Professor of Path-
ology in the St. Louis University School of Medicine, St.
Louis. With 57 Illustrations in the Text and 40 Full-
Page Plates, 4 of the Plates Being in Colors. St. Louis

:

C. V. ^losby Company, loio.

This volume is a work on a great and timely subject. It

is divided into two parts, the first, "The Thyroid Gland,"

by Dr. Ochsner, except the chapter on its pathology, of
which Dr. Thompson is the author, as also of the second
part, "The Parathyroid Glandules." It is largely a treat-

ment of the subject from the experience of the authors, but
some space is given to history and to the work of others,

especially of Dr. Louis B. Wilson on Pathology, whose
excellent studies on classification and illustrations of cases

(published elsewhere before) are given full credit. Among
the points emphasized are : Diagnosis of exophthalmic
goiter from simple goiter; importance of the parathyroid
glandules in anatomy, physiology, and operative treatment

;

the recognition of reversion of a hyperplastic to a colloid

goiter. As a contribution to the citation of facts on
thyroid disease it is useful, and the plates illustrating steps

in operating are helpful, even if too diagrammatic. As a

specimen of medical book-making it is faulty, having
glaring errors in proofreading, mistakes in punctuation and
phraseology too common to be pardonable. It is needlessly
bulky and gives one the impression that the attempt was to

hurry the work through and to spread the dimensions of
the book. We had hoped, too, that literary medicine had
heard the last of "operating" a case instead of "operating
on" it. With these qualifications the work is to be com-
mended.

The Insanity Law of the State of New York. A
Compilation of Statutes Relating to the Insane and to

Institutions for Their Care and Treatment ; to Which
Are Appended the Ofiicial Orders and Regulations of the

State Commission in Lunacy. By Frank P. Hoffman.
Troy : Henry Stowell & Son, 1910.

The insanity laws were consolidated recently (1908) and
this publication contains all the changes made at that time
by the Legislature, and other matter of general interest

respecting the insane in New York State.

The Serum Diagnosis of Syphilis and the Butyric
Acid Test for Syphilis. By Hideyo Noguchi^ M.D.,
M.Sc, Associate Member of the Rockefeller Institute for

Medical Research. New York, Philadelphia, and Lon-
don : J. B. Lippincott Company, 1910.

There is probably no man in America who has devoted
more time to the study of hemolysis and its relation to

syphilis and whose name is better known for his discov-

eries in this line than the author of this book. Not only
has he made a deep study of the W'assermann reaction as

described by the original discoverers, but he has by his

own work so modified the older method that it is not only
rendered much more simple a procedure than formerly, but
is by many considered to be more reliable as well. From
the pen of a man with Dr. Noguchi's reputation, a text-

book cannot fail to attract interest. The present book is

intended to be practical rather than academic. It is for

the student and practitioner, not for the expert. Be-
ginning with a few chapters upon the theory of hemolysis
and complement fixation, written in a manner which makes
this most complicated subject comparatively simple and
intelligible, the author then goes into detail as to the tech-

nique of both the original Wassermann reaction and of
his own modification thereof, describing with care and
clarity the methods of preparing the solutions required, the

apparatus needed and tlie technique of the actual making
of the test. Chapter XI discusses the diagnostic value of
the reaction. Chapter XII is a digression, but a most useful
one, in taking up the Nogiichi butyric acid test for syphilis

and the parasyphilitic diseases. A complete bibliography is

given for those who wish more than the practical use of
the test, and following this is a glossary, a feature of the

book of inestimable value to the student, who at first

becomes hopelessly confused by the variety of terms used
by different workers in the subject to designate the same
thing. The book is eminently practical from cover to

cover and should go far to make the serum diagnosis of
syphilis a possibility even among those who have not the
advantage of being near the great medical centers.

The Dietetic Treatment of Diabetes. By B. D. Basu,
j\lajor, I. M. S. (Retired). Second edition. Revised
and Enlarged. Published by the Panini OflSce, Bhu-
vaneshvari Ashram Allahabad, 1909.

In this little volume of fifty pages the treatment of dia-

betes is outlined as the writer has found it appropriate in

managing Indian patients, who are mostly vegetarians and
teetotallers. Great stress is laid on the restriction or total

interdiction of meat, alcohol, tea, coffee, and cocoa. The
preparation and administration of many foods used only
in India are discussed and the author emphasizes the state-

ment that practice in India proves that diabetics who are
vegetarians live longer than those who are meat eaters.
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AMERICAN GYNECOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Thirty-fifth Aiiuual Meeting, Held in Washington, D. C,

May 3, 4, and 5, 1910.

The President, Dr. Edw.\rd P. Davis, Philadelphia, in

THE Chair.

{Concluded from page 84.)

Extrauterine Pregnancy of Eleven Months.— Dr. i;.

C. Dudley of Chicago said tliat this was the product of

ectopic pregnancy removed July 20, 1909, two months

after tenn. The mass was posterior and to the left of

the uterus. The incision was made in the median line.

The tumor was almost universally fi.xed by adhesions or

by continuity of development. The adhesions were in-

testinal, uterine, parietal, omental, and they e.xisted be-

tween the mass and all the adjacent structures, especially

to the anterior abdominal wall and the sigmoid flexure.

The mass, about eleven inches in diameter, was carefully

separated from its adhesions and shelled out unruptured.

The resulting raw surfaces were equal approximately to

a surface not less than twelve inches square. An inci-

sion was made back of the uterus into the posterior vag-

inal fornix, and through this incision a continuous gauze

drain was introduced from above downward into the

vagina. The upper part of this drain consisted of gauze

packing sufficient to fill the field of operation and to pre-

vent oozing. This packing was then covered in by stitch-

ing together of the peritoneal surface above it in such

a_way as to cut off completely the field of operation from
the remaining portion of the abdominal cavity, and to

cover all with normal peritoneum. This suturing across

the pelvis from side to side involved extensively intesti-

nal structures, and especially the sigmoid flexure, which

was stitched to omental, parietal, bladder, and other vis-

ceral peritoneum, wherever possible to bring the parts

together, in order to quarantine the field of operation

from the general peritoneum. The abdominal wound was
closed without drain and healed promptly. A slight fecal

fistula subsequently discharged through the vagina, but

closed spontaneously in a few days. Such very extensive

enucleation of so large a mass, due to ectopic pregnancy,

ordinarily would not be undertaken. The fact that suc-

cess followed this operation did not necessarily influence

the author in recommending the procedure as a routine

in similar cases. He reported this method with the sug-

gestion that it might be considered more surgical than the

conventional operation of incision and drainage, but, al-

though more surgical, it perhaps might with subsequent

experience prove to be more dangerous.

Dr. Edwin B. Cragin of New York had operated on
four cases of ectopic gostrition at full term. Two of the

women were delivered of living children at the opera-

tion. In one of the four cases he was able to ligate the

vessels supplying it and to enucleate the sac, but was
obliged to take the uterus with it. All the patients re-

covered, but in only one case was he able to follow any-

thing like the procedure of complete enucleation.

Dr. E. E. Montgomery of Philadelphia said that some
fifteen years ago he operated upon a woman who was
fifteen months pregnant. The uterus was in front of

the sac. After opening the abdomen it was found that

the small intestines were so intimately related to the sac

that it was impossible to attempt its removal. The
fetus was removed, and a communication made between
the sac and the abdominal wall. The patient recovered

Dr. Herman J. Boldt of New York had had four cases

of ectopic gestation at or near term, and in only one was
it possible to remove the sac without rupture. He lost

one of the four cases.

Dr. a. Lapthorn Smith of Montreal had had two

cases of tubal pregnancy at term. One of the women
refused operation and was alive. In the other he re-

moved the child, and when he attempted to enucleate the

sac the hemorrhage was so profuse that he stopped and

closed her up. The woman died in eight days from ex-

haustion.

Dr. E. W. Gushing of Boston had one of these cases

many years ago, in which he waited until the child died.

It seemed a safer thing to wait about a month, which he

did, and then opened the abdomen. The sac was thin.

The child was found loose in the abdominal cavity, was

removed, and the woman recovered.

Dr. O. B. Miller of Washington D. C had a case of

ectopic gestation, about five years ago, on which he oper-

ated, delivering a living child at term. The whole sac

with placenta was removed, and the woman recovered.

The child died of hemorrhage following ligation of the

cord by the nurse, to whom the baby was turned over

at the time of the operation.

Dr. Joseph Tabor Johnson of Washington D. C re-

called a case of ectopic gestation which he had about

ten years ago. The woman was supposed by those who
saw her before he did to be twelve months pregnant.

The nature of the case was clearly undersood, and

at the operation doubt was expressed as to whether she

was pregnant or not, but there was a large tumor on the

side of the uterus, which was enucleated without bre^ak-

ing the sac. On opening the sac it was found to contain

a full-grown fetus, weighing nine pounds. The abdomen

was closed without drainage. The patient recovered.

Report on Vaccine Therapy in Gjmecology and Ob-

stetrics.—Drs. J. WniTRiDGE Williams of Baltimore.

Edwin B. Cragin of New York, and Franklin S. New-

kll of Boston comprised the committee that made this

report. The evidence at present available seemed to jus-

tify the following tentative conclusions concerning the

value of vaccine therapy in gynecology and obstetrics

:

"i. Opsonins undoubtedly play a part in the production

of active immunity. On the other hand, the determina-

tion of the opsonic index is technically very difficult, and

is subject to such variations that it is not available as a

diagnostic or prognostic guide, and even among trained

bacteriologists there is considerable skepticism as to its

practical value. 2. Immunization by means of vaccines is a

well-established prophylactic measure against certain infec-

tious disease, notably typhoid, cholera, plague, and dysen-

tery. Vaccine therapy is undoubtedly a valuable remedial

agent in local infections, due to the tubercle bacillus or

staphylococcus, less so in local infections, due to other path-

ogenic bacteria, while there is considerable doubt as to its

efficiency in acute general infections. 3. In chronic gonor-

rheal arthritis and urethritis it is a valuable adjunct to

other treatment and occasionally may lead to cure alone.

It appears to be useless in the acute infections, while it

is more efficient in the treatment of the vulvovaginitis of

children than any other means, but even here it

does not always result in cure. 4. In infections of the

urinary tract, especially those due to the colon bacillus, it

sometimes results in svTnptomatic cure, but rarely re-

lieves the bacteriuria. The scanty reports concerning the

pyelitis and the pyelonephritis of pregnancy indicate that

vaccine therapy is no more efficient than the usual treat-

ment by rest in bed and the administration of salol or uro-

tropin, as in neither does the bacteriuria disappear until

after the termination of pregnancy. 5. In certain cases

of endometritis it appeared to reinforce the curative in-

fluence of curettage. The reports concerning its use in

pelvic inflammatory diseases were too scanty to justify

conclusions, but it would seem that it might be of value

only in chronic post-operative cases with sluggish fistula

formation. 6. .\s the ordinar\- localized puerperal infec-
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tions, irrespective of the nature of the otifending bacteria,

tend to spontaneous cure, the field for vaccine therapy

is practically limited to acute general infections, whereas

they unfortunately appear to be of little value, and the

most that can be said from the reports thus far available

is that their employment does no harm.

The Use of Vaccines in Septic and Inflammatory

Conditions.—Dr. E. W. Cuskixg of Boston said that

vaccines, or killed cultures, acted only by increasing the

resistance of the patient. The opsonic index practically

was not of much use in acute conditions. Autogenous vac-

cines were preferable to stock vaccines, except in cer-

tain cases of staphylococcus infection. The best results

were obtained in the following order: Infection from

colon bacillus, pneumococcus, staphylococcus. The re-

sults were not satisfactory with streptococcus in rapid

virulent infections. In chronic infections and in cases of

little virulence streptococcus vaccines gave satisfactory

results, especially in moderate puerperal cases. Vaccines

were not successful in acute gonorrheal infections, but

were of much service in gonorrheal arthritis. Vaccines

were useful in the following conditions: Puerperal infec-

tions, abortions, infections of bladder and kidneys, appen-

dicitis, abdominal operations, postoperative pneumonia,

and abdominal fistula.

The Surgical Treatment of Puerperal Septic Infection.

—Dr. E. E. Montgomery of Philadelphia said the most

effective safeguard against the baneful influence of sepsis

was the practice of such measures during the parturition

and puerperium as would lessen the opportunities for its

production, but such measures did not properly enter into

this discussion, for their careful practice would obviate

the necessity for any consideration of surgical measures.

The suspicion of sepsis confirmed, the course of the sur-

geon must very often be a tentative one, and largely de-

pendent on the period at which the patient came under

observation. Rarely after the diagnosis was definitely de-

termined was it worth while to resort to the use of the

curette. The infective germs very rapidly passed beyond
the superficial structures, so that the procedure of curet-

ting was ineffective to limit the progress. The entire

removal of the uterus would not always be adequate, so

operative procedure should be delayed until it was evident

there existed such a localization as shall make operation

effectual in arresting further baneful progress. The re-

sults of serum therapy were not always so satisfactory, as

not infrequently it.s employment was begun too late, or the

virulence of the infection was so marked that the best

result to be obtained would be a local manifestation of the

poison which would still require resort to the knife for the

safety of the patient. A case was cited in point. Exten-
sive peritoneal exudate entirely surrounding tlie uterus and
fixing it and the appendages might be entirely absorbed
and tiie patient restored with functioning organs by rest,

regulation of the diet moderate depletion, and the judi-

cious use o{ improvised carbonic acid baths. The constant

course of the surgeon should be one of watchfulness,

utilizing every force at his command to conserve the func-

tions of the patient, yet to proceed unhesitatingly to the

most radical measures when such seemed necessary to pre-

serve life.

When Shall We Operate in Puerperal Sepsis?—Dr.
John Osborx Polak of Brooklyn, Xew York, read a paper
on this subject, which was based on a study of two hun-
dred consecutive cases. He drew the following con-
clusions : I. That each case of post-partum or post-abortal
infection must be studied individually, and an accurate
diagnosis must be made on the clinical, bacteriological,

and blood findings, before any treatment was instituted.

2. Nature was competent in the majority of instances to

localize and circumscribe the infection. 3. Curettage,
douches, and examinations during the acute stage broke

down barriers and opened avenues for the further dis-

semination of sepsis to the myometrium, parametrium, and

adjacent tissues, and that the danger from curettage in-

creased with each month of pregnancy. 4. Enormous pel-

vic and abdominal exudates may disappear without opera-

tion, and that in time enlarged ovaries, tubes, etc., might

assume their proper size and function, and further, that as

long as the patients' general condition improved, no sur-

gery was advisable. 5. All operations were attended with

less risk after the acute stage of the infection had sub-

sided, and an exact diagnosis was more easily made

at this time. 6. After the uterus was thoroughly emptied,

the pelvis should be left absolutely alone, and efforts

should be made to support the patient and increase her

natural blood resistance. 7. Extraperitoneal drainage of

local foci should be elected when possible, either by inci-

sion just above Poupart's ligament, or by posterior vaginal

section, and, when this was impossible, because of an in-

ability to determine the exact anatomical relations of the

local foci, an exploratory laparotomy was justifiable in

order to make an e.xact diagnosis and determine upon the

safest route for drainage. 9. Operative interference in the

acute stage of sepsis was only indicated in general purulent

peritonitis, post-abortal pelvic peritonitis, infected tumors

in or near the genital tract, and uterine rupture, when the

rupture had occurred in the course of labor, and had been

handled outside of a well-managed maternity, and finally

that thrombophlebitis was a conservative process on the

part of nature to limit the infection, and that any form

of pelvic manipulation only tended to break down and sep-

arate parts of these thrombi, extending the infection to

tlie more remote parts, thus jeopardizing the patient's life.

The Surgical Treatment of Puerperal Septic Infection.

—Dr. Hiram X. Vineberg of New York said that surgical

intervention, if curettage be not included, came into con-

sideration in only a small percentage of cases of puerperal

sepsis. The selection of these was difficult for want of re-

liable guides, bacteriological or clinical, as to the course

and prognosis of a given case. Hysterectomy was indi-

cated (a) when the uterus contained putrid placental re-

mains that could not be removed with the finger or curette

;

(b) when the uterus contained a sloughing fibroid; (c)

when the uterus was studded with abscesses; (d) when the

uterus had been subjected to severe traumatism and gave

evidence of infection. The status of ligation of the pelvic

veins in puerperal septic thrombophlebitis was still sub

judicc. The results thus far warranted a further trial with

the procedure. In acute puerperal septic peritonitis good

results had been obtained by the Germans with multiple

incisions and drainage. Perimetric and parametric ab-

scesses should be approached without entering the general

peritonea! cavity. In unilateral pyosalpinx or ovarian

abscess, the usual median laparotomy incision should be

avoided, and. instead of it, one should be made over Pou-

part's ligament or at the outer ridge of the rectus, so as

to avoid entering the general peritoneal cavity. Although

the author was an advocate of major surgical intervention

in suitable cases, he had had occasion during the past seven

years to extirpate the uterus in only six cases. From this

it could be inferred that it was only very rarely that major
surgical intervention was indicated in acute puerperal sep-

tic infection. The vast majority of the cases got well

under appropriate general treatment and such minor surg-

ery as the exigencies of the given case might call for.

Is Pubiotomy a Justifiable Operation?—Dr. J. Whit-
RincE Williams of Baltimore read a second communica-
tion based upon a series of twenty-five successful cases, and

drew the following conclusions : i. In twenty-five pubi-

otomies performed at the Johns Hopkins Hospital there

were no maternal, but three fetal deaths, only one of which

was attributable to the operation. 2. .\11 patients were de-

livered by forceps or version immediately after pubiotomy.
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There were no injuries to the bladder. There were six

perineal and five deep communicating vaginal tears,

notwithstanding the fact that twelve of the patients were

primipar.T. 3. The relative infrequency of injury to the

soft parts was attributed to restricting the operation to

suitable grades of pelvic contraction, and to the employ-

ment of Docderlein's tcchnic, but particularly to extensive

manual dilatation of the vagina and perineum prior to

operating. The occurrence of such injuries might be still

further decreased by making horizontal instead of upward

traction when delivering the head through the vulva.

4. The after-treatment was not so onerous as was generally

stated, and most of the patients suffered but little. Im-

mobilization of the pelvis was not necessary, a four-inch

adhesive strip around the trochanters being sufficient. The

patients usually moved spontaneously in bed between the

second and fourth days; they got up between the fifteenth

and twentieth, and were discharged on the thirtieth day

with satisfactory locomotion. Healing generally occurred

by fibrous union, so that there was definite motility between

the ends of the bone in at least two-thirds of the cases.

5. The maternal mortality should not exceed two per cent,

provided the operation was performed by competent opera-

tors upon uninfected women, who had not been exhausted

by previous attempts at delivery. 6. It was indicated in

contracted pelves where the conjugata vera exceeded seven

centimeters, and after a test of several hours in the second

stage of labor has shown that the disproportion could not

be overcome, as well as in certain funnel-shaped pelves.

~. Prophylactic placing of the saw was indicated prior to

breech extractions or versions from transverse presenta-

tions when it appeared problematical whether the head

could pass through the pelvis, and the bones sawed through

immediately after discovering the disproportion. 8. In

multipara with a history of repeated difficult labors, or in

primiparse presenting excessive disproportion, pubiotomy

was inferior to cesarean section performed at the end of

pregnancy or at the onset of labor ; otherwise it did not

enter into competition with it, as the former was the opera-

tion of choice in border-line pelves after the patient had

been subjected to the test of labor, and at that time it was

many times less dangeraus than the classical cesarean sec-

tion. 9. In uninfected women it should replace high for-

ceps, prophylactic version, induction of premature labor,

and craniotomy upon the livng child. In how far it might

compete with suprasymphyseal cesarean section must be

shown by future observations. 10. It should not be em-

ployed in infected patients or after failure to deliver by

other means. It should be regarded as a primary opera-

tion whose dangers were infection, deep tears, and hemor-

rhage. II. Where the separation between the cut ends of

the bone did not exceed four to five centimeters, the pa-

tients recovered perfectly and were able to walk and work

as well as previously. 12. In view of the fact that the

bone section usually healed by fibrous union, a certain de-

gree of permanent enlargement of the pelvis might follow,

particularly in the transverse diameter of the outlet, and

less so in the conjugata vera. Under the influence of the

hyperemia incident to a subsequent pregnancy, this might

occasionally become markedly exaggerated and be sufficient

to permit spontaneous labor. Should this not occur, a

second pubiotomy might be performed, while cesarean

section should be limited to those cases in which the pelvic

contraction was marked and the child large.

What Are the End Results of Surgery or Surgical

Operations for the Relief of Neurasthenic Conditions

Associated with the Various Visceral Ptoses? To What
Extent Do They Improve the Neurasthenic State Itself?

—The ,-\merican Gynecological Society and the .-Xmerican

Surgical Association devoted one entire joint session to

the discussion of this subject.

Dr. Edw.ard Reynolds of Boston, in opening the dis-

cussion, took up the etiology of the ptoses and their rela-

tion to neurasthenia. He said that satisfactory end results

depended upon a successful initial study of the causation

of the individual ptosis, and of its consequent relation to

the neurasthenia. Technique was a subordinate matter.

Ptosis was never a primary affection, but was always

secondary to some other condition. The causes of ptosis

were (a) local anatomical or developmental anomalies, and

(b) general systemic mechanical conditions. The local

causes of ptosis of pelvic viscera were inflammatory le-

sions, trauma, high rectovaginal septum, persistent ileo-

lumbar ligament, and anteflexion of the cervix. Opera-

tions should be adapted to these causes. The general

predisposing causes of all ptoses were (l) general muscular

relaxation, and (2) static abnormalities, such as a round-

shouldered, hollow-backed position, pendulous abdomen, the

over-feminine figure, and the habitual use of bad corsets.

AH these static variations were characterized by a for-

ward displacement of the center of gravity. The mechanics

of adjustment of posture were comprised in the use of

therapeutic shoes and corsets. Mechanical therapeutics was

always necessary in static cases. Ptosis was sometimes the

result of neurasthenia, sometimes its cause. The main

guide was the relative chronological sequence of local and

general symptoms. It was important to avoid operation in

neurasthenics unless complete relief of the local symptoms

could be expected. The importance of subsequent care

was emphasized.

Dr. Joseph A. Blake of New York said that patients suf-

fering from visceral ptosis and neurasthenia should be

divided into two classes, first, those in which ptosis of the

organ or organs contributed to the neurasthenic state

simply by the effect produced on the organs themselves.

In this category we had displacements of the kidney, uterus,

colon, stomach, etc. The results of operations upon this

class were dependent upon the degree in which the condi-

tion affected the neurasthenic state. In the second class

of cases a vicious circle was established, and ptosis in-

creased the neurasthenic state if it was not the underlying

cause. Operations undertaken upon patients of this class

must have in view the relief of the autointoxication, other-

wise they would only be productive of harm. Partial or

total exclusion of the colon was a rational procedure in

certain cases and good results might be expected, but the

greatest care should be exercised in the selection of cases

for applying this operation.

Dr. John G. Clark of Philadelphia said that we had a

defective individual to deal with from the start, and as the

result of this defect we could not hope for the same surgi-

cal results as we would get from operating on patients

with acute disease. The individual, perhaps, had had auto-

intoxication from the beginning, or was imperfectly de-

veloped from the start, and, therefore, a bad surgical sub-

ject for immediate or ultimate results, and it was par-

ticularly in this class of cases where surgeons should make
haste slowly. In the last five or ten years he had tried

various types of suspension operations in cases of visceral

ptoses, such as the Coffey or the Beyea type of operation,

and had not had more than 75 per cent, of functional relief

after following these cases carefully. In those cases in

which there was a structural defect, as was shown by ob-

structive and retention symptoms, one did not hope to get

more than 50 per cent, of functional relief.

Dr. Maurice H. Richardson of Boston said he ap-

proached the treatment of the neurasthenic for whatever
cause, whether a definite, unmistakable pathological lesion,

or a ptosis, or a slight lesion, like a displacement of the

kidney, with the utmost discouragement. One of his re-

cent cases was a woman whose abdomen was covered with
scars from repeated operations that had been performed
without relief, her last state being worse than the first.

Finally, it was found that this woman's gall-bladder was
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full of gallstones, which were removed, followed by relief.

As to enteroptosis and operations for large dilatations of

the intestine, he could recall examples of cases in which he

was driven to operation after these patients had gone to the

neurologist, the gynecologist, the general surgeon, and had

been treated by them without relief, but with the same

general results of discouragement. In one instance, eight

or ten years ago, he resected the large intestine two or

three times with the hope of affording relief, but the

patient was in the same neurasthenic condition as in the

first place. In addition to the operation on the intestine,

she had developed a large ovarian cyst, which was re-

moved. Before operating on these cases, he thought, first,

we should be sure that there was a lesion ; second, that it

was the chief cause of the neurasthenia ; third, we should

see if it could not be cured without operation, but if opera-

tion was to be done, we should see to it that it did not

subject the patient to too great a danger. He believed

neurasthenia was more of a disease than we gave it credit

for, that it was some central, organic, or nervous condition

on which operative surgery would have very little or no

effect, ultimately.

Dr. Richard R. Smith of Grand Rapids, Mich., con-

fined his remarks to a general consideration of the etiologi-

cal factors to be thought of in connection with visceral

prolapse, and accompanying neurasthenia in women who

presented themselves to the gynecologist for the relief of

symptoms.

Dr. Lewis S. McMurtey of Louisville said that very

often, after difficult manipulations in the abdomen, in the

haste of operation, viscera were disposed in every possible

irregular manner, and yet they corrected themselves in

normal individuals, and they necessarily had no connection

with neurasthenia, so that we must have a little more evi-

dence than we had at present that visceral ptoses were the

principal factors in the production of this condition of the

nervous system and metabolism of the body known as

neurasthenia, and he thought that the error in our pro-

cedures had been in assuming that these visceral ptoses

were in all cases the cause of the neurasthenia. As to the

clinical side, his experience was like that which had been

related by other surgeons. Operative procedures for all

these ptoses, whether of the pelvic organs, the kidney, or

the alimentary tract, had been unsatisfactory. Neurasthe-

nia occurred in both sexes in all stations and all condi-

tions of life, among the rich and the poor, and its exact

nature or its pathology was as yet unknown, and until

it was more definitely known the results were going to be

as they were reported to the profession at the present

time. What was needed was a definite statement as to the

origin or cause of this condition which was known as

neurasthenia.

Dr. William M. Polk of New York stated that in

patients who presented themselves with ptoses that had

been described as belonging to the upper abdominal cavity,

we had conditions that unquestionably caused us to balk,

but here he was convinced that orthopedics furnished a

most efficient aid, and the lines laid down by Dr. Rey-

nolds and by Dr. Lovett of Boston would be the means of

benefiting very many of the conditions at the present time

for which surgery had been considered the only means of

relief. But the psychoneurologist should not be forgotten

in connection with these cases. There was no reason why
gynecologists and surgeons should bear all the burden in

these cases. He had long since come to the conclusion that

there was a conspiracy on the part of the neurologist to

land on the gynecologist and surgeon a class of cases

which he knew full well would test every particle of his

acumen, and here was a brilliant opportunity for the

psychoneurologist to exploit himself to the fullest extent.

When these neurasthenics came to the gynecologist or to

the surgeon it should be said to them, first pass through

the hands of a competent orthopedist ;
pass next through

the hands of a conscientious self-doubting neurologist, but

beware of the over-confident neurologist, and then the

surgeon would say : "Madam, or Sir, as the case may be,

as you have reached the end of all things, so far as medical

investigation is concerned, I am now more than willing to

commend all the resources of my refinement of the surgi-

cal art."

Dr. A. J. OcHSNER of Chicago subscribed to the state-

ments made by Dr. Blake in regard to the surgical care

of this class of cases. He said there was no doubt

that the condition of neurasthenia could be greatly ex-

aggerated or possibly caused by the results of enteroptosis,

particularly when these results produced obstruction either

to the alimentary canal and interfered with nutrition and

caused autointoxication, or when the condition gave rise

to obstruction of the ureter, or caused an accumulation

of mucus in the gall-bladder, and secondarily, caused gall-

stones. The relief, after an operation on such cases, even

though the neurasthenia was possibly caused by this condi-

tion, must be in most cases exceedingly unsatisfactory,

and due largely to two causes. First, we did not mechani-

cally relieve the condition no matter how perfect the

operation might be, except in a few instances, as in drain-

ing and suspending the gall-bladder in removing a hydro-

nephrotic kidney. Dr. Reynolds' presentation was along

the line of observations he had made which caused

him to suggest prophylaxis rather than treatment in this

way. Many years ago, in studying the treatment of hernia

in children, he fould that hernias in children were cured

spontaneously, provided conditions were secured in which

there -was absence of abnormal intraabdominal pressure

and traction by placing these children in a position with

the foot of the bed elevated at from 15 to 30 degrees. He
found that in these children with pendulous bellies the recti

muscles came together if they were shortened, that the

oblique muscles were strengthened, and that the intestines

instead of hanging at the bottom of the pelvis, would,

after a few months' treatment, be in normal position. He
found that this enteroptosis in children had resulted from

improper feeding, from gaseous distention, and from other

sources of abnormal intraabdominal pressure. In some of

these cases the increased abdominal pressure was due to

severe straining from constipation, and with the relief of

this the enteroptosis in children was decreased to a very

marked extent. He thought by overcoming the causes of

enteroptosis in children, we would prevent its occurrence

in many adults.

Dr. Howard A. Kelly of Baltimore restricted his re-

marks to the various types of nervous systems associated

with movable kidney. Movable kidney was frequently

found in neurasthenics. Movable kidney, associated with

renal pain, might exist to such a marked extent as to

bring on the neurasthenic state. The symptoms connected

with movable kidney sufficient to justify operative pro-

cedure, were, as a rule, definite, and of a local mechanical

nature. Psychotherapy was of little use as an adjuvant in

treating neurasthenics and in relieving either local or

general ptoses so long as a displacement of the kidney

persisted. On the other hand, psychotherapy and other

forms of treatment, which aimed at building up the

patient's general condition, might seemingly effect a cure.

In an analysis of 245 cases of nephroptosis, 78 or 31.4 per

cent, had neurasthenia of varying degrees. Personally, the

speaker never operated on neurasthenic patients without

definite local symptoms.

Dr. Willis G. Macdonald of Albany said that not all

patients who suffered from ptoses were neurasthenic. A
very large proportion of them did not present symptoms.

In a large number of these cases of neurasthenia asso-

ciated with ptoses the responsible conditions were auto-

intoxication from the intestinal tube and peripheral irri-
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tations from movable organs. He divided patients suffer-

ing from neurasthenia and ptoses into two classes. In

the first class there were those patients who traveled from

rest cures to rest cures, from one climate to another, and

who were pretty generally battle-scarred from their con-

flict with surgery. For tliis class surgery had no potency.

There was no hope for relief from surgical intervention

in such cases. On the other hand, there was a considerable

group of cases in which the condition could be traced to an

overloaded cecum and sigmoid—a constant filling of the

intestinal tube, with a large, dilated myasthenic stomach

lying upon the symphysis pubis. Operation would relieve

successfully a large number of such patients, yet, un-

fortunately, clinical methods were not sufficient to deter-

mine always just which cases would be favorably in-

fluenced by surgical intervention and those which would

not, and in making statements to physicians and friends of

such patients we should, as a matter of common honesty.

express some doubt as to the ultimate results in this par

ticular class of cases.

Dr. John K. Mitchfxl of Philadelphia stated that the

whole causation of neurasthenia was bound up in a kind

of vicious circle where one symptom produced another

until one positively could not disentangle the chain. What
did we know about the normal relations of the abdominal

organs? What did we know about the position in which

the various organs in the belly ought to be in the ordinary

upright posture which we maintain a large part of the

time? How much mobility should such organs as the

kidney and liver have? Apparently, from the manner in

which the intestines were distributed in the belly, they

were not placed there like articles on a shelf to be main-

tained in one position, but they possessed a certain amount
of give and take. He saw very few neurasthenics in

which the kidney did not have more or less play, and

slightly movable kidneys sometimes gave worse symptoms
and caused more trouble than those which were freely

movable, and a floating kidney, unless it resulted in a

twisting of the ureter and stoppage in that way, causing

pain in the ureter and in other portions of that neighbor-

hood, did not produce so much symptoms as a kidney that

was only slightly movable, one in which it would be diffi-

cult to determine whether it was movable or not. Be-

fore operating on a neurasthenic patient the surgeon should

have a definite idea as to whether a pathological condition

existed or not, what he was going to do, and what he

hoped to accomplish by the operation, otherwise the results

from surgical intervention would be unsatisfactory.

Dr. William J. Mayo of Rochester, Minn., agreed with

Dr. Clark that these patients were wrong from the be-

ginning, and his own feeling was that but a small number
of them should be treated surgically. For some years

they had made a careful examination of all patients who
presented themselves, no matter whether they had cancer

of the breast or gallstones, or what not. and to their sur-

prise they found that about 25 per cent, of the women had

retroposition of the uterus. They did not find that retro-

positfon of the uterus was more frequent in the latter

decades of life. Even young girls who came to them, in

whom pelvic examinations were made through the rectum,

had retroversion of the uterus in about the same propor-

tion of cases as those women who had reached the meno-
pause. Again, they found 20 per cent, of the patients had

movable kidney, and a very large majority of them did

not have any symptoms of that condition. From a sur-

gical standpoint, neurasthenics should be treated like the

insane, in that no cognizance whatever should be taken

of their general complaints, but if they had sufficient local

pathology to warrant operation, they should be operated

on, as surgeons had no right to deny this class of patients

the relief that came from surgery. Doubtless, many of

these patients could be benefited by the Emmanuel move-

ment or by Christian Science, and many practitioners

would gladly turn them over to the Christian Scientists if

they were convinced that the Christian Scientists were

really Christians, because, he said, it really took a Christian

to handle them.

Closing remarks by Drs. Reynolds and Blake brought

the joint session to a close.

Fibromyomata of the Uterus.—Dr. I. S. SroNu of

Washington, D. C, gave his views on the various practical

points in connection with the general subject, such as the

age of patients, the complications frequently encountered

in performing hysterectomy, and the pathological changes

found in the tumors themselves. He reported 160 abdom-

inal hysterectomies, all of which had been performed in

one of the hospitals with which he was connected. Thirty

of the number were complete hysterectomies, but the

ovaries were not always removed. He thought the opera-

tion at the present time was nearly as safe as ovariotomy

so far as the saving of life went, but the morbidity was

not as low as in the latter operation. The complications

resulting from the degenerative changes in the tumor, the

danger of sepsis from the proximity to the vagina, and the

greater exposure of pelvic connective tissue in hysterec-

tomy would always be considered more productive of

mischief than the conditions which followed in the wake
of ovariotomy. The author gave the question of mortality

much attention and quoted from the reports of operations

in various hospitals to show the marked improvement in

results during the last decade. The average mortality was

now about 4 per cent., but many operators had obtained a

much lower rate.

Extensive Malformations and Malpositions of the

Urogenital Organs.—Dr. Thomas S. Cullen of Balti-

more gave the clinical history of a patient, aged seventeen,

wliite, who came complaining that she had never had her

menstrual periods. On examination he fould total ab-

sence of the vagina, but by rectal examination was able

to detect a mass filling the right half of the pelvis. This

mass he thought might be the uterus with retained men-
strual flow. An incision was made between the bladder

and rectum until the mass was reached. It was found to

be hard. The abdomen was at once opened and filling the

right half of the pelvis was a somewhat irregular mass.

This on its inner aspect had a definite cleft which sug-

gested the pelvis of a kidney. A hand was carried up into

the right renal pocket, but no kidney was present at that

point. Examination of the left side failed to reveal any

left kidney. He was dealing with a right pelvic kidney.

There was no uterus. Half of the right tube emerged from
the inguinal canal. The remaining portion of the tube and
the corresponding ovary lay in the inguinal canal. A small

loop of round ligament was seen emerging from the in-

guinal canal. On the left side the tube and ovary could

not be seen, but could be felt in the inguinal ring. A small

portion of the round ligament was discernible. He briefly

discussed the relative merits of Baldwin's operation, where

a vagina was made from a portion of the intestinal tract,

and Ferguson's operation where a new vagina was made
by turning in skin flaps. Dr. Cullen demonstrated a speci-

men of adenocarcinoma of the Fallopian tube coming from
a patient, forty-six years of age. The chief interest in this

tube lay in its immense size. It formed a tumor 14 x 12 x
10 cm. Near the uterus the tube was normal in size.

.\fter it had passed out five centimeters, it was five centi-

meters in diameter, and its outer and occluded end was
ten centimeters in diameter. The great distention of the

outer end of the tube was in part due to an accompanying
hydrosalpinx. The growth was limited almost entirely to

the inner surface of the tube. It was of a distinct papillary

variety. The left tube was also involved in the carcino-

matous process. This was one of the largest carcinomas
of the tube on record.
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The Repair of Inaccessible Vesicovaginal Fistulas

Following Hysterectomy.—Dr. George Gray Ward of

New York described the method he had adopted in two

cases, with satisfactory results. The important steps which

led to a successful result in the method he employed were:

I. The differentiation from a urethral fistula by distention

of the bladder with an anilin solution. 2. The employ-

ment of deep paravaginal incisions as described by Schu-

chardt. 3. A longitudinal incision on the anterior vaginal

wall from the urethra to the vaginal vault through the

fistula and extending into the posterior vaginal wall, and a

lateral incision extending the full width of the vaginal

vault. 4. The thorough separation of the base of the

bladder from the entire anterior vagina and vaginal vault,

being careful to commence the dissection in the lower

vagina where there was an absence of scar tissue to estab-

lish the line of cleavage. 5. Evisceration of the bladder

into the vagina by means of a sound or similar instrument

passed through the urethra. 6. The closure of the opening

in the bladder separately from the vaginal incision.

The Influence of the Trendelenburg Position on the

Quantity of Urine Excreted During Anesthesia.—Dr.

J. Wesley Bovee of Washington, D. C., said that after

having recently studied eight cases of ether anesthesia and

eight of chloroform, he believed the results demonstrated

that almost no urine was received in the bladder while the

Trendelenburg position was being employed. If it could

be concluded that the renal function was greatly lessened

while the patient was in the Trendelenburg position, then

the dangers of that position were at once appreciated. In

renal inefficiency, cardiac and arterial lesions, it would

seem the use of the Trendelenburg position would intro-

duce a special element of danger, and this more marked

when ether was used than when chloroform was employed

as the anesthetic.

The Postoperative Treatment of Abdominal Section

for Pelvic Disease.—Dr. Brooks H. Wells of New
York said it was found that getting the patient out of bed

early after operation encouraged her. lessened nausea, pro-

moted an earlier return of appetite, increased peristalsis,

made the use of the catheter seldom necessary, made the

bowel movements easier, so that there was less necessity

for purgatives, improved the respiration, lessened the

tendency to pulmonary complications, prevented loss of

muscle tone, and greatly facilitated a rapid convalescence.

The only contraindications were (i) shock or general

weakness, as expressed in a rapid and weak heart, so that

one might fear cardiac failure from the upright position.

(2) Cases where, with a long median incision there had

been much tension, required in bringing together the

fascial edges. (3) Cases that developed septic tempera-

ture or deep wound infections. Of the cases that formed

the basis of the paper, over one hundred had been operated

on through a transverse incision, and of these none had

developed hernia. Two of the median incisions were

known to have developed hernia, but neither patient was
allowed out of bed early.

Report of the Committee of the American Gyneco-
logical Society on the Present Status of Obstetrical

Education in Europe and America.—This committee,

consisting of Drs. E. B. Cragin, J. E. Edgar, C. M. Green.

E. P. Davis, J. W. Williams, J. C. Webster, and B. C.

Hirst chairman, recommended that the teaching of ob-

stetrics should occupy at least two years of the medical

course, and that those expecting to practise obstetrics

should be urged to avail themselves of elective oppor-

tunities. That the number of labor cases personally at-

tended by each undergraduate student should be at least

six, under supervision and instruction. The committee

recommended all the known methods of teaching this

branch of instruction, namely, didactic lectures, clinical

lectures, clinical conferences, ward classes and touch

courses, hospital and out-patient instruction, manikin prac-

tice in operative obstetrics, and recitations. Of the first

three methods, the committee recommended especially

clinical lectures and conferences. It recommended that

ample facilities be afforded to make antepartum examina-

tions, including inspection, abdominal palpation, pelvimetry,

fetometr\-, vaginal examinations, etc. The committee rec-

ommended that a two weeks' hospital residence should be

required before the out-patient practice. It was recom

mended that as obstetrics at present included pregnancy

and parturition, their complications and consequences and

the complete recovery of the woman after labor, that

obstetric instruction should include the medical and surgi-

cal treatment of these conditions. The tendency of ob-

stetrics to become more surgical in practice and to require

a surgical training was evidenced by the fact that in the

medical schools of Europe, and in more than one-third of

the first fourteen medical colleges of this country, the

chairs of obstetrics and gynecology were combined under

one head.

On motion, the report of the committee with recom-

mendations was adopted.

Cesarean Section for Impassable Contraction Ring.

—

Dr. Robert L. Dickinson of Brooklyn, N. Y., said that

apart from a consideration of contracted pelvis, or a rela-

tive disproportion beween the passage and passenger, or

blockade by scars or tumors, section for impassable con-

traction ring was warranted when the following conditions

were present : i. Child living and not definitely enfeebled

or endangered by the length of labor or by unskilled at-

tempts at extraction. 2. The ring refusing to relax under

morphia or complete anesthesia, or to yield to patient

manual dilatation by a skilled obstetrician. 3. Mother in

fair condition for a laparotomy and not infected. 4. Re-

quest by patient and husband that a somewhat increased

risk to the mother be assumed for the sake of obtaining a

living child in lieu of embryotomy. These indications were

perfected if at a previous labor in expert hands this same

condition of the contraction ring had caused the loss of a

child not unduly large. This held good whether the ring

was in advance of the head or about the neck. The asso-

ciation of a rigid ring with other reasons for section was
frequently present. The following case seemed to be the

first instance of deliberate section for the indication

—

rigid ring in advance of the head. Dr. Watts' cases ap-

peared to be the earliest for neck constriction, and these

three, the first classical cesarean sections for contraction

ring blockade. A healthy woman of twenty-six was de-

livered at the thirty-second week with forceps. The con-

traction ring did not relax under chloroform and the

death of the child was due to the amount of traction neces-

sitated. Two years later, at the thirty-fifth week, she fell

into labor in his care. A thumb-thick circle admitting two

fingers lay just above the plane of the pelvic brim. Mor-

phia did not help except to rest the patient. Attempts at

dilatation under anesthesia failed. The ring retained its

contraction after the emptying of the uterus. Both patients

did well. The literature showed five cases, all hysterec-

tomies, two after failure of embryotomy, only one. that of

Sinnetamby, for transverse presentation being undertaken

for the indication with a living child. The author care-

fully summarized the literature on the whole subject of

the retraction ring since 1899, when it was fully covered in

Cheron's book.

Officers.—The following officers were elected for the

ensuing year: President. Dr. Reuben Peterson of Ann
.\rbor, Mich.; Vice-Presidents, Drs. John F. Thompson of

Portland, Me., and John C. Clark of Philadelphia : Treas-

urer, Dr. J. Wesley Bovee of Washington, D. C. ; Secre-

tary, Dr. Le Roy Broun of New York.

Atlantic City, N. J., was selected as the place for holding

the next annual meeting.
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THE AMERICAN THERAPEUTIC SOCIETY.

Eleventh Annual Meeting, Held at Washitigtoii, D. C..

May 5, 6 and 7, 1910.

James C. Wilson, M. D., of Philadelphia, President, in

THE ChAIS.

Thursday, May 5

—

First Day.

The address of welcome was made by Dr. Harvey W.
Wiley of Washington, D. C, and the response to it by Dr.

Alexander McPhedran of Toronto, Canada.

Address of the President.—Dr. James C. Wilson took

for his subject "The Progress of Therapeutics." In speak-

ing of the universities which sprang up in almost every

important city of Europe under the influence of tlu

Renaissance, he said that the faculties of theology, art.s,

law, and medicine were gradually differentiated, and that

medicine was prominent in every school. In some, as

Salernum, medicine was long the sole department ; a sug-

gestive commentary upon modern university organization,

in which sometimes all the faculties were found repre-

sented except that of medicine ; or, again, with a medical

department dragging on an unsatisfactory existence by

reason of inadequate equipment and a discouraged and not

altogether harmonious faculty. Having traced the history

of medicine to later times, he said that with the develop-

ment of pathological anatomy on the one hand and of

clinical methods on the other, came that division of labor

to which we owed the specialties, a concentration of energv-

which might be compared to intensive farming, and which

had done more to secure accuracy in scientific observation

in clinical work and precision in therapeutic measures than

any other event in the history of medicine. Bacteriologj-.

the youngest of the natural sciences, daughter of the genius

of Pasteur and Koch, came into being, and thus at the

beginning of the last third of the nineteenth century the

study of causes found a sure foundation in the facts of

science, and empiricism in therapeutics gave way to ra-

tionalism. Half a century had not yet elapsed, and the

art of healing showed signs of being revolutionized. Many
pathogenic bacteria were known to us by specific morpho-

logical, tinctorial and cultural characters, but the existence

of others which had eluded the known methods of re-

search might be inferred, as in the case of measles, for

example, from the constancy of certain associated morbid

phenomena. The blood serum, not long ago regarded as

a simple solution of albumin and certain salts, was now

known to possess properties in health and disease of the

most subtile and occult characters and potentialities in re-

gard to infection, immunity and therapeusis equally mys-

terious. The history of the advance of medicine would be

but a series of disconnected episodes were it not that it

taught us that here, as in other fields of human endeavor,

knowledge ripens slowly and that failures are the stepping-

stones to success. It taught us also that the control of ef

fects can be compassed only through a knowledge of their

causes. There were more than two thousand years of em-

piricism before reason came to her own in medicine.

Jenner alone in all time before the era of bacteriology

—

our era—applied the knowledge of causes to preventive

medicine and wrought the wonder of a rescued world.

To-day we watched the effects of the antitoxin made pos-

sible by the work of Klebs and Loeflaer, or those which

follow the administration of Flexner's serum, and ex-

perienced the sensation of having witnessed a miracle. In

modern times there had been less and less of indirection

and a progressively increasing tendency toward practical

results. Specialism and organization were complemental.

Without the one the other could not exist, and the new

medicine was the product of this union. A comprehen-

sive survey of the work done by the members of the

American Therapeutic Society individually and collective-

ly discovered here also a well-defined tendency to special-

ism. Three main therapeutic trends had been differenti-

ated: first, the liippocratic medicine in which the forces

of nature other than drugs played the most important

role; second, the subject of psychotherapy and reeduca-

tion in the management of functional neuroses ; and, third,

the general study of therapeutics as comprising the em-

[liric use of drugs on the one hand and the rational em-

ployment of causal remedies upon the other. Their work

consisted in the application of the means to the end, and

the time was now at hand for them to enter upon the

latest phase of applied therapeutics, namely rational thera-

peutics based upon the latest results of the scientific study

of the causes of disease, serum therapy, opotherapy and the

use of bacterines. A convention for the ninth decennial

revision of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia was to be held in

Washington in a few days, and in view of this fact it had

seemed appropriate that a symposium upon matters con-

cerning the Pharmacopu-ia should form part of the society

at this meeting. Those who were to take part in it were

men especially interested in the matter, most of them dele-

gates to the convention and all qualified to speak with au-

thority upon the subjects to be discussed, especially from

the standpoint of the practitioner of medicine. It was the

confident hope of the members of the society that this dis-

cussion would exert an impcirtant influence upon the trans-

actions of the approaching convention.

The Treatment of Pneumonia.—Dr. Alexander Mc-
Phedran of Toronto pointed out that the disease is a

marked general infection, with a very marked local one

in the lung, and that the lung infection has already oc-

curred when the symptoms become well defined. This ren-

dered the arrest of the disease a difficult matter. Death

from pneumonia was usually due to cardiac failure, which,

in turn, was caused by the depression of the circulatory

center in the medulla from the toxic albuminoid of the

pneumococcus. Cases of cardiac failure might be divided

into two groups: (i) The asphyxial, in which there were

signs of failure in the right heart, with cyanosis. The
great majority of cases belonged to tliis group. (2) The
syncopal, in which there was anemia of all parts, due

probably to paresis and consequent dilatation of the

splanchnic vessels. In this condition the heart, in com-

mon with other organs, suft'ered from anemia. Since

virulent pneumococci were so frequently found in the

mouth, it followed that there must be strong resisting

power in the body-fluids in health to prevent their in-

vasion of the blood stream. Of late years the disease had

been regarded as greatly on the increase, and this was
probably due to the prevalence of influenza. Samuel Nest

h.-i(l shown from the Registrar-General's Statistics that

there is a remarkably close relationship between the preva-

lence of influenza and of pneumonia since the first epi-

demic of the former in i88g. From this we might infer

that the first step in the prophylaxis of pneumonia was
to maintain rest and good care until complete recovery

from influenza and other depressing diseases. We knew
of no specific for pneumonia. Anto-pneumococcic serum

had not proved effective, and for various reasons could

not influence the disease in most cases. Vaccines could

scarcely do good in acute cases, especially when the sys-

tem was so depressed already by the toxins that it could

not react. Vaccines would only add to the toxemia. They
might, however, prove of benefit in the later stages in

cases showing evidences of slow resolution. The sympto-

matic treatment, or, rather, the treatment of the patient as

indicated by his symptoms, was very simple in ordinary'

cases. He should rest in bed in fresh, cool air, be kept

comfortably warm, be given a light diet in moderation, and
receive close supervision so that prompt action might be

taken in any threatening emergency. Fresh air was of the

first importance, and probably better if it was cold, be-
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cause it then stimulated respiration and, being more dense

than warm air, supplied more oxygen in proportion to its

bulk. It could do no harm so long as the patient was kept

comfortably warm. If it increased cough, a mild sedative

might be required. Its good effect was often shown in the

improved breathing, more restful sleep, decreasing lividity,

clearer mental state, and better taking of food. If such

improvement occurred, the pulse became better with it,

and, with the improved circulation, there would be greater

excretion of toxins in the urine. The diet was not as

important a question as it was in enteric fever, as the dis-

ease was of short duration. The patient should be al-

lowed, within reasonable limits, to choose his food, care

being taken that his powers should not be overtaxed for

tear of abdominal distention. In the great majority of

cases no further treatment was called for. The greatest

danger in pneumonia was from cardiovascular and res-

piratory failure, due to depression of the vital nerve cen-

ters by the toxemia. The earliest signs were restlessness

and insomnia, and they should be relieved as quickly as

possible by stimulants, cold spongings, etc. If these means

fail, opium was probably the most potent agent at our

command ; and no remedy was so generally useful as this

in relieving cardiac failure from any cause, especially in

the aged. It should be given early, preferably as mor-

phine hypodermatically, while the bronchi are still free

;

since the greatest danger from its use was in permitting

accumulation of bronchial secretion. If there was much

dilatation of the right side of the heart, it might not be

effective until the distention had been lessened. English

physicians recommended for the relief of the right heart

four or five leeches applied to the right of the sternum.

In very threatening cases venesection was certainly more

effective. If the blood were drawn in a free stream, four

to ten ounces would usually give marked relief. Even in

weakly, anemic patients beginning to show signs of car-

diac distention much good would result from such bleed-

ing. If thought necessary, saline solution might be given

subcutaneously to replace the lost volume of blood. .fXs to

the administration of oxygen, reports of the effects were

very conflicting. To be effective it should be given earh'.

and possibly the benefit might be greatly increased by hav-

ing it pass through absolute alcohol. The effect of cardiac

stimulants probably depended largely on the integrity of

the heart muscle. Cold applications to the chest were

strongly recommended by many. Their efficacy was open

to question. Not long ago it would have been considered

almost criminal to omit the hot poultice. Now few regard-

ed it with favor, and it was quite possible that before long

cold applications would suffer the same loss of reputation.

Malarial Infections in the Canal Zone.—Dr. F. N.

Shook, U. S. N., said that in this intensely infected focus

of tropical malarial fever the most important malarial in-

fection, from the standpoint of diagnosis and prognosfs.

was the estivoautumnal. Single tertian and double tertian

infections were common, but quartan very rare. The

principal types of estivoautumnal infections might be

classified as (i) mild; (2) severe; (3) mixed; (4) per-

nicious, including the hyperpyretic type. Children usually

stood the effects of malarial infection better than adults,

but when they were attacked by a pernicious infection it

often simulated cerebrospinal fever, and the autopsy

showed the cerebral capillaries filled with sporulating para-

sites. The experience of physicians on the Isthmus em-

phasized the following points: (l) In tropical malaria

quinine should be given either in solution or capsules, as

there is danger of tablets not being absorbed. (2) If prop-

erly administered, hypodermatics of quinine rarely cause

abcess. (3') Ouinine will not stay the fatal termination of

some types of malarial fever. (4) In cases of malarial

fever in adults in the tropics which do not show pernicious

symptoms the treatment with an initial dose of 20 grains

of quinine, preferably in solution, followed by 10 grains

three times a day, is almost uniformly successful. (5) In

the treatment of malarial fever in pregnant women in the

tropics the safest rule is to disregard the pregnancy and

treat the malaria in the usual manner. (6) .^fter surgi-

cal operations in malarial districts in the tropics pernicious

malarial fever may develop unless a prophylactic course

of quinine is first given. (7) In an examination of five

fetuses from cases of pernicious malaria neither malarial

parasites nor pigment were found.

Important Therapeutic Indications in the Treatment

of Typhoid Fever.—Dr. J. Bl.\ke White of New York

read this paper. In some preliminary remarks on diag-

nosis he said he would rather rely on clinical evidences,

backed by his own judgment and experience, than wait

for confirmation by any one or all combined of the various

laboratory tests which had been proposed. While awaiting

the result of such tests valuable time was often lost, and

after this delay one might be led to incorrect conclusions

by the return of a negative report, which was not uncom-

mon in the earlier stages of the disease. To the extent

that we succeeded in modifying the intestinal morbific

process in typhoid we would not only lessen the thermic

changes attending the disease, but also prevent the various

complications formerly so often met with The presence

of advancing and persistent intestinal lesions rendered

imminent the danger of perforation, with its consequent

peritonitis and death ; while the blood changes, due to the

absorption of the increased microtoxins, made pneumonia

more probable and also added to the chances of intercur-

rent cerebral disease. Meningeal complication was es-

pecially apprehended in patients having the tuberculous

diathesis, but with the specific antiseptic treatment which

he advocated this tendency was averted when the diag-

nosis of typhoid was made early and the treatment prompt-

ly commenced. In the many years of his experience with

the antiseptic method intestinal hemorrhage had been very

rare, but when it did occur, rectified spirit of turpentine,

given in five or ten minim doses in soft capsules, had never

failed to control it. By judicious attention to the nutrition

of the patient, to maintain the quality of the blood, throrr-

bosis and embolism might generally be preventeJ. At an

early stage, about the second week of the disease, when,

with rare exceptions, the temperature declined under the

antiseptic treatment to nearly normal, he usually gave some

alcoholic stimulant, as well as strychnine, believing that, in

some cases at least, convalescence was more rapid and

satisfactory when alcohol was employed at this period. To
await the approach of debility, especially at the decline of

the fever, was not advisable ; and it had seemed better to

him to anticipate this with an early attention to the nutri-

tion and a judicious stimulation. Any process of tubbing

was in many instances too exhausting to be of benefit, and

in some cases becaire a positively harmful practice, and

the custom of applying chilling hydropathic treatment as

a routine proceduie could not, in his estimation, be too

strongly denounced. His own observation of this means >if

reducing the temperature had convinced him that it was

the most irrational method of treatment which could be

devised, as it was rot intended to have, and never could

have, any effect upon the pathological cause of the hyper-

pyrexia. He was willing to admit that ablutions had

some useful application in strengthening the vital powers,

and therefore approved of and practised regular lavations

with sterile wate"- and alcohol, but the water must be tem-

pered to the enduring capacity of the patient. He used

lavages more as a hygienic measure than for the purpose

of merely reducing the temperature, which, he believed,

would yield more permanently to medication adapted to

the modification of the morbific processes in the intestine

which were primarily responsible for the fever. It was of

vital importance that regular function of the bowels should
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be maintained tliroughout the illness and convalescence.

Under the intestinal antiseptic treatment it was not infri-

quently necessary to have recourse to means for exciting

the bowels, but diarrhea occurring at an early stage and
threatening to become an urgent symptom should be con-

trolled.

When it became necessary to overcome intestinal apathy

eneniata should be given or appropriate laxatives in doses

sufficient to induce only one or two movements in the

twenty-four hours; or recourse might be had to irriga-

tion of the rectum with mild warm saline solution through

a Kemp tube. As to the dietary, he gave eggs, milk and

light meat broths. He permitted cereals, well boiled, at

ar.y time, vnil the resort to solid food just as soon as the

patient's condition warranted it; generally by the end of

the second week, and sometimes sooner. For the causes

of the fever, the to.xemia from local lesions and the

general blood dyscrasia, he believed no better resource was

to be found than antiseptic medicatioil. The simple tem-

porary reduction of high temperature had little advantajte

unless the causes of this were removed. The fever ap

parently had it.*- origin in the intestinal inflammation and

the absorption of specific to.xins ; the first therapeutic in-

dication, therefore, was in the direction of the use of reme-

dies which have the essential quality of modifying and

controlling this condition. No disease, in his opinion, was

more manageable than tj'phoid fever, and he had yet to

note as prompt or more constant effects from any kind oi

therapeutic measures in any other affection than those re-

sulting from intestinal antiseptics in these fever cases. As

soon as the diagnosis was made, or earlier if there was

any doubt about the matter, the combination used by Wood-
bridge should be given, but in somewhat larger doses than

he recommended. The best manner of administering the

remedies was in tablet triturates (so friable as to be easily

crushed between the fingers), which should be taken at the

rate of from twenty to thirty in the twenty-four hours

:

each tablet to be followed by two or three swallows of some

pure spring water, not aerated. After some modification

of the fever had been obtained, and a general improve-

ment observed, he gave larger doses of the antiseptic i;i

soft capsules, one every three or four hours with larger

draughts of water. Should a case not be seen until the

fever had advanced so far that the patient was delirious

and so unmanageable that internal medication was not pos-

sible, he gave sodium sulphoborate hypodermatically at

intervals of two, three or four hours as the case might

require, and subsequently began the internal antiseptic

treatment as soon as the patient's condition permitted.

Much depended on the nurse, who must show all kindness

to her patient, be vigilant, prudent, and alert in the per-

formance of her duty, and pay exact attention to the man-

agement of every detail. The ideal treatment of typhoid

fever, then, was that which, at as little expense as possible

to the patient's vitality, had for its object the reinforce-

ment of the natural powers, thereby affording a successful

barrier to the encroachment of disease; to neutralize, if not

destroy, and eliminate as far as possible the causes of dis-

ease before the products of germ infection have become

established in the system to such an extent as to materially

impair the vital powers.

The Treatment of Leukemia by the Roentgen Ray.—
Dr. Reynold Webb Wilcox of Xew York reported a case

of this kind which he said was presented because of the

difference in type based on clinical as distinguished from

purely laboratory conclusions, the considerable period of

observation, and the fairly constant therapeutic results

which it illustrated. The patient was a medical student,

Russian, and 29 years old. For ten years he had been pale,

but the most noticeable symptom was shortness of breath,

commencing eight years ago and lasting about two years.

When he arrived in this country, in April, 1906, he con-

sidered that he was well. During the next three years he

had, at times, constipation, fever (but no chills), shortness

of breath, and pain below the shoulder-blade on the left

side. When he came under Dr. Wilcox's observation Sept.

4, 1909, the pallor of his skin and mucous membranes was
profound. The pulse was 122, compressible, regular and
weak. Heart normal

; Jaccoud's sign, absent ; marked bruit

dc diable. The liver extended to about two fingers' breadth

below the free border of the ribs. The spleen occupied

the whole of the left abdominal cavity. It extended to

two fingers' breadth to the right of the umbilicus; it was
hard, not sensitive to pressure, and laterally slightly mov-
able. There was no tenderness over the flat bones, and

no enlarged glands were felt. Nothing of note was found
in the urine. The record of blood counts, including the

differential leucocyte percentage, was given ; showing, for

the most part, a progressively improved condition o£ the

blood; the urine never showed the excess of uric acid

usually so characteristic of the disease, nor, during the

treatment by the Roentgen ray, was there observed an ex-

cess of phosphates from diminution of leucocytosis, such

as had been constant in all Dr. Wilcox's other cases of

leukemia.

The treatment was primarily empirical, based on the

use of the Roentgen ray, and was carried out under
the direction of Dr. Carl Beck. A hard tube was used,

with fifteen minutes' exposure over the spleen twice or

thrice weekly. On account of a slight erythema which ap-

peared in March and lasted for ten days the exposures

were omitted altogether for thirteen days and then directed

upon the back for five days, after which they were con-

tinued as before. Iron was administered for three week?
in October and November. At other times arsenic, in

gradually increasing doses of Fowler's solution, was given

imtil gastric symptoms supen-ened ; when it was omitted

lor a week, to be commenced in the minimal dose. In

making a diagnosis between the recognized forms of leu-

kemia—splenomedullary, lymphatic, and the mixed forms,

the speaker said, there was much confusion in the literature,

but, clinically, the picture was fairly clear. In this instance

'Jit massive enlargement of the spleen, taken in connection

with the absence of tenderness over any of the bones, and
of any enlargement of the lymphatic glands, would indi-

cate that this particular leukemia was of the splenic

type, or possibly of the spleno-medullary form, sometimes
designated myelogenous. The differential leucocyte count
would seem to indicate the latter. In the slowly progres-

sive types of the affection there was more difficulty in

determining where the disease originated than in the more
acute forms. The more one studied the patients, the more
would he be inclined to believe that the disease is seldom
confined to one organ or set of organs ; nor, on the other

hrmd, was it ever as generalized as one might expect. On
April 28, 1910, the lower border of the spleen was but two
fingers' breadth below the free border of the ribs ; its con-

sistence was still hard, owing, doubtless, to the hyper-

trophy of the connective tissue during the long period of its

enlargement. The pulse was 72, of good value and ten-

sion. The respiration was 22, without signs of dyspnea.
The pallor had largely disappeared, and for the preceding
two weeks the patient had been engaged in active em-
ployment.

What the final results of the Roentgen ray treatment of
leukemia would be, no one at present could state definitely.

Six years of observation had led him to believe that in

this type of the disease, essentially splenic, improvement in

the general health was more rapidly and surely brought
about by the skilful employment of this agent than by any
means which we had hitherto possessed. He also believed

that both iron and arsenic still had a place in the therapy
of this disease.

(To be continued.')
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STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
Board of Medical Examiners of Georgia.

May 2-7, 1910.

anatomy.

1. Name bones of tarsus. What bones form internal

malleolus.'' External? What bones comprise the pelvis?

Name divisions of vertebral column, and give distinguish-

ing characteristics of cervical vertebrae.

2. What muscles aid in mastication? In deglutition?

Give origin, nerve, and arterial supply of masseter muscle.

What muscles compose quadriceps extensor femoris. Give
origin and insertion of quadriceps extensor femoris.

3. Name divisions of alimentary canal. Name principal

glands found in small intestine. What is average size of

stomach? Give blood supply. Name abdominal viscera

wholly covered b}- peritoneum. Partially covered.

4. Name and illustrate by diagram the regions of abdo-

men. Where in the topography of abdomen is vermiform
appendix? Describe briefly Poupart's ligament.

5. Give origin of left common carotid artery. Name
branches of left external carotid. Name twelve pairs

nerves of special sense. Give origin and cranial exit of

pneumogastric nerve. 'Name the three most important

branches.
PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Define reflex action and give example.

2. Describe the functions of the kidneys.

3. Give the normal constituents of the urine.

4. What is meant by digestion?

5. Name the secretions of the alimentary canal, their

reactions and functions.

M-\TERL\ MEDIC.\ AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. Ergot; its physiological action; its principal uses.

2. Cocaine hydrochloride ; its physiological action ; its

principal uses.

3. Chloroform ; define it ; when is it indicated as an

anesthetic?

4. Ether ; define it ; state the conditions that render it

preferable as anesthetic.

5. Define a mydriatic, also a myotic; give examples of
each, w-ith dose for local application in each case.

CHEMISTRY.

1. Give test for albumen and sugar in urine.

2. Describe chemical test for blood.

3. Is organic material admixed tci water always delete-

rious, and when is it?

4. Define an alkaloid, and name three principal ones

used in medicine.

5. How are solutions, suspected to contain arsenic, to be
tested ?

PATHOLOGY.

1. Give the pathology in simple lobar pneumonia.
2. Give the pathology of pellagra, with etiology.

3. Give the pathology in hookworm disease.

4. Describe the pathological conditions in meningitis.

5. (o) How is fibrous tissue formed? (b) What tumors
are composed largely of fibrous tissue, and in what part of

the body do they usually occur?

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

1. Give symptoms and treatment of gastric ulcer, and
differentiate between it and cancer of the stomach.

2. Give symptoms of appendicitis, and describe and locate

the pain in (n) appendicitis, (t) renal calculus, (c) gall-

stones, (d) ovaritis, (c) cystitis.

3. Explain how to recognize in a middle-aged person,

when found in a comatose state, upon what disease the

condition depends.

4. Outline the area of normal liver dulness, and name
the chronic diseases of the liver.

5. Scarlet fever: etiology', morbid anatomy, symptoms,
incubation, invasion, eruption, complications and sequelae,

diagnosis ; differentiate from acute exfoliating dermatitis,

measles, rotheln, septicemia, diphtheria, drug rashes, prog-
nosis; treatment.

OBSTETRICS.

1. Would the coincidence of diabetes with pregnancy
have a harmful effect on the latter? What would you do
for such patient?

2. Give treatment of a subinvoluted uterus.

3. Differentiate between putrid and true puerperal in-

fection and give treatment of each.

4. How would you distinguish between an epileptic and
an eclamptic convulsion?

5. What are the indications for the use of forceps?

GYNECOLOGY.

1. Give causes and treatment of uterine hemorrhage.
2. Under what conditions would you prefer vaginal to

abdominal hysterectomy?
3. Describe technique of vaginal hysterectomy.
4. Give differential diagnosis between fluids in abdo-

minal cavity and ovarian cysts.

5. Describe ectopic pregnancy, varieties, and operation
for same.

1. What conditions demand amputation of the extremi-
ties? How are amputations classified as to time of opera-
tion? What period is most favorable for amputation? De-
scribe amputation at upper middle third of thigh, naming
arteries and muscles divided.

2. What is understood by abdominal hernia? Describe
an oblique inguinal hernia. Give symptoms of strangula-
tion and method of reduction. Described an approved
operation for the radical cure of oblique inguinal hernia.

3. Give differential diagnosis between traumatic coma,
apoplexy, opium poisoning, and alcoholic intoxication. De-
scribe briefly and give treatment of erysipelas. Give dif-
ferential diagnosis between fracture and dislocation. Name
cardinal principles in treatment of fractures.

4. Name infiammatorv diseases of bone. What is under-
stood by ankylosis? Give approved surgical procedure for
establishment of joint function in ankylosis. Name and
describe brieflv the two most common varieties cf club-
foot.

.=;. Differentiate between abscess and aneurysm; between
hydrocele and scrotal hernia ; describe approved treatment
of former. What are the methods of controlling hemor-
heiiiorrliage.

Name some of the more frequent causes of secondary
rhage? What is understood by secondary hemorrhage?

.\NSWERS TO ST.\TE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Board of Medical Ex.\miners of Georgia.

May 2-7, 1910.

1. Bones of the tarsus : Os calcis, astragalus, cuboid,
scaphoid, internal cuneiform, middle cuneiform, and ex-
ternal cuneiform. The internal malleolus is formed by the
lower end of the tibia; the external, by the lower end of
the fibula. The pelvis is made up of the ossa innominata
(ilium, ischium, os pubis), sacrum, and coccj-x. Divisions
of vertebral column are : Cervical, dorsal, lumbar, sacral,

and coccygeal. Cervical vertebrx are distinguished by a

foramen in the transverse process.

2. Muscles of mastication: Masseter, temporal, external
pterygoid, internal pterygoid, and buccinator. Muscles of
degltttitioii: Buccinator, hyoglossus. styloglossus, palato-

glossus, palatopharyngeus, azygos uvulae, tensor palati.

levator palati. stylopharyngeus, stylohyoid, geniohyoid,
mylohyoid, thyrohyoid, digastric, constrictors of pharynx,
and the intrinsic muscles of the tongue. Masseter.
Origin: From malar process of superior maxillary bone
and zygomatic arch. Xerve supply: Inferior maxillary.

Arterial supply: Interna! maxillary. The Quadriceps
extensor femoris h composed of : Vastus externus. vastus

internus. rectus, and crureus. Origin: Anterior inferior

<pine of ilium, brim of acetabulum, anterior intertrochan-

teric line, great trochanter, linea aspera. and shaft of fe-

mur. Insertion: Tuberosity of tibia.

3. Divisions of alimentary canal: Mouth, pharynx,
esophagus, stomach, small intestine (duodenum, jejunum.
ileum'), large intestine (cecum, colon, rectum). Principal

glands in small intestine: Brunner's, Lieberkuhn's, Peyer's.

and solitary glands. Si::e of stomach is verj' variable,

about ten to twelve inches by four to five inches ; its blood
supply is : Gastric, pyloric, right and left gastroepiploic,

niul yasa brevia arteries. Viscera zcJiolIy coz'cred by perito-

neum: Liver, stomach, spleen, jejunum, ileum, transverse

colon, sigmoid flexure. Partially covered: Duodenum, as-

cending and descending colon, rectum, bladder, and uterus.

4. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1046; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), pages 1244 and 1246. The
verrniform appendix is in the right inguinal region. For
Poupart's ligament see Cunningham's ".\natomy" (1909),

page 422: or Gray's ".\natomy" CiooS). page 438.
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5. The left common carotid artery arises from tlie arch
of the aorta. Brandies of external carotid are : Superior
thyroid, lingual, facial, occipital, posterior auricular, as-
cending pharyngeal, superficial temporal, and internal max-
illary. Twelve pairs of cranial nerves are: i. Olfactory.
2. Optic. J. Motor oculi. 4. Trochlear or pathetic. 5.
Trifacial. 6. Abducens. 7. Facial. 8. Auditory, y. Glos-
sopharyngeal. 10. Pneumogastric or Vagus. 11. Spinal
accessory. 12. Hypoglossal. Ihe nerves of special sense
are numbers l, 2, and 8. Pneumogastric. Origin: Be-
tween olivary and restiform bodies, and beneath floor of
fourth ventricle. Exit: By jugular foramen. Three
branches: Superior laryngeal, recurrent laryngeal, and
pharyngeal.

rllY-SIOLOGV.

1. Keflex actions are involuntary or unconscious move-
ments, due to suitable stimuli. They depend upon the
integrity of the retlex arc, which is a complex made up of:
<i) A surface capable of receivmg an impression; (2) an
afferent nerve; (3) a nerve cell capable of receiving and
also of sending out impulses

; (4) an efferent nerve, and
(5) a surface capable of responding in some way to the
impulse conveyed by the efferent nerve. Example: The
patellar reflex consists of a contraction of the extensor
muscles of the leg and a movement of the foot forward
when the ligamentum patellae is struck ; the quadriceps ex-
tensor must first be slightly stretched by putting one knee
oyer the other. Its integrity depends upon a healthy con-
dition of the entire reflex arc, consisting of tendon, afferent
or sensory nerve, posterior roots, and anterior horn of the
spinal cord, the efferent or motor nerve, and the muscle
itself.

2. The functions of the kidney are: (i) To secrete (or
excrete) urine; (2) the production of an internal secre-
tion. The mechanism of the secretion of urine by the kid-
neys is twofold; (i) By filtration, most, if not all, of the
fluid is eliminated, and also inorganic salts; this depends
upon blood pressure, and takes place in the glomeruli. (2)
By cell activity and selection, in the cells of the convoluted
tubules, the urea, and principal solids are eliminated.

3. The normal constituents of the urine are: Water,
urea, uric acid, urates, hippuric acid, kreatinin, xanthin,
hypoxanthin ; sulphates, chlorides, and phosphates of so-
dium arid potassium

; phosphates of magnesium and cal-

cium; nitrogen, and carbon dioxide.

4. Digestion is the process by which food is converted
into material suitable for absorption and assimilation.

5. The secretions of the alimentary canal are : Saliva,

gastric juice, pancreatic juice, bile, and succus entericus.

Of these, the gastric juice has an acid reaction; the others,

alkaline.

The functions of the saliva are: (i) To moisten the

mouth, (2) to assist in the solution of the soluble portions
of the food, and thus (3) to administer to the sense of

taste, (4) to lubricate the bolus of food, and thus (.S) to

facilitate the acts of mastication and deglutition, and (6)
to change starches into dextrin and sugar.

The functions of the gastric juice are: (i) To change
proteids into proteoses and peptones, and (2) to curdle the

casein of milk.

The functions of the pancreatic juice are: (i) To change
proteids into proteoses and peptones, and afterwards de-
compose them into leucin and tyrosin

; (2) to convert
starch into maltose: (3) to emulsify and saponify fats; and
(4) to cause milk to curdle.

The functions of the bile are : (i) To assist in the emul-
sification and saponification of fats; (2) to aid in the ab-

sorption of fats; (3) to stimulate the cells of the intestine

to increased secretory activity, and so promote peristalsis,

and at the same time tend to keep the_ feces moist; (4)
to eliminate waste products of metabolism, such as lecithin

and cholesterin
; (5) it has a slight action in converting

starch into sugar
; (6) it neutralizes the acid chyme from

the stomach and thus inhibits peptic digestion ; (7) it has

a very feeble antiseptic action.

The functions of the succus entericus are: The secre-

tion of enterokinase, secretin, and erepsin, which assist the

pancreatic juice in digestion.

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

I. Ergot. Physiological action: Ergot stimulates and
causes contraction of involuntary muscle fibers, hence it

is a vasoconstrictor, hemostatic, and oxytocic. It is also

a cardiac sedative, it raises the blood pressure, it increases
peristalsis, and is an emmenagogue. Principal uses: To
promote uterine contractions during third stage of labor;
fibroids, menorrhagia, postpartum hemorrhage. Some
forms of amenorrhea and dysmenorrhea, dysentery, ar-

terial hemorrhage, congestive headaches, laxity of sphinc-

ters, of bladder or rectum, hemorrhoids, aneurysm, dia-
betes, urinary incontinence, direct paralysis of the sphincter
vesicie, atonic spermatorrhea.

2. Cocaine uyurochloride. Physiological action: Local
anesthetic (externally)

; internally it is a muscular, cere-
bral, circulatory, and respiratory stimulant, also a mydri-
atic. Its principal uses are : As a local anesthetic ; also
in paralysis agitans, chorea, and alcoholic tremors.

3 and 4. Ciiloroform is a colorless liquid, of sweetish,
peculiar odor and taste, with anesthetic properties. Chem-
ically it is trichlormethane. Ether is a colorless liquid,

of peculiar odor and taste, with anesthetic properties.
Chemically it is ethyl oxide, As a general rule, ether
would be the anesthetic of choice. But chloroform may
be used: (,1) In hot climates; (2) when large numbers
of persons have to be rapidly anesthetized; (3) in brain
surgery; (4) in labor; (5) in patients who are known
to take ether badly ; and (6) in the conditions mentioned
below, in which ether is contraindicated. The following
contraindications for ether and chloroform are from Hare's
"Practical Therapeutics" : "Ether should not be used by
inhalation in bronchitis or acute nephritis because of its

irritant properties; in peritonitis or gastritis, because it

IS apt to induce vomiting; in aneurysm or in the pres-
ence of marked vascular atheroma, because it may
rupture a blood-vessel by raising arterial pressure

;

nor in diabetes, lest it produce diabetic coma; and if

anemia is present and an examination of the blood shows
that the hemoglobin is below 50 per cent., the use of the
drug should be avoided if possible. Chloroform is not
to be used in cases of fatty heart or dilatation of the heart,

in those with a known idiosyncrasy, nor in the so-called
lymphatic persons with overgrowth of lymphoid tissues, as,

for example, adenoids. In the latter case it is particularly

apt to cause sudden death. In valvular disease of the heart
chloroform may be used with caution, although ether is

preferable. Given a case of valvular disease that must
be subjected to operation, the chances are bettered with
an anesthetic than without it, as the pain and mental shock
are worse for the heart than is the anesthetic."

5. A mydriatic is an agent which causes dilatation of the

pupil of the eye. A myotic is an agent which causes con-
traction of the pupil. Example.*;: Mydriatics: Atropine,
homatropine, daturine, hyoscyamine, coniine, cocaine; and
probably gelsemine, muscarine, hydrocyanic acid, aconite,

and amyl nitrite. Myotics: Pilocarpine, physostigmine, and
probably nicotine. Atropine sulphate, i per cent, solution

;

homatropine hydrobromide, 2 per cent, solution ; cocaine
hydrochloride, 4 per cent, solution

;
pilocarpine, i per cent,

solution
;
physostigmine, Yi to Yz per cent, solution.

chemistry.

I. Test for albumin in the urine: The urine must be per-
fectly clear. If not so, it is to be filtered, and if this does
not render it transparent it is to be treated with a few
drops of magnesia mixture and aeain filtered. The reac-

tion is first observed. If it be acid, the urine is simply
heated to near the boiling point. If the urine be neutral or
alkaline, it is rendered faintly acid by the addition of dilute

acetic acid and heated. If albumin be ]iresent a coagulum
is formed, varying in quantity from a faint cloudiness to

entire solidification, according to the quantity of albumin
present. The coagulum is not redissolved upon the addition
of HNOs.
For sugar: Render the urine strongly alkaline by addi-

tion of NajCOa. Divide about 6 c.c. of the alkaline liquid in

two test-tubes. To one test-tube add a very minute quan-
tity of powdered subnitrate of bismuth; to the other as
much powdered litharge. Boil the contents of both tubes.
The presence of glucose is indicated by a dark or black
color of the bismuth powder, the litharge retaining its

natural color.

-'. Chemical test for blood: Boil a fragment of dried
l)l(Hid with a drop of glacial acetic acid on a slide; on cool-
ing, hemin crystals separate out. If the blood stain is not
recent a crystal of sodium chloride should be added with
the acetic acid,

3. Organic matter in water is not necessarily deleterious

;

but when it is derived from sewage or other animal mat-
ter it is dangerous. The presence of nitrites is a pretty sure
indication of danger.

4. An alkaloid is a basic, nitrogenous substance, consist-

ing of C, H. N (and sometimes also O), capable of acting
with an acid to form a salt in the same way that ammonia
does. They generally have a bitter taste and an alkaline
reaction. Three examples: Morphine, strychnine, and qui-

nine.

5. Solutions suspected of containing arsenic may be ex-
amined by the Reinsch's test, as follows: To the suspected
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fluid add a little pure HCl; suspend in the fluid a small
strip of bright copper foil, and boil. If a deposit forms on
the copper, remove the copper, wash it with pure water,
dry on filter paper, but be careful not to rub off the de-
posit. Coil up the copper, and put it into a clean, dry glass
tube, open at both ends, and apply heat at the part where
the copper is. If arsenic is present there will appear in

the cold part of the tube a mirror, which will be found on
microscopical examination to consist of octahedral crystals
of arsenic trioxide.

PATHOLOGV.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
154; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 170.

2. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 968;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 384.

3. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 497;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 44.

4. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907). page 141 ;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909'), pacre 159.

5. (a) "Fbrous connective tissue is developed from em-
bryonic connective tissue cells, i.e. from spindle-shaped or
branched nucleated protoplasmic cells of the mesoblast.
The former are met with isolated or in bundles, as in the
umbilical cord or embryonic tendon. The latter form a
network, as in the fetal skin and mucous membrane. In
both instances the protoplasm of the embryonic connective
tissue cells become gradually transformed into a bundle
of elementary fibrils, with a granular-looking interstitial

substance. The nucleus of the original cell finally disap-
pears."— (Klein's Histology.) (b) Fibromata or Fibroids.
They usually occur in : Uterus, periosteum, ovary, mamma,
testicle, tendons, aponeuroses.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages
748 and 751; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909),
pages 473 and 477.

Gastric ulcer is generally caused by injury or bacteria,
is most apt to occur between the ages of twenty and
forty-five; after eating there is pain localized in the
stomach, vomiting occurs soon after eating, hemateme-
sis is common, there is localized tenderness over the
stomach, and examination of the gastric contents shows
an excess of free HCl. Gastric cancer does not usually
occur before forty years of age, is more common in males,
the pain is localized and constant, vomiting is copious
and occurs some time after eating; the vomitus contains
"coft'ee ground" material; hemorrhages are common; a
tumor may be palpated, and examination of the gastric
contents shows absence of free HCl and presence of lactic

acid ; severe anemia and cachexia are also present.
2. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 79IJ

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 514. (0")

See French, page 792; or Osier, page 514. (b) See French,
page 911 ; or Osier, page 711. (c) See French, page 852:
or Osier, page 550. (d) In ovaritis the pain is in the
ovarian region, and radiates to the back, thighs, umbilicus,
and breasts ; on pressure over the ovary, nausea is pro-
duced, (e) In cystitis the pain is referred to the perineum
and hypogastric region, and may radiate to thighs and
sacrum.

3. The following table (from Eisendrath's Surgical Di-
agnosis) gives the diagnosis:

4. The area of liver dullness is shown in the table (from
Hutchison and Rainy's Clinical Methods) :
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tamed secundines; (2) displaced uterus; (3) displaced
thrombi; (4) fibroid tumors; (s) hypertrophicd dccidua;,
(6) carcinoma.

II. Hemorrhaycs occurring in the non-pregnant woman:
A. In virgins before the age of thirty: Caused l)y (i)

uterine congestion, the result of cold or exposure; (2)
endometritis; (3) polypi and fibroid tumors.

B. In married women before the age of thirty: Caused
by (.1) subinvolution; (2) laceration of the cervi.x; (3)
endometritis; {4) retrodisplacements of the uterus; (5)
polypi and fibroid tumors.

('. In li'omen after the age of thirty: Caused by (1;
carcinoma of the cervix; (2) carcinoma of the body of the
uterus; (3) sarcoma of the uterus.
The treatment depends on the cause. For details see any

work on obstetrics or gynecology.
2. The INDICATIONS FOR Hv.sTERECTOMY are given as fol-

lows: For the abdominal operation: All solid or cystic
tumors of the uterus; cancer; uterine rupture during labor;
certain conditions of puerperal sepsis; pregnancy compli-
cated by pelvic deformity, cancer, or other serious obstacle
to the passage of the child ; uterine prolapse or inversion,
and, incidentally, as a step in the removal of complicated
suppurative conditions of the uterine appendages.

1-or the vaginal operation: Bilateral suppurative condi-
tions of the appendages; prolapse, cancer, pregnancy with
cancer before the sixth month; certain septic conditions of
the uterus ; certain rare conditions which may require the
ablation of a small movable uterus.
for the combined operation: Cancer, certain compli-

cated fibroids ; failure to secure hemostasis from below.

—

(From Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences.)
3. Vaginal hysterectomy: "The patient is catheterized

and placed in the lithotomy position and the external geni-
tals are thoroughly disinfected. The vagina is held open
by broad retractors and the uterus is pulled down by vol-
sella forceps grasping the cervix, while the adjoining mu-
cous membrane is cut well clear of the disease Ijy blunt-
pointed scissors. Keeping close to the uterus, tlic dissec-
tion is continued on its anterior and posterior surface by
the tip of the finger and short snins of the scissors, but at

the sides, after division of the mucous membrane, the cel-

lular tissue is simply pushed up as high as possible, or till

the pulsations of the uterine artery are felt. The finger is

finally thrust through the uterovesical fold of peritoneum,
and after cleansing the vagina flat sponges are poked in

around the uterus. Douglas' pouch is entered in the same
manner, hemorrhage from the vaginal wound being con-
trolled by a few catgut sutures through its cut edges, and
then the finger is hooked over the fundus, pulling it down
into the posterior opening and thus bringing within reach
the upper border of the broad ligaments, which are seized
by long-bladed clamps and divided on the uterine side.

Other clamps are placed on the remaining tissues close to
the uterus, which is then excised."— ( .Stimson's Operative
Surgery.)

4-

ASCITES. OVARIAN CYST.

ASCITES. OVARIAN CYST.

1. Previous history of

visceral disease.

2. Enlargement comjiara-
lively sudden.

3. Face puflfy ; color waxy ;

early anemia.

4. Patient on back ; en-

largement symmetrical ; flat

in front.

5. Sitting up, abdomen
bulges below.

6. Navel prominent and
thinned.

7. Fluctuation decidedly
clear, diffuse throughout
abdomen, but avoids highest
parts in all positions, and al-

ways has a hydrostatic level.

8. Intestines float on top
of fluid ; hence percussion
gives clear tympanitic note
over the highest parts of
abdominal cavity, and dull-

ness in lowest parts for all

positions, ie. areas of res-

onance and dullness change
with position.

9. Vaeinal touch detects
fluctuation, bulging into va-
gina.

I. No such historv.

2. Gradual.

.'\ne-3. Facies ovarian,

mia absent, or later.

4. Asymmetrical until tu-

mor is quite large; promi-
nent in front.

5. No appreciable change

6. Navel usually un-

changed.
7. Less clear ; limited to

cyst; not modified by change
of position. No hydrostatic

level.

8. No change in areas of
dullness and resonance with
change of position. Dull-
ness over cyst. Clear reso-

nant note in all parts beyond
cyst limits, i.e. in flanks and
toward the diaphragm.

9. Vaginal fluctuation less

clear or absent.

10. Uterus in prolapsed
location, but position un-
changed. Size and mobility
unchanged.

11. Hydragogues and diu-

retics temporarily remove
the fluid.

12. fluid light straw color

and thin. Coagulates spon-
taneouslv.

ID. Uterus displaced for-
ward or backward, or later-

ally by pressure of cyst.

11. Medicines have no ef-

fect.

12. Fluid light or dark
and of varying consistency

;

albuminous, but does not
oagulate spontaneously;
may contain colloid matter.

— (From Dudley's Gynecology.)
5. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 623; c

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), page 284.

1. Conditions which justify amputation of a limb are:
"Any injury, disease, or malformation rendering retention
of the limb incompatible with life or comfort; avulsion of
limb ; compound fracture ; compound dislocation ; fracture
with great comminution of bone; laceration of important
vessels; extensive contusion; extensive laceration; gunshot
injuries ; aneurysm ; effects of heat and cold

;
gangrene ; ex-

tensive bone disease; tumors; elephantiasis; tetanus; snake
bite; deformities."— (Bickham's Operative Surgery.)
Amputations are classified in regard to time of operating,

as follows: (i) Primary, which is performed soon after
the accident, as soon as the patient reacts from shock and
before there is any fever. (2) Secondary, which is under-
taken some time after the injury, when suppuration or bone
or joint disease have supervened. (3) Intermediate, which
is performed during the existence of the fever, but before
suppuration or bone or joint disease have appeared.
The most favorable period of amputating is after moder-

ate reaction has been established; in the primary period.
See Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1221. In a

cross section of the thigh, at the middle third, there are
severed : Muscles, Vastus internus. Rectus femoris, Cru-
reus. Vastus externus. Biceps, Semitendinosus. Semimem-
branosus, Gracilis, Sartorius, Adductor magnus : Arteries,

superficial femoral, anastomotic, deep femoral, perforating.
2. See Rose and Carless' ".Surgery" (1908), pages 106S

1073, 1096, HOC, 1 103, and 1081 ; or Da Costa's "Surgery"'
( iQoS), pages 971, 999, 994, and 978.

3. See above, Pr.-\ctice of Medicine, No. 3. For erysip-
elas, see Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 119
and 122; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (^1908), page 200.

FRACTV-RE.
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Is sausage-sliaptd ; ihe swelling begins above ; it is not

translucent: the testicle is below the tumor; there is an
impulse on coughing, as a T-a\t.^{Treatment of Hydro-
cele.) See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page

1267; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1201. Method
of controlling hemorrhage: Mechanical, elevation, pres-

sure, torsion, ligation, compression, acupressure, and
forced flexion of limb. Therapeutic, heat, cold, styptics,

and the cautery. The constitutional symptoms must also

be treated : lower the head, inject normal salt solution, ad-

minister alcohol, strychnine, digitalis, morphine. For sec-

ondary hemorrhage: See Rose and Carless' "Surgery"

(1908), page 290; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1Q08). page

394-

BULLETIN OF APPROACHING EXAMINATIONS.t
STATE NAME AND ADDRESS OF PLACE AND DATE OF

SECRETARY NEXT EXAMINATION
Alabama* W. H. Sanders, Montgomeo". .Montgomery. . . .Jan. .

Arizona* Ancil Martin, Phoenix Phoenix Oct. 3

Arkansas F. T. Murphy, Brinkley Little Rock Nov. 8
California* Chas. L. Tisdale, 1879 Sutter f^

Street. San Francisco San Francisco. . .Aug. 2

.S. D. Van Meter, 1723 Tremont
Street, Denver Denver Oct. 4

.Chas. A. Tuttle, New Haven. .New Haven Nov. U

.J. H. Wilson, Dover Dover Dec. 13

. Geo. C. Ober. Washington Washington Oct. 1

1

. I. D. Fernandez, Jacksonville . Palatka Nov. 9

.T. H. Goss, Athens Atlanta Oct. 11
Idaho* W. F. Howard. Pocatello Oct. 4
Illinois J. A.. Egan, Springfield Chicago July 20
Indiana W. T. Gott, Crawfordsville. . . . Indianapolis Oct. . .

Iowa Louis A. Thomas. Des Moines. . Des Moines
Kansas H. A. Dykes, Lebanon Topeka Oct. II
Kentuckj^ J. N. McCormack, Bowling

Colorado

Connecticut*

.

Delaware
Dist. ofCorbiE
Florida*
Georgia.

.

.Lou ^iUe..

Louisiana E. L. McGehee. New Orleans. . .New Orleans . . -Oct.
Maine F. W. Ssarle, Portland Portland JtUy 19
Maryland J. McP. Scott, Hagerstown.. . .Baltimore Dec. 13
Massachusetts*. E. B. Harvey, State House,

Boston Boston Sept. 13
Michigan B. D. Harison, 205 Whitney

Building, Detroit Lansing Oct. 1

1

Miimesota W. S. FuUerton, St. Paul St. Paul Oct. 4
Mississippi S. H. McLean, Jackson Jackson Oct. 1

1

Missouri Frank B. Hiller, Jefferson City. Jefferson City. . .Sept. . .

Montana* Wm. C. Riddell. Helena Helena Oct. 4
Nebraska C. A. Carr, Lincoln Lincoln Aug. 10
Nevada S. L. Lee, Carson City Carson City Nov. 2
N. Hampshire .- Henry C. Morrison, State Li-

brary, Concord Concord
New Jersey H. G. Norton, Trenton Trenton Oct. 18
New Mexico. . . . J. A. Massie, Santa Fe Santa Fe Oct. 10

r New York f

New York C.F.Wheelock. Univ.of State Albany Sept. 27
of New York, Albany

( Syracuse
I Buffalo 1

N. Carolina B. K. Hays. Oxford Charlotte June 14
N. Dakota H. M. Wheeler. Grand Forks. Grand Forks, . . .Oct. 4
Ohio Geo. H. Matson, Columbus.. . .Columbus Dec. 13
Oklahoma*
Oregon

Pennsylvania-

Rhode Island

.F. P.
. .B. E.

.N. C.

Davis. Enid Guthrie Oct.
Miller, Portland Portland Jan.

Shaeffer. Harrisburg. . [
^'f^^'Phia. .

. {^^^^

11

I Pittsburg /'

G. T. Swarts, Providence Providence Oct 6
S. Carolina H. H. Wyman. Aiken Columbus June 13
S. Dakota H. E. McNutt. Aberdeen Watertown Jan. 11

[ Memphis ^

Tennessee C. A. Abemathy, Pulaski. . .

j
Nashville

^ May 28
t Knoxville. . J

Texas M. E. Daniels, Honey Grove. . ..Austin ... .

Utah R. W. Fisher, Salt Lake City. . Salt Lake City. . . Oct. 3
Vermont W. Scott Nay. Underbill Montpelier Jan. 10
Virginia R. S. Martin, Stuart Lynchburg Dec 20
Washington*. . .T. C. McFadden, Seattle Spokane Jan. 3
W. Virginia. . . .H. A. Barbee. Point Pleasant. Charleston
Wisconsin J. M. Beffel, Milwaukee Milwaukee Jan. 10
Wyoming S. B. Miller, Laramie Laramie

* No reciprocicity recognized by these States.

t Applicants should in every case write to the secretary for latest
details regarding the examination in any particular State.

Mississippi.—In the May examination there were 192
applicants ; either the candidates were poorly prepared or

the e.x;amination was very severe, for of this number only

59 were licensed.

Louisiana.—In the May examination there were 122

candidates. 29 of whom failed to pass.

State Medical Board Upheld.—The Supreme Court of
Arkansas has recently issued an opinion of considerable

importance to the medical profession, in which the action

of the State Medical Board in revoking a license to prac-

tise medicine in the State was upheld. A lower court had
enjoined the board from taking this action, but the

Supreme Court reverses it and holds that the Medical
Board has the right to control its membership at all times,

either by granting or refusing to grant a license, or by
revoking a license already granted. The license in this

case was revoked because of what the board considered

improper advertising on the part of the holder.

MpJttral 3lt?ma.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of
cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York City,
for the week of July 9, 1910.

Tuberculosis Ptilmonalis,
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

452
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THE ETHICAL ASPECTS OF EXPERT TES-
TIMONY IN RELATION TO THE PLEA
OF INSANITY AS A DEFENCE TO
AN INDICTMENT FOR CRIME.*

By CARLOS F. MacDONALD, A.M., M.D.,

EMERITUS PROFESSOR OF MENTAL DISEASES AND MEDICAL JURISPRUDE.VCE,
UNIVERSITY AND BELLEVUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE; LATE

PRESIDENT NEW YORK STATE COMMISSION IN LUNACY,

That existing methods of presenting medical expert
testimony in the trial of criminal causes is not only

imperfect, but is attended with serious evils which
tend to bring the medical profession into disrepute

with the public, with the bar and with the courts,

there can be no question. Such being the case, it

logically follows that there is need of reform in this

matter, and the question at once arises, How can that

reform best be brought about? The method which
as true physicians we would naturally adopt, in a

case of this kind, would be to seek out the cause of

the malady and then to endeavor to secure the re-

moval of that cause by appropriate treatment. In

looking for the causes of the evil complained of we
shall not have far to seek. They will readily be

found, first, in the usage of courts which permits of

the selection of experts by counsel on either side

without regard to their qualifications and standing,

usually the only requirement being that the expert

selected is willing to give an opinion in favor of

that side of the case; and, second, in the absence
of any standard of qualification, fixed by the medical

profession, as regards special study and experience,

in a given branch of medical science, which would,

at least theoretically, render the would-be witness

sufficiently skilled in that branch or subject to justly

constitute him an expert.

The first mentioned evil could doubtless be cor-

rected by statutory provision, not for the appoint-

ment of a "Board of Official Experts," but for the

selection of experts by the Court in each case ; and
while it might occasionally happen that a judge in

selecting an expert or experts would be influenced

by other than meritorious motives, I think, as a

rule, the courts could be relied upon to appreciate

the responsibility attaching to their action in the

matter, and to endeavor to select only men of skill

and repute in that particular branch of medicine

—

men whose opinions would be respected by the bar.

the jury and the general public as well. Indeed, the

very fact that the experts had been thus selected

would tend to give dignity to their position,

and weight to their opinions. The experts

thus selected should be permitted to have
free access to all the evidence in the case,

*Read at the Annual Meeting of the American Med-
ico-Psychological -Association at Washington, D. C,
May 4, 1910.

also to examine the accused, and then to state

their opinion, whether orally or in writing, sub-

ject to cross-examination, the cross-examination to

be limited to the matters embraced in the opinion.

Their compensation also should be fixed by the

court, at a rate per diem or by fee, which should be

sufficient to induce qualified men to accept such

service. Experts selected and paid by this method
would be free from suspicion of being biased or in-

fluenced in their opinions by pecuniary considera-

tions, while the character and the standing of those

who would be likely to be selected would tend to

establish confidence in the correctness of their con-

clusions.

In a very instructive and able paper on the subject

of medical expert evidence, Honorable Willard Bart-

lett. Associate Justice of the New York Court of

Appeals, says

:

"In considering the various projects which have

been put forward for improving the administration

of justice, so far as expert evidence is concerned, it

must be borne in mind that no matter what provis-

ion is made for the appointment of official experts,

the litigants in an action at law cannot be prevented

from availing themselves of the testimony of other

expert witnesses. To prevent that, and restrict

parties solely to the evidence of the official experts,

constitutional amendments would be necessary, in-

volving changes so sweeping as to be antagonistic

to the spirit which now pervades our judicial insti-

tutions. And, if such changes in the fundamental
law were possible, is it at all certain that they would
be desirable? I believe that justice in the United
States is generally well and honestly administered

;

but such a thing is conceivable as that a judge might
unwittingly appoint incompetent official experts who
were anything but representative of the best element

in the medical profession. In what position, then,

might a physician, sued for malpractice, find him-
self, if condemned by their opinions and unable to

exonerate himself by calling as witnesses his non-

official brethren whose testimony would demonstrate
that the appointees of the court were wilfully wrong,
or ignorantly mistaken ? A man may be a good judge
of law, and yet be a very poor judge of doctors. I

should be sorry to have to be treated by the phy-
sicians of several able judges whom I have known
in past years, and yet I am certain that in each case

his physician would have been the first either of

these judges would select for any official or medico-
legal preferment within his power to bestow."

Respecting the second source of the evil, that is,

the absence of any standard fixed by the medical

profession by which the qualifications of a member
to give expert testimony may be determined, the

cure for that lies in the hands of the profession

itself, namely, to fi.x a standard of qualifications

based on special study and experience in a particular

branch of medicine which shall entitle a member to

rank as an expert in that branch, and at the same
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time putting its seal of disapproval and condemna-
tion on the practice which now too frequently

obtains of physicians posing as experts upon sub-

jects respecting which they have no special knowl-
edge or experience, relying upon their wit and the

ignorance of counsel to save them from exposure.

The writer fully realizes that the present methofl

of presenting expert testimony is by no means per-

fect, but he believes it is far better and more prac-

tical than any of the visionary schemes which have

been brought forward from time to time by medical

societies, by bar associations, and even by certain

alienists. Such, for instance, as the appointment of

a "Board of Official Experts" by the courts, or by

medical societies, or by the Governor of the State.

etc. In the writer's opinion it would be difficult, if

not impossible, to devise any method that will sup-

plant the present one short of a change in our Fed-

eral Constitution. This opinion is sustained by

many if not most of the judges, who hold that a

defendant on trial has a constitutional right to

present any proper evidence that might aid him in

his defense.

It would doubtless simplify matters, were it feas-

ible to do so. to provide that questions of expert

opinion should be passed upon by the court instead

of, as is now the case, by a jury of laymen, who
are not supposed to be familiar with the intricacies

of psychological medicine. The spectacle of a jury

of laymen being called on to decide as to which of

the opinions of opposing expert witnesses respect-

ing an obscure and difficult question of disease is

correct is a reditctio ad absitrdum which has been

too often pointed out to call for more than a passing

mention here. This practice, unfortunately, is one

that cannot be abolished for the reason that the

terms of our Federal Constitution confer upon every

citizen when chargetl with crime the sovereign right

of trial by a jury of his peers.

Respecting the propositions to provide for the

appointment of a Board of Official Experts, whether
by the Governor of the State, by the courts, or by a

State Commission in Lunacy, it is the writer's opin-

ion that none of these methods would be desirable

or acceptable, either to the medical or legal profes-

sions, or to the public, for the reason that it would
savor of class legislation, which is against sound
public policy. Furthermore, the prospective advant-

ages through professional prominence and pecuniary

gain, whether in fees or in salary, which such

appointment would offer would lead incompetent
and unworthy members of the profession to seek

appointment thereon through partisan or other ques-

tionable influences. ^Moreover, such a board, even
if fairly representative in its make-up, would be a

ready target for unfriendly or hostile criticism by
their less, fortunate brethren in the same line of
practice, who might, whether justly or unjustly, re-

gard themselves as being discriminated against.

Then, too, it would require either a very large board,

or numerous boards, to provide a sufficient number
of experts in the various branches of medicine, sur-

gery, and chemistry, in which medico-legal questions

arise. Says Mr. justice Bartlett, in the paper re-

ferred to : "There is not likely to be any radical

change in a matter of legal procedure like this, with-

out the approval of tlie bar. and I doubt very much
whether the bar would approve any legislation

which would enable the courts or any other appoint-

ing power to create a privileged class of expert wit-

nesses."

For the reasons herein set forth, it would seem

to the writer that the most practical solution of the

difficulty would ht to make statutory provision for

the appointnient by the court of from one to

three experts whenever occasion arises, the law to

provide that only physicians of repute in the par-

ticular branch of medical science to which the ques-
tion for expert opinion relates shall be appointed,

these experts to have full and free access to all the

evidence in the case as well as to the defendant, for

the purpose of examination, and then to submit to

the court for transmission to the jury a written

report, setting forth their conclusion and the facts

in evidence on which such conclusion is based, the

cross-examination of the experts to be restricted to

matters embraced within their direct statement of
facts and opinion, and the compensation of the ex-

perts to be fixed by the court. The writer is well

aware that lawyers would raise objection to this

manner of selecting experts, on the ground that a

defendant is constitutionally entitled to the selection

of his own witnesses and to call any witnesses whose
testimony would tend to sustain his case—a right

which can neither be taken from him nor abridged.

This objection, however, would be met by the fact

that counsel would still be permitted to call experts

in addition to those selected by the court ; though
it is safe to say the opinion of the official or court

experts would far outweigh any differing opinion

that might be offered by experts selected by counsel.

It goes almost without saying, too, that this method
of selecting exj^erts would always be satisfactory

to prosecuting attorneys.

There is another point in connection with this

subject, which in the writer's opinion should receive

not only the attention of this association, but of the

general medical profession as well, for the reason

that it is frequently a source of discredit to our pro-

fession. This refers to the unprofessional practice

of certain medical men—mostly pseudo-experts

—

acting as medical advisor to counsel and expert wit-

ness in the same case. To observe, as the writer has
often done, medical men sitting in court at the elbow
of counsel, actively engaged in taking notes and pre-

paring or suggesting questions for the latter to put

to the witness ; also framing questions for the cross-

examination of a fellow practitioner and otherwise

openlv assisting counsel in his efforts to break down
the opposing side, and subsequently taking the wit-

ness stand for that purpose, is, to say the least, de-

plorable. If a physician is to appear as an expert

witness, he should keep away from counsel while in

court and take no part in the conduct of the case

which would put him in the attitude of assistant

counsel or of a biased or interested party. In the

first trial of Thaw the writer was selected by Dis-

trict Attorney Jerome to assist him in the prepara-

tion of the medical branch of the trial, a service

which he accepted with the distinct understanding

that he would not appear as a witness in the case.

Anent this subject Mr. Justice Bartlett in the

paper referred to says : "In my opinion the law can

do verv little toward making experts or anybody else

honest or upright or capable in their particular pur-

suits. I look for reform rather in the direction of

the development of a higher sensibility on the sub-

ject in the medical profession itself. It is entirely

possible for the doctors of this state or country to

so frown upon the practice of acting as medical

counsel and medical witness in the same case as to

stamp it out completely. There is nothing to prevent

a physician who is asked to see a case with refer-

ence to giving testimony as an expert from exact-
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ing an agreement that his remuneration shall in no

wise depend upon the opinion which he may form
upon making the desired examination ; or in other

words, that he shall be paid just the same and just

as much whether his conclusion is agreeable or dis-

agreeable to the attorney who seeks his services.

No attorney will refuse to consent to this course

unless he is desirous of influencing the doctor to take

one view of the case rather than another, because

in that event he will get paid while otherwise he

may get nothing. A tempter of this sort should be

shut out of the doctor's office with no gentle slam

of the door. And so in many other ways which
might be suggested some of the most serious evils

of medical expert evidence may be effectively dealt

with by 'reform within the party.'
"

Respecting the sweeping condemnation of medical

expert testimony in which the courts, the public

press, and to some extent the medical press are wont
to indulge Mr. Justice Bartlett, referring to the com-
mon assumption by lawyers and doctors that courts

and juries would be sure to get at the truth if the

expert witnesses on one side could only be induced to

agree with the expert witnesses on the other, cites

a case in point which occurred in California, in

which the plaintiff, a married woman, was injured

in an accident upon the defendant's railroad. In

the suit which she brought against the railroad com-
pany to recover damages, one of the principal ques-

tions was the extent of the injuries which she had
sustained. She had been examined by three or four

medical men in her own behalf and by three ov four

other medical men in behalf of the defendant. Both

those who testified for the plaintifif and those who
testified for the defendant agreed that the plaintiff

was suffering from a uterine or ovarian tumor, but

there was a difference of opinion as to whether the

tumor could have been produced by the plaintiff's

fall. A verdict of $20,000.00 was rendered against

the railroad company. Ten days after the trial the

plaintifif gave birth to a child at full term, although

still-born, and it was admitted that there hail been

no tumor whatever! 'Since the time of JNlr. Pope.'

says the Supreme Court of California, "it has often

been inquired "Who shall decide when doctors dis-

agree?" This case shows that serious error may
lurk in their conclusions even when the\- have

agreed. Such an occurrence, if narrated in a work
of fiction, would be criticized as so improbable as to

be ridiculous; but there is no romancing in the col 1

type of a volume of modern law reports. The pos-

sibility of so serious an error being committed by

.so many respectable members of the medical ])ro-

fession—for the court speaks favorably of their

standing—tends to afiford some justification for the

popular distrust with which medical expert evidence

is often regarded." Continuing, the learned justice

says : Tn reference to this matter, however. T desire

to express my dissent from the sweeping condemna-
tion of medical experts in which the courts so often

indulge. There is scarcely a case where expert evi-

dence is taken in which some of the experts are not

perfectlv honest. They do not deserve denunciation

merelv because other experts are dishonest, or be-

cause it is often difficult to tell the false from the

true. The medical profession itself must help us

to make the distinction between the two classes

easier. However objectionable are some of the

aspects of medical expert evidence, it cannot be dis-

pensed with in the administration of justice. Let us

remedv the evils, but, while we are endeavoring to

do so. let us avoid that exaggerated denunciation

wdiich is calculated to convince the conimuuity that

no surgeon or physician who takes the witness stand

as an expert is worthy of belief. Such teaching is

a libel on the most unselfish profession in the world.

"What I have said thus far has been so largely

in the nature of destructive criticism that I may nat-

urally be asked whether I have no remedy to suggest

for the manifold evils in regard to medical expert

evidence which are generally recognized in both pro-

fessions. In concluding this paper, let me add a

few observations in answer to this question. I

should be sorry to feel that the prospect of reform
was hopeless. There is one direction in which it

seems to me brighter than any other. You have a

code of medical ethics which every physician and
surgeon is bound in all professional honor to

observe. By that code you regulate your own con-

duct in the practice of medicine, and insist that those

who join the ranks of your profession from year

to year shall agree to regulate theirs. No statute

could practically be more binding. Why may you
not extend its provisions so as to embrace the con-

duct of the medical man when he assumes the role

of the expert witness ? The matter is absolutely

within your own control. You can declare in your
code that a certain course of action on the part of a

medical expert shall be deemed honorable and pro-

fessional, and that a certain other course of action

shall be dishonorable and unprofessional. The first

steps in enacting such amendments in your profes-

sional law would necessarily' be tentative. Mistakes

would be made which you would have to correct.

Rules from which the most good was e.xpected might
prove useless, and others which promised much less

might prove to be the most effective of all. But in

making them and changing them you would be inde-

pendent of the Legislature ; you could act solely for

the good of your profession, untrammeled by official

influence or power ; and so far as you desire advice

from the bench or bar I am sure it would be gladly

afforded. A signal advantage of dealing with the

subject in this way is that it would involve no inter-

ference with existing rules of judicial procedure.

The rights of litigants or the manner of trying law-

suits would in no wise be affected. The needed
reforms would be brought about by the compulsory
operation of your own code of ethics acting person-

ally upon each member of your profession. That
code, amended as I am sure it might be if the

physicians and surgeons of this country took the

matter seriouslv in hand, by commanding medical

experts to do what is right and subjecting them to

professional censure and obliquy if they did what
was wrong, would be more efficacious than any law
on the subject which any legislature could enact. It

would be your own law, adopted by yourselves for

yourselves, and it would have that powerful sanction

which belongs alone to laws which are a natural

growth out of the conditions which lead to their

adoption. To the action of j'our profession in some
such way as this I look with more confidence than
anywhere else for the ultimate accomplishment of

all that is desirable in the improvement of medical
expert evidence."

In connection with this branch of the subject the

writer would take occasion to suggest that it is the

duty of the medical ])rofession to raise its voice in

solemn protest against the tendency which has lately

grown up to heap upon it ridicule and abuse because
"doctors disagree," and that consequently all, or
substantially all, doctors are dishonest. As a matter
of fact, doctors are no more prone to disagree than
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any other class of individuals where matters of opin-

ion are involved. On the other hand, lawyers are

notorious for their disagreements. In fact, in every

case that is tried in court we find the contention of

counsel on one side is diametrically opposed to that

of the other side ; and this, too, on substantially the

same state of facts. Then, too, judges are also

notorious for their disagreements, the higher courts

frequently reversing the court below, clear up to

the court of last resort ; and it is safe to say if there

were still a higher court it would be found over-

ruling the Court of Appeals. How frequently, too,

we find the body of judges constituting the appellate

courts divided in the decisions they render, the i? ;ue

being decided oftentimes by a bare majority of ciie.

And yet nobody would think of suggesting that

these judges are dishonest simply because they

happen to disagree.

Mr. William A. Purrington, an eminent member
of the New York bar, and one of large experience

in medico-legal matters, in a recent paper referring

to the disagreements of judges whom he charac-

terizes as "that great body of experts who rarely if

ever go upon the witness stand, yet are always under

a continuing oath, and in every case from the facts

before them render their opinions as to the law.

When they give an opinion, whether it be right or

wrong in our opinion, it is of binding force until

set aside ; and that is more than can be said of yours

of the faculty, or ours of the bar. I have some-

times wondered whether those judges who have

been most denunciatory of the differing conclusions

at which reputable medical experts have arrived

upon the facts in evidence have reflected that they,

too, belong to a body of experts in the law, whose
members often differ, very honestly and ably, in

drawing conclusions, even from agreed facts." Mr.
Purrington then goes on to cite, in illustration of

his point, "The recent medical case of the People

vs. Hawker (14 App. Div., 188; 152 N. Y., 234;
170 U. S., 189) wherein the facts were agreed upon,

and the only question involved was one of law,

whether a statute forbidding one convicted of fel-

ony to practise medicine could apply to a licensed

physician so convicted prior to its enactment ; in

other words, whether the statute was c.v post facto.

The trial judge decided negatively. The Appellate

Division of this department, by a vote of three to

two, reversed him ; the Court of Appeals in turn

reversed the .Appellate Division, two of its judges

dissenting; and finally, the Supreme Court of the

United States, after two arguments, affirmed the

Court of Appeals, three of its members dissenting.

Surely no one would presume, because of these dif-

ferences of opinion, to doubt for a moment the abil-

ity, the learning, the absolute honesty of these

various experts of the law; and it is equally maiii-

fest that the frequent differences of opinion among
medical experts—the only class we are now consid-

ering—should not of themselves alone justify the

criticism so freely made."
District Attorney Jerome, in a recent public ut-

terance, declared "No man has had more exper-

ience with experts than myself during the eight

years I was district attorney, and during that time

I recall only one man whose testimony was rad-

ically dishonest. Only one of these cases received

great public attention, and that was on account of
the scandals connected therewith. These scandals

were not. however, save with one exception, due
to dishonest expert evidence, but to judicial incom-
petency. It does not follow because there are

alienists who lie on the witness stand that all med-
ical expert evidence should be abolished, any more
than that because some lawyers coach witnesses to

a point that amounts to subornation or perjury, the

conduct of criminal cases should be left entirely

to the judge. I have referred to the Thaw case

and you all know whom I mean when I say that

there was one man who testified on that occasion,

who, in view of his testimony in that case, and in

view of his evidence since and his own written re-

port, would be expelled from the profession, if you
gentlemen had the power to disbar him. I may say

that in every case during my term of office the opin-

ion of the experts retained by the State was justified

by the subsequent clinical history."

The Hypothetical Question.—Respecting the hypo-
thetical question it must be conceded that it is a

very difficult proposition with which to deal, espe-

cially so far as relates to any improvement or pro-

posed modification of existing rules of practice rel-

ative thereto. The rules of evidence provide for

the hypothetical question and the courts have held

that while such questions must contain nothing that

is not contained in the evidence they do not pro-

hibit the omission of any facts in evidence which
counsel may in their discretion see fit to omit.

Hence it frequently occurs that counsel sifts and
omits from his hypothetical question certain impor-

tant facts in evidence which if incorporated therein

would tend to weaken or discredit his contention,

and he is prone to include in his question only such
facts in evidence as he thinks will tend to prove his

case. Consequently, the hypothetical question us-

ually is a one-sided affair. The writer has fre-

quently suggested, and sometimes insisted, that the

question to be submitted to him should embrace a

fair resume of the whole evidence, and when this

plan has been followed he has usually found that

he could answer the question thus constituted as

consistently and to the same effect as he could have
answered what might be termed an ex parte ques-

tion. This, it seemed to the writer, has tended to

strengthen his testimony in the estimation of the

court and of the jury, and at the same time to re-

lieve him from appearing to be an unfair, one-sided

and partial witness.

The Legal vs. the Scientific Definition of Insanity.

—The legal definition of insanity as a test of respon-

sibility for criminal acts, that is, the so-called

"knowledge of right and wrong" test, presents a

feature of the administration of the criminal law

in which the legal profession has made little or no
progress for more than half a century, or since

the legal definition of insanity was formulated by

the English judges in their decision in the celebrated

McNaughten case, in 1843. In fact, the Criminal

Code of the State of New York to-day defines in-

sanity in substantially the same language as that

used by the judges in the McNaughten case, name-
ly : "A person is not excused from criminal lia-

bility as an idiot, imbecile, lunatic, or insane per-

son, except upon the proof that, at the time of com-
mitting the alleged criminal act, he was laboring

under such a defect of reason, as either (i) not to

know the nature and quality of the act he was do-

ing; or (2) not to know that the act was wrong."

As alienists we can hardly accept this "right and
wrong" test as regards responsibility for crime. But

as this is the law of the State of New York, and

in many other states of the Union, we are obliged

to abide by it. In fact, as experts, we have nothing

to do with the law. Our function is simply to de-
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termine, if possible, the mental condition of the

accused at the time the act was committed—a purely

scientific question. Now every alienist knows per-

fectly well that this so-called legal definition is un-
scientific and way behind the age, and that, in this

matter, the law has not kept pace with the progress
of medical science. Those who are familiar with
the phenomena of mental disease know perfcctlv

well that in a large majority of cases in wliich the

plea of insanity is offered as a defense to an in-

dictment for crime the accused knows the dift'er-

ence between right and wrong in the abstract—

a

large majority of the so-called "dangerous"' or

"criminal insane" being paranoiacs. We know that

paranoiacs as a rule converse coherently and plausi-

bly and that they reason logically respecting their

delusional ideas, but that they always reason from
wrong premises, the mental condition being one of
gradually developed delusional ideas of the sys-

tematized variety, without marked mental deteriora-

tion or clouding of consciousness. So that, in most
cases, with us the question is, not whether the in-

dividual knew the nature and quality of the act he
was doing and knew that it was wrong, but whether
he had the power to control his act and to resist

the impulse to do the wrong, or whether he was act-

uated by delusion which supplied the motive, im-

pelling him to do the act.

Now, if every form and stage of mental cHsease

were invariably attended by a loss or suspension

of the knowledge of right and wrong, such as us-

ually occurs in extreme types of mania, melancholia,

paretic-dementia, etc.—forms or stages of the dis-

ease which are usually characterized by mental ab-

erration so marked as to bring them easily within

the ken of unskilled observers who would readily

recognize the symptoms which in themselves fur-

nish presumptive evidence of a lack of power to

distinguish rationally between right and wrong, no
valid objection could be raised to the present legal

test of insanity, wrong in principle though it be.

for the reason that its practical effect, as applied

to the class of cases referred to, would be to estab-

lish irresponsibility, in substantially every case, re-

gardless of the nature of the act committed. Un-
fortunately, however, but a small percentage of the

insane who come within the jurisdiction of our
criminal courts belong to the types of insanity re-

ferred to: this class of persons, being, usually, not

homicidal, seldom commit, or attempt to commit,
homicide, or what is technically known as crime
against the person. In other words, such persons

do not belong to the "dangerous insane," conse-

quently there is little or no difficulty in such cases

in determining the question of responsibility, for the

reason that they readily fall within the legal con-

ception and definition of mental disease. It is the

obscure and doubtful cases that so fretiuently puz-

zle our courts of criminal jurisdiction, and these

are drawn almost wholly from the ranks of the

paranoiacs; and this class, as we all know, fre-

quently commit crime from motives similar in

character to those which actuate sane persons.

namely, revenge, vindication of personal honor, de-

fense of life or property, etc. But if we seek the

bases of these motives we shall find that, unlike the

motives of the sane, they are not founded on real-

ity, but are the offspring of a diseased or disordered
intellect, a psychopathic state which has deranged
the psychical apparatus, so to speak, and left it

awry, even though the logical apparatus remains in-

tact. The paranoiac is prone to premise falsely

and to morbidly misinterpret the conduct and mo-
tives of those about him. And while he may reason

logically, he reasons from wrong premises and in

a way that a sane man would not do. Such being

the case, it frequently happens that, under the re-

quirements of our criminal code, we are put in

the false position of testifying in effect that a de-

fendant was sane legally, that is, that he knew the

nature and quality of the act he did, and knew
that it was wrong, when, as a matter of fact, we
know that he is insane and irresponsible, according

to the teachings of medical science.

It has been suggested that the most satisfactory

way to deal with criminal cases, especially capital

cases, in which insanity is pleaded as a defense,

would be to keep the question of insanity out of

the case entirely during the trial, and to allow the

jury to pass only on the question of the guilt or

innocence of the accused, irrespective of his mental
condition; then, if the defendant be convicted, let

the court appoint a commission of competent alien-

ists to determine his mental condition, and whether
he is punishable by reason of mental disease or not.

Such a commission could be relied upon to reach

a sound and harmonious conclusion. The writer

does not pretend to say that this method would
be feasible, but it would at least seem to offer an
improvement on the present method of determining
the mental condition of a defendant which puts

upon a jury of laymen, who, presumably, are not

familiar with the phenomena of mental disease, a

responsibility which they should not be called upon
to assume. If the function of the jury were re-

stricted to a finding on the facts, that is, if the

defendant committed the act as charged, and, sub-

sequently the question of his mental condition were
determined by competent alienists appointed by the

court, it is believed that the finding of such a com-
mission would be accejited by the public, both lay

and medical, and that there would be no danger
of a miscarriage of justice. If this method were
feasible under the constitution it would seem to

furnish the best solution of expert testimony in

criminal cases in which the mental condition of the

accused is in issue.

"So long as mind and intention shall be held to

constitute the foundation of legal responsibility,"

says Ordronaux,* "so long will their absence be
likewise held to exonerate from all imputability of
crime." In other words, before there can be guilt,

there must be mental competency to concoct it. And
yet despite this truism, there still exists in both lay

and medical circles a wide diversity of opinion as

to how far insanity should be held to absolve from
criminal responsibility. These diverse and even op-
posite views have existed from the time that Lord
Hale undertook to define the exact extent to which
the mental movements were influenced by insanity

and its consequent effect in impairing the respon-
sibility of its victims down to the present time. As
a result of his investigations. Lord Hale concluded
that, while the milder forms of insanity might not
be sufficient to excuse one from responsibility for
criminal acts, a suff'erer from the severer types of
the disease would be excusable for any crime he
might commit under its influence. Subsequently,
in 1843, the English judges, in response to ques-
tions put to them by the House of Lords, in con-
nection with the celebrated McNaughton case,

formulated a definition or test of insanity which

*Judicial Problems Relating to the Disposal of Insane
Criminals, by John Ordronaux, M.D.. i88t.
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was substantially the same as the one put forth by

Lord Hale. In the language of the learned Enghsh

judges : "To establish a defense on the ground of

insamty, it must be clearly proved that at the time

of committing the act the accused \yas laboring

under such a defect of reason, from disease of the

mind, as not to know the nature and quality of the

act he was doing, or, if he did know it, that he did

not know he was doing what was wrong." From
the time this judge-made law was promulgated

down to the present day our criminal courts, with

their traditional regard for precedent, have gen-

erally accepted it blindly and propounded it
_

to

juries in almost identical language, notwithstanding

the emphatic protest of medical men that such test

is in direct conflict with the teachings of medical

science and false in its application to the men-

tally unsound. As before stated, the Revised Code

of Criminal Procedure of the State of New York,

Section 21, defines insanity in precisely the same

terms as those used by the English judges in the

McNaughton case. Thus it appears that our law-

makers.blindly following the dictum of Lord Hale

and his successors on the English Bench, and ig-

noring the teachings of medical science, have un-

dertaken to determine by statutory enactment what

insanity is and to define the conditions of responsi-

bility in mental disease by declaring in law what

shall be rather than what is, and have thus given

us a test which is based on a misconception of the

true nature of insanity, and so narrow in spirit

and so untenable in reason that every experienced

alienist must regard it as artificial, arbitrary, and

fraught with danger to humanity and to the ends

of justice. "The true test of irresponsibility," says

Forbes Winslow, "should be, not whether the party

accused is aware of the criminality of his actions,

but whether he has lost all power or control over his

actions." "Make the man's power of controlHng his

actions the test." says Clouston. "With that view

every medical man will agree."

Hence it would appear, if medical science is

correct, that the real question of fact for the jury

to determine in criminal trials where insanity is

alleged is : Did the accused at the time he com-

mitted the act of which he is charged have sufficient

mental capacity to appreciate rationally the nature

and consequences of the act he was committing,

and, if so, had he sufficient power of will to enable

him to choose between doing it and not doing it?

It must be admitted that a correct solution of this

question, involving as it does human life and
liberty, is of vital importance ; and, inasmuch as it

relates directly to disease, the facts upon which

its solution depends can properly be interpreted for

the jury only by competent medical testimony. If

this were done it is believed that much of the con-

flict of opinion in our law courts respecting the

question of responsibility in criminal cases where
insanity is offered as a defense would disappear.

15 East Fortv-eighth Street.

Thyroid Enlargement in Rheumatism.—Clemens calls

attention to the frequency of enlargement of the thyroid

gland in rheumatism in childhood, and suggests that this

is a diagnosis sign of value. The time of appearance of
the thyroid enlargement varies. In some cases it precedes
all otlier manifest signs of rheumatism. Again it appears

as the fourth or fifth link in the rheumatic chain, and at

other times it persists in association with established

chronic endorcarditis after all other rheumatic manifesta-
tions have disappeared. The degree of enlargement while

not great, is sufficiently pronounced to give an unnatural

fullness to the neck, which is unmistakable when viewed
lattTaWy.—Archives of Pediatrics.

THE ANOMALIES OF OCULAR DOMI-
NANCE.

By GEORGE M. GOULD, M.D.,

AND

A. C. DURAND. M.D..

If one alternately closes or covers the eyes while

looking at an object in the room he will notice it

"jump," or change position. It is easy to demon-
strate the fact that the eyes, being two or more
inches apart, must form two images of one object,

differing topographically in certain ways and re-

lations. The fact has many startling, practical sig-

nificances, as was long ago pointed out.

One constantly observes that many people, es-

pecially presbyopes, or those over 40, habitually

close one eye, usually the left, when looking defi-

nitely at some object or when observing something

with care. When the hunter sights his gun, when
the boy uses his spyglass, when the carpenter sees

if his board is level or straight, when the young
microscopist or ophthalmoscopist uses his instru-

ment, the disused eye is closed. And it is "the

dominant eye," usually, that is put to single use, the

poor image of the nondominant one being wholly

excluded by closure. There are more blind or half-

blind, more injured, left eyes than right eyes, and
the vast majority of righthanded people have, of

the two eyes, poorer-seeing left ones. These facts

should have led oculists to the truth, and to its

significance, the law of righteyedness and lefteyed-

ness, or of what we have called the "dommance" of

one eye.* In athletic and sporting circles the crude

recognition of the truth has resulted in the term

"the master eye," the single eye which governs and
rightly estimates acts, and the exact localization of

objects, and which coordinates all bodily actions

with accuracy and speed. One may even catch

glimpses of the unconscious knowledge or experi-

ences which have brought into use such colloquial

or proverbial expressions as "Keep your eye on
him," "Keep your eye peeled," "A beautiful eye,"

"Mind your eye," "All in your eye." "Run your

eye along the line," "An eagle eye," "The eye of

faith," "A spiritual eye," "The eye of the law,"

"Your weather eye," "An eye to the blind," "At
first eye (or sight)," "God's eye," "The common
eye" (of the people), "He has him in eye," "A
friendly eye," and a thousand such expressions of

poets and writers in all time. The great supersti-

tion of "the evil eye" will be found to have arisen

from a similar source.

From the prior and subsequent histories of per-

haps a hundred such patients as will be described

in later pages we conclude that

:

t. Perhaps 3 per cent, of eyestrain sufferers are

troubled with the disorders consequent upon the

anomalies of ocular dominance. Possibly 8 per cent,

of little children are at first lefthanded. Of these,

in about 75 per cent., there has been a mistaken

and harmful attempt on the part of parents, teach-

ers and school-fellows, to make the child write, sew,

or hold the knife, with the dextral hand. In the

larger portion of this class the attempt has been

harmfully, partially, and awkwardly successful. In

a smaller number of cases this, despite all punish-

ment and suffering, has been unsuccessful, and the

child has luckily remained normally lefthanded.

*See "Righthandedness," etc., J. B. Lippincott Com-
pany, 1908.
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2. Except in so far as it has influenced the pri-

mary shapes and sizes of the eyeballs, heredity has

no influence in the production of righthandedncss

and lefthandedness. Left-handed parents will have
right-handed children and grandchildren in aljoul

the same proportion as righthanded parents

—

i. c.

approximately 92 per cent.

3. Righthandedncss and lefthandedness arise in

the first year or two of life, and are caused by the

dominance respectively of the right or of the left

eye.

4. Dominance is dictated and established by the

better vision of the right or of the left eye, in the

great majority of cases, by the less incapacitating

ametropia existing at the time of the beginning of

the habits of willed arm-and-hand actions. In rela-

tively 92 per cent, of infants the right eye is the

better or easier seeing eye, and in 8 per cent, it is

the left.

5. The attempt to change the establishing or es-

tablished habit of lefthandedness in a child in-

evitably produces disease of many kinds, awkward-
ness, liability to accidents, incapacities, and it han-

dicaps in all the subsequent life. It decidedly les-

sens the validity of the person in the civilized

"struggle for existence." The difficulty and partial

or complete unsuccess of the attempt shows that

something far more than mere "handedness," or

handiness, is at work to prevent it. This some-
thing is the preceding and causal dominance of a

single eye. It would be a crippling disadvantage to

be "ambidextral," and fortunately there is no per-

son in the world who is really so. All that is usually

attempted—and at what a reckless cost— is to make
a left-handed child write with the right hand.

There might possibly be a somewhat less hurtful

success if the training of righthandedness were be-

gun at the age of six months or a year. But even

then no attempt would be entirely sucessful except

it were begun by the attempt to make the naturally

better left eye into one seeing less correctly and easily

than the right eye. This would be a pretty hard job !

More fundamental, also, is the necessity of govern-

ing dextral and sinistral actions of one side of the

body by motor and sensory centers in diverse cere-

bral hemispheres. Since evolution of the bodily

organism began vertebrate action has depended
upon the government, innervation, and coordination

of dextral bodily organs by centers located in the

sinistral side of the brain, and of sinistral bodily

organs by brain-centers gathered in the dextral

hemisphere. The ambidextralists and other train-

ers of the poor lefthanded should start by rear-

ranging and fusing into unity the dual brain. Their

present aim is in fact an attempt to make two
speech-centers instead of a single one. But the

writing center is, and must be, in close contiguity

to the speech-center, so that also mu.st be doubled.

One fancies that God is wiser, and that their inter-

ference is quite futile. The public-school laws (ot

New York City, for instance) should be repealed

which forbid a lefthanded child to write with the

left hand.

6. Reversals of dominance in a relatively small

number of individuals, as life goes on, are inevit-

able. Plainly, if the hitherto dominant eye is lost

or blinded by disease or by injury, the remaining
eye must take up dominancy as best it may. And
there follows the certain revolution in brain-func-

tion, the awkwardness, the dangers, slowness of

mental and physical action, the inadaptabilities,

which must then be slowly and imperfectly over-

come as the patient best may effect. There is neces-

sarily a greater or less incompatibility in all ex-

pert tasks, in fact, a halting and difficult readapta-

tion to the old duties and necessities—old habits

must be undone, and new habits slowly established.

The effective life-problem at once becomes a very
different one. But the decided lessening, from any
cause, of the greater ease and acuteness of vision

of the hitherto dominant eye, to a great e.xtent

brings about exactly the same results as the abso-

lute loss of the eye. Dominance is then transferred

to the previously second best eye, especially if this

occurs early in life, when less fixity of habits and of

cerebral mechanisms make the transfer more easy.

A hundred practical problems and considerations

arise at this point. Organisms, of course, differ,

even at the same relative age of the life, in plas-

ticity and possibility of changing habits. Occupa-
tions also make myriads of grades and kinds of ex-

actions upon workers.

A frequent cause of reversals of dominance is

the changing of the errors of refraction during

youth, so that the visual acuteness of the hitherto

dominant eye becomes relatively so poor and unre-

liable that dominancy must be transferred to the

other. The tragical results will then depend upon
the time of life at which this occurs, the plasticity

of the neurological and the habit-mechanisms, the

occupation, etc. These refractional changes ac-

count for most of the anomalies of dominance. We
have had about a dozen patients who are right-

handed but left eyed, because of much higher and in-

capacitating refraction error in the right eye ; two or

three others were leftcyed with the higher defect

in the left eye ; while there have been about a dozen
with righthandedness and lefteyedness, but with
the errors about the same in each eye. Careful re-

fraction under mydriasis is of course necessary to

ascertain the facts with accuracy.

In general, one may say that the established

dominance will persist even though the visual han-
dicap of the dominant eye is one-quarter or one-

third less than that of the nondominant one. In

the beginning of the growing handicap of ametropia
in the dominant eye, scientific spectacles, which re-

store or retain its former ease and certainty of

visual sharpness, will, of course, keep it in domi-
nance, and avoid the otherwise certain ensuing trou-

bles. If only I per cent, of those wearing or need-

ing correct spectacles have not exactly the kind
that will preserve the habitual dominance, there

must be hundreds of thousands of American, and
more of foreign, patients who are needlessly suffer-

ing reversed dominance.
Other agencies which may affect the vision of

the dominant eye and transfer its dominance to the

other eye are: Keratitis, or lencoma ; iritis, cata-

ract, retinitis of any kind ; ophthalmovascular choke
with fading image worse in the dominant eye

;

heterophoria, surgical operation, etc., etc. Some-
times, indeed, the surgeon may be able to preserve
the old dominance of an eye by excessive attention,

by choice of an operative procedure, etc.

Lastly, to be remembered are the cases of injury,

disease, etc., of the hand, arm, etc., habitually co-

ordinated under the direction of the dominant eye,

whereby the writing, sighting, localization, etc.,

have been compulsorily transferred to the reverse

hand or side of the body, leaving the established

ocular dominance unchanged. In such cases the

patient must play billiards and other ga'mes, sight a

gun, write, etc., with the hand hitherto unused for
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such expert tasks, and under the greatest chfficul-

ties. So great are such handicaps that a number
of patients, although lefthandcd or lefteyed, still

shoot from the right shoulder, but sight with the

left eye, the right being awkwardly depressed be-

lowr the level of the gun.

The symptoms of anomalous dominance are pe-

culiarly subtle and hidden and hard to elicit, be-

cause difficult for the patient to remember or even

to bring to consciousness. And they are rendered

more difficult of discrimination because they are

almost always interwoven with and concealed b}

the thousand peculiar and ever-variant symptoms
of ordinary eyestrain. In children, especially, there

is likely to be such an inability to see objects in

their proper relations and placings that there is

much tearing of clothes, stumblings, hurtings, and

accidents of many kinds. As caution is learned there

ensue a halting and slowness of action, a seemingly

uimatural and even stupid lack of decision or action,

especially of speech. This may develop into stam-

mering or stuttering, due to the necessity of corre-

lating the centers of articulate speech, sight, etc.,

located in opposite cerebral hemispheres. There
may be an astonishing fatigue in reading or even

positive inability to read. All sorts of awkward-
ness and impossibilities of doing certain things may
become manifest. We could list a hundred odd
symptoms—inability to think and write at the same
time

; becoming "dazed" or blank-minded when try-

ing to write, or to do certain things ; absurd hesita-

tion and long calculating in sewing, or playing

games, in waltzing, etc. ; confusion of mind, inver-

sion of words or letters ; willing one thing and do-

ing another; mirror-writing; lapses of memory and
attention ; inexplainable awkwardness and absent-

mindedness ; sulkiness ; explosions of temper, "nerv-

ousness," morbid aloofness, even "hysteria," etc..

etc. For instance

:

Y. J., a girl of 12, had two years ago a moderate
compound hyperopic astigmatism, alike in the two
eyes, v^'ith fair acuteness of vision. She was left-

handed, but was compelled to write with the right

hand. She had a good mind, but was one or two
years behind other girls of her class and age in all

school studies e.xcept arithmetic. She reversed

words having similar letters or sounds, saying was
for sazu, on for no, of instead of for, etc. For four

years she had stuttered or stammered badly, or had
a most noteworthy slowness of speech, a preceding
period of provoking silence, preparation, and diffi-

culty in bringing thought to speech. We asked her

to try to write with her left hand, and in two weeks
she could write as well with this hand as with the

right after the years of conscious eiTort. .She

sewed with the right hand, brushed her hair with
the left, threw ball equally badly or well with either

hand. etc. The most noteworthy and illuminative

.symptom was this : When asked, or trying to read.

the first two or three lines are got through with at

a good rate of speed ; then the reading becomes
slower and more difficult, and before the bottom
of the page is reached she has to spell each letter

of every word before she is able to understand or

speak it. She has 1.50 D. subnormal accommodation
and moderate compound hyperopic astigmatism
alike in the two eyes. With the bifocal spectacles

ordered most of her symptoms have disappeared,
and others lessened. Some "confusion" persists,

however, and mixing of words. Where before there
was morbid sobriety and joylessness, there is now
normal gaiety and laughter. This girl is still a

righthanded writer, by preference, but is now right-

eyed for writing; she does not stutter, has "caught
up" in school, etc.

M. P. J., aged 37, was a left handed child, but by a

vast deal of trouble her mother compelled her to

write and sew righthandedly, and to hold the knife
in the right hand, in eating. When grown up she
began sewing with the left hand, and now "hates
sewing." Her husband is lefthanded, but their three

children are righthanded. In speaking there is al-

ways noticeable a hesitancy and halting, especially

when giving orders or directions. As a child she
had many accidents owing to awkwardness, and
faulty localization of objects, and was always tear-

ing her clothes. She has exceptionally great fatigue

in going to picture galleries, stores, etc. Her error

of refraction is at present

:

R. + s. 1.25 -|- c. 0.25 ax. 50° = 20/20
L. 4- s. 1.25 -|- c. 0.25 ax. 130° = 20/20 +

K. K., aged 32, has had a life of strange and great

sufifering—migraine, vomiting, insomnia, swooning,
"swelling of eyes," and of flesh about eyes, suicidal

attempts, "nervous prostration," trial at convent life,

at insane asylum, etc., etc. She has always had
great confusion of mind, of speech, and of action,

for instance, "putting flowers into the ice-box in-

stead of the butter." She has been drinking exces-

sive amounts of coffee. She was lefthanded as a

child, but was forced into righthanded acts and
habits, especially as regards writing. By our ad-
vice she undertook lefthanded writing again, after

we had given her correct spectacles, which brought
the left eye into possible function. Formerly she

wrote a very large or coarse hand, but now writes

very fine or small letters. The style of the writing
or shapes of the letters also differ markedly. She
is now using the left hand more unconsciously. She
does not get confused or "mix up her acts," as for-

merly, and there are less mistakes in the choice and
use of words. Her memory is greatly improved.
Her error of refraction at present is

:

R. + c. 1.50 ax. 105° = 20/20 -f-

L. -j- s. 0.12 -f c. 1.87 ax. 90° = 20/20 -\-

She had been wearing lower power cj-linders at

a.xes 140°—lenses that increased instead of dimin-
ishing eyestrain, and which threw the left e_\-e out of

function.

Two patients are righthanded but lefteyed. Thev
shoot from the right shoulder but sight with the

left eye, the right being depressed below the level

of the gun and out of use. Two other patients

thoroughly lefthanded and lefteyed also shoot from
the right shoulder with the left eye, the right de-

pressed in the same way.
R. W. has a very high degree of compound

hyperopic astigmatism and perfect visual acuteness

of both eyes with accurate correcting lenses. With-
out these lenses she is lefteyed. but with them right-

eyed. The higher defect in the right eye without

proper ametropic correction had evidently but re-

cently turned the dominance over to the left eye.

Just in time, therefore, it has been retransferred to

the right.

M. K. has now, at 22, R. -|- cyl. i.oo ax. 75° =
20/20 +. L. -|- cyl. 1.87 ax, 105° r= 20/20. She
was naturally lefthanded. but was forced to write

with right hand. She sews, uses knife at table,

throws ball. etc.. with her left hand. She can still

write as well but not quite so fast with the left as

with right. .She sometimes misses her mouth in
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eating, plunging- the food or fork against the \\\)^

or cheek. She puts away the thing she wished to

keep, and I'icc 2'crsa. She has been much laughed
at all her life for doing such awkward and unin-

tended things. When talking she often "gets ahead
of herself. She often blunders, in this way. for

instance: "What is the capital of Paris?" In play-

ing the piano the left hand follows the right as ,1

"trailer." She has had a long, tragical life of suf-

fering, migraine, spinal curvature, vomiting, etc..

etc.

j\l. jM. was a lefthanded child compelled to write

with her right hand. She tried to learn to play the

piano, but could not do it. She often calls well-

known persons by the wrong name, misnames olj-

jects, etc., and instantly knows she is wrong.
She has spinal curvature, subnormal accommoda-
tion, and has had a life history of sickheadaches,

dizziness, confusion, lack of power of concentra-

tion, etc.

E. A. O. was a lefthanded child, compelled to

write with the right. She gets confused in speech.

mixes her words, etc. She is righteyed when hold-

ing the test-instrtiment in the right hand, but left-

eyed when holding it in the left hand. The error

of refraction is the same in both eyes.

R. E. T. was a lefthanded child, trained to write

with the right hand. He has been a lifelong suf-

ferer, sickheadaches, insomnia, dizziness, unsteadi-

ness, chorea, "faint spells," swoonings and fallings,

etc. He stutters badly, this symptom beginning in

youth. He is now entirely relieved of all these

symptoms, except stuttering. He is still a right-

handed writer, but is lefteyed.

E. L., at 12 years of age, is lefthanded, but right-

eyed. She now has over two diopters more of un-

symmetric hyperopic astigmatism in the left eye

than in the right, and from lack of proper glasses

this left eye has an incapacitating amblyopia. Cor-

rection of the ametropia in the left has in a few
months doubled the visual acuteness.

F. ( )., aged 20; his right eye was injured by :i

blow with a hoe, ten years ago, so that at present

it has an error of about 4 diopters of compound
myopic astigmatism, with 20/40 visual acuity with

accurate correcting lenses. He is righthanded, but

has been compelled by the injury to become con-

sciously lefteyed, shooting from the left shoulder,

awkwardly, slowly, and with conscious difficulty,

and, of course, aiming with the left eye. He plays

billiards Icfthandedly with the same trouble. He
is practically blind with the right eye at near range.

W. R. O., when first tested without a mydriatic

or any correcting lenses, was righthanded and left-

eyed. After mydriasis, under correcting lenses, he

was aa clearly and persistently righteyed, with bet-

ter acuteness of vision also in the right. He has

always been righthanded. The anomalous lefteye

dominance has tlierefore been reversed by correc-

tion of ametropia.

H. J. H. is righthanded. and remains righteyed

despite the higher astigmatism of the right eye,

measured as follows

:

R. + cyl. 1.75 ax. 180° = 20/20.

L. -f sph. 0.37 + cyl. 0.75 ax. 15° = 20/20.

This is probably because the axis of the astig-

matism in the left is oblique.

C. N. K. was lefthanded as a child, but was com-
pelled to become a righthanded writer. She still

remains lefteved, although her error of refraction

is greater in this eye than in the other.

M. A. H. is leftiianded, i)Ut was forced to u'rite

with the right hand as a child. He is now right-

eyed. His present ametropia, at the age of 52, does
not account for his righteyedness, as, although his

astigmatism is unsymmetrical, it is of too low a

degree, and too near alike in the two eyes to explain

the reversal. Originally, therefore, his defect must
have been greater in the right eye, and under the

influence of severe eyestrain (with local ocular, not

systemic reflexes), the ametropia became about

equal in the two eyes, and thus permittetl the trans-

fer of dominance to the right eye.

H. D. A. is lefthanded, forced as a child to write

with the right hand, and is now righteyed. The
higher ametropia in the left facilitated the transfer

of dominance to the right eye. Another patient

(S. L.) had the same condition, and the extremely
high hyperopia of the left has rendered the eye al-

most blind because of amblyopia from lack of cor-

recting lenses.

C. H. E. is righthanded in writing, using a screw-

driver, sighting a gun (from right shoulder), test-

ing levels, violin-playing; but he is lefthanded in

eating, hammering, sawing, planeing, microscopy,

and billiard-playing. He is certain that, as a child,

he was not trained to be a righthanded writer, but

always unconsciously chose the right hand for writ-

ing. Either without a mydriatic, or with it, he is,

by all tests, clearly lefteyed, and whether with or

without ametropic correction. His visual acute-

ness is sharper with the left eye than with the right,

either with or without the mydriatic, and whether
with ametropic correction or not. His present ame-
tropia does not explain the choice of the dextral

or the sinistral eye for expert tasks. As a child he

was, of course, righteyed. He may have some time

teinporarily lost the superior acuteness of the right

eye from ametropic changes, or passing inflamma-

tion, etc., and subsequently regained it. More prob-

ably, there has some time been some injury to one
arm that made the other arm and hand do certain

tasks more easily, and these were consequently

transferred. Even a sharply localized cerebral in-

jury may have been the cause of the replacement

of one hand by the other for certain tasks.

N. S. C, 18 years old, always righthanded, was
.struck in the right eye three and one-half years ago
by a stone. The retina was injured by contrecoiip,

reducing the central acuteness to 20/200, after cor-

rection of his compound myopic astigmatism. After

wearing correct spectacles for a year this eye has

now 20/70 visual acuteness. He has, of course, be-

come a lefteyed man since the accident, and has

slowly learned by experience that he must shoot

from the left shoulder, that he must play billiards

lefthandedly, and to throw a ball with the greatest

accuracy he must use the left hand. He has prac-

tically become a lefthanded man in the few years

since the accident. His error of refraction at pres-

ent is

:

R. — sph. 0.62 — cyl. 1.25 ax. 90° = 20/70.
L. — sph. 0.62 — cyl. 0.75 ax. 75° = 20/20 +
W. A. F. is lefteyed by all tests, and yet he is

normally righthanded and has always been so. His
static error of refraction is

:

R. -f- sph. 0.87 + cyl. 0.75 ax 80° = 20/20 +
L. -|- sph. 0.62 + cyl. 0.62 ax. 95° = 20/20 -j-

L. AI. A. is lefteyed and righthanded. The
peculiarity of the right axis of astigmatism explains

the anomaly. She was wearing simple spherical
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lenses (+ sph. 0.50) alike in the two eyes, when

her real error is as follows

:

R. + cyl. 0.50 ax. 25° = 20/20 +
L. -j- cyl. 0.62 ax. 180° = 20/20 +
J. S. B. is righthanded but lefteyed, because of

two reasons : She has been wearing, for reading

only, B. E. + sph. 1.50 + cyl. 0.50 a.x. 180", which

aided in excluding the right eye from use, and be-

cause it did not aid it in overcoming the following

defect

:

Distance.

R. 4- sph. 0.37 + cyl. 1.50 ax. 180° = 20/20

L. — sph. 0.25 -f- cyl. 0.37 ax. 165° = 20/20

R. -f- sph. 2.50 & cyl.

L. + sph. 1.75 & cyl.{jj--^j^

To order a presbyope with such ametropia as this

to go without distant glasses altogether, and to miss

the presbyopic diagnosis of the right eye by two
diopters was more than enough to bring about the

unfortunate result.

L. B. is righthanded and lefteyed, because the ex-

tremely high degree of malcorrected astigmatism in

the right eye threw it out of use.

S. R. G., although naturally a lefthanded writer,

was, as a child, compelled to write with the right

hand, and, with the exception of billiards, is now
habitually righthanded. Without a mydriatic, or

correcting lenses, he has about 20/40 visual acute-

ness. His postmydriatic ametropic error is

:

R. -|- sph. 0.37 -f- cyl. 2.62 ax. 95° ^ 20/20 -|-

L. -f- sph. 0.50 -j- cyl. 2.50 ax. 95° = 20/20 -f-

G. H. is a common laborer, righthanded for every-

thing, but lefteyed. This was caused by the exist-

ence of an enormously high compound hyperopic

astigmatism, for which he had been wearing atro-

cious glasses which threw his right eye out of use.

With + sph. 5.25 + cyl. 3.50 ax. 8* this eye was
given nearly perfect vision. He may in time regain

his righteyedness.

M. A. G. is righthanded for all tasks, but left-

e)'ed. He has never had the use of his right eye.

especially since wearing such glasses as these

:

R. — cyl. 1.00 ax. 90°

L. — cyl. 0.50 ax. 180°

With the following correction he gets back a

second eye, has binocular fusion and may possibly

regain righteyedness

:

R. — sph. 8.00 —- cyl. 1.00 ax. 45° = 20/40 -|-

L. — sph. 0.12 — cyl. 0.62 ax. 180° = 20/20 -\-

M. K. C., 14 years old, was early compelled to use
her right hand for writing, when she was naturally
lefthanded. The ametropic defect being almost ex-
actly the same in the two eyes, "Nature" evidently

found it also possible to reverse the ocular domi-
nance in a naturally lefthanded child, and right-

eyedness was established.

R. L. C. has developed one or two diopters of
mixed astigmatism in the right eye above that of
the left, and this has given the left the dominance,
while he remains righthanded.

R. D. E. is righthanded and lefteyed. Her error
of refraction (at 35) is:

R. -|- sph. 2.25 — cyl. 5.50 ax. 15° = 20/25
L. + sph. 0.75 — cyl. 3.50 ax. 175° = 20/20 -|-

M. G. F. is righthanded but lefteyed, because a

choroiditis {oi nephritic causation) has reduced the

acuteness of the right eye to less than one-half the

normal.

H. J. F. The axes of his astigmatism are 65° in

the right and 90° in the left. Correct spectacles

would have doubtless preserved his righteyedness.

He is now righthanded and lefteyed.

J. G. B., a woman of 41, became lefteyed in child-

hood and youth because of several diopters of un-

corrected hyperopic unsymmetric astigmatism, high-

er in the right eye than in the left. The glasses

which she has worn during the last twelve years

have increased instead of lessened the handicap of

the right eye.

H. J. C. is lefteyed because of five diopters of un-

corrected hyperopic astigmatism, with resultant am-
blyopia, but he is so decidedly righthanded that he

tried to shoot, in hunting, from the right shoulder

and sighting with the left eye ; he had to give it up
because the "kick" of the gun hurt his face so

much.
A. F. C., while righthanded, is lefteyed, because,

since the establishment of righthandedness, a high

(uncorrected) myopic astigmatism has developed in

the right eye at an oblique axis, which has thrown it

out of dominance.
G. L. E., when a boy, fell in lime, and the re-

sultant inflammation of the right eye ended in a

leucomatous cornea, one-half normal visual acute-

ness, and the transfer of dominance to the left eye.

He still remains righthanded. The accommodation
in the right eye is paralyzed, but that of the left

eye is normal.

H. G. was a lefthanded child, trained to use the

right for writing, and is now lefthanded for all

other acts. He shoots from the left shouder, aims
with the left eye, plays ball lefthandedly, etc. He
now writes lefthanded mirror-writing with ease,

unconsciously, and at the first trial. His refraction

error is a moderately high compound hyperopic as-

tigmatism, the astigmatism higher in the right, with

good visual acuity of each eye.

The only patient we have ever had w-ho in the

least approximated "ambidextrality," is a young
woman who, lefthanded as a child, was early forced

to write with the right hand, and to do a small num-
ber of other things with this hand which she had
preferred to do with the left. She can now, actually,

write equally well with either hand, but preserves

her natural lefthandedness in the performance of

several other tasks.

The explanation of this anomalous condition,

however, is evident : She was and remains a person

of wonderful plasticity and adaptability of character

and of physiology ; and she was precocious in intel-

lectual development and exceptional in acquirement

;

but more conditioning and illuminative still is the

fact that the two eyes have the same amount and
kind of ametropia, the slightest possible, and the

least handicapping we have ever found, with equal

acuteness of vision, etc. The probably unique result

is that the girl is righteyed when using her right

hand or with the attention directed to the work of

this hand, and just as clearly lefteyed when atten-

tion is directed to the task of the left hand. Even in

holding the instrument for testing dominance in the

right hand she is as decidedly righteyed as she is

lefteyed when holding the instrument in the left

hand. It is safe to say that such a nearly perfect

pair of eyes does not exist in the multitudes of piti-

ful martyrs whom barbaric prejudice has tried to

make into sadly unsuccessful "ambidextrals."
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THE NOGUCHI METHOD OF SERUM DIAG-
NOSIS OF SYPHILIS; ITS PRACTICAL

VALUE.*

By D.MSY M. ORLEMAN ROBINSON, M.S., M.D.

Syphilis can be detected to-day by mean.s of the

laboratory method discovered by Was.sermann,
Neisser, and Bruck, without clinical observation of

the patient. The technique of the reaction, which is

based upon the principles of the Bordet-Gengou
phenomenon of complement-fixation, is very com-
plicated and calls for much skill to perform it

properly. It requires a competent laboratory worker
and a fully equipped laboratory, because of the

difficulty in preparing the reagents necessary for

the test and in their preservation, and the necessity

of standardizing and adjusting the dosage of each
required reagent—namely, amboceptor, complement,
antigen, blood corpuscles, and patient's serum.

These five reagents or factors should be em-
ployed in definite quantities for the accomplishment
of which a thorough serological knowledge is de-

manded. It is only necessary at present to indicate

that the method originally described by Wasser-
mann was available to a limited number of workers
only, and it is not surprising that various investi-

gators attempted to simplify the technique, so that

a larger group of workers might avail themselves
of the test. It is my purpose in the present article

to relate my experience with one of the modifica-
tions recently advanced, vvdiich appears to be more
practical than the original, and at the same time
reliable and accurate.

Before describing this method, it may not be su-

perfluous to review, briefly, certain other modifica-

tions, in order to show why this particular one was
followed.

There are, generally speaking, two principal

groups of methods by which the complement-fixation
test is carried out, the essential difference being in

the use of foreign or human blood corpuscles as a

hemolytic indicator.

Among the first group, in which foreign cor-

puscles are used, may be mentioned the original

method of Wassermann and its modifications by
various investigators. For example, Bauer, Hecht,
and Stern use sheep's corpuscles, as in the original

method, while Boas uses the corpuscles of a goat,

Browning the corpuscles of an ox, Detre of a horse,

Foix of a rabbit, and Tschernogubow of a guinea-
pig. These methods, considered from a practical

and theoretical standpoint of use, may again be sub-
divided, according to the source of complement and
amboceptor that are to constitute a part of the
hemolytic system, together with the foreign blood
corpuscles. Thus, some modifications rely upon the
natural hemolytic amboceptor preexisting in the
serum of the patient under examination against the
foreign corpuscles chosen for the hemolytic indi-

cator. Speaking more specifically, the method of
Bauer or Hecht or Foix or Tschernogubow utilizes

the natural amboceptor for the corpuscles of a sheep,
rabbit, or guinea-pig, respectively. Some of the mod-
ifications rely entirely upon the natural hemolytic
property of the serum of a given patient utilizing at

the same time the complement and the amboceptor

;

*Read at the Forty-third Annual Meeting of the Cana-
dian Medical Association in Toronto, June, 1910.

such is the case in the modifications proposed by
Hecht, Foix, or Tschernogubow. A slight deviation

from the last-mentioned ones is to be noticed in that

of Stern, who adds a certain amount of an immune
hemolytic amboceptor (for sheep's corpuscles) in

addition to the natural amboceptor and complement
of the serum of a patient, to render the test possible

in such cases where the natural amboceptor may be
absent. When carefully considered, one will dis-

cover that in order to gain in more or less simplifi-

cation in these modifications there is a singular lack

of the quantitative aspect of the subject. They seem
to disregard the necessity of employing definite

amounts of four out of five factors, while attempting

to discover the amount of the remaining one. A
simple equation would convince one that in finding

out one unknown factor from a total sum of 5, one
should know the amounts of 4 factors, definitely. It

is evident that in the methods in which native

hemolysins, no matter whether the complement or
amboceptor, or both, are used, the determination of
these factors would be impracticable, and, indeed,
are not demanded by those who advance these meth-
ods. Now, the amount of natural hemolysins in

human blood serum is variable, and often one (am-
boceptor) of the two factors is absent or present in

excess. The above show the theoretical defects in

these modifications.

Practically considered, we must first mention that
the examination by these modifications must be done
within 24 hours after the blood is drawn from the
patient, since the complement becomes gradually
weakened after the lapse of 48 hours, and deterior-
ates rapidly after a few days. A specimen that has
been kept at room temperature for 24 hours is un-
suitable for examination in any of the above modifi-
cations.

Regarding antigen—recently an alcoholic extract
of normal or syphilitic tissue was proven to be as
reliable as the aqueous extract originally described
by Wassermann. And yet certain discrepancies ex-
isted as to the reliability of the alcoholic extracts.
Why should they act in the same way, and why,
then, may they not act differently?

It is known that extraction of certain tissues by
means of alcohol gives rise to various results, as,

for instance, the amount of autolysis an organ un-
dergoes before extraction—the proportion of al-

cohol to the tissue—the temperature—length of
time—and the varieties of the tissue, all may con-
tribute to this difference. One organ inay contain a
group of fatty substances which will counteract the
eflfect of other sets of lipoid substances and obscure
the antigenic property of the latter. Therefore,
it is inadvisable to use the unfractionated alcoholic
extracts for any comparative study, because none
of these conditions can be controlled. In the scru-
tiny of the methods, it will be seen that none of them
can fulfill these essential requirements as well as
Noguchi's.

Upon critical consideration of this method, it will

be observed that each reagent can be used in a sepa-
rate case, and is capable of being titrated before use

;

the complement is from a guinea-pig; the patient's
serum can be used not only in an active state, but
also after the lapse of an indefinite period of time,
as well as after inactivation. This condition is more
advantageous than the other methods in that in them
the serum must be used either in an active state

(before the rapid deterioration of its own comple-
ment) or in an inactivated state.

Froin the standpoint of the convenience of the
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method, that of Noguchi oft'ers the use of dried rea-

gents to those desiring to avail themselves of the

simplification. This at first may appear to be more
of a commercial factor, but the principle is funda-

mentally different. The drying of the amboceptor

renders it invulnerable to bacteriolytic decompo-
sition. It retains its activity much longer than in

the liquid form, not only when preserved in a re-

frigerator, but likewise when exposed to any cli-

mate. Liquid amboceptor deteriorates rapidly in

transportation through mechanical agitation, from

which disadvantage the dried preparation is free.

It is easily titrable, adapted to quantitative work
if desired. As for antigen, Noguchi eliminates

various disturbing constituents of whole alcoholic

extracts by a subsequent fractionation with

acetone, obtaining the insoluble portion as

antigen. This fractionation makes the extract more
uniform in action, irrespective of the source, and

offers the advantage of being durable. Besfdes, the

papers can be impregnated with a concentrated

etheral solution of this fraction, and in this state it

keeps for a very long time—possibly a year.

Noguchi had one preparation which showed no ap-

preciable deterioration at the end of a year. An
alcoholic solution of this fraction can be made, from
which a definite quantity is measured and emulsified

in a physiological salt solution before use.

As will be shown later, Noguchi makes a distinc-

tion between the use of an acetone insoluble fraction

of lipoids and an entire alcoholic extract. The
former, which is a method of his own, can be used

for both the active and the inactivated serum, while

the latter is not recommended for active serum. The
method which I employ is as follows

:

Complement.—The fresh serum of a guinea-pig,

in the strength of two units, usually o.i cc. of a 4
per cent, dilution of serum for each tube. It is best to

use the serum after twenty-four hours' contact with
the clot kept on ice, and, if possible, to mix more than

two sera, in order to obtain uniform results, because
guinea-pig sera, while fresh and normally reacti-

vating for the amboceptor, may sometimes show a

variation in regard to its fixation quality. Some
sera may be highly insensitive to fixation, thus giv-

ing a negative reaction in a syphilitic case. The
dried complement offers no advantage, and is diffi-

cult to prepare.

Amboceptor.—The serum is obtained from rab-

bits sufficiently immunized with washed human cor-

puscles. When it is dried on filtered paper it retains

its activity for a long period of time, and this dried
amboceptor offers no possibility of being spoiled by
bacteria or by exposure to a tropical temperature, as

in the case of liquid serum. Titration of a dried
amboceptor paper is just as simple as the liquid

amboceptor, and can be carried out with equal pre-
cision. The liquid amboceptor is equally as con-
venient as the paper form for those who are using
a considerable amount of amboceptor and who have
a good refrigerator. Another advantage of the
paper form is the omission of strict asepsis in col-

lecting the immune serum from rabbits, because the
serum can be dried on paper before bacterial infec-
tion takes place. Before impregnation, the serum
should be inactivated. For a fixation test, two units
for each tube are used.

Corpuscle Suspension.—One cubic centimeter of a
I per cent, suspension of washed human corpuscles
in 0.9 per cent, salt solution is the standard. The
blood should be obtained from non-syphilitic indi-
viduals. It is first defibrinated, or collected in a

sodium citrate solution antl washed by cen-

trifugalization, and then made into suspen-
sion. The corpuscles of a given patient may
be utilized in testing the same serum if the specimen
is fresh (24 hours). The collected blood is allowed
to coagulate, the serum is then slightly mixed with
corpuscles by stirring the clot gently with a capillary

pipette. The amount of corpuscles to be stirred

should be sufficient in that one capillary drop of the

serum will make approximately a i per cent sus-

pension when mixed with i cc. of a 0.9 per cent, salt

solution. If one intends to employ inactivated

serum, the washed corpuscles of a non-syphilitic per-

son are employed. One cubic centimeter of defibri-

nated blood is sufficient to perform about 50 exam-
inations. Human corpuscles are sometimes good for

about three days, if kept in a refrigerator. When
the supernatant fluid of this suspension becomes
tinged with hemoglobin, it cannot be utilized.

Patient's Sern)ii.—This can be employed in two
dift'erent ways, namely, unheated (active), and in

the inactivated state. Active and inactivated serji

give the same results when properly used. One of

the most essential conditions to obtain reliable result-;

with active sera is to use antigen prepared by the

Noguchi method, in which pure lipoids (acetone in-

soluble-fraction) of normal tissues is used, and the

indiscriminate use of all so-called syphilitic antigen

preparations, such as aqueous or alcoholic extracts

of syphilitic liver, should be avoided. Noguchi's
recent experimental studies show that active sera

have often a peculiar property of binding guinea
pig's complement when mixed with various proteins.

such as albumoses, peptone, nucleoproteins, certain

cleavage products of proteins, glycogen—while such
a false fixation phenomenon does not occur when
mixed with pure lipoids (acetone-insoluble frac-

tion). Inactivation removes this non-specific "pro-

teotropic" fixation property from such sera. This
explains why one should not use certain other

syphilitic antigens in combination with active human
sera, and accounts for the interesting observation

of one author who employed alcoholic extract of the

liver of a dog or of a svphilitic fetus. But this

restriction in the antigen preparations does not

affect the practicability of the Noguchi system.

These aqueous or alcoholic extracts of syphilitic

fetus tissue can readily be abandoned, since they are

noted for their variableness, instability, and difficulty

of preparation, unless used with inactivated sera.

Inactive as well as active sera can be used with

equal reliability. The use of active sera in a test

calls for less amount of blood. Moreover, the

native corpuscles of the specimen, as already men-
tioned, can be utilized, for the hemolytic indicator.

There is no necessity of inactivation. Inactivation.

however, is sometimes necessary when human sera

becomes old—about one week—in which case it

often becomes anticomplementary, which must l)e

corrected by means of inactivation. Tt is extremely
rare that human sera not over forty-eight hours ol 1

contains an anticomplementary property. The quan-

tities used in the test dift'er according to whether
or not the sera is inactivated. With active sera 0.02

cc, and with inactivated. 0.08 cc. is used ; with

cerebrospinal fluid, 0.2 cc. while for ascitic fluid.

0.1 cc. is advised. In testing serum, a capillary

pipette that measured about 0.02 cc. in one drop is

employed, while in special quantitative work re.gular

graduated pipettes are used. The capillary pipette

is sufficiently accurate for general routine work.
Antigen.—For active sera, only acetone-insoluble
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fraction of pure tissue lipoids should be used. Ex-
tract one part of minced tissue (liver, heart, kid-

ney), with nine parts of 95 per cent, alcohol fm-

several days at 37' C. Filter the extract through
filter paper. The filtrate is evaporated in a flat dish

by the aid of an air current. The sticky mass is then

extracted with ether, and this ether solution is filt-

ered through paper. The filtrate is condensed to a

^mall volume by evaporation. Lastly, it is mixed
with acetone (about 10 volumes). A precipitate will

then be formed. The precipitate is collecte<l and
used as antigen. The modes of its use are a^ fol-

lows : First, to impregnate filter paper with concen-

trated ether solution of this substance. The im-

pregnated paper is afterwards titrated to determine

the dimension necessary for the test. Secondly, the

other, which is in liquid form, is prepared by dissoh-

ing 0.3 gram of this substance in about 4 cc. of

ether, and then mixing with 100 cc. of a 0.9 jjer

cent, salt solution. Usually o.i cc. to 0.2 cc. is suf-

ficient. Thirdly the >ubstance may be dissolved in

methyl alcohol (0.75 gram in 50 cc. of methyl

alcohol). One part of this solution is mixed with

4 parts of salt solution (0.9 per cent.) and o. i cc.

of this emulsion is used for each test. The original

solution is retained for further use because it i>

advisable to make this emulsion freshly before use.

Regardless of the mode employed, the antigen

preparation should be titrated before its strength is

iletermined. and the quantities mentioned refer

merely to the average preparation, and cannot be

accepted as a standard. For transportation in read\

form, the paper is absolutely the best. Oxidation
seems to affect both the paper and the liquid forni>.

For inactivated sera, aqueous, alcoholic, and pure
lipoids (acetone-insoluble) may be used. The
<|uantity of antigen must of course be determined
with each preparation, .\cetone-insoluble fraction

of tissue lipoids, in liquid or paper form, is pre-

ferred on account of uniformity of action.

In making the test, do not under any circum-
>tances omit the necessary controls : Postive syph-

ilitic seruiu. normal serum, and hemolytic systein.

each set with and without antigen. Noguchi usuallx

adds washed corpuscles to the mixture from the be-

ginning, but they may be added after the first incu-

bation at the same time as the amboceptor. In the

latter case, the factors for the first incubation (pa-

tient's serum, complement with and without antigen 1

are in i cc. of 0.9 per cent, salt solution instead of a

I per cent, suspension of washed human corpuscles.

as in the first procedure. At the end of incubation o.

:

cc. of a 10 per cent, suspension of washed human
corpuscles is added, thus rendering the entire mix-
ture approximately a i per cent, corpuscle suspen
sion. For routine work, a concentrated suspension

of washed human corpuscles is prepared, so as to

make one drop from a capillary pipette (made when
needed) i per cent, suspension in i cc. As long as

every tube of the entire series receives a uniform
quantity of corpuscles, a slight variation in percent-

age, such as 0.1 per cent, more or less than the pre-

scribed I per cent., cannot alter the test. The more
vital factors, other than corpuscles, are beyond per-

fect control at best. First of all, complement of

various guinea-pigs is variable in fixability. The
equally vital factor, the amboceptor, has been made
controllable only in the Noguchi system.
The importance of this unknown quantity of

amboceptor can now be appreciated in the comple-
ment fixation test. A serologist who uses a hetero-

hemolvtic svstem mav measure verv careful'v i cc.

of a 5 per cent, suspension of washed sheep's cor-

])U.scles with all technical care—but does he realize

that this is actually the same as measuring blindly

an\- quantity from that suspension? In making up
a hemolytic system, units of complement, ambo-
cejjtor, and corpuscles in their relative proportions

must be employed. Supposing the cjuantity of

amboceptor is increased by 10 times the unit with-

out changing the quantities of the other two factors

(complement and corpuscles) what will be the re-

sult? By this partial change, changes in the other

two units are produced. The latter do not longer

stand to one another as units, since a condition is

[iroduced similar to that which will arise from an in-

crease of complement or from a reduction of the

quantity of corpuscles, without changing the quan-

tity of amboceptor. Thus, the serologist is working
with the conditions comparable in results with those

arising from the use of unknown, arbitrary, highly

variable quantities of corpuscles, and a condition

mav be confronted equivalent to the use of one unit,

or that of a fraction of the unit. This uncontrollable

condition is enhanced by another fact—that there

may not be a single set in the entire series, say of 20

tests, the conditions of which can be compared with

each other.

The contents of the various test tubes are indi-

cated in the following table :

Re.\r TriiEs

Unkn 1 Serum Positive Control Negative Control Hemolytic Cont'l

Patient's serum|Posilive syphilit- Normal serum No serum Chemo-
lactive 0.02 cc. ic serum (active (active 0.02 cc.,' lytic system),
inactive 0.08 cc.M 0.02 cc. inact- inactiveO.08 cc.l

I

ive 0.08 cc)
Complement (40 Comple.ment (40 Complen.ent (40 Complement (40
percent) 0.1 cc. i percent) O.I cc. percent) 0.1 cc. percent) 0.1 cc.

Corpuscle suspen-jCorpuscle sus-,Corpuscle sus-|Corpuscle sus-
sion (1 percent) pension (1 perj pension (1 per: pension (1 per
1 cc. I cent) 1 cc. i

cent) 1 cc. I cent) 1 cc.

Front Ti.'bes

Same as above Same as above Same as above Same as above
ith antigen. with antigen. with antigen. with antigen

(i) First incubation for one hour at 37 C. (2)
.\ddition of 2 units with antihuman amboceptor.

(3) Second incubation for 2 hours at 37 C, then at

room temperature. (Reading the reaction after

several hours. With inactivated sera the results can

be taken immediately after second incubation.)

1 have just completed, by the above method, the

examination of 410 cases, including various forms
of skin diseases, of patients at my clinics. The re-

sults of 180 cases of syphilitics agree with those of

other investigators

:

No. of cases. Positive Percentage

Primary syphilis 29 25 86
Secondary syphilis 48 45 93
Tertiary syphilis 60 48 80
Latent syphilis 33 23 69 .

6

Hereditary syphilid 10 10 100.

It will be noted that the highest percentage was
obtained in the second stage, the negative cases

being those which were under treatment. The posi-

tive percentage of primary syphilis is not as high
as in the secondary stage : the negative reactions

were obtained loo early in the disease. Hereditary
syphilis invariably gave a positive reaction.

The remaining cases—236 non-syphilitic—gave
negative results, as follows

:

.\cne \'ulgaris, 18: .A.cue Rosacea, 6; Alopecia
.\reata. 10; Dermatitis Herpetiformis, 3: Dermatitis
Traumatica, 6 ; Dermatitis \'enenata. 4 ; Eczema. 25 :

Epithelioma, 30: Erythema ^Multiforme, 5; Ery-
sipelas. 3: Erysipeloid, 3; Favus. 2; Scabies, 6;
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Herpes Zoster, 10 ; Hydrocystoma, 3 ; Ichthyosis, 4

;

Impetigo Contagiosa, 14; Lichen Planus, 10; Lichen

Rubra Pilaris, i; Lupus Erythematosus, 10; Lupis

Vulgaris, 4; Mulluscum Contagiosum, 3; Nsevus

Pigmentosus, 3 ; Pityriasis Rosea, 4 ; Pityriasis Ver-

sicolor, 3; Psoriasis, 15; Purpura, 5; Trichopytosis,

10; Tiberculosis Cutis, 3; Urticaria, 13.

Conclusion : The object in making the above test

was to determine whether the reaction is present in

diseases other than syphilis, when tested by
Noguchi's method. Among the cases thus exam-
ined, it will be noted that a positive reaction was
obtained only in syphilis. In regard to the positive

results in certain cases of leprosy, yaws, etc., this

modification is similar to the Wassermann method.
The investigations of Boas, Sachs, and others show
that the use of unhealed serum causes nonspecific

complement-fixation in some nonsyphilitic cases,

while this does not occur when one employs inac-

tivated serum. But this difficulty can be avoided by
adopting the method of preparation of antigen de-

scribed by Noguchi, as already stated. The recent

reports of some investigators, to the effect that the

use of active serum in Noguchi's system sometimes
causes positive reaction in nonspecific cases, can be
attributed to their indiscriminate use of antigen.

These authors almost invariably used unfraction-

ated whole alcoholic extract of macerated liver,

which, of course, is rich in undesirable proteins and
glycogens.

From my experience I feel justified in stating that
the Noguchi method is simple, delicate, and gives
reliable results.

159 West Forty-nikth Street.

SO:\IE REMARKS OX DEAF-MUTISM.
By E. W. scripture, Ph.D. (Leipzig), M.D. (Munich),

NEW YORK.

By deaf-mutism we understand a condition of deaf-
ness, either total or partial, followed by failure to
learn to speak or by loss of speech already learned.
The inability to speak is the result of the deafness
and not of any defect in the speech mechanism. Con-
genital deaf-mutism is attributed mainly to heredity
and consanguinity, also to alcoholism, syphilis, dif-
ference in the ages of the parents, and to diseases of
pregnancy. Acquired deaf-mutism is due chiefly to
meningitis. It also frequently follows scarlet fever.
Other diseases, like measles, diphtheria, typhoid
fever, mumps, influenza, etc., sometimes produce it.

What is to be done with the deaf mutes? The
one thing of supreme importance is to teach them
to speak. Mental awakening is the first step in the
training. The mind of the deaf-mute is often in a
backward, condition because he does not fit with his
surroundings. The exercises include mimetic move-
rnents, following the teacher in running, walking,
sitting, blowing feather, etc., also games (such as
catching ball, tossing beanbag, hiding thimble, etc.).
Thus the child's attention, observation, imitation,
and imitative construction are developed.
The speech development proceeds along lines that

will now be illustrated in an abbreviated form by
exercises with a group of three deaf mutes. Of
these, two were born deaf. The other one became
totally deaf at the age of three years ; through lack
of use of the vocal organs he lost what speech he

Address before the New York County Medical
Society, February 28, 1910.

had ; he has attended a school for deaf-mutes where
the sign language was used. The following exer-

cises are typical of those used in the best schools

:

I. Breathing through the nose and mouth are

first taught. The teacher breathes through the nose

on a slate or a mirror and shows the two moist

t

spots ; the child learns to imitate this. The mouth
breathing produces one spot.

2. The low position of the tongue is necessary

for proper speech. It is taught by showing the

position and using the mirror, and by a breath ex-

ercise. This latter rests upon the fact that the child

cannot produce a good-sized spot on the slate unless

he keeps his tongue down.

3. Tongue gymnastics are next used to limber up
and train the muscles which have never received

the proper development. The tongue is protruded,

retracted, moved to each side, turned up, etc.

4. Tongue training preparatory to various con-

sonant sounds is introduced. For example, the child

is taught to put the tip of the tongue against the

teeth; this gets him ready for the letter "t." He
learns to draw it back and close it against the hard

palate, thus getting ready for "k."

5. \'ibration of the vocal cords is taught by feel-

ing. The pupil puts his hand on the teacher's chest

and also on his own. He thus learns to make a tone.

He learns to raise and lower the voice, and by care-

ful drill is able to make a fairly good tone.

6. The physiological alphabet consists of a set of

diagrams giving the typical positions of the tongue

and lips for the chief sounds of the language. Here
for example are the diagrams for "t" and "k." The
child learns these diagrams just as we learn the

alphabet, so that he can both make the sound and
write the letter or group of letters for it.

7. Combinations of consonants and vowels are

now read at sight. Through these combinations

words and sentences are developed.

8. Lip-reading of words and sentences is taught

by having the patient watch the teacher's lips while

she distinctly enunciates some word. Thus he

learns to pick up objects off a table, to point out

parts of the body, to obey commands, etc.

When deafness is acquired after the person has

learned to speak, the teaching of lip reading should

begin at once. The voice then retains its natural

character and the person can go right along with

his education. Here are two boys who became
deaf at the ages of thirteen and eight, respec-

tively ; they are now seventeen and twelve. They
understand nearly everything that is said to them
and are able to talk fluently.
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The unnatural character of the voice which the

congenital deaf-mute acquires is the one draw-
back ; still it is immensely better to be able to under-

stand well and to speak fairly well than not to be

able to do either. There is, however, a series of

methods recently developed by the science of ex-

perimental phonetics by which the niceties of pro-

nunciation are studied and taught. Foreigners are

enabled by these methods to accjuire a correctness

of pronunciation otherwise impossible. The person
is taught exactly how to place his tongue, to pro-

duce his nasal breathing, to regulate the length and
intensity of his vowels and consonants. Here the

work of special private instruction may begin for

those deaf-mutes who wish more than the schools

can offer.

In closing, I wish to report a curious case of sen-

sory aphasia coming on at seven years of age after

scarlet fever. The man's hearing is perfect but he

has no understanding for the words he hears. His
intellectual condition is excellent. He did not go to

school and never learned to read and write. Ap-
parently he has motor aphasia. Some questions he
understands, if he can see the lips of the speaker;

he has thus of his own accord begun to learn lip

reading. It is my belief that he has no motor
aphasia, but that he simply never learned to speak.

He should, therefore, be taught lip reading just as

if he were a deaf-mute.
87 Madison Avenue.

FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE PA-
THOLOGY OF JOINT TUBERCULOSIS

AND PRACTICAL DEDUCTIONS
THEREFROM!.*

By LEONARD W. ELY, M.D..

DENVER, COL.

One year ago it was our privilege to read a pre-

liminary paper on the pathology of joint tubercu-

losis before this association, giving the results of

our study of some forty-three joints.' We have

continued the work, and have added to our col-

lection nineteen more specimens, bringing our total

up to sixty-two. We have submitted the new
joints to a thorough laboratory examination, and

have also reexamined the old joints, cutting and

staining many new sections in a search for possible

errors in our former conclusions. The subject

broadens as one pursues it, and in the limited time

allowed to us to-day, we shall endeavor to bring

out some of the more important points, sacrificing

fullness of argument to brevity, and beginning by

a statement of the definition of the term "joint tu-

berculosis." It is the reaction of the tissues in and

about a joint to the presence of tubercle bacilli and

of their toxins.

There are four essential elements of a joint, viz.,

bone, cartilage, ligament, and synovial membrane.
These are all connective tissue structures and are

formed from the mesoblast. Virchow's original

definition of a tubercle limited it in its occurrence

to connective tissue, but ordinary fibrous connec-

tive tissue is seldom, if ever, involved in tubercu-

lous disease. There must be some peculiar cellular

element in addition.

We find tuberculosis in those connective tissue

structures which contain epithelial, epitheloid, and

lymphoid cells. As a matter of fact, ligaments

*Read at the annua! meeting of the American Orthopjedic

Association, Washington, May, ipio.

and cartilage are never involved either early or late.

They suffer purely from interference with their

nutrition. The bone structure itself, the trabecula,

also escapes, and also suffers by interference with

its nutrition. The disease appears in the marrow
and spreads in the marrow. The term "bone tuber-

culosis" is confusing. It would be much better to

say tuberculous myelitis. (Myelitis as applied to the

spinal cord is a misnomer.) Cartilage is fibrous

connective tissue plus a cement substance, and bone

is fibrous connective tissue plus lime salts. In both

the fibrous structure can be seen in their degenera-

tion. The synovial membrane is lined in places

by epithelioid cells, especially the portions of it

forming the fringes, and the "synovial villi" consist

largely of small round cells with granular pro-

toplasm." The synovial membrane therefore an-

swers in structure to the conditions we usually

find in the tissues of the body subject to tuberculo-

sis. As to the marrow, that in the shafts is largely

fat, that in the cancellous ends of the long bones

and in the short and flat bones, the sternum, ribs,

cranial diplce and vertebrae is of the red or cellular

variety, with various kinds of cells. Where this

marrow occurs in bone we find tuberculous disease.

where it does not, we do not find it. Hence the

occurrence of tuberculous disease in the epiphyses

and not in the shafts, heretofore never satisfactorily

explained. Hence also the frequency of the disease

in children. Their bones contain more red marrow.
Study of our specimens teaches us that only two
elements of a joint, then, are subject to tubercu-

losis, the synovial membrane and the red marrow
in the bone. This is important and will be referred

to later.

As to primary involvement we reaffirm our opinion,

stated last year, that it may be either of bone mar-

row or of the synovia. Our arguments have already

been given. We have seen several specimens during

the past year that confirm this view. We quote one

case—a knee joint in a patient of twenty-four years^

who had suffered moderate pain and disability in his

knee for seven years. This joint contained fluid, and

was somewhat limited in its flexion. There was no
circumarticular swelling, no angular deformity, and

little if any atrophy. At operation the cartilages

appeared perfectly smooth, and the synovial mem-
brane appeared normal except for the presence of

numerous pedunculated bodies hanging from it.

Some of these were cut off, the joint was sewn up,

and plaster-of-Paris was applied. The diagnosis

was changed to chronic inflammation, but a labor-

atory examination of the tissue removed showed
tuberculosis. Some weeks later the plaster was
removed, and the joint grew rapidly worse. Two
months after the first operation a resection was
done. The cartilages were found extensively eroded

at their sides and the synovial membrane badly

diseased ; in its substance could be felt hard bodies

the size of a small bean, which on section proved

to be collections of cheesy material, and some of the

enlarged villi contained areas of necrosis. Micro-

scopical examination showed extensive tuberculosis

of the synovial membrane, but no bony involvement.

This case also exemplifies the aggravation of the

disease in a tuberculous joint by a partial operation.

Our opinion is that primary disease is about equally

common in the synovia and in the bone marrow, at

least in adults, from whom our specimens were
almost exclusively taken.

The percentage of errors in diagnosis found last

year (33H) was so disquieting, that we submitted
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the spt-cinieiis tu a second thorough examination,

cutting many new slides from different parts of

the joint. No material change resulted. The per-

centage of error in the sixty specimens in which

the clinical diagnosis was given is exactly thirty-

five. Either a pathological examination is unreliable

or else our diagnostic methods need improving.

We consider that the erosion of the cartilage by

the '"tuberculous pannus," on which Ivonig laid such

stress, is of slight importance. The damage to the

cartilage is done from beneath. "Layers of fibrin"

on its surface will usually be found to be frayed out

ends of the fibres in its structure. This fibrous

structure can be wx-11 seen as the cartilage degener-

ates. In places it is hard to tell where the homo-
geneous cartilage ends and where the fibres begin.

They run more or less perpendicularly in the deeper

parts and parallel to the surface superficially. Our
conclusions agree in many respects with those ad-

vanced last year by Dr. Nathan. Not only does the

synovia extend over the surface of the cartilage

superficially in immobilised joints, but normally in

the deeper layers the transition from one to the other

is gradual. The branching connective tissue cells

of the synovia gradually shade off into the cartilage

cells. In addition, the hypertrophied tuberculous

synovia hides the peripheral parts of the cartilage,

but is not adherent to it. Konig was wont to trace

the entire pathology of the tuberculous synovia

from the effusion in the joint, to make the effusion

the starting point of the disease, but we believe

that it is only a symptom, not a cause. The disease

produced in the joint of an animal by the injection

of a pure culture of the tubercle bacillus is essen-

tially a tuberculous abscess, and does not imitate

Nature's process. The ijhenomena here are different.

Tuberculosis may be found in one spot in a joint

and not in another ; hence the unreliability of a

pathological examination of a clipping for diagnosis.

The whole joint must be examined. In some of our
specimens the reports from two laboratories have
differed. Tuberculosis does not, except possibly in

very rare instances, attack a joint and spread imme-
diately to all its parts. The tissues offer a certain

amount of resistance, and as the disease spreads

in one place it heals in another. Repair and invasion

are going on at the same time. In children, under
favorable conditions, the reparative forces prevail

and the joint recovers under conservative treat-

ment; in adults, not often.

We have never seen bony union effected by
Nature in an adult tuberculous joint. The cure is

always produced by fibrous tissue, and we believe

that it is never complete. Motion is always possible

to a slight degree, at least, and motion lights up
the disease sometimes after years of quiescence.

We have observed this in several instances. We
quote oj^lcase—a clinically tuberculous ankle of
eight years' duration. A resection of the talus

showed that the joint was a mass of fibrous ad-
hesions. The laboratory report read "chronic in-

flamation, no tuberculosis." A diligent search re-

vealed at length a sinall cheesy nodule in a joint

recess, that under the microscope proved typical

tuberculosis. The operation of mobilising an old
tuberculous joint therefore by any means is to be
undertaken with great caution.

The enlarged villi found in a tuberculous joint

often differ in no respect from those found in other
inflamed joints. They are a result of joint irrita-

tion, and not a clinical entity. There is no such
disease as "villous arthritis."

We come now to the practical results of our in-

vestigations, and shall state our conclusions in order :

I. We noticed in our specimens of joints a remark-

able effort of nature to effect a cure by depriving

the joint of motion. 2. In adult joints this effort is

never completely successful. 3. Pain is a conserva-

tive symptom and tends to healing by decreasing

function in the joint. 4. Conservative treatment

simply aids Nature by decreasing function. 5. No
operation except an amputation above the diseased

joint, ever eradicates the tuberculous tissue. 6. An
operation to be successful must deprive the joint of

function, and must not be followed by secondary

infection. 7. If an operation does not deprive the

joint of function it will rarely effect a cure. 8. The
joints that can be most easily destroyed are the

easiest to heal by operation. 9. There are only two
tissues in a joint vulnerable to tuberculosis, the

synovia and the red marrow. 10. If these two tis-

sues can be eradicated the disease will disappear.

II. A successful operation will cause them to dis-

appear ; the synovia will degenerate into fibrous

tissue, and the red marrow will lose its characteris-

tic cellular structure and will become ordinary fatt\-

or yellow marrcnv, practically immune to tuber-

culosis.

Therefore, the way to cure a joint conservatively

is to deprive it of function temporarily. This is

rarely successful in an adult, therefore, the way to

cure a joint in an adult is to deprive it of function

by operation.

As to the operation of curetting tuberculous

joints
—

"bone scraping," etc., we mention but to

condemn it. Let us not deceive ourselves, however,

with the idea that it has fallen into disuse. A study

of hospital statements as well as an inquiry into

general methods of procedure, will reveal the fact

that it is being practiced every day throughout the

country. The custom of opening, scraping,- and
draining these joints is wide-spread. The use of

carbolic acid, iodoform, or iodine with the object of

affecting disease in the bcme is not rational. Syno-

vectomies have not justified the expectation of those

who formerly advocated them, and are nowadays
rarely done. Resection is the operation that holds

first place. Let us see how the results of this bear

out our theory.

Resection of the knee. The knee is the joint that

is most easily cured by a resection. If the con-

dition of the patient is good the operation will al-

most invariably effect a cure. Now, the knee is the

one joint in the body in which firm bony ankylosis

can usually be secured. A cure is not effected b_\'

removing all tuberculous tissue. This is well-nigli

impossible. The ends of the bones (cancellous bone

with red marrow) are brought together. Bony
ankylosis is secured. The joint ceases to exist. The
synovia atrophies. The spongy bone is changed tn

dense bone, the red or cellular marrow gives place to

yellow marrow^ and the field for the existence of

tuberculosis is abolished. The disease disappears

because it has no tissue in which to exist. Eventu-

ally a central medullary canal is established, sur-

rounded bv hard bone. The femur and tibia be-

come one long hollow shaft.' In one of our patients,

a case of spontaneous bony union following a mixed
tuberculous infection of a child's knee, two .r-ray

photographs taken at an interval of about a year,

show clearly this canalisation taking place.

We have seen this theory of operation carried out

in three knees, operated upon respectively thirteen

months, four months and two months ago. The
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results confirm our theory. \\ c saw throu;;!! the

patella, but do not divide the lateral or crucial

ligaments. The patella may be disected out or left.

The tips of the condyles are sawn off, and the tibial

cartilages chiseled away. Only about j's of an inch

are removed instead of the usual two inches. The
wound is sewn up tight, no attempt is made to

dissect out the diseased synovia, nor are nails, wires

or bone sutures necessary.

Resection of the hip. Whatever method uf roec-

tion is done, no pretense can be made of eradicating

the disease from the pelvis and yet the results are

usually good. A dislocation of the hip takes place.

The joint as such ceases to exist, and therefore the

elements of the joint subject to tuberculosis disap-

pear. We obtain what the French call ",\rticula-

tion par suspension." Consequently, it seems unwise

to adopt any operation that sacrifices the head, neck,

and trochanter, when a simpler procedure would
suffice. We have proved our theory in two cases.

Resection of the wrist and tarsus. If tuberculous

disease in a small bone can be diagnosed in time to

remove the bone before the joint is involved the

disease may be cured by operation. Otherwise the

unfavorable outlook is well known. Why is this?

r.ecause no operation has ever been devised that will

completely deprive the joint of function and so

cause the disappearance of the two elements in it

that are subject to tuberculous disease, the synovia

and the red bone marrow.
These examples will suffice. \\'e sum up as

follows : All treatment of tuberculous joints should

be directed to depriving them of function. In chil-

dren conservative treatment planned on this basi>

will usually effect a cure. In adults an operation is

usually necessary, and the object of this operation

shouUl usually be to deprive the joint of function.
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LUPUS—ITS TREATMENT PA' THE
ROENTGEX RAYS.

r.\ CIT.\RLE5 LESTER LEON'.XRD. .\.M.. M.n..

The prognosis in lupus vulgaris by other methods
of treatment than the Finsen light and Roentgen
rays is well summarized by Prof. Jacobi, who says

:

"The prognosis as regards life is favorable, apart

from the occurrence of general tubercular infec-

tion, but as regards cure it is absolutely unfavorable

in extensive cases. Permanently successful results

have hitherto been attained only in recent, limited

cases .suitable for excision." He further states

that it is hoped that better results will be obtained,

by the Finsen treatment.

The results obtained by the Finsen light treatment

have been highly satisfactory so far as their per-

manence is concerned. It has, however, been found

that the maintenance of the costly Finsen lamps and

of the staff of nurses necessary to their employment,

is a great drain even upon a well-endowed hospital.

Xot onlv is the constant attendance of a nurse de-

manded during each treatment to produce a mechan-
ical anemia of the area treated, but also an area of

only half an inch in diameter can be treated at one

time. Thus the whole area must be gone over, time

after time, in these small areas. The time con-

sumed in treating an extensive case of lupus is,

therefore, very great. Since the smaller ultra-violet

lamps have been proved to be practically worthless

in treatment, the effective treatment by the Finsen

method is confined entirely to hospitals having the

original Finsen lanijjs and an endowment capable of

maintaining them.

in conjunction with many other dermic lesions

lupus was subjected to experimental treatment by

the Roentgen rays. To-day its successful treatment

by this method is acknowledged as a demonstrated

fact, as is likewise the treatment of epitheloma and
rodent ulcer, while in the severer forms and re-

bellious cases of eczema and acne the Roentgen rays

are found to succeed where all other methods of

treatment have failed.

It might be said of all these dermic lesions, as

well as of tuberculosis cervical adinitis, that they

are more amenable to Roentgen treatment in their

earliest stages, that they would all, at that time,

yield to fewer treatments, and that in every case the

results, especially the cosmetic results, are better

the earlier the patient is sent for treatment.

The Roentgen treatment has the particular ad-

vantage over the Finsen treatment of lupus, in that

it is more rapid in its effects and consumes less time

in its application, since it can be applied over the

whole area and its rays have greater therapeautic

power. In consequence, the treatment is more ex-

peditious, and less expensive, but it should not be
supposed that it is inexpensive. The maintenance
of the Roentgen equipment, and the renewal of

apparatus, resulting from the rapid advances .which

this department of scientific medicine has made,
have shown both to hospitals and private individuals

that the necessary chemical energy employed in this

treatment can only be produced at the cost of

mechanical wear and tear upon appartus which is

intricate and expensive.

The Roentgen treatment has been employed suc-

cessfully not only in lupus vulgaris, but also in lupus

erythematosus. It is also eft'ective in the early

stages before ulceration has taken place, the deep-

seated areas disappearing without the production of

ulceration or scarring. This is in marked contrast

to the Finsen treatment where sloughing and ulcera-

tion are necessary before the deeper portions of

the lesion can be affected by the ultra-violet rays.

The Roentgen rays, therefore, have the advantage
of reaching the superficial and deep portions of the

disease at the same time and over the entire area
without the necessity of breaking down the skin

over the diseased area where it is intact, and thus

producing an ulcer and scar tissue in securing a

healing.

It must be self-evident tliat the achievement of

valuable results with this therapeutic agent depends
largely upon the experience of the individual em-
ploying it, and his ability to adapt to the patient

the quality and quantity of radiation which the

lesion demands in each stage of recovery.

The three cases cited below are illustrations of
the results which are produced in severe cases, and
show that since the advent of this method of treat-

ment the prognosis as regards cure is favorable even
where the lesion is cxtensixc and rebellious to all

other forms of treatment.

The cases, seen early, when there is on'y a small
area involved, with only four or five lup-s nodules,
are readily cured and leave little or no evidence of
their having existed, if the surface of the skin is not
alreadv broken. Two of the cases are of extensive
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lesions of lupus vulgaris of the face, both involving

the nose, while the third is a rebellious case of lupus

erythematosus. It is particularly noteworthy that

in these cases where there is great deformity and
loss of tissue by ulceration, nature will, when aided

by the alterative and stimulant action of the Roent-
gen rays, produce a restoration so near to the nor-

mal as to seem almost impossible.

This was particularly noticeable in the case of

Miss Catherine B., Aet 33, who presented a typical

lesion of bat-wing lupus. The nose was eroded
down the cartilage, while the disease extended in

two wings beneath each eye to its outer side. In

addition, she had an area of ulceration two by four

inches, involving the scalp upon the top of her

head, which presented typical lupus nodules in its

base. In the process of healing upon the nose, new
skin did not form until healthy granulations had
raised their level to that of the surrounding normal
skin so that the original form was restored.

The new skin covering the entire diseased area

was soft, pliable, and more nearly like normal skin

than scar tissue. Upon the scalp the disease had
reached and denuded the bone, so that an area was
left bare.

In the second case, that of Mrs. E. Y., Aet 38,

the disease involved the end of the nose, but was
seen before much loss of tissue had taken place.

The entire end of the nose, including the alae, was
intensely swollen and dark red in color, the inflam-

mation extending in a less degree to the cheeks and

lip. On the nose there were three ulcers, each one-

half inch in diameter, but superficial. After the

nose had healed and had assumed a nearly normal

shape, the patient first called attention to a fissured

ulcer in her tongue, that extended on its dorsal

surface from tip to base. There was no glandular

involvement, although the ulcer had been present

for over a year, while a dark area showing lupus

nodules in the soft palate made its etiology evident.

Under Roentgen treatment the ulcer in the tongue

healed except that portion low down forming the

anterior wall of the throat, which the rays did not

reach. The ulcer in the soft palate perforated and
its margin healed. An intercurrent attack of ery-

sipelas prevented the patient, who lived out of town,

from reporting for some weeks, but had the bene-

ficial effect of healing the ulcer at the base of the

tongue. She has been seen five years after the ces-

sation of treatment and has remained perfectly well.

The following case of lupus erythematosus,

although not so severe a lesion, is reported because

of the rebelliousness to radical treatment of othei'

kinds. Miss J. T., Aet 28, was referred for treat-

ment five months after the diseased area had been
curetted. She presented upon the teinporal region

a patchy area one by two inches, with bright red

margin covered with adherent scales. The centre

of this area was covered by atrophic cicatrical tissue,

through which visible darkened areas were seen.

Under the Roentgen treatment there were repeated

desquamations over the entire area, and a final

healing with no discoloration of the skin.

The progress which has been made in the treat-

ment of lupus by the Roentgen rays is made evident

by such results in these grave cases, and shows that

the prognosis for recovery is not "absolutely un-
favorable in extensive cases as regards cure," and
that "permanently successful results" are attained

in all cases, and are not to be expected "only in

recent limited cases suitable for excision."

112 South Twehtieth Snutxr.

OBESITY: ITS RELATION TO OTHER
DISEASES AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE;
ALSO SOME OBSERVATIONS ON

PROPHYLAXIS.
By I. B. KRONENBEEG, M.D..

PITTSBURG, PA.

We frequently meet with a certain class of patients,

usually past middle age and above the average in

weight, who suffer from a syndrome of symptoms
so diversified and indefinite that we are puzzled as

to how to classify them properly on our case-record
cards. These symptoms are referred to different

parts of the body and to various organs, and are of-

ten severe enough to suggest serious organic dis-

ease. But when we find on careful examination
that the important organs are apparently in normal
condition, and no one symptom, or set of symptoms,
sufficiently prominent to indicate at least where the

enemy might be lurking, we are pretty apt reluc-

tantly to index the case as neurasthenia, neuralgia,

rheumatism, etc., being conscious at the same time
that we are merely indexing a symptom, or group
of symptoms, and not the disease itself.

These patients usually complain of shortness of
breath, dizziness, headache, backache, lack of
energy, constipation, loss of appetite, "indigestion,"

puffiness of face, swelling of the legs and feet, in-

somnia, irritable temper, indefinite aches and pains

in different parts of the body, commonly referred

to as "rheumatic" or "neuralgic," and a great num-
ber of other symptoms that, although they appar-
ently bear no relation to each other, we feel sure

are all due to one common cause. And yet these

cases receive so little attention in the text-books and
medical literature generally that we don't even
know how to classify properly a case presenting

this particular combination of symptoms.
If the patient happens to be very stout we diag-

nose the case as obesity. But very often the pa-

tient's weight is not sufficiently above normal to ac-

count for any symptoms at all, and even in those

cases that properly come under the head of obesity

it would be unreasonable to assume that the mere
presence of an excessive amount of adipose tissue

is, in itself, responsible for all the symptoms that

may be present. It is obvious, then, that there must
be some underlying pathological condition that is

responsible for all the mischief ; and when obesity

is present it must be regarded as merely a symptom
of this general condition rather than a disease in

itself.

Faulty metabolism is the etiological factor in all

these cases ; and just as any other disease of a

known origin finds expression in different forms—
the symptoms in any given case being modified by

the age, habits, temperament, etc., of the patient—

•

'so the symptoms of faulty metabolism differ accord-

ing to the same conditions.

Metabolism is the highly cotnplicated chemical

process going on in the body in the assimilation and
utilization of ingested food. The ultimate uses

of food are two- fold : First, to supply the body with

materials for growth or renewal of tissue ; second,

for the production of energy, in the form of heat

and motion. During infancy, childhood, and adol-

escence a considerable part of the food taken is

used up in the development of the body. When the

body has attained its full growth the requirement

of food for this purpose is greatly reduced, and
any excess of food taken, as a matter of habit, is
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at this period generally disposed of by work or ex-

ercise. But after middle age the functional activ-

ity of the body is much diminished, requiring much
less food for the production of energy. And if, as

is often the case, the habit for satisfying a vigor-

ous appetite is continued, it is obvious that much
more food is taken than is required for maintaining

the bodily functions, and a great deal of it will be

stored up in the body as unused energy, in the form
of fat.

Now, there are certain noxious by-products

formed as a result of tissue combustion, which are

eliminated by those organs whose function it is to

dispose of this waste-product. And as muscular

exercise is a very essential aid in the proper elim-

ination of these poisonous materials, it can be read-

ily seen that if the proper amount of exercise is

not taken, and the circulation of the blood is al-

lowed to become sluggish, these substances will, of

course, accumulate within the body. It follows,

then, that the same conditions, or habits, that en-

courage the development of obesity also favor the

accumulation within the body of certain poisonous

irritant materials which, in the course of time, will

pave the way for one of several evils.

The kidneys are put under a tremendous strain,

and are likely to break down. The arteries become
affected through the presence of toxic substances

in the blood circulating within them ; they undergo

some changes in structure, both as a result of this

irritation, and also because the arterioles are in a

state of spasmodic contraction (probably a provis-

ion of nature to raise the blood-pressure and pro-

pel the blood more rapidly to the organs of elimina-

tion—the kidneys, lungs, etc.) which weakens their

muscular coats. Arteriosclerosis develops, to-

gether with its concomitant train of trouble.

The heart also is affected in two ways. First, be-

ing itself a part of the circulatory system it, too, is

apt to share in the changes taking place in the ar-

teries. Second, as the blood-pressure is generally

raised under these conditions, the heart is forced to

pump the blood through greater resistance, and if

it is unequal to the task heart failure is likely to

result. The nervous system, too, is affected by the

irritation of these products of faulty metabolism.

Ill-temper, nervousness, insomnia, etc., are some of

the earliest indications of trouble, and many cases

of neuralgia are due to this cause. These patients

suffer from aches and pains in different parts of

the body ; and many cases of so-called muscular

rheumatism, rheumatic gout, etc., are really cases

of autointoxication, and these different pains that

migrate from place to place, affecting first a joint

and then a muscle, then another muscle, or a group

of muscles supplied by a certain nerve, are pro-

duced by the presence of these toxic materials in

the system and their irritating effect upon the vari-

ous nerves.

As already observed, these conditions are primar-

ily caused by improper elimination of waste pro-

ducts from the system, and sedentary habits and

over-indulgence in food and drink favor the accu-

mulation of these substances within the body ;
it is

plain, then, that obesity is merely one of the indi-

cations of faulty metabolism, and a patient who ac-

cumulates much more fat than is normal for his

height, race, and family peculiarities will, sooner or

later, show other evidence of the disease.

About a year ago the writer started a series of

experiments in the treatment of obesity with elec-

tricity and other physical methods, the details of

which, together with case records, results, etc., will

be described in a future article. The subjects for

these experiments were comparatively young peo-

ple (mostly women) who, aside from being stout

were apparently in perfect health. And yet, when
putting these subjects through an examination be-

fore starting treatment, we so often found evidence

of Bright's disease, diabetes, high arterial tension,

etc. (a number of them presented the condition

commonly spoken of as "plethoric") that the rela-

tion of these conditions immediately became appar-

ent. And, indeed, upon closer inquiry we fre-

quently found that the patient had noticed a little

shortness of breath, swelling of the limbs, weak-
ness, nervousness, etc., for some time, but did not

consult a physician as she attributed all symptoms
to her burden of adipose tissue, for which she

knew "there was no cure except starvation."

In making examinations for life insurance com-
panies we are also occasionally surprised to find

evidence of diabetes, disease of the heart and kid-

neys, etc., in persons who are apparently in good
health, but not nearly so often as in examining
patients affected with obesity. In connection with

this point the writer is at present gathering sta-

tistics from the records of life insurance com-
panies for future publication, but the following

quotation from a paper by Dr. J. W. Fisher,

Medical Director of the Northwestern Mutual Life

Insurance Company, will serve our present purpose.

He says, "The weight of an applicant for insurance

is an important factor. A record of 120,000 insured

lives, covering a period of thirty years, demon-
strates that the death loss is excessive on persons

whose weight is 20 or more per cent, above the

average. The statistics derived from the records

referred to demonstrate that the greater the

weight, the greater the death loss. * * * Per-

sons of excessive weight, as a rule, are sub-standard

risks * * * except in exceptional cases where
the excessive weight is a family trait and longevity

is shown in the family record, and weight but

slightly over 20 per cent, in excess of the average.

Over-weights are prone to disease of the arterial

system, diseases of the heart, apoplexy, and pre-

mature arteriosclerosis. They are peculiarily lia-

ble to contract diabetes and rheumatism. They us-

ually take insufficient exercise, are generally high

livers, and are frequently free users of stimulants,

particularly malt liquors. They succumb easily to

accidents, surgical operations and, as a rule, to

acute diseases."

The relation of these conditions to obesity was
further emphasized by the therapeutic test, for they

were always improved, and in some cases, cured,

(particularly the diabetic cases) as progress was
made in the reduction of excessive weight.

Now, we know that many people owe their lives

to examinations for life insurance, when some con-

ditions were discovered in the incipient, and often

curable, stages that would have terminated fatally

if left untreated. We also know that many dan-
gerous and incurable diseases can be prevented if

the conditions leading up to them are recognized

in time, and the proper means taken to check them.
Isn't it our duty, then, to devise some means by
which we should be able to discover these troubles

early and warn our patients in time, instead of

leaving them to the mercy of a possible life insur-

ance examination?
Prevention is the highest aim of modern medi-

cine, and all our efforts are mainly directed to the
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prevention of disease. But under the present con-

ditions we can only control diseases of extrinsic

origin, i. c. diseases originating from causes out-

side of the body (c. g. infection) because in those

cases the physician is called early, and by the use

of quarantine, vaccination, etc., he prevents the dis-

ease from spreading to other persons ; and the

progress of the disease in the person already af-

fected is modified, and complications avoided by

the proper management of the case. Whereas in

diseases of intrinsic origin, that is, those originating

within the body (r. g. chronic Bright's disease) the

onset is extremely insidious and gradual, with no

symptoms of sufficient importance, as the patient

thinks, to require medical attention until the disease

has reached a dangerous stage. The question, then,

naturally arises how is the physician to know of

the existing trouble in time to warn his patient of

the impending danger.

The only hope of solving the problem, it seeins

to me, is in the general adoption of a prophylactic

system similar to the one now used for prevention

of puerperal eclampsia, for the two classes of cases

are very similar. Having learned from sad experi-

ences that a pregnant woman is peculiarly liable to

kidney break-down, and knowing that there are no

marked symptoms to indicate any kidney trouble

until the explosion occurs, when, only too often, it is

too late for help, we do not wait until we have rea-

son to suspect albuminuria before making a test, but

explain to the patient the necessity of such pre-

caution and have her submit a specimen of urine

for examination at proper intervals. So, in the

class of cases under discussion, we know that such

a catastrophe as apoplexy, uremic convulsions, or

heart failure, that so often carries ofT people who
are comparatively young, is merely the culmination

of a series of pathological changes that have been

going on for some time; that in a majority of

cases a careful medical examination would have dis-

closed these changes quite early ; and that by cor-

recting the errors in the person's mode of living,

regulating his diet, exercise, sleep, etc., and proper

medication and physical treatment when indicated,

we can cure a great many of them and certainly

prolong the lives of a majority of them. Knowing,
also, that these changes are apt to begin any time

after the age of 40 or 50 (much earlier in men who
are high livers, and spend much time in their of-

fice under great business strain) and that faulty

metabolism is the chief factor in starting almost all

these troubles, and that obese persons are more
prone to develop these conditions than persons of

average weight. Would it not be a wise and benefi-

cent plan, then, to educate our patients who have

passed middle life, and especially those affected with

obesity, to the importance of periodic examinations.

the same as we have educated our obstetric pa-

tients? Of course, there will be many who will

disregard our advice, being unable to see the neces-

sity for such examinations. But the same indiflfer-

ence is often encountered in obstetric practice, and
yet, in spite of occasional neglect and carelessness.

we feel confident that many useful lives are saved

each year through this precaution.

The writer happens to be acquainted with the

recent case of a young woman, about 28 years old.

intelligent and a member of a wealthy family. This
young woman was the personification of health and
vigor, had passed through one normal pregnancy
and confinement, but during the fourth or fiftli

month of her second pregnancy she was suddenly

seized with uremic convulsions and died in a few
hours. Her attending physician, a man of the high-

est professional standing and among the leading

medical men in this city, sadly declared that he had
repeatedly asked her to send a specimen of urine

for examination, but she thoughtlessly neglected it.

In speaking or reading of a case like this, do we
get discouraged and say "there is no use trying?"

Certainly not ! We rather hold 'up the case as an

example, in speaking to other patients, to show
the terrible price they are liable to pay for ne-

glecting the "ounce of prevention." So, too, we
read in the newspapers almost daily of men prom-
inent in business, politics, and science, often in the

prime of life, dying suddenly of heart failure,

apoplexy, or "acute indigestion" ( ?), and it is gen-

erallv reported that these men were never sick, and

that neither they or any member of their families

had the least intimation of anything being wrong
with the heart or arteries !

In the course of conversation, a few days ago.

with a man prominent in the financial circles of

this city, this man remarked to the writer, "Why is

it that I get my teeth examined regularly but never

get myself examined?" The answer, to my mind,

is quite plain. The value of such physical examina-
tions has never been pointed out to him, and relying

on the old saying that "a man is as old as he feels,"

he never thought of going near a doctor so long as

he felt well. But, as we know that after middle

life this is not a true guide to the actual physical

condition, and that, in fact, "a man is as old as his

arteries," we should cultivate this new and promis-

ing field of preventive medicine, and explain to

those members of our families who have passed the

half-century mark, particularly if they are burdened

with superfluous flesh, the necessity of a physical

examination at least twice a year, and we .shall cer-

tainly be rewarded for our labors by goofl results

accomplished.

Si-ITE 400, Pittsburg Life Building.

AX HISTORICAL XuTE OX THE SO-

CALLED LUDWIG'S ANGLE OR THE
ANGLE OF LOUIS.*

Bv EDW.\RD n. GOODM.AN, M.D.,

Our slavish following of German thought is well

illustrated bv the nomenclature given to that prom-
inence of the thorax corresponding to the junction

of the manubrium with the body of the sternum.

It will be a matter of more than passing interest to

many physicians to learn that Ludwig's angle is so

called not after any German "Ludwig," but in honor
of the great French clinician, Louis. "Ludwig" is

the German translation of the French name, and so

the real identity of the original discoverer of the

prominence has been masked.

Ludwig's angle is so called in honor of the great

clinician (born April 14, 1787, died August 14,

1872), who is supposed to have described it for the

first time. I say "supposed" advisedly, for heretofore

writers on the subject have been unable to locate

the place in Louis' writings where the pathological

prominence of the sternal angle was first described.

Ebstein {Miinchcner mcdicinische Wochcnschrift

1909, 46, p. 2377) is the latest writer on this anatom-

ical landmark, and he states he was unable to find

any discussion of this angle in the writings of Louis.

*Read before the College of Ph\-sicians, March 2, 1910.
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Earlier writers have reached the same ccHickisinn, as

the following from Ebstein will sht)\v :

Braune, in 1888, having in preparation a (laper un
the anatomical and clinical importance of the so-

called "Ludwig's angle," searched carefully the
works of Louis for the original description. "To
my great disappointment and astonishment." he
writes, "I could find nothing pertaining to the
sternal angle and its relation to phthisis." Accord-
ingly he applied to his teacher, Thierfelder, at that

time director of the medical clinic in Rostock. The
latter was unable to give any information, as the
following will show : "The statement that you have
been able to find nothing in Louis' writings concern-
ing the sternal angle seems extraordinary. I learned
from Bock and Oppolzer (his former professors)
that the sternal angle consisted in a sinking in of
the manubrium in phthisis, as well as a protuberance
in emphysema, but that the former was the real

"Ludwig's angle." I was naturally under the im-
pression that Louis had first called attention to its

semeiotic importance in phthisis. I could not help.

therefore, searching Louis' writings and the text-

books on special pathology and physical diagjiosis,

but I found nothing which throws light on the name
in question." Braune remarked after hearing this,

that he believed the place would be found where
the reference is made to this sign, for he felt the

name was not "rein aus der Luft gegriffen."

Hyrtl (1882), one of the acknowledged l)iblio-

philes of his time, simply states, "Louis first called

attention to the pathological significance of this

angle, and he has been honored by Conradi in having
it called "Angulus Ludovici." Conradi (1848), in

turn, describes the angle as "the more or less marked
protuberance of the junction of the manubrium with

the bod}' of the sternum, to the development of

which by retraction of the upper thorax, the atten-

tion of pathologists was first called by Louis."

Ebstein states that there is really nothing in ili;:

writings of Louis, which deals with the clinical im-

portance of the sternal angle in any disease. He
seems on this account to advocate the dropping of

the name angulus Ludovici, and the substitution

for it of the term "sternal angle."

Feeling that Louis niust have called attenti;in in

some relation between the upper part of the sternum
and a morbid condition, and that this description

must be somewhere in his writings, I began a search

of Louis' works. Xo description of the couilitin'i

was found in any of Louis' writings, but in a work
on emphysema I found the description of a bulging

of the upper part of the chest, usually unilaterrd,

and usually extending to the third or fourth rib.

The French article is to be found in the Meni-
oires de la Societe Aledicale d'Observation. 1837,

Tome premier, p. ig^, and is entitled, "Recherches
sur I'Emphyseme des Poumons." It was translated

into English in 1838 by T. Stewardson, Ji'-, a Fel-

low of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia,

whose translation I found in the Library of the

College of Physicians in a book called "Medical
and Surgical Monographs," p. 512.

"C0NFIGUR.\TI0N OF THF. ChEST.— I. In tllC

patients who quitted the hospital more or less re-

lieved, the form of the chest was carefully examined
in 27 cases, and in every one it had undergone some
change from the natural condition. This change
was uniform throughout the whole chest in a young
woman 23 years old, whose dyspnea dated from
early infancy, and had become paroxysmal about

three months before her admission into the hospital.

ller clie.st was everywhere more prominenl than in

the normal condition, approaching to a globular
form, and equally so in corresponding points. This
prominence was formed by the ribs and the inter-

costal spaces, which latter were not depressed as

they are in the natural condition, especially in thin

persons. In the other cases, the change of form
was similar in character but partial in extent, the

prominence being limited to one side of the chest

except in three persons, where two prominences
were observed, whose surfaces were irregular, the

one being on the right side and the other on the

left, and not precisely in corresponding points.

"The prominence alluded to commonly com-
menced under one or other clavicle, and extended
downward to near the mamma, or even a little be-

yond in some cases, its breadth being three or four
inches. It is impossible, with a little attention to

have mistaken this prominence, when it was well

marked, for an original defective organism, since

both the ribs and the intercostal spaces contributed

to form it. It was likewise impossible to have
attributed it to a pleuritic effusion, because the

dilatation of the chest which sometimes accom-
panies the latter, is general, and also more above
than below. It could not. moreover, have been
confounded with that which results from a collection

of liquids, except when it existed .over the precor-

dial region, and was limited to it. which occurred in

three cases, and in which it might have been asked
whether it was not owing to an effusion into the

pericardium. But the absence of the other signs of

pericarditis did not allow us to remain very long
in error upon this point. The prominence which
is consequent upon an aneurysm of the aorta is

generally more circumscribed and better marked ; so

that the observation merely of the prominence which
we have described, of its iorm anil extent, has
pointed out to us almost certainly the existence of
an affection of the chest, which was neither phthisis,

nor dilatation of the bronchia, nor pleurisy, nor
aneurysm of the aorta, nor even a pericarditis (ex-
cept the few cases in which there might, at first, be
some doubt upon the subject). The dyspnea, too.

having been present for a certain length of time in

these cases, and with the characters noted in the

preceding paragraph, we are obliged to consider
them as so many examples of emphysema of the

lungs.

"Three times only out of six cases, where the

back was examined, was a prominence similar

to that which has been described found posteriorly.

The preference which this elevation appears to have
for the anterior of the chest, is in accordance with
that we have already stated as regards the lungs,

viz., that their free border and the neighboring parts
were the principal seat of emphysema, and the point
where the latter was most developed.

"Further, the prominence we have been speaking
of was not equally frequent on both sides ; it oc-

curred eleven times only on the right, and twenty-
three times on the left. Kotwithstanding that the
numbers are small, it is not easy to suppose that

the above difference is altogether accidental, since

we arrived at a similar result, or thereabouts, by
consulting separately the cases recorded by Jackson
and myself. In fact, the proportion of the elevations
on the left side to those on the right, is 15.7 for the
one, and 8.5 for the other.

"This result, however, is, to a certain extent, in

opposition to one which was announced in the chap-
ter on pathological anatomy, viz.. that both the
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amount and frequency of emphysema appeared to

be the same in each lung. But may it not be that

the unequal frequency of the elevations on the left

and right side, among the patients of the first series,

was temporary, and that it disappeared in propor-

tion as the disease became more advanced ? By this

supposition the above contradiction would only be

apparent and opposite results would be harmonized.

But it is merely a supposition and experience must
determine the question.

"In emphysema there is also found another prom-
inence, diJi'erent from the one above described, and
which I have already observed, occurring in a dif-

ferent part of the chest, behind the clavicles. This

elevation existed in every case where it was looked

for, with one exception, which presented itself in

a thin man, aged 43 years, and in whom the supra-

clavicular regions were both hollow, although there

can be no doubt of the existence of emphysema in

his case, there being a slight prominence anteriorly

on one side.

"This last mentioned elevation, the presence of

which might have been readily inferred from that

on the other, was mostly confined to one side, or

that upon which the first existed. The only excep-

tions to this were found in four cases, where the

emphysema was remarkably developed, and where
both supraclavicular regions were manifestly less

depressed or more prominent than in the natural

state, though in different degrees. The elevation

now alluded to was especially observable in old

men, in whom the side of the neck corresponding to

it, in cases where the change of form was consider-

able, appeared, if we except the flaccidity of the

integuments, like that of a young man, presenting a

convexity superiorly, while on the opposite side

there was a more or less decided depression. This

double elevation, which is found only in emphy-
sema, has enabled me to recognize this affection in

more than one case, where subsequent examinations

have confirmed the first diagnosis.

"II. In those who died, the form of the chest was
attended to and in every one it was found to have
suffered some change anteriorly. In seven the prom-
inence was simple

—

i.e. limited to one side. It was
present both at right and left in the eighth part of

the cases, and at different points.

"Three times out of seven it was remarked on
the left side—a result the inverse of what was
found in those who left the hospital more or less

relieved, and which is to be accounted for. no doubt,

by the smallness of the numbers ; for in the patients

of the present series, when regarded anatomically,

and in greater number, both lungs appeared to be
equally affected, or thereabouts. Further, in the

class of cases now under examination, the greatest

development of the emphysema corresponded to the

prominence, or prominences, indicated ; so that it

is impossible to have any doubt as regards their im-
portance, or the cause producing them, in the dis-

ease before us.

"As for the supraclavicular regions they were more
prominent on one side than the other in the three

cases where they were described, and, as in the

patients of the preceding series, this elevation was
found on the same side as that which had its seat

on the anterior portion of the chest, or on the side

where the emphysema was most marked."
Further on we learn the method Louis adopted

for the proper recognition of this deformity.
"As regards the two forms of prominence which

we have been considering I will observe that the

greater their importance in reference to the diag-

nosis of emphysema the greater should be the care

in determining their existence in individual cases,

in order to avoid the mistakes into which we might
fall in this respect. For this purpose, if we wish
to determine the form of the chest anteriorly, the

patient in bed, he should lie upon his back and be

inclined to neither side ; without which latter pre-

caution the anterior part of the chest might appear
prominent when it was really not so. If on the

contrar}' we wish to determine the form of the

supraclavicular region, the patient should sit up-

right without bending to either side, the arms hang-
ing along the side or crossed in the same position,

and if the difference between the two regions is not

evident the patient must stand up out of bed, taking

care not to support himself on one hip and with
his arms placed as before mentioned. In fact, it

would be proper in every case to place the patient

in this position, in order to determine more accur-

ately the various alterations of form which the chest

may present." (P. 521.)

j\ly search, so far as finding any direct refer-

ence to the articulation between the manubrium and
the body of the sternum, was a failure, but I be-

lieve an important fact has been brought to light.

It is most probable that Louis never mentioned this

articulation in his writings, certainly not in the

work on phthisis, where, according to Anthony
(quoted by Ebstein), the original description ap-

pears. It is improbable that any work of Louis con-

taining such a fundamental discovery as this could

have been lost sight of. Cannot it be that the

pathological prominence of the upper part of one
side of the chest above described, is the original

angle, and that anatomists have wrongly called the

projection formed by the union of the first and
second portions of the sternum, Ludwig's Angle?
There must necessarily result from a unilateral

bulging of the upper four ribs, some prominence of

the sternum, presumably at the articulation with

the manubrium. In course of time the unilateral

prominence has received less notice, and attention

has been drawn instead to the projecting sternum.

Pathologists first, and then anatomists have named
the manubrium-gladiolus articulation, Ludwig's
angle, wrongly as it appears to me. If any prom-
inence should be called Ludwig's Angle or Angle of

Louis, it should be the abnormal prominence seen

as the result of disease, and not the normal joint.

These quoted descriptions are, I believe, sufficient

to justify the honor bestowed on Louis' name in

calling the peculiar prominence of the sternum and
ribs seen in disease, the Angle of Louis. This ar-

ticle on emphysema has apparently been overlooked

by earlier German authorities and now recently by
Ebstein. A perusal of Louis' great "Recherches
anatomico-pathologiques sur la Phthisie," published

in 1825, revealed no mention of any particular de-

formity of the chest, and this was likewise the re-

ward of Ebstein and his predecessors. It is only

fair to suppose, therefore, that Louis had not ob-

served it in phthisis (in fact throughout the article

on emphysema this is so stated), and that it first

attracted his attention in emphysema.
Louis appears to have been the first to describe

this peculiar contour of the upper sternum, and
therefore is entitled to the honor of having this

prominence named "Angulus Ludovici." But it is

preferable to discard the term "Ludwig's Angle,"

and I would suggest the adoption of the term
"sternal angle," or "Angle of Louis."
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CHRONIC PROGRESSIVE PRIMARY POLY-
ARTHRITIS IN CHILDHOOD.

A DOUBLE tendency in clinical medicine is in e\i-

dence at the present day, manifested respectively

in the separation of new syndromes and the identifi-

cation of widely differing complexes under a com-

mon pathogenic conception. New syndromes, usu-

ally connected with the name of the describer, are

mentioned with ever-increasing frequency. From
the opposed standpoint we have whole series of

clinically dissimilar processes united untler such

designations as parasyphilis and paratuberculosis.

Many acute processes having at first sight little in

common are now familiarly spoken of as forms of

sepsis. Where once we recognized as sepsis only

certain forms of surgical or puerperal infection, the

term is now used indifferently for typhoid fever,

generalized pneumococcic infection, or any actual

or conceivable condition in which bacteria enter the

blood in a virulent condition and proliferate therein.

All bacteriemias, whether intense or mild in degree,

may present certain traits in common.

New syndromes are fully represented in the do-

main of the locomotor apparatus, and in lesions of

the serous and synovial membranes. The late Prof.

HoiTa described some three years ago a multiple

aflfection of the joints in children, characterized

by premature atrophy of the bones and muscles.

This disease began as a rule in the phalangeal ar-

ticulations. No doubt the Rontgen rays were of

material assistance in isolating the syndrome. The
joints appeared to be enlarged, but the intimate

alterations consisted of atrophy of both cartilage

and bone, the articular surfaces being simply com-
pressed together with resulting fusiform enlarge-

ment. The original seat of the mischief appeared
to be the joint capsule, which in turn led to atrophy
of the articulating surfaces. To the joint altera-

tions succeeded muscular atrophy, first of the ex-
tensors and then of the flexors. The condition was
eminently progressive, extending from the smaller
to the larger joints, as from the hand to the elbow.

In the MuHchener medizinische Wochenschrift
for June 14, F. Brandenberg describes cases of this

syndrome, and his attempts to treat them with thio-

sinamine, thyreoidin, etc. He also discusses the in-

timate nature of the malady. In its inception it

may be complicated with inflammations of the great

serosas and endocardium. In other words it presents

some points of analogy with Bamberger's disease,

or polyserositis, which, occurring under numerous
clinical forms, tends to affect the serosse essentially

and the joints only incidentally. In the syndrome
at present under discussion, these conditions are

apparently reversed, for the joints are involved
Iirimarily, the large serosae only incidentally. Bran-
denberg regards chronic progressive polyarthritis

of childhood as a condition siii generis, which is in

no wise related to acute polyarticular rheumatism.
It shows no tendency to respond to salicylic acid
and other antirheumatic remedies. Naturally it

possesses cuily limited analogy with arthritis de-
formans in advanced life. The treatment must be
wholly symptomatic, designed to prevent muscular
atrophy and ankylosis. It will be remembered that
polyserositis with occasional incidental implication
of the joints is a multiform affection. Occurring
as an acute process it may be said to represent a
generalized acute articular rheumatism, in which
the large serosa; are attacked with the joints. Such
cases are extremely rare, although it is not uncom-
mon for a single serosa like the pericardium to par-
ticipate. Chronic polyserositis, which presents a
number of individual syndromes, is regarded by
some as a paratuberculous process. In all cases of
such type we are forced to assume the existence
of some infectious principle or product in the cir-
culation.

THE PREVENTION OF TYPHOID FEVER.
At the annual convention of the Carolina Municipal
Association, held in Winston-Salem, N. C, June 2
and 3, 1910, Dr. L. L. Lumsden of the Public
Health and Marine-Hospital Service discussed
what the mayor and city council can do in the pre-
vention of typhoid fever. The disease is especially
prevalent in the South, a fact which, according to
Lumsden, may be attributed to the following con-
ditions: I. Faulty sewage disposal, incident to the
relatively large rural population, and particularly,
as pointed out by the investigations of Stiles, to the
large percentage of negroes in the population. 2.
Climate, the long periods of warm weather when
there are additional agents for the transmission of
the infection, such as flies and other insects and
when greater quantities of uncooked foods and
beverages are consumed, and there is probably in-
creased individual susceptibility to the infection.
Lumsden tabulates the preventive measures which

the mayor and city council may take as follows : (i)
Become informed as to the nature of the infection,
its modes of spread, and the methods to prevent it.

(2) Make disease prevention a conspicuous policy
of the administration. (3) Make efficiency the
primary basis of appointments to positions in the
health oflSce. (4) Provide adequate salaries for
health officers. (5) Appropriate funds for sanitary
improvement as liberally as the taxation rate will
allow. (6) Provide for the collection of mortality
and morbidity statistics so that the results of sani-
tary work may be known. (7) Provide for the
proper care of the sick. (8) Keep in close touch
with and support the health officer in his work.
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(9) Cooperate with the authorities of other munici-

palities of the State and of the nation. (10) Teach

by precept and by example the precautionary meas-

ures.

No argument is required to drive home the fact

that the prevention of typhoid fever in cities rests

mainly with the municipality. If a mayor and city

council are indisposed to insist that the sanitary ar-

rangements are properly supervised, then diseases.

and typhoid fever in particidar, are certain to occur

and to spread. There w^as a time when politics

held so large a sway in the government of Ameri-

can cities that sanitation was neglected and the

health of the community was at the mercy of men
ignorant of and indifferent to the laws 'of hygiene.

A remarkable change in this respect is now taking

place. The question of public health is beginning;

to loom large in municipal, State, and national poli--

tics, and those in office are afraid to offend too ob-

viously the growing health sentiment of the people.

So far as typhoid fever is concerned much headway
has been made in preventive measures in the North-

ern States. The population generally has decided

to have an unpolluted water supply and a fairly-

pure milk supply, and although neither of these

supplies is wholly satisfactory, j'et great progress

has been made and is being made in this direction.

Lumsden shows how municipalities can assist fur-

ther in safeguarding the public health by paying

particular attention not only to the water and milk

supplies, but to sanitation in general. It nuist be

borne in mind that there are other means nf con-

veying typhoid fever than milk and waier, and
that the fly, the typhoid fly, is more dangerous than

the most heavilv sewage-laden stream.

The Tubercle B.\cillu.s ix "Cured Cases."

The identification of a single tubercle bacillus in

the sputum of a patient suffering from a cough is

by most people considered quite sufficient for a
definite diagnosis of tuberculosis and for the insti-

tution of systematic treatment even in the complete
absence of all physical signs in the lungs. Such
an attitude is unquestionably correct, and the imme-
diate beginning of treatment in such cases has prob-
ably saved many from chronic invalidism or an
early death. Such patients as a rule, however, do
not feel especially ill, are fairly strong, are ambi-
tious, and especially if they have been told that a
few weeks in the mountains will cure them, are apt
to be restive under the prolonged rest and absence
from their daily work. The important question
then arises as to when such patients are to be de-
clared to be cured, and whether or not they may be
permitted to return to their former life in" the city.

As they at no time have shown physical signs more
than could be explained bv a inild bronchitis, exami-
nation of the chest is of little value in deciding the
question ; absence of fever and gains in weight are
so commonly present in those wkh active processes
during the life in the sanatoria that they are of
but little value as evidence. In the majoritv of
cases the final decision rests upon the presence or
absence of the tubercle bacilli in the sputum, and
a not uncommon routine procedure has been that
other signs being absent the failure to find the or-
ganisms in the sputum on three successive examina-

tions is sufficient c\ idence upon which tu declare the

patient "a cure." During the last few years, how-
ever, great advances have been made in the tech-

nique of sputum examination. By the introduction

of the antiform and other homogenizing and di-

gesting methods the search for the tubercle bac-

cillus has become a much less haphazard method
and a much more thorough procedure. These vari-

ous methods vary in detail, but all seek for one re-

sult, the destruction of mucus, cells, and in fact all

of the contents of the sputum except the tubercle

bacilli themselves, and then their concentration by

centrifugation so that all of the organisms in a

specimen of sputum may be collected upon one or

two microscopic slides. In the Berliner klinische

Wochenschrift for June 6, 19 10, J. A. Finkelstein

has made a careful comparative study of the or-

dinary smear and that prepared by the antiform
method and has found that by the new-er method
the organisms appear from eight to ten times as

nimierously as by the older and simple process of

smearing. Of especial interest, however, is the

report of fifty-two patients w'ho, though they at one
time had had tubercle bacilli in the sputum, had
been declared cured on the grounds of the absence
of symptoms and signs and negative sputum exam-
inations. Whereas the usual smear confirmed the

cure in every case, the antiform method of prepar-

ing the specimen demonstrated the organisms still

to be present in twenty-one of these fifty-two cases,

in numbers varying from seven in the entire prep-

aration to an average of six to a microscopic field.

In the face of such findings it is apparent that more
care is required in declaring patients cured of tuber-

culosis, that many cases w-hich are overlooked by
the ordinary methods of sputum examination are in

reality harboring bacilli in large numbers, and that

repeated examinations of the twenty-fotir hours
sputum by some of the newer methods should be
negative before a patient is declared cured of the

disease. On the other hand one must be certain

that the organisms found in the sputum are really

tubercle bacilli and not mere simulacra.

PREVEXT.MiLE C.\rSES OF INSANITY.

In the June issue of the Popular Science Monthly
Dr. Thomas \\'. Salmon of the Public Health and
]\Iarine-Hospital Service writes on two preventable

causes of insanity. It is almost needless to say that

these causes are syphilis and alcohol. During the

past year 664 patients, or 12 per cent, of all the

5,301 new cases admitted to the New- York State

hospitals had general paralysis, and 638 cases of the

alcoholic psychoses were admitted to the same in-

stitutions in the same period. This is to say that

more than one-fourth of all first admissions were
due to these two causes. Considering the 1.302

cases of general paralysis and of alcoholic psychoses
in detail Salmon brings out certain significant facts

relating to sex and environment. With regard to

the male admissions, environment does not appear
to have had a very marked influence upon the

prevalence of the alcoholic psychoses, but the per-

centage of cases of general paralysis in men was
nearly three times greater in the admissions from
cities than in those from the country. For women
the percentage of cases of general paralysis from
cities was twice that from rural communities, but
the percentage of admissions with alcoholic

psychoses was seven times greater for cities than
for the country. .\s .Salmon remarks, this is elo-
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queiit testimony to the influence exerted bv ilic

bcick room and the "ladies' " entrance of the cily

saloon, but the most striking feature of these li<;-

urcs is that 42 per cent, of all the male admission-

from cities were for general paralysis and the alco-

holic psychoses. Possibly Salmon somewhat over-

rated the influence of alcoholism of parents upon
their offspring. At least his figures are in direct

opposition to those recently got together by in-

vestigators connected with the "Francis Galton
Laboratory" in England, which seemed to supjwrt

the proposition that parental intemperance had no

causal relation to filial degeneration. Another ISrit-

ish authority, Archibald Reid, propounded similar

views in his work on alcoholism published in 1901.

Indeed, in spite of the opinions of German authori-

ties the cjuestion of the influence of alcoholism in

])arents upon their progeny has not been by an\

means finally settled. Xcvertheless, there is no

doubt that syphilis and alcohol are directly responsi-

ble for more cases of mental derangement than an\

other two causes. Salmon, too, is absolutely correct

when he says that the lesson of the statistics re-

ferred to is full of hope and encouragement a>

showing that a large proportion of all cases of in-

sanity is found to be due to causes within our own
control, since it is justifiable to speak of sy]iliili--

an 1 alcohol as two preventable conditions.

Soci.vLisM AMI Mi:d[ci.\'E.

A.s a rule the socialist is antagonistic to the med-
ical profession. One cannot take up a socialistic

organ that one does not find therein a gibe or a

sneer directed towards tlie profession. In a very

well known British weekly, the editor of which is

considered to be quite in the front rank of literary

persons, a venomous and inaccurate sketch of the

life and work of Koch appeared soon after his

death. It stated that he was chiefly known as the

discoverer of tuberculin, a remedy which although

now discredited had wreaked much harm. When
an editor of fame can allow such stuff' to be pub-

lished in his paper, no surprise can be felt when the

lesser lights follow in his footsteps. Llowever, the

editor in question is not known as a socialist but as

an advanced radical. Bernard Shaw has ofttimes

flouted medical men and has attempted to raise a

laugh at their expense by means which, if not un-

fair, have at least been open to suspicion. How-
ever, it is thought that as poseur, farceur, and phil-

osopher Shaw has shot his bolt and that in future

his remarks will not be received with the open-

mouthed admiration which has greeted them up to

the present. Nevertheless, the fact remains that

.socialism and medicine do not assimilate. The
Medical Press and Circular of June 15 refers to

the teaching existent among socialists in regard to

hospitals. One of the lessons from the "Red Cate-

chism" used in the socialistic Sunday schools, sets

forth that in hospitals students and doctors make
e.xperiments upon poor patients in order that they

may sell the knowledge thus gained to the rich.

Therefore, the ])oor must avoid hospitals. Further

it is stated in the Social Democrat that "in spite

of the doctor being paid to cure disease, he actually

profits by its continuation, and his economic in-

centive is to reverse his raison d'etre." It is argued

that the system of payment makes unscrupulous

practices possible and, in short, that a doctor's track-

consists in preying cruelly upon suffering and weak
humanitw

|)iui;( 1 .\Nii .\x.\i'ii VI. \c rii rdvuris oi- \\\-

DATIDS.

I'^oR a long time in the history of a case of hydatids

of any internal organ the effects are purely local

and mechanical, due to pressure alone. Late in the

disease, however, there comes a time when a species

of slow poisoning develops, causing a cachectic

condition. Earlier, in any case, there may super-

vene sudden severe poisonous symptoms due to the

opening of the hydatid sac by trauma, the contents

of the sac being suddenly thrown into the circula-

tion. It is found, however, that this fluid is not

always poisonous, and if the contents of an hydatid

cvst be injected into animals no toxicity is shown
in many cases, while in a few it results. L. Boudin

and Guy Laroche, in an article in La Presse Mcdi-

cale for May 4, 1910, explain this state of things

as due to anaphylaxis. The small amount of poison

that is slowly absorbed from the closed sac makes

the system of the patient unduly sensitive to the

toxin of hydatids, and a sudden dose of these

poisons in the circulation causes symptoms of se-

vere poisoning and even death. A large number
of eosinophile cells are found at the periphery of

a hydatid cyst, which ])robably form in the peri-

cystic tissue as a result of the dialyzation of poisons

through the walls of the cyst. The new researches

with reference to anaphylaxis will doubtless ex-

plain a number of previously not understood phe-

nomena in disease, for example, the idosyncra-

sies in respect of food-poisoning from which some

persons suff'er. Cyclic vomiting seen in children

mav perhaps be explained in the same way.

Nftua of tijf Wttk.

Ambulance Accidents.—Two more accidents to

ambulances responding to calls, one in New York,

the other in Jersey City, revive the question whether

more serious trouble is not caused by the rapid driv-

ing through the city streets than is prevented by the

prompt attention. In the first case, a Bellevue Hos-

pital ambulance was struck by a recklessly driven

express wagon and completely wrecked, the sur-

geon, the patient, and the driver all being rendered

imconscious. In the second case, an ambulance

from the Jersey City Hospital collided with a trolley-

car and the surgeon was badly bruised and cut.

Neither the driver nor the patient was hurt. TIk-

driver of the ambulance charges that the gong 01

the trolley car was not rung, while the motorman
makes a similar com])laint against the ambulance.

Accident Prevention.—The National Associa-

tion of iManufacturers has recently appointed a

commission to study the prevention of accidents

and the operation of industrial indemnity insurance

in Europe. The commission believes that fully 5c

per cent, of industrial accidents are preventable,

and will pay especial attention to this subject, visit-

ing the museums of safety devices in various for-

eign cities.

Scarlet Fever in a Home.—The Pelham Sum-
mer Home, used as a fresh-air retreat for New
York children, was closed recently by order of the

Board of Health because of an outbreak of scarlet

fever among the inmates. The health officer will

enforce a six weeks' fjuarantine.

Inspection of Dairies.—Acting under the su-

pervision of the State chemist of Michigan, sixteen

chemists will tour that State during the summer
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months inspecting the dairies and testing the milk

produced and suppHed to the large cities. The

cause of impurities in the milk will be determined

and the dairymen advised as to means of correcting

the evil. The regular State inspectors will follow

them up closely, and where dairymen have failed

to comply with the directions given by the chem-

ists, their cases will be referred to the State Com-
missioner. It is hoped that a large reduction in

infant mortality during the summer may be the

reward of the experiment.

Ice Cream Cones.—Two seizures in New York
within a few days of large numbers of ice cream
cones show the operation of the pure food law in a

new direction. On the second occasion four and a

half million cones were seized on one of the North
River piers en route to Galveston, and condemned
as containing boric acid and unfit to eat. Govern-

ment officials say that their investigations into the

cones served with ice cream to the small boy on the

street for a penny show that sawdust, shavings, and

even wrapping paper have entered into their com-
position.

Crocker Cancer Fund.—The sale of the estate

of the late George Crocker at Darlington, New
Jersey, has been announced. This is one of the

two pieces of property which Mr. Crocker left to

Columbia University with the direction that the pro-

ceeds of their sale constitute the Crocker Fund for

Cancer Research. The price paid for the estate is

said to be about one million dollars. The second

piece of property consists of Mr. Crocker's town
house with its contents.

City Birth Rate High.—During the month of

June the number of births in New York .State was
16,760, of which 10,352, or nearly two-thirds, were
in New York City. The total number of deaths in

the State was 11,901, of which 6,323, or only a

little more than one-half, occurred in New York
City. In other words, in New York City the excess
of births over deaths was 4,029, while in all the
rest of the State the e.xcess was only 830. Deaths
due to violence numbered 769, of which 34 were
homicides and 137 suicides, and 135 were due to

railway accidents. Old age was given as the cause
of death in 161 cases.

Diphtheria on Ward's Island.—The Manhat-
tan State Hospital for the Insane on Ward's Island,
New York, has been under quarantine for a couple
of weeks owing to an outbreak of diphtheria among
the patients. It is thought that the disease was car-

ried to the Island by one of the employees from
whom it spread until sixty patients were ill with
the disease, in addition to a number of suspected
cases. Although the first patients developing the
symptoms were removed to the Willard Parker Hos-
pital, the spread was so rapid that it was feared the
hospital would be overcrowded, and the Manhattan
Hospital stafif undertook to care for those stricken.
A prompt and rigid quarantine has been effectual in

stamping out the infection, and careful treatment
has limited the number of deaths to one.

Dr. W. W Hawke has resigned as Chief Resi-
dent Physician in the Philadelphia Hospital for the
Insane, to accept the position of superintendent of
the State Hospital for the Insane at Warren, Pa.

Chattanooga Medical School.—At a meeting of
the executive board of the University of Chatta-
nooga on July 12 it was decided to suspend the
medical department of that institution. While the

action was based upon several reasons, the chief one,

it is asserted, is that the university has no endow-
ment for the medical department and finds it im-

possible, therefore, to provide the equipment or

maintain the standard necessary to place it in the

front row of medical colleges to which it aspires.

University of Pennsylvania Medical School.—
The trustees of the University of Pennsylvania an-

nounce the following changes in the personnel of

the Medical Faculty, to go into effect at the begin-

ning of the session in September, 1910. Dr. David
L. Edsall has been transferred from the Chair of

Pharmacology and Therapeutics to the Chair of

Theory and Practice of Medicine made vacant by
the resignation of Dr. James Tyson, and the former

chair will be filled by Dr. A. N. Richards, now pro-

fessor of pharmacology in the Northwestern Uni-

versity Medical School. The endowment of a Chair

of Physiological Chemistry has been made possible,

and Dr. Alonzo Englebert Taylor of the University

of California will be the first incumbent. Dr. Rich-

ard M. Pearce of the University and Bellevue Hos-
pital Medical College of New York has been ap-

pointed Professor of Pathology, and will also head

the department of research medicine recently estab-

lished by an endowment of $200,000. Dr. Allen J.

Smith, the present dean of the Medical School,

will be the occupant of the new Chair of Compara-
tive Pathology, and will also be at the head of the

newly instituted courses in Tropical Medicine. Dr.

Paul Lewis, until recently connected with the Rocke-
feller Institute of New York, has been elected As-

sistant Professor of Patholog;\^ and will have charge

of the laboratoryof the Phipps Institute for the

Study, Prevention, and Treatment of Tuberculosis,

now an integral part of the Universit)'.

The American College of Medicine of ^t. Louis,

Missouri, announces the appointment of Dr. Fred-

erick A. Baldwin ( University of Michigan, Medical

Department, 1898) as Professor of Pathology and
Clinical Medicine. Dr. Thomas G. Atkinson has

been elected Professor of Neurology, and Dr.

George M. Heath, Professor of Physics and Physi-

ological Chemistry in the same institution. The
college opens on September 6.

"Death Avenue."—In response to the request

of the Mavor of New York, the Public Service

Commission of this city has submitted tables show-
ing the number of persons killed and injured on the

surface railway lines of the city as compared with

number of accidents on the street tracks of the

New York Central Railroad below Sixtieth street.

The figures are for the consideration of the Board
of Estimate which has taken up the agitation for

the removal of the railroad's tracks from the city

streets, particularly Eleventh avenue, which has

long been known as "Death Avenue." The report

shows that the number of casualties on the trolley

lines is far greater than those on the Central's

tracks. During the first six months of this year

there were eight fatal accidents on the trolley lines

and only one on the Central's ; in 1909 forty-three

persons were killed on the trolley tracks and eight

on the Central's. While it was to be expected that

the accidents on the combined trolley lines would
exceed those on the Central's Eleventh avenue
tracks, since the mileage of the former is so much
greater, yet it is doubtful whether the proportion

justifies the exclusive application of the name
"Death Avenue" to Eleventh avenue. It would
seem that almost any of the streets on which the
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trolley cars run might compete for the distinction.

The lower figures for the first six months of 1910,

however, hold out hope for the future.

Waterless Hospital.—It is reported that the

Government Hospital for the treatment of tuber-

culosis, at Fort Stanton, New Mexico, may have

to be abandoned because of the failure of its water
supply. The hospital, which is under the jurisdic-

tion of the Public Health and Marine-Hospital Serv-

ice, had until recently an abundance of water, but

the supply has, it is said, been virtually cut off by

the action of a railroad in the vicinity which is

piping the water to a point thirty miles beyond for

use in locomotives. The Secretary of the Treasury
has been informed that unless some means of sup-

plying water is found the hospital, in which the

Government has invested nearly a million dollars,

will have to go out of commission.

The American Public Health Association will

hold its thirty-eighth annua! meeting in Milwaukee,
Wis., September 5 to 9 next. Representatives from
many of the national organizations working in the

interest of the public health have been invited to

be present and to discuss methods for the correla-

tion of the work of such organizations, and for

cooperation with a view to increasing efficiency and
economy. Sanitary engineering will occupy a con-

spicuous place on the program. This Association

is the oldest national sanitary organization in the

United States. Its membership extends over the

United States, the Dominion of Canada, Mexico,
and Cuba. Information concerning it can be ob-

tained by addressing Dr. Wm. C. Woodward, Sec-

retary, Washington, D. C.

The Fifth International Congress of Obstetrics

and Gynecology will be held under the patronage
of His Majesty, the Emperor of Russia, at St.

Petersburg, September 22-28, 1910. The Russian
Committee on Organization, representing every part

of the Empire, has effected an organization with

Prof. Dem. d'Ott, President; Prof. P. Sadovski,

Secretary-General ; Prof. H. Zamchine, Treasurer.

The special questions to be considered by the Con-
gress are: (i) "Cesarean Section," by Baum,
Brandt, Doleris, and Routh. (2) "Non-Operative
Treatment of Cancer of the Uterus," by Mangia-
galli, Betrix, and Meyer. (3) "Comparative Value
of the Different Procedures in the Treatment of

Displacements and Deviations of the Uterus," by
Schauta, W'estermark, and Hofmeier. (4) "The
Vaginal Route in Accouchement and Gynecology,"
by Martin, Jung, Treub, and Wertheim. (5) "In-

fluence of the Nervous System in the Origin and
Control of Uterine Hemorrhages," by Macnaugh-
ton-Jones, and others. The registration fee is

$5.25, payable before the meeting to the chairman
of the respective National Committee, through
whom cards of admission and all information rela-

tive to the Congress will be forwarded. Contribu-
tions to the program are subject to acceptance by
the Executive Committee of the Congress, to which
titles will be forwarded by chairmen of the respect-

ive national committees. The time limit on forma!

reports is 20 minutes ; on special communications, 15

minutes ; on remarks, 10 minutes. A resume of all

communications accepted under tlie rules of the

Congress, if furnished bv autliors, will be translated

and published in the different languages in advance
of the meeting. All the modern languages will be

permitted, but reports and discussions submitted in

any one language will be translated into the other

languages for publication in the Transactions. The
committee for the United States is as follows:

Charles A. L. Reed (Chairman), Cincinnati; Robt.

T. Morris, New York; Howard A. Kelly, Balti-

more ; Lewis S. McMurtry, Louisville ; Matthew D.

Mann (Secretary), Buffalo. An exhibition, for

which contributions from all parts of the world are

solicited, will be held in connection with the Con-
gress, and will inckide surgical instruments, ancient

and modern ; apparatus for the equipment of labora-

tories, operating and lying-in rooms, etc., plans for

obstetrical clinics and gynecological hospital wards

;

portraits of men who have distinguished themselves

in the subjects of gynecology and obstetrics; books

on the same subjects; pharmaceutical preparations,

etc.

Bequests to Charities.—The Babies' Hospital

of New York receives $3,000 under the will of the

late Mrs. Margaret A. Bromley, who died recently.

By the will of the late Charles S. Ward, who died

recently in Roseville, N. J., the Presbyterian Hos-
pital of New York will receive $10,000 on the death

of one of the legatees.

The will of Henry Dexter of New York, who
died recently, provides for bequests to a number of

charities after the death of his daughter. Of these,

St. John's Guild receives $10,000 ;
; the Home for

Old Men and Aged Couples, $100,000, and St.

Luke's Hospital, $1,000.

New Jersey State Pediatric Society.—The first

annual meeting of this society was held at the Hotel
Chalfonte, Atlantic City, on June 2~, 1910. The
officers of the society are : President, Dr. H. L. Coit,

Newark; Vice-President, Dr. Alexander McAlister,

Camden ; Treasurer, Dr. B. Van D. Hedges, Plain-

field ; Secretary, Dr. M. J. Synnott, Montclair;

Council, Drs. J. Finley Bell, Englewood ; Thomas
N. Gray, East Orange; Burdette P. Craig, Jer-

sey City; Emery Ivlarvel, Atlantic City, and F. N.
Glazebrook, Morristown. At the afternoon and
evening sessions the following fourteen papers were
presented in addition to the presidential address by
Dr. H. L. Coit, on "Factors in the Conservation of

Child Life:" "Treatment of Typhoid Fever with

Special Reference to the Use of Hydrochloric
Acid," Alexander McAlister, M.D. "Acute Ne-
phritis in Children," Arthur W. Bingham, M.D.
"The Status of Children's Wards in General Hos-
pitals," J. Finley Bell, M.D. "Some Points in the

Diagnosis of Pleuritic Effusion in Infancy," D. J.
M. Miller, M.D. "The Relation of Orthopedic Sur-
gery to Pediatrics," Sidney A. Twinch, M.D. "In-

fant Mortality in Summer, How to Conduct a Suc-
cessful Campaign Against It," Arthur Stern, M.D.
"The Dietetic Management of Children During
Sickness," Floy McEwen, M.D. "A Method of

Dealing with Illy-Nourished Infants," Francis H.
Glazebrook, M.D. "Malarial Fever in Children,"

Elmer C. Wherry, M.D. "A Present-day View of
Infant Feeding," Thomas N. Gray, M.D. "Practi-
cal Points in the Management of Poliomyelitis and
Its Sequelae," Henry Ling Taylor, M.D. "Tuber-
culous Peritonitis in Children," John H. Bradshaw,
M.D. "Infectious Arthritis," David T. Bowden,
M.D.
Connecticut State Board of Health.—.^t a

recent meeting of this board the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year: President, Dr.
E. K. Root, Hartford; Secretary, Dr. Joseph H.
Townsend, New Haven ; Water Supply and Sexvage
Committee, Drs. Root, Townsend, and McKenzie;
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Laboratory Cummittcc. Drs. Root, Phillips, Wolf.

and Townsend ; Director of the Laboratory, Dr. H.

W. Conn. In reviewing the work of the past quar-

ter in the laboratory, Professor Conn stated that 847

samples of milk had been received for e.xaminatioii.

He considered the milk siip])ly of the State as a

whole only fair.

The Nova Scotia Medical Society held its

annual meeting at Yarmouth on July (1 and 7. Offi-

cers for the ensuing year were elected as follows

:

President, Dr. James' Ross, Halifax; First Vice-

President, Dr. Kennedy, New Glasgow ; Second

Vice-President, Dr. McLean, New Glasgow ; Secre-

tary-Treasurer. Dr. J. R. Corston, Halifax. The
next annual meeting will be held in Halifax.

The Torrington (Connecticut) Medical Associ-

ation at a recent meeting elected the following

officers: President, Dr. Thomas L. Thomson; ]'ice-

President. Dr. Abram J. Barker; Secretary, Dr. D.

P. Piatt; Treasurer. Dr. George Streit. The fol-

lowing committees have been named : Executive—
Drs. Thomas L. Thomson. George Streit, and H. B.

Chapin ; Literary—Urs. D. P. Piatt, A. J. Barker,

and W. E. Hofifman. The association is said to be

in favor of a local hospital.

The Spokane County Medical Society has com-
])loted arrangements for the erection of a suitable

huiliHng to be used as a home for the society.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Mihr.vn K. K.^SSABIAN of

Philadelphia, Pa., died at the JefTerson Hospital in

that city on July 12. as the result of .r-ray burns.

Dr. Kassabian's name must be added to the already

long list of those e.xperimenters with the powerful

rays whose lives have been the price of their de-

votion to science. Born in Cassarea in .Asia Minor
in 1868, Dr. Kassabian came to the United States

in 1894, and four years later was graduated from
the Medico-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia.

Immediately after his graduation he was made in-

structor in electro-therapeutics and .r-ray treatmeni-

in the college, a position which he resigned in 1902
to become director of the Roentgen ray laboratory

in the Philadelphia General Hospital, remaining in

the latter position until his death. The injurious ef-

fects of the rays were first noticed in 1902, when the

finger nails were affected, and two years later it be-

came necessary to amputate two fingers. The oper-

ation, however, did not check the spread of the dis-

ease and second and third operations were per-

formed, still without efYect. .\s an authority on the

subject of .I'-ray treatment, Dr. Kassabian had been

a delegate to many conventions and was the author
of several books dealing with electrotherapeutics.

He was a member of the American Medical Asso-
ciation, of the Philadelphia County and Pennsyl-

vania State Societies, and of the Roentgen Society

and the Medical Club of Philadelphia.

Dr. Walter W. Sxvder of London. C)hio, died
suddenly on June 26. He was a graduate of the

Starling Medical College in the class of 1901, and
was 34 years of age.

Dr. Charles B. Richmo.xd of Denver, Col., died

at his home on July i. aged 56 years. Dr. Rich-
mond was a graduate of the Northwestern Llni-

versity Medical School of Chicago, in the class of

1878, and was a member of the American Medical
Association and of the county and State societies.

Dr. Thomas R. Newman of Nashville, Tenn.,
died at his home on July 4", after a short illness,

aged 42 years. He was graduated from the Medical
Department of the University of Nashville in 1897.

(flnrrpsjjonlipnrp.

THE u.viox OF .mi:du;,\i. college and
IIOSPIT.AL.

To THE Editor of the Meuic.m. Record:

Sir:—In the Medical Record of July 9, 1910, Jacob
Gould Schurman, D. Sc, LL.D.. President of Cornell
L^niversity, in an article on "Progress in Medical
Education," after dwelling with proper emphasis upon
the necessity of medical schools owning, operating and
controlling hospitals entirely under the management 01

the medical schools and subject to regulation by the
faculty, makes the following statement: "No iirst-

class medical school in the United States to-day pos-
sesses such a hospital of its own." As this statement,
coming from so distinguished an authority, may receive
.general credence, I beg leave to call attention to the
tact that, for more than a quarter of a century, the
Jefferson Medical College has, to the minutest detail,

owned, operated and controlled its hospital. The same
board of trustees has charge of college and hospital,

both operated under one charter, receives all funds,
and disburses all income from both departments.

Election to a clinical chair in the college carries with
it a corresponding position on the staff of the hospital,

rules for which provide that the "Attending physicians
shall consist of the professor of the practice of

medicine and of clinical medicine, the profes-
sor of materia medica and therapeutics, and
the professor of clinical medicine," and the at-

tending surgeons shall consist of the professor.--

of surgery and of clinical surgery." and so on through
the entire faculty. The same rule applies to all mem-
bers of the teaching body including the professor of

pathology who is pathologist, and the professor of bac-
teriology who is bacteriologist to the hospital. The
arrangement of clinics in the hospital is made by the

faculty without the necessity of obtaining the consent
of the house officers of the hospital, and the same is

true of ward section work, classes in the operating
rooms, and scheduUd attendance in the out-patient de-

partments, clinical laboratory and post mortem room.
The hospital also maintains a maternity department

of which the medical director is professor of obstetrics.

Every clinical facility at the command of the genera!
hospital is available for teaching purposes, and subject

to the requirements of the faculty. The curriculum
committee of the college may at any time inquire into

the facilities of the hospital or submit to the board of

trustees requests for organization of a new department
to improve the teaching, and so far as I am aware the

Board of Trustees has in every instance provided the

facilities requested. In other words, the desirabilities

upon which President Schurman lays special stress,

have been recognized and supplied by the Jefferson

Medical College.

In reporting the budget of the Jefferson Medical
College the Carnegie Foundation took no cognizance of

the fact that in addition to the income from students

—

no part of which is devoted to the hospital maintenance
—the hospital expended (last year) $228,387.07. There
were admitted (last year) to the house, 5,199 patients:

cj,i6o emergencies w^ere cared for in the accident de-

partment; 24.812 patients paid : 14,702 visits to the dis-

pensaries; 4,041 of the in-patients and all the accident

and dispensary patients were available for teaching
purposes.

It is well known that there are other medical schools

in this country possessing similar advantages.

W. M. L. CopLiN,

Phii..\delphi.\, July 12, igio. Medical Director.

POISON IVY RASH.

To the Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir— I recently passed through an interesting ex-

perience with poison ivy rash, acquired during a day
of strenuous trout fishing. I have had an attack every
year for many years, but since boyhood the attacks

have been very mild; so I ignored the ever-present

ivy this year in my keen interest in the art of catching

a few nice trout in a stream that is fished to death.

Two days after my return the rash appeared over my
left wrist— I scratched it freely and it extended freely

to the hand and half way up the forearm. In a few

days I realized I was thoroughly poisoned by that

despicable vine, so I at once began to experiment with
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various remedies tor the sake of suffering lunnaiiity

as well as for my own relief.

1 first tried iced cloths squeezed out in a saturated
solution of hyposulphite of soda, but 1 soon lost faith

in this. I next tried a saturated solution of borax,
but soon changed to lead and opium wash. By this

time my face was badly swollen—eyes about closed and
a general erythema clearly seen. Now 1 knew 1 was
in for it, for the typical ivy eruption appeared wherever
1 scratched, and I certainly desired to scratch every-
where. I realized then that ivy poisoning is a sclf-

limited disease, and that 1 should help nature as mucli
as possible, so I ordered for myself a milk diet (after

a dose of Rochelle salts) and constant attention t'>

the rash, the itching, and the general erythema. 1

moved my home to the bathroom, and there for a

week I had an interesting fight. Talcum powder, car-

bolic acid ointment (1-30), iodine ointment and cam-
phorated phenol ointment, acetate of lead solution,

sulphate of zinc solution and thymol iodide were all

tried but soon given up.

I found it necesary to lie in cool water frequently,

after which I poured a saturated solution of bicarbonate
of soda all over the body. A kind physician suggested
an ointment which I used freely all over the face and
chest with considerable relief for a day, but the itching
and the erythema would "break through," so I finally

tried carron oil poured frequently all over the b^ody

and more frequently patted over the worst places.

This gave such relief that I continued its use till

the end—whenever the itching became severe, I rubbed
dry bicarbonate of soda into the skin, covered as it was
with the carron oil. This seemed to be the best com-
bination—the drj' powder rubbed into the itching

places would bring relief after the smarting sensation
had subsided.
A second kind physician gave me the following pre-

scription which I used with great benefit:

Zinc oxide, 5ii.

Magnes. carb., 5ii.

Thymolis iod., 3i.

.\quae calcis, q.s. ad Jiv.

M. sig: external use.

After three weeks of suffering the rash disappeared,
but scratching could easily bring back the typical rash.

I certainly was saturated with the poison which left me
with three small carbuncles and a good-sized one on
the neck—my first experience. In conclusion, I advise

physicians to try ice cold compresses—carron oil, bi-

carbonate of soda and the above prescription in their

treatment of ivy poisoning.
Xew York. Richard Ellis, M.D.

OUR LONDON LETTER.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

W.\R AGAIXST TUBERCULOSIS—DISCUSSION ON SYPHILIS—WAS-
SERMANN REACTION—OPTIC ATROPHY FROM ARSENICAL PREP-

-\RATIONS—BATTERSEA HOSPITAL—AMERICAN GUESTS—LIVER-

POOL TROPICAL SCHOOL—OBITUARY.
LONDO.-J. July I, 1910.

The war against tuberculosis is going strong. To-
day the Countess of Aberdeen, whose work in Ireland
I have previously described, is to open an exhibition in

Edinburgh, where for the coming week the campaign
will be vigorously carried on. Among the movements
arranged for is an important conference on tuberculosis
at which experts from Europe and America are to assist

the deliberations which comprise such subjects as the
avenues of infection, preventive measures, prevalence in

childhood and the working man in relation to the

disease. There is to be a special service for the uni-

versity students and visitors and an address by Profes-
sor Osier, a reception by the Lord Provost, magistrates
and council of the city, the annual meeting of the

National Association for Prevention of Consumption,
addresses by distinguished visitors and the inauguration
of the Royal Victoria Farm Colony. A full program

—

to say nothing of the many hospitals and other in-

stitutions which those who can attend the conference
win desire to visit.

During the month just ended the surgical section

(R. S. M.") devoted two sittings to a discussion on the

present position of the treatment of syphilis. It was
opened by Mr. Ernest Lane, who thought that the

decrease in the last 10 years reported in the public

services was also observable in the civil population,

though there was in increase among hospital patients.

lie reiiecl on injection in emergencies. Calomel two-
thirds grain suspended in oil, at intervals of a week,
for 12 weeks was the most potent. Pain was the most
common disadvantage (for which reason grey oil was
better for routine work) the others being pulmonary
embolism, acute mercurialism and local abscess. Sol-
uble mercurial injections were objected to on the
ground of frequent dosage being necessary. Inunction
was repugnant to most patients. .Vs to duration of

treatment he put it at 5 years, which sometimes should
be extended to 7 years, as only so could late affection.^

of the higher nerve centres be certainly averted.
Capacity to transmit ceased before immunity to nerve
lesions was established. The intervals of treatment
should be gradually lengthened. He did not think
iodipin of much service. Arylarsonates were danger-
ous.

Dr. Fletcher said serum diagnosis gave him a posi-
tive reaction in 30 to 40 per cent, of primary cases.
In other cases the results were reliable, but energetic
treatment destroyed the reaction, though if stopped too
early a positive result would again be obtained. .'\

negative result, confirmed a few months later on,
was evidence of cure. Grey oil was the most effective.

Major French e,xtol!ed inunction and said there was
no evidence that arsenical irrcparations prevented re-

lapse. Captain Harrison found three calomel injec-
tions to commence sufficient, grey oil being substituted
for further treatment. Wassermann's original method
gave him useful information employed in a roughly
quantitative manner.
Mr. McDonagh recommended excision of the primary

sore. Mr. Marshall favored the oral method of giving
mercury, but Dr. Pernet said "pills and potions" had
undoubtedly failed. Calomel injections, he said, were
most potent, followed by grey oil. Treatment should
be continued vigorously for two years; afterward
mildly up to seven years. Iodides suited patients over
forty. In mixed infections a vaccine, if a complicating
organism could be isolated. Mr. IBayley said there
was no reason to look on the disease as surgical, for
the pathologist was as much concerned as the surgeon
or physician in its treatment. He would make it notifi-

able and try to isolate and stamp it out.

Mr. Hutchinson was not so convinced as some of
the speakers of the value of injections. The iodides
were useful, not only in the tertiary, but in some sec-
ondary, lesions, e.g. intractable ulcers of the tonsils.

Further evidence v\fas needed to establish the alleged
fact that in congenital cases the Wassermann reaction
would not be abolished by intramuscular injections.
Nine out of ten. if not nineteen out of twenty, cases
could be cured by the oral method. This seemed proved
by the occurrence of fresh infection. Arsenic prepara-
tions were extremely dangerous. Cases which did not
respond to the oral administration were often as obsti-
nate to intramuscular injections.
Mr. Godlce said the disease had, to a great extent,

passed out of the realm of surgery; he no longer saw
in hospital or private practice the cases he saw ten or
fifteen years ago.
Mr. E. Lane, in reply, said he could not accept the

extreme view that the oral plan was useless, for the
cases treated during the last fifty years did fairly well.

Though iodides did not affect the virus, they were use-
ful adjuncts in treatment.
The Wassermann reaction, several times mentioned

in the foregoing notes, has also been discussed at the
West London Medical Clinic, but only in relation to
eye work. Mr. Bishop Harman presented a paper
based on forty cases, the pathological examinations
having been performed by Dr. Blunt. The patients
comprised both adults and children, and Mr. Harman
considered the results, added to the evidence in favor
of the reliability of the test, a good point, for it was
that it entailed no risk and no inconvenience save the
abstraction of a few drops of blood. When standard-
ized, as proposed by pathologists, the value of the test
would be increased, for it would not only indicate a
general infection, but would point to the nature of a

given local inflammation.
Mr. McAdam Eccles suggested testing the parents

of the patient and their other children. Mr. McDona.gh
mentioned cases under his care in which the mother and
child both gave the reaction.
Another subject mentioned in the previous discus-

sion was the danger of arylarsonates. This point has
been confirmed by yet another society, viz., the Oph-
thalmological, at which Mr. Ernest Clarke related two
cases of optic atrophy, which he had no doubt were
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caused by the treatment. He therefore urged extreme
care in the administration of arylarsonates, the eyes
being carefully examined before resorting to them, and
as carefully watched during the treatment. The dose
must be regulated with regard to body weight and
age; he doubted if it would be safe after forty. Disease
of arteries, kidneys or liver contaminated it. Colonel
Lambkin had used the treatment of which he was the
chief advocate, mostly, if not entirely, in young patients.

When the limitations and dangers were fully recog-
nized, possibly these remedies may prove as useful as

is hoped by many. Meantime, it must be remembered
that to the risk of blindness in a fatal disease like

sleeping sickness is a very diflferent thing from ex-
posing a patient to such a risk who is suffering from
a disease which is amenable to other and well-tried

remedies.
Another research expedition from the Liverpool

Tropical School of Medicine sailed on Saturday for

Malta. This is the twenty-third expedition of the
school, and Mr. Newstead goes to investigate the
habits of the sandfly with a view to its destruction in

the larval stage. The Colonial Office contributes from
its Disease Research Fund to the cost of the expedi-
tion.

A party of American surgeons landed at Liverpool
on Tuesday, and are visiting our hospitals in London
and various towns.

Battersea Borough Council has been reported by
the Auditor to have gone "beyond the reasonable limits

of discretion" in support of the antivivisection hospital.

It seems this hospital had the free use of the Town
Hall on five days, equal to the total use granted for

other philanthropic purposes during the whole year.

Horses, vans and charged electric accumulators were
also loaned free for demonstrations or processions.
Money collected as cloak room fees was given as a

donation, and this, but no other, hospital received a
subscription out of the Borough funds.
Department Inspector-General G. Jackson, R.N., has

died at the age of seventy-eight. He took L.R.C.S.I.
in 1854 and joined the medical service of the navy,
serving in the Baltic campaign, for which he received
the medal. He then saw considerable service on the
West Coast of Africa, 1855-1857; in the Abyssinian
cam.paign of 1868, being awarded a medal, and in the
Persian Gulf in 1872. He was awarded a Greenwich
Hospital Pension in 1905.

Dr. Alfred Francis Thompson, senior anesthetist in

the Manchester Royal Infirmary, lost his life on Satur-
day from an accident. He was motoring home when
his car was overturned in a collision. Dr. Thompson
was thrown out and sustained a fracture of the skull,

and died at once. He was elected to various posts in

the infirmary soon after taking his M.B., Ch.B., in 1903,
and eventually became senior anesthetist. He leaves
a wife and two young children.

The death has taken place of Surgeon-General P. G.
Fitzgerald at the ripe old age of ninety. He served in

the Indian Mutiny, was present at Cawnpore and the
capture of Lucknow, for which he was awarded the
medal with two clasps. He retired in 1880.

Mr. Ralph Keyser, Surgeon to the Cancer Hospital,
died at sea on the 17th of June, aged thirty-six. He
was a St. George's student, and there held various
minor appointments after qualifying at the two colleges
in i8g6. He proceeded to the Fellowship of the College
of Surgeons in 1899.

Dr. F. S. Stanwell, late Medical Officer of the East
Riding Lunatic Asylum, died on the 26th of June, aged
thirty-seven. He was M.D. of Edinburgh, where he
was educated, and had been resident Medical Officer at
the Royal Infirmary.

PrngrfHS at Mfiiiral §»rtrnrr.

Boston Medical and Surgicnl Jnurnid, July 7, 1910.

Hemorrhage from the Kidney.—A general article is

written by P. M. Pilchcr, who says that before the cysto-
scope came into use there were certain rules laid down for
determining the source of the hematuria. These were the
color of the urine, the time of appearance of the blood,
shape of the clot, facts learned from irrigating the bladder
and microscopical examination of the urine. The author
says that when inflammation of the Ijladder is not present
the recognition by the cystoscope of blood spurting or
oozing from the mouth of the ureters is unmistakable.
Hematuria may arise from trauma and from taking can-

tharides or turpentine. Of the foods, rhubarb, goose-
berries, unripe apples and asparagus may all be followed
by blood in the urine. In disease blood may appear in the
urine as an expression of intense congestion of the kidney,
in malignant fevers and may occur with or without other
symptoms. The most common causes of the symptomless
form are acute and chronic nephritis, calculus, renal

tuberculosis and congestion of the kidney, renal vari.x, an
angiomatous disease of the papillse renales and papilloma
or malignant disease of the kidney. Six clinical histories

are given. As to treatment, if the bleeding is due to
trauma, expectant treatment is indicated in cases of slight

injury in which there is only a moderate or transitory
hemorrhage of short duration. Operation is contraindi-
cated when both kidneys are extensively injured, but it is

strongly advised when there is progressive, recurrent, or
persistent hemorrhage ; also when infection has taken
place. If due to drugs or diet, remove them and treat

as in any acute inflammation of the kidney. In disease

no treatment is of any avail in the intense congestion of
malignant fevers. If due to nephritis, medical treatment
will usually bring about a cure. If conditions persist,

decapsulation and fixation of the kidney are indicated. In
rare conditions when the disease is unilateral and threatens
life the kidney may be removed. In cases of renal varix,

nephrotomy is the operation of choice, because it allows
a thorough examination of the kidney, and also for the
reason that it accomplishes exactly what the operation of
ligation does in the treatment of varicosities in other parts

of the body—in that it cuts six of the main connecting
venous radicles of the kidney and in this way destroys
the varicosities. Malignant growths call for removal of
the kidney, tuberculosis for removal of both ureter and
kidney, calculus for removal and sometimes nephrectomy,
nephralgia for renal decapsulation and the fixation of
the organ.

Neiv York Medical Journal, July 9, igio.

Determinable and Indeterminable Factors in the Eti-
ology of Typhoid Fever.

—

.\tter an elaborate considera-
tion of this subject. L. L. Lumsden offers the following
conclusions: (l) Typhoid fever is a disease which is

communicable from person to person. The infective agent
is eflfective immediately upon being discharged from the

bodies of diseased persons; and anything that will serve

to convey the living organisms having the biological

features of bacteria of the so-called typhoid bacillus group
from the excreta of such diseased persons to the ali-

mentary canal of healthy persons may be a factor in the

transmission of the infection. The most common and
therefore the most important factors in transmission are

personal contact, water, milk, raw fruits and vegetables,

raw shellfish, flies and other insects. If there be any as

yet unknown factors in the transmission of the infection,

their operation is prevented ]jy the same measures which
will prevent the operation of the known factors. (2) The
factors concerned in the establishment of individual sus-

ceptibility to invasion by the infective agent are so far

luidcterniined. It is possible that there is some specific

factor so concerned, but the evidence in favor of such
a view is very little if at all stronger than the evidence

that there are specific factors similarly operative in the

causation of diphtheria, tuberculosis, lobar pneumonia and
other diseases generally regarded as resulting from bac-

terial invasion. (3) The bulk of evidence supports the

view that the Eberth-Koch-Gaffkey bacillus or "typhoid

bacillus" is the essential if not the exclusive factor in the

production of typhoid fever and in the adoption of prac-

tical measures to prevent the disease this organism may
be and at present should be regarded as the specific

infective agent in the causation of typhoid fever.

The Quest and Winning of a Vesicle Calculus.—M.
W, Ware refers to the diagnosis as made first by the

cystoscope, second, by the searcher and, third, by the

.f-ray. He says that the general practitioner when he has
a vesical stone to deal with can more readily and sooner
get the patient to submit to the introduction of the

searcher and thereby pave the way and gain his confidence

for a cystoscopy subsequently. Stones that are too small

to be revealed by the searcher, hidden in diverticula, their

number, size, shape, and all concomitant conditions of the

bladder are at once revealed by the cystoscopic search-

light ; and though it is beyond cavil that the most painless

and harmless and innocuous way of detecting stones in

the bladder is by the use of the x-rscys, there is so much
more brought to light by the cystoscope that the use of

radiograms could be subordinated and judged superfluous

were it not that encysted stones as well as those concealed

by an overgrowth of the prostate are invisible with the
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cystoscope but revealed by the .r-rays. Moreover we
should have radiograms of the upper part of the urinary
tract as well as of the bladder. Particularly imperative is

the use of a radiograph of both renal regions, even in the

absence of symptoms pointing thereto, where the stone

lodged in the bladder is of small size and entitled to be
therefore regarded as not autochthonous, but a wanderer
from the hinterland of the bladder. A stone, if small

enough, may be passed per vias naturales, and hence it led

Sir Henry Thompson into sophistry when, in his article,

"What Is a Stone in the Bladder?" he laid down the

axiom : "Any calculus which can, by any means, be re-

moved entire through the urethra, including one impacted
therein and removed thence by the knife, cannot be ad-

mitted to rank as a vesical stone."'

Vaccine Therapy in Serious Infections of Aura! and
Nasal Origin.—Two case histories are given by C.

Graef and R. B. \\ ynkoop. Their interest comes from the

fact that in one, a clearly established case of septic

thrombosis of the lateral sinus, recovery was secured
without exsection of the jugular vein, while the other is,

so far as can be learned, the first recorded case of men-
ingitis due to streptococcus infection cured by vaccines.

Case I was that of a boy of 12 years with a suppurative
inflammation of the right middle ear of several weeks'

duration. Mastoiditis was evidently present and operation

was at once done. During convalescence evidences of the

inflammation of the appendix came on and it was removed.
Pus taken from it showed the B. coli communis only.

Later streptococci were obtained from the blood and then

a stock vaccine was procured- and treatment with it begun.

Recovery ensued. Case 2 was that of a woman of 24 years

who had been operated on for a deflected septum, the

nose being packed for 24 hours. At the end of this time

she gradually developed evidences of infection which ran

on to a well-developed meningitis. Cultures taken from
spinal punctures showed the streptococci. An autogenous
vaccine was made and under its use this patient, too,

recovered.

Journal of the American Medical Association, July 9. 1910.

Radium's Contribution to Surgery.—Robert Abbe
says that in epitheliomas of all grades, ulcerated or not,

when situated on the skin, a healing and disappearance of

the growth promptly follow a correct dosage of radium
rays. No such results can as yet be claimed for epithebal

cancer of the wet surfaces, although there is a growing
hope that its sphere may be increased in this direction.

In cancer of the esophagus, stomach, rectum, and uterus,

although radium can claim no cures, its use has retarded

and given relief, especially as regards cachexia and hemor-
rhage. The writer reports two cases of pure round cell

growth. In Case 1 a tumor had grown on the lower eyelid

of a man for a year. It had resisted the faithful applica-

tion of the Roentgen rays for six weeks, and was still

growing. Under radium treatment shrinkage began in

two weeks, and in eight weeks no trace of the growth was
left. Now, after a lapse of five years, it is impossible to

say in which eye the tumor has been. Case 2 was an in-

operable renal sarcoma in a child of 4 years. Radium
treatment was instituted six months ago, and resulted in

great shrinkage of the growth, coupled with an apparent

restoration to health. In this case, however, extension in

mesenteric lymphatics is now progressing slowly and is

uncontrolled by radium. Out of 14 cases of giant-cell

growth treated by radium eight remain as cures, though
two have died from other causes. The remaining six,

though showing characteristic changes, are too recent to

report yet as cured. To sum up, it is claimed that "there

has been shown the existence of a subtle force latent in

radium, resembling that in Roentgen rays, but unlike it

and supplemental to it, with specific action for certain

cells found in specialized tumors, which causes retrograde

de,generation and atrophy.

Purpura from Iodides.—Frank Crozer Knowles, sum-
marizing from his own cases and those reported by others,

says that purpuric eruptions caused by the ingestion of the

iodides may be divided into two provisional groups : The
first includes the extensive petechial, hemorrhagic, bullous

cases, which occur in those with organic disease, par-

ticularly of the kidneys or the heart, or with a lowered

condition of the general economy which makes them more
susceptible to thedrug, or with a strong idiosyncrasy to the

same. The second group includes all cases with a localized

distribution, particularly those in which the eruption is

limited to the lower extremities, which occur in indi-

viduals in perfect health, and can only be explained on the

theory of a mild idiosyncrasy. In the hemorrhagic bullous

cases the face and extremities were mostly involved, par-

ticularly the face and arms. In the petechial type the

eruption in a great majority of cases was limited to the

lower extremities. The various salts of iodin are all ca-

pable of causing a purpuric eruption. The pathologic

changes of the skin were noted in the immediate vicinity

of the blood-vessels and in the walls of the vessels them-

selves. Iodin is rapidly absorbed by all mucous and serous

surfaces and rapidly eliminated, chiefly by the kidneys and

also through the skin itself. The leucocytes play a distinct

role in the absorption of the drug. Hemorrhagic bullous

cases of extensive distribution are frequently fatal, seven

out of eleven in this series ending fatally. Petechial, non-

bullous cases rarely terminate in death, unless there is

marked disease of the heart or kidneys or a very extreme

intolerance to the drug.

Excessively High Temperature in a Case of Incipient

Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—O. H. Brown reports the

case of a patient in the Missouri State Sanatorium m whom
the mouth temperature registered 109 to no, or higher.

The rectal and arm temperatures were normal. The ob-

servation was made on several different days and with

different thermometers, and the writer suggests in explana-

tion that the abnormality may have been caused by the

presence of several small sublingual ulcers.

The Lancet, July 2, 1910.

The Tuberculous Gland; Its Significance and Treat-

ment.—R. W. Philip gives the summary of his views

from many years' study. He says that suppuration is

merely an" incident, a relatively uncommon accident in

the course of progressive involvement of the glands by

tuberculous infection. Far more common is the infiltra-

tion in varying degree. The author follows out the course

of tuberculous infection, speaks of its relation to childhood,

and then passes on to treatment. This should be directed

chiefly to the essential lesion rather than to the incidental

occurrence. The ordinary surgical treatment is of local

and only partial value. Superficial lesions are indeed

removed, but the infection is deeply seated in the lymphatic

system and only some general measure will meet the

emergency. Here the outlook for vaccine therapy with

tuberculosis is most encouraging. Dr. Philip details his

experience with it. cautioning against too large a dose at

first. His conclusions, drawn from prolonged observation

and treatment of such cases, are thus given: (i) Watch
for the earliest indication of spreading involvement of

lymphatic glands in young children. Especially have

regard to distribution downward from the extratonsillar

gland into the supraclavicular triangle. (2) Regard such

a process as of an almost certainly tuberculous nature.

If in doubt make use of the tuberculin test. (3) Treat as

soon as may be with tuberculin as indicated, at the same

time carefully cleansing the throat and correcting faulty

environment. (4) If incidentally one or' other gland

suppurate simply evacuate, continuing the use of the

tuberculin.

Points in Favor of Early Operation in Appendicitis.

—A. H. Buck says the prognosis in any case of inflamma-

tory appendicitis' is absolutely uncertain. If an operation

has to be undertaken in advanced stages drainage will be

necessary and probably prolonged. If the appendix is not

removed" the patient lives on the edge of a precipice. If

the appendix is removed in the first 24 hours we know
where we are. Uncertainty is removed with the appendix.

The majority of cases will heal by first intention. Those

that do not are certainly such as would need surgical in-

tervention during the attack. Drainage, if necessary at all,

is necessary for a far shorter period. If it is necessary, one

is only too pleased to have gotten at the trouble so early.

The earliest possible knowledge of the exact nature of

the case will be obtained. A stock vaccine can be injected

if necessary, to be followed within a few hours by an

autogenous vaccine. This nlan is, according to the author's

view" the only way in which to save a case with a virulent

streptococcic or other invasion. He insists that an opera-

tion in the first 24 hours in cases of inflammatory appendi-

citis is the only rational treatment.

A Note on the Distribution of Treponema Pallidiim

in Congential Gumma.—E. A. Shaw refers to studies

made in the autopsy room on livers removed from children

with undoubted congenital syphilis. A common finding in

all the cases is thus described: In a section of this small

liver .gumma (which was about Yi inch in diameter) there

was the appearance of a dense black band disposed more
or less concentric to the center of the gumma but at its

periphery. This band occupied the position of a boundary

zone between the healthy liver tissue and the gumma tissue;

it was, in fact, the periphery of the gumma. This was seen

with a 1-3 inch objective. On applying the 1-12 inch oil
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immersion, this black band resolved itself into a dens£
felted network of spirochete; which were lying at every
possible angle to the plane of section, and overlying each
other like handfuls of pins. Proceeding inward from this

band toward the center of the gumma there were many
more, but proceeding outward from the black band above
mentioned they rapidly diminished in number as healthy
tissue was reached, till at a distance from the gumma of

about a millmieter they were very infrequent indeed. .\

study of these sections led one to the conception of gumma
growth in this type of case, commencing as a small colony
of spirochet^e, gradually enlarging in all three dimensions
and ultimately developing an encasing capsule, more or
less spherical, of thickly agglomerated spirochete: then
growth proceeding from this peripherally by multiplication
of its component individuals, with the spirochete inside

the gumma multiplying at the expense of the tissue terri-

tory thus gradually acquired, until its nutritional possibili-

ties had been by degrees exhausted and it became that half-
necrosed area with which we are familiar as the middle
of a gumma, and in the center of which spirochete were
no longer recognizable as typical. If this conception of
gumma growth be true, it naturally follows that smears
on glass slides made from the surface of a section taken
tangentially to the gumma at its junction with healthy
tissue should be exceptionally rich in spirochete. The
author tested this, fi.xing the smears with methyl alcohol
and staining for half an hour with heated Giemsa, and
found spirochete varying in number from 12 to 30 in every
tield, instead of, as before, a few in each slide.

Notes on Some Obscure Cases of Extrauterine Ges-
tation.—Three clinical histories are given by T. B.
Broadway. In two of them the patients felt "sometliing
give way." The first one went into a condition suggesting
internal hemorrhage but would not, on recovery from her
primary shock, submit to operation. The symptoms re-

turned in a few days, but operation failed to save her, she
dying on the third day. In the third case there was a

similar history, but operation was refused. The patient
gradually recovered, but there were left a fullness over the
hypogastric region and a definite bulging in Douglas'
pouch and the right lateral fornix. Pieces of membrane
were passed, but as the patient had done this during pre-
vious menstrual periods a positive diagnosis of pregnancy
could not be made. The third case presented symptoms of
pelvic inflammation coming on gradually and for some
time not appreciated as to their nature. Incision into
Douglas' pouch evacuated a macerated fetus of about
three months' gestation. This patient recovered. In the
first case the abdominal cavity was found full of clots and
contained an embryo.

British Medical Jcurnul. July _. igio.

Snuffed Powders in Coryza ex Feno.—J. Sawyer re-
fers to a powder mixture made of one ounce of allspice
with three drops of oil of eucalyptus used frequently as
a snuflf. This mixture does not carry the suggestion of
mere sneezing but is rather a true errhine producing' a sub-
stitutive discharge of healthy pituitary mucus in which
the materies morbi is killed and washed away. Pimento
is a local stimulant and antiseptic and the latter quality is

accentuated by the cooperation of the eucalyptus.

Treatment of Chronic Bright's Disease.—W. P. Her-
ringham refers to the usual dietetic and diuretic treatment.
He says that he does not hesitate to look upon the ex-
cretion of chlorine as more important for prognosis than
that of urea, but he cannot speak quite so strongly of the
value of the treatment based upon it. The urine always
contains some chlorides also and if they are cut off from
the food they are drawn from the store in the body and
take with them a certain proportion of fluid. Xot only
should this be done so far as concerns salt itseif, but simple
articles of diet, as bread and butter, should be made with-
out it and meat and vegetables, if taken, should be cooked
without salt. The author says that whatever the blood
pressure he has come to regard high pressure as a con-
servative effort. In old people it undoubtedly brings dan-
gers of its own. especially cerebral hemorrhage. Endar-
teritis is not the same thing, for it is due to changes in
the niedia and depends chiefly on age. The author i.-

inclined to regard uremia as due to the absorption of
some product of renal cells destroyed in the progress of
the disease and he compares it to the condition calle.I
cholemia in which many cases of hepatic cirrhosis termi-
nate. The symptoms of each are not unlike and the morbid
process is similar, also.

Results of the Pancreatic Reaction.—P. J. Cam-
midge discusses this question and as well the diagnostic
value of an analysis of the feces in disease of the pancreas.

Pancreatic disease may be divided into (i) acute, {2)

chronic, associated with gall stones or local malignant
disease, secondary to intestinal disease and gastric or

duodenal ulcer, associated with disease of the heart, ves-

sels, or lungs, or finally secondary to metastatic deposits,

(3) pancreatic calcidi, (4) pancreatic cysts, (5) pan-
creatic infantilism, (6) malignant disease, and miscellan-

eous. The various chemical abnormalities found in the

urine are discussed in turn. Concerning occult blood in

the stools he says that the guaiac and aloin tests are

about equal in sensitiveness, both responding to dilutions

of I to 25,000, and are useful as controls for the simpler

and more sensitive benzidine test, which reacts with i

part in 200,000 of blood. If the benzidine test is negative,

it may be concluded that no blood is present, and it is not

necessary to proceed further, but if it is positive, it is

advisable that the result should be controlled by the aloin

or guaiac test. If these are also positive, the presence of

occult blood is indicated, but if, on the other hand, they

are negative, the presence of occult blood should be re-

garded as doubtful, and a further examination be made
on a future occasion. Hence, a positive benzidine test

shows nothing unless corroborated by one or both of

the other tests, but a negative benzidine test is proof posi-

tive of the absence of occult blood. He has examined 579
specimens of feces with these tests, and obtaiiaed evi-

dence of the presence of blood in 8g. It has been said

that occult blood is found in the feces constantly in

malignant disease of the gastrointestinal tract, whereas
in simple ulceration it is only met with at intervals. His
experience would tend to confirm this, for out of 25 cases

of malignant disease of the intestine he found it in 22, in

-3 of growth of the stomach it was present in 18, but in

21 cases of duodenal ulcer a positive result was only

obtained in 5, and in 16 cases of ulcer of the stomach in 5.

In several of the cases of simple ulcer a series of t'we or

six examinations on succeeding days was made l;efore a

trace of blood was foimd. Cancer of the pancreas is very

frequently associated with the presence of occult blood in

the stools. In 25 of his 38 cases a positive result was
obtained. The hemorrhagic tendency tliat is known to be

present in chronic pancreatitis is sometimes shown by the

presence of blood in the feces, and in advanced cases

serious hemorrhage may take place from the intestinal

and other mucous membranes; in 2 of his cases such
hemorrhage was the cause of death. This hemorrhagic
tendency was the probable explanation of the positive reac-

tion for blood given by the stools of 2 of his cases of

chronic pancreatitis associated with jaundice and the

presence of gallstones in the common duct, and 4 cases of

pancreatitis in which there was no biliary obstruction. He
was able to detect blood in the feces of 4 out of the 7
cases of malignant disease of the gail-bladder, and in 2
out of the 6 cases of growth of the common duct that he
has examined.

Berliner hiinischc U'ocheiisclirift, June 20. 1910.

Experimental Syphilis in Rabbits and Apes.—Uhlen-
huth and Mulzer find that next to the lower apes the

rabbit is better suited for the experimental study of this

disease than any other animal. In a recent series of experi-

ments virus both from human and animal sources was
inocidated into the rabbit's scrotum, and propa.gated from
one animal to another. The original source of the virus

was aspiration-serum, containing spirochetes, from fresh

chancres and moist mucous patches, which was inoculated

directly into the testicle or beneath the scrotal integument.

Animal virus was implanted into the tissues in fragments,

into openings previously made with a trocar. Thus material

from a rabbit's cornea was passed through many genera-

tions of scrotal lesions. The corneal material was itself the

result of a long series of inoculations. The virulence

seemed to be increased by the continued transmission, as

shown by the progressive shortening of the incubation

period. The lesions which appeared in the scrotum and
testicle occurred in some three forms. First a cutaneous

sore, not necessarily in the point of inoculation, the glands

being intact. This sore resembled in general a human
chancre, appearing in some cases as an erosion, in others

as an ulcer with steep borders and an indurated floor and
wall. In other cases, the skin remaining immune, either a

diffuse or circumscribed orchitis developed. In a third

series a fibrous induration of the testicular coverings,

especially of the tunica vaginalis, resulted. All these lesions

contained the spirochete. A slight or limited tendency to

general infection was shown by isolated facts—implica-

tion of the regionary lymph-ganglia and of the opposite

testicle, and by appearance in some cases of circimianal

lesions. There is also more or less natural tendency to

localization, and to self-limitation, and resolution of the
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lesions. .\ general infection was produced in ihc ape liy

intravenous inoculation of material from tlie rabbit's

testicle, a papulocircinate eruption appearing on the trunk
and limbs, with general adenopathy.

Aspiration-Drainage of the Pleural Cavity.— llartel

of Professor Bier's clinic has added one more to tlie numer-
ous devices introduced during the nast generation for
draining empyema cavities and the like. An ideal apparatus
for this purpose must fill three requirements. I^'irst, there

must be an air-tight isolation of the pleural cavity ; second,
the derivation of the pus, etc., must be complete, and third,

the power of suction must be definitely measurable,
l^erthe's well-known apparatus comes nearest to filling

these requirements, but can only be worn in bed, while the

expense is considerable. The author recommends the use
of a dentist's rubber dam—a piece 10-15 sq. cm. in area

—

through which is passed a soft rubber catheter or other
drainage instrument. During aspiration, the rubber dam
accurately seals up the orifice, and its edges may be fast-

ened to the chest by adhesive plaster. To collect the pu^
a two-necked flat bottle is used, which should contain

from 80 to 200 c. cm. The rubber drainage tube is

attached to one orifice, while the tube of an aspirator bulb
is similarly made fast to the other orifice. This bulb is

of the type used n ithe "hyperemic treatment" of diseases,

and requires no manometer, its aspirating duality having
been tested in advance. The so-called Klapp bulb has a

negative pressure value of from 100 to 200 nun. of mer-
cury. Its full power is exerted if the bulb is lirst collapsed

to one-half its normal size. The bulb is first applied with
a certain degree of collapse, and the amount of aspiration

and sensations of the patient serve to control this. When
the depression becomes effaced the bulb should be de
tached and a fre.sh depression made. The entire apparatu-s

is carried in a sort of linen sling or pocket fi.xed to the

thora.x. The apparatus is by no means intended to do away
with radical operative procedures, to whicli it can only act

as an accessory; in one case perhaps forestalling an opera-
tion and in another serving as after treatment.

Deutsche mcdizinischc ll'uchciischrift. June 1(1, 1910.

Treatment of the Hemorrhagic Diathesis.—.\nisperger
states that true hemophilia is distinguished from all symp-
tomatic forms in being inherited, and inherited through
the female members of a family, who themselves may re-

main immune. On account of the numerous fatalities

among bleeders, the females, even if themselves sound,

should never marry. Once a bleeder is born he must be
constantly protected against trifling injuries, although
vaccination is said to be unattended with risk. Stimu-
lants and purgatives are contraindicated. Lime and calcif-

erous substances are believed to be of benefit in that they

increase the coagulability of the blood. Hence milk and
vegetables should enter largely into the diet and salts of

lime may be given internally. The efiicacy of gelatin as

a hemostatic is believed to be due in part at least to its

lime content. Any one of the blood serums used in thera-

peutics facilitates coagulation of blood when injected sub-

cutaneously. They may be injected once a month in a single

dose up to 40 c.cm. and should be varied in kind. This is

often necessary, because some of them may set up serum-
disease. \ selection may be made between horse serum,
rabbit serum, diphtheria antitoxin, etc. While a permanent
cure is not to be expected, each injection may fortify the

patient against bleeding for several weeks. The best re-

sults have naturally been obtained in symptomatic hemo-
philia. It is going too far to claim that this resource is

to be depended on in essential hemophilia, but there is no
doubt as to its specific power over that coiulitinn.

Occurrence of Tubercle Bacilli in the Circulating
Blood and the Practical Significance of the Same.—F.

.lessen and Lydia Rabinowitsch have studied this subject at

the former's Davos Sanatorium. The soundness of the

older view tl.at tubercle bacilli were present in the blood
only in cases of miliary tuberculosis has been impugned by
the alleged discovery by Rosenberger and later by Lieber-

meister that bacilli are to be found in the blood not only
of advanced consumptives, but even in the earlier stages

of the malady. It is self-evident that the sanatorium ma-
terial examined by the authors ought to consist of the

latter class; but numbers of advanced cases were also

tested as controls. Sediments obtained from venous blood
were examined, the technique consisting of steps for ob-
taining precipitates and the proper staining methods.
There were no cultural or inoculation tests made. In a

certain percentage of cases either fully formed bacilli or

granular debris or both were recognized in the sediment.
It w-ould seem from the limited number of observation'^

that the more advanced the disease the greater the likeli-

hood of Ihulnig the bacilli, and in an intact condition. The
bacteriolytic property of the blood is naturally more in

evidence early in the disease. The question suggested by
these findings refers to their diagnostic value or absence of
the same. If bacilli are likely to occur for the most part

in the blood of those already clinically tuberculous, the

diagnostic value cannot be great. Hence research should
be restricted to suspected and early cases, if practical

bearing is to be considered ; and, as already implied, the

occasional finding of bacilli, perhaps in a disintegrated

state, would possess significance in the individual case, but
would add nothing to our routine procedures. In the indi-

vidual case the presence of granules alone might be a

rather favorable prognostic, just as the presence of intact

bacilli might be construed as unfavorable. In cases with
complete negative results, technique having been perfect,

the absence of granules would suggest complete bacterio-

lysis. But it must not be forgotten—and the author's in-

dividual cases appear to bear this out—that entry of
bacilli into the blood may be due to purely local condi-
tions present in individual lesions in the lung. Thus
compression by adhesions of the veins proceeding from
cavitary lesions could help prevent the entrance of bacilli

into the circulating blood. So also artifically draining a

cavity would antagonize a bacteriemia from that source.

It is evident that for the present each case must be inter-

preted for itself alone, and much weight attaches to the

exact status of the tuberculous focus.

Present Status of the Wassermann Serum-Reaction
for Syphilis.—Stern, who has written at intervals on this

subject, has the following to say concerning its latest

developments. First, we must look upon the test as

corroborative only of the clinical and historical findings.

Second, one positive result is not to be too hastily ac-

cepted as proving the existence of syphilis. A second test

should be made several weeks later. Third, not one of
the modifications of the original technique enables us to

discriminate with any greater certainty between syphilis
and its absence. In cases proved to be syphilitic some of
the modifications may add somewhat to the volume of
our knowledge of such cases.

Heterochromia of the Iris.—Lutz (Prof. Haab's Zurich
Clinic) states that this is a very rare occurrence (1-5 of
I per cent.), and represents an anomaly of development.
The pigmentation of the lighter eye may never have been
normal as compared with the other, and this defect may
be apparent in the newly born child, or only in after
years when the irides tend to become darker (up to the
fifteenth year). On the other hand, in some cases the
irides were originally pigmented alike and one eye loses
some of its pigment. Heterochromic eyes frequently ex-
hibit a_ tendency to a special form of cjfclitis. The coinci-
dence is present in about one-half of all cases. The cyclitis

develops in the light eye only, and relatively late, its full

development being manifest toward middle life.

Modifications of Glycosuria in Diabetes Produced by
Irradiation of the Liver.—Ch. Aubertin and E. Bordet
state that irradiation of the liver causes a marked in-

crease in the amount of sugar in the urine. They have
irradiated the liver of a patient in whose urine there
was twelve grams of sugar per day. The sugar was
increased in amount, and the patient dying a few weeks
afterward it was found that there was a hyperplasia of
the liver corresponding with the hyperfunction during life.

In the pancreas there was little change. The increase in

the size of the liver was due, not to cirrhosis nor to con-
gestion, but t(i hypertrophy and cellular hyperplasia.—Li7

Tribune Mcditule.

Relations of Graves' Disease to Pregnancy.—E. Bon-
naire discusses the relations of enlargements of the thy-
roid to pregnancy. He finds that exophthalmic goiter
is six times as frequent in women as in men. A moderate
degree of enlargement of the thyroid is normal in preg-
nancy. Goiter may appear in pregnancy and disappear
after labor, it may be permanent, or the elements of
(jraves' disease may be added to a simple goiter at the
time of pregnancy. Graves' disease occurred twice in
30,000 cases at the Lariboisiere. This is because marriage
is contraindicated in Basedow's disease, as well as preg-
nancy and lactation. The author reports the two cases
observed by him. The dangers to be feared are cardio-
pulmonary, and hemorrhage incident to relaxation of the
uterus before or after labor. Opotherapy does not give
unifomily good results in these cases. In severe cases
early emptying of the uterus is advisable. It may become
necessary to ligafe the arteries supplying blood to the
thvroid.

—

La Presse Medicate.
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High Frequency Currents in the Treatment of

Arteriosclerosis.—Dr. Thomas E. Satterthwaite of

New York said that his attention was first called to the

beneficial effects of high frequency currents in arterio-

sclerosis in 1901. Unless one had a static machine, a high

frequency coil was best adapted for this kind of treatment.

With the use of the static machine there should be a revo-

lution of the plates of at least 350 to 400 per minute. The

outsides of the Leyden jars should be connected with a

d'Arsonval solenoid or an Oudin resonator. In employing

the former the patient was to be connected with both poles

by means of a fiber seat, one wire going into it and the

other connected with a metal electrode placed in the pa-

tient's hand. With the Oudin resonator only one pole was

used, a wire running from the binding-post in the reson-

ator to the fiber seat. The Oudin in this way gave the same

high frequency on the d'Arsonval, but a much higher volt-

age. This treatment should last twenty minutes : after

which the glass vacuum electrode, attached to either a

solenoid or resonator, was applied to the patient, a spark

gap being used that would not be painful to him. The

treatment should be given two or three times a week for

about six weeks, or until the blood-pressure had fallen to

the normal or nearly to it A good method was as fol-

lows: The patient is subjected for a few minutes to the

high power incandescent lamp, by which means the blood is

brought to the surface and a sedative effect produced. Then

the static breeze may be given. The sliding holes are

pulled apart, so that there will be no spark, the negative

side of the machine connected with the insulation platform

by the long brass shepherd's crook, and the positive pole

grounded. The metal standard is placed near, with the

crown over the patient's head, and the negative electricity

then streams over his face, so that he feels the breeze.

There is also an odor of ozone, which gradually fills the

room. This treatment, which is very soothing, and helpful

in nervous conditions, is continued for from five to ten

minutes, when the patient is subjected to the high fre-

quency current. In this case the plant consists of a reson-

ator combined with a d'Arsonval solenoid, an adjustable

spark gap, and a pair of condensers of the Leyden jar

type, and the apparatus is operated by a static machine.

The patient reclines on a "condenser couch,' which is in-

sulated by glass feet. The cushion has on its under sur-

face a fine metal plate, which runs its entire length and is

connected with one pole of the resonator, while the other

pole is connected with a vacuum electrode and the fluor-

escent spark discharge is applied through the clothing to

the body. The seance lasts from ten to fifteen minutes.

The powerful waves of the static form of electricity, the

speaker said, caused short waves of vibration in the capil-

laries, promoted metabolism in an extraordinary way, and
did no harm. In his experience, a diminution in arterial

pressure was the regular sequel to the use of the high fre-

quency current, but the seances should not be protracted

beyond the time at which the pressure fell to the normal.

The high frequency currents alone, however, were not uni-

formly permanently effectual, though he had found that

while the pressure might not always be reduced at each

sitting, there was in all instances a progressive decline as

the weeks went by. It had sometimes been advised to use

the faradic current as an adjuvant. Intestinal atony was
often a complication of arteriosclerosis, and this current,

applied over the abdominal walls, might be very helpful in

relieving the constipation. In addition, he used, accord-

ing to the indications present in any given case, mercurials,

iodides, iron and arsenic.

Further Study of Diabetes as an Infectious Disease.

—

Dr. Alfred King in this paper said that at the last meeting

of the American Therapeutic Society he had ventured to

express the opinion that diabetes mellitus is an infectious

disease, due to the presence of the yeast fungus, Sacchar-

omyccs cerevisicr. He recapitulated the arguments on

which this opinion was based, and stated that the only link

which had seemed lacking to the absolute establishment of

the theory was the fact that he had not produced the dis-

ease in the lower animals by injecting the fungus, though

he had shown that Leo was able to cause glycosuria in dogs

by the administration of fermented diabetic urine con-

taining no glucose. During the j-ear that had now elapsed

he had not yet had the opportunity, in a somewhat busy

life, to experiment on lower animals or complete his in-

vestigations ; but, with considerable additional experience,

he had found nothing to disturb his confidence in the theory

or his faith that it would be established. He had now ex-

amined forty patients, and had obtained a pure culture of

the fungus from the blood of every one with a single excep-

tion, that of a little boy of three years in whom the attempt

to sterilize and prick the finger excited so much nervous

disturbance and resistance that it seemed wiser to desist.

In treating an infectious disease he believed that the whole

physical condition should be considered ; also the methods

of treatment which had been found beneficial in the past.

The treatment of diabetes should be hygienic and medicin-

al; it must aim at removing and controlling the injurious

effects, as well as the cause. Antiseptics had proved use-

less for retarding its action and growth or destroying the

fungus and the vaccine treatment alone was most effective.

This restored the strength and sense of well-being, relieved

the thirst, reduced the sugar content of the urine, and

checked the polyuria. All this it did by increasing the re-

sisting power and destroying the cause, and its employment

twice a week soon brought the opsonic index above nor-

mal. He was aware, he said, that much was still to be

learned as to the preparation and use of vaccines for

treatment of infectious diseases and in the study of im-

munization, but he believed that Wright's work was epoch-

making in medicine. His own work on diabetes had given

him increasing confidence in the truth of the theory and

in securing still better results. He cited a number of

cases, and stated that those taken early had given the quick-

est and best results.

The Preparation of Thyroid Glands for Use.—Dr.

S. P. Beebe of New York said that the usefulness of the

thyroid gland as a therapeutic agent in other conditions

than those of the classical myxedema had been demon-

strated so thoroughly that the demand for a standard

preparation might no longer be ignored. The manufactur-

ers at the present time supplied a variety of thyroid prod-

ucts prepared by different methods, and undoubtedly of

differing therapeutic effects. During the last three years

he had had many opportunities to compare upon human
subjects the effects produced by administration of various

forms of thyroid preparations, and from these observations

the only possible conclusion was that the human thyroid

extract, administered hypodermatically, was by far the best

for the human subject. When we gave this we gave a sub-

stance ready for instant use, and a comparatively small

quantity would act more effectively from the qualitative

and quantitative standpoint than a larger quantity of any

other kind of thyroid material. These other forms prob-

ably acted very largely by stimulating the gland of the in-

dividual to whom they were administered. In its effects
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upon simple goiter, myxedema, cretinism, athyroid symp-

toms occasionally found in the later periods of exophthal-

mic goiter and various metabolic disorders associated with

hypofunction of the thyroid, there was no other substance

which acted so economically and efficiently as the protcid

precipitated from extracts of normal human thyroid glands

by acetic acid and heat at 44° C. Therefore, we should

use only the proteid obtained by a similar method from

animal glands. Accordingly, the original precipitate was
washed repeatedly with normal saline by decantation or

centrifugation until the wash water was free from biuret

substances. It w-as then dissolved by the addition of a

little sodium hydroxide, and the solution filtered through a

thick paper mat and again precipitated by acidifying with

acetic acid. Heat was rarely required for the second pre-

cipitation. The washing process was repeated, and more
proteid-like material removed from the precipitated globu-

lin. The final washed precipitate was centrifugated or fil-

tered out and dried at a low temperature, or it might be

kept in solution and, after filtration through a Berkefeld,

reserved for hypodermatic administration. The prepared

protein showed quite as wide a variation in its iodine con-

tent as did the fresh glands; and before being used thera-

peutically it is essential that the proteid should be stand-

ardized on the basis of its iodine contents, and a uniform

intelligent dosage regulated thereby. For the standard,

the proteid obtained from normal human thyroid glands

had been selected. The average figures of a large number

of iodine analyses of the proteid obtained from normal

human thyroid glands by the process described showed

that one gram of the purified proteid contained 3,384

milligrams of iodine. After the purified proteid from

the animal glands was obtained, the iodine content was de-

termined by the method devised by Dr. Riggs, and, regard-

less of whether this proteid was richer or poorer in iodine

than the standard, it was considered that each 3.384 mgs.

of iodine represented i gm. of the active thyroid proteid.

For the purpose of administration the proteid was diluted

with the appropriate amount of lactose, and made up into

two-grain tablets by the usual method. Tablets of different

strengths were prepared, and i, 2 and 5 per cent, tablets

had been found to give a sufficiently wide variation in

strength for all the usual requirements. By one per cent,

tablet was meant that one per cent, of the dried weight

of the tablet was made up of the purified thyroid proteid

according to the standard described. It would be observed

that by this method of standardizing and preparing the

proteid for therapeutic administration a uniform physio-

logical activity might be expected, regardless of the charac-

ter of the glands from which the proteid had been obtained.

For hypodermatic use, solutions of the proteid in varying

strengths, standardized on the iodine basis, had been put

up in sealed glass tubes. The products prepared according

to the method mentioned had now been employed for about

two and a half years in a wide variety of conditions by a

considerable number of experienced clinicians; and the re-

mits had demonstrated their value to such an extent that he

had no hesitaticn ia iajiiig thai this method of preparing

and standardizing thyroid, giving as it did all of the physi-

ologically active portions of the gland, with none of the

toxic, deleterious substances contained in the whole extract,

was superior to any method now in vogue.

Friday, May 6

—

Second Day.

Asthenia Universalis Congenita.—Dr. Ch.^rle.s

Lyman Green of St. Paul, Minn., reviewed the charac-

teristic features of the affection, as described by Stiller, and

stated that his own studies of it had for the most part fully

confirmed the correctness of Stiller's contention. The treat-

ment, he said, was largely a matter of building up the vital

powers of the patient, and incidentally he deprecated sur-

gical interference in the treatment of enteroptosis, which

was a common practice in the condition. In many in-

stances the physical characteristics are such that the sub-

jects were likely to become victims of tuberculosis unless

extreme care was taken.

Dr. Edward D. Fisher of New York said he did not take

as unfavorable a view of the prognosis as had been ex-

pressed by Dr. Green. Much depended on the manage-

ment. He was fully in accord with him as to the inadvis-

ability of operation in enteroptosis ; an opinion which had

been concurred in at the meeting of the American Surgical

Society just held in Washington. This applied also, he

thought, to many conditions of the female pelvic organs

where needless operations had often been performed.

Dr. Alexander D. Blackader of Montreal said the con-

dition described in the paper was far from uncommon. It

had not been adequately appreciated, especially in children.

He was fully convinced that careful treatment would do

much to promote the well-being of the subjects of this

affection.

Dr. Oliver T. Osborne of New Haven, Conn., said that

almost every person suffering from neurasthenia had some

abdominal disturbance. There was one point on which he

desired very much to gain information, and that was

whether a loose kidney ought to be hitched up or not. It

had seemed to him that some patients were not really bet-

ter after fixation of the kidney.

Dr. Robert T. Morris of New York said he had seen

many cases subjected to operation where no operation

should have been done. We should carefully separate the

cases due to congenital deficiences from those dependent

on more recent causes, such as traumatism, etc. Among
the stigmata of this affection he thought ought to be

classed lack of development of the thyroid and high-arched

palate. As to loose kidney, if the organs were pressing

upon the pylorus or the vessels of the omentum, or, in

short, if it were producing definite symptoms, fixation ought

to be practised. Otherwise, this might not be required.

The diagnosis was the important thing here.

The President, Dr. Wilson, said nothing could be more
timely than this discussion. For twenty-five years the

gynecologists and surgeons had been generalizing about op-

erations upon the abdominal and pelvic organs for the re-

lief of certain symptoms, and it had often been found that

not only did such operations not afford relief, but actually

increased the symptoms. Now the pendulum was swinging

back the other way, and scientific physicians were realizing

that, while gynecology had its legitimate field, the essential

point was the individual examination and diagnosis of each

particular case.

Dr. Thomas E. Satterthwaite of New York referred to

the frequent relationship found between mucous colitis

and neurasthenia, and said that if in such cases proper at-

tention were devoted to the intestine, by the use of high ir-

rigation, etc., it would have a marked effect in relieving the

nervous condition.

Dr. A. Ernest Gallant of New York said that if the

stomach and colon were prolapsed, and one were pressing

upon the other, it was no wonder that we had colitis. The
cases which were incurable without operation were those

with adhesions which kept the stomach dilated, and in such

the patient was very apt to end in an insane asylum if no
operation was done. He had now under his care a case

of this kind, in which signs of mental aberration had al-

ready appeared, and as all other treatment had failed, he

intended to operate without further delay.

Dr. Green, in closing, said that as Stiller had pointed out,

there was a condition of low vitality, of subnutrition

througout the body, and this, he thought, would serve to ex-

plain the misplaced colon and the mucous colitis. Deficient

development of the thyroid he had not found sufficiently

frequent to classify it among the distinctive characteristics

of the affection, but arched palate was extremely common.
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In regard to operative procedures, he had formerly been

very generous to the surgeon, but of late he had found it

increasingly difficult to find cases which required operation.

If these cases were properly treated it was only rarely that

surgical interference was necessary. The essential feature

of the treatment was to raise the nutrition, and the weight

of the patient constituted the key-note of the whole matter.

Further Uses of Solution of Calcium Creosote in

Medicine.—This paper, by Dr. Louis Kolipinski of

Washington, D. C, was supplementary to one on this rem-

edj' which he read at the preceding meeting of the society.

In addition to its use as a surgical fluid, on account of its

antiseptic properties, he said it could be applied with great

advantage in acute and chronic inflammatory processes of

mucous membranes and in different ulcerative lesions of

the same. Thus, he had found it of service in catarrhal,

follicular, and suppurative tonsillitis and various forms of

nasal catarrh, and as an analgesic in laryngeal tuberculosis

and cancer of the tonsil or fauces. In syphilis, besides

healing the primary lesion, it was beneficial in the sore

throat and in necrotic gummatous ulcer of the skin. In

dematological practice it would be found to have varied and

useful properties. Internally, it was very efficient in the

treatment of gonorrheal arthritis. Having referred to its

employment in various other conditions, he said that under

its use in lupus vulgaris, if the process was broken down
and suppurating, the discharge became greatly diminished,

and raw ulcerated excavations appeared which were prone

to bleed and which were buried under a thick, hard in-

crustation that repeatedly dropped off and reformed ; finally

healing and leaving red and very shallow cicatrices, which

ultimately turned white. It could not be said that calcium

creosote cured lupus, but rather that it destroyed the de-

veloped neoplasm. Time and cases had been wanting in

which to observe the ultimate results with it. In ulcer of

the stomach it might be used, in aid of the milk died treat-

ment, as an antiseptic and antacid. In cancer of the esoph-

agus and stomach, where surgery had failed, it afforded

much relief : checking vomiting and obtunding the pain. In

connection with the paper several cases of lupus under

the calcium creosote treatment were shown.

The Range of Activity and the Untoward Effects of

Certain Spinal Analgesics, Based on Two Thousand
Administrations.—Dr. W. W.wne Babcock of Phila-

delphia said that the two thousand cases included all kinds

of operations in all parts of the body. This kind of anes-

thesia should properly be called nerve-root anesthesia,

rather than spinal, as it was the nerve roots which were
affected. Its safety depended largely on the height of the

nerve-roots which it was necessary to narcotize for any
given operation. The higher up they were, the greater the

danger. It was a true anesthesia that was produced, and
not merely analgesia. The delicate thing was to have the

solution sufficiently light to affect the sensory nerves, with-

out affecting the motor ones. It could be made lighter by
adding 10 per cent, of alcohol to 4 per cent, of solution.

By regulating the position in which the patient was placed

it was possible to arrest the anesthetic at any point of the

spine desired. The speaker considered the doses used by
Jonnesco as unnecessarily large, and said that the same re-

sults could be obtained from half the doses which he em-
ployed. In all operations in the upper part of the body it

was necessary to be prepared to perform artificial respira-

tion at any moment. It was not practicable to have the

solution of the same specific gravity as that of the cerebro-

spinal fluid. In the cases embraced in the report various

anesthetic agents were employed.

Senile Epilepsy.—Dr. Edward D. Fishiir of New
York in this paper said that the underlying etiological fac-

tor of affection was arteriosclerosis, which distmguished

it absolutely from essential epilepsy. The majority of

cases coming under his observation v.cre men who had

been very active in professional or business life. There

might have been few, if any, preliminary symptoms, out-

side of some fatigue formerly unusual or a slight weakness

of memory, until, as out of a clear sky, an epileptic attack

took place
;
perhaps following an exhausting day's work

or a heavy dinner. While as a rule the arterial tension

was ordinarily rather low in these patients, just preceding

the attack it became very high, and was apparently the

exciting cause of the seizure. He had not included in this

cla^s of cases those of either alcoholic or syphilitic origin.

The course of the disease varied somewhat with the course

of life followed by the patient after his first attack. The
succeeding attacks varied very much in frequency in dif-

ferent instances, and in the intervals the symptoms were

not markrd, being mostly those of impaired memory, with

perhaps some dull headache and dizziness. The arteries

involved were probably cortical, and the attacks were no

doubt due to temporary occlusion of the vessels—possibly

to venous stasis. There might be a localized edematous

or serous effusion, but this afterwards cleared up, leaving

no trace of paralysis or other impairment. There was

probably a general sclerosis of the cerebral arteries, and

the general tendency of the disease was towards dementia

or premature senility, frequently accompanied by depres-

sion. The seizures might at times be very severe and sug-

gestive of apoplexy, and, in fact, they might end in cere-

bral hemorrhage of the usual type. The differential diag-

nosis had to be made, especially in the younger cases, from

general paresis and cerebral syphilis. It was peculiar how
few conditions were present indicative of organic changes

in the nervous or arterial system, and yet how marked the

clinical symptoms were in this progression towards men-

tal deterioration. Four illustrative cases were cited.

The Routine Use of the Autogenous Vaccines (Bac-

terins) in the German Hospital, Philadelphia.—Dr.

J. C. Da Costa. Jr., of Philadelphia, said that the clinical

data of this report related to 94 patients treated during

the past year in the inoculation department of the hospital,

and the final results were either undecided or equivocal in

44 of this number, still under treatment or but recently

discharged. His remarks, therefore, referred to only the

first so inoculation cases, which could be classified and

spoken of with reasonable accuracy. These might be

grouped under two headings (i) septicemia; (2) local sup-

purative lesions. Series I. Septicemia, 17 cases. The
vaccine used was autogenous in all instances except two,

in which stock vaccine was given in the face of an emer-

gency forbidding delay. Nine were bacteriemias, with 3

deaths, and 8 toxemias (with negative blood cultures'), with

3 deaths. Series II. Local suppurative lesions, 33 cases,

as follows: Furunculosis, 13 cases; carbuncle, Q cases:

suppurative otitis, 11 cases. Analysis of the foregoing

data, correlated with the individual case histories, sug-

gested the following conclusions as to the utility of vac-

cine therapy in bacterial infections: (i) Autovaccines are

of distinct service in the treatment of general septicemia,

especially in postoperative cases in which surgical meas-

ures have been inoperative. Vaccines are useless jfi com-

bating sepsis so intense as to stifle resistance, and in such

instances the clinical severity of the infection, rather than

the identity of the offending bacteria, is the criterion of

prognosis. (2) From a laboratory viewpoint the prog-

nosis is better in toxemias than in proven bacteriemias, and

the outlook is hopeless when streptococci invade the cir-

culating blood. (3') .Autovaccines produce the best re-

sults in local infectious lesions. (4) In the class of infec-

tions under consideration autogenous emulsions should be

used invariably, except when some acute emergency calls

for the immediate use of a stock preparation, in the meager

hope of tiding over a crisis. (5') The opsonic index can-

not be relied upon as an indicator for inoculation and re-

inoculation, the employment of which should be .governed
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by the general condition and local signs. (6) The best re-

sults follow a moderate initial dose of vaccine, with sub-

sequent doses of greater potency, and intervals of from

three to seven days between tlie inoculations. (7) The
longer one's experience with inoculation work, the more
must one realize how imperfectly the true scope and limi-

tations of vaccine therapy are understood.

Some Points in Bacterial Therapy.—Dr. 1". E.

Stewart of Philadelphia discussed the following points

:

The nomenclature that should be adopted for bacterial

vaccines; the diagnostic value of tuberculin reactions in tu-

berculosis; the value of typhoid vaccine as an immunizing

and curative agent; the value of gonococcic vaccine as a

remedy and as a diagnostic agent; the therapeutic value of

acne-bacterin, staphylobacterin, and staphyloacnebacterir.

of stock streptococcus vaccine, and of pneumococcic vac-

cine ; the causes of failure in bacterial therapy ; the keep-

ing properties of bacterial vaccines and tuberculins. !r

conclusion, he called attention to the value of the

working bulletin system, whereby manufacturers of new

materia medica products might place valuable inforinatiou

concerning these in the hands of the medical profession.

This system, if properly employed, would consist of in-

formation relative to the manufacture and standardization

of the products, together with abstracts from the reports

of competent clinical observers, impartially selected from

the medical press throughout the world.

The Delayed Menopause; Its Dangers and Thera-

peutic Indications.— Dr. A. Ernest G.-\ll-\nt of New-

York said that in women with healthy reproductive or-

gans the menopause should be established abruptly, ,-it an

age dependent upon the age at which menstruation had

been begun; early, if begun late, and late if begun early.

This could be approximately determined and used as a

guide to the age at which the menopause might be expected

to occur. The menopause was "delayed" whenever men
struation was continued after the "approximate age" and

associated with uterine fle.xion, version, fixation or neo-

plasm or with tubal disease, syphilis, etc. In delayed meno-

pause the greatest pathological danger lay in the presence

or promotion of the growth of fibroid or malignant tumors.

The contributory dangers were due to delay: (i) The

patient failed to consult a physician, refused examination,

or refused operation. (2) The physician delayed examina-

tion, failed to diagnose tlie condition or failed to recog-

nize the importance of early operation; deluding himself

and the patient with the idea that the flow would cease,

that the fibroid would shrink, unmindful that the grave

only could silence and conceal the victim of his delay.

The danger signals in delayed menopause were (i) atypi-

cal hemorrhage; (2) discharge and (3) pain; signals

which, if disregarded, would lead to disaster and death. At

the "approximate age" the woman had reached the limit

of fecundity ; therefore the prophylactic removal of a use-

less and probably tumor-breeding organ was wholly jus-

tifiable, and the one sure method of putting an end to all

the threatening dangers. The large number of incurable

cases of carcinoma uteri, degenerated fibroids, and malig-

nant cystoma of the ovaries and broad ligaments met with

(in some instances occurring as early as the twent5'-fourth

year) warned us to instruct mothers to inform their

daughters of the dangers of delay whenever they suf-

fered from dysmenorrhea, menorrhagia, metrorrhagia, leu-

corrhea, abdominal tumors, etc.

The Treatment of Parasyphilis in the Light of Recent

Research; Paresis and Tabes Dorsalis.—Dr. Tom A.

Williams, Washington, D. C, said he regarded these

cases as always preceded by a leptomeningitis. In the

treatment of syphilis the tendency now was to rely almost

exclusively upon mercury. The iodides were of service

only in dealing with gummata. This certainly was the

practice in France and on the Continent generally. The

English, under the influence of Jonathan Hutchinson, still

relied considerably on the iodides in the general treatment.

The speaker cited seven cases, four of his own and three

reported by Charles L. Dana of New York, treated by

means of mercurials. His contention was that many in-

cipient cases of paresis and tabes might be cured under

adequate mercurial treatment. The important point was
that they should be seen early by the neurologist. It was
essential that as promptly as possible as large amounts

of mercury should be gotten into the system as the patient

could tolerate. This should be done by inunction or hypo-

dermatic injection. Administration by the mouth he had

not found efficient.

Dr. Edward D. Fisher of New York said the essential

point was the matter of diagnosis and this could not be

too strongly emphasized. Most of the cases of this kind

represented a stage of the disease at which there was still

some room for doubt. In Dana"s cases the question arose

as to the differential diagnosis between cerebral syphilis

and paresis. If the condition were that of cerebral syphi-

lis, the patient would be likely to respond to treatment.

Many such cases, however, eventually went on to paresis.

When a case of paresis was well established, we certainly

were not apt to get the good results that the speaker had

mentioned. Here was the whole crux of the position.

But, as long as there was any chance of affording relief,

he was thoroughly in favor of giving energetic antisyphi-

litic treatment. The tonic effect of mercury was often

very marked.

The Present Status of Drug Addictions.—Dr. L. F.

Keeler of Washington, D. C, Chief of the Drug Depart-

ment in the Government Bureau of Chemistry, read this

paper, which comprised the results of a series of inquiries

sent out to physicians, druggists, and managers of sana-

toria. The replies indicated that drug addictions were on
the increase in this country. The speaker stated that

owing to the strict regulations enforced, these were un-

questionably now much less common than formerly in

Germany, Austria-Hungary, Holland, and most European
countries except England. All advertised drug cures, he
said, were a delusion and snare, containing morphine, co-

caine, cannabis indica, etc.

Other papers read on this day were: "Bacterins, their

Present Status in Therapeutics," by Dr. Noble P. Barnes,

Washington, D. C, "The Immediate and After Manage-
ment of the Puerperant." by Dr. Jesse Stroup of Washing-
ton, D. C, and "Hexamethylenamine in the Treatment of

Otitis Media," by Dr. Wilfred M. Barton of Washington,
D. C.

Saturday, May 7

—

Third Day.

U. S. p., 1910. How May It Be Constructed?

—

Dr. Oliver T. Osborne, New Haven, Conn., in opening a

discussion on revision of the Pharmacopeia enunciated the

following propositions

:

1. Let the new Pharmacopeia contain such drugs only

as are of positive therapeutic value. If we were in the

age of scientific beliefs and research, he could not see how
this preamble could be objected to by any one. But the

crux of the matter now was to determine what drugs
were valueless.

2, When a drug or preparation of a drug is presented

that is not official in the Pharmacopeia of 1910, let it be
officially declared that the standard of purity and the

method of making preparations not recognized in the

Pharmacopeia of igio be the standard set and the methods
of preparation ordered in the last Pharmacopeia in which
the preparation was recognized. There was absolutely no
satisfactory outcome to be expected from any circulation

of requests for approval or disapproval of the various
drugs contained in the present Pharcacopeia. The decision

for deletion should be left to the judgment of a committee
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of five clinical men selected by the U. S. P. Revision

Committee. If a deleted drug were valueless, how could

a certification to that fact be better i:iade than by omitting

it from the Pharmacopeia of 1910? If a deleted drug

were really of value it would survive in spite of such

deletion, and might be incorporated in the Pharmacopeia

of 1920.

3. Let it contain such new drugs as have been proved

to be of therapeutic value.

All honest practioners of medicine, he thought, must

approve of this recommendation. And here, again, a com-

mittee of five clinicians appointed by the U. S. P. Revision

Committee should decide what drugs were eligible, and

then what drugs were of sufficient therapeutic use to be

officialized.

4. Let there be issued a supplement to the Pharmaco-

peia, in 1915. which shall make official such new drugs as

have been proved to be of therapeutic value during the

years 1910-1915.

5. Let it give the most simple titles possible to all new

drugs, especially synthetic drugs ; and an official abbrevia-

tion should follow the name of the drug. Every writer

of a prescription, and most assuredly every teacher of

materia medica, would approve of this. The terrible heart-

rending and brain-splitting attempt to prevent all possible

advertisement of a proprietary drug had caused a con-

tinuous storm of protest over the country, and had forced

the ordering of the drug by its proprietary name, much to

the profit of the drug promoter.

6. Let it give official approval to the best only of the

preparations of the official Galenic drugs, and not official-

iie the little used and useless preparations of these drugs.

As to who should determine which are the most efficacious

preparations, this could best be left to the decision of a

committee appointed by the U. S. Revision Committee con-

sisting of five clinicians and five pharmacists. Whatever
such a committee should decide would be damned anyway,

but it was certainly supposable that one or two prepara-

tions of a Galenic drug were better than the others, and

the best was none too good.

7. Let it not give official approval of all of the known
salts (of iron and mercury, for instance), but officialize

only the best. This was similar to recommendation 6. and
should be decided by the same committee.

8. Let the average adult dose appear after each drug

and each preparation of it, not the range of dose, i. c.

minimum to maximum, as there is no e.xact under limit or

over limit of dose. The dose is enough to accomnlish

the object aimed at by the prescriber. and all he cares to

know is the average dose. It certainly could not be dic-

tated how small a dose a prescriber might order : nor
should he be officially limited to a given dose when, in his

judgment, with a particular preparation, in a particular

condition, in a particular patient, a larger dose was re-

quired. There should be no translation of metric to Troy
doses. Each dose (and both should be given) should be

smooth for. each system.

9. As the U. S. P. gives the official titles of drugs in

Latin, it should give also the genitive after each title. This
would be of special value in teaching the correct writing
of prescriptions. It is not always easy to determine the

declension to which a Latin noun belongs, or whether it

may not be indeclinable.

10. Let the official preparations of a drug be enumer-
ated after the title of that drug. This was an omission
from the last Pharmacopeia which had been considered
a mistake, and the ne.xt Revision Committee would, no
doubt, be willing to rectify it.

Later on in the session the recommendations made by
Dr. Osborne, with some slight modification!;, were for-

mally endorsed by the society and ordered to be transmit-
ted to the new 11 S. P. Revision Committee.

Dr. Reynold Webb Wilcox of Xew York, vice-chair-

man of the U. S. P. Revision Committee of 1900, said

that ten years ago he was in favor of a majority of the

recommendations now presented, and he was in favor of

them now. While at work on the present Pharmacopeia
he had sent out circular letters far and wide, inquiring

what drugs and preparations it was desired should be left

out and what retained, but tlie response was so inadequate

as to be of no value whatever. He would be glad to see

everyone of Dr. Osborne's recommendations carried out,

but how could this be accomplished? The thing was all

right, but to make the L'. S. P. a doctor's book, instead

of a druggist's book, was the difficulty.

Dr. Spencer L. Dawes of .\lbany, X. Y., was of the

opinion that the carrying out of these improvements was
more practicable than Dr. Wilco.x seemed to believe. Xot
more than one in a hundred phj'sicians possessed a copy

of the Pharmacopeia, and the great majority of physicians

had no idea what was in it. Of late, however, there had

been a very marked awakening of interest in regard to

it. and this was largely due to the indefatigable labors

of Dr. Osborne.

Should the Pharmacopeia Contain Only Useful and
Efficient Drugs?—Dr. X. S. D.w is of Chicago answered
this question in tlie affirmative, and said he believed it

quite possible for a group of physicians to say authori-

tatively what drugs were useful. Hitherto drugs had been

judged by their use. not their utility. He would like to

see also an epitome of the phj'siological action of the

various drugs inserted in the Pharmacopeia, but supposed

we could hardly go as far as that at present. Such a

thing would be of equal service to pharmacists and physi-

cians. For tlie good of the physician, as well as of the

patient, he was of the opinion that all compounds should

be omitted. How many drugs at present in the Pharmaco-

peia would be affected if only those were admitted which

were known to be useful and efficient. He did not be-

lieve that more than about twenty-five, though he would
like to have a larger number than this left out upon other

grounds.

Dr. How.ARD Van Re.nsselaer of .\lbany, X. Y., said

the U. S. P. had to be regarded from two points of

view, that of the physician and that of the pharmacist.

What we ought to have in it was drugs which had a phar-

macological action. There might, however, be published

in the work a supplementary list of other drugs.

Revision of the U. S. Pharmacopeia.—Prof. Joseph P.

Remington. Ph. M., of Philadelphia said that more interest

would be taken by physicians in the approaching revision

of the Pharmacopeia than ever before—e.xcept in the very

first years ot the life of the U. S. P. when the .\merican

Therapeutic Society was aroused from its former state

of inactivity—was shown by the fact that one session in

its deliberations this year had been devoted to a sympo-

sium on matters relating to the revision of the Pharma-

copeia. The greatest difficulty to be encountered from the

awaking of interest in the Pharmacopeia by physicians

was the tendency, especially marked among the younger

members of the profession, never to use an old remedy in

a prescription if they could possibly think of a new one

to answer their purpose. The obliging commercial houses

were always ready to take advantage of this tendency to

try some new remedy, and the universal hunt for a panacea

was always in evidence. While in music, art, and litera-

ture something new and fetching must always be provided

the masterpieces still lived. To draw a parallel regarding

the use of drugs for the treatment of disease seemed like

an anachronism, but the law of the survival of the fittest

applied to everything. That there was a marked change

in the attitude of physicians throughout the country must

be apparent to all. The members of the profession were

going back rapidly to the use of pharmacopeia! prepara-
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tions, but the young physician was taking up the subject dc

novo. He knew comparatively nothing about the Phar-

macopeia, so that to him the matter was a mystery. He
could not understand the why and wherefore of the renais-

sance. Was not this ahnost solely due to neglect on the

part of the professors in our medical schools, who had

for years failed to impress upon their students the ni-ccs

sity for studying and using the ethical preparations of

the Pharmacopeia? Progress and research must, of

course, ever be carried on if life were desired, but until

the time arrived when therapeutics approached a condi-

tion of greater exactness and accuracy empirical results

must be retained. The controversy which had been going

on recently in the medical and pharmaceutical journals,

and even in the public newspapers, concerning the scope

of the Pharmacopeia had developed two clearly marked

views. On the one hand, there was a decided movement

to curtail the list of articles to be admitted to ihe new

Pharmacopeia ; but a powerful counter-movement had

been set on foot greatly to enlarge the list of remedies.

Both of these ideas would undoubtedly be ably cham-

pioned in the coming convention, but it did not need the

foresight of a seer or prophet to foretell that neither

e.xtreine would ultimately prevail, and that when all were

heard, the next Committee of Revision would admit a se-

lected member of the newest articles and would delete

many of the older ones which, in the opinion of many
members of the medical profession, had outlived their

usefulness. The controversies, which had been carried on

in an admirable spirit, for tlie most part devoid of bit-

terness and hard words, had been of great value in clear-

ing the atmosphere: and both physicians and pharmacists

would take up their responsibilities with much clearer

conceptions of the magnitude of the task before them

:

while they would have, to guide them, a vast amoiuil of

information, gathered from all sources. While it would be

difficult for the next Committee of Revision always to

make w-isely a proper selection, he had faith to believe that

out of the nmltitude of counsellors there would come

wisdom, and that the Ninth Revision of the United States

Pharmacopeia would prove to be the best that had been

written. After concluding his paper Prof. Remington ex-

pressed his gratification at the recommendations which

had been adopted by the Society, and said that, coming

from such a source, they would undoubtedly have great

weight with the Committee of Revision.

Suggestions for the Pharmacopeia of 1910; a Brief

Consideration of the Subject in Its Relation to the

Federal Food and Drugs Act.—Dr. Francis P. Morg.'vn

of Washington, D. C, having stated that by the Act of

June 30. 1006, the Pharmacopeia and National Formulary

were made legal standards for drug products in the United

States, quoted from sections 6 and 7 of the act and reg-

ulation 7 of the rules and regulations for the enforce-

ment of the act, which is entitled "Standards for Drugs."

He then went on to say that the Phannacopeia had thus

become a legal standard in this country for the strength,

quality, and purity of drugs, and it had assumed a close

relation to the Federal food and drugs act. With com-

paratively few exceptions, all drugs bearing the names of

preparations described in the Pharmacopeia were required

to conform to the standards therein set forth. The ex-

ceptions comprised drug products the labels on which

contained statements with regard to their own standard

of strength, quality, and purity. From this it was evi-

dent that in order to secure the highest degree of ef-

ficiency for the food and drugs act adequate legal stan-

dards were necessary. The standards should be sufficiently

high to insure a product of the greatest possible value

for the purposes for which it was intended. They should

not be unreasonably high, or so low as to fall short

of the attainment of the objects in view, and they .should

he clearly set forth in the Pharmacopeia in language free

from ambiguity. Experience had shown that standards

which at first sight appeared to be excessively high were

sometimes found to be well within the bounds of reason

and possibility. Instances of this were seen in the case

of asafetida and of hyoscyamus. The three years which

had elapsed since the enforcement of the act had af-

forded an opportunity to test the elhciency of the Phar-

macopeia as a legal standard in the case of many drugs,

and. as might have been expected, instances had occurred

in which the official standards had not proved all that

could be desired. It was hoped that this matter would

be brought to the attention to the Committee of Revision,

with appropriate suggestions for the Pharmacopeia of

1910. The speaker then proceeded to indicate some of

the changes which, in his opinion, would be desirable. The

proportion of foreign matter permissible in the crude

\egetable drugs should be definitely fixed. The quantity

of such matter varied with different drugs and in dif-

ferent samples of the same drug, and in most instances

its presence was purely accidental. In some, however, the

foreign element was intentionally added for the purposes

of adulteration. The need of a standard of this char-

acter was strikingly seen, for instance, in the case of

senna. Owing to the persistent refusal of the authorities

to permit the importation of grossly adulterated shipments,

the quality of the senna upon the market had verj- ma-
terially improved, but there was no definite phariuacopeial

standard by which the line might be drawn between sat-

isfactory and unsatisfactory samples of the drug, so far

as inorganic constituents were concerned. .\ definite re-

quirement with regard to the ash limit would go far toward

solving this problem. The experience of the last three

years indicated that froiu the standpoint of the efficiency

of the food and drugs act the addition of powdered
vegetable drugs was desirable. Colocynth, for example,

was defined in the Pharmacopeia as the peeled dried fruit

of Citrullus colocyiilhis deprived of its seeds, and in the

light of this definition there would seem to be no diffi-

culty in determining what constituted powdered colocynth.

-As a matter of fact, however, this question had given the

authorities much trouble. Samples of powdered colocynth

taken for investigation had repeatedly been proved to con-

sist of official colocynth mixed with a variable proportion

of powdered seeds, and when the matter had been called

to the attention of the dealers they had, in most in-

stances, claimed that the shipment into interstate or for-

eign commerce of a powdered colocynth consisting of

fruit and seeds constituted no violation of the law, be-

cause powdered colocynth was not described in the Phar-

macopeia, and because, consequently, there was no legal

requirement with regard to the quality or purity of this

article. Again, it had been shown that the requirements

with regard to hyoscyamus should be made more definite in

one particular at least. In the official definition of this

drug the expression "of mydriatic alkaloids," without fur-

ther specification as to name or kind, afforded a loophole of

escape for those who desired to evade the law. Much
of the commercial henbane examined had been found to

be adulterated with stramonium, a weed containing my-
driatic alkaloids, and considerable difficulty in carrying
out the law had been encountered in the case of hyoscy-
amus so adulterated when the presence of hyoscyamus leaves

or tips could be established only w-ith difficulty microsco-
pically or otherwise, as, for instance in fluid preparations

and extracts; and especially in instances where the total

percentage of mydriatic alkaloids present equaled or ex-
celled the required 0.08 per cent. From this it would ap-
pear that in the next Pharmacopeia the requireiuents rel-

ative to hyoscyamus should, if possible, be made more
specific as regards the particular mydriatic alkaloids which
official hyoscyamus should contain. This suggestion ap-
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plied also to belladonna, which was sometimes adulterated

with scopola leaves, poke root, and stramonium. The

chief difficulty met with in enforcing the law in the case

of copaiba concerned the source from which the drug was

derived. The Pharmacopeia defined it as "an oleoresin—

derived from one or more South American species of co-

paiba," but, in addition to South American copaiba, many

shipments of the African variety, an inferior product, had

come to this country, and to distinguish between the two

by the tests laid down in the present Pharmacopoeia was

a difficult matter. Methods by which they could be readily

differentiated, however, had been worked out, and the

question whether or not these tests should be made of-

ficial was for the Committee of Revision to determine.

As regards balsam of Peru, the object of standardization

would be to facilitate the differentiation between the

pharmacopeial product and an imitation product which

was being offered for import and which could be dis-

tinguished from the former only with difficulty by

present methods. Other suggestions also were offered by

Dr. Morgan.

Officers Elected.—President, Harvey W. Wiley of Wash-

ington ; First Vice-President, Alexander D. Blackader of

Montreal, Canada; Second Vice-President, Howard Van

Rensselaer of Albany, N. Y. ; Third Vice-President. Rob-

ert T. Morris of New York, N. Y. ; Secretary, Noble P.

Barnes of Washington, D. C. ; Treasurer, A. Ernest Gal-

lant, New York, N. Y. ; Editor of the Transactions, P.

Brynberg Porter of New York.

Next meeting to be held in May, 191 1, at Boston, Mas-;.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of July 16, 1910.

Tubercvdosis Pulmonalis

.

Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

looks ISrrpturlJ.

The Medical Record is pleased to receive all new
publicatiotis ivhich may be sent to it, and an acknowledg-
ment will bromptly be made of their receipt under this

heading, but it must be with the distinct understanding that

it is under no obligation to notice or review any publica-

tion received by it which in the judgment of its editor wnll

not be of interest to its readers.

The Expectation of Life of the Consumptive after
Sanatorium Treatment. By Noel D. Bardswell. 8vo;
cloth ; 130 pages. Henry Frowde and Hodder & Stough-

tonm, London (Oxford Univ. Press, New York).
State Board of Health, Mass., 1908. Svo; cloth; 876

pages ; illustrated. Wright & Potter Printing Co., Boston,

Mass.
Congenital Dislocation of the Hip Joint. J. Jackson

Clarke. Svo ; cloth
; 92 pages ; illustrated

; 3/6 net. Bail-

Here, Tindall & Co., London, England.

The Science of Living. By William S. Sadler, M.D.
i2mo; cloth; illustrated; 420 pages; $1.50 net. A. C. Mc-
Clurg & Co., Chicago, 111.

Das Trachom in Ostpreussen. Von Dr. Kusel. Svo;
paper; 80 pages; i.So marks. Carl Marhold, Halle, Ger-

schwure. Von Dr. Jessner. Svo; paper; 52 pages;

marks, .90. Curt Kabitzsch, Wiirzburg, Germany.
Treatises on Fistul.\ in Ano. By John Arderne. Svo;

paper; 156 pages; illustrated. Kegan Paul, Trench, Triib-

ner & Co., London, England.
Medizinisches Vademekum. Prof. Dr. A. Politzer.

Svo ; cloth ; 559 pages
;

$5.00 net. P. Blakiston's Son &
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Simon the Jester. By W. J. Locke. i2mo; cloth;

illustrated; $1.50 net. John Lane Co., New York.

A Classified List of the Publications of Kegan
Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. 184 pages; paper; Svo.

London, England.
Education in Sexual Physiology and Hygiene. By

Philip Zenner, M.D. i2mo; 126 pages. The Robert

Clarke Co., Cincinnati, O.
My Personal Experience with Tuberculosis. By Will

M. Ross. i2mo; paper; 64 pages; 50c. Published by the

.Author at Stevens Point, Wis.
Disorders of Metabolism and Nutrition. By Prof. Dr.

Carl von Noorden. Part VHL Svo; 103 pages. Part

IX. 112 pages. Each part $1.50 net. E. B Treat & Co.,

New York.

542
298
344
149

19
45
20
3

24
21

10

1,420 266

Electric Treatment of Infantile Paralysis.—A Zim-

mern and Bordet advocate in the treatment of infantile

paralysis after a period of two weeks, the use of some

form of electricity to cause contraction of the paralyzed

muscles, giving them exercise, and preventing atrophy,

and to give the antagonism necessary to the untouched

muscles. It also enables the fibers that are in fair con-

dition in the paralyzed muscles to regenerate and hy-

pertrophy, and thus enables them to become once more

active. The treatment must be continued for years and

must consist of a rather long sitting, in which each muscle

is picked out and caused to contract separately.

—

Journal

de Mcdecine de Paris.

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths

from smallpox, yellow fever, cholera, and plague have

been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health,

and Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended

July 15, 1910.

India, Calcutta May 15-21
Negapatam May 1-6. .

Rangoon May 22-28

Java, Bata\da May 22-28
Samarang May 22-28

Straits Settlements. Singapore May 15-21
YELLOW FEVER.

Brazil, Manaos June 5-1 1

.

Para June 12-18
PL.\GUE.

Egypt, Alexandria May 24-Ju
Port Said Ju
Provinces

—

Assiout May 26-June 16..

Assouan April 30-June 8. .

Beni Souef May 27-June 12.

,

Galioobeeh May 21-June 5.. .

Garbieh May 14-June 14..

Fayoum May 28-June 16..

Kena May 2?-June 15..

Menouf May 24-June 13.

.

India, Bombay May 2S-June 7..

.

Calcutta May 15-21
Rangoon May 22-28

Pereia. Bouchir May 15-21

Straits Settlements, Singapore May 15-21

Trinidad July 14
SMALLPOX.

Argentina. Buenos Aires Feb. 1-28
Mar. 1-31

Brazil, Para June 12-18
Pemambuco April 16-30
Santos May 22-29

China, Honkong May 15-21

Egypt, general May 7-13
^^^

Suez May 21-27
France, Paris July 12-18

India, Bombay May 25-27
Madras May 28-June3..
Rangoon May 22-28

Italy, general June 13-19

Naples June 13-19

Java, Batavia May 22-28
Mexico, Aguascalientes May 19-25

Mexico May 29-June 4. .

San Luis Potosi June 12-18

Portugal, Lisbon June 12-18

Russia, Libau June 6-12
Moscow June 5-1 1

Riga June 5-18

St. Petersburg May 28-June 11.

Siberia, Vladivostok April 22-28

Spain Barcelona June 14-20
Vigo June 12-18

Straits Settlements, Singapore May 15-21

Uruguay, Montevideo April 1-30
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VENTILATION IN SCHOOLS.
By W. a. EVANS, M.S., M.D., LL.D.,

Good air and sunlight are necessary at every age
period. Probably this need is never greater than

during the school years. From seven to seventeen

the body is changing greatly. These are the years

of plasticity, and at the same time they are the years

in which plasticity begins to give way to crystalliz-

ing. It is a bad time for the body to get below
par. Habits are being established. Eye accommo-
dation is finding itself; the shape of the lens is being
established.

There is some reason for believing that the body
is charged with a certain number of potential units.

When a certain number have been used, repair is

possible. There comes a point beyond which repair

cannot be established.

If a child is under strain of eye or brain for ten

years in the school room, the effect may not be seen

at once, yet it will figure in the failures of recuper-

ation which are experienced years afterward.

Therefore the school years are tremendously im-
portant.

The Chicago schools are heated by hot dry air.

In the higher-grade installations the temperature
is held at ji" F. The relative humidity is 30. 1800
cubic feet of air per pupil per hour is pumped into

the room. In the older installations we frequently

find the temperature well over 75° F. and occasion-

ally over 80° F. It has been assumed that because
1,800 cubic feet per pupil per hour is pumped in the

ventilation is as it should be. The assumption is

rarely justified.

Many clinical observations have demonstrated
that school children do not do well in badly ven-

tilated rooms. Dr. A. W. Schram of the Graham
School found that such children were prone to in-

fection with the contagious diseases, they had colds,

"snuffles," enlarged glands and tonsils. They were
mouth breathers ; they were pale, flabby, nervous,
and subject to headaches. Principal Watt of the

same school found that they did not learn readily.

They were dull and inattentive.

The windows were raised, the air made fresh and
moist, the temperature was lowered to 60° F. and

*Read in the Section of Preventive Medicine, Ameri-
can Medical Association, June 9, 1910, being the fourth
of a series of articles on "Ventilation," the articles

previously published being: (i) "Harm of Smoke."
(Electrification Report to the City Council, Chicago,
111.) (2) "Ventilation of Street Cars." (Electric Rail-
way Journal, May 8, 1909.) (3) "Principles of \'entila-

tion." (Medical Record, May 21, 1910.) Read at the

American Public Health Association, Richmond, Ya.,
September, 1909.

below, according to the outside temperature. The
result was that the children were healthier, freer

from colds and infections ; the "snuffles" decreased.

Besides this the children learned faster and better.

The principal, viewing it from the- pedagogic stand-

point, was more im])ressed even than the school

doctor.

As to light : I am strongly of the opinion that the

room should be narrow ; that it should not be wider

than twice the distance from the top of the window
to the floor; that the proportion of floor space to

wall space should not exceed one to four ; that the

windows should be so placed as that the light comes
from behind or to the side of the pupils, or, rather,

that in looking toward their books, the teacher, or

the blackboard, they should not have to look directly

at a strong light, or their books should not be shad-

owed so as to strain the eyes.

These effects can be had in various ways. The
teacher can be seated at the back of the rooms with

the students' backs to the teacher ; or shades pulling

up from below can make a dark backgroimd for the

pupils, or the teacher can be so placed in the room
as that the wall furnishes a dark background. Black-

boards should be treated in the same way.
Believing, as I do, that the removal of air should

be as direct as possible, I believe in low ceilings.

Between the ceiling and the heads of the occupants
is a volume of warm, foul air, which is being chilled

and dropping into the breathing zone all of the time.

The less space you have, the less foul air there will

be to drop back into the breathing zone. I therefore

believe in an eight or nine foot ceiling. You will

get the operators to heat only a certain volume of

air and they will heat the same volume whether
the ceiling is eight feet or twelve. By taking off

the extra four feet you increase the amoimt of air

which will be furnished in the breathing zone and
that is what counts.

But the principal thing which should interest us

is ventilation. The harm which is done by bad air

falls into two general groups : The quick acting

or air borne infections, and the slow acting or air

caused conditions. Some illustrations of the former
are influenza, common colds and cerebrospinal men-
ingitis, and possibly anterior poliomyelitis, diseases

in which the bacteria can be transported considerable

distances
;
pneumonia and tuberculosis, where in-

fections cannot be transported far, and scarlet fever,

diphtheria, and measles which can only be trans-

ported very short distances.

Illustrations of the latter group are drowsiness,
sleepiness, mental hebetude, headache, lassitude,

muscular flabbincss, anemia, chlorosis, chorea, ab-
normal menstruatiini, mental irritability and exag-
gerated susceptibility.

The causative agents in the first group in the
order of their importance are : Bacteria, dust, hu-
midity, heat, organic exhalations and odors ; C O
and C 0„ almost neglierible.
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The causative factors in the second group in the

order of their importance are ; Heat, humidity, or-

ganic exhalations, C O,, C O, bacteria, tlust, odors.

These different elements, with the exception of bac-

teria, have been so thoroughly discussed that I need
not discuss them now.
Many efforts have been made to discover patho-

genic bacteria in air. In these cultures saprophytes
usually overgrow, and the tests are negative for

tubercle and the usual pathogenic bacteria. Con-
clusion that pathogenic bacteria are not spread by
air cannot be logically drawn. Efforts to find ty-

phoid in a general water supply 'which we are cer-

tain is spreading typhoid fever are unsuccessful.
Efforts to find typhoid in a milk supply proved epi-

demiologically to be typhoid spreading have proven
fruitless. Nevertheless, we do not conclude that

there is no typhoid there.

The mouth has been filled with Bacillus prodi-

giosus, and petri plates have been exposed at vary-
ing distances, with quiet breathing, talking, cough-
ing, etc. From this it has been concluded that bac-
teria can be thrown through the air about twenty
feet, and the inference is drawn that that is the limit

of the danger zone. The air in front of quiet
breathers has been found to have fewer bacteria

than when the same air was inhaled. The sum total

of all of these observations is an idea that bacteria
are not air borne ; that they are spread by physical
contact. I contend that the inference is unwar-
ranted. Such experiments would have to be im-
possibly protracted to give results from which con-
clusions could be drawn.
A person breathes sixteen times a minute for

seventy-five years. The absence of pathogenic bac-
teria from a given cubic yard of air does not prove
that there will not be pathogenic bacteria in some
of the other yards of air which the man will breathe
in his lifetime. And a man only gets consumption
once, scarlet fever and diphtheria once ; few get
pneumonia more than once. More than that : Let
us say that only one man in four gets a tubercu-
losis infection ; that is a total three hundred-year
period with sixteen breath intakes during each min-
ute of the three hundred years. What conclusion,
then, is justified from a determination of the bac-
terial content of a single cubic yard of air?

Ventilation in schools is necessary for comfort
during September and October, and May, June,
July, and August in the Chicago climate. In the
south we should add April at the front end of the
season and November at the rear end. We may
say, then, that a study of ventilation resolves itseff

into a study of ventilation for the months of No-
vember, December, January, February, March, and
April. It is not of much importance during Novem-
ber and April. January and February are the very
trying months.

It has been our observation that school air is too
hot and too dry. The temperature has ranged from
70° to 80°; the humidity has been 30 to 40. The
dust content has not been high. The odors are
objectionable in certain schools in the poorer parts
of town and in many schools on rainy days.
The Chicago schools are heated and ventilated as

one item. The system used is the Waters. The air
is taken in about thirty feet above the ground.
It is not cleaned. It is heated to about 110° to 130°,
according to the temperature of the outside air'
the velocity and the direction of the wind, and the
sunshine. It is discharged into the school room at a
point above the head of the teacher, by a large open-

ing. It is discharged under an average velocity of

370 cubic feet per minute. It is exhausted near the

floor line and usually on the same wall as the inlet.

Eighteen hundred cubic feet per pupil per hour is

pumped in.

The theory is that the air, being hot and going
at a considerable velocity, will rise to the ceiling

and flow across to the opposite wall, where it will

fall from wall chill and then flow back along the

floor to find its outlet. The system is plenum.
Should the system work according to theory, the

breathing zone of the children at the desks would
be dead, and, therefore, polluted, air. As a matter
of fact there are many currents and the air begins
dropping to the floor almost as soon as it issues.

The children situated back in the room do not get
a very good supply of air. Much of the air short-

circuits from the inlet to the outlet after travelling

a short distance in the room.
What is the remedy proposed?
First.—Reduce the temperature of the rooms to

a maximum of 68°. This temperature is more
bracing. In such a temperature the exhaled air,

being hot and moist, will rise right out of the

breathing zone and be supplied by purer air.

Second.—Raise the humidity to 60 to 70. No
possible objection can be raised to this except that

it costs money to evaporate water and the windows
will frost when the outside temperature gets to
20° F. and below. The best way to humidify is to

introduce a spray of steam into the column of in-

coming air, if the air is to be pumped in. If the

humidity is raised to 60, the pupils will be comforta-
ble with a temperature of 68° F. What is saved on
coal, as betw'een 72° F. and 68° F., will more than

compensate for the steam which is used to humidify.

Some of the frosting of the windows can be pre-

vented by putting a radiator under each window.
In certain rare instances a fan throwing enough air

against the glass to keep it warm can be used to

prevent frosting. But, what harm does frosting

do, any way? Its harm is negligible as compared
with the harm of over-dry air. It keeps out but lit-

tle light, and under certain conditions of sunlight

will give a mellower, softer light than the unob-
structed pane. If the air is brought into the room
through the radiators, it can be humidified by pans
of water or by some of the patent humidifiers.

Third.—Blow out the air in the room at stated

intervals. This is best done by raising the windows
and allowing the air to blow briskly through. A
change of the air four times an hour will be ef-

fected by currents which are so mild that they will

not lift bacteria. In consequence the bacterial flora

of the air neither decreases nor increases unless it

is being modified by animal inhabitation. If, how-
ever, the wind blows briskly in and out through
windows, the bacterial flora of the air will be re-

duced 99 per cent. Practically, the way to effect

this is to have the teacher throw up the windows
when the children go out at recess. When they

return they are warm, they have just made heat

by exercising. By the time their heat equilibrium

has returned to normal the heat equilibrium of the

room will have been reestablished.

Fourth.—Decrease the dust content of the air of
the school room by having the students at the black-

boards use an eraser which is very slightly damp.
A piece of cheesecloth fastened over the eraser does
well ; or the fat can be extracted from an ordinary

eraser by ether or naphtha. If the eraser is too
moist the board dries slowly.
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Fifth.—Introduce the air into the room so as to

keep the expired air as much separated from the

fresh air as possible. This means direct removal

of the air from the breathing zone. This cannot

be done if the room is heated and ventilated by

the same air. Such air is introduced at 110° F.

to 130° F. If it was introduced near the floor and
the outlets were placed near the ceiling the hot

air would rush straight from the inlet to the outlet

and it would be very difficult to prevent great loss

of heat. The only feasible thing to do when heat-

ing and ventilation is done with the same air is

to put the hot air in high and take it out low. The
more rational plan is to have the air enter directly

from the outside through holes in the walls ; these

holes to be closed by adjustable diaphragms. The
air should pass directly through radiators and be

discharged into the room at such a temperature as

to maintain a temperature of 65° F. to 68° F. ; other

radiation to be a hot water or steam gravity system.

The radiators should have water evaporating at-

tachments. The air should be introduced in the

room at several different points through ducts in-

side the room, with many openings in the ducts

;

the exits to be on the inner walls at, in, or near the

ceiling ; the gathering ducts to lead to the attic

with the smallest possible number of turns or angles.

In a windy, cold climate, e.g. that of Chicago, the

duct should lead to a central large exhaust fan in

the attic. In a less cold climate, for example, Cin-

cinnati or Louisville, the ducts can lead directly

to the roof and open to the outside, surmounted
with one of the perflation devices to accelerate suc-

tion and to prevent down draft. The philosophy of

this suggestion is that when the weather is not ex-

tremely cold, and all bends and turns are eliminated

from the exhaust ducts, the fans can be eliminated.

In a milder climate such as that at Memphis, the

ducts can be made to discharge from each room di-

rectly to the outside air, the outlet being at the ceil-

ing line. In the far south, e.g. New Orleans and
Mobile, the windows can be used all winter long,

both for inlets and outlets, with this single sugges-

tion, that the radiators be so placed as that they

will come a foot or tw-o higher than the bottom of

the window. When in cold weather the window
is raised six inches or a foot from the bottom, the

cold air which enters through the opening will pass

through the radiation.

The advantages of such a method over the present

method are

:

1. The cost of installation will be less than the

cost of installation at present employed. The sys-

tem of ducts is much simpler and the capacity of
the fans will be much less.

2. The cost of maintenance will be much less.

(a) On still days the fans will not run at all.

(b) On windy days the fans need only be used
to exhaust the air from the rooms on the leeward
side. The rooms on the windward side will exhaust
without any artificial aid.

(c) The volume of air needed per pupil per hour
can be reduced from 2,000 cubic feet per pupil per
hour to 1,000 cubic feet per pupil per hour, or even
less where the foul air is removed without much
admixture with the fresh. In the language of the

British Departmental Committee on Ventilation of

Factories and Workshops, 1907, "The quantity of

air depends on the distribution ; and in many cases

a relatively small quantity well distributed is far

more effective than a large quantity badly distri-

buted."

The clinical observations upon which this paper

is founded have been made by the Chicago School

Inspectors under the direction of Dr. I. D. Rawl-

ings and especially by Dr, A. W. Schram.

The chemical, bacteriological, and physical exam-

inations have been made by the chemists in the City

Laboratory.

The observations on the pedagogic side have been

made by Principal Watt.

TENDON TRANSFER FOR CORRECTION
OF SPASTIC HAND DEFORMITY.*

By CH.ARLES N. DOVVD. M.D.,

The surgery of congenital and acquired anomalies

is disappointing ; so many normal members are con-

tinually in view that they are used for comparisons,

the extent of the previous deformity is forgotten,

and the patient or his friends express disappoint-

ment that surgical skill cannot produce a really

Fig. I.—Showing usual position of the hand before operation.

normal member. Pictures also are very mislead-

ing ; advertisements indicate that one can be made
to resemble Apollo, Mercury, or Hercules, accord-

ing to his taste; surgical books are almost as bad,

the pictures of operations on such deformities as

web-fingers, cleft-palate, and hare-lip indicating

that they can easily be brought to normal condi-

tions; and the surgeon feels a keen regret when
he learns that the fingers over which he has worked
so hard are stiflt and misshapen, that even his best

cleft-palate operations do not give the ability of

normal speech, and that retraction or excessive scar

Fig. 2.—Showing the hand extended (dorsi-flexed)as far as possible
before operation.

formation mars the final result in so simple a pro-

cedure as the repair of a hare lip.

The operations of tendon transfer have con-

formed to the general rule in giving disappoint-

ment; if certain groups of muscles are too strong

Read before the Hospital Graduates' Club .\pril 28, 1910.
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and others are too weak, it is natural to hope that

the strong ones may be made to help the weak ones,

so as to restore equipoise, but the adjustment of

forces which gives equipoise in hands and feet is

a very delicate one, and muscles which have been

greater part of the surgical literature on the subject

therefore refers to the foot and the leg, and a vast

amount of it has been accumulated.
There have been occasional records of opera-

tions done to relieve the hand deformities, which

Fig. 3-—One ye 'ing the degree of voluntary Fig. 6.- after operation, shov

weakened by anterior poliomyelitis or cerebral

hemorrhage are very faulty and uncertain struc-

tures
; hence the skill of the surgeon is seldom able

to adjust them, so as to give a function at all com-
parable to the normal.
To expect to change faulty members to normal

ones is clearly an error, but it is also an error,

have resulted from cerebral palsy and infantile

paralysis ; Townsend^ of this city was a pioneer in

the work; in 1900 he read a paper on the subject,

now classical, in which he reported some successful

cases and referred to others.

In the literature which has accumulated in the

meantime the number of cases is not so great as

one would expect ; an evidence that many disap-

pointments have followed efforts in this field.

Hoffa's report is the fullest which I have found

;

in 1906- he reported the end results on 173 cases

of tendon transplantation which had been done in

his clinic ; among these there were ij cases for

spastic paralysis in the hand. In reference to these

cases, he says that he has "regularly improved the

hands and that frequently he has adjusted them, so

that they were hardly to be distinguished from the

normal." He exhibited about 50 ca.^es of various

kinds of tendon transplantation before the Ger-

man Surgical Congress.

Fig. 4.—One year after operation, showing flexion of fingers.

probably a much worse one, to fail to appreciate
that great improvement can be made in many
faulty members ; if we compare the results with
the previous condition, instead of with the normal
member, marked improvement is usually found, and
if we can foresee about what improvement may be

Fig. s.—One year after operation, showing flex

expected, and can explain this to the patient or his
friends, we have a field of most useful effort.

Tendon transfer has been more often done in the
foot than in the hand, because the muscle groups
which are affected there are more easily readjusted
and maintained in their new adjustment. The

DD OF OpER,\T10N

Relief of pronation spasm. Separation of M. pronator teres from interna
condyle of hnmems.

Active supination .Hoffa's Pronatorplastic.
Periosteal insertion of the tendon of the flexor

carpi ulnaris over the dorsum of the fore-
I arm into the volar radial fascia.—(Frankel.)

Tendinous fixation of the Shortening of M. extensor carpi radialis Ion-
wrist joint in mid-posi-| gior.

tion.
I

Shortening of M. extensor carpi ulnaris.
Shortening of M. extensor digitorum commu-

Ac dorsal flexion of

the hand and active ex-
tension of the fingers.

Implanting flexor carpi ulnaris into extensor
digitorum communis.

Implanting flexor carpi radialis into extensor
I

digitorum communis.
I
Implanting ext. carpi radialis longior into ex-

tensor digitorum communis,
of ulnar abduc-iLengthening of extensor carpi lUnaris.Correct

tion.

Correction of adduction of
thumb.

Active abduction
thumb.

Correction of flexion con-
tracture of elbow joint.

Active extension of elbow
joint (compensating for
triceps brachii).

Active elevation of upper
arm (compensating for
deltoid).

Shortening exte or poUicis longus,

carpi radialis into extensor

carpi radialis into abductor

Implanting flexc

poUicis longus
Implanting flexc

pollicis longus
Implanting half of extensor carpi radialis into

extensor pollicis longus.
Section of bicipital fascia.
Section of M. biceps brachii at bend of elbow.
Passive insertion of triceps into deltoid.

—

(Hoffa.)

Implanting trapezius into deltoid.—(Hoflfa.)

His method of procedure for the hand was often

a complex one, c. g. for many of the flexed and

'Townsend : Medical News, July 14, 1900.

"HofTa : Archiv. fiir klin. Chirurgie, 1906, Band LXXXI,
P- 455-
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pronated hands, he transferred the origin of the

pronator radii teres from the internal to the ex-

ternal condyle, lengthened the tendon of the ex-

tensor carpi ulnaris, shortened the common exten-

sors and implanted the tendon of the extensor carpi

radialis into their tendons: this has licen called

Fig. 7.—Eight and one-half years after operation, showing the hand
extended, also showing the growth of the arm.

Hofifa's pronator plastic operation ; he gives the

above table of the procedures, which he uses to

meet various indications.

Recently I have learned the later condition of a

patient upon whom I operated for spastic hand
paralysis nine years ago, and since the number of
cases reported in this country is still small and
since the photographs depict the condition in vari-

ous stages of the procedure, the case is here re-

ported :

April, igoi. The patient's hand showed the con-

dition indicated in figures i and 2. Prof. Wm. B.

Pritchard, who saw him in consultation, stated that

the condition was due to cerebral birth pajsy ; since

birth the arm had been almost useless, at the age of

14 the shoulder dislocation, which was a part of

the deformity, had been corrected by e.xcising a

part of the joint capsule, and sewing the edges

together ; following this, the use of the arm had
increased somewhat, but the contracture of the hand
toward the ulnar side had increased, it could not be

properly extended into the line of the forearm,

and hung in a position of flexion and adduction

;

the boy was then 18 years old. The muscles of the

arm and forearm were very much atrophied. Since

the muscles still had some power, and the condition

was largely due to a loss of equipose, it seemed wise

to undertake a correction by readjusting the ten-

dons.

The operation for this readjustment was simpler

than would have been expected, the flexor carpi

Fig. 8.—Eight and 'ing the fingers

ulnaris was the most disturbing factor, and when
its tendon was cut the hand was liberated enough
to permit its proper extension on the wrist, the

tendon of this muscle was then brought between the

radius and ulna, split into two parts, which were re-

spectively sewed into slits made in the tendons of

the extensor radialis longior and brevior, thus using
the power of this muscle to aid in extension and
abduction, instead of in the opposed motions. The
hand and forearm were held in over correction in

plaster for two months and then put into a leather

splint, with steel supports, which reached from near
the elbow to the metacarpo phalangeal joint.

The position was satisfactorily maintained, but

he was found to have ulnar paralysis ; this was due
to the tearing of the ulnar nerve in changing the

position of the hand. (If one will flex and adduct
the hand so as to bring the pisiform bone close

to the cufT and then overextend and abduct it, a

gap of more than an inch will exist between cuff

and pisiform bone, a greater distance tlian the nerve

would stretch; hence it was torn.)

The nerve was, therefore, sutured one year after

the primary operation. The degree of extension

and flexion and the correct alignment of the hand
just before this operation are shown in the second

series of illustrations. He gained good function

from the sutured nerve, and wore the leather sup-

port for four years. The hand improved steadily

Fig. 9.—Eight and onehalf years after operation: alignment of the
hand and forearm.

maintaining its position and its power of e.xtension

and growing and gaining in strength.

In October, 1909, I was told that it was nearly

as large as the other and could be well used in such
complicateti movements as the use of the knife and
fork. The third series of illustrations indicate its

condition at that time.

This case has given a much better result than we
can usually expect. This result was largely due to

the fact that the hand still had good growing and
developing power ; this power, however, would
never have been learned if the operation had not

put the muscles in such equipose that they could be

used.

I have had only one other opportunity to try the

procedure and the result in that case was not satis-

factory.

Streptococcus Vaccine in Scarlet Fever.—R. M. Smith

says that streptococcus vaccine has some influence in con-

trolling epidemics of scarlet fever. Its use, with proper

care, is attended by no harmful results. It should be given

wider application in this country to prove or disprove the

contentions of the Russian physician.

—

Archives of Pi-

dlatrics.
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THE USE OF VACCINES, SERUMS, AND
THE HISS EXTRACT OF LEUCOCYTES
IN THE TREATMENT OF EYE, EAR,
NOSE, AND THROAT INFEC-

TIONS.

WITH REPORTS OF CASES.*

By J. G. DWYER, M.A., M.D., CM.,

The expansion in growth of serum and allied

therapy in the last few years, especially following

the impetus it received when Wright of London
published the results of his work on opsonins, has

been so great and has opened up such new avenues
for investigation, that the practitioner finds him-
self literally swamped by a deluge of new scientific

terms, new methods of diagnosis and treatment.

and by a mass of literature on this important and
fascinating subject. It is a matter of no small diffi-

culty for the man busy with his every-day affairs

to keep pace with this growth. This is more espe-

cially so if he is not trained to some extent in

laboratory methods, as the use or administration

of these measures is not a simple matter and be-

longs, not to the province of the clinician alone or

to that of the pathologist alone, but rather to a

combination of the two. Hence it is that the im-

portance of these therapeutic measures is not more
generally recognized ; the indications and contra-

indications for their use are not borne in mind and
their limitations are not sufficiently realized. It is

with the hope of emphasizing these few facts that

I present to you to-night the results of my work
along' these lines during the last three years. At
the same time I take this opportunity of sounding

a note of warning against the indiscriminate use

of these methods, without due consideration of the

suitability or non-suitability of the cases and, what
is perhaps more important, the ability of the men
to use them intelligently, as more harm than good
undoubtedly results from their administration in

certain cases. This is not intended as a lengthy-

dissertation on this subject, but the endeavor has

been made to give, in as brief and intelligent a way
as possible, from an unbiased point of view, the

practical results, reporting the failures as well as the

successes and giving the conclusions to be drawn
therefrom. In order to understand the criticisms

and objections advanced against certain measures.

it has been necessary for me to introduce certain

scientific terms which are probably not familiar to

everybody, but this has been done only where abso-

lutely necessary.

In the first place, I will give a brief resume of

the work done, together with the results. In the

majority of cases vaccines were used: In the oth-

ers, the Hiss extract of leucocytes. The second

part of the paper will deal with the relative values

of the various measures, the underlying principles,

and the indications and contraindications for their

use.

Some two hundred or so cases were examined as

to their suitability for vaccine treatment. Of this

number some 105 were selected, the balance being

rejected for various reasons ; some, because they

were unable or unwilling to come for continued

*Read by invitation before the New York Academy
of Medicine, Otological Section, March 11, 1910.

treatment ; others, because the causal organism
could not be isolated from the mixture of bacteria

present in the discharge. Tabulating the cases on
the basis of the offending organism, the list is as

follows : Tubercle bacillus, 20 ; stapyhlococcus, 47 ;

streptococcus, 7 ;
gonococcus, 3 ;

pneumococcus, i ;

Xov. Dec.

Bacillus pyocyaneus, 7 ; Bacillus catarrhalis, 3 ; ba-

cillus of Friedlander, 3 ; bacillus of Frisch {Rhino-
scleroma), 2; mixed infection, 3; bacterium un-
known, 9. The list of diseases is not limited tu

those of the nose and throat, but includes also some
interesting general diseases and several cases of eye
infections.

The tubercle bacillus cases comprised the follow-

ing: Chronic tuberculosis of the lungs, 3; of the

intestines, 1 ; of the bladder, i ; cervical glands, 6

;

larynx, 4 ; iris, i ; cornea, i ; also 2 cases of phylc-

tenular conjunctivitis and keratitis and i case of

episcleritis. The results, on the whole, of tuber-

culin therapy have been very satisfactory. In all

the cases a diagnosis of tuberculosis was made by
the various means at our disposal, such as the gen-

eral physical examination, examination of the

sputum and other excreta, the von Pirquet cutane-

ous test, and the Calmette ophthalmic reaction, also

by the reaction to the injection of tuberculin. The
kinds of tuberculin used were the bacillus emulsion
and the new tuberculin of Koch, known as tuber-

culin T. R. Of the three lung cases, two were dis-

charged as cured and the third is continuing treat-

ment in another city, still showing marked improve-
ment. The intestinal case was a very instructive

one, illustrating well one of the points to be con-

Dcr. Jan.
D/i.s or
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time the injections were stopped. Improvement
then took place for a couple of months, but the

patient eventually succumbed. This was one of

my first cases, and I feel that harm was done. The
case of cystitis was markedly benefitel. Before

treatment the patient had to urinate about fourteen

times each night, while now he only urinates twice

each night, and his whole general condition has im-

proved and I confidently look for still further prog-

ress in his case. The cases of tuberculous cervical

adenitis have certainly been most satisfactory, and
the results obtained here have amply repaid me for

the long time spent in the treatment and the perse-

verance and constant care which it necessitated. Six

cases were treated and all were cured. One patient,

in particular, had undergone four operations, and
when she came for tuberculin treatment had another

mass of enlarged glands and was markedly disfig-

ured by the thickened, unsightly scars at the sites

of the previous operations. Under a course of

tuberculin the enlargements disappeared, so that

the glands were no longer palpable, and, what was
quite surprising and the more agreeable, the scar

tissue seemed to undergo a certain amount of ab-

sorption. This was about two years ago and no

recurrence has taken place and the patient is in good
condition. In the light of my experience and that

of others with such cases, where the condition

has not advanced to the stage of caseation or of

breaking down, operation is not justifiable, as care-

ful attention to general hygienic conditions and the

administration of tuberculin, the dose varying for

each case according to the calculated index and the

clinical symptoms, will often suffice to save them
from the mutilation of the often unsuccessful surgi-

cal measures which are now resorted to. Even in

cases of caseation and where breaking down is in-

evitable, a course of tuberculin preceding and fol-

lowing the operation will be of great benefit. The
four cases of laryngitis were instructive. The first

was primary in the larynx, that is, primary in that

no other lesion could be made out. This case was
fairly well advanced, but responded to the treat-

ment and was cured. The second case had a demon-
strable lung lesion in addition to the local lesion.

Marked improvement took place, but the lack of

proper facilities aj: home led me to recommend lifr

removal to a tuberculosis sanatorium, where her im-

provement has gone on steadily. The other cases

had, in addition to the local and lung involvement

with tuberculosis, a secondary infection with strep-

tococcus. Neither showed any improvement. Later,

judging from the published reports of others who
have treated such cases with alternate injections of

tuberculin and streptococcus vaccine, the results

have been more satisfactory. The remaining cases

of tuberculosis were all cases of eye infections. The
case of iritis was interesting. A comparatively

large, well-circumscribed tumor mass was present

on the anterior surface of the iris and there was a

question of diagnosis between syphilis and tuber-

culosis. The history was negative as to the former
and tuberculin was injected on two occasions, not

for the purpose of treatment but purely for diag-

nostic purposes. Much to my surprise the mass
began to get smaller, and under continued treatment
by injection of tuberculin eventually disappeared.

The other cases gave the cutaneous reaction to

tuberculin, and in the case of tuberculous keratitis,

although the case was not an earlv one. it quieted

down under treatment. Patients with phlyctenular

keratitis ceased to have the recurrent attacks which

had previously been so frequent. The same is true

of the case of episcleritis. These cases are now en-

tirely free from these attacks.

The next series of cases comprises the staphy-

lococcus infections. Here 47 cases were treated

and, with one exception, all were cured. The list

was made up as follows: General furunculosis, 9;
acne, 2 ; carbuncle, i ; eczema of the auricle, i

;

otitis externa diffusa, 3 ; otitis externa circum-

.scripta, 21; otitis media suppurativa subacuta, 5;

chronic tonsillitis, 3 ;
peritonsillar abscess, i ; ab-

scess of the septum, i. The list may not appear

very impressive at first glance, but these cases were
all chosen because of their known chronicity and
comprised that class which ordinarily does not yield

to the other well-known methods of treatment, in-

fection after infection occurring. One case of acne

was of fourteen years' duration and every kind of

treatment had been tried, time and time again,

without relief. This patient has now been entirely

free for over two years. The otitis externa cases

were of that fairly numerous class which is the

despair of the otologist, attacks constantly recur-

ring. All these yielded readily to treatment with

the vaccine. Under the heading of subacute ear

cases are placed that large class in which, after the

acute infection has run its course, the suppuration

continues and eventually becomes of the chronic

type. Five such cases were treated : Three ceased

discharging, after practically the first injection;

in the fourth, the discharge became much less in

amount, and then the patient ceased to report ; the

fifth was not benefited. This series was made up,

as far as possible, of cases in which the pathological

lesion was confined to the mucous membrane, not

having yet reached the bone ; the reasons for this

will be stated later. The eczema in question was a

chronic one, situated around the auricle, with often-

recurring acute attacks being superimposed on the

chronic condition. The organism was isolated from
a pustule, present during one of these acute attacks,

with very satisfactory results. The peritonsillar

case was one in which the abscess had been evacu-

ated by surgical measures some months before, but
the suppuration continued, becoming of the chronic

variety, the cavity filling up with pus, discharging,

and again refilling. Two injections sufficed to clear

up this condition. The abscess of the septum was
also of this variety, essentially subacute or chronic,

but one injection of 500 million was thoroughly ef-

fectual. With regard to the tonsillitis cases, some
doubts were entertained as to the outcome of the

treatment, as, on account of the variety of the bac-
teria, generally making up the flora in the tonsil,

the causal one might not be isolated. In the three

cases in question, however, the staphylococcus was
found in such numbers that it was undoubtedly the

causal one. These were cases of chronic tonsillitis,

with several acute attacks occurring each year.

The treatment here was eminently successful, the

chronic or subacute condition cleared up. and dur-
ing the last winter the patients were entirely free

from the acute attacks, this being the first winter in

years that they escaped.
Seven cases of pure streptococcus infection are

reported, five being cases of postscarlatinal sup-
purating ears and two of chronic dacryocvstitis.

Four of the ear cases ceased discharging after vary-
ing periods, the fifth remaining the same. Both
cases of dacryocystitis were discharged cured.

The next subdivision comprises three cases of in-

fection with the gonococcus, the first being a very
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obstinate case of gonorrheal arthritis, which had

resisted all forms of treatment. Cure was obtained

very rapidly here, although the patient himself had

given up all hope of ever being well again. The
second was a case of chronic gonorrhea. Here from
an examination of the case it was decided that the

staphylococcus was playing more than a passive part

in keeping the condition active; accordingly alter-

nate injections of the latter and of the gonococcus

were used, with thoroughly satisfactory results. The
third case was one of conjunctivitis, complicated by
ulcerative keratitis ; the progress of the disease was
quickly arrested and I think the involvement of the

cornea was hence much less.

Only one infection with the pneumococcus was
under treatment, a case of serpiginous ulcer of the

cornea. In the scrapings from the cornea this or-

ganism was isolated in pure culture. This ulcer had
been repeatedly curetted and cauterized to no avail

and then a vaccine was made. Immediately follow-

ing the use of the vaccine, the process started to

subside and soon became quiescent. The treatment
in this case certainly cut short the course of the

disease and saved the balance of the cornea and in

all probability, the eye itself.

Friedlander's bacillus was found as the causal

factor in three cases of chronic nasal catarrh. These
were of that type in which constantly recurring

acute exacerbations were added to the ever-present

chronic condition. The improvement in all cases

was marked : the chronic condition was much alle-

viated and the acute attacks could be easily aborted
by one injection, given just as the attack was threat-

ening. Here I have also placed three cases of
chronic suppuration of the accessory cavities of the

nose. These were of very long duration, years in

all cases, and the organisms isolated were the ba-
cillus of Friedlander, the streptococcus, and the
staplylococcus, all being present in about equal num-
bers. As in the cases of chronic catarrh just men-
tioned, the first-named bacillus was found as the
causal factor, and as in many other nasal chambers
examined, this was found so constantly, it was ar-
bitrarily assumed that this was the causal organism
and that the other two organisms were accidental or
secondary infections. Treatment was accordingly
started on this assumption and pursued for some
time. The nasal catarrh, accompanying the sinus
condition, cleared up, just as in the cases of straight
catarrh, but the sinus condition remained as before,
and in the course of some few weeks or months
the nasal chambers were reinfected from the sinus.
These results, although rather unsatisfactory, are
not discouraging, as very great relief was afforded
for weeks at a time, and also because the test was
a very rigid one, as will now be explained. In the
first place, drainage was not secured by operation,
and it was purposely endeavored to do without oper-
ation, trying to open up the natural passages, accord-
ing to the method of Wright, namely, irrigating
the nose thoroughly and at frequent intervals with
a solution of sodium citrate, to promote, if possible,
the absorption of the occluding tissues. Nothing
much was expected from this, but it was given a
trial. Other reasons for failure lie in the fact that
a_ very necessary, and, in fact, indispensable con-
dition, may not have been complied with, that is.

certainty as to the causal organism. In spite of
these comparatively negative" results, I feel that
under proper conditions as to drainage and isola-
tion of the proper pathogenic organism, this form
of treatment will have a large share in the future.

The next series is also very instructive and in-

teresting, but was not so disappointing, as favorable
results were not really expected. It comprises seven
cases of suppurating ears in which the Bacillus

pyocyaneus was isolated and which were treated

with a vaccine of this, with negative results in all

seven cases. Doubts were entertained from the

start, on account of the well-known cultural and
pathogenic characteristics of this bacillus, it being
one of low pathogenic power, at least for man, gen-
erally existing as a parasite, and not being the prim-
ary invading organism, but a secondary one. More-
over this bacillus does not rightly belong to the class

of organisms producing endoto.xins, as the ordinary
pyogenic bacteria do, but, on the other hand, it pro-

duces a soluble diffusible toxin, pyocyanin, which is

easily visible to the naked eye in a culture a few
days old. Such an organism would probably there-

fore call for an antitoxin, like diphtheria, and not
a vaccine. In spite of all these factors, however, as

this bacillus has been found by others as the only
organism in several fatal cases of septicemia, and
as it is probably more often a primary factor than
is thought, a vaccine was made in each case and
used. The results were negative, as above stated.

Having in view this fact, it was decided to displace,

if possible, this bacillus and to replace it by another
parasite of practically no pathogenic action and
having no effect on the tissues, as suggested by
Metchnikoff and North. A series of cases are now
being kept under observation and are being treated

by a solution or culture of the Bacillus bulgaricus,

commonly sold under the name of massolin. The
results, so far, have been very encouraging, but the

number of cases treated is too small to judge from.
Further reports of this investigation will be made
in the near future by Dr. Haskin.
Two cases of rhinoscleroma infection with the

bacillus of Frisch have been under treatment for

the last two years or so, and one is still receiving
injections. These are the cases reported last year
by Dr. Guntzer and are the first to be treated in

this way, so far as is known. Considering the dis-

advantages we were under in the treatment of these

cases, having no precedent to guide us in the dosage
and other factors, the results have been encouraging.
Cure has not been effected, but the improvement
has been marked and the patientsr instead of being
confined as hospital cases, are able to pursue their

ordinarj' vocations in life. One of the patients, in

whom it was necessary to do a tracheotomy, has
now gone for months without the tube and his

breathing is better than it has been in years. He
left recently to take a position in a city in the

West.
In comparison with the other methods of treat-

ment recognized as applicable to this condition, such
as extensive operation, the .t"-ray, and the use of
radium, I think the balance is in favor of the vac-

cine, if an opinion based on such a small number of

cases treated has any value. However, in view of

the poor results obtained by any kind of treatment
in this slow, obstinate, and comparatively unknown
disease, and as the causal bacillus can be so easily

grown, treatment by vaccine would seem to be thor-

oughly rational and would perhaps do more, if our
experience were more extensive. Since the treat-

ment was begim the progress of the disease has
been stopped in both cases.

There were three cases of infection with the bacil-

lus catarrhalis and with these will be considered

three other cases giving the same clinical symptoms,
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those of acute nasal catarrh, present in that class of

patients who are always "catching cold." In the

latter three, the causal bacillus, although easily iso-

lated, could not be classified by name. All cases

yielded to treatment; the attacks became less fre-

quent in number and severity, and when- an attack

threatened, an injection was efficacious in limiting

the duration to less than one day. Some of these

patients, who used to have a cold or series of colds

every winter, have since been free.

Under the name of unknown species of bacteria,

I have grouped the last three in the series men-
tioned above and in addition, four cases of chronic

suppurating ears and two cases of chronic dacriocys-

titis. In these cases the organism isolated was un-

doubtedly the causal one, but did not fall under any

species with which I am familiar. Three of the

ear cases cleared up, but the fourth remained as

before. The two cases of dacriocystitis were en-

tirely cured.

This completes the list of cases treated. On the

whole, I think the results are very satisfactory. It

might here be said that all the ordinary methods of

accepted or recognized treatment were used in con-

junction with the vaccine treatment. Personal hy-

giene was rigidly insisted on, and in the ear cases

local irrigations were kept up. However, in view
of the fact that these methods of treatment had been
given a thorough and exhaustive trial, in some cases

extending over a period of years and in all cases at

least for weeks, before the vaccine was used, the re-

sults obtained can be fairly attributed to the vaccine

treatment.

Some stress was laid on the fact that the choice

of ear cases was limited to those in which it was
thought the lesion was limited to the mucous mem-
brane. This was in reality a wholly unnecessary

proceeding, being due entirely to personal reasons,

as the time that could be devoted to this investiga-

tion was limited and it was necessary to get quick

results, because the majority of cases treated were
outdoor cases, and as these patients cannot be ex-

pected to come over a long period of time, as is

invariably the case, they are one by one lost sight

of. A few words might be said about that larger

proportion of chronic suppurating ears, in which
iDone necrosis is probably present. Considering in

brief the pathology presented to us in such an ear,

we have progressive necrosis of bone up to the

point at which the resisting powers of the body are

strong enough to stop the advance of the necrosis,

that is, we have a line of demarcation formed, just

as in the death of the soft tissues or gangrene. The
necrosed bone is a foreign body and must be re-

moved. Nature eventually accomplishes this by a

slow process of ulceration, taking months to remove
it. If the mass is of considerable size, the surgeon

can remove this in a few minutes, provided he can

do a thorough operation, removing the bone not

only macroscopically but microscopically diseased.

A consideration of the radical operation shows that

the majority of the results attained are not satis-

factory, in many cases the suppuration continuing

and the after-treatment lasting, from at least a

few months in the most favorable cases, to a life-

time in others. Of course there are certain cases

that must and always will demand the radical oper-

ation, but lately the pendulum has swung back and
the radical operation is not being done on every

case that presents itself. Any measure, therefore,

that offers at least a chance of success, ought to be

given a trial. If the causal organism is isolated,

and the vaccine treattment tried, nature will be stim-

ulated to form the line of demarcation. The time

of treatment will extend over a long period, but even

now all forms of treatment of this condition demand
months of treatment. It is hoped that a further re-

port on a series of such cases will be made as soon

as a sufficient number have been observed.

The Hiss extract of leucocytes was used in nine

cases. This was in reality six cases, as the other

three were cases that were not suitable to this form

of treatment. Of the six cases, four recovered and

two died. It will be interesting to give in some de-

tail the history of some of these.

It must be borne in mind that all these cases were

ones in which all other measures of treatment had

been exhausted, and as a last resort the extract was
used, the surgeon in charge of the case feeling that

it did not matter much what was done, as the case

would terminate fatally. A severer test could not be

devised and the results are all the more encouraging

because of this fact. The most striking was a case

of pansinusitis. G. H., aged 9 years, was operated

on, a frontal sinus operation being performed,

the anterior ethmoidal cells being removed at the

same time. For fifteen days following the opera-

tion the temperature ranged between 98° and
105° F., as shown on the accompanying chart. A
diagnosis of meningitis was made by Dr. Zabriskie,

who found marked general hyperesthesia, deep mus-
cular tenderness, and a well-marked Kernig's sign.

The smear from the frontal sinus showed mixed in-

fection with streptococcus predominating. Just be-

fore the extract was injected, the temperature was
104.4°, pulse 145, respirations 30. Within twenty-

four hours the temperature fell to 100°, pulse to 90,

and respirations to 25. The temperature then grad-

ually returned to normal and recoverv was unevent-

ful.

The second case was one of mastoiditis and sinus

thrombosis, with a general bacteriemia, as shown by
the blood culture, long-chained streptococcus being
found in the latter. The simple mastoid operation!

had been performed and the patient had been dis-

charged from the hospital and was attending the

out-clinic. On one of the occasions on which he
presented himself, he had some fever and was not

feeling well. He was admitted to the hospital for
observation and after seven days, during which his-

temperature varied between 102° and 104°, a blood
culture showed long-chained streptococcus. Opera-
tion was immediately performed and a large clcii

was founil in the lateral sinus. Free bleeding was
obtained from the torcular end of the sinus, but
rather poor from the jugular end. As the patient

was in bad condition, an intravenous infusion hav-
ing to be given on the table, it was decided not to

take out the jugular. The temperature remained
down for twenty-four hours, but at the expiration
of this period again arose and assumed the septic

type. The Hiss extract was then started and the

improvement in the general condition was immedi-
ately marked, although the effect on the tempera-
ture was not so noticeable. As soon, however, as

visitors were forbidden entrance the temperature
returned promptly to normal. Here, it may be noted
that the jugular was not excised, the clot simply be-

ing cleaned out as thoroughly as possible.

The third case of this series was also one of
mastoiditis, complicated by sinus thrombosis. At
the time of operation, the lateral sinus was found
thrombosed and filled with a very foul smelling pus.

The jugular was accordingly excised. Following
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operation, the temperature gradually rose, each day

being a little higher than the preceding. Physical

examination on "the fifth day following operation

revealed symptoms of beginning menmgitis, the

patient also being unconscious and delirious. Imme-
diately following this examination, the Hiss extract

of leucocytes was given at regular intervals of

twelve hours and the improvement was marked from

the very beginning of the treatment. The tempera-

ture gradually fell and the great improvement in

the general condition of the patient was most

marked; the symptoms of the toxemia gradually

disappeared, the delirium disappeared within a few

hours, and the patient was perfectly rational in

twenty-four hours. Three days after the beginning

of this treatment the temperature had reached nor-

mal and thereafter the recovery was uneventful.

The fourth case was one of mastoiditis, compli-

cated later by sinus thrombosis and lobar pneumonia.

This was the first case to be treated by the extract,

and the patient was in a practically moribund con-

dition when the extract was given. The history is

as follows, and the accompanying chart shows the

course of the temperature: Four days after a minor

nasal operation the patient developed an acute in-

fection of the left middle ear, together with mas-

toiditis and eventually came to operation, a simple

mastoidectomy being done. Following operation,

the temperature was of the septic type as shown on

the chart, and on the fifth day patient had a decided

chill. The next day a second operation was decided

on and on exploring the lateral sinus a large clot

was found and evacuated; the jugular was then ex-

cised. The temperature continued to be of the sep-

tic type, and on the second day the Hiss extract was

injected. The patient was in extremis, as a pneu-

monia and pleurisy had developed. The extract was
given irregularly, but eventually improvement was
noted and convalescence was uninterrupted.

The next two cases are the ones that progressed

to a fatal termination. The first was a child, one

and one-half years old, and was operated on for

acute mastoiditis, the usual simple mastoidectomy

being done. The patient was in bad condition, a

large subperiosteal abscess being present. Tempera-
ture on admission was 101°; immediate operation

was done, and following the operation the tempera-

ture gradually rose, reaching 105° on the fourth

day and 106.5° o" the eighth day. The diagnosis

was uncertain, as there were very few physical signs

to go by. On this day, however, well marked
opisthotonos was present and a second operation

was performed, the dura being found congested and

bulging. This was incised and the temporosphe-
noidal lobe probed in various directions. Immedi-
ately following the operation, the Hiss extract was
injected, and, although the case finally resulted

fatally, the child lived for thirty-six hours with a

temperature of over 107°, something. I think, quite

remarkable, considering the condition. On the day
following the second operation, lumbar puncture re-

vealed the presence of a small extracellular diplo-

coccus in the spinal fluid. This was one of those

obscure cases in which a diagnosis could not be

made until late, and considering the remarkable vital-

ity of the child, an early use of the extract might
have accomplished something, just as in the first

case reported.

The other fatal case was also of this type. A
man, thirty-seven years of age, was operated on
for acute mastoiditis and the usual simple operation

was done. Following operation the temperature

did not come down, but continued to rise gradually,

reaching 105°, and symptoms of meningitis grad-

ually developed, accompanied by repeated chills.

Secondary operation was resorted to and the sinus

was found thrombosed and a well-marked menin-

gitis, the dura of the middle fossa being injected and
bulging. This was incised and a drain inserted

in between the dura and brain tissue; the jugular

was then excised. For the following two days the

temperature fluctuated and gradually rose to 105°,

pulse 154, and respirations 52. It was at this point,

when the patient was taking the final change for

the worse that the extract was injected, but it was
of no avail an;l the patient succumbed in a couple of

hours. This case is placed here because it was a suit-

able one for such treatment, but it is not a fair one

to count against the extract, although in some of

the other cases the condition seemed almost as hope-

less. The other three cases, which were not suitable

cases for this treatment, were the following: The
first was a case of brain abscess, but the real cause

of death was a very acute parenchymatous nephritis

with uremia, a disease altogether outside of the

sphere of useful treatment by a leucocyte extract.

The second was a case of specific frontal sinusitis,

on which multiple operations had been performed.

Each of these cases received only one injection,

when the nature of the lesion was recognized and
treatment stopped. The third case was one in

which the diagnosis was in doubt and was probably

not an infection at all, but some intestinal disorder.

On the whole, therefore, I am more than satisfied

as to the efficacy of the extract and am absolutely

convinced that otherwise a fatal issue was inevitable

in the above cases and that this was avoided by
the extract. To get results in any disease, treat-

ment must be started early, especially in such a dis-

ease as meningitis, where such a delicate mechanism
as the nervous system is attacked. Once it gains

a firm hold it is a hard matter to do anything.

A few wort's will not be out of place concerning

the reliability of the opsonic index and its calcula-

tion. Lately some prominent authorities have re-

ported that they found it unreliable in not agree-

ing with the clinical symptoms and also in that the

calculations taken from the same cases at the same
time by different observers have differed quite

markedly from each other. Granted that these

statements are true, and they assuredly are true in

my experience, are they cogent reasons why we
should condemn the opsonic index as unreliable and

bring it into disfavor? Consi'er the practically

parallel proceeding in making a blood count ; does

the result of the blood count always agree with the

clinical symptoms? Do any two men get the same
results when blood counts are made on the same
case under identical conditions ? You can all answer
the first question ; who among you has not had a

case in which the clinical symptoms and the blood

findings showed absolutely no correspondence, yet

this fact did not in^'uce you to condemn the blood

count as utterly useless. You know that in the ma-
jority of cases it is reliable. The same is true about

the opsonic index. Why then condemn this? The
reason for failure in some cases, perhaps in the

majority, is that it is mainly a question of the per-

sonal equation, that factor which we cannot get rid

of. The results of a blood count lie practically in

the hands of the one making it, and if he is con-

scientious and follows the technique, his results

are to be depended on : but if he is not conscientious

and looks upon this as an unwelcome piece of work.
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to be done with as soon as possible, then it were bet-

ter for you that you had done without this aid to

making a diagnosis. The same appHes to uranalysis

or any laboratory work. That is one of the reasons

why I make the plea that this opsonic work be left

in the hands of those who are capable of doing it.

The chances of error in the calculation of the op-

sonic inde.x are far greater than those in doing a

blood count, as the technique is more complicated

and, unless the smallest details are worked out and
the whole technique is rigidly adhered to, the results

will vary. The reason why Wright and his imme-
diate followers got such satisfactory results was
because they were scrupulous in this regard. The
results of such an authority as Hektoen in this

country ought to carry some weight. In a series

of acute infections, independent calculations were
made by himself and four others under exactly the

same conditions, and it was found that these calcu-

lations tallied, all showing the negative phase, and

then the positive phase, and as the index rose the

symptoms subsided. Hektoen further states that

when properly and conscientiously performed it is

quite reliable in the majority of cases and is, in fact,

an indispensable aid. I have found it so in my ex-

perience.

I now coiTie to the scientific side of the question

and will briefly consider at the beginning some
necessary facts that must be stated in order to

understand what is to follow. The old ways of

treating infections were tonic and supportive, ob-

viously unsatisfactory, as they did not try to get

at the cause of the disease. Now, by a study of

nature's own methods of defence, as seen in in-

fections artificially produced in animals, we en-

deavor to imitate her and to make use of the same
weapons. This is the keystone of vaccine and

serum therapy; it is around this pivot that every-

thing revolves. In any disease we have two fac-

tors to consider : on the one hand the invading

organisms ; on the other the resisting forces of the

body. Analyzing shortly the first, we find that all

bacteria do not act on the body in the same way,

that in fact their methods of attack dififer widely

from each other. They all have a common action

in the sense that thev act mechanically, just like any

other foreign body introduced into the body ; that is,

they act by their physical presence. This is a com-
paratively unimportant point, its only importance

practically lying in the fact that it may lead to

embolism in the vessels. The vital ways in which

the bacteria pct may be divided practically into two
classes : in the first class we have those bacteria

which secrete soluble, diffusible bodies in the me'Iia

in which they thrive, called toxins. These toxins

are readily given up to the circulating fluids of the

body, and it is through the agency of these toxins

that the bacteria produce their baneful effects on

the body. The second class, and this is the im-

portant one for us to consider, as to it belong the

organisms which we have been considering above,

comprises that class which elaborate within their

own bodies, a class of substances known as endo-

toxins. These endotoxins arc retained within the

bacteria elaborating them, not being given up to the

culture media or the circulating fluids, but only be-

ing set free when the bacteria are dead or dying.

It is probable that some species of bacteria act in

both ways, by a soluble toxin and by an endotoxin.

To this class the tubercle bacillus probably belongs,

the active to.xin being: an endotoxin and the soluble

one being an accessory one. It was to combat this

latter, the soluble one, that Koch introduced his old

tuberculin, and since the real toxin is thought to

be the endotoxin, the reasons for failure of the old

tuberculin are apparent.

On the other hand, we have to consider Nature's

ways of fighting these bacteria. When a foreign

substance is introduced into the body, especially if

that foreign substance is of an albuminous nature,

the system, by the very presence of this material,

is stimulated to the formation of what are known as

antibodies, that is, bodies whose function it is to

neutralize the effects of or destroy the substance

introduced. Obviously, these antibodies must be

of many dift'erent varieties, depending on the char-

acter of the antigen, calling for their formation.

Applying this principle to the bacteria forming the

soluble to.xin, we will have the formation of an anti-

toxin. The examples of this class are perhaps the

most familiar to us, diphtheria antitoxin and tetanus

antitoxin being of this nature. .Against the second

class we would have the formation of bactericidal

and bacteriolytic bodies, which would destroy and
dissolve the bacteria, setting free the contained endo-
toxin. It is important to emphasize at this point

that when the bacteria are destroyed and dissolved

by the foregoing serums, the endotoxin is not neces-

sarily neutralized ; in fact, is not generally so. This
point will again come up in the discussion of these

serums. Lastly, under the heading of defence, we
must consider an important factor—the phagocytes
themselves. The question of the origin of the anti-

bodies whether they are derived from the phago-
cytes, as Metchnikoff holds, or from other sources,

as other well-known investigators claim, is entirely

outside the scope of this short paper, but whatever
view we hold, we must all admit the great import-

ance of the phagocytes themselves. Since the action

of the opsonins is intimately bound up with that of

the phagocytes, these will also be classed here. It

may be well to define exactly what opsinins are.

The name is from the Greek and freely translated

means, "to prepare, for eating" or "I prepare for

eating." The opsonins are normally present in the

blood serum, and, as the name implies, they act on
the bacteria in some way, preparing them for in-

gestion by the phagocytes, that is, they prepare them,
so that the phagocytes can the more easily eat and
digest them. Hence, indirectly, they act by stimulat-

ing the phagocytes and hence the placing of these

two factors together.

Based on the preceding ways, in which nature
copes with infection, we have four classes of thera-

peutic agents, each one differing from the other in

the fundamental, underlying principles of applica-

tion. These four comprise the antitoxins, vaccines,

bactericidal and bacteriolytic serums, and the leu-

cocyte extracts. It is not necessary to deal with
the antitoxins, as their use is well known. The
second class, the vaccines, are one of the important
subdivisions to be dealt with at some length. By
the use of vaccines, either attenuated cultures of

the living bacteria or, as is now more often the

case, killed cultures, we aim to stimulate the body
to ijicrease its formation of antibodies and thus
to overcome the infection. The point to be em-
phasized here is that the body itself must form its

own antibodies, that is, an active immunity must be
brought about. The significance and great import-
ance of this statement lies in the fact that it takes

some time for this immunity to be developed ; it is
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not a matter of hours or of a day, but several days,

generally three or four at least, and sometimes
much longer. During this period, in which the

antibodies are being formed and consequently im-

munity is being developed, it is a well-established

fact that the resisting powers of the body are not

only not increased, but are actually diminished in

the large majority of cases. This is the so-called

negative phase and is a very important factor to be

remembered. This phase can easily be shown on

the chart of an opsonic curve, where, following an

injection, we have a decided fall in the curve and
after a varying period, depending on the dose and
other factors, a rise to a point higher than the pre-

vious reading. A practical everyday example, prob-

ably not an exactly parallel one, is the Widal reac-

tion in typhoid fever. Here we do not get the ag-

glutinating action of the serum, the evidence of

antibody formation, for several days after the clin-

ical symptoms of the fever have appeared ; when
reaction has well set in, we get it. I will illustrate

this point further by reverting to the case of intesti-

nal tuberculosis which ended fatally. This patient

had a temperature of about 101° F. and all the

symptoms of a systemic intoxication were present.

This case was decidedly not a suitable case for

such treatment. Take, for example, a systemic

acute infection, such as a case of acute septicemia,

in which we have high temperature and all the

symptoms of a grave constitutional intoxication. If

it were put to a vote of clinicians, as to whether
they would use a vaccine in such a case, I have no
doubt whatever but that many might favor such
a course, and yet nothing is more illogical and
nothing could be more harmful. Consider the state

of affairs present in just such a case; interpret the

symptoms. The train of symptoms or the bacter-

emia is simply the way the body has of showing
that it is being hard pressed and as the symptoms
increase in severity the lines of defence are being
broken down ; that it is being defeated in the strug-

gle, that its poor, worn out, jaded cells have ex-

hausted their powers of antibody formation. How
unfortunate then to use a vaccine in such a case,

calling upon the cells to form more antibodies,

when they are already exhausted. Following this in-

jection, for several days we find the body more
open to infection, it being in the condition, spoken
of above, as the negative phase. Yet this is being

done every day, especially in the treatment of tu-

berculous patients, simply by the clinician not know-
ing or not realizing the nonsuitability of the case

for this treatment. It is an absolutely different con-

sideration, when the case is subacute or chronic.

Here a rational and closely watched course of treat-

ment with the vaccine is of almost speciiic value in

some cases. The above considerations apply to con-

stitutionally acute cases, in contradistinction to the

locally acute cases, as these latter were the classes

of cases that were markedly benefited.

The next point in a consideration of vaccines

is the kind of vaccine to be used, that is whether
autogenous, that cultivated from the patient, or

a stock vaccine. To my mind there are no two sides

to this question as in all cases it should be an auto-

genous vaccine, although I have used the stock one
in some few cases. The vaccine, as explained above,

stimulates the formation of antibodies and opso-
nins and so far experience seems to show that these

antibodies and opsonins are specific, that is, that a
certain bacterium will give rise to a certain anti-

body or a certain opsonin and that anti body or

opsonin will be effectual against that bacterium and
against that alone. It is easy to see then why we
should use an autogenous vaccine. The stock vac-
cines are made up of mixtures of dift'erent strains

of bacteria of the same or allied species. If a
strain of the particular offending organism is pres-
ent, we may get results, but if it is not present,
then the specific antibody or the opsonin is not
stimulated to formation, and no good results from
its use. The system, with a stock vaccine, is called

upon to form a whole series of antibodies, cor-

responding to the varieties introduced, and these
have no function to fulfill, as there are no corres-

ponding bacteria to oppose, so that the energy of
the system is spent in useless work. The energy
is not a trifling force, to be thus dissipated. This
observation applies to all stock vaccines, but espec-
ially to vaccines of bacteria, such as the staphylococ-

cus and the streptococcus. When we consider the

multiplicity of forms of such bacteria, it is easy to

see why stock vaccines fail in some cases, in which
the results with autogenous vaccines have been so

brilliant. We are all familiar with the many va-
rieties of streptococcus, differing as they do so lit-

tle in morphology and straining properties and,
what is most important, so much in their pathogenic
action. In some work, in which I am now engaged,
at classifying the various bacteria found in the

tonsils, one is at once impressed by the many va-

rieties of streptococcus isolated. When we consider

the staphylococcus, the same holds true ; we see

differences in pathogenicity, pigment formation, li-

quefaction of gelatin and their cultural character-

istics in general. These are but examples ; the list

is almost endless. Thus we can understand that in

a given case unless the invading organism forms
one of the strains in a stock vaccine, probably no
effect is produced. .'Kgain, why do we need stock

vaccines at all ? Needless to say, the microbial

cause of a disease must be known before a rational

attempt can be made to treat with a vaccine. If

we can get enough of the discharge to make a bac-

teriological examination, we can at the same time

make cultures and prepare a vaccine. In the above
series of cases, a stock vaccine was used in treat-

ing some of the cases of tubercle infection, on ac-

count of the difficulty of preparing this vaccine, but

just as soon as possible, an autogenous vaccine

was substituted ; also, in one case of tubercular

adenitis, which did not improve under the human
tuberculin, bovine tuberculin was substituted and
this was of necessity nonautogenous. The gonococ-

cus is rather hard to prepare as a vaccine on ac-

count of the fastidiousness of this bacterium, which
grows only on special media and quickly dies out.

As there are probably few varieties of this bacter-

ium, the results with the stock vaccine have been

rather good, but in all cases it is better to use the

autogenous one. The stock ones may not be fresh,

and this is quite an important point, as, even with

autogenous ones, it is better to make new vaccines

every few weeks.

The third class of agents comprise the bacter-

icidal and bacteriolytic serums. For the produc-

tion of these, just as in the formation or prepara-

tion of antitoxin, we immunize animals, such as the

horse, against the pathogenic organism, and the

serum of such animals is then used for injection into

patients suffering from infection with that organ-

ism ; in other words, we get the cells of the animal

to manufacture the anti-bodies and then use these

bodies ready made, so to speak, for injection into
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patients. Thus, in this class, it is a passive acquired
immunity that is brought about, the cells of the

patient taking no part in the process. This would
be an ideal condition of affairs, supplying the body
with its weapons ready for use, but unfortunate-

ly the practical results have not been encouraging.
Mainly for this reason, and also because the theoret-

ical considerations are, on the whole, opposed to

such serums, I have not used them. One point,

and this seems to be more than theoretically estab-

lished, is the fact that a bactericidal serum is not
necessarily, and in fact is not generally, antiendotox-
ic ; that is, that, although the bacteria are killed, the

contained endotoxin is not neutralized but is actu-

ally set free as a poisonous body having free rein

to act injuriously on the body. Therefore, when
an injection of such a serum is given, so much en-

dotoxin may be set free that the body succumbs
to the severity of the infection. The question of

anaphylaxis also comes into question here. The
actions of such serums may be utilized either as pro-

phylactics or as curative agents. The first does
not interest us practically, as most of our cases are

well advanced when we are called to treat them,

and hence are not subjects for prophylactic meas-
ures, and as curative agents they have proven fail-

ures. Lately the so-called polyvalent serum against

streptococcus infections is being again brought into

use. This is made by immunizing suitable animals

against a number of strains of streptococcus and
using the serum of such animals in man. Now, in

the immunity developed after a streptococcus in-

fection, the serum does not possess any marked bac-

tericidal or antitoxic properties, but rather acts by
stimulating phagocytosis or more probably by sup-

plying opsonins. It is hard then to see why such

a serum, as the streptococcus serum, should act as

a bactericidal one. Many have claimed that it has

not only protective properties but also curative

ones. It probably has some action in supplying

opsonins, but it is open to all the objections cited

against bactericidal serums in general, and in addi-

tion lacks one very necessary quality—that of spe-

cificity, it really being on the order of the old gun-
shot prescription—empiricism as opposed to ration-

alism.

The next subdivision deals with the leucocyte ex-

tracts and the rationale of the Hiss extract is based

on the all-importance of the leucocytes in the strug-

gle against infection. If we consider the phe-

nomena presented to us in inflammation, we are at

once impressed by the important role which leuco-

cytes assume and their importance in the fight

waged against the invading army. Soon after the

infection is set up, we have a vast army of leuco-

cytes or, as they are now better known, phagocytes,

hurrying to the point of attack and actively combat-
ing the bacteria. This is true of the infections in

general, and especially so in the infections which

we are ordinarily called upon to treat. In the strug-

gle that ensues many of the phagocytes are killed,

others are maimed or injured, and all are more or

less worn out. If the bacteria are the stronger the

body is overwhelmed; if the phagocytes, the infec-

tion is overcome and the body returns to the nor-

mal. All the different leucocytes are not equally

important, the main ones concerned in the major-

ity of infections being the polynuclear neutrophiles

and the large mononuclear leucocytes. It follows

then logically from the above that if we can assist

or strengthen the leucocytes in any way, we will at

the same time enhance the chances of the body over-

coming the infection. Hiss divides the protecting

factors involved into two classes ; in the first he

places the antibodies, such as the agglutinins, ly-

sins, opsonins, etc. These are readily produced by

the cells and given up to the circulating fluids of

the body. In the second class he places the endo-

bodies of the leucocytes. He assumes that these en-

dobodies are present in the bodies of the leucocytes

elaborating them and are not as a rule given up
to the circulating fluids, as the first set were, but

are retained in the bodies of the phagocytes, man-
ufacturing them, serving to protect them and in

this indirect way also protecting the more highly

specialized cells. Therefore, if we furnish to the

phagocytes the bodies of which they are deprived in

the fight, that is, furnish them quickly and directly

with their weapons of warfare, they would be the

better protected from destruction and would be in

better condition to carry on their work of ingesting

the bacteria and would the better be able to recu-

perate quickly. With this end in view Hiss proceeded

to make an extract of rabbit's leucocytes, hoping

that it would contain the above bodies and that by

the injection of this extract into patients, the vic-

tims of infections, the phagocytes would thus be

strengthened. For several reasons preference was
given to extracts rather than to the intact leucocytes

as the fonner are the more diffusible and would

thus be carried very quickly to the affected parts,

protecting not only the leucocytes but also the more
highly specialized cells. Also, bearing in mind the

probable specificity of opsonins, the intact leuco-

cytes of a foreign animal, such as the rabbit, may
not find in the serum of man the necessary opso-

nins for their stimulation and activation, or the op-

sonins may be depleted by the disease. Moreover,

experiments were carried out with such leucocytes

with practically no results. An extract is independ-

ent of these considerations. The results of experi-

ments in animals, and of treatment of infections in

man, has apparently borne out the truth of this as-

sumption. Analyzing the results, it would seem
that this extract does not act through any bacterici-

dal, bacteriolytic, or phagocytosis-stimulating pow-
er, but that its very marked favorable influence on

the temperature and especially on the general con-

dition, is in all probability referable to its neutraliza-

tion of the toxic products ; that is, ordinarily speak-

ing, to its action in combating the condition which
we describe as sepsis or toxemia.

Such being the principles on which it acts, we can

see the advantages of such an extract. In the first

place, we inject only substances which are normally

present in the body: the reaction, therefore, follow-

ing the injection is practically negligible, only a

very slight reaction being present in some cases and
these are few. Secondly, the body is not called

upon to expend any of its energy in the developing

of an immunity, that is to form antibodies. This is

an important factor, as was shown in the discussion

of vaccines. Another factor, and this is probably

the most important one. is that the effects of the ex-

tract are immediately felt, within a few minutes
after injection, or at most within a few hours. The
advantage of this in an acute case is apparent. Al-

though given in doses of 10 c.c. it is very quickly

absorbed. There are some few disadvantages. We
have no methods of standardizing, and of necessity,

therefore, the extracts, made at different times and
from different animals, must vary. This objection

does not amount to anything practically, as the

bodies in the extract are normally present in the
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body and an increase does not do any harm, the

excess being all to the good. Again we are at sea

regarding the length of time of its action and also,

the proper dose. These also are not important prac-

tically, as we can guard our injections by the clin-

ical symptoms. Some of the other great advantages
are that we do not have to isolate the offending
organism, as the action of this extract is absolutely

independent of the bacteria, depending only on the

resisting powers of the body. The great importance
of this statement will be appreciated when the treat-

ment of some of those obscure cases of sepsis come
up, in which the causal factor cannot be isolated,

but which are surely due to some invading organism,
or in cases of mixed infection, when we are in doubt
as to the primary organism, as in the meningitis case

reported.

Incidentally, I might here mention that Dr. Adrian
Lambert reported recently a series of cases which
interest us, as we occasionally have to deal with
erysipelas complicating mastoid, and other opera-
tions. He reports fifty-one cases of erysipelas of
all kinds, treated on his service at Bellevue Hospital
with the Hiss extract. In cases so treated within
forty-eight hours of the onset the extract acts al-

most like a specific, the temperature dropping almost
to normal, the attack being thus cut short. In all

cases the symptoms were much alleviated, tempera-
ture lowered, nausea and vomiting stopped, and the

complications and sequete were of much less fre-

quency. In cases treated late, the succeeding septi-

cemia was in many cases aborted. Some interest-

ing statistics are furnished in cases of erysipelas in

infants under one year of age. Before the use
of the serum his mortality rate was 100 per cent.

Out of six cases treated with the extract four sur-

vived, or over 66 per cent., a great dift'erence surely.

Briefly recapitulated, then, the conclusions to be
deduced from my own work are as follows

:

1. In acute constitutional diseases, such as py-
emia, septicemia, and sapremia, the vaccines are con-
traindicated. In such cases the leucocyte extract
finds its greatest field of usefulness and will often
save cases which are apparently hopeless. Some
authorities do use vaccines in such cases, with the
admonition to avoid the negative phase by proper
dosage and very guarded administration. This
sounds easy, but it is an entirely dift'erent matter
to apply in such a case. Therefore use the extract
of leucocytes in such cases, and avoid vaccines call-

ing for active immunization.
2. In the locally acute (without systemic symp-

toms), subacute, and chronic cases, the vaccines find
their greatest field of usefulness and will be found
toact almost as specifics. I have had no experience
with the leucocyte extracts in such cases, but they
should be eiTective, especially in the subacute and
the locally acute, and certain types of chronic cases
in which the diseased focus is not walled off by a
firm, hard fibrous wall. However, the results have
been so good with the vaccines that I have not felt

the necessity of using any other agent.

3. In all cases use autogenous vaccines in pref-
erence to stock ones, as the results will be better
and surer and the administrator knows exactly what
he is adminstering.

4. Make fresh vaccines frequently, so as to en-
sure their greatest potency.

5. Be guided in the administration by the clinical
symptoms, but at the same time do not neglect to
calculate the opsonic index. In the majority of
cases it is just as reliable as a blood count is.

6. Do not use tuberculin in tuberculosis when
general constitutional symptoms are present, that is,

when the patient is in the pyrexial stage. First, lo-

calize the process as much as possible and then start

the treatment, interrupting it if the condition again

becomes general.

7. Give small doses often repeated, rather than
large doses seldom repeated. In all cases start in

with a minimal dose and then increase it.

8. Always have in view, even in the simplest case,

the danger of anaphylaxis or hypersensitization.

This is no negligible quantity.

9. Always combine with the vaccine treatment
the other general medicinal and hygienic measures.
This vaccine therapy is not a cure-all.

10. If you have a case of septicemia, such as that

which follows sinus thrombosis, and your surgical

measures have been exhausted, do not wait until

the patient is in extremis or moribund, but start the

use of the extract early, so as to give your patient

the best chance. The extract is not a miracle

worker. Most of the cases of the series reported

to-night were very far gone and were really in the

final stage. A more severe test of the efficacy of

an agent could not have been devised.

Serum and vaccine therapy do not comprise
agents which can be doled out by a certain dose,

such as a general medicine, but it absolutely de-

mands, for its intelligent administration, a certain

degree of knowledge and skill which cannot be ac-

quired outside of a laboratory. Also out of justice

to the patient, who in good faith trusts himself for

treatment in our hands, fair play demands that we
should do our best by him. Hence the average man,
unskilled in this way, should recognize his limita-

tions and avoid the possibility of doing harm and of

bringing such an important therapeutic measure into

disrepute. On the other hand, these agents shou.ld

be given a fair trial and should no longer be neg-
lected, as they have been in the past, by the specialist.

In conclusion, I wish to state that the major part

of this work was carried on in the laboratory of the

Manhattan Eye, Ear, and Throat Hospital, New
York City, and in this connection I wish to express

my appreciation of the many kidnesses of Dr. Jona-
than Wright, the director of the laboratory and in-

stigator of this line of investigation ; of Dr. E. G.

Zabriskie. the pathologist ; and of Mr. S. Richard-

son, the laboratory assistant. I also wish to extend

my thanks to the surgeons and the assistant-sur-

geons of the above institution, who gave me the

opportunities of treating their patients. My sincere

thanks are also due to Drs. W. T. Connell and
William Gibson of Queen's Medical College, King-
ston, Canada, my Alma Mater, who instructed me
in the technical methods of vaccine preparation and
the latter of whom placed his case records at my
disposal for reference. Dr. J. H. Giintzer was a co-

worker with me on the cases of rhinoscleroma and
my thanks are also due to him. To Dr. Philip Han-
son Hiss, Jr., Professor of Bacteriology in the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia Univer-
sity, New York City, my sincere thanks are hereby

extended for his uniform kindness and courtesy to

me during the investigation and treatment of the

series of cases with his leucocyte extract. Lastly,

I wish to express my appreciation of the kindness

of my associate. Dr. William Henry Haskin. whose
sympathy and encouragement provided a constant

stimulus to me in the prosecution and the continu-

ance of this work.

II East Forty-eighth Street.
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A SIMPLE COMPLEMENT FIXATION
TECHNIQUE IN SYPHILIS.

REPORT OF CASES.

By ALEX.«lNDER BXEMING, M.B., B.S. LOND., F.R.C.S.,

AND

FRANK J. CLEMENGER, M.D.

asheville, n. c.

assistants in the department of therapeutic immunization, st.
Mary's hospital, London, eng.

If one animal is injected with the red corpuscles

of another it will developc the power of hemolysing
the red corpuscles of the species to which the sec-

ond animal belonged; that is, if some of the serum
of Ihe first animal is mixed with the red corpuscles

of the second they will become laked. This solution

of the red corpuscles was shown by Bordet to be
due to the action of substances similar to those that

had already been described in connection with the

lysis of bacteria by immune sera, and they are best

known as amboceptor and complement. These two
substances act in conjunction, but neither is capable

of causing hemolysis by itself. They vary widely in

their properties, for, whereas the complement is

present in the serum of all animals, both immunized
and unimmunized, the amboceptor is present only in

those animals which have been immunized. The
complement is easily destroyed by heat and when
kept under artificial conditions, while the ambocep-
tor is comparatively resistant to both. Again, an
animal which becomes infected with a microorgan-
ism will react to the infection, by the production of

specific antibodies, in the same manner as an un-
immunized animal. These specific antibodies are not

found in animals which have not been infected, of

immunized, so that if we are able to demonstrate
the presence of sucli antibodies in the serum of

animals we then have evidence of infection.

The serum of some species of animal shows, how-
ever, a hemolytic power for the red corpuscles of

certain other species, and this is easily demonstrated
when human serum is mixed with the red corpuscles

of the sheep. This lytic action is due to the same
combination of substances which brings about the

DIAGRAM No.I.

Normal Serum. Syphilitic Serum.

lytic action of immune sera. Thus, we have seen

that a solution of the red corpuscles of one animal,

when mixed with the serum on another, may be

due ( I ) to the fact that the second animal has been

immunized by the injection of the red corpuscles of

the first, or (2) that the first animal possesses a

natural hemolytic power against the red corpuscles

of the second.

Wassermann's original application of the Bordet-

Gengou complement fixation test to syphilis made
use of the first of these two alternatives and used
the hemolytic amboceptor derived from the serum

DIAGRAM N0.II.

Normal Strum. Syphilitic Scrum.

of a rabbit which had been immunized against

sheep corpuscles, while for complement he used that

found in the serum of a guinea-pig. This method
is still largely used for the diagnosis of syphilis, as

a serum method, but it is quite complicated and to

do away with some of complications, especially

that of immunizing a rabbit to sheep corpuscles,

Bauer applied the second of the two alternatives

given above and made use of the hemolytic ambo-
ceptor for sheep corpuscles which is naturally pres-

ent in the serum of human beings.

A further simplification of Wassermann's tech-

nique was made by utilizing the complement which
also exists in the serum naturally. This modifica-

tion by Hecht did away with the guinea-pig com-
plement. While these modifications were being

made the preliminary steps were also being modi-

fied, so that it was soon demonstrated that other

extracts, besides those made from the organs of a

syphilitic fetus, would serve, and that alcoholic ex-

tracts were quite as efficient as saline ones. Less

complex chemical substances were also tried but

with less satisfaction.

Thus, in Hecht's method, all that is required be-

side the serum to be tested are a suitable tissue ex-

tract and some washed sheep corpuscles, but as

Hecht performed the reaction a considerable quan-

tity of serum was required. This necessity was
overcome in a technique devised by one of us

(Fleming) whereby the test can be carried out

using only about twenty cubic millimeters of serum.

The method is the same as Hecht's, but the details

of the technique are different, and are as follows

:

Substances required, (a) Alcoholic extract of

heart muscle; (Z?) Serum to be tested with normal
and syphilitic controls; (r) Washed sheep corpus-

cles.

The heart extract is made by grinding up in a

mortar several grams of heart tissue, adding five

cubic centimeters of 90 per cent, alcohol for each

gram of heart muscle used. The mixture is then

heated, at 6o°C., for one hour, and after standing

at room temperature for twenty-four hours is then

ready for standarization. This is done by diluting
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the extract with i per cent, salt, in strengths of

2-5, 5. 7-5- 10, and 15 per cent., and using each of

these dilutions with several syphilitic and non-

syphilitic sera in a manner shortly to be described.

The strength which is best to use, as determined

by this standardization, is that which will give com-
plete deviation of the complement, in the syphilitic

sera, without interfering with the hemolytic power
of normal serum. It will probably be found that

this strength is somewhere between 5 and 10 per

cent. The extract usually keeps well for several

months, after being standardized in the beginning,

and no further trouble need be taken in this direc-

tion, as the controls which are used in the actual

testing are sufficient to determine its value. After
several months the extract will lose its power of

deviating the complement in all syphilitic sera, and
when one uses a stale extract a certain number of

diagnoses may be missed though the patients are

undoubtedly suffering from syphilis. The results

one obtains by this method are entirely dependent
on the efficiency of the extract.

The serum of the patient and controls is best

taken in a capsule, such as is used by Sir Almroth
Wright in collecting blood for determination of

opsonic indices, and one capsule will usually fur-

nish sufficient serum to repeat the test, should it be
necessary. The blood is taken from the finger,

and it is better to use the serum while fresh, but

this is not always essential, as the hemolytic power
of human serum for sheep corpuscles does not de-

teriorate for several days ; we have used serum ten

days old with satisfactory results. Should it be
found, however, that a satisfactory result is not

obtained with old serum it will probably be found
that the complement has deteriorated, in which
case it will only be necessary to repeat the reaction,

adding fresh complement, in the form of guinea-
pig serum, or fresh human non-syphilitic serum.
If guinea-pig serum is used it can be readily ob-
tained by passing a suitable needle into the ventricle

of the guinea-pig and the serum is readily separated
by centrifuging. We have taken as much as five

cubic centimeters from a guinea-pig without ap-
parent injury.

The sheep corpuscles are obtained from the

butcher, who either whips the blood, or takes the
blood into a bottle containing a 1.5 per cent, solu-

tion of sodium citrate. The citrate, or serum, is

washed out by centrifuging with i per cent, salt

solution, several times, and the corpuscles are used
in a 10 per cent, strength made up with i per cent.

salt. The better plan is to use the citrate solution

which prevents the gross contamination which
takes place when the butcher whips the blood.

To standardize the extract, and also for the pur-
pose of doing the actual test, one uses, in the place
of ordinary test tubes, small tubes of similar shape
which are made by drawing out in the blow-flame
pieces of glass tubing (about 5 millimeters diam.)
one inch long, which are sealed at both ends. These
are then notched with a file and when broken make
a pair of miniature test tubes. These tubes are put
up in two rows, of five tubes each, and into the
first tube of each row is put four volumes (each
volume representing 10 cubic millimeters, but ex-
act standard is immaterial) of a 2.5 per cent, solu-

tion of the extract in i per cent. salt. Into the next
tube of each row is put four volumes of a 5 per
cent, solution of the extract, and so on, with the
strengths of 7.5, 10, and 15 per cent. Into each
tube of one row is now put one volume of a syph-

ilitic serum, and into each of the tubes of the other
row is put one volume of normal serum. The con-
tents of the tubes are now thoroughly mixed by
inverting several times, and they are incubated at

37°C, for one hour. At the end of this time they
are taken out of the incubator and to each tube is

added one volume of the 10 per cent, suspension
of sheep corpuscles, after which they are then
incubated for another hour. It will then be seen
that in the case of the syphilitic serum, in all, ex-
cept, perhaps, the lowest one, or possibly two dilu-

tions, there will be no hemolysis owing to the fixa-

tion of the complement by the extract and the spe-

cific amboceptor, while in the case of the normal
serum there will be hemolysis in all the tubes except
perhaps that containing the strongest dilution. The
strength which should be chosen, as determined by
this test, is the strongest which will completely
inhibit hemolysis with the syphilitic serum without
interfering with the hemolytic power of the normal
serum.

In doing the actual test one takes the same minia-
ture test tubes and makes the following mixtures

:

First pair, (i) Extract, 4, normal serum, i; (2)
Salt solution, 4, normal serum, i.

Second pair, (3) Extract, 4; syphilitic serum, i;

(4) Salt solution, 4, syphilitic serum, i.

Third pair, (5) Extract. 4; patient's serum, i;

(6) Salt solution, 4, patient's serum, i.

And so on for each patient, one tube containing

four volumes of the extract with one volume of the

patient's serum, and one tube containing four vol-

umes of salt solution with one volume of the pa-

tient's serum. The tubes are now incubated for one
hour, after which the sheep corpuscles are added
and they are then incubated for another hour. The
results will show: Hemolysis in tubes i, 2, 4, and
6 if the patient is syphilitic, while tubes 3 and 5 will

show no hemolysis because of the complement
fixation.

Diagram No. i will illustrate graphically what
takes place in the tubes during the first hours' in-

cubation. Both the normal and syphilitic sera con-

tain complement and hemolytic amboceptor, but the

syphilitic sera contains, in addition, a syphilitic am-
boceptor. This last amboceptor incubated with the

heart extract binds itself, and the complement, to

the extract while in the normal serum there is noth-

ing to bind the complement to the extract, so no
change takes place. In tubes 2, 4, and 6. where salt

solution takes the place of the extract, the comple-
ment is left free, the salt solution having no binding

power between amboceptor and complement.
The second diagram illustrates what takes place

during the second hour's incubation. In the mix-
ture with the syphilitic serum and the extract, the

complement having already been bound up to the

extract, is no longer available to act with the hemo-
lytic amboceptor and cause hemolysis of the sheep

corpuscles which have been added, so no further

change occurs. With the normal serum and extract

there was no change during the first hour's incuba-

tion, so the complement and the hemolytic ambo-
ceptor are both free to unite with the sheep corpus-

cles producing hemolysis. The same can be said of

all the tubes containing salt solution, whether the

serum is normal or syphilitic.

In a certain percentage of cases there is an ab-

sence of hemolytic power (about 5 per cent, of all

cases tested) for sheep corpuscles. This may be

due to a want of complement or hemolytic ambo-
ceptor. It is only discovered when, on completion
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of the second incubation period, one sees no hemo-
lysis in the tube containing salt solution, serum, and
corpuscles. If the failure is due to lack of ambo-
ceptor then one simply adds to both tubes of this

particular serum one-half volume (5 c.mm.) of
one's own serum, which has been previously heated
for one-half hour to 56°C, and which has been
proven to have hemolytic power. The heating will

have destroyed the complement of the serum added,
but the hemolytic amboceptor will be left unaltered,
and this, in combination with the complement of
the patient's serum, will cause hemolysis in the tube
containing salt solution, scrum and sheep corpuscles,

and will, or will not, cause hemolysis in the tube
containing the heart extract, accordingly as the

patient has, or has not, syphilis.

However, if it is the complement that is wanting
in the serum, the easiest way to overcome the diffi-

culty is to repeat the test and add, in addition to the

one volume of the patient's scrum, a normal hemo-
lytic dose of one's own serum. The tubes are in-

cubated for another hour if the amboceptor was
deficient, but if the test is being repeated from the

beginning with the addition of the complement, the

routine of the actual test is carried out. By using
the one or the other of these modifications it is pos-

sible to obtain trustworthy results in every case.

The results we have obtained with this simple

method have been extremely good. The following

is a detailed list of our cases

:

POSITIVE. NEGATIVE. DOUBTFUL.
Syphilis with active lesions :

Primary 13 i

Secondary 50 o
Tertiary 161 2 7
Congenital 38 o

Syphilitic history without
lesions 38 19 2

General paralysis 31 I 3
Tabes 6 3 2

Supposed non-syphilitics .... 22 745 4

In the primary cases thirteen were positive and
only one negative. The earliest case tested was
fourteen days after the appearance of the primary
lesion and this gave a positive result. The case ap-

pearing as negative was one having an initial lesion

three weeks old.

All the cases showing secondary lesions gave posi-

tive reactions. Of the tertiary cases showing defin-

ite lesions, 161 were positive, while 2 were nega-

tive and 7 doubtful. The congenital cases gave
positive results and can be divided into two broad
classes: (a) Cases of infants with syphilitic erup-

tions; (b) Older children with ocular troubles, i.e.

interstitial keratitis, choroidoretinitis, etc., the re-

sults being quite definite in both groups.

In connection with the congenital cases it is in-

teresting to note the reactions of some of the

mothers. In most cases the mothers gave a de-

cidedly positive reaction, but in two instances the

reaction was not convincing.

Thirty-eight cases were tested in which there was
a definite history of syphilis, but which presented

at the time of examination no lesions. Some of

these cases had had mercurial treatment for two or

three years, and the supposition was that they were

cured,' while others had only had treatment irregu-

larly.

Of the hospital cases having a history, by far the

greater number gave a positive reaction, regardless

of the length of time elapsing since infection, and

this is probably due to the fact that the hospital

class of patients treat the infection with too little

seriousness, and is apt to neglect the treatment

after the active lesions have disappeared for a little

time. Quite a different state of affairs is seen in

the better class of patients where the treatment is

persisted in religiously for several years. Here
most of the reactions, in patients having finished

treatment, are negative, although in some cases

where there is no doubt that the prescribed course

of treatment was thoroughly carried out, positive

reactions may be obtained.

The following case is of interest in this connec-

tion. Patient, a medical man, contracted syphilis in

the course of his medical duties. He was treated

for four years with mercury by mouth. Treatment
had ceased for two years, when on testing his blood,

repeatedly, it invariably gave a positive result. He
recommenced treatment of the strength of the reac-

tion, although he had had no lesion since treatment

had been stopped. His blood was tested almost

daily during his new course of treatment, and 100

grams of soamin, intramuscularly, in graduated

doses did not change it. This was followed by

mercury pills with the same result until the dose

had been increased to the point of mercurial poison-

ing. Two weeks after this he gave a negative

serum reaction. This was over six months ago and
the reaction has remained negative ever since.

In another case the reaction was taken after the

case had been treated for fourteen months, and it

gave a positive reaction. This was repeated sev-

eral times in the next month, always with the same
result. No tests were done with this blood for the

next three months, but after this interval he was
again tested and found to be negative, which reac-

tion still persists. It is interesting to note that dur-

ing the interval between the first and second series

of tests the patient continued to take mercury in ex-

actly the same dose.

In connection with the parasyphilitic infections,

the general paralytics give excellent results, but the

tabetics are the least satisfactory of all conditions

supposed to be the result of syphilitic infection.

Our list includes 35 general paralytics, of which

31 were definitely positive, 3 doubtful, and i nega-

tive. This one, which was recorded as negative,

was subsequently tested and found to give a posi-

tive reaction, so that in all probability the first re-

sult recorded was due to unnoticed error. In addi-

tion to these there was one other case which was
clinically general paralysis, but which gave a nega-

tive reaction, and on examination of the spinal fluid,

by an independent observer, there was no increase

in the lymphocytes.

Few tabetics have been tested, but of the eleven

tested five were positive, two doubtful, and three

were negative. Of the three negative cases one had
certainly had syphilis, but the other two strenuously

denied having had an infection.

As regards the control cases, in which there was
no suspicion of the existence of syphilis, we have

tested 771 cases, some of these being healthy per-

sons and some others being patients attending the

hospital for other diseases. Of these twenty-two
gave positive reactions, while four were doubtful,

these four being cases in which there was a defi-

ciency in the hemolytic power of the serum, and
which were done early in the research before we had

had much experience in combatting this deficiency.

The twenty positive cases included were two cases

of leprosy and several cases of gonorrheal infec-

tion, and on close inquiry into the history of these

patients there seemed some grounds for believing
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that in every case, with the exception of one of the

cases of leprosy, in all probability, there had been
a syphilitic infection.

From a consideration of the figures given above
it would appear that this simple method used
gives as good results in the serum diagnosis of

syphilis as any of the more complicated procedures.

The objections which can be raised to it are, first,

that in a certain percentage of cases there is no
hemolytic power for sheep corpuscles, in the serum
to be tested, and, secondly, the reaction may fail in

cases where there is only a small amount of anti-

body and much complement in the serum. As re-

gards the first objection, we have shown above how
it can be met without using any but the most simple

procedures, and our actual results clearly show that

the second objection is piu-ely a theoretical one, and
one which need not be taken into account in prac-
tice. The method requiring as it does only the
preparation of a suitable alcoholic heart extract

(which can be kept in stock) and the obtaining of
sheep's blood is, we think, the least complicated
method which has been devised for the purpose,
and the easiest to perform in the hands of other
than trained laboratory men. Emphasis must be
placed on the fact, as stated in a previous communi-
cation by one of us, Clemenger, however, that the
results are dependent entirely on the efficiency of

the extract.

IN WHAT WAY CAN LARYNGOLOGY
AID IN MAKING THE DIAGNOSIS

OF INCIPIENT PULMONARY
TUBERCULOSIS.*

By WOLFF FREUDENTHAL, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

If the question were asked what are the symptoms
in the upper air tract from which a diagnosis of
incipient pulmonary tuberculosis can be made, it

would be impossible to give a mathematically cor-

rect answer. It will be my aim, however, to at-

tempt to outline certain symptoms which are partly
pathognomonic of the disease.

For many years the writer has made systematic
examinations of all patients admitted to the sana-
torium for consumptives at Bedford Station. Many
of them were sufi'ering from incipient tuberculosis
of the lungs, while in others the diagnosis was not
at all positive. By following this plan a picture of
the entire upper air tract was gained, which, in

connection with other symptoms, enabled us to state

that in certain cases there was in all probability a
tuberculous lesion of the lung present, in others not.

Beginning with examination of the condition of
the nose, it must be confessed that the symptoms
here are not at all significant. A recent writer who
examined 156 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis found
that 150 of them were suft'ering from a deviation of
the septum. While such deviations are certainly
present, the above number is surely an exaggera-
tion. The same writer found about as many hyper-
trophies in the nasal chambers. A priori one would
not expect hypertrophic conditions in a wasting dis-

ease like phthisis, and statistics gathered by the
writerf and others show just the contrary. Indeed,
we frequently find atrophic and dry conditions in

*Read before ths Metropolitan Medical Society February
22, 1910.

tW. Freudenthal : "On the v^itiology of Pulmonary Tu-
berculosis in Its Relation to Diseases of the Nose and
Throat," New York Medical Journal, Dec. 19, 1903.

the nose, but in the individual case we cannot iden-

tify them with any tuberculous lesion.

Of greater importance is the examination of the

posterior pharynx, especially the vault. I will not

mention adenoid vegetations here ; they seem to me
to be but the reaction of the organism against the

invasion of the tubercle bacillus. These growths
have been examined by the hundreds, but compara-
tivel}' seldom has the tubercle bacillus or tuberculous

tissues been found in them.

What we do frequently find at the vault of the

pharynx are bleeding vessels. The writer years

ago called attention to this point, as well as to

ulcerations occurring on the saine spot. If you ex-
amine a large number of cases carefully, you occa-

sionally meet ulcers, though they are not so fre-

quent as hemorrhages. In fact, the latter are so

significant of a tuberculous invasion that we may
almost call them pathognomonic, as spontaneous
hemorrhages do not occur in any other disease.

Only once has the writer had occasion to plug the

posterior nares for bleeding from the vault of the

pharynx, and that was in a case of purpura hemor-
rhagica. The syphilitic lesions in that neighbor-
hood are of an entirel}- different character.

More remarkable, however, is the extreme pallor

and anemia of the inucosa observed all along the

hard palate and including the mucosa of the soft

palate back to a certain line. This extreme anemia
is the more striking by contrast with the marked
congestion further down. This line of congestion
begins at the point of insertion of the uvula, and
extends down on both sides over the arches, includ-

ing the tonsil and its vicinity.

Another symptom to which the writer has drawn
attention are the hypertrophies of the lymphoid tis-

sue at the base of the tongue. These hypertrophies

of the lingual tonsil have been observed in perhaps

50 or 60 per cent, of all tuberculous cases, and seem
to be directly contradictor}' to what has been said

above regarding hypertrophies in general ; but I

believe that this part of Waldeyer's ring is in the

same relation to the tuberculous process as adenoid
growths. They become enlarged, perhaps, for the

same reason—that is, as the result of a reaction of

the organism against the invasion of the tubercle

bacillus. Here at the base of the tongue we might
well consider the probability of ingestion tubercu-

losis : the food passing over this area is more apt

to adhere to it than farther up. However, this is

only a theoretical deduction. Enlarged veins at the

base of the tongue are not often encountered, and
bleeding from this region, as is quite common in

other affections, is almost unknown in tuberculosis.

Again, the epiglottis, or rather, the tip of the epi-

glottis, which in the incipient stage is generally very

thin, shows marked anemia, while further down
there is congestion.

There is one inore symptom of a preturberculous

condition to which I would like to allude, and that

is located in the larynx. This is a thickening of the

interarytenoid space, which occasionally is very

marked.
Repeatedly cases have been referred to me on ac-

count of "hemorrhage from the lungs" in which
thorough examinations of the chest by competent
medical men and examination of the sputum have

revealed nothing tangible. Laryngoscopically, I

found in these cases a bleeding spot in the trachea.

It is to be considered a fortunate thing for the

tuberculous subject if hoarseness sets in at an early

stage of the disease. If changes are visible within
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the larynx, they should put us on guard. A per-

sistent hoarseness due to simple laryngitis that is

not due to alcoholism or any constitutional disease

like rheumatism, gout, etc., and does not yield to

rational treatment, should be regarded as most
likely tuberculous in character.

During the last few years the writer saw three

cases in which the first and only sign of tubercu-

losis was a paralysis of the left vocal cord. They all

were referred to him by their physicians on account

of hoarseness. Invariably they felt perfectly well,

and absolutely nothing else was discovered except

that paralysis. It is needless to state that those

patients were thoroughly examined, and that the

existence of all other diseases, as lues, tabes, etc.,

was excluded. They showed signs of tuberculosis

later on. Undoubtedly we had to deal in these

cases with a latent tuberculosis that suddenly de-

veloped an activity in the cervical lymphatic glands,

thus causing pressure on the superior laryngeal

nerve.

And now only one word more about "laryngeal

crepitation." When the ear is held close to the

mouth of a patient while he is breathing you hear,

according to Cybulski, as mentioned by Skillern. a

sound resembling that of the scratching of a pen.

This symptom, to which Cybulski and Skillern seem
to attribute great significance, the writer has never

been able to elicit in the early or pretuberculous

stage of the disease, but generally much later. It

then sometimes conveyed the sound of boiling-

water, and must be regarded as a very unfavorable

symptom.
While it would seem absurd to make a diagnosis

of pulmonary tuberculosis from the mere presence

of hypertrophy of the lingual tonsil, or from a pro-

nounced pallor of the mucosa of the hard palate, yet

many or all of the above symptoms, taken collec-

tively, in conjunction perhaps with the history of

the case and certain suspicious pulmonary signs,

will in many instances enable you to determine with

great probability the existence of a tuberculous

process in the lungs.

A CASE OF PELLAGRA IN ILLINOIS.

By WILLI.UI FRANCIS \V.\UGH, A.M., M.D..

PROFESSOR OF THER.^PEUTICS BENNETT MEDICAL COLLEGE.

Edward L., aged 36 years, born in Illinois, of which

State he has been a resident since birth. He is a

farmer and lives in Marion county. He is not ad-

dicted to alcohol, nor has he been affected with

syphilis, gonorrhea, or malaria.

In January, 1909, Mr. L. was seized with gastric

and digestive troubles for which he was attended

by Dr. John Akester of Farina, 111. He noted in

L.'s case the absence of any apparent cause for

the digestive affection, its obstinacy, being unaf-

fected by treatment or diet, and the unusual bodily

prostration and mental depression present. Im-

provement followed that could not he attributed to

the treatment, and relapses without obvious cause.

Recognizing in the case something unusual.

Dr. Akester brought the man to Chicago in April

of this year. The patient was then emaciated, de-

spondent, irresolute ; affected with insomnia and

neuralgic pains, atypical and variable : diarrhea, se-

vere burning in the stomach, and in the mouth when
aphthous ulcers were present, salivation not at-

tributable to mercury, the diarrhea assuming the

lienteric type ; his nose was red, fissured, and rough,
with an eruption resembling a chronic eczema, and
his neck exhibiting a red collar resembling sun-

burn, but marked where the skin was protected

against the sun by his beard. The prostration and
emaciation were such as to induce a tentative diag-

nosis of tuberculosis, but this was not confirmed
by physical examination or by tuberculin injections.

Examinations of the blood, feces, and urine proved
negative.

About the first of June an eruption appeared on
the backs of his hands so characteristic as to eon-
firm the diagnosis of pellagra. The dorsa of both
hands appeared as if scalded, the surfaces were red
and raw, the backs of the fingers fissured and rough
up to margins of the nails which appeared unusu-
ally white, the eruption ending by a sharply defined

margin at the wrists but extending completely
around these. The palms were unaft'ected except

as to being yellowish. The psychic depression

progressed until the n-.an made an attempt at suicide

by slashing at the arteries in the wrist.

Before this occurred I had written to Dr. Akester
suggesting the diagnosis of pellagra, and he replied

that he had spoken of this possibility when he
brought the patient to Chicago, though not to me.
He is entitled to the credit of having been the first

to detect a case of pellagra in Illinois, and I believe

in the North, developing outside any public insti-

tution.

The four groups of symptoms are well-marked—
the digestive, obstinate diarrhea uninfluenced by
diet or drugs, intense burning in the stomach,
aphthous ulcers with salivation in the mouth, emaci-
ation and profound prostration : the cutaneous, the

dorsal surfaces of the hands scalded, the nose rough-
ened, the characteristic collar ; the nervous, marked
vertigo early in the disease and persistent, insom-
nia, wandering neural pains, uncertain gait but not
ataxic ; and the psychic, great mental depression and
feebleness, with suicidal tendency.

yir. L. tells us that there are at least two other
persons in his vicinity similarly affected. The corn
there has for .some years been subject to a disease
of the stalks, a form of mould extending from the

roots through the stalk to the cobs and to some of
the grains, which are shrunken and blackened. This
is seen also in the other cereal grains raised in that

locality. I have seen corn growing in Chicago
similarly affected.

If this is indeed a case of pellagra it is important
that physicians in the State shall be ready to recog-
nize it as such in the earlier stages when, if ever,

it may prove amenable to treatment.
The treatment of pellagra has not as yet been set-

tled by conclusive beneficial results obtained from
any remedy or method. Arsenic in the form of
atoxyl has been commended, but there is a dis-

quieting resemblance in these cases to some forms
of arsenical poisoning; and it seems desirable that
the remedies tested should be those that may be
safely pushed to the production of full effects, since
it is uncertain how much may be required.
The view of pellagra that assigns the symptoms

to a gastric or intestinal mycosis does not seem in

accord with the clinical picture presented, although
there may be something of this element; and the
routine practice of clearing the bowels and disin-

fecting them, which has proved so useful in other
febrile maladies, need not be omitted. Dr. Akester
has been giving copper arsenite, but I have advised
the use of copper sulphocarbolate—copper because
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of the great value of this metal in ridding drinking

water of algae and other vegetable growths, and the

acid on account of its great powers as shown in the

sulphocarbolates of zinc, lime, and soda. Of these

I have prescribed for L. half a centigram every two
hours, to be increased until some effect is mani-

fested.

The most probable hypothesis assigns the symp-
toms to a mycosis of the tissues, and the analogies

are with thrush, diphtheria, and tetanus. Hence I

would suggest the administration of phenol, five

centigrams daily in solution, hypodermically, in-

jected intramuscularly. This is being given and
proves unirritating. This will be continued until

smokiness of the urine shows a destructive action

on the red blood-corpuscles.

Meanwhile all the resources of the roborant

regime are being brought into operation—diet, ex-

ercise of passive kinds, fresh air, moral encourage-

ment, iron, quinine, and strychnine in moderate dos-

age, and rubbing the body with hot oils every day.

The open sores are relieved by applications of zinc

ointment.

J 358 Fulton Street.

A USEFUL ACCESSORY IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF VARICOSE ULCERS.

By EUGENE H. POOL,

NEW YORE.

A SCOURGE of varicose ulcers infests every clinic

in which there is the slightest pretense of treating

this distressing condition. How irksome both to

the physician and patient the treatment becomes is

well known to all who have worked in such a

clinic.

The treatment usually employed consists in clean-

liness and support of the leg, with appropriate ap-

plications to the ulcer, and in some cases surgical

procedures.

The marked venous stasis and edema which ac-

company many of the old and refractory cases of

ulcer diminishes the vitality and resistance of the

tissues. That the stasis is generally credited with

playing an important part in delaying the repara-

tive process and in rendering treatment disappoint-

ing is evidenced by the efforts which are directed

toward overcoming it. To this end no effort is

spared to obtain support and pressure by strapping

and by firm, smooth bandaging ; its importance is

likewise shown by the relatively rapid improve-
ment which usually follows rest in bed with eleva-

tion of the limb in this class of cases. But the

otherwise good health of the patient and the in-

ability to give up work usually prevent the adoption
of this last means of treatment. The endeavor to

obtain a worthy substitute for rest in bed, one which
will overcome venous stasis better than the means
usually employed, gave rise to the method of treat-

ment here described.

The worst cases in our clinic at the New York
Hospital Dispensary have been taken as tests. The
procedure is as follows : .At the time of the dress-

ings, three times a week, the patient is made to lie

on the back on the examining table with both legs

elevated almost to a right angle and supported
against the wall ; the patient lies in this position for

about fifteen minutes. For the first few treatments
massage is administered, stroking the limb toward
the trunk. Before lowering the legs they are

cleansed and dressed in an appropriate manner by
strapping, medicinal applications, etc., and a muslin

bandage is applied tightly and smoothly. The
patient is instructed to resume this position three

times a day for fifteen minutes each time, and at

other times if the bandage feels too tight. No com-
plaints have been made concerning the discomfort
of the position and very few as to the tightness of

the bandage. All the patients have expressed them-
selves from the outset as very much pleased with
the results, stating that the legs are not only more
comfortable, but show a more marked disposition

to heal than by other methods.

By this method the engorgement of the veins

and lymphatics is prevented and the edema dimin-

ished, as is evidenced by rapid diminution in the

diameter of the legs after a brief period of treat-

ment. Occlusion of the deep veins, of course, con-

traindicates the tight bandaging.

It must be emphasized that the method is in-

tended to supplement and not as a substitute for

other, procedures. It will simply expedite the re-

sponse of the tissues to curative agents. Appro-
priate local treatment must be as assiduously pur-

sued as when this method is not followed. The
only departure from the usual routine which is here

suggested is the detail of elevation which seems to

enhance the eff'ect of the bandaging.

The following are brief summaries of three

cases

:

Case I.—Mrs. B., a large, fat woman, aged 47,
came to the New York Hospital Dispensary on
March 12, 1910. She could walk only with diffi-

culty on account of pain in the right leg. She had
been struck on the leg five months previously and
an ulcer developed on the anterior aspect 4
inches above the ankle. The whole leg was greatly

swollen and edematous, measuring 21^:4 inches

around the calf ; above the ankle the flesh was m
folds. The skin of the leg was tender, the subcu-

taneous tissues were hard and edematous, pitting

slightly under pressure. The ulcer was superficial

and healthy, i^A inches in diameter. She received

twelve treatments as outlined above. The ulcer

healed rapidly and the size of the leg quickly dimin-

ished. On her discharge, April 12, the calf meas-

ured 16% inches, a diminution of 4^ inches in one

month. The pain and difficulty in walking had en-

tirely disappeared.

C.\SE II.—Miss T., aged 27, came to the Dis-

pensary April 27, 1909. She had been operated

upon elsewhere for varicose veins one year before.

Her legs were very painful, greatly swollen, and

edematous; the right calf measured 19^^ inches, the

left 19-''^ inches. There was no ulceration. Lender

treatment as above described, consisting of eleva-

tion, massage, and bandaging the pain quickly sub-

sided. On July 29 the legs measured 143/2 inches

and the patient was comfortable. She stopped

treatment. On March 5, 1910, she again reported,

and it was found that the legs had returned almost

to their original condition, measuring 1834 inches,

and being painful.

Case III.—Mrs. O., a very large, fat woman,
aged 53, came to the Dispensary on March 5, 1910.

She had had varicose ulcers of the right leg for

twelve years, and had received various treatments,

including a course such as is here described, one year

ago at the New York Hospital Dispensary. She
improved at that time, but was obliged to cease

treatment before cured. On admission the whole

leg was greatly enlarged, hard, and tender. There

was marked eczema of the leg and a large indolent

ulcer with raised and hard borders. On April 19
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the leg had shown a decided improvement, not s<«

much in diminution of its size as in reduction of the

area of the ulcer, which was reduced about one-
third. The induration had disappeared except in

close proximity to the ulcer. The patient was com-
fortable and wanted to continue treatment.

128 East Sixty-fourth Street.

A CASE OF URTICARIA CAUSED BY Till-:

SUN'S RAYS.

By BENJ. F. OCHS, M.D.,

adjunct attending dermatologist LEBANON HOSPITAL, DERUATOLO-
GIST LEBANON HOSPITAL O.P.D.. ASSISTANT DERMATOL-

OGIST HARLEM HOSPITAL.

Urticari.-\ is classified among the common derma-
toses, and has many etiological factors—thus from
the ingestion of many different food stuffs, as ber-

ries, clams, lobsters, cheese, etc., from different

drugs taken internally as opium, quinine, and the

coal-tar derivatives; from drugs used externally,

from the antitoxins, from the bites of insects, etc.

But to have an urticaria caused by the sun's rays

only is exceedingly rare, and the following case is

therefore thought of enough interest to report.

Mrs. M. W., aet. 34, married twelve years, had a

miscarriage at the third month of her married life

and has never been pregnant since. She attends to

her own housework and always enjoys the best of

health, the bowels and menses are regular, and her

sleep is not disturbed. For the past nine years the

patient notices that whenever she exposes any part

of her body to the sunlight, she develops an urti-

caria. It matters not whether an arm, leg, or the

face is exposed the urticaria is sure to follow. This
urticaria is in direct ratio to the effect of the light

;

thus on a dark day with little sunlight, the urticaria

is slight, while on bright sunny days the urticaria is

very pronounced. The patient has called at the

office several times with no urticaria and when the

arms were bared and exposed to the sun's rays,

decided urticarial wheals appeared in a few mo-
ments. This same thing was noticed time and
again. However, when the patient used a dark-

green or black umbrella and wore dark gloves to

shield herself from the stm, no urticaria appeared.

In order to test whether this urticaria was produced
by any food ingested or only due to the sunlight,

she was asked to eat liberally of such food as might
cause urticaria, and at the same time to shield her-

self with a dark umbrella, but no urticaria de-

veloped ; but when she exposed any part to the sun

the urticaria appeared. The patient disappeared

from treatment as there was no improvement from
tonics, etc. This case is the more interesting be-

cause it is usual that the sun causes only a slight

erythema in sensitive skins, and if the skin is ex-

posed too long or is excessively sensitive, there is

a decided burn, but to have it cause only urticarial

wheals is exceedingly rare and the reporter thought
this could be designated as a case of urticaria

caused by the actinic rays of the sun.

19S0 Seventh Avenue.

An Epidemic of Noma.—NeiihnflF concludes a study of

an epidemic of noma by saying "Noma usually appears in

epidemic form, its contagiousness has not been proved.

The disease is an entity, and not a later stage of ulcerative

stomatitis; the latter offers a good soil for the development
of noma. There is regularly present in noma a streptothrix

characterized by a thick meshwork of mycelium at the

border line between normal and necrotic tissue, fine rods

and spirilla extend from mycelium into the adjacent tis-

sues. The constant presence of this streptothrix to the

exclusion of other organisms indicates that, in all prob-

ability, it stands in direct etiological relationship to noma.
The streptothrix is present in noma before the disease is

fully manifest—in the pregangrenous stage. It is in this

stage of the disease that radical treatment is to be prac-
tised ; after the ulcers spread, the best results are obtained
by conservative measures. General anesthesia should not
be employed in any form of treatment because of the pro-
nounced tendency to the development of septic pulmonary
disease."

—

The American Journal of the Medical Sciences.

The Streptococcus of Scarlatina and the Reaction of
Fixation.—Ch. Foix and Et. Mallein say that after an
important and remarkable series of experiments Gabrit-
chewski has isolated by hemoculture a streptococcus with
special characters of virulence and agglutination, which he
regards as the cause of the disease. Tl.e authors in 12

cases obtained 8^ per cent, of positive agglutination tests

with the streptococcus isolated from the throats of scarla-

tinous children. They believe that here is an important
differential characteristic between the streptococcus of ery-

sipelas and of scarlatina based on this, and give the fol-

lowing conclusions. The serum of scarlatinous children
contains antibodies active against the streptococcus of the
scarlatinous throat; this is found early and in the late

stages of the disease; the reaction of Bordet is absent in

the other streptococcemias, while present in scarlatina;

it may serve to establish a serodiagnosis ; we do not yet
know whether this is a specific reaction. Schliessner has
obtained similar results, showing 8[ per cent, of positive

reactions.

—

La Presse Mcdicale.

The Importance of Blood-Pressure in the Toxemis of
the Latter Half of Pregnancy.—J. C. Hirst lays down
the following rules: (i) The normal blood-pressure, in

normal, healthy, nonpregnant women, will not vary much
from 112 mm. (2) The normal blood-pressure in healthy
pregnant women will average close to 118 mm. A slight

increase over these figures is to be expected in the last

month of pregnancy. (3) Blood-pressure in toxemia in

the first half of pregnancy, associated with pernicous
vomiting, is invariably low. (4) Blood-pressure in toxemia
in the latter half of pregnancy, associated with albu-
minuria and eclampsia, is invariably high. (5) A high
and rising blood-pressure is an invariable and early, often
the earliest, sign of toxemia in the latter half of pregnancy.
(6) Upon the rupture of the membranes, there is an im-
mediate fall of pressure of from 60 to 90 mm. This fall

is temporary only, but is attended with marked relief in

the headache and epigastric pain these patients so fre-

quently complain of. The relief from these symptoms
lasts, however, for some hours after the pressure returns
to near its original height, which it does shortly after the
first fall A similar fall, but much slighter, is noticed after
a sweat bath. (7) There is a second fall of from 60 to 90
mm. after the child is born. This again is only temporary,
and in from fifteen to thirty minutes, if a patient has not
bled profusely, the pressure is back to somewhere near,
but not quite to, its level before the birth. (8) Usually,
in eclampsia, the pressure measures high for forty-eight
hours after the birth, then begins to subside and reaches
the normal of from 118 to 124 mm. in from seven to ten
days after delivery. (9) As far as it is possible to lay
down any rules in these cases, the author says that a
blood-pressure of below 125 mm could be disregarded;
a pressure of from 125 to 150 mm needs careful watch-
ing and moderate eliminative treatment; and that a pres-
sure of over 150 mm needs usually active eliminative treat-
ment, and will, in all probability, especially if it shows a
tendency to climb higher, require the induction of pre-
mature labor.

—

New York Medical Journal.

Influence of a Diet Without Salt in a Case of Habitual
Death of the Fetus.—Prouvost gives the history of a
case in which the first two pregnancies resulted in normal,
living children, but in whom there followed a succession
of dead children. The mother desired living children,
and was very much depressed by her inability to have
living ones. The dead children were swollen and edema-
tous. The author thought that he would try removal of
salt from the diet of the mother, who was very fond of
salt, on the theory that too much salt was retained in
the blood of the fetus. He made the patient eat meals
that were specially prepared without salt, eating only
dinner with the family. This was continued for some two
years, when the patient brought forth a living, healthy
baby. Two years later the woman became pregnant again,
and the diet was repeated with a similar result. If re-
sults can speak for the cause of such a condition, it

seems evident that the mother was taking too much salt,

and that, for some reason, it was retained by the fetus in
excess, producing an intoxication.

—

Bulletin de la Societe
d'Ohstctrique de Paris.
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DIET IN TRAINING.

The question of diet is of the first importance in

the training of athletes, and concerning this matter

widely divergent views have been expressed by

various authorities. It is freely allowed that the

opinions of old-time dictators on the best means of

feeding those in training for the exertion of severe

physical efforts have been for the most part over-

turned. The diet in vogue in such cases forty or

fifty years ago would not meet with favor in these

days. Possibly the pendulum has swung too far in

the opposite direction and a certain amount of

faddism has been introduced into the subject. Yet

it appears to have been definitely proven that youths

and men can be brought into excellent physical con-

dition, and kept in that condition, on foods which

would have been regarded with the greatest sus-

picion in days of yore. For instance, there are

many formidable athletes nowadays who are vege-

tarians. Mr. Eustace Miles, one of the l)est tennis

players who has ever lived, is a rigid vegetarian.

There are also those who confine themselves to a

diet of fruits or nuts and who seem to he able to

maintain a satisfactory bodily condition. In the face

of varied and contradictory experiences, it must be

confessed that one cannot yet make a dogmatic

statement with regard to diet for athletes.

H. I. Gillett read a paper on diet in training

before the Oxford Medical Society in the Rad-

cliiife Infirmary, Oxford, on June 17. He pointed

out that the majority of Oxford rowing men con-

sume on the average 169 grams of protein daily,

thus exceeding Atwater's standard of 150 grams
daily for those doing severe muscular work.

Liebig taught that the oxidation of proteins was the

sole source of muscular energy; hence the diet

formerly consisted largely of flesh. But now carbo-

hydrates and fats are recognized as sources of en-

ergy, and a high protein diet is regarded as unneces-

sary or harmful. Atwater and Bryant, in their

dietary studies in university boat crews, estimated
that the average amount of protein consumed daily

was 155 grams. They did not show that it was
necessary to take so much, but they said that the
diet best suited to training had not been decided
upon, and so it varied according to the ideas
of special trainers. Chittenden, on the other hand,
does not follow the ideas of trainers or tradition,

but has proved, at any rate to his own satisfaction,

that athletes could keep in good condition and com-

pete on favorable terms with others on as little as

55 grams of protein daily, the amount of protein

varying with the weight of the individual.. Gillett

thought that Chittenden's estimate of the quantity

of protein needful too low and suggested that in

order to ensure nitrogenous equilibrium it would

be safer to allow a considerably larger amount.

Excess of protein is bad, in that it must mean

unnecessary work for the digestive organs, liver,

and kidneys, and the purins may cause symptoms of

general malaise and irritability and throw extra

work on the organs of excretion. Toxemia may
result from decomposition of protein, causing a

high blood pressure with consequent strain on the

heart, in addition to the strain of exercise. The

point is how to discover what constitutes an excess

of protein and to find out whether a hard and fast

rule can be laid down with respect to the diet of

athletes. Judging from experiments and tests

which have been made up to the present time, it may
be stated with emphasis that no arbitrary rule can

be deduced from these and it seems likely that the

diet of athletes must be regulated according to the

idiosyncrasies of individuals under the direction of

medical men or skilled trainers. A medical trainer

should not take long to find out whether his pupils

are sufl:'ering from an excess of protein or, at least,

he should be able to ascertain with a sufficient de-

gree of exactitude, after a few weeks' observation,

whether their diet is suitable. The personal equa-

tion, after all, must be considered, and it does not

appear reasonable to suppose that a routine diet can

be ordered that will be suitable for each and every

athlete.

TREATMENT OF LUPUS.

The report of the committee on the treatment of

lupus of the German Central Committee for Com-
bating Tuberculosis was made public orally on May
12 last, in Berlin, and has now appeared in the

Deutsche medisimsche Wochenschrift of June 23. It

cannot be justly maintained that lupus is per se an
afl^ection of much interest to the great body of

American practitioners, for it occurs principally in

immigrants from Europe, and is seldom seen save in

large cities, and then chiefly in hospital practice. We
refer to typical lupus of the face, for atypical tuber-

culous lesions which technically might be classed a?

forms of lupus are seen now and then in native

Americans, often giving rise to much speculation as

to their intimate nature. The inoculation-lupus on

the hands of butchers might be cited in this connec-

tion ; also so-called ulcerating scrofulides, and tuber-

culous gummata, which develop either spontaneously

or in association with tuberculous sinus discharges

All these lesions differ notably from classical lupus

of the face and contiguous muscosae, with which we
assume the German committee is primarily con-

cerned.

In the report in question Professor Lang takes

up the surgical treatment proper, which refers

chiefly to extirpation of the focus with resulting

plastic operation. He recommends this as the pro-
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cedure of choice in suitable cases, and free from

the objections native to the Finsen treatment, which

requires an elaborate outfit and much time and

trouble. Professor Zinsser of Cologne reports on

the Finsen method, the chief advantage of which is

bound up in the demonstration of the absolute cur-

ability of lupus by mild measures. W'ickmann of

Hamburg follows with the radium treatment of

lupus. He claims that it represents an advance in

our resources and that it is specially to be recom-

mended in small disseminated foci where excision

is contraindicated, and also in lupus of the

mucosae. He does not draw any parallel between

the Finsen and radium therapy. The number of

cases treated with radium is probably too small for

comparison with other methods (only 23 cases are

mentioned). We derive the impression that radium

therapy is worth while chiefly as a procedure ac-

cessory to other methods. Gottschalk of Stuttgart

considers all other methods of treatment jointly.

These include radiography, the Kromayer lamp,

tuberculin, and chemical remedies.

As was to have been expected, the discussion

which followed these reports was best adapted to re-

veal the state of professional opinion, but this proved

to be very contradictory. Each method had its ad-

vocates. Neisser, for example, is a believer in

radiotherapy plus tuberculin. Several others com-

mended pure surgical measures because of their

practical adaptability to the time and purse of

patients. Others, by reason of the smooth cosmetic

results not attainable through autoplasty preferred

some form of light treatment. No consensus of

opinion can be said to have been reached, save the

obvious ones of selection of the remedy best suited

for the individual case, and of combination of reme-

dies whenever possible.

Operative Treatment of Spastic Diplegia.

The spastic diplegias resulting from upper neuron
lesion, especially of the newborn, are conditions

which until recently have been but very slightly

amenable to treatment. The loss of the inhibitory

action of the cortical centers upon the motor cells

of the spinal cord while the lower neurons are un-
injured and are constantly being stimulated by the

sensory impulses received from the posterior root

nerves, causes the continuous and uncontrolled pro-

duction of efferent impulses through the anterior

roots and the consequent reflex muscular spasms.
The results of tenotomies, myotomies, and tendon
transplantations have in some cases improved the

function of the affected limbs, but more frequently

the real benefit derived from such operations has

been slight indeed. In 1907, however, Foerster of

Breslau recommended a new procedure in such

cases. On the theory of the spasm being due to

the reflex overactivity of the motor cells of the

lower neuron by the uncontrolled stimulation from
sensory impulses, he suggested that, if the latter

were reduced by cutting some of the sensory roots,

the spasm might be decreased without injury to

what voluntary or reflex motor power still re-

mained in the affected parts. In the Deutsche medi-

zinische Wochenschrift for May 12, 1910, Hevesi
reports a successful result from this operation in a

girl eleven years of age who had been a spastic

diplegic since infancy. With the patient lying on

her face he opened the lower end of the spinal

canal, incised the membranes, and with a blunt hook

elevated the nerves of the cauda equina correspond-

ing to the second, third, and fifth lumbar, and sec-

ond sacral posterior roots on the left side and the

second and fourth lumbar and first sacral on the

right side. From each of these nerves he excised a

piece varying from 2 to 6 cm. in length. The wound
was closed temporarily and the next day the dura,

muscles, and skin were firmly united in layers and a

small drain was inserted for two days. The wound
healed per primam and the child made a good re-

covery from the immediate effects of the operation.

Six weeks later walking was attempted with sup-

port, and during the seventh week the child began

to walk by herself with slow steps and bent hips

and knees. There was no spasm, no ataxia, and no

gross loss of sensibility in the legs. The operation

made further training possible by exercises, which

previously the spastic condition had prevented. This

operation has now been performed a number of

times in such cases, and from the reports which

have appeared it would seem to be the most suc-

cessful method of treating spastic diplegia yet

adopted.

Conservation of Human Life in Pennsylvania.

The Pennsylvania Health Bulletin for March shows

the results of the work that has been done by the

State Department of Health during the past four

years in the conservation of public health. In this

period three million dollars have been expended, re-

sulting in a saving of twenty-three million dollars

to the commonwealth. By reason of the State sup-

plying diphtheria antitoxin for the poor the lives

of thousands of little children have been saved.

Fewer persons are being killed by typhoid fever in

Pennsylvania than was the case four years ago, and
the death rate from tuberculosis is considerably less.

This is stated to be the visible outcome of the gen-

erous appropriation made by the State of Pennsyl-

vania in the interests of public health. For ex-

ample, since October, 1905, the Health Department
has distributed for use among the children of the

poor 49,443 packages of antitoxin. It has treated

19,929 sick people, mostly children, who, but for the

State's intervention, would have been neglected.

The department in three years has immunized with

antitoxin 14,527 persons, nearly all children, who
had been exposed to the disease. Again in four

years the tleath rate from tuberculosis in the State

has fallen from 134 to 120 per i,QOO inhabitants.

Free tuberculosis dispensaries have been established

and a tuberculosis colony has been founded at

Mont Alto. A second State sanatorium is to be
established at Cresson and a third institution in the

foothills of the Blue Mountains near Hamburg.
Perhaps, however, the most important work done
by the Health Department has been in connection

with typhoid fever. In 1905 the State Legislature

recogrnized the necessity for central control of the

water supplies, and placed all water courses, so far

as public sanitation was concerned, under the juris-

diction of the Governor, Attorney-General, and
Commissioner of Health. Of course this simplified

matters greatly. Wlienever a case of typhoid fever

is reported the department can immediately trace

it to the watershed where it originated and inves-

tigate accordingly. The Department has been in-

vested with very broad powers, and acting through
these, by means of its army of inspectors, has pene-
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trated the remotest recesses of the State, inspecting

premises, noting palpable nuisances, and investigat-

ing water and sewerage systems. It is stated that

already the typhoid fever rate has been reduced by

half owing to these improvements. As we have

often insisted, it is only by cooperation between
State, municipal, and health authorities, aided by

the earnest good will of the community, that real

results can ensue.

The "Leg Phenomenon" in Tet.\ny.

A few months ago Schlesinger of Vienna demon-
strated, in a patient suffering from tetany, a symp-
tijni in many ways similar to the Trousseau sign,

but occurring in the leg instead of the arm. The
new symptom, which the author considered to be

pathognomonic of tetany, consisted in the produc-

tion of an extreme supinatory spasm of the foot by
simultaneous extension of the knee and flexion of

the hip. The symptom could be elicited either by
raising the leg aloft, while the patient lay on his

back, by having the patient sit up in bed, with the

legs stretched out straight, or by having him bend
his body forward while standing erect. In the

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift for June 2,

1910, Alexander of Berlin discusses the subject of

this new symptom of tetany, and endeavors to ex-

plain it. In the case which he reports the symp-
tom was elicited with ease, but during the spasm
he observed that the pulse in the feet was in no way
decreased in strength, from which fact he deduced
that the phenomenon could not be the result of

pressure on the artery, as is supposed to be the case

in the Trousseau sign in the arm. He believes, on
the other hand, that the cause of the phenomenon
is the stretching of the hypersensitive sciatic nerve
over the tuber ischii. Further proof of this ap-

peared in the fact that bandages around the thighs,

sufficiently tight completely to obliterate the pulse,

but not causing stretching of the nerve, failed to

produce the symptom. Furthermore, in two infants

with marked tetany the phenomenon could not be
produced, probably due to the fact that the physio-

logical position of the infant in utcro being such
that the thigh is in extreme flexion, the artificial

production of a similar position during early life

causes no undue tension on the nerve. Again, ex-
perimenting with the Trousseau symptom the

author found that in persons sufTering from tetany
the typical spasm of the arms and hands could be
produced by merely raising the arms and holding
them in contact with the ears, and that in such a

position, while the nerve trunk is stretched over
the head of the humerus, the intact radial pulse

proves that obliteration of the brachial artery has
not been produced. These findings all point
strongly to nervous origin of the Trousseau sign
and this new phenomenon, rather than to their pro-
duction by obstruction of the blood supply to the
limbs. Whatever the explanation may be, the prac-
tical value of the leg phenomenon for the diagnosis
of adult tetany promises to be considerable.

"Albumin-Milk" in the Dl.\rrhe.-\ of Nurslings.

Finkelstein and Meyer, of the Berlin Foundling
.'\sylum, have been seeking to combat infantile

diarrhea by a milk modified as follows : Wishing to

get rid of the lactose and saline matter, they curdle
one liter of milk and strain out the casein and fat.

The latter are then added to half a liter of plain

water ; and to this is further added an equal amount

of buttermilk. The resulting modification is poor
in lactose and salts and rich in casein and fat. This
milk is given to all foundlings which have diarrhea,

whether mild or severe in type ; to all previously
healthy who develop indigestion, and to children

with gastroenteritis with impending marasmus. The
rationale of this dietetic resource lies obviously in

the belief of the authors that the fermentation of
the lactose either plays a marked role in causing
diarrhea or else tends strongly to antagonize re-

covery. It does not appear, from the present paper,

at least, that the saline matter is directly accused of

contributing to the diarrhea, but this and milk sugar
constitute the strictly soluble contents of the whey,
and in getting rid of the sugar we must at the same
time get rid of the salts. However, it is alleged in

some quarters that the unnatural element of cow's
milk for infant feeding resides not in its casein

and fat, but in the serum or whey as a whole. This
is not to be eliminated completely, but cut down to

such quantity as the human organism can take care

of. The milk is not designed for indefinite con-

sumption, but only as long as indicated.

To Study Ambulance Systems.—At the request
of the Police Commissioner of New York, Mr. Wil-
liam I. Spiegelberg, president of the Sydenham
Hospital, who sailed recently to study private and
public hospitals in various European cities, will also

investigate the different ambulance systems. Mr.
Spiegelberg is chairman of the Ambulance Co.m-
mittee of the City of New York.

Army Medical School.—The War Department
has issued an order establishing a field service school

for army medical officers, as a part of the army
service school at Fort Leavenworth, Kan. The ob-

ject of the new school is to prepare officers of the

Medical Corps and medical officers of the organ-
ized militia for the better performance of their

duties as administrative and staff officers on field

service and to make research into such subjects as

may concern medical officers under field conditions.

The course of instruction will cover a period of not

less than six weeks, beginning on April i of each
year. The senior officers of the new school will be

the Commandant and Secretary of the Army "Serv-

ice School, and the Assistant Commandant will be

an officer of the Medical Corps with a grade not

lower than that of major. Student officers will be

selected by the Surgeon-General of the Army.

Census Figures.—Rhode Island is the first State

to have its census returns completed. The official

count of the population is 542,674, an increase of

114,118 or 26.6 per cent, over the figures for 1900.

The increase during the preceding decade, 1890-

1900, was 83,050, or 24 per cent.

City Docks for Sick Children.—The Dock Com-
missioner of New York has announced a plan for

utilizing the unused space in the city ferry terminal

buildings at the South Ferry as open-air hospitals

for sick children. In each building a space 75 x 100

feet would be available, and could be fitted with

cots, etc., if the city should see fit to appropriate the

necessary money.

Bellevue Appointments.—Dr. Michael J. Thorn-
ton has Vieen appointed assistant alienist at Bellevue

Hospital, New York, to succeed Dr. Mark L. Flem-
ing, recently appointed second assistant medical su-

perintendent. Dr. Thornton was graduated from
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the Albany Medical College in 1901, has been con-

nected with various insane asylums, and has been
mental examiner at Ellis Island for the past four
years. Miss Clara D. Noyes has been appointed di-

rector of nurses at Bellevue to succeed Miss Annie
W. Goodrich who resigned recently to become State

inspector of nurses' training schools under the juris-

diction of the State Department of Education. Miss
Noyes is a graduate of the Johns Hopkins Hospital
Training School and has had considerable experi-

ence in superintending such training schools, as

well as in connection with the department of hos-

pital economics at Columbia University.

Medical Reciprocity Between Italy and Great
Britain.—Legislation has recently been enacted in

Italy affecting the position of foreign medical prac-

titioners in that country. Under this new law, Brit-

ish medical practitioners, in virtue of the reciprocit\-

granted by Great Britain, will in the future enjoy
unrestricted freedom of practice in Italy, instead of

the limited rights hitherto conceded them of prac-

tising only among foreigners.

City Death Rate.—For the week ending July
16 the death rate in New York was 18.88 per 1,000

of population, a considerable increase over the same
week in 1909, when the rate was 15.97. The total

number of deaths was 1.705, against a total of 1,397
for the same week last year. Forty-five deaths were
attributed directly to the heat. There were 785
deaths among children under five years, and 568
among infants under one year. Typhoid fever

caused fifteen deaths, seven more than a year ago,

and pneumonia 115, seven less. The 181 deaths

from tuberculosis were an increase of 23 over the

total from this disease in the corresponding week
last year. Even deaths from violence increased, 162

being recorded, against 93 a year ago.

Mr. Arthur MacDonald of Washington, D. C,
was elected an honorary member of the Medico-
Legal Society of New York City at a meeting of

the society held recently.

Dr. John B. Byrne, Jr., of Brooklyn has been
appointed private clerk to Coroner Rooney of that

borough. A law passed a few years ago empowered
the coroners to make such appointments, at a salary

of $1,500 per year, but the predecessors of the

Brooklyn coroners have been unable to act since

the necessary appropriations were not made until

recently by the Board of Estimate. Coroner din-
ner of Brooklyn has appointed i\Ir. Thomas
Creamer as his private clerk.

Bequests to Charities.—The Seney Hospital

and the Alethodist Home for Aged People in Brook-

lyn. N. Y., each receive $5,000 under the will of the

late Charles P. Armstrong, who died recently at

Greenwich, Conn.
The Maine Medical Association.—At the recent

annual meeting of this society held at Bar Harbor,

the following officers were elected for the ensuing

year : President, Dr. E. H. Bennett of Lubec ; I'icc-

Presidents, Dr. Addison Thayer of Portland, and

Dr. F. M. Whittier of Brunswick; Secretary. Dr.

W. Bean Moulton of Portland; Treasurer, Dr. E.

W. Gehring of Portland; Councilors, fifth district.

Dr. R. W. Wakefield of Bar Harbor; sixth district.

Dr. R. H. Marsh of Guilford. The fifty-ninth an-

nual convention of the association will be held in

Augusta on the last Wednesday and Thursday of

Tune. 191 1.

The Austin Flint Cedar Valley (Iowa) Med-
ical Society.—At a meeting of this society, held

on July 13, at Mason City, la., the following officers

were elected for the coming year: President, Dr.

Paul E. Gardner of New Hampton ; Vice-President,

Dr. J. C. Powers of Hampton ; Secretary, Dr. C. F.

Starr of Mason City; Treasurer, Dr. W. L. Hearst

of Cedar F"alls. The next meeting will be held in

New Hampton.

The Rutland County (Vermont) Medical and
Surgical Society.—The annual meeting of this so-

ciety was held at Lake Bomoseen on July 12. Dr. G.

G. Marshall of Rutland was elected president of the

society for the ensuing year, and Dr. William Stick-

ney of Rutland was elected secretary and treasurer.

The Medical Library Association.—The thir-

teenth annual meeting of this association was held

in St. Louis on June 6, the president, Dr. J. H.
Musser, in the chair. The secretary's report recom-

mended that the Association print the Constitution

and By-Laws and a list of the members of the Asso-

ciation, and also that notification of dues be sent

regularly to each member. On motion, the recom-

mendations were approved. The report of the treas-

urer showed a balance of $43.33. The report of the

manager of exchange stated that during the year

the material belonging to the exchange, consisting

of 11,919 volumes and 7,707 unbound numbers, re-

prints, etc., had been removed from Brooklyn to

Baltimore. The following officers were elected for

the ensuing year: President, Dr. John Musser of

Philadelphia : Vice-President, Mr. C. Perry Fisher

of Philadelphia ; Secretary, Miss ^l. R. Charlton of

Montreal ; Treasurer, Dr. John Rurah of Batlimore.

The Lackawanna Medical Society Library of Scran-

ton, Pa., and Dr. John Rurah were elected new mem-
bers. The meeting adjourned subject to the call of

the executive committee.

Obituary Notes—Dr. Charles N. Hewitt of

Red Wing, Minn., died in Summit, N. J., on

July 7, aged 72 years. Dr. Hewitt was graduated

from the Albany Medical College in 1857, and in

1 86 1 enlisted in the Fiftieth New York Engineers

as assistant surgeon, later becoming surgeon-in-

chief of the engineer brigade. At the close of the

war he was breveted a lieutenant-colonel, and re-

moved to Minnesota where he practised until his

retirement a few years ago. In 1872, when the

State Board of Health was organized. Dr. Hewitt
was made executive secretary, an office which he

held for 25 years. He was at one time president

of the American Public Health Association, and was
an associate of the Society of Medical Officers of

Health of England and of the Societe d'Hygiene
of France. For some twenty years he held a non-
resident professorship of public health in the Uni-
versity of Minnesota. He was also a member of

the American Medical Association and of the Min-
nesota State and Goodhue County Medical Societies.

Dr. Leslie Dodd W.mo) of Madison, N. J., Vice-

President of the Prudential Life Insurance Com-
pany, died in London, England, on July 13, of acute

kidney disease complicated with pneumonia, in the

seventy-fifth year of his age. Dr. Ward was grad-

uated from the College of Physicians and Surgeons
of New York in 1868, and after some time of serv-

ice as County Physician of Essex County, New
Jersey, became interested in the question of life in-

surance, for many years serving as chief medical
adviser in the company of which he afterward be-

came one of the principal officers. In 1884 he re-

linquished his practice in order to devote all his time

to the work.
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THE FUNCTION OF THE CORPUS LUTEUM.

To the Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir: Your issue of June 25. 1910, just to hand, contains

an article, being a summary of original research, on this

subject from the pen of Professor Leo Loeb. On page
1086 we read : "Thus far we had progressed in our work,
when we found in the literature a communication by

J. Beard in which this author gave expression to the hy-
pothesis that the corpus luteum might have the function of
preventing the rupture of the follicles during pregnancy.

He did not undertake to prove this suggestion, and his

hypothesis does not absolutely correspond to reality. The
corpus luteum has a w'ider function than he conceived of

;

it not only prevents ovulation during pregnancy, but it de-

lays ovulation also in nonpregnant animals. It changes the

sexual cycle, a conception rather contrary to what Beard
assumed. But, notwithstanding these imperfections in his

hypothetical conclusions, w-e cannot but express our ad-
miration for the scientific imagination of Beard. He has
not received his due recognition, and what now has proved
to be correct in his hypothesis we find in the literature

without justification attributed to others—a mistake trans-

mitted from one writer to another and a marked example
of a not uncommon occurrence." In the first place, the
reference given by Dr. Loeb is to a short paper in the

Anatomischer Anzieger, 1897, bearing the title "The Rhythm
of Reproduction in Mammalia." This is merely a brief ab-
stract of a small book of 132 pages published for me in

1897 by Gustav Fischer, Jena, under the title "The Span of
Gestation and the Cause of Birth." The corpus luteum is

mentioned on pages 82 and 118. As the full original paper
is still on sale, it is not clear why Dr. Loeb refers merely
to the author's abstract, published for the sake of drawing
the attention of anatomists, physiologists, and embryologists
to the former. Then, as a perusal of the complete paper
would have shown, I was concerned only with the influence
of the corpus luteum on ovulation, and in a paper treating
of the Rhythm of Reproduction and the Span of Gestation
there was no particular reason why other influences of the
corpus luteum should be inquired into. Dr. Loeb now con-
firms this influence, and a very significant power it is, es-

pecially in the light of our present knowledge that the cells

of the corpus luteum are sister cells of the egg, its de-
graded sisters, which provide for its welfare in the ovary
and after fertilization. It is interesting and important to
note the find of Dr. Loeb that the corpus luteum "delays
ovulation also in nonpregnant animals." The research on
the "Span of Gestation" revealed many, many things to its

author, but, while it taught him that the "span" had been
prolonged, and the ovulation intervals (units) also, it failed
to disclose to him the mechanism o-f this latter. Now, in

my opinion Dr. Loeb is right in saying that "it {i.e. the
corpus luteum) changes the sexual cycle," but in error in

adding the words "a conception rather contrary to what
Beard assumed." His conclusions fit in remarkably with
the results published in 1897 in my "Span of Gestation."
I cannot feel other than grateful to Dr. Loeb for the words
written in the latter portion of the citation from his paper,
albeit—es lasst mich ganz kalt. It is not by any means an
isolated instance in my career since 1882 to have my results
and conclusions adopted by others without the least ac-
knowledgment. This at times has happened to my mistakes
also. Dr. Loeb has, I fear, yet to learn that all investi-
gators are not like him and me. full of zeal for the ad-
vancement of science, but that sometimes the advancement
of self takes the foremost place, and then the wclk of
others may seem a legitimate spoil. There is also such a:

thing as verifying one's citations, the neglect of which may
account for the "transmitted mistake" mentioned by him.
I never met more than two other embryologists who had
actually read Carl von Baer's big work on the "Develop-
ment of Animals," "Entwicklungsgeschichte der Thiere,"
but I have seen scores and scores of "citations" from this
classic work, and as a rule these were false. One embryolo-
gist once, and not so long ago, printed a paper on "von
Baer's Law," neglecting to mention that von Baer laid down
four laws of development, which at their basis are really
two, and which do not include the "law-" attributed to von
Baer. who had indeed opposed it bitterly.

I would like to draw attention to Dr. Loeb's statement
that the corpus luteum does not act on the wall of the
oviduct, a fact with significant bearing upon tubal gesta-
tions and their consequences. The real import of the action
upon the uterus I recognize in the production of a mass of
tissue furnished for the trophoblast to act upon, instead of
permitting it to erode its way through the uterine w-all.

when the consequences would be as grave as they are in a

tubal gestation. From this Dr. Loeb will, I trust, see that

even his latest results perchance do not reveal the full

story. Did the corpus luteum not help the uterus to pro-
vide this nutritive cushion for the action of the tropho-
blast, it is certain that each one of us would in his own
gestation, by means of a malignant "trophoblastoma" or
so-called chorioepithelioma, kill his own parent, and in

doing so bring about his own destruction.

On one occasion the writer reminded the editors of the

Lancet that his findings and conclusions had at times an
awkward habit of turning out to be true. It does not sur-

prise me that Dr. Loeb now confirms, and extends, certain

conclusions of mine enunciated thirteen years ago. The
recognition that investigators of the scientific acumen of
Dr. Leo Loeb exist and are extending the boundaries of

human scientific knowledge is very comforting to one who
at times feels somewhat of a veteran. Apparently, there is

in the world still some science differing from the inane
nonsense contributed—for payment—by anonymous au-
thors, and transparent at that, on "cancer booms." In his

present line of work Dt. Loeb is toiling in a rich and in-

teresting region, as I know from old experiences. When
he thinks of any little finds of mine there, he might also

remember that there is an "antivivisection act" in this

country, and that this explains more than one of my halts.

He has encountered my footprints of thirteen years ago,

and perchance they may lead him directly, as did the "Span
of Gestation" me, to the problems of cancer. There also he
may come to recognize how deservedly the writer earned
not "recognition" but abuse and ridicule . . . for ventur-
ing to publish the truth for its ow-n sake. For in my scien-

tific opinion, based upon the results of "The Span of Ges-
tation" and other memoirs, as well as upon actual results

obtained in medical practice by others,* the only possible

scientific treatment of malignant disease in general is by
injections of sufficientlj' powerful preparations of both
trypsin and amylopsin in proper dosage. What these scien-

tific strengths and doses are and what results they produce
in competent scientific hands may be left for description on
an early occasion.

J. BE.\Rn.

Edinburgh, July 6, 1910.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

TUBERCfLOSIS CONFERENCE AT EDINBURGH—EXHIBITION, HOS-
PITAL, FAR.M COLONY—DISCUSSIONS; ."WENUES OF INFEC-
TION; PREVENTIVE MEASURES—.\MERICAN SURGEONS' VISIT

—HUNTERIAN MUSEUM—VIVISECTION—OBITUARY.

London, July 8, 1910.

The Tuberculosis Conference mentioned in my last may
certainly be considered a success, and Edinburgh has nat-

urally attracted much of our attention all the week. No
city could have been better chosen, and all her institutions

have contributed to the result. In half a dozen of her
schools distinguished experts addressed the teachers and
senior scholars on the causes and prevention of consump-
tion. It is estimated that more than 3.000 persons thus
received some authoritative instruction. Lady .Aberdeen

urged on her young audience to lead healthy lives, in the

hope that they would live to see the disease nearly fade

out. About i.oco visitors w-ent to the opening of the farm
colony for consumptive convalescents from the Victoria

Hospital. The tuberculosis exhibition was largely attended.

Dr. Halliday Sutherland delivered a popular lecture on
"The White Plague," in which he compared the elaborate

precautions against infection of less prevalent diseases

with those taken against tuberculosis, with its annual death

roll of 77.000. On Sunday there was a special service for

students and guests, at which Professor Osier gave an
address on "Man's Redemption of Man." He said the

campaign was one of hope, as shown by history, and it

was one of the triumphs of our generation to have deter-

mined the cause of the disease. The service concluded
with addresses in memoriam. Robert Koch, delivered by

Drs. Biggs, Woodhead and Philip. On Monday there \yas

the annual meeting of the Association for the Prevention

of Phthisis. Lord Balfour of Burleigh presided, and
strongly urged local authorities to adopt compulsory noti-

fication, without which they were working in the dark.

The disease had been diminishing in prevalence, if not in

virulence, and must be tackled in earnest. The principal

discussion was opened by Professor Sims Woodhead on

*Iuter alia vide the War Office publication of Captain

Lambelle's report in Jour. Royal Army Medical Corps,

.March, 1910.
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the avenues of infection, as to which he said tliere seemed
to be a good deal of misapprehension because many 01 the
experiments carried out concerning the power of infection
had had more read into them than was justifiable. He held
that the majority of cases were due to infection througli
the respiratory system, although he could not deny in the
face of the early observations that a certain proportion
occurred through the alimentary canal. In experimental
work the great pitfall was the amount of infection. Unless
this could be determined there must be considerable danger
of error. Animals were more resistant than men, and in
experimenting on them a maximum amount of infective
material was often introduced far in excess of what might
reach man in the ordinary conditions of practice. Again,
postmortem appearances might mislead unless it were
remembered that they were mostly onl'- seen in the ad-
vanced stages—in fact, were the effects of past disease.
Tuberculosis was so frequent that some had said that 90
per cent, of the population which arrived at forty-five years
of age had been infected. He would put the percentage
higher, as he thought almost everybody at some time or
other had lodged the bacillus.

Professor ^IcWeeney of Dublin said he adhered to the
opinion that in the majority of cases of phthisis the infec-
tion took place through the lungs. Professor Adami of
Montreal said it was difficult, often impossible, to speak
with certainty, and he was not inclined to dogmatize. Opinion
had veered round so much of late years that it behooved
all to be cautious. Postnatal infection seemed the usual
event, for if children were separated from infected mothers
they were not attacked. Last autumn he inspected a school
of 150 red Indian children, boys and girls, ages seven to
sixteen, and was convinced that practically every one was
infected before admission. But if so, the disease had been
latent or extremely slow in progression for years before
becoming acute—in some for ten years or more. Not one
had been fed on cow's milk ; all seemed to l)e due to
human infection. He thought the chief avenue of infection
was through the respiratory passages.

Dr. James Ritchie of Edinburgh was not prepared to

admit that the work done so far detracted very much from
the established pathological doctrine that the bacillus pro-
duced its first effect on the tissues at the point of entrance.

Dr. R. W. Philip of the Royal Victoria Hospital said he
had reached the conclusion that, wdiile the whole of the
respiratory membrane was vulnerable, that in the region of
the tonsils was the most vulnerable of all. That was the
result of clinical observations, not only from month to

month, but also from year to year. He suggested that
every man's practice afforded him a field of observation
and a laboratory in reference to this matter.

Professor Tendeloo of Leyden held that the infection

was mostly through the lungs, but other avenues could not

be ignored. Another discussion was devoted to preventive
measures and administrative control. In this Dr. Leslie

Mackenzie, representing the Scottish Local Government
Board, said they desired to see everv local authority well

equipped with a triple organization of dispensary, sana-

torium, and hospital, or their equivalents— in fact, the

system which had worked so admirably in Edinburgh. Dr.

Hope of Liverpool then pleaded for more systematic

teaching of hygiene in the schools, and insisted that during
such instruction the great importance of temperance should

be impressed on the scholars.

The party of American surgeons who came to visit our
hospitals have had, I think, a good time. They were enter-

tained on arrival by the Council of the Royal College of

Surgeons, were received by the President, Mr. Butlin, in

the college and conducted round the Hunterian Museum
by the Conservator. Professor Arthur Keith. Of course,

they were received by your Ambassador, visited the House
of "Commons, had a look at London's cricket ground, and a

number of other popular institutions.

The specimens added to the Hunterian Museum during

the year have been on special view for the last three days.

Many valuable gifts have been presented by the Imperial

Research Fund, and I hear that numerous preparations

made by the Royal Commission on Tuberculosis, illustrat-

ing the experimental production of the disease, will shortly

be handed over to the custody of the college. The King has

presented a hen pheasant assuming male plurnage, which

was shot at Sandringham. Yesterday the voting for the

four Council vacancies took place at the college. The fol-

lowing were elected : ^Messrs. Lockwood, Polland, Bland-

Sutton and Ballance.

Three cases of beriberi, which occurred on one °\"^^
war ships when in the Persian Gulf, have been invalided

home, and arrived at Plymouth. Some suspicious cases

were under observation at the time these left the vessel.

The death is reported of Col. L. O. Patterson, Royal

Army Medical Department, who joined the service in 1854

and two years later took part in the Burmese war. He
served through the Indian mutiny, being wounded at Sir-

choon, was mentioned in despatches and awarded the

medal.' He retired in 1880.

I'esterday Viscount Goschen presided at the distribution

of prizes at Guy's Hospital. Professor Howard Marsh,

who presented them, said some of the most destructive

diseases were being gradually wiped out. A new world of

microorganisms had been discovered. When the public

knew what advances had been made, and were told by such

men as Lister and Paget that they had been gained in the

only possible way, who was competent to contradict them?

When no man could perform an experiment on an animal

without a special license was not the matter in safe hands,

and was any one who knew nothing of biology in a posi-

tion to interfere with research and bring odious charges

against those engaged in such work? Would not the public

rather be grateful to those who did them this great ser-

vise and extend to them full support?

Mr. Marsh's common sense is scarcely likely to affect

the fanatics. A few days previously Mr. Walter Hadlow,

M.R.C.S., was declaring at a drawing room meeting that

he knew nothing in the whole realm of vivisection that had

ever been of benefit in ameliorating or curing human dis-

ease. If he is equally ignorant of "the whole realm" of

medical science he might do worse than go to school again.

OUR BERLIN LETTER.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

KOCH's death—a year of medical centenaries—OPENING

OF THE SECOND MEDICAL CLINIC OF THE CHARITE.

Berlin, June 25, 1910.

The medical profession of Germany has been and is

still at the present time under the burden of profound

sorrow which was called forth everywhere by the death

of Koch. It was generally known that he had ]ust

passed through a severe illness. But that he should

have been so quickly taken from us would have seemed
incredible shortly before the event to all who were

familiar with his then healthy appearance. No one

could forbode that this physique, steeled by so many
voyages and hardened by such manifold privations,

would succumb so quickly, albeit the time of life was
advanced. The grief has become universal. Its elo-

quent expression will be found on great commemorative
occasions in the future, and to-day we take advantage of

this occasion to think of the Great Dead.
The year 1910, which in the autumn will bring about

the centennial of the foundation of the University of

Berlin, is at the same time a year rich in memories for

the medical institutions. Last May the University Poli-

klinik celebrated its centennial. The director of this

institution, Hermann Senator, gave in the course of a

brilliant festival meeting a survey of the history of the

Poliklinik. The latter was inaugurated by Hufeland
in May, 1810, who had at his disposal three rooms in

one of the wings of the university, with an equipment
consisting of a few test glasses, a tongue spatula and an

alcohol lamp. Eight years later a fourth room was
added. Under Romberg, successor to Hufeland, the

Poliklinik moved into quarters of its own. In the 50's

of the nineteenth century, Joseph Meyer became Rom-
berg's successor, and since 1887 Senator has directed

the institution. Since 1905 the latter has possessed a

building expressly constructed for its owm use provided

with the most splendid arrangements demanded by
modern medicine for carrying out instruction.

In the earliest years the Poliklinik averaged 700 pa-

tients annually; under Romberg's direction 3,000, and at

the present time 20,000. The great importance which
this institution enjoys in the scientific world is closely

bound up with Senator's activity. Doubtless he is the

representative type of the Berlin University teacher.

For years he had to seek his daily bread as a practis-

ing physician, but he never became oblivious of science.

A certain quiet, one might say modest, definiteness

never left him, not even after all the honors which
accrue to a successful teacher in a medical institute

became heaped on his head. This sounds like an echo.

And, in fact, one could only listen at this time to this

distinguished man with a certain sadness. For it was
already known that in a few months he was to leave the

seat of his long successful labors.

Shortly after this. the. Charite Hospital celebrated

the two hundredth anniversay of its existence, and at

the same time the opening of its newly erected sec.-.nd
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medical clinic. In the auditorium of the latter a great
festival occasion was celebrated, and the medical direc-

tor, General Physician Schaibe, delivered an address on
the development and history of Charite Hospital. It

was originally constructed for a pest house at the Berlin

Gate: but as the plague spared the city the building
was utilized as a hospital. In the middle of the

eighteenth century a division of the building was used
for the instruction of midwives. Its own purpose, how-
ever, was not fulfilled until the beginning of the nine-

teenth century: for it was arranged chiefly for the

instruction of military medical men. Hence up to the

present time a certain number of auxiliary and as-

sistanceship positions were occupied by actual or prospec-

tive military phj-sicians. Since 1897 the clinics and
laboratories have been remodeled, so that now only the
first medical clinic, the midwifery, and the second eye
clinics remain for the time being in their original

grey walls. In some 1,400 beds about 18,000 patients

are received annually, and cared for by 200 physicians
and 650 other employees. The Polikliniks are attended
by 120,000 patients, and the annual expenses amount
to about 2,000,000 marks.
The Second Medical Clinic was opened with an ad-

dress given by its director, Strauss, on clinical manage-
ment and clinical instruction. Only in connection with
the university could the comprehension of the physi-
cian's calling be elevated, and thereby empirically ac-

quired activity be made scientific and rational. Hence
founding of institutions for clinical instruction has
paved the way for a better period in medical practice.

Distinguished medical men of the eighteenth century
such as Boerhaave, Hoffmann, Stahl, etc., had no
pupils: there were no scientific data in Berlin, and the
most important innovations of the day, as percussion
and vaccination, were known in Berlin only at a late

day. The foundation of the University, with Hufeland's
activity, changed all this. Schonlein, who became
director of the clinic in 1839, was the first to give to
instruction an exact scientific foundation. His successor
was Traube, who erected in addition to the only clinic

hitherto present a second propadeutic clinic directed
first by Traube's pupil Leyden, and from 1885 to 1902
by Gerhardt. after the second clinic had been placed
on the same plane as the original one. For the clinic

as a whole three forms of activity came under con-
sideration, viz.: the stationary hospital clinic, the am-
bulatory poliklinik, and the propadeutic clinic. In the
first period of the existence of the clinic the Hippo-
cratic ideas of emphasis on morbid general phenomena,
etiological diagnosis, and physicodietetic therapy pre-
vailed. The Paris-Vienna school united with the pre-
ceding pathological anatomy and founded the local

method. Next appeared experimental physiology and
pathology, which constituted the so-called Berlin school.
Traube, who utilized Virchow's lifework in the clinic,

gave to it a foundation of actual experimental path-
ology. This was the way whereby from medicine as a
practical science the exercise of an art was developed.
The chief cause for the flourishing of medicine is the
laboratory that may be utilized more and more with
the highest energy, but ever mindful of the fact that the
chief dut}' of the physician is the acquisition of pro-
fessional success. Else were we medically poor despite
all wealth in pathological details. Hence in hospital
construction scientific requirements are never alone
requisite, nor should hygiene and therapy be thrust
into the background. The successes in connection with
tuberculosis, syphilis, diptheria, puerperal sepsis, etc.,

show that we are progressing. The costly technical
arrangements for diagnosis and therapy are necessary
for the clinic. The right utilization lies, however, in
caring for the simple and universally applicable. All
refinements in auxiliary media do not yet assume suc-
cess. Onl}' the well trained physician can apply them
successfully. "To the sword belongs the Caliph's arm."
Therefore one should never pause in the onward de-
velopment of medical instruction.

Congenital Absence of the Femur.—Mummery re-
ports a child two months of age in which the left femur
was absent. The left knee appeared normal but was
close 10 the hip. The leg below the knee was normal
but was rotated outward. An .r-ray photograph showed
the diaphysis of the femur to be absent. The lower
epiphysis appeared to be normal and there was a small
island of cartilage just above this. The tibia and pelvis
were normal. There were no other congenital defects.—Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine.

OUR LETTER FROM COPENHAGEN.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

1HEATMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS OF THE LARYNX—NORTHERN
nERMATOLOCICAL ASSOCIATION—LUPUS—LICHEN RITBER—
TREATMENT OF GONORRHEA IN WOMEN.

Copenhagen, June 26, 1910.

.•\.t a meeting of the Medical Society of Lund
(.Sweden) Dr. S. A. Pfannenstill read an interesting
paper on a new and apparently very efficacious method
of treating tuberculosis of the larynx. The method
is a new one, as it utilizes a powerful disinfectant in

statu nascendi on the affected area in the following
way. The patient is given sodium iodide by mouth in

ordinary therapeutic quantities, and is further treated
by reiterated inhalation of ozone, suitably diluted. By
the reaction between sodium iodide and ozone in the
diseased tissues, iodine is set free and exercises in statu
nascendi its strong disinfectant powers. Dr. Pfannen-
still has observed that inhalation of ozone in suitable
concentrations does not inconvenience the patients in

any way. If the ozone concentration is too high, cough-
ing occurs, but no other irritation of the respiratory
passages (no catarrh). As, of course, the production of
iodine in the tissues varies with the proportion of
ozone present in them (and in the inspiration air) it is

important to increase the quantity of ozone to that very
point, where coughing begins. This point is reached
later as the treatment proceeds, because the mucous
membrane acquires a sort of tolerance toward ozone.
The ozone producing apparatus making considerable
noise, it is impossible to apply treatment during the
patient's sleep, which otherwise would present great ad-
vantages. But an installation of the apparatus far

away from the wards might probably solve this ques-
tion.

The clinical researches of Dr. Pfannenstill go to show
that neither sodium iodide nor ozone has any effect

on the tuberculous affections in question, when given
alone. Only when used to,gether, they bring about the
desired effect. According to his experience, only
tuberculous (not syphilitic) ulcerations are healed In

this way. In cases of deeply seated tuberculous in-

filtration, or where the tuberculous deposits are covered
by an intact epithelium he does not expect any improve-
ment, as the ozone presumably penetrates only a very
short distance into the mucous membrane. But one of

Dr. Pfannenstill's cases shows also that an operation
by laying open the afTected tissue may facilitate the cure
by the combined sodium iodide and ozone treatment.

Dr. Pfannenstill's clinical material consists so far of
four cases of what seemed rather desperate ulcerating
tuberculosis of the larynx, hypopharyn.x, rhinopharynx,

and nose cavity. In all the cases the ulcerations healed
up with astonishing rapidity. A case of lupus has been
successfully treated on the same principle (sodium
iodide by mouth and permanent fermentation with hy-
drogen peroxide). On the other hand the method has
failed in two cases of bone tuberculosis, apparently on
account of the circumstance, that the ozone could not
be brought in sufficient contact with the ulcerations.

The first congress of the Northern Dermatological
Association met recently in Copenhagen. Of the many
important contributions some few are mentioned here.

Dr. H. Forschhammer's clinical observations on lupus
vulgaris with particular regard to prognosis and therapy
were based on the whole clinical material of the Copen-
hagen Finsen-Institute in the period of 1896-1906. The
disease begins most often (81 per cent of the cases)

in the face and during the first two to four years only

the skin is affected and no destruction is to be feared,

as in this period there is a fair probability of recovery
without disfiguring scars. The Finsen light treatment
ought to be preferred, as it brings about a cure in 75
per cent, of the cases with cosmetic results far sur-

passing those of any other method ; while it is highly

dangerous to experiment with uncertain methods of

treatment in this earh' stage of the disease. In later

periods other therapeutic measures may be recurred to

(for instance, excision). Some cases prove refractory to

any treatment.

Dr. H. Boas had investigated the relation of prurigo

Hebrre to tuberculosis by injection of tuberculine.

Only in one-half of the cases a reaction was observed,
so that no connection between these two diseases is

necessarily to be presumed.
Dr. C. Rasch contributed clinical and therapeutic

researches on lichen ruber. Arsenic, the most fre-

quently employed therapeutic agent, was not always
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tolerated. For such cases far better effect was seen
from valerian preparations or from mixtures of acetphen-
etidin, antipyrine and aspirine. The local treatment
may also sometimes make the affection worse. In
these cases a paste of zinc oxide or one of the well-
known old emulsions of zinc oxide, diluted solution of
lead subacetate and lime water may give satisfaction.

Drs. Afzelius and Marcus (Stockholm) had also seen
cases cured without the use of arsenic. In two cases
exposure to sunlight had sufficed.

Dr. Alma Sundquist (Stockholm) read a paper on the
treatment of gonorrhoea in women. Local treatment
was to be preferred to the exclusively hygienic-dietetic

treatment. As a new therapeutic agent she recom-
mended hydrochloric acid in one-half per cent, dihition,

both for instillation into the cervical canal with Braun's
syringe and for local treatment of the urethra four to
five times daily. The results had proved somewhat
better than those derived from silver preparatinns, and
the treatment is a very cheap one.

progrrHS of Mthutxi S>cmxtv.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, July 14, lyio.

Bilious Attacks in Children.—Philip S. Potter calls

attention to the danger that lurks in a vague term like this.

In every "bilious attack" the possibility of appendicitis
should be foremost. The classical symptoms of appendi-
citis are often very slight in children and in all cases
having a history of bilious attack a careful examination
of the child's abdomen should be made, if possible, at the
time of the attack. Recurrent vomiting and recurrent
pyrexia are conditions that may be overlooked ; the for-

mer yields readily to large doses of soda bicarbonate, and
the latter condition is remedied by the exclusion of sugars
and starches and the administration of calomel and arsenic.

Both of these conditions are most common in nervous
children. Beginning meningitis, migraine and renal vomit-
ing have been mistakenly diagnosed as bilious attacks.

Even otitis media has been known to produce symptoms
commonly observed in a bilious attack. The most com-
mon and least significant of the so-called bilious attacks

are those due to gastric indigestion or intestinal toxemia.
While the term bilious attack may mean the most innocent
of digestive upsets, the diagnosis must be carefully sifted

and a thorough physical and clinical examination made
and other possibilities excluded.

The Etiology of Common Colds.—A. Coolidge ex-
presses himself as being in sympathy with the assumption
that this term means an acute bacterial infection of the

mucous membrane of the upper respiratory tract. Among
the acute disorders of the nasal chambers we may dis-

tinguish some as due to infection and others as arising

from a local irritability and vasomotor disturbance. When
we recognize this difference more definitely we may clas-

sify the latter with hay fever and its kindred, and an-

nounce that a "real cold" is a contagious disease. There
is much evidence to prove that a common cold is con-

tagious, and the community would gain much by this

assumption. The writer agrees with other observers that

colds have an incubation period of from two to four days;

that they remain contagious for several days, and that

acquired immunity is short. The objection to draughts
and wet and cold, in moderation, which induces humanky
to shut itself up in air tight enclosures, is often due to

an unwarrantable fear of "catching" just those diseases

which are communicated by sneezing, coughing, and poor
ventilation. The author discussed, in addition to that form
of cold which he designates as a "common cold," other

types which, although having some symptoms in common,
differ enough to make it probable that, while infectious,

they are due to some other organism.

Mew York Medical Journal, July 16, 1910.

Some Surgical Aspects of Gastric Ulcer.—Parker
Syms considers some of the dangers, immediate and re-

mote, of gastric ulcer and the reasons why they should

be promptly cured. No case of chronic indigestion should

be allowed to pursue an uninterrupted course. If a cure

is not brought about by hygienic and dietetic means withm
three or four weeks, the case should be considered a sur-

gical one. The writer makes a plea for exploratory lapa-

rotomy in these cases. If properly done, it will result in

no harm, and if often resorted to it will save countless

lives. Modern methods have reduced the mortality to a

a point where operation should no longer be dreaded.

Chronic ulcer of the stomach and duodenum results in a

mortality that we cannot estimate, but which is known

to be over 50 per cent, incurable gastric symptoms consti-
tute a good and sufficient reason for operating. We should
not wait to be sure that there is a perforation or hemor-
rhage, but should give the patient the benefit of the doubt
by an early exploration. He agrees with Dr. Rodman
in his advocacy of a more radical procedure than that of
gastroenterostomy. In that way only can one be sure
of preventing recurrent hemorrhage; in that way only
could one be sure of avoiding post-operative perfora-
tion and of avoiding the implantation of cancer on an
ulcer's cicatrix.

The 'Value of Test Meals.—J. Russell 'Vcrbrycke
thinks that there are many who either undervalue- the
test meal or are prejudiced against it. One can by pains-

taking history and careful physical examination make a

diagnosis in a number of the anatomical diseases of the
stomach, but one is aided and has his opinions confirmed
from examination of a test meal. One can by this means
arrive at the extent of the functional changes which are
coincident with the anatomical disease. In the purely func-
tional changes one can only obtain a definite idea as to
the degree of abnormality by means of the test meal.
The use of the stomach tube in addition to recovering
material for examination, can tell if there is any organic
stricture or spasm of the lower end of the esophagus or
cardia. It can also determine the length of time food
remains in the stomach, the condition of motility, the
presence or absence of pyloric obstruction, and whether
the patient eats hastily, without proper mastication. There
are certain points the forgetfulness of which may lead

to skepticism in regard to the value of the test meal.
Conclusions cannot always be based on the results of one
meal. A uniform meal should be employed. One should
recover all that can easily be obtained in order to form
a relative idea of the amount of secretion and to avoid
getting a small amount from the cardia which may differ

from the rest of the contents. Microscopical and macro-
scopical, as well as chemical, examination should be made.
The author gives a summary of the findings and their im-
portance in the various stomach affections and, in conclu-
sion, makes a plea for more frequent test meals in the
diagnosis of stomach affections; believing that by giving
due consideration to and properly correlating all the find-

ings we are arriving at greater exactness, eliminating much
of haphazard diagnosis and therapy, and are putting the
subject on a much more rational basis.

Journal of the American Medical Association, July 16, 1910.
Anomalous Scarlet Fever.—Harold Newton Cole re-

ports three epidemics, in all, 32 cases, of what he sup-
poses is anomalous scarlet fever, which occurred at the
Lakeside Hospital, in Cleveland. In each of these epi-

demics the disease might have passed unrecognized had not
one or more typical cases occurred which acted as a diag-
nostic control. These epidemics were characterized by the
mildness of the attack and the benign course of the dis-

ease, together with suppression or complete absence of
the exanthem, as well as of some other of the impor-
tant symptoms. The temperature in these cases varied
from normal to 105°, but in general it ranged from
100° to 102° F. In only two cases was there absence of
all the signs of nephritis. Practically every case had
severe angina. The changes noted in the blood were a
marked increase in the number of leucocytes in a few
cases, and in a number of instances the differential blood
count showed a high percentage of eosinophiles. From
these epidemics, as well as others cited, it appears that
the toxin varies in different outbreaks. It does not ap-
pear that mild infections beget malignant strains, or the
reverse. From the fact that the tonsils are involved at a
very early stage, and from the constancy with which this

symptom has been noted, it would seem that the infect-

ing agent gains access through these glands, as claimed by
Dawson and Lemoine. It seems unwise with our im-
perfect knowledge concerning the etiology of scarlet fever
to regard these aberrant forms, which point strongly to
some aberration of the exciting cause, as distinct aft'ec-

tions.

Lutein Extract in the Treatment of Decreased Men-
struation and the Premature Menopause.—Basing his
experiments on the hypothesis that even if the corpus
luteum of the ovary is not the cause or stimulus of
menstruation, at least this internal secretion of lutein has
a distinct influence on the production of menstruation,
Ellice McDonald has been experimenting clinically for the
past five years with dessicated extract of corpora lutea of
the ovary of cows. He has treated in all twenty cases.

Ten of these were of scanty menstruation or approaching
premature menopause, seven of whom were improved,
and three were not benefited, being well established cases
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with marked nervous symptoms. Amongst the ten cases
of surgical menopause, one patient was made distinctly

worse, five were not improved, and four reported some
improvement. The results of this study seemed to indi-

cate that the control of the surgical menopause need not
be sought in the corpora lutea. Its value is in cases
where the uterus and ovaries or the uterus alone are re-

tained. Particularly is it valuable in the treatment of
scanty menstruation and the premature menopause. Lutein
extract should be accompanied in suitable cases by dila-

tation of the uterus, with the use of the stem pessary fol-

lowing operation. The administration of lutein is indi-

cated after operations on pregnant women in w-hom mis-
carriage is feared. This is particularly true during the
early weeks of pregnancy, as it has been shown experi-
mentally that the corpus luteum has a definite effect under
such circumstances.

The Relation of Stuttering to Amusia.—E. Bosworth
McCready is of the opinion that there has never been a
satisfactory explanation of stuttering. To call it a neu-
rosis does not explain why certain individuals under the
influence of fright, imitation, acute disease or nasopharyn-
geal irritation begin to stutter, while others equally neu-
rotic and exposed to the same influences do not. After
discussing the etiology and methods of treatment he con-
cludes that, while incapable of proof, it is reasonable to
suppose: (i) That the defecti\e use of the muscles of
inspiration, expiration, and of the lips, tongue, and throat,
resulting in stuttering, is the "result of imperfect coor-
dination, caused by- disconnected and erratic discharges
from the cortex." (2) That this incoordination is be-
tween the nervous mechanism controlling the acts of
vocalization and articulation and the centers having for
their function the appreciation and expression of melody
and harmony, and is due to a biologic variation in such
a center or its commissures. (3) That the cure of stut-
tering is only accomplished by a process of compensa-
tion brought about by the education of cells previously
nonfunctionating, and by forcing the opposite hemisphere
to supply a center similar to that which is imperfectly de-
veloped. To this end the reversal of dexterity woultl
seem to be a reasonable procedure.

The Treatment of Furunculosis.—John T. Bowen does
not believe that early incision shortens the duration of this
affection ; nor does he reconnnend poulticing, as it is

contrary to aseptic principles. While most brilliant re-
sults have been achieved in some cases from the vaccine
method, there are a certain number of cases that do not
respond to this treatment, and for these he recommends
a method of treatment whose principle is simply to keep
the skin as far as possible sterile. The patient is directed
to wash the entire body with soap and warm water every
night and morning, and then after the surface of the
body is dried it is bathed with a saturated solution of
boracic acid in water. The skin is allowed to dry without
wiping and the individual furuncles are dressed with an
ointment composed of: boracic acid, 4 grains: precipitated
sulphur, 4 grains, and carbolized petroleum, 32 grains.
Incision is resorted to only after the lesions have become
very painful and mature. All clothing that comes in con-
tact with the skin should be changed daily, and everything
done on general therapeutic principles to nromote the well-
being of the patient. This method rarely fails when car-
ried out with care and patience.

SjT)hilis in Insanity as Determined by the Wasser-
mann Reaction.—C. E. Ensor has tested 262 male pa-
tients from Mount Hope Retreat by the Wassermann
method, and obtained a positive reaction in 22 per cent,
of the total male population. Of the 262 patients, a his-
tory of syphilis was given in onlv 3 oer cent, of the total,

and only 14 per cent, of those showing the positive reac-
tion admitted having had syphilis. Of the positive cases
69 per cent, have been in the institution one year or under,
12 per cent, have been there two years, and 10 per cent,
have been there three years and over. Of 21 patients from
other sources 16 were paretics, with a positive reaction in
all. Of 27 cases of paresis collected from all sources,
96 per cent, gave a positive reaction. Of 7 cases of tabes
83 per cent, were nositive, and of s cases of cerebral
syphilis, 4 were positive : in the negative case the patient
had been receiving mercurial injections for six months.

The Lancet. July 9, igio.

Submucous Resection of the Nasal Septum.—H. Bell
Tawse, after alluding to the structure of the nasal septum
and describing the Killian operation, which he used with a
few modifications, gives a review of 120 cases upon whom
he had operated. In this series of cases he used only a
local anesthetic, preferably a mixture of eaual parts of
20 per cent, cocaine hydrochloride and i in looo adrenalin

chloride. Ether should never be used because it con-
gests the mucous membrane and increases hemorrhage.
.\s a rule, the operation occupied about 25 minutes. Chil-

dren under 12 years of age are not, according to Killian,

fit subjects for this operation, but he had done it in three
cases, aged respectively 8, 10, and 12 years. The others
ranged in age from 15 to 55. In only 5 per cent, ot the
cases was the deviation purely cartilaginous ; the remain-
ing 114 cases were both cartilaginous and bony. Twelve
cases had a traumatic origin ; the others were apparently
developmental, though it might be possible that traumatism
had a share in the production of the deformity. In 75
per cent, there was marked enlargement of the maxillary
crest. Disease of the middle turbinate was noted in 51

patients. In 20 there was active sinus suppuration. In
25 cases there were polypi necessitating ethmoidal curet-
ting. Unilateral atrophic rhinitis, a rather rare condi-
tion, was present in three individuals. In 18 cases there
was complete collapse of the alae nasi. Sneezing and
rhinorrhea were the main symptoms in 4 cases, while 2

had asthma, 5 chronic dry rhinitis, 3 adhesions of the
basal spur, 15 middle-ear catarrh and deafness, and 80
per cent, complained of supraorbital and frontal headache.
Nine out of the 120 had perforation after the operation,
five occurring in the first 20 cases. Out of the last 100
cases there were but two perforations, and these were ve.y
difficult cases.

The Examination of Feces in Medical Practice.—
Oscar Kraus says that in the treatment of gastric and in-

testinal diseases it is frequently very difficult to prescribe
for any given patient a diet which is adapted to the activity

of his digestion and assimilation, and in which each dis-

turbance of function in the various portions of the diges-
tive tract is taken into account. The examination of the
gastric secretion can only give information in regard to
digestive activity which takes place in the stomach, and
it is more difficult to secure the cooperation of the patient
in securing samples of gastric secretion than it is in ob-
taining feces. The aim of the examination is threefold,
namely, to find how the patient digests the ingredients of
his normal diet, what class of foodstuffs he might add,
and what he ought to avoid. The methods of examination
are those usually employed. A macroscopical examination
is first made. The first chemical examination undertaken
deals with the secretion of bile. A portion of the feces
is stirred up in a concentrated aqueous solution of per-
chloride of mercury. Under normal condition, after some
hours, all the portions containing hydrobilirubin take on
a red color, while those containing bilirubin take on a
green color. An indistinct reaction shows that the secre-

tion of bile is partly or wholly inhibited. In the next
place some feces are placed in a Schmidt's fermenting
flask. A distinct evolution of gas taking place within
twelve hours indicates that the digestion of starch has
been unsatisfactory. The reaction of feces under these
conditions is found to be distinctly and increasingly acid.

This occurs especially in catarrhal conditions of the small
intestine, which is practically the only situation where
carbohydrates are digested. When gas is produced in

from 24 to 48 hours it means that the albuminous sub-
stances are being split up by increased alkalinity, which
indicates that there is intestinal decomposition dyspepsia.
The examination of fat is limited to the determination of
the proportion of split up fat to total fat. The greater the

quantity of total fat, the more defective is the fat absorption.

Of all the tests for blood only the aloin test has proved
itself satisfactory, because it is the only one in which the
presence of iron in the feces does not affect the result

of the reaction. Microscopical examination permits a

fairly accurate determination of the condition of the diges-

tive activity of the stomach and small intestines. The
presence of a considerable amount of connective tissue

and elastic fibers indicates a defect in acidity of the gas-
tric juice. In such cases a certain amount of coagulable
proteid substances is usually found. The appearance of
elastic fibers in the feces, if not associated with connective
tissue and coagulated protein, must be regarded as a sign

of good gastric, but poor intestinal, digestion. The ab-

sence of pancreatic enzyme can be recognized by undi-

gested pieces of muscular tissue, in which more or less

well-preserved cell nuclei are visible. If upon testing a

smeaf of feces with a drop of Lvigol's solution, a consider-

able amount of hiue colored starch granules is seen it

may be assumed that the patient's amvlolysis is impaired.

In testing for mucus a smear of feces is stained with a
I per cent, so'ution of alizarin sulphate of sodium. The
greater the distance between the situation where the mucus
is formed and the anus the more weakly is the mucus
stained. Cases are cit£ •! illustrating the application of

these results to the regulation of the details of diet.
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A Case of Extrauterine Pregnancy Occurring Twice
in the bame Patient.—George A. Gordon reports this
case because he thinks it is exceedingly uiiconimoii for a
woman to be tne victim of an extrauierine pregnancy on
two distinct occasions. The patient had been married two
years when she missed a period and consulted him for
what she supposed was a biHous attack, fie diagno.sed a
ruptured tubal gestation. At operation he found the left

tube was ruptured and the pelvis full of blood. The tube
was found to contain a fetus of seven weeks. About three
years later the same patient consulted him and he found
the riglit tube swollen and, suspecting an extrauterine
pregnancy, operated, finding a six weeks' fetus. The
patient made a good recovery.

British Medical Journal, July 9, lOio.

Suprapubic Drainage of the Bladder as an Alternative
to Prostatectomy and as a Relief Operation.—J. B. Pike
recommends suprapubic drainage of the bladder in cases
of cancer in which operation would not offer a very hope-
ful prognosis, or in cases in which catheterism is unsuc-
cessful, he cites two instances as evidence of the value
of this procedure. The first case was one of acute reten-

tion in which catheterism was unsuccessful and in which
prostatectomy was refused. This patient has drained the
bladder for upwards of five years, part of the time with a

rubber tube and more recently with a silver tube. His
general condition remains good, and he has led qiMte an
active life for a septuagenarian. The second cafe was
one of multiple papilloma above the trigone in which this

measure has given great relief for many months.
The Incidence of Tuberculosis in Childhood.—Franz

Hamburger and R. Monti, in making this investigation,

examined only children who were suffering from acute
infectious diseases, as in this way they obtained material
which represented fairly accurately the real state of child

life in Vienna. They found that out of 532 patients suf-

ferinfr from scarlatina or diphtheria 271, or about 50 per

cent., reacted positively to a subcutaneous tuberculin in-

jection of I mg. P'rom their statistics they summarize as

follows: (i) The majority of persons become infected by
tuberculosis in childhood. (2) The frequency of tubercu-
lous infection increases from year to year, while tuber-

culous morbidity, that is, the frequency of manifest tuber-

culous disease, decreases from year to year. (3) Tuber-
culosis is very commonly latent, producing no symptoms.
This is especially so if the infection dates from the third

or fourth year. (4) The prognosis of tuberculosis in

childhood becomes more favorable the older the person
is at the time of the first infection.

On the Presence of Sugar in Healthy Urine as a
Source of the Osazone Reaction.—F. W. Pavy and
H. W. Bywaters describe the method of procedure by
which they demonstrate that the amount of sugar present

in normal urine is sufficiently large to permit of osazone
crystals being obtained by direct treatment with phenyl-
hydrazine. They find that the quantity of sugar present

in normal urine, even though it does not give a reaction

with Fehling's solution on account of the inhibiting effect

of certain of its constituents, is really considerable in

quantity, amounting to 2.5 or more per 1000. It is to be

looked upon as nothing more than a natural occurrence
that osazone crystals should be obtained from normal
urine, and it all depends upon incidental circumstances
whether they are obtained or not. The urines of horses,

cats, and rabbits have been subjected to experimental

treatment, and in most all instances have been found to

yield typical osazone crystals.

Injury of the Ear by a Hatpin.—Alfred Mann reports

the case of a patient, who in putting on her hat accident-

ally ran the pin into her ear. No perforation of the

tympanic membrane could be found, but close to the drum
the floor of the meatus showed a scratch. Under careful

antiseptic dressing the ear healed without discharge, but

a considerable degree of deafness and tinnitus still remain.

There was no doubt but that the patient had partially dis-

located the stapes from its vestibular attachment, or at

least altered its position.

Calcium Chloride in Rhinorrhea.—Richard Lake finds

that with scarcely an exception rhinorrhea has responded

to calcium chloride. He gives 30 to 40 grains a day for

two weeks. If this objectionable symptom recurs it will

again yield to this treatment. He does not attempt to

explain the pathology but thinks that perhaps the amount
of ch'oride in the blood may yield a hint as to the causa-

tive factor. The salt may possibly be of use in spasmodic

sneezing, hay fever, or asthma.

Berliner klinische U'ochenscltrift, June 27, 1910.

Sudden Blindness from Organic Disease.—Uhthoflf
describes two cases of bilateral sudden blindness in elderly

people in which all the ordinary causes of this phenomenon,
such as hysteria, intoxications, traumatism, acute hemor-
rhage, etc., could be e.Kcluded. Despite the suddenness of

the attacks the ophthalmoscope showed optic atrophy,

following neuritis. In one patient the diagnosis, made
by exclusion, was rupture of a small aneurysm with es-

cape of blood into the sheath of the opticus. There was
no blood found by lumbar puncture, but some weeks had
elapsed when the test was made. In the second case it

was also assumed that an intracranial lesion of the

opticus was responsible, most probably an aneurism, but

possibly a hypophysis tumor. The patient improved con-

siderably while taking iodides.

Tuberculin Treatment of Renal Tuberculosis.—Wild-
bolz emphasizes the radical and severe character of

nephrectomy in unilateral tuberculosis of the kidney, and
believes that certain cases at least may be brought to

arrest by tuberculin injections. There is of course a

possible fallacy involved, because spontaneous improve-

ment is by no means unique. Two cases cited by the

author were treated some years ago, and in one of them
there has been arrest of the disease for nine years. He
gives another series of cases in which, after prolonged

tuberculin treatment, the patients had to be nephrectomized.

It does not appear that in this series the tuberculin treat-

ment stayed the progress of the renal lesions. These
opposite types of findings are probably explained by the

character of the process in each series. The recovered

cases are doubtless of the same type as those which un-

dergo spontaneous cure—small, beginning, localized, and

eventually encapsulated. The other cases are of the de-

structive type, with tendency to local infection and gen-

eral intoxication. But while the natural forces are in

some cases sufficient for an arrest of the process, there

seems no reason to doubt that the action of tuberculin

may be antagonistic to local infection up to a certain

point, as well as antagonistic to the toxemia. Improve-
ment in general condition was noted under the tuberculin

treatment. The author has been and is a prolific neph-

rectomist, but this does not deter him from advocating a

medical resource as a competitive procedure in a surgical

disease.

Cystic Kidneys and Renal Cysts.—According to Ren-
ner, modern opinion is favoring the view of the ultimate

identity of these conditions. Originally secondary cyst

formation was regarded as a sort of incidental termina-

tion of diverse inflammatory affections, while primary

cyst formations naturally came under the head of neo-

plasia. Another distinction came to light in the contrast

between inevitable or congenital cysts, and those purely

acquired in later life. The former were explained on
developmental grounds alone, while the latter were alleged

to be due inevitably to nephritis. The subject, historically

considered, is so confusing that the enumeration of facts

and theories seems to render any kind of consensus of

opinion out of the question. It can only be maintained

that the more we study the individual case the more we
become convinced that conditions clinically opposite show
a close pathological resemblance. One of the more com-
mon text-book differentiations makes of cystic kidneys a

polycystic degeneration ; while renal cysts secondary to in-

flammatory disturbances and incidental to obstruction in

the lower urinary passages are stated to be large and
single. This distinction seems at first sight to be reason-

able throughout; and further sheds light on the essential

differences between neoplastic and inflammatory cysts, and
between the congenital and acquired types. The author,

however, cites a number of cases seeking to show that

such a distinction is not tenable. Polycystic kidneys in

adult individuals requiring extirpation seem to show a

tendency to fusion into a single cyst. It does not appear
that these cases could have had other than an embryonal
origin not manifested until senile decay. It is also claimed

that 50 per cent, of newly born infants show minute cysts

throughout the kindneys. We are, therefore, in a measure
forced to conclude that cystic kidneys, in the form of

small multiple cysts, are one of the more common con-

genital defects ; that according to various accidental cir-

cumstances these cysts may either enlarge individually

without coalescence, and constitute polycystic degenera-

tion ; or that they may coalesce to form a single large

cystic cavity. It also appears that in old age congenital

cystic anomalies latent for a lifelong period may assert

themselves. It does not appear that a purely pressure

atrophy of the kidney, such as results in hydronephrosis,
and which thereby replaces the kidney by a sac of fluid,

is meant to be included under cystic disease proper. The
author alludes casually to such kidneys without much
comment.
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Habitual Torsion of the Colon.—Augsbach, a Russian
practitioner, concludes that volvulus of the colon is an
affection which tends eminently to recurrence. Hence he
thinks it justifiable, unless the indications for resection are
unmistakable, to perform a colopexy. He would not re-

sort to such procedures until the tendency to relapse was
very marked. In a case cited the patient had no less

than five or six attacks of colonic ileus annually. Statis-

tics show that the sigmoid flexure is the chief seat of the

volvulus—in fact, torsion of the sigmoid and small intes-

tine causes in the neighborhood of half of all cases of
volvulus. The rest of the colon is much less commonly
involved. The author's case, how-ever, involved the trans-

verse colon only.

Miuichener medizinische Wochenschrift, June 2i and 28,

1910.

Paths of Infection and Course of Pneumococcus
Meningitis.—Grober, of the Public Hospitals, Essen,
says of the pneumococcus that "both the blood and lymph
vessels are open to it." i\Iuch attention has been given

by pathologists to the spreading of local pneumococcic in-

fections along the lymph channels—as when a pneumonia
gives rise to pleurisy and pericarditis. In theory at least,

propagation along lymph channels and spaces, including the

great serous cavities, might result indefinitely. Another
train of symptoms may be imputed to bacteriemia, and still

another to toxemia alone. It is therefore a matter of
great difficulty, when a particular structure like the men-
inges is attacked, to determine the precise rationale of the

complication. It is true that as yet no one has demon-
strated the possibility of direct lymphatic transmission
from pleura to subdural space ; but some autopsy cases
are better explained by such transmission than by any
other. Hematogenous transmission mav in theory occur so
readily that we are satisfied to explain many cases of
meningitis in this way, despite the absence of proof. That
bacteria may be propagated directly from the tonsils to

the great serous cavities, including the subdural space, is

a claim much less speculative in character—in fact its

accuracy is hardly open to question. Another means of
access of the pneumococcus—as it occurs normally in the

throat and nose—to the subdural space is furnished only in

connection with fracture of the base of the skull (cases of
this genesis being sufficiently well kuown to clinicians and
patholoffists). Pneumococcus meningitis, however engen-
dered, is quite rare as an independent, isolated affection.

Naturally we were not in position to recognize it during
life until the introduction of diagnostic lumbar puncture.
All are agreed as to its fatal character, whatever its asso-

ciation. Survival, in cases with diagnosis made bacterio-

logically intra vitam, is practically unknown. Cases of
pneumonia occur in which with evidences of meningeal
irritation fmeningismus) we find no bacteria in the
cerebrospinal fluid. Such complications are best explained,
perhaps, by toxemia of hematogenous origin ; but recov-
eries may be due to mild cases of lymphatic origin, in

which repeated examinations of the cerebrospinal fluid

would have revealed bacteria.

Tuberculosis and Lactation.—Deutsch, of Frankfurt,
a/M, writes an unpretentious but quite exhaustive
monographic article on this subject, recording extensive
personal experience and appending a number of references
to work of his predecessors. The question, "Shall a tuber-
culous mother nurse her infant?" naturally enters into the
general campaign against tuberculosis ; but it loses a little

force from the fact that tuberculous women not only do not
conceive in the ratio of healthy women, but also have a
natural tendency to abort. Nevertheless cases of childbirth
in tuberculous women are not only plentiful enough, but
not a few infants so conceived and born are vigorous
enough to survive the ordinary risks of infancy. The
problem thus becomes highly complicated. We deal only
with actual births, not with the advisability of marriage
and gestation. For a consumptive mother to nurse an
infant is in itself a severe drain ; but tuberculosis is a
disease which, however severe it may be in its pulmonary
syrnptoms, may still respect the organism at large. Certain
individuals with the slow, fibroid type of pulmonary infec-
tion are able to discharge the ordinary duties of life for
many years—if they are so situated as to be able to favor
themselves. Mothers who come under this head may suffer
for years from hcmoptyses and various kinds of invalidism
imposed by tuberculosis ; and during this period may give
birth to seemingly healthy children, who remain healthy
for years. The author believes that women actually known
to be tuberculous should never nurse their infants; those
who are merely suspected of tuberculosis may nurse their
infants under medical supervision until a clearer diagnosis
is made. The nursing of an infant by a known tuberculous
mother constitutes a double menace, prejudicial both to the

child and the adult. In the warfare against tuberculosis

this contingency should be abolished at the start. The au-

thor does not incorporate in his conclusions any reference to

the ability of a tuberculous mother to infect an infant born
healthy, although he does justice to this possibility in the

text of his article. But too many problems arise in this

connection to be decided offhand. There is the question of

direct bacillary transmission, the question of direct absorp-

tion of toxins, and finally the matter of inheritance of

defective resistance to disease. The incidence of tubercu-

losis among short-lived folk of any kind is very large,

and all pathologists know to what extent diabetics, lepers,

syphilitics, and similar victims succumb at last to tubercu-

losis; this is true to some degree of those of neuropathic

inheritance. The author describes the instance of a tuber-

culous mother striving to nurse her child according^ to

theoretic requirements. The effort is enonnous. the
mother, besides responsibility for her own nutrition, is

obliged to be answerable for every detail in the care of

the child. She is up at all hours, preparing, sterilizing and
what not—and the drain on her powers would appear to be

out of proportion to the possible good derived by the child.

In other words, what she loses the infant by no means
gains.

Treatment of Placenta Previa.—Hofmeier states that
the entire subject of the treatment of placenta previa has

been stirred up of late by the advocacy of the cesarean
section and of various equivalent intravaginal procedures.

He states that during one year in Schroeder's "time he
was called upon to superintend 37 cases of this compli-
cation in Berlin services, and that of this number he
lost but one mother, who was not under complete con-
trol, and evidently infected from gross carelessness. She
died of pyemia on the 17th day. The case was in-

trinsically not more severe than that of many patients

who recovered. The author's 36 survivors were deliv-

ered by the combined procedure of Braxton Hicks or

simply left to spontaneous birth. In 19 of the 37 cases

the condition was one of placenta previa totalis. This
result was much better than the average then obtain-

able, just as it is much superior to many to-day, at least

as far as the mothers are concerned. But under this

treatment the child mortality is heavy. To attempt to

lighten this Kiistner warmly advocated metreurysis. It

must be remembered, however, that the child mortality
depends largely on death in utero before the case even
comes to consultation. In Hofmeier's services metreurysis

was never used until 1903. Before that period he de-

pended, as already stated, on spontaneous delivery (merely
rupturing the membranes) or the Braxton Hicks
maneuver. In a series of lOO placenta previas since 1889
the maternal mortality was 8, but 5 of the deaths in no
wise depended on the mode of delivery, as death would
doubtless have occurred under any form (acute miliary

tuberculosis, fulminating sepsis, eclampsia, etc). It would
be important to know whether or not Cesarean section

could have saved these three mothers ; but the mortality

is so low that it is hardly greater than in many series of

miscellaneous labors. The matter of more signal interest

is the child mortality with especial reference to metreu-
rysis. In 55 labors with placenta previa before the intro-

duction of this resource, the child mortality was 59 per
cent, while in 19 labors with metreurysis, 14 infants were
born alive—and some of these were premature—which
means a mortality of but 26 per cent. In order to elim-

inate the prematures from mortality tables it is the custom
in some clinics to divide labors into those before and
after the thirty-second week, and by any method of de-

livery, the child mortality must be materially modified

by this distinction. The author believes that severe sur-

gical measures should not come into routine use in pla-

centa previa, although they may possess a narrow field in

special cases.

Pathology of the Suprarenal Bodies.—Roessle's article

is concerned largely with autopsy findings, including

studies on the fetus. He knows of no case of total absence

of these glands, hut hypoplasia is very common, and af-

fects sometimes the cortex and sometimes the medulla.

In no case has there been total defect of either part as a

primary condition. Hypoplasia often accompanies the

status lymphaticus. In order to get a definite idea of

what total absence of suprarenal tissue means we have
evidently to depend wholly on changes due to disease.

We know that the adrenalin producing substance becomes
completely exhausted under a variety of conditions

—

general narcosis and acute intoxications, and excessive

muscular activitj', including convulsions and tetanus.

Paradoxic chloroform deaths have been explained by the

fact that there was a natural defect of medullary sub-

stance. Fully as significant as hypoplasia is hypertrophy
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of the suprarenals. Congenital enlargement, as seen in

a few cases of dead fetus, has seemed to be associated
with a hypertrophy of certain other organs, as the uterus,
indicating a sort of precocious development. The gland
of one side may undergo compensatory hypertrophy if

the opposite one is removed or destroyed. Of great in-

terest is a connection which seems to exist between hyper-
trophy of the medulla and tendency to hemorrhages; as
if a state of plethora was induced by overaction of the
adrenalin producing tissues. The losses of blood occur
under conditions which favor such losses, but why tliey

should occur in one patient and not in another may be
bound up in part in this subject of suprarenal plethora.
The author concludes with the lines of experimental work-
necessary to throw light on this subject.

Methods for Demonstrating Oxidizing and Reducing
Substances in the Body.—Loele gives brief mention of
several methods whi^i are put forward rather for trial

than as well-tested resources for diagnosis. The granules
of the oxyphile cells of the leucocytes in the pulp of the
spleen, those of the salivary gland epithelium, etc., have
the property, in alcohol solutions of phenol, of assuming
a yellowish to black hue. All oxyphile cells, however, do
not possess this property. The coloring principle behaves
as an acid, and the intensity of the color varies apparently
with the number of hydroxyl groups. The color phe-
nomenon is believed to be due to the action of an oxidase
or oxidizing enzyme. Reduction phenomena imputed to

the possible activity of a reducing enzyme or reductase
are very briefly mentioned, and silver, pyrogallol, and
similar reducible substances are used for demonstration.

Deutsche medi^inische Wochenschrift, June 23 and 30,

1910.

Eye Symptoms in Diseases of the Frontal and Eth-
moidal Sinuses.—Gutmann has collected notes of a
number of different affections of the orbit and eye consecu-
tive to empyema and mucocele of the frontal and eth-

moidal sinuses. He first describes a number of cases
of orbital phlegmon following frontal sinus disease; while
in a second series the same accident followed empyema of
the anterior ethmoidal cells. In a further series disease

of the posterior ethmoidal and sphenoidal cells gave rise

to pressure lesions of the optic nerve. The pressure was
caused in the author's case by polypoid vegetations, which
grew from the cavities in question, although in the experi-

ence of some reporters the pressure was due to retained

pus. Generally speaking accurate diagnosis in such cases

led to the adoption of measures for the relief of the

serious condition, with spontaneous improvement in the

intraorbital lesions. In a number of well-recorded cases
the appearance of a central scotoma appeared to be an early

symptom of an extension of suppuration from the sphe-
noidal sinus to the eyeball. Birch-Hirschfeld attributed the

scotoma to the direct action of toxins formed in the course
of suppuration. Cases of intraorbital disease from sinus

empyema have multiplied rapidly since 1895. .\ttempts have
been made to locate the source of the sinus pus from the

character of the orbital phlegmon. Thus pus escaping
from the sphenoidal sinus is believed to cause edema of the

lower lid. with marked conjunctivitis—including chemosis
—confined largely to the lower half of the membrane. If

the pus comes from the ethmoidal cells, it collects at the

inner canthus. displacing the bulbus oculi outward and
causing crossed double vision w-ith no difference in the

height of objects. There are naturally exceptions to any
general rules of this sort which may be set up. It is also

true that radical treatment of the sinuses, by establishing

free drainage, does not always cause radical cure of the

orbital phlegmons, which have been known to form anew.

Coincidence of Diabetes Mellitus and Asthenia Con-
genita.—As is well known, Stiller described a condition
known as asthenia congenita, which he claims to be

responsible for certain paradoxic conditions, like the devel-

opment of diabetes in boys and young men. A leading

symptom of this asthenic state is idopathic atony of the

stomach. These subjects are predisposed from the start

to a series of destructive and fatal diseases—diabetes,

nephritis, arteriosclerosis, etc. Graul of Bad Neuenahr
tested a series of 170 cases of diabetes mellitus for evi-

dences of Stiller's congenital asthenia, and found the latter

present in so few cases as to appear to represent a mere
coincidence. The habitus asthenicus is manifested by
atony of the stomach, enteroptosis. indigestion, neuras-

thenia, chlorotic tendencies. The very few patients who
seemed to present this habitus showed some further pre-

disposition to diabetes, such as alimentary glycosuria (indi-

cating an intolerance toward carbohydrates'), or diabetes

in the ascendants. Whatever may be said of the existence

or non-existence of Stiller's asthenic constitution and its

tendency to invite the early appearance of degenerative and

fatal diseases, it does not appear as if diabetes should be

reckoned among this number.
Inflammatory Pseudocarcinoma of the Appendix.—

Milner speaks of the confusion attendant upon a clinical

diagnosis of inflammation with a microscopic diagnosis of

cancer or sarcoma. This has often led to umiecessary

ablation of organs. The subject is a trite one and has in-

fluenced more than one surgeon to abandon the microscopic

test and trust to his clinical resources. In many cases,

naturally, microscopic diagnosis is made only after extir-

pation, with the resulting fear of recurrence. Many ap-

pendices, the seat of presumable inflammation, show after

extirpation in vivo or on autopsy histological characteristics

of malignant disease. In approximately i per cent, of

all removed appendices small nodules of a malignant tumor
formation seem to be present. One author from inde-

pendent study uses the remark that "i per cent, of ap-

pendicitis is cancerous." The first inference would be that

a malignant process sets up appendicitis and that timely

removal of the appendix prevents extension of the disease.

No reference is intended here to frank specimens of intes-

tinal cancer which chance to develop in the appendix. The
author fully realizes that these microscopic nodules of

seemingly malignant epithelial tissue are really inflamma-

tory. The average age (about 26 years) at which they

occur is much too low for cancer. The clinical course, so

far as we know, is wholly benign. The simulation of

cancer is due apparently to proliferation of the parenchyma
cells and endothelia of the lymph spaces. No recurrence

or metastases of such microscopic cancers are on record.

In a word, the lesions represent pure microscopic malig-

nancy without a single supporting element derived from
other sources.

Noguchi's Serodiagnosis of Syphilis.—Dr. Sleeswijk
of the Brussels Pasteur Institute concludes that with

syphilis known to exist Noguchi's test reveals nothing
which cannot be told by Wasserraann's original method.
Under certain circumstances, which inch'de fever,

Noguchi's system causes nonspecific inhibitions, not in

evidence when the W'assermann test is used. Hence the

Noguchi test, so far from simplifying or improving its

prototype, must be regarded rather as a source of con-

fusion and error.

Anallergic Sera.—Ascoli of Milan writes in the inter-

est of preventing serum disease. An allergic serum is

naturally one which produces supersensitiveness, ana-

phylaxis, to serum injections, so that an anallergic serum
is one which does not entail such disadvantages. The
author appears to believe that sera should be tested on
the healthy subjects, in order to eliminate makes that

are toxic to all alike. In the case of one who has already

had an injection, very small quantities should at first be
used in second injections. In the case of a serum of
proved value, like diphtheria antitoxin, many attempts

have been made to profit by some animal other than the

horse, especially in second cases. The supersensibiHty to

horse serum is naturally removed by using serum from
another source, especially from an animal not naturally

sensitized by horse serum, or by one artificially immunized
against horse serum. Since children, especially in asylums,

etc., may have to be subjected repeatedly to immunizing
or therapeutic injections, the problem of allergy is of

vital significance. The author has tested as many herbiv-

orous animals as possible, for he even mentions camels
among the list. His anallergic serum, which after many
disappointments seemed to answer the requirements, is

somewhat obscurely hinted at, but the mode of prepara-
tion appears to be along recognized channels, and the

work of Rosenau and Anderson is quoted in this con-
nection. A study of the article does not inform us as to

the precise technique of preparing the anallergic serum,
and we are left to conclude that the latter, with laboratory
secrets preserved, will enter the commercial field. We
get the impression that the ram gradually supplanted the

horse as a source of the serum, although the first re-

sults were not encouraging.

Nev7 Etiotogical and Pathological Conception of
Icterus Neonatorum.—Enrico Munsi believes that the
icterus of the new-born infant is due to a congenital in-

sufficiency of the cells of the liver, which is, at birth,

in a state of incomplete development. This causes a
hyperproduction of bile by the liver cells. The child is

born icteric or develops icterus soon after birth, and
the condition is more frequent in the premature than in

the full-term infant, and in the underweight infant,

lodophilia, glycosuria, and levulosuria are present often
in these cases, showing insufficiency of the lufatic cells.

There is distension of the gall bladder, and increase of
secretion of bile, such as is present in the last months
of intrauterine life.

—

Revista di Clinica Pediatrica.
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Hypnotism and Treatment by Suggestion. By J. Milne
Bramwell, M.B., CM., Author of Hypnotism: Its His-

tory, Practice and Theory," Etc. New York: Funic

& VVagnalls Company, 1910.

The author of this Httle book states in his preface that

he has attempted to deal fully with practical points, espe-

cially causes which influence suggestibility, methods of

employing suggestion, and the class of cases suitable for

this form of treatment. By the term "hypnotism" he

means, he says, that there has been induced by "suggestion"

a condition of increased suggestibility, a condition (differ-

ing widely of course from natural sleep) in which various

phenomena—surgical, medical, and experimental—have re-

sulted from the suggestions made to the patient \vhile he

was in this condition of increased suggeslibility. The
author has devoted himself entirely to treatment by sug-

gestion since 1892. The book is based on a varied and
practical experience and is both interesting and convincing.

It is filled with illustrative cases. As England was really

the birthplace of hypnotism, we welcome a new book on
the subject by one of her sons.

According to Maria. By Mr. John Lane. Xew York;
John Lane Company, 1910.

If we are not Marias ourselves, we most of us number
one among our friends or relatives, and this particular

specimen of her type is certainly made entertaining enough
as the gospel according to her is unfolded. It is a great

pity that the genuine Marias of this world are not equipped

with a little sense of humor, in which case this book might
be handed round as a specific for their complaint, that of

arrant and benighted mammon-worship.

Traite Pratique d'Slectricite Medicale, Electrothe-
KAPiE, Radiotherapie, Radiumtherapie. Par le Docteur

J. Larat, Chef du Service d'Electrotherapie de la

Clinique des Maladies Infantiles (Hopital des Enfants
Malades) ; Expert en Electricite Medicale pres le Tri-

bunal de la Seine. Troisiime Edition. Avec I94 figures

dans le texte. Paris : Vigot Freres, Editeurs, 1910.

This third edition as compared to the first is almost a

new book. It is truly a practical treatise on medical elec-

tricity and it is also written in a broad and eminently
suggestive spirit. The plan of the book is the usual one.

Technique and apparatus, electrodiagnosis and treatment
are described and a very useful and interesting chapter on
electrophysiology illustrates the action of various currents

on muscle and nerve. The author forecasts future uses of

electricity, e.g. the use of high frequency currents in

infectious diseases, the possible advances in electrobiology,

work upon colloidal substances in the organism, etc.

Radium and ionization are considered but briefly.

Anwendungsformen und Wirkungsweise der Hydro-
therapie bei den Verdauungs und Stoffwechsel-
krankheiten. Von Ernst Tobias, Berlin. Halle A. S.

Carl Marbold Verlagsbuchbandlung, 1910.

As its title indicates, this brochure of fifty pages is de-

voted to the indications for and methods of application of

hydrotherapy in disorders of digestion and nutrition. The
ground is well covered and it will be found useful by all

interested in the subject.

Clinical Treatises on the Pathology and Therapy of
Disorders of Metabolism and Nutrition. By Prof.

Carl Von Noorden. Part VIII, Inanition and Fattening

Cures. Part IX, Technique of Reduction Cures and
Gout. Authorized American edition. Edited and trans-

lated under the supervision of Alfred C. Crofton, M.D.,
Chicago, 111. New York: E. B. Treat & Company, 1910.

The preceding volumes of this series of monographs deal-

ing with metabolic and nutritional disorders have become
deservedly popular, for they are admirably clear and con-
cise expositions of subjects in which Von Noorden and
his pupils have done exceedingly important clinical and
experimental work. The present additions to the set are

of unusual interest, and cover a field which has been urg-
ently in need of classification. The treatment of obesity

and undernutrition has been too largely a matter of
empiricism and rule of thumb, whereas, excepting perhaps
diabetes, in no other metabolic disorders is it so essential

that the physician be able to think in calories and carry
out his dietary regulations accordingly. Enough experi-

mental work has been done to establish the technique of
treatment in definite numerical principles and these little

volumes form very satisfactory working guides. The chap-
ters on .gout, especially as regards the determination of the

purin tolerance are equally valuable, and it is no exaggera-

tion to say that the books should be in the hands of every
practitioner who is interested in keeping up to the times. A
little more attention to the proofreading and a great deal

more to the English used in the translation would have
contributed much to the comfort of the reader. An
error of some importance is found in the table on page 47
of volume VIII, in which the caloric value of 100 g. of

ham is given as i8 calories instead of 178, as it is in the

German original.

Modern Problems in Psychiatry. By Ernesto Lucaro,
Professor Extraordinary of Neuropathology and Psy-
chiatry in the University of Modena. Translated by
David Orr, M.D., and R. G. Rows, M.D., with a fore-

word by T. S. Clouston, M.D., LL.D. Manchester:
At the University Press, 1909.

A TRUE knowledge of mental diseases implies some in-

timacy with the many scientific problems of life. The
effort to attain such a knowledge is well exemplified in the

many-sided activities of the modern student of psychiatry.

The latter will be guided and assisted in his arduous task

by a careful study of Professor Lugaro's book, which is

a recent addition to an important series of works on
biological and other scientific subjects appearing in Italy

within the past few years. Excellently translated, this work
treats of the subject of insanity from all sides, the prac-

tical, social and scientific. It goes behind simple manifesta-
tions of insanity and seeks to discover their cerebral

mechanism. To do this, the author treats of the mechan-
ism of the normal brain in its anatomical, physiological

and psychological aspects, and then discusses in what ways
this may be altered, and the general relations existing be-

tween consciousness and organic phenomena, the relations

between consciousness and the objective world. The real

morbid process going on the psychic organ and in other
organs is sought before the external cause. The division

of the book is as follows : First is a general introduction
in which is discussed the evolution of psychiatry as a

science. Next follows psychological problems and the

application of psychology in the analysis of the mental
state of the insane. Then are described in order, ana-
tomical problems, problems in pathogenesis, etiological,

nosological and practical problems and conclusive remarks.
Treatment of the insane, asylum administration, prophy-
laxis, and the relations of crime and insanity are among
the practical problems interestingly discussed.

Neurasthenie et Nevroses, leur Guerison Definitive en
Cure Libre. Par Dr. Paul-£mile Levy, Ancien In-

terne des Hopitaux de Paris. Deuxieme Edition.

Paris: Felix Alcan, fiditeur. 1910.

The first edition of this book appeared last year. The
present edition seems to be a reprint without revision or
addition. The author has become known to Americans
through his "I'fiducation Rationelle de la Volonte, son
Emploi Therapeutique," a book which has passed already
through its seventh edition. Those who are unwilling to

accept the methods of Dubois and others holding similar

ideas to his in respect to treatment, may find in "Neuras-
thenic et Neuroses" moral and reeducatory methods of

treatment for neurasthenia, hysteria, and certain other

nervous conditions which will appeal to him.

^Ianual of Surgery. By Alexis Thomson. F.R.C.S. Ed.;

Professor of Surgery, University of Edinburgh; Sur-

geon, Edinburgh Royal Infirmary; and Alexander
^IILES, F.R.C.S., Ed. Surgeon, Edinburgh Royal In-

firmary ; Surgeon to Leith Hospital. Volume I : General

Surgery; with 339 illustrations. Volume II: Regional

Surgery ; with 227 illustrations. Third Edition ; revised

and enlarged. Edinburgh, Glasgow, and London : Henry
Frowde, and Hodder & Stoughton, 1909.

This is one of the best known of the shorter modern
works on surgery. Although published in two volumes,

for the convenience of the reader, it really corresponds

to the one-volume manuals used by students. The char-

acteristics of this work are: The curtailment or omis-

sion of all theoretical or debatable matter; the description

of pathological processes only in so far as they bear di-

rectly on diagnosis and treatment; the inclusion of a brief

resume of the surgical anatomy of the various regions and

tissues concerned; and the handy size of the volumes,

which enables the reader to hold the volume in his hand

while perusing page after page. Much of the book has

been rewritten, and the new material includes : Bier's treat-

ment of inflammation and infective conditions, serum and

vaccine therapy, and short descriptions of Schlatter's dis-

ease, Madelung's deformity, and the snapping hip. The
chapter on the surgery of the peripheral nerves is prac-

tically new. The work is well printed, and will appeal to

the busy practitioner who needs a book on surgery which

is authoritative, up to date, and of moderate size.
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Lehrbuch der Xervexkrankheiten. Von G. Aschaffen-
BURG, Koln; H. Cukschmann, Mainz; R. Finkelxbukg,
Bonn; R. Gaupp, Tubingen; C. Hirsch, Gottingen; Fr!
Jamin, Eriangen; J. Ibrahim, Miinclien; Fedur IsjiAUSE,
Benin; Ai. Lewandovvskv, Berlin; H. Liepmann, Ber-
lin; L. R. JMuLLER, Augsburg; Fr. Pineles, VVien; F.
QuENSEL, Leipzig; M. Rothmann, Berlin; H. Schlesin-
GER, Wien; S. Schonborn, irleidelberg; H. Starck,
Karlsruhe; H. Steinert, Leipzig, llerausgegeben von
Dr. Hans Curschma.nn, Dirigierendem Arzt der In-
nern Aoteilung des St. Rochus Hospitals in Mainz.
Mit 289 in den Te.xt gedruckten Abbildungen. Berlin

:

Verlag von Julius bpringer, 1909.

The names associated with the production of this manual
of nervous diseases are sufficiently well known, for the
most part, not to require an introduction to -American
readers of German text. The idea of having the various
parts of the book prepared by writers who had made
special studies and investigations along the special lines

of subjects assigned to them was the conception of Dr.
Curschmann. 1 he resulting volume is valuable and au-
thoritative, though perhaps a little too conservative re-

specting the very latest suggestions in diagnosis and treat-

ment. There is no bibliography and comparatively few
references appear in the text. The book is intended for
the student and general practitioner rather than for the
specialist. The intimate relation of neurology with the
other branches of medicine seems to be kept in mind by
most of the collaborators, and this is important. The
book really comprises a series of twelve concise mono-
graphs, which have been carefully edited, so as to com-
prise a harmonious whole. Curschmann has written espe-
cially on the myopathies and the vasomotor and trophic
disorders ; Schoenborn, on general diagnosis ; Steinert, on
diseases of peripheral nerves ; Rothmann, on the physiol-
ogy and pathology of the cord ; Liepmann, on the physiol-
ogj' and pathology of the brain, etc. i he organic nervous
diseases of childhood form a separate division; also

psychasti.enic states (by Aschaffenburg) and toxic condi-
tions (by Quensel). One of the best chapters is the last,

by F. Krause, on operative treatment in nervous diseases.

In this are described craniocerebral topography and vari-

ous operations on the brain for decompression, or for the

removal of tumors, cysts, abscesses, etc. Then follows a

brief consideration of operable conditions of the cord
and of the peripheral nerves. This chapter might be
further elaborated. The book is well illustrated, and re-

flects credit on the publishers in its handsome appearance.

Atlas zur IMikroskopischex Diagnostik der Gyn.\kolo-
gie; nebst einer Anleitung und eriaiiterndem Text. By
Priv. Doz. Dr. Rudolf Jolly, Oberartz der konigl.-L'ui-

versitats-Frauenklinik zu Berlin. Containing 52 colored

lithographic plates. Berlin : Urban & Schwarzenberg,
1910.

O.XE of the most marked advances in modern gynecology
is the recognition accorded to the value and necessity of
microscopical diagnosis. Although the problems connected

with this subject have by no means all been solved, a

satisfactory basis for interpreting this class of micro-
scopical findings has been devised and is now in fairly

general use. To Olshausen must be given the credit for

first calling the attention of the profession to the value

of examining uterine scrapings in the differential diagnosis

of certain conditions, from which these methods have
since developed. The latest and most complete contribu-

tion to the science of microscopical diagnosis has just

been brought out in the form of an illustrated manual by

Jolly, who has had an extended experience with the sub-

ject as an assistant in the pathological department of the

"Frauenklinik." His book consists of a series of over

fifty lithographed plates in which are represented the

dominant microscopical features of the leading gjmeco-
logical lesions. This is preceded by a brief chapter on the

technique of the examinations. The plates themselves are

carefully executed, and portray the findings in endometri-
tis, ulcerations, and erosions of the cervix, carcinoma,

sarcoma, and polypus. The histological conditions asso-

ciated with menstruation and pregnancy are likewise pic-

tured. Fach plate is accompanied by a brief description

of its principal features. Jolly's book is a most valuable

contribution to gynecological literature.

The Interx.\tioxal Medical Annual: A Year-book of

Treatment and Practitioner's Inde.x. loio. Twenty-
eighth year. Xew York : E. B. Treat & Company.

This year-book, which now appears for the twenty-eighth

time, is devoted chiefly to treatment. Among the most

striking of the artic'es is that on "injections of sea water,"

the illustrations "before" and "after" showing most grati-

fying results following this mode of treatment. Other
important articles are tliose on appendicitis, brain surgery,
cancer, cataract, diseases of tne ear, eye injuries ana ai-
fections, heart diseases, surgery of the intestines, mental
diseases, per.tonitis, diseases of the rectum, diseases and
surgery of the stomach, syphilis, tuberculosis, typhoid fever,
urinary deposits, and diseases of the uterus. It is diffi-

cult to imagine a practising physician to whom this volume
would not be of real service. A large amount of medical
literature has been sifted, and only the valuable has been
retained; this has been condensed and put in a form
suitable for ready use, and the work has been done by
experts on their special subjects.

La To.xemie Neurasthenique. Les Neurasthenics sent
des Intoxications. Par le Dr. Maurice Page, Medecin
Directeur de I'lnstitut Medical de Bellevue. Preface
du Dr. F. Helme, Paris: Vigot Freres, Editeurs, 1910.

Some writers would have us believe that in neurasthenia
the mental symptoms so predominate that it may be con-
sidered an affection of the mind, and that it can be suc-
cessfully treated by psychological methods. Others state
that it is always a physical disease, due to physical causes,
the relief of which brings about a cure. Savil was
among the first to point out the role which autointoxication
plays in the causation of neurasthenia. The present writer,
in a study of 200 cases, concludes that all true cases of
neurasthenia are to.xic in origin, and treatable on that
basis. His book is worth reading.

Epidemic Poliomyelitis. Report of the New York Epi-
demic of 1907. By the Collective Ixvesticatio.x Cu.m-
mittee. Dr. B. Sachs, Chairman. Dr. E. T. Zabriskie,
Secretary. New York : The Journal of Nervous and
Mental Diseases Publishing Company, 1910.

This pamphlet, which is No. 6 of the Nervous and Mental
Disease ilonograph Series, is a report of the work done
by the commission during and following the epidemic of
1907 in New York City. The volume consists of five

papers: I. Epidemiology of Poliomyelitis. II. On the
Conditions Preceding Onset and the Early Symptoms of
the Disease. HI. The Symptomatologj' of Epidemic Polio-
myelitis- ly. The Pathology and Pathological Anatomy
of Epidemic Poliomyelitis, and V. Treatment of Polio-
myelitis. The 1 00k is probably the most comprehensive
work upon the clinical and pathological aspects of this dis-
ease of childhood. It is, however, of especial interest as
the basis of the later work upon the subject from the ex-
perimental side which has made such tremendous strides
during the past two years.

The Essenti.\ls of Chemical Physiology. For the Use of
Students. By W. D. Halliburton, M.D., LL.D.. F.R.S.,
Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, Professor of
Physiology in King's College, London; .Author of "Text-
Book of Chemical Physiology and Pathology." Seventh
Edition. London, New York, Bombay, and Calcuttta

:

Longmans, Green & Co., 1909.

This well-known book has been revised and brought up to
date, so that it still remains a practically indispensable
volume for the medical student. The practitioner will also
find in it an authoritative resume of all that is important
in this progressive subject. Besides numerous additions
and alterations, this revision contains a new chapter on
some typical organic compounds. By judicious elimination
of antiquated matter this edition is little, if any, larger
than its predecessors ; this is an important matter, but one
generally overlooked by authors and editors.

Pocket Therapeutics and Dose-Book. With Classification
and Explanation of the Actions of Medicines, Doses in
Troy Weight with Metric Equivalents, Genitive Endings
of All Medicines and Preparations Given in Italics,

Index of Common and Pharmaceutic Names, Index of
Diseases with Remedies, Tables of Solubilities, Illustra-
tions and Examples in Prescription Writing: Poisons,
Their Symptoms. .Antidotes, and Treatment; Incompati-
bies and Antagonists. Useful Hints to the Prescri'-er.
B'- Morse Stewart. Jr., B.A., M,D. Fourth Edition, Re-
written. Philadelphia and T,ondon: W. B. Saunders
Company, 1910.

The contents of this tiny volume are indicated on the title

page, as printed above. Its chief use will probab'y be as a
dose-book, and the snace devoted to this part of the book
is about two-thirds of the entire volume. It is a pity that
the book has to he turned round before the doses can be
ascertained. \\'ith the excention of the Therapeutics we
have nothing but praise for this work, but the Therapeu-
tical sections are too sketchy to be of any service to any
reader.
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MEDICAL SOCIETY OF NEW JERSEY.

One Hundred and Forty-fourth Annual Meeting, Held at

Atlantic City, Jtine 28, 29 and 30, 1910.

The President, Dr. Benjamin Waddington of Salem, in

THE Chalr.

Report of Committee on Prize Essay.—Dr. Charles J.

Kipp, chairman, reported that the prize of $100 had been

awarded to Dr. Elbert S. Sherman of Newark for a paper

on ophthalmia neonatorum. This committee offered many
recommendations for the dissemination of knowledge for

the purpose of prevention of blindness caused by ophthal-

mia neonatorum.

Address of Welcome.—Mayor F. P. Stov welcomed
the members of the association and said that the doctors

did more for Atlantic City than any body of men. He
gave them a hearty welcome and offered them the free-

dom of the city.

Address of Welcome.—Dr. E. H. Harvey, President

Atlantic County Medical Society, welcomed the members of

the Medical Society of Xew Jersey.

When and by Whom Should Surgery Be Advised.

—

Dr. John B. Dea\'er of Philadelphia delivered the oration

on surgery. He discussed the relations of specialist and

practitioner which were best calculated to secure the great-

est efficiency of the profession against disease. He pointed

out b}' a brief historical sketch that specialism was an un-

failing accompaniment of advancing society, but admitted

that it was not an unmixed blessing. The paper dealt

chiefly with the relation of the surgeon and practitioner.

The latter was in the strategic position as regards the

patient, therefore his attitude toward surgery and toward

the individual surgeon was most important. The occasional

surgeon was condemned and Billing's remark was quoted

with approval that "he would not have anyone operate upon

one of his patients whom he would not have operate upon

himself." The requirements of both medicine and surgery

in respect to both time and knowledge were so exacting as

to make necessary a severance of treatment. The crux of

the matter was in the question "at what point of time

should physician and surgeon meet to secure the best re-

sult" The old plan of the physician reserving judgment
for himself and using the surgeon merely as a pair of

skilled hands has signally failed. It was, however, an idea

which was dying hard. It was forcibly pointed out to what
extent surgery was rewriting chapters of medicine which

were written by internists. Osier's new "Practice" contained

many instances and in his remarks on peptic ulcer he was
quoted as saying tliat "what the modern 'gastroenterolo-

gist' needs is a prolonged course of study at such clinics as

Rochester or Leeds." The role of ulcer as the exciting

cause of gastric cancer was one of the most valuable aids

to preventive treatment of this disease and had been en-

tirely determined by the surgeon. The surgeon was de-

fined as a specialist in surgical diseases and not as an

operator. When the practitioner rid himself of the idea

that the surgeon was going to say operate in every case he

saw there will be fewer falities from unwarrantable

delays. The constantly dinjinishing mortality of surgical

interference was adduced as an argument for more fre-

quent consultation. For how could the advisability of an

operation be affirmed or denied without light upon the im-

portant point, for after all our advice to patients was based

upon no absolute assurance but only upon relative degrees

of safety. No man who was not in constant touch with the

subject could keep pace with changing surgical risks. It

was not at all infrequent to find older men in practice who
were appalled by their idea of the risks of an operation that

nowadays had almost no mortality. A plea was made for

more careful consideration of diseases of the stomach, gall-

bladder, pancreas, and appendix, the disturbances due to

which were so often classed as simple indigestion. The
surgeon's experience in intraabdominal pathology made
him to-day a safer doctor for a patient who had abdominal

diseases than was the internist since it was the unrecognized

surgical diseases that killed. Preventive surgery should be

more often invoked, meaning not the surgery on normal

organs, but upon those in which a disease process was in

motion which e.xperience told them was likely to have dis-

astrous consequences. A difficult operation should not be

regarded as a sign that it was necessary, but as a reproach

that the optimum moment had been allowed to pass by. An
easy operation meant an easy and safe convalescence. The
solution to the question propounded was to be found in the

indidvual case by cooperation of physician and surgeon.

The knowledge of the former as to the pecularities of the

case was indispensable and when joined to the special

knowledge accumulated by the surgeon an ansvier would

emerge easily and naturally as a result of mutual under-

standing and agreement. For every operation there should

be several consultations instead of many operations to

every consultation as at present. By this union of council

it was thought that the best interests of the patient would

be conserved, precipitate surgery would be checked, and

likewise eleventh-hour operations be relegated to the

past.

Empyema.—Dr. Irwin H. Hance of Lakewood re-

ported his personal experience with two cases of emypema.

The operation in acute cases should be immediate resection

of one or more ribs. One or two aspirations without great

delay before resection of the ribs might be worthy of con-

sideration, but was generally bad surgery.

Dr. Frank D. Gray of Jersey City said that the frequent

results of the routine treatment of emypema amounted

probably to what might be called an opprobrium of surgery.

Many cases go on to the formation of old sinuses, persis-

tent suppuration, sepsis, amyloid degeneration of the kid-

ney, and many of them to death. .A.mong the reasons for

such results he mentioned an imperfect diagnosis, and an

imperfect treatment. Beck's bismuth paste would often

help. He advocated what Murphy of Chicago recom-

mended, the aspiration of the fluid and the injection of a 2

per cent, formalin solution in glycerin.

Dr. Henry L. Coit of Newark believed that when pus

was found in the pleural cavity it should be at once re-

moved. He reported two cases, both sequelae of influenza.

Dr. McCoy of Paterson believed that the bad results in

these cases were due to inefficient treatment, especially the

surgical when the openings were not free enough. He had

treated eight or nine cases with Beck's bismuth paste, but

he had not found it efficient in the old chronic cases. He
thought lung gymnastics of great value.

The Early Recognition and Diagnosis of Organic

Disease of the Nervous System.—Dr. William M.

Leszynsky of New York read this paper. He said that

the primary cause of many avoidable errors in diagno-

sis was the neglect of the general practitioner to avail

himself of the advantages of acquiring a knowledge of

the fundamental principles of neurology. Hence, the un-

fortunate and prevailing tendency to carelessly ascribe

many obscure symptoms to hysteria and neurasthenia, while

evidence of organic disease was unmistakable. A classical

case of tabes dorsalis, paralysis agitans, spastic spinal

paralysis, myelitis, or genera! paresis was quickly identified.

What they were all striving for, however, was to make the

diagnosis at the earliest possible moment before the disease

was fully established. The recognition of organic disease

of the nervous system in its incipiency was an opportunity

and privilege that the general practitioner had failed to

cultivate. Tabes dorsalis and intracranial tumor had
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proved a perpetual source of more serious errors than all of

the other organic diseases combined. The non-recognition

of tabes was more frequent than its diagnosis. Many years of

observation and association with physicians had impressed

him with the fact that the testing for the knee-jerk and
reaction of the pupils was either inaccurately or carelessly

performed. Dr. Leszynsky also spoke of the importance f

making an early diagnosis of general paresis. In his

opinion, delay was dangerous, for many of these patients

could be practically cured by suitable treatment if the

disease was recognized in time. He also dwelt upon the

value of the Wassermann reaction, and believed that they

should be cautious in depending upon it exclusively. In

the diagnosis of brain tumor ophthalmoscopic examination

was often neglected on the ground that there was no im-

pairment of vision, which was a very serious mistake In

all suspected cases of intracranial disease, the eyegrounds

should be examined frequently Several instances were
cited in which optic neuritis developed within a few days

after the nerves had been found normal The importance

of other symptoms including the Babinski plantar reflex

was also dwelt upon, as well as the danger of mistaking the

cerebral symptoms in chronic nephritis for those of brain

tumor

Acute Pyelitis in Children.—Dr. George B. Phil-

HOWER of Nutley reported the histories of six cases of

acute pyelitis, all females, and five of these six cases had

influenza. The diagnosis of these cases rested on the

microscopical examination of centrifuged urine.

Dr. Henry L. Coit of Newark believed it was very im-

portant to recognize the fact that the innocent character

of the colon bacillus might be changed into a type which

was not only vicious but virulent. A consideration of the

portal of entry was of importance. In the treatment of

these cases he emphasized the three "Ws," water, wait,

and watch, with the administration of urotropn. if you

wanted to use it.

Dr. J. Finley Bell of Englewood discussed the bacterial

cause of pyelitis. The color bacilli would be found in the

urine of all babies, if the urine be cultured. If the doctor

waited for a chill in these young children before making

a positive diagnosis he would be disappointed.

Report of the Delegates to the International Medical

Congress at Budapest; also of the Delegates to the

Convention on the Ninth Decennial Revision of the

United States Pharmacopea.—Dr. Henry L. Coit of

Newark made this report:
A Plea for a Higher Standard of Medical Education.

—Dr. Benjamin A. Waddington of Salem delivered this,

the president's annual address. He said that it must be

recognized that the spirit of the age was one of progres-

sion ruthlessly stimulated in all the walks of life by the

keener competition, individually and collectively, and this

meant that he who would be measured successful in the

struggle for existence or iij gaining or regaining of even a

modicum of the favors and smiles of Dame Fortune must

be armed cap-a-pie with all the possible advantages hi

entering the list for preferment in his chosen vocation. At

this period of the world's revolution all the various walks

of life demanded more and more of the man; and further

this demand would go forward with herculean bounds

;

the wisdom of to-day would be the foolishness of to-

morrow, the high standard of the now would be the minor

height of the then. In asking of those who would be of

the priesthood in the temple of Hygiea certain advanced

preliminary educational requirements before admitting them

to the study and practice of the rites of the Goddess, they

were but following in the footsteps of what past ages in

all guilds had required and imposed upon the neophytes

who would partake of the knowledge of the inner mys-

teries of the shrine. It was to be regretted that the pro-

fession en masse did not set a standard for the admission

to its body at the very highest possible notch and then

see that those who would be of us measured rightly in

the gauge. Medical men in the language of the day

seemed to lack the grit to enforce these views and seemed

afraid in this as in many other abuses of their profession

to speak out manfully and to strike from the shoulder at

what did or would detract from their high calling. The
reason why the physician did not occupy the elevated place

in the esteem of the community he wanted to was that

he did not compel a higher respect for his profession from

the laity by the prevention of its attaining by incompetents

and thus showing a respect for it and for liimself. The
time would never come in this country, probably, when all

doctors of medicine must be graduated from the same

college ; but the equivalent of it might be required, however

acquired. Nevertheless, he who could acquire the neces-

sary funds to take him through college, and was not too

old when he began to develop his faculties and gain a

standing in the intelligent world, should in every instance

take a college course.

Oration in Medicine.—Dr. W. Gilman Thompson of

New York City delivered this oration. He said that dur-

ing the past two or three years notable advance had been

made in many of the broader aspects of medical science,

and achievements had been accomplished which were of

world-wide importance. Among these might be reckoned

the discovery of the widespread distribution of hook-

worm disease; the recognition of pellagra as a menace to

our national health ; work of Colonel Gorgas in the aboli-

tion of yellow fever and of the gravest forms of malaria

from the Canal Zone ; the ability of the Quarantine and

Marine Hospital services to deal effectively with bubonic

plague and other serious affections, etc. Moreover, the

net was drawn closer around cancer. Never before had

our National and State organizations been so efficiently

organized and productive of the highest scientific results.

Although the measure had been temporarily defeated, the

President and at least one of the great political parties

stood definitely committed in favor of establishing a

National Health Department. A medical society like that

of the State of New Jersey should occupy the position in

the community of a clearing house or court of appeal in all

the broader aspects of medical science in so far as they

concerned the general public interests and the public should

become accustomed to seek its advice and trust its de-

cisions. There were many urgent problems waiting to be

assailed systematically, such as the extermination of typhoid

fever and malaria, the disposal of town sewage, the con-

trol of the milk supply, the limitation by education of the

social evil, the questions of school hygiene, modern hospi-

tal construction, and the limitation of the great and in-

creasing variety of occupational diseases. The speaker re-

ferred to the way that some of these problems were being

worked out in New York State. He mentioned the work
being done in hospital erection. The idea was new that

the hospital should be adapted structurally for the treatment

of disease, and not as a mere dormitory where the sick

were all placed under precisely the same conditions of en-

vironment. This structural adaptation consisted in having

almost as much of the building outside of its walls as in-

side. As much space was required for administrative,

therapeutic, and laboratory purposes as for the mere hous-

ing of the sick. He strongly urged administrative co-

operation between hospitals, both in regard to proper dis-

tribution of patients and economy in purchasing of sup-

plies. A State society might accomplish a great deal of

good by maintaining a permanent hospital committee of

experts, charged with collecting data and furnishing in-

formation and advice to those contemplating the erection

of hospitals.

The Significance of the Agglutinating Power of the

Blood Serum During and After Typhoid Fever.—Dr.
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Geo. T. Welch of Passaic said that tliere was an im-

pression abroad among the laity that, so long as tlie

Widal test gives the typhoid reaction, there were typhoid

bacilli remaining in the system of the individual from

whom the cuture was taken, and that he was a menace to

the health of the community, and that some measure should

be taken to isolate him from his fellows. Sensational re-

ports in the daily newspapers of typhoid carriers had dis-

ordered and made apprehensive the public mind on this

subject. It was true that bacteriologists had occasionally

reported the presence of typhoid bacilli in the contents of

the gallbladder and in the urine of persons some time after

they had recovered from all the usual clinical manifesta-

tions of typhoid fever, but this was most unusual. On
the other hand, it was the usual matter of observation that,

while the Widal test was found inoperative for the first

five to eight days in a case of genuine typhoid fever, it

might be found to produce agglutination from that time

on for months, or even for two years or more afterward.

The reason of this was that the blood serum of a case of

typhoid fever could not produce agglutination of the

typhoid bacilli until nature had sufficiently propagated the

antagonistic bodies that neutralized the disease germs in the

system of the patient, which occur about the end of the

first week; but, having reached this point, overproduction

of these antagonistic bodies continued for an indefinite

time, and rendered the blood serum capable of agglutinating

long after the disease had subsided. And, while these an-

tagonistic bodies remained, the individual that harbors

them was immune from typhoid fever. He might carry

colonies of typhoid bacilli in his gallbladder for a varying

length of time without any toxic effect upon himself, for

the reasons given, and instead of there being a relapse in

typhoid fever, except in some rare instance which one

might admit, but not demonstrate, it was a recrudescence

of fever of another kind, caused by autointoxication from

injudicious feeding, and usually was a short course, with re-

covery as the rule. This immunity was associated with the

acquisition by the body fluids of a specific germicidal

power. Typhoid bacilli introduced into the peritoneum of

an immunized animal were speedily disintegrated and dis-

solved. And this was a strong argument for the use of

immunized serum by injection into the typhoid patient

early in the disease. By this means they should be able to

neutralize the toxins of the diseases, and abort the fever.

The slow-developing antagonistic bodies might be fortified

and stimulated, and made to speedily overwhelm the

typhoid bacilli, and thus rescue the patient much earlier

from his dangerous position.

Personal Experience in Renal and Urteral Surgery.

—

Dr. George N. J. Sommer of Trenton made a report of

test cases, comprising renal calculus, with and without

pyonephrosis, renal tumors, septic infarction and ureteral

calculus.

Surgical Mishaps.—Dr. Frank D. Gray of Jersey City

read this paper. Mishaps in surgery, he said, were of two
general classes, one of diagnosis and the other of technique.

Each again might be subdivided into the excusable and

the inexcusable, the latter, strictly speaking, blunders. To
pronounce a stomach lesion cancer, after a careful con-

sideration of the history, symptoms, physical signs, blood

analysis, and chemical tests, coupled with deliberated

valuation of all the evidence and logical exclusion of

improbabilities, and then on operating to discover a

chronic ulcer was a diagnostic mishap which might befall

the best. To do a nephrectomy and find at autopsy that one

had removed the patient's only kidney, when cystoscopy

and ureteral catheterization would have revealed this

fact showed a diagnostic weakness amounting to a blunder.

To divide a ureter while extirpating a laterally misplaced

uterus was a technical mishap which none might always

escape. To leave a sponge or artery forceps in the peri-

toneal cavity for lack of a final count or a ligature of a

septic appendix with nonalbsorable material was a techni-

cal blunder that should never have occurred. Consideration

of this subject, perhaps, might be facilitated by reviewing

it somewhat according to the regional anatomy. Dr. Gray

said that his surprise was great, on one occasion, when he

expected to remove a chronically inflamed appendix that

had apparently caused two distinct attacks and which could

be felt as an induration under the examining finger, to

find a normal appendix but an inflamed undescended ovary.

This incident was not serious, for surgical intervention was

indicated; it was, however, rather humiliating to his diag-

nostic pride and served to emphasize the fact that many
other things aside from the appendix might cause pain in the

southwest corner of the abdomen. As was understood, the

thoracic organs, lungs, and pleura, through reflex influence,

were occasionally responsible for surgical mishaps in the

abdomen, as when a pneumonia or pleurisy led to operation

on a supposed appendicitis. The reverse happening was

not so common, but nevertheless occurred. A hospital patient

was admitted with evident general peritonitis, apparently sec-

ondary to appendicitis. The history was of a two days' ill-

ness and he had walked to the hospital from some distance.

Dr. Gray noticed that the respirations were fifty to the

minute. This suggested a pulmonary complication and he

found a higher line of dullness over the lower chest than

the liver would account for. Naturally suspecting a sec-

ondary empyema he introduced a needle and withdrew a

syringe full of pus. Having settled the diagnosis posi-

tively, as he supposed, he began the operative procedure by

doing a thoractotomy. The pleura was absolutely normal.

Tlie elevated line of dullness was the liver, pushed up by

abdominal distention. The needle, introduced rather low

down, had gone through the diaphragm and drawn pus

from the peritoneal cavity, which was swimming with it.

Thus, apparently, positive findings would trip them through

unwarranted interpretation. Another point of interest in

this case was that no appendicitis existed, but a perforated

typhoid ulcer. More care in taking the history would

have shown, as was afterward learned, that the patient was

really ill for two weeks before admission to the hospital,

but actually ill only for two days. In other words, walk-

ing typhoid for two weeks, perforation and acute general

peritonitis for two days. Perhaps no abdominal or pelvic

organ had been responsible for more inexcusable diagnostic

and technical mishaps than the bladder. "Never forget the

bladder" was advice frequentl}' neglected. A humiliating

incident in his own experience was along this line. A
woman of the unfortunate class was brought to the hospi-

tal from an industrial home. She had been on a prolonged

debauch and was suffering severe, intermittent abdominal

pains. An enlarged abdomen comported with a seven

months' pregnancy and was flat to the umbilicus but

fluctuating. The vagina was almost obliterated by a bulg-

ing of the posterior wall which also fluctuated. The cervix

was high up anteriorly and the body of the uterus was not

palpable. The intermittent, bearing down pains suggested

a pregnancy with impending miscarriage, but from the

physical signs he thought there was a complicating large

ovarian cyst and he ordered preparation for laparotomy.

When about to begin the operation he was asked by a

specTator if a catheter had been used. It had not. He
had ignored the bladder, being told by the nurse that the

patient voided. The catheter was introduced and tivo

gallons of urine were withdrawn. The tumor disappeared,

the pains ceased and he said he was saved more than a

humiliation. During her intoxication the woman's bladder

had become overdistended and paralyzed, with consequent

overflow that had been interpreted as a normal urination.

Dr. Gray said he had since seen two other cases in which

the female bladder held, without rupture, respectively six

quarts and a washbowlful of urine. Any physician who
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had had one experience of this sort would always beware
of the bladder. The female viscus would hold almost any
quantity short of a buckful ; not so the male, as was proven
on one occasion when he attended a man who also had
been intoxicated for days and whose bladder had ruptured
with severe extravasation of urine from a phimosis-

stricture of the foreskin, if they pleased. A mishap of

transfusion was worth mentioning in passing. A coaguhim
might form in a Brewer tube if the lumen be not thoroughly

paraffin coated. The accident happened in the first of his

case and the transfusion ceased after seven minutes' dona-
tion of blood. To avoid coagulum the tube should be

prepared by not merely dipping it in melted streilized par-

affin, but should be allowed to remain submerged until all

tiny air bubbles cease to rise. In this way the lumen was
completely filled. When a quick, sharp shake of the tube

would divest it of surplus paraffin was then ready for use

and would disappoint. Surgical mishaps in the region of

the head and neck were perhaps only second to those of

abdominal surgery on account of the possibilities afforded

by traumatiisms and pathological conditions of the brain,

organs of special sense, accessory sinuses, vessels, and
glands. A diagnosis of brain lesions depended so largely

upon accurate and perfect knowledge of complicated focal

symptoms that the general surgeon would avoid many
mishaps were he to secure the Iielp of the neurologist in

such cases. In traumatic cases, however, the surgeon had

at least one superior resource, the exploratory incision.

The following case illustrated the importance of immediate

explorative operation. A man was struck over the head

with a hammer on the upper forehead and over the right

parietal region. A probe struck denuded bone in each

place, but he could not demonstrate a depression in either

location. A free enlargement of both scalp wounds showed
no fracture in the forehead, but on the top of the head

was a comminuted fracture the size of a coat button, both

tables being depressed a quarter of an inch. No pressure

symptoms indicated this and there probably would have

been none. Yet here was a traumatism that offered a

fine prospect of later epilepsy. To-day the man was none

the worse except for two good-sized scars on his scalp.

Concerning surgical errors in the extremities, fractures

perhaps were usually not buried but survived to confront

and dismay the surgeon. At the same time the recognized

value of the .r-ray in the diagnosis and of modern opera-

tive treatment left the surgeon little excuse. A badly

functionating leg from fracture of the patella without

operation was near malpractice, but a stiflf knee, on the

other hand, as a result of operative procedure was in the

same category. "Silver fork" deformity from CoUes' frac-

ture was practically inexcusable since reduction was the

crucial matter, and reduction could be accomplished under

anesthesia. The supreme importance of anesthesia in the

reduction of fractures and dislocations, and the proof by

radiograph, must ever be borne in mind. It would pay not

only in ease of mind hut in dollars and cents. That frac-

ture of the upper or lower third of the femur must be

treated on a double inclined splint with Buck's extension

was recently brought forcibly home to him. He made the

not rare, but inexcusable, mistake of accepting a previous

diagnosis, the cause of many mishaps, and left such a

fracture in a man seventy-five years old as he found it,

in straight Buck's extension, with the result that his suc-

cessor discovered a bad deformity and non-union. His

chagrin was only mitigated by securing the privilege of

resecting and wiring the ends of the bones with excellent

result despite the patient's advanced age. Allusion to his

confidence in surgery of the knee joint made him say

that while he believed in it he also feared it almost more

than anything else; fear did not prevent his doing it, but

made him enforce all the details of the most rigid asepsis.

His nearest approach to a mal-practice suit was on account

of an ankylosed knee after an operation on a clean case.

He said he was saved by the ethical conduct of a fellow

member of the Medical Society of the State of New
Jersey who told the patient, when approached for an
opinion, that it might have happened in his own practice,

or that of any other surgeon, a spirit to be commended to

all in the presence of other mishaps.

The Spontaneous Cure of Malignant Disease with
History of a Very Unusual Case.—Dr. .-\i.ex.\.\der

-Marcv, Jr., of Riverton read this paper. The term "malig-

nant" applied particularly to carcinoma. Was carcinoma
ever spontaneously cured? He believed it was, because

there was a sufficient number of cases reported to substan-

tiate such a statement. How such cures were accomplished

he could not say with any certainty. Dr. Marcy also re-

ported a case that was symptomatically cured. He re-

ferred to other cases that had been reported in the litera-

ture from time to time. It seemed that from such reports

it had been proved that cancer had been cured spontane-

ously.

Dr. Edward J, III of Newark reported a case of cancer

of the liver of undoubted authenticity in which there was
a spontaneous cure.

The Ophthalmia of the Newborn, Its Causation, Pre-
vention, and Treatment.—Dr. Elbert S. Sherman of

Newark read this, the prize essay. He said that notwith-

standing the fact that ophthalmia neonatorum was a pre-

ventable disease, over 25 per cent, of the pupils admitted to

the schools for the blind were there from this cause.

About 6s per cent, of the cases were caused by the

gonococcus, 10 per cent, by the pneumococcus, 10 per cent,

by other pathogenic organisms, and 15 per cent, were
negative bacteriologically. The eyelids became contamin-

ated during the passage of the child through the vagina and
the actual infection of the eyes usually occurred after

birth for, in the majority of the cases, the lids at birth

were closed and sealed. That the Crede method was
effective when properly carried out there could be no doubt.

That is was not employed by many physicians in private

practice was well known. Midwives were not to blame
for all the cases. Many occurred in the practice of physi-

cians. Statistics on this subject were practically all based
on hospital work. To ascertain the true conditions in

private practice the writer of the paper said he in-

terviewed fifty acquaintances in active general practice.

As to their methods of prophylaxis, these physicians

might be divided into three classes: (i) Those who
either gave the eyes little or no attention, or who re-

lied upon simple cleansing and seldom or never
used prophylactic drops, (2) Those who used the drops
in suspicious cases. (3) Those who usually or always
used the Crede or modified Crede method. Their com-
bined e.xperience was tabulated. There was a total of over

45,000 births. Thirty-three physicians were in the first

class, and only eleven in the third class. The results in

class three were better than the results in class one. It

had been demonstrated that simple, careful methods of
prophylaxis gave results almost as good as the best re-

sults of the Crede method. But in the large majority of
the cases in private practice, and always in hospitals, drops
should be used in the eyes soon after birth. The consensus
of opinion was now in favor of a i per cent, solution of
silver nitrate as the proper prophylactic agent. Prophy-
lactic measures were often ineffectual or carelessly car-
ried out. Secondary infections by means of contaminated
towels, ben linen, dirty fingers, etc, must be guarded
against, .\t the first bath separate water should be used

for the face and care taken to prevent any bath water
entering the eyes. Infections frequently occurred during
the first bath. If the treatment was begun early the prog-
nosis was good. It required much faithfulness on the
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part of the attendants and should be supervised by one

skilled in the treatment of diseases of the eye.

Election of Officers.

—

President, Dr. Thomas H.

Mackenzie of Salem; First Vice-President, Dr. Daniel

Strovk of Camden ; Second Vice-President, Dr. Hollimgs-

head of Pemberton; Corresponding Secretary, Dr. Harry

A. Stout of Wenonah ; Recording Secretary, Dr. William

J. Chandler of South Orange ; Treasurer, Dr. Archibald

Mercer of Newark. Meeting in igii, Asbury Park, June

27, 28 and 29.

Report of the Committee on Legislation.—Dr. Luther
M. Halsey of Williamstown said that at the last session

of the Medical Society of the State of Xew Jersey a com-

mittee was named to act in conjunction with the com-

mittee on legislation to frame a Medical Practice .Act.

After several conferences they decided that they had a

bill ready to be presented and which was in good shape.

The Governor said that if the educational requirements

were made too high the bill would be vetoed on the

ground that it would be impossible for any person to

receive a medical license in this State unless he had un-

limited finances at his control. After the bill had been

placed in the Governor's hands those who waited upon

him were curtly informed that he proposed to have a

hearing on this bill. The history of this hearing was prob-

ably very well known. There was no question in their

minds that the Governor had been antagonistic in every

way to the medical profession during his term of office.

They were quite sure that affairs were in such a condi-

tion in New Jersey that a good medical bill would pass

at the next session of the Legislature beyond a question,

and if the proper man occupied the office of Governor

they would see placed upon their statute books a law

which all would be proud of. The committee had always

taken the stand that osteopatliy was a fake ; that their

schools were far below the standard. They should insist

that all practitioners of the healing art should comply with

the rigidly enforced preliminary standard; that every

school should possess the requisite facilities ; that every

licensed physician should possess a broad knowledge of the

body and its affiliations. The midwifery bill which was

vetoed by the Governor during the session of 1909 was

passed this year. The ophthalmis neonatorum bill was

successfully passed. The Optometry bill was defeated.

During the legislative conference in Chicago, the unani-

mous opinion of the delegates was that, by the enacting of

a Medical Practice Act, it would be necessary to bring

about reciprocity between all States. They should bring

about a plan of education and publicity ; they should take

the people into their confidence ; they should show them

what they desired to accomplish ; they should be educated

along the lines of sanitation and in the causes of this war-

fare upon the great white plague. The medical men were

in a position to teach, and it was their duty to be the

educators of the people in these vital questions.

Dr. David C. English of New Brunswick oiTered a

resolution,, which was seconded and unanunously carried,

condemning Governor Fort for his public insult to Dr. L.

M. Halsey, chairman of the Committee on Legislation of

the State Medical Society, and for his actions resulting in a

lowering of the preliminary educational requirement for

the license examination, as a consequence of which New
York had refused further reciprocity in medical licensure.

Presentation of a Loving Cup.—Dr. L. M. Halsey
presented to Dr. William E. Ramsey of Perth Amboy in

behalf of the Medical Society of the State of New Jersey

a loving cup on which was engraved the following: "To
Dr. William E. Ramsay, from his medical friends as a

token of appreciation for his devotion to the profession

and the safeguarding of the lives of the people of the

State."

Address by the Third Vice-President.—Dr. Norton

L. Wilson of Elizabeth said that the Medical Society of

the State of New Jersey had withstood the varying

vicissitudes of one hundred and forty-four years, and to-day

they were stronger in influence and numbers than ever

before. It was important that all should familiarize

themselves with legislation, in which they should have a

deep interest. They should be more united. They came
nearer being a unit in thought and in purpose when an

outrageous and gratuitous insult was offered to the chair-

man of the Legislative Committee by the Chief Executive

of the State. They resented his being called a liar even by

one so high in authority, and felt that not only they as

physicians had been insulted, but the welfare of the people,

whose cause they championed, had been utterly disre-

garded. The occurrence referred to united them in feel-

ings of resentment and bound them together as a pro-

fession more strongly than before. He firmly believed

they could accomplish much if they took the cause of the

people to the ballot box. Dr. Wilson said that he had

repeatedly asked his confreres if they believed in the

theory of osteopathy, and almost invariably they would

say they believed those who practised in accordance with

that theory did some good. There was reason to expect

such an answer from the laity, but not from scientific men
who should know the theories of osteopathy. Medicine

had attained the dignity of a science, and was no longer

an art. Dr. Wilson made some remarks on the theory of

osteopathy. The osteopath of to-day was not satisfied

with simple manipulation ; he wanted to do surgery and

use means other than his natural faculties.

The Relation of the Public to and the Obligation of

the Physician in the Development and Spread of Bac-
terial and Epidemic Disease.—Dr. Philip Marvel of

.\tlantic City read this paper. He dwelt more particularly

upon the attitude toward the cause and developmeiit of

certain diseases, which attitude was only of late generally

known to be strongly antagonistic to the establishment of

prohibitory restrictions which insured protection against

these diseases. He said that if he were asked to name
the most important factors involved in promoting the

influences which were responsible for the present situation

he unhesitatingly would say that they were particularly

three in number: (i) The commercial interest, which toO'

often disregarded all the rights and privileges of others,

and which contributed most support to the object to be

obtained. (2) The ignorance of the public as related to

the cause and development of disease and the laws of

hygiene and sanitary science. (3) The indifference and

jealousies of most of the profession, whose lack of proper

appreciation of the scope of the work comprehended or

whose personal indifference to its source prevented them

from a hearty cooperation with the prosecution of the

great propaganda. Once the public was sufficiently

aroused to comprehend and appreciate its own interests in

this great question, little assistance would be required in

gaining possession of those rights. .-Vt no time in the

history of civilization had there been so many proper and

well directed educational measures for the uplifting of

the people as existed to-day. After having introduced

some of the immediate claims on the obligations with

which the physician was charged. Dr. Marvel devoted the

remainder of his time to the practical considerations of

means for the removal of the common nuisances and

active causes in the development and the spread of some
of the more common and well known communicable

diseases. He confined himself particularly to typhoid

fever, tuberculosis, dysentery, and malaria. Epidemi-

ological studies of the various communicable diseases had

added to their knowledge of the spread of disease by both

animate and inanimate carriers. Many crawling, creep-

ing, and flying insects were extremely active in the spread

and the development of typhoid fever, tuberculosis, and
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other types of disease. Other carriers, as the rat and

flea, were agents in the dissemination of plague; the cow
and other animals in the spread of tuberculosis ; the cat

and dog in the transference of diphtheria and hydro-

phobia ; fowl and pigs in the dissemination of the hook-

worm; the buzzard and other necrophaganous birds in

conveying anthrax; man himself was not exempt from

being a direct transfer agent of many infections. It was

a disgrace that about 350,000 of the population were per-

mitted to become afflicted with typhoid fever yearly, with

a loss by death of about one-ninth, or 35,000; while more

than 1,500,000 tuberculous cases were constantly seeking

relief, and at least one-eighth as many contracted pneu-

monia. It was his firm belief that these infections would

continue with little variation until the public was properly

awakened and educated in reference to individual protec-

tion and duty.

Dr. Waddingto.s- announced that Dr. William H. Welch

of Baltimore, president of the American Medical Asso-

ciation, was present and extended to Dr. Welch an invita-

tion to make an address. Dr. Welch spoke chiefly on

medical practice and license laws.

Milk.—Dr. Alexandrr McAlister of Camden said

that milk was a medium for almost every form of germ

life, and especially for the tuberculosis germ from infected

cows. It has been asserted by Von Behring and others

that many of the cases of pulmonary tuberculosis in

adults were of tuberculous origin in infancy, tlie infection

having occurred through the intestinal tract from drinking

tuberculous milk. It was a known fact that fourteen out

of every one hundred persons succumbed to tuberculosis,

and that more than one-half of the remaining eighty-six

show lesions of tuberculosis at post mortem. The dust

and manure of the stables in which diseased cows were

kept would contaminate the milk of healthy cows during

the process of milking. Therefore, there was need of

instruction, not only in regard to the milk but also in

regard to the stable accommodations. The food products

from milk should be inspected with equal vigilance. What
should be done to purify the milk when it was produced

under suspicious conditions? Pasteurization was the

least expensive and most efficient available expedient. It

destroyed certain bacteria and some of their toxic

products. It also checked putrefaction. There was little

doubt that the proper inspection of cows and cow sheds,

regularly done, would do much toward the abolition of

milk infection. Under any circumstances cow's milk

should be pasteurized or boiled for children up to at least

the age of five years. This was a wise precaution for any

period of childhood. Raw milk was apt to be dangerous,

and in pasteurization they had the only means of protec-

tion when they were in doubt about the raw product that

was offered.

Adenoids; Their Influence Upon the Mental Condi-

tion of the Patient.—Dr. Joseph Koppel of Jersey City

read this paper, the purpose of which was to impress the

profession with the advisabihty of caring for cases of

adenoids as early as possible. After giving a brief outline

of the pathology of this condition he took into considera-

tion the etiology which, in truth, was very vague and

uncertain. Only lately medical inspection of schools had

been established in Jersey City ; they had tried to ascertain

the mental condition of the children who had been

excluded by the medical inspectors because they suffered

from adenoids. Out of fifty (50) cases in one school all

the teachers and principals agreed that all those excluded

were below the mental average at their respective ages,

twenty of them being backward in their work and the

others far below the average. The following summary

was offered : Aprosexia, or mental deficiency, was present

in the children suffering from the effects of adenoids.

Aprosexia was a natural consequence of the symptoms

produced by adenoids, and only in the early diagnosis and

the radical treatment of this condition could this enemy

of the intellectual welfare of the children be eradicated.

Dr. Wells P. Eacleton of Newark said that during the

last year there had appeared at the Eye and Ear Infirmary

in Newark 461 cases of adenoids, all but 166 of which

were associated with operations on the tonsils. He drew

the following conclusions: (l) The condition of inatten-

tion and lack of power of concentration was infrequently

seen in juvenile mouth breathers, and they were uniformly

helped. The effect was immediate and striking. (2) In those

young children, having the lymphatic tendency and bear-

ing stigmata of degeneracy, the enucleation of the tonsils

and the removal of adenoids was followed by most bril-

liant results. (3) The conditions called choreal, due as

tliey frequently were to peripheral irritation, were not

only greatly helped, but frequently permanently cured by

the removal of the peripheral irritation. (4) In the con-

genital defects of mental development, the mental

deficiency was bettered by the removal of the handicap

to the general development, (s) He had seen a typical

case of mental deficiency of the Mongolian type which

showed a marked improvement following the operation for

the removal of adenoids.

Dr. Norton L. Wilson of Elizabeth said that in 1887

Guye of Amsterdam first described the condition to which

he gave the name aprosexia; he described a case in which

the child of young age had learned the whole alphabet in

one week following the operation for the removal of the

adenoids. It was a noticeable fact that adenoids were

found in a large proportion of idiots and backward chil-

dren, but he was rather inclined to attribute these growths

to the mental condition. In backward children he said

that they had all seen marked improvement after the

removal of the adenoids.

The Ethical Aspects of Expert Testimony in Rela-

tion to the Plea of Insanity as a Defense to an Indict-

ment for Crime.—Dr. Carlos F. MacDonald of New
York read this paper. (See page 133.)

The Nasal Accessory Sinuses and the Eye.—Dr. G.

Harold Ward of New York read this paper. He reviewed

the anatomy of the accessory sinuses and showed the inti-

mate relations of the sinuses to the orbit, the eye, and the

optic nerve, the symptoms of disease of the individual

sinuses were given ; this he followed by the known orbital

complications from the different sinus diseases, collected

from reported cases. From this data, supplemented by

the report of a case of double optic atrophy in conjunc-

tion with obscure ethmoid disease, which might or might

not have been the exciting cause, the following conclusions

were reached: (i) In cases of visual disturbances, which

had no apparent explanation, and in which sinus disease

could be a possible factor, it should be proven conclusively

that there was no latent sinus suppuration. (2) In cases

of visual disturbance where sinus disease was present

the possibility of accidental association must be remem-

bered. (3) Sinus suppuration should be looked upon as

a likely cause in cases (a) which reveal on opththalmo-

scopic examination neuritis, neuroretinitis, retinal phlebitis

or hemorrhages, especially if monocular; (b) which, with-

out opththalmoscopic signs, had visual disturbances, as

central scotoma, limitations of visual fields, muscular

paralysis, or functional disturbances of the fifth nerve; (c)

in all inflammatory conditions of the orbit; (d) where the

patient had a history, in any eye condition, of head trauma,

or recurring colds following infectious diseases. In con-

clusion. Dr. Ward said that he had observed three cases

of high myopia with fluid vitreous and opacities where

ethmoidal and sphemoidal disease were present, but their

pathological knowledge was still too incomplete to deter-

mine whether the sinus disease was the exciting cause or

whether it was an accidental association.
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STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Nevada State Board of Medical Examiners.

May 2, 1910.

ANATOMY.

1. Describe location and name the divisions of the osse-

ous labyrinth. . , ,

2. What mediotarsal joint is the weakest in the arcn 01

the foot? . , ,
I

3-4. What bones enter into the formation 01 the ankle

joint? ,

5 uive origin and insertion of the trapezius muscle.

6. What is the combined action of the gastrocnemius

and soleus muscles?
,

...

7. At what point in the neck does the common carotid

artery divide? , a
8. Give location and approximate length ot the hssure

of Rolando.
. , .1, ^

9-10. now many pairs of cerebrospinal nerves are tnere:

Of those how many pairs are spinal?

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Describe the process of osmosis and give examples in

the human economy. ... ...

2. Describe urea, its occurrence, variations in quantity

excreted, and recognition in the voided urine.

3. How can fresh blood stains be distinguished trom

older blood stains?
, , ,, u

4. State where in the human economy the following sub-

stances are found : Fibrin, chondrin, leucin, hippunc acid.

5. In what manner is the heart beat influenced by the_

pneumogastric nerve? What is the average number ot

heart beats per minute in (a) a child one year old, (0) an

adult seventy years old?

6. Describe the vermicular movement of the itomach

and intestines. What purpose does this movement serve?

7. Describe the glands and villi Oi the intestines.

8. Locate in the brain the seat of the special sense of

sight, hearing, and smell.

9. What would be the effect on digestion if the pancre-

atic duct were obstructed?

10. What is the office of the columnas carneae?

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. What drug is antagonistic to pilocarpine?

2. State the source of ichthvol, and give its use in medi-

cine.

3. Describe the therapeutic action of spigelia.

4. Describe the theiapeutic uses and the dangers of

chloral hydrate.

5. Give the chief source and the dose of gallic acid.

6. Describe the therapeutic uses of chromium sulphate.

7. Describe the treatment of cerebrospinal meningitis.

8. What are the therapeutic uses of strophanthus?

9. Correct the following prescription

:

^. Atropis sulphati grs. i ss.

Potas. iodidi yi oz.

InfusK digitalis 14 R- oz.

Elix. simp. q.s. ad 2 fl. oz.

M.
S.'—Teaspoonful in water four times a day.

10. Give the theory of the alkaline treatment of rheu-

matism.
CHEMISTRY AND TOXICOLOGY.

1. Give chemical test for determining the pre-^ence of

lactic acid in stomach contents.

2. Give tests in detail for indican in urine.

3. Give the chemical reason why diabetics should abstain

from starchy foods.

4. Describe the test for detecting the presence of strych-

nine.

5. What is synthesis? Mention three coal-tar products

extensively used in medicine that are prepared in the chem-
ical laboratory by synthesis.

6. State the antidote to practically all alkaloids, explain-

ing its action.

7. What is tyrotoxicon, and in what is it found.'

8. What is the treatment for poisoning by wood alcohol?

9. What emergency treatment should be used for poison-

ing by laudanum ?

10. Name a poison, in poisoning by which, fats and oils

should not he administered. Explain.

P.\TH0L0GV.

1. Give the pathology of amyloid liver.

2. Differentiate between eoithelioma and lupus.

3. Give the pathological changes occurring in a fracture

of the skull at the base.

4. Give the pathology of the first and third stages of

lobar pneumonia.
5. Give the pathology of erysipelas.

6. Give the pathology of pseudoleuKaemia.

7. Give the pathology of tabes dorsalis.

8. Discuss the pathology of gallstone disease.

9. Give the patholosrv- of acute gastritis.

10. Discuss the changes occurring in the spleen during

an attack of typhoid fever.

BACTERIOLOGY.

1. How is yellow fever conveyed, and how would you

prevent its spread?
2. How would you manage a case of typhoid fever in a

country with very poor sanitary conditions to prevent its

spread ?

3. Describe and name the bacillus of diphtheria.

4. How would you detect the tubercle bacillus. De-
scribe it.

5. Describe the Streptococcus pyogenes and Staphylo-

coccus aureus, and where are they found?
6. What is meant by the terms antitoxin and immuniza-

tion?

7. What do you know of the Noguchi method of the

serum diagnosis of syphilis?

8. How is tetanus antitoxin prepared and how does it

act?

9. Describe the Streptothrix actinomyces.
10. Describe the Gram method of staining for bacteria.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

1. Discuss autointoxication.

2. Give etiology, symptoms, and treatment of dilatation

of the heart.

3. Differentiate typhoid fever, malaria, and septicemia.

4. Describe the characteristic symptoms and course of

morbilli.

5. What are the symptoms of abscess of the lung?

6. What is the etiology of progressive muscular atrophy?

7. Give the general symptoms of brain tumor.
8. Differentiate empyema from pulmonary abscess.

9. In what cases would the ophthalmoscope aid in diag-

nosis?
10. Describe a typical case of laryngismus stridulrs.

OBSTETRCS.

1. Give the signs, approximate weight and length, and
two principal diameters of the cranium of a fully de-

veloped fetus.

2. In what proportion to single fetuses do twins de-

velop? Triples to single fetuses?

3-4. Give diagnosis of fetal syphilis. What particular

sign is most suggestive and generally accepted?

5. Give treatment for inevitable abortion.

6-7. Give your technique in treatment of face presenta-

tion, ./hat is the fetal mortality in such cases? What that

of the maternal?
8. Give treatment of post-partum hemorrhage.
9-10. Give treatment for prolapsed cord. In whose posi-

tion is it generally recommended that the patient be placed?

1. Describe the anastomosis which takes place after liga-

tion of the femoral artery at its middle third.

2. At what point is paracentesis thoracis preferably per-

formed?
3. What is an adenoma? Give plan of treatment.

4. Through what channels is carcinoma disseminated?

5. Where is the swelling and fluctuation most prominent
in synovitis of the ankle joint?

6. Give a classification, either original or from compe-
tent authority, nf burns.

7. What are the conditions which render excision of the

lower jaw advisable?

8. What are the complications of dislocation of the hip?

9. Name the varieties of shoulder joint dislocation.

10. What operations are performed for intractab'e neu-

ralgia of the fifth nerve?

GEMITOURINARY .\Nn DERMATOLOGY.

1. Give the symptoms necessitating fixation of a floating

kidney, and describe the operation.

2. Give the local treatment of venereal bubo.

3. What is hydrocele? Describe operations for its cure,

and state your choice.

4. Describe syphilis in all its stages, and give treatment

of each stage.

5. Give svmptoms of stone in the bladder.
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6. Mention the most common sites of epitheliomata.

7. What is xanthoma?
8. What are the causes and treatment of keloid?

9. What are the causes, symptoms, and treatment of
bromidrosis?

10. What are the causes, symptoms, and treatment of

pompholyx ?

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Nevada State Board of Medical Examiners.

May 2, 1910.

1. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 759; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908J, page 1174.

2. The astragaloscaphoid is the weakest mediotarsal
joint in the arch of the foot.

3 and 4. The astragalus, internal malleolus (of tibia),

and external malleolus (of fibula).

5. Trapezius. Origin: External occipital protuberance,

and superior curved line of occipital bone, ligamentum
nuch^, spinous process of seventh cervical and twelfth
dorsal vertebra. Insertion: Clavicle, acromion process,

spnie of scapula.

6. Combined action of gastrocnemius and soleus: To
extend the foot ; for use in standing, walking, dancing,
and leaping ; to raise heel and whole body.

7. The common carotid artery divides opposite the upper
border of the thyroid cartilage.

8. Draw a straight line over the top of the scalp from
the inion to the glabella; bisect this line, and half an inch

posterior to the midpoint draw a line downward and for-

ward at an angle of 67.5° for a distance of three and one-
half inches. This line will represent the location of the

fissure of Rolando.
9 and 10. There are thirty-one pairs of spinal nerves

and twelve pairs of cranial nerves, making forty-three pairs

of cerebrospinal nerves.

physiology.

1. Osmosis: "If two different liquids are separated from
each other by a porous partition, a current sets in from
each liquid to the other. The strength of these currents

depends on the facility with which the liquids are imbibed
by the partition and the tendency the two fluids have to

mix with each other ; the fluid which soaks most rapidly

into the partition,

—

i.e. that which wets it most readily

—

passes through it most rapidly. If a bladder be filled with
syrup and immersed in water, the water will pass into the

bladder more rapidly than the syrup passes out, and may
so far raise the pressure in the interior of the bladder as

to burst it. The water is said to pass into the bladder by
endosmosis, and the syrup to pass out by exosmosis.
Dialvsis differs from osmosis in this : In dialysis a crystal

loid in solution passes into a fluid, which contains a smaller

quantity of the crystalloid ; osmosis occurs at the same
time, but the phenomena are quite distinct. The law of

osmosis deals only with the currents of liquid. The blood-

vessels of the alimentary canal absorb fluids by osmosis.

The plasma has only a very slight tendency to pass out of

the vessels, while the liquids contained in the alimentary

canal pass into the blood with great readiness. The laws

of osmosis are: (i) The liquids must be of different densi-

ties. (2) They must be capable of mixing with each other.

(3) The membrane must be permeable to at least one of

the liquids. (4) The current produced is greater the

greater the tendency of the liquid to permeate the mem-
brane—the greater current is spoken of as endosmosis,

the lesser as exosmosis. All these conditions e.xist between
the blood and the fluids with which the blood-vessels are

surrounded, and the fluids outside the vessels pass into

them more readily than the blood plasma escapes. Endos-
mosis usually occurs from a lower to a higher pressure."

—

(Aids to Physiology.)
2. Urea has the formula CO(NH.),; it "crystallizes in

transparent needles or four-sided prisms, without Aq ;
per-

manent in air ; odorless, having a cooling, slightly bitter

taste, resembling that of saltpeter. Soluble in an equal

weight of cold water, very soluble in boiling water, and
in five parts of cold or one part of hot alcohol, the solu-

tions being neutral in reaction. At 248° F. it melts, and
slightly above that temperature is decomposed. It is found
in the blood, chyle, lymph, humors of the eye, saliva, per-

spiration, bile, milk, serous fluids, amniotic and allantoic

fluids, and especially in the urine." Urea is always present

in the urine, a healthy man excreting about 500 grains of

urea daily. Pathologically, the amount of urea excreted
may be diminished or increased, as follows: A diminution
may be due to some condition interfering with the normal
transformation of protems in the body, as in certain chronic
diseases. More frequently, however, a diminished propor-
tion of urea in the urine is not due to a diminution in the
production, but to the fact that the urea formed has not
been separated by the kidneys, as in uremia and in diseases
attended with dropsical effusions. Pathologically it is iit-

creased in the early stages of all acute febrile diseases,
except when these arc attended by the formation of drop-
sical deposits or by diarrhea; during reabsorption of drop-
sical fluids ; in both forms of diabetes, and in chronic in-
terstitial nephritis.

Test for urea: Evaporate a few drops of the urine on
a glaSs slide, moisten the residue with nitric acid, allow
It to crystallize ; crystals of urea nitrate will be recognized
under the microscope.

3. Fresh blood stains are of a bright red color, contain
hemoglobin, and may show corpuscles ; but after a short
time of exposure (anywhere from one to five or six days)
the stain becomes reddish-brown or brown, and contains
hematin crystals, recognizable in solution by their spectro-
scopic absorption bands.

4. Fibrin is found in blood and lymph ; chondrin, in

cartilage and bone ; leucin, in pancreas and spleen ; hippuric
acid, in the urine.

5. It is slowed or inhibited, (a) About 108 to 130 beats.
(ft) About 60 to 65 beats.

6. See Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), pages 1288 and 1330.
The purpose is to propel the contents.

7. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1062; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), pages 1298 to 1304, and 1326.

8. Center for sight; is located in the occipital lobe; for
hearing, in the first temporal convolution; for smell, in

the uncinate gyrus.

9. If the pancreatic duct were obstructed, there would
be a decided diminution in the activity of the digestion of
all kinds of foods—particularly of proteids and fats; there
would be noticeable carbohydrate indigestion, and starch
and fat would be abundant in the stools.

10. The office of the Colummc carnca is: To prevent too
great dilatation of the ventricles; to regulate their con-
traction; and (through the chordae tendinea;) to prevent
the mitral and tricuspid valves from being turned into the

auricles.

materia medica and therapeutics.

1. Atropine.
2. Ichthvol. Source: A quartz containing the fossilized

remains of fish. Therapeutic uses: Skin diseases (eczema
and psoriasis), to remove inflammatory processes and their

products ; also in rheumatism, erysipelas, and for ulcers

of the leg.

3. Spigelia is an anthelmintic against lumbricoid worms.
4. Therapeutic indications for use of chloral: As a

hypnotic (in absence of pain) ; as an antiseptic, in a I per
cent, solution; in cases of acute mania or delirium tremens;
in nervous dyspepsia, in fevers with high temperature, ex-
citement, restlessness, etc.; in seasickness; in tedious labor,

to relax a rigid os, and for uterine inertia; for nocturnal
epilepsy; for infantile convulsions, chorea, whooping cough,
and laryngysmus stridulus ; in tetanus and strychnine poi-

soning it is said to be antagonistic; as an antipruritic,

Dangers: Habit formation; depression of body tempera-
ture ; it also slows and weakens the heart, lowers blood
pressure, and depresses respiration.

5. Gallic acid. .'Source: Tannic acid (from nut galls).

Dose: 15 grains.

6. The therapeutic uses of chromium sulphate are of
such very recent recognition that they are not even men-
tioned in the most modern textbooks. From the literature

put out by the chemists who prepare and sell it we extract

the following: The diseases in which it has been used with
success are : Cirrhosis of the female breast, castration,

menopause, functional impotency in men, chronic alcohol-
ism, nervous vomiting and vomiting in pregnancy, neuras-
thenia, locomotor ataxia, exophthalmic goiter, and the mi-
graines.

7. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 149;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 164.

8. Indications for strophanthus: As a cardiac stimulant;
in mitral or aortic obstruction; in cardiac dilatation; pal-

pitation; alcoholism; exophthalmic goiter; nephritis; when
heart action is feeble but rapid, and accompanied by low
arterial tension ; in general, same as digitalis.

9. IJ. Atropins sulphatis. gr. 16/100.
Potassii iodidi, Jss.

Infusi digitalis, 3ss.

Elixiris simplicis, q.s. ad Jij. M.
Sig.—One teaspoonful in water four times a day.
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10. The alkaline method in the treatment of rheumatism
consists in : The internal administration of sufficiently

large doses of alkaline salts to render the urnie quickly

alkaline; in maintaining this alkaline reaction as long as

the rheumatic symptoms continue ; and in gradually allow-

ing a neutral or acid reaction to return by gradually di-

minishing the alkalies as the symptoms decline. It is

claimed for this method that, as the alkalies begin to ex-

hibit their action on the system, the whole aspect of the

case becomes more favorable, the general distress being

alleviated, the temperature falling, and the local symptoms
relieved ; that these favorable effects continue to become
more and more marked, until the rheumatic condition has

disappeared; that the average duration of the attack is

greatly shortened; and that the proportion of visceral af-

fections is much reduced.— (From Quain's Dictionary of
Medicine.)

CHEMISTRY AXD TOXICOLOGY.

1. "The presence of lactic acid is detected by Uffelmann's
reagent, which consists of a solution of I'ejClo and phenol,

diluted to an amethyst-blue color, which is changed to yel-

low by lactic acid. In order to avoid error by the action

of other substances which have a like action upon the re-

agent, 10 c.c. of the filtered gastric contents are agitated

with ether, and the ethereal extract separated and agitated

with the reagent ; or, it may be evaporated, the residue

dissolved in water, and the solution added to the reagent."
— (W'itthaus' Manual of Chemistry.)

2. Test for indican in the urine: The urine is mixed
with one-fifth its volume of 20 per cent, solution of lead

acetate and filtered. The filtrate is mixed with an equal

volume of fuming hydrochloric acid containing 3 : 1000 of

ferric chlorid, a few drops of chloroform are added, and
the mixture strongly shaken one to two minutes. With
normal urine the chloroform remains colorless, or almost

so; but if an excess of indoxyl compounds be present the

chloroform is colored blue, and the depth of the color is a

rough indication of the degree of the e.xcess.

3. During the process of digestion starches are changed
into glucose, which the system of the diabetic patient can-

not utilize ; and which, therefore, increases the percentage
of glucose excreted in the urine.

4. Test for strychnine: Strychnine forms a colorless

solution with concentrated H2SO1. If a crystal of potas-

sium dichromate be drawn through this solution it is fol-

lowed by a track of color which is first (for an instant)

blue, then violet, then rose-colored, and finally yellow.

5. Synthesis is the building up of compounds from sim-

pler compounds or from elements. Three synthetic coal-

tar products: Acetanilid, phenacetin, and antipyrin.

6. Tannin or tannic acid is the antidote to practically all

alkaloids, because it precipitates them and forms com-
pounds (tannates) which are almost insoluble.

7. Tyrotoxicon is a ptomaine ; it is found in poisonous
cheese, or milk, or ice-cream.

8. In poisoning by wood alcohol : Wash out the stomach,
give pilocarpine hypodermatically, and administer strych-

nine.

9. In poisoning by laudanum : Wash out the stomach
with a I per cent, solution of potassium permanganate,
give strychnine, keep the patient awake, and institute arti-

ficial respiration if necessary.

10. Fats and oils should not be administered in poison-

ing by phosphorus, because they would aid in the absorp-
tion of more of the poison.

PATHOLOGY.

I. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

838; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 571.

LUPUS.
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the aiiilin dyes, and is not decolorized by Gram's method;
it forms an orange pigment on gelatin, potatoes, and other
media; it also liquefies gelatin. It is found on the skin;
in the nose, mouth, ears, and eyes, and under the nails;
also in abscesses, boils, carbuncles, osteomyelitis, arthritis,

empyema, and suppurative inflammations in general.
6. Antitoxins are substances formed in the body, of a

protective character, and capable of rendering inert the
poisonous products of bacteria.

Immunisation is an experimental process by which the
resisting powers may be increased.

7. Tlic Noguchi method of the serum diagnosis of
syphilis is a modification of the Wassermann reaction. This
latter Noguchi modifies as follows: "(i) He prepares
the antigen by extracting a lipoid substance from the
liver and heart of dogs and cows. (2) Instead of using
sheep's corpuscles in the hemolytic series, he employs
human corpuscles, owing to the fact that a certain per-
centage of human sera tested produced hemolysis of the
sheep's corpuscles. (3) In his test, therefore, he obtains
the hemolytic amboceptor by immunizing rabbits with
washed normal human corpuscles. (4) Another important
improvement in the technique is the nreservation of the
specific antigen and the hemolytic amboceptor, which rapid-
ly lose their strength in solution, in a dried form by soaking
measured strips of filter-paper (.5 mm. square) with each.
His test is carried out as follows ; A strip of antigen filter-

paper is brought in contact with a definite quantity of the
human serum to he tested and fresh guinea-pig's serum
added, the whole being suspended in isotonic salt solution.

This is allowed to stand at incubator temperature and then
the hemolytic series added b- takmg a strip of the hemo-
lytic amboceptor paper and a definite quantity of washed
normal human blood corpuscles."— (Tyson's Practice of
Medicine.)

8. "Tetanus antitoxin is obtained from the horse, the
animal having been rendered artificially immune by re-

peated injections extending over a period of several months
of gradually increasing quantities of the strongest tetanus
toxin. As the bacilli themselves are nnt injected, the horse
does not become infected with tetanus, but he gradually
acquires a tolerance for the toxins of the disease and de-
velops in his blood a substance (antitoxin) which has
the power to neutralize those toxins. At the proper time,

when it is thought that his blood has acquired the requisite

degree of potency, the animal is bled, and the serum

—

the part of the blood containing the antitoxin—is carefully

separated from the clot, filtered, and standardized. The
last procedure is accomplished by determining the quantity

of antitoxin serum required to offset the effects of the

minimum quantity of toxin necessary to kill a guinea-pig
in a definite time. The strength of the antitoxin is meas-
ured in units, a unit containing the amount of antitoxin
required to save the life of a guinea-pig which has been
injected with 100 fatal doses of toxin."— (Stevens' Materia
Medico.)
Hoiv antitoxin produces immunitv and effects cure is not

known, but theories deduced from observed facts are as

follows : "As the various pathogenic bacteria produce the

causative to.xins of their respective diseases, so the organic

cells of the body, reacting under the stimulus of the

poisons thus introduced, immediatelv nrnceed to elaborate

defensive bodies, which if produced in sufficient quantity

will neutralize the effects of the toxins. Residual anti-

bodies remaining in the blood after recovery render the

animal immune for a time against the disease. The im-

munizing and curative effects obtained by the injection of

the blood serum of an immunized animal into the circula-

tion of another animal are due either to direct chemical

neutralization of the toxins themselves by the antibodies

so introduced (Behring, Kitasato), or to a particular in-

fluence exerted by the antibodies upon the living cells of

the organism which, being affected in two opposite direc-

tions, remain neutral to the disease (Buchner). Some au-

thorities hold that these results are due to the conjoint

action of leucytic and chemical forces. Ehrlich's sidechain

theory assumes that every toxin contains toxophore mole-

cules having direct toxic action, and haptophore molecules

which combine the toxophores with a similar combining
group of molecules in the tissue cell of the attacked or-

ganism. The tissue cell molecules being destroyed by the

toxophores. a rapid and profuse regeneration of similar

molecules occurs in side chains, and these molecules over-

growing are carried into the circulation, becoming the

antitoxin, which acts by combining- with the haptophores of

newly-arrived toxin, using uo their combinine power before

thev can reach the tissue cells."— ("Potter's Materia Medico.

etc.")

9. Streptothrix actinomyces appears in the form of

branching threads which interlace with each other. The
external ends may be rounded or bulbous. Colonies of

them have a radiating appearance, and so have been called

ray-fungus. It stains with ordinary anilin dyes, and is

Gram positive. It is facultative ancrobic, non-motile, non-

flagellate, parasitic, and pathogenic.

10. Gram's method of staining: Stain a cover glass

preparation for two or three minutes in anilin gentian-

violet. Wash in water. Treat with Gram's solution

(iodine, i gram; potassium iodide, 2 grams; water, 300 c.c.)

for a minute and a half, when the preparation becomes

nearly black. Decolorize with strong or absolute alcohol

for at least five minutes, wash, dry, and mount.
_
Some-

times a contrast stain of Bismarck brown or eosin is used.

PRACTICE.

I See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 7-

2. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 599;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 820.

3. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 103;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909). page 95-

4. See French's "Practice of I\Iedicine" (r^o?), page 320;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 141-

5. See French's "Practice of ^Medicine" (1907). page 685;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909). page 641.

6 See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

1039- or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 902.

7. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907). page

1 100; or Osier's "Practice of Aledicine" (1909). page 98'>

8. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages

69s, 698, and 685; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909).

pages 649 and 641. ,_,.,. , .- • .

9. The ophthalmoscope would aid in the diagnosis of:

Brain tumors, abscesses of brain, anemia of brain, cerebral

aneurysm, tabes dorsalis, multiple sclerosis, exophthalmic

goiter, nephritis, diabetes, hypertrophy of the left ventricles

of the heart, fatty degeneration of the heart, syphilis, alco-

holic or tobacco poisoning.

10. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907). page

647; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909). page 598.

OBSTETRICS.

1. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909). page 147; or

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), nage 91.

2. Veit's figures, based on 13.000.000 cases, show that

twins occurred once in 89. and triplets once in 7.910 labors.

3 and 4. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1009). page 599; or

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909). page 155.

5. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 619; or

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1900"). page 281.

6 and 7. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 280;

or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909). page 414-

8. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 821; or

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909). page 587-

9 and 10. See ^^'illiams' "Ol'stetrios" C1909). page 843;

or Hirst's "Obstetrics" dooo'l. page 626. The position

recommended is the Trendelenburg.

1. Anastomosis after ligation of femoral artery at apex

of Scarpa's triangle: (i) External circumflex; with mus-

cular branches of femoral, anastomotica magna, superior

articular of popliteal, and anterior tibial recurrent. (2)

Perforating and terminal of profunda: with muscular

branches of femoral, and muscular and superior articular

branches of popliteal. (3) Comes nervi ischiadici :
with

perforating of profunda and articular of popliteal.

2. Paracentesis thoracis is preferably performed: "In

the fifth interspace, just in front of the angle of the

scapula" (Da Costa). "Sixth (or seventh) intercostal

space in the midaxillary line; eighth (or ninth, especially

on left) intercostal space in the posterior scapular line"

(Bickham).
3. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908). nage 208;

nr Da Costa's "Surgerv-" (1008). page 328. Treatment

consists in removal.

4. Carcinoma is disseminated through the lymphatics

chiefly, also by the blood, and occasionally by mechanical

transportation in the movements of the body.

;. The swelline and fluctuation are most prominent on

either side of each malleolus, and also in front.

6. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908). page 115;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (igo8). page io.S2.

7. Excision of the lower jaw is advisable in : Various
tumors of that hone (chiefly malignant), and also in ex-

tensive necrosis.

8. The complications of dislocation of the hip are: Ex-
tensive injury to the soft parts (such as rupture or lacera-
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tions of the muscles) ; rupture of, or dangerous pressure
on, the femoral vessels or sciatic nerve ; fracture of the
head, neck, or shaft of the femur, or of the acetabulum.

9. Varieties of shoulder joint dislocation: (l) Sub-
coracoid—forward, inward, and downward. (2) Subglen-
oid—downward, forward, and in ward. (3) Subspinous
•—backward, inward, and downward. (4) Subclavicular

—

forward, inward, and upward.
10. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 383;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 680 to 6S4.

GENITOURINARY AND DERMATOLOGY.

1. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1x39;
or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page iioi.

2. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 142.

3. Hydrocele is a collection of fluid other than pus or
blood in the neighborhood of the testis or spermatic cord,
generally in the tunica vaginalis of the testis. For opera-
tions see Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1267;
or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1201.

4. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 142
to 162; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 274 to 296.

5. Symptoms of stone in the bladder: Increased fre-

quency of micturition
;

pain at end of urination, chiefly

felt at the end of the penis or in the neck of the bladder;
the urine may contain pus, mucus, or blood ; a "click"
can be obtained by using a searcher or sound ; examina-
tion by the cystoscope may reveal the presence of the stone.

6. Common sites of epithcliomata: Xose, lower lip,

tongue, mouth, larynx, esophagus, stomach, anus, larynx,
penis, scrotum, vulva, cervi.x uteri.

7. Xanthoma is a disease in which a yellow or brownish
discoloration appears about the eyelids and other parts of
the body. The discoloration may be flat, or papular, or
nodular.

8. Keloid. Cause is not known ; the negro race is prone
to the disease ; there may be some minute injury preced-
ing the disease. Treatment : Removal is useless, as it may
return ; scarification has been recommended ; the x-vzy has
proved beneficial; violent methods should be avoided; it

may disappear spontaneously.

9. Bromidrosis. Causes: Unknown; racial peculiarity,

as in the negro; it has been attributed to decomposition of
the sweat; also to a parasite, a bacterium. Symptoms:
Offensive odor to the perspiration, most often affecting the
feet or axillae. Treatment: Not much use; washing of the
affected part with soap and water several times a day and
putting on of clean cloths; various dusting powders.
Generally ineffective.

10. PoMPHOLYX. Causes: "It occurs in adults of both
sexes, and is believed to depend upon some general dis-

turbance of the nervous system. Mental overwork and
lowered nerve-tone are ascribed as causes. The disease is

considered to be a vasomotor neurosis. Symptoms: The
lesions are distributed symmetrically, and occur as deep-
seated, tense vesicles usually on the lateral and palmar
aspects of the hands, fingers, feet, and toes, accompanied
by itching and burning. They may coalesce, but more fre-
quently they remain discrete, showing no tendency to rup-
ture. The contents are absorbed and desquamation fol-

lows. The duration of the attack is from several days to a
few weeks. Recurrence is common. Treatment: Recur-
rence may be prevented to a great extent by the employ-
ment of measures calculated to improve the general health.
Locally, pastes, ointments, or lotions containing antipruritic
drugs often allay the subjective symptoms."— (Hughes.)

Trichocephaliasis and Trichocephaloanemia.—Guido
Guidi makes observations on the frequency of trichocepha-
liasis in children, and shows that it results, in the long
run, in a rnarked form of anemia. Although innocuous
in the majority of the cases, in some individuals it

brings about morbid states that are marked, represented
by alterations in the blood, and severe anemia. This
anemia is of simple type, and is found, chiefly, in
children. It is due to loss of blood by means of ulcera-
tions produced in the intestine, alterations in the proc-
ess of digestion and absorption, and absorption of toxic
products of the life of the parasite. Infection occurs
by water, by eating materials which have been watered
with sewage, and by contact of the hands with ma-
materials containing the parasites. There is general weak-
ness, vertigo, headache, diarrhea, intestinal hemorrhages,
vomiting, pain in the abdomen, and fever. In the blood
there is lowering of hemoglobin, hypoglobulia. poikilo-
cytosis, macrocytemia, and microcytemia, nucleated red
blood cells, oligochromemia, diminished globular value,
leucocytosis, and possibly eosinophilia.

—

Ricista di Clinica
Pediatrica.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of July 23, 1910.

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

614
277
275
133

17
59
34

154
25
11

9

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpox, yellow fever, cholera, and plague hare
been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health,

and Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended
July 22, 191 0.

CHOLERA.
CASES. DEATHS.

China, Swatow June 1-6 4
India, Bombav June 8-14 . . 1

Calcutta May 22-28 40
Negapatam May 7-13 . . 11
Rangoon May 29-June4 2

Java, Batavia May 29-June4..

.

5 3
Samarang May 22-June4... 95 SO

Philippine Islands. Manila May 22-28 1 1

Provinces

—

Batangas May 1-7 1

Bulacan May 1-28 36 24
Pampanga April 24-May 28.

.

63 70
Pangasinan April 24-May 28.

.

333 235
Tarlac May 8-14 1 I

Union May 1-28 2 t

Russia, general
May 8-18, cases 3,344. deaths 1,260.

Baku, government May 29—June 18.. 10 6
Bessarabia June 5-11 1

Don. territorj- May 29-Junel8.. 1,298 432
Ekaterinislav. government May 29-Junel8.. 723 315

Kharkov, government May 29-Junel8.. 154 83
Kherson, government May 29-June 18.. 153 40

June 18-20. fatal case on steamship Colenzo.
Odessa May 29-June 18.. 16 9

Kief, government May 29-Junel8.. 181 44
\^ Kuban, government May 29-June 18.. 16S 85

Minsk, government May 29—June 18.. 12 3
Mohlilev. government May 15—28 2 1

May 29-Junel8.. 13 8
Orel, government May 20-June 18.. 2 1

St. Petersburg, government
June 19-25. cases 4, deaths 1.

St. Petersburg
Poltava, government May 29-Tunel8.. HI 29
Taurida. government May 29-Junel8.. 98 31

Kertsch May 29-Junel8.. 1

Tschemigov May 29—June 18.

.

134 61
Vitebsk, government May 29-JunelS.

.

7

Voroneg. government May 29-June 18.. 1 1

Siam, Bangkok May 4-24 487 480
Straits Settlements. Singapore May 22-28 13 11

YELLOW FEVER.
Brazil. Para June 19-25
Costa Rica, San Juan
Sierra Leone, Freetown

PLAGUE.
Brazil. Pemambuco April 1-15 . . 1

China, Hongkong May 22-June4.. . 3 2
Swatow June 1-6

Present in vicinity.

India, Bombay June 8-14 72
Calcutta May 22-28 46
Kurrachee June 5-11 51 48
Rangoon May 29-June4... .. 41

Japan. Formosa June 5-11 5 3
Osaka May 1-31 5 5

Persia. Bouchir April 29-June 4. .

.

44 36
Rhodes. Aplakia May 22-28 Present

.

Siam, Bangkok April 25-May 24... 3 3
Straits Settlements, Singapore May 22-28 1 1

Trinidad July 14 1 1

SMALLPOX.
Abyssinia. Adis Ababa May 16-28 . . Present.
Brazil. Para Tune 19-25 2 2

Pemambuco Mar. 16-April30.. 161
Canada, Hailfax June 26-July 2. .

.

2

Sydney July 3-9 10
Chile. Chilian May 14 (a)

Epidemic.
Victoria May 14

Epidemic.
China. Canton May 22-28 5

Chefoo June 5-1 1 . . Present.
Shanghai June 6-12 1 3

Cases among foreigners, deaths among natives.

a From the Veroffentlichungen des Kaiserlichen Gesundheitsamtes,
June 29, 1910.

V yEVER.
.June 19-25.
.July 2-9...
.June 1-8. ..
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HYSTERIA UNDER PSYCHOANALYSIS
By GEORGE M. PARKER. M.D.,

SEW YORK.

ATTENDING PHVSIC

PsvcHOANALYSis, as a procedure, is showing a

sharp growth curve in this country after a very

considerable incubation period. True to its native

history and traditions, it is hkewise developing a

marked capacity for making warm friends and bit-

ter enemies. We find it both over-exalted and un-

der-estimated, proclaimed as the most efficient in-

strument known to modern neurology and psychia-

try, and derided as a complicated revamping of

medical folklore. With the enthusiast, it assimilates

facts in the avid manner of a Shandian hypothesis

;

for the obstructionist, not even the alleged simili-

tude to old and intimate measures serves to temper
the bitterness of its rejection.

While some degree of oscillation must precede

the arrival at a balance, a part of this too consid-

erable divergence should be possible of elimina-

tion. A consideration of its history, the psycho-

logical essentials, the type of mechanism, and the

application to definite clinical groups should serve

to give a fair valuation to it,* provided always there

be the intent towards defining its relation to the

acquired knowledge and facts that have preceded

it. The necessity of limiting the scope of such an

inquiry has led to making hysteria the chief con-

sideration of this paper as seen in the light of

psychoanalysis.

In the beginning, psychoanalysis as an isolated

organized method did not exist. It grew from an

effort at reducing certain neuroses to their psycho-

logical fundamentals. Because of this concealed

origin, thus implicitly expressed, many have failed

to credit the real beginning with Janet at the Sal-

petriere, rather fixing the point of origin at another

and later point where the procedure was more ex-

plicitly stated. Hysteria served Janet as a stalking

horse. His work with Charcot had raised him in

the fullest hysteria clinic of Europe. The advanced
work here in hypnosis had made for a more close

and intelligent analogical rapport. Back of this

was a strong psychological bent and training. The
manifestations of hysteria he based upon a nar-

rowing of consciousness, not so much the epiphe-

nomenon, a name for the function of the mind, as

the content of consciousness. The tendency toward
this constituted the chief criterion of hysteria. The
producing factor of this split was psychogenic. The
resultant was a dissociated constituent of the stream

of consciousness, which, becoming subconscious, in-

tegrated and grew to different degrees of organi-

zation, its potentiality being in direct ratio to this

growth. The various manifestations, sensory, mo-
tor, and psychic, were due to the action of this sub-

conscious focus upon the stream of consciousness,

depending upon the degree of interference pro-

duced by its partial or complete reappearance, thus

destroying the continuity of normal reactions.

These upheavals were viewed as due either to di-

rect growth in focus or to transitory states where
the consciousness was tenuous or reduced.

This makes up the formula of hysteria for Janet

as developed in his "Mental State of Hysterics and
Neuroses and Fixed Ideas." Its essential constit-

uents are the psychogenic cause, the dissociating

mechanism, the organization of the dissociated con-

tent with its operation upon the stream of con-

sciousness. Its application was made specifically to

hysteria. Close attention to these concepts reveal

certain lacun;e. It is necessary to go over these

gaps, for they show the origin of later extensions

which have, perhaps, overshadowed the original

work of the French psychologist. Janet, made of

the psychogenic factor a massive, vivid, sensory
impression of tremendous emotional tone acting as

a psychic shock in narrowing and obliterating the

stream. The sheer impact from without made the

break. The concept was thus limited to an ex-

ceedingly narrow range, for not only gradations of

intensity were inoperative until that point had been
arrived at where the dissociation occurred, but, also,

only factors operating directly and immediately
from without were here established. This is the
first limitation giving opportunity for subsequent
development. Dissociation as a mechanism has
never been more clearly shown in careful psycho-
logical terms than by Janet. He was the first to ex-
emplify it in a constructive and clinical manner. Yet
it was only one type of dissociation, requiring for
its production the peculiar kind of psychogenic fac-

tor described above. In its operation the break in

continuity was immediate and complete ; the cri-

terion was loss of content, demonstrated by am-
nesia. The content was the isolated block of per-
sonal experiences made up by the factors of the
shock with its sensory and emotional accompani-
ments. The lines of severance at the beginning
and end were clearly cut. Despite the perfection
of analysis in this complete type of dissociation.

Janet took no account of gradations in this process
beyond a certain difference in depth of dissocia-
tion as applied to the sensory or emotional con-
stituents of a given experience. By gradations is

here implied not only gradations of intensity
but gradations in a time sense of a dissociation
gradually occurring through repeated minimal dis-
sociations. It is quite reasonable to assume that
such would be more frequent than the extreme
type, provided the mechanism were proved as
fully operative in one as in the other. The second
gap is at this point. The organization of the
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dissociated focus and its operation upon the

stream of consciousness may be considered as tiie

third division of Janet's work. This is acute and

explanatory; the methods of demonstration are in-

genious, the reasoning sound, the dissociated con-

tent, proven as existent, at a lower level, is shown
to possess possibilities of organization. To effect

this, the nucleus must have the power of absorb-

ing other stuff to itself, in this implying further

dissociation. This absorption and organization may
proceed to a formation of that which is carelessly

called a secondary personality. Always there is a

tendency towards this organization ; equally con-

stant, the dissociated experience remains the plainly

traceable focus. The operation of this dissociated

and more or less organized state is due to a tendency

to rise towards normal levels in a quasi-automatic

manner as a repair of synthesis, this movement be-

ing favored by any conditions making for a tem-

porary limitation or weakening of the stream of

consciousness. To this Janet traced a large pro-

portion of the major manifestations. The intrud-

ing content bears the character of the reproduced,

reinstated fragment, yet failing to fuse at this

upper level, because, through this act of intrusion,

the material possible to fuse with has been dis-

placed and all associative bonds blocked. Until

this fusion occurs, the tendency towards it per-

sists. In this section one meets a strict, almost

mechanical association concept. It presents less of

gaps than alternatives. The constantly identifiable

presence of a focus, the persistent organization sole-

ly through absorption, the interference with con-

sciousness through an associative tropism seen in

the inherent tendency towards reinstatement and
resynthesis, all these lines, however sound psycho-

logically, are not sufficient as a universal explaining

mechanism. Therapeusis, the sum of these three

terms, rests with a recovery and resynthesis of the

dissociated content. Hypnosis is employed as a

means to arrive at the lost material which, in this

state, tends to rise spontaneously. With the re-

sulting hypermnesia the entire subconscious organ-
ization is rapidly brought up. Amnesia disappears

pari passu with the successive emergences. Fur-
ther alterations and suggestions are possible to ef-

fect with unduly persistent pathological elements.

The procedure stands close to a literal reconsti-

tution of the stream of consciousness. Despite
these gaps, the work of Janet in hysteria has fur-

nished the soundest material for subsequent inves-

tigators as affording the first clear clinical and thor-
ough psychological concept of dissociation. An ac-
quaintance with it is necessary for a proper under-
standing of the work of men now more conspicu-
ous in this field.

Freud's contributions now stand as the most im-
portant. While judged on their own peculiar
merits they will yet, in part, be viewed by the light

of that which has preceded with the purpose of re-

vealing their similarities and divergences. As with
Janet, hysteria was the subject of Freud's initial

work. Unlike Janet, he has come to extend it im-
measurably beyond these limits. With Freud, more-
over, it will be seen that there was infused a philo-
sophic leaning foreign to Janet, a tendency pos-
sessed of certain advantages and definite dangers.
In 1893 a preliminary communication came out, fol-

lowed in 1896 by his "Studienuber Hysteria" in

conjunction with Breuer. The concepts in this

work formed the basis for further extensions in his

"Traumdeutung and Psychologie des Alltagsle-

ben." In this order they should be read if one

desires to follow the progressive evolution of these

ideas. Freud asserted the psychogenic factor. Its

action upon consciousness he described as due to in-

sufficient reaction emotionally and intellectually.

There was no distinct, clear-cut break of a dissocia-

tive character. To meet this he conceived the

mechanism termed exclusion, meaning by this the

voluntary and persistent putting away by self of the

memory of the factor. The result would be a grad-

ual dislodgment, and displacement from conscious-

ness of the experience. The displaced experience

is peculiar as to content, organization, and function.

Its content always holds an element of an unfulfilled

desire, which implies a conative direction ; its or-

ganization is not one in the sense of an integration

but a stringing of associations of diverse type and
irregular formation, each rigidly deterministic as

to its immediate successor, generalized under sev-

eral broad groups; its function is displayed by an

interference with consciousness as an intruding or

foreign element under conditions where the exclud-

ing mechanism is not efficient for the moment in

maintaining its function.

The amplification of this bare formula of Freud's

will show greater differences than appear in its ab-

stracted form, the points of divergence coinciding

largely with the so-called gaps noted in Janet's.

Freud's first point in regard to the psychogenic

factor is important and constitutes a definite de-

parture from Janet. The content of the initial im-

pression is made sexual, explicitly or implicitly. In

the beginning, he formed this basis apparently from
a posteriori grounds but the sharp attacks directed

at him have driven him to apriori territory, where
his position is less secure. Despite this, his defining

of the sexual nucleus, his ingenious demonstration

of its efficacy in producing diverse results makes his

attempt at formulating a unity of causation a dis-

tinct advance upon Janet who held that the content

might be varied so long as it possessed a poten-

tiality for producing cleavage. He insisted upon
the massiveness of the shock, that it should be suf-

ficient to make a clean-cut dissociation with sub-

sequent submergence and amnesia. Freud here fol-

lowed another line. He held that an immediate dis-

sociation was not necessary to postulate, but only

that the impression be not reacted to. that it be not

assimilated, balanced, and equalized. While this

means an incomplete association, it does not imply

or necessitate a strict dissociation. His next step

served to amplify this conception. He sought to

show that not only was it unnecessary to claim an

immediate and complete dissociation, but that there

was to be found a mechanism capable of producing

a similar end result through a different process.

This is accomplished by his "exclusion," paired with

its resultant, the "displacement or dislodgement."

He understands by the exclusion a quasipsychologic

function called by him the "censor." We have in-

timate knowledge of its acting at every moment
when we try to push away from our attention or

memory unpleasant facts, recollections, yearnings.

We quite persistently and habitually thus censor

our immediate mind stuff. Now this mechanism
forms an important link in the series of Freud's

concepts. With the sex factor it finds a connection

in the established fact that pedagogy, training, mor-
als, and life have taught and enforced the exclu-

sion of this nucleus more than any other. The next
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link to which it is connected is the pecuhar char-

acter of the exchided content. Freud sees this gen-

erahzed under the type of an unfulfilled desire.

With sexual attraction as the most powerful cona-

tive end, persistently functioning because unful-

filled, it makes plain the reason for the necessity

of continuous operation in this exclusion mechanism.

This constant exclusion of the recurring nucleus

finally leads to a dislodgement, or displacement. This

important factor deserves a close attention in its

comparison with Janet's. As a psychological mech-
anism, its function is widely different. It implies

volition, a constant, conscious effort, varying in

efficiency and success, necessitating, at times, a

tremendous outlay of energy with its successive

fatigue ; or it issues in a partial failure, leaving as

fruit certain curious, mental compromises. It af-

fects personality as the extra-personal shock can-

not. The end results of this mechanism may be com-
pared but should not be confused with Janet's.

Here a definite group of psychic elements, an ex-

perience, drops en bloc from the stream of con-

sciousness. Freud makes this gradual, the result

of constant, volitional exclusion, so that the dis-

placed fragment fails to represent the clean-cut,

limited group of Janet, but possesses a character

radically different. The excluded and subsequently

dislodged content is not simply the stuff toward

which the exclusion was primarily directed, either

in material or form. It has undergone clianges. con-

tamination, substitutions, losses, or additions. The
manner of its production through repeated exclu-

sions makes this. Nor is the criterion of its dis-

lodgement that definite amnesia obtaining with

Janet's dissociation. Yet viewed as end results

alone, both are dissociations ; viewed in the manner
of their respective mechanism or function, they are

so different that a definite originality must be

granted Freud's concept. Further differences, is-

suing from these, are seen in the effect upon con-

sciousness and personality. The underlying motif

in this part of his conception is the unfulfilled de-

sire, while with Janet it remained the persistent

striving at a resynthesis of the dissociated fragment,

all the various clinical phenomena being made
dependent upon this initial dissociation and those

added to it as the growth of the nucleus persisted.

Freud avoids this organization idea. Through a

host of varied associations, he sees the unfulfilled

desire moving, always determining its immediate

successor, suffering continuous alterations through

each repeated exclusion, rarely or never presenting

the isolated fragment originally excluded, contami-

nating innocent associations with its affective tone,

under this cloak reappearing as an obsession, un-

explainable to the patient, or represented by symbols,

appearing in dreams or as bizarre sensations and

visualizations, undergoing conversion into a blind

range of somatic svmptoms, extending into irregular

delusional formations, capable of t<iese and a thou-

sand other mutations without loss of real con-

tinuity. Freud's therapeusis is simple to express.

Kathersis—he calls it; a reaction, incomplete at

time of a given impression, later constantly ex-

cluded, is made complete by a retracing through all

its varied manifestations and by its thorough expan-

sion before the patient. It is thus reduced to proper

proportions, assigned to its peculiar place, and

handled in an adeqwate and normal manner through

this regained and reinforced reaction. Not a word

about synthesis here, yet what has been just de-

scribed is its highest form. Nor does any trace of

suggestive work appear. In the long process of

equalization, expansion, and alteration, this must
function, but equally well it may be subsumed dif-

ferently with no damage to the facts. It is unneces-

sary to do more than indicate these merely nom-
inalistic differences which exist side by side with

other marks distinctive and distinguishable in the

two series.

This comparison of the work of Janet and Freud

has two purposes. It is directed first toward dis-

playing the psychological essentials of both series

with their respective limitations and excellencies.

Also, because a recent work always gains in illumi-

nation through even a remote and fainter light, it

has been felt that Freud's theories might show an

added definition through the clean-cut psychological

concepts of Janet, while, conversely, the demon-
stration of the gaps in the latter's work should give

a better valuation to the important extensions orig-

inating with the former. The second purpose is

more practical. It is to show that neither theory

is absolutely inclusive ; that each in displaying pecu-

liar excellencies and defects should reveal a varied

range of adaptation for correspondingly varied

groups. This difference in clinical adaptability is

obviously important, especially as it may lead toward
a more intelligent selection of method for theapeu-

tic purposes.

In introducing the clinical section, one reservation

is to be made. The pursuit of as strict a comparison
here as in the psychological section would confine

the cases to hysteria, for to this field Janet's work
in dissociation was limited. Because a peculiar

virtue of Freud's work rests in its extension to other

neuroses, it would be unfair to limit the range here

to hysteria without acknowledging this gap made
necessary by the desire to get some clinical unity

out of the paper. The cases making up this section

were largely drawn from the Department for

Nervous and Mental Disease in the Roosevelt Hos-
pital O. P. D., that they may serve as a latent ar-

gument for the practicability of the work under
conditions much less favorable than those possible

in private practice. The first case presented, how-
ever, is abstracted from an article by the present

writer in the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal

(Aug. 31-Sept. 7, 1906).
Case I.—The patient had a good family history.

Her own life had been normal up to the time of

her trouble except for the incident of overwork in

school. The mental state for which she was placed

under observation dated back one year. At this time
she had experienced a peculiar shock. A report was
abruptly broken to her by an excited neighbor that a

brother had been decapitated by a passing train. A
book she had been reading dropped ; she appeared
as though about to faint but rallied. The news was
changed presently by a verification of the accident

not to her brother but to a friend of his living with
them. In the evening, upon the homecoming of the

father, the incident was recited to him. The patient

appeared distressed, picked up a book to read and
fell unconscious : after one-half hour she recovered
with total amnesia, both of the occurrence and the

news of the morning. The next day a similar attack

followed the shrill whistling of a locomotive. Inci-

dents of the funeral precipitated a tfiird. The am-
nesia persisted. Her environment was changed but
with no deterring effect upon the attacks which
rather increased. Soon the amnesia became retro-
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active. Isolated instances at first dropped ; later

entire blocks of her life disappeared. A more radi-

cal environmental change was advised to avoid all

old associations. The state advanced ; attacks be-

came more frequent ensuing upon any light dis-

tractive conditions. The amnesia became more
continuous. Automatisms were numerous, extend-

ing up to very considerable fugues. Dream life was

filled with the lost content but upon awakening not

recognized by her as such. The affective state be-

came one of acute apprehension with a marked de-

pression. Her grasp deteriorated, and the attention

weakened, the general picture giving one the impres-

sion of an approaching psychosis. Psychoanalysis

began with the production of light hypnosis. This

opened up the mechanism with considerable clear-

ness. The book held by her at the time of the shock

had upoii its cover an intaglio head. This had fused

with her representation of the decapitated head of

her brother and immediately had been dissociated.

But the dissociation stopped then until again the

same book was picked up in the evening when the

first complete attack ensued with the subsequent

complete amnesia. This amnesic content was com-
pletely recovered with a few prolonged treatments.

It showed a remarkable organization. The dream
content was revived, displaying a growth e.xtending

from the sensory elements of the shock into a vast

amount of stuff accruing from the amnesic content.

The resynthesis was completed rapidly. The pa-

tient entirely recovered and an interval of four years

has seen no reappearance of trouble.

This is a clear example of the mechanism de-

scribed by Janet. There is the massive shock, the

immediate dissociation with a clean line of cleavage,

the dropping of an experiential block below the

threshold, an organization showing within two
weeks, intrusion of the content evident from the

first and increasing in frequency and duration in

direct ratio to the organization, these intrusions or

upheavals above the threshold being dependent

either upon an associative bond or upon states

wherein the stream of consciousness showed weaken-
ing or attenuation and, finally, the cure issuing from
the completed resynthesis obtained by the line of

tlierapeusis. As against Freud's scheme, the impres-

sion had no sexual bonds : the dissociation followed

the impact of the shock through its intensive effect,

nothing even dimly comparable to an exclusion

being seen ; the dissociated material was clean,

luicontaminated, and in its reproduction reversed
the direction of the dissociation, showing that the

absorption of material by the focus had followed

general laws of memory. Its growth had come
thus and not through the direction of an unfulfilled

('csire ; its reappearance, constituting the attacks,

had been due to the strength of the associative trop-

ism not to the functioning of an unfulfilled com-
plex. It stands, thus, as an example of that which
one might call the type of direct, immediate
dissociation.

Case II.—The family history was not obtainable.

The early life was scantily described as "nervous."
During her married life she has been irritable and
variable in her moods. She has had "nervous"
attacks sufficiently marked to require medical at-

tention. It is not possible to define these further
as tlie entire emphasis is laid upon later occur-
rences. One year ago, while in a hospital preparing
for curettage, she had a "fainting" attack with three
similar following within five da^'s. The operation

was postponed. .Since then she has had one every

two months. The attack is described as beginning

with epigastric pressure, stiffening of back, bend-

ing backwards, choking sensation with production

of weird noises, anesthesia of the left side, and

some irregular twitching of feet and hands. The
duration is about ten minutes and the post state is

that of moderate delirium with hallucinosis. Am-
nesia follows, .\side from these attacks the gen-

eral state has been changing; there are distracted

episodes wherein she loses herself for a few mo-
ments, brief confusional attacks, occasional hallu-

cinations, temporary amblyopia, a desultory am-
nesia, sleep filled with dreams colored by frightful

content of injury toward herself, a general sense

of depression with striking emotional expressions,

and a lessened fitness for work.

On examination there are found anesthetic areas

irregularly distributed over the entire body, anal-

gesia is present but limited; there are marked
visual limitation and slight contractures of left

leg, reducible under distraction. She is ego-centric

in every reaction, suggestible with marked emo-
tional fluctuations and decided mannerisms of

dramatic type ; depression is exaggerated in its

description and exhibition ; distractive states are

frequent and unmistakable with brief confusion

upon emergence. There is no disturbance in stream

of thought beyond such as are traceable to these

episodes of distraction.

Psychoanalysis through hypnosis opened up a

shock occuring eighteen months previous to admis-

sion. She had been riding upon one of the atten-

uated horse cars of the East Side when it was
struck by an automobile. She had seen the machine
approaching, rose to her feet as it struck the car,

was thrown to the floor by the impact; she fainted

and a zealous policeman poured down her throat

some whiskey of the neighborhood quite effectually

choking her, she screamed, fainted again, became
delirious, was removed to the station house and
held until a late hour for identification as not for

several hours was she able to give her name and
address. The result was amnesia as to the entire

occurrence up to the time of her father arriving

at the station to take her home. One month later,

while in a ferryboat making a poor landing, the

crash of the boat against the piers broke some glass,

threw the passengers about, and brought on a

second attack, less severe and more brief. P>oth

these had become dissociated and were reinstated

cii bloc under hypnosis with a tremendous emotional

accompaniment. The content of a considerable

number of subsequent attacks were uncovered and,

demonstrated a causal connection through asso-

ciative bonds issuing from the initial shock. Aside
from these, however, there was evidence of con-

siderable contamination in this content ; it failed to

display the organization seen in the first case ; the

raising of the apparent subconscious focus did not

bring with it a firmly woven texture but rather one

with many gaps and variegated with elements not

apparently associated with other content. The sub-

sequent clinical picture gives a transposed picture

of this. Two months later she reported no further

attacks, still very brief confusional moments, but

no further hallucinosis nor delirium states. The
anesthesia and contraction had largely disappeared.

She was still raw upon the accident complex but

there was no abnormal reaction upon the mention

of it. .Again in two months the last report showed
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an improved balance, less emotional variation as

applied to representation of attack, a decided gain

in memory, greater fitness and but few distractive

periods. A few elements of the original experience

still reappear in dream state but she is no longer

amnesic of them. Sensory disturbances have not

reappeared. This is not the clearly finished case

of the preceding type and, because of this, it has a

comparative value. The criterion of this difference

does not rest upon the greater duration, although

in this group that fact is significant, but it rests

rather upon evidence that minor dissociations were
still recurring at last report. Yet in a way, it is

grouped under the direct and immediate dissocia-

tion. The accident had all the factors necessary

to produce the break, which was demonstrated by
the definite recovery of content under hypnosis.

The significant parts lie beyond this. Although the

attacks were much less frequent than in case I,

with each revived by similar methods, yet there

failed to show any continuity in the dissociated

content, any organization aside from elements de-

rived from the shock. The supply was scanty ; it

did not emerge in the way characteristic of the

tapping of a genuine source nor was there any true

hypermnesia during the intervals. Some dissociated

stuff was still retained and that it functioned was
made plain by the continuation of a minor train of

symptoms. The presumption arising from these

facts is that the accident was not the original focus

but one superimposed upon a dissociative process

which had existed for a long time previous, as the

scanty early history seemed to show clinically. This
fundamental disturbance had not been got at by
the procedure described. Freud's method would
have here been employed, had not the case dropped
out because of the relative improvement of the

state. It will be seen in a later case that the prob-

ability of success in arriving at the real solution

would have been considerable. Despite the unsatis-

factory ending, the case is of real value clinically.

It shows the limit of the direct and immediate dis-

sociations. These may occur in any given case and
their complete reproduction is of decided help not

only in more speedily arriving at more norma!
reactions but in clearing away the field for finer

analytic work. The important point, however, is

that unless one finds the full term of Janet's type,

psychogenic factor and dissociation and, in partic-

ular, organization, then the case is not a complete

one of that type and demands further analysis.

Case III.—The family history was not obtainable.

In her early years she had been described as a

"nervous" child, easily frightened, shy, retiring,

uneasy, and disquieted outside of familiar environ-

ment; the progress in school was slow. These
qualities led to considerable limitation and isolation

later in life. Six months ago she had a "fainting"

attack from which she emerged in a state of acute

fright with a marked tremor in the right hand and

arm. Amnesia from attack showed. The tremor

persisted ; at times it would become especially vio-

lent, at such occasions producing acute agitation and

in itself constituting an attack but without loss of

consciousness. Twice there had been definite de-

lirium episodes with hallucination of black men
threatening her. Confusional states became com-
mon ; amnesia showed frequently. Sleep was in-

vaded with dreams of fire, burglars, negroes killing

men but no sex content. Hypnogogic hallucinations

were regularly present. She has been driven from
work because of increasing unfitness.

Examination—There were no sensory disturb-

ances but an extensive coarse tremor of right hand
and arm, ceasing upon distraction, exaggerated

readily by suggestion to a point where the entire

body was shaken, slight visual limitation. The gen-

eral make-up was that of a moderate inferior. She
showed some depression not acute but anxious,

passed readily from this to a more pleasant tone

;

was highly suggestible ; no distractive periods were
evident but attention was defective and the grasp

was slow yet not due to distinctive mental defect

but to an agitation which followed any question

directed at her.

The psychoanalysis with hypnosis opened into a

dream content with sharp reaction on the part of the

patient. A black man was chasing her, his hands
bloody, his aspect threatening ; he caught her apron
in his hands, she threw him off and her right hand
in falling to her side was smeared with blood from
the imprint of his fingers. She had awakened from
her sleep at this point trembling and remembering
nothing of her dream. The same dream had re-

peated itself the following night. The next day she

had the initial attack as she was picking up her

apron to tie about herself. The content of the at-

tack was recovered as identical with that of the

dream. The delirium episodes had back of them
this general content. The tremor had persisted,

however, with no relationship except to the dream.
With this was an unpleasant affective tone of acute

fear. The immediate effect of the procedure was
to diminish abruptly the extensive range of the

tremor but the confusional state and the desultory

amnesia persisted with a less violent depressive tone.

From the basis of the dream there now extended
lines reaching towards other elements present but
undeveloped in the dream complex. The first led

to an assault she had unwillingly witnessed of a

colored elevator man upon a white boy, the latter

being left severely wounded and bleeding. The
patient was in the elevator at the time and could
not get out. She was too frightened to scream and
had to remain and be taken up to her floor by the

assailant. The incident was so fearful that she

tried to forget it. Extensions from here showed
that the latter exclusion of these by her always
intensified the tremor; she felt confused, dizzy, and
uncertain of herself at these times. A second line

ended in an early sex experience, not dissociated,

but excluded and fused with the apron factor. The
effect of the latter work was to complete the case.

The patient went back to her tasks and report shows
continued efficiency.

This case demonstrates more amply than the pre-
ceding the existence of both mechanisms, but with
a distinction in the greater preponderance of the

type described by Freud. The elevator experience
had not operated as did the street-car accident.
There was no direct and immediate dissociation;

rather it was a matter of insufficient, restricted re-

action with the later exclusions partly described by
the patient. The dream states were the more deeply
dissociated and raw and hyperesthetic. Moreover,
into these converged the other lines. Hence they
appeared under the artificial working of hypnosis
as the most immediate and potential subconscious
foci. Yet the analysis thus proceeding was not
sufficient. Here Freud's method without hypnosis
worked. It demonstrated the exclusion phenomena
with subsequent displacement, the sex factor, the
operation of these in the production of the varied
symptoms of tremor, confusion, amnesia, halluci-
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nation, etc. There failed only the unfulfilled desire.

This would probably have appeared had the sex con-

tent been more persistenly pursued. At this very

point, however, the case is perhaps the more in-

structive as it minimizes the need for the over-

amplification of a factor which is Freud's chief sus-

taining ground for the fulfillment conception. The
case stands then as one of indirect dissociative type

in which the methods applicable to the direct show
a lessened and accessory value.

Case IV.—The family history shows some in-

equality on the maternal side. The personal history

gives the picture of a shy, fearful, unsocial child

;

school progress was normal, the family relations

were harsh and unpleasant, yet she was efficient in

her work outside of her home. For the past two
years she has been less well although able to work;
yet it was impossible for her to define the state fur-

ther until one year ago. At that time she had her
first attack, with falling down, rigidity of the left

side, some spasm, and partial loss of consciousness.

The duration was three minutes ; there was no post-

stupor but only a great fear and apprehension which
also had shown during attack. Since then the at-

tacks have occurred frequently, ranging from once
in two weeks to several in a day. The general char-

acter remains the same. The prodromes are head-
ache, a state of anxiety, disturbances of sensation
over the left side, occasional hallucinations, and
brief confusions. At times the attack is general with
complete loss of consciousness or, again, only the
stiffening may present for a moment or sudden diz-

ziness with confusion or distractive periods arising

from an attempt at persistent attention. When
coming at night, they are usually preceded by
dreams of which she is partly amnesic but from
which an unpleasant tone proceeds. Hypnogogic
hallucinations are frequent. Anesthesias, anal-
gesias, tremors, and contractures present, rarely,

however, independently of one of the varied types
of attacks. Sleep is constantly filled with dreams,
the content being usually violent and disturbing.
Prophetic dreams have been experienced. The gen-
eral affective state is becoming more like that which
immediately precedes the attacks. Amnesia is par-
tial as referred to attacks. A certain amount of the
desultory type shows in her daily life. Examination
showed irregular and fluctuating areas of anesthesia
over the left side, a coarse, inconstant tremor of
the left hand and arm, moderate visual limitation,
considerable emotional instability, suggestibility;
there are no memory gaps apparent ; retention is

good and grasp normal.
Psychoanalysis first showed an assault, incom-

plete, occurring six months before the first attack.
This attack had been but partly reacted to ; that is,

although she had not forgotten it as a whole, yet
certain elements in it had been lost and the exclusion
process had taken care of the balance. The elements
lost were those most sexual in tone, made up by the
pressure of the assailant's body against her leftside.
These factors, thus brought up,"seemed to explain
the attacks. Each had the left-sided rigidity as a
coiiversion symptom due to the excluded sex sen-
sations. The first attack had occurred immediately
after striking her bare body against a bureau in a
dark room. Other varied impressions with an as-
sociative bond to the shock had seemed to initiate
later attacks, an alcoholic breath, a street car where
crowded against men. dreams with assault content
or hallucinations of a man's face. The attacks, the

dreams, the content of distractive states, the hallu-

cinations were all brought out and supposedly ex-

panded. Yet no change followed in the attacks;

there was only a better affective state. This meant,
of course, incomplete work. About this time she

began to complain of violent nausea, sudden in onset

and termination, accompanied by a mental state of

aversion and disgust. She gave here that which is

common to such cases, a misleading cue, directing

its origin to an unintentional exposure by her hus-

band of his person. It was soon brought out that

one month before this, a workman on the road where
she was walking had acted as an exhibitionist be-

fore her. Yet tlie effect of this upon her seemed
not new ; it had merely served to crystallize feelings

previously known to her, but rigidly excluded. She
had always had an aversion for men ; as a young
woman she had gone with but few ; back of a liking

for those who were personally agreeable to her,

there lurked a latent aversion. She had married
only after many delays and against an apparently

unconquerable dread of the state. As these state-

ments came out the reactions became more marked
until, finally, there came to light the experience
which really formed the beginning. When a child

7 years old she had been met in the woods by a man,
a degenerate, who forced her to touch him, thus
polluting her left hand. She cleansed this hand
upon her frock. She had said nothing of it. The
memory had been partly lost, due in a way to the

age when it occurred and to the exclusion directed

toward it upon its reappearance. As an actual

memory it had functioned little, but as a dissociated

fragment it had been tremendously potent. Its

action was progressive and permeating to a degree
that can be no more than sketched. It produced
first the aversion toward men and boys in her child-

hood. After puberty, when her work threw her
among girls whose talk was not clean, it began to

lend its deterrent effect to topics which, otherwise,
might have been entertained with the indeterminate
desire of that age. As she grew older and with this

there appeared the normal sex tone, this underwent
unusual exclusion due to its borrowed, unpleasant
value. Both because of its constant exclusion and
its physiological strength the sex complex became
hyperesthetic

;
yet immediately upon its return, due

to its driving power of repressed and unfulfilled

desire, there came the aversion, disgust and fear,

producing that indefinite aft'ective state which had
preceded the assault preceding the first attack. This
assault had with it a direct physical element which
associated itself immediately and eft'ectively with the

dissociated or excluded stuff' of her early years.

Yet at this assault the dissociation had been slight

and only those sensory elements were lost which
most clearly were bound to the childhood exper-
ience. The exclusions, however, had been difficult

in greater degree from this point on, due to the
increase in strength, .^dded to this, the first attack
occurred under conditions where the normal libido

was increased to a point impossible for the exclusion

to work eff'ectively. The chance sensory element
of the bureau touching her bare side brought in all

the associative bonds described in her history ; the

intrusion of this sensory complex above the t'hresh-

hold of consciousness obliterated the stream for a
moment with the production of a state, which, in

its essentials, was sexual. All the attacks were thus
conversion processes of sex states. Later analysis

amply proved this. The percolation of the same
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elements into her dream states with their sex sym-
boHzation, the halhicinations, the confusions, the

amnesias, the varied sensory disturbances were
demonstrated but cannot here be entered upon. The
rapid and satisfactory termination afforded a cHnical

proof of the reaHty of the cause and the efficiency

of the measures.

This case, terminating the scries, serves in an in-

complete way to stand for an example of Freud's
methcKl in hysteria quite as the initial case exempli-

fied Janet's. It has in it the early sex factor, the

exclusion process, the displacement, the unfulfilled

desire, all traceable through the conversions, sub-

stitutions, symbolizations in the line of symptoms.
Of the first it embodies a clear example. Freud
has been insistent in his emphasis upon the fre-

quency of sex incident in early life among neurotics,

'lliere is found further substantiation for his theory

that no dissociation in the sense of Janet's occurs

here, but that the process is the normal memory loss

common to early impressions, those especially per-

sistent being limited to the indeterminate sex life.

It is not in i)lace here to discuss the biological in-

sufiiciencies of this theor}', but among neuroses it

finds much support. The exclusion process is seen

to have markedly increased at about the time when
the normal libido appeared. Its effect is easy to

follow and permits of a clear distinction from the

direct dissociatinn, for even in the assault, nothing
of Janet's type could be demonstrated. The func-

tioning of the unfulfilled desire is marked plainly

in the successive intrusion of content above the

threshhold under the varied forms of conversion into

somatic symptoms, sensory symbols, etc., showing
no organization as in the first case where the mass
of dissociated stufl: was continuous antl integrated,

but appearing more as a series of associations, suf-

fering varied mutations with successive exclusions

and determined solely by a content of sex and a

conation of the unfulfilled desire.

These four cases may be made to stand for three

gerieral groups in hysteria when viewed from the

standpoint of mechanism and applied therapy. The
first class, marked by Case I, is a limited division.

This particular case might well be called a shock

neurosis or neuropsychosis. It is usually contended,

however, that such cases have a substratum of hys-

teria and, for this not entirely cogent reason, here

they are thrown. They are distinguished by the

intensive, massive, psychic shock, the clean-cut dis-

sociation, the organization of dissociated content

and the effect upon consciousness by the double

process of absorption and intrusion. The thera-

peutic method, applicable here is hypnosis in light

degree, for this is quite sufficient to allow the

hyperesthetic content to rise. There may at first

be a false show of irrelevant stuff, but a tolerable

persistency soon touches on the complex. The
manner of appearance is characteristic : It rises

as a living, present experience with a reaction that

leaves no doubt of its veridity. The connection is

readily pursued because of the organization, synthe-

sis being speedily effected. As 75 per cent, of hys-

terics are hypnotizalile and the required degree here

is light, this necessity is not onerous. It is quite

another story with other classes of neuroses and in

itself constitutes a formidable argument there

against the application of this particular method.

The second class, illustrated by case IV, has a far

wider territory. It is characterized by the sexual

basis of its psychogenic factors, depending more
upon the content of the shock and less upon the

sensory momentum, by the volitional exclusion proc-

ess with its gradual dislodgment instead of the

cleavage dissociation, by the deterministic direction

given to these dislodged associations issuing from
the unfulfilled desire but without real organization

and by the effect upon consciousness produced by

the conversion of these elements into intruding

somatic symptoms in place of any pure absorbing

antl displacing tendencies. It is hard to give a

clear description of the method without overloading

the detail. Hypnosis is not used. The patient is

quietly swung into an amplification of his history.

Specific points he is encouraged to enlarge without

let or hindrance ; that is, at these points he is urged
to bring into words everything that passes through
the mind, censoring or suppressing nothing. This
is difficult at first, for the habit of exclusion is so

strong as to require constant overriding. The seiz-

ure of the excluded points is especially useful, for

from here the lines open up. The view backward
into early years is always maintained while the

generalizations of se.x content and the unfulfilled

desire aid in making the method less blind. The
purpose throughout the proceeding is to bring about
conditions, issuing from the demonstrated contin-

uity of associations, that may lead to a complete
reaction by the individual to these points thus illus-

trated. Necessarily this means not only displaying

before the patient the mechanism but aiding him in

handling the content in a healthy manner, in in-

terpretating it for him, explaining its intricacies and
its cnidenesses. The work is time devouring even
with long experience and possible here only of
abridgement through acquired skill in picking up
clues by an intelligence trained in the selection of
those vital to the series. Despite this handicap, in

handling intricate and involved cases it stands as
the one metho<l which produces results.

The third group is the largest and has, perhaps,
slipped attention because it is a third alternative.

It is characterized by the presence of both mechan-
isms in an incomplete form. Freud's is usually the
fundamental with the other superimposed. It seems
to be with many of this class that the constitution or
mental make-up has in a way been able to compen-
sate for the conditions issuing from the exclusion
process and to maintain a working balance until

the terminal shock is added as the last straw. When
this can be cleared away by Janet's method the
patient may find himself so relatively improved that
it is considered a cure. This is, of course, fallacious
as shown by case II in the presenting of residual
minor symptoms. It is necessary to remember when
the underlying state has not been changed that re-
currences may appear. In other cases it seems
better not to disturb the regained balance through
too remote extensions of the free associative work
of Freud, particularly where there exist complexes
which had best remain submerged for the patient.
.•\ general ilirection toward more wholesome ideas
may be quite sufficient to arrive at a practical result.
-Another working plan can be gained in this class of
cases. The hypnosis will often let one in upon a
point where the lines most necessary for the work
of Freud converge. It saves a tremendous amount
of time in orientating the investigator as to the
raw part of the life story. Further it is possible
m this light state to effect certain aherations, make
affect substitutions, carry out other changes through
suggestion where one has the manner of their pro-
duction mapped out by previous analyses. These
short cuts are facts to be considered in di.spensary
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work among hysterias. Without their aid the

analyses of 60 per cent, of the hysterias in my
clinic at Roosevelt Hospital would be frankly im-
possible, for one here has to get the practical results

in the many rather than refined and extensive analy-
ses in the fev^f. This should in no way, however,
prejudice the execution of a full sequence whenever
possible. The point is mentioned solely for its use-

fulness in getting working results under conditions

not ideal for the more extended methods.
The subject-matter of this paper has shown a

strict limitation to hysteria. This has been done
not only for the purpose of getting at a fair com-
parison of Janet's and Freud's work with the prac-
tical results issuing from this, but also that a certain
clinical unity might be retained. It is inevitable
that a new method should lead to its overemphasis
with a corresponding reduction in the careful deter-
mination of the clinical complex and groupings of
the cases studied. The result is twofold disastrous.
It is certain to prejudice illy the immediate work,
for the investigator thus proceeding is toiling in the
dark, but, more important, the failures resulting
from this are liable to be laid to the inefficiency of
the method where they do not belong.
The rapidly widening range of these procedures

into neurasthenias, anxiety-neurosis, imperative
ideas, obsessions, manic-depressive group, precox
and paranoia, make this warning necessary. The
underlying mental make-up of these classes is so
different, their constitutional resistiveness and labil-

ity is so varied, the interdependability upon physio-
logical causes so manifold, that a disregard of these
essentials produced by an infatuation with method
can lead to nothing but ridicule and failure.

Conversely, where the method is pursued with a

full knowledge of the particular psychological and
clinical make-up of the case, the results are certain

to be favorable either in a complete resolving of the

case or in the attaining of a much greater definition

of clinical lines than has been possible heretofore.

55 East FirrY-sixxH Street.

EXTERNAL URETHROTOMY WITHOUT A
GUIDE.*

Bv C. L. GIBSON. M.D.,

The operative treatment of deep, tight strictures

of the urethra which have been found impermeable
to any instrument is generally based on opening
the urethra anterior to the stricture on a staff intro-

duced so far as feasible. Then comes the searcn
for the posterior end of the urethra which, even in

the hands of skilled operators, is often a prolonged
and disheartening procedure and not infrequently

has to be abandoned and resort made to the humili-

ating procedure of retrograde catheterization by
a suprapubic incision. In the hands of the inex-

pert it is a most fearful procedure to witness.

Consequently my belief is that such unsatisfactory

methods should be abandoned, and for them I beg
to submit the following technique. Attempts to

pass filiform bougies should not be pushed to such

an extent as to provoke urethral reflexes or entail

a delay lasting sometimes for days. Prompt relief

should be given by performing external urethrotomy
without a guide, aided, perhaps, by some of the ex-
pedients to be hereafter described. The posterior

urethra having been opened, a guide can in the

great majority of cases be easily passed from the

posterior aspect of the stricture and the division of

the stenosis completed secundcm artem.

The several steps are as follows : A general

anesthetic can almost invariably be administered,

for the procedure is so rapid that anesthesia has to

be pushed up to the point of securing relaxation

for only a few minutes. An exaggerated lithotomy

position is of utmost importance.

For locating and opening of the posterior ure-

thra, the classical Cock's operation has never failed

me. It is performed as follows

:

The index finger of the left hand is passed into

the rectum, palmar surface upward, so far as it

will go. It is thus in contact with the prostate, and
is withdrawn slowly till it just leaves the prostate,

where it is held as the guide to the membranous
urethra. An inch and a half incision is made with

one stroke of the knife through the skin, ending
just at the margin of the anal skin. At the mid-
point of this incision, the knife, held perpendicular

to it, is entered and deliberately pushed through

the perineal tissues just superficial to the rectum
(keeping a bridge of tissue be-

tween the knife and the "guid-
ing" finger) and proceeding
steadily in the mid-line til! one
has the sensation of entering

"something." which is the well-dilated membranous
urethra. The knife is held steadfastly in place (and
not withdrawn, as recommended by Watson and
Cunningham in their description of this operation)
by the right hand. The operator removes his finger

from the rectum, takes off his rubber glove and now
*Read before the American .\ssociation of Genito-

urinary Surgeons, May 5, 1910.
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continues to hold the knife

steadily in place by the left

hand while he seeks to pass

alongside the knife a suit-

able probe, director, or ca-

theter into the urethra. A
combination probed direc-

tor catheter, which I have
devised, serves my purpose
best. This, or some other

suitable form of catheter,

having been pushed through
the lumen of the urethra to

the bladder until urine es-

capes, proves absolutely

that the posterior urethra

has been correctly opened
;

nothing short of this dem-

onstration must be ac-

cepted. Not until the

urine actually so es-

capes can the knife

be deviated from its

original position, but

now it can be with-

drawn provided that

the catheter or guide
still remains in posi-

tion, for it is this fail-

ure always to keep
something constantly

in the urethral path

that gives rise to so

many vexatious acci-

dents, for the guide

once withdrawn it

may be difficult or

nmi—
actually impossible to

locate the urethral

opening again. Hav-
ing demonstrated the

access to the bladder,

our perineal and ure-

thral incision, origin-

ally little more than

a puncture, is en-

larged with a blunt-

pointed knife till it

.,g 2
readily admits a fin-

ger, which thus ap-

proaches fairly closely to the posterior end of the

structure.

Step two consists in dividing the deep stricture,

to which we have a ready access through
_

the

urethral wound, and experience shows that it is

usually quite easy to penetrate such a stricture from

behind forward. Therefore, I next seek to pass a

small urethrotome, bougie, or other suitable instru-

ment introduced into the urethrotomy wound and

directed upward, towards, and through the anterior

urethra. When this act is not readily accomplished

I find I can almost invariably introduce a filiform by

using my retrograde filiform carrier. (Fig. i.)

This instrument resembles a Bellocq cannula and

has a minute lumen holding a filiform snugly; the

beak is introduced into the urethrotomy opening,

directed towards the stricture and by pushing the

filiform forward a little gentle maneuvering usually

causes it to slip easily through the stricture (Fig. 2)

and come to present at the meatus and giving us

control of the situation.

OLfi^-fl My own procedure is

tt-S to thread the small cali-

bered straight staff of
the Fliihrer urethrotome over the filiform (Fig. 3)
and push it deliberately through the stricture till

the point of it lands on my finger introduced
into the urethral opening below. " The knife is

now fitted into the staff and pushed home through
the stricture. The cut made by this small in-

strument is sufficient to permit the passing of the
Otis urethrotome, and the operation is completed by
dividing the stricture to its full size, approximately
30 of the French scale. A sound of that size is in-

troduced by the meatus and is made to demonstrate
that it readily reaches the bladder and the operation
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proper is ended.

Bladder drainage

is instituted in all

cases ; how long it

will be continued

depends on the con-

ditions— cystitis,

gangrene of the

tissues, bleeding,

etc. Two or three

ilays is my rule in

simple cases. The
tube used is a spe-

cial heavy rubber

perineal catheter.

will produce discomfort. Packing is applied around
the catheter if necessary to check oozing The
catheter is securely fastened in place by transfixing

it and the skin edges with a safety pin. This pro-

cedure is most efficient in maintaining the catheter

exactly where it should be and saves the patient and
the surgeon discomfort and anxiety. Siphon drain-

age is subsequently maintained.

The above may be described as the normal oper-

tion, and very seldom rec|uires more than a few
minutes for its successful performance. The fol-

lowing modifications may be mentioned : For the

casual operator Cock's operation, as just described,

may have a good many terrors, and it may seem de-

sirable to possess some further landmarks to the

posterior urethra. Eight years* ago 1 called atten-

tion in this association to an infallible method,
namely, making the posterior urethra taut by trac-

tion on the prostate. Briefly stated, the superficial

perineal tissues are incised ; a hook passed through

the rectal wall transfi.xes the prostrate, and by trac-

tion on it the tightening of the posterior urethra is

felt by a finger introduced into the perineal incision

with the utmost distinctness. The
method has the disadvantage even if

theoretical, of possibly infecting the

prostate and has probably properly-

received little indorsement.

I have, therefore, suggested another
method which may be of some value.

A metal catheter is introduced
into the urethra down to the

site of the stricture and to it

is attached an air bulb. (Fig.

4. ) .Vn assistant keeps the

penis firmly grasped to pre-

vent the escape of the air

^Annals of Surgery, Vol.
XXXVIII. p. 518.

caliber 30-34 French scale with two gen-

erous openings, one at the end and one
at the side. The demonstration of the

efficiency of the drainage should be made
before the patient leaves the operating
table.

Normal salt solution is used for irri-

gating fluid. The catheter is temporarily

connected with the irrigating apparatus
and is introduced through the perineal

wound, while the stream of fluid is run-
ning through it with some force ; this

procedure prevents the eye of the tube
becoming clogged with clots. Eight
ounces or so are introduced and then
allowed to run out, and this washing is

repeated until the fluid comes back quite

clear and it is demonstrated that the

bladder is free from clots. It is ascer-

tained also just how little of the catheter

it is necessary to have lie within the blad-

der and yet drain efficiently—too much Fig. 5.
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from the meatus. The perineum is incised super-

ficially and the finger (Fig. 5) introduced into the

wound. Air is now pumped in and one perceives

its passage through the stricture and into the jjos-

terior urethra with a reasonable degree of accuracy.

To return to the question of introducing a guide
through the stricture after the posterior urethra

has been opened, I would like to call attention to

the ease with which an instrument of suitable pat-

tern may be passed through from the meatus with

the aid of the finger introduced into the opening,

so that we can gently steer or "worm" through such
an instrument, the guiding finger protecting us from
a false route. The small staff of the Fliihrer ure-

throtome has rendered me very good service in this

connection.

Finally, it may be borne in mind that if the blad-

der has been properly drained one need not feel

chagrined if for any reason—expediency, lack of

suitable instruments, the bad condition of the patient

—one does not succeed in passing through the stric-

ture, for repeated experiences have shown that the

stricture tends to relax appreciably after the urethra

has been sidetracked and put at rest by the bladder

drainage, and that after two or three days one can
easily pass an instrument sometimes of consider-

able size through the previously impermeable con-

striction.

8 East Fifty-eighth Street.

VACCINES IN THE TREATMENT OF VA-
RIOUS BACTERIAL INFECTIONS IN
INFANTS AND YOUNG CHILDREN.*

(preliminary report.)

By E. MATHER SILL, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

ATTENDING PHYSICIAN AT THE GOOD SAMARITAN DISPENSARY IN DIS-

EASES OF CHILDREN. LECTURER IN DISEASES OF CHILDREN AT THE
NEW YORK POLYCLINIC MEDICAL SCHOOL AND HOSPITAL.

Sir Almroth Wright opened up a new field in

medicine and gave to the world most valuable

knowledge when he announced in 1903 that, in or-

der to have phagocytosis take place it was necessary

that certain constituents be present in the blood

serum, which he assumed acted upon the bacteria

in such a way that they may be destroyed by the

leucocytes. These bodies he named opsonins.

Wright and other investigators have also shown
that the opsonins in the blood may become much re-

duced so that phagocytosis takes place with much
less activity, and the body is in the same measure
more susceptible to bacterial invasion. We under-

stand then by the opsonic index the power of the

blood serum upon bacteria to make them more
easily destroyed by leucocytes as compared to

the action of the normal serum. Nature's way
of increasing the opsonins in the blood for an

emergency in the struggle with diseases is as yet

purely guesswork ; it has been found, however, that

this can be done artificially by the injection sub-

cutaneously of dead bacteria in suspension in the

shape of vaccines. It has been shown by the micro-

scopic count of the germs in the phagocytes before

and after injection of vaccines that phagocytosis is

increased by their use, and this is the most powerful

means of raising the opsonic index of the blood.

Ross has shown there are three classes of indices

:

I. Local infections in which the bacterial prod-

*Read before the City Hospital Alumni Society,

April 13, 1910.

nets have not entered the general circulation, and
on that account there is no reactive stimulation of

the general system.

2. Cases in which the bacterial invasion of the

general system is so great that the opsonogenic

powers of the system are overwhelmed.

3. Cases of such low vitality that they are not

able to react to the stimulating influence of the

toxins. It is obviously only in the first group of

cases that the treatment by bacterial injections may
be expected to give good results. This group of

cases include furunculosis, acne, carbuncles, boils,

and walled abscesses, and early cases of pulmonary
tuberculosis, chronic and acute suppurative otitis

media, old unhealed abscess cavities, and erysipelas,

and gonorrhea. These opsonins are specific, in

other words, for each of the different varieties of

AJmmion jVo. . . . D:agnom, f''!/S'Pfl''J-

t^a„,/1.B/fema/eJ. dtfays old.
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My experience extends over a period of six

months, in which time I have treated 49 cases by
means of vaccines. Of all these cases I have kept

careful notes and no case was pronounced cured
until all signs of any pus or a discharge had en-

tirely disappeared for some time, with no recur-

rence. Of these 49 cases 39 were subacute or

chronic otitis madia, the ears having discharged

from a few days to two years, local treatment hav-
ing had only slight effect. There was one case of
erysipelas in a child one year of age, and one in an
infant eight days old, two cases of multiple

abscesses of the scalp, two cases of suppurating
glands of the neck, two cases of pneumonia in

babies, one case of gonorrheal ophthalmia in a

baby of three weeks, one case of acne of eight years

standing.

Of the 39 otitis media cases 28 were cured, 10

yldmis:,on hlo DiGgm!is,f^!/SipdeS.

Na„tM.S.(Mak) lyearold.
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was made either in the buttocks or abdominal
muscles. The opsonic index was not taken in these
cases, and it does not seem to me to be necessary,
and for the ordinary practitioner it is entirely too
complicated a proceeding. The clinical symptoms of
each case were relied upon to determine the amount
of vaccine given and the frequency of the injections.

The only treatment in the otitis media cases other
than the vaccines was washing the ears out with
boracic acid solution.

In a severe case of erysipelas in a baby one year
of age, I believe the injection of large doses of
streptococcus vaccine was the means of saving the

child's life. When first seen, February 21, the

erysipelas involved the whole of one leg up to one
inch of the knee ; the temperature was 104.6° F.,

and the baby appeared to be pretty sick with more or
less prostration and rapid pulse. A fever mixture
and cold sponging were given and ichthyol ointment
applied. On the 22d the temperature was 103° F.

and the erysipelas had extended one and a half

inches above the knee. On the 23d the temperature
was 103.8° 1'"., and the erysipelas had spread half

way up the thigh, 400,000,000 staphylococci com-
bined were given with a continuance of the other

treatment. On the 24th temperature was 102.6° F.

;

the inflammation had spread all over the legs and
two-thirds of the way up the thigh, in fact nearly to

the groin
; 40,000,000 streptococci were given and

aluminum acetate solution applied to the leg in the

shape of a wet dressing. On the 25th the tempera-
ture was 105.8° F., and the erysipelas had si)read to

the trunk, all the left buttock being involved

;

80,000,000 streptococci were given. On the 27th the

erysipelas had extended one and a half inches, but

looked paler, and was fading on the leg; the tem-
perature was 102.2° F., and the child seemed much
better ; 80,000,000 streptococci were given. On the

28th the temperature was 101.6° F., and the erysip-

elas had advanced less than an inch, and the redness

on the leg and thigh had practically disappeared

;

80,000,000 streptococci were given. On IVIarch i

the temperature was 99.5° F., and the erysipelas

had receded about an inch and only a small area

remained. The child looked pale. Forty million

streptococci were given and a bichloride dressing

applied. On March 2 the temperature was 100° F.,

and the inflammation had practically disappeared.

On ]\Iarch 3 the temperature was normal and the

erysipelas had entirely disappeared and the child

seemed perfectly well.

Dr. Kerley states in his book that erysipelas is a

particularly fatal disease in infants, 95 per cent, of

the cases being fatal in the new-born and 50 per

cent, of his cases occurring under one year being

fatal.

The other case of erysipelas was in a small female

infant eight days old. It was a streptococcus infec-

tion of the umbilical cord. The erysipelas began or

was noticed first by the mother about 12 o'clock, and

at 2 o'clock I saw the child, who then had a tem-

perature of 102.8° F. The erysipelas involved both

vulvae and extended nearly to the umbilicus. At this

time 40,000,000 streptococci were given, and a wet,

I to 5000 bichloride of mercury, dressing applied.

On the following day, the 29th of March, the tem-

perature was 101.5° F., and the erysipelas had e.x-

tended half way down both thighs and over the

lower part of the back and buttocks. Eighty million

streptococci were injected, and a wet dressing ap-

plied as before. On the 30th of March the tempera-

ture had dropped to 99.2° F., and although the in-

flammation had extended slightly toward the knee

it looked much paler over the whole area and the •

child seemed much brighter and better, and there

was hardly any discharge of pus from the umbilicus.

Eighty million streptococci were given and dressing

applied. This case made a rapid and uneventful

recovery after this and no more injections were
necessary, although I fully realize that more cases

of this serious infection should be studied and
treated with the vaccine before we can say we have

a specific for the disease, yet the signal success 1

have so far had with the use of the vaccine, and its

apparent superiority over all other previous modes
of treatment, make me feel even now quite confident

that further trials will prove to be equally convinc-

ing.

Of course, the whole idea of the vaccine treatment

is to raise the opsonic index of the blood so that the

system may overcome the infecting organism what-

ever it may be.

The effect locally of a vaccine injection is to

cause slight redness and tenderness, which last a

day perhaps, and in some few cases two days. There
is slight fever in some few cases of 99° F. to 101° F.,

which lasts for one and in exceptional cases two
days, but no other systemic effect has been noticed

except that the child may have malaise for a day
following the injection. One case that resisted

treatment most stubbornly, being least responsive to

the vaccine, was a case of acne. This case was
eventuallv cured after thirty injections, one given

weekly.

My experience leads me to believe we have a

valuable and powerful aid to the treatment of

various local infections in the use of vaccines, and
that our armamentarium in these cases will be ma-
terially increased by their use, since of the hundreds
of injections I have given no untoward condition

has resulted.

142 West Seventy-eighth Street.

A THEORY AS TO THE ORIGIN OF
LEPROSY.

By JOHN .'KTCHERLEY, M.R.C.S. (eng.) L.R.C.P. (lond.).

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Twenty years' residence in the Territory of Hawaii
has enabled me to make use of the unique oppor-

tunities that the Islands afford for collecting facts

and making observations concerning leprosy. In

addition to the knowledge thus gained, I have

profited by the last three years, which were devoted

exclusively to the treatment of cases and investiga-

tions into the origin of the disease. Part of the

results of this work are embodied in the present

theory as to the origin of leprosy, and the means
by which it is contracted, which I now offer for

consideration.

Briefly stated then, the theory assumes the fol-

lowing: Leprosy is a chronic diathetic disease of

gradual onset and irregular course, characterized

by an inflammatory fibroid degeneration of the nerve

tissue generally, which precedes the deposit of the

lepra bacillus, and any other manifestation of the

disease. The nerve degeneration is the direct con-

sequence of defective pabulum supplied to it by the

blood, which again is the result of improper food

ingested by the individual. The theory is based on
the fact that the pathological changes in leprosy

bear a very remarkable and striking analogy to the

corresponding changes in scurvy ; and the position

of the lepra bacillus is explained by that of the
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micrococcus, which in scurvy is found in chains

along the track of the degenerated arterioles. This

explains the suggestion of the term "scurvy theory."

The incubation period supposed to exist in leprosy

seems to be a myth. Where a disease is chronic

from the outset, and with no initial symptoms, and
there is no means of finding the date at which the

disease was contracted, it appears absurd to speak

of an incubation period. Considering the extreme
length of the period—one to seven or more years

—

that it is said to run, the idea seems to have had its

origin in an unconscious desire to provide an argu-

ment to account for facts which, in certain cases,

would otherwise be strong evidence against the

disease being acquired by contagion ; such cases are

obviously of the kind where a person develops lep-

rosy, although he has not been in contact with a

leper for say, seven or ten years.

Leprosy has its varied points of onset within cer-

tain limits, but these are determined by the position

of superficial nerves. The time however of con-

tracting the disease cannot be known by inoculation,

for no one ever really succeeded in inoculating lep-

rosy; and if this theory is the real explanation of

the disease, no one ever can. One might just as

well try to inoculate scurvy.

Evidence on zvhich the Contagion Theory rests.—
However strong the clinical evidence may be against

the spread of leprosy by contagion, there is always
the presence of the lepra bacillus and the hope of

success in making cultures, or in inoculating an
animal, to sustain the belief of a large majority

in contagion. The conviction is with many of us

hereditary, and dates from the times when numerous
other diseases undoubtedly contagious were included

under the term leprosy, and supposed to be leprosy,

thus the signs of tuberculous disease of bones and
skin, the manifestations of secondary syphilis, the

various forms of ringworm, and malignant pustule

—

these are all contagious diseases which resemble
leprosy enough to be mistaken for it.

Then there is the supposed strong analogy that

leprosy is said to bear to tuberculosis which is always
accepted without question, but on examination it

consists merely in the shape and similar staining

qualities of the respective bacilli, and the fact that

tubercles are formed in both diseases, but these

tubercles are widely dififerent in structure and
growth. The tubercles of leprosy are vascular and
reach a large size, while those of tuberculosis are

without vessels and break down early into pus.

Tubercle bacilli will grow in any tissue and even
outside the body, but leprosy bacilli will grow only
in degenerated nerve tissue.

Very few are aware that the analog}' which lep-

rosy bears to scurvy, as already pointed out, is

far more marked than any it can be shown to bear
to tuberculosis, and that in addition to this, leprosy
also shows a strong analogy to a group of diseases,

which like scurvy, are admitted to have their origin
in improper food ingested by the individual : this

group includes : leprosy, scurvy, pellagra, podagra,
and urticaria.

Facts and Argunicnts Bearing on the Main
Question of the Origin.— (i) Although lepers are
continually landing at such crowded seaports as

Marseilles. London. Liverpool, etc., no epidemic has
ever been known to have even threatened an inva-
sion of these places, a misfortune which would cer-

tainly have struck the ports in question, had leprosy
been at all of the contagious nature that is generally
attributed to it.

(2) Although numerous cases can be found
where leprosy was contracted without close contact,

or without contact at all, with another leper, there

are none to be found of the opposite kind, where the

disease was contracted through close contact, and
by no other means.

(3) Infants never have leprosy. The earliest

age at which a child manifests leprosy is about five

years, when it has lived long enough on improper
food for this agency to produce the disease.

(4) The infant of a leprous mother is always
free from signs of leprosy, even when the parent

has severe lesions. The infant of a leprous mother
may or may not develop the disease at the age of

five years, but in case it develops leprosy, the dis-

ease is the result of improper feeding, and cannot

be looked upon as evidence of contagion and the

existence of a hypothetical incubation period.

(5) Segregation must needs fail to accomplish
what is intended ; it can only separate a certain pro-

portion, because so many cases cannot be recognized

in the early stages of the disease, many have the

initial symptom within the nasal cavity, and in many
other cases the first indication is in the foot, and in

both these conditions the disease may be hidden

for years. Segregation teaches the community, in

which it is enforced that leprosy is contracted only

by contact with another leper, and that they need
not therefore look to their food as a possible source

of danger in this respect. In this manner segrega-

tion may be said to fasten the disease on the locality

where it is enforced.

(6) Habits are certainly contagious, which ex-

plains the case where a man living with a leper will

sometimes, if the association be long enough, con-

tract the disease by learning to take and eat the

same kind of food.

(7) The cases of spontaneous cure that occur oc-

casionally, and the way in which the disease will

in the same case sometimes advance, and at another

time stand still, are to be explained by corresponding

variations in the quality of the diet, and these varia-

tions in diet are often the result of changes of resi-

dence. Thus a man afllicted with the disease while

getting worse employed as a fisherman, will improve
if he transfers to an inland cattle ranch, involving

the necessary alterations in the nature of his diet.

(8) Hereditary influences have left in most of

us an innate conviction that leprosy is contagious,

but this dates from the remote period when many
other diseases of an undoubtedly contagious char-

acter were confounded with leprosy. These include

such diseases as tuberculosis of joints, and tubercu-

lous skin manifestations, the lesions of secondary
syphilis, various forms of ringworm, malignant

pustule, and others.

(9) During a famine in one of the Islands of the

Philippine group the inhabitants had nothing to eat

save clams from the river, and a number of them
developed leprosy. When the famine ceased and
plenty was restored no further cases appeared, in

spite of the fact that some of the same lepers are

still living on the Island.

Statement of the Scurvy Theory.—Leprosy is a
chronic diathetic disease, of gradual onset and irreg-

ular course, characterised by an inflammatory fibroid

degeneration of the nerve tissue generally. This

pathological change precedes the deposit of the

bacillus lapra and all other manifestations.

The bacillus is found deposited in the track of

the peripheral nerve trunks and the parts to which
these nerves are distributed. Since it is present
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as a consequence of the nerve degeneration, the

bacilkis is a result and not a cause of the disease.

The degeneration of the nerve tissue is a direct

consequence of the defective pabulum supplied to

it by the blood, which again is the result of im-

proper food ingested by the individual.

The position of the bacillus is further established

by the analogy that leprosy bears to scurvy, and to

the other diseases included in the scurvy group
above mentioned.

The origin of scurvy in restricted diet, which is

lacking in certain indispensable elements, has never

been questioned, and once the analogy to leprosy

is acknowledged, the bacillus must bear the same
relation to leprosy that the micrococcus of scurvy

(which is found along the track of the degenerated

arterioles) bears to that disease.

The improper food, which is the chief or only

factor in the production of leprosy, may be rendered
unfit in two ways : (

i ) By the presence in the

food of an excess of poisonous material, chiefly

virulent microorganisms and their products. (2)
By a restriction to certain kinds of food which are

lacking in some indispensable elements or element.

The effect of such food is to produce pathological

changes in the nerve tissue of the body, analogous

to those produced in the walls of the arterioles in

scurvy, by equally improper food. The defect in

the food is of course different in the two diseases,

and it is this difference which alone prevents the

two diseases from being identical.

It has seemed to the writer that no better proof

of the real nature of leprosy can be offered, than

that which is evidenced when leprosy is shown as

a member of the scurvy group of diseases, and the

analogies and interrelations of the members of the

group are demonstrated at the same time. For this

purpose it is only necessary to give the features,

first of each member of the group, and secondly, to

give the features they hold in common.
1. In scurvy, the improper food is rendered unfit

by the absence of such indispensable elements as

potash salts, citric and phosphoric acids. The chief

signs are the skin lesions, ecchymoses, petechia,

and scaly patches ; then there are the bleeding into

joints, swollen gums, and neuralgic pains in various

nerve trunks, all resulting from a softening of the

walls of the arterioles, which permits an oozing of

sanguineous serum into the tissues with ultimate

congestion and inflammation.

2. In pellagra, unfit food takes the form of bread

made from mouldy maize taken for long periods.

Signs in the skin are erythematous rashes over face,

neck and arms, or parts exposed to the sun. Tliese

may be replaced by more scaly eruptions. There
is often an extensive paralysis of mixed nerves lead-

ing to paralysis of muscles and consequently to de-

formities.

3. In podagra, the unfitness lies in the super-

abundance of nutritious food leading to a conse-

quent retention of poisonous waste products, more
being produced than the organs are able to excrete.

This retention leads to atheromatous thickening in

the walls of the arterioles and consequent im-

paired vasomotor action, which involves irregular

blood supply to limited areas. Such parts are easily

inflamed and a part exposed to injury, such as the

ball of the great toe is peculiarly so. Hence the

common sign is an acute inflamation of the metatar-

sophalangeal joint, including the skin covering it.

At other times the skin is the seat of eczematous

eruptions. The nerves are often inflamed giving

rise to neuralgias and even to paralysis.

In examining the prominent features of this group
of diseases, as expressed in their origin, manifesta-

tions and pathological changes, the following points

are to be observed : ( i ) In every case the disease

has its origin in the nature of the food ingested,

and in food only. (2) In every case skin lesions

form a prominent symptom and are very similar

in the different diseases. (3) In every case, either

the arterial walls themselves, or the vasomotor
nerves governing their caliber, are impaired as to

their action. In scurvy, the walls have undergone
a degenerative softening, and in podagra an
atheromatous hardening, while in leprosy and pel-

lagra, the vasomotor nerves are paralysed.

From such evidence as this the conclusion must
be recognised that leprosy, by virtue of the way in

which its degenerated nerve tissue makes it a mem-
ber of this group, is a disease as to whose origin in

the nature of the food ingested, there can be no
question.

Initial Lesions in Leprosy.—The point at which
the first sign of leprosy appears is a variable one,

and yet the same points repeatedly figure as the seat

of an early lesion. It may be the mucous lining

of the nose, or it may be that regular grouping of

tubercles on the forehead, which gives the well-

known "leonine aspect" to the features. There is a

good reason for the same point being repeatedly

attacked : where all the peripheral nerve trunks are

degenerated, those will degenerate first, which from
their position, are most exposed to injury. For this

reason the nasal lining where the fifth and olfactory

nerves are exposed to injury is more often the seat

of the earliest or initial lesion of leprosy than any
other ; the symptom it produces is the chronic offen-

sive discharge which may be present for years be-

fore its real nature is recognized. Next, the prom-
inent parts of the face or the points of the terminal

branches of the seventh and fifth nerves become
spots on which macute begin to grow.

In the same way the hand is frequently the seat

of the initial symptom, various paralyses and trophic

changes occur in the fingers and other points of the

hand, resulting from a lesion of the ulnar nerve,

where it is exposed to injury at the bend of the

elbow and frequently figure as the earliest sign of

the disease.

Last, the internal plantar nei"ve, so frequently

injured because of its position on the sole of the

foot, which gives rise to another well-known lesion

;

this is the deep ulcer found between the first and
second toes, or actually perforating the great toe

at the tarsophalangeal joint. This is one of the

lesions that lepers will cover with a boot and con-

ceal successfully for years.

Food in Leprosy.—There is a special environ-

ment more likely than any other to favor the de-

velopment of leprosy, where the character of the

land is such that it can influence the food question.

The land to fulfil these conditions must be a barren

stony waste, devoid of vegetation, isolated enough
to make communication with any place whence food
can be procured rather difficult, where the supply of

farinaceous food must be brought from a distance,

and where firewood is almost entirely wanting. The
sea-beach provides these conditions better than any
other locality.

In these barren places the inhabitants must de-

pend either on birds and animals they can kill, or
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entirely on sea products, such as fish, bivalves,

crustaceans, seaweed, and the one farinaceous food,

which in Polynesia is taro-root or arrowroot, and

in Asia, rice. Firewood being scarce, the rice or

taro once boiled is kept too long in a moist state

and is apt to grow mouldy.
It is now generally admitted that a long continued

diet of mouldy maize is the cause of pellagra, but

whether mouldy rice or taro has any share in the

production of leprosy is a point yet to be deter-

mined. Animal food is scarce and seldom properly

cooked before it is devoured, but whether cooked

or uncooked, all parts are eaten, even the entrails.

As regards sea products, bivalves are eaten

raw as a matter of course, and parts usually re-

jected such as the "beards," are included, and it is

worth remarking that, according to authorities, the

microorganisms found in shell-fish are more virulent

than any found elsewhere. So long as they have
rice or taro paste they will eat the smaller crustaceas

raw, including all parts.

Where leprosy is contracted by those who live

among the civilized the choice of food becomes a

matter of taste. There is an acquired morbid taste

for a peculiar flavor associated with the food

chosen, and this taste is invariably acquired by
those who contract leprosy. It is difficult to de-

scribe, but resembles that produced by a mixture of

freshly caught red-blooded fish, seaweed, and salt

water. It is not attractive, but one can understand
how' a morbid liking for food having that particular

flavor can be acquired. Those who have acquired
the taste will prefer to eat fish uncooked, and even
eat parts of the entrails as a delicacy

If the crustaceans are boiled at all they will eat

parts other than the white muscles without dis-

crimination. The same may be said as to bivalves,

and in the case of ordinary fish the bones of the

head are the favorite part. Lepers have told the

writer how they could indulge in long drinking

orgies, and during these periods would be entirely

indifferent as to what they swallowed to help down
the mouldy "poi" or taro-root that served them as

food. At other times, or in other cases, they might
have to experience long periods of privation, where
the only addition to the indispensable taro would
be some form of salt or sun-dried fish or plain sea-

salt and red chilipeppers.

There is no doubt as to the means by which the

bacillus enters the body, which is through the ali-

mentary canal. It is also found only in the deep
layers of the skin, which indicates that it was not
rubbed in from the outside. Much more investiga-

tion is needed to follow it through the liver and
lymphatic system to the inflammatory areas where
it is deposited. At present it can only be said that,

in all cases of leprosy, there is a decided reduction
in the relative number of the white elements of the
blood, which suggests an explanation of how the
bacilli are conveyed to their destination. Bacilli

have been found by various observers in the liver,

in the spleen, and in the blood.

If the scurvy theory is correct, it explains these

facts in the same remarkable way it explains all

that was otherwise puzzling and contradictory.

The scurvy theory explains cases of spontaneous
cure in leprosy, and why at one time the disease
will in the same case advance and at another time
stand still.

It explains why the same remedy will succeed in

the hands of one surgeon and not in that of an-
other.

It explains, even on a food theory, how cases may
be found at great distance from the sea.

It also explains why a leper improves when re-

moved from the locality where he contracted the

disease.

With those who adopted the food theory the diffi-

culty lay chiefly in explaining the presence of the

bacillus, but the present theory fully accounts for

the bacillus and indicates its relation to the disease.

To collect material for this paper has been no
easy task. I wish therefore to express my gratitude

to Mrs. Atcherley for her aid in acting as inter-

preter to the leper patients, and in eliciting informa-
tion and inspiring confidence.

1 178 Eddy Street.

GENESIS OF HYSTERICAL STATES IN
CHILDHOOD, AND THEIR RELATION

TO FEARS AND OBSESSIONS.*
Bv TOM A WILLIAMS, M.B., CM. (Edin.),

WASHINGTON, D. C

In the past, the term hysteria has been with repre-

hensible looseness applied to almost any excitable

nervous state or show of emotion. The depressed

and inactive states have been called neurasthenia

;

while the term nervous break-down is still more
vague. We have nothing to do with such imprecise

classifications ; so let it be clear from the beginning

that by hysteria we shall only mean "those symp-
toms susceptible of production by suggestion and of

removal by suggestion—persuasion." ^ That is to

say that hysteria is purely a product of an idea. Its

mechanism is a psychological one ; and it is to men-
tal agents that we must look in order to influence it.

You may justly ask then in what neurasthenia-

differs from this ; and still more cogently the ques-

tion may be put of psychasthenia. The former,

when real, has nothing to do with suggestion ; and
is not even an affair of the psyche : it is a mere ex-

haustion of the nervous system due to bodily con-

ditions, generally to.xic or reflex ; and its cure is a

question of physiopathology and is a strictly medical

problem.
Psychasthenia is the term given by the medi-

cal psychologist Janet to a mental state which
is characterized by (i) a feeling of inadequacy
without, however, the real incapacity of the truly

fatigued; (2) a tendency to unreasoning fear or

horror of anything or everything; (3) a sentiment

of strangeness or unreality of self or surroundings.'

Phobias and Obsessions.—These morbid feel-

ings lead to intellectual ruminations, doubts, and

besetments, often of so irrational a nature that

they cause moral distress. Hence, a vicious cir-

cle, an unpleasant "feeling-tate" causing distress-

ing ideas, which in turn aggravate the un-

pleasantness of the feelings. For example, it is

from a general feeling of anxiety that is derived

the notion that one may have placed in the wrong
envelopes two letters, or that one may have added
wrongly a column of important figures, or that an

injustice to some one has been done by us. Although
the patient is reasonably sure that the incident has

not happened, yet he cannot dismiss the notion,

which besets him and works him up to a state of

distress sometimes so violent as to be mistaken for

an attack of hysteria or even insanity. When the

Presented by invitation before the first congress of

the American National Society for the Study of Ex-
ceptional Children. New York, April 21, loio.
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intellectual element predominates, we call this state

an obsession ; when the emotional factor is most
evident it is called a phobia—that is, a morbid fear.

Now, these obsessions and phobias do not arise

from suggestion ; they arise, it is believed, from a

physiological error in the working of the mechan-
ism which determines the emotions. Of its exact

nature we are at present ignorant, though many be-

lieve that the internal secretions play an important

role; for we find strictly comparable states resulting

from known perturbations of the thyroid and of the

adrenal glands, the most important fabricants of

internal secretions. Moreover, the remarkable ex-

acerbations of psychasthenic symptoms at puberty,

during menstruation, and at the menapause lead us

to believe that the generative glands participate in

the regulation of psychic functions, very likely by

means of internal secretions.

A great many of these patients are labelled hys-

tericals ; and indeed it sometimes requires an expert

to diagnose whether or not a patient's obsession or

fear has arisen from a morbid idea or notion, or

whether it is not merely the expression of a general

emotionalism, and hence quite unamenable to

psychotherapeusis of suggestion or persuasion.'' By
this I do not mean that mental therapy is useless

;

for it is of the greatest service in teaching the

patient to bear his state without the natural undue
alarm to which his feelings conduce until their sig-

nificance is realized. For instance, it is very com-
mon for such patients to believe that their feelings

are unique, that they presage some terrible physical

malady, or that they are the harbingers of insanity.

The idea of this does not mitigate their sufferings,

but when you enable them to realize their true

status, they are generally able to bear their ills.

The practical difficulty is that they have usually

met so much unconsidered optimism stalking in

authoritative guise that they find it difficult at first

nut to believe that they are being soothed by med-
ical mendacity, so often has this been imposed for

what is imagined their welfare in persuance of the

short-sighted policy of an immediate anodyne at all

costs.^

Very different is the psychological mechanism of

the hysterical obsession. It is typified by the follow-

ing cases: After an attack of influenza, a woman
returning in a crowded car from a shopping expedi-

tion, began to feel much oppressed and in want of

air. The heart, enfeebled by the influenza poison,

and we know not what others taken as medicaments
and aliments, ceased to respond to the call upon it

for a more rapid flow of blood so that aeration could

be sufficient ; and a faint ensued with the psychic

accompaniments of irresistible terror and dread of

dissolution. Never since has this woman been able

to bring herself to go alone into a car ; the very

idea of doing so induces the fear of fainting. She
is not obsessed by the idea so long as the question of

entering a car does not arise ; but although she knows
her conduct to be unreasonable, she cannot bring

herself to act reasonably about going alone in a car.

Another case" is that of a clergyman who once lost

his voice from laryngitis while in the pulpit preach-

ing to a large congregation. Although the laryn-

gitis recovered, he continued to lose his voice when-
ever he attempted to preach from the pulpit before

a congregation. He could rehearse his sermons
from the same pulpit without difficulty when the

church was empty. Nor had he any difficulty with

his voice when there was someone on whom he

could call to preach for him if he should fail. Rut

on such occasions he never did fail. The ordinary

incident of having to preach was the creator of the

extraordinary dread of failure which he used to

feel.

In both these cases it is a suggested idea which
determines an emotion too powerful to permit of

rational conduct. Experience shows physicians

enlightened in psychopathology that the emotions

cannot be mitigated until their causal idea is re-

moved.'
The method of solicitude and sympathy merely

reinforces the patient's belief in the validity of the

idea for which sympathy is an implicit acquiescence.

Still more injurious is direct medical treatment of

the apparent physical disorder which results from
the idea. For instance, a hysterical monoplegia,

i.e. a paralysis of one limb induced by the patient's

belief that it is disabled, should not be treated by

the application of electricity or massage to that limb

nor by the giving of an internal remedy which the

patient is led to suppose is capable of removing such

conditions. It is very bad practice, too, to pretend

to perform an operation upon a patient who be-

lieves that she is inhabited by a lizard that she has

swallowed."* Sometimes, it is true, a symptom dis-

appears through the suggestion involved in such

procedures ; but it does so in a small proportion of

cases only. It is a pure chance, and does not touch

the cause ; while by ascertaining and removing the

root, we can generally cure permanently, as regards

the present symptoms, at least.

An illustration of the method of treatment is

aff'orded by one of my cases of traumatic neurosis ;'

for this condition is merely the expression of an in-

duced fixed idea of a disability which is recovered
from as soon as the pathogenic idea is disposed of.

After bruising his back by a fall from a car, a

railroad brakeman remained for six months very
lame ; and the sensibility of the lower limbs ap-

peared to be lost. His tint had become sallow, and
he was dyspeptic and emaciated ; he was sleepless,

sad, and cried much. The neurological examination
reported with the case (Medical Record, Oct. 2,

1909) showed that there was no destruction of the

nerve elements. The disability was shown by
psychoanalysis to be a function of the false fixed

idea, induced by the belief derived from his environ-
ment that such symptoms as he showed could and
should follow such injuries as he had had. One
sitting sufficed to begin the correction of this false

notion ; and he himself completed the persuasion,
and was able to return to work in a month, as I had
predicted.

Now, the suggestibility of children is much more
labile than that of such cases as I have cited ; for,

while they are very susceptible to suggestions, they
do not usually hold them tenaciously, and are easily

diverted from their loosely fixed ideas when morbid.
For instance, it is perhaps unique for a girl so
young as eleven to believe that she is utterly unable
to eat, and to do so strongly enough and long enough
to overcome the instinct of hunger to such an extent
that she had to be removed for treatment to the
hospital, where in the Salle Pinel of the Salpetriere
Professor Dejerine built up her emaciated body by
generous feeding, and at the same time undid the
false notion she had acquired from her elder sister

who had been a patient in the same place.

Now, this form of gastropathy from a false fixed
idea is common enough in pubescent girls.'" The
origin of the idea is closely associated with the
false shame of nubility, which is largely a product
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of the suggestions of prudery. The medicosocio-

logical import of false sliame is now being reaHzed,

I am glad to say, by enlightened educators ;
and it

is high time. The obsession not to eat is only one

of its numerous forms ; but the principle of induc-

tion is the same in each ; so I need not enlarge.

A much commoner type of hysteria in childhood

is the imitative grimace and trick-of-manner which

a child is suggested to do sometimes almost uncon-

sciously. Thus, a choreic child may infect, with one

or other of his movements, half the children in the

schoolroom ; and in some of the cases these move-

ments may persist for a considerable time, and may
even lead a doctor unskilled in neurological signs to

believe that a child has the organic disease known
as Sydenham's chorea. Nowadays we have a clear

understanding of the differentia between a morbid

movement arising from a perturbed nervous system

and that type of morbid movement which is a func-

tion merely of idea." The latter we term psycho-

genic.

I have chosen two conspicuous types to illustrate

the genesis of hysterical ideas in order to illustrate

the mechanism strikingly ; but far commoner are the

eventualities exhibited every day in the nursery and

schoolroom. What is more familiar than the con-

stant suggestion to a boy that he should not cry

when hurt, and that he should fight with his fists

when attacked ? That this is not innate is shown by

the repugnance of the Teutonic peoples to fistic

encounters. Because it was not realized that the

distaste for fistic encounters was not a mark of

cowardice, but arose purely from a social sugges-

tion of its unseemliness, the Boers, before the war
with the British, were supposed to be cowards. A
boy having this repugnance to personal encounter

might very quickly become obsessed by the fear of

its need if sent into an environment where fighting

was often required.

We must now pass to consideration of induced

morbid fears in children. They are, alas ! very com-
mon. I need not enlarge upon the familiar fear of

the dark too often induced by nursemaids' tales of

bogies and ghosts. The fear of the policeman is

inconsiderately used by the mothers of the poor
who are too lazy, ignorant, or tired, to understand

or control their children. No morbid affect usually

proceeds from these, because the idea is not often

implanted with enough insistence or dramatic

power ; but when the impression is powerful, or

when the child is unduly susceptible, a suggestion,

fear-psychosis is established with great facility.

It must be remembered that explicit utterance is

not essential for the conveyance of ideas ; for in the

child a vague general notion is quite as effective for

producing eniotion as is a clear-cut concept. Thus
in Henry James' novel, "What Maisie Knew," the

whole suggestion conveyed by the governess to her
two charges was implicit in her general attitude, for

until the end there was not one explicit statement
of her fear. Now, the explanation of this is very
simple ; it depends upon the fact that gesture pre-

cedes speech as a vehicle of thought. The infant

comprehends the varying attitudes and vocal tones

of its mother long before it can distinguish different

words ; and in most people this channel of informa-
tion remains an important mode by which they are
influenced, often quite unconsciously. Those of us
who have studied the psychology of crowds are well

aware of this, as likewise are the observers who
compare nation with nation as regards gestural ex-
pression. Even adults of the same race, except the

more cultivated, are swayed by a comedian much
more through his gestures and intonation than by
his actual utterance. So with an orator or debater,

or, indeed, anyone who tries to persuade us, even
to' purchase something from them, our foolish minds
are guided by the stress of an intonation, the cut df

the hair, the character of the clothing, the glance of

the eye, far more than by the arguments used or the

words uttered, and with children this is far more
so.'-

If I say to a small boy that a bear will eat him up,

the effect upon his emotions entirely differs whether
I make the remark with portentous gravity and
horror, or whether I say it with bubbling joviality,

as evidently a huge joke. In the first eventuality,

the boy will rush to my side in terror and try to be

saved from the bear; and a phobia is in course of

construction ; with the latter procedure, the boy will

laugh consumedly, and it would not take much to

make him enter the cage and strike the bear. But
even when terrified, a child feels a refuge in the

protection of his elders during the day when they

are rarely absent.

Night Terrors.—At night, how'ever, the child is

alone, and his little consciousness cannot find the

easy support of others. Before the kaleidoscope of

his dreams pass the various images and accompany-
ing emotions of his waking life, so that if any of

these images has become linked with fear, it is cer-

tain to bring with it terror, as it surges into dream
in the night, and the child jumps up, awakened, in

panic, finding no one near him upon whom to lean.

It should not be diflScult to see that these night

terrors are the product of a suggestion while awake,
implicit or explicit. It should not be difficult for

those who are forewarned to prevent morbid fears

of this type.^^ I may cite the case of a Southern lady

who could never enter a dark place without feeling

an indescribable horror. No hereditary psycho-

pathy could be invoked to explain her dread, for

none of her three daughters had the least fear of

the dark, and, indeed, they used to be sent by their

school fellows into dark and eerie places without
experiencing the least trepidation. The difference

was that as children they were protected by their

mother from the tales of the plantation negroes,

who knew that dismissal would follow transgression

of the prohibition.

The formation of a night-terror was nipped in the

bud in the case of my own boy, then aged three and
three-quarters. I shall try to explain the method.
For several weeks he had been visiting the zoologi-

cal garden every afternoon, in the company of a

French maid of exceptionally forceful character,

and apparently free from the superstitiousness of

the average nurse. For a long time all went well,

until one evening the boy began to cry in bed soon

after he was left for the night. At this unusual

occurrence, I mounted the stairs and inquired the

cause of the boy's trouble. He said there were lions

in the house, and that he did not want to stay alone,

as he was afraid they would eat him. The source

of the idea had been that the lions had roared more
loudly than usual on that particular afternoon, and
he had been much impressed, standing for some
time quite motionless before the cage, though un-

terrified. I soon convinced the boy that the lions

had to remain in their cages, and could not get out,

hence there were none in the house, so that there

was no occasion for fear. Of course, it was first

necessary to give him the feeling of security gained

bv embracing me, and secondly to begin the conver-
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sation by talking of something else, I have forgotten

what. In this way the state of terror was dis-

missed, and the feehng of protection was induced

before we returned to the subject of the Hons ; then

we made rather a joke of the funny roaring of the

lions before we had finished, and he finally lay

down with solemn purpose to go to sleep and think,

as I suggested, of the tramcars and motors passing

outside his open window. It was all a very simple

substitution, but it was the prevention of what
might have become a serious fear-psychosis if in-

judiciously handled.

A fertile source of hysterical states, of

obsessions and phobias, and of "anxiety neurosis,"

as he has termed it, is attributed by b'reud,

of \'ienna, to sexual results occurring in early

childhood. To the universality with which some
of Freud's too ardent followers in America as-

cribe this cause to every psychoneurotic condition,

I desire to invoke a skeptical attitude until such time

as the genesis of psychoneurosis in children has

been more widely investigated by judicially minded
observers who are not wedded to an exclusive

theory. It is to pediatrists and psychologically

trained educators of the abnormal child that we
must perhaps look for a large part of the data

needed to decide what are the more common mech-
anisms concerned.

From the cases I have cited, and their discussion,

I hope I have made clear one of the aspects of

hysteria, and that you will comprehend the role of

ideas induced by suggestion as producers of hysteri-

cal obsessions and phobias. The thoughtful hearer,

too, will deduce from our facts the means of pre-

vention and cure of such induced suggestion-psy-

choses as we have discussed. He will further per-

ceive the importance of these psychological mech-
anisms as factors in the production of many a case

of what is believed to be an abnormal child ; and a

knowledge of the principles we have discussed may
enable him to displace that child from one of the

categories of abnormality as laid down by Grosz-

mann, Decroley, and others, and to replace what
seemed a morbid child among those who are happy
and normally useful, so that the little one may
cease to be numbered among those who are called

"exceptional children."
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AN UNUSUAL CASE OF CONGENITAL AB-
SENCE OF ANUS AND LOWER END

OF RECTUAL
By JOSEPH WIENER, M.D..

NEW YORK.

ADJUNCT SURGEON, MT. SINAI HOSPITAL.

The following case is reported on account of the

unusual character of the deformity and because the

infant recovered from a coeliotomy performed on

the first day of life, a most unusual occurrence.

Infant Brookman, one day old, admitted Decem-
ber 15, 1909. Since birth of infant, twenty-four

hours before admission, no meconium had been

passed. On examination the parents failed to see

an anus and the child was brought to the hospital.

Physical examination.—The patient was a well

nourished newborn infant, with slight icterus neona-

torum and the head markedly dolichocephalic. Both
ears are slightly deformed. The lobule of the right

ear is deeply furrowed by the projection of two

hard spherical protuberances, each about two milli-

meters in diameter. Just in front of the tragus of

the left ear there is a pedunculated firm tumor, also

Fig. I.—Congenital absence of anus and lower end of rectum:
there is absence of even tlie anal dimple; one can see a cystic swell-
ing posterior to the scrotum, which ended in a blind sack.

about two millimeters in diameter. Above the tragus

there is a firm enlargement similar to the growth on
the right ear. The mouth is normal, as are the heart

and lungs. The liver can be felt just below the free

border of the ribs, the spleen is not palpable. No
lymphatic glands are enlarged. The skin on the

palms of the hands and the soles of the feet is very
thin, blue, and scaly. The ischiorectal region is

shown in Figure i. There is no trace of an anus,
not even an anal dimple. The two halves of the
scrotum are widely separated, both testicles beinj
present, and projecting between them there is a
cystic swelling one cm. in diameter. This swelling
can be invaginated and when this is done the finger

seems to enter a cavity.

Immediate operation December 15, 1909. With-
out anesthesia the cystic swelling posterior to the
scrotum was incised with the expectation of finding
the lower end of the rectum. However, it was found
to end blindly and no trace of rectum was seen. A
second incision was then made from the tip of the
coccyx forward in the median line to meet the first

incision. The perineal muscles were found fairly

well developed. The dissection was rapidly ad-
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vanced to the depth of the perineum, but no sign of

rectum was found. The child was now given ether

and a one and a half inch incision was made through

the lower left rectus muscle. The small intestines

were found collapsed. The descending colon and

sigmoid were found moderately distended. The gut

was found to end in a blind pouch in the midsacral

region. With the half hand inside of the abdomen
this lower end of the rectum was forced down into

the perineal incision. The assistant then, by firm

digital pressure upward, created an opening through

which the operator forced down the gut. The gut

was caught with clamps and opened with tlie imme-
diate discharge of several ounces of meconium. The
laparotomy wound was closed with through and

through sutures of chromic gut, the skin with silk

sutures. The opened gut was anchored to the per-

ineal integument with four or five silk sutures. The
remainder of the perineal incision was closed with

Fig. 2 —The infant shown in Fig. i, six weeks after operation.

interrupted silk sutures. The entire operative pro-

cedure lasted thirty-five minutes, during the first

part of which no anesthetic was given. On admis-

sion the child weighed six pounds, the temperature

was 100.8° F. After forty-eight hours the tempera-

ture dropped to normal and remained normal for

two months. During these two months we had
great difficulty in feeding the child. There was a

slight superficial infection of the abdominal wound,
perineal wound healed rapidly. On February 15 the

child developed a left otitis media, requiring para-

centesis. For a week the temperatures were high,

then gradually became normal and remained so. The
child did not begin to gain weight until after the

otitis media. On February 26 the child's weight
was still six pounds. Thereafter it gained steadily

until March 26, when the child was discharged,
weighing eight pounds and three ounces.
46 East Seventy-eighth Street.

Typhoid Meningitis.—Claret and Lyon-Caen dis-
tinguish those cases as typhoid meningitis in which the
typhoid bacillus is found in the cerebrospinal fluid in

pure culture. It comes on suddenly, in general, in the
course of an attack of typhoid of the ordinary type rarely
with convulsions. The pathological anatomy is that of
ordinary typhoid meningitis. The fluid is purulent or
hemorrhagic. The convolutions are congested and glued
together with e.xudate. There is less lesion of the" ner-
vous substance than in other types of meningitis, and
only slight proliferation of the nerve cells. It may come

on in the beginning, or at a later period of the disease.

The diagnosis is somewhat difficult. Only examination
and culture of the cerebrospinal fluid will make the diag-

nosis certain. Albumin in the fluid is positive. The
agglutinating power of the cerebrospinal fluid with the

^^'idal reaction, when positive, is of the greatest diagnostic
value. The prognosis is relatively benign. The treat-

ment involves hot baths, lumbar puncture-, and the ordi-

nary treatment 01 meningitis.

—

Gametic dcs Hdl>itjux.

Desiccated Culture Media.—E. T. Thompson has ex-
perimented along this line. He says that the preparation
of small quantities of culture media is always a tedious
process and usually attended with unsatisfactory results.

It occurred to him that many of the culture media might
be dried and reduced to a powder containing all the

requisite solid constituents which would remain indefi-

nitely in an unaltered condition. Investigators who only
have occasional use for culture media could prepare a

stock on a workable scale, dry the medium, and then keep
it indefinitely, weighing out sufficient quantities for a

few tubes or plates as required. He heretofore deter-

mined to inquire into the practicability of such a method
of preparation, and have obtained the following results

by using culture media which had been subjected to the

process of desiccation. The culture media under investi-

gation were nutrient gelatin, nutrient agar-agar, nutrient

beef broth, and MacConkey's neutral-red bile-salt lactose

agar. These were all evaporated to dryness and when
made up to their original volumes with distilled water,

and dissolved at 100° C, were quite clear, the gelatin,

agar-agar, and bile-salt agar solidifying with their original

firmness on cooling. The reaction of the broth before
drying, which was -|- 15 acid to phenolphthalein, remained
unaltered after treatment. The agar-agar, gelatin, and
broth were each distributed into test-tubes and sterilized

;

they were then inoculated with several of the pathogenic,

saprophytic, and chromogenic bacteria, respectively, and
without exception, vigorous and tjpical growths were ob-

tained. The neutral-red bile-salt agar was distributed in

Petri dishes and allowed to dry in the usual manner
and then inoculated on the surface with a tnixture of

Bacillus typhosus, B. coli, B. subtilis, and B. megaihetium
by means of a bent glass rod. No difficulty was ex-

perienced in rubbing the surface with the glass rod ; in

tact, the rubbing was performed a little more vigor-

ously than necessary in order to test the texture of the

medium, but it remained unbroken. .After forty-eight

hours' incubation at 40° C. typical colonies of B. coli and
B. typhosus had developed, the coli colonies being red

and the typhoid colonies being colorless. The B. subtilis

and B. megatherium had not grown. The foregoing
experiments show that the typical reactions may be ob-

tained with this medium after desiccation and that its

inhibitory properties are in no way impaired. —The Lancet.

Myelogenous Leukemia Following Pancreatic Cyst.—
Barker reports a man aged twenty-eight years. Fourteen
years before he was operated upon for a pancreatic cyst,

following an injury. The cyst was opened and drained,

and recovery was complete. The patient was well until

three months ago, when he noticed abdominal discom-
fort. Three weeks ago he noticed swelling of the left

side of the abdomen, which proved to be a large spleen.

The blood count was as follows : Red cells, 3,600,000

;

leucocytes, 77,700; hemoglobin, 30 per cent. There were
28 per cent, of myelocytes. .After ten days' treatment

with arsenic and iron, the red cell count was 4,840,000, the

leucocytes 42,000. and the hemoglobin 45 per cent. Nu-
cleated red cells were numerous.

—

Proceedings of the

Royal Society of Medicine.

Radiumtherapy.—L. Chevrier says that there is good
evidence that radium has a stimulating effect on the tis-

sues of wounds causing increase of granulations and rapid

cicatrization. He has treated wounds of various kinds

with pomades and radiferons powders with good suc-

cess. .An inert powder is mixed with radioactive powder
and applied to the wound under a loose gauze dressing.

It causes, at first, an abundant secretion, similar to that

following fulguration, but containing no pus cells : active

granulation then takes place, and epidermization of ulcers

and wounds goes on much more rapidly than ordinarily

occurs. .Atonic ulcers cicatrize as well as healthy wounds.
The author gives illustrative examples. He is now mak-
ing experiments with flesh colored powders, with which
he will tattoo the* cicatrices to render them more normal
in appearance. This is rendered possible by the rapidity

of granulation which takes place, such that small gran-

ules are enclosed and remain permanently in the cicartrix.

—Le Progres Medical.
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MANDELBAUM'S REACTION IN THE DE-
TECTION OF TYPHOID CARRIERS,

AND IN THE DIFFERENTIA-
TION OF TYPHOID FEVER.

Last winter Mandelbaum published an account of

his so-called "fadenreaction," which ma}' possibl}

come to be regarded as a test of considerable value

in connection with the persistence of virulent

typhoid bacilli in individuals who once suffered

from the disease. In its practical bearings a rough

similarity with Wassermann's seroreaction in old

syphilitics will be remarked ; although the latter

test rather shows that a person once had syphilis,

than that he necessarily still has it, since while

parasyphilitics commonly give very high percentage

of positive Wassermann tests, yet they cannot be

said to sufifer from virulent syphilis in any sense

of the word ; they cannot communicate the dis-

ease, nor are they amenable to specific treatment.

There is an alleged difference in the >Tandelbaum

reaction as to recent and past typhoid. In the re-

cent case, with a drop of blood transferred to a

suitable medium which is slightly inoculated with

typhoid bacilli, the latter exhibit a marked tendency

to arrange themselves in chains or threads (hence

evidently the term "faden" reaction), or else in

clusters. All the bacilli are alike immobile. This

phenomenon in itself is said not to be present in

any other form of disease, for the typhoid bacilli

remained isolated and movable in all others tested.

The blood of a person who years before had passed

through typhoid gives both chains and clusters

of immobile bacilli, but a certain number remain

isolated and movable. Mandelbaum found that at

any period within twenty-four years this reaction

was obtainable in old typhoids. The similarities

and differences between the fadenreaction and the

ordinary agglutination test are at once partly ap-

parent, but a comparison of the two cannot be in-

stituted in this connection.

Gaehtgens and Kamm have reported on the

fadenreaction in the Mimchencr medizinisclic

Wochenshrift for June 28. They regard it as less

trustworthy for the detection of a bacillus carrier

than the opsonic index, for elevation of the latter

is practically constant in a carrier, while the faden-
reaction was often absent in 25 per cent, in these
subjects. In the cases of fourteen known carriers

the ordinary agglutination test proved useful in

eleven, but of no value in the remainder. The
fadenreaction did not seem to confer any greater

degree of certainty. There were two negative re-

sults, while as in the agglutination test, the positive

findings were not always typical and conclusive.

Thus in regard to the mobility of individual bacilli,

this was present or absent almost indifferently;

and of two patients each infected three and one-half

years before, one showed mobility, the other im-

mobility. Several infected many years ago showed
mobility in accordance with Alandelbaum's claim.

E'>ut for that most interesting class of carriers, \iz.,

those who apparently never went through the fever

at all, three showed mobility and two immobility.

Mandelbaum also insisted on the value of his re-

action in distinguishing typhoid from paratyphoid
and other pseudotyphoids. The authors conclude
in this regard that when the "positive" finding is

sufficiently characteristic it possesses some specific

value (it was, however, present in two paratyphoid
cases). Unfortunately, however, many so-called

positive results are incomplete, or in other words
dubious, and so possess no specific worth. A good
positive result with an unsatisfactory agglutination
test should be of value, but such a coincidence did
not appear. On the contrary the most positive re-

sults gave the highest agglutination figures. While
the authors do not commit themselves as to the
future value of this test, they appear to regard it

as an interesting development of serodiagnosis, but
admit that the material upon which it was tested
was not large.

PRESENT STATUS OF AURAL SURGERY.
It is generally admitted that comparatively recent
advances in aural surgerj-—practically middle-ear
surgery—have been the means of saving many
lives. Not so very long ago an intracranial infec-

tion from a middle-ear focus almost invariably
ended fatally. But even as much has already been
done, so much of the same sort still remains to be
done in timely diagnosis or rather prognosis of
middle-ear infections, as to their likelihood of
causing intracranial infection; and in timely and
suitable surgical intervention.

Professor Heine recently delivered an address on
the present status of aural surgery, which appears
in the Miinchencr mcdhiiiisclic IVochenschrift for

June 21, and is accompanied by some discussion on
the part of the society members before whom it was
read, who are a body of general practitioners.

Chronic otitis media with perforation should always
be treated conservatively at first; but after con-
servative measures have failed the lecturer would
proceed to radical operation, despite the quiescence
or "coldness" of the process. Whenever an acute
exacerbation occurs, or there is an extension threat-
ened to the mastoid cells or labyrinth, the indication

to operate becomes urgent. The recognition of
labyrinthine extension has now become easy, and
the surgeon is no longer taken unawares thereby.
Nor does he nowadays fear to open and drain the
labyrinth, a procedure which not only prevents
meningitis but checks it if it is already developing.
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Much has been Jearned as to the diagnostic sig-

nificance of temperatures in otitis media, in their

bearing on the question of surgical intervention.

Fever, even mild, in a cold middle-ear suppura-

tion—when all other sources of temperature rise

may be excluded—is always a serious development,

and warns us of the proximity of a meningitis or

pyemia, the latter usually manifested by an infec-

tion of the transverse sinus. Hence, if such fever

appears, we should first examine for possible

meningitis, and if this is excluaed, we have an

indication to lay bare the transverse sinus. This

done, we may usually proceed on the expectant

plan, as the drainage afforded by exposing the

sinus is often sufficient for recovery. If the case

does not progress favorably, as shown by the per-

sistence of fever and evidence of thrombus forma-

tion the sinus must be punctured and the clot re-

moved. If the thrombus has become infected, the

sinus must be curetted and some of its wall may
require extirpation. Ligation of the jugular vein is

not required as a routine procedure, but only when
the case has, generally speaking, got beyond con-

trol. It must also be borne in mind that ligation

or partial extirpation cannot invariably prevent

pyemic infection, for the latter may occur by the

retrograde route.

The developments of aural surgery are natur-

ally known to all specialists, but the character

of the advances in diagnosis and surgical pro-

cedure is often such as to place a powerful re-

source into the hands of the general practitioner

with surgical leanings, when confronted by emer-

gencies. He, at least, should spare no pains in

becoming familiar with all such advances, for in

many cases the indications will be so obvious that

he can avoid the dangerous delays involved by con-

sultations.

Fixation Abscess for Chronic Le.-\d Poisoning.

Readers of current medical literature for the past
dozen years have doubtless seen occasional reference
to the treatment of various conditions by establish-
ing an artificial abscess at a distance, and have
probably thought in this connection of a revival of
the old seton or issue, with its raison d'etre of draw-
ing bad pus or humors out of the system. For a
considerable period most of the clinical reports of
the use of fixation abscesses seemed to proceed
from one or more provincial French clinics, and the
conditions in which they effected alleged cures, such
as protracted puerperal sepsis, were those for which
so many other remedies have been vaunted ; or
such as might at times benefit by any plan of coun-
ter irritation. Hinze of St. Petersburg (Berliner
klinische Wochenschrift, June 27) touches on a spe-
cial possibility in connection with the benefits of
artificial and controlled suppuration, to wit, that
certain mineral poisons may actually be conducted
out of the system by this means. Quite recently
Carles and Arnozan showed that leucocytes may be
active agents in the elimination of certain drugs.
Tested on a case of chronic plumbism it was found
that 32 grams of such pus contained 0.0025 gram
lead in the form of sulphate. This case and an-
other of the same kind were believed to be the only
ones on record until Hinze treated a patient more

from clinical than experimental motives. In all he
caused his patient to lose during four weeks a large

amount of pus, which always contained lead sul-

phate. The percentage of the latter rose as treat-

ment progressed. The patient appeared to improve
under treatment, but as he was badly affected with
arteriosclerosis, interstitial nephritis, myocarditis,

and lead encephalopathy there could be no hope of

recovery. The patient, who had already suffered a
stroke of apoplexy, soon developed a second and
fatal attack. The liver was tested for stored lead,

but only a mere trace was found. It looked as if

the lead had been removed from storage by the

leucocytes. The abscesses were set up by injecting

turpentine beneath the skin of the thigh. The
rationale of using these abscesses in pneumonia,
sepsis, etc., is based on the belief that the toxins of

the disease may be thus removed. The process has
some prognostic value : for the pus should form in

twenty hours, and its failure to appear is ominous.
The pus formed should be sterile—so-called chem-
ical pus ; and it is claimed that the treatment is well-

borne and innocuous. There is no allusion to the

possibility of amyloid degeneration.

The Spread of Bovine Tuberculosis.

Professor Sheridan Delepine of Manchester con-
tributed an article to the Lancet of May 14, in which
he gave the results of studies recently undertaken
by him, in regard to the influences determining the

prevalence of bovine tuberculous mastitis. Al-
though the evidence so far has shown that bovine
tuberculosis is, on an average, more prevalent in a
district where cowsheds are generally in a bad state,

small, badly ventilated, or dirty, it has not demon-
strated that these are by any means the sole causes.

Ordinary sanitary measures will not control bovine
tuberculosis. Cows with ulcerating lesions, i.e.

cows in the actively infective stage of tuberculosis,

are capable of emitting and do emit an extraor-

dinarily large number of tubercle bacilli. Ordinary
sanitary measures are of little avail to control the

spread of the disease by animals in such a condition.

Delepine concludes that bovine animals suffering

from ulcerative tuberculous lesions, more especially

of the respiratory organs, alimentary canal, genito-

urinary organs, and udder, constitute the chief fac-

tor determining the prevalence of bovine tubercul-

osis. This conclusion indicates the great importance
of inspecting every animal, of removing without de-

lay all those that are actively infective, and of not

allowing healthy animals to remain in places that

have been infected, so long as these places have not

been thoroughly disinfected. All animals affected

with tuberculosis are potentially dangerous, and as

their age advances the chance of their becoming ac-

tively dangerous increases. Consequently it is de-

sirable to reduce as much as possible the number of

old animals. After all, the only way to stamp out

tuberculosis in cows is to destroy those affected with

the disease in a dangerous degree and to segregate

those that have the disease in a milder form.

A Marine Floating Laboratory for Tropical
Research and Teaching.

A SCHEME is afoot in Great Britain to establish a

large school of tropical medicine in Calcutta. Dr.

Andrew Balfour of the Wellcome Tropical Re-
search Laboratories, attached to the Gordon Me-
morial College, Khartoum, writing in the Lancet,
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July 2, applauds the idea and goes on to suggest the

establishment of a marine floating laboratory for

Great Britain. In connection with the Wellcome
Laboratories in Khartoum there is a floating labora-

tory on the Nile, and it is because this laboratory

has been so conspicuous a success that Dr. Balfour
has mooted the imperial floating laboratory idea.

He proposes that a ship of 800 or 1000 tons should

be fitted for the purpose. Such a ship would be

able to visit any portion of the globe, could ascend
large navigable rivers, and would be the menus of

bringing back a store of most valuable material,

both for museum and for teaching purposes. Fur-
thermore, it would be the duty of whoever was
placed in charge to conduct abroad the best students

in tropical medicine of the year. There can be
little doubt, too, that many graduates would wel-

come the opportunity for such a course of study, as

facilities would be given to visit tropical hospitals

and laboratories in different countries. These in-

stitutions are often in cities on or near the sea and
it is on the litorals of tropical countries that most
of the diseases peculiar to the torrid zone occur.

It is plainly apparent that the consummation of the

plan suggested by Dr. Balfour would have the ef-

fect of advancing our knowledge of tropical dis-

eases and would be a benefit to humanity at large.

If the necessary funds to carry out the proposition

cannot be found in Great Britain, there would seem
to be no insuperable objections to making it an in-

ternational affair.

Npma of til? Wttk.

City Death Rate.—During the week ending
July 25, the death rate in New York was 17.18 per

1,000 of population, an increase over last year when
the rate was 16.17. The total number of deaths

was 1,552, or 122 more than for the same week
of 1909. Among children under five years of age
there were 694 deaths ; among children under one
year, 523 ; 389 of these deaths were ascribed to

diarrheal diseases. There were 674 deaths in tene-

ments and 582 in institutions. Scarlet fever caused

9, pneumonia 106, and tuberculosis 54. Seventeen
persons died from sunstroke, and 130 from violence.

The rather high death rate in the city, particularly

among young children, during July, has led to an

interesting comparison with the figures of previous

years by the officials of the Department of Health.

During the years 1908 and 1909 the general death

rate in July reached low figures in comparison with

other years, figures which have unfortunately been

exceeded during the past month. In 1908. the

highest rate was 18.50 for the week ending July 25,

and in 1909, 16.96 for the week ending July 30,

while for the week ending July 16, 1910. the rate

was 18.88. The difference is more marked in the

comparison between the death rates of children un-

der two years of age during three weeks of July
in 1909 and 1910, which were as follows

:

, .Tuly >

Deaths.
1909 61
1910 lOS

, Tilly 1

Deaths.
1909 7-2

1910 127

Deaths.
909 159
1910 266

The veare igoJ

MANHATTAN.

Rate Deaths.
28.13 80
46.00 181

BROOKLYN.
July

Deaths. Rate. Rate.

78-4

and 1909 were, however, e.xccp

tional, largely, as the AJeuical Record pointed out

at the time, because the population of the city was
assumed to be much greater than it really was.

In 1907. the death rate for six successive weeks,

from July 13 to August 24. was higher than the

highest figure recorded so far this year, and in

1905 the rate rose to 28.00 for the week ending

July 22. During that week 1,073 l^abies died in the

entire city. The highest general death rate in recent

years occurred in the week of July 6, 1901, when
the figure was 40.82 per 1,000. During that sum-
mer, which was one of more than tropical heat, the

death rate for twelve successive weeks was con-

siderably above the highest figure so far recorded in

1910. The Department of Health ascribes the high

death rate among babies in hot weather to the ig-

norance of the mothers, and for their edification has

issued a simple list of rules for caring for infants,

printed in several languages, and urging that prompt
notification of illness be sent to the branches of the

Department. The mortality among babies is found
to be highest among the negroes, the Italians rank-

ing second, and the Russians third. The Yiddish-

speaking population of the lower East Side has a

comparatively good record.

Immigration Statistics.—Immigrants to the
number of 1,041,570 were admitted into the United
States during the last fiscal year. Italians had the

largest representation, 223,453 ; and Koreans the

smallest, 19. The Jewish immigrants numl^ered

84,260; the Germans, 71,380; the English, 53,498;
the Irish, 38,832 ; the Magyars, 27,302 ; African
negroes, 4,966 ; Japanese, 2,798 ; East Indians,

1,782; Chinese, 1,770. During the year 156 idiots,

imbeciles, and feeble-minded, 160 insane, and 2,471

persons with chronic or contagious diseases were
debarred.

State Board of Pharmacy.—According to an
opinion issued by the Attorney-General, the mem-
bers of the New York State Board of Pharmacy
will hold over in office until the State Regents ap-

point a new board in accordance with Chapter 422
of the Laws of 1910. The new law, which makes
radical changes in the number of the members of

the board, their method of selection, and their ten-

ure of office, provided that the term of office of the

present board of nine members should expire on
August I, and that the fifteen new members should
take office on that day. So far the Regents have
failed to appoint a new board, and it is now un-
likely that they will do so until next September.

Cholera in Russia.—Figures given out by the

Russian Government Sanitary Commission recently

show that since the outbreak of the cholera epi-

demic, about the middle of May, until the end of

July, 37,652 cases occurred with 16,651 deaths.

The entire region affected includes forty-two prov-
inces and territories. In the week ending July 23,

13,374 cases were reported, with 5,979 deaths.

Street Car Accidents.—During the month of

June, 27 persons were killed and 232 seriously in-

jured in accidents on the city transit lines in New
York, according to the report of the Public Service
Commission. In June, 1909, the figures were 30
killed and 211 seriously injured, and in June. 1908,
they were 42 and 302 respectively.

Tuberculosis in the Philippines.—Secretary of

War Dickinson, who is now visiting the Philippine

Islands, assisted on July 29 in the organization of

a national society for combating tuberculosis in the
islands. The disease is said to have become alarm-
ingly prevalent among the Filipinos.
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Foot and Mouth Disease.—Owing to the out-

break of foot and mouth disease among the cattle

in Yorkshire, England, the United States Depart-

ment of Agricukure has prohibited the importation

of cattle from that country for the present. The
same action has been taken by the Canadian Gov-
ernment. The extent of the infection has not yet

been determined, but the embargo will be strictly

enforced until the authorities are satisfied that the

disease has been stamped out. JNIost of the cattle

imported into this country for breeding purposes

come from the Channel Islands which have not been

placed under the quarantine.

Sewage Disposal.—Plans for the disposal of

the sewage of the city of Rochester, N. Y., by dis-

charge into the waters of Lake Ontario, were re-

cently returned to the State (officials by Health

Commissioner Porter without his approval. The
pollution of the Genesee River has reached a point

which makes it necessary for the city to dispose of

its waste in some other way, but after consultation

with sanitary engineers the Commissioner has de-

cided that the present plan does not provide for

sufficient treatment of the sewage. When a more
complete system of disposal is mapped out the plan

for using Lake Ontario will probably be approved.

Ambulance in Collision.—While answering a

call on July 26, an ambulance of the German Hos-
pital, Williamsburg, N. Y., was struck by a trolley

car of the Myrtle Avenue line. Both the surgeon,

Dr. Edwin A. Spies, and the driver of the ambu-
lance were injured.

Dr. Richard C. Newton of Montclair, K. J.,

has received the Democratic nomination for mayor
of that town.

Dr. Glenworth R. Butler of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

has been appointed a member of the State Board of

Medical Examiners for the term of three years.

Enforced Cleanliness.—A list of eleven regula-

tions issued by the Health Department of Aurora,
111., and designed to improve the health of the com-
munity, includes one making a weekly bath com-
pulsory for each resident. The Health Officer and
the Chief of Police are quoted as saying that the

ordinance will be strictly enforced and that violators

will be arrested and punished to the full extent of
the law. The developments promise to be interest-

ing.

Dr. Leonard Wood has recently assumed his
duties as Chief of StalT of the United States Army.
Censure Insane Asylum.—The Newark, N. J.,

Grand Jury recently returned a presentment criti-

cising the management of the Essex County Insane
Asylum, at Overbrook, and recommending the re-

moval of the superintendent of that institution.

The presentment also recommends that the Board
of Freeholders be relieved of the care of the asy-
lum, and that it be placed in the hands of a corn-
petent board of managers, or under State control.

The Antivivisectionists.—A recent order auth-
orizing the poundmaster of the city of Washington
to sell dogs picked up on the street to the Bureau
of Animal Industry "for research work" caused a
small tempest among the antivivisectionists. The
-Acting-Secretary of "the Department of Agriculture
explained, however, that the dogs were to be used
in the investigation of the disease among sheep
known as "gid," due to a parasite conveyed by
wolves and dogs, giving it as his opinion that the
dogs would come out of the experiments "in better
health than they went in." The report of an inter-

view with Mrs. Diana Belais is a fair sample of the

exaggeration in which the supporters of the anti-

vivisection movement habitually indulge. Mrs.
Belais is quoted as saying that "It is a most shame-
ful and disgraceful state of affairs to think that

the United States Government should become a

party to such cruelty. There can be nothing more
debasing to its people than such a showing of

wanton cruelty ; and it is horrible to think that the

Government, through its unthinking officials, should
set up a standard for gross cruelty." It would of

course be expecting too much of the antivivisec-

tionists that they should acquaint themselves with
the facts before attempting to state them.

Population of Oklahoma.—The census returns
for Oklahoma give the State a population of 1,651,-

951, lacking the returns from three districts which
will, however, affect the total by only about 5,000.

This means an increase in population of 16.8 per

cent, since the special census taken less- than three

years ago, and of 109 per cent, since the census of

1900.

Bequests to Charities.—St. Francis Hospital,
New York, receives $1,000, and the Free Cancer
Hospital, Hawthorne, N. Y., $500, under the will

of the late ]\Iary P. McLoughlin of New York.
The will of the late Adolph Leberman of Phila-

delphia contains the following bequests to charitaUle

institutions of that city: Jewish Foster Home and
Orphan Asylum, $350; Home for Incurables, $250;
Jewish Seaside Home, $200 ; Children's Homeo-
pathic Hospital, St. Christopher's Hospital, and
Mt. Sinai Hospital, $100 each.

American Association for Study and Preven-
tion of Infant Mortality.—The first annual meet-
ing of this association will be held in Baltimore on
November 9 to 11, 1910, under the presidency of

Dr. J. H. Mason Knox of Baltimore. Dr. L. E.

LaFetra of New York is the secretary of the so-

ciety. The work of the association will be divided

into sections on Municipal, State, and Federal Pre-
vention. Dr. William H. Welch. Chairman; Medical
Prevention, Dr. L. Emmett Holt, Chairman; Edu-
cational Prevention, Dr. Helen C. Putnam, Chair-

man; Philanthropic Prevention, Dr. Hastings H.
Hart, Chairman. A special report on birth regis-

tration will be presented by Dr. C. L. Wilbur,
Chief of the Division of Vital Statistics of the

Bureau of the Census.

American Association of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists.—The twenty-third annual meet-
ing of this association will be held in Syracuse,

N. Y., on September 20 to 22, 1910, Dr. Aaron B.

Miller, President. Dr. Albert E. Larkin of 509-

Genesee street, Syracuse, is chairman of the com-
mittee on arrangements.

The Rhode Island Medico-Legal Society.—At
the annual meeting of this society, held on July 21,.

the following officers were elected for the ensuing
year: President, Dr. .Arthur H. Harrington; Vice-

President. Benjamin W. Grim : Secretary-Treasurer,.

Dr. Carl R. Doten ; Censors, E. H. Lincoln, Dr. E.

P. Stimson. Dr. C. S. Christie, Dr. J. H. Morgan,.
Dr. C. W. Stewart.

Obituary Notes.—Medic.vl Director James A.
Hawke, U. S. N., retired, died at the Naval Med-
ical School Hospital in Washington, D. C, on-

July 25, aged 69 years. Dr. Hawke was graduated
from the medical department of the University of
Pennsylvania in 1861, and during the Civil War
served as assistant surgeon in the 114th Penn-
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s_\lvania Volunteers, and as surgeon in the 215th

Pennsylvania. At the close of the war he became
an assistant surgeon in the United States Navy, and
was made passed assistant surgeon in 1873, surgeon
in 1879, and medical inspector in 1895. I" Septem-
ber, 1899, he was appointed medical director, and
was in charge of the Naval Hospital at Mare's
Island, Cal., until 1903, when he retired wilh the

rank of Rear Admiral.

Dr. C. H. Smith of Arcadia, Fla., died recently

at Candier, N. C, following a stroke of paralysis.

Dr. Smith was born in 1855, and was graduated

from the Atlanta Medical College in 1880. He was
a member of the State and county medical societies.

Dr. WiLLi.\M C. Baylor of Willows, Cal., died

in Sacramento following a stroke of paralysis, on

June 27, aged 67 years. Dr. Baylor was graduated

from the College of Physicians and Surgeons of

Baltimore, Md., in 1869.

Dr. Ernest C. Blake of Boothbay Harbor, Me.,

a graduate of the Dartmouth IMedical School, Han-
over. X. H., in the class of 1892. died suddenly at

his home on July 8, aged 41 years.

Dr. WiLLL^M W. Easton of Dowagiac, Mich..

died at his home on July 14, after a long illness. He
was graduated from the Bennett College of Medi-
cine and Surgery of Chicago in 1877, and was a

member of the !\Iichigan State and Cass County
Medical Societies.

Dr. Jacob R.\ndall, a retired physician of Okaw-
ville, III., died at his home on July 7, aged 85 years.

Dr. Robert S. Powell of Woodview, Va., died

at his home on July ir, aged 75 years. Dr. Powell

was graduated from the Department of Medicine
of the LTniversity of Virginia in 1857, and was a

member of the Virginia State and Brunswick
County Medical Societies.

Dr. Edwin S. Cave of Mexico, Mo., a graduate

of the Missouri Medical College. St. Louis, in

1884, a member of the American Medical Associa-

tion and of the Missouri State and Audrian County
Medical Societies, died at his home on July 10, aged

54 years.

Dr. J. B. Farley of Farley, Ala., a graduate of

the Medical Department of Vanderbilt University,

Nashville, Tenn., died of typhoid fever at his home
on July 7, aged 50 years.

Dr. Louis R. Brown of Elizabeth, N. J., a grad-

uate of the Homeopathic Medical College of Penn-
sylvania in the class of 1864, died at his home on

July 18, aged 70 years.

Dr. Julius Steix of New York, a graduate of

the College of Physicians and Surgeons of that city

in 1885, died at his home on July 22.

Dr. Richard H. Stone of Brooklyn, N. Y., a

graduate of Dartmouth College and of the College

of Physicians and Surgeons. 1866, died suddenly

of apoplexy on July 27, aged 73 years.

Dr. Frederick Chauncey Graves of Bridge-

port, Conn., a graduate of the Medical Department
of New York LTniversity in the class of 1888, a

member of the American Medical Association, and

of the State and Fairfield County Medical Societies,

and visiting physician to the Bridgeport Hospital,

died suddenly, on July 26, from an overdose of

morphine, aged 47 years.

Dr. Horace F. Hanson of Bangor. Me., a vet-

eran of the Civil War, a graduate of the Berkshire

Medical College of Pittsfield, Mass., in 1866, a

member of the American Medical Association, and

of the State and Penobscot County Medical Soci-

eties, died at his home on July 17, aged 72 years.

Dr. Mark S. Leavy of Albany, N. Y., a graduate

of the Medical Department of the University of

Wooster, O., in 1888, and a member of the State

and Albany County Medical Societies, died at his

home, on July 20, of heart disease, after a long ill-

ness.

Dr. William J. W. Cornwell of Cornwell, S. C,
a graduate of the Medical College of the State of

South Carolina, Charleston, in 1866, and a member
of the State and Chester County Medical Societies,

died at his home, on July 15, aged 69 years.

Dr. William L. Forrester of Philadelphia, Pa.,

a graduate of the Medical Department of New
York University in the class of 1881, died at his

home, on July 19, aged 49 years.

Dr. Frederick W. Lilienthal of New York, a

graduate of the University of Berlin, Germany, in

the year 1858, and a member of the New York
Academy of Medicine, the German Medical Society,

and the Eastern Medical Society of the City of

New York, died at his country home in the Catskill

Mountains, on July 28, aged yj years.

MEDICAL COLLEGE HOSPIT.ALS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record.

Sir: I should like to join Medical Director Copliii in

reminding President Schurman that there are others

among American medical colleges that have entire control

of attached hospitals. I refer now especially to the Cen-
tenary Hospital attached to Barnes JNIedical University of

St. Louis, which owns this hospital so far as its charter

will permit it to he owned by any college. The Barnes

holds the bonds of this hospital and its faculty direct it;

its patients are conducted for clinical purposes into the

college amphitheater.

I speak of this, though not now of the faculty, as one

of the founders of the Barnes College and Centenary Hos-
pital. Others can speak for other hospitals.

C. H. Hughes, M.D.
St. Louis, July 25, 1910.

POISON IVY RASH.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir: The description in the Medical Record of July

23 by Dr. R. Ellis of his sufferings from poison ivy

dermatitis, and of difficulties of relief may well justify the

communication of a treatment repeatedly used by the

writer in former years with full satisfaction. Here in this

city these cases seem exceedingly rare, and hardly ever

are seen again. The treatment consists in applying two
or three times a day flowers of sulphur rubbed up with
sufficient water to a thin paste. Of course it should not be

washed sulphur or lac sulphuris.

C. G. Am En-de, M.D.

OUR LOi\DON LETTER.

(.from Our Regular Correspondent.)

CANCER AND RESEARCH INSTITUTION'—DANGERS OF WORKERS
WITH LEAD AND IN DUSTY EMPLOYMENTS—MEDICAL SO-

CIETIES—PENSIONS ON CIVIL LIST—LORD STRATH MORE's EN-
DOWMENT OF UNIVERSITY CHAIR—NOTES—OBITUARY.

London, July 15, 1910.

Yesterday afternoon the foundation stone of the

Barnato-Joel Memorial Hospital for Cancer and Labora-
tory for Research was "well and truly laid" by Prince
Francis of Teck, who announced that the Queen had
consented to open the building next year. The build

ing will occupy the site bought for it adjoining the

Middlesex Hospital, to which, in a way, it will be an
additional wing, but at the same time an independent
institution. It will not only be built but endowed out
of the munificent fund bequeathed by Mr. H. P. Bar-
nato in memory of his brother and his nephew (Mr.
Joel). The cancer department of the Middlesex Hos-
pital is too well known to need more than congratula-
tion that its work will receive this important extension.
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and we may all feel satisfaction that instead of a new
competing hospital, this well tried one will have both its

charitable and research work so widely extended.

Prince Francis, who, as I mentioned to you, has lately

become chairman of the Middlesex Weekly Board, and
issued an appeal for funds, said that when he did so

he little knew how much work it would entail, but he

does not seem to mind it, for he is zealously pushing

his appeal, and remarked that opening his morning
letters without knowing what was coming was as ex-

citing as a big bet on a race course. He said, too, it

was a great day for every INIiddlese.x man, for a hos-

pital to receive cancer sufferers is established and a

research block committed to the care of eminent men
whom all hope and fervently pray may be successful

and come out victors against this terrible scourge.

On Tuesday the report was issued of the departmental

committee on the dangers attending the use of lead,

and on injury or danger to health from dust or other

causes in the manufacture of china and earthenware, and
in processes incidental thereto, including the making of

lithographic transfers. You will see that the reference

was wide, and it is not to be wondered at that the in-

quiry has extended over two years. Yet the committee
itself scarcely considers its report exhaustive, for it

informs the House Secretary at the outset that should
he desire to call it together again, all the members
would be ready to give him their assistance. In potter}^

factories some 63,000 workers are employed, and of

these 6.865 are engaged in dangerous processes in con-
tact with lead. 23,000 incur danger from breathing dust
other than lead. Efforts have been made from 1804 to

make rules which would put an end to the lead poison-
ing, but with little success. From 1901 to 1908 the

number of cases remained stationary, but there was
a decrease in 1909. It was suggested to the committee
to draw up a schedule of articles in the manufacture of

which lead should be absolutely prohibited, but though
they admit the simplicity of such a solution, after full

consideration of the proposal in all its bearings they do
not advise this course at the present time. The public

has displayed less interest in the dust problem than in

lead poisoning, but the committee makes stronger
recommendations concerning it, including ventilation

and temperature. They would also prohibit boys and
girls under 16 from carrying the clay for the work.

Dealing with women workers, they consider the lead
danger, whether it appears as poisoning or increased-

liability to miscarriage, would be greatly mitigated
if not actually removed by the strict observance of

certain precautions. Otherwise women under 45 could
be excluded from the most dangerous processes.
Plumbism, serious as it is, is not so widespread as lung
disease from labor connected with lead, like working in

hot, dusty and moist rooms. New rules are proposed, but
the committee cannot hope they will be effective unless
they are more strictly carried out than previous rules

have been. All occupiers of factories must, therefore,
be made to realize their responsibilities. Miss Tuckwell,
the lady member of the committee, adds a separate note
urging that inspection from without is of more value
than the report intimates. She would also approve a

schedule of articles to be made by leadless glazes only.

Professor Osier went to Nottingham to open the new
premises of the Medical-Chirurgical Society. He gave
an address in the course of which he argued that a

medical society ought to be a post-graduate school or
a sort of clearing house of professional experience in

its locality. Good pathological specimens should be ex-
hibited at fortnightly meetings. One might interpolate
here that ifi a small district it might be well for the
populace that none had been obtained in the fortnight.
It was only natural, he declared, for the doctor to think
of himself last- -for the profession would not be organized
on a commercial basis. He could not combine the al-

truistic with the business sides of his work as in many
other callings, though the laborer was worthy of his
hire. He warned against discord and jealousy, which,
he said, was often displayed by seniors to juniors, and
he laid down three rules which everyone would find
good to follow: (a') Listen to no tales told of a doctor
by a patient; (b) Believe no tale of a doctor even if you
know it to be true; (c) Tell no tale yourself, even if you
are itching to do so.

Civil list pensions have been granted in consideration
of services in connection with the profession to Mr. T.
Bryant, Mrs. Gamgee, widow of the late Professor
Arthur Gamgee, Miss H. S. Murphy, daughter of the
late Professor E. W. Murphy, M.D., Mrs. Fraser, widow

of the late Professor .\lex Fraser, Miss Dobson, sister
of the late Sergeant-Major Dobson, F.R.S.
At the graduation ceremony of the University of

.'\berdeen on Wednesday it was announced that Lord
Strathcona had just given £10,000 to endow a chair
of Agriculture with the new professor as dean, and
associated with the chairs of Botany and Zoology.
The Edinburgh Royal College of Physicians has con-

ferred the Cullen Victoria Jubilee Prize on Dr. R. W.
Philip for his investigations in connection with phthisis.
The award, of the value of £100, is made every four
years for the most important contribution to practical
medicine.
The Astley Cooper Prize has been awarded by the

Guys Hospital School to Professor E. Starling, F.R.S.
Sir Alfred D. Fripp has been appointed honorary

surgeon-in-ordinary to the King.
A special reserve is to be established in connection

with the Royal Army Medical Corps.
Dr. Dawson Williams, editor of the British Medical

Jour)ial, was thrown from his motor car on Saturday
as the result of a collision. He sustained a severe shock
with slight concussion, but happily is progressing well
and we are all wishing him a speedy recovery.
The death took place on the nth inst. of Mr. Harry

\V. Cox, at the age of 46, after 12 years of suffering as a
victim of his early researches in connection with
Kontgen rays. You will remember that in spite of his
severe injuries as a pioneer and the steady advance of
the terrible lesions produced, he did not discontinue
the investigations and took out numerous patents for
improvements in apparatus, as well as for an invention
for locating the position and depth of a bullet But
about seven years ago his sufferings drove him into re-
tirement. He underwent several operations without
arrest of the progress of the disease in the same way as
his fellow-sufferer. Dr. Hall Edwards.
Xews has just reached London from Forcados of the

death of Dr. Alfred B. S. Powell, of the West African
Medical Service, "who died of syncope during the out-
break of yellow fever," a statement which looks as if he
was a victim of overwork. He was only 27 years old
and qualified at the two colleges of Edinburgh in 1898.
He had been medical officer to Grahamstown .Asylum,
and held another appointment at Cape Colony before
going to West Africa.

Dr. J. Hougham Bell, surgeon for many years to the
Royal National Consumption Hospital at Ventnor, died
on the 8th inst., aged 64. He was a King's College
student and W^arnsford scholar of 1863. Earlier he had
given attention to mental diseases and been assistant
superintendent of Northampton Asylum, but for some
30 years had practised at Ventnor.

OUR LETTER FROM PARIS.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

THE ROLE OF RADIU.M IN THE TKE.\TMENT OF CANCER—IN-
STANTANEOUS RADIOGRAPHY—VACCINOTHERAPY IN ACUTE
PYELONEPHRITIS OF PREGNANCY.

Paris, July 15, 1910.

WicKHAM and Degrais, presented by Charles Monod, made
a very interesting communication witli reference to the
position of radium in the surgery of cancer. The authors
stated that radium should only be applied to the treatment
of cancer under the control of the physician, and especially

of a surgeon competent to decide whether the circumstances
are such that radiotherapy should be employed in prefer-
ence to all other methods, or whether by reason of the
nature of the case, its position, or its state of evolution
it would not be better to make use of some other method
of treatment. Until we have discovered a remedy having
a specific action on neoplastic tissues the total removal
of cancer by the knife will remain the most sure and
rapid method at the disposition of the practitioner. In
the most of the cases in which radium therapy is indicated

it is best to associate it with a surgical oneration. The
action of radium is in proportion not only to the depth
to which the rays penetrate, but also to the number of
rays which enter at a given noint. Wickham utilizes

a technique which he calls "crossed fire" It consist in

grouping over the region to be treated several x-ray ap-
paratuses whose rays cross each other, to act at the same
time on the diseased tissues. It is above all important
that the radium should be placed in actual contact with
the neoplasm, and it is for this purpose that the surgeon
may with advantage operate to facilitate access to the dis-

eased portion, as well as to reduce by a previous operation

the mass of tissue in which we seek to produce regression.
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Access to the diseased part may be had through the nat-
ural passages for the esophagus, bladder, rectum, uterus,
etc., or through an artificial orifice such as a gastric fistula,

permitting the radiferous apparatus to be carried even to
cancer ot the pylorus. If the action of radium is often
favorable the results to be expected are never other than
local. There is a long distance between the regression
of a tumor and the cure of the patient. The action of
radium is purely local and does not surely place the
disease safe from recurrences, which must be combated
anew by new applications at an opnortune time. Limited
in its role, then, radium is a resource useful above all when
it is employed under the control of the surgeon. Segond
has never seen radium bring about the cure of a neoplasm.
At the same time he has seen it bring about such changes
in the evolution of malignant growths, cause such curious
transformations and such important amelioration that in

every case in which an operation is not justifiable he be-
lieves that radium is indicated.

Pierre Delbet thinks that the great advantage of radium
is that it can be placed wherever we wish. His technique
consists in introducing tubes of radium into the thickness

of the neoplasm. He does it with a large trocar, the man-
drin of which he withdraws; by the cannula he introduces

the tube of radium and keeps it in place with a soft man-
drin while he removes the cannula ; the tube furnished with

a thread is placed where it can act best. Radium appears

to have a selective action on epithelial cells which it kills.

The phagocytes then seize on these cells of the neoplasm
which have been killed and surround them. The tumor
disappears without there being any loss of substance, but

the marvelous action of radium is circumscribed; it never
reaches more than 25 millimeters; around the radiferous

tube we find three concentric zones : a zone in which the

epithelial cells are destroyed; a second zone in which their

evolution seems to be modified without destruction ; and
lastly at the periphery a third zone in which the epithelial

cells show evidence of stimulation. If the tumor regresses

in the center it progresses rapidly at its periphery and
this is the only danger. The only means of preventing

this is to riddle the tumor with radiferous tubes in such

a way that each tube extends its action beyond the apparent

limits of the neoplasm. Tuffier believes that there is not

in existence a single case of deep cancer of the mucosa
which has been cured by radium. But be has seen very

remarkable amelioration which indicates the employment
of it when surgical removal is imnossible. In such cases

it is the best palliative which we have at our disposal at pre-

sent. Schwartz thinks that radium relieves, prolongs, and
renders operable tumors which were previously not so, but

that it has never cured a deep tumor. Ricard thinks that

radium should be considered a precious resource in inoper-

able cases. Morestin thinks that radium therapy can only

be a palliative medication, or an adjuvant treatment com-
plementary to surgical operation. \Valther asks us to ob-

serve that sometimes the application of radium, while

bringing about a rapid cicatrization and an apparent cure

of the tumor, brings about a deep proliferation of the

epithelioma. Routier also thinks that in some cases the

application of radium may be more harmful than helpful.

Potherat and Tuffier showed remarkable results from
instantaneous radiography. These instantaneous radio-

graphs are obtained by the reinforced tubes the first of

which made its appearance in 1896. Nogier, in April. 1910,

made use of a German tube with which he obtained images

in a tenth to a thirtieth of a second. Chatenet presented

a new English tube of v\'atson, which is only a modification

of the previous ones. Each of these has a secret method

of manufacture. The reinforced tubes have, then, been

employed for a long time. The novelty is the systematic

use of the old and new intensified tubes with intensive

installation, which allows us to transform rapid radiog-

raphy into instantaneous radiography.

The characteristics which differentiate pyelonephritis of

pregnancy from mild infections of the kidney and its pel-

vis rest on their evolution and their treatment, which ex-

plains suflflciently the condition of the patient in these

cases. This is an infection of a serious nature against

which a conservative thernpeusis is the method of choice.

Aside from the old medical means, catheterism of the

ureters, and the reclining position of the patient, there

are several methods which have been proved and which

are harmless in any case. A new method has been pre-

sented by Tuffier and Maute. vaccinotherapy. As the

microbian infection is monobacillary, the preparation of

a vaccine from microbes taken from the same patient to

be treated has entered definitely into practice as a thera-

peutic method. The vaccine is prepared by making use

of a culture on gelatine for twenty-four hours, which has

been isolated from the urine. The vr.ccine is a sterilized

emulsion of the twenty- four hour culture in a certain

quantity of physiological solution ; sterlization is obtained

by addition of a small quantity of phenic acid. It is

useful to know the dose injected, and for this reason the

authors proceed to dosage by weight. The result of these

injections on an acute pyelonephritis of pregnancy was
remarkable after three injections; the pulse and tempera-

ture were reduced, the patient felt a sense of well-being,

most remarkable, which continued definitely not only dur-

ing the whole course of the pregnancy, but also after labor,

which occurred without any difficulty. A month after

labor the mother and child were in perfect condition.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

OBSTETRICAL PRACTICE IN THE PHILIPPINES—PROPOSAL TO

IMPROVE THE STANDING OF MIDWIVES—POPULATION OF

MANILA—CHOLERA—PHILIPPINE M.a)lCAL SCHOOL—PHILIP-

PINE GENERAL HOSPITAL.
Manila, June is. 1910.

The regular meeting of the Manila Medical Society was
held at the Philippine ?.Iedical School at 8:30 p. m., June
6, 1910. A symposium upon obstetrics was had and many
Df the obstetricians of the City of Manila took part

In the Philippines it has not been customary for male
physicians to attend women during confinement, this duty

generally being left to a poorly instructed class of mid-
wives ; as a result many unnecessary deaths are caused

and much permanent harm is done. The question of im-

proving this state of affairs has been frequently agitated.

Recently a determined effort was made by the medical

officers of the Philippine Medical School and of the Bureau
of Health to make proper medical service available. With
this end in view an out-patient obstetrical department was
established to which were attached two nurses and a suffi-

cient number of physicians so that one or more would
be subject to call at all times. Patients are visited in

their homes before labor and confined there if they do
not wish to enter the hospital. During the early part of

.A.pril only a few scattering calls were received, but these

increased rapidly so that the daily average during May
w-as 37 or a total of 1147 for the month.
The ignorant niidwives are permitted to practice their

calling without restriction. To remedy this the following
resolution was proposed by Dr. Calderon ; "The ^Manila

Medical Society requests from the Honorable Governor
General the appointment of a Committee in the City of
.Manila, which, in connection with the Bureau of Health,

the Department of Obstetrics and Infants of the Philip-

pine Medical School, and the 'Gota de Leche' Society,

shall suggest whatever measures are found advisable for

the reduction of the high infant mortality and the dis-

appearance of intruders among the labor cases of the city."

This was modified by the Manila Medical Society appoint-

ing a Committee, and when sufficient data have been col-

lected the Society will consider the advisability of present-

the matter to the legislature.

During the month of January a new census of the

City of Manila was made by the Bureau of Health and
these figures have recently become available. They show
that the number of inhabitants increased from 223,542,

when the last census was made in 1907, to 234,409. The
total number of Americans living in Manila is 4174;
Filipinos 211,859; Spaniards 2364; other Europeans 644;
Chinese 14.093; all others 1275. It is of interest to note
that all nationalities, with the exception of the Filipinos,

show a decrease. The Americans decreased by 1025 or
approximately 25 per cent. ; Spaniards by 539 or approxi-
mately 15 per cent. Europeans by 333 or 30 per cent.

Chinese by 3935 or approximately 15 per cent.

During the latter part of April cholera was carried
from ^Iacabebe, Pampanga, to Bayambang, Pangasinan
Province. Owing to the apathy of the local officials, the
introduction of the disease into Pangasinan was not dis-

covered until several days afterwards and only after five

or six towns were infected. The Insular Bureau of Health
immediately took charge and sent a large force of sanitary
inspectors to the province but the disease had already
gained such headway that a number of additional towns
became infected and a total of over 300 cases occurred dur-
ing the month of May. The second week in June an in-

crease in the number of cases took place owing to infected
food having been consumed at a large wedding festivity.

As the participants came from many different towns and
later returned to their homes this served still further to

spread the infection. The disease is believed originally
to have been carried from Macanebe to Bayambang on
account of the transference from Macabebe to Bayam-
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bang of a company of United States Army scout soldiers

and the actual conveyance of the disease was in all prob-

ability due to the forwarding of food supplies from Maca-
bebe and the travel caused by the wives and other camp
followers of the soldiers. Since then the cholera has

spread to Tarlac Province and cases have been found in

Manila and Pasig which were directly traceable to Pan-
gasinan and Bulacan Provinces.
The Philippine iledical School began its fourth annual

session June 13, with 22 students in the Freshman class.

Owing to a recent decision of the Holy See by which the

San Jose estate was transferred from the Dominican Order
to the Jesuit Order, the income of the Santo Tomas Uni-
versity Medical School has been practically taken away.
This institution has been in existence over a hundred
years and has graduated thousands of doctors during this

time. Only recently large laboratory buildings were con-

structed and equipped and other steps taken to change the

school to a modern institution.

The recent Philippine Legislature appropriated $20,-

000.00 for the construction of a dangerous communicable
disease pavilion at San Lazaro and $25,000.00 for con-
tinuing the construction of the Culion Leper Colony.
The new Philippine General Hospital has been definitely

placed under the Bureau of Health and upon its opening
about October ne.xt will be made a division of that Bureau.
The present Civil Hospital which is used almost exclusively

for Government employees will be discontinued and the

services rendered by it will be merged with the Philip-

pine Geneial Hospital.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, July 21, 1910.

Experimental Production of Actinomycosis in Guinea
Pigs Inoculated with the Contents of Carious Teeth.—
Frederick T. Lord has been led—by the finding of organ-
isms resembling actinomyces in the sputum, by the lack of
convincing evidence that actinomycosis is a contagious dis-
ease which suggests that the infection arises from within
the individual, by the prevailing location of the disease
about the neck or jaw, and by the fact that two patients
recently seen gave a history of having had much trouble
with the teeth—to turn his attention to the teeth as a cause
of this affection. His investigations of the contents of
carious teeth show that the number of organisms having
the morphology and staining reaction of actinomyces, both
in the smear preparations from the cavities of eleven cases
and in the sections from the cavities of five cases, is vari-
able. In some preparations they are present in great
numbers and far outnumber other bacteria. This sug-
gests that actinomyces plays an important part in dental
caries. The intraperitoneal inoculation of guinea pigs with
the contents of carious teeth was followed by omental
tumors histologically identical with actinomycotic tissue and
containing typical club bearing actinomyces granules in
three of five animals. The constancy with which organ-
isms having the morphology and staining reaction of acti-
nomyces are present in carious teeth suggests that under
certain conditions certain persons with carious teeth are
liable to develop actinomycosis. In explanation of the
infrequency of this condition compared with the number-
less chances for infection it is suggested that invasion of
the tissues by actinomyces does not always give rise to
actinomycosis. It is probably that only in a small number
of cases in which implantation of the organism occurs
does it actually take root and lead to progressive lesions.

Suture of the Faucial Pillars for Hemorrhage Follow-
ing Tonsillectomy.—R. H. Gilpatrick considers this the
most efficient means of controlling bleeding but one so
radical as to be advisable only in cases of continuance of
hemorrhage after the application of the usual means of
control. With the patient in the Rose position, the jaws
open to the fullest extent and the tongue depressor in-
troduced so that its tip presses against the base of the
tongue at the low^est point of the faucial pillars and away
from the side to be operated upon, a small round-pointed,
fishhook-shaped needle, threaded with about eighteen inches
of black silk or linen thread, is carried behind the lowest
portion of the posterior pillar and is introduced forward
through both pillars, taking enough tissue to insure its

not tearing out. The head and tail of the suture are
twisted together and secured by a shot slipped over them
and crushed close to the point of suture of the pillars.

The tail is secured between two convenient teeth. The
suture is continued as a running, over and over, to the
other end of the pillars, the bites being about one-quarter
of an inch apart. The head and tail of the suture are

again twisted together and secured by a shot and the
long ends attached to teeth to prevent the shot falling

into the larynx in case the suture tears out.

New York Medical Journal, July 22, igio.

The Clinical Value of the Serodiagnostic Methods in

the Diagnosis of Syphilis.—William Litterer gives the
consensus of upniion concerning the latest mterpretations
of the W'asscrmann reaction from which he draws the fol

lowing conclusions, (i; In internal medicine, neurolog>-,

pediatrics, surgery, in fact in every department of medicme,
the Wassermann test is of inestimable value as corroborat-
ing or dispelling the suspicion of an active specific disease.

(2) Under our present interpretation, a positive reaction

means that an active syphilis exists and that it indicates

that there should be an exhibition of antisyphilitic treat-

ment. (3) Since antisyphilitic treatment invariably causes

the disappearance of the Wassermann reaction, it may be
an index as to the efficiency of a line of treatment in that

particular case. (4) There are some nonluetic blood sera

which cause a fixation of the complement. These sera are

so rarely met with, and then not infrequently in such ex-

tensive pathological processes, that they do not vitiate the

clinical value of the reaction.

Vaccine Therapy in Tuberculosis.—Herbert Maxon
King discusses this subject from the standpoint of sana-

torium treatment. At the Loomis sanatorium two classes

of patients are advised to take up the tuberculin treat-

ment: (i) Incipient cases which have been under observa-
tion long enough to justify the belief that they are not

progressive and are without fever or other evidences of

a marked general toxemia, and (2) that class of more
advanced cases presenting evidences of arrested activity,

but who still have cough and a bacillary sputum. The
one demonstrable and constant result of the suitable use
of tuberculin is tuberculin immunity. He feels that

it gives the patient additional protection against his

disease both in the form of present resistance and
against future tendency to relapse. That general

improvement and increased resistance follows its use

in suitable cases is more and more felt by those

who employ this agent therapeutically. They have
been using bacillus emulsion and sometimes bouillon filtrc,

beginning with o.oooooooi gram (solid substance) bacil-

lus emulsion and o.ooooooi cc. bouillon filtrc, and proceeding

by 50 per cent, increases until 0.0001 gram, or o.ooooi in

the case of bacillus emulsion and somewhat larger doses

in the case of bouillon filtrc are reached; afterwards pro-

ceeding at the rate of 20 per cent, increases until the maxi-
mum dose is reached. They rarely if ever exceed a maxi-
mum of o.ooi gram bacillus emulsion, and o.i to 0.5 cc.

bouillon filtrc. Individualization in treatment is quite as

important as in other fields of therapeutics. They en-

joined comparative rest on the day of the injection and
strict rest for thirty-six hours afterward. There can be

little doubt but that general reactions are undesirable.

Tuberculin is contraindicated in laryngeal lesions where
old fibroid infiltration has appreciably narrowed the glottis.

In considering the treatment of secondary pyogenic infec-

tion by the specific bacterial product indicated by the char-

acter of the secondary infection the author says that they

usually select cavity cases with persistent high fever, which
does not yield to complete rest in bed, and have limited

the cases to hospital patients where constant observation

and control are possible. He describes the procedure by
which it is determined as far as possible which organism

is chiefly responsible for the symptoms and believes that

the opsonic index determinations are of great value. Aii

emulsion is then made from a growth of this organism,

which is sterilized and standardized and given in initial

dose of twenty to forty million, and which, if no contra-

indications arise, is increased at the rate of 100 per cent,

until one hundred to two hundred million are given at

intervals of from two to ten days. They have observed no
untoward effects from such treatment and have never found

that subsequent temperatures are any higher following an

injection. In the majority of cases a relation can be traced

between the treatment and the remission of symptoms,

chiefly in lowered temperature. Their experience has been

too limited to permit of very positive statements, but the

plan seems reasonable and results seem to justify effort in

this direction.

The Lacrymal Duct as a Portal of Infection in Blen-

norrhea Neonatorum and Its Prevention.—William
Linton Philips shows that the minimum proportion of

infected fetal eyes is caused by direct germ contact, and

the maximum amount of infection travels indirectly by

way of the nose, a cavity that remains open and would

naturally become filled at the time of the rotary motion
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ol the head through the pelvis, with septic material, which
is drawn further back by the first breath filling all nasal
openings. Infection may travel from the nose to the eye
in three ways, by the blood and lymphatics, by way of
the antrum and trontal sinus, and by ihc lacrynial gland
which is the more direct. The author recommends nasal
cleansing and suggests disuccinic peroxide as a possible
improvement over silver nitrate. Used in strength of
from I to 500 to I to 30 there is no reason why it should
not act better than other antiseptics because it penetrates
the lacrymal canal and the conjunctival folds more deeply
than those antiseptics which coagulate albumen. The
mouth and the eyes should likewise receive care.

Journal of the American Medical Association^ July 23. 1910.

Alcohol in Nephritis.—J. F. Hultgen gathered sta-
tistics from 150 patients in the Iowa State Inebriate Hos-
pital and 311 cases in his private practice, making in all

461 cases, in which he found neuropathic and psychopathic
lesions lu 9-'.5 per cent.; marked and striking effects on the
gastrointestinal tract in 82.7 per cent. There were no
cardiovascular symptoms which might be termed character-
istic of chronic alcholism unless it was the peculiar fetal

qualities of the heart sounds. From these statistics it

could not he proved that excessive drinking was in itself

injurious to the lungs. Only 9.1 per cent, of the 461 showed
evidences of nephritis, and only 5.24 per cent, showed
temporary or permanent albuminuria, while S5.7 per cent,

showed no evidence of deficient renal depurgation. From
his observations the writer summarizes as follows : Alcohol
when taken daily as it is by chronic inebriates is not an
irritant to the kidneys. When nephritis occurs in a chronic
alcoholic it is probably due to some other concomitant toxic

agent, and not to alcohol. Alcohol when taken by chronic
alcoholics, as a food or stimulant, is a diuretic. Those
tissues which eliminate alcohol are least affected by it.

This applies to the lungs but especially to the kidneys.

Alcohol, while a toxicant, is also a detoxicant, ridding the

body of various deleterious catabolic products. The com-
parative integrity of the kidneys in alcoholics may be
due to the fact that the renal cells contain very few lipoids

and lecithins and that therefore they are not at all acted
upon by the narcotic molecule.

The Relation of the Blood-Vessel Wall to Coagula-
tion of the Blood.—Bertram M. Bernheim observed,
during the course of some recent surgery on the blood
vessels, that clotting occurred on the adventitia with sur-

prising rapidity, and it seemed possible that this might be
accounted for by a substance contained in and secreted in

the adventitia of the blood vessels, which on injury to the

blood vessels was poured out and aided in the clotting

process. He experimented with each of the three coats

of the vessels separately and found that they all acted

alike. It seems from these experiments that just as in the

liver, muscle, etc., so in the blood-vessel wall itself there is

a substance which, once the vessel is injured, probably aids

in the formation of a clot. And if this is true, those en-

gaged in the field of vascular surgery have still another

problem to consider in connection with an already difficult

and trying technique. The final solution of the problem,

however, rests with pharmacologists and physiologists as

in the case with many other proMems of modern medicine.

Nervous and Mental Disturbances of the Male Cli-

macteric.— .Archibald Church, alter reviewing the litera-

ture which seems to demonstrate that there exists a

monthly rhythm in men, calls attention to the manifesta-

tions of the male climacteric. The author has been making
observations upon which he bases his generalizations for

the past ten years and finds that involutional insanitv- in

men. as in women, is of tolerably frequent occurrence and
presents no distinctions and practically no regular form
of psychosis. In both sexes where insanity occurs there

is almost invariably a well-defined tendency to mental in-

stability. Aside from insanities he finds no considerable

degree of elation, delirium, or maniacal manifestations,

but almost invariably there are expressions showing an

anxious tone of mental feeling. This varies from actual

anxiety neurosis, with all the obsessions and phobias that

mark the psychasthenic, to the rather simple anxieties of

the neurasthenic and the hypochondriac. The mental fea-

tures of worry and anxiety tend to fluctuate but there

seems to he no monthly periodicity ; the patients are apt

to be more depressed during the early part of the day.

Almost invariably there is a loss of weight and higher

arterial tension than seems altogether attributable to their

ase or general physical condition. Gastrointestinal activ-

ities are reduced, and the patients are easily fatigued and

show some general neurasthenia. Headaches, oppressed

feelings in the chest, sudden sensations of an alarming

nature, especially vertigos are generally mentioned. These

conditions run a variable course of from eighteen months

to three years, after which the patients regain a fair de-

gree of their former mental and physical characteristics.

In the management of these cases a reduction of the daily

work is usually imperative. Vasodilators seem to be of

value as w'ell as general hygienic measures. A recognition

of these climacteric features should enable the physician to

maintain a more encouraging attitude toward this class of

sufferers.

A Study in the Prevention of Adhesions.—J. R. Clay-

pool, B. M. Vance, P. R. Roberts, and Cyrus W. Field have

experimented upon dogs, comparing the value of olive oil

and colorless liquid petrolatum in the prevention of adhe-

sions. Every experiment has been controlled. In ten

dogs treated with olive oil only one showed an adhesion,

and in that case only along the line of incision between the

peritoneum and the omentum. In six dogs treatea with

petrolatum all but one showed adhesions. In twelve dogs

in which no oil was used adhesions were found in all but

one. In a series in which adhesions were allowed to form,

the wounds were opened and the adhesions broken down

and oil introduced. In these the adhesions were not re-

formed. They conclude that olive oil seems to prevent the

formation of adhesions in dogs and is worthy of a

thorough trial in human surgery and that liquid petrolatum

has but slight value for such a purpose.

British Medical Journal, July 16, 19 10.

The Surgical Treatment of Varicose Veiiis.—M.
Mamourian comments upon H. D. Sullivan's operation for

the excision of varicose veins as described in the British

Medical Journal of April 16, under the term "treatment by

avulsion." He considers this plan unnecessarily elaborate,

not sufficiently thorough, and somewhat unsafe, as it entails

previous mapping out of the veins, the use of tourniquets,

multiplicity of incisions, interference with the blood supply

of the limb, profuse hemorrhage and contact of a foreign

body with the blood with its attendant dangers. He objects

to the term avulsion because the vein is not torn or pulled

out, and thinks inversion or invagination should be more
accurate terms. He recommends the following procedure

:

The prepared limb is elevated to empty the veins. A srnall,

preferably transverse, incision is made high up in the thigh,

over the saphenous opening, the long saphenous secured

and divided between two forceps, and the proximal stump
ligatured close to the femoral vein. Traction on the distal

end of the vein makes it prominent all along its course. A
small cut is now made on the inner aspect of the knee, the

vein exposed and cut between two hemostats. -A long

probe, eye end up, is introduced through the lumen of the

upper segment and pushed up until it comes out at the first

incision. Next a ligature is passed through all the coats of

the vessel, penetrating the vein twice and at the same time

through the eye of the probe, and is tied firmly. By pulling

on the distal extremity of the probe the vein is extracted

in a few seconds, turned inside out. .All the veins of the

leg can be dealt with in similar fashion ; if they are tortuous

a gum elastic catheter of small caliber should be used

instead of the probe. This method is not applicable to

general or cirsoid varicosities.

Triplets: Mummified Male Tvyins and a Livnig
Female Child.—George Aldridge reports the case of a

primipara, aged 28, whom he first delivered quickly and
easily of a mummified male fetus of about six months
development. About an hour later he delivered the patient

of a living female child of about eight and one-half months.
About an hour and a half after this he delivered the woman
of another male fetus of about four months' development.
The placentae were removed with difficulty. The two male
fetuses were attached to one placenta, while the female
child had a separate one.

Berliner klinischc IVochenschrift, July 4, 1910.

Recognition of SjTihilis and Its Activity by Provo-
cative Injections of Mercury.—Glaser discusses the

theorv- of Thalmann that endotoxins play a prominent part

in the genesis of syphilitic lesions. In a recently published
work by Wolff-Eisner on clinical immunity and serodiag-
nosis, the views of Thalmann are digested into formal prop-
ositions. From these it would appear that mercnry destroys
the spirochetes, at the same time liberating their endo-
toxins, the patient usually feeling and seeming worse dur-
ing the earliest days of the treatment. But as a result of
the operation of the endotoxins, antibodies are produced,
with increasing immunity. As the undestroyed spirochetes

slowly proliferate, the immunity becomes less. A delayed
large macular roseola may now appear. The same mechan-
ism is present in all relapses. The number of spirochete
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foci in the body tends to diminish, so that relapses become
more and more localized. In the tertiary stage the number
of parasites is small, but very small quantities of endo-
toxins now suffice to produce lesions of an ulcerative char-

acter. \V hen syphilis pursues a malignant course, it means
that for some reason antibodies are not produced. The so-

called metasphiiitic affections result from weakening of the

tissues as a consequence of any severe lesion (alcoholism,
infectious diseases, overexertion, etc.). The statement
possessing the chief interest in this connection, is that mer-
cury, through liberating endotoxins, causes temporary
aggravation of the symptoms. This clinical observation
goes back at least to lS6g, when btoehr described the fever
which may follow mercurial injections. Knowledge as to

this febrile reaction, however, seems to have remained latent

until 1907, when Liudenheim placed the observation on
record, that in early syphilis the initial injection of mer-
cury produced temperature rise. Herxheimer had already
noted that patients became worse after the first injection

(so-called Her.xheimer reaction). The author tested the

subject of the provocative mercurial injection on latent

syphilis—in the complete understanding of this term. The
application of Thalmann's theory is Wasserinann's reaction

involves the possibility that with spirochetes present, mer-
curial injections must liberate the endotoxins. The febrile

reaction which follows may be found in any case of latent

syphilis which has given a positive Wassermann reaction.

As the provocative injections have been tested with con-
flicting results, the technique of thermometr\-, etc., must be
carefully elaborated, and the material selected with due
care. The author's cases fall under two groups, as fol-

lows: (a) Individuals with gonorrhea, alcoholism, etc., with
no history of syphilis, but positive Wassermann reaction,

and fever following mercurial injection, (b) Individuals
with history of syphilis, variability as to positive Wasser-
mann. but with fever following the provocative reaction.

It was learned that the very first injection did not neces-
sarily cause fever, although subsequent ones might give
rise to high tempertaures. The reaction must bear some
relationship to anaphylaxis, but this must be revealed by
future study. If subjects with positive Wassermann also

react to mercurial injections to the extent of fever lasting

from one to three days, we may conclude that the patient
harbors virulent spirochetes and needs active antisyphilitic

treatment.

Lesions Due to Massive Subentaneous Injections of
Saline Solution.—Wideroe has sought to test this pos-
sibility on rabbits. Sufficiently large injections will after a
time destroy the animals. In comparison, a man weighing
65 kilos. (143 lbs.) should receive daily in this manner
about 5 liters of solution in order to produce a fatal

result. The heart suff'ers chiefly, and is found dilated and
relaxed, with subendocardial and muscular hemorrhages.
Other organs showed capillary hyperemia and parenchyma-
tous degeneration.

Relations of the Diastase in Human Blood to Dia-
betes.—Wynhausen, after mentioning the relative an-
tiquity of this problem, gives his own experience and con-
cludes that the variability of blood diastase in diabetes is

very great, and that a comparison of diabetic with non-
diabetic patients furnishes no diagnostic standard in regard
to the severity of a case or from any other point of view.
As far as we have gone, no quantitative relationship
whatever has been detected between the sugar content
of the urine and the amount of diastase in the blood. The
same negative finding holds good for the relationship of
the blood diastase to other diseases, such as nephritis and
cachexia from any cause. It is not denied that in a few
individuals a striking agreement between the two quantities
may be present—thus in a case of diabetic coma, with high
sugar content in the urine, there was a very low value for
the blood diastase. The few positive cases, however, are
outweighed by the negative and inconclusive results.

Deutsche mediainische Wochenschrift, July 7, 1910.

Rabies in Germany.—Lentz states that the disease is
rare in Germany, and occurs chiefly in the dog. Many
years ago it prevailed extensively in certain cities. To-day
it occurs chiefly in localities which are continuous geograph-
ically with neighboring countries (Russia, Bohemia). From
1886 to 1901 about ten deaths annually was the mortality
for mankind. These 150 fatalities in tlie human species are
to be contrasted with nearly 10,000 deaths among dogs, and
1.664 in beeves. The mortality among certain other animals
—-sheep, pigs, horses—corresponds roughly to that in man-
kind. Cats show a smaller death-rate, while goats yield the
smallest of all. About one goat per annum dies from this
cause. Figures subsequent to 1901 bear out these death
rates. The two Prussian institutions which supply prophy-

lactic injections for bitten persons are located, respectively,

in Berlin and Breslau, the former dating from 1898, the
latter from 1906. The preventive injections have been
absolutely harmless, and results obtained in animals them-
selves in which the disease is common furnish the best tes-

timonial of success. For while bitten animals which are not
inoculated show a morbidity and corresponding mortality

of from 10 per cent, to 15 per cent., the death rate among
inoculated animals is only about i per cent. Correspond-
ing figures for mankind show that 235 human beings should
have been rescued from this form of death since 1S98.

About 91 per cent, of human beings who have been bitten

have been inoculated. The total deaths among this 91 per
cent, and remaining (uninoculated) 9 per cent, are almost
the same, and this furnishes a good idea of the value of

preventive inoculation.

Secondary Saprophytic Infection with Tubercle
Bacilli Hart relates a case in great detail which is

designed to show that the deposition of tubercle bacilli in

a given locality depends on a biochemical sensitiveness of
the tissues. The bacilli may lead a saprophytic existence for

a long period, causing no lesions, but poisoning the organ-
ism with their to.xins, and producing supersensitiveness to

injections of tuberculin. The author's case was one of pri-

mary bronchial cancer, with resulting stagnation of secre-

tion in the compressed bronchioles. In this stagnant secre-

tion tubercle bacilli settled, leading a saprophytic existence.

During life the ophthalmic and cutaneous tuberculin rela-

tions had both been w-eakly positive, so that the diagnosis
had been pulmonary tuberculosis. As already intimated, the

lesions were purely cancerous; neither old nor new tubercles

were present.

Appendicitis as Studied by Radiography.—Liertz con-
cludes from a radiographic study of the appendi.x that the

principal causal element is mechanical, chiefly anomalies of

position. Bacterial infection is the second necessary factor.

The anomalies of position favor stagnation, which comes
about largely from fecal impaction in the cecum. Mere
entrance of fecal matter into the appendix is not sufficient

to cause the disease, for such entrance is much more com-
mon in the newly born and nurslings than in adults ; while

the incidence of appendicitis is reversed at these two
periods of life. An anomalous location of the appendix
therefore becomes a menace in later life.

How to Diminish Appendicitis Mortality by Prevent-
ing Abscess Formation and Peritonitis.—Kiiinmell con-
cludes an important serial article with a number of weighty
generalizations. Appendicitis is so common an affection

that only one individual in five escapes it in some form or
degree (judging from miscellaneous autopsies). It is an
infectious disease, due to the greatest variety of bacteria,

which attack an organ already diseased, although free

from symptoms. Hardly a symptom is to be depended
on absolutely in diagnosis ; hardly a prognostic is to be
trusted. The more recent alleged diagnostic resources, such
as the leucocyte count, the determination of the viscosity

of the blood, the .^rneth blood picture, etc., add nothing
to our resources. The author would remove any appendix,
once it has become acutely inflamed; for in so doing one
does away with the subsequent possibility of death from
abscess and peritonitis. The early operation in acute cases

(within the first 48 hours) gives a mortality of but o.b

Iier cent. Nevertheless not all appendicitis cases require

operation. If svTnptoms vanish within 12 or at most 24
hours, intervention may be unnecessary. These mild cases

make up the bulk of all cases, and certainly require no
early intervention. The author never saw a fatal ending
in a very large number of these cases which received only
medical treatment. Nevertheless, recurrence is the rule.

"Physicians treat, surgeons cure," appendicitis.

The Role of the Thymus in Certain Pathological Con-
ditions.—M. Lucicn and J. Parisot say that many mis-
haps are laid to the hypertrophy of the thymus because
we have not a sufficient knowledge of the normal size

of the organ at any given age. They believe that, instead

of taking on atrophy at a very early age, it continues

large up to puberty. If death occurs and a large thymus
is found it is laid to the gland, whereas it was, probably,

of the natural size for the age of the child. In the second
or third year it weighs 25 to 28 grams, whereas it has
been thought to weigh, nonnally, 15 or 20 grams. It

continues to grow for some years after this, up to puberty,

and then gradually diminishes in size. Removal of the

thymus in young animals causes lessened growth of the

long bones. Ablation of the thymus in young children

may be followed by serious symptoms, hence its total re-

moval is contraindicated.

—

Gazette des Hopitaux.
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Mack ^ruiruia.

A Practical Study ok AIalaria. By William H. Dead-
ERicK, M.D., Member of the Arkansas Medical Society,
American Medical Association, and American Society ot
tropical Medicine; Fellow of the London Society of
Tropical Medicine and Hygiene ; Corresponding Member
Societe de Pathologie Exotique (Paris) ; President of
the Tri-State Medical Society. Fully illustrated. Phila-
delphia and London: W. B. Saunders Company, 1909.

This is an excellent monograph on Malaria, and one that
is calculated to be of considerable service to every medical
practitioner. It is the work of one who has had an un-
usually large and successful experience with this disease,

and is thus distinguished from similar volumes written by
laboratory men. .At the same time, the author not only
refers to other authorities, but quotes, often at great
length, from their writings ; so that the volume really con-
tains all that is worth while on Malaria. It combines with
rare skill the results of scientific investigation with the
practical observation and experience of the best type of
practitioner. Special attention is paid to henioglobinuric
fever, and to the diagnosis and treatment of malaria. The
etiology and role of the mosquito are fully considered ; the

subject of blood examination is dwelt on at length, and the

author does not ignore the difficulties often attending this

process; treatment is very fully discussed, and the effi-

ciency of the various preparations of quinine is compared.
Among the illustrations we are pleased to see portraits of
Laveran and Ross ; others worthy of special notice are

those dealing with the mosquito and with blood exami-
nations.

Year Book of the United States Department of Agri-
culture—1909. Washington: Government Printing Of-
fice, 1910.

This is the Sixteenth Year Book of the Department of
Agriculture. It does not differ in character from the pre-

ceding ones, except that it is considerably shorter than that

for the previous year, the decrease being made largely for

reasons of convenience in forwarding and handling. The
volume contains 36 text figures and 36 full-page plates, 11

of which are colored, and comprises numerous special

papers of interest to farmers primarily. The usual statis-

tical tables of crop and animal products are included at the

back of the volume, together with a large index. The book
is distributed free by Senators, Representatives and Dele-
gates to Congress.

Die Krankheiten der Nase und des Nasenraciiexs. Mit
besonderer Beriicksichtigung der rhinologischen Pro-
piideutic. Von Carl Zarxico in Hamburg. Dritte, neu
bearbeitete Auflage, mit 166 Abbildungen und 5 Tafeln.

Berlin : Verlag von S. Karger, 1910.

This is the third edition of this well-known treatise, in-

corporating in one volume what has heretofore been pub-
lished in two. It follows along conventional lines, but is

thoroughly up to date in its statements, and presents a

most excellent arrangement of topics. It is undoubtedly
one of the best works of its kind in the German language,

and its translation into English would enable it to reach a

much wider circle of readers of which it is well worthy.

TsAiTfe International de Psvchologie Pathologique. Di-

recteur: Dr. A. Marie (de Villejuif). Comite de_ Re-
daction. MM. les Professeurs Bechterew (de St. Peters-

bourg), Clouston (de Edinbourg), Grasset (de Mont-
pellier), Lugaro (de Modene), Magnan (de Paris),

PiLcz (de Vienne). Raymond (de Paris), Ziehen_ (de

Berlin). Tome Premier, Psychopathologie Generale.

Paris: Felix Alcan, igio.

This is the first of three volumes, all of which are to

appear within a year. It contains 1028 pages. The second

volume will be devoted to clinical psychiatry and the third

to therapeutics, in all that that word implies. The present

volume is divided into ten chapters. Representative men
from most of the European countries are collaborators.

Among them we do not find the names of Kraepelin, Freud,

Jung or any of the German school, except Ziehen. Natur-

ally, Frenchmen predominate. Besides those mentioned in

the title, we note the names of Deny of the Salpetriere

and Roubinowitsch of the Bicetre, Burlureau, Helme, Piet-

kiewicz and Sollier of Paris, Colin, Culliere, Dubief, de

Fleury, Legrain. Lhermitte, Loiseau, Morel, Pactet. Pic-

que. Regis, and Serieux of other parts of France, BajenoflF,

Poussep. and Sikorsky of Russia, Winternitz of Vienna.

Van Deventer of Amsterdam, Tamburini of Rome, Pick of

Prague, and Moravesik of Buda-Pesth. Many of these

names are well known to us, and will doubtless attract

American alienists and neurologists to the work, which is

intended, of course, primarily for specialists and as a work
of reference. Three of the ten chapters of the first volume,
the one before us, are prepared by Dr. A. Marie, 'i'hese are
entitled, respectively, an Essay on Psychiatric Anthropol-
ogy, Chemistry of the Cerebral Substance, and Physio-
pathological E.xamination by Functions. These give one in
themselves an idea of the scope of the work. Other chap-
ters are on the Relationship between Psychiatry and Neu-
rology (by ' Grasset), Neuropsychiatric Electrodiagnosis
and Radiodiagnosis, General Pathological Anatomy in Men-
tal Medicine, Psychological Evolution at Puberty, and Clin-
ical, Psychological, Medico-Pedagogic, and Medico-Legal
^lethods of Examination. The work, though entitled an
international treatise, is profoundly tinged with the teach-
ings of the French school. These are somewhat at vari-
ance with the German ones at present gradually prevail-
ing in this country. It will, however, be found extremely
interesting and a valuable addition to the specialist's

library. It is filled with illustrative cases, tables and illus-

trations, and describes in detail the principal hypotheses
current at the present time concerning mental diseases.

Traitement Manuel dans les Maladies de la Nutrition;
LES Nevralgies. Par le Dr. F. Wetterwold, Secretaire

General de la Societe de Kinesitherapie. Charge de Mis-
sion en Allemagne par le Ministere de I'lnstruction

Publique (1909). Preface du Dr. H. Staffer. Paris:
Vigot Freres, 1910.

Any helpful suggestions relating to the rational treatment
of painful affections are invariably welcomed by the pro-

fession. The day is happily past when we are content with

the use of analgesics in the neuralgias. The general health

is looked after; systemic poisons are eliminated; sources

of peripheral nerve irritation are sought for and removed;
yet sometimes surgery even is required as a last resort. In

the little book before us the author states that he believes

that in all neuralgic, neuritic, and arthritic affections

attended by pain, there is present an interstitial neuritis

analogous to cellulitis, panniculitis or edema of cellular

tissue, whose origin is a disorder of nutrition. The seat of
the neuralgia in these cases is in the microscopic ramifica-

tions of the nerves of the skin or of the subcutaneous or

submucous tissue. The chief remedv is manual treatment,

with special reference to nerve points.

Progressive Medicine. A Quarterly Digest of Advances,
Discoveries, and Improvements in the Medical and Sur-

gical Sciences. Edited By Hobart Amory' Hare, M.D.,
Professor of Therapeutics and Materia Medica in the

Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia; ."Assisted by
Leighton F. Appleton. M.D., Instructor in Therapeutics,

Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia. June 1, 1910.

Philadelphia and New York : Lea & Febiger.

The present instalment is on the usual plan of the June
number, and contains articles on : Hernia, by W. B. Coley

;

Surgery of the Abdomen, Exclusive of Hernia, by E. M.
Foote ; Gynecology, by J. G. Clark; Diseases of the Blood,

Diathetic and Metabolic Diseases, Diseases of the Thyroid
Gland, Nutrition and the Lymphatic System, by A. Sten-

gel, and Ophthalmology, by E. Jackson. We would again

draw attention to Dr. Clark's contribution, which contains

a masterly resume on Cancer of the Uterus. Dr. Stengel's

article is longer than usual, for which we are thankful.

The part devoted to Diseases of Nutrition is timely and
important.

Rhinology: A Textbook of Diseases of the Nose and
Nasal Accessory Sinuses. By Patrick Watson Will-
iams, M.D. ; Lecturer on liiseases of the Nose and
Throat at the University of Bristol, etc. Fifth Edition.

London : Longmans, Green & Co., 1910.

The four previous editions of Dr. Williams' textbook
have included Laryngology as well as Rhinology. He has
now chosen to make two volumes instead of one, and the

present is the first of the series. This portion of the en-

larged work has been thoroughly brought ly to date in

every department. The number of plates is unusually large,

and they are arranged on the stereoscopic plan, every one
displaying important points in the study of the nose and
leaving more accurate and vivid impressions on the mem-
ory than can be achieved by any other means. The book
is well printed on excellent paper. The author has the

happy faculty of being able to distinguish the essentials

from the non-essentials, and has compressed a large

amount of information into a reasonable space. Naturally
the general topic of sinus diseases is very fully treated,

and there are interesting sections on the various ocular

and other complications of this class of affections. The
Appendix contains a well-balanced formulary, and there

is a valuable paragraph on the proper method of making
post-mortem examinations of these sinus cavities.
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Emergencies of General Practice. By Percy Sargent,
M.B., B.C. r Cantab.), F.R.C.S. Surgeon to Out-Fatients
St. Thomas' Hospital ; Surgeon to the National Hospital

for the Paralyzed and Epileptic, Queen's Square; and
Alfred E. Russel, M.D., B.S. (Loud)., F.R.C.P. ; Phy-
sician to Out-Patients, St. Thomas' Hospital. Oxford
Medical Publication. London: Henry Frowde, 1910.

The purpose of this book is to supply to the general prac-

titioner a source of information as to what to do in a case

of the various emergencies which may arise in the course

of the day's work. The authors do not claim that the work
is intended to cover all the possible modes of treatment for

every possible medical or surgical hurry call On the con-

trary, in most cases but one line of treatment is given in

each instance, that being the one which the authors have
found to be the most useful and at the same time most
easily carried out with the aids which are apt to be at

hand. Opening with a discussion of the best anesthetic to

be used in emergency cases, the book contains chapters

notably upon the usual surgical emergencies, as wounds,
burns, hemorrhage, fractures and dislocations, foreign

bodies, but also the medical condition of dyspnea, pulmon-
ary and cardiac affection, acute abdominal diseases and
injuries, infectious diseases, convulsions, unconsciousness,

and poisoning. Separate chapters are devoted to acute

affections of the eye and the ear. In short, the book covers
systematically practically all the emergencies except obstet-

rical, which occur in an ordinary practice. The book lives

up to the title in dealing with the emergency alone, and
practically neglecting after treatment. The greater part of
the work is given up to treatment, though in cases where
the immediate diagnosis of the condition is of importance
this is briefly discussed. The book is well written, is con-
cise, to the point, and rather dogmatic in style, most useful

attributes in a book which, when needed, is needed quickly.

It does, however, not lose any of its literary style by being
brief. Each article is a unit, giving just such information
as is necessary in the various conditions treated, giving it

clearly and forcefully, and not using an unnecessary word.
For the busy practitioner the book will prove to be a most
valued friend in time of need.

A Practical Treatise on Fractures and Dislocations.
By Lewis A. Stimson, B.A., M.D., LLD. (Yalen), Pro-
fessor of Surgery in Cornell University Medical Col-
lege, New York; Surgeon to the New York and Hudson
Street Hospitals ; Consulting Surgeon to Bellevue, St.

Johns, and Christ Hospitals ; Corresponding Member of
the Societe de Chirurgie of Paris. Sixth Edition, re-

vised and enlarged, with 361 illustrations and 65 plates

in monotint. New York and Philadelpnia : Lea & Feb-
iger, 1910.

This book has so long been accepted as a standard work
upon the subject with which it deals, and is so well known
to teachers, students, and surgeons alike, that an analysis
of its contents is unnecessary. The present edition con-
sists of over 850 pages of closely written information upon
the subject at hand. The additions since the last edition
include the results of further study of the injuries of the
small bones of the carpus and tarsus which has been made
possible by the advance in j'-ray diagnosis. Sections have
been added on fractures of the floor of the acetabulum
and the internal epicondyle of the femur and on backward
dislocation of the lower jaw. The book is well illustrated
with semi-diagrammatic drawings and numerous photo-
graphs and j-ray plates. The entire work lives up to the
standard set by previous editions, and that is sufficient

recommendation in itself.

The Care of the Child. By Mrs. Burton Chance. Phila-
delphia : The Penn Publishing Company, 1909.

The market has been flooded lately with booklets by phy-
sicians and nurses, the purpose of which is to tell the young
mother what she should do and what she should not do to
lier baby. Most of these are written in an arrogant didac-
tic style, and consist of a series of shopworn rules which
tend more to confuse than to illuminate the mother. The
present book, however, differs from most of those which
have appeared recently. In the first place it may be under-
stood even by a mother who is not an expert in higher
mathematics. Involved feeding tables are conspicuous by
their absence. Most striking of all of the features of the
present book is that it not only tells the mother what is the
proper thing to do for the baby, but it gives simple and
satisfactory reasons for each direction. 'The mother who
reads this book, unless her intelligence is of a low grade
indeed, will become an enthusiastic supporter of the mod-
ern methods of bringing up children, and will not throw

the book away disgusted with "new-fangled notions." The
present book is the best and most sensible which we have
seen upon this much overworked subject, and can safely
be recommended by the physician to the prospective mother.

Mind Health. The Mental Factor and Suggestion in

Treatment, with Special Reference to Neurasthenia and
other Common Nervous Disorders. By Edwin Ash,
M.D. (Lond.), Bachelor of Surgery of the L'niversity of
London; Member of the Royal College of Surgeons,
England; Licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians,
London ; Pathologist to the London Temperance Hospi-
tal ; Sometime House Physician and Demonstrator of
Physiology at St. Mary's Hospital, W., New York

:

William Wood & Co. London : H. J. Glaisher, 1910.

Physicians now for the most part accept the fact that

mental impressions exert a powerful influence in the pro-
duction of various forms of ill health. Do we, however,
also, all of us keenly realize the powerful influence of the

mind in the rec'i\ery of health? And do we utilize this

factor to its fullest extent? Here is a little book, emi-
nently practical, whose main object, as stated in the intro-

duction, is "to show in what way we can directly bring
Mind Force into play in the restoration of health, and to

demonstrate the important part which should be assigned
to suggestion in any reasonable system of mental treat-

ment." The author does not consider hypnotism as neces-

sary for success, and omits this form of treatment from
the book. He first elucidates the )nodus operandi of men-
tal impressions in the production of physical disorders;
then notes the influence of surroundings and attendants,

etc., and sets forth his principles and methods, and, finally,

describes their practical utilization.

Prescription Writing and Formulary. By John M.
Swan, M.D., Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine
in the Medico-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia; In-

structor in Clinical Pathology and Tropical Medicine,
Philadelphia Polyclinic and College for Graduates in

Medicine; Fellow of the College of Physicians of Phila-

delphia. Containing 1043 prescriptions. Philadelphia and
London : W. B. Saunders Company, igio.

This little volume is likely to prove very useful to med-
ical students and recent graduates. The part dealing with

prescription writing is ably and concisely presented ; the

Latin is much more accurate than is usually the case in

books of this kind, and the United States Pharmacopeia
is taken as the basis or storehouse of supplies for illustra-

tions. This is as it should be in a book intended for stu-

dents ; for, while the experienced practitioner may draw
his remedies from any source that seems suitable to him,

the beginner will find enough (and more than enough) to

learn in the preparations given in the U. S. P. The pre-

scriptions given in the last part of the book seem to be

well selected ; and, while they are amply sufficient, they

are not so numerous as to bewilder the seeker after thera-

peutic information.

Surgical After-Trf.atment. A Manual of the Conduct of

Surgical Convalescence. By L. R. G. Ceandon, A.M.,

M.D., Assistant in Surgery at Harvard Medical School;

Assistant Visiting Surgeon to the Boston City Hospital

;

Consulting Surgeon, Frost General Hospital. With 265

Original Illustrations. Philadelphia and London : W. R.

Saunders Company, 1910.

This volume is written for two classes of practitioners

—

house surgeons in hospitals and general practitioners in

communities which are not surgical centers. For the latter

class this work is particularly valuble, the more so as every

procedure advised herein has stood the test of practical

experience. The house surgeons, as a rule, have the tra-

ditions of their own particular hospital to guide them; but

as a help in case of emergency or something new. this book

will stand them in good stead. The first half of the work
consists of thirty-nine chapters, and treats of everything

that concerns the comfort and welfare of the patient in a

general way. The latter part deals with the treatment nec-

essary after special operations on the various parts of the

body.' There is a chapter of over 160 pages on Therapeutic

Immunization and Vaccine Therapy, written by a disciple

of Sir A. E. Wright. The book is well planned and clearly

written, and many a practitioner will find it a most useful

supplement to any volume on Surgery. It is a pity that the

work runs to 800 pages, for its size may prevent many
from possessing and reading it. With the utmost care it

seems as if we were bound to take our Surgery in many
volumes, as witness the various volumes on Surgical .\nat-

omy, Surgical Diagnosis. Surgical Pathologv'. Surgery,

Operative Surgery, and now Surgical .\fter-Treatment.
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AMERICAN NEUROLOGICAL ASSOCL\TIO\.

Thirty-sixth Annual Meeting, Held in Washington, D. C,
May 2, 3, and 4, 1910.

Morton Prince, M.D., of Boston, President, in the
Chair.

Monday, May 2—First Day.

President's Address.—Dr. Morton Prince of Boston
opened the meeting with an address entitled "Cerebral

Localization from the Point of View of Function and

Symptoms, with Special Reference to von Monakow's
Theory of Diaschisis." Dr. Prince said he had chosen as

a subject upon which to address the association that of the

doctrine of cerebral localization from the point of view

of function and symptoms. The doctrine of cerebral

localization acquired a very diflferent significance accord-

ing as to whether it meant that the brain could be mapped
•out into a number of circumscribed areas in each of

which could be located a definite psychophysiological fac-

ulty or function, or whether it meant only that these areas

contained anatomical elements which were made use of for

the physiological expression of function. The doctrine of

cerebral localization resolved itself into the question

whether the localization was of symptoms or of function

or whether it was only an anatomical localization of fibers.

It too often happened that the formulae of localization did

not work in diagnosis. It not rarely happened that clinical

and pathological findings were contradictory. Thus, on the

one hand, extensive lesions in one or other of the recog-

nized cortical centers ran their course without symptoms,

and, on the other hand, focal symptoms, pointing to dis-

ease of these centers, developed in cases in which no ana-

tomical alterations were found at autopsy. There was a

growing dissatisfaction with the currently accepted doc-

trine of cerebral localization ; a feeling that it was in many
respects inadequate. The first blow to the traditional local-

ization of function in the cortex had been received w-hen

Marie launched his attack on the currently accepted doc-

trine of aphasia. Whatever the outcome of the reinvesti-

gation of this question might prove to be, it was evident

that the beautifully diagrammatic concepts of the function

of language and of aphasic disturbances of this function

had been relegated to the scrap heap of the phantasies of

science. Our former naive conception of aphasia could

never be revived. The fact, the author believed, it would

be found to be that, whether the third left frontal convo-

lution, the first and seond left temporal convolution or

other areas took part in the function of language or not.

the function as a whole, as a psychical process, w-as a

widely distributed one in which were engaged many

dynamic processes and anatomical "centers" and a lesion of

any one of several "centers" might give rise to all modes of

aphasic disturbance. The contest had centered largely

around the question whether a lesion of Broca's convolu-

tion gave rise to the motor type of aphasia and. there-

fore, whether in this convolution could be localized so

much of language as was lost in this type. In thus stating

the problem there was plainly a confusion of concepts ; the

one was a clinico-anatomical question involving a partic-

ular syndrome: the other a question of localization of

function. In distinguishing between these concepts perhap'-

the' difficulties might disappear, for a lesion might theo-

retically give rise indirectly to a group of language symp-

toms without being the seat of language function. The

clinicoanatomical data themselves were contradictory. As.

for example, (i) lesions of the third front.i^ convolution

did give rise to a clinical aphasic syndrome of the so-called

motor type; (2) destruction of Broca's convolution 1 ;ight

be accompanied by simple mutism—or p.irc motor aphasia

of the so-called subcortical type; (3) it also a,);je2red to be

true that in a considerable proportion of cases of aphasia,

characterized by loss of the power of wo.d-forn;ation and
arti'-u'ation, Broca's convolution had been fo.UKi intact. In

any theory of aphasia as a clinical syndrome and in any
theory of function these discrepancies must be reconciled.

Might it not be that a lesion in the third frontal convolu-

tion might occasion a disturbance of language of the so-

called motor type and yet this convolution not be an essen-

tial factor in the functioning mechanism of language? If

time had permitted, other syndromes and functions might
have been taken for analysis, for example, astereognosis,

asymbolia, apraxia, in which similar contradictions would
be found. Von Monakow, whose clinical experience and
pathological training entitled his views to great weight,

had pointed out the inadequacy of the generally accepted

doctrine of localization to account for these contradictory

phenomena. He believed that there was some error in

the form in which localization was conceived by most
clinicians. To-day, as formerly, two sets of e.xperiences

stood opposed to one another, the negative and the posi-

tive, and invited anew discussion of the doctrine of localiza-

tion which had been declared closed by many writers. We
might ask how these contradictions can be explained. To
answer this von Monakow had proposed a theory, of the'

greatest interest and challenging examination, which was
known as diaschisis, and which had for its basis the re-

sults of experimental investigations. After removal of

focal areas in the cortex certain symptoms were temporary,

while others, which were purely local, were permanent
These latter, or residual, symptoms alone represented the

function or part of function that was localizable in a

given center. So-called focal symptoms were in large

part a complicated reaction of unimpaired areas of the

central nervous system to the local cortical lesions. By
diaschisis was meant a functional shock-like inhibition of

previously uninjured distant areas produced by the dynamic
influences of a lesion anatomically connected with such

areas. Through the break in the continuity of the con-

ducting associative paths the eccentrically lying brain foci

were robbed of their natural sources of stimulation and in

part isolated. Only the directly injured elements gave
rise to the permanent symptoms and secondary degenera-
tions. So far as the theory definitely distinguished be-

tween the localization of symptoms and the localization of

function, the author thought it might be safely insisted

upon as the only interpretation that could reconcile the

facts of clinical and pathological observation. The dias-

chisis theory was fruitful in other fields than that of

cerebral localization. For example, its possible applica-

tions in the explanation of focal symptoms without focal

lesions would occur to everyone.

A Report of Three Prefrontal Tumors.—Dr. F. X.
Dercum of Philadelphia read this paper, saying that his

first and second cases had been inoperable ; in the third
the tumor had been removed, but was of enormous size,

weighing 7J4 ounces. Death had occurred fourteen days
after operation. The report of operation and subsequent
surgical history would be given by Dr. John H. Gibbon.
The symptoms presented in the above cases were of un-
usual interest. Vague mental symptoms had been present
m all of them. Case I had suggested symptoms not un-
like those of profound cerel.ral exhaustion or of a be-
ginning paresis. Headache had never been a marked fea-

ture, and had been elicited only by questioning. It had
existed only for a short time previous to death; vomiting
had occurred but once, and that only toward the very
close of the illness. There had been absence of optic
neuritis and of any involvement of the visual fields. The
only symptom which had been at all suggestive had been
one attack of slight twitching of the left leg and possibly
twitching of the left arm, which had occurred a few davs
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before he came under observation ; the attack had been

very brief in duration, and had not been attended by loss

of consciousness. Occasionally psychic vesical inconti-

nence had been present. In the second case there had been

early headache, optic neuritis, and vomiting, all of the

symptoms being typical and marked. The feature of

special interest was the slight llattening of the lower half

of the right side of the face and the equally slight in-

volvement of the left leg and arm. These symptoms had

been in all probability due in part at least to indiiv

pressure. The subjective sensory disturbances in the left

leg and left arm, namely, pain, and the hyperesthesia of

the left arm and both legs were somewhat difficult to

explain. The occurrence of typical areas of hysterical

painful hyperesthesia under both breasts and over both

groins was exceedingly interesting and nnportant, and

must be borne in mind in considering the other sensory

symptoms present. The area of hyperesthesia upon the

left parietal region had been also small, and resembled in

other respects an area of hysterical hyperesthesia, though

it had been present on the same side as the tumor; the

question arose whether the left hemiparesis, present for

a time only, had not been also hysterical in origin. In

Case III optic neuritis had been pronounced. Headache

had been scarcely, if at all, present. Vomiting had been

absent. Case III was remarkable for the size of the

growth, which had probably existed for a long time pre-

vious to the seizure, which occurred in the summer of

1908. That so large a growth could have been present and

the patient still have been able, even in a degree, to attend

to his business and ordinary affairs was very remarkable.

Finally, the resemblance of the mental symptoms in Cases

I and III to those of paresis was worthy of comment.

Case I had been placid, indifferent, and had not manifested

the least anxiety as to his condition. Case III had been

at times distinctly expansive, good-humored, and not in-

frequently laughed and joked. Case II, though quiet,

complained greatly at times of suffering ; at no time had
she been jocose, nor had there been any tendency to

laughter or hilarity. Indifference to the sphincters had

not been observed, and there had been no epileptiform

seizures. Th eye muscle symptoms had made their ap-

pearance late, and were probably to be referred directly

to the frontal lobe lesion ; in part they might have been

due to the blindness and the absence of fixation. In many
respects the above cases conformed to the ordinary ob-

servations made in prefrontal tumors. This was particu-

larly the case as regards the mental symptoms which had
been most marked in Case III, less marked in Case I,

and least in Case II. Psychic incontinence had been pro-

nounced in Cases I and III. Epileptiform seizures had
been present but once in Cases I and III and absent alto-

gether in Case II. Optic neuritis had been present in

Cases II and III and absent in Case I ; the swelling had
been more marked on the side of the tumor in Case H
and slightly greater on the side opposite the tumor in

Case III. Local tenderness of the skull had been present

only in Case II, on the same side as the tumor, but parietal,

and not frontal. Finally, it was interesting to note that

in none of the cases was there present any ataxia. It

should be added that no .v-ray examination had been made
in Case I. In Case II an .f-ray examination had been
negative. In Case III an .r-ray examination had also been
negative, save that it had reveald some irregularity of
the inner surface of the frontal bone upon the right side;

also some apparent thinning of the bone. The possible

etiological value of trauma \vas well illustrated in Case I.

Dr. E. W. Taylor of Boston said that the two main
points th.^t Dr. Dercum had brought out were very in-

teresting. In the first place, the mental condition; in the

second place, the epileptiform seizures. From what Dr.

Dercum had said, and Dr. Taylor presumed it would be

generally accepted, there was no definite type of mental

diseases to reveal frontal lobe lesion. He recalled dis-

tinctly a patient in which the mental symptoms, instead of

being apathetic, were of precisely the opposite sort. The
man had been a young Army officer, previously healthy.

He had been extraordinarily apprehensive, he had devel-

oped all sorts of phobias, had been unable to go into

crowded places, buildings, and so on, and had presented

all the appearances of a mental state. He had had slight

epileptiform convulsions, which Dr. Taylor misinterpreted

as hysteroid convulsions. He had disappeared from view,

and if he had not heard his subsequent history he would

have regarded him as a psychasthenic patient He had

later come under treatment and died. There had been

found an extensive prefrontal tumor, gliomatous in type,

very difficult to distinguish from the brain itself. The
points of importance had been incidence of slight seizures,

epileptiform in character, and, secondly, and still more
confusing, were the phenomena one so often sees in the

neuroses of psychasthenic character.

Dr. Edward B. Angell of Rochester, N. Y., said he had

been impressed with the lack of symptomatology of pre-

frontal tumors. We got many of these cases without

headache, nausea, vomiting; without any of the motor

symptoms, and without any of the hemiplegias or disturb-

ances of one side of the body. A case had come under

his observation one year ago, a very successful and in-

telligent business man. Tie had suddenly become apathetic.

His family had first noticed this because he had received

news of a disaster with unconcern. Aside from that con-

dition he had had no symptoms whatever. He had had

an attack of grippe and had had quite a nasal discharge

and quite an increase in the white blood cells. Here had

been a case where we would have had reasons for believ-

ing we had had acute trouble by extension from the nasal

chambers. The mental symptoms had been such as to in-

dicate much pressure. When he died it was shortly. He
had a tumor as large as Dr. Dercum's patient in the left

prefrontal lobe.

Dr. Hugh T. Patrick of Chicago inquired the state of

the sense of smell in these cases.

Dr. Herman H. Hoppe of Cincinnati said he wished

briefly to refer to one symptom-complex which had ob-

scured the diagnosis in a case he had seen in which there

had been absolutely no genera! symptoms of brain tumor.

This tumor had grown from the sella turcica and in-

volved both portions of the frontal lobes. The earliest

manifestations had been in reference to the optic thalamus.

This man had gone on with business after developing

atrophy of the optic nerve, then he had begun to develop

sluggishness of the pupils. In the subsequent histor>- there

had been a pure, simple dementia, so much so that the

diagnosis of dementia paralytica bad been made. The
man had died in an insane hospital, and the autopsy had

revealed the tumor.

Dr. George \\'. Jacoby of Xew York said he had had'

the pleasure and benefit of seeing the case Dr. Dercum
had reported, and, after having seen that case had com-

pared it with a couple of others he had previously seen.

It seemed to hi mthat we could be very positive that there

is no pathognomonic series of symptoms of prefrontal

tumors. One way diagnosis could be made was by se-

quence of symptoms or symptoms dependent upon pres-

sure; the occurrence of aphasia and involvement of the

motor tract, the significance of reflexes, all of which were

helpful and indicative of the associated pressure.

Dr. E. E. Southard of Boston said that he had found

that in some cases it was profitable to examine histologically

other parts of the brain than those directly involved in the

tumor. He recalled a case of tumor of the prefrontal lobe

in which epilepsy had not existed, Init in which there had

been a unilateral paralysis on the same side as the tumor,.
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and histological study of the precentral gyri had shown

that for some reason on the opposite side there had been

absence of cells.

Dr. B. Sachs of New York said that in regard to frontal

tumors, he did not know why they were spoken of as pre-

frontal tumors. There were two points of vital importance

in regard to the question of operability. First of all, the

focal signs, as in many instances they gave no idea of the

actual size of the tumor and the probable result of an

operation. So much depended upon shock, the shock

seemed to be in direct proportion to the size of the tumor,

that one of the most essential points for determining the

operability of a tumor was to try to decide whether the

tumor was of large size or not, and whether the symptoms

gave one any idea of the size of the tumor. The other

points belonged to all tumors. A great deal depended upon

the character of the tumor, particularly in the development

of symptoms. It was a very different thing whether the

brain substance was being invaded liy tubercle or sar-

coma, or whether it was being gradually invaded by a

glioma, and some of the peculiarities in regard to tumor

of the frontal lobe might be explained by the fact that

many of these tumors had been slowly invading gliomata,

whereas the cases in which the tumor had been much more

destructive the symptoms were more marked. The de-

structiveness of the tumor was in direct relation to the dis-

tinctness of the symptoms. Dr. Sachs had observed a

case which had presented during life absolutely nothing

else but epileptiform seizures, suddenly die from hemor-

rhage from a tumor which on post-mortem examination

had proved to be a huge glioma involving the entire

one hemisphere of the brain. This was a point we often

lost sight of, that is, the different character of the symp-

toms in relation to different structure of the tumor. Glioma

seemed to cause fewer symptoms than any other tumor

because the brain tissue accommodated itself nuich more

readily to the slow invasion of the glioma.

Dr. D. D. WoLFSTEiN of Cincinnati referred to a case in

which he had made the diagnosis of tumor of the frontal

lobe. It had been in the left frontal lobe, and of very

large size, but there had been absolutely no mental dis-

turbance. The only symptoms had been progressive optic

atrophy, with complete loss of vision. There had been

a suspicion of epileptiform seizure. Very often these

tumors passed far back, and tangental fibers which passed

through the capsule were involved. Those cases which

simulate epileptiform seizures miHlU in this way be ex-

plained.

Dr. Dercum, closing, said that in these cases the sense

of smell had been preserved. In a case which he had re-

ported to the association some years ago the sense of smell

had been destroyed. He thought Dr. Sc'uthard's position

well taken. It seemed to him that the epileptiform at-

tacks in these cases were perhaps due to pressure about

the base. He was in entire accord with wliat Dr. Sachs

had said in reference to the size of the tumor. The first

two cases had been round-celled sarcomata, the third had

been endothelioma, and sprang from the dura of the base.

.As regards the term prefrontal, Dr. Dercum felt it was

a justifiable term, provided we strictly meant that the

tumor had advanced up in front of the motor tract itself.

Report of a Case of Resection of Dorsal Spinal Nerve

Roots for Gastric Crises of Tabes.—Dr. John Jf.nks

Thom.\.s road a paper wliich was prepared jointly with

Dr. Edward Hall Nichols, saying that gastric crises of

tabes might be very severe, and have such effect upon the

general condition as to lead to death. The attacks not

infrequently constituted the earliest symptom of the dis-

ease. This fact had frequently led to error of diagnosis

and the performance of useless operations. Post mortem,

in fatal cases, the stomach usually showed no changes,

even when blood had been vomited. The most probable

theory as to causation was that the pathological basis

consisted in changes in the sympathetic nerve. This view

had been adopted by h'orster, and led him to resect the

dorsal thoracic nerve roots, by which the sympathetic

nerves were connected with the central nervous system.

Aside from the first case of resection of dorsal nerve

roots for this symptom, reported by Forster and Kiittner,

one other case had been found in the literature, reported

by Bruns and Sauerbach, both operations having been done

in the summer of 1909, and both followed by complete

relief. The patient, whose case was reported in this paper,

was a man of 32 years, a widower, with one healthy child,

a girl of 13. This child had been followed by three or

four miscarriages of unknown cause. Syphilis was denied.

The gastric crises had begun about eight years before, and

in October, 1905, the abdomen had been opened at a hos-

pital, but nothing abnormal found except a few adhesions

of the omentum to the gall bladder, which did not pull

upon the stomach. These adhesions had been freed. The

attacks had continued, and he entered the Boston City

Hospital August 3, 1908. At that time his attacks came

at intervals of one week to one month, and lasted from

one to ten days—with severe pain and vomiting, accom-

panied usually by diarrhea. There had been no loss of

control of the bladder, but some diminution of se.xuai

desire. No lancinating pains, no diplopia, and no ataxia

in walking or standing, but very slight ataxia in movements

of legs with eyes closed. Hypotonicity in legs well marked.

Pupils moderate size, regidar, and equal, reacting with ac-

commodation, but not to light. Patellar and Achilles re-

flexes equal and present. At this time he had become

habituated to the use of morphine, and was taking about

a grain a day. The attacks continued, gradually becoming

more frequent, seldom a week passing without one. In

.'August, 1909, the Noguchi serum test for syphilis had been

positive. At the time of operation the weight, formerly

145 pounds, had fallen to 100 pounds, sensation for touch

and pain was diminished on the chest from the third to

fifth rib, and the abdominal reflexes were lively, the left

.\chilles jerk had disappeared, though the right one and

the patellar reflexes were present. March 3, 1900. the

seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth thoracic dorsal roots were

cut. After the operation for a time there was severe

twitching of the abdominal muscles at times and pain

about the chest, which gradually diminished. He had

vomited once, while still in the hospital, after being given

mercury by mouth, and once after his discharge, after

eating beans, but neither time had there been any pain,

nor was the vomiting persistent, being over within an

hour. There had been the same condition on examina-

tion, but an absolute loss of the sense of touch and pain

from the level of the sixth rib to three fingers breadth

above the umbilicus, and from this area no abdominal re-

flex could be obtained, but it was present, and increased on

irritating the skin of the lower abdomen. The man re-

garded himself as cured of his crises, but had not gained

in weight, and was attempting to diminish his morphine,

and had reduced it to two quarter-grain doses a day.

Dr. John K. Mitcheil of Philadelphia asked how Dr.

Thomas justified the diagnosis of locomotor ataxia with

knee jerks still present. In the last year he had seen one

case of tabes in which gastroenterostomy had been done
and two cass in which operation had been done for gastric

crises, and two in which gallstones had been hunted for.

Presumably in none of these cases had the surgeons taken

the pains to examine cither the knee jerks or the eye re-

flexes.

Dr. Phhu- Coomrs K.''I.\pp of Boston said he must con-

fess that theoretically he was somewhat skeptical about
the results of operating upon the posterior roots for the

gastric crises of tabes because of the physiological fact

that the nerve supply of the stomacli is dependent very
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much more upon the vague than upon the sympathetic.

The success of Dr. Thomas' case, however, had led him

to have another case, which was very similar to his,

operated upon by Dr. Blake a day or two ago. In answer

to the objection Dr. Mitchell had raised to the diagnosis

in Dr. Thomas' patient, he said that in the last few years,

as well as previously, he had seen a good many cases with

pretty clear tabetic symptoms but with retained ankle jerk.

Dr. Harvey Gushing of Baltimore said he was far from

being in accord with Dr. Mitchell's statement that surgeons

were a bad lot, especially in Baltimore. However, he

would like to make an arrangement with Dr. Mitchell

whereby he would turn over for Dr. Mitchell's collection

the list of cases of the kind he mentioned of which Dr.

Gushing had cognizance in return for the list of cases

of brain tumor long treated for gastric headaches. Dr.

Gushing did not think any surgical cases of disease re-

ported after they had been done a month really conveyed

a fair general impression as to what the author's results

were.

Dr. Joseph Gollins of New York said that in the dis-

cussion the association was liable to lose track of what

they had started out for, that is, to determine the feasibility

and advisability of this operation. He was very much in

favor of the operation in cases that were intractable.

Relative to Dr. Mitchell's question in reference to knee

jerks being present in tabes. Dr. Collins said that in ten

out of twenty cases of tabes the knee jerks and ankle jerks

were present.

Dr. Thomas, closing, said that he was very sorry that

Dr. Mitchell should have been disturbed by the patient's

having knee jerks. He agreed fully with Dr. Gollins in

saying we frequently made the diagnosis of tabes in the

presence of knee jerks and ankle jerks. The reflex of

the pupils had been absent to light, although retained at

first, and the man had had marked hypotonicity, which

Dr. Thomas thought was fully as important to tabes as

taxia, and he had felt justified in calling it one of tabes.

Dr. Thomas tried the Noguchi test, and it had been positive

for syphilis. The count of the cerebro-spinal fluid was

not made. At operation there was a marked degeneration

of the pia. Operation should be done only in the most

severe and intractable cases, those where some danger to

life existed.

Oculomotor Palsies Due to Vascular Constriction in

Cases of Brain Tumor.—Dr. Harvey Gushing of Balti-

more read this paper, saying that oculomotor, and particu-

larly abducens palsies, more or less fluctuating in degree,

often occurred in cases of tumor, and were included among

false localizing signs. Various explanations had been of-

fered for their occurrence. Gontrary to the usual anatom-

ical description, these nerves underlaid the lateral branches

of the basilar artery, which had a rubber band effect, and

so constricted the nerves as to block their transmission of

impulses. The condition was most apt to accompany

tumors of the posterior fossa.

Tuesday. May 3

—

Second Day.

A New Type of Pressure Myelitis.—Dr. Graeme M.

Hammond of New York read the paper, saying that the

description of this disease was based upon the study of

seven cases which had come under the author's observa-

tion. The pathological conditions seemed to consist of the

development of an enormous amount of new bone tissue,

which spread over a number of vertebrae and adjacent rib

ends, obliterating all articulations and giving the effected

vertebra; and ribs the appearance of being one single piece

of bone. The development of new bone also occurred

within the vertebral canal, and gave rise to compression of

the cord, causing both sensory and motor symptoms, but

eventually leading to the most intense rigidity of the entire

voluntary muscular system below the level of the lesion.

There had been the gradual development of the "Bible

back" or forward curvature of the vertebral column seen

in spondylose rhizomelique, but in none of the cases had

there been any evidence of rheumatism.

Dr. B. Sachs of New York said that he had seen a

number of cases that had offered some difficulties in

diagnosis, particularly in trying to make the differential

diagnosis between such conditions as described and a sim-

ple myelitis. Within the last few months he had had at

Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York, two cases of absolute

spinal rigidity. An .i--ray picture had been taken in one

case and showed a condition very much like the one pre-

sented by Dr. Hammond. In this case, a man of about 35,

the rigidity of the spinal column had been absolute from

the third or fourth cervical vertebra to the very end of

the spine. In fact, in this case there had been no movement

of the body possible except slight movement of the head

forward and a slight lateral movement of both sides. There

had been extreme contractures and atrophies. The man
as he lay in bed had his knees so completely contractured

that you could hardly put a hand between the posterior sur-

face of the thigh and the posterior surface of the calf,

the legs were locked together, and there was absolutely no

motion of any part of the leg except of the toes. The

atrophy was more extreme than he had ever seen it in

any case of ordinary spinal origin. There was hardly a bit

of tissue left; when you pressed the skin it seemed as if

you had the bone in the hand. So far as the diagnosis

was concerned, he was not ready to suppose this represents

an entirely new type of disease, although he did not want

to deprive Dr. Hammond of the honor if he could prove

it. Dr. Sachs thought these cases were closely related to

the spondylose rhizomelique type. He hoped that in all

these cases of mysterious spinal disease an A--ray picture

would be taken, for nothing was more serviceable in case

of mysterious spinal disease in reaching a diagnosis when

medical signs have been wanting.

Dr. D. J. McGarthy of Philadelphia said that his feeling

was that we were dealing in these chronic cases of rigidity

of the spine with not only a factor involving the bone

and cartilages, but an involvement of the spinal dura on

its external surface, and this should be examined very

carefully microscopically. It is more rational to suppose

that where you have an extensive process, it would more

likely be due to inflammatory changes in the dura than a

condition localized to one group of joints. The bone

changes were secondary, and were not the primary disease.

Dr. William G. Spiller of Philadelphia said he had not

quite understood from Dr. Hammond the distinction be-

tween the type he had described and that which von Bech-

terew described. Von Bechterew made a distinction be-

tween his forms and those of Marie. There were in this

connection two other kinds of disease. They were not

likely to cause confusion in diagnosis, but they were in-

teresting to mention. Eight or ten years ago Dr. Mills

and Dr. Spiller reported a case of a man who had been

paralyzed and had had rigidity of the spinal column. They

had found that the dura was firmly adherent to the bodies

of the vertebrae throughout the whole course of the spinal

canal, and in removing the cord it had to be cut away

inch by inch. This could be recognized by the ;r-rays. In

the past winter Dr. Spiller had had an interesting case in

a man who developed paralysis and exaggerated reflexts

of his lower limbs. The disease gradually progressed up-

wards, involving his left arm and then the other arm,

and the course of the disease had been only a few weeks.

He found a growth on the outside of the dura which

under the microscope showed probably endothelioma. This

was the first case he had seen of real endothelioma develop-

ing primarily between the dura and the bodies of the

vertebrje.

Dr. Hammond, closing, said in regard to the case Dr.
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Sachs spoke of, he thought there was no doubt that it

was a case of spondylose rhizomelique ; he had the iiuiscle

changes which go with such conditions; In none of Dr.

Hammond's case had there been any anchylosis of the

hip joints, or atrophy. The rigidity had been a muscular

spasticity, just as we see m a myelitis of the crossed

pyramidal tract, with the attendant symptoms of c!onus,

Babinski relie.x, and exaggerated refle.xes. This had per-

sisted until rigidity had bocnnie great. All these cases

died; not so the cases of spondylose rhizomelique; many
of them lived on for years. He agreed with Dr. McCar-
thy that the bone changes were secondary. In all the cases

the first symptom elicited had been the curvature and

rigidity of the spine, coming on three or four years be-

fore the first spinal symptoms became apparent. In re-

gard to the changes of the dura spoken of by Dr. Spiller,

in the only case he had a chance to examine the dura

showed no adhesions. So he doubted whether adhesions

of the dura had anything to do with the symptomatology

of this condition. It simply seemed to him that on ac-

count of the increase in the bony tissue the spinal cord

was gradually compressed and destroyed, and these patients

died. He did not think it tallied at all with any oi the

cases described by von Bechterew. It might not be a new
disease, but it was new to Dr. Hammond, and he had no

doubt that when attention was called to it we would find

a good many cases of similar type, but it was not that of

spondylose rhizomelique.

Cyst (Possibly Traumatic) of the Spinal Meninges
Removed by Operation, with Recovery of the Patient.

Remarks on the Location of the Centers for Testicular

Sensibility.—Dr. Charles S. Potts of Philadelphia read

this paper, saying that a farmer, aged 42 years, received

a blow upon the back eighteen years before coming under

observation. No serious symptoms had been caused at

that time. Two years before admission to the German
Hospital he had begun to have attacks of severe

shooting pains in the left hypochondrium. During the

attacks the lumbar muscles of the left side had been

thrown into spasm. At this time a girdle pain extending

through the umbilicus had also been present. A few

months before admission first noticed difficulty in walking.

Examination showed a very ataxic gait. Muscular power

of the legs good. The Babinski reflex was present on the

right side. The cremaster reflex was present on the left

side, but absent on the right, .\bdominal refle.x absent.

Station poor, heel to knee test poorly performed, unable

to recognize the direction of passive movements of the

toes. An area of possible hypaesthesia and hypolgesia

extending about four inches below the right groin. Botli

testicles completely insensitive. Sphincters normal. The

laminre of the si.xth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and tentli

ihoracic vertebra had been removed. A soft growth,

pronounced by the pathologist to be a traumatic cyst, had

been found, extending subdurally from the lower angle of

the wound (first lumbar segment) upwards for a'>out three

inches. Complete disappearance of pain. Testicular sensi-

bility returned and there had been nearly complete disap-

pearance of all the other symptoms.

Dr. S.\xGER Brown of Chicago said he was struck in

reading over the abstract of Dr. Potts' paper with the fact

that the author had spoken of centers for sensibility in

the spinal cord. Now if one spoke of a center of sensi-

bility Dr. Brown thought he usually had in mind a group

of bodies of neurons which presided over a particular

function. This was well understood to apply properly to

motor neurons. We have pretty well-defined and pretty

well-demonstrated centers for motion, but we might safely

say that in this sense there were no sensor-, nerve centers

in the sensory nervous system. He thougiit that it was

strictly speaking incorrect, though not uncommon, to speak

of sensory centers anywhere in the central nervous system.

Dr. PoTfS, closing, said that he admitted that the use of

the word centers was not strictly correct. He afterward

changed that to spinal centers, which would be more nearly

correct. Still there were in common acceptation sensory

centers; they were made up of sensory neurons, hi this

case they would probably be in the first lumbar and lower

dorsal segments of the cord. Ilie nerves deri\ed their

supply from these particular areas, therefore they were in

a sense centers.

Tumors and Cysts of the Spinal Cord and its En-
velopes.—Dr. Cii."KRLES K. Mills of Philadelphia read

this paper, saying that he would speak first of the revival

of interest in the question of spinal tumors and cysts,

especially with regard to operative procedure. Special

attention had been attracted to the subject recently by

contributions of Horsley, Spiller, Oppenheim, Krause,

Bliss, and others, who had particularly discussed the sub-

ject of chronic circumscribed meningitis in its relation to

cystic formations and their surgical treatment. Dr. Mills

presented the histories of three cases of intraspinal dis-

ease. The first was one of tumor of the lower cervical

region ; the second was a cyst of the thoracic region, similar

to those which had been described under the designation of

circumscribed serous meningitis; the third was a sarcoma

involving the Cauda equina and lumbosacral roots, and to

some extent the cord. In addition to these cases several

cases of intrapelvic tumor were reported with the view oi

emphasizing the differential diagnosis between spinal and

pelvic growths. The chief points of interest in the case

of subdural cervical endothelioma were the exact localiz-

ing phenomena present—early pain at the upper pole of the

growth as indicated by its distribution, the moderate but

distinct atrophy, and loss of power in the hands and

lingers. Compression of the pyramidal tracts, as shown
by paresis and exaggerated reflexes in the lower extremity,

and impairment of the reflexes in the upper extremity on

the side of the tumor. Anesthesia in the case was very

slight, and chiefly confined to tactile loss in the postaxial

portion of the hand and forearm. After the operation

contraction of the pupil and ptosis or pseudoptosis were

present, these apparently being caused by injury or sec-

tion of communicating branches to the sympathetic. The
case of thoracic "cyst" was distinctly in its appearance

like those which have been described as instances of cir-

cumscribed serous meningitis. It was localized by hypal-

gesia, the upper limit of which was two or three inches

above the umbilicus. Severe and persisting pain, both in the

back and in one of the lower extremities, at first without

and later with complete paralysis in both extremities, exag-

gerated reflexes, including the Babinski response, with blad-

der and rectal involvement were the most marked manifes-

tations. Aher evacuation of the cyst the pain was for a

time relieved, the patient recovered the use of his limbs so

that at first coarse movements, and afterwards the move-

ments of the toes, could be performed. He suffered, how-
ever, from serious cystitis and delirium, probably dependent

upon to.xemia. He made what might be termed a partial

recovery, but relapsed. In the third case, that of sarcoma

of the Cauda equina and lumbosacral roots, the early mani-

festations were pain of an extremely severe character,

which affected the back and the extremities arst on one

side and then on the other. In this case the anesthesia

which developed indicated involvement of the posterior

nerve root', at first of the conus and later of roots higher

up, as high as the second lumbar. They were distinctly

root areas, not segmental or of the extravertebral neural

type. The patient eventually was completely paralyzed.

with marked atrophy, paralysis of the sphincters, and the

v/hole train of phenomena showing destructive implic;-.-

tion of the nerve roots originating from the lumbosacral

spinal cord. The cord itself was also apparently involved

by pressure or extensions of the lesion. The differentia-
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tion between tumors and cysts because of the vacillation of

symptoms in the latter was possible only in rare cases.

Surgical treatment was advised in all cases like those re-

corded in the paper. Sometimes for radical treatment,

that is, removal of the growths; sometimes for relief as

by emptying the cysts; and sometimes simply for what

might be termed spinal decompression. Effects comparable

to those of decompression by cranial operations are some-

times brought about by operations upon the spinal column.

Instead of optic neuritis, headache, nausea, and vomiting

being relieved, as in cerebral decompression, the good re-

sults were seen in the relief of pains, hyperesthesia, spas-

ticity, etc. Of course, spinal decompression must be sepa-

rated from cutting posterior roots, although both might

be of service in the same case.

Dr. William G. Spiller of Philadelphia said that the

case of circumscribed serous spinal meningitis reported by

Dr. Martin, Dr. Musser and himself was the first of its

kind reported. The patient is now in perfect health, ex-

cept that she occasionally had a little pain in the back,

possibly from catching of some fibers. Dr. Weisenburg

believed he could distinguish between a circumscribed

serous meningitis and a tumor, and presented a case to

prove his contention before the last meeting of the Phila-

delphia Neurological Society. There was no possibility of

diagnosing a circumscribed serous meningitis from a tumor.

As Oppenheim had pointed out, there would be variation

with the fluctuation of the fluid in the dura] canal. We
could not have symptoms which would enable us to decide

as to whether the condition was one of circumscribed spinal

meningitis or tumor.

Dr. George W. Jacoby of New York presented two speci-

mens. One had been taken from a man who had suf-

fered with symptoms of gradually increasing pressure pa-

ralysis and paresis, and disturbance of sensation for a

period of ten or twelve years. He had been able to walk

to the hospital, but had marked weakness of both lower

extremities. There had been sufficient sensory disturbance

to enable him to make a diagnosis of probable intraspinal

tumor at the sixth dorsal vertebra. At operation there had

been found at this sixth dorsal segment an enchondroma

growing from the body of the vertebra into the spinal

canal, compressing the cord so that the cord was attenu-

ated to simply a filament. The second case had been oper-

ated on by Willy Meyer, and a glioma removed from the

cord substance. In this case the entire history of illness

had been only three months. The first symptoms had been

weakness of the lower extremities, which progressed so

that there had been spasticity and paraplegia, and all the

symptoms of complete pressure paralysis of the cord. The
tumor in this case was only the size of a large cherry

stone. It was easily understood how the difference in loca-

tion would produce this difference in symptomatology.

Dr. George L. Walton of Boston said that with regard

to the level of anesthesia as determining the position of the

spinal tumor, one very practical point was to be borne
in mind, namely, that the accumulation of fluid, whether
in the cord itself or in the membranes, was likely to

produce symptoms which might be erroneously credited

to the tumor itself. It was true that in the majority of
cases the point selected for operation should err in the

direction of being set too high rather than too low. But
if we always followed this plan we might be misled, as

in a case in which he had recently had occasion to advise

operation. In this case severe pain in the lower back and
extending down the thighs had been rapidly replaced by
paraplegia, with numbness extending nearly to the umbili-

cus. Finding it hard to credit the tumor itself with such
rapid growth, he had been guided rather by the initial

pain, and advised removing the tenth and eleventh dorsal
laminae. Operation at this point disclosed the upper limit

of the tumor, above which the cord was apparently nor-

mal. If the cord has been exposed at tlie level indicated

by the level of anesthesia, its normal appearance would
have led to the erroneous conclusion that no tumor existed.

He was inclined to credit accumulation of fluid with the

rapid extention of sympsoms.

Dr. John Jenks Thomas of Boston agreed with Dr.

Spiller in reference to diagnosing circumscribed serous

meningitis from tumor. In regard to the point of dif-

ferential diagnosis between growths of the spinal cord,

whether from the pia or dura, he confessed that he had
less confidence in our ability to differentiate them exactly.

In the case that Dr. Walton referred to Dr. Thomas had
been rather opposed to operation because of the intense

character of the symptoms, coming on suddenly, which

seemed to him to point to total destruction. Within two
or three days the man had become completely paralyzed

in both sensation and motion.

Dr. Hugh T. Patrick of Chicago said that the upward
movement of the umbilicus when the patient, lying with

his arms folded across his chest, raised his head from the

pillow, known as Bee\ or's sign, was of service in diagnosis

in spinal cord tumors. The recti muscles were not para-

lyzed, but the muscles below were paralyzed, and the

umbilicus made an excursion of a half inch or even more.

Dr. Ernest Jones of Toronto, Can., said that he had
been Dr. Beevor's assistant for a couple of years, and he
would add two points. In some cases you would get it

obliquely, not only drawn upwards, as one of the muscles

was paralyzed below, but sometimes obliquely to the right

or left, which gives a clue to the side of the tumor. Fur-

ther, in cases of congenital dystrophy with paralysis the

umbilicus was drawn downwards.

Dr. M. A. Bliss of St. Louis stated that he had had
quite a distinct case of circumscribed serous meningitis. A
laminectomy had been done, then a second laminectomy

had been done, and an endothelioma had been found.

Dr. C. K. Mills, closing, said that he was not altogether

satisfied with the term circumscribed serous meningitis

or with the explanation which was involved in the use

of this term. In the case which he reported he thought it

quite possible that there had been more than was apparent.

Horsley had written on chronic spinal meningitis with

cysts, etc., and the probabilities were that there v\-as a

universal serous meningitis and possibly chronic menin-

gitis, with perhaps two or three pockets, where cystic

foci appeared, as in the present case. The differentiation

between intrapelvic and spinal tumors could usually be

made. We simply had not been careful enough.

A Case of Fracture of the Bodies of the Fourth,
Fifth and Sixth Cervical Vertebrae, with Injury of the

Spinal Cord.—Dr. W. H. Swan of Colorado Springs. Dr.

Charles A. Powers and Dr. Howell T. Pershing of

Denver presented this paper, saying that a man, aged 70,

liad fallen from a stumbling horse, striking on his fore-

head. There had been immediate motor and sensory pa-

ralysis below the neck, with evacuation of bladder and

bowel, without loss of consciousness. Extreme shock, fol-

lowed for some months by improvement, without restora-

tion of ability to stand, sit alone, or turn in bed. Daily

catheterization had been done, with no ill effects. Death

had taken place 28^/2 months after injury, from uremia.

Operation had been considered and rejected on account

of patient's age, and the improbability that a remediable

lesion would be found. Fixation of head has been deemed
inadvisable. The dried preparation of the cervical spine

of this patient shows no lesion of the arohes or articular

processes, but a moderate crushing of three bodies which

could not have been remedied by operation. Localization

diagnosis had icen based on retention of power in deltoids

and biceps, with paralysis of both triceps muscles, which

indicated a lesion of the seventh cervical segment Faradic

tests indicated almost complete escape of anterior gray
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horns and anterior roots. Autopsy showed the bodies of

the fourth, fifth, and, to a lesser extent, the sixth cervical

vertebra to have been fractured by a crushing force, but

the fragments united in normal position. The arches and

articular processes showed no injury. A preliminary histo-

logical examination showed the usual ascending and de-

scending degeneration.

Dr. Harold N. Mover of Chicago stated that this case

followed the general rule that the fifth cervical was the

most frequent seat of these cervical fractures. So far as

operation was concerned, this case rather favored opera-

tion. The value of operation in these cases was unques-

tioned. The distinguishing features for the neurologist

was to understand if there was extrinsic pressure. The

hematomyelia was not, of course, to be operated upon.

Moyer did not wish to be undersvood as saying that this

old man of seventy ought to have been operated on. He
was speaking of the broad, general principle of operation.

He believed it to be a sound rule to fix the cervical verte-

brae where you had a fracture if you don't operate. .A.t

least in all the cases he had seen he had recommended

fixation.

Dr. Pershing, closing, said he thought when it came to

a question of operation in a case of this kind, you had to

consider the individual patient, but you had to consider

the advantage of accomplishing anything when you did

your operation. In this case, of course, we could not

have reached the seat of fracture in the bodies and done

anything with them. The risk from the operation per sc

was very great, and, of course, with this particular man
would have been very much greater. There were many
things aside from age which made it necessary to be very

cautious about operation. The question of fixation had

been discussed very carefully and very earnestly, and it

was decided in the negative, mainly on account of the

absence of rigidity and pain; the disposition of the patient

after being warned had been to keep his head still on the

pillow. Also, because of his temperament, it would have

been very difficult to have made him submit to fixation.

Disturbance of Sensation in a Case of Syringomyelia.

—Dr. Alfred Recixald Allen of Philadelphia read tliis

paper, stating that the concept of Brown-Sequard paralysis

has needed in the past fifty odd years material revision.

This was most strikingly exemplified in the question of

tactile sensation. As methods of examination became more

exact we found fewer reports of cases of hemisection or

the equivalent lesion of the cord producing tactile anes-

thesia of the opposite side of the body below the lesion.

At present there were many writers who questioned the

occurrence of this tactile anesthesia when the lesion was

strictly hemisection in extent. A case of syringomyelia

had been studied as a basis of this contribution, in which

there had been practically a total loss of pain and tempera-

ture over the entire body from the mandible of the jaw

downward, involving all four limbs. A few scattered

areas in the lower limbs impossible to define possessed a

possible appreciation of heat, cold, and pain. Tlie tactile

sensation had been evei^where perfectly preserved. The

histological examination of the spinal cord showed a

gliomatous and syringomyelic process, isolating completely

the posterior columns of the cord down to the twelfth

thoracic segment. Below the twelfth thoracic segment

there was, for a distance of possibly 5 cm., an albuminous

infiltration of ths tissue surrounding the small arteries of

the anterior fissure. This process at times extended back

as far as the central canal. The anterior white com-

missure showed degeneration by the Marchi method. The

extensive dissociation of sensibility in the lower limbs was

discussed. The symptom-complex and the histopatholog-

ical changes were considered, and in the light of Mann's

hypothesis it was held that the pathway for tactile sensa-

tion lay in the posterior columns, and that for pain and

temperature in the anterolateral columns. A number of

seeming inconsistencies to tliese conclusions were taken

up and explained.

Dr. Morton Prince of Boston said that he recalled the

case which he reported to this society some years ago. It

was a case of stab wound of the spinal cord. It was as neat

an instance of vivisection in the human being as Dr. Prince

thought we could desire. It was a neat, clean-cut section

of the cord, extending obliquely across from one side to

the other, taking in both posterior columns, and extend-

ing towards one side to the anterolateral column to a

l)oint close to the anterior cornua. In that case there had

been total loss of sensation on one side, but on the other

side tactile and pain sensation were preserved. Immedi-

ately after the wound there was complete loss of tactile

and pain sense on one side and it was preserved on the

other. Dr. Prince said to his mind there could not be

a more crucial experiment. His examination of the cord

showed that there must be a path for sensation which could

lie located in the triangle close to the anterior cornua.

There were other cases on record in which sensation had

been lost when the posterior columns alone were destroyed.

Therefore it seemed to him that there were two paths of

conduction for sensation, one by the posterior and one by

the anterolateral column. He believed that was one of

tlie conclusions we should draw from the evidence at our

disposal.

Dr. William G. Spiller of Philadelphia stated that Dr.

.\llen's case had been very carefully presented and very

carefully studied, and he was quite sure Dr. Allen had not

overlooked Dr. Prince's paper. One point was the loss

of pain and temperature sensation in the lower regions.

Then we might conclude regarding the thoracic and cer-

vical regions that this case seemed to show that in the

lumbar region the fibers for pain and temperature did not

cross until the sixth or seventh segment. Dr. Allen's case

showed clearly the fibers of pain and temperature are in the

posterior columns or positively in the gray matter, though

Dr. Spiller doubted that they ascend some little distance

before decussation. He did not agree witth Dr. Prince's

findings. Dr. Spiller thought that Dr. Prince I'elieved the

pain fibers were in the posterior column. Dr. Spiller

thought they were probably entirely with the temperature

fibers in the anterolateral column.

Dr. Morton Prince said he did not mean to say that the

pain fibers were necessarily in the posterior column, but

that they were in the posterior and anterolateral columns.

Dr. Allen in closing said that this case was one of

Dr. C. W. Barr's, and it was through his generosity that

Dr. Allen had been able to study the specimens. Dr. Prince

had said that there were two pathways for tactile sensation.

That was perfectly consonant with Mann's hypothesis. ."Ml

Dr. Allen accepted was the views of Sherrington, that no
tactile sensation resided in the posterior column He
thought very likely Mann's hypothesis explained why when
the posterior column of one side was destroyed you often

had preservation of tactile sensation on that side, because

the anterolateral columns were brought into requisition,

but that did not mean that the anterolateral were the

primary paths.

A Successful Operation for Tumor of the Hypophysis.
—Dr. Hugh T. Patrick of Chicago said he would like to

show a case in which the hypophysis had been removed.
The patient illustrated the occasional usefulness of the

neurologist and the esteem in which he was held in some
quarters. Last June Dr. Patrick made the diagnosis of
tumor of the hypophysis in the man he presented to the

association. Dr. A. E. Halsted of Chicago was called on
to operate and he had the nerve to operate and removed
the hypophysis successfully. The man made a beautiful

recovery, and his vision, which had almost disappeared,

had returned in a very large measure. He had been able
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to see only very faintly, that is, the face of an inJn idual

looked like a blurred white something, and now he was

able to read a newspaper.

Dr. A. E. Halsted of Chicago said that in operating on

the patient he had followed the usual preparation. The

anesthesia was started with ether. .-V high tracheotomy

was done and a Trendelenburg balloon cannula inserted.

Chloroform was now used for the anesthetic. The nasal

cavities were packed with adrenalin gauze and the pharynx

tamponed. The upper lip was raised, and an incision made

in its mucous membrane about five-sixths of an inch from

the mucocutaneous junction, and parallel to the alveolar

process. The soft tissues were freed and the nose gradu-

ally drawn up with retractors. The septum was divided

with bone forceps, and displaced upwards and laterally.

The lower turbinates, the vomer, and the perpendicular

plate of the ethmoid were removed. At a previous opera-

tion, at the Illinois Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary, the

middle turbinates had been removed by Dr. Nerval H.

Pierce. An opening was then made through the anterior

wall of the sphenoidal sinus and a blue-colored pulsating

mass seen. The membrane covering the tumor protruding

into the opening into the sphenoid was incised. The tumor

was then curetted out with a dull curette. The whole

cavity, now the shape of a cylinder, one inch in diameter

and five inches long, was thoroughly flushed with normal

salt solution and subsequently packed with iodoform gauze.

The septum was sutured back, the mucous membrane
of the mouth replaced and sutured, and the tracheotomy

tube removed. During the first 48 hours the patient's tem-

perature varied from 100° to I02^ rectally, and the pulse

from 100 to 120. His condition was fair, his mind clear,

and he was free from pain, .^t the end of forty-eight

hours the packing was removed and replaced immediately

by the senior house surgeon. Following the repacking of

the cavity the temperature rapidly rose until it reached

105°, with a pulse of 160. The patient became somnolent

and could only be aroused with difficulty. This condi-

tion lasted for 24 hours. Upon removing the gauze pack

and irrigating the cavity, the temperature fell rapidly until,

at the beginning of the fourth day, his temperature reached

normal, and from that time on no untoward symptoms
developed. The patient left the hospital at the end of five

weeks, free from pain, and with marked improvement in

the vision. The right eye was 4/200 before operation, and
at the end of the second week after operation it was 6/15;
left eye was 5/200 before operation, and 6/22 after the

operation. He continued to improve, resuming his occu-

pation as driver of an express wagon on the first of De-
cember, and since that time had enjoyed good health.

Dr. James J. Putnam of Boston narrated the case of a

young man, with a temporal hemianopsia and an almost
complete loss of sight, in which the .v-rays had shown a

large sella turcica. A diagnosis of tumor of the hypo-
physis was made. Operation was done and a cyst contain-

ing 1 14 ounces of fluid was found, and the patient made
a complete recovery. The eyesight had been restored

almost to normal, although considerable atrophy of the

optic nerve had taken place.

Myositis Fibrosa Followring Nervous Breakdown.

—

Dr. John K. Mitchell of Philadelphia read this paper,

saying that a nervous breakdown from overwork had been
followed by an attack of fever of unknown origin, with
great prostration. Four months later a stiffness in the

extensors of one thigh had been noticed. A like stiffness

and hardness successively appeared in muscles of other

parts. This increased in degree until the patient had be-

come almost wholly crippled. A portion of muscle excised

during life exhibited widespread fibrous degeneration, the

muscle fibers being in some places replaced by fibrous tis-

sue, in others pushed aside by it.

(To be coiilinueJ.)

Mthxtni HftPttts.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of July 30, 1910.

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

523
227
206
83

1

9

91

42
2

167
21

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpo.x, yellow fever, cholera, and plague have
been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health,

and Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended
July 29. 1910.

CHOLERA.
C.\SES. DE.^THS.

India, Bombay June 15-21 1

Calcutta May 29-June 4. .

^
.

.

27
Negapatam May 14-20 . . 8

Philippine Islands. Manila May 29 -June 4 . . 3 3
Provinces

—

Bulacan Mav 29-June 4 . . 7 5

Pampanga . . .May 29-June 11. 15 8
Pangasinan. May 29-June 11. 281 186
Tarlac May 29-June 11. ii 28

Russia. Odessa June 24-July i.. . 17 8
Straits Settlements, Singapore June 8-14 8 9

YELLOW FEVER.

Brazil. Manaos June 19-25 3
Para June 26-July 2.. . 4 3

Costa Rica. Limon July 9-14 1 1

Ecuador, Guayaquil June 16-30 6 2

Venezuela, La Guaira June 16-30 1

PL.\GL'E.

China, Amoy June 5-11 5-8 daily
Kulangsu, intemntional

city June 5-11 1

Chang-pu district June 11 , . Epidemic
Ching-chew district Tune 11 . , Epidemic
Swatow June 1 4-20

Present in vicinity.

Ecuador. Guayaquil June 16-30 6 1

India. Bombay June 15-21 , . 71
Calcutta -May 29-June 4. . 28
Kurrachee. June 12-18 39 37
Rangoon June 4-11 47

Turkey in Asia, Basra June 12-18 1 1

SMALLPOX.

Austria, Galicia June 26-July 2. . 1

Brazil. Pemambuco Mav 1-15 42
Rio de Janeiro April 18-24 1

Canada, Sydney July 10-16 10

Toronto June 26-July 2. . . 1

Winnipeg .Tune 19-25 1

Chile. Santiago .June 19-25 Present.
Valparaiso June 19-25 1

China. Chefoo June 12-18 1

Hongkong June 5-11 1 1

Shanghai June 13-26 1 11

Cases among foreigners, deaths among natives. June 9, Three case
from V. S. cruiser "New Orleans" from Nanking.
Swatow Tune 14-20 . . Present.
Tsingtau June 12-18 2

Egypt, general May 21-June 3 . . 161 30
Alexandria May 1-31 2 7

Cairo June 11-17 2 2

France. Paris June 19-25 1

Gibraltar .Tuly 4-10 1 1

Great Britain. London June 26-July 2 .. . I

India. Bombay .Tune 15-21 14
Rangoon .Tune 5-1 1 4

Italy, Genoa Tune 16-30 1

Naples .Tune 2S-July 4. , . 19 3

Japan, Kanagawa, ken .Tune 15-21 1

Mexico, Veracruz July 3-9 1

Portugal. Lisbon June 26-July 2. . . 43

Russia. Libau June 28-July 3. . . 19

Odessa June 12-25 11 3

St. Petersburg June 19-25 36 17
Warsaw Mar, 27-.April 30. . . 48

Siam. Bangkok April 2S-May 24.

.

1 1

Spain. .Mmeria June 1-30

.

Valencia Tune 26-July 2

Straits Settlements. Singapore June 8-14

Switzerland. Zurich, canton June 19-25. . .

.

Tripoli, Tripoli June 12-18
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THE VALUE OF SURGICAL PROCEDURES
IN THE SOLUTION OF THE PROB-
LEM OF RACE BETTERMENT.

Bv J. EWING MEARS, M.D., LL.D.,

PHILADELPHIA.

In" ihe number of the Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal for October 21, 1909, there appeared

a contribution of mine upon the subject of "Asex-
uaHzation as a Remedial iNIeasure in the Rehef of

Certain Forms of Mental, Jiloral, and Physical De-
generation.''

At the meeting of the Georgia Medical Society

held in Savannah, March 22, 1910, I read a paper

entitled, "The Problem of Race Betterment, Con-
sidered in its Medical, Legal, and Social Aspects."

In this paper, I incorporated, as a preliminary por-

tion, an introduction, as it were, the paper which
had appeared in the Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal. This I did as they were related in intent

and purpose, and as the occasion gave me an op-

portunity to extend the subject and to discuss it

somewhat more at length along certain lines,

especially in the direction of arranging a classifica-

tion of the subjects to be treated by the surgical

methods proposed and the character of the opera-

tion which should be perfomied.
In this first paper, I designated a "class of per-

verts and degenerates, idiots, imbeciles, epileptics,

and the vicious insane, as well as criminals of a

certain type, who, as a rule, are the subjects of

sexual perversions and abnormal indulgences ; who
are a charge to the State and communities in which

they live and a constant and perilous menace to the

well being and welfare of the human race, through

the potentiality they possessed of propagating their

kind." In these subjects I advocated the perform-

ance of a surgical operation, which it was believed

would abrogate the function of the testes and con-

trol the sexual power—ligature of the spermatic

cord—as a substitute for that of castration, which

is regarded as a very serious mutilation of the body,

and one, to the performance of which it is very

difficult, if not, in the majority of cases, impossible,

to obtain the consent of the individual, if an adult,

or of the parents or guardians if a minor.

Experimentation on dogs, made by me. showed
that the operation was feasible, so far as the oc-

currence of any untoward 'results in the condition

of the testes were concerned, and the reparative

process in the simple wound made was prompt and
favorable, ihe method of operation having been

shown to be correct as a surgical procedure, I was
interested in studying its efficiency in securing the

results which I believed of the highest importance

in the treatment of the defective subjects. In-

valuable as I regarded the results to be obtained

in the annulment of the procreative power, there

still remained that which may be justly considered

a duty to the defective subject, removal through

the operation, of all sexual desire.

Ligature of the spermatic cord I first advocated

in the year 1894 in a paper read before the Phila-

delphia Academy of Surgery, as a substitute oper-

ation for castration in the treatment of hypertrophy

of the prostate gland. A few years later I was
led to suggest this operation in the treatment of

defectives in order to produce a state of asexuali-

zation. Since then the subject has elicited quite

wide attention, and the operation of "vasectomy,"

nr resection of the vas deferens, has been performed
in a large number of instances, chiefly on criminals

in State penitentiaries in which it was authorized

by legal enactments of the State. It has also been

performed, I believe, upon defective minors in pri-

vate institutions with the consent of parents or

guardians.

The advantages claimed for the operation of

vasectomy are "the simple character of the oper-

ation—an office operation ; absence of atrophy, or

cystic degeneration of the testes ; no diminution

of sexual power or "pleasure,"—the discharge at

orgasm but slightly decreased—the production of

sterilization." Reunion of the divided ends of the

vas deferens, a more 'delicate operation than was
resection, can be clone, it is stated, if the subject

be cured of "masturbation, insanity, or the criminal

tendencies."

In performing resection one-half inch of the vas

deferens is advised to be removed, the secretion

of the testicle to be emptied around the pampini-

form vessels, and there absorbed. "The operation

has been performed upon married men who chose

this means rather than criminal abortion, to prevent

transmission to offspring of their own hereditary

taints, such as insanity and syphilis." One operator

states that in cases of those who indulge in sexual

perversions, "he has refused to castrate, but has

sterilized by vasectomy and cured many and many
such cases." Another operator reports, "the im-

provement, mentally and physically, and cures are

little short of marvelous in subjects who were in-

sane, consistent (sic) masttirbators." Another sub-

ject was cured of "sodomy and masturbation by
vasectomy."

In March, 1907, the Legislature of the State of

Indiana passed a bill authorizing the sterilization

of "confirmed criminals, idiots, imbeciles, and
rapists" in the State institutions. Over eight hun-
dred, it is reported, have been sterilized by vasec-

tomy. Of this number, it is stated, over two hun-
dred were operated upon at their own request.

Since this time laws of similar character have been

enacted in three or four other states.

Vasotomy, simple section of the vas deferens,

is not advised as an effective operation owing to the
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supposed ease of reuniting the divided ends of the

excretory duct of the testes, an operation not de-

sired in case of criminals sterilized by State au-

thorities.

I have made these liberal extracts from published

articles upon the subject of the operation of vasec-

tomy in order that the claim made for its employ-
ment in the treatment of defective subjects may be

studied in connection with the consideration of the

true purposes of surgical procedures, which may
be instituted for their relief, as well as for the bet-

terment of the human race through the inhibition

of the procreative power.
Further study of the operation of "ligature of the

spermatic cord," has led me to modify somewhat
the technic in order, if possible, to increase its ef-

ficiency. I think it desirable that the ligature should

be applied as high up as it can be done with due
regard to its relations to the external opening of

the inguinal canal—that a double aseptic ligature

should be applied, and the cord divided between the

ligatures—the nerve should not be included in the

ligature, but it should be divided and the ends folded

back so as to interfere with reunion. The secreting

power of the testes being abrogated through the

deprivation of the blood and nerve supply, the dan-
ger of cystic degeneration of the vas deferens

would be reduced to a minimum. It is the pur-

pose of the operation to produce, so far as is pos-

sible, the same conditions as those which follow

removal of the testes, conditions which I believe

to be of the greatest value in the treatment of the

defective subjects.

Let us now consider the subjects included in the
class of defectives who it is thought may be relieved

by any surgical procedure which has for its ob-
jects the abrogation of the sexual function.

While, as I have stated above, I regard the aboli-

tion of the procreative power to be of paramount
importance in stopping the flow of degeneracy, in

this way relieving the State of the burden of the
care of a rapidly increasing class of defectives and
in promoting, in most positive manner, race better-

ment, I feel that an important duty rests in the
selection of the surgical procedure to be employed
in accomplishing this result.

It is, therefore, desirable, I think, to classify the

defective subjects, and consider the surgical pro-
cedure best adopted in the treatment of each. In
general, it may be stated I believe, that sexual
perversions exists to greater or less degree in all

subjects included in the class of perverts, degen-
erates, idiots, imbeciles, the vicious insane, and a
certain class of criminals—rapists. In some idiots.

imbeciles, and epileptics, sexual perversions may de-
velop, even before puberty, and grow in intensitv
with the increasing years_ of the subject, despite ail

ordinary methods of treatment. In degenerates and
perverts, a large class existing everywhere in so-
cial life, inherited or acquired sexual perversions,
manifested in unrestrained gratification and debas-
ing methods of indulgence dominate their lives and
confer upon them personal qualities which make
them very undesirable members of society.

In confirmed criminals, the study of their lives

and of their descendants, would seem to show that
the sexualinstinct was not controlled in most cases,
and that indulgence, in contravention of the law
led, in the mildest form, to the begetting of large
families of illegitimate children; in one family as
reported, the number reaching fourteen.

In one class of criminals, rapists, the uncontrolled

sexual appetite is the dominating factor in their

criminal lives, which inspires them to commit the

most atrocious assaults upon unprotected females,

and for which crimes, in certain parts of our
country, swift punishment is meted out at the hands
of the infuriated mob by the halter, the bullet, or
at the stake.

If these statements are correct and are confirmed
in the experience of those whose special work it is,

or it has been, to study and treat the subjects of
the defective classes, then it would seem, in the

employment of a surgical measure that only should
be chosen which in the absolute abolition of the pro-

creative power, at the same time exerts a controlling

influence to the extent of obliteration of the func-

tion of that part of the generative system which
initiates the orgasm and stimulates the act of

copulation.

The testes are concerned in the generation of the

fertilizing spermatozoon, accomplished through the

peculiar structure of the organ provided for that

purpose—the function of the organ is maintained
by the blood and nerve supply. It is a fact, well

established, I think, by observation, that the oblit-

eration of the function of one organ destroys that

of other organs of parts which may be associated

with it—Nature, using the term in its general sense,

recognizes the fact that there is no need of the

associated parts as their services have, it may be

said, been dispensed with, and their functions grad-
ually cease.

In the case of the testes, castration abolishes

function absolutely, and if the operation is per-

formed before puberty, the sexual instinct is not

generated or the sexual power of intercourse initi-

ated. If the operation is performed after puberty,

in the adult, the virile power may remain for a

short time but gradually disappears. This, I be-

lieve, is the experience of surgeons who have per-

formed the operation in pathological conditions and
who have had the opportunity of observing the af-

ter-condition in this respect.

In the article which appeared in the Boston Med-
ical and Stirgica! Journal, 1 referred to patients

exhibited to the Fellows of the American Surgical

Association at the time of its meeting in New York
—in the New York Hospital—into the scrotal cav-

ities of some of the number, celluloid imitations had
been introduced for the mental effect, after abla-

tion of the diseased organs.

Dr. Robert F. Weir, the eminent surgeon who
had operated in these cases, writes me as follows

:

"Most of my cases (some ten or twelve) of re-

moval of both testicles and substitution therefore

of celluloid imitations were of a tubercular char-

acter. I can recall but two instances (having no

notes at hand), where a moderate retention of the

virile power (quoad desire and erection) lasted for

many months after the operation. In one of these

two cases, after a lapse of a year, he made sexual

effort, though he said he 'wasn't as able' as he
formerly was. The second one had some power
of penetration and enjoyment for not longer than

six months. Of my other cases, I cannot speak now
without notes, but the impression is strong with me
that sexual appetite and power soon passed away
after my operations. In the early cases we did not

know much of the possibilities of the invasion by
the original infection (tuberculosis) of the vesiculae

seminales, which may influence the value of the

deductions made."
The gradual cessation of sexual desire is ob-
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served by horse breeders in stallions altered after

service, although they continue to show some of
the characteristics of the stallion in form and
action. Partial excision of the testes is sometimes
performed for the purpose of maintaining the ap-

pearance and action of the stallion in the gelding
and is known among horsemen as "cutting the

stallion proud."

I think, we may conclude, therefore, that in the

human subject, castration or any operation which
approaches it as a substitute, performed before
puberty, prevents the initiation of the sexual de-

sire, and that when done after puberty, when the

sexual desire has been initiated and gratified, the

virile power gradually subsides.

Dr. Qiarles K. Mills, the distinguished neurol-

ogist, whose views I requested on the subject, con-

cludes in a letter to me : "that in my experience

both removal of the ovaries in women, who have
reached mature years, and the testicles in men, have
showed, if not at first, eventually some influence in

the way of sexual repression."

We are now prepared to discuss the method of

operation which should be adopted in the different

subjects of the classes designated and in whom the

operation is authorized by legal enactment. Ex-
acting the absolute prevention of the procreative

power by surgical procedure, does not the State

owe to the defective subject the removal also of

the sexual desire, which is so largely associated with

the condition of degeneration and which exerts a

controlling influence on its development ? Is it pos-

sible in the case of the idiot, imbecile, and epileptic

in whom perverted sexual indulgences exist, to ef-

fect mental or physical betterment of a pronounced
character, so long as the sexual desire is present

as an exciting cause of perverted indulgence?

Would not any operation which, as is claimed for

that of vasectoni}', does not involve "diminution of

the sexual power or pleasure—or but slightly de-

creases the discharge at orgasm," fall far short of

giving to the subjects of the above class the help

to which they are entitled at the hands of the sur-

geon? Would it not be an act of gross injustice

to the community, in a moral sense, to turn loose the

sterilized pervert and degenerate, still endowed with

sexual power, which invites them to continue their

lives of degeneracy freed by sterilization from some
of the consequences of their acts?

Still more, may this not be said of the rapist,

whose inspiration to commit the special crime which
distinguishes him, takes its origin in his possession

of uncontrolled sexual desire ? Unsterilized, he is

unable to do much more harm, since rarely, if ever,

in such cases of assault does the ability to procreate

produce impregnation. The purpose of any surgical

procedure in his case should include not only the

betterment of future generations but the protection

of the community in which he lives, by removing the

inspiration to crime—suffering as it may be said

he does from a form of insanity, the treatment

should be directed to his present condition as well

as to the prevention of the propagation of his kind.

It may be of interest to consider one statement

made by an operator of vasectomy, to the effect

that "reunion of the divided ends of the vas

deferens, a more delicate operation than was re-

section, can be done if the subject is cured of

masturbation, insanity, or the criminal tendencies."

Speaking in a surgical sense, and without any ex-

perience to confirm results, I think it may be stated

that reunion by operation of the divided vas

deferens, a tube with a lumen so very diminutive,

would be, so far as regards the restoration of func-

tion, impossible. Especially would this be true after

a lapse of time when the proximal end of the tube

would have undergone such changes as to obliterate

the lumen. Furthermore, it would seem to be in-

consistent with expected curative results in case of

masturbators, of the insane, or the subject with

criminal tendencies, to permit the function of the

testes to continue with the sexual perversions which
are regarded to be the exciting causes of the dis-

eased conditions. The simple emptying of the tes-

ticular secretion upon the pampiniform vessels

where, it is stated, it would be absorbed instead of

its passage to the vesiculse seminales from which
it is ejaculated at the time of the orgasm, would
seem to be ineffective in obtaining curative results.

In the case of mental and moral defectives, a

physician of wide experience in their care and in

their treatment. Dr. Martin W. Barr, Chief Physi-

cian to the Pennsylvania Training School for Fee-

ble Minded Children, writes me as follows : "Un-
fortunately, I find that there are no results obtain-

able from an operation where the inverted or per-

verted sexual appetite is not restrained. In every

case operated upon in my experience, there has been

marked mental, moral, and physical improvement.
Personally, I very much prefer actual castration as

this leaves nothing in doubt."

This opinion is given by a physician whose ex-

tended experience justifies its expression as that

of an expert, trained in the daily contact with de-

fective subjects, young children, minors approach-

ing adult age, and those beyond this age, who is

qualified to speak with authority upon the subject.

From this evidence alone may we not conclude

that an operation which restrains sexual appetite,

is essential to the accomplishment of mental, moral,

and physical improvement, not one which permits

sexual indulgence "with pleasure, or one which

does not abate sexual power, or diminish to any
great extent the discharge at orgasm."
The surgical procedures advocated in promoting

race betterment should in no sense be regarded

as punitive in character. They should be performed
as all surgical measures are, or should be, instituted

for the purpose of obtaining curative results, if

possible, in the defective subjects. The highest mo-
tives of philanthropy should inspire the surgeon
and should guide him in his work to the position of

a noble benefactor of the human race, not only in

protecting future generations from the contami-

nating influences of a maintained flow of degener-

acy, but also in bettering the unhappy defective

subject, by removing the causes which contribute

to his disordered condition—thus opening his men-
tal powers to cultivation, developing his moral at-

tributes, promoting his physical betterment, and
eventually making him a useful member of society.

The Measure of the Function of the Heart.—G.

Morelli describes tlie xisual methods of measuring the

functional power of the heart, and tells of the unsatis-

factory nature of the results. He then puts forward a

new method, which consists in a pressure of an elastic

bag on the lower extremities, covered with an inelastic

covering, between the layers formed by which air under
pressure is injected. The pressure in the bag is measured
with a monometer, being gradually increased. The ar-

terial tension gradually augments and, according to the

different reaction and capacity of the veins and heart,

the author observes in the radial artery a pressure of

10. 20, 30, or more millimeters of mercury.

—

La Riforma
Medica.
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REPORT OF FIVE CASES OF TETANUS
AND REMARKS ON THE TREATMENT

OF THE DISEASE.*

By CHARLES D. FOX, M.D.,

PHIUVDELPHI.

Case i.—Summary: Symptoms of benign tetanus

appeared foiir days after the infliction of a trivial

wound. Immediate onset of an uneventful con-

valescence after the injection of 3,000 units ot anti-

tetanic serum.

November 15 the patient, age 21, cut her right

index finger with a piece of china. The wound, a

superficial one, not over a half inch in length, dis-

charged a little pus for a few days. Four days after

the accident the' jaw began to ache.and on the fol-

lowing day auditory hyperesthesia, trismus, and

rigidity of the neck developed. Her temperature

rose to 103° on November 22. Becoming alarmed

at the increasing severity of symptoms, whose sig-

nificance was suspected, the family decided upon a

change of physicians. Accordingly, Dr. Charles J.

y. Fries was telephoned to November 24, and the

history and symptoms of the case described. For

certain excellent reasons, which need not be men-

tioned. Dr. Fries requested me to treat the patient.

During the first visit, the afternoon of the same

day, phy'sical examination showed her pupils to be

equal, normal in size, and reacting well to light and

accommodation. The ocular muscles functionated

well and without nystagmus. Hearing appeared to

be normal. Trismus existed to the extent that she

was unable to open her mouth more than

one-quarter of an inch. Moderate nuchal

rigidity also was apparent. The patellar re-

flexes were equally, and greatly, exaggerated.

So pronounced was this that the slightest tap

of the hammer on the patellar tendon produced a

reaction so strong as to resemble that seen in old

cases of spastic paraplegia. Static ataxia, spas-

ticity, and clonus could not be elicited. Decidedly

exaggerated plantar reflexes were found in asso-

ciation with typical bilateral Babinski sign. Her
temperature was normal at this time. The patient

showed no evidence of a nervous temperament.

In fact, she exhibited unusual self-possession.

Without having been told of the nature of the

disease, she knew, as she afterwards confessed, that

it was tetanus
;
yet her manner would not have led

any one to suspect that the gravity of her illness

was known to her. After the examination had been

made she was told to go to bed and to remain

there. The evening of the same day, November
24. 3.000 units of antitetanic serum was injected

into the subcutaneous tissues of the inferior inter-

scapular .region. At the same time, the wound, a

clean fissure, was completely excised under cocaine

anesthesia, and the resulting exposed area

thoroughly cauterized with carbolic acid. The fol-

lowing day her temperature was normal, and Dr.
Victor Fries reported that slight improvement had
occurred.

November 26 the pulse was 94 and the tempera-
ture 99.2°. There was not any decrease in the

rigidity of the neck, but she was able to open her
mouth about three-quarters of an inch. The patel-

lar, plantar, and Babinski reflexes remained the

same, and decided bilateral Kernig's sign was found
to be present. Though the whole spinal column

*Read before the Clinico-Patliological Society of Phil-
aflelphia. March 19, 1910.

was rather sensitive and painful, there was not any
inflammatory reaction about the two points of injec-

tion. Two days later trismus had disappeared

almost entirely, and the neck was freely movable.

The patellar reflexes still were much exagger-

ated, but the plantar reflexes had become normal
and the Babinski sign had disappeared. Improve-
ment had been noticed in the pain and tenderness

of the back. The operative wound was granulating

satisfactorily.

November 29 the patient commenced to leave

her bed for four or five hours daily, and increas-

ing the time so that, after a week had passed, jhe

remained up all day. Trismus disappeared soon

after December 5. Further convalescence, accord-

ing to Dr. Victor Fries, was uneventful, and she

commenced to go out December 15. Even then,

however, the Kernig sign still was present on the

left side, though the patellar reflexes had become
normal.

It may seem to have been unnecessary to have

kept the patient in the house for so long a time, but

in view of the reflex excitability caused by the

toxin of tetanus, and inasmuch as slight trismus,

the Kernig sign, and exaggeration of the patellar

reflexes persisted, it was thought best to be cautious,

first about permitting her to get out of bed, and
later to go out of the house.

Regardless of the length of the period of incuba-

tion, death resulted in 84 per cent, of 150 cases of

tetanus developing from Fourth of July injuries in

the United States during 1909. In these cases the

average duration of the disease, after the

onset of symptoms, was three and one-half

days.^ In the Rose and Carless "Manual of

Surgery" the mortality of tetanus is said to

be 96 per cent., when the period of incuba-

tion is under ten days
; 73 per cent, when symptoms

develop after the expiration of eleven to fifteen

days, and 55 per cent, when the onset is delayed

for from fifteen to twenty days. In his discussion

of a recent paper on tetanus, C. H. ]\Iayo- expressed

the opinion that the mortality of tetanus is 80 per

cent, when the period of incubation is less than

seven or eight days, and that 80 per cent, of the

cases can be saved if the period of incubation is

greater than ten to twelve days. Having examined
the summarized reports in the compilation, by
Jacobson and Pease', of 203 cases of tetanus I

found seven deaths out of eight cases in which
the period of incubation was four days. In

view of the dismal prognosis inspired by these

figures it is indeed remarkable that, with a period

of incubation of only four days, the disease was
not more serious in the first patient reported in this

paper.

The only reason I can ascribe to the comparative

mildness of the disease in this patient is the fact

that the wound was so superficial, and that it was
constantly being torn open by the movements of

the fingers. Being kept open in this manner the

entrance of air was facilitated to an extent that the

growth of the anaerobic tetanus bacilli was inhib-

ited. That the condition was not tetanus scarcely

seems worthy of consideration in view of the un-

equivocal nature of the symptoms.

The lack of severity of the manifestations and

the absence of any tendency for them to become
worse, after having existed for several days in their

completely developed form, leads me to believe that

the patient eventually would have recovered under

the other recognized forms of treatment without
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resorting to the use of the serum. The prompt
improvement, however, within twelve hours of the

injection is presumptive evidence in favor of the

use of the serum as a curative agent in developed

cases of tetanus; even though in many such cases it

is valueless.

Having retained in my possession the clinical

records of two fatal cases of tetanus which came
under my observation in St. Mary's Hospital.

Passaic, N. J., these are now reported for the first

time, with the kind permission of Dr. Charles A.

Church.
Case n.—Summary: Period of incubation, twelve

days ; treatment begun three days after the onset

of symptoms and twenty-two hours before death;

treated with sedatives and injections of serum into

various structures.

While working in a garden, September 11, 1904,

Miss M. P. M., age 9, ran a splinter from a fence

rail deeply into her calf muscles. Twelve days

later trismus appeared. Without having received

any treatment for the condition she entered St.

Mary's Hospital three days after the onset of

symptoms. At this time, September 26, her condi-

tion immediately was recognized as hopeless, for

the reason that she had marke<l and constant

opisthotonos, and, at intervals of a few minutes,

severe general tonic convulsions, with symptoms
of asphyxia. Through the kindness of Dr. Hol-

lister, in whose service the patient belonged, the

treatment of the case was placed in my hands. The
wound, a deep laceration, which was filled with

pus and large sloughs, was freely opened, cleansed,

and deeply cauterized. The serious natm^e of the

case and the character of the treatment can be

shown in an adequate manner only by presenting, in

a condensed form, the clinical record.

quantities. It is remarkable that these tremendous

doses were tolerated in a girl of nine years. Not

any ill effects, though, could be attributed to the

administration of the drugs. In fact, their hypnotic

qualities were not exhibited in the usual manner, in

spite of the quantities given. It seems that there

is an antagonistic action between hypnotic drugs

and the toxins of tetanus and eclampsia. That such

large doses were justified was demonstrated by the

persistent recurrence of severe convulsions about

everv ten to forty minutes, by the presence almost

constantly of less severe spasms, and by the fact

that the patient was conscious the greater part of

the time. Harvey* has reported a severe case of

tetanus, whose period of incubation was only six

days, in which recovery followed the employment

of serum and hypnotic drugs in large quantities. In

this case 20 grains of chloral and 40 grains of

potassium bromide were administered every three

hours.

In spite of the favorably long period of incuba-

tion, the outcome in Case II was fatal because of the

advanced stage of the disease when the patient was

admitted and because of the severity of the infec-

tion, due to neglect of the deep and filthy wound.

The operation, performed by Dr. Charles A.

Church, for injection of serum into the motor

nerves of the infected limb, was suggested by the

favorable report, that had just been published by

Rogers^ of a case treated in this manner.

Case III.—Summary: Period of incubation, six

days ; treatment begun with the onset of symptoms

:

death in two days.

A man, about 35 years of age, had the terminal

phalanyx of his thumb crushed between a heavy

object and the ground. The fragments of bone

having been renioved a palmar flap had been made

Admitted Septemder 26, 1904,

12:45
1:15
2:30
2:3S

12:55
1:15
1:30

10:10

11:00

11:45

Tem-
pera-
ture

102 3/5; 109

Res-
pira-
tion

Morph., J hypo; Atrop., l/IOO hypo
[Serum, 10 c.c

By rectum—Chloral, gr. 15 ; Sod. brom.., gr. 60

ISerum injected into Ant. crural, n. 3 c.c; Obtura-

I

tor, n. 3 c.c; Sciatic, n. 4 c.c; Sp. subdural
space. 7 c.c.

By rectum—Chloral, gr. 5; Pot. brom., gr. 10;

Tinct. cannabis, m. 5.

Morph., gr. J hypo •

By mouth—Chloral, gr. 5; Pot. brom., gr. 10;

Tinct. cannabis, m. 5; Serum, 3 c.c.

Chloroform anesthesia; by mouth and rectum

—

Chloral, gr. 10; Pot. brom., gr. 20; Tinct. can-

nabis, m. 5.

Serum, 10 c.c; Chloroform

Chloroform.

.

Wound operated.
Injected into or n

Injected into sciatic

form,
scessitated by a seve

Morph., gr, i hypo
Tinct. cannabis, m. 10
Chloroform
Morph.. gr. i hypo. By rectum—Chloral, gr. 10:

Pot. brom., gr. 20; Tinct. cannabis, m. 5.

Chloroform; Tinct. cannabis, m. 10

Morph., gr. i hypo
Chlorofonn; Morph., gr. i hypo.; Atrop.,

1/100 hypo.
Morph., gr. 1 hypo.; Atrop., gr. 1/100 hypo.

: under clilorc-

nvulsion.

Under primary anesthesia equal amounts t f

serum injected into the three operative
wounds.

Chloroform and artificial respiration necessary
during tlie convulsions.

Severe convulsions every half hour. Attacks
increasing both in severity and in duration.
Patient becomes conscious and decidedly
asphyxiated during each convulsion.

Convulsions almost continuous since 10 a

Oxygen and chloroform given for each.
Died from asphyxia caused by a convuls

Thus in almost 24 hours the patient was given

one grain of morphine sulphate hypodermically, 45
grains of chloral, 120 grains of bromides, 40 minims

of tincture of cannabis indica, 60 c.c. of antitetanic

serum*, and chloroform and oxygen in unknown

*The serum used in the five cases herein reported was
that of the H. K. Mulford Co. According to the method
of standardization used by this company in 1904, 10 c.c. of

the serum was said to possess an activity of 1,000,000 irn-

munizing units. As made at present, 10 c.c. of serum is

said to contain 1,500 units. Dr. Stewart, of the H. K.
Mulford Co., informs me that it is impossible accurately

to state the equivalent in present serum of 10 c.c. of that

furnished in 1904. He says, however, that the present

serum is almost three times as strong as the older one.

Unfortunately, there are five or six different methods of

standardization now in use in different parts of the world.

This diversity leads to much unnecessary confusion.
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and the wound tightly sutured. Six days later,

April 18, 1904, trismus became apparent. At once

he went to Dr. Church, who amputated his thumb

in the hospital at 7 p. m. Through the kindness

of Dr. Church he was then placed in my care.

case, however, hope was not entirely abandoned
until the last moment, for the reason that prior to

4 P. M. the rigidity, at times, became greatly

ameliorated, and we were thus led to believe that

the serum was neutralizing the toxin.

CLINICAL RECORD

Admitted at 7:00 P.M. April 18, 1904

Tem-
pera-
ture

2:30
4:00
10:00

12:30
2:30
3:00
4:00
4:30
7:00
8:00

10:00
11:00
12:00

7:00 OS 1/5

12:00

10:00
11:00
12:00

6:00

6:25

7:20

9:15

1 1 :40

Serum. 10 cc-

Serum, 10 c.c

CWoral, gr. 30; Sod. brom., gr. 60
Serum, 10 c.c

Serum, 10 c.c. By rectum—Chloral, gr. 20; Sod. br
gr. 60.

By mouth—Chloral, gr. 30; Sod. brom.. gr. 10
Serum, 10 c.c: Bromide, gr. 10, by mouth
Bromide, gr. 10, by mouth; Serum, 10 c.c

nth..Bromide, gr. 10, by i

Bromide, gr. 10. by mouth; Serum, 10 c.c.

Bromide, gr. 10, by mouth
Bromide, gr. 10, by mouth
Serum, 10 c.c. ; Chloral, gr. 30, by mouth.

.

Sen 10 (

nth.Bromide, gr. 10. by
Bromide, gr. 10. by mouth
Serum, 10 c.c; Chloral, gr. 20, by mouth
Bromide, gr. 20, by mouth -

Serum, 10 c.c; Bromide, gr. 20, by mouth; Chloral, gr.

20, by mouth.
Serum, 10 c.c; Bromide, gr. 10, by mouth
Chloral, gr. 30, by mouth; Bromide, gr. 40, by mouth.
Chloral, gr. 30, by mouth; Bromide, gr. 40, by mouth;

Serum, 10 c.c.

Bromide, gr, 20, by mouth
Morphine, gr. i hypo.; Atropine, gr. 1/100 hypo,; Serum,

10 c.c.

Morphine, gr. i hypo. ; Atropine, gr. 1/ 1 80 hypo
Morphine, gr. J hypo.; Atropine, gr. 1/100 hypo.

Bromide, gr. 20. by mouth; Serum, 10 c.c.

Bromide, gr. 20. by rectum; Serum, 10 c.c

Morphine, gr

Serum, SO (

Morphine, gr.

i hypo.; Atropine, gr. 1/100 hypo.

;
hypo.; Atropine, gr. 1/100 hypo

Morphine, gr. i hypo.; Atropine, gr. 1/100 hypo.
Serum, 20 c.c.

Morphine, gr. i hypo.; Atropine, gr. 1/100 hypo

Thumb amputated. Trismus the only symptom.
Can open mouth only one-half inch.

Neck has become rigid.

Subsultus tendinum has developed.
Opisthotonos now present constantly. General

tonic spasms about ever>' two hours or less.

Unable to swallow.

Back painful.
Is able to swallow.
Profuse perspiration.
Feeling better, but spasms are more frequent.

Short periods of light sleep.

Tongue lacerated by spasms which occur every
ten to fifteen minutes.

Much better. Light interrupted sleep.

Profuse perspiration.

Frequent mild spasms.

Frequent mild spasms.

Almost constant spasms of short duratit
Spasms becoming very severe.

Artificial respiration and chloroform n(

sary.

Very severe spasm. Artificial respiratic

and chloroform necessary.

Death from asphyxia during a spasm.

In this patient the convulsions became more
severe and more frequent whenever an attempt was
made to withhold hypnotic drugs. As the end ap-

proached chloral no longer could be depended
upon, because, to have been effectual, it would have
been necessary to administer such tremendous
doses as to render the use of the drug too danger-

ous. The convulsions, too, became so severe that a

more rapidly acting drug was necessary. There-

fore hypodermics of morphine were employed.
Beginning at 4 P. M., April 20, the spasms

became so intense and so prolonged that, without
other assistance, he would have died from asphyxia.

Accordingly, the method adopted was to attempt to

prevent the recurrence of convulsions by keeping
him as deeply under the influence of morphine as

was compatible with safety. Then, when one
appeared, a hypodermic of morphine was given at

once, and, respiration becoming completely sus-

pended by the spasm, artificial respiration was per-

formed while o.xygen and chloroform were admin-
istered for the purpose of relaxing the tonic spasm
of the respiratory muscles. From 4 P. M. until

death occurred, at 11.40 P. M., it was necessary for
two nurses and myself constantly to be in his room
in order to carry out this treatment as soon as the
occasion arose. Considering the circumstances, it

may seem like needless cruelty to have prolonged
the patient's life for almost seven hours. In this

The amount of the drugs given in this case was
as follows

:

Total amount in 52^ hours : Sodium bromide,

gr. 370 ; chloral, gr. 200 ; morphine sulphate, gr.

I 2/3; atropine sulphate, gr. 1/16; serum, c.c. 250.

Total amount during the last 24 hours : Sodium bro-

mide, gr. 220; chloral, gr. 130; morphine sulphate,

gr. I 2/3; atropine sulphate, gr. 1/16; serum, c.c.

160.

As tetanus is such an e.xtremely fatal disease, the

prophylactic treatment of wounds is of far greater

importance than the treatment of the disease after

it has developed. The resistance of the disease to

treatment and the consequent high mortality can

be understood better when we remember that

tetanin, the to.xin of tetanus, is said to be four

hundred times more toxic than strychnine.

Prophylaxis includes freely laying open all sus-

picious wounds, removal of extraneous matter,

thorough cauterization, and then allowing the

wound to granulate. In addition to these local

measures a subcutaneous injection should be made
of 1,500 units of antitetanic serum. The tetanus

bacillus being anaerobic lacerated wounds with

deep pockets and punctured wounds, such as result

from being stabbed or shot, and from stepping on

rusty nails, naturally are the ones most apt to be

followed by the development of tetanus. For this

reason it is wise to use the serum prophylactically
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in all such cases. This precautionary measure be-

comes a necessity when treating wounds which have
been received in localities where tetanus is of fre-

quent occurrence; as in New Jersey and in Long
Island.

Just as a mild form of variola infrequently

attacks successfully vaccinated individuals, so a
nonmalignant form of tetanus has been known to

occur, though rarely, in those who have received

prophylactic injections of the serum. This is shown
by the six American and Canadian cases collected

by Jacobson and Pease', in which tetanus developed
even though serum had been used prophylactically.

Of these death resulted in but one. Of seven similar

cases mentioned by Delbet" five recovered. Vaii-

laril' compiled 41 French and foreign cases, includ-

ing those of Jacobson and Pease, Suter*, and Lothei-

sen", in which tetanus developed in spite of the fact

that serum had been used at or near the time of

receipt of the injury. Of these he discarded ten

cases on account of diagno^^'c uncertainty or of

lack of details in the reports. After studying the

remainder he came to the conclusion that anti-

tetanic serum is protective only for about ten days,

and that in but five of these cases could it be con-

sidered a complete failure.

Some interesting facts concerning the prophy-
laxis of tetanus have been adduced by Scherck'".

His figures show that of 56 cases of Fourth of

July injuries treated other than with serum in the

city dispensaries of St. Louis in 1903 16 deaths

occurred from tetanus. During the three succeed-

ing years there were not any deaths from this dis-

ease in 291 similar cases treated with the prophy-

lactic injection of serum. The statistics of Delbet'^

relative to the increase in the number of deaths

from tetanus in Paris appeared to be very damag-
ing evidence of the value of the serum. These
showed that between the years of 1886-1890, before

the serum was used prophylactically in the Paris

hospitals, there were 135 deaths from tetanus.

During the years from 1891-1895 there were 128

deaths from the disease. Now, during the period

from 1896- 1900, when the serum was used as a

prophylactic and as a curative agent in some of

the Paris hospitals, the deaths from tetanus in-

creased to 176. During the years from 1901-1905
there were 153 deaths from tetanus in spite of the

fact that the serum was used in nearly all hospitals

These cases having been investigated by Vaillard,

it was found, he says, that of the 329 deaths from
tetanus occurring in Paris since the introduction of

antitetanic serum, only 11 of the cases had received

injections of the serum.

In veterinarian practice the prophylactic use of

the serum has been productive of even more sat-

isfactory results than those which have been men-
tioned. Wells" speaks of a stable where, prior to

the introduction of serum as a prophylactic agent

in the treatment of all wounds about the feet, from
6 to 8 horses died from tetanus every year. Dur-
ing the first 5 years subsequent to the adoption

of this treatment not a single case of the disease

developed among 300 horses treated in this man-
ner. According to Vaillard' not a single case of

tetanus developed among 13,124 horses who had
received prophylactic injections of the serum.

In 1906 Jacobson and Pease called attention to

the possibility of infection from the intestinal tract

and they collected five cases in which tetanus fol-

lowed operations even though these had been

performed under aseptic conditions. More recent-

ly Richardson*- studied a group of 21 cases of

post operative tetanus and found that more than

90 per cent, of these cases followed operations dur-

ing which the peritoneal cavity had been opened.

He concluded that these operations favored the

activity of tetanus bacilli which already were pres-

ent in the intestinal tract.

It has been said that the feces of 5 per cent, of

ordinary men contain tetanus bacilli, and that in

those who work around horses this proportion is

increased to 20 per cent. It has been demonstrated,

too, that the tetanus bacilli, without losing their

vitality, are capable of passing through the intes-

tinal tract of domesticated animals. The bacilli

gains entrance to the human body by being ingested

with uncooked food products that have been grown
in soil fertilized by manure. In view of these facts,

and having had two deaths from postoperative te-

tanus in his own practice, Matas*^ advocates thor-

ough purging and restraint from uncooked food

for three days prior to operations in regions ex-

posed to fecal contamination. If these measures
cannot be taken then 10 c.c. of antitetanic serum
may be administered.

In spite of the great value of antitetanic serum as

a prophylatic this agent is not as efficient when used
for curative purposes after symptoms of tetanus

have developed.

A fact which one always must take into consider-

ation in the making of statistics is the inherent

tendency of many physicians to report only their

successful cases. For this reason any mortality

percentages which are based upon compilations

of the case reports in the literature must be more
favorable than the reality. To my knowledge there

are only three extensive compilations of reports of

tetanus cases treated with serum. These are the

table of Anders and Morgan'- and the collections

of reports summarized by Moschcowitz" and by

Jacobson and Pease". As the first two of these

consist of material collected from the literature

the mortality percentages which are deduced are

entirely too favorable. Statistics based upon the

collection of Jacobson and Pease must be reliable

for the reason that their compilation contains ab-

stracts of all the cases of tetanus treated in many
large hospitals or by surgeans connected with these

institutions and of all the cases in New York State

for which the State Department of Health furn-

ished serum.

According to Moschcowitz the use of serum has

reduced the general mortality of tetanus from 90
per cent, to 40 per cent. But the more reliable sta-

tistics of Jacobson and Pease show that the mor-
tality was 69.6 per cent, in 191 cases treated with

serum. Of these cases the mortality was 84.2 per

cent, in 127 cases whose period of incubation was
less than 10 days, and in 64 cases whose period of

incubation was greater than this, the mortality

was 40.6 per cent. The statistics which Anders and
Morgan and which Moschcowitz have based upon
case reports gleaned from the literature and which
are less reliable on this account, decrease the mor-
tality of tetanus to 61 per cent and 51 per cent.,

respectively, when the period of incubation is less

than 10 days. As typical of the mortality statis-

tics of tetanus before the introduction of anti-

tetanic serum Richter's table'" of 205 cases of the

disease may be drawn upon. This table, consisting

almost entirelv of cases which had resulted from
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injuries received in the Franco-Prussian war, shows

that the general mortality was 84.6 per cent. The

mortality rose to 95.7 per cent, in 116 cases whose

period of incubation was less than 10 days, while

it fell to 70 1 er cent, in 89 cases whose period of

incubation was more prolonged. Taking these sta-

tistics as standards we may say that serum has re-

duced 1 1.5 per cent, the mortality of acute tetanus,

29.4 per cent, the mortality of subacute tetanus,

and 15 per cent, the general mortality.

In consideration of the extremely fatal nature

of tetanus and in spite of the fact that most cases

recovered the apparent inefficiency of the intra-

neural injection would be accounted for, according

to Rogers' explanation of a similar case of his own^
by the failure to inject all the motor nerves of the

woundefi limb.

Probably the most common mode of administra-

tion of serum is by means of a combination of sub-

cutaneous and intraspinal injections.

Concerning the comparative virtues of the dif-

ferent methods of injection the following table,

constructed from the figures of Jacobson and Pease,

speaks for itself

:

Subcutaneous
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incontinence of urine ; and, if the quantity of mag-
nesium sulphate be too large, the danger of death
resulting from the depressing efifect of the drug
upon the respiratory center. The strength and
quantity of the solution of magnesium sulphate
has varied much in the hands of those who have
made use of the drug in tetanus. If possible, it

would appear to be preferable to commence with
a dose of i or 2 c.c. of a 25 per cent, solution and
to increase the quantity if necessary. Four c.c.

of this solution seems to be the maximum safe dose.

It has been recommended to inject i c.c. of a 25
per cent, solution for every 20 pounds of body
weight. In some of the cases that have been re-

ported the dose seems to have been too large when
determined by this posological rule.

The following table contains summaries of all

the reported cases of tetanus treated with intra-

spinal injections of magnesium sulphate that I have
been able to collect in a careful search of the lit-

erature :

of the patient by reason of the tremendous amount
of energy that would be expended in tetanic convul-

sions and, in this manner, his natural forces of

resistance, assisted by antitetanic serum, are en-

abled more successfully to combat the infection.

C.\SE TV.-—Summary; Period of incubation, four

or six days ; magnesium sulphate treatment inef-

fectual ; recovery probably due to chloral and so-

dium bromide ; a severe case.

Between April 23 and April 25, 1910, the patient,

a boy of twelve, while playing around a stable ran

a nail a short distance into his great toe. Four or

six days later rigidity appeared, first in the jaw, and

then rapidly increased so that his jaws became com-
pletely locked and his whole body extremely rigid.

.'\t this time. May 4, he entered the West Phila-

delphia General lIouKtopathic Hospital. Opisthot-

onos was so great that he was unable to lie upon
his back

;
yet there was little tendency to tonic con-

vulsions. Although entirely healed the wound was
opened up and thoroughly cauterized with carbolic

Reporte Age
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treatment was discontinued. Subsequently the

symptoms gradually improved, and he was dis-

charged perfectly well June 6, 1910. During the

height of the rigidity the patient exhibited scarcely

any stupor in spite of the large amount of chloral

and bromide that was being administered. But

during the withdrawal of these agents increasing

stupor became apparent, and even after the drugs

had been discontinued for several days he was more
stuporous than at any time before. The stupor

gradually disappeared during the course of twelve

or fourteen days.

Case V.—Summary : Period of incubation, five

days ; treated with serum, hypnotics, and intraspinal

injections of magnesium sulphate ; death on the

fifth day.

May 19, 1910, a woman, xt. 41, bruised her thigh^

but there was not any break in the continuity of the

skin. The same day she swallowed a sharp piece

of bone which seemed to cut her throat. During

the evening of May 24 slight nuchal rigidity and

pain appeared and she bit her tongue several times.

The following morning trismus, headache, and vom-
iting developed and she was unable to swallow.

May 26 the trismus had become absolute, nuchal

rigidity was pronounced, the knee jerks were greatly

exaggerated, and Kernig's sign was present, but

there had not yet appeared any rigidity or spasms

of the muscles of the extremities or trunk. Com-
mencing early in the morning of May 26 the patient

received a subcutaneous injection of 3,000 units of

antitetanic serum every four hours. .\s she had

not been able to swallow any food since the morning
meal of May 25 rectal alimentation was adopted.

Being called in consultation with her physician. Dr.

George F. Baier, Jr., it was decided not to begin

treatment with hypnotics and injections of magne-
sium sulphate until the condition became severe

enough to necessitate such measures. The period

of incubation being short a severe type of the dis-

ease was expected, and, consequently, it seemed
best to reserve these methods of treatment for the

period when they would be most needed. May 27
in the afternoon opisthotonos appeared and the pa-

tient began to have frequent attacks of slight gen-

eral twitching. From the onset of symptoms she

had expectorated profusely but now each attempt

to raise mucus resulted in laryngeal spasms. More-
over, respiration was somewhat superficial and cog-

wheel in type. So hyperesthetic had she become
that the preparations for lumbar puncture brought

on a severe and prolonged general tonic convulsion,

with almost complete suspension of respiration.

Asphyxia being imminent she was quickly chloro-

formed and 3 c.c. of a saturated solution of mag-
nesium sulphate was then injected after removal of

about an equal quantity of clear spinal fluid. About
a half hour later the rigidity had entirely disap-

peared except from the muscles of the head and
neck. Rectal injections of 5 grains of chloral and
60 grains of sodium bromide were then commenced ;

the mixture being administered every six hours, or

more frequently as the occasion arose. Three hours
after the injection of magnesium sulphate the pa-

tient's respiration became more labored and super-

ficial and the secretion of mucus more profuse.

These symptoms continued about ten hours and
though alarming they were kept under control by
three injections of atropine, gr. i/ioo each. .'Kt 4
.\.M.. May 28, a severe tonic convulsion developed

affecting only the respiratory muscles and those of

the head and neck. In the course of this attack.

which lasted about two minutes, the tip of the pa-
tient's tongue was bitten off. During the morning
of May 28 and the previous night the patient was
comatose and her extremities continued to be com-
pletely relaxed. Even the trismus had almost en-

tirely disappeared. Towards afternoon she became
delirious and her temperature, which had been
gradually increasing from May 26, had risen to

104°. Later in the afternoon the delirium disap-

peared and the patient was able to recognize mem-
bers of her family and to talk with them. Decided
spasms only of the muscles of the head and neck
and of respiration commenced in the evening; one
being severe enough to necessitate the use of chloro-

form. As the muscles of the extremities were com-
pletely relaxed it was thought inadvisable to repeat

the intraspinal injection at that time. Accordingly
10 grains of chloral and 90 grains of sodium bro-

mide were administered by rectum every four hours

and as often as necessary in the intervals. Death
from a prolonged spasm of the respiratory muscles

occurred May 29 at 6.30 .\.m. The one injection of

magnesiurn sulphate produced what appeared to be

complete paralysis of both the upper and the lower

extremities. At the end of about twenty hours vol-

untary' use of the extremities returned, but until

death occurred not any of the spasms affected the

muscles of the extremities. The injection did not

appear to exert any effect upon the rate of the heart

or upon the character of its action. The poor qual-

ity of the respiration was aggravated but there was
not any decided change in the respiratory rate. In

Miller's case, however, the respiratory rate dropped

to 7 per minute after one injection and as low as 5

per minute after another. Urinary retention was
not produced by the drug; the urine continuing to

be voided involuntarily. The probable location of

the point of infection in the upper alimentary' canal

may have had some bearing upon the early devel-

opment of respiratory symptoms and dysphagia, and
upon the great intensity of these manifestations as

compared with the symptoms dependent upon spas-

modic muscular activity in other parts of the body.
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ELECTRIC SLEEP IN PATHS OF DISPLACE-
MENT CURRENTS: NEW FINDINGS.

By LOUISE G. ROBINOVITCH, M.D..

NEW YORK.

At the annual meeting of the American Medical
Association, held at St. Louis, June, 1910, we pre-

sented, in the Section of Pathology and Physiology,

studies on "electric" sleep. The currents used were
direct currents frequently interrupted, as well as

displacement currents. In order to eliminate all

doubt as regards the effects of displacement cur-

rents on animals, we studied the effects of these

currents on muscle-nerve preparations of frogs.

The reactions obtained both by "unipolar"' and
"wireless" methods showed conclusively the posi-

tive effects of these currents. Sleep obtained in

dogs placed in paths of displacement currents was
not a misinterpretation.

Since the above meeting we have made further

studies of muscular reaction in paths of displace-

ment currents. In our first studies the muscle was
not insulated ; the stand holding the muscle-nerve

preparation was upon an ordinary table. It was
naturally supposed that in the "unipolar" as well

as the "wireless" reaction the "grounding" of the

preparation was a foregone conclusion. The myo-
grams shown here demonstrate that excellent re-

action is also obtained when everything connected

with the experiment is insulated. The experiment

was conducted as follows :

An insulating platform made for a twenty-four

plate static machine was used. The legs of the

platform are one foot high and two inches in di-

ameter. The apparatus, muscle-nerve preparation,

registering drum, as well as the operator, were

upon this platform. The muscle reactions regis-

tered in the accompanying myograms demonstrate
that "grounding" of the preparation is not neces-

sary ; that the currents affecting the tissues in this

case are currents of free waves in the air ; there are

no grounded waves here.

It is not necessary to report here the complicated
experiments requirmg special and rare apparatus
unknown to the profession. With special appar-
atus may be shown reaction at considerable distance

with wireless currents. It is more useful to pre-

sent here the traces registered in the accompanying
myograms, showing wireless reaction at short dis-

tances and unipolar reaction. The apparatus used
is a simple primary coil without the secondary coil.

Every experimenter can verify these results.

This primary coil is ten inches long; it is made
of six layers of wire ; the diameter of the wire is

12/10 mm.; the core is one inch in diameter. The
interrupter is a ribbon vibrator. The direct current

used for running the coil is 120 volts of one-half

ampere. There is a condenser on the primary cur-

rent.

The muscle-nerve preparation, the registering

drum, the coil, as well as the operator, are upon the

platform. The muscle-nerve preparation is cov-

ered with a glass globe. There are two non-polar-

izable electrodes in the wet chamber ; these elec-

trodes are filled with a saturated solution of zinc

sulphate ; wires connect these electrodes with bind-

ing posts on the disc of the wet chamber. The
nerve of the preparation lies across the two non-
polarizable electrodes.

The primary coil is put into function by turning
on the direct current. The reactions obtained are

explained below.

Myogram No. i. Wireless method.—One end of

a wire is screwed into one binding post of the wet
chamber ; the free end of the wire is held by the

operator with his hand near the magnetic flux

—

two inches away from the core.

Myogram No. 2 Unipolar reaction.—Operator
touches with free end of wire anode or cathode of

binding post of direct current running primary coil.

This reaction is also obtained when switch connect-

ing the two binding posts is open. These latter re-

actions are more marked in the beginning of the ex-

periments—before the muscle becomes exhausted.

In these experiments the reactions died away with

contact of the negative pole before they did with

that of the positive pole.

Myogram No. 3.—Operator touching with free

end of wire metallic rod near vibrator ; with the

other hand any metallic part of the registering drum
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holding this trace or any metallic part of stand of

wet chamber.

with the other hand the base of the staiil holding

the preparation, base of registering drum, or any
other metallic part in the path of displacement

current.

We are indebted to Dr. F. M. Law, of New York,
for various suggestions in this work.
j8 W. 126TH Street.

IMPORTANT EVENTS IN THE DEVELOP-
MENT OF GASTROENTEROLOGY.*

Bv JULIUS FRIEDENWALD, M.D..

Reaction was also obtained as follows : An as-

sistant standing on concrete floor touched with one
hand the free end of wire attached to gas jet (the

direct current is a three-wire current, the neutral

wire being grounded), with the other hand he

touched the free end of wire screwed into wet
chamber. With this method reaction was not al-

ways obtained. Touching the free ends of the two
wires gave better results, but not invariably.

There was no weight on this muscle. The frog

was of splendid vitality before the muscle was dis-

sected out from it. It had been caught in the open
the day before the experiment.

Trace No. i leaves no doubt as regards the eft'ect

of free electric waves in the air on living tissue.

Our studies on electric sleep by means of displace-

ment currents reported at the above mentioned
meeting present the following interest : The cur-

rents used by us (direct, frequently interrupted)

for electric sleep as well as for surgical operation

in man* cause a disagreeable sensation of tingling

in the brain when applied centrally. Whereas free

electric waves in the air or wireless currents do not

cause any disagreeable sensation. We have demon-
strated the possibility of producing physiological ef-

fects on living tissue and on animals (dogs) by

means of wireless currents. In the case of the

frog's muscle the work is done on a miniature scale.

The displacement current was too weak to be de-

tected with an ordinary telephone receiver. This
scale will have to be enlarged for purposes of prac-

tical application in man. Further researches are

now in progress for this purpose.

In view of these experiments the laboratory

method of demonstrating to students muscular re-

action in "wired" and "closed" electric circuits

seems to be out of date, and failure to demonstrate
reaction because of "bad contact" in the secondary
circuit becomes amusing, when reaction can be ob-

tained without "contact" and without secondary
currents.

When an ordinary small primary coil is used, the

size currently used by physicians in their induction
apparatus, reaction is obtained as follows : The
wet chamber is put into a wired "circuit" with a

gap of from 2 to 5 centimeters ; a switch in the cir-

cuit is opened to cause the gap.

But even without this gap the method is practi-

cally unipolar, because the circuit does not exist,

properly speaking ; it is formed as follows : one
wire is fastened to any metallic part near the mag-
netic flu.x—any binding post, the operator touching
with the free end of the other wire any part of the
ribbon vibrator, or either of the binding posts of
the switch controlling direct-current, feeding pri-

mary coil, etc. While making these contacts, addi-
tional reaction is obtained if the operator touches

*Dr. M. M. Johnson: "Electric Anesthesia," Medical
Record, April 23, igio.

BALTIMORE, MD.

.

PROFESSOR OF PHYSICIANS

In the president's address, which I had the honor to

deliver last year, I attempted to draw attention to

some of the important events occurring in the field

of gastroenterology in America during the 19th

century, and it appeared to me after this undeserved
honor had been bestowed upon me again, that I

could not do better than present to your considera-

tion a few of those epoch-making events in the de-

velopment of gastroenterology which have ac-

complished so much in placing this branch of medi-

cine upon a firm scientiiic basis, and have elicited so

much interest in its special study.

No one who is especially interested in diseases of

the stomach should fail to read that most important

article "Uber die Behandlung der Magenerweitering
durch eine neue Methode mittlest die Magenpumpe"
by Kussmaul in the Dcutschcs Archiv fiicr kliiiische

Mcdicin in 1869, in which a most ingenious method
of treatment laid the foundation for an exact mode
of diagnosis in gastric disturbances. In this valu-

able work, Kussmaul tells of the difficulties besetting

the treatment of advanced forms of dilatation of

the stomach due to narrowing and closure of the

pylorus. "Very exceptionally was it possible to ob-

tain any results in the treatment of this dreadful dis-

ease. As a rule it may hardly be possible ever to

expect an amelioration of the symptoms, and never

possible to produce a cure." Kussmaul, who was
director of the Freiburg Medical Clinic, was rather

reluctant in admitting to his clinic a country girl,

Marie Weiner, twenty years of age, who had been

troubled with gastric disturbances for 11 years, and
in whom he found a typical example of dilatation of

the stomach, produced by stricture at the pylorus

due to ulcer. The patient was very pale and emaci-

ated and so weak as to be unable to leave her bed

;

she suffered greatly from vomiting of extremely

large quantities ; from gastric pain, sleeplessness, and

attacks of tetany and was relieved of her suffering

only by means of morphine. Kussmaul says : "Often

when I observed the patient in the wretched pro-

dromal stage of vomiting the thought had occurred

to me that I might relieve her suffering by the em-
ployment of the stomach-pump, as the removal of

large masses of decomposed acid gastric contents

should cause relief from the agonizing burning and

retching at once. The introduction of the sound

could be performed without difficulty, for where a

gastric dilatation has existed for so long a period

of time the esophagus is usually dilated. The arti-

ficial emptying of the stomach by the pump could

be no more painful or distressing than the condition

existing before and during vomiting ; at any rate,

its effect would be more rapid and complete than the

emptying of the stomach by means of vomiting,

President's address, read at the thirteenth annual meet-

ing of the American Gastro-Enterological .\ssociation at

St. Louis, June 6, 1910.
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with its prolonged prodromal stage of nausea, pain,

and retching. Often, even after vomiting, palpa-

tion and percussion indicated that the stomach still

contained considerable masses of contents. This
condition reminded me of the so-called ischuria

paradoxa, in which large amounts of urine flow

daily from the dilated bladder without its actually

emptying itself and without reducing its size. By
means of the pump it is possible to empty the stom-
ach completely, and, if its elastic and contractile

powers have not been entirely lost, perhaps even
give to it the tone to contract a certain degree, as

the catheter occasionally brings about recovery in

ischuria paradoxa." "In our patient the gastric dila-

tation was occasioned by stricture at the pylorus.

At the post-mortem examination of cases of extreme
gastric dilatation, I have repeatedly found that the

stenosis which was present would still admit the

passage of a small finger from the stomach into

the duodenum, although there had appeared to be

complete closure of the pylorus toward the end of

life. In such cases I had at times observed at the

bedside through the abdominal walls active move-
ments of the stomach. It appeared to me as though
the excessive distention, the filling and overloading

of the stomach itself, produced a mechanical action

w'hich increased the constriction of the pylorus to

complete closure. I was desirous of removing this

condition by emptying the stomach and decreasing

its size. Finally, it appeared to me that the use of

the stomach-pump would permit a more thorough

treatment of the diseased gastric mucous membrane
than was ever before accomplished. In the case of

our patient this had for 23/2 years been constantly

irritated by extremely acid contents. The stomach-

pump would not only make it possible completely to

evacuate these acid acrid masses, but would permit

the vk^ashing and cleansing of the diseased mucous
membrane, which had been irritated by acids with

alkaline fluids, as, with vichy water or with an arti-

ficial soda solution." "The introduction of the

stomach-tube, the pumping out, and washing with

vichy water were usually easy. We withdrew three

liters of acid, dirty-gray, sarcina-containing fluid,

with particles of food of all kinds undergoing soft-

ening and decomposition." This was first accom-

plished on July 22, 1867.

Although most enthusiastic over this new method

of treatment, Kaussmaul realized its limitations.

He recognized that only where slight constriction

of the pylorus existed, was he able to cure cases of

dilatation of the stomach by lavage. In cases of

malignant stenosis of the pylorus, and marked ci-

catricial contraction relief only could be afforded,

and not a cure. He says: "Naturally it is impos-

sible to expect a cure of a dilated stomach by means

of lavage when the pyloric orifice is narrowed to

such an extent that it will hardly admit even as

much as a goose quill." It is here that Kussmaul

points out the possibility that surgery may at some

future day bring relief to these cases, and it is pos-

sible, as Fleiner suggests, that perhaps it may have

been the inspiration of this remark that led Billroth

at a not very distant date to attempt to cure in

curable forms of gastric disease by surgical meas-

ures. Thus a newmethod of treatment, this epoch-

making work of the great master Kussmaul, fur-

nished the impetus for the study of gastric dis-

eases according to modern scientific methods and

led to the use of the stomach-tube, not onlyas a

new method of treatment but also of diagnosis.

A year later (1870) Jiirgensen pointed out the

disadvantage of the stomach-pump, as recommended

by Kussmaul. The pump is difficult to cleanse and

in fact its use is superfluous. Jurgensen here intro-

duces the principle of syphonage into the practice

of o-astric lavage, which entirely eliminates the use

of the pump in this form of treatment. The soft

rubber tube is also here recommended, and Jiirgen-

son fully explains the method of introduction of

the stomach-tube, the position to be assumed by the

patient as well as the method of practising the

syphonage in freeing the stomach of its contents.

This contribution must be classed as a distinct ad-

vance in the therapeutics of gastric diseases.

Tiirgensen utilized the rubber tube terminating in

a perforated ivory bulb. The bulb was guided by

means of a wire stylet. Four years later (1875)

Ewald called attention to the fact that any rubber

tubing having sufficient resistance could be intro-

duced into the stomach without the use of a guide.

While Kussmaul drew attention to the therapeutic

value of the stomach-tube, it remained for Leube at

the Rostock Naturforscher Versammlung in 187

1

to point to the value of the stomach-tube as a diag-

nostic measure and also to emphasize the fact that

it is impossible to arrive at a proper conclusion

concerning the nature of gastric conditions without

the use of this instrument.

Twelve years later (1883), Leube established his

test meal as a means of determining the state of

motor sufficiency of the stomach, concluding that a

normal stomach should be empty seven hours after

the ingestion of a meal of soup, broth, steak, and

bread. This test of Leube's is recognized to-day as

a most valuable means of determining variations in

the motor function of the stomach. Leube also at

this time analyzed the gastric secretion obtained

from the stomach by utilizing mechanical influences,

for instance, from the irritation produced by the

prolonged use of the sound ; by chemical influences,

the ingestion of soda-water ; and by thermic stimu-

lation in swallowing ice-water. It was not long

after (1883) that Leube developed his well-known

scale of the digestibility of various foods, which he

earnestly advocated as a means of diet in the treat-

ment of ulcer of the stomach. He divided the vari-

ous food stufifs. according to their digestibility, into

four classes. This work is most valuable, pointing

as it does to the importance of diet in gastric dis-

eases, and marked an advancement in the thera-

peutics of diseases of the stomach.

Riegel (1881) showed the difficulties encount-

ered in obtaining gastric juice by stimulating the

gastric secretion by means of ice-water, according

to the method of Leube, as but minimal quantities

are thus obtained. He therefore advised the with-

drawal of the gastric contents after his well-known

test dinner of soup, beefsteak, bread and water, and

also established the fact that the most favorable time

for removal is at the height of digestion. He dem-

onstrated here, too, that the absence of hydro-

chloric acids is a usual occurrence in cancer of the

stomach, though this acid is at times absent in other

conditions.

In their classical work on the "Physiology and

Pathology of Digestion" (1885-1886), Ewald and

Boas presented their experiments regarding the ap-

pearance of free hydrochloric acid and lactic acid

in the stomach contents and also drew attention to

other important factors connected with the chem-

istry of gastric digestion. They, too, accept the

height of digestion as the period best adapted for

the withdrawal of the gastric secretion for the pur-
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poses of examination. Ewald here fully described
his test breakfast and presented its advantages as

well as its importance in the diagnosis of gastric

disease. The expression method of obtaining gas-
tric juice is also described and is adopted as the

simplest method for obtaining this secretion.

Van den Velden (1879), ^n assistant of Kuss-
maul, was the first to use anilin dyes as a means of

detecting free hydrochloric acid, adopting the idea

of Witz published several years before, who utilized

these reagents in detecting free mineral acids pres-

ent in vinegar found in the market. He also utilized

acid rosanilin ( fuchsin) for this purpose and ad-
vised the use of tropaeolin, presenting the following
table indicating the change in color produced by
the presence of free hydrochloric acid,

riastric Juice.

—HCl! +Ha.
Methylanilin violet \'iolet. Light blue.

Acid rosanilin Red. Colorless.

Tropaeolin Yellow. Red.

Van den Velden also points out that there are
certain cases of dilatation of the stomach which
are not due to a carcinomatous stricture at the
pylorus and which present free hydrochloric acid

while those forms due to carcinoma usually show
an absence of free hydrochloric acid.

Ewald (1880) soon combated the conclusions
arrived at by Van den Velden concerning the sig-

nificance of the anilin dyes in the detection of
free hydrochloric acid, and some years later (1886)
Cahn and Mehring also presented evidence to in-

validate the significance of the anilin d3es in the

detection of this secretion. These investigators
were able to detect the presence of hydrochloric
acid in certain instances in which ^lethylanilin

violet no longer indicates its presence and as a con-
sequence they declared against the use of the color
reagents in the determination of hydrochloric acid.

Honigmann and von Noorden (1888) also ob-
served that the gastric juice, which did not react to
color reagents still contained some acid that reacted
to litmus. If a known quantity of hydrochloric acid
were added to this gastric secretion a deficiency of
the hydrochloric acid was afterwards always ob-
served. This demonstrated that a certain amount
of the hydrochloric acid was not free acid but com-
bined. The necessity was therefore shov\n of dif-
ferentiating between free and combined hydro-
chloric acid. A marked advance in the diagnosis
of gastric diseases was made by Guenzburg's ( 1887)
announcement of his test for the detection of free
hydrochloric acid. This test reacts to free mineral
acids alone, and never to organic acids. Uffelmann
(1880) added another advance by the presentation
of his test for lactic acids.

_

Reichmann (1882) was the first to draw atten-
tion to a peculiar .symptom complex associated with
a continuous secretion of gastric juice, in the fast-
ing stomach. This condition was termed gastro-
succorrhea. He here reports a single case : The pa-
tient, a man of twenty-seven years, had been suffer-
ing with a digestive disturbance for six years ; be-
lieving that his trouble had its origin in drinking
large quantities of cold water. The symptoms mani"-
fested were pains in the stomach, heartburn, and
frequent attacks of vomiting, especially after meals.
The vomiting finally ceased but the pain continued,
especially at night, and was most violent in the
early morning.
Reichmann obtained from the stomach a liter of

dirty green fluid of an acidity of 0.2 to 0.3 per cent..

containing bits of bread and barley. The patient felt

improved when his stomach was emptied. Lavage
was then practised in the evening and yet a marked
quantity (180 to 300 c.c.) of gastric fluid of an
average acidity of .25 per cent, was obtained the

following morning. But little attention was at-

tached to this observation and two years later

Reichmann reported a second case of the same
disorder. In the following year (1885) Riegel thor-

oughly investigated this condition and added ma-
terially to our knowledge of the subject. His pupil

Honigmann assisted in this work. Almost coinci-

dently Sahli published his investigations in which
he showed that gastric hypersecretion not only oc-

curred continuously but also intermittently. This
subject was further elucidated by Riegel, Jaworski,
Gluzinski, Van den Velden, Strieker, and others,

and created a considerable controversy as to whether
this disorder is a disease siti generis or whether a

gastrectasia is the primary factor in its causation.

Following the well known investigations of Beau-
mont, and similar experiments upon individuals

having gastric fistulas made by Richet and by Uffel-

mann, Penzoldt's work on the study of the diges-

tion of food in the stomach published in the

Deiitsches Archiv fuer kliiiische Medicin in 1893
is most valuable. In these remarkable investigations

Penzoldt describes the work undertaken by his

students upon themselves under his direction. Each
individual ingested certain quantities of food and
removed the same at varying intervals w-ith the

tube in order to determine the length of time each

food stuff remained in the stomach, assuming that

the digestibility of food depends largely upon the

time required for the stomach to empty itself. The
experiments were midertaken by 14 students and
the results collated by Penzoldt form a valuable

and exhaustive investigation upon the digestibility

of the various food stuffs and a most important

addition to the study of modern dietetics.

The greatest credit is due J. P. Pawlow (1902)
and his pupils for the many new facts discovered

relating to the physiology of gastric digestion.

Pawlow constructed a blind potich from a portion

of the stomach separated from the stomach itself

by means of a septum of mucous membrane and
communicating with the outside world by means of

a fistula. He was thus able to study carefully the

secretion of the gastric juice. Inasmuch as the

innervation of the pouch was not interfered with,

after the introduction of food into the stomach,

the blind sac exhibited most clearly the secretion of

gastric juice without the admixture of the food.

Among the conclusions arrived at by Pawlow.
the following are most important. The amount of

gastric juice secreted is proportionate to the quan-

tity of food ingested ; the secretion is acid and the

more rapidly it appears the greater is the quantity

of acid produced. The gastric iuice appearing after

a bread diet shows the most marked digestive ac-

tivity ; following this is the gastric juice appearing

after a meat diet, and the least digestive activity is

presented after a milk diet. Every variety of food

stimulates a definite quantity of secretion ; the aver-

age quantity of juice secreted every hour is one

and a half times less after a bread diet than after a

milk or meat diet, the digestion consuming a longer

period of time. A latent period exists between the

ingestion of the food and appearance of the se-

cretion lasting from four and one-half to ten min-
utes. Nervous influences play an important role in

the secretion of gastric juice as is demonstrated by
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the fact, after feeding a dog in whom an esophag-
otomy has been performed (sham feeding), a cer-

tain quantity of gastric juice will appear in the

gastric tistula within a few niiiuites.

Sham feeding has no longer any influence upon
the secretion of gastric juice, provided tlie vagus
has been severed, demonstrating the fact that the
vagus is the secretory nerve of the glands of the

stomach. Not only is gastric juice secreted by sham
feeding, but also when the dog is tempted by the
sight of food (appetite juice), the appetite being
a strong stimulant to the secretory nerves of the
stomach. Pawlow found that water is a weak
stimulant to gastric digestion, the ash of meat as

well as sodium chloride, hydrochloric acid, and soda
do not stimulate the secretion ; egg albumin and
pure peptone have no effect on the secretion, while
meat juice and beef extract are marked stimulants

to the flow of the gastric juice. Starch, cane-sugar
and grape-sugar have no influence, while starch
paste and meat extract together markedly in-

crease this secretion. Fats have no influence on
the secretion of gastric juice, and when introduced
into the stomach together with other food, diminish
this secretion. Gastric digestion, therefore, is usu-
ally inaugurated by a central stimulation of the

secretory fibers of the stomach glands (appetite

juice) ; a certain time after the introduction of food,

reflex stimulation begins in the stomach, while the

psychical stimulation gradually disappears.

The value of surgical procedures in the treat-

ment of certain disorders of the stomach was first

discerned by the great master Kussmaul. In his

work on gastric lavage he says "Naturally a cica-

tricial narrowing which cannot be dilated, even to

the extent that a goose quill may pass through the

pylorus, can never be cured by gastric lavage."

"Whether in the most daring ages of a distant

future an attempt may be made to produce radical

results by gastrostomy and to form a gastric fistula

and dilatation of the stricture by the knife or sound,
no one can to-day positively assert. We fear that

even the proposal of such a method of relief may
expose us to silent or expressed ridicule." It was
probably the inspiration of these remarks that led

his friend, the great surgeon Billroth, to attempt

to treat certain hitherto incurable forms of gastric

disease by surgical methods. Billroth in 1877 first

published a paper on a successful case of partial re-

section of the stomach, stating that this was but a

step leading to an operation for removal of cancer

of the stomach. But two years later, in reporting a

similar case, he attempted to show that there were
no instirmountable obstacles to the partial resection

of the stomach either on anatomical, physiological,

or operative grounds ; "it must succeed."

Czerny and Kaiser (1878) experimented on a

dog from whom thev removed the entire stomach.

The animal lived a long time after the operation

and increased in weight. Pean (1879) was the

first surgeon to perform resection of the pylorus.

The patient died after five days. Rydygier (1S80)
perform.ed the second operation, removing a cancer

of the pylorus. The patient lived twelve hours.

Billroth and Woelfler (1881) reported four cases

of partial resection of the stomach and pylorus.

three of which were performed by Billroth and one

by Woelfler. The first patient, Theresa Heller, age

43 years, was suffering with a large cancerous mass
at the pylorus. The pyloric area was completely re-

sected. The patient died four months after the

operation. At the autopsy cancerous infiltrations of

the peritoneum and of the retroperitoneal lymph
glands were revealed. The second patient, Johanna
Schoenstein, age 39 years, presented a carcinoma of

the stomach situated in the left side between the

umbilicus and arch of the ribs. The mass involved

the pylorus, which was resected. The patient lived

eight days after the operation and died of inanition.

At the autopsy it was demonstrated that the cancer

had been completely removed and no trace of peri-

tonitis existed. The third patient, Franzika Hein-
inger, presented a cancerous mass, rather nodulated,

in the region of the pylorus. The mass was re-

moved, the patient collapsed during the operation,

and died from shock the same night. The fourth

patient was operated on by Woelfler, who was given

the opportunity of resecting a cancerous pylorus

in a patient 52 years of age. The patient recovered

from the eflfects of the operation, and two months
afterwards was perfectly well, and was able to take

all forms of nourishment without discomfort.

Woelfler (1881-1882) introduced the operation of

gastroenterostomy into surgery. He first performed
the operation in inoperable carcinomata of the py-

lorus in which complete resection of this portion of

the stomach was no longer possible. Woelfler se-

lected a portion of the jejunum about 40 cm. from
the pylorus, drawing it over the transverse colon

and omentum; the stomach and jejunum were fin-

ally incised and the two openings sutured together.

The Heinecke-Miculicz pyloroplasty was devised by

both Heinecke and Miculicz independently of each

other. Heinecke's operation was first reported by

Fronmueller in 1886 and Miculicz reported his op-

eration in 1887.

I have pointed to but a few of the many contri-

butions that have added to our knowledge of dis-

eases of the stomach. To the great masters in

medicine we owe a great debt of gratitude for plac-

ing the study of diseases of the stomach upon a firm

scientific basis, and for attracting especial atten-

tion to this branch of medicine from which many of

the more recent investigations in gastric diseases

have emanated. Much has already been accom-
plished. May the great work continue, and may
much in the future that is new, true, and great be

accomplished under the auspices of this Association.

WHY THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD IS EN-
TITLED TO RECEIVE TRAINING

SUITED TO ITS NEEDS AT
PUBLIC EXPENSE.^^

By M. NEUSTAEDTER, M.D., Ph.D.,

When we follow mankind in its path through cen-

turies, beginning with the self-worshipping indi-

vidual of the Greeks, on through the dark middle
ages, where the value of the individual is absolutely

nil, and approach the threshold of the modern era,

there dawns upon us one of the most brilliant

achievements of human reason in its path of prog-
ress, a most wonderful awakening of the social

consciousness, the rise and development of the social

sense of duty and obligation—the social conscience.

The beholder of the past meets with rather

gloomy experiences ; he finds villagers working as

serfs, meekly submitting to oppression ; men are

*Read before the conference of the .Association for
the Education of Exceptional Children April 20, 1910.
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sold into bondage by greedy rulers ; here and there

chained into gangs like animals and succumbing to

pitiful and heartrending suffering. One smitten

by an infectious disease is cast into wilderness with

neither medical care nor even a word of comfort or

encouragement. But the era of enlightenment, the

age of reason furnish a different picture. Hugo
Grotious writes his "Jus Naturale and Jus Civile"

and Herbert of Cher'bury publishes his book "Dc
Veritatc." Laws are promulgated for the proper

protection of the masses; the physically and

mentally disabled are receiving proper care, not

only are devastating epidemics combatted, but

prophylactic measures for the prevention of dis-

eases are instituted and irrespective of whether the

individual is poor and incapacitated or not, he feels

and knows his relation and obligation to society in

general, and to the individual in particular. Here

the value of the individual looms up as a positive

one. .And this social consciousness is manifesting

itself gradually in wider circles. While Ellen Key
terms the nineteenth century the century of the in-

fant, for it is in this century that parents become
more and more cognizant of their duties toward the

offspring, it became the mission of the twentieth

century to awaken in its social consciousness the

sense of duty and obligation toward the growing
generations, the most precious asset of the nation.

Fortunately, to most of our cliildren society owes
no other obligation than the shaping of the circum-

stances of their parents in such a manner as not to

interfere with the successful progress of their prog-

eny. In the discharge of its social obligations

toward the adult, the exterminating of the slums

and substituting of humane conditions for the poor-

est, the community has fulfilled its obligation

toward the most of our children. But alongside of

these—the normal and healthy children, who are

in need of nothing more than parents and a home

—

there are thousands of abnormal, atypical, or ex-

ceptional children, who do not fit into the normal
family or ordinary school environment, and to them
and to itself through them society owes (|nite an-

other obligation. They are in need of a particular

kind of education in a particular environment and
under specially trained guardianship. Thus we are

facing the question : Is it the duty of the com-
munity to comply with this crying need ? Shall the

atypical or exceptional child receive training appro-

priate to its needs at public expense?
While the normal child is successfully nearing it-^

goal in various walks of life, the atypical one is verA-

apt to follow by-ways that may lead it on to in-

spiring and lofty aims or to frightful depths. A
more or less nervous, eccentric, and unstable child

under inexperienced supervision, or without any
gitidance at all, is apt to degenerate into a shiftless,

turbulent, irresponsible mind, which frerinently

—

nay, very frequently—ends in insanity or criminal-

ity; in a word, they may become leaders or mis-
leaders. And that is exactly where the danger lies.

Society suffers from these elements which are shift-

less, erratic, and ineffective. They cause disturb-

ances, they corrupt the morals, they are responsible
for irrational modes of life, they harbor sinister

methods in their vocations, they nourish perverse
ideals and theories. The feeble-minded and other-
wise abnormal and defective types of persons will.

in most cases, be handed over to institutional care,

or otherwise eliminated from the ranks of the
struggling millions, even in childhood. But the
"atypical or exceptional" cases, as we understand

them to be, will not be so readily segregated and
kept away from the life of society. They are apt

to grow up among us as pointed out above, and be-

come a constant menace to our institutions and to

our national progress. From their ranks come the

cranks, the demigogues, the mischief-makers, the

trouble-brewers in homes and in public life ; those

whose warped mentality and eccentric intensity will

distort the problems of the day. And yet if ration-

ally trained and early disciplined they would ma-
terially add to our leadership, to the bone and sinew

of our community, to some of the most valuable

elements of progress.

Examples are numerous, and it is sufficient to

mention the case of the boy Sidis, who discovered

the fourth dimension. If this boy were put in ordi-

nary schools and kept strictly to the required time

and curriculum he certainly would not have proved
so early a valuable addition to our progress, and who
knows what would become of him were he not re-

ceiving proper training in a proper environment.

Is it not the manifest duty of the community,
both from an ideal and a material standpoint, to

pave the way of the exceptional child toward lofty

aims and to bar it from debasement? Would not

society act for its own best interests, would it not

relieve itself of a cumbersome and dangerous bur-

den, if the number of its insane and criminals should

be materially reduced by proper prevention?

Surely! But it is not only a matter of interest,

righteousness as well demands this of the social

body. As long as society arrogates to itself the

right to punish crime, it is also its imperative duty

to prevent crime, to nip it in the very bud.

Classes for the care and education of the un-

fortunate consumptive are being established and

maintained ; certainly a very wise precautionary

measure against the dissemination of the disease,

and at the same time guarding against ignorance

with its inevitable consequences. Do we not in the

same measure owe a duty toward the community
in the case of the child that shows a tendency to

suffer or already suffers from an infectious mental

ailment with a proclivity to exert a baneful influ-

ence upon the plastic mind of its playmates and

schoolmates in its youth with the dire consequences

to the social body in their adult life? The segrega-

tion of the exceptional child is just as much indi-

cated, as in the case of the consumptive. Ungraded
and special schools and classes, such as are now
Ijeing connected with public school systems, can do

very good work with the so-called pseudo-atypical

children—that is to say, those with whom a more
individualized instructional training or discipline

will suffice. Pseudo-atypical children are such

whose progress in school had been hindered by re-

peated illness, change of schools, slower rate of de-

velopment, or physical difficulties, such as lameness

and deformities, slightly impaired vision or hearing,

etc. Also children of unusually rapid physical

development, without the genuine pathological pre-

cocity, and that class which is difficult of manage-

ment (the naughty, troublesome, spoiled children)

can be very satisfactorily reached by indivitlual at-

tention in such classes. Rut the atypical child re-

quires, in most in.stances, irrespective of whether

rich or poor, a removal from its home, which often

has been a direct or indirect cause of the atypical

conditions, into an environment where all educa-

tional forces can be scientifically coordinated. Thej'

require the closest observation and study, so that

each manifestation can be imderstood in its causal-
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ity and as a developmental symptom. Educators
and physicians must cooperate in the study of the
problem of the atypical child. It certainly is an
appalling mistake to mass these exceptional chil-

dren together with the normal ones in classes, the
curriculum of which requires some kind of common
proficiency in a large number of studies, the mam-
tenance of which depends upon lockstep methods
of teaching and of such reaction by the child as

must inevitably destroy in the exceptional child the
ability of asserting its individual growth. In fact,

what is best and strongest and necessarily indi-

vidual is as a rule irreparably curtailed and de-
formed by this mechanical grading, which is worse
even in the well-equipped city schools than in those
of rural districts, wiiere one finds more freedom
for the pupil if the teacher is at all conscious of the

possibilities of the exceptional child.

Among some exemplary institutions Dr. Grosz-
man"s school for atypical children is the best evi-

dence of how the apparently impossible can become
an actual possibility in the matter of turning the

abnormal child into a useful member of society.

We have attained to the age of analysis and syn-

thesis and have wrought marvels in the field of
scientific research through the application of these

principles. Dr. Groszman's school has proven emi-
nently successful by applying these principles to the

education of the exceptional child by analyzing its

potentialities and synthesizing its units in proper
proportions, thus creating a new equilibrium, a new
readjustment in a new environment, a rearrange-
ment of erratic ideas into normal streams of

thought, and thereby inculcating new habits leading

to normal, useful action. I plead that humanity, as

well as selfishness; that charity, as well as justice,

imperatively demand the education of the excep-

tional child in a manner suitable to it-^ needs at pub-
lic expense.

FURTHER OHSKRVATIOXS (A' .VLCO-

HOLIC GA.STRITIS AND ITS RELATK )X

TO EXPERIMENTAL GASTRITIS IX

ANIMALS.*
Hv XFLI.IS n. FOSTER.

NEW YORK.

In a preliminary report^ in 1904 I called attention

to the effects on gastric secretion and motility of

habitual excessive use of alcoholic beverages. That

alcohol produces a disturbance in normal digestive

processes has, of course, been long recognized by
clinicians, but no one up to 1904 appeared to have
studied in a systematic way the state of the secre-

tion found in the stomach of chronic alcoholics.

-

This question is of peculiar interest because in the

protracted use of alcohol we have in fact a long con-

tinued experiment which show's in some measure
the effect which an irritating substance produces
upon the gastric nuicuis membrane in man.
Those who habitually use alcohol in excessive

amounts are subject to a certain train of symptoms
with which clinicians are familiar ; the most prom-
inent of these being the morning retching. This

nausea disappears after taking some alcoholic drink

or after breakfast. If one investigate the secretory

function of the gastric glands in these individuals

it is found that the secretion is below normal in

*Read before the American Gastro-Enterological Asso-
ciation at St. Louis. Mo., June 6 and 7, 1910.

amount; the rule is that there is no free hydro-
chloric acid present, or if there be any it is only a

trace. There is also an excessive amount of mucus.
This iliminution in the amount of secretion, along
with the presence of an abnormally large amount of

mucus, is to be understood as indicative of a gas-

tritis, reflecting in this case, I think, a twofold ef-

fect, depression of the acidophylic cells and irrita-

tion of the mucous cells. It was constantly noted in

my earlier cases that if a full hour be allowed to

elapse before removing the test meal the amount
recovered was very small, often not enough for an
analysis, although lavage showed the stomach to

have been emptied. It became necessary then to

supplement the routine test breakfast by a larger

meal which would remain longer in the stomach and
give better data in respect to the motility. The
modified Riegel meal best answered these demands
and also served as a control on the data secured
from test breakfasts. The results of more careful

study confirmed the statements made in my first

paper, namely, that there is an increase in motility

causing the food to leave the stomach sooner than
the same food substances do in normal persons.

Before di.scussing the causes of this condition I

wish to mention that disturbances in the normal
gastric secretion are not confined to those alcoholic

patients who present the characteristic symptoms
<jf the disorder. Not a few who give a history of
over-indulgence in alcohol have no symptoms re-

ferable to digestion
;
yet when the gastric functions

are investigated they are not found to be normal.
There is seldom an anacidity as in the first group,
but the secretion is very much diminished, the free

hydrochloric acid not exceeding 10. This would
suggest that we have to do in this group of cases
with a less well developed grade of the same dis-

order, a supposition borne out not only by the ab-

sence of symptoms, but by the less profuse secre-

tion of mucus: moreover, there is no evidence of
hypermotility at this stage of the disease.

Aside from neurogenic causes, we can conceive of
the stomach emptying itself more quickly in conse-
quence of readjustment of the normal factors to

meet abnormal demands. Normally the pylorus re-

laxes for the passage of chyme when free acid comes
in contact with the antrum, but here there is no free

acid, and either there must be a readjustment or
serious results would ensue. It i? conceivable also

that the muscular tone of the pyloric sphincter is,

under these circumstances, considerably impaired.
1 hat there is a hy])erkincsis in this form of gastritis

is then exactly what might be expected on purely
theoretical grounds. Then, too, there is always a
marked power of compensation in organic functions
of which the increased motility may be regarded as

an example, since, with the amounts of secretion
found peptic digestion cannot well proceed at its

optimum, and the passage of the food to the duo-
denum would initiate the tryptic process which is

normally more efficient in proteolysis and digestion
would continue uninterrupted. Briefly, this gastric

disorder may be classified into two groups, first, the
less advanced pathological state, where there is seri-

ous impairment in the activity of the gastric glands,
but free, unbound acid still is present in the test

meal and the food remains in the stomach for a nor-
mal period. Second, the advanced type of gastritis

with anacidity. copious mucous secretion and hyper-
kinesis.

To the stomach not inured to alcohol this sub-
'^tance acts as a stimulant to gastric secretion, a fact
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first demonstrated by Sawriew in Pawlow's labor-

atory. In exciting secretion alcohol stands in con-

trast to other irritating chemicals which have been

studied in this relation ; silver nitrate, for example,

inhibits acid secretion, but causes a copious secre-

tion of mucus. On this account it seemeil of some
interest to note what effect repeated doses of alcohol

would produce in dogs having the Pawlow double

stomach. I imagined that while alcohol might cause

an increase of secretion at the beginning of its use,

this effect being in the nature of an excessive stimu-

lation, it would, in a short time, be followed by a

diminished secretion representing either a fatigue

inhibition or a change in the gland substance. This

in result is what occurs. If alcohol be mixed with

the food of these dogs there is an increase in the

amount of gastric juice beyond what is found in

control dogs with the same diet. But if the alcohol

be given several days in succession there is a prompt
falling off after a few days in the amount of juice

secreted. At the same time there is a gradual in-

crease in the mucous secretion from the small

stomach. The conclusion at which one would ar-

rive from this experiment is that the initial stimu-

lation of the gastric glands caused by alcohol is fol-

lowed by a period of diminished irritability to this

stimulus, and such an idea is quite in accord with

general physiological principles. This is in unison

also with what is known of the action of alcohol in

other relations ; a transitory stimulation while the

organism is unaccustomed to its presence. The in-

creasing mucous secretion indicates an increasing

grade of irritation of the mucosa, in which respect

alcohol is somewhat analogous to silver nitrate

Pawlow's interpretation of this mucous secretion is

that it is protective in its action, and is increased

whenever substances irritating or injurious to the

glands come in contact with the gastric mucosa.

With regard to increased gastric motility in experi-

mental animals I have never had an opportunity of

noting it following the ingestion of alcohol, probably

because I have not endeavored to secure the maxi-
mum results by long continued use. It has happened
several times, however, that dogs have developed

what appeared to be a chronic gastritis due to faulty

feeding ; an abnormally small amount of secretion

with only a trace of free acid and enormous amounts
of mucus, and in such dogs I have repeatedly ob-

served that the stomach emptied itself in about
three-quarters of the normal time.
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PROT.ARY STREPTOCOCCLTS DIPH-
THERIA.*

By DAVID H. ORGEL. M.D.,

NEW YORK.

ADJUNCT ATTENDING SURGEON HAR MORIAH HOSPITAL.

While it is frequent to find pseudomembrane upon
the tonsils, pharynx, larynx, and in the trachea,

secondary to scarlet fever and measles, due to the

streptococcus, I am going to confine myself to the
primary infection of the tonsils, pharynx, etc., ac-

companied by the formation of a pseudomembrane
with complications produced by streptococcic

In an examination of the literature on this sub-

*Read before Har Moriah Clinical Society, .\pril 19. igio.

ject, we find that most authorities, Holt\ Pfaundler

and Schlossmann,- Osier,' Tyson,* Northrup,^ and

Park" refer to primary streptococcus diphtheria,

usually as a mild alfection with no complications and

sequelae, in which the pseudomembrane is usually

limited to the tonsil. Park,' in the study of eleven

cases, notes, however, instances where the pseudo-

membrane extended into the pharynx, larynx, and

nostrils, and among these, two cases with albumin

in the urine. Kerley,* notes a case where the patch

extended further than the tonsils and was compli-

cated by enlargement of the cervical glands. This

has also been substantiated by Fischer" and Koplik*"

admits that suppuration of these may occur.

Prudden,^^ in an exhaustive study of 24 cases of

diphtheria due to the streptococcus, reported that

nine were simple (primary), uncomplicated by any

previous disease, the membrane extending over the

tonsils, pharynx, larynx, and bronchii—in one case

albuminuria and in another parenchymatous degen-

eration of the kidneys.

I believe that we have never accorded to this dis-

ease the frequency of the severe type in which it

occurs, and it will be my purpose to report to you
some of the cases which I have seen, with their

complications and sequelae. It is a well-known fact,

as proven by Baginsky. Park, Morse, and others,

in an examination of the cultures of the throats

of patients that 25 to 35 per cent, of cases diag-

nosed as true diphtheria are cases of infection with

the streptococcus or streptococcus and staphlococcus.

With a record of zoo of these cases in private

practice, I have found that 80 per cent, have been

of the mild or moderately severe type, with no com-
plication, except in some cases slight glandular

swelling and albuminuria. In the other 20 per cent,

the disease was severe in character with complica-

tions of severe glandular enlargement with suppura-

tion and acute exudative nephritis. In the diag-

nosis of all of these cases no reliance was placed on
the clinical manifestation of the disease, but upon

the result of the microscopical examination of cul-

tures made from the membrane on the first, second,

and third day of the disease, showing the absence

of Klebs-Loeffler, pseudodiphtheria bacillii, or pneu-

mococcii, but the presence of streptococcii in pure

culture or their predominance over straphlococcii.

As was said by Jacobi^^ "The tonsils being a

portal of microbic and toxic invasion, any exudate

which extends from the tonsils to its neighborhood,

brings with it, immediate swelling of the lymph
glands," I have found this uniformly in the severe

cases, to wit : Swelling of the cervical lymph glands.

The kidneys in these twenty cases have all been

involved, with the diminution and sometimes the

entire suppression of urine. Upon examination al-

bumin was present, microscopically epithelical cells,

red blood cells, and sometimes casts.

The mortality in these twenty severe cases has

been 9 or 45 per cent. Park says the mortality may
be o to 20 per cent.

The onset in most of these cases was usually sud-

den with chills, vomiting, and high temperature

—

104-5 degrees F. The patients were restless,

apathetic and sometimes delirious. The throat

showed an erythema of the tonsils and pharynx, and

within 12 to 24 hours the tonsils and pharynx were
covered with a dirty yellowish membrane, which

was at first easy to remove. The membranes ex-

tended to the Posterior nares in three cases. The
cervical glands were immensely swollen and tender

at this time. The symptoms never abated as in the
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mild cases, on the third or fourth days, but re-

mained the same. When the membrane was for-

cibly removed it left a raw area which bled freely.

The urine at this stage showed its changes, being

very much diminished, and in the fatal cases nearly

suppressed.

The severity of the symptoms in those cases that

recovered abated from the tenth to the fourteenth

day, and went on to resolution, which was slow.

The membrane first disappeared ; then the glandu-

lar swelling, and lastly the kidneys cleared up, or

the inflammation became subacute and later chronic.

In the eleven cases that recovered, there was
suppuration of the glands, requiring incision in

five. The examination of the urine of those cases

within the last two weeks show that four are suf-

fering from a chronic affection of the kidneys. Of
the other nine, three died of uremia, and six from
toxemia of the disease.

As an instance of the severity of these cases, let

me cite you the history of three as examples.

Case I.—B. F., 11 years old, called January 26,

1910. Previous personal history : The child had two
attacks of bronchopneumonia, and occasional at-

tacks of follicular tonsillitis and measles. Present

history : On January 25 she suddenly became ill

with chill, vomiting, headache, and fever ; vomiting

was continuous ; she was restless and at times de-

lirious. Examination : The face was flushed, the

child restless and vomiting. The temperature was
10434° F., respiration 28, pulse 120. The lungs,

heart, and abdomen were negative. There was no

enlarged spleen. There was erythema of the tonsils,

slight membrane on posterior pharynx. A culture

was taken. The urine was scanty and dark red in

color ; albumin was present, and microscopically

epithelial cells, and red blood cells. On January 27
the condition of the patient was worse. The child

was restless and delirious. The temperature was
105° F. There was a pseudomembrane covering

tonsils and extending. The cervical glands were

swollen. 5,OCX) units diphtheria antitoxin were

given and a culture taken. Ten c.c. of urine was
passed in 24 hours. January 28 : The pseudomem-
brane extended over the tonsils, pharynx, and pos-

terior nares. The glands were immensely swollen

:

3.000 units diphtheria antitoxin were given and a

culture taken. This condition continued until Feb-

ruary 6 when the temperature began to drop grad-

ually and the pseudomembrane started to disappear,

leaving necrotic areas. The urine increased in

amount. On February 10 the glands were diminish-

ing in size. The urine still contained albumin and

epithelium, but was clearing up. The report on the

cultures showed no Klebe Loeffler bacilli, no

pseudodiphtheria bacilli to be present, but a great

many streptococci and many staphylococci.

Case II.—Child S.. 10 years old. called March
17, 1903. Present personal history: Child had two
attacks of diphtheria, enlarged tonsils, bronchitis,

and pneumonia, but otherwise had been well. Pres-

ent history : On March 16. at night, the child vom-
ited and complained of pain in the neck, and head-

ache. The temperature was 105° F., the pulse 130,

and the respiration 28. The lungs, heart, and ab-

domen were normal. The throat was red. swollen,

and with patches of membrane on tonsils and phar-

ynx. The urine was not examined ; 3,000 anti-

toxin units were given and a culture taken. On
March 18 the culture was negative, containing strep-

tococci. The cervical glands were swollen and ten-

der; the patch covered the tonsils, pharynx, and the

nose was discharging; the temperature was 105°

F. 3,000 units diphtheria antitoxin were given and

repeated in the evening. The urine contained al-

bumin, red blood cells, and epithelium.

This condition continued without improvement

until April i, when she started to improve. The
throat cleared up, the urine cleared up, but the

glands on both sides of neck underwent suppuration,

and were incised. For more than four weeks the

child was confined to bed.

Case III.—M. S., 2^ years old. Called January
II, 1910. Previous personal history : The child had

always been well, except for occasional attacks of

bronchitis and tonsillitis. The child became ill on

January 10, complaining of headache, pain in the

throat, and high temperature. There was no rash

upon the body. The child was prostrated, face

flushed, temperature 103° F., respiration 30, and
pulse 140. The lungs, heart, and abdomen were
negative. There was redness of the tonsils and
pharynx, the glands were swollen, and there was
a small patch on the pharynx. 5,000 units of diph-

theria antitoxin were given and culture taken. The
urine was dark brown in color, containing albumin,

red blood cells, and epithelial cells. January 12:

The culture showed no Klebe Loeffler bacilli, no
pseudodiphtheria bacilli, but streptococci ; 10 c.c.

of antistreptococcus serum was given and repeated

in the evening. The child appeared to be worse

than yesterday. The temperature was 104° F. The
urine was small in amount—not over one-half glass

(water tumbler) in 24 hours. Another culture was
taken. January 13: The child was still no better,

was delirious continuously ; the glands of the neck

were immensely swollen ; the throat was the same

;

the urine not more than in last 24 hours. 5,000 units

diphtheria antitoxin were given. Culture, same re-

port. January 14: The child was in the same con-

dition. The urine was suppressed for 12 hours, then
after a hot rectal irrigation 2 ounces were passed.

This continued until January 19, when child died in

uremic coma.
In the treatment, I have found very little of any

avail, except thorough toilet of the mouth and
nose, with stimulation to tide the patient over the

time until the toxemia subsides. Diphtheretic serum
has been given even in large doses, up to 20,000
units without any effect. Antistreptoccus serum has
also been given without effect. The only thing I

have found of value is the spraying of the throat

with peroxide of hydrogen, ice bag to the neck,
and douching of the mouth and nose with salt so-

lution. When the urine becomes scanty or sup-
pressed, hot rectal irrigations or hot water bags to
the region of the kidneys are advised. I have not
seen them able to withstand the hot packs or the
hot bath without great prostration. If the cervical

glands show evidence of pus, I have incised freely.

Summarizing these results, we find :

1. That the severe form of primary streptococcus
diphtheria occurs oftener than we have been led to

believe.

2. That complications of suppuration of the cer-
vical glands occur frequently.

3. That complications of acute exudative nephri-
tis occurs in all severe cases and in some becomes
chronic.

In conclusion, let me thank Dr. N. Kruskal for his

cooperation in this report and for microscopical ex-
amination of the cultures of these cases.
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AEROTHERAPY.
3y J. GEORGE SAUER, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

The knowledge that practically every city resi-

dent has had or will have and may recover again

and again from tuberculosis, together with a knowl-

edge of the physical fortification against its inva-

sions, might produce in the laity a phthisiophobia

which could serve as a prophylactic measure of the

wholesome educational variety and thus enable

them to avoid many of the debilitating infections.

not only of tuberculosis, but of many of its catarrhal

forerunners.

That the normal individual is quite competent to

resist, and does continually resist, its invasion is

evident from the existence of this disease germ on

the nasal mucous membrane of every subway pas-

senger, pedestrian, and city resident, practically all

the time, and the postmortem discovery of the

healed pulmonary lesions by the pathologists and
their more frequent antemortem discovery by the

radiologist are conclusive evidences of the univer-

salitv of this disease which was formerly regarded

as inevitably fatal.

That the treatment of the person sick with this

chronic disease has justly passed out of the hands of

the city physician, and is now a matter of prophy-

laxis and the fortification of the natural human
forces of physical resistance is manifested by the es-

tablishment and maintenance of the many municipal
and private institutions in the location where aero-

therapy is practically the only remedial measure.
The city resident is now living in an age when he
is compelled to exist, at least for a large percentage
of the time, in an atmosphere which has just left

the lungs of other individuals. This unfortunately
is a necessary evil of existence in the larger cities.

but the rebreathing of the exhausted atmosphere of

one's own bedroom is, even for the city resident, an
unnecessary and wanton endangerment, and its con-
tinuance is rather an exhibition of ignorance ; for,

if we cannot improve the aerial environment of the
city resident during his waking hours, we can with
ease and absolute certainty do so during the long
hours of his sleep, which represent at least one-
third of the whole time of his existence. It was with
this idea in mind that the writer some time ago de-
vised the bed herewith illustrated, and he has used
this form of open-air sleeping continuously and sat-

isfactorily for the past five years.

It consists of an ordinary single iron bedstead

from which the front legs have been moved to the

center of the frame ; this permitting the entire leg-

less portion to be pushed up to and out of the win-

dow, and then the window to be closed across the

sleeper's waist line. This leaves the head and chest

in the open air, but maintains the room temperature

for the lower portion of the sleeper.

The sensation of sleeping with the upper half of

the body out of one's back room window (if neces-

sary under an awning) is not only healthful, but

delightful. The resulting restful, quiet sleep out in

the open air causes one to wake up invigorated, re-

juvenated, and with a pleasantly large appetite for

breakfast. With the head well hooded and the body
warml\- clad, the coldest night in winter is no bar

to its healthful enjoyment. All the writer's family,

as well as many of his patients, to-day prefer to

sleep with their heads out of the window, and with-

cot projectinK from the

red ; the awning can be

out a single exception they all fail to enjoy sleeping

indoors ; in fact, many of them wake up continu-

ously for air w'hile thus confined, and this in my
opinion is evidence conclusive of its universal adop-

tion when once its enjoyment becomes universally

known.
In the heat of the summer evening is to be found

its greatest delight and comfort, for from whatever

point of the compass the breeze chooses to come,

the sleeper is bound to receive its beneficent influ-

ences. Rain, snow, or neighbors only necessitate

the awning, which can be lowered or partly low-

ered with one hand and without making it necessary

for the sleeper even to raise himself in the bed.
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RESECTION OF THE POSTERIOR SPINAL
NERVE ROOTS.

In a recent issue of the Medical Record there was
a brief editorial reference to this mode of treatment

of spastic paralysis, but with this subject we are

not directly concerned in the present discussion.

When Forster published in 1909 his first report of

work done since 1907, there was, if we remember
rightly, no reference to earlier operators; and the

Breslau neurologist is undoubtedly entitled to what-

ever credit is due for first using this resection for

spastic paralysis. Clark and Taylor of New York

were not far behind in the claim of priority ; and

the operation was soon pressed into service for the

relief of the gastric crises of tabes dorsalis. A
singular feature in the reports published up to and

including Forster's first article is absence of ref-

erence to much earlier cases of nerve-root resection

as a general procedure, without reference to the

aim of the operation. Forster, as well as others

who have used the method, was plainly at con-

siderable pains in looking up a possible literature

of the subject. Laminectomy, without reference to

resection of nerve-roots, has. of course, its own
literature.

In an article on posterior root resection for tabic

crises in the Miinchener medizinische Wocheyv-

schrift for July 5 Florcken has been at pains to

trace the old and forgotten literature of this opera-

tion. The latter was done at least as far back as

1888 for neuralgia, and Dr. Abbe of New York is

mentioned as one of the earliest operators. Chi-

pault, so well known for his tireless work on the

literature of surgei7 of the nervous system, pub-

lished in 1895 ^ small series of known cases of

this character. The half-dozen or so of cases then

known shows that the intervention was formidable,

and that the operative mortality was high : but that

the success in recovered cases was perfect. During
the next two years Chipault kept the subject alive

by reporting a few more cases. But the question

then slept for a decade until Forster, as a result of

exhaustive investigations extending over several

years, ventured to demonstrate that "radiculectomy"

might be made a safe and satisfactory procedure

in spastic paralysis.

There is one break in this interval of silence, in

which—as often happens—peculiar traumatisms

entailed some emergency procedure. An American

surgeon, in 1904, performed root resections in con-

nection with the treatment of extensive injuries.

The fact that no benefit attended these operations

naturally served to keep them in the background.

The silence in literature as to radiculectomy

—

which silence had become confirmed when Forster

devised his method—seems to have been due to

the high percentage of fatalities and to negative re-

sults. The few brilliant cures of neuralgia effected

between 1888 and 1898 seem to have been more
than neutralized by unfavorable results. It is there-

fore small wonder that Forster, in reviewing the

operation, believed himself a pioneer from every

point of view.

VOTES FOR WOMEN AND THE BIRTH
RATE.

As the agitation of the suffragists and suffragettes

for an equal voice with men in legislation goes on,

the search for arguments pro and con is bringing
all sorts of questions to the fore and presenting
them with all their bearings on the main subject.

One argument of those who would oppose the

movement is concerned with what is commonly
called race suicide. The movement is char-
acterized by them as a direct menace to the

race and to public health. The deterioration

of inhabitants of towns is held to be greatly due
to the fact that mothers, instead of staying at

home to nurse their families, are generally away
from home, either on pleasure bent or in order to

earn money. Therefore, the contention is made
that to encourage women in their endeavors to

become voters would be to add further impetus to

the already too prevalent neglect of home duties

evinced by modern women.
There is no doubt that in this country and in

Great Britain the present day woman shows a

decided distaste for or disability to assume home
duties. In Great Britain mothers of the poorer class

work in factories, leaving their children to the care

of strangers, and in this country similar conditions

exist, although probably not ip so accentuated a
form. The point then is, does it seem likely that

the granting of votes to women will render them
still more neglectful of their children and home,
having a bad influence on the birth rate and on the

future of the race?

Opponents of the movement assert that nine-

tenths of the decline of the birth rate is prevent-

able. It is greatest in towns employing woman
labor. Woman labor involves a decline of the

birth rate. Consequently, would not giving woman
suffrage promote female independence, female
labor, and decline of the birth rate? On the other

hand, the advocates of votes for women declare

that there is no reason to presume that female

suft'rage would affect injuriously the birth rate. In

support of this view, they point to New Zealand and
to Australia, those countries in which reforms of

all kinds are ever being initiated. In New Zealand,

up to the time of the granting of woman suffrage,

the birth rate was greatly on the down grade.

Since the movement became law, some seventeen
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years age. the birth rate has increased because, it is

said, motherhood has become intelHgent and

thoughtful. It is claimed that the same result has

occurred in Victoria, where woman suffrage has

also come to pass, and that in New Zealand and

Australia, now that women have a voice in further-

ing legislation for tlie benefit of their children, they

desire children and make every effort to reduce

infant mortality by feeding naturally and by other

means of rearing children in a healthy manner. It

is hardly fair, however, to compare the conditions in

a purely agricultural country like New Zealand, or

even in Australia, with those which exist in the

cities of Great Britain and of America, besides

which the movement in the lands under the South-

ern Cross has not been long enough established to

warrant anv definite conclusions as to its results.

'SlouE About Cancer.

The report of the British Cancer Research Fund
has been issued recently. Dr. Bashford and his co-

adjutors give a conservative and cautious account

of the results obtained from their researches and in-

vestigations into the cause of the disease. No
striking progress, they say, has been made in solv-

ing the mystery of the origin of cancer, nor does the

reoort lead us to hope that the end is yet in view.

With the origin of the disease not known, it woul i

be rash to predicate a successful mode of treatment.

This appears to be the opinion of a large propor-

tion of the medical profession, in fact the majority

of surgeons have little hesitation in stating their

views that at present the only reliable means of

treating cancer is by the knife. Dr. Gilbert Barling

at the meeting of the British ^Medical Association,

the special report of which appears elsewhere in this

issue, voiced the opinion of most surgeons when
he said that operative measures were, as yet. the

sole effective methods of relieving and curing the

most deadly forms of cancer. Of course, it is well

known that the knife is frequently futile in such
cases, but it is said to afford the one reasonable

chance of saving life. Early diagnosis and prompt
operation, therefore, offer the best opportunities of

cure. Much has been claimed for radium in the

treatment of cancer and Dr. Louis Wickham of
Paris, who also read a paper on the subject at this

meeting of the association, is. with Abbe of this

city, one of the best known exponents of this form
of treatment. However, the form of cancer thus
successfully treated by radium is generallv local-

ized, superficial, non-inflammatorv, an ! of com-
paratively small size. It is true that claims have
been made by several well known specialists that

deep-seated- malignant tumors have been cured by
the agency of radium, but experience has been too
limited for even the most enthusiastic to as-

sert that radium is a cure for such growths.
There is no doubt that the rays emanating
from radium exercise a selective action on
cert" in diseased tissues, and in many cases
cau^e their destruction. Therefore the role of
radium would seem to be its employment in cases
oi suoerficial cancer of the kin<l noted above. Dr.
Wickham has warned medical men that in all other
cases than those of cancer of the skin it is their
duty before applying radium to decide if other
agents will not give better results. This is prob-
ably sound advice, in spite of the many wonderful

cures by radium which Abbe has reported from
time to time during the past four years. It must
be borne in mind, however, that frequently radium
may be a valuable auxiliary of the knife. Indeed,
in the opinion of the best authorities, the parts

played in the treatment of cancer by operative

means and radium are dift'erent, but they may be,

on occasions, employed together with good effect.

M.\LT.\ Fever.

In a lecture delivered at the Polyclinic, London, on
-May 2, and published in the Medical Press and Cir-

cular, July 13, F. M. Sandwith discussed Malta
fever. In the first instance, it was explained that

Malta fever was the term given to the disease be-

cause Bruce discovered the causal microbe in Malta
and it was there where the Royal Commission dis-

covered the interesting fact that this fever is com-
municated by milk, generally by goats' milk, al-

though cows, if infected, can also communicate it.

In 1886 Bruce discovered the specific microbe, a

diplococcus, the Micrococcus melitensis. The gar-

dens in Malta are few, there is little grass, and there

are hardly any cows. The people use goats" milk,

and the goat is an unclean feeder, living on any
garbage it can find. The goatherds bring the ani-

mals to the door, the housekeeper produces the jug.

and the man, with unwashed hands, of course, milks

the goat. When the British Royal Society, com-
bining with the War Office and the Admiralty, sent

out a commission to Malta to study the question

nobody blamed the goat or the milk supply. It

was, however, accidentally found that the goats'

blood gave the same agglutination reaction as did

that of a human being suffering from the same dis-

ease. It was then discovered, on further investiga-

tion, that at least 50 per cent, of the goats in Malta
were suffering from the disease and that at least

10 per cent, of the goats which were being brought
round to the houses to supply the milk were giving
the disease at the same time. The commission suc-

ceeded in persuading the military and naval authori-

ties to banish goats' milk from hospitals, barracks,

and certain private houses. In all places in which
goats' milk is not used there is no Malta fever. A
section of the British medical profession, that sec-

tion which disbelieves in vivisection, says that the

fever in Malta had suddenly come to an end and
that the result was not due to any precautions

taken. But the civilian population of Malta, which
is not under control of the ^^'ar Office or the .Ad-

miralty, still drink goats' milk and still suffer from
Malta fever. This disproves the statements of the

antivivisectionists and likewise supplies remarkably
strong negative proof that Malta fever is spread by
infected goats' milk. The treatment of the disease

consists in being certain of the milk supply, other-

wise a patient is treated in the same way as one
with typhoid fever would be treated, only with
not so rigid dietetic regulations as are prescribed

for the latter malady. The drug treatment is

symptomatic and the sole drug found to be of any
real use is bichloride of mercury, given with the

view of cleansing the intestines.

Tr.\xspl.\ntatiox of the Kidney.

Owing to the frequency and seriousness of the

diseases of the kidney, much work in the surgerv
of these organs has been done, and among other
operations experimental transplantation of them
has been attempted in animals. The conclusions
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given by E. \'illard and L. Tavernier in an article in

La Presse Medicale, for June 29, 1910, are these:

Autotransplantation has given durable results

;

honiotransplantation permits the survival of the

kidney, and to all appearance a normal function,

but there is as yet no proof that these results will

remain durable ; heterotransplantation is not as yet

proven to be possible. There are still great oppor-
tunities for experimentation in this line of work. In

order to give the best results so far obtained the

interruption of the circulation must be as short as

possible, not more than half an hour to an hour

;

longer interruption causes necrosis of the kidney.

Perfusion is both useless and injurious to the op-

erative results. The ureter should be made to open
into the bladder and not externally. In the choice

of the arteries with which anastomosis is to be

made the femorals and iliacs shoidd be eliminated;

the renal and the aorta are physiologically the best,

but tlie technique necessary renders their choice

impossible. The splenic by its accessibility, its

calibre, and its functional conditions appears to

have the greatest number of advantages.

Npwh of i\\i Hpfk.

Vital Statistics of New York.—During the

month of June the total number of births in the

Stale of New York was 16,782, and of deaths

10,893, while for New York City alone the figures

were 10,400 births and 5,946 deaths. During the

month there were 6,837 cases of measles with 136
deaths; 2,692 cases of tuberculosis with 1,055

deaths. The suicides numbered 142, and 124 per-

sons lost their lives by accidental drowning. The
deaths from old age were 146, while 526 occurred
in early infancy. It is interesting to note that while

the excess of births over deaths was 4,454 in New
York City, the excess in all the rest of the State

was only 1,435.

Dr. Isham G. Harris of Poughkeepsie, New
York, has been appointed by the State Commission
in lamacy as superintendent of the new iNIohansic

State Hospital, at Lake Mohansic, near Peekskill.

Dr. Harris was graduated from the New York
University Medical School in 1890. The appoint-

ment was made from the Civil Service eligible list.

Plague in China.—An epidemic of plague in

Canton, China, is reported. A hot and dry summer
is said to have made health conditions in the city

unusually bad.

Dr. Benjamin F. Beardsley of Hartford has

been nominated on the Prohibition ticket for I .icu-

tenant-Governor of the State of Connecticut.

Iowa State Boards.—The Iowa .State Board of

Medical Examiners recently elected Dr. George E.

Decker of Davenport as its president. The State

Board of Health elected as president Dr. A. C.

Moerke of Burlington. Dr. G. H. Sumner of

Waterloo was reelected secretary ; and Dr. Henry
.Albert of Iowa City was appointed director of the

State laboratories, and Prof. Charles M. Kinne\-

of Des Moines, State chemist.

Osteopaths Continue Fight.—Another move
was made in the long fight which the osteopaths

are carrying on for recognition by the Board of

Health of New York, when a motion was argued

before Justice Putnam of the Supreme Court of

Brooklyn for an injunction to restrain the Board
of Health from enforcing Section 163A of the

Sanitary Code. This section provides that no

transit permit shall be granted for the burial of the

body of a person who has been treated by an osteo-

path until the body has been examined by a regular

physician. Decision was reserved.

Gift to Dr. Grenfell.—The forty-foot hospital

tender "Yale," which was built expressly for the

work of Dr. Grenfell on the Labrador coast, and
was presented to him as a wedding present, is re-

ported to have arrived safely at Indian Harbor,
Newfoundland. The "Yale" is ketch rigged, with

an auxiliary engine using kerosene, as gasoline can-

not be obtained in Labrador.

New Zoological Laboratory.—Plans have been
completed for the University of Pennsylvania for

what is expected to be the finest zoological labora-

tory in the world. The building will be three stories

high and of fireproof construction, and will occupy
a lot 216 by 256 feet. The cost will be about

.$300,000. Work on the new building will be begun
in the autumn.

Dr. F. M. Shook, Medical Corps, U. S. Navy,
has been detailed to conduct lectures and laboratory

courses in tropical medicine at the New York Post-

Graduate Medical School during the months of

August and September.

Dole for the Blind.—The Department of Char-
ities of New York made the city's annual distribu-

tion of money to the needy blind last week, when
more than seven hundred persons living in the

Boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx received

$48 each. The entire appropriation for the city is

$70,000. The majority of the applicants were news-
dealers, but chairmakers and basket-weavers and a

few pianists were included.

Esperanto Congress.—The Sixth International
Esperanto Congress will be held in Washington on
August 14 to 18. Delegates representing twenty-
two nationalities are expected. The entertainment
provided will include a production of "As You Like
It" in Esperanto.

Instruction for Health Officers.—The twelfth
annual School of Instruction for Health Officers

was in session at the hall of the Kellogg-Hubbard
Library, Montpelier, Vermont, from August i to

4, inclusive. The program included papers by Dr.

George M. Kober of Georgetown University.

Washington; Dr. Livingston Farrand, secretary of

the National .Association for the Study and Pre-
vention of Tuberculosis ; Dr. S. Dana Hubbard of

Brooklyn, N. Y., and Dr. A. D. Melvin of the Bu-
reau of Animal Industry, Washington.

Railway Accidents.—During the first quarter
of the present year i.roo persons were killed an:l

2T.232 were injured on the steam railways of the

United States. These figures show an increase of

466 killed and 6,110 injured, as compared with the
same period of last year. On the electric railways

19 were killed and 669 were injured.

Opium Conference Postponed.—In reply to the

proposal of the United States that some date in

September be agreed upon for the International
Congress to devise measures for combating the
opium evil, the Chinese Government has stated that

its representatives cannot be ready for the confer-
ence before some time in November. It is planned
to hold the sessions of the congress at The Hague.

Practical Courses in Abdominal Surgery.—It is

announced that a free course in abdominal surgery
will be given during October at Duesseldorf, Ger-
many, by Professors Witzel and Opitz and Dr.
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Janssen ; those attending the course can also attend

the courses in internal medicine, especially those

having reference to gastroenteric diseases. The
program can be obtained from the Secretary of the

Duesseldorf Academy, No. i Mooren Street.

City Death Rate.—For the week ending July

30, the death rate in New York was 18.80 per 1,000

of population, an increase over the corresponding

week of last year, when the rate was 16.96.

Cholera and Coal Famine in Russia.—The
epidemic of cholera in Russia is especially severe

in the coal-mining districts on the Donets River,

in the southern part of the Empire, and a general

exodus of miners has been the result. The Govern-

ment has been appealed to for more strenuous

measures in combating the scourge in this region,

as the output of coal from the infected districts has

already been reduced to one-half the usual quantity,

and a coal famine is feared if the exodus of miners

is not checked.

Civil Service Examination.—An examination

under the Civil Service Commission will be held

early in September for the purpose of filling the

position of statistician and editor to the State Com-
mission in Lunacy, Albany, N. Y., which will be

open only to male residents of the State of New-

York. Candidates must have a college training and
some knowledge of medicine or biologic science,

and must have completed a course in statistical

work. Further information may be obtained from
the Civil Service Commission of Albany, N. Y.

The American Electro-Therapeutic Association.

—The twentieth annual meeting of this association

will be held at Saratoga Springs, N. Y., on Septem-
ber 13 to 15, 1910. Programs and circulars may
be obtained from the secretary. Dr. J. W. Travel!,

2-j East Eleventh Street, New York, N. Y.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Le.-\nder S. Porter of

Port Clinton, Ohio, a graduate of the Cleveland

University of Medicine and Surgery in 1880. died

on July 26, aged 81 years.

Dr. Thomas Cammack of Milford, Intl., a

graduate of the George Washington University,

Medical Department, Washington. D. C, in 1845,
died at his home on July 9, aged 88 years.

Dr. Jules F. Menestrina of St, Louis. Mo., a

graduate of the Medical Department of the Wash-
ington University, St. Louis, in 1890, and a mem-
ber of the American Medical Association and the

State and St. Louis County Medical Societies, died

at his home of paralysis on July 26, aged 43 years.

Dr. David F. Woods of Philadelphia. Pa., a

graduate of the Medical Department of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in 1864, a Fellow of the

College of Physicians of Philadelphia, and a mem-
ber of the American Aledical Association and of the

State and Philadelphia County Medical Societies,

died at his home on July 28, aged 72 years.

Dr. Joseph W. Crowley of Philadelphia, Pa., a

graduate of the Medical Department of the LTni-

versity of Pennsylvania in the class of 1895, died
at his home of pneumonia on July 23, aged 43 years.

Dr. Benjamin F. Emrick of Carlisle, Pa., a
graduate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons
of Baltimore in the class of 1881, and a member of
the State and Cumberland Medical Societies, died
at his home on July 26.

Dr. William G. Perry of Exeter, N. H.. who
was graduated from the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, New York, in 1847. died recentlv at his

home, aged 87 years.

®bituarg.

CHARLES JEWETT, M.D., Sc.D.

BROOKLYN, NEW Y'ORK.

Dr, Charles Jewett, president of the Medical
Society of the State of New York, died of apo-
plexy at his home in Brooklyn on August 6, aged
70 years. Dr. Jewett was a graduate of Bowdoin
College and received his medical degree from the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, in

1871. He was a member of the Medical Society of

the County of Kings, of which he was elected presi-

dent in 1878, serving until 1880, of the Medical
Society of the State of New York, and of the

American Medical Association. He was also a

member of the New York Academy of Medicine,
the American Academy of Medicine, the Brooklyn
Gynecological Society, of which he was president

in 1893, the Brooklyn Pathological Society, and the

New York Obstetrical Society, of which he was
president in the year 1894, and also a member of the

gynecological section of the Royal Society of Medi-
cine of Great Britain. In 1880 he became professor

of the diseases of children and obstetrics in the

Long Island College Hospital, and in 1890 was ap-

pointed gynecologist to the same institution. He
was also consulting obstetrician to the Kings
County Hospital, consulting gynecologist to the

Bushwick, the Swedish, and the German Hospitals,

and consulting surgeon to St. Christopher's Hos-
pital. He was the first surgeon in America to per-

form syiTiphyseotomy.

The death of Dr. Jewett removes from the

ranks of the profession one of those rare men
in whom advancing years diminish neither

the capacity for work nor the power of

leadership. Only recently elected to preside over

the State Society, he had shown during the

few months of his administration the same high

efficiency and sterling character that had distin-

guished his long professional career. He brought

to this office a ripe experience and an executive skill

that he had already displayed as head of his County
Society, and as chairman of its legislative commit-
tee. With a keen vigilance he had scrutinized the

numerous projects of medical legislation, and had
stoutly championed the cause of the profession,

both in the committee room at Albany and on the

floor of his parent society. He died fighting in the

vanguard of the battle for elevating the standards

and conserving the interests of the profession. This

aspect of his career formed a fitting complement to

his eminent activities as practitioner, scientist, and
teacher. His numerous contributions to obstetrics

and gynecology placed him among those whose
achievements in these branches have shed lustre

upon American practice. .\s an appropriate eulogy

one may apply to Dr. Jewett the very words with

which he greeted the venerable Jacobi in the recent

celebration of the latter's birthday : "Most of all

at this time are we mindful of your long and dis-

tinguished service in the Medical Society of the

State, not alone through the unique value of your

many contributions to its scientific work but as well

by your ever helpful counsels in shaping its policy

and in furthering its highest aims, and no less by

vour lofty example of professional character and

good citizenship. We are keenly sensible how
much vour learning and achievements have con-

tributed to the proud position we hold in American
medicine."
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OUR LONDON LETTER.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

CANCER research: a statesman's review—CARE AND CON-
TROL OF FEEBLE S'lNDED—BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

—

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC HEALTH—CAFFEINE AND THEO-
BROMINE—QUEEN ALEXANDRA'S SANATORIUM—OBITUARY.

London, July 22, igio.

At the Royal College of Surgeons, on Wednesday,
Mr. Balfour, vice-president of the Imperial Cancer Re-
search Fund, presided over the annual meeting.
Though he modes^tly said that everyone he was ad-
dressing was more competent to say something to him
than he was to them, it might not be without value for

an outsider and a layman to give his impressions of

the work done and being done by the Fund. I think
your readers will be interested in his impressions, for
no outsider is more competent, if so competent, to sub-
mit the views of scientists to searching philosophical
examination. He has strong proclivities toward scien-

tific study and knows the difficulties that surround re-

search, can appreciate the most delicate investigations

and present their results in a manner at once exact,

precise, and charming.
The report of the year was moved by Sir \Vm.

Church, who said it had been largely devoted to im-
munization and breeding experiments. Prof. Sims
Woodhead seconded and said if no great advances had
been made many important questions had been tackled,

as those who read the report "from the inside" must
acknowledge.
Then came the distinguished "outsider" with a vote

of thanks to the committee.
]\Ir. Balfour said it was seven years since he took the

chair and he thoi.ight much had been done in that
time. Considering the enormous class of diseases now
known to be due to microbic invasion, progress was
not to be made by accidental discoveries but to that

broad scientific outlook which has produced une.Kpected
results in every field apart even from human pathology.
Who could have expected, he continued, within the life-

time of myself and others listening, that we shuuld see

some sort of common course in such utterly different

things as the production of alcohol, of pearls and of

whooping cough? Yet our knowledge of these different

things has come about by investigations into the actions
of microscopic organisms. The public ought to know
that all that has been done in tropical medicine, in vac-
cine therapy, all the triumphs won and the greater
triumphs which are going to be won, are based upon
this broad investigation into great scientific issues.

I gather, he said, that the results of the Fund's work
go to show that while ordinary infectious diseases are
due to external invasion, tumors are due to domestic
rebellion, and so are entirely diflferent in their causes.

Two important generalizations appeal to me strongly.

One is with regard to heredity, as to which it is impos-
sible to draw conclusions without observation on short
lived animals. I gather that systematic work with these
enables our staff to conclude that heredity in connec-
tion with cancer is almost negligible. If so, these
malignant tumors are not innate in the organism at

birth, and the researches of the Fund go to show that

there are undoubtedly causes which produce cancer
even in the best behaved tissues, even in tissues which,
in people leading normal lives, scarcely ever show
malignant growths. Well, surely that indicates that

something may be done to prevent or diminish cancer-
ous growth. I do not wish to put it in the least too
high. I know Dr. Bashford is listening with nervous
anxiety lest I give too sanguine a view of his con-
clusions. I wish to put it in the most cautious way,
but even Dr. Bashford, with all his caution, will not
deny that our Fund's investigations into the manner in

which chronic irritation produces cancer may enable us

to diminish the causes by which it may be produced.
As to the problem of how malignant growths, when

present, have to be dealt with, it would be cruel kind-
ness to suggest that we are within sight of anything
that can be called a new remedy. But surely we may draw
encouragement from researches which show that the

growth and spread of implanted cancer can be checked.
No experiments have given the same rc-iilt* with

original tumors. But I think it is difficult to doubt that

the difference between original and implanted growth is

only of degree—not of kind and therefore not too

sanguine to say we need not abandon hope by further
researches of becoming able to deal with the more re-

fractory original form. That is how it strikes the lay

mind, and I hope Dr. Bashford will not think I have
gone too far in indicating hopes I entertain, though
whether I may live to see them bear fruit I cannot say.

If that is not an overstatement of the case let no man
think because our work is so extensive, its foundation
laid on the broadest base of scientific experiment, that

it is other than the only possible method which is going
to produce results for the good of humanity.
The care and control of the feeble-minded has of

late been a subject of much discussion, both within
and without the profession. Besides the efforts of the
voluntary institutions and meetings connected with
them, we have had a deputation to the government and
a conference of persons interested in defectives, at both
of which the proposal of the Royal Commission to set

up a central authority was supported by many advocates
of such control, though others offered important criti-

cism. Dr. H. B. Donkin favored the new board recom-
mended by the Royal Commission, provided its con-
stitution be predominantly medical, as its work would
be of that nature and certification and inspection of in-

stitutions could only be properly entrusted to highly
qualified and experienced medical men.
Various speakers pointed out that the several au-

thorities at present concerned with defectives often
differed in their views and should therefore be con-
solidated or superseded. Most of them seemed inclined
to regard the lunacy commissioners as best able to deal
intelligently with the problem.

Dr. Mercier, whose authority as an alienist is second
to none, was for caution and remarked that though he
was generally in a minority of one, he deplored the
tendency of modern legislation to coop up the popula-
tion in institutions. He rather thought some should
be left out if only to turn the key on the others. The
certificate framed by the royal commission was such
that almost any one could be brought under it. The
l)urden of too many institutions might become intoler-
able, and there was further danger in breaking up home
life and permanently detaining the weaker members of

a family on whom the most devotion was often lavished.
Dr. Mercier's warning was not altogether unappreciated.
At the deputation to the government the Lord Chan-

cellor expressed an opinion which to a considerable de-
gree coincided with Dr. Mercier's. He regarded the
phrases as to control and detention as identical and said
the difficulty of deciding when such could be applied
deeply concerned the administration of the Lunacy
I^aws, for nothing could be more fatal to the object of
protecting the defective than the misapplication of the
powers of control. Mr. Burns, too, told the deputation
whether they wished so or not they were practically
working for such compulsorj' control as was now
exercised over adult lunatics: of course, with safeguards
to prevent abuse. Detention meant more institutions
and other costly chances which no government could
give unless public opinion was decided in its favor.
He had hoped to hear something about the causation
of feeble-mindedness.
The seventy-eighth annual meeting of the British

Medical Association, which is to occupy all ne.xt week,
practically begins to-day, with certain official proceed-
ings which do not concern the profession generally.
For the opening, a general meeting and an extraordinary
general meeting to follow, as well as a meeting of
the representatives, have been fixed, after which the
councillors and representatives are to dine together.
Many provincial members are already in town, taking

the opportunity of visiting friends, their old hospitals
and other medical institutions, at almost all cf which
special arrangements are made to show their most in-
teresting work and otherwise welcome their visitors.
Of course, considerable advance has been made with

the museum of medical, surgical and sanitary instru-
ments and appliances, as well as drugs, books, etc.,
which is usually held, but it will not be opened until
Monday. In connection with this .r-ray and high fre-
quency apparatus will be shown. In the medical de-
partment the specimens illustrating the papers read in
the various sections form an important display, particu-
larly in reference to tropical medicine, protozoology,
etc. These and the business meetings will fill up the
time on Monday and Tuesday. On the evening of the
last-named the president's address, always an interest-
ing event, will be delivered, and on the succeeding days
the sections will be at work and your reporters will
supply you with some of the chief discussions.
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The Royal Institute of Public Health is this week
holding its annual congress. Birkenhead is the place of

meeting this year and the president, Mr. Lever, gave an
inaugural address in which he pointed out that the

sphere of the institute's activity is not limited to sani-

tation, but every fact and circumstance affecting home
life and bodily and mental health came within the field

of their study and research. Side by side with re-

searches into the courses of ill health, decay and death
of the body he would place research into the everyday
life of people engaged in the rush of business as afifect-

ing body and mind.
Caffeine is commonly regarded, I believe, as a

stronger alkaloid than theobromine; at any rate coffee

is thought to be a more stimulating beverage than
cocoa. A paper contributed to the Royal Society by
Drs. Veley and Waller points in the other direction.

By measurements of the contractility of isolated muscle,
they find the toxicity of theobromine greater than that

of caffeine in the proportion of 3 to 2. The effects of
the extracts of tea and coffee were also studied, the

conclusion arrived at being that they were due to the
contained caffeine and not to tannin.
Queen Alexandra's Sanatorium at Davos has been

opened free of debt and has now six months' successful
work to its credit. This is the report submitted to the
supporters on the 15th at the meeting held in the hall

of the Medical Society of London. There are 54 beds
for patients. From the date of opening (November 15)
to March 31 there were said to have been over 7,000
patients' days." The receipts amounted to £43,130,
and there was a balance of £5,277 to the good. But a
shortage was in prospect on the income and expenditure
account. Princess Christian became a vice-patron, and
Sir T. Barlow, F.R.C.P., has joined the council.

Inspector-General R. Grant (R. N., retired) died on
the 14th inst. at the age of 68. He took M.A., Aber-
deen in 1863, and M.B.C.M., 1866, and entered the
Navy in 1868. He served on shore in the Kaffir War,
1877, was specially promoted for services in charge of
smallpox patients on the Boadicea, and as staff surgeon
landed during the Zulu war accompanying the naval
brigade to Fort Durnford, for which he was awarded
the medal as he was also in the Egyptian War, 1882,
together with the Khedive's star. In the Eastern Soudan
in 1884 he accompanied the Royal Marine batallion in
action: was again mentioned in despatches and received
medal and clasp. In 1901 he retired as Inspector-Gen-
eral, receiving the C.B., and became a magistrate and
deputy-lieutenant for Banffshire.

Lieutenant-Colonel Walter Conry, late of the Bengal
Medical Service, has died at the age of 61. He took
the diplomas of the two Edinburgh Royal Colleges in

1875, the M.B.Dub. next year, and joined the Indian
Medical Service in 1877. He went through the Burmese
Expedition in 1885-7, for which he held the medal and
clasp.

OUR BERLIN LETTER.

ehrlich's new specific for syphilis.

Berlin, July 20, 1910.

Paul Ehrlich is doubtless the German physician upon
whom the interest of many more than his own colleagues
is concentrated, for the knowledge of his pioneer labors
has penetrated through the lay press to the general public,
who follow his work with the highest degree of in-
terest. I have already had occasion in my letters to speak
of Ehrlich's method of work, in a representation of his
lecture on specific therapy. From the commencement of
his labors Ehrlich has had in his eye the design of an-
nihilating at a blow the living causes of disease in the
body—the "therapia sterilisans magna." It appears that
the efforts of himself and his collaborator, Hata, have
been successful in the case of syphilis. The remedy, to
which he has given the name of "Hata-preparation." is

an arsenical body—dichlorhydrate-dioxyamido arsenoben-
zol—a light yellow powder, which is applied in a 0.5 to 2
per cent, solution. An injection should consist of 0.3 gm.
of this substance plus 0.8 gm. arsenophenylglycin.
At the end of June a discussion took place in the Berlin

Medical Society at the close of a lecture by Wechselmann
on the treatment of syphilis with this preparation. Pa-
tients were presented, and the brilliant results of treatment
were admitted on all sides. The lecturer regarded the
preparation as a specific for syphilis. A series of patients
in the florid stage of disease was presented ; they had re-
ceived but a single injection and in all manifestations
of disease had vanished in from 8 to 14 days. Patients

were shown who had been treated in vain with mercury,
and recovery had also been obtained in chronic cases.
Syphilis maligna and visceral syphilis likewise yielded fully
to this treatment. With msutticient dosage recovery did
not take place. The dose must be so measured that even
by the second day spirochetes are no longer found. The
Wassermann reaction gradually disappears as the treatment
progresses. The excretion of the remedy is completed by
the third day. Thus far no toxic symptoms have been
noted in adults. In animal experiments no affection of
the optic nerve had been observed. Nurslings may be
temporarily damaged as a result of the liberation of endo-
toxins upon the death of the spirochetes.

In the discussion L. Michaelis reported two cases, one
of which had been treated without success by all the older
remedies, while the other was oversensitive to mercury.
Both recovered under a single injection of the new ar-

senical preparations. He presented a child with infiltra-

tion of the palms and soles and an exanthem. It received
a single injection and all symptoms vanished within eight

days. Alt, who was the first to use the new arsenical

preparations in man, mentioned the difficulty at that period
of testing arsenical compounds on mankind, by reason of
bad reports. The labor itself was simple, as Ehrlich had
already worked out fully all the details. First, at his

institution for mental diseases arsenophenylglycin was in-

jected, and an alteration in the lecitnin metabolism, like-

wise a disappearance of the Wassermann reaction, deter-

mined. The remedies may be injected intragluteally as

well as intravenously. By the first named method ab-

sorption is delayed, while this is not the case if the latter

is used. Very notable improvement was obtained in tabes

and paresis. Also cases of epilepsy on a syphilitic basis

were favorably influenced.

Schreiber of Magdeburg had seen good results in severe

cases of syphilis. Among 128 cases there were but 10

which showed a relapse inside of four weeks. In these

cases the dosage had been insufficient. The speaker had
never seen an unfavorable result. He preferred the intra-

venous to the intramuscular injection. An alleged death
from the treatment reported in the daily press was a pure
invention.

Ehrlich, who had hurried from Frankfurt to be present,

now took the floor, amid great applause. The credit for

the good results, he said, should be ascribed not to him.
but to the practitioners who had used the remedies. Cer-
tainly it is difficult to discover a good remedy, but it is

just as difficult to apply one in practice. Only continued
application will reveal the best method for injecting it,

whether intramuscular or intravenous. Thus far the fol-

lowing preparations have proved themselves the best : For
intramuscular injection the new arsenical compound should
he dissolved in a graduated tube in 3 c.c. glycol, stirring

with a glass rod being used to aid in solution. The addi-

tion of a few drops of water also aids solution. The
latter is now shaken with 12 c.c. water, and to the whole
is then added, all at once. 10.3 c.c. normal one-fifth sodium
lye. L'pon shaking a clear fluid is produced, to which
60 c.c. water is added. For intravenous injection two solu-

tions are prepared. Solution A consists of 0.6 gm. of the

new preparation, 0.3-0.5 c.c. methyl alcohol (or 3 c.c.

glycol). Solution B consists of 240 c.c. physiological saline

solution or upward, and 10.3 c.c. normal one-fifth sodium
lye. Solution A is then poured into solution B, the whole
being well stirred the while.

Kromayer had treated 15 cases with success, cases in

which mercury had failed to cure. It appeared that

epithelization had been powerfully promoted by the remedy.
One severe case of psoriasis had yielded almost completely

to the remedv.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, July 28, 1910.

Nephritis Without Albumin.—C. A. Howland en-
deavors to show that gross and severe lesions of the kid-

ney may exist without albumin being present in the urine

or at least without it being discernible by methods ordi-

narily used in hospital and office work. In the routine

examination of 550 specimens of urine, nephritis without

albumin was found 21 times, or 3.8 per cent. The writer

gives the history of these 21 cases, and concludes that na
examination of the urine can be called thorough unless a

microscopical examination is made. This cannot be satis-

factorily done unless the urine is centrifuged in a good
centrifuge. No physician can be sure that his patient is

free from a kidney lesion without such an examination,

.^cute nephritis may exist without the presence of albumin,

and death may occur with all the symptoms of uremia. Care-
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ful pathological study of kidney tissue, when during life

acute nephritis without albumin has been diagnosed, may
reveal a distinct type of hitherto unrecognized nephritis.

The fact that nephritis may accompany other severe dis-

eased conditions does not lessen its importance. The
knowledge of its existence will to a great degree influence

the treatment and prognosis.

The Sputum of Typhoid Fever Cases as a Possible
Source of Infection.—Elmer S. Tenney reviews the
literature on tliis subject, from which one derives the

impression that the bacillus typhosus is not frequently to

be found in the mouth, and that it may be, but usually is

not, the cause of pneumonia complicating typhoid fever.

He describes the technique which he used in his experi-

ments, and summarizes as follows : In a study of the

saliva and sputum of 53 cases of typhoid fever, several

of which showed bronchial symptoms, but none pneumonia
or any laryngeal complications, the bacillus was not found
by means of the technique employed. Typhoid bacillus

will live for at least 125 days in the saliva and sputum, and
can be readily transplanted from one specimen of such

material to another and kept growing in it at room tem-

perature for a long time. In view of the reported finding

of the bacillus in cases complicated by pneumonia and by

laryngeal inflammation, it would seem that more work
should be done along the lines followed in this series.

While the sputum does not frequently contain the typhoid

bacillus, it does so occasionally, and on that account it

cannot be ignored as a source of infection.

Nezv York Medical Journal, July 30, 1910.

Spondylitis Deformans.—Antonio M. Crispin reports

this case which he believes is the only one thus far re-

ported occurring in the dorsal vertebra; and presenting the

unusual symptoms herein observed. This case is a man
53 years of age who was struck in the back with a stone

three years ago. He experienced no inconvenience at the

time, but a year later began to sufifer pain in his back and
consulted a physician. Later he came under the writer's

observation, complaining of pains over the chest and back
excruciating in nature. Examination revealed an angular

deformity of the rhachis, at the level of the seventh and
eighth vertebrae. The spire was rigid and the gait of a pe-

culiar shuffling character. The heart was slightly hypertro-

phied with slight accentuation of the second aortic sound.

The thorax was flattened anteroposteriorly. due to the

kyphosis. The epitrochlear glands were somewhat enlarged.

Knee reflexes were greatly exaggerated, ankle clonus very

marked and other reflexes were also present. There was
no muscular atrophy, but impairment of motion with fear

of falling. The muscular sense was retained. Paresis was
more noticeable on the left leg with a small area of tactile

anesthesia in the upper part of the thigh with some rigidity.

Thermoanesthesia and analgesia were noted on the right

side below the eighth dorsal vertebr.x with normal motion,

slightly constrained. There was a circumscribed zone of

anesthesia on the outer side of the thigh and above all a

hyperesthetic band. The location of the lesion in this case

seems to uphold the conclusion reached by Brissaud that

Gower's tracts are the conductors of pain and temperature,

and lends support to the clinical evidence that lesions of

the upper dorsal region are productive of an excessive low-

ering of the temperature and pulse. The writer urges the

importance of the early recognition of pressure symptoms
which constitute a formal indication for surgical interven-

tion, which must be undertaken before complete degenera-

tion of the cord results. For the relief of pressure symp-
toms he recommends rest and mechanical appliances. When
the compression of the cord is marked resection of the

vertebral arch is indicated. Two other cases of spondylitis

which he had seen did not have the Brown-Sequard syn-

drome which was present in this case.

A Method of Anesthetizing to Be Employed in Op-
erating on the Aged.—John H. Gleason, led by the

effects that were observed when scopolamine combined with

morphine was used before the administration of a general

anesthetic, began experimenting with this agent and coii-

ceived the idea of combining partial scopolamine anesthesia

with local anesthesia, using o.i per cent, cocaine. This

proved so successful that he began using scopolamine anes-

thesia in operating upon the aged. Satisfactory results are

dependent upon the technique ; the operator must be thor-

oughly familiar with anatomy in order that the nerves

may be blocked by depositing'the water around and close

to them. He usually administers o.oi grain of scopola-

mine with 1/6 to yi grain of morphine, and repeats the

dose at the end of an hour. The dose is varied according

to the condition of the patient. The writer cites a num-

ber of cases in persons over eighty years of age m whom

he has used this method successfully, and urges its adop-

tion in the management of surgical diseases in old people.

Realizing the danger that may result from heart, lung,

kidney, or bladder complications in these cases, they are

often classed as inoperable. This is a mistake when we
have this safe and accurate method which permits the

patient to take nourishment regularly and enables him
to avoid functional disturbances of the stomach and other

organs.

Does Internal Medicine Tend to Abort or Cure Ab-
scess and the Tendency Thereto.—Robert E. Coughlin
believes that if individuals predisposed at all times to the

development of abscess were examined carefully at differ-

ent times when supposed to be in a condition of health they

would undoubtedly show some abnormality in their makeup
that would give some light on the etiology and predisposing

factors. Abscess of the appendix may be anticipated by

attention to the etiological factors. The use of serum to

produce immunity in typhoid and the antiseptic treatment

of the disease may prevent extension into the gall bladder

and a subsequent abscess. Internal medication in the case

of pyelitis may abort a suppurating kidney. Internal medi-

cation in a case of dysentery, malaria, or tropical fever may
prevent a liver abscess. Vaccines have been used with

some success in pyemia, pyosalpinx. and tuboovarian ab-

scess by indicating opsonins, etc. Following out this line

of reasoning abscesses of the skin, boils, furuncles, furun-

culosis, and carbuncle are due to a disordered condition of

the system, and in the latter staphylococcus serum has

worked well along with supporting treatment ; as, for in-

stance, strychnine as a stimulant with opium to relieve

pain. Calcium sulphide is effective in modifying all sup-

purative processes in a most decided manner, the dose

used being one-half to one grain three times daily in

adults and for children one-tenth to one-twentieth of a

grain three times a day. When indications have been car-

ried out in the manner suggested one cannot fail to be

convinced that internal medication does tend to abort or

cure abscess.

Journal of the American Medical Association, July 30, 1910.

Treatment of Localized Appendicular Abscess.—Van
Buren Knott discusses the question as to whether the

surgeon should or should not remove the appendix in

practically every case of localized appendicular abscess.

During the past two years he has operated upon 161 cases

of sharply localized appendicular abscess, and in every in-

stance has removed the appendix at the first operation,

whether it could be easily detected in the abscess cavity

or whether deeply buried by adhesions. The mortality

was 1.4 per cent. Drainage of the larger pus collection

does not reach smaller hidden septic foci. As to the

technique the author makes the incision through the right

rectus muscle, splitting the fibers and opening the perito-

neal cavity freely. Small packs are used to prevent ex-

travasation. The appendix is exposed and removed after

mopping away pus with gauze sponges. .Ml adhesions

separating the abscess cavitv from the lower pelvis are

freely separated, pus removed, and drainage instituted by
means of a large split rubber tube from one-half to one
inch in diameter and carrving a wick of iodoform gauze
which is inserted through the lower angle of the wound
to the bottom of the rectovesical pouch or cul-de-sac. The
protecting gauze is removed and the wound closed down
to the tube. The writer urges the more frequent use of

this form of drainage by competent surgeons and thinks

that the instances in which it is contraindicated are rare

The appendix should be removed at the first operation

rather than subject the patient to a prolonged and serious

secondary operation.

Cryptophthalmia.—David H. Coover describes this

condition as usually found and reports two cases. The
first in a woman twenty-four years of age is otherwise per-

fectly developed. There is an indication of the palpebral

fissure in the form of a shallow depression corresponding
to the curvature of the lids. Well- formed eyebrows are

present. About midway between the lower margins of

the upper lids and the margins of the orbits are two rows
of hairs. At these points there are slight depressions in

the lids. The patient gives a history of light impression
at an early age. There is no history to which any con-
genital defect can be traced. The woman married a man
who had lost his sight and a child was born which is the

exact duplicate of the mother. The right eye was chosen
for operation. There was complete symblepharon. Re-
tracting the lids and inserting a finger a small eyeball

could be felt and on dissecting away the tissue an imperfect
eyeball was exposed. .\ small point brought into view
had the appearance of corneal tissue. No extrinsic eye
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muscles could be detected macroscopically, but the presence
of an optic nerve was determined. The sclerotic was acci-

dentally snipped and some vitreous fluid escaped. There
was no possibility of vision.

The Action of Alcohol on the Normal Intact Unan-
esthetized Animal.—.After reviewing his methods of
connecting the manometer with the blood-vessels without
pain to the animal and therefore without need of an anes-
thetic Clyde Brooks reports concerning a series of blood-
pressure tracings showing the effect of alcohol on an
animal not under the influence of an anesthetic. The
alcohol was administered by three different modes, namely,
by mouth, by intravenous injection, and by gastric fistula.

The primary action of alcohol varies according to the
inode of administration. By mouth it causes a marked
rise of blood pressure with increased amplitude and a
constant, or slightly slowed, rhythm of heart beat. This
rise gradually passes off in five or ten minutes. In some
instances at the time of pouring the alcohol into the dog's
throat there is a sudden drop and almost immediate re-
covery of blood pressure. \Vhen administered intraven-
ously, it causes a sharp drop in blood pressure, durmg
which the heart is greatly slowed or almost stopped ; very
soon, unless the dose is too large, recovery follows. By
gastric fistula there is no specific primary action. By
whatever method administered, alcohol, when circulating
in the blood stream, causes a gradual, progressive lowering
of the blood pressure, w-ith decrease of amplitude, but in-

crease in rate of the heart beat.

The Danger of Sympathetic Ophthalmia from the
Use of the Cautery in Treating Iris Prolapse.—H. Gif-
ford recalls the histories of ten cases of sympathetic
ophthalmia in which the authors mention incidentally that
a wound or an iris prolapse had been cauterized a suitable
length of time before the outbreak of the disease in the
other eye. He then reports a similar case in his own ex-
perience and summarizes his views as follows; (i) Fresh
non-infected prolapses should be replaced if possible; pref-
erably by Dunn's method. (2) Prolapse which cannot be
cleanly excised should, if possible, be cauterized and the
area scraped and protected at once by a conjunctival flap.

(3) On account of the danger of sympathetic ophthalmia,
no prolapse should be treated by a hot metal cautery, unless
a protecting conjunctival flap can be made to adhere to
the area to be cauterized ; it is probably safer to let the
prolapse alone. (4) In some cases of large corneal pro-
lapses to which conjunctival flaps can be made to adhere
with difficulty, or not at all, the use of trichloracetic acid
(and probably of various other chemicals) produces a firm
non-irritable scar. Whether this method is entirely devoid
of danger remains to be seen.

Serum Treatment of Hemorrhagic Disease of the New
Born.—Edward B. Bigelow believes that the lack or
modification in some manner of the fibrin ferment, as in

Weil's explanation of hemophilia, is often a factor and the
possible cause of this disease. He reports three cases
which were treated with injections of clear rabbit serum,
5 c.c. of the serum being injected immediately after secur-
ing it from the animal and a second injection being given
later. Two of these patients were apparently moribund
when the serum was administered. The other case had
not progressed so far, but was in a serious condition, for
previous to the injection the bowels had moved each hour
for nine hours, with large results of dark, tarry, meconium-
like material and bright red blood, and on the sixth day
the baby weighed 24 ounces less than at birth. Although
the condition is self-limited in 25 per cent, of the cases,
the sequence of three recoveries in serious cases should
be ascribed to the action of the serum. The most im-
pressive fact in each case was the almost immediate con-
trol of the hemorrhage after administering the serum.
This was shown directly by observation of the umbilicus
in the first case and the nose in the third, and, indirectly.
in all three by the condition of the stools. The serum
gave absolutely no untoward effects in these cases. Serum
treatment has a distinct place in the therapy of this condi-
tion because of its simplicity and the lack of operative
shock attendant upon transfusion.

The Lancet. July 23, 1910.

A Case of Dermatomyositis Ending in Recovery.—
X. C. Gwynn and \V. Gordon report this case because of the
rarity of this affection, there being only about thirty cases
reported in literature. The patient was an officer in the
Indian Army, aged fifty years, in whom the onset and
course of the disease and the grouping of symptoms left
no reasonable doubt as to the diagnosis. Trichiniasis w-as
ruled out by the grouping of the symptoms, the fact that
there was no ascertainable source of that disease, the ab-

sence of considerable eosinophilia, and the absence of
trichinae from the stools. As is usual in dermatomyositis,
no culture could be made from the blood, and the case
throws no light on the etiology of the disease. The clin-
ical picture suggested a toxemia arising from some infec-
tion of the alimentary canal, and eft'orts were directed to
disinfection of the mouth, throat, stomach, and bowels.
There was no doubt but that the mouth symptoms re-
sponded to the treatment, and there is reason to believe
that the rest of the alimentary canal was benefited because
of the marked improvement and ultimate recovery from
an extremely grave condition.

An Examination of the Blood Serum of Idiots by the
Wassermann Reaction.—H. R. Dean gives the results
of the Wassermann test in 330 idiots of the Wilhelmstift
Asylum at Potsdam. Of these 330 cases 51, or 15.4 per
cent., gave a positive reaction, but only seven showed con-
clusive evidence of congenital syphilis from a clinical
standpoint. Among 13 parents of these children 9 gave
a positive reaction. In an examination of the cerebro-
spinal fluid from 12 cases which had given a positive serum
reaction a positive reaction w'as obtained in only one case.

The tests seemed to show that the percentage of positive
results diminishes rapidly after the sixteenth year, and that
a larger percentage of positive results might be e-xpected
from the examination of a series of very young cases.

.\ careful examination of the cases giving a positive reac-
tion failed to show any symptom or group of symptoms
common to all. It seems reasonable to think that many
cases of idiocy should be classed with that form of syphilis
w-hich manifests itself alone by a selective toxic action on
the elements of the central nervous system. When it can
be shown that a considerable percentage of idiots afford
evidence of syphilitic infection, and since it is well known
that the virus of syphilis is capable of exercising a selective

action on the central nervous system in cases in which there
is no other evidence of the disease, it is not unreasonable
to infer a causal relation between the two conditions.

Tuberculosis in Its Relation to the Generative Func-
tions.—James T. R. Davison makes a study of the mor-
tality from tuberculosis in Buenos .A.ires which confirms
the fact that youth is not the period of predilection for

this disease. The table shows that tuberculous mortality
reaches its highest level in the case of Argentine men from
20 years upwards, especially between 30 and 60 years of
age. In the case of Argentine women the highest level of
tuberculous mortality obtains between 15 and 50 years of
age, but especially between 20 and 40 years. These epochs
of life correspond to those in which the generative func-

tions are most active in each sex. The low levels of
mortality correspond to the ages of infancy and childhood
in both sexes, and to the period after the menopause in

the female. The high level corresponds to maturity and
advanced age in the male and only to maturity in the

female ; that is to say, the high level corresponds to the

periods of greatest sexual activity in both sexes. The
generative functions require a great expenditure of nerv-

ous force, and thus tend to lower resisting power, and
Koch's bacillus is consequentiv not so well resisted.

Notes on the Treatment of Rheumatism by Bee
Stings.—F. H. Maberly relates his experience with a

number of severe cases of rheumatism which refused to

respond to any of the usual methods of treatment and in

which bee stings gave relief. In elderly people he starts

with about six stings for the first three applications and
then increases the number gradually up to a couple of

dozen. The stings should remain in for a few minutes
before removing them. He concludes from his experi-

ence that this remedy, if it does not effect a complete cure,

gives relief in almost hopeless cases.

British Medical Journal, July 23, 1910.

Tubercle Bacilli in the Feces in Tuberculosis.—R. W.
Philip and .Agnes Ellen Porter, after describing the tech-

nique which they employed in their examinations, sum-
marize their results as follows : Of 100 specimens examined

99 were from patients suffering from pulmonary tuberculo-

sis, and none had intestinal tuberculosis. The remainder
had no suspicion of tuberculosis with the exception of one

case of tuberculous peritonitis. Of these 109 persons only

34 had sputum in which the tubercle bacilli were found,

24 had sputum in which no bacilli were found, and 24

had no sputum. The feces of the 100 tuberculous cases

yielded tubercle bacilli in 79 instances. Of the nine speci-

mens from presumably normal subjects none yielded tuber-

cle bacilli. .-Ml the tuberculous patients whose expectora-

tion showed bacilli presented tubercle bacilli in the feces

also. Of 42 cases in which bacillarv examination of the

sputum was negative, 29 gave tubercle bacilli in the feces.
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Of the 24 cases without sputum 17 showed bacilli in the
feces. Thus it may be stated with absolute certainty
that the occurrence of tubercle bacilli in the feces is in-

dependent of the presence of an intestinal lesion. The
bacilli were actually absent in the case of tubercular peri-

tonitis. The remarkable frequency of their occurrence in

relation to pulmonary tuberculosis would seem to afford
an important addition to our means of diagnosis in doubt-
ful cases of that condition. Even where swallowing of
the sputum was carefully guarded against the tubercle
bacilli were constantly found in the stools. These find-

ings raise the question of the need of disinfecting stools.

Scarlatina Maligna.—.\rnoId Gregory believes that
the malignant and to.xic form of scarlet fever is rarely
met with nowadays, and that such cases are sufficiently

rare to justify their publication. He relates that a few
days after the development of a case of scarlatina in a
family of seven children a second child became very ill

with vomiting, diarrhea, and abdominal pain. A tempera-
ture of 104, rapid, weak pulse, and great delirium followed,
and the child died forty-eight hours from the time of the
onset. The day following that upon which this child had
been attacked a third child suddenly became ill with simi-

lar symptoms. Recovery seemed impossible, but he finally

improved ; rash appeared in this case four days after the
onset of the illness. A fourth child was attacked in the

same way as these two, and died at the end of thirty-eight

hours after the onset of his illness. Two other children

suffered from typical attacks of scarlatina. No eruption
anneared in the two cases that succumbed, probably be-

cause of their early death. In regard to the proportion of
cases of malignant scarlet fever to the total number of
cases statistics are of comparatively little value, for most of
the to-xic cases succumb before it is possible to make the

diagnosis. The writer considers the part that family sus-

ceptibility plays in regard to infection and refers to the fact

that susceptibility is less after puberty.

Recurrent Monstrosity.—E. Xapier Burnett reports
the case of a woman thirty-five years of age who gave birth

to a healthy male child. .\ second pregnancy ended in an
abortion at the end of the third month ; the fetus was anen-
cephalic. The third pregnancy ended in an abortion at the

end of the fifth month, this fetus being also anencephalic.

The fourth pregnancy concluded at term. Labor being de-

layed, the writer incised a presenting mass which he sup-

posed was a tumor and emptied out a large quantity of

brain tissue, which showed both cerebral and cerebellar

structure. He then reached the cranial vault and what
appeared to be a normal cranial cavity. The child was of

female sex, w ith large shoulders and short neck, eyes pro-

truding, and nose flattened. There was little liquor amnii.

The child lived about a half hour after delivery. The
cephalocele was situated in the usual position for such

tumors. Cephaloceles arc comparatively rare, Trelat Iieing

quoted as having had three cases in 12,900 labors, and in

his series of 325 specimens of antenatal deformity there

are only eight cases of cephalocele, in contrast w-ith 46 of

anencephaly. In this case there was nothing whatever that

would account for this condition.

Turpentine Enemata in the Treatment of Enteric

Fever.—W. J. J. Arnold urges the importance of early

recognition of this disease, the value of skilled nursing,

regulation of diet, and attention to oral hygiene, and recom-

mends a measure which he has employed for the_ past four

or five years which results in a distinct shortening of the

average duration of the illness and a remarkable ameliora-

tion of all symptoms. This measure consists in the ad-

ministration, by the bowel, of an enema of one ounce of

turpentine to one pint of olive oil "iven by a funnel and

tube when the case first comes under observation and

after a preliminarv dose of calomel and castor oil. On
the following dav'or the day after the quantities are re-

peated. The quantities may then be reduced to one-half

ounce of turpentine to fifteen ounces of oil adinin'Stered

on alternate days throughout the course of the disease and

continued until convalescence is fairly established. This

method enables one to treat the disease with a confidence

that other methods fail to impart.

A Fatal Case of Hemophilia.— L. A. Parry relates

the case of a boy, four years of age. who bled very freely

from a cut about one-third of an inch in length on the

front of the right side of his tongue. Stitching the edges

of the wound together did not stop the bleeding. The cut

ends of the blood-vessels were then caught with forceps,

which lessened the bleeding, but on putting in two more

stitches free oozing took place from the needle punctures

and continued uninterruptedlv until a few hours before

death, which occurred about forty-eight hours after he

had first seen the patient. Calcium chloride was given m

large doses. The child had nearly bled to death on a

previous occasion from a small cut on the finger. This

case illustrates the well-known facts that the tendency to

hemophilia usually appears early in life, the first hemor-
rhage rarely kills, and over 50 per cent, of those thus af-

fected die before the age of seven years.

Artificial Respiration in New Born Infants.—W. E.

Fothergill considers the Shultze method of artificial res-

piration both dirty and risky, and says that he has used

and taught the Buist method for many years and has

found it effective, clean, and free from risk, and it can

be continued for a long time without causing fatigue. The
child is placed face downward on the palm of the hand
with the head away from the operator. The upper and

lower parts of the body and limbs are thus dependent over

the edges of the hand. The child is then rolled over and

at the same time transferred with a slight throw to the

right hand in the dorsal position, the legs and arms being

again dependent. It is then transferred to the left hand

in the first position and the movement repeated twelve to

sixteen times a minute.

Dislocation of the Neck During Sleep.—Douglas E.

Derby writes that while in Nubia, in connection with the

Archa?ological Survey, a native boy, eight years of age, was
brought to him whose head was tilted to the right side and

rotated in the same direction. Any attempt to turn the

head was accompanied by pain; muscles on the left side

of the back of the neck were extremely tender, and there

was a definite lump slightly to the left of the middle line

which appeared to be contracted muscles. The father

said it might have come on during sleep. Three weeks

later, having read a paper on the subject in the meantime

by f'. M. Sherman, he put the boy under an anesthetic and

had him held while he pulled strongly and steadily back-

wards, keeping the head still in the twisted position, and

then rotated it into the middle line, as described in Dr.

Sherman's article. The hmip entirely disappeared, and

the head could be easily turned to the left. The patient

no longer complained of pain when the originally painful

muscles were palpated.

Berliner klinischc Wochenschrift, July 11, 1910.

Results of Serotherapy of Diphtheria in Amsterdam.—
Timmer presents a number of tables which show the mor-

tality of diphtheria before and after the serum period, with

the incidence and mortality of operative cases. The num-
ber of deaths between i8go and 1894, inclusive, was almost

exactly the same as that between 1895 and 1908, inclusive.

In other words, the number of deaths for five years (411)

before serotherapy coincided practically with that (409)

during fourteen years of serotherapy. The corresponding

percentages are 37.8 under the old and 9.7 under the new
regime. The highest annual death percentage under serum

was 12, lowest 3.5. Highest annual percentage of pre-

serum period 45, lowest 30. In the five last years of the

preserum period 55.5 per cent, of all patients came to

operation (tracheotomy and intubation) ; while in the four-

teen vears of serotherapy but 29 per cent, required surgical

intervention. The material for these statistics comes en-

tirely from two children's hospitals. It is of interest to

note that the mortality figures of the two institutions differ

somewhat in respect to operative cases, i.e. a high mor-

tality in one hospital for a given year was sometimes offset

by a low one in the other. In the Emma Children's Hos-

pital deaths in intubated (and trachentomized) cases varied

from 14 to 40 per cent., and in the Wilhelmina Gasthaus the

limits of variation were nearly the same. Further, it is

apparent that there has been little change in the death n;tes

of operative cases since the favorable influence of sero-

therapy was first exerted in 180.=;. The author is forced

to conclude that the higher mortality in one hospital for a

given year can only be explained (in conformity with hos-

pital figures in general) by the fact that certain institu-

tions are bound \o get the worst cases at certain periods.

In 1906 the total death rate of diphtheria for both institu-

tions was 10.2 : yet in this year the mortality of operated

cases in the Emma Hospital reached 40 per cent.

Lipoidemia.—.Adlcr, who has already written on this

subject, has examined the blood in various diseases as to

its lecithin and cholesterin content, and both in natural and
experimental disease. He finds a connection between lipoi-

demia and acidosis, irrespective of whether the^ latter is

diabetic or non-diabetic. From animal experiment he

generalizes as follows : In acidosis with glycosuria, the

blood is notably richer than normal in cholesterin, and
correspondingly poorer in lecithin. On the other hand, in

acidosis without glycosuria we have a lipoidemia of the

Klemperer type, i.e. both cholesterin and lecithin show in-

crease.
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Arabinosuria.—Schiiler, who has studied the nature
of pentosuria for a number of years, in the attempt to as-

sign to it some cHnical significance, has found that in cer-

tain cases of this condition the pentose has been present

chiefly as dextrorotatory arabinose, although in most cases

the pentose has not been optically active. In regard to the

significance of pentosuria, this may be purely alimentary,

but the author was never able to find arabinose in the urine

after feeding with substances containing the pentosans.

The patient with arabinosuria also had orthostatic albu-

minuria, and both disappeared at the same time. Attempts
have been made to show that pentosuria indicates an an-

omaly of metabolism. The author discredits this view.

He thinks there is enough clinical evidence to show that

it may be due to a temporary functional disorder of the

nervous system. The amounts of pentose formed are too
trifling to justify any comparison with glycosuria as a dis-

order of metabolism, although patients with pentosuria have
been found in diabetic families. There is no reason for

supposing that special significance attaches to special forms
of pentose in the urine.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift, July 5, 1910.

Studies in Chlorosis.—Morawitz finds that chlorosis
may occur with normal or approximately normal blood
count, and believes that such cases are by no means rare.

They are benefited by iron just as much as cases of

chlorosis with the blood count of anemia. We can no
longer regard anemia as essential to chlorosis. In like

manner certain symptoms of chlorosis once imputed solely

to the coincident anemia—such as dysmenorrhea and reten-

tion of water—are now shown to be due to some other
factor. The curative action of iron in chlorosis must be
contrasted with the inutility or iron in nonchlorotic
anemias. The influence of iron in chlorosis depends on
some association as yet unknown.

New Theory of Narcosis.—Biirker, under this head,
naturally covers the work of Overton and Meyer in specu-
lations on this topic. It is of interest to note in passing
that from the very first days of narcosis, the theory of
anesthesia has borne strongly upon a supposed relationship

between the fat-dissolving properties of anesthetics and the
soluble fats of the brain. Soon after the discovery of
ethernarcosis, this association was suggested by von Bibra
and Harless. respectively. This was in 1847. Twenty
years later Hermann brought up the question anew, in

asserting that narcotics, besides dissolving the red cor-
puscles of the blood, also attacked all lipoid substances,
such as protagon, lecithin, cholesterin, and fats. Nearly a

generation elapsed before this subject was agitated anew by
Mej'er and Overton, each acting independently of the
other. The joint conclusions of these authors bear chiefly

on the fact that fat solvents of any character must tend
to produce narcosis as a result of solution. Chemical
affinity is left out of question. The general principles of
the Meyer-Overton doctrine are doubtless known to all

readers. Numerous distinguished biologists and chemists
have from time to time sought to reconcile the crude solu-
tion theory with other known fact. Thus Verworn, Hoeber
and others in equal authority have made contributions of a
constructive character to the Meyer-Overton doctrine. The
present author has worked along an entirely different line.

to wit, electrolysis. Most of the anesthetics which have
been tested biologically he has also investigated from the
standpoint of electrolysis. He does not accept the physical
solution theory because he finds that chemical affinity "plays
an important role in narcosis. He generalizes to the
extent of stating that the greater the narcotic effect the
greater the consumption of oxygen. The author's new
theory of narcosis is as follows : Narcosis comes about in

the first place because of lipoid solubility, which operates
as it does on nerve-substance. But aside from this physical
propert}', there is chemical affinity at work. Tissues "natu-
rally greedy for oxygen part with the latter, thereby under-
going a sort of local asphyxiation. Hence oxidation of the
products of narcosis results, with acidulation of the
economy, to meet which ammonia is produced for neutrali-
zation. The mobilized and decomposed fats and lipoids may
appear as aceton. Narcotics are known to disturb metabol-
ism, which they could not do as mere physical solvents.
Narcosis affects metabolism as diabetes does, and hence
perhaps diabetes bear narcosis very poorly.

Radium Excretion in the Urine.—Ramsauer and Caan,
in connection with the injection of radioactive substances
into animal organisms, note that such substances are con-
stantly eliminated by the urine. That is to say, when a
deposit of radioactive substance is made in the body,
radioactive material appears indefinitely in the urinary

secretion. Both blood and urine are constantly charged
with emanations for an indefinite period. This problem
came about naturally in response to the question "What
becomes of the radioactive material so extensively used
to-day in the treatment of cancer, etc." The practical
bearing of this subject appears to lie in the original sup-
position that a radioactive substance once injected into an
organism remains therein indefinitely. The authors believe
that it escapes by the urine.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift, July 14, 1910.

Traumatic Tuberculosis.—Kappis describes a case of
severe complicated fracture of the thigh, followed by acute
infectious osteomyelitis and suppuration of the knee joint,
requiring amputation. The patient, although a seemingly
healthy young man, had a latent apex tuberculosis, which
became manifest five or six months after accident. The
autopsy showed that the slight callus formed at the site

of the fracture was imbedded in tuberculous granulation
tissue. .'Vs the possibility of bacillarv introduction from
without was very slight, it was necessary to assume that
the germs reached the blood from the latent focus when
the latter became active, and were deposited in the seat of
the injury. The acute osteomyelitis had doubtless had
much to do with depressing the vitality of the patient.

Death was due primarily to this and to the rapid inarch of
the reanimated tuberculosis in the chest, secondarily to

the shock of amputation.

Subcutaneous Lymphnodes in the Thorax in Pulmon-
ary Tuberculosis.—Von Zebrowski, from numerous
appended data, generalizes on this subject as follows: In
about 20 per cent, of cases of tuberculosis in adults the

lateral inferior thoracic lymphnodes are noticed to be
enlarged in the fourth and fifth intercostal spaces at the

median a.xillary line. This enlargement is due to the pene-
tration of bacilli from within the thorax in'o the lymph-
nodes. The latter usually correspond to the infected side

of the thorax. In a very small percentage of cases without
intrathoracic symptoms these nodes may also be involved
from miscellaneous diseases of other regionary organs,

such as the breasts. These enlarged nodes are sometimes
of dia.gnostic significance, as indicating a latent tuberculous
focus in the chest.

Diagnosis of Duodenal Ulcer.—Giinzberg. from a

comparison of clinical histories with surgical and necropsy
findings, and from the experience of other writers, con-

cludes that the testimony of the patients is fairly constant
in the case of duodenal ulcer, and in fact typical. There
is pain two or three hours after eating, removed by taking

more food. From i to 2 o'clock in the morning pains are

often felt. These pains last for days or weeks, and are

but little amenable to therapeutic efforts. This history is

clinched by the occurrernce of hemorrhages—consider-

able losses of blood, sometimes occult blood—from the

intestines. Another crucial symptom is motor disturb-

ance as revealed by the use of a test meal—as when a

von Leube meal is not disposed of in seven hours. By
skillful percussion a dilated duodenum may sometimes be

mapped out.

Granulation Tissue and the Gonococcus.—Kling-
miiller. in considering the ability of the gonococcus to

produce simple granulation tissue, naturally does not refer

to papillomatous growths or venereal warts, which are

familiar to all. He discusses primarily certain prolifera-

tions about the anus of doubtful origin, which are dis-

tinguishable alike from hemorrhoids, pointed and flat

condylomata. They are not papillomatous in structure, at

least macroscopicaily. So distinguished an observer as

Tullien describes the same perianal formations without

apparently feeling free to assign them to a definite niche.

The author, through the peculiar histological character,

with the association of gonococci, has no hesitation in re-

garding them as gonococcic granulomata.

The Vascular Pathology of Congenital Syphilis.

—

Oscar T. Schultz says that in congenital syphilis the

widespread involvement of the smallest vessels is more
characteristic than the diflfuse fibrosis. The primary vas-

cular change consists of a swelling and proliferation of

the endothelium and a slight lymphoid infiltration im-

mediately around the arterioles and capillaries. It is set

up by a transplantation of the treponeraata from the

blood stream. In the medium sized vessels there may oc-

cur in the adventitia and media an inflammatory reaction

characterized by the presence of lymphocrtes and young
connective tissue cells. In congenital syphilis the involve-

ment of arterioles and capillaries is more widespread than

in acquired lues.

—

Cleveland Medical Journal.
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A Text-Book of Nervous Diseases. By William Alden
Turner, M.D. (Edin.), Fellow of the Royal College of
Physicians of London; Physician to King's College Hos-
pital and Lecturer in Neurology ; Physician to Out-
I'atients, National Hospital for the Paralyzed and Epi-
leptic, Queen Square, London, and Thomas Grainger
Stewart, M.B. (Edin.), Member of the Royal College
of Physicians, London ; Assistant Physician to the West
London Hospital and to the National Hospital for the
Paralyzed and Epileptic, Queen Square, London. Phila-
delphia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1910.

This is essentially a te.xtbook for the student an<i general
practitioner. In it may be found especially good clinical

descriptions of most nervous disorders, briefly stated and
with particular reference to diagnosis. The arrangement
of the book and the classification of diseases are eminently
practical, and follow the well-known lines of usage at the

National Hospital for the Paralyzed and Epileptic at

Queen Square, in London. There are 188 illustrations, most
of which were made at this hospital, from which also much
of the clinical material utilized in the preparation of the

book was drawn. We regret to note the absence of a bib-

liography, scarcely any references being made even to re-

cent literature. Several disorders, usually described in works
on the nervous system, e.g. myxedema, acromegaly, exoph-
thalmic goiter, are omitted. The majority of subjects treated

seem to be brouglit well up to date. In plan, the book is

divided into nineteen parts. Part I is devoted to the anat-

omy and physiology of the motor, sensory, and cerebellar

systems. Part II, to the examination of the nervous sys,-

tem in a case of nervous disease. Part HI to the special

senses. In succeeding chapters, on the cranial nerves, dis-

eases of the brain, diseases of the spinal cord, etc., the de-

scriptions are preceded in each case by a discussion of the

anatomy and physiology appertaining to the particular sub-

ject in hand. This immediate juxtaposition, as it were, of

structure, function, and disease or disorder adds to the

practical nature of the work. While calling it a textbook,

the authors do not claim for it completeness, and it is

possible that in this respect the reader may be occasionally

disappointed in the book.

Modern Medicine. Its Theory and Practice. In original
Contributions by American and Foreign Authors. Edited
by William Osler. M.D., Regius Professor of Medicine
in Oxford University. England; formerly Professor of
Medicine in Johns Hopkins LIniversity, Baltimore; in the
Cniversity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, and in McGill
I'niversity, Montreal. Assisted by Thomas McCrea.
M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine and Clinical

Therapeutics in Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore.
Vol. VII, Diseases of the Nervous System, Mental Dis-
eases, General Index. Philadelphia and New York: Lea
& Febiger, ipio.

In this, the closing volume of Osier's system of medicine,

the high standard of the previous volumes has been well

maintained. The list of contributors comprises men who
are all well known and many of them prominent, and the

character of the articles they have prepared evidences the

interest they have taken in the work. Tht opening chapter,

by Lewellys F. Barker, is an introductory to diseases of the

nervous system, in which the general phenomena attending

nervous disorders are described and the methods of ex-

amination broadly sketched. William G. Spiller contrib-

utes a section on the diseases of the motor tracts, and
Colin K. Russel discusses the combined system diseases of

the cord, including pellagra. The following chapters on
the scleroses of the brain and the diseases of the meninges
are by Edwin Bramwell. who gives an excellent resume of

the value of lumbar puncture in the diagnosis of nervous
diseases. E. Farquhar Buzzard takes up the diffuse and
focal spinal diseases, and the important subject of the

topical diagnosis of disease of the brain has beeen allotted

to Joseph Collins, who also contributes the article on

aphasia. Henry M. Thomas is the author of an admirable

discussion of the diseases of the cerebral vessels, most of

which, of course, is devoted to apoplexy. Two chapters of

more than usual interest are those on tumors of the brain

and meninges and on hydrocephalus, both by Harvey Gush-
ing. The chapter on diseases of the peripheral nerves is

by Gordon Holmes, and is a good one, though it must be

admitted that the five lines devoted to the treatment of

shingles by this author will probably disappoint the young

practitioner who turns to this volume for help on en-

countering his first case of the disease. The article on the

cranial nerves is by E W. Taylor, and those on paralysis

agitans, chorea and allied states are by Daniel J. McCar-
thy, Acute encephalitis and brain abscess have been given

to E. E. Southard. A masterly chapter on epilepsy is con-

tributed by William P. Spratling. Bernard Sachs writes

on the important subjects of the syphilitic and parasyphi-

litic diseases of the nervous system, and also on amaurotic

family idiocy. Charles W. Burr is the author of an excel-

lent chapter on neurasthenia and the traumatic neuroses

and psychoses. Two of the most interesting and valuable

section's in the book are those on migraine, neuralgia and
occupation neuroses, and on hysteria, by Smith Ely JellifTe,

the latter being an especially noteworthy contribution to the

literature of the subject. \\ ith a work that is the product

of so many different hands it is not possible in a brief

notice to deal critically with the individual sections, and
the reviewer must confine himself to generalizations. While
it is true that some defects present themselves, such, for

example, as a deficiency in anatomical illustrations, dia-

grams of functions, etc., and the scantiness of the biblio-

graphical references furnished bv many of the writers, on

Sie whole the volume is eminently satisfactory. With the

completion of the enormous task involved in the prepara-

tion of such a series of volumes, editors, contributors, and
publishers deserve the gratitude of the profession for hav-

ing made a contribution of the greatest value to medical

literature and for having thus summed up, as it were, and
placed on record the present state of knowledge in our

profession. The work is truly worthy of its title, and no
doubt will long stand as one of the most useful and prac-

tically valuable systems of medicine.

Studies in Immunization and Their Application to the
Diagnosis and Treatment of Bacterial Infections.

By Sir A. E. Wright, M.D., F.R.S.; Director of the

Department for Therapeutic Immunization, St. Mary's

Hospital, London, W. ; late Professor of Pathology,

Army Medical School, Nctley. New York: William

Wood & Company, 1910.

.\'ow that the status of vaccine therapy as a remedial

agency of the highest value has lieen definitely established,

it has become a matter of the greatest importance that all

the data so far available—both experimental and clinical—

should be presented in concrete form, so that the practi-

tioner may properly inform himself as to the utility and
limitations of the method. It is, after all, for his benefit

that the vast amount of research has been carried on, and

he is the one who can most usefully employ any new
weapon against disease that science has forged. It is

therefore very desirable that the present volume should

find a wide circle of readers, for in it Sir .\. E. Wright
traces the development of the subject from its earliest

stages by the exceedingly instructive method of presenting

in suitable order the relevant papers published by him-

self and his pupils. This plan of presentation, in which
the reader is obliged to follow step bv step the processes

of the investigator's mind, is not only interesting, but also

distinctly useful in that each new fact ascertained im-

presses itself with the greatest precision, and every link

in the chain of reasoning becomes apparent. Part I con-

tains papers on the bactericidal elements of the blood

fluids, and these fall into three groups, dealing respec-

tively with the agglutinins, the bactericidens, and the

opsonins. In Part II the author has arranged in chrono-
logical order the papers dealing with therapeutic immuniza-
tion proper, and these he groups into three periods. In the

first the conception of vaccine therapy is developed from
laboratory experiments into a method susceptible of prac-

tical application. In the second the difticulties and com-
plicating factors that present themselves are considered

and means for their control suggested. The three papers

of the third series express the author's present views and
summarize both the theoretical considerations and the prac-

tical questions involved. Of especial interest in this con-

nection are the pages in which he considers the arguments
of those who hold that regular determinations of the

opsonic index are not necessary to success in vaccine ther-

apy, and expresses the conviction that while there are

cases with sufficiently pronounced external clinical mani-
festations to justify such a course, there are others in

which it is absolutely essential to check the results of the

treatment by systematic determinations of the index. The
book is fascinating, both in subiect matter and in style,

and familiarity with its contents is a requisite to a proper
understanding of this highly important development in

the treatment of disease. The index is worthy of especial

mention, for by means of its very ingenious and com-
plete system of subheadings it forms what is practically

a synopsis of the entire work and does much to overcome
any element of discontinuity that the mode of presentation
in separate papers entails.
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATIOX.

Seventy-eighth Annual Meeting, Held in London, July

26, 27, 28, and 29, 1910.

(Special Report for the Medicai. Record.)

General Meetings.

Tuesday, July 26.

The presidential address was delivered in St. James

Hall, Great Portland street, on the evening of July 26.

There was a large assembly brilliant with the academical

dresses of the various universities, foreign as well as Eng-

lish. On the platform members of the Council were ac-

commodated and foreign guests and oversea delegates oc-

cupied the front of the area. Punctually at 8:30 p.m.

The president, Mr. H. T. Butlin, P.R.C.S., D.C.L., LL.D.,

took the chair, all the audience standing up to greet him.

Presentation of the Presidential Badge.—Dr. Ford
Anderson then presented him on behalf of the Metropoli-

tan Counties Branch a presidential badge of gold, and

some amusement was caused as he went to place it round

the neck of the president, as the latter showed much un-

certainty as to whether he should turn his back to him

for the purpose or his face. A smaller gold replica was

then presented to him, that he might retain it as a per-

manent memento of his year of office. The president

then announced that H.M. the King-Emperor had gra-

ciously consented to become Patron of the Association.

The assembly then rose to their feet and sang "God Save
the King." The foreign guests and the delegates from
the oversea dominions were then presented to the presi-

dent. Among the former were Prof. Kocher of Bern, Dr.

Lucas Championniere of Paris and Drs. L. Duncan Bulkley

and Tait Mackenzie of the United States.

Mr. Edward Owen in a felicitious speech introduced

the Right Hon. Walter Long, M.P., who, together with

the Right Hon. the Earl of Crewe, K.G. (unavoidably ab-

sent), had been elected an honorary member of the Asso-
ciation. He dilated on the great services of the Right Hon-
orable gentleman in the prevention of disease, chiefly in

the complete eradication of hydrophobia from these isl-

ands, a result which he attributed to his intelligence, his

perseverance, in fact he might say his "doggedness."

Finally he announced that in the interests of the Right

Honorable gentleman's friends he had to inform him thai

the membership did not carry with it license to practice.

Mr. Long was heartily received when he came forwarc'

to return thanks and spoke in high praise of the way in

which his staff and the officials under him, mentioning
especially Major Tennant, had by their loyalty, energy.

and perseverance rendered possible the attainment of the

goal of his work. The Stewart prize had been awarded
to Major George Lamb, I.M.S., Director of the Pasteur
Institute of India and Senior Member of the Plague Re-
search Commission in India, in recognition not only of his

own work, but also of the entire work of the Plague Re-
search Commission and of every member thereof. The
Major was unfortunately prevented by illness from com-
ing personally to receive the award.
The President's Address.—Mr. Henry T. Butlin, the

president, then gave his address: he said that in the choice
of a subject for his |)resent address he was actuated by a

knowledge that he had been chosen for that high post on
account of his past services to the Association. In elect-

ing him to the office of president they had in effect said
to him "Thou faithful servant, enter thou upon this office.''

He, therefore, desired to tell something of what the .Asso-
ciation had accomplished for medical reform, especially
for the benefit of the foreign delegates who might be less

cognizant of it. They must not think that the annual

meeting was a time of mere feasting and junketing, on

the contrary, great, solid, and lasting work had been per-

formed at these meetings. He would take them back to

the annual meeting of 1871 at Plymouth, when Lord Lister

was in the chair. Lord Lister was then a quiet, unassum-

ing, little-known surgeon, and his address might have ap-

peared tedious from the amount of detail contained in it.

yet it was an historical address because in it Lister an-

nounced the great teachings on aseptic surgery which will

always be associated with his name and concluded with

the prophetic words "the sooner the profession come to

recognize this the better it will be for humanity." Follow-

ing this they had a remarkable meeting at Worcester when
Sir William Stokes with the impassioned eloquence of the

Irish race advocated the same principles. Then he would

remind them of the meeting of 1904 at Oxford when the

great Listerian principles were summed up in a remark

able address on surgery by a Scotchman, Sir William

Macewen.

Thus the Association had been instrumental in bring-

ing these great principles before the profession and

hastening their adoption. He would remind them again

of a remarkable address by Sir James Paget at Cambridge

in 1880 when he spoke of the consequences of injury and

disease to the structure of plants. Thus the meetings

of all their twenty-one scientific sections were calculated

to promote the progress of medical science and the benefit

of humanity at large.

He then went on to speak of all that the Association had

accomplished in the matter of medical reform, vaccination,

registration of birth and deaths, medical treatment of

paupers, suppression of quackery, and so forth. Eighty

years ago the legal qualifications required to enable a man
to practise medicine, surgery, and midwifery were very

hazy and unsatisfactory, and through the influence of the

Association a Royal Commission was appointed in 1834

to investigate. In 1842 a memorial was sent up to the

Home Secretary, Sir James Graham, urging the necessity

for a uniform minimum qualifying e.xaniination. The
memorial was rejected and though again presented in the

following year, it met with the same fate. In 1844, how-
ever, a bill for this object was brought into Parliament,

but lost. In 1854 another medical bill was brought for-

ward, but shared the fate of its predecessor. In 1856, the

year in which the old Provincial Medical and Surgical

Association adopted its present name of British Medical

Association, another bill was brought into the Houses
and supported by Lord Palmerston, but though the cause

of medical reform was steadily advancing, it was only in

1858 that the Medical Act was passed and the Generat

Medical Council was constituted. This body did not,

however, give that satisfaction to the profession whic'n

had been hoped for from it chiefly from the want of direct

representation of the medical profession thereon ; when Sir

Charles Hastings, the original promoter of the scheme,

died no other medical representative was appointed in

his place. In 1868 another attempt was made, though un-

successfully, to gain direct representation in the council.

In 1881 a royal commission was appointed, and in 1880 tne

Medical Art Amendment bill became law and it became
necessary for everyone who desired to practise as a doctor

to obtain a qualification in medicine, surgery, and mid-

wifery, and the profession obtained direct representation

in the General IMedical Council. Mr. Butlin then went on

to describe how the Association had encouraged original

research. They did this firstly in 1874 by setting aside

money for scientific grants to original investigators. One
of the first investigations was on the subject of alcohol.

In 18S4 they went a step further and established two schol-

arships for research of £150 each. This departure was
severely criticized at the time by certain members who
would have preferred to have seen their money expended
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on more directly utilitarian objects, such as the suppression

of quackery or the defence of members, but he was re-

minded of the history of Faraday, which taught us that

research, which seemed at the time to be purely scientific

and far removed from practical application, turned out to

be of the greatest practical importance to the profession

and to humanity. Then they had expended £1,500 in the

formation of committees for the investigation of chloro-

form anesthesia.

In 1883 the committee for the investigation of my.xe(lenui

was instituted and this led to the grant of £50 to Sir Victor

Horsley for his researches, which form the foundation of

our modern thyroid therapy. A grant was also made to

Surgeon Captain Bruce for the study of Malta fever,

though this grant was returned as it was not required.

They had thus been instrumental in equipping and advanc-

ing some of the most epoch making researches of the age.

Then there was the Benevolent Society which had ex-

pended £76,000 in annuities, and an equal amount in grants

to impoverished medical men and their families, and by

the expenditure of £4,500 annually were doing much to re-

lieve those who were in reduced circumstances through

unavoidable misfortunes. Finally he appealed to the

22,000 members of the Association to stand by it and by

one another and to look more and more to the British

Medical Association for the realization of the objects of

Medical Reform and .Scientific Progress.

Sir William Whitl.i then proposed :i vote of thanks,

which was seconded by the Professor of Surgery at the

Melbourne University, and carried by acclamation.

Address in Medicine.—Dr. J. Mitchell Bruce of

London delivered this address, taking as his subject, "Re-

cent Progress in Medical Science." In his opening remarks

the speaker dwelt briefly on the advances made in medicine

during the past few years, instancing, among other things,

the discovery of the spirochete of syphilis ; the role played

by the mosquito in malaria and yellow fever and by the

goat in the diffusion of Malta fever; the connection of a

trypanosome with sleeping sickness, of the Leishman-Dono-
van body with kala-azar, and of the Di/'lococciis intra-

cellularis meningitidis with cerebrospinal fever ; the exist-

ence of typhoid carriers had been fully demonstrated. In-

vestigation had been pushed forward into the relation of

human to bovine tuberculosis and stringent regulations had

been framed in respect of milk and meat as foods. The
effects of oral sepsis had been worked out. We had im-

proved methods of diagnosis in blood examination, special

interest attaching to the Widal reaction in typhoid and the

Wassermann reaction in syphilis. A read advance had been

made in the introduction of lumbar puncture in cerebro-

spinal diseases. Among the new methods of treatment

special place should be given to serum-therapy and vaccine-

therapy. Of new drugs the most important were synthetic

compounds with hypnotic and analgesic actions. In touch-

ing upon the inroads of surgery the claim was made that

medicine had g.iined as much as she had lost by them, for

while surgery had effected in treatment much that medicine

failed to do or could never attempt, she had greatly in-

creased our knowledge of diseases of the viscera, and not

only of their diseases but of their disorders, and even of

their condition and functions in health.

From this Dr. M. Bruce passed to the consideralinn of the

greatest of the changes wrought in medicine by the dis-

covery of phagocytosis, by virtue of which she steps for-

ward from the study of lesions to the investigation of

processes, of original causes, and of controlling circum-

stances. He reminded his hearers that with a few excep-

tions all the advances of the past 15 years had been in the

field of etiology, and the doctrine of causation had been

lifted to a dominant position in medicine, so much so that

a methodical investigation was now made of the bacterio-

logical relations of infective processes in the blood and

tissues in every instance of acute febrile disease. With

all that had been done in this field much still remained to

be done. The usefulness of serum-therapy and vaccine-

therapy was still far from settled. Diphtheria, typhoid

fever, the pathological effects of the Bacillus coii, and

certain skin diseases yielded to the method, and acute

pneumonia sometimes, but the medical septicemias, tetanus,

and even tuberculosis, after all the work with tuberculin,

too often did not. The speaker then discussed at some

Icngfli the influences concerned in the causation of disease,

dividing them into three heads: (1) The cause which we
called essential, the specific infection, an extrinsic influence

;

(2) the patient's resistance to the specific infection, an

intrinsic element, and (3) the incidental or concomitant

circumstances, which were of great variety both in kind

and in their manner of action, and which were peculiarly

the province of the medical practitioner, whose duty it was

to know the circumstances and life-history of his patient,

and to recognize that what we dignified with the name of

natural resistance was but the product, after all, of all the

influences that had befallen the man—racial, congenital, and

personal. Reference was then made to the almost count-

less disorders of the different systems, especially the ner-

vous system, outside of the acute infections, with which

medicine must deal, and the question was considered as to

how far it was possible to trace the common diseases to the

common influences around us : and here the practitioner

had the field in great measure to himself. He approached

each case in the spirit of a naturalist, seeking the assist-

ance of the pathologist when necessary. After citing many
instances in which the naturalist method was now em-

ployed Dr. Mitchell Bruce concluded this section with the

remark : "We are no longer satisfied with what may be

called the 'anatomical' stage of diagnosis, but must press our

inquiry deeper and do our best to discover in what the

anatomical change originated. The minds of the profes-

sion will not rest until the cause of cancer has been found."

The speaker, in his summing up, would convince his

hearers that though much had been done in the past, much

more yet remained to be accomplished, and a great part of

it was waiting to be done by the family practitioner. Con-

viction of the importance of etiology must carry with it a

sense of duty. Everything could not be left to the bacteri-

ologist. Ge'neral practice was the must fruitful and promis-

ing field for the study of the natural history of disease in

the living body.

This address was listened to by a very large and appre-

ciative audience, and at its conclusion Dr. Mitchell Bruce

received a vote of thanks from the association.

In the evening a reception was held at the Guildhall and

was attended by large numbers.

Thursday, July 28.

The Temperance Breakfast.—The day began with a

breakfast given to members of the Association by the

National Temperance League. This has now become an

annual institution and is looked forward to by advocates

of the temperance movement and by a number of sym-

pathizers with it. There is, of course, some speechifying

on the subject, and the arguments for and against the

consumption of alcohol by the healthy and its use in dis-

ease are set forth year by year at this breakfast.

Address in Surgery.—Dr. H. Gilbert Barling,

Professor of Surgery in the University of Birmingham,

delivered this address. After tendering his thanks for

the honor implied in the invitation to address the meet-

ing, Dr. Gilbert Barling announced that he had chosen

"Malignant Disease" as his subject. He said that in spite

of the new era in surgery founded on the genius of Pas-

teur and Lister, and the revelation of bacterial and allied

infections as the cause of so many diseases, which had

inspired the hope that the origin of cancer would be dis-
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covered, the secret was still hidden. At the same time

our knowledge of the processes of malignant disease, of

the struggle made by the organism against it, and of the

means by which we might relieve or cure was advancing

in a most hopeful manner. The view held but a few years

ago that cancer was a systemic disease, of which the

tumor was the local manifestation, provided a disastrous

example of the influence of bad theory on practice, as it

led in most cases to a totally inadequate removal of the

disease. We could appreciate our present advance only by

reviewing our position from the three sides—experimental,

pathological, and clinical. The speaker then divided his

subject into the three main considerations— (i) What ex-

periment has taught us as to the growth of transplanted

carcinoma and the methods by which immunity can be

conferred on inoculated animals; (2) our knowledge of

resistance to malignant disease in the human subject; (3)

the means available for its successful treatment.

Experimental investigation had taught us that carcinoma

was a parasite, the essential element the epithelium, living

its own life and using its host as a provider of nutrition

through the new stroma and its accompanying blood-

vessels. But we had learned also that, not content with

exciting a production of new stroma and blood-vessels t6

supply its needs, the epithelial cell so impressed the tissues

in which it was implanted that a stroma was produced ex-

actly similar to the stroma in the primary growth. If the

stroma of the primary tumor were highly vascular, so

that the growth was of the hemorrhagic type, this would

be exactly reproduced by successful inoculation. Experi-

ments had been devised to determine whether what seemed

to be natural resistance on the part of some mice could be

increased, the results proving that this could be done, but

only within narrow limits. We had also learned some-

thing by our study of the action of radium upon malignant

tissue. If a portion of mouse carcinoma were exposed to

the action of radium for a period insufficient to produce

any structural change, gross or microscopic, and this frag-

ment were subsequently inoculated into other mice, the

inoculation failed, no growth taking place. In mouse

carcinoma already established by inoculation, exposure to

radium caused some of the tumors to disappear, others con-

tinued to develop normally, and a few perhaps flounslied

more actively. Study of these tumors would show as the

most noticeable change an active proliferation of the con-

nective tissues and an invasion of the parenchyma of the

tumors by young fibrolasts which, as they completed their

development, contracted on, strangled, and destroyed the

epithelial cells they embraced. We had, however, no evi-

dence here of a direct specific effect on the epithelium of

the growth which was found to be still actively proliferat-

ing. Some experimental observations made by Mr. Per-

cival Mills showed similar changes induced by exposing

the liver of a healthy mouse to the action of radium. In

his consideration of human resistance to malignant dis-

ease Mr. Barling said that we had evidence, both patholog-

ical and clinical, of a real struggle which occasionally

ended in a' spontaneous cure. In its progress through the

lymphatic vessels, the latter become more and more dis-

tended until the walls ruptured ; a slight hemorrhage
might occur and some reaction of surrounding tissue. As
a result fibrous tissue was produced, contraction followed,

and the cancerous epithelium was strangled. Similar re-

^istance might be found in the blood-vessels, as was most
easily demonstrated in the lungs. Human resistance was
also shown by late recurrence in patients who had been

thought cured' by operation perhaps ten years before, sc

that it was impossible to avoid the conclusion that minute
foci might lie latent in the tissues for long periods. Spon-
taneous recovery was perhaps oftener cited than verified,

yet "rigid scrutiny would show not a few cases which ap-

peared conclusive, among them notably the classic case of

Pearce Gould, in which a woman with recurrent breast

cancer, extensive gland infection, nodules in the skin, and

growth in one femur with spontaneous fracture, who was

reduced to death's door, was found four years later to

have lost all sign of her disease, save a shortening of the

femur from the spontaneous fracture.

In his consideration of treatment Mr. Barling dismissed

treatment by serums, by drugs, and by the enzymes as

futile. The .r-rays had a real field of usefulness in reliev-

ing pain, and reducing the activity of inoperable growths.

Of radium it was necessary to speak cautiously. Often it

produced a profound impression ; malignant tumors of

great size might diminish or disappear. Unhappily their

subsequent return was too often seen, and in some cases,

instead of recession of the growth, there was a more rapid

evolution. It was to be welcomed in inoperable cases for

the lessening of pain and discharge and for the cicatrisation

of open sores. In his consideration of Coley's toxin treat-

ment Mr. Barling was not able to speak with much optim-

ism, although he said that in cases that were inoperable,

or where operation was refused, he would certainly advise

the use of the toxins, with the expectation of benefit in a

few cases. But we must still rely upon operative measures

as the great remedy for malignant disease. The one real

opportunity of cure was offered at the first operation,

which should be pressed to its fullest extent. Our great

hope for the future was in the direction of earlier recog-

nition ; in its earlier stages cancer was generally a silent

disease, and physicians owed it to the public to urge spe-

cial methods of investigation by instruments of precision,

by radiography, by exploratory incision, or even by pro-

phylactic excision. Mr. Barling concluded by expressing

his belief that all malignant growths could be cured if

they could be excised at a certain stage in their develop-

ment.

In the evening some 350 ladies dined together on the

invitation of the Ladies' Reception Committee. The Coun-

tess of Aberdeen and Mrs. Butlin received the guests.

Entertainments of various kinds and hospitality have

been the order of the day—or rather of the week. So

much so that few can be mentioned for they seem to have

quite overshadowed the serious work. On Monday the

president gave a dinner at the Hotel Cecil to 350 guests.

On Wednesday he was in turn entertained at a luncheon

by the staff and school of St. Bartholomew's Hospital,

when there was much glorification that for a second time

a Bart's man had been made president, and moreover, that

Mr. Butlin was at the same time president of the Royal

College of Surgeons. The Master and Warden of the

.\pothecaries gave a dinner in the evening, when, too, the

Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress and Corporation gave

a conversazione in the Guildhall to about 1,500 guests,

to whom the band of the Royal Artillery and that of

the Coldstream Guards contributed the music for dancing

which took place in the library.

To-day, Friday, some sections continue, but entertain-

ments prevail, and to-morrow will be given up to excur-

sions for the benefit of those who remain in town.

Section of Medicine.

Wednesday. July 27

—

First Day.

Pathogenesis, Prophylaxis, and Treatment of Acidosis.

—Professor D. L. Edsall (Philadelphia) opened this dis-

cussion. It was known from experiment on animals that

acid intoxication could occur and that the organism fought

it by using ammonia in chief. In diabetes in human beings it

was known that oxybutyric acid was the chief toxic element

which was fought by ammonia and other bases. Diacetic

acid and acetone were of little importance as toxic factors.

Acid intoxication might not be the whole cause of the

severe symptoms of diabetes, the kidneys were apt to be
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damaged, giving an uremic factor and the acid itself

gave rise to disorders of metabolism carried on in other

organs. While there was an important distinction lietween

acidosis and acid intoxication, there was from the clinical

as well as from the pathological standpoint another

equally important distinction between the forms of acid-

osis, sometimes severe and sometimes mild, that were due

to lack of carbohydrates or inability to utilize them, as in

diabetes, and those forms which were incidental to severe

disease which was most commonly situated in the liver.

Even in the latter forms, however, diet at times played an

important part in treatment as to alkalies, probably less

through checking the direct effects of acidosis than through

controlling secondary effects, perhaps an autolysis. While

therefore it was not certain that acid intoxication was

the prime cause of the violent toxic symptoms in diabetes

—and some evidence points to the contrary—it was highly

probable that it was the main cause, as well as in the

occasional cases of coma of the same type in nondiabetic

persons. Starvation, post-anesthetic intoxication, acute

yellow atrophy of the liver, vomiting of pregnancy, cycli-

cal vomiting, eclampsia, and other conditions had probably

a similar causation. It had been shown for example that

anesthetics flooded the organism with fat. Changes in the

liver were clearly demonstrable. Even a small quantity

of acidosis might produce profound changes in the liver.

The manner in which the acids produced their effect was

probably a direct effect on the nervous system. The ef-

fect of the acidosis might be much of the same nature

as the effect of a narcotic on the system possibly directed,

especially to the lipoids of the nervous system, although

part of the toxic effect was probably on the circulation.

The relation of the loss of inorganic salts to the produc

tion of symptoms, and the possible relation of the same

salts to the production of acidosis, needed further study.

It was not improbable that these salts had some relation

to the symptoms in the earlier course of diabetes before

severe toxic symptoms came on, especially to the common
muscular fatigue. Interdependence of carbohydrate meta-

bolism and fat metabolism was alluded to, also to the

equilibrium in the body of oxybutj-ric acid, diacetic acid

and acetone. Alcohol had a marked influence in control-

ling acidosis and should be administered in generous quan-

tities : glycerine aldehyde was another substance with a

controlling effect, and it had not a toxic influence. The

more a patient had the power of protecting hitnself in re-

gard to carbohydrate the greater power he had against acid

intoxication.

Dr. E. I. Spriggs thought the distinction that had been

made between the different forms of acidosis was a super-

ficial one, as also was that between cases in which there

was obvious degeneration of the liver and in tho.se in

which there was not. It was doubtful if the acidosis itself

had a direct effect on the autolysis of the liver— it was prob-

ably due to a separate poison. In diabetes it had been proved

that the condition was one of acid poisoning and that

the coma was mainly, if not entirely, due to it. Refer-

ence was made to the observations of Dr. Penibrey, Dr.

Beddard, and himself on cases of diabetes. Acidosis

might be produced by excess of carbohydrate or by starva-

tion or a too rapid diminution of carbohydrate. Slight

evidence of acidosis appeared in a few days after a dia-

betic diet was commenced which might develop into coma.

To prevent acidosis the patient should have precisely the

amount of carbohydrate that he could assimilate. A
slight increase in carbohydrate in the diet might be fol

lowed by a fall in the oxybutyric acid. The other chief

treatment was by sodium bicarbonate, which was only

palliative.

Dr. Lancdon Brown said that starvation was the chief

cause of acidosis, particularly to the deprivation of car-

bohydrates. But acidosis might be due to oxygen starva-

tion as in mountain sickness and in bronchopneumonia.

It was not that oxybutyric acid was toxic so much as that

they were evidence of severe destruction of the tissues.

The alkalinity bf the blood was not always diminished. In

prophylaxis it might be found that the intolerance for cer-

tain carbohydrates was less than for other forms, e. g.

cevulose might be well assimilated. Potassium citrate was

a very valuable adjunct to the treatment by sodium bicar-

bonate. It was important that the tissues should not be

flooded with sodium bicarbonate. The relative proportion

of the salts that seemed necessary to maintain was in the

ratio of I drachm of sodium bicarbonate, half a drach,Ti

of potassium citrate, and 3 grains each of carbonates of

magnesia and lime.

Dr. A. P. Beddard also believed that acidosis was always

due to carbohydrate starvation and that diabetes was the

only condition in which acidosis was dangerous to life.

In regard to the effect of exercise it was possible to give

a diabetic too much exercise, but it was also possible to

give him too little. Alkalies in diabetes might be used in

diagnosis and treatment. It should be made out what

dose of alkali was necessary to make the urine alkaline,

the amount varying in different cases.

Dr. Leonard Guthrie referred to the question of post-

anesthetic intoxication. It was not a question of over-

dosage or overconcentration, or idiosyncrasy. Starvation

in this relation had, perhaps, been made too much of. He
thought that all children the subject of cyclical vomiting

were potential victims of postanesthetic intoxication.

Dr. M. S. Pembrey said that the acidosis was really a

question of physiology in which the law of excitation came

much into play. Sudden changes were more serious in

their effect than gradual ones manifested in the effect of

exercise or anesthetics on metabolism.

Dr. J. H. RvFifEL alluded to the effect of severe exercise

in producing acidosis and suggested that in this case the

acid producing the acidosis was lactic acid.

Dr. Edsall, in reply, said the lack of success of the

administration of alkali in many cases of acidosis was an

argument used with force by those who held that the acid

factor was not the only one in the intoxication known as

acidosis.

Dr. Leonard Hill gave a demonstration on improved

methods of giving oxygen with an account of the influence

of air in treatment, arguing for the mere movement of

the air in ventilation as distinguished from its change.

Section of Gynecology and Obstetrics.

Wednesday, July 27

—

First Day.

The president, Mrs. Mary A. D. Scharlieb, M.D., in her

introductory remarks, welcomed the foreign visitors to tfie

Section, Professors Gottschalk (Berlin), Doederlein

(Munich), Nagel (Berlin).

Dysmenorrhea, Its Causes and Treatment.—Dr. G. E.

Herman of London opened a discussion on this subject.

He said that the first question to be answered was what

was dysmenorrhea? Some said any pain or discomfort

at the menstrual period, but this would involve a discus-

sion of the whole field of diseases of women. His defi-

nition would be that the disease was one "sui generis"

and that it was characterized by the occurrence of painful

spasms of the uterine, the disease was frequently asso-

ciated with deficient se.xual feeling and sterility. It could

be cured by dilatation of the cervix; he had come to the

conclusion that about one-half of women menstruated with-

out any pain or discomfort, and that about i in 8 were

forced to lie up at the period. The pain was not relieved

by lying down and did not last more than 24 hours, the

patient often vomited and sometimes felt faint. The ex-

treme severity of the pain was characteristic. Dr. Mackin-
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tosh, in 1836, treated cases by dilatation of the cervix and

had a large percentage of cures, but in those days before

anesthetics and antiseptics, only the most severe cases

would be submitted to this treatment. In his opinion the

condition called obstructive dysmenorrhea did not exist,

in complete obstruction leading to cryptomenorrhea there

was little pain. In his opinion also the condition called

membranoal dysmenorrhea did not exist, as robust women

passed membrane without pain, and when there was pam

with membrane it was due to weakness of the nervous

system; when the latter condition was relieved the pain

disappeared, although the passage of membrane might

still continue. The size of the canal of the cervix had no

bearing on dysmenorrhea. He would not include inflam-

matory dysmenorrhea in this discussion. The spasms of

uterine colic were due to the absence of active dilatation

of the cervix associated with uterine contractions. Xoth-

ing was known about the causes of dysmenorrhea, and it

was impossible from a physical examination to predict

the cases in which it would occur. Two-thirds of the

cases began at puberty and one-third later, it very rarely

began after 25. It occurred chiefly in women with highly

developed nervous systems and showed no tendency to

spontaneous cure; the only natural cure was pregnancy

and this was usually efTectual.

Discussing the treatment, the speakers said every patient

could be cured by removing the ovaries and so arresting

menstruation, but in many cases the cure would be worse

than the disease. The pain could always be abolished by

injecting morphia, but this was a dangerous proceeding.

Coal tar analgesics were valuable and in his opinion were

not productive of harm, in some cases they failed to re-

lieve. Good food, rest, and sound sleep were all im-

portant. He had found most benefit from Guiacum resin

given in lO-grain doses in cachet three times a day, be-

ginning one week before the period; if this produced diar-

rhea he added i grain of pulvis ipecac co. (Dover's pow-

der). The most effectual cure was dilatation of the cervix

by mental bougies ; he dilated up to No. 12, English catheter

size, and preferred this scale to the millimenter graduation

of Hegar's bougies. With regard to tents they sometimes

remained constricted at the internal os and expanded above

and below, and much difficulty might be experienced in

their removal; if they were used he preferred two small

ones to one large one. With regard to removal of the

ovaries, if the patient had reached the age of 35 he thought

science entitled to ask that this should be done, and, even

at an earlier age, if a young woman was prevented from

earning her living by the disease, he thought removal was

quite justifiable.

Professor Gottschalk of Beilin said that narrowing of

internal os and antiflexion might both be a cause ; he treat-

ed cases by introducing laminaria tents, increasing in size

on three successive days, and then packing with iodoform

gauze for forty-eight hours. He spoke of mittelschmertz

Cmiddle pain) and said that it was caused by intermediate

ovulation in severe cases, and by premenstrual engorge-

ment of the graafian follicle in the slighter ones, and he

treated it by scarification of the portio vaginalis.

Professor M.\gel of Berlin believed in membranous

dysmenorrhea and in one case had removed the uterus for

this condition after the remedies failed. He spoke of dys-

menorrhea due to nasal conditions and he had seen some

cases relieved by treatment applied to the nose.

Dr. Curtis Webb of London had seen great benefit from

guiacum, also from abdominal compresses saturated in hot

alcohol, as recommended by some French physicians. He
found that the painful spasm could be relieved by static

electricity and he had used an American static machine,

passing one electrode into the rectum; he combined this

with abdomen's dorsal application of the constant current

of a strength of 60 milliamperes, or used the latter alone in

single women. In the case of married women he used

zinc-mercury ionization.

Dr. R. J. Johnstone of Belfast said that he would add

to the definition Dr. Herman had given that the disease

had no clear anatomical basis, and he compared the condi-

tion to the painful spasms met with in cases of anal fissure

He believed that there must be some tearing of the fibres

of the constricting muscle at the internal os if good was

to be done, and, in some cases where dilatation had failed,

he had seen good results from incision (Dudley's opera-

tion). In dysmenorrhea coming on some years after pub-

erty he always found erosion present and treated these

cases by excision of the erosion.

Dr. Inglis Parson of London divided cases into occa-

sional and persistent; the former might be due to neuralgia,

gout, or anoemia, the latter were always due to acute

flexion ; after dilatation he always left in a glass intra-

uterine stem for 14 days keeping patient in bed during

this time.

Dr. Edge of Birmingham thought that many cases were

due to girls being insufficiently fed between the ages of

9 and 17.

Dr. Blair Bell of Liverpool thought that atrophy of

the uterine muscle and diseased endometerium lead to

the formation of clots in the uterus and that these clots

might cause an obstructive dysmenorrhea; he thought re-

moval of the ovaries absolutely unjustifiable.

Dr. MuRDOCK Cameron of Glasgow thought anteflexion

a common cause and treated cases with silver intrauterine

stem pessaries.

Dr. Frances Ivens of Liverpool thought that many

cases were much relieved by purgation ; he believed ante-

flexion was a cause.

The Preside.nt thought some cases were due to obstruc-

tion of the cervical canal by pieces of membrane ; he found

good results from administering valeiranate of zinc and

belladonna continuously for three or four months ; he could

not countenance removing healthy ovaries ; he would prefer

to remove uterus, leaving ovaries, if radical treatment was

necessary.

Dr. Herman, in reply, said he would like to know what

happened to the ovaries after removal of the uterus; he

was under the impression that they would atrophy. Ante-

flexion was the natural position of the uterus and could

not be a cause of dysmenorrhea. Grave dangers of septic

infection were increased by using stem pessaries and there

had been many fatal cases.

Bacteriology of the Genital Canal and the Prevention

of Puerperal Fevers.—Professor Doederlein of Munich
read this paper. He first discussed the question of pre-

liminary disinfection of the genital canal in labor and

said that he had made careful experiments in his wards

at the same time ; one part of the patients having the

vagina washed and swabbed out with perthloride of mer-

cury i-iooo, and in the others nothing of the kind was

done, the genital canal not being touched; in all other re-

spects the patients were treated exactly alike; in the first

class the morbidity was 12 per cent., in the second 8 per

cent., and he had come to the conclusion that preliminary

disinfection of the vagina was contraindicated. He dis-

cussed the question of abdominal palpation, and while

strongly advising its use he did not go so far as to prohibit

internal examinations ; as it had been proved that it was

impossible to remove all microbes from the hands he ad-

vised rubber gloves for all internal examinations.

Dr. Ballantyne of Edinburgh drew attention to the

difficulty of carrying out strict aseptic precautions in emer-

gencies, such as severe postpartum hemorrhage, but urged

that as much should be done as possible in this direction.

Dr. Herma.v thought gloves unnecessary, and apt to

beget inattention to other means of disinfection ; their

cost was prohibitory for midwives.
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Dr. I'lRSLow cpf Birmingham used gloves for operative

midwifery, but thought that it was difficult to separate an

adherent placenta when wearing gloves.

Dr. MuNRO Kerr of Glasgow strongly advised gloves in

all cases.

Dr. KiKKBY Gomes of the Straits Settlements used gloves

regularly in all obstetric work.

Dr. Blair Bell of Liverpool used sterilized cotton gloves

for separating placenta and washable gloves for ordinary

outdoor wear.

Dr. Edge of Birmingham drew attention to danger of

introducing germs if the vulva was not carefully disin-

fected bfeore giving an intrauterine douche, when re-

quired in the puerperium.

Dr. Hastings Tweedy of the Rotunda Hospital, Dublin,

filled the gloves with methylated spirit before putting

them on and had tested the inner surface at the end of a

two hours' operation and found it sterile ; he agreed as to

the difficulty of removing an adherent placenta when wear-

ing rubber gloves.

Dr. Thomas Wilson of Birmingham strongly believed

in gloves, but thought that they might be a passing phase

and that some better method might take their place.

The President used glycerin instead of spirit to facili-

tate the putting on of gloves; in many cases of septic

uterus he preferred the introduction of a glycerin pessary

to washing out.

Air Embolism Due to Labor.—Dr. John Campbell of

Belfast read a paper on this subject. He said that it was

more common than was generally supposed. The symp-

toms in severe cases were like those of pulmonary em-

bolism from clot, but in mild cases there were recurrent

attacks of dyspnea. These attacks were due to contrac-

tions of the uterus forcing air into the blood stream.

The cause of the entry of air into the uterus was delivery

under anesthesia in the left lateral semi-prone position.

In this position the expulsion of the child was followed

by an inrush of air, but embolism was not produced until

the placenta was detached. When this had happened the

placenta might remain in the cervix, plugging it like a cork,

and each contraction of the uterus would drive air into

the sinuses. The prophylactic treatment was to complete

delivery and carry out all obstetric operations witli tlie

patient in the dorsal position. When embolism had taken

place the placenta should be immediately removed by hand

and an intrauterine douche of saline solution given. In

addition saline subcutaneous infusion, oxygen inhalations,

and digitalis should be given. The patient should remain

in bed five or six weeks.

Additional Cases of Rupture of the Uterus.—Dr.

MiNRO Kerr of Glasgow read a paper witli this title,

.^s a result of his further experience he recommended
that the cases should be treated by panhysterectomy fol-

lowed by drainage of the lacerated broad ligament into

the vagina, using a large rubber tube and gauge.

The Puncture of the Stroma in the Uterine Mucous
Membrane and Its Bearing on the Menstrual Changes.

—

Dr. James Young of Edinburgh read this paper. He said

that there were three theories of menstrual loss: (l)

Transfusion from the blood vessels as a result of in-

creased pressure in their interior, (2) Osmosis, (3) secre-

tory activity of the epithelium, and he favored No. 2.

Section on Surgery.

IVedticsday, July 27

—

First Day.

Sir Victor Horslev, President.

Operative Treatment of Simple Fractures.—Mr.

Arruthnot Lane said the subject under consideration

was a very simple one. We had to determine whether the

unoperative treatment of fractures was satisfactory in

securing a useful limb or whether it was necessary to ob-

tain acurrate apposition of the fragments by operative

measures. Personally he was convinced that in the very

large majority of cases of simple fracture of the long

bones perfect result could be obtained by operative treat-

ment alone. As regards the necessity of obtaining perfect

apposition of fragmnts he was entirely in agreement and

he could not urge the truth of this teaching too strongly.

But as to the possibility of effecting such accurate apposi-

tion by the methods usually employed there was now no

doubt whatever that the principle was not and never had

been carried out in practice. In fractures of the shafts

of the long bones where there existed any considerable

displacement of the fragments, it was almost always im-

possible to restore the broken bone or bones to their

original form by manipulation. If any one would still

wish us to believe that he was able to obtain accurate

apposition by such means let him produce .r-ray photo-

graphs of his cases. That the inability to obtain accurate

apposition of fragments was now fairly generally recog-

nized was shown by the fact that the opponents of the

operative treatment of fractures had changed their ground.

They now asserted that the functional result did not de-

pend on the perfection of the restoration of the form of

the skeleton, but upon causes which they did not clearly

define. These surgeons seemed to have a very vague idea

of the mechanics of the skeleton. They experienced a

great difficulty in arriving at a correct conclusion as to

the amount of benefit their own patients derived from the

treatment they themselves have employed. The speaker

repeated a statement contained in a paper read before the

Clinical Society in 1894 in which he urged on the profes-

sion the folly of continuing the old methods of treatment

and the necessity of having recourse to operative pro-

cedures, namely, "That the treatment of fractures, as it

exists, is a disgrace to surgical practice, because those who
have sustained fractures, especially of the leg, only too

often experience enormous physical disability. When de-

pendent on labor for their income, they frequently suffer

great finanial depreciation in their wage-earing capacity.

In not a small proportion the depreciation in certain occu-

pations amounts to 100 per cent." .-Ml his subsequent ex-

perience of fractures, treated by means other than opera-

tive, had fully borne out the accuracy of the conclusions

he arrived at many years ago.

The advent of .r-rays compelled surgeons to be more
careful of their statements as to the necessity of effecting

accurate apposition of fragments, and the temptation to

cast discredit on the interpretation of .r-rays became too

great to be resisted by the surgeon. If these surgeons

could have shown that the nature and amount of displace-

ment of fragments were exaggerated by .v-rays then the

surgeons would have believed that they had succeeded
in propping up a creed which was rapidly slipping away.
Now as far as .v-rays were concerned when taken by
competent operators on up-to-date apparatus the results

were in the speaker's experience perfectly intelligible and
gave a thoroughly reliable indication of the displacement
of the fragments. Far from exaggerating the difficulties

of displacement they often underestimated them very
greatly, since they did not afford any evidence of the soft

parts which intervened between fragments and opposed
their replacement. Mr. Lane would, therefore, assume
that the a--ray photographs taken in planes crossing each
other at right angles by an efficient .r-ray expert with an
up-to-date apparatus afforded sufficiently accurate evidence
of the displacement for the purposes of the surgeon, and
also that the same amount of information could not be
obtained by any manipulation of the surgeon, however ex-
perienced and skillful.

The advantages gained by operative interference were
that the broken bone was restored to its original form .ijkI
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was capable of performing its normal functions. There

was no doubt whatever that if the operation could be

performed easily and safely by an average surgeon the

operative treatment of fractures would have become popu-

lar long ago. The difficulties that teset the operative

treatment of fractures were that to insure success an

asepsis which was much more perfect than sufficed for

other operations was requisite when a foreign body was

left in a wound, as it was in the operative treatment of

fractures, and the degree of asepsis requisite varied di-

rectly with the bulk of the foreign body. Also it was not

possible to insure this degree of asepsis and to perform

the large majority of these operations with the appliances

in ordinary use and instruments specially adapted for the

purpose must be employed. Otherwise we would not

hear so much about plates and screws coming out of

wounds, of the development of rarefying osteitis about

screws, etc. If infection of the wound took place the re-

sult might be disastrous to the patient. Many of the

operations were difficult to perform, especially when there

were much conmiinution of bone and swelling of the sur-

rounding soft parts, and, unless very great care was

taken, a failure to secure perfect asepsis might arise dur-

ing the course of a prolonged and complicated procedure.

Until this was generally recognized by surgeons much
harm would result from the general use of the operative-

treatment of fractures, but with an improved technique

and an increasing familiarity with the operative procedure

the danger of asepsis would cease to exist.

As to the best method of retaining tlie fragments of

broken bones immovably in position the buried steel plate

is in Mr. Lane's opinion the most effective and simple of

application. A plate was readily secured to the fragmentN

by screws, which in the adult engaged the proximal com-

pact tissue alone. These were threaded along their entire

length. If properly introduced they produced no irrita-

tion in an aseptic wound. The skin of the patient should

be carefully excluded from wound area by means of ster-

ile cloths fixed to the margin of the incision. The in-

cision should be of ample length so as to avoid damage to

important structures and to minimize any risk of infection.

The instruments used for bringing the fragments into

position for the introduction of the plates and screws for

controlling hemmorrhage, etc., should be very long and

powerful. No ligatures were required and no portion of

the instrument, sponges, etc., which had touched even the

gloved hand should come into contact with the wound. An
epiphysis which was separated rarely required to be re-

tained in position by a plate or screws, but should it be

necessary to employ such means the plate should be re-

moved as soon as union had taken place to avoid any in-

terference with the growth of bone at the epiphyseal Une.

In fractures of the ends of long bones it was also rarely

requisite to retain the fragments by means of a plate, once

accurate apposition had been effected, provided the joint

were fixed in a suitable positiem. One must always re-

member that whatever means were used it was absolutely

requisite to immobilize the fragments, and to adapt the

plates accurately. There were of course limits to this op-

eration, especially in cases where the bones were so soft

that the screws could not hold; but in regard to this the

speaker was convinced that alcohol had a worse influence

on bones than on any other tissue of the body. Finally

Mr. Lane emphatically asserted that it was often impossible

to replace fragments satisfactorily by manipulation, and
any compromise was unjustifiable.

Dr. Lucas-Championniere of Paris admitted that Mr.
Lane had given a good demonstration of the possibilities

of operative treatment in cases of simple fracture. Possibly

others could not have given such good results. For him-
self, he was satisfied with other methods of treatment in

most cases. Perhaps in very bad cases of fractures of the

lower part of the leg Mr. Lane's method would be espe-

cially useful. Accurate position of the bones was not the

only consideration, and he had seen many cases of good
results so far as usefulness of the limb, with bad apposi-

tion of the fragments. With his own methods he usually

obtained good results after 14 days' massage. In two cases

in which he had sutured the olecranon, the result was bad
from immobilisation. In conclusion, he was satisfied with

a simple operation, and he thought the major operation

should only be undertaken by an expert who would not

kill his patient. You had no right to kill a patient with a

simple fracture, although Mr. Lane might expect some of

his patients to die. They were so nearly dead to begin

with.

Mr. Gilbert Barling of Birmingham said it was difficult

to reconcile the two views on this subject. He suggested

that possibly the time had now arrived for the British

Medical Association to appoint a committee to determine

the truth of this matter. Or, were we to go into two
camps? The profession wanted some guidance. There was
some excuse for conservatism, for, as the last speaker had

said, a living dog was better than a dead lion. Operative

measures unquestionably implied danger to life in some
cases, and suppuration with necrosis and delayed recovery

in others. Much depended on the technique. He had seen

Mr. Lane operate, and he knew tliat his technique was
perfect. For his own part, as methods of surgical asepsis

improved, he felt able to undertake operative cases which
ten years ago he would have hesitated to touch. He would
plead for a careful selection of cases, and also for a care-

ful selection of operator. In the light of radiography many
of the conclusions we arrived at without its aid were now
proved to be inaccurate—especially in the case of fractures

involving joints. And with the more frequent check to our

diagnosis, we should probably be called upon to operate

more frequently. It must not be forgotten that jr-rays

were not infallible, and we should often have to decide

whether to be guided by .r-rays, or by the question: "Is

the patient likely to get a useful limb?" In all those cases

in which we had to depart from our conservative methods,

particularly in the case of oblique fractures and those of

tlie olecranon, the method devised by Mr. Lane was un-

questionably the best.

Mr. Deansley of Wolverhampton said that he had some
correspondence with Mr. Lane on this subject 10 years ago,

and although at that time lie did not see eye to eye with

him, he had now quite changed his own views. He still

lield, however, that in certain fractures perfect restoration

of function may be obtained, even although the fragments

are not in good position. It was not fair to compare the

results obtained by Mr. Lane with those which house

surgeons and comparatively inexperienced practitioners ob-

tained from older methods. He thought that a skilled

surgeon might often obtain good results by conservative

methods, but even then, he believed that many cases might

be operated on with advantage. We ought not to lay down
any law, but the decision in each case should rest with the

individual surgeon. And a man should not operate unless

he felt certain of being able to exclude sepsis, and was
willing to take the great responsibility which operation

involved.

Professor Ch. Willems of Belgium thought we should

be better employed in making ourselves perfect in the many
bloodless methods of treating fractures, rather than in

devising variety in open methods. He considered opera-

tions were justifiable only in rare cases. In those cases

which were irreducible owing to the interposition of soft

parts between the fragments, he made an incision for the

purpose of reduction, but condemned any attempt at opera-

tive fixation. He preferred to fix the parts by plaster

bandages applied above and below the wound. He did not

maintain that his method gave such absolute accuracy of
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opposition, but it ensured an excellent functional result.

He considered his method more simple and less dangerous.

Air. Walter Spencer of London was opposed to Mr.

Lane's method in Pott's fracture and in fractures of the

shafts of the femur. In the cases of Pott's fracture shown
by Mr. Lane, the foot was still extended. He did not con-

sider mechanical fixation was necessary, even in com-
pound fractures of the leg.

Mr. Whiteluck of Oxford considered the technique was
difficult. He did not agree that you never get rarefying

osteitis. In many cases the screws come loose, and may
require removal. Even Mr. Lane admitted that he removed

his early when near a joint—which was a concession. He
(Mr. W'hitelock) frequently used some absorbent suture,

especially for the patella and near an epiphysis. If wire

was used, a good result may apparently be obtained, and

then in 6 or 12 months the patent may return with the wire

loose. The justification for operation was not to get per-

fect alignment, but to remove any intervening soft tissue.

If these arc removed, good results may be obtained, even

without suturing.

Mr. Pateeson of London thought the trend of the dis-

cussion must be satisfactory to Mr. Lane. In former days

he had been the subject of a good deal of hostile criticism,

but we all ought to recognize the brilliant pioneer work
he had done in the operative treatment of fractures. Hith-

erto too much attention had been paid to immediate re-

sults, and too little to remote ones. In addition to a good

functional result, it was now-a-days necessary to get a

good anatomical result as well to satisfy the law courts.

The ordinary methods of treatment are not satisfactory,

and the risk of operation is nil if properly performed in

the way done by Mr. Lane.

Mr. Morton and Mr. Shenton gave some illustrations of

skiagrams descriptive of cases of fracture treated by the

two methods.

Mr. Hey Groves was surprised Mr. Lane had not shown

any plates of fractures of the lower jaw, as he considered

such cases very suitable for treatment by Mr. Lane's

method. He considered that many cases of fractures of

long bones might be treated more easily by inserting bone

pegs into the medullary cavity of each fragment. He also

advocated direct transfixion of bones as a means of using

forced extension.

Mr. FuLLERTON thought many surgeons did not take

sufficient interest in cases of fracture. He was not satisfied

with the older methods, especially as used in many cases,

and in the worst cases the only method was to mechanic-

ally fix as advised by Mr. Lane. Unfortunately, other

operators do not share the same immunity from disaster.

Mr. Heygate Vernon contended that operative measures

were imperative in all cases in which the displacement

could not be reduced by manipulation.

Mr. HuGGiNS said there was no record of any trouble

with the plates or screws in any of the cases treated by

operation at the East Ormond St. Children's Hospital.

Mr. Lane in reply said that hitherto whenever he had

spoken on this subject, he had met with no support. To-

day, all his opponents had vanished and he met with prac-

tically unanimous support.

{To be continued.)

Pathological Society of Philadelphia.

.^t a stated meeting, held May 26, Dr. B. S. Veeder ex-

hibited a specimen of "Duodenal Ulcer in an Infant Six

Months Old." The child had presented signs of gastro-

intestinal disorder, with malnutrition and blood in the

stools. The condition is considered by some observers a

relatively common one and operation has been successfully

performed. Dr. Nate Ginsburg presented "A Left Kid-

ney with Two Ureters." Each ureter arose from a sep-

arate pelvis of the kidney, while they entered the bladder

by a common orifice. Dr. Ginsburg exhibited also "A Cal-

culous Cast of the Renal Pelvis and Calyces." The kid-

ney was cystic and the calculus entirely filled the pelvis

and calyces. In addition the gall-bladder contained a cal-

culus. Both specimens came from the dissecting room.

Dr. B. A. Thomas exhibited a specimen of "Acute Sup-

purative Hematogenous Nephritis Caused by the Bacillus

of Friedlander." Although a considerable portion of the

kidney appeared to be diseased, urine stained with indigo-

carmine was seen on cystoscopic examination to enter the

bladder through both ureters after a short interval. The
affection is often due to the Bacillus colt communis. Dr.

Thomas exhibited also a specimen of "Acute Hemorrhagic

Xephritis," the kidney being removed on account of re-

peated unilateral renal hematuria, and exhibiting well-

marked histological changes. He exhibited also a kidney

from a case of "Essential Nematuria." The organ was re-

moved for the control of hemorrhage, but histological ex-

amination failed to disclose alterations in the texture of

the kidney sufficient to explain the condition. The patient

had had an attack of scarlet fever in early life. Dr. C. M.

Montgomery presented a communication entitled "The Re-

lation of Intestinal Absorption to Pulmonary Anthracosis,"

reciting the results of experimental observations under-

taken for the purpose of determining whether insoluble

materials introduced into tlie digestive tract found their

way to the lungs and the bronchial glands or not. For

this purpose an insoluble form of Prussian blue was em-

ployed, and after being mixed with batter and baked, it

was introduced, in the form of cakes, or it was ingested in

a dry state. Under the former conditions the powder

found its way into the wall of the bowel and into the mes-

enteric lymphatic glands, but never to the lungs and the

bronchial glands, while under the latter condition the lungs

and the bronchial glands were affected. In' other words
when the possibility of inhalation was excluded lungs and

bronchial glands escaped. Dr. H. T. KL^rsner presented

a communication entitled "Primary Carcinoma of the

Liver," in which he detailed the results of a clinical and

anatomical study of nine cases, five of which belonged to

the class of adenocarcinoma and four to that of solid

carcinoma. The former apparently originated from the

biliarj" apparatus, the latter from the parenchyma of the

liver. In all of the cases there was some degree of cirrho-

sis. Pain was a relatively uncommon clinical phenomenon.

Drs. A. J. Smith and F. D. Weidman presented a com-
munication entitled "An Amebiform Parasitic Infection

Found in a Stillborn Child." Delivery was somewhat be-

lated and the fetus had been dead but a short time. On
examination of the body of the fetus amebiform bodies

were found in liver, kidneys, and lungs. No source of in-

fection could be determined.

Should the Cesarean Section Be Performed for
Hemorrhage Due to Vicious Insertion of the Placenta?
—J. ;\Iouchotte gives the result of a study of 183 cases
of placenta previa treated by the method of Pinard at

the Baudelocqie Hospital. This method is absolute in-

action as long as there is no rise of the pulse beyond
100; when this rise occurs rupture of the membranes and
the introduction of a Champetier de Rives balloon to
act as dilator and tampon at the same time. Out of
these 183 cases all but four survived, and loi infants
left the hospital alive. Of the 83 children which died,
many were either not viable, or were so reduced by the
loss of blood of the mother that when they came to the
clinic, it was not possible to save their lives. Hence,
none of them were worth doing a cessrean section with
a view of preserving a living child. Of the mothers who
died, one was infected before entry; another died of
infection from handling in introducing three different bal-
loons because of bursting of the rubber ; another was ex-
sanguinated when she reached the hospital ; the fourth died
of delay in introducing the balloons. Of the children who
might have lived, twelve in number, only five were well
developed when the mothers entered the hospital.

—

Annates
de Gynecologic et d'Obstetriques.
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STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

University of the State of New Yokk.

May, 1910.

(Anszver ten questions only.)

1. What structures pass through the foramen magnum
of the occipital bone?

2. Describe the patella.

3. Distinguish synarthrosis and diarthrosis. Illustrate

each.

4. Give the origin, insertion, action, and nerve supply of

one of the following muscles : Deltoideus, psoas major
(psoas magnus), sternocleidomastoideus.

5. Mention the openings and the valves of the left ven-

tricle of the heart.

6. Give the origin, course, and distribution of the arteria

pulmonalis.

7. Describe the ven^ intercostales.

8. Locate and describe the lymph nodes of the head.

9. Give the origin, course, and distribution of the nervus
ischiadicus (great sciatic nerve).

10. Describe the nasal fossa;.

n. Give the structure of the stomach. What is the aver-

age size of the adult stomach.
12. Give the gross anatomy of the tongue.

13. Describe the pelvis of the kidney.

14. Describe tiie urogenital triangle (urethral perineum).

15. Give position and the shape of the pancreas.

PHYSIOLOGY.

{Answer ten questions only.)

1. What are the general functions of epithelium? What
are the specific functions of ciliated epithelium?

2. Explain the dangers of transfusing blood from lower
animals into man.

3. \\ hat are the forces that cause the circulation of the

lymph ?

4. Describe the mechanical relation of the ribs to the

vertebr:e. Explain the relation of this arrangement to res-

piration.

5. Give three examples of enzymes and state the specific

functions of each.

6. Describe the plicae circulares (valvule conniventes).
Where are they found, and in what numbers? What pur-
pose do they serve?

7. Mention in order of importance the avenues through
which the heat of the body is lost.

8. L^escribe the glycogenic function of muscle,

g. W'hat is the origin of urea?
10. Is a muscle dependent on its nerve connection for

the reception of a stimulus? Explain.
11. Describe the effects of paralysis of the nervus facialis.

12. Describe the tuba auditiva (Eustachii), and state its

function.

13. Illustrate by diagram or otherwise the formation of
the image of an object on the retina, considering the re-

fractive surfaces of the eye as a biconvex lens.

14. State the physical changes in the human body that
are characteristic of senility.

15. What is the significance of the presence of polynu-
clear leucocytes in the blood?

CHEMISTRY.

(Answer ten questions only.)

1. Give the graphic formula of (a) sulphur trioxide, (b)
phosphoric acid.

2. Give the meaning and iHustrate the use in chemical
nomenclature of (a) id, (b) ous. (c) ic. (d) hypo, (e) per.

3. State the centigrade and the Fahrenheit registration
of (a) the boiling point of water, (b) the freezing point
of water, (c) the freezing point of mercury.

4. Define and illustrate (a) distillation, (b) pentad ele-

ment, (c) molecular weight, (d) gas, (c) acid salt.

5. Describe _H:Oi as to (a) preparation, (b) uses, (r)
test by which it may be recognized.

6. Give the occurrence, preparation, properties, and uses
of NH,.

7. What are the chief sources of iodine? Describe a
method of preparing iodine. Give the formulas of five

compounds of iodine.

8. Give the preparation, properties, and uses of sulphuric
acid.

9. Give the chemical name, the properties, and the chief
sources of KrCOs.

10. What is the chemical antidote for poisoning by lead?
11. Give an emergency method of preparing ferric

hydroxide for use in a case of arsenic poisoning.
12. I^Iention the sources of glucose. Give a test for

glucose.

13. Describe normal urine as to (o) specific gravity, (6)
reaction, (c) color, (d) constituents, (e) quantity voided
in twenty-four hours.

14. Give the formulas of three substances commonly em-
ployed as disinfectants. State in detail an approved method
of using one of these substances as a disinfectant in a pri-

vate house after an infectious disease.

13. Give the relative proportion of water found in (0)
gastric juice, (b) human milk, (c) blood, (d) urine.

DI.\GN0SIS.

(Answer ten questions only.)

1. Differentiate cerebrospinal fever and typhus fever.

2. Give the clinical history of a case of bubonic plague.

3. Describe the typical course of scarlatina.

4. Give the symptoms of oernicious anemia.
5. State the diagnostic value of blood count.

6. Give the symptoms of (a) cardiac hypertrophy with
dilatation, (b) cardiac hypertrophy without dilatation.

7. What are the characteristics of acute endocarditis?

8. Give the symptoms and the physical signs of chronic
bronchitis.

9. Make a diagnosis, by exclusion, of retropharyngeal
abscess.

10. What are the symptoms of carcinoma of the stomach?
ir. Give the clinical history of a case of invagination of

the bowels.
12. Give the signs and the symptoms of acute hepatitis.

13. W'hat are the symptoms of pyuria? Give laboratory
methods of confirming the diagnosis.

14. Give the symptoms of chorea.

15. Describe an ambulance case of alcoholism, and show
how the possibility of its being a case of cerebral hemor-
rhage has been eliminated.

P.\THOLCGY.

(Answer six questions only.)

I. Describe the changes in the dura mater in pachy-
meningitis.

J. Describe a teratoma (dermoid cyst).

3. Describe the tissue changes in synhilitic ulcer.

4. Differentiate the blood pictures in lymphatic leukemia,

Hodgkin's disease (lymphadenoma) and trichinosis.

5. Describe three varieties of thrombus.
6. Describe the tissue changes in an apoplectic area.

7. Describe the appearance of a section of the spinal

cord in progressive spinal muscular atrophy.

8. Describe the tissues of the uterus in acute metritis.

9. W'hat is metastasis? What are the most frequent

channels of metastasis?

B.\CTERI0L0GY.

(Anszver four questions only.)

10. Describe and illustrate a spirillum.

II. Describe the streptococcus, and mention two lesions

caused by streptococcus infection.

12. Mention and describe the microorganism of influenza.

13. Describe the bacillus diphtherise. Mention tivo organ-

isms that are frequently found with the bacillus diphtheria

in cultures from the throat.

14. Mention and describe the organism that usually

causes lobar pneumonitis, and state how its presence can

be demonstrated.

15. Give four sources of infection, and state the com-
parative importance of each.

(Anszver ten questions only.)

1. Describe tzuo methods of producing local anesthesia,

and mention indications for the employment of each.

2. Describe aseptic wound fever (post-operation rise),

and give the theory of its cause.

3. Give the symptoms and the surgical treatment of

ischiorectal abscess.

4. \v hat complications should be feared in a wound made
by the wad of a toy pistol, and how should such a wound
be treated ?

5- Define lipoma. Describe the surgical treatment of a

single subcutaneous lipoma.

6. Describe an amputation at the r.nkle joint.
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7. What are the indications for osteotomy? Describe in

detail osteotomy for deformed tibia.

8. Give the symptoms of suijcoracoid dislocation, and de-

scribe a method of reduction ijy manipuhition.

9. Describe in detail the operation of lumbar puncture.

10. Give the symptoms of ulcer of the stomach, and de-

scribe the surgical treatment.

11. Make a differential diagnosis of aneurysm and growth
over a vessel.

12. Describe the surgical treatment of genu valgum.

13. Describe in detail the diagnostic points of prostatic

hypertrophy.
14. Give the symptoms and the management of trachoma.

15. What measures should be taken to check primary
hemorrhage following removal of the faucial tonsil ?

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.

{Answer ten questions only.)

1. Define the terms abortion, miscarriage, and premature
labor as employed in a strictly scientific sense.

2. What changes take place in the uterus after impreg-

nation ?

3. Give general directions for the management of a nor-

mal pregnane}-.

4. Wnat care should the breasts receive («) during
pregnancy, {b) during the puerperium?

5. Give the signs and the symptoms of pregnancy before

and after quickening.

6. Describe the several stages of a high forceps de-

livery.

7. Mention three causes of dystocia and give the man-
agement of each.

8. Give a clinical description of nuerperal insanity. State

the causes and give the management of puerperal insanity.

9. Give an exact description of Crede's method of deliv-

ering the placenta.

10. What conditions indicate version, and how should it

be performed?
11. Describe the secondary operation for laceration of

the perineum.
12. Give the causes, symptoms, and management of puer-

peral eclam.psia.

13. Describe the clinical management of a head-last labor.

14. Make a differential diagnosis of vaginitis and vagin-

ismus. Give the treatment of each.

15. Give the causes, pathology, symptoms, and diagnosis

of chronic endometritis.

HYGIENE AND SANITATION.

(Answer ten questions only.)

1. What are the functions of vegetable acids?

2. What precautions should be used in the collection and
storage of rain water for drinking?

3. What general rules should be observed in bathing?

Mention the benefits of cold baths. W'hat physical condi-

tions render cold baths inadvisable?

4. What should be the relative arrangement of desks

and windows in schoolrooms? What injurious effects may
result if this arrangement is not observed?

5. Describe tzvo processes of freeing water from bacteria.

6. Describe the principles of construction of a self-clean-

ing sewer.

7. Why is unripe fruit unwholesome? Wherein are fruits

valuable as food ?

8. What general characteristics of an outbreak of dis-

ease would lead to the susnicion that the milk supply had

become contaminated?
9. What is koumiss? W'hat is kefir? How are these

products made?
10. Illustrate the theory of immunity by means of anti-

toxins.

11. What agents are used for disinfecting ships and their

cargoes? Describe the procedure.
12. Mention the principal means of preventing the spread

of contagious diseases in schools.

13. Mention si.x- diseases that may be acquired by eating

the flesh of diseased cattle.

14. What relation has soil to malaria and to yellow fever?

15. What food principles predominate in (a) beef, (h)

wheat, (c) eggs?

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

University of the State of New York.

February, 1910.

anatomy.

I. Structures that /"a.?.? through the foramen magnum:
The medulla and its membranes, vertebral arteries, spinal

accessory nerves, anterior and posterior spinal arteries, and
the occipitoaxial ligament.

2. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (igop), page 229; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 233.

3. Synarthrosis is an immovable joint; as in junction

between cranial and facial bones (except lower jaw).
Oiarthrosis is a freely movable joint; as elbow, hip, knee.

4. Deltoid. Origin: From the outer third of anterior

border and upper surface of the clavicle, from the outer

margin and upper surface of the acromion process, and
from the lower edge of the spine of the scapula. Inser-

tion: Into the deltoid impression on the middle of the outer

side of the shaft of the humerus. Action: It raises the

arm from the side so as to bring it at right angles with the

body ; its anterior fibers draw the arm forward ; its poste-

rior fibers draw the arm backward. Move snj^ply: The
circumflex.

Psoas magnus. Origin: Transverse processes of lum-
bar vertebra; ; also from bodies of last thoracic and all

lumbar vertebra;, with the intervertebral substance. Inser-

tion: Lesser trochanter of femur. Nerve supply: Second
and third lumbar.

Sternocleidomastoid. Origin: Upper and anterior part

of manubrium, and inner third of upper border and an-

terior surface of clavicle. Insertion: Mastoid process of

temporal bone and outer half of superior curved line of

occipital bone. Action: Draws head to same side, or ro-

tates face to opposite side; if both muscles act together,

the head is flexed upon the neck. Nerve supply: Spinal

accessory.

5. Openings of left ventricle: Aortic and auriculo-

ventricular; valves: mitral and semilunar.

6. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (/ycg). page 795; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 589.

7. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 873; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1O08), page 752.

8. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 909; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 783.

9. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 648; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (lyoS), page 1030.

ID. The nasal fossa: are two large, irregular shaped cavi-

ties, situated one on each side of the middle line of the
face, extending from the base of the skull to the roof of
the mouth, and separated from each other by a median
septum. They open in front by the anterior nares, with the
face; and behind, by the oosterior nares, with the naso-
pharynx. They are wider below than above. Bones enter-
ing into their formation are: Frontal, sphenoid, ethmoid,
lacrynial, nasal, palate, superior ma.xillary, vomer, and in-

ferior turbinated.

11. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), pages 1058
and 1053; or Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), pages 1281 and
1279.

12. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1000; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1097.

13. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1 141; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908). page 1424.

14. See Cimningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1277; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1549.

15. Pancreas. Position: Transversely across posterior
abdominal wall, behind the peritoneum, from the duodenum
on the right to the spleen on the left; in the epigastric and
left hypochondriac regions. Shape: Long and irregular
prismatic ; its shape has been compared to that of a human
or dog's tongue.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. General functions of epithelium: (i) Protection; (2)
secretion; (3) motion (ciliary); (4) special sensation; (5)
absorption. Special functions of ciliated epithelium : To
keep foreign particles out of the respiratory tract, to as-

sist the ovum in the Fallopian tube onwards to the uterus,
to enable the spermatozoa to progress; generally—protec-
tion and motion.

2. Dangers of transfusing blood from lower animals to

man: "The serum of certain animals possesses the prop-
erty of dissolving the red corpuscles of another species of
animals. The serum of a dog destroys the red corpuscles
of a man; the hemoglobin is dissolved out. The serum,
besides its action on the red corpuscles, is also active

against the white corpuscles of the same animal, stopping
their ameboid movements. The globulicidal action of the

serum is related to its poisonous action on microbes. The
normal serum of certain animals kills microbes, as the

serum of the dog kills the typhoid bacilli. The power to

kill red corpuscles and microbes is due to the presence in

the serum of a substance, an alexin. In transfusion this

plays an important part."— (Ott's Physiology.)

3. The forces concerned in the circulation of the lymph
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are: (1) The presence of the blood in the blood-vessels;

(2) thoracic aspiration; (3) muscular contractions of the

voluntary muscles; (4) contractions of the intestine; (s)
the action of the valves in the lacteals and lymphatics.

4. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), pages 269 and

272; or Gray's "Anatomy" (igo8), page 285.

5. Three enzymes: (i) Ptyalin (of the saliva), which
changes starches into dextrin and maltose.

(2) Trypsin (of the pancreatic juice), which changes

proteids into proteoses and peptones, and afterwards de-

composes them into leucin and tyrosin.

(3) Amylopsin (of the pancreatic juice), which converts

starches iiito maltose. All of these act in an alkaline me-
dium only.

6. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1062; or

Gray's "Anatomy" page 1299.

According to Sappey, there are about six hundred of

these valvula; conniventes in the upper half of the small in-

testine, and about two hundred to two hundred and fifty in

the lower half.

7. Avenues through which heat of body is lost, in order

of importance: (i) Skin, by radiation and conduction; (2)

skin, by evaporation of the perspiration; (3) expired air;

(4) excretions: urine and feces.

8. The glycogenic function of muscle: "It has been esti-

mated that "the percentage of glycogen in resting muscles

varies from 0.5 to 0.9 per cent., and that in the musculature

of the whole body there may be contained an amount of

glycogen equal to that in the liver itself. Apparently mus-
cular tissue, as well as liver tissue, has a glycogenetic

function—that is, it is capable of laying up a supply of

glycogen from the sugar brought to it by the blood. The
glycogenetic function of muscles has been demonstrated

directly by Kulz, who has shown that an isolated muscle

irrigated with an artificial supply of blood to which dex-

trose is added is capable of changing the dextrose to

glycogen, as shown by the increase of the latter substance

in the muscle after irrigation. Muscle glycogen is to be

looked upon as a temporary and local reserve supply of

material ; so that, while we have in the liver a general

depot for the temporary storage of glycogen for the use

of the body at large, the muscular tissue, which, consider-

ing its bulk, is the most active tissue of the body from
the standpoint of energy production, is also capable of lay-

ing up in the form of glycogen any excess of sugar brought

to it. . . . It is found that the supply of glycogen is

greatly affected by conditions calling for increased metab-
olism in the body. Muscular exercise quickly exhausts

the supply of muscle and liver glycogen, provided it is not

renewed by new food. In a starving animal glycogen

finally disappears, except perhaps in traces, but this dis-

appearance occurs much sooner if the animal is made to

use its muscles at the same time."— (From Howell's Physi-

ology.)

9. Urea is principally formed in the liver ; it is the end
product of the metabolism of the proteids, being the result

of the conversion, by the liver, of amino-acids absorbed
from the intestines into the liver.

ID. Ordinarily muscle is dependent upon its nerve con-

nection for the reception of a stimulus; but muscle can he

stimulated without any regard to nerve supply. Thus ex-

posure of muscle to dilute ammonia (which has no effect

on the nerve to the muscle) will cause contraction.

11. "When the facial nerve is paralyzed, the muscles of

the face being all powerless, the countenance acquires on
the paralyzed side a characteristic, vacant look, from the

absence of all expression; the angle of the mouth is lower,

and the paralyzed half of the mouth looks longer than that

on the other side ; the eye has an unmeaning stare, owing
to the paralysis of the orbicularis palpebrarum. All these

peculiarities increase the longer the paralysis lasts, and
their appearance is exaggerated when at any time the mus-
cles of the opposite side of the face are made active in any
expression, or in any of their ordinary functions. In an

attempt to blow or whistle, one side of the mouth and
cheeks acts properly, but the other side is motionless, or

flaps loosely at the impulse of the expired air; so, in trying

to suck, one side only of the mouth acts; in feeding, the

lips and cheek are powerless, and. on account of paralysis

of the buccinator muscle, food lodges between the cheel<

and gums."— (Kirkes' Physiology.)

12. For descrit'tion of the Eustachian tube, see Cunning-
ham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 7=^: or Gray's "-Anatomy"

(1908), page 1163. Its function is to keep the atmospheric

pressure within the tympanic cavity the same as that on
the outside.

Diagram of the Method of the Formation of an Inverted Image Ex-
actly Focussed upon the Retina. The dotted line is the ideal sur-
face of curvature.

14. Physical changes characteristic of senility: Cessa-
tion of growth; loss of weight; loss of stature; brittleness
of bones; rigidity of cartilages; loss of elasticity of crystal-
line lens; feebleness and atrophy of muscles; grayness of
hair; diminution of sexual activity and power; arterio-
sclerosis, or other diseased conditions of the arteries;
lessened capacity of chest; atrophy and degeneration of
digestive glands, kidneys, and testicles or ovaries; slowed
retiexes ; impairment of the special senses.

15. Polynuclear leucocytes are present normally in the
blood ; they are decreased relatively in leukemias ; and in-

creased in inflammatory and purulent conditions.

CHEMISTRY.

O H—0\
II

H—O—P=0
0=S=0 H—0/
Sulphur trio-xide. Phosphoric acid.

2. Ide denotes the salt of a hydracid, or a binary com-
pound. E.xamples: KCl, potassium chloride; H2S, hydro-
gen sulphide.

Ous denotes either a binary compound with a smaller

proportion of the more electronegative element, as SOj,
sulphurous o.xid ; or a ternary compound, an oxyacid, with
less oxygen than is contained in the corresponding ic acid,

as HiSOj, sulphurous acid.

Ic denotes either a binary compound with a greater pro-

portion of the more electronegative element, as SO3, sul-

phuric o-xid ; or a ternary compound, an oxyacid, with
more oxygen than is contained in the corresponding ous
acid, as H.SOi, sulphuric acid.

Hypo prefixed to an acid or a salt denotes less oxygen
than the "ous" acid or the "ite" salt.

Per prefixed to an acid or a salt denotes more oxygen
than the "ic" acid or the "ate" salt.

Examples

:

HC10= //y/'OchloroHj acid: KCIO = Potassium hypo-
chlorite.

HClOs^ ChloroKj acid: KClOs^ Potassium cUovite.

HClOs^ ChlonV acid: KCIO3 ^ Potassium chlorate.

HC104=: .P(?rchIoriV acid: KC104^ Potassium perchlor-

ate.

J

C.
I

F.

(o) Boiling point of water 1

100°
|

212°

(b) Freezing point of water 0°
|

32°
(c) Freezing point of mercury i —40°

I —40"

4. (a) Distillation is the conversion of a liquid into a

gas, followed by the reconversion of the gas into a liquid.

Example: The distillation of water.

(b) A pentad element is one that has a valence of five.

Example: Phosphorus. See graphic formula for phos-

phoric acid in question i.

(c) Molecular iveight is the weight of a molecule of a

substance as compared with the weight of an atom of

hydrogen. It may also be said to be the sum of the weights

of the atoms composing the molecule. Thus, the mole-

cular weight of sulphuric acid, H^SOi, is (2 -f 32 -|- 64),

that is, 98; or 98 times the weight of an atom of hydrogen.

(d) A gas is that form of matter in which the molecules

tend to get away from each other; it has neither definite

shape nor definite volume. Example: Oxygen.
(e) An acid salt is one in which only part of the re-

placeable hydrogen has been replaced by a metal. Example:
KHSO., monopotassic sulphate.

5. H=0:. Preparation: By the action of a dilute acid

on sodium dioxide

:

Na=0= -f 2HCI = 2NaCl -|- H^Oa.

Uses: Disinfectant, antiseptic, and bleaching agent; as

an oxidizing agent ; for renovating old oil paintings and

bleaching hair.

Test: Add freshly prepared tincture of guaiacum and a

few drops of a cold infusion of malt; the presence of

HiO: is indicated by the appearance of a blue color.
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6. NH3. Occurrence: In nature, from the decomposi-
tion of animal or vegetable matter containing nitrogen and
hydrogen. Preparation: By heating solution of ammonium
hydroxide

:

NHiHO + heat = H2O + NH3.

Uses: It is used as a respiratory stimulant, a circulatory

stimulant, a counterirritant ; it neutralizes acids, making
deiinite salts known as ammonium salts, which are formed
by the direct combination of the ammonia with the acid.

It is also used in the artificial preparation of ice.

7. Iodine. Chief sources: Seaweeds, and in seawater in

combination with sodium, potassium, calcium, and mag-
nesium. Preparation: From Chili saltpeter, in which it

occurs as sodium iodate. this latter is treated with a mix-
ture of sodium sulphite and sodium bisulphite, when the

iodine is precipitated as a black deposit:

2Nal03 -f aXajSOa + zNaHSOj = sNa.SO. + H^O -f I,.

Five compounds: Hydriodic acid, HI; Iodic acid, HIO«;
Potassium iodide, Kl; Phosphorus triodide, PI3; Iodoform,
CHI3.

8. Sulphuric acid. Preparation: By the union of sul-

phur trioxide and water : SO3 -j- HjO = H2SO..
Properties: A colorless, heavy, oily liquid; it has a

strong attraction for water, and in combining with it there

is an increase in the bulk of the liquids and a rise of tem-

perature ; it is a strong corrosive. Uses: It is used in all

branches of chemical industry and in many industrial

pursuits.

g. K:C03 is Potassium Carbonate, or dipotassic carbon-

ate. Properties: It is a white, granular, deliquescent,

soluble powder, making an alkaline solution. Chief sources:

\\'ood ashes and cream of tartar.

10. Magnesium sulphate.

11. Ferric hydroxide may be hurriedly prepared by pre-

cipitating solution of ferric sulphate with magnesia. The
two solutions should be kept in separate bottles, and when
needed they may be mixed and administered. It is used as

an antidote in acute arsenical poisoning.

12. Glucose. Sottrce: Grapes, honey, diabetic urine.

Test for glucose (^in urine) : Render the urine strongly

alkaline by addition of Na^COs. Divide about 6 c.c. of

the alkaline liquid in two test tubes. To one test tube add
a very minute quantity of powdered subnitrate of bismuth,

to the other as much powdered litharge. Boil the contents

of both tubes. The presence of glucose is indicated by a

dark or black color of the bismuth powder, the litharge

retaining its

Chemistry.)
13. Urine.

(6) Reaction
Constituents

natural color."^(Witthaus' Essentials of

(a) Specific gravity, about 1015 to 1025.

acid. (c)Color, yellowish or amber, (d)

Water; urea, uric acid, hippuric acid, xan-
thin, hypoxanthin, creatin, creatinin, extractives; chlorides,

phosphates, sulphates (of sodium, potassium, calcium, and
magnesium), (e) About forty to fifty ounces is voided in

twenty-four hours.

14. Three disint'eclants: (i) Sulphur dioxide, SO2; (2)

Formaldehyde, H COH ; (3) Potassium permanganate,

KjMniOa. One of the best means of fumigating by formal-

dehyde gas is by Trillat's apparatus, which "allows the

solution of formalin to flow in a fine stream through a

copper coil heated to redness by a flame beneath, and the

gas and vapor passing directly into the room. The appa-

ratus may be operated outside of a room, and the amount
of gas liberated depends directly upon the strength and

quantitv of the solution evaporated."

15. Relative proportion of zvater in: (o) Gastric juice,

about QQ+ per cent.; (fc) human milk, about 87 per cent.;

(c) blood, about 78 per cent.; (d) Urine, about 95 per

cent.

DIAGNOSIS.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907). pages

146, 14S, 126. and 127; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine"

(1909), pages 163 and 107.

2. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 284;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 240.

3. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1909). page 317;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1009), page 132.

4. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907). page S'O;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909"). page 726.

5. Value of a blood count: Diagnosis may be made of

pernicious anemia, secondary anemia, lymphatic leukemia,

splenomedullary leukemia, and Hodgkin's disease; also of

various inflammatory conditions and conditions in which

pus is present. A negative finding is of considerable value.

In the first group, th^ diagnosis is made absolutely by the

blood count; in Hodgkin's di'sease the count is negative;

in conditions with pus or inflammations^ the blood count

is of great assistance in arriving at the diagnosis.

6. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages

598 and 601.

7. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 569;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 789.

8. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907J, page 651 ;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 604.

9. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (.1908), page 872.

ID. See French's "Practice of ^ledicine" (1907), page

755; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" iigog) , page 481.

11. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (.1908), page 1121

;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 838.

12. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

822; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 539.

13. Symptoms of pyuria may be absent, or slight; tliere

may be pain over neck of bladder, in urethra, or in lumbar

region ; also scalding pain on urination. To confirm diag-

nosis : Centrifuge the urine and e-xamine with microscope;

the addition of a i per cent, solution of acetic acid makes
the nuclei of the cells more evident. Addition or liquor

potassse to the deposit of pus cells produces a ropy gela-

tinous mass. A bacteriological examination may show the

gonococcus, tubercle bacillus, colon bacillus, typhoid ba-

cillus, or the ordinary pyogenic bacteria.

14. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

1118: or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909). page 1048.

15. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

953; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 369.

COMA FROM intra-
cranial INJURY.

Deep coma ; may
have history of on-
set after fall or in-

jury. Evidence of
fracture of vertex
or base.

Pupil dilated on
side of lesion.

Choked disc.

Pulse very slow.

Respiration slow
and stertorous.
Temp erature

higher—101°.

Urine normal or
contains trace of
albumin.

Hemiplegia on
opposite side to

that of injury. If

contusion of brain
is also present,

may have gener-
alized convulsions.

apoplectic
CO -MA.

Deep coma ; sud-

den onset. If any
injury, only a
scalp wound.

Pupils unequal
or dilated. Con-
tracted in hemor-
rhage into the

pons.

Pulse full and
slow, often arte-

riosclerotic, high-

tension pulse.

Respiration slow
and irregular.

Temper ature
higher on paralyzed
side, but lower in

rectum.
Urine contains

trace of albumin,
but may be same
as in uremia.
Hemiplegia with

convulsions on one
side.

alcoholic
COMA.

Can be aroused
by supraorbital
pressure unless
very profound.

Pupils normal or
somewhat dilated.

Pulse more rapid

than normal and
full.

Regular respira-

tion.

ilay be low or
normal.

Normal.

pathology.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages
1062 and 1063; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909),
page 924.

2. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 220;
or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 339.

3. Sypliilitic ulcer: "The initial lesion first presents
small areas of round-cell infiltration in the deeper layers
of the skin or mucous membrane, and as a rule in the
neighborhood of the blood-vessels. The connective tis-

sue at the same time undergoes proliferative change, and
spindle-shaped cells or irregular embryonal connective tis-

sue cells are found mingled with the round lymphoid cells,

or surrounding the foci of the latter. Thickening of the
blood-vessels may be observed in the later stages or from
the very first. The tissue elements of the skin and of the
subcutaneous tissue are usually separated by infiltrating

liquid, and the latter may loosen the tissues of the surface
and cause exfoliation of the superficial epidermis, and thus
lead to the development of the primary vesicle or the ero-
sion so commonly seen. The induration of the chancre is

probably the result of the sclerosis of the vessels and the
general connective tissue hyperplasia, as well as in part
due to the tense infiltration of serous liquid."— (Stengel's
Pathology.)

4. In lymphatic leukemia the blood shows : .\n enormous
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increase in the number of white cells, chiefly in the lympho-
cytes, which may be 90 per cent, of the whole number; the

polynuclears are greatly diminished ; there are no myelo-
cytes ; the red cells are not mucii affected, but may
show a slight diminution in number and in hemoglobin.

In Hodgkin's disease the blood may be normal or there

may be a slight or severe anemia, with diminution of red

cells; sometimes leucocytosis occurs. In Tiicliinosis there

is a leucocytosis, with a pronounced increase in the eosino-

phites.

5. Three varieties of thrombus: (i) Red_ thrombus,
which originates from blood at rest, such as after ligature

of the femoral artery for popliteal aneurysm. It is soft,

not laminated, consists of a loose network of fibrin which
entangles very many red corpuscles and a few leucocytes

;

it adheres to the vessel wall and later contracts. (2)
White thrombus, which originates from circulating blood,

such as is found in an aortic aneurysm ; it is firmer than
the above, it is laminated, it is dense ; it is composed
chiefly of leucocytes, but red cells are also present, as well

as fibrin network and some granular material, probably

derived from broken down blood platelets. (3) Parietal

thrombus is one which adheres to the vessel wall, but only

partially occludes the blood-vessel, in opposition to an
obstructive or obliterating thrombus, which absolutely ob-

structs the blood channel.
6. See Osier's "Practice of iVIedicine" (igog), page 968.

7. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
I0.'50; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 902.

8. In acute metritis "the uterus is enlarged, congested,
soft, plastic, and infiltrated with the inflammatory exudate.

Microscopically, the chief changes are observed along the

bloodvessels and lymphatics, where a round-cell infiltration,

more or less marked, can be observed. Here and there

small abscesses may be seen. The muscle cells may show
signs of degeneration. In exaggerated cases of puerperal
metritis, gangrene of the tissues may occur. Thrombosis
of the uterine sinuses and veins is common, and suppura-
tive lymphangitis is frequent in and about the organ."

—

(McFarland's Pathology.)

9. Metastasis is the transfer of some pathological condi-
tion from one part of the body to another, not immedi-
diately connected with it. The most frequent channels of
metastasis are the blood and lymphatics.

R.\CTERI0L0GV.

ID. A spirillum is a rod-shaped bacterium spirally

twisted, and somewhat resembling a corkscrew. Example:
The spirillum ot .\siatic cholera, which is motile, flagel-

lated, liquefying, non-sporogenous, non-chromogenic, aero-
bic, parasitic, and saprophytic, stains with the ordinary
dyes, but is Gram negative, and causes Asiatic cholera.

11. The Streptococcus pyogenes is a micrococcus, of
spherical shape, and arranged in chains of about thirty or
forty cocci (in liquid media), but the chains are much
shorter in solid media. Each coccus is about one-half to
two mikrons in diameter. It is not motile, does not form
spores, does not liquefy gelatin, and stains readily with the
ordinary anilin dyes, and by Gram's method. It has been
found in meningitis and erysipelas.

12. The microorganism of influenza is PfeifTer's bacillus.

This is a small, non-motile, non-flagellated, non-sporogen-
ous, nonliquefying, non-chromogenic, aerobic bacillus, stain-

ing by ordinarv- stains, but Gram negative ; its cultivation
requires the presence of hemoglobin.

13. The characteristics of the bacillus of diphtheria: The
bacilli are from 2 to 6 mikrons in length and from 0.2 to
i.o mikron in breadth; are slightly curved, and often have
clubbed and rounded ends ; occur either singly or in pairs,
or in irregular groups, but do not form chains ; they have
no flagella, are nonmotile, and aerobic ; they are noted for
their pleomorphism ; they do not stain uniformly, but stain
well by Gram's method and very beautifully with Loeffler's
alkaline-methylene blue. Tzvo associated organisms:
Streptococcus pyogenes and micrococcus lanceolatus.

14. Lobar pneumonia is usually caused by the Micro-
coccus lanceolatus, better known as the Diplococcus lanceo-
latus, or the pneumococcus of Fraenkel and Weichsel-
baum. Process of staining: Spread a cover glass with a
smear containing the bacteria, dry it. then fix it in a flame.
It can then be stained for from five to ten minutes in

Ehrlich's solution ; it is then to be washed in water and
afterwards immersed in Gram's solution for two or three
minutes. It is then washed in 95 per cent, alcohol. While
in the Gram's solution the specimen is very dark brown,
but it becomes violet or blue again on application of the
alcohol.

15. Four sources of infection: (i) The air; (2) food
or water; (3) wounds; (4) unclean implements of all

kinds. Their comparative importance cannot be estimated,
because certain microorganisms have their special avenues
of infection, thus the typhoid bacillus enters by the diges-
tive tract

1. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1318;
or Da Costa's "Surgery" (.1908;, page 1046.

2. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 261; or
Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 124.

3. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1132;
or Da Costa's "Surgery'' (1908), pages 138 and 142.

4. Tetanus is to be feared. See Rose and Carless'

"Surgery" (1908), page 235; or Da Costa's "Surgery"
(1908), page 251.

5. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 195; or
Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 302.

6. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1311; or
Da Costa's "Surgery" (190S), page 1218.

7. Indications for osteotomy: Deformities of bones and
joints (such as result from congenital conditions) ; dis-

eases of bones and joints, followed by curvature or an-
gularity; ankylosis; and malunion following' fracture.

See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 448; or
Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 612.

8. See Rose and (larless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 621 and
622; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 587 and S90-

9. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 759; or
Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 763.

10. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 989
and 991; or Da Costa's "Surgery'' (1908), pages 826 and
829.

11. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 311;
or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 361.

12. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 446;
or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 611.

13. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 1226

and 1227; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1187.

14. Tr.\choma. Subjective symptoms: "More or less

photophobia, lachrymation, itching and burning sensations,

feeling of foreign body, pain, and visual disturbance. In

a good many cases there are no subjective symptoms."
Objective symptoms: "Swelling of the lids, narrowing

of the palpebral aperture, and drooping of the upper lid

(from weight and swelling). There is a variable amount
of mucopurulent discharge, marked in recent cases, scanty

in chronic forms. The conjunctiva of the tarsus and
fornix is reddened, thickened, and uneven, on account of

hypertrophy and the occurrence of granules. The ocular

conjunctiva is often somewhat injected."

Treatment "consists in an attempt to reduce the inflam-

matory symptoms and secretion, and to check and remove
hypertrophy of the conjunctiva, thus shortening the dura-

tion and diminishing the liability to conjunctival cicatriza-

tion and to sequels. This is accomplished either by the

use of certain irritating applications, or by mechanical

(surgical) means. "Irritating applications: Sulphate of

copper in the form of a crystal or pencil is the favorite

local application. Nitrate of silver (i or 2 per cent, solu-

tion"), glycerole of tannin (5 to 25 per cent.), and the alum
stick are also employed. Mechanical (surgical) treatment

includes expression, grattage, excision, curetting, elec-

trolysis, .r-rays, and galvano cautery."—(May's Diseases of
the Eye.)

15. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 869.

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.

1. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 611; or

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909). page 267.

2. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 167 and

185; or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), page 180.

3. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 199; or Hirst's

"Obstetrics" (1909), page 188.

4. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 201, 343, and

355; or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), page 371.

5. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 190; or

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (iqoq), page 204.

6. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 414; or Hirst's

"Obstetrics" (1909). page 811.

7. See index to Williams' "Obstetrics" or Hirst's "Ob-
stetrics," under heading "Dystocia."

8. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 915; or Hirst's

"Obstetrics" (1909"). page 256.

9. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 298; or Hirst's

"Obstetrics" (igco). page 343-

10. The indications for version are: (l) In transverse

presentations; (2) in placenta prsevia
; (3) in malpresenta-

tions of the head; (4) in simple flattened pelvis, and in

minor degrees of pelvic contraction; (5) in prolapsed
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funis; (6) in sudden death of the mother, and (7) in any
case where speedy delivery is imperative.

See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 434, 437, and
439; or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), page 829.

11. See Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 867 to 873.

12. See VVilhams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 535, 525,
and 541; or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (igog), pages 628, 630,

and 635.

13. See Williams' "Obstetrics'' (i90<)), page 289; or

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), page 419.

14. l'cigi)iitis is a condition of inflammation of the va-
gina. It is characterized by redness, swelling, pain, heat,

irritation, and increased secretion. There may be frequent
and painful urination. Treatment consists in rest, cleanli-

ness, douches, the application of soothing lotions, and re-

moval of any cause; salines and anodynes are also indi-

cated. I'agiiiuinus is a condition of painful and spasmodic
contraction of the vaginal orifice, which renders coitus

either painful or altogether impossible. The slightest touch
causes painful spasms, and examination may be impossible
without an anesthetic. The treatment consists in removing
the cause when possible, tonics and general constitutional

treatment, dilatation of the vaginal orifice; local applica-

tion of a 5 per cent, solution of cocaine will relieve the

hyperesthesia and allow coitus. The condition is some-
times incurable.

15. Chronic endometkitis. Causes: Debility, repeated
pregnancies, lacerations, and subinvolution of uterus, fib-

roids, gonorrhea, or sepsis. Pathology: The mucous mem-
brane is swollen, red, and soft; blood extravasations may
be found in some places ; the cervical glands may become
occluded and form cysts ; mucous polypi or other excres-
cences may be present ; the os may be eroded or granular.

Microscopical examination shows a great development
of the utricular glands, round-cell infiltration, and dilated

blood-vessels. Later the mucous membrane becomes atro-

phic, and the glands are replaced by connective tissue

fibers. Symptoms: Neuralgic, bearing-down pains;

cramps; dysmenorrhea; irritable bladder; menorrhagia or
metrorrhagia ; leucorrhea, which may be blood-stained or

purulent; profuse hydrorrhea; loss of appetite, constipa-

tion, dyspnea, palpitation, sterility. The uterus as a v/hole

is abnormally tender; the uterine cavity is enlarged; tlie

external os is patulous, and shows a tendency to bleed on
being touched. Diagnosis: "In lumboabdominal neuralgia

the uterus may be sensitive, especially in the region of the

internal os, but there is no leucorrhea or hemorrhage. .^

myoma is often accompanied by these symptoms, but then

the tumor can be felt. A fibroid polypus can be diagnosti-

cated with the sound. The differentiation from beginning

carcinoma may be difficult. In this the neoplasm is so

friable that a small portion of it may be detached by the

mere examination. Around the new growth is an in-

durated ring as hard as a board. Sometimes pieces of the

neoplasm may be expelled spontaneously from the interior

of the uterus. Bleeding occurring after the menopause is

very suspicious. Pain need not be present. If there is

any doubt, a small piece should be cut out of the cervix,

or scrapings gained by curettage of the cavity of the uterus.

These should be hardened and sections examined with the

microscope, when the dififerent histological composition

will settle the question. A bloody, purulent, offensive

discharge may be found in endometritis, and is not suffi-

cient for the diagnosis of malignant disease."— (Garrigues'

Gynecology.)

HYGIENE AND SANIT.^TION.

1. Functions of vegetable acids: They are converted into

carbonates, which aid in maintaining the alUalinity of the

blood and other fluids; they also tend to prevent scurvy,

and furnish a small amount of heat and energy.

2. In collecting and storing rain "water for drinking:

The first flow should be allowed to run to waste ; this is to

ensure cleanliness. The cisterns for storage should allow

of easy inspection and cleansing: they should be kept

covered so as to exclude dirt, dust, insects, animals, and

litrht : overflow nines should discharge into the open air

and not into the "sewer, and the opening should be covered

to keep out small animals and foreign matter: the cisterns

should be well ventilated, and regularly and thoroughly

inspected.

3. General rules for bathing: One should not bathe

within two hours after a meal, or when tired or heated ;

avoid chilling; do not bathe in the open air if the body

feels chilly or the hands and feet become numbed; those

subject to giddiness, fainting, or cardiac discomfort should

not bathe out of doors. Cold baths have a tonic and stimu-

lating effect, the pulse is increased in force and frequency,

the respirations are deeper. Cold baths should not be

taken bv those suffering from organic heart disease or

who become chilled thereby, or by women in the later

months of pregnancy.

4. The desks should be so placed that the light comes
from the kit of the pupils, if it comes from the right,

shadows are cast across the writing; if it comes from
both sides, double shadows are cast; if it comes from
behind, shadows of the body are cast on the writing or

work; light from the front is very trying to the eyes.

5. VVater can be freed from bacteria by the use of a

Pasteur-Chamberland filter, or a Berkefeld filter; also by
sterilization by heat—boiling.

6. The sewer should be circular or egg-shaped in sec-

lion; it should be laid in as straight a line as possible, and
with a regular fall; the junctions should be oblique, so

that the sewage may enter in the direction of the llow

;

if it curves, it should do so with a very wide sweep; it

should be made of well cemented brickwork, with the

interior smoothly finished; there should be ample arrange-

ments for ventilation, ikishing, and inspection; the tall

should not be too great or too rapid, or the water will

run away rapidly and the solid matter will be left behin 1.

7. Unripe fruit is unwholesome because: (i) It causes

malfermentation in the stomach and intestines; (2) it

causes colic, cramps, pain, diarrhea, and vomiting; (3) >t

may cause gastritis, or choleraic diarrhea; (4) the tannin

and vegetable acids which it contains are very astringent

and acid. Fruits are valuable as food because they fur-

nish nutriment, convey water to the system, relieve thirst,

stimulate the appetite, improve digestion, give variety to

the diet, introduce various salts and organic acids which
improve the quality of the blood and react favorably upon
the secretions.— (From Thompson's Dietetics.)

8. A milk epidemic is characterized by the suddenness

with which it makes its appearance, the sufferers being for

the most part attacked at about the same time. The in-

fected houses will be found to have been supplied, almost

without exception, by the particular milk vendor whose
supply is at fault ; but it will occasionally happen that

infected houses are discovered to which milk has been

supplied by a different vendor, this circumstance being

often due to the fact that the vendors on their rounds
very commonly buy small quantities of milk from each

other. Sometimes valuable corroborative testimony im-

plicating the milk is forthcoming in the circumstance that

some of those in the infected households, who have con-

sumed no unboiled milk, have escaped ; and that house-

holds sunplied from the implicated dairy, but in which no
unboiled milk is consumed at all, have entirely escaped.

—

( Parkes' Hygiene.

)

0. Koumyss is an effervescing fermented liquor, origin-

ally made from mare's milk ; but it is now made from
cow's milk, with sugar of milk, and allowed to ferment in

open tanks, the casein and butter are skimmed off, and the

koumyss is bottled during fermentation.

Kefir is a fermented drink made from milk by the addi-

tion of a special mushroom-like ferment. It contains about

four times as much albuminoids (casein, etc.) as koumyss.
TO. How antitoxin produces immunitv and effects cure is

not known, but theories deduced from observed facts are

as follows : "As the various pathogenic bacteria produce

the causative toxins of their respective diseases, so the

organic cells of the body, reacting under the stimulus of

the poisons thus introduced, immediately proceed to elab-

orate defensive bodies, which if produced in sufficient quan-

tity will neutralize the effects of the toxins. Residual

antibodies remaining in the blood after recovery render

the animal immune for a time against the disease. "The

immunizing and curative effects obtained by the injection

of the blood serum of an immunized animal into_ the

circulation of another animal are due either to direct

chemical neutralization of the toxins themselves by the

antibodies so introduced (Behring, Kitasato), or to a par-

ticular influence exerted by the antibodies upon the livin.g

cells of the organism which, being affected in two opposite

directions, remain neutral to the disease (Buchner). Some
authorities hold that these results are due to the conjoint

action of leucytic and chemical forces. Ehrlich's side-

chain theory assumes that every toxin contains toxophore
molecules having direct toxic action, and haptophore mole-

cules which combine the toxophores with a similar com-
bining group of molecules in the tissue cell of the attp.ckcd

organism. The tissue cell molecules being destroyed by
the toxophores, a rapid and profuse regeneration of similar

molecules occurs in side chains, and these molecules over-

growing are carried into the circulation, becoming (he

antitoxin, which acts by combining with the haotoiihores

of newly arrived toxin, using up their combining power
before they can reach the tissue cells."— (Potter's Materia
Medico, etc.)

II. For disinfecting ships and cargoes, there a;c used:
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Formaldehyde ; sulphur dioxide, or sulphurous acid ; live

steam ; acid bichloride of mercury. For method ol disin-

fecting by formaldehyde, see above, Chemistry, 14
12. The princi[>al means of preventing the spread of con-

tagious diseases in schools, are : Regular and efficient m-
spection by physicians

;
prompt exclusion and isolation of

anyone suffering from a contagious disease, or commg
from a house where such disease is ; compulsory vaccina-

tion ; compulsory notification of all infections and con-

tagious disease ; individual towels, drinking vessels, and
other implements ; children who have had a contagious

or infectious disease, or who have come from a house
where such disease prevailed, should not be readmitted to

school until sufficient time has elapsed since the occurrence
of the last case to insure safety.

13. Tuberculosis, trichinosis, tape-worm, ptomaine poi-

soning, ecliinococcus disease, and anthrax.

14. Malaria: "It has ever been held that the most in-

timate relation exists between the soil and malaria, es-

pecially prominent in districts abounding in marsh lands.

It has been noticed repeatedly that in malarious countries

the upturning and excavation of wet or damp soil are

commonly followed by the occurrence of the disease among
the laborers so engaged ; that infection is more common
among those who go about at night, and especially among
those who sleep out of doors; and that the draining of

marsh lands is often followed by the disappearance of the

disease. All of these facts are compatible with the theory

of transmission by mosquitoes, and it is now accepted

generally that malaria is connected with soil conditions

only in so far as the latter permit the breeding of the

specific mosquitoes."
Yellow Fever: "There is no evidence of connection

between the soil and outbreaks of yellow fever, although
for many years such a relation was assumed to exist. The
disease is mosquito-borne."—Harrington's Practical Hy-
giene.

15. (a) In heef, protein; (6) in u-heat, carbohydrates;

(c) in eggs, protein and fats, predominate.

BULLETIN OF APPROACHING EXAMINATIONS.!
ST-JITE NAME ANTl ADDRESS OP PLACE AND DATE OP

SECRETARY NEXT EXAMINATION
Alabama* W. H. Sanders. Montgomery.. .Montgomery. . . .Jan. . .

Arizona* Ancil Martin. Phoenix Phoenix Oct. 3
Arkansas P. T. Murphv. Brinkley Little Rock Nov. S
California* Chas. L. Tisdale, 1879 Sutter

Street. San Francisco San Francisco. , .

Colorado S. D. Van Meter. 1723 Tremont
Street. Denver Denver Oct. 4

Connecticut*. . .Chas. A. Tuttle. New Haven. .New Haven Nov. 14
Delaware T. H. Wilson, Dover Dover Dec. 13
Dist. ofCol'bia..Geo. C. Ober. Washington Washington Oct. 11
Florida* I. D. Fernandez. Jacksonville. . Palatka Nov. 9
Georgia T. H. Goes. Athens Atlanta Oct. 1

1

Idaho* W. F. Howard. Pocatello Oct. 4
Illinois J, A- Egan, Springfield Chicago Oct. —
Indiana W. T. Gott. Crawfordsville. . . .Indianapolis Jan. 10
Iowa Louis A. Thomas. Des Moines. .Des Moines
Kansas K. A. Dykes. Lebanon Topeka Oct. H
Kentuckj' J. N. McCormack. Bowling

Green Louisville
Louisiana E. L. McGehee. New Orleans. . .New Orleans. . . .Oct. 18
Maine F. W. Searle. Portland Portland Nov. 8
Maryland J. McP. Scott. Hagerstown Baltimore Dec. 13
Massachusetts*. "E. B. Harvey, State House.

Boston Boston Sept. 13
Michigan B. D. Harison. 205 Whitney

Building. Detroit Lansing Oct. 11
Minnesota W. S. Fullerton. St. Paul St. Paul Oct. 4
Mississippi S. H. McLean, Jackson Jackson Oct. It
Missouri Frank B. Hiller. Jefferson City . Tefferson City. . .Sept . .

Montana* Wm. C. Riddell, Helena Helena Oct. 4
Nebraska C. A. Carr. Lincoln Lincoln
Nevada S. L. Lee, Carson City Carson City Nov. 2
N. Hampshire. .Henry C. Morrison, State Li-

brary, Concord Concord Jan. 3
New Jersey H. G. Norton, Trenton Trenton Oct. 18
New Mexico. ... J. A. Massie, Santa Fe Santa Fe Oct 10

f New York f

New York C.F.Wheelock, Univ.of State
j Albany ( Sept. 27

of New York, Albany. . . . j Syracuse
j

L Buffalo I

N. Carolina B. K. Hays. Oxford Charlotte June 14
N. Dakota H. M. Wheeler, Grand Forks. .Grand Forks. . . .Oct. ',

Ohio Geo. H. Matson. Columbus.. . .Columbus Dec. 13
Oklahoma* F. P. Davis. Enid Guthrie Oct 1

1

Oregon B. E. Miller. Portland Portland Jan. 3

Pennsylvania*.. N. C. Shaeffer. Harrisburg.. I plj'Jfbur'''"^
'

'

I
^ec. ..

Rhode Island*. .G. T. Swarts. Providence Providence Oct. 6
S. Carolina H. H. Wyman, Aiken Columbus June 13
S. Dakota H. E. McNutt, Aberdeen Watertown Tan 11

[Memphis
1

Tennessee C. A. Abemathy. Pulaski. . . < Nash\Tlle
[ May 28

I Knox\-ille. . J
Texas R. H. McLeod, Palestine Palestine Nov 22
Utah R. W. Fisher. Salt Lake City. .Salt Lake City.. Oct.' 3
Vermont W. Scott Nay, Underhill Montpelier Jan. 10
Virginia R. S. Martin. Stuart Lynchburg Dec 20
Washington*.

. .T. C. McFadden, Seattle Spokane Jan. 3
W. Virginia H. A. Barbee. Point Pleasant . Charleston
Wisconsin J. M. Beffel, Milwaukee Milwaukee Jan. 10
Wyoming S. B. Miller. Laramie Laramie Oct. 12

* No reciprocicity recognieed by these States.
t Applicants should in every case write to the secretar>- for latest

details regarding the examination in any particular State.

iHptitral itpms.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of August 6, 1910.

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis.
Malarial Fever

Totals.

674
214
179
85
1

9

96

1,.319

137
17

11

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deatlii

from smallpox, yellow fever, cholera, and plague hare
been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Healtk,

and Marine Hospital Service, during the week cndti
August 5, 1910.

India. Calcutta Ju
Madras Ju

Java, Batavia Ju
Present in extreme eastern part.
Samarang Ju

Russia. Baku, government Ju 19-25.
Present in districts of Igoumen, Mazir, Pinsk, Retchitsk,

19-25.
19-25.
19-25.

June 19-25.
tjune 19-25.

Don, territory June 19-25.
Rostov-on-the-Don.- . .June 19-25 ....

Kharkov, government June 19-25 ....
Kherson, govemement Jime 19-25. . . .

June 23-JuIy 1.

Kief, government June 19-25 ....
Kuban, government June 19-25
Minsk, government June 19-25 ....
Poltava, government June 19-25. . . .

St. Petersburg, government
St. Petersburg June 19-25

Samara, government June 19-25. . . .

Saratov, government June 19-25 ....
Simbirsk, government June 19-25 ....
Tambov, government June 19-25. . . .

Taurida. government Tune 19-25 ....
Sebastopal June 19-25
Theodosia June 19-25

Terek, territory June 19-25. . . .

Tiflis, government

—

Tiflis Ji

Tschemigov. government. . .Ji

Vitebsk, government Ji

Voronesch. gov
Yekaterinislav. go
Transcaucasia

—

Tschemomorsk district

—

Novorossysk June 19-25
Straits Settlements. Singapore. . . . .June 5-11

YFLLOW FEVER.
Brazil. Bahia April 30-June 3 . .

Manaos June 26-Julv 2. . .

Para July 3-9
PLAGUE.

Brazil. Bahia April 30-June 3 . .

Chile. Iquique June 4-12
Taltal April 1-27

China. Hongkong June 12-18
India, Bombay June 22-28

Calcutta June 5-11
Kurrachee July 19-25

Japan, Formosa June 5—18
Peru, Arequipa. Department Mar. 1-3 1

Including 2 cases and I death previously reported.
MoUendo May 2S-June 10.

Callao Mar. 1-31
L,ambayeque Mar. 1-31
Libertad Mar. 1-31
Lima Mar. 1-31
Piura Mar. 1-31

SMALLPOX.
Abyssinia, Adis Ababa June 5-28
Argentina, Buenos Aires April 1—30
Austria. Galicia July 3-9
Brazil, Bahia April 30-June 10.

Para July 3-9
Santos May 30-June 5 . .

Canada. Pictou July 17-23
Vancouver May 1-31

Chile, Valparaiso May 19
China, Chefoo July 2

. Still pres't.
7 5
and Sloutsk.

Egypt, Cairo June 18-24.
France, Paris June 20-26

.

Germany, general June 3-9 . . .

India, Bombay June 22-28.
Kurrachee June 19-25.
Madras June 18-24.

Italy, general July 4-10
. .

Naples July 4-10.

.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE USE OF THE
AUTOMOBILE UPON THE UPPER

AIR PASSAGES.*

By D. BRYSON DELAVAN, M.D.,

The ahiiost universal adaptation of the niutur

vehicle for pleasure as well as for business purpose,^

implies the fact that countless numbers of people

come within its influence, some as actual users of it,

and some as mere spectators of its use. It be-

comes, therefore, a matter of great human interest,

of actual importance to the State, to know the ef-

fects of the new means of locomotion upon the

physical welfare of the public. To that end this

subject is presented, in the hope that discussion

of it may bring definite and useful results.

The influence of the automobile upon the mind,

the morals, and the physical being of those who
use it presents questions of interest well worthy of

study. Already more or less has been written con-

cerning these topics. Its eiifects, however, upon
the upper air passages do not not seem to have
attracted serious attention, and yet ofter opportun-
ity for considerable investigation and comment.
The automobile may effect both him who uses

it and him who does not. The exposure to one
who rides in an open vehicle may bring about ef-

fects which would not endanger the one riding in

a limousine. The chauffeur may also be exposed
to dangers peculiar to his position. As to the man
who walks, it is his part to inhale the fumes which
poison the atmosphere of our best avenues and to

either be driven from his home by the noise of

the autos or choked by the dust which is raised

by them and blown in his direction.

If the e.xperience of other occupations which are

known to be injurious to the air passages is any
criterion, it is time that we had undertaken to con-

sider the influence of the automobile.
The factors which may work injury may be di-

vided into two groups, namely, first, conditions re-

lating to the air itself, and, second, impurities car-

ried by or suspended in the air. The first includes

temperature, air currents, and air pressure ; the

second, dust and smoke. Sudden and violent

changes of temperature are often encountered by
the motorist. Exposure to strong draughts is also

a common experience, the draughts being due to

natural air currents or to the rapid motion of the

car. Where the car is speeding in the face of a

breeze the resulting increase of air pressure must
be considerable.

Sudden change of temperature or rapid radiation

*Read before the American Laryngological .Association

at its Thirty-second Annual Meeting, Washington, D. C,
May 3, 1910.

of body heat due to exposure to air currents may
cause chill, and, indirectly, the latter's well-known
results upon the breathing" apparatus. Increased

atmospheric pressure, especially when combined
with cold, must of necessity exert important in-

fluences upon the respiratory region, from the nasal

cavities and their communicating passages to the

ultimate vesicles of the lungs. Examples of this

are common. Thus, during the height of the great

blizzard of 1888, many persons attempted to walk
from their places of business to their homes, fac-

ing the storm. The number of those whose air

passages suffered injury was incredible, while the

variety of affections included a fair proportion of
the inflammatory conditions possible to the ears,

nasal region, pharynx, larynx, trachea, bronchi,

and lungs. Deaths were numerous, while there are

many patients suffering from chronic disorders to-

day who date the origin of their troubles from that

or some similar experience. A rate of thirty miles
an hour constitutes a stiff breeze, while sixty miles
represents a gale. These facts we know, and yet

easily forget in the exhilaration of the ride.

Studies made with regard to the actual resistance

of the air in speeding give interesting results. It

is stated that at speeds below 20 miles an hour the

effect of wind resistance is too slight to be meas-
urable. Considering surfaces at right angles to the
normal plane of travel of the automobile, resist-

ance begins to show at about 15 miles an hour. It

increases slowly, reaching about 2>4 pounds a
square foot at 30 miles an hour. Higher speed
results in rapidly increasing rate of resistance until

at 60 miles an hour the pressuie is about 13 pounds.
At 90 miles it has increased to ibout 29 pounds.

If these observations are coruct, air pressure in

connection with the use of the automobile is not a
negligible factor, especially when related to its influ-

ence upon the air passages. Of course, it must be
remembered that the rate of pressure may be
greatly increased by adding the force of a head-
wind to the speed of the machine. Thus, a speed
of 30 miles against a 20-mile breeze would create
a so-mile pressure. While there may be some con-
ditions of the lungs in which exposure to a moder-
ate increase of air pressure for a limited amount of
time vvould be beneficial, there must be many cases
in which great increase of pressure, or pressure
long continued, would result in injury, even to a
heahhy lung. In certain pathological conditions,
such, for example, as emphysemaT the ri.sk is ob-
vious.

The second injurious factor is the impurities
which may be inhaled with the inspired air. These
consist of dust, of smoke, and of other matters,
among which may be mentioned plant products and
^niall insects. The deleterious effects of dust upon
the air passages are obvious. Those engaged in
dusty occupations such as emery grinding, certain
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kinds of stone cutting, the handling of furs, and

the manufacture of certain powders and fabrics,

almost invariably suffer. Smoke also irritates them,

and the smoke of the auto is especially irritating.

Another source of irritation is one not generally

thought of, but, in the experience of the writer, of

sufficient importance to warrant attention. I refer

to the presence in the air at certain times and places

of large numbers of small winged insects, and, also,

to the products of plants, shrubs, and trees, which,

at certain seasons of the year, fill the air, espe-.

cially in the neighborhood of their production.

^Mosquitoes and gnats in great variety are frequent-

ly encountered after sundown in passing over

country roads, especially if the latter run through

growths of trees or near swamp lands. Insects of

larger type may endanger the eyes. The smaller

ones not only offer the same possibility, but may
readily be inhaled, either into the nasal cavities or

into the larynx or trachea. Any one who has ex-

perienced such an accident will remember its irri-

tating eft'ects, which may not only be severe for the

present, but may leave behind the possibilities of

serious trouble.

Dust may be irritating from its mechanical prop-

erties. Thus fine sand, as has often been demon-
strated in its eft'ect upon stone workers, has in-

jurious properties which depend upon the sharp

cutting qualities of the particles of silicate of which

the dust is com{X)sed. Other kinds of dust may
be harmful, not only by reason of the peculiar shape

of the particles, but, also, because of the irritating

nature of the substance itself, as, for instance, in

the case of the horse droppings and the many other

accompaniments of ordinary street dust.

With regard to the equipment of the motorist,

every conceivable appliance and convenience is pro-

vided for him. This is especially true of protec-

tions for the eye, which are supplied by the shops
in great variety. In considering this, however, it

at once appeals to one as strange that protection of

the breathing apparatus against dust and severe

winds seems to be neglected. I have searched many
shops, but have never yet found a satisfactory

respirator, nor do I know anything in recent sci-

entific literature bearing upon the subject. Almost
the single exception to this statement is the face

guard used in racing, for protection against the

wind. This is of simple pattern and construction, and
for its purpose is said to be eft'ective. It can hardly

be entirely successful, however, in excluding dust.

For the latter purpose none of the old-fashioned
respirators, such as have been worn in London for

many years for protection against fog, nor those
of the Morrell Mackenzie type, for preventing the
inhalation of dust by emery grinders, stone workers,
and the like, are satisfactory. The majority of
those who attempt any protection at all are ladies,

who use chiffon veils in which they envelop the en-
tire head. This method, of course, offers a certain
amount of relief to the air passages, but it can not
be considered ideal.

The lack of attention which has been given to

the subject of respirators would imply that dust is

an unimportant factor. In regions where the roads
are well cared for and properly oiled this is to some
extent true. Any one who has seen automobile
parties coming in after long runs in dry weather,
through an open country, will remember the ex-
tent to which everything pertaining to the motor
and its occupants has been covered with dust. This
is especially true of many districts in Europe, where

oiling of the roads is unknown, and where lime-

stone or other comparatively soft material used in

making the roads has furnished a fine powdery
grit, which rises in dense clouds and penetrates

everywhere.
The introduction of the "wind shield" has re-

sulted in modifying the effect of wind currents with

considerable success. Roe states that since it has

been more generally used diseases of the nasal

sinuses among autoists have been distinctly less

common. Shurly calls attention to the fact that

habitual speeding develops the so-called "automo-
bile face," a characteristic of which is the open
mouth. Such persons, he believes, are particularly

liable to infections.

In dealing with the question of automobile smoke
several factors are to be considered. The irritating

particles may, perhaps, be too small in size to exert

much mechanical influence upon the mucous mem-
branes, but their quality may be such as to cause

decided irritation. Added to this is the pungent
odor which in itself may be excessively irritating.

While some may doubt the harmfulness of the

emanations from the exhaust of the automobile, it

is hardly possible to suppose that they can be en-

tirely without effect. Even to healthy membranes
their presence in the air is consciously annoying.

Where the mucous linings of the air passages are

already, for any reason, in a sensitive condition,

there is no question, if we may rely upon persons

of intelligence and experience, who have considered

the matter, that the automobile fumes have caused
them painful annoyance at the time and in some
cases long continued and severe after irritation.

This is often observed in cases of ear trouble, due
to Eustachian catarrh, while patients suft'ering from
asthma, bronchitis, tuberculosis, and the like are

undoubtedly aft'ected by it.

Without question mucous membranes already ir-

ritated are more especially liable to infections of

a general nature; even supposing the smoke and
gases from the auto to be sterile, their ultimate con-

tributory effects may easily become important, par-

ticularly when combined with the notoriously mi-
crobe-laden dust of city streets.

Theoretically considered, the use of the automo-
bile should be productive of a decided increase in the

average of respiratory ills. Whether or not it has
actually so resulted is a question. Taking up the

causes of injury, we will first refer to chill. This
may be acquired through unsuitable or insufficient

clothing, or through clothing improperly applied.

Not only should the body be protected, but the

limbs should be carefully covered, especially in open
motors. A coat, otherwise warm, may be cut too

low in the collar. The idea that undue exposure
of the neck and throat tends to strengthen the parts

is a popular fallacy. No such custom prevails with

the Eskimos and others of exposed life dwelling in

cold latitudes. No part of the body would seem
to demand more careful protection than that ad-

jacent to the top of the sternum, where center the

most important blood vessels of the body, many of

them within short distances of the outer world. A
coat which does not properly protect the throat is

like a roofless house. Any one who has skated, or

has sailed an ice-boat in very cold weather, or who
has had experience in mountain climbing at high al-

titudes, will readily understand this. In motoring,

neither extreme cold nor great altitudes are neces-

sary to bring about conditions which rapidly lower
the body temperature. As with the neck so with
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the feet. Low shoes, unprotected ankles, and want
of rugs may quickly work disaster. Some of the

hea(.l coverings used are admirable. Others arc

exceedingly bad, comfort and safety being sacri-

ficed to appearance, with no attempt to protect and
shield the face and neck. The subject of proper
underclothing must also be considered. The w ear-

ing of an abdominal band is considered by inanv

experts a great protection against chill. It i;, easy

to become chilled in an automobile when one enters

it after leaving a warm room, even when well pro-

tected with clothing. Still worse to ride in an open
machine in the country, fresh from an overheated

train and with thin clothes. This latter situation

sometimes confronts the city consultant when he

is called out of town.

Apparently the worst case is that of the chauffeur

who, in the effort to replace a tire or repair some
injury, works himself into profuse perspiration and
then upon the driver's seat makes up lost time

against a cold breeze. Such exposure should be

prolific of throat and lung trouble. As a matter

of fact, it does not seem to be. This may be ac-

counted for by the youthful vigor and personal

power of resistance of those who engage in the

work of motor driving, as well as by the health-

giving eiTects of a life of abstinence and of activity

in the open air.

Having considered the above-mentioned factors,

the next step would be to study their efTects upon
the upper air passages in healthy individuals.

To that end we have endeavorer to make a col-

lective investigation of the subject, and have taken

the chaulTeur as the basis of study, selecting him
because, as a professional, he devotes a maximum
amount of time to his work ; because his position is

more exposed than that of others ; and because he

may be supposed to represent a fair type of the

average healthy individual. In order to gain the

most reliable information possible we have inter-

viewed the medical departments of four leading

life insurance companies. All agree that the sub-

ject should be, and is being, investigated, but state

that it has only lately come up, that nothing less

than a large collection of statistics will be of value,

and that the length of time which has elapsed since

the matter was taken in hand is too short to admit

of reliable deductions and final scientific results. -As

far as their observations have gone, up to the pres-

ent time, none of them have been able to notice any

special efTect of the use of the automobile upon the

upper air passages. One of the companies states

that while the mortality rate is greater in these

cases than with ordinary drivers of vehicles, this is

owing to accident and not to disease, and has noth-

ing to do with the real object of our investigation.

It makes no extra rate for risk of illness i"

chauffeurs. It aims to accept only chauffeurs

of good standing and of temperate lives, and it

believes that any special risks of illness to which

they may be subjected are counterbalanced by the

non-use of alcoholics and by the life in the open air.

Another company regards the chauffeur as not in-

ferior as a risk, and accepts him on equal terms wuh
others of his general grade. A third agrees sub

stantially with the above. In the case of the fourth

company an excess rate of one-half of one per cent,

was formerly charged chauffeurs. Lately, this ex-

cess has been removed and they are taken at the

usual rates.

In short, the medical departments of these com-

panies, the largest and most important in the coun-

try, have not found that chauffeurs are apparently

more liable to the serious respiratory diseases whicfi

threaten life than arc coachmen. Both, of course,

are apt to sufl:'cr from pneumonia due to exposure,

one of the few conditions likely to come to the

notice of life insurance authorities. Diseases not

directly fatal, such as sinusitis, would probably not

be reported to them. It is desirable that a system-

atic investigation be made to determine the influ-

ence of the automobile upon all respiratory condi-

tions. Finally, if it should appear that they are

actually productive of irritation in cases where the

condition of the air passages is normal, it would be

easy to appreciate their influence upon special con-

ditions of the respirator}- tr;ict likely to be aggra-

vated by them.

We will now consider what some of these condi-

tions are. A good illustration would be offered by

a case of acute coryza. In this affection it is pre-

requisite to the successful treatment of the case

that the patient be kept in an even temperature, and
that he be allowed to breathe pure air. The treat-

ment also demands that the surface of the body be

protected from chill. We secure quietude and
warmth by sending the patient to bed. It will read-

ily be seen how exposure in an automobile appar-

ently violates all of the first principles of treatment.

That this criticism is not theoretical may be am-
ply proved by common experience. In cases where
there is any tendency to involvement of the nasal

sinuses in such acute attacks, automobile riding

offers every possible element of danger, including

the special risk from increased air pressure of forc-

ing elements of infection into the sinuses or into the

Eustachian tubes.

The prevalence of sinus disease and of acute in-

fections of the ear in recent years has been at-

tributed to the influence of grippe. In the treatment
of these cases, however, experience demonstrates
that a patient taken in hand at the early part of the

attack, placed under proper conditions and given
suitable treatment will generally escape serious trou-

ble. Even if the sinuses have been invaded, a few
days will generally suffice to check the inflammation
and cure the case. Lack of treatment and of pro-

tection', however, and, above all things, exposure
to inclement weather, will not only remove the pos-
sibility of spontaneous cure which is often present,

but in countless instances has aggravated the trou-

ble to the extent of causing infection of other
sinuses, intensifying the symptoms and thereby
prolonging the subsidence of the attack, or creating
complications of the gravest nature. It is just such
cases which lapse into chronic conditions, often
presenting the greatest difficulties and the most ser-

ious dangers. In chronic disease of the sinuses, in-

cautious motoring may expose the patient to especial

risk. The same is true in cases of old suppurative
conditions of the ear. for reasons too eviilent to need
explanation.

The effect of automobile riding upon the symp-
tom of tinnitus is an interesting and important
study. In a patient subject to this phenomenon it

may be laid down as a general axiom that the bet-
ter the condition of the body in general and of the
neighborhood of the ears in particular, the less the
tinnitus will be in evidence. Naturally, any increase
in the tinnitus wntdd imply some additional irrita-

tion in the ears or in those parts irritation of which
will produce reflexes resulting in tinnitus. It is a
common experience of the victims of tinnitus to find
that the ringing in the ears is increased by riding
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in an automobile. This is especially the case if

the ears are unprotected. Such increase may be due

either to the irritation of the air currents upon
the tympanum, to the results of air pressure in those

whose Eustachian tubes are clogged, or to hyper-

emia of the nasopharyngeal membranes with ex-

tension into the Eustachian tubes. Patients sus-

ceptible to increased tinnitus, therefore, should be

warned of the effect of the automobile, and if they

ride should be urged to so protect themselves that

the ears will not be endangered. At the very least,

the wearing of a cotton plug in the external auditory

canal should be enjoined.

In acute catarrhal conditions in general of the air

passages motoring would seem to be contraindi-

cated. In many subacute and chronic catarrhal con-

ditions, however, it appears to be distinctly advan-

tageous. In my own experience many such cases

have been benefited, and more than one patient of

long standing has been cured.

In bronchitis, asthma, and emphysema the rules

which would obtain with regard to the avoidance

of sudden changes of temperature and exposure to

strong winds would be applicable to the use of the

automobile.

The same may be said with regard to pulmonary
tuberculosis. Several cases have been reported to

me in which bronchial asthma, vasomotor coryza,

and hay fever have been markedly relieved by it.

The question, however, of the influence of the au-

tomobile upon those inclined to throat and pul-

monary tuberculosis is another interesting topic.

An abundance of fresh, invigorating air should be

beneficial. Draughts, sudden changes of tempera-

ture, dust, smoke, and irritating gases must, of

course, be avoided. A case has been reported to

me of a lady who made a motor trip from New
York to Chicago and back again in very dry weath-

er. She left apparently in good health and re-

turned with well-marked pulmonary tuberculosis.

The investigations of David Twichell have shown
that the tubercle bacillus quickly succumbs to sun-

light. It is unlikely that the patient above men-
tioned contracted tuberculosis from the dust of the

roadways. Possibly the disease may have been
latent or unsuspected when she started and was
developed by the excitement and fatigue of the

journey, coupled with the mechanical irritation to

the respiratory membranes of the dust.

Again, the membranes having been irritated by
dust, the germ may have been acquired in some
lodging place upon the way.

Possibly this isolated case represents a rare ac-

cident in which the influence of the automobile is

not entirely evident. In any event it would seem
worthy of notice.

Good authorities, of course, interdict motoring in

tuberculous subjects whose temperature is above
normal. In certain cases, particularly of the ner-

vous, restless type, the mild stimulation of the cir-

culation, deep-breathing, and lively mental diversion
have been distinctly beneficial.

The advantages of the open car, also, are not to

be ignored. The entire freedom of the circulation

of the air, even in cold weather, is stimulating and
tonic to those vigorous enough to profit by it. In-

deed, there are some who claim that they never take
cold unless they ride in a closed car. Here, of
course, the personal equation must settle the ques-
tion.

In this connection attention should be called to

the use of the "wind-shield." It is said that much

greater immunity from respiratory troubles has been

observed among professional drivers than was
formerly the case. Before the introduction of the

wind-shield affections of the ear, the nasal sinuses,

and the air passages in general seem to have been
much more common than they are now.
The typical expression of countenance of the

racing motorist is highly suggestive of mouth-
breathing, a habit likely to add much to the risks

under discussion.

In estimating its effect upon the air passages,

therefore, the fact that the automobile may be either

open, protected, or enclosed must be considered. No
vehicle is more luxurious or, indeed, more safe for

those who are feeble and susceptible to the effect of

cold, than a high-grade, well-appointed, modern car.

With the windows properly arranged draughts can

be prevented, and even the temperature can, to

some degree, be controlled. Under such conditions

an invalid might travel proper distances without
injury and with highly beneficial results. To the

same person a long ride in an open or a partly

protected car might be attended with discomfort

and followed by disaster. In advising a patient,

therefore, it is necessary to specify the variety of

car he should use and then instruct him as to the

precautions necessary in his particular case.

Here, again, the personal equation becomes im-

portant. The same currents of air which would
invigorate and strengthen a person in robust health

might be harmful in conditions of disease of the air

passages, as they are recognized to be in disorders

of other parts.

In a paper recently presented in Philadelphia by
Professor James Tyson on the effect of the use of

the automobile upon the heart, Dr. Tyson maintains

that many cases of cardiac disease are markedly
benefited, the fresh air, moderate exercise, gentle

stimulation of the circulation, and mental diversion

having an excellent influence.

So, in properly selected cases of respiratory trou-

ble the patients thrive under it, owing to improved
oxygenation and nutrition.

To sum up the matter, it would appear that under
certain conditions and in certain cases the motorist

may expose himself to positive risks. These risks

may sometimes be modified or even removed by the

use of proper precaution in the selection of a ma-
chine and by the exercise of wisdom in using it.

Properly used in suitable cases, the automobile may
be a valuable therapeutic agent.

These things being true, it is time that knowledge
upon the subject had been obtained sufficient to

enable us to warn the public of the possibilities of
danger and to instruct it as to the best means of

protection.

In addition to those precautions of a personal
nature which each one using the automobile should
observe, the safety and comfort of all would be
greatly enhanced :

1. By good country roads, kept in good order.

2. By well-paved city streets, kept free from dirt

and from the fine dust which is now allowed to re-

main after the coarser matters have been removed.

3. By the enforcement of the laws against auto-

mobile smoke in our cities as the same laws are

enforced in the principal cities of Europe.
Thus would nnich just criticism of the motor be

silenced and many friends be gained to a worthy
cause.

All things considered, the final verdict seems de-

cidedlv in its favor. The authoritv of life insur-
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ance thus far has not been able to discriminate

against it, high medical authority commends it in

kindred directions, and common sense, together with
experience, seem to sustain it.

I East Thirty-third Street.

FIRST AID TO THE INSANE AND PSYCHO-
PATHIC WARDS.*

By albert warren FERRIS, A.M., M.D..

NEW YORK.

PRESIDENT OF NEW YORK STATE COMMISSION IN LUNACY.

Midway between the home and the State hospital

there must exist some agency for the care of the

mentally disturbed, pending their proper disposi-

tion. Some haven must be open for their immediate
reception. It should not be the poorhouse and it

should never be the jail. It is a blot upon our civili-

zation that the mentally afflicted should be so often

treated as if they were paupers or criminals. Hip-
pocrates taught that insanity is due to disease ; but

sight of this fact was lost in the superstition of the

Middle Ages.
Non-restraint of the insane was advocated by

Franklin in 1750, and later by Rusk. Yet on the

statute books of the State of New York, as late as

1788, was placed "An act for apprehending and
punishing disorderly persons,'' v^'hich provided

partly as follows : "Persons who by lunacy or

otherwise are furiously mad, or are so far disor-

dered in their senses that they may be dangerous
to be permitted to go abroad ; therefore, be it en-

acted that it shall be lawful for any two or more
justices of the peace to cause such person to be ap-

prehended and kept safely locked up in some secure

place and, if such justices shall find it necessary,

to be there chained." In 1806 an Act was passed by
the State Legislature providing for the erection of

additions to the New York Hospital, a general

medical hospital, "particularly to provide suitable

apartments for maniacs, adapted to the various

forms and degrees of insanity." Yet to-day, a hun-
dred years later, we read in the newspapers of

"persons charged with insanity," "insane offenders"

and "insane prisoners," not sent to hospitals, but

locked in jails as if guilty of crime—a distinct

retrogression in the conception of the most unfor-

tunate of illnesses

Shall we speak of a man in the delirium of typhoid

as a "typhoid offender," or a "prisoner suspected

of typhoid"? Since what date has insanity, or other

evidence of illness, been considered a crime? By
what moral right is an insane person who is charged
with no crime considered as or treated as a "pris-

oner"?
It is a curious survival of barbarism that the

evidence of a disordered mind should be considered

as "disorderly conduct," and afford opportunity or

excuse for arrest by the constable or the police-

man. If a policeman encounters a citizen who is

shouting in the street, and ascertains that he is

suffering severe pain, the officer conducts him to a

hospital for treatment. But if he ascertains that tlie

citizen is suffering from mental disorder, the of-

ficer takes him to a jail or a lock-up, and later,

"charged with insanity," he is taken before a magis-

trate after being held in "the pen" with criminals

of all kinds. Timidity, custom, and indifference are

responsible for this inhuman treatment of the sick.

*Read at the Conference of Mayors of Cities of the

State of New York, called to discuss Municipal Health

Problems, at Schenectady, June 23 and 24, 1910.

The absurd fear of the insane, which has been in-

culcated by example for generations, occasionally

leads the peace officer to use an unwarrantable re-

straint and a brutal manner toward the poor suf-

ferer, generally weak and confused, often in abject

fear.

Violence of the patient is generally in direct pro-

portion to the violence of the captor or keeper.

The California State Journal of Medicine reports

an interesting instance of cowardice in the treat-

ment of an insane person. "A perfectly harmless

patient was first tied about with a rope, then rolled

in a mattress, and this in turn was carefully roped,

something over one hundred feet of rope being used,

to tie a harmless sick person," in order to transport

him to a hospital.

Magistrates in certain cities in New York State

follow the path of least trouble to themselves by
sending an insane person to jail to be returned in

five days. In some probably recoverable cases

death has occurred under these circumstances and
following this mistreatment. In an instance that

came to my knowledge, an insane man was taken

into a magistrate's court by a policeman who had
arrested him, and was remanded to jail by the

magistrate, to be brought back to court in five days.

People who were present say that the man ap-

peared to be insane to everyone but his honor, the

magistrate. Nevertheless, he was bundled into a

patrol wagon with several criminals, and lodged in

jail. At the expiration of five days he was re-

turned to the court, upon the order of the magis-
trate, and while waiting his turn in "the pen" with

several criminals, he died of starvation. In all jail

cases positive dainage is done to the patient. The
early iinpressions of the mental sufferer are deep
and lasting. To be arrested and confined in jail

suggests accusation of crime of which the patient

knows he is innocent. Hence arise delusions of con-

spiracy and persecution which the very difficult, if

not impossible of eradication. Borderland and un-

determined cases, including psychastheniacs with
their doubts, dread, fear, inexplicable terror, an-

guish, or agitation ; and also those who suffer from
delirium of fever are much damaged by incarcera-

tion in cells prepared for criminals in the ordinary
jail.

It is not the worthless, useless, idle, or vicious

members of society that furnish us with the larger

number of insane people. The insane are largely

recruited from among the valuable part of the com-
munity. In New York over yj per cent, of the
patients received into the State hospitals were en-

gaged in work above the grade of day labor, or were
the wives or minor children of men so occupied.
In aiding these people the State has given aid to

those who most deserve it ; to those who in the past

were wage-earners and tax-payers.

In 1890 the population of New York State

reached 6,171,586 people, of whoin 16,006 were in-

sane. In 1890 the estimated population of the State
is 8,865,772, of which number 32,650 are known
to be insane.

The duration of sane interval in male cases read-
mitted was : Less than three years in, 64 ; less than
one year in, 35 ; less than six months in, 24 per cent.

Female cases show a slightly longer sane interval

because the attacks of those women who suffer from
maniac depressive insanity recur at longer intervals

than those of male patients.

The length of hospital residence of cases that

recover is : Over one year in. 17 per cent. ; between
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one month and twelve months in, 83 per cent. About

44 per cent, of the cases that recover have suffered

less htan one month from their psychoses previously

to admission, and nearly 90 per cent, of the recover-

ing cases have suffered from their psychoses less

than one year previously to admission.

The length of hospital residence of male cases

that die is : Under one month for 14, under three

months for 25, under six months for 35, under one

year for 48 per cent.

Female patients who die survive somewhat longer

than male cases, because of the decreased preva-

lence of general paresis among women
The patients are not received early enough, or

are subjected to devitalizing influences prior to ad-

mission. The earliest treatment is often the most

important. All disturbing and distressing in-

fluences, all confusion and fatiguing agencies should

be prohibited. The tenderest nursing is essential

from the start, if the full number of possible re-

coveries is to be reached. Yet in New York State

over 500 patients have been brought annually to the

State hospitals from jails and lockups. In many
cases their condition in the jail has been deplorable

and heartrending.

The reports received "showed that in some in-

stances the patient was cared for by a nurse in the

jail or elsewhere, or was taken to a hotel for meals,

or was found at a boarding house in charge of the

authorities, or at the house of an official, some ef-

fort being apparently made to provide for his needs

and keep him apart from a criminal environment.

In regard to one place, the statement is made that

the Superintendent of the Poor always hires reliable

attendants to care for the patients pending commit-

ment. More frequently, however, the reports

showed that the patients were given no special con-

sideration, and were found in unsanitary, uncom-

fortable, sometimes filthy and vermin-infested cells,

not infrequently in company with persons accused

of crime, notwithstanding that this is specifically

forbidden by law. In one instance the patient was

found in the same room with a person accused of

being implicated in a murder and developed a de-

lusion that she herself was accused of the crime.

In another a patient received a scalp wound by being

struck with a pitcher by a prisoner. In still another

the report stated that a woman patient was found

in a basement cell, without windows, dark and

damp, with no toilet facilities and separated only

by a slat door from the quarters of a drunken man.

Other reports showed that the patients were cared

for by prisoners, or were in a common room with

drunkards and tramps. Under such circumstances

no attempt at medical care and nursing could be

expected, and sometimes the most ordinary needs

of the patients were neglected. At a jail in one of

the larger cities, a woman was found by the nurse

in a cell in which she could scarcely sit up, it was so

small. 'Three walls were padded with some coarse

material, and the fourth, the front, was a grated

door. There was no water section or available toilet

facilities. The patient was entirely naked and was
extremely filthy and dirty.' The village lockups in

which the patients were found were sometimes apart

from other buildings and little used. The patients

in them were sometimes left alone for long periods,

and a suicidal attempt and a fire started were among
the occurrences reported. Reports of insufficient

food, clothing and bedding, og cold, and of inat-

tention to medical treatment and nursing are among
those received. In one instance it was stated that

the food was bread and water. One man was far

advanced in tuberculosis and delirious. Another
was very sick, without fire or sufficient clothing,

and died two days after reaching the hospital. An
epileptic was drenched with a bucket of water

whenever he had a fit.

"The worst feature of all in the case of the in-

sane women confined in jails and lockups is the lack

of provision for attendance by persons of their own
sex. In a large number of instances, the reports

indicated that they were left entirely to the care of

men. The impropriety and danger of this to both

the patients and their cutsodians can scarcely be ex-

aggerated, and accusations of sexual assaults by

police officers or jail keepers have been made by

some of the women. In this way innocent persons

may be exposed to false accusations from which
they might have no opportunity to defend them-

selves. In one instance the nurse found an insane

woman entirely nude in her cell, and the only person

to attend her was a man who handed her food in at

each meal. The detention of women without at-

tendance by persons of their own sex is, to say the

least indecent, and one wonders why it is permitted

even in the case of those accused of crime."

The remedv is, (i) to take measures that will

insure that the responsibility for the earliest care

of the mentally affected should be laid upon health

officers and not upon poor-law officers, and (2) to

provide psychopathic wards or pavilions in connec-

tion with general medical hospitals in all cities and
large towns.

Superintendents or overseers of the poor should

not be in charge of alleged insane persons. In.^^an-

ity is a form of illness, and these patients should be

cared for by health officers in the first instance.

When no suitable place has been provided, a health

officer will secure room in a boarding house, or

with a family, in which the patient may be placed

in the care of a nurse till admission to a State hos-

pital can be arranged. No physician will lodge an
insane person in jail ; but he will provide a safe and
comfortable place for temporary accommodation,
and proceed with haste to secure medical examina-
tion and apply early for commitment to a State hos-

pital. Thus without alarm or brutality, without the

demoralization following arrest and jail life, with-

out undue restraint but under the care and quieting

influence of a nurse, the patient will be tided over
the confusing and distressing period of transfer to

a strange place without resulting mental damage.
Emphasis will have been placed on illness, and no
suggestion of crime will have been made. A bill

providing that a health officer and not poor-law of-

ficers shall take charge of the alleged insane pending
commitment has passed the Legislature, and has
been signed by the Governor, becoming Chapter 608
of the Laws of 1910.

The entire avoidance of undermining influences

will be secured if psychopathic wards or pavilions,

attached to general hospitals, are available. A psy-

chopathic ward is not a room for the detention of

vagrants or drunkards. A cage with a bed in it

and a keeper outside does not constitute a psycho-

pathic ward or a proper place of detention for the

sick.

A psychopathic ward consists of a number of

single bedrooms opening upon a corridor or short

hall, with abundance of light and ventilation, with

ordinary furniture, bedding and equipment, with

convenient water sections providing bathing facil-

ities; with nurses (women, with few exceptions) in
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uniforms ; with plants and flowers supplied with
discretion.

The patient should have, if possible, better quar-
ters and more comfort than he has at home. The
ministration should be noticeably personal, kind, and
encouraging ; the food should be appetizing and at-

tractive ; medical care and nursing should be as com-
plete as in the case of any other grave form of ill-

ness, with a view to saving every ounce of the

patient's strength, physical and mental. Separate
provision for possible noisy cases should be made
in small detached annexes, reached by means of cor-

ridors. In all hospitals furnished with psychopathic
wards or pavilions there should be a resident physi-
cian on call at all times.

The function of the psychopathic ward or pa-

vilion is to provide a proper place for reception and
temporary detention of the alleged insane, pending
their proper disposition ; to receive borderland or
undetermined cases for observation and decision ; to

care for cases of symptomatic delirium and the like.

In all instances in which any uncertainty exist.s the

benefit of the doubt should be given to the alcoholic

case. A grave psychosis may be masked by alco-

holism.

It is an important fact that medical care of the

insane should begin before the time when sufficient

mental change has occurred to make a commitment
possible. The initial care and treatment in the

psychopathic ward is therefore of prime importance.
But such care is purely initial, not protracted.

Without full equipment for the treatment of the

insane and without the constant attendance of a

resident psychiatrist, protracted care should nt)t be

undertaken.

Dangerous statements have been reported to the

effect that the insane are of two classes, one class

comprising acute and recoverable cases that may
be treated in an ordinary general medical hospital

and the other class comprising the irrecoverable

cases who should be placed under custody in State

hospitals. It is very difficult to predict regarding
recovery of a patient. Very frequently cases that

appear recoverable never emerge : while a few
others, after six or even nine unbroken years of
mental derangement, make a recovery. The possi-

bility of rapid recovery should not be jeopardized b\

prolonging general hospital treatment beyond the

strge of first aid.

The treatment of the special State hospital,

with its exhaustive search of personal or fam-
ily history, its consultations in meetings of

resident medical officers over each case person-

ally and repeatedly presented, its psychoanalysis,

its prolonged baths, its therapeutic occupations, its

many industries, its classes in calisthenics and folk-

dances and its varied entertainments—this should

be the treatment afiforded the patient at the earliest

day possible.

Moreover, in certain States, as in Xew York, pro-

longed treatment in the psychopathic ward of a

general hospital is unlawful. But all the agencies

mentioned are less efifectual and less rapidly suc-

cessful, if neglect or harshness at home, or if arrest

and lodgment in jail have preceded the admission
of the patient into the special State hospital. Tho
psychopathic ward is a most important link in the

chain; a most essential agency for the early pro-

tection and conservation of the recently developel
or of the recently discovered case of mental impair-

ment.

IS MERCURY A SPECIFIC IN PULMONARY
TUBERCULOSIS?*

By WM. N. BEGGS, A.B., M.D.,

MEDICAL DIRECTOR OF THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN SANITARIUM K)R
CONSUMPTIVES, EDGEWATER, AND PHYSICIAN TO

THE NATIONAL JEWISH HOSPITAL FOR
CONSUMPTIVES, DENVER.

In propounding this question, it is fitting to inquire

at the beginning, "What have we a right to expect
or require of a specific?" In replying to this, it may
be said very properly that any remedy or method
of treatment, to be a specific in any disease, is one
which, when applied secundum artem, uniformly
results in the recovery of the individuals subject to

that disease. By this it is not meant that there may
not be any failures of recovery, but these must be
comparatively so exceptional as not to vitiate the
rule.

From this definition certain other conditions may
be deduced as corollaries, of which I shall discuss

four. The first of these is that, in an affection

characterized by distinct clinical types, the remedy
or method of treatment must be applicable with suc-
cessful results in each of the several clinical types.
While we may thus allow for some variation in the
success of the employment of the treatment, the
variation depending upon the clinical type of the
afifection, nevertheless, in none of the clinical forms
is any considerable lack of success justifiable if the
treatment is to be regarded as worthy of' the name
of "specific."

As applied to tuberculosis, this would mean that
when we venture to call any remedy "specific" it

must result in cure, when properly employed, not
only in tuberculosis of the most varied tissues and
organs, but also in the several clinical varieties of
tuberculosis in these tissues and organs, if there be
such. That is, it is not sufficient that the remedy
or method of treatment may be employed success-
fully in tuberculosis of the skin, bones, joints, lungs,
etc., but it must be employed successfully in all the
forms of tuberculosis of these organs. It is not
possible to lay too much stress upon this feature.
Thus, in pulmonary tuberculosis, for example, it is

not sufficient that some, or even a large proportion,
of the cases of chronic ulcerative (Osier) pul-
monary tuberculosis shall improve, perhaps ulti-
mately recover. It is necessary that the same result
shall occur in cases of chronic fibroid or chronic
parenchymatous pulmonary tuberculosis (in which
latter type I have never seen a case of recovery
under any method of treatment), although the re-
covery need not necessarily occur with the same
percentage of frequency as in the first named form.
Indeed, I will go further, and assert that we have
no right to speak of a specific in tuberculosis until
the acute forms (the pneumonic, the disseminate,
and the miliary) are amenable, as a rule, to treat-
ment.

A second corollary is that such specific treaiment
shall be successfully applicable in all stages of the
affection short of what may be called an essentially
"terminal" stage. It must not be restricted in its
usefulness to the incipiency of the disease. We do
not hesitate to attack a neglected syphilis, for ex-
ample, although much time'may have elapsed since
the primary lesion was contracted and the subse-
quent manifestations have been numerous and
varied—I say we do not hesitate to institute treat-
*Read before the Colorado State Medical Association,

September 14, 1909.
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ment in such cases, with the reasonable expectation

that recovery will ensue if the treatment be carried

out faithfully and conducted intelligently. Of
course, we need not expect that the damage which

has been done will be done away with and tissues

which have been destroyed will be restored, but the

disease itself will be arrested and the patient will

recover so far as the defects in the tissues will per-

mit. It is the same way with malaria. To a lesser

degree it is true of diphtheria. Here time is a

specially important element, on account of the rapid

and great destructive degenerative lesions produced

by the diphtheritic to.xin, which themselves may pro-

duce the death of the patient.

In tuberculosis, it is true, there finally comes to

be a stage, which we may properly designate as a

terminal stage, in which it is probable that the death

of the patient would certainly follow at no great

length of time as a result of the secondary lesions

produced by the specific disease, although them-

selves not specific, even were it possible for the

tuberculous process itself to be absolutely and at

once eliminated. This result, as in diphtheria,

would occur because of the destructive or degenera-

tive conditions produced by the tuberculotoxins in

organs essential to the prolongation of life. How-
ever, we should guard ourselves against the error

of locating the appearance of this terminal stage

too early in the history of the case. To assert a

year, or six, or even three months (these periods

are used simply for illustration) before the death of

a consumptive, that his case is hopeless, is simply to

give expression to the meagerness of our present-

day therapy and not to the possibilities in his case.

The fact that three, or six, or twelve months have

been required for a not only tuberculous, but a

mixed infection of constantly increasing amount

acting upon an individual of constantly diminishing

vitality and power of resistance to produce death

is evidence that were it possible at such time to

eliminate the tuberculous process, the individual

might survive indefinitely, the degree in which he is

crippled depending upon the extent of the destruc-

tion which his tissues and organs have already suf-

fered. Not until such cases can be treated success-

fully as a rule can we speak properly of having a

"specific" against tuberculosis.

A third corollary is that the dosage of such

specific may be capable of adaptation according to

the degree of severity or rapidity of development

of the lesions produced by the disease. It must be

possible to adjust the dosage of the remedy to the

different relations existing between the varying de-

grees of virulence and quantity of the infective

agency and the variations in the resisting powers of

different individuals, or of the same subject at

diverse times. In other words, it must be possible

to push the remedy in the more virulent cases. This

we readily do in syphilis, malaria, and diphtheria.

This we must also be able to do as a routine matter

in tuberculosis.

The fourth corollary is that there must be no
"personal equation" on the part of the physician

requisite in the successful use of the remedy or

method of treatment. It must be alike successful

in the hands of all competent clinicians in that field

of therapy. This does not mean that in tuberculosis

the method would necessarily be available for use

in the hands of the general practitioner, no matter

how desirable that would be. To-day the difficulties

in the successful management of a case of tubercu-

losis are vastly greater than exist in a case of

syphilis, for example, and it is fitting that the con-

duct of such cases be carried on by those who have

devoted special attention to such subject. With a

specific, however, we might expect, even in the

hands of those not specially skilled, if the general

principles for its administration be once established,

better results than may be obtained without a specific

by even our ablest phthisiologists.

This corollary also does not preclude entirely the

element of personal factor in that always the greater

the skill of the physician and the greater his ability

to inspire confidence on the part of the patient, the

greater will be his success in a given case. In no
organic disease more than in tuberculosis, perhaps,

does suggestion play a greater role in the outcome
of the case.

The use of mercury in tuberculosis is no new
thing. There is probably no remedy in the whole
materia medica which has been applied in as many
diverse atfections and as carefully proved out in

each of them as mercury. Therefore, mercury and
tuberculosis have not escaped association in the

past, and have not escaped the most careful and
exhaustive proving in the past.

I shall make no attempt at a critical study of the

literature concerning the use of mercury in tuber-

culosis, but shall simply make a very few interesting

quotations. Good, on page 286, Vol. Ill, of the

fourth American edition of his work on "The Study
of Medicine," in five volumes, published in Boston
in 1826, speaks as follows: "Consumption, accord-

ing to Brouillet' and many other writers, is identic

with scrophula and is only to be cured by tonics,

alkalies, corrosive sublimate, or other mercurial

alterants employed for the cure of scrophulous af-

fections. According to Cullen, tliongh it has an

apparent connection with scrophula, the analogy af-

fords us no assistance in the treatment, and the

remedies for the one are of no avail in the other.

"Dr. Rush- contemplated it for the most part as

an entonic or inflammatory disease, and particularly

in its first stage, though it is sometimes accompanied
with a hectic, or even a typhous fever. And hence

his principal remedies were salivation, or bleeding,

which he sometimes prescribed fifteen times in six

weeks ; emitics, nitre in large doses, a milk and

vegetable diet, walking in cold air even during an
haemoptysis, and afterwards severe exercise. . . .

This bold practice e.xcited many followers, and was
tried with variable success upon a large scale. But a

practice of an opposite kind, equally bold, and which

soon became equally popular, was proposed at the

same time by M. Salvadori, of Trent.' Consump-
tion, in the view of this pathologist, is an atonic

instead of an entonic disorder from the beginning,

a disease of direct debility and not of inflammation

;

and hence it is only to be cured by an active plan

of stimulants and roborants from the first. The
patient's diet is to consist of copious meals of meat

and wine, and his chief regimen to be that of climb-

ing hills, or precipitous steeps in the morning as

quickly as he is able, till he is out of breath and

bathed in sweat, and then augmenting the perspira-

tion by placing himself near a large fire. Mr. May,*

who adopted the same general principle, seems to

have postponed the gynmastic part of the process

till the symptoms were alleviated." I have made
this quotation because of a number of points par-

ticularly interesting in connection with several of

our most recent and most prominent phthisiological

propaganda, as well as because of its relation with

the question in hand.
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Dr. Rush" himself says: "A saHvation has lately

been prescribed in this disease with success. An
accident first suggested its advantages, in the Penn-
sylvania Hospital, in the year 1800." Since that

time it has performed many cures in different parts

of the United States. It is to be lamented that in a

majority of the cases in which the mercury has been
given it has failed of exciting a salivation. Where
it affects the mouth it generally succeeds in recent

cases, which is more than can be said of any or of

all other remedies in this disease. In its hectic

state a salivation frequently cures, and even in its

typhus and last stage I have more than once pre-

scribed it with success."'

It can hardly be urged that Rush has confused
pulmonary tuberculosis with pulmonary syphilis

when we consider what he has said of the useless-

ness of mercury in those cases in which salivation

cannot be produced, and the success of its employ-
ment when salivation occurs. Besides, as Osier'

says, in speaking of syphilis of the lung : "This is

a very rare disease." As a matter of fact, it occurs

most frequently in the syphilitic pneumonia of the

still-born. He goes further, and says : "Is there a

syphilitic phthisis, an ulcerative and destructive dis-

ease, due to lues? Personally I have no knowledge
of such an affection, either clinically or anatomically,

and the cases which I have seen demonstrated do
not seem to me to have the characters distinctive

enough to separate them from the ordinary tuber-

culous phthisis."

It may be maintained, however, that while the

pulmonary lesion is not syphilitic the individual him-
self is the subject of an old, hidden syphilitic taint,

and that the beneficial effects of the mercury, when
such are observed, are due to the eradication of the

lues. This would not, indeed, be any more com-
patible with the peculiar action of mercury as noted

by Rush than the indicated possible confusion of the

two diseases. In the cases reported by Wright* and
others at the present day there can be no question

but that tuberculosis did exist in the patients,

whether with or without an accompanying syphilitic

taint. In this connection it is also well to bear in

mind the fact that it is generally held that the oc-

currence of syphilis in a tuberculous patient renders

the prognosis as to his tuberculosis much more
grave.

In contrast with these views of a hundred and
more years ago, Cullen'' held, at about the same time,

that "In scrophula the remedies that are seemingly

of most power are seawater and certain mineral

waters, but these have generally proved hurtful in

the masses of tubercles of the lungs. I have known,"
he adds, "several instances of mercury very fully

employed for certain diseases in persons who were

supposed at the time to have tubercles formed, or

forming, in their lungs ; but though the mercury

proved a cure for those other diseases, it was of no

service in preventing phthisis, and in some cases

seemed to hurry it on."
The conviction of the uselessness and even harm-

fulness of mercury in tuberculosis gradually pre-

vailed, and for many years has been generally ac-

cepted by the medical profession. Indeed, a very

noteworthy fact is the unanimity with which it has

been ignored in the modern publications on the sub-

ject. In recent works on general practice, on

materia medica and therapeutics, on diseases of the

lungs, or monographs on pulmonary tuberculosis,

it is very seldom that we find even mention made
of mercury in the treatment of tuberculosis. This

is an exceedingly pertinent fact, for it is not to be

assumed that during all these years there have been

none who have observed experiences such as are

mentioned and have not, therefore, given mercury

careful and repeated trials.

Only sporadically has an occasionl favorable re-

port been made. Thus in Sajous' Annual for 1889

three papers were mentioned, in 1890, four by three

authors, two of them authors of papers mentioned

the previous year, and in 1895 one, a total of eight

papers by five authors of sufficient importance to be

mentioned in the Annual in a period of eight years.

None of these had any appreciable effect upon the

general opinion and practice of the profession. It

was not until the publications of Wright of the re-

markable results claimed to have been obtained at

the U. S. Naval Hospital at New Fort Lyons that

there seemed to be any indication of any inclination

to reconsider "the experience of a thousand years

summed up by CuUen with the statement, 'Mercury

is pernicious in consumption.' "'*'

In the fall of 1906 I was consulted by a couple

of patients who had contracted syphilis. One, with

the primary lesion, had an incipient pulmonary
tuberculosis. The other, in the early secondaries,

had two years earlier developed an incipient pul-

monary tuberculosis which had been arrested. The
pulmonary lesions being only slight, I pushed the

mercurial treatment for the lues in both cases, using

by preference the protoiodide. Both patients, after

the prompt disappearance of the specific lesions for

which they consulted me, faithfully continued the

treatment, had no further luetic symptoms, and had
no trouble with their tuberculosis. Fortified by this

experience, I was prepared, when Wright's reports

were called to my attention, to give mercury a

further trial in what seemed to me to be justifiable

cases. I use the word justifiable advisedly. It did

not seem to me proper, in view of the overwhelming
preponderance of professional opinion that mercury
is contraindicated in tuberculosis, to apply it to

patients who were already doing well under the

recognized methods of treatment, or whose condi-

tions were such that the usual methods of treatment

offered hopes of recovery. Many of the cases were
dispensary patients, for whom it was not feasible

to keep satisfactory records. Many others could

not be induced to take the treatment for a time

justifying consideration. Of the few which I pre-

sent, some took the treatment for a very short time

only, but their records presented features worthy of

mention. In all cases other treatment was given,

either coincidently or ad interim.

I have made use of several preparations of mer-
cury, e.g. blue mass (usually five grains every other

night), the protoiodide (gr. ]4,-]4 after each meal),

both by mouth, the succinnimide according to

Wright, and the corrosive chloride (gr. 1/32 intra-

venously). Acting on the principle that whatever
effect would be obtained would be due to the mer-
cury rather than the particular salt employed, the

use has been varied according to the exigencies of

the case. In many cases the succinnimide could not

be employed on account of the pain accompanying
the injection. Injections have been made without
any reference to the appearance of blood after the

insertion or withdrawal of the needle—that is, with-
out any reference to the possibility of injection into

a vein—and in no case have I noticed evil effect

from such injection. Also in no case has there

been any abscess formation, although induration is

usual.
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The following cases were observed in the Evan-
gelical Lutheran Sanitarium

:

Case I.—H. C, male, age 30, with negative fam-
ily history as to tuberculosis and no personal history
of venereal disease, came under observation October
6, 1908, having.been ill 6 months. Diagnosis : chronic
catarrhal pulmonary tuberculosis III,* involving the
right lung to the 6th rib anteriorly and posteriorly
and to the 8th rib laterally and the left lung to the
6th rib anteriorly, the 8th rib posteriorly, and the
8th rib laterally. Prognosis: unqualifiedly bad.
Patient had been failing before taking treatment.
The mercurial part of the treatment consisted of
blue mass in five-grain doses every other night for
six doses (11/7 to 11/20) and the succinnimide, gr.

i/S, six injections in twenty-eight days (12/1 to

12/29) followed by gr. 2/5, one injection (1/2/
1909) when salivation appeared. He was again
given gr. 1/5 for three injections (1/11/09 to

1/17/09) when salivation again appeared and the
treatment was discontinued. He left for home Feb-
ruary 4, very much worse.
Case II.—E. B., female, age 21, whose mother,

three brothers, and one sister had died of tubercu-
losis, was admitted August 31, 1908, with negative
history as to venereal disease. Diagnosis : chronic
catarrhal pulmonary tuberculosis III of three years'
standing, complicated with recent hemorrhages. In-
volvement : right lung to 6th rib anteriorly, laterally,

and posteriorly ; left lung to 6th rib anteriorly and
laterally, 5th rib posteriorly. Prognosis: doubtful.
Patient was improving before any mercurial was
administered. She was given six doses of blue
mass. gr. v (10/27 to 11/6) when she had vague
grippal symptoms. Was again given two doses
(ii/io and 11/18) when she had headache and di-
gestive disturbances, and the treatment was tem-
porarily stopped. Again she was given twenty
doses (1/2 to 2/9) when chilly feelings and coryza
ensued (not necessarily referable to the mercury).
The mercurial had no perceptible effect on the tuber-
culosis either during or after treatment.
Case III.—B. G., female, age 18, with family his-

tory negative as to tuberculosis and personal his-
tory negative as to venereal disease, was admitted
October 31, having been ill two years. Diagnosis:
chronic catarrhal pulmonary tuberculosis III. In-
volvement: right lung to 3rd rib anteriorly; left
lung to 6th rib anteriorly, 8th rib laterally, and 9th
rib posteriorly. She had been improving before
administration of mercury. She was given twenty
doses of blue mass, gr. v, every other night 1/2 to
2/9) without any apparent influence on the course
of the disease.

_
Case IV.—R. H.. female, age 37, whose father

died of tuberculosis, and who had had no venereal
disease, was admitted July 22, having been ill four-
teen years. (She had had a cough more or less
regularly for that length of time, but the physical
signs were not such as to justify a belief in a tuber-
cular process of any activity of that duration.) Di-
agnosis

:
chronic catarrhal pulmonary tuberculosis

I. Involvement: right lung to 2nd rib anteriorly
and 3rd rib posteriorly. There had been no im-
provement prior to administration of mercury. For
fourteen days she was given protoiodide, gr. 1/8,
after each meal, when treatment was interrupted by
some slight intercurrent affection. No improve-
ment resulted.

Case V.—A. L., female, age 23, with no tubercu-
*In all_ of my own cases the classification according to

1 urban is used to indicate the degree of severity.

losis in family history and no personal Iiistory of

any venereal trouble, was admitted August 26, hav-
ing been ill nine months. Diagnosis : chronic ca-

tarrhal pulmonary tuberculosis II. Involvement

:

left lung to the 6th rib anteriorly, laterally, and pos-

teriorly, progressive. Prognosis : doubtful. Pa-
tient began to improve from the beginning. She
was given protoiodide, gr. }i after each meal for

eleven days (9/20 to 9/30) and again for four
days (10/5 to 10/8) when it was stopped. She
continued to improve and was discharged much
improved and with a much more favorable prog-
nosis. The mercury did not seem to have influenced

the course of the disease in any way. Her greatest

improvement was under the bacillus emulsion.

Case VI.—H. S., male, age 35, with no history of

venereal disease, was admitted July 7, 1907. When
I first saw him, August 24, 1908, the diagnosis was
chronic interstitial pulmonary tuberculosis III, in-

volving, as shown by physical signs, the right lung
to the 6th rib anteriorly, the loth rib laterally, and
the nth rib posteriorly, and the left lung to the

4th rib anteriorly and laterally and the 6th rib pos-
teriorly. The condition had been practically un-
changed, as far as I was capable of judging, until

placed on mercury. He was given blue mass, gr. v,

every other day for fifteen doses (1/8 to 2/5) and
the protoiodide gr. }i after each meal for nine
days (3/9 to 3/17) with apparently no change. Re-
cently he seems to have improved somewhat under
tuberculinum purum (endotin).

Case VII.—S. B., male, age 36, whose father

died of tuberculosis and whose personal history as

to venereal disease was negative, was admitted
January 5, having been ill about six years. Diag-
nosis : chronic catarrhal pulmonary tuberculosis
III, involving the right lung to the 6th rib anteriorly,

the 7th rib laterally, and the 4th rib posteriorly, and
the left lung from the 6th to the i ith ribs posteriorly

and from the 5th to the 9th ribs laterally. Prog-
nosis : poor. Pie was placed on blue mass, gr. v,

every other night for eighteen doses (1/8 to 2/1 1)
when his gums were touched. There seemed to be
slight improvement in his case, but he left the san-
itarium and the case could not be followed up.

Case VIII.—G. A., female, age 21, with history
negative both as to personal venereal disorders and
tuberculosis in the family, entered May 5, 1908, and
came under my observation August 24. Diagnosis

:

chronic catarrhal pulmonary tuberculosis III, of
about one year's standing. Involvement : right lung
to the 5th rib anteriorly, the 7th rib laterally, and
the 8th rib posteriorly, with cavities ; left lung' to the
4th rib anteriorly and the 3rd rib posteriorly. Prog-
nosis : bad. She had been growing worse more or
less continuously. She was given blue mass, gr. v,

every other evening for five doses (10/27 to 11/5),
again for twelve doses (i/ii to 2/3), again for
eight doses (3/4 to 3/18), and finally for seven
doses (4/9 to 4/26), and later the protoiodide, gr.

ys, three times daily, for five days (7/17 to 7/21),
digestive disturbances being the cause for the inter-

ruptions. She has grown progressively worse, the
mercury having seemingly no influence on the
course of the disease.

Case IX.—M. K., female, age 39, whose sister

died of tuberculosis and whose personal history
was negative as to venereal disease, entered Novem-
ber 4, having been ill about four years. Diagnoses

:

chronic catarrhal pulmonary tuberculosis III, in-

volving the right lung to the 2nd rib anteriorly and
to the 4th rib posteriorly, and the left lung to the
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6th rib anteriorly and the loth rib laterally and
posteriorly. She had been failing and the prog-

nosis was bad. She was given the protoiodide, gr.

ys, three times daily for fourteen days (11/7 to

11/20) and blue mass, gr. V, every other night for

four doses. Patient grew continuously much worse
and left the sanitarium April 12.

Case X.—M. M., female, age 25, with negative

history as to family tuberculosis or personal ve-

nereal disorder, first came under observation July

14, 1908, and entered the sanitarium January 28,

1909, at that time having been ill about a year.

Diagnosis : chronic parenchymatous pulmonary tu-

berculosis II. involving the right lung to the 3rd rib

anteriorly and the 4th rib laterally and posteriorly,

the left supraclavicular region also presenting some
signs of involvement. Before entering the sanitarium

she had evinced signs of slowly progressing disease,

during which time she had several times been given

short courses of protoiodide. After entering the

sanitarium she was given a mild "hepatic" pill

containing a small dose of blue mass every other

day for seven doses (2/1 1 to 2/23) and for eight

days (2/24 to 3/3) ys grain of the protoiodide three

times daily, at the expiration of which time saliva-

tion in a mild degree appeared. It seemed to have

no eiTect on the course of the affection.

Case XI.—G. S., male, age 29, with history of no
tuberculosis in his family and of having had a

chancroid nine years prior, was admitted Septem-
ber 21. According to him he had been ill only two
months. Diagnosis : laryngeal tuberculosis and
phthisis florida involving the right lung to the 6th

rib anteriorly and the 4th rib posteriorly, and the

left lung to the 6th rib anteriorly, the 4th rib pos-

teriorly, and the 7th rib laterally. Prognosis : bad.

He improved from the beginning and on December
17 the diagnosis of phthisis florida was changed to

chronic catarrhal pulmonary tuberculosis II. He
had gained seventeen pounds before geing placed on
mercury. He was given the protoiodide, gr. %,
three times daily for thirty-seven days (2/24 to

4/1). His improvement continued, apparently not

being affected either way by the mercury.

Case XII.—C. F., male, age 20, whose brother

has tuberculosis and who presented no personal

history of venereal disease, entered February 23.

His illness had begun four years ago. He had

practically recovered in Colorado and returned to

his former home, where he had a relapse. Diag-

nosis : chronic catarrhal pulmonary tuberculosis III,

involving the entire left lung and the right lung

from the 3rd to the 6th ribs anteriorly, from the

8th to the nth ribs posteriorly, and from the 5th to

9th ribs laterally. Prognosis : essentially bad. He
was given the protoiodide, gr. j^, three times daily

for twenty-five days (2/24 to 3/20). He had been

given a dose of the succinnimide, gr. 1/5, on March
10 and had refused to have it again. This was re-

peated, however, on the i8th and again followed by

refusal. From March 22 to April 9 he was given

nine doses of the succinnimide, when salivation ap-

peared. He died Tune 3.

Case XIIL—T. S., male, age 34, with negative

family history as to tuberculosis, but a personal his-

tory of four attacks of gonorrhea, was admitted

January 30, having been ill about four years. Diag-

nosis : tubercular laryngitis and chronic interstitial

pulmonary tuberculosis III, involving the right lung

to the 4th rib anteriorly and the 8th rib posteriorly

and the left lung to the 3rd rib anteriorly and pos-

teriorly. Prognosis : poor. He continued to lose

ground after admittance. He was given sixteen

doses of the succinnimide, gr, 1/5, every other day

(3/16 to 4/18), when he left the sanitarium

slightly improved.

Case XIV.—-M. K., female, age 39, whose sister

had died of tuberculosis and whose venereal history

was negative, was admitted February 28, having

been ill two years. Diagnosis : chronic tubuculous

pleurisy and chronic catarrhal pulmonary tubercu-

losis III, involving the right lung to the 5th rib

anteriorly and laterally and the 9th rib posteriorly,

and the left lung to the 4th rib anteriorly, the 8th

rib laterally, and the nth rib posteriorly, with cavi-

tation. Prognosis : essentially bad. She was failing

rapidly. From March 8 to May 10 she was given

the succinnimide on alternate days, gr. r/5 for

twenty doses, gr. 3/10 for seven doses, and gr, 2/5
for six doses, when intestinal symptoms appeared.

She continued to fail rapidly and left for home
June 19.

Case XV.—M. N., male, age 19, with doubtful

history of his father having died of tuberculosis

and negative personal history as to venereal disease,

was admitted February 5, having been ill three

years. Diagnosis : chronic catarrhal pulmonary tu-

berculosis III, involving the left lung to the 4th rib

anteriorly and laterally and tiie i ith rib posteriorly

with cavitation, with doubtful involvement of the

right lung above the ist rib anteriorly, and with a

tubercular anal fistula. Prognosis : essentially bad.

He had been failing rapidly and this continued. He
was given the succinnimide, gr. 1/5, on alternate

days for twelve doses (3/8 to 4/5) when he re-

turned home, his rapid failure continuing. He was
said to have died April 29 of an attack of acute

pneumonia.
Case XVI.-—A. R., male, age 36, whose father

had died of tuberculosis, was admitted March 3,

having been ill one year. Diagnosis : chronic inter-

stitial pulmonary tuberculosis III, involving the

right lung to the 5th rib anteriorly and laterally

and from the 4th to the nth rib posteriorly and the

left lung to the 5th rib anteriorly, the 4th rib lateral-

ly, and the 8th rib posteriorly. Prognosis essentially

bad. He had been failing rapidly. He was given

the succinnimide on alternate days as follows : gr.

1/5 for nineteen doses (3/8 to 4/23), gr. 3/10 for

5 doses (4/30 to 5/8), and gr. 2/5 for two doses

(5/10 to 5/14). He died June 5.

Case XVII.—M. D., female, age 18, with negative

family history as to tuberculosis and negative per-

sonal history as to venereal disease, was admitted
February 6, having been ill one year. Diagnosis

:

chronic catarrhal pulmonary tuberculosis HI, in-

volving the right lung to the 6th rib anteriorly, the

5th rib laterally, and the 7th rib posteriorly with
cavitation, and the left lung to the 6th rib anteriorly

and the 5th rib posteriorly. Prognosis : poor. She
was apparently just about holding her own. She
was given blue mass, gr. V, every other day for

twenty-one doses (3/17 to 4/21) and again for five

doses (5/10 to 5/25) without any apparent influ-

ence upon the course of the affection.

Case XVIII.—S. H., female, age 25, who has
one tuberculous sister and whose venereal history

is negative, was admitted February 23, liaving been
ill four years. Diagnosis : tuberculous laryngitis

and chronic catarrhal pulmonary tuberculosis III,

involving the right lung to the 3rd rib anteriorly

and the 5th rib posteriorly, and the left lung to the

6th rib anteriorly, the 9th rib laterally, and the nth
rib posteriorly. She had been failing rapidly.
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Prognosis: essentially bad. She was given the

succinnimide, gr. 1/5, on alternate days as follows

:

six doses (3/18 to 3/29) when salivation appeared;

three doses (4/17 to 4/22) with an intermission of

four days, then one dose (4/27), when salivation

again appeared. After an interval she was given a

capsule containing one grain of blue mass three

times daily for eighten days (7/11 to 7/28), when
salivation again appeared. After another interval

she was given i/io grain of the protoiodide three

times daily for twenty doses. The rapidly progres-

sive character of the affection was not affected.

She is still under observation.

C.\SE XIX.—M. S., male, age 24, with negative

family history as to tuberculosis and negative per-

sonal history as to venereal affections, was admitted

March 22, having been ill one year. Diagnosis

:

chronic tuberculous appendicitis, chronic tubercu-

lous pleurisy, and chronic parenchymatous pulmon-
ary tuberculosis involving the right lung to the 2nd
rib anteriorly and the 3rd rib posteriorly. Prog-
nosis : poor. He was given blue mass, gr. v, every

other day for eighteen days (4/4 to 5/13) without

any apparent influence upon his disease.

C.A.SE XX.—C. T., male, age 41, family history

negative as to tuberculosis, had had gonorrhea in

1895. He was admitted April 20, his illness hav-

ing, according to his own history, lasted only a

year or so, but, according to his brother, having
commenced some eleven years ago. Diagnosis : tu-

berculous larj'ngitis and chronic interstitial pul-

monary tuberculosis IH, involving the right lung

to the 4th rib anteriorly, the 8th rib laterally, and
the I ith rib posteriorly, and the left lung to the 4th

rib anteriorly and posteriorly, with marked vicarious

emphysema and great displacement of the heart to

the right. He had been failing, was very weak, and
the prognosis was essentially bad. He was given
the succinnimide, gr. 1/5, every other day for eight

doses, when he died.

C.\SE XXI.—H. H., female, age 31, with nega-
tive family history as to tuberculosis and with per-

sonal history of syphilis at about 20, was admitted
April 18, having been ill a year. Diagnosis : chronic
catarrhal pulmonary tuberculosis III, affecting the

left lung to the 6th rib anteriorly, the 8th rib later-

ally, and the nth rib posteriorly, and the right lung
from the 3rd to the nth ribs posteriorly. She had
been failing rather rapidly and the prognosis was
bad. She was given the succinnimide as follows

:

gr. 1/5 for four doses (4/22 to 4/28), gr. 3/10 for
si.x doses (4/30 to 5/10), gr. 2/5 for six doses

(5/14 to 5/28), and gr. 3/5 once (6/1), when sali-

vation appeared. She has been continued on gr.

1/5 for twenty-four doses (6/4 to 9/12) and has
shown slight and slow improvement.
Case XXII.—M. M., female, age 45, whose two

brothers died of tuberculosis and whose personal
history as to venereal disease was negative, was
admitted July 10. having been ill fourteen months.
Diagnosis : chronic interstitial pulmonary tubercu-
losis III, involving the right lung to the 3rd rib an-
teriorly, the 6th rib laterally, and the 5th rib pos-
teriorly, with probable cavitation, and the left lung
to the 5th rib anteriorly and posteriorly and the 7th
rib laterally, with probable cavitation; laryngeal
tuberculosis. Patient had been failing markedly.
She was given the protoiodide, gr. ^i. three times
daily for twenty-one days (7/18 to 8/7) and the
dpse was increased by an extra gr. Ys at noon for
sixteen days (8/8 to 8/23) when she left the sani-
tarium. (She has since died.)

Case XXIII.—E. W., male, age 19, having had
gonorrhea at 14 and at 15, with negative tubercu-

lous family history, was admitted July 15, having
been ill about twenty months. Diagnosis : chronic

catarrhal pulmonary tuberculosis III, involving the

right lung to the 3rd rib anteriorly and posteriorly,

and the left lung to the 6th rib anteriorly, the 9th

rib laterally, and the nth rib posteriorly. Prog-
nosis, poor. He was given the protoiodide, gr. y^,
three times a day for seven days (7/19 to 7/26)
and an added gr. J^ at noon for nine days (7/26 to

8/3). Apparently there was no change in the

course of the disease.

The following cases have been observed by me at

the National Jewish Hospital for Consumptives:
Case XXIV.—D. j\I., male, age 35, with a his-

tory of tuberculosis in his father, one brother, and
three sisters, and no personal history of venereal

disease, was admitted October 10, 1908, having been
ill six years. Diagnosis : tuberculous epididymitis

and chronic interstitial pulmonary tuberculosis III,

involving the right lung to the 4th rib anteriorly,

the 6th rib posteriorly and from the 3rd to 5th

ribs laterally, and the left lung from the 4th to the

6th ribs anteriorly. He had been slowly growing
worse and the prognosis was poor. He was given

the succinnimide, gr. i/io every other day for

seven doses (3/7 to 3/19) and gr. 3/20 for four

doses (3/21 to z/2/), when salivation appeared.

Patient has continued to grow worse. -

Case XXV.—A. H. E., male, age 29, with a his-

tory of tuberculosis in his wife, father, father's

sister, and no history of venereal disease, was ad-

mitted April 5, 1909, having been ill from two to

three years. Diagnosis : chronic catarrhal pulmon-
ary tuberculosis III, involving the right lung to the

3rd rib anteriorly and the 6th rib posteriorly and
the left lung to the 5th rib anteriorly and the 2nd
rib posteriorly, and an ulcer of the nasal septum
(luetic or tubercular). Patient had been doing
badly and the prognosis was poor. He was given

the succinnimide every other day, gr. 1/5 for eight

doses (4/16 to 4/30), gr. 3/10 for eight doses (5/2-

to 5/16), and gr. 2/5 for ten doses (5/17 to 6/5)
without any influence on the progress of the dis-

ease. He died since leaving the hospital.

Case XXVI.—L. K., male, age 21, with negative

tuberculous family history and negative venereal

personal history, was admitted December 14, having

been ill eight to nine months. Diagnosis : otitis

media tuberculosa and chronic catarrhal pulmon-
ary tuberculosis III, involving the right lung to the

4th rib anteriorly, the 5th rib posteriorly, and the

7th rib laterally, and the left lung to the 8th rib pos-

teriorly. Prognosis : poor. He was given the suc-

cinnimide, gr. 1/5 every other day for nineteen

doses (3/19 to 4/24) with apparently slight im-

provement, but he refused further injections. He
was, after a short interval, given the bichloride, gr.

1/32, intravenously, every other day for three

doses (5/20 to 5/28) when he again refused. One
more dose was given (6/8) and mercurial treatment

discontinued because of further refusal. His con-

dition remained about the same.

Case XXVII.—J. S., male, age 26, with negative

personal history as to venereal disease and doubtful

family history as to tuberculosis, was admitted No-
vember II, having been ill about 2jA years. Diag-
nosis : chronic catarrhal pulmonary tuberculosis III,

involving the right lung to the 2nd rib anteriorly

and the 5th rib posteriorly, and the left lung to the

2nd rib anteriorly and the 3rd rib posteriorly, with
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cavitation. Prognosis: doubtful. He was given
the succinnimide every other day as follows : gr.

1/5 for ten doses (4/2 to 4/20) and gr. 3/10 once

(4/22) when he refused to take it. He was given
the bichloride gr. 1/32, intravenously, every other
day for twenty-seven doses (5/15 to 9/7 j. The
improvement has been very marked.
Case XVHI.—J. G., male, age 30, with negative

family history as to tuberculosis and negative per-

sonal history as to venereal disease, was admitted
March 12. Diagnosis : chronic catarrhal pulmon-
ary tuberculosis I, involving the right lung to tlic

clavicle anteriorly and to the 3rd rib posteriorly,

and the left hmg to the 3rd rib anteriorly and the

2nd rib posteriorly. He also had a perforated nasal

septum which gave rise to the suspicion of lues.

Prognosis : fair. He was given the succinnimide,
gr. 1/5, every other day for ten doses (3/29 to

4/18) when he refused it. The course of the dis-

ease was apparently unaiTected.

Case XXIX.—M. B., male, age 22, with negative
family history as to tuberculosis and negative per-

sonal history as to venereal disease*, was admittetl

February 19, having been ill six months. Diag-
nosis : acute disseminate pulmonary tuberculosis

HI, involving the right lung to the 2nd rib anteri-

orly and the Gth rib posteriorly, and the left lung
to the 3th rib anteriorly and posteriorly. Prog-
nosis : essentially bad. His depression was such
that he was kept for a month (2/24 to 3/22) on
str3-chnine sulphate, gr. 1/15, three times daily, and
was expected to die during that time. He was
given the succinnimide every other day as follows

:

gr. 1/5 for eighteen doses (3/17 to 4/20), gr. 3/10
for nine doses (4/22 to 5/8), and gr. 2/5 for three

doses (5/10 to 5/14), when salivation set in. Pa-

tient improved during and after treatment so that

a revision of the diagnosis was probably proper.

He is now up and about.

Case XXX.—F. S., female, age 25, with neg-

ative history as to venereal disease, whose father

probably died of tuberculosis, was admitted July 3.

Diagnosis : chronic interstitial pulmonary tubercu-

losis HI, involving the right lung to the 2nd rib

anteriorly and the 3rd rib posteriorly, with compen-
satory emphysema, and the left lung to the 4th rib

anteriorly and the nth rib posteriorly with cavita-

tion. The affection was not distinctly advancing

prior to being given mercury. She was given the

succinnimide, gr. 1/5, every other day for ten doses

(4/12 to 4/30) when it was discontinued. Treat-

ment was recommenced after she left the hospital

and she was given twenty more injections without

any change in her condition.

Through the courtesy of Dr. M. Collins, Super-

intendent of the National Jewish Hospital for Con-

sumptives. I am enabled to present the following

brief data as to other cases treated by other mem-
bers of the staff of that institution :

Case XXXI.—M. S., male, admitted November
16, having been ill six months. Diagnosis: pul-

monary tuberculosis in moderate degree of advance-

ment. Given 30 injections beginning March 19.

Condition stationary.

Case XXXIL—R. R., admitted January 7. hav-

ing been ill 4 years. Diagnosis : advanced pul-

monary tuberculosis. Given 24 injections begin-

ning March 3. Died.

*He has very markedly improved. Subsequent closer in-

terrogation revealed a history of an eruption on face and

abdomen "like measles," not painful but occasionally itch-

ing, for about a year when he was 11 years of age. No
other symptoms were remembered.

Case XXXIIL—H. E., admitted June 21, having

been ill 3 years. Diagnosis: laryngeal tuberculosis

and moderately advanced pulmonary tuberculosis.

Given 30 injections beginning March 15. Improved.

Was under tuberculin 3 months.

Case XXXIV.—S. L., admitted March i, having

been ill 2 years. Diagnosis : moderately advanced

pulmonary tuberculosis. Given 17 injections begin-

ning March 18. Unimproved. Discontinued.

Case XXXV.—F. S., admitted February 12, hav-

ing been ill 2 years. Diagnosis: moderately ad-

vanced pulmonary tuberculosis. Given 30 injections

beginning March 3. Slight improvement.

Case XXXVL—L. G., admitted September 26,

having been ill I year. Diagnosis: moderately ad-

vanced pulmonary tuberculosis. Given 17 injections

beginning March 17. Condition stationary.

Case XXXVII.—D. W., admitted December 22,

having been ill i year. Diagnosis: second stage

pulmonary tuberculosis. Given 30 injections be-

ginning March 19. Improved decidedly.

Case XXXVIII.—B. S., admitted January 18,

having been ill i year. Diagnosis : chronic catari^hal

pulmonary tuberculosis, early I. Given 16 injec-

tions beginning iMarch 17. Unimproved. Treat-

ment discontinued.

Case XXXIX.—M. S., admitted August 28, hav-

ing been ill i year. Diagnosis : incipient puhnonary

tuberculosis. Given 30 injections beginning Febru-

ary 15. Slight improvement.

Case XL.—O. L., admitted August i, having

been ill 5 years. Diagnosis : moderately advanced

pulmonary tuberculosis. Given 30 injections begin-

ning February 15. Unimproved.
Case XLI.—E. B., admitted December 30, having

been ill 5 months. Diagnosis: incipient pulmonary

tuberculosis. Given 45 injections beginning Feb-

ruary II. Unimproved. "Examination of urine

after treatment showed heavy traces of albumin.

Urine normal before treatment."

Case XLH.—G. C, admitted September 17, hav-

ing been ill 9 years. Diagnosis : chronic catarrhal

pulmonary tuberculosis, second stage. Given 30_ in-

jections beginning March 19. Improved. Patient

took tuberculin treatment for 2 months.

Case XLIIL—R. S.. admitted February 17, hav-

ing been ill i year. Diagnosis : chronic catarrhal

pulmonary tuberculosis, second stage. Given 30 in-

jections. Improved.
Case XLIV.—E. J., admitted March 4, having

been ill 2 years. Diagnosis : chronic catarrhal pul-

monary tuberculosis, third stage. Given 60 injec-

tions beginning March 9. Unimproved.
The foregoing fourteen cases were all given the

succinnimide intramuscularly. In my own cases sali-

vation was observed in one patient after the ninth

injection, in one after the seventh and again after

the third, in one after the sixth and again after the

fourth, and in one after the seventh and again after

the fourth injection.

It may be claimed that these cases are not suffi-

cient to determine the value of any method of treat-

ment in tuberculosis, and that it is not fair to judge

of the value of any method by the results in the

classes of cases here presented. In reply, I will

state that I am not here attempting to establish the

value of mercury in tuberculosis. That is a differ-

ent question from the one heading this paper.

These cases, herein reported, have, however, a de-

cided bearing on the question as to whether or not

mercurv is a specific in tuberculosis, and I would
again refer to the corollaries I formulated in the
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earlier part of this paper. If mercury is a specific

in tuberculosis generally it is a specific in pulmonary
tuberculosis, and, conversely, if it is not a specific

in pulmonary tuberculosis it certainly is not a
specific in any other form of tuberculosis.

Furthermore, I will say that it is certainly not
fair to judge of the value of any method of treat-

ment in tuberculosis from the results in incipient

cases. This assertion is more than fortified by the

favorable results attained in even advanced cases

under competent sanitarium management.
The limits of this article would not justify any

detailed reference to the opinions of others as

shown in recent reports. Suffice it to say that, in

this as in most methods of treatment, the personal
equation is evidently a very prominent one. A ma-
jority of clinicians do not meet with the same re-

sults as the originator.

My conclusions may be formulated as follows

:

1. Mercury is in no sense of the word a specific

in pulmonary tuberculosis. It does not fulfil a
single one of the requisite conditions (discussed in

the early part of this paper).
2. Mercury is of value in certain cases of pul-

monary tuberculosis.

3. With the exception of those cases definitely

complicated with syphilis, I have not yet been able
to determine in what cases or classes of cases it can
be expected to be beneficial. My impression is that
it is in those cases in which a luetic taint cannot be
excluded with reasonable degree of certainty. It

may be of value also in those cases more readily
responding to suggestive influence.

4. In a majority of cases the improvement is

principally subjective, and there is little or but very
slow improvement in the physical signs. In no case
have I observed any such specially remarkable clear-
ing up of the physical signs as have been reported
by Wright.

5. In those cases in which a luetic taint cannot be
definitely or with reasonable probability determined,
the improvement is due probably to a simple tonic
effect of the mercury, or to its beneficial action on
the digestive functions, or to the psychic effect on
the patient.
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HYPERCHLORHYDRIA AND ABDOMINAL
AND PELVIC SURGERY.*

By J. H. CARSTENS. M.D..

DETROIT. MICH.

Gangrene of the Lung.—Tomas Hernandez describes
two cases of this affection that closely resembled pulmon-
ary-tuberculosis during several days. The second case was
undoubtedly due to embolism or thrombosis of one of the
smaller pulmonary vessels, with subsequent gangrene. Both
cases were cured, the cure being almost spontaneous.—
Cronica Mcdico-Quirurgica de la Habana.

If we ask ourselves, What is hyperchlorhydria ?

we will find it a difficult question to answer, because
it varies so much in different individuals. One per-

son will complain and be distressed by an excess of

acids, while another with 50 per cent, more will

have no trouble whatever. Now, it is stated that

people differ by nationalities ; for instance, the

Americans are troubled more, while the Germans,
with a far higher percentage of acidity, will com-
plain comparatively little. This might make us be-

lieve that perhaps the mode of living, the diet, or

climatic conditions have something to do with it.

I have often wondered myself if the excessive

taking of salt, from which, undoubtedly, hydro-
chloric acid is derived, would not be a cause of

hyperchlorhydria, and still, so far, I have not been
able to show it to my own satisfaction. Naturally, I

do not see so many cases as the specialists of the

diseases of the digestive tract.

Having in the course of years seen many cases

disappear, and apparently be cured after an opera-

tion, there has gradually been fixed in my mind the

idea that many—in fact, I should say most—cases

of hyperchlorhydria are due to reflex action, and
that especially pathological conditions in the

abdominal and pelvic cavity are the exciting cause
of this condition. A short report of a few cases

might impress this better.

Case I. Pits Tube and Hyperchlorhydria.—Mrs.
S. A. C, age 25, mother of three children. With
the last child she had puerperal sepsis involving the

left tube. This continued to trouble her for more
than a year. Adhesions would be torn and leakage
would take place. She would have a mild attack of
pelvic peritonitis, laying her up for a few days, and
sometimes two or three weeks. I was called in con-
sultation and advised removal of the tube. Went to

Harper Hospital and I operated on her March 25th,

1908. She made a complete recovery, and all her
stomach troubles disappeared. This woman was
evidently suffering from a mild form of sepsis ; it

was a mixed infection, streptococcus and colon

bacillus. (The former were evidently not virulent,

otherwise she would have had more severe attacks.)

Although the septic condition may have been the

cause of her trouble, I believe it was the adhesion
and irritation resulting therefrom that caused her
distress.

C.-VSE II. Floating Kidney and Hyperchlorhydria.
—A. J., age 35, mother of four children; suffering

from hyperchlorhydria and flatulency. On exam-
ination I found the right kidney was loose, coming
down as far as the appendicular region. I consid-

ered that at the bottom of her troubles. I fixed the

kidney as near to its normal position as possible

March 28, 1908, and had the pleasure of seeing all

her symptoms disappear. It is hardly necessary to

say that this loose kidney was caused by a fall, and
that she was not suffering from general abdominal
ptosis. In the latter case I do not operate on the

kidney as a rule, because it does no good ; it is only

one factor in the general relaxed condition of the

abdominal viscera.

Case III. Appendicitis and Hyperchlorhydria.—
*Read at the meeting of the .American Gastro-Entero-

logical Association, lune 6, 1910.
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Mrs. G. L., aged 31, widow. Has to struggle along

taking care of her children. For several years had
several slight attacks of appendicular colic. As
they were becoming more severe, I was consulted

and advised removal of the appendix. She seemed
to worry more about her stomach trouble than the

appendix, but I thought both might be relieved by

an operation. Went to Harper Hospital May 27,

1909, and I removed the appendix, which was adher-

ent and club-shaped. Before she left the hospital

she was already much improved, and when I heard

from her, six months afterwards, she was in good
health. I have seen a good many cases of so-called

appendicular catarrh causing various kinds of diges-

tive disturbances and emaciation, that have been

promptly relieved by the removal of the appendix.

C.\SE IV. Gallstones and Hyperchlorhydria.—
Mrs. W. P., age 53. Menopause, no pelvic trouble,

but suffering from attacks of biliary colic every little

while ; and the most excessive acidity of the

stomach. I operated on her August 27, 1908, re-

moving eight large stones. All her symptoms dis-

appeared and she is now the picture of health. In

my experience, gallstones are frequently—I might

say, are the most frequent—causes of hyperacidity,

and I most carefully examine such cases and try to

make a diagnosis of gallstones.

Case V. Vaginal Hysterectomy and Hyper-
chlorhydria.—Mrs. A. G., age 38, mother of one

child 17 years old. Has had chronic pelvic inflam-

mation and retroversion for years with procedentia

—the latter was increasing rapidly. With every-

thing adherent and bound dowai, I decided the

removal of the uterus, tubes, and ovaries per vagina

would be the least dangerous operation, and at the

same time offer the best chance for a complete cure.

This was performed December i. 1909. It is won-

derful how rapidly she improved in health. The
stomach troubles disappeared, and she says she feels

better than she has for fifteen years.

C.-VSE VI. Dysmenorrhea and Hyperchlorhydria.

—Miss C.B., age 20,hasbeen a terrible sufferer from

painful menstruation ever since it started, five years

ago. She would be laid up one and two days every

month. The lady for whom she worked brought

her to me. I found the uterus anteflexed, cervix

small and stenosed. I inserted a stem pessary Jan-

uary 20, 1910, left it in four months. Absolutely

complete relief of the dysmenorrhea. She called on

me the other day, as she was going to leave the

city, to thank me, and called my attention to the

wonderful change in her stomach. All the hyper-

chlorhydria had disappeared, she could eat all kinds

of food, and had gained in w-eight. This was a new
experience to me, and I therefore put this case in

the list, although the operation was not an abdom-
inal one.

Case VII. Gallstones, Appendicitis, and Hyper-

chlorhydria.—Mrs. ]. R. P., age 57, has suffered

from hyperchlorhydria for many years. Had con-

sulted many specialists, been to Carlsbad and vari-

ous other resorts of this kind, without much benefit.

For about six years symptoms of gallstones devel-

oped ; she would have slight attacks of colic, and

it is only a year or two that a correct diagnosis

was made. During this time also pain developed

in the region of the appendix, and it was a question

whether the appendix or the gallstones caused her

trouble. I suggested that an operation be made and

the appendix removed, as well as the gallstones.

She was operated upon April 28, 1910. Six large

stones half an inch in diameter, faceted, were re-

moved, and the gall bladder drained. The appendix

was found thick and hypertrophied, and back of

the cecum, firmly adherent, and was removed with

great difficulty. However, she made an uninter-

rupted recovery and returned home in three weeks.

She says she feels like a new woman. All her stom-

ach and other symptoms have disappeared and she

looks 20 years younger.

Cases of this kind I could multiply many fold, but

have just selected typical cases of each variety of

trouble. What do they show? Adhesions in the

peritoneum which interfere with peristalsis, or with

movements in certain positions of the body they

pull and tug on certain organs, and thus irritate, and

as all these are intimately associated with the solar

plexus, it seems to me that irritation of the solar

plexus, no matter how produced, will cause many
cases of hyperchlorhydria. In other words, I be-

lieve that hyperchlorhydria, in the vast majority of

cases, is due to reflex action and irritation of the

sympathetic nervous system.

You will notice I say nothing about gastric or

duodenal ulcers. I have had little experience in

those, but believe that they also, in some cases,

cause hyperchlorhydria by producing inflammatory

and congested conditions of the mucous membrane
directly, hence hypersecretions of all kinds. Many
a time' I have given my friends who are specialists

in gastroenterology a jocose dig, saying that they

treated cases for us without knowing what was at

the bottom of the trouble. Of course, I do the same
thing, and so does every physician. It is absolutely

impossible always to find out the origin of the

trouble.

What I have stated, and here want to repeat, is

that cases of hyperchlorhydria that are not relieved

by the ordinary treatment in the course of a reason-

able time, should be subjected to an exploratory

abdominal section, so that an exact diagnosis can

be made. Sometimes the operation may fail to

reveal the trouble, but I think in the vast majority

of cases it will be found that there are adhesions of

gall bladder, stomach, intestines, appendix, and pel-

vic organs that by reflex action produce that pecu-

liar condition that we call hyperchlorhydria. Oper-

ations indiscriminately made use of I discourage as

much as any of you, but I think that the stomach

specialist should make more frequent use of abdom-
inal surgery, w-hich is now so free from danger, in

obscure troubles of the digestive tract.

In conclusion I would say:

1. Hyperchlorhydria varies in different individ-

uals.

2. Hyperchlorhydria is a symptom, not a disease.

3. Hyperchlorhydria is most frequently caused

by reflex action.

4. Hyperchlorhyrlria is probably due to irritation

of the sympathetic nervous system.

5. Persistent hyperchlorhydria should be cleared

up by an exploratory abdominal section.

620 Woodward Avenue.

IS KOCH'S BACILLUS THE CAUSE OF
CANCER?

Hy THOS. G. McCONKEY, M.D.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

In a previous paper (New York Medical Journal,

Dec. 19, 1908) I presented evidence stifificiently con-

clusive, I believed, to condemn the tubercle bacillus

as the cause of malignant growths. This evidence

w-as derived from a study of tuberculosis and can-
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cer in their clinical and pathological aspects. There
is such an embarassment of riches in the way of

evidence pointing like finger boards to the truth of

this theory of cancer, that the necessity for brevity

made the article little more than an outline. Whether
my selection from the wealth of evidence was not

the most judicious or whether the presentation of

this evidence was at fault or whether for some other

reason, the paper with a few exceptions has ap-

parently attracted no attention. Feeling sure that

a hypothesis that furnishes an explanation of more
of the unsolved problems of cancer than any yet

suggested and against which I. at least, cannot
find a single contradictory fact after more than two
years of investigation, only lacks verification experi-

mentally in order to be accepted, I am constrained

to present additional reasons for my belief and also

offer some suggestions which will, I hope, hasten
this verification.

The fundamental conception in this hypothesis is

that the tubercle bacillus, by reason of its well-known
effect of causing normal tissue cells to take on the

habit of proliferation, supplies the missing factor

in the etiology of cancer. In the young or robust
this cell proliferation is normally checked by a
defensive reaction on the part of the body, and a

'"tubercle" is formed by the encapsulation of the

minute colony of proliferating cells. But if this

cell proliferation is set up in one in whom the de-
fensive reaction is delayed or inadequate, the en-

capsulation does not take place and the proliferation

continues with the result of its becoming a ma-
lignant growth.

Bashford says "what is understood by the malig-
nancy of a tumor is but a manifestation of the
power of growth: a conclusion to which Apolant
and Ehrlich have recently given confirmation."
Adami says "as the consequence of the primary
stimulus there develops a colony of cells, all tending
to proliferate. Thus is acquired the 'habit of
growth,' the factor common to all tumors. It is

believed that whatever the origin of the tumor
proper, however it is started, what makes the tumor
is the assumption by the primarj' cells of that tumor
of the habit of growth in place of the habit of work."
There we have the cancer problem concisely stated
by the best authorities of to-day. Is not the tubercle
bacillus as a "primary stimulus" the agency above
all others capable of developing "a colony of cells

all tending to proliferate"? Permit me to recall
some text-book facts in the histogenesis of the
tubercle. Baumgarten found that tlie fixed cells of
the tissue took a much more prominent part in the
formation of tubercles than had generally been sup-
posed. He found that the first changes in the tissue
were coincident with the appearance of the bacilli.

Under the influence of these the fixed cells, whether
gland cells, endothelial cells of blood-vessels
or lymphatics, or connective tissue cells, be-
came enlarged, pale, and finely granular
with a tendency to proliferate.

' McCallum
(ATodcrn ^Medicine) speaking of this tendency
to proliferate says it is "a" proliferation anaf-
agous to the healing process, but in this instance
quite disproportionately intense when compared to
the injury done to the tissues. Apparently there
is a continuous injur)' or irritation which maintains
the proliferation." I wish to emphasize the fact that
the nucleus of the tubercle is made up of a "colony
of cells, all tending to proliferate." The nucleus
of every tubercle possesses in potentialitv the re-
quirements for a malignant growth. But this colony

of growing cells is checked in its further growth
by encapsulation. The elements going to the forma-
tion of the capsule are apparently derived from the

lymph rather than the blood, for they consist of a

fibrillar network of coagulated lymph in which are

enmeshed lymph cells. McCallum, in order to ex-

plain the continued tendency to proliferate, assumes
a hypothetical "continuous injury or irritation."

This is unnecessary ; the cells, in continuing to mul-
tiply as long as nourishment is furnished them, are

simply obeying the tendency to proliferate inherited

from the mother cell. Inasmuch as the nucleus
controls the cell in the matter of reproducing itself

as well as functioning, the tendency to reproduction
resulting from the presence of the bacillus must
lie in its effect upon the nucleus. The facts that the

bacilli are found "lying near the nucleus" and that

nuclein containing nitrogen and phosphorus in as-

similable form is the natural pabulum of the bacilli

point to the same conclusion. But, whatever the

modus operandi, it is an accepted fact that the tu-

bercle bacillus has the property of causing normal
fixed tissue cells to give origin to a colony of cells

with the tendency to proliferate. Place this fact in

juxtaposition with Adami's concise statement of the

cancer problem given above and note how com-
pletely the tubercle bacillus fulfills the requirements
of his "primary stimulus." If evidence of the pres-

ence or previous presence of the tubercle bacillus

is found in such a large percentage of bodies at

autopsy, regardless of the cause of death (98 per
cent, according to Nageli), and we have a chronic
disease like cancer with no known cause, it is cer-

tainly wise to suspect the tubercle bacillus as this

cause. This should especially be true if clinically

the two present numerous analogies and contrasts

which are not accounted for by any other theory,

but which analogies and contrasts are not only con-

sistent with this theory, but satisfactorily explained

by it. For example, take the contrast in the matter
of age incidence in tuberculosis and cancer and note
how it accounts for the fact that one is essentially

a disease of the first half of life, while the other is

essentially a disease of the last half of life. Or
take another contrast : mortality from cancer is in-

creasing while mortality from tuberculosis is de-

creasing. This theory predicates just this state of
affairs. In the State of New York the number of

deaths from pulmonary tuberculosis for 1909 was
13,948 as against 14,316 for the year 1908, while

the cancer mortality was 7,034 for 1909 against

6,534 for 1908. In other words the decrease from
phthisis was 368, but the increase from cancer was
500. Numerous theories have been suggested to

account for the increase of cancer, but none of them
stand the test. If this theory of the etiolog)' of
cancer had nothing else to recommend it than that

it does explain satisfactorily the increase in the

disease, this alone should compel respect for it.

It is evident that the larger the colony of prolif-

erating cells becomes the more difiicult it will he to

encapsulate it and convert it into a quiescent tuber-

cle. If this cell proliferation is set up in one in

whom the defensive reaction is delayed or inade-

quate, encapsulation is lacking and the proliferation

continues, and a malignant growth results. The
effort to encapsulate these infiltrating cells is still

kept up, but is abortive and only serves to furnish

nutrition to these proliferating cells, which are

devoid of any altruistic property, but are endowed
with the power of reproduction. It happens that

lymph is the nomial food of cells, and the laudable
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but futile effort to encapsulate them brings this tuod

to the colony, especially to the outer concentric lay-

ers. The amount of this food supply would depend

upon the efficiency of the lymphatic system. Herein

lies the explanation of the well-known fact that the

growth of cancer in the young is more rapid than

in the old. Bashford says "the influence of age is

active in relation to the origin of cancer, but not in

relation to its continuation : for cancer can be

propagated almost better in young than in old ani-

mals." Speaking of transmitted cancer, Bashford

says "the tissues of the new hosts do not acquire any

cancerous properties : they merely react to the can-

cer cells and supply them with nourishment." The
animal body has learned to protect itself against the

growing colony of cells by encapsulating it and con-

verting it into a harmless tubercle, harmless for the

time as contrasted with an infiltrating malignant

growth, which it would otherwise become without

such encapsulation. That this encapsulation is ac-

complished by the lymph is proved by the experi-

ment of producing tubercles in the cornea, a tissue

devoid of blood vessels. We know that, in later

adult life and in advanced life, the lymphatic glands

are usually somewhat atrophied. This corresponds

to the age incidence of malignant growths. Is it

only a coincidence?

In proportion as we study infection by Koch's

bacillus from the point of view of the biologist will

a clear comprehension be had, not only of the phase

called "tuberculosis" and "scrofula," but the third

phase which manifests itself as "cancer." While
there may be difference of opinion regarding the

mode of entrance of the bacillus into the body, there

is unanimity regarding its mode of exit. Its con-

tinuance as a species clearly depends upon the fact

that it is expelled from the lungs in enormous num-
bers with the prodigality nature commonly em-

ploys in order to insure the continuance of the

species. The normal habitat in the body of the

tubercle bacillus is the hmgs, in which it finds suit-

able conditions for its multiplication and its natural

exit. When found in other organs or tissues than

the lungs or lymph glands, it is accidental or aber-

rant, for tuberculosis of such vital tissues as the

meninges of the brain, for example, has no survival

value for the parasite ; indeed in encompassing the

death of its host, it thwarts the interests of the para-

site, for the longer the host lives and disseminates

the germinating matter of the parasite, the better it

is for the parasite as a species. We must get away
from the idea that the parasite is always trying to

kill its host. In a condition of perfect parasitism

the host is not even discommoded by the parasite.

The very existence of parasitism means that through

the operation of the laws of heredity and adapta-

tion there has evolved a modus z'hcndi that permits

both host and parasite to live in this relation. Tu-
bercle formation is neither the product of the tuber-

cle bacillus alone, nor of the host alone. It is the

resultant of the interaction of both these organisms,

and it contributes, we may be sure, to the continua-

tion of both as species. Let us try to understand

how this specific formation, the tubercle, subserves

the interest of both host and parasite. Koch, in his

original paper, announcing his discovery character-

ized tuberculosis as "exquisitely infectious." Like

every other highly infectious disease we should ex-

pect it to be a disease of childhood so far as "catch-

ing it" is concerned. Theobald Smith says "tubercle

bacilli do not differ materially from other infectious

agents who find their easiest prey among the yoimg."

In Progressive Medicine for March, 1908, one may
read : "In older children and in adults, a reaction

is obtained in a very high percentage of the cases,

as would be expected from the great frequency of

tuberculosis at this period (97 per cent, according

to Burckhardt)." Hamburger of Germany main-

tains that tuberculosis is a children's disease in the

ordinary acceptation of the term. Just as nearly

every man has had measles once during his life and

usually during childhood, so almost every man has

acquired tuberculosis once during his life and in

most cases during childhood. In researches carried

on with Dr. Monti, he has found a frequency of

tuberculosis of over 90 per cent at the age of pub-

erty. Startling as these findings are we have no

reason to doubt them, for they have been confirmed

by autopsy statistics. It is evident that not over

ten per cent of those infected are destined to die of

tuberculosis of the lungs, and these deaths will occur

mainly between the age of fifteen and forty-five.

If these 90 per cent and more of infected children

succumbed to pulmonary tuberculosis there would

soon be no human race. Fortunately for the human
race, and also for the bacillus as a species, the bacilli

are usually delayed in the lymph glands, or, if reach-

ing the lungs, are tied up there in tubercles. The
bacilli are thus rendered latent until the child has

reached the age for having children of its own.

"The general rule in cases of children is that the

lymph nodes are primarily attacked and that the

lungs are infected from them" ( Harbitz, quoted

by Theobald Smith). Tubercle formation, there-

fore, has survival value for the parasite by bringing

about a latent condition, and thus favoring its trans-

mission to the next generation. The period from

15 to 45 years of age is the period of greatest mor-
bidity as well as mortality from tuberculosis of the

lungs, and this coincides exactly with the period

when children are being born to parents and are in

most intimate contact with them.

Scrofula was considered a separate disease en-

tity until proved to be a phase of tuberculous infec-

tion. The body is abundantly supplied with

lymphatic glands, which nature selects as least vital

and best adapted to detain the bacilli whose ultimate

destination is the lungs, until the infected child it-

self has reached the age for children of its own.
Speaking generally, scrofula is the usual manifes-

tation of infection with Koch's bacillus up to the

age of puberty : pulmonary tuberculosis from pu-

berty to the forty-fifth year; and cancer after the

forty-fifth year. In youth and early adult life the
lymph glands are pink due to functional activity and
freedom from foreign matter, while in later adult

life they are "somewhat atrophied and darker in

color." This would imply a decreased efficiency sO'

that the prompt and vigorous reaction causing the
formation of the tubercle does not take place, and
the colony of proliferating cells continues to grow.
An eft'ort to surround these multiplying cells and
encapsulate them does occur, but this is now futile

and the lymph and lymph cells, sent by the body for
this purpose as a protective reaction, unfortunately
become the food for the continued growth of these
infiltrating cells. Councilman says "the character-
istic of cancerous growths is that they are capable
of attracting to themselves a supply of nourish-
ment at the expense of the surrounding tissue."

This seeming power to "attract" nourishment is

nothing but the protective reaction against these
invading and infiltrating cells with the purpose of
hedging them in. Beaston says "Whatever the
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origin of the first cell or cells that start a carcinoma,

the relation of their numerous offspring to the tis-

sues invaded is that of a parasite in the sense that

they get their nourishment from them."

There is no mystery about cancer if we will only

open our eyes and see. What is needed is not so

much new facts as the correct interpretation of

well-known facts. The experimental production of

malignant growths by means of the tubercle bacillus

is certain to be accomplished soon, and in order to

hasten this event I am going to offer some sugges-

tions to the laboratory workers. I am not a labora-

tory worker myself but a clinician and student of

laboratory findings. Theobald Smith, to whom I

am much indebted for first directing my attention

to the importance of the study of "tuberculosis"

from the standpoint of the biologist, has said : "Ex-
perimental medicine and clinical medicine must work
hand in hand, with the closest cooperation, if one

does not wish to disappear in pitfalls unknown to

the other."

The experimental verification of this theory will

be accomplished by imitating the natural conditions

as closely as possible. A species of animal which is

not very susceptible to tuberculosis of the lungs

should be selected. This would rule out at once

guinea-pigs and rabbits, and would point to the

canine species. Furthermore spontaneous cancers

have been found -in dogs but not in rabbits. I can-

not speak regarding guinea-pigs, but I should

scarcely expect that they would differ from rabbits

in this respect. The individual dog should be pref-

erably an old dog and emaciated rather than fat.

A very few bacilli should be injected into the gen-

eral circulation through a vein of the ear. The aim

now should be to cause one or more of these bacilli

to find lodgement in a fixed cell or cells of tissue

which is poorly supplied with lymph. Organs un-

dergoing atrophy from cessation of function, as the

mammary gland and the uterus, furnish such tissue

with diminished lymph supply. In the absence or

inaccessibility of such organs, particular spots

should be selected in which the lymph current is

known to be away from rather than toward, such

as the tip or edge of the tongue or ear, rather than

the body or center, or the cervix, rather than the

fundus of the uterus. This would also suggest the

nipple, rather than the mammary gland. It has been
shown experimentally that resected or sected

lymphatic trunks can never be traced across scar

tissue and their walls are found in a thickened and
obliterated condition. This fact could be taken
advantage of by making a cut around the selected

area and permitting it to heal, the scare effectually

obstructing the flow of lymph to the enclosed area.

Very slight pressure serves to stop the slow lymph
current without stopping the blood current. It is

this pressure rather than "irritation" that explains

the predisposing effect of gallstones to cancer, or
the pipe in epithelioma of the lower lip, like-

wise the cud in the mouth of the betel nut
chewer. The practical application of these sugges-
tions can be trusted to the laboratories. I will only
add that an old mother dog with pendant mammary
glands and nipples, upon wdiich a gentle pressure
can be applied by an elastic bandage or harness,

appears to me an especially promising animal.

The natural question occurs : How does a malig-
nant growth as a manifestation of tuberculous in-

fection subserve either the interest of host or par-
asite? I do not think that it has any survival value
for either and in this is like tuberculous meningitis,

which is purely accidental or aberrant. The tubercle

bacilli would presumably retain their property of

setting up cell proliferation indefinitely, but the other

factor in the formation of the tubercle, the reaction

of the host, is lacking. An ineffectual reaction does
occur, but this only furnishes the needed nourish-

ment to the growing colony. When this theory is

verified it will appear incomprehensible that it re-

mained so long undiscovered. Speaking of Har-
vey's teacher. Dr. Osier said : "How Fabricius, a

man who did such work—how a teacher of such
wide learning and such remarkable powers of obser-

vation, could have been so blinded as to overlook
the truth which was tumbling out, so to speak, at

his feet, is to us incomprehensible. But his eyes

were sealed, and to him, as to his great predeces-

sors in the chair (at Padua) clear vision was de-

nied." We of to-day are, of course, just as blind

to obvious truth as were Harvey's predecessors and
contemporaries, but we pride ourselves on being
more receptive to new truth.

1:56 Sutter Street.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE PATHOLOGY OF
MULTIPLE ADENOMATA OF THE

RECTUM.*
By JEROME M. LYN'CH. M.D.,

ADJUNCT-PROFESSOR OF RECTAL DISEASES, NEW YORK POLYCLINIC.

In presenting the results of my recorded observa-
tions on two interesting cases of rectal, multiple

adenomata, it is my hope that others may be suffi-

ciently interested to record and report their own
cases ; and that our admittedly scanty information
on the pathology, of this unusual and serious dis-

eased condition may be materially added to.

It is my impression that approximately 46 per
cent, of recorded cases of these adenomata termi-

nate in cancer and that the ultimate results are

usually fatal
; yet the scientific investigation of these

tumors has been so comparatively rare and isolated

that our actual knowledge of the causes and condi-

tions is lamentably meagre. It may be said that its

pathology is not at all established.

Location.—According to Lichtenstein the relative

number of instances of these tumors in the different

parts of the intestinal tract is indicated in the fol-

lowing arrangement ( the most frequent site of

occurrence being in the rectum) : Rectum, ileum,

colon, ileocecal valve and duodenum.
Malignant degeneration naturally aft'ects the

parts named in about the same comparative order of

distribution, with the exception of the ileum; this

latter being less exposed to insult by reason of the

fluid condition of the feces in this region.

It may be noted that these tumors usually mani-
fest themselves in patients of between 25 and 35
years of age. and the malignant degeneration con-

sequently occurs much eadier than cancer usually

occurs.

About 50 per cent, of the cases collected from the

literature were under 35 years of age. A brief

summary of the current theories on the origin of

these tumors and their transition into carcinoma
may be of interest. Hauser, the chief representative

of one view, believes that the polypoid excrescences

originate through a primary proliferation of the

mucous glands leading to a degeneration of the

glandular epithelia, expressed by a loss of physio-

*Read before the American Proctologic Society, at St.

Louis, Mo., June 7, 1910.
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logic function and increased affinity for the stain,

differing in no way from cancerous degeneration of

the epithehum. The growth is not unlimited, how-
ever, and the degeneration is assumedly likely to

occur at a time when the form of the glands is not

yet modified in any way and no changes of any kind
are present in the connective tissue. Meyer believes

that the early stage of the process should be sought
in the connective tissue. He regards the entire proc-

ess of epithelial change as secondary, and holds that

the phenomenon of multiple polypoid formation can
be explained only by a congenital tissue malforma-
tion of the bowel wall. This is the primary factor

and involves the mucosa and subinucosa, and the

visible epithelial change should be interpreted as

the result of inflammatory stimulus rather than in

the sense of a loss or cessation of the physiologic

function. •

Lebert and Schwab likewise regard the connec-

tive tissue proliferation as primary, but they believe

that this is determined by chronic irritation. In the

cases examined by them the glandular tissue was
found to participate in no way in the polypoid for-

mation, the process starting directly from a new
formation of vessels, for which an inflammatory
process causing a permanent irritation of the mu-
cosa is held responsible.

Pathological Findings.—Several tumors were re-

moved from each case from the smallest size to the

largest. The smaller tumors (that is those that had
recently sprung up) were shown to be composed
mostly of granulation-tissue which showed numer-
ous small blood vessels and interstitial fibroblasts.

The entire structure is infiltrated by an acute ex-

udate of leucocytes and serum, showing an acute

inflammatory process. At the base of the polyp are

a few slightly hypertrophied but rather typical

glands. The surface epithelium over the polyp

shows complete desquamation. The tumor appears

to be composed almost entirely of an inflammatory
granulation tissue.

Diagnosis.—The section through the large polyps

taken from the same individual as the above but af

an advanced stage shows a growth composed of

adenomatous glandular proliferation. There is a

narrow peripheral margin in some places about the

growth which shows granulation tissue. The greater

part of the growth about the periphery is composed
of simple adenomatous glandular proliferation.

Throughout the polyp there is an exudate of serum
and leucocytes, the latter showing a predominating
number of eosinophiles. There is complete des-

quamation of the superficial epithelium. Some of

the glands in the adenoma appear typical but the

greater number are very much larger than those of

the rectal mucosa and are in a condition of marked
hypersecretion.

These two reports are selected as being typical

of what was found in the small and in the well de-

veloped tumors, and I believe go to show an inflam-

matory starting point, with a later proliferation of

glandular tissue, which corresponds, to a great ex-

tent, with the findings of Lebert and Schwab. Much
more might have been learned had we been for-

tunate enough to have secured a postmortem on

the patient who died, as I am confident some of the

tumors in the upper part of the sigmoid would have

shown carcinomatous degeneration. Then, again,

a section through a growth down into the bowel

might have thrown some further light on the sub-

ject. However, I hope to continue this investigation

when another opportunity offers. Granting, then.

that these tumors are of inflammatory origin, the

next question that interests us is, Why do those
tumors undergo carcinomatous degeneration?
Adami's explanation seems plausible. Adami says

in substance:

We now recognize definitely among the blastomas
some change in the biological properties of particu-

lar cells as an essential for neoplasm proper. We
recognize that there must be an inherent and perma-
nent alteration in the properties of the cells that are

to constitute the neoplasm. Biologists, however, are
coming to see that mutations in animals and plants

arc not chance occurrences.

It must be recognized that alterations in environ-
ment favor frequency of mutation.

All recognize change in cell properties, but, so
far, no one has laid down a rule or principle as to

the underlying influence or stimulus which brings
about the change.
From study of the life history of tumors of differ-

ing type this principle seems to be that change is

consequent upon long continuance in any state in

which, through cell displacement, vegetable activity

is possible, while functional activity is inhibited. It

may be now a grade of chronic inflammation with
accompanying arrests of function without arrest of
nutrition, a state which may be of either mechanical
or microbic origin.

At another time it may be a senescent exhaustion
of the functional capacities of the cell that favors the
assumption by that cell of vegetation to the exclu-
sion of functional activities, an assumption accom-
panied by alteration in the histological character of
the cell. The more we study the life histories of the
different orders of tumors, the more we investigate
the circumstances associated with the development
of different examples of one particular order of
tumor (such as the cancerous), the more it is im-
pressed upon us that there is no specific causative
agent, and that a multiplicity of agents induces a

particular grade of cell reaction. All these causes
may lead to a modification in the cell properties, a
modification that is not transient but permanent and
conveyed to subsequent cell generations.

Case I. Mrs. L. R., 39 years, married and the
mother of several children.

She was perfectly well up to four years ago, when
she had an attack of diarrhea, which was ushered
in by bearing-down pain in the rectum with an in-

tense desire to move the bowels—so much so that
she would sit in the toilet for long periods, strain-
ing, without getting much relief. At times the
desire to move the bowels became so imperative
that she would not have time to reach the toilet and
would soil her clothes. At first she had fairly good
movements, mixed with blood and mucus. Later,
she passed large quantities of blood mixed with
mucus. This condition lasted for about a month
and gradually abated. Ever since that time her
bowels have been irregular. At times she would be
comfortable, but from time to time would suffer
acute exacerbation.

She went along in this way for two years before
seeking medical aid, and was then.treated by differ-

ent physicians, who did not examine her but used
drugs, with indifferent success.

One year ago she was examined at one of the

hospitals in New York and was told she had tumors
and an operation was advised and consented to. In

November, 1909, several tumors were removed by
cautery, but she suffered such intense pain after the
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operation that she did not return for further treat-

ment, considering herself benefited by the opera-

tion, but dreading repetition of the pain. In Feb-

ruary, 1910, she drifted into my chnic at St. Bar-

tholomew's. She had then lost considerable weight,

was very anemic and poorly nourished.

The rectum and lower sigmoid were found

studded with polypoid sessile growths varying in

size from that of grape seed to that of a cherry.

The examination also disclosed numerous ulcers of

the mucous membrane, their size varying from that

of a pin head to one-half an inch in diameter. The
remainder of the membrane was granular, bled

easily, and was coveretl with mucus, blood, and pus.

The upper portion of the sigmoid was fairly healthy.

The treatment advised consisted of an enema of

cold, normal salt solution morning and evening, with

an occasional additional injection of 25 per cent,

solution of aqueous fl. ext. of krameria.

She was kept under observation, and still visits

the clinic twice each week, the improvement being

marked after the first treatment, which occasioned

the patient so little inconvenience that she has
gladly followed the prescribed course and is regu-

lar in reporting. The improvement has been steady

until, at the present time, all ulcerations have dis-

appeared, and the growths have been gradually

absorbed until but one remains.

Several polypi were removed for pathological

examination, the results of which have been given
in the condensed pathological report of these cases.

Case II. I\Iiss S., age 35, dressmaker. Father
died of some bowel trouble. Elder sister suffers

from diarrhea, with passages of blood and mucus,
and was examined at one of the hospitals and told

that she had polypoid growth of the rectum. The
patient related a history of chronic constipation

from childhood, but had been fairly healthy up to

about five months before I saw her. At that time
she began to suffer from severe attacks of diarrhoea
with passages of blood and mucus, these attacks

continuing up to the time that I was consulted. Up
to a month prior to that time she absolutely refused
to be treated by a physician, until her family finally

persuaded her to seek medical aid, and she consulted
their family physician. Dr. White, who advised im-
mediate removal to the hospital, which she abso-
lutely refused. Four weeks later she consented to
enter the Polyclinic, and my services were asked
by Dr. White. When I first saw her she was so
emaciated that it seemed to me improbable that
she could live more than a few days.

Proctoscopic examination showed that the rectum
and sigmoid were studded with growths of all sizes
and the mucous membrane ulcerated and covered
with bloody pus.

I at first ordered astringent injections, but found
that they could be given only with difficultv and
that they were retained but a short time.' The
leaky condition of the bowels was such that partial
operations constantly occurred at intervals as short
as five or ten minutes and the patient was necessar-
ily upon a bed-pan all of the time. I sugested oper-
ation for an artificial anus above the growth as the
only hope of saving her life. At the same time I
told her people that her survival of the operation
was doubtful

: but it was nevertheless agreed to by
relatives and patient as her only possible chance.
An incision was made to left of rectus muscle

above the umbilicus and the bowel explored rap-
idly. Palpation established the fact that the sig-
moid and a portion of the descending colon were

filled with growths. As we had to twice suspend
operation to revive the patient, further exploration

was not deemed wise. We therefore brought out a

portion of the transverse colon and rapidly closed
the wound—^the entire operation lasting only ten

minutes, including the time required for resuscita-

tion.

The bowel was opened in forty-eight hours after

the operation and from that time on the patient

was artificially fed by passing tube through trans-

verse colon, as she refused to take nourishment per
orem. She seemed to improve for a week or ten

days, but gradually sank and died in about three

weeks.

It is interesting to note that the wound healed
by primary union and no complications followed
operation.

The patient died of inanition. An autopsy was
earnestly sought, but her relatives refused. I am
confident that this is one of those cases where
tumors high up in the sigmoid had undergone car-

cinomatous degeneration. It is unfortunate that

autopsy was refused.

The history of both cases points to an acute in-

fection, and later the formation of these adeno-
matous tumors. I have previously reported two
cases that underwent carcinomatous degeneration.
58 West Fifty-eighth Street.

The Stimulatory Action of the Oosperm in the
Uterus.—J. Oliver presents an elaborate paper on this

subject. He believes that no woman who has never men-
struated ever becomes pregnant ; this in spite of cases re-

ported to the contrary'. He says among other things that
as long as the uterus is occupied by a product of concep-
tion menstruation is held in abeyance, and in the ordinary
course of events parturition may be expected at any time
between the 260th and 285th day after the date of the ces-

sation of the last menstrual discharge, but without any
apparent reason the pregnancy may be more or less

abruptly terminated at any time. When, however, it be-
comes expedient to endeavor to cause the uterus to expel
a product of conception which is still actively progressing,
the greatest difficulty may be experienced in bringing about
this result. The most reliable method is to introduce and
leave for a greater or less length of time a solid bougie
between the fetal sac and the uterine wall. By this means
we so overe.xcite the uterus that this organ becomes in-

tolerant of and e.xpels its occupants. Here the operating
agent imparts nothing to the uterus. An ecbolic is a
substance which is supposed to exert such a direct chem-
ical influence upon the pregnant uterus that the latter is

thereby induced to expel its contents. There is, however,
no known drug which acts thus. All the reputed ecbolics
are toxic agents for which the uterus has no pecuHar
avidity, and when any of these chance to exert what ap-
pears to be an ecbolic action, it only influences the uterus
indirectly and in virtue of some constitutional derange-
ment which it causes. Ergot is probably, of all chemical
agents, the drug which is credited with ecbolic power, but
even this drug, when advisedly administered, is powerless
to hasten the advent of labor or provoke abortion. It

is, moreover, well known that reputed ecbolics sometimes
kill the mother without abortion resulting. The anabolic
activity of the pregnant uterus cannot be arrested by the
administration of any known chemical substance. In con-
clusion, he ventures the opinion that while the germ mass
at all stages of its existence abstracts from the mother all

the materials which it requires for its development and
growth, yet under normal circumstances the only waste
product of the embryj or fetus which the mother is called
upon to eliminate is carbon dioxide, because the product
of conception until the fetus is mature is endowed with
such resynthetizing powers that it is enabled to reassimilate
over and over again its own by-products. If this is so

—

and there is evidence that it is so in the case of the chick
in the egg—then no material passes from the embryo or
fetus under ordinary circumstances except carbon dioxide,
and for this reason the urine of the pregnant woman dif-
fers in no essential from that of any adult virgin.

—

New
York Medical Journal.
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CARDIAC SURGERY.

Ten years ago if a surgeon had stated that he had

hopes of operating in the near future for aortic

insufficiency or mitral stenosis, or if he had sug-

gested a method of excising the arch of the aorta,

his remarks would have been accepted as the ex-

aggerations of a humorist. That a man should

calmly and seriously consider such operations not

only as possibilities but as probabilities of the near

future would have seemed to the surgeon of a

decade ago as an utter impossibility. Nevertheless

during these first few years of the twentieth century

such tremendous advances have been made both ex-

perimentally and practically in the spheres of thor-

acic and vascular surgery that in the July number

of the Annals of Sui'i^cry Alexis Carrel of the

Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research not only

suggests the probability of intracardiac surgery be-

ing an accomplished fact in the near future, but

even points out the technique of the various proce-

dures which he believes will be developed in its per-

formance.

A few months ago, when Meltzer and Aner de-

vised their method of intratracheal insufflation as

reported in the jNIedical Record, by means of

which animals, and more recently human beings,

have been kept alive for hours without either active

or passive respiratory movements. Carrel took im-

mediate advantage of the work and began a series

of experiments upon animals which has convinced

him that cardiac surgery is a possibility of the future.

After emphasizing the especial need of perfect

asepsis required in thoracic surgery, owing to the

low resistance offered by the pleura and pericardium

to infection. Carrel describes the experiments which

he has performed in the realm of cardiac surgery.

In considering the surgery of aneurysm of the aorta

two factors come into play, the treatment of the

aneurysm and the integrity of the circulation dur-

ing the operation. In the first of these much has

already been done, the experiments of Matas and

others pointing distinctly to possible methods of

removing or curing the aneurysm. The real diffi-

culty lies in the maintenance of the circulation,

especially of the blood supply of the brain during

the slow and delicate operations. To overcome this

Carrel has devised two methods which he has called

central and lateral diversion. As described bv him

"the central diversion consists of tubing the seg-

ment of the aorta which is to be resected. The ves-

sel is laid open by a longitudinal incision and a

paraffined tube is inserted into its lumen and tem-

porarily fastened. This small operation involves

only a short interruption of the circulation. Then

the wall of the aorta can be extirpated and replaced

while the circulation goes on through the tube.

When the operation is completed the tube is re-

moved through a small incision in the wall of the

aorta. . . . It is a safe and convenient method

for the descending aorta. It can be probably used

also for the ascending aorta." The method of lat-

eral diversion is even more daring and proportion-

ally more dangerous. This consists, by means of a

paraffined rubber tube or segment of jugular vein

preserved in cold storage, in anastomosing the apex

of the left ventricle to the descending aorta. This

procedure by allowing the lilood to reach the brain

by a recurrent course upward through the descend'

ing aorta, the supply of course being shut off above,

permits the complete obliteration of the arch for an

indefinite period and the carrying out of any opera-

tion desired in this region.

In taking up the subject of intracardiac surgery.

Carrel divides the possible operations into three

classes : those which do not require hemostasia of

the heart, those recjuiring hemostasis for a very

short time, and those which require hemostasis for

a longer time and stopping of the heart. In the

first class come digital exploration of the auricle or

ventricle, dilatation of the mitral valve, or incom-

plete ventriculectomy. Under the second class are

suggested the insertion of tubes into the ventricles

or auricles, the cutting of a stenosed mitral or tri-

cuspid valve, or the curettage of endocarditic vege-

tation. Under the third class the author suggests

plastic operations on the cardiac wall, and operations

on the coronary arteries such as anastomoses and

implantations for the cure of angina pectoris.

The mistake should not be made of inferring that

Carrel is now prepared to perform all of these mar-

velous operations upon suffering humanity. He em-
phatically states that none of the procedures has as

yet attained the technical perfection which warrants

its application to the human being, and long and

careful investigation will be required before aortic

aneurysm and chronic endocarditis will be classed

as surgical diseases. What he has done, however, is

to place animals in such conditions that if they had

suffered from intracardiac or aortic diseases, cura-

tive operations could have been performed, and he

has shown that the accomplishment of this is not

incompatible with life.

EHRLICH'S PREPARATION, NO. 606.

It is very natural that the announcement of the

discovery of an absolute and practically instantane-

ous cure of syphilis, as claimed by Ehrlich, should

have aroused widespread interest among the gen-

eral public as well as in the medical profession.

Indeed, next to that of a specific for cancer, per-

haps no discovery would be more welcomed by the

laity than that of a cure for lues in any stage or
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form and an immediate cure—a cure of syphilis

while you wait, as it were. As told by our Berlin

correspondent last week, this alleged specific is an

arsenical preparation—dioxydiaminoarsenobenzol,

to be exact, or dimethyldioxyarsenobenzoldichlor-

hydrate, to be perhaps more exact. It was obtained,

not by accident, but after a long series of experi-

ments and chemical operations, 605 indeed, the final

successful product being therefore called 606; it is

also called in honor of Ehrlich's assistant, Hata-

preparation.

We need not review here the results of the early

experiments with this remedy, for they are of a

monotonous sameness, the preparation having al-

ready been employed in over 2,000 cases with ap-

parent improvement, if not cure, in all. Whether.

when the opening chorus of approval has subsided,

some unsuccessful experimenters will be found who

could not make themselves heard at first, the future

will show. It was stated in all the early reports that

the remedy had absolutely no bad effect on the

human organism. It is, of course, possible—all

things are possible, even a safe aeroplane—that a

substance may be so poisonous to the protozoan

parasite of syphilis, a bit of protoplasm, that it will

destroy every one in the human body, yet will spare

every cell and tissue of the host, but it is not prob-

able.' Atoxyl was thought at first to be innocuous

to man while destructive to the trypanosome, but

suddenly it was found to cause irremediable blind-

ness, not to mention paralysis and other troubles.

Two thousand men in central Europe may have

as yet shown no ill effects from the remedy, but ex-

perience has taught us that the dangers of a new

remedy are not always apparent at first. The dead

from tuberculin bear mute witness to this fact.

Already Bohac and Sobotka, two Prague clin-

icians, raise a warning voice against a too compla-

cent sense of security with regard to this remedy.

They report in the Wiener klinische Wochcnschrift,

of July 28, three cases out of fourteen in which

"606" was used, in which more or less alarming

symptoms arose. In all these there was retention

of urine from, vesical paralysis, lasting from twelve

hours in one case to over nine days in another, and

in two of these there was a trace of albumin in the

urine ; in all three cases there was loss of the patel-

lar and the other usually tested reflexes ; in the

three there was also complete obstipation : moreover

in two rectal tenesmus was most troublesome. The
authors note that these symptoms are very like

those caused by atoxyl (not referring now to the

blindness), a substance also containing, like the

Hata-preparation, amidobenzol and arsenic groups.

To this report Ehrlich telegraphed an answer pub-

lished in the same journal for August 4. He does

not deny the facts, but says that those to whom
samples of the same make as that used bv the

Prague reporters were sent were unanimous in

saying that they observed no such symptoms^ which
proves or disproves nothing.

^^'e cannot use the remedy in this country, for

the reason that the Council on Pharmacy and Chem-
i.stry has not yet stamped it with its sitmatur. and

also incidentally because few if any samples have
been sent out here. That is just as well. Our luetic pa-

tients can struggle on with mercury and the iodides

for a while longer, and then, if their German fellow

suft'erers are not paralyzed or blinded and are found

not to relapse, the manufacturers of this already

patented remedy will see to it that the American
wants are fully supplied at a fixed rate per phial.

Infant Mortality.

One of the most significant of the many phases of

the world-wide movement of preventive medicine
is the recent organization of the American Associa-

tion for Study and Prevention of Infant Mortality.

Founded as the result of a conference held last year

at New Haven, this association will have its first

meeting next November in Baltimore. The prepar-

ation for this meeting and the efforts that are

to be made to interest the public and to secure its

cooperation bid fair to make this organization a

powerful factor in the modern struggle against

early mortality. So far as the general public is

concerned, interest in this subject is usually awak-
ened during the summer months, when the death

rate among infants reaches its highest point. Two
factors are usually blamed for this increase : the

prolonged hot weather and an impure milk supply.

There can be no doubt that these are important
exciting causes, but they are not the main and
fundamental causes upon which the appalling

slaughter of the innocents depends. The import-

ant factors which are either overlooked or entirely

ignored are the evils of inherited and acquired

disease, failure of maternal nursing, ignorance in

the proper care of infants and in the management
of their diet, frequent childbearing, and the host of

evils that are included in the term poverty, chiefly

overcrowding and wretched housing conditions.

The eft'orts of municipal health authorities have
properly been directed toward safeguarding the

milk supply, and these efforts should be continued

with renewed vigor. But attention to the milk

should not divert one from the needs of the child.

Similarly too great an emphasis is placed upon the

hot weather as a cause of increased infant mortality.

By lowering resistance in infants already debilitated

by inherited or acquired disease or by insufficient or

inappropriate diet, it operates somewhat in the same
manner as the rigors of winter increase the death

rate among the aged. But it cannot be too strongly

afiirmed that the problem of lowering the infant

mortality is one not for the summer alone, but for

the entire year. Its solution presents to practical

sociologists an opportunity for planning and carry-

ing on a comprehensive campaign for improving the

condition of the poor. Not. until this campaign has
effected its object will the efforts of physicians suc-

ceed in markedly reducing the infantile death rate,

unless they themselves are heartily enlisted in the

sociological work. The key to the problem lies in

education and enlightened philanthropy.

F.VTE OF THE EhRLICH-HaTA ArSENICAL PREPARA-

TION IN THE Body.

The fate of anj- substance possessing physiological

and therapeutic activity, after it has exerted its ac-

tivity, is of paramount importance. An inert solu-

ble substance should be eliminated unchano-ed in
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quantity. The physiological action of some sub-

stances like strychnine must be accomplished by an
almost imponderable fraction of the ingested dose,

as nearly the entire amount given may be recovered

unchanged from the secretions, with nothing left

behind in storage. Certain alien mineral substances

ingested in excess are stored in minute quantities,

chiefly in the liver ; whence the occasional discovery

of traces of arsenic, copper, etc., in residents of

countries in which these elements are present in the

soil and drinking water. In discussing the mode of

action of the spirochete-annihilating arsenical prep-

aration of Ehrlich and Hata, inquiry will naturally be

made as to what becomes of the arsenic. The prepar-

ation is employed only in small quantities and it has

been asserted that these quantities are proiuptly and
satisfactorily eliminated. This statement is evi-

dently, however, premature and based on insufficient

observation. Alt (Miinchcner niedicinische IVocIi-

enschrift, July 19) has already had two oppor-

tunities for autopsy on subjects treated with the

new preparation and has learned from them as well

as from clinical observation that the Ehrlich-IIata

compound is eliminated much more slowly than

its predecessors (atoxyl and others) when injected

into the muscles. Atoxyl is eliminated promptly and

almost completely by the urine, and this is also true

of some of its congeners. On the contrary both the

Ehrlich-Hata preparation and arsenophenylglycerin,

which is used in combination with it, are not so

piomptly excreted by the kidneys, and may also be

shown to persist for a number of days in the fece^.

The chief revelation of Alt's autopsies was that

"606" remains unchanged for a long time at the

site of injection, for he found that a considerable

fraction of the medicament injected into the mus-

cles had never been absorbed. There was, how-

ever, no evidence of any storage of the substance

in the tissues which would seem to support Ehrlich's

assertion that it is not organotropic.

Tre.atmext of Typhoid C.aruier C.\ses.

The fact that typhoid fever is frequently spread

by means of individuals who carry the infection in

their systems for considerable periods of time,

sometimes for many years, is now definitely estab-

lished. It is therefore considered that typhoid car-

riers are a definite menace to a community. It is

obvious that it is a matter of great difficulty to

discover typhoid carriers, and when these are dis-

covered it is by no means easy to treat them suc-

cessfully. In the Journal of the Royal Army Med-
ical Corps for April, 1910, Cummins summarizes the

results of treatment as follows: i. Lactic acid bacilli

have failed to diminish the excretion of typhoid ba-

cilli. 2. Attempts to cure typhoid bacilluria by acidi-

fying the urine have not been successful. 3. The ad-

ministration of antiseptics has invariably broug'ht

about a decided diminution in the number of bacilli

excreted, both by fecal and urinary carriers. 4. The

use of .f-rays, especially in cases with .gall-bladder

symptoms, seems to have a definite beneficial result,

but as the author's experience with this form of

treatment was limited to one case, his conclusions

would appear to be of little value. 5. Lastly, it ap-

pears possible that treatment by a vaccine, though

unsuccessful when tried alone in the cases now
under discussion, would have a better chance if

combined, in the case of urinary carriers, with

diuretics, and in gall-bladder cases with .*--ray treat-

ment.

Sanitation of the Canal Zone.—The report oE

the Department of Sanilatiun, Canal Zone, for the

month of Alay, 1910, made by Dr. John L. Phillips,

Acting Chief Sanitary Officer, shows that the an-

nual death rate per thousand from all causes among
the white employees for the month of May, 1910,

was 9.94. For May, 1907, the rate was 18.34, and

since that time there has been a steady decrease.

The same rapid decrease is noted among the black

employees, the death rate among this class being

34.48 in May, 1907, and 6.98 in May, 1910.

Throughout the Canal Zone and the cities of Pana-

ma and Colon the rate during the months of May
has been as follows: 1907, 31.57; 1908, 20.87; 1909,

15.77; 1910, 18.69. J^hs number of employees in

May, 1907, was 39,003, with 98 deaths ; in May,
1908, 44,816, with 39 deaths ; in May, 1909, 46,974,

with 37 deaths; and in May, 1910, 52,863, with 34
deaths. Of these last, 6 were from tuberculosis,

2 from dysentery, and i each from black water

fever, malarial fever, typhoid fever, and pneu-

monia. The total number of white Americans con-

nected with the commission and the Panama Rail-

road during the month, including employees and

their families, was 10,285; among these there were

6 deaths, 4 from disease and 2 from external

causes, an annual death rate of 7 per thousand. Of
malarial cases among employees discharged and

died from hospital during the month there were 2

deaths and 618 discharges. No plague, smallpox,

or yellow fever originated on or was brought to

the isthmus during the month. The general san-

itary conditions were reported as favorable, al-

though the weather had been such as to further

the development of mosquitoes and malaria; and
the malarial sick rate for June may show the effects

of this. During the month of May 1,807 rats were
destroyed, and 6 houses were fumigated.

Deaths from Cholera.—During the week from

July 31 to August 6 there were reported through-

out Russia 20,668 cases of cholera with 8,679

deaths. One of the most serious features of the

situation is the spread of the infection through the

rural districts where the ignorance of the people

makes them exceedingly hostile to modern methods
of sanitation, and greatly hinders the efforts to

check the disease. Both the Austrian and the Ger-

man governments are taking precautions against

the spread of the infection into those countries

from the provinces of southern Russia where the

epidemic is at its height.

An Investigation of Infantile Paralysis.—At
the recent meeting of the Congress of American
Physicians and Surgeons, held in Washington in

May, 1910. a joint session of the American Ortho-

pedic and American Pediatric Societies was held

and the subject of epidemic poliomyelitis was dis-

cussed. The following resolution was adopted

:

"It having been shown by recent epidemics and in-

vestigations connected with the same that epidemic

infantile spinal jjaralysis is an infectious commu-
nicable disease that has a mortality of from 5 to

20 per cent., and that 75 per cent, or more of the

patients surviving are permanently crippled. State

boards of health and other health authorities are

urged to adopt the same or similar measures as are

already adopted and enforced in Massachusetts for

ascertaining the modes of origin and manner of

distribution of the disease with a view of control-

ing and limiting the spread of so serious an affec-
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tion." A committee with Dr. Robert W. Lovett,

President. Boston, Mass., Dr. Irving M. Snow,
Secretary, Buffalo, N. Y., was appointed to urge

the various State and municipal health authorities

to take up the work of investigation of the various

foci of epidemic poliomyelitis, to study its epidemi-

ology, and to instruct the public that the disease is

at least mildly communicable.

Moving Pictures as Health Aids.—Moving pic-

tures are being used in the general campaign of

educating the public to combat disease. . In Xew
Jersey a series of films are being prepared to show
the working of a model dairy. The Xew York
State Department of Health is preparing lantern

slides for use in its lectures, which are procurable

from local health officers. The same method has

been pursued for some years in lectures on tubercu-

losis, and lectures on diphtheria, rabies, typhoid

fever, and other diseases will now be illustrated in

the same way. In Buflfalo the acting Health Com-
missioner has prepared slides which are flashed on
the screen at moving picture shows, giving warn-
ing that whooping cough is dangerous, and that

adults as well as children may be affected.

Immigration Slackens.—Statistics for the

month of July, the first month of the fiscal year,

show a decided slackening in immigration. At
Ellis Island 52,727 immigrants arrived, the Italians

outnumbering all the others, with the Jews, chiefly

from Russia, second.

Food Purity Guarantee.—The Government of

\'enezuela has been requested by the State Depart-
ment to suspend the operation of its new regulations
requiring certificates guaranteeing the purity of
food products sent to Venezuela from this countn,'.

It is hoped that an agreement between the two
countries may be reached by which the present strict

regulations of the Department of Agriculture will

be sufficient guarantee.

King Visits Hospital.—The first public appear-
ance of King George and Queen ]\Iary' of England
since their accession was the occasion of a recent
visit to the London Hospital in \Miitechapel, the
London east end.

Mayor Gaynor.—The last official act of Mavor
Gaynor before the murderous attack upon him was
the signing of himself as one of the incorporators
of a new hospital at St. James. Long Island.

To Close Children's Home.—It is reported that
lack of funds may make necessary the closing of
the Watts De Peyster Home for Invalid Children.
at ^"erbank, near Poughkeepsie, N. Y. The home
has been in existence for twenty-five years, and
cares for nearly a hundred children frow two to
twelve years old for the entire year.

University of Pennsylvania.—^^'ith the open-
ing of the coming fall session an elective course
in tropical medicine will be oft'ered under the imme-
diate charge of Dr. Allen J. Smith, in conjunction
with Dr. A. C. Abbott, Dr. G. E. de Schweinitz.
Dr. William Pepper. Dr. W. H. Hartzell. and Dr. H.
H. Jacobs. The course will comprise instruction in
medical climatolog}- and geography, the hygiene of
ships and of the tropics, protozoology, anthropology,
helminthology, general medical pathology, diseases
of the eye and of the skin, surgical diseases com-
mon to the tropics, patholog\- of tropical diseases,
and systematic and clinical tropical medicine.

Dr. Willis F. Manges has been appointed di-
rector ol tlie Rontgen Ray Laboraton' of the Phil-

adelphia General Hospital in succession to the late

Dr. Mihran K. Kassabian.

Gifts to Charities.—The will of Mrs. Elizabeth
\\'addington of Xew York, who died recently, pro-
vides for the gift of $5,000 to St. Vincent's Hospital
to endow a bed in memory of Euphemia Van Rens-
selaer.

The contest over the will of the late John Master-
ton Burke of New York was dismissed by Surro-
gate Thomas on August 9. By the terms of the
will $4,000,000 was left to the Winifred Masterton
Burke Relief Foundation to found a home for con-
valescents. The contest was brought by certain

heirs on the basis that the statute of 1904, authoriz-
ing the corporation, was invalid on technical

grounds. The Surrogate holds that the statute is

constitutional and that the gifts to the foundation
are valid. The home is to be a memorial to

IMr. Burke's mother.

The Harvey Society.—The following program
of Harvey Society lectures for the season of 1910-

1911 is announced: 1910—October 15, "Die Be-
deutung der pathologischen Autopsie und sonstiger

pathologisch-anatomischen Untersuchungen," by
Prof. Dr. H. Chiari of Strassburg, Germany;
Xoveniber 12, "Unit Characters in Heredity," by
Prof. W. E. Castle of Harvard University ; Decem-
ber 10, "Certain Clinical Aspects of Dyspituitarism,"
by Prof. Harvey Gushing of Johns Hopkins LTniver-

sity, Baltimore. 191 1—January- 14, a lecture on some
subject to be announced later, by Prof. Arthur R.
Cushny of the University of London; February 4,

"The Chemistry of the Proteins,'' by Dr. Thomas
B. Osborne of the Connecticut Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, New Haven ; February 25, a lecture

on a subject to be announced later, by Prof. Jacques
Loeb of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Re-
search; March 18, a lecture on a subject to be an-

nounced later, by Prof. H. Gideon Wells of the

University of Chicago. These lectures are open to

the public and a cordial invitation is extended to

all to attend. They are given in the New York
Academy of Medicine, 17 West Forty-third street,

on Saturday evenings. The officers of the society

are: President, Dr. Simon Flexner : Vice-President,

Dr. John Howland ; Treasurer, Dr. E. K. Dunham

;

Secretary. Dr. Haven Emerson; Council. Dr.
Graham Lusk, Dr. S. J. Meltzer, and Dr. James
Ewing.

The Washington State Medical Association
closed its annual session, on July 29. with the elec-

tion of the following officers for the ensuing year:
President, Dr. Wilson Johnson, Spokane; Vice-

President, Dr. L. L. Love, Tacoma; Secretary,

Dr. C. H. Thomson, Seattle ; Treasurer. Dr. Park
Weed Willis, Seattle.

The Washington State Eclectic Medical Society
held its annual meeting, on August 2. at Seattle.

The following officers were elected : President.

Dr. Thomas J. Piersol, Tacoma; Vice-President.

Dr. Frank Brooks, Seattle ; Secretary, Dr. N. M.
Cook. Seattle : Treasurer. Dr. L. \". Cole. Seattle.

Medical Society of the Missouri Valley.—The
twenty-third annual meeting of this society will be

held in Council Bluff's, Iowa, on Thursdav and
Friday, September i and 2, under the presidency

of Dr. A. B. Somers of Omaha. Dr. George Gell-

horn of St. Louis will deliver the oration in sur-

gery, which will be illustrated with lantern slides.

The oration in medicine will be delivered by Dr.

George Howard Hoxie, Dean of the Medical De-
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partment of the University of Kansas, the subject

being "Arthritis." The secretary of the society is

Dr. Charles Wood Fassett of St. Joseph, Mo. At
the close of the scientific program on Thursday
evening, the members will be entertained at a

smoker at the Grand Hotel.

Association des Medecins de Langue Francaise

de I'Amerique du Nord.—The bifth Congress i>f

this society will be held at Sherbrooke, Quebec, on

August 23, 24, and 25, 1910, under the presidency

of the Hon. P. Pelletier. Dr. L. Picque of Paris,

the official representative of the French Society of

Surgery, will attend the congress and deliver an ad-

dress. Dr. F.-A. Gadbois of Sherbrooke is the sec-

retary-general of the society.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Seymour J. Holly of

Brooklyn, N. Y., a graduate of the College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons of New York in the year

1857, a veteran of the Civil War, and formerly an

inspector in the Brooklyn Department of Health,

died at his home in Brooklyn, on August 7, after

a long illness.

Dr. J.'\MEs I. Wright of Philadelphia, Pa., a

graduate of the Jefferson Medical College of Phila-

delphia, died at his home on July 27, aged 58 years.

Dr. J. Warren Boyer of Trappe, Pa., a gradu-

ate of the Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia

in 1845, died at his home on July 24, at the ad-

vanced age of 90 years.

Rear-Admiral Walter Keeler Scofield, U. S.

N., retired, died recently at his home in Stamford,

Conn., aged 71 years. Dr. Scofield was graduated

from the College of Physicians and Surgeons of

New York in 1^868. He entered the United States

Navy as an assistant surgeon and passing through

the successive grades was made a Medical Director

in 1890. In 1901 he retired from the service with

the rank of Rear-Admiral.
Dr. Cn..\RLES R. Strong of Detroit, Mich., a

graduate of the Detroit College of IMedicine in

1903, died in the Red Cross Hospital in that city

on August I.

Dr. Irving O. Cummings of Brewster, ATass., a

graduate of Dartmouth College and of the Harvard
University Medical School in 1890, died of Bright's

disease at his home on August 2, aged 42 years.

Dr. Alexander J. Stone of St. Paul, Minn., a

graduate of the Berkshire Medical College, the

medical department of Williams College, in 1S67,

died at his home recently.

Dr. Wtlliam F. Ridgway of Atlantic Citv, X. J.,

died at his home, on August 5, aged 38 years.

Dr. Ridgway was graduated from the Jefferson

Medical College, Philadelphia, in 1904, and after

post-graduate courses at the West London Hospital

and the Rotunda Hospital of Dublin, took up his

practice in Atlantic City, becoming pathologist to

the Atlantic City Hospital and city physician. He
was a member of the Atlantic County and New Jer-

sey State Medical Societies, the American ^Medical

Association, and the Atlantic City Academy of

Medicine.

Dr. D. W. Rees of Needles, Cal. a graduate of

the California ]\Iedical College (Eclectic), San

Francisco, died in a hospital at Los Angeles, from

poisoning resulting from an ulcerated tooth, on

July 31. aged 41 vears.

Dr. Henry F. Koester of New York, a graduate

of the Bellevue Hospital Medical College in 1891,

and a member of the New York County and State

Medical Societies, died at his home, on July 28,

aged 47 years.

(©bituarg.

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE.

Florence NiciiTiNGAr.E, who died last Sunday
afternoon at her home in London, was born in

Florence, Italy, from which city she took her name,

on May 12, 1810, her father being a wealthy Eng-

lishman, a member of the numerous English colony

in that beautiful Italian city. The family returned

soon to England where the girl received an unusual

education. She was from childhood devoted to

charitable work among the cottagers on her father's

estate, and was also interested in hospital work,

spending a considerable portion of her annual vaca-

tion in visiting the hospitals in Germany. In 1851

she entered the training school for Lutheran Sisters

at Kaiserwerth and later studied the nursing meth-

ods of the Sisters of Charity in Paris.

In 1854, when the English soldiers were perishing

of disease in the Crimea with none but rough men to

nurse them, the people of England cried out in rage,

and the Government was forced to send them suc-

cor. The head of the War Department turned at

once to Miss Nightingale, whose activities were well

known, and curiously his letter asking her help

crossed one from her oft'ering her services. Soon

after, she set sail at the head of thirty-four nurses,

reaching the Crimea just after the battle of Inker-

man. There, in spite of opposition from the offi-

cers and surgeons as well, she put the hospitals

in order and cleaned them, established invalid

kitchens, laundries, and libraries, transforming the

entire camp indeed, finally winning to her side every

man, sick or well, from the Commander-in-Chief

to the last drummer-boy, who one and all called

her the "Angel of the Crimea."

When Florence Nightingate returned to England

she was suffering from the debility following an

attack of cholera at Sebastopol, and slipped into the

country incognita in order to escape the reception

that was planned for her. Balked of their desire

so to honor her, the people gave her a purse of a

quarter of a million dollars raised by popular sub-

scription. She accepted it and with it established

a training school for nursing in London. She was

at the head of this school for nearly twenty-five

years, when delicate health forced her retirement.

From that time her life became one of great quiet

and she passed from the public gaze, but not from

the memory of those wdio love the lovers of their

kind, and there was a constant pilgrimage to her

home of admirers and followers from two conti-

nents. Her Government did not forget her. In

1907, on the birthday of the Queen, King Edward
conferred on her the English Order of Alerit, she

being the only woman who had ever received it,

and the following year the freedom of the City of

London was bestowed on her. She was also made
a member of the Order of Our Lady of Grace of

St. John of Jerusalem. Florence Nightingale's

personality was most lovable. "Of her kindness,"

said the Lancet in a recent notice, "her gentleness,

her marvellous influence over her patients, of her

firmness, her energy, her untiring devotion, we
need not speak. Are they not written in the book
of the chronicles of the British nation?" Fate was
kind to her in that she lived to see the seed she

had sown in the Crimea and in the London training

school grow into a mighty tree with branches

spreading over the civilized world.
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TREATMENT OF RHUS POISONING.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir : Apropos of Dr. Ellis's letter on Poison Ivy Rash
that appeared in a recent issue of your publication, I would
call the attention of the profession to the one remedy in

my opinion (used in conjunction with some minor ones)

and that is the good old-fashioned lead and opium wash,

improved. The improvement is a solution of boracic acid

ID grs. to the ounce of distilled water as a base, grs. 5,

acetate of lead, and in place of powdered opium, the U.
S. P. liquor morphinse sulphatis. This improvement does
away with the unpleasant odor and staining properties of

the ordinary lead and opium wash. The substitution of

the liquor morphine sulphatis, U. S. P., for the powdered
opium and water is not original with me, but the credit as

far as I know belongs to Prof. Wm. H. Thomson of

New York.
The directions are as follows: After the initial cleans-

ing of the affected parts with a 1-40 solution of carbolic

acid and any good laundry soap, water is not again to be
used during the treatment. If for any reason the affected

parts have to be cleansed, carbolized oil is to be used, ap-

plied on absorbent cotton. Apply the improved lead and
morphine lotion on antiseptic gauze and on parts not con-
venient to bandage apply the lotion and dust with camphor-
ated sterate of zinc. This dusting powder is not only
soothing, but helps to control the oozing, thereby prevent-
ing the spreading of the rash. At bedtime advise patient

to wear loose cotton gloves, if for any reason the hands
cannot be bandaged. This last measure will often prevent
the spreading of the rash to the eyes and genital organs.

Internally I use small doses of aconite and gelsemium,
for the fever and nen-ous disturbance, and calomel, ipecac,

and bicarbonate of sodium, following the latter with a
heaping teaspoonful of sulphate of magnesia in one-half a
glass of water before breakfast. I sometimes add to the
same quantity of Epsom salts an equal amount of cream
of tartar. Of course if these quantities cause the bowels to

move too freely, reduce the amount so that the patient will

have two or three good movements a day.

In conclusion I will say that in a practice of over 25 years
in a part of the United States where poison ivy rash is

very common I have met with few cases that the treat-

ment as outlined has not speedily and almost painlessly
cured; and this too, after most of my patients have used
the ordinary' home remedies, such as salt water, white lead,

spirit of nitre, aqua ammonias, etc. In my opinion the
failures that have been charged to acetate of lead have
been due to the fact that the solutions have been applied
entirely too strong, thereby causing a great deal of pain
and an increase of the inflammation of the skin.

C. H. Gard.n-er, Ph.G., M.D.
Spruce Creek, Pa.

DESIRABILITY OF EXCLUDING CONTAGIOUS
DISEASES FROM DISPENSARY CLINICS.

To the Editor of the jMedical Record.

Sir;—From a sanitar\' point of view patients, especially
children, suffering from contagious diseases, should be
excluded from dispensary clinics. As anybody who has
worked in a dispensary knows, patients sit close together
while waiting for treatment and often have to wait from
one to three hours before they are treated. Mothers
who bring sick children often bring healthy children along,
thus unknowingly exposing the latter to' infection from
their own or other people's sick babies. Examining tables
and chairs are used continuously so that infection lingers
on them and is transmitted to succeeding children. Fur-
thermore, children brought to dispensaries are below par
and unusually susceptible to contagion.

These conditions have been recognized in Mt. Sinai
Hospital Dispensary, and physicians have been appointed
to give all children who apply for treatment a preliminary
examination to find if any suffer from contagious diseases.
If such are found they are sent home and their condition
is reported to the Board of Health. The following figures
illustrate the need of exclusion. During the six weeks
from May 16 to June 30, inclusive, in the "afternoon classes
there were excluded 96 cases of contagious diseases. The
total number of children who were brought for treatment
was 1661, of whom 1083 came for the first time. The num-
ber of exclusions would have been larger but for the fact
that many pertussis cases were not recognized, since I did
not hear the cough. The contagious cases were distributed

as follows: Scarlet fever, 19; measles, 12; diphtheria, 12;
varicella, 18; rubella, 11; parotitis, 6; pertussis, 17; ery-
sipelas, I.

An interesting feature of these figures is the fact that
eight of the twelve diphtheria cases were cases of nasal
diphtheria. The condition of the nose in these cases
varied from that in which there was only a thin serous
discharge to that with profuse bloody, purulent discharge
and severe excoriations of the upper lip. The former
were the more numerous. This teaches that all nasal dis-
charges should be looked on with suspicion.

Max Unger, M. D.

53 East Seventh Street, New York.

EXPERT TESTIMONY.
To the Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir :—While reading the very e.xcellent article in your
issue of July 23 by Dr. Carlos F. MacDonald on "The
Ethical Aspects of Expert Testimony in Relation to the
Pleas of Insanity as a Defense to an Indictment for
Crime" an idea came to me which it seems to me would
be a help in solving the problem. Not that it would do
away with the desirability of acting on Dr. MacDonald's
suggestions of working up a set of rules governing expert
testimony and putting them in the Code of Ethics, refus-
ing to allow the medical assistant to the attorneys to tes-

tify, and getting a new legal definition of what consti-
tutes mental irresponsibility; but that it would be another
help in getting true justice for the prisoner and the State
and putting medical expert testimony on the high level on
which it belongs.
My suggestion is that while the medical experts are to

be selected by the rival attorneys, as at present, they are
to be engaged either by the judge or a clerk of the court
and not allowed to know which side is engaging them.
There would thus be no limit to the number and no re-

striction to the personnel of the experts except in the case
of those helping the attorney; the compensation would
have to be the same, regardless of the testimony and the
side suggesting each expert could pay him, but through
the court, and there would not even be the unavoidable
bias of judgment of the present method of looking at

everything from the one side, but each expert would look
from all sides, and we would get as near a perfectly just
view as is often given to poor, weak humanity.

C. H. Church, M. D.
Newark, N. J.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

THE BRITISH MEDICAL ANNU.^L JIEETING—^PRESIDENT'S AD-
DRESS— MEDICAL ADDRESS— SECTIONS — PHARMACEUTICAL
CONFERENCE—ITE.\!S—OBITUARY.

London, Julj- 29, 1910.

The proceedings of the British Medical Association
have followed the course of the program described
in my letter last week. The representative meeting has
considered the proposals of the leaders and endorsed
them, giving occasion to the non-contents to sneer at
the ruling clique and decry the trade-unionism which
they say is the chief feature of the association, and
which to some degree must be admitted to exist. But
this is largely the fault of the mass of members who
seem to be indifferent to matters of medical politics

either within or without the association. The written
constitution of the association is democratic enough
to prevent the development of an oligarchy so long as
the majority of the members do not contribute to
such a result by their indifference.

Mr. Butlin delivered the presidential address on Tues-
day evening, taking for his text the evolution of the
association and its work. He gave a series of word
pictures beginning with Lister and coming down to

the present day of prosperitj'. He extolled the efforts

made to attain medical reform, including the last act,

which gave direct representation, but he did not point

out how useless that had been so far, and he did not
seem aware that the final movement of the council of
the association in obtaining it was stained with po-
litical trickery which was everywhere felt to be a

scandal. In his conclusion he spoke of the vast amount
of gratuitous work which has been so freely given by
the profession in all times, until the more ignorant
populace have come to think that there is some legal

or conventional obligation on a doctor to be ready
at all times to hasten to the afflicted poor without any
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fee or reward. He saw the danger of multiplying
doctors for whom there is little prospect of their earn-
ing a living.

On Wednesday the chief attraction was the "Ad-
dress in Medicine," which was delivered by Dr. Mitchell
Bruce. The traditional mode of treating this address
is to review the advances since the last meeting, but
Dr. Bruce preferred to look at the progress made since
the last meeting in London, 15 years ago. This he
did to show the dominant position achieved by etiology,

a theme which he elaborated at great length, to em-
phasize the fact that the outstanding feature of the
medicine of to-day is the study and practical applica-

tion of etiology, with respect not only to the nature
and incidence of the specific causes of disease, but to

the nature of immunity and the circumstances under
which it fails. He pointed out, too, how the knowl-
edge acquired by the family practitioner contributes
his share of the materials on which etiology is based
as much as the few who are able to devote all their

work to the higher pathogeny.
The numerous sections afford opportunities for clin-

ical and scientific discussions which appear on paper
abundant, but which in practice are limited by the mass
of material. As an illustration of this, take the new
section on anesthetics. You will remember that aris-

ing out of former meetings a special committee on
chloroform, consisting of eminent experts, has for

years been at work and has made interim reports. Well,
the final report of this committee has now been agreed
upon. It fills above 20 pages of a supplement to the
journal and was issued in advance as obviously if read
in the ordinary course it would occupy all the time
to the exclusion of discussion. In this way other ex-

perts have been able to digest the document, compare
with their own experience and so submit their several

conclusions. Accordingly the report was taken as read

and the discussion, if so we may call it, began on Wed-
nesday with two papers read by Dr. D. Buxton and
Prof. Waller, both members of the committee.

These two lengthy communications set forth the re-

spective authors well-known views—the percentage
system and the plenum apparatus being their principal

points. The second day's discussion likewise was be-

gun by two set papers on shock during anesthesia,

one by Dr. Crile, whose work on this subject must be

well known to your readers.

Sympathy with Dr. Dawson Williams was expressed

and in reply a letter of thanks showed that he was
progressing favorably.
The Pharmaceutical Conference has been held during

the week at Cambridge and received with no little

attention by the university and the corporation.

While we are shivering in an extraordinarily inclement

summer we read of your oppression under a heat-

wave. When a telegram gave your temperature as

ICO F. my thermometer hardly touched 60. Yesterday
a change set in and we are hoping for the deficiency

of sunlight to be made up to us.

The London Hospital is to be honored to-morrow by

a visit from the King and Queen. As this is the first

public drive taken together by their majesties much
interest is felt in the event, especially as it is to the

great East End hospital.

Liverpool University benefits, among many other in-

stitutions, under the will of Mr. T. S. Timmis to the extent

of £10.000 to endow a cancer research department of

its laboratories.
Surgeon Moyle Breton, R. N., who had been invalided

from the Service on account of illness has died at a

nursing home, aged 41. He was a St. George's student,

took the M. R. C. S. in 1895, and two years later en-

tered the naval medical service. He was appointed sur-

geon to the "Victory" at Portsmouth in 1904.

Dr. J. Bart Rous who died on the 12th from morphia,

was a London graduate with honors, who took to jour-

nalism and was for some time on the staff of the

"Lancet." He had suffered from nervous disease, was
a very active man and a great favorite among his fellow

students and colleagues.

Infant Feeding.—Steinhardt calls attention to the

problems related to infant feeding. A large number of

medical men think infant feeding too simple to give it their

attention, and this often results in the unnecessary sacri-

ficing of infants. Infant feeding is really a very important

branch of medicine, and all medical men should know how
to feed a child normally. The stools should he very care-

fully examined because they tell us what component is to

be changed.

—

Cronica Mcdico-Omrurgica de la Hahana.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, August 4, lyio.

The Incidence of Heart Disease in Acute Psychoses.
Albert A. Horner summarizes his investigations by

the following statements: (i) The percentage of hearts

probably normal functionally is higher in manic-depressive

insanity than in dementia precox. (2) Dilatation of heart

occurs more frequently in manic-depressive insanity than in

dementia precox, (3) Leaving out dilatation of tlie heart,

the incidence of every cardiac lesion in dementia precox is

greater than the incidence of the corresponding lesion in

manic-depressive insanity. (4) The incidence of individual

heart lesions is relatively greater in the acute psychoses than

in all psychoses combined, except that the relative fre-

quency of hypertrophied hearts in manic-depressive insanity

is below the average. (5) This study suggests the desir-

ability of a close clinical study of hearts, pulse and blood

tension in the group of acute psychoses.

Mannite and Nonmannite Fermenting Organisms
in a Case of Dysentery, Complicated by Hemorrhagic
Endometritis Probably Due to a Third Organism.—
Myrtelle M. Canavan reports the case of a woman 61 years

of age, who was supposed to have had cerebral hemorrhage
before coming to the hospital. Immediately after her ad-

mission she passed uninfected through an epidemic of

dysentery, but nearly a year after her admission she died

after an illness of twelve days preceded by simple diarrhea,

during which time her serum did not agglutinate the stock

cultures of B. shiga and B. tiexncr. A careful autopsy

showed that the most striking lesions accompanying the

dysentery were abscesses of the lungs, infarct of the spleen,

thrombus of the iliac artery and acute hemorrhagic endo-

metritis. From the fundus and cervix the third organism

was present in abundance of colonies and is identical with

the "organism to be specially studied," isolated from the

blood and mesenteric lymph nodes in the case of "ulcerative

vaginitis complicating a case of dysentery in the epidemic

of 1908," i.e. a Gram negative bacillus, which does not

produce gas, peptonizes milk, produces indol, is motile,

liquefies gelatin and has a bleaching and coagulating action

on the litmus sugar-serum-water of Hiss ; is not aggluti-

nated by antidysenteric serum. The relation of this bacillus

to hemorrhages, small and great, seems more than a co-

incidence, since it has been recovered from hemorrhagic
cystitis, submucous hemorrhages in gastric and vaginal

walls, in bloody mucus in the intestinal tract, etc.

Some Effects of Overfeeding with Fats in Certain

Cases of Insanity.—Herman M. Adler says that the

organism has provision normally for converting the fatty

acid products of digestion into neutral fats. This power
may be diminished under certain circumstances. In those

cases in which fatty acid is not entirely converted into

neutral fats, the toxic effects of the fatty acids are neutral-

ized in other ways. One method by which free fatty acid

is neutralized is by conversion into insoluble soap and when
this occurs the body suffers a depletion in its calcium and
magnesium content.

Neiv York Medical Journal. August 6, 1910.

A Study of the Leucocytes in Pulmonary Tubercu-
losis.—JNIyer Solis-Cohen and Albert Strickler under-
took an invtstigation to determine whether the leucocytes

in cases of pulmonary tuberculosis in a sanitarium a little

above sea level present a constant picture in the various

stages of the disease and in accordance with the improve-
ment or retrogression of the patient. The following con-
clusions are suggestive: i. The percentage of polymor-
phonuclear neutrophiles was diminished in incipient and
moderately advanced cases, being less in the former. It

was also diminished in cases that were improving. 2. The
percentages of the different forms of polymorphonuclear
neutrophiles, classified according to the number of nuclei

they contained, bore no constant relation to any stage or
to the progress of the disease. 3. The percentage of lym-
phocytes was increased in incipient and moderately ad-
vanced and in improving cases. 4. The percentage of large

mononuclear and transitional cells, grouped together, while
within normal limits, was greater in incipient and in im-
proving cases. S. The percentage of eosinophiles was
greatest, though normal, in incipient cases. 6. In mod-
erately advanced cases was found the lowest percentage of
large mononuclear and transitional cells, grouped together,

and of eosinophiles, and the highest percentage of large

mononuclear cells. 7. In patients whose condition was
stationary occurred the highest percentage of polymor-
phonuclear neutrophiles. and the lowest percentage of lym-
phocytes, of lar.ge mononuclear cells, and of large mononu-
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clear and transitional cells grouped together. 8. Whenever
one extreme was exhibited by moderately advanced cases
(as in 6) or by stationary cases (as in 7) the other ex-
treme was furnished respectively by incipient cases or by
improving cases. Far advanced and retrograding cases re-

spectively held a middle position, which approached the
condition found in incipient and in improving cases re-

spectively, rather than the other extreme. 9. In addition
to the mononuclear basophilic cells, the blood occasionally
contains polynuclear basophilic cells, easily distinguishable
from other leucocytes.

Lane's Conception of Chronic Constipation and Its
Management.—A. E. Cook says that the two chief
pathological factors concerned in the production and main-
tenance of chronic constipation are enteroptosis and ac-
quired mesenteries or adhesions. These adhesions do not
result from inflammation, but are developed to oppose the
displacement of viscera, the tendency to which exists when-
ever the erect posture of the trunk is assumed. This is the
basic feature of Lane's theory. The gross changes pro-
duced in the several portions of the large intestine are de-
scribed. The symptoms are those produced mechanically
by the changes in the gut, and those due to absorption of
to-xic elements from the retained matter. .According to

Lane's teaching a proper conception of diseases of the
appendix, gall bladder, stomach, duodenum, pancreas, kid-
neys, ovaries, etc., in many cases requires that they be re-
garded as sequelae of chronic constipation. In no circum-
stances should operative interference be contemplated till

the surgeon has satisfied himself that every means of
treatment has failed, whether medical or mechanical. In
the milder type of cases in which non-operative means
have failed to afford relief, the division of all the con-
stricting bands and adhesions, together with careful atten-
tion to the bowel function, may prove effective. In the
severer cases more radical surgery will be required and this
consists in dividing the ileum three to five inches from its

junction with the cecum and anastomosing the proximal end
with the sigmoid or upper rectum, thus short-circuiting the
fecal current and eliminating the possibility of further toxic
absorption. When pain is a prominent factor it is often
necessary to remove the colon in part or in whole, prefer-
ably the latter. Cook believes that Lane's conception of
chronic constipation and its management will be found to
be the most nearly correct in principle and practice of all

the numberless '"new views" with which the literature of
the subject is burdened.

lournal of the American Medical Association, August 6,

1910.

The Role of Otology and Rhinology in Preventive
Medicine.—John J. Kyle treats of the ear, nose and
throat in etiology and claims that the prevention of manv
of the diseases enumerated depends on the application of
the rules of hygiene, frequent cleansing of the nose with
mild antiseptic and alkaline solutions, free nasal drainage,
and good general hygienic surroundings. The size of the
tonsils has nothing to do with cervical adenitis and general
infection. Jonathan Wright states that "tuberculous cervi-
cal glands at the angle of the jaw are almost always second-
ary to primarj' tuberculosis of the tonsil." Marked benefit
often follows the removal of the tonsils in cases of pul-
monary tuberculosis in the early stages, in which tubercle
bacilli are easily demonstrated in the sputum. The direct
connection of the cervical glands with the apices of the
lungs makes it comparatively easy for the tubercle bacilli
to seek the point of least resistance, which is the apex of
the lung in many cases. It seems reasonable that in all

suspected cases of pulmonary tuberculosis the tonsils should
be inspected, and if possessing the slightest evidence of
possible irritation, should be removed in their capsules.
Many laryngologists recognize a close relationship between
acute tonsillitis and rheumatism. Many conditions such as
endocarditis, meningitis, nephritis and appendicitis are re-
ported as probably originating from a disease of the tonsils
in certain specific cases. Since the tonsils are a possible
menace to the general economy, it would be better to re-
move at the earliest possible moment those tonsils which
are hypertrophied whenever observed in voung children to
produce mouth breathing, and if the cervical glands are en-
larged even small tonsils should be removed. Inflammation
and hypertrophy of the tissue in the vault of the pharynx
predispose to recurrent attacks of postnasal infection. 'de-
formities of the face, mouth breathing, deafness, Balnes'
cough or nocturnal cough, infectious diseases, and Syden-
ham's chorea. A progressive deafness with or without
tinnitus is especially important as an etiological factor in
general nervous exhaustion and many functional nervous
disorders.

The Uselessness of Local Treatment in Puerperal
Sepsis.—The following summary is offered by J. H.
Carstens

: i. In puerperal sepsis local treatment is of no
benefit, 2. Douches and intrauterine irrigation often do
harm. 3, Local abscesses should be opened and allowed to
drain without irrigation. 4. Constitutional treatment, on
general principles, should be instituted, quinine and opium
being the sheet anchor. 5. Elimination in every direction
should be assisted. 6. The infecting organism should be
identified and the opsonic index increased by antito.xins.

7. And, after all, prevention should be our constant en-
deavor, a clean patient and clean doctors and midwives

;

this is most often secured by wearing rubber gloves.

Chronic Influenzal Bronchitis.—J. D. }iladison reports
cases to illustrate tlie different phases of chronic influenzal
bronchitis. .\11 the cases reported show other organisms
than the influenza bacillus in the sputum. The symptoma-
tology of influenzal bronchitis does not differ materially
from that of chronic bronchitis produced by other organ-
isms. The not infrequent occurrence of hemoptysis is wor-
thy of note. The prognosis in cases of bronchitis of years'
standing, usually with bronchiectasis, is, as a rule, bad.
Usually a few weeks of outdoor life in a warm, genial
climate, if possible, is sufficient to remove the condition.

The Teeth as an Important Factor in Pathogenesis.—
H. A. Potts says that the immediate pathological condi-
tions caused by unerupted temporary teeth are very few.
The diseases the cause of which has been attributed to the
eruption of the temporary teeth are legion. Difficult

dentition gives rise to reflex symptoms. The fully erupted
temporary teeth are subject to the same conditions as
those which affect the permanent teeth, and give rise to a
long chain of pathological conditions. ^lany a child has
spent a sleepless night on account of an irritated tooth-
pulp. Cervical and lymphadenopathy are undoubtedly due
to absorption of toxins. Arthritis may be caused by in-

fection harbored by the teeth or caused by pathological
diseases of the teeth. There are many complications and
sequelae following the death of a tooth-pulp, and foremost
is the formation of an alveolar abscess, which is essentially
an osteomj-elitis. The extraction of a tooth which gives
rise to an alveolar abscess is at times contraindicated : ex-
traction only intensifies the result of the infection, .\fter

the crowns of the temporarv- teeth have been destroyed by
caries the roots form receptacles for the retention of putre-
factive substances. Much that has been said in regard to

the temporary teeth applies as well to tlic permanent teeth.

Before eruption the teeth give rise to cysts and tumors.
The most frequently occurring cysts of the jaws are the
root cysts which develop from the granulomata at the ends
of the roots, whose pulps have been destroyed through
caries and exposures. Multilocular cysts and the benign
solid epitheliomata belong to the same class, the former
springing from the enamel organ, the others being a de-

velopment of one or all of the individual elements of the

tooth follicle. Non-erupted teeth cause reflex disturbances
referable to almost any of the cranial nerves, also taking
in a much wider scope, namely, that of impaired mental
condition. Of the myriads of bacteria found in the mouth,
only a few can be said to be indigenous ; this points to the
importance of cleanliness of the mouth and teeth. Maloc-
clusion gives rise to many deplorable conditions which
could have been avoided had the mouth been in the care
of a competent dentist, especially at the time of eruption
of the sixth-year molars. The dentists should be able to

cope with any pathological condition in the mouth, thereby
attacking disease many times in its inception, when it is

easy of eradication.

The Lancet. July 30, 1910.

The Pathology of Prostatic Enlargement.—F. T. Paul
discusses the various theories oft'ered in explanation of the

pathology of prostatic enlargement and traces the analogy
between the involutional changes met with in the female
breast at the climacteric period and those changes occur-
ring in prostatic enlargement and summarizes as follows

:

(i) The accepted theories as to the cause of prostatic

hypertrophy all fail because each can apply only to a lim-

ited number of cases. (2) The prostate and the breast are

both controlled by their respective dominant sexual glands
and respond to their influence in a similar way in health
and disease. (3) Both organs are subject to a disturbing
influence at the climateric period, which may, and fre-

quently does, result in a hypertrophic change. (4) In such
change the microscopical appearances in the two organs
show a remarkable resemblance in all the essential details.

(5) Prostatic hypertrophy, like the mammary involution

hypertrophy, occurs only at the climacteric period, whereas
there is no known neoplasm which is so strictly limited
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to any age period. For these reasons the author believes

that prostatic hypertrophy is not due to a chronic inflam-

mation of septic or specific type nor to a neoplasm, but
that it is an involution change similar in character to tli.it

with which we are familiar in the mammary gland.

Helminthic Infection and Its Relation to Eosino-
philia.—G. Duncan Whyte describes the work which
he undertook in order to ascertain wliellur the Cloiiorrliis

sinensis is or is not responsible for any degree of eosinn-

philia. He finds it difficult to secure an adequate numbrr
of cases of unmi.xed infection with this parasite, and in

cases of nii.xed infection it is impossible to determine ex-

actly what proportion of the eosinophilia is to be attributed

to each of the parasites present. The study is based upon
the e.xamination of the feces of 562 cases and of the

blood of 102 cases in South China. In only 2.1 per cent,

of 512 cases examined did the feces fail to show the ova
of one parasite or another, Ascaris lumbricoidcs was
present in 76 per cent, of the cases; trichocephalus trichi-

uris in 72.6 per cent. ; ankylostoma duodenale and uncini-

aria americana, one or the other, in 60.4 per cent. ,\ large

proportion of those infected by the latter parasites were
farmers. Clonorchis sinensis was found in 16 per cent, of

267 cases examined at Chao-chow-fu and only 2 out of

295 cases at the hospital at Suabue were found infected,

and these came from the Chao-chow-fu district. From a

study of the results of these examinations it seems that

the more varieties of parasite that infest a man, and the

more numerous the individuals of each variety, the greater
degree of eosinophilia he is likely to show. This will be

especially marked if he is between 20 and 40 years of age
and will be less noticealile if he is older or is suffering

from some form of tuberculosis.

The Successful Treatment by Colon Lavation of

Some Cases of Eczema, Psoriasis, Urticaria, Acne and
Pruritus.—.fMfred Mantle shows that these affections

may be due to autointoxication, the results of changes in

metabolism of gastric or more frequently of intestinal

origin. The benefit derived from colon lavation in certain

cases suggests that the skin disturbance is more frequently

associated with toxic absorption from the bowel than from
the stomach, though doubtless the two absorptions are fre-

quently associated. Gastroenteric toxins seem to have a

special affinity for the vasomotor centers and consequently
circulatory disturbances are common with disorders of the

alimentary canal. The writer cites a number of cases of

these affections which he treated successfully, especially

where there was an associated colitis, by intestinal lava-

tion with alkaline sulphur water, using 20 to 40 ounces

of the sulphur water at a temperature of 105° F. with a

pressure of two feet. .^ warm immersion bath of sulphur

follows the douche and the patient is given sulpluir water
to drink each morning. The patients are advised to con-

tinue the treatment at intervals even after an apparent cure

has been obtained.

Brifisli Medical Jonrnnl. July 30, 1910.

Acute Edema of the Lungs Treated with Bella-

donna.— L. Gwillim Davies reports the case of a man 47
years of age whom repeated attacks of gout had left with a

quickened heart, but with no obvious dilatation or bruit. In

response to a sudden call he found the patient in extre'nis.

suffering from severe dyspnea, with uncountable pulse,

heart beat of 125, rapid respiration, the accessory muscles

of respiration being in action and moist rales being present

everxwhere over the che.«t, back and front. The man
coughed up a peculiar froth of pinkish color which, in con-

nection with the other symptoms, led to a diagnosis of pul-

monary edema.

Injections of strychnine and fomentations were without

any apparent effect and belladonna was resorted to. .\

hypodermic injection of 20 minims of a glycerinated tinc-

ture was injected, and, no toxic effects having developed

at the end of half an hour, a second injection of 15 minims
was given. In a half hour the breathing became more
quiet and the frotli lessened. This improvement was
steadily maintained and the man recovered, though the

heart is not free from suspicion of dilatation.

The Value of Celluloid in Certain Surgical Pro-
cedures.—G. S. Thompson thinks the suitability ot

celluloid for certain surgical procedures has been over-

looked. He employs the celluloid in sheet form as used

by photographers for glazing prints. He relates^ an in-

stance where, after removing the appendix, he inserted

between the internal and external oblique muscles a per-

forated celluloid plate to cure a commencing ventral

hernia. Examination six months later showed that the

plate had undergone little if any absorption. In a case

of inguinal hernia he used two plates one over the otlier

placed in the inguinal canal the cord being passed down a

linear cut in the plates to a central ring for its reception

so that it passed from the internal ring straight through

these barriers and lay on the anterior surface for the rest

of its course. In a third case celluloid was successfully

used for bridging the gap of a trephine hole. The piece of

material was cut to fit the hole firmly and had a small ap-

erture for drainage. Celluloid could be used to replace

bone after trephining operations with great advantage in

many ways in suitable cases, and perhaps it might be used

in plastic operations on the nose to form a rigid basis

for the formation of a new nose.

Berliner klinisehc W'ochenschrifl . July 18. 1910.

Demonstration of Tubercle Bacilli in Lesions of

Lupus Erythematosus.—;\rndt, of Prof. Lesser's clinic,

refers to the coutlicl ol earlier years on this subject, and

incidentally to the failure of bacteriologists to show the

presence of Koch's parasite in lesions of this type. Such

evidence as exists has been chiefly clinical in character

—

and refers to the occasional association of erythematous

lupus with other so-called tuberculous and paratuberculous

lesions and to occasional specific reactions. A case may be

made out for the tuberculous nature of certain lesions,

based wholly on clinical and experimental findings. The
author has devoted the past five years of his activity to

this association, apparently because of the numerical fre-

quency of clinical cases of lupus erythematosus in his de-

partment. He has made the best of his opportunities in

regard to trial sections ; and after certain familiar tests

had given negative results investigation by the anti-

formin method gave a positive finding. That is to say,

smears stained by the Ziehl-Neelsen method show indi-

vidual or parallel, slender, slightly curved rods, agreeing

morphologically as well as tinctorially with tubercle bacilli.

One case is specially described as free from all other

lesions and all antecedents of tuberculosis. Aside from
the bacilli present, a very marked cutaneous reaction to

tuberculin was in evidence. .Attempts to find the bacilli

in sections had always proved unsuccessful. The use of

the antiformin method may be summed up as follows:

An excised piece of tissue was comminuted by rubbing

up in a sterile mortar, and dissolved in a 20 per cent, solu-

tion of antiformin. This solution was centrifugalized and
the sediment smeared on 16 new microscopic slides which
had been kept in ether and alcohol. The smears were then

fixed in the flame. It does not appear that the author has

thus far tested many patients by the antiformin method.

But two seem to be mentioned, while no less than 175

were tested by the section-staining process. Nevertheless

two positive results on a background of previous constant

failure enabled him to predict with considerable confidence

that the antiformin method must come into general use in

all cases where there is suspicion that a very few bacilli

may lurk in the tissues.

Treatment of Hysterical Aphonia.—Max Senator re-

fers to the well-worn condition of the status of this

subject, of which there is apparently so little chance to

make any statements that are new or worth while ; but he
writes in the interest of Seifert's claim that merely by
liending the head strongly backward the patient's voice is

restored. When the head is replaced to its normal position

the patient again becomes aphonic. The effect is improved
if the upper part of the trunk is also bent backward. In-

vestigations upon himself and other healthy subjects

showed the difficulty or impossibility of speaking in a

faint whisper while in this position. Apparently all the

muscles made tense by this attitude cooperate in phona-
tion, so that the latter is, so to say, magnified. The author,

however, was unable to corroborate this finding in some
of his own patients. In two cases the method of Seifert

failed entirely. It is true that one of these was unusually
refractory to treatment and was complicated with chronic
laryngitis and irregular thickening of the vocal cords. But
the other was of a mild type and yielded readily to mild
measures after Seifert's maneuver had completely failed.

The author also combats Seifert's explanation of the al-

leged specific procedure, and even the claim that phonation
is strengthened by the forced position. Finally he alleges

that the patients cannot be thus treated in a laryngological
chair, but only in an ordinary low backed chair. As the

operator must aid the patient by tilting the chair backward,
there is no little danger of an accident.

The Quartz Lamp in Trachoma.—Hegner and
Baumm first refer to the use of radiography and radium
in trachoma, and the occasional favorable results obtained
thereby. The employment of the quartz lamp, borrowed
from the dermatologists, on a case of recent trachoma is

perhaps the first yet undertaken (at least no prior at-
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tempts are mentioned). But two cases are reported. The
authors evidently wish merely to place on record the action
of the lamp from various points of view. An exposure of
from 4 to 10 minutes causes the formation of a false mem-
brane, and a considerably longer one tends to cause general
swelhng of the eyelids. Mere momentary exposure causes
hyperemia. The proper dosage, to be both safe and effi-

cacious, should be that sufficient to produce a thick, false
membrane. This should come away in a few days, bring-
ing the follicles with it. From one to three treatments
may be required. No cicatrization was produced. If the
lids swell they should yield readily to hydrotherapeutics.
The authors evidently did not obtain all their information
from the two cases cited, for they appear to have tested
the lamp quite extensively. The exposure is not very pain-
ful and as a rule local anesthesia is not required. The
first case was treated 18 months before the report was
made, and patient has remained well. The second case is

still under treatment. The lamp may be used in combina-
tion with other measures.

Mihichener medizinische IVochenschrift, July 12 and
19, 1910.

Treatment of Non-Perforating Duodenal Ulcer.—
Zum Busch, of the German Hospital in London, would
always use gastroenterostomy as the operation of choice.
He does not excise the ulcer as a routine measure ; in
other words, he

_
would use simple suture unless tliere was

a special indication for excision. It is a que.-ition whether
or not the duodenum, or pylorus respectively, should be
closed by suture. This procedure should render the ulcer
more prompt to heal and lessen the chances of secondary
hemorrhage; but the author apparently dislikes to commit
hirnself to advocating it as a routine measure. He is

quite indifferent as to whether an anterior or posterior
anastomosis should be made. As a German surgeon prac-
tising in England, he notes the frequency of operations
for this affection in the latter country in contrast with the
policy of nonintervention in Germany, v/here nonperforat-
ing ulcer is perhaps still looked on as a physician's dis-
ease. That it has now become a surgical affection is due
largely to Moynihan and the Mayo brothers.

The Hypophysis.—Kohn, in a long article on this
organ, cautions against the conclusion, so often made in
the case of adrenalin, that because some active pharma-
codynamic principle may be extracted from an organ, that
principle exerts a necessary function in the economy. If
we obtain an active principle out of the posterior lobe,
and none out of the anterior, are we justified in assum-
ing that the latter has no function ; while the former is

physiologically important? This claim would be flatly
contradicted lay evidence otherwise obtainable. We have
not obtained our knowledge of the thyroid, adrenals, or
other bodies of their kind by the action of their extractive
bodies on the economy, but by the methods in use in de-
termining the functions of organs in general. The author
concludes that the anterior lobe of the hypophysis is more
significant. It contains cells which agree in their charac-
ters with certain other active elements in closed glands.
The posterior lobe is histologially much less significant.

Spinal Analgesia.—Von Arit offers considerable evi-
dence to show that untoward results of intraspinal in-
jections are of a character best attributable to mild in-
fection. In other words, we do not take sufficient pains to
render the operation aseptic. His argument is based in
part on the fact that whatever analgetic is used, the un-
pleasant collateral effects and sequeire are invariably of
the same character, despite the chemico-pharmacological
differences in these substances. Hospital statistics show
a steady dirninution in percentages of failures and unpleas-
ant results since^ 1904 (from 11.5 per cent, to less than
I per cent.) This is due to constantly increasing care in
selection of subjects according to a number of standards,
together with unremitting efforts to improve the technique
with especial regard to asepsis. Five or six hundred
operations are done annually under spinal analgesia (at
the Brothers of Mercy Hospital, Graz).

Mandelbaum's Reaction in Typhoid Fever.—Kessler
has had the following experience with this new diagnostic
resource.^ The method is naturally simple but the bacilli
by adhering to the blood corpuscles may simulate clumping.
Again if the serum is under-diluted (10 to 15 times) there
results inhibition of the clumping and threading. The
author would therefore free the serum from red corpuscles
and dilute it in the ratio of i :20 to i :40. When Eberth's
bacillus appears after four hours in the medium, either in
clumps or threads, present or past typhoid is indicated;
but there is no means of distinguishing between the two
frorn the bacillary arrangement alone. Typhoid may be
distinguished from paratyphoid, but not with such' cer-

tainty as by the Widal reaction. Mandelbaum's method
cannot therefore displace the latter, but is worth employ-
ing for corroboration. In the text of the article the author
also states his belief that the new method adds nothing
to our resources for the detection of typhoid carriers.

Kohler's Bone Disease.—Schaffer, of Copenhagen,
gives an extremely brief but concise notice of this affection
accompanied by a case-history and two radiographs.
Kohler's first case was described as recently as 1908, and
but few observations are upon record. Patient, a healthy
boy of sound stock, was five years old when the affection

began. He became listless and depressed, and slept poorly.
"There was a mild temperature rise. He soon began to
limp and complain of lancinating pains in the right foot,
the dorsum of which was swollen. The pain was present
only on walking. The local symptoms were referred to a
slight traumatism—the fall of a brick on the foot. Im-
provement soon followed, but a radiograph showed a
lesion of the scaphoid, which was smaller than normal as if

sclerotic. No other lesion was present. The boy, although
he had ceased to complain, favored his foot in walking;
and in the course of several months the calf of the affected
side had become somewhat atrophied. There was some
swelling over the scaphoid, but no sensitiveness. Perfect
rest for the foot was ordered, the patient being either re-

cumbent or supported by crutches. Under rest. Bier's

hyperemia, and massage the condition was arrested ; and at
a later period (two years), the scaphoid had resumed its

natural growth, and the functional result was also perfect.
Von Pirquet's cutaneous reaction had given a negative
result. The diagnosis was Kohler's disease (although
Kohler failed to record atrophy of the calf). The mech-
anism lay between trauma pure and simple and a develop-
mental defect conditioned by traumatism. Kohler attempt-
ed to introduce gonorrhea as a causal factor, but in cases
since reported this element could be excluded. The few
cases thus far recorded are quite insufficient to permit the
drawing of any conclusions as to the nature of the aft'ec-

tion.

Gonorrheal Central Corneal Ulcer.—Adam (Prof.
V. Michel's clinic) states that the so-called "central corneal
ulcer" is in most cases not an ulcer at all, but a necrotic
process resulting from thrombosis of the nutrient vessels
He reaches this conclusion from having improved his op-
portunities for histological study of a case of ophthalmo-
blennorrhea in an adult. Naturally the underlying gon-
orrhea has to be vigorously combated by the usual means.
If a central ulcer develops there is no special indication.
This of course does not exhaust the subject, for true
gonorrheal ulcers of the maceration type may sometimes
occur centrally, although as a rule they arc marginal. They
are due to purulent stagnation and should be treated with
chemical caustics or the electric loop cautery. In general
the treatment of corneal ulcer is first preventive—and the
preventive technique has been carried to unusual lengths,
such as packing the upper conjunctival sac with ointments
by the aid of a glass rod. If ulcers form, of either kind
or in any portion of the cornea, the principles of treatment
are those applicable to corneal ulcer in general.

The Decidual Reaction and Some Peculiarities of the

Cervical Mucosa in Pregnancy.—Giorgio Bellerini says

that it has become evident that the cervical mucous mem-
brane may often undergo abnormal modifications of a

decidual nature. The author instituted systematic exam-
inations of a number of uteri with reference to the possi-

bility of such transformation. The number of patients

examined was 32, at variotis periods of pregnancy. A
portion of the mucous membrane was removed from the

cervical canal for examination. The histories of the cases

are given. He concludes that a decidual reaction is much
more frequent than is ordinarily believed. One group of

cases showed a diffuse decidual change, an expression of

the stimulation of pregnancy without any other clinical

or histological element. A second group showed besides

the decidual modification slight inflammatory reaction of

the mucosa which should be considered as a normal reac-

tion of pregnancy. It can have no diagnostic importance

in placenta previa. The stimulation of pregnancy influ-

ences the cervical mucosa and induces characteristic modi-

fications, proliferation of the glandular structures, hyper-

producion of epithelium, inter and intracellular vacuolar

formations of the superficial epithelium, etc.

—

Folia Gine-

cologica.
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Thursday, July 28

—

Third Day.

Treatment of Chronic Constipation.—Dr. J. F. Good-
H.\RT in opening tliii discussion defined constipation as an

unnatural delay in the passage of the intestinal contents

along the colon. From bismuth observations the average

period of the passage of the intestinal contents along the

colon only would appear to be some twenty hours from

taking the meal ; to this must be added for delay in the col-

lecting chamber a variable time, probably in most people

three to four hours, more or less, until the call for expul-

sion came. Constipation thus fell into two groups—consti-

pation of the colon, and constipation of the collecting

chamber or rectum. The one was an automatic refle.x out-

side the control of the will ; the other was largely aided by

voluntary effort, and the trouble came into being when
voluntary muscular effort failed. The latter was mostly

present in old people, or in women of lax habit who had

borne children, and in such as had habitually neglected to

form good habits. Constipation of the main tract of the

colon is a much more intricate subject; it was in the main

a physiological one. Its causes concerned themselves with

the neuromuscular apparatus of the intestinal wall and

the intestinal contents. The nervous element in the circuit

was a dominant one in constipation ; nervous vigor and its

oscillations; habit; the temperament of the subject: the

mental condition, and related thereto all the disturbances

of secretion, absorption, excretion, associated as they were

with flatulence, pain, and muscular cramp, were also of the

utmost importance. The physiology of muscular propulsion

of the colon contents was discussed. In regard to peristalsis

an attitude of trust should be dominant. When peristalsis

was unduly excited it might evince tremendous force. The

function of peristalsis was to get round corners, hence the

fear of kinks, in the absence of tumor in the abdomen, was

largely ungrounded. The quantity or bulk of intestinal

contents was of great importance in relation to constipa-

tion ; to ensure regularity of action the colon must be full

or moderately distended. There was absorption of food

material from the colon and even from the rectum. The

muscle in the wall of the colon was adapted for the slow-

propulsion of its contents, and in this relation there was

risk in many instances of not eating enough. The colon

was also an organ of excretion. Treatment was not in

every case needed. There were many who should accept

a several days interval as normal for them and discard

aperients. The doctrine of intestinal autointoxication, as

developed of late years, was extreme and physiologically

unsound. He deprecated the use of intestinal antiseptics

and the surgical treatment of chronic constipation. When
treatment was necessary, much was to be gained by com-

mon-sense physiology. The obsession of the urgency of a

daily stool should be attacked ; so also that other, that

blocks readily occurred ; so also a third, that the colon was

a poison bag. Bad habits : irregularity of meals ; too little

food; the dietetic fad; the curse of pill-hunger, w-ere mat-

ters to be met. Instil the need of patience and persever-

ance ; leave the bowels alone by thought and deed to work

out their own salvation. Massage, electricity, and enemata

were of special value of the sluggish bowel of decadence.

Professor Baumler of Freiburg alluded to the Rontgen

screen appearance of the colon after bismuth meals. He

also looked upon it as normal that the colon should be full.

It was desirable that the sympathetic nervous system
should be kept in proper t9ne, having regard to the motor
supply of the intestine and to this end a sufficiency of
sleep was necessary. Summing up his experience, he
would say to a patient, take sufficient food, a sufficiency of
vegetables and e.xercise enough; sleep enough; take a cold
bath in the morning, and do not trouble too much about
the bowels.

Sir James Sawyer of Birmingham emphasized the point
that the intestinal dejecta contained the substance of
excretion of glands as well as food residue. Three canons
of treatment were not to leave medicinal treatment to pa-
tients, not to prescribe drugs unless it could be cured
without drugs, and that drugs when used should be com-
bined with suitable adjuvants. The main causes of con-
stipation were enumerated, each of which he maintained

. was avoidable. The importance of the formation of habit
in defecation was insisted on. Physical uprightness in

posture should come before drugs and if they were used
along with them. Exercises promoting biliary flow were
of value. The best diet in the cure of constipation was a
mixed diet. Otherwise a diet full of cellulose was of
special service. Among drugs he advocated aloes.

Dr. H. D. Rolleston thought it was important not to
minimize the harmful effects of constipation. The personal
equation was no doubt a very important one, yet the sig-

nificance of autointoxication was great. Harmful absorp-
tion from the intestine was a real thing. And the ill-

effects of liver disease really depended on autointoxication,
as also did much of the arterial degeneration existent in

the community. He referred to three causes of constipa-
tion, want of tone in the muscular wall of intestine, as in

hypothyroidism, in which case he would advocate irriga-
tion

;
excess of tone, as in spastic constipation, often associ-

ated with mucous colitis, in which case belladonna or even
opium might be effective ; and diminished quantity of fluid
or secretion.

Dr. Newton Pitt emphasized the point that the rectum
was normally empty and the collection of feces was in the
sigmoid, and that in defecation the whole of the descend-
ing colon emptied itself. Feces were not so much the re-
mains of food as a formation of the intestinal secretions,
epithelium, and mucus, while at least a third consisted
of bacteria, and the more constipated a patient was, the
fewer the bacteria. The effect of constipation varied much
m different individuals. He mentioned one case in his own
experience in which the normal was once in six weeks,
and that with the maintenance of good health. The person
with regular habits were those who suffered most from
occasional constipation. He also thought fullness of the
colon was of extreme importance and mentioned vaselin
or agar agar as efficient purgatives.

Mr. Arbuthnot Lane said that constipation was the re-
sult of intestinal stasis, allowing of a large absorption of
toxic substances into the blood. Some concomitants or
results of intestinal stasis w-ere kinking of the pylorus,
dilatation of the stomach as a result of the former, ulcer
of the duodenum and stomach, kinking of the ileum and
dilatation of the small intestine, kinking of the splenic and
hepatic flexures, ptosis of the transverse colon, and fixa-
tion of the sigmoid. Reference was made to bacillary in-

fection of the bile and pancreatic passages. The dele-
terious organisms of the intestine readily migrated into the
urogenital pad, the results of which were very intractable.
The aging influence of autointoxication and its influence
ni lowering general body resistance were alluded to.

Among other forms of surgical treatment for the more
serious effects of intestinal stasis, division of the ileum
and removal of the large intestine were specially men-
tioned.

Df. a. Mantle of Harrogate referred to the effect of
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chronic constipation in producing mucous colitis and

enterospasm. He also thought the question of autointoxi-

cation had been unduly minimized. Its influence in pro-

ducing neurasthenia and vasomotor disorders was dwelt

upon. He advocated irrigation of the bowel in mucous
colitis, 10 or 12 lavation with sulphur water, followed by

massage and an arranged diet.

Ds. A. F. Hertz described his observations on the pass-

age of intestinal contents by bismuth meals and j--rays

and his views on the types of constipation. Referring to the

dietetic treatment of constipation, treatment with massage

applied to the part of the colon especially weak, as revealed

by the jr-rays. The smallest amount of aperient necessary

to produce a daily evacuation should be employed; if it

be desired to produce a soft motion a saline aperient was
indicated, as it influenced the large bowel alone. In the

presence of severe autointoxication the question of opera-

tion might be considered, whether lateral anastomosis or

other.

Dr. Wm. Ewart discussed the possible importance of dis-

tension of the colon with gas and alluded to the training

of the function of strain as bearing on the prevention of

constipation.

Dr. G. Herschell mentioned the use of a dose of car-

mine with a test meal as a means of ascertaining the seat

of the constipation, following the dose with an enema if

necessary. The role of colitis in relation to constipation

was discussed. Allusion was made to the use of injection

of warm olive oil at night in the treatment of spastic con-

stipation. The sigmoidoscope was of much value in the

diagnosis of the causes of constipation.

Dr. GuelpjV of Paris sent a communication upholding

the importance of autointoxication as a concomitant of

constipation.

Dr. Stu.^rt Tidev of Montreux had found that the more
gregarious a people were the more was chronic constipation

prevalent. He favored the treatment by lavage and op-
eration of different kinds for the severer type of the

malady.

Dr. Eason of Edinburgh discussed the treatment of con-

tipation with hormones as regulators of peristaltic move-
ments.

Dr. John H.\ddon discussed points in the physiologj' of

defecation.

Dr. W. Ewart gave a demonstration on the value of

percussion of the vertebrx in diagnosis.

Friday, July 29—Third Day.

The third day of the Section's meeting wa?; occupied
with the discussion of original papers. Dr. Wilfred
Harris of London read a paper on the treatment of neu-
ralgia and sciatica with injections of strong alcohol or
solutions of eucaine in normal saline solution, respectively,

into the nerve trunks, in which good results were recorded
by the method. The paper was discussed by Dr. D. A.
O'Sullivan.

Dr. Laurence Humphry of Cambridge read a paper on
a case of aneurj-sm of the aorta communicating with the
superior vena cava, which was discussed by Dr. Morley
Fletcher. Dr. Humphry and Dr. W. E. Dixon described
a case of acromegaly with hypertrophied heart and other
organs, in which new pressor substances were found in the
urine. It was discussed by Professor Gosall. A com-
munication on the prophylaxis and treatment of diabetes
and other diseases by starvation was made by Dr. G.
GuELPA of Paris. It was discussed by Dr. R. W. Philip,

the president of the section.

One on the effects of electrical currents on blood pres-
sure was made by Dr. Ettie Sayer, which was discussed
by Dr. S. Sloan of Glasgow and Dr. J. Haddon.

Dr. a. C. Jordan read a paper on the Rontgen-ray

appearances of thoracic aneurysm, illustrated by lantern

slides, which was discussed by Dr. Herbert French.

Dr. Souttar demonstrated an improved and simplified

gastroscope with a working model upon which its passage

could be practised.

Dr. J. S. M.\CKiNT0SH read a paper on the evolution of

racial types of Europe and its bearing on the racial factor

in disease. Dr. W. Carmac Wilkinson read a paper on

the tuberculin treatment of pulmonarj" tuberculosis, which

was discussed by Professor Sahli of Berne, Dr. G. A.

Heron, Dr. Odell of Torquay, Dr. French, Dr. Garson. Dr.

Hamilton, Dr. J. F. H. Dally, and the President.

section of surgery.

Thursday, July 28

—

Second Day.

Previous to the formal proceedings, an interesting

demonstration was given by Dr. Depage of "Instruments

for Screwing Bones."

Surgical Treatment of Exophthalmic Goitre.—Profes-

sor Theodore Kocher of Berne opened the discussion on

this subject. He referred to the latest progress in the sur-

gical treatment of the disease. For one thing, it was now
possible to make an earlier diagnosis. He strongly advised

that a systematic examination of the blood should be made
in every case, and more especially whea there was any

doubt whether the sj'mptoms were those of an ordinary

goitre of a nervous source, or of Graves' disease. As a

result of recent investigations certain changes had now
been found in the blood, which made a positive diagnosis

possible. The leucocytes diminished from 7,000 to 3,000 or

less, and this diminution was due to a decrease in the poly-

morphonuclear cells, the l\-mphocytes being often increased.

These changes in the composition of the blood had now
been confirmed by independent researchers, and had great

value in the diagnosis, and also in the prognosis of the

disease. For instance, when one part of the thyroid had

been ligatured and the blood was found to return to

normal, then it was known positively that the cure was
perfect. It had been asserted that analogous changes were

found in the blood in some other diseases, but he had

always found certain differences, and he was of opinion

that in doubtful cases the blood was really the best guide

for accurate diagnosis. Recently all cases of hyperthyrosis

had been confused with Graves' disease, but there were

physiological cases of hyperthyrosis. If in doubt, it was
only necessary to consider the coagulability of the blood.

In Graves' disease it was found that the coagulabilitv- of

the blood was slower than in normal blood, and that the

intensity was also less. In myxedema one had just the

opposite, so that these points were sufficient to decide. It

must not be thought that Graves' disease v.as the beginning

of myxedema. These changes in the blood had now been

produced artificially. It was well known that if ordinary

goitre was treated with iodine preparations, symptoms of

Graves' disease often supervened. The supposed influence

of the nervous system on exophthalmic goitre was

brought out by the fact that many patients referred their

symptoms to a fright. Certainly if Graves' disease was

due to an irritation of the sympathetic nervous system, it

was good practice to remove such irritation by rest. If one

did not like to operate in such cases, then one should tell

his patient to do nothing, and should do nothing himself.

A suitable diet should be given, and all iodine preparations

excluded. Such patients might get much worse at the sea-

side from the effect of iodine. But in most cases such

means of treatment were insuflicient, and operation was

called for. The influence of the nerves could be cut off

by ligature of the vessels to one side of the gland, the

ligatures probably including sympathetic nerve fibers, or

a partial excision of the gland might be performed. In
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all cases the patient should first be examined carefully for

signs of organic changes in any organs. He had opcratcil

in 469 cases of Graves' disease, in several instances operat-

ing more than once on the same patient, with a total mor-
tality of 3 4-10 per cent. At first his cases showed a

mortality of 5 per cent., but this year it was only i 3-10

per cent. To get good statistical results, it was necessary

to select cases carefully for operation. He considered an

irregular pulse was the worst contraindication to operation,

and that nephritis also was of grave import. Many ob-

servers were now agreed that operation was invariably fol-

lowed by improvement, and when physicians realized the

great danger of long-standing cases of Graves' disease.

they would no longer resist early operation.

Dr. Hector Mackenzie of London said he must con-

gratulate Professor Kocher on the wonderful results of his

operations. The symptoms which indicated exophthalmic

goitre were closely simulated by those of over-activity of

the thyroid gland, but the severity of the symptoms was

not always proportional to the size of the gland. In some

cases as the patient got worse the gland might get smaller.

The relation of the thymus to exophthalmic goitre must

not be lost sight of. In many fatal cases the thymus was

found to be enlarged—although one exception to this had

been noticed at St. Thomas' Hospital, where the gland was

atrophied. Enlargement of the bronchial glands, and of

lymphatic glands generally, had often been noticed. In

fact there was no doubt that the status lymphaticus (gen-

erally unsuspected) really underlay many cases of

exophthalmic goitre, and that this condition contributed t"

the great risk of the operation. Although he admitted that

hypertrophy and overactivity of the thyroid might pro-

duce the disease, he did not expect the removal of the

gland, or a part of it, to effect a cure; and he had seen no

case to support such a view. He would like to know how
many cases Professor Kocher rejected as unsuitable for

operation, for the results at St. Thomas' were not encour-

aging, and inclined him to persevere with medical treat-

ment. He thought that many of the cases operated upon

abroad must be very mild ones, and possibly quite suitable

for medical treatment. He firmly believed that exophthal-

mic goitre was a disease for which a medical cure would

eventually be found, and even in the serious type of case

he considered the risk to life of operation to be too great

to make it justifiable.

Dr. Bruce of Toronto paid a tribute of admiration to

the pioneer work of Professor Kocher. He considered the

question of the choice of anesthetic was very important.

Professor Kocher used local anesthesia, but in Canada they

did not find it suitable. They preferred not to tell the

patient when the operation would be done, and to ad-

minister a general anesthetic under the guise of an aro-

matic inhalation, so as to get rid of psychical excitation.

He had operated on 20 cases of exophthalmic goitre vvitli-

out a death, but the next two cases had been fatal ; one

from pneumonia, and the other was found to have an en-

larged thymus gland.

Mr. George Heaton of Birmingham said it was .still an

open question whether the symptoms of exophthalmic

goitre were due solely to a hyperthyroidism, or poisoning

of the system by an excess of thyroid internal secretion, or

whether they are not rather caused by a perverted acti"n

of the gland—an "aberrant" thyroidism. For if the first

view were correct, removal of the source of excessive

secretion must almost necessarily be followed by a cure

of the symptoms; but if they were due to a perverted

secretion, cure might not so certainly follow if any portion

of the gland were left behind. We must bear in mind in

•considering the operative risks of Graves' disease that

many cases of ordinary parenchymatous and cystic bron-

choceles exhibit some symptoms of hyperthyroidism. There

were pronounced tachycardia and palpitation in many such

cases, and occasionally the nervous symptoms were also

present, and some slight degree of exophthalmos. Tliey

are often mistaken for cases of true Graves' disease, and

in fact were regarded as such by some surgeons. Cases

of this nature were very numerous. They did excellently

when operated upon. The operative risk was infinitesimal,

and a complete cure might be assured. It was the inclusion

of these cases by surgeons in their statistical list of opera-

tions that has given rise to such divergent views as to the

risks and dangers of the operation. At any rate, one can-

not help thinking when reading some of the series of

operations for Graves' disease by American and Conti-

nental surgeons, that a good many of the cases so reported

would scarcely be regarded here as cases of true Graves'

disease, but rather as cases of ordinary goitre, with some
symptoms of hyperthyroidism. Putting aside these cases

there remained the large class of cases which all recog-

nized under the name of Graves' or Basedow's disease, with

the classical symptoms of goitre, tachycardia, and exoph-

thalmos. That purely medical measures failed in a large

number of such cases to arrest the progress of the disease

few would gainsay; and we had therefore only to discuss

here the surgical question. The whole danger of the op-

eration lay in delay. In the quite early stages of the dis-

ease the risk of excision, though greater than in simple

goitres, was a comparatively small one, but rapidly became
greater as the patient's symptoms increase in severity.

When the symptoms had been in existence for a consid-

erably longer period and were slowdy progressive, or when.

is so frequently happened, the patient relapsed as soon as a

strict regimen was relaxed, operation might still be ad-

vised. But the risks of the operation, which were now
much greater, must be fairly put before the patient, and we
were no longer in a position to promise a cure, though we
might expect great improvement from it. The third class

was the advanced or extremely acute case. These were
the ones that the surgeon was most frequently called upon
to see. All else had failed, the patient was rapidly going

down hill, the tachycardia, restlessness, and nervous

symptoms were intense, and diarrhea and vomiting with

pyrexia were often present. Here surgery fails miserably.

With regard to the operation itself, a general anesthetic

was to be preferred, and it did not add to the risk, but

rather minimized it. Rapidity of operation, gentle handling

of the tumor during extirpation, and free drainage after-

wards would lessen the risk of thyroid absorption, and for

the first 24 or 48 hours afterwards continuous rectal ene-

mata of a weak solution of sodium phosphate should be

administered. This was one of the best means at our com-
mand for guarding against the restlessness and cardiac

collapse which were apt to follow any operation or trau-

matism in patients with Graves' disease.

Mr. Robert Campbell of Belfast said that in his experi-

ence physicians were more inclined to operative treatment

than the surgeons. He considered there were two forms
of exophthalmic goitre. The primary acute form, in which
there was sudden onset and the disease progressed rapidly;

and another form in which the patient had an enlarged
thyroid for years and then later develops tachycardia. He
preferred ether preceded by morphia as an anesthetic.

He had had one case in which a patient improved after a

partial thyroidectomy, but relapsed after a visit to the

seaside. He thought we required more evidence of the

mortality of exophthalmic goitre when not operated on.

Mr. R. Kennepv of Glasgow wished to draw attention to

a point he had noticed, viz., that the protrusion of eyeball

was less noticeable after excision of half the gland, and on
the same side. He had noticed the same effect of excision

of cervical sympathetic. He considered a general anes-

thetic very dangerous in such operations and preferred

local anesthesia, obtained by i^ gr. of cocaine m a. Vi

per cent, solution. The rise of temperature noticed after
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such operations was not due to sepsis, but to the absorp-

tion of gland substances. In acute cases with heart symp-

toms, he preferred delay with rest in bed and hygienic

treatment.

Mr. Gilbert Babling of Birmingham thought this con-

dition must be considered both from a medical and from a

surgical point of view. In regard to Professor Kocher's

statement that there is a diminution in the coagulability of

the blood in Graves' disease, he remembered a case of

his own which died after ligature of the thyroid vessels,

and in which there was complete thrombosis of the

femoral vessels. In regard to the question of anesthetics.

he would like to give his experience of three fatal cases he

had met with. In the first, a woman, 35 years of age, with

severe and prolonged Graves' disease, after a period of

bed and rest, he had ligatured both thyroids under chloro-

form, and she died the same day. He blamed the

chloroform. The second case was also a woman, aged 50.

He ligatured both thyroids under eucaine, and she died in

three days. Then he did not like local anesthesia. In

the third case, a nurse, aged 23, he ligatured both thyroids

under ether, preceded by morphine, and she died the same
day. He came to the conclusion that the main thing was
to operate early, and that the kind of anesthetic did not

matter.

Mr. Donald Armour of London said he had abandoned
ligaturing in most cases, and preferred excision of the

gland. In regard to the anesthetic, he preferred chloro-

form given by the Vernon Harcourt method, and pre-

ceded by morphia and atrcphine. He deprecated handling

the gland during the operation.

Mr. Deansley of Wolverhampton considered all cases of

exophthalmic goiter were one and the same, differing only

in degree. He considered that the progress of the disease

was arrested by operation, but he had not seen any case

cured.

Mr. Walter Spencer of London preferred a very simple

operation. He divided the isthmus and widely separated

the two parts under gas. This was a useful procedure, if

only as a preliminary to subsequent tying of the thyroids.

Observations on Some of the Factors That Deter-
mine the Results of Surgical Operations. Dr. Crile
of Cleveland read this paper.

Friday, July 29

—

Third Day.

Dr. Martel of Paris demonstrated a surgical instrument

he had designed for the rapid and safe removal of bone
from the vault of the skull.

Conditions Simulating Cancer of the Stomach.

—

Mr. F. D. Bird of Melbourne read this paper. Syphilis

might be mistaken for malignant disease, and when not

removed because deemed inoperable might eventually sub-
side. A syphiloma seemed to invite gastrectomy because
it was often well defined and situated on the lesser

curvature; but the right course was to excise a piece

in doubtful cases and examine it microscopically. Syphi-
litic tumors of the stomach were usually associated with
such stigmata as white markings on the liver and scars in

the membrane. He cited the case of a man at 35 with a

tumor of this kind, which disappeared after four months'
antisyphilitic treatment. Wassermann's test should be used
before operation. Hydatids and myxedema also stimulated
cancer, and exploration by sight and touch was often neces-
sary before a confident diagnosis can be made.
Conditions Which Simulate Cancer of the Stomach.

—Mr. Alexis Thom.son of Edinburgh read this paper. In

49 resections of the stomach for cancer, microscopical
examination, chiefly by the use of large sections, showed
that in only 35 was the lesion of a cancerous nature. In

23 specimens from the University Museum catalogued as
cancer, microscopical examination showed that only 17
were really cancer. In a total, therefore, of 72 stomachs

believed to be cancerous, no less than 20 = 27.7 per cent,

were found to be nonmalignant ; of these one was tuber-

culous
; the remainder, 19, were instances of diffuse fibro-

matosis of the submucous coat. The speaker then dis-

cussed the characters of fibromatosis, its externa! resem-
blance to cancer, and its tendency to be diffused widely
throughout the stomach, and to invade adjacent organs

—

e.g. colon and pancreas. It might moreover be associated

with chronic ulcer, and fibromatosis with "ulcer-cancer."

Fibromatosis was probably of infective or toxic origin.

The Early Diagnosis and Treatment of Cancer of

the Stomach.—ilr. Herbert J. Paterson of London
held that a definite diagnosis of cancer was not necessary

in every case; but only to establish the necessity for sur-

gical treatment. The minimum operation should consist

of removal of two-thirds of the stomach with the glands

along the lesser curvature, and one inch of the duodenum.
In late cases it was advisable to remove the transverse

colon and great omentum as well. In most cases it was-

advisable to operate in two stages : First—Preliminary^

gastrojejunostomy; second—resection three weeks later.

The greater safety of this method more than outweighed
its disadvantages. The results of operation, both immedi-
ate and remote, were slowly but steadily improving.

Excision of Gastric Ulcers.—Mr. E. Deansley of

\\ olverhampton read this paper. The results of gastro-

jejunostomy in these cases were unsatisfactory in the long

run, though symptoms were relieved for a time. He advo-

cated removal of nonmalignant ulcers, whether nonper-

forating or perforating. In support of his views he related

his personal experience of eight cases of excision, which
convinced him that this should be the operation of choice

in all centrally situated ulcers not involving the pylorus or

duodenum.

Radical Abdominoperineal Operation for Cancer of

the Rectum and of the Pelvic Colon.—Mr. W. Ernest
Miles read this paper and submitted tables showing that

the steps of progress in extent of operation for rectal

cancer, and the period of immunity from recurrence,, were

steadily increasing. Table VI. set out 26 cases of radical

operation in his own practice. He laid stress on pre-

liminary preparation of the patient for one week by clear-

ing out colon, lavage, and use of salol. If stenosis was
present cacostomy should be done three weeks before

excision. Careful light dieting and the giving of strych-

nine were advised. The paper was discussed by Mr. Drew,
Mr. Bond, and Mr. Mummery, who all gave general sup-

port to the measure? advocated by Mr. Miles.

The Clinical Manifestations, Diagnosis, and Treat-

ment of Liver Hydatid.—Mr. C. ^LvcLaurin of Sydney
read this paper. Jaundice was present in 10 per cent, of

the cases. Hydatid thrill was infrequent and of little or

no value. Rupture was a serious complication and might

follow light injury or muscular action. Most diagnostic

tests were not reliable; radiography was one of the best.

He recommended transcostal marsupialization at the level

of the eighth and ninth riBs, if possible; opening of the

sac to be preceded by the injection of formalin.

Suture of the Circumflex Nerve.—Mr. R. Kennedy
of Glasgow read notes of a case of suture of the circum-

flex nerve, eight months after injury. Three defects were

found, (i) abduction of arm only 30°; (2) atrophy of

deltoid, with absence of response to faradism or galvan-

ism
; (3) backward displacement of lower angle of

scapula. At operation two bulbous thickenings were
found in the circumflex nerve connected by loose

connective tissue. The bulbs were e.xcised and the ends

of the nerve joined. Good recovery followed after five

months. He showed photographs of the patient taken

before operation and eighteen months after.

The Operative Treatment of Chronic Mucous and
Ulcerative Coitis.—Mr. Lockhart Mummery read this
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paper. When medicine had failed, operation should not

be unduly postponed. The disease had a high rate of mor-

tality. Widal's test should be used to exclude typhoid

;

and sigmoidoscopy should not be omitted. Appcudicostoniy

was the operation of choice, followed by regular irrigation.

The proceedings concluded with a vote of thanks to the

readers of papers during the three days' session, moved

by the President, Sir Victor Horsley, and replit-d !> liy

Professor Kocher.

SECTION ON GYNECOLOGY AND OBSTETRICS.

Thursday, July 28

—

Second Day.

Treatment of Fibromyomata Complicating Pregnancy.

—Dr. W. H. H. Tate of St. Thomas' Hospital, London,

opened this discussion. He said that, in his opinion, there

was a tendency to overestimate the dangers by some au-

thorities and to underestimate them by others. He would

direct attention to the following points: (i) Changes in

the fibroids; (2) the tendency to abortion; (3) the risk in

labor. Increase in size of the tumor might cause great

distress, and in large fibroids there might be serious

symptoms from pressure on the diaphragm. The most

danger from pressure occurred when the fibroid was situ-

ated in the true pelvic. Torsion of the pedicle during preg-

nancy was exceedingly rare. The frequency of miscar-

riage in these cases had been estimated by Kelly at 25

per cent, and by Pinard at 21 per cent., which was not

much above the percentage in normal pregnancies ; the

danger of miscarriage was that there might be great diffi-

culty in removing the placenta and resulting hemorrhage

or sepsis. In labor the greatest danger was rupture of

the uterus and this was more likely to occur if the com-

plication had not been recognized beforehand. There was

also some danger of postpartum hemorrhage, and during

the puerperium the fibroid might become extended and

present through the os ; sloughing then took place. Necro-

biotic change in tlie tumor might follow delivery, and the

symptoms then suggested pelvic peritonitis. True suppura-

tion was extremely rare. Only a very small number of

cases called for interference during pregnancy, and this was

the experience of most authorities. As regarded the treat-

ment of fibroids complicating pregnancy, he would divide

the cases into three groups: (i) Fibroids in the pelvis, in-

cluding cervical tumors; (2) fibroids in the lower uterine

segment; (3) fibroids above the brim of the pelvis. In the

first group he would push the tumor above the brim, and,

if that was impossible, would do an abdominal myo-

mectomy, postponing interference to as near full term as

possible ; he would Jiot recommend vagina! enucleation in

these cases. Fibroids of the second group might interfere

with labor, but he advised expectant treatment during preg-

nancy, and he condemned induction of abortion. Where

the fibroid was entirely abdominal most of the cases needed

no treatment, but, where operation became necessary, he

advised myomectomy. Prophylactic operations for inter-

stitial fibroids had no place during pregnancy, and induc-

tion of abortion and of premature labor was universally

condemned. The question arose whether myomectomy

should be done when other fibroids were present. He
thought it was advisable. He strongly advised conservative

treatment during pregnancy, because that particular preg-

nancy might be the woman's only chance of having a

child.

Dr. Amand Routh of Charing Cross Hospital, London,

agreed in the main with Dr. Tate. He thought it was

becoming more fully recognized that surgical treatment

was not required during pregnancy. He drew attention to

the improvement in results compared with 30 years ago.

when women in labor complicated by fibroid almost all

died. The softening change which took place during preg-

nancy favored nature's method of surmounting the diffi-

culty by rendering the tumor more easy to displace. In-

duction of abortion and premature labor should be en-

tirely given up. If myomectomy was required on account

of degenerative changes and other fibroids were present,

he would let the case go to as near term as possible and

then do a cesarean hysterectomy.

Professor Spencer of University College Hospital, Lon-

don, said that it had been estimated that of women of

40 years of age 25 per cent, had fibroids, so that pregnancy

with fibroids was more common now than formerly, as

women were marrying later in life. He had performed

myomectomy during pregnancy on one occasion only. He
had never removed the pregnant fibroid uterus in the

earlier months. He had seen many cases even with large

fibroids go through an easy labor. Dr. Tate had men-

tioned pain as a reason for operating, but he had never

seen a case in which operation was required for this

symptom, and he found that by putting the patient to bed

on a milk diet the pain usually disappeared.

Some Cases of Pregnancy Complicated by Fibre-

myoma Uteri.—Dr. Cutiibert Lockyer of London read

this paper. There had been five cases in which surgical

interference was called for during pregnancy. In four of

these he had performed abdominal hysterectomy and in

one myomectomy. Three cases required operation in the

puerperium; in one vaginal hysterectomy was performed,

and in two total abdominal hysterectomy. See printed list

appended.

Mr. Alban Doran of the Samaritan Hospital, London,

advised leaving the cervix and ovaries in all cases in which

hysterectomy was performed.

Mr. Christopher Martin of Birmingham had seen two

cases of uncontrollable vomiting with interstitial fibroid

which had required induction of abortion. In these cases

he attributed the vomiting to the presence of the fibroid.

He considered myomectomy the operation of choice.

Dr. A. J. Wallace of Liverpool showed a large fibroid

tumor which had been attached by an area 4 inches in

diameter to the pregnant uterus and which he had removed

by myomectomy, without disturbing the pregnancy.

Dr. Nigel Stark of Glasgow had found that large inter-

stitial fibroids were most difficult to deal with, and, in

some of these cases, had performed induction of labor,

followed later by myomectomy.
Dr. Hubert Roberts of London said that tumors of the

upper uterine segment were of no importance in connec-

tion with pregnancy. Cervical fibroids were the most dan-

gerous. He did not believe that malpresentations or post-

partum hemorrhage were more common than in normal

cases. He would not operate for pain alone. He would

only do panhysterectomy when the uterus was septic.

Dr. Arnold Lea of Manchester had met with 8 cases al-

together; s cases were operated on during pregnancy, 4 by

hysterectomy, i by myomectomy. There was red degenera-

tion in four of the cases.

Dr. A. E. Giles of Chelsea Hospital for Women, Lon^

don, thought that some of the speakers had underestimated

the danger and risk of these cases, and he pointed out that

when the patients were in a lying-in hospital or under

expert supervision the danger was much less than in

general practice. He thought that complications occurred

in 50 per cent, of the cases. He held that women with

fibroids should be advised not to marry. He discounten-

anced induction of abortion or labor, but advised that

patients should be kept under strict observation. When
operating for this condition at term by cesarean section

he would always do hysterectomy and not subject the

woman to the risks of another pregnancy.

Dr. Lloyd Roberts of Manchester said that 50 per cent,

of those women miscarried. He had in many cases seen

fibroid tumors disappear in the puerperium.

Dr. Walter Swayne of Bristol had dealt with thre&
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cases. In the first there was a large abdominal tumor and

dyspnea ; he did hysterectomy. In the second he did

abdominal myomectomy for a tumor the size of a cocoa-

nut and patient miscarried six weeks later ; and in the

third he enucleated through postfornix and patient went

to term.

Professor Murdock Cameron of Glasgow has never seen

fibroids disappear after labor. He sterilized in all cases

of cesarean section unless the patient refused permission.

Mr. FuRNEAux Jordan of Birmingham advised

myomectomy in preference to hysterectomy, and he had

had two cases in which normal labor had followed

myomectomy.

Dr. Tate, in reply, said that there were undoubtedly

some cases in which operation was indicated for pain alone.

Two Cases of Occlusion of the Bowels by the Re-

troverted Uterus.—Professor Gottschalk of Berlin

read this paper. The first case was one of acute incar-

ceration of the bowel by the retroverted, fixated, non-

pregnant uterus and was cured by a laparotomy. The

second case was one of obturated ileus by the retroverted,

puerperal uterus causing a pseudopuerperal peritonitis and

was cured by the knee-elbow pelvic position.

Localized Necrosis in an Adenomyomatous Right

Tube Associated with Left Tubal Mole.—Dr. Frances

Ivens of Liverpool reported this case. There was a

nodule one-half inch diameter in tube wall. Slie discussed

the theories of formation of adenomyoma including Reck-

linghausen's and the question of the possibility of the ne-

crosis in her case being due to tubercle.

The Causal Treatment of Dystocia in Cases of Pelvic

Contraction.

—

Professor Von Herff of Basle, who
was unable to be present, sent this paper, which was read

by the secretary. He said causal treatment could only be

effected in two ways: (i) By enlarging the opening of the

pelvis; (2) by reducing the size of the fetal head. As
regards (i), this could be attained to a slight extent by

the hanging leg (Walcher's) position or to a greater degree

by section of the pelvis. The maternal mortality of

symphyseotomy was 8 per cent, and of pubiotomy 4 per

cent. In addition to this, numerous injuries resulted. In

some cases the locomotive powers were impaired, in others

there was prolapse of the vagina, but the most serious

result was permanent incontinence of urine, and he asked

should not one case of the latter discredit the operation?

The fetal mortality of these operations was 8-g per cent.

The second method of causal treatment by attacking the

child could be carried out by: (i) Inducing premature

labor. This should never be done more than four weeks

before full term. (2) Reduction of size of craniotomy.

This should be chosen in all cases when the child was dead.

He had not perforated a living child, but he owned that

it was not always unavoidable in general practice. He had
found that 80-90 per cent, of his cases of induced labor

were delivered spontaneously after induction ; 20 per cent,

of the children died before the end of the second week.

This was a greater mortality than after pelvic section, but

on the other hand the mother ran no danger, and the

maternal mortality was nil. He recommended induction of

labor in all cases in which the pelvic contraction was not

too great, and he always performed the operation by punc-

turing the membranes.

Dr. Tate of London thought that there had been a ten-

dency to put induction of labor on one side in favor of the

more brilliant operation of cesarean section, and was of

opinion that when there was a reasonable chance of

getting a living child by induction this operation should be

chosen.

Dr. SwAYNE of Bristol thought contracted pelvis was
largely a matter of locality. It was rare in Bristol.

Dr. BuiST of Dundee agreed that puncturing the mem-
branes was the best way of inducing labor.

Dr. Mary Scharlieb, President, questioned the influence

of diet, as she had often seen large, healthy children born

of starved women in times of famine in India.

-AMERICAN LARYNGOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thirty-Second Aiuiual Congress held at Washington, D. C,
May 3, 4 and S, 1910.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

James E. Locax, M.D., of Kansas City, Mo., President.

First Day, Tuesday, May 3.

President's Address.—Dr. James E. Logan of Kansas
City, Mo., in his address paid a tribute to the founders

of the Association, reminding his hearers of the unfavor-

able conditions under which these men began their work.

He called attention to the necessity of being careful in

regard to the admission of new members. The meeting

in Washington every three years was a most admirable

feature, as it enabled the members to keep in touch with

the progress in other specialties. It had come to be recog-

nized that the two main functions of the nasal cavities

and the nasopharyngeal space were respiration and drain-

age and that nothing must be allowed to interfere with the

free and proper performance of these duties. It was, of

course, plainly seen that congenital deformities and the

traumatisms of childhood as well as accidental injuries

in adult life produced conditions rendering respiration

imperfect and prohibiting drainage. Hence the rhinolo-

gist had ceased merely to spray out nostrils and apply

topical remedies and had become a surgeon. Reference

was made to the sudden death from accident of Dr. Gor-

don King of Xew Orleans, an active Fellow of the As-

sociation, and a tribute was paid to his memory.

The Nasal Phenomena of Neurasthenia.—Dr. Charles
P. Grayson of Philadelphia said that recent neurology

drew a rather sharp line between inherited or essential

neurasthenia and that which was acquired or more or less

voluntarily assumed and which was indeed scarcely more
than symptomatic of an autointoxication which exerted

its pernicious effects upon the higher nerve centers. To
the rhinologist there was practically little difference be-

tween the two. The nasal disorder of neurasthenia was to

be differentiated from hay fever. The e.xciting causes of

the former were different from those of the latter and

bore no relation to season, animal or vegetable excitants

and were relieved by outdoor life, which aggravated hay

fever cases. Excitants of the former might be central

while those of the latter were peripheral. But in the

former the vasoparesis and the infiltrative tumefaction of

the turbinates are at times even more accentuated and so

complete had been the vascular stasis that the incision

of the edematous turbinates had given escape to a quan-

tity of mere bloodstained serum. Such a condition as

this might well account for the headache, mental apathy,

and even melancholia of neurasthenia. In such cases mere

cauterization of the turbinates was insufficient. They

should be first drained of their serum by multiple puncture

or free scarification followed by the cautery, either

chromic acid or galvanic. Internally such tonics as the

glycerophosphates of lime and soda in combination with

full doses of struchnine should be given.

Dr. B. R. ShurI-Y of Detroit said that he had made dur-

ing the last year observations on carrier pigeons after

making long flights. He made sections of the spinal cord

observing under the microscope the action of fatigue, and

it was possible to note an absolute change in the finer

granulations of the anterior portion of the larger nerve

cells. Such a change in the human being would explain the

various vasomotor neroses confronting us in neuras-

thenia. There was also an actual change in the natural

secretions. The dryness in the air passages which these

neurasthenics often complain of would promptly respond
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to regulated doses of sheep's thyroids. Again the ex-

hibition of iodine was often of great value.

Dr. J. Payson Clark of Boston said that no one would
feel justified in making a diagnosis of neurasthenia from
nasal conditions alone. The more we knew of the latter

the more cases would we be able to remove from the

category of neurasthenia. In some cases he had found in

both antra of Highmore a glairy mass which would come
out in one piece and the removal of which rid the patient

entirely of local symptoms which were greatly affectiiii,'

his general health.

Dr. R. C. Myles of New York City had seen such cases

as Dr. Grayson described produced by sarcoma of the

septum and by various sinus inflammations. In other

cases there was an intumescence of the tissues relieved by

surgical intervention which did not affect the sinuses.

These patients did not stand operation well, and after

them often became profoundly depressed. He had seen

during the past winter cases of peculiar pains in the

neck, thyroid enlargements, excited hearts, etc., in which

the dried thyroid had aggravated rather than relieved them.

Dr. H. L. Swain of New Haven thought that there was
in some of these neurasthenics some anatomical conditions

or physical properties in the mucous membranes differing

from those of normal individuals. They had thinner walled

vessels, less fibrous connective tissue and fewer muscular

elements. Given this lack of firmness in te.Kttire of the

vessel wall and the hyperesthetic nerve endings ;uid we
had ample cause for the condition under consideration.

There were many expressions of nerve-tire which was

perhaps the real significance of the term neurasthenia.

Dr. Grayson, in closing, said that he would not make a

diagnosis of neurasthenia from nasal conditions alone. .\

large proportion of patients, however, manifested the

symptoms he had described. Many of the phenomena

might be due to other conditions than neurasthenia. Vari-

ous toxemias might cause temperature, engorgement, ede-

matous turbinates, etc., but these conditions were transient.

In the class of cases described in his paper the symptoms
were continuous. They must have been due to something

else than toxemia, for they had improved under general

tnatment while the local condition remained the s.Tine.

Some Points in the Comparative Anatomy of the

Larynx in the Anthropoidea.—Dr. J. Gordon Wilson
of Chicago presented this paper, which was based on studies

of the larynges of a Chinaman, orang-outang, several maca-

cus monkeys, and a marmoset. These were compared witli

the larynges of a Caucasian, adult and infant, a young lion,

and some of the doiuestic animals such as the cat, dog,

and horse. In the Chinaman the characteristic features

were (i) a pouch behind the arytenoid, and (2) an an-

terior sinus, both of which are Simian characteristics. In

the orang-outang the most distinguishing features of the

laryngeal ventricle and its appendages were (i) their union

across the middle line anteriorly, (2) the pouch-like cavity

posteriorly behind the arytenoid, and (3) the extralaryn-

geal sacs. In the Macncus rliesus the floor of the ventricle

was almost level with the edge of the true vocal cord,

while the false cord was only slightly if at all excavated

except where the appendix came off. Anteriorly the true

and false cords approximated near the middle line. No
canal or sulcus existed as in the orang-outang. On the

other hand the cords of each side were separated by a

vertical median furrow which passed up into the entrance

of the median sac so that a probe passed up from below

entered the sac. In the marmoset the aperture between

the true and false cords was a mere slit. The ventricle

came anteriorly to within 0.5 mm of middle line. No trans-

verse sulcus connected them. In the Rhesus, however,

they were separated by a median longitudinal furrow. At

the upper part of the median gutter lay a marked depres-

sion suggesting the opening of a median sac, but no trace

of one was found on careful dissection. A probe passed

lip from the ventricle into the appendix reached into a

small cavity in the hyoid near the middle line. The body

of the hyoid was expanded, being i cm broad in the middle

line, and indicated the po.--ition where both the ventricles

mot together though they did not fuse. The second por-

tion of the paper indicated the relation of the thyroaryte-

noid muscle to the vocal cord. In connection with this

subject a series of microscopic drawings was presented

and the variations traced throughout the series of animals

studied. The various theories as to the functions of tlie

laryngeal sacs were thus given ; that they acted as resonators,

that they poured secretion on the vocal cords and kept them

moist (Fraenkel), that they lightened the upper part of the

body and assisted them (apes) in climbing (Vrolick), and

that they acted as a protection (extra laryngeal sacs in

apes) for the vessels of the neck (Denker). The author

stated his view that in emotional states these inert sacs

could be called into play, could be distended and modified

in form. Thus there could be given to vocal emission a

tone of peculiar and significant intensity. It appeared to

him that the characteristic cry of the howling monkeys
was not intended to frighten the animals' enemies as is

generally stated but was intended to modify the voice in

order to express mental states and emotions. A monkey
was capable of uttering some half dozen sounds of different

pitch. The howling was most marked during the breeding

season. Regarding the appendix, the author discussed its

varying size in relation to laryngocele and the lateral

extralaryngeal sacs in man. Laryngocele was an enlarge-

ment of the appendix which projected beyond the normal
limits of this diverticulum, for example into the sinus

pyriformis or above the hyoid into the glosso-epiglottic

fossa. The extralaryngeal sac was an enlargement of

the appendix which projected through the thyrohyoid mem-
brane lateral, the thyrohyoid muscle and lies under the

platysma hyoids. There appeared to be sufficient evidence

that certain enlargements of the appendix were pathologi-

cal, e.g. the presence of a tumor lilrcking the aditus

laryngis causing a dilatation of the ventricle. But in a

general way all were to be classed with hernia due to a

congenital or acquired weakening of the thyrohyoid mem-
brane, and as a consequence dilatation subject to respira-

tion. In a comparative study of the musculature directly

related to the vocal cord the outstanding facts appeared to

the author to be a gradually increasing complexity of the

thyroarytenoid muscle and a closer approximation of it to

the ligamentum vocale. The facts suggested a function

directly related to the true cords and their physiological

activity. They showed the development of a mechanism
by which a finer or more exact control of the vocal appa-
ratus can be obtained. The incorporation of the muscle
m the cord would bring the activities of the cord under the

control of the nervous system. If the sacs could be used
to vary the voice in states of emotion how much more exact,

how much more capable of development, would such a

muscular mechanism be?
Exhibition of Anatomical Preparations Demonstrat-

ing Communications Between the Blood-Vessels Sup-
plying the Dura, the Orbit and the Nasal Chambers.—
Dr. George E. Shambauch of Chicago exhibited sections

illustrating these vessels. He said that these vascular con-
nections could be easily made out in gross dissection except
that the vessels of the mucosa of the nasal sinuses and the
dura and orbit required the preparation of microscopic
sections. When it was shown, however, that the vessels
of the dura and orbital periosteum, nasal mucosa and sinus

mucosa sent branches to supply the bony plates separating
these structures it could be assumed that connection be-

tween the two sets of vessels occurred within these plates.

The author alluded to the teaching of Zukerkandl and
Killian on this subject.
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Dr. H. P. MosHER of Boston said that statements on this

subject as given in the text books had been vague and in-

definite and that it was eminently satisfactory to have the

matter definitely settled by such a careful observer as the

author.

The Manifestations of Recurrent Influenza of the

Nose and Throat.—Dr. J. L. Goodale of Boston said

that during the last few years his attention had been at-

tracted to a group of cases exhibiting a well-defined symp-

tom-complex. They had been characterized by a primary

involvement in the lymphoid tissue in the pharynx or naso-

pharynx with an immediate extension of inflammatory

phenomena to the mucosa of the sinuses, trachea and

bronchi with simultaneous subsidence of the inflammation

in the lymphoid tissue. There was a history of annual at-

tacks of gradually lessening mildness. Examination at

the onset revealed reddening and swelling of the lymphoid

follicles in the pharyn.x. It was important to note that

the involvement of the lymphoid structures preceded any

disturbance of the nose or lower air passages. An im-

portant feature was the involvement of the ethmoidal sinuses

and of a definite region of the bronchi on the affected side.

It was also noted that if there was a septal deviation the

middle turbinate on the concave side was more frequently

involved than its fellow. The question arose what was the

pathological link existing between such attacks in the

regions which predisposed them to invasion? In the nose

we might have chronic hypertrophy or actual polypoid de-

generation of the mucosa. In the bronchi there was no
direct lesion shown by post-mortem findings. We might

have bronchiectasis or hypertrophy of the bronchial mucosa.

It would seem, however, that we probably had a state of

affairs in a definite area of the bronchi analogous to that

of the involved turbinate. Out of a series of twenty cases

the author had never been able to abort any of them.

Applications of the silver salts to the inflamed pharyngeal

granules doubtfully shortened the duration of symptoms
while the sinus and bronchial stages were not influenced

but came on regularly. It seemed to him that while the

symptoms were increasing in intensity, transition to a

colder, drier, and higher region did more harm than good.

He had come to regard perfect rest at home as the best

course in the first half of the affection. After the acute

stage was passed and the fever had subsided it seemed as

if removal in the winter months to a warmer and moister

climate, as Charleston, or the whole coast from South
Carolina to Palm Beach, gave little improvement. Patients

were no better after their return than before. The in-

terior regions in these same localities manifested a prompt
and beneficial effect. A stay of at least two weeks was
necessary. A return from these localities to the more
stimulating Northern air was often followed by prompt
and immediate benefit even though this was not manifest in

the South. Local cauterization of perhaps a single follicle

in the pharynx was more beneficial to the cough than were
sedatives.

Dr. J. E. Newcomb of New York said he could verify
from personal experience the statement of the reader of the
paper with reference to Southern climates. He had found
Deland, Fla., the best and driest climate for those with the
sequels of grip.

Dr. W. E. Casselberry of Chicago desired to emphasize
the good resulting from cauterizing some one follicle or
group of follicles in the pharynx. Persistent tickling and
irritation were greatly relieved by this procedure. Next
in order he would place cleanliness of the secretions. .\s

to climate he had had better results from the dry regions
of the west than elsewhere.

Dr. J. E. Logan of Kansas City had been inclined to as-
sign the pharyngeal recesses as the place of entrance of in-

fection in these cases. The application of a thirty per
cent, solution of silver nitrate had been successful.

Dr. Goodale had found in his experience with the dis-

ease in his own person that crude carbolic acid answered
every necessity of a cauterant and preferred it to the

silver salt. It was difficult to apply properly medicinal

agents to the nasopharynx. The upright arm of the appli-

cator needed to be much longer than was usually the case.

Quinine and Urea Hydrochlorate as a Local Anes-
thetic.—Dr. E. Fletcher Ingals of Chicago gave his

experience with this remedy. For a long time he had been

searching for an agent that would produce prolonged

anesthesia of the mucosa for the relief of hay fever and

byperesthetic rhinitis. In the treatment of the latter con-

dition he had used this anesthetic many times before mak-
ing long, deep, linear cauterizations across the inferior

turbinate. He combined 15 per cent, of the urea-quinine

solution with a 5 per cent, suprarenalin solution of 1-2000.

He had used the same solution in the larynx, trachea and
bronchi in connection with ether anesthesia in six bronchs-

copies in children for the removal of foreign bodies from
the lungs without any unpleasant results. It gave excellent

results in a painful operation on the ethmoid cells. Here it

was injected submucously, diluted about 15 times with

topical application in the nares in three or four cases. He
had employed it also for turbinectomies, removal of polyps

and spurs and for submucous operations. It seemed to

him to act much better than did a 20 per cent, solution of

cocaine in adrenalin i-iooo. In nasal neuralgia and in one

case of byperesthetic rhinitis it do not seem to do well as

it smarted so badly. He had found that ordinarily the

healthy nose would bear a 10 per cent, solution. Rubbed
up with sugar of milk, a strength of 5 per cent, was as

strong as could be borne in a nasal snuff. It was a very

valuable anesthetic but the author's experience did not

lead him to e.xpect very much from it in either hay fever

or byperesthetic rhinitis, but in view of the claims made
for it in producing prolonged anesthesia and in view of the

old treatment of hay fever by nasal applications of a solu-

tion of quinine he thought it was well worthy of a trial

in these affections. The solution turned to a brownish hue

after a few hours but seemed to work as well as ever

except that the activity of the adrenalin was somewhat
diininshed. It was better to combine the solutions just as

tliey were to be used.

Dr. J. SoLis-CoHEN of Philadelphia had for many years

used this remedy in pernicious malarial fever. He had

removed growths from the larynx with as much facility as

with cocaine. He had also used it in operations in the naso-

pharynx.

Dr. W. E. Casselberry of Chicago inquired if he had had

any experience with it in laryngeal tubercle.

Dr. B. R. Shurly of Detroit had used this remedy in

tonsillectomies but its injection had been followed by con-

siderable swelling. He had known of glottic edema fol-

lowing its use.

Dr. J. Gordon Wilson of Chicago said that it was neces-

sary to distinguish between true anesthesia and lack of re-

sponse on the part of the nerve to a stimulus owing to pro-

toplasmic death.

Dr. J. E. Wi.xsLOW of Baltimore had for some months

done all tonsillectomies under this anesthetic. Injection

should be made of a 3 to 5 per cent, solution some

fifteen to twenty minutes before operation. He had had

no bad results although there was sometimes considerable

swelling. With regard to the prolongation of the anesthesia

his experience did not bear out that of the statements of

various writers.

Dr. H. L. Swain of New Haven said that the protoplas-

mic death mentioned by Dr. Wilson was a most desirable

thing to accomplish in laryngeal tubercle, simply from a

humanitarian point of view.

Dr. Solis-Cohen of Philadelphia had had under treat-

ment a severe case of tuberculous ulcer of the larynx and
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one application of a 20 per cent, solution of this an-

esthetic allowed the patient to swallow for two or tlirec

days. Anesthesia followed in two or three minutes.

Dr. Ingals, in closing, said he had had as much bleeding

with this as with any other anesthetic. He had not injected

the tonsils at all. Considerable swelling had followed in-

jection in his own cases. Most of them had prolonged

anesthesia. The first few times he had used it in the nose

it did not even take down the swelling and the bleeding

was so obstinate that he luid had to use .-iilrcn.ilin.

Syndrome of Sphenopalatine Ganglion Neurosis.

—

Dr. Greenfield Sludek of St. Louis said that the anatom-

ical connections of this ganglion gave disease evidence in

the motor, sensory, sympathetic, and gustatory fields. In the

sensory realm there was a wide and characteristic distribu-

tion of pain along definite lines. The neuralgia might ap-

pear at the root of the nose, in and about the eye, in the

region of the ear, is emphasized at the mastoid, may run to

the shoulder blade, and in severe attacks to the a-xilla, arms,

and fingers. There was an accompanying anesthesia of the

soft palate and of the pharynx as low down as the bottom

of the tonsil, possibly in the lower and anterior part of the

nose. Often in the motor field the soft palate was in-

volved; the palatine arch might be lower on the affected

side, the uvula was often deflected from the affected side.

The palate raphe was deflected in the act of swallowing

from the affected side. Gustatory changes were a dimin-

ished and delayed taste on the affected side for sweets,

salt, and bitters, applied to the middle third of the tongue.

Some patients showed a perverted sense of taste while

others were accompanied by salivation. Three of the

author's cases had great sneezing with profuse serous

secretion resembling that seen in rhinitis nervosa. Treat-

ment referred to the use of cocaine to the nasal mucosa

which might give immediate relief to some cases and in

recent cases of moderate severity the relief was per-

manent. Sometimes several applications of a strong solu-

tion were required. In moderate to severe cases of longer

duration, that is up to nine months, injections of

alcohol into the ganglion had proved curative. In most

cases three injections had been necessary. The applica-

tion should be made uear the sphenopalatine foramen.

Dr. H. P. MosHER of Boston said that he had had dur-

ing the past year some e.xperience in cauterizing the gang-

lion in vasomotor cases and in cases of asthma. His ex-

perience was summarized as follows: One case of intrac-

table vasomotor rhinitis of years' standing was given a

year's relief, and of three cases of asthma one was stopped

for a week, one for two weeks and one for two months.

Dr. J. Gordon Wilson of Chicago said that while the

changes in vasomotor and secretory functions were sug-

gestive the gustatory phenomena reported by Dr. Sluder

were difficult to reconcile with our present accepted knowl-

edge of the course of these fibers. The results of test-

ing the anterior part of the tongue varied so much in

healthy individuals that to obtain definite results the test

should be made both before and after operation.

Instruments for Direct Intubation of the Larynx.

—

Dr. Harris P. Mosher of Boston presented the instru-

ments and gave a description of their use.

Dr. J. R. WiNSLOw of Baltimore had had experience with

this method which he strongly commended.
Dr. W. K. Simpson of New York City did not think

that the method was superior to the old indirect method

which he thought enabled one to exert more pressure

in cases of stenosis. He would like to know if any one

had had e-xperience with the direct method in children?

Dr. J. P. Clark of Boston had had experience with the

direct method in a case of diphtheritic stenosis in a child.

He had found Dr. Mosher's instrument very useful.

Dr. A. CooLiDGE, Jr., of Boston thought we were working

much less in the dark by the direct method.

Dr. Simpson said that the moment we put the tube in

by the direct method we were obscured in our field as much

as if we used the mirror.

Exostoses of the Accessory Sinuses.—Dr. H. P.

MosHER also exhibited several charts illustrating these

lesions and read a short paper on the subject. He said

it would seem that the growth of exostoses in this region

was analogous as far as size was concerned to the growth

of ovarian cysts. The exostoses arose from small struc-

tures, had small pedicles, and reached in the end a size

much greater than that of the structure from which they

sprang. The author's specimens showed them to be

equally common in the frontal and sphenoidal sinuses.

They might exist either as mamillated regions or a single

knob-like projection. In the first form there was a gen-

eralized periostitis, in the second form there was a true

exostosis. In the phenoidal sinus there were, for

the most part, needle-like spines. The author had seen

none springing from the floor of the frontal sinus, but

from all its other walls. It would seem reasonable to

believe that the large knob-like masses seen in the frontal

were the result of repeated traumatism. The author had

also seen several instances of hemorrhagic sinusitis. It

was not hard to conceive of local areas of hemorrhage in

the sinus mucosa, the bleeding resulting from rarefaction

of the air in the sinus. Given a small hemorrhage in the

mucosa its organization and calcification might start an

exostosis. In the author's case of frontal sinus exostosis

the mass was removed by morcellation, but he was in-

clined to prefer a burr driven by a dental engine.

Radical Operations on the Maxillary Antrum.—Dr.

W. L. Ballenger of Chicago gave the following technical

description of a new operation on the maxillary antrum

:

(i) Incision under cocaine infiltration anesthesia in the

vestibule of the nares along the ridge formed by the naso-

antral angle. (2) Elevation over the antral wall of the

periosteum. (3) Removal of the nasoantral angle with

rongeur forceps until the anterior angle of the antral

space is opened on a level with the inferior meatus.

(4) Removal of the entire nasoantral wall beneath the

attachment of the inferior turbinate through the opening

at the anterior angle with Wagner forceps ; the still further

removal of the heavy portion of the mass at the floor of

the nose with a small mallet and chisel. An opening was

thus made extending from the extreme anterior angle to

the posterior extension of the antrum and from the floor

of the nose to the attachment of the inferior turbinate.

The claims made by the author for this operation were:

(1) It was as radical as the Denker operation as it affords

complete access to the antrum for curettage, treatment

and inspection ; and (2) it was a much more conservative

operation as it did not injure or remove the inferior tur-

bitial and might be done with much less loss of blood and

under local anesthesia in a few minutes.

The Influence of the Automobile Upon the Upper
Air Passages.—Dr. D. Bryson Delav.\n, New York
City, read this paper (see page 305).

Dr. B. R. Shurly of Detroit called attention to the de-

velopment of a new occupation, that of automobile tester.

These men were accustomed to ride several hours daily

subject to the ill effects of the exhaust pipes all that time.

Many of them kept the mouth open during the high-

speed periods—developed the so-called automobile face.

He had seen a number of cases of wind paralysis occurring

in these persons.

Dr. J. O. Roe of Rochester had noted the lessening of

sinus diseases in motor car users since the invention of the

wind shield.

Dr. W. B. Casselberry of Chicago said that motoring

w-as now so common that it would be hard to find a case

of sinus disease in any one who did not use the motor car.

(To i'c continued.)
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THE PUST-OPERATIVE HISTORY Ol-

EIGHTEEN CASES OF MAGNETIC
FOREIGN BODIES REMOVED
FROM THE EYE BY THE HAAB

OR GIANT MAGNET.*
By CHARLES STEDMAN BULL, A.M., M.D.,

This paper is intended to apply only to the com-
paratively small number of cases in which the

patients could be followed and the ultimate re-

sults tabulated. The great majority of the cases

from which the foreign botlies were removed by
the Haab magnet disappeared after discharge from
the hospital, and could not be traced. Only such
cases were considered in which the foreign body
was located either in the vitreous or in the fundus.

The particle of iron or steel was successfully

located by the .r-ray apparatus in every case, and
a skiagram made.
The foreign body was successful extracted by

the Haab magnet in every case but one.

The extraction occurred through the original

wound in seven cases, and through another chan-
nel in ten cases.

The foreign body was located in the vitreous

in eight cases, and in the fundus in ten cases. An
iridectomy was done at the time of extraction in

seven cases.

A cataract subsequently developed in eight cases.

Phthisis Bulbi resulted in six cases, and sympathetic
uveitis in eight cases, and an enucleation was neces-

sitated in ten cases.

The vision was permanently lost at the time of

the accident in five cases.

There was immediate useful vision after the

removal of the foreign body in two cases. Perma-
nent useful vision was not gained in any case.

From a careful examination of these eighteen
cases, and of a large number of cases already pub-
lished by various authors, it would seem that the

following points are to be emphasized

:

First.—The foreign body should be located and
an attempt made for its extraction as soon as pos-

sible after the accident, in order to lessen the

dangers of infection.

Second.—When the wound of entrance is in the

anterior segment of the eye, and the foreign body
lias been located in the vitreous or fundus, no at-

tempt should be made to draw it forward by the

Haab magnet through the wound of entrance. It

seems far wiser to make an incision through the

sclera at the nearest point to the location of the

foreign body, and extract it by means of the small

magnet.

*Read Iicfore the .American Ophthalmological So-
ciety at its meeting in Washington, May 3, iqio.

Third.—These eyes are all suffering from the

shock of the original accident, and we have not

properly appreciated the severity of the second

shock of applying the giant magnet, and forcibly

drawing the foreign body through delicate tissues

already seriously injured.

Fourth.—These eyes are all in a dangerous con-

dition, and the prognosis must always be unfavor-
able, with the great danger of the development of

sympathetic uveitis.

Fifth.—If infection has already begun, the eye
should be enucleated at once.

Sixth.—While the prognosis in these cases is

always very grave, it is better when the foreign

body is lodged in the vitreous than when it is lodged
in the retina or ciliary body.

Scz'ciith.—Great care should be exercised in the

application of the giant magnet, for more injury

may be done by the fragment of iron or steel be-

ing drawn through the tissues by the magnet than
was caused by the original accident.

Eighth.—If the attempted extraction fail, it is

better to enucleate the eye at once.

Ninth.—Even after a successful extraction, use-

ful vision will be permanently lost in the majority
of the cases, and enucleation will be necessary in

order to save the fellow eye. The danger of sym-
pathetic inflammation is ever present, and a general
insidious uveitis may develop months and even
years afterwards and extend to the fellow eye.

Case I.—Male, machinist, aged 38. First seen

October 10, 1905. Two days before right eye was
struck by piece of steel flying from a lathe. Small
wound in sclerocorneal margin, on temporal side

;

perforation of iris
;

partial opacity of lens. Ski-

agraph located the foreign body in fundus, on nasal

side of optic disc, and 5.5 mm. below the horizontal

plane. Fragment of steel drawn forward by Haab
magnet and entangled in iris near wound of en-
trance. Small incision in limbus in superotemporal
quadrant, and fragment removed by Hirschberg
magnet. Small iridectomy with free pillars to in-

cision. Atropine and bandage. Three days later

sigfns of purulent panophthalmitis ; enucleation on
fourth day on account of sympathetic irritation in

fellow eye. Size of steel fragment i x 2.5 mm.
Case II.—Male, aged 50, machinist. First seen

October 31, 1905. Left eye injured ten days ago by
chip flying from hammer. Wound in corneal mar-
gin on temporal side, in horizontal meridian. Hole
through periphery of iris. Lens cloudy on temporal
side. Ophthalmoscope shows what may be the for-

eign body in the vitreous on the nasal side, and just

below the horizontal meridian. Skiagraph locates

the fragment in the vitreous about in same locality

marked by ophthalmoscope. Steel fragment drawn
forward by Haab magnet into anterior chamber, but
entangled in the iris opposite wound of entrance.
Small iridectomy outward, and fragment of steel re-

moved with iris tissue. .Atropine and bandage.
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Size of fragment 2 x 3.5 mm. Vision equal to

counting fingers. Three months later, phthisis bulbi

and V =: o.

Case III.—Male, aged 30, carpenter. First seen

November 6, 1905. Right eye injured this morning
by a fragment of steel from a chisel. Small wound
through center of cornea. Line of opacity through
lens. Vitreous very cloudy, probably from intra-

ocular hemorrhage. Fundus invisible. Skiagraph
locates foreign body 25 mm. back from cornea and
12 mm. to temporal side. Haab magnet denotes
presence of iron, but fails to draw it forward after

three attempts. Patient refuses to have any opera-
tion done on the eye though told of danger. Prob-
able size of steel fragment 1x2 mm. V = 5/200.
Was seen once a week for three months. At the

end of that time lens was entirely opaque, and
there was decided siderosis of the iris. Vision was
light perception. Since then the patient has not
been seen.

Case IV.—Male, aged 28, machinist. First seen

October 12, 1906. Left eye injured by piece of
steel sixteen days before. Wound of entrance in

ciliary region in superonasal quadrant. Vitreous
cloudy and anterior chamber half full of blood.

V = counting fingers. Skiagraph locates foreign
body in fundus, 5 mm. on temporal side and 6mm.
below. Apparent size 1.5x3.5 mm. Haab magnet
draws fragment into wound of entrance from which
it is extracted by forceps. Vitreous filled with
blood. General uveitis develops, but not of supn
purative type. Three weeks later signs of sym-
pathetic iridocyclitis, and enucleation at once per-
formed. Sympathetic trouble subsided in four
weeks under proper treatment with V = 20/30.
Case V.—Male, aged 60, machinist. First seen

November 19, 1906. Left eye injured six weeks
before by fragment of steel watch spring. Wound
in inferotemporal corneal margin. Lens opaque.
Iritis with posterior synechias. V= light percep-
tion. Two skiagrams made and foreign body lo-

cated in vitreous, 11.5 mm. back and 9.5 mm. above
the horizontal. Haab magnet drew the foreign
body, after three trials, into anterior chamber, but
entangled in iris. Iridectomy in inferotemporal
quadrant, and fragment removed by Hirschberg
magnet. Clean coloboma made. No reaction. Hot
applications, atropine, and bandage. Patient dis-
charged at end of third week with V = light per-
ception. One month later returned with sympa-
thetic iritis in right eye. Immediate enucleation.
LUtimate vision in right eye 10/200.
Case VI.—Male, aged 24, carpenter. First seen

December 21, 1906. Left eye injured by piece of
steel from chisel the day before. Wound near cen-
ter of cornea and through center of lens. Iris not
wounded. Vitreous hazy. Foreign body located by
skiagraph in vitreous, 2.5 mm. to nasal side and
8 mm. below. Haab magnet drew fragment of steel
into anterior chamber. Corneal incision below and
extraction by small magnet. Very little reaction.
Eye remained quiet for five days and then panoph-
thalmitis developed. Enucleation two weeks later
on account of sympathetic irritation in fellow eye.
Case VII.—Male, aged 20, plumber. First seen

February 6, 1907. Right eye injured three days
ago by piece of iron flying from a hammer. Wound
in ciliary region in inferotemporal quadrant. Pro-
lapse of ciliary processes. Vitreous full of blood.
V = Hght perception. Skiagraph locates foreign
body in vitreous, 4 mm. below horizontal and 9 mm.
to nasal side. Haab magnet drew fragment or iron

to external wound, and it was removed by forceps.

Patient discharged on fourteenth day. Lens clear.

V = 20/200. Seen at intervals of a week for two
months, at which time V = 20/200, but eye still

tender in ciliary region. Six months later patient

appeared with advanced phthisis bulbi, due to cy-

clitis.

Case VIII.—Male, aged 30, carpenter. First

seen March 18, 1907. Right eye wounded three

days before by piece of steel from a wedge. Wound
in ciliary region, on temporal side, just above hori-

zontal meridian. Vitreous full of blood. Skiagraph

located foreign body in vitreous 8.5 mm. on nasal

side and 6 mm. below horizontal. Haab magnet
drew fragment into iris but not through it. Incision

made with keratome outwards and upwards in

limbus, an iridectomy was done and the fragment of

steel removed with the iris. Size of fragment 1x3
mm. Iridocyclitis began on eighth day, and the

eye was enucleated on the twelfth day because of

sympathetic irritation. V ;= light perception.

Case IX.—Male, aged 28, machinist. First seen

September 23, 1907. Left eye injured that morn-
ing by piece of steel from lathe. Wound in tem-

poral side of sclera, just posterior to sclerocorneal

margin. Vitreous full of blood. Skiagraph locates

foreign body in fundus, 18 mm. back, and 7.25 mm.
above horizontal. Haab magnet fails to dislodge

fragment. Wound of entrance enlarged and then

small magnet introduced and draws fragment to

wound and extracts it. General uveitis and gradual

atrophy of eyeball. Enucleation eleven weeks later

on account of severe pain. No suppuration or signs

of sympathetic trouble. Size of fragment 2.5 x 4
mm.

Case X.—Male, aged 47, carpenter. First seen

September 27, 1907. Left eye injured three days

before by piece of steel from hammer. Wound in

sclerocorneal margin on temporal side. V = count-

ing fingers. Skiagraph locates foreign body in vitre-

ous, 9 mm. back, 2.5 mm. on nasal side, and 2 mm.
above. The Haab magnet drew piece of steel into

the bottom of anterior chamber from which it was
removed through a corneal incision. Size of frag-

ment 5x2 mm. Patient discharged on twelfth day.

with V = 10/200. Was seen four months later

and V. was then same. Has not been seen since.

Case XI.—Male, aged 42, blacksmith. First seen

November 18, 1907. Right eye injured by piece of

iron from a horseshoe nine weeks before. Irido-

chorioditis with severe pain. Scar in cornea in

inferior quadrant and iris adherent in scar. V-light

perception. Skiagraph locates foreign body in

fundus, 31 mm. back. 6 mm. above, and 5 mm. to

temporal side. On third attempt Haab magnet drew
the fragment of iron into anterior chamber. Cor-

neal incision below and extraction by small magnet.
Size of fragment 1.75 x 10 mm. Enucleation five

days later on account of sympathetic trouble in

other eye.

Case XII.—Male, aged 20, plumber. First seen

November 20, 1907. Right eye injured two day?

before by piece of steel from hammer. Wound just

above center of cornea. Iris not incarcerated. Skia-

graph locates foreig^n body in the fundus 21 mm.
back, 5 mm. on nasal side, and 3 mm. below hori-

zontal. Foreign body drawn into anterior chamber
and extracted through corneal incision. Severe

iritis followed. Patient discharged at end of third

week. Lens cloudy. V = 20/200. Three months
later lens entirely opaque but light perception and
projection good.
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Case XIII.—Male, aged 32, blacksmith. First

seen December 11, 1907. Right eye injured ten

days ago by piece of steel from hammer. Wound
of entrance in ciliary region in infero-temporal
quadrant. Vitreous full of blood. Lens cloudy.

V = light perception. Skiagraph locates loreii4n

body in fundus, 15.75 """ back, 2 mm. above and
15 mm. to nasal side. Haab fails to dislodge frag-

ment after three trials. Incision made through
sclera at point indicated by skiagraph and after

some difficulty the piece of steel, 5 x 1.5 mm., was
removed by Hirschberg magnet. General uveili.s

followed, ending in phthisis bulbi. There were no
symptoms of sympathetic trouble.

C.^SE XIV.—Male, aged 40, stevedore. First seen

February 24, 1908. Left eye injured one week agt>,

while removing an iron band from a box. Wound
through center of cornea. Lens opaque. Sphincter
margin of iris lacerated. No reflex from fundus.

Skiagraph locates foreign body in fundus, 20.5 mm
back, 3 mm. on temporal side, and 1.5 mm. above.

Haab magnet at first trial drew particle of iron

through the iris into the anterior chamber, and it

was removed through corneal incision below, ami
measured 3x8 mm. Severe uveitis followed, with

loss of light perception, and the eye was enucleated

ten days later, on account of sympathetic irritation.

Case XV.—Male, aged 36, machinist. First seen

October 2, 1908. Left eye injured two days ago
by piece of steel from a hammer. Wound in

limbus in infero-temporal quadrant. Iris lacerated

at periphery. Blood in anterior chamber and
vitreous, 7.5 mm. back, 3.5 mm. to the nasal side,

and I mm. below horizontal. Haab magnet on
second trial withdraws fragment of steel with con-

siderable violence through wound of entrance. Se
vere pain and reaction. One week later, eye quiet

and vitreous cloudy. V = fingers at one foot. This

patient was not seen again until February 18, 1909.

The left eye was then atrophied, the cornea hazy,

the pupil was closed by exudation, there was suh-

normal tension and no light perception.

Case XVI.—Male, aged 15. First seen October

19, 1908. Left eye injured six weeks before by a

fragment of nail. Iridocyclitis and traumatic

cataract. Wound of entrance just above corneal

center. The skiagraph located foreign body in

vitreous, 8 mm. back and i mm. to nasal side. The
Haab magnet drew it into anterior chamber, from
which it was extracted through an incision in the

limbus. The uveitis grew worse and on the four-

teenth day the right eye showed ciliary injection.

Atropine was instilled and the left eye immediately

enucleated. The sympathetic irritation disap-

peared in a week.
Case XVII.—Male, aged 16. First seen Febru-

ary 22, 1909. Right eye injured two days before

by piece of steel from a hammer. Wound in limbus

in superotemporal quadrant and iris lacerated.

Blood in the vitreous. Skiagraph located the for-

eign body in the fundus, 20.5 mm. back, 2.5 mm. to

the temporal side, and 6.5 mm. above the horizontal.

The fragment was drawn forward by the Haab
nagnet till it protruded through the iris at the

^'ound of entrance, and was then removed. .Small

iridectomy removed the lacerated iris. On sixth

day all blood absorbed ; wound healed. V = 20/20

with glass correcting the refractive error. Patient

insisted on leaving hospital against advice and was
not seen again till March 30. There was then a

severe iridochoroiditis in the injured and a well-

marked uveitis in the other eye. Enucleation of the

right eye was refused by the parents. The process

of degeneration went on very rapidly and ended in

marked phthisis bulbi in both eyes. V = o.

Case XVIII.—Male, aged 54, machinist. First

seen April 6, 1909. Left eye wounded by a piece

of steel on March i. Wound in sclero-corneal

margin in the infero-temporal quadrant. V := light

perception. Skiagraph located foreign body in the

vitreous, which was full of exudation. Steel frag-

ment removed by Haab magnet through wound of

entrance. Iridectomy then done and lacerated por-

tion of iris removed. Was discharged from hos-

pital at end of three weeks with V = 10/200. Was
last seen on October 4, 1909. The lens was entirely

opaque and V =^ light perception with faulty pro-

jection and subnormal tension.

47 West Thirtv-sixth Street.

THE IMPORTANCE OF EARLY RECOGNI-
TION OF CANCER.*

By ISAAC LEVIN, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

According to the present state of our knowledge
of the pathogenesis of cancer, the malignancy of
carcinoma or sarcoma is not due to a specific infec-

tion or intoxication of the organism, but to the
capacity of the tumor to infiltrate the adjoining
healthy tissue, or to disseminate through the blood
or lymph channels into distant organs. In either

case the danger to the organism consists in the in-

vasion of some vital organ by the tumor cell, and
the subsequent interference with the function of the
former. If a malignant growth recurs after the
removal of the primary tumor, the recurrence
always indicates that the removal was only appar-
ently complete.

At the early stage of its growth, a malignant
tumor disseminates only in its immediate vicinity,

while metastasis in distant parts occurs at a much
later period. In other words, a malignant growth
is, in its early stages, a strictly local process.

There is ample evidence of this local character
of cancer. In a great majority of cases cancer
begins only in one place or organ and remains local-

ized for a certain length of time. If a malignant
tumor were simply one of the expressions of a gen-
eral constitutional disease, its simultaneous occur-
rence in different localities of the same organism
would be more frequent. Another clinical evidence
of the local character of the early stage of the
disease consists in the fact that cancer aflfects the
general health of the patient only at a late period of
its development.
The most interesting microscopical proof of this

contention is found in the fact that the cells of the
metastastic tumor are structurally idenical with the
cells of the original growth, no matter where the
metastasis occurs. This shows clearly that all the
characteristics of malignancy are due to the power
of limitless proliferation of the cancer cells devel-
oped in the primary focus of the disease.

The recent experimental investigations on the
transplantation of carcinoma and sarcoma from one
animal into another of the same species also clearly
indicates that the disease in the new host begins
with the proliferation of the implanted group of
cells and that only subsequently these cells dissem-
inate into distant organs and impair the general
health of the animal.

*From the Department of Pathology of Columbia Uni-
versity, at the College of Physicians and Surgeons.
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But the most convincing evidence of the local

origin of cancer is the ever increasing success in

the radical cure of the disease by early and com-
plete surgical operation. By the older method,

when only the tumor itself was removed, the number
of permanent cures was extremely small, and in an

overwhelming majority of cases the life of the

patient was not perceptibly prolonged by the opera-

tion, but, as was stated above, recent pathological

research has shown that in all such cases, groups

(if active cancer cells remained in adjacent tissue

and the regional lymph glands. These investiga-

tions also indicate the paths through which this

dissemination takes place. On the basis of these

studies, modern surgery has developed new oper-

ative methods by which not only the tumor itself,

but the involved neighboring tissue is removed.

The results of this method of treatment are most

encouraging. Nearly 20 per cent, of the cases of

cancer of the stomach are permanently cured, almost

as many of cancer of the tongue, over 46 per cent,

of the cases of cancer of the breast, and over 50

per cent, of cancer of the uterus. Notwithstanding

these great results, the condition of a patient with

a malignant tumor is generally regarded as hope-

less, even by physicians, who therefore feel justified

in resorting to the so-called specific methods of

treatment.

In fact, no true specific method for the treatment

of cancer exists to-day. notwithstanding the great

jirogress in the modern experimental research of the

disease. But modern surgery is capable of effecting

a cure in every case of carcinoma or sarcoma, pro-

vided the operation is performed in the early stages

iif the disease—before dissemination into more
distant parts of the organism takes place. Our
task does not consist so much in proper method of

treatment, but in the early recognition of the dis-

ease.

The difficulty of diagnosing cancer in the early

stages is due to the fact that cancer has practically

ni) specific symptoms. The physicians must bear

in mind the possibility of the formation of a malig-
nant growth in every patient of middle age. and
must be watchful for symptoms of the disease.

The symptom which is most generally met with

in the early stages of cancer is hcinorrliage. It may
be the first symptom in cancer of the nose, mouth,
and larynx. In the case of the stomach and intes-

tines, whenever a suspicion of cancer arises, the
patient must be watched for this symptom, which
may frequently be revealed only on microscopical
examination. Bleeding is also one of the very first

symptoms in malignant tumors of the kidnevs and
the bladder. Aletrorrhagia, occurring at irregular

intervals .or after an exertion or coitus, is usnalh'
the first indication of uterine cancer.

Another symptom by which the beginning of
cancer may manifest itself is a catarrh of the organ.
This symptom may occur in the early stages of
cancer of the urethra, nose, larynx, esophagus,
stomach, and gall-bladder.

Functional disturbances may indicate the begin-
ning of the disease, as for instance aphony in cancer
of the larynx, intestinal ol)struction in cancer of
the intestines, etc.

Occasionally severe pain may be an early indica-
tion of the formation of malignant growth. Thus,
in cancer of the stomach and the tongue, the pain
may be more severe than in any other disease of
the same organs.

Whenever any of these symptoms occur in a

patient past middle age, the possibility of cancer

should be taken into consideration, even when there

is no apparent tumor, and a careful investigation

should be made by the aid of all the diagnositic

methods at our command.
The following is a brief review of the methods

most commonly used in making the differential

diagnosis of cancer

:

1. The microscopical and chemical examination
of the secretions. This method is of great value

in cancer of the stomach, kidney, bladder, etc.

2. Electric instrumental inspection. This method
may be used in cancer of the nose, larynx,

esophagus, rectum, and bladder.

3. Exploratory operation. This method is of

greatest importance in cancer of the stomach.

Whenever a patient past middle age complains

somewhat suddenly of indefinite gastric uneasiness,

pain, and vomiting, followed by progressive loss of

weight and energy and associated with anemia, the

possibility of cancer of the stomach should be

recognized, and in a suspected case, if no improve-

ment takes place in a few weeks at most, an explor-

atory operation is more than justified. The danger
of such an operation, with the present surgical

technique, is minimal. The patient is out of bed in

a very few days, and if cancer is found, it can be

radically removed. The same is tfue of cancer of

the gall bladder, intestines, appendix, etc.

4. Microscopical examination of tissue. The most
important diagnostic method consists in the removal
of a small piece of the growth and its microscopical

examination. This method represents the means
for an absolutely certain diagnosis in nearly every

case where it may be employed. The method is

available for the following conditions :

Cancer of the skin. Any ulcerations, warts, or

other similar growths appearing suddenly on the

scalp, the face, the lips, or on the surface of the

skin generally, in a person past middle age, should

be removed under local anesthesia and examined
microscopically.

Carcinoma of the tongue. .\ pipillary outgrowth
on the tongue, an indurated nodule, a fissure, or an

ulcer of the same organ, calls for a speedy removal
of the same tissue for examination. The growth
may be radically removed at this early stage, but it

very soon invades the adjacent tissue and the

lymphatic glands of the neck and then becomes the

most intractable of the malignant tumors. The
same is true for similar formations occurring on
the surface of the mucous membrane of the mouth,
palate, pharynx, and tonsils.

Cancer of parotid or submaxillary glands can-

not be differentiated in the early stages from
syphilis, tuberculosis, or even a purulent infection

of the organ. If an unaccountable swelling occurs

in these glands, an exploratory incision and the

removal of a small portion of the tumor for micro-

scopical examination is very advisable, since these

tumors may be radically removed when small, but

they grow very rapidly and soon become inoperable.

The same holds true for the cancer of the testicle.

Cancer of the larynx in its initial stage resembles

so closely an ordinary papilloma that no correct

diagnosis can be made on simple laryngoscopic

inspection. If a person past middle age is suffering

from gradually increasing hoarseness, with or with-

out pain on swallowing, a laryngoscopic examina-
tion should be made immediateh', and if any new
growth is found, it should be removed for micro-

scopical examination.
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Cancer of the breast. It is very easy to rL'cuj;ni/X'

a fully developed case of carcinoma of the breast,

but in its initial stage it may appear as a small

tumor in the body of the breast without any retrac-

tion of the nipple, which is so characteristic of the

disease, and may resemble in all respects a benign

adenoma or an inflammatory condition of the gland.

.-\ny tumor appearing in the breast of a woman of

40 years of age or more, or a tumor which has re-

mained small for years and then begins to grow
rapidly, is very probably a malignant growth,
though it may not show any of the characteristic

features of the disease. In any of these cases, an

exploratory incision and a removal of tissue for

microscopical examination should be made.
Cancer of the uterus. This organ presents tin-

most important class of malignant growths, where
an early recognition and an early radical operation

give excellent results, and where at the same time

not onlv the laity but the profession fail to make
an early diagnosis. Any woman who complains of

uterine bleeding after climacterium, or even before

climacterium, but at irregular intervals, or after

exertion, or a woman past climacterium, who notices

a sudden onset of leucorrhea with a thin, watery

discharge streaked with blood and profuse from the

start, should be examined with a speculum. If the

cervix is found slightly enlarged and somewhat
nodular in character, the tissue appears hard, iIk

mucous membrane paler than normal, or an ulcera-

tion is noticed, then a small wedge-shaped piece of

tissue should be removed from the cervix and ex-

amined microscopically. If no abnormality is

found on the cervix, the uterus should be curetted

and the tissue fragments examined microscopically.

It may appear too emphatic advice to perform even

a minor operation on such a slight indication, but

one must not forget that the onset of cancer of the

uterus is very insidious, that real charactertistic

symptoms occur only at a late period, when radical

cure is impossible, and that furthermore, the uterus

is the most frequent seat of cancer with women.
On the other hand, the early recognition of the dis-

ease means nearly an absolute chance for a radical

cure.

Statistics show that in a great majority of cases

cancer occurs in such localities where it is compara-
tively easy to obtain tissue for microscopical exam-
ination, make an early diagnosis, and consequently

perform a radical operation with a fair chance of

obtaining an absolute cure.

The fact that such an early microscopical exam-
ination is made at present in only a small percentage

of cases, is not always due to the ignorance of the

laity, but frequently also to the neglect of the pro-

fession to avail itself of this method of diagnosis.

The George Crocker Cancer Research Fund of

Columbia University, as well as the majority of

European institutions for cancer research, realize

the importance of awakening the profession to the

importance of early diagnosis of cancer. In con-

junction with the study of clinical statistics of can-

cer conducted under the auspices of the Crocker

Fund, the Department of Pathology of Columbia

University at the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons makes examination of suspected tissue on

condition that the attending physician furnish the

information needed for the statistical investigation.

ON THE ADAPTATION OF THE HUMAN
SALIVA TO DIET.*.

By LAFAYETTE B. MENDEL,

WITH JESSAMINE CHAPMAN and ALICE F. BLOOD.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The question of the adaptation of the digestive

secretions of the alimentary tract to the work which

they are expected to perform has lately been brought

into prominence, very largely through the suggestive

publications of the Pawlow school. Teleologically

such responses on the part of organisms seem most
effective and desirable ; and it is not difficult to

luiderstand how pronounced variations of this type

might gradually develop in the course of a long

period of evolution. More immediate or sudden
adaptations are not so readily comprehensible to the

liiologist, who looks upon a uniform fixity of struc-

ture and chemical function as a fundamental feature

or specific characteristic of any species. The as-

sumption of an entirely new chemical role on the
part of a gland, as the result of a few days of
specific feeding, would scarcely be regarded as a

biological probability by most physiologists. In

accord with this the alleged secretion of starch-

digesting saliva in dogs—animals generally recog-

nized as producing non-amylolytic saliva—as the

result of a few days' feeding with food rich in

carbohydrates has not been substantiated by a num-
ber of investigators.' One recalls the words of
Starling in this connection : "There are riddles

enough in ]3hysiology without conjuring up a Ideo-
logical adaptation for which the experimental cvi-

*From the Sheffield Laboratory of Physiological Chem-
istry, Yale University. New Haven. Conn. A paper read
at the annual meeting of the American Gastroenterological
.\ssociation. June. 1910.

Saliva
(collected
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dence is inadequate, the conception of its mechan-
ism impossible, and which is not necessary for the

well-being of the animal."

Less unlikely than the development of an entirely

new type of enzyme in a glandular secretion, where
it is normally lacking, is the possibility—as the re-

Saliva
(collected
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Dietary Routine.—Individuals were thus tested in

the same way daily for a period of seven to ten
days on their usual (mixed) diet in order to learn
the extent of individual and daily variations. In
a subsequent period (protein period) no starchy
foods were eaten, the dietary being restricted to

meat, eggs, cheese, and milk. In the carbohydrate
period the diet consisted of bread, rice, vegetables,

and fruit. The longest special period included seven
days—a time within which Neilson's adaptations

were observed to occur.

Protocols.—In summarizing the observations

made, we have employed the scheme of Wohlge-
muth. In accordance with this the successive quan-
tities of saliva tested stand in a geometrical series,

each volume differing from the next by the con-
stant factor 1.6. Owing to the differences in the

subjects, the preliminary dilution of the saliva was
not alike in all ; but the absolute amounts of un-
diluted secretion used are given in the tables. The
designation -|- represents digestion beyond the be-
ginning erythrodextrin stage as already explained.

Concordant duplicate analyses of each sample were
made in every case.

Saliva
(collected by drip)
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The remaining 43 represent varying stages of the

disease. In the majority of instances the examina-

tion of the urine was made within a few days after

the arrival of the patient in the hospital.

Volume, Specific Gravity, and Color.—The vol-

ume of urine excreted in 24 hours is perhaps dimin-

ished in the majority of cases of tuberculosis, but

this feature is so variable and inconstant as to be

of no practical value. Polyuria seems to be met

with much less frequently among the tuberculous

than apparently normal individuals. It is not at all

unusual to find men seemingly in perfect health who
excrete more than 3000 c.c. of urine during the

twenty-four hours. Victims of active tuberculosis

seldom do this. Diminution in the volume of urine,

if actually present, may be, and probably is, due to

causes entirely apart from the disease.

The specific gravity' apparently undergoes no

appreciable changes. It is, however, unusual to

find tuberculous patients whose urine shows a urin-

ometer reading above 28.0. This is very well

shown as follows:
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pcsitivf C-rcaction. In both cases the men have been 'I'he average normal value is about 5.25. The aver-

on duty in this hospital for more than two years, age in tuberculosis will exceed 7. Hence, if the

Z = 9 except in the following instances in which value of this factor is greater than 6 the B-U-
it has a value of 10: (a) The P2O5 divided by the reaction is said to be positive. The following table

purin bodies exceeds 4.00. (b) The urinometer is of interest in this connection:

reading divided by the per cent, of P2O5 exceeds The presence of tubercle bacilli in the genuine

150. (c) The total chlorin plus the total P2O5 is sputum is, of course, infallible evidence of the ex-

less than 7.5 grams and the chlorin divided by the istence of tuberculosis. The meaning attaching to

P2O5 is greater than 2.00. My own experience

—

the absence of these organisms will vary according

coinciding with that of all available authorities—is to the character of the sputum, and the number of

that the urine of a normal person on a normal mixed the negative examinations. If the microscopic ap-

diet will rarely show a per cent, of urea much greater pearance of the sputum reveals the characteristics

than the urinometer reading, and will not, of course, of a mouth specimen

—

i.e. large bucal epithelial

give a positive C-reaction. Only the entire twenty- cells, and many blue staining cocci and bacilli",

four-hour specimen of urine should be used for this the absence of tubercle bacilli means simply

test, and unless it is known that the specimen is of nothing. On the other hand, if the specimens

this kind judgment should be suspended regarding are macroscopically and microscopically satisfactory

the C-reaction until a known twenty-four-hour sped- and tubercle bacilli are not found after five or ten

men of urine is obtained." careful examinations the probabilities are great

Total L'-rcactioii.—This column as well as that that the organisms are (a) absent or (b) present

showing the least urine factor (LU F) requires no in such small numbers as to elude the microscope,

explanation. It should be remarked, however, that The (a) probability very likely predominates.*

when the total reaction exceeds 4.00 the prognosis It is. of course, easily understandable how a pa-

is probably hopelessly unfavorable. If the total U- tient may give ten negative sputum examinations in

reaction exceeds 4.00 and the V-G factor is less June, 19 10, and then give positive results in Janu-

than 230 the probabilities are even that the patient ary, 191 1. There is a time in the history of every

will not live thirty days. If, however, the general case of tuberculosis when the examination of the

nutrition factor (G N F) is not PCX (see below) sputum will fail to show tubercle bacilli. There are

the patient will probably live two or three months, reasons to believe that a well determined absence

or even longer. It should also be regarded as a of tubercle bacilli in the sputum affords some evi-

less unfavorable indication if the volume of urine dence of the absence of a moderately advanced, ac-

(in c.c.) divided by the urinometer reading is tive, and progressing stage of pulmonary tubercu-

greater than 60. losis, and Table IV is interesting as showing that

TABLE lyio '" ^i^ suspected cases of tuberculosis the average

^ „ , „ per cent, of polymorphonuclears is considerably in-
Showing Relative Increase in the Polymorphonuclear '

, , V ,• • •
1

Leucocytes in Tuberculosis creascd by the Conditions accompanying the pres-

^T^=: cnce of tubercle bacilli in the sputum.
The table also imparts the following information :

f^l" Group.—Under this heading is grouped the 425
100 cases comprising the table. The arrangement of

the groups has been adopted as a matter of con-
"•^ ^ venience.

Group N.—The white count multiplied by the

160 ' per cent, of polymorphonuclears is less than 4,000.
*''' As shown by the first line from top, this group will

contain about 3 per cent, of all the suspected cases
12.000 and not over 15.000. of tubcrculosis, and as shown by line two and three,

, 10,000 and not over 12.000. ^ , , , .... ... ,,-',., '

41 w.c. over 9.000 and not over 10.000. tuDerclc bacilli Will not be found in the sputum

,limite°couni°unde"rVo°oo°^'"''°°°- oi any member of the group. Line six shows
(7) Under 4.000 polys per c.cm. that the average per cent, of polymorhphonuclears

- ctsi! lit \^ ?o?"&SgTube?cie'bicmi'^n's"p'Stun,. ^OT Group N is 46.6. It should be remembered that

Average per cent of polys in over 300 X cases 69.76 a far advanced casc of tuberculosis might possibly
Average_pe^cent of polys in over 125 - cases 60^ ^^ f^^^^ ;^ ^^j^ ^^^^.^^^ ^^^ ^j^^ p^^. ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^.^

B-U-reaction.—The blood-urine reaction is ob- morphonuclears will almost certainly exceed 50, and
tained by dividing the per cent, of polymorphonu- the B-U-reaction will not likely be less than 8.0.

clears revealed by a differential blool count by the Group A.—This group includes all patients

least urine factor. Normally it will rarely exceed whose white count is under 8,000. The first line

6. while in tuberculosis it will seldom be less than 6. shows that 4.7 per cent, of all the suspected cases
belong to this group, and of these the second and

,, „

.

third lines show that tubercle bacilli will be
NT Urine Kt- r i .1 • • ^o ,- ,

; Various lound m the majority, or 68.7 per cent, of the cases.

The fifth line shows that the average per cent,

of polymorphonuclears is 67.8 for the positive cases,

and the sixth line shows 6i.2 per cent, for the
negative cases. The seventh line shows that

63.6 per cent, of all the positive cases will show-
more than 65 per cent, of polymorphonuclears, while
60 per cent, (line 8) of the negative cases also show
more than 65 per cent, of polymorphonuclears.
The ninth and tenth lines show that 37.5 per
cent of the positive, and 40 per cent, of the negative
cases give less than 65 per cent, of polymorpho-

Group F

Per cent of all cases.
Per cent X in group

.

Per cent— in group.
Pohinorphonuclears
Average X cases.

.

Average— cases.

.

X cases over 65%.— cases over 65%

.

X cases under65%—cases under65%
Limits of group

71.0
64.4
70.0
42.8
30.0
57.2
(1)

75.0
42.8
25.0

26.8
29.3
73.2
(3)

7.60
69.3
30.7

72.1
57,3

61.1 100

38.9
62.5
(4) (5)

(1) W.c. over 15,000 and not over 18,000.
!r 15,000.
!r 12.000.
10.000.
9,000.

TABLE IIIcS

Table Showing the Normal Value of the Diffi
actions as Computed from the Data given

Authors
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nuclears. In a similar way the data may be drawn
from the different groups. Thus, line 7 shows
that tubercle bacilli were never found in the sputum
of any member of Group B whose blood contains
less than 65 per cent, of polymorphonuclears.

In the above remarks I mean by a suspected case
one who is about to be surveyed as with tubercu-
losis, regardless of the presence or absence of tu-

bercle bacilli in the sputum. By a negative case is

meant one in whose sputum tubercle bacilli will not
be found. This table was compiled chiefly for my
own edification and personal use. It is published
as being of general interest.

The column in Table III headed G N F shows
what may be called a general nutrition factor. It

it marked negative when the total chlorin is more
than 6.5 grams, and the total PjOj is greater than
2.00 grams. If the chlorin is less than 6.5 and the

P2O5 is greater than 2.00 we have CX. If the
chlorin is greater than 6.5 and the P2O5 is less than
2.CX) we have PX. If both are less than the as-

signed value we have PCX. CX or PX alone may
occasionally, though not frequently, be due to ab-
normalities of diet. PCX is practically always an
indication of diminished nutrition due to disease.
A high total U-reaction accompanied by a PCX nu-
trition factor is a much more serious indication
than the same reaction having only a PX or CX
nutrition factor. No. 2, shown in the table, has al-

ready survived his urinalysis by about two months,
while Nos. 9, 41 and 42 died within two months
after the recorded urinalyses were made. The
last three columns showing the results of the reac-
tions require no explanation. The B-U-reaction
was not determined for several of the controls, and
in these cases the absence of record is indicated by
three dots.

The essential facts brought out in Table III are,
summarilv, as follows

:

Percent. Per Cent. ' Per Cent.
Showing Positive Showing Positive Showing T, B.

U-reaction B-U-reaction in Sputum

The two controls who gave positive U-reactions
have been on duty in this hospital for more than
two years, during which time they have been more
or less intimately associated with the patients. In
the absence of a physical examination or a series
of sputum examinations it would hardly be reason-
able to assume that they are free from tuberculosis.
Nevertheless, they were selected as controls because
their general physical appearance, etc., suggested
that they were probably not tuberculous. The fact
that a differential blood count gives No. 6 a B-U-
reaction of less than 5.00 and also places him in
Group N (Table IV) is almost conclusive evidence
that tubercle bacilli would not have been found in
his sputum. The B-U-reaction was, unfortunately,
not determined on the other control who gave a
positive U-reaction. Should his U-reaction have
been accompanied by a positive B-U-reaction the
indications would have stronglv suggested, in his
particular case at least, tuberculosis.
The determination of the purin bodies in urines

No. 20 and 26 was made by one unfamiliar with
chemical methods, and the discrepancy noticed in
the total U-reactions. and in the case of No. 20 the
B-U-reaction, is almost certainly due to an error.
There is little doubt that the B-U-reaction would

have been greater than lo.o in the case of No. 20,

had the purin bodies been accurately determined
by one capable of doing such work. Of the pa-

tients included in this table all were confined to

bed with uncomplicated tuberculosis and 60 per

cent, of them died within two months after the

urinalysis was made. Those dying within sixty

days were Nos. 12, 20, 26, 41, and 42. Of the re-

maining 3 neither will probably live for six months.
The following are the U and U-B reactions given

by the bed patients whose urines are recorded in

Table III

:

Table III No.
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that only far advanced and hopeless cases of tuber-
culosis will excrete less than 1000 c.c. of urine dur-
ing the twenty-four hours, and that in these cases
the urinometer reading will probably never exceed
25. This is a rule to which exceptions, if tliey exist,

must be extremely rare.

The twenty-four-hour specimen of urine from
tuberculous patients who are nearing a fatal ter-

mination will usually, if not always: (a)measure
between 600 and 800 c.c; {b) have a decided red

color; (c) show a total U-reaPtion greater than
4.00; (d) show a decided A-reaction (probably
greater than i.oo)

; (e) give a B-U-reaction not
much less than 10; (/) show a urinometer reading
between 20 and 25.

REFERENCES.
1. The specific gravity must be accurately determined. A West-

phal balance is preferable, but sufficiently accurate results may be
obtained by using two urinometers—the one being graduated troin
1000 to 1020, and the other from 1020 to 1040. These instruments
are usually intended for use at an inconvenient temperature, ue,
^5-5^ C, and it will be necessary to either cool the urine to this tem-
perature, or, what is preferable, correct for the higher temperature
by adding 1 degree to the urinometer reading for every 4 degrees
about 15° C. which the urine shows. The temperature ot the urine
should be taken with an accurate thermometer and the bulb of the
instrument must not be allowed to come in contact with the sides
of the vessel containing the urine. In the present article the ex-
pression urinometer reading (UR) is used instead of specific grav-
ity. The urinometer reading is found by removing the 10 to the
left from the ligures expressing the specific gravity. Of the figures
showing the urinometer reading the two to the left arc regarded as
whole numbers. Others as decimals.

2. In this table, and elsewhere in the present article, P.O5 CI,

and PB. or Pb., are used for phosphoric anhydride, chlorin, and
purin bodies. In the above table U is used as an abbreviation for
the per cent, of urea. .AH the factors in the table are found from
the per cent, of the difterent substances contained in the urine.
Thus UR divided by P^Os means the quotient obtained by dividing
the urinometer reading by the per cent, of P2O5, etc. The per cent.

is also used for the numerators in the fractions shown in columns
5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. In all instances the urine is that of an adult male
between the age of 19 and 45.

3. The rules laid down at the end of this article should be ad-
hered to in obtaining the different factors and reactions shown in
this table. In the table X is used for -|- or positive. When not
otherwise recorded the "Reaction," "Results," etc., arc negative.
Thus the absence of .\ in the column S means that tubercle bacilli

were not found in the sputum.
4. The word reaction is improperly used, but it affords a con-

venient means of avoiding tautological or circumlocutory reiteration.

5. The value of Y is increased to 11 only when by so doing a
negative reaction is made positive. If the B-reaction is positive when
Y^^ 10, the value of Y remains constant.

6. The method I have most largely used for decolorizing and
counterstaining preparations for tubercle bacilli during the last year
or so does not, as a rule, show the presence of these unimportant
blue staining bacteria. The presence of the large epithelial cells,

however, reveals the source of the specimen. The method is: Dissolve

2.5 grams of anilin blue (W) in one liter of alcohol containing 3.0

per cent, of hydrochloric acid. The specimens are stained with
fuchsin in the usual way and decolorized and counterstained with
the blue-acid-alcohol. The decolorizing and counterstaining beiiig

done by applying the blue alcohol in the same way as the usual acid

alcohol. The only difference is that in one case we get a perfectly

blue preparation, whereas in the other a colorless film is sought.

This method saves time and is perfectly reliable. It is especially de-

sirable for feces, as it eliminates the large number of confusing blue-

staining bacteria.

7. In this table, and in Tables II and III, the first and greater

series of numbers refer to patients. The second and smaller series

to the controls who were selected as probably not being tuberculous.

In addition to the data tabulated a qualitative examination was
made for albumin, and a quantitative determination made of acetone,

ammonia, amidoacids, and in some cases an approximate deterTiiina-

tion of the starch splitting enzymes. The tables give only such in-

formation as is regarded of value for the purpose of the present

article.

8. The facts established by this table do much to refute the

opinion, or presumption, that many cases of clinical tuberculosis

are produced by an acid non-resisting form—or stage—of the tu-

bercle bacillus. These acid non-resisting bacilli are usually accredited

with being at least as virulent as the better known acid-fast variety,

and it is difficult to understand why the presence of the acid fast

organisms in the sputum should be accompanied by a relative in-

crease in the polymorphonuclears, which is decidedly greater, on
an average, than is found in the cases whose sputa .night contain

the equally virulent, but less acid-resisting, form of the baciHi.

Take Group B, for instance, and notice that the polymorphonuclears
were greater than 65 per cent, in every case, showing the presence

of the acid-fast organism. On the other hand, in about 82 per cent.

of all the cases which could have been attributed to the presi-nce of

acid non-resi=ting organisms the per cent, of polymorphonuclears was
less than 65. In an emergency one might assume that these acid

Bemi-resisting bacilli are also semi-virulent, but our knowledge of

the virulence of cultured bacilli showing temporary acid non-fast

tendencies does not warrant such an assumption. Again, if the

growing organisms undergo the same changes in the lung tissue as

they do on artificial media, it would be reasonable to expect that

manv acid-fast bacilli would always be encountered, since it is quite

impossible to otitain and keep, for even a short time, cultures of

tubercle bacilli which show no acid-fast organisms. In view of

these facts it would seem that the solution of the mystery must lie

in another direction.
10. It should be stated that the blood counts here tabulated were

made, as a rule, immediately after the arrival of the patients in

this hospital, and while the differential counts would, in all prob-

ability, be quite different with patients who have been in this alti-

tude and climate for months, it is hardly thought that the compara-
tive results shown in the table would be altered. There is no
doubt that the climate and altitude in which this hospital is situ-

ated produces a marked increase in the number (per cent.) of lym-
phocytic cells, with, of course, a corresponding diminution of the
polymorphonuclears. Furthermore, it seems very probable that an
enzyme contained within the lymphocyte—lymphocytase—is dctri-

raentai to Koch's bacillus, and that any treatment, climatic or

otherwise, which increases the percentage of lymphocytes will prove
beneficial in tube-.-culosi3. Possibly the benefits derived from tuber-

culin, lecithin, etc., may be partially, if not entirely, explained by

the lymphocytosis which follows their administration. Our text-

books are a unit in stating that the average per cent, of mononu-
cleated cells (lymphocytes, large mononuclears, and transitionals)

in the blood of healthy adults is about 35. I have recently examined
a considerable number of specimens of normal blood and am forced

to conclude that, in this locality, the -average per cent, of the

monunuckatcd cells wi.l hardly fall below 45 or 50. -\s a matter

of fact it is unusual to find less than 40 per cent, of mononuclears
in the blood of the supposedly healthy adults connected with this

institution. The writer is convinced that the hematology of tuber-

culosis is sadly in need of an overhauling but he also realizes that

this is neither the time nor place to approach the subject. How-
ever, it seems advisable to suggest that laboratory workers in dif-

ferent parts of the country should determine for themselves what
constitutes a normal dilTerential blood count for their locality.

Until this precaution is taken the hematology of tuberculosis and
other diseases will remain in its present chaotic condition.

U. S. Naval Hospital.

THE SIMPLE EXTRACTION OF CAT-
ARACT.

By JUAN SANTOS FERNANDEZ, M.D.,

HAVANA.

Cataract operation is always a new subject, be-

cause it is the most valuable agent that ophthalmic

surgery has. In spite of the simplicity reached in

its performance, since the time when Daviel lifted

it from obscurity to the present date, it offers in-

teresting points of study. The two principal stages

of the operation, keratotomy and discission, could

be reduced to one : keratotomy and discission w'ith

the knife; but that procedure leads us to serious

reflections and provokes contradictory judgments.

While almost everybody is convinced that the

incision in keratotomy should be superior, and that

it ought to occupy slightly less than half of the

cornea, many have thought it more convenient to

terminate the incision before the periphery is

reached. Some have, however, carried it to the

periphery, but have neglected the conjunctival flap,

a point on which we lay great importance. The
keratotomy then made with the purpose of making
the discission of the anterior capsule of the lens

with the end of De Graefe's knife, is worthy of

some study. It has been thought that this procedure

had the only advantage of showing the operator's

ability in that he could make the extraction at one

time and with only one instrument, De Graefe's or

some other knife. It is evident that those who prac-

tise this method are few. We have known only

Cervera of Madrid, who has used it since 1850,

before local anesthesia was known, with excellent

results, and in more modern times Trousseau of

Paris.

In order that the discission with the knife should

offer no obstacles to the later steps of the operation,

the first stage of keratotomy, that of introducing

the knife, should be begun at the corneoconjunctival

junction or limbus ; but the knife should be so in-

clined to the transparent cornea as not to have it

parallel to the iris or close to it. In this way, wTien

the end of the knife reaches the pupil, it can be

directed against the capsule without touching the

inner border of the iris; then, after the discission

is performed, the counter puncture is made in the

same way as the first stage so as to complete the

incision without touching the upper edge of the

iris.

When the anterior capsule is hard, resists the

point of the knife, and is raised with it, it is enough
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to move the point of the knife towards the sharp-

ened side, when the resistance ceases and the knife

can go ahead to perform the counterpuncture, with-

out any danger of touching the external border of

the iris. After the puncture, the discission, and the

counterpuncture with the knife, the conjunctival

flap must be made, and after it comes the delivery

of the lens. Sometimes after the latter, we have
found an undue lowering of the internal tension

which we have attributed to cocaine when more
than 3 or 4 drops of a 3 to 4 per cent, solution was
used. In some cases this phenomenon appears when
no more than 3 or 4 drops have been used, in others

even if very large doses of cocaine are instilled the

phenomenon is not produced. This means that there

must be some predisposition in the patient. This

accident is contradictory to the power attributed

to cocaine of provoking glaucoma. When it is ob-

served for the first time it is alarming, especially

when after pressing with the fingers or with the

spoon the eyeball becomes sunken ; but the lens is

slowly delivered and the eye regains its normal
appearance within a short time, all except the cor-

nea which remains depressed for some minutes,

although larger, in due course it recovers its proper
shape.

When one thinks that vitreous prolapse is the

most serious complication of a cataract extraction,

and that the result if the accident occurs before
the delivery of the lens, would necessarily be fatal

to the eye, it occurs to us that the production of

such a collapse of the sclera would be of value in

bulging, myopic, almost exophthalmic eyes, in pre-

venting the dreaded escape of the vitreous. W:;
shall never forget a case we saw in Paris in 1891.
A noted and distinguished master was operating
before a large number of foreign physicians who
admired his ability and dexterity. After he had
made several simple e.xtractions the next case was
that of a priest, not over 45 years old, and of sane
and robust aspect. He had protruding eyes. After
the keratotomy was performed such a large vitreous
proplapse occurred that the operator limited himself
to bandaging the patient's eye.

We have not had cases of internal hemorrhage
immediately after the delivery of the lens, accidents
which are fatal to sight because due to an athero-
matous condition of the eye vessels ; but in one
female patient operated upon for cataract who four
months before had an iridectomy performed, in
order to enable a successful extraction, there was a
hemorrhage, two or three hours after the operation,
which destroyed the eye. This was due to restless-

ness on the part of the patient who thought it would
do no harm to go to the table for some soup. The
patient ascribed her hemorrhage to the fact that
the soup was very hot. The accident was really
due to the fact that she did not think it necessarv
to be quiet, for she thought that the preventive or
previous iridectomy which had been performed ren-
dered her immune to any accident. After some time
we operated on the other eye by simple extraction
only. Under extra vigilance she regained vision
v;ithout any untoward accident, in spite of a myopia
of six diopters.

Aiter the keratotomy and discission are per-
formed and after the lens has been delivered with
more or less rapidity it might be considered that all
the dangers were past. This is not so, however.
There still remains the hard problem of removing all

cortical remains. Even operating upon a perfectly
mature cataract, there may be some remains left. If

the cataract is not mature there may remain inside

some remains of the still transparent lens, which
later on may become infiltrated and dangerous. This

should be prevented by all means, for the secondary

cataract may increase the internal tension of the eye

and produce synechia or hernia of the iris, or even

may cause iritis in diathetic patients, etc.

We always have considered the irrigation of the

anterior chamber to be liable to cause serious dis-

turbances. Recently Valude, at the Naples Congress,

has associated witlrcorneal suture, the irrigation of

the anterior chamber, considering the suture of the

cornea as a guarantee to the irrigation ; we do not

deny its benefits in avoiding the hernia of the iris,

or at least opening of the lips of the incision and the

anterior synechia. \\'e trust, however, more in the

conjunctival flap than in any other single aid.

In this respect practice has taught us that it is

better to deliver any cortical remains by pressure

through the lids or directly against the cornea by
means of the spoon ; but should any remnants be left

and should we find the day after the operation that

the pupil is occluded with them, we would not

regret having omitted the irrigation of the anterior

chamber, for the reason that if there be but little

trauma the eye absorbs the contents very rapidly, as

we have observed innumerable times. The important

thing is to avoid the opening of the corneal incision

by the remnants of the cataract, which act as a

foreign body. To avoid this complication we do not

have recourse to the corneal suture in all of the

operations, because we do not know whether a sec-

ondary cataract will occur or not. It is enough for

us to make the conjunctival flap as extensive as pos-

sible. By this precaution we have been able to ob-

serve that in some cases in which the pupil was
clouded with cortical remnants, they later have dis-

appeared within 40 days. One of these cases that

left the clinic on the fifth day after the operation

regained perfect vision. We are convinced that the

conjuncival flap after it adheres is far superior to

the corneal suture. We also must acknowledge the

extreme absorbent power of an eye that has been
subject to traumatisms, for more than once we have
observed very striking examples of this. We re-

member a case which we have cited before on ac-

count of its originality. It was the case of an
engineer whose cataracts were not mature, but on
account of his business he could not afford to be
completely blind. We were sure that in spite of all

precautions there might have been some remnants
left, and on that account we performed an iridec-

tomy. At that time we had not beocme convinced
of the advantages of the conjunctival flap and the

iridectomy was made to prevent a hernia of the iris.

In spite of the repugnance we have always felt

toward iridectomy in the combined extraction, which
we believe to be of greater danger than the simple

extraction, we did not regret having done it in

this case. On the third day after the operation the

eye had a normal aspect, but the family was alarmed
because the patient could not see. We noticed a

large amount of a dry pulverulent substance de-

posited on the posterior capsule. It consisted of al-

most one-half of the remains of the cataract. The
patient did not experience any uncomfortable sensa-

tion. We were afraid that such a large amount of

cortical remains could not be absorbed. We also

felt afraid that the posterior cristaloid might remain
opaque. All our apprehensions were unfounded,
for two months after all the remains had been ab-

sorbed and the eye had regained perfect vision.
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We will not make this work unduly long by men-
tioning some other steps connected with the opera-
tion. We will refer now to the question of dressing

and bandages used in ophthalmic surgery. Ever
since our first steps in ophthalmology we have
thought it unnecessary to have the dressings put on
during forty or more days, and in 1884 we wrote*
upon the subject, confirming some previous papers
upon that subject. We have established the fact

that the eye bandage is not absolutely necessary.

The eyelid is sufficient to guard the incision dur-
ing the first twenty-four hours (or more) that are

needed for the complete coadaptation of the edges of
the wound ; but this can only be done with very in-

telligent and obedient patients. We have only dared
to follow this method with one patient. A general

in the army, accustomed to rigid discipline, re-

mained in a darkened chamber, sitting on a chair for

twenty days without opening the eyes. It is neces-

sary to have the lids closed during the first few
hours in order to avoid the movements of the eye
operated upon, which otherwise are unavoidable.

But how is this obtained in the majority of cases,

many of them, in spite of having had the bandage
removed temporarily in order to ascertain if they
could see, as they have confessed to us after they
were cured.

In order to diminish the time that the dressing is

kept on, the corneal suture is thought of. In the last

few years we have become convinced that the same
results could be obtained by the use of the conjunc-
tival flap and the disadvantages of the corneal

suture could then be avoided. If on the second day
the conjunctival flap is already adherent, the dress-

ing can be removed without any fear even if the

anterior chamber is filled with cortical remains.

The opened eye is in a physiological condition,

and the functions can better be carried out. The
conjunctiva recovers its normal aspect.

If the adherence of the flap is synchronous with

the disappearance of photophobia, the absence of the

dressing is more justified still. Orange yellow

glasses can then be used. It is unnecessary to state

that the fact of taking off the dressing and bandages
does not imply discontinuing of the general care,

and the most exact vigilance as in the case of any
other eye affection : rest, avoidance of very much
light, of dust, and wind, and of any other cause of

irritation which are avoided by healthy people.

In conclusion, the simple extraction of a cataract

is a very easy operation, thanks to the progress of

anesthesia and antisepsis, and the results, we believe,

are always beneficial if all the precautions that we
recommend after a long practice are taken.

THE CAR BARN BANDITS.

A BRIEF STUDY IN DEGENER.i^CY.

By G. frank LYDSTON. M.D.,

CHICAGO, ILL.,

PROFESSOR OF

In my book, "The Diseases of Society and Degen-
eracy," I have presented what I believe to be the

most authentic study yet published of the three crim-

inals known as the Car Barn Bandits, who were

hanged in Chicago some years since for murder in

connection with the robbery of the "pay" funds of

the Chicago Street Railway Company at the south

side car barns. The subsequent flight and cajiture

*Cr6nica Medico-Quirurgica de la Habana, Vol. XI,

page 541.

of the murderers after a desperate rifle and revolver

battle with officers of the law is a matter of history,

the details of which are unnecessary here.

Since the execution of the men, whom I will

designate as V., N. and M., I have had the oppor-

tunity of observing the remaining members of the

various families, with interesting and pertinent re-

sults.

v., who was twenty-two years of age at the time

of his execution, was of especial interest to me, as

I had known his father quite well as a member of

various insurance society organizations, and in the

days of my general practice had professionally at-

tended various members of the family. I recall at

this writing having attended another of the three

children, a sister, when quite young, in an attack

of convulsions. The boy, V., I did not attend, but

I recall that he was said at that time to be subject

to epileptic fits—probably, I should infer, not true

epilepsy, but epileptoid, as in later life he was not

subject to such seizures. \'.'s mother was and is a

most admirable woman with a family history free

of neuropathic taint. Since the execution of her son

she has been doing reform work among juvenile

criminals, and has become a fairly good practical

sociologist.

The father's side of the house would appear to

be the important feature of V."s family history,

v.. Senior, was a "good fellow." physically well

made, but of the unsteady, vacillating type. He was
not vicious, though high tempered and easily led

by evil influences. He was a pretty good sort of

citizen until the age of about forty, when he fell

under the spell of a woman of dissolute character,

and defalcated for a considerable amount. He was
arrested and placed under heavy bonds, which he

promptly "jumped," fleeing to Mexico with the

woman in the case. His wife has since seen him
in Mexico, the woman being still with him.

V.'s paternal ancestry was distinctly neuropathic

—traditionally for many generations. The paternal

grandfather died of tuberculosis. The paternal

grandmother died insane. One paternal uncle was
violently insane and died in an asylum fire. Two of

V.'s cousins on the father's side have each two epi-

leptic and feeble-minded children. One paternal

aunt is, or was, in an asylum for the feeble-minded.

A younger brother is a cripple from tuberculosis of

the hip. The sister, to whom I have already alluded,

was at last accounts in an institution for the epilep-

tic and feeble-minded.

V. favored the paternal side of the house. He
was always hot tempered, and as a child had the

reputation of a willingness to fight even grown men
who chanced to incur his displeasure. Brick throw-

ing at those who displeased him kept his family in

hot water a large part of the time. Notwithstand-

ing these defects, V. became an industrious lad,

whose dominant idea after his father's downfall

was to obtain money to buy comforts for his mother
and sister. There is evidence to show that this idea

was uppermost in his mind when N., the "plotter"

of the trio of desperadoes, showed him the w^ay to

acquire money easily. He was of rather an
emotional mentality and during his confinement to

jail after the murder, professed religion and v\'rote

a quantity of verse which, although crude, dis-

played considerable sentimental exaltation.

Young V. met his death with a fair degree of

composure. .As to how much religious exaltation

had to do with his quality of gameness I would not

venture an opinion.
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N., the acknowledged leader of the trio of ban-

dits, was of the "rat"' type of criminal. His repu-

tation as a bold and desperate man was entirely un-

deserved. He was a cunning leader, who was quite

successful in swaying characters intrinsically braver

and stronger than his own. His bluster and brag,

however, deceived the police and press into the be-

lief that he was the premier desperado of the group.

I fancy that he nearly succeeded in convincing

himself that he was a desperately courageous man,
and that he tried to live up to his swaggering pre-

tentions. He attempted suicide after his conviction,

and died on the gallows like an arrant coward. It

was necessary to carry him bodily to the scaffold

and to hold him in a chair until the drop feU.

At the time my book was written, I had no evi-

dence of degenerate heredity to submit in the case

of N. Since that time, however, several interesting

points have developed. N.'s father has since died

insane, and his mother has been arrested twelve or

more times for disorderly conduct due to mental
derangement. Mrs. N.'s brother has also developed
senile dementia.*

M., the remaining member of the trio of bandits,

was, in my opinion, the strongest character of the

three. He certainly was as game a man as I have
ever seen die on the scaffold. In reporting M.'s case

I recorded the death of his father while serving a

twenty-year term in the penitentiary for rape. His
sister has since died insane. His brother also be-

came insane, and was sent to an asylum. He was
afterwards discharged as cured, but soon thereafter

shot himself.

I made a careful study of the crania of the bandits

after their execution and found that their cranial

development harmonized fairly well with their de-

generate history. Briefly, frontal development was
defective in all, especially in M. An odd feature of
the men's skulls was the marked flattening of the
occiput, asserted by Franz Joseph Gall so many
years ago to be the typic feature of criminal crania.

In M. there were some special features of degen-
eracy. The jaws were markedly assymetric and the
palatal arch badly developed and saddle-shape;l.

A point which I endeavored to make in reporting
these cases in my "Diseases of Society" was that the
responsibility of such criminal acts as the car barn
murders really lay at the door of society. A perti-

nent fact in this connection is that the authorities

had an opportunity to save the criminals and the
lives of those whom they murdered, and to protect
society from their depredations, to say nothing of
avoiding the expense of the legal machinery neces-
sary to their apprehension, trial and execution.
Some years before the car barn murders, the three
boys broke into a schoolhouse and dismantled the
stationary engine. V. was evidently inspired by
the universal deviltry of strenuous boyhood. M.
and N., however, took rather a practical view of the
escapade. They appropriated and sold the brass
fittings of the engine, were apprehended and ar-
rested, v., it seems, was not known in the matter,
but with loyalty to his boy companions uppermost
in his mind, left his place of employment and went
to the neighborhood of the police station in which
his friends were confined, with the vague notion
that he might be able to help them in some way.
He was seen, arrested on suspicion, and found to be
"wanted."
M. and N. were sent to the Bridewell to have
*Mrs. N. died shortly after the above was written.

Cause of death unknown to me at present writing.

their criminal education finished by a post graduate

course under older and more hardened criminals,

and served their terms. V. was sent to the John
Worthy school and afterwards released by the

Mayor.
Here was society's opportunity to study the young

malefactors and their family histories, and to so

supervise their subsequent lives as to give them an
opportunity to develop into decent citizens. No
further attention was paid to them, however, until

they committed the crime for which they afterwards

were hanged. It would have been cheaper to have

prevented their crimes by making, if possible, de-

cent citizens of them. It surely was well worth the

trial.

In passing, it might be well to reflect on the bear-

ing of such histories as the foregoing upon steriliza-

tion in social therapeutics. For many years I have

been advocating operations upon the sexual organs

as a preventive of crime and allied social phe-

nomena.
In 1895, in my "Diseases of Society," I presented

sterilization by resection of the vasa deferentia as

a most effective remedy for "social diseases" of all

kinds. Its role in the prevention of social disease

seems obvious enough.
It has seemed to me peculiar that in the midst

of the present furore regarding sterilization, some
of my brethren have not been courteous enough to

mention my pioneer work along this line, but I have

consoled myself with the tardy endorsement which
even plagiarism, discourtesy, or the writings of

those who are ignorant of work which has gone
before sometimes gives to the hobby-rider. It mat-
ters not who popularizes a principle or method so

long as it is beneficent.

Sis Reliance Building.

REPORT OF A CASE OF SARCOMA OF THE
ADRENAL GLAND.
By J. J. HOFFM.'\N, M.D.,

ASSISTANT PHYSICIAN^

J. ALLEN JACKSON. M.D.,

PATHOLOGIST, CENTRAL INDIANA HOSPITAL FOR THE INSANE,

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.

The following case is of interest on account of

the location, the gross appearances, the exceedingly
vascular nature, and the chemical reaction of the

growths. The chemical reaction referred to is that

described by Hall in the Archives of Internal Med-
icine, Vol. II, No. 4, p. 357. From his article we
quote the following: "A considerable amount of

work has been done on these tumors and some
peculiar reactions have been described as specific.

Croftan claims that a watery extract of these tu-

mors injected into dogs and rabbits produces gly-

cosuria, that it converts uncooked starch into dex-
trose and maltose, and that it decolorizes boiled

starch stained with iodine. The writer has subjected

all tumors reported in this paper to the last two
tests and found the reaction described in every

case. Control tests with other neoplasms have
constantly failed. Thus it seems that the chem-
ical properties are no less interesting than the mi-
croscopical and clinical features."

The secondary nodules in the lungs in this case

were submitted to the following test. Pieces were
triturated in a mortar with a small quantity of

water. Strips of filter paper were placed in boiled

starch, the starched filter paper was then touched
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with iodine. These strips of filter paper, which
held the starch acted upon by the iodine, were then

placed into the watery solution of the tumor and
were decolorized in from five to ten minutes.

Clinical History.—N. M. B., age 52 years, was
admitted to the Central Indiana Hospital for the

Insane, September 10, 1908. Her condition upon
admission and prior thereto is unknown. Her fam-
ily history is also unobtainable. Her mental con-

dition upon admission is recorded as being irritable

and quarrelsome, with a tendency to do violence.

The course of her mental condition has been one

of gradually increasing dementia. She has lost

weight and energy. Physical examination nuule

upon September 16, 1908, revealed the following:

Rather emaciated senile colored woman. Eyes and
face dull ; mouth drooping. Skin harsh and dry.

Voice rather scanning. Eyes dark, pupils unequal.

The left is dilated and irregular. Does not react

to light or accommodation. Mouth large, teeth

fair, odor oft'ensive. Mucous membrane pale,

tongue thick and flabby. Thorax contracted in all

diameters. Dullness upon left side upon percussion.

Marked decrease in the vesicular murmur over the

left lung. There is reduplication of first and sec-

ond sound. Harsh bruit best heard at apex. On
account of the mental condition of the patient the

abdominal examination is rather obscure. There
appears to be enlargement of the liver. The liver

appears nodular. The border of the liver cannot

be felt readily. Generative organs negative. Re-
flexes very active. Gait slow and measured. Sta-

tion and coordination good. Muscular strength

fair.

Present Illness.—-The onset of the present illness

is very indefinite. She gradually lost flesh. Com-
plains of pain and tenderness over right hypochon-

drium. She complains of cough and pain in chest.

She has marked cachexia. Physical examination

does not vary from previous examination. A pro-

visional diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis with

malignant tumor of the liver was made. The patient

died January 15, 1909.
Pathological Report.—Body that of an emaciated

senile female. Rigor and livor mortis present.

Teeth not well preserved. Pupils dilated and equal.

No external signs of traumatism or disease. On
the anterior surface of the right tibia, in its mid-

dle portion, there is an irregular bony elevation.

The ankles are edematous.
Circulatory System.—Pericardium and sac nega-

tive. Heart shows chronic interstitial myocarditis.

Aorta shows moderate arterio-capillary fibrosis.

Respiratory System.—Marked chronic bilateral

pleural adhesions. Left lung is voluminous, and

emphysematous blebs are seen along the anterior

border. Crepitation is impaired in areas which are

the seat of numerous small firm growths, some
of which have a tendency to undergo softening and

degeneration. The firmer growths are red in color,

with yellowish centers of a cheesy nature. Other-

wise the lung is normal in color and shows slight

congestion and edema. Right lung shows nodules

considerablv larger than those in the left. One at

the base upon the diaphragmatic surface is larger

than a hen's e.gg. There are other nodules in the

lower lobe, which are larger than those in the upper

lobe and middle lobe. These nodules are darker

in color and fragmentary, and are soft in consis-

tency. The smaller ones are more firm—while some

show a yellowish area in their centers.

Alimentary System.—The muscles are pale—430

c.c. of a dark serosanguinous fluid in the peritoneal

cavity. A retroperitoneal growth upon the left side

in the left renal region is seen. The peritoneum is

adherent to the growth in the liver. The liver is

large and is the seat of numerous large growths.

It measures 27 x 22 x 9 cm. The growths vary

in size from a hen's egg to an orange. The largest

one is upon the inferior surface at the junction

of the right and left lobe. Another is seen at the

inferior border of the right lobe, to the outer side

of the gall bladder. Smaller ones are scattered

throughout the liver—they vary from firm areas to

sloughing, fragmentation, and dissolution. Other-

wise the liver cuts with increased resistance and

its edges are rounded, and it shows slight con-

gestion. The pancreas is free and evidently nor-

mal. Intestines—there are chronic adhesions in the

right hypochondrium at the hepatic flexure of the

colon. Otherwise intestines negative. The stom-

ach is displaced to the right and lies in the longi-

tudinal axis of the body between the growth and

the liver.

Urogenerative System.—The left kidney is small

and lies to the outer side of the growth. It is bound

to the mass by rather easily torn adhesions. The
renal veins and the ureter are surrounded by the

growth. No evidence of the growth seen in the

kidney. The kidney otherwise shows chronic in-

terstitial nephritis. The right kidney is free from
growths and shows interstitial changes. The blad-

der shows a small stone at .l-e trigome. Ovaries

are cystic and the uterus shows two small fibroid

growths at the middle of the body.

Glandular System.—The spleen is not invaded

by the growth, and is apparently normal. The right

adrenal is negative. The left lies at the upper

anterior surface of the growth. It is regularly en-

larged and no distinct nodular areas are seen. It

measures 9 x 4 x 43/ cm., cuts with moderate re-

sistance and has a grayish appearance. The main
body of the retropritoneal growth is separated from
it by a firm capsule.

The thyroid and lymphatic glands show no
changes.

The Tumor.—The tumor lies to the inner side

of the kidney. It is retroperitoneal—large, globular

in shape. Large veins are seen coursing over its

surface. It surrounds the renal vessels, and is mis-

leading as to its consistency, having a tendency to

fluctuate. The cut surface shows a distinct cap-

sule—the surface is firm, except near the center,

where there is a tendency to degeneratnon. It is

a yellowish gray in color, having a lobulated ap-

pearance upon its cut surface. The growth weighs
2660 grams.

Microscopical Report.—Sections show the tmnor
enclosed in a fibrous capsule i mm. thick. At one
point only do we see a prolongation of the fibrous

elements of the capsule extending into the tumor
structure and here it is very scant}'. The con-
nective tissue binding the component parts of the

tumor is very scanty in comparison with the cellu-

lar elements. The blood-vessels are few and those
seen are in the interstitial elements with some few
capillary arrangements in the cellular elements. The
coats of the vessel are indistinct and they appear
as sluiceways. The elements beneath the capsule

present an arrangement simulating the cortical por-
tion of the adrenal but no distinct acini or tubular
arrangements are present. The cells here are small

and large, round, with a few spindle cells, and these

are closely compact.
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The cortical portion of the left adrenal, save for

slight congestion, is fairly well preserved. The
arrangement of the medullary portion is distorted.

The interstitial elements can not be outlined, and are

very scanty in amount. The medullary portion

contains some adrenal cells, large ceils showing
mitosis of the nuclei ; others are small, with single

nucleus. These are loosely placed with clear spaces

intervening. Vascularity is poor ; few, if any, typ-

ical vessels are seen.

The liver is infiltrated with large, small, round
cells, obliterating the normal liver elements. The
connective tissue is scanty, the vessels are few, cells

compacted, and there is no glandular arrangement.

The lung shows a similar picture as that described

in the liver except the sections show more healthy

lung tissue and the infiltrating cells appear as

more or less circumscribed area, with some diffuse

infiltration. The other organs microscopically pre-

sent pictures characteristic of the conditions given

in the pathological diagnosis and are here omitted

for the sake of space. The general enlargement

and absence of secondary nodules in the adrenal

point to the adrenal as the primary seat of the ma-
lignant growth, and even though it responds to the

chemical test for hypernephroma, the anatomical

and microscopical findings lead us to regard it as

a sarcomatous condition.

We are indebted to Dr. E. D. Martin for his

assistance in the pathological examinations.

ANCHORING THE KIDNEY FOR DISLO-
CATION OR DISPLACEMENT.*

By EDWARD N. LIELL. M.D.,

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA.

A MISPLACED or dislocated kidney, though fre-

quently a congenital condition, is usually acquired.

As to the terms "floating" and "movable," applied

to the kidney, these are merely relative. The for-

mer may be defined as a kidney displaced from its

normal position—not fixed, a peritoneal envelop-
ment permitting of a rather free movement; the
latter is mobile in the tissues by which it is sur-
rounded. The tendency of the kidney to gravitate
from its normal position is associated with several
factors, chiefly, however, with that of absorption of
the peritoneal fat and consequent relaxation of its

folds.

A few words here as to the normal position and
surgical relations of each kidney. Regarding the
former, a line drawn through the umbilicus is below
the lower border of the kidney ; moreover, the axis
of the kidney is obliquely downward and outward.
As to the surgical relations, the right kidney is in
contact in its upper three-fourths, separated by
peritoneum, with the posterior and under surface of
the liver, and below with the colon and duodenum;
while the left kidney, in its upper portion, lies

against the posterior surface of the stomach, the
extremity of the pancreas, and the spleen, its lower
portion being in contact with the colon and coils
of small intestine.

In examining for displaced or dislocated kidney,
the patient should be in a semi-reclining position,
thus relaxing the abdominal muscles. Bimanual
palpation will detect the presence of a tumor or
solid mass in the hypochondriac region, its shape
*Read at the Thirty-seventh Annual Meeting, Florida

Medical Association, held at Jacksonville, Fla., April
6, 7 and 8, 19 ro.

conforming to that of the kidney when readily felt.

This is reducible in the direction of its normal posi-

tion, or by gravitation when the pelvis is elevated.

Not infrequently the mobile kidney has an extremely
wide range, shifting to and fro in the loose pen-
nephritic and peritoneal folds. Undue manipulation
may cause the patient to have a sickening sensation

or even to faint.

The advantage the lumber incision possesses in

operation upon the kidney is that, not only is the

latter readily reached, but it affords good urainage

in addition to the non-opening of the peritoneum.
As a prerequisite to operation, the patient should be

placed in a lateroprone position the reverse of the

side operated upon, the iliocostal space being in-

creased by placing a sandbag or firm pillow under
the opposite loin.

The incision most practical is an oblique one to

the outer side of the quadratus lumborum muscle,

from the last rib downward -and outward towards
the crest of the ilium, the length of the incision

being not over three inches. The retroperitoneal

space and fatty tissue of the kidney is readily

reached after division of the firm lumbar and trans-

versalis fascia. By the aid of the retractors, and an
assistant making pressure anteriorly, the perirenal

fat looms up in the wound and the kidney is brought
to view and thus held in position. Right here I

would add a warning as to three factors to be con-

sidered : be careful not to open the peritoneum.

though if immediately sutured no harm will come
of it ; do not twist the kidney, obviously avoiding

any injurious effect upon the ureter and vessels

;

third, there is no occasion, at any time, for exposing
the kidney wholly by attempts to deliver it through
the wound.
To continue with the operation : the fibrous cap^

sule of the kidney is next gently incised along the

convex border for about two inches, and reflected

back for half an inch on each side by means of the

handle of the scalpel. If the incision be inad-

vertently carried into the kidney substance, con-

siderable bleeding will be met with, which, however,
will yield to hot water sponging. Two sutures,

number two chromicized catgut, are then passed

through the aponeurotic tissue of the wound on one
side, continuing it through the everted flap of the

capsule on the same side, at the lower pole of the

kidney, then lightly through the substance of the

kidney and the everted capsule and aponeurotic

tissue on the opposite side. Before tying the su-

tures the kidney should be pushed or drawn into its

proper place ; each suture should take a firm hold,

care being taken, however, not to draw them so

firm as to fix the kidney wholly or in part in the

main wound.
In closing the latter, I use number two plain cat-

gut as buried suture for the fascia and aponeurosis ;

the muscle and skin being brought together with

several silkworm-gut sutures. The entrance and
exit of these silkworm-gut sutures are merely on
the edges of the skin, thus giving an improved
cosmetic effect.

This method of anchoring the kidney and over-

coming the distressing symptoms of displaced kid-

ney is easy and efficient, having given me excellent

results in my last five cases operated upon. A fail-

ure to give permanent relief may be attributed to

two factors : either that operation has been per-

foimed in unsuitable cases, as in a coexisting gen-

eral visceral ptosis, or to imperfect technique and
suturing.
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TWO CASES OF ACTINOMYCOSKS.
By HOWARD JONES, A.M., M.D.,

CIRCLEVILLE, OHIO.

The issue of the Medical Record of June 4 cuii-

taining two articles on actinomycosis by Dr. Wood
and Dr. Stengel suggests this report of two cases.

On May 3, 1909, a young man consulted mc ni

regard to a swelling on his gum just above the left

upper bicuspid. The history was that of ulceration

of the tooth following a too-long-delayed filling.

The abscess was opened by me at once, and nothing

more was heard of the patient until June 30. when
he again called at my office on account of a swelling

in his left cheek. It showed slightly on the out-

side and projected considerably within the mouth.
It was about the size and shape of a large chestimt,

and felt very hard and firm, much more so than an

abscess.

Having in mind the tooth, now entirely well, I

suggested he might expect to have pus in the

tumor and that it had come from the previous in-

fection. The growth increased in size rapidly. By
August I it was as large as one inch and one-half in

its greatest diameter and was more inclined to be
spherical than before. There was neither rednes.s

on the outside nor anything that suggested pus.

Actinomycosis then came to my mind and a tenta-

tive diagnosis was made. In about two weeks the

skin was red over the growth and looked as if it

would soon break down. August 18 the skin was
cut and with a pair of dressing forceps a pinch was
taken from the grow-th and mounted for the micro-

scope. The specimen proved to be excellent, and
the diagnosis of ray fungus was confirmed. The
tumor was then removed and the cavity thoroughly

w^ashed with a solution of sulphate of copper strong

enough to be decidedly blue. A piece of gauze
saturated with a weaker solution was then packed
in the cavity and left for ten minutes. On the

withdrawal of this the wound was packed with

moist carbolated gauze. No other treatment than

redressing with the carbolated gauze was resorted

to. The wound soon healed with but a slight scar.

Another case, in a young woman, also started in

a carious tooth. When first seen by me there w'as

a tumor in the right cheek and one just above the

right clavicle. The one on the cheek had ulcerated

through the skin and the characteristic yellow gran-

ules could be seen with a magnifying glass in the

scanty discharge. The lump above the clavicle was
red and looked as if it, too, would soon break down.
Again the microscope showed the ray fungus as the

cause.

The patient felt ill but had no fever. Potassium

iodide was given in increasing doses for one week
and the tumors then removed. The sulphate ot cop-

per treatment was used as above described and the

wounds healed rapidly. About this time a swelling

was noticed on the sternal end of the left clavicle.

Instead of forming a spherical mass as in the lesions

removed, it spread over the whole clavicular region

and was without defined edge. This growth ha.--

persisted now for about four months, and reaches

from about one inch above the clavicle to the brea-^t

line, is sore in spots on pressure, and has a board-

like feel. The clavicle throughout its length i-

about twice its normal width and the growth seems

to be underneath as well as on the outward surface.

The ribs seem to be involved also. An exploratory

incision to the bone of the clavicle, at the sorest and

most swollen point, failed to give any evidence of

actinomycosis. Potassium iodide lias been increased

to 180 grains per day without apparent benefit.

Operation has been declined. The patient is grad-

ually failing in health and it looks as if surgery is

her only chance of relief.

The copper salts, especially the sulphate, are very

active fungicides, and it has occurred to me that

they might be used with good results against the

numerous species of actinomyces by some method
of depositing the copper by electricity in the fnvaded
tissue.

Acute Thyroiditis and Its Cardiovascular Complica-
tions.—Jacques Parisot states that most infectious dis-

eases may produce lesions of tlie thyroid gland by inflam-

mation. He gives histories of cases in which thyroiditis

with, cardiovascular symptoms accompanied puerperal
streptococcemia, typhoid fever, mumps, and pneumonia.
There occurred tachycardia, dissociation between the pulse

and temperature, localized pain, and palpitation. The
vasomotor reactions may be exaggerated ; the arterial pres-

sure is markedly lowered, and the pulse becomes depres-
sible. These symptoms are transitory, and disappear with
the disappearance of thyroid congestion. They seem to

be due to a hypersecretion by the thyroid which is passing,

and causes temporary symptoms of poisoning. They are
similar to the symptoms that appear after operations on
the thyroid.

—

La Prcsse Medicalc.

Morbid Associations and Immunization.—V. Hutinel
gives interesting examples of the coincidence of various
forms of infectious diseases in children and adults, and
formulates his conclusion, that two such diseases when
associated modify one another and interfere with the
natural process of immunization, which is necessary for
the cure of disease. Typhoid is increased in its duration,
its severity is aggravated, and relapses are more frequent
when any other infectious disease accompanies it. Syph-
ilitic lesions sometimes disappear at the beginning of a
typhoid, to reappear in a much more severe, sometimes a
fatal, form after the fever has passed. Experiments in
immunization in animals show that there is an interference
when two diseases are inoculated at the same time. The
aiithor questions whether this is the result of interference
with phagocytosis, since bacterial products lessen the activ-
ity of the leucocytes both directly and by their effect on the
nervous system.

—

Ln BnUctiii Medical.

Meningism: Its Relations with Lumbar Puncture.—
Louis Bousquet wishes to establish a means of diagnosis
between true meningitis and the so-called meningism, and
has experimented as to the possibility of establishing a test
by means of^ lumbar puncture. He describes, under the
head of meningism, the clinical manifestations of menin-
gitis, without pathological conditions corresponding to
them which we see in hysteria and reflex meningism. Some
of these conditions are toxic, others are due to intestinal
poisoning. Lumbar puncture in most cases is of great
value in establishing the differential diagnosis between
these conditions and true meningitis. .*\t the same time
these results are not always implicitly to be relied on since
some of the signs fail to be present in certain cases. Cyto-
logical changes in the cerebrospinal fluid and microbian in-
vasion are not always evident to tests made of this fluid.

In difficult cases we should make use of the triple tests,

cytological, bacteriological, and chemical, and it sliould be
considered whether there are any leucocyte alterations.^
Gacelte dcs Hopitaux.

The Influence of the Cerebellum on the Coordination
of Words.— ("i. Garbini considers it demonstrated that
the cerehelluni exercises a coordinating action on articulate
language. The demonstrative cases are those of Sanloeffer
and U. Rosso, the last of which was confirmed by autopsy
at the Instituto Umbro, in May, 1906. The macroscopic
and microscopic characteristics were shown of atrophy and
total sclerosis of the cerebellum. The authors record that
the subject in life had presented a pseudobasilar syn-
drome, and articulated language was changed by disturb-
ances of speech, dysarthria, dysphasia, and bradyphasia. He
thinks that the regulatory mechanism is in the cerebellum,
and irnpulses pass out by the system of cerebello-rubro-
thalamic neurons, and run through the ansa nuclei lenticu-
laris. and the putamen, to produce their regulative action.
This has a marked importance in its effect on the mechan-
ism of words, the impulse for which passes through this
nucleus by a certain number of fibers deputed to articulate
language.—Lo Rifornw Medica.
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CELLULAR TENACITY AND PATHOLOGY.

The problems of disease are ultimately resolved

into problems of cytology. The specific energies

of the cells confront one at every step in the inves-

tigation of pathological phenomena, whether of

metabolic or zymotic origin. The conception of

specific energy as first applied by Johannes Miiller

in 1826 to the nerves has later expanded to in-

clude every form of vital unit, and coupled with

Virchow's doctrine of cellular pathology, it forms

the foundation of modern pathological physiology-

There is one phase of this subject that has not

been sufficiently emphasized, namely, the inherent

tendency of all cells to persist in a given form or

direction of activity. The expression, "cellular

tenacity," is applied to this phenomenon by \\'. von

Leube, in a valuable contribution in the Zeitschrift

fur klinische Medizin, Vol. 70, Nos. 5 and 6. This

observer notes that as the result of certain injurious

influences a quantitative change in the normal cel-

lular activity is usually the sole expression of the

disease process. Qualitative changes in cellular ac-

tivity are extremely rare, and are to be attributed

to persistent and unusual stimuli causing intra-

cellular atomic rearrangements. These are accom-
panied by qualitative transformations of the nor-

mal activity of the cells. Of eminent importance is

the fact that when once these changes are estab-

lished they have a tendency to persist by virtue of

the inherent tenacity of the cells.

Illustrations of these facts are amply furnished

by both clinical and experimental phenomena. The
formation of antibodies in natural or artificial active

immunization represents a specific reaction of the

cells. This immunity may exist for a longer or a

shorter time; in either case the disappearance of

the antibodies is not necessarily associated with the

loss of those intracellular atomic readjustments that

were instrumental in yielding these antibodies. A
new infection, as in typhoid, excites a prompt and
vigorous elaboration of these protective substances.

Thus it had been shown by Cole that a minimal in-

oculation with a typhoid culture will not evoke the
production of agglutinins in a normal rabbit, but
will do so in a rabbit that had already produced
agglutinins upon inoculation, and from whose blood
these substances had disappeared. Furthermore,
this reawakening of a former intracellular rear-

rangement may be evoked by other than specific

stimuli. Thus, small doses of pilocarpine increase

by one-third the amount of antitoxin in the blood
of a horse actively immunized against diphtheria.

Prof, von Leube has investigated this phase of the

subject in patients that had recovered from typhoid

fever. He found that the production of Bier's

passive hyperemia in the extremities, or the adminis-

tration of an abundant diet, was instrumental in

stimulating the elaboration of agglutinins when the

tendency to produce these had already become
latent. It is a fact established by both clinical and
experimental evidence that the stronger the orig-

inal infection the greater does this latent tendency

become. It has been shown by numerous observers

that when the temperature is artificially raised in

animals that have been inoculated they are enabled

to resist the infection more powerfully. Liidke has

found that the prolonged application of external

heat may arouse the latent tendency to produce
agglutinins in animals that had been inoculated

with typhoid bacilli. The injection of deuteroal-

bumose had the same effect.

The diseases of metabolism, namely, obesity,

gout, and diabetes, furnish striking illustration of
the tenacity with which intracellular atomic rear-

rangements persist, after these have once been pro-

duced by abnormal external conditions. The patho-

logical tendency to excessive fat formation, whether
inherited, or acquired as the result of overabundant
diet, indulgence in alcohol, deficient exercise, or

residence in a warm climate, represents a disturb-

ance in the normal activity of the cells, which dis-

turbance is apt to persist for a long time, or even
permanently, after the original causes have been

removed. Similarly in gout, the disturbance in the

endogenous metabolism of uric acid continues .long

after the removal of the inciting factors, chiefly di-

etetic and other hygienic errors ; and even when the

gouty manifestations have been removed the dispo-

sition remains latent, to be aroused by a return to

former errors of living. The same tendency is ob-

served in diabetes. This cellular inertia accounts

for the obstinacy of these metabolic disorders, and
necessitates that the treatment be continued for a

long time, and the cells restored to their normal

mode of functioning by easy stages.

DEATHS UNDER ANESTHETICS.
The question of the best and safest anesthetic for

general and special use, and of the administration

of the same, has been widely debated in all civilized

countries of late years. Of course, the chief ar-

guments have been between the supporters of chlo-

roform and ether, and although no definite agree-

ment has been come to, it is somewhat significant

to note that of the eighty inquests or so held by

the coroner of the City of London during the past

nine years nearly all have been on patients who
have died in hospital while under the influence of

chloroform or of mixtures containing chloroform

administered for the purpose of operating. But it

would be idle to enter here into the comparative

merits of chloroform and ether as anesthetics, ex-

cept to draw attention to the apparently large num-
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ber of fatalities which follow the administration

of chloroform in Great Britain.

The matter which is engaging the attention of

the medical profession to a great extent is with re-

gard to the administration of anesthetics. In Eng-
land the contention is made that anesthetics are

too frequently administered by unskilled persons

or by individuals not sufficiently conversant with

the safest methods of giving them. It is argued

that whenever possible the anesthetic should be

given by a thoroughly competent anesthetist. A
pertinent object lesson on the danger attending the

administration of anesthetics, in this case ether,

has been afforded recently in London. A patient

died in Guy's Hospital on July 2 under the in-

fluence of ether which had been given him by the

house surgeon by the "open" method. Dr. Waldo,
the coroner for the City of London, at the inquest

held on the above case remarked that, with regard

to Guy's Hospital, he had noticed that in nearly

every one of the forty-four cases in which death

occurred under anesthetics during the past nine

years the anesthetic had been given by junior resi-

dents. In another large general hospital during

the same period, at which it was the custom for

the anesthetic in serious cases to be given by visit-

ing and resident specialists, there had been fewer

fatalities. The acting resident surgeon at Guy's

Hospital said that in consequence of strictures

passed by Dr. Waldo, at a former inquest, on the

body of a woman who had died under chloroform

given by a junior resident, certain reforms had been

introduced, including the requirement that all candi-

dates should, before appointment on the junior staff",

produce evidence of special knowledge in the ad-

ministration of anesthetics. Since the introduction

of reforms in this respect at Guy's Hospital fatali-

ties have greatly decreased. In 1907 there were

eleven deaths from this cause in the institution,

while since that year, and after reforms had been

brought in, the deaths reported have been few

and far between.

However, there is no necessity to labor the point

that reforms are called for in the mode of ad-

ministration of anesthetics in England, for experts

there are practically unanimous in asserting that

more skilful administration is demanded. Indeed,

so strong is this belief that at the meeting of the

British Medical Association, just held in London,

in the section of anesthetics the resolution was
passed that the British Medical Association recog-

nize the need for the proposed legislation as to the

administration of anesthetics in the interests of

public safety.

In the Medical Record of July 9 was a letter

on the subject by Mr. Frederick S. Crum, in which

he discussed the British Parliamentary report re-

cently published, and suggested that most, if not

all, of the conclusions and recommendations con-

tained in the report were equally applicable to this

country. Whether the administration of anesthetics

is conducted more safely in America than in Great

Britain is a matter of little moment. The salient

feature of the situation in both countries is thaf

in no case should an anesthetic be administered un-

skilfully, and that wherever possible the greatest

available skill should be employed. This is to say,

that every medical student should have some train-

ing in the administration of anesthetics, and that

in every large hospital there should be a resident

anesthetist who should instruct the internes in the

art of administering anesthetics as well as giving

them himself in serious cases.

THE ACTION OF LEUCOCYTE EXTRACTS.

The researches published in 1908 by Hiss and
Zinsser as to the curative action of substances ex-

tracted from leucocytes in various diseases, but

more especially in pneumonia, attracted more
than passing notice. The therapeutic value of such
extractives was established at that time, and has
been confirmed by later observers. Their modus
operandi, however, has never been made clear, and
the leucocyte, which has received at one time or
another the credit for most of the beneficial and
also the injurious activities of the animal body,
still remains in many respects something of a mys-
tery. In the June number of the Journal of Med-
ical Research Zinsser reports some later researches
carried on in the hope of determining the intimate
action of the leucocytic extracts. As a result of
these investigations the author is enabled to make
some fairly definite positive and negative statements
as to the leucocytes and their extracts.

He has found that extracts from normal rabbit
leucocytes have distinct bactericidal powers for
pyogenic staphylococci and typhoid bacilli. The
action of various lots of such extracts upon the
same strain of microorganisms is fairly uniform,
and separate strains of the same species of organ-
isms show no decided variations in their suscepti-
bility to the bactericidal substances in the extracts.
The more marked thermostability of the bacteri-
cidal substances in the extractives, they requir-
ing a temperature of 75° C. to destroy them,
justifies the conclusion that they are not identical

with the bactericidal substances in the sei'um.

Addition of fresh leucocyte extract does not re-
activate the -substances which have been ren-
dered inert by heating to 80° C. While definitely

present, the bactericidal substances of the leucocytes
are quantitatively insignificant as compared to the
bactericidal powers of normal serum, and it is very
unlikely that they have taken any but a secondary
activity in combating infection in the living body.
The theory that the leucocytes were the source of
complement could not be confirmed, as no trace of
complement could be found in the extracts of
washed leucocytes. Finally, immunization had no
apparent effect upon the bactericidal power of the
leucocytic substances.

From these findings it would appear, as Zinsser
himself suggests, that the bacterial substances con-
tained in the leucocytes, and extracted therefrom,
have no activity as applied to the body at large, and
no relation to the production of immunity. Their
action would rather appear to be merely the de-
struction of the bacteria which have already become
ingested by the corpuscle during its activities as a

phagocyte.
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The Condition of the Heart in Pulmonary
Tuberculosis.

Dr. John Hay, writing in the Medical Press and

Circular, July 13, points out tliat pulmonary tuber-

culosis is relatively infrequent in those affected by

valvular disease of the heart, and that the converse

of this is also true. Tuberculous disease seems in

some peculiar way to inhibit the development of the

valvular trouble. In 1898-1907, among 109 au-

topsies made in the Royal Infirmary, Liverpool, on

patients suffering from all types of pulmonary

tuberculosis, only 4 per cent, showed evidence of

valvular disease of the heart. Brown states that

in 8,154 autopsies made upon phthisical patients,

293 were found to be suffering from cardiac dis-

ease, which gives 3.5 per cent. Meisenberg found

that among all the patients at the Leipsic Clinic

from 1889 to 1898, 1.75 per cent, had heart dis-

ease, while the percentage suffering from heart

disease among those affected with pulmonary

tuberculosis attending the clinic during those years

was only 1.14 per cent. However, endocarditis may
occur as a complication of pulmonary tuberculosis,

but in most instances it is either a terminal aff'ection

or is due to streptococci or staphylococci and is

verrucose in type. Specific tuberculous endocarditis

is of all forms the least common. Tuberculous

pericarditis must also be classed as another not_ in-

frequent terminal event in pulmonary tuberculosis.

It very rarely develops in the absence of tuber-

culous disease. Elsewhere Hay draws attention to

the fact that when pulmonary tuberculosis and val-

vular disease do coincide, the treatment of the two

affections is not antagonistic. Rest, which is such

an important feature in the management of tuber-

culous patients, is also an essential to an over-

worked heart. In the later stages the usual cardiac

tonics should be employed. In the earlier stages

there should be complete rest, careful dieting, free-

dom from emotional excitement, and specific vac-

cine therapy when available.

The Initial Work of the Crocker Cancer Re-
search FfND.

Xotwithstandinc; the large amount of work done

in tlie last decade in the experimental study of can-

cer, and the elucidation of many biological ques-

tions relating to the pathogenesis of the disease, we
are still in the dark about its etiology and specific

therapeutics. Early diagnosis and early operative

treatment are as yet our main reliance in the strug-

gle against the disease. It is therefore satisfactory

to learn from the paper of Dr. Levin, published

elsewhere in this issue, that the George Crocker
Cancer Research Fund of Columbia University has

undertaken to make examination of suspected tis-

sue, provided the physician furnish the information
needed for its statistical investigation of the etiol-

ogy of cancer. For some time to come the propa-
ganda of early diagnosis and the clinical analysis

of a large number of cancer cases will be of as

great importance to the patients and the profes-
sion as the experimental study of the disease. The
profession should avail itself of this new oppor-
tunity. The Department of Health of the City of
Xew York has agreed to cooperate with the De-
partment of Pathology of Columbia University and
by the middle of October each collection station

of the board will be supplied by Columbia Univer-
sity with jars to be used for specimens of cancer
tissue.

Civil Service Examinations.—The United States

Civil Service Commission announces an examina-
tion lo be held on October 5, 19 10, to secure eligi-

bles to fill a vacancy m the position of medical in-

terne in the Government Hospital for the Insane,

Washington, D. C. The salary is $600 a year and
maintenance, with opportunities for advancement.
Qualified persons are urged to enter the examina-
tion, as difficulty has been experienced in filling

these positions in past years because of the limited

number of eligibles available. Application for

further information should be made to the U. S.

Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.

The New York State Civil Service Commission
will hold examinations on September 24, 1910, to

fill a vacancy in the position of clinical pathologist

in the Cancer Laboratorj- at Buffalo. This position

carries a salary of $2,500 a year, and is open to men
only. Examinations will be held on the same date

to fill the positions of physician at the Lakeview
Sanatorium, Troy, at a salary of $1,000, and of

trained nurses in State institutions at salaries of

from S420 to $600. For detailed information ap-

plication should be made to the State Civil Service

Commission, Albany, X. Y.

Health of the Canal Zone.—During the month
of June, 1910, the annual death rate for all em-
ployees and from all causes was 10.66, which is

slightly higher than the rate for the same month
of last year, 9.34. The increase occurred only

among the black employees, for whom the rate was
12.80 in June, 1910, and 9.32 for June, 1909. For
white employees the rate fell from 9.44 in June,

1909, to 4.50 in June, 1910. The total number of

employees was 51,767, and the total number of

deaths, 46. As was feared after the heavy rains in

May, the month of June showed an increase in the

number of cases of malaria, these amounting to

!.253, with 8 deaths. The annual death rate for

the Canal Zone and the cities of Panama and Colon
was 20.38 in June, 1910, as compared with 16.42

for June, 1909. Xo cases of plague, smallpox, or

vellow fever occurred on the isthmus during the

month. Quarantine against Costa Rica has been

in force because of the yellow fever in the latter

country. From the Government hospitals the sur-

geons report 154 operations, with 3 deaths. In

Panama an inspection has been made in order to

determine the character and conditions of build-

ings from the standpoint of offering places for har-

boring rats. This is of great importance because

of the intimate connections between Panama and
plague-infected ports. Of 1,349 homes inspected,

239 were found in bad condition, many of them
providing ideal places for the breeding of rats. A
partial examination of the gutters in the city also

has shown that at least 85 per cent, are in bad con-

dition.

Cholera in Europe.—A number of cases of chol-

era have been reported in the province of Bari.

Italy, occurring principally in ports along the coast

of the Adriatic. Active measures have been taken

by the Italian Government, and the indications are

that the disease will soon be under control. In Ger-

many, also, preventive measures are in force to

guard against the importation of the disease from
Russia. The total number of cases for the present

year up to August 13 in Russia is given as 112,985.

with 50,287 deaths, a mortality percentage of 44.5.
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These are the official figures furnished by the Gov-
ernment Sanitary Bureau. During the week end-
ing August 20, 6,741 cases of the disease were re-

ported with 3,021 deaths. In St. Petersburg, owing
to better hospital facilities, the mortality percentage-

is somewhat less than in the provinces ; and as the

number of cases has considerably decreased, it is

hoped that the epidemic is on the decline.

Bar Public Drinking Cups.—As the result of

an order issued by the Wisconsin State Board of

Health, railway trains will not carry public drinking

cups in that State after September i. Trainmen on
roads crossing the State have received orders to put

the cups in hiding when the Wisconsin State line

is crossed, and not to restore them to their usual

place until out of the State.

New Tuberculosis Camp.—The Middlesex
County Tuberculosis Camp, at Cromwell, Conn.,

was opened recently. The camp consists of a cen-

tral administration building, with a number of tents

and shacks for the patients.

Nurses' Home.—The Robert Kinlock Home for

Nurses, on the grounds of the Roper Hospital.

Charleston, S. C, was formally opened on August
4. .Accommodations for forty nurses are provided.

More Centenarians.—John Kipp, 103 3^ears old,

died in the Warren County, N. J., Almshouse, on

August 19. He was of small stature and at the

time of his death weighed only sixty pounds. In

Reading, Pa., Mrs. Chloe Walker, colored, the old-

est resident of the city, died on August 17. .Xc-

cording to her relatives she was born in slavery in

\'irginia, in 1802, and was therefore 108 years old.

Margaret Johnson, reputed to be the oldest person

on Long Island, died at her home in Bayside re-

cently. On the death certificate the date of birth

was given as May 15, 1800, making her over no
years old.

Plague in Ecuador.—Ten cases of bubonic
plague were reported in Guayaquil during the first

two weeks of August.

Aid for Japan.—The American Red Cross So-

ciety, through the State Department, has tele-

graphed $5,000 to Japan, for the relief of the suf-

ferers from the flood in that country. The money
will be distributed by the American Embassy.

Dr. Anita Newcomb McGee has been appointed

chairman of the Health Department of the Cali-

fornia Federation of Women's Clubs. Dr. McGee
is well known for her work during the Spanish-

American and Russo-Japanese wars.

Dr. Charles Stover of Amsterdam, N. Y., be-

comes president of the Medical Society of the State

of Xew York through the death of Dr. Charles

Jewett recently. Dr. Stover, who was elected to

the vice-presidency last January, is a graduate of

the University of Pennsylvania Medical Depart-

ment, and attending physician to St. Mary's and the

Amsterdam City Hospitals.

The Shenandoah Valley Medical Association,

composed of physicians in Virginia, was organized

at a meeting held in the Winchester Hospital re-

cently. Dr. D. D. Carter of Woodstock was elected

president, and Dr. Walter Cox of Winchester, sec-

retary-treasurer.

American Association of Clinical Research.—
The second annual meeting of this Association will

be held in Boston under the ])residency of Dr. E. S.

Bailey of Chicago on September 28 and 29, 1910.

Contributions on Researches in Medicine and Sur-

gery, in Prophylactic and Anaphylactic Medicine, in

Mental Medicine, in Radiotherapeutics, in !\Ietabol-

ism, etc., are promised. There will also be a public

meeting. The secretary of the association is Dr.

James Krauss. 419 Boylston street. Boston, Mass.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. L. Drakeley Rood of

Des Moines, Iowa, a graduate of the Medical De-
partment of the University of Vermont in 1881 ; a

member of the Iowa, Vermont, Connecticut, and
Massachusetts State medical societies, the American
Medical Association, the Hampshire and Polk
County Medical Societies, and the Tri-State Medi-
cal Society, and a member of the Board of United
States Pension Examiners, died at his home from
septicemia, on August 8, aged 49 years.

Dr. J. Ad.\m Krug of Philadelphia, Pa., a gradu-
ate of the Medico-Chirurgical College of Philadel-

phia in 1889, and a member of the Philadelphia

County and Pennsylvania State Aledical Societies,

died at his home on August 6, aged 54 years.

Dr. Benjamin H. Detweiler of Williamsport,

Pa., a graduate of the Medical Department of the

University of Pennsylvania in 1855, a member of

the American ]\Iedical Association, and of the Phil-

adelphia State and Lycoming County Medical Soci-

eties, the senior practising physician of Lycoming
County, and a trustee of the State Hospital for the

Insane, at Danville, died at his home on August 9,

aged 79 years.

Dr. W^iLLiAM H. Ht'LL of Essex, Mass., a gradu-
ate of the Harvard University A'ledical School in

1865, a veteran of the Civil War, and for thirty

years a practitioner in East Boston, died at his home
on August 9.

Dr. Samuel B. Bailey of Higganum, Conn.,

a graduate of the Eclectic Medical College of Penn-
sylvania in 1859, died at his home on August 11,

aged 84 years.

Dr. Lycurgus Coon of Springfield, Mo., a grarl-

uate of the Physio-Medical Institute of Cincinnati,

Ohio, in 1866, and a veteran of the Civil War, died

at his home, on August 6, aged 75 years.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(Fr, Our Regular Correspondent.)

ROYAL VISIT TO THE LONDON HOSPITAL—BRITISH MEDICAL
association—TRELOAR CRIPPLES' HOME AND COLLEGE

—

LECTURES—DENTAL CONFERENCE—FEVER IN DURHAM COUN-
TY—ANTHRAX—OBITUARY.

London, August s, 1910.

The Royal visit to the London Hospital, which I

mentioned last week, was a great success. Throughout
the long journey the streets were crowded both on the
route going and on that returning. The drive, extend-
ing altogether over nine miles of streets, was not in
state, and soldiers did not line the route. Their
Majesties were only attended by an escort. The
ancient ceremony at the entrance of the city was but
a symbol of the past, occupying two or three minutes.
The King and Queen exhibited great interest in the
Finsen Light treatment, the lamps for which were pre-
sented by Queen Alexandra. Dr. Segueira,' who has
charge of the department, explained the present posi-
tion of this remedy. Several of the wards were visited
and the patients were gratified by the kindly words
spoken to them by their majesties.
Yesterday Lord Rothschild announced that as Treas-

urer of King Edward's Hospital Fund, he had received
a check for £500, with the intimation of the King's
gracious intention to augment His Majesty's annual
subscription of that amount to one thousand per an-
num to the fund. The check was dated July 30, as the
King is anxious that the date of the augmentation
should coincide with that of His Majesty's first visit
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to a London hospital since the accession. It is obvious
that King George will continue that interest in hos-
pitals which was so constantly manifested by his

revered parents. There were various incidents besides

those I have mentioned which showed the interest of

the King and Queen in the work of the London Hospital,

which has for years been an object of their care.

The meeting of the British Medical Association
closed on Saturday with a series of excursions. There
is not much out of the common in a trip to health

resorts, and many members were in a hurry to go
home after their week in town. About 120, however,
went to Brighton and were entertained to luncheon by
the local branch and at a garden party by the Mayor.
Some 200 visited Bath, which still claims the premier
place among our spas, and were provided with luncheon
at the Guildhall on the invitation of the Mayor and
corporation. I think the most interesting trip was
that to the Cripples' Home, established by Sir Wm.
Treloar. Some 300 accepted Sir William's invitation.

Luncheon was served in the recreation room. Be-
sides this and the usual features of such a reception,

a brief review of the circumstances under which he
established the Home and College was given by Sir

Wm. Treloar, and some other speeches were made.
But what was a little out of the way in such excur-
sions, and perhaps the more interesting, was a mixture
of science with pleasure. A paper was read by Dr.

Morgan on the treatment of tuberculosis in bone,
for which he said the three essentials were rest, good
food and fresh air. He described an apparatus for

spinal and hip cases designed by the resident medical

officer. Dr. G. Gauvain, which permitted free move-
ment and enabled the patients to be taken out of doors
and into the schoolroom. Dr. Gauvain himself de-
scribed the method of treatment, which he believed had
proved very beneficial, and he gave a demonstration
in the plastic room on the uses of plaster of Paris.

The college boys were inspected by the visitors at

their physical drill.

With regard to the sections much difference of

opinion is but natural. The great increase in their

number seems to aim at including as much as possible
in the general proceedings, and the attractions of a

large gathering, while at the same time encouraging
the advance of specialism. Some consider that so-
ciology shpuld not have a section in a medical society,

and some of the subjects brought forward, though in-

teresting to everyone, are more within the purview of

the statesman than the doctor. Similar objections
are offered to other sections, but it may be said that
only those need go who are interested, and it must be
admitted that there was fair attendance at some of the
doubtful discussions. On the other hand, there re-
mains the complaint that one can only be in one place
at a time, and if much interested in one subject at-

tendance throughout its section excludes everything
else.

Leaving the leading sections to your special repre-
sentatives, who reported them, I will confine my notes
to some other points. To-day I may refer to the
odontological section, because it illustrates the objec-
tions of some to its inclusion and further because
yesterday there was opened at Liverpool the Thirtieth
Annual Conference of the British Dental Association,
which will be continued to-day and to-morrow. The
report showed that the Dentists' Act, though it is

more stringent than the Medical Act, does not prevent
unqualified practice, and a bill has been prepared
dealing prohibition to all unregistered persons. The
president, Mr. Waite, devoted his address first to
the phenomenal advance in almost every detail of
dental surgery, and second to the increasing preva-
lence of dental disease. He approved of dental school
clinics for the benefit of the necessitous poor.
Returning to the section. Dr. Sim Wallace said caries

\va.s due to the lodgment of fermentable food in con-
tact with the teeth ; and discussed the proper feeding
of children. It was not merely the hygiene of the
mouth that made them suspect the "pap system." but that
of the alimentary canal all the way along. Dr. Harry
Campbell said English people's teeth were a disgrace.
He attributed this largely to insufficient mastication,
in consequence of which the teeth protruded too much
from the gums, and we were known on the Continent
as "large toothed" or "long in the tooth."

Dr. Bennett said freedom from caries was the result
of simplicity of diet. It mattered little what food was
taken as long as there was not much variety. l\Tr.

K. W. Goadey dealt with the part plavcd by the bac-

teria normally present in the mouth. Air. Badcock
said the mouths of animals living under natural con-
ditions were clean, and this was due to the friction of
hard food in mastication. Dr. Austin pointed out that
the popular notion of injury by drugs rested on the
slightest foundation. Modern research tended to show
that acids developed in situ where the natural cleansing
by the constant flow of saliva was difficult, were more
likely to be injurious than medicines which did not
remain in the mouth. Mr. J. G. Turner asked if teeth
were necessary. One companion of his profession be-
wailed that civilized food gave no use for teeth; the
other cried out for more teeth. In hospital practice
he extracted from children of any age every septic or
painful tooth. They always were the better, and he did
the same for adults. The toothless could fare as well
as those equally equipped. An aged friend of his, ab-

solutely toothless, could eat the crackling of pork with
relish. Patients dying slowly of oral sepsis would
sotircel}' be recognized a few months after removal of
all teeth. It was a question between beauty or sepsis.

Mr. Mummery, president of the Section, dealt with
the subject of susceptibility and immunity, and ex-
pressed the opinion that there are more causes of

caries than had been considered by the various speakers.
For years the County of Durham has had the high-

est death rate from typhoid. .Attention has often been
drawn to this and the blackest spots pointed out. The
local government board's inspectors have emphasized
the facts reported by the M. O. H., as well as district

officers. Now Dr. Newsholme, the board's medical
officer, has added to a report by Dr. Wheaton some
scathing observations. He says the sanitary authorities
of the county cannot excuse themselves by lack of
knowledge and faithful counsel from their medical of-

ficers, knowledge they have had but have not passed
it into duty. Ignorance of the facts now once more
set out plainly cannot be regarded as much less cul-

pable than is the failure of other authorities to utilize

their knowledge. Durham is a great mining district,

one person in every twenty-two of the population—men,
women and children—being miners; but the evidence
does not favor the conclusion that the infection is

acquired in the mines, for it rather depends on the recog-

nized causes of enteric, associated with the filthy do-
mestic arrangements and unwholesome conditions of
life rife in the county.
The President of the Royal College of Surgeons in

Ireland has addressed an appeal to the Government for
more equitable treatment for its medical school. Every
other medical school in Ireland receives financial aid

but this, the most important, is left out in the cold, al-

though the college was originally founded with the
help of a grant from Parliament. The school has done
much to improve medical education and ought to be
as well treated as its junior institutions.

The M. O. H. for the city reports that a case of an-
thrax has been notified ; the patient being a house-
keeper in a block of offices, one of which was occupied
by a firm of leather merchants dealing in box calf and
dressed leather. Of course the M. O. H. is having
every precaution taken against the spread of the dis-

ease.

It is sad to record the death of a distinguished man
at the early age of 44. Dr. John Edward Piatt, surgeon
to the Manchester Royal Infirmary and chairman of the
board, died thus early yesterday. He was an Owen's
College man. At the London University he took the
highest degrees in medicine as well as surgery, with
first-class honors, gold medals, exhibitions and scholar-
ships. He also took the two London Colleges and
proceeded to the F. R. C. S. After serving in the
resident appointments, he was elected on the surgical

staff of the Infirmary and became surgical lecturer

at the University. He was also consulting surgeon
to the consumption and some other hospitals and one
of the editors of the Manchester Medical Chronicle, to

which he contributed important articles on surgical ques-

tions, as he also did to the Encycl. Med., The Lancet,
and the Societies.

The death on July 28 of Major William Parsons
Tritton, M.D., of the Natal Medical Corps, is reported.
During the Russo-Turkish war he was chief surgeon
at the Lanheim Hospital, Constantinople. He was a

member of the Natal Medical Society and a recognized
authority on military surgery, especially on gunshot
wounds.

Lt.-Col. Henry Harrison, who died on the 28th July,

retired from the R. A. M. C. in 1880 on attaining the
rank of Hon. Brigade Surgeon.

!|
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OUR CANADIAN LETTER.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

TYPHOID FEVER IN MONTREAL AND IN TORONTO—THE SANA-
TORIUM FOR TUBERCULOSIS AT MUSKOKA—THE CONSERVA-
TION OF PUBLIC HEALTH IN CANADA—THE MEDICAL SCHOOLS
OF CANADA—OZONIZATION OF THE WATER SUPPLY OF LIND-

SAY—SPEEDING OF PHYSICIANS' MOTOR CARS IN TORONTO

—

DR. CHAS. SHEARD REAPPOINTED MEDICAL OFFICER OF HEALTH
OF TORONTO—AMENDMENTS TO THE CANADA MEDICAL ACT

—

TENTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CANADIAN ASSOCIATION

FOR THE PREVENTION OF TUBERCULOSIS HELD IN MONTREAL

—

APPOINTMENT OF DK. GRU.VER AS P.\THOLOGIST TO VICTOKL\
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Typhoid fever is once again somewhat prevalent in Mon-
treal and in Toronto. In Montreal the number of cases

is large for the time of the year, considerably above the

average; and the fear is expressed that a widespread epi-

demic may be apprehended. The origin of the present

cases has not been directly traced to the water supply

;

indeed, it has been urged that infected milk and infected

wells outside the city are responsible, but in an editorial

which appeared in the Montreal Medical Journal for Aug-
ust the water supply is pointed to as the probable cause,

and the city authorities are strongly recommended to has-

ten the making of the proposed filtration plant and to take

other steps which are obviously necessary to ensure a pure

water supply. In Toronto there have been several cases

of typhoid fever which the medical officer of health

frankly confessed are in all likelihood owing to polluted

water. A filtration plant is being constructed for the puri-

fication of Toronto water, but slow progress is being made
in its building.

The sanatoriums for the treatment of tuberculosis at

Muskoka have had a reputation beyond Canada for some
time. Your correspondent has been given recently the

opportunity to inspect these institutions at his leisure. Mr.
W. G. Gage, of Toronto, chairman of the executive com-
mittee of the Muskoka Cottage Sanatorium, invited your
representative to stay at the institution so as to be able

to observe its working under the most favorable auspices.

Muskoka is a wild and picturesque district, dotted with

lakes, situated about one hundred and ten miles from
Toronto. The country resembles in many respects the

Adirondack country of New York State. The Muskoka
Cottage Sanatorium, with its adjacent cottages and shacks,

is not unlike the Saranac tuberculosis colony. It is, how-
ever, on a considerably smaller scale. The main, or admin-
istration building, is a large wooden building, surmounted
by a lofty tower, and contains accommodation for some
twenty patients and the sleeping apartments of the man-
agement and the help of the institution. In it, too, are the

offices, reception room, music room, dining room, dispen-

sary, laboratory and offices of the medical stalT. There
are sun chambers, and along the front of the building is

a broad verandah. The building, which with the cottages

is placed in a well-wooded natural park of seventy-five

acres, sheltered from the north and northwest. All the

buildings have a southern and southwestern aspect, o>'- -

looking Muskoka Bay, the southern arm of Lake Mus-
koka. It is within convenient distance of the railway, and
visitors and patients are conveyed to it by water and by
road. The Muskoka Lake region is situated at an eleva-

tion of about 800 feet above sea level ; the district is

rocky and the soil porous ; the air is clear and bracing,

and the humidity is comparatively low. In fact, so far

as climate is concerned, the country is particularly well

suited to those suffering from chest affections. The main
building and the cottages were presented by various donors,

and are one and all adapted to the purposes for which they

were built and the style of architecture is in keeping with

the scenery. One of the most conspicuous internal features

of the main building, and certainly one of the most in-

structive and interesting, is the experimental laboratory,

under the direction of Dr. Caulfield, assisted by Dr.

Beattie. Your correspondent was present at several of the

meals, and slept in one of the cottages, so that he can

personally vouch for the excellence of the food and for

the good quality of the sleeping accommodation. The
main building and cottages will hold from ninety to one
hundred patients, and-there are usually more under treat-

ment in the winter than in the summer. The nursing staff

is large and well trained, and the cottages ensure to the

patients a large degree of privacy. If desired, each patient

lias a separate room. The open-air treatment is followed

out to the fullest extent possible. Shacks have been
erected, the latest of which was specially designed by_ Dr.

Kendall, physician-in-chief. These are long, low buildings,

with windows occupying the space from the roofs to half

way down the buildings, and which can be open or closed

as the physician may think fit. The entrance is in the mid-

dle of each building, which opens into a washing, dressing

and sitting apartment for all the inmates. As at Saranac,

the guiding principle of the institution at Muskoka is that

it is a colony, the buildings being constructed on the cot-

tage plan, with a main administrative building. The Mus-
koka Cottage Sanatorium was established in 1896.

There is also at Muskoka a large free hospital for con-

sumptives. This is situated at about a mile's distance from
the Cottage Sanatorium, nearer the town of Gravcnhurst.

It consists of a large main building, a pavilion and numer-
ous shacks, and will accommodate in the neighborhood of

120 patients. There are no private rooms; all the patients

are in wards. The main building is arranged and fitted in

the most suitable manner possible, and the patients are

housed and fed in a most comfortable and generous way.

At the free hospital those who can afford to pay some-
thing do so, and at the Cottage Sanatorium each patient

pays a moderate sum weekly. Dr. Kendall, the physician-

in-chief, showed your correspondent over both establish-

ments, and the result of the visit was a conviction that the

situation and the treatment at the Muskoka Sanatorium
left little to be desired from the tuberculosis patients'

point of view. It should be said that the sanatorium at

Muskoka and also the sanatorium for the treatment of

tuberculosis in the vicinity of Toronto were founded and
erected chiefly through the efforts of the Canadian National
Sanatorium Association, established in 1896. The associa-

tion, nevertheless, is a purely philanthropic' organization.

The Commission of Conservation of Canada has published

recently its first annual report. The question of public

health is to be dealt with by the commission, including

protection to infant life, improvement of the health of

school children, prevention of typhoid fever and other
diseases due to organic filth, and prevention of tuberculosis.

Dr. Chas. A. Hodgetts, who for many years ably ful-

filled the duties of secretary to the Ontario Board of
Health, has accepted the position of medical adviser to

the Commission of Conservation, and has left Toronto for

Ottawa. In the scathing survey of medical education in

the United States and Canada, by Flexner and Pritchett,

some of the Canadian medical schools were severely

handled. There are eight medical schools for a popula-
tion of appro-ximately 7,000,000; number of physicians,

6736: ratio, one to 1030 inhabitants. In the matter of
medical schools, says the report, Canada reproduced the

United States on a greatly reduced scale. Western Uni-
versity (London) is as bad as anything to be found in

the States; Laval and Halifax Medical Colleges are feeble;

Winnipeg and Kingston represent a distinct effort toward
higher ideals ; McGill and Toronto are excellent. The
eight schools of the Dominion thus belong to three differ-

ent types, the best adding a fifth year to their advantages
of superior equipment and instruction. The outstanding
feature of the report with respect to Canadian medical
schools is the praise lavished on Toronto University Medi-
cal School, praise which, it may be noted, is well deserved.
The strides made by the school within recent years have
been almost astonishing, and only go to show the results

which may be achieved by the expenditure of money
guided by intelligence. Toronto Medical School has
sprung from the ruck of such teaching institutions into

quite the_ front rank. Of McGill Medical School little

can be said in further praise. McGill has long ago won its

spurs.

The ozonization by electricity of water supplies was
widely advertised in Ontario a few months ago. and
heralded by some enthusiasts as the coming mode of puri-
fying water supplies on a large scale. Some experts here
were skeptical in regard to the wonderful results said to

have been brought about by the method of Lindsay, Ontario,
and in other places. The Ontario Provincial Board of
Health took up the matter and sent a bacteriologist and a
chemist to investigate and report on the conditions exist-

ing at Lindsay, in connection with the ozonization plant
installed there. The report shows that the glowing ac-
counts of the success of purification by electricity at Lind-
say \vere at least premature, and would seem to bear out
the views already freely expressed by experts that ozoni-
zation of water on a large scale has not as yet proved suc-
cessful. It is effective on a small scale, under certain
conditions, but it is too expensive and too uncertain to be
relied on when a large body of water has to be treated.
Much dissatisfaction has been expressed on the part of

physicians in Toronto owing to the action of the police in

summoning members of the profession who have exceeded
the speed limit of motor cars when proceeding to visit

patients badly injured, or dangerously ill. The magis-
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trates have recognized that the position taken by medical
practitioners is sound, and have allowed them some lee-

way when visiting such patients.

Dr. Chas. Sheard. who has held the post of medical
officer of health of Toronto during the past eighteen

years, and who resigned the post a few months ago, has

been persuaded to reconsider his determination and has
been reappointed at an increased salary.

Amendments to the Canada Medical Act were adopted
at the recent meeting of the Canadian Medical .\ssociation.

The bill, as it now stands, gives two representatives to

each of the Provinces, to be elected under regulations to

be made by the Provincial Medical Councils. All told,

the Dominion Medical Council will now have a member-
ship of thirty-one. The Laurie amendment to the British

Medical Act provides that any Province may, through its

Legislature, arrange a scheme of reciprocity with the

British Medical Council.
The tenth annual meeting of the Canadian Association

for the Prevention of Tuberculosis was held in the Royal
Edward Institute, Montreal, on June 7. 8 and 9. Dr.

Oskar C. Griiner, late clinical pathologist to Leeds In-

firmary, England, has been appointed pathologist to the

Royal Victoria Hospital, Montreal, and lecturer on path-
ology at McGill Medical School.
Rabies is practically extinct in Western Ontario, only

three counties being now affected. Since the first case of
the disease reported, in May, 1907, there have been no
fewer than 481 cases notified. The result is a convincing
practical illustration of the efficacy of quarantining and
muzzling dogs. It is stated at the Veterinary General's
Department, in Ottawa, that in Toronto alone there are
now nearly three thousand fewer dogs than there were six

months ago.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

BERIBERI—WAR ACMN'ST MALARIA—CHOLERA—PERSONAL.

Manila, P. I., June 28, 1910.

It may be of interest to note that the recent theories

with regard to the etiology of beriberi have received offi-

cial recognition by the Philippine Government as well as

by the United States Army. The Insular Government of
the Philippine Islands has issued the following circular
with regard to the use of rice, which is self-explanatory:
"In view of the fact that the Director of Health has

reported to the undersigned that for some years past con-
siderable experimental evidence that beriberi was caused
by the consumption of certain kinds of rice has become
available, and that at the recent meeting of the Far East-
ern Association of Tropical Medicine held at Manila,
Doctors Eraser of Singapore, Aron of the Philippine
Medical School, and Highet of Siam, produced additional
evidence that showed almost conclusively that beriberi
can be caused by the continuous consumption of polished
rice, and in view of the further fact that much beriberi
has been encountered in the past in Government work-
shops, in prisons, and in other public institutions ; upon
the recommendation of the Director of Health and the
Honorable, the Scretary of the Interior, the use of polished
rice in all public institutions is hereby forbidden. All in-
sular, provincial and municipal officials having control of
public institutions, such as workshops, prisons, and so
forth, are hereby directed to see that the provisions of
tjiis executive order are complied with in the institutions
under their control.

(Signed) "W. Ca.meron Forbes, Governor-General."
The United States Army has issued the following cir-

cular :

'I. On the recommendation of the chief commissarv of
the division, the issue of Saigon rice to Philippine scout
organizations will be continued until Aug. i. 1910, after
which time undermilled rice will be issued.

"11. Circular Xo. 19. these headquarters. May 9, 1910,
publishing schedule of interisland transports, is' revoked.
By command of Major-General Duvall.

(Signed) "Lea Febiger,
"Lieutenant-Colonel. General Staff. Chief of Staff'."

Unpolished rice has been exclusively used at the Culion
since last March, and since that time no cases of beriberi
have made their appearance. This is particularly striking
in view of the fact that beriberi was almost constantly pres-
ent from May. 1906, up until the time that the use of
polished rice was discontinued.

Beriberi has also been present almost continuouslv among
the scout soldiers of the United States Army, and it will
be of interest to note whether the discontinuance of pol-
ished rice among them will also stop the incidence of the
disease.

The soldiers connected with the constabulary in the

years gone by have suft'ered very little from beriberi.

This is attributed to the fact that instead of having polished
rice and other rations issued to them by the Government,
they receive a cash allowance and are at liberty to pur-
chase their food wherever they desire. The great majority
of them are stationed in the provinces and purchase the
rice that is pounded out by hand in the native way ; the
fact that this is not polished would seem to be the reason
why the constabulary soldiers have not been aff^ected to any
great extent with beriberi.

With a view of reducing the incidence of malaria in

the Philippine Islands the Bureau of Health has pur-
chased 2,500,000 five-grain doses of quinine and will issue
them gratuitously to persons living in the malarial districts.

It will be of interest to note whether this decreases the
incidence of malaria.
The cholera situation in the province of Pangasinan

remains about the same, but the infection has gained a
foothold in a number of new places in Pampanga, Bula-
can, Cavite and Rizal Provinces. Manila was infected by
a Greek peddler who arrived from the infected town of
Dagupan and entered a boarding house in which there
were forty inmates. As soon as he showed positive evi-
dences of cholera the remaining boarders fled to many
parts of the city, but in many instances, unfortunately,
they had already become infected. As a result, there has
been an average number of about two cases per day in

Manila during the past week.
Dr. H. E. Schiffbauer of the Philippine Medical School

is now in Vienna taking a post graduate course in sur-
gery.

Dr. P. K. Oilman, associate professor of surgery at the
Philippine Medical School, leaves July 14 for an extended
vacation in the United States.

Dr. Louis Schapiro of Washington, D. C, has been ap-
pointed a medical inspector of the Bureau of Health.

3Jrngr?0H of fHpMral ^rirnrr.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, August 11, 1910.

The Clinical Aspects of Arteriosclerosis.—Henry
Jackson says that pathologically the changes in the intima
are the most prominent features, representing a conserva-
tive process, a protective cement, so to speak, to guard
against injury of the arterial wall because of the disease
in the media; the primary process is found either as a
degenerative or as an inflammatory change in the media,
or perhaps some defect or strain of the elastic fibers.

Councilman makes three divisions, (i) The nodular form,
which does not give rise to clinical symptoms. (2) The
senile type, with many symptoms probably directly refer-
able to the condition of the arteries, rather local disturb-
ances in the circulation than disease which affects the body
as a* whole. The arteries feel like broken pipe-stems.
The heart is extremely intermittent and irregular, yet
does not show the results of heart failure. (3) Diffuse
arteriosclerosis which is a disease found especially in
individuals otherwise healthy, most common in those of
advanced age. .In this form of the disease we find the
largest hearts. From clinical and experimental observa-
tions it seems probable that we must attach greater im-
portance to the role of varying toxic processes associated
with acute infectious diseases in the etiology of arterio-
sclerosis. Yet the chief cause probably lies in overeating
and consequent gastrointestinal disturbances. From a clin-

ical standpoint the symptoms may be divided into localized

symptoms and general symptoms. Of the former probably
the most important are those associated with disease of the

vessels of the heart. In many cases of sclerosis of the arch
of the aorta we find an extension of the process to the
valves of the heart resulting in sclerotic changes of the

aortic valves. .\n important local condition of the heart

is found in diseases of the coronary arteries. Again, the

heart muscle may be seriously affected by localized disease

of the arteries. .Among the. most important symptoms
of localized arteriosclerosis are the disturbances of the

nervous system, central and peripheral. The heart and
kidneys are the most important organs secondarily dis-

eased. One drug he considers of value as a preventive

measure, and, perhaps in some cases, as a curative meas-
ure, iodide of potash. In recent years there has accumu-
lated evidence that permanent good is accomplished by the

high frequency current.

Notes on the Condition Denominated External and
Internal Atony, Suggesting Its Association with Tuber-
culosis.— -\. >Iackenzie Forbes is inclined to view ordi-

nary round sliouldirs or stoop as being a manifestation

of a laxity of the ligaments and a weakness in which the

:
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dorsal spine becomes kyphotic in shape, and the lumbar
spine compensates by assuming the position of lordosis. It

is, in fact, his firm belief that it is impossible to get a

dorsal kyphosis without a lumbar lordosis. The way to

cure stoop is not to attack the shoulders, is not to attack

directly the kyphosis, but rather to attack it indirectly by
preventing lumbar lordosis, and thus forcing a reduction
of dorsal kyphosis, thereby changing the center of gravity.

It is only a question of balance. His practice is to get

pressure at the anterior abdominal wall in the hope of
primarily altering the lumbar curve, and, secondly, through
altering the center of gravity, causing a reduction of the

dorsal kyphosis or stoop. To do this he makes a light

spinal brace, which is somewhat similar to the spinal

brace of the late Fayette Taylor. This brace has shoulders

and a pelvic band. The shoulder straps are not to hold the

shoulders back, but, with the pelvic band, are calculated

to form two fixed points of counter pressure at the upper
part of the dorsal spine and at the pelvis. This brace acts

simply as a vehicle to carry an abdominal apron or sup-

port, which is buckled to it, and which can be expected

to so control the abdoinen of the patient that a lumbar
lordosis is straightened out, which straightening is fol-

lowed by compensatory changes in the dorsal region of

the spine, .^mong the several interesting points about this

condition he mentions its association with tuberculosis ; it

is undoubtedly the cause of pains referred to the back,

to the back of the thighs and, in some cases, to the groins

and front of the thighs ; it is sometimes accompanied by
spasm of the erectores, which may be' due to an accom-
panying tuberculosis of the lumbar glands ; there is often

a prominence of the dorsolumbar vertebra?, suggesting

Pott's disease of the spine ; a dorsolumbar kypholordosis

varying from an "s" shaped curve to a curved upper dorsal

and straight anterior slanting dorsolumbar spine ; there is

probably always a more or less protuberant abdomen

;

there is possibly a slight rise in temperature, especially in

the evening; there is often associated a neurosis. This

condition is to be distinguished from Pott's disease of the

spine, from sacroiliac disease, from rheumatoid conditions

and from tuberculous lumbar glands.

New York Medical Journal, August 13, 1910.

Singultus Gastricus Nervosus.—Anthony Bassler

says that singultus, or hiccough, is a symptom expressed

as a sound made by the sudden and involuntary contraction

of the diaphragm, and the simultaneous contraction of the

glottis which arrests the rising air in the trachea. The
type he draws attention to is a functional nervous form
occurring as a symptom of a neurotic condition of the

stomach. He draws attention to the fact that a neurotic

condition of the stomach can exist as a manifest clinical

entity apart from any association with hysteria or other

generally recognized neurological conditions ; he reports

two clean cut cases of these. In conclusion, he states that

true cases of hysteria in which hiccoughing is a feature

are not uncommon, and decidedly more numerous tlian

those he describes. But in these, more or less manifesta-

tions of hysteria are always present. Whenever there is

any doubt regarding the diagnosis, the rather unimportant

feature of lo'cal and persistent gastric symptoms, together

with the fact that hiccoughing hysterics do not show much

if any general deterioration in health would be helpful in

distinguishing them.
The Clinical Significance of Depression.—George E.

Price says that depression is an emotional state which

may be either normal or abnormal; normally it is seen

as the direct result of certain definite causes (sorrow,

disappointment, ill health, or business reverses). Again, it

may be temperamental. Many individuals are what might

be termed emotionally sensitive. There is also a class

of individuals who seem always to live under a_ shadow;

discontented, dissatisfied—the grumblers. In his article

Price considers depression chiefly as an abnormal or

pathological state, and it may be said to become abnormal

when it occurs spontaneously, without adequate external

cause. Depression should be considered not psychologically

but clinically. Depression is present in such functional

neuroses as neurasthenia and hypochondria, and in such

mental diseases as melancholia, circular insanity, dementia

precox, paranoia, paresis, and senile dementia. In con-

sidering these depressive states it is profitable to approach

the subject first from the standpoint of age. In infancy

and childhood there is no distinctive persistent depression

;

no true insanity with dejection; yet depression may be

present and together with abnormal sensitiveness, intro-

spection, self-consciousness, or self-distrust, may indicate

an unstable nervous system and forecast a mental or

nervous breakdown later in life. During puberty or

adolescence, depression may appear as a symptom ot

dementia precox, melancholia, or neurasthenia. In early

adult life we find melancholy the chief depressive state.

Neurasthenia and hypochondria also contribute their quota

of cases. .A.s mature adult life is reached, the depression

of early paranoia and of paresis is added to that of melan-

cholia, neurasthenia, and hypochondriasis. In middle life,

involutional melancholia is the dominating depressive

state and, as old age approaches, senile dementia must be

added to the already long list. Melancholy is par excel-

lence the insanity of depression ; yet depression is no more

melancholy than is a cough, phthisis. Memory and orien-

tation are preserved. Self-accusation is conspicuous.

Early in dementia precox, it is common for the patient to

pass through a period of depression, often associated with

apprehension, fear, dread, because of the nature of his

delusions and hallucinations. The whole picture of

dementia precox is colored by confusion. The depres-

sion in hypochondria is dependent on the disturbance of

the general somatic feeling; in seeking an objective cause

such people arrive at faulty conclusions concerning the

nature of the condition. Thus a trivial cough becomes a

phthisis, and an indigestion, a gastric carcinoma. The
neurasthenic's depression is the result of his pathological

fatigue. The neurasthenic does not become insane unless

there is the additional element of neuropathy.

Innocently Acquired Syphilis.—The following deduc-

tions are offered by Walter Brooks Brouner: (i) That

syphilis, one of the most contagious infections aiflicting

mankind, is undoubtedly on the increase as judged by

hospital and private practice. (2) That there is woeful

ignorance on the part of the public both as regards its

origin, its frequency, and its communicability. (3) That

many' estimable, respectable people acquire this disease

innocently and for a long time are unaware of the real

nature of their illness. (4) That these innocent victims

innocently infect others. (5) That the most frequent

source of infection is by using public drinking cups, public

towels in bathrooms, and improperly washed cooking

utensils, etc. (6) That the use of the common communion

cup in- public worship should rapidly be done away with

and individual communion cups substituted therefor. (7)

That the practice of passing around drinking water in

public places of amusement should be prohibited by local

boards of health, because of the danger of infection that

lurks in these drinking cups. (8) That hospitals, dispen-

saries, and public buildings should not be provided with

public drinking cups, but that indivdual paper cups should

be provided. (9) That the public should be instructed as

to what to demand from their dentists in the way of aseptic

instruments. It is, alas ! too common a practice for dentists

not to pay any attention to the advances made in our

knowledge of asepsis. ( 10) That medical men should ever

be on the alert to diagnosticate lues, or syphilis, when

present, ever mindful that it is a disease cnmmon alike

to the prince and the pa-ipor.

Journal of the American Medical Association, August

13, 1910.

Autointoxication and Allied Intestinal Troubles.—
Hiram Woods treats of this as a possible cause of certain

vascular and functional disturbances of the eye. The
lesions of the adnexa which he considers are those of the

lids and mucosa. In discussing the etiology of blepharitis

he quotes Shoemaker, who presents the clinical conjiinc-

tival picture, with a positive autotoxic cause in view.

Before attempting to couple the lid and conjunctival dis-

turbances and discussing the possibility of an autotoxic

cause, he adds a third class, recurrent circumcorneal injec-

tion, recurrent asthenia of the ciliary muscle, spasm _
of

accommodation, and the condition known as hysterical

accommodation spasm, or cyclospasin. In considering the

pathogenesis, they call it autointoxication, and there are

good reasons for so doing. The reason for calling these

eye disturbances, associated with various intestinal dis-

orders, "autotoxic," is that they bear a strong similarity

to eye troubles of either known general infectious natiire,

or to those seen in systemic diseases capable of producing

toxins. He thinks there is enough association between the

eye disturbances named and manifest symptoms of auto-

intoxication from constipation to justify the belief of

causative relation. There is reason to think that the same

eye troubles can follow intestinal lesions which do not

essentially produce toxic products. It seems that the

physiologic chemist is not yet in position to help us much
in proving the diagnosis, and that until he is we must study

these obstinate cases from a clinical standpoint only. If

we are ever to explain them or to relieve them. w;e must

view the eye as the receiving as well as the sending end

of what we call remote disturbances.
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Vein-to-Vein Transfusion of Blood.—George Morris
Durrance and Nate Ginsburg consider this subject under
the three following headings : ( i ) The advantages claimed
for the arteriovenous method are that sufficient blood pres-

sure is obtained to introduce the blood quickly from the

donor into the circulation of the recipient. The blood
obtained is richer in oxygen. On the other hand there are
disadvantages; the operation itself is beset with many
technical difficulties ; the size of the vessel can never be
determined beforehand; the pressure and volume of the

blood-stream, when the arteriovenous method is employed,
are sometimes so great as to cause a grave complication,
appearing rapidly and frequently proving fatal. In vein-
to-vein transfusion, on the other hand, the surgeon is

dealing with the superficial vessels, which are easy of
access. Moreover, a gradual flow is obtained so that the
danger of engorgement and the resulting sudden dilatation

of the right heart are avoided. The size of the structures
and the ease of access make it a simpler procedure than
the arteriovenous method. The principal advantage they
claim for the vein-to-vein method of performing trans-
fusion is its simplicity. There is no danger to be con-
sidered except the possible one of hemolysis. (2) The
indications for employing transfusion. In general, trans-
fusion is employed either to save life or to hasten a

patient's recovery. The indications for performing trans-
fusion are therefore as follows: The sudden depletion of
the vascular system due to grave accidents, or following
operations, as in the case of hemorrhage occurring during
the course of typhoid fever ; hemophilia, melena, poisoning
with carbon dioxide, coal-tar derivatives and other sub-
stances characterized by the production of metheraoglobin

;

the pellagra. (3) The contraindications to transfusion. It

is of no value in severe infections, in the cachexia of
cancer and in tuberculosis. In pernicious anemia and in

leukemia, transfusion has disappointed the great expecta-
tions which were aroused. This procedure is decidedly
harmful in cases of purpura hemorrhagica, and whenever
hemolysis is taking place.

Scab Formation in the Nose.—W. Peyre Porcher
considers the etiology and prevention of this condition.
Among the most prominent factors to which it has been
attributed may be mentioned syphilis, inhalation of dust,
tuberculosis, anemia, and chlorosis, tobacco and alcohol,

hypertrophic catarrh, effects of a previous purulent
rhinitis and suppuration of the accessory sinuses of the
nose, fatty degeneration of the infiltrated cells, the tro-

phoneurotic theories and penetration of microorganisms,
Lowenberg's ozenacoccus, etc. On account of the fact that
whenever inflammatory secretions from any portion of the
respiratory tract come in contact with the external air,

they become coagulated or gummy and finally hardened
with more or less fetid odor, it seems evident that the
same process occurs in scab formation, and that there-
fore it is necessary to select some drug which will maintain
the fluidity of these secretions. For this purpose the
author has chosen iodid of potassium, and such operative
measures as would open the accessory sinuses and give
free outlet to all inflammatory exudates, pus collections,
etc. It is the custom of the author to begin with the
adrninistration of 20 drops of the saturated solution of
iodid of potassium and run the dose up rapidly until the
secretions in the nose become so fluid that the scabs are
easily expelled. Many patients absorbed from 600 to 900
grains daily before the nasal secretions would remain fluid,

and this without noticeable ill effects : on the contrary, the
gain in flesh would be rapid and the improvement in gen-
eral health marked. He had been informed that as much
as 1500 grains a day had been attended with no ill effects.
In every case in which he had used these large doses.
together with the operative treatment, the scabs had
ceased to form.

A Note on the Treatment of Pernicious Anemia.

—

Alfred C. Croftan expresses himself as inclined to the
belief that gastrointestinal disorders in the overwhelming
majority of cases usher in this disease and that the definite
point of attack in the treatment is the restoration of
nutritive equilibrium by artificial means and the preven-
tion, as far as possible, of abnormal or excessive intestinal
decomposition. The author's plan of treatment consists in
the incorporation of the maximal amount of proteins
adrninistered in conjunction with artificial digestants to
facilitate their assimilation and absorption. The diet con-
sists in an abundance of meat, fish. eggs, milk, buttermilk,
etc., administered in small quantities at frequent intervals!
so that the patient receives five or six meals in the course
of the day. Attention must be given to individual idiosyn-
cracies. As many as a dozen eggs should be given da'ily,
if possible. The addition of a little alcohof has been

found of vahie. Nourishment per rectum is given in the
form of predigested clysmata, together with sodium bi-

carbonate, a Httle sodium chloride, and pancreas, with
about ten drops of laudanum. To this treatment are added
large qi.antilies of hydrochloric acid by the mouth in

rnucilage water, ten to fifteen drops of strong acid being
given fifteen minutes after each meal, and again thirty

minutes after each feeding. Rectal clysmata should be
given twice daily, or, if rectal irritation results, once
daily. To these remedies the author also adds thyroid
extract in doses varying from three to five grains of the
extract, three times a day by the mouth or with the clys-

mata by rectum. The patient may receive some arsenic
in the beginning in the form of sodium cacodylate dis-

solved in normal salt solution in the dose of one grain
daily administered intramuscularly. Patients treated with
arsenic alone never improved materially and this drug was,
hence, merely an adjuvant. Iron was not given, as that
drug was ingested in overabundance in the meat juices

ingested.

The Lancet, August 6, 1910.

Bilharziosis and How to Prevent It.—James F. Allen
recapitulates what is known regarding the cause and pre-
vention of bilharziosis. We know that the disease is

caused by a parasite which exists in the water of rivers,

streams, and ponds; that it enters the body directly from
the water by the urethra or anus during long immersion

;

and that the longer the immersion the greater is the

danger of invasion. Brief bathing in infected water
either at home or in a river if followed by thorough dry-
ing is perfectly safe. The prepuce most materially assists

invasion of the urinary tract and circumcision gives com-
parative protection. The parasite cannot reproduce itself

within the human body. If, therefore, precautions are
taken to prevent reentry, the disease will not advance, but
will slowly recede, so that by a combination of precau-
tions one can finally get rid of it. The proof of the effi-

cacy of this knowledge is that there are no dangerous or
fatal cases of bilharziosis in South Africa. The author
compares this status of the disease in South Africa with
the terrible ravages that it causes in Egypt, and concludes
that State instruction in this matter, together wih facili-

ties for infant circumcision, will cause serious and fatal

cases of bilharziosis to disappear from Egypt and will

make the disease as innocuous and as infrequent in that

country as in South .Africa.

Heart Puncture.—J. Wallace Milne relates the his-

tory of a girl of 20 years, who, after an attack of rheu-
matic fever, had a mitral bruit, systolic in time, but with
no dilatation and no anasarca. A recurrence still further
damaged the heart. A short time afterward she had an
attack of heart failure which was tided over in the usual
way. A few days later a second attack occurred which
was not relieved by these expedients, and, as death seemed
imminent, the author opened the left median basilic, but
no blood flowed. He then cut into the brachial artery
above its division into the ulnar and radial arteries, and
only a feeble trickle of dark blood flowed. The patient
was half conscious and felt no pain, was cyanosed, and
the heart was becoming more and more dilated. He could
feel no pulse of the temporals over the zygomata. He
then selected the fifth intercostal space, close to the left

border of the sternum, as being likely to lie over the right
auricle, since the distension had been making more and
more to the left. Having frozen the spot with ethylchlo-

ride he inserted a trocar and cannula of about the size

of a No. 3 catheter vertically into the heart. Blood about
the color of porter and thick in consistency flowed. He
drew off twenty ounces and closed the puncture by acu-
pressure. Almost suddenly the patient revived, became
clear and collected and expressed herself as having felt

no pain, and as being quite relieved. The venesections
began to show blood through their dressings. The patient

remained conscious and free from pain for four hours
when she died. The position for puncture in such condi-
tions must be a matter for discussion and selection in

each case, as the departure from the anatomical point will

be constantly different in each instance. If performed
to relieve a heart at the crisis of its struggle, say in acute
pneumonia, by lessening the weight and volume of blood,

it might in many instances preserve life.

The Serum-Diagnosis of Hydatid Disease; Fixation of
the Complement.—.'\fter reviewing the principal articles
which have been published in connection with this sub-
ject, Kenneth Eckenstein describes the method which
he used in his experiments, and which is analogous to

that indicated by Wassermann for syphilis. Five volumes
of absolute alcohol is added to one volume of hydatid
fluid obtained from a sheep's cyst. After 24 hours in
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an ice-chest the precipitate is gotten rid of by centrifugali-
zation; the supernatant liquid is then passed through a
filter and evaporated in vacuo at 60° C. The residue is

taken up with salt solution and titrated. Before using,
the antigen must be diluted with salt solution. Tlie cor-
rect dilution is found by testing the hydatid fluid with
different sera, as is done with the heart extract in the scro-
reaction for syphilis. The dilution which the author uses
is one in five. Three rows of tubes are required and the
unit used is 100 c.mm. In tube i are placed one unit of
serum, one unit of salt solution (9 per 1,000), and one
unit of antigen; in tube 2, one unit of serum and two
units of antigen ; and in tube 3, one unit of serum and
two units of salt solution. The tubes are incubated at
37° C. for about one and one-half hours. One unit, about

5 per cent., washed sheep's corpuscles is added to eacli

tube, and the whole returned to the incubator until hemol-
ysis has taken place in the control tubes. The third tube
serves as a control for the hemolytic power of the serum
examined. A positive result is obtained when there is

no hemolysis in the first or second tubes but hemolysis in

the third. From results obtained in the examination of
18 cases the author concludes that fixation of the com-
plement as a means of diagnosis for hydatid disease
would appear to be of considerable value, though it may
be absent, either because of the particular method adopted,
or because the reaction is latent. The reaction has the
same value as any other laboratory test in that a positive
result is definite, whereas a negative one is difficult to
interpret. There is great difference between workers as

to which technique is best. The method set forth in this

paper was chosen because of its simplicity, and on account
of the good results obtained with it for syphilis.

British Medical Journal. August 6, 1910.

Cats as Plague Preventers.—Andrew Buchanan states
that some three years ago he prophesied that "A few years
hence we shall look on the neglect of the cat as one of
the most extraordinary things in the whole history of our
inquiries into the plague and its prevention," and that this

prophecy is beginning to come true. While the author
does not claim that direct infection never occurs, he holds
that there is every reason to believe that plague is mainly
due to rats. Poison and traps are ineffectual in disposing
of the rats, which are sure to return. The theory that the

plague is dying out is not sufficiently well founded to war-
rant any reliance being placed on that hope. In discussing

the comparative value of cats and inoculation, the writer

points out that the inoculation of the immense population

of India every year or every time the plague threatens

would be an impossible task at the present time, .'\lthough

a knowledge of the value of keeping cats is spreading

there are many parts of India in which this is not fully

understood, and the interval between epidemics should

be utilized to impress the people with the fact that no
other means of ridding a locality of rats compares with

the rat destroyer provided by Nature—the cat.

Treatment of Smallpox in Red Light and in the
Dark.—C. H. Wiirtzen writes that since Finsen de-

scribed his method of treating smallpox by exclusion of

the chemical rays of daylight in 1893, this method has been

employed on every occasioa in the Oresunds ffospital of

Copenhagen. He finds that panes of red glass present

a danger in that they do not always exclude the green

rays, even when intensive and of a dark red. No pane

of glass should be used unless it has been subjected to

spectroscopic examination and proved faultless. Since

treatment in the dark differs from treatment in red light

only by excluding all other rays as well as the chemical

ones, no objection can be made against this method. The
idea of treatment in the dark is not new, there being re-

ports of cases treated in this way from 1867 to 1871. See-

ing that this treatment can be so easily arranged it is in-

defensible to expose patients in the early stages of the

disease to daylight until they can be exposed to red light

in a hospital. The writer points out that in making ar-

rangements to exclude light, attention shouldbe given to

passages and adjoining rooms, so that in opening the floor

of the sick-room no light shall be admitted. When it is

necessarv to use ordinary light it should only come from

a stearine candle. In regard to the effect of red light upon

the patient they find that, while some are not appreciably

influenced, others find it rather unpleasant. It often pro-

duces a feeling of heaviness and headache, and is always

found exhausting and tiring for reading. They have not

noted any mental excitement, as is said to be the case

elsewhere. The wearing of green or blue glasses con-

siderablv modifies the red light. The smallest amount of

daylight should be excluded, and not admitted freely even

for the examination of the patient.

Recovery from Apparent Arteriosclerosis.—After

outlining the history and condition of this patient, a man

of sixty years, which pointed conclusively to the existence

of arteriosclerosis, W. W. Crofton describes the treatment

that he employed and which seems to have given unusually

favorable results. Working on the hypothesis that arterio-

sclerosis is due in some cases to nutritional disturbances

in the arterv wall, partly owing to the exhaustion of the

vasomotor nervous system, and partly to the lowering of

the food-carrying and eliminative powers of the blood,

from a diminution of its salt content caused by autoin-

toxication, the patient was given the salts of frunecek s

serum, slightly modified. They were dispensed in the form

of tablets each containing sodium chlorid 0.4 of a gram,

sodium sulphate 0.04 of a gram, sodium carbonate 0.016

of a gram sodium phosphate 0.012 of a gram, magnesium

phosphate '0.016 of a gram, and calcium glycerophosphate

0012 of a gram. The patient took two tablets three times

a dav and also a combination of olive oil, iodine, and

"Ivcerophosphates. The iodine would relieve arterial

spasm and the olive oil would dissolve out any cholesterin

which has been said to be deposited in the arterial walls

in arteriosclerosis. He also had a brine bath every morn-

ing and occasionally a dose of sodium sulphate before

breakfast. Under this regime the patient gained rapidly,

and at the end of ten weeks was able to take a long walk

and to climb a steep hill without undue fatigue or cardiac

distress. The patient is at present in good health and able

to do his work without fatigue. The interesting question

in this case was, what stage of hardening had the arteries

reached? It was conceivable that the arteries might re-

cover from the first two stages but not from the third.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift, July 25, 1910.

The Ehrlich-Hata Remedy in Suspension.—L
Michaelis has sought to mitigate the irritating action of

this substance when injected into the buttocks by prepar-

ing it in neutral suspension. When injected in a soluble

state, as recommended by the discoverers, the solution is

either acid or alkaline. When exactly neutralized it is

thrown out of solution. The author dissolves the chloride

salts of the preparation in hot water, the resulting solution

being acid. A little normal soda lye is added to neutralize

it. which causes an alkaline solution. Then phenolphthalein

is used as an indicator to secure absolute neutralization.

Xormal acetic acid is added to the alkaline solution until

the indicator is completely decolorized. The substance is

at the same time thrown out of solution as a fine yellow

suspension. A drop or two of the he is added until the

color of the phenolphthalein barely reappears, and the

suspension is at once injected. The patient moves his

thigh up and down for several minutes and is then placed

in bed for two days. The injections are devoid of pain.

The rapid disappearance of the symptoms shows that the

remedy is as promptlv absorbed as when injected in solu-

tion. Thus far the author has treated thirty-six cases

without a failure. Rest in bed is intended to prevent after-

pains and the formation of a sensitive nodule.

Hereditary Syphilis and the Wassermann Reaction.—

Mulzer and W. Michaelis sum up their own findings with

those of others as follows: Mothers of syphilitic nurslings

and newly born invariably give positive reaction, and

women who have borne syphilitic children vyithin four

years are to be regarded as latent syphilitics. When newly-

born infants present no symptoms of the disease they

may react negatively soon after birth, but within the first

three weeks post partum the reaction changes to posiliive,

usually coincident with the period of eruption. Nurslings

with manifest lues react in general in the percentage of

adults in the secondary stage (96 per cent, positive).

Children over one year old react like nurslings. Latent

syphilitic children react in the proportion of adults with

early latent syphilis. It seems more difficult to cause the

disappearance of the Wassermann reaction through treat-

ment than is the case with adults. Mothers of syphilitic

children give a high percentage of positive results (83

per cent.). When syphilitic parents have several children

in succession one is finally born with negative reaction,

corresponding to absence of symptoms.

Demonstration of Tubercle Bacilli in Acnitis.—Arndt
considers the rare form of lesion described originally as

miliary or acneiform lupus of the face, and_ later known
as papulonecrotic tuberculide, acnitis, etc. This and similar

conditions have been known to be tuberculous, or at least

paratuberculous lesions, through a variety of tests ;
but

demonstration of the bacilli in sections has hitherto been

effected, as far as the author knows, in but one case of

acnitis. .'Vs is well known, demonstration of a few bacilli

III situ in serial sections is most difficult in this entire
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class of affections. The author used successfully the anti-

formin sediment method for control, and this is much
more certain in character, but not free from objection, as

bacilli might accidentally find their way into the sediment.

The lesions examined were pinliead sized and upward.
Serial sections, stained with the Ziehl-Neelsen method,
showed in addition to the characteristic histological pic-

ture discretely situated rods and granules having all the

test qualities of tubercle bacilli. The granular form of

the bacillus has long been known to occur in lupus vul-

garis of the ordinary type. Generally speaking, the bacilli

were both extra- and intracellular, being well represented

in the giant cells. -As long as the parasite can be sho\'.-n

to exist in lesions of this sort, the author contends that

the latter should be known as tuberculides, and no longer

as paratuberculides.

Recent Surgery of Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—Sam-
son in a joint review of recent literature concludes that

artificial pneumothorax gives good results in advanced
and even in desperate cases, provided the disease is con-

fined to one side of the chest and the subject has no other

tuberculous lesions. Extensive extrapleural thoracoplastic

may be indicated where the preceding intervention cannot
be carried out, as when extensive pleural adhesions are

present. Freund's operation of dividing the prematurely

ossified cartilage of the first rib may be carried out in

individual cases, but its theoretical soundness is not yet

sufiiciently established to warrant it being made a pro-

cedure of routine.

Deutsche medisinische Wochenschrift, July 21 and 28, 1910.

Myogenous Leucocytosis.—Grawitz sums up an ar-

ticle on leucocytosis of muscular origin as follows: In-

creased muscular exertion causes an increase in the leuco-

cyte content of the blood in a ratio of from i :2 to I :4. This
leucocytosis follows promptly upon the exertion, and is

produced apparently by the compression of the lymph spaces

by the contracting muscles. The object of the increased

production of leucocytes must be the disposal of the meta-
bolic products of muscular activity. Hence under tranquil

circumstances we may assume that a normal property of

the leucocytes is the taking up and transportation of kata-

bolic substances. This is borne out by the fact that after

prolonged muscular repose—as on waking in the morning—

•

leucopenia is present. The first manifestation of myog-
enous leucocytosis is a marked lymphocytosis, which is

succeeded by a neutrophile leucocytosis. The lymphocytes,
produced in proportion to muscular activity, no doubt con-
stitute a reserve fund for the leucocytosis, being themselves
incapable of function. They enter the blood as the latter

is becoming surcharged with the chemical products of
muscular activity ; and as many as are needed become true

leucocytes for taking up the latter. The transformation
takes place in consequence very rapidly. The author does
not believe that myelocytes are to be found participating in

this leucocytosis.

Chloroform Addiction.—Storath reports a case ot

15-year-old chloroform habit. The subject was a woman,
wlio began the abuse of the drug at the age of 36. It

was taken by inhalation, from 20 to 30 gms. pure chloro-
form daily. Patient was at times in deep narcosis. It was
impossible to find any evidence of destruction of the

neurons, arteriosclerosis or renal lesions. The woman was
a psychopath, suffered from severe hysteria, and had con-
tracted the chloroform habit from using the drug for
typical migraine. There was no tendency to increase the
daily dose— if anything the patient was more susceptible
than the average individual. There were no withdrawal
symptoms when the habit was broken off. The leading
phenomena presented throughout by the patient were such
as might occur in any psychopath, and were not attributable
to any specific action of the drug.

Detection of Spermatozoa in Old Stains.—Gasis,
working under Prof. Senator's direction, reports the fol-

lowing procedure. He removes a portion of the garment
stained, divides it finely, and places it in the maceration
fluid (i or 2 cm.) for from two to five minutes. .A. glass
rod is used for compression. \ drop of the fluid is then
spread out on a glass slide and dried by flame. This smear
is then stained with i per cent, aqueous solution of eosin
and decolorized with i per cent, aqueous solution of
potassic iodide until a faint rose-pink shade is produced.
The maceration fluid consists of bichlorid of mercury, i

:

1,000. If spermatozoa do not become visible, the stained
garment is submitted to longer maceration in a larger
quantity of the fluid and the centrifuge used, smears being
prepared from the sediment, and again stained and ex-
amined as before.

Rontgen Cinematography.—Wertheimer refers to a
recent liighly successtul attempt to produce cinemato-
graphic demonstration of radiographs. The idea is by no
means new, going back as it dees to 1897 ; and the noveltj-

consists in the method by which the successful results were
obtained. The discovery was announced last May by
Kastle and two others, and is named "biorontgenography."
The first plate is iS x 24 in shape and there are 13 nega-
tives in a series. Description of the technique is very
meager and without illustrations. It will doubtless appear
in full elsewhere. The notice consists chiefly of the objects
demonstrated which are the respiratory movements and
movements of the stomach, especially the latter. The activ-
ity of the stomach is shown in health and in certain dis-
eased states.

Technique of the Injection of the Ehrlich-Hata Rem-
edy.—Wechselmann and Lange appear to have arrived
independently of and simultaneously with L. Michaelis
(see above) at the determination to inject the new prepa-
ration in a neutral suspension. They rejected phenol-
phthalein as an indicator, however, believing it to be de-
stroyed in the reaction. Their original solution of the
remedy is made with soda lye. Glacial acetic acid is used
for neutralizing, and ordinary litmus paper as an indicator.

JVIethyl alcohol should not be used as a solvent, for it

alone can cause ainaurosis in the supersensitive, and this

might be set down to the remedy itself. The authors
recommend as an injection site the region beneath the
shoulder blade. The striking action of the remedy is un-
impaired by its injection in suspension. It is not denied
that both simidtaneous and after-pains are still associated
with the injection.

Operative Treatment of Cerebral Apoplexy.—Franke
believes in early operation for cerebral hemorrhage, for
several reasons. First, there is a marked acute intracranial
pressure before death ensues in fatal cases, which should
be relieved. This must be done promptly. Second, there is

always a possibility of savins' life; and third, the destruc-
tion of brain tissue which results from hemorrhage may
to some extent be arrested. The author is aware that

these views are not those which are commonly held. For
example, it is taught usually that the sudden escape of a

large amount of blood damages the brain tissue immediately.
Such teachings, however, rest chiefly on a theoretic basis,

and cases are upon record which seemingly prove the con-
verse. The author also believes that the effused blood
exerts a toxic action during its absorption as well as be-

having as a local irritant. The dangers of puncture are'

not minimized. Iiut there are but five deaths on record in

which puncture itself has caused fatal hemorrhage. Non-
fatal hemorrhages are naturally of more frequent occur-
rence. The author believes that by following the Neisser-

Pollack technique for cerebral puncture the danger is

reduced to a minimum. He is far from claiming that the

time has arrived for routine operation. He would for the

present limit intervention to the commonest regional type

of apople.xy, viz., that in the vicinity of the lenticular

nucleus and internal capsule. If the symptoms point with
certainty or probability to this localization he would oper-

ate—puncture first, and if this failed, trephine. The symp-
toms of this type of apoplexy are enumerated in great

detail for the benefit of the surgeon, who evidently is not
supposed to wait for consultation with a neurologist in an

emergency procedure.

Paroxysmal Tachycardia in Basedow's Disease.—
Bamberger sums up the relationship between paroxysmal
and continuous tachycardia in this affection as follows

:

The former is rare, incidental, but has a definite connec-

tion with the essential tachycardia. It appears to be asso-

ciated at times with certain developments of the disease.

Thus it may coincide with the appearance of the exophthal-

mus or with an attack of tremors. The author does not

believe it is of reflex origin, but regards it as proceeding

directly from central nervous influence. It has been ob-

served to follow operative procedures, such as thyroidec-

tomy and ligation of the superior thyroid artery. Paroxys-

mal attacks doubtless exert an unfavorable prognostic

influence. The irritable and often dilated heart can hardly

fail to be weakened thereby. Several cases are cited in

which dilatation of the heart was marked. The paroxysms
therefore demand special treatment. Postural and other

mechanical resources for slowing the heart are of no bene-

fit. The author knows of nothing better than opiates

given by enema. Cardiac stimulants are of no benefit.

Valerian and its derivatives and bromides, both in rather

large doses, are of some value. Absolute rest in bed

and an ice bag over the heart are indispensable, \\hile

the above named all aid in cittting short the paroxysms,

there is nothing which will relieve them at once.
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Maok EftttFuiH.

The Prolongation of Life. Optimistic Studies by £lie
Metchnikoff. The English translation edited by P.

Chalmers Mitchell. Popular Edition, with an intro-

duction by Charles S. Minot, Professor of Compara-
tive Anatomy in the Harvard Medical School. New
York : G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1910.

There is nothing on the title page or in the preface of

this book which would explain that it is merely a reprint

of the volume published three years ago bearing the same
title. The fact is simply mentioned that it is a "popular

edition," but evidently the imprint is taken from the same
plates as the previous one. Professor Metchnikoff's great-

est contrilnitions to science are his "Lessons on the Com-
parative Pathology of Infiamniation," published in 1892,

and his "L'lmmumte." which appeared in 1901. The present

work is in reality a study in optimism and an attempt to

show that life can be prolonged by ingestion of the Bul-

garian bacillus. Professor Metchnikoff is nothing if not

an optimist, and as Professor Minot puts it, "One feels

that here is a man to whom hope is a habit of mind."

One can only hope that the present edition will be widely

read by the general reader.

Design in Nature. Illustrated by Spiral and Other Ar-
rangements in the Inorganic and Organic Kingdoms as

Exemplified in Matter, Force, Life, Growth, Rhythm,
etc., especially in Crystals. Plants, and Animals. With
Examples selected from the Renroductive, Alimentary,

Respiratory, Circulatory, Nervous, Muscular. Osseous,

Locomotorv. and Other Systems of Animals. By J.

Bell Petti'grew, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.K.C.P.; Laure-

ate of the Institute of France; Chandos Professor of

Anatomy and Medicine in the University, St. Andrews

;

Fellow of the Royal Botanical, Medico-Chirurgical.

Royal Medical, Literary and Philosophical, Harveian. and
other societies; formerlv Dean of the Medical Faculty.

University, St. Andrews; President of the Royal Medical

and Harveian Societies; Member of the General Council

of Medical Education and Registration of the United

Kingdom ; Examiner in Anatomy at the University.

Glasgow, and in Physiology at the Royal Colleges of

Physicians and Surgeons, Edinburgh, etc. Illustrated

by nearly 2.000 figures, largely original and from nature.

In three volumes. London, New York, Bombay, and

Calcutta : Longmans, Green & Co., igoS.

This magnificent work consists of three handsome quarto

volumes, containing in all some 1,400 pages, with illustra-

tions on almost every page. The title of the work hardly

gives a fair idea of its full scope and contents ; for although

the author has certainly produced the most elaborate and

scientific, as well as the latest, contribution to the "argu-

ment from design," still the book is not concerned only

or even chiefly with this subject (except indirectly). As
the author states, "It was necessary to deal \yith physics,

chemistry, botany, zoology', anatomy, physiology, and

paleontology more or less in detail, as these all hang to-

gether and bear an important relation to each other in

such an enauiry as the present." So many topics are intro-

duced, and all of scientific interest, which only bear re-

motely on the question at issue. The subjects of .'\nimal

Locomotion (with which Dr. Pettigrew's name is so inti-

mately associated) and of vertebrate anatomy occupy a

large amount of space, and the work as a whole may very

fairly be described as a magnificent scientific scrapbook.

most skilfully and entertainingly written, of surpassing in-

terest, and of much scientific value.

With regard to "Design in Nature," and his own stand-

point in this work, the author says: "In the present work

I endeavor to show that the combinations of matter, force,

mind, and consciousness are practically endless. I seek to

prove that inorganic and organic matter, and physical, vital,

and mental force are not opposed to each other ;
that a

Creator, a Prime Mover, or First Cause is necessary to

produce dead and living matter and physical, vital, and

mental force; and that the same laws, to a large extent,

dominate all." And again : "The magnitude of the creative

acts and the enormous antiquitv of the universe conclu-

sively point to the nature of the Being by Whom, and

through \\'hom everything exists. His presence in mat-

ter force, force, life, and intellectual manifestations of all

kinds can scarcely be gainsaid if the reasoning faculties

be allowed free play and the dictates of conscience fol-

lowed."
,

The work contains a clear statement of the authors

views and a clever marshalling of the opinions of ot''^/'?'

and if we cannot admit that the author has proved his

contention it is because we feel that the subject is, at

present, incapable of proof. The subject of evolution is

not without special difficulties of its own; and while we
may incline to certain views on the matter it is safest to say

with regard to the oricin of our present world and its

various forms of living beings, "we do not know."

The third volume is devoted entirely to Animal Loco-

motion; and what the author has to say on flight, and the

principles of construction of wings, will have a great in-

terest at the present time. There are three interesting

appendices reprinted from the Lancet and the Quarterly

Journal of Science, on: u) History of Anatomical Prepa-

ration-making as devised and practised by the author at

the University of Edinburgh, and at the Hunterian Mu-
;cum of the Royal College of Surgeons of England. (2)

\erial Locomotion: Pettigrew versus Marey. By Profes-

sor Coughtrie. (3) Refutation of the claim put forward

iiy the admirers of Leonardo da Vinci to be regarded as

the discoverer of the principles of flight. As a frontis-

piece to each volume there is a handsome portrait of

Professor Pettigrew.

EsQuissES Cliniques de PHYSicoTHiRAPiE. Traitemcnt ra-

tionnel des maladies chroniques. Par le Docteur J. A.

RrviERE. Paris: Imprimerie Bouchy et Cie. 1910.

This is a book on mechanical methods of therapy. The

first eleven chapters treat of the therapeutic methods of

applying electricity, air, light, water, heat and movement.

The fifteen final chapters treat of infantile diseases, anemia,

pulmonary and cardiac conditions, arthritism, neurasthe-

nia, obesity, arterial sclerosis, disturbances of the digestive

tract, of the skin, and of the uterus. The volume concludes

with an interesting discussion of the effect of psychic

treatment upon disease. There are many statements, how-

ever, which can scarcely be subscribed to by American

medical men of experience—especially the use of manipu-

lation and massage in cancer of the uterus.

Physiology and Pathology of the Semicircular Canals.

By Adolph K. Ibershoff, M.D. Foreword by Royal S.

Copeland, A.M., M.D. New York: Paul B. Hoeber,

1910.

This is in reality a publication of notes taken in the

Vienna clinics of Dr. Barany and others, relating to recent

work on the physiology and diagnosis of diseases of the

semicircular canals. It seems to cover the subject suffi-

ciently, although it is not of course at all exhaustive.

There are three tables of differential diagnosis that ought

to be of assistance,—namely, the differentiation between

labyrinthine suppuration and perilabyrinthitis, neuritis of

the eighth nerve, and cerebellar abscess.

Handbook of the Diseases of the Ear. For the use of

Students and Practitioners. By Richard Lake, F.R.C.S.,

England. With four colored plates and sixty-six orig-

inal illustrations. Third Edition. New York :
Wm.

Wood & Co., 1910.

This edition does not differ from the preceding ones in

any important details, but it has been thorouehly revised

and brought up to date, especially as regards recent work
on the labyrinth. It is of course merely a handbook on

the subject and is not a work of reference. The author's

definition of otosclerosis as a "part of the general sclerosis

of the submucous tissue of the upper respiratory tract"

might be better. He says that this disease is often as-

sociated with atrophic rhinitis. The final chapter deals

with the influences of middle ear disease on life assurance.

Some Common Remedies and Their Use in Practice. By
Eustace Smith, M.D., Fellow of the Royal College of

Physicians. New York: Paul B. Hoeber, 1910.

This thin little volume describes the use and misuse of

several common remedies, somewhat in the style that made
Sir Lauder Brunton's work so popular. The author says

that tartrate of antimony is an unjustly neglected remedy

;

it should be given in small doses at frequent intervals. It

is indicated in the early stage of bronchopneumonia in

children, and in stridulous laryngitis, -^.s a gastric sedative,

hepatic stimulant, and in certain inflammatory conditions

of the skin he considers it very useful. Oil of turpentine

has rendered him good service as a hemostatic in hemo-
philia and purpura, likewise in colic, thread-worms, and

pernicious hiccough. There is an interesting chapter on

the action of the alkalies which the author says should be

given in moderate dosage and withdrawn when signs of

anemia occur. The alkalies are especially valuable in uri-

nary acidity, and may be used in such diverse conditions as

acute bronchitis and toothache where the ache is due to

tne irritation of an exposed nerve bv acid secretions. Dr.

Smith uses sodium salicylate in the early stage of appen-

dicitis because he thinks many cases of appendix inflamma-

tion are in reality of rheumatic origin.
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Un'Sere Schlafmittel, mit besonderer Beracksichtigung
der neueren. Bearbeitet von Dr. C. Bachem, Privat-
dozent fur Pharniakologie an der Universitat Bonn.
Zweite verbesserte und neubearbeitete Auflage. TA\\. eine
Kurve im Texte. Berlin: Verlag von August Hirsch-
\va!d, igio.

We are using fewer and fewer drug hypnotics. If we
want to know about the latest one, however, we can find
a description of it here.

Die Erkennung des Schwachsinns im Kindesaltee. Von
Prof. Dr. Th. Ziehen, Direktor der Psychiatrischen und
Xervenklinik der Kgl. Charite im Berlin. Xach einem
Vortrag fiir Eltern und iehrer. Berlin: Verlag von S.
Karger, 1909.

A s.MALL brochure of 32 pages describing various bodily
and mental symptoms found in many feeble-minded chil-
dren, the early recognition of which" aids us in diagnosis
and proper treatment.

The Pathology of the Ltving and Other Essays. By B
G. .K. MovNiHAN, M.S. (London), F.R.C.S. Phila-
delphia and London: W. B. Saunders Co., 1910.

This book is a collection of numerous essays which have
appeared in various medical journals from the pen of the
author during the last few years. The wisdom of com-
bmmg them here is manifest and the book in its present
form should enjoy wide reading by the profession and
especially by surgeons. There are chapters dealing with
the operative treatment of obstructive jaundice, on the
violation of Courvoisier's law, the surgical treatment of
cancer of the rectum, and the surgery of the common bile-
duct. The author lays a great deal of stress on securing
a satisfactory history, and makes frequent use of the word
"anamnesis" to signify the calling to mind again of past
incidents in the patient's career almost forgotten. It is
interesting to note that references to .American surgery
are frequent throughout the volume. The book is to be
commended for its clearness and dignity of style.

Imagi.xation and Idealism in the Medical Sciexces By
Christian K. Herter, il.D. Chicago: Press of the
American Medical Association, 1910.

This is a reprint of an address delivered before the stu-
•dents at the New York College of Physicians and Surgeons
in September, 1909. Herter points out that medicine is not
an exact science, but "fortunately plastic." It progresses
by methods not looking to immediate relief of disease, but
toward the solution of some insignificant problem. The
nionograph sketches in brief the work of modern masters
in scientific medicine, especially Helmholtz. Pasteur and
Ehrlich. Herter warns against assuming an active practice
before the youthful physician is ripe for it. He says: "The
student physician who waits patiently year by year to
strengthen his individual grip on the processes of disease
IS laying the unshakable foundations of a telling and dis-
tinguished career."

Hematolyse et Hematogenese. Bacteriolyse et Bacterio-
GENESE. Par Dr. G. Froin, Ancien Interne des Hopitaux
de Paris. Paris: G. Steinheil, 1910.

This extremely interesting volume is devoted chiefly to
the problems involved in the first of the two titles. After
a general discussion of the chemical and biological charac-
teristics of the red cells the author gives an excellent
resume of the present views in the mechanism of im-
munity. He then takes up the question of the destruction
of the red cells as it occurs normally and as the result of
toxic mtluences. and also the nature of the factors con-
trolling the formation and dissolution di the various types
of leucocytes under ordinary and pathological conditions.
Then follows a chapter in the destruction and proliferation
of bacteria gaining entrance to the body, especially as
occurring in tuberculosis. Finallv there is a discussion of
the blood conditions existing in the anemias and leukemias
polycythemia, tumors of the bone marrow, etc. While not
exhaustive, the work is a very satisfactorv exposition of
the present status of knowledge in the fields in question,
and Its agreeable style makes it very enjoyable as well as
profitable reading.

Consumption, Its Prevention and Home Treatment By
H. Hyslop Thomson, M.D. London: Henry Frowde,
Oxford University Press, and Hodder & Stoughton, 1910!

It is desirable that every sufferer from tuberculosis,
whether having enjoyed the advantages of a course of
sanatorium treatment or not, should be^ carefully instructed
as to his conduct, occupation, diet, and recreation before
passing out from direct and constant medical supervision.
To instruct the sanatorium patient as to his life subse-

quent to leaving the institution, and to lay out general
principles for the tuberculous invalid who of necessity has
to care for himself at home, the author has intended this
little volume. The brochure has the advantage of brevity
and is to the point, considering without technical nomen-
clature the causes of and precautions against infection
from tuberculosis. General principles are laid down as to
hygienic and dietetic treatment, applicable to the patient
of ordinary intelligence. Special stress is laid upon the
desirability of consulting a medical adviser at stated in-
tervals, and whenever a doubt arises as to procedure. Suit-
able diets are outlined rather too particularly. On the
whole, the pamphlet has merit and is unobjectionable,
which cannot be said of many similar works directed to
the same object.

Die Forensische Blutuntersuchung. Ein Leitfaden fiir

Studjerende, beamtete und sachverstandige Aerzte und
fur Kriminalisten. Von Dr. Otto Leers, Assistent an
der koniglichen Unterrichtsanstalt fiir Staatsarznei-
kunde an der Universitat Berlin. Mit 30 Figuren im
Text und 3 Tafeln. Berlin : Julius Springer, 1910.

The demonstration of the presence or absence of blood in
suspected spots, etc.. is one of the most important prob-
lems falling to the medicolegal expert, and often also one
of the most difficult. In this little volume Dr. Leers has
provided a very comprehensive study of every aspect of the
subject, from the macroscopic scrutiny of the spots to the
most recent developments of the biological tests, by the
precipitin, complement fixation, and anaphylaxis methods.
The chemical and spectroscopic tests are described in de-
tail, and the results of these are well illustrated by photo-
graphic and colored plates. The descriptions of the tech-
nique are sufficiently detailed to serve as working direc-
tions, and the book is warmly to be commended to all who
are interested in investigations of this sort.

Essentials of Medical Electricity and Radiography. By
Edward Reginald Morton, M.D., CM. (Trin. Tor.),
F.R.C.S. (Edin.), \ice-President Electro-Therapeutical
Section, Royal Society of Medicine; Lecturer on Radi-
ology, W"est London Post-Graduata College ; Medical
Ofiicer in Charge of the A'-ray Department, \\est London
Hospital ; formerly in charge of the Electrical Depart-
ment, London Hospital. E. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. Chicago : Chicago Medical Book Company,
1910.

The author of this book has attempted to cover in a pocket
edition the entire subject of electro-therapeutics and radi-
ography. He has started with the first principles of the
physics of electricity and has developed his theme through
the many modifications of the constant current, galvanism,
faradism, static machines, high frequency currents, and
finally a considerable portion of the book is devoted to
the .r-rays. In trying to cover such a large subject in such
small space many of the articles are of necessity incom-
plete. The book, however, only essays to give the essen-
tials of the subject, and this it does in very clear and
readable terms. It is written in an especially sane, con-
servative style, not claiming that electricity is a cureall,

nor appealing to mysticism, as is often done in writing
upon this subject. While a perusal of the book would not
make an electrotherapeutist of the reader, a study of it

will be a most useful introduction to larger works on the
subject.

Die Zuckerkrankheit und ihre Behandlung. Von Pro-
fessor Dr. Carl viiN Noorden, Vorstand der I medizinis-
chen Universitatsklinik in Wien. Fiinfte vermehrte und
veranderte Auflage. Berlin : August Hirschwald, 1910.

Diabetes is par excellence the disease of which the treat-
ment has been developed on almost mathematical lines,

and it is in great measure due to v. Noorden that this has
been accomplished. The ability to think of foods in
terms of calories is never so essential as in the planning
of diabetic dietaries, and the present is an excellent text-
book from which to learn the art. In this edition it has
been considerably enlarged, and with a number of chapters
rewritten, notably those on the physiology and pathology
of sugar metabolism, pathological chemistry and metab-
olism, and the theory of diabetes. In the latter the recent
work done in v. Noorden's clinic on the interrelationship of
the functions of the chromaftine system and the ductless
glands in controlling the sugar metabolism is fully dis-

cussed. The chapter on treatment has also been ampli-
fied, and the author reemphasizes his former contention
that it is necessary to restrict the carbohydrate intake,

not only moderately, but as much as possible. The book
is the standard treatise on diabetes, and in this edition
represents the last word on the disease.
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Seventy-eighth Annual Meeting, Held in London. July 26,

27, 28, and 29, 1910.

(Special Report for the Medical Record.)

{Concluded from page 340.)

SECTION OF GYNECOLOGY AND OBSTETRICS.

Friday July 29

—

Third Day.

Is It Justifiable to Leave the Other Ovary, if It

Appears Unchanged, When Removing a Proliferating

Papillary Ovarian Cyst?—Professor Nagel, Berlin, read

this paper. He said that papilloma formed 8 per cent, of

all ovarian neoplasms and was unilateral in ^^ per cent, of

cases. The prognosis as to permanent recovery was good

and he had found 83 per cent, alive five years after oper-

ation ; recurrence in an ovary left behind at a unilateral

operation was not frequent; even in carcinoma of the ovary

recurrence was not frequent after a unilateral operation,

but good statistics were lacking. Cases of pregnancy after

unilateral operation for carcinoma and papillary cystoma

had been recorded ; in two of his own cases both patients

were alive seven years after operation and one had had

one child and the other three since the operation. From
these considerations he concluded that the extirpation of

the other healthy ovary was superfluous, especially in

young women.
Professor Gottschalk of Berlin had operated on one

case unilaterally twenty-one years ago. Since then the

patient had married and borne three children and remained

quite well. In another case the patient was well eight

years afterward, but these cases should be kept under close

observation.

Dr. Kynoch of Dundee in multilocular cyst would not

remove other ovary, but in papilloma had seen recurrence

in other ovary and he advised bilateral operation except

in young women.
Professor Spencer of London never removed an ovary

which appeared to be normal no matter what the condition

of the other ovary; he had found papilloma present in

50 out of 200 cases of all kinds of ovarian neoplasms.

Dr. MuNRO Kekr of Glasgow pointed out that papilloma

varied in malignancy and in undoubtedly malignant cases

he would remove both ovaries and uterus.

Dr. W. H. H. Tate of London said that in his experi-

ence when there was malignant papilloma of the ovaries

both sides were frequently affected and there was ascitic

fluid present ; this condition rarely occurred under 35 years

of age and he always remoyed both ovaries.

Dr. Blair Bell of Liverpool asked what constituted

malignancy in a papilloma? As regarded the histology, he

considered that definite invasion of the stroma was re-

quired to prove malignancy and that alteration in the

epithelium was not sufficient. We could not decide from

naked eye examination during an operation, but rapid his-

tological examinations of sections while the operation was

proceeding might help.

Dr. Louise McIlroy of Glasgow had in two cases ex-

amined an apparently normal ovary removed at the same

operation by the microscope and had found early malig-

nant growth ; she agreed with Dr. Munro Kerr that in un-

doubted cases of malignancy the uterus should be removed

as well as both ovaries.

Dr. Felix Meyer of Melbourne, Australia, had seen re-

currence after unilateral operations, had tried making

sections at the time of operation and thought that this

method gave assistance though it could not be absolutely

relied on.

Dr. Haywood Smith of London asked whether recur-

rence might not often begin in the stump of the ovary

removed at operation?

Dr. ScHARLiEB, the president, said that in 150 cases of

ovarian growths she had found 25 malignant and she had

learned to regard the prognosis of cystic tumors of the

ovaries as much worse than that of uterine fibroids.

Professor Nagel, in reply, said that he considered that

so per cent, of papillomatous tumors were malignant.

The Surgical Treatment of Fibrosis of the Uterus.

—

Dr. Louise McIlroy of Glasgow read this paper. She

defined the characteristics as uniform enlargement of the

organ with a hardened wall, associated with menorrhagia,

metrorrhagia, and dysmenorrhea. Some called the condi-

tion metritis, others arteriosclerosis. She preferred the

term uterine fibrosis. She gave an account of four cases,

two of them in unmarried women. She had treated them

by curetting, and, when there was marked retroflexion, by

ventrosuspension, but with no benefit, and eventually she

performed hysterectomy in two of the cases. Microscopic

examination showed thickness of the coats of the arteries

and fibrosis of the uterine wall.

Dr. Tate of London had seen many cases. He used to

treat them all by curetting first, but now in 'some cases he

did hysterectomy without previous curetting; he did not

remove the ovaries.

Dr. CoMYNs Berkeley of Middlesex Hospital, London,

thought Kelly's operation of removing a wedge-shaped

piece of the uterus was a valuable one.

Dr. Curtis Webb of London had found good results

from zinc-mercury ionization on Massey's method, using a

current of 100 milliamperes ; the positive pole was applied

internally.

Professor Spencer of London had obtained good results

from atmocausis (application of steam to endometrium) ;

mentioned Duhrsscn's operation of opening the uterus and

removing some of the redundant mucous membrane.

Dr. Blair Bell of Liverpool said that the causes of

fibrosis were infection, chronic subinvolution, fibrotic

changes of menopause. He did not believe that fibrosis

ever occurred in young women.
Dr. Kynoch of Dundee said that in hospital patients

who could not aft'ord to carry out palliative treatment

hysterectomy was quite justifiable.

Dr. Purslow of Birmingham said that he had published

in the British Medical Journal 12 years ago two of the

earliest cases of 'this disease; he had not met with the

condition in nulliparae; he drew attention to the value of

styptol as a uterine hemostatic.

Dr. Hastings Tweedy of the Rotunda 'Hospital, Dub-
lin, had tried atmocausis in about 12 cases, and had been

very pleased with the results. No anesthetic was re-

quired, and the operation was quite painless; he applied

the steam for 15 seconds and he strongly advised a trial

of this method before proceeding to hysterectomy.

Professor Gottschalk of Berlin had obtained good re-

sults from rectal injections of gelatin.

The President had seen such cases in young women

;

would like to try ionization.

Professor Doederlein of Munich gave a demonstration,

by diagraiTis, of the operations of extraperitoneal cesarean

section and hebosteotomy. In the former he made an

incision from the pubes to the anterior superior spine

parallel to Poupart's ligament, preferably on the right

side ; he then made a lateral incision in the uterus and
extracted the child by forceps; he closed the uterus by
continuous suture. In hebosteotomy he made a small in-

cision above pubes, passed the index finger 'behind the

bone, and then, under cover of the finger, passed a needle

carrying a Giglis saw and sawed through the bone.

Dr. Hastings Tweedy had done five pubiotomies by this

method, but thought that the method of Bumm, in which
the needle was passed up behind the bone from below.
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without making a preliminary incision, had some advan-

tages; 'in his cases the patients had been able to walk

and to leave the hospital on the 19th day.

Dr. MuNRO Kerr of Glasgow thought pubiostomy a

valuable operation, but considered that it was more diffi-

cult than 'cesarean section. As regarded the so-called

extraperitoneal cesarean section, he could not see that it

presented any advantages over the usual method.

In answer to a question by Professor Spencer, Profes-

sor Doederlein said 'that the time required from the com-

mencement of the incision to the delivery of the child

was 5 minutes.

Intraperitoneal Hemorrhage in Cases of Fibromyoma
Uteri.—Dr. A. J. Wall.\ce of Liverpool read this

paper. He gave an account of a case under his care in

which symptoms came on suddenly, abdominal section was

performed, and the blood was found to be coming from

a vein on the surface of a subperitoneal 'fibroid of the

posterior uterine wall. Myomectomy was performed.

He pointed out that in the recorded cases only once had

a correct diagnosis been made before operation.

The Involution of the Puerperal Uterus.—Dr.

Nepeau Longridge of Cheltenham presented this com-

munication. He divided ~ the period of involution into

two stages, a rapid one lasting one week, in which the

uterus lost one-half of its weight, and a slower one last-

ing six or seven weeks longer. Involution 'was a process

of autolysis and was independent of bacteria; it took place

better in an acid medium, and this reaction was present

owing to the formation 'of sarcolactic acid from the mus-

cular action. The uterus was anemic after delivery, and

this was shown by the fact that in most mammals, and

occasionally in women, there was no lochial 'discharge

whatever. He advised holding the uterus for one hour

after delivery, giving ergot, and taking great care that

the bladder did not become distended 'during the puer-

perium.

Erosion of the Cervix Uteri.—Professor Gottschalk
of Berlin gave a lantern demonstration of the pathology

of erosion 'of the cervix. He showed that the normal

squamous epithelium was first lifted up by the distended

gland follicles beneath it, then it burst and exposed a raw

surface beneath. This formed a simple erosion ; later the

epithelium lining the glands spread out over this sur-

face and thus papillary erosion was formed. Later the

stage of healing took place ; in this process permanent

epithelium grew over the surface and sent deep prolonga-

tions downward into the' connective tissue, and this growth

of epithelium might become malignant. Erosion of cervix

was of inflammatory or irritative origin and the normal

epithelium was displaced by the distended glands as de-

scribed above, "or by subepithelial hemorrhages; the new
surface was covered by the glandular epithelium from the

glands, and he was convinced that squamous epithelium

was never converted into columnar. He advised e.xcision

of the affected area in 'all severe cases.

This concluded the business of the section. A vote of

thanks to the President, Mrs. Scharlieb, M.D., was pro-

posed by Professor Nagel, seconded by Professor Hast-

ings Tweedy, and carried by acclamation.

TROPICAL SECTION.

Human Trypanosomiasis.—.^ very interesting paper

was read by Colonel Sir David Bruce on Trypanosomi-
asis of Man. He recapitulated the several propositions

he laid down at the discussion in this section in 1904 and
pointed out that four of them still hold good. At that

time he said that as to prognosis, instead of being favor-

able, as had been stated, there was a mortality of 100 per

cent. This is perhaps a controversial point, but in Sir

David's opinion, there is no absolute proof of a single

recovery. The figures were, that up to the present 49 cases

had been recorded among Europeans ; of these 28 had
died, of 12 there was no reliable record and of the remain-

ing 9 who are still alive, one was attacked 10 years and

another 9 years ago and are now reported to be in good
health. Notwithstanding this, Sir David expressed his

belief rather pessimistically that with only the means at

present known to us for its treatment this disease is a

mortal one.

An interesting discussion followed the reading of the

paper. Dr. Balfour of Khartoum suggested that trypano-

some Gambiense underwent morphological changes when
passing through other animals such as the mule and in

this way modifications might be brought about. He in-

stanced the finding of trypanosome parasites in the blood

of American cattle, and the discovery of the resting phases

of trypanosomes found in water buck in the Bahr-el-

Ghazel province of Upper Egypt. He said that certain oils

were found very useful, as "tsetse-fuges," when rubbed

into the skin.

Dr. Cook of Uganda gave an instance of the value of

atoxyl treatment. Two brothers came to him suffering

from trypanosomiasis with the typical glands in the neck;

one entered his hospital and underwent regular treatment.

The other refused treatment and died in eighteen months,

while the former was alive and well at the end of four and

one-half years.

He thought there would be great practical difficulty in

clearing the lake shore of jungle and bringing it under

cultivation and that for some time those engaged in this

work would suffer very severely. In his experience the

prophylactic treatment of the early stages with arsenic

was very hopeful.

Dr. Low remarked that though the trypanosoma found

in Rhodesia was not Gambiense yet the various species

were much more closely connected than was generally sup-

posed and might be modified by residence in difiterent

mammals.
Dr. Prout recounted his experience of sleeping sickness

in Sierra Leone and said that there was no doubt that till

recently the disease was only sporadic there and he could

only find records of three or four cases in the course of

twenty-five years : then it was introduced in a virulent

form from the Congo and rapidly became epidemic.

Dr. Sambon detailed some experiments made with

chopped-up flies and said that the most reasonable explana-

tion of the phenomena was that the Glossina palpalis takes

up the parasite in two stages ; if the asexual stage then Tio

further development takes place, but if the gametes are

taken by the fly then they continue to develop and infect.

Tuberculosis in India.—A paper was read by Lieut.

-

Col. Roberts, I.^LS., on "Some Features of Tuberculosis

in India." He described a form of febrile attack which

he called "acute tuberculous fever," which he said was en-

tirely tuberculous in causation, but was often confused with

atypical typhoid fever or with simple continued fever.

.\bdominal symptoms were usually prominent and as the

alimentary canal was the seat of most of the lesions it was

probable that infection usually occurred through it. There

was another kind of tuberculous fever accompanied by en-

larged cervical glands. A third variety he described was

characterized by continued low fever, the thermometer sel-

dom rising above 100°, and general ill health and debiHty.

Europeans in the Tropics.—A paper was read by

Sir R. Havelock Charles on "Factors Influencing the

Suitability of Europeans for Life in the Tropics." The

three great requisites for a man or woman going to the

tropics were: (i) Even temperament, (2) good digestion,

(3) sound nervous system. These might be called the

tropical trinity. It was important that the European should

have activity without restlessness, energy without im-

patience, and inflexibility without illhumor. There were

three main factors which shortened life and produced ill-
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health in tlie tropics. These were (i) continuci,! high

temperature, (2) sudden and great thermal changes, (3)
parasitism. It was the nervous system that bore the brunt

of unfavorable surroundings and therefore it was of im-

mense importance to investigate the nervous system and
nervous history and hereditary taints of candidates with

the greatest care. With regard to women, an irritable,

changeable, unoccupied woman who was always reading to

be amused was not only a danger to herself but a trial and

a danger to her husband ; on the other hand, the right kind

of woman for a wife was the best asset a man could have.

Among bars to employment in the tropics he particularly

mentioned severe headaches, insomnia, tuberculosis, ath-

lete's heart, arteriosclerosis, chronic looseness of the bowels,

habitual drug takers, and anemia. The man who has

found his sphere in the tropics "enjoys the good without

disdain and endures the bad without impatience." Seven-

teen members joined in the discussion that followed. All

agreed in their testimony to the great strain that residence

in the tropics involved on the nervous system. Work was
usually strenuous, conditions were adverse, disease rife,

and native servants very trying to the temper. For many
the strain of having to conduct not only their business but

their household management in a foreign tongue was con-

siderable.

Dr. Sambon strongly held to the opinion that if we
could get rid of parasitic diseases there was no reason

why Europeans should not enjoy as good health in the

tropics as anywhere else, but other members did not seem

inclined to support him in this.

Dr. Price gave some interesting statistics based on the

causes of death or retirement of missionaries. He had

tabulated 628 deaths and of these 96 were due to malaria,

65 to enteric fever, 44 to tubercle, 36 to dysentery, 36 to

cholera, 36 to blackwater fever, 22 to typhus and 20 to

smallpox. Thus 60 per cent, were due to diseases that

might be considered preventible. Out of 265 retirements

65 were due to nervous breakdown, 32 to tubercle, 30 to

insanity and 14 to debility.

Professor Fulleborn of Hamburg stated that in Ger-

many candidates were tested for their ability to stand

large doses of quinine. This plan seemed to commend
,

itself to many of those present.

Dr. Balfour, speaking of functional albuminuria, said

it was often benefited by a residence in the tropics and

when a candidate was found to have albuminuria it was

advisable to use the lactate of calcium test before rejecting

him.

Dr. Anderson pointed out that there was immense

variety in the cHmate of the tropics and that some parts

were quite suitable to Europeans in general and that by

using discrimination suitable climates might be found for

many who would be otherwise rejected.

Dr. St. George Grey of West Africa said that when it

was necessary to invalid a man home it was essential to

have regard to the seasons. Many died by sending them

to England at an inclement season who might be saved

were they kept at a place like the Canary Islands till a

suitable season.

Microplasia.—Professor Fullerborn of Hamburg

gave a demonstration of microplasia. He first dealt with

methods of staining and then discussed the anatomy of

the plasia, illustrating his remarks with a most beautiful

series of lantern slides, mostly microphotographs. He dis-

cussed his experiments w^ith the mosquito and other biting

insects, showed slides demonstrating the development of

the malaria parasite, its access to the mosquito and its

egress from the same. The speaker discussed how the

plasia entered the body, and gave his opinion that it pierced

the skin in much the same way as the anmylostoma embryos

and was carried into other parts of the body with the

:blood stream.

Sand-fly Fever.—Colonel Eirt then read a paper on

phlebotomus or sand-fly fever. In Malta more than 50

per cent, of the troops at one time suffered from this fever

during the summer. The greatest incidence was in the

month of July. He showed a number of charts serving to

indicate the difference in the temperature curve between

this and other fevers such as Malta fever and enteric fever.

He also showed some specimens of the sand-fly which

causes the disease. The breeding places of the insect

have been discovered in the interior of old stone walls.

The fever has been recorded from Egypt and other coun-

tries bordering on the Mediterranean and also from the

Panjab.
A few other short papers of less interest were also read.

Museum.—This was an interesting part of the annual

meeting and the array of microscopes, each one exhibiting

some beautiful and interesting preparation, was imposing.

In the tropical section there were microscopical slides

showing nearly all the parasites affecting the human body

in the tropics, neniatodes. insects, protozoa, bacteria, and

so on. Most of these were shown in their various stages.

There was an interesting series of slides showing the

Leishmania tropica of the Oriental sore.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN NEUROLOG-
ICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thirty-sixth Annual Meeting, Held in Washington, D. C,

May 2, 3, and 4, 1910.

Morton Prince, M.D., of Boston, President, in the Chair.

(Concluded from page 258.)

Wednesday, May 4

—

Third Day.

Friedreich's Ataxia.—Dr. Willi.vm G. Spiller of

Philadelphia read this paper, saying that the symptoms of

this disease had been known many years, but the pathology

had been very imperfectly studied. In the case which he

reported, in addition to the usual findings in the spinal

cord, the peripheral nerves had been greatly degenerated,

recent degeneration detectable by the Marchi method had

been seen in some of the muscle fibers, and the cerebellar

nuclei showed alteration of the nerve cells. Many naked

axis cylinders had been detected by the Bielschowsky

stain in the columns of Goll, which by the Weingert hema-

toxylin stain had appeared almost completely degenerated.

Dr. Spiller maintained that Friedreich's ataxia was not a

degeneration confined to the spinal cord or cerebellum,

but was the result of implication of the entire central and

peripheral nervous system.

Dr. Sidney I. Schwab of St. Louis asked about the

mental status of this case. Was there a suggestion of any

syphilitic etiology?

Dr. E. W. Taylor of Boston stated that in one case

he had observed post mortem there had been strikingly

beautiful degeneration of the cerebellar tract and of

Gower's tract, which he had taken to be part of the wide-

spread degeneration throughout the nervous system. He
asked whether Dr. Spiller had been able to trace this de-

generation of Gower's tract into the cerebellum, and

whether anything had been done towards tracing Gower's

tract and the cerebellar tract towards their determina-

tions.

Dr. B. Sachs of New York said that to explain heredit-

ary family diseases in connection with the modern laws of

heredity the attempt would have to be made some day, and,

even though our first steps might be very infantile, we
should make a beginning. The distinction between Fried-

reich's ataxia and amaurotic family idiocy was interesting.

That was one point that might be taken up for the start-

ing point of consideration of family diseases. In hereditary

ataxia we evidently had an involvement chiefly of tracts

of peripheral structures, as Dr. Spiller had so well shown,
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and no doubt there was some cellular involvement as vifell,

while amaurotic family idiocy was a. purely cellular disease.

Some years ago these cases had been spoken of as cases

of arrested development. The biologists and sociologists

were not satisfied with that, particularly if the symptoms

came on later in life, after normal birth, and so on. These

family diseases would not occur if there had not been so

vital defect in the germ plasm. That vital defect made

the organism less resistant to extraneous influences or to

influences within the body than it would have been if this

vital defect in the germ plasm had not existed. In former

days Dr. Sachs had been absolutely opposed to the idea

that any family disease could be due to any toxic or in-

fectious agent. He did not believe that any family dis-

ease could be due to an extraneous toxic or infectious

agent, but an infectious agent that was formed within the

body itself was conceivable, particularly if you allowed

that the injury done to the germ plasm in the first place

made the various structures of the body less resistent to

poisons formed within the body itself. That was the one

step forward that we were able to take in the matter of

explaining some of the family diseases. What its applica-

tion would be to Friedreich's ataxia he did not know, but

would like to insist that we go one step further than such

careful anatomical, histological work as that reported this

morning, and endeavor to bring into line the various family

diseases about which so much was being written and in

which all of us were so much interested.

Dr. Spiller, closing, said that the Wassermann reaction

had not been taken, but there were no clinical manifesta-

tions of syphilis. The pathology showed no round cell in-

filtration such as is characteristic of syphilis of the nervous

system. In reply to Dr. Taylor's question, Gower's tract

was not degenerated, although in many cases of Fried-

reich's ataxia it has been. Cellular changes were not

usually found in Friedreich's ataxia according to report.

The nucleus dentatus in this case showed decided cellular

changes. There were also some changes in the cortex.

Personal Experience with Freud's Analytic Method.—
Dr. James J. Putn'AM of Boston read this paper, saying

that its purpose was twofold : first, to indicate the character

of the author's own successes and failures in the applica-

tion of Freud's method of pyscho-analysis ; next, to indi-

cate the respects in which that method seems to him of

importance and the points of view from which it should

be studied. In so far as Freud had shown us a valuable

means of studying the processes which go on unconsciously

within our minds and the respects in which they lead to

traits of character and temperament, it was difficult to see

how any one could fail to recognize the importance of his

work. Most of the criticism had come from persons who
had failed to verify his conclusions. That, however, was a

different matter, although in the author's opinion, based

upon his own observations, the more carefully and thor-

oughly the method was applied, the more accurately the

conclusions derived from it would be found to coincide

with those laid down by Freud and others who had fol-

lowed in his footsteps. The only personal observations

which the reader would present as conclusive were those

made on about si.x cases, studied during the past year. A
brief summary was given of certain of these cases with a

view of indicating the difficulties which attend the applica-

tion of the method, whether to the dream life or to the

waking life, as well as the character and degree of success

obtained in treatment. Incidentally, comparison was made
between this and other methods with reference to their

relative value. It was obvious that the talents and in-

terests of neurologists were not all of the same sort, and
for those to whom the study of the mind in health and in

disease appeared the most important portion of the physi-

cian's work, the contributions of this new field were of

marvelous promise and of immense practical importance.

Dr. George L. Walton of Boston expressed the wish

that Dante could open this discussion and let us know
whether, when he credited Desire with being the root of all

things good and evil, he had in mind unconscious memory
pictures, as of dreams, to which branch of the subject Dr.

Walton confined himself in this discussion. Without ven-

turing to offer a complete explanation of the dream, he

felt justified in assuming that it consisted of a series of

concepts previously entertained but newly assembled, suc-

ceeding each other, sometimes with lightning-like rapidity.

One important difference between these memory pictures

and those of tlie waking life is the inability of the dreamer

to measure time and space ; but the main distinction lies,

perhaps, in the absence of goal ideas and of the power of

control which enables us' in our waking hours to guide our

thoughts more or less successfully in definite channels.

The associations by which these pictures are assembled will

vary with the individual and be tinged by his emotional

tone, but to read into them, however ingeniously, the fulfil-

ment of desires is to strain a point, and to substitute a pre-

conceived notion for the study of facts. Dr. Walton found

it hard seriously to discuss Freud's illustrative case of a

child of tender years who sleeps in a very large bed and

dreams he is in a tight place. This dream Freud explains

as the fulfilment of the child's wish to be large, a wish so

abundantly fulfilled that he thinks himself so large that

even this bed is too small for him. To credit mere memory
pictures, distorted at that, with being symbols is unduly to

glorify the dream state—he should perhaps rather say un-

duly to debase it when the symbols are of the character

which permeates the works of this author. At the risk of

seeming prejudiced, he found himself disinclined further to

follow the leader whose book on dreams contains that of a

young woman who thinks she holds in her hand a branch

of a tree, which is assumed to symbolize an organ from

which her thoughts should rather be diverted, and in which

it appears that breaking off such a limb represents improper

manipulation of that organ. The reproduction of a dream

in detail, and its analysis, is not only baffling and valueless,

in his opinion, for medical practice, but may be harmful.

Sholtze says that children should not be encouraged to re-

late their dreams for their already fantastic imaginations

will thereby be the more led away from the real things of

life. Similarly, in the treatment of the psychoneurotic, the

desideratum is concentration upon the external and the real.

.A.S to the comparison between getting up and doing some-

thing and analyzing the dream, it seemed to him that an'

ounce of Muldoon was worth a pound of Freud.

Dr. Edward B. Axgell of Rochester agreed with Dr..

Walton. These patients need ruthless treatment. He re-

called a patient sent to him whom he required to sit up

and every time the doubts came upon her to say out loud,.

"What a damn fool I am !" Two treatments of that sort

served to relieve the whole chain.

Dr. B. Sachs of New York said he desired to be abso-

lutely jmpartial in this matter, not only out of respect for

the reader of the paper, but because personally he had been

acquainted with Freud for 25 years, ever since they sat in

Meynert's clinic. He would agree with anything of"

Freud's with special delight if he could have felt that his

teachings were absolutely sound. There were several, prac-

tical reasons why they did not appeal to Dr. Sachs : the first

counted least, that is, the length of time the examination

took and the smallness of the result. For instance, it had

taken si.x weeks for his assistants to get the history of

masturbation which Dr. Sachs said he knew existed when

he looked at the boy. That was an enormous waste of

time. The most serious objection to the method was that

it had had a distinct sexual taint given it. Whether all the

channels led up to that special function or not Dr. Sachs

did not know, but the se.xual taint was most marked. It

might be of great interest to the neurologist to find out
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that some sexual misconception or some disagreeable

sexual thought had existed in that person in early years,

but while it might be of great interest to the physician,

and while it might not do a woman of 40 any harm to have

her psychic analysis made as carefully as Dr. Putnam liad

performed it, it was Dr. Sachs' firm conviction that wc did

no good by taking a young woman of 14 to 20 and pushing

her thought back on that one sexual mistake, not a con-

scious sexual mistake, that had been made early in life.

He could not see that the therapeutic results had been any

better nor had they been arrived at any quicker than by

the older methods.

Dr. Chaju-es L. Dana of New York felt that he would

welcome any new method that would help us in studying

this serious class of cases, especially a method that Dr.

Putnam had taken so seriously and found some real good

in. Dr. Dana's practical experience had been not only of

failure, but often of disaster with Freud's method. Taking

the case of well-educated and delicate-minded men or

women and making them go through the details of early

experiences had sometimes just stirred up a mass of old

memories, had thrown them almost into delirium at times.

It had often been most unfortunate and he had practically

stopped giving any such treatment in cases of at least the

more educated, more intelligent type of patient that came

to him. In dispensary practice perhaps we could find

rather more scope for the method. In the minor cases of

this class of psychoneuroses he found that by ordinary

methods of treatment, education and modern resources of

therapeutics they got well. Dr. Dana always told psychas-

thenic patients that they would get w'ell and they generally

did. It must be remembered that a certain number of cases

rim a course ; they got well whether one did anything or

not in one or two years. There was another group of

cases, more serious, which dated back to early life; these

were serious cases he had not been able to do much with.

If this method would successfully help them, it would be

of value, but he did not see exactly how the philosophy of

the method could explain or help a condition which was

essentially constitutional. Instead of the Freud method,

the quickest way of getting at the inside of these cases was

to do what we practically all tried to do and often suc-

ceeded. Dr. Dana took patients of this kind, put them in a

private hospital and gave them an intelligent nurse ; he

went to see them often and sent masseurs whom he knew

to be intelligent women or men to give them treatment and

by every process that he knew of he became acquainted

with their story. In two or three weeks he learned about

these patients, he knew their past history and he did not

believe one could get as much by the Freud method as by

our present method. He thought we had much better

methods than that of Freud.

Dr. L. F. Barker of Baltimore said it had been his good

or bad fortune to see a good many of these patients in the

last few years. Any method which helped us to under-

stand the nature of these cases and treat them successfully

should be welcomed. He was very glad indeed that so

fine a man as Dr. Putnam should undertake this study, the

practical testing of Freud's method. It seemed to him

that the method should be tested by a man in whom we

had absolute confidence whose ethical nature was such

that we could have no doubt of the motives of the study.

Dr. Barker thought the method should be carefully tested.

It had excited world-wide interest and some of the better

psychologists had become very enthusiastic about it. It

was too early to say how much good would come of it,

but certainly a large amount of new knowledge concerning

the psychology of these patients, the psychology of life gen-

erally was being derived from these studies. He thought

we should separate the method of psycho-analysis from the

purely sexual idea. In his experience psychoanalysis

had been helpful, especially in extending the ananmesis.

Dr. Charles K. Mills of Philadelphia said that hearing

what had been said by Dr. Dana and Dr. Barker so well

expressed his own views in regard to that matter that there

was little left to be said. He thought we owed a debt to

Dr. Putnam for the manner in which he had approached

and attempted to develop this subject. However, he was
not in accord with Dr. Putnam's views. The reports so

far had not been altogether satisfactory. The cures did

not seem to be in greater number or better than those ob-

tained by the old methods. There are dangers in this

method.

Dr. Hugh T. Patrick of Chicago said that Dr. Put-

nam's method did not differ so very much from the or-

dinary methods of pyschoanalysis. It seemed to him that

psychoanalysis, or whatever led us to get back to the defi-

nite original cause of any phenomenon in the abnormal

patient, or the beginning of what had been the series of

abnormal phenomena, was a help. What he believed to be

distinctly injurious was to encourage the patient to probe

when he was alone, without control and without the leading

intelligence of his physician, into his past life, because we
all know that patients are unable to observe facts without

conclusions, to observe phenomena without interpretation,

and it was particularly these neurotic, poorly balanced,

hypersensitive people who were constantly drawing wrong
conclusions. This was distinctly dangerous and it was that

particular part of the Freud method with which he was at

variance.

Dr. Alfred Reginald Allen of Philadelphia said that

one saw cases that had been the rounds, having been

treated by neurologists in a routine way and well treated,

too, and he tried himself to treat them and failed utterly

until he used the Freud probe.

Dr. Augustus A. Eshner of Philadelphia said that it

should be borne in mind that these patients were already

unduly subjective and introspective, and that care should

be taken not to make them more so as a result of a certain

form of interrogation. Herein appeared to reside a danger

entitled to serious consideration.

Dr. Harold N. Moyer of Chicago announced himself a

disciple of Putnam rather than of Freud. Any one who
undertook to practice Freud's analysis upon his patients on

their first visit to the office would soon have no patients.

The older methods were to be adhered to for a certain

time. As to the psychoanalysis of impotence the pliysician

who neglected to look for some prostatic trouble or stric-

ture would probably fail. This discussion had brought out

so far that the old methods were efficient as a rule, but

there was a certain residuum of cases not relieved by

ordinary methods and for whom was left us this psycho-

analysis. It was a distinct, adequate, efficient method of

getting at a few cases that we had not succeeded with be-

fore until it was offered to us.

Dr. Philip Coombs Knapp of Boston stated that on the

first appearance of Freud's work he began to try Freud's

method. There was one radical defect in Freud's general

position which had not been touched upon. We saw al-

most every day cases of nervous disturbance of one sort or

another due clearly and confessedly to some pronounced

emotional disturbance. The cases improved as the emo-
tional disturbance was put into the background and for-

gotten. It did not seem always to be a reasonable method
of treatment in those cases which were due to a forgotten

emotional disturbance to drag that once more into the field

and get the patient to dwell upon it. It seemed to him that

this was the primary unreasonableness of the views of

Freud. There was a tendency to consider the data de-

rived from the psychoanalytic methods as being absolutely

accurate, but he had not always found them so.

Dr. Ernest Jones of Toronto said that it was too late to

attempt to crush out Trend. The movement had already

attained such dimensions that it could only be delayed, it
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could not be crushed. There was now a large international

society with subsections devoted to it. There were over

200 trained workers in Denmark and Russia and Italy.

There were four periodicals devoted to the work, besides

the mass of literature that had appeared in the general

neurological literature and the movement had attained such

dimensions that it had even reached England. It was per-

fectly easy with such startling principles as Freud formu-

lated to form all sorts of excuses and pretexts which were

not based on actual experience which no one in the room

had excepting Dr. Putnam. Experience with the method

was the only primal solution and the only primary criterion

for the truth of these matters.

Dr. James J. Putnam, closing, said that Dr. Freud was

one of the ablest and most intelligent physicians in Europe

and one of the most honest and conscientious. His whole

attitude towards the question had been practically the same

as the attitude of the various gentlemen who had spoken

to-day. He simply then had taken up the fact which he

had not invented, although his view had been called by Dr.

Knapp a hypothesis. It had never been a hypothesis. It

was a generalization upon the facts which had forced them-

selves upon his notice. He had taken them up in a thor-

oughly conscientious way, then dealt with them in an ex-

traordinarily broad and scientific way. He brought them

together with a thoroughness which no one can have any

conception of. He said there was a great deal of mis-

understanding of this sexual questioning. One did not take

a young unmarried girl and begin to talk to her about her

sexual relations. It would be very extraordinary if any

one should do that. The sexual ideas were the ones the

patient himself brought out. That Freud had always con-

tended. If one had to summarise the value of this matter

from the therapeutic side the only word that fitted the case

was education. Dr. Mills had spoken of the cruelty of try-

ing to force patients into reviewing the things of which

they were afraid; this would be true without explaining to

them the nature of the enemy they had to meet. Of course

as regards the length of time to which Dr. Sachs referred

that was not a criticism against the method ; those who did

not choose to spend the time needed not to do so. We all

spent vast amounts of time in studying the anatomy of the

nervous system and we were now devoting ourselves to this

study, to the anatomy of the mind. One was quite as justi-

fiable as the other. Then again the persons who spoke as

though the sexual thought were brought out in these

patients' minds had failed to recognize that they were suf-

fering from these thoughts and the purpose was not to

dwell on sexual thoughts, but to relieve their minds from

sexual thoughts which in another form were active aand

producing symptoms. As to the objection to the patient's

probing himself, it was injurious to him to probe himself

alone, and it was to prevent the patient from doing this

that the patient was encouraged to probe himself before

the physician; the patient probes himself alone from morn-
ing to night otherwise, and it was to make it impossible for

him to do this that we used this treatment.

The Nature and Conception of Dementia Praccox.

—

Dr. Adolf Meyer of New York read this paper, saying that

Kraepelin had created the picture of dementia praecox

imder a set principle of nosology, with general paralysis as

the paradigma. Each disease had its specific lesion, and a

true clinical entity had its unity of cause, course and out-

come and was necessarily the clinical picture of a unitarj'

and specific lesion. General paralysis was a specific dis-

ease-process best characterized by its lesions and by its

definite syphilitic origin ; but in dementia prsecox the nature

of the lesion was not so decisive. The departure of our

recent work consisted in the surrender of nosological

dogma for greater interest in the dynamic interpretation

of the disorders out of the psycho-biological material at

hand as preferable to a dogmatic assumption of a hypo-

thetical unitary toxic principle. The studies of metabolism

and toxic states so far furnished nothing specific or de-

cisive in regard to dementia praecox. The neurological and

histological data appeared rather as incidental to more

clearly definable functional data than with a leading role.

The data of conduct and behavior and of reactive material

of the patients had proved much more directly helpful in

furntshing constructive materials. The etiological constel-

lations were necessarily complex. Accoraing to the make-

up, the same results might be reached by combinations of

marked constitutional peculiarity and slight external cause,

and slight overt constitutional peculiarity and marked ex-

ternal cause. The essential was the break of compensation

of mental (chiefly emotional and volitional) adjustment

with more or less deficit—and in most cases with the

peculiar attempts at balance and reconstruction which

constitute the glaring surface-picture of the clinical descrip-

tion and the special mechanism of the analytical considera-

tion. The main question was, of course, whether the

psycho-biological estimates made it possible to distinguish

differences of individual risks and prognosis, which would

be preferable to the wholesale prognostication under an

excessively broad disease "entity." Evidence seemed to

favor the postulate of a departure from the Kraepelinian

dogma. Dementia prxcox was essentially unlike general

paralysis and more likely the usually inevitable outcome of

(i) conflicts of instincts and (2) incapacity for a harmless

constructive adjustment.

On Some of the Mental Mechanisms in Dementia

Praecox.—Dr. August Hoch of New York read this

paper, saying that the topic assigned to him in the sym-

posium was the symptomatology of dementia praecox from

the point of view of the content of the psychosis. In cer-

tain paranoic states, such as those described by Rudin and

Gaiipp, also in a certain type of psychosis recently analyzed

by Birnbaum, the content of the psychoses represented con-

flicts and reactions to conflicts which the individual, owing

to a constitutional defect, was incapable of handling ade-

quately. The clinical picture of dementia praecox was

much more complicated and often presented apparently a

disconnected array of manifestations. When it was pos-

sible to analyze these, however, it was found that all the

experiences meant something to the patient; that certain

Freud mechanisms were at work, and that these apparently

disconnected symptoms were connected and related to defi-

nite trends. The frequency with which sexual conflicts

were found in the history of such patients and the fact

that so often sexual trends made up the content of the

psychosis pointed to a lack of sexual adaptation. Our
memories were grouped as it were in more or less exten-

sive and more or less circumscribed complexes or centers

of attraction, in the formation and cohesion of which

special interests took an important part. We could con-

ceive of the mind therefore as made up essentially of

trends of interest. In the course of individual develop-

ment certain main tendencies of the personality developed

which then took the lead, while other tendencies became

repressed. These repressed trends exerted nevertheless a

marked influence on the conscious thought and activity, as

Fred had shown, but in normal life they did so mainly

through the fact that the energy they supplied was led into

profitable channels. Every trend naturally pushed towards

a realization in the direction of its feelings. If this was

in harmony with the main tendencies of the personality

this was useful and represented the dynamic force behind

our thinking and our pursuits, adapted to the environment

and the given situation. If, however, trends which were

not in harmony with the main tendencies of the personality

and which were, therefore, under the influence of repres-

sion, no longer found an outlet in profitable channels, btit

assumed a more or less independent dominating role, it

was not to be supposed that the laws which governed nor-
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mal mental activity should be suspended ; on the contrary,

we should expect to find the same principle of the trend

pushing towards its realization, while at the same time the

other tendencies of the personality asserted themselves iu

repressing influences as well as in adjustment reactions,

but owing to the disturbance of balance between the usurp-

ing trend and the main tendencies of the personality the

thinking and acting was then no longer adapted to the

actual situation, but appeared as something strikingly out

of contact with it, and was of a simpler, more crude type.

This in so far as the mental side was concerned was what

seemed to take place in the cases of dementia prascox which

could be analyzed : the overgrowth of certain trends at the

expense of the main, adapted interests o-f the personality.

The Margin of Error in the Diagnosis of Mental

Disease: Based on a Clinical and Anatomical Review of

250 Cases Examined at the Danvers State Hospital,

Massachusetts, 1904-8.—Dr. E. E. Southard of Boston

read this paper, saying that a series of 250 cases of mental

disease, with intra vitam diagnoses by several physicians,

recorded at the Danvers State hospital daily clinics, 1904-8.

had been subjected to anatomical review for the sake of

learning where lay the greatest difficulties in diagnosis.

Ten cases (4 per cent.) remained both clinically and ana-

tomically obscure. Seven cases (2.8 per cent.) had diagnos-

tic doubts settled after the clinic, either intra vitam or post

mortem (one case each of general paresis, cortical arterio-

sclerosis, cerebral sclerosis with Graves' disease, strepto-

coccus septicemia, epilepsy, streptococcus meningitis, cere-

bellar abscess). Sixty-six cases (25 per cent.) had been

doubtful clinically, but then correct diagnosis had been

obtained by one or more diagnosticians in 49 of the 66 (74

per cent.) of the doubtful group. One hundred and

eighty-four cases (74 per cent.) were clinically certain, and

the clinical diagnoses had been confirmed (or not altered)

by autopsy in 163 of the 184 (89 per cent, of the unanimous

group). The correct diagnosis had been obtained by one

or more diagnosticians in 49 plus 163 = 212 cases in 250

(85 per cent.). The "correctness" of these diagnoses is

subject to some reservation, (i) since within the "organic

and senile dementia group" differentiation proved difficult,

and (2) since anatomical "consistency" often signifies ab-

sence of characteristic lesions. The acute psychoses have

been reviewed, however, bearing in mind modern views.

Several alcoholic cases failed to exhibit striking brain

lesions. The majority of the real diagnostic difficulties un-

covered by this analysis would appear to require more in-

tensive work in the field of clinical pathology. For such

work in psychopathic hospitals, this paper was an appeal.

Dr. Cotton of Trenton said that the question of error

was one that was very important and error in diagnosis was

one that could not always be averted ; however, at Trenton

they found that by presenting the cases twice at staft' meet-

ings the errors had been reduced very much. At Trenton

they took up the cases that come to autopsy, corelated them

with the clinical diagnosis, and gave the results for the

benefit of the stafT. This acted as a stimulus to each man

and showed errors, both in physical diagnosis and mental

diagnosis. The therapeutics could be improved by having

a more correct diagnosis. He knew of nothing more serv-

iceable to clear up diagnosis than lumbar puncture. If we

took it up in organic and functional cases that were at all

suspicious, the negative findings in everything except gen-

eral paralysis made it a very important factor in arriving

at correct diagnosis.

On the Differentiation of Dementia Praecox and De-

pressed States by So-called Biological Blood Tests.—

Dr. Ellen Corson White and Dr. S. D. W. Ludlum pre-

sented this paper, saying that while the Wassermann re-

action was of greatest value in differentiating syphilis and

non-syphilitic diseases of the nervous system, it did not

permit of further differentiation in so-called functional

nervous diseases. Recently Much had published a method

by which he believed he could dilferentiate dementia prae-

cox and manic depressive disease from other diseases.

The method was based on the inhibiting action of blood

serum in cobra hemolysis. His results had not been con-

firmed by others. The authors briefly stated that they

seemed to have been able to differentiate between dementia

praecox on the one hand and melancholia on the other.

Their method was based on the determination of the fix-

ation of complement of guinea pig serum by the serum of

the patient. They found in melancholia that the amount

of complement absorbed was very much larger than in all

other diseases that they had studied, and also much larger

than dementia pr;ucox, in which disease it was approxi-

mately normal. They had tested 67 cases of various mental

diseases. Thirty-seven melancholies of manic depressive

type and involutional forms had so far been decisive and

characteristic in all cases examined. They had also found

that by carefully standardizing the factors in Much's test

it gave a positive test only in dementia prrecox. When the

standardization was not done, a positive result was often

obtained. The syphilitic cases could be separated by the

Wassermann reaction and progress in biological tests was

making it possible to discover chemical changes in so-

called functional diseases.

The Clinical Significance of the Urine in "Nervous-

ness."—Dr. Edward B. Angell of Rochester read this

paper, stating that he had noted for a number of years

in examination of urine of patients afflicted with "nervous-

ness" that in making the Heller nitric acid ring test there

was formed at the junction of the urine and acid a pig-

ment ring which varied in color from bright red to dark

brown. Of the chemical nature of this ring he was unable

to give any account, but believed he was safe in saying

that it probably consisted of some of the organic nitrogen

compounds. It was a reaction entirely different from that

given by indican or bile, although these substances might

he associated. A similar reaction occurred in cases of ex-

ophthalmic goiter and in those taking iodide of potash.

That it was associated with excessive nitrogen elimination

was shown by the fact that it was almost never present

on a non-proteid diet. The patients who showed this re-

action were those who complained of headache, backache,

restlessness, sleeplessness, numbness, and a general de-

pressed feeling, associated with other symptoms generally

classed as nervous. If such cases were put on a diet low

in nitrogen, led an open-air life, and were given salicylates

and alkalies to aid elimination they would be relieved of

their symptoms, and at the same time this reaction of the

urine would disappear. From two weeks to two months

were required for a cure. In obstinate cases a year might

be required.

Dr. Edward D. Fisher of New York City said that it

seems to him that Dr. Angell had given us a rather easy

clinical method of diagnosis. If we could find this ring,

as he evidently had found it so frequently, a thing that

could be done very readily in our offices, it would aid us

at least in determining whether our cases were organic or

functional. He would like to endorse very emphatically

the point that Dr. Angell brought out, that there was very

frequently a physical cause for many mental symptoms.

The treatment as he had outlined it was one which he

had long carried out in cases of neurasthenia. Now that

we had a positive diagnosis of the metabolic changes which

were going on we would be encouraged to be more syste-

matic in our medical treatment of these cases.

Radiculitis of Cervical and Brachial Plexuses, Second-

ary to Pachymeningitis Externa Cervicalis Gummatosa.

—Dr. F. W. Langdon of Cincinnati read this paper, stating

that the patient in the case he reported was a white man of

33, married, with healthy children. Occupation superin-

tending outdoor work, grading, etc. ; had gradually de-
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veloped a paralysis of tetraplegic distribution, beginning

in the left forearm and hand and extending in the course

of fourteen months so as to render useless all four ex-

tremities. The upper extremities were flaccid, the lower

spastic, with plus knee jerks and Babinski sign. The paraly-

sis was preceded by sharp pains in left neck and face, neck

movements were almost abolished—not by paralysis of

muscles, but by articular obstruction. Numbness and ting-

ling were extensively distributed over both arms and legs.

A smooth, firm, not bony, boss could be felt in the left

side of the neck, between the third and fourth cervical

vertebrae. The patient was unable to walk without con-

stant danger of falling, and was unable to grasp a pencil

with either hand. Vision was good, pupillary changes

slight; ocular movements free, with slight nystagmoid

jerking on extreme lateral excursion. Some dysphagia

at times. No voice or tongue changes. Sensory changes

slight, excepting the initial pain in the left neck and face,

which was not prominent after the first month. There was

a hand-size area of tactile anesthesia over the left thorax

and one twice as large over the right abdomen, where

temperature sense was disturbed or confused. Diagnosis

was made of an exudate (gumma) situated between cer-

vical dura and periosteum enclosing the nerve roots and

compressing the lateral columns of cord ; a radiculitis and

compression myelitis, secondary to pachymeningitis ex-

terna. Under mercury by inunction and supporting meas-

ures steady improvement occurred and patient was dis-

charged at his own request in 5^ months, having gained

25 pounds in flesh, and the use of all extremities. Three

months after discharge from the hospital he resumed his

regular occupation. At the present time, about a year after

the events just recorded, the patient is perfectly well and

able-bodied, can use pick and shovel well whenever neces-

sary, and attends to his full duties in every respect.

Further Observations on the Ocular Changes in

General Paresis and Tabes Dorsalis.—Dr. Edward D.

Fisher of New York read this paper, stating that the ex-

amination of fifty cases of general paresis, both of the tabic

and cerebral type, confirmed a statement made in a paper

read before the American Medical Association in iQog.

that optic atrophy and ocular muscle paralysis were com-

paratively rare in general paresis as compared to their

frequency in tabes, nor again were the muscular paralyses

permanent as a rule. Clinically this would seem to mark-

out the two diseases as distinct. In the fifty cases only

two had optic atrophy and none any third-nerve lesion

outside of the Argyll-Robertson pupil. In the cerebral

type of general paralysis, that is, those cases with exag-

gerated reflexes, the Argyll-Robertson pupil was often ab-

sent in the early stages. Among over 200 cases of genera!

paralysis only one presented a history of tabes extendini;

over a number of years preceding the appearance of mental

symptoms together with the lightning pains, crises, and

ataxia.

Lenticular Zone and Anarthria.—Dr. ..\lfred Gordon
of Philadelphia read this paper, saying that the anatomico-

clinical case which he reported showed that Marie's con-

tention in regard to aphasia could be entirely confirmed

by the pathological findings. The destruction of the lenti-

culocaudate nuclei had been complete, and yet the patient

did not present the least indication of anarthria or dyiar-

thria. The speech was clear and distinct. The patient

did. however, present a partial word-blindness and partial

verbal amnesia—all symptoms of sensory aphasia. The
few symptoms of the latter corresponded to Marie's ideas.

The conclusion to which his observation led was that, while

the so-called lenticular zone of Marie might play a certain

role in sensory aphasia, its role was not considerable.

As to its being a center for anarthria. the present case

proved that its destruction did not interfere w-ith iihona-

tion and articulation of words.

^tatp iHr&iral iCiwnatng Mawihs.

STATE BOARD EXA.MIXATIOX QUESTIONS.

Mis.souRi St.\te Board of He.\lth.

June 13, 14. and 15, 1910.

AN.\T0MV.

1. Describe superficial and deep palmar arch; how
formed? Give landmarks.

2. Name all muscles that elevate the arm at shoulder
joint, giving origin and insertion of same.

3. Give minute and gross anatomy of kidneys.

4. Give minute and gross anatomy of pleura.

5. Give origin, ending, branches, and relationship of pos-
terior tibial artery.

6 Describe the tibia, giving points of ossification. With
what bones does it articulate?

7. Draw cross section amputation of forearm, middle
third, naming structures divided.

8. Give origin, course, exit, and parts supplied by the

second pair of cranial nerves.

9. Describe anterior triangle of neck, how formed, giv-

ing contents.

10. Describe the spinal column, giving characteristics of
vertebra in each division.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. State the general character and physiological action of
the hydrocarbon and albuminoid substances.

2. Give mode of secretion and composit'on of the gastric

juice.

3. Give physiological action of the saliva.

4. Describe the blood and give the comi>osition of the

red and white globules.

5. Explain the cause of coagulation of tlie blood and its

usefulness.

6. Give the composition of the urine and state whicli

constituent is the inost important.

7. State the most important function of the medulla
oblongata as a nervous center, with full explanation of

same.
8. Name and give function of first pair of cranial nerves.

9. Give origin and function of fifth pair of cranial

nerves.

10. State the general arrangement and function of the

sympathetic nervous system.

CHEMISTRY.

1. Describe an<l state the physical and chemical proper-

ties of oxygen.
2. Give the chemical formula for potassium iodide, and

state how it is made.

3. Name the four elements known as Halogens, and de-

scribe each.

4. Give chemical formula for phenic acid. From wdiat

derived? F'or what ouroose used in medicine? Give treat-

ment for toxic dose.

5. Give chemical formula for sulphuric acid. How ob-

tained? Give toxic dose. For what purpose used in medi-
cine?

BACTERIOLOGY.

1. Describe the process of producing diphtheria a..ti-

toxin.

2. Give theory of immunity produced by vaccination.

3. What diseases confer immunity by vaccination or

innoculation?

4. Give the technique for staining for the pneumococcus.

5. Describe in detail process of finding tubercle bacilli in

a specimen of urine.

PATHOLOGY.

1. What is aortic stenosis? Give pathology.

2. What is the pathological condition found in chronic

Bright's disease?

3. Give the pathology in specific iritis.

4. What pathological conditions are fo'.md in acute ca-

tarrhal dysentery?

5. Give pathology of chronic gastritis.

THERAPEUTICS.

1. Name the officinal preparations of opium. Give dcse

and therapeutic uses.

2. Give the physiologic action and therapeutic uses of

colchicum.

3. Give the dose and therapeutic indications for bryonia.

4. Name the officinal preparations and give therapeutic

uses of calcium phosphate.
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5. Give the dose and therapeutic uses of veratrum.
<). Give the dose, physiologic action, and therapeutic uses

of ipecac.

7. Name the officinal preparations, give the dose and
tlierapeutic uses of nux vomica.

IS. Give tlie dose and therapeutic indications for tartar
emetic.

9. Give the dose and therapeutic indications for aconite.
10. Name the officinal preparations of cinchona. Give

(liise and therapeutic uses.

PKACTICE.

1. Give etiology, e.xciting cause, and treatment of variola.

2. Wliat arc the methods of physical diagnosis, and what
phenomena are obtained by these methods?

3. Give etiology, symptoms, and treatment of lobar pneu-

monia.
4. What are the physical signs of incipient pulmonary

tuberculosis? What is the treatment?

5. What is the etiology and treatment of typhoid fever?
6. Give the symptoms and treatment of acute bronchitis.

7. What are the symptoms of acute Bright's disease, and
how should it be treated?

8. What is a cataract, and how would you treat it?

9. How would you diagnose a case of non-suppnrative
otitis media? What is the treatment?

10. What are the conditions found in psoriasis? Wlint
is llie proper treatment for same?

OBSTETRICS.

1. Describe pregnancy from ovulation to maturity of

fetus, giving mechanism of delivery in an L. O. .\. pres-

entation.

2. Describe placenta pra?via, giving varieties, causes, diag-

nosis, and treatment.

3. Differentiate hand from foot, knee from elbow, shoul-

der from \ertex. Give management of shoulder presen-

tation.

4. Define eclampsia, giving etiology, prognosis, and treat-

ment.

5. When should chloroform be used in labor? Ditto

ergot? Give advantages and dangers of each.

6. When should forceps be used? Give manner of apply-

ing the same, with mechanism of delivery after application,

selecting your own presentation.

7. Dififerentiate false from true labor pains. Give stages

of labor and what occurs during each stage.

8. Describe asphy.xia of new born, giving varieties and
treatment.

9. Give your method of caring for tlie new born from
birth until it is dressed.

10. Give signs of pregnancy at third and si.xth months-

GYNECOLOGV.

I- Define vulvitis. Give varieties, causes, and treatment.
2. Define vaginitis, giving varieties, causes, and treat-

ment.

3. Define menstruation. Name disorders of same, giving

usual causes and treatment of each.

4. Define metritis. Give varieties, causes, and treatment
of each.

5. Give differential diagnosis in inversion, polypi, pro-

lapsus uteri, and method of treating each.

SIIRGERV.

1. Give differential diagnosis between brain abscess and
brain tumor.

2. Describe an operation for cure of femoral hernia.

3. Give symptoms and treatment of acute osteomyelitis.

4. Give diagnosis between gastric cancer and ulcer.

5. What is the treatment of gunshot wound of the knee
from a revolver wound?

6. Give the signs and symptoms of tuberculosis of the

kidney.

7. Dififerentiate between an old dislocation and tubercu-
losis of hip joint.

8. What is the best treatment for a fracture about the

elbow joint? Why?
9. Give signs an<l symptoms of intussusception.
10. What operation do you consider profitable for

removal of prostrate gland? Give reasons.

through water; through food; through insects. Give
lirophylaxis.

4. Give period of incubation, length of quar.antine and
hygienic care of the following diseases: Smallpox, scarla-
tina, diphtheria, measles.

5. Discuss vaccination and antitoxine, giving brief his-
tory of each, and value of same.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. What evidence would you look for to distinguish
cerebral concussion from intoxication ?

2. What evidences determine a recent from .-m old
cerebral hemorrhage?

3. What is malpractice—civil, and criminal?
4. In case of drowning, how would you determine

whether homicidal, suicidal, or accidental ?

5. In case of hanging, what circumstantial evidence
would you look for, to determine whether the act w.ts
homicidal, or suicidal?

0. Where a Question arises as to personal identity, 'n
what manner, or by what tests would you determine it?

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Mlssouri State Board of Health.

Jtiiu- 13. 14, and 15, 1910.

1. Give etiology and propbjla.xis of ophthalmia neona-
torum.

2. Discuss etiology, prophylaxis and Tiygienic care of

cholera infantum.
3. Name three infections transmitted through air;

1. The superficial palmar arch is formed by the ulnar
artery, and is completed by the ulnar artery anastomosing
with a branch of the radial (superficial volar or princeps
pollicis). It gives off the four digital branches. The
surface marking is a line drawn transverselv across the
palm from a point where the web of the thumb joins the
palm. The deep palmar arch is formed by the radial ar-
tery, and is completed by the radial artery anastomosing
with a deep branch of the ulnar. Its branches are the pal-
mar interosseous, perforating, and palmar recurrent ar-
teries. The surface marking is a line drawn transversely
across the palm, one-half inch nearer the wrist than the
superficial arch.

2. Muscles that elevate the arm at the shoulder are

:

Deltoid and supraspinatus.
Deltoid. Origin: From the outer third of anterior

border and upper surface of the clavicle, from the outer
margin and upper surface of the acromion process, and
from the lower edge of the spine of the scapula. Jiiser-
tioii: Into the deltoid impression on the middle of the
outer side of the shaft of the humerus.

Supraspinatus. Origin: From the supraspinatus fossa
and fascia. Insertion: Into the great tuberosity of the
humerus.

3. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), pages 1 130 and
1 138; or Gray's ".Anatomy" (1908), pages 1419, 1423, and
1426.

4. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 977; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), pages n9i and 1395.

5. The posterior tibial artery is the continuation down-
ward of the popliteal artery. It begins at the lower border
of the popliteus muscle ; it ends midway between the in-
ternal malleolus and the tuberosity Of the os calcis, where
It divides into the external and internal plantar arteries.
Its branches are; Peroneal, nutrient, muscular, cutaneous,
communicating, internal calcanean, and malleolar cutane-
ous. Relationships. In front: Tibialis posticus, flexor
longus digitorum, tibia, and ankle joint. Behind: Skin,
fascia, gastrocnemius, soleus, posterior tibial nerve, and
abductor hallucis. On inner side: Posterior tibial nerve,
at upper part. On outer side: Posterior tibial nerve, at
lower part.

6. See Cunningham's ".A.natomy" (1909), pages 230 and
234; or Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), pages 234 and 238.

7. In amputation of forearm at middle third there will
be severed: Skin, fascia, supinator longus, extensor carpi
radialis longior and brevior, extensor communis digitorum,
extensor carpi ulnaris, supinator brevis, anconeus, pronator
radii teres, flexor carpi radialis, palmaris longus, flexor
snblimis digitorum. flexor carpi ulnaris, flexor profundus
digitorum; arteries: anterior interosseus, radial, ulnar;
veins

:
radial, interosseous, ulnar, median; nerves: pos-

terior interosseous, radial, median, ulnar; bones: radius,
ulna.

8. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 675; or
Gray's ".A.natomy" (1908), page 1038.

9. The anterior triangle of the neck is bounded: In
front by a line from the chin to the sternum; behind by
the anterior margin of the sternomastoid ; base is upward,
and is formed by the lower border of the body of the
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lower jaw and a line from the angle of the jaw to the
rnastoid process. It is divided into three smaller triangles
(inferior carotid, superior carotid, and subma.xillary) by
the digastric muscle and the anterior belly of the omo-
hyoid. Contents: Thyroid gland, trachea, larynx, parotid
and submaxillary glands. Arteries : Inferior thyroid, com-
mon carotid, internal carotid, external carotid, superior
thyroid, lingual, facial, ascending pharyngeal, occipital,

submental, and mylohyoid. Veins: Inferior thyroid, in-

ternal jugular, lingual, facial superior thyroid, pharyn-
geal, external jugular, and anterior jugular. Xerves:
Pneumogastric, recurrent laryngeal, descendens noni, com-
municans noni, superior laryngeal, external laryngeal,

spinal accessory hypoglossal, glossopharyngeal, mylohyoid,
and sympathetic. Also lymphatic glands and vessels.

10. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), pages 75, 78,

81, 83, and 88; or Gray"s "Anatomy" (1908), pages 48, 49,

53, 56, and 67.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Hydrocarbons consist of carbon and hydrogen only;
as a rule they are not used as food, and have no particular

physiological action. The term was often used loosely to

denote fats (containing carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen)
whose function is to supply heat and energy, and to serve
in the nutrition of the nervous system. Albuminoids are
a miscellaneous collection of proteins which are neither
albumins nor proteids ; they are generally insoluble in

the neutral solvent of the proteins ; they are found in

connective tissues, cartilage, bone, skin.

2. Secretion of Gastric Juice: "The stomach has two
secretions, one thick, tenacious, and alkaline—the gastric

mucus; the other, thin, acid, and watery—the gastric juice

proper. The former is secreted during fasting, while the
latter is only secreted when food or fluid enters the stom-
ach. Saliva or alkalies, pepper, alcohol excite the secre-

tion of gastric juice. Their action is reflex; the vagus
is probably the afferent nerve, which, acting on the me-
dulla, inhibits the sympathetic and dilates the blood-vessels
suppij-ing the glands ; the efferent impulses descending
along the splanchnics."— (Ashby.)
The constituents of gastric juice are: Water, proteid,

mucin, pepsin, rennin, hydrochloric acid, salts (sodium and
potassium chlorides, and calcium and magnesium phos-
phates).

3. The functions of the saliva are: (i) To moisten the
mouth, (2) to assist in the solution of the soluble portions
of the food, and thus (3) to administer to the sense of
taste, (4) to lubricate the bolus of food, and thus C5) to

facilitate the acts of mastication and deglutition, and (6)
to chanEte starches into dextrin and sugar.

4. The blood is fluid, somewhat viscid, red. specific gravity

from 1055 to 1062. alkaline reaction, saltish taste, charac-
teristic odor, variable temperature (average about 100° R).
The constituents are plasma and corpuscles. The plasma
consists of water and solids (proteids, extractives, and in-

organic salts). The red corpuscles consist of water and
solids (hemoglobin, proteins, fat, and inorganic salts).

The white corpuscles consist of water and solids (protein,

leuconuclein, lecithin, histon, etc.).

5. The coagulation of the blood is due to the develop-
ment in it of fibrin. In the plasma a proteid substance
exists, called fibrinogen. From the colorless corpuscles
a nucleoproteid is shed out, called prothrombin. By the
action of calcium salts prothrombin is converted into fibrin

ferment, or thrombin. Thrombin acts on fibrinogen in

such a way that two new substances are formed ; one of
these is unimportant and remains in solution; the other
is important, viz., fibrin, which entangles the corpuscles,

and so forms the clot. Its usefulness is seen in the check-
ing of hemorrhage.

6. Composition of urine: Water, urea, uric acid, hippuric
acid, xanthin. hypoxanthin, creatin, creatinin, extractives

;

chlorides, sulphates and phosphates (of sodium and
potassium) ; phosphates of magnesium and calcium; nitro-
gen, and carbon dioxide. Urea is the most important con-
stituent.

7. The medulla is the seat of several special centers, the
most important of which is probably the respirator>' center.
"The respirator}' center is in reality made up of two cen-

ters, one for each side, so that, although anatomically con-
nected and ordinarily acting together, yet if one center is

broken up, while the respiratory movements on that side
cease, those on the other side continue. Besides this

double character of the center, each half is made up of an
inspiratory and an expiratory center. The respiratory
center is both an automatic and a reflex center— 1'. e., it

sends out spontaneously impulses which result in move-
ments of the respiratory muscles, constituting its auto-
tnatism; and it may also be excited reflexly—i. e., by im-

pulses reaching it from without. Its reflex character is

most marked, and it is doubtless as a reflex center that its

function is ordinarily performed."

—

-(Raymond.)
8. Olfactory neves; function is special sense of smell.

9. Trifacial nerve. Origin:— (i) Superficial, from the
side of the pons varolii; (2) Deep (sensory root), from
the medulla, and upper part of cord; (motor root) from
floor of fourth ventricle, and side of the aqueduct of
Sylvius.

Functions: First ophthalmic branch supplies sensation
to conjunctiva and skin of upper eyelid, cornea, skin of
forehead and nose, lachrymal glands, mucous membrane
of nose. Second, or superior maxillary branch, supplies
sensation to skin and conjunctiva of lower lid, nose, cheek,
upper lip, upper teeth and alveolar processes, and palate.

Third, or inferior maxillary branch, supplies sensation to

external auditory meatus, side of head, mucous membrane
of mouth, anterior two-thirds of tongue, lower teeth, lower
Hp, and skin of the lower part of the face. This branch,
in addition, supplies motion to the muscles of mastication
(masseter, temporal, external pterygoid, internal ptery-

goid), also mylohyoid and anterior belly of digastric.

10. "The sympathetic nervous system consists of (l) a

series of ganglia connected together by a great ganglionic

cord, the gangliated cord, extending from the base of the

skull to the coccyx, one gangliated cord on each side of

the middle line of the body, partly in front and partly on
each side of the vertebral column; (2) of three great

gangliated plexuses or aggregations of nerves and ganglia,

situated in front of the spine in the thoracic, abdominal,
and pelvic cavities respectively; (3) of smaller or terminal

ganglia, situated in relation with the abdominal viscera;

and (4) of numerous fibers."

Function: It has a controlline influence over the se-

cretion of most of the glands, the lacrymal, the salivary,

the sweat glands, the glands of the stomach and intestines,

the liver, the kidney, etc. ; it presides over the circulation

by regulating the caliber of the blood-vessels and the

action of the heart ; it influences respiration ; and, all in-

voluntary muscles, those of the digestive apparatus, of

the genitourinary system, of the hair follicles (pilomotor

nerves), are under its control to a great extent.

CHEMISTRY

1. Oxygen is the most abundant of the elements ; it

occurs free in the air, and in combination in very many
substances. It is a colorless, odorless, tasteless gas, slightly

soluble in water, heavier than air, combines readily with all

other elements except fluorine, supports combustion and
respiration, and is necessary to animal life. It has a valence

of two. atomic weight of 16, and molecular weight of 32.

2. Potassium Iodide. Formula, KI. Preparation:

Saturate an aqueous solution of potassium hydroxide with

iodine

:

6KHO -I- 3I.= KIOs + 3H.O + 5KI

3. The four halogens are: Fluorine, chlorine, bromine,

and iodine. Fluorine is a very irritant, corrosive gas;_ it

decomposes water, forming ozone and hydrofluoric acid

;

it attacks organic substances with vigor ; it forms com-
pounds with all other elements except oxygen. Valence,

one ; atomic weight, 19. Chlorine is a greenish yellow gas,

occurring onh' in combination. It has a penetrating odor,

and is very irritating. It has a tendency to combine with

other elements, sometimes with evolution of light and
heat. In the presence of water it is an active bleaching

and disinfecting agent. Valence, one; atomic w^eight, 35.5.

Bromine is a dark, reddish-brown liquid, giving off an

irritating vapor. It is only found in combination. It is

somewhat similar to chlorine, but less active. Valence,

one : atomic weight, 80. Iodine is found in combination ; is

a solid, volatile, its vapor has a violet color and peculiar

odor; it is scaly, with metallic luster. It is somewhat
similar to chlorine and bromine, but is less active. Valence,

one; atomic weight, 127.

4. Phenic acid. Formula: CeHiOH. Derived from
coal tar. Used as an antiseptic, disinfectant : as an appHca-

tion to burns, lupus ; as an injection for leucorrhea and
gonorrhea in the female; as an antipruritic. Treatment for

toxic dose: Externally, alcohol; internally, sodium sul-

phate.

5. Sulphuric acid. Formula: HiSOi. Obtained by
combustion of sulphur, and oxidation and hydration of the

resulting sulphur dioxide, by vapor of nitric acid and water.

Toxic dose: "One dram is the smallest dose reported fatal

to an adult. One-half that quantity has caused the death

of a child one year old. There is no doubt, however, that

as small a quantity' as two or three drops of the concen-
trated acid would prove permanently injurious, while it

might not prove fatal. Recovery has taken place after four
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ounces when appropriate treatment has been given."

—

(Riley's Toxicology.)
Use in meduine: As a caustic for venereal sores and

warts ; internally, in serous diarrhea, cholera, acute leail

poisoning, and for the night-sweats of phthisis.

BACTERIOLOGY.

1. "Diphtheria antitoxin is obtained from the horse, the

animal having been rendered artificially immune by re-

peated injections extending over a period of several months
of gradually increasing quantities of the strongest diph-
theria toxin. As the bacilli themselves are not injected,

the horse does not become infected with diphtheria, but he
gradually acquires a tolerance for the toxins of the disease

and develops in his blood a substance (antitoxin) which
has the power to neutralize those toxins. At the proper
time, when it is thought that his blood has acquired the
requisite degree of potency, the animal is bled, and the
serum—the part of the blood containing the antitoxin— is

carefully separated from the clot, filtered, and standardized.

The last procedure is accomplished by determining the
quantity of antitoxin serum required to offset the effects

of the minimum quantity of toxin necessary to kill a

guinea-pig in a definite time. The strength of the antitoxin

is measured in units, a unit containing the amount of anti

toxin required to save the life of a guinea-pig which has
been injected with 100 fatal doses of toxin."— (Stevens'
Materia Medico.)

2. The introduction into the body of the vaccine is sup-
posed to bring about a reaction, which is evidenced by a

marked increase in the bactericidal and agglutinative prop-
erties of the blood serum against the particular organism.

3. Smallpox, diphtheria, tuberculosis, bubonic plague, hy-
drophobia, cholera, typhoid; and it has also been tried in

some other diseases.

4. To stain the pneiimococcus: Spread a cover glass with
a smear containing the bacteria, dry it, then fix it in a

flame. It can then be stained for from five to ten minutes
in Ehrlich's solution ; it is then to be washed in water and
afterwards immersed in Gram's solution for two or three
minutes. It is then washed in 95 per cent, alcohol. While
in the Gram's solution the specimen is very dark brown,
but it becomes violet or blue again on application of the
alcohol.

5. To and tubercle bacilli in the urine: The urine should
be drawn by a catheter, with the utmost regard to cleanli-

ness and asepsis (so as to exclude the smegma bacillus).

The urine thus obtained must be centrifuged for a long
time. Some of the sediment is placed on a slide with a
small quantity of egg albumin; it is covered with some car-
bolfuchsin, and allowed to steam over a small flame for
about two minutes, care being taken that it does not boil.

Wash it thoroughly in water and then decolorize by im-
mersing it in a solution of any dilute mineral acid for about
a minute. Then make a contrast stain with solution of
LoefFler's methylene blue for about a minute ; wash it

again and examine with oil immersion lens. The tubercle
bacilli will appear as thin, red rods, while all other bac-
teria will appear blue.

PATHOLOGY.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 588;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 802.

2. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages
898 and 902; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909).
pages 692 and 695.

3. "The iris is congested, swollen, and infiltrated with
round cells. There is an exudate of round cells, fibrin,

and pigment cells, which fills the anterior chamber and
glues the edge of the pupil and back of the iris to the

anterior capsule of the lens."— (Ailing and Griffin's Epito-
me of the Eye and Ear.)

4. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
254; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 244.

5. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 735;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 460.

THKRAPEUTICS.

I. Opium. Official preparations, with doses: Powdered
opium, gr. j ; extract of opium, gr. ss ; powder of ipecac

and opium, gr. vijss; vinegar of opium, TIJviij ; camphorated
tincture of opium, 3ij ; deodorated tincture of opium,
TTpviij

;
granulated opium, gr. jss: wine of opium.

TIBviij : morphine, gr. 1/5 ; morphine sulphate, acetate, and
hydrochloride, each gr. 14 ; codeine, gr. ^ ; codeine sul-

phate and phosphate, each, gr. '^ ; apomorphine hydro-
chloride, gr. i/io. Therapeutic uses: As an anodyne, in

diarrhea, peritonitis, for internal hemorrhages, in mania
and delirium tremens, in many respiratory affections, in

diabetes, and to prevent or lessen shock.

2. CoLCHicuM. Physiological action: It is a Umretic,

causes irritation of the gastrointestinal tract, salivation,

collapse, and increases the output of uric acid. Therapeutic

uses: Chiefly used in gout; also in headache, dyspepsia,

or neuralgia in gouty people.

3. Bryonia. Dose, gr. x to Ix. It is used as a hydra-

gogue cathartic, in cases of dropsy or other serous eflfu-

sions.

4. Precipitated calcium phosphate, gr. xv; syrup of cal-

cium lactophosphate, 3ij. It is used in diseased conditions

of the bones, rickets, mollities ossium, scrofula, anemic

conditions, tuberculosis.

5. VER.vrRUM. Dose,%T.\]. Uses: As a circulatory de-

pressant in pneumonia, in puerperal convulsions, tonsillitis,

puerperal inflammations in general, mania, and as a rule

very much as aconite.

6. Ipecac. Dose, gr. j as an expectorant; gr. xv as an

emetic. Action: Hemostatic, expectorant, emetic, stom-

achic, cholagogue, and diaphoretic. Uses: As an emetic,

to clear the respiratory passages, to relieve the stomach,

in bronchitis, emphysema, dysentery and jaundice, and as

a diaphoretic in rheumatism.

7. Nux VOMICA. Officinal preparations: Extract, gr. "4 !

fluid extract, TTKJ ; and tincture of nux vomica, ngx. Strych-

nine (with its sulphate and nitrate), each gr. 1/64. Uses:

.\s a general tonic or bitter ; in indigestion, cardiac de-

pression, impaired peristalsis, pneumonia, phthisis, amenor-

rhea, dysmenorrhea, impotence, and urinary incontinence.

8. Tartar emetic. Dose, gr. i/io as an expectorant,

and gr. ^ as an emetic. Indications: In inflammatory af-

fections of the respiratory tract, when the secretion of

mucus is not free ; in pneumonia, bronchopneumonia, colds,

bronchitis, laryngitis, and tonsillitis.

9. Aconite. Dose: Fluid extract, TTEJ ; tincture, n^x.

Medicinal uses: For fevers, some inflammatory conditions,

in high arterial tension, in nervous palpitation of the heart,

and congestive dysmenorrhea ; also externally for neural-

gia, pruritus, herpes, chilblains, etc.

10. Cinchona. Officinal preparations: Fluid extract,

TTExv ; tincture, 3j ; compound tincture of cinchona, 3j.

Quinine (with its sulphate, bisulphate, hydrobromide, hy-

drochloride, and salicylate), each gr. iv; cinchonine sul-

phate, gr. iv; cinchonidine sulphate, gr. iv. Uses: In

malaria; as a tonic; in influenza, in dyspepsia, in asthma;

as an antipyretic ; and locally, for sores in diphtheria, and

in hay fever.

practice.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

2158; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909). page 112.

2. Methods of physical diagnosis are : Inspection, palpa-

tion, percussion, auscultation, mensuration, and weighing.

Inspection shows the shape, size, symmetry, movements,
and color of the chest. Palpation confirms and adds to

what is learnt by inspection, shows areas of tenderness,

condition of chest walls, presence of tumors, action of

heart, and the existence and character of fremitus. Per-
cussion shows the composition of structures or tissues, the

resistance or elasticity or certain organs, and resonance
of lungs. Auscultation enables one to study the condition

of the heart and lungs.

3. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages

151, 156, and 174; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909),
pages 165, 172, and 189.

4. The early manifestations of pulmonary tuberculosis

are: (l) Physical signs: Deficient chest expansion, the

phthisical chest, slight dullness or impaired resonance over
one apex, fine moist rales at end of inspiration, expiration

prolonged or high pitched, breathing interrupted. (2)
Symptoms: General weakness, lassitude, dyspnea on exer-
tion, pallor, anorexia, loss of weight, slight fever, and night

sweats, hemoptysis.
For treatment, see French's "Practice of Medicine"

(907), page 392; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909),
page 352.

5. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages 65
and 109; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), pages
57 and 99.

6. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages
649 and 650; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909),
pages 602 and 603.

7. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages
893 and 895; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" -(1909),
pages 688 and 690.

8. A cataract is an opacity of the crystalline lens or it«

capsule. Treatment: Extraction of the lens by operation is

the only means of relieving a patient of senile cataract;
discission is applicable only to cataracts of the yoimg.
No medicinal treatment, whether local or constitutional, i£

of curative value.
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9. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (igo8), page 882.

10. Psoriasis "is a common chronic inrtaramatory disease
of the skin, characterized by variously sized lesions, having
red bases, covered with white scales resembling mother-of-
pearl. It affects by preference the e.xtensor surface of the
body. The lesions are infiltrated, elevated, clearly defined,
covered with white, shining, easily detachable scales which,
upon removal, reveal a red, punctuate, bleeding surface.
The eruption is absolutely dry, and itching is usually ab-
sent. Treatment consists in the internal administration
of arsenic, codliver oil, oil of copaiba, or potassium iodid,

and the use of local applications. The scales should be
removed by soap and water, alkaline baths, or oily sub-
stances. Ointments containing salicylic acid (3 per cent, to
10 per cent.), tar (3l to 51 of ointment), ichthyol (3i to
3l), chrysarobin (gr. 10-60 to 51), ammoniated mercury
(gr. 10-40 to 31), etc., are very beneficial, and should be
used after the scales have been removed."— (Gould and
Pyle's Pocket Cyclopedia.)

1. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 94, 97, 144,
and 254; or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 78, 83, and
396.

2. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 809; or
Hirst's "Obstetrics" (.1909), page 572.

3. The hand is in a straight line with the forearm, the
thumb is at right angles to the other fingers, and may be
bent across the palm. The foot is at right angles to the
leg, the great toe cannot be altered in its relation to the
other toes, the malleoli and os calcis may be felt.

The knee has two tuberosities with an intervening de-
pression

; the patella may also be felt. The elbo-cv has three
prominences (the olecranon process of the ulna and the
two condyles of the humerus).

In shoulder cases (as distinguished from vertex) the
tumor is unsymmetrical in shape, and is longer transversely
or obliquely; the head can be felt in one iliac fossa, and
the breech higher up in the flank of the opposite side.

In cases of shoulder presentation, if seen before labor,
version should be performed to correct the malpresenta-
tion

; in case of impaction a cesarean section is indicated

;

sometimes decapitation or embryotomy has been performed,
but a cesarean section is preferable. Cases of shoulder
presentation have been known to terminate spontaneously,
but it is not advisable to rely on this possibility.

4. Puerperal eclampsia is an acute morbid condition, oc-
curring during pregnancy, labor, or the puerperal state, and
IS characterized by tonic and clonic convulsions, which af-
fect first the voluntary and then the involuntary muscles;
there is total loss of consciousness, which tends either to
coma or to sleep, and the condition may terminate in re-
covery or death. The causes may be: 'Uremia, albumin-
uria, imperfect elimination of carbon dio.\ide bv the lungs,
medicinal poisons, septic infection; predisposing causes are
renal disease and imperfect elimination by the skin, bowels,
and kidneys. Prognosis is serious to mother and child.
Preventive treatment: (i) The amount of nitrogenous
food should be diminished to a minimum; (2) the pro-
duction and absorption of poisonous materials in the in-
testines and body tissues should be limited and their elim-
ination, should be aided by improving the action of the
bowels, the kidneys, the liver, the skin, and the lunes ; (3)
the source of the fetal metabolic products and the ''periph-
eral irritation in the uterus should, if necessary, be re-
moved by evacuating that organ. Curative treatment: (i)
Control the convulsions (by chloroform, veratrum, or
chloral)

; (2) eliminate the poison or poisons which are
presumed to cause the convulsions; (3) empty the uterus
under deep anesthesia, by some method that is rapid and
that wdl cause as little injury to the woman as possible.

5. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 321, 324,
661, and 822; or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 331 and
587.

6 See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 397; or Hirst's
Obstetrics (1909), page 8o<;.

7. Fahe labor pains are slight, occur before labor, do not
cause dilatation of the os. do not produce a "show."
True labor pains gradually increase in frequency and

seventy, occur during labor, cause the os to dilate, produce
a "show."

Z-cior is divided into three stages: The first stage be-
gins with the commencement of labor, and ends with the
complete dilatation of the os uteri. The second stage begins
with a complete dilatation of the os uteri, and ends with
the birth of the child. The third step immediately follows
the second, and ends with the expulsion of the placenta
and the beginning contraction of the uterus.

^

8 .See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909) page 844; or Hirst's
'Obstetrics" (1909). page 939.

9. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 347; or Hirst's
"Obstetrics" (1909), pages 344 and 373.

10. See Vvilliams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 190; or
Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), page 204.

GYNECOLOGY.

1. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1277.

Varieties of vulvitis: Catarrhal, follicular, venereal, diph-
theritic, and phlegmonous.

2. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1277.
Varieties of vaginitis: Acute, chronic, primary, secondary,
catarrhal, membranous, diphtheritic, gonorrheal, granular,
emphysematous, and senile.

3. Menstruation is a periodical disturbance in the female
characterized by a bloody mucous discharge from the

uterine cavity; it lasts during the period of woman's sexual
activity, but is temporarily suspended during pregnancy
and early lactation.

Disorders of menstruation include: (i) Premature or
precocious menstruation; (2) protracted menstruation; (3)
absence of menstruation (amenorrhea)

; (4) profuse men-
struation (menorrhagia) ; (5) flow in between periods
(metrorrhagia)

; (6) painful menstruation (dysmenor-
rhea)

; (7) vicarious menstruation; (8) regular intermen-
strual pain.

.Amenorrhea is physiological: Before puberty, during
pregnancy and early lactation, and after the menopause.
It may also be due to: Absence or imperfect development
of the generative organs; also to stenosis, obstructions, or
atresia of the genital tract; also to operative removal of the

uterus or its appendages. Other causative factors are

:

Acute infectious diseases, anemia, chlorosis, obesity, drug
habits, alcoholism, overstudy, lack of exercise, exposure
to cold, and various emotional causes. Treatment consists

in: (i) Removing the cause, if possible; (2) general treat-

ment by means of proper hygiene, rest, diet, bathing, atten-

tion to the bowels, exercise, etc.; (3) drugs reputed to be
emmenagogues, such as iron, manganese, aloes, strychnine,

apiol, oxalic acid, savine, rue, and tansy.

Common Causes of Menorrhagi.\. Constitutional: Pur-
pura, scorbutus, hemophilia, hepatic cirrhosis, over indulg-

ence in food and alcoholic drinks. Local and Vascular:
Uterine congestion and displacement, endometritis, subin-

volution, fibroids, and other tumors. Common Causes of
i\lETR0RRHAGi.-\. Constitutional: None. Local and Vascu-
lar: Disease of uterus or appendages, polyps, e.xtrauterine

gestation, the hemorrhages in connection with pregnancy.
Treatment; OF both : Remove the cause, if possible; treat

abnormal conditions that are present ; vaginal douches,
tampons, and curettage have been recommended ; also ergot,

hamamelis, hydrastis, and viburnum prunifolium; jest in

bed is necessary. Intrauterine applications of astringents

or of adrenalin have been used.

Dysmenorrhe,\. Causes: Pelvic congestion, pelvic in-

flammation, malnutrition, overwork, lack of development,
neuralgia, stenosis or obstruction of the cervix, prolapse

or displacement of the uterus. Treatment: If possible,

remove cause ; attend to the general condition, hygiene,

tonics, regular habits, etc. ; curettage may be necessary, and
may have to be repeated (perhaps more than once).

4. ]Metritis is inflammation of the body or parenchyma
of the uterus. Varieties: Acute, chronic, hemorrhagic,
catarrhal, suppurative, granular, ulcerative (and also ac-

cording to etiology). Causes: Wounds, injuries, opera-

tions, gonorrhea, septic infection, puerperal sepsis, cold

during menstruation, intrauterine medication, and manipu-
lations. Treatment : Remove the cause, if possible, pre-

vention of sepsis, rest in bed, anodynes, hot vaginal douche,
tampons with glycerin, iodin applications, suppository of

opium and belladonna, dilatation, curettage, cauterization,

irrigation, drainage, etc.

5. In the case of polypus, the body and fundus of the

uterus are in their normal position in the abdbomen, a

sound can be passed into the uterus, the uterine and cer-

vical canals are not obliterated, the polypus does not bleed

easily, and is not particularly sensible to pain. The in-

z'erted uterus shows : Absence of body and fundus from
normal position, will not permit passage of a sound into

uterine cavity, the uterine and cervical canals are absent,

the inverted uterus tends to bleed easily, and is very sen-

sible to pain. In prolapse the largest part of the tumor is

above; the opening of the Fallopian tubes cannot be seen;

a sound can be passed into the uterine cavity.

I. surgery.

TUMOR OF BRAIN.

I. No primary focus of in-

fection but often history of

syphilis or malignant dis-

ease of other organs.

abscess of brain.

I. Suppurating area in ear,

nose, pharynx, scalp, or
lung abscess.
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TLMOR OF BRAIX.

2. Very slow development.

J. More definite focal

.symptoms.

4. No rigors or septic

symptoms.

5. Temperature normal or
slightly and irresjiilarly ele-

vated.

6. Pulse slow.

7. Constant headache.

8. Projectile vomiting fre-

quently present.

g. General symptoms of

pressure progressive.

10. Choked disc constant.

ABSCESS OF BRAIX.

2. More rapid.

3. Focal symptoms often
present, but not so definitely

localized as in tumor.

4. Often begins with chills,

septic symptoms often con-
tinue.

5. Temperature .suljiior-

nial. other times liigher

—

pus temperature.
6. \ot slow as a rule.

7. Not a constaiU or prom-
inent symptom.

8. Not often; vomiting, ii

present, more frequent and
not projectile.

9. When present, they vary
greatly in mtensity.

10. Not constant.

— (Eisendrath.

)

2. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1088;
or Ua Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 991.

3. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery'' (1908), page 574; or
Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 442.

4. Gastric ulcer is generally caused by injury or bac-

teria, is most apt to occur between the ages of twenty and
forty-five; after eating there is pain localized in the stom-
ach, vomiting occurs soon after eating, heniatemesis i.-.

common, there is localized tenderness over the stomach,
and examination of the gastric contents show an excess of

free HCl.
liastric cancer does not usually occur before fi:>rty years

of age, is more common in males, pain is localized and
constant, vomiting is copious and occurs some time after

eating; the vomitus contains "coffee ground" material:

hemorrhages are common ; a tumor may be palpated, and
examination of the gastric contents shows absence of free

HCl and presence of lactic acid ; severe anemia and ca-

chexia are also present.

5. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908). page _>43 ; "r

Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 572 and J5S.

6. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery'' (itKiS). iiage 117J;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (lyoS), page 1115.

7. Tuberculosis of the hit' 's characterized by ; Mscular
spasm, lameness, shortening, atrophy, and swelling. In

congenital dislocation there is a history of limp since the

child began to walk ; the trochanter is above Nelaton's

line; there is no muscular stiffness, and no limitation of

motion at the hip joint.

8. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 507

and 513; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 497.

9. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1121 ;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 838.

10. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page ijjo ;

or Da Costa's "Surgerv-" (1908), page 1190.

HYGIENE.

1. Ophthalmia neonatorum. Etiology: It is due tn

the gonococcus or some other pyogenic germ ; and is pro-

duced by contact of the eye with the vaginal secretion of

the mother during labor, or infected fingers, or instru-

ments, etc.

Prophylaxis: Whenever there is the possibility of infec-

tion, or in every case, wash the eyelids of the new-born

child with clean warm water, and drop on the cornea of

each eye one drop of a I or 2 per cent, solution of nitrate

of silver, immediately after birth.

2. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907). pages

782, 783, and 781 ; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909).

pages 507, 508, and 509.

3. Three infections through air: Tuberculosis, influenza,

measles; through -water: typhoid, cholera, dysentery:

through food: typhoid, tuberculosis, beriberi; through in-

sects: Bubonic plague, malaria, yellow fever. For t'rofhy-

laxis see French's '^Practice of Medicine" (1909) or Osier's

"Practice of Medicine" (1909), under name of the disease.

in the index.

4. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907) or Osiers

"Practice of Medicine" (1909), under name of the disease,

in the index.

5. "The methods used in the production of antitoxins

were introduced by Behring, who found that by injecting

susceptible animals with increasing amounts of extracel-

lular toxin he produced in the blood serum of the injected

animal certain changes which made the serum capable oi

counteracting the same toxin when injected into other

animals. ... In practice, the bacilli are cultivated in

bouillon. The cultures are freed from all living bacilli by

liltration. The liquid filtrate contains the toxin. This fil-

trate is injected into healthy susceptible animals, in increas-

ing doses. Usually the horse is used, since large quantities

.if blood can be drawn from this animal on account of its

size, and, moreover, the horse is very susceptible. . . .

Eventually enormous doses of toxin are given, and the

animal acquires a higli degree nf immunity. The blood of

the animal is withdrawn, taking care to avoid contamina-

tion, and the serum allowed to separate in the refrigerator.

The serum of the blood is drawn off and constitutes the

antitoxin."— (Williams' Bacteriology.)

.\nd see above. Bacteriology, i, 2, and 3; also French's

"Practice of Medicine" (1907), article "Serum," in index.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. In cerebral concussion: There is sudden onset; pulse

is slow and weak ; respirations are shallow, slight, and ir-

regular; there is functional paralysis; and incontinence of

urine and feces. In intoxication there is gradual onset;

full pulse; respirations deep and slightly stertorous; twitch-

ing of muscles; no incontinence; the face is Hushed, and

the odor of alcohol may be on the breath. Xote: The

two conditions may be coincident.

2. A recent cerebral hemorrhage has a red color, the

coagulum is not very firm. Later the color becomes brown-

ish, the coagulum is" firmer and more fibrous, and more ad-

herent to brain and dura.

3. Malpractice is a failure on the part of a medical prac-

titioner to use such skill, care, and judgment in the treat-

ment of a patient as the law requires ; and thereby the

patient suffers damage. If due to negligence only, it is

,i;'(7 malpractice. But if done deliberately, or wrongfully,

or if gross carelessness or neglect have been shown, or if

some illegal operation (such as criminal abortion) be per-

formed, it is criminal malpractice.

4. Drowning. Homicide: Rare, e.xcept in case of in-

fants; there are probably marks of violence on the body,

not due to post-mortem factors. Suicide: Very common,
and when there were motives to suicide, or tendency to the

same, suicide would be suspected; as a rule there would

be no witnesses. Accident: Very common; often wit-

nesses present; proximity of precipice or other dangerous

j.lace would suggest accident. It is "ften impossible to

dift'erentiate the three conditions.

5. Hanging: The presumption is in favor of suicide:

but evidences of great external violence and marks of a

struggle or signs of fingers about the throat would point

to homicide; a position of the body (with hands and feet

tied), in which the patient could not have put himself,

would point to homicide. Accidental hanging is rare, and

occurs chiefly among children, while playing.

6. Personal identity is based on: Deformities, tattoo

marks, scars, general appearance, actions, voice, manner

of speech, apparent age, figure, size, gait, dress, moles,

birth-marks, professional stigmata, handwriting, finger im-

pressions, foot prints, examination of hair, condition of

the teeth, color of hair and eyes.

Practical Indications for the Diet of Infants.—Perier

and Gaujoux says that the food ration of the infant should

bear relation to its weight, its physical development, and

its age. It is also necessary to be careful that the infant

is not over fed as well as that it lias sufficient upon which

to grow. Its amount of food should vary with the sea-

son, climate, and altitude. It should vary with the condi-

tion of every infant, and it is impossible to give fixed

rules for all cases, since each case should be individualized.

.\n infant which weighs four kilograms at birth and whose
nurse has an abundant supply of milk that is weak should

be fed more than the child' who is smaller and gets a

more nutritious milk, A young infant who is just begin-

ning to nurse should not be allowed to take all the milk

from the breasts when it begins to flow. During the first

seven days the amount should be increased 10 grams per

day. During the first five months it should be increased

ID grams per month. We may gauge the amount of milk

that a child can take by multiplying by two the first two
figures of its weight in kilograms. Each time that the

child nurses he should suck a single breast, leaving the

other for the next lactation. We cannot state in minutes

the length of time that a nursing period should last. But
the child should never be allowed to suck a long time

lest he macerate the nipple, and there is danger of his

taking too much. The breasts are habitually asynimetrical

;

this causes variation in the amount and quality of the

milk. Sometimes it is necessary to dry up one breast on
account of the difference. It is advised to cause the child

to nurse first from the smaller breast so as to increase its

size by nursing.

—

Annales dc Medicine el Chirurgie In-

fantilesi
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Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagiou^ diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of August 20, 1910.

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis.
Malarial Fever

677
192
81
86

19
129
16

Totals
j

1,200

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpox, yellow fever, cholera, and plague have
been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health,
and Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended
August 19, 1910.

CHOLERA
Cases J3eaihs

Disapp'r'g
Do.

Present

India, Bombay June 6-12
Calcutta June 19-25....
Rangoon June 26-July 2

Present, the interior
Java July 2

Batavia June 26-July 2
Mainly among natives
Saniarang July 2
Soerabaya July 2

Persia. Ardabil July 2
Philippine Islands. Manila June 12-July 2

Provinces-
Bulacan June 12-July 2. . . !S2 122
Cavite June 12-18 1

Mountain Province June 26-July 2- . . 1

Nueva Ecija June 26-July 2. . . 13 6
Pampanga June 19-July 2 . . 8 6
Pangasinan June 12-July 2 . 1,145 878
Rizal June 12-25 5 3
Tarlac June 12-18 1 1

Russia, OdesiJa July 10-23 132 69
St. Petersburs!- July 10-16 58 20

Straits Settlements. Singapore June 19-July 2, . . 17 24

YELLOW FEVER

Costa Rica, Siquires July 31 I 1

Ecuador, Guayaquil July I-IS 9 3
Sierra Leone General Aug. 1 . .

.

Present

Argentina, Rosario Feb. 1-28. ..... 1

China, Amoy July 3-9
Epidemic in the port.
Hongkong June 19-July 2 . . . 4
Swatow July 5-11

Still present in vicinity.

Ecuador. Guayaquil July 1-15 4
India, Bombay June 6-12

Calcutta June 19-25
Kurrachee July 3-9 9
Rangoon June 26-July 2

Malta, Valletta .Tuly 16 1

In quarantine station on Comino Island, from s.s. North Walei
Mauritius Apr. 1-June 2. . .

.

10
Persia. Bouchir June 5-25 7

Venezuela, Caracas July 30 1

Argentina, Ro

SM.\LLPOX

Feb, 1-28 1 1

May 1-31 2 2
Brazil, Para July 17-23 11 6

Santos June 12-18 1

Sao Paulo June 12-18 2

Ceylon. Colombo June 26-July 2. .

.

I

Chile, Antofagasta July 3-9 4
Valparaiso July 10-16 20

China, Hongkong July 19-25 2 I

Nanlcing May 8-July 16... . . . Present
Shanghai June 27-July 17.

.

.. 10
Swatow July 5-11 Do.

Eg\-pt, Alexandria June 1-30 2 3

France. Paris June 19-23 I

India Bombay luly 6-12 5

Madras July 2-8 1

Rangoon June 26-July 2. .

.

1

Italy, Naples July 18-24 9 5

Malta July 10-16 3

Persia, Kerman July 2 . . Present
Portugal. Lisbon July 19-23 65
Russia, Moscow July 9-16 16 9

Odessa July 2-8 4
Riga July 9-23 9r
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THE CIRCULATION AS A FACTOR WHICH
DETERMINES THE EFFECTS OF

MICROBIC INVASION.
By ALEXANDER HAIG, M.A., M.D., Oxon., F.R.C.P. Lond.,

LONDON.

We all know that microbes attack the weak, the

young and weak, and the old and weak (j. c. those

with but little hold on life), and the poorly nour-

ished, whether young or adults, and this among
both animals and men.

But what are the factors that lie just beneath this

weakness and poor nourishment ? I believe that one

of the most important of these factors is sloiv and

defective capillary circulation. For capillary circu-

lation controls the function, nutrition, and eventual!)-

the structure of every cell of the body tissues ; it

controls the combustion of the body as a whole, what

it does with the food it gets, and what it does with

the waste products formed in metabolism ; it in-

fluences the body temperature, and in a word, its life

and reaction to surroundings, for combustion is life

and life is combustion.

But what underlies slow and defective capillary

circulation ? Two factors obviously : ( i ) Obstruc-

tion in the capillaries. (2) Deficient vis a tergo.

heart power. When both (i) and (2) are present

together then the capillary circulation is at its worst

and the microbes have the most power for harm.

We now know that the one important cause ol

capillary obstruction is excess of uric acid in the

blood stream, and that this, if severe and long con-

tinued, may lead to heart failure from overwork

accompanied by malnutrition, leading to dilitation

and consequent increased intrapericardial pressure,

which again result in extremely defective circula-

tion and nutrition, and eventually bring about fatty

degeneration of the cardiac muscle. So that (i) is

a direct cause of (2), even if (2) is not originally

present as the result of congenital defect in the

heart (see "Uric Acid in the Clinic," p. 112).

Let us now take the well-known instance of the

common cold. It spreads from person to person

through a large community. There is clearly some

microbic contagion about it. Yet if we watch care-

fully we shall see that some take it more easily than

others, some individuals take it under certain con-

ditions (e.g. women during or just after men.strua-

tion), and under other conditions the same people

are exempt. Some again do not take it at all and

are practicallv always free from either catarrh,

bronchitis, or 'influenza. Still others, who have suf-

fered perhaps for vears a perfect martyrdom from

catarrh and bronchitis, alter their diet and become

less "gouty or rheumatic" as it is termed, and first

partially and then completely lose all tendency to

suffer from any form of catarrh or bronchitis {vide

"Ten Years on a Purin-Free Diet," by Coram
James, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., in "Folia Therapeutica,"

July 1909, p. 81). The fact that the tendency to

gout and rheumatism is lost at the same time as

the tendency to catarrh and bronchitis shows that

catarrh and bronchitis have a gouty element in them,

and are, as I have elsewhere shown,* due to the pre-

cipitation of uric acid by cold aided by the growth
and activity of a microbe. Rheumatism may also

originate in a precisely similar combined activity

of cold and microbe, bringing about a precipitation

of uric acid.

Now in the case of catarrh we know exactly the

conditions under which the microbe can flourish

and succeed in producing trouble ; and our knowl-
edge gives us complete power either to cure the

trouble or to prevent it.

Prevention, as we have just seen, is by alteration

of diet which diminishes the supply of available uric

acid. Cure is brought about by dissolving out the

uric acid and preventing its reprecipitation in the

irritated mucous membranes of the air passages.

And provided this is done by so simple a substance as

bicarbonate of sodium we need not trouble ourselves

in the least about the microbe, as it is thereby ren-

dered powerless for further harm, just as it never
has any power for harm in those who are moderately
uric-acid-free and whose capillary circulation is

constantly good (British Medical Journal, Vol. I,

igo8, "Treatment of Bronchitis by Alkali").

Let us now compare these conditions, which in

the case of catarrh are well known, with the less

well-known conditions of invasion by other mi-

crobes.

In "Uric Acid in the Clinic," pp. no, 180 and else-

where I have pointed out that in certain conditions,

such as Bright's disease, mental depression, and
neurasthenia, microbes both invade the body easily

and may produce the most deadly effects ; and there

is one condition that is common to all the diseases

named, and that is slow and defective capillary cir-

culation, generally entailing defective cell-nutrition

and combustion throughout the body with corre-

sponding defects of function and sub-normal tem-
perature. Thus an individual, who is to-day strong,

well-nourished, and practically immune to microbic
attack, may strain or dilate his heart by some violent

and unaccustomed exertion, especially if such ex-
ertion is undertaken at the beginning of his annual
holiday, when he has for weeks been strictly seden-

tary and perhaps working overtime in order to get

away the sooner. In such a case the immediate effect

of the heart strain is slowing of the capillary

circulation, which, if it were 6-7 half seconds be-

*"The Etiology, Prevention, and Treatment of a Com-
mon Cold," Bale and Danielsson, London, 1905. Also
"Uric Acid as a Factor in the Causation of Disease,"
Ed. VII, J. & A. Churchill, London, 1908.
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fore the strain, would now be 8-9. This is the result

of two causes, (i) the heart strain, (2) the effect

of the heart weakness in lowering general metabol-

ism and combustion ; with this last down falls

acidity so that all his available uric acid is at once

passed into his blood producing a severe collemia,

a collemia proportional to (i) the severity of the

heart strain, (2) the amount of uric acid available;

the latter of these would therefore be much less in

those who have lived uric-acid-free.

Now as the result of this greatly defective circu-

lation and combustion, microbes can invade with

serious results. They are not long in doing this

;

either through a skin lesion, which under normal
conditions would have healed quickly and safely,

or in the intestine where defective circulation means
defective digestion and absorption of many foods,

leaving to the microbes a rich and varied pabulum
in which they can multiply practically unhindered.

In this latter case the invasion is evidenced by

extremely offensive motions, so that nurses are al-

most driven out of the room of a patient whose
motions in health are nearly odorless.

I may remark in passing that the best treatment

of this condition is not by intestinal antiseptics,

which are very often nearly powerless in such cases,

but by anything that will clear the blood of uric acid

even for a time and thus remove one of the factors

of the slow capillary circulation, e.g. calomel or a

minute dose of a salicylate which acts as a retentive.

But when the heart condition is very bad even com-
plete clearance of uric acid from the blood may not

suffice to stop the microbic invasion. In such cases

we have very defective digestion and absorption of

food with rapid wasting of tissue as a result, the

patient losing as much weight, in some cases even

more, than in complete starvation, yet food is being

plentifully supplied ; but its only effect is to add to

the intestinal putrefaction and the triumph of the

invading microbes.

Further, as also pointed out in "Uric Acid in the

Clinic," p. 287, surgeons are not only finding that

precisely the same diet which cures in the case of

rheumatism and catarrh also greatly improves the

chances of good recovery after operations and as-

sists the healing of wounds. Some surgeons are

also coming to the conclusion that in those who live

naturally, and have thus a normal circulation

throughout the body, surgical wounds require no
dressings beyond a piece of lint wrung out of boiled

water ; for these patients provide their own antisep-

tics in the shape of a free capillary circulation and
a free and active tissue combustion and metabolism.

But before going further I must point out, as

already shown in the books previously mentioned,

that, in relation to the effects of uric acid on
metabolism, life is divided into four physio-

logical stages : two of high nutrition accom-
panied by retention of uric acid in the tissues so

that the blood is pretty clear of it, and two of
collemia or solution from tissue deposits in which
the blood is clogged with excess of uric acid and the

capillary circulation is consequently at its worst.

.^nd we should expect that it would be during these

two latter stages that microbes would be able to

invade with the most deadly effect ; and this we shall

find to be the case in many diseases. Though, of
course, where the nutrition of the body has been
completely upset e.g. by serious injury or previous
disease, these physiological stages are also more or
less completely upset and the microbes may then
invade at any time, for owing to debility, malnutri-
tion, and anemia the capillary circulation is con-

stantly defective. Apart from such violent inver-

sions of physiology the four stages of life are some-
what as follows: The First Retention Stage of rapid

growth and development from birth to 14 in girls

and 16 in boys ; The First Collemic Stage from 14
or 16 to 25 ; The Second Retention Stage from 25
to 55, the good nutrition, ruddy health and strength
of middle life; The Second Collemic Stage from 55
to death, the decline of all nutrition and metabolism.
Each collemic stage is to some extent the result of,

and consequently proportional to, the previous re-

tention stage ; thus the uric acid stored in the first

retention stage furnishes the material for the colle-

mia of the first collemic stage, and so on. Doubt-
less all these stages would be greatly altered and
life itself considerably prolonged and modified if

all people lived uric-acid-free.

In reference to pulmonary tuberculosis we find

in the Second Edition of Allbutt & Rolleston's "Sys-
tem of Medicine," Vol. V, p. 286, "In children the

greatest liability coincides with the approach of

puberty, the liability beginning rather earlier with
girls." We have seen above that the first collemic

stage begins rather earlier in girls for reasons that

are fully explained in "Uric Acid," Ed. VII, pp.

517, 521. Girls have also another factor which
favors defective capillary circulation, namely,
weaker muscles, especially weaker heart muscles.

With reference to enteric fever we find in the

same "System of Medicine," Vol. I, p. 1098, "En-
teric fever occurs much more frequently among the

young and adult persons under 35. It is not un-

common in children, but very rare in infants." I

may remark also that when it does occur in infants

it is usually milder than in older children nearer the

dangerous age of puberty. We must bear in mind
that, though we can mark out these stages of life

fairly accurately, there is in nature quite a slow

gradation from one stage to the next following.

Thus no doubt the second retentive stage has greater

resisting effect at 35 than at 25.

All that we have said of catarrh and bronchitis

applies with almost equal force to malaria. Here
we have a parasitic disease the fever of which can

be easily and quickly reduced by a solvent of uric

acid e.g. salicylate ; and the attacks can be brought

to an end altogether by the uric-acid-free diet (see

"Uric Acid," Ed. VII. p. 492-494). Catarrh can

also be cured by salicylate when dyspnea does not

interfere with its action.

Then again certain conditions such as the time of

year act in the same way as the stages of life, and
tend to favor the attack of a microbic disease at one

season rather than another. I would refer to the

well-known fact that the Lent term at schools and

colleges is the worst in the year for disturbance of

routine by the exanthemata ; and I have little doubt

that this bears a definite relation to the early spring

collemia of returning warmth, when the uric acid

retained in the cold of winter begins to pass into

solution in the blood and block the capillary circu-

lation. A very notable instance of this occurred in

London some years ago when the warm, muggy
weather suddenly returned at the end of several

weeks of severe cold, and at once almost everj'one

was down with influenza. Influenza again in every

way parallels the relation of catarrh, bronchitis, and

malaria both to drugs and to the uric-acid-free diet.

Possibly something of the same kind may explain

an experience which used to be related by one of

my most honored teachers, Dr. Samuel J. Gee, to

the effect that he had been for some years House
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Surgeon and Registrar at a hospital with fever
wards without taking scarlet fever. He then left

the hospital for about a year, and on returning as
locum tenens for a friend he at once took the disease
and had a sharp attack. It seems probable that this

very interesting experience stood in relation to sum-
mer collemia (as it occurred in July), as well as in

relation to his general condition and stage of life,

probably near the end of the first collemic stage, the

effects of this being increased by prolonged seden-
tary life in town.

I may mention in passing that, although some of
the complications and sec|uel3e of scarlet fever {e.g.

arthritis, endocarditis, and Bright's disease) are
commonly attributed to microbic activity, in my
opinion they are almost certainly due to the amount
of uric acid available in the body, for thev are, as
far as I know, absent or but little marked in those
who are moderately uric-acid-free.

Pregnancy affords an interesting and non-seasonal
instance of the same thing, for normal pregnancy
is a time of increased metabolism and combustion
with good nutrition and relatively high urea and
acidity ; these latter conditions keep the blood clear

of uric acid and the capillary circulation is conse-

quently free. Just as the reverse conditions, debil-

ity and starvation with low urea and acidity, tend to

flood the blood with uric acid, thereby increasing

collemia and defective capillary circulation. Now
it is a well-known fact that not only do collemic

troubles {e.g. asthma, migraine, epilepsy) cease to

afflict the pregnant, but they also have a considerable

relative immunity from the exanthemata, but only

so long as the pregnancy is normal and nutrition

and circulation are good. In reference to migraine
and pregnancy a friend of mine (the late Dr. E.

Horder) made a remarkable diagnosis ; a married
relative wrote to him that her habitual migraine
attacks had suddenly ceased, and he replied that she

would now want no more headache drugs for nine

months. From the fact that the habitual migraine

was suspended he rightly diagnosed that she was
again pregnant.

The special liability to microbic invasion which
follows the termination of pregnancy is well known,
and this is accompanied by fatigue, which means
heart weakness, and collemia, which entails defec-

tive capillary circulation, the latter being increased

by the uric acid of the retention during the

period of pregnancy. In the case of those na-

tions who live nearly uric-acid-free the second

factor and a large part of the first (as fatigue

is proportional to the uric acid in the blood) are

absent. Parturition is then encountered without the

most rudimentary precautions as to hygiene and
cleanliness and apparently very often quite without

harm. From which we may again infer that the soil

in which it can flourish is very much more important

than the invading microbe.

In the relation of scarlet fever to tonsillitis (AU-
butt & Rolleston, Vol. I, p. 88) we have again prob-

ably a relation to the efifects of uratic irritation of

tissues which is naturally most marked in cold north-

ern climates. And in the alleged absence of chorea

from China (see Allbutt & Rolleston, Vol. I, p. 88)
and the diminished severity of measles in Ireland

{loc. cit. p. 65) we may also see relations between
disease and local habits in regard to diet and the

consumption of uric-acid-containing foods.

The weak and poorly nourished are an easy prey

for the microbes because: (i) any available uric

acid is in solution in their blood slowing capillary

circulation, (2) their muscles are weak, (3) weak
heart is an additional cause of a poor circulation,

(4) collemia, weak heart, and slow capillary cir-

culation mean poor nutrition of both blood and tis-

sues, and slow and defective functioning throughout
the body. For heart failure increases collemia, and
collemia in its turn increases heart failure ; then

heart failure diminishes both appetite and digestive

])ower, and so the downward trend of the whole
physiology of the body is continuous and inevitable

till some external factor cuts through the vicious

circle.

Chronic underfeeding is thus obviously another

factor that increases the power of the microbe to

work mischief, and this is a very prevalent con-

dition at the present day. Now such a condition of
underfeeding verging toward actual starvation is

brought about chiefly in two ways, (i) unconscious

and unintentional, (2) intentional as the result of

ignorance. The first form has been treated of by
Dr. Nathan Rosewater under the name of "Dis-

guised Starvation" {New York Medical Journal,

Dec. 1909) ; I have met with plenty of it in my own
practice. The patient suffers from collemia and
collemic fatigue, and being too tired to eat or digest

comfortably takes ever less and less food, and so

passes into the power of the vicious circle previously

mentioned. The second form is the result of what
I regard as the erroneous modern teaching with
reference to the quantities required ; this leads peo-
ple to take too little food, and thus they eventually

land themselves in collemic fatigue with the results

above mentioned (see "Uric Acid in the Clinic," pp.

154, 279, and elsewhere). It is easy to recognise
these starvation cases, whatever their origin, as they
all have a low and falling blood decimal. My rule

is that no one who has been three or four years on a

correct uric-acid-free diet should have a blood deci-

mal below .85 or .9. Any one who shows such a

defective blood decimal under these conditions has
either been underfeeding or taking poisons. Weight
may or may not be lost to any great extent, but a

low and falling blood decimal renders it advisable

to estimate both food and urea from day to day to

see that sufficient proteid is being taken and di-

gested. Paradoxical as it may seem, the fact

nevertheless remains that up to a certain point the

more you eat the more appetite you have, because
increased food means increased power of digestion;

conversely the less you eat the less appetite you
have, because diminished food means diminished
power of digestion, and appetite is under all cir-

cumstances an index of digestive power.
We see then that there are all gradations from

conditions in which microbic invasion is a most seri-

ous matter to those in which it is of no consequence.
And the one factor that alters in a given individual
in the change from one condition into the other is

the capillary circulation. When microbes can invade
with deadly effect the capillary circulation is always
slow ; when they are powerless for harm it is always
normal or quick. We can now see that the fever
that clears the blood of the obstructing uric acid is

Nature's effort to burn up the microbes ; and where
capillary circulation is always free, as the result of
a life in accordance with Nature, we know that the
microbes are powerless.

The one thing that alters in these various con-
ditions is the capillary circulation, and this can be
easily seen and measured ; the one thing that lies

behind defective capillary circulation is excess of
uric acid in the blood, leading by one or other
process to the vicious circle previously mentioned.
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This is just what we see in Nature, and gives a

simple explanation of all the facts mentioned above,

as well as of many more which could easily be men-

tioned, did space permit. Thus uric acid is the fac-

tor that controls the results of microbic invasion,

and a life free from excess of uric acid is to a large

extent a life immune from microbic injury; and

this is so because uric acid controls the capillary

circulation throughout the body from birth to death.

In conclusion I desire to express my gratitude to

Dr. Gee for kindly allowing me to mention his ex-

perience, and to my son, Mr. K. G. Haig, for several

interesting suggestions which have been made use

of to illustrate the subject of this paper.

SOME OF THE OPEN QUESTIONS IN

TUBERCULTSIS*
Bv THOM.XS E. S.\TTERTHVV.MTE, M.D..

NEW YORK.

To begin, with, some of us, but the laity more par-

ticularly, have been talking and writing about tuber-

culosis as if we physicians were just beginning to

understand it. But Hippocrates, who flourished

over thirteen hundred years ago, described it in

unmistakable terms, laying down many specific

rules for its management, including the use of cow's

milk, outdoor exercise, and prolonged rest. Its con-

tagious qualities also were mentioned by Galen,

more than two thousand years ago, and he went

so far as to say that phthisis was contracted by

sleeping with a phthisical patient, living, eating or

drinking with him, or even wearing his clothes.

This doctrine prevailed until about the beginning

of the nineteenth century. Indeed, as early as 1750,

the disease was thought to be so contagious that

in Italy public measures were adopted to check it.

In fact, it is well known that on September 20,

1782, a royal edict was promulgated (in Naples).

obliging physicians to report all cases of phthisis

to the authorities ; while in Rome, certainly as late

as 1803, strict sanitary rules were adopted for con-

trolling it. Even up to a date within the memory
of living individuals, the consumptive was avoided

by the Italians much as if he had the plague. Later,

doubt began to be thrown on this doctrine, and it

was gradually supplanted by that of a diathesis.

Some of the French and English schools supported

this view for a time, Sir Thomas Watson maintain-

ing, in 1843, that, being a diathesis, it was not com-
municable from person to person. In 1857 the

tide of opinion began to turn again, when von Buhl

came forward with the contention that acute miliary

tuberculosis was a specific infection. Villemin, in

1865, supported von Buhl's view by experiments

on animals. In 1877 Piffard expressed the opinion

(Medical Record, July 21, 1877I that there was
some infectious agent at the bottom of the trouble.

In 1 88 1, the bacillus of tuberculosis was discov-

ered by Koch, after the most elaborate series of

experiments that had thus far been made. It is

proper to stay, however, that miliary tubercles had
been recognized by Mangetus, as early as 1700,

while Lacnnec had been able to establish the unity

of phthisis pulmonum with pulmonary tuberculosis.

The special merit of Koch's work was that he

separated the bacillus from the tubercle, developed

a pure culture, and inoculated it so as to produce
miliary tuberculosis secondarily.

At the present time, the bacilli that appear to be

"Read before the Medical Association of the Greater
City of New York, March 21, 1910.

the most dangerous to mankind are the human and
bovine, the bovine species having exceptionally

active pathogenic properties, though how frequently

the latter are factors in inducing human tubercu-

losis is still a somewhat uncertain matter. Birds,

various animals, and even fish have tubercle bacilli,

but they differ from the human variety in morph-
ology, cultural characteristics, staining reactions,

and pathological qualities. Each appears to be tena-

cious of these peculiarities, and yet under protracted

cultivation, we are told, they seem gradually to

approach each other morphologically. It is even
possible that they may be bred so as to be some-
what akin to the human bacilli in virulent qual-

ities. But thus far no satisfactory proof has been
given that these non-human types are actual sources

of tuberculosis. On the other hand, there is a

so-called pseudobacillus, which has been obtained

from feces, human sputum, and other sources,

whose relationship to the bacillus of human tuber-

culosis has not been determined ; it is said to differ

from the genuine variety mainly in its quality of

resisting decolorization by mineral acids, and for

this reason is classed as an acid-fast bacillus. Ac-
cording to James, one, the Timothy grass bacillus,

one of these pseudobacilli, produces reactions on
inoculation akin to those produced by tuberculin.

This statement suggests new opportunities for re-

search workers.

In respect to the frequency of the disease, we
have no very satisfactory data, and it is impossible

'

to foretell when we may have them. We have only
approximate estimates, and the reason is that we
have to depend mainly on postmortem results, i.e.,

the ocular evidence yielded by lesions that have
healed, and that may have been due to tuberculosis,

or ordinary abscesses, syphilis, or even parasites,

nothing pathognomonic remaining at the affected

spot to show what may have been the cause.

For example, a few years ago (1900), Naegeli,

of Zurich, reported from his postmortems, evi-

dences of tuberculosis in 90 per cent ; and patho-
logists as a rule are in agreement that there is a
very high percentage in adult bodies. Burkhardt,
of Dresden, in 1906, found about the same pro-

portion as Naegeli. but Lubarsch put it as low as

70 per cent. Beitzke, of Berlin, however, who ex-

amined 1,100 bodies at the Charite, found a still

lower percentage ; he made it 58.2 per cent in per-

sons over fifteen years of age. And yet he held
that in certain large cities almost every adult body
was ttiberculous, a fact of pretty general acceptance
at the present time.

The difference in the statistics of Beitzke and
Naegeli depends chiefly on the fact that the former
omitted from his classification the puckered scars

of pleural adhesions at the apex, and the minute
fibrous nodules, two to three millimeters in diam-
eter, found in the lungs and pleura, while Naegeli
and others held that these lesions represented healed

tuberculous centers. If Beitzke had included these

latter as evidences of old tuberculosis, then the fig-

ures of the two would be in closer agreement.
What appears certain is that more than half of the

adult population of the city of Berlin has had
tuberculosis at some time or other, while it is

tolerably certain that the actual ratio is very much
higher. This statement brings out two definite

facts : That most adults of advanced age have at

some time or other had an attack of tuberculosis

:

and that in congested localities it is much more
common than in the population outside of cities.
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As bearing on the former point, Von Pircjuct has
stated that almost everyone yields to his cutaneous
tubercuhn test.

Another interesting fact is that tuberculosis is

very common among our negroes, though it is

said to be unknown among the dark races of
Africa. It is apt to run a rapidly fatal course in

negroes ; in fact, according to recent census returns,

with them it is from two to four times as fatal as

with white persons. Almost the same degree of
frequency occurs with our Indians.

In respect to age, the following interesting facts

as to fatality have been noted by Wallstein, of the
Babies' Hospital, in this city, from her postmortem
findings

;

In the first year of life, 1.8 per cent of all deaths.

In the second year of life, 1 1 per cent of all

deaths.

In the third year of life, first half, 16 per cent

of all deaths.

In the third year of life, second half, 20 per cent

of all deaths.

Other statistical returns from the same hospital,

however, put the incidence in the first year at 5.6

per cent of all cases. Here we have a variance in

statistics. But the 5.6 per cent represents the

clinical plus the physical diagnosis, making, of

course, the percentage greater. These figures may
be used to support the theory that the disease was
acquired by personal contact ; indeed, in these in-

stances it is said that of nearly one-half of the

infantile cases of tuberculosis brought into this

hospital in recent years the infants had been in

close contact with tuberculous persons in their

homes.
As a rule, tuberculosis does not occur with as

great frequency in the early as in the later years

of adult life. I have observed the same thing in

cattle, especially among the high-bred. In fact it

is clear that the incidence of the disease bears a

somewhat constant ratio to the age. On the other

hand, the period of the largest mortality of infants

is during the first year of life ; of adults in the

third decade, or between 20 and 30.

The actual proof of contagion is not always
easy. It is mostly derived from analogical rea-

oning. For while it is true that the lower animals

can, as a rule, be successfully inoculated with the

bacillary poison, the human species rarely takes the

disease in this way from direct contact with tuber-

culous material. Butchers, pathological anatomists,

general and special surgeons and dermatologists

rarely take the disease by contact, though of course

frequently exposed to it. And yet in most of these

instances, the poison is wet, and therefore pre-

sumably in a form readily communicable. The
theory of the dermatologists, who have to deal with

the various forms of tuberculosis cutis, is that

they are contracted through open wounds or an

abraded skin. Epidemics are said to occur in this

way among miners. So, too, skin tuberculosis is

said to be comparatively frequent among the de-

mented in our insane asylums, the theory being

that with their uncleanly habits they contract the

disease by contact. Of course, these skin erup-

tions may equally well be the local manifestations

of a tuberculous diathesis. In respect to the con-

tagious qualities of these forms of tuberculosis,

dermatologists do not seem to evince much fear.

Thus far, it has been difficult to actually demon-
strate that infection comes from the ingestion of

contaminated milk or meat, though it has been in-

ferred in some quarters that of all ingested matter

milk is the greatest source of danger. Within the

past two years, however, Professor Woodhead
(Medic.xl Record, March 5, 1910), of the British

Royal Tuburculosis Commission, has estimated that

less than 7 per cent of all deaths from tuberculosis

are due to bovine infection. In this connection, it

has been urged by Whitla, of Dublin, that tuber-

culosis is rife in parts of the world where cows'

milk is not used at all, while children are known to

have utilized the milk of tuberculous cov^'s for years

without contracting the disease. Nor have we
direct proof that the disease comes from sputum.
Experiments on the lower animals, however, show
that infection is possible from these two sources;

from analogical reasoning, therefore, we are led

to believe that the same methods prevail in the

human subject. If we could supplement analogical

reasoning with direct proof, the evidence would,

of course, be more satisfactory.

Uncertainty on these points has led Baumgarten
to state that there are three methods by which the

disease can be transmitted : the aerogenous, where
family and workshop epidemics result from air

contagion through dust ; the enterogenous, wliere

the disease is the result of swallowing the bovine

bacillus, which, however, he claims never produces

a progressive tuberculosis, a view that is held by
many; and the geneogenous, where the infection is

due to the bacilli passing through from the mother
to the fetus. This form of inborn tuberculosis

will, he thinks, be more and more apparent with

the improvement of our microscopic technique.

As already mentioned, the skin may possibly be

the medium through which the bacillus enters, and
numerous cases have been reported to sustain this

view. Also, flies may carry and implant the germ.
This latter method, however, is probably quite rare.

Inasmuch as the bacillus soon dies when exposed
to light and air. it is not likely to be conveyed by
dry sputum. But fresh tuberculous sputum con-
tains the bacilli in vast quantities ; hence the dan-
ger, which is intensified when the patient coughs
in one's face. This, at least, is the theory of the

contagionists, and yet the rapidity of infection

seems to be intensified by the admixture of such
organisms as the staphylococcus or other pus-pro-

ducing bacteria, such as are to be found where
there are suppurating pulmonary cavities, as in the

last stages of tuberculous phthisis ; on this point

there is much unanimity of opinion. High eleva-

tions have few germs, hence in them the danger
of contamination from dust is diminished. But
what is most important in this connection is that

the tubercle bacillus does not destroy tissue unless

pus-producing organisms are affiliated with it.

.\n6. so the bacillus alone is not as deadly as we
thought it a while ago.

The query as to the ratio between those who
inspire the poison and those who ingest it is put

variously. As yet we have no material facts suffi-

cient to use for decisive conclusions. The invasion

by the air passages varies, according to the views
of individual authors that I have consulted, from
about 40 per cent to 69 per cent. On the other

hand, invasion by the alimentary canal has been
put at from 5 per cent to 35 per cent, while Koch
has held that the disease is rarely or never con-

tracted in this way, and his dictum necessarily car-

ries with it the weight that attaches to the opin-

ion of one of our ablest present-day etiologists.

Taking the average returns of men who have in-
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vestigated this point, it is about 21 per cent. Of
course, such an average percentage has no precise

value.

According to recent statistics (Vienna, in 1908),

tuberculosis was prevailing in the proportion of

10 to 10,000 of the population in the better parts

of the city, but in the poorer localities as 67 to

10,000. Where the families lived in one or two

rooms, the mortality was double that where the

family lived in four rooms and upward. However,

these statistics do not necessarily sustain the doc-

trine of direct personal contagion ; they are appli-

cable also to deficient nutrition furnishing the base

for ordinary aerial contagion, for the tubercle bacil-

lus is very abundant in the air of all cities.

Whether chronic alcholism favors the develop-

ment and extension of tuberculosis is a moot

question. Alcoholism is a condition that is often

found side by side with tuberculosis. The patient,

feeling that his disease is taking away his strength,

may resort to alcohol : in fact, he usually does.

Undoubtedly, in many cases it is a food that pro-

longs his life. In other cases, however, it may
increase malnutrition, and so hasten the end. Al-

cohol is a food for some, for others a poison.

The pure contagionists have thrown over the

doctrine of heredity, or have considered its influ-

ence of minor account. This has been the trend

of opinion of late. Some have held, however, that

while persons do not inherit the disease, a physical

condition of the chest may be transmitted that

favors tuberculosis by inhibiting appropriate res-

piratory efforts. Others, and they are more num-

erous, hold that the contagion is inoperative with-

out a certain soil in which the bacillus will grow.

Some go further and say that a favoring soil is

of as much importance as the germ ; others say it

is of more importance. That is, in plan language,

according to this latter view contagion is not to

be feared after exposure, if the indivi lual does

not offer a nidus in which it may develop. Others

claim that there is in some a normal resistance that

prevents infection, while a subnormal resistance in-

vites the disease. Heredity has Jjeen claimed as

a factor in as much as 60 per cent of infected

cases. This, however, is certain: that a jjredisposi-

tion can be handed down ; and the family history

has its influence in the determination of the dis-

ease. Susceptibility or lack of resistance are also

governing factors in the etiology of the disease.

One of the most noteworthy efforts toward the

prevention of tuberculosis has been the barring of

consumptive immigrants to this country by the

Marine Hospital Service, while eft'orts to prevent

the influx of those having consumption or suspic-

ions of it have recently stirred the towns of Val-

halla, New York; also Summit and Lakewood,
New Jersey. Indeed, the residents of Lakewood.
by a very large majority, have insisted that a pro-

posed Preventorium should be moved away, and

they have carried their point. In this last instance,

however, there appears to have been no satisfactory

evidence of personal danger, inasmuch as the pro-

posed inmates nf the institution were to be merely

the children of tuberculous parents, incapable of

communicating the disease, though capable of con-

tracting it under unhygienic conditions.

At the present time, the general hospitals of this

city are not allowed to take "open" tuberculosis

patients, who are referred by the city authorities to

the Metropolitan Hospital on Blackwell's Island,

the Riverside Sanatorium on North Brother Island,

St. Vincent's Sanatorium, St. Joseph's, or the Se-
ton, of New York; if walking cases, to the various

dispensaries. A limited number of "closed" cases

are admitted to the general hospitals. The profes-

stion will look with great interest to see if these

methods of combating the disease will prove sat-

isfactory. In the opinion of the writer, open cases

of tuberculosis pulmonum can with safety be ad-

mitted again to special wards in general or other

hospitals, and the reopening of such wards will

not only prolong life, and sometimes save it, but

remove the very reasonable objection that under
present methods consumptives are apt to be sent

away to die far from their relatives or friends.

It is surprising how great an effort has been and
is being made to check the disease in all civilized

countries. During the past year alone, upward of

$4,000,000 has been appropriated by 28 State Leg-
islatures. Also, during the year 1909, 28 State or

Territorial Legislatures passed laws pertaining to

tuberculosis, and 64 laws relating to either the pre-

vention or the treatment of consumption have been
put on the statute books. New State sanatoria are

to be built in seven states, while in six states ex-

isting sanatoria will be enlarged. Such institu-

tions now exist in twenty-seven states. Also, ac-

cording to a compilation under the Russell Sage
Foundation, there are in this State thirty-three in-

stitutions that care for consumptives, charging
from nothing at all up to $40 per week. Besides,

ten states have in all nearly $100,000 to be spent in

educating the public about tuberculosis. Travel-

ing exhibitions are used in nine states and in Porto
Rico. In addition, the last Congress appropriated

$1,000,000 for the maintenance of three Federal

sanatoria in New Mexico and Colorado. In all,

it has been estimated that fully .$8,000,000 will be

expended for these purposes in this country dur-

ing 19 10.

Now for results. Optimists believe that wc can

eradicate the disease, and statistics can be used to

support this contention. According to the English

tables of Woodhead, of the Royal British Com-
mission, there was a fall in the annual death rate

in England and Wales, between 1867 and 1906, of

nearly 52 per cent, so that if the same improvement
were to continue for another forty years the dis-

ease would certainly disappear from those coun-

tries. Statistics must, of course, be accepted with

caution ; most of them contain increments of error.

It has been calculated, however, by Menzies, that

there is a recovery in 26 per cent of those infected.

Whatever the ratio is to be ultimately can only be
determined approximately, and then by the careful

study of postmortems, by experts. For until we
can differentiate, as I have already intimated, the

postmortem findings in syphilis, traumatisms, in-

flammatory conditions (non-tubercular), including

the results of parasitic infections, we cannot get

very near the truth.

The returns of the Census should help us, how-
ever. According to it, from a national death rate

in tuberculosis of 38 per 10,000, in the five years

from 1838 to 1842, there was a fall to 12 per 10,000.

in the five years from 1901 to 1905, both inclusive.

The earlier census tables were quite capable of

yielding very erroneous conclusions.

Also according to Bulletin No. 104, Bureau of

the Census of 1909, Table 4, the death rate from
all kinds of tuberculosis showed a decline to 1739
per 100,000, in 1908, as against 183.6 for 1907, the

average of the five years from 1901 to 1905 having
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been 193.2. All this in the registration area. TlRre
was, however, a slight increase in the mortality

rate in the registration states of California, Rhode
Island, and Vermont. ( Under the new census
regulations and in the present registration areas

we are gradually approaching to accuracy of fig-

ures). Still, inasmuch as the cost of the Tubercu-
losis Crusade, according to the National Associa-
tion for the Study of Tuberculosis, was in iyo8
$8,180,621.50, including $5,292,289.77 for the treat-

ment of these patients in sanatoria and hospitals,

the returns are naturally somewhat disappointing;

to optimists.

This is to be so mentioned that after all has
been said and done, the brunt of the care ot the

tuberculous as a class, and including all cases,

must come on the general practitioner. \\'liat','\er

success may be attained will be largely under his

direction and with his aid. And, in this connec-

tion, he must decry the methods of any nuuiicip-

ality whose agents unduly examine, \'isit,- and
alarm the sufierer and those about him, prying into

their household matters, so that in their distress

they fly from one neighborhood to another, or

even leave their homes to escape their persecutors.

In a recent number of the Journal of the .American
Medical Association, it was stated that the City
Council of Baltimore had inaugurated a system by
which nurses were given authority to enter houses
and enforce the city's regulations for preventing

the spread of tuberculosis. It will result that a

number of tuberculous paitents cannot be found,

for obvious reasons, and then there will naturally

be a demand for more of the public money to hunt
them down. It is the very bad cases that are thus

disturbed, more than the others: and yet it is these

very ones that need absolute rest, physical and
mental, and rest in bed. Procedures on the part of

public authorities to alarm and needlessly distress

these wretched sufferers should be discountenanced
by us as practitioners.

When, too, tuberculosis is classed, as it has

been, with such contagious diseases as smallpox and
the e.xanthemata, great' harm has been done. The
following note is to be found in a circular issued

by our Board of Health

:

"In this provisional classification of the infec-

tious diseases, arranged for practical purposes, the

most readily communicable of these diseases, em-
bracing the exanthemata and typhus fever, have
been placed in a group by themselves and called

contagious. This has been done with a view to

emphasizing a distinction, which is not only of

scientific significance, but of practical importance,

in dealing with the sanitary features of adminis-

tration. This distinction is furthermore of im-

portance because it avoids the misunderstanding and
alarm frequently caused by including in the same
class the very readily communicable diseases (such

as smallpox), and the much less communicable dis-

seases (such as tuberculosis), which require very

different sanitary measures for their control."

It is only to be regretted that the type of this

note is small as compared with the text of the

Code.

Instead of making the people at large phthis-

iophobiacs, the public authorities should also dis-

countenance sensational announcements telling

"How to Prevent and Cure Consumption." Such
announcements are misleading, and may result

eventually in a reaction against even sound meth-

ods. We cannot truly say that every case of con-

sumption is curable. We can say, however, that

all forms are curable under favoring circumstances.

But there can never be a cure of consumption, in

the sense that issue destroyed will be regenerated.

Circulars issued by benevolent associations should

be cautious, therefore, in what they hold out to

the sufferers.

In a leaflet issued by the Charity Organization

Society of this city, a page of advice ends with

these excellent words : "Courage is very important

;

consumptives can be helped, and many are cured."

But our methods are capable of much improve-

ment otherwise. Do we not see about us on all

sides men in the first stage of the disease, who
are quite able to work in the open air and would
be much benefited by it, satisfied to be classed as

chronic invalids ; to visit the dispensary doctor,

get their medicine free, and let a poor old infirm

inother support them? I know of such a case at

this moment. Or a patient may be discharged from
a tuberculosis hospital because his sputum is neg-

ative, while his cough and temperature has dis-

appeared. The open lesion has healed, but in the

lungs there may be general tuberculosis of the

fibroid variety, with dyspnea, tachycardia, and some
debility. He cannot do the heavy manual work of

his trade. Such a patient was sent to me lately

by some philanthropic ladies. He had a wife and
five children to support, but he was quite unable

from feebleness to do his customary work, that of

a stationary engineer. Notwithstanding, he was
an.vious for something to do, and was quite able

to do various sorts of light work. No one, how-
ever, seemed able to find him this kind of work,
and I was obliged to send him to a general hos-

pital. In the present Tuberculosis Crusade we
need employment bureaus to take over such pa-

tients; for them work would often be a far greater

boon than hospital or dispensary treatment, and
might even be more effectual therapeutically. Beds
or medicine are not all of the treatment needed.

There is an economic side to the tuberculosis ques-

tion.

Unfortunately, a vast amount of money is being
expended, I feel sure, without due regard for

the proper method of combating the disease. Rapid
results will naturally be expected from such enorm-
ous outlays, and if they are not soon forthcoming
a reaction against the methods will follow. There
are two important things to do : ( 1 ) Employ proper
treatment while the disease is "closed" and in-

capable of causing infection, and (2) isolate and
treat advanced "open" (or third stage) cases, so
that they will not infect others. In this connection,
however, we should realize that a certain number
of open cases can be cured by the fresh-air method
outside of hospitals. When cavities are small, they
will often heal under favoring curcumstances, such
as healthy farm life, with good food and pleasant
surroundings. Practitioners of general experience
will support me in this statement.

In conclusion, it may be stated (i) with posi-

tiveness, that while tuberculosis is communicated
by contact, it is not contagious to the same degree
as many other diseases, notably the exanthemata,
syphilis, and gonorrhea : moreover, it is only com-
municable under certain favorable circumstances.
This fact deserves to be widely known. (2) That
fully 50 per cent of all adults contract the disease
at one time or another ; in cities a much higher per-
centage. In fact, the tendency to the disease in-

creases with age, in some sort of ratio, after in-
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fancy, so that while it may exist in infants of

two years in the low proportion of 5 per cent, at

the age of ninety nearly everyone has had sorne

experience of it. (3) The disease is contracted in

various ways. What the ratio is between the dif-

ferent avenues of invasion has still to be deter-

mined. But it is a matter of the very first im-

portance. (4) Many of the problems of tubercu-

losis are complex, and this fact should be impressed

on the laity, who at the present moment are dis-

posed to take a leading part in the crusade, with-

out adequate knowledge of the problems involved.

(6) There is also a humanitarian side to the ques-

tion, apart from its scientific aspects. Public meas-

ures entailing unnecessary hardships for the indi-

vidual or his family will necessarily retard the

ultimate success of a movement, however good it

is, and this is a philanthropic movement, that should

enlist everyone's interest and support. (7) We
have reached a point, also, where the intervention of

the agencies of our National Government would

be very helpful in the Crusade. For it is now
an inter-state matter, like that of the water supply

of our cities, and the pollution of our streams, all

of which call for some sort of governmental con-

trol. The establishment of a National Bureau of

Health would provide for the supervision of these

matters, and physicians at large should sustain the

hands of President Taft in endeavoring to estab-

lish such a bureau at the earliest possible moment.
7 East Eighthieth Street.

SPECIAL DANGERS ASSOCIATED WITH
OPERATIONS ON THE BILIARY PASS-

AGES AND THEIR AVOIDANCE.
By benjamin T. TILTOX, M.D.,

Oper.ations for gallstones have become of late

years so frequent and the indications and operative

technique so firmly established that there seems

little new to be added to the mass of literature on

the subject. It is well though to remember from
time to time that there are certain dangers associ-

ated with gallstone surgery which, however familiar

to those with large experience, are of momentous
importance in the prognosis, and if unknown to the

inexperienced, lead to pitfalls and disappointing

results. No branch of abdominal surgery requires

more careful consideration of each case before op-
erating and greater judgment in the operative work
and after treatment. A failure to give due weight
to the dangers and possible complications associ-

ated with this branch of surgery means high mor-
tality, which may be quite independent of operative
dexterity. A surgeon may perform a very skillful

and rapid, cholecystectomy and yet his patient may
died because of lack of judgment in the selection of
the operation or of disregard of the patient's power
of resistance. The low mortality statistics of such
experienced operators as Kocher, Korte. the Mayos,
etc.. depend much less upon a superior technique
than upon an intimate knowledge of the patEology
of gallstones, the manifold variety of the changes
they produce, and particularly the dangers besetting
their removal.

I desire here to call attention to the more import-
ant dangers connected with the surgery of gall-

stones and to emphasize the necessity and means of
avoiding these dangers before, during, and after
operation.

Diagnosis.—'In the first place the diagnosis of

gallstones is often attended with such difficulties

that mistakes are easily made unless great care is

taken. Not only are gallstones mistaken for other

lesions, such as those of the stomach, appendix,

kidney, etc., but the particular form of the disease

fails to be recognized. It is most important, how-
ever, to know as accurately as possible the special

conditions that one is to meet at the operation. To
diagnose simple uncomplicated stones in the gall-

bladder and find on opening the abdomen a bladder

distended with pus or an impacted stone in the com-
mon duct, may mean that the operator is unpre-

pared to cope with the unexpected findings, and
hence the success of the operation is jeopardized.

This error in diagnosis can be .somewhat compen-
sated for if in every case the operator prepares him-
self for any form of pathological lesion of the gall-

bladder or bile ducts. At the same time an accurate

diagnosis before operation lessens very much the

dangers of the operative procedure and is possible

in the majority of cases. For this purpose we
should use every means at our command, especially

an accurate history, careful and repeated local ex-

aminations, examinations of the blood, feces, etc.

It is remarkable what accuracy can be reached by
careful attention to the vaVious methods of diag-

nosis at our command. Great weight should be
given to the duration of the symptoms, the number
of attacks, the character and location of the pain,

and the existence of jaundice. In the physical ex-

amination particular attention must be given to

points of tenderness, the existence of a mass, en-

largement of the liver, pancreas, etc. It is import-
ant to remember that a very acute cholecystitis or

an occlusion of the common duct may be the first

evidence that the patient has gallstones, and hence
the absence of typical gallstone attacks must not

lead us to exclude the biliary passages.

Shock and Sepsis are dangers that attend many
of the operations for complicated conditions in the

biliary system, and their avoidance is not always
possible. Much can be done, however, by careful

judgment and it is here that experience is so valu-

able. In the first place, the proper choice of oper-

ative procedure is of great importance and may
determine the outcome of the case. For example,
the subjection of a septic, jaundiced, exhausted
patient to a choledochotomy will often be fatal,

whereas a temporary cholecystostomy for drainage,

followed a few weeks later by removal of the ob-

structing stone from the common duct, will usually

save his life and end in a complete cure. The re-

moval of a septic gall-bladder which has ruptured
and is surrounded by pus. means a verv hazardous
undertaking, whereas cholecystostomy by fulfilling

the vital indication, viz., drainage, is the safer op-
eration and may be supplemented later by a chole-

cystectomy, if necessary.

Shock and sepsis can both be materially lessened

by selection in each individual case of the safest

procedure, which in the urgent cases is the simplest

and quickest one. The operator should not adhere
to one method, but should select that one which is

the most suitable to the case at hand. This may
mean a secondary operation at a later date, but this

is a wiser course to pursue than to attempt to do
more than save the patient's life at the first opera-
tion. Even though the local conditions may be best

served by a certain operation such as, for example,
a cholecystectomy, we must not decide upon that

operation if the general condition of the patient
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does not warrant more than a cholecysto.stoniy.

The proper weighing of the local indications, the

condition of the patient, and our own operative ex-

perience should precede our choice of operatic >u in

every case. In this way we shall avoid many of the

catastrophies that come from a careless selection of

operative method.
It is true that secondary operations on the biliary

passages are often more difficult and, other things

being equal,, more dangerous than a primary one.

For example, a cholecystectomy performed weeks
or months after a cholecystostomy means the en-

countering of adhesions and a prolonged dissection

may be necessary to expose the gall-bladder. The
dangers from this source do not. however, in my
mind, compare with those from performing a

radical operation on a patient who is exhausted

from prolonged fever, jaundice, and low diet, and
whose kidneys and other organs are impaired. .\t

the time of the secondary operation the patient has

regained his normal strength and resistance and
should be able to withstand, if necessary, a pro-

longed and difficult dissection.

Whatever operation is decided upon, it is import-

ant to remember that the operative manipulations

must be simple and short, especially under certain

conditions. A patient suffering from long con-

tinued sepsis, especially when combined with

cholemia and enlarged liver, cannot withstand a

prolonged operation, and hence the rule in these

cases should be a small incision and the least

amount of anesthetic and manipulation. In the

presence of infectious foci, either inside or outside

the biliary passages, the greatest care must be used

to prevent sepsis by too much manipulation and
opening up of fresh channels for absor])tion. Rapi<l

provision for drainage should be the rule in these

cases.

Hemorrhage following operations for gallstones

need only be considered in its relation to cholemia.

The latter condition, when marked, may mean very

dangerous postoperative oozing, and many deaths

occur from this cause alone. In case the obstruct-

ing stone in the common duct is movable, the jaun-

dice may clear up from time to time, and during the

interval operation is without serious danger from
hemorrhage. In case of an impacted stone, how-
ever, the cholemia becomes more and more severe,

the jaundice and its accompanying symptoms con-

stant and more intense, and operation under these

conditions is very hazardous. Delay now means
increase in the operative risk, and one is often

forced to take great chances in deciding upon op-

eration. If it has gone so far that subcutaneous

ecchymoses occur in different parts of the body.

the hope of a successful result is practically nil.

In its less extreme cases we may perform the com-
paratively slight operation of drainage of the gall-

bladder and biliary system by means of a rapid

cholecystostomy and wait for a more favorable time

for removing the calculi from the common duct. In

this way extensive manipulation is avoided and the

amount of traumatism and hemorrhage reduced

to the minimum.
If it is decided to attempt the removal of the ob-

structing calculus at the primary operation, certain

prophylactic measures have been used to increase

the coagulability of the blood and limit postopera-

tive oozing. Among drugs the calcium salts have

been extensively employed by many surgeons. (~)n

the whole their action has been disappointing. Kehr
has used with some success the subcutaneous iniec-

tion of gelatine. The preliminary injection of

animal serum has had some advocates. Still better

seems to me the employment of human serum. I

have recently used the latter in a very bad case of

cholemia due to common duct stone, in which the

extreme jaundice with intense itching, slow pulse,

anorexia, and emaciation had been almost constant

for seven months. Encouraged by the remarkable

results obtained by Dr. Welch in the treatment of

hemophilia neonatorum in the Lying-in Hospital,

I had three ounces of human serum injected the

day before operation. There was practically no

postoperative oozing, in spite of the fact that the

viscera were markedly yellow. A very large stone

was safely removed from the common duct and the

patient made a perfect recovery. Direct blood

transfusion has been recommended and is undoubt-

edly of service. If, however, the same result can

be obtained by the very much simpler procedure of

injection of serum, the very complicated trans-

fusion operation would seem unjustified. If, in

spite of these precautionary measures, dangerous

oozing does occur after operation, it is advisable to

repeat the injection of serum or resort to direct

transfusion, both for restoring the blood lost and

aiding coagulation. Infusion of saline seems to

be of little avail in these cases.

Uremia.—Long continued inflammation of the

biliary passages in the form of chonic cholecystitis

and chronic cholangitis is followed gradually by

inflammation of the kidheys of a subacute or

chronic type. This fact must be borne in mind in

operating upon these cases. To avoid serious dis-

turbances of the renal activity we must examine

carefully the function of the kidneys prior to the

operation. A failure to do this may result in an

unpleasant surprise when the patient suddenly de-

velops anuria and uremia after the operation. It

is not uncommon for middle-aged patients to be

operated upon the day following admission to the

hospital and succumb in 48 hours from arrest of

renal function. This usually means the failure to

discover prior to operation some form of nephritis.

The importance of making such a discovery is, of

course, great, as we can thus avoid the unfortunate

and disheartening outcome of the case. To prevent

this the operation may be postponed until the con-

dition of the kidneys is sufficiently improved, or if

the operation is urgent a proper selection of anes-

thetic and anesthetist can be made and the extent

of the operative procedure curtailed.

Following the operation measures to stimulate

the activity of the kidneys may be employed at

once, particularly the Murphy irrigation, etc. These
preoperative and postoperative measures should be

carefully carried out if there is any evidence of

nephritis in middle-aged subjects. Failure to do
so will mean the loss now and then of a patient

whose gallstone disease was perhaps of a nature
that could have been borne with for many years

under medical treatment. Such results bring dis-

credit upon the surgery of cholelithiasis and it

should be our aim to limit their occurrence by care-

ful and repeated examinations of the urine before
operation, so that we may be on our guard in case
some renal lesion is found.
Pneumonia.—Like all operations in the upper

half of the abdominal cavity, those upon the biliary

passages are associated with the risk of postoper-
ative pneumonia. This danger is more imminent
in some classes of patients than in others. The
aged, the alcoholic, and the plethoric are particu-
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larly susceptible, and special pains should be taken

with them to avoid this serious complication. In

the first place the anesthetic is of great importance.

If ether is given it should, where possible, be ad-

ministered by one specially trained for this work,

so that the patient receives the least amount pos-

sible and in a nonconcentrated form. Care should

be taken while the patient is being washed, while

under the operation, and while the dressings' are

being applied, not to expose too much the pa-

tient's body. After the patient is returned to his

bed it is a good plan to raise the head of the bed

several feet, so that the movements of the dia-

phragm may be as unrestricted as possible and thus

allow the lungs free excursion. In the aged it is

well to sit them up in bed very promptly the second

day, so as to avoid hypostasis. It is wise to get

such patients out of bed at the earliest feasible time.

In thus enumerating the more important dangers

connected with gallstone surgery and pointing out

the means of avoiding them, I have tried to make
the e.vperience gained from my work and that ot

colleagues of assistance to those beginning their

operative experience in this field. I feel confident

that careful attention to these warnings will be

helpful in preventing the operative disasters which
may happen to the experienced, but which are of

frequent occurence to those ignorant of the special

dangers of gallstone surgery.
121 East Thirty-eighth Street.

THE USE OF DAY CAMPS AND NIGHT
CAMPS IN THE HOME TREATMENT

OF TUBERCULOSIS IN XE\\'

YORK CITY.*

By N. r.ILl'.lCRT SEYMOUR, A.B.. .M.D..

NEW YORK.

ATTENDING PHYSKTA.V COUVERNEUK HOSPITAL TUBERCULOSIS CLINIC.
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR ST. GEORGE'S TUBERCULOSIS CLASS.

The day camp is a comparatively recent factor in

the home treatment of tuberculosis in New York
City. The night camp was its logical sequel. The
separate clinic, devoted exclusively to the treatment
of tuberculosis, was inaugurated in New York six-

teen years ago. but the establishment of such clinics

did not become general among the city dispensaries
for ten years afterwards, and the day camp was not
a factor in the tuberculosis crusade until the sum-
mer of igo/. when the Relief Committee of the
Charity Organization Society, the forerunner of
the Association of Tuberculosis Clinics, first

utilized an old ferryboat for this purpose. The
Southficld, condemned for active service, was se-
cured from the city, equipped with the mere essen-
tials for such use, and maintained as a floating day
camp, tied up to a wharf at the foot of West Six-
teenth street, for the summer months.

This venture proved so successful that the
Santhficld was secured the following year by the
Bellevue Clinic, stationed at a wharf in front of
Bellevue Hospital, and has been in commission
there, summer and winter, ever since. The liberal
use of white enamel paint, and the addition of
running water, shower bnths. sanitarv plumbing,
and steam heat, have transformed the old hulk into
a veritable floating hospital, admirably adapted to
the purpose it now serves.

This transformation of a condemned municipal
*Read before the Public Conference on the Preven-

tion and Cure of Tuberculosis at Montclair. X. T..

April 25, iQio.

ferryboat—unfit for active service and consigned
to rot away at Staten Island, a useless and un-
sightly mass of old timber and rusting machin-
ery—into an open air camp for the treatment of

tuberculosis was an idea speedily imitated by two
more of the city clinics, the Gouverneur and Pres-

byterian Hospital Clinics. During the summer of

1908, two other old ferryboats, the Wcstfield and
the Middlctozi.ni, were rescued from the junk heap,

with the consent and assistance of the city authori-

ties, and were towed up from Staten Island to their

present quarters on the East River, at the foot
of Jackson street and of Ninety-first street re-

spectively, where they were made fit for their

present service.

The Presbyterian boat camp was made possible

through the generosity of Mrs. J. Borden Harriman,
chairman of the Women's Auxiliary of the Presby-
terian Tuberculosis Clinic, who sustained the ex-

pense of its renovation and equipment. It is by far

the most elaborate and ornamental of the re-

modeled ferryboats, and boasts an average daily

attendance of seventy-nine. Within the past year,

the Presbyterian Clinic has relinquished the control

of this camp, which is now maintained by the

Board of Health.

The Bellevue boat has also been made more
ornamental, as well as more suitable for its pur-

pose, at a considerable expenditure of money. It

is now equipped with every necessity for use both

day and night, at all seasons of the year.

The Gouverneur boat alone has been altered only
so far as to make it habitable, and with the least

possible expenditure. With its exterior unpainted
and its rustv smokestack, the old Wcstfield, as one
approaches it from the wharf, looks the picture of

forlorn and useless delapidation : but the interior

—

with its model kitchen, its immaculate dormitory
and dining-rooms, its open air school room, and
its general air of service with efficiency—rriakes

an altogether different impression.

I speak of the Gouverneur boat with more assur-

ance, and with no intention of drawing a compari-
son, because I have been associated with the

Gouverneur Tuberculosis Clinic since its organiza-
tion, six and a half years ago, and the camp is one
of the by-products of its activity in the Gouverneur
district.

The ferryboat Wcstfield and the use of Pier 53,
East River, at which it is moored, were secured
from the city authorities through the initiative and
energy of Mrs. Edward Mandel. the chairman of

the Women's Auxiliary to Gouverneur Clinic. It

was opened July 11, 1908, and was conducted until

October 25, practically as a private enterprise, and
the figures of that early venture will serve as an
illustration of how much can be accomplished with

limited funds, provided enough enthusiasm and
executive ability can be brought to bear on the

problem.
During that first season of 1908, the IVestfield

was used as an open air camp for consumptives for

seventy-one consecutive days. In this time ninety-

nine patients received the benefit of the treatment,

the average daily attendance being twenty-five. Dur-
ing this period, also, the first attempt at a night

camp was initiated, nine of the men patients, for

whom cots and bedding were provided, being al-

lowed to sleep on the boat. On the closing of the

camp in October, necessitated by inadequate facili-

ties for winter weather as well as by the exhaustion

of available funds, forty-five patients had im-
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proved sufficiently to be able to return to work,
and it was possible to send nine others to sanatoria.

The remainder continued their regular treatment
at the dispensary.

The cost of the undertaking was as follows

:

Initial expense of putting boat in condi-

tion -i^i'M-S^

Nurse—Furnished and paid by the

Health Department 17500
Services, including assistant nurse 240.15
Food and medical supplies 219.96
Car fare and loans to patients 33-8o
Office, printing, po.stage, and telephone.. 28.65
Sundries, including laundry 7.86
Average cost per patient per day •40/<2

This, it must be admitted, is reducing the opera-

tion of a day camp to its simplest terms. It will

be seen that, with the exception of the salary of the

heatl nurse, which was generously assumed by the

Health Department, the entire amount was raised

and administered by the Women's Auxiliary. It

was a large undertaking, splendidly carried

through, but the limitation of funds made neces-

sary certain limitations in the work. It was not

possible, for example, to provide an adequate noon
meal for the patients, and the amount of milk and
eggs supplied was necessarily limited. The ])uint

was proved, however, that a day camp could lie

conducted in connection with a large city clinic

without an expense out of proportion to the benefit

derived from it ; and having established that fact,

for which she had long contended, Mrs. Mandel
gladly relinquished the management of the boat to

the city authorities.

The IVcstficld is now under the official manage-
ment of the Trustees of Bellevue and Allied Hos-
pitals, and with the consequent increase of funds,

equipment, and facilities we are now able to report

these additional figures for the work of the last

year ( 1909) :

From May 19, 1909, to January i, 1910—that is,

from the opening of the camp under municipal

control up to the beginning of the present year, a

period of seven and a half month.s—331 patients

were admitted: 187 men, 81 women, 27 boys, and

36 girls. During this time there have been dis-

charged from the camp 238 patients: 156 men, 49
women, 17 boys, and 16 girls. There were, there-

fore, under observation at the camp at the be-

ginning of this year 93 patients : 31 men, 2,2 women,
and 30 children. At the time of their discharge

30 patients were improved and 9 were arrested, 24
were able to return to work, 49 were sent to sana-

toria, 5 returned to Europe, 7 were sent to the

country, and there were 3 who died. The total

attendance of all patients, at both day and night

camps, during this time was 14,941. The average
daily attendance was 62. A more detailed account

of the medical aspect of the work is not within

the scope of this paper. As to the cost, I am un-

able, at present, to give the figures, since our sup-

plies of all kinds are now furnished, on requisition,

from Bellevue and Allied Hospitals.

We have now three salaried nurses on the boat

—

two by day and one at night—as well as a teacher

for the school, a clerk, a night orderly, a cook and
a scrub woman. The upper deck has been fully

equipped for a night camp, with accommodations
for thirty men patients. An open air school for

tuberculous children is conducted, daily, our

teacher being provided by the Board of Education.

A hot noon meal is served to all patients, and addi-

tional milk and eggs are provided in the morning
and afternoon. It is possible now to accommodate
not only our own suitable cases, from Gouverneur
Clinic, but also those from the two tuberculosis

districts adjoining ours, that of the Good Sa-

maritan and the New York Dispensary Clinics.

The routine management of the city camps is

similar in all essential particulars. I shall describe

that at the Gouverneur camp only because I am
more familiar with it. The patients attending day

camp are required to report at 9 o'clock in the

morning, when their temperature and pulse are

taken and recorded by the nurse. Those who have

been selected by the physicians as suitable for light

work are detailed, in rotation, to do some of the

necessary work of the boat. The heavier cleaning

and the cooking are done by paid assistants. Tlie

majority of the patients are required to rest cjuietly

in their steamer chairs in the open air—the women
on the upper, the men on the lower deck—the

greater part of the day. Here they may read, or

write, or sew, or chat, except during the dinner

hour, the serving of morning and afternooon

nourishments, and during the "rest hour." Be-
tween I and 2 o'clock in the afternoon, directly

after dinner, absolute silence and rest is enforced,

the patients being required to stay quietly in their

chairs, all work and conversation forbidden. Many
of the smaller children, and some of the older pa-

tients, sleep through the rest hour, a habit which

we encourage.
The children have regular school hours, some-

what shorter than the ordinary, and are also given

selected breathing exercises and calisthenics under

the supervision of the physicians. Their school

room is the open air.

Strict sanitary rules are enforced with all pa-

tients, the penalty of carelessness or disobedience

being dismissal from the boat. These rules are

displayed on conspicuous placards, printed in

English and Yiddish, the latter being our prevail-

ing tongue in the Gouverneur district, and they

are also given, on small printed leaflets, to each

patient admitted to the camp. All patients are re-

quired to be familiar with them.

The day patients are dismissed at 5 o'clock, after

the afternoon temperature and pulse are recorded.

They are weighed, and the weights charted, once

a week. We are now making an effort to adapt
the dietary to a standard of caloric efficiency, but

this is rendered difficult on our boat by the racial

prejudices of our patients, the overwhelming ma-
jority of whom are Hebrews, to whom some foods

of high caloric value, as bacon, are not accept-

able. On the Gouverneur boat only Kosher food
is served, since the introduction of which practice

our attendance has notably increased.

The physicians associated with the work of

Gouverneur Clinic visit the boat regularly, for

medical rounds, as well as seeing all Gouverneur
cases every week at the dispensary.

Many of our night camp patients also attend the

day camp, thus living on the boat, under much the

same discipline that they would follow at a sana-

torium. Several of them are able to work by day.

Night camp patients are required to report to the

night nurse not later than 9 o'clock. Their morn-
ing and evening temperatures are recorded, and
they are weighed every week, just as the day pa-

tients. They sleep on comfortable and sanitary

hospital cots, with clean, fresh bedding—for the
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care of which they are held responsible—and,
though protected from wind and rain, they sleep in

the open air. The contrast between the night camp
dormitory and the average tenement home, espe-

cially on a stifling summer night, is startling; and
yet some of the more ignorant of our patients can
with difficulty be .persuaded to remain. Such is

the work of the Gouverneur day and night camps,
and the results, the improvement in the condition of
the patients—as recorded in symptoms, physical
signs, and gains in weight—more than justify the

expenditure of time, effort, and money.
Before concluding this account of the larger city

day camps, mention should be made of the splendid
day and night camps maintained by the \anderbilt
Tuberculosis Clinic, on the roof of the Clinic
building, and by the Tuberculosis Clinic of the
Nose, Throat, and Lung Hospital. I am not per-

sonally familiar with the details of the work of
either, but they are both completely equipped and
excellently conducted.
The abandoned ferryboat, with its ample deck

room and open cabins, and with its location and
outlook, on all the endless variety of river and
harbor activities—provides an almost ideal camp
for New York clinics ; but the expense of adapting
such a boat to such a purpose is considerable, at the
very least, and can only be justified by the large
numbers of patients who can be treated. Obviously,
such boat camps are only feasible in large cities

with long water fronts and abundant wharfage.
Even in New York, the boat camp cannot

wholly, or even very largely, solve our problem.
There are a very limited numljer of such boats, of
places to put them, or of clinics to support them.
Furthermore, in dealing with smaller and selected
groups of patients, as in the tuberculosis classes.

the problem of a day camp is a very different one.
Such patients cannot, or will not, attend a large
city boat camp, and it is often well-nigh impossible,
in New York, to secure them outdoor treatment at
their homes. It is forbidden by law to use the
fire escapes for this purpose—although, in the case
of a tuberculous patient, an infringement of the
law is sometimes overlooked—and the landlords
and neighbors of our patients seem to have a rooted
objection to such use of tenement roofs. Dr. Pratt
in Boston speaks of the use of back yards as suit-
able for tents and shacks. Back yards large enough
to serve this purpose are beautifully lacking in
most of our New York tenements, and, when pres-
ent, are preempted by everything from stray cats
to the week's wash. It is often only by moving an
entire family into light and sunny quarters, and
providing a window tent for the patient, that we
have been able to solve the problem for some of
our class patients at St. George's.
That was our predicament" before the establish-

ment of our own day and night camp on the roof of
St. George's Deaconess" House. This was made
possible, in February. 1909, through the generous
cooperation of the Deaconess House Committee,
and has been one of the most successful features'
of our work during the past year. The top floor
of the Deaconess House, which communicates with
this joof, was originally planned as a miniature
hospital floor for convalescent patients. .As oui;
tuberculosis class work grew, it was felt that a
greater amount of good could be done for a greater
number of persons by placing this floor, and its

equipment, at the disposal of the class. Our camp
therefore consists, in addition to the roof, of a

bedroom (used as a dressing room only, since no
patients are allowed to sleep mdoors), a bath room,
private hall, dining room, and diet kitchen. The
hall communicates directly with the flat, brick-tiled

roof, partly covered by glass and open to the south.

The bright colored awnings and window boxes gay
with flowers make a cheerful picture on sunny
spring days; but, summer or winter, rain or shine,

our patients are required to be out.

The routine of the camp is. on its smaller scale,

not unlike that already outlined, e.xcept that the

patients take and record their own temperatures,
and are weighed at class every week. The parish
nurses and the senior deaconess supervise the daily

management of the camp, and members of the com-
mittee and one of the class physicians visit regu-
larly. A hot noon meal is sent up from the house
kitchen, but separate dishes and utensils are used
at the camp and are sterilized by boiling. Milk and
eggs are provided morning and afternoon, as well
as supper and breakfast for the patients living,

night and day, upon the roof. Those attending
night camp only receive their breakfast, getting
supper at their homes after their day's work.
As the roof space is limited, not more than

twelve patients by day and five at night can be
accommodated, and only women and children are
thus provided for at present. We hope soon to be
able to open a similar camp for men on the roof of

St. George's Trade School building. At present
we have three patients living at the camp day and
night—one of whom is kept in bed the entire time,

except the afternoon she attends class. One pa-

tient comes at night only, a graduate who is now
at work. Five others are attending only in the

day and go home to sleep.

The average running expenses of the camp
amount to about $18 a week, that is, about 28 cents

per patient per day.

Since we have been able to conduct this day and
night camp at St. George's, we have adopted a new
method of discharge for our class members. Here-
tofore, candidates for discharge—cases arrested or

apparently cured—were merely graduated from
active membership and allowed to return to work,
being required to report every month, at first, for

observation ; and, later, less frequently, if no re-

lapse occurred. Now, our recent "graduates" are

required to attend night camp at first upon return-

ing to work—thus getting ten to twelve hours'

treatment, at rest out of doors, in the twenty-
four—until we deem it safe to restore them wholly
to the home environment. It is on this same prin-

ciple, of making the transition from active treat-

ment to everyday life less abrupt, that we now
readmit to the class, after their discharge from
sanatoria, those patients whom we have been able

to send away.
In conclusion, it seems to me that the day and

night camps, as I have seen them in operation, play,

in at least three definite ways, a very important

part in this crusade against tuberculosis—whether
they are conducted in connection with a large clinic,

on a large scale, like our ferry-boat camps, or in

connection with a church class, on a small scale,

like our roof camp at St. George's. First :—They
provide the essential of treatment—rest in the open
air—under supervision and in a favorable environ-

ment. Second :—They provide a place where sana-

torium discipline and regime can be taught and
maintained. Third :—They provide a place where
patients well enough to work by day, or upon their
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return from sanatoria to home environment, can
continue to take the treatment twelve hours out of
the twenty-four.

I know of no means at our command which sup-

ply these important features of our work better

than the day and night camps.
129 East Seventeenth Street.

A SIMPLIFIED METHOD FOR THE TRANS-
FUSION OF BLOOD.

By ARCHIBALD M. FAUNTLEROY, M.D..

PASSED ASSISTANT SURGEON, UNITED STATES NAVY.

The well-known value of the transfusion of blood
for such conditions as great loss of blood resulting

in profound shock, hemophilia, and anemic condi-

tions is familiar to all modern surgeons through the

published efforts of Crile, Brewer, and others. The
great drawback to its more general use as an effect-

ive surgical therapeutic procedure is not only the

skill necessary in carrying out the prescribed tech-

nique, but the methods as previously described have
been regarded by the profession at large as too com-
plicated for general use outside the well-equipped

hospital. In the hands of experienced surgeons who
have used these methods the results have been most
encouraging', but to be effective the operation must
be performed by one e.xpert in the use of the vari-

ous tubes as heretofore recommended.
To be regarded as of practical use by the general

surgeon in his every-day work there are several

factors which would seem to be indispensable for

its favorable reception. First of all, a more simpli-

fied technique ; secondly, an apparatus which can be
extemporized if necessary and requires no special

skill to use ; thirdly, a shorter time in performing
the operation and a less formidable surgical pro-

cedure. Any method that will meet these require-

ments efficiently in actual practice would undoubt-
edly fill a long- felt want and is the writer's excuse
for presenting the following method which he has

used with great satisfaction several times on cases

which will be reported later.

This method consists in a vein-to-vein anasto-

mosis by means of a curved glass tube, one-eighth

inch inner diameter and three inches in a straight

line from tip to tip. Each end of the tube is slightly

flanged to prevent slipping out of vein after liga-

ture is tied. The veins at the elbow are the ones

selected for use in both donor and recipient and,

depending on the position occupied by the individ-

uals, a full curved or an S-shaped tube is used, the

former being known as the "hand-to-shoulder" tube

for transfus ;-third the natural si.

and the latter as the "shoulder-to-shoulder" tube.

In other words, when the transfusion is done with

the donor and the recipient lying in the same di-

rection, with their shoulders touching, or nearly so,

the S-shaped or "shoulder-to-shoulder" tube is used,

as the direction of the venous current in this posi-

tion is the same in each individual. If for any rea-

son the reverse position is selected, such as where
the head of the donor is near the lower extremity

of the recipient and where the hands of each are

near the other's shoulder, the U-shaped or "hand-

to-shoulder" tube is used as, in order to effect an

-Vein-to-vein transfusion with me siiouider-to-stioulder tube.

anastomosis, the venous current from the donor has
to be switched around into the venous current of
the recipient which is running in the opposite direc-

tion. In making this tube, which is curved to rep-

resent the arc of a circle three inches in diameter,
one arm extends below the semi-circle three-quar-
ters of an inch, and it is this end of the tube which
is inserted into the recipient's vein.

The actual technique is as follows : The tubes are
prepared first by being boiled and then dropped
into melted paraffin, from which, after a few sec-

onds, they are removed with sterile forceps and
shaken out to get rid of the excess paraffin and then
laid aside in sterile gauze to cool. The outer paraffin

is afterwards wiped off when cooled. The arms
of both donor and recipient being thoroughly asep-

ticized for si.x inches above and below each elbow,
and sterile towels being arranged to prevent con-
tamination from unclean parts, a rubber tourniquet
is placed around the upper arm of the recipient to

make the veins prominent and a three-inch incision

is made over the median cephalic, or median bacil-

ic, through the skin, superficial fascia and fat.

The vein at once comes up into the wound and a few
strokes of the knife will liberate it completely from
surrounding parts for an inch and a half or more.
Two ligatures are now passed under the liberated

vein, one in the upper and one in the lower angle
of the wound, the lower ligature being tied and the
tourniquet removed.

This completes the first step in the operation and
the operator immediately turns his attention to the

donor. The rubber tourniquet is adjusted and the
vein exposed and liberated in the same manner as

the recipient's vein. The ligatures are placed in

the same manner, but in this case the upper one is

tied and, while the vein below is being gently held
by rubber protected forceps, it is divided completely
just below the upper ligature. The operator now
grasps the intima of the divided vein with fine

pointed forceps and the assistant, being in readiness
with the tube, inserts one end into the vein for about
a quarter of an inch. The lower ligature is now
tied, securing one end of the tube in the donor's
vein.

The elbows of the patients are now approximated
and the operator picks up with thumb forceps a
small portion of the recipient's vein and makes a
valve-like opening with a pair of scissors in the
same manner as for salt infusion. The donor's
vein is now released by removing the rubber pro-
tected forceps and the blood allowed to flow through
the tube, which is then immediately inserted into

the slit in the recipient's vein and secured in place
by means of the upper ligature, which has been
left untied for this purpose. The tourniquet on the
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donor's arm is kept in place throughout the opera-

tion and is adjusted sufficiently tight to secure a

well-marked venous hyperemia in the forearm and
a consequent increased venous pressure. This pres-

sure is ample to force the blood into the recipient's

vein, but care should be taken that the tourniquet

does not obliterate the radial pulse.

In the writer's cases the anatomosis was kept up
for thirty minutes and then the tubes were removed,
veins tied, and wounds sutured and dressed. Of
course, the donor's pulse and general condition is

closely watched, while hemoglobin estimations may
be made from time to time from the finger blood of

the recipient. When the tube has been secured in

both veins it must be watched to see that angula-

tion of the veins does not occur from movement on
the part of the patients. If this is not guarded
against the blood in the tube will clot and necessi-

tate removal. Ordinarily the progressive improve-
ment in the recipient's pulse, as well as his color,

the latter shown by his lips, cheeks and ears, to-

gether with noting the fullness and tension in the

recipient's vein close to the tube, is sufficient evi-

dence that blood is passing from one to the other.

Additional information is, of course, obtained by
the hemoglobin estimations and by a blood pressure
apparatus on the recipient's free arm. These latter

steps are not considered essential, although if the

appliances are at hand they may be used.

In addition to the tubes described there are two
straight tubes about five inches long, properly
flanged at each end and having the same internal

diameter as the curved tubes. These straight tubes,

after heating over an alcohol lamp, may be curved
into any desirable shape in case other veins than the

ones at the elbow are selected or in case of some an-
atomical abnormality on the part of either person.

A full set of these tubes cannot only be readily ob-
tained at very short notice in a city of any size from
the instrument-makers or glass blowers, but any
one, with a little practice, can easily turn out for
himself a set that will answer every purpose. The
small flange at both ends of the tube is easily made
by heating the end of the tube and gently pressing
a sharp-pointed piece of metal into the bore of the
tube. An ordinary sharp-pointed wire nail answers
the purpose nicely. The thin glass tubes may be ob-
tained in any quantity and length from the manu-
facturers, it has been suggested by others who
have used these tubes that it would be well to have
three different sizes of each style tube made, so as
to fit large, small or medium size veins, as condi-
tions may arise. This may be a practical point to
bear in mind, although the writer has never expe-
rienced any difficulty in using the size tube as given
above.

The writer does'wot claim originality in the vein-
to-vein method, but he does claim that the use of
the curved tubes as indicated will greatly facilitate

the use of this method in the hands of the general
surgeon. The technique with these tubes rs sim-
plicity itself and any one who can perform the sim-
ple operation for the infusion of salt solution can
perform this operation with equal ease and satis-
faction.

.Vote: In tlie Journal of the American Medical Asso-
ctaltoit for August, 13, 1910, in an article on vein-to-vein
transfusion of blood, Dorrance and Ginsburg bring out
the advaiitages of this method, the indications, and" con-
traindications. In brief, their animal experimentation, be-
sides operations on the human subject, would seem to
mdicate a decided advantage in favor of the vein-to-vein
over the artery-to-vein method of transfusion.

THE JUVENILE FORM OF GENERAL
PARESIS, WITH REPORT OF A CASE.

By JAMES V. MAY. M.D.,

BINGHAMTON^ N. Y.,

ASSISTANT PHYSICIAN, BINGHAMTON STATE HOSPITAL.

The relation between syphilis and the parasyphi-
litic diseases has long been a subject of controversy
and has furnished the basis of many important re-

searches during the past few years. The discovery

of the Wassermann reaction at first gave great

promise of definitely disposing of this much debated
question. It was soon found, however, that dis-

eases other than syphilis gave the Wassermann re-

action, and, a fact of much greater importance, that

the reaction depended on the action of lecithin and
possibly other substances having antigenic power,
and not necessarily on the actual presence of the

virus or organism of syphilis. The Treponema pal-

lidum capable of almost universal demonstration in

primary and secondary syphilis has not as yet been

found in tabes and other parasyphilitic diseases. It

is generally believed that general paresis can only

result from syphilitic infection, although this is not

as yet susceptible of absolute proof. The disease

in adults in the great majority of cases gives a defi-

Fic. I.—Cortex, second right frontal region, showing infiltration
of the meninges (low magnification.)

nite history of syphilis. The etiological factor, al-

though undoubtedly the same, is much more difficult

to trace in cases coming on in childhood as a result

of hereditary syphilis or infection acquired at an
early age. The type of the disease, moreover, in

juvenile cases presents some different features
clinically and is well worthy of further study.
The onset is characterized by a gradual change in

the disposition of the child, with an arrest of de-
velopment, both physical and mental, often attrib-

uted to some accident or other traumatism, failure

of memory, apathy, and indifference, with possibly
a brief mental depression or a short manic attack
and occasional hallucinations and delusions, fol-

lowed by a progressive mental deterioration, with
or without epileptiform convulsions, and terminat-
ing finally in complete imbecility. Physically there
are tremors in the lips, tongue, and facial muscles,
with a resulting speech defect, the pupils are un-
equal, irregular, and sluggish or completelv im-
mobile ; there is a muscular incoordination, a
inarked increase or absence of the deep reflexes,

changes in the gait, usually with ataxia, muscular
weakness or actual paralysis, and contractures with
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trophic disturbances, death occurring from exhaus-
tion, bronchopneumonia, or some intercurrent in-

fection. The nature of the disease is often over-

looked on account of its infrequency in childhood

and the absence of any definite syphilitic history in

some cases. The children are often normal meii-

FiG. 2.—Cortex, Fecond right f

of the meninges (high magnificati

tally previous to the onset of the disease, and some-
times unusually bright. A history of some head in-

jury may be misleading. Progressive mental de-

terioration may be due to various causes. The ex-

pansive type of the disease so common in adults is

infrequent in children and the paralysis and convul-

sions are sometimes attributed to other causes. The
duration is longer than in adult life. The frequency

of infantile forms of paralysis, followed by imbe-

cility and sometimes by epilepsy, adds to the diffi-

culty of the diagnosis. The disease may be con-

fused with cerebral syphilis, brain tumors, and the

hereditary forms of ataxia (Friedreich) or spastic

paraplegia, seven cases of which were recently re-

ported by Punton' as occurring in two families. An
absolute diagnosis can be made only by a micro-

scopic examination of the nervous system, post mor-
tem, as a lymphocytosis may not always occur in

the spinal fluid and, when present, may be due to

other causes. A positive Wassermann reaction is

of course of great value but does not exclude other

disorders of a syphilitic origin. The pathology of

the disease is not essentially different from that in

adults, except that degenerations in the cord may
perhaps be more frequent.

Fairbanks of Boston^ has summarized 38 pub-

lished cases in which the onset occurred before the

fifteenth year. The diagnosis was confirmed by

autopsy in 29 cases. The average duration was

four years. Nineteen were normal mentally pre-

vious to the onset of the disease, 8 were unusually

bright and 9 were dull. In 19 of the cases there

was a history of general paresis or syphilis in the

parents, or a history of syphilis in either brothers or

sisters. In eight others one or both parents showed
syphilitic stigmata without a definite history of the

disease. Five had parents who were insane. In

4 of the 38 cases no history was obtainable and in

only three cases was it absolutely negative.

A case which is interesting on account of its dura-

tion, hospital residence, and confusing symptoma-

tology has recently come to autopsy at this institu-

tion, and would seem well worthy of study. I am
indebted to Dr. John Irvine McKelvvay for the fam-

ily and personal history, as well as the clinical rec-

ords of the case, which was under his care for some
time.

The patient H. V., white, male, was admitted to

the hospital on March 2, 1908, at the age of 16 years

and four months. His family history shows several

points of interest. His maternal great-aunt died

insane and his maternal aunt suffered from epilepsy.

His father is a man in good physical health as far

as could be determined, and apparently normal men-

tally. The patient is the illegitimate child of a

tuberculous woman 36 years of age. She has had

two miscarriages since and has had four healthy

children by another father. There is no definite in-

formation as to the existence of syphilis in either

of the parents. The patient was a normal child and

attended school until he was 13 years old, commenc-
ing at the age of seven. He was considered as be-

ing unusually bright and was very quick to learn.

When 14 he went to work on a farm, but was mis-

treated by his employer, who is said to have kicked

him in the abdomen and afterwards struck him on

the head with a trace from a heavy set of harness.

The patient returned to his home complaining of

abdominal pain and showing numerous bruises. His

illness dated from this time and was attributed to

the assault by his parents. It was soon noticed that

he was duller mentally and his speech indistinct.

His gait became unsteady and peculiar athetoid

movements of the fingers were noted. These symp-

toms gradually grew worse until his gait became de-

cidedly ataxic, his speech hesitating and slurring and

he had almost constant purposeless movements of

the hands and arms. At this time he was irritable

and fault-finding, somewhat dull, with apparent hal-

lucinations of hearing and vision, and was very un-

tidy in his habits.

On admission his appearance was that of a mod-
erately well nourished and fairly well developed boy

of 16, weighing 100 pounds, and measuring 62^^
inches in height. The roof of the mouth was nar-

row, with a high arch, the lobules of the ears were

adherent, and typical Hutchinson teeth were evident.

His gait was ataxic and he found it difficult to

stand or walk without assistance. There was a

marked tremor of the tongue and facial muscles.

ght frontal region, showing perivascular

The deep reflexes were diminished. The right pupil

was dilated and did not react to light, while the left

was contracted and reacted slightly. IMentally he

was dull and apathetic and answered all questions

with the one word "Yes." The patient's general

physical strength gradually declined. His weak-
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ness and inability to stand or walk necessitated his

remaining in bed after he had been in the hospital

for about nine months. At this time he showed
considerable emaciation, with rigidity and atrophy

of the muscles of the legs and some apparent anes-

thesia of the lower extremities. Owing to

his mental condition nothing definite could be

learned in regard to either pain or temper-

ature sense. There was a Babinski reflex

on the right side, with a slight ankle clonus

on the left. The patellar reflexes were ab-

sent. The patient was very awkward in the use of

his hands, being hardly able to feed himself. The
grip was markedly weakened on both sides. Mus-
cular rigidity and contracture of the lower limbs

followed in a short time. There were tremors of

the hands with athetosis of the fingers and frequent

irregular movements of the head. There was no
pupillary response on the right side, with only a

slight reaction on the left. There were numerous
spots of old choroiditis in both eyes, with normal
vessels. The optic papilla was normal on the right

side, but could not be seen on the left on account of
lack of cooperation. The patient, who for months
had been able to say only "God damn, shut up," and
"No," soon became entirely unable to speak. A
mitral systolic murmur was heard at times. An ex-
amination of the blood showed practically a normal
count, with nothing of interest otherwise. Uranaly-
sis showed neither albumin nor casts. A lumbar
puncture showed no lymphocytosis in the spinal

fluid. It is possible that subsequent examinations
would have revealed its presence had they been pos-
sible. After a gradual and uneventful decline, and
a bronchitis of some duration, death resulted from
a brief attack of bronchopneumonia, after a hos-
pital residence of practically sixteen months. The
complexity of symptoms left room for some discus-
sion as to a diagnosis. The paraplegia with ataxia
of both upper and lower limbs, the choreiform
movements of the arms and athetoid movements of
the fingers, the irregular movements of the head,
the absence of convulsions, the impediment of
speech, the Babinski reflex and ankle clonus, with
Romberg's sign, pointing to an involvement of both
the posterior and lateral tracts of the cord, and in the
absence of any lymphocytosis in the spinal fluid.

suggested the possibility of Friedreich's ataxia.
The history of the case with the nature of the onset
of the disease, the prominent speech impairment,
the absence of any evidence of a localized menin-
gitis or gumma formation, the absence of any in-

volvement of the cranial nerves, the permanent
nature of the paralysis and the profound character
of the mental disturbance all militated against a
diagnosis of cerebrospinal syphilis. The absence of
nystagmus, the presence of tremors of the lips,

facial muscles, and tongue, the pupillary changes,
which are unusual in Friedreich's ataxia, anrl'the
marked mental deterioration particularly, terminat-
ing in complete imbecility, the characteristic speech
defect and the syphilitic stigmata finally led to a
diagnosis of the juvenile form of general paresis,
with an involvement of the lateral and posterior
tracts of the cord. While the tabetic form of gen-
eral paresis is not rare in adults, the pronounced evi-
dences of a combined involvement of various cord
tracts gave rise to some question in regard to the
diagnosis at first.

An autopsy was performed three hours after
death. The body was much emaciated and weighed
o"ly 53-3 pounds. The musculature was generallv

atrophic. The left leg was flexed on the thigh and
the thigh on the abdomen as a result of contractures.

There was a small bed-sore over the left hip. The
brain was quite small in size and weighed 1020

grams. The dura was slightly thickened, but not

adherent. The pia showed a slight congestion

ihroughout, with some opacity over the convexity.

There was a slight excess of cerebrospinal fluid,

which showed a marked lymphocytosis. Investiga-

tion of spinal fluid shows, however, that this always

results from postmortem changes, even a few hours

after death, and cannot be considered as being of

diagnostic value.^ There were very marked granu-

lations in the fourth, and scattered fine granula-

tions in the lateral ventricles. The latter were
somewhat dilated. The cerebral vessels showed no
macroscopic changes. The convolutions, although

small, were normal in appearance. The heart was
small and weighed 280 grams. The tricuspid

and mitral leaflets were slightly thickened and the

mitral valve showed a slight atheroma and some
stenosis. There were a few small atheromatous

patches in the arch of the aorta and a slight hyper-

trophy of the walls of the left ventricle. There was
a slight edema of the myocardium. The lungs

showed a bronchitis with congestion, bronchopneu-
monia with abscess formation and pleuritis with a

seropurulent effusion (300 c.c). The microscope

showed no evidence of tuberculosis in the lungs.

The liver showed a slight congestion. The kidneys

and adrenals were normal. The spleen showed a

beginning amyloid degeneration in the jMalpighian

corpuscles, with some congestion of the pulp. The
pancreas was normal. The vascular system showed
no pathological changes.

Microscopic examination of the brain showed
some congestion of the meninges. The piarach-

noid showed a moderate infiltration by lymphoid
and plasma cells. This infiltration, although present

in all sections, was more marked in the left para-

central, right anterior central, right paracentral,

second left frontal, and second right frontal con-

volutions, but was not excessive in any area.

Plasma cells were observed in all of these sections

and were present in the meninges of the cord, and
their existence confirmed by the Unna-Pappenheim
stain. .Although not present in great numbers, they

were quite uniformly distributed. There was ap-

parently some increase in the number of vessels in

the pia and a very noticeable increase in vascularity

in the cortex. Many of the large and occasional of

the smaller vessels in the cortex and subcortical

regions showed a distinct infiltration by lymphoid
and plasma cells in the adventitia and perivascular

spaces. This was particularly noticed in the first

right temporal and right anterior central regions.

RIany of the infiltrating cells appeared phagocytic

in character and showed pigment. This infiltration

of the vascular sheaths was moderate in amount
and widely distributed, although many vessels were
intact. Occasional rod cells (Alzheimer's stabchen-

zellen) were found and satellitosis was quite

marked. The neurones pointed in all directions and
there was a very noticeable disturbance of the nor-

mal layering of the cortex. There was some neu-

roglia reaction in the molecular layer. The neu-

rones themselves showed little degeneration, al-

though there was some destruction of the chromatic

bodies in the paracentral convolutions, with an oc-

casional lateral displacement of the nucleus. The
Weigert and Marchi sections of the medulla were
negative. The meninges of the cord showed an in-
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filtration similar to that described in the cortical

pia. Occasional cells in the column of Clark
showed an axonal alteration. The Weigert sec-

tion showed a degeneration in the lateral pyramidal
tracts which varied greatly in the different cervical

segments. At some levels it was present on both
sides, at others only on one side. In some places
it was slight, in others quite marked and in some
segments there was no degeneration at all. The
posterior column showed somewhat similar changes.
The same variation was present throughout the
thoracic cord where there was a slight involvement
of the direct cerebellar tract in some segments. At
some levels the posteromedian and at others both
the posteromedian and the posterolateral tracts were
involved. The upper thoracic cord showed more
marked changes than the lower, particularly in

the posteromedian columns. In the lumbar cord
there was a moderate degeneration of the posterior

columns throughout, while in the lateral columns
it was marked in some segments and slight or ab-

sent in others. There was a marked neuroglia re-

action in some places, more noticeable in the pos-
terior column. From a pathological point of view
the extensive infiltration of the meninges of both
brain and cord by lymphoid and plasma cells, the

infiltration of the same character in the vascular

sheaths, the disturbance of the layering of the cor-

tex, the increased vascularity, the increase in the

neuroglia elements, the presence of rod cells, the

satellitosis, the degeneration of the cord and the

ependymitis of the ventricles would seem to remove
any doubt as to the diagnosis of general paresis.

The mental condition of the patient can be explained

on no other ground. In view of the involvement

of the posterior columns of the cord, so frequently

found in adults, it is reasonable to assume that the

somewhat unusual lesions associated with a diffuse

meningoencephalitis in this case are to be attributed

to general paresis rather than a combination of that

disease with some other affection of the cord.
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ANEMIA, WITH SOME REMARKS AS TO
ITS PATHOGENY AND HYPODERMIC

TREATMENT.
By G. K. DICKINSON,

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Anemia as a terminal condition in surgical states

of continued hemorrhages presents interesting

problems in morbid physiology which need to

be comprehended before proper treatment can be

instituted.

We are told that ordinarily metabolism of the

iron-holding bodies is so carefully conducted that

but little leaves the system. This is necessitated by

the fact that the amount of iron in a being of aver-

age size is not more than fifty to fifty-five grains,

and, owing to its importance, conservation is essen-

tial. The amount of iron in food runs from yi

to 1/6 of a grain a day, but it is so loaded with

colloid material that its digestion and absorption

are embarrassed. The portion of the intestine

which has the selective power over the absorption

of iron is the duodenum. Under the conditions of

great demand, and if a considerable amount of iron

be present, neighboring portions of the intestines

and stomach are said to possess the power of

absorption in a minor degree. As food iron has

to be thoroughly acted upon by the gastroenteric

juices before it may be absorbed, much may
undoubtedly pass the duodenum without appropria-

tion and be rendered inert for possible later absorp-

tion by the sulphur compounds lower in the gut.

This may be the reason why the chloride in large

doses seems to produce better results than iron

administered in any other form, for it is in this

condition that it more nearly resembles the end
result of gastric digestion of food iron.

After passing through the intestinal epithelia this

metal is found stored largely in the spleen as a

granular pigment known as "hemosiderin." In the

course of a week it will have passed from the spleen

to the liver, where it is called "hepatic ferratin," to

be delivered later as needed by the economy.
Iron is excreted to a slight extent through the

urine, but the largest part through the cecum and
continuous portion of the colon.

The synthesis of hemoglobin begins in the spleen

and terminates in the red bone-marrow where the

red blood corpuscles are formed.
In conditions where there is a constant drain on

the blood-forming organs we see anatomical altera-

tions in the bone-marrow, which is, next to the blood
itself, the most unstable tissue in the body. In per-
sisting hemorrhages the bone-marrow suffers wide-
spread and profound degeneration supervening
upon long and excessive activity, a state of exhaus-
tion which may be attributed to long strain. It

undergoes fibroid and gelatinous changes. The
latter may be acute as well as chronic, characterized
by progressive diminution of the blood-forming
constituents and absorption of fat, the cells of which
contain the latter undergoing myxomatous changes.

For some reason there may exist a duodenal
insufficiency so far as iron absorption goes, due to

inactivity of the epithelium or hormone defect,

neither food nor medicinal iron being absorbed in

sufficient quantity to stimulate the activities of the
blood-forming organs ; so that blood corpuscles
stored with hemoglobin shall be formed. Medicinal
iron will at times fail, through the production of
gastric distress, pain, heaviness, anorexia, or
diarrhea from intestinal irritation.

In order to circumvent the inefficiency mentioned,
hypodermic administration seems reasonable. Glae-
vecke is recorded as being the first to introduce it

in 1883, in the form of ferratum citricum o.xyda-
tum. His method has not received the general
attention of the profession, in part because of fail-

ure to apply it in appropriate cases and by measur-
ing its eft'ect on the hemoglobin and blood count.
Occasionally we will meet those in whom the iron
salt produces a great deal of local irritation, marked
pain, local tenderness, and subsequent painful nodes.
Another sufficient reason to many is the large num-
ber of agreeable iron pharmaceuticals.

Clinically we may divide anemias into two types

:

that which is maintained by exhaustion of the
duodenal mucosa and blood-forming organs, and
that due to other conditions. In the former type
where medicinal preparations fail, where the
anemia cannot be relieved, and where the digestion
is markedly embarrassed by medication, the hypo-
dermic use of iron must be resorted to, no matter
what its drawbacks may be. Kobert claims that iron
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administered hypodermically may irritate tke kid-

neys and produce a nephritis, but Cushny does not

recognize this danger in therapeutic doses. In a

fair per cent, of cases under treatment by this

method considerable pain is produced, while in

numerous others there is little or actually no pain.

The citrate of iron is not precipitated in the

tissues, quickly passes into the circulation and is a

most active bone-marrow stimulant. Two grains

of the citrate are equivalent to .32 grain of free

iron. A tartrate of iron and potash solution, of

which two grains equals .30 grain of free iron,

may produce a little less distress in an average run

of cases. Other double salts and a succinate have

been employed with very much the same result as

to distress and recuperation.

Mr. J., age in the 50's, referred by Dr. W. L.

Pyle, entered the hospital early in September, 1909

;

railroad man by occupation
;
past habits good. His-

tory of anemic attacks without apparent cause

:

debility, gastric, and enteric disturbances, partial

recuperation each time by medication per os. Last

recurrence the worst of all ; mucosas and subungual

places very pale ; hemoglobin 20 per cent. ; red blood

corpuscles about 3,500,000, all in a condition of

poikilocytosis. A diagnosis of pernicious anemia

was made. Four grains of citrate of iron were
thrown into the muscles of the shoulder, back, or

thighs daily. There was some reaction as evinced

by pain, tenderness, and an occasional serous accu-

mulation (cystic.) Meantime, the tissues, being

washed by a better blood, took on a stronger tone.

His dyspnea ceased and strength came back so that

he could walk all around the hospital, and at the

end of six weeks his hemoglobin rose to 75 per cent.,

his blood count became normal and showed no dis-

tortion of cells. The duodenum resumed its normal
function of iron absorption, and a physiological

balance of iron metabolism has been maintained.

Mrs. M., age in the 30's, had been bleeding from
an esophogeal angioma for seven years. These
hemorrhagic attacks at the start would come every

third month, lasting about a week, bringing down
her blood content and tension to a point of faintness

and dyspnea. As nothing controlled this peculiar

cyclic condition, hemorrhages instead of being
periodic and excessive, gradually ran together, blood
being wiped from the mouth almost daily. Her
heart became dilated, venous impulse ran up her
jugulars, ankles became edematous, and she had all

the other conditions incident to chronic anemia.
Iron in any form or dilution did not activate her
blood-forming organs. It would instead incite

vomiting. Some peculiar tenacity of life kept her
going. Good clinicians uniformly predicted death
within three months. On September i, 1909, the

hypodermic use of iron was instituted, four grains
daily being injected into the muscles. The first

effect was an angioneurotic edema of the extremity
used. After a week injections ceased to produce
that reaction. Hemoglobin percentage, which was
down to 12, immediately rose so that by the end of
the sixth week it was 80. Her vessels became filled

with a better quality of blood, and apparently there

was an increase in quantity. Hemorrhages still

continue, but come at their regular period of three

months. Recuperation is prompt and eifective. She
has no dyspnea, heart has contracted, she does not

suffer from, indigestion, can walk long distances,

and has resumed her position with family and
society.

In closing, where loss of blood is continuous fur

a considerable time histological changes of a regres-
sive type take place in the red bone-marrow. At the
same time there seems to be a suspension of the
function of the duodenal epithelia so far as iron

absorption goes. Since September ist this method
has been employed on a number of seemingly appro-
priate cases. It is very painful to many, but, as it

is their only hope, they have been compelled to sub-
mit to the pain in order to obtain recovery, which
has been positive in each instance.

This article is submitted to the profession not as
anything new, and simply to explain the condition
in which hj'podermic iron is of the most value and
where this method of administration is absolutely
necessary

; also to emphasize the importance of con-
tinuance in spite of its unpleasant disturbances.
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OBSERVATIOxN ON DENGUE.
By NAGIB ARDATI, M.D.,

BEIRUT, SYRIA.

ASSISTANT

Dengue is a disease which was first described many
years ago, but it is only since 1902 that we have
begun to know more about it on an experimental and
scientific basis. During a recent severe epidemic in

Beirut, Syria, a city lying between the slopes of

Mt. Lebanon and the ]\Iediterranean Sea, I had the

opportunity to study the disease and observed several

interesting facts relating to its different phases, to

which I would like to call attention. As the disease

is confined to certain regions only, and not met with

in others, I shall review briefly the whole subject in

order to give a clear and thorough representation of

it, taking into consideration the etiology, symptoms,
and complications, with special reference to the last

epidemic.

Dengue is an acute infectious disease of tropical

and subtropical regions, characterized by fever, pain

in the joints, bones, and muscles, sometimes by an
initial erythenta and a terminal polymorphous
exanthem. It comes in epidemics and in a short

time attacks most of the inhabitants, only a few
escaping it. Dengue epidemics are very common in

Turkey, coming on in the summer and autumn and
with varying virulence.

For many years nothing was known about the

germ that caused it, and how it was carried from
one person to another. Owing to the readiness

with which it spread, direct contact and the air were
blamed for its dissemination.

In 1902, however, Dr. Flarris Graham, my chief,

published a very interesting article titled. "Dengue,
Study of Its Mode of Propagation and Pathology,"
Medical Record, Feb. 8, 1902, in which he cited

his systematic experiments and observations and,
beyond any doubt, demonstrated that dengue is

transmitted from one person to another by a kind
of mosquito, Culc.v fati<;aus. Further in his article

he stated that he was able to see within some of the
erythrocytes in fresh blood taken from dengue
patients, small unpigmented bodies which possessed
ameboid movements, and which, if watched long
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enough, were seen to shift themselves from one
part of the corpuscle to another. These bodies he
took to be the parasites of dengue, and called them
Hccmmnocba denguii. Many investigators, however,
searched for the parasite described by Professor

Graham, but in most cases they failed to find it.

During the last epidemic of dengue, which lasted

in Beirut about four months, I had the opportunity

of examining the blood of many patients at different

periods of the disease and in all the cases where I

examined the blood carefully enough I did not fail

to find the following results :

1. Fresh specimens examined carefully with the

dark-field illuminator showed, in many erythrocytes,

small, brilliant, light-reflecting bodies. which
changed their shape, at one time appearing round,

and at another fusiform, and moved freely in the

blood corpuscles.

2. In specimens stained according to Giemsa-
Romanowsky, I was able to find in the erythrocytes

small, usually round, but sometimes elongated fine,

granulated, from purple to blue colored bodies, of

the size of 1-5 to 1-3 of a normal erythrocyte, occu-

pying the margin, but also at times the center of the

blood corpuscles. In some specimens these bodies

seemed to be half way outside the corpuscles and

in others to have completely left the erythrocytes,

these latter, however, are sometimes difficult to dif-

ferentiate from the blood-platelets. For the blood

examination, special care was taken to select patients

who never had had malaria.

The parasites I found, namely the bodies that

were seen in the erythrocytes in the dark-field illu-

minator and in the stained specimens, were present

in the blood of each case, showing clinically the

symptoms of dengue, and they seem to be very simi-

lar to if not identical with those described by Pro-

fessor Graham. It has been proved that dengue is

transmitted by the Culcx fatigans, and the disease

has been experimentally produced in districts where

it does not normally occur and where the culex is not

found, by allowing mosquitos which have fed on

dengue patients to bite healthy individuals in whom
all the clinical symptoms of the dengue developed.

The blood of such patients examined showed the

presence of the parasite described above.

Taking these facts into consideration, together

with the observations on the parasite above

described, and its constant presence in the blood of

patients clinically diagnosed as sufferers from

dengue, I have no' doubt but that this parasite is the

cause of the disease.

The life history of the parasite is not easy to

follow. At an early stage of the disease it appears

in the erythrocyte as speck which enlarges and eats

away the hemoglobin around it; and inside of 24 to

36 hours the speck reaches the size of about 1-5 a

normal erythroc}1:e and fine granules appear in it.

About 60 hours after the beginning of the attack

the parasite seems to reach its maximum size and

begins to migrate out of the erythrocytes, usually by

rupturing the latter. From this time on we find

many parasites that are extracorpuscular andoflier

intracorpuscular, as it were another crop beginning

its cycle.

The extracorpuscular parasites look like a group

of fine granules arranged more or less in circles,

sometimes two or three of them lying side by side,

each of them esembling a group of blood platelets.

In the leucocytes are often found small granules

which seem to show that the parasites were tak5n

up by the white corpuscles.

Microscopically there are some points of differen-

tiation between the dengue parasite and that of

malaria.
DENGUE. MALARIA.

1. Smaller. Larger.

2. Usually round. Different shapes.

3. Slightly pigmented. More pigmented.

4. Finer granules. Larger granules.

5. Less stainable. More stainable.

The clinical symptoms of dengue in most of the

cases were: after an incubation period of three to

seven days there was a sudden onset, often with a

chill, sometimes with vertigo and a high rise of tem-

perature, accompanied by headache, bachache, pains

in the joints, especially in the knees, and in all the

muscles, and often pains in the eyeballs. There was

usually an initial erythematous rash on the face and

chest, which disappeared after the second day. In

the course of the disease there often developed

anorexia, tachycardia, and insomnia, and in some

cases delirium.

The temperature was high, between 39° and 41°

C. (103°- 105.8° F.), lasted from three to six days,

and terminated usually by a crisis, and with its fall

there often developed a polymorphous exanthem,

which rapidly faded away, occasionally with scaling

of tne skin.

In some cases there was enlargement of the

spleen. In the course of the disease some patients

complained of chilly sensations and sweating. In

some cases the symptoms were so mild that the

patients did not even feel sick enough to go to bed.

xAs to the duration of the immunity, it seems to last

a few years.

Many authors writing on dengue say that it is a

disease which runs a mild course, and is unac-

companied by any serious complications. The last

epidemic, however, which we had in Beirut was

accompanied by more or less serious complications,

which I think are worthy of note. These compli-

cations were

:

1. Hemorrhages into the skin, varying in size

from that of a pin's head up to four or five cm. in

diameter.

2. Alarming hemorrhages from the mucous mem-
branes of the nose, stomach, and intestines. Two
cases of hemorrhages from the nose and stomach

terminated fatally.

3. Menorrhagia and metrorrhagia were observed

in a number of instances.

4. Abortions in the fifth, sixth, or seventh month

of pregnancy.

5. Severe gastrointestinal symptoms, pain,

nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and dysentery-like

symptoms.
6. Heart infections, with two cases of myocarditis

ending fatally in patients at the ages of 4 and 14. in

whom before the dengue there were no symptoms of

heart disease.

7. Typical conjunctivitis, which subsided with the

end of the attack.

8. Edema of the skin, anasarca-like, which disap-

peared when the dengue was over ; no heart or kid-

ney trouble being present.

9. Relapses in about 15 per cent, of all cases,

coming on after the second or third apyretic day

;

and in some cases even a second relapse had been

noticed.

10. Protracted course, running two or three

weeks, during which the patients have an irregular

fever, malaise, lassitude, and inability to do any

work.
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MEASLES AND GERMAN MEASLES: CHAR-
ACTERISTICS OF THE PRESENT OUT-

BREAK IN PHILADELPHIA.*

By MAURICE OSTHEIMER, M.D.,

INSTRUCTOR IN DISEASES OF CHILDREN, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

The most striking characteristic of tlie outbreak of

German measles and measles in Philadelphia this

spring- has been the fact that the eruptions in both

of these diseases have. been very similar, in fact

almost identical. While, in some cases of German
measles, the eruption has resembled that of scarlet

fever, the great majority of these cases, adults as

well as children, have had a rash which could not

be distinguished from that of true measles. The
other striking characteristic of both diseases has

been the extreme mildness of the .attacks ; serious

cases of measles have been rare, even when com-

plicated by pneumonia.
The cases of true measles have been typical, with

marked, even severe symptoms just before the rash

appeared. But catarrhal symptoms always preceded

the eruption, bronchitis, with coryza and conjunc-

tivitis, being very common for some days or a

week or longer ; Koplik's spots have been observed

also, in many cases. The great majority of cases

of true measles have occurred in children who were

known never to have had measles. The eruption

has been profuse and has been visible for from five

to ten days. Even these children with mild attacks

have been in bed for a week or longer, though, in

a great number of cases, no physician has been in

attendance. In some young children pneumonia
has been present almost from the beginning, the

disease terminating fatally in some of these cases.

Otitis media has also been a common complication.

German measles, on the other hand, has come on
very suddenly, without any previous cough. A
child or adult, generally one who distinctly recalls

a previous attack of measles, is surprised to dis-

cover an eruption, which usually appears without

any antecedent symptoms. In many cases enlarged

occipital and cervical glands have been noted ; in

the majority no other physical signs could be elic-

ited, the rash being the whole illness. In many
young children, however, malaise, fretfulness, and
anorexia were noticed. But inside of seventy-two

hours all trace of eruption had disappeared, with a

few enlarged cervical glands or nothing at all re-

maining.

In these cases of German measles in which the

eruption simulated that of scarlet fever, the fact

that the rash was limited to portions of the trunk
or extremities, instead of spreading over the whole
body, and the total absence of the other cardinal

symptoms of scarlet fever, made the diagnosis easy.

But when some throat condition, such as acute ton-

silitis, occurred at the same time, or there was some
gastric derangement with vomiting, the diagnosis

was more difficult. The lack of a high temperature
just before the eruption and of the fall of tempera-
ture after the rash has appeared ; the relation be-

tween pulse and temperature ; some known cause
for the tonsilitis or gastritis, and the rapid disap-

pearance of the eruption, without desquamation fol-

lowing, all helped to make the diagnosis clear.

Other eruptions have been confused with German
measles, such as rashes due to strawberries, toma-
toes, or other foodstuffs

;
prickly heat ; insect bites.

*Read before the South Branch of the Philadelphia
County Medical Society, May 27, 1910.

and eruptions resulting from drugs. In one confus-
ing case, a colored girl, with a chronic eye condi-

tion which was under treatment, developed a scar-

latiniform eruption, without other signs or symp-
toms ; in fact she felt quite well. Investigation

brought out the fact that her eye lotion had been
increased in strength and the number of drops in-

stilled into each eye doubled the day before the

eruption appeared. On omitting the eye drops the

flushing due to the increase of atropin at once
disappeared.

In many of the cases of true measles a fine,

branny desquamation has been observed over al-

most the entire body. Desquamation, like that due
to sweating, has been most noticeable on the palms
of the hands and soles of the feet, the skin coming
oflf in tiny circular or irregular-shaped bits, from
two to four weeks after the beginning of the illness.

Finally, the physician of Philadelphia must learn

to differentiate between German measles and true

measles, as it is his duty to report both diseases to

the Bureau of Health. The present regulations

call for a placard upon the front door of a house
in which true measles exists, while German measles
remains as yet unplacarded.

118 South Twenty-second Street.

Excision of Adenoids and Tonsils.—Steinhardt men-
tions that a short time ago when the old diagnosis of in-

testinal inflammation was proved to be erroneous in many
cases of abdominal pains and that symptom was called

appendicitis it was the fashion to remove the appendix on
the slightest provocation, but after the profession woke
up very few appendices are now excised and then only

for due cause. The same thing exists, in Steinhardt's

opinion, in regard the excision of tonsils and adenoids, and
as soon as the physician discovers that a child has them
he jumps to the conclusion that the child must be ner-

vous, etc. The worst thing is that most medical men be-

lieve the operation so simple that any one can perform it

and the result is that more than two-thirds of the tonsils

and almost all the adenoids remain after the operation.

Steinhardt believes that when it can be proven that these

glands retard the physical or mental development of the

child, medical treatment should be instituted and, only
w-hen that fails we must recur to surgical means ; but when
we decide to operate the most radical procedure should be
employed, as we frequently see that many operators leave

large quantities of tonsil and adenoid tissue. Incidentally

he records his belief that an anesthetic should be employed
in all cases.

—

Cronica Mcdico-Ouinirgica de la Habaita.

Abuse of Forceps in Primiparae.—A. Isaacson says
that he believes it to be very unfair and unjust, non-pro-
fessional, for a physician to apply the forceps simply
because he is too busy and cannot wait for the natural

forces to act or because he is envious of his brother physi-

cian and desires to lead in the percentage of forceps deliv-

eries performed. A forceps delivery, even in the hands
of the most competent, is, nevertheless, an operation which
should not be taken too lightly ; it surely does not add to

the safety of the mother or child; and to subject a pa-

tient to this ordeal for selfish reasons only, as it is often
done, constitutes, in his mind, a criminal act. It is not

necessary to dwell upon the advantages of natural births,

which are self evident, when we look upon the contrasting

manifold disadvantages of forceps manipulations: (l)

necessitating, as it does, the use of an anesthetic, most
commonly chloroform, with its ordinary dangers; and it

has been recently shown that chloroform always has a
deleterious effect upon the liver ; and there are cases on
record of latent chloroform to.xemias. (2) Manipulations
increase the chances of infection. (3) The greater possi-

bility of lacerations; and (4) lastly, but not of least impor-
tance, the dangers to the child in forceps application. With
these great disadvantages staring into our faces, the au-
thor thinks the profession should limit the use of forceps

only to cases indicated, and not merely use it at random
or to please one's self. \\"\th conscientious consideration

for the patients, our percentage of natural births in primi-

parae would be greatly increased if the forceps was applied

only where absolutely necessary.

—

Neiv York Medical Jour-
nal
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SANITATION IN THE TROPICS.

The work which, at the present time, is being done

in various tropical countries has only been rendered

possible by the results of the studies and investiga-

tions of many scientific men. In every tropical

land malaria has been the chief disease which has

stood in the way of the white man living and work-

ing effectively therein. The researches and prac-

tical labors of several men headed by Laveran,

Manson, Ross, and Grassi have robbed malaria of

most of its terrors. In addition to malaria, which

is prevalent in all parts of the torrid zone, there

are and have been manj' other even more deadly

diseases, which are to a large extent restricted to

certain regions. Among these may be mentioned

bubonic plague, sleeping sickness, and yellow fever.

Time was, not long ago. when yellow fever was a

scourge of the West Indies, of South America, and

of some portions of this continent, but the con-

firmation by the U. S. Army Board of Finlay's

discovery that the mosquito was the means of

spreading yellow fever and the practical application

of this discovery by Colonel Gorgas put an end to

j^ellow fever as a necessary menace to the inhabit-

ants of the tropics. It was because of Gorgas'
triumph in Havana that to him was entrusted the

task of bringing order out of sanitary chaos in the

Canal Zone. When the making of the canal had
been decided upon it was freely recognized that the

greatest obstacles in the path of its successful and
speedy accomplishment were the unsanitary condi-

tions prevailing in the Canal Zone. Havana had
had a bad reputation, but that of Panama and
locality was certainly no better. The country
through which the canal had to pass was looked

upon, and rightly, as a pest hole and a death trap.

During the time that the French were working
there the death roll among white men, yellow men,
and negroes was appalling. Hence, the American
Government viewed the project with some misgiv-
ing and apprehension.

However, from the standpoint of health all these
fears have been dispelled, and now the mortality and
morbidity rates of the white men on the Canal Zone
are less than in most American cities. This reads
like a fairy tale and the outstanding fact is not
so much that the canal is certain to be a commercial
success, but that proof has been afforded that the

most deadly portions of the tropics can be made
habitable and healthful for men and women of the

northern races. This will be the true triumph of

the building of the Panama Canal.

No expense would seem too great to attain the

ends which have been attained on the Canal Zone.
Indeed, as said before, the labors of Colonel Gorgas
and coadjutors have perhaps alone rendered it pos-
sible to construct the canal. But as a matter of
fact, the sanitation of the Isthmus has not been and
is not nearly so costly as is generally conceived.
At the meeting of the American Society of Tropical
Medicine held in St. Louis in June, 1910, Colonel
Gorgas read a paper (Gulf States Journal of Medi-
cine and Surgery, July, 1910) dealing with the ex-
penses necessary for .sanitation in the tropics, in

which he showed that the general opinion as to the
cost of the sanitation of the Isthmus was greatly ex-
aggerated and that really the sum devoted annually
to this object was not unduly large. He computed
that, reckoning the average population of the Canal
Zone during the past five years as one hundred
thousand, the per capita appropriation for sanitation
in the same period was .';;3.38 per year, or 28 cents
per month. The amount would not be excessive in

any circumstances, and when the magnificent re-
sults from every point of view are borne in mind
the sum seems trifling. The work of Colonel
Gorgas and his associates is not only in the interests
of this country but of humanity at large, and is

such that money cannot recompense. Another im-
portant lesson, too, may be learned from the sani-
tary results in Cuba and Panama, and taken to heart
by the inhabitants of many American cities. If a
little of the energy and intelligence which have been
expended in the cleansing of Panama had been put
forth by the authorities of the Gulf cities in destroy-
mg mosquitos and improving sanitary conditions
generally, the death and disease rates of these cities

would be more satisfactory than they are at the
present time. Still the Gulf cities are not the only
sinners in sanitary matters in this country, and the
example set by the Canal Zone sanitarian under
most difficult conditions should incite civic pride
throughout America to generous emulation.

ADRENALIN THERAPY OF MALIGNANT
TUMORS.

Berlin savants, at least those connected with the
Irnperial Institute for Cancer Research and Prof.
Bier's University Surgical Clinic, continue to show
plainly their behef in the possibility of finding at
las_t a medical remedy for cancerous growths and
malignomata in general. This is an encouraging
sign, for surgical resources hold out no hope for
attaining a permanent solution of the problem; so
that no one should belittle earnest efforts to find
new therapeutic adjuvants in the domains of physi-
cotherapy and biochemistry. Certainly no one
should fail to keep himself posted as to the work of
von Leyden, Bier, and their numerous lieutenants.
For if the problem of curing cancer still seems as
far oflf as ever, knowledge has been greatly mul-
tiplied

: and it is probable that the ultimate solution
will rest on knowledge thus acquired rather than on
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the "accidental discoveries" which some laymen are

prone to credit for radical advances in medicine.

In the Deutsche mcdiciiiische IVochcnschrift for

July 21 Reicher of the Berlin Cancer Research In-

stitute demonstrates that mouse-cancer (adenocarci-

noma) responds to all the tests for human cancer,

save that it is much more amenable to treatment. He
explains this tentatively by the naturally short life

of the mouse, which may imply a greatly lessened

resistance of its tissue cells to remedial agents.

Among the substances which may be made to cause

the complete disappearance of mouse-cancer is ad-

renalin, when injected into the tissues surrounding

the growth. The morbid tissue undergoes necrosis

as the result of the injections. One's first impres-

sion would naturally be that adrenalin therapy rep-

resents a starvation treatment through the charac-

teristic action of the drug on the blood-vessels. The

author, however, does not allude to this possibility

and, in fact, his vain endeavors to immunize ani-

mals against inoculation-cancer by preventive injec-

tions of the drug show a belief in a specific

property of the latter. To transfer the adrenalin

possibility from the mouse to man, in view of cer-

tain alarming consequences sometimes attributed

to systemic injections of the drug, is to assume

some responsibility. Adrenalin has been pro-

nounced contraindicated in a variety of degenera-

tive diseases and certain other disorders, because of

its action on the blood pressure. It is true that it

would be injected for its local effect—and in the

trifling amounts employed for local anesthesia un-

pleasant consequences are not feared ; but if em-

ployed systematically for weeks at a time, enough

might be absorbed to affect the blood pressure

unpleasantly. This could in part be offset by physi-

ological antidotes.

Reicher announces, moreover, that he has already

tested adrenalin on human cancer with encouraging

results. His forthcoming report will be awaited

with interest.

C.-\usE OF Beethoven's De.afxess.

Surprisingly little has ever been learned concern-

ing the physical basis of this great composer's
gradual and complete loss of hearing. It is nat-

turally much easier to determine what was not
instrumental in causing it. We may, of course,

state that the lesion involved was a progressive

otosclerosis, but this expression throws little light

on the nature of the process in his particular case.

Any acute or chronic infectious disease may, or
might in theory, give rise to otosclerosis as a com-
plication. Dr. Jacobsohn of Charlottenburg has
discussed the subject of Beethoven's malady quite

compendiously in the Deutsche medizinischc
Wochenschrift for July 7 and gives all the data
obtainable, along with a brief list of references
drawn from varied sources. There is some evi-

dence that the composer had "abdominal typhus"
about a year before his hearing gave wav. But
little was known of typhoid at that time—it had not
been differentiated from pestilential typhus. We
know to-day that typhoid is a not infrequent cause
of otosclerosis. There is absolutely no evidence
that the composer had ever contracted syphilis, but
attempts have been made to show that his skull
formation was suggestive of congenital syphilis

;

nothing was found at his autopsy to indicate that

he had ever suft'ered from this malady. Although
he died with cirrhosis of the liver, there was not

sufficient evidence to show that he was an alcoholic.

He had had smallpox in early life, but so had ap-

proximately half of all his neighbors. By ex-

clusion, therefore, Jacobsohn is inclined to regard
typhoid fever as solely responsible for the lesion

which transformed a naturally cheerful and op-
timistic individual into a crabbed misanthrope. The
accident brought out heroic qualites in the man, but

Dr. Jacobsohn does not venture to express an
opinion as to whether the sufferer's art was a loser

or gainer through his misfortune.

Electrolytic Arrest or Cure of .\ M.align.^nt
Epithelioma.

For a generation or thereabout electrolysis and
other methods of electrotherapy have made dis-

tinct headway against forms of tumor which, while

not technically malignant as a class, have been pro-

gressive and often inoperable, including fibrosar-

coma of the nasopharynx, cavernous angiomata of

the tongue, and the like. Actual malignant growths
have been amenable as a class to such treatment

only when very small, as in the earliest stages of

relapses in localities where wide incision is im-
practicable. Occasional results are obtained where
the prognosis under such treatment would not have
been called in the least encouraging. Kafemann re-

ports a case of this kind in the Deutsche medizin-
ischc Wochenschrift, June 30. To use the author's

own method of summing up, he states that he had
to do with a very far advanced case of epithelial

cancer of the nasopharynx with numerous glandular

metastases on both sides of the neck. The growth,
three months after surgical removal, suft'ered a

violent relapse. The recurrence was first curetted

and then treated for thirteen sessions with elec-

trolysis, with the result that the tumor cells

appeared to have lost their power to proliferate.

The case was watched for two full years and no
renewed activity was manifested. Certain patholo-

gists would doubtless explain this result by the ac-

tivating of the defensive leucocytes, by the forma-

tion of enzymes hostile to cancer growth, or by
the stimulation of the young connective tissue

cells which should normally possess the power to

antagonize the growth of cancer cells. The author

believes that reports of similar recoveries occur in

the older literature, and either escaped fair notice

or were received with incredulity.

Treatment of Rheum.atism by Bee-Stings.

Some years ago bee-stings were advocated by a

medical man in the Isle of Wight as an efficient

remedy in the treatment of rheumatism. Latterly,

little has been heard of this somewhat unusual

and heroic treatment, and that it had ever been

thus employed had probably escaped the memory
of most physicians. However, recollection has been

stirred by an article which appeared in the Lancet

July 23, extolling the merits of the treatment. Dr.

F. H. Maberley writes to that journal to say that

the results from the employment by him of bee-

stings in the treatment of rheumatism have been

attended by conspicuous success. He cites a large

number of cases, in which great relief has been ob-

tained by these original methods. With regard

to the mode of applying the insects he writes as fol-

lows : "In elderly people it is better to start with
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about six stings for the first three applications,

when they may be gradually increased even up to a

couple of dozen. Sickness often supervenes if too

many are put on at first. There is a little difticulty

for a novice in putting them on, but I have i^er-

fected a pair of forceps which, while preventing in-

jury to the bees, holds them firmly. The stings

should remain in for a few minutes before remov-
ing them. In old standing cases treatment will have
to be continued for many months." Dr. Mabcrley

says that if this form of treatment does not effect

a complete cure it gives relief in almost hopeless

cases. There are doubtless many sufferers who
would willingly allow themselves to be stung by

bees if by such means respite from pain could be

obtained. It is therefore encouraging to learn on
good authority that the sting of bees has a deterrent

influence on the course of rheumatism.

NfuiH of tl|P Mnk.
Straus Milk Depots.— Hccause of the persistent

attacks made upon him by a newspaper in New
York, it is said, Mr. Nathan Straus has announced

that he will not continue his free stations for the

distribution of pasteurized milk in this city after

the close of the present season. Believing that the

criticisms are merely personal, JXIr. Straus hopes

that upon his withdrawal the city authorities will

be compelled to take up the work of supplymg pas-

teurized milk to needy babies, and that the charity

will thus spread even more widely. During the

present season Mr. Straus has maintained seven-

teen stations in the city, the annual distribution be-

ing about 4,000,000 bottles of milk. In addition

to these seven stations are maintained during the

summer, approximately 1,500,000 glasses of milk

being served to all comers. It is said that the work
will be continued by Mr. Straus in other American
and foreign cities.

Charitable Gifts.—The Presbyterian Hospital

receives a bequest of S7.500 to found a bed in per-

petuity, under the will of the late Mrs. Harriet Coles

of Glen Cove, L. I.

The New York Academy of Medicine receives

under the will of the late Mrs. Margaret E. Gray
a bequest of S50.000 to establish the Landon Carter

Gray memorial, in memory of her husband. The
income of the fund is to be used from time to time

in purchasing books for the library of the academy.

A Ruling Against Osteopathy.—Justice Put-

nam of the Brookl)-n Supreme Court, on August 26,

handed down a decision in the case of Charles F.

Bandel, an osteopath, who applied for a mandamus
to compel the Board of Health of New York to

grant a burial permit on a death certificate signed

by him. Justice Putnam upholds the demurrer of

the Corporation Counsel, and sustains the action of

the Board. In a memorandum accompanying the

decision Justice Putnam says : "While the State has

wisely allowed the practice of osteopathy, it docs not

follow that it thereby holds out one, without any

practice in surgery or experience in prescribing

drugs, as fully qualified to certify the cause of

death. Indeed it is not certain that a board of

health would be compelled to take the certificate of

death of all licensed physicians in the event of an

epidemic or the spread of some new and mysterious

disease. Granted that the theoretical education of

the osteopath is of a standard equal to that of a

doctor of medicine, after he enters on his profession

his practice is restricted, so that it does not appear
that he can make the tests by examination of blood

and tissues by which alone many diseases can be

certainly detected. The sanitary code is discrim-

inatory, but the discrimination is not personal and
arbitrary. It is based on a limitation which the

osteopath may be said to make for himself, and de-

prives him of no rights which he ought to exercise

consistent with the public safety."

Cholera in Europe.—An improvement in the

cholera conditions in South Russia is shown in the

latest reports. For the week beginning August 14

the Sanitary Bureau reported 16,106 new cases,

with 7,743 deaths, the figures being several thousand

below those for the previous week. The total fig-

ures for this epidemic in Russia up to August 21

are given as 121,091 cases and 58,030 deaths. The
appearance of the disease in Vienna is reported, the

victims being recent arrivals in that city from Hun-
gary. In Roumania it has been thought advisable

to omit the annual maneuvers of the army because

of the numerous cases of cholera along the frontier.

A number of new cases have also been reported

from the province of Bari in Italy, cases are re-

ported from Spandau in Prussia, and several sus-

picious cases have been discovered in Berlin.

Epidemic Poliomyelitis.—Dr. Simon Flexner
of the Rockefeller Institute has issued a request for

specimens of the nervous system from fatal cases

of epidemic poliomyelitis, which is widely prevalent

throughout the United States and Canada at the

present time. The specimens should consist of por-

tions of the spinal cord, preferably of the lumbar or

cervical enlargement, removed as soon after death

as possible, and preserved in plenty of pure glycerin.

The specimens are to be used for experimental pur-

poses, and may be sent by mail or by express collect

to Dr. Flexner at the Rockefeller Institute, Sixty-

sixth street and Avenue A, New York.

Race Suicide in Hawaii.—According to a re-

port made recently by Governor Frear of the Ha-
waiian Islands, the birth rate of Hawaii is decreas-

ing in proportion to the population, while the death

rate is increasing. Last year the deaths numbered
sixty-one more than the year before, whereas the

births numbered 600 less.

New Offices for Coroners.—The Board of

Coroners of Manhattan Borough, New York, will

move shortly from its present quarters in the Crim-
inal Courts Building to 75 Lafayette street, which
has been leased for the ])urpose.

A Lutheran Hospital.—The Lutheran Inner
Mission Society of New York is working to estab-

lish a new hospital to be especially for the .Lutherans

of the city. The society has already established a

district medical service, having for this purpose di-

vided the city into fifteen districts, each in charge of

a physician who responds to calls sent by the work-
ers in Lutheran churches to treat cases of needy
persons.

Germ-Proof Bills.—The National Bank of Spo-
kane, Washington, announces the issuance of the

first antiseptic, germ-proof National banknotes.

Fifty thousand dollars in bills recently sent out were
printed with ink consisting largelv of carbolic acid.

The Southeastern Wisconsin Physicians' Asso-
ciation at its seventh annual meeting held at Ra-
cine on August 17 elected the following officers:

President, Dr. Edward Kinne of Elkhorn ; Secre-
tary and Treasurer. Dr. Milton \'. Dewire. The
next convention will be held at Elkhorn.
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Mr. Gustave Moynier, President of the Inter-

national Committee of the Red Cross since its foun-

dation in 1863. died at Geneva on August 22. aged

84 years.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. John Wells Bulkley of

Washington, D. C. a graduate of the Berkshire

Medical College (Medical Department of Williams
College"). Pittsfield, ]Mass., in 1844, and one of the

oldest practitioners of the District of Columbia, died

at his home on August 23. aged 87 years. Dr.

Bulkley was one of the first physicians to attend

President Lincoln after he was shot, and remained
with him until his death.

Dr. Joseph J.-^nney Hull of New York, a grad-

uate of the Medical Department of New York Uni-
versity in 1858, a member of the New York State

and County Medical societies, the New York
Pathological Society, and the New York Hospital

Alumni Association, and consulting physician to the

Nursery and Child's Hospital, died at his home on

August 26, aged 76 years.

Dr. Paul Cheeseborough Skiff of New Haven,
Conn., a graduate of the Yale Medical School in

1853, and a practitioner of medicine in New Haven
for over forty years, died in that city on August
26, aged 82 years.

Dr. Fr.-\ncis Coll.\more of Pembroke, Mass., a

graduate of the Dartmouth Medical School in 1847,

died at his home on August 18. aged 84 years.

Dr. S.A.MUEL B. Littlep.\ge of Oakland, Cal, a

graduate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons
of Keokuk, la., in 1885, died on August 11. aggd

72 years.

Dr. B. Wagener Hunter of Charleston, S. C, a

graduate of the Medical College of the State of

South Carolina in 1894. and a member of the

Charleston Medical Society, died at his home on

August 13, aged 47 years.

Dr. John W. Kleix of Louisville, Ky., a grad-
uate of the Hahnemann ^ledical College of Phila-

delphia in 1871, died at his home on August 13, fol-

lowing a stroke of apoplexy, aged 59 years.

Dr. Wilson N. Heflin of Roanoke, Ala., for

many years a practising physician in Randolph
County, a graduate of the Aledical College of Geor-
gia in 1851, died at his home on August 13. aged
82 years.

Dr. Wellborn Calhoun of Atlanta. Ga., a grad-
uate of the JefTersoji Medical College in i86g. Pro-
fessor of Diseases of the Eye in the College of
Physicians and Surgeons of Atlanta, a member of
the Georgia State and Fulton County Medical So-
cieties, and attending surgeon to several hospitals.

died at his home after several months' illness on
August 21, aged 65 years. Dr. Calhoun was a

veteran of the Civil War, having served in the Con-
federate Army.

Dr. William B. Stewart of Unadilla, N. Y., a
graduate of the Vermont Medical College of Rut-
land, a member of the A'ermont State and Benning-
ton County Medical Societies, and until recently a
practitioner in Bennington, died at his home on
August 21.

Dr. Robert Amory of Boston, Mass., a graduate
of the Harvard University Medical School in 1866,
formerly lecturer on Physiology and the Action of
Drugs in this school, and later Professor of Physiol-
ogy in the Medical School of Bowdoin College, anVl

the author of several works on physiology and
therapeutics, died at his summer home at Nahant.
Mass., on August 27, aged 68 years.

OUR LOXDOX LETTER.

(Fr Our Regular Correspondent.)

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCI.\TION—THE MUSEUM—BACTERIOLOGY
TYPHOID CARRIERS—EFFECT OF ALCOHOL ON NERVE TISSUE

—

SOURED MILK TREATMENT—OBITUARY.

London, August ir, 1910.

The immediate effect of the British Medical meeting seems
to have passed into the limbo of yesterday's forgotten
newfs or to have evaporated with the excitement of the
entertainments and hospitalities; or, as one says, become
"ancient history," and so no longer talked about or edged
out of conversation by later events. But the serious side
will, of course, have its influence. The meeting was well
organized to secure publicity ; indeed, as an advertisement,
could not be bettered. Discussions on sociology and semi-
political topics were well adapted to draw the lay press
in the dead season, and were so far successful. It was
rather curious in a medical meeting to hear speakers in-
terrupted by "cheers" or "yes, yes" and "no, no," as
happened in the debate on the falling birth rate, as to which
acute differences of opinion were e.xpressed by members
more or less competent to discuss such subjects. But the
notice of the newspapers was obtained, and even the genial
Mr. Punch remarked that if the arrival of a baby is really
so rare, might not the Mayor of the locality formally
wait on every newcomer and welcome it to the community
with the hope that the arrangements made for its reception
will give it complete satisfaction.

One of the best things connected with the meeting was
the museum arranged in nearly twenty departments. Of
these those illustrating tuberculosis and cancer research
were perhaps most attractive to practitioners, but bac-
teriologj' generally was well represented. So, too, were
most of the sections, each under a separate curator. The
collection must have cost an immense amount of time and
care by many experts, and it seems a pity that it should
have only been available for three or four days, when the
visitors had so little leisure to examine the exhibits.

The bacteriologists mustered well in their section, and
their president (Dr. C. J. Martin) suggested that physi-
cians and health officers might do well to consider more
carefully man as himself a propagator of disease. In
diphtheria prevention it would, if practicable, be more
effectual to shut up contents with burning sulphur than
to turn them out and fumigate the room.

Dr. Houston then opened a discussion on recently ob-
tained knowledge of pathogenic organisms bearing on dis-

ease prevention. He thought passive transmitters—soil,

food, water, air—had been too exclusively studied and the
living storehouses of bacteria rather neglected. Soil does
not seem to feed the bacteria, which, in fact, are gradually-

destroyed in it. Even in water, which he admitted was a
transmitter, the bacteria tend to lose vitality—not to multi-

ply. Solid food did not play a large part in propagating
diseases, though vegetables grown in polluted soil and
fish in polluted water eaten uncooked were possible trans-

mitters. On the other hand, in liquid foods multiplication

may take place. He did not say dead matter played no
part in contagion, for it was well known that soils in-

fected by tetanus and anthrax were almost permanently
dangerous.
He held that living carriers were of the greatest im-

portance, for typhoid is not the only disease which is dis-

tributed by them. Indeed, the question might well be dis-

cussed how far infectious diseases generally were so con-

veyed. Perhaps the nation might not be spending too

much time and money on the purification of contaminated
materials, the protection of the uncontaminated. and the

avoidance of dangerous surroundings. But too little atten-

tion was given to the attempt "to discover and render in-

operative the living storehouses and factories of disease."

The hope of progress in preventive medicine was based on-

this study.

Prof. Otto Linz read a paper dealing with this question-

of carriers in epidemics of typhoid, and said it had been

shown that the bacilli might persist for years in as much
as 4 or 5 per cent, of all cases. Many cases owed their

infection to them, but not so many as might seem likely,

as most of those around the carrier would suffer either

severely or mildly, and so the community become immune.
In a paper on dysentery carriers it was stated by Drs.

Macalister and Menzies that the disease is onlv propagated

by convalescing patients, not by those perfectly recovered.

Dr. .\rkwright said that in diphtheria 50 per cent, of"

cases are free from bacilli two or three days after the-
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exudation has disappeared, but, on the other hand, in

hundreds of cases convalescents had been found to harlior

nonvirulent strains.

Prof. McWeeney mentioned a case of a carrier who dur-
ing seven years had infected a number of persons.

Dr. Buchanan remarked on the difficulty of ridding the

gall-bladder and urine of bacilli.

In reply Dr. Houston admitted that the weak point lay

in lack of proof that bacilli in carriers could provoke epi-

demics.
Radium gave its name to a section in which important

statements were made. Its value in cancer was, of course,

discussed. Dr. Louis Wickham of Paris, who has carrieil

on extensive researches in this matter, did not confine his

appearances to a single section, but a rough summary of his

views may be gathered from several sources. He claimed

to have treated about 600 cases, and though he could not

speak of radium as curative, he believed it may prove of

service in the treatment of disease. Thus it could render
operable cases which were inoperable, and could consoli-

date the subsequent cicatrices, but it must be controlled

by those with experience. The limitations to its use were
great—inaccessibility or vital nature of parts involved,

advanced age, etc.—but still an expanding field was open
to the surgeon. If five years elapsed after operation for

cancer without recurrence, he considered it cured, though
this was not fully accepted by the profession. He believed

if malignant growths were excised at an early stage they

would be cured. He did not, however, define the exact

stage, and he did not therefore show how they could then

be recognized.
Sir J. J. Thomson, the great physicist, who disclaimed

medical knowledge, gave a most interesting address in

which he attributed the injurious effects of .r-rays to the

soft ones only, but suggested that as they were the more
readily absorbed their mode of production should be

studied. It was very difficult to get them from the Roent-

gen tube, but under some conditions secondary radiation

might obtain a definite softness, as shown by Barkla. Metals

when struck by .t--rays gave out a special quality which was
constant for the metal, so he suggested that the radiation

from some metal would probably give out soft radiation

of a definite value for medical use, and would be more
easily obtained than from the Roentgen bulbs.

Drs. Dominici and Warden of Pans showed eight pa-

tients who had been brought to London to give an oppor-

tunity to the surgeons to satisfy themselves of their cure.

Dr. Freund advocated the removal prior to applying x-

rays of all crusts and scales which might hinder penetra-

tion.

The effects of the rays on the brains of growing rabbits

were stated in a paper by Drs. Turner and George, which

led to some talk about the treatment of ringworm and its

possible danger. Opinions differed. Some members also

contributed instances of the value of the rays in diagnosis,

especially in fractures and diseases of bones. It was also

useful to corroborate a diagnosis, such as calculus. The
organization of an .r-ray department in a general hospital

was described by Dr. Simmons. Dr. Lazarus Barlow de-

scribed his recent researches at the Middlesex Hospital

cancer department. Dr. Barclay of Manchester illustrated

by radiographs affections of the stomach. Others discussed

the appearances of phthisis, active and healed, under .v-ray

examination.
So much has been said and written on the questions re-

lating to alcobol that it was a relief to hear Dr. Mott
say he would rather give a demonstration tlian read a paper

on the subject he was announced to bring forward
—"The

effect of alcohol on the nervous system." .Accordingly, he

showed a number of lantern slides to illustrate such points

as the wrist-drop, the degeneration and destruction of

nerve fibers in varying degrees, changes in sensory cells,

neuritis of the vagus, hemorrhage into the brain from de-

generation of the middle coat of an artery, and so on.

He dealt to some extent with the mental syn.ptoms of

alcoholics and defectives, and said he thought alcohol and

imbecility combined in parents led to insanity in the

offspring.

Sir C. Allbutt divided alcoholics into spasmodic drinkers

and regular boozers. The former seemed to be assailed

with sudden desire and displayed no remorse for their con-

duct, in some points resembling epileptics.

Mr. Shattock questioned if they would experience the

desire if they had never tasted alcoholic drinks.

Dr. Passmore said one of the slides showed definite

mischief in the brain, and he was of opinion that all

chronic alcoholics were eventually affected, though they

might not have visceral disease.

Dr. McVicar had observed that the mental symptoms
of alcoholics were like those of senile degeneration.

Dr. Willcox gave an account of the plan of employing
oxygen mixed with the vapor of alcohol devised by him-
self and Prof. Collingwood. The oxygen was passed
through absolute alcohol before being inhaled, and ap-

peared to take up a definite amount of alcoholic vapor,

and so greatly enhance the effects of the gas. Cases ol

cardiac failure where oxygen alone produced no effect had
been restored, it was said, by this mixture. In emergency
a wash-bottle with inlet and outlet tubes could easily be

utilized.

The soured milk treatment has had such a run in Lon-
don that one naturally looked for a good discussion of it

in the therapeutical section. Dr. Gri.inbaum dealt with the

theory involved, and said the bacilli formed the acid just

where it was wanted. The B. bulgaricus was more active

than others and easily distinguished from other organisms.

He gave the milk just at the stage when it curdled. Mucous
colitis cases benefited, but gastric cases did not. Putre-

factive toxins were neutralized. Uremia and diabetes he

thought sometimes had improved.

Prof. Hewlett testified to the superiority of the B. bul-

garicus over the other lactic acid-producing organisms, and
related experiments as to the value of some preparations.

He found tablets inefficient and uncertain as ferment

starters.

Prof. Vaughan Harley's experiments convinced him that

soured milk given by the mouth reduced intestinal putrefac-

tion.

Dr. Bryce referred to the disadvantages of the remedy
he had noticed, viz., constipation, aggravation of acid

dvspepsia, and rheumatic complications.

Prof. Sahli had seen benefit in acidosis, and he attributed

the effect to lactic acid, which he had given by itself. The
dose was thus easy to regulate.

Dr. Robert Hutchison preferred ordinary intestinal anti-

septics to this soured milk treatment which had become
a popular craze.

Dr. Bond said whey was the best medium of lactic acid,

as the casein was got rid of. Whey might be freely taken,

for it did not cause dyspepsia, and was, moreover, a good

cardiac tonic.

Prof. Bradbury had found the lactic treatment useful in

cardiac irregularity and bradycardia.

Dr. Hertz had seen severe diarrhea produced. On the

other hand, it had relieved constipation. Acute infection

of the colon was benefited. It was proper to control the

secretion under bacteriological examinations while giving

the lactic acid treatment.

Dr. Wm. Berry, J.P., F.R.C.S.I., Senior Surgeon to the

Royal Infirmary of Wigan, where he had lived for many
years and was a prominent citizen as well as a practitioner,

"died on July 29. He had been a guardian of the poor and a

municipal councilor, and was made a justice of the peace.

He was a good all round practitioner as well as a skilful

operator. The president of his college was represented at

the funeral, as were various local authorities and the pro-

fession.

The death of Dr. Danford Thomas, coroner for Central

London for some thirty years, removes a prominent figure

from the public life of the metropolis. A few years ago

he remarked that he had held several hundred thousand

inquests. In his long career he had carefully studied the

facts of criminology, and a number of his suggestions have

been embodied in our law. He had never quite recovered

from a seizure a year or two ago, and last week a second

closed his career. .As a barrister as well as a doctor he

was eminently qualified for the office he so admirably

filled.

Dr. Wm. Spence, who died on the 27th ult., after an

operation for appendicitis, in his fiftieth year, leaves

a widow and four children. He had practised in Dollar

most of his career, and was greatly esteemed. He spent

last winter in Davos, and returned, as was thought, much
better for the change and rest.

The death of Dr. Mary A. Marshall at the age of 74

recalls the early days of woman's entrance into the pro-

fession in modern times. She took her degree of Doctor

of Medicine at the University of Paris in 1879, and the

Science of the Royal College of Physicians in Ireland in

1890. She became Senior Physician to the New Hospital

for Women.
The death is reported from Southern Nigeria of Dr.

A. B. Sigismond Powell, of the Medical Department of

that Colony, who at the time of his decease was quartered

at Forcados.
Dr. Ernest D. Simpson. I. M.S.. died in India on the

Tst inst, of cholera. He was only 28 years old. and was to

have been married next month. ,\t school and the Univer-

sit'- '^f Fdi'nburgh he was noted as a steady worker and a

leading athlete.
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OUR LETTER FROM VIENNA.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

THE URINE AS A TEMPERATURE INDICATOR—A MILLIONAIRE

RUINED BY MEDICAL FEES—AN AIR-SWALLOWER—THE

ENZYME TRE.\TMENT OF COLD ABSCESSES AND SEROUS EF-

FUSIONS—GANGRENE OF THE LUNGS—606.

ViENN.s July 23, I9I0-

Martin Englander has constructed a urine thermometer,

an apparatus for the determination of the body temperature

from the freshly discharged urine. This consists first of

a celluloid funnel, with an aperture for the penis. The

celluloid is neither influenced by the air or moisture, and

its camphor smell covers that of the urine. Within the

celluloid funnel is a smaller one of cork, which prevents

the radiation of warmth from the urine. Inside the cork

funnel is placed for each measurement a new filtering

funnel, with an accurately dimensioned opening for the

escape of the urine. The cork and filtering funnels make

it possible to obtain fully trustworthy temperatures with

a maximum thermometer fi.xed opposite the aperture m the

celludoid funnel with the aid of a detachable clamp;

this quite independently of the room or surrounding tem-

perature. Parallel measurements between the urine and

axilla? show that the axillary temperatures, especially in

actual and suspected consumptives, do not give the diag-

nostically importa'nt subfebrile and high subfebrile tem-

peratures, but in many cases, normal values only.

Prof. Dr. Herm. Schlesinger presented before the Gesell-

schaft der Aerzte an American patient—a former million-

aire—who had become impoverished as the result of the

expense entailed in the treatment of a painful malady.

The case was one of aerophagy, for which a gastroenter-

ostomy had to be done. For seven years patient had
sufifered from extremely frequent pains in the gastric

region, and had already been laparotomized four times.

The attacks persisted, however, and were only mitigated

from time to time by hydrotherapy. Patient had employed
for the individual attacks large doses of morphine and
chloroform, had been narcotized several hundred times

without any disadvantages, and had used morphine and
scopolanin in doses regarded as lethal. In all his at-

tacks pains first appeared, followed suddenly by a firm,

smooth tumor in the region of the stomach, whereupon
the pains became unendurable. The tumor represented the

sudden distention of the stomach by the swallowed air;

this vanished under narcosis, and the attack was at an end.

The air could not be withdrawn with a stomach sound.

As patient expressed the intention of suicide, a gastric

fistula was established as a last resort, which is ordinarily

closed. When patient notices an attack coming on he
opens the tube and the gas escapes, so that no attack de-

velops.

In the Gesellschaft fur Aerzte, X. Schiller spoke on the

ferment treatment of cold suppurations and serous effu-

sions. The nature of the treatment is that pure ferment
solution is applied to the abscesses so that the accumulated
non-absorbable albumin may be broken up into soluble

substances, and the stagnation removed with promotion
of absorption. As ferment solution Schiller and Joch-
mann first used only the pure leucocyte enzyme ; later, as

a result of further study, it appeared that the leucocyte
ferment could be replaced completely in its chemical prop-
erties by trypsin. The preparation is a reddish gray pow-
der, relatively easily soluble in water. A I per cent,

sterile solution is used for injection, and this because of
slight stability must be prepared fresh daily. Physiological
saline solution serves as a solvent. The technique of
injection is as follows: After previous cleansing of the
puncture site the abscess is punctured with a strong
needle and the contents either aspirated or expressed. It

is recommended to make the puncture opening a little to
one side of the abscess, and not at its most dependent
point ; as in the latter case a fistula will result, through
which the newly collected pus will continue to seep. Cold
abscesses are very favorably influenced by the ferment
treatment, and at times heal with surprising rapidity. It
has been shown to be very useful to empty the abscesses
daily and use the trypsin solution every second day. In
abscesses up to the size of a hen's egg, Schiller, as a rule,
injects from 2 to 3 cm. trypsin ; in larger ones from
3 to 4 cm. .\ light compression dressing is always ap-
plied. As a rule, three or four injections suffice. Of
tuberculous lymph nodes Schiller has only treated the soft-
ened ones, and with success. On the other hand, tuber-
culous joint affections are veo' refracton.- to the treatment.
Serous eflfusions are very favorably influenced by the
latter. Ganglions vanish ordinarily after a single punc-
ture and injection. The same holds good for bursse

mucosae (bursitis prepatellaris). and in these cases, the

author said, he had often seen excellent results follow the
institution of the ferment treatment.
Primarius Lotheisen demonstrated in the Gesellschaft

der Aerzte a 45-year-old female subject, upon whom he
had operated for extensive pulmonary gangrene. The
woman first suffered from pneumonia, was strongly pulled
down thereby, and finally had foul-smelling sputum, witli

coincident rise of temperature. She was brought to the

hospital, where to the right side, close by the spinal col-

umn, a locality was found with amphoric respiration,

coarse rales—in short, with cavitary symptoms. In the

dependent region was empyema, as confirmed by trial punc-
ture. Radiography showed darkening of the right half
of the thorax, with a clear area at the fifth and si-xth

rib, medial at the scapula, over which a still clearer area
was visible. This was a gangrenous focus, with an air

bulla. The woman was almost too weak to submit to

examination ; she became cyanotic, temperature 39.4 de-

grees C. Under local anesthesia the empyema was evacu-
ated below the eighth rib. As had been supposed, this did

not communicate with the gangrenous cavity, but was
separated from the latter by a bridge about 5 cm. thick.

Thereupon, under Schleich's anesthesia, the sixth rib was
resected from the process outwardly to the extent of 7
cm. A sclerotic lamina, 1.5 cm. thick, partly pleura and
partly lung tissue, now had to be divided in order to

enter the gangrenous cavity, which was larger than the

first, and contained gangrenous shreds (histologically lung
tissue) and pus having a carrion odor. At the base was
the lumen of a large bronchus, the size of a heller,

which, previous to the operation, had been drawing off

70 cm. sputum daily. The cavity was tamponned and
drained externally, and the sputum at once lost its gan-
grenous smell, and in a few days came down in amount
to 20 or 30 ccm. The empyema quickly healed under
aspiration drainage. The gangrenous cavity closed more
slowly. It is interesting to note that the bronchial fistula

closed without a second operation (suture is often re-

quired) ; it was sufficient in this case to cauterize the lumen
often with nitrate of silver stick. The granulations which
shot up about the lumen were incited to more rapid growth
by the application of tincture of iodine.

The Ehrlich discovery as to the cure of syphilis has
naturally caused a justifiable sensation among us. Several
reports of clinical investigations have already been made.

Walter Pick reported on over thirty cases of syphilis

treated by the Ehrlich-Hata preparation No. 606. Ehrlich

found that after a single injection into the gluteal muscu-
lature the visible symptoms vanished in strikingly brief

time. This was true of both early and late symptoms,
and also for malignant syphilis which had proved re-

fractory to mercury. Pick himself saw a large ulcer

in the pharynx and a gumma of the forehead heal in

fourteen days. In a second case, fourteen days after an
inunction cure, papules appeared on the tonsils and disap-

peared in five davs. Secondary symptoms disappeared

most rapidly of all. Wassermann's reaction was not in-

fluenced thereby. Injurious collateral effects were not

observed, but the injections caused pain, which lasted four

or five days, and also a temperature rise to 39 degrees C.

Pick summed up his experience as follows : The Ehrlich

remedy does excellent work in causing the symptoms of

syphilis to disappear ; but whether or not it is a cure must
be shown by further observation.

Rudolf Doerr corroborated the basic idea of the new
therapy, which is the sterilization of the body by a single

injection, i. e., by the destruction of the spirochetes. This
is best accomplished by intravenous injection. Doerr has

in several cases made intravenous injection of from o.i

to 0.25 g. Only four hours later a short fever ap-

peared. Twenty-six cases were treated with intragluteal

injections of 0.3 to 0.4 g. Threatening phenomena never
appeared. Fever and tenderness at the site of the injec-

tion developed, but these became less marked when the

new methyl alcohol preparation was substituted. There
is no connection between the fever and size of the dose,

which Doerr has now brought up to 0.5—0.6 g. The
therapeutic results are as follows : Scleroses recede, sec-

ondary symptoms fail to appear. When the latter are al-

ready present they disappear for the most part in a week,
and cases treated for from one to four weeks have not

relapsed. Two cases of syphilis—one a universal crustous
syphilis with fever and night sweats, and the other one
of deep ulcerations the size of the palm—which had proved
refractory to all previous treatment—were promptly bene-

fited by the injections. Among the old syphilitics treated

were five cases of paralysis; after injection of 0.4 g. there

was improvement in the vertigo, paresthesiae, and lack of

attention.
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Boston Medical and Surgical Journal. August 18, loio.

What Is the Experimental Basis for Vaccine
Therapy?—Theobold Smith gives a very brief sketch
which is significant in showing the rapid march of events
from vaccination before exposure to protect from an im-
pending infection, to vaccination after exposure and even
during the course of an acute disease. Experimental medi-
cine has very little to offer which is of service in deciding
upon the efficacy or harm fulness of vaccination during
disease. Vaccine therapy or therapeutic vaccination is

simply an offshoot of prophylactic vaccination ; one shades
insensibly into the other. The principles underlying prophy-
lactic vaccination are applicable to vaccine therapy. Ani-
mal experimentation has taught that immunity and sus-

ceptibility are purely relative terms. Immunity has been
shown to consist of a series of cooperating and interacting
forces represented by antito.xins. bacteriolysins, opsonins,
agglutinins, and phagocytosis. The discovery of the differ-

ent antibodies has not thus far been of much assistance
in practically gauging the value of vaccines or making
them more effective, if we except the measurement of the

opsonic index as devised by Wright. He pictures the dif-

ference between prophylactic and therapeutic vaccination.

If an animal is injected with a given dose of living or dead
bacteria, this animal is protected against a subsequent in-

oculation which would have been fatal to an untreated
animal. The vaccination has put the body in a state of
preparedness, probably by increasing the supply of anti-

bodies. Xow, suppose the body was not so well prepared

:

not so prompt in closing in upon the invaders. They then
begin to multiply and when the body is roused a large
number of bacteria are to be destroyed. A local process of
inflammation and perhaps suppuration is the result. We
may have a systemic infection. The process might have
been nipped in the bud by vaccination or preparedness.
Success attending vaccinal prophylaxis has carried it as a

practice into the heart of the disease. There is a wholly
different situation between vaccination during health, when
only a few bacteria are to be checked, and vaccination dur-
ing disease, when there are myriads of bacteria to be
checked and disposed of, and the body largely robbed of
its store of antibodies. The production of more antibodies
by the tissues under the influence of vaccines leads to a

sufficient reaction to effect a cure ; where the capacity of
the body for producing antibodies is low or exhausted,
no cure can be hoped for. The effectiveness of vaccines
applied in the course of acute febrile diseases must be ac-

counted for by tlie principles of which experimental medi-
cine has as yet no definite knowledge. The mutual rela-

tion between the tissues of the host and the parasite is

complex and it behooves ns, therefore, to be exceedingly
careful in the use of vaccines.

The Therapeutic Use of Ascitic Fluid.—Timothy
Leary and Robert H. Hastings offer this as a preliminary
communication for the purpose of calling attention to the

apparent therapeutic value of a substance hitherto dis-

carded as valueluess or toxic. The clinical results de-

scribed are at least suggestive. It is their intention to carry
out a wide series of observations on the value of ascitic

fluid in nutritional disturbances, shock and infection. In

the dozen cases reported the administration of the fluid has
been followed by amazing results. The notes on these

cases are brief, intended only to cover points of nutrition
in feeble, poorly nourished babies.

New York Medical Journal. August 20, igio.

A Critical Review of Existing Theories and the
Presentation of a New Theory of the Etiology of

Achylia Gastrica.—George Edward Barnes says that

the purpose of his paper is to attempt to clarify our con-

ception of achylia gastrica by presenting certain original

observations. .Achylia gastrica means gastric juicelessness

and denotes the essential feature of the disease, making
impossible the digestion of proteids in the stomach. He
reviews some of the theories of achylia and infers that the

so-called primary form of atrophy or achylia gastrica

cannot be idiopathic, inherited, congenital, or the result

from a congenita! predisposition. He could therefore with

reason question whether there is any such thing as a dis-

tinctive primary atrophy or achylia gastrica. From his

further considerations he thought they were justified in in-

ferring that the so-called nervous achylia gastrica has not

been explained and even that its existence as a distinctive

form has not been proved. He feels certain that the

writers on this subject will admit that they have all been

engaged in a guessing match and that they have found no
real etiological basis for this disease and have made no

scientific classification. In his work in stomach diseases
he was much impressed by the observation that achylia gas-
trica without any usually well-known organic disease of
the mucosa is so frequently accompanied by gastroptosis.

It is significant not only that achylia is often associated
with gastroptosis, but also that they occur at about the

same age and most frequently in the female se.x. He then
considers how gastroptosis may cause achylia. The stretch-
ing of the nerves would seem to be a possible cause. If it

is true, as suggested by his observations, that gastroptosis
may cause lesions of continuity in the vagi which in turn
cause achylia, we may infer that achylia in cases not as-

sociated with gastroptosis is probably caused by the same
lesions. .Any disease or injury which destroys the secre-
tory axons, e.g. a severe neuritis or rupture from tension,

would produce such lesions. It seems to him that his

theory, which holds that achylia gastrica is caused by a
lesion of the secretory axons of the vagus nerves, best ex-
plains all the chemical and microscopical conditions, and
all the symptoms of the disease.

Blood Pressure and Uranalysis in Chronic Nephritis.
—H. Brooker Mills says it is evident that but little work
has been done with a view of establishing any relationship,

directly or indirectly, between blood pressure and uran-
alysis, especially in the presence of albumin, tube casts,

and the variable urea elimination occurring in chronic
nephritis. He has made a number of comparative observa-
tions on healthy individuals, in whom the urea elimina-
tion was normal and the blood pressure practically so.

.Almost without exception a low urea elimination and a
high blood pressure occurred in the diseased cases, while
no such relation existed in the healthy. The objects in

presenting this paper are; (i) To call attention to the
frequency and importance of the relationship existing be-
tween urea elimination and blood pressure

; (2) to urge
the more frequent microscopical examination of the urine
in the absence of albumin; (3) to make the urea estimation
a regular procedure in uranalysis

; (4) to urge the more
universal employment of the blood pressure test in the
diagnosis and treatment of disease, especially the various
to.xemias : (5) to stimulate comparative studies along the
lines suggested, with the view and in the hope that, upon
being able to determine the real value of the blood pres-
sure test, both singly and relatively, we may thus secure
an aid to the earlier diagnosis oi conditions present than
would be possible by the most careful physical examination
and uranalysis.

Journal of the American Medical Association, August 20,

1910.

Ophthalmia Nodosa or Caterpillar-Hair Ophthalmia.
—Walter R. Parker, after describing the symptoms of this

affection, referring to the various theories advanced to ex-
plain them, and reviewing the anatomical changes which
are by no means characteristic, reports the case of a man
who consulted him in April, 1906, with a history of having
had recurrent attacks of very severe pain and redness in

the right eye at intervals of about 30 days since from Oc-
tober. 1905. After about three months of unsuccessful
treatment it was discovered that just previous to his first

attack he had worked to rid his trees of caterpillars. Ex-
amination showed five areas of infiltration in the super-
ficial layers of the cornea, but did not reveal the presence
of the hair. After an acute attack the writer determined
to curette the indurated area. From the scrapings he re-
covered a hair which was classified as Bombyx rubi. In a
short time the patient was cured. The author gives a
table which contains a record of all the cases reported in
the literature, 38 in number. In a majority of the cases
there is a history of injury to the eye by a caterpillar; in
the absence of such a history there is one of sudden onset
of the symptoms, consisting of pain, more or less severe,
much photophobia and lacrymation. These symptoms tend
to subside, but do not entirely disappear, and exacerbations
occur from time to time at intervals varying from four
days to three years. The different tissues of the eye af-
fected are the conjunctiva, cornea, iris, sclera, episclera,
and choroid. There was a history of injury in 73 per cent.
of the cases and the hair was demonstrated in 86.4 per cent,
of the cases. The species of offending caterpillar was
demonstrated in 50 per cent, of the cases in which the
hair was found. The treatment was mainly .symptomatic.
Operative treatment has been limited to iridectomy and to
the excision of nodules and hairs.

Primula Dermatitis.—O. H. Foerster states that the
primula or primrose is frequently the cause of a dermatitis
and that this fact is not sufficiently recognized in this
country, as is shown by the few cases reported in compari-
son with the large number of cases reported and articles
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appearing in English and German medical and botanical

journals. The personal experiences of the writer com-

prises some forty or fifty cases, and he believes that a

widespread knowledge of the to.xic properties of the prim-

rose will shed light on the etiolog>- of many instances ot

so-called recurrent eczema and of cases of 'mild erysipe-

las." This form of dermatitis presents itself in three types,

depending on the degree of idiosyncrasy. First, those

with an intense inflammation, erythematovesicular in char-

acter, at times with the formation of bull.^, and accom-

panied by more or less swelling. Others develop an ery-

thematosquamous eruption of a less acute type, with con-

siderable infiltration, after repeated attacks, and scaling

continued over a long period. In others, there is an in-

tense itching or burning sensation, confined to the pulps

of the fingers, which are puffed, tense, and slightly red-

dened. The inflammatory reaction remains limited to those

parts which come directly in contact with the plant. Re-

peated attacks do not develop immunity, but, on the con-

trary, seem to produce an increased susceptibility. The
author believes that the source of the dermatitis must be

sought for in the secretion of the plant, and thinks that

florists should warn prospective purchasers of the danger

of Primula abconka and Primula sinensis. The treatment

is conducted according to the usual principles followed in

cases of acute dermatitis.

University Medical Schools.—In his address to the

graduates of the St. Louis University Medical and Dental

Schools, James J. Walsh referred to the maimed and in-

complete medical education of a generation ago in the

United States, and to the present time movement that is

reforming medical education. The one hope of medical

education is, and always has been, organic connection with

the university. The evolution of our medical schools has

now reached this epoch. While this system is compara-
tively recent in this country, it is not new in the Spanish-

American countries, where educational systems have been
adopted from the mother Latin country, and as a conse-

quence a good preliminary education has always been re-

quired. Dr. Walsh reviews the history of university

schools from the establishment of the University of ."Alex-

andria to the present time, and points out the scientific

work that the universities have done in medicine and
surgery in ancient times and during the Middle Ages.
The great universtiies founded during the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries did far more effective work than is

generally recognized. Hu.xley said, in writing of medi-
eval education, that the undergraduate work of the medi-
eval universities was better than that of his time, and the
postgraduate work was as fine as the undergraduate work.
There is practically nothing in modern surgery that these
men did not touch upon in their books. With the reor-
ganization of the universities at the time of the renais-
sance the universities of Italy carried on original investi-

gations of the greatest value. The history of science and
medicine, as written, seems to contradict this. There is

striking testimony to the papal patronage and encourage-
ment in fostering medical education, and for seven cen-
turies papal physicians have been the greatest contributors
to medicine. The lesson that history teaches is that when
medical education is seriously undertaken as a university
department all is well ; when it is not results are disas-
trous.

Permanent Elimination of Yellow Fever.—The
achievements of Colonel Gorgas, the suggestions of Dr.
Carter, and his own observations, have led J. F. White to

state that yellow fever can be permanently eliminated. If
the endemicity is once destroyed the chance of epidemic
occurrence is also destroyed. Such work would require
the cooperation of the Latin-American countries and Great
Britain, and, perhaps, France and Holland. The plan may
be summed up as follows : ( I ) Each center under one
man's control and he given full power to make a steady,
insistent, and minutely exact fight on all Stegomyia breed-
ing places. (2) No attempt made to handle the sick, and
so arouse the ire of the individuals. (3) Be most careful
to make it plain that subordinates shall annoy no one, and
see that they do not annoy. The officer should approach
the question of human carriers only through friendly sug-
gestion to local authorities. The achievement would be
worth to the western world each year all of its cost.

A New Method of Inflating the Stomach.—Stewart
Lewis has practised the following method in about 50
cases : He places the patient on the examining table, with
the abdomen exposed, and arranges a siphon of carbonated
water so that the patient can drink. He directs the patient
to drink slowly at first, and then as rapidly as possible.
The average patient takes about eight ounces, though in

favorable cases half this amount will bring the outline of

the stomach into view, while the mixture of gas and fluid

gives to palpation a crackling feel and a typical splash

apparent to the most inexperienced. The direct method of

percussion is employed with a small wooden object such as

a lead pencil or a paper knife. The following objects are

attained : Size and position are accurately determined.
With practice some idea of the gastric tone may be ob-

tained. Roughly speaking, four ounces of fluid will lower
the border of the normal stomach about an inch ; in atony
it may lower the border two or three inches. (3) Rapidity
of escape of the gas into the intestines will be a crude test

of the tone of the pylorus. Tumors may be more readily

palpated. This method has the advantage over other
methods of being safer and much less unpleasant, and, in

the opinion of the author, it is efficient.

The Lancet, August 13, 1910.

An Aid to Diagnosis in Malignant Diseases.—Elsie

M. Royle gives the results of the examination of the urine

and a determination of the ratio of phosphates to uric acid

in cases of malignant disease with the object of ascertain-

ing if this ratio could be of use in diagnosing obscure cases

of the latter. She summarizes her work as follows

:

From the results obtained and from the figures

quoted it appears that an examination of the urine will

prove of great value as an aid to diagnosis in obscure cases

of cancer, especially in cancer of the alimentary canal and
abdominal organs. In order to apply this test it is neces-

sary to estimate the uric acid and phosphate content of

the urine and to consider the figures separately, and then
to take into account the ratio of phosphates to uric acid.

The author considers that her figures establish the follow-

ing facts: (i) That in cases of cancer the uric acid is

usually higher than is found in healthy cases under similar

conditions. (2) That the output of phosphates in the urine

in the majority of cases of cancer decreased when com-
pared with healthy individuals. (3) The ratio of phos-
phates to uric acid is almost invariably reduced in malig-

nant disease below that found in health, any ratio below

4 being suggestive, especially if it remains low on several

occasions, and any ratio below 3 is almost diagnostic of
malignant disease or of a blood disease, unless further

work shall prove that the same is found in other condi-

tions. Before these conclusions can be definitely adopted
it will be necessary to determine how far they are true

of other forms of cachexia and what their relation may
be to the secondary forms of anemia usually present in

malignant disease.

On Occluding and Suboccluding Ligatures.—Victor
Bonney calls attention to the fact that the application of a

ligature in the course of a surgical operation produces in the

tissue distal to it a condition of artificial infarction which,

like that occurring spontaneously, may be either white or

red, depending upon the method of ligature employed.

From this point of view ligatures may be divided into two
classes : Occluding ligatures, when every blood channel

leading to the distal tissue is included in the ligature, and
suboccluding, when a tract of tissue remains which is

capable of establishing capillary anastomosis beyond the

ligature and unincluded in it. The area of a white infarct

dead of anemic necrobiosis and cut off from all vascular

communication with surrounding tissues is singularly non-

irritant to the structures in juxtaposition to it, provided no
septic processes have been concerned with its production.

On the other hand, a mass of tissue in a condition of red

infarction is more or less dangerous as (i) a source of

hemorrhage; (2) a powerful tissue irritant and an in-

centive to infection; and therefore (3) is a potent cause

of adhesion. The logical conclusion is, therefore, that

suboccluding ligatures should be avoided. The occluding

ligature is quick, but in certain circumstances insecure,

while the suboccluding ligature takes longer but is less

liable to slip. This form of ligature and also the mat-
tress suture can in most cases be converted into occluding

ligatures by bringing the ligature back round the hemo-
static forceps and tying it again on the opposite side. By
this means the advantages of the encircling ligature with its

perfect occlusion are combined with the security of the

simple transfixion or mattress ligature.

The Effect ot Radium on the Healthy Tissue Cells.—
G. Percival Mills makes a perliminary report on some
experimental work as to the effect of exposure to radium
on the normal body cells. He used mice, making the ap-

plication for 30 minutes in each case, and choosing the

liver, as it is conveniently situated for application. The
mice were killed at varying intervals after the exposure,

and the liver examined microscopically. The earliest defi-

rite change noticed occurred about one hour after irradia-

tion. Three hours after irradiation the liver cells were
profoundly altered. The protoplasm was deeply granular.
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and the nvicleus stained very cleary and was considerably

swollen. The whole cell was slightly increased in size.

The areas of mixed cell infiltration round the veins were
larger and more numerous, and consisted mainly of lym-
phocytes and spindle cells, but there were occasionally poly-

morphonuclear leucocytes. There was a general increase of

connective tissue cells throughout the section. The hyper-

emia was intense. Sections taken after si.x hours showed
that the liver cells had become more normal, .•\fter 24
hours the majority of the liver cells appeared normal. In

most of the sections there was a place near the edge
where the cells suffered a greater and more permanent
change; this seemed to correspond to a spot immediately
over which the radium was applied. Neglecting this area
of intense action, the liver may be said to have become
normal in three days after irradiation. There was a late

inflammatory reaction coming on about the fourteenth day
and lasting much longer than the primary reaction.

British Medical Journal, August 13, igio.

Tetanus in a Septuagenarian: Recovery.—E. Barnes
reports the case of a man, 75 years old, who developed
tetanus following an injury to his forefmger. The tetanus

was very severe; only a few drops of fluid nourisliment

were got down his throat at a time. Rectal feeding was
resorted to. During his attack he developed a severe

bronchopneumonia with edema of the leg. These compli-
cations gradually subsided and about two months after the

accident he was feeling well, e.xcept for slight stiffness

and cramps in one leg and both arms. Medication con-

sisted of 50 cubic centimeters Pasteur's dried serum at

first, followed by 20 cubic centimeters of the same daily

for a week, then by 20 cubic centimeters daily

of Allen and Hanbury's serum for nine days, injected

under the abdominal skin. Chloral was given in 20-grain

doses thrice daily. He also received as much precipitated

sulphur, in treacle, as could be got down : he took half a

pound in all. Very moderate purgation resulted. The re-

covery seemed remarkable, considering the patient's age,

the severity of the disease, and the complications. He
was inclined to give some credit to the sulphur.

Intestinal Myiasis.—Stephen M. Laurence reports

the case of a child of thirteen months with this infection

of about eight months' duration, and in whom it was diffi-

cult to image frequent reinfections. When the child was
four or five months old the mother found maggots on his

napkin. Since that he has passed maggots up to the day
he saw hitn. They were passed intermittently, the longest

interval being a month, and a week the longest period of

continuous passing. Although seen and treated by more
than one doctor, he has never been cured, and now, eight

or nine months after their first appearance, he still passes

them.

Sloughing of Lung Tissue in Pyopneumothorax.—
Sidney W. Curl reports the case of a girl, sixteen years

old, with pulmonary tuberculosis in which a pneumo-
thotax occurred, and at the post-mortem examination of

which several sloughs of lung tissue were found in the

pleural cavity. He was under the impression that the case

was a unique one; but he finds that Coats, in speaking of
the formation of cavities in phthisis, says ; "By the sepa-

ration of the sloughs the cavity of the abscess may come
to communicate wtih the pleural cavity, and so pneumo-
thorax may result. Sometimes there is even a gangrenous
condition developed, and actual sloughing of pieces of lung
tissue occurs." With this exception he is unable to find

any reference to the subject in the literature.

Berliner klinische Wochensclirift. August i. lOio.

Operative Treatment of Spastic Paralysis by Resec-
tion of the Posterior Spinal Roots.—Foerster sums up
our knowledge of this resource to date, adding the refer-

ences to the literature, as far as he is aware of them. He
evidently is ignorant of the recent work done in this field

in the United States. Thus far the European material

has been reported by Foerster (including the articles pub-
lished by Kiittner and Tietze, who have done his opera-

tions) ; Gottstein, Kotzenburg. Anchiitz, and Hevesi. The
last three mentioned have operated in but a single case

each. Gottstein has operated five times, but_ in some of

these, at least, the operation was for the gastric crises of

tabes in which life was menaced. The operation, there-

fore, is still largely in the personal or individual stage.

We do not learn the number of Foerster's cases from this

article. Kiittner has operated for him at least ten times,

while his colleague, Tietze, who was the first to carry out

Foerster's ideas, must have operated on a number of oc-

casions. The intervention is a severe one, and questions

will arise as to whether one should operate in one or two
stages, and whether or not bilateral resection is indicated

in a given case. At present Foerster concedes that his

operation is not a specific for spastic paraplegia, but must
be conjoined with all other useful measures, such as

tendon and nerve transplantation. On the other hand,

it is indispensable in all severe cases. If we read between

the lines it seems evident that this article is not so much
concerned with what the operation might accomplish under
favorable circumstances as with the means of minimizing

the dangers of a formidable surgical intervention.

Therapeutics of Gonococcus Vaccine.—Schindler ap-

pears to devote himself chiefly to the validity of the claims

of rival manufacturers of gonococcus vaccine, which to

a certain extent are based on different viewpoints. Leav-

ing this question of relative superiority aside, he has ob-

tained the best general results from vaccinotherapy in

epididymitis and diseases of the adnexa, together with

gonorrheal arthritis. Failures must be expected at times,

and coincide chiefly with the presence of mixed infection.

This necessitates a guarded prognosis, for it is in precisely

these affections (annexitis, epididymitis, arthritis) that we
are most likely to encounter mixed infection.

Superinfection in Rabbit Syphilis.—Tomasczewski in

using the term superinfection refers naturally to the suc-

cessful inoculation of a disease already prevalent in the

individual. Superinfection of syphilis in mankind is a

somewhat doubtful phenomenon. A second successful

inoculation must either take place before the first is in

full evidence or after a certain period in which the com-
munity is lost. It seems to be quite otherwise in rabbit

syphilis ; for an animal with syphilitic keratitis remains
susceptible to scrotal inoculation, while conversely animals
with scrotal primary infections are still susceptible for

months to intraocular inoculation. The author does not

attempt to explain these phenomena.

Gasis's Method of Staining Tubercle Bacilli.—This
method, devised last year ni Prof, .senator's laboratory, is

said by Gasis to be more delicate and trustworthy than
any other in vogue, although some regard it as too com-
plex for routine use. This alkali test, while possibly sus-

ceptible of simplification, is certainly not less complicated
than its competitive procedures. The sole drawback to

Gasis's method lies in the necessity of preparing the color

solution fresh for each test (4 or 5 c.c. of a solution of

I gm. eosin in 5 c.c. alcohol and gs c.c. water must
be boiled in a test tube with crystallized mercuric chloride).

Tubercle bacilli, thus stained, are alkali-fast. Not all of
Koch's bacilli are acid-fast, and tests based upon that

theory are therefore fallacious, .^s smegma bacilli are also

acid-fast, they may readily be excluded, as may naturally

all other unknown acid-fast organisms. No one to-day
would confine himself to a single test, however satisfactory;

and Gasis only claims that his method should be used
in conjunction with other well-known procedures, not only
for corroboration of the results but also for checking up
in doubtful cases.

Sources of Fallacy in the Antiformin Method.—
Beitzke refers simply to the danger of the introduction of
alien organisms from without which may behave like tuber-

cle bacilli in the sediment used in the antiformin method.
.\cid-fast bacilli may be found at times in the scrapings

from faucets, rubber tubes, etc. ; and in fact in any ap-
paratus or solution used in making tests ; this even if the

utmost cleanliness is employed. Whether these repre-

sent tubercle bacilli or only simulate them they are equally

sources of fallacy. Of much greater significance is the

discovery of bacilli closely resembling Koch's in sections

from normal tissues. These were clearly artefacts from
impure water or apparatus. To avoid all such sources of
fallacy, the latter should be tested independently for the
presence of acid-fast bacilli. Even distilled water cannot
be trusted as to purity. Mere attempts at strict asepsis are
insufficient, the author maintains, unless such parallel or
control tests are made use of.

Transfusion of Blood in Man Under the Use of Con-
trol Tests.—Schultz concludes a serial article on this

subject as follows : Defibrinated human blood which had
dissolved and agglutinated blood corpuscles in vitro
caused, when injected into the circulation of a patient
with secondary anemia, acute collapse, chills, and fever to
40° C, and edema. Nevertheless, although the patient failed

to obtain any new erythrocytes, he was benefited by the
operation. In the main, however, cases of transfusion
after operation did well when the blood and serum in-

jected reacted negatively in vitro as to the presence of
isoagglutinins and hemolysins. The author believes that

such biological control tests should always be made be-
fore transfusion.
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Miindicner medizinische llocheiischrift, July 26 and
August 2, 1910.

The Ehrlich-Hata Remedy in Nonsyphilitic Affec-

tions.—Loeb mentions incidentally that in the course

of treating syphilitics with the new Ehrlich-Hata prepara-

tion and when the latter is tested independently on non-

syphilitic affections, a collateral field of usefulness seems

to be suggested. It has already given phenomenal re-

sults in spirilloses, for which it may turn out to be a

specific. The author saw a confirmed case of ordmary

juvenile warts of the hands and face disappear rapidly

under its use. The dermatosis known as lichen simplex

Vidal has also yielded to it. Other writers have noted

the accidental disappearance of psoriasis. These facts are

not in themselves singular, for arsenic is believed to have

power over such affections.

Epidemic Cerebrospinal Meningitis with Especial

Reference to Carriers.—Mayer and three others have

made a study of recent epidemics of this affection, in which

naturally the questions of transmission, disinfection, car-

riers, etc., received due attention. Over g.coo soldiers in

barracks were examined in a research for latent carriers,

and less than 2 per cent, in average found to harbor the

meningococcus. No connection between carriers and epi-

demics was found. The regiment with the largest per-

cent. (2.4%) had never had a case of the disease, let

alone an epidemic. The percentages above given lefer to

a single examination. A much smaller series, subjected to

repeated examinations, gave only a slightly higher per

cent., and it is safe to say that 2 per cent, of all healthy

individuals harbor the meningococcus in the throat, and

this without any regard to the presence of epidemics or

sporadic cases. .Accumulation of troops in barracks does

not appear to increase the number of carriers. In fact all

attempts to penetrate into the mystery of this disease and

control its spread, as is practicable with typhoid fever and

cholera, have been attended with failure.

Wassermann's Method in Differentiating Cerebro-

spinal Syphilis from Multiple Sclerosis.—Hauptmann
and Ilussli. working under Professor Much, have reached

the conclusion that die numerous negative results with this

reaction in testing the cerebrospinal fluid in cerebrospinal

syphilitics are due to the fact that the amount of liquor

used in the test contains too few inhibitory bodies (by

0.2 c.cm.). When this is offset by adding more liquor posi-

tive reactions are much more frequently encountered. It

also becomes possible to differentiate between cerebrospinal

syphilis and multiple sclerosis.

Treatment of Anthrax.—Koelsch states that the old-

time active surgical therapy has not accomplished much,

and that better results are obtainable by medical measures,

such as rest, dietetics, and cardiac stimulants, including

alcoholics. In very high degrees of inflammation the car-

buncle should be opened by cross-incisions, while the

thermocautery should be employed in the periphery, to ar-

rest the spread of the process. Pure tincture of iodine

may also be injected peripherically, one or two drops at a

distance of 5 to 10 cubic centimeters circularly about tl-e

pustule. Measures like these are employed whenever the

peripheral inflammation takes on an erysipelatous char-

acter, which latter gives the indication for abortive treat-

ment. Barlach of Neuminster, who sees many such cases,

has pursued this plan with success for many years.

Serotherapy has been employed in these cases for some
years in Italy, with alleged reduction of mortality and im-

provement in cosmetic results. This resource has also

been tested in Bavaria of late years, the serum having

been thrown into the veins. The benefit has been of a

startling character (the serum is prepared by a well-known
commercial house). With serotherapy only the most con-

servative local measures have been emploj'ed.

Treatment of Variola.—Drever. w-ho is attached to

the Board of Health in Cairo, Egypt, has come into con-

stant contact with variola cases, which are in evidence

every winter and spring. The light treatment answered as

far as it went, but such measures cannot prevent the de-
composition of pus. The author has used potassium per-

manganate in saturated solution, and believes it accom-
plishes all the good that can be effected by the Finsen
light, besides being a perfect deodorant. Naturally it is

very difficult to learn whether this treatment has any real

effect on the course of the disease or the mortality. It

certainly influences favorably the secondary suppurative
fever, and in this connection the cosmetic results.

Ascaridiasis and Its Treatment with Oleum Cheno-
podii.—Gockel calls attention to the efficiencv of this

old .\merican remedy in roundworm disease. It is well

known that ascaridiasis may simulate a great variety of

severe diseases, and that it is often necessary to exclude
it before making a diagnosis. Once this capacity for

simulation is admitted the need of a roundworm destroyer

is magnified, not only for diagnostic but for therapeutic

ends. Hence, perhaps, the rediscovery by German pharma-
cologists of the old .\merican remedy, which is admitted
to have fallen into unmerited disuse. The technique ad-

vised by the author is complicated. The stomach should

be empty for two days before the remedy is given. The
dose of the latter should vary with the age of the patient.

The author gives quantities for adults only, children's

doses, presumably, to be calculated by weight and age.

An adult takes two or three drops every three or four
hours, in combination with menthol and in association with
ordinary la.xatives, such as castor oil.

Deutsche medizimsche IVochenschrift, August 4, 1910.

Temporary Cortical Blindness from Commotio Cere-
bri.—Hirsch relates two cases of which the first was
an example of total blindness following blunt violence on
the occiput. It set in immediately after the injury and
lasted two and one-half hours as total blindness. It then

passed into homonymous hemianopsia of the right side. This

condition had passed away by the third day. The case ap-

pears to be unique. Those which most closely resemble it

in the literature appear to liave been due to hematoma of

both optic nerves, which in the present case could clearly

be excluded. The hypothesis of a single large hematoma
.compressing the cortical visual centers may also be ex-

cluded forthwith. In hematoma of the optic nerves, from
four days to six weeks seems to have been required for

absorption of the clot and restoration of vision. It must
be borne in mind, however, that this explanation of the

cases in point is largely conjectural. A few cases of

homonymous hemianopsia alone, succeeding upon occipital

traumatism, are also known. The author's second case was
of this type. It persisted for nine months, and was be-

lieved at first to be due to hematoma pressing on the occipi-

tal lobes. .\ study of the symptom.s of hematoma of the

dura did not reveal ocular symptoms of the character

above described ; and from a careful analysis of the symp-
toms of violence in this part of the body, the author con-

cludes that the condition known as commotio cerebri is

the one best adapted to explain the occurrence of these

transitory eye disturbances.

The Present State of Our Knowledge of the Vis-

cosity of the Blood.—Krone conckides. after compar-
ing the various data as to the clinical significance of the

changed viscosity of the blood, that our attitude must con-

tinue to be one of reserve. Workers have tested all kinds

of blood (arterial, venous, mixed, etc.), with all kinds of

methods. What is most needed in future is systematic,

practical, bedside research. Purely theoretic and experi-

mental treatment of the subject does not lead to practical

conclusions. In other words, the viscosimeter, as used to-

day, is of no practical benefit to the physician; for deter-

minations of viscosity as thus secured have no practical

significance.

Amenorrhea and Tertiary Syphilis. — Meirowsky
and Frankenstein claim to have isolated a special syn-

drome, hitherto undescribed, in connection with severe

and extensive tertiary syphilis. Three cases are sketched.

Each woman suffered from severe tertiary syphilis. Each
one, sexually mature and active, had had pronounced

amenorrhea, lasting from six to eight years. Under anti-

luetic treatment two recovered their menses, while the

third developed hemorrhages which pointed to vicarious

menstruation. The evidence seems conclusive that the as-

sociation of severe tertiary syphilis and protracted amen-
orrhea is not an accident. The question of specific oopho-
ritis naturally suggests itself as a ready explanation, but

this seems sidetracked by the occurrence of ovulation and

menstruation in patients with syphilitic ovaries. It is evi-

dent that the spirochete, if it does not attack the ovaries

in situ may at least attack the blood, and so establish an

anemia with resulting amenorrhea. In such a condition,

return of menstruation should coincide with recovery of

the normal blood count. It is evident that the deposit of

the spirochete in the ovary is responsible for syphilitic

sterility, syphilis of the fetus, syphilitic abortion, and con-

genital syphilis in general. Such an association of cause

and effect is common enough. But the problem of ex-

olaining this very rare case of protracted amenorrhea

is much more diflScult. The women all suffered from
very severe destructive lesions of the skin and perios-

teum. One developed parasyphilis (tabes dorsalis). The
ovaries were not palpated in any case and there were no

evidence of adnexitis. Such cases necessarily remain

parado-xal.
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Die Spinale Kinderlahmi-nc. Eine klinische und cpiilc

miologische Studie. Von Professor Dr. Eduard Mui.i.kr,
Direktor der medizinischen Universitats-PoliUliiiik in

Marburg. Mit Unterstutzung von Dr. med. M. Wi.mi-
MULLER, Assistenzarztin der Poliklinik. Mit 21 Te.xtali-

bildungen und 2 Tafeln. Berlin: Verlag von Julius
Springer, igio.

Great interest has been manifested by the profession in

recent years in anterior poliomyelitis, especially snice onr
last big epidemic. This is one of the best contributions on
the subject which we have seen. Interesting illustrative

cases are introduced throughout the book. After a brief
chapter on experimental poliomyelitis in apes, the patho-
logical anatomy and pathogenesis of the disease are de-
scribed, and this is followed by an excellent chapter on its

epidemiology. The main part of the book is devoted to
symptomatology; but tliere are also chapters on the cere-

bral type, on abortive cases, and on its early diagnosis and
treatment.

KURZCEFASSTES LeHRBUCH DER KlNDERHEILKUNDE I'Or

Artzte und Studierende, von Dr. Carl Seitz. A.().,

UniversitJitsprofessor und Vorstand der Kinderpoliklinik
am Reisingerianum in Miinchen. Dritte vermehrte imd
vollig unigearbeitcte .\uflag>?. Berlin: Verlag \i>n S.

Karger, 1910.

The publication of the third edition of this work, the

first edition of which made its appearance seventeen years

aero, has been necessitated by the advances in the pediatric

science during the past ten years, especially in the knowl-
edge of biology in medicine, in the action of internal se-

cretion. The book has been completely rewritten and at

present appears as a volume of 550 pages, which gives in

brief form the chief facts needed by the practitioner, at

the same time as briefly as possible taking up the physi-

ology and pathology of disease. The work is much shorter

than most of the modern German works upon the subject,

as the author devotes but little time to the discussion of

abstract theory. Tlie facts as known, however, are given

in a clear,- concise, and readable form, and the book ap-

pears to be well brought up to date. The book reminds
one more of some of the modern .\merican works on the

subject, in which the practical outweighs the theoretical.

For the American student who reads German as well as

English this book will prove a useful textbook. h"or the

student to whom the reading of German is a labor, his

time might be expended to better advantage in the perusal

of an English or American book, as the book is not suffi-

ciently superior to our own upon the subject to make the

extra labor profitable. The book is not illustrated.

Die Epilepsie im Kindesalter, mit besonderer Benicksich-

tigung erzieherischer. unterrichtlicher und forensischer

Fragen dargestcllt. Von Prof. Dr. med. Heinrich Voi;t,

Nervenarzt und .'\bteilungsvorstand am neurol. Institut

in Frankfurt a/M. Berlin: Verlag von S. Karger. 1910.

Everything points to the desirability of a book on this

subject. Epilepsy as a so-called idiopathic disease seldom
develops after the age of twenty-one. .Attacks begin most
commonly in youth. Fits may follow an injury to the

cortex sustained at birth or be due to a cortical vascular

disturbance during infancy. Early convulsions predispose

to epilepsy later in life. .\!1 sorts of peripheral irritations

serve to disturb the balance in children with faulty cortical

nerve cells. The author treats the subject in an excellent

manner, both from the standpoint of neuropathology and
that of psychopathology. The book comprises 225 pages.

There are five chapters : .on etiology, symptomatology,
pathological anatomy, diagnosis, prognosis, treatment, and
prophylaxis of epilepsy in childhood and youth: ;iiul a

chapter on the social status of the youthfiil epileptic in

the community and his relationship to criminology. The
book is interesting, and seems authoritative. It contains a

bibliography chiefly of German authorities.

The Johns Hopkins Hospital Reports. Vol. XV. Balti-

more: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1910.

With three exceptions the fifteen monographs which com-

prise this volume of over 500 pages are devoted to the sub-

ject of pneumonia, the experiences of the Johns IJopkms
Hospital for the past twenty years with this disease being

collected by various authors. Four of the articles are by

Chatard. This writer makes an analytical study of the

658 cases of pneumonia which have been admitted to the

wards since 1889. an analysis of the leucocyte counts in

582" cases, a study of terminal pneumonia based upon

thirty-five cases, and a review of thirty-five cases of acute

pericarditis complicating the disease. Fabyan analyses the

pathological reports of 195 cases. Emerson reports on
the mCKJe of termination in recovery cases, including tem-
perature fall, leucocyte count, chloride output, and resolu-

tion of physical signs. -Marshall writes on acute endo-
carditis complicating pneumonia. McCrae offers contribu-

tions on the subject of empyema and delayed resolution.

Steiner reports three cases oi venous thrombosis in pneu-
monia, and reviews the literature upon this subject. How-
ard discusses pneuraococcic arthritis, and Hanes pneu-
mococcic meningitis. The series, taken together, makes
up a most valuable study of the clinical aspects of pneu-
monia and its complications. The other three articles in-

cluded in the volume are a bacteriological and clinical

study of seventy-four cases of diarrhea in children by
Kuo.x, a study of skin transplantation by Davis, and a

review of the experiences of the hospital with epidemic
cerebrospinal meningitis and the Flexner-Jobling serum, by

Sladen.

Medical Electricity and Rontgen Rays. By Sinclair
TouSEY, A.M.. M.D. ; Consulting Surgeon to St. Bar-
tholomew's Clinic, New York City. Philadelphia and
London : W. B. Saunders Company, 1910.

This book is the most ambitious work on electricity and
its medical aspects which has appeared in recent years.

A great part of the book is devoted to the physics of

electricity in general, and careful descriptions and explana-

tions of the various forms of machines which produce or
transform the currents abound. In this part of the work
the author does not confine himself strictly to his sub-

ject, wandering occasionally into such bypaths as wireless

telegraphy. Such digressions, however, do not in any way
detract from the value of the work. The physiology of
electricity receives careful attention, and a short chapter

is devoted to electropathology, including lightning stroke.

Electrodiagnosis is covered in the usual manner by refer-

ence to excellent photographs showing the motor points.

Possibly slightly more emphasis is laid upon the relative

strength of the contractions at the different poles than is

usual in such works, this rather abstruse subject being

treated in a very clear manner. Under electrotherapeutics

ionic medication by electrolysis, static electricity, and the

high frequency current are treated especially fully and
rationally. The book is conspicuous among works upon
this subject in being entirely devoid of extravagant exag-

geration as to the curative powers of the various currents

and by the care with which the author goes into details as

to strength of current and length of treatment indicated

for the various conditions. Brief chapters are devoted to

phototherapy and to radium, and over 400 pages are given

up to the -f-ray. The book is complete, thorough, and
scholarly, and will probably be accepted as the authority

in the English language on the subject of electrotherapy.

It is well printed and bound, and is profusely illustrated

with photographs and diagrams.

Chirurgische Operationslehre fur Studierende und
Aerzte. Von Prof. Dr. Friedrich Pels-Leusden, Ober-
arzt der chirurgischen Universitatsklinik und Leiter der

chirurgischen Universitatspoliklinik an der koniglichen

Charite zu Berlin. Mit 668 Abbildungen. Berlin und
Wien : Urban & Schwarzenberg. 1910.

The author, disclaiming any ambition to write a complete

"Operative Surgery," sets forth in a very readable volume
of about 700 pages the material he has used for lectures

and practical courses in his official work. It is essentially

a practical book, and, without sacrificing clearness to brev-

ity, seems to cover a great deal of ground in a very concise

manner. The illustrations are excellent and very enlighten-

ing. The use of shading in those of resections, amputa-
tions, etc., to show the portion to be removed and that to

be left behind is especially commendable, though the failure

to label the illustrations, common in German books, puts

the reader to unnecessary trouble. ."Another fault, also

common among German writers, is the apparently abso-
lute ignorance of all that is not German. This is the most
charitable interpretation to he put upon behavior that has
often been called by a harsher name. With the exception
of a few Englishmen and Americans, long since passed to

the "Great Beyond," modern surgery has evidently been
built up almost entirely by subjects of His Imperial
Majesty. Either Dr. Pels-Leusden is trying to "stem the

tide" or else he is liehind the times, for he still snips off

the tops of his tonsils, and does not even mention the

modern oneration of tonsillectomy. He clings to the old

idea of the importance of a complete dissection of the

synovia in his resections of tuberculous knees. Possibly

if his book goes through the editions to which it really

seems entitled, its author may glean from the works of
other Germans something of what is going on in the out-

side medical world.
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Second Day. Wednesday, May 4.

Intranasal Route for Growths of the Hypophysis

Without External Incision with Report of a Case of

Intranasal Decompression.— Dr. Norval H. Pierce of

Chicago presented a preliminary report of a case of this

nature. The patient suffered from diplopia, increasing

blindness and headache and it was suspected that he might

ha%-e a growth in the sphenoidal sinus. There was a

mucopurulent discharge coming over the portion of the

middle turbinate left from a previous operation; removal

of this and of the anterior wall of the sphenoidal sinus

was followed by exploration of the ethmoidal region in

which nothing was found. The removal of pressure thereby

occasiontd led to an improvement in the pain lasting

only two weeks. A second operation was done later con-

sisting of the following steps (i) local anesthesia with

adrenalin, (2) removal of at least both middle turbin-

ates (3) removal of the septum between the following

lines, (a) a vertical line drawn downward to the floor of

the nose to the glabella; (b) a horizontal line drawn down-
ward and backward from the lower anterior margins of

the nasal bones to the body of the sphenoid bone; (c) a

diagonal line which intercepted the lower extremity of the

line (a) and ended at the point where the vomer joined

the sphenoid. Flaps from the mucosa might be preserved

to cover the cut edge of the septum. This was best re-

moved by cutting forceps and chisel. (4) Removal of an-

terior walls of both sphenoid cavities and removal of the

dividing septum. This w-as done either by means of the

punches already employed for this work or by means of

specially constructed chisels. (5) Packing the nasal cavity

with xeroform gauze. After healing was well under way
we might proceed with the second step, (i) Anesthesia,

local or general with adrenalin. (2) Removal of inner

wall of sphenoid and exploratory puncture of walls of

tumor. If it is cystic, then drain; if solid, remove with

curette.

Dr. J. N. Mackenzie of Baltimore called attention to

the fact that one of his assistants at the Johns Hopkins,
Dr. West, had already performed the intranasal opera-

tion several times on cadavers and had published his views

in the Journal of the American Medical Association.

Dr. R. C. Nyles of New York had had three cases in

which the tumor involved the sphenoid sinus and in which
it was necessary to remove the septum. Two were done
by removing the nasal bone to one side, breaking loose

from the frontal sinus and throat back to the sphenoid.

The sinus was easily entered and the growth removed.
The hypopoysis was easily seen and could be entered.

Diagnosis of Dentigerous Gysts of the Antrum.

—

Dr. Pierce also presented this paper, saying that for many
years the division of these growths into follicular and
periosteal had obtained. The former had its origin in

errors or disturbances of development through which de-

generation of the dental sac eventuated and was clinically

characterized by the fact that the tooth to which the sac

belonged was missing in dentition unless it was a super-

numerary tooth. This variety was extremely rare. The
other variety originated from a peridontitis at the apex
of the root of a fully developed tooth. Microorganism
gained access to the peridont from the diseased pulp

through the root canal. Elipthelial remnants participated

in the process and the end result was a small cyst perched

on the apex of the root which was not infrequently re-

moved in situ at the time of extraction. The sac consisted

of connective tissue lined with epithelium. The cyst con-

tents varied according to the presence or absence of in-

fection. The cyst might increase in size until it per-

forated the antral wall. Two illustrative clinical histories

were given.

Case Reports Illustrating Ocular Affections Due to

Intranasal and Accessory Sinus Disease.—Dr. Lewis A.

Coffin of New York City read a paper with this title and
presented a series of .r-ray plates, together with a collec-

tion of charts illustrating the variations of the visual field

for white and for colors. Cases were often not recognized

in which aid was sought for relief to eye symptoms but

in which the lesions involved the nasal mucosa and si-

nuses. He reported four such cases from his own ex-

perience and collated the literature on the subject. The
various conditions of the eyes in such cases were sum-
marized as follows : Circulatory disturbances, venous en-

gorgement, choked disc, hyperemia, edges of disc blurred,

pallor of disc and frequenf concentric contraction of the

visual fields, especially the red. The reader of the paper

exhibited charts of radiographic pictures of eight cases.

He said that there were probably physiological variations

in the normal fields of vision and that they varied under

varying conditions as fatigue, light, etc. No definite con-

clusions were drawn by the author as his report was simply

one of progress, but he was inclined to believe that fur-

ther experience in studying the visual fields of these

patients would be of great assistance in diagnosis. The re-

moval of enlarged turbinates pressing on the septum would
of course cause eye symtoms and relief of this pressure

would cause them to disappear.

Dr. F. J. Parher of New York City had examined the

eyes of the cases mentioned by Dr. Coffin. He said the eye

men met a certain class of cases with optic atrophy and that

if no apparent cause could be found it was customary to

give them the iodide. He believed that many of these cases

which had not improved and had been injured by the

remedy were due to ethmoidal and sphenoidal disease.

Some of Dr. Coffin's cases did not had sinusitis but intra-

nasal turbinate swelling, and could be divided into two

classes, those due to circulatory disturbances and those due

to perineuritis, causing swelling and beginning atrophy.

These cases showed first in the visual fields. The object of

the paper was to find the value in diagnosis of these dis-

turbance.

Dr. C. G. Coakley of New York said that in three of his

recent sinus cases there had been no contraction of the

visual field. In another case with unilateral involvement

both eyes were practically normal. The matter, was, how-
ever, well worthy of further investigation.

Rr. H. L. Swain of New Haven said that, considering the

relations of the optic nerve to the walls of the sphenoid,

it was surprising that it was not not always aft'ected in

lesions of this cavity.

Dr. Greenfield Sluder of St. Louis had seen a case

of a boy who had had a headache and suddenly gone

blind. The gap between the middle and superior turbinates

was red and edematous. With great difficulty he had

gotten this area shrunk with adrenalin, and the next morn-

ing, after a gush of a teaspoon ful of pus and blood from

the mouth, the boy could see.

Transportation of Rib Cartilage Into the Nose in a

Case of Nasal Deformity.—Dr. D. Crosby Greene, Jr.

of Boston presented tliis paper. The patient was a young

man referred to him on account of a deformity of the

nose received in a football accident eight years ago. He
had had an abscess of the septum following the injury.

There was a symmetrical flattening of the organ at the

bridge. Under ether the space for the implantation of
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the rib was prepared while at the same time the latter was

carefully dissected away from its muscles, having been ex-

posed by an oblique incision over the eighth and ninth

ribs and removed without any injury to its perichondrium.

In the meantime a vertical incision was made through the

septal -mucosa of the left naris just posterior to the muco-

cutaneous junction. Through this incision two layers of

membranous septum were separated by knife dissection

anteriorly as well as posteriorly. At its upper and posterior

portions the chamber thus formed was enlarged backward

and upward over the depressed nasal bones by means of a

sharp rasp, which elevated the skin and soft tissue from the

nasal bones. The size and shape of cartilage to be used were

determined by fitting a piece of sterilized leather in the

space prepared. A piece of cartilage was then fashioned

according to this pattern and inserted into its new posi-

tion, the wound closed by a single catgut suture, and both

nares lightly packed with gauze. Healing was by first in-

tention, and there was only moderate swelling of the nose

following operation. The rib wound really caused more

discomfort than the nose wound. A hematoma formed in

the gap left by the removed rib and delayed union at this

site, but in two weeks the man was all right.

Syphilitic Stenosis of the Oropharynx.—Dr. J. M.

Ingersoll of Cleveland reported this case. The patient

was a young man who had acquired his initial lesion two

years before. There was difficulty in swallowing fluids,

which regurgitated through the nose. Solids could not be

swallowed at all. There was a nasal opening through the

scar tissue about i cm. in diameter. Just below the level

of the tongue scar tissue could be seen extendisg across

the oropharynx, uniting the lateral and posterior walls of

the oropharynx with the tongue. In about the center of

this tissue there was an opening H cm. in diameter,

through which food and inspired air could pass. The

breathing was labored, and the patient weak and emaci-

ated. A free incision was made to the lateral pharyngeal

wall on each side and then a good view of the larynx

could be obtained. All structures below the level of in-

cision were apparently normal. In about a month of com-

fort the cicatrization began to reappear and the man was

again incised and given a rubber bougie to pass several

times daily. He then was lost sight of for five months.

during which time he had failed to use the bougie, and

fresh incisions were called for. He was then given metal

tubes to use so that the tissue might not recontract. Dr.

Ingersoll related several similar cases collected from lit-

erature referring to the method of treatment of the late

J. E. H. Nichols, reported to the association in 1896.

Dr. J. H. Bryan of Washington commented on the ob-

stinacy of these cases, and had found all plans unsatisfac-

tory. He had tried the flap operation, bringing the upper

and lower edges together and trying to form a posterior

pharyngeal wall, yet there had been contraction, and his

patient was very uncomfortable.

Observations of the Variety of Germs Present in

Wounds Following Operations on the Faucial Tonsils.

—Dr. .'\lexaxder N. MacCoy of Philadelphia reported the

results of his own observations. Some 20 cases were ex-

amined. Of these, 9 showed mostly staphylococci and

streptococci. One showed the predominating organisim to

be a short, stout, spore-bearing bacillus. In another it was

a short, stout, unidentified bacillus, singly and in pairs. In

-9 of the cultures there was no predominating organism,

but colonies of cocci and common mouth bacilli. In 4 of

them, however, a large diplococcus was found, and in 2,

irregularly beaded bacilli. In l culture there were pro-

teolytic colonies which digested the blood serum ; in none

of the cultures were the Klebs-Loeffler bacilli found. The

author concluded that there was no predominating organ-

ism in the pseudomembranes ; that mouth bacteria were to

be found in all cases, in varying quantities, the cocci being

the most numerous, and that cultures would most often

show staphylococci and streptococci, due probably in part

to their greater hardiness on artificial media.

Lymphosarcoma of the Nasopharynx and Tonsils

with Results of Operative and Medicinal Treatment.

—

Dr. Clement F. Theisen of Albany, N. Y., reported three

cases. Two more cases had come under his observation

during the past winter but were not included in the re-

port. Case I was a boy of 14 years, operated on under

general anesthesia and then placed on arsenic carried to

the point of tolerance. Coley's serum was not used, as

the author's experience with this remedy had been un-

favorable. Temporary benefit resulted but the boy had re-

cently died. Case 2 was a man of 48 years. The mass

was removed from the left tonsil under cocaine and ad-

renalin, but recurred in the larynx, the original site re-

maining free from deposit. Arsenic seemed to keep the

laryngeal recurrence stationary and the man is now com-

fortable. Case 3 was a man of 32 years, with a growth

apparently confined to the right tonsil, and was removed

by dissection of the right tonsil entire. The wound healed

well but it was too soon to predict the eventual outcome.

Arsenic has apparently had a good effect. No attempt

was made to cover the literature of the subject in the

author's paper.

Vaccine Therapy.—This subject was discussed in

joint session with the American Otological Society and

the American Climatological Society. Papers were read

by Dr. H. S. Birkett, C. G. Coakley, and F. C. Cobb, repre-

senting the Laryngological Association.

Dr. Birkett presented the following conclusions: (i)

Vaccine treatment will sterilize the accessory sinuses of

the nose when the subject of chronic disease. (2) The
chronic discharge of mucus from the accessory sinuses is

due not so much to bacterial infection as to habit-secretion.

(3) The symptoms are due not to infection but to hyper-

secretion and retention. (4) Although vaccine therapy is

a valuable adjunct to treatment, the establishment of free

drainage by the removal of polypoid masses and redundant

mucosa is more important. (5) The cases of sinusitis

showing a tendency to become chronic should be treated

carefully by homologous vaccines.

Dr. Coakley took a less hopeful view of vaccine therapy.

His results had led him to the following conclusions : The
bacterial flora of the sinuses consisted of the following

organisms : streptococcus pyogenes, micrococcus albus

and aureus, staphylococcus pyogenes albus and aureus, and

bacillus mucosus capsulatus. The opsonic index has been

unsuitable either as a means of clinical diagnosis or as a

criterion for further treatment. The vaccinations made in

varying strength have not been followed by the changes

in the opsonic inde.x which would be expected, were this

method of treatment one on which we could rely in prac-

tical work. The amount of time necessary to carry out

fully "a careful opsonic treatment was not only be-

yond that which the ordinary practitioner could

afford to spend, but was with the present technique

and status of the subject quite out of proportion

to the value of the information which one might derive

from such a procedure. The therapeutic results of his

own cases were, in his own judgment, absolutely valueless.

He could not see, on the other hand, that any harm had

been done to his patients. Before the use of vaccines

the chronic cases had had frequently periods of improve-

ment of the symptoms and periods of aggravation. In a

few instances some improvement was noted after the first

or second injection, but later the discharge and other

symptoms returned as they had done under other plans

of treatment.

Dr. Cobb had had good results in clearing up chronic

ear discharges, but not such good results in nasal cases,

although the anatomical conditions so far as closed cavi-
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ties draining through narrow openings were concerned

were apparently alike. In a series of atrophic rhinitis

cases, however, the results were better. A bacillus of

which he could find no description was found in pure

culture in all cases. From it a vaccine was prepared and

injections varying in amount from 150 million to 500 million

were made. A very general improvement in odor,

amount of crusts and discharge had resulted, yet in no

instance could an absolute cure be claimed. Before com-

mencing vaccine treatment these patients were in the habit

of using nasal washes, and this treatment was not changed

while carrying out the injections except that before peri-

odical examinations they were not allowed to use a douche

for twelve hours. The patients themselves were enthu-

siastic over the results of treatment. Autogenous vaccines

seemed to yield better results than stock vaccines. The

same general degree of results had followed in sinus

cases—improvement, but no absolute cure.

Dr. J. SoLis-CoHEN of Philadelphia had given thirty

years ago the first injection of tuberculin ever made in

Philadelphia. In one case he had succeeded in curing a

man in whom not only injections of tuberculin were made,

but the remedy was rubbed into the laryngeal ulcerations,

and rectal injections were taken every night. He had

always used the old tuberculin of Koch when he could

get it. When he began the practice of medicine half a

century ago it was customary to apply fly blisters over

the site of pulmonary lesions. We knew nothing of the

bacillus at that time. Many of the cases improved, and

since serum treatment and tuberculin had come into use

he had wondered if the absorption of some of the serum

raised by these blisters was not the real cause of the im-

provement. Acting on that principle, it had been his cus-

tom for a long time to blister the chest below the clavicle,

taking care that the blister should not burst, so that the

patient's own serum should be absorbed on the same prin-

ciple as autogenous vaccines.

Dr. W. S. C.'VSSELBERRV of Chicago said that up to this

time the results of tuberculin on laryngeal lesions had

been uniformly bad. He had seen, however, good ef-

fects in the larynx follow tuberculin injections even weeks

and months after. He had reported elsewhere 40 per cent,

of arrested cases in laryngeal tuberculosis, some of them

having taken small doses of tuberculin. Many of the

men who treated large numbers of tuberculous patients

failed to examine the larynx, whereas if they would so do

we might better note the laryngeal effect of tuberculin.

Third Day—Thursday, May 5.

Esophageal Diverticula.—Dr. Emil M.wer, New York
City, read this paper (see page 10). He presented the

following conclusions: (i) E.xaminations should be con-

ducted in a routine manner, the esophagoscope being used

last, bearing in mind always the danger of a rupture of

a possible aneurysm. (2) In making the examination with

the .r-ray, the introduction of a small tube filled with

shot might take the place of bismuth. (3) Esophageal

diverticula might be easily diagnosed. (4) Modern sur-

gery ofTered much hope for these patients.

Dr. Chevalier J.ackson of Pittsburg thought that the

passing of a bougie was a more dangerous procedure

than a skillful esophagoscopy.

Dr. J. Gordon Wilson of Chicago exhibited a specimen

of a diverticulum in a young lion twenty months of age.

It was one of the first instances of the kind known to

occur in the lower animals. The lion had died in a choking

spell. In addition there was a thickening of what Killian

calls the sphincter muscle of the esophagus.

Dr. Mayer said, in closing, that it was all a matter of the

experience a man had had with reference to the choice of

instruments. Care should always be taken in the use of

the bougie, and if one found an obstruction, he should

desist from its further use. He would, however, lay

stress on the necessity of a routine method of examina-

tion strictly adhered to, and one should first satisfy him-

self of the absence of any serious condition.

The Cutting in Two of a Large Steel Pin While

Transfixed in the Left Bronchus and Its Removal by

Lower Bronchoscopy.—Dr. \V. E. Casselberry of

Chicago reported tliis case and exhibited the instrument

referred to. The pin was glass-headed and about one and

a half inches long and had been in position in the bronchus

of a fifteen-year-old girl for about ten weeks, having

caused in the first fortnight only a few spells of coughing

with blood streaked sputa. The .r-ray, however, clearly

demonstrated its presence although with some uncertainty,

but the bronchoscope settled the matter. The pin was

firmly fixed and all efforts at removal with ordinarj' in-

struments failed as it was impacted at both ends and it

was necessary to cut it in two, but the question was, how
to prevent a portion from falling further down the bron-

chial tree when the division was made. So he had de-

vised a beak-shaped scissor-like instrument so arranged

as to avoid losing the smaller fragment by electing it to

be held in the grasp of the pin-cutter. After the cutting

the larger piece settled somewhat but was easily withdrawn

with a Jackson forceps.

Dr. Chevalier Jackson of Pittsburg referred to the

reader's statements with reference to the unreliability of a

negative skiagram. We might get the history of a metallic

body when it was not metallic and not dense enough to

show. We had frequently to make an examination in the

face of a negative report. In a case of a pin similar to the

one reported he (Dr. Jackson) had utterly failed to re-

move it and he congratulated Dr. Casselberry on his success

and the ingenuity displayed in the making of his new de-

vice.

Dr. T. H. Halsted of Syracuse referred to a case of his

own in which an attempt to remove a large brass-headed

upholsterer's tack had resulted in the very accident re-

ferred to by Dr. Casselberry, namely, the loss of a frag-

ment. The tack could be grasped with the forceps but

the head was so imbedded that it came off and no amount
of searching could discover the shank. It was thought

it might have been lost in the subsequent vomitus. How-
ever, the child made an uninterrupted recovery.

Dr. Emil Mayer of New York City said that to see a

foreign body in a bronchus and to remove it were two
different things. In one case in which the x-ray showed a

tack in position quite plainly he coudd not see or feel any-

thing with the tube as the foreign body had been sn long

in position that it had become surrounded by granulations

and was not protruding so he felt that in view of the

limitations of the case as to sight and feel of the body it

would be harmful to the child's best interests to remove
it. The child was perfectly well except that it was known

. that it had a tack in its bronchus.

Dr. C. G. Coakley of New York City referred to a case

in his own practice in which a pin had been in a bronchus

for a month when he was called to the patient. In spite

of a tracheotomy and the dissecting away of a large thyroid

gland, which bent the trachea from its normal course, he
had been unable to remove the pin although he could see it

and grasp it with the forceps. Finally in a paroxysm of

coughing it was dislodged and disappeared. It was located

by the ;ir-ray lower down. Dr. Jackson had seen this case

and it was the one referred to by the latter. He (Dr. J.)

was unable to see the pin but could feel it, yet not ex-

tract it. In six months the patient developed an abscess

of the lung followed by pneumonia and then died. In

this case such an instrument as Dr. Casselberry's might

have succeeded.

Dr. R. C. Myles of New York Cit\' referred to the in-

tense anxiety and pain these cases had given before the
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days of direct examination and referred to the extraction

of a large needle from the larynx of a woman in whom
the foreign body lay across the larynx and had finally torn

itself loose under traction with a heavy forceps.

Dr. Casselberry said, in closing, that it required a skill-

fully planned campaign to remove these impacted foreign

bodies. It had taken him some two weeks to weigh and

balance all the factors in his own case, but after these

had been considered, his treatment devised, and removal

attempted, the latter required but four minutes and a half.

A motive running through his paper sought not alone to

describe the mechanism but to convey in logical sequence

the train of thought and intelligent management to over-

come successive adversities ere the culminating technical

moment had arrived.

Epithelioma of the Left Vocal Cord.—Dr. Ch.\rles

W. Richardson of Washington reported this case. The

patient was a young man of forty years who developed a

cold in October. 1908. Had hoarseness and a cough. Ex-

amination of the left cord showed it congested with some

proliferation near the anterior commissure. Process looked

more like a tuberculous than a malignant one. Four weeks

of treatment relieved the symptoms though not the local

appearance which slightly increased so far as proliferation

was concerned. A small fragment revealed the epithelioma-

tous nature of the growth. A thyrotomy without the usual

tracheotomy was done. The method employed for the re-

moval of the growth was the usual subperichondrial one.

Healing by primary union occurred and was completed in

about two weeks. When last seen thirteen months later

there was no recurrence of the growth.

Dr. J. SoLis-CoHEN of Philadelphia said that as far as lie

knew the superichondrial method was original with

himself and he had first performed it several years ago,

the patient being still alive. He had at first applied tincture

of benzoin to the denuded cartilage. Later he had used

acid nitrate of mercury thinking that there miglit be linger-

ing deposits of malignancy.

Dr. W. L. Ballenger of Chicago had performed the same

operation a year ago and his patient was still well two

months ago with no recurrence.

Dr. T. P. Berens of New York City had reported to

another society a description of a recent case of a man
with epithelioma and a hoarseness of some five years'

standing, in whom he had removed intralaryngeally the

whole anterior two-thirds of the cord and found that his

suspicions were confirmed. Finally he slit the laryn.x,

having in mind to do the Cohen operation. He found that

the periosteum was more adherent over the center of the

false cord and removed the wing of the cartilage on that

side. By applying adrenalin to the wound surface of

the mucous membrane he had a dry wound when cut

through. In three days he was able to remove tlie trache-

otomy tube and his patient made an uneventful recovery

from the operation. He now spoke in a very useful voice

and could use the telephone without difficulty.

Dr. C. G. CoAKLEY of New York City said that he

wished he could report as good results as he had heard

in this discussion. In a case of his own hemilaryngectomy

was done, and later there ensued a contraction requiring

the insertion of a tracheotomy tube. He did not believe

that a total laryngectomy would prolong the patient's life.

but a year ago the man was in very good condition.

Dr. H. L. Swain of New Haven referred to a case of

his own operated on now some three years ago without

recurrence. Now the patient has a perfectly loud and clear

voice. There has been added a cicatricial band filling the

area formerly occupied by the true cord, which had been

removed, and it had a free, clear edge, with some range

of motion so that the man had now a pretty fair pair of

vocal cords. He would like to know if such a result had

been a common one with the men who had done the opera-

Dr. Emil Mayer of New York had had two years ago

a young man with every appearance of cancer, but who
cleared up under the iodide. This was an experience which

might happen to any of us.

Dr. D. Brvson Dei,a\ 'W of New York City referred to

the varying microscopical findings in superficial and deep

portions of these laryngeal growths, saying that they often

differed, citing an illustrative case. The special rather than

the general surgeon should operate on such cases as were

under discussion. He himself did not believe in the pre?

liminary removal of a fragment for microscopical exam-

ination. The present discussion had completely proved the

correctness of Dr. J. N. Mackenzie's position in this

matter; every one knew that the irritation of these growths

was bad, but when it was admitted that the patient should

be told to prepare himself for a completer operation very

shortly after the removal of a piece of the growth for

microscopical examination, the case was simply given

away.

Dr. Richardson in closing said that his patient had de-

veloped rather a hoarse voice. The band referred to by

Dr. Swain was commencing to grow and at his last ex-

amination was distinctly in evidence and he supposed it

would gradually develop more fully.

A Case of Laryngeal Sjrphilis.—Dr. Harmon S.mitii

of New York City dwelt on the difficulties of differential

diagnosis. His patient was a male of 25 years who five

years after the initial lesion had an attack of laryngitis

and shortly after had on his right vocal cord a soft poly-

poid mass about the center which seemed to project from

the ventricle. There was slightly retarded movement
while the voice was strong though husky. The case was
regarded as specific in origin but later developments and

local changes led to a suspicion of either tuberculosis or

malignancy. The points of differential diagnosis were
passed in review. At no time during the observation had
there been the appearance of any projection that would
justify an attempt at obtaining a specimen for examina-

tion under the microscope. The patient's subsequent his-

tory had seemed to confirm the truth of the original diag-

nosis although there had been no evidence of an external

destructive process which we regularly expected to find

when a specific process had existed for a long period. Al-

though all the true cord could be seen in the mirror it

would undergo queer physical changes while being ex-

amined. It would seem to change from a normal condi-

tion to a pufTy, redder and mucus-soaked look during pho-

nation. This condition had been explained as a distur-

bance, probably vascular and lyiuphatic in nature.

Fatal Case of Asphyxia Due to Pressure on the

Trachea and Bronchus by a Tuberculous Mediastinal
Gland.—Dr. C. G. Coakley of New York City reported
this case. His patient was a girl of three years whose
lungs revealed no lesion but she suffered from dyspnea,

mainly exposure, suggesting some growth in the sub-

glottic region. Attempts at examination with the broncho-
scope under chloroform anesthesia led to cessation of

respiration and the attempt was given up. A short time
after an emergency tracheotomy was done under great

difficulty as the child was struggling. Cocaine anesthesia

was emplo}ed. Death occurred somewhat over an hour
later. Autopsy revealed beneath the left tracheal mucosa
an ovoid mass zYz cm. in length which encroached on
the tracheal lumen to such an extent as to almost entirely

occlude it. A nodule was found at the apex of the left

lung. Microscopical examination of a portion of the lung
nodule revealed the presence of lymphoid tissue in which
there were numerous epithelioid tubercles. The peritoneal

glands were markedly enlarged and showed remnants of
lymph gland tissue with closely massed epithelioid tubercles

containing giant cells but with no caseation. The center
of one -nodule was caseous and infiltrated with leucocvtes.
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Dr. D. Bryson Delavan of New York City had had a

very similar case, the autopsy revealing a tuberculous lymph

node pressing on the trachea as well as general tubercu-

losis.

Dr. Chevalier Jackson of Pittsburg said that the case

showed that we were gradually eliminating the things

which used to be classed as status lymphaticus. In cases

such as the one under discussion the alternating periods

of free and obstructed breathing were very deceptive, and

a tracheotomy ought to be done immediately. In one in-

stance in which he had been called to see a child with

dyspnea he had passed a bronchoscope and found the

bronchi obstructed with cheesy material. Tracheotomy was

done but the child lived only a few hours. Both lungs

were found solidly tuberculous while lymph glands had

broken down and filled the trabronchi with the material

found.

Dr. E. Fletcher I.vgals of Chicago reported the case of

a child sent to him for removal of a foreign body from

the bronchi, the symptoms being typical of this condition.

The child was anesthetized with a view to bronchoscopy

but died on the table. Post-mortem revealed a very large

thymus.

Dr. J. SoLls-CoHEN of Philadelphia asked Dr. Coakley

to mention the character of the dyspnea in his case. Was
it suprasternal or infrasterna! ; with regard to thymus

gland pressure cases he (Dr. Cohen) had seen instances in

which the dyspnea was immediately relieved as ?oon as

incision was made through the thymus?

Dr. B. R. Shurly of Detroit referred to those cases of

apparently laryngeal dyspnea seen before the days of

bronchoscopy in which the passage of an intubation tube

gave no relief ; an explanation of such cases was found in

the one under discussion. The possibility of mediastinal

disease in children was not appreciated by most of us.

There was as yet no classified definite symptomatology of

these cases but we might be helped in our diagnosis by

the .r-ray.

Dr. J. Price-Brown of Toronto asked if such a series

of causes and post-mortem findings might occur in adults?

Dr. Coakley said in reply to Dr. Cohen's inquiry that

dyspnea in his own case had been both inspiratory and

expiratory, more expiratory. There was absolutely no

cough although the history of the case in the beginning

suggested pertussis.

Recurrent Papilloma of the Larynx Extending Over
Thirty Years, During Which Time Two Thyrotomies

Were Performed.—Dr. Francis R. Paikaeh cif Phila-

delphia reported a case of this nature. The interesting

points in the case were (l) The long time during which

the patient had been under observation and throughout

which intelligent treatment had been directed toward the

relief of his condition. (2) The fact that throughout that

period, practically as far as could be learned, there had

been no change in the nature of the neoplasm. (3) The
fact that this growth was so typical as to etiology (fol-

lowed a severe cold from getting wet), occurring in an

auctioneer, as to progress and recurrence in spite of re-

peated removals, as to growth and microscopic appearance

and (4) as showing no tendency in spite of repeated oper-

ations and traumatism to undergo any malignant degenera-

tion.

Dr. Samuel Johnston of Baltimore referred to a case

of a child in his own practice in whom cure had been ef-

fected by applications of chloride of zinc.

Dr. D. Bryson Delavan of New York City said that

the types of papilloma mentioned by Dr. Packard and Dr.

Johnston were altogether different things. In one of these

recurring cases under his care the larynx had been split

and kept open while radium was used. During the last

three months there had been no recurrence. It was too
early yet to predict the ultimate outcome.

Dr. C. \V. Richardson of Washington said that these

recurring growths apparently reached a certain stage or

limit of reproduction and that if we kept at them until

that time they would cease.

Dr. J. P. Clark stated that in his experience with papil-

loma he had never known a case in which the growth had

begun in early life. It was a matter worthy of notice that

in the reader's case the growth had not begun until he

was forty. In the case of treatment of the lesion in the

larynx of the child it was hard to say just how much good

treatment did, for papilloma would come and go as did

the ordinary wart. When it got readj' to go it went.

Dr. W. E. Casselberry of Chicago had seen a number

of cases of papilloma originating in adult life. We could

not divide these cases into merely two categories, he would

rather say ten or more. They ranged all the way from

the narrow circumscribed, base-pedunculated growth to the

persistingly recurring growth filling the larynx. He advo-

cated the use of the galvano-cautery for the destruction

of the base. Much surface could be destroyed without any

impairment of the cords.

Dr. W. K. Simpson of New York City had used lactic

acid; in one case the recurrence had' ceased with perfect

restoration of the vocal cords and voice. He had come

to the conclusion that lactic acid was one of the best es-

charotics we had.

Dr. H. L. Swain of New Haven mentioned one case of

recurrence in which he had been compelled to do a thy-

rotomy and burn out the base with the Paquelin cautery.

Even after that the patient had had one or two small re-

currences. He thought it better to avoid instrumentation

if it was possible.

Dr. B. R. Shurly of Detroit had treated several such

cases with tracheotomy and removal of all the growth

possible. Ordinarily the putting of the larynx at rest was

sufficient for recovery.

Dr. R. C. Myles of New York City was an advocate of

tracheotomy and putting the larynx at rest. There was

danger of pneumonia after the more serious operations.

Care should be taken not to remove the growths from op-

posite sites on both cords at the same time.

Dr. Packard said in closing that his patient who was an

unusually intelligent man had urged him not to do any

intralaryngeal work if it could be avoided as the growth

recurred after every such procedure. The speaker thought

it better to have a piece removed and to get out as much
of the mass as possible if it showed malignancy.

Black Tongue, Lingua Nigra Villosa.—Dr. Charles H.

Knight of New York City reported a case of this disease.

He said that Blegvad had been able to collect 183 cases

including ten of his own in 1907. He passed in review the

various theories as to the cause of the condition, quoting

various authors, the persistence of the lesion, the variabil-

ity of the symptoms and the doubtful efficacy of treatment.

He believed the malady to be innocuous and that no ap-

prehension of malignancy ought to be entertained. At

present there was no evidence pointing to the existence of

a causative organism. Blegvad had decided that the para-

sitic theory was not tenable. He thought that the reported

cases called attention anew to the etiological importance of

the vasomotor system. In our study of germs and of the

role played by the internal secretions the role assumed

by the nerves in the causation of certain elusive and ob-

scure affections might have been neglected. There seemed

to be no necessity of entering upon an energetic therapy of

the malady although something might be done to relieve

the mind of the patient. He closed by giving a selected

bibliography of the literature of the subject.

Ozena and Respiratory Gymnastics.—Dr. Marcel
Natier of Paris sent this paper. The author related a

case of ozena occurring in a young boy who at an early

age developed an acute attack of dysentery but who as he
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grew up developed an ozena also. Regulation of the diet

and general sanitation were followed by regulated respira-

tory gymnastics which led to a cure of the nasal malady

The author made a plea for a more careful investigation

into the personal antecedents of this class of patients say-

ing that the ozenatous condition often followed and waN

directly referable to some disease of childhood and said

that there could be no plan of treatment applicable to all

cases but that each one ought to be considered by itself

and treated accordingly. In this way the ozenatous con-

dition would frequently disappear as the child grew up. To
focus the therapeutic efforts on the nose alone was to com-

mit a grievous error.

Supplemental Report on Operations on Malignant

Growths of the Upper Air Tract.—Dr. J. PRiCE-BRony
of Toronto reported on three cases of nasal sarcoma the

histories of which were presented to the Association one

year ago. In two of the cases there had been a return of

the growth in the middle turbinate and upper part of the

posterior naris. He followed again his electro-cautery

method, under twenty per cent, cocaine anesthesia and in

one case forty per cent, when in the region of the splieno-

palatine ganglion. The cases were still under treatment

The patients were regularly at work and there had been

no hemorrhage after treatment. He never packed the

nostril after operation. He thinks it would be pernicious

to take fresh sections for examination.

Election of Officers for the coming year resulted as

follows: President, Dr. D. Braden Kyle of Philadelphia:

First Vice-President, Dr. R. C. Myles of New York City

:

Second Vice-President, Dr. J. M. IngersoU of Cleveland:

Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. J. E. Newcomb, 118 West

69 St., New York City; Librarian, Dr. J. H. Bryan of

Washington ; Member of Council to serve for four years.

Dr. J. E. Logan. Place and date of next meeting to be

selected by the Council. Drs. O. Chiari of Vienna, E. J.

Moure of Bordeaux and F. Massei of Naples were ad-

vanced from Corresponding, to the list of Honorary Fel-

lows while Drs. E. von Navratil of Buda-Pesth and L.

Rethi of Vienna were elected Corresponding Fellows.

THE MEDICAL .ASSOCIATION OF THE GRE.\TER

CITY OF NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, Held on April 18, 1910.

The President, Dr. Reynold Webb Wilcox, in the Chair.

The Use of Radium Emanations in Internal Medicine.

—By Dr. S. Wachsanx.
Alcoholism in Women, Including Its Treatment; Med-

icolegal Aspects.—Dr. G. .'Alfred Lawrence read this

paper. He stated that the subject of alcoholism in women
was one that merited the most serious consideration of

not only the medical profession but of civic, social, ami

legislativ.e bodies as well. The greater susceptibility of

women to the baneful effects of excessive alcoholic stimu-

lation was a well recognized fact. Women were the

mothers of our children, and alcohol, as we know, was

one of the most pernicious hereditary factors in the pro-

duction of defective offspring, and how could it be other-

wise? The ovum containing the toxic alcoholic poison,

perhaps impregnated by the spermatozoa of an alcoholic

father, or the blood of the pregnant mother laden with

greater or less amounts of the same toxic alcoholic bev-

erage, continually flowing among the developing tissues

of the growing foetus, or the nourishment derived by

the suckling infant from the breast of the alcoholic

mother, could not help but have a marked pernicious in-

kiWtory action upon the normal and active development

•f the offspring, resulting in a stunted, atrophic, unstable

•rganism, defective both anatomically and physiologically.

Dr. Lawrence said that the medicolegal responsibility of

the female alcoholic was a subject of the greatest import-

ance, and the present laws appertaining to the same were

far from satisfactory in many ways, and should be revised

to conform with the medical advance in the knowledge of

the various diseased states presented by the alcoholic.

At present, legal recognition of inebriety was largely

taken up with the disposal of the woman only after she

had lapsed into a criminal offender against the law, and

was punitive in character. So long as she merely ruined

her own health and destroyed the happiness of herself

and family, and dissipated her fortune, without committing

some overt act against the public by a disturbance of the

peace, and thus being placed under arrest as a disorderly

or drunken person, or committing some crime of a given

nature, the law, as it exjsted to-day, practically permitted

her to pursue such a course without restraint. When,

however, a crime was committed, in most cases she was

held fully responsible, and not infrequently a more severe

penalty was meted out than if the act were committed by

a non-alcoholic, although, from a strictly medical stand-

point, she might be entirely irresponsible. In New York

State the means of properly caring for this large and

ever increasing class of patients were crude and inade-

quate. The usual short sentence that was inflicted neither

reformed the individual nor protected society, and when

fined, if the same was paid, such was done usually by a

relative who could ill afford to do so, but made the sacri-

fice in order to save the inebriate and her relations from

further disgrace. Such a public exposure tended to

lower the selfrespect of the individual, and frequently

caused loss of employment or entirely demoralized the

household, with the accompanying neglect of the husband

and children when the woman was a wife and mother.

No discrimination was made in the treatment of the oc-

casional and the habitual inebriate, and the institutions

to which such were now committed were not adapted to

the properly classified treatment of the various cases com-

ing to them, and there were no suitable provisions for

their commitment at present. Such short term commit-

ments and petty fines resulted in the "rounder" returning

frequently to the hospitals, police stations, courts, prisons,

and workhouses. Remedial measures were practically a

negative quantity under such a procedure, whereas puni-

tive measures were emphasized, and the courts were thus

overcrowded with many cases that never should appear

before them. Many patients who should receive careful

medical attention were thus hastily disposed of in an im-

proper manner. Many of these cases could be properly

and successfully treated at their homes, or in a hotel,

private hospital, or sanatorium, under the directions of

a medical expert. In large centers like New York a vast

majority of these inebriates required custodial care under

proper legal commitment and for a proper length of time.

During the past three years efforts had been made in

this direction, and bills had been presented in the State

Legislature for appropriations for the establishment of a

suitable board which should have general control of the

problem of dealing with public intoxication, and to es-

tablish a suitable hospital and colony for the care of such

cases under proper commitment, but nothing had been

done up to the present time. In concluding his paper,

Dr. Lawrence said that surely our alcoholic women as

well as men should have the most scientific medical-legal

care and treatment under proper control in a suitable en-

vironment for the eradication of this entirely preventable

habit, which all too soon might become an enslaving dis-

ease, with far-reaching pernicious results.

Effects Upon the Mind and Nervous System.—Dr.

Graeme M. Haiimond said that in the majority of in-

stances, alcoholic psychoses in women differed but little

from the alcoholic psychoses in men, but in their forms

they did differ to a certain extent. Women were particu-
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larly sensitive to the effects of alcohol, and although he

could not agree with the statement made by Dr. Lawrence

that it was a habit which could be readily cured—because

he believed that in many instances women were born in-

ebriates—still, in a considerable number of cases it was

a habit which treatment could affect. Speaking of the

alcoholic psychoses in women, Dr. Hammond first took

up pathological drunkenness, which was characterized by

manifestations of blind motor explosions, attacks of

melancholia or of mania. The duration was short; it

was followed by stuporous sleep and generally by com-

plete forgetfulness of what had taken place. This form

of drunkenness was generally observed in those who
showed a congenital intolerance for alcohol, in hysterical

and neurasthenic subjects, and in mental defectives.

Women, who as a class were generally more intolerant to

alcohol than men, rarely in this form of drunkenness ex-

hibited the tendency to violent actions. This was probably

because the instincts of the man differed from those of

the woman. Delirium tremens was an acute psychosis in

chronic alcoholism, and, in the speaker's experience, it was

decidedly less common in women than in men. This was

probably due to the fact that, generally speaking, it took

less alcohol to intoxicate a woman than a man, and,

again, women seldom indulged in prolonged sprees to the

same extent that men did. Even in dipsomaniac women
delirium tremens was not very common. When it did

occur, it differed in no essential details from the same

psychosis in men. It was seen, probably, more often in

women of the lower classes of society than in those of

greater wealth more on account of the difference in the

quality of the intoxicant than in the quantity consumed.

Acute alcoholic hallucinosis was a psychosis lasting but a

short time, and characterized by voluminous hallucinations

of hearing, and often by paramount delusions of persecu-

tion, jealousy, and sexuality, but without disorientation.

It was of far more common occurrence, in the speaker's

experience, in women who drank to excess, than was de-

lirium tremens, and was certainly more frequently seen

in women than in men, bearing in mind the proportion of

women drinkers to men drinkers. Probably the greater

emotional nature of women was responsible for their so

readily acquiring this hallucinatory psychosis. Korsa-

koff's psychosis, in which, from alcoholic toxemia, a

multiple neuritis developed, with confabulation, loss of

recent memories, and defective memory retention was
again more often seen among women of the poorer class

than among the well-to-do. While in connection with this

disorder he used the term "alcoholic toxemia," he believed,

in many instances, at least, that it was more likely to be

caused by other deleterious substances contained in the

liquor than by the alcohol. Were this not so, Korsakoff's

syndrome, in view of the enormous quantity of alcohol

consumed by the public at large, would be of much more
frequent occurrence. The disease presented the same
clinical picture in both sexes, but the prognosis for com-
plete recovery, never excellent, was better for men than
for women, because men had greater physical vigor and
stronger vitality. Dr. Hammond said he had never seen

a case of true paresis result from alcoholism. He had
seen pseudoparesis result from alcoholism, but those

patients might recover, while he had never seen a case of
true paresis recover. In dipsomania, a hereditary psycosis,

in which the tendency was to drink to excess, there was
no difference in the symptoms between the two sexes,

and it was pretty nearly as frequent in one as in the other

;

in fact, it was probably more frequent in women than in

men, on account of the more delicate organism of the
former. To-day, women were drinking more than ever
before. This was probably due, to a large extent, to the
fact that in recent years women had more absolute con-
trol of their own property and fortune, they had become

more aggressive, and were no longer kept in the back-

ground. Years ago, women of the better class seldom
drank in public ; now, it was the exception not to see them
do so. The cocktail and the highball were familiar to

many women whose mothers knew nothing about alco-

holic drinks whatever. It was the fault of the men who
encouraged women to drink; it was the fault of the

great wealth of the country; it was the fault of the great

hostelries in our cities, where women could be seen drink-

ing at all hours of the day; it was a condition of recent

years. This free use of alcoholic beverages was producing

a state of health among women which was somewhat
new. In symptomatology it was like neurasthenia, with

one or two important differences ; there was the same
nervous irritability, and inability to concentrate one's self

upon any fixed occupation, but it entailed more moral de-

generation than did neurasthenia. The mental deteriora-

tion was greater than occurred in simple neurasthenia.

It was as though these patients had lost the finer tone of

their ethical sense. There was no such moral degenera-

tion as was seen in chronic alcoholic dementia, but the

patients became less truthful and less careful in attending

to the needs of their children and household. Dr. Ham-
mond said we knew that the alcoholic male was capable

of producing defective children, but we had not yet proved

conclusively that this was so on the opposite side. In re-

gard to the cure of women inebriates, the speaker said

he had his doubts. Many would improve under seclusion,

but he did not feel hopeful in regard to the ultimate out-

look. Very few cases of pronounced alcoholic psychosis

in women were susceptible to an absolute, permanent
cure.

Effects Upon the Circulatory System.—-Dr. Louis
Faugefes Bishop discussed this phase of the subject. He
said that the effect of alcoholism on the circulatory organs

was primarily functional ; that it interfered with the vaso-

motor system, and resulted in a disturbance of tone of the

heart and blood-vessels. The result was that the tonicity

of the heart and blood-vessels was reduced, and that the

blood pressure was lowered. In acute alcoholism this

loss of tone often resulted in death when a strain was put

upon the circulation by acute dilirium. In chronic alco-

holism there was overloading of the heart with fat, and

a fatty degeneration of its fibres. The same effect also

occurred in the blood-vessels, and there was a loss of

tone in both organs. However, in the course of time, if

the kidneys became damaged, the heart and blood-vessels

became hypertrophied to produce the high pressure re-

quired for the proper action of the damaged kidneys,

and there developed the clinical picture of chronic

Bright's disease. The effect upon the kidneys was the

production of chronic interstitial nephritis of a more or

less pronounced degree, but in people using good wines

and not subject to other poisons than alcohol this might

not be such as to lead to high arterial tension. Thus we
saw heavy drinkers who escaped accidents and reached

a great age. The effect on the liver was in the production

of cirrhosis. The question of the relation between alco-

holism and the circulatory organs was a complicated one.

Probably a more frequent cause of disease of these organs

was found in the absorption from the gastrointestinal

canal of the products of bad food chemistry, and was

closely connected with the appearance of indican in the

urine. This happened very often in those whose digestive

organs were disturbed by alcoholic indulgence, and the

over-ingestion of food that we found in such subjects.

The whole question of alcoholism, Dr. Bishop said, was

so complicated that it was hard to isolate one topic from

another, and if, in his attempt to do so, he had appeared to-

minimize the evils of alcoholism, such was not his inten-

tion.

Dr. Charles E. Atvvood said that what to do with
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cases of alcoholism in practice was one of the most serious

problems of the phj'sician. In a word, very little could be

accomplished without the co-operation of the patient and
her family and household. With such co-operation, a cure

could be effected, but relapses were frequent. A very

thorough and careful examination of the physical condi-

tion of the patient was absolutely essential. The chief

physical disorders met with in these cases were affections

of the digestive system, the kidneys, and the heart. More
or less neurasthenia was also present. It was usually de-

sirable to withdraw all alcohol quickly, but sometimes such

a procedure was undesirable or even dangerous, and in

nearly all cases, when it was withdrawn, some substitute

stimulant, such as strychnine, was required to sustain the

patient. Cases of inebriety induced by physicians' pre-

scriptions for milk punches or malt liquors, or the daily

use of wine, long continued, were difficult to treat, as

patients claimed a physician's original sanction for their

indulgence. Other cases, such as those resulting from
social drinking, required some change of environment as

a first essential of treatment. A measure of success had

been attained at the Vanderbilt Clinic by combining several

elements of therapeusis. A number of patients had been

brought there, at the speaker's suggestion, by social work-

ers, and their treatment at the clinic had been medical,

hydrotherapeutic, and suggestive. Hypnotism was em-

ployed, when possible, and the improvement of the patient

was tested for, at each visit, in the psychological depart-

ment. Cases of inebriety which presented a true psychosis

might be treated, as a last resort, in hospitals or sanatoria

licensed to receive the insane. Alcoholic psychoses were

developed on a basis of chronic alcoholism; they usually

occurred where there was a neuropathic condition, often

a'jsociated with a faulty heredity, which weakened the will

power and diminished physical resistance to all toxic

agencies. The most common forms of alcoholic psychoses

in women were alcoholic deterioration, alcoholic delusional

insanity, acute alcoholic hallucinosis, pseudoparesis, and

Korsakow's psychosis, which was a form of mental dis-

order accompanying alcoholic neuritis. Delirium tremens

was much less common in women than in men. Nearly all

of the alcoholic psychoses were curable. As to the fre-

quency of inebriety in women, outside of the large cities

and the wealthy classes, the speaker thought that it was

not on the increase. In his experience among the poor at

the Vanderbilt Clinic, during eighteen years, there had

been really a decrease in the number of women alcoholics

treated, and the number had never been great. During his

term of service at Eloomingdale, the psychopathic branch

of the New York Hospital, which drew patients mostly

from well-to-do classes of New York City, the number of

women with alcoholic psychoses had been larger in pro-

portion than the number treated by him at the Utica State

Hospital, which received patients mostly from the poor

and middle classes from small communities and from the

rural districts. At Eloomingdale, 40 women out of "55

admissions had alcoholic psychoses, and 56 others were

moderate or excessive drinkers, but developed other forms

of insanity. At Utica, of 792 women admitted, alcohol

was given as a sole cause of psychosis in only 15 cases,

and as an associated factor in 18 cases. At the New York

Hospital for Nervous Diseases on Blackwell's Island,

there were comparatively few cases of nervous disease

among the women, due to alcohol. On Randall's Island

many of the idiots had an alcoholic neuropathic heredity.

Alcohol was known to be a protoplasmic poison. It

was estimated that only about ten per cent, of the children

of hard drinkers were normal mentally and physically,

and the character and physique of the child was greatly

affected by the condition of the mother while carrying it.

If the pregnant women drank considerable alcohol, some

of it passed as such into the fetus iit utero. Of children

thus born of drunken mothers, more than half died in

infancy or were still born, while a number of survivors

were mentally defective or epileptic, or exhibited mental

degeneracy later in life.

Dr. Arthur C. Brush of Brooklyn said the greater

susceptibility of women to the effects of alcohol was well

known, and was doubtless largely attributed to the educa-

tion of women. Boys, from the earliest childhood, were
taught to control themselves; it was far different with the

girl, who was allowed to give way to her emotions at any

time. Women yielded more easily to the alcoholic habit

than men, and in some cases it undoubtedly formed a dis-

tinct disease. Some of these defectives never felt well

unless they were whipped up by alcohol ; this might form

a continuous condition, or the paroxysmal one of dipso-

mania. The speaker said he had always looked upon

dipsomania as almost an epileptic impulse to drink. Dis-

cussing Dr. Lawrence's idea to control the sale of intoxi-

cants to those who were addicted to the habit, Dr. Brush

said it would be very difficult to identify such persons,

especially in the large cities. As to the question of the

responsibility of the drinker, the law held that so long

as the person knew the nature and consequences of his

act he could be held responsible. The plan of having

drinkers committed by special commission would work
probably as did our insane law, where such persons always

had the right to demand a trial by jury. At present there

was no means in this State of controlling the drinker.

Dr. Brush said he had been in charge of the alcoholic

ward of the Kings County Hospital for twenty years.

His experience there was confirmatory of that of the

other speakers that delirium tremens was less common in

women than in men. On the contrary, multiple neuritis

was more frequent in women than in men, probably be-

cause she took her alcohol in more concentrated form and
frequently in the form of patent medicines that contained

a poor quality of alcohol. He had never seen a case of

true paresis resulting from alcoholism. That drink was
on the increase among the better classes, was well known,
but he did not think this was the cause among the lower

classes. At any rate, the male wards in the hospital with

which he was connected 'was not quite as full of alcoholics

now as it was ten years ago, and that institution drew its

patients from among the lower classes. The number of

alcoholic women seen there were few. Among the causes

for the increase of the use of alcohol by women was our

modern mode of living. Women now generally preferred

to live in flats, they neglected their household duties, and

had an insane desire for pleasure.

Dr. John Herman Branth said the defects in children

of alcoholic parents were not only mental, but also physi-

cal. In 1901, at a meeting of the New York County
Medical Society, he had read a paper on cleft palate and
harelip, and mentioned that Lawson Tait and others had
searched in vain for causes for such deformities. Dr.

Branth, upon close questioning of the parents of such

children, learned that in the majority of cases the parents,

one or both, confessed to an intoxicated condition at

the time of the sexual act to which conception followed.

Again, alcoholism not only attacked the nervous system,

but the entire metabolism of every part of the body was,

of course, influenced. If we examined the cadaver of a

chronic alcoholic, we would find the fat and muscle soft

and oily, the tissues were so friable that one could crush

them between thumb and finger. When on the dissecting

table, the oily liquid continually oozed out from the deeper

tissues. Then, again, the recuperative powers of an

alcoholic were far below normal. Let an alcoholic meet
with an attack of pneumonia or a fracture of the thigh,

and recovery was one of the rare results. That the in-

gestion of different kinds of substances affected the gen-

eral metabolism in the individual could be seen macro-
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scopically in hogs. Some of these animals were farm fed,

others exclusively corn fed, and others were fed on dis-

tillery swill. The first made the best pork for human

consumption, the second a lower grade, and the third

(the swill fed) the poorest and cheapest pork, the latter

looking bluish-white, and being soft and friable.

Dr. William M. Leszynsky said he agreed with the

previous speakers as to the greater difficulties in manag-

ing women addicted to the excessive use of alcohol. As

an illustration of the influence of impressive suggestion,

he narrated the history of a patient who had been under

his care for several years. She had then drifted from one

physician to another without improvement. After an

operation for the removal of a large ovarian cyst, she

was told by the surgeon that if she returned to the use of

alcohol another dangerous operation would be necessary.

This occurred over six years ago, and she had since re-

frained from the use of alcohol. Some time ago, the

speaker said, he was asked to see a patient with pro-

nounced signs of multiple neuritis. He was told that she

was a total abstainer, but he soon discovered that although

she never drank beer, wine, or whisky, she had for a long

time been in the habit of taking a tablespoon of the

"essence of peppermint" every two or three hours. Es-

sence of Jamaica ginger was another alcoholic stimulant

used by some women, and the same was true of a number

of "tonics" sold in the drug stores.

Dr. Daniel H. Smith said he wished to take exception

to the statement of one of the speakers regarding the

quality of the liquor that was offered for sale in the

average drug store. With the exception of those stores

that sold the liquor in the original package, the stuff sold

under the name of liquor in many of the drug stores was

unfit to drink. Instead of whisky, they usually dispensed

French spirits at the rate of about 75 cents for four

oimces.

The President, Dr. Wilcox, said that under the Pure

Food Law it was to be hoped that there would be some

reform in the quality of the liquors sold in the drug

stores. Under the present laws, the speaker said, it was

practically impossible to control the female inebriate with-

out the co-operation of her entire* family. Women could

purchase all the liquor they wanted at the grocery stores

;

this class of dealers were apparently not amenable to the

laws that controlled saloon keepers, and practically defied

any attempt to restrain them from sending liquor into the

home. Apparently, the more pretentious alleged grocery

stores were conducted with less sense of moral obligation

than the lowest grogeries.

Dr. Lawrence, in closing, emphasized the importance of

preventative measures, which he regarded of even more

importance here than in connection with tuberculosis. The

public should be educated in regard to the evils of alco-

holism, and he saw no reason why we should not be able

to control the alcoholic in this country just as well as they

did in New South Wales. A commitment could be secured

in many appropriate cases, even where the patients took

advantage of their right of a trial by jury.

Dr. Hammond, replying to the question of whether

there was any difference in the quality of the beer and

liquors brewed and distilled to-day, as compared with those

in olden times, especially in England, where a drunk was

guaranteed for half a shilling, and yet we did not read

of any of the alcoholic psychoses then which were so

common to-day, said that these psychoses probably existed

thea as now, but there were no statistics kept of such

cases and no public institutions to which they were sent.

As to the proper care of the inebriate to-day, the law was

undoubtedly inadequate. These patients did not want to

go to an institution, and there was no law that compelled

them to go. They could only be tried in open court as

haWtHa) drunkards.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of August 27, 1910.

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis

.

Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis.
Malarial Fever

Totals. 1,059

518
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A BRIEF STUDY OF THE CONTRIBUTION
OF IGNAZ PHILIP SEMMELWEIS TO

MODERN MEDICINE.*
By RICHARD COLE NEWTON, M.D.,

MONTCLAIR, N, J.,

CONSULTING PHYSICIAN TO THE MOUNTAINSIDE HOSPITAL.

Ignaz Philip Semmelweis was born in Budapest,
Hungary, in July, i8i8, and died in Vienna in

August, 1865.

His father was a tradesman in a fair way of busi-

ness, and his mother came of good, respectable

stock. The particulars of his early life do not seem
to be well known, nor are they of especial concern
to us. He studied medicine at Vienna where he
was known as a light-hearted and companionable
young man, who, however, was an earnest student,

capable of an extraordinary amount of painstaking
and laborious effort. He had developed a strong
taste for midwifery, and, in 1844, he took the de-

gree of master of midwifery and applied for the

position of assistant to the Clinic for Obstetrics at-

tached to the Vienna General Hospital. This was
an important position and its occupancy was es-

teemed a great advance for a young man, and an
indication that he would achieve substantial honors
in the obstetrical world.

Owing to the fact that his predecessor in this

post had obtained a two years' extension of the

regular tour of duty, Semmelweis was obliged to

wait from 1844 to 1846 for his chance to fill the

position. During these two years he made good
use of his time by studying in the clinic—this he
could do quite advantageously while not tied down
by the routine duties of a regular assistant. Al-

though he could not spare the time for regular at-

tendance at the Gynecological Clinic he devoted
himself with considerable assiduity to the patho-

logical study of the bodies of the women who had
died from gynecological diseases and operations.

Owing to the friendship which Professor Rokitan-
sky entertained for the young man, Semmelweis was
afforded abundant opportunity for study upon the

cadaver, of which he made good use.

In 1846, Semmelweis obtained the regular ap-

pointment as clinical assistant in the first obstetric

clinic. There were two clinics ; the first for the

instruction of medical students, and the second for

the instruction of midwives. The assistant in the

first clinic had to visit and examine every patient

in the early morning so that he might report on
each case to the professor, upon the arrival of the

latter in the wards, later in the day. The assistant

on these rounds was accompanied by a crowd of

students, each one of whom might examine any or

*Read before the Orange Mountain Medical Society.

all of the patients. As Sinclair sententiously re-

marks, "here we have a glimpse of practices which

may well make the modern accoucheur shudder."

In the afternoon it was the duty of the assistant to

take the students through the wards again for the

purpose of clinical instruction and to reexamine
every patient who was in labor.

Not satisfied with the performance of his pre-

scribed duties, as outlined above, Semmelweis con-

tinued his researches into pathological anatomy in

the pathological institute during the early morning
hours before visiting his patients. This he did

chiefly to perfect his knowledge of the pathology

of gynecology and obstetrics. He was a most as-

siduous worker in pathology and, as he afterwards
stated, had by the practices just recounted unwit-
tingly consigned many an unfortunate woman to an
untimely grave.

During the year 1846 there were 460 deaths in

the first clinic and 105 in the second from puerperal

fever alone, in spite of all the then known treat-

ment in midwifery practice.

Other young obstetricians, the predecessors and
contemporaries of Semmelweis, were aware of these

facts, yet seemed to regard them with indifference.

In the spare time which they enjoyed between pro-

fessional work and social engagements they dis-

cussed, like the surgeons of our own day, small

variations in operations and modifications of instru-

ments, more or less trifling, or the introduction of

new therapeutic maneuvers, but Semmelweis took
little interest in such discussions.

It was under such circumstances that his imme-
diate successor, Carl Braun, invented his blunt

decapitation hook and other clinical assistants made
contributions to the technique of obstetric practice

which have since been forgotten. Semmelweis had
been cast in quite a different mold from his col-

leagues. He could not accept verbiage for reality,

nor amuse himself with toys. His heart bled for

the sufferers he saw sicken and die daily while un-
der his care. The constantly recurring questions

before his mind were : What is puerperal fever ?

How does it arise? What can be done to prevent
it? What treatment can prevail against it? With
the kindly sympathies of a strong man and the ten-

der heart of a woman he "was to exhibit in due
course the most cutting indignation and sarcastic

contempt for those students and nurses who by
their levity and carelessness endangered the lives

of the poor women" who were consigned to their

care.

In order to be able to appreciate, at least in part,

the enormous progress which this man made in un-
raveling the mystery which had hitherto shrouded
the etiology of puerperal fever, it is necessary to

consider briefly the various theories which had been
advanced in the long course of years to account for

its prevalence and mortalitv.
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While it will be impracticable to even mention
all of the almost innumerable theories which had
been brought forward from time to time, a short

reference to some of the more generally accepted

will serve to show something of the attitude -of

the medical mind in the early part of the last cen-

tury, and also can scarcely fail to be of some his-

torical interest.

Furthermore, as intimated above, only by this

means can the enormous debt which the world
owes to Semmelweis be even partly appreciated.

A case that occurred under the care of Dr. Johann
Chiari while Semmelweis was studying for the

degree of master of midwifery, and which he had
the opportunity of observing, serves to illustrate

the simple faith of that day in the supposed terrible

power of epidemic puerperal fever. It also casts

a strong side light upon the then prevalent methods
of practicing gynecology.
A woman suffering from a fibroid polypus of the

uterus was admitted to the clinic and the tumor
was removed in the usual way. The patient soon
showed the symptoms usually noted in puerperal
fever and shortly afterwards died. Post-mortem
examination revealed lesions identical with those
commonly found in puerperal fever. Dr. Chiari
explained this state of things by declaring that the
patient had actually died from puerperal fever, al-

though she had not been pregnant, nor passed
througii the puerperium. because, as he alleged, the
epidemic influence of the fever had become so strong
that it had even attacked and carried off non-
puerperal women. This, he explained, might hap-
pen in cases where the epidemic influences were ex-
ceptionally virulent. A marked instance one might
say of an explanation which does not explain. The
sort of talk which the casuists in medicine have
been wont to employ, and still do sometimes em-
ploy, as a cloak to their ignorance.

Sinclair, from whose "Life of Semmelweis" I

have been freely quoting, tells us that two prin-
cipal theories of the etiology of puerperal fever
were strongly prevalent up to at least the end
of the first third of the nineteenth century.
According to one of them the disease was a "milk
fever," Without having been able to lay my hand
upon a succinct statement of exactly what was
meant by the term "milk fever"—a term apparently
almost as common amongst physicians seventy-five
or eighty years ago as the term autointoxication is

among us to-day—I think that I am justified in de-
fining it as a fever which every lying-in woman
suffered from when her milk "came." As in those
filthy days probably every woman had some infec-
tion and showed some fibrile rise when lactation
was established, no doubt the fever was looked
upon_ as a necessary accompaniment of the process,
and in cases where the fever, instead of subsiding
in a few days, increased in virulence and intensity,
along with the development of lymphangitis, aden-
itis, pleurisy, peritonitis, and so forth, accompanied
by fibrinous exudates and mitastases, and finally
leading to death; the fever which was known to
have started when the process of lactation should
have begun seemed to have been caused by some
pathological change in the milk itself or some de-
rangement of the process.

This assumption would naturally be strengthened
by the disappearance of milk from the breasts and
the suppression of lactation so generally noted in
puerperal fever. The learned men of those days
talked about milk pneumonia, milk peritonitis, and

so on, evidently believing that the disease producing
milk had found its way into the lungs or into the

abdominal cavity. One French observer asserted

that he had found milk in its natural form inside

the peritoneum.
This theory had many supporters in England,

and that is probably why it was adopted by Boer,

afterwards the professor of obstetrics in the Vienna
School of Medicine, and the predecessor of Kline,

under whom Semmelweis served in the obstetric

clinic. Boer, it should be stated, had studied in

England where obstetrics were somewhat better

taught, it seems, than in Continental Europe, and
had carried the English ideas to Vienna and taught

them there. At all events Semmelweis, when he

became assistant to the First Obstetric Clinic in

Vienna, was what was called a "milk fever epidem-
icist," which seems to me to mean that he believed

that some epidemic influence interfered with, pre-

vented, or altered the secretion of the milk in par-

turient women, and changed this innocuous fluid

into a most deadly systemic poison.

The other common theory of the cause of child-

bed fever was that it came from the suppression of

the lochia. Smellie, the well-known English ob-

stetrician, was an advocate of this theory, and had
probably brought his opinions from France, where
they were taught in the School of Mauriceau, whose
influence as a teacher spread this doctrine over

W^estern Europe.
The so-called physiological school, as Sinclair

tersely remarks, a Incus a non luccndo, held to a

mixture of these two luminous theories, which were
really, it seems, much alike in so far as they ex-

plained the fever by attributing it to the alteration

or suppression of a natural bodily function.

The so-called gastric bilious fever theory had a

considerable vogue in England at one time. The
severe cases of puerperal fever were al.so called

putrid fever. Arising apparently at about the same
time and holding its ground for about a century

was the assumption that inflammation was the cen-

tral fact in child-bed fever. The advocates of this

doctrine naturally divided themselves into cliques

accordingly as they followed the teachings of dif-

ferent inclividuals who claimed that the trouble

might start in one or another of the organs of the

body, which might be the peritoneum, or the womb.
or the intestines, or even the omentum. \\'illiam

Hunter and, later, Baudelocque, were perhaps the

most prominent and influential advocates of the

theory of a primary peritonitis as the cause of

puerperal fever.

About the mirldle of the eighteenth century we
find the first reference to erysipelas as closely as-

sociated with child-bed fever. Gordon of Aber-

deen (1795) alleged that puerperal fever was an

erysipelas of the bowels and peritoneum. By the

middle of the nineteenth century the almost uni-

versal belief in England and America was that

erysipelas and puerperal fever were identical mal-

adies.

Another doctrine was maintaned more or less

strenuously during this time, which was apparently

at variance with the theory of the intimate relation-

ship between erysipelas and child-bed fever. This

maintained that the latter was really a disease siii

generis, independent as an entity, but most variable

in its phenomena, owing to fortuitous influences.

This belief still prevailed in England, even when
it was assumed that any zymotic disease was capable

of taking on the form of puerperal fever while con-
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cealing' its own most characteristic features. .\s

for example, scarlet fever, without its rash and
without its angina, was supposed to seize the lying-

in woman in the form of child-bed fever. "Nulla
febris est qure non alquando cadat in puerperam."
(There is no kind of fever which does not some-
times attack the lying-in woman.)

This pathological hodge-podge was calletl the
"variable" theory of puerperal fever as enunciated
by Eiseniann in 1837. No doubt my esteemed col-

league on this historical committee, my old friend
Dr. Harvey, recollects as I do similar theories of
the etiology of puerperal fever which were still

taught and believed when we were students.

Ultimately came the dawn of the wound-fever
theory as the internal factor in the causation of
this disease. Yet even in England, where
the most rational pioneer opinions had de-

veloped, there were for years and very likely

still are vestiges of a general belief in a contaginm,
and the pioneers of our modern pathology harked
back to a "specific something" an "unknown some-
thing," the divinnm aliquid, perhaps a specific pri-

mary change in the blood, which was alleged to

produce the local lesions.

During those long years when these chaotic ideas

prevailed regarding the internal factors in the etiol-

ogy of puerperal fever, the explanation of the ex-
ternal factors was still more vague and incompre-
hensible. Certain more or less clearly defined in-

fluences of an atmospheric, telluric, or cosmic na-

ture were alleged as causes of the disease. To
them the term genius cpidcmicus was applied, and
so evanescent were they alleged to be that mere
changes in the weather were constantly referred to

by some writers, especially German, French, and
even Scotch authors, as sufficient to account for the

greater or less prevalence of child-bed sickness.

A specially injurious entity, more fearsome by rea-

son of its mysterious origin, was alleged to be
developed and spread abroad in some unknown
way. It was called a miasma. This miasma, or

genius epidemictis, might extend over a vast area,

or it might be restricted to a single town, or even
a single building, such as a hospital, where it was
especially prone to develop if there was over-

crowding of pregnant or puerperal women—the

so-called "crowd poisoning" of our ancestors. This
was the theory to which Cruveilhier lent the weight
of his powerful authority.

It was believed by many that with a certain in-

tensity and extension of the malady a contagion
was brought into existence. According to this be-

lief a contagion represented a specific virus which
originated only in the diseased organism and that

from that point of origin could produce in another

individual the same disease. In some minds the

contagion assumed the form of a mysterious halo,

or areola, which clung to the unfortunate practi-

tioner who had come under its malign influence and
rendered him a source of danger wherever he went.

Coming near to the time when the doctrine of Sem-
melweis was announced we find an almost general

prevalence of the belief that the pregnant and puer-

peral woman was a thing unique in nature. This

theory of loaded blood and tissues generally, this

state of unstable equilibrium when the system was
hanging on the verge of fever and was especially

vulnerable to the influence of any adverse factor,

held the field for years, especially among the "older,

unteachable, obstetric mandarins of England." Yet

it had to give way finally before the advance of

modern thought and was the last barrier to the
sj)read of the present doctrine of the pathology of

child-bed fever.

It will take us too far afield to describe the doc-
trines of blood crasis and hyperinosis, which seem
lo have been lugged into this hypothetical pathology
to explain why the pregnant and parturient female
was assumed to be a being governed by suppositi-

tious laws which had no application to any other
living creature. We still find Virchow in 1861 and
Barnes in 1875 teaching the spontaneous origin of
child-bed fever. My venerable colleague and 1 can
still remember the talk about the locus niinoris rcsis-

tentiic and the malign effects of sudden emotions,
indiscretions in diet, and changes in the weather
upon lying-in women. Is it to be wondered at, then,

that when Semmelweis made his great discovery
he found, like Copernicus and Galileo, a wall of
prejudice and human vanity directly in his path,

which made his progress exceedingly difficult?

To return to the personal history of the subject
of this paper we find Semmelweis, in 1846, duly
installed as assistant to the Chair of Obstetrics and
in charge of the First Obstetric Clinic in the Vienna
( ieneral Hospital. He had observed that there were
between three and foiu- times as many deaths in

child-bed in the first clinic as in the second, and he
also reflected that students fresh from the operating-

room and the dead house freely examined the pa-
tients in the first clinic, while the midwives, who
had no such free access to cadaveric material, han-
dled and delivered the patients in the second clinic.

He also observed that it was especially the young
and vigorous primiparas, often powerfully built and
strong young women, whose first labors were nat-

urally tedious, who were most apt to suffer from the
dreaded child-bed fever.

So marked had the difference in the mortality
records of the two clinics become, that the patients

themselves were aware of the dangers of being
delivered in the first clinic, and begged and prayed
with tears and lamentations not to be sent into its

wards. Still the rule of sending every other patient
into the first clinic and the alternates into the second
was maintained. Except in the medical attendance
there seemed to be no difi^erence whatever in the
surroundings, appointments, and management of
the two clinics.

Semmelweis had noted all these things, but their

true significance had not yet dawned upon him. In

1847 (March 20) Professor Kolletschka, whom
Semmelweis especially honored and esteemed, re-

ceived a prick of the finger in making an autopsy.
He thereupon became afflicted with lymphangitis of
the arm, followed by pleurisy, pericarditis, periton-
itis, and meningitis, from which he died in a few
days after the initial infection. Shortly before his

death a metastasis occurred in one of his eyes. The
autopsy revealed a series of lesions identical with
those found after death from child-bed fever. As
Semmelweis says, "Excited as I then was, it entered
into my mind with irresistible clearness that the
disease from which Kolletschka had died was iden-
tical with that from which I had seen so many
lying-in women die." This instance, with its power-
ful .shock to his feelings, broke upon Semmelweis
like a revelation and led him to his great and im-
mortal discovery. The difference in the mortality
rates of the first and second obstetric clinics was
explained. It was because the students without
sufficiently cleansing their hands after handling
cadaveric material examined the lying-in women in
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the first clinic, while those in the second were not

exposed to this source of infection. It also ex-

plained why the voung and strong primiparse were

more prone to child-bed fevers in the hrst clinic

than the multipara:, simply because being in labor

longer they were examined more times and by more

students than those whose labors were shorter and

less interesting. Semmelweis immediately ordered

that every student before examining a woman in

the Iving-in wards should wash his hands thor-

oughlv in chlorine water. As a result the mortality

of paVturient women in the first chmc fell trom

12 per cent, to 3 per cent, in the course of two

months. ^ , , j -. „,i

In the month of March, 1848, the students and

professors, including Clinical Assistant Semmel-

weis, were busy with the military affairs of the

revolution, and the deliveries in the first clinic were

left almost entirely to chance and the care ot ttie

head midwife. Under this policy of non-interter-

ence not a single death occurred in that month.

During eight months of the previous year the mor-

talitv rate was as follows: In April and May of

every 100 parturient women over 18 died while in

the following six months, after the careful washing

of the hands of the students and prolessors with

chlorine water had been enjoined, out of ever>' 100

parturitions only 2.45 women died

Semmelweis had promulgated the following as-

sertions: "Puerperal fever must always be con-

sidered as a fever due to the absorption of decom-

posed animal, organic matter. This absorption may

result from anfo-infection (the product of infection

coming from the individual herself) or trom hereto-

infection (the product of decomposition commg

from without ) . Consequently not only the cadavers

of every age and of every sex, when they are m a

state of decomposition, but also the sick of every

ao-e and of everv sex whose disease is accompanied

by the decomposition of organic, animal matter, and

furthermore, every animal, organic tissue which

presents a certain degree of decomposition—every

one of these may be the starting point of puerperal

This is unquestionably sound pathological doc-

trine. Had Semmelweis only had some knowledge

of bacteriolog)' his name would have been brack-

eted with those of Lord Lister and Pasteur. How-

ever, he deserves far more recognition for what he

did than he has so far ever received, and doubtless

time, which makes all things equal, will do justice

to the reputation of a great and unselfish benefactor

of the human race. Like all promulgators of a new

and startling truth, he met with but scant apprecia-

tion when he first announced his discovery, and he

had the. misfortune to excite the enmity of his su-

perior. Professor Kline, who had little sympathy

for reformers, or even for investigators of any sort.

This latter functionary prevented Semmelweis from

obtaining a reappointment for two years as assistant

to the Obstetric Clinic, a privilege which had been

granted to his predecessor.

With the help of his satellites and the court fa-

vorites, both men and women, who had far too much
influence at that time in medical affairs in Vienna.

Kline proceeded to make Semmelweis' life in Vi-

enna as intolerable as possible. They denied his

assertions that by his method of prophylaxis the

mortality rate in the Obstetric Clinic had been re-

duced fourfold, and when Semmelweis demanded

access to the hospital records in proof of his state-

ments they forbade him the use of the records.

Semmelweis then applied for the position of pri-

vat docent in obstetrics. After some vexatious de-

lays this was granted him, but with certain humili-

ating conditions, probably intended to cause him to

decline the position. When certain of Semmelweis's

friends demanded the appointment of a commission

to investigate the claims which he had made, the

court party succeeded in preventing the investiga-

tion and began a counter attack upon Skoda, Sem-
melweis's principal champion, alleging that he en-

tertained "materialistic opinions," whatever that

may have meant. This contest waxed exceeding

warm and the laity and the clergy, then as now
quite ready to mix up in a quarrel, the bearings of

which they could not comprehend, took a full part

in the proceedings.

Semmelweis, whose native modesty had for

a long time prevented him from accepting the

invitation of the Vienna Medical Society to

expound his views before them, finally ap-

parently stung into action by the persecution to

which he had been subjected, came before the so-

ciety and set forth his claims with the proofs. He
was exceedingly well received and was elected a

member of the society. This was in 1850. Yet

this partial triumph seemed to redouble the efforts

of his enemies to drive him out of Vienna. Finally

he yielded to the pressure, suddenly going back to

his native town, Budapest, in Hungary.
So far as the advancement of his doctrine and the

establishment of the truth of his great and beneficent

discovery was concerned, his retreat from Vienna

without even bidding his friends good-bye, was a

bad move, as by so doing he alienated some excel-

lent and powerful friends, including Skoda, whose

energy and fearlessness had enabled him to triumph

over the same stupid and malicious coterie that was
persecuting Semmelweis. The sudden departure

of the latter from the field of battle also gave the

reactionaries an opportunity to say that there was
nothing in his claims, or he would have remained

at his post to defend them.

Some of the students of his life think that his

sudden and ill-judged retreat from \^ienna was due

to an uncontrollable impulse and was an early mani-

festation of the mental malady which finally carried

him into an insane asylum.

We have no time to follow this interesting man
into his new field of labor, where his great learning

and industry finally brought him sufficient recogni-

tion to secure him the chair of obstetrics in the local

hospital, and where his abilities secured him a living

practice. He wrote a book setting forth his theory

and its proof. The latter part of the work, particu-

larly, is burdened by long and ill-natured tirades

against his enemies and those who refused to accept

his doctrine, showing a gradual undermining of his

crisp and vigorous intellect by the increasing mental

alienation.

He gradually became more and more subject

to alternating periods of mental exaltation

and depression, and finally, in July, 1865, it was
found necessary to take him to an insane asylum

near Vienna. It was then ascertained that he had a

gangrenous wound of one finger which had in-

volved a joint and gradually extended up the arm,

producing lymphangitis and adenitis ; metastases

formed and the disease finally assumed the form of

pyopneumothorax, from which he died on August
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13. 1865, within a fortnight after having- left his

home in Budapest.

It is a remarkable thing that he died of the
disease which he had all his life fought so vigor-
ously and finally succeeded in explaining so clearly.

There was quite as much reason really for calling

his fatal malady puerperal fever as for saying that

the septicemia that carried oflf the patient of his

friend Dr. Chiari in 1844, of which we have already
spoken, was puerperal fever. An autopsy revealed

the fact that Semmelweis had suffered from chronic
degenerative changes in the brain and that those
changes had been progressing for a considerable

time.

While modern obstetrics and gynecology un-
doubtedly received their present great advance in

antisepsis from surgery, especially from the epoch-
making teaching of Lister, it is safe to say that if

Semmelweis's teachings had been followed to their

logical conclusions they would so far have revolu-

tionized medical thought that surgery would have
been indebted to midwifery instead of midwifery
being indebted to surgery for the greatest advance
ever made in the healing art, viz., asepsis. Curi-
ously enough in this connection we note that in a

report of Haller's on the work of the General Hos-
pital in Vienna several pages are devoted to a dis-

cussion of Semmelweis's discovery, and the opinion

is expressed that its bearing should be of inestim-

able importance to surgery. This was in the spring

of 1849 3nd was probably the first time in the his-

tory of medicine that any suggestion had been made
regarding the importance of observing prophylaxis,

that is, asepsis, in surgical practice. As might
have been expected, the solemn, conventional pro-

fessors and teachers of surgery in the General Hos-
pital smiled sarcastically at their colleague the phy-
sician who was so imprudent as to entertain any
views upon surgical questions, and they treated his

inspired suggestion with the same lofty disdain thai

Sinclair tells us the "unteachable obstetric man-
darins of England" showed toward the first an-

nouncement of the great truths underlying tlie

wound theory of the etiology of puerperal fever.

Semmelweis's great discovery was really no in-

spiration nor a revelation from heaven. It came,
as nearly as all good things in science and educa-
tion have come, to the trained and receptive mind
of a faithful and painstaking worker in an especial

field after years of study and careful thought. The
death of his friend Kolletschka from an autopsy
wound revealed the great truth to Semmelweis that

the poor women in the first obstetric clinic were
really dying of autopsy wounds. Semmelweis's in-

terpretation of this phenomenon was as truly a sci-

entific triumph as Newton's interpretation of the

phenomenon of the falling apple. Both phenomena
were common enough, yet in both cases it took a

scientific intellect trained and directed by years of

painstaking research to interpret the underlying

causes correctly and thereby confer upon mankind
inestimable and eternal benefits.

I cannot close this meager account of a most
interesting personage without paying a tribute to

his kind and manly heart. Had his pity not been

stirred by the unfortunate women condemned to

suffering and death while paying to nature the

sacred debt of perpetuating their species, probably

his great discovery would never have been made.
"Consider," says Carlyle, "how the beginning of

all thought worth the name is love, and the wise

head never vet was without the generous heart."

THE ETIOLOGY OF PROSTATIC HYPER-
TROPHY.

By EDCVR G. BALLENGER, M.n.,

ATLANTA, GA.,

LECTURER ON GENITOURINARY DISEASES, ATLANTA SCHOOL OF MEnlCINE.

In order that the connection between the different

parts of the paper may be clearer I will begin witTi

a synopsis of my argument. None of the many
alleged causes of the gradual progressive enlarge-

ment of the prostate gland in elderly men has been

accepted as the true cause of this hypertrophy
which occurs in about one-third of all men after 50
years of age (Thompson). This frequency implies

that the cause is of very common occurrence. One
of the first questions to ask is, "What can cause
hypertrophy ?" Adami says toxic irritation, small

in amount and long continued, may cause over-

growth of the tissues subjected to such an irritant.

The next question to suggest itself is, "Can a toxic

irritant be found in the prostate glands of a suffi-

ciently great number of men for it to be a possible

cause of overgrowth in such a large percentage of

elderly men?" The answer to this is yes. A mere
glance through a microscope at preparations of the

prostatic secretion, using the Reichert dark field

illuminator, or stained so that the germs are seen

actively motile, would be a much more convincing

and also a startling answer, as millions of micro-
organisms can be seen, and this, too, from a pros-

tate gland that is not inflamed ; the largest number
of germs being present when no pus cells are found
in the secretion. These millions of bacteria have
been demonstrated in the prostates of no patients

during the past year, and finding them in so many
patients with sexual neuroses, hyperesthesia of the

deep urethra, occasional mild irritation of the blad-

der, itching of the urethra, "morning drop" dis-

charges, etc., has done more to clear up these dark
places in my work than any tests I have heretofore
used. It is the enormous number of these non-
pyogenic and almost nonpathogenic (excepting the

hypertrophy) colon bacilli and staphylococci (occa-

sionally other organisms) which I claim produce the

mild persistent toxin which it is admitted by pathol-

ogists might cause hypertrophy.
Those who doubt my findings may easily verify

them by a series of examinations of prostatic secre-

tion obtained and stained according to the tech-

nique described later, or by the dark field illumina-

tion.

Many observers have noted the fact that from the

pathologic standpoint the hypertrophied gland pre-

sents features characteristic of growths of inflam-
matory origin, and yet the histories often do not
give the symptoms of inflammatory disturbances.
They do, however, nearly always show the symp-
toms of these low grade infections. In carrying out
these observations and studies I have attempted to

verify the essential features of other work along
this line, and to correlate them with my own find-

ings, and I think the most convincing part is their

complete accord with the clinical histories, bac-
teriologic and pathologic reports of a large number
of careful workers in all of the different phases of
this subject.

Among the alleged causes of prostatic hyper-
trophy nearly all of them are causative factors of
the above-mentioned irritative infections (not in-

flammations). The study of bacteriuria and bacterial

infections demonstrates how large is the number of
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ways in which infections of the genitourinary tract

may occur. Keyes says "bacteriuria is usually per-

petuated by a renal or a prostatic lesion" ; it is with

the latter that this paper has chiefly to deal, although

many phases of the character and sources of genito-

urinary infections will be discussed.

With this prostatic bacteriuria in mind the argu-

ment of my whole paper revolves around the follow-

ing paragraph : Under the head of irritative over-

growth Adami says : "I have already dwelt upon the

fact that substances which, in larger amounts and

greater concentration, are toxic, leading to degener-

ation of tissues or arrest of function, often, in small

amounts, act as direct stimuli to cells—and one of

the effects of stimulation of the cells to increased

activity may be increased growth." Whether the

toxin leads to increased absorption and assimilation

on its own part, or whether it produces a nutritional

hypertrophy due to hyperemia, does not concern

us in the present work, but rather the more im-

portant fact that toxic irritation, small in amount

and long continued, can produce overgrowth of the

tissues subjected to such an irritant. This being

the opinion of Adami, a pathologist of the highest

standing, my contention is that in the light of our

present knowledge it does not seem unreasonable to

assume that the toxins liberated by these mild germs

cause the progressive chronic enlargement m
elderly men. That there are other causes of pros-

tatic enlargement, such as true adenomata, fibro-

mata, myomata, carcinomata, and sarcomata, I read-

ily admit. It also seems quite likely that the very

small, hard, fibrous prostate is the result, at least

at times, of a species of cicatricial change subsequent

to very acute or destructive inflammation of the

prostate. All of the above-mentioned enlargements

are admittedly far less frequently encountered than

is the ordinary form of prostatic hypertrophy.

I fully realize that the presence of these germs in

the prostate gland even when enlarged does not

prove that they cause the enlargement. Nor do I

think direct proof or disproof possible. I have col-

lected, therefore, as much collateral and circum-

stantial evidence as was possible with reasonable

effort, hoping that I might at least enlist the assist-

ance of other investigators whose reports and future

observations might solve definitely this pathologic

riddle and perhaps lead to its satisfactory prophy-

lactic treatment.

History.—Home thought the cause of prostatic

hypertrophy to be the slow return of blood from
the neck of the bladder, with a habitual congestion

of the part. Sir Astley Cooper believed enlarge-

ment of the prostate to be the consequence of age.

Velpau, Paget, and Billroth thought the liypertrophy

a true tumor formation (neoplasm). Brodie be-

lieved it a part of a general senile change. Thomp-
son, and many writers in the early part of the nine-

teenth century, believed it to be of inflammatory
origin. Guyon regarded it as merely a local mani-
festation of a disseminated arterial sclerosis or gen-

eral atheroma. Reginald Harrison thought it the

nature of a compensatory hypertrophy to overcome
the primary depression of the floor of the bladder.

Sir Charles Bell asserted that an irritation of the

bladder with a frequent contraction of this viscus

resulted in prostatic hypertrophy. Ammusat
claimed that it is observed most frequently in elderly

men who have for a long time used sounds or
bougies upon themselves (Lydston). Desault found
it very common in elderly men who had numerous
attacks of gonorrhea. Lydston says, "A certain

amount of diffuse hyperplasia from prolonged hy-

peremia incidental to various causes of irritation

probably exists in many men under middle age."

Sir Henry Thompson found prostatic hypertrophy
in 34 per cent, of men after 60 years of age, and
that it produces manifest symptoms in about 15 or

16 per cent, of the cases in which it is enlarged. He
thought it inflammatory. Virchow and Gouley be-

lieved that it \va> due to chronic inflammation which

started in the glandular substance of the prostate.

Wilson claims that strict celibacy, on the one hand,

and venereal excess on the other are alike produc-

tive of hypertrophy, though admitting exceptional

cases in persons living abstemious lives. The elder

Gross laid great stress upon irritation and habitual

engorgement as a cause of hypertrophy. Are not

the majority of these observations in a way recon-

ciled by the presence of the irritative infection of

the prostate?

^lore recently Ciechanowsky reached the con-

clusion, from a study of pathologic histology of the

enlarged prostate, that both the glandular and the

fibrous overgrowths of the prostate are the long-

delayed result of gonorrheal inflammation, insidious

in onset, slow in course, and for many years, per-

haps, entirely latent. Crandon, and Green, and

Brooks have made similar studies, and reached the

same conclusion.

In refuting Ciechanowsky's views. Keyes has col-

lected the histories of a large number of patients

who have had prolonged attacks of gonorrhea, but

did not find that tliey showed any special tendency

to prostatic hvpertrophy. "This," he says, "taken

in connection with the fact that every established

genitourinary practitioner can call to mind many
prostatics who he may be morally certain never had

gonorrhea, seems to establish the fact that prostatic

hypertrophy is not necessarily gonorrheal, but may
be due to congestion of the sexual organs, to sexual

excess or continence, to gonorrhea, or simply to ad-

vancing years."

Casper asserts that "neither the history of cases

nor pathological investigation lends Ciechanowsky's

theory support. In fact, the exact reverse is true.

It is certain that there are men who have had

gonorrhea and prostatitis for years without the

production of prostatic hypertrophy, and conversely,

he says, he has known many persons with enlarged

prostates who never had gonorrhea." Adams says,

"We know, however, that the process begins in the

neighborhood of the glandular elements."

Pathological Histology.—Examination of a micro-

scopical field from an enlarged prostate shows most

noticeably, as a rule, increase in the glandular struc-

ture. Some have thought that new acini were

formed, as in the case of the true adenomata ob-

served in the mammary gland, where the chief path-

ological change evident is the preponderance of

glandular tissues over the normally present fibrous

reticulum ; but in the prostrate the process does not

appear to be one of true tumor formation, since the

acini are merely dilated gland tubules which though

previously present were then insignificant in size

(Deaver).
Gouley says that the view of certain modern

writers to regard chronic progressive enlargement

of the prostate as a true adenoma is not in accord

with our present definition of this term. Deaver

asserts that "most recent writers have returned to

the original view of an inflammatory cause and re-

ject altogether the adenomatous theory." Deaver

also says, "Nevertheless, practically every one is
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agreed that there do exist two main pathological
characters under which enlargement of the prostate
gland is seen : one where there is a disproportionate

increase in the glandular elements, and, second,

where an increase in the stroma of the gland is con-
spicuous. In either case the increase may be local

or general, or both processes may coexist, one ex-
ceeding the other in different parts of the same
organ.

Young has observed from a study of sections of

the prostate gland when inflamed that the "pros-
tatitis is usually segmental in character, that it is

most marked about certain groups of glands, and it

is this which often produces the irregularity of the

surface and nodular condition which is found on
palpation." This being true of prostatitis, it would
not seem unreasonable to assume a similar condition

with different degrees of infection of various fol-

licles would account for irregularities in the shape

of the hypertrophied prostate.

Casper says, "Overgrowth of the glandular sub-

stance, however, is rare; it is usually destroyed,

stroma being the portion which hypertrophies. I

have, however, often seen considerable enlargement
of the prostate as early in life as the middle, and
even the beginning of the fourth decade." He
thinks adenomata are very rare.

A form of prostatic obstruction may result from
inflammation which differs from the progressive

enlargement in that the former is of small size and
is firm or fibrous in consistency. It contains none of

the lobulations of the true hypertrophy (Young.)
Such prostates may result from active inflamma-

tion where the round cell infiltration becomes trans-

formed into fibrous tissue before it is absorbed, or

perhaps it may arise from a persistent subacute in-

flammation, which ultimately forms the fibrous

prostate.

"No given example of hypertrophy adheres strict-

ly to any one type ; indeed, it is the rule to find all

three types existing in different parts of the speci-

men : in one place a diffuse soft enlargement, in

another dense masses of fibrous tissue, and scat-

tered everywhere enucleable tumors, large and
small, the larger ones complex in structure."

(Keyes' last edition.) "These changes are due. as

we have seen in the preceding paragraphs, to

chronic interstitial fibrosis of the prostate ; and

however descriptive the terms adenoma and fibroma

may be in this connection, we must remember that

in using them we do not refer to true neoplasms,

but to the pseudoneoplasms resulting from inflam-

mation of the gland."

Organisms.—In my own work, as well as in near-

ly all of the reports and writings which T have
consulted, there is a significant uniformity in tlie

frequency with which colon bacilli and staphylococci

are found in the genitourinary organs. In fact, so

great is the preponderance of these organisms that

all others sink into a relative insignificance.

The culture of thirty-one patients with subchronic

prostatic inflammation grown for me by Dr. Edgar
Paullin (to whom I am under many obligations for

his skillful services in isolating and identifying these

organisms) showed germs belonging to one or both

of these groups in every instance. The Staphylo-

coccus albus grew in the cultures of 14 patients;

Staphylococcus aureus in 10; the colon bacillus in

10; Staphylococcus citrius in i. The staphylococci

alone were found in 15, colon bacilli alone in 9, and

were mixed in 7; the Staphylococcus aureus and

albus were found together in 6.

These observations are in accord with most of

the work done by others in determining the kind of

germs present in bacteriuria and genitourinary in-

fections.

At times the colon bacilli appeared as cocci when
first grown, and later assumed their usual form.

This accounts for some of the motile cocci seen in

ihe specimens. I think the motile colon bacilli also

cause the staphylococci to seem to be moving when
in reality they are knocked around by the myriads

of colon bacilli.

Neither my own work nor that of most writers

on this subject proves absolutely from the cultures

that the germs which grow are from the prostate

gland, as the urethra, especially the anterior portion,

is always infected to a greater or less extent with a

variety of organisms.

It is not, however, upon the cultures that I have
depended to determine the presence of the millions

of bacteria in the prostatic secretion, but upon
microscopic preparations after thorough irrigation

of the urethra and bladder, though cultures were
made from thirty-one patients.

Cohn made cultures from twelve cases of pros-

tatitis, using the following method : "Irrigate the

outer urethra with boric acid till the fluid flows

away clear ; insert a sterile endoscopic tube in the

urethra as far as the bulb
; dry it with sterile cotton

;

massage the prostate gland ; finally transfer the

secretion from the tube to the culture by a platinum
loop or a pleget of cotton." He found the Staphylo-
coccus albus II times, streptococci 3 times, colon

bacilli once and a Gram positive diplobacillus twice,

and an unrecognized bacillus once.

Nottshaft grew cultures from 120 cases of

chronic prostatitis which presented themselves from
twelve to thirty years after the last gonorrhea, and
besides the gonococcus he found micrococci i ig

times, bacilli 15 times, and other bacteria 14 times.

His technique was as follows : After the patient

had urinated the urethra and bladder were irrigated

with boric acid, then with physiological salt solu-

tion. The glans penis was "disinfected," then the

prostate was massaged and the secretion caught, as

it appeared at the meatus, in a sterile vessel. Both
cultures and smears were made.

Sa.xe reported 130 cases of gonorrheal infections

from six months' to eighteen years' duration. Of
the 108 cases with prostatitis 28.7 per cent, showed
gonococci in the prostatic secretion. Mixed infec-

tion was found in the prostate in 86 per cent, of

the patients. Staphylococci, 74 per cent. ; diplococci,

10 per cent., and streptococci in 7.6 per cent. Thir-
teen cases showed absolutel)' clear urine, although
the smears showed prostatic infection.

.^s further proof that these infections often fol-

low acute gonorrhea, I quote the following from
Keyes: "The gonococcus alone, unaided by any
predetermining cause, may excite an acute cystitis

;

in such cystitis the urine is acid and this purely
gonorrheal cystitis recovers or is replaced by a sec-

ondary mixed infection so that the gonococci, if

still present, can no longer be found. Hence, that
striking clinical condition, acute gonorrheal cystitis,

may be accepted as purely gonococcal in origin

;

while nearly all of the chronic manifestations in the
bladder are due to secondary infection by the
Bacillus coll and pyogenic cocci that everywhere fol-

low in the wake of the gonococcus to perpetuate the
inflammation inaugurated by it."

Posner says, "To-day it is recognized that with-
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out any external interference and without any in-

volvement of the neighboring organs urinary infec-

tion may occur." Anders asserts that there are

probably few specimens of urine that do not contain

bacteria. Reymond and Van Calcar believe the

colon bacilli pass directly out of the rectum and into

the bladder, where there is constipation or other

intestinal obstruction.

Speaking of the prostatic type of bacteriuria,

Keyes says, "there may or may not be prostatic hy-

pertrophy." This would appear to show that he has

seen it in hypertrophy. He says the distinction be-

tween pyelonephritic and prostatic bacteriuria may
not be easy in a given case. "Indeed, the two may
doubtless coexist. Yet an alkaline bacteriuria is

almost invariably prostatic ; a bacteriuria following

gonorrhea or due to instrumentation or to stricture

is probably prostatic. A bacteriuria occurring dur-

ing the course of a prostatitis or of a prostatic hy-

pertrophy is doubtless prostatic. Finally, the ex-

pressed prostatic secretion after urethral and vesical

irrigation will be found to contain the incriminated

bacteria in great number if the bacteriuria is pros-

tatic."

Corner has had the urethral discharges examined
in fifty cases, and found gonococci in 46 per cent.,

and other organisms in 54 per cent. Among the

latter colon bacilli and staphylococci were found to

predominate.

In discussing bacteriuria Geraghty says, "It is

well known that both the Staphylococcus albus and
the Bacillus coli communis may have little or no
pathogenicity, and this explains to a certain extent

why the growth and persistence in the urinary tract

(of the germs) occur without producing inflam-

matory phenomena."
Whiteside, emphasizing the importance of non-

venereal infections of the urinary tract other than
tuberculous, has recently asserted that nonspecific

infections are more common than is generally sup-
posed, and that the severity of the symptoms ranges
all the way from the very transitory irritations to

chronic cystitis. In many of these he has found
that the "colon bacillus is the infecting germ; in

others the Staphylococcus albus. the pneumococcus,
and a short square ended bacillus may be found in

pure culture, or sometimes two or more kinds
together." Young says, "it seems probable that

multiple infection is not uncommon." Chute has col-

lected and reported cases of alkaline bacteriuria
and mild infections due to Staphylococcus pyogenes
albus. In these no ammonical decomposition oc-
curred. Gassman reported a case of cocciuria as-

sociated with seminal vesiculitis and double epididy-
mitis. Krogius reported two cases of bacteriuria
with a prostatitis as a probable cause, and Goldberg
one such case accompanying seminal vesiculitis.

Young remarks many surgeons can recall similar
instances in their work.

In the fifth annual report of the Henry Phipps
Institute it is recorded that in 185 kidneys which
were examined bacteriologically and cultures grown
microorganisms were found in 82, while none were
found in 103—streptococci, 28 per cent. ; Staphylo-
coccus aureus, 8.5 per cent. ; Bacterium coli coin-

mime, 48.8 per cent.— (this last was the most com-
mon during the last year, being found 1 1 times out
of 20 positive cultures, total number being ex-
amined, 62).
Typhoid bacteriuria occurs in from 15 to 30 per

cent, of all cases of typhoid fever, and while the
bacilli usually spontaneously disappear from the
urine they may remain for years. The urine is acid

and closely resembles that of bacillus coli bac-

teriuria (Keyes).
In discussing Rovsing's view that colon bacilli

never cause cystitis, Keyes says, "Numerous attest-

ed cases of cystitis prove it (the colon bacillus) is

not always as innocent as Rovsing believes— (Keyes
records in a footnote 'these usually originate from
a bacillus coli prostatitis') while the increasing

number of reported cases of bacteriuria containing

bacillus coli in pure culture show that its venom has

been overestimated in the opposite camp." (Mel-

choir and Albarran and Halle, who assailed Rov-
sing's position.)

Bacteriuria was first described in 1881 by Rob-
erts ; since then, an increasing number of observa-

tions have been reported and the condition studied

by many workers, especially Rovsing, Krogius,

Janet, Jeanbrau, Geraghty, and others have recog-

nized its not infrequent occurrence. The term bac-

teriuria is limited to conditions characterized by the

presence of enormous numbers of bacteria in the

freshly voided urine without any pronounced symp-
toms of inflammation of the urinary tract. Rovsing
has observed two types of the affection, one in

which the urine is absolutely free from pus, another

in which a few pus cells are present, Init the peculiar

cloudiness of the urine is due to bacteria. The writer

has distinguished these two types both in the pros-

tatic infections and in renal or bladder bacteriuria.

Of bacteriuria Casper says, "Many of the or-

ganisms are merely excreted in the urine, having
their origin in the distant parts of the body and pass

through the kidneys into the bladder without caus-

ing disease of the latter organ." Fresh normal
urine is sterile.

For a number of years I have observed patients

with sexual hyperesthesia, or the so-called sexual

neuroses, without demonstrable lesions to account

for the persistence of the symptoms. Rarely did

smears of the prostatic secretion show sufficient or-

ganisms to lead me to believe the germs to be the

cause of the trouble. In studying the prostatic

secretion of these patients, however, with the Reich-

ert dark field illuminator, my attention was at once
strikingly focussed upon the large number of motile

organisms frequently seen in specimens free from
pus cells. Later I found that a drop of this dis-

charge, mixed with a i per cent, aqueous solution

of dahlia, over which was placed a cover glass,

enabled me to see more readily these actively motile

organisms. Since that time about 140 patients

have been examined in this manner to determine if

there was a bacteriuria or prostatic infection. In

the present report I have not included the patients

where pus was present except in small amounts, as

such cases come under the heading of the inflam-

matory conditions, which are much better under-
stood than are these "subchronic" infections.

In no patients with very mild genitourinary

irritation or slight affections of the sexual organs,
a large number of mildly pathogenic organisms
were observed in the prostate gland, seminal vesicles,

or in the urine. Cultures of thirty-one of these

showed the germs to belong to the colon bacillus

group, or to the staphylococcus group. A surpris-

ingly uniform and well-defined symptom complex
was found to attend these infections.

Etiology.—Usually the origin or at least a pos-
sible source of the infection could be found in the

past history of the patient. Gonorrheal urethritis

and instrumentation seemed to be the most likely

and the most frequent of the possible causes.

Probably three-fourths of the patients gave a
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history of acute inflammation of the urethra which
had been apparently cured, or ahnost cured, and yet

at times a little irritation would develop at the neck
of the bladder at more or less frequent intervals,

and lead the patient to believe that he was uncurcd,
and about to have a recrudescence of the original

gonorrhea. Not infrequently there was a history

of the passage of sounds for a considerable period
of time, and often with temporary relief of the
"uneasy" feeling in the urethra. (Of course,
urethral strictures have been excluded from this

report.) Very frequently there were evidences of

rectal or anal lesions such as hemorrhoids, fissures,

fistuljE, ulcerations, pruritus ani, etc. Ten patients

with enormous numbers of these mildly pathogenic
organisms in the prostate gave no history of urethral

inflammation of any kind or of urethral instru-

mentation, but they all admitted having indulged to

excess in masturbation, prolonged ungratified sex-

ual excitement, or having remained continent for a

prolonged time.

Anything which produces a continued congestion
of the genital organs seems to act as a causative
factor, and to favor the development of prostatic

and vesicular infection. Rovsing has reported 285
cases of colon bacillus infections of the urinary
passages ; in 180 the disease arose as an acute
nephritis or hydronephrosis in patients who had
never been catheterized. He believes that in many
cases the colon bacillus reached the urinary organs
through the blood stream, and that some of the

starting points were tonsillitis, cholecvstitis, acute

enteritis, appendicitis, colitis, cancer of the colon,

and typhoid fever.

Fuller, speaking of colon bacilli in the chronic
inflammations of the seminal vesicles, says they
are to be expected in nearly all such cases. "A
seminal vesicle which long remains pathologic from
any primary cause can hardly escape colon bacillus

infection, owing to its position in close opposition

to the rectal wall." The same probably is true of

the chronically congested prostate gland, and this

probability is greatly increased if we bear in mind
the additional danger of infection from the urine,

from kidneys diseased as those reported by Rovsing,
or from organisms of hemotogenous origin pass-

ing through healthy kidneys.
With all of these possible sources of infection

one hesitates to express an opinion as to which is

actually the most frequent one. Raymond and Van
Calcar go even further and claim that colon bacilli

pass directly through the rectal wall into the bladder
when there is constipation, or rather, intestinal ob-

struction.

Symptoms.—The symptoms are usually those of

a very mild urethritis, with a little irritation at the

neck of the bladder, and mild svmptoms sometimes
referred from this region. A very common symp-
tom is itching in the urethra, not severe, as a rule,

but often returning without any apparent reason.

The patients also frequently complained of a sensa-

tion as if discharge were escaping from the urethra,

and yet upon examination no discharge would be
found. Occasionally sharp, fleeting pains were ob-

served in the urethra, penis, or prostate. A "morn-
ing drop" of nuicus or mucopus was found in some
of the patients, while in others it was persistently

absent.

Well marked sexual impotence was found in 10

out of the no patients; about 72 experienced pre-

mature ejaculation, and a few complained of pain,

or burning, in the deep urethra during the

orgasm or immediately after its occurrence.

Mild rheumatism, involving the knee, hip, shoul-

der, wrist, ankle, and other joints, was observed
in 25 patients. The rheumatism was characterized

by its mildness and persistency, being amenable to

no ordinary form of antirheumatic treatment.

Slight pain, or aching in the lower part of the back,

was of frequent occurrence, and was of the char-

acter often seen in chronic prostatitis.

The conditions I have previously considered
sexual neuroses and hyperesthesia, where the dis-

turbance was all out of proportion to the inflam-

matory products, have in every instance shown the
prostate to be infected with these mild organisms.

In 69 of the patients the urine showed a

few mucous shreds ; in 20 it was macroscopically
clear, but at times it would become slightly cloudy,
or opalescent, resembling urine in which there is a
slight precipitation of phosphates. This cloudiness
was due to microorganisms which at times caused
the urine to have an unusually disagreeable odor,
especially if it was allowed to stand for any length
of time. A number of observers have found that

bacteriuria due to colon bacilli produces an acid
urine, but when due to staphylococci it is likely to
be alkahne. This, as a rule, has been confirmed, but
exceptions are not unusual. Neither filtration nor
centrifugation will clear the urine of this cloudiness.
The size of the prostate gland seemed to vary

in size almost always directly in proportion to

duration of the infection in the patients where a

definite history could be obtained as to the ap-
proximate date of the infection. In some patients
it was impossible to estimate the duration of the
trouble. The age of the patients was from
19 to 65 ; nearly all of the older ones showed
distinct increase in size, while several patients be-
tween 40 and 65, with well-marked hypertrophy,
but free from pus infections, showed large numbers
of germs, although the urine was macroscopically
clear. I have not yet seen a patient with an unin-
flamed hypertrophied gland from which the secre-

tion did not show an infection. Unfortunately,
many of the patients with well-developed hyper-
trophy had pyogenic infection with true inflamma-
tion of the bladder urethra or bladder, and were
thus excluded from the class of patients included in

this report, as these changes are secondary to the
hypertrophy. It is from the beginning enlargement
rather than from the fully developed cases that our
studies of the etiology will be productive of results.

Where there was not a distinct enlargement, as
in the older men examined, there was gener-
ally a sensation of firmness rather than of
"bogginess" or "congestion" observed in chronic
inflammations ; others appeared to be of normal
size, and some even smaller than usual. The pa-
tients nearly always complained of undue tender-
ness of the glands during the massage. The secre-
tion, as a rule, was rather small in amount and
looked much like diluted milk. A peculiar feature
was that the large acutely inflamed glands, as a rule,

showed very few germs and in the secretion from
chronic inflammation the organisms rarely were as
numerous in that which was free from pus. While
this was almost always true of the prostate, it was
variable in the urethral and bladder inflammations,
as here sometimes millions of organisms were pres-
ent with much pus.

One of the most significant cases was a patient.

29 years of age, with epispadias, the entire roof of
the urethra being deficient. The prostate was about
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three times the normal size and reeking with mil-

Hons of germs, but no pus was present. A glance

at the fertile soil afforded by the urethra and moist

mucosa was sufficient to convince one that the

deeper parts must of necessity have been infected

in childhood or early youth if not during infancy.

No other cause could be found which seemed to

have any bearing upon the hypertrophy of the pros-

tate in this case.

Technique.—An irrigation of the urethra and

bladder is given according to the Janet-yalentine

method with a normal saline solution until one to

two quarts of the solution has been used. Having

the bladder partly filled with the irrigating fluid, the

prostrate is then massaged and a drop of the secre-

tion which appears at the meatus is placed on a

slide ; a drop of a freshly prepared i per cent,

aqueous solution dahlia is mixed with this drop of

secretion. A cover glass then placed over it is

sealed in place by applying melted white wax or

paraffin around its rim with a camel's hair brush.

As a confusing precipitate forms at times, and

especially when the specimen contains urine, it

should be placed under the lens of the microscope

and allowed to remain in this position for 15 or 20

minutes or longer, to allow the precipitate to settle

to the bottom and become quiet, otherwise the

Brownian movement of these minute bodies might

be mistaken for motile organisms.

The germs remain motile for a few days to a

week, and a positive diagnosis may be easily made
by a series of subsequent examinations, when their

n'lotility differentiates them from the debris which

settles and becomes motionless. If preferred, the

specimen may be viewed with the dark field illu-

mination and the diagnosis thus made. Fixed

smears may also be made and stained in the usual

manner, but these' rarely give as accurate an idea

of the presence of microorganisms as does the above

method.
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THE ANTI-TUBERCULOSIS PROPA-
GANDA.*

By JOHN B. HUBER, A.M., M.D.,

NEW YORK.

PROFESSOR OF PULMONARY DISEASES FORDHAM UNIVERSITY UEDXCAL
school; medical expert N. Y. state department OF HEALTH;

VISITING PHYSICIAN ST. JOSEPH'S HOME FOR CON-
SUMPTIVES; examiner the white HAVEN

SANATORIUM, ETC.

We shall get much inspiration and encouragement
in this crusade if we consider the tuberculosis situa-

tion before and since Koch's epochal discoverv in

1882.

Tuberculosis, or consumption, is probably as old

a disease as the human race. At any rate, more
than twenty centuries ago Hippocrates, the father

of medicine, spoke of it as the disease which caused

the most suft"ering and the greatest number of

deaths. And since his time, throughout the ages,

consumption has ever been the greatest destroyer of

mankind. Such diseases as smallpox, cholera and
the bubonic plague have never been in the nmning
with consumption. During the nineteenth century

14,000,000 died in wars, either through camp dis-

ease or by the bullet and the sword ; while in that

century at least 30,000,000 succumbed to consump-
tion.

Up to our own time one death in seven from in-

fancy and old age has on the average been due to

tuberculosis, while between the ages of fifteen and
forty-five one-third to one-fourth, and sometimes

one-half of all lives have been sacrificed. Think
of this : Between the fifteenth and forty-fifth years,

the years when young men and women are entitled

to look forward' to marriage, between those years

when men should be strong to work for and main-

tain their families, when wives should be strong to

rear and bring up their children, when you and I

should be strong to do the world's work—every

third or fourth among us has succumbed to the

great white plague. And among our negro brethren

every other adult has died of consumption, though

this unfortunate race never knew anything about the

disease until we benevolent whites decided to confer

upon it the blessings of civilization. Our Indian

wards—what irony does the term convey?—have

been dying off in greater numbers than the negro,

and in much greater number than our white popula-

tion—so states the Bureau of the Census in Wash-
ington. Like the negro, the Indian never knew con-

sumption before our blessed advent ; neither did he

know the curse of rum ; and now our tubercle

bacillus and our fire water are fast wiping that

once splendid race of men oft' the surface of the

earth.

Among the various occupations in which our

people are employed tuberculosis has been claiming

from 38 to 87 per cent. The yearly consumption

mortality in the United States has averaged 140,000.

Nor do these figures connote the many months

and years of sickness endured by those who have

recovered from their disease. Nor do they connote

the anguish and suffering endured by the families

of the consumptive (who is so oftentimes the wage
earner) ; what the husband, the wife or the children

of the consumptive have to endure in these dreadful

circumstances. Consider the matter also on a purely

cash basis. Dr. Porter, our Commissioner of

Health, states that the disease has yearly been cost-

*Address in a mass meeting at Niagara Falls, N. Y.,

under the auspices of the State Department of Health and

the State Charities .Aid Association.
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ing the people of our State $70,000,000, while Prof.

Fisher of Yale—one of those men who have re-

covered from consumption, and who are now so

nobly fighting the disease in behalf of their fellows

—has found that tuberculosis has annually been
costing the United States more than a thousand
millions of dollars.

Such has tuberculosis been in the past. But a

new era dawned when Pasteur demonstrated to the
world the germ origin of infectious diseases ; it was
this great man who encouraged the world with the
scientific statement that it is within human power
to banish all parasitic diseases from the face of the
earth. Soon thereupon in 1882 came the discovery
of the essential cause of consumption, the tubercle

bacillus, by Koch. And thus was established a sure
and logical basis for the fight against this age-long
scourge. And upon the foun<lation thus laid by
Pasteur and Koch, Bodington, Brehmer, Trudeau
and hundreds of other devoted colleagues have
worked—and with what result?

In Koch's own Prussia the terrible mortalities of

the past have been cut down 40 per cent. ; in Boston
nearly 50 per cent. ; in New York City 50 per cent.

From the reports of Mr. Frederick Hoffman, the

statistician, we gather that between the years 1901-

1906 tuberculosis decreased 20 per cent, in our
Northern cities. In England there is a noble worker,
Bulstrode, who well defined the object of preventive
medicine to be "to curtail, and, if possible, to pre-

vent, disease, to prolong existence, and to render

life happier by means of improved physical condi-

tions." Recently Bullstrode declared that if the

tuberculosis mortality should continue to decrease

in England and Wales in the ratio that has obtained

during thirty years past, consumption should disap-

pear totally within those borders within the coming
three or four decades. Flick of Philadelphia, an-

other lifelong and earnest worker ( himself once a

consumptive), has expressed the judgment that if

the anti-tuberculosis propaganda on which we are

now engaged gathers normal and natural force as it

progresses, the disease should in from fifteen to

twenty years be stamped out in all the large centers

of our population.

Now, I, for my part, do not expect such results so

soon : however, let us but recognize that a fight half

won is already won; that we have already half won
this fight, and we can safely leave the element of time

to take care of itself. And this I do believe : that, if

we continue faithful in our efforts, our little chil-

dren before they have grown to maturity will find

tuberculosis bereft of many of its age-long terrors;

that before they in their turn are a-graying, they

will recall tuberculosis as we now think of smallpox.

There is a legend raised in this hall

—

No tubercu-

losis after ipjo; did crusader ever raise a more in-

spiring banner under which to fight?

And now I put this to you : Before the benefi-

cent discovery of Jenner smallpox devastated whole
cities, and wiped whole towns and villages out of

existence. Every other man or woman one met on

the thoroughfare was a pock-marked survivor. If

any one had said in those days that smallpox would
be eliminated from human experience, he would
tiave been considered unfit to be at large. Yet to-

day who among you know of a case of smallpox?

And it would be easier to eradicate consumption

than it has been to eradicate smallpox, for this

reason: that the tubercle bacillus cannot thrive (ex-

cept under laboratory conditions) outside the living

body. So that the ultimate extinction of tuber-

culosis will rest simply upon the destruction of this

germ before it can be transferred from the con-

sumptive to the healthy individual; and such de-

struction is, in theory, and should be in fact, one of

the simplest processes in disease prevention. "No
spit, no consumption''—this is a wonderfully good
working motto, though it does not, of course, tell

the whole of the story.

How have these wonderful results been brought
about? And upon whom do we confidently base

our hopes for the future? Not by the doctors

alone ; not upon them alone. Tuljerculosis, let me
assure you, is not only a doctor's affair ; it is, or

should be, the intimate business of every man,
woman, and child in the State and nation. You
see that, besides being a disease, tuberculosis is also

a most baneful sociological and economic factor.

Medical science has been, since Pasteur and Koch,
the pillar of fire to lighten the way ; but we have
progressed so far because all sorts and conditions

of men and women have worked with the doctor in

the introduction of tuberculosis prevention, which
means practical sanitation, into every phase of our
infinitely complex civilization. And the campaign
against consumption is one against disease in gen-
eral ; don't lose sight of that. The individual as

husband, wife, and child, teacher, nurse, trades-

man, laborer, artisan, builder, statesman, humani-
tarian, and churchman ; humanity as organized in

lodges, leagues, societies, and associations, have all

and are now most loyally, with the doctor, putting

the shoulder to the wheel—with the superb results

we have considered.

Among the many factors by which we are win-

ning this fight against consumption I would men-
tion here especially the notification and registration

of cases, which measure should have the heartiest

support of all good citizens ; the diagnosis of cases

in the incipient stage, so that the sufferer may be

cured of his disease; the removal of adenoids and
unhealthy tonsils from children, so that they shall

not become predisposed in adolescence to tuber-

culosis. Then there is the vital factor of tenement
house and sweatshop reform ; most vital by reason

that tuberculosis is preeminently not a hereditary

or a family disease, but a house disease. Then dis-

pensaries (with visiting nurses) and sanatoriums

should be established. Hospitals for advanced cases

are an inexorable need ; ior the poor and most mi-

happy consumptive, in his last days, so weak often-

times that he cannot raise the sputum cup to his

lips, is a dreadful distributor of infection, not only

in his family, but in his neighborhood as well. There
is now a most beneficent law by which, after a hear-

ing by the Commissioner of Health of the State

and the local health office, such hospital may be es-

tablished in any community. Every citizen should

further this good law to his utmost ability. Far
from being a menace, these hospitals are the com-
munity's greatest possible safeguard against the

Great White Plague.

Finally there is education, such as you see ex-

emplified in this magnificent exposition which now
surrounds us, and which has been made possible by

the union of governmental with non-governmental
forces, by the cooperation of State Charities Aid
Association and State Department of Health.

.\nd now I shall ask you to consider the legend

which adorns the pavilion which our labor bodies

have enacted in Albany for tuberculosis sufferers

:

"This is organized labor's contribution to the anti-

tuberculosis propaganda. What's yours?"
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ACUTE INFLAMMATIONS OF THE MID-

DLE EAR AND THEIR TREATMENT.*
Bv M. D. LEDERM.^K. M.D.,

NEW YORK,

When asked to present a paper before your Asso-

ciation at rather short notice, I decided to offer a

few remarks upon acute inflammatory affections of

the middle ear, and their treatment. Before consid-

ering the subject from a therapeutic aspect, permit

me to call your attention to some of the etiological

factors frequently associated with aural disease.

Among the contributing causes influencing the

organ of hearing are (a) anatomical or mechanical,

(b) pathological, and (c) constitutional. As an il-

lustration of division (a). I would mention conge-

nital narrowing or malformation of any portion of

the bony auditory apparatus itself, or of the nasal

cavity. Membraneous or osseous obstruction of one

or both nasal cavities is not common, but does

occur. Absence of proper atmospheric pressure

under such conditions induces circulatory changes.

Tubal engorgement and obstruction soon retard nor-

mal ventilation of the middle ear and a disturbed

ratio of atmospheric pressure results.

It is not my intention to describe the anatomy or

physiology of the Eustachian tube and its surround-

ing structures. We must learn, however, to appre-

ciate the importance of normal nasal respiration and
it.s' bearing upon auditory function. When we in-

spire, there is a partial vacuum created in the nasal

cavity which is followed by an increased air pres-

sure at expiration. This alternating rj'thm causes

an interchange of air in the nose and adjacent

spaces. Any condition interfering with or retard-

ing this physiological ventilation predisposes the

surrounding tissue to circulatory disturbances. We
may here briefly consider the most prominent fac-

tors in the production of catarrhal diseases of the

Eustachian tube, and the tympanic cavity.

Pathological changes in the nose, nasopharynx.

and faucial region are the direct cause of the greater

number of such affections. Nasal obstruction, due
either to repeated colds in the head, enlarged tur-

binals, septal spurs, ethmoidal disease, or adenoid
growths, causes a diminished atmospheric volume
in the postnasal space or epipharynx. This nega-
tive pressure permits an engorgement of the mucous
membrane which interferes with the natural action

of the Eustachian tube, thus retarding normal mid-
dle ear inflation. Repeated coryzas or earaches in

children should direct our attention to the possible

presence of postnasal irritation. An aural exami-
nation will reveal the retracted or sunken drum,
demonstrating the absence of adequate ventilation.

The infectious diseases of childhood and their as-

sociated respiratory complications are active causes
in the primary or secondary infection of the middle
ear. Especially is this true when some nasal or
pharyngeal ailment previously exists. Enlargement
of the faucial tonsils predisposes the individual to
infections in the gland, which may be the starting
point of a serious otitis. This may occur either
through the Eustachian tube or by secondary involv-
ment from the lymph channels. The careless use
of the douche in obstructive diseases of the nose
and the faulty use of the handkerchief are also
causes of acute inflammations of the tympanic cav-
*Read before the Society of .'Miimni of Lebanon Hos-

pital, December 7, rqog.

ity. It is surprising how many persons employ this

necessary article improperly. In clearing these

spaces, one side of the nose should always remain
free, so that the increased air current can find a

ready exit. If both nostrils are occluded at the same
time, the increased pressure finds the path of lea-t

resistance at the Eustachian opening and may carry

infected secretion through this passage.

Constitutional causes may act in a primary man-
ner but usually start their influence through the

circulatory system. Lithemia produces a sensitive

mucous membrane susceptible to barometric and
digestive disturbances. Syphilis as a rule attacks

the internal ear, and is characterized by abrupt and
profound deafness. The tuning fork shows nerve

involvment. Tuberculosis is rarely acute and is

not accompanied by pain. In these specific infec-

tions, the modern pathological laboratory will

promptly assist in establishing a diagnosis.

Acute otitis media is most frequently due to some
form of infection, finding an entrance through the

Eustachian tube. It is generally preceded by an

acute process in the fauces and nasopharynx, which
also involves the Eustachian canal. Examination
will find the nasal tissues catharrhal and swollen.

Postnasal inspection demonstrates an acute inflam-

mation of the mucous membrane, with more or less

occlusion of the Eustachian opening. Secretion is

frequently observed lodged in the mouth of the

tube. Coughing or sneezing may force the exuda-

tion into the canal and incite infection.

The attack usually appears with a feeling of ful-

ness in the affected ear, accompanied by a dull ache,

which increases during the act of swallowing. Some
elevation of temperature may be present, and at

times a chilly sensation is experienced. In children

the temperature is usually high and constitutional

symptoms are more marked. In cases of mo'lerate

severity the congestion of the drum is limited to its

upper portion (Shrapnell's membrane). If the in-

flammation is more active, the entire membrane will

be reddened, and may become so swollen that all

landmarks are eliminated. In the influenza type

small vesicles appear on the drum and canal and

are characteristic of this disease; tinnitus is not

always present. When considerable exudation ex-

ists, there will be some bulging of the tympanic

membrane. Pain may be of a neuralgic type, in-

volving the teeth and face.

Treatment of acute catarrhal otitis media should

be started by an active saline laxative. If any ele-

vation of temperature is present, absolute rest in

bed for a day or two will assist in bringing about a

good result. For the relief of pain, heat seems to

be the most efficacious remedy. It may be applied

in dry or moist form. The salt, sand, and hot water

bags, Japanese hot box, or heated hop rag are well

known methods. In the use of the douche, we shall

get better effects by combining with it the glass re-

turn flow apparatus of Lucae, or Fowler's auto-

matic suction attachment. The latter is especially

serviceable when suppuration exists, and continuous

drainage is desired.

The higher the temperature the irrigating solution

can be borne with comfort by the patient the better

the result. We must be careful not to parboil the

auricle, however; ordinarily a temperature of 110°

to 120° will feel very soothing to an adult with a

throbbing ear. In children the temperature should

be about 105° to 108° ; a quart of physiological saline

solution should be used with the douche every two
hours, while the patient is awake. If the pain per-
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sist in the interim, a few drops of a ten per cent,

carboiized glycerin may be introduced into the ex-
ternal canal after each douching. In children a
five per cent, is sufficiently strong. Continuous heat
may be applied by salt or hot water bag after the

drops are instilled. A mixture of cocaine, menthol
and carbolic acid has also been recommended for

the relief of pain, to be similarly employed. The
latter is also used as a local anesthetic when myring-
otomy is indicated, though nitrous oxide anesthesia

is much more satisfactory to both patient and ope-
rator. When bulging of the drum appears we nnist

assist nature by opening through its most prominent
portion. A free incision should be made, otherwise

good drainage will not follow. To avoid the intro-

duction of infection it is necessary to cleanse the

canal with pure alcohol or other antiseptic solution,

before incising the drumhead. Douching the ear

may then be continued as before mentioned.

Bier's hyperemic treatment has been employed as

a prophylactic measure in cases of acute otitis media
and when mastoid symptoms exist. Professor Esch-
weiler of Bonn claims that prompt application of

the elastic band to the neck immediately after the

onset of the otitis may often control the disease and
prevent further complications. If an abscess has
already formed this must be incised, and suction is

applied in conjunction with the neck constriction.

Treatment to the nose and nasopharynx is im-

portant. The congested mucous membrane should

be reduced by applications of weak adrenalin solu-

tions. All secretion must be removed, and then

gentle inflation with the Politzer bag should be
attempted. If the parts are very sensitive, it is ad-

visable to wait until the active acute symptoms have
subsided before using inflation. To protect the

sound ear during inflation with the bag, the patient

should place the finger tip into the external meatus.

If the auscultation tube is employed with the Polit-

zer bag or when the catheter is in position, the pres-

ence of secretion in the Eustachian canal or middle

ear can be detected. Instead of a blowing sound,

rales will be heard. At times it is possible to see

fluid through the drum, after the initial congestion

has disappeared. A line may be seen extending

across the membrane. The level of the fluid is dis-

turbed by changing the position of the patient's

head. After inflation, bubbles may be seen in the

tympanic cavity, the fluid having been spread by the

air pressure.

In a young woman under my care this method
had no effect upon the residual secretion. She ex--

perienced considerable discomfort on account of the

existing deafnes, and an annoying fulness which

persisted, but did not complain of any pain. There
was no elevation of temperature. On inspection

the fluid could be readily seen behind the drum,

.^fter cleansing the external canal in the usual

manner, an incision was made along the lower seg-

ment of the membrane but no fluid appeared. The
catheter was then used and a mucoid secretion of

gelatinous consistency popped through the incision.

At once the unpleasant symptoms were relieved.

It is important to continue tympanic inflation for

some time after active signs have passed, in order

to prevent adhesions from forming. We can assist

the natural drainage of the middle ear by keeping

the Eustachian tube patent. Applications of weak
silver nitrate (i to 2 per cent.) and stronger organic

silver (30 per cent.) solutions, through the nose

to the pharyngeal orifice of the tube, and postnasal

applications of the same remedies, act very nicely in

catarrhal cases. A one per cent, camphomentho-

lated benzoinol spray for the nose is of value for its

local effect. Aural massage may be resorted to

later on. It is not to be used until inflammatory

symptoms have disappeared. With a combination

of the Delstanche masseur and the Siegle otoscope

the effect upon the tympanic membrane is constantly

observed, and unpleasant consequences can be

avoided. Severe pain and vertigo may follow the

too strenuous application of this instrument. In

subacute cases where tubal symptoms persist I

usually introduce through a sterilized catheter a

few drops of a one per cent, camphomenthol ben-

zoinol solution. In chronic cases iodine is added to

the mixture.

The symptoms of an acute purulent otitis are

similar to those of the catarrhal type, only greater in

their constitutional effect. Many such cases start

as a catarrhal condition and terminate in pus for-

mation. When the disease is purulent from the be-

ginning the temperature is high, a chill may have

ushered in the attack, and the aural pain is severe

and continuous. Children show considerable ner-

vous disturbance and convulsions may occur. The
eruptive and infectious diseases are active factors in

the production of severe purulent disease in the

middle ear.

In young children the presence of pus in the ex-

ternal canal or on the pillar is often the first mani-

festation noticed by the mother. Examination of

the ear shows a congested and swollen drum, with

probable bulging. Sagging of the posterosuperior

portion of the auditory canal indicates invasion of

the mastoid antrum and anterior cells. Prompt
drainage should be performed along the posterior

portion of the drum and carried upward into the

attic.

Hot antiseptic douching should be regularly em-

ployed, and a bacteriological examination made of

the discharge. All severe infections of the middle

ear may cause tenderness by pressure over the mas-

toid antrum. When we consider that this cavity is

merely a continuation of the tympanic cavity and
lined by the same mucous membrane, it is natural

that congestion will occur at this site also. Conse-

quently tenderness over this region is frequently

present. If in spite of free drainage and hot irriga-

tions this symptom persists, together with sagging

of the posterosuperior canal wall previously men-
tioned, and streptococcus infection, one should not

hesitate to open the mastoid cells.

Suppurative otitis resulting from scarlet fever, in-

fluenza, and other infectious diseases are usually

severe and extend rapidly. Early drainage of the

middle ear is important to prevent destruction of

tissue and further complications. We must not

overlook the possible iuTolvenient of cranial tissues

during an acute process. Cases of labyrnthine in-

volvment are recorded during the course of typhoid

and other infections.

When secretions are thick, alkaline solutions for

douching should be employed. Peroxide of hydro-

gen is of service in dissolving the tenacious dis-

charge. It should not be used where drainage is

retarded. Irrigations with formalin solutions one
to one thousand act favorably, after the acute

period is passed. Inflation of the middle ear must
be carried out to prevent adhesions from forming.

Rest, earlv drainage, and attention to the nasal

and postnasal factors are the cardinal features in

the treatment of acute otitic inflammation.

58 East Seventy-fifth Street.
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HOSPITAL NOISE.

Bv H. A. BOYCE, M.D.,

KINGSTON, ONTARIO.

SUPERINTENDENT KINGSTON GENERAL HOSPITAI-

Before proceeding to discuss this subject of

"Noise" it is desirable that we should know exactly

what is implied. The Standard Dictionary detines

it as a sound of any kind, but especially one of a

disagreeable nature. My attention was forcibly

called to this subject by an incident reported by a

leading specialist of one of the cities of Ontario
who had just returned from London. While visit-

ing one of the homes for the nervous in that city

he said he was much impressed by the almost abso-

lute silence of the place. What impressed him most
was the whispering tones in which his questions

were answered by those accompanying him and by
a courteous request to modulate his own voice.

"Surely," thought the doctor, "this is an ideal at-

mosphere for nervous patients." But why is it not

essential for the best results in the treatment of any
type of disease.

"My," I thought, "how different are the condi-

tions subsisting in our hospitals, although 'silence'

as a printed word may be prominent upon our door
posts and lintels it enjoins a law honored more in

the breech than in the observance."

Have you not heard the slamming of the door
and the doctor's stentorian "good morning," the

stumbling of the visitor as he slowly mounts the

stair, the laughing chatter of some idiotic house
surgeon or sillier nurse, the moaning of the opera-
tive, the crying of children, the whistling of the

staff, and the thousand other noises which may be

within our walls. But let us ask ourselves the ques-
tion do we really hear them or have we become so

accustomed to the commotion that it goes on all

unnoticed. It seems to me we are much like the
inhabitants of that Scottish city in which the inces-

sant noise of steam hammers and the clangor from
boiler plates created a din deafening to the unac-
customed ear of the visitor but so natural to the
natives that when some accident resulted one night
in the closing down of the machinery, the sudden
quietness produced, every sleeper awoke to find out
"what the racket was."
The fact is we have never seriously considered

the matter. I am free to confess that is true in
my own case. Judging from the little I could find
written on this subject, I think it is one that has
been neglected both in theory and practice. At first

sight it may seem too trivial to merit serious con-
sideration, but I am convinced after due thought
you will agree with me that it is of paramount im-
portance and that the abolition of every unnecessary
noise is a crying need in every institution for the
care of the sick. If the whole number of superin-
tendents had suddenly to change places with the
patients and betake themselves to their cots how
long would it be before there would be a revolution?

Imagine a patient from the London Home de-
scribed by our specialist friend transferred to the
conditions I have described, would he not say to
himself, exist rest—enter pandemonium.

Let us_ consider for a moment the case of the
pneumonic nearing the crisis or the gasping victim
of myocarditis. \\'e all know that every '^thought

*Read at the annual meeting of the Canadian Hos-
pital Association, held in the Royal Victoria Hospital,
Montreal, on March 25, 1910.

as well as every act requires a definite expenditure

of vital energy. This expenditure seems directly

proportional to the unpleasant content of the thought

or act. We, who are well, know the drain felt after

a day in which have occurred three or four irri-

tating or annoying experiences. If we, then, feel

such drain how ill can these weak ones bear the

waste of the irritation to which they are subjected.

Can you not recollect cases in which the balance

easily turned was moved against such a one by

some of the preventable disturbances we have men-
tioned.

Have I overdrawn the picture of conditions sub-

sisting in our hospitals on this side of the Atlantic.''

I hear some say this does not describe things as they

are with us. We hope many can honestly so affirm,

but even to these dissenting ones is the considera-

tion of this subject waste time? Can we not all see

many ways this disturbing factor "Noise" is pre-

venting the realization of the highest efficiency in

our hospitals? I wish I could leave this paper with

these broad generalities as it is I think the repre-

sentatives from Canadian and United States hos-

pitals would acknowledge that it contained material

for personal application. It is not a sermon that

each can apply cheerfully to the other fellow.

A friend of mine who was a patient in one of the

largest hospitals in one of the largest cities of this

continent, an hospital that deservedly enjoys a con-

tinental reputation, told me that its associations to

her would always be crystallized in its personifica-

tion of not only perpetual motion, but noisy per-

petual motion. When this is the impression given

by one of the best institutions what would be that

made by the rank and file.

But you may say, how is all this to be remedied?

This brings me to a phase of the subject I would
gladly escape trying to deal with. Gladstone is said

to have always held the breathless interest of his

hearers even when dealing with statistics. I never

heard of his putting his charm to the test of a

monologue on the details of proper hospital con-

struction and management.

Again conditions are so different in each institu-

tion that it must work out its own salvation, but I

could not see my way clear to closing this paper

without briefly referring to a few of the general

principles applicable to all conditions and perhaps

touching upon a few specific factors in the breaking

of that peace which should be characteristic of the

buildings in our charge.

First the site for a new hospital should be se-

lected more with reference to its surroundings than

to its convenience of access for visiting doctors and
friends. It is needless to say that it should be re-

moved as far as possible from the roar of city traffic

or factory machinery. W'here the site is already

chosen the Governing Board should be ever alert to

prevent the coming of undesirable neighbors and
to seize every opportunity for the removal of such

as are already too near.

Secondly, much of the quiet of an institution de-

pends upon its construction. Hospital architecture

has become a science and art by itself, and in a new
building or even remodelling or changing an old one
the most expert direction should be secured. Floors

can now be laid so as to be nonconductive of sound,

doors hung with noiseless automatic checks and
springs, windows to glide smoothly on large ball

bearing pulleys, walls to confine sound to their own
enclosures. These attainments are bevond the or-
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(Unary house contractor and should not be expected
from him.

Thirdly, in arrangement of departments much
may be accomplished even in an old hospital by re-

adjustment. The A'ledical and Surgical wards
should be separated from each other. A recovery

room will be necessary off each surgical ward in

order that convalescents and others may not be

subjected to the depressing influence of the opera-

tive recovering from chloroform. For obvious
reasons the obstetrical and children's wards should

be in a separate building. The Lying-in room
should be situated in a part of the building where
its sounds cannot reach the ear of other patients.

Ward pantries should be far enough away from
the rooms that the sound of washing dishes will be

inaudible. Again if there is one thing more than

another which patients complain of it is the con-

stant ringing of bells. Replace them with the

electric light signal system.

Fourthly (and you will be relieved to hear me
say lastly), is the most important factor of all—the

personnel of the staff. Let us begin with the

Superintendent. This official should teach by pre-

cept and example that quietness is the one thing

needful in the best interests of all concerned. Fre-

quent visits to the words of the institution will have
a good effect in preventing any disturbance. Dis-

orderly conduct on the part of any individual in

the hospital must not be tolerated.

Next I consider the interne. A conscientious.

faithful one is one of the most valuable assets a

hospital can have. His influence for calmness and
quietude will be far reaching, while that of one is

foolish and frivolous will work for disorder and
mischief. A great difticulty met with is the self-

importance and over-confidence of the recent grad-

uate interne. He illustrates the word of Goldsmith

"For e'en though vanquished he could argue still,

while words of learned length and thundering sound

amazed the gazing rustics ranged around, and still

they gazed and still the wonder grew that one small

head could carry all he knew."
One hears him going down the wards walking

on his heels as though he had gained considerably

in weight since the night he received his degree

amid the glare of lights and the singing of his

praises for the great work he has just completed.

Sad to relate many a man never recovers from this

head swell until after he has left the hospital. This

type of man and the jocular one is never satisfied

until he has jiroved his wit by throwing some nurse

into a convulsion of laughter alike do violence to

the quiet decorum of our wards. It is most im-

portant, therefore, that great care be taken in se-

lecting men to fill that position.

Of all the individuals connected with a hospital

there are none who can do more to disturb its

peace or blast its prospects than the nurses, there-

fore it is of utmost importance that only capable,

conscientious women be chosen to fill the ranks of

the nursing profession. Lady Superintendents

should weed out all those who show a lack of sound,

sensible, dependable qualities during their proba-

tionary days. Even after nurses pass the proba-

tionary period if they persist in disturbing the wards

by engaging in foolish talking and laughing with

house surgeons or visitors they should be severely

reprimanded. One who habitually disturbs har

patients in this way does not care for their welfare,

hence she will neglect them and doubtless make

false records. She is not conscientious and faith-

ful, hence the sooner the hospital is rid of her the

better for all concerned. We all know a great deal

may be accomplished by keeping nurses in check by

having a faithful head nurse in charge of the wards.

Not only will she have a good effect in this connec-

tion, but every one on the ward will do his or her

work in a quieter manner.

By no means is all the unnecessary disturbance

made by those who are intra murals at the institu-

tion, for many of the disagreeable sounds are made
by some members of the visiting stafT. Who has

not heard two of the jovial sort in the corridors

have a good laugh over something, forgetting that

they are harassing some poor patient in the adjoin-

ing room. Then again, shall I venture to say it,

have you not heard the wide vocabulary of profan-

ity which some of the physicians and surgeons have,

especially when something goes wrong on the ward ?

However, in the majority of instances the doctor

is a great help in keeping things quiet by wielding

an influence over his convalescents, preventing them
from becoming too hilarious.

We shall next turn our attention to the visitors.

Many of these are so inconsiderate that they create

considerable disturbance in walking heavily along

the corridors or by loud talking and laughing. It

seems to me the only way to deal with this is to

limit the hours for visiting, and secondly, to request

them to keep as quiet as possible.

We are all cognizant of our inability to reach

perfection and have absolute silence, yet it is not

unreasonable to think that each and every one may
move closer and closer to that ideal. I am con-

vinced that by eternal vigilance we shall be able to

change the atmosphere of our hospitals from that of

ceaseless and bustling activity into one of calmness

and repose, wherein even the most fastidious neu-

rasthenic will be unable to find a source of irrita-

tion and one in which every weary sufferer may
find rest, sweet rest.

THE CATCHING COLD PHOBIA.

By WM. BRADY, M.D..

ELMIRA, N. Y.

Insof.\r as ordinary minds, subject to mortal error,

can grasp the truth in the teachings of Christian

Science, we have, in Mary Baker G. Eddy's expla-

nation of disease, an admirable definition of hys-

teria—the disease from which Christian Science

chiefly derives sustenance—viewing hysteria in the

light of psychic analysis. It may well have been

"catching cold" that Mrs. Eddy had in mind when
she wrote that "disease arises from association call-

ing up the fear that creates the image of disease

and its consequent manifestation in the body.'*

Certainly it is nothing else than the fear of "catch-

ing cold'' that has created the image which mani-

fests itself so impressively in the difficulty experi-

enced in persuading the tuberculous to live outdoor
lives and in the application of the outdoor treat-

ment of pneumonia, in private practice, during cold

weather. Indeed, the catching cold bogy proves

a most deplorable obstacle to present methods of

palliating and eradicating disease, and the responsi-

bility for the well-nigh universal worship of this

false image rests largely on our own shoulders

since the stupid habit of speaking of "taking cold"

prevails quite as widely among physicians as the

laity.

One can scarcely form an adequate conception of

the abuse of this nonentitv unless one makes an en-
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deavor to avoid reference to cold, in the colloquial

sense, in conversation with patients. In general

practice it is really a problem to elicit a history

from a patient of even high intelligence without

recourse to this vicious phrase ; fully nine-tenths of

our patients believe, if they have not already been

told, that their ailments are caused or aggravated

by "taking cold." The very exceptional case in

which the history does not gratuitously open with

a "cold" somewhere or other will promptly rise to

the bait of a leading question, put by the physician,

bearing on the probable cause of the illness. There-

fore, the adjective universal is advisedly applied to

this abuse in the preceding paragraph.

Conscious of this unfortunate state of affairs, we
should consider it our duty to show our patients,

at every opportunity, the utter absurdity of their

delusion. This, of course, will prove a gigantic task

so long as medical men persist in the use of the

catching cold sophistry as a cloak for diagnostic

ignorance—for such it is, in all truth, at all times.

Many practitioners greedily seize on this accommo-
dating phrase as a useful scheme for hedging on

the diagnosis pending the period required for the

signs to disclose the true nature of the illness.

These magicians are always capable of turning a

"slight cold" into measles, influenza, typhoid fever,

tuberculosis, or whatever the exigency may demand.

A very few of the craft, fortunately, become so ex-

pert at this trick of the trade as to conceal the

mark of unclean instruments or unwashed hands,

in certain cases of septicemia, under the familiar

label "she has taken cold"—a crime to which we, as

a profession, are accessory when we do not try to

discourage the widespread catching cold fallacy

that permits it.

A bulletin from the bedside of a certain "ex-

posed" politician recently stated that "the senator

has contracted a very heavy cold, which it is feared

may settle on the lungs!" We are almost daily

consulted for "colds" which, by virtue of their spe-

cific gravity, "settle" even lower—in the epididymis

or in the female pelvis, for example. Finally, there

is that joy of the blunderbuss therapist, the diffuse

or general cold which "settles all over" and is con-

sequently to be attacked by figuratively closing the

eyes and shooting at random a scattering charge of

some such junk as "cold-improved" or "cold-pre-

ferred tablets" into the victim's body. It is sur-

prising how many survive such an attack, only to

pass the remainder of their lives at the popular
pastime of dodging draughts.

Our medical ancestors, if we may except their

intimate comprehension of the ubiquitous itch mite,

were quite innocent of any practical knowledge
of bacterial infection. They were very willing vic-

tims of the catching cold delusion because it served
them excellently as a useful factor with which to
account for an appalling amount of otherwise mys-
terious illness. In ye olden times the doctors did not
auscult the chest, but rather they searched for a
hole in the patient's jerkin. Through that hole
they managed to trace bronchitis, tuberculosis, pneu-
monia, even rheumatism {rhciima, catarrh, a flow)
and a host of other maladies. So it was only nat-
ural that, in their benighted wisdom, they should
have fostered the catching cold idea so fondly, to
hand it down to us—a veritable lemon among the
fruits of the forefathers' pristine medical lore.

But however useful it may have been in the past,

have we to-day any further need for it? Does it

not cost too dear a price as a hindrance to medical

progress? Medical authors no longer claim that

cold causes disease other than frost-bite, but most
writers assert that "cold merely predisposes to in-

fection by lowering resistance"—which plausible

words are but the expression of a reluctant com-
promise with the scientific proof educed by the bac-

teriologists to shatter the hereditary traditions re-

lied on by the champions of the catching cold idea.

How much influence cold may have on the body re-

sistance is admittedly an open question ; experi-

mental evidence is available, however, to show that

repeated applications of cold insufficient to produce
frost-bite as, for example, plunges and shower-
baths, tend to raise the opsonic index. Moreover,
the "tonic effect" of porch bedrooms, open-air

exercise, and getting out in the weather is to-day

generally recognized. When authors speak of

"cold and exposure" in this connection, they presum-
ably mean the environment of the average individual

whose occupation requires him to go forth into rain,

shine, hail, or snow regardless of temperature and
humidity-—if not, then what else? But here it is

hopeful to note that Osier, in giving the etiology of

acute coryza, makes no mention of cold or of "catch-

ing cold," rather directing attention to the Micraco-
cus catarrlialis an.l the epidemic character of the

disease.

Now, if the proverbial "cold in the head" be

thus denied its mooted dependance on cold, the ven-

erable catching cold chimera bids fair to vanish

utterly from the textbooks of another generation.

Therein will be substituted, instead of the hack-

neyed repetition of "lowered resistance from cold

and exposure," an elucidation of the influence on

the opsonic index of dietetic errors, unhygienic

clothing, and the excessive heat and defective ven-

tilation of civilized buildings.

Accepting Webster's definition of the word
draught there can be no ventilation without

draughts. It is absurd and futile to instruct a fam-
ily to "secure good ventilation, but avoid draughts."

More correctly, we should say: "Be sure to have a

good draught." A draught becomes harmful only

when it carries dust and bacteria to the patient's

nostrils. A current of clear, moist, cold air cannot

injure the body, though it may at times be uncom-
fortable. There is no denying that a stream of cold

air playing on a fractional portion of the freely

perspiring body after violent exercise may be fol-

lowed by local soreness and stift'ness. This ill-

named "muscular rheumatism," however, is only

an indication of dietetic excess or sedentary habit,

since it does not occur when metabolism is normal.

Writing on the fresh-air treatment of surgical

tuberculosis in children, Whitbeck says: "The
wards have been so arranged that a free circula-

tion of air can take place. . . . The windows
are never closed day or night, summer or winter.

The word draught is not known in the vocabulary

of Sea Breeze Hospital." How refreshing is such

untrammeled progressiveness in contrast to the

egregious custom of cautioning patients against

"exposure!" Carrying Whitbeck's suggestion

further, could we not advantageously drop the word
draught from our general medical vocabulary ? The
schematic diagram here shown illustrates one faulty

method in vogue for dodging draughts. The board

placed beneath the lower sash of an open window
cannot modify the physical law by which cold air

falls and hot air rises ; the best it can do is to alter

slightly the direction in which the confined current

of much dreaded air approaches the body surface.
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What is here said regarding draughts will, it is

anticipated, be repudiated by the majority of our
senior colleagues. Still, when we remember how
innumerable are the plans exploited in works on
hygiene and sanitation for securing fresh air in

homeopathic doses, and when we also remember
that somewhere in the neighborhood of the thirty-

fifth year of life one's mind, according to Profes-

sor James, becomes "set" like plaster-of-Paris and
one's opinions correspondingly fixed, we expect this

view to meet with hostility in some quarters.

A much quoted argument of the catching cold ex-

ponents is that respiratory diseases prevail mostly
during the changeable weather of spring and fall

and are less common in midsummer. This incon-

trovertible fact calls attention to the misguided
methods commonly in use for heating our offices,

dwellings, stores, factories, schoolrooms, and rail-

way cars.

With steam heat, fuel economy and free ven-

tilation are at cross purposes, the less ventilation

permitted, the greater the heating capacity of a

given plant and therefore the less fuel required.

Stoves with draft-pipes are somewhat better, since

by heating the atmosphere unequably a certain

Diagram showing the futility of dodging draughts; on the left is

a wide-open window with "direct draught ; on the right is a win-
dow fitted with a baard "to prevent draught."

amount of ventilation is enforced. But hygienic

requirements are best fulfilled by the hot-air fur-

nace, provided the air is properly moistened and

the intake is from a clean source ; a hot-air furnace

heats satisfactorily only when ventilation is good.

With all forms of heating, but particularly with

steam heat, the American habit, extravagant as in

all else, demands for comfort a temperature of

75° F., and in many instances the thermometer is

kept hovering around 80° F. In England, on the

contrary, 65° F. is considered a comfortable aver-

age, and this assuredly approaches the hygienic

standard. American schoolrooms, often abomin-

ably ill-ventilated and overheated, furnish the foul

air and enervating warmth that unquestionably act

as factors of the respiratory and eruptive diseases

to which school children are so much exposed.

However, it is hopeful to know that in Buffalo,

Rochester, Chicago, and elsewhere open-air, un-

heated schoolrooms are becoming very popular.

The unfailing benefit derived from the adminis-

tration of an active saline cathartic in acute coryza,

for instance, gives a hint of the connection between

dietetic errors and respiratory diseases. This inti-

mate relationship is at least partly explained by the

direct communication that exists between the portal

system and the venous plexuses of the esophagus,

pharynx, and nose. Overeating equals or, perhaps,

outstrips alcohol as a predisposing factor of re-

spiratory infections, and to eradicate such factor an

ounce of Fletcherism excels a pound of pepsin or

a barrel of salts.

A third important predisposing cause of respira-

tory disease is improper underclothing. Since dis-

carding his hairy coat, man has ever felt the need

of a substitute in this climate, and there is no ade-

quate substitute for hair but wool. Encased in a

light, porous, knitted suit of woolen underwear

with woolen stockings, the body enjoys much
the same protection against sudden tempera-

ture changes originally afforded by hair. Thus
arrayed, comfort alone need be consulted as

to the amount and weight of the outer garments or

wraps. Wool, being a slow heat conductor, per-

mits the body surface to cool gradually on passing

from a warmer to a colder atmosphere, so that

the vasomotor system adapts itself naturally and

there is no congestion produced. Cotton, on the

other hand, is an excellent heat conductor ; it dis-

sipates heat so rapidly, under similar conditions,

that the vasomotor function of the ordinary indi-

vidual seems unable to cope with the gymnastic

strain demanded, and therefore a large volume of

blood is driven toward the great splanchnic or

thoracic areas, constituting an active congestion of

one or another organ, which condition invites in-

fection as an immediate eft'ect, or induces hyper-

plasia of tissue as a chronic sequence.

"Chest protectors," throat mufflers, abdominal

binders, and pneumonia jackets are contrivances

based on such untenable theories as hardly to de-

serve condemnation, yet physicians often prescribe

them. They are surviving relics of that interesting

period of the dark ages when spells, humors, and

witchcraft held sway, and cold was believed to

penetrate directly through the skin that was not

amply protected against draughts and the dread
night air. Coddled throats and chests are notice-

able with undue frequency among our cases of

respiratory disease, and in this instance, post hoc

ergo propter hoc seems a safe deduction, when we
are mindful of the lowered mortality recently ob-

tained in the treatment of pneumonia and tubercu-

losis by cold air.

Laying aside unfounded traditions and depending
solely on our present knowledge, it may be con-

fidently affirmed that the vulgarly listed causes of

respiratory disease, such as cold, dampness, ex-

posure, wet feet, and draughts, are, for all practical

purposes, entirely negligible factors, and the only

precaution necessary against them is the effort to

secure bodily comfort, which is purely instinctive,

though very commonly misguided.
In conclusion, our contentions are:

(i) Cold has no demonstrable etiological relation

with respiratory disease.

(2) Clean draughts are not only harmless, but

salutary, being requisite for perfect ventilation.

(3) The phrase "catching cold" is meaningless,
misleading, undignified, and obsolete.

(4) The groundless fear of cold, fostered by the

abuse of this misleading phrase, constitutes a form
of hysteria that opposes and embarrasses earnest

therapeutic measures.

(5) So far as we now know, the true predis-

posing factors of the various respiratory diseases

(acute and chronic) are dietetic sins, unhygienic
clothing, overheated apartments, and defective ven-
tilation.

(6) Prophylaxis therefore consists in directing

intelligently man's instinctive effort to secure bodily

comfort, together with reasonable isolation of every
case of respiratory disease.

1008 Lake Stre»t.
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SOME REMARKS ON THE TREATMENT OF
PELLAGRA.

B/ GEO. M. NILES, M. D..

ATLANTA, GA.,

PROFESSOR OF PHVSIOLOGY, SOUTHERN COLLEGE OF PHARMACY; ASSOCLATE

PROFESSOR OF PHYSIOLOGY, ATLANTA SCHOOL OF MEDICINE;
GASTROEKTEROLOGIST TO THE TABERNACLE INFIRMARY.

Just now in several sections of this country pel-

lagra is appearing with alarming frequency—a fre-

quency not accounted for by more prompt recogni-

tion of incipient and atypical cases, as some would
have us believe. In this brief paper the theories as

to its origin and the diagnostic features will not be

discussed, as leading too far afield.

While admitting that many of the therapeutic

measures invoked to combat this disease have not

been productive of success, the writer feels that, in

the light of his own experience, as well as data fur-

nished by several careful clinicians, we have much
reason for encouragement, and little excuse for the

attitude of wooden pessimism assumed by some
present-day observers.

L'ellagra is with us. .\s the late Grover Cleve-

land said : '"A condition and not a theory confronts

us,'' so, while the zeists and antizeists are waging
their learned warfare, it behooves us to be up and
doing with the actual cases on hand.

The treatment naturally dividing itself into

dietetic and medicinal, we shall first consider the

dietetic.

Until it is disproved that spoiled maize or its

products are factors in the causation of this disease,

it is wise to give the patient the benefit of the

doubt, and prohibit all food and drink (alcoholic

or otherwise) derived from this source. A point

overlooked by some is the fact that many of the

cheaper grades of flour are adulterated with "corn
hearts," so that the pellagrin may be unknowingly
ingesting a large proportion of maize every day.
The only way to avoid this is to use the best qualit}

of flour from a known and reliable source, it

possible.

Other dietetic regulations depend altogether on
the state of the gastrointestinal tract, or as to the

presence of constipation or diarrhea, and need not
vary materially from the regimen instituted for the
same manifestations of digestive disquietude set

up by other diseases. Speaking generally, a liberal

diet is indicated, the flesh proteins being specially

well borne. The writer also ventures the opinion

—

which opinion is not as yet widely accepted—that
the diarrhea appearing early in the course of
pellagra is of central origin, and, to an extent, com-
pensatory. It would naturally follow, therefore,
that a diarrhea of this sort need not entail a too
limited dietary. Later on, when the diarrhea ha3
become inflammatory the physician may to advant-
age eliminate articles of food containing much cel-

lulose, or yielding after digestion a residue of irri-

tating particles. In any event, so far as is con-
sistent with local conditions, the patient should be
nourished to the limit of assimilation.

Coming to the medicinal treatment we enter into
a maze of contradictory opinions, where set methods
of management yield such divergent results that
the conscientious seeker after light becomes almost
bewildered. It is evident that in many respects we
are still floundering among the shallows and break-
ers, not having as yet been able to land on the
solid ground of therapeutic certainty. Realizing
these facts, the writer, from interviews and cor-

respondence with some well-known practitioners, as

well as from a fairly broad personal experience, is

endeavoring to give a resume of the best recog-

nized methods now in use.

Dr. R. T. Dorsey, of Atlanta, gives one of the

most optimistic reports. After treating about thirty

cases with atoxyl, etc., with unsatisfactory results.

he began giving a combination of Fowler's solution

and a saturated solution of potassium iodide (two
parts of the former to one of the latterj in ascend-

ing doses up to the physiological limit. The
diarrhea he controls with bismuth subgallate and
powdered opium. Constipation, when present, is

best relieved by castor oil. and this should be care-

fully watched for. Dr. Dorsey contends for an

absolute milk diet with an abundance of lime water

while there is acute buccal and intestinal irritation,

followed by a liberal diet when admissible. He
reports nine consecutive recoveries, several of

whom have passed a spring without a recurrence.

Dr. E. J. Wood, of Wilmington, advises large

doses of atoxyl (0.25 to 0.50 gram ) hypodermically.

giving the dose every third or fourth day, and
arsenite of iron on the other days. In the first two
years of the disease he considers this treatment

highly efiicacious. but does not hold out much hope
after the third year, nor in fulminating cases.

Lombroso's teaching on therapy has had such

a profound effect that it seems well to give some
of his views. He looks on arsenic as in a certain

sense an antidote for the toxins of spoiled maize,

to which he attributes pellagra. As an antidote he

compares it to the action of opium in alcoholism

and mercury and the iodides in syphilis. He uses

arsenic in the form of Fowler's solution in doses

of 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 drops, or in the form of pure
arsenious acid, dissolved in slightly alcoholized

water, in doses of one-fortieth to one-twentieth

milligram, increasing up to tolerance. The adminis-

tration of arsenic is suspended for a few da;v"s from
time to time.

Among the dangers incident to the exhibition of

this drug are the appearance around the neck cf

an herpetic eruption, profuse salivation, anorexia,

vomiting, diarrhea, palpitation of the heart, sjmcope,

burning in the pharynx and stomach, great muscular
weakness, and bronchitis.

Some types benefited by arsenic are cases with

marked marasmus, cases with incipient paresis,

cases with sitiphobia (gastralgic type), cases with

vague mania, but not marked delirium, cases in the

aged but not decrepit.

The types generally not benefited compose the

very young, well-nourished and robust cases, those

with systematized delirium, those with mental

aberration of several years' duration, cases having
lobar pneumonia, tuberculosis, albuminuria or

severe vertigo.

For grave vertigo Lombroso recommends the tinc-

ture of cocculus orientalis in doses of 3 to 5 drops

dailv, progressing slowly to 30 drops a day. Inci-

dentally, it might be mentioned that the writer has

used the cocculus in two cases where vertigo was a

troublesome .symptom. It was carried up to 12

drops daily in one case, and 15 drops in the other,

with evident benefit.

It has been unfortunately the experience of many
that the Fowler's solution would not be tolerated

where the gastrointestinal irritation was to any
extent acute, so that preparations containing

arsenic or arsenic and iron suitable for hypodermic
use have necessarily been indicated. .\ crying need
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just now is for a non-toxic arsenic preparation less

dangerous than atoxyl, and there is str(,)ng prol)-

ability that it will soon be secured.

The simple erythematous rashes on up to slough-
ing conditions of the hands or feet may be alleviated

or cured by the bland ointments, such as oxide of
zinc ointment or a 2 per cent, ointment of boric

acid. Avoidance of the sun's direct rays, or even
very bright light, is advisable during the continu-

ance of the erythema. For the intense burning of

the hands and feet, so often complained of, com-
presses saturated with a mild solution of bichloride

of mercury, ice cold, and applied at frequent in-

tervals, will often afford marked relief.

For the sore mouth, a solution of thymol, one
grain to the ounce of water, a little alcohol being
used for a solvent, will generally prove sufficient.

Also a 25 per cent, solution of boroglycerin is help-

ful. For the aphthous spots in the mouth or on
the tongue, touching with silver nitrate (ten grains

to the ounce of water) every other day is in most
instances efficacious.

For the occasional constipation either castor oil

or enemas will serve, drastic cathartics being out

of the question.

For the nnich more frequent diarrhea the writer

has obtained satisfaction fnim bismuth beta-

naphtol and resorcin given with the official mixture
of rhubarb and soda as a vehicle. This failing,

powdered opium, tannigen, or heavy doses of bis-

muth subgallate are indicated.

When there is a paucity or absence of free

hydrochloric acid in the stomach contents, a lavage

every alternate day with a i-iooo solution of

boracic acid, sodium salicylate, thymol, creolin, or

ichthyol may be employed to advantage. When
those medicated douches are used, however, it is

well to start vi'ith a mild saline solution, then the

medicated fluid, then conclude with plain water.

Special treatment of the mental symptoms,
appearing as they do in such Protean shapes, will

not be discussed in this paper, as it would lead into

a branch of therapeutics in which the writer would
defer to the alienists.

As a dernier ressort, several clinicians have used

direct transfusion, either from a supposedly cured

pellagrin, or from a healthy person. Though this

method has met with varying results in different

hands, and is fraught with many difficulties and
dangers, we realize that desperate conditions require

desperate remedies, and feel that under certain cir-

cumstances transfusion is entirely justifiable.

I take the liberty of quoting rerbatiin a portion

of a personal communication from Dr. H. P. Cole

of Mobile which fairly illustrates the present status

of this procedure : "To date we have transfused

17 cases, these having been transfused for periods

now of from two years to one month. Seven

deaths and eleven recoveries. Only one case has

had a recurrence. We have noted no greater bene-

fits from donors who have had pellagra than from

donors who never had the disease, though of course

the cases are too few to make valuable statistics.

No cases have been transfused except as a last

resort, so, considering the types of cases, we feel

that transfusion offers more by far than does any

other procedure in the terminal stage. Many cases

never come to necessity for transfusion, and we
have had a number whom we refused transfusion,

and who recovered under institutional and con-

stitutional treatment. We have had two cases die

on the way to us. That will give you an idea of

the type we have to work on. It is difficult to tell

just when to transfuse. Now we attempt the usual
remedial agents persistently, and failing in this, we
resort to transfusion. Cases who have lost their

nuiscular reflexes are hopeless for any measure.
( )f the seven deaths, two might well be excluded, as
there was no appreciable anidimt of blood trans-
fused, the operation being attempted in very unsuit-
able surroundings. These two, however, are in-

cluded. No ill effects have been noted from the
operation, careful selection of donors as to hemol-
ysis being essential, and care at operation to pre-
vent acute dilatation of right heart. The most sug-
gestive finding is this : All cases that get well show
improvement within a day or so, and go right on to

recovery. The fatal cases did not at any time after
operation show any improvement. All recovered
cases gained from five to eight i)ounds the first

week."
In conclusion I wish to sound an optimistic note

regarding the therapeutic outlook for pellagra.
Within the last four months 1 have lost one case,
and dismissed as apparently cured five. Five
others are under treatment, seemingly doing well.
Many studious minds are focussed upon this dis-

ease just now, and we may confidently hope to find
ere long a solution to the heretofore vexed question—how to treat pellagra.

409-410 Candler Building.

Antitoxic Action of the Bile.—Gustavo Padoa has
made personal experiments with reference to the antitoxic
quahties of the bile, making use of fresh feces from a
patient sick with catarrhal enteritis for the tests, to which
was added fresh ox bile or human bile obtained from a
patient who had recovered with a biliary fistula. .After
reporting the experiments in detail he gives his conclusions.
Ox bile in the proportion of 1-5 has an active antitoxic
effect against the bacillus coli contained in feces. Human
bile has the same effect, but to a much less marked degree.
This power is lost when the preparation has been placed
m the thermostat for i8 to 23 days. It is also nil when
added to old cultures of bacteria. Even when the antitoxic
effect of bile is marked there is no effect on the develop-
ment of the bacteria, which are no less in number than
before the test was made.—Rkista Critica di Clinka
Mcdica.
Primary Febrile Herpes.—G. Bruno discusses the

probability of the occurrence of herpes accompanied by
fever as a primary disease, apart from the presence of
another infection, fTe concludes that there is a true pri-
mary, febrile herpes, and that it is not very rare, but is

often confounded with herpes zoster and symptomatic
herpes. He gives the history of such a case observed by
himself in the person of a man of twenty-four years of
age, who was attacked suddenly with chills, fever, and de-
lirium, and after two days developed a cutaneous eruption
of herpes vesicles, arranged in groups along the course
of the trigeminus. He had ocular disturbances also. If
this disease is not the result of some specific microorgan-
ism it is probably due to an intoxication and endogenous
origin; perhaps to toxins generated by the habitual inhabi-
tants of the intestine, which for the time have become
more virulent than usual. The diagnosis is easy after the
eruption appears.— .//(/m/f di Medkina Navale e Coloniale.

Clinical Anaphylaxis.—E. Lesne defines anaphylaxis
as the sensitization of an animal to an organic substance
by injections of the substance. Later injections will then
cause a reaction of the nature of fever, gastrointestinal
symptoms, urticaria, etc. Anaphylaxis may be obtained
to bacterial toxins, and to any material that is an albu-
mose, or that resembles them in composition. Egg albu-
min, milk, oysters, clams, mushrooms, and other vegetable
substaiices cause poisonous symptoms as a result of ana-
phylaxis. Some persons are not at all subject to anaphy-
laxis, while others are. The author thinks that in suscep-
tible persons there is a profound alteration of the mucosa
of the stomach. The symptoms are sudden intoxication,
abdominal pains, vomiting, constipation, or diarrnoci..
lowered arterial tension with collapse, and skin symptom?.
Cyclic vomiting in children is of this nature.

—

Annales dc
Mcdecine et Chirurgie Infantiles.
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JUVENILE COURTS AND THE STUDY OF
THE JUVENILE DELINQUENT.

One of the salutary results of the establishment of

children's courts in metropolises should be a more

intelligent study of the juvenile delinquent. The

normal delinquent youth differs necessarily from

the offender of defective makeup or degenerate

stock. The boy criminal dift'ers radically from the

girl offender. Youthful oft'enders differ from

adults of the same class. The children also differ,

as to the relative frequency of certain offenses, ac-

cording as they dwell in agricultural, manufactur-

ing, or commercial communities.

Much interesting information along these lines is

brought out by State Attorney Rupprecht, a practi-

tioner in the children's court at Munich (Miln-

choier medisinischc IVochenschrift, July 26). In

that city the children's court takes cognizance of all

offenders between the ages of 13 and 18, inclusive.

The lad or girl of healthy stock must at this period

be regarded as potentially a criminal, because char-

acter and will are undeveloped, and experience

—

that best of teachers—has not yet had its innings.

Desires are strong, overpowering; and inhibition is

weak. Hence many offenders, absolutely free from

taint, are merely the product of their environment.

Such must not be confounded with defectives.

Munich, as a city of superior educational facilities

for the masses, and without certain drawbacks

native to mill towns, has but a small contingent

of youthful criminals. In a population of nearly

600,000 there are less than 500 serious offenses a

year committed by juveniles. Naturally petty of-

fenses—such as begging—multiply this total five-

fold, but with these we are not concerned.

Theft is the great offense of youth. It overshad-

ows all others .so far that the latter appear almost

freakish. Thus, but two boys were arrested in a

given year for torturing animals; while the convic-

tions for violence against the person, rape,

pederasty, and subsisting on prostitutes were hardly

more numerous. There were but few arrests for

drunkenness. When we consider that the offenders

in such cases are likfly to be either defectives or

boys near the superior age lini't, these may almost

be eliminated from the ranks of juvenile offenders

proper. To return to offenses against property—in

this case confined chiefly to theft: It appears that

the boy steals in an unpremeditated fashion, while

the girl has a plan. Boys tend to steal "junk"—not,

it appears, to sell, but as raw material for making

playthings. Girls tend to appropriate cosmetic ar-

ticles.

We have heard much in the United States as to

the dangers of moving picture shows in tempting

boys to pattern after burglars and highwaymen.

This theoretical position may be quite offset by the

actual knowledge that in Munich boys steal in order

to be able to visit these entertainments (which, for

all we know, may be highly moral). The tempta-

tion to visit these attractions is so strong that even

a "good" boy may not only forego his dinner, but

pilfer the price of the entertainment. He will do

as much to get hold of a Nick Carter or Sherlock

Holmes story. The boys in Munich also steal in

connection with deep-laid plans for visiting the

frontier and fighting savages. But the Bavarian

youth must be much more long-headed than the

Anglo-Saxon in this respect, for he usually steals a

horse and firearms before sallying forth. Of course,

he robs the family strong box for the sinews of war.

In regard to shoplifting and pilfering by girls it

is moving to note that they sometimes steal in order

to make a present to a favorite school teacher. One
took the flowers off a grave for this purpose.

When caught in the act of a theft, a boy usually

confesses, repents, and refuses to betray his asso-

ciates. A girl, Rupprecht says, lies until the last

minute, and then endeavors to throw the blame

on some one else. But boys almost always

rob in bands, while girls usually act alone.

A boy seldom robs his employer, but some

outsider ; the reverse is the case with girls,

who. since they pilfer cosmetics, adornments, etc.,

must almost necessarily rob their mistresses. Of
much less interest are the crimes of degenerates and

defectives, who form a class bj' themselves. The
chief value of Rupprecht 's study is that it deals in

the main with normal subjects, the policies ad-

visable in dealing with whom have hitherto received

comparatively little attention.

CULTIVATION OF THE LEPER BACILLUS
BY CLEGG'S METHOD.

During a period of some years excellent experi-

mental and research work in connection with leprosy

has been in progress at the U. S. Biological Labor-

atory at Manila and at the Leprosy Investigation

Station. U. S. Public Health and Marine Hospital

Service, at Kalawao, Molokai, Hawaii. The ma-

terial for such studies is ample in the Philippine

Islands and in Hawaii, and naturally full advantage

has been taken of the opportunities afforded. Clegg

made a preliminary report upon the cultivation of

the Bacillus lepra at the sixth annual meeting of the

Philippine Islands Medical Association, which was

held at Manila on February 11, 1909, and reported

in the Philippine Journal of Science, and in the

same journal for December, 1909, he gives further

results. In the first report it was stated that he had

succeeded in cultivating, from the spleen and skin

nodules of typical cases of leprosy, an acid-fast

bacillus which grew upon agar in symbiosis with

amebas. The amebas had been obtained from a
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dysenteric stool and were cultivated with the

cholera vibrio. "At the time of the first publica-

tion," states Clegg in his second report, "the acid-

fast organism had been obtained in symbiosis with

amoebae from the spleen in two cases and from skin

nodules in three other cases of leprosy, but had not

been isolated in pure culture. Since then similar

cultures have been obtained from leprous tissue in

three additional cases, and from two of these the

acid-fast organism has finally been isolated in pure

culture."

Clegg has throughout his investigations used the

greatest care to avoid experimental errors and is

satisfied that the results of his work are to be re-

lied on.

It is worthy of notice that the majority of lepers

from whom the material for the cultures made by
Clegg was obtained had tuberculous lesions in their

lungs, but the tissues used for the cultures showed
no evidence of tuberculosis. The animal inocula-

tions described by Clegg prove that the acid-fast

organism cultivated by him is not the tubercle bacil-

lus. The following is a summary of his results: i.

The leprosy bacillus was first cultivated from leprosy

material in symbiosis with other unidentified bacteria

and amebas and later from other cases in symbiosis

with amebas and the cholera vibrio. 2. By heating

a symbiotic culture of amebas, cholera, and leprosy

for half an hour at 60° C. and incubating the lep-

rosy bacillus was obtained in pure culture. 3. The
leprosy bacillus isolated in this manner grows

readily on the ordinary laboratory culture media.

4. The bacillus is pathogenic for guinea pigs, sub-

cutaneous inoculations having caused lesions which

macroscopically and microscopically resemble the

leprous lesions of human subjects.

The statement by Clegg that the leprosy bacillus

could be cultivated artificially did not receive the

attention that its importance deserved. In the first

instance the difficulties in the way of solving the

problem are so great that students were discour-

aged from making similar investigations. How-
ever, Donald H. Currie, Walter R. Brincker-

hoff, and H. T. Hollmann, of the U. S. Public

Health and Marine Hospital Service at Kalawao,

Molokai, Hawaii, for some months have been con-

ducting experiments of a like nature and have

just announced in Public Health Reports, August

26, 19 10, that their efforts have been crowned with

success and that they have confirmed the work of

Clegg in cultivating the Bacillus lepra on artificial

media. This is to say that they have been so far

successful that an acid-fast bacillus has been grown

on artificial media four times from three cases of

leprosy, and one of these obtained in pure culture.

In summarizing their work these investigators

state that they have each succeeded independently

in establishing ameba-cholera-lepra cultures from

cases of leprosy. Dr. Currie has obtained a stain

in pure culture. The ameba-cholera-lepra cultures

have been carried through from three to ten genera-

tions. The pure culture is now growing in its third

generation.

This appears definite enough, and although per-

haps further experiments will be required to prove

the point absolutely, the conclusion may be come to

that an acid-fast bacillus resembling the lepra bacil-

lus as seen in human tissue can be isolated and

grown in pure culture by the method of Clegg from

the active skin lesions in cases of leprosy. The im-

portance of this finding is obviously very great from

the practical as well as the scientific points of view.

If Clegg's conclusions are finally confirmed a very

long step in advance will have been made in the

study of leprosy and doubtless a new era opened in

its treatment. It is gratifying to know that this

progress is due to American scientific men.

TESTS FOR RENAL ADEQUACY.

The numerous tests introduced in recent years in

respect to renal permeability and sufficiency have

been employed almost exclusively in the case of

surgical kidneys ; in other words they are essen-

tially diflierential in character. Since "medical"

nephritis is said to be always bilateral, such differ-

ential tests cannot have any field of usefulness for

internists. Few of the numerous tests thus in-

tended to indicate the relative integrity of the two

kidneys have shown any intimation of patho-

gnomonic value. If they agree among themselves

as to positive or negative findings such a coinci-

dence is worth heeding, perhaps ; but individual

tests may not only be unsatisfactory in themselves

;

often they flatly contradict one another. It be-

comes evident, therefore, that the greater our nmn-
ber of trustworthy tests the greater the chance of

a consensus in findings ; and with a sufficient de-

gree of consensus the element of chance or accident

will be eliminated.

Wohlgemuth {Berliner klinische Wochenschrift,

August I ) finds that three of the older tests possess

value. These are cryoscopy, the phloridzin test,

and the indigocarmin test, the first named being the

most sensitive. To these he would add a diastase

test, based on the fact that normal renal tissue ex-

cretes a diastatic enzyme, which fails to appear in

the urine in direct proportion as the kidney paren-

chyma is compromised. The technique is based

naturally on what we know of the detection of di-

astase in fluids in general. The urine is treated with

solution of soluble starch i-iooo; and after ex-

posure in the incubator for a variable interval to

allow a digestive reaction the fluid is tested with

an iodine solution in order to determine the degree

of starch digestion.

The author has hardly gone far enough in his

experiments to enable him to publish a full-fledged

technique such as might be incorporated in a text-

book. But whereas he required at the outset twenty-

four hours for a test, he has recently been enabled

to announce dift'erential results in renal activity as

early as the first half hour. This fact very likely

influenced him to place his method on record. At
the same time the test, requiring as it does a frac-

tioning process, ought to be further simplified be-

fore introduction.

Surgical Treatment of Exophthalmic Goiter.

Perhaps as little is known of a beneficial treat-

ment of exophthalmic goiter as of any disease. The
surgeons claim that in operative measures lies the
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only hope of permanent relief, while physicians do

not appear to be able to point to any course of

treatment which will insure successful and perma-

nent results. A certain amount of scepticism rnay

e.xist in regard to the favorable outcome of surgical

procedure in Graves' disease, but surgeons can un-

doubtedly direct attention to the satisfactory issue

of numerous operations. Zapffe in Surgery, Gyne-

cology and Obstetrics states that the mortality from

operations for exophthalmic goiter is exceedingly

small and must be ascribed in most instances to ill-

advised operations. When goiter develops with great

rapidity early operation is contraindicated, as it is

also in those cases in which there exists a cardiac

lesion, with severe nervous disturbances, especially

delirium, and when there are present degenerated

heart muscle, irregular pulse, or low blood pressure.

In Kocher's clinic 254 patients have been operated

upon for exophthalmic goiter; of these 83 per cent,

were cured, all were benefited, and but nine died.

Krecke has collected figures referring to 888 opera-

tions in five clinics, the mortality rate being 9 per

cent. He, however, has not seen the exophthalmos

subside entirely in any case. Charles Mayo in the

last two hundred operations has had a mortality of

5 per cent. Of 167 patients traced, 70 per cent, were

improved, cured, or greatly improved, and 94 per

cent, were cured, improved, or somewhat improved.

Formerly, before the physiological importance of

the parathyroids was fully appreciated, tetany fol-

lowed in many cases of thyroidectomy, but it now
occurs but rarely. Where the disease has so far

advanced as to render necessary the complete re-

moval of the gland Kocher has transplanted para-

thyroids with fairly good results.

LuMB.AR Puncture in Mental Dise.\ses.

LuMB.\R puncture gives valuable information in

many diseases of the brain and spinal cord, and

its results in diseased conditions, and the infor-

mation of diagnostic and prognostic value obtained

thereby make tliis treatment worthy of further in-

vestigation. J. Roubinovitch and H. Oaillard, in an

article on this subject published in the Gacctte des

Hopitaux for June 28, lyio. give the resulfs of

some investigations made by them into the condi-

tions of pressure found to exist in the spinal cords

of patients suiYering from mental disease of vari-

ous kinds, but especially general ])aresis. Their in-

vestigations included tests made in over sixty in-

dividuals. They did not find the severe high ten-

sion of meningitis, but an increased tension relative

to the normal. In general paresis the tension dif-

fers according as the test is made in a period of

excitement or one of repo.'^e. or in the final state of

marasmus. In periods of calm the tension is 10 to

15 centimeters: with a period of excitement ele-

vation of tension begins, and when a condition of
ictus epilepticus appears it rises to 19 to 23 centi-

meters. The authors were struck with the fre-

quency of lowered arterial tension after lumbar
puncture. In rare cases it is elevated one-half to
three-quarters of a centimeter. The interest of
these observations lies in its explanation of the
cases of heart failure after lumbar puncture. It

is observed especially in those whose nervous sys-
tems are seriously involved, as in dementia precox.
It is much more marked in the aged than in the
young, the former having arteriosclerosis. The
evacuation of cerebrospinal fluid modifies the cir-

culation, and different organisms react differently
to this lowered arterial condition.

Corpulence in Adolescence.

The fat boy has always been an interesting study

for the profession and laity alike. Sometimes he is

fat in childhood and becomes thin after puberty.

Other subjects retain their fat after that period has

passed. Still others do not take on fat until

puberty; such may remain obese for some years

and then manage to lose their adipose by the time

they have attained their majority. Cases of each

sort will doubtless readily occur in the memory of

the seasoned observer. Dr. Stern of New York,
well known for his eliforts to subdivide obesity into

a number of distinct conditions, has written an

article on youthful obesity for the Berliner

klinische Wochcnschrift, for July 25. Stern's re-

searches take cognizance of all possible factors in

fat metabolism, together with many alterations not

usually considered under this head. Thus, he states

that in specific obesity fat girls have long and lux-

urious hair; while in accidental obesity from diet,

etc., this feature is not in evidence. Such docu-

ments, of course, bear chiefly on the subject of an

innate and acquired obesity. Innate obesity nat-

urally runs in families—is a familial affection.

Whether surplus fat is inevitable or only accidental

Stern is opposed to dietetic restrictions, which may
prove an injury to the growing organism. At the

same time modification of the diet, along with all

other physico-therapeutic measures, must first be

tried, and may prevail in accidental cases. If such

measures fail he would use an anticorpulence pre-

scription comprised of arsenic (sodium cacodylate),

adonidin, and powdered thyroid gland.

The Alleged Mutation Betwee.x (^onococci and
Trachoma Bodies.

As was to have been foreseen, the claim advanced
recently by Herzog that trachoma bodies are only

a transmuted form of ordinary gonococci has been

answered promptly by Lindner (Deutsche medi-

zinische Wochcnschrift, July 14), who had recog-

nized the coexistence of two parasitic forms with-

out any intimation as to their ultimate identity. In

the short communication by Lindner it does not

appear that the theory of Herzog is actively op-

posed, but rather that certain obstacles must be re-

moved before the theory can hope for recognition.

Throughout Herzog is made to refute himself ; so

that the latter has rather to strengthen his own
argument than to meet new obstacles from actively

hostile sources. I\Iuch stress is laid on Herzog's
admission that he could never cultivate gonococci

from trachoma in the adult, nor even from the

newly born (save in rare cases of probable mixed
infection). Lindner is in fact satisfied to let the

matter rest here. The footnote appendix of Her-
zog that he had succeeded at last in producing ap-

parent trachoma bodies by inoculating adult eyes

with gonococcus cultures, does not modify Lind-

ner's opinion. Such brief allegations made on going

to press naturally require some substantial cor-

roboration. Halberstaedter, who is committed to

the theory of the specific nature of the trachoma
bodies, writing in the Berliner klinische IVochcn-

sehrift of August 8, sums up his views of Herzog's
mutation theory as follows : Neither the morpho-
logical relations of the gonococcus in culture, nor
inoculation experiments on apes, nor any findings

to date as to our knowledge of trachoma, give us

any support in claiming that the gonococcus is a

nnitation of the chlamvdozoa.
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Library of the Academy of Medicine.—The
president of the New York Academy of Medicine

in a recent letter to the F"ello\vs of the Academy
calls attention to the necessity for prompt action

in providing for the future growth of the library

in particular, and rehearses the steps already taken

toward the desired end. The urgency of the need

is shown by a report made by the Library Com-
mittee last year, in which it was stated that calcula-

tions based upon the present available shelf rooni

and the average rate of acquisitions for the last five

years indicated that a halt in the activities and
growth of the library would result not later than

three years from January i, 1910, even though use

were made of various makeshifts. Acting upon
this report, the president appointed a committee

consisting of the officers of the academy, the ex-

presidents, the chairmen of sections, and the mem-
bers of the Library committee to consider the mat-

ter. From this committee in turn a Committee on

Site and a Committee on Finance were appointed.

The final report of the Committee on Site states

that three possibilities for providing the necessary

facilities were considered, the first being the en-

largement of the present building by new construc-

tion from new foundations. After consultation

with architects this plan was relinquished as inad-

visable. The second possibility was the purchase

of property elsewhere and the erection of a new
building. This, while it at first met with approval,

was finally abandoned because of the almost pro-

hibitive cost of a suitable building, and the loss of

facilities during removal. The third possibility was

the acquirement of property adjacent to the present

building to be used for stack and administration

rooms with the idea of rearranging the present

building at some later date. This, the most gener-

ally acceptable plan, proved also to be the most

promising and economical, providing the increase in

space without the necessity of removing from the

convenient and central location now occupied.

The committee was able to secure options on the

property at 15 West Forty-third street and at to

West Forty-fourth street for $120,000. It proposed

that a mortgage be raised upon the present build-

ing at 4J/2 per cent, to pay for the new lots. This

would entail an expenditure of S6,ooo a year for

interest and taxes on the two parcels. At a special

meeting of the Academy on July 18 it was unani-

mously voted that the Academy immediately acquire

both pieces of property and contracts were accord-

ingly signed on the following day. The Committee

on Finance is now planning to raise money by con-

tributions from the members in order to diminish

the amount of the proposed mortgage and every

member is asked to give his vigorous and loyal sup-

port to the movement. For the present the Forty-

fourth street property will, as soon as money is

forthcoming for the necessary construction, be used

for stack rooms, etc., since the lease on the other

parcel runs until January I, 1916. By that time it

is hoped that plans will have been approved for a

structure to cover the entire property now owned

by the Academy, the construction of which can be

so carried out as not to interfere with the activities

of the Academy.

Efficient Quarantine.—Attenti'ui has been

again called to the efficient quarantine in force at

the Port of New York by the holding up of the

S. S. Lusitania, which was detained over night until

a case of sickness in the steerage could be investi-

gated. Detention of one of the fast Atlantic steam-

ships is not often necessary, and the incident caused

much comment. There is but little chance that

cholera will reach this country through New York.

New York's Census.—The population of the

City of New York is announced officially at 4,766,-

883, an increase during the last decade of 38.7 per

cent. During the previous decade the increase was

57.1 per cent. The largest increase per population

was in the Borough of the Bronx, which has en-

larged 114.9 per cent. In Brooklyn the increase

was 40.1 per cent., and in Manhattan 26 per cent.

The following are the figures for the last three

counts are as follows :

:

Population. iQio. igoo. 1890.

New York City. 4,766,883 3,437,202 2,507,414
Manhattan Borough 2,331,542 1,850,093 1,441,216
Bronx Borough 430,980 200,507 88,908
Brooklyn Borough i,634>35i 1,166,582 838,547
Richmond Borough 85,969 67,021 51.693
Queens Borough 284,041 152,999 87,050

Red Cross Aids Foresters.—Because men in-

jured in the service of the (Government while fight-

ing forest fires in the Northwest cannot receive aid

from the Government when their disabilities are so

serious as to force them from the payroll, the Red
Cross has appropriated the sum of $i,ooo to cover

hospital expenses in such cases. The money will be

used under the direction of one of the assistant

foresters for the relief of the civilian fire-fight-

ers, many of whom were forced into the service by
law, and for whom no provision is made in case

of injury.

Fourth of July Victims.—The carefully com-
piled statistics of the American ^Medical Association

show that the agitation for a sane Fourth has had
some efl^ect, a decrease in the number of victims

being particularly notable in those communities
which have passed restrictive legislation. The sum-
mary shows that this year 2,923 persons were in-

jured, of whom 131 died. In 1903 the injured num-
bered 4,449, of whom 466 died. The total for the

eight years is 37,526 persons injured in Fourth of

July celebrations, with 1,662 deaths resulting di-

rectly from the injuries and from tetanus following

the wounding. The eyesight was destroyed in 122

cases; 551 persons lost the use of one eye, and 432
were crippled by the loss of arms, hands, or legs,

and 1,541 by the loss of fingers. The greatest re-

form was accomplished this year in Massachusetts
where the injuries were only one-seventh of the

number for the previous year. Missouri, New Jer-
sey, and New York reduced their injuries to one-
third, while the totals in Indiana, Iowa, and Wis-
consin were larger than those of a year ago.

"Soothing Syrups" Barred.—The Philadelphia
Association of Retail Druggists at a recent meeting
adopted a resolution binding its members to dis-

courage the sale of the class of preparations known
as "soothing syrups," designed for the use of in-

fants and containing habit-forming drugs.

Porous Plasters and Diplomacy.—The German
(Government has announced that, in accordance with
the request of the T/nited States Government, the

tariff on porous plasters imported from this coun-
try into Germany has been reduced. The State De-
partment last winter in the course of tariff negotia-
tions called attention to the unfavorable treatment
to which porous plasters manufactured by Ameri-
can firms were subject upon importation into Ger-
many. Thev were then classified as "secret reme-
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dies," and required to pay a duty ten times as high

as that considered proper. The classification of the

product has now been changed, and the tariff re-

duced accordingly.

Yonkers Hospital.—The North End Improve-
ment Association of Yonkers, New York, has de-

clared its intention of bringing before Governor

Hughes the alleged unsanitary condition of the

building used for the treatment of contagious dis-

eases in that city. The association asserts that the

hospital is a menace to health rather than a benefit.

"A Million for Tuberculosis."—This is the slo-

gan adopted in connection with the sale of the Red
Cross Christmas seals for 1910. The National

Association for the Study and Prevention of Tuber-

culosis will cooperate with the Red Cross this year

in the sale of the seals and will share in the pro-

ceeds. Because of criticisms of the use of the word
"stamp," the stickers will be called seals and will be

used on the backs of letters.

Leland Stanford Medical School.—Several ad-

ditions are being made to the medical school at

Leland Stanford University. Last year one wing
of the museum building was set aside for the use

of the Department of Anatomy under Prof. A. ^^'.

Meyer, and this year two other wings will be used.

One will be used by the Department of Bacteriology-

under Prof. Hans Zinsser, formerly of the College

of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, and the

other will house the Department of Pharmacology,

the head of which is Dr. Albert C. Crawford, until

recently connected with the Bureau of Animal In-

dustry-. Both Dr. Zinsser and Dr. Crawford are

recent appointees to the medical faculty.

Civil Service Examination.—The United States

Civil Service Commission announces an examina-
tion to be held on September 14 to secure physicians

to fill the following vacancies : One at Cahuilla,

California; one at Pueblo Bonita, New Mexico;
one at Santa Fe, New Mexico; one at Western
Shoshone, Nevada, and one at White Earth, ]\Iinne-

sota. These positions pay $1,000 a year each, and
are open only to men physicians between the ages

of twenty and forty. Further information may
be obtained from the United States Civil Service

Commission, Washington, D. C.

Acute Poliomyelitis in Pennsylvania.—Accord-
ing to figures compiled by Dr. Samuel G. Dixon,
Pennsylvania State Commissioner of Health, 443
cases of acute poliomyelitis were reported in forty

counties of the State during the month of August.
One hundred cases were reported from Northamj>-
ton County, 96 from Lancaster County, 68 from
Philadelphia County, and 52 from Lehigh County.

Typhoid Fever in Philadelphia.—For the week
ended September 2 73 cases of typhoid fever were
reported to the Philadelphia Bureau of Health.
Many of these, it is believed, were acquired by per-

sons w-hile in the enjoyment of vacations out of
the city.

Charitable Bequests.—By the will of the late

Mr. Max Bamberger of Philadelphia, who died re-

cently in Kissingen, Germany, the Jewish Hospital
Association of Philadelphia receives $10,000, and
$5,000 each is left to the following institutions of
that city. Mt. Sinai Hospital, Jewish Alaternity
Hospital, Hebrew Orphans' Home, and Jewish
Foster Home. The Jewish Hospital for Consump-
tives, Denver, Col., also receives $5,000. The resi-

duar\- estate, estimated to be about $400,000. is to

be used in erecting and maintaining a seaside home
for Jewish children at Atlantic City, to be known
as the Max Bamberger Seashore Home.

International Congress on School Hygiene.

—

The next meeting of the Congress is scheduled to

be held in 1913 at Buffalo, N. Y.

The Michigan State Medical Society.—The an-
nual meeting of I his society will be held at Bay
City on Wednesday and Thursday, September 28
and 29. Dr. George W. Crile of Cleveland will

make the scientific address at the opening session.

The International Medical Association for the
Prevention of War.—The organization of a so-

ciety of medical men under the above title has re-

cently been suggested, and an executive committee
has been formed. Dr. J. Riviere of Paris being at

its head. It is hoped that a congress may be held

in Paris some time in 191 1. In this countrj- the

association is represented among others by Dr. W.
B. Snow of 329 West Fifty-seventh street, New
York, and Dr. George Brown of Atlanta, Ga.

American Electro-Therapeutic Association.

—

The twentieth annual convention of this association

will be held at Saratoga Springs, N. Y., September

13, 14, and 15, 1910. A full program of committee
reports and papers on subjects relating to physical

and electro-therapeutics has been arranged, and
much serious work has been done in a determined
effort to place work in the field of physical thera-

peutics on an exact scientific basis. There will be

an accompanying exhibition of electrical apparatus.

The medical profession is invited to attend. Head-
quarters will be at the United States Hotel. As-
sembly and exhibition halls are at the Hathorn
Spring Building. The president of the Association

is Dr. T. D. Crothers of Hartford ; the secretary is

Dr. J. Willard Travell, 27 East Eleventh street.

New York City.

Association des Medecins de Langue Francaise

de I'Amerique du Nord.—At the closing session

of the fifth congress of this association, held on
August 25, the following officers were elected : Hon-
orary Presidents, Drs. J. J. Guerin and P. V. Fau-
cher of Montreal ; President, Dr. Henri Hervieux
of Montreal ; Vice-Presidents, Dr. A. Rousseau of

Quebec, Dr. J. O. Ledoux of Sherbrooke, and Dr.

Gauthier of Upton ; Secretary, Dr. E. P. Chagnon
of Montreal ; Treasurer, Dr. B. C. Bourgeois of

Montreal.

Dr. S. Nagayo of Toky-o died on Monday of this

week. He was president of the Japanese Society

for Gastroenteric Diseases, editor of the Archives

of Digestive Disorders, a monthly journal in the

Japanese language, and director of a sanatorium for

the treatment of diseases of the stomach. Dr.

Nagayo was chiefly instrumental in establishing the

specialty of gastroenteric diseases in Japan, and
labored in many other ways to advance the cause of

scientific medicine in his country. In his death

Japanese medicine suffers an irreparable loss.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. H.\rry Vroom Day of

Butler, N. ].. a graduate of the Medical Department
of New York University in 1877, a member of the

New Jersey State and Butler County Medical so-

cieties, died recently of cancer at his home, aged

57 years.

Dr. Francis Hart Stuart of Brooklyn, N. Y..

died September 4 of heart disease. He was born

in Logansport, Ind., and was graduated from the

Long Island College Hospital in 1873. He was a
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aieniber of the American Medical Association.
American Academy Medical and British Medical
Associations, Brooklyn Pathological Society Obstet.,
Brooklyn Hospital, consulting physician of the Sa-
maritan Hospital, and the University Club of the
city of his residence. Of a busy temperament, with
devotion to his duties, he made a reputation for
himself as a clinical lecturer to students at the lead-

ing hospitals.

Dr. Samuel C. Johnson of Sharon, Pa., a grad-
uate of the Jefferson Medical College of Philadel-

phia in 1879, died suddenly on August 28 while at-

tending a patient.

Dr. Alphonse Wetmore of Clinton, la., a grad-
uate of the Medical Department of New York Uni-
versity in 1848, died at his home on August 24,
aged 90 years.

Dr. \^'ALTER F. Atlee of Philadelphia, a son of
Dr. John L. Atlee, the distinguished surgeon of
Lancaster, Pa., a graduate of Yale University in

1845, ^"J of the Medical Department of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in 1850, died at his home
on August 19, aged 82 years.

Dr. Joseph A. Scroggs of Keokuk, la., a grad-
uate of the Rush Medical College, Chicago, and a

member of the American Medical Association, the

Iowa State Medical Society, and the State Board
of Health, died at his home on August 24 of dia-

betic gangrene, aged 62 years.

OUR LONDON LETTER.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

DENTAL AND MEDICAL REFORM—WHOOPING COUGH—BACILLURIA
IN CHILDREN—LUNACY REPORT—ROYAL COLLEGE SURGEONS'
MUSEUM—FAITH HE,'\LING AND AN INQUEST—DOCTOR AND
guardian's duties in SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS—OBITUARY.

London, August 19, 1910.

"Is it reasonable to suppose that an unqualified operator
can by actual practice and experience ever acquire the
knowledge and skill of the qualified dentist?" This is the

question put in a leading article of M. A. P., the enter-

prising journal so entitled, interpreted as "mainly about
people." The question applies just as much to medicine
and surgery, in fact, to the whole medical art, as to the

dental hranch. But just now this branch is prominently
before the public in consequence of recent proceedings,

and the leaders are more alive to the importance of further

protective legislation than those of the profession as a

whole. M. A. P. proceeds to demonstrate the danger to

the public of permitting unqualified dentists to practice,

dividing these persons into: (l) Honest and fairly compe-
tent; ('2) honest, but incompetent; (3) unscrupulous or

incompetent; (4) rank swindlers. The first class seems
scarcely admissible, according to the subsequent logical

statements of the article, for the writer sets out that there

may be here and there a man whose lack of means pre-

vented him after two or three years completing his train-

ing. But, he adds, "after all, why should they be allowed

to practice?" And further, he continues, "a solicitous

clerk may have passed all the necessary examinations, but

is debarred from practice until his name has been en-

rolled."

I am citing a journal extensively read by society rather

than onr professional organs, as it indicates that the ques-

tion of illegal practice has not been allowed to rest by

the dentists, and so they have secured more attention than

the doctors for their legislative demands. The medical

journals have, of course, constantly advocated protection

from quackery of all kinds. The Medical Press and Cir-

cular has been prominent in defense of the dental branch.

The current number of the Lancet contains a letter from

Mr. Morten Smale, who has long held the highest position

among dental surgeons, is consulting surgeon to St. Mary's

Hospital, the Royal Dental Hospital, dean of the school,

and examiner at the Royal College of Surgeons, of which

he is a member as well as dental licentiate. His wider

experience cosvinces him that a new act must be obtained

absolutely restricting practice to registered persons and
containing a penal clause so worded as to prove effectual.

He would, however, in order to pass the act more easily,

1 suppose, suffer existing unqualified ones to continue in

practice if they can show some competence on examina-
tion. On this point I would refer him to the logic of
M. A. P. As to a perfect penal clause I almost despair
of the parliamentary draftsmen being able to frame one.
Irregular practitioners will not call themselves dentists or
similar terms. Only this week I passed in one suburb
four brass plates inscribed "Mr. , artificial teeth."

Need I say what that implies?
Whooping cough should lose most of its terrors if Dr.

Essex Wynter's statements at the Children's Section of the
Medical Association should be fully confirmed. It is true

that many poor people let it run its course from a prejudice
that nothing does any good, but they would be glad enough
to see their children rapidly cured. Chloretone (J>i grains
three or four times a day) is Dr. Wynter's remedy, and
the paroxysms, he said, were practically subdued in three
days. Dr. Zangger had contributed a paper on this dis-

ease in which he had spoken of it as a contagious disease

of bacillary origin with reflex nervous symptoms. To
meet the infection he gave quinine hydrochlorate. Next
in efficacy he found euquinine. which is but slightly bit-

ter and does not irritate the stomach. For the nervous
complication he advised packs to the trunk at 52 to 60
deg. F. for one to four hours—a very powerful nerve
sedative they proved. He had treated some 200 cases in

the course of practice, and in severe cases the convulsi\e
stage had been reduced to 20, 15, or sometimes 10 days.

It was rare to have more than twenty paroxysms of
coughing in the twenty-four hours under this treatment,
and they diminished from day to day in number and also

in intensity. He had no deaths and no complications.

Yet it was after hearing this paper that Dr. Wynter
made the statement I have quoted and congratulated Dr.
Zangger.
At this meeting the set discussion was on infection of

the urinary tract in children by bacillus coli. It was opened
by Dr. Box, who said the condition might be acute or
chronic. Other organisms were sometimes found, but the

B. coli was most common. Occasionally they might e.xcite

few or no symptoms, but generally produced some inflam-

mation of the mucous lining of the tract. This was fre-

quentlv confined to the bladder, but might extend upwards.
In such cases there would be feverishness of a typhoid

type, preceded perhaps by rigor or convulsions. Tenderness
over the region affected would occur, but diagnosis must
rest on the presence of the bacilli in the urine, which was
usuallv highly acid. For treatment its acidity should be
neutralized, and it should be diluted by free drinking.

He gave potass, citrate enough to keep the urine alkaline.

Dr. Pardoe said he trusted rest in bed on milk diet, with
diluents, alkalies, and sandal-wood oil as an antiseptic.

Dr. Parkinson had seen improvement after injections of
dead bacilli. Dr. Cautley said bacilli might abound in the

urine without setting up symptoms, and he had little faith

in drugs, though benzoates seemed to have some effect.

Other speakers referred to the obstinacy of chronic cases,

the want of uniformity in the organisms (various strains

of the B. coli being found). One gave urotropin for

weeks. Another observed that the B. coli grew in an alka-

line fluid, but that increased phagocytosis, and so might
be beneficial. The fact that B. coli is met with in other

diseases (diphtheria and scarlatina) was also mentioned,
as was a case treated by potass, citr. per rectum, with rest

and milk diet.

The report of the Lunacy Commissioners shows, for the

year up to January i last, a further increase of certified

insane persons. But the increase is below that of the

annual average during the decennium. It is also lower
than any yearly increase since 1901. Some curious notes

can be picked out from the tables, e.g. from that about
occupation it appears that in those classed as professionals

teachers furnish the lowest rate, viz., y.g. but physicians

have a rate of 12.9 per 10,000. lawyers 15.2, clergy 13. T.

As to causes the commissioners consider the figures point

in both sexes to an association of heredity with the in-

sanity of adolescence, with that of mental stress, and that

of influenza ; in males with addiction to alcohol : in

females with puerperal insanity and with epilepsy.

Prof. Arthur Keith, the Conservator of the Hunterian
Museum, has issued an illustrated guide tn this great

collection, in which, as he says, the animal kingdom has

been "ransacked" to show the meaning of its structure and
working. The pathological department occupies a good
deal of space in the book, and includes the recently ac-

quired Nubian collection. Some of the exhibits have an

interest outside the medical art. e.c;. a cast of Livingstone's
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broken arm which was crushed by a lion and a rib of
Robert the Bruce showing a fracture, united. There is

also in the guide a short history of the museum, always
of interest. Dr. V\ m. Hunter's anatomical school was a

very in;portant institution in the middle of the eighteenth

century, and in that his brother John qualified and as-

sisted in the demonstrations—later serving for a time as

surgeon in the army. In 1763 he retired from the army
and began practice in London, collecting specimens which
interested him. In 1783 John Hunter bought two houses

and built a museum for his collection, on which he spent

his whole fortune, which before he died was some £70,000.

When the British Government bought it they only paid

£15,000 for it, and handed it over to the care of the Royal
College of Surgeons. .\ further sum of £42,500 has since

been contributed by the government towards the building

of the present museum, which with its contents is estimated

to have cost upwards of £500,000, mostly provided by the

college.

A case of faith healing which did not heal has ended
at Nottingham in an inquest on a body of a woman of

fifty-eight who was said to be confined to bed for nearly

three years without medical aid. The only other occupant
of the house when she died said the deceased had a dis-

like to doctors, and had suffered from much pain and laid

in one Position all the lime. She relied on faith healing.

A medical witness said that when he called he could not

persuade the occupants she was dead, as they told him
"God had assured her she was not going to die." The
jury returned a verdict of death from blood poisoning

from self neglect, and censured two witnesses who had
lived with the deceased.

The local government board has issued its conclusions

on an inquiry respecting differences between Dr. Ross and
the Brighton guardians. The doctor, they find, acted im-

properly in arranging for the transfer of some children

from the schools to the workhouse infirmary in disregard

of the views of the guardians. H he considered the reso-

lution of the guardians detrimental to the children he

should have made formal representation in writing to that

effect. Still it is admitted children with serious illness

in need of special treatment and continuous observation

would be better in the infirmary, where there is a resident

medical officer. .\ weekly examination of all the children

is not necessary. A monthly inspection should insure

detection of contagious diseases. A detailed examination

of each child in apparent health need only be made at occa-

sional intervals.

The death is reported of Mr. Robert \Vm. Coe, at the

age of eighty-eight, who was admitted a member of the

Royal College of Surgeons in 1844 •'nd to the Fellowship

in 1852. He was for years lecturer on surgery at the

Bristol Medical School, surgeon to the General Hospital,

the Children's Hospital, and Lock Hospital. In due
course consulting surgeon. He contributed some interest-

ing articles to the journals and societies.

Dr. Frederick Weatherley. J. P.. of Portishead has died

at the age of ninety. His College and Hall diplomas are

dated 1841. He was formerly surgeon-major in the volun-

teers artillery.

Dr. J. T. Faulkner, a distinguished Owen College man
and M.D. Lond., has died quite suddenly, at the age of
fifty-four, after attending a political demonstration and
later joining in a dance.

It is sad to have to report such a tragedy as the death
at the hands of his son of Dr. James Hamilton Nicholas,

a retired major in the Royal Army Medical Corps. There
seems to be little doubt that the son was insane. Meantime
a coroner's jury has returned a verdict of murder, and
the consequent measures will be taken.

Dr. W'm. P. Counsellor has died at Weymouth, at sixty-

three. He practised for many years at Manchester, and
had been M.O.H. in the Lancashire Rural District. He was
M.R.C.S. 1873 and M.D., Durham, 1887.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal. August 25, 1910.

Lactic Acid Bacteria: What They Are and What
They Are Supposed to Do.—.\rthur I. Kendall states
that in the restricted sense in which the term "lactic acid
bacilli" is i.sed in intestinal therapeutics only those organ-
isms are regarded as true lactic acid bacteria which form
lactic acid and smaller amounts of lower fatty acids, but
which do not form putrefactive products from protein, and
which do not produce gaseous products from the fermenta-
tion of carbohydrate. In addition to the proteolytic bacte-
ria and the fermentative bacilli of the lactic acid type, there

is a third group of intestinal organisms which is facultative
with respect to protein and carbohydrate requirements.
This facultative group is by far the largest of the three
groups, and includes many of the best known of the intes-
tinal flora, of which the Baalhis coH is an example. The
effects of lactic acid therapy are summarized as follows

;

(l) Objectionable proteolytic activity, resulting in the ab-
sorption of a host of aromatic substances derived from
protein decomposition by the action of proteolytic bacteria,
may take place in the intestinal tract. i^2) These aromatic
compounds may be formed in the small or large intestine
by the facultative or obligate proteolytic organisms. (3;
The excess of protein in the diet of the host, or any fac-
tor causing stasis or impaired absorption of protein, ap-
pears to be the direct cause of this condition. The result is

an unusual amount of available food which stimulates the
development of these proteolytic intestinal organisms. (.4)
The addition to the diet of easily fermentable carbohy-
drate, together with the restriction of the protein, is of
material assistance in reducing the output of these putre-
factive products in many instances. (5) The beneficial
action of the carbohydrate is twofold ; First, the character
of the metabolism of the facultative organisms tends to
change from the putrefactive to the fermentative type, elim-
inating by the urine the putrefactive products refer-
able to their activity; and, second, the lactic acid bacilli,

either those given by the mouth or those normally present
in the intestinal canal, or both, proliferate rapidly, form-
ing considerable amounts of lactic acid and inhibit the
further development of the obligate proteolytic organisms
by rendering the medium in which they are growing un-
suitable for continued development. (6) The proteolytic
bacteria may be producing their harmful effects either in

the small or large intestine ; in the former case the intro-
duction of the organisms of the bulgarian type may rea-
sonably be expected to be of some benefit. If the proteo-
lytic process is of the large intestinal origin, the normal
lactic acid bacilli of the acidophilus type are indicated. If

there is reason to suspect that these normal intestinal lactic

acid bacilli are enfeebled or absent, it will be necessary to

introduce fresh cultures by the mouth or the rectum. (7)
While tlie primary object of introducing lactic acid bacilli

is to inhibit the objectionable activity of proteolytic organ-
isms, experiments seem to indicate that, in addition to the
formation of lactic acid, other products associated with
their development may be formed which also act benefi-
cially. The nature of these products and the character of
their action is not definitely known.

New York Medical Journal, August 27, 1910.

Oral Prophylaxis.—L. Ashley Faught says that it is

freely conceded that the mouth and teeth should be kept
clean, that neglect hurts the teeth and gums, and, ultimately,

the general health ; and patients are yet too frequently dis-

missed with some general advice about brushes, floss silk,

and dentifrices, and as a result the hygienic care by the

patient falls short between visits to the dentist. The object
of this paper is to awaken both dentist and physician to a
more serious view of the great importance of oral prophy-
laxis. Patients need to be instructed as to the importance
of the active use of the teeth ; they are the organs of masti-
cation, and should be so used ; that use means health. The
teeth should be brushed on the lingual and palatal surfaces,

as well as on the buccal and labial sides, with a rotary
motion of the brush, brushing the gum as well as the teeth,

from the gum toward the crowns of the teeth; not with a

rotary motion in that direction and then in the reverse
direction, but with a movement which shall be peculiarly

always in the one direction only, the direction of tooth
growth; the motion to follow the axis of the tooth, giving
particular attention to the inside of the lower arch in the
molar region. Great care should be taken to reach all the
surfaces of the teeth situated well hack in the rear of the
mouth. The teeth should also be brushed backward and
forward on the occlusal or chewing surfaces. During the
brushing from time to time the mouth is to be rinsed with
an antiseptic solution. Waxed floss silk should also be used
by passing it between the teeth. This attention, after each
meal and before retiring, should be sedulously given.

Hjrpothyroidism.—Robert L. Pitfield says this is a
commonly overlooked disease ; hypothyroidism may be so
mild as to cause a few pains and aches, or so severe as to

render the victim a bedridden invalid, ugly, perhaps, and
miserable: and often a complete puzzle for the medical
attendant. Not always is the patient myxedematous. He
has seen nine cases, all in children ; all had joint pains that

were called rheumatism. The fat ones were thought to have
Bridit's disease, the thin ones nervous prostration. All had
their ills wrongly diagnosed. He believes that this disease
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should be classed among the nervous diseases, and not
among those of the ductless glands. He reports four cases,
two of them exhibiting the rarer symptoms of this dis-

ease ; one was the premature menopause and the other
synovitis of the knee. The patients were all neurasthenic.
The relief afforded by thyroid is another prop to support
the doctrine that neurasthenia is very rarely a primary
disease.

Anemic Ulcers of the Throat.—.\lbert G. Pohly says
tliat ulcers of the throat are either due to tuberculosis,
syphilis, or angina Vincenti. He reports in detail three
cases which were due in all probability to anemia. The
ulcers in these cases are small, round, with a scanty secre-
tion. These occurred in young women, and there was no
history of either tuberculosis or syphilis. There was no
glandular swelling.

Journal of the Aiiici-uan Medical Association, August 27,
1910.

A Possible Differential Sign Between Cardiac Dila-
tation and Pericarditis with Effusion.—\V. J. <aivert
says that extreme dilatation of tlie heart is often difticult

or impossible to differentiate from large pericardial effu-

sions, and he gives a possible differential sign. In patients
with large hearts the sternum is depressed, the entire liver

is depressed, the right lobe of the liver is relatively ele-
vated as to interspaces, the right lung is elevated and
pushed outward and backward, thus giving a high position
of the liver with a narrow band of lung-liver relative dull-

ness. In pericarditis with effusion the liver is depressed,
the right lung is pushed outward and backward more than
upward, thus giving a low position of the liver with a
narrow band of lung-liver relative dullness. Tlie size of the
liver is of no material importance. Two factors compose
the differential sign—the position of the liver and the pres-
ence and position of the diminished area of lung-liver rela-
tive dullness. Of these the position of the liver is most
important.

Neuralgias and Functional Disturbances Arising from
Infections in and About the Tonsil.—Frank C. Todd
emphasizes the following points in concluding his paper:
I. Pain and soreness in the neck in the region of the tonsils

usually arise from diseased tonsils. 2. Neuralgias in the
region of the tonsil, ear, side of head, neck, nose, teeth,

gums, or antrum of Highmore, may be and frequently are
caused by diseased tonsils. 3. Disturbances of function
through pressure on or inflammation of nerves may mani-
fest itself in hoarseness, in loss of voice, cough, difficult

deglutition, or entrance of food into trachea, with regurgi-
tation ; or in defects in hearing, dyspepsia, and disturbed
heart action. 4. Such diseased tonsils may not be and
usually are not large or acutely inflamed. They must be
carefully examined by the surgeon, who should pull them
into view with a dull hook, determine whether the crypts

contain detritus, whether the tonsils are sore to such manip-
ulation, bleed easily, or otherwise give evidence of being
diseased. 5. Such tonsils should be carefully and com-
pletely removed. 6. Relief of secondary infections usually
follows immediately on removal, but sometimes only slowly
if neuritis or secondary glandular involvement is present.

7. In certain cases paralysis may be permanent.

The Role of Surgery in Preventive Medicine.—Miles
F. Porter suggests that by the removal of infection atria

surgery may do much to prevent disease. That adenoids
and diseased tonsils and gums are the port of entrv for

many serious infections is well recognized, but the etiolog-

ical relationship that these conditions seem to bear to rare

infections, such as noma and acute poliomyelitis, should

also be considered. The removal of such deformities as

club-foot hernia, etc., not only makes it possible for their

possessors to lead much more hygienic lives, which con-

duces to greater physical strength, but effects a psychic im-

provement in such cases which is quite as important. All

suppurating lesions and local tuberculous lesions should be

treated not only in the interests of the patients themselves,

but in the interests of the community. Deaths from brain

abscess, meningitis, and thrombophlebitis, resulting from
neglected middle ear disease, are all too common. By re-

moving causes of irritation in the shape of gastric ulcers,

lacerated cervices, phimoses, gallstones, kidney stones,

warts, moles, and other nonmalignant tumors and causes

of irritation, surgery can prevent more deaths from cancer

than it can by the removal of cancerous conditions after

such a diagnosis is possible. The writer quotes from au-

thorities to show that the consensus of opinion favors

cesarean section as giving better chances of life and health

to both mother and child than can be claimed for ordinary

obstetrical operations in the same class.

A Cutaneous Anaphylactic Reaction as a Contra-

indication to the Administration of Antitoxin.—W. L.

Moss, believing that it would be desirable to determine in

advance those cases in which a second administration of

serum will precipitate dangerous anaphylactic manifesta-

tions, has made the following test in thirty cases. Ihe skni

of the inner side of the upper arm is cleansed with alcohol

and dried with a sterile sponge, and o.oi c.c. normal horse

serum is injected intradermally. A positive reaction con-

sists of an area of inflammation i to 2 cm. in diameter,

which comes on within twenty-four hours and disappears

in two or three days. The entire reaction is sometimes

over within twenty-four hours, so that an observation

should be made ten hours after the injection. The reaction

is purely local. Of the thirty individuals tested nine had

never received any form of antitoxin, and results were all

negative; the remaining twenty-one had received antitoxin

from four months to ten years previously. Ten of these

gave positive reactions and eleven negative. The results

did not seem to depend on the length of time that had

elapsed since former injections. Of the ten positive reac-

tions three gave much more marked reactions than the

others, and it seemed possible that reactions of this nature

might indicate danger from any further injection of anti-

toxin serum. The value of this test can be determined only

by injecting therapeutic doses of antitoxin in individuals

who give a positive skin reaction. Dr. Moss urges that

where opportunities offer further investigations be made

to determine the value of this test, as a means of knowing

in advance those cases in which a second injection of anti-

toxin are contraindicated, and thereby preventing the

lamentable accidents which sometimes now occur.

The Lancet. August 20, 1910.

A Case of Migraine Associated with Chlorine Re-

tention.—Hubert Higgins bases this paper on records

of observations made in a case of long-standing neuras-

thenia and migraine in a man aged forty-three years. The

chief subjective sensations complained of were those of

exaggerated fatigue, mental depression of an overwhelm-

ing, unreasoning kind, and headaches lasting as long as

three days at a time, accompanied by the usual migraine

symptoms. These symptoms were invariably and quickly

removed by means of not more than seventy drops of

phosphoric 'acid. On each occasion there was decided in-

crease of indican. The main indications, as revealed by

urinary analvses. were to secure dechlorination by as simple

means as possible, and to administer magnesimu, calcium,

and phosphorus in the form of eggs. It was clear that the

full remineralization ration (earthy and vegetable salts in

addition to eggs and meat) produced too great a reaction,

as it changed the day by night quotient from r.l to 0.7 in

the case of urea, and from i.o to 0.6 in the case of uric

acid. During the remainder of the time that the patient

was under observation he was allowed rather more than

his ordinary ration without vegetable salts. For twenty-

three days out of forty-four there was a rigid chlorine free

diet ; on the other days he partook of the usual hotel fare,

not adding any salt to it. Allowing a liberal estimate for

salt used in cooking, while the patient was on ordinary

diet, the total dechlorination was 309.63 grams. The

permeabilitv tests showed that there was no evidence of

renal inadequacv. In this case the force which retained the

chlorides in the tissues must necessarily operate in the cells

themselves, and it was reasonable to conclude that retention

was present in order to maintain the balance between col-

loids and crystalloids. The urea and uric acid analyses the

author took as being an indication that the tissues reacted

too strongly to the meat, and that in cases showing such an

e.xtreme reaction the meat ration should be reduced to a

minimum and the proteid ration as well to half the normal

quantity. During observations in this case the blood pres-

sure had risen to 95 millimeters, and hence only 0.5 gram
of calcium carbonate was "iven. This was increased or

diminished according as the blood pressure rose or fell.

Two grams of hydrate of magnesium and a small ration

of iodine in combination were also given. The author

urges the necessity of seeking out and demonstrating to

cases of this class the physical causes of the psychical phe-

nomena.

A Case of Rheumatic Arthritis Followed by Strep-

tococcus Invasion.—G. R. Strong reports the case of a

girl twenty-one years of age, who gave a history of an

attack of tonsillitis and other symptoms which indicated

that she was suffering from an attack of acute rheumatism,
but against this was set a history of pain in the soles of the

feet and lumbar fascia, the absence of cardiac signs and a

characteristic appearance of the left wrist, which suggested
gonococcic arthritis. F.xamination of fluid aspirated from
the wrist and of a swab from the vagina failed to show
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the presence of the gonococci. During the course of her

illness the reaction to the salicylates left no doubt but that

the case was one of acute rheumatism. Seventeen days
after her admission to the hospital her temperature sud-
denly rose to 104° and she complained of sore throat, and
a faint erythematous rash appeared on her chest aJid abdo-
men. Scarlet fever was suspected. A swab taken from her

throat yielded streptococci and staphylococci. The urine

was found to contain casts and much free blood and
leucocytes. She now has a systolic murmur at the ape.x.

Her condition immediately became grave and she died four

days after the onset of these symptoms. The appearances
at the autopsy were those of an intense septicemia and
pneumonia. Death had occurred from to.xemia. The pus
from the pleura contained many streptococci. Sections

of the lungs showed appearance of intense inflammation but

not just that of pneumonia. The kidneys were enlarged,

engorged, and bled on section. The points of interest in

this case are : In the first place, was the illness of which the

patient died a streptococcic infection or a very severe
attack of scarlet fever? A streptococcus being frequently
found in association with this disease is believed by some
to be the actual cause of it. Where is the line to be
drawn between scarlatina and streptococcic septicemia?
Secondly, was the fatal illness a new infection or merely
a relapse in the course of the disease from which the

patient was suffering when admitted ? The writer was
inclined to the former view. Another point of interest

was the pneumonia which was evidently only a part of
the general infection.

A Note on the Abuse of Purgatives.—Herbert
French thinks that in the recent discussion upon the
treatment of constipation at the meeting of the British
Medical Association it was not clearly brought out that a
great deal of chronic constipation is actually due to the
abuse, that is to say the injudicious use of purgatives
during the preceding years. Even laxatives ought seldom
be used, and then only with the greatest caution. The
habitual use of laxatives during adolescence usually ne-
cessitates the resort to purgatives in early adult life, and
as years go on stronger and stronger remedies become
necessary, until none has the desired action. Instead of
encouraging Nature's tendency to act once a day the
use of a purgative forces the bowel periodically and leaves
it inactive in the interval. There is no doubt that a great
deal of the chronic constipation of to-day is due to defi-

ciency of exercise and to the removal from our dietaries
of many things which, being indigestible, used to pass
through and increase the bulk of the residue. This consti-
pation is accentuated by the abuse of purgatives. By the
term indigestible we understand not a substance which
produces indigestion but one which passes through the
alimentary canal undigested, as the fiber of green vege-
tables and fruits and portions of husks in porridge and
brown bread.

British Medical Journal, August 20, igio.

The After-History of Forty Cases of Epithelioma of
the Lip.—A. Rendle Short classified these cases accord-
ing to the method of operation adopted. Of twenty-three
cases where only one operation was performed and the
growth removed by a V-shaped incision, the glands not
being removed, fourteen cases are now well, four are
known to have died of recurrence, two more have probably
done so, and three have been lost sight of. In six cases
where there was one operation only for the removal of the
growth on the lip and of a palpable gland or glands, one
case is probably cured, three died of recurrence, and two
cannot be traced. Of three cases where there was removal
of the growth and a complete clearance of all the submax-
illary glands at the same time or soon after (although not
palpably enlarged) two cases are well and one recurred.
Of seven recurring cases operated on more than once, two
are well, one has probably recurred, one patient died of
pneumonia without recurrence, and three died of recur-
rence. The author concludes that when the glands are
already infected only an extensive dissection will give the
patient a reasonable chance of cure. He thinks that this
extensive dissection ought to be carried out, even when
the growth is small and no glands are palpable. The risk
of the operation is not as great as the danger from re-
currences. The lesson that a study of these cases teaches
is that if the neck is to be cleared it must be done very
thoroughly.

An Imrnense Renal Calculus.—George W. Ord re-
lates the history of this case, which covers twentv years.
The case is unusual because of the presence of calculi in
both kidneys, the size of the large calculus, the compara-
tively small ainount of discomfort and pain considering the

size and irregularity of the stone, the extremely healthy
appearance of both kidneys at the time of operation, and
the separation of the calculus into two large and one small
fragments. The calculi were removed from both kidneys at

two separate operations. Those from the right kidney
weighed 118 grams, had no nucleus, were bistre m color,

easily friable and porous, with rough surfaces. The largest

measured 3>i inches by 2 by 2 inches, and had been frac-

tured about its middle some time previously, and a regular
articulation had resulted, somewhat resembling an infant's

kneejoint, patella included. The calculi were composed of
calcium, sodium, and magnesium phosphate and carbonate.
The calculi from the left kidney weighed 14I2 grams.
About two years and a half after these two operations the

patient was again operated on, a right lumbar nephrolith-
otomy being done, and a short time after the right kidney
was drained for intermittent hydronephrosis. The patient

aborted about a month after tliis operation and died three
months later.

A Siniple Method of Removing Sebaceous Cysts.—
H. Freeth describes the method which he uses, and which
he considers more satisfactory than that in ordinary use.

An incision is made, not over the cyst, but through healthy
skin alon-'side it, parallel to and the same length as the
shortest diameter of the cyst. The injection of a little

eucaine solution along the line of the incision is all the
anesthetic required. A small, blunt hook is then inserted
into the incision and is worked around the cyst, tearing
through the adhesions of the cyst wall, first on the super-
ficial aspect, as that is where the cyst wall is the thinnest,

and then on the deeper aspect, until the cyst is completely
separated, when it can be delivered by pressure from above.
A little collodion on the wound is all the dressing required.

The advantages of this method are that the incision is

through healthy skin, and where the cyst is oblong is

shorter than the usual incision. Consequently, the union
is quicker and more satisfactory and the appearance of the
resulting scar better than when the incision is made through
the altered skin over the cyst. A minimum amount of
anesthetic is used, and in case the cyst is situated on the
scalp very much less hair need be cut. The largest cyst

that Dr. Freeth has removed in this way is about the size

of a bantam's egg, but he would employ the same method
in removing a very much larger one.

Berliner klinische Wochensclirift, August 8, igr*.

Significance of Ehrlich's Arsenobenzol Remedy in the
Treatment of Syphilis.—Neisser and Kuznitzky, after
praising the advantages of "606," go quite extensively into

the subject of collateral effects. These are divided into

local and general. Any unpleasant local eflfects are nat-

urally avoided by using the intravenous injection. In
intramuscular and subcutaneous injections a step for-

ward has been taken by using the remedy in sus-

pension in place of solution [the work of L. Michaelis
and Wechselmann in this field is described ; both the
papers have been given in summary in previous numbers
of the Medical Record.—Ed.]. Under the intravenous
method numerous collateral effects have been recorded,
chiefly chills, fever, and vomiting. These symptoms are
transitory and leave the patient intact. No arsenic has as

yet been found in the vomitus. The temperature in these

cases has often been high (up to 40° C.) ; and on one
occasion herpes febrilis developed. That such effects are

by no means attributable to the sudden introduction of an
alien substance into the circulation is evident from the

fact that similar symptoms have followed intramuscular
injections ; and then very promptly. The authors are in-

clined to the belief that all such manifestations, however
produced, are due to the liberation of syphilitic endotoxins
as a result of the sudden destruction of the spirochetes.

The chief support for this belief is the fact that these

toxigenic symptoms occur in active, but not in latent

syphilis. The authors go extensively into our older knowl-
edge of the symptomatology of sudden liberation of endo-
toxins as a result of mercurial treatment. This subject

has a considerable literature. To come back to the new
therapy, the authors conceive this to be indicated: (l) In
all quite recent cases, in the hope of cure at a single

stroke; (2) in any case which does not respond to mer-
cury, and finally (3) in cases overtreated with mercury.
A separate section should be made of parasyphilis. We
do not of course know as yet whether "606" can prevent
paresis and tabes dorsalis, but there is certainly no ob-
jection to its use as far as the former condition is con-
cerned. It may be otherwise with tabes, in which the

patient is perhaps preordained to opticus atrophy. This
possibility can at present only be hinted at.

Pseudoapical Murmurs.—Allard writes rery briefly
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upon this very important subject, which is so deeply con-

cernetl with hasty diagnosis of incipient puhiionary tuhcr-

culosis. The author is a member of Prof. Minkowski's
staff at the Breslau University Medical CHnic. Given
that we obtain in a particular case auscultatory and pcrcu-
tory evidences of incipient phthisis, the question which
arises concerns the negative interpretation of the phe-
nomena. No doubt many murmurs heard in these exam-
inations are extrapulmonary and due to contractions of
the trapezius, scaleni, etc. Such auscultatory illusions

should be corrected by percutory evidence. But all such
sounds are not muscular in origin ; for in some cases
there is evidence that they proceed from a sort of creaking
of the bonts and joints. The late Dr. Rosenbach was
active in this diagnostic field and laid down rules for dis-

tinguishing between pulmonary rales and muscular sounds.
But the very pains he took with this subject illustrates its

intrinsic difliculties. He, as well as others—including the

author—sought to exclude muscular participation by a

system of "holding" during wdiich auscultation of the

apices was being undertaken. No doubt in all routine ex-

aminations much can be effected by placing all the muscles
concerned in a state of repose.

Miinchener medizinische Wochcnschrift, August 9, 1910.

Pancreas Intoxication.—Bergmann and Guleke have
investigated the subject of systemic autointoxication from
the pancreas, which has apparently been suggested in part

from the fact that in aseptic autolysis of this gland cer-

tain toxins are formed ; but more particularly from the

pathological finding that in destructive disease of the

organ certain fatal toxic phenomena are produced. The
toxic action noted in any case is somewhat of the nature

of trypsin poisoning, and may be antagonized in experi-

ment by previous immunization with trypsin. Yet these

toxic effects cannot be set down necessarily either to

trypsin or any other individual enzyme when acting alone

;

that is to say, the picture differs in some respects from
that produced by the injection of commercial trypsin into

the blood. Another toxin is present, and this is believed

in some quarters to be the digestive product of the pan-

creatic lipase. The role of this element in the intoxica-

tion is somewhat complex and is believed to represent a

displacement in the blood of its calcium ions as a result

of formation and absorption of the very soluble sodium
soaps, which are formed from lipase digestion. While ex-

perimental trypsin death is said to represent a paralysis of

the respiratory center, soap poisoning, when carried out

experimentally, represents an acute cardiac death. In

pancreas intoxication, however interpreted, we thus have
twro quite different lethal factors which act in conjunc-

tion. So many disease phenomena are nowadays ex-

plaimed by some sort of interference with soluble calcium

ions that the refusal of the authors to conmiit themselves

to any delinite conclusions need occasion no surprise.

Treatment of Sciatica with Epidural Injections.—Blum
refers by the terra epidural injection to the anesthetiza-

tion of the sacral nerve roots after they have left the

cord, a resource for local analgesia discovered simul-

taneously by Cathelin and Sicard. When applied merely

to relieve the pain of neuralgia, the method does not

differ radically from perineural injections in the contin-

uity of nerves. The author's paper is essentially a com-
parison of the two methods. The older of the latter is

somewhat more readily carried out, but this drawback is

more than offset by several points of disadvantage. The
epidural injections, for example, affect a wider nerve dis-

tribution, and are less provocative of present and after

pains. Blum has used the epidural method in over a

thousand cases with a much smaller incidence of unpleas-

ant consequences and sequelae than has been shown by

perineural injections. Paralysis of the peroneus has been

noted occasionally under both methods. Nevertheless the

conclusion of the author that the epidural method is the

best routine procedure seems to be doubtfully asserted.

The Meiostagmin Reaction in the Differentiation of

Tuberculosis According to Animal Species.—Gashar-
rini endeavors to show that this reaction is capable of

the differentiation of human, bovine, and fowl tuberculosis

from one another. The communication is very brief and

based principally on experimental tuberculosis produced

in guinea-pigs and rabbits by the various bacilli sup-

posedly peculiar to each species of animal indicated. By
following the usual technique a positive, specific reaction

was obtained in four or five days after infection. The
meiostagmin reaction has been used very largely of late

ia connection with the diagnosis of specific diseases: but

this claim in connection with specific animal tuberculosis,

seems stronger than any heretofore made.

Cryptogenetic Tetanus.—Stromeyer under this tern-,

refers naturally to the ancient tetanus rheumaticus, or

tetanus not the result of a wound. It was thought that the

discovery of the bacillus in 1884 had done away with this

doubtful clinical affection ; but the returns since have
shown that the frequency of these parado.xal cases is in

no wise diminished. It has naturally been asserted that

tlic causal element in the two conditions differs radically

;

in other words, the cause of cryptogenetic tetanus is quite

different from that of traumatic tetanus, just as the two
clinical conditions are quite dissimilar. The possible

chance of confusion in such cases is extraordinary. Thus
a patient may behave clinically as a tetanus patieat and
yet recover. On the other hand, a patient ill of any
affection whatever, may die under tetanic symptoms.
The upshot of the paper is that trismus is a symptom,
which may arise under various circumstances and be

terminal in most. No other explanation seems possible

among so many and varied symptoms.

Deutsche medizinische Wochcnschrift, August 11, 1910.

Treatment of Phobias.—Cramer introduces certain

more or less novel concepts under the head of symptoms
and treatment of phobias. The German word "Angst,"

which is usually anglicized "phobia," means much more
than the latter; it is employed, for example, in connection

with subjective choking sensations, and similar sensations

of undoubted organic origin; while we usually restrict

the term phobia to subjective experiences which are not

based on organ sensations. Cramer would use the ex-

pression "psychopathic fear" as an equivalent of what we
term "phobia." He seems inclined to believe that the

association of phobias with digestive disturbances is

accidental. People with the same antecedents may be
predisposed to both conditions alike. This seems a not

unreasonable explanation of the frequent association of

gastric insufficience with psychic insiifficience. The prompt
relief of both trains of symptoms after a brief change of

surroundings is a sufficient document to show that both

conditions depend wholly on a common cause. Much
more significant is the relationship of the sexual life to

phobias. But all that can be said is that the sexual ele-

ment is operative chiefly in predisposed subjects. The
most novel and unconventional position of the author is

asserted in connection with the opium treatment of psy-

chopathic phobias. From our native standpoint such a

management, especially outside of institutions, would be
self-condemnatory. The author appears to recommend it

for pathological fear of all kinds. The dose of opium
should be small at the outset, and gradually increased.

It does, indeed, seem strange that a properly constituted

authority should prescribe a graduated opium cure for

any disease- whatever, even if incurable. Yet there is no
doubt that Cramer orders a full opium treatment for

phobias, as if it were a specific. The nearest approach to

such a course is in Flechsig's opium-bromide treatment of

epilepsy ; but in the latter the remedies are more or less

alternated.

Sudden Blanching of the Hair.—Stieda revives the
old more than suspicion that whitening of dark hair over
night is in reality a sort of withdrawal symptom, due to

sudden deprivation of the walnut stain or whatever dye-
stuff' is in daily recourse ; whence the frequency of alleged

cases after incarceration. It is no longer believed by ex-

perts that psychic trauma has ever caused this transforma-
tion. Mental shock is extremely common ; while blanch-
ing of the hair at a stroke is so rare that a list of alleged

cases may quickly be compiled. It is true that psychic

trauma may appear to cause blanching of the hair within
a comparatively short time—a few weeks, perhaps—but
the author deals only with alleged instantaneous cases.

There is absolutely no evidence that such a sudden depig-
mentation has ever occurred or could possibly occur.

The Ehrlich-Hata Remedy in Complicated Syphilis.

—Wechselmann, after the usual laudatory contribution to

the virtues of "606," touches mildly on untoward effects

of the remedy. A train of symptoms which might have
erroneously been ascribed to arsenicism is explained by
the supposition that the remedy may activate latent bac-
terial infection. Thus, if we suppose that a patient at

the time of the injection chanced to suffer from a bac-
teriogenic angina or otitis media, the said injection

might cause the complication to pursue a more active

course. A number of complicating conditions of the most
diverse kinds, but all such as are sometimes influenced
by arsenical medication, remained unaltered. It is im-
plied that at least one case of abortion has been ascribed
to the drug.
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Light Therapeutics. A Practical Manual of Photo-
therapy for the Student and Practitioner, with Special
Reference to the Incandescent Electric-Light Bath. By
J. H. Kellogg, M.D., author of "Rational Hydrotherapy,"
"The Art of Massage," etc. Member of the British
Gynecological Society, the International Periodic Con-
gress of Gynecology and Obstetrics, American and Brit-
ish Associations for the Advancement of Science, the
Societe d'Hygiene of France, American Society of Mi-
croscopists, American Climatological Society, American
Medical Association, Michigan State Medical Society;
Superintendent of the Battle Creek (Mich.) Sanatorium.
Battle Creek : The Good Health Publishing Co., 1910.

This little book of 200 pages is an exposition of the
light therapeutics as used at Battle Creek. Beginning with
a discussion of the physics of light and the physiologic
effects of it upon tissues, it then goes on to the therapeutic
effects of light, both natural and artificial, upon the human
body in disease. The arc light is discussed, but especial
attention is paid to the incandescent light treatment by
means of cabinets, though the photophor is also described.
The various therapeutic measures of hydrotherapy, mas-
sage, friction, and air blasts which may be used in asso-
ciation with phototherapy are described. Under clinical

phototherapy are taken up the various diseases which the
author believes may be benefited by his methods of treat-
ment, ranging from scarlet fever to diabetes and fractures.
The book is well printed and profusely illustrated, and
reviews concisely and completely the measures in general
use in the modern sanatorium, going into sufficient detail
to enable the reader to carry out the treatments by himself
provided that he is the owner of the necessary parapher-
nalia.

DroDEX.\L Ulcer. By B. G. A. Movnihan, M.S. (Lond.),
F.R.C.S. (Leeds). Illustrated. Philadelphia and Lon-
don ; \V. B. Saunders Co., 1910.

It is always a pleasure to review a book on a special sub-
ject written by a master, and the reader of this cannot
help being infected by some of the enthusiasm of its

author. In the chapter on history we learn that neither
Curling (after whom the lesion is often called) nor Du-
puytren were the first to call attention to the connection
between burns and acute ulceration of the duodenum, but
Long of Liverpool, in 1840. Moynihan attacks without
mercy some of our most cherished ideas. ".\cid dyspepsia,"
"hyperchlorhydria," "gastric neuroses" are ruthlessly
tossed away. He says there is "no foundation in fact for
this venerable fallacy," i.e. excessive acidity. He makes
his diagnosis almost exclusively on the history-pain and
discomfort in the epigastrium following aboiit two hours
after meals. The only physical signs to be looked for are
tenderness in the midline of the upper part of abdomen
and to the right, firm contraction and rigidity of the right
rectus muscle, and a briskness of the right epigastric re-
flex. These are all of relatively small importance. Hema-
temesis and melena are complications whose occurrence
should have been forestalled. The author affirms that in
his experience the diagnosis of duodenal ulcer is made
with a degree of accuracy not exceeded in the case of
any other abdominal disorder. The treatment of chronic
duodenal ulcer, he says, should be invariablv surgical.
His description of perforation is beautiful, and' reads like
a story. An appendix to the book contains a detailed
statement of the cases operated on during nine years.

SciEN-TiFic Living for Prolongixg the Term of Human
Life. The New Domestic Science, Cooking to SimpHfy
Living and Retain the Life Elements in Food. By L.\vjt\
Nettleton Brown. New York : The Health-Culture Co
1910.

This book is written by one who would apparently like to
join the ranks of the raw-food faddists, but still is a little
too sensible to endure altogether that follv, with its un-
palatable and unhygienic excesses. She the'refore refrains
from urging the exclusive use of uncooked foods, but
comes pretty near it. However, some of the dishes she
recommends, and for which she gives recipes, are not bad.
and the author has done a service to her kind in giving
little gastronomic comfort to the raw-fcoders. She gets
a little afield at times when she leaves the menus and be-
gnis to philosophize. For instance, in speaking of tea,
coffee, wine, and tobacco, she especiallv remarks: "The
purpose of such poisons in nature is to discipline the mind.
Man has the privilege of deciding between things, thoughts,
and actions that sustain life and those that induce death.'
He IS strong physically, mentally, and morally in propor-
tion to his decision to maintain life." The book isn't reallv

so bad, for this is about the worst thing we have found
in it, unless perhaps it is the author's diatribe against salt.

Of the yeast germ, she says it is more plant than animal.

Studies from the Rockefeller Institute for Medical
Research. Reprints. Volume X, 1910.

The publication of this volume marks the completion of
the tenth year of existence of the Rockefeller Institute
and the si.xth year of its control of a laboratory of its own.
To the usual collection of reprints of investigations is pre-
fixed a complete list of the staff and extramural workers
of the institution since its organization. An index of
the first ten volumes is also added. The body of the re-
port itself consists of fifty-five articles, comprising the
work of the Rockefeller institute published during the
year 1909. The subjects cover practically all departments
of scientific medical research, and are far too diversified
to make a thorough review possible. Possibly the por-
tion of the book of the greatest interest to the practitioner
is that consisting of five articles by Flexner and Lewis
upon poliomyelitis. .-K glance at the index for the first ten
years of the reports impresses one most forcibly with the
tremendous scope of the work which has been carried on
under the auspices of the Rockefeller Institute and the
immense amount which has been accomplished during the
first decade of its existence.

The Diagnosis of SM.\LLrox. Bv T. F. Ricketts, M.D.,
B.Sc. (Lond.), M.R.C.P., D.P.H.; Medical Superintend-
ent of the Smallpox Hospitals and of the River Am-
bulance Service of the Metropolitan Asylums Board.
Illustrated from photographs bv J. B. Bvles, M.B., B.C.
(Cantab), F.R.C.S. (Eng.), D.P.H.; Senior Assistant
Medical Officer at the Smallpox Hospitals of the Metro-
politan Asylums Board. With X2 colored plates, iio
black-and-white plates, and 14 charts. New York: Funk
& Wagnalls Co., 1910.

This book is of especial interest on account of the large
collection of really superb photographs which are used as
illustrations and of the theory which the author propounds
and most ably discusses that in mam' cases the distribution
of the rash in variola is due to the stimulation of ex-
ternal irritations, as the pressure of the hat band, belt, gar-
ter, the irritation of plasters, and many other causes. The
text is clear, well written, and to the point. The various
forms of smallpox are described, and especial attention is

paid to differential diagnosis, some of the best illustra-

tions being of cases not of variola, but of other conditions
easily mistaken for it. The book confines itself to diagno-
sis, which is by far the most important feature in such a

disease as smallpox. It is by far the best work upon the

subject which has appeared recently, and should be owned
by every man whose work brings him into contact with
cases of variola. The volume is well printed, in large,

clear type, superbly illustrated, and neatly bound.

The Excursions of a Book-Lover, Being Papers on Lit-

erary Themes. By Frederic Rowland M.^rvin. Boston

:

Sherman, French & Company, 1910.

This delightful volume is enriched by the many-sided per-
sonality and attainments of its author. Dr. Marvin is not

only a writer of great charm and finish, but a Doctor of
Divinity and a Doctor of Medicine, and therefore his point

of view, not only of books, but of life and people also, is

enhanced by the deep insight of a nature that has touched
life at many points. In his book we find nothing of the cool

monastic retreat from actualities too often characteristic

of the book-lover who loves only books, .^nd how he loves

them ! Outside and in. his "dearly beloved old pigskin

tomes." As he says in his admirable foreword, "the glad-

ness of many evenings is in these pages." The reader may
take up this volume with an assurance that the promise of

interest contained in the titles to the essays will not fail

of fulfilment
—

"Literary Fame," "Book Dedications,"
"Shakespeare's Bones," "Holographs," "At Last the Silent

Majority," each one both piquing interest and rewarding it.

Of special interest to physicians is the essay entitled "The
physician and his work," where is to be found quoted in

full the statement of the physician who attended Washing-
ton in his last illness, which was published in the Medical
Repository in 1800, about one year after his death, and
in juxtaposition to this the comment upon it published in

the Medical Record in 1900, just one hundred years later,

which runs in part as follows : "The treatment of an old

man, sick with a disease very exhausing to vitality, and so
severe that the illness lasted but twenty-four hours, con-
sisted in the abstraction of between two and three quarts
of blood, the administration of about gr. x.x of calomel
and gr. vi of tartar emetic, an injection, with application

of a blister. * * * The almshouse patient to-day has
more rational treatment than the ex-president of the United
States had in 1800."
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THE AMRRIC.-XN GASTROENTEROLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

Thirteenth Aunutil Meeting, Held at St. Louis, Mo., June
6 and 7, 1910.

First Day—Monday, June 6,

The President, Dr. Julius Friedenw.^ld of P.ai.timukk, in-

THE Chaik.

Recent Events in the Development of Gastroenter-

ology.—Dr. Friedenwald delivered this, the presiden-

tial address (see page 270).

Stretching of the Cardia in the Treatment of Cardio-

spasm and Idiopathic Dilatation of the Esophagus.—By
Dr. Max Einhorn of New York. This was a detailed re-

port of two cases of cardiospasm and three of idiopathic

dilatation of the esophagus successfully treated by repeated

stretching of the cardia by means of a metallic cardiodila-

tor constructed by the author. The success of this treat-

ment in tliese cases had induced him to try a similar

method of treatment in pylorospasm, and in some cases

of that condition he had apparently had good results by

stretching the pylorus.

Duodenal Alimentation.—By Dr. Max Einhorn.

(See page 92.)

Cardiospasm, with Dilatation of the Esophagus.—Dr.

Jesse S. Myer of St. Louis read this paper, in which he

reported ten cases of cardiospasm, seven males and three

females, treated by forcible dilatation from above. He
emphasized the importance of early diagnosis and early

relief of the spasm in order to restrict as much as pos-

sible the sac development. It was questionable, he thought,

that a sacculated esophagus ever fully regained its nor-

mal tone ; long after the spasm had been completely re-

lieved, certain symptoms persisted because of this fact.

Dr. Myer said that his experience with this series of ten

cases led him to the belief that there was a congenital

basis for the development of the sacculation. These indi-

viduals presented certain well-defined outward evidences

which indicated a congenital tendency to a general as-

thenic state. That cardiospasm was of nervous origin

seemed to be the general consensus of opinion. How or

why it developed in certain persons, however, had never

been satisfactorily explained. Many etiological factors

had been considered in the previous case reports, but in

none, perhaps, with the possible e.xception of trauma, had

any essential connection been determined. For the de-

velopment of cardiospasm, as for certain other conditionc

dependent upon nervous causes, there were probably neces-

sary two factors, i.e., a predisposition and an irritant. The

dilator which Dr. Myer used in the stretching of the cardia

in his cases consisted of a double rubber bag, with a silk

bag inserted between them, and attached to the ordinary

stomach tube having no opening in the end.

Tortuous Stricture Involving Three and a Half Inches

of the Cardiac End of the Stomach Treated by Gradual

Dilatation.—Dr. Bertram N. Sippv of Chicago reported

this case and gave a demonstration of the instrument he

employed.

Dr. Charles G. Stockton of Buffalo said he had had

some experience with cardiospasm and with its treatment

by dilatation, and while he had succeeded in some in-

stances, there were others in which the result was not

satisfactory.' He had had cases where he did not succeed

in passing a dilator.

Dr. Allen Arthur Jones of Buffalo said the condition

of cardiospasm was one of the most difficult that intern-

ists and gastroenterologists had been called upon to treat.

Surgical interference in these cases was not altogether

satisfactor>-. The only operation that had been feasible

in most instances had not attacked the disease at all, but

had simply been undertaken to short-circuit it and feed

the patient through an artificial opening. For this opera-

tion, it might be said in its favor that some cases of cardio-

spasm were greatly improved by it, and it was possible

in a few instances to allow tlie artificial opening to close,

and thereafter the patient was able to take his or her

food in the normal manner. In those cases, one could

not help feeling that the condition was accompanied by

some intermittent or continuous irritation, either direct

or indirect, which gave rise to the spasm and closed the

esophagus and cardia, and that the operation allayed the

irritation and overcame the spasm.

Dr. John A. Lichty of Pittsburg believed we were

coming more and more to feel that gastric ulcer was not

a local disease; that it was rather a disease due to con-

stitutional, nutritional disturbance, and if we must feed

these patients by the rectal method or starve them, we

were to that extent hazarding their chances of recovery by

further interfering with their nutrition. Therefore, if this

method of Dr. Einhorn's of feeding the patient directly

into the duodenum by passing a tube through the pylorus

proved successful, we had made a great step in advance in

the treatment of gastric and duodenal ulcer.

Dr. A. L. Benedict of Buffalo said he had never seen a

case of esophageal spasm which required any extreme

treatment. One or two passages with an ordinary bougie,

a little valerian, perhaps suggestion ; at any rate, very mild

measures were sufficient to relieve the condition. In his

own experience, we had a very simple type of esophageal

spasm which yielded readily to mild measures of treat-

ment, or else we had to deal with a distinctly organic of

at least mechanical obstruction.

Dr. Einhorn said that in his paper he had differenti-

ated between cardiospasm and idiopathic dilatation of the

esophagus. Cardiospasm was a frequent condition and

was easily cured in many instances. It was a neurotic

affair. With idiopathic dilatation of the esophagus, how-

ever, no matter how originally produced, we found a dif-

ferent picture. These patients were never cured with

drugs or suggestive measures, and even the introduction of

small-sized bougies would not cure them. When, however,

we began to dilate forcibly, over-stretching the cardia and

making it much larger than normal, then we might ac-

complish a cure. Cardiospasm and idiopathic dilatation of

the esophagus were two entirely different conditions, and

we should not mix them up.

Dr. Jesse S. Myer said he was not yet quite clear as

to how Dr. Einhorn differentiated clinically between cardio-

spasm, with dilatation of the esophagus, and idiopathic

dilatation of the esophagus. Dr. Myer said his own cases

were all examples of cardiospasm with dilatation. If

the cardiospasm were primary, then we were perfectly

entitled to consider the condition as cardiospasm, with

dilatation of the esophagus. Under those circumstances,

however, we were not justified in calling it an idiopathic

dilatation.

Thyroidism as a Causative Factor of Gastric Dis-

turbances.—Dr. Max Ballin of Detroit read a paper

on this subject, in which he offered the following con-

clusions : Thyroidism is a complex of symptoms caused

by faulty secretion of the thyroid gland. Besides the prin-

cipal symptoms (heart, nervous and eye symptoms and

goiter), intestinal symptoms (diarrhea, vomiting, etc.)

and disturbances of metabolism (loss in weight) were very

important; more so, as the latter might occur, early in

the course of the disease and might be more pronounced

than the former. Therefore, the diagnosis in those cases

where the intestinal symptoms predominated might be diffi-

cult, and should be based upon accurate examination as

to the existence of slight degrees of goiter, tachycardia

and slight eye symptoms. As to treatment, surgical inter-
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ference, if serum and medical treatment failed, would

nearly always cure the intestinal symptoms; in fact, often

earlier than the cardiac and eye symptoms. A suitable

operation (ligation of the thyroid arteries, resection of the

gland or enucleation of tumor from the gland) would

be followed most frequently by a surprising gain in

weight, and would check the acceleration of metabolism

with its tissue waste.

Dr. John P. Sawyer of Cleveland said that in view of

the enormous frequency of thyroidism in the district in

which he lived and in other localities, he did not feel that

it was warranted that operative interference should be too

frequently recommended. He had seen instances where

large goiters pressed on the trachea and gave rise to pro-

nounced symptoms of obstruction; yet they receded and

were symptomatically cured under medical treatment On
the other hand, he could recall a number of instances that

were operated on with only temporary relief. He was

convinced that the best method of treatment in these cases

was not yet generally known, but in most instances he

would have grave doubts about recommending thyroidec-

tomy.

Dr. J. H. Stealy of Freeport, 111., saia he had been on

the lookout for cases of enlarged thyroid or hyperthy-

roidism for over twenty years, and up to ten years ago,

in his section of the country, not five per cent, of these

cases were ever diagnosed. Now about 60 per cent, were

recognized. As to the operative treatment of these cases,

he was in favor of removing the entire thyroid, with the

exception of a small portion, say the size of a penny. He
had removed the entire gland in a large number of cases,

and up to the present time no symptoms of hypothyroidism

had developed by leaving the parathyroids.

Dr. Ballin, in closing, said we should save as much of

the thyroid tissue as possible. Nobody to-day was in

favor of complete thyroidectomy, which would lead to

myxoedema. We should only tie as many arteries or re-

move as much of the gland as was necessary to overcome

the symptoms.

Achlorhydria Haemorrhagica Gastrica as a Symptom
of Chronic Gastritis.—Dr. James Taft Pilcher of

Brooklyn, N. Y., read this paper, which gave the result of

his investigations made in the pathological laboratories at

St. Mary's Hospital, in Rochester, Minn. He stated that

there was a definite entity presented in the stomachs of

some patients suffering from various intra- and extra-

abdominal pathologic conditions, which was characterized

by the absence of hydrochloric acid and the presence of

"occult" blood. The condition was probably primarily af-

fected through the agency of a reflex nerve stimulation,

inhibiting first the production of free hydrochloric acid to

only a moderate degree. This so modified the inhibiting

factor of the gastric juice that the necessary conditions

for the growth of pathogenic bacteria were furnished, chief

among which were to be reckoned the streptococci and
colon group, which were present in striking numbers. These
direct irritations either themselves or in conjunction with
the primary irritative factor, gallstones, appendicitis, pan-
creatitis, etc., perpetuated the pathological process until

there was an achlorhydria produced. It was most prob-
able that to the erosion following this irritation the pres-

ence of blood might be ascribed. In the one hundred
stomachs examined at operation, atrophy was never pres-
ent, nor was there, excepting in one case, any evident in-

sufficiency of the pylorus. There was a general sympto-
matology, accompanying this condition which was very sug-
gestive. The test meal recovered was indicative of the
pathological process in the stomach. There were indica-
tions in but seven cases observed that there was no secre-
tion from the stomach mucosa. In others, the presence of
mucus, the biuret reaction, and coagulation after activation

would tend to show that there was still a moderate de-

gree of enzymic action. The cases were therefore not

"achylia gastrica." Many instances were shown which il-

lustrated the progressive, established or retrogressive

stages of this condition. Proof of the etiological factors

had been demonstrated in the cases operated upon, de-

duced from their prompt and permanent recovery. The

condition was relatively common, approximately one in

every fifteen stomach cases examined.

Dr. Max Einhorn of New York said that some years

ago (Medical Record, June 23, 1894) he published his

first article on Clinical Observations on Erosions of the

Stomach and Their Treatment, and five years later

(Journal of the American Medical Association, May 20,

1899) his second article on Further Remarks on Erosions

of the Stomach appeared. In those articles he reported a

series of cases in which the presence of particles of gas-

tric mucous membrane appeared in the stomach washings,

and these, under the microscope, were found to contain

glandular elements. In these cases, the absence of hydro-

chloric acid was also noted in some instances; in some

there was complete achylia and in others hyperchlorhydria.

In all of them there were various subjective symptoms of

gastric origin, which, together with the small pieces of

gastric mucosa, clearly indicated the presence of gastric

erosions. The condition was found associated with

catarrhal gastritis, sometimes of the alcoholic type. He
never had a chance to get an autopsy on any of these cases,

because all of his patients recovered under treatment, but

he did not doubt that a similar condition existed in asso-

ciation with other troubles.

Dr. John A. Lichty of Pittsburg said the one point

which interested him particularly in Dr. Pilcher's paper was

the relatively large number of cases of achlorhydria or

hypochlorhydria, and the few cases of achylia gastrica, and

it seemed to him to be within the range of possibility that

in the cases he examined the patients were under abnormal

conditions, and did not secrete their normal gastric juice.

Probably, in many of them, serious operations were con-

templated; they were in a more or less perturbed state of

mind, and this might have disturbed the normal gastric

secretions.

Dr. John P. Sawyer of Cleveland said it was well to

keep in mind the fact that repeated examinations, at con-

siderable intervals of time, were necessary in order to de-

termine that given findings were essential or particularly

peculiar to the pathological condition determined clinic-

ally, or perhaps afterward recognized as post-mortem.

Dr. A. L. Benedict of Buffalo referred to the unreliabil-

ity of the blood tests that were employed for occult blood.

There were quite a number of different substances that

would oxidize guaiac and other things, and some authors

gave such a large list, including the ferments, starch,

mucus, and other substances liable always to be present.

that it seemed we must check off our tests for occult blood

before we could draw any reliable conclusions therefrom.

Dr. Pilcher, in closing, replying to Dr. Einhorn, said

that in all the stomach washings he had made in these

cases he had never been able to identify any cellular

elements that could be referred to the stomach mucosa.

He had never seen any clumps of cells or any cells which

would in the least give one any idea of the condition of

the gastric mucosa. As to the suggestion made by Dr.

Lichty that the loss of acidity was possibly temporary and

associated with a nervous condition of the patient. Dr.

Pilcher said he did not think this was so. This so-called

"nervous achylia" was very simply differentiated, and the

experienced observer could in most cases tell immediately

whether he w-as dealing with a real achylic stomach or a

"nervous achylic" stomach if he would merely make a

smear from his residue and stain it with any ordinary

stain, and find out what the bacterial content was. In the

normal stomach there were very few bacteria, and if we
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were dealing with a case of nervous subacidity or c<m\-

plete acid due to the same cause, we would not lind tlic

enormous number of bacteria that were present in true

achylia, nor would we find the pathogenic varieties which

were so universally present under diseased conditions.

Observations of the Variability of the Composition
of the Gastric Juice.— Dr. E. L. Eggleston of Battle

Creek said that repeated test meals given the same indivi-

dual under as nearly the same conditions as possible in-

dicated a considerable variation in the acid and pepsin

secretion, the secretion being no doubt influenced by

psychic conditions. What might be termed the normal

secretion in any individual fluctuated to a considerable de-

gree, being influenced both by the mental condition and the

kind of food taken. The state of mind—the mental con-

dition—of the patient at the time of the test meal was

decidedly unfavorable- to normal digestion. .\s the or-

dinary test meal was not inviting, this also failed to arouse

what Pawlow termed the "appetite juice," and the secre-

tion obtained at the end of an hour might be very mislead-

ing. When possible, a specimen of the gastric ontents

should be taken after the patient had eaten of food that

was appetizing and under pleasant conditions. Aside from

the psychic influences which aused a variation in llie com-

position of the gastric secretion, it was possible to greatly

influence it by the kinds of food taken. It was possible in

tliis way to greatly increase the secretion, or to reduce it

almost to nil. The author summarized his paper as fol-

lows : I. That with the same food materials there may
be quite a marked variation in the percentage compostion

of the gastric juice, which will result from psychic in-

fluences. 2. Iced foods or beverages have only a slight in-

hibitory action on the gastric secretions. 3. Foods con-

taining free fats in any quantity, when taken either at or-

dinary temperature or frozen, have a decided inhibitory

efi^ect on the gastric secretions. 4. Fruit juices, either

frozen or at ordinary temperature, quite markedly in-

creased the secretion. 5. Tincture of gentian compound

seemed to have but little effect as a gastric stimulant.

Dr. J. C. Johnson of Atlanta said that when we con-

sidered the personal equation and variations in the vital

equilibrium, he did not doubt for a moment that we could

fmd a considerable variation in the acid and pepsin secre-

tion, even in the absence of any evidence of ill health, but

in order to determine the exact physiological value of such

findings, they must be shown to be on an entirely physiolo-

gical basis, and, at the same time, such findings must be

more or less uniform.

The discussion was continued by Dr. Gustav Baar of

Portland, Ore., and was then closed by Eggleston.

Some Experiences with the Einhorn Duodenal

Bucket.—Dr. W. G. Morgan of Washington, D. C, in

this paper reported in detail 19 cases in which he had used

the Einhorn duodenal bucket for the diagnosis and locali-

zation of ulcers of the stomach and duodenum. He used

both the thread test and the duodenal aspirator, and from

his experience with these two methods he realized that

Dr. Einhorn had given us means to employ which rendered

the diagnosis in these cases comparatively easy and reliable.

The application of the thread test was readily applicable

to most cases, there being only here and there an individual

who objected to the procedure. We could often watch the

healing of the ulcer by the lessening of the length and

amount of the blood stain upon the thread. Dr. Morgan

said he had modified this test by substituting a small split

shot inclosed in an ordinary gelatin capsule for the bucket

devised by Dr. Einhorn, and he felt that it worked even

better, as the patient seemed to experience less difficulty m
swallowing it; furthermore, it cost much less to have a

number of such tests going on at the same time. Dr. Mor-

gan said that the number of latent ulcers, or ulcers giving

few prominent symptoms, was larger than was thought.

and that by the systematic use of the thread test many

cases would be found that would otherwise escape recogni-

tion. The test, although sometimes disagreeable, was not

seriously objected to, and should be instituted at the faint-

est suspicion of ulcer. Besides being able to localize the

ulcer, we were enabled to say with more certainty how

the case was progressing and when the ulcer was probably

cured.

Dr. Max Einhorn of New York said he had employed

the thread test in over seventy cases of ulcer of the

stomach, and could subscribe to its usefulness. In cancer

the method could be used advantageously in recognizing

and localizing the presence of a growth; it did not tell us

whether the growth was malignant or benign, but it in-

dicated the site of the ulceration. He had also found it

useful in cirrhosis of the liver, with varicosities and

ulceration in the region of the cardia and lesser curvature,

even before the occurence of hemorrhage.

Dr. James T. Pilcher of Brooklyn said he had tried the

Einhorn thread method as an aid to diagnosis in twenty-

five cases of ulcer of the duodenum and in ten cases of

ulcer of the stomach, as determined at operation by Dr.

Mayo, and its localization of the ulcer in the cases in

which he had employed it had not always been quite as de-

finite as one might infer from listening to Dr. Morgan's

paper. In the first place, in ulcerations of the duodenum,

the bucket did not seem to get beyond the point of the

ulceration. In four or five of his cases, however, the ulcer

was definitely located by the thread and bucket method, as

subsequently proven by operation.

Dr. Morgan, in closing, said that this test was still new,

and that it would take many hundreds of cases to properly

estimate its value, but from his experience he believed it

would prove to be one of the most valuable guides in the

recognition of peptic ulcer.

Hyperacidity and Abdominal and Pelvic Surgery.—
—Dr. J. H. Carstens of Detroit read this paper (see page

318).

Dr. Allen .A.. Jones of Buffalo said that in considering

this question we should be very careful in deciding what

we meant by hyperacidity, and that it was an error to

allow the patient to make the diagnosis for us. Many
patients complained of extreme gastric acidity when they

were not suffering from that condition at all. If we had

a definite reason for feeling that the cause of the exces-

sive acidity rested in some other organ than the stomach,

such as the gallbladder or appendix, an operation was cer-

tainly indicated, but he protested against opening the

abdomen with the idea, as Dr. McPhedran of Toronto had

put it, of going on a roving expedition.

Dr. Gustav Baar of Portland, Ore., said he had found

that excessive indican in the urine was frequently as-

sociated with hyperacidity, and when indicanuria was a

constant symptom, he became convinced that it was an in-

dication of the presence of an actual intra-abdominal lesion

of the appendix or elsewhere.

Dr. J. C. Johnson of Atlanta said we either had to re-

gard an excess of hydrochloric acid as an entity, or not

regard it as such ; it was cither a disease or a symptom of

a disease. In either case, the causes producing this patho-

logical condition must operate in essentially the same way,

and whatever the remedy might be, whether the knife, or

alkalies or diet, the essential cause must be removed by

the employment of the same factors whose perversion led

to its development.

A Clinical Study of 600 Cases of Colitis.—By Dr.

George D. Kahlo of French Lick, Ind. This paper em-

braced a resume of 62s cases of chronic colitis, including

both the inflammatory and secretory forms, the subject

being treated entirely from the clinical standpoint. Sta-

tistics were given showing the sex, age, duration of the

disease, and the relative frequency of prominent symptoms.
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as also the occurrence of the more common complications.

Errors in diagnosis often led to unnecessary surgical in-

terference. The author believed that treatment should be

directed to the local condition, as well as to the neurotic

influences that had acted to produce the disturbed secretory

function. In prescribing a diet, consideration should be

given to disturbances of the digestive function and to the

state of nutrition. The effect of mineral waters of the

alkaline-saline group, both internally and locally, was also

referred to, as were the influences of psychotherapy, mas-

sage, and hydrotherapy.

Dr. John A. Lichty of Pittsburg, discussing the treat-

ment of these cases, said he was a great advocate of the

warm oil enema, but more than that, he believed that the

cure lay in the correction of the disturbance of nutrition,

such as we often found associated with splanchnoptosis.

If you fattened your patient and increased the amount of

fat in the abdominal cavity, the mucous colitis would often

disappear without any other treatment.

Second Day—Tuesday, June 7.

On the Adaptation of the Human Saliva to Diet.—
Dr. L.^FAVETTE B. Mendel of New Haven read this paper

(See page 340).

Further Observations on Alcoholic Gastritis and Its

Relation to Experimental Gastritis in Animals.—By Dr.

Nellis B. Foster of New York (see page 275).

Dr. Julius Friedenwald of Baltimore said that about

five years ago he published a paper on the pathological

effects of alcohol on rabbits, the work being done in the

Pathological Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University

and Hospital, and the results of his work correspond very

closely to those reported by Dr. Foster. The quality of

alcohol taken by the rabbits varied very much according

to the size and strength of the animal ; certain rabbits

were found to be so resistant that they seemed capable of

tolerating daily intoxicating doses for an indefinite period.

Dr. G. H. Benton of Chester, W. Va., said that Dr.

Foster spoke of stimulation in reference to the effect of

alcohol on the gastric mucosa. The speaker thought this

should be regarded as an irritation rather than stimulation.

This particular application of alcohol produced an excre-

tion of a thick, tenacious mucus, which was Nature's way
of protecting the mucous membrane of the stomach.

The discussion was continued by Drs. Lichty, Johnson,
Benedict, Charles D. .Jiaron of Detroit, and Nathan Rose-
water of Cleveland.

Anthropometric Studies of the Osseous Proportions
of the Human Body: With a View to Obtaining a
Mathematical Expression for Enteroptosis.—Dr. Tchn
C. Hemmeter of Baltimore said that enteroptosis was not
an abnormality limited exclusively to displacements of the

abdominal viscera, but that the thoracic organs were also

displaced as far as the diaphragm and the osseous limita-

tions of the thorax would permit it. By radiographic and
other methods of investigation the author had become con-
vinced that enteroptosis was an expression of a general
osseous, visceral, nervous, and vasomotor abnormality.

Acquired enteroptosis was comparatively rare, and then
only showed displacements in a few organs of the abdomen.
In the acquired form, the thoracic organs, as a rule, were
in normal position, and the osseous anthropometric pro-
portions of the body were not found to be deviated from
the normal, while in the inherited and more frequent type
the thoracic organs were rarely in normal position ; there
were always several abdominal organs out of position, and
the osseous proportions were decidedly abnormal.

Dr. Johnson said he was struck by the frequency with
which Dr. Hemmeter had observed displacements of the
thoracic organs. In his own observations, which were con-
fined more especially to the abdominal organs, he had never
yet failed to recognize some displacement or rather lack

of proportion between the thoracic and abdorninal organs

in patients with enteroptosis or gastroptosis.

Dr. GusTAV Baar said he was convinced that most cases

of enteroptosis were acquired. The condition was rarely

observed in children, at least in his experience, and he be-

lieved that the chief causative factor was the pressure of

the corset in women or the trousers" strap in men. He be-

lieved that very few of these cases were congenital, and

that ptosis of the thoracic organs was very rare compared

with ptosis of the abdominal organs.

The discussion was continued by Drs. Friedenwald and

Richer.

Chylous Cyst of Mesentery.—Dr. A. L. Benedict of

BulTalu presented a report on a case of chylous cyst of the

mesentery in a boy of six years, who was operated on by

Dr. Charles E. Congdon. So far as the writer could ascer-

tain, no other case had ever been recognized in Buffalo,

although chylous ascites and chylothorax had. The largest

series of cases in the literature amounted to twenty-five.

Dr. Benedict had, thus far, collected about sixty-five cases,

and had found three cases prior to Rokitansky's in 1848,

which had previously been supposed to be the first authen-

tic one. Two indubitable cases were found in the reports

of the Paris Academy in 1710 and 1727. It had been de-

clared that sugar was an essential constituent of genuine

chylous effusions. Senator being quoted as authority. Dr.

Benedict's case yielded no sugar, and he showed that

Senator had been misquoted as considering sugar as any-

thing more than a usual constituent ; that sugar had been

absent in other cases, and that, on purely physiologic

grounds, it could not be considered an essential ingredient.

A study of the etiology showed that obstruction of the re-

ceptaculum and thoracic duct was rarely a cause, and that,

indeed, such obstruction would tend to immediate chylous

ascites or chylo-thorax ; also that the theory of embryonal

rests was not supported by conclusive histologic evidence.

From experimental results it seemed possible that any rise

of abdominal pressure might operate, if not to produce the

original cavity, at least to cause the development of a

macroscopic cyst. Hence, the rather characteristic history

of colicky pains might have both a diagnostic and an

etiologic bearing, though the frequency of such pains in

their association with cyst was too slight to let such a his-

tory influence us, excepting in a suggestive way. The
physical diagnosis of abdominal cysts, by auscultatory per-

cussion, tuning fork percussion, transillumination, etc., and

the exclusion of certain common types of abdominal tumor

were discussed. Without claiming that a positive diagnosis

could be made. Dr. Benedict thought that in favorable

cases operation could be undertaken with the fairly posi-

tive diagnosis of some sort of cyst, with the probable

diagnosis of mesenteric cyst, and with at least the knowl-

edge that there was such a thing as chylous cyst of the

mesentery.

Dr. George W. McCaskey of Fort Wayne referred to a

case which he saw about twenty years ago in which he

made a diagnosis of pericardial effusion. This seemed

justified by the muffled heart sounds and by the outline of

the cardiac dullness given by percussion. A paracentesis

was done, and chylous fluid was obtained. He believed the

cases was one of chylous pericardial effusion.

Dr. C. F. KoRSSELL of Chicago reported in detail a case

of chylous ascites in combination with multiple, small

chylous cysts. The largest cyst formation was found be-

tween the layers of the peritoneum in the transverse meso-

colon, holding over one quart of oily chyle.

Dr. Benedict, in closing, said that in a recent review of

the subject, he found a record of two cases of chylous

cysts of the pericardium.

The Clinical Features of Metastases Involving the

Nervous System Secondary to Cancer of the Stomach.

— Dr. Henry L. Elsxer of Syracuse .said that metastases
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<Iue to malignant disease of the stomach and intestines as

they involved the nervous system were exceedingly rare

;

not so rare, however, as had been supposed in the past.

Thorough search would frequently uncover clinical mani-

festations which made their presence positive. These con-

clusions were confirmed by post-mortem findings. In occa-

sional cases, metastases of the spine, brain, and periphery

caused such intense suffering and their symptoms were so

prominent as to mask partially or entirely the primary

growth in the stomach or intestines. Cancers of the

stomach might be so localized as to give rise to a few

symptoms, while metastases springing from such growths

might invade the nervous system, particularly the spine, and

lead to a definite train of symptoms. Cancer of the

stomach, more particularly, might remain latent during a

number of years, during which time metastases followi^

which might occasionally invade the nervous system. It

was important to differentiate the various manifestations

associated with pernicious anemia, included under the

"Lichtheim symptoms," and those due to invasion of the

central nervous system, particularly the spine, secondary

to cancer of the stomach or intestines.

The Relation of Gail-Bladder and Duct Diseases to

Gastric Function, Based Upon Clinical and Experi-

mental Observations.—Dr. J. A. Lichty of Pittsburg

read a paper on this subject, in which he offered the fol-

lowing conclusions: i. A lesion of the gallbladder and

ducts may disturb gastric function. 2. This disturbance

may consist of a hypersecretion of gastric juice, especially

of the hydrochloric acid, and a diminution of gastric

motility, and was in direct proportion to the extent of the

pathology present. 3. So-called hyperchlorhydria should

be looked upon as a symptom of some organic condition

somewhere along the gastrointestinal tract, and should be

treated symptomatically only when organic disease could

be excluded with a satisfactory degree of certainty. In

the experimental work referred to by Dr. Lichtj-, it was

attempted to show^ in dogs whose normal gastric secretion

had been determined that by placing infected foreign bodies

into the gallbladder, a condition similar to cholelithiasis

in the human being occurred, and a change in the gastric

secretion and motility took place, much as was found

clinically.

Dr. Allen J. Jones said that in not a few^ instances he

had found that definite disturbances of secretion—not

necessarily hyperchlorhydria—or of motion were associated

with gallbladder disease. Furthermore, he agreed with Dr.

Lichty that extensive or quite marked morbid conditions

of the gallbladder, especially pericholecystitis with ad-

hesions, were not infrequently associated with gastric dis-

turbance. On the other hand, there were cases in which

the cause of the gastric symptoms lay in the stomach itself

rather than in a morbid condition of some of the other

abdominal organs. We should also bear in mind that two

or more morbid conditions may exist in the abdomen :
the

patient may have appendicitis or cholecystitis, and may also

have an abnormal condition of the pylorus.

Dr. Fenton B. Turck of Chicago said he had no doubt

that the infection of the gallbladder in dogs produced by

placing an infected foreign body into that organ, influenced

the secretion and motility of the stomach, but whether

there were other factors associated with this had not been

touched upon in this research by Dr. Lichty.

Dr. J. C. JoHNSox said that in dealing with cases of gall-

stones and gallbladder adhesions, we all knew that these

conditions produced a certain train of symptoms, but what

we wanted to learn was, how did they do it and why did

they do it? Before gallbladder trouble, appendicitis or

anything else could produce hyperchlorhydria, there must

be a disturbance in metabolism of the secretory cells of the

stomach.

Dr. C. F. P. KoRssELL of Chicago said he had almost

invariably found that patients with enteroptosis also suf-

fered from hyperchlorhydria and indicanuria. By keeping

this fact in mind, he had relieved many patients who were

not benefited by having their appendix removed, or their

Fallopian tubes amputated, or their uterus curetted, etc.

Dr. James T. Pilcher of Brooklyn called attention to

the fact that we might have these gastric disturbances due

to impaired metabolism of the nerve structures. That

was really an organic ondition, not merely a functional

one. We might have an actual change in the nerve, and in

that case it could not be regarded as a fimctional hyper-

chlorhydria.

Dr. John P. Sawyer of Cleveland said that hyperchlor-

hydria seemed to be regarded by many as a continuing ex-

pression of an established disorder. Ought we, however,

to regard it in that light? Hyperchlorhydria might be

present for a considerable length of time in a given patient

under a given set of conditions ; at another time it might

be absent, and the same patient may have an achlorhydria

or a hypochlorhydria. We may have tremendous excur-

sions in this respect due to psychical phenomena.

The discussion was continued by Drs. Benedict and

Friedenwald, and was closed by Dr. Lichty.

Report of a Case of Inoperable Carcinoma of the

Splenic Flexure of the Colon Treated with Neoformans
Vaccine.—By Dr. Charles D. Aaron of Detroit. The
case was one of tumor on the left side of the abdomen

which upon exploratory incision proved to be inoperable.

Under the use of neoformans vaccine there was an ap-

parent disappearance of the growth and an improvement

in all the symptoms.

Some Observations and Modifications on the Schmidt

Test Diet.—By Dr. G. W. McCaskey of Fort Wayne.
The author suggested three slight modifications in the

Schmidt test diet. One was the advantage which might be

gained by introducing into the diet very small cubes of raw

meat which had been soaked in carmine solution for

twenty-four hours. These might pass through the stomach

in case the latter could not digest the connective tissue,

and could be readily recognized macroscopically in the

feces as small, red masses. He also advised repeating the

test with one-half the quantity, approximately, perhaps,

1,200 calories, and if we still got the same results it would

give us a clearer indication in regard to functional impair-

ment. The third modification he suggested was to make
it more inviting and palatable by substituting for the

purees gruels, etc., properly prepared potatoes, and cereals.

The Role of the Bacillus Coli Communis in Disease.

—

—Dr. Fenton B. Turck of Chicago in this paper pre-

sented some interesting facts on the role of the Bacillus

coli communis in the gastrointestinal tract in producing

lesions in the liver, kidney, stomach, and other organs.

THE MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF
NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, Held May 23, igio.

The Vice-President, Dr. James F. McKernon, in the

Chair.

The scientific session was held under the auspices of the

Committee on Public Health and was devoted to a sym-

posium on the hospital situation in New York.

Hospital Reorganization.—Dr. Charles L. Dana said

that he did not come before the Society as an expert in

hospital organization, but that as Chairman of the City

Club he had had the opportunity of watching the work.

In 1905, in an anniversary address. Dr. Gerster had pre-

sented in a very forcible way the necessity for hospital

reform. In 1906 Mayor McClellan appointed a committee

to make an investigation of the hospital system. The State

Charities Aid Association in 1908 issued a report on hos-
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pital conditions and since that time there had been a steady

increase in the interest taken in the subject of hospital

reform. The New York Academy of Medicine had ap-

pointed a Hospital Committee and valuable papers were

presented by Dr. Goldwater and Dr. W. Oilman Thompson

as a result of which the ambulance system was practically

reformed, the bill only waiting the approval of the Board

of Estimate. There was now a system of standardization

of hospital supplies. Through a committee of the Charity

Organization Society and the City Club an amendment of

the city charter had been prepared providing for a system

by which all hospitals would be coordinated and put on a

systematic basis. This was a matter of great interest to

the general practitioner, because there were about 160

hospitals in Greater New York and about 200,000 patients

were treated annually. If each hospital had only three or

four physicians in attendance there would be at least 1,000

practitioners directly interested in the work. There were

59 general hospitals, that was, hospitals taking in medical

and surgical cases. There was each year a greater ten-

dency on the part of the community to make use of these

hospitals ; people were_ more eager to go than formerly.

In response to this greater demand the hospitals had

changed their methods of administration. The medical

work involved was radically different in ideals from that

of a few years back. In the general hospitals there were

about 10.000 beds, of which number the city supported

about 3,000. The city also helped some of the tuberculosis

hospitals. With the increasing and shifting population of

the city it was becoming increasingly difficult to determine

where to build hospitals and how large to build them. The

city should take this responsibility, but as it was now or-

ganized this was impossible. The Department of Charities

had nine hospitals, the Department of Health had six, and

Bellevue and the Allied Hospitals had four. Each of these

departments also had charge of tuberculosis hospitals and

cared for tuberculosis patients. Tlie result of this was

confusion in administration. They were all doing the best

that they could, but it was impossible to formulate plans

for the future. There should be some single municipal

power in charge. Reform would probably come in the

shape of a bill amending the city charter by providing for

a Hospital Department in charge of a Hospital Commis-
sioner.

What Constitutes an Ideal Hospital.—Dr. S. S.

Goldwater said that Sir Thomas More, in writing his

Utopia, foresaw the needs of the New York hospitals. He
stated that in the ideal community people would take more
care of their sick than of others. There would be four

hospitals without the city walls, each small cities in them-

selves. They would locate the hospitals so that contagious

diseases could be isolated. They would be well stored with

all things that made for the comfort and cure of the

sick and the suffering would be so well attended that they

would rather go there than to remain at home. Only after

the best in the markets had been sent to the hospitals would
the remaining people purchase their supplies. They could

not to-day have a better ideal than this one given in the

beginning of the sixteenth century by Sir Thomas More.

Florence Nightingale's work for the hospitals had to do
chiefly with sanitation. During her time conditions were
such that the mortality rates were much higher in the hos-

pitals than outside. Happily, sanitary requirements were
now recognized and secured. Medical men wanted to see

scientific progress, and if a hospital could show that

nothing more was required of it. The hospital seemed to

exist for the pathological laboratory. They should remem-
ber that the pathological laboratory existed for the hos-
pital, not the hospital for the laboratory. There was also

a false idea of economy; hospitals were apt to be compared
on the basis of the cost of maintenance. The only true

basis for comparison was that of work done. In some of

the private hospitals the cost of maintenance was mure

than double that of several of the public hospitals. The
work in the private hospitals was often so superior that it

justified the increased cost. In establishing a new hospital

a committee was usually sent to an older hospital where

traditions had been established to find out how it was run

and then they endeavored to duplicate conditions. The
hospital that was settled in its way of doing things and is

the slave of tradition was a dead hospital too often. The
active and critical hospital was the better one. A hospital

was no longer a place merely for the relief of disease, but

social workers had come in and demanded that social jus-

tice be done. If social service work was to be done it

should be done in addition to and not at the expense of the

present hospital work. To sum up, the ideal of the'hospital

should be to promote economy and efficiency. They should

produce results, and whether it cost much or little the work
should be well done. There were a few defects common to

many hospitals and deserving of consideration. Hospital

reports consisted usually of statistical statements of work
done. No hospital did all the work that it should do.

Many applicants could not gain admission for one reason

or another, and this rejected class received no help. There

should be one person connected with each hospital whose
duty it should be to advise those who were rejected as to

where they should go. The hospitals should enumerate the

things they had failed to do, as this would give philanthro-

pists the knowledge of the needs that existed. It would
help the Health Department to get appropriations for their

work, for they had to care for the contagious diseases that

were not admitted to general hospitals. There was not a

single complete hospital in the city that was one that ceuld

accommodate all clinical groups that needed care. For in-

stance a medical case with eye trouble could not be ac-

commodated in an eye hospital, and if the case went to a

general hospital there would be no regional specialist. Dr.

Goldwater believed that there should be no special hos-

pitals. The special hospital should be in close connection

with the general hospital. The ideal hospital should in-

clude not only all the clinical groups, but these groups

should be in close cooperation with one another. The
hospitals should also report in regard to the number of

transfers made. Dr. Goldwater referred to Dr. Gerster's

plea for paid officials in the hospitals and said that he

agreed that it was necessary to give salaries to certain

workers. It was especially necessary that the physician

who had charge of the admissions should be on a salary

and also the radiographer and pathologist should have

better salaries than they are now getting. Whenever they

asked a man to work for a hospital in a way that did not

help him in building up a private practice he should be

paid for his time. The day-room represented a special

need of the convalescent. It was a waste of capital to take

the equipped beds needed for acute cases for the purpsses

of the convalescent. As hospital work had evolved there

had come a need for a larger percentage of nurses. In

Roosevelt from 55 to 58 per cent, of the population of the

hospital were attendants and 45 per cent, were patients.

The number of attendants tended to increase as hospital

ideals were raised. Every hospital should have a reserve

force of nurses. There was also great need of raising the

standard of the other hospital helpers, such as scrub

women, ward boys, etc. The public hospitals should pay

this class of help as much as the private hospitals did. Men
should be so recompensed that they could become decent

members of society.

Hospital Accommodation for Infectious Diseases.

—

Dr. Hermann M. Biggs said that many did not appreciate

the difference between a general hospital and a hospital for

contagious diseases. The hospital for contagious diseases

not only existed for the relief of suffering and the cure of

disease, but primarily for the protection of the public
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against contagious diseases. There was not sufficient hos-

pital accommodation of this kind in this or any other

American city. It was necessary to detain a patient until

he was no longer a menace to the public. Since they took

the patient without his desire the Board of Health has

always felt that they were under obligations to give the best

accommodation and food possible, and consequently they

had to purchase the best supplies. The difficulties of man-

agement were greatly complicated and required special ar-

rangements. There were many mixed infections, in fact

the combinations in this respect were almost innumerable.

They required a very high character of service and, hap-

pily, physicians had improved greatly. The division of tlie

contagious hospitals began under Dr. Lederle's first serv-

ice. Mayor Low gave his support and $2,000,000 was put at

the disposal of the Board of Health for this purpose which

was two or three times as much as they had ever had be-

fore. Another difficulty with whicli the contagious hos-

pital had to cope was the difficulty of acquiring land. No
one wanted a contagious hospital in his neighborhood.

They now had three or four times as much land as they

had fifteen years ago. In regard to sanatoriums for the

tuberculous the difficulties were very great. The hospital

capacity for tuberculous patients in 1902, including wooden

buildings, was 500 patients : the recent hospital census

showed that they were caring for 1,900 patients. This did

not represent what they should be doing. There were large

groups of cases for whom no one provided. Whooping

cough had not been provided for at all. They took a cer-

tain number of cases of measles, when home surroundings

were extremely unsanitary, but their facilities for this

work were totally inadequate. Eight or ten years ago it

was almost impossible to get patients to go to a contagious

hospital, but now they went willingly. This was due to a

change in management. Visitors were formerly not allowed

unless the patient was dangerously ill. Dr. Biggs now be-

lieved that the danger of transmitting disease through a

second person had been enormously overestimated and

when they admitted a patient now they gave the relatives

cards of admission and the visiting hours. This had

greatly changed the attitude of the tenement population.

The problem now was how to keep patients away. In

England they allowed one bed for each 1,000 population

;

on this basis they should have 4,700 beds, while they had

only about 1,500, or less than one-third of what they

should have. They hoped in the near future to have three

or four hundred additional beds, but they would still have

far too few. They took a certain number of cases of

tuberculosis which they were forced to take. They had

taken cases that were insubordinate in general hospitals.

The first cases they took were of this character. They

would not obey rules in regard to expectoration, etc. It

was right for the hospitals to exclude them, but they were

the patients most dangerous to the public. Another diffi-

culty of the contagious hospital was the enormous varia-

tion in demand. In the early spring they would have five

or six hundred more patients than they had proper ac-

commodations for. while in the fall they would have

scarcely a hundred cases. They also had the problem of

nursing that this variation involved. It was a great ex-

pense to carry nurses along so as to have them when they

were needed. They no longer depended upon voluntary in-

ternes. All members of the staff were paid, even though

some of the salaries were very small. The problem of the

prevention of tuberculosis had resolved itself into removing

the cases from home in many instances. The reports of the

Board of Health showed that last year there were 41,000

cases of tuberculosis and during the present year there were

30,000 new cases. A large percentage of these should have

sanatorium care. They should have 10,000 beds. When
they first took a census of tuberculosis patients there were

fioo in institutions, now there were 4,000. The city could

not provide and maintain 10,000 beds at the cost of other

hospital beds. The Board of Health had consequently pur-

chased a farm at Otisville, where they provided only the

most temporary sort of accommodations. While the cli-

mate was rigorous the patients were not unfavorably

affected. They had begun with 30 patients and now had

from 350 to 400. Dr. Biggs said that he had yet to see any

case in which harm had been done by exposure to weather

and he made this statement only after very careful con-

sideration. They not only took incipient cases, but those

in the second and third stages; the only ones excluded

were those running a high temperature and likely to be

bed cases. He believed that a hospital of the modern type

was not only not necessary for them but was actually

harmful. In the last stages they, of course, needed warmth

and comfort. This should solve the problem of hospital

construction for these cases. The cost of hospital ac-

commodation, of procuring all that was necessary or de-

sirable, would be $500 a bed. If they were to have fireproof

construction this would mean an increase of 30 to 50 per

cent. The patients should do the work of the hospital.

At Otisville the ratio of employees to patients was

I to 10. This was one of the best features of the plan.

Dr. Biggs did not think this work of caring for tubercu-

losis cases should be left entirely to the Board of Health.

The Public Hospital in New York.

—

Robert W.
HebberDj former Commissioner of Charities, said that, ex-

cept for overcrowding, the public hospital of New York

city was excellent for the sick poor. Of late the admin-

istration had been spending more on the hospitals than

formerly. There were two evils at present in the public

hospitals: the first was overcrowding; there was hardly a

hospital in the city not greatly overcrowded every winter.

On Blackwell's Island, with a capacity of 600, they had 800

patients last winter. Every available bit of space was oc-

cupied. Because of this temporary shacks were suggested,

but he thought they were out of place on Blackwell's

Island. Consequently good buildings were put up and

would soon be open. They did not find that the tubercu-

lous patients on Blackwell's Island did as well in tents. They

were mostly third stage patients. There was a great con-

trast in the condition of those in tents and those in the

hospital. Those in the tents lost weight. Mr. Hebberd said

that the fact was that a tuberculosis hospital was also a

general hospital and needed the facilities of a general hos-

pital. He believed that tuberculosis patients should have

regulation hospital accommodations. The other great evil

was the poor rate of pay given the hospital helpers. A
law had been passed preventing convicts from caring for

the sick, but this had little effect, as, at the price paid, only

that class of help could be obtained, and the last state was

worse than the former as they did not have the super-

vision over the help now that they formerly had over the

convicts. In laying out plans for hospitals and putting up

buildings he had sought expert advice from physicians who
had given the subject time and study. He thought the

Mayor should take an attitude toward the hospitals that

would say "We are behind you and want you to do this

work right. We will give you all the money you need, but

you must account for it and you must do the work."

The Relation of Hospital Reform to Budget Reform.

—Dr. William H. Allen of the Bureau of Municipal

Research advised the city to segregate its needs so that

the community would vote all that it ought to vote to meet

its needs. The budget provided for the hospitals in four

ways : it exempted private hosptials from taxation ; it

gave subsidies ; it voted $2,000,000 to its own hospitals and

to the Departments of Parks and Docks many millions

more.

Dr. W. GiLM.\>: Thompson, in discussing this subject,

said that this was a matter that interested all of the 5,000

physicians in New York City. While there were 62 gen-
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eral hospitals, there was not one founded by medical men

;

there were in the city three medical colleges and not one

of them in control of a hospital. There was indication of

having cooperative stores which would be a great saving

of expense to both public and private hospitals. The hos-

pital situation had entirely changed in the past decade and

buildings must be adapted to changed methods of treat-

ment. There was now need of a large department for me-

chanical therapy and for radiography. This implied space

in construction. We were getting very much behind in

hospital construction and equipment. The physician could

no longer make his diagnosis and let it go at that ; he had

to be supported by the pathologist, the niicroscopist. and

the radiographer. They had entered on a new era and

must meet new demands.

Dr. Biggs, in closing the discussion, said tliat he did not

think Mr. Hebberd was referring to a different class of

patients than the one to which he was referring. They did

not need the equipment of a general hospital for patients

in the last stages of tuberculosis. All one could do was to

feed, nurse, and care for them until they died. Dr. Biggs

moved that a committee be appointed to consider hospital

needs and to present them to the Board of Estimate in the

fall.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

SECTION" ON PEDIATRICS.

Stated Meeting, Held May 12, 1910.

Dr. Eli Long, in the Chair.

This meeting was held under the auspices of the Section

on Pediatrics with the cooperation of the New York Milk

Committee.

The Milk Supply of Copenhagen.—Prof. Bernard
BoGGiLD, of the Royal Danish Agricultural College, Copen-

hagen, Denmark, told how they had solved the milk prob-

lem in Copenhagen, the capital of Denmark. This city

was the commercial center of Denmark, and had a large

trade in grain, wool, butter, leather, etc. In 1890 it had

a population of 312,859; with suburbs, 373,123. The milk

of Copenhagen was greatly adulterated at that time. G.

Busck, a wholesale butter dealer and to-day one of the

great merchants of his nation, some thirty years ago

noticed that one of his workmen showed signs of con-

cern and abstraction, and learned that the man was

worrying about his baby, being afraid that he could not

raise the baby unless good milk could be obtained for him.

It seemed to Dr. Busck that Copenhagen, the commercial

center of the world's greatest dairy trade, should abound

in good milk. He then formed the Milk-Furnishing So-

ciety of Copenhagen with a capital of about $2,500. To-

day the capital was about $150,000. No dairies, farms, or

cattle were owned by the Society. This Society had been

instrumental in purifying the entire milk trade of Copen-

hagen, and its influence had reached far beyond into the

outlying countries, as well as to Norway, Sweden, and

Germany. This Commission commenced operations in

1878; the real aim of its formation was education and
sanitarj- protection ; its official motto, "Pure Milk from
Sound Cows." Forty farms, with about 5,000 cows, were

under a rigid contract with this organization. The farm-

ers bound themselves to feed their milch cattle on certain

kinds of fodder, to turn them out to pasture during the

season, and to report at once any disease among the ani-

mals, the employees, or the family of any one connected

with the dairy. The Milk-Furnishing Society of Copen-
hagen guarded itself against selling not only infected

milk, but milk that was even under suspicion of being

infected. The dairy-farms were models of cleanliness.

Prof. Boggild showed on the screen the well groomed
cattle, the well kept stables, the large and small farms, the

milkers, the dairies, the wagons used for transportation

of the milk, the milk cans with special arrangements for

keeping the milk cool, etc. The cattle were groomed be-

fore milking. No dry-sweeping of the stables was per-

mitted. The milkers, usually girls, were dressed in special

costumes, and the milking force was supposed to use soap,

water, and towels frequently. Immediately after milking,

the milk was strained, poured into sterilized receptacles,

cooled, and placed in a cool chamber. Usually the milk

reached the consumer before it was twelve hours old. The
milk was only sold in sealed glass bottles. All milk vend-

ing was under the supervision of the Board of Health. No
dealer could go into the business, nor could any farmer

peddle milk, without formally notifying the sanitary po-

lice. Occasional visits by the inspectors of the Board of

Health and constant supervision by the sanitary police

served to keep the dealers up to the prescribed standard.

In 1880 out of every one thousand deaths in Copenhagen

219 were of children under one year ; in 1890 this figure

had been reduced to 198, and the figure was larger than

it should have been because of a pandemic of grippe and

diphtheria. From 1902-1906 the ratio of infant mortality

to total mortality was but 144 in a thousand.

Problems of the Dairymen.—Mr. Raymond A. Pear-
son, New York State Commissioner of Agriculture, of

.Albany, N. Y., said that the dairy industry was not only

important in Denmark, but in all the countries where
dairies existed, but they had imported not only a plan of

work and methods from Denmark, but they had even in

this country adopted some of their sons who were now
occupying permanent and important places in the State.

With regard to the problems confronting the dairymen, he

called attention to the fact that there were nearly 200,000

farms in the State of New York on which were dairy cows.

There were more than 1,500,000 dairy cows in the State. If

one should ask the dairyman, "What is the chief problem

confronting you?" the majority of them would reply that

the chief problem was how to make ends meet. For a

long time dairying had not been a highly profitable in-

dustry in this State. One might ask why men remained

on the dairy farms and continued in this line of work.

Many had ceased ; there had also been a decreasing num-
ber of cows in some sections. But the reason more men
were not giving this work up was because they had their

capital invested and they could not see how they could

change their occupation with their money tied up. Mr.

Pearson said he did not wish his hearers to believe that

dairying was not profitable on all farms ; on some farms

they made a good profit. At the same time they were not

receiving a fair remuneration for the work done and the

capital invested. Some of the farmers to-day were even

drawing on their capital. Then again tliere was a de-

crease in the fertility of the farms ; this was not universal,

but it did obtain in certain parts of the State. He asked

why the conditions were different to-day from what they

were ten years ago. The price of milk had not increased, but

the cow's feed, grain, and by-products had gone up in

price considerably, even advancing from fifty to seventy-

five per cent, during the last half a dozen years. The price

of hay had doubled in a very short time. The farmers were

grappling with many problems, and they were making

strong efforts to increase the yield of milk the cows were

giving. The farmers were studying how to increase the

strain of their cattle. In the treatment of bovine tuber-

culosis, the State of New York was rendering a great deal

of aid; under the present State law a farmer believing that

his cow or cows were tuberculous and wishing to

have the State veterinarian, can have one visit and exam-

ine the cow or cows free of charge ; but the farmer, in re-

turn for this service, must sign an agreement that he will

keep his herd free of tuberculosis. Last year the State

expended $150,000 in this work. This year a larger sum
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ut money would be available. The farmers had learned

that the tuberculosis problem was one that never would

be solved until they themselves took active steps toward

the solution of it. Another problem confronting thi.

farmer and dairyman was how he might meet the new
demands along sanitary lines, the demands of the con-

sumer, the demands of the physicians, the demands of the

health officers, the demands of those who made the laws

in the interest of public health. It was interesting to note

that the consumer was not up to the dairyman when it

came to recognizing the real importance and value of

better sanitation in dairies. Mr. Pearson, in closing, said

he would like to see in this State a movement that was

comparable to the movement so widespread in the State of

Maine. There it had been made a criminal offense to sell

milk obtained from tuberculous cows or from cows that

responded to the tuberculin tests.

Raw Milk.—Dr. George VV. Goler of Rochester said

that Rochester received daily 80,000 quarts of milk from

8,000 cows on seven hundred farms from a ma.ximum dis-

tance of 60 miles in three directions. Thirteen years ago

the first systematic attempt to improve the milk supply

was made under municipal direction. This was done by

extending milk inspection into the country, by increasing

the number of sanitary inspectors in the city, by making

occasional bacteriological examinations of the milk taken

from wagons at the time of delivery and by establishing

summer milk stations in charge of trained nurses for the

sale at cost of milk in nursing bottles for babies. In 1900

systematic bacteriological examinations of the milk were

begun and a statement was issued to producers and retail-

ers that milk containing more than 100.000 bacteria per c.c.

would be considered evidence that there was something

wrong with the production and handling of the milk. The

Health Bureau of Rochester is now trying to improve

the quality of all of the market milk. The milk inspec-

tor is not only an inspector but a teacher and he strives

to impress the milk producer with the elementary rules of

dairy cleanliness. He shows not only that clean milk has

a hygienic value in promoting health and prolonging life,

but that the application of the rules had an economic value

in prolonging the lives and usefulness of cattle, in saving

unnecessary labor and in securing a better market and a

more equable share of the profits in the milk business.

They endeavored to inspect eight hundred farms from two

to five times annually, to collect yearly 3.000 samples for

chemical and 1,000 samples for bacteriological examina-

tion. They were endeavoring to exercise such a watchful

care over the milk that it would be fit for use by chil-

dren. The inspector carried a score card which insists

on four general provisions : a drained barn and yard ; not

less than three square feet of light per cow ; window ven-

tilation from windows hinged at the bottom ; the general

provisions of cleanliness of stable, cow, milker, cans, and

utensils, and upon a milk room separate from the stable.

He attempted to explain to the farmer that it was possible

to build, and equip a milk room with cement floor, run-

ning water, boiler, sinks, sterilizer, and storing box for

three hundred dollars. He also showed that it was pos-

sible to build a model icehouse holding 30 tons of ice

at a cost of not more than seventy-five dollars. Tiie cost

of their work did not exceed $6,500 per annum, including

the expense of summer milk stations. The cleanliness of

the market milk might be shown by taking the average

bacterial count of 5,000 samples of milk in the last five

years. Forty-five per cent, of the samples contained less

than 100,000 bacteria per c.c. Of the 60,000 quarts re-

ceived into the city 6,000 quarts were pasteurized by two

companies. In a way the effect of clean milk on the

health of the city might be gauged roughly by the num-

ber of epidemics of scarlet fever, diphtheria, and typhoid

traceable to milk. During the past ten years there had

been one outbreak of scarlet fever with 27 cases and one

death; one outbreak of diphtheria with ten cases and one

death ; and three outbreaks of typhoid fever with 50 cases

and five deaths. Last year they began to determine how

many of their retailers were selling milk capable of pro-

ducing naked eye lesions of tuberculosis in guinea pigs.

The reacting time of the animals had not yet expired so

that they were not prepared to report fully on the work.

They had tested or had secured applications for testing

more than 20 per cent, of the cattle supplying Rochester

and there had been between one and two hundred cattle

condemned and killed. The testing had been done by the

State Department of .Agriculture. In the thirteen years

from 1884 to 1897 inclusive, during which no systematic

milk work was done, the total number of deaths under

line year of age was 6,306; the deaths between one and

live years of age were 3.304, making a total of deaths

from birth to five years of age of 9,610. For the thirteen

years' period from 1897 to 1909, inclusive, the total num-

ber of deaths of children under one year of age was 4,641,

and deaths from one to five years of age 2.080, making a

total of 6,721. In the first period not all the deaths were

reported; in the last period they had reported the death of

every child born at term who breathed. The mortality

showed a diminution of 30 per cent, for the last period.

They had endeavored to raise the standard of all mar-

ket milk. If the producers knew that the milk was to be

treated in any way they would not be so careful to keep

dirt out of it.

Bovine Tuberculosis.—Dr. William H. P.\rk. Depart-
ment of Health, New York City, said that the part assigned

him in the symposium was the amount of tuberculosis in

man and in cattle. It required some time before the dis-

ease could be eradicated in cattle and even in the best

herds they found cases of tuberculosis which must be

cleaned out. It was a serious problem for the farmer, that

when a certain percentage of his cattle had been eliminated,

say six, seven, eight, or ten per cent, he must buy more
cattle. In this State it was almost impossible to obtain

cattle that were free from tuberculosis; a certain percen-

tage of them would become infected year by year, and
this of course meant a loss to the farmer. Wherever one
went in this State tuberculosis would be found among the

cows. The farmer would of his own accord eradicate

tuberculosis among the cows if he could. Cows with

tuberculous udders were rare; yet if one cow had tuber-

culous udders, she could contaminate the entire milk sup-

ply. Dr. Theobald Smith of Boston and others had dem-
onstrated the diflFerences between the bacillus that caused

bovine and human tuberculosis. Bovine tuberculosis in

man was always a negligible quantity. The bacillus from
cattle grew with great difficulty in the ordinary media

;

that from the human grew with great rapidity in ordi-

nary media. They now had other methods to determine

whether they were dealing with the bovine or human
bacillus of tuberculosis. Dr. Park presented some inter-

esting charts. The first chart was from the reports of

German, English, and other observers. It showed the

number of bovine and huinan tuberculosis cases and other

points of interest, as follows : Tliere were 491 cases, the

largest number being of the pulmonary type and all human,
none bovine in either children or adults. In the cases of

cervical adenitis there were 8 cases of the human type in

patients over sixteen years, 10 of the human type between
the ages of five and sixteen, and 12 of the bovine type,

while under five years 7 were of the human and 7 of the

bovine types. Among the generalized cases, in adults over
sixteen, 6 were of the human type ; between the ages of
five and sixteen, 3 were of the human and 3 of the bovine
type; under the age of five, 11 were of the human and 15

of the bovine types. With meningitis, in those over six-

teen years, there were 20 cases of the human type ; between
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the ages of five and sixteen, there were 8 of the human and i

of the bovine type ; under five years there were 37 of the

human and i of the bovine type. With bones and joints in-

volved, there were, in those over sixteen years, 16 of the

human type ; in those between sixteen and five years, there

were 15 of the human and i of the bovine type; of those

under five years, there were 14 of the human type, the ab-

dominal cases showed in those over sixteen years 6 of

the human type ; between the ages of si.xteen and five,

there were 3 of the human and 6 of the bovine type; under

five years there were 4 of the human and 9 of the bovine

type. In a second chart containing over 400 cases there

were in those above the age of sixteen, of the pulmonary

type, 278 of the human type; among those between the

ages of sixteen and five there were 8 of the human type;

in those under five years there were 5 of the human type.

In the cases of cervical adenitis there were in those over

sixteen years 10 cases of the human type ; in those between

sixteen and five years, there were 23 of the human and 8

of the bovine type ; in those under five years, there were

5 of the human and 12 of the bovine type. Among the

generalized cases there were, among those over sixteen

years, 2 of the human type ; in those between sixteen and

five years there was i of the human type; in those under

five years, there were 13 of the human and 5 of the bovine

type.

With meningitis, among those over si.xteen, there was
I of the human type ; among those imder five years, there

were 32 of the human and 2 of the bovine type. With
bones and joints involved, there was i among those over

sixteen years ; between the apes of sixteen and five there

were 10 of the human type; under the age of five, there

were 6 of the human type. The abdominal cases showed
that in those over sixteen years, there was i of the human
and I of the bovine type; among those between sixteen

and five years, there was i of the human and i of the

bovine type; under five years there were 3 of the bovine

type. Dr. Park emphasized the fact that bovine tubercu-

losis was a negligible quantity. Six-tenths of one per cent.

of bovine tuberculosis occurred among the adults, where-
as 27 per cent, occurred among the children. He believed

that the whole milk should be heated at the homes ; then

it is a safe and wholesome product. The aim was to get

milk that was clean. The pasteurization of milk was a

question for each city to decide for itself.

Dr. Roland G. Freeman said that he was interested

particularly in the pictures showing the cow stables and
in comparing what they were doing in Denmark with what
to-day they were doing in this country. The movement
for clean milk started in Denmark long before it started

in this country; it was started there in 1878, whereas here
it was not started, that was the real movement for clean
milk, until 1890. The work of milking cows by women
was a great improvement and done far better and cleaner
than when it was done by man ; women's hands were not
so difficult to keep clean. With regard to the bacterial
control of milk, any test without an inspection of the milk
was worse than useless.

Dr. A. Jacobi said that what had been told them was
that the best milk was still doubtful milk; even the so-
called certified milk could not be called an absolutely clean
milk. All milk, in order that it might be made safe for
feeding infants and children, must be pasteurized ; this
was a fact that had been known for years and years. The
only safety for the children of the present, not for the
children of the future, was in the use of boiled milk. The
milk should be placed over the fire and brought up to the
boiling point; when it began to bubble it should be re-
moved. .^ny milk prepared in this way he considered safe
for infants and young children. Until New York City
could obtain better milk the only safety lay in bringing the
milk to the boiling point.

STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Michigan State Board of Registration in Medicine.

Ann Arbor, June 14, 15, and 16, 1910.

anatomy.

1. Give the origin, insertion, and action of the rectus
femoris.

2. Describe the scapula, and name the muscles attached
to it.

3. Describe the collateral circulation after ligature of the
common carotid artery.

4. Describe the mferior maxillary bone, and name the
muscles attached to it.

5. Describe the deep palmar arch, and give its formation.
6. On examination of the under part of the brain, what

structures and anatomical features will you observe?
7. Give the arterial and nerve supply of the pharynx, and

mention the openings into it.

8. Describe the great superficial petrosal nerve.
9. Describe the solar plexus and give its situation.

10. Describe the knee joint.

HISTOLOGY .\ND EMBRYOLOGY.

1. Describe the blood.
2. Does fetal blood and blood pressure differ from that

of the mother? If so, how?
3. Describe the structure of the lungs.

4. Give the histology of the thyroid gland.

5. Describe the kidney.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. What are the manifestations of cell life? Metabo-
lism? E.xplain significance, and give classification.

2. Name the nerve centers which regulate intestinal

peristalsis. Describe their action.

3. Name end products resulting from digestion of the
three principal types of food, and explain how and by
what channels they enter the circulation.

4. What is the physiological significance of the patellar

reflex, and through what nerves is it accomplished ?

5. Name the varieties of blood that circulate through the
liver. State the source and give the function of each.

6. What purpose is served in boiling starchy foodstuffs,

and when can a given amount be said to have been com-
pletely digested?

7. Why do we breathe? What sounds are heard on
listening to the chest? Where is the respiratory center
located ?

8. Give three examples illustrating the value of a knowl-
edge of physiological chemistry.

9. Describe the special function possessed by each nerve
factor concerned in a vasomotor action, and state how
either affects arterial tension.

10. What changes take place in the composition of blood
as it passes through the kidneys?

CHEMISTRY AND TOXICOLOGY.

1. Name the constituents of the atmosphere. Is air a

mechanical mixture or a chemical combination of its con-

stituents, and why? What part does carbonic acid play as

regards vegetation? State the laws of gaseous diffusion.

2. Give the equations showing the action of sulphuretted
hydrogen on solutions of copper sulphate and on alkaline

hydroxide; also equations covering the production of car-

bon dioxide.
\. What is the difference between atoms and molecules

of the elements? What volume does the molecule occupy
in the gaseous state? Give examples.

4. Give the characteristics of good drinking water, with
method of determining same.

5. Name the more important of the petroleum products
and their uses.

6. Name three aromatic hydrocarbons, with formulae.

7. Describe the groups of the compound proteids.

8. Give a list of the xanthin and creatinin groups of
leucomaines.

0. Symptoms and treatment of poisoning by poison ivy.

What active principle is involved?

10. Symptoms and treatment of poisoning by strychnine.

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. Name the toxic and physiological action of atropine

nnd morphine.
2. Wh.Tt is the true and toxic action of calomel and

iodide of potassium?
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3. What are the potassium salts used in medicine?
4. What are depresso motors? Excito motors ? Oxytox-

ics? Mydriatics? Alteratives? Give examples of each
class.

5. Give examples of drugs which affect the heart action,

their doses, and principal actions.

PATHOLOGY.

1. Mention some of the determining causes of disease.

2. E.xplain the effect of overfeeding upon the body.

3. Mention and define the forms of hemorrhage.

4. What constitutes fatty infiltration? Give etiology and
favorite seats.

5. Describe the phenomena of inflamniation in vascular
tissues.

6. Osteoma : Give general appearance, seats, and struc-

ture of.

7. Define glioma. Give its seats, minute structure, and
nature

8. By what term do we designate the destruction of red-

blood cells? Give etiology.

0. Etiology and pathological anatomy of aneurysm.
10. What is the condition of the kidney in chronic in-

terstitial nephritis? How is the urine affected?

BACTERIOLOGY.

1. Describe the Bacillus typhosus, and briefly tell how
you would differentiate it from Bacillus coli communis.

2. Describe fully the organism recognized as the cause of
syphilis.

3. Define immunity, active and passive, natural and ac-

quired.

4. Describe fully the different modes of multiplication in

bacteria, and spore formation.

5. What are bacterial enzymes?

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

1. Describe the characteristic symptoms and course of

scarlet fever.

2. Discuss the diagnosis, symptoms, and treatment of
whooping cough.

3. Discuss pericarditis and its treatment.

4. Describe a method of anesthesia you prefer for your
patients.

5. Describe the symptoms present in: (0) Carcinoma of

the stomach; (b) gastric ulcer; (c) duodenal ulcer.

6. Outline the management of a case of lobar pneu-
monia.

7. Give in detail your advice to a young patient in the

earliest stage of tuberculosis.

8. Mention some drugs which lower blood pressure, and
give a theory of their action.

9. Give the therapy of acute cystitis.

10. Mention some complications which may follow ty-

phoid fever.

OBSTETRICS.

1. What is "hour-glass contraction"? How would you
overcome it to remove adherent placenta?

2. Describe placenta prsevia, and how would you treat it

during labor?

3. How would you manage a face presentation?

4. Give the cause, treatment of puerperal eclampsia, in-

sanity, and septicemia.

5. How would you diagnose a shoulder presentation, and
its correction?

GYNECOLOGY.

1. Describe the uterus, its shape, dimensions, cavities,

parts, openings, structure, lining, membranes, secretions,

ligaments, nerves, etc.

2. Describe the vulvovaginal glands.

3. What are the causes of downward displacements of

the uterus?

4. What is the organ most frequently affected in tuber-

culosis of the pelvis?

5. What are the symptoms of extrauterine gestation?

SURGERY.

1. Give the most approved methods of treatment of hem-
orrhoids.

2. Describe fully the best method of procedure in case

of recurring dislocation of the sternal end of the clavicle.

3. What signs and symptoms are always present in

fractures? What are usually present?

4. Describe the best management of penetrating wounds
of the skull caused by gunshot.

5. Give full description of operation of thyroidectomy.

6. Give the conditions under which resection of the

bowel should be undertaken.

7. What is general anesthesia? How is it produced?
What are the dangers to be avoided, and how?

8. Under what condition should the common carotid be
ligated ? Describe the operation.

9. What is surgical shock, and how would you relieve it?

10. Under what circumstances should appendicostomy be
resorted to? Give technique of operation.

1. What is the difference between disinfectants and ger-

micides, and how do they severally act in preventing the

spread of contagious and infectious materials.

2. What disease-carrying bacilli may be conveyed to the

system by the ingestion of milk? What are the microscopic
characteristics of such bacilli?

3. Mention three satisfactory disinfectants, and give in-

dications for their use.

4. W hat deleterious gases accumulate in imperfectly ven-

tilated sleeping rooms?
5. Name five diseases requiring quarantine regulations,

and state the time necessary for each.

EVE, EAR, NOSE, AND THROAT.

1. Describe, in detail, how you would treat a chemical
burn of the eyeball.

2. Give indications and contraindications for tracheotomy
and intubation.

3. Give causes, symptoms, prognosis, and treatment of
chronic suppurative otitis media.

4. Differentiate between trachoma and conjunctivitis.

Give prognosis and treatment for trachoma.

5. Describe, in detail, the syphilitic conditions that may
be found in the nose and throat.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. Define: (a) Medical jurisprudence; (h) expert tes-

timony; (c) civil malpractice; (d) criminal malpractice.
2. Give post-mortem appearances due to: (o) Asphyxia;

(6) drowning; (c) strangulation.

3. Describe a proper medical investigation in a suspected
case of homicide.

4. How would you determine whether a wound or burn
was inflicted before or after death?

5. What is insanity? Distinguish between intellectual

and moral insanity.

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Michigan State Board of Registration in Medicine.

Ann Arbor, June 14, 15, and 16, 1910.

anatomy.

1. Rectus femoris. Origin: Anterior inferior, spine of
ilium ; and groove above the brim of the acetabulum. In-
sertion: Into the patella. Action: It helps to extend the
leg upon the thigh and aids in supporting the pelvis and
trunk upon the femur.

2. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 183; or
Gray's "Anatomy'' (1908), page 172. The muscles attached
are: Subscapularis, supraspinatus, infraspinatus, trapezius,
deltoid, omohyoid, serratus magnus, levator anguli scapulae,
rhomboids major and minor, triceps, teres major and
minor, biceps, coraco-brachialis, and pectoralis minor.

3. After ligature of the common carotid artery the col-
lateral circulation is: (i) The superior thyroid (of exter-
nal carotid) with inferior thyroid (of subclavian)

; (2)
the profunda cervicis (of subclavian) with the arteria
princeps cervicis (of occipital)

; (3) the transversalis colli

with the occipital; (4) branches of the two vertebrals, with
branches of the two external carotids; (O by the circle of
Willis.

4- See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 142; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 122. The muscles attached
are: Levator menti, depressor labii inferioris, depressor
anguli oris, platysma myoides, buccinator, masseter, orbi-
cularis oris, geniohyoid, geniohyoglossus, mylohyoid, di-
gastric, superior constrictor of pharynx, temporal, internal
and external pterygoids.

5. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909). page 836; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 660.

6. On the under surface of the brain there are: (l) fn
the middle line: Longitudinal fissure; Rostrum and pedun-
cles of corpus callosum; Lamina cinerea ; optic commis-
sure; Pitiutary body; Infundibulum ; Tuber cinereum

;

Corpora albicantia ; Posterior perforated space ; Pons

;

Medulla. (2) On each side of the middle line: Frontal
lobe; Olfactory bulb, tract, and roots; Anterior perforated
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space; Fissure of Sylvius; Optic tracts; Crusta; Tem-
poral lobe; fiemisphere of cerebellum.

7. Ph.\rvnx. Arterial supply: Ascending pharyngeal,
pterygo-palatine, superior or descending palatine, superior
thyroid, descending palatine, and tonsillar. Xcrz'c supply:
From pharyngeal ple.xus (from vagus, glossopharyngeal,
and sympathetic) and from external and recurrent laryn-
geal nerves. Openings: Two posterior nares, tvi'o Eusta-
chian tubes, mouth, laryn.x, and esophagus.

8. See Cunningham's ".\natomy" (1909), page 687; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1048.

9. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 712; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1091.

10. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 297; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 336.

HISTOLOGY AND EMBRYOLOGY.

1. The blood is a fluid tissue composed of cellular ele-

ments (red corpuscles, white corpuscles, and platelets) and
intercellular substance, or liquor sanguinis, or plasma.
The red blood corpuscles are biconcave discs, about 1-3200
of an inch in diameter; they are nonnucleated, and there
are about 4,500,000 or 5,000,000 of them in each cubic milli-

meter of blood. They are elastic and soft, and their shape
is changed by pressure, but is promptly regained on the
removal of the pressure. Their color is yellowish. They
contain hemoglobin.
The leucocytes, or zchite blood cells, are spheroidal masses,

varying in size, having no cell wall, and containing one or
more nuclei; there are about 7,000 to 10,000 of them in each
cubic millimeter of blood. They differ much in appear-
ance, and are divided into: (i) small mononuclear leuco-
cytes, or lymphocytes, (2) large mononuclear, (3) transi-
tional, (4) polynuclear, or polymorphonuclear, or neutro-
phile, and (5) eosinophile. They are all more or less

granular, particularly the last two varieties named. They
are probably formed in the spleen, lymphatic glands, and
lymphoid tissues. Their fate is uncertain ; it has been
asserted that they are converted into red blood cells ; they
play a part in the formation of fibrin ferment ; they are
sometimes converted into pus cells.

The platelets are very small, colorless, irregularly shaped
bodies; about one-fourth the diameter of a red cell. They
vary in number from 200,000 to more than 500,000 per
cubic millimeter.

2. Fetal blood has a lower specific gravity ; the red cells

vary greatly in size and shape, are nucleated, and are defi-

cient in hemoglobin ; the white cells have a different pro-
portion of their various kinds, the mononuclears prepon-
derating. Wth regard to fetal blood pressure, nothing
definite is known.

3. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 990; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1403.

4. See Cunningham's "-\natomy" (1909), page 1217; or
Gray's "."Anatomy" (1908), page 1409.

5. See Cunningham's ".\natomy" (1900). page 1138; or
Gray's ".Anatomy" (1908), page 1426.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. The manifestations of cell life are: Movement, inges-
tion, assimilation, excretion, growth, irritability, and re-
production. Metabolism is the entire series of changes
that occur in a cell or organism during the processes of
nutrition. It is of two kinds: (i) .Assimilative, or con-
structive (anabolism) ; and (2) destructive (katabolism).

2. Intestinal peristalsis is regulated by: (i) The vagus,
which stimulates; and (2) branches of the sympathetic
svsteni. by the solar and lumbar plexuses, and the splanch-
nics; the effect of the sympathetic system is inhibition.

(3) The role of the plexuses of Auerbach and Meissner is

not known.
3. Proteids are converted into proteoses and peptones

in the stomach, and in the small intestine (by the action
of pepsin and trypsin, respectively).

Carbohydrates are converted (slightly) into dextrin and
sugar in the mouth, by the action of the ptyalin of the
saliva ; also in the small intestine (by the action of amylop-
sin) into maltose.
Fats are emulsified and saponified in the small intestine

by the action of steapsin. Bile also has some slight effect
on starches and fat.

The products of digestion find their way into the blood
by two routes: (l) By the blood-vessels of the gastroin-
testinal tract, which unite to form the portal vein, and (2)
by the lymph vessels of the small intestine, which converge
to empty into the thoracic duct. The water, inorganic
salts, proteids, and sugar go by way of the portal vein to
the ascending vena cava ; the fats go by way of the thoracic
duct to the junction of the left subclavian and internal
jugular veins.

4- The patellar reflex is generally present in health. The
afferent nerve is the anterior crural; the efferent nerve is
also the anterior crural.

5- In the liver there is the blood in; (i) The hepatic
artery (branch of celiac axis; which supplies Glisson's
capsule, walls of the bile ducts, and in general serves for
the nutrition of the organ. (2) The hepatic vein, which
empties into the inferior vena cava; it arises in the liver,
and takes the blood away from the liver. (3) The portal
vein, which takes the absorbed products of digestion from
the gastric, splenic, superior mesenteric, and inferior mesen-
teric veins to the liver.

6. Boiling breaks the starch grains, bursting the cellulose,
and thus allowing the digestive juices to come more readily
in contact with the granulose. The conversion of the starch
into sugar takes place more rapidly.
A given amount of starch may be said to have been com-

pletely digested when no starch is left, it having all been
converted into sugar. In the test tube this can be ascer-
tained by the iodin test showing the absence of starch,
and Fehling's test showing the presence of sugar.

7. The object of respiration is the interchange of gases
in the lungs, so that oxygen may be introduced and earned
to the tissues, and carbon dioxide may be expelled from
the body. Two respiratory sounds are heard on listening
to the chest, the inspiratory and expiratory. The respi-
ratory center is located in the medulla.

8. Three examples of value of knowledge of physiolog-
ical chemistry: (i) That albumin is coagulated by heat;
(2) that glucose will reduce alkaline copper sulphate so-
lution; (3) that pepsin will only exert its proteolytic action
in an acid medium.

9. The nerves concerned in a vasomotor action are: (i)
The vasoconstrictor, which causes constriction of the blood-
vessels and increase blood pressure; and (2) the vaso-
dilator, which causes dilatation of the vessels by inhibiting
the action of the vasoconstrictors, and lower blood pres-
sure.

10. As the blood passes through the kidneys it loses

:

Water, salts, urea, carbon dioxide, and extractives.

CHEMISTRY AND TOXICOLOGY.

1. The constituents of the atmosphere are: Oxygen, ni-
trogen, carbon dioxide, water vapor, ammonia, argon, etc.

-Air is a mixture, and not a definite chemical compound.
Proof: (i) The composition is not constant; (2) the pro-
portion of its constituents bears no relation to their atomic
weights; (3) when air is absorbed by water and then ex-
pelled, the ratio of the nitrogen and oxygen is not the
same as in the original air; (4) when o.xygen and nitrogen
are brought together in proper proportions there is no
chemical action, nor is heat given off or absorbed, and
yet the resulting mixture has all the properties of air.

Carbon dio.xide is the food of vegetables, and is by them
utilized for the building up of complex organic compounds.
Diffusion of gases: If two gases be brought in contact
with each other they will quickly mingle so as to make a
uniform mixture. A similar diffusion will take place if

they are separated by a porous membrane or partition.

Graham's law of diffusion is : The velocity of diffusion of
different gases is inversely proportional to the square roots
of their densities.

2. H,S-f CuSO,= CuS-f H,SO.
H.S -f KHO= H,0 + KHS
CaCO, + 2HCI = CaCL -1- COj -|- H,0
2NaHC0, + heat= NaiCO, + CO2 + H,0
2CO-f-Oj= 2CO,

3. An atom of an element is the smallest particle of that

element which can enter or leave a chemical reaction. A
molecule of an element is the smallest particle of that ele-

ment which can exist free.

The formula weight of the molecule of a gas in grams
occupies a volume of 22.4 liters. Thus O3 represents 32
grams of oxygen, which will occupy 22.4 liters ; and NHj
represents 17 grams of ammonia, which will also occupy
22.4 liters.

4. Characteristics of a good drinking water: (i) It should
be clear and limpid. Cloudy and muddy waters should be
avoided. (2) It should be colorless. A greenish or yel-

lowish color is usually due to vegetable or animal matter
in solution or to organisms. (3) It should be odorless;
especially free from sulphuretted hydrogen or putrefactive

animal matter. (4) It should not be too cold, but should
have a temperature of from 46° F. to 60" F. (5) It should
have an agreeable taste ; neither flat, salty, nor sweetish.

A certain amount of hardness and dissolved gases give

a sparkling taste. It should contain from 25 to 50 c.c. of

gases per liter, of which 8 to 10 per cent, is carbon dioxide
and the rest oxygen and nitrogen. (6) It should be as
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free as possible from dissolved organic matter, especially
of animal origin. (7) It shoiild not contain too great an
amount of hardness. A certain quantity of saline matter
is necessary, however, to give it a good taste. It should
not contain over three or four parts of chlorine in 100,000
parts of water.— (From Hartley's Chemistry.)

5. Petroleum products: Cymogene (used in ice ma-
chines) ; rhigolene (used to produce cold, and as an anes-
thetic)

;
gasolene and petroleum ether (used for making

"air gas") ; naphtha (used as a solvent for fats and rub-
ber) ; benzine (used for varnishes and paints) ; kerosene
(used for illuminating purposes) ; lubricating oil (for lubri-

cating machinery)
;
paratfiin (for making candles).

6. I hree aromatic hydrocarbons: (i) Benzene CiHoi (2)
Phenol, CHjOH; (3) Salicylic acid. QH.OH. COOH.

7. Compound proteids are composed of a single proteid
united to some non-proteid body. The chief groups are:
(o) Hemoglobins—decomposable into an albumin and a
crystalline pigment or chromogen. (b) Nucleoproteids—
yield nucleic acids and native albumins on decomposition.
Nucleohiston, etc. (c) Glycoproteids—decomposable into a
reducing substance and a native albumin. Mucin, mucoids,
phosphoglycoproteids.

8. Xanthin group of leucomaines: Adenin, hypoxanthin,
guanin, xanthin, heteroxanthin, paraxanthin, carnin, pscudo-
xanthin, spermin. Creatinin group of leucomaines: Creatin,
creatinin, xanthrocreatinin, crusocreatinin, amphicreatinin.

9. Poison ivy. Symptoms of poisoning: "When ap-
plied to the skin it causes, after a few hours, an intense
itching and burning, followed by swelling of the skin of
the affected parts, with papular eruption or slight vesica-
tion, terminating after a few days in desquamation."

Treatment: "An alcoholic solution of lead acetate usually

gives prompt relief. If itching is severe it mav be com-
bined with opium. Painting the parts with ichthyol is

successful with many, as is the application of fluid extract
of grindelia robusta. Weak alkaline solutions have given
excellent results."— (Riley's Toxicology.)
The active principle is toxicodendrol.
10. Symptoms of poisoning by strychnine: .\ sense of

suiifocation, thirst, tetanic spasms, usually opisthotonos,

sometimes emprosthotonos, occasionally vomiting, contrac-

tion of the pupils during the spasms, and death, either by
asphyxia during a paroxysm, or by exhaustion during a

remission. The symptoms appear in from a few minutes
to an hour after taking the poison, usually in less than
twenty minutes ; and death in from five minutes to six

hours, usually within two hours. Treatment: "The con-
vulsions are to be arrested or mitigated by bringing the

patient under the influence of chloral or chloroform as

rapidly as possible ; the stomach is to be washed out. and
the patient is to be kept as quiet as possible." (Witthaus'
Essentials of Chemistry.)

PATHOLOGY.

1. Determining causes of disease: Traumatism, tempera-
ture (heat, cold, burns), electricity, environment, poisons,

autointoxication, food, parasites, and micro-organisms.
2. Effect of overfeeding : Indigestion, disturbed metab-

olism, increase of urea, increase of fat or glycogen, obesity,

fatty infiltration or degeneration, gout, diabetes, anemia.

3. Hemorrhage is the escape of all the constituents of
the blood from the heart or blood-vessels. Forms: Ac-
cording to the source of the flow, it may be cardiac, ar-

terial, venous, or capillary. Arterial hemorrhages may be

primary (occurring at the time of injury), intermediate or

reactionary (occurring within twenty-four hours of the in-

jury), and secondary (occurring later, even some days
after the injury). Petechia are minute, circumscribed

hemorrhages, generally subcutaneous ; when larger, they are

called ecchymoses, or e.rtravasation. or sugillation : a hema-
toma is a collection of blood in a solid tissue.

4. Fatty infiltration consists in the deposition of fat

from the circulation between the cells of which a tissue is

composed. Etiology: Heredity, excessive nutrition, diges-

tive disorders, lack of exercise, anemia, alcohol, diminished

oxidation, high external temperature. Seats: Beneath skin

and serous membranes, in the fascia?, in areolar connective

tissue, mesentery, omentum, liver, heart, and kidneys.

5. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (lOoS), page 31; or

Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 73 and 76.

6. OsTEOM.\. General appearance: There are two forms,

exostoses and osteoma proper. The former h.as its sur-

face irregular and nodular, and has the consistency of

bone. The latter is more rounded and lobulated. Seats:

Bone, cartilage, connective tissue near the bones, serous

membranes, and organs such as parotid gland and testicle.

Structure: Osteoma resembles bone tissue, but cartilage

is apt to be mixed with it. Softening and other secondary

degenerative changes may occur, and other tumors arc apt

to be associated with it (chondroma, fibroma, and sar-

coma).
7. Glioma. Seats: Brain, spinal cord, and retina. Struc-

ture: It consists of cells containing rounded or oval nuclei,

with very little protoplasm, and fine protoplasmic extensions
which interlace and form an intercellular reticulum, giving
a granular appearance. The number of the cells and the
density of the intercellular network vary. As a rule, the
cells are larger than neuroglia cells, and sometimes they
contain several nuclei. The tumor is generally quite vas-
cular, and occasionally teleangiectatic vessels may be ob-
served. Nature: It is benign, but dangerous, on account
of pressure; growth is slow, but it may become sarcoma-
tous.— (From Stengel's Pathology.)

8. Destruction of red blood cells is called: Hemocytoly-
sis, or hemolysis. Etiology: It occurs in the liver; it may
result from burns, also from infections and toxic agents
(such as potassium chlorate) ; malaria, pneumonia, and
other diseases may cause it.

9. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 307;
or Da Costa's "Surgery" (igo8), pages 359 and 356.

10. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages
902 and 903; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909),
pages 69s and 697.

BACTERIOLOGY.

1. Bacillus typhosus is a rod-shaped organism, with
rounded ends, is from 2 to 4 microns in length, and about
three-fourths of a micron in breadth ; it does not stain by
Gram's method, but stains with all the anilin dyes ; it has
flagella, no spores, is aerobic and facultative anaerobic, and
is motile.

To distinguish the typhoid iacillus from the colon bacil-

lus: (i) On gelatin plates, the colonies of typhoid develop
more slowly than those of colon bacillus. (2) The colon
bacillus causes fermentation with production of gas in

media which contain sugar : the typhoid bacillus does not.

(3) The colon bacillus produces a strong acid reaction and
coagulates milk within twenty-four to forty-eight hours;
the typhoid bacillus does not coagulate milk. (4) In pep-
tone solution the colon bacillus produces indol; the typhoid
bacillus doej not. (5) The typhoid bacillus gives the Widal
reaction with typhoid serum ; the colon bacillus does not.

2. The cause of syphilis is the treponema pallidum. It

is a very slender spiral, about 4 to 20 microns in length,

with very close and regular turns, the curves vary in

number from three or four to twelve or twenty. At each
pole is a fine flagellum. It can move forward and back-
ward, and also rotate on its axis. It is not settled whether
division is transverse or longitudinal. It has not yet been
cultivated on artificial media.

3. Immunity is the power of resistance of cells and tis-

sues to the action of pathogenic bacteria. Immunity may
be either natural or acquired.

Natural immunity is this power of resistance, natural
and inherited, and peculiar to certain groups of animals,
but common to every individual of these groups.
Acquired immunity is this resistance acquired: (1) By

a previous attack of the disease caused by the bacteria, or
(2) by the person being made artificially insusceptible.

The conditions which give immunity from the pathogenic
action of bacteria are: (i) A previous attack of the dis-

ease; (2) inoculation, with small quantities of bacteria, so

as to produce a mild attack of the disease; (3) vaccination;

(4) the introduction of antitoxins; (5) the introduction
of the to.xins of the bacteria.

.Active immunity follows an attack of a certain disease
and secures immunity for that alone ; or it follows inocula-
tion of a virus weaker than necessary to cause the typical

disease : or it follows inoculation by bacterial products apart
from the organisms themselves.

Passive immunity is the term applied to the effect of a
serum derived from an immunized animal and injected into
one not immune.

4. Bacteria multiply by fission. A bacterium about to
divide seems to be larger than normal, and if it is a coccus
it becomes more ovoid; changes occur first in the nucleus,
and the bacterium just falls in two. It has been calculated
that a single bacterium could, by fission, produce two in

one hour. Fortunately, they seldom obtain food enough
to keep up this process for any length of time.
Spore formation is not so much a method of multiplica-

tion as of continuance of the life of the individual bacterial
cell ; it is a process by which the organism enters a stage
in which it can better resist certain deleterious influences,

such as high temperature, desiccation, lack of nutrition.

It occurs chiefly in bacilli. There are two forms: Endo-
spores and arlhrospores. The former are true spores.

5. Bacterial encymes are enzymes or ferments produced
by bacteria, and which cause certain of the chemical ef-
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fects supposed to be due to the bacteria. The curdling of

milk is due to a bacterial enzyme rather than to a micro-

organism directly.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (190/). Pag^
317; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 132.

2. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 202;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 149.

3. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 557;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 775.

4. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1323;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1031.

5. Gastric ulcer is generally caused by injury or bacteria,

is most apt to occur between the ages of twenty and forty-

five; after eating there is pain localized in the stomach,
vomiting occurs soon after eating, hematemesis is com-
mon, there is localized tenderness over the stomach, and
examination of the gastric contents shows an excess of free

HCl.
Gastric carcinoma does not usually occur before forty

years of age, is more common in males, the pain is localized

and constant, vomiting is copious and occurs some time
after eating: the vomitus contains "cofTee ground" mate-
rial ; hemorrhages are common ; a tumor may be palpated,

and examination of the gastric contents shows absence of

free HCl and presence of lactic acid ; severe anemia and
cachexia are also present.

In duodenal ulcer the pain is apt to be more to the right,

and to occur at an interval of two or three hours after

meals; the hemorrhages will be intestinal, and the blood
will be passed by way of the bowels, and not vomited. In
many cases the symptoms ar* identical with those of gastric

ulcer.

6. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 174;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 189.

7. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 391

;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 352.

8. Drugs which loivcr blood pressure: Amyl nitrite, so-

dium nitrite, spirit of nitrous ether, nitroglycerin. They
act by producing dilatation of the blood-vessels.

9. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1 192;
or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1135.

10. Complications zvhich may follow typhoid fever: Re-
lapses, indigestion, constipation, diarrhea, perforation of
intestine, peritonitis, hepatic abscess, cholecystitis, gall-

stones, hypertrophy of spleen, paralysis, typhoid spine,

neuritis.

OBSTETRICS.

1. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 664.

2. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 809 and 815;
or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 572 and 577.

3. If the chin is presenting anteriorly, expectant treat-

ment may suffice; but care must be taken to observe that
the chin does not rotate backward. Spontaneous version
may occur, and the presentation becomes a vertex one.
Failing this, or as a means of favoring this, postural treat-

ment, such as Walcher's position, has been recommended.
If, in spite of this, engagement has not occurred, cephalic
version is indicated, care being taken not to rupture the
membranes. If this is not successful, podalic version
should he tried. If, after all these manipulations the child
is still alive and the head is engaged, symphyseotomy is in-

dicated ; if the child is dead, craniotomy should be per-
formed.

4. PuERPER.^L ECLAMPSIA. The causes may be : Uremia,
albuminuria, imperfect elimination of carbon dioxide by the
lungs, medicinal poisons, septic infection; predisposing
causes are renal disease, and imperfect elimination of the
skin, bowels, and kidneys. The line of treatment laid down
by Edgar is as follows: For preventive treatment: (l)
The^ amount of nitrogenous food should be diminished to
a minimum; (2) the production and absorption of poison-
ous materials in the intestines and body tissues should be
limited and their elimination should be aided by improving
the action of the bowels, the kidneys, the liver, the skin,
and the lungs; (t,\ the source of the fetal metabolic prod-
ucts and the peripheral irritation in the uterus should,
if necessary, be removed by evacuating that organ. The
curative treatment includes: (l) Controlling the convul-
sions (by chloroform, veratrum, or chloral) ;" (2) elimina-
tion of the poison or poisons which are presumed to cause
the convulsions; (3) emptying the uterus under deep anes-
thesia, by some method that is rapid and that will cause
as little injury to the woman as possible.

And see Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 915 and
852; or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 256 and 764.

5. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 799 and 802;
or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 426 and 433.

GYNECOLOGY.

1. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1 187; or
Gray's "Anatomy ' (igo8;, page 1498.

2. See Cunninghams "Anatomy" (1909), page 1198; or
Gray's "Anatomy' (1908), page 1495.

3. Causes of downward displacements of the uterus:
(l) Pressure from above (pelvic or abdominal tumors,
ascites, tight or heavy clothing, straining at stool, musculal
exertion, fecal accumulations, habitual overdistention ot the
bladder)

; (2) weakening and relaxation of tne uterine sup-
ports (subinvolution, senile atrophy of pelvic floor, abnor-
mally large pelvis, increased weight of uterus, puerperal
traumatisms, pressure from above, traction from below) ;

(3) increased weiglit of uterus (congestion, subinvolution,
metritis, pregnancy, fluid in the endometrium, uterine tu-

mors)
; (4) traction from below (vaginal cicatrices, falling

of pelvic floor, contraction and congenital shortening of
vagina, tumors of cervix or vagina).—(From Dudley's
Gynecology.)

4. In tuberculosis of the pelvis the organ most frequently
affected is the Fallopian tube.

5. "When extrauterine pregnancy exists there are: (l)
The general and reflex symptoms of pregnancy ; they have
often come on after an uncertain period of sterility; nausea
and vomiting appear aggravated. (2) Then comes a dis-

ordered menstruation, especially metrorrhagia, accompanied
with gushes of blood, and with pelvic pain coincident with
the above symptoms of pregnancy; pains are often very
severe, with marked tenderness within the pelvis; such
symptoms are highly suggestive. (3) There is the presence
of a pelvic tumor characterized as a tense cyst, sensitive to

the touch, actively pulsating ; this tumor has a steady and
progressive growth. In the first two months it has the
size of a pigeon's egg; in the third month it has the size of
a hen's egg; in the fourth month it has the size of two
fists. (4) The os uteri is patulous ; the uterus is displaced,

but is slightly enlarged and empty. (5) Symptoms No. 2
may be absent until the end of the third month, when sud-
denly they become severe, with spasmodic pains, followed
by the general symptoms of collapse. (6) Expulsion of the
decidua in part or whole Nos. i and 2 are presumptive
signs: Nos. 3 and 4 are probable signs; Nos. 5 and 6 are

positive signs."— (^American I'ext-Book of Obstetrics.)

1. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 1145
and 1151; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1014.

2. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 618; or
Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 586.

3. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 470; or
Da Costa's "Surgery" (190S), page 435.

4. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 751; or
Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 712.

5. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 900; or

Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1072.

6. Indications for resection of bowel: Strictures of in-

testine, gangrene of intestine, extensive injury of intestine,

tumors of intestine, tuberculosis of intestine, iniury to the

vessels supplying intestines, some cases of intussusception,

and artificial anus.

7. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1325;
or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1034.

8. Indications for ligature of com.mon carotid: Wounds
of either common carotid, external carotid, or internal

carotid (and branches of the two latter); in aneurysms;
to limit the growth of inoperable tumors, ao a temporary
procedure. For the operation, see Rose and Carless' "Sur-'

gery" (1908), page 331; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908),
page 415.

9. Shock is the name given to a sudden and general de-

pression of the vital powers, due to some strong stimula-

tion (such as injury or emotion) acting on the vital centers

in the medulla, and producing vasomotor paralysis. Treat-

ment: Place the patient in the recumbent position, with the

head low ; apply warmth to the body ; administer a stimu-

lant, and give a hot saline infusion; morphine, hypoder-
matically. may be necessary for the relief of pain.

10. Appendicostomy is performed to irrigate the colon in

cases of chronic ulcerative colitis or chronic dysentery,

and in chronic constipation. For technique of the opera-

tion, see Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 916.

1. Disinfectants are agents which restrain infectious dis-

eases by destroying or removing their specific poisons;

some are germicides, as chlorine; others act by dilution

or removal, as soao and water, and fresh air. Germicides
are agents which destroy bacteria and their germs.

2. The following disease-carrying bacilli may be con-
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veyed by milk: Tubercle bacillus, Klebs-Loeffler bacillus of
diphtheria, typhoid bacillus, cholera bacillus.

The tubercle bacillus is rod shaped, is from ij^ to i'/^
microns in length, and about one-third to one-half a micron
in breadth, is a strict parasite, is not motile, and has no
flagella. It is slightly curved, does not form spores, is not
liquefying, is aerobic and nonchromogenic ; it resists acids;
it grows well on blood serum ; stains well by Ehrlich's!
Ziehl-Nielsen's, or Gabbett's method; it is Gram-positive.
The bacillus of diphtlieria is from 2 to 6 microns in

length and from 0.2 to i.o micron in breadth; is slightly
curved, and often has clubbed and rounded ends ; occurs
either singly or in pairs, or in irregular groups, but does
not form chains ; it has no flagella, is nonmotile, and
aerobic ; is noted for its pleomorphism ; it does not stain
uniformly, but stains well by Gram's method and very
beautifully with Loeffler's alkaline-methylene blue.

The typhoid bacillus is a rod-shaped organism, with
rounded ends, is from 2 to 4 microns in length, and about
three-fourths of a micron in breadth ; it does not stain by
Gram's methpd, but stains with all the anilin dyes; it has
flagella, no spores, is aerobic and facultative anaerobic, and
is motile.

The cliolera bacillus is a spirillum, actively motile, and
with a flagellum at one end ; it is curved, has rounded ends,
and is about half the length of the tubercle bacillus; it

stains readily with ordinary anilin stains, but not by Gram's
method; it is easily cultivated on the usual media; it has'
but slight power of resistance; it liquefies gelatin, and
does not produce pigment.

3. Burning is the best disinfectant; then moist heat and
dry heat : carbolic acid and mercury bichloride are excel-
lent e.Kcept in the presence of albuminous material, when
chloride of lime or formalin are better; formaldehyde and
sulphur dioxide are both good disinfectants.

4. Carbon dio.xide ; crowd poison : volatile matters from
foul mouths, decayed teeth, and the digestive tract ; aqueous
vapor from the respiration and skin; products of combus-
tion of illuminating substances.

5. Five qnarantinable diseases: Cholera, yellow fever,
smallpox, plague, typhus. For length of time, see index
to these diseases in French's or Osier's "Practice."

EYE, E.^E, NOSE, AND THR0.\T.

1. For chemical burns of the eyeball: The treatment con-
sists in the complete removal of the caustic substance as
soon as possible. Solid particles are removed with cotton
or forceps. Then the conjunctival sac is washed ort with
solutions which tend to neutralize the corrosive substance
or render it insoluble. In the case of lime, mortar, or
caustic alkalies, we flush out with a solution of boric acid;
or we may wash out the eye with oil. If the corrosive
agent consisted of an acid, the eye is irrigated with a

weak solution of sodium bicarbonate. Subsequently we
use cold compresses, atropine, and sometimes a bandage.
After the loosening of the eschars, we must separate the

adhesions frequently. Symblepbaron often occurs notwith-
standing the greatest care"— (May's Diseases of the Eye.)

2. Tracheotomy is indicated in diphtheria when intuba-

tion does not relieve and the symptoms are urgent : to re-

move foreign bodies from the larynx that cannot be treated

by simple methods ; to provide passage for air. in growths,
tumors, or abscesses pressing on the larynx and interfer-

ing with the proper supply of air; and for edema of the

glottis when the intubation tube cannot be introduced.
Intubation is indicated in any obstruction of the larynx

which prevents a sufficient amount of air from entering
the lungs, such as croup, edema of the glottis, spa.«ni of
the larynx, any form of paralysis that lessens the lumen
of the larynx, chronic stenosis. Intubation is not indicated

for the removal of a foreign body, nor for any obstruction

too far down to be reached by the shaft of the tube.

3. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (190S), page 882.

4. In coniunctivitis there are no granules with subsequent
cicatricial changes.
Trachoma is an inflammatory condition of the conjunc-

tiva, accompanied by hypertrophy, granule formation, and
subsequent cicatricial changes.
Treatment "consists in an attempt to reduce the inflam-

matory symptoms and secretion, and to check and remove
hypertrophy of the conjunctiva, thus shortening the dura-

tion and diminishing the liability to conjunctival cicatriza-

tion and to sequels. This is accomplished either by the use

of certain irritating applications, or by mechanical (sur-

gical) means. Irritating applications: Sulphate of copper

in the form of a crystal or pencil is the favorite local ap-

plication. Nitrate of silver (i or 2 per cent, solution),

gj'lcerole of tannin (5 to 25 per cent), and the alum stick

are also employed. Mechanical (surgical) treatment in-

cludes expression, grattage. excision, curetting, electrolysis.

x-rays, and galvano-cautery."— (May's Diseases of the
Eye.)
Prognosis is not favorable ; the condition may last for

years, and complete recovery is not common.
5. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 822,

830, and 871.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. Medical jurisprudence is the application of the knowl-
edge of any of the branches of medicine to the problems
and renuirements of the law.

In expert testimony the witness may give his opinion on
facts or supposed facts as noted by himself or asserted

by others. Theoretically this can be done only by those
perfectly familiar with the subject in question ; but prac-

tically any (or almost any) physician with a license to

practise is accepted as an expert witness.

In ordinary testimony the witness testifies only to facts
which he has seen, or heard, or with which he has become
acquainted by personal observation. .

Malpractice is a failure on the part of a medical practi-

tioner to use such skill, care, and judgment in the treat-

ment of a patient as the law requires; and thereby the

patient suffers damage. If due to negligence only, it is

civil malpractice. But if done deliberately, or wrongfully,
or if gross carelessness or neglect have been shown, or if

some illegal operation (such as criminal abortion) be per-

formed, it is criminal malpractice.

2. In death by asphy.via: Very commonly punctate
ecchymoses are visible on the conjunctiva, face, neck, and
chest. They are considered by Tardieu to be more frequent
in strangulation than in asphyxia from other causes, or
than in cases of overstraining, which likewise may lead to

them. In the subcutaneous cellular tissue, and in the fascia

of the muscles above and below the hyoid bone extravasa-
tions are frequentlv found, as well as on the external sur-

face of the thyroid cartilage and trachea. The lungs vary
as regards their vascularity ; but on the surface it is com-
mon to find pseudomembranous patches, which are due to

the rupture of some of the superficial air cells and collec-

tion of air bubbles under the pleura. In the substance of

the lungs congested patches, or apoplectic extravasations,

are often found, varying in size, but larger than those
usually found in suffocation.

In death by droivning: The surface is pallid, the face
appears tranquil, the eyes and mouth being partly open.

The skin often has the appearance known as gooseskin,
and. if the body has lain upwards of twelve hours in the
water, that of the hands and the feet is sodden by imbibi-

tion. The most important external sign is the presence on
the mouth and nostrils of a fine froth (possibly blood
stained), composed of air, mucus, and the medium in

which drowning took place: if the body remains three or
four days in water, the froth disappears. Exceptionally,
fragments of weeds or other small objects may be found
tiehtly grasped in the hands. On opening the thorax the

lungs, gray in color, with reddish staining, are seen to be
very voluminous, a condition known as ballooning, partly

due to infi'tration of the lung tissue with some of the
medium in which drowning took place, and partly to true

edema. The lung substance is inelastic and pits on pres-

sure. On section, fluid and froth resembling that found
on the lips exude from the divided air passages. Minute
subpleural hemorrhages are not infrequently present, and
the pleural cavities may contain fluid The stomach often
contains water or other liquid which was involuntarily
swallowed during attempts at respiration. Occasionally
some of this fluid is forced by vital action into the intes-

tines. With one exccntion, the remaining apnearances are
those met with after death from asphv'xia. The exception
is constituted bv the blood, which is not only dark colored
and fli'id. as is usual after death from asphyxia, but is

also diluted by the imbibition of water from the stomach
and lungs.

In death by strangulation: The blood is of a dark color,

owing to complete reduction of the hemoglobin. The pro^
portion of carbonic acid is increased, and owing to its

excess the blood coagulates slowly or imperfectly ; hence
it remains fluid or forms few and soft coagula. The large
veins, the pulmonary artery, and the cavities of the right
side of the heart mav be distended with dark fluid blood,
but this is by no means necessarily the case. The left side
is usually empty or nearlv so. The lungs may be con-
gested, but are often pallid and anemic, thoueh the de-
pendent parts usuallv exhibit appearances of hypostatic en-
gorgement. The abdominal viscera, especially the kidneys,
are often coneested. The appearance of the brain varies;
it may be anemic or more or less congested. Special signs
characterize special modes of causation of asphyxia.

—

(From Quain's Dictionary of Medicine.)
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3. The physician should note the body; and the surround-
ings, conditions, and circumstances under which it is found.
If the body is in a building, he should observe the position

and arrangement of furniture, etc., blood, position of body,
arrangement of clothes, position and character of weapons,
footprints, and finger marks. The body should be examined
for signs of violence (wounds, bruises, blood spots)

;

lividities ; the presence of rigor mortis, etc. The physician

should keep his suspicions to himself, hear all he can, ob-

serve all he can, say nothing, and communicate with the

coroner or medical examiner.

4. A wound inflicled during life is generally character-

ized by hemorrhage, coagulation of the blood, eversion of

the edges, and retraction of its sides. It may also be in-

ferred that the wound was inflicted during life if any of

the following are noticed: The presence of inflammation,
swelling, pus, or gangrene on the edges of the wound,
or if there is any sign of beginning cicatrization.

In burns produced before death: There is usually a blis-

ter, with a bright, r6d base, and containing a serous fluid,

which is albuminous; occasionally there will be no blister

if there Has been excessive shock : also, there will be a

red line of demarcation between the injured and the un-

injured parts, and this, being a vital process, is only de-

veloped during life. In burns produced after death there

is no true blister, no red base, and gas only is present in

place of the serous fluid.

5. According to Taylor, the term insanity is applied to

those states of disordered mind in which a person loses

the power of regulating his actions and conduct according
to the ordinary rules of society. In all cases of real in-

sanity the intellect is more or less affected.

Intellectual insanity refers to those forms which are

characterized by hallucinations and delusions, but in which
the patient knows right from wrong.
Moral insanity refers to that condition in which the

moral perceptions are blunted, and the patient cannot judge

a question of right and wrong. As a rule, moral insanity

is accompanied with some intellectual disturbance.

BULLETIN OF APPROACHING EXAMINATIONS.! T'
STATE N.\ME AND ADDRESS OP PLACE AND DATE OP

SECRETARY NEXT EXAMINATION
Alabama* W. H. Sanders, Montgomery.. . Montgomer>' . . . .Jan. . -

Arizona* Ancil Martin, Phoenix Phoenix Oct. 3

Arkansas F. T. Murohv. Brinkley Little Rock Nov. 8
California* Chas. L. Tisdale, 929 Butler

Building. San Francisco Los Angeles Dec. 6
Colorado S. D, Van Meter. 1723 Tremont

Street, Denver Denver Oct. 4
Connecticut*. . .Chas. A. Tuttle. New Haven. .New Haven Nov. 14
Delaware T. H. Wilson, Dover Dover Dec, 13
Dist. of Col'bia. . Geo. C. Ober. Washington Washington Oct. 1

1

Florida* I. D. Fernandez. Jacksonville. . Palatka Nov. 9
Georgia T. H. Goss, Athens Atlanta Oct, 11
Idaho* W. F. Howard, Pocatello Oct, 4
Illinois T. A. Egan, Sprin^eld Chicago Oct, —
Indiana W, T, Gott, Crawfordsville Indianapolis Jan, 10
Iowa Louis A, Thomas, Des Moines . , Des Moines
Kansas H, A, Dykes. Lebanon Topeka Oct, 11
Kentucky J. N, McCormack, Bowling

Green Louisville
Louisiana E, L. McGehee, New Orleans, ,,New Orleans, , . ,Oct, 18
Maine F. W, Searie. Portland Portland Nov. 8
Maryland J, McP, Scott, Hagerstown, .,, Baltimore Dec, 13
Ma-sachusetts*.'E. B. Harvey, State House.

Boston Boston Sept, 13
Michigan B, D. Harison, 205 Whitney

Building, Detroit Lansing Oct, 1

1

Minnesota W, S. Fullerton. St. Paul St. Paul Oct, 4
Mississippi S. H. McLean, Jackson Jackson Oct. 1

1

Missouri Frank B. Hiller. Jefferson City , Jefferson City. . ,

Montana* Wm. C, Riddell. Helena Helena Oct. 4
Nebraska C, A. Carr, Lincoln Lincoln Nov, 9
Nevada S, L, Lee, Carson City Carson City Nov, 2
N. Hampshire. .Henry C. Morrison, State Li-

brary, Concord Concord Jan. 3
New Jersey H, G, Norton, Trenton Trenton Oct, 18
New Me.xico, , , , J, A, Massie, Santa Fe Santa Fe Oct 10

r New York.,., f

New York.; CF.Wheelock. Univ.of State j Albany j Sept, 27
of New York, Albany, , . . Syracuse

I Buffalo I

N. Carolina B, K, Havs. Oxford Chariotte Tune 14
N. Dakota H, M, Wheeler, Grand Forks. , Grand Forks Oct, ',

Ohio Geo, H, Matson. Columbus,, , , Columbus Dec. 13
Oklahoma* F. P. Davis, Enid Guthrie Oct, 11
Oregon B, E. Miller. Portland Portland Jan. 3

Pennsylvania*,, N. C. Shaeffer. Harrisburg,,
( pli'Jsbur"'^'*' " }

I^"^- •
Rhode Island*,. G. T, Swarts, Providence Providence Oct, 6
S. Carolina H. H, Wyman, Aiken Columbus June 13
S, Dakota F, W, Freyberg, Mitchell Watertown Jan. 11

. f Memphis 1

Tennessee C. A, Abemathy. Pulaski, , . | Nashville f
May 28

I Knoxville. , j

Texas R. H, McLeod, Palestine Palestine Nov 22
Utah R, W, Fisher, Salt Lake City, .Salt Lake City,, .Oct. 3
Vermont W. Scott Nay. Underbill Montpelier Jan. 10
Virginia R. S. Martin, Stuart Lynchburg Dee 20
Washington*, , ,T, C, McFadden. Seattle Spokane Jan, 3
W, Virginia H. A. Barbee, Point Pleasant . Charleston
Wisconsin J. M. BeSel, Milwaukee Milwaukee Jan. 10
Wyoming S. B, Miller, Laramie Laramie Oct, 12

* No reciprocicity recognized by these States.

t Applicants should in every case write to the secretar>' for latest
details regarding the examination in any particular State.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of September 3, iqio:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpo.x
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

523
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PSYCHULUGICAL STUDY UF GANGS.*

P.y SIEGFRIED BLOCK, A.M., M.D.,

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

Ix order to deduce conclusions for scientific inves-

tigation it is necessary to make a standard "normal"
and then note by how much observations differ from
this "normal." This is very difficult to determine

when we investigate the psychological make-up nf

human beings. To state that the Columbia fresh-

man is "normal" is hardly fair to the vast majority

of the population who are so much inferior intel-

lectually. To grant that this majority with proper

education can be brought on a par with the fresh-

man is a rash presumption and must be proved be-

fore it can be accepted. Therefore the author pre-

fers to omit any reference to a "normal," and on

what is definitely established as fact proposes to in-

vestigate from a psychological point of view a .group

of individuals whose lives are almost in direct con-

trast to that of a Columbia freshman.

For this purpose one hundred young men mem-
bers of recognized "gangs" of about the same age

as the freshman (17 to 22 years) have been chosen

as subjects and tested with the same tests as arc

regularly given at the university. These subjects

were obtained in the following manner : For sev-

eral years the writer has been connected with the

Children's Courts and thus became acquainted with

the boys who belong to these "gangs." From these

boys the names and addresses of older members of

their "gangs" were obtained, and to these an an-

nouncement of four cash prizes was made to be

divided as follows: one-half point was to be given

for each fellow brought to be tested and one-half

point for each test actually taken, and one-half

point for the highest efficiency in each test. It

was insisted that only "gang" fellows would be ac-

cepted and that the examiner could find out by ex-

amination if dishonesty had been used to get an

outsider into the competition. If so, nothing was
said, but one-half point deducted.
The last proviso was made only to make the re-

sult as e.xact as possible, but it could not be per-

fectly controlled. \\'itli so manv ])recaution.> it be-

came necessary to emplov nine distinct "gangs," be-

cause each one would tire of the monotony of the

idea or had some other more interesting engage-
ment, or for the more important reason, they had
suspicion that these tests would be kept for future

use. somewhat on the order of the rogues' gallery

pictures or Rertillon svstem of measurement of

criminals.

Definition.—\Miat is a gang? Many authors

have described gangs from either the sociological

*From original research work made under the auspices

of Coruniliia University, Department of Psychology, .\pril

15, 1910.

or the layman's side and it is to be regretted that so

little psychological work has been done in this par-

ticular. In order to appreciate their importance,

their origin, and formation, and their ultimate power
a verbatim extract of "The Boy Problem" by \Vm.
Byron Forbush, Fh. U., page 56, Chapter 3, will

aid. He says under "Ways in Which Boys Spon-
taneously Organize Socially" : "The Interests of

Infancy are all in the home. This is the parents"

unhampered opportunity. During boyhood the

home shares with the school the boy's time, but with

the development of his social instinct by means of

play, new acquaintanceships begin to use the crevices

of his time. First he plays at home with a com-
panion or two, then he ventures forth to the ball-

field and swimming-hole with a larger group;
finally his journeys are farther, his stay is longer, the

group is more thoroughly organized, and a mob
spirit is apt to arise which passes from unorganized
play and sportive frolic to barbarous and destructive

deviltry, and we have in the city and country the

organized 'gang.' Accounts of doings of these

gangs from the comparative innocence of property

destruction and hoodlumism to organized theft, as-

sault, and murder appear in the press daily. Hardly
less dangerous in tendency are many clubs which
more quietly meet indoors."

.\ recent report of the University Settlement of

Xew York City calls attention to candy stores as

informal social centers which lead to the poolroom,
the saloon, the cheap show, and the clubroom, and to

the "recreation clubs," where a younger member re-

ports, "They have kissing all through pleasure time,

and use slang languages." and the members are from
14 to 18. "They don't liehave nice between young
ladies."

Dr. Henry D. .Sheklon's "Ouestionaire" shows
that out of 1,034 responses of boys 10 to 16 vears

851 were members of such societies. In "The
Young Malefactor" Travis (page 142) states,

speaking of the gang instinct and the formation of
.gangs. "It is such children adventurous, lawless,

idle, and truant that naturally form gangs. The
other school comrades being at work, these are
isolated and form a little clan. Often a whole gang
is brought to court and with the gang some not be-
longing there who ha])|)ened to be caught with
them. It is a well-known fact that either adults or
children will do things by gangs which no single
member would dream of doing alone. Gangs in-

dulge in pitched battles on the city streets, annoy
pedestrians, insult passing women, incite each other
to lawlessness and in some cases form little criminal
societies pledged to testify in favor of any who are
caught and to 'stick by the gang' in every possible
way. This is not morbid or inherent viciousness,
as is proved by the fact that more than once a re-
markably 'tough' gang has been enlisted, everv
member in useful work."
The best description of the formaticjn and the
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political power of gangs is given by Robt. A. W oods

in "The Citv Wilderness" (page 114), Chapter 6,

entitled "The Roots of Political Power": "The

importance of the 'gang' as a social factor which

the politician manipulates has never been fully ap-

preciated except by the politician. It is a sufficiently

commonplace trait of human nature for people to

associate themselves together in groups and cliques

according to attractions of congeniality. The

force, however, seems to work with great intensity

in the tenement-house districts. Without pausing

to inquire the reasons, I shall describe the structure

of the gang, and later show its relation to ward

politics. The tendency begins among children. Al-

most every boy in the tenement quarters is a mein-

ber of a gang. There are certain characteristics in

the make-up of all gangs. To begin with, every

gang has a 'corner' where its members meet. This

'hang-out,' as it is sometimes called, may be in the

center of a block, but still the gang speaks of it as

the 'corner.' The size of the gang varies from 5

to 40. As a rule, all the boys belonging to it come

from the immediate vicinity of the corner. Every

gang has one or more leaders, for, as one of the

boys expressed it, the leader says 'Come, and the

push move.' As a matter of fact, if the gang is at

all large, it has two or three leaders. In order to

show the different kinds of leadership, let me de-

scribe the qualities possessed by different types in

a large gang.

"First of all, there is the 'gang's bully.' He is the

best 'scrapper" in the gang. Many a hard-won

battle has paved the way to this enviable position,

but the position, often obtained with some difficulty,

is not a sinecure. The 'bully' not only has to de-

fend his gang, but also his title against the ambition

of some growing member of the gang. Next there

is the 'gang's judge.' All matters of dispute are

finally submitted to him. If no agreement is

reached, the boy who has gained this honor has

gained it, not by election, but by selection. The
boys have gradually found out that he does not take

<ides, but is fair-minded. Finally, there is the

gang's counsellor.' The boy whom the gang looks

to for its schemes, both of pleasure and of mischief.

In small gangs the 'bully' may be both 'bully' and
'counsellor.' Sometimes this happens in larger

gangs—here is the 'Ward Boss' in embryo.
"Nightly the gang drifts to their corner, not by

appointment, naturally. The ensue idle talk,

'jawing' matches, and rough jokes. Nearly every

gang has 'talent,' one or two members that can sing,

dance, perhaps a quartette or two buck dancers, a

jewsharp, and a 'funny man.' I am referring to

hoys over 14. The songs are always new ones ; old

ones are scorned. Not infrequently the singing,

the horse-play, or dancing is interrupted by the

roundsman. At the sight of the brass buttons there

is an excited call of 'cheese it,' the singing, etc., is

suddenly stopped, the gang dissolves and flees down
alleyways or to doorways, and curious hiding places

and reappears only when the 'cop' is well down the

street. It sometimes happens that members are ar-

rested for standing on the corners, for insulting

passers-by, or for other offenses. As a rule, the

other fellows raise the money to pay the fine. To
reimburse themselves or the one who loaned the

money, a dance is run or a raffle is held. To show
still further the tenaciousness of gang life, the influx

of Jews has caused many of the Irish to move away
from the South End, but the boys on Sunday may
still be found with their gang at their 'comer.'

Fully half are fellows who live at Highlands at the

edge of Roxbury. I know a boy in High School

—

he will graduate next year—who moved to Dor-
chester, but comes regularly to the old 'corner' on

Sunday afternoon. No new friends can supplant

the old ones.

"It is interesting to know what becomes of the

various gangs when they are a little older (17 or

18). The more respectable gangs club together

and hi^re a room. The vicious prefer to use what
little money they have on carousing. If by chance

they get a room, their rowdyism will cause their

ejection, either by the landlord or by the police.

Consequently, they have to fall back on the corner

or some saloon as their meeting place. They always

try to seek a back street or wharves unfrequented

by the police. Not infrequently these gang connec-

tions are tenacious in the case of older men, who
sometimes meet in the back of some store to play

'forty-five,' but more often would be found in some
saloon. In numerous cases a saloon serves as a

club room for one or more of the gangs of these

older men, who are loyally devoted to it. Many of

them will walk by a saloon thirsty, in order to reach

a particular drinking place with enough money to

secure the proprietor's welcome.

"At this point it is necessary to give an account

of the young men's clubs, in order that the impor-

tant part that these clubs play in ward politics may
be seen, for all this network of social life is taken

in hand by the politician. As I said before, the

gangs which coalesce and form these clubs are the

most respectable ones. Such a club opens up the

freedom of the district socially to them. Each
gang composing it is likely to have a candidate for

the principal offices and the first election is fre-

quently a source of quarrel between the rival gangs

which breaks up the club before it is properly started.

There are about eight of these clubs in the particu-

lar section which I know best. The dues range

from 25 cents to 50 cents per week, and the clul)

usually pays from .$25 to $35 per month for the

room. Nearly all the clubs have a common pro-

gram. In the first place, each club, without excej)

tion, gives a ball every winter. The tickets invariably

sell for 50 cents. These balls are important social

functions in the districts. As a rule, each club has

a 'social' once a week. This is a dance of a lower

type, being interspersed with comic and humorous
songs, etc. About the same girls go from one

social to another. The worse dance halls

are nearly allied tn the clubs. This clientage is

made up, though not distinctly, of gangs. Conse-

quently, at nearly all the balls the dancers are known
to one another, and have more or less loyalty for the

hall. At one hall a large group of fellows attend,

nearly all of whom have stylish light coats and

dudish attire, even if they do not know where the

next meal is coming from. In winter their mis-

tresses support them. In summer these men go to

Nantasket and to the beaches, and in the fall they

take their gambling outfits to fairs at Brockton

and elsewhere.

"The description thus far of the 'gang,' the social

club, and the dance hall shows that the politician

does not need to deal with the individuals. Ready
at hand are these social centers for hi into make
use of."

.'Vnd so the storj' goes on till ultimately we have

corrupt political bosses and their allies.

The following essential factors of both groups
must be considered in order to make a comparison :
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I. Heredity. 2. Early life and education. 3. Eii

vironment. 4. Examination, physical and psycho-
logical.

Heredity.-—A, Class of parent (stock) ; A, Eani-

ily history neuroses, insanity, etc. ; B, Drunkenness
in parents ; B, Age of death of parents.

The vast majority of Columbia freshmen come
from good family stock. Poverty is no sign of real

psychological caliber of the family. The mere fact

that study is encouraged often at a great sacrifice

is proof in itself of an ambition to reach a higher

plane in life. Even if a student must "work" his

own way through college he must support himself

alone. Only in the rarest cases does the home make-

any demands on his income, and in such cases there

is a surplus over the actual necessities of life, or

the fees, cost of books, carfares, etc., could not he

paid. If the money for the tuition, etc., is bur-

rowed from a relative or a good friend, this bene-

factor must recognize a good reason for the loan

:

that is, either a certain responsibility on the part of

the borrower and his family that it shall be repaid,

or it is actually a gift. In the last case some reason

for the gift must be appreciated, thus placing the

individual on a scale above that of the average gang
members.

In the case of gangs the rule is that the boy nui>i

become a wage earner as soon as possible, and were

it not for the enforcement of the law, the majority

would leave school long before they became of age.

It is a surprising fact that many are either entirelx

illiterate or barely capable of reading, writing, ami

doing simple arithmetical sums.

If we inquire into the family history of the gang,-

we find in a large percentage (46) of the cases one

of the parents is a drunkard. I have not the actual

statistics, and, on account of liability to misstate-

ments in order to hide the truth, the proportion o!

Columbia freshmen whose parents drink to excess

can only be estimated, but it is fair to assume that

it is rare to find a drunkard parent and almost im-

possible to find both parents thus afflicted. It is.

accepted that drunken parents cannot take care of a

home and children as well as sober ones. .\ drunk-

ard also is more liable to beget offsprings who are

defective in one way or another. Among these may
be mentioned epileptics, cardiopaths, mental defec-

tives, sexual perverts, idiots, and criminals. Thu'.

we have, excluding poverty at the outset, before

birth, one cardinal cause for the differences.

In analogous ways we can ci^mpare parents who
are criminals. Comparatively, it is rare to find .1

criminal parent of the freshmen, and how conmion

it is to he found of the gang member. Reliable sta-

tistics could not be obtained. l>ut one-half of thoM-

examineri state that a near relative had been ar

rested.

In the history record it was noted that 17 had

near relatives—brothers, sisters, parents, uncles,

aunts, or first cousins—who had what seemed to be

epilepsy. A history of insanity was given in five

eases and four cases of mental deficiency in near

relatives, and 18 had fathers who had "violent tem-

pers," especially when drunk. Only one-half of the

hoys "really loved their parents." These figures

are very different from what we knew we w^ould

find on examining the history of the Columbia fresh-

man's family. In Paris, says Travis. 47 per cent.

of the prisoners have indigent parents. Miinster-

berg, in "On the Witness Stand" (page 242), states,

"When a school for criminal boys was carefully ex-

amined it was found that of 200 boys 127 were de-

ficient in the direction of hysteric emotion, nr in the

direction of epileptic disturbance. In 85 one or

both parents were drunkards, in 24 cases the parents

were insane, in 26 epileptics, and in 26 others suf-

fering from other nervous causes. Not the crimi-

nal tendency was born with the poor children, but

the insufficient capacity and resistance of the cen-

tral nervous system, and this was their inheritance

from abnormal and degenerate parents."

One of the most important points to be considered

is the age of marriage. Ellis, in "The Criminal,"

states that fathers under 20 beget especially weak
children, and from 25 to 40 beget the strongest.

Many of those examined were married and .state

that their parents married young also. I could not

ascertain the ages in all cases at which the parents

married on accoimt of the ignorance of the sub-

jects, but the average of 83 cases stated the mar-
riage age of the mother was 19.9 years and of the

father was 21.15 years
;
quite a contrast to the fresh-

men, whose mothers' average age of marriage was
223<2 years and the fathers' 27 Vi years ; hence the

degenerate offspring with criminal tendencies in so

many cases. Ellis states that over 90 per cent, of

criminals can trace some defect in near relatives.

The exact percentage was not sought in eitlier of

the groups examined. It is a simple matter to ob-

tain answers to such questions from prisoners, but

exceedingly difficult from persons at liberty.

As a summary to the question of heredity, it must
be recognized that the average freshman has much
in his favor.

Environment and Early Education.—Closely al-

lied to heredity in modifying a person's life is en-

vironment. Ft has often been disputed which is the

more important. The "big brother" movement of

the Probation Associations of the Children's Courts
has as its foundation the importance of environ-

ment, the idea being that a total stranger to the

prisoner who promises to take an interest in the boy
or girl as a "friend" or "big brother" will seek to

furnish the aid which is either nii-^ing or not prop-
erly given at home. Many children have thus been
set on the path of honesty and decency.
The writer has helped many children in this way

and personally knows of a large number of others
who have been similarly assists 1. This plan is in

vogue in some form wherever there are Children's

Courts. As a rule, too much is expected of the

"big brother" movement, and although many a

iioy may change from one "big brother" to another
until the right man for the particular case in hand
is found, many individuals are not at all amenable
to the treatment. One case may serve as an ex-

ample to show that environtnent i-- not ahvay- the

most important factor to be noted.

A boy of 16 was sent to the writer, and after an
interview with the family, for some reason, the
family objected to the boy being influenced by the
writer, and amither "big brother" was found whom
the boy and family liked very much. The parents
are in comfortable circumstances and have four
other children who have never been arrested. Thev
do not live in a tenement district where .gangs are
most often established. This "big brother" gave
the boy employment in his office and paid him a
very good salary, so that money would be no object
for the boy to steal. When the boy wished to .go to

the theater the "big brother" went with him. New
associates were obtained by having the boy join a

gymnasium far out of the neighborhood where the
boy had his former playmates. F.verv evening
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after work the bm was in the company of the "big

brother," and the "big brother" made it his business

to see that the boy reached home each night. This

b(.y really loved his new chum. The habits of the

boy became more cleanly ; he acquired many essen-

tials of etiquette and seemed to be entirely changed.

After several months, a former friend, and now for

some reason an arch-enemy of the boy, told the "big

brother" of thefts the boy and his gang had been

making while under the "big brother's" surveillance.

I pon investigation, these proved to be true, and all

the extraordinary efforts were in vain. The "gang"

instinct still had the boy.

Since then the writer has again carefully inquired

into the family history and finds that, although at

the beginning it was given as "negative," it is now
known that one near relative is insane, one epileptic,

a brother a sexual pervert, a sister is a musical

genius, and the mother is very neurasthenic. This

case is one of the many which prove that environ-

ment is not by any means the prime factor causing

tlie differences in the two groups considered.

The error lies too often in the examiner and the

reason for such difference is not given. The fact

that the vast majority of the fathers of Columbia
freshmen are business men, either large or small,

or are skilled laborers, is also at a variance with the

second group. Of the cases examined only in one

case was the father a grocer, and in two skilled car-

penters : all the others, 97 per cent., had parents

whose means of livehhood could be classed as un-

skilled ; 14 had no work at all and 38 had no fathers,

while 9 were orphans. Of 100 Columbia students

questioned, the results were unskilled labor 3 per

cent, (farmers), father dead 3 per cent., and mother
dead 5 per cent.

The income of the parents of the students being

liigher, they are more able to give their children

proportionate assistance. The appreciation of edu-

cation of a class, almost all of whom belong to

skilled laborers or higher, is naturally more than

might be expected in the second group.

The parents, themselves, having had more educa-

tion, having better means for procuring it, and
knowing better its advantages in the struggles of

life, surely encourage their children in this direc-

tion. The result of the schooling a freshman has

had in comparison to that of "gang members" (most
of whom can hardly read or write) causes differ-

ences in the choice of friends. The average fresh-

man would hardl}' seek an illiterate as a confidant,

while the gang member doesn't want a friend with

"highfalutin" ideas.

Each trying his best to do as the rest of his class

does, often at great sacrifices, the freshman
broadens his mind and studies, and the gang mem-
ber practices pool, cards, dice, pugilism, etc. Each
tries to excel and win admiration of his com-
panions : as a result, the savant is the ideal of the

student and he does not know of the race-track

tout, the prize-fighter, etc., who has won the fore-

luost praise in the minds of members of the second
class.

Less money means poorer homes. Poorer homes
have less comforts and joys in them and naturallv
drive the occupants to the streets ; here thev meet
tiieir gangs. If it is inclement weather, a pool-
room or a saloon will give good shelter. Here they
mingle with the vile habitues of a cheap slum bar
or den and acquire their lowly habits and desires.

In the "Young Malefactor" (page 122) Travis
says: "Poverty causes delinquency." The New

York Juvenile Asylum reports that poverty often

pushes a boy out of his home and initiates him into

the oft'ender's life. Paris reports over 47 per cent,

of the children arrested were proverty-stricken.

The Superintendent of the House of Refuge finds

cold and hunger a frequent cause for theft. The
27th Annual Report of Elmira Reformatory states

:

"Poverty prevents a boy from learning a trade ; his

ragged clothes often bar him from employment."
Jacob A. Riis, in "The Battle of the Slums," under
the title of the "Genesis of the Gang," says: "Less
than 15 per cent, come from good homes and only
one in 66 had good company. The boys take to the

street because the home has nothing to keep them
there. To lock them up in the house would only
make them hate it more. The gang follows the

line of least resistance."

Therefore, to sum up, the environmental differ-

ences of the two groups may be mentioned as: (i)

Home. (2) Poverty. (3) Poor guardianship of

poorly trained parents. (4) The early death of one
or both parents. (5) Occupation of the parents.

(6) Immediate surroundings—as the cheap saloon,

poolroom. (7) Poor education and illiteracy, thus

cutting some of the pleasures of the better group
from those which could otherwise be enjoyed by
the second. (8) Association with people of a lower
strata makes the individual ignorant of what takes

jjlace in the more cultured division of civilization ;

Iience the lack of high ideals and aspiration for

such culture. This makes the desire of education

for one class and takes it away from the other.

Psycliological and Physiological Examination.—
On account of the differences in education of lx)th

classes and especially the large amount of illiteracy

in these subjects, some of the regular university

tests were omitted and others added to take their

place. For example, it seems almost impossible to

make the subjects appreciate exactly what was
meant by "threshold of pain:" therefore, after trials

with 14 subjects, the algometer tests were purposely

oiuitted. In its place the time estimation tests were
added. .Satisfactory coordination of the subject

could not be obtained in the association tests and
they were also omitted.

The following questions were asked at the outset

of each examination : (i) Name? (2) Age? (3)
Father alive? (4) Mother alive? (5) If father's

dead, how old were you at his death? (6) If

mother's dead, how old were you at her death? (7)
.At what age did father marry? (8) At what age
did mother marry? (9) Father's business. (10)
Does your father drink? (11) Does j'our mother
drink ? ( t 2 ) .\ny near relative epileptic, insane,

criminal, imbecile? (13) Are you married? (14)
Tattooed? One or both arms? (^ther parts of

body ?

Tattoo marks are remnants of a barbaric custom.
E-xplanations of these marks can he found in any
book dealing with "degeneracy" or allied subjects.

They occur frequently in criminal and other defec-

tive classes. For that reason I made it a point to

investigate this matter in both these groups. I have
never found a single student in the tank room of

Columbia tattooed, except the fraternity men, who
have their insignia tattooed over their heart or high

up in the arm. This latter custom of college secret

orders is compulsory, and can hardly be compared
to the marks of individual egotism so extensively

displayed. Of the one hundred gang members ex-

amined 14 i)er cent, were tattooed on the left arm

;

8 per cent, on tho right arm ; 10 per cent, on both
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arms, and 4 per cent, on other parts, a total of

36 per cent. The marks were usually nude figures,

serpents, national flags, and initials.

After these questions were satisfactorily an-
swered, the following tests were employed in the
order given: (i) Estimation of size—5 cm. line.

(2) Steadiness test—rod in a hole, i min. (3)
Speed test—tapping, 100 taps and i min. (4) Ac-
curacy test—rod in a hole, i min. (5) Strength of
hand; (a) right, {b) left. (6) Tactile sensation-
touch compasses. (7) Accuracy and speed test:

(a) marking 100 A's, "A test," (b) dotting 100
squares, (c) dotting 100 dots. (8) mental imag-
ery; (a) auditory, (&) visual. (9) Estimation of
time, I min., '/> min. (10) Naming 100 colors.

(11) Memory; (a) auditory for numerals, (/; )

visual for numerals, (c) retrospective for line 5 cm.
(12) Eyesight. (13) Hearing.
Perception of Size.—This was the first test given.

A line 5 cm. in length was shown to the subject and
he was asketl to reproduce it as nearly as possible.

That the element of optical illusion might be
avoided, the same size and kind of paper was used
as that on which the

original w a s drawn.
These copies were care- <j.j-

fully measured and the

difference from 5 cm. i

recorded. The average
of these errors was
found to be 2.2 mm., "^^

with an average varia-

tion of 0.95 mm. This ^

is almost the same result

as was obtained in the

test performed on the

freshmen (2.4 mm.).
The 0.2 mm. better may ''

'

be a little different if a
larger number of sub- ^j
jects were examined.
The element of "per- r.

3,.s

(.0

A E

Fig. t.—.\ is the curve sliowin? the perception of size test. The
vertical distance represents the number of millimeters that the Inn-

drawn by the subjects varied from 5 cm. and the horizontal dislancr

represents the number of individuals tested. B is the retrospective

memory test. The arrow indicates the average for gang members:
the cross the average for students.

^S
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4.9. The average per minute was 322.1 taps, with

an average variation of 29.4 taps. The students

did not do so well ; they required 34 seconds to make
the hundred movements. The writer is unable to

give any reasons for this difference.

The Three-Hole Tests.—The same apparatus as

was used in the tapping and steadiness tests was

used in the "three-hole test," and there was also

used an equilateral triangle of brass with holes at

each angle, about the same size as the hole or open-

ing used in the steadiness test. The three holes

were about 75 cm. apart and differed from the pre-

vious test in that the current was not closed unless

the brass rod touched the bottom of the holes. The
bottom was about 10 mm. below the surface of the

brass, and the method was to take the brass rod

(also used in the "steadiness test") and place it as'

quickly as possible in each of the three holes, with-

out having the body touch the table or instrument.

An electric counter registered when the rod touched

the bottom of any of the holes, the requirement be-

ing to place the rod in as many holes as possible

within a minute. The average per minute was

80.04 holes and the average variation 0.5 holes.

This shows the inability of gang members to do ac-

curate work quickly, as is also borne out by the

other accuracy tests described hereafter.00 ,. Strength.— A dynamometer
was used for this purpose. The
arm was held away from the

body and the subject asked to

exert his full power. Three
trials with each hand gave right

hand 31.0 kg. as an average,

V. with an average variation of 3.4

^ kg. This is decidedly less than

the strength of the freshman
who could press 36.3 kg. The
left hand did not vary so much
from the students, 32.5 kg. for

the gang members and 33.5 kg.

for the students. If we note

that so many of the second
group are left-handed, thus

making the average for the right

hand weaker and the average
for the left hand stronger, part

of the difference may be ex-

plained. It is an established

fact that criminals and other de-

generates cannot squeeze a

dynamometer any better than
normal persons, although popu-
larly they are supposed to be
stronger, and it is quite in keep-
ing that a group of indivi luals

who may be classed midway be-

tween the degenerate and' the

normal should have a strength
showing between the two.

Sensation Areas.—These tests were made with
two points of a pair of touch compasses, one centi-

meter apart, and also with one point of these com-
passes. Each hand was tested in the following
manner : After describing exactly what was de-
sired, the subject was asked to place the hand, first

the right and then the left, on a table, and the back
of the hand was touched with the two points, and
he was then asked to say "one" or "two," according
to how many points he felt. Each hand was tried

in this order, 2, 2, i, i, 2, and the number of times
that correct replies were given were noted.

Twenty-two per cent, made 4 or 5 correct re-

plies for the right hand and 30 per cent, made 4 or

5 correct replies for the left hand. The students

did very much better, 63 per cent, having made 4 or

5 correct replies. If we allow for the hardness of

the skin of the hands from manual labor and the

holes
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error. Credit was also given for speed. The sub-
ject was not permitted to touch the paper or table

with any part of his body, except the hand holding
the pencil. The average time for the contingent of
"gang members" was 49.6 seconds and the average
variation ii.o seconds. The average error was
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the dark, etc.. and thus lin' more by their ears than

by their eyes.

Perception of Time.—The subject was seated in

a chair in a room with the examiner, and as far as

possible no outside noises were permitted to dis-

tract attention from the work at hand. After rest-

ing a few moments the subject

was told at the word "start" to

begin to reckon a minute, and

when he thought the minute was
exactly over to say "now."' The
time was recorded with a stop-

watch. After a few minutes"

rest he was told to try to esti-

mate one-half minute in the

same way and begin at the word
"start," and when finished to say

"now." The time was recorded

as estimation for one-lialf miii-

=^^=9-

Fig. 9.—Curve
showing the num-
ber of seconds re-

quired to dot one
hundred squares.
The vertical dis-

tance shows the
umbe of

and the hor-
izontal distance
the number of

subjects. The av-

erage is indicated
by an arrow.

Fig. 10.—Curve
showing the aver-
age number of
squares that had
more than one dot
or a dot touching
one of the sides of

the squares. The
vertical distance
shows the number
of such errors.

The horizontal the
number of individ-

uals. The average
is indicated by an

ute. The entire process was then repeated, thus

giving two answers for the minute and two for the

half-minute. The average result was remarkal.ly

accurate and at least disproved the notion that in-

dividuals who waste much time and are idle finally

lose its exact mental measurement. In other words.

it is often believed that idleness, irregular hours for

meals, sleep, and work without feeling of responsi-

bility to any one must eventually dull or paralyze

this "time-thought" faculty from lack of use or

practice. So it is with most of our mental phe-

nomena. Perhaps it may be explained that sub-

jects of this age have not wasted time long enough

to cause such a dwarfing of this power : or perhaps

'students who are so frequently in a hurry and ham-
pered for time getting away at top-notch speed, not

to be late in the morning ; eating as quickly as pos-

sible so that a half-hour can be spent in the library.

on the athletic field or in consultation with a pro-

fessor; at night finishing study in a hurry to get

to dances, ta make social calls, to attend students'

meetings, etc., causes them to become hypersensi-

tive from constant irritation in this particular. The
conclusion seems to prove this fact, for the average
time of 30 students for guessing i minute was 49
seconds, with an average variation of 6 seconds,

much shorter than fio.8 seconds, with an average
variation of 6.2 seconds, for

the gang members.
The most remarkable fact

is that 19, or almost 10 per

cent., estimated exactly 60
seconds, and 34, or 17 per

cent., of the guesses were only

I second out of the way. That
is, 27 per cent., over one-

Fig. II. - -_
showing the numbe.
of seconds required to

dot 100 dots. The
vertical distance rep-

resents the number of

seconds, the horizon-
tal shows the number
of individuals. The
average is indicated
with an arrow for

gang members and
by a cross for stu-

dents.

Fig. 12. — Curve
bowing the average
umber of seconds
he subjects were

the
dots. The vertica'

line represents the
average number of

mm. errors: the hori-

zontal, the number of

subjects. The aver-

age is indicated with
an arrow for "gang
members." Cross
shows average for

students.

fourth, were not more than i second wrong. In

one-half-minute trials 30 students estimated 38 sec-

onds, in contrast to the 100 "gang members," who
averaged 28.5 seconds and had only 4.2 seconds as

an average variation. Here, again, 33 exact guesses

of 30 seconds were made, and 87 or 43.5 per cent.

of the guesses did not vary more than one second

from the exact 30 seconds.

Making 100 Colors.—A square piece of white

cardboard on which were pasted 100 small colored

squares, each separated by a square piece of the

same size as the colored paper, arranged very much
like a checkerboard, with colors of about the same
intensity and arranged so that the two like colors

would not follow each other—blue, yellow, green,

red, and gray—was used for this purpose. The ob-

ject was to begin at the top left-hand corner and

name the colors as quickly as possible, reading from
left to right on the first line, from right to left on

the second, left to right on the third, etc., continu-

ing in zigzag order, credit being given for speed.

The average time was 80.49 seconds, with an aver-

age variation of 3.8 seconds, in contrast to the stu-

('ents. who took 85 seconds. \'ery likely the dif-

ference in eyesight had something to do with this

difference, the total result being about the same as

the other speed tests—somewhat in favor of the

"gang members."
• Memory Tests.—Just as important as accuracy

tests are memory tests to distinguish the higher
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mental faculties of various groups. As in accurac\-,
the memory tests show much better results for the
freshmen than for the gang members. The follow-
ing were the tests cmplo3e(l : Auditory memorw
visual memory, retrospective memory.

Auditory Memory.—A printed set of numbers
arranged in vertical columns of 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and y
digits in each column were used for this test. The

a'

FzG. 13.—Curves showing the number of seconds estimated in the
time perception tests. The liorizontal distance represents the num-
ber of subjects, the vertical the number of seconds estimated. A is

one minute, I) is one-half minute. Two trials for each is shown. The
arrow marks average for gang members: the cross, the average for
students.

same set of numbers were also used for making the

freshmen tests. The object was to repeat the nuni

bers as they are read, first 4, then 5, then 6. etc..

until a point was reached where the numbers could

not be remembered. If a slight error was made
the test was tried with the second number in the

column where such error occurred. If this haji-

pened again the third was tried, etc. The idea w:i-

to find out the most numbers that could be repeated
perfectly. The average for the students in this

test was 7.6 numbers remembered, while the gang
members only remembered 5.9 numbers. The aver-
age variation for the gang members was 1.2, an
average variation of more than 20 per cent. Prac-
tice in memory work, especially memory work as
hearing instructors make explanations, somewhat

similar to this test, is

one of the main reasons
for this difference.

Visual Memory.—The
objects used were three

sets of white cards about
the size of playing-,

cards. Each set had
eight cards on which
was printed in large

black type dis^ts about

25 mm. high. The num-
bers were shown at

about the rate of three

in two seconds, and
when a set was complet-
ed the subject was asked
til write down as many
numbers as he remem-
bered in the order they

appeared. The three

sets were always shown
in the same order and
each card in each sepa-

rate set was shown in

the same way at each
test. Set No.' i had the

numbers 3, 9, 5, 2, 6, 8,

7. 4. Set No. 2 had the

numbers 8, 5, 2, 7, 4, 6,

3. I. Set No. 3 had the

numbers =;. i. 6. 2, 7,

3. 4> 8.

Ihe results of the trials with the students were
average correct, 6.9, almost one number less than
in the previous test, auditory memory. The gang
members had only 5.4 correct, with an average vari-

ation of 0.8, thus corresponding with the students,

about one number less than in the auditory memory
test. The numerals were so large and distinct that

a small amount of "myopia" may be discarded.

Retrospective Test.—This was the last test and,
as previously described, was to draw the 5-cm. line

first shown from memory.
I'ision.—In the vision test it seems that these

"gangs" are a little better than the students. The
reason is probably that eye di-sorders are more prev-
alent in the students from long-continued eye-strain.

The result was for vision of the right eye, 72 cm.
or over. 22 per cent. The college student only had
15 per cent.; 61.52 cm., 56 per cent., about the same
in both groups

; 44 cm. and under 22 per cent. The
last is much less than the college student, in whom
33 per cent., or one-third, can see farther than 44
cm. This seems to be one argument in favor of
the theory that myopia results from reading.

In left eye about the same result was noted : yz
cm. and over, 30 per cent., as contrasted with about
one-half as many, 16 per cent, of the students; for
the middle class, 61.52 cm., 60 per cent, in both
groups, while only 10 per cent, could not see more
than 44 cm. In the second group, 24 per cent., or
nearly one-fourth, of the students were thus af-

flicted.

Fig. 14.—Curve showing the
number of seconds required to
name one hundred colors. The
vertical distance represents the
number of seconds, the horizon-
tal the number of individuals.
The average is indicated by an
arrow for "gang members" and
by a cross for students.
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One of the most remarkable features of eyesight

noted was that only 3 per cent, of 100 students had

strabismus, while 24 per cent, of the gang members

had it in the following proportions : Left eye only,

1 1 per cent. ; right eye only, 9 per cent. ; both eyes,

4 per cent. Some of the students may have had

marked strabismus as children, but have had it cor-

rected. The fact that this is one of recognized

stigmata of degeneration and shows such difference

in the two groups is quite important. In the same

way it was found that 7 per cent, of the gang mem-
bers were left-handed. This is also a recognized

stigma showing the degenerate marks on gangs.

It is generally accepted that from 2 to 4 per cent.

of students are left-handed, about one-half the num-
ber that appear in gangs.

Hearing.—The hearing was tested with a watch

which could be distinctly heard four feet from the

subject (a regular dollar Ingersoll). If it could

not be heard three feet from the subject the ear

5 ^
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the city, in which place his plans of life were incom-
patible. A city or State farm would not be ncarl)

so desirable as one without the least semblance of a

prison. Every farmer is anxious to get cheap help

and positions are easily found ; a free register could

be arranged for such a purpose.

The benefits from such a plan socially and eco-

nomically to such a country as this are almost be-

yond the limits of this essay to enumerate, (i)

The congested districts would become somewhat re-

lieved of overcrowding, especially of the immoral
and evil spirits. (2) The farms would be better

cultivated and the help cheaper. (3) The food sup-

ply would become greater and its cost less. (4)
The succeeding generations would benefit by the

improvement in the present one. (5) Many of the

"workhouse" regulars would be taken care of, and
the city relieved of their cost of maintenance.

This form of treatment is especially applicable

to the juvenile delinquent. His character is more
easily moulded and his health more quickly im-

proved, as is shown by the report of Travis in the

"Young Malefactor." On page 148 he states ("A
Study in Juvenile Delinquency) : "The maximum
period of juvenile delinquency is from 14 to 16

years—the age of puberty. At this time not only

the sex passions come into consciousness, but other

impulses. The child is in general more susceptible,

more nervous, and more easily influenced for good
or bad than in any other period of life. One proof

of this is to ask for a show of hands of those in a

church audience converted at the age of 14 to 16.

It is remarkable that 50 per cent, are converted at

this period. At the Illinois Penitentiary 58 per

cent, of the inmates committed their first offense be-

fore 25. At Elmira 89.9 per cent, of the inmates

began their ofifenses before 20. In France 57.5 per

cent, of those arrested are between 13 and 16. At

Jamesbury, N. J., 60 per cent, are between 13 and

16; most are 15." Judge Lindsay claims that 20

per cent, of city boys are arrested. Cady, averag-

ing all available data, concludes the average of the

delinquent boy is 14.09 and the girl 14.71 years.

If only actual amount of work done on the farm

would grant permission to return to the city, and

then only if the prisoner works or he will be sent

back, no such explanations for not working would

be given as Speranza (page 163) found in 225

criminals under 25 years : Forty-eight said in es

sence, "We are good for nothing;" 25, "Our father

does not work:" 22, "Work is fatiguing;" 14, "Beg-

ging is work ;" 6. "Why work every day?" 10, "You
make more by stealing;" 36, "We got along nicely

by begging;" 8, "We haven't time to work;" 18.

"Our employers discharged us ; how can we work ?

19, "My father said only fools work."
Another proof of the value of this method of

treatment can be realized if we note what Travis

states in "A Study in Juvenile Delinquency" (page

132) : "In the city life less track can be kept of the

children, goods are more easily displayed and steal-

ing becomes easier. Also playing in the city streets,

the formation of gangs and their attendant phe-

nomena of delinquency appear so clearly as to be

formulated in the law that juvenile ofifenses spring

up in direct proportion as the population increases.

Less than 2 per cent, of delinquents come from the

country, and 20 per cent, of the city boys between

10 and 16 years become ofifenders. Even when the

centralization is temporarv this law holds ;
Pans

had twice the usual number of boys arrested dur-

ing the exposition. At the St. Louis Fair girls

wore lured from their homes and there is suspicion

that a certain society had raised $250,000 for sup-

plying girls for immoral purposes."

TABLK SHOWING SUMMARY OF COMPARISONS.

Vision:
Riehl Eye

72 cm. and over..

.

61 cm. to 52 cm.. .

44 cm. and under..
Left Eye

72 cm. and over...
61 cm. to 52 cm..

.

44 cm. and under..
Strabismus

Hearing:
Right ear abnormal..
Left ear abnormal . .

.

Sensation Areas:
Correct 4 or 5 times.

.

Correct .3, 2. 1 or times. . . .

Strength:
Right hand
Left hand

Steadiness (Errors)
Marking 100 letters: Time.. .

Errors.

.

Naming 100 colors: Time.. .

Speed Tests:
Making 100 movements

100 taps
Tapping for one minute

Making 100 Accurate Move-
ments:

Dotting 100 dots: Time...
Errors.

"
100 squares: Time...

Errors.
Three-Hole Test:
Number per minute

Perception of Size (Errors).
Perception of Time:
One minute
One-half minute

Memory:
Numerals heard and

bered
Numerals seen and

Retrospective (Error)..
Imagery:

Recognized by vision. .

" ai;dition

Mother alive

Father alive

Father skilled laborer . . .

Marriage age of Mother
Marriage age of Father

Average
of 250

Students.

63%

37%

100 sec.

85 sec.

Average
of 100

"Gang
Members'

'

22%
56%
22%

30%
60%
10%
24%

22% right hand
30% left hand
78% right hand
70% left hand

31.03 kg.
32.5 kg.
81 .6 errors
115.4 sec.

9.09 errors
80.49 sec.

2.4 mm
49.0

95%
97%
97%

54%
46%
74%
62%

3% (were
farmers)
19.9 yrs.*
21.15 yrs.'

Average
Variation

of 100
"Gang

Members."

3.4 kg.
3 . 2 kg.

9.4 sec.

6.3 mm.
11.1 sec.

8.3
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THE METHOD OF SIMPLE EXTRACTION
OF THE LENS.

Ev FR.AN'CIS VALK. M.D., D.Sc.

PROFESSOR OF DIS OF THE EYE, SEW YORK POST-GRADUA

It seems to nie that a paper on the extraction of

cataract at present would be something Hke "carry-

ing coal to Newcastle," as the subject has been writ-

ten on and discussed for many years. But of late we
have heard so much of the method of Major Smith's

operation for the removal of the lens in its capsule

that the time has come when the ophthalmic sur-

geons of this country should present their personal

experience in this most important operation. From
this personal testimony we may decide what method
has been most successful in their hands ; what
have been their final results as regards the acuity

of vision after the operation, and what have been

the many complications arising during the various

steps of the operation. On this subject we have
had few papers and methods of operation, except

those referring to the work of Smith of India and
of the few who have attempted to follow that method
in this country. I say this country, as, so far as my
information extends, the method of removing the

lens in the capsule has not met with a very cordial

reception in England or the Continent.

Now as this subject has been presented to us so

fully by Green, Wurdeman and others, in what
seems to me a very favorable light, a just criticism

of the method may not be out of place at this time.

.As I understand it, we have had very minute in-

structions as to the extraction of the lens in which,
it seems to me, the assistant plays the most impor-
tant part, and secondarily that the lens must be made
to turn on its horizontal axis, so that the lower part

of the lens may first present at the section, when we
rupture the zonula by the pressure on the lower
part of the cornea by the strabismus hook. Clark
calls these cases, in which the lens turns, the intu-

mescent (tumbler ) cases. But does the lens perfomi
the revolution? It may in some cases, yet, as I

understand it, the lens fails to perform this step

and is simply pressed out of the section by the direct

pressure of the hook placed on the lower part of
the cornea. I have been informed and seen it

stated that the lens fails to make the turn in more
than 75 per cent, of the operations. If this be true,

then we may say that the operation is simply the old
and, in my opinion, the classical operation of simple
extraction without the cystotomy, in other words, a
large section of the cornea, a rupture of the zonula
by pressure and the extraction of the lens in the
capsule.- Now, this is no doubt a new procedure in

the technique of this operation and the serious ques-
tion is forced upon us: Shall we attempt it in our
private and hospital work? Personally I cannot
answer the question, as I feel the influence of read-
ing the excellent and interesting papers on this sub-
ject, and the time may come when I shall attempt
it, as the statistics presented to us by others, v.'ith

the remarkable acuity of vision that is claimed and
the absence of a possible secondary operation, seems
very enticing; at the same time the reported loss
of vitreous compel one to hold back his approval
until we can more fully understand just how and
what the method will do.

Now one cannot justly condemn any procedure
unless he is fully conversant with it and has seen the
operation performed, and 1 must plead ignorance to

both of these conditions, as I have not seen the op-

eration performed, and I am only conversant with

it from the published articles and discussions I have
had and read ; so I cannot claim to have any fair

opinion, either for or against, but my object in this

paper may be said to ask the opinion of the profes-

sion as to their individual methods of operation for

senile cataract and to place before you my own
method of operation and the results of that method
during the past few years. ]Many years ago, now
more than thirty, when I first commenced my work
in the field of ophthalmology at the Manhattan Eye
and Ear Hospital under the service of the late Drs.

C. R. Agnew and D. B. St. John Roosa, we had
only one operation in vogue at that time, namely,

the combined operation of extraction of the lens

with an iridectomy, many times called the ^'on

Graefe operation, simply because we used the Yon
Graefe knife. This was the method in almost uni-

versal use and the one that I was taught in those

days. But we lost many eyes—about 6 to 8 per cent.

—and in 1887 I devised a new method of removing
the lens without an iridectomy, and after a number
of successful operations I published a paper on the

subject in the .Yctc York Medical Joiirna!, read be-

fore the Pan-American Congress in 1893. But at

that time the subject of the "Simple Extraction" was
rapidly coming before the profession, and the excel-

lent results of Hermann Knapp's operations and his

paper before the Sectior, of Ophthalmology of the

American Medical Association in 1892 brought the

simple extraction rapidly into vogue, and I discon

tinned my own method, as probably too complicated

for general use, and myself performed the simple

extraction as so well presented by Knapp.
During- these years my records show forty-seven

operations, performed with the aid of the iris re-

tractor to draw back the iris towards its periphery,

so as to gain the advantages of an iridectomy with-

out the traumatism of the iris, and after the extrac-

tion of the lens the iris was replaced without a co-

loboma. But after this series of operations, though
without a failure and with good acuity of vision in

a large majority, I gave up the method for the much
more simple one of the simple extraction, which at

that time was meeting with the approval of many
operators. Consequently I have seldom performed

the combined operation, or that with iridectomy.

My records show eight operations with iridectomy,

and then not from choice but because the existing

conditions compelled me to remove a portion of the

iris membrane, due to a .shallow anterior chamber
or to cutting the iris at the time of making the

section.

Therefore in presenting this paper I have had

a twofold purpose—that is to say, I wish to pre-

sent my own views of the Smith operation as I

understand it from the various reports published

in the past, though I candidly acknowledge I have

never attempted the method ; and also my own ex-

perience in the removal of the sclerosed lens for the

restoration of the sight. One may ask the question

:

How many operations shall we perform before we
can come before the profession with our statistics,

as it has been said we should have at least one hun-

dred operations before we can judge of the value of

any procedure? But considering the enormous
number of operations reported by ]\Iajor Smith, by

which the lens has taken two distinct routes in its

exit from the lens fossa, I fear that my own few
operations will have but .small consideration ; on the

other hand, I am encouraged to present this work
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from the fact that our writers in this country procni
much smaller numbers, and so I may claim _\our

indulgence in presenting the statistics of my' last

seventy-five operations, and I trust that by so do-

ing I may learn and know the experience of other

operators in this country. As previously stated, when
I first commenced my work on the eye we were
taught only one method of the removal of the lens

—

the so-called Von Graefe method—but in which the

late Dr. D. B. St. John Roosa used to say "all that

was left of Von Graefe's method was tlic knife."

And this was very true, and in the natural order of

change many sound modifications have been intro-

duced, but in giving us this knife we have the most
useful instrument in the extraction of the lens. Now.
this Von Graefe knife is the most important instru-

ment in the hands of the surgeon, as it is the only

instrument by which you can make a perfect section

of the cornea, and one that will tend to heal very

rapidly. During the last few years I have wandered
from the usual method of operation, and propose in

this paper to present my present method and my
statistics in reference to the same, taking from my
case books the last eighty-six operations. I have se-

lected this number simply for comparison with the

last report bv Greene of the Smith operation.

-As the aim and purpose of this paper has been tn

present to this Section my personal experience in

the removal of the sclerosed lens of old age. I may
state that during my work in the field of ophthal-

mology I have not followed any special beaten track,

but ha\-e endeavored by personal experiments to im-

prove the technique, and the final results as to the

acuity of vision in this most important and interest-

ing operation. In my early work I did not know
of anything more pleasing and instructive than to

watch Dr. Ch. R. Agnew operate for senile cataract.

His confidence, technique and success commande !

my admiration, and his teaching has always been

of service to me. But the profession must move on-

ward, Agnew has passed away, and though his o])-

erations were very beautiful, yet in those days our
loss was 6 to 8 per cent. At that time. also, every

surgeon in nearly all cases performed the combined
operation, that is to say, the iridectomy with ex-

traction. Now these, practically, two operations

performed at the same time on an eye which can

hardly be considered a perfectly healthy one were
possibly the cause of the high percentage of loss.

So I left the old method and devised the Iris Re-
tractor, as before stated, with which I drew back

the iris and so made the exit of the lens very eas\'

without the formation of a coloboma of the iris.

(Neic York Medical Journal, Oct. 28, 1893.) Fol-

lowing up this method T have the records of tifty

operations without the loss of a single case by su])-

puration. But I noticed that my cases did have a

tendency to iritis more frequently than I wished.

.\fter this series of operations had been performe 1

I had several in which the lens came out very easily

without the use of the retractor, and my attention

was drawn to the study of the simple extraction. .\t

that time Herman Knapp was advocating the sim-

ple extraction with what he called a peripheral

capsulotomy, but though I liked that method of

opening the capsule I did not follow his suggestions

in reference to the section, but did follow a metho 1

which to-day does not bear the name of any author

:

nor do I know when I conceived the idea of making
the section as I do now. At the meeting of the

Section on Ophthalmology in 1907, Weeks of New
York read an historical paper on the "Incision for

the Extraction of Cataract," and in which we find

an illustration of the shoulder incision, and the

statement that "the shoulder thus formed gives bet-

ter support to the flap and a subsequent good heal-

ing with slight danger of prolapse of the iris is as-

sured." This is the nearest explanation of the in-

cision as I make it, but it is not the same as I will

describe it. Let me say at first that, while I do not

claim the incision as original with myself, yet I am
unable to find any mention of it in the books at my
inspection, yet I consider it one of the best, and one

that is adapted to the most rapid healing. I will

not dictate the preliminary preparation of the pa-

tient, nor of the eyes, as that is too well known to

all my hearers, except as far as I never use atropine

before the operation. Now—as to the section, I use

a large and rather long Graefe knife, and make the

puncture and counter-puncture about in the horizon-

tal meridian of the cornea so that the upper or cut-

ting edge of the knife will just clear the superior

edge of the pupil. The point of the knife is then

carried rapidly forward and upward, so that one

side of the section of the cornea is made by one

clean and smooth cut : the knife is now drawn back-

ward and the heel of the blade carried upward, cut-

ting the other side of the section clean and smooth.

The cutting edge of the knife has now reached the

superior edge of the cornea, and I now turn the

knife on its long axis about one-fourth of a circle,

and with one clean cut the section is completed

wholly within the corneal border. In this way we
completely avoid the to and fro movement of the

knife, which would give us an irregular cut surface.

Our next step is the opening of the capsule, and for

some years I did the operation which Herman
Knapp called the peripheral capsulotomy, by which

the capsule was divided '"from the nasal to the tem-

poral side" behind the iris, near its periphery and
jiarallel to the corneal section. This metliod I was
very much pleased with. But I wanted to carry the

section of the capsule all around—in other words,

I wanted to make a complete peripheral capsuL
otomy. This, however, could not be done with the

instrument then in use, as the cutting edge of the

small knife would injure the pupillary edge of the

iris, so I devised the cystotome, described in the

Ophthalmic Record, August, 1900, page 382. This

instrument is a single needlepoint set at right angles

to the shank of the instrument. With this I found I

could make a complete circle, with the cystotome
carrying the needle point beneath the iris and about
two or three millimeters beyond the pupillary edge

—

in other words, a complete peripherical capsulotomy.
I have found no difficulty in making this large open-
ing in the capsule, though in two cases it seemed as

if the lens and capsule had moved somewhat as the

needle point made its circuit under the pupillary

edge. In all cases where this cystotome was used
the lens made a rapid and clean exit. If this pro-

cedure does separate the center of the anterior cap-

sule of the lens, it should tend to diminish the ne-

cessity for the many discissions now performed.
Lang of London tells me he performs a discission

in all cases without regard to the acuity of vision,

but with this method of capsulotomy my statistics

show that a secondary operation is very seldom
needed. My next step is the removal of the lens,

and this also is one of the most important steps, as

I do not like the stroking of the corneal surface with
the spoon, but placing one small spoon at the upper
edge of the section, the other spoon is placed on the

lower part of the cornea, and without being moved
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from that position, steady pressure is made directly

downward in the direction of the center of the eye-

ball. By this procedure we see the upper edge of

the lens slowly tipping toward the section, until it

comes into the pupillary space, and then the lower

spoon is carried forward to complete the expulsion.

Any remnants of the cortex that may remain are

gently pressed out by depressing the upper edge of

the section with the small spoon and very slight

pressure below. I do not approve of excessive at-

tempts to remove these small portions, as I prefer

to leave them, as I have seen many of them naturally

absorb, and if they do interfere with the visual

acuity. I prefer a discission to any forcible ex-

pulsion. The toilet of the wound simply consists

of replacing the iris, should it fail to return to the

anterior chamber after the expulsion of the lens.

This is done with a small spatula, the eye is care-

fully washed with a solution of boracic acid or salt

and the eye closed. Both eyes are bandaged for two
or three days, and the operated eye is kept covered

with the bandage for eight to ten days.

Since I gave up the use of the iris retractor I have
the records of nearly one hundred cases of simple

extraction and of eight combined operations. Leav-
ing out the combined operations and three in which
I met with some special complications either at the

time of the operation or during the healing process,

some of which are reported in this paper, I present

sixty-eight operations by the simple method. Of
these I report twenty-one operations in which I did

the complete peripherical capsulotomy with the final

results as noted in these tables.

Total number of operations by the method of sim-

ple extraction with shoulder incision and the partial

and complete peripherical capsulotomy.
My first series comprises 47 operations with the

shoulder incision and the partial peripherical cap-
sulotomy : 5 cases, V—20/15, with glasses ; 12 cases,

V—20/20, with glasses
; 9 cases, V—20/30, with

glasses; 4 cases, V—20/40, with glasses; 3 cases,

V—20/50, with glasses
; 3 cases, V—20/70, with

glasses
; 4 cases, V—20/100, with glasses ; i case,

V—20/200, with glasses ; 2 cases, V—good vision,

not tested
; 3 cases, no report ; i case, V—o, failure.

Complications arising during the operation or
afterward : Vitreous loss, i case ; iridectomy neces-
sary, I case ; discission, 9 cases ; incarceration of
iris, 3 cases ; prolapse of iris. 3 cases ; hemorrhage
in anterior chamber, i case ; iritis, i case. Two
cases gave a diabetic history at time of operation.

Aly second series of cases comprises 21 opera-
tions with the shoulder incision and the complete
peripheral capsulotomy with the needle point
capsulotome: 2 cases, V—20/15, with glasses: 3V—20/20: 3, V—20/30; 6, V—20/40: 2, V—
20/50; 3, V--20/70; 2, V—20/200. With the fol-

lowing complications : Prolapse, 2 cases ; iritis, i

case ; discission. 3 cases ; hemorrhage in anterior air

chamber, i case, and i patient with a successful op-
eration on both eyes was diabetic.

Operations performed (hiring the time of the
above and not reported in this series, but which pre-
sented some complications, and while they may re-

duce the percentage, yet they show the' inci.'lents

that may occur in any series of cases

:

No. 124. This man had very poor perception and
restricted field before operation. After removal of
the lens he could see objects.

No. I2J. This man did well until the fifth day
after the operation, when he struck the eye a hard
blow in the morning, ending in prolapse of the iris

which was cut otf four days later. Good perception,

but no final test.

No. 122. In this case the house surgeon put

atropin in the eye some hours before operation. This

dilated the pupil to an extreme extent, yet after the

operation the pupil did not respond and remained
fully dilated when the man was last seen. No re-

port of vision.

No. 112. This man having lost the right eye
from a previous extraction, I removed the eyeball

and did a preliminary iridectomy on the left. Heal-
ing being prompt and clean, I proceeded to remove
the lens. The operation was smooth, but three days
after I had suppuration with total loss. As this man
was in the hospital all the time, it is hard to under-
stand the source of infection in this case.

.Vo. 104. This woman had a smooth operation,

but three days after when pulling the bed clothes,

her hand slipped and struck the eye. This was fol-

lowed by suppurative iritis, ending in complete
closure of pupil. Her field was so poor, I did not
attempt to open the pupillary space.

Conclusion.—This paper is therefore presented

as my personal experience in the operation for the

removal of senile cataract and as all my operations

have not followed any special method., it may have
some interest. We may then ask what is the result

of this personal e.xperience? I would state that it

does not seem to me essential that an iridectomy
should be considered as a part of the operation for

senile cataract, unless some unforeseen condition

arises during the operation, to render the forma-
tion of this coloboma of the iris necessary. We find

this condition in those people who may contract the

lids at the time of the section so as to push the iris

against the edge of the knife and the iris must be

cut to complete the section. I have also found the

same condition in three cases of very shallow ante-

rior chambers, in which we can seldom make the

shoulder incision, as I have described it. without
wounding the iris. I also think that this section of

the cornea is an improvement on the old method
of the to and fro movement of making the section.

Both of the above considerations I note are included
in the advantages of the ]\Iajor Smith method. Fur-
thermore, it seems to me that the complete peripheral

capsulotomy has some points of interest, as if the

anterior capsule is lacerated in a complete circle the

center of the capsule must come out with the exit

of the lens, and, if so, we must have less necessity

for the secondary operation. While I have not been
able to prove that the center of the capsule has come
out during my last operations, yet, as far as my
observations have extended, it seems to me that my
cases have required less secondary operations than
those of other operators, as I understand that sec-

ondary discission is generally required in about 60
per cent, by the usual operation. But all this re-

mains to be proved by the experience and by the

results of other operators. I have not dwelt on the

after-treatment of my cases, as in all this work I

have followed the e.xcellent suggestions of others,

and in case a discission was needed, I have always
tried to follow the suggestions of Zeigier and made
the triangidar opening in- the capsule, a procedure
that I think is an excellent one. and an advance in

the performance of this delicate operation.

Finally. I present this paper in the hope that my
peisonal experience in this most important operation

may be useful to otliers in the domain of operative

surgery in ophthalmology, and close with the words
of .\. E. J. Lister at the Bombay Congress. 1909:
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"I repeat, however, let us be careful before \vc

accept any dicta by any ophthalmologist, however
distinguished he may be, on this important subjeci.

unless supported by a series of cases, by an account
of the operations performed, especially a statcuK'nl

as to whether the capsule was left bohiud cir ncit,

and if iritis or iridocyclitis followed."

164 East Sixty-first Street.

DEATHS IN CHILD-IURTi

By FREDERICK S. CRUM, Ph.D.,

ASSISTANT STATICIAN THE PRUDENTIAL INS CO. OF AMKKIIA.

An accurate statement of the ratio of deaths in

child-birth to the total number of confinements in

the general population is difficult and perhaps im-
possible. The accurate statistics are limited to tliose

found in hospital reports and the hospital statistics

may diflfer considerably from those of practitioners
in the general population. Hospital statistics, too,

are practically limited to urban populations and the
rural communities might show quite different re-

turns.

During five years there were 7,598 confinements
recorded in the In-door Department of the Society
of the Lying-in Hospital of New York City. Dur-
ing the same period there were T,T,y deaths of
mothers during confinement, or a fatality ratio of

4.4 per 1,000 of total confinements.
In the In-door Department of the Lying-in Hos-

pital of Boston during a recent five-year period
there were 60 deaths in child-birth out of a total

of 3,546 confinements, or a fatality ratio of i6.(;

per 1,000 of total confinements. In the Boston Hos-
pital the experience for practically the same period

has been nearly four times as bad as that recorded
in the New York Hospital. In the Boston Hos-
pital a considerable proportion of the cases are dif-

ficult ones and this is probably the main reason for

the high ratio of fatal cases. On this point the

following quotation from the report of the hosjiital,

for the year 1907, is of interest. "Many of the

cases received for treatiuent have been of especial

difficulty, and it is getting to be more and more the

practice to send to the Hospital patients who are

in a precarious condition, and patients who have
been treated unsuccessfully outside and whose re-

covery is despaired of."

DEATHS IN CHILD-BIRTH OF MARRIED WOME.X
New South Wales, 1893-1905.

Previous
Issue.
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portion of the total confinements which were first

confinements. Taken one with another, it is prob-

ably not far from the truth to assert that from 5

to ID confinements out of every I,GOO are fatal to

the mothers in this country at the present time.

A SUPPURATIVE ADENITIS UNDER THE
STERNOCLEIDOMASTOID MUSCLE

TREATED WITH STREPTO-
! COCCUS VACCINE.

By F. op. De BEECK, M.D.,

This is the first time I have had the occasion of
employing streptococcus vaccine. The venture was
crowned with a result that was as surprising as
rapid and that induced me to relate my experience,
glad of the opportunity of making, even to a small
extent, a contribution to biological therapy. The
simple history of the case wiirenable one to com-
prehend the curative value that I attribute to the
vaccine better than the most learned dissertation.

It is as follows: Mrs. X., aged 30, had been
afflicted for eight days with a tunior situated on the
left side of the neck, the illness being preceded by a
sore throat about March 6. I was called to see her
on March 12. There was a large swelling on the
left side of her neck which was painful to the touch,
a restriction of maxillary motion, and a tempera-
ture of 39.8" C. (103.6° F.). The tumor was hard,
the skm red, and there was no fluctuation. There
were also a swelling of the sternocleidomastoid,
dysphagia, and vomiting.

After having tried the usual remedies in vain, to
bring about a resolution, I made an incision alon--
the posterior border of the sternocleidomastoid and
reached the abscess after having incised the deeper
fascia. The abscess was drained. In a few days
the cavity filled up. the temperature returned to
normal and all swelling had disappeared I con-
sidered the case cured. This was on March 25On March 28 I was again summoned to mv patient
lhe_^svvelhng had reappeared, the temperature was
40.2 C. (104.4° F.), the rigidity of the jawbones
pronounced, and the vomiting not infrequent The
swelling extended to below the clavicle, the sub-
maxillary, submental, and thyrohyoid glands were
indurated and the posterior part of the neck the site
of an ery.sipelas. This was the state of affair,when 1 had recourse to the streptococcus vaccine Imade an injection of ten millions of the bacteria at
9 o clock in the evening, when the temperaturewas 40.5 C. (104.9° F.). The patient passed agood night.

The following is a record of the temperatures:
Monday, March 28-9 p.m., 40.5° C. (104.9° F )

(injection)
; 12 .r., 39.8° C. (.03.6° F.). Tuesda;,

;?L'V^r^ ^';• 384° c. (io..i° f.); h ...m.:

¥ *^l°?.
^•^' 5 P.M., 37.4° c. (99.3° f)-

All of the symptoms improved rapidly, the ery-
sipelatous vesicles dried up, the swelling of theneck disapjDcared, and the patient was again able totake nourishment; everything returned to the
normal.

On ^Tarch 30 I administered 30.000.000 and onApril 2 I made a last injection of 40,000.000
Ihese injections were not followed by any re-
action. '^

•

On April 6 I was sent for in haste. Durine the

night the patient had been seized with vomiting

and a fever of 40.2° C. Again there was a marked
swelling at the left of the neck, pain, dysphagia, etc.

I diagnosed another abscess. I made an injection

of 40,000,000 bacteria. It was 5 o'clock in the

afternoon. The temperature on April 6, at 5 p.m.

was 40.2° C. (104.4° F.) (injection); 8 p.m.,

38.9° C. (102° F.) ; April 7, 8 a.m., 37.5° C.

(99-5° F.) ; 12 M., 37.1° C. (98.8° F.) : 7 p.m.,

36.6° C. (97.9° F.).

Again the swelling, pain, difficulty in swallowing,

and vomiting disappeared. I made anothe'r injec-

tion of 40,000.000 on April 9. This time I w-as

again of the opinion that the patient had entirely

recovered when, on .April 15. in going to see her

infant, suffering with the same trouble, I found
the mother confined to her bed. having again a

swollen neck, but with symptoms less pronounced,

the temperature only being 38° C. (100.4° F.). I

gave her another injection of 40,000,000 and the

next day her condition had returned to normal. I

have decided to continue these injections, for the

present, every four or five days, for some time.

Llnder the circumstances I am absolutely convinced
that it was the vaccine that cured my patient. I

may remark that between the dit¥erent attacks of

the disease the patient was quite well and did not

complain of any other trouble, moreover, that the

ailment reappeared about six days after the last in-

jection.

The child, aged 5 years, also presented a sup-

purative adenitis, following a sore throat, with a

temperature of 394° C. (103° F.). I made three

injections of 5,000,000 each. At the end of six

days the temperature was normal and the adeno-
jjlegmon underwent resolution.

350 West Fifty-sixth Stbeei.

AINHUM COMPLICATING UNCINARIASIS
AMERICANA IN AN AMERICAN

WHITE GIRL.

By FR.^^K L. ESKRIDGE, M.D..

This case is considered worthy of report because of

its being unique—certainly cases of this type infre-

quently come under the observation of the clinician

of varied experience and largest clientele—and be-

cause of the rarity of the disease, ainhum, in this

country.

The disease ainhum was first described by da
Silvia Lima of Bahia, Brazil, in 1867. The observa-

tions made later by other writers are similar to

the original ones made by this authority. Ainhum
is distinctly a tropical disease of unknown etiology

and heretofore reported in the negro race only. The
disease is characterized by a painless amputation of

one or more joints of one or more toes by a trophic

process. This process is carried out by the forma-
tion of a slightly constricting band, or furrow, at

the digitoplantar fold of either toe. This band or

furrow becomes in time more pronounced, firmer,

and more and more constricting, until the confined

portion of the toe enlarges and loses its natural

shape. Inflammation and subjective symptoms are

markedly absent except in the infected cases. In

those cases occasional pain is felt. The constricting

band continues to narrow, tumefying the toe, until

finally only a small pedicle remains, from which the

toe usually sloughs off (unless surgically removed),
leaving a smooth amputated surface. The ampu-
tated base heals nicelv. When ulceration takes
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place, as in this case, tlie ulcer assumes a resem-

blance of a necrotic ulcer with a distinct nau>c()us

odor.

As advanced by L'nna, the condition is a sclero-

dermic callosity, with ring formauon, producing a

stagnating necrosis. The tumefaction indicates a

stagnation, resulting in degeneration, retraction, and
finally disappearance of the phalanges. The disease

sometimes covers a period of several years.

C.\SE.—Patient j\Iiss V. H., aged 12. American
born, was first seen by me at my office, November

1909, having been brought from one of the mill

sections by Miss Ethel Hill, a district nurse. Iler

skin presented a waxy appearance of a dirty, muddy
hue—typical Florida complexion—accompanied by

the lack-luster of the eyes.

Previous History.—She had had the usual dis-

eases of childhood. In 1906 occasional chilly at-

tacks appeared. During the intervals between at-

tacks she was entirely free from trouble except the

foot condition.

F"amilv History.—Her mother and father are liv-

ing : the mother has nephritis : the father lias a

suspicious history of syphilis and hook-worm, l-'our

brothers and five sisters are all sickly. The patient

is the voungest child.

Personal History.—There is a neurotic taint : the

sleep is good; she still has chills, though not so

pronounced : the appetite is fair ; bowels are con-

stipated ; she becomes tired and has malaise in the

afternoons ; there is an insatiable thirst. .At six

months of age a bleb or blister was noticed to ap-

pear on the left foot just above the digitoplantar

articulation of the second toe, which soon broke

down, forming a constricting band around the sec-

ond toe. This process continued over a period of

several years, resulting in the complete loss of the

second toe and involvement of the third. At this

time the foot presents a complete loss of the two

toes, with the fourth toe confined in a consiriction.

having lost its natural appearance and shape, as

shown in the illustration, while the great toe pre-

sents a deep callous plantar ulcer. Inflammation

extends to the arch of the foot.

Examination.—The weight is 62 pounds ;
height.

4 feet 3 inches: temperature, 98.4°
;
pulse, 100; re-

spiration, 20; hemoglobin, 40 per cent.; red cor-

puscles. 2,700,000 : white cells. 58,000. There is

edema of the feet and legs; the lungs are nega-

tive ; over the heart is heard an anemic murmur

:

the tongue is furred and coated.

Urine.—The specific gravity is 1.014: the reac-

tion, acid; albumin, negative; sugar, negative; indi-

can in abundance ; microscopic examination, nega-

tive.

The stool shows the presence of hookworm eggs.

The patient was placed upon weekly doses of fif-

teen grains of thymol for six doses given at night

after a day's fasting, followed by the administration

of an ounce of magnesium sulphate the following

morning. After the sixth dose the stools showed

no signs of eggs. The patient's family refused

surgical interference with the foot, so it was
treated along antiseptic lines with marked improve-

ment resulting. The ulcer has practically healed,

and while spontaneous ami)utation of the fourth toe

is expected, after its healing the patient will have

good use of the foot, requiring, however, a special

shoe.

This case is doubly of interest because of the

nature of both diseases, and because of the appear-

ance of ainhum in the Southern States and in an

American white child.

Ainhum is frequently met with in negroes in

Brazil, India, and Africa, and occasionally in the

Southern States, but I have been unable to find a

report of a case heretofore in the Caucasian race.

301-2-3 Century Building.

AN IMPROVED PHARYNGOSCOPE.
By august L. BECK. M.D..

MAMARONECK

Efforts are continually being made in the direction

of invention and improvement of appliances for

diagnostic and therapeutic purposes in all branches

of medicine and surgery, the results of wdiich are

varying, and although all are not at first entirely

successful, improvements follow rapidly in their

wake. Oftentimes excellent contrivances are set

forth only to fall into oblivion simply because of

being beyond the pecuniary means of the average
physician. Economic laws, such as demand and
supply and the costs of labor and material, too often

unduly influence the success or failure of the par-

ticular device. With full knowledge of these facts,

together with others which will be hereinafter men-
tioned, I have endeavored to produce an instrument
meeting all requirements without sacrificing any use-

ful quality or any of its simplicity. In fact, adapt-

ability, simplicity, and economy have been my very
aim.

That the pharyngoscope, for the first model of

which we are indebted to Dr. Harold Hayes, is rap-

idly gaining recognition and being more universally

employed, is now an assured fact. With increasing

and more general use of the pharj-ngoscope recourse

to employment of the instruments of the Killian and
Jackson types will be less frequently necessary ex-
cept for purposes of inspection of the more deeply
situated air-passages. Instances where the use of a
local anesthetic is necessary are exceedingly rare.

Difficulties e.xperienced in- the tise of the Hayes
pharyngoscope suggested to me certain modifica-

tions and improvements aiming chiefly at sim-
plicity, thereby materially facilitating the manipula-
tion of the instrument and widening the scope of
its usefulness. The suggestions were made to Mr.
R. Wappler, the maker, who kindly consented to

carrv them out.

riie modified instrument is smaller, having one
tube for carrying wires to the lamp and one tube
for the telescope. This constitutes practically the

whole instrument. The telescope tube has a wider
diameter or bore than anv vet made. No handle
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was attached for the reason that in a large number
of patients its use as a tongue-depressor handle
causes marked gagging, so much so that further

attempts to examine the patient at that sitting meet

with ver)' little if any success. Its absence en-

hances delicacy of manipulation and favors avoid-

ance of contact with any of the sensitive parts of the

mouth or pharynx. One great secret in its successful

use is care in not touching any part of the anatomy
of the posterior portion of the buccal cavity and
pharynx, notabl}' the soft palate and posterior por-

tion of the tongue in the region of the circumvallate

papills and lingual tonsil. Gagging is not frequent

nor marked when the uvula is touched, providing

these precautions have been observed. The pos-

terior pharyngeal wall is also not often extremely
sensitive. Sometimes a patient will in closing the

lips around the instrument bring the soft palate and
dorsum of the tongue in contact with resulting gag-
ging. In such cases permit the patient to leave the

lips parted with all the muscular structures relaxed.

Care must be exercised in the manner of inserting

the instrument into the mouth. A good way is to

place the lamp extremity on the anterior part of

the tongue at the same time resting the barrels

or tubes upon the lower incisor teeth, the mouth be-

ing moderately open, then gradually pushing it

backward along the dorsum of the tongue until the

extremity reaches a point from ^ to J4 of an inch

from the posterior pharyngeal wall. The parts are

then ready for inspection, the small ball on the eye-

piece indicating the position of the lens at the distal

extremity. In the majority of cases when the lens

is directed upward an excellent view of the naso-
pharyngeal vault, nasal choanje, and both Eustach-
ian tube orifices may be obtained, as well as any ab-
normal conditions present. In many cases a better

view of the orifices of the tubes mav be obtained by
rotating the lens from 20 to 45 degrees to either

side of the perpendicular.

Fig. 2.—L, lamp; T, telescope; dotted line shows arc that can be e.\
amined without disturbing the position of the instrument. Is ac-
complished by rotating the telescope tube only.

This instrument having only one lamp gives a
brightly illuminated and unobs'tructed view "of one
entire side of the pharynx without the necessity of
rotating the whole instrument, as shown in the
diagram

:

On the other hand, the absence of a handle per-
mits of rotating or reversing the entire instrument
so that a view of the opposite side may be obtained
in a similar manner. However. I have' found that it

is better to withdraw the instrument and reinsert

it in the manner already described with the tubes
in the opposite relationship to each other. By so
doing the possibility of gagging is avoided.
Although the telescope itself is a comparatively

large one, thereby exposing to view a large area, the

diameter of each of the two tubes is approximately
only 34 of an inch. This makes the width of the

intraoral portion 5^ an inch, the actual combined
width of both tubes. The importance of this reduc-
tion in size of the instrument as a whole is readily

appreciated in examining children, and especially so
in patients with greatly enlarged tonsils. This also

applies to a similar condition in adults and in cases

with peritonsillar abscess. It should be remembered
that it is not necessary that the patient close the lips

over the instrument, as this act is very often not

conducive to perfect relaxation of all the muscular
structures. This relaxation of the muscles of the

pharynx is best obtained by allowing a distance of

from J4 to I inch to intervene between the upper
and lower incisor teeth aiming to have the mandi-
bular joint as free as possible from muscular re-

straint. At the same time have the tongue lie pas-

sively on the floor of the mouth with its tip resting

against the inner or posterior sides of the lower in-

cisor teeth. The patient is then told to breathe

quietly through both nose and mouth, thus overcom-
ing the tendency for contraction of the muscles of

the soft palate and favoring relaxation of same. In

this way I have made perfect examinations. Drib-

bling of saliva is sometimes annoying to the patient,

but does not interfere with the examination. Re-
garding the trouble encountered from condensation

of moisture, I wish to point out that the clouding of

the lens system during expiratory puffs does not

occur at the distal or intraoral end of the telescope

but upon the eye-piece or proximal end. This may
be obviated by adjusting a pasteboard or mica
shield at the proximal extremity of the instrument,

which will at the same time protect the examiner
from the breath of the patient. This has already

been suggested by Dr. flayes. Anv distortion of

the images of the parts under examination is due
to malposition of the instrument and is easily cor-

rected by remedying this. As with the old method
where mirrors and reflected light are used, some-
what more difficulty will be experienced in cases

where there is a large, thick, muscular tongue. A
tongue depressor placed on or near the base of the

tongue causes gagging and when placed more an-

teriorly causes crowding downward and backward
of the structures near the base, thus interfering

materially with sufficient elevation of the epiglottis.

In this way marked obstruction is produced.
It is not the purpose of this article to cite cases

examined and conditions seen by means of. the

pharyngoscope, but sim.ply to enumerate some of

the difficulties which attended its employment in

mv hands and to point out the advantages of the

new instrument. For diagnostic purposes alone the

pharyngoscope offers the simplest and easiest meth-
od of making e.xaminations of the upper air pas-

sages. Improvements in the direction of invention

of attachments for making topical application and
also to the invention of instruments that can be em-
ployed with the pharyngoscope in position will prob-

ably suggest themselves as time goes on. It should
be' borne in mind that the smaller and simpler ^

the instrument the easier will be its manipulation
and the less disagreeable to the patient.

8 Palmer Avenue.
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PSYCHIC GASTRIC JUICE IN MAN.

It is occasionally objected that Pavloff's discoveries

concerning; the gastric and other digestive secretions

in dogs, which may be demonstrated at will on his

animals with permanent fistulse, need not apply to

man, whose physical development is so far in ad-

vance of that of cjuadrupeds, however much agree-

ment there may be in other than the psychic factors

of digestion. It is conceded, we believe, that such

uniformity as may be demonstrated in this respect

among dogs is not to be expected in man. Fistula

findings in the latter are but seldom procurable and

the subjects are seldom healthy. It is doubtful if a

treatise on stomachic digestion could be built up

from such findings. Even Beaumont, so lauded as

a physiologist, must be judged rather as a pioneer

in experiment, as a man capable of recognizing an

opportunity to be improved, and as a tenacious ob-

server who followed up his advantages, than for

his discoveries, which held good only for his par-

ticular subject and led to a vast amount of errone-

ous teaching, such as that all digestion was accom-

plished in the stomach, that the gastric secretion

was produced by mechanical irritation by the food,

and that the acid present united chemically with the

food to form salts.

Hertz and Sterling have recently had an oppor-

tunity for the study of psychic gastric juice in a

gastrostomy patient {Deutsche medi::inische IVoch-

cHSchrift, August 4, 1910). This subject had an

esophageal stricture from swallowing concentrated

lye. This was progressive and after three years

a gastrostomy was performed. The stricture was

treated, and the patient nourished by both routes.

Recently he had masticated his food and introduced

the pulp into the gastric fistula. At the time i>t

the experiments the latter had been in existence

seven years. Five years after the accident (hence

two years after the gastrostomy) he went through

a severe attack of empyema, which necessitated a

resection of some ribs. The cause of the patient's

coming to his present consultation was a second at-

tack of empyema. It was after his convalescence

from the latter that the experiments were under-

taken. These were as far as possible parallel with

those of Pavloflf on dogs.

The few chemical substances which when intro-

duced into dogs' stomachs cause a flow of chemical

gastric juice so-called had no such action on thi~

man's stomach. Nor did mastication of sapid sub-

stances cause the flow of an "appetite juice." Fur-

thermore, there was not the intimate correlation in

the simultaneous presence of appetite and a flow of

gastric juice. Apparently either might exist without

the other. The authors are far from attacking

Pavloff's findings or conclusions. They believe

that there is some looseness in the use of the word
"appetite," and that better definitions are needed.

They refuse to generalize from their findings in

an isolated subject. Most of our readers will doubt-

less continue their belief in Pavloff's demonstrable

teachings as underlying our general knowledge of

digestion, however much these may seem to be con-

tradicted by individual findings in mankind. Pav-

loff's teachings as to psychic gastric juice harmonize

fairly well with what we know empirically of di-

gestion and appetite in the healthy. At the time

of their publication it was repeatedly claimed that

they were not only not new to savants, but that lay-

men, even when untaught, were partly conversant

with them. If anything these teachings were

adopted too readily, and have served as a bulwark

for numerous dietetic specialists, both medical and

lay. If they are ever disproved it will hardly be

through the agency of isolated experiments in hu-

man fistula subjects.

CARDIAC NEUROSES VS. CONDITIONS
SUGGESTING GRAVES'S DISEASE.

Within recent years there has been gradually

evolved the conception of a group of ailments pre-

senting one or more of the familiar symptoms of

exophthalmic goiter, in which, however, on account

of the incoinpleteness of the clinical picture, the

diagnosis of the latter condition is not permissible.

To this group of cases Stern has lately applied the

term "Basedozvoid." As a clinical entity this has

manv features in common with the cardiac neuroses,

from which in most instances differentiation has

been impossible. Both are the result of an inherited

degenerative tendency, and, developing gradually.

are first rendered manifest by severe bodily or men-

tal stresses. Of the many subjective symptoms that

are identical in both groups, cardiac palpitation is

the most prominent : next in frequency come
dyspnea and a sense of oppression in the chest.

Roth conditions present many psychic manifesta-

tions, such as hyperexcitability, anxiety, impatience

hy])Ochondria, insonmia, a sense of weakness.

;^lobns hystericus, dizziness, and a general mental

depression. Occasionally there are fainting spells

and sometimes the patient complains of indefinite

pains in various parts of the body. Objectively both

groups have the same clinical picture ; there are the

general stigmata of degeneration, increased cutane-

ous vasomotor excitability to mechanical and
psychical stimuli, and seborrhea, loss of hair,

hyperidrosis, salivation, and extensive dental caries.

The tendon reflexes are increased, while those of

the mucous membranes are diminished. The facial

phenomenon and tremor of the lids and of the out-

stretched fingers are found in both groups of cases.

Either the heart i.^ normal or its action is exagger-

ated, with an indistinct first sound. Most of these
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symptoms, including cardiac palpitation and re-

spiratory difficulties, are manifestations of an in-

creased excitability of the automatic nervous cen-

ters, while the remaining symptoms, including

tremor and increased tendon reflexes, are attributed

to an augmented activity of the sympathetic system.

Basedowoid alone has a thyreogenous component

which in some cases is sufficient to enable one to

differentiate this condition by virtue of the presence

of exophthalmos or of a struma that may be almost

imperceptible.

Such being the similarity of the symptom^ pre-

sented by both groups of cases, the discovery of a

method that would enable one to determine to which

group any particular case belongs would be a

valuable addition to our diagnostic resources. Suc-

cess in this direction has apparently crowned the

efforts of Bernhard Aschner, who reports his inter-

esting results in the Zeitschrift filr klinische Medi-

sin, Vol. 70, Nos. 5 and 6. His method consist-;

in the subcutaneous injection of 34 to }4 mg. of

adrenalin. In cases of Basedon'oid this is followed

by an acceleration of the pulse, cardiac palpitation,

dilatation of the pupils, pallor, trembling, nausea,

a rise of temperature of from 0.5° to 1° C, a sen-

sation of dryness in the mouth, slight headache.

dizziness and, within two or three hours, the ap-

pearance of glycosuria. None of these manifesta-

tions occurs after the injection of a similar dose

of adrenalin in normal individuals or in those pre-

senting cardiac neuroses. The simplicity of this

method and its ease of application particularly com-

mend it in the diagnosis of cases frequently en-

countered in general practice.

TUBERCULOSIS AND PO\'ERTY.

The question of tuberculosis has once again been

threshed out in a fairly thorough way at the recent

conference on the disease held in Edinburgh. Of
course, in the discussion the mode of infection was
very much to the fore and eminent authorities from
different parts of the world retraversed that now
well-worn ground. Perhaps the general attitude

of the meeting was expressed by Prof. Sims \\'ood-

head when he stated that in his opinion the infec-

tion was most frequently introduced through the

air-passages, but that the alimentary canal was some-
times infected. Woodhead. however, strongly dep-

recated the tendency so often evinced nowadays
of jumping at conclusions from insufficient prem-
ises. He said that caution was necessary in drawing
conclusions from experiments, especially with the

smaller animals, to determine the question of the

avenues of infection in tuberculosis, for most
of the experimental animals were mouth breath-

ers. A paper was presented by Professor
Bartel. of Vienna, in which he said that
the chief result of recent investigations was
that we had to admit our ignorance. Im-
munization experiments had demonstrated the
importance of predisposition and to prevent infec-
tion the body must be strengthened. Several speak-
ers at the conference professed opposite views as
to the avenues of infection. Dr. T. Shennan of
Edinburgh gave details of 1.085 post-mortem ex-

aminations in the Edinburgh Royal Hospital _for

Sick Children, and stated that 38.8 per cent, had

died from tuberculosis and 82.0 per cent, of these

had their lymphatic glands affected. He thought

that much of this was due to bovine infection by

the agency of milk. Drs. Fordyce and Dickson

said that abdominal tuberculosis was very prevalent

among children in Edinburgh and was due to in-

fected milk. Thus, although no new facts were

brought to light at the conference, the matter stands

where it stood before, that the results of investiga-

tions and of clinical experience seem to show that

the main avenue of tuberculous infection is by in-

halation, but that a certain part of the infection

originates in the abdominal regions and that many
cases of infection of the lungs have come from the

ingestion of infected food.

The most instructive portion of the discussion

on tuberculosis in Edinburgh was that which dealt

with the methods suggested for ridding the world

of the disease, or, at any rate, for effectually scotch-

ing it. Now, it is obvious that poverty is a fertile,

if not the most fertile, means of spreading and con-

tinuing consumption. As Dr. John McVail of Glas-

gow pointed out, it is a question whether phthisis

is a cause of pauperism, or pauperism a cause of

phthisis, and the answer broadly speaking is that

phthisis causes pauperism in one generation and

pauperism causes phthisis in the next. To a very

large extent, then, tuberculosis is a workingman's

question. In the first instance occupation is a potent

cause of phthisis. There are some employments,

such as steel filing, stone mason's work, labor in

coal mines, the manufacture of some kinds of pot-

tery, which in varying high degrees favor the con-

traction of the disease. Likewise, what is known
as sweat-shop labor, undertaken under the most un-

sanitary conditions, so common in New York City

and in other parts of this country, is a palpably

frequent cause of its spread. But, indeed, little

argument is needed to prove that workers of nearly

every description are from the very nature of theii

callings rendered peculiarly open to the attacks of

tuberculosis. Further, as a rule, their home life is

against their recovery and very favorable to the

dissemination of the disease. In the towns, too,

often the workman's house is small, ill-ventilated,

badly lighted, and overcrowded. The soil is par-

ticularly advantageous to the spread of the disease

and the consequence is that if it does not sweep the

district like wildfire it slowly and steadily makes
its fateful way.

The successful treatment of every disease de-

mands that it be attacked in its early stages. In

consumption early treatment is absolutely essential

to success. In the light of modern knowledge tuber-

culosis is, to all intents and purposes, always curable

if it is dealt with promptly. The malady becomes

less and less amenable to treatment with every day

that passes until by the time that the patient is

generally disabled hope of recovery has gone.

But in the case of the working man, nine times

out of ten, the application for medical aid is made
too late. For many reasons which appear to him

sound he does not want to leave his work, and, as

Dr. Nathan Raw remarked at the Edinburgh Con-
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ference, so far as the extinction of consumption i.s

concerned the workingman and his wife are utterly

hopeless. The problem would not be so serious

were it not for the fact that the workingman suffer-

ing from tuberculosis in his overcrowded home in

an overcrowded district is a menace to the commun-
ity. If the disease went no further than the patient,

it could be grappled with more or less easily, but

when the sick man is a center from which infec-

tion is freely carried and finds favorable soil, the

solving of the problem seems to present insuperable

difficulties. Consumption w'ill never be eradicated-

until practical methods are everywhere introduced

of early diagnosis and of successful treatment of

the disease among the poor. The first step toward
this desirable consummation is the universal estab-

lishment in civilized countries of improved housing,

improved workshops, and improved schools.

Some of the speakers at the Edinburgh meeting

were in favor of the State taking up the matter of

tuberculosis in the working classes, contending that

the task is too formidable to be overcome by private

enterprise. In any event, the conference will have

served its end if it has succeeded in driving home
the truth that in order to extinguish tuberculosis

the disease must be attacked in its strongholds, the

workshops and homes of the poor.

Lead Poisoning and Lung Affections from

Working in Potteries.

Two reports have been issued in Great IJritain deal-

ing with the dangers to health attending those who
work in pottery manufactories. The menace to

health from this kind of employment is due to the

use of lead compounds in making pottery, rendering

the workers liable to lead poisoning, and to the in-

jury to health arising from the inhalation of dust.

The inhalation of dust of flint and clay is known
as potter's rot. Dr. Russell reported that no less

than 52 per cent, of potters over fifty showed signs

of lung disease, and according to Dr. Shaffle-

botham bronchitis caused forty-four times more
deaths among pottery workers than among the gen-

eral population. The liabilitv to and the contrac-

tion of plumbism is a far more serious matter

among pottery workers than are the dust-caused

diseases. The pottery processes in which lead is used

employ in Great Britain about 7,000 workers, and

of these 100 or thereabouts are attacked by lead

poisoning every year. The evil, however, is nuich

larger than the figures of cases indicate. Many
cases of lead poisoning are concealed. In addition

to the actual tabulated cases, the evidence tends to

show that the general health of a considerable num-
ber of workers is impaired. Many of the pottery

workers are girls and married women, and a grave

consideration of the question is the effect of lead

poisoning upon maternity. Thirty-one out of 121

mothers who were lead workers previous to mar-
riage had miscarriages, and 21 out of 70 mothers

who worked at lead processes after marriage were
subject to miscarriages. Lead poisoning is a very

insidious form of poisoning and in the large ma-
jority of cases exerts an injurious influence upon
the worker. Of course, a tired or under-nourished

worker is more prone to be poisoned than a healthy

individual and for this reason it is essential that

those who work in lead pottery manufactories

should be as well nourished as possible. The
British report recommends that employers should
supply their employees, especially the deli-

cate ones and the girls and women, witli

milk or milk and cocoa before they commence
work and at intervals after. But Miss Gertrude
Tuckwell, the only woman inspector who signed

the report, makes a more sensible suggestion—that

taking into consideration the fact that pottery can
be made without lead glazing the use of lead should
be prohibited in its manufacture. A British labor

paper, commenting on the matter, makes the humane
recommendation that lead-glazed pottery should be
boycotted. It is now beginning to be widely recog-

nized and appreciated that human life and health

are of more value than the amassing of riches, and
the time is not far distant when this wise principle

will be acted on.

Trichinosis.

Though human infection w^ith Trichina sffiralis is

a matter of deep concern to the sanitarians of vari-

ous parts of Europe, the disease in this country is.

as a rule, considered to be so rare as to attract very
little attention from either clinicians or sanitarians.

That this neglect of a disease so important and so

serious as trichinosis is the cause of many mistaken
diagnoses is emphasized by two articles appearing
in the August number of The .'American Jounial of
the Medical Sciences. In one of these W. Gilman
Thompson reports fifty-two sporadic cases seen by
him in New York City during the past six years, and
in the other Henry Albert reports a sharp epidemic
which occurred among the students of Iowa College
in 1907. Trichinosis is a disease easily overlooked
by one not constantly on the watch for it, but di-

agnosed with the utmost ease by one keeping the

condition in mind. Though often mistaken for

typhoid fever such an error should be corrected in

the course of a few days. The sudden onset with
fairly rapid rise of temperature, the exquisite mus-
cular tenderness, the peculiar form of diaphragmatic
dyspnea, the slight puftiness of the eyelids and face,

and edema of the ankles and possibly corneal hem-
orrhages, all associated with marked prostration,

make up a symptom complex which should invari-

ably suggest the presence of trichinosis. As soon
as the possibility is suggested the difficulty is past,

as the confirmation of the diagnosis is a matter of

simplicity. The most positive proof of the infection

is of course the finding of the Trichina spiralis in

the muscle of the patient ; the simplest is a differ-

ential count of the leucocytes. With a series of

symptoms as above described the presence of over

15 per cent, of eosinophiles in the blood is practical

proof of trichinosis, whereas a normal eosinophile

content as distinctly excludes the disease. That
Thompson in his own private and hospital practice

has during the past six years seen fifty-two cases

of trichinosis is probably not a matter of luck, but
rather due to the fact that he has been constantly
upon the watch for the disease and has recognized
it when he has seen it. The comparative immunity
which has been believed to exist in this country to

trichina infection, owing to the fact that raw ham
is but rarely eaten here, is shown by Albert to be a
false security, for in his epidemic in Grinnel the
ham eaten had been boiled. As this "boiling"
process as carried on by the dealers consists in

keeping the hains in vats for several hours, it would
be expected that the parasites would be killed. On
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investigation, however, it developed that the temper-

ature was but rarely raised above 200° F. and in

many cases did not exceed 170° F. Such "boiling"

apparently does not render it a safe food and makes
it of vital importance that all ham before it is eaten

should be recooked in the house.

The P'erm.-\nent Slow Pulse.

F. RosTAiGNE of Paris recently discussed the per-

manent slow pulse in an article published in the

Medical Press and Circular, July 20. Adams, in

1827, was the first to describe the pathological per-

manent slow pulse and the question has come to the

front again recently. As a rule the pulse rate in

these cases is from thirty to forty pulsations a min-

ute, but it is sometimes even slower than this. In

a general way examination of the heart does not

reveal anything abnormal in respect of the orifices,

but Stokes, who, together with Adams, described

the pathological condition known as Stokes-.Adams'

disease, called attention to a peculiarity of the heart

that is sometimes met with. Between the audible

heart contractions a dull, muffled sound is heard,

which he regarded as an abortive systole repre-

sented only by auricular contraction. It follows

that the heart sometimes splits up the systole into

two parts, a superior auricular, and an inferior

ventricular, which occasionally misses fire. Ros-
taigne shows that Stokes' observations are borne

out by the present conception of the pathogenesis
of permanent slow pulse. Permanent slow pulse

is an affection that rims a long course. As a rule

it lasts for several years, but the prognosis is

always grave, indeed fatal. Since Charcot's time

and up to a recent date, the Stokes-Adams' syn-

drome has been regarded as a consequence of dis-

turbance of the circulation in the medulla, that is

to say, the central nervous system was credited

with a preponderating role in regulating the heart

beat. In view, however, of recent physiological

and anatomical researches, the myogenic theory has
taken the place of the neurogenic, the conception
of cardiac automatism is now generally admitted,
and little or no importance is attached to the

medulla as the seat of origin of the disturbance
of cardiac rhythm. The symptoms observed in

the course of permanent slow pulse are now re-

ferred to a lesion of His's bundle, and what is

more important is the fact that syphilitic lesions

have been found at the root of the mischief. As
Rostaigne remarks, this is quite a novel concep-
tion and justifies our anticipating recovery, in manv
of these cases of permanent slow pulse, as a result

of mercurial treatment.

OPHTTLXLMIC MiGR.ATNE AND FrONTAL SiNUS DIS-
EASE.

While sick headache, with or without such oph-
thalmic symptoms as scintillating scotoma and nar-
rowing of the visual field, is as a rule an essentially
neuropathic manifestation, cases are undoubtedlv
accumulating in which the eye manifestations mav
be shown to be due to organic disease in either the
nasal fossre or the sinuses ; this is especially apparent
when a condition like ophthalmic migraine, which
has little tendency to spontaneous recovery, yields
permanently to measures directed to the intranasal
condition. Oertel of Diisseldorf reports in Berliner
kliiiischc U'ochcnschrift, of June 13, an interesting
case in which a chronic catarrhal inflammation of the
right frontal sinus caused increasingly repeated at-

tacks of ophthalmic migraine. In this particular case
there were no scotomata nor was there any retrac-

tion of the visual field; but there was marked as-

thenopia at the height of the migrainous attack.

Various explanations have been advanced to ac-

count for such cases, and most of these deal with a

reflex mechanism, although opinions differ as to

how this becomes operative. Oertel inclines to

Zarrikow's theory that accumulated secretions in

the frontal sinus, or edematous saturation of the

mucosa of the middle turbinate, or both conjoined,
comprise the nerve endings, and thus determine
the migrainous attack as a purely reflex phenom-
enon. In this type of cases drainage of the frontal

sinus brings about a prompt recovery from the
migraine. Both ophthalmologists and rhinologists

seem inclined to accuse empyema rather than
chronic catarrhal inflammation of the sinus, but ex-
perience shows that one condition may readily pass
into the other and that nasal ophthalmic migraine
need not necessarily suggest an empyema.

Nmfi of tl|f WttK
Health of the Canal Zone.—In submitting the

report of the sanitary department of the Isthmian
Canal Commission for July, 1910, Dr. Gorgas points

out that while the death rate among employees and
among the total population is a little larger than
for July of last year, it is still smaller than for any
other preceding July. For employees the figures

given are as follows

:

Number of
Vear. Force. deaths. Rate.

July, 1905 11,277 45 46.11
July. 1906 28,041 \t,^ 64.71
July, 1907 38,298 iij 33.09
Tuly, 1908 44.938 53 14.68
July, 1909 4,S.875 31 8.10
July, 1910 51.871 SI 11.80

For the total population the figures for this and
preceding Julvs are:

Total Number of
Vear. population. deaths. Rate.

July, 1905 41,084 237 69.22
July, 1906 74.777 422 67.72
July, 1907 103.333 357 41.48
Tuly, 1908 121,607 295 29.11
July, 1909 135,871 207 18.20
Tuly, 1910 153.1S6 287 22.48

.Among the white employees there were 12 deaths,

an annual average per thousand of 10.37 1 among
tlTe colored employees, 39 deaths, an annual average
per thousand of 12.32. No cases of yellow fever,

smallpox or plague originated on or were brought
to the Isthmus during the month.

In Panama the inspection of buildings in refer-

ence to the harboring of rats has been completed,

and it has been found that over 50 per cent, of the

houses are suitable for harboring rats and possibly

for their propagation. The city cannot, therefore,

be considered in a satisfactory sanitary condition as

regards a possible invasion by plague and plague-

infected rats. Iiis])ectif)n has also been made of all

roof gutters in the city which are breeding place-

for mosquitoes, since yellow fever is another dis-

ease which constantly threatens Panama. More
than 50 per cent, were found to be in unsanitary

condition, and persistent efforts will be made to

have these changed as soon as possible. In addition

to these inspections the usual routine work has
been carried on.

Smallpox on Steamship.—A case of smallpox
was discovered on the .Atlantic liner President Lin-

coln, which arrived in New York on September 7.

The steamship was detained at Quarantine until all

the unvaccinated third cabin and steerage passen-

gers were vaccinated. The patient was removed
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to the hospital, and the occupants of the steerai;e

compartment in which she had traveled were sent

to Hoffman Island for observation.

Diphtheria in New York.—In the monthly
bulletin of the New York State Department of
Health a study is reported of the mortality in cases
of diphtheria in New York. Attention is called to

the larger mortality in New York City as compared
to the State. The figures representing deaths per
100,000 of population:

190S. 1Q09.
State of New York 28.9 -7.5
City of New York 37.1 ^sio

The conclusion is drawn that the mortality, which
is excessive in both cases, is due to the neglect to

make proper use of diphtheria antitoxin, a con-
tention which is supported by the following com-
parison up to 1905

:

1902. 1903. 1904. 1905.
State of New York 37.7 39.2 38.4 28.4
City of New York 53.0 56.0 57.0 38.0
Citv of Paris 20.0 15.0 9.0 6.0

International Pure Milk League.—L'ndcr tlii>

title an organization was recently formed by a

number of women in the City of New York at a

meeting in the Hotel Astor. The league will devote

itself to the investigation of the sources of milk

supplies and the production of clean, pure milk

at prices within the reach of persons of moderate
means. In New York the league will cooperate

with the Department of Health in any measure^
looking to the betterment of the milk supply.

Massachusetts' Oldest Man.—Patrick O'Hearne.
said to be the oldest man in Alassachusetts, died at

his home in Worcester on .September 8, aged 105

years.

Health Budget.—The Department of Health of

New York City has made a request for an appro-

priation of $4,076,578 for the year 191 1. This is

.$1,328,855 more than the department was granted

for 1910. The princi])al increases asked for arc

as follows

:

Division of the chief clerk $48,949-50
Division of child hygiene 320,545.00
Division of contagious diseasesi 113,^50.50
Division of general sanitary inspection 57.210.00
Division of milk inspection, city and coi:ntry 60.510.00
Laboratories, researcli and vaccine 101.759.00
Division of hospitals 486,056.00

The Sale of the Ehrlich Preparation.— .\

dispatch to the New York Times of Sunday last

gives an account of a meeting of .\merican physi-

cians in Berlin at which Dr. Alarks. one of Ehrlich"s

assistants, announced that preparation 606 would be

put on sale in this country in November. He said, as

has already been stated in the Mkduwi. Record, that

the manufacture of the remedy is protected by inter-

national patents, but added that the profits of the

sale would not go to Ehrlich, who is already im-

mensely wealthy, but would go one-half to Speyer

House, a research institution in Frankfort, and the

other half probably to the manufacturers. .\t the

conclusion of Dr. Alark's announcement the physi-

cians present unanimously adopted a resolution rec-

ognizing the justice of Ehrlich's guaranteeing him-

self a legal control of his remedy by taking out in-

ternational patents.

Protest Against the New Drug Law.—Repre-

sentatives of many of the druggists' associations of

New York met on September 6 at the College of

Pharmacy and passed a protest against the recent

ordinance of the Board of Health prohibiting the

sale of medicines containing nmrpliine or opium or

their derivatives, except on a physician's prescrip-

tion. A committee was appointed to consult with

the Board of Health and attempt to effect a com-

promise. The druggists declare that the ordinance
.is too indefinite in not stating in exactly what
quantities morphine can be sold, and that it restricts

the sale of only some of the preparations containing

morphine.

Gifts to Charities.—By the death of Mrs. Clara
L. Dotger, a number of legacies provided for in the

will of her husband, Andrew J. Dotger of South
Orange, N. J., who died in 1905, are released.

Among these are gifts of $10,000 each to the Ger-
man Hospital of Philadelphia and the Orange
Memorial Hospital.

Announcement has been made of the gift of

$500,000 to the Evanston (111.) Hospital Associa-

tion by Mr. George W. Patten. The money is to

form an endowment fund for the Evanston Hos-
pital to be known as the Agnes and Louise Patten

Fund, in memory of the donor's mother and sister.

The First Trials of 606 in New York.—Dr.
M. S. Kakcls of this city has been using the Ehrlich-

Hata remedy at the Lebanon Hospital in a few se-

lected cases during the past two or three weeks.

.\ preliminary note describing the remarkable re-

sults obtained by him will appear in the ne.xt issue

of the Medical Record.

Dr. George Francis Heath, who died in 1908,

was remembererl at the ciunention of the American
Numismatic .Suciet}', of which he was the founder,

on September 7, when the president of the Asso-
ciation made an address in appreciation of his life

and work.

The Seventh International Tuberculosis Con-
gress will be held in Rome September 24 to 30,

1911, under the patronage of the King and Queen
of Italy. The Secretary-General is Professor Vit-

torio Ascoli, and the President Professor Guido
Baccelli. The Congress will be in three sections,

that on etiology and causes of tuberculosis ; on
pathology and therapeutics, both medical and sur-

gical; and on the social defence against tuberculosis.

The names of the presidents of these sections will

be announced in the near future. The National

Association for the Study and Prevention of Tuber-
culosis states that the American Committee will

be able to announce that the number of tuberculosis

agencies in this country has tripled in the three

years since the last International Congress, and
that more than twice as much money is being spent

in the fight against consumption by private socie-

ties and institutions, and also that the appropria-

tions for tuberculosis work by federal, state, munici-

pal, and county authorities have quadrupled.

The Utah County (Utah) Medical Society at

its regular meeting at Provo on August 29, elected

Dr. H. G. Merrill to fill the office of secretary and
treasurer made vacant by the resignation of Dr.

Frederic Clift.

The Central Oklahoma Medical Association

will hold its annual meeting at Chickasha on Octo-
ber 4. Dr. E. D. Ebright of Enid, Okla., is the

.-ecretary of the organization.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Ely Vandewarker, a re-

tired physician and former School Commissioner of

Syracuse, N. Y.. a graduate of the Albany Medical
College in the class of 1863, a veteran of the Civil

War, a member of the American Gynecologfical So-
ciety, and of the New York State and Onondaga
County Alcdical Societies, and consulting surgeon to

the Syracuse Hospital for Women and Children,

and the Central Hospital of New York, died at his
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home on September 6, after a long illness, aged 69

years.

Dr. Edw.mjd L. Pearce of Louisville, Ky., a

graduate of the Medical Department of the Uni-

versity of Louisville in 1886, a member of the

American Medical Association and the Kentucky

State and Jefterson County Medical Societies, form-

erly surgeon for the Illinois Central and the Louis-

ville Legion, died at his home on August 23.

Dr. James Meredith ^Lvtthews, a retired prac-

titioner of Reading, Pa., a graduate of the Jei?er-

son Medical College of Philadelphia in 1840. died

at his home recently, aged 94 years.

Dr. Tames H. McIxerxv of New York, a grad-

uate of the Yale ^^ledical School in the class of

1 89 1, a member of the New York State and County

Medical Societies, and assistant surgeon to the Gen-

eral Memorial Hospital, died of heart disease at his

summer home in Mount Vernon, X. Y.. on Septem-

ber 5, aged 40 years.

Dr. James Kevins Hyde of Chicago, III, a grad-

uate of the Department of Medicine of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania in the class of 1869 : a mem-
ber of the International Dermatological Congress,

the American Dermatological Association, the Brit-

ish Medical Association, the American Medical

Association, and the Congress of American Physi-

cians and Surgeons, a corresponding member of the

Berlin and Paris Dermatological Societies, and the

Chicago Medical Society, dermatologist to the

Michael Reese, Presbyterian, and .\ugustana Hos-

pitals of Chicago, and Professor of Skin, Genito-

L'rinary and Venereal Diseases in the Rush Medical

College, died suddenly on September 6 at his sum-

mer home at Trout's Neck, Me., aged 70 years.

Dr. Ferdinand A. Steffen of College Point.

N. Y., a graduate of the University of GriefswaUI

in 1882, died of apoplexy at his home on September

9, aged 53 years.

dV. William E. Pole of Philadelphia. Pa., a

graduate of the Jefferson Medical College in the

class of 1890. died on August 29, aged 42 years.

Dr. James Cowan, a pioneer settler of Portage

la Prairie, Manitoba, a graduate of th.e .X'edical De-

partment of \'ictoria College in the class of 1862.

died at his home on September i. aged 79 years.

Dr. David W. \'ander Burc.h of I'^all River,

Mass., a graduate of the Department of Medicine

and Surgery of the University of Michigan in the

class of 1866. a veteran of the Civil War, and a

member of the Massachusetts Homeopathic Medical

Society and the American Institute of Homeopathy,
died at his home on August 29, aged 68 years.

Dr. Harold L. Barnum of Sedalia. Mo., a

graduate of the Hahnemann Medical College of

Philadelphia in the class of 1902. died suddenly at

his home on August 30, aged 36 years.

Dr. Timothy D. Sullivan of Calais, Me., a

graduate of the Bellevue Hospital Medical College.

New York, in the class of 1884, a L'nited States

Special Pension Examining Surgeon, and a mem-
ber of the Alaine ^Tedical Association, and of the

Portland Medical Club, died at his home suddenly

on September 2.

Dr. Stuart A. Ashton of Ballston. Va.. a grad-

uate of the LIniversity College of Medicine of Rich-

mond in the class of 1902. a member of the \'ir-

ginia Board of Health, died of paralysis in Wash-
ington on September 9.

Dr. Simeon S. French of Battle Creek, Mich.,

a graduate of the Geneva (N. Y.) Medical College

in 1842. died on .September 10, aged 94 years.

©bttuarg.

EMILY BLACKWELL, M.D.

new YORK.

Dr. Emily Bl.\ckwell. a sister of tiie late Dr.

Elizabeth Blackwell, in conjunction with whom she
foundel the New York Infirmar}' for Women and
Children, died at her summer home, York Cliffs,

Me., on September 8. Dr. Blackwell was born in

Bristol, England, in 1826, but removed with her

family to this country in 1832. Her struggles to

obtain a medical education were indicative of the

prejudices of the time. In 185 1 she was refused ad-

mission to the Geneva Medical School, from which
her sister had been graduated two years before, al-

though the authorities were compelled to admit
that the presence of Elizabeth Blackwell "had exer-

cised a beneficial influence upon her fellow students

in all respects." In succession ten medical colleges

refused to enter her as a student, but finally she was
permitted to pursue her studies at the Bellevue

Medical College in New York, and a year later the

Rush Medical College of Chicago consented to ad-

mit her to its classes. This permission was later

withdrawn, however, because of the censure of I

Illinois State Medical Association. At length the

Cleveland Medical College, the Medical Department
of Western Reserve College, admitted her, and in

1854 she received the degree of doctor of medicine
from this institution. After further study abroad
Dr. Blackwell returned to practise in New York,
and together with her sister undertook to enable

other women to enter their profession. It was de-

cided that the greatest need was for a hospital in

which women might obtain the experience not of-

fered to them elsewhere, but the proposal to open
such an institution, in which the attending physi-

cians should be women, was met by a storm of dis-

approval. All difficulties were, however, overcome,
and in 1865 the New York Legislature granted a

charter to the New York Infirmary for Women
and Children, a number of eminent men physicians

acting as a consulting board. In 1868 the Woinan's
Medical College was opened in connection with the

Infirmary, and the first class was graduated in

1870. In 1899 the college courses were discon-

tinued. Dr. Blackwell remained on the consultin;.

staff of the Infirmarv until her death.

OLR LOXDOX LETTER.

(Kr Our Regular Correspondent.)

\1EDICAL WORK IX WAR—KING EDWARD S HOSPITAL FUND
CEREBROSPINAL MENINGITIS—ABDOMINAL OPERATIONS—PTO-

MAIN POISONING—GASTROENTERITIS—RESTRICTED DIET IN

SKIN DISEASES—OBTTUARV.

London", .\ugust 26, 1910.

Medical work in war has licfii illustrated this week
by a series of tactical operations extending over three

(lays and having as object the training of the R. A.

M. C. units and hospital staffs after the manner of the

military maneuvers. There was accordingly a sham
battle and a realistic display as far as could be of the

actual work of the army medical service in collecting

the wounded on the field and transferring them to rail-

head. Here a new unit of the medical service, a clear-

ing hospital, was established, as in the South African

War. There was a congested condition of the field

hospitals after a heavy engagement. So this clearing

hospital plan was adopted and the maneuvers tested

its efficiency. It seems to have given satisfaction to

the military officers who cominanded the troops en-

gaged, who belonged to the regulars. Major-General
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Sir H. Rawlinson, director of the operations, and Sur-
geon-General Balstie closely watched the proceedings.
Perhaps the hardest day was Tuesday, when t,34S were
passed through the clearing hospital. The total for
the three days was nearly 2,oco. It is generally said
that no department of the army has more studied and
profited by the lessons of the last war than the R. .\

M. C.
King Edward's Hospital Fund has issued the annual

report concerning the accounts of 99 London hospitals.
This gives an account of the expenditure and con-
tributes to economy. The reduction of cost since the
issue of these reports has been continuous and it may
perhaps be that so much has been done that the same-
rate can hardly be expected. Taking everything into
consideration it would appear that about £6.000 repre-
sents real progress in the direction of increased econ-
omy during the year 1909.
An outbreak of cerebrospinal meningitis in Leicester-

shire is creating anxiety. It began in one of the villages
of the Vale of Relvoir but rapidly spread to others, ten
being already infected. The first announcement was
soon followed by the report of a death and four have
been notified up to date. This morning it is stated
that three cases have also occurred in Nottingham, one
of which died last night. Three years ago there was a
severe outbreak in this town. At both places the medi-
cal officers of health are exercising all their authority
and are advising the inhabitants to take other precau-
tions which they have not power to insist upon.
Considering the opinions expressed by some of our

surgical authorities as recorded in your reports of tlu-

B. M. A. it may interest your readers to notu-e s nu-
outside views, such as those strongly emphasized b\

Professor Dieulafoy. Dr. Bradshaw of Liverpool doubts
whether a differential diagnosis between gastric and
duodenal ulcer is practicable unless exceptional con-
ditions assist and when the so-called triad of symptoms
(pain, vomiting, and hematemesis or melena) is pres-
ent there is abundant room for doubt. Vomiting of

blood and melena may be due to other causes. The
relation of gastric ulcer to appendicitis seems more
doubtful than does colitis, which has too often served
as a cover for mistaken diagnosis and consequent un-
necessary operation. When no ulcer has been found it

is assumed that the appendix is the seat of the disease

—

just as when that part has been removed and found
normal the error is attributed to muco-colitis. Very
similar remarks may be made about cancer of the
stomach, which causes some 5,000 deaths a year in this

country. It was said that in the early stage the disease
was only local and should be diagnosed before a tumor
can be felt. But how? We might set up another triad
(anorexia, anemia and debility), but who would recom-
mend operation on these? They are common to so
many lesions. In cases much more advanced mistakes
have been many. The "leather bottle" stomach, lon.^

regarded as cancerous, is now held to be a fibromatosis.
Microscopic examination has shown that in a consider-
able prcportion of resections performed the disease was
not cancerous.

Prof. Dieulafoy— I quote a Paris authority rather than
any London neighbors—in a lecture at the Plotel Dieu
which he has just published, reiterates with great force
his opinion that many unnecessary operations have been
performed for appendicitis—upon patients who were suf-

fering for the most part from muco-membrancous
enterocolitis. When the exercised ?.i)pendix was found
normal an attempt to set up the defence of a micro-
scopical inflammation is severely dealt with. He de-
tails no less than seventeen cases of useless appendi-
cotomy, in all of which the patients continred to suffer just

the same as before the operation. Fie adds that during the

current year he has saved no fewer than fifteen person

-

from being operated on for appendicitis which had no ex
istence.

.Many cases of illness attributed to ptomain poison-
ing have been reported from Cheshire and Wales.
Three deaths have taken place in about eighty cases.

All the cases are said to have followed eating pork
pies. In one inquest the jury gave a verdict of pto-

main poisoning according to the doctor's evidence.
The patients seem to have suffered from acute gastro-

enteric derangement and inflammation. I saw one
lately in London which suggested serious illness and
as a typhoid case had been visited bj- the patient the

medical man feared that it might be contracted. T'l 1

it recovered in a few days and no bacterial examination
had been made; or it would have been interesting to

look for paratyphus and compare the case with those of

Dr. Bainbridge, of the Lister Institute, who has related
an outbreak of gastroenteritis due to Bacillus paraty-
phosus B. affecting fourteen persons. They were seized
with vomiting, diarrhea and pyrexia (temperature
loi to 103 F.J. No other symptoms suggestive of
typhoid. Some of the patients made a very slow re-
covery ; in fact, convalescence generally was delayed
and the circulation in three so weak as to threaten
failure. Three specimens of feces were examined. In
two a bacillus was found practically identical with para-
typhosus B. Blood from six patients agglutinated this
as well as standard strains. No single article of food
had been eaten by all the patients, the cases had not
occurred in one household, and the dates of attack dif-

fered. So food seemed excluded. The possibility of
a typhoid carrier was suggested and one person who
was not attacked and whose blood agglutinated B. para-
typhosus, was thought a possible carrier. But then at-

tacks of gastroenteritis caused by this bacillus have
not previously been recorded in this country.

I hear that the dermatologists are not particularly
pleased with their section at the late meeting. Some
appear to have been left out and think it was inten-
tional. But I do not enter into the matter which would
scarcely interest you. In this section the paper of Dr.
Bulklej' on a very restricted diet was welcome. You
are, of course, familiar with his views, as some of them
have been fully stated in your own columns. Here
they are not quite so well known. He was able to
assure us that his restricted diet, which he has been
using for four years has given striking results in

lichen planus, dermatitis herpetiformis and urticaria.

Acute eczema had rapidly yielded to the plan. A pa-
tient is confined to rice and white bread and butter for
five days: milk, coffee, tea, cocoa all being excluded.
Then a moderate mixed meal at midday permitted—the
morning and evening meals being unchanged. A few
days later some rela.xation of the rule at breakfast is

permitted, but the evening meal is to remain the same
for a good while. He emphasized the importance of
cooking the rice in water and never in milk. It should
be cooked slowly and left uncovered over the fire

until dry and flaky and should be eaten with butter and
salt, masticating it well. Water would be taken as
desired. Later milk might be permitted before the
evening milk.

Dr. Unna commended Dr. Bulkley's plan as rational
and far more practical than giving a patient a list of
foods to be avoided.

Dr. Hartzel! doubted the use of vegetarian diet in

psoriasis and whether we could found a diet for eczema
on scientific principles.

Dr. Eddowes found the new lactic acid treatment
of use. Dr. Wild held that we have only opinions about
diet in skin diseases—no rules really based on physio-
logical knowledge. Dr. Bulkley's low diet would bene-
fit patients who had been too well fed, but hospital
cases were usually ill nourished and improved with
better feeding. Dr. Walsh said alcohol, some drugs, as
iodine and copaiba, and toxins, were excreted through
the skin as well as other organs. Dr. Knowsley spoke
of gout and the ill effects oi alcohol on the skin. Dr.
Bulkley in reply said his views were the result of ex-
perience in private practice. The uncertainty of hos-
pital experience in skin cases was notorious.
The death of Dr. David Howard Reynolds, J. P.,

is reported at the age of 68. He was iSI. O. H. for
Pembroke, Surgeon to the Infirmary, a magistrate for
the Borough. He qualified in London 1S65 and Edin-
burgh 1867.

Dr. Beresford N. Earle has died at 66. He was
physician to the Royal Hants Hospital and M. O. H.
or public analyst for Winchester.

Sir Constantine Holman died on the 18th inst., full

of years and honor. He reached his 80th year through
a strenuous life as a general practitioner and as one
always before the professional public as promoting all

its benevolent institutions. He was treasurer of the
Epsom College Medical College, and for several years
also of the British Medical Association. He took M.D.,
St. Andrews, in 1851. He was knighted in 1904.

A Diagnostic Sign of Whooping Cough.—Apest re-
gards the superficial ulceration of the prenulum lin-
gua;, sometimes seen in pertussis, as pathognomic of
this disease. The ulceration is situated in the median
line, on the free border of the prenulum, it is usually
linear, and is sometimes covered with a false mem-
brane. In 252 cases of pertussis the ulceration was
present in in.
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OUR BERLIN LETTER.

(Fvoiii Our Regular Correspondent.)

THE VIRCHOW MEMORI.\L—A XEW KAISER WILHELM ACAD-

EMY RETIREME.VT (IE SE.VATOR AND OLSHAUSEN,

Berlin, Aug. 25, 1910.

If I begin this letter with the recently unveiled memorial
to Virchow, it is because I am certain as to its general

interest, so many times has it been asked "why has it

taken so long for Berlin to erect a worthy memorial to

the greatest of its medical men?" Two tendencies in the

Memorial Commission have pulled in different directions.

One rejected entirely the design of the sculptor that the

memorial should be conceived essentially as an allegorical

glorification of his subject, while the other would depart

directly from the eternal monotony of a sitting or stand-

ing figure. The two opposing forces compromised on a

middle course ; but before this compromise could be ef-

fected years elapsed. The site, as such, is well chosen.

On the Karlsplatz, at the entrance, so to speak, of the

Charite, where he spent the greater portion of his life

and where he passed by innumerable times, Virchow's
memorial is now erected. Perhaps a more restful spot

would have seemed appropriate, so that to this great

spirit some moments of meditation might have been con-

secrated by the public, undisturbed by the ever-passing

street traffic. Yet it is exactly amid the rushing life of

the hour that Virchow's memorial belongs, for his labors

essentially concerned the public ; here he sought his kind

as selectman and as state and parliamentary representative.

Upon a firm pedestal a powerfully conceived male fig-

ure strives, with his entire musculature tense, against a

monster. The latter raises its head with a menacing and
baleful air, yet the man appears the stronger. The next

moment would see the creature dead upon the ground.

It would hardly be possible to imagine the multiform life

of Virchow in a simpler or more beautiful manner.
Whatever Virchow did represented a struggle against the

powers that be. In order that the spectator may under-

stand whom the design commemorates Virchow's image,

in relief, is placed on the front face of the pedestal. The
inspired features of the savant find here their lifelike

counterpart. But in addition his actual professional ac-

tivity finds its expression on the memorial. Upon the

side facing the Charite Virchow is represented in the act

of instructing a number of physicians at the autop.sy

table.

Pedestrians in the Friedrichstrasse—one of our great

business and traffic thoroughfares—were quite recently

astonished at a spectacle not common in this quarter. .\t

almost any time of the day one might see at the Fried-

richstrasse Bahnhof, at the intersection point of the mo<t
hurried thronging, young men leaning out from the win-
dows of a large, plain building, and viewing with cheerful

quietude the rushing traffic in the streets beneath. These
were none other than the pupils of our military medical
teaching institute, the Kaiser Wilhelm .Academy. Re-
cently the new structure, which is seated behind the

Charite, has been occupied after a five-year building
period, and now appears in brilliant attire. At the de<li-

cation exercises the Emperor and Empress took part

along with the representatives of military and medical
Berlin. The exercises which attended the laying of the
keystone were very brilliant. The Emperor himself spoke
with his three hammer strokes the words : "To ease
the dying; to strengthen the healthy; to destroy pesti-

lences." The words placed over the entrance of the build-
ing were also chosen by the Emperor : "Scientis, Hu-
manitati, Patri:e." The entire buildings are arranged
about a court bright with verdure, in which die
memorial to the founder of the institution—Goerkt

—

stands. A majestic gate with standing figures of Hygiea
and Aesculapius on either side leads the visitor into the
main building, which stands upon the street and contains
an aula intended to accommodate 600 persons, museums,
assembly rooms, and the far-famed library with its 67,000
volumes. The Casino lies adjoining the main building.
Its ground floor is for the students, while two upper floors
are intended for the sanitary officers. Dining, reading,
and amusement rooms, with turning and fencing rooms,
are located in the Casino. The dormitories are provided
with accommodations for 300 students, two of whom usual-
ly share a living and sleeping room, although a single stu-
dent may occupy one room if desired. Lecture rooms
and laboratories occupy special buildings, and are un-
surpassed models of their kind.
With the end of the semester just closed two Berlin

physicians have left forever their teaching chairs—I-fer-

niann Senator and the gynecologist Robert Olshausen.
In the great auditorium of the University Poliklinik the
last lecture of Senator was heard on the occasion of the
close of his forty-two years' activity as a teacher, this
constituting an impressive ceremony.

After an address of parting delivered by Professor
Richter, the oldest assistant, Professor Krause sketched
the evolution of Senator's career, and emphasized the
nurnber of fields in which the latter had shown itself

fruitful in works of fundamental importance. Senator
had always been especially popular as a teacher. The
number of his students had never been equaled by any
Berlin professor. The speaker expected in the future
that many more scientific achievements would follow the
inexhaustible activity of Senator. With a voice tremulous
with emotion Senator himself outlined a retrospect of the
development of scientific medicine during the second half
of the last century, in the course of which he emphasized
especially the great deeds of other renowned physicians,
as Garrod, Charcot, and Koch; so that the speaker in his
modesty understood how to divert all progress to the
credit of others.

Olshausen in his last address drew a comparison before
a numerous audience between the present state of medi-
cine and that of fifty-eight years before, when he began
his studies. He sketched the early days of gynecology,
especially at the time when the first laparotomy was per-
formed. After addresses by his successor, Bumm, and
an assistant, Olshausen thanked all in moving words.

NEURALGIA FOLLOWING THE USE OF SOLID
CARBON DIOXIDE.

To THE Editor of The Medical Record:

Sir ;—Though much has been written about solid

carbon dioxide, no reference has been made as to its ac-
tion upon the nervous system. We find that its mode of
preparation, its mode of application, and its uses have been
described. At Lebanon Hospital (service of Dr. Gottheil)
we have repeatedly used the CO, for lupus erythematosus,
nsvi, epitheliomata, etc., and mostly with excellent re-

sults ; but in two cases treated there, and also in one treat-

ed in private, it was noticed that when the CO2 was ap-
plied it caused a distinct neuralgia. In one case (Mr. M.
B.) where the carbon dio-xide was applied to a lupus of
the cheek, a neuralgia lasting about 12 hours was pro-
duced. This gradually wore off, and reappeared, but less

severe, after the second application. This later attack
lasted about two hours ; but it did not recur at the third

and subsequent applications. In another case (Mrs. M. R.)
the CO, being used on a lupus of the upper lip, there ap-
peared a neuralgia affecting the whole upper jaw and ex-
tending into the ear : but this lasted only a few minutes.
In this patient each and every application was followed
by a similar attack of short duration (from 5-10 minutes).
In a third (private) case, nsvus of the lower lip, where
the CO, was applied to the mucosa, a sharp neuralgia last-

ing about 10 minutes occurred. .\s no second application

was necessary in this case, we do not know whether the

phenomenon would have recurred. These cases are in-

teresting as they are the only ones we have encountered in

the many we have seen in which neuralgia followed the

use of the solid carbon dioxide.

Benj. F. Ochs, M.D.
1980 Seventh Avexue^ New York.

Nciv I'or/c Medical Journal, September 3, 1910.

The Treatment of Epilepsy with Hypodermic Injec-

tions of Rattlesnake Venom (Crotalin).—Ralph H.
Spangler presents a preliminary report of 11 cases of

epilepsy injected with this solution, made up of crotalus

venom, Yz grain ;
glycerin. 50 minims ; distilled water, 200

minims. Five minims of the solution contains i/ioo grain

of the venom. He usually starts with 1/200 grain and
gradually increases the dose, the largest dose being i/lJ

grain. From his observations of these cases the following

conclusions are drawn: (l) The number of cases have

been too few, and the time they have been under treat-

ment and observation too limited to arrive at positive con-

clusions. (2) In each case, how-ever, the attacks have

been modified as to severity and the intervals between the

attacks lengthened. In one patient who had been subject

to convulsions for six months there has been no recur-

rence since crotalin injections w'ere begun. (3) The local

reaction varies with individual susceptibility, and as a

rule the oftener the injections are given the less marked
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the local reaction. (4) There has been no depressing effect

noticed on any of the vital functions of the system, but in

all cases a feeling of well-being is described. (5) The
physiological action of the venom on the nervous system
needs further study and investigation.

Ichthyol.—Robert H. M. Dawbarn relates an instance
in uiiich mercurial ointment containing 25 per cent,

ichthyol as a diluent was applied over an orchitis and acted
as a violent irritant. After discussing the case with derma-
tologists and reading the literature on the subject it oc-
curred to Dr. Dawbarn that ichthyol, being the fossilized

remains of great masses of tish. it was quite possible that
in prehistoric times, as well as at the present time, there
would be among so many fish some of a poisonous nature.
The writer could see no reason to assume, that such animal
poison necessarily would die out into innocence. Indeed,
it might become even more virulent in time. Ptomains
and to.xins which are volative do not escape readily from
within the earth and disappear as one might perhaps
expect.

A Few Facts Concerning the Causes of Failures In
Adenoidectomies.—J. Vernon White refers to the dif-

ferences in construction of the nasopharynx in adults and
in children ; in children the measurements are all lessened
and the vertical diameter is relatively shorter than in

adults. He believes that a disregard of these differences

of construction is a common cause of failure to relieve

patients after adenoid operations. Peculiarities in the

shape of the space on either side of the rostrum of the

sphenoid bone and the location of the fossa of Rosen-
muller and its relation to the Eustachian tube should be
carefully noted and the operator should make sure that

no vegetations are present in these localities, or if present,

that they are thoroughly removed. This should be done by
means of the finger, as there is danger of too much bruis-

ing or tearing of the tissues with the instruments ordi-

narily used. The condition known as Thornwald's dis-

ease should be looked .for and treated if it is found to

exist. With these precautions many of the failures

hitherto so common will be a thing of the past.

Alcoholic Amnesia, with a Clinical Report of a Case.

—

N. S. Yawger says that among the various forms of mental
disturbance is diminution or loss of memory. This may
result from different causes, an important group being

due to intoxications, and the particular intoxicant con-
cerned in the case he reports is alcohol. This was a very

grave cafe of complete alcoholic amnesia, and he feels

reasonably sure that the psychic treatment which the man
received almost daily for several weeks shortened very
materially his illness, and perhaps saved him from perma-
nent mental disability.

The Journal of the American Medical Association,

September 3, 1910.

Blood-Pressure Apparatus.—C. F. Hoover criticises

the dependence placed on blood-pressure determinations by
laboratory apparatus in clinical work. Since the sphyg-
momanometer has been devised, there seems to be a gen-

eral concession by clinicians that endovascular blood-

pressure can only be measured by instrumental means and
that finger palpation is misleading. He admits the diffi-

culty of determining the pressure by the radial or brachial

artery. The only artery which really serves for this pur-

pose is the femoral, which gives practically the lateral pres-

sure on the abdominal aorta and lies on the pubis under the

mastery of the finger. It has lately, however, been apparent

that either high endovascular pressure does not tax the

heart so severely as we formerly believed, or that measure-

ments have been misleading. He illustrates his view- by

reports of cases and experiments showing how fallacious

or inefficient instrumental work in this hue may possibly

be. During the past four years it has been his practice to

estimate the arterial pressure by palpating the femoral

artery, and afterward to use the blood-pressure apparatus.

.\ little practice will enable one to estimate the blood-pres-

sure very accurately. In pressure between 150 mm. Hg.

and 250 mm. Hg. he finds that there is rarely a disparity

of more than 20 mm. between the digital and iTistrumental

estimates, and as a ride the disparity is within 10 mm.
He does not wish, he says, to discourage the use of a

blood-pressure apparatus; it is a very valuable instru-

ment, but its chief value consists in teaching us how
to palpate the arterial pulse. No instrument can take

the place of the finger, nor can any instrument teach as

much about the pulse as can be learned by palpation.

Typhoid Fever Problems.—W^ F. Dutton criticises

the United States Government for its ineffective work m
regard to the prevention of typhoid, as compared with that

against some other diseases. It has been a comparatively

recent thing for States and nuinicipalities to take up this

subject, and it has been especially neglected in the rural

districts. In northern Canada, during 1909, typhoid ap-

peared to be generally epidemic, especially in the mining
regions. The only preventixe measures used are the occa-

sional disinfection of stools and urine with chloride of lime

or bichloride of mercury, and the boiling of drinking water.

Contaminated springs and wells are not condemned, but are

cleaned out, sprinkled with lime or salt, and used again.

Dutton has personal knowledge of wells that have been the

source of typhoid for years, but any reference to them
as a means of infection is received with apathy by the

consumers of the water. Present day problems
concern first the individual ; second, the community,
and third, the State. The individual in health

may be the means of carrying and distributing ty-

phoid germs, and Dutton believes that through errors of
diet tlie colon, paratyphoid, or typhoid bacilli may generate
typhoid. The individual must be educated to know the

perils and avoid them. The prolilem of the community is

a little more difficult. There may be many sources of

infection and the situation may be complicated by restricted

powers of control. A commendable procedure, however,
is the isolation of bacillus carriers until microbes are no
longer found in them, especially when they are persons
employed as teachers, nurses, cooks, or employees in

bakeries, dairies, rest lurants, etc. Hospitals especially

should regulate their subordinate staff and physicians

should keep a record of all typhoid cases and systematize

the record of carriers of the bacillus. The prevailing idea

that healthy persons cannot be brought under control like

other carriers needs serious consideration. The State is

the great supervisor of medicine and public health, and
Dutton mentions especially the work done in Pennsylvania
in this regard. The water supply in small towns and rural

districts presents a more difficult problem than that in

larger cities, and he illustrates the sanitary methods that

should be used in such communities. Municipal sanitation

has taken a forward step in the disposal of garbage. The
present method of constructing cesspools and vaults is

faulty and needs strict regulation. The insect problem is

also one to be considered. Vaccination against typhoid

is in its infancy, but Dutton believes that it has a future

and will become effective and valuable. He holds that the

State should be the supervisor of all water supplies for

cooking and drinking purposes. It should specify the

sources and how they are to be protected and otherwise
prevent all violations of hygienic or sanitary rules.

Subnormal Temperature in Infancy.—H. W. Cheney
asks if we have not as physicians been too prone to disre-

gard subnormal temperature and consider fever alone as of

clinical importance. He points out that the condition of

low temperature is usually a serious one, especially in

infants and the specially recorded cases were generally

fatal. The conditions of regulation of body temperature
are far from perfect in infants, and slight causes produce
greater disturbances than in adults. Insufficient heat pro-

duction may be due in young children to starvation or

stenosis, infantile atrophy or athrepsia, to prematurity and
inanition, and these are far more likely to affect young
infants than such other causes as diarrheas or disturbed

central heat regulation or drugs, anemia, diabetes, etc.,

which affect adults. It is needless to emphasize the fact

that great care must be used in taking and recording tem-
perature in infants. The rectal temperature is undoubtedly
the most reliable and this was used in the case reported.

The child was a babe 3 months old when first observa-
tions were made. For nearly 5 months the temperature
was more or less subnormal, one day going as low as 89°

F. and frequently reaching 92° and 93°. It was the excep-
tion for it to go up to 98° F., and only once did it go above
it. Small amounts of whiskey reduced the temperature

;

hot water bags and hot water baths did not elevate it. The
child's father was an alcoholic. When it left the hospital it

was slowly gaining in weight, but the temperature was still

subnormal. The author thinks that this would fall under
the head of subnormal temperature, due to insufficient heat
production. The child was not active and resembled a
premature infant. It lacked the life and vigor of a normal
child. There is no doubt, he says, that the condition of
inanition had much to do with the low temperature. Its

weight varied from 45^ pounds on admission to 5J4 on
discharge, though the age at the latter was y'/l months.
Cheney suggests the question whether there is anything in

this condition analogous to the so-called hibernation of

animals, but the subnormal temperature and inactivity are
the only points of resemblance. There was no lowered
respiration or heart beat in this case and food was taken
regularly.
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Vocal Cords in Goiter.—J. Matthews reports observa-
tions on the vocal cords in icoo cases of goiter examined
during the past 2 years. About 95 per cent, of the patients

were operated on, and were e.xainined before and reexam-
ined after operation. After describing the motor nerve

supply of the larynx and the liability to pressure from
goiter, he summarizes his findings. There were 17 cases

of paresis of both cords, 93 of the right cord and 162 of

the left in the total of 289 partial or complete paralyses

in 272 individuals of the 1000. Total paralysis of the

right cord occurred 18 times; of the left, 30 times. Partial

or complete abduction paralysis of the right occurred 50
times; of the left, 83 times. Partial loss of both motions
of the right occurred 38 times; of the left 62 times. Bi-

lateral tensor paralysis occurred in 4 cases. The paralyses

were more frequent with enlargement of the right

or left lobes. That of the median lobe alone

was seldom accompanied by affection of the cords.

The average frequency of symptoms of pressure
on the nerves was directly proportional to the size

of the lobes, but there were exceptions. Paralysis

occurred sometimes when the lobe was not palpable, and
in some cases with tremendous enlargement there was no
affection of the cord. In 100 consecutive cases of non-
goiterous patients there were 4 cases of paralysis. The
position of the lobes was important. In goiters of the same
size the cords were affected more frequently in cases with
lobes located near the clavicle, especially if the goiter

was wholly or in part intrathoracic. Firmness was likewise

important, small, hard lobes being more likely to cause
paralysis than large, soft ones. Long duration of goiter
seems to increase the liability, both from its greater size

and the long-continued pressure. Men are about three
times as liable as women to paralysis from goiter of the
same type. Exophthalmic goiter does not differ materially
from other types in its effect on the cords except in

extreme cases in which the general wasting of muscular
tissues aggravates the condition. The age of the patient
has no demonstrable relation to pressure on the recurrent
laryngeal nerve e.xcept so far as goiters of large size and
long duration occur in older individuals. No cases of
recovery from total paralysis after operation are recorded,
but in cases of short duration or when edema is a factor,

there may be recovery. The importance of careful laryngo-
scopic examination is emphasized. It is essential to the
prognosis of postoperative lesions, and might show the
possibility of repairing damage by nerve suturing.

Stammering.—G. Hudson Makuen classifies stam-
merers as follows : First, those nervous children with any
speech abnormalities ; second, the beginning stammerers
with hesitancy of speech : third, the complete stammerers,
who know their defect. There are. therefore, three stages:
the prodromal, the acute, and the chronic. For the first,

the time to cure stammering is before it begins. Stam-
mering is an acquired defect of an acquired faculty, and
we should not let a stammerer hear others stammer when
learning to talk. Ideation and oral expression are new
to the child, and they do not acquire their normal automatic
action, if ill guided. The treatment should liegui at the
kindergarten age, and the ideal place should be in a special
hospital school away from relatives who, unfortunately,
often lead the patient into the very fault they are trying
to avoid. The treatment of the second stage, that of hesi-
tation and frequent repetition of sound, is similar to that of
the first with some additional measures. It is cruel to
send such a child to school, and, as a rule, he should be
kept in an atmosphere of good speech and drilled in all the
elements of speech, together with respiratory, phonatory.
and articulatory exercises. Ilis defect should not be men-
tioned to him. In the fully developed defect the patient
is apt to be discouraged as to his relief or to look to
quacks. If he has weak will power he must be shown how
to strengthen it. If he lacks attention and concentration
or has grown morbidly introspective and self-conscious he
must be shown how to get out of these conditions. He
must learn self-control before he can control his speech.
As regards specific methods, mental culture, voice culture,
and soeech culture must form the basis of every rational
treatment. The patient must learn the exact musculature
of speech. One difficulty is that he tries to use the articula-
tory mechanism alone, apparently ignorant of the fact thai
the vocal mechanism should be used. In singing he uses the
latter, and therefore rarely stammers. It is a good prac-
tice, Makuen says, to drill in phonetic reading and what
Dr. Bell calls syllabification. The individual must be taught
to regard the organs of speech as an instrument on wduch
he must play as he w-ould play on a piano, and he must
have the same facility that the pianist has with his fingers.
Finally, as has been said, there are those who stammer

and those who are stammerers, meaning, Makuen supposes,
that we all stainnier to some extent. But the stammerers
are those who are conscious of their difficulties. A stam-
merer must learn that he can be cured. There is a field

here for psychical treatment. Simple elocutionary meas-
ures may cure some, but there are some people so
organized that it is very difficult for them to overcome the
defect.

British Medical Journal, Anijust 2y, 1910.

Remarks on Some Points in the Treatment of Gastric
Ulcer.—Charles Bolton points out that the series of
cases of gastric ulcer treated by different methods that
are constantly being published for the purpose of demon-
strating that some particular method of treatment is the
best are of little value because they fail to take into
account the subsequent condition of the patient with regard
to relapses of the symptoms. The diagnosis of gastric
ulcer presents great difficulties and acute and chronic ulcei

are usually not distinctly separated by the observer. Abso-
lute freedom from symptoms during the intervals is in

favor of acute ulcer, and the presence of some form of
indigestion is in favor of chronic ulcer. Even though
absolutely free intervals occur in chronic ulcer, it will bf

found that the patient is unable to eat a full diet. In
regard to the treatment of acute ulcer, the writer agrees
that perforating ulcer should be handed over to the
surgeon at the very earliest possible moment. In case
of hemorrhage the patient should be kept at absolute rest

in bed, and morphine should be administered suD-
cutaneously. After twelve hours has elapsed rectal feeding
may be commenced, consisting of peptonized milk and
glucose every six hours, the rectum being washed out each
morning. \Vhen the bleeding has stopped for three days
feeding by the mouth may be started and a simple enema
given every other day, .At the end of a week saline

aperients are begun. The author does not employ rectal

feeding in gastric ulcer under any other conditions. The
patient is allowed to drink lime water frequently by tea-

spoonfuls. The really difficult point to settle is into what
degree of danger should the patient be allowed to enter
before the surgeon is called in. If a patient vomits two or
three pints of blood and after an interval the clot breaks
down and a similar amount is vomited, the case should be
operated upon. In doubtful cases the most important
point to take as a guide is the amount of the initial loss

of blood. The most favorable diet is the milk and egg
diet of Lenharz. The patient should be on a more or less

full diet at the end of a month. The author has not found
bismuth of any particular value, but sometimes uses dilute

hydrocyanic acid. 5 minims in two teaspoonfuls of water
for vomiting. The treatment of chronic gastric ulcer
should be conducted on the same plan as that for acute
ulcer, but should cover a much longer period of time. It is

more necessary to give an alkaline fluid by the mouth in

chronic ulcer as a large number of cases have hyper-
acidity. Iron should not be given until after the first six

weeks. The icebag is used during hemorrhage, and hot
poultices for the relief of pain at other times. Probably
more than half the cases of true chronic ulcer should be
treated surgically, but a three months' medical treatment
should be tried first and prophylactic treatment should
be adopted in all patients who have recovered from gastric

ulcer.

Hepatic Abscess Following Acute Appendicitis.—
Leonard A. Bidwell states that the occurrence of hepatit

abscess after acute appendicitis is a very rare compli
cation, and has usually been discovered at post mortem
and that the abscesses were multiple, while in the two
cases which he reports both were discovered during life

and treated by operation. One of the cases was fatal,

and he had the opportunity of examining the liver a week
after opening the abscess and there was no evidence of
another liver abscess. In these two cases the interval

between the commencement of the disease and the detection

of the abscess was eight weeks and four and one-half
weeks, respectively. Both cases were apparently con-
valescent, with a normal temperature for the first fortnight

after the operation on the appendix. In one case the

abscess followed an operation for an appendi.x abscess,

which was opened about three weeks after the initial

attack and was thorou,ghly localized ; in the second case
the operation w-as performed for a perforated appendix
with localized peritonitis within forty-eight hours of the

onset of the disease. There is little doubt that the poison

is carried to the liver bv means of the portal vein, and
that the abscess results from pylephlebitis. It is difficult

during life to distinguish between hepatic and subphrenic
abscess. The writer describes his method of opening and
draining these abscesses and says that there is little
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danger of trouble with the pleura, but thero may be more
(lanycr of risk of infecting the subphrenic space; this oc-

curred in the first case and was responsible for the fatal

termination.

A Cause of Death After Operation for Appendicitis.—
Herbert 11. Brown calls attention to the too frequent

fatalities following operations for appendicitis, especially in

children and in cases of localized abscess where tlie great-

est care in operating has been exercised. Ke had lost iour

or five cases in this way in quick succession. In operating

he had packed the inflammatory swelling around the ap-

pendix with gauze to shut oh the peritoneal cavity ; as pus

escaped it was immediately mopped up with gauze. He
continued this sponging until the abscess cavity was clean

and dry. In studying these cases he had considered

Nature's methods, and found that there are three lines of

defense by which an organism defends itself against

bacilli. The first line is the lymph agglutination of mesen-
tery, intestines, etc., around the appendix, which prevents

infection of the peritoneal cavity; the second line of de-

fense is more important; it is the layer of lymph ccjvering

the surface of the intestine and omentum, and forming

the wall of the abscess cavity ; the third line is the blood

itself, which protects by the formation of antibodies in

the serum. In the cases to which the author refers the

second line of defense was removed by too vigorous

sponging and probably some infective material was rub-

bed into the surface of the unprotected abscess wall, caus-

ing an acute septicemia, and death resulted from invasi<m

of the blood by the bacteria. According to this theory, the

moral is obviously not to hurry to operate unless an

operation can be performed within the first twenty-four

hours. When a definite abscess has formed wait till .ifter

the first week, keeping the patient under close oliscrvation.

Be contented to drain the cavity or use gentle flushing

at the time of the operation. Above all things, if operating

early, simply evacuate the pus without touching the abscess

wall and leave the appendix to be dealt with later.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift, August 15, 1910.

Alcohol in the Causation of Hepatic Cirrhosis.

—

Klopstock states that in alcoholics the general resistance to

infectious diseases is lowered, as abuiulantly shown by the

incidence of pneumonia, er3-sipelas and .-\siatic cholera.

-Alcoholics are in the same manner exposed to infectious

gastroenteritides of more or less doubtful nature, which

cause a lowered resistance of the liver. The latter becomes
unable to fulfil its disintoxicating function and becomes
itself the seat of organic disease. Statistics show that in

the great majority of alcoholics cirrhosis does not develop,

and it is practically impossible to produce it experimentally.

When cirrhosis does occur we find it often associated with

enlarged spleen and a low- degree of peritonitis. Such
lesions cannot be set down as due to alcohol, although they

may coexist with alcoholism. The association of hepatic

cirrhosis, splenomegaly and chronic peritonitis argues a

peculiar cause which is quite independent of alcohol. The
abuse of the latter simply causes a sort of diathesis, through

which patients are rendered less resistant to infection. The
horse is subject to an endemic cirrhosis which may be

hypertrophic or atrophic; this is ascribed to overfee'ling

with hay, which contains various toxic substances. Cattle

in Nova Scotia have been attacked by an epidemic cir-

rhosis, associated with ascites and enlarged lymph nodes.

Cirrhosis may be produced at will in certain animals by

injection of any one of a great variety of microbes, some
of which are naturally nonpathogenic. It would api)ear

that any toxin, bacteriogenic or otherwise, may. when per-

sistently exhibited, produce hepatic cirrhosis in animals.

Pulsus Paradoxus and Compression of the Subclavian.

—Riebold states that pulsus paradoxus has been clinically

important since Kussmaul pronounced it pathognomonic of

chronic mediastinopericarditis. Since that period the jibe-

nomenon has been observed in connection with a great

variety of different conditions. A physiological type is

explained by negative pressure within the thorax, due to the

act of inspiration, which gives rise to a slight fall of

blood pressure. This type is demonstrable only by the

sphygmograph. The phenomenon is regarded as practically

the same for the two sides, although a difference appears

in forced breathing. In pathological pulsus paradoxus the

falling in blood pressure which constitutes the phenomenon
becomes apparent to the finger. The author wishes merely

to record that in his opinion certain cases (one of which

he reports) have a purely mechanical cause, to wit :
com-

pression of the subclavian artery between the clavicle and

first rib. It has long ago been shown that such com-

pression may occur in deep breathing. A pulsus paradoxus

due to such compression is revealed by elevating the shoul-

ders of the patient, which separates the clavicle from UK-

first rid. The author calls attention to the unwisdoni of

examining onlv the radial artery in pulsus paradoxus. The

carotid should' always be tested as well. When both vessels

give an inspiratory intermittence, which disappears on rais-

ing the shoulders, the pulse is no longer paradoxal, but its

cause is sufiiciently explained. It then becomes a com-

pression pulse.

The Fluoroscopic Screen as an Aid to the Removal

of Foreign Bodies from the Bronchi and Esophagus.

—

Freudenthal evidently regards several cases of such re-

moval as possessing world-wide interest^ since he has

recorded them in the Wochenschrift. The operators were

F Ruber, R. T. Morris, and the author, respectively, all of

New York. Two of the cases have been reported in medi-

cal journals of the United States. A third, undertaken

by Freudenthal himself, consisted of removal of a nickel

from the middle third of the esophagus (in the cases of

Huber and Morris, a tack and pin, respectively, had been

removed from a bronchus). Freudenthal's patient was but

a year old. The screen, held by an assistant, showed the

position of the coin, which was quickly extracted with

forceps. It is conceded that the coin was removable by the

old "blind" process, but the screen enabled the operator

to save time and avoid bungling; and in the ease of so

young a patient he could hardly have availed himself of

the esophagoscope.

Deutsche medizinischc Wochenschrift, August 18. lyio.

Causes of Bromine Retention and Chlorine Displace-

ment in the Blood Serum.—Frey, assistant to Prof.

Kionka, of Jena, explains this phenomenon briefly by

stating that these bodies— salts of chlorine and bromine—

-appear in the urine in the reciprocal relation in which they

exist in the blood. The urine makes no distinction in

their elimination. Hence, if there is poverty of chlorides,

as in a salt free diet, flooding w^ith bromides leads to a

strong accumulation of the latter, which acts more rapidly

than with a diet normal in salt. Conversely, when a patient

has become bromized, and the remedy is stopped, the exhibi-

tion of chlorides hastens bromine elimination. Ten per

ceni. of the quantity of combined halogen injected is elim-

inated bv the kidneys, so that if a single ordinary dose

of sodium bromide is ingested much more chloride will be

eliminated.

Syringomyelia in Mother and Daughter.—Goldbladt
finds this coincidence of interest both as a contribution to

recorded cases and as throwing some possible light on the

disease. The cases themselves are interesting, because

right-sided exophthalmus. a very rare symptom, was pres-

ent in the daughter {but one prior observation is on rec-

ord). Enophthalmus is fairly common. The exopbtha'mus

was transitorv. recurrent and doubtless connected with

some fault of innervation in the sympathetic of reflex

origin, .\bout seven instances of familial syringomyelia

were all that could be found in literature, the author's cases

making eight. While the author believes that some neces-

sary connection underlies the syringomyelia and exoph-

thalmus, he goes no further than the intimation that the

pathology of the sympathetic needs revision. Clinical and

experimental findings do not agree. If we assume that" the

svringomyelia irritated the cord centers with which the

sympathetic is connected, the symptoms should have been

d'ifi'erent. There should have been certain pupillary symp-

toms. On the other hand, atrophy of the facial muscles of

the right side seemed to point to a paretic condition of the

sympathetic.

Case of Purely Sensory Polyneuritis Alcoholica.—
Pelz describes the case at length and sums it up as foUow'S

:

A man w^ho had been a heavy drinker for several years,

and who before this history had suffered from arsenical

polyneuritis, began to complain of severe pains in the

hands and feet, with paresthesia and anesthesia. Occa-

sionally he complained of the girdle feeling. There were

no paralytic phenomena. He had the general symptoms
of chronic alcoholism. There was loss of electric excitabil-

ity and of the patellar and Achilles reflexes. The symp-
toms pointed to alcoholic polyneuritis or tabes dorsalis.

The latter was gradually eliminated, chiefly because of the

intact sphincters, but also by reason of other differences.

Lumbar puncture gave a negative result. Ataxia was
wholly absent, but its appearance might have been delayed.

The case certainly could not be reckoned as one of so-

called "false tabes." sometimes seen with toxic polyneu-

ritis of any sort. This clinical type exhibits both ataxia

and paralyses. The author is forced to regard his case as

one of purely sensory alcoholic polyneuritis, one of the

rarest of affections.
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A Manual of Midwifery; for Students and Practitioners.

By Henry Jellett, B.A., M.D. (Dub. Univ.), F.R.C.P.I.,

L.M. ; King's Professor of Midwifery in the School of
Physic. Trinity College, Dublin ; Gynecologist to Sir

Patrick Dun's Hospital ; President of Obstetrical Sectfon
of the Royal Academy of Medicine in Ireland; late

Gynecologist and Obstetric Physician to Dr. Stevens'

Hospital. Dublin ; e.\-.\ssistant Master, Rotunda Hos-
pital ; late Extern. E.xaniiner in Midwifery, Royal Uni-
versity of Ireland ; late Censor and Examiner in Mid-
wifery, Royal College of Physicians, Ireland ; late Uni-
versity Examiner in Midwifery and Gynecolog>', Dublin
University ; late Vice-President of the British Gyneco-
logical Society. \\'ith the assistance in special subjects

of: \V. R. D.\wsox, .M.D., F.R.C.P.I., Medical Superm-
tendent Farnham House, Dublin ; University Examiner
in Forensic Medicine, Dublin Universitv. H. C. Drury,
M.D., F.R.C.P.I., Physician to Sir Patrick Dun's Hospital,
and formerly Physician to Cork Street Fever Hospital,
Dublin. T. G. Moorhead, M.D., F.R.C.P.I., Physician
to the Royal City of Dublin Hospital ; late Chief Dem-
onstrator in Anatomy, School of Physic, Trinity College,
Dublin. R. J. Rowlette, M.D„ Pathologist to the Ro-
tunda Hospital and to Dr. Stevens' Hospital, Dublin

;

Lecturer on Pathology, Queen's College, Galway. Second
Edition. With 17 plates and S57 illustrations in the text.

New York : William Wood & Co., 1910.

In the second edition of this book the original text has
been revised and brought in line with the recent advances
in obstetrics. A number of new drawings have been in-

troduced, and additional chapters added dealing with
"Scopolamine-Morphine .Anesthesia During Labor," "Pubi- -

otomy," and "Vaginal Cesarean Section." In a chapter
entitled "The Autointoxications of Pregnancy" are grouped
acute yellow atrophy, hyperemesis gravidarum, and eclamp-
sia. The book has been divided into ten parts, each sec-

tion containing anywhere from two to ten chapters. In
the first two parts are found chapters dealing with obstet-
rical anatomy, asepsis, antisepsis, diagnosis, and the ob-
stetrical armamentarium. The remaining sections consider
the physiology of pregnancy, of labor, and of the puer-
perium, the pathology of pregnancy, labor, and of the
puerperium ; obstetrical operations and the infant. In
dealing with the pathological conditions incident to preg-
nancy the author gives in full various methods of treatment
and states his preference.
The book is lucid in its description and concise and defi-

nite in its statements, making it extremely valuable for
ready reference.

The Practical Medicine Series. Under the General Edi-
torial Charge of Gustavus P. Head, M.D., Professor
of Laryngology and Rhinology, Chicago Post-Graduate
Medical School, and Charles L. Mix, A.M.. M.D.. Pro-
fessor of Physical Diagnosis in the Northwestern Uni-
versity Medical Scliool. Vol. I, General Medicine.
Edited by Frank Billings, M.S., M.D., Head of the
Medical Department and Dean of the Faculty of Rush
Medical College, Chicago, and J. H. Salisbury, .\.M.,
M.D., Professor of Medicine, Chicago Clinical School.
Vol. II. General Surgery, Edited bv John B. Murphy,
.A.M., M.D., LL.D., Professor of Surgery in the North-
western University, Attending Surgeon and Chief of
Staff of Mercy Hospital, Wesley Hospital, St. Joseph's
Hospital, and Columbus Hospital ; Consulting Surgeon
to Cook County Hospital and Alexian Brothers' Hospital,
Chicago, 111. Vol. III. The Eye, Ear, Nose, and
Throat, Edited by Casey A. Wood, CM., M.D., D.C.L.

;

Albert H. Andrews, M.D., and Gustavus P. Head, M.D,
Chicago : The Year Book Publishers. 1910.

We welcome the first three volumes of the 1910 edition of
the "Practical Medicine Series." The series is an abstract
of the literature of the past year, and through its use one
may be able to keep up with the advances in the various
fields of medical activity.

Volume I deals with the progress in general medicine.
It covers diseases of the respiratory organs, of the circu-
latory and blood-making organs, of the blood and blood
vessels, infectious diseases, diseases of the ductless glands,
metabolic diseases, and diseases of the kidneys.
Volume II treats of the advances in general surgery. In

the part devoted to anesthesia and analgesia the advan-
tages and disadvantages of scopolamine and morphine have
been discussed at some length. There are also articles
on venous, arterial and spinal anesthesia, including Jon-
nesco's method. Under "Operative Technic" are two verv

interesting articles : One by Roswell Park, entitled "The
Next Twenty-five Years in Surgery," and "Some Foreign
Notes," by R. L. Dickinson.
Volume III is devoted to the diseases of the eye, the ear,

and the nose and throat. The contents of the book are
about equally divided among the three specialties. Treat-
ment, improved methods of diagnosis, and the advances in

operative technique are discussed, and new instruments are
described.

The Metaphysics of the Nature and in the Conception
OF THE Soul: Its Habitat? By Joseph Cle.ments, M.D.,
Member of the American .'\ssociation for the Advance-
ment of Science. Boston : The Roxburgh Publishing
Co. (Inc.).

In this little book the author gives his ideas of the origin,

nature, and the location of the soul. He argues that the
soul is independent of the physical, except in so far as the
physical is used to express the characteristics of the soul.

The author claims that the origin of the soul is in the
human infant, and that heredity and environment play the
most important part in the soul's development. To quote
from the book : "The dawning soul is a plastic thing, and
the mother-role and power in the immediately after-birth
time is of marvelous effectiveness in psychic manipulation."

The Religio-Medical Masquerade. A Complete Exposure
of Christian Science. By Frederick W. Peabody, LL.B.,
of the Boston Bar. The Hancock Press, Boston.

During the past ten years the author of this little book has
devoted a large portion of his time to an investigation of
the subject of Christian Science, and especially of the life

history of its founder, Mrs. Eddy. -Xs the attorney in

nearly every lawsuit which has been brought against the
sect or its leaders during the past decade it has been his

duty to attempt to learn the truth as to the new religion,

and as a result of careful reading of every word of Mrs.
Eddy's writings, and of large numbers of personal letters,

as well as of many hours spent in detective work as to her
past life, Mr. Peabody may well be considered to know
more about the inner workings of Christian Science than
any other living person, except the founder of the religion

and the small coterie by whom she is now surrounded in

her prison house in Boston. In the present book Mr. Pea-
body has published the results of his years of investiga-

tion. He has not minced words. He has shown up the
inconsistencies between Mrs. Eddy's own disreputable past
and her comparing herself to the Christ. He has shown how
her inspiration from God was a plagiarism from Quimby,
and he has shown the purpose of it all—the collection of
the shekels of the faithful. He furthermore dwells upon
the modern version of the Salem witchcraft—malicious ani-

mal magnetism. Mr. Peabody is not afraid to say what he
thinks. He courts libel suits. In his first e.xpose, written
nearly ten years ago, he asked that he be sued, and the re-

quest is repeated in the present book. The book is vitu-

perative in char,icter ; immeasurable greed, sham religion,

and foulest fraud are terms in frequent use. The purpose
of the book is to show how thousands have been duped
by "the greatest get-rich-quick concern ever conceived."
The book makes decidedly interesting reading. It is to be
hoped that some follower of Mrs. Eddy will take up the
gauntlet and sue the author for libel. It would be inter-

esting to see him present his proofs.

Spa Treatment. Selection of Patients and the Choice of
A Suitable Spa. By Neville Wood, M.D., M.R.C.P. 'lUe
terrarum mihi prccter omncs angnlus ridct." London:
Adlard and Son, 1910.

In this small book the author discusses the class of pa-
tients suitable for spa treatment, and the choice and cli-

matic value of the different spas. He also considers the
air, exercise and diet, the thermal influences, the value of
mineral waters, and the aims and limitation of spa treat-

ment.

Grundriss und Atlas der speziellen Chirurgie: von
Prof. Dr. Georg Sultan, ii Teil mit 40 farbigen Tafeln
und 261 zum Teil zwei—bis dreifarbigen .Abbildungen
nach Originalen von Maler Schmitson, Berlin. Miinchen

:

J. H. Lehmann's Verlag. 1910.

This book, like others of its class, depends for it.'^ value
almost entirely upon the number and quality of its illus-

trations. Outside of these it contains little new or original,

but it may be said of many of them that they contain more
information than could possibly be put into text. The
colored plates are very beautiful and are wonderfully
well done. The others also are praiseworthy. The work
forms the 37th volume of Lehmann's so-called hand-at-
lases.
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AMERICAX ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATION.

Annuiil Meeting Held in Washington, May 3-5. 1910.

Our Relations with the Cummunity, Especially with

Medical Men.—Dr. Augustus Thorndike of Boston

in his presidential address made a plea for orthopedic

surgeons to take greater interest in the work of other

members of the medical profession, and to try by every

means in their power to interest other physicians in the

work of the orthopedic surgeon.

Pott's Disease; Causes of Paraplegia and Their Bear-

ing Upon Treatment.—Drs. Charles F. Painter and

George C. Moore presented this paper, which began with

a discussion of the various causes for the paralysis oc-

curring in the course of Pott's disease, both in theory and

as the result of actual observation. A study was made

of the clinical phenomena, and of the behavior of the

cases with and without treatment : also of museum speci-

mens and of pathological material. A consideration of

the rationale of the treatment, conservative and operation,

was then taken up, and the following conclusions reached

:

Scoliosis occurring in Pott's disease should be regarded

not as a regrettable incident in the course of the disease,

but as an evidence of the activity of a tuberculous process.

This fact should cause redoubled efforts on the part of

the physician to control the underlying disease. So long

as this exists, one should be cautious in giving a prognosis

as to the cure of the condition. In seeking to relieve

this condition, one should be guided by the character of the

symptoms, and be loath to permit operative interference

until further and more convincing evidence has been ob-

tained that surgery can play any part in the cure of these

conditions.

The Advantages of Braces Over Plaster Jackets in

Pott's Disease.—Dr. Hexrv O. Feiss reviewed the evi-

dence for and against plaster jackets, and found that they

had many disadvantages. As regards fixation, he thought

that a brace would do everything that a jacket could do. .\

brace can be readjusted to suit changes in size, and they

are lighter than the plaster jackets. The parts are acces-

sible, when braces are worn, so that the patient may be

bathed. The jacket can be removed by the mother almost

as easily as a brace, and the temptation to remove it is

greater. The mother should be thoroughly instructed how

to adjust the brace, which meets all the mechanical re-

quirements, and is lighter, cleaner, cooler, and more scien-

tific than the plaster jacket.

Support for the Spondylolytic Spine Obtained by

Healing in Steel Bars Attached to the Vertebrae.—Prof.

Fritz Lance, M. D., of Munich, said that the kind of

metal used was of much importance. In this minor oper-

ation, designed to immobilize four or more of the verte-

br», he used steel wires, 5 mm. thick and 10 mm. long,

which had been carefully plated with tin. The oper-

ation is applicable only in the early stages of the disease,

before the appearance of deformity or when the deform-

ity is slight. The wires employed have tin knobs at their

upper and lower ends, and a thread is tied under the

knobs, to prevent sinking. Provision is also made to

fasten the apparatus to the spine. He believed that his

new operation would give the best chance for spondylitis

to be healed quickly and without great pain.

Dr. Newton M. Shaffer said that if in Pott's disease

the trauma of respiration could be eliminated in the dorsal

region, a long step in the right direction would have been

taken; but that Pott's disease below the respiratory region

required very little support. If the patient were studied

before the support was applied it would be found that he

made an effort to limit respiration in the affected area.

Dr. S. .1. HuNKiN agreed with Dr. Feiss that in a

great majority of cases the steel braces could be applied

with more efficiency than could the plaster jackets, but

he did not think that a plaster jacket was heavier than a

steel brace, if properly made.

Dr. Charlton Wallace said that all orthopedic sur-

geons should aim to give the patient the benefit of what-

ever treatment was the best, no matter whose it was. The

treatment for Pott's disease should be selected according

to the stage of the disease. He thought that the main

object of the treatment, relief from the superincumbent

weight, could best be accomplished by putting the patient

to bed on a frame or some other reclining apparatus ; but.

as those who loved children hated to see them put to

bed for several years, it was important to secure some

proper method of ambulatory treatment. He thought it

was foolish to claim that the spine could be absolutely

immobilized, and considered the plaster jacket advan-

tageous in controlling spinal movement in the early stages

of the disease, after the patient had been taken from bed.

He said that these jackets can be made to weigh as little

as a pound to a pound and three-quarters. When the

patient had become convalescent, he thought that the brace

could be advantageously employed, but he did not be-

lieve that anyone could instill into the mothers a knowl-

edge of the principles of orthopedic surgery within the few

minutes allowed for consultation. He considered Prof.

Lange's method of treatment hazardous, although admir-

able in the hands of an expert. He himself would be

afraid to try it.

Dr. David Silver thought that the choice between jackets

and braces depended upon which the particular ortho-

pedist could handle best. He believed that the correction

of the deformity should be accomplished during the period

of recumbency, and not by means of the jackets or braces.

The orthopedist should attend to changing the braces him-

self, and not allow the parents to touch them.

Dr. Ansel G. Cook said that the orthopedist should re-

member that he has a human being to treat, who some-

times needs the bed and sometimes fresh air. There were

times when the jacket was better than the brace, and other

times when the brace was very much better than the

jacket.

Dr. H. .Augustus Wilson said that the removal of the

superincumbent weight was merely one of many means

to the end. If this weight interfered with the circulatory

activity it should be removed ; and if recumbency in bed

did not interfere with circulatory activity it was essential

for a certain period of time. He had seen many cases

cured without resort to apparatus, and considered the form

of apparatus of minor importance, the constitutional treat-

ment being of great importance. He believed it question-

able whether Prof. Lange's method of treatment would be

of much use to the ordinary orthopedic surgeon.

Dr. Robert S. Lovett thought that one should recognize

the fact that neither the jacket nor the brace is thoroughly

efficient mechanically for the removal of the superincum-

bent weight. Great as were the objections to the treat-

ment of Pott's disease by means of recumbency, he con-

sidered it the only efficient surgical treatment for tuber-

culosis of the spine. Comparing treatment by means of

braces and treatment by means of jackets was, in his

opinion, comparing two relatively inefficient methods.

Dr. Reginald H. Savre thought that in a rather larger

number of instances than Dr. Painter had appeared to

believe the superincumbent weight and a bending forward

of the spine constituted large factors in the production

of hemiplegia. He did not think that the use of the

recumbent position, unless supplemented with longitudinal

traction or hypere.xtension, would give adequate support.

He considered a plaster jacket without a jury mast as

often a very inefficient support. The mast should have a

chin support and e.xert pressure against the anterior part
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of the neck, to keep the upper part of the body well bent

backward. He considered the difficulty in keeping the

bones at rest insuperable. Dr. Lange's method, he said,

should not be undertaken by anyone who had not very

skilful technique. While he thought that it might be useful

in suitable cases, he did not believe that in badly kyphosed

cases the requisite amount of support could be obtained in

this way.

Dr. B. K. McKenzie said that if treatment by means of

recumbency must be given in a house, he was not sure

whether he would choose it in preference to efficient

mechanical support with a brace or jacket. The patient

should live out of doors, day and night, and when the

sun shone he should be directly exposed to its rays.

Dr. G. G. Davis said that for a number of years he had

felt that the main drawback of orthopedic surgery was

that the cases were too long under treatment. Inasmuch

as Dr. Lange had carefully tried this operative method.

Dr. Davis was of the opinion that a fair trial should be

given it. It should receive consideration as being one of

the measures in the direction of shortening the period of

treatment.

Dr. James K. Young considered that a field for tiie

operation of laminectomy existed in those cases in which

the paralysis had lasted for a \-ear or eighteen months,

there being no improvement in the symptoms, or symp-

toms of abscesses having been verified by means of the

.r-ray.

Dr. .\lbert H. Freiberg said that treatment by means

of recumbency was one of the very oldest methods used

in cases of Pott's disease. It had gone out of use for a

while, but was returning to favor. When patients with

tubercular joint disease were put to bed they at first made
a great improvement, but if the treatment by means of re-

cumbency were continued longer than three months the

patients began to retrograde. To prevent this retrogres-

sion the open-air treatment and the care of the patient's

regenerative processes must be added to the recumbent

treatment. Regarding Professor Lange's ingenious method
Dr. Freiberg said that if the application of the splints

were delayed too long they would be applied when the

spine was no longer able to respond by the production of

new bone tissue in the place of that destroyed by the

disease.

Dr. Emil S. Geist said tliat it had struck him that as

these incipient cases of Pott's disease are usually in chil-

dren, the future growth of the spine should be considered,

if Dr. Lange's steel bars were to remain attached to the

vertebrs.

Dr. Painter, closing the discussion, said that he con-

sidered sclerosis the keynote to the treatment of Pott's

disease by laminectomy. When the proliferation of con-
nective tissue took place within the pia, laminectomy
would do no good, although it would relieve a considerable
part of the pressure. When the granulating process had
produced changes outside the dura only, the paralysis

could be reheved when the scar tissue had sufficiently

shrunk. The paraplegic conditions that should not be
touched under two years could not, he said, be relieved

at the end of that time. The patients that got well did
so because the process was outside the dura.

Dr. Feiss, closing, said that he believed recumbency to
be the best treatment for Pott's disease, when it could be
carried out. He had not said that the principles of plaster
jackets were wrong, but that they could be carried out
more accuately and scientifically by means of braces. He
thought that it would be as difficult to teach the mother,
to put on the braces in the later stages of the disease as
in the earlier.

Dr. Lange, closing, said that the operation recommended
by him should be carried out as early as possible, the
object being to secure the healing of the process before

much destruction of tissue had occurred. He would not,

however, hesitate to employ his method in cases in which

the disease had progressed farther. In the case in which

the longest time had elapsed since the operation, two

years, he had not been able to observe by means of the

.tr-ray that the vertebra: in the part of the spine spanned

by the wires were smaller than those immediately abovc-

and below the point operated upon. Should he observe

any interference with the growth of the spine, he would

remove the steel wires after the disease had healed.

Treatment of Structural Scoliosis.—Dr. Walter
Truslow stated that in his opinion the greatly embarrass-

ing and often health depleting conditions of the severely

scoliotic patient should be vigorously attacked. He did

not consider either prolonged rest or vigorous gymnastic

treatment adequate to overcome structural changes. He
thought that there was considerable room for improve-

ment in methods of treating these cases, and that an

analysis of the deformity into its component elements,

with regard to the degree of each, ^•ould lead to a better

understanding of the cases in hand, and would point out

the method of correction to be used. Frequently changed

plaster-of-paris jackets with large windows were employed

because of their cheapness and the adaptability of the

material. He presented some advances in the technique,

and reported distinct improvement in some patients with

severe deformity.

Apparatus for the Treatment of Scoliosis During

Sleep.—Dr. Fritz Lange exhibited a brace that he had

devised for this purpose, thus preventing patients from

losing at night all the good that they had acquired in the

daytime.

Dr. Sayre said that patients that are badly deformed

could not be cured, but that a good deal could be done for

them. He considered that in a good many instances the

orthopedist did not apply the force in the right way.

He should exert a rotating force upon the vertebrae, in

order to turn them ; but he usually applied the force

laterally. He considered Dr. Lange right in saying that

to apply correction to the spine during -the day and leave

it to get crooked during the night was a very useless

procedure. Regarding the length of the apparatus. Dr.

_ Sayre said that if it stoped at the axilla it would leave

the upper part of the body very much unprotected. He
thought that enough stress had not been laid upon the

necessity for preventing patients from becoming scoliotic

by the use of traction to the head for a long time.

Dr. Freiberg exhibited an instrument for measuring the

degree of scoliosis. It combined in one instrument meas-

urements that had formerly required two, and was cheaper

for Americans to obtain than the imported instruments.

Dr. Truslow, closing the .discussion, said that he was

glad that Professor Lange had felt the necessity for the

fixation treatment. It seemed to him that the tendency

of the times was certainly toward fixation in the treat-

ment of this condition.

The Relation of Poliomyelitis to the Community with

Reference to Etiology and Prevention.—Dr. Robert W.
LovETT read an exhaustive paper on this subject, illus-

trated with charts containing statistics gathered from the

Massachusetts epidemic that occurred last year. The
following facts were mentioned: Outbreaks of infantile

paralysis have greatly increased in various parts of the

world within the last five years, in a' measure not to be

explained in any way by tke increased interest in the

disease. It is apparently more prevalent in warm than

in cold countries. From the northern part of the United

States more cases have been reported than from other

parts of the world. We do not know by what channel

the disease enters the body, nor how to prevent its spread.

Careful investigations have been made, including a house-

to-house canvass in infected districts, made by competent
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medical men, giving their whole time to the investigation.

The data given in the charts were merely submitted as

part of an unfinished investigation, and no conclusions

were drawn from them.

The Clinical Aspects of Poliomyelitis: Types; Com-
municability; Mortality.—Dr. L. Emmet Hoi.t said that

the disease varied greatly in its communicahility at differ-

ent times, and that these dififerences could not yet be

reconciled. It often demands strict quarantine. Healthy

persons may be carriers of infection, which may occur

at a considerable time after contact with active cases.

There is no evidence of the existence of any other medium
of contagion than contact with persons suffering with

the disease or those exposed to it. The author thought

that a new name for the disease should be sought, ami

suggested the term epidemic myelitis or epidemic mycN'-

encephalitis.

Experimental Epidemic Poliomyelitis and Its Re
lation to Human Beings.—Dr. Simon Flexner pre-

sented a report on the experimental study of poliomyelitis

in monkeys, giving facts relating to the spontaneous dis-

ease in man. Dr. Flexner considered the active agent to

belong to the class of filterable viruses ; that is, viruses of

ultramicroscopic size. There is no evidence of its being

pos.=ible to cultivate it outside the body. The expcrinteiit;!

disease is not only identical with the spontaneous in re-

spect to its clinical appearances, but also in respect to its

pathological lesions. The animal inoculated with the virus

may remain in good health for sixty days afterward, when
unmistakable symptoms of the disease appear. The chief

seat of the disease is in the nervous system, and the mem-
liraues of tile nose and throat become infected from prox-

imity to the membranes of the brain and cord. Dr.

Fle-xner thought it probable that the virus left the body

through the nasal excretions, and entered the bodies of

other persons through the same route. One attack con-

fers immunity in the monkey and the blood of immunized

animals will neutralize the virus. The blood of children

recovering from poliomyelitis also possesses this power.

The disease may be diagnosticated in the monkey by means

of the cerebrospinal fluid, some time before the appear-

ance of symptoms. It is a much more fatal disease in

monkeys than in human beings, but these animals are not

naturally subject to it, a certain amount of traumatism

being required in order to allow the virus to gain entrance.

Paralysis of the Neck and Diaphragm in Poliomyel-

itis.—Dr. Irving M. Snow said that neck paralysis in

C(.)mbination with loss of power in the extremities was

not unusual in poliomyelitis, but that isolated neck paralysis

was e-xtremely rare. Paralysis of the diaphragm was
scarcely mentioned in treatises upon poliomyelitis, except

in connection with the fatal type of Landry's paralysis.

The author, from his study of the literature existing upon

the subject, drew the following conclusions: (l) Cervical

poliomyelitis afifecting the origins of the phrenic and

spinal accessory nerves is rare, but in the two reported

cases recovery occurred. (2) Paralysis of the neck

muscles occurs occasionally in epidemic poliomyelitis and

severe Landry's paralysis. The prognosis is favorable as

to restoration of function : some improvement always

takes place. (3) a paralysis of the diaphragm is excep-

tionally seen in poliomyelitis : and although this is d;ui-

gerous, recovery is possible.

Pathology of Poliomyelitis.—Dr. Israel Str.mjss ^a'd

that the rapid disappearance of the extensive paralysis

iifton present, even in sporadic cases of poliomyelitis, was

probably due to a subsidence of the inflammatory odema

that had interfered with the conductivity of the nerve

fibers, a similar condition being found in the collateral

edema causing paraplegia in Pott's disease. Many of the

cells at any particular level of the cord would be cither

not at all or very slightly affected, and would probably

undergo a rapid restoration of function. Sporadic cases

rarely have symptoms referable to the meninges, probably

because the virus is not virulent enough to cause the final

infiltration of the fatal cases. The extent of the paralysis

gives no idea of the extent of the lesion. The bulbar

cases may have cord involvement, and yet no symptoms of

it. In every case in which the cord is affected there are

some inflammatory changes in the bulb, even though 110

symptoms are present. Dr. Strauss based this conclusion

upon the fact that even in those cases in which death is

tlue to respiratory failure an examination of the bulb

shows an increasingly intense inflammation extending up

into the basal ganglia, and yet causing no other symptoms

than paralysis of the motor nucleus of the nasal and

glossopharyngeal nerves. In the vast majority of cases

the physician is handicapped by his inability to recognize

the disease.

The Treatment of Poliomyelitis.—Dr. Fritz L.xnge

said that in the early stage of the disease one should try

to prevent the extension of the seat of the infection into

the spinal column, and that holding the affected organ

still was a most important requirement for speedy re-

covery. .After the acute stage had passed, a second task

devolved upon the orthopedist, to assist the restoration

of the paralyzed muscles and prevent the occurrence of

contractions. The nourishment of the affected muscles

by the blood could be favored by the application of stimu-

lation ; but Dr. Lange warned physicians against the use

of rough, hard massage, or of hard apparatus. He said

that most patients were content with the relief afforded

by the use of apparatus, and would not submit to opera-

tion, but that he had not seen undoubted success obtained

by operative treatment. Patients are often troubled by

stiffness of the foot in walking over irregular ground, and
he had therefore sought an operation that would retain

the movements of the foot to 90 degrees, and only restrain

the dangerous sinking of the foot beyond this point. In

performing this operation he had used artificial ligaments

of silk ; and he thought that the results would be good.

Transplantation of the tendons takes the place of arthro-

desis. He said that the chief advantages of his operation,

which he described in detail, were perfect asepsis and the

fact that, with careful after treatment, the patients were
able to walk without apparatus or danger of relapse, and
with normal function of the transplanted muscle. He
thought that the profession would soon learn to distin-

guish better between the indications for arthrodesis and
those for transplantation of tendons. The latter operation,

having already brought benefit to countless patients, might
be considered among the greatest advances in orthopedic
surgery.

Dr. Bernard Sachs said that although much more than
anterior poliomyelitis was present in this disease, as shown
by pathological conditions, he thought that it would be well
to retain this designation because it was so well known, and
because the lesion was so largely in the cord. He con-
sidered the time given to massage and electricity in the
treatment of this disease to be practically wasted. He
could not say that this method of treatment did harm,
but he had never seen any definite good done by it, and
he believed that more good would be done by the early
institution of orthopedic measures. He also trusted that
both the bloodless and the bloody surgery would be ap-
plied, and thought that the sooner this was done the bet-
ter would be the result. The so-called atypical forms of
this disease being so rare as compared with the typical,
he did not believe that one should allow one's conception
of the disease to be disturbed by the occasional occur-
rence of atypical cases.

Dr. H. WiNNETT Orr said that he had been endeavoring
to collect as much information as possible regarding the
epidemic of poliomyelitis that had recently occurred in
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Nebraska. He had reports of over six hundred cases,

concerning two-thirds of which he had been able to obtain

definite information. He had summarized this information"

in a little chart, which had been included in a pamphlet

giving a statistical table of cases treated in the Nebraska

State Orthopedic Hospital. He distributed copies of this

pamphlet among the members, without further comment.

Muscle-Group Isolation and Nerve-Anastomosis in

the Treatment of Paralyses of the Extremities.—Dr.

Natha.mel Allison and Dr. Sidney L. Schwab consid-

ered briefly the position now occupied in the treatment of

the paralysis of the extremities by peripheral nerve sur-

gery as compared with that of muscle and tendon trans-

ference, and laid stress upon the importance of tabulating

cases of paralysis of the extremities in terms of nerves,

rather than in terms of muscles or deformities. They

then gave a list of the types of paralysis that offered a

suitable field in which to employ nerve anastomosis and

muscle group isolation, and dwelt upon the value of a

combination of these two procedures. Cases of athetosis

and spasticity were treated by muscle group isolation only

;

flaccid paralyses, by muscle group isolation and nerve

anastomosis, and cases with complicated tic movements,

by induced paralysis. Illustrative cases of each of these

groups were cited.

Dr. Schwab said that alcohol injections in spastic cases

are not curative. All that the authors had attempted to do

by means of them was temporarily to throw out of action

the antagonistic muscles. Meanwhile, the opposing group

of muscles was exercised, so that by the time the original

nerve had regenerated the muscular force had been some-

what transferred to the opponent group. He also stated

that under this mode of treatment the patient could be

gotten out of bed within a few daysy, and there was mj

necessity for the use of a plaster cast. In the cases of

flaccid paralysis the condition was more hopeful of future

cure than by any other method. While cases of tic might

not have the same amount of orthopedic interest, these

cases could be attended to better than ever before by

surgical treatment. While the nerves were alcoholized and
there was complete anesthesia to touch and pain, no
trophic disturbances appeared.

Dr. McKenzie asked for some particulars regarding the

technique of the operation and the strength of the alcohol.

Dr. Davis said that alcohol injection of nerves was sim-

ilar in its effects to division of nerves, the nerves resu-

ming their functions in each case. If the nerves did not

resume their functions absolutely after the alcohol injec-

tions this method of treatment was an advance ; but Dr.
Davis did not think that a sufficient number of good re-

sults had yet been shown to demonstrate that regeneration

of the alcoholized nerves did not take place entirely, or
to what extent it failed to return. Regarding treatment
by nerve anastomosis, he said that a longer time must
elapse before its value could be determined.

Dr. Virgil P. Gibney said that if the authors could de-
stroy the action of these muscles for even a few months
the opposing muscles could be developed in the interval,

which could not be done when a plaster cast was worn.
The children's education could also be progressing. He
considered this method a wonderful advance in the thera-
peutics of spastic paralysis.

Dr. Walter G. Stern said that whatever operation
might be done the athetosis would return after a while.
Even if the arm were amputated below the shoulder the
shoulder would move.

Dr. Allison, closing, said that they had varied the
strength of the alcohol to a certain extent. It must be at
least 50 per cent., and they had used straight alcohol.
Some cases had a more lasting paralysis than others, and
Dr. Allison thought that the percentage of alcohol might
have something to do with this.

Further Observation on the Operative Treatment of

Paralytic Talipes of the Calcaneus Type.—Dr. Royal
Whitman described his operation, which he said was the

only one that is a direct remedy for the deformity, as well

as the disability. Although most effective in proportion

to the relative degree of deformity, it might be used with

advantage in early cases and in other types of deformity.

Removal of the astragalus was the key to the operation.

Dr. Gibney said that he had always been struck with

the utility of the limb after this operation. The patients

walked well, and it was seldom that after long intervals

they had to wear any apparatus at all.

Dr. Henry Ling Taylor did not know of any operation

that gave better results in a weak foot, in properly selected

cases.

Dr. E. H. Bradford said that in the hospital witli which

he was connected they had tried all methods for the cor-

rection of this condition. They had performed Dr. Whit-
man's operation in the best manner they coiiUl, though

perhaps not in a manner to meet with his approval.

Operative Treatment of Deltoid Paralysis.—Dr. E. H.
Bradford discussed the various methods of treatment of

deltoid paralysis, and enumerated the advantages of peri-

osteal insertion over muscle to muscle insertion. He then

considered the limitations of trapezium transference, and

concluded with the histories of six cases upon which he

had operated by his method.

Dr. Philip Hoffmann, opening the discussion, asked

what was Dr. Bradford's strong objection to arthrodesis,

stating that he had had a case of this kind in which some
forward and backward motion of the shoulder was re-

tained.

Dr. David Silver asked whether in the case that Dr.

Bradford had followed for ten years there was any de-

formity in the neck.

Dr. \\'hitiian said that he would not expect so much
as Dr. Bradford from this operation, although he had ob-

tained a great improvement in the function of the shoulder.

Dr. Bradford, closing, said that the advantage of his

operation was that free motion could be obtained, which
was not possible after arthrodesis. He was in favor of

preserving as much motion as possible in the joint. There
was no deformity of the neck evident in his case. The
reason that he expected so much was that in surgery one

expects the impossible.

The Indications for and the Uses of Vaccine Therapy
in Orthopedic Diseases.—Dr. Charles F. Painter, after

a careful discussion of the subject, concluded that there

was no well-established theoretical ground for the belief

that in gonorrheal and tuberculous joint infections vac-

cine could play a curative role. Very little progress had
been made as regards either the diagnosis or treatment of

chronic nontubercular infections. The complement bind-

ing reaction in the diagnosis of syphilitic bone and joint

infections had stood the test of practical experience very

well. There was reason for thinking that the future treat-

ment of these conditions would be much facilitated by
vaccine and serum therapy, although the results of this

were not yet even comparable to those obtained from the

use of Marmorek's serum in the treatment of tuberculous

arthritis. The efforts of the members of the association

should be directed to the perfection of methods of putting

into practice a test for which there seemed to be so much
theoretical and experimental justification; but statistics,

however favorable, would be undesirable, unless there was
indisputable ground for the claim that the results recorded

could be obtained under no other form of treatment.

Tuberculin in the Treatment of Tuberculous Joint
Disease.—Dr. John Ridlon gave the details of these

investigations, which were first by Wright's opsonic

method, and later by the so-called clinical method. His

conclusions were that tuberculin administered bv the clin-
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ical method in harmless doses was useless ; and thai in

larger doses it was dangerous.

Dr. GiBNEY said that he wished to present an optimistic

report on the subject. During the past winter his start

at the hospital had used streptococcus and staphylococcus

serum in tuberculous sinuses, but had not used tuber-

culin. In six of these cases the sinuses got perfectly well,

but he quite agreed with Dr.Ridlon that thee patients would
improve under almost any form of treatment at first.

Dr. Young said that very good results had been obtained

in Philadelphia in the treatment of sinuses with scrums

made from whatever germs were found present in the case.

He considered it important to use the autogenous method
and the opsonic index, and not to employ the clinical*

method.

Dr. Albert H. Freiberg said that tuberculin was merely

a means of calling forth in the body the production of an

increased amount of toxin, and not the toxin of the

tubercle bacilli. In order to cure tuberculosis by the

vaccine method, it would be necessary to use the toxin of

the tubercle bacillus. At the same time, he tliousbt tliat

tuberculin was not getting a fair test, because bovine, and

not human tuberculin, should be employed in cases of

joint tuberculosis. He considered Marmorek's serum very

efficient but it was hard to get and expensive.

Dr. Clarence L. Starr said that in Toronto no good

results had been obtained from the use of tuberculin in

joint or sinus cases. He considered the opsonic index

absolutely valueless, as in children it often varied from

autointoxication. He had used staphylococcus serum, and

occasionally streptococcus, in inixed infections, and had

obtained sufficiently good results to warrant a continuance

of the treatment. It did not seem to make any difference

in the result whether indifferent or autogenous vaccine

was employed. He was inclined to be skeptical regarding

the frequency of bovine tuberculosis in joint lesions, as he

thought that these cases differed materially from human
infections.

Dr. S. J. HuNKiN thought that the results obtained from

the use of vaccines in the treatment of bone tuberculosis

were purely dependent upon the temperament of the person

employing them.

Dr. Painter, closing, said that lie had purpo.sL-Iy re-

frained from saying anything about mixed infections, but

that he believed that the only satisfactory results had been

obtained in that sort of cases.

Further Observations on the Pathology of Joint

Tuberculosis, and Practical Deductions Therefrom.

—

Dr. Leonard W. Ely read this paper (see page 147).

Dr. Young said that the occurrence of two diseases,

syphilis and tuberculosis, in the same person was of in-

terest, because he had seen tuberculosis in individuals

tliat bad previously liad syphilis.

Dr. N. M. Shaffer wanted to know whether i he-

initial lesion was in the synovial membrane or in the bone

marrow.

Dr. Fred H. Albee thought that it was unnecessary to

remove all the infective material in the knee joint, in

order to obtain good results.

Dr. Wallace Blaxchard said that he had been sur-

prised at the number of cases of old resection of the hip

joint that had come to him with a history of having been

healed for two or three years. He very mucli questioned

whether excision of the hip joint modified the progress of

the disease, except temporarily. It more than quadrupled

the deformity.

Dr. Davis wished to know whether Dr. Ely would at

once resort to resection when he had made a diagnosis of

synovial tuberculosis in an adult. Dr. Davis understood

that the resection performed by Dr. Ely was merely an

arthrodesis in which the cartilage was removed to secure

immobility.

Dr. Ely, closing, said that Dr. Young had not under-

stood hiin aright. He had thought that the case was one

of syphilis, and then that it was osteomyelitis, but it

turned out to be tuberculosis. He stated that it was

equally common for the disease to start in the synovia

and in the marrow. When it started in one it might not

iuxiihe the other, but it usually did so before long. He
could not diagnose the synovial from the bony type,

though he could make a fairly good guess in regard to

this point. He thought that the synovial disease was

characterized by much less atrophy, milder symptoms, less

tendency to deformity, and a slower course. When he

had made a diagnosis of synovial tuberculosis, he would

recommend that the joint be put up in plaster for six

months, owing to the possibility of an erroneous diagnosis,

and would tell the patient that at the end of that time he

would probably have to resect the joint.

Osteochondritis Dissecans.—Drs. Albert H. Frei-

berg and Paul G. Woolley stated that Koenig had main-

tained the existence of osteochondritis as a distinct entity

and as the cause of joint mice, excepting those produced

by arthritis deformans. They reported a case in which

operation and pathological investigation furnished corrobo-

ration of Koenig's views, but in which certain new aspects

were added. The great interest in their case lay in the

fact that three varieties of joint changes were found going

on in one joint at the same time, apparently depending

in their reciprocal relation upon the vascular changes.

The authors did not think that the types of chronic deform-

ing joint affections could be looked upon as separate and

distinct diseases. They believed that the future would
disclose the etiological factors that determine the preva-

lence of this or that type in a given case.

Dr. Painter did not think that tlie .r-rays exhibited

were suggestive of the appearances in the ordinary cases

of chronic hypertrophic osteoarthritis, but said that they

might have been the result of the vascular changes that

were present at the same time.

Dr. Woolley said that he did not think that they had

proved anything by the small amount of work that they

had done, but he did believe that they had some basis for

supporting the work of Wollenberg. It was interesting

that in this one case they had found changes that appeared

like those described by other men in various forms of

atrophic and hypertrophic joint disease.

Dr. Freiberg said that he had not meant to convey the

impression that these appearances were like those usually

seen in radiograms of hypertrophic arthritis. The inter-

esting point was that they had a case in wliich free liodies

of one kind had formed and apparently were still form-
ing, and in which a second kind of free bodies had ap-

parently formed on other occasions. When they came to

examine the changed synovial membrane of these joints,

they found chronic changes in accordance with the changes
described by Wollenberg in cases that were typical of hy-

pertrophic arthritis. It seemed to the authors that these

two things must be brought into correlation, and that

some explanation of this character was to be found for

these cases in the osteochondritis dissecans of Koenig.
Syphilis of the Bones, and Its Bearing Upon Hj^jer-

trophy and Atrophy.—Dr. S. L. McCurdy stated that
syphilis was a factor in the majority of cases of bone
disease of all varieties. The growth of the bone and its

regeneration after destruction, as well as hypertrophies
and atrophies, were considered by the author, who sug-

gested a reclassification, with the causative factor as the

basis, rather than the pathological end. He stated that in

tuberculosis of the bones the bones are always atrophied,
while in syphilitic bone disease they are always hyper-
trophied and also eburnated, with exostoses. There is

always a spindle enlargement, and not only a hyperostosis,

but an endostosis. He thought that Charcot's disease was
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in many instances syphilitic, because it melted away under

constitutional treatment. Sabre tibia he considered to be

always syphilitic. The objects of operation in syphditic

bone disease are to liberate pus, to relieve pain, and to re-

move sequestra. One should excise, but never destroy tis-

sue. He approved of the use of iodide of potash, but not

of mercurial enunctions, and thought that mechanical

treatment should be employed just as in ordinary tubercu-

lar bone disease.

Dr. Leonard VV. Ely thought that syphilitic joint dis-

ease in cases of tuberculosis might exist, but that it was

comparatively rare. Neither did he consider the thera-

peutic test decisive. He also considered the statement

that the lesions of tuberculosis are always atrophic to be

an error.

Dr. McCuRDV had not expected that many would agree

with him, but thought that the statistics that he had com-

piled were sufficient to warrant him in continuing his plan

of treattment. When he had used iodide of potash he

had usually cut short tlie course of the disease.

Coxa Vara.—Dr. \V.\ll.\ce Bl.\,\'CH.\rd reported two

cases of sadly deforming coxa vara, giving the histories

and showing skiagrams. He thought that these cases

might help to clear up some questions of differential

diagnosis. He objected to the statement that coxa vara

is due to tuberculosis, as he had found rhachitic coxa vara

greatly in excess of all other types. This might, however,

have been due to his special line of work, the correction

of knock-knees. Treatment of the deformitj' during its

progress he considered very imsatisfactory ; but when the

disease has run its course osteotomy for the elevation of

the head of the femur and for the relief of the adduction

deformity gives good results.

Dr. Davis suggested that possibly Dr. Blanchard's first

case might have been analogous to cases of subluxation of

the wrist, in which the wrist becomes distorted, .especially

the lower end of the radius. This disease occurs in ado-

lescents and young adults, and is probably due to rickets.

Report of Five Cases of Fracture Dislocation of the

Shoulder.—Dr. A. R. Shands said that the literature

•on this subject was very meager. His cases all occurretl

during the first five months of 1909, and three of them

within one week and in nearly the same community. The
operation on one of these cases was the most difficult that

he had ever performed. He said that if he should ever

have a similar case he would make an incision through

the axilla, so as to enable him to do a quicker and neater

operation, with more ease.

Dr. J. D. Griffith asked what the condition of the

deltoid was after this incision had been made, and how
Dr. Shands escaped dividing the posterior circumflex nerve.

Dr. Davis said that in some operations that he had done
either from the axilla or along the anterior edge of the

deltoid, the exposure was not satisfactory. For this

reason he subsequently used a transverse incision, running
from the anterior edge of the deltoid and skirting the

acromion. By this means the blood and nerve supply were
not injured,- and he secured a first-rate access. H the

incisions are made through the fibers of the deltoid, the

deltoid will be paralyzed.

Dr. Shaxds remarked that although his incision was not
like that of Dr. Davis, he was glad to hear the descrip-

tion of Dr. Davis's operation. In his own operation the

muscle was practically not cut at all.

Juxtaepiphyseal Fractures of the Hip and Shoulder.

—

Dr. Fred H. Albee discussed the diagnosis and the fre-

quency of occurrence of juxtaepiphyseal fracture of the
upper end of the humerus and femur, and said that faulty

diagnoses were frequent. He took into consideration the
different elements displacing the fragments, and laid stress

upon the importance of the use of position in fixing the
long, or controllable, fragment in aligninent with the

short, or uncontrollable, fragment. Several illustrative

cases were cited.

Dr. H. Winxett Orr said that he had used the sort of

dressing described by Dr. Albee, but had taken the liberty

of extending it a short distance farther, so as to include

the hand.

Dr. Frank R. Peckham said that it was important that

it should be recognized that these fractures should be

treated by an orthopedist, rather than by a general sur-

geon. He did not think that putting the limb in extreme

abduction would give perfect apposition of the fragments

in every case of fracture of the neck of the femur. He
thought that Dr. -\lbce had demonstrated the application

of the same principle to fracture of the upper extremity

as to fracture of the lower extremity, and believed that

the -r-ray should be used to find out what the position is

both before and after the limb had been set. Passive

motion and massage should be employed early, thus caus-

ing union and the functional result to go hand in hand.

Dr. S. J. HuNKix said that his experience had shown

that the fragments could not always be held in opposi-

tion in a position of extreme abduction, and he had also

found it difficult in some cases to tell whether the frag-

ments were in apposition or not, even by means of the

.i-ray. He thought that one should cut down upon prac-

tically all fragments of the femur, and use the finger and

the eye to find out whether they are replaced. They should

then be fastened with some metallic suture, and a splint

allowing one to see the part should be applied.

Dr. Albee, closing, did not think that this position

would hold a fracture of the neck as well as an epiphyseal

fracture, although it would usually hold a fracture of the

neck.

Relaxation of the Annular Ligament of the Ankle-

joint as a Cause for Weak and Flat Foot.—Dr. J.

Torrence Rugh had for some years been impressed with

the notion that the cause of weak and flat feet lay in the

lower portion of the annular ligament, which performs

three distinct functions in the economy of the foot. It

binds down the tendons of the tibialis anticus and the

e.xtensor proprius hallucis and keeps them tense; it acts

as a sling for the support of the dorsalis, and it takes up

the slack in the plantar fascia, when the tibiialis anticus

and the dorsal flexor of the great toe contract. It, there-

fore, not only has important functions of its own, but

it also assists the neighboring structures in the perform-

ance of their functions ; and if they become relaxed, the

strain upon this portion of the ligament increases and it

may give way. For this reason it should be considered in

cases of weak or flat foot.

Osteophytes of the Os Calcis.—Dr. J. D. Griffith

contended that bacteria were not necessary to the produc-

tion of a deposit of bone by the periosteum, but that con-

stant irritation and pressure could easily inaugurate a

locus minoris resistanise and strain as a cause of osteo-

blastic deposition, especially when perverted metabolism

was added. This thickened condition or deposition of

extra bone was frequently the cause of painful feet. He
considered the horseshoe incision the only one that was

entirely satisfactory and devoid of the possibility of

causing future trouble.

An Operation for the Relief of Anterior Metatar-

salgia. Including Morton's Disease.—Dr. .\. Macki:xzie

Forbes said that this condition was primarily due to ab-

normal laxity of the ligaments and the transverse me-
tatarsus muscle, allowing the falling of one or more meta-

tarsal heads. The pressure of the displaced bone on the

soft tissues beneath it was the cause of the pain, which

might later become exaggerated by the formation of a

callus on the weight-bearing skin. Secondarily, a mild

form of arthritis would sometimes supervene. .A.s the

second, third, and fourth metatarso-phalangeal joints are
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supplied by the external branches of the anterior tibial,

which motor nerve supplies the extensor longus digitorum,

spasm of this muscle would often result, causing hyper-

cxtoiision of the phalanges of the affected joints. When
chronic, this hyperextension was often followed by c

dorsal subluxation of the phalanx, and this tended to

depress the heads of the affected metatarsals against the

adjacent soft tissues. Dr. Forbes said that the only diffi-

culties in the operation that he proposed for llu relief of

this condition were those connected with the attachment of

the e.\tensor tendon to the depressed heads and the guard-

ing against a low form of infection, which might destroy

the attachment. The first difficulty was overcome by rais-

ing the head by direct pressure from below.

Problems in the Treatment of Club Foot.—Dr. VV. G.

Sti-;r\ said that when not due to faulty technique in ap-

plying tlie plaster cast, a decubitus occurring on the dorsum

of tlie foot was due to cutting off of the arterial supply of

the arch afflicted, and that the cyanosis of the toes was due

to a damming back of the venous return. Both of these

untoward occurrences were caused by the compression of

tlie soft tissues of the dorsum from over-correction. Re-

lief of this condition could be brought about by reducing

tlie over-correction and fixing the foot in a less extreme

position. The amount of correction practicable at any one

sitting was primarily dependent upon the circulation and

was often considerably less than the maximum. For the

best results in club foot a maximum over-correction nmst

be secured, but this should not be done at one sitting. The
circulation in this, as in other forcible operations, should

control the amount of correction obtainable at any one sit-

ting; and if the latter was not sufficient for a permanent

cure the correction must be repeated at suil;ilile intervals

until the maximum over-correction could be safely main-

tained.

Flat Foot, Midtarsal Valgus.— Dr. I-:. II. Hk.mjiorh

stated that the foot changes shape under different static

conditions, and referred to the difficulty in checking the

inward sag and twist. He then described the action of

the muscles in flat foot, and mentioned the essentials of

the treatment for this condition. In order to regain sup-

pleness and strength, daily exercise was a necessity. He
laid stress upon the importance of measures to correct

joint stiffening and restore muscular strength. He con-

sidered supports beneficial, but not curative.

Dr. H. P. H. Galloway had used Dr. Griffith's in-

cision with more satisfaction than he had experienced

when he had used the simple linear incision. He never

employed the latter on the center of the heel. He con-

sidered the operation described by Dr. Forbes to be an

exceedingly ingenious adaptation of an operation em-

ployed by all orthopedic surgeons for some other condi-

tions. He had frequently transplanted the extensor ten-

dons of the toes in order to overcome the closed condition

of the toes met with in static paralysis, and to secure more
power of dorsal flexion. He then exhibited an instrument

intended to center the drill in making holes in bones of

small diameter. He said that he had always succeeded in

relieving metatarsalgia by mechanical means. Should he

find any case that he could not relieve in this way he

would adopt Dr. Forbes's operation.

Dr. Davis called attention to resection of the bead of

the metatarsal bone for the relief of metatarsalgia and

said that Morton had not infrequently found that this

operation destroyed the stability of the toe. Later. Morton
often performed amputation of the toe for this condition.

Dr. I^avis wished to know whether in Dr. Forbes's pro-

cedure the tendon of the extensor brevis would be suffi-

cient to maintain the toe in a straight line.

Dr. McCuRDY described a method of taking from the

toes tendons that would be long enough to wrap around

the foot in cases of closed toe. the tendons being brought

back and sutured to themsclvo. This operation gave a

perfect stable anchorage.

Dr. Young said that he hail performed the Morton op-

eration several times and had always been obliged to

remove the toe. Although the statement that it is not

necessary to operate on these cases had been made. Dr.

Young thought that some of these cases require opera-

tion. He considered Morton's operation perfectly satis-

factory.

Dr. RuGH said that he had had a patient with chronic

appendicitis and with referred pain about the sacroiliac

joint and down the sciatic nerve. When he had operated

for the appendicitis theie was un fintlur pain in the

metatarsal. We cannot always .ascribe pain in one part

of the body to trouble in that particular region.

A number of other papers, including candidates' theses,

were read but not discussed. ;\I1 the papers whose titles

were on the program, if not read, were considered as

having been read by title.

Officers.—The following officers were elected

—

President, Dr. Albert H. Freiberg of Cincinnati ; First

I 'ice-President, Dr. A. P. Shands of Washington; Second

I 'ice-President. Dr. Robert B. Osgood of Boston; Treas-

urer . Dr. Gwylym G. Davis of Philadelphia; Secretory, Dr
Ralph R. Fitch of Rochester, N. Y.

NEW YORK ACADE.MY OF MEDICINE.

SKCTION OX SL'R(,KRY.

Stated Meeting, Held May g, 1910.

Dr. Charlks X. Down i.\ the Chair.

An Intravesico-Ureterorenal Tumor.— Dr. W. 11

LrcKETT presented this patient and the specimen. There

was nothing in the history of the patient that pointed to a

tumor of the bladder, ureter, or kidney. She had been

suffering from vague nervous symptoms for the last fif-

teen years. This was diagnosed as neurasthenia by the

different internists who +iad seen her for the past two

years. She had seen some pus in her urine, but no blood.

During the last six months the patient herself had felt

the tumor in the region of the left kidney. Cystoscopic

examination of the bladder was made. The right ureter

was catheterized and clear urine obtained. The left ureter

could not be catheterized. A finger-shaped tumor appar-

ently attached to the orifice of the left ureter extending

transversely across the bladder was movable except at its

attachment. Pus was seen escaping from the left ureter.

Nephrectomy of the left kidney was performed. Upon in-

spection of the pedicle a large dilated ureter was seen

plugged with a solid fibrous material. This was grasped

and traction made upwards when a long worm-like fibrous

tumor was delivered upwards through the kidney wound
\ ia the ureter. The lower end of this worm-like mass was
recognized as that finger-shaped tumor seen at the cys-

toscopy in the bladder. The patient made an uneventful

recovery. Two weeks after the operation cystoscopic ex-

amination of the bladder showed the absence of the finger-

like tumor from the left ureter seen at the first cystoscopy.

I he kidney specimen was excised through the pelvis, and
a large multilocular fibrocystic mass easily delivered from
the pelvis and enormously dilated calyces which it was
occupying. This mass was not apparently attached to the

kidney, ureter, or bladder. The pelvis and dilated calyces

were smooth and intact. The character of the tumor was
not definitely established. Dr. Sondern was of the opin-

ion that during embryonic life some part of the medulla of

the future kidney failed to unite with the cortical portion,

and as a result an inclusion has been formed which de-

veloped into the structure found occupying the bladder,

the ureteral canal, pelvis of the kidney and cystic cavities

"f the cortex of the kidney. It was an unique specimen.

The medical literature <lid not record a case of tumor of
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the bladder being removed through a nephrectomy wound
via the ureter.

Complete Avulsion of the Scalp.— Dr. J. J. Moor-
head presented a woman, twenty-two years old, whose

hair caught in a revolving belt and she was completely

scalped in very much the same way Indians would have

done it. The scalp could not be replaced because of the

dirt. When admitted to the Harlem Hospital her head

was completely denuded of hair. She was in very poor

physical state and, therefore, it was impossible to do any-

thing for her at first. Her hemoglobin count was down

to 23 per cent, at one time. The accident happened on

October 8, 1909, and on March 27 the scalp was in condi-

tion to graft. Twenty-five small pieces of skin were taken

from the patient's thigh and grafted. Four series of

grafts were taken, altogether one hundred and three pieces

of skin. The last operation was done May 22. She de-

veloped melancholia and was transferred to Bellevue Hos-

pital. No further operative procedure was carried out.

The parts had all cicatrized except one small area the size

of a twenty-five cent piece, and another the size of a dime.

The grafts were covered by rubber tissue which was fen-

estrated and laid on as shingles on a roof.

Two Cases of Tuberculous Adenitis of the Neck
Treated by Sea Air and Tuberculin.—Dr. W. M.

Brickner and Dr. Neuhof presented these cases. They

were two of a small series of cases of surgical tuberculo-

sis among children of the tenements whom they had had

under close observation for over a year, and whom they

had treated solely by diet, tuberculin, such hygiene as they

were able to secure, and, during the summer, by a sojourn

at the ocean in the Rockaway Park Sanatorium for chil-

dren. They illustrated nothing perhaps, except that an

improvement that was at first most gratifying did not

prove permanent, and that the plan had not effected a

cure. Two other cases of the series were tuberculous

synovitis of the knee : One, a boy, seemed to be entirely

cured; the other, a girl, a case *of much longer standing,

was considerably improved but seemed to make no prog-

ress beyond a certain point. In the case of the boy, a high

shoe, plaster casts, and crutches were part of the treatment.

Case I.—This patient came to the dispensary on March

28, 1909. Her parents, brothers and sisters were healthy.

Five months before she had a swelling below the left jaw

and along the sternomastoid, which developed to the size

of a small pear. Three months before it had been incised

In front of the sternomastoid and a large amount of pus

evacuated. A second fistula developed later behind the

sternomastoid ; both were discharging a slight amount of

turbid fluid. The general condition of the girl was fair

There was a mass the size of a walnut in the submax-
illary region ; the tonsils were moderately enlarged and

smooth but no crypts were seen. On March 20 she was
given a tuberculin injection B. E. 1/20,000 of a milligram.

Injections were given semi-weekly, and diet and fresh air

were advised. By May 15 all the sinuses had healed and
there were no swellings visible. There were a few small

glands on both sides of the neck, but the skin was everv-

where movable. In June she had an intercurrent malaria,

but at no time a reaction above 100 degrees. On June 28

she was admitted to Rockaway Park Sanatorium. Her
weight at this time was $7 pounds. She was put on forced

diet and slept outdoors. They continued to give her qui-

nine and tuberculin emulsion up to 1/30 of a milligram.

On August 15 she left the sanatorium, had gained fourteen

and one-half pounds, and looked well. During this time

she often had a temperature of 100° even when tuberculin

was omitted. On September 27 the tuberculin was re-

sumed, beginning B. E. 1/40.000 of a itiilligram. In De-
cember she had an intercurrent acute tonsillitis and sub-

maxillary adenitis. By February 10. 1910, she was taking

R. E. 5 miHigranis. .At that time a glandular abscess

formed at the site of one of the scars whicli was allowed

to rupture spontaneously. On March 16 she had a small

superficial sinus and a slight discharge. She had frequent

headaches and felt feverish.

Case II.—This boy, eleven years of age, came to the

dispensary on March 20, 1909. The father had a chronic

cough, but the other children and the mother were healthy.

The boy had one large submaxillary gland and two smaller

ones behind the angle of the jaw on the right side. There
was a discharging wound over one of these which had

been discharging since the incision of an abscess four

months before. There were two scrofuloderma in front

of these. There was dacryocystitis dextra for one month.

The patient had a rhinitis with superficial ulcerations of

the left nares. The tonsils were large and there was
mucus in the pharynx. The lungs, bones, and joints were

negative. There was an old perforation of the left ear

drum. He was put on iodide of iron and syrup of hypophos-

phates. On March 23 he was injected with the tuberculin

T/4,000 of a milligram. This was continued twice weekly

until May i, when he was given B. F. 1/200 of a milli-

gram. On .April 24 the glandular swelling was punctured

and evacuated. After May 1 he was given the tuberculin

and by June 22 he took a milligram. M that time the

glandular infiltration was almost gone. When he was
admitted to the sanatorium the sinuses were almost closed

and he weighted 61 pounds. He was kept in the open

air on forced diet, etc. On September 7, after being in

the sanatorium for ten weks he weighed 65^ pounds

and was receiving B. E. i/io of a milligram. On Septem-

ber 29 treatment was resumed. .\t that time he had a

gland about the size of a chestnut in the submaxillar}-

region and a slight infiltration around the posterior scar.

On November jfi there was a painful glandular swelling

below the lowest scar. This subsided, but recurred again

in February. 1910. The treatment was continued and now
he again has glandular swelling and the riyht tonsil was

pushed forward.

Treatment of Tuberculous Glands of the Neck. Six

Himdred and Forty-nine Cases.—Dr. E. S. Judd of

Rochester, Minn., read this paper. He said there was
appro.ximately 800 glands in the entire body and nearly

300 of these lay within the tissues of the neck. The
glands in this region were the first to appear in the embryo.

Placed at the juncture of the head and neck were several

groups of glands forming a kind of glaiulular collar which

was composed of a suboccipital group, a mastoid group,

parotid glands, submaxillary glands, submental glands, and

retropharj-ngeal glands. This glandular collar drained the

entire scalp, skin, and mucous membrane of the head.

There were no lymphatic vessels passing upward or com-
municating at any point within the skull. From the his-

tories of their cases of tuberculous glands, they found that

in 80 per cent, the first enlargement was beneath the upper

end of the sternomastoid muscle, while in 18 per cent, it

was in the submaxillary, submental, or parotid regions.- If

a routine examination was made of a great number of

children between the ages of four and ten years, they

would find in them varying degrees of enlargement of

the glands : the changes in these glands, formerly called

scrofulous, were in part simple hyperplasia, in part tuber-

culosis. There was no differential diagnostic criterion of

the initial stage of gland tuberculosis. The tissues in

these glands predisposed and invited tuberculous infec-

tion. Most of the patients upon whom they had done a

complete excision of the glands had been over fifteen years

of age; 18 in 649 cases were under ten years. In the pres-

ence of a discharging sinus, it did not appear advisable to

excise the glands ; they had usually curetted and treated by

swabbing with equal parts of tincture of iodine and car-

bolic acid. As soon as the sinus healed, a radical operation

could safely be done if necessary. Pulmonary invasion
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was not necessarily a contraindication to operation upon

tuberculous glands of the neck. The chief objection to

the radical operation was the resulting scar. If one lol

lowed the natural creases in the neck and kept the incision

as nearly as possible transverse, as suggested by Dr. Dowd,

very little scar or deformity resulted. To prevent the for-

mation of a wide ugly scar it was very essential that thcs

turn back the platysma muscle and the skin in each flap.

It was their custom to drain these cases through a stab

incision. The spinal accessory nerve was the only super-

ficial structure that it was necessary to avoid in operating.

During the past fifteen years they had performed 668

operations for complete excision of glands of the neck.

The following table showed the work done and results

:

Total number of cases operated upon, 649; total number of

operations, 750; average age, 25; number of cases under

ten years of age, 18; complete excision, 668; curetted, 62;

both sides operated upon, 94; recurrence in region of for-

mer operation. 56 (8.6 per cent.) ; died of pulmonary tuber-

culosis, 19 (5 per cent.). Mortality, 19; one died in four

weeks, one in three months, four in one year, five in two

years, two in three years, two in four years, one in five

years, two in six years, and one in eight years. Died of

tuberculous lesions other than pulmonary, 9; died of other

troubles, 14. Number of patients with pulmonary tuberculo-

sis at time of operation, 10. In operating upon these cases

it had been their effort to do a radical and thorough ex-

cision of the groups involved. Charts were shown to de-

monstrate the method of operating. In their series of

i-.ases they had had no mortality due directly to the opera-

tion. One patient died a few weeks after operation of

ijcneral tuberculosis, and a second died in about three

months from diffuse sepsis.

The Relation of the Tonsil to Tuberculous Adenitis.

—Dr. F. S. M.\TrnKvvs said that the fact that the tonsil

oould he entirely removed without serious consequence

to the individual was neither an argument for nor against

the usefulness of the normal tonsil. There could be no

doubt that germs invaded the tonsil, perhaps showing their

first effects in other parts of the body. The tubercle

bacillus had been found in it and had been shown to have

passed through it at times without producing lesions. What
they wished to know at present was, were the tonsils uni-

formly, occasionally, or usually a source of tuberculous

adenitis. Wood of Philadelphia stated that the tonsils of

persons dying of consumption showed evidences of tuber-

culosis in the vast majority of the cases, though other parts

of the nose, mouth, and pharynx did not. On the other

hand, consumptives frequently suffered from tuberculous

adenitis. The tonsils of children had been frequently

stated to have been tuberculous in 5 to 10 per cent, of the

rases examined. On the other hand, Hodenpyl examined

several htmdred tonsils without finding any tuberculous

ones. Dr Matthews gave the results of the examinacion

of the tonsils of sixty children. Over fifty of these were

whole tonsils, but embraced every variety as regards size,

shape, depression, and elevation. Not one of these fifty-

five tonsils showed any evidence of tuberculosis. The ton-

sils of four patients suffering from tuberculosis of the

glands of the neck were examined and each showed evi-

dences of tuberculosis in the tonsil. He closed his paper

with a brief outline of these cases.

The Treatment of Cervical Tuberculous Adenitis

at the Sea Breeze Hospital.—Dr. T,eon.\rd W. F.i,\

said that the\- had the histories of thirteen case."

treated at the hospital under diagnosis of adenitis : besides

these, enlargement of the lymph nodes had been observed

in many of their patients suffering from tuberculous joint

disease. The diagnosis had almost invariably been a clini-

cal one and the treatment had been in most instances con-

servative. The results had been for the most part good.

Tt was found that, as a rule, treatment was of little avail

until the tonsils and adenoids were removed. About one

year ago they discarded the operation of tonsillotomy and

since then removed the tonsils entire. The benefits of the

operation was often apparent in the subsidence of the

nodular swellings in the neck. It seemed probable that if

the original source of infection was removed, the node*

would subside spontaneously; but that if this be left, other

lymph nodes would become involved from it. Dr. Ely then

gave a synopsis of the histories of several of the cases.

They considered that a great measure of their success in

the treatment was due to the scrupulous care bestowed

upon the teeth of the children. The dentist visited the

hospital daily. Each child had his own tooth brush.

Preservation of the Submaxillary Branch of the

Facial Nerve in Neck Operations.—Dr. C. E. F.\rr

^ave a lantern slide demonstration of these parts.

Dr. George E. Bkewi-:k said that they had had a large

number of these cases to treat, and he confessed that he

always approached the operation with dread because so

frequently paralysis followed, or else some of the gland

was left behind and recurrences appeared. With more ex-

perience and with more thorough operating the problem
would become simpler. One should go to work deliber-

ately and do a complete operation, removing the enlarged

gland in one piece, but looking out with great care not to

injure the nerves; then the results viould be very satis-

factory. The nerve that should be avoided lay one finger's

breadth below the angle of the jaw, that was, about one-

half an inch was about its usual position, but one should

be prepared to meet it at a lower position. Paralysis some-
times occurred merely from traction upon the upper flap.

He recalled a case in Roosevelt Hospital in which there

resulted a marked paralysis and, at Dr. Weir's suggestion,

to overcome the deformity he made a subcutaneous division

of the nerve on the opposite side. This was followed by a

marked correction of the deformity. When there was a

paralysis of both muscles, there was an inconsiderable de
formity. In some cases after five or six months such
[laralysis almost entirely disappeared.

Dr. Robert T. Morris said that the more thorough the

operation the simpler it became. The matter of suturing

the platysma myoides was very important in order to

nercome the mechanical tendency to pull tlie scar apart.

In addition to the stab drain Dr. Morris advocated the

employment of a single layer of gauze over which he
poured collodion: this caused traction along the suture line

and might be retained for two or four weeks. This was
done to avoid the large scars. Dr. Judd made no mention
of the use of the .r-ray in the treatment of tuberculous
cervical lymph nodes. Dr. Morris said he had used with
success the method of applying a bag of hot water to the

.iffected region for two or three minutes, then the ice-bag.

then the hot-water bag, etc. This he repeated every fifteen

or twenty minutes or an hour morning and night. In two
cases he obtained a cure after two months of such treat-

ment.

Dr. Charles H. Pkck said that these cases formed a

very large group of the cases that the surgeon met. One of
the difficulties encountered was the avoidance of the spinal

accessory nerve, especially in those extensive ca.ses with a
diffuse periadenitis that were met with so often. It was
very important that the platysma myoides should be
brought carefully together and sutured before the wound
was closed. He thought that the presentation of the re-

sults in such a large series of cases was an exceedingly
laluable contribution.

Dr. Walter M. Brick ner said that he believed surgeons
were becoming more conservative in tuberculous cervical

adenitis, especially when the smaller groups they saw so
frequently were under consideration. He was quite sure
that they saw fewer records on hospital cards of the re-
moval of tuberculous glands of the neck now than they
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saw ten years ago. Several years ago these cases were so

often sent away from home to die ; such cases now re-

covered under no other treatment tlian outdoor life in

the mountains. He recalled one case of a tuberculous

hip. with a profusely discharging sinus, that recovered

after a sojourn in Maine. It would seem, therefore, that

the climatic treatment of these cases was a very valuable

aid, especially in the treatment of tuberculous cervical

lymph nodes. Among the cases that he had had an oppor-

tunity of observing there were many that responded to

conservative treatment, dietetic, and climatic, together with

the administration of iodides, especially of iron. Just

where to draw the line between the surgical treatment and

the conservative treatment of these cases, when there was

a single localized focus for instance, was a question that

needed to be debated. The value of tuberculin had not

been determined ; when used with climatic treatment, it

seemed, houe\er, to work wonders. However, when these

patients returned to their homes in the tenements, they

would relapse and would be not much, if any. better than

before treatment was undertaken. Dr. Brickner believed

that these patients did better in the mountains where there

was a drv and hard soil than thev did at the sea shore.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau. Health Department, New York
City, for the week of September 10. 1910:

Innka IS^tmmh.

The Medic.vi- Record iV ['It-jsed to receive all new
publications which may be sent to it, and an acknowledg-
ment will hromftly be made of their receipt under this

heading, but it must be zcith the distinct understanding that

it is under no obligation to notice or review any publica-

tion received bx it which in the judgment of its editor iirll

not be of interest to its readers.
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A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON EHRLICH-
HATA PREPARATION FOR THE CURE

OF SYPHILIS.

Bv M. S. KAKELS, M. D..

NEW YOSK.

ADJUNCT Sl'BGEON TO THE LEBANON HOSPITAL

In the latter part of August I received from abroad

a number of tubes of EhrHch-Hata preparation,

No. 606, for trial on luetic patients. From the bril-

liant reports and successes published in the (jerman
literature one cannot dispute the specific virtues of

this new remedy. In order to give this preparation

a fair test I determined to use it only on such

tertiary or malignant cases that had not yielded to

any previous treatment. My first patient I injected

on September 4, 1910, my second on Septemlier 7,

1910. Up to to-day (September 15) the results

thus far obtained have been beyond expectation.

The time elapsed from the injection to the publica-

tion of this report is too short to ofifer it as a com-
plete observation of the results and final effect of

the remedy, but the rapid and astonishing changes

that have already taken place fully warrant me in

offering these brief histories for publication as a

preliminary report and at the same time to confirm

the brilliant reports which the German clinicians

have recorded. The further details and results of

these cases and others will be fully published in a

later article after sufficient time has elapsed tn war-

rant us in expressing an unbiased opinion of the

efficacy of this epoch-making discovery. The rem-

edy is being used according to the strict instructions

of Professor Ehrlich. It is only injected in syphilitic

patients, free from other organic lesions, either of

the liver, kidney, heart or circulatory system. The
eyes are examined in every instance for optic nerve

lesions. It is also only injected in patients who are

under hospital surveillance where accurate records

can be taken.

C.\SK I.—H. S., 24 years of age, single, occupa-

tion painter, was admitted to the Lebanon Hospital

in the service of Dr. Roth on August 11, rgio.

Since August 8th he had acute pain in the region

of the gall-bladder. The onset was sudden and

accompanied by chilly sensations. No jaundice.

Physical examination was negative except for a

large mass in the gall-bladder region which seemed

to communicate with an enlarged liver. The right

border of the mass extended to a vertical line situ-

ated through a point four inches from the umbilicus.

The left border of the mass ran into the lower

edge of the liver which was found to be two inches

below the xyphoid cartilage. From the costal

margin to the lower edge of the tumor the growth

measured 4 inches: its width was 2^ inches. The
spleen was enlarged and readily palpable.

The patient acquired an inital sore in March,

1907, and was treated by different physicians until

June, 1907. From June, 1907, for three years he

was given hypodermic injections of mercury.

After his acute symptoms had subsided Dr. Roth

made an exploratory laparotomy and found that

the tumor mass was a gumma and was inoperable.

The large liver was infiltrated with gummatous
masses. The pathological report of a section of

the tumor confirmed the operative diagnosis. The
wound had almost entirely healed when E)r. Roth

kindly turned the patient over to me for the injec-

tion of the Ehrlich preparation. A Wassermann
reaction a day before the injection was strongly

positive. On September 4, 0.3 grm. of Ehrlich-

Hata 606 was injected subcutaneously under the

scapula according to Michaelis' method. Twenty-
four hours after the injection there was already a

marked diminution in the intensity of Wasser-

mann's reaction. There were no local symptoms at

the site of injection although a very slight pain was

experienced which disappeared at the end of a few

days.

There was a slight rise of temperature (100.8°)

on the ninth day. On September 5 there was a

leucocytosis of 10200. There was no change in

his general condition following the injection. His

appetite improved. The small ulcer at the site of

the incision which had not entirely healed when
he received his injection was entirely healed on

the second day thereafter. On the 9th of Sep-

tember, five days after the injection, there already

was perceptible by palpation and percussion a

marked diminution in the size of the tumor. The
liver also was as markedly diminished in size and

the spleen also. There are no changes in his eye

and he is gaining in weight. The third day after

the injection there was well-marked evidence of

still further diminution in the intensity of Wa.sser-

mann reaction.

On the 14th of September the tumor had dimin-

ished fully an inch in circumference and the liver

very markedly retracted from the abdominal wall

and markedly decreased in size. The spleen was
also smaller. There was a leucocytosis of 9200,

his urine is negative and his weight has increased

five pounds in nine days. He has been examined
by several of the visiting staff', as well as by other

physicians who were invited to examine him, and
all agreed to the remarkable rapidity with which
the growth is decreasing. I have never seen a

pathological mass melt away so rapidly.

The second case is still more remarkable and
I can only state, in short, that Ehrlich's remedy in

this instance was life-saving. Not only was the

patient's life saved, but he is being rapidly restored

to health.

Case II.—Henry P., age 36, bartender by occu-
pation, acquired an initial sore in June. 1907, fol-

lowed by a papular eruption. In September, 1907.
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there appeared deep sores on the neck and flexor

surface of his extremities which healed after three

months, leaving scars which are still visible. In

December, 1907, he was deeply jaundiced, had an

enlarged liver and was rapidly losing weight. He
had pain in swallowing. There were plaques on
his tongue. The epiglottis infiltrated and swollen.

In rapid succession ulcerations appeared on the soft

palate, tonsil, epiglottis and glottis so that the pa-

tient could swallow liquids only after the appli-

cation of an anesthetic had been made. He had
sleepless nights on account of the pain and accumu-
lation of mucus. Although slight improvement set

in there still persisted lesions on the skin and mucus
membrane of a destructive nature. In June and

July of 1909 there were relapses of the ulcers of

the larynx and marked destructive changes in the

epiglottis. There was a gumma in the naso-

pharynx, the left wing of the nose being gradually

destroyed by an ulcerative process. There were
ulcerative sores on the lips, with marked destruc-

tion of the tissues.

About the middle of August, 1909, the patient

was admitted to the German Hospital. He left

the hospital in October, 1909, very little improved.
During all this time he received the most active

antisyphilitic treatment. On September 5, I ad-
mitted him to the Lebanon Hospital from the

German Hospital, which he !iad re-entered in

November, 1909, and where he had remained until

he came under my care for the injection of Ehrlich-

Hata preparation.

His condition at this time was pitiable. For
weeks he had been bed-ridden on account of a large
and deep ulcer over the left external malleolus which
measured 2x3 inches, the result of a gumma which
had existed for over eight weeks and then had
broken down. There was another soft gumma on
the instep with the overlying skin reddened and
ready to break down. On the upper third of the
left tibia there was a hard and painful gummatous
infiltration. On the lower portion of his face
there existed a large number of old and recent cica-

trices. The lips and nose were distorted by excava-
tions. A number of small and deep ulcers of a
punched-out appearance were visible on the cheeks,
nose and lips, all covered with a nasty and vellowish
discharge. A large defect about the size of a five-

cent piece on the right side of the nose near the
tip, the result of a broken-down gumma, was still

covered with broken-down tissue. None of these
sores showed the least tendency to granulation.
Especially the large ulcer on his malleolus was ab-
solutely pale and indolent looking and still in a
breaking-down state.

Dr. Rullinger. who had treated the patient be-
fore he entered the German Hospital, and who
kindly referred him to me with the kind permis-
sion of Dr. Klotz. the visiting dermatologist to the
German Hospital, had used the inunction treatment
several times. He also gave hyperdermics of
mercury, enesol. and atoxyl in larger doses than are
generally prescribed. He also received injections
of arsacetin. From time to time during these vari-
ous methods of treatment periods of slight but
evanescent improvement were apparent. The pa-
tient quickly relapsed into his deplorable condition.
Iodide of potassium was also given. Sulphur baths
were taken in Mt. Clemens, but with no other re-
sult than that he was advised to return home by the
physician in charge who expected him to die in a
few weeks.

In the above-described condition the patient en-

tered the Lebanon Hospital. Besides these ulcera-

tive and rapidly destructive lesions the patient had
mucous patches in his mouth and ulcers on his ton-

sils which prevented him from eating or swallowing.
He was despondent and depressed and in such a

desperate condition that he had to be watched the

first night he was in the hospital for fear he would
commit suicide. His temperature on admittance was
99°, his leucocytosis 8200, the urine had a very faint

trace of albumin, his weight was loi pounds. He
was unable to walk on account of the pain and large

ulcer on the foot. His other organs were normal.
Dr. Denig, the ophthalmologist to the German Hos-
pital, and Dr. Heller, adjunct-ophthalmologist to the

Lebanon Hospital, kindly examined the eyes, and
found a cloudiness, evidence of syphilitic neuritis.

The Wassermann reaction before injection was
strongly positive. I injected him with the kind assis-

tance of Dr. Bullinger, on September 7th, with

0.3 grms. of Ehrlich's preparation subcutaneously
in the subscapular region. The large infiltrated

area was massaged and cold applications were
ordered to be made.
The patient experienced but little pain, although

a very large swelling developed and persisted for

some time. Temperature on the second day,

100.6°. The intensity of Wassermann reaction

twenty-four hours after the injection was mark-
edly diminished. Leucocytosis twenty-four hours
after injection, 18,400. .\lready on the second
day a marked improvement in the many ulcer-

ative processes was apparent. The nasty discharge

had subsided, a drying up of the ulcers was taking
place. There was no more breaking down of tissues.

Granulations were commencing to appear. The
patches in his mouth and on his tonsil were disap-

pearing. The patient could swallow, was more
cheerful and his appetite was better. In fact, a re-

markable change had taken place which was ob-

served by all who examined him.

All these improvements rapidly continued so

that on the 14th day of September, one week
after the injection, an astonishing difference

in the condition of the patient is apparent. The
ulcerations and pustules have disappeared and are

nearly all healed and covered by scabs. The broken-
down gumma on his nose is filled up with healthy
granulations and healthy epidermis is already grow-
ing over the defect. The large and deep and under-
mined ulcer over the malleolus is filled to the sur-

face with active and health granulations and com-
mencing to epidermize. His face is clean, he is

able to walk, the pains have left him, the gumma on
his tibia has almost entirelv disappeared, the soft

one on his instep almost entirely absorbed. He is

not ashamed to walk about the wards. He is more
cheerful and happy and has a new lease of life. He
has been examined by many physicians who have
seen him before and after the injection, and all ex-

pressed astonishment at the rapid improvement, and
this after only one week's time and but one injection

of 0.3 grm. Surely a marvelous result.

Ehrlich-Hata 606 has not only saved this patient's

life, for he was gradually failing, but in a week's
time has stayed the active destructive processes

caused by the Treponema pallidum, and is rapidly

restoring him to health. What remedv in the whole
domain of the pharmacopoeia can accomplish this?

Mankind truly is indebted to Prof. Paul Ehrlich.

and owes him a great measure of gratitude.

71 East Sixty-sixth Street.
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A NEW METHOD OF TREATMENT FOR
CHRONIC INTESTINAL PUTREFAC-
TIONS BY MEANS OF RECTAL
INSTILLATIONS OF AUTO-
GENOUS BACTERIA AND
STRAINS OF HUMAN

BACILLUS COLI
COMMUNIS.

Bv ANTHONV BASSLER. M.D.,

NEW VORK.

There is no doubt that states of chronic intestinal

putrefactions are the most numerous of all medical

disorders in man. Etiologically the long-established

condition is responsible for more permanent types

of change of the highly specialized internal organs

than all other factors put together, and il is

more than probable that future years will show-

that many of the diseases classed to-day as of ob-

scure origin will be understood to be directly or

indirectly due to states of chronic toxemia from
the intestinal canal. At the present moment it is

evident that many cases of the following are of in-

testinal origin in their establishment ; chronic myo-
carditis ; essential asthma ; chronic nephritis

;

chronic hepatitis ; chronic cholangititis, cholecystitis,

cholelithiasis ; chronic gastric and intestinal atonies :

chronic low secretory and motor conditions of the

stomach and intestine, and excess sensory condi-

tions of the first : the mysterious peritoneal and
omental adhesions ; chronic constipation of dynamic

and atrophic origin ; chronic colitis, from the simple

catarrhal to the membranous and atrophic forms

;

chronic intestinal indigestion, with fat, sugar, and

starch intolerance ; arteriocapillary fibrosis, chronic

hypertension without sclerosis : premature senil-

ity ; pseudopernicious anemia, and the true types

following gastrointestinal atrophy ; chronic simple

anemias : gout, intractable neurasthenia ; liabitual

headache: insonniia ; catarrhal affections (particu-

larly the general forms with atrophy of the sub-

mucous tissues); backache: debility; neuralgias:

loss of sexual power; loss of weight and strength;

mental confusions ; excessive emotional depression

and irritability ; muscular and mental fatigue ; semi-

invalidism ; vasomotor di'^turbances : degenerativi-

states of the central and peripheral nervous tissues

;

functional eye conditions: hypertrophy of the

lymphatic tissues ; atypical rheumatism, myalgia,

and particularly arthritis deformans.
The history of medicine for the treatment of

those conditions shows no notable advances until

quite recently, when Metchnikoflf entered the bac-

teriology of the subject from a practical standpoint.

Before that time a positive excess of indican in the

urine established the case as logically one for ad-

ministration of one of the new intestinal disin-

fectants or antiseptics (none of which ever were of

any practical value) and a few items of general

medicine as these seemed to be indicated. Along
these lines most of the milder forms of cases im-

proved on the general means of clinical medicine

employed, and, caught by the fatus of the literature

of the moment on some one of the just advanced in-

testinal antiseptics, the therapeutic benefits were

attributed to it, and so the controversy for and

against the various synthetic proprietary products

continued. To-day the care of these cases is about

as follows : Following the diagnosis (made mostly

from the urine examination), an initial purge is

given and the bowels are kept open by some con-

stantly employed drug or enemata, a diet is in-

stalled (usually the Bulgarian bacillus milk given,

and later on with it also the simple foods), and

such general means employed as clinical medicine

would suggest.

It is a well-known fact that an individual on a

milk diet harbors fewer bacteria in the colon than

one on a mixed, a carbohydrate, or a meat diet.

The benefits that come from the use of the Metchni-

kofT milk come from the large amount of lactic acid

imbibed, which assists in gastric proteolysis (the

normal hydrochloric acid is usually absent or low in

the stomachs of these cases) and the milk per se

taken—not from any practical degree of antagonism

between the Bulgarian lactic bacillus with the harm-

ful forms in the intestine. While to a degree this

bacterial antagonism is possible of demonstration by

laboratory methods, with the results in human be-

ings it is diflferent. Of late I have seen some
markedly advanced cases of chronic intestinal

putrefaction in individuals who for weeks before

had been on this form of milk made according to

MetchinkofT's direction, each of whom showed no

local or general improvement, the stools from whom
vielded from 47 to 83 per cent, of dried weight of

bacteria, with a marked preformed sulphate output

in the urine, and more than an 8 per cent, loss of

milk constituents in the stools.

My interest in the use of a direct bacterial method
of treatment was suggested by the uniformity of

the different bacterial pictures seen in examining

specimens of normal and abnormal stools stained

by the Gram differential method ; the fact that the

CoU bacilli grow only for a certain time in bouillon,

when, probably because of their generation of ther-

mostabile and thermolabile substances allied to

phenol, their proliferation is inhibited and they be-

come quiescent or resting but not killed (the latter

was a confirmation of Conradi and Krupjurveit ob-

servations with the Baccillus coli coiiiinuuis and the

Bacillus lactis cerogenas (the last of which organism
probably suggested the use of the Bulgarian form
as a germicidal bacteria against all others) ; and
also, the fact that Coli bacillus were most numerous
in stools of normal individuals, but were diminished

or absent in most cases of excessive chronic in-

testinal putrefaction, having excess of indican in

the urine, even when the intestinal contents have

somewhat rapidly passed through the colon. About
that time I chanced to read Tissier's These de Paris,

1900, in which he mentioned the inhibitory action

of the Bacillus bifidus upon the putrefactive ane-

robes, the latter being the predominant organisms
found in these cases (these are mainly the B. acro-

goics capsulatus and usually also the Gram nega-
tive diplococcus). .Shortly following that (1907)
Harter's book on bacterial infections of the diges-

tive tract was advanced and in it the various facts

pertaining to the germicidal action of the B. coli

group were compiled, particularly in the following

passages, "Nevertheless the evidence now available

suggests that in health the colon bacillus, both in

man and higher mammals, exerts an important
function in combating the development of the in-

jurious saprophytes with which even in health the

human intestinal tract almost necessarily abound.
"The presence in the colon of immense numbers of

obligate microorganisms of the B. coli type may be

an important defense of the organism in the sense

that they hinder the development of that putre-

factive decomjx>sition which, if prolonged, is so in-

jurious to the organism a? a whole." "These
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bacilli are essential to the life of the individual

mammal as a defence against bacterial foes which
it is impracticable to exclude wholly from the

digestive tract, and not as agents in directly facili-

tating the processes of digestion in the narrow
sense." At about this time I confirmed the obsti-

vation of Herter that the colon bacillus has prac-

tically no power to cleave native proteins, that its

peptonizing action is slight, and that alone it has

not the power to cleave the peptones (and cause the

generation of volatile acids, indol, and hydrogen sul-

phide) unless these have been prepared by peptoni

zation by the other microorganisms. Feeling that

the common picture of low amounts of Gram nega-

tive bacteria might represent a lowering of the

B. coli instead of the B. lactosus aerogenes, I grew
colonies of the stool bacteria from normal and ab-

normal stools in diflferent media and under different

methods, and observed that the abnormal stools

generally showed a content of less B. coli than the

normal stools did. After these observations I

perused the literature upon the subject of the B. coli

by different authors and noted that most of the

modem standard works on bacteriology claimed

that an immunity against the B. coli was not diffi-

cult to develop in animals. (Loffler and Abel

easily immunized dogs by progressively using sub-

cutaneous doses of live bacteria grown in solid

culture and suspended in water; the blood of the

immunized animal possessing an active bactericidal

effect upon the colon bacteria, but the serum was
not in the correct sense antitoxic.)

Opposed to the above suggestions were many facts

arguing against the value of the use of installation;

of the Bacillus coli communis in such cases. The
main ones were that a few cases of indolic putrefac

tion showed larger amount of B. coli in the stools

than the nonnal amounts ; the fact that the B. coli is

capable of giving rise to large amounts of indol and
indolacetic acid and a rise in the ethereal sulphates

m the urine when injected into the duodenum of

the dog; the statements of Ilerter that "muscle
fiber or peptones in the lower ileum or large intes-

tine would bf attacked by the anaerobes and colon

bacilli with a production of indol and subsequent
development of indicauuria,'' and that under con-
ilitions of stagnation in the lower part of the ileum
where the colon bacilli are numerous "it is not
necessary for anaerobes to take part in the attack-

on the already hydrolyzed protein, since, as re-

peatedly stated, the colon bacillus itself suffices to

do this" (putrefaction), which he proved by experi-

mentation on a healthy dog, and contends is proven
by an imperfect action of a cathartic in some per-

sons causing a sudden increase of indican in the

urine due to the quick [passage of native proteins

and peptones from the small into the large intestine

where it is possible for the colon bacilli to attack

the former; and further in the statement "If the

colon bacilli have for any reason ascended in large

numbers above their usual upper limit, namely the
ileum, into the jejunum or duodenum, they will

act there upon peptones formed in the course of the
normal digestion of proteins and make indol, and
in these instances the aid of the putrefactive anaer-

obes is not necessary for the production of indol,"

claimmg also that if there had been no ascent of
the B. coli to these regions of the small intestine

the putrefactive organisms located there could
cleave the proteins and then when the contents had
come through the ileocecal valve the B. coli in the

large gut would cause an abnormal production of

indol ; and lastly, the significance he gives to the
colon bacilli in the production of the indolic form
of chronic excessive putrefaction in these words

—

"the first may be called the indolic type, and is

characterized by indicanuria dependent chiefly upon
excessive decomposition induced through the co-

operation of members of the B. coli group."
From the above statements there seemed to be

certain arguments in favor and certain ones against
use of the rectal instillations of autogenous bacteria
and those of the B. coli group in the treatment of
the conditions under consideration. Nevertheless,
encouraged or emboldened by the results recently

reported from injections of killed autogenous bac-
teria in the treatment of other bacterial conditions
(notably in the use of the B. coli in bacteriuria) I

instituted experiments with rectal instillations in a
case which had resisted all methods of treatment
for months.
The woman was one who showed large amounts

of ethereal sulphates in the urine, almost Gram
positive stools in which the colon bacilli were few,
the stool having an acid reaction in the beginning,
the patient displaying a marked anemia, debility,

loss of weight, and an established neurasthenia, to-

gether with other related symptoms. For the pur-
pose of comparison the medical treatments that had
been established before were not changed during
the time of injections, and the diet detailed below
was continued all of the time, since it seemed a

logical one for such conditions, had been established

tour months before, and had been closely followed.

From the onset the number of bacteria grown
and injected were examined and counted in two
groups (Gram negative and Gram positive), and
each subsequent stool was also examined before
new cultures were inoculated to note any difference

in the bacterial picture as time went on. I wish to

report this case in full because with certain minor
exceptions it answers for the others I have treated

since then with the injections of both kinds, and
also because the full clinical and laboratory detail

of all of the cases would be too long.

Mrs. R. E., married, age 38, born in Russia, the

mother of 4 children, had measles 20 years ago.

She had no illness until 3 years ago, when she be-

gan with pains in the region of the sigmoid (she

was pregnant at the time). After the birth of the

child she became weak and weaned the infant at the

third month. Following this the weakness pro-

gressed, she became pale, and was hardly able to

attend to her household duties. About a year ago
she became unable to do even the lightest domestic

work. Then she became markedly pale and nerv-

ous, and these symptoms progressed up to the pres-

ent time.The bowels began to be diarrheal about 10

months ago, and when the diarrhea was severe she

had vomiting spells. Often she has had as many
as ten fluid movements, accompanied with pain, in

one day. These attacks were intermittent. When
menstruating she becomes generally worse and has

nausea, marked dizziness, and vomiting. Menstrua-

tion now very watery and the flow is not steady.

The diarrhea is usually worse when menstruating.

She was of an apathetic type, with pale mem-
branes, soft and flabby tissues, normal lungs

;

heart, first sound weak and pulse weak with rate

of no; the abdominal walls were thin; there was
slight splanchnoptosia. Blood, 3.700.000 erythro-

cytes. Hb. 67 per cent., leucocytes 7.750; a differ-

ential count was not made. On the second day

following an Ewald meal, go c.c. of material
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returned which looked well digested, with little

mucus, free HCl 17, combined HCl 26, total HCl
43, total acidity 47; the pepsin activity was good
and starch digestion was good. The feces were
soft and mushy, and their reaction was distinctly

acid; examination under low power was negative,

excepting that many meat fibers were noted, under
high power large numbers of Gram positive bac-

teria were noted mostly B. aerogenes capsulattis

and diplococci, Gram negative organisms were
few; a watery suspension of i to 10 developed 21

per cent, of gas. There was no blood. Segrega-
tion cultures showed meager growths of colon

bacilli. The urine showed a large amount of in-

dican, a trace of albumin, some hyalin casts, but
no glucose. The weight was 1133^ lbs.; it was 138
three years ago. Aug. 31 the stool showed largo

amounts of Gram positive and few Gram negative

organisms. It had an acid reaction ; the food par-

ticles were normal. The urine contained a large

amount of indican, a trace of albumin, a few casts.

^.j grams of sulphate in twenty-four hours ; the ratio

was preformed sulphates 10, conjugate 4. The treat-

ment included sleep with the windows open, abun-
dant outdoor exercise, a diet as described below, a

morning cold sf)onge, tincture of nux vomica,

paregoric and iron ; also extract of malt. Thi.=

treatment was continued for two months with no
benefit. The woman was treated from the labora-

tory from this to the present, the following records

being made: Dec. 27, 1909. Stool, soft, acid re-

action, 2 slides of raw feces showing mainly aero-

genous bacilli and Gram positive diplococci, but no
colon bacilli. Segregation growths showed meager
growths of the latter. Dec. 28. Dextrose bouillon

:

gas result 10 per cent. ; very acid media, no indican.

Injection 18 c.c. =: 738,000,000 Gram positive and
very few Gram negative (not more than 700). Urine

this day showed marked excess of indican. Dec.

30. .Stool much lighter in color than above and
not so thin, slightly acid, slides showed large pre-

dominance of G. P. but the proportion of G. N.
was slightly increased. B. A. C. very prominent
and a large number of shorter rodded non-capsu-

lated organisms were seen, the G. P. diplococci about

as before. The B. A. C. were shorter than above
and by comparison the bacteria picture of the slides

was different from that of 4 days ago.

Jan. I. Media gas result 25 per cent., no indican

formed but some uroresin, reaction of media very

acid. Marked change in the bacterial pictures of

this bouillon from the foregoing; the G. N. bac-

teria were more prominent appearing in proportion

almost like that seen in normal stools. The B. A. C.

were shorter and narrower, and with the G. P.

diplococci were not so numerous. The fields of

G. N. comprised quite a number of thick clubbed

bacilli, but by far more numerous are a thin bacilli

which probably are the B. C. C. In a number of

fields the proportion between the G. P. and G. X. or-

ganisms was about 2 of the former to i of the latter.

Injection this day of 16 c.c. contained 839,3to.ooo

of G. P. and 460,000,000 of G. N. Mucli time

was spent in the counting. Patient says she is

no better, but says that she has not so much cramps

in the abdomen. The bowels had not been so loose,

this morning's stool being "quite hard" (one month
ago had firm passages for a few days). Her urine

still shows much indican, but this was thought to be

somewhat less than on all occasions before. Jan.

4. Feces soft and lighter in color than most speci-

mens, reaction amphoteric. Stained specimen shows

marked change in bacteria. The reds (G. N.) arc

more numerous than the violet (G. P.). The
B. A. C. are much smaller, more detached, less

numerous than in the other specimens, but still arc

more numerous than in normal stools although

they are much shorter than seen in most. Theri

are many quite small G. P. bacilli which looked un
like B. A. C. and around which no capsule could

be discerned. The G. P. diplococci were about as

found in former specimens. The G. N. were most
prominent, being almost 2-3 G. N. diplococci and
1-3 G. N. bacilli. Segregation cultures showed
most generous growths of B. C. C which compared
to the results noted from the first specimen of

stools showed striking results in the way that the

B. C. C. were now much more plentiful in the gut.

The picture of this specimen of feces resembled
closely the normal stool, and it may ho said that if

any difference existed it was that there were los^

G. P. organisms than are ordinarily seen. Jan. 5
Media gas 10 per cent., reaction of fluid acid. Ap
pearance and proportion of G. P. and G. N. organ
isms about the same as before excepting that tlu

G. N. were greater in number than the G. P. The
B. A. C. very scant and still .shorter thaii before

The B. C. C. were somewhat increased in numbers
above what is observed in inoculations of normal
stools. Injections, 15 c.c. = 120,000,000 G. P. and
165,000,000 G. N. Urine to-day shows decidedly

less indican with a sulphate ratio of 10 preformed to

1.7 conjugate. Patient says she feels better which
is the first time she has made this statement since

coming under observation ; she has pains only before

defecation, and has had only one stool a day and that

formed. Gained 4 lbs. since Jan. 30, two days be-

fore the bacterial injections were begun. Jan 7.

Feces a rich brown color, medium consistence, re-

action amphoteric, foods well digested, red and vio-

let bacteria about evenly divided. B. A. C. normal
in numbers (about 3 to a field), G. P. diplococci

markedly decreased, B. C. C. plainly evident and
in largo numbers. Jan. 8. Media, 21 per cent, gas,

growth almost level to top of media, tluid very acid,

amount 22 c.c. = 1,171,500,000 violet mostly the

B. A. C., and 1,405,800,000 reds of the small form,-

of B. C. C. and a less proportion of long narrow
bacilli. Patent .says she feels decidedly stronger,

has had one formed stool a day and no pain and
that she is not as nervous as before. Test for

excess indican negative. Blood examination de
cidedly better and mucous membranes practicalh

normal in color. Jan. 11. Feces rich brown in

color and firm in consistence, reaction amphoteric,

G. N. and G. P. about equal in numbers, B. C. C,

very numerous in all of the fields. . G. P. diplococci

and B. A. C. apparently increased. Growth on
potato showed a thick film of B. C. C. Jan. 12,

Media gas result 2b per cent., veiy acid, fields

mostly G. N. bacteria almost all of which are a

short rodded bacilli and some cocci of the B. C. C.

group. Fields were seen in which there were
as many as 500 organisms and only several

G. P. organisms. The B. A. C. apparently were
still shorter and not so thick as in the beginning,
they comprised practically all tlie G. P. although
here and there was a G. P. diplococci. This speci-

men had the best growth of B. C. C. yet seen, the}

being present in great predominance and mostly in

chains. Injection 19 c.c. = 3,40to,ix»,ooo G. N. and
97,000.000 G. P. Urine, indican free. Patient

without subjective symptoms excepting still feeling

somewhat weak physically hut doing all of her
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housework, including washing anti ironing.

Gained 3 lbs. more ni weight. Patient given a

week's interval of injections. Jan. 18. Stool brown
color, reaction amphoteric ; G. N. and G. P. about

equal in numbers. Jan. 19. Media acid, good
growth, mostly G. N. but a number of B. A. C.

were present, gas 27 per cent. Injection 17 c.c.

^ 2,100,000,000 G. N. and 970.000.000 G. P.

Urine indol free, patient says she had gained 2 lbs.

in last 5 days, and that she feels still better and

stronger than when last seen. Bowels moved twice

to-day without pain, both stools being formed. One
week interval of injection. Jan. 25. Stool of rich

brown color, reaction amphoteric, more G. P. or-

ganisms noted than in last specimen. Jan. 26.

Good bacterial growth in media, reaction acid,

mostly G. X. but the G. P. were more numerous
than in last few. Injection 18 c.c. = 2,900,000,000

G. N. and 1,900,000,000 G. P. Urine has a faint

blue indican reaction. Patient says she feels well

but had some abdominal pain yesterday and to-day.

Conditions not so good as two weeks ago. Ordered
to send stool in five days.

Feb. I. Stool somewhat softer than last speci-

men, deep brown color, reaction amphoteric, more
G. P. present, mostly bacilli but apparently they

are not B. A. C. G. P. diplococci very few, G. N.

not quite as prominent as before but still in excess

of the G. P. Feb. 2. Gas result in media 34 per

cent., fields mostly G. N. bacteria but many small

sized G. P. bacilli were noted which probably were
not B. A. C. and are of an unknown character,

growth fair, injection 15 c.c. ^ 1,270,000,000 G. X.

and 1,100,000,000 G. P. Woman menstruating on

this day. Urine indican free. Told to send stool

ui four days but did not until Feb. 9. Stool normal
color but possibly slightly lighter than last one,

pasty consistence, reaction amphoteric, G. X. and

G. P. about equal in number, the B. A. C. not

proininent, the B. C. C. very much so. Feb. 10.

Media gas result ^7 per cent., growth poor as com-
pared to all former ones, many short rodded G. P.

bacilli as before, a few B. A. C. and a large num-
ber of G. X. spherical bodies of unknown char-

acter growing in groups, injection 17 c.c. =890,-
000.000 G. P. and 790.000,000 G. X., most of which
latti-r are P.. C. C. Urine indican free this day, and
woman had gained 3 lbs. more since last Saturday.
Feb. 15. Stool formed and rich brown in color,

reaction amphoteric, short rodded G. P. bacilli

much fewer, a few B. A. C, G. N. and G. P. about
equal in numbers. Feb. 16. Injection 15.5 c.c. =^

2.000.000,000 G. X. and 1,500.000,000 G.P., bacterial

growths apparently not so prolific as in first medias.
Urine indican free, sulphate ratio preformed 10.

conjugate i. Patient says she had one formed
and following this one fairly loose movement yes-

terday but no pain accompanying either or at other
times. Patient looks very much improved com-
pared to any time while under observation, is now
active and quick in her manner, doing her work
each day. and is happy and cheerful. Feb. 26 (ten
days since last seenV Stool apparently normal,
reaction amphoteric, G. P. and G. N. bacteria about
equal in amounts. Only a few B. A. C. seen, but
large numbers of B. C. C. Feb. 27. Media less

acid than times before, growth fair. Injection 17
c.c. r^ 1,300,000,000 G. P. and 1,470,000.000 G. X.
I'rine indican free Bowels have moved twice a dav
for four days, no pain, since last seen had a head-
ache for a few hours on two occasions. Gained 2

lbs. in past week. Weekly injections instituted.

bacteria not to be counted, 10 c.c. of media and
smaller portions of feces for inoculation to be em-
ployed from this on.

J\lar. 6. Media growth good, injection 10 c.c.

Urine indican free. Patient apparently well. Mar
13. Media growth fair, injection 10 c.c. Urine in-

dican free. Patient gaining about 2 lbs. in a week.

Mar. 21. Media growth fair, injection 10 c.c.

Urine faintest trace of indican, sulphate ratio pre-

formed 10, conjugate 1.2. Feels well. Mar. 29.

Media growth good, injection 10 c.c. Urine in-

dican free. Has gained 5 V4 lbs. in past four weeks.

Stool specimens are about the same in each, G. P.

and G. N. organisms about equal in numbers, and
the B. C. C. most numerous.

April 5. Media growth good, injection 10 c.c.

Urine indican free. .April 12. \Iedia growth
fair, injection 10 c.c. Urine, faint trace of in-

dican, but uroresin reaction rather marked. April

17. Media growth good, injection 10 c.c. Urine
indican free, no uroresin. Patient has gained

17J/2 lbs. in weight since Dec. 27 (weight now
131) and feels well. Interval of injections now two
weeks. Still under observation after six weeks
and well, althuugii no injections had been given
during this time.

The deductions from this case were that the in-

stillations caused an inhibition to proliferation and
a destruction of the B. aerogcncs ca(^sulatiis and
the Gram positive diplococci, and a raising to nor-

mal of the B. coJi in the stools ; a sudden change
in the reaction of the stools to neutral, and a

change in its color and the taking on of a firmer

consistence : the stopping of the tendency to di-

arrhea and the estalilishing of single daily move-
ments ; an elimination of the excess indican in the

urine, the sulphate partition ratio diminishing from
the preformed 10 to 3.7 conjugate, to 10 preformed
to I conjugate in six weeks ; a most marked
improvement in the anemia, general strength and
weight of the patient ; and lastly an almost per-

manency of these conditions over months of steady

observation, the indican returning in slight excess

when the instillations were discontinued for a time

and its disappearance again when the injections

were again given.

Since that time I have treated twelve cases,

none of which had originally responded to the

ordinary routine treatments, and all of which pa-

tients now have decidedly lessened indican output

and all of whom have made substantial general im-

provement. Nine of these (ten all told) are still un-

der observation, receiving only one injection every

two weeks or so and thev will be reported again at

some subsequent time. The other two have passed

from observation but both had indican free urines

and were much improved in general health when
last seen.

In addition to the above were seven additional

cases, four of which were treated with the aut<i-

genous mixed injection in the beginning and subse-

(|uentlv with strains of B. coli communis obtained

from other human beings, and three with the latter

from the beginning. In the first four, all of which

were treated for at least three weeks with autogenous

bacteria, three showed improvement in the way of

a lessened indican output and improved general con-

dition from the autogenous mixed bacteria, but none

of whom become indican free, or having near to

a normal sulphate ratio. The fourth showed no

beneficial change whatever from these injections

and is included in the following (which makes four
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all told) that were treated with strains of D. coli

communis from the beginning.

The latter were supplied in individual cultures on
agar-agar by Dr. William Park from the Health
Board Laboratories, were taken originally from
the stools of typhoid patients, and were marked
"Mary, No. 168, No. 6, No. 171. Brown, No. 3,

Mangiuer, and No. 170." The inoculated cultures

were first grown for twenty-four hours to get a

good surface growth and after this kept in the

original tubes at the room temperature, and in-

oculations were made by placing small loops from
each of the tubes into about 15 c.c. of dextrose-

bouillon, and the seven strains were grown together

for twenty-four hours in the oven at 37 °C. when
the entire media was injected into the rectum.

These injections comprised amounts of the organ-

isms varying in each single injection from 327
millions to 2 billions and the media growths were
examined by Gram differential staining and also by

growing colonies on the surface of different nutri-

tive medias so as to note if any extraneous bacteria

had become inoculated into the original tubes. Up
to the time of writing no outside organisms had be-

come mixed with the B. coli.

These last seven cases were all those of long

standing conditions and may be classed as those

that are obstinately resistant to all forms of ordi-

nary treatment. In them other diagnoses of dis-

tinct organ affections were easy to be made. These
were, chronic myocarditis in two, chronic nephritis

in five, chronic hypertension and arterial sclerosis

in five, marked anemia in six and questionable

pernicious anemia in one, prolonged neurasthenia

in six, premature senility in one, arthritis deformans

in one, marked debility and loss of weight and

strength in all. The test meal analyses showed

that three had gastric subacidity, one an achylia, two

a normal secretion and one an excess secretion. In

none, however, did the ,r-ray examinations of the

colon show any kinks, twists or other types of ob-

struction, although five of them had varying de-

grees of prolapse which probably was secondary to

the general atony and loss of weight. All but one

had habitual constipation, the exception having

more or less regularly running diarrheal move-

ments. The stools of each in the beginning showed

large amounts of Gram positive organisms and

very few Gram negatives, and the urines showed a

very dark blue in the chloroform from presence

of indican (Stokvis-Jaffe's test with hydrogen

peroxide instead of the soda or calcium hyperchlor-

ide solution employed), and persistently high con-

jugate sulphate in the partition from 10 of the

preformed to 2.5 to 8 of the conjugate.

With the above mentioned seven cases were two

additional ones of like type but which showed high

Gram negative stools in the first examination. In

these it was believed that the B. coli were present

in largely increased numbers, and these are not

included in the report of the cases for the reasons

that they were too few in number, because one had

a marked coloptosis and the second an angulation

of the transverse colon, and because neither had been

under treatment long enough to arrive at any defi-

nite conclusions.

The four of the mentioned seven cases that had

first been treated with the autogenous mixed injec-

tions showed decidedly lessened output of indican in

the urine when placed on the strains of B. coli. and

the development of more equal proportion between

the Gram negatives and positives in the stools (usu-

ally after about the fifth injection of B. coli). But
in all a point was reached at which subsequent treat-

ments with the autogenous mixed bacteria seemed to

be ineffective although in all relief of symptoms was
reported during their course and the benefit in

general health was substantial. At the end of the

third month of treatment with the autogenous mixed
bacteria each was put upon injections of the strains

of B. coli, and in three an almost immediate further

drop in the indican output was noted, the urine

eventually becoming almost indican free. The
fourth still running an excess but still decidedly de-

creased indican after the second month of the latter

treatment {in toto this last case had five months of

bacterial treatment). The other two cleaned up
completely on the B. coli, two inside of ten weeks
and the third during the fifth month. The detail

of one of the first cases treated with the B. cod is

the following:

J. W., June 15, 1909, married, age 51, buyer in

department store. Had measles and scarlet fever

when a child, and diphtheria at 21 years. Had
always been constipated but was well and strong up
to eight years ago when he contracted typhoid fever.

Following this he had a persistent tenderness and
pain in the right heel, corresponding to the inner

tuberosity of the astragalus which was intensified

on walking and deep point pressure and relieved

on resting. About three years ago for no known
reason to him he became nervous, which condition

manifested itself as a restlessness, lack of power
in concentrating his thoughts, an irregular in-

somnia, some loss of appetite, a more marked con-

stipation, and a steady pain and distressed feeling

in the stomach under the left costal arch which was
independent of meals and the character and quantity

of food. During the first year these general con-

ditions were somewhat intermittent, they being less

marked when he was away from business and in

the country. In the winter of two years ago he

grew gradually worse so that he was unable to

attend to business for weeks at a time. In the sum-
mer he again picked up in strength and ability to

work, but last winter he was unable to attend to

business after about Jan. i, 1909, and since which
time he had done nothing in the business way, al-

though he was anxious to. During these three

years he had been in the hands of a number of men,
and being neurasthenic and impatient hardly gave
time enough for any of them to accomplish much
in the way of benefit. The diagnoses made were
somewhat varied, although "indicanuria" ran

pretty generally through them all, and no doubt

the treatments installed were good. He said that

he made the most improvement in the physician's

hands just before me who give him extract of malt

and cascara segrada, a meat free diet, and ten drops

of tincture of nux vomica at his meals. However,
after about a month he failed to make further

progress and although changes in the treatment

were made said that he "could feel himself slipping

back again."

Examination: weight 149 lbs. (weight 205 three

years ago) : has a pallid countenance and pale

mucous membranes ; muscles soft and his skin

flabby ; nervous, apprehensive and excitable ; had a

hemic blow over the base of the heart ; a marked
gastric spash and an enlarged stomach ; fecal

masses in the sigmoid and descending, colon ; ex-

aggerated knee jerks; an arterial pressure of 170

m.m. Hg. ; and a marked amount of indican in the

urine (almost a blue black). Ewald meal (June
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17) return 95 c.c. ; finely subdivided starch; no

blood, lactic acid, or Boas-Oppler bacilli ; free HCl
o, combined HCl 11, total acidity 19; starch

digestion to maltose marked. Feces (when four

days on the test foods), dark color and acid

reaction ; muscle fibers numerous, some striated

;

large masses of vegetable substances; thick

coating of mucus on surface of stool ; typical

Gram positive stool, showing many B. A. C. and

G. P. diplococci, and but very few G. N. bac-

teria and not more than one or two G. N. bacilli to

a field. Urine, 1,400 c.c. Sp. Gr. 1,021 ; acid; trace

of albumin ; indican and uroresin reaction marked

;

sulphates 4.2 grams, ratio sulphates 4 conjugate to

ID preformed; urea 31 grams; moderate number of

hyalin and granular casts, some renal and many
squamous cells and a few cylindroids. Blood,

3,100,000 erythrocytes, 6,900 leucocytes, Hb. 64 per

cent.

From June 17 to Nov. 11, 1909, various treat-

ments were employed with only fair and most times

discouraging results. The agar-agar established

daily movements of his bowels within the first week

of treatment, and this regularity was maintained up

to the present. He seemed to make the most ini-

provement on excessive amounts of outdoor e.xercise

(walking seven miles a day), morning rubs with a

towel soaked in cold water, the diet, and tincture

nux vomica 10 in liq., ferri albuminatis 100, taking

two teaspoonfuls after meals in water. During these

five months some improvement was noticed in his

general condition ; the best blood count was on Sep-

tember 17, when 4,100,000 erythrocytes and 7,200

leucocytes were counted and "jj per cent, of Hb. But

on all occasions largely increased amounts of indican

in his urine were observed (39 examinations), the

albumin and casts persisting. At times when it was
believed that the patient was substantially better

(particularly one time when he returned from a two
weeks' sojourn in the country) a total sulphate ex-

amination of the urine was made with a ratio sul-

phate, and even on this occasion the sulphate output

was 4.1 grams and the ratio was 3.7 conjugate and

10 preformed. On one occasion the arterial ten-

sion was 13s m.m.Hg., but at all other times it was
higher; about half of the times it vi'as around the

figure first mentioned and in a few instances it was
above. The man continued to feel weak, look poor-

ly, was unable to work, and he constantly complained

of the gastric pain or distress. The examination

of his stools on three occasions showed the acid re-

actions and high G.P. and very few G.N. organisms.

It was believed in November that no better results

in the way of controlling the excessive intestinal

putrefaction were possible by medical means, and
that only a fair degree of benefit was possible from
medical treatments and then only when these were
constantly kept up over lengths of time. En-
couraged by the success in clearing a case just be-

fore with instillations of the strains of B. coli, but

which case had discontinued observation when the

urine had cleared and the stools had improved in

character, I began these treatments in the case, con-
tinuing also the diet, morning rubs, long walks, and
the tonics with the following results

:

November 13, dextrose-bouillon, 15 c.c, good
growth, no indol in media, and reaction acid, injec-

tion 374,000,000 B.C.C. November 19. media 16
c.c, good growth, acid reaction, no in -ol in media,
iniection 327,000,000 B.C.C. November 23. media
15 c.c, growth good, acid reaction, injection 395,-
000,000 B.C.C. Patient's urine shows less indican

to-day than ever before ; says he feels somewhat
stronger and slept better. November 27, media 17
c.c. and reaction, growth good, injection 410,000,-

000 B.C.C. Patient gained 2 pounds in last twelve
days. November 30, media 16 c.c, gas result 70 per

cent., media acid, trace of indol, growth good, in-

jection 405,000,000 B.C.C. Patient says he feels

that he is getting better ; his urine shows only the

faintest trace of indican.

December 3, specimen of stool submitted to-day
shows neutral reaction, about 1/3 G.N. to 2/3 G. P.

bacteria and very few B.A.C. Media 14.5 c.c, acid

reaction, growth fair, injection 315.000,000 B.C.C.
Patient gained 3 pounds in last six days, appetite is

much better, ami the gastric distress has stopped.

December 6, media 15 c.c, growth fair, and reaction

acid, injection 270,000,000 B.C.C. Urine faint trace

of indican and no uroresin. December 10, media 14
c.c, growth good, bacteria not counted. December
16, media 15 c.c, acid reaction, injection 347.000,-

000 B.C.C. No indican shown in urine test. Blood
count 4,700,000 erythrocytes, 7,900 leucocytes, Hb.
84 per cent. Patient looks well and says he feels

much better. Injection once a week. December 22,

media 19 c.c, growth good, bacteria not counted.

Urine indican free. December 29, media 15.5 c.c,

acid reaction, growth good, injection 410,000,000
B.C.C. Has had no distress in his stomach all of

this month, gained 9 pounds in weight since No-
vember 27.

January 8, media 17 c.c. and reaction marked,
growth good, bacteria not counted. Urine shows a

trace of indican. Yesterday had eaten rather large

quantities of meat at two meals. January 15, Media
16 c.c, growth good, acid reacion, bacteria not
counted. January 22, media 17 c.c, growth fair,

bacteria not counted. Urine free of excess indican.

January 29, media 15 c.c, growth fair, bacteria not
counted. Gained 7J/^ pounds in a month.

February 8, stool examination: The G.N. and
G.P. equal in numbers, few B.A.C. seen, reaction

neutral. Media 16 c.c, bacteria not counted. In-

jection at lO-day intervals. February 18, media 18

c.c, acid reaction, bacteria not counted. Injection

at two-week intervals.

March 4, media 17 c.c, bacteria not counted.

Has gained 6 pounds since Jan. 29, and looks much
improved and of good color. March 18, media 16

c.c, bacteria not counted, urine indican free. Ewald
test meal 67 c.c, return F. HCl 27, combined 21,

total HCl 48, total acidity 53. March 22, media
16.5 c.c, bacteria not counted. Patient has resumed
his work, feeling strong and active. Urine indican

and albumin free, but still has casts.

April 3, media 15 c.c, growth good, bacteria not
counted. Arterial tension 125 m.m.Hg. April 16,

media 17 c.c, growth good, bacteria not counted.

Urine indican free. Continuing steadily at his work
and nervousness gone. Says he feels as of old.

Treatments continued at time of writing except-

ing at three-week intervals. Patient well.

This was an ideal case of chronic intestinal putre-

faction of the gut due to the G.P. anaerobes with

elimination of the G.N. organisms, in which the re-

sults from the medical treatments continued over
five months' time were only fair, and in which the

fecal instillations of the B. coli obtained from other

human beings gave signal results both in the general

way and in the reestablishment of the proper pro-

portions between the G.N. and G.P. organisms in

the gut. As the latter was brought about, the

amount of indican in the urine with the total sul-
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phate output and the ratio between the preformed
and conjugate sulphates became normal. The man
was brought from a debilitated, anemic neurasthenic

unable to work to one that appeared normal in every
way. A further interesting fact was the differences

in the two test meal analyses (made nine months
apart) in which it appeared that the toxins from
the gut depressed the digestive secretions, and that

when these toxins were no longer generated in ex-

cessive amounts the stomach secretion returned lo

normal. The blood pressure also came down to a

figure that may be considered as safely normal and
has remained at these lower figures.

The diagnoses of the excessive putrefactive con-

dition in the gut were made by noting the various

general or organ conditions with an initial examina-
tion of the urine for indican. The condition sug-

gested, a purge was given (calomel and salts or cas-

tor oil), and when the bowels had moved well, car-

mine or lampblack was given to demarcate the

stools and the patients were placed upon the fol-

lowing test diet.

"The diet mentioned below is to be strictly adhered
to for three or four days. The stools of the first

thirty-six hours after its institution are of no value

for e.xamination. If constipation exists, the bowels
are to be moved by injection at the end of the

thirty-six hours. After this time, providing the

bowels have moved well, the entire first stool is to

be sent as soon as possible, no purges being taken

in the meantime. Fresh specimens are desirable,

and a covered small tin can or glass jar can be

used as a container. The output of urine of twenty-

four hours should accompany the specimen of stool.

"Diet.—]\Iorning: Two thin slices of well-baked

bread with butter liberally supplied ; one pint of oat-

meal gruel, made of about i J4 oz. or 40 gm. of oat-

meal ; 34 oz. or 10 gm. of butter ; 6 oz. or 200 gm.
of milk ; Syi oz. or 300 gm. of water, and one egg
(strained).

"11 A. M.: Milk. I pint or 500 c.c.

"Noon : A good-sized piece of steak or roast beef

chopped or cut into very fine pieces (about 4 oz. or

125 gm.) and served on a slice of toast; one bowl

(about 8 oz. or 250 gm.) of mashed potatoes with

14 oz. or 10 gm. of butter.

"4 p. M. : Milk. I pint or 500 c.c.

"Night: Same diet as breakfast."

The specimen of urine was examined for in-

dican and uroresin, and a sulphate partition was
made, close attention being paid to the ratio

between the preformed and conjugate sulphate.

When the chromogens were markedly increaseil

in the urine and the urine showed a ratio

partition between the two sulphate combinations

of more than 10 of the preformed to i of the

conjugate a specimen of stool was examined. The
reaction of this was taken, the color noted, ex-

amination of the surface layer made when it was
formed not when it was of soft consistence, and a

portion of the center was examined between slides

with the low power to note the appearance of food

crystals, etc. Seven and a half grams of the stool

were macerated in 25 c.c. of sterile water and fer-

mented and the gas result noted, and slides were
made of portions of the interior of the stool, these

being stained by the Gram differential method. In

the latter, attention was paid to the character of the

gross proportion of the Gram positive and Gram
negative bacteria. When the latter were low, a

tube closed at one end was filled with dextrose

bouillon and inoculated. The bacteria grown in

twenty-four hours was examined and comparison
of these latter slides were made with those of

the raw stool before so as to note the dififerences

in the bacterial pictures and also if the Gram nega-
tives had a tendency to increase in number when
grown in culture. If such was the case, the autogen-
ous mixed bacteria was employed, if not the B. coli

medias were employed. These were grown in about

15 c.c. of dextrose bouillon for twenty-four hours at

27° C., at which time an examination was made of

the bacterial result, and the organisms counted in

classes of Gram positives and Gram negatives. Or

just the B. coli when these only were used. In some
instances where doubt existed as to the character of

the organisms, colonies were grown on potato and
on bouillon gelatin. When the bacterial instilla-

tions were instituted close attention was paid to the

clinical side of the case, the weight was taken reg-

ularly, the red cells counted and the Hb. estimated
from time to time, differences in the examination of

the stools and bacterial inoculation results from
them were noted in all instances. Altogether, the

observation covered an immense field of laboratory

labor and observation, at times discouraging, but

in the end most grateful.

The medical treatments that had been used before
the instillations were begun were usually stopped,

although when tonics, enemata, etc., were indicated

they were utilized more or less although not as

steadily as had been the case before. Outdoor exer-
cises, regular hours of sleep, morning cold sponges
and other hygienic details were kept up, and also

this diet.

"General Rules.—Care should be taken that all

foods are fresh and cleanly cooked and served. The
mouth should be cleansed with plain warm water
before and after partaking of food and when pos-
sible at other times. All raw fruits should alway.
be peeled. Drink a glass of warmed Haxseed water
before meals. Foods shoulil not be eaten during
conditions of fatigue, inental excitement or depres-
sion, and a rest after each meal is desirable.

Thorough mastication of the food is important, and
such foods as cart be mashed on the plate should
be so treated. The vegetables and cereals should be
well cooked, and condiments, such as pepper, mus-
tard, lemon, etc., are not allowed. Not much food
should be eaten at any one time ; smaller meals and
shorter intervals are more desirable. Kefir, Ku-
myss, Matzoon, and peptonized milk are the only
forms in which milk can be used.

"Foods allowed. Bouillon, consomme, broths, and
jiurees. Well-cooked rice, tapioca, farina, sago,
oatmeal, and hominy and served with milk, sugar,
and fresh cream. Eggs in any form and not taking
more than two in a day. Bread, rolls, swieback,
toast, biscuits, and crackers. All foods made with
gelatin, both the animal and vegetable form. If con-
stipated take a handful of agar-agar finely cut once
a day with cream. Take as much fresh butter,

fresh cream, and olive oil as possible. Beef, lamb,
chicken, sweetbreads, liver, etc., and fish can be
eaten in small quantities once a day, providing they
are fresh, roasted, or broiled, and taken in a finely

comminuted form (their use in made up dishes is

not allowed). All of the vegetables can be taken,
but they must be cooked to softness ; peas, beans,
lentils are wholesome. The green vegetables
and salads are also beneficial. When constipation
is severe and the bowels do not move with the
agar-agar a dish of stewed prunes sweetened with
milk sugar instead of cane sugar should be taken
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each night before retiring. Custards, egg and milk,

cereal or fruit, jellies, marmalade, stewed fruits are

allowable. Other foods of value are apples, pears,

brown bread, rice, barley, black grapes, potatoes,

carrots, asparagus, green chicory, cabbage, and
spinach.''

From the results achieved I have come to the fol-

lowing conclusions : In cases of chronic intestinal

putrefaction wherein such conditions as carcinoma,

colonic obstruction, abnormal organic disease of the

pancreas or stomach, or gastrointestinal atrophy,

etc., are not responsible for the condition, much
benefit can come from raising the content of B. coli

communis in the gut by instillation either of the au-

togenous mixed forms or strains from other individ-

uals ; whether this is due to a real antagonism between

the toxins of the B. coli and the other putrefactive

organisms, these toxins being existant in the cultures

injected (which bacteriologists claim is slight in

amount with the B. coli), or whether the B. coli so

injected are directly toxic to these other bacteria I

am not prepared to say. (We know that the dead
as well as the living B. coli are very toxic.) But it is

certainly true that an individual who has high Gram
positive stools can by the autogenous mixed or B.

coli instillations quickly have the running proportion

between the Gram negatives and positives raised to

a proportion equivalent to normal, this being due to a

raising in the B. coli and also to a diminution in the

putrefactive Gram positives as the first become more
numerous. With this more equal proportion be-

tween the two types of organisms, the conjugate
sulphate of the urine diminishes and the cases make
substantial improvement in the general body.
Whether this raising of the Gram negatives is only
due to the B. coli or only to the B. lactosus acrogcncs

(both being antitoxic to other bacteria), or to both

together, is not always possible of determination,

since both are much alike in their morphology and
are Gram negative in character. But the cultural

methods of distinguishing these two forms from
each other and the results obtained when only the

B. coli were used in the injections incline me to be-

lieve that these disorders are due to a shortage or

inactivity of the B. coli, and that the latter are the

most powerful agents in the human alimentary canal

against the development of putrefactive conditions,

and, that while outside of the intestine they are de-

structive and pyogenic, inside of the canal they are

welcome hosts. From my experiences I am led to

believe that these injections are a valuable method
for treating these cases, quick and effective in the

great majority, and not harmful in any. It is my
belief that when anatomic conditions causing stag-

nation exist the results from these treatments are not

-capable of giving such good or substantial benefit.

As regards the permanency of the benefit brought
about it is apparent that about half of the cases

which do not respond to simple treatments clear up
inside of from one to three months of this treatment,

"but that the other half may not remain substantially

benefited even when the instillations are kept up
for longer periods. These latter show relapses when
the instillations have been stopped for a week or

tnore, quickly responding again when the injec-

tions are reestablished and some eventually clear up.

It is probable that in the relapsing cases some per-

manent anatomical mischief preventing the estab-

lishment of a normal bacterial intestinal condition

is present, which is either the cause of the de-

velopment of the condition in the first instance

and then its prolongation, or that there is present

some anatomical or permanent functional change

affecting normal secretions and motility of the

digestive canal in asthenic ways. All cases of
putrefactive conditions should first be treated by
the routine methods of treatment for those condi-
tions (diet, hygiene, tonics, etc.) before instituting

the instillations. When, however, the latter are

begun, the autogenous mixed bacteria should first be
used, always employing fresh specimens of stools for

inoculation of the media and this treatment kept up
for about four weeks before a change to the strains

of B. coli is employed for a length of time, and when
benefit had been established a return to the autogen-
ous mixed bacteria may be used. If no benefit is

noted on the B. coli alone the B. lactosus acrogeiies

may also be added to them, the two grown together
in the single media, and these tried for a length of
time. And if after these no sustained or apparent
benefit is achieved then we have present some
anatomic and permanent complication affecting the

function of the gut, and the best we can hope for

is a resort to surgery in some of the cases, or a
longer interval continuation of instillations of what-
ever form of culture has shown the best results in

that particular case.

The bacteria were all grown under identical con-
ditions, namely, in about 15 c.c of 2 per cent, dex-
trose bouillon for twenty-four hours at 37° C., when
the entire tnedia was injected. This was done after

an enema of normal saline solution to cleanse the

lower bowel, the patient being on the left side and
remaining so for 15 minutes after the instillation.

The routine was one injection every fourth day until

benefit was noted, and after this at longer intervals,

the treatment being kept up for months if necessary.

A POSSIBLE SECOND ATTACK OF ACUTE
ANTERIOR POLIOMYELITIS IN THE

SAME PATIENT.*

By AUGUSTUS A. ESHIvER. M.D..

PHILADELPHIA.

The occasional epidemic character of acute anterior

poliomyelitis had in the past already suggested the

activity of a transmissible factor in the etiology of

the disease, but it is only within the most recent

times that the infectious origin of the disorder has

been clearly and definitely established. Experiment-

al investigation has demonstrated the cause to re-

side in a virus of ultramicroscopic and filterable

character, capable of inducing typical palsies in inoc-

ulated monkeys, from whose nervous tissues in turn

the virus can be obtained. Surviving animals thus

infected have proven refractory to subsequent inocu-

lation, and it is not too much to hope that the blood-

serum of such animals may ultimately prove of

prophylactic if not of curative value. The immunity
thus induced is in accord with clinical observation,

second attacks in the same individual having been

observed with exceeding rarity.

In some instances what appears to have been an

exacerbation or a recrudescence or a relapse of the

disease has taken place within a short time after

the inception of the primary attack, and excep-

tionally such a third outbreak has been reported. A
few cases are on record in which a second attack has

occurred considerably later in life. There is, how-
ever, a pretty general expression of opinion to the

effect that acute anterior poliomyelitis in early life

predisposes to the development of some other form
* Read before the American Neurological Association,

May 4. I9I0-
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of disease of the spinal cord in later life. On the

other hand, James Ross^ makes the statement that

"Persons who have had an attack of spinal paralysis

do not indeed appear to be more liable in later life

to other affections of the spinal cord than healthy

persons generally"; and O. Medin- expresses the

view that one attack of acute anterior poliomyelitis

appears to confer immunity to subsequent attack,

and he adds that he knows of no instance of relapse.

M. Raymond' reports the case of a man, ly years

old, who at the age of six months had an illness at-

tended with convulsions, fever and left hemiplegia

—

and diagnosticated as essential paralysis of infancy,

and at the age of 17 years presented symptoms of

progressive muscular atrophy commencing in the

right arm and leg.

A. Seeligmiiller^ states that individuals that have
had an attack of acute anterior poliomyelitis in

childhood are liable to develop progressive muscular
atrophy later in life and he cites two illustrative

cases.

G. Ballet and A. Dutil^ report the case of a man, 34
years old, who from infancy had presented marked
weakness in the lower extremities. From the age of

22 years he had transient paraplegia on several oc-

casions, and at the age of 25 an attack of complete

paralysis of the lower extremities of sudden onset.

For three or four years there had been also weak-
ness and wasting in the upper extremities. In a sec-

ond case, in a girl, 18 years old, there had been an

attack of infantile paralysis at the age of 3 years,

involving the lower extremities, at the age of 11 or

12 another attack, involving the upper extremities,

and at the age of 14 a third attack, again involving

the lower extremities. Ballet and Dutil refer to a

case reported by Caudoin," occurring in a boy, 16

years old, who had an attack of poliomyelitis at the

age of 17 months, involving the left lower ex-

tremity, and at the age of 16 years a feb-

rile attack, attended with loss of power in

the right lower extremity. They report a

case of Pitres occurring in a man, 19 years old,

who at the age of four years had an attack, attended

with indigestion, fever, weakness and wasting in the

lower extremities. Weakness and wasting increased

and at the age of 15 or 16 progressive weakness and
wasting appeared in the upper extremities. Ballet

and Dutil also refer to the report by Charcot and by

Vulpian of cases of progressive muscular atrophy in

subjects previously affected by infantile paralysis.

W. R. Gowers' states that relapses in the course

of poliomyelitis are very rare and occur chiefly in

the form of a separate later extension of the dis-

ease. Second attacks, he says, are almost unknown
—there had been but one instance in his series of

116 cases. He notes that in a few cases some other

chronic affection of the spinal cord has developed

when the subjects of infantile paralysis have reached

adult life. He refers to the development of pro-

gressive muscular atrophy, of acute and subacute

poliomyelitis and also of lateral sclerosis in adult

life.

P. Marie^ states that an individual who has had an

attack of poliomyelitis in early life may subsequently

develop progressive muscular atrophy.

E. V. Leyden and Goldscheider^ state that ex-

ceptionally in the course of an attack of acute an-

terior poliomyelitis acute or subacute recrudescences

occur, or there may be a gradual extension of the

atrophic paralysis.

S. Auerbach^" has reported the case of a child in

whom two months following a febrile attack at-

tended with paralysis of the left arm and leg a sec-

ond febrile attack developed, with paralysis of the

right leg.

Rudolph Neurath" reports the case of a boy, hve

years old, who at the beginning of August had an

attack attended with fever, pains in the arms and

legs, and difficulty in walking, lasting for five days

;

at the end of August a repetition of the symptoms,

again lasting five^days ; and on October 3 a renewal

of the symptoms, with the addition of weakness in

the upper extremities, and death on October 5. Post-

mortem examination disclosed extensive degenera-

tion of the ganglion-cells of the anterior horns

throughout the spinal cord.

E. Lovegren'^ has reported the case of a boy, id

years old, in whom, two weeks following a febrile

attack attended with paralysis of the left leg, paraly-

sis of the extensors of the right thigh developed._

H. Oppenheim" expressesthe view that infantile

palsy predisposes to the occurrence of paralytic con-

ditions in later life, such as progressive muscular

atrophy or chronic anterior poliomyelitis.

I. Wickman" states that at times poliomyelitis sets

in in two stages, new symptoms appearing after .the

subsidence of the primary attack, the second attack

not rarely taking the form of a relapse. He cites two

cases of Medin'in which, following a febrile period

of three or four days, attended with paraplegia,

there was an afebrile remission of five and six days

respectively, after which there was a renewal of the

fever, with marked aggravation and extension of

the paralytic phenomena; and a case of Leegaard

in which there was an interval of three weeks be-

tween the two attacks.

J. S. Risien RusselU= makes the statement that

in cases in which poliomyelitis is probably respon-

sible for a uniform want of development in a

limb, but without paralysis or especial atrophy of any

one muscle, and in which all movements can be

executed—as in a case of acute poliomyelitis-

progressive muscular atrophy may be encountered

later in life, but such a sequel is rare.

According to M. Allen Starr,^" Geirsvold of Nor-

way has reported a case in which nine weeks fol-

lowing an attack of poliomyelitis involving one leg,

with apparent partial recovery, a second attack oc-

curred involving the opposite leg. Starr also cites

two cases of acute anterior poliomyelitis reported

by Wickman in which recurrence took place at an

interval of eight weeks in one and of three months
in the other. Starr has himself observed a little

boy with anterior poliomyelitis affecting the right

arm in association with pseudohypertrophic paral-

ysis involving both legs and the back.

Dr. Wharton Sinkler" has observed a case in

which apparently two separate attacks of acute

anterior poliomyelitis occurred in the same patient.

In the first the right leg was involved and fairly

good recovery took place, while three weeks later

the left leg became involved in flaccid paralysis.

In the course of a paper dealing with an epidemic
of 135 cases of acute anterior poliomyelitis occur-

ring in Victoria H. D. Stephens^* makes the state-

ment that there is a family predisposition to the

disease in some instances and that recurrence or

recrudescence in the same child has occurred.

J. K. Friedjung'" has reported the case of a

boy 2.y2 years old who. at the age of 23 months,
had a febrile attack attended with loss of power
and muscular atrophy in the left arm and who four
months later lost power in the lower extremities, the

calf-muscles undergoing pseudohypertrophy.
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A. StriimpelP" states that in several cases of in-

fantile spinal paralysis progressive muscular atrophy

has developed later in life, and he expresses the view

that the diseased ganglion-cells of the anterior horns

of the spinal cord are incapable of keeping up with

the- functional demands made upon them and there-

fore undergo premature atrophy.

Simon Flexner and Paul A. Lewis-^ infer from
the silence of the literature of epidemic poliomyelitis

on the subject of immunity that a second attack of

the disease is rare in the same individual, if it ever

occurs. For this circumstance they propound two
possible reasons : (

i
) one attack of the disease tends

to confer enduring immunity; (2) owing to the

infrequency of epidemics and the long interval be-

tween them, a child once infected passes beyond
the susceptible age when again exposed. They found
monkeys refractory to reinoculation for a short

time following an attack of experimental poliomy-
elitis, and they succeeded in inducing active im-

munity in monkeys through employment of grad-
ually increasing doses of active virus or of virus

modified by heat and other physical and various

chemical agents.

Lewellys F. Barker,^^ in discussing the immunity
conferred by an attack of acute anterior polio-

myelitis in human beings, states that this does not
always develop quickly. In his opinion relapses,

while rare, do occur, and sometimes two or more in

the same individual.

Although in the case herewith reported the char-
acter of the second attack is somewhat doubtful, it

yet seems of sufficient interest to be put on record.
The patient was seen in the service of the late Dr.
Wharton Sinkler. at the Philadelphia Orthopedic
Hospital and Infirmary for Nervous Diseases, to
whose courtesy I owe the privilege of using it. She
was brought to the hospital September 7, 1891, at

the age of 26 months. She had been breast-fed, and
her dentition, although early, had been slow. At the
age of a year she had an attack of cholera infantum,
and at the age of 17 months an attack of mumps,
followed by simple sore throat. On a warm day in

August, i8gi, when 25 months old, after an indis-

cretion in diet, and without antecedent traumatism,
the child was seized with fever, lasting for three
days, and associated with pain in the right leg and
the back. There had been no vomiting and no
diarrhea. On the fifth day the right lower extrem-
ity was found to be paralyzed, without apparent
alteration in sensibility. The paralysis increased in
severity for a week, and then it began gradually to
diminish. The upper extremities, the left lower'ex-
tremity, and the face were unaifected. The general
nutrition was preserved, but the right lower extrem-
ity was moderately wasted. Intelligence was good
and sensibility was unaffected. The gait was wob-
bling, the feet being held rather far apart in walk-
ing. There were no contractures and no deformity.
The knee-jerk was normal on the left, enfeebled o'n

the right. The circumference of the right leg was
7>4 inches, that of the left 71^ inches, the muscles
oi the right leg responded less well to faradic stimu-
lation than did the muscles of the left leg, but there
was no degenerative reaction. The patient occasion-
ally had nocturnal enuresis, but there was no evi-
dence of rachitis. Under treatment with massage
and electricity for eight months practical recovery
took place.

Eleven years after this illness, in March, 1903, a
day after a fall, resulting in injury to the left shoul-
der and the left elbow, the patient developed weak-

ness in both hands, more marked on the left. She
had not been feeling well at this time and was
"nervous," although she was attending school and
had no fever or nausea or vomiting. When exam-
ined. May 4, 1903, there was found wasting of the
intrinsic muscles of both hands, more marked on the
left, with over-extension of the proximal phalanges
of the left hand and flexion of the distal phalanges.
Both arms were spare and much alike in size ; each
measured 7 inches in circumference. The circum-
ference of the right forearm below the elbow was
7J4 inches, that of the left forearm 7 inches. The
reflexes were preserved in both upper extremities.

The dynamometer registered 44 and 55 on the right.

25 and 20 on the left. The knee-jerk was doubtful
on the right and normal on the left. The patient still

suffered from occasional nocturnal enuresis, and she
had some slight difficulty in retaining urine by day,
although at a later date this difficulty disappeared.
On electric examination a doubtful reaction of de-

generation was found in the small muscles of the

left hand, the contracture of the extensors preclud-

ing a definite conclusion on this point. Response to

faradic stimulation likewise seemed diminished.
There was no electric change in either the flexors or
the extensors of the forearms.

Under treatment with massage and electricity the

condition of the right hand soon returned to normal,
while a considerable measure of improvement took
place in the left hand, the contractures disappearing
entirely.

In August, 1903, the patient was found to have a
pronounced lateral curvature, the lower lumbar
region being convex to the right and the upper lum-
bar region convex to the left, and the dorsal region

convex to the right ; and a course of appropriate ex-
ercises was prescribed.

July II, 1904. both hands were long and slender.

The first dorsal interosseous space of the right hand
was incompletely filled. The deficiency was more
marked in the left hand, where also wasting of the

remaining interossei became manifest on extension

of the fingers. The hypothenar eminence of the left

hand was reduced in size and the thenar eminence
was even more so. When the hand was extended
there was a tendency to over-extension at the meta-

'

carpophalangeal articulations, with slight flexion at

the proximal interphalangeal articulations. There
was considerable freedom of movement of the left

thumb, although difficulty was experienced in

stretching an octave on the piano, and the left hand
could be readily flexed and extended. The circum-
ference of each arm around the biceps was 7 inches.

The measurements of the forearm were practically

the same—right, 7J^ inches ; left, yl/x inches, below
the condyles ; right, 5 inches ; left, 4^ inches, above
the wrist, but the circumference of the right hand
at the level of the first metacarpophalangeal articu-

lation Was "jYz inches, and of the left hand 6.>s

inches. Around the remaining metacarpophalangeal
articulations the measurement was 63^ inches on
each side. The dynamometer registered 72 in the

right hand. 46 in the left. A slight erratic knee-

jerk could be elicited on either side, and the reflexes

in the upper extremities were preserved. The
small muscles of the left hand supplied by the ulnar

nerve yielded degenerative electric reaction, with

total loss of faradic response. There was normal
response on the part of the muscles of the right

hand and of those of both forearms.

There was little change when the patient was seen

April 23, igio. She was now employed as a clerk
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and used the right hand with perfect facility and the
left with some difficulty. The grasp of neither hand
was strong, but it was especially weak on the left.

The forearms measured on each side 83/2 inches be-

low the elbow, 7^2 inches midway between the elbow
and the wrist, and ^14 inches above the wrist. The
thenar and hypothenar eminences were rather flat

in both hands, though in greater degree on the left,

where also the first dorsal interosseous space was
partially excavated. The knee-jerk was inconstant

and capricious on the right, and normal on the left.

There is no reasonable doubt that in the case re-

ported the attack of illness at the age of 25 months
was one of acute anterior poliomyelitis. Such a

diagnosis is fully borne out by the mode of invasion,

the symptoms and the course of the disease, and the

results of treatment. Whether, however, the sec-

ond disorder, at the age of 13JX years, attended with
weakness and wasting in both hands, transitory on
the right side and persistent on the left side, is to be
attributed to peripheral nerve injury in consequence
of a fall or to a second attack of poliomyelitis must
remain an open question. The development of the

symptoms a day following and not immediately after

the accident, the involvement of both hands pri-

marily, even though in slight degree and but tran-

sitory in character on the uninjured side, the ab-

sence of sensory alterations certainly entitle the pos-

sibility of a spinal rather than a peripheral lesion^—

a

poliomyelitis rather than a neuritis—to serious con-

sideration.

Conclusions.—Acute anterior poliomyelitis is an

infectious disease, occurring in sporadic or epidemic

distribution. It is due to an as yet unidentified

virus, capable of inducing the disease in monkeys,

from whom in turn the causative factor can be ob-

tained and be transmitted to other animals. One at-

tack confers relative immunity to subsequent infec-

tion, although it may predispose to other diseases

of the spinal cord in later life. Relapses and second

attacks in the same person are rare.
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A BRIEF REPORT OF THREE UNUSUAL
CASES OF RETROPHARYNGEAL

ABSCESS.*

By ALEXANDER SPINGARN. A.M.. M.D..

ATTENDING PHYSICIAN, DEPARTMENT OF DISEASES OF CHILDREN. OF THE
BUSHWICK AND EAST BROOKLYN, AND OF THE JEWISH

HOSPITAL DISPENSARIES.

The following three cases of suppuration in the

retropharynx that I have observed during the past

two years presented points of such unusual interest

in the course of the disease and in the complications

and sequels, that a brief report is apparently jus-

tified.

Case I.—Retropharyngeal abscess, associated

with evidence of pressure on the pneumogastric

nerve. S. B., male, age 8 years, American, of

Russian-Hebrew parentage. Family history nega-

tive, except for mild attacks of rheumatism in the

father. Personal history: He has had mea.sles

when three years old, scarlet fever when five years

old, and has from time to time complained of pains

in the lower extremities. The present illness began

three days ago with malaise, anorexia, chilly sensa-

tions but no distinct rigors, and with pain and stiff-

ness of the right side of the neck. There was at

first no soreness of the throat nor pain on swallow-

ing. When seen at the end of three days after the

onset of illness, the patient presented the following:

He was a boy slightly undersized for his age, and

evidently underfed. He was pale, weak, and con-

siderably prostrated. The skin was hot and dry.

The head was stiffly held in the position of right-

sided torticollis with the chin rotated to the left

side. The right sternocleidomastoid was rigidly con-

tracted and at the right angle of the lower jaw there

was a mass of hypertrophied lymph nodes, about

the size of a pigeon's egg, and exquisitely tender.

l<:xamination of "the mouth revealed a highly coated

tongue and a number of carious teeth. The tonsils

were slightly enlarged and congested, and the mu-

cus membrane of the pharynx was eranular and

congested, adenoids were present, but there was

otherwise no evidence of any swelling. The thor-

acic and abdominal viscera presented nothing ab-

normal, excepting for an unusual slowness of the

heart. The temperature was 103.4, the pulse 60,

and respiration 20. The pulse was full, regular,

and of good force, equal and synchronous in both

i-adial arteries and synchronous with the heart beat.

This extreme slowness of the pulse with a tempera-

ture of 103.2 added a perplexing problem to what

would have been a provisional diagnosis of acute

cervical adenitis, with torticollis, possibly of rheu-

matic origin. The slowness of the pulse suggested

meningeal irritation or intracranial pressure. But
there were no other evidences of either of the latter.

The pupils were equal, of normal width, and re-

acted equally and normally to light and to accom-

*Read before the Pediatric Section of the Medical So-

ciety of the County of Kings, March 23, 1910.
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modation. The reflexes were normal. There was
no retraction of the head, nor ache cerebrale, nor

retraction of the abdomen. The mentality was not

dulled. A tentative diagnosis of cervical adenitis

and rheumatic torticollis was made, and the

salycilates were administered. During the next
five days the symptoms increased in severity. The
torticollis was more pronounced, the pain more
intense, and the swelling at the side of the neck
attained nearly the size of a hen's egg. It was
hard and tender, but not red, and no point of fluc-

tuation could be detected. On the eighth day
of the disease the patient began to experience pain
and difficulty on swallowing. Examination of

the throat revealed a swelling of the posterior and
right lateral walls of the pharynx, about one and a

half inches in diameter, hard to the touch, and with
no fluctuation. The temperature was now 103.6,

and the pulse rate 58. A diagnosis of retropharyn-
geal abscess was made. The slow pulse was now
easily explained on the basis of pressure of the in-

flammatory mass in the retropharynx upon the

vagus nerve.

A vertical incision one-half inch in length was
made in the center of the pharyngeal swelling, but
no pus was evacuated. The suppuration was evi-

dently deep, and had not yet come to the surface.

The following day a discharge of pus came from
the opening. In the course of three days the tem-
perature subsided gradually to normal, and the
pulse-rate increased to 90 per minute. The swell-
ing subsided, and with it disappeared the torticollis

and the dysphagia. On the fourteenth day of the
disease the patient was entirely well, except for the
inanition, weakness, and anemia resulting from the
acute illness, the suppuration, and the inability to
swallow. The two striking points in connection
with this case are the initial torticollis ami external
cervical adenitis, and the remarkably slow pulse that
could be explained only on the basis of pressure on
the pneumogastric.

Case II.—Retropharyngeal abscess followed by
genera! pyemia and death. The patient, C. W., was
a female infant, 13 inonths old, of Russian-Hebrew
parentage. The family history was negative. The
infant had been born after a normal labor and was
breast-fed. She had had no previous illness of any
kind. Early in February, 1909, another child iii

the family had contracted scarlet fever. Ouaran-
tine had been raised during the third week in
March.
Two weeks later C. W. took sick with fever,

vomiting, anorexia, and restlessness. The symp-
toms continued and at the end of eight days the
infant was unable to swallow and had retraction
of the head. At this time the physician in attend-
ance had made a diagnosis of retropharyngeal ab-
scess. By ineans of his finger-nail he succeeded in
incising the mass, and in evacuating a considerable
amount of pus. There was a temporary and partial
improvement of the symptoms. The infant was
soon able to swallow, the retraction of the head was
relieved, but the high temperature did not subside
and the restlessness and anorexia continued.

I saw the infant one week later, April 20, 1909,
obtaining above history. On that day tlie ex-
amination of the case showed the following: The
mfant was extremely pale and moderatelv emaci-
ated and weighed 16 pounds. The skin was hot and
dry. The inspection of the head revealed a firm
mass of hvpertrophied lymph nodes at the right
angle of the jaw. An irregular red scar on the

posterior wall of the pharnyx was the only evidence
of recent retropharyngeal suppuration. The ear

drums were normal. There were no signs of diffi-

cult dentition. Heart and lungs were normal. The
abdomen was slightly protuberant. The reflexes

were normal. The temperature was 102.8, pulse

130, respiration 24. Urine was normal. Blood
showed 3,200,000 red-blood cells, and 12,000 leu-

cocytes. The stools were green and contained a

moderate amount of mucus. The infant was
moaning most of the time and slept but little. No
diagnosis was made. The treatment instituted was
the administration of small doses of calomel, cool

sponging of the surface of the body, and the appli-

cation of a 5 per cent, ointment of ichthyol to the

inflamed cervical lymph nodes. During the next
ten days the temperature continued with slight

morning remissions. On the fifth day the swelling

at the side of the neck began to subside, and in two
days was succeeded by an area of redness and
induration over the right temporal region, about

23^ inches in diameter. Under the application of

ichthyol, this area of redness and induration disap-

peared within the next 48 hours. The symptoms
of fever, restlessness, and anorexia continued. On
the tenth day the temperature rose to 104.2°, and
thereafter acquired a more marked remittent type,

dropping to 100° to 102° in the morning, and rising

to 104° to 104.8° in the evening. The Widal reac-

tion was negative, the spleen was not enlarged, and
there were no rose-spots. There were no malarial

Plasmodia to be found in the blood. The Moro
tuberculin reaction was negative. Repeated care-

ful examination of the lungs revealed no signs of

consolidation. There was no evidence of cardiac
involvement. Repeated inspection of the ears re-

vealed no abnormality. The infant had a decidedly
septic look, but the exact locality and source of
infection could not be discovered. The remissions
in the temperature, which on some days ranged as
high as 106, became more and more inarked. On
May 7. 1909, auscultation of the lungs revealed a
slight diminution of the intensity ' of respiration

over the base of the right lung behind. The per-
cussion note was normal and there were no rales

to be heard.

.\n aspirating needle was introduced at the ninth
interspace and i drain of serosanguinolent fluid

was withdrawn. Microscopic examination of this

fluid revealed neither cellular elements nor organ-
isms, and culture media inoculated with the fluid

remained sterile. Two days later both ear dnuns
were slightly congested but not bulging. A para-
centesis of the drum membranes was performed
and a small amount of thin serous liquid was dis-

charged. The following day the discharge from
both ears became purulent. The septic cifiaracter

of the temperature became more pronounced, reach-
ing as high as 106.2° in the evening and dropping to
100.2° in the morning. At this time distinct rigors

set in. On May 12, the right conjunctiva became
reddened, the cornea clouded, and the pupil reacted
sluggishly. The following day the entire eyeball

was markedly injected, the cornea became opaque,
and the pupil became completely immobile. Dr.
James W. Ingalls confirmed the diagnosis of sup-
puration of the vitreous humor. The following
day, May 14. 1909, the infant developed unmistak-
able signs of bronchopneumonia at the base of the
right lung, the respiration became superficial and
extremely rapid, the heart action more feeble, and
on that day death occurred. Unfortunately, no au-
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topsy could be obtained. The history of tliis case

is typically that of a general pyemia following a
retropharyngeal abscess, and strikingly emphasizes
the importance of making a prompt diagnusis of

the latter condition, and of instituting early drain-

age.

Case III.—Retropharyngeal abscess associated

with edema of the glottis. G. W., a 14-month-old
infant of German parentage, was seen December
27, 1909. l'"amily history was negative. The in-

fant had been born after a normal labor and had been
breast-fed until it was nine months old. Her de-

velopment has been normal and until the present

time there has been no illness. Seven days ago the

infant became peevish and restless, had a slight

fever and a pronounced coryza. The next day. ;i

swelling appeared at the right side of the neck.

There was slight interference with nursing, appar-

ently on account of the coryza. The stools were
constipated. Physical examination showed a well-

developed infant weighing 18 pounds. There were
a well-marked coryza and a mass of hypertrophied

lymph nodes at the right angle of the jaw about
one and a half inches in diameter. The throat

showed slightly hypertrophied but not inflamed

tonsils, and the mucous membrane of the pharynx
was reddened, and presented no visible swelling.

The thoracic and abdominal viscera presented

nothing uimsual. The temperature was 102.6",

pulse 140, respiration 24.

In accordance with these symptoms, a diagnosis

was made of acute coryza with cervical adenitis, and
the treatment consisted in the administration of di-

vided doses of calomel and a mild fever mixture, the

use of an antiseptic nasal spray, and the application

of a 5 per cent, ointment of ichthyol to the glandular

swelling. The symptoms continued with no abate-

ment for the next seven days. The temperature

ranged between 102° and 102.8° from day to day.

The difliculty in nursing became more marked. On
the fourteenth day of the disease, the infant wa^
brought to the clinic. It was much worse than it

had been on any of the previous days. It was
slightly cyanotic, extremely restless and in great

distress. The respirations were considerably

labored, 40 to the minute, and characterized by in-

spiratory and expiratory dyspnea. Examination of

the throat at once revealed the cause of this condi-

tion. The right lateral wall of the pharynx was
considerably swollen and edematous, and the edema
extended forward to the right pillars of the

fauces and to the soft palate. The uvula was
pushed forward and to the left. Digital explora-

tion of the pharynx showed that the swelling and

edema extended downward and involved the struc-

tures that surrounded and included the larynx.

The cause of the dyspnea was thus easily recoi;-

nized and the diagnosis was made of retropharyn-

geal abscess or lymphadenitis, associated with edema
of the glottis.

The treatment demanded prompt surg'cal in-

tervention. By means of a narrow-bladed scalpel,

guarded to within one-quarter of an inch of

the point, a half dozen small incisions were made
into different portions of the pharyngeal swelling. .\

small amount of pus was evacuated. Within the

next six hours the edema of the laryngeal struc-

tures subsided and respiration became freer. The
swelling in the pharynx disappeared in the next

three days, and the infant was well within one

week.

62s WiLLOUGHBY AvENUE.

LIBRARY VENTILATION.

By W. a. EVANS, M.S., M.D., LL.D.,

The ventilation of a library offers several prob-

lems which are a little out of the ordinary.

1. The air must be clean enough for the books

and of the right humidity.

2. If there is a general reading room with news-
papers it will probably be patronized by a good
many people with unclean clothes and unclean

bodies.

3. Books and ink have odors peculiar to them-

selves which are apparent where there is a good deal

of massing.

4. The temperature must be that best suited for

quiet, inactive people with a low heat production

and a tendency toward cold feet.

5. Among the people visiting libraries there will

always be an undue number of convalescents.

Among them, from time to time, will be found

convalescents from diphtheria, scarlet fever, and
measles ; also people liable to infect others with

tuberculosis, pneumonia, and colds. The disease-

spreaders mentioned in the first group will be found

to be more numerous in schools than in libraries,

while the spreaders in the second .group will be

found more frequently in libraries than in schools.

In a circulating library books may be returned

from premises where there is contagion.

6. In the stack room a good circulation of air is

difficult to attain.

Beyond these points the proposition of ventilat-

ing a library does not diiifer from that of any other

installation.

Dust. In a windy place or one where there is a

good deal of atmospheric dust it is difficult to keep
the books cleaned unless the air is cleaned before

it is introduced into the room. Vacuum cleaning

of the books and shelves has very great advantages.

There is scarcely an installation in which it has
greater advantages than in a library. To take each

book and wipe it off with a damp cloth, then to

wipe oft the shelf and replace the books entails

expense which is almost prohibitive. If the library

ventilates by open windows they should be covered
by cheesecloth fitted to the windows in frames.

These cloths should be easily removable so that they

can be cleaned and replaced with little expense or

trouble. If the air is artificially introduced it

should be washed or filtered through cheesecloth.

Humidity. If the air is too dry the books will

dry out ; the leather will crack and break ; the glue

and paste will become brittle. If the air is too

moist the walls, shelves, and books are liable to

"sweat" and the books be injured thereby. To
prevent sweating of the books is more a matter of

arrangement of the shelves than anything else.

The shelves should not be against the outside walls

or near the windows. To keep them off the out-

side walls and away from windows gives better

tight and throws the light so as to illuminate the

shelves.

A temperature of 65° F. with a relative humidity
of 65 means .289 grams of water per cubic foot

of air. If, now, the temperature of a given object
falls to 53° F. the dew point is reached for each
particle of air in contact therewith. The amount
of precipitation will depend upon the number of
degrees of the air below 53° F. and the amount of
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air coming in contact with the chiUing point. Out-
side walls, dependent upon their thickness, will chill

below the dew point on their inside faces. It is

better to keep books away from them and on
stacks on inside walls or set on the floor. If stacks

must be against outside walls, enough radia-

tion should be placed along these walls to hold their

inside faces above the dew point in zero weather.

In setting stacks on the floor of a room, over an
unheated basement, something is gained by putting

them on a wooden base or some other base com-
posed of a poor heat conductor.

General Reading Room. The temperature must
he held fairly high, say 65° F., since the occupants
are still and quiet and the circulation in their feet

is probably sluggish. If the humidity is low the se-

cretions of the bodies will dry and increase in of-

fensiveness. If the relative humidity is below 50
the occupants will be chilled if the temperature is

below 70° F. If the humidity is high the body and
clothes odors become doubly oppressive ; witness
the oppressiveness of a rainy day. It is a basic prin-

ciple of the handling of odors that they must he re-

moved just as directly as possible. The ventilation

of kitchens has taught us that the only way to pre-

vent the dissemination of odors is to place a hood
over the cooking stove and remove the odors di-

rectly. The body odors of a general reading room
are not so strong and do not require as vigorous
treatment, but the principle is the same. The fresh
air should be introduced low down at a temperature
of, say, 60 to 65°, and at a low velocity. The out-
lets should be high up. The space occupied by the
readers should have as nearly even upward ventila-

tion currents as it is possible to get. The worst of
the down draft influences should be obviated by
placing radiation under the windows and next the
outside walls, and in any other places where there
is a tendency to downward currents of air.

If the ventilation is by gravity the air should
enter the room through radiation so as to bring the
air to at least 55° F. when it enters the general air

supply of the room. If this is not feasible, then de-
flectors must be inserted in or near the window
openings in cold weather so as to send the cold air

to the ceiling that it may be warmed before it

reaches the floor. Odors, in such an installation,

cannot be controlled except by using large quanti-
ties of air. A general reading room should be so
arranged that its air can be blown out at intervals
during the 24 hours.

Stack Room. The stack room odors are those of
large quantities of ink and paper. This room is not
especially disagreeable nor harmful. Air in plenty
and an occasional blowing out is all that is required.

Contagion. There are a few things in a library
management or arrangement which can be done
to lessen the danger of contagion. Periodic blow-
ing out of the air of the room will do much toward
keeping the bacterial content of the air low. To
provide sunshine will lower the bacterial content of
the air of the room. To keep the air of the room
fresh will lower the danger of infection of the oc-
cupants of the rooms. To place the reading tables
and chairs so that the readers will have their backs
toward each other rather than facing each other
across tables will decrease the danger of infection
of readers in some measure, as it has reduced the
consumption rate among cigarmakers. To provide
convenient and commodious washing facilities will
decrease infections.

Several plans are available for the disinfection

of returned books in a circulating library. Expos-
ure to the sun's rays is effective and practicable in

small libraries.

As the stack room is used by but few people,

good ventilation is not as necessary as in the read-
ing room. If there are racks which are not against
the wall they should be so built as to leave some
clear open space under the books. Again, space
should be left between the top of the books and the
ceiling. If ventilation is by windows, the aisles

should be so arranged as to make the best possible

use of the windows. If the ventilation is artificial,

the ducts should be carried under the stacks and the
air introduced from under them, as the space under
the seats is used in railroad car ventilation.

Something can be gained in keeping dust oflf the

books by having the stacks made with cloth backs
instead of wooden backs, in order that the air get-

ting into the shelf space will have its dust filtered

out.

PSYCHOTHERAPY—ITS PLACE—ITS
USES.*

By B. C. LOVELAND. M.D..

ND THE FREE

Psychotherapy is a comparatively new term, but

that does not signify that the method is new. Ages
ago a wise man wrote "There is nothing new under
the sun," but even if that be true there has grown
up in the last generation quite a dictionary of new
terms in electricity, and one almost as large in

neurolog)'. A fair definition of psychotherapy might
be the application of the power of the mind to the

cure or relief of disease.

With this in mind a little study of the history

of medicine would show us that the psychic influ-

ence was used way back in the infancy of the art,

as early or possibly earlier than the first recorded

use of material remedies. And from what we know
of primitive remedies I think it would be safe to

say that the psychic was more potent for cure, and
possessed of less danger, than most of the material

remedies used in those early days.

In primitive times, as we all know, the practise

of medicine was purely empirical, and in the hands
of the priesthood. It is said that history repeats

itself, and if we study history we will see that with

the discovery of material remedies of real value,

through the development of chemistry, pharmacy,
anatomy, and the allied sciences, and the separation

of the practise of medicine from priestcraft, for a

time the influence of the mind for the cure of disease

became eclipsed by the more tangible methods.
The natural result of this apparent neglect of

such a potent influence for good in the cure of

disease was first the growth of homeopathy, which
avowed the existence of a spirit or influence in medi-

cine after such dilution as to eliminate all the phy-

sical or chemical properties of the drug, and proved

the ability of Nature to cure with much 'less medi-
cine than was at one time thought necessary. Later,

for the same reason came Christian science, whose
founder was, I am informed, once an ardent advo-

cate of homeopathy, and still later came mind cure.

New Thought, and their numerous variations, and
last the Emmanuel movement, which tends to re-

store to the clergy their primitive function of min-

*Read before the Academy of Medicine. April 5, igio.
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istering to disease. These later isms or methods,
all simply excrescences on the practise of medicine,
have filled many a page in our magazines of late,

and cause an unusual amount of discussion.

All this means that the power of the mind over
the body has been rediscovered, but the use of the

remedy should be claimed and administered by that

body of medical men whose only binding" obliga-

tion is to use "any remedy, from any source, in any
form, which experience teaches is valuable in the

cure of disease or the relief of suffering.''

There have been through all time occasional men
in our profession who, though untutored in modern
psychology, have recognized the value of mental
therapeutics, and have used psychotherapy as suc-

cessfully as any of its modern followers who have
been so much before the public of late.

I will give an instance or two of the use of the

method by one of a generation now gone which
will illustrate not only the wide range of applica-

tion, but the rare tact required to adapt the method
to the individual peculiarity. The psychic stimulus

or suggestion may be conveyed by some material

remedy or instrument, or may be given direct, and
may be in the form of a command, an assertion, or

masterful statement, an analysis of symptoms with

explanations, reinforced by illustrations, or it may
be only the hidden inference that the patient draws
from the appearance or actions of the physician, or

the remedy he prescribes. The use of the psychic

influence is unconscious to a great extent so far as

the average physician is concerned, but should be

studied and used with a purpose to get its best

results.

The first illustration from the experience of the

old physician referred to occurred about 60 years

ago and was as follows : The physician came in

from a drive, whip in hand, and found a nervous,

dyspeptic man grumbling at his assistant because he

was no better after weeks of treatment, and blaming
his lack of improvement on the doctor for not giv-

ing him a proper tonic. He then appealed to the

old physician who apparently agreed with him.

Then, turning to the assistant, he grumbled worse
than ever. "Yes," said the old physician, "I do

think you need a tonic, and I will give it to you

now." And with that he proceeded to apply his

whip around the man's legs. At first the patient

was nonplussed, then indignant, then too angry to

know what to do. While he was thinking what to

do to get even with the doctor he began to work at

his trade, that of a carpenter, forgot his stomach,

and was'on the road to health. A few months later

he came back so improved in appearance that the

doctor did not recognize him. In this case the rem-

edy was heroic, and the psychic was stimulated

through the physical.

Another instance illustrating the pure psychic was

as follows

:

.About twenty years ago a prominent clergyman

came to this same physician, now an old man, with

the pitiful, though common, story of overwork, long

continued, resort to stimulants to keep up. the habit

formed, and now the man discovered that he is a

slave to stimulants, and likely to disgrace his pro-

fession. He seeks the old doctor, of whom he has

heard for years, in search of help, and tells him his

whole story. The doctor sees the need and recog-

nizes the avenue of susceptibility. He tells the

clergyman he needs Divine help, and straightway

proceeds to invoke Divine aid, and the clergyman

is carried alono- wtih him as a child might be with a

father. The doctor urges his patient to make con-

fession, and begin in public his reformed life, which
he does. Now, after more than 20 years, this pa-

tient still shows the permanence of the cure.

These cases represent the two extremes of the

method, but in attempting to adapt it to any given

case the physician may find the avenue of suscepti-

bility any where between, and here his knowledge of

human nature, as well as his tact, is required.

I know a physician who is so confident in his be-

lief in Nature's power to cure when hygiene is

aided by psychotherapy that he practises his pro-

fession with no medicines, except a hypodermic case

for emergencies, and a set of colored sugar of milk

tablets for every other kind of a case, using the

placebo as a vehicle with which to administer sug-

gestions, and to secure the patient's coo-peration and
obedience. Such extremes are unwise and would

work ill to the profession if known. I also have

known surgeons to do operations when the physical

condition did not demand it, but the operation was
so on the patient's mind that the surgeon thought

the mental effect of the operation would warrant it.

Such a use of surgery is at best, experimental, and

of doubtful expediency.

It would seem that no argument should be neces-

sary to convince one that a remedy so potent for

cure in some cases and so totally useless in others

should be handled only by those who by training

and education, not only know the method of appli-

cation of the remedy, but are also skilled in diag-

nosis. It would then be obvious that no one however
versed in psychology should essay to apply that

knowledge to the art of healing unless such person

is also possessed of a sufficient knowledge of an-

atomy, physiology, pathology', and the other funda-

mentals of medical education to enable him to make
a reasonably correct diagnosis, and then he could

apply this or any other remedy, or combine psycho-

therapy with other remedies in such a way as to

contribute to the greatest good of the patient. Then
if it should chance that he found himself deficient

in the technique of psychotherapy he would have

the same opportunity to call in the services of a

.specialist as he would in some case which required

surgery or hydrotherapy in which he might not feel

qualified, or did not have the time or the conven-

iences at hand.

x^nd as the physician might, at times, call to his

aid the services of a trained mechanic to help him
fit some orthopedic appliance, so he might call in

the aid of the clergyman when he recognizes that

the avenue of susceptibility in any given patient re-

quired that the suggestion be applied along religious

lines with which he might not have sufficient ex-

perience to use successfully, while he himself should

keep the general control of the patient.

This is sufficient to show what I consider the place

for psychotherapy. The uses of psychotherapy may
be such as to give it the rank of a specific in some
cases, t. e., a trouble existing in the mind alone must
be treated by mind therapy as a specific. But
whether or not it be used in the sense of a specific

it is always a valuable aid to material remedies. The
remarkable results one man gets with a remedy in

which he has unbounded faith while most of his

professional brethren get no such results can only

be explained by the psychic influence he exhibits

with his medicine, whicli may be quite wanting in

the use of the same medicine by others.

The physician who gives a medicine and fails to

tell his patient what to expect as a result of the
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remedy may get results, but even then he will miss
one-half the good which would follow if he had
seasoned the dose with a proper amount of psycho-
therapeutic flavor. It is not difficult, and the time
and energy is well spent in thus flavoring your doses.

But wheii the case is purely psychic, and the mental
remedy is the specific it is no easy matter at times
to work down through the various layers of long-

buried thought or experience to find the original

germ idea which has grown insidiously, spreading
as it grew till it has made a network through the

whole mental fabric of the poor unfortunate which
is absolutely paralyzing to normal mental activit\

.

Yet before any successful suggestion can be applied

this germ must be found and rooted up. In fact,

if you can induce the patient to uncove this germ and
produce it for discussion you have gone far toward
curing him. Such morbid thoughts die when
brought in contact with the light and atmosphere of
a healthy intellect, as mould dies when brought from
the cellar into the air and sunshine.

But this takes time, and patience, and thought,
often much of all of these. Does it pay? Let us
see. A young mother came into my office one day
looking the very picture of despair. She had come
in seven miles from the country where she lived

with her husband and baby alone. On a recent trip

to the city she reached the culmination of a nervous
state which was partly hereditary and partly ac-
quired, became hysterical, and thought she was go-
ing to die, or was losing her mind. A physician was
called in who did what he could for her, but failed

to eradicate the belief that her condition was critical.

A fear of death or insanity settled down on her till

she did not dare to stay alone with the baby for fear
that she would lose her mental control and kill the
child._ This fear so distressed her that she was in

despair, and said that she could not and would not
go home, but she did not know what she would do.
She loved her baby and she could not bear to think
what might happen if she should lose her mind.
After she had talked and cried herself out, by tact-
ful persuasion, the germ of her fear was brought
to the surface, discussed, and driven out. She left

my office very diflr'erent from the way she came,
went home, and took up her work, and up to the
present time the fear has not returned. She came
in to see me one day within a week and gave a good
report. This case was comparatively simple and
easy, though a considerable time was consumed in

the first visit referred to. But it took a large number
of visits, and much reiteration, and repeated expla-
nations to bring the mother back to a useful mem-
ber of society, and a homemaker for her familv
from a condition of chronic invalidism of four
years' standing. The mother's dominating ideas
were very similar in character to those from which
her daughter had suffered, but had been strength-
ened by the time they had existed which made her
recovery more tedious.

More cases could be reported, and if time would
permit, methods of psychodiagnosis might be dis-

cussed, but each case requires a dififerent avenue
of approach, and every man does, and probably al-

ways will, adapt for his own use more or less of a
composite of the various systems, or evolves a sys-
tem of his own, for making that mental analysis
which is required in these cases. Enough has been
said, however, to make plain the uses to which
psychotherapy may be applied, and the proper per-
sons to be entrusted with the use of the remedv.
813 University Block.

CULTURE OF LACTIC ACID BACILLUS IN
THE TREATMENT OF CHRONIC

SPECIFIC URETHRITIS.

A PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THIRTY-FOUR CASES.

By G. A. PERSSON, 11. D.,

MOUNT CLEMENS, MICH.

Old as the human race, the records of gonorrhea
have come down to us through history and its on-

ward march has left in its wake blind, halt, maimed,
and sexless multitudes. It is to-day contributing no
little to the non-efficiency of our men at the most
productive age and thousan^is of women are di-

rectly or indirectly sufl^ering from this infection

;

there is also no doubt it is a considerable, though
hidden, factor in present mortality. Dr. John \'an

Rensselaer Hofl: holds the attention of medical men
by his display of recent statistics on venereal dis-

eases, in which it is estimated that 1,500,000 men
suffered from gonorrhea in the United States last

year. This is a startling fact, which makes us ask

with some hesitancy : As an unavoidable sequence,

how many of the other sex suffer likewise?

Chronic specific urethritis is a neglected but im-

portant factor in social hygiene and the physician

in general medicine has a duty to perform to the

large class of patients who have presumedly been

cured of gonorrhea.

Not infrequently an applicant for examination
will say that since the cessation of all symptoms of

infection he has often had relation with women,
among them several not given to sexual promis-

cuity. Indeed, his intimacies with one or another

may have extended through prolonged periods,

with the result that not one of them was infected

by him. In explanation thereof, several elements

may enter, among which the most frequent only

can be mentioned. One woman contaminated with

gonorrhea may have presented such slight . mani-

festations of the disease that they pass unobserved

or she may have been perceptibly infected but con-

cealed her condition ; again she may have had rela-

tion with another man, whom it might be more
advantageous to accuse, and so on throughout the

gamut of ignorance and cupidity. It would seem,

however, fortunately for the human race, that a

number of women, for a time at least, are immune
to gonorrheal infection. A man who states that he

obser\'ed the first symptoms of a gonorrhea within

forty-eight hours after impure relations, is exposed

to the suspicion of having there suffered a recru-

descence of a preceding and perhaps forgotten infec-

tion, or to have acquired the disease in coitus within

eight or ten days of the presumed cause. One in

whom the first evidence of a specific urethritis ap-

pears weeks or even months after coitus may have

had a similar experience or may have failed to note

the first manifestation of the disease. In the latter

case it may have been a ''blenorrhagie chronique

d'emblee," as Guiard calls what is ordinarily desig-

nated a "mild case." Parenthetically it may be

observed that these so-called "mild attacks" often

prove very rebellious.

Let it be assumed, for present purposes, that the

patient has but one attack of gonorrhea. Let it be

assumed further that for several years thereafter

he observed no vestige of the disease except for

the appearance of a seemingly insignificant dis-

charge which continued a short time, disappeared,

but reappeared again after long or short intervals.

The patients here reported were subjected to the

following methodical examination

:
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Urethral Specimens for Microscopy.—The pa-
tient is ordered to present himself upon voiding- his

first morning urine. If any reason, such as dis-

tance of his residence or the need of early rising,

prevents this, the patient is provided with sterilized,

blunt toothpicks and microscopic slides and in-

structed in the technique of taking any excess of
urethral secretion that may present. He is also

provided with six clean three-ounce bottles with
clean corks, and instructed to pass into them his

first morning urine. He is further instructed to

write his name or other distinguishing mark and
the date on the labels of the bottles and to number
the succession in which each bottle is used.

When the patient can come to the office before
having voided his first morning urine, the urethra

is stripped ; should stripping fail to bring an excess

of ui-cthral secretion to the meatus, the urethra

niav be currctted with a sterilized platinum loop

and the results finely spread on a flamed coverglass

for microscopic examination. At the same time

that a specimen is obtained for microscopy one or

more slants of Loefifler's serum are inoculated by
stabs and strokes and put into incubator at 90° F.

The patient is now instructed to fill a 12-inch

( 180 cc.) ignition tube with his urine and entirely

fill as many more tubes as he may need to almost

empty his bladder. The remaining quantity is

passed into a final tube. As the patient has used

each tube it i^ inuiiediately stoppered with sterile

cotton and marked by means of a "glass pencil"

with the patient's name and numbered to designate

its place in the succession of tubes used. If the

urines intervening between the first and last are

perfectly clear and contain no "floaters," and the

first and last suffice for microscopy, the intervening

tubes may be discarded. The first and last tubes

are sedimented and the results prepared for micro-

scopic examination.

Specimens from Prostate and Seminal Vesicles.

—

If the preliminary preparation of the patient has

not resulted in recrudesence of the discharge the

prostate may be massaged and the seminal vesicles

stripped for specimens in addition to those taken

from the urethra. The contents of the adnexa
mentioned as present at the meatus were used for

microscopic specimens and culture. Should no se-

cretion be immediately obtained by massage and

stripping, the patient is instructed to walk about

for a few moments ; usually at least a slight oozing

then presents itself. If this does not occur, the

urine passed within five or ten minutes hereafter

will be found in some instances to be loaded with

the secretion that has escaped. Specimens here-

from are then available lor microscopy.

Case I.—Mr. W. B., aged 25 ; was infected two

years ago, the primary symptoms having been mod-
erately severe. He received treatment for several

months consisting of irrigation and internal medi-

cation. At no time during the period of this treat-

ment did the symptoms entirely disappear. At

present a very slight urethral discharge is notice-

able only at times. The treatment consisted of

urethral injections with a culture of the lactic acid

bacillus once a day. All other treatments discon-

tinued. An examination 5 and 10 days after

commencing treatment showed gonococci present

:

on the fifteenth day there were very few gonococci

:

on the twentieth day their presence was doubtful:

on the twenty-fifth and thirtieth days no gonococci

were found, and the patient was discharged. Four

months later he was again examined, but no gono-

cocci were found.

Case II.—Mr. W. R., aged 45, married, had
specific urethritis at the age of 20, from which he
apparently recovered. He married at the age of

26 and three years later he was again infected;

the second attack was very mild in character. Slight

discharge continued for a long time, but the pa-

tient discontinued treatment and finally noticed a

disappearance of all symptoms. This, however,

was but temporarily, since the second infection the

patient having had a periodic reappearance

of urethral discharge. Examinations revealed

gonococci in large numbers, and urethral injections

with a culture of lactic acid bacillus were given once

a day. E.xaminations made every five days showed
between the fifth and thirtieth days that gonococci

were present, whereas from the thirty-fifth to the'

fiftieth none were found, and at the end of this time

the patient was discharged.

Case HI.—Mr. F. J. has had specific urethritis

three times; the last infection dates back six years.'

Urethral discharge has been visible at short in-

tervals from last infection to present time. Ex-
amination revealed gonococci and staphylococci.

Injections with a culture of lactic acid bacillus were

made once a day. Examinations made every five'

days showed gonococci present until the twentieth

day. From the twenty-fifth to the fortieth they

were not found. After six months the patient was
again examined, but no gonococci were found.

Case IV.—Mr. F. H., aged 24, had specific

urethritis two years ago, since which time there has'

been a recurrence of the primary symptoms at in-

tervals varying from six weeks to three months

;

a week previous to his first visit at my office these

symptoms became very acute, the patient being un-

able to account for this condition, as cause for a

new infection was lacking. Inflammation of the

urethra was very marked and introduction of a'

soft rubber catheter was associated with great pain.

Examination revealed large numbers of staphylo-

cocci and gonococci. Urethral injections with a

culture of lactic acid bacillus were made once a

'

day. Examinations made on the fifth, tenth, and
fifteenth days showed gonococci to be present;

while later examinations were negative.

Case V.—Mr. J. H. had specific urethritis three

years ago, all symptoms disappeared in a compara-
tively short time, luit he was reinfected six months
ago; no physician was consulted but some propri-

etary preparation was obtained from a druggist

and the patient treated himself. The acute symp-
toms were relieved in a few days but a slight dis-

charge continued up until the present time, when
gonococci were found in large number. Treat-
ment, urethral injections with a culture of lactic

acid bacillus once a day. Examinations showed
gonococci present for twenty days after commen-
cing treatment, after which time they were not
found, and the patient was discharged on the
thirtv-fifth dav.

Case VI.—Mr. T. G., aged 48, has had a slight

urethral discharge at short intervals about six

years, and examination revealed gonococci. Ure- '

thral injections with a culture of lactic acid bacillus

were made once a day. Examinations on the fifth,

tenth, and fifteenth days after commencing treat-

ment showed gonococci to be present ; on the twen-
tieth and twenty-fifth days they were not found;
on the thirtieth, thirty-fifth and fortieth days they
were again present : but from the forty-fifth to the

sixtieth days, when he was discharged, they were
not found.

Case VII.—Mr. W. T., aged 68. This patient
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was' infected while serving as a soldier in the Civil

War and has never been entirely free from a slight

urethral discharge for longer than three or four

months at a time. Examination revealed the pres-

ence of gonococci, staphylococci, and colon bacilli.

Urethral injections with a culture of lactic acid

bacillus were made once a day. Examinations
made every five days until the sixtieth day after

commencing treatment showed gonococci to be

present; on the sixty-fifth and seventieth days they

were doubtful, and from the seventy-fifth to the

ninetieth they were not found.

Thirty-four patients have been treated by ure-

thral injections with a culture of lactic acid

bacillus, six of which received no benefit. In the

remaining twenty-eight cases the specific micro-

organism disappeared, and all clinical symptoms
subsided.

I'reparation of the Culture.—.\ strain of the

lactic acid bacillus, which coagulated milk at room
temperature in twenty to twenty-four hours, was
planted in the following media : Milk, 70 parts

;

physiological salt solution, 25 parts ; nucleanic acid,

5 per cent.. 5 parts, and incubated for twenty-four
hours, when plate cultures in agar were made. The
first colonies appeared on the agar plates in from
eighteen to twenty hours ; these were selected for

sub-cultures in a media of : Milk, 60 parts ; physio-

logical salt solution, 33 parts ; nucleanic acid, 5 per

cent.. 7 parts, which were grown in the incubator

twenty-four hours, when again plate cultures in

agar were made and the first colonies appearing

were transplanted. By this method the quantity

of milk was gradually decreased, the physiological

<alt solution and nucleanic acid correspondingly in-

creased, until good growth was obtained in a media
of 85 parts of physiological salt solution and 15

parts of 5 per cent, nucleanic acid, which culture

was used as the urethra! injection.

Conclusions.—Secretions present in the infected

urethra inhibit the growth of a common strain of

lactic acid bacillus. Suspension in physiological

salt solution of lactic acid bacilli grown on slant

agar was injected into the infected urethra and
cultures obtained by means of a sterile platinum
loop from the urethra—these cultures were planted

in milk at the following intervals : Fir,st culture, one
minute after injection; second culture, five min-
utes ; third culture, ten minutes ; fourth culture, fif-

teen minutes; fifth culture, twenty minutes; sixth

culture, thirty minutes. After forty-eight hours"

incubation there was complete coagulation in cul-

tures one and two ; slight coagulation in culture

three; in culture four, acidity but no coagulation;

in cultures five and six. no growth.
It was observed that the disappearance of the

gonococci bore a constant relation to the length of

time the lactic acid bacilli retained their virulence
in the urethra.

In each of the six unimproved cases the bacilli

were killed almost immediately after injection and
although several different cultures were tried, none
proved effective.

Cultures of lactic acid bacilli grown in luicleinic

acid media, such as used in the treatment of the
cases here reported, retain virulence when injected

into the infected urethra for a much longer period
of time.

In a number of instances cultures which coagu-
lated milk in thirty-six hours have been obtained
from the urethra of the patients under treatment
ten hours after the injection was made.

A PLEA FOR THE STUDY OF GERIATRICS.
By I. L. NASCHER, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Ihe Strain of sadness which permeates "De Senec-
tute" destroys our faith in the great Roman's optim-
istic philosophy. Seneca, like Cicero, preached
resignation, yet feared death. And so through the
ages, philosophers have tried to look forward to

the inevitable with the indifiference of the fatalist

or with the courage of the hero who approaches an
unknown enemy, with the faith of the visionary who
sees beyond eternal life, or with the grim resigna-
tion of despair. Yet, in spite of all the optimism
of philosophers from the days of Seneca and Cicero
to Jean Finot and Metchnikoff, man looks forward
to death with fear and indignation. It is only when
one can take a purely materialistic view of life and
knows the succession of biological processes and the

progressive changes which finally destroy the har-
monious relations necessar}- to maintain the living

organism intact, that one can look upon death
calmly. Even then death is repulsive, for it opposes
the first law of nature, the law of self-preservation,

and the desire to live. The new-born infant knows
nothing of death, it knows nothing of life, yet there
is the instinct of self-preservation. It gasps for

air, it seeks the nipple and suckles, it cries to make
its wants known. As it grows older it takes an
interest in life, and later it finds a pleasure in living.

Still later the basic motive of the individuaFs efforts

is found in a desire to live. There is still the funda-
mental instinct of self-preservation, there may be
still a pleasure in living. This desire to live is apart
from the instinct of self-preservation; indeed, the

latter may be suppressed by force of will without
impairing the desire. This desire to live persists

in old age. even when there is no more pleasure in

life, and when the dulled mental faculties make
death less fearful. There are cases where the indi-

vidual desires death or precipitates it to obtain relief

from mental or physical suffering, but such cases are

abnormal.
The old man has been described as a blind and

pitiless egotist, jealous and suspicious, having lost

all interest in everything outside of himself. The
few remarkable exceptions bring out more strongly

the generality of these qualities which are based
upon the old man's intense desire to live. Sentiment
condemns the discussion of the economic value of

the decrepit old man to society at large or to the

community, to his relatives and friends, or to him-
self. Though this be a utilitarian age. when the

desirability of men and things is gauged by their

practical value, we may not discuss even in the

medical press subjects as euthanasia in painful, in-

curable diseases, the destruction of the new-born
monstrosity, or the fetus to save the life of the

mother, however valueless such lives may be. .\fter

the individual has entered the stage of decrepitude

he has only a sentimental value to society. For all

practical purposes he is not alone useless, but gen-

erally a burden to himself and family, and often to

the state. Sentimental value, however, exceeds all

economic value. In dealing with life, public senti-

ment, whether based upon humanity or sentimental-

ity, takes unapproachable precedence, and public

sentiment in civilized communities decrees that we
must preserve the aged and make them comfortable.

It declares that the old man is a human being,

having an intense desire to live ; he has served so-

ciety in one capacity or another, and gratitude, as
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well as humanity, demands that we prolong and ease
his declining years. If we take an unimpassioned
view of the position the old man holds in society

we must acknowledge that notwithstanding this hu-
mane recognition of his work we show little of the
altruistic spirit in our manner of dealing with him.
It is hardly necessary to compare the condition of
the uncared-for child with the condition of the un-
cared-for old man, the public asylums for children

with the public asylums for the aged, nor need we
dilate upon the difference in treatment in the private

home where children and their grandparents entail

burdens upon the family.

There are many circumstances and conditions
under which the aversion to the aged is natural and
excusable, under which even sympathy and senti-

ment are stifled. There is no occasion or condition
under which the medical profession is released from
its obligation to tender sympathy and to extend aid

in distress to the limit of its ability, yet nowhere
does the medical profession neglect its obligations

to humanity so uniformly and so obtrusively as in

dealing with the aged. I do not mean to say that

the physician, called to an aged patient, neglects to

do all in his power to relieve distress. There is no
lack of individual sympathy. The profession as
a whole is indifferent to the aged, since it makes no
effort to study the senile state, the wants and needs
of the aged, their diseases and discomforts, or to

relieve them. Aside from the asylums for the aged
there is not a hospital or dispensary for the treat-

ment of senile cases, or which considers such cases
apart from the ordinary cases of maturity. There
is not a lecture given in any medical college, so far

as I have been able to learn, upon geriatics, that

branch of medicine dealing with senility and its dis-

eases. There is not a medical society or a section of
a medical society that takes it up, nor a medical
journal devoted to it, although one journal (The
Medical Council) has recently set aside a section on
geriatics. There are several German and French
textbooks on the subject, but I cannot find one
modern American work or even an English trans-

lation of one of the standard German or French
works of the present day. This is remarkable, as

senility and its diseases have engaged French and
German investigators for over seventy years, there

is a very extensive literature upon the subject in

the two languages, and, besides, from a scientific

standpoint, senili.y offers greater and more inter-

esting problems than childhood or maturity. There
are great differences in anatomical features and
physiological functions between senility and matur-
ity than between childhood and maturity. We know
how pathological processes affect the normal tissues

in maturity, but we know little about the effect of

pathological processes upon the degenerating senile

tissues. Drugs act differently upon the aged than

upon younger persons, because the tissues tliem-

selves are different and the power of absorption
and assimilation are changed, yet physicians as a

rule give the drugs that they give in similar dis-

eases in maturity, perhaps diminishing the dose in a

haphazard manner, without rule or system. Sec-
ondary effects upon degenerate tissues not involved

in the disease are generally ignored, and patients

die from these secondary effects.

We treat our senile case with the idea that while

we hope he will recover we expect that he will die

:

and when we expect a fatal issue in a senile case

we lose interest in the case and do not exert our-

selves as we would in childhood to prevent it. "The

old man must die, anyway ; why strive to prolong his

useless life?" Every physician who has given an
unfavorable prognosis in a senile case has been
assailed wi:h the same question : "Why prolong the

agony?" His conscience, as well as the family,

repeats the same question. It is his duty to prolong
the agony because it is the duty of the physician
to prolong life. Aside from sentiment, humanity,
sympathy, aside from every ulterior consideration,

the physician's self-imposed obligation demands that

he save life, even the useless life of the pain-racked,
decrepit old man.
While this is the duty of the physician, the atti-

tude of the profession is one of indifference. Few
are interested in the hygiene, regimen or dietetics

of old age, factors more important in senility in

preserving health than in maturity. A single in-

stance will suffice to show the importance yet gen-
eral neglect of these factors. In a home for the
aged many inmates began to cough every night
after going to bed. During the day the blankets
were folded back, allowing the linen sheets to be
thoroughly aired. Before retiring the inmates
closed the windows to warm the room, and spread
out the blankets. The sheets remained cold, and
when the old people got into bed they were chilled,

while those who had bronchitis at once gave evi-
dence of it. We all know that we cannot sleep in a
cold bed until the heat from our bodies has warmed
the bed sufficiently to make us comfortable. The
old are naturally cold ; they have a lower bodv tem-
perature, there is less radiation, and it takes much
longer to warm a cold bed from the body of an
old person than from the warm body of a younger
and more active individual. By neglecting the sim-
ple hygienic measure to warm the sheets before the
old people went to bed they were compelled to en-
dure unnecessary discomfort, to lose sleep, to suffer
the pain and annoyance of coughing and disturb
those who did not cough. In many other directions
is the medical neglect of the aged observable. In
health, the diet altered to meet the altered digestive
powers, the dress, the bath, the exercise regulated
by the changed anatomical and physiological condi-
tions, mental stimulation agreeable to the mental
capacity of the aged, sleep, all come within the
physician's field, yet are neglected. In disease, with
the sole exception of arteriosclerosis, the ailments
of the aged have received but little attention in this
country. Senile debility, the most obvious of the
senile manifestations, causing the greatest physical
discomfiture and producing a constant mental de-
pression, does not figure in American medical lit-

erature, yet much can be done to improve this con-
dition. The increasing mental weakness receives no
consideration until it has reached the condition 01
•senile dementia, when it is transferred to the field
of the alienist. The senile tremor goes to the
neurologist and the senile gangrene goes to the
surgeon. The flat-foot goes to the orthopedist and
the enlarged prostate goes to the genitourinary spe-
cialist, while another speciahst takes care of his
stomach and still another takes care of his heart.
Rut who looks after the old man? All these ail-

ments are due to, or part of, the normal senile
changes. It is the old man, the individual, who
needs the care of a specialist so that he mav be
free, or comparatively free, from the discomfitures
of old age, and that he may avoid many of the ail-

ments which otherwise fall later to the surgeon, the
alienist, the neurologist or other specialist.

Whether we view the old man with the eves nf
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the scientist who sees in him only an interesting

study, or with the eyes of the humanitarian who sees

here an object of sympathy, or with the eyes of a

man who sees here a fellowman anxious to hve, our

duty as physicians is the same. We must prolong

his life and relieve him of his ailments. We_ cannot

perform this duty if we do not study his life and

his ailments. Such study may reveal a difference in

the properties of tissue cells at different periods of

life, thus explaining the degenerative changes in

senility. An intimate study of the metabolic changes

at this period may explain the altered assimilation

and lead to a rational scientific hygiene of old age.

The study of the action of inflammatory and other

pathological processes upon degenerating tissue the

action of drugs on such tissue, a knowledge of the

incidental secondary diseases which destroy life in

senility, are all necessar)' if we expect to cope with

senile 'diseases successfully. We must look upon

senility as a phvsiological entity as much so as is

childhood, and while there is lacking the sentimental

interest in the old man that there is in the child, we

have here an object of greater scientific interest.

From whatever standpoint we view the old man it

is the physician's province to relieve his ailments

and prolong his life.

The object of this paper is to arouse an interest

in geriatics. With such interest aroused, we could

set aside a ward in our hospitals, a class in our medi-

cal schools, a column in our journals, a section in

our societies, for his benefit. It is not too much to

expect that as a result of such interest we may dis-

cover the underlying causes of aging, and, mini-

mizing the causes, defer senility and prolong life.

73 E.\ST Eighty-second Street.

\ PRACTICAL INEXPENSIVE ASEPTIC
BLOOD-STICKER.
Bt C. C. bass, M.D..

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

The accompanying illustration shows a very satis-

factory blood-sticker. It costs only about five or

six cents and may be made up in a few minutes.

It is superior to those on the market in that the

needle is conveniently kept in alcohol or other anti-

septic solution. This" blood sticker is especially prac-

tical in laboratories where large classes are being
taught blood examination. An essential part of

the equipment for each such student is some kind of

blood sticker, just as a stethoscope is essential for

physical diagnosis students.

This sticker is made of a two dram vial, cork,

and a straight surgical needle. The eye end of the

needle should be stuck into the small end of the

cork. The needle should not be stuck through the

cork.

741 Casondelet Street.

A "Chamber of Horrors."—An anti-vivisection-

ist "chamber of horrors," such as was conducted in

this city during the recent session of the State

Legislature, has been aft'orded room at the State

Fair now in progress in Syracuse. It is an exhibi-

tion of degeneracy—degeneracy not of the doctors

whom it grotesquely slanders, but of the exhibitors.

These people are afflicted with the mental disease

which alienists diagnose as zoophil-psychosis, a love

of pet animals that has become morbid. Women
who coddle their pets and love them more than

babies cannot bear the thought that dogs, cats,

monkeys, and guinea pigs should be experimented

upon, even painlessly, by the humane searchers after

remedies and methods for the cure of human dis-

eases. They would prefer that thousands of chil-

dren should die in the horrible agonies of cerebro-

spinal meningitis or drag out crippled and disfigured

lives from infantile paralysis to having a few hun-

dred animals sacrificed for the sake of their cure

—

a cure that would work for all time. They would

rather have millions of homes made charnal houses,

haunted by the dread spectres of cholera, smallpox-,

typhoid, diphtheria, lockjaw, cancer, tuberculosis,

and the Black Death, rather than that the veins of

one horse or one cow be tapped for an immunizing

serum, or a white rat be engrafted with diseased

tissue to watch the method of proliferation and dis-

cover its preventable causes. They would construct

a "chamber of horrors" full of all manner of de-

ceitful representations to inflame prejudice in the

minds of untaught beholders, while ignoring the

real and terrible spectacles in the sick-chambers of

the Nation. These people are working to spread

plagues. Dr. Simon Flexner, who stands at the

head of work in experimental medicine in this coun-

trv, calls them "enemies of mankind." While a

little insane, the leaders of this movement are wholly

responsible for their work. The result of their

campaign in the State and county fairs this Fall

should be the strengthening of sentiment to restrain

their degenerate exhibitions by law.—A'ctc York
Times.

The Intetnal Secretion of the Pancreas.—As the re-

sult of a series of transfusion experiments, performed by
anastomosing the blood-vessels of norma! animals with

animals in which glycosuria had been produced by means
of extirpation of the pancreas, E. Hedon concludes that

the internal secretion of the latter organ brings about a

modification of the blood preventing glycosuria. But his

experiments did not exclude the possibilities of the ner-

vous origin of this condition. The two theories of the

nervous and humoral origin of diabetes are not incom-
patible: it is probable that the pancreas regulates the

metabolism of sugar by means of a double mechanism; a

complex humoral component and a reflex nervous element
related chiefly to the glycogenic function of the liver. As
regards the possible role of the buibomedullary centers

in this mechanism, recent experiences of the author have
shown that it is not a necessary one. In dogs rendered
paraplegic by means of section of the cer^'ical cord, the

extirpation of the pancreas produces a diabetes as intense

as ordinarily.

—

Revue de Mcdecine.
Use of Sterilized Clothing for Infants.—Edmond

Weill advocates the use of sterilized clothing for infants

as a preventive of localized skin lesions of pustular nature.

The clothing should be regarded as a true condenser of

germs, and the skin should be treated as a surgical wound
is treated, that is with aseptic precautions. He found in

the creche at Lyons that all these local skin suppurations

were prevented, and that in children who had contracted

them the use of sterilized clothing soon put an end to them
without other treatment. Each outfit is placed in a can-

vas bag and then in the sterilizer, and the bag is not

opened until the clothing is to be used. After the linen so

prepared had been used on one occasion the sterilizer

was undergoing repairs and unsterilized clothing had to

be used, with the result that the suppurations began to

occur again, and stopped only when sterilized clothing was
again used.—Archives de Medecine des Enfants.
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THE ESTIMATION OF ANAPHYLAXIS.

Since the discovery by Theobald Smith a few years

ago of the phenomenon of anaphylaxis or fatal

hypersensitiveness of an animal to a foreign serum
produced by a previous injection of a similar serum,

not only have the serologists devoted much time to

the investigation of this obscure subject, l)ut the

clinicians have also been obliged to give it consider-

ation in practical therapeutics, for fear that in cases

of diphtheria, meningitis, septicemia, or any other

of the ever-increasing list of diseases amenable to

serotherapy, a repetition of the inoculation of the

antitoxin during a period in which anaphylaxis

is well developed might, instead of curing the

patient, cause his sudden death. The subject is of

especial importance in cases in which an immuning
dose of antitoxin has failed to protect the subject,

and the disease has made its appearance in spite

thereof. In such cases the physician who blindly

injects antitoxin is taking risks with his patient

such as few would wittingly care to run. The great

danger lies in the hidden character of the phe-

nomenon, in the fact that we have no means of

ascertaining until too late whether or not the

anaphylaxis has developed.

In the hope of obtaining a practical method of

testing a patient's sensitiveness to horse serum and

thus of being able to tell in a particular case whether

an antitoxin injection will or will not be dangerous,

Knox, Moss, and Brown, at the suggestion of v.

Pirquet, have carried on a series of experiments

with the injection of horse serum into the skin of

rabbits, and have reported their results in The

Journal of Experimental Medicine for July, 1910

Rabbits which previously had been sensitized by

the injection of horse serum in amounts varying

from 0.1 c.c. to lo.o c.c. were at definite periods

given intradermal but not subcutaneous injections

of very small quantities of horse serum. The re-

sults were uniform and striking. After a period in

the neighborhood of ten days, during which the

sensitization process occurred, an injection of even

so small an amount as o.oi c.c. of horse serum pro-

duced a definite local reaction at the point of inocu-

lation.

The reaction is described by the authors as fol-

lows: "The bleb produced by the intradermal in-

jection of the serum disappears in a short time, and

no change is noticed at the seat of injection for

ten to twelve hours. After this time the skin may
become a little reddened and infiltrated, so that

when it is taken up between the fingers in a fold it

seems definitely thickened as compared with a fold

of skin elsewhere. The swelling and redness con-

tinue to increase and reach their height in about

twenty-four hours, when there may be a definitely

raised brawny mass perhaps one or two centimeters

in diameter. The skin of the reacting area is red

and increased in temperature and the mass is defi-

nitely tender. Reactions which were less severe e.\-

hibited only a more or less difi^use infiltration of

the skin at the point of inoculation with little or

no redness or heat in the shaved area as compared

to that of the rest of the skin. In a number of

rabbits the reaction was much more marked. In

these the infiltration began sooner, the part affected

extending five to ten centimeters, became very tense,

swollen, and red, and on several occasions partly

necrotic. Reactions of this fulminating character

often lasted for two or three weeks, whereas those

which produced less severe changes diminished

after twenty-four hours. On several occasions the

reactions took the form of an unusually firm, sharp-

ly circumscribed, round mass with less increase in

local temperature and redness than was usually the

case." Microscopic examination of sections of the

skin showed marked edema. There was little or

no constitutional disturbance at the time of the

reaction. Eliforts to produce an antianaphylaxis

failed, as did those to get the reaction in the new-
born offspring of anaphylactic animals.

As this local reaction is produced by a minute

quantity of horse serum, as it appeared with regu-

larity in rabbits sensitized by previous injections

and was as uniformly absent in nonsensitized ani-

mals, it would appear to be a fairly accurate indica-

tor of the presence of a hypersensitiveness of the

animal, in short to be an index of anaphylaxis. If

further investigations confirm these findings and
supply us with an accurate and innocuous indication

of a state of hypersensitiveness in the human sub-

ject who has received a previous antitoxin injec-

tion the work will have to be accepted as an im-

portant advance in practical serotherapy.

ACROASPHYXIA IN CHILDHOOD.

The vasomotor neuroses form a large group of dis-

orders to which clinicians have as yet paid but scant

attention. Accordingly, knowledge of the patho-

genesis and symptomatology of these affections has

not kept pace with the study of the physiology of

the vasomotor nci-\-es. Claude Bernard, Morat,

Dastre, Gaskell, and a few others were the pioneers

who cleared the ground for the pathologists and
clinicians.

The protean manifestations of these conditions

apparently account for the neglect which they have
suffered at the hands of clinical investigation. That
these diseases are not altogether uncommon is at-

tested by the fact that most practitioners will read-

ily recall familiar cases belonging to this category.

The vasomotor manifestations of functional and
organic nervous disease, including peripheral nerve

lesions, and the less common disorders, such as
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Raynaud's disease, erythromelalgia, and intermittent

claudication, will at once suggest themselves.

The period of childhood has naturally furnished

the fewest instances of these disturbances, never-

theless, their occurrence has been recognized in the

following order of frequency of incidence: Ray-

naud's disease, acute circumscribed edema, erythro-

melalgia, and acroparesthesia. One form of the

last that has been overlooked during childhood is

acroasphyxia, apparently accounted for by the fact

that in some traits it bears striking resemblance to

Raynaud's disease. According to E. Kartje, who
contributes a valuable paper on this subject in the

.-irchiv fiir Kindcrheilkttnde, Vol. 53, Nos. 4 to 6,

acroasphyxia is characterized by a gradually de-

veloping asphyxia of the peripheral portions of the

extremities, and differing from the localized

asphyxia of Raynaud's disease by its gradual devel-

opment and by the absence of distinct attacks. In

addition there are changes in sensibility and marked

trophic disturbances, and in some cases general ner-

vous manifestations. The three classical symptoms

of Raynaud's disease are local syncope, local

asphyxia, and local gangrene; but cases have been

described in which local asphyxia is the only mani-

festation. These are to be distinguished from cases

of true acroasphyxia by the fact that in the latter

there is a diminution of sensibility which is only ex-

ceptional in Raynaud's disease. On the basis of

four cases that he has observed, Kartje delineates

the characteristics of acroasphyxia as follows

:

There is a gradually developing cyanosis of the

hands and feet, which is less marked when the at-

mosphere is warm, and after a hot bath, and also

in the lying posture. There is a constant hyperi-

drosis of varying degree of the cyanotic areas, par-

ticularly of their inner surfaces, and also a con-

tinuous, though varying, hypoasthesia. The cutane-

ous temperature is diminished and the cyanotic areas

are cool to the touch. The vascular capillary pres-

sure is lowered by the standing and raised by the

reclining position. The venous hyperemia and
cyanosis are the result of vascular spasm. The
galvanic irritability of the nerves is increased in the

same manner as is characteristic of tetany. On the

strength of these observations Kartje concludes that

this disease in spit of its local manifestations is a

generalized disorder, characterized by an increased

excitability of the nervous system, affecting particu-

larly its vasomotor functions, and manifesting it-

self mainly by a widespread spasm of the smaller

arteries. The etiology is obscurely veiled in all

those causes that weaken the nervous system, and
the treatment includes measures that improve the

general and particularly the cutaneous circulation,

such as warm baths, warm applications to the ex-

tremities, and massage. The application of the

constant current is effective in promoting dilatation

of the deeper as well as of the cutaneous vsesels.

PRINTERS' PALSY.

Much interest is nowadays being taken in what are

known as occupation diseases. This attitude is, of

course, perfectly natural, seeing that in civilized

countries the greater part of the population lives in

cities and is engaged in employments and crafts

which to a greater or less extent predispose to dis-

ease. It is needless to state that some of these

occupations are extremely injurious to health, in

fact deadly, so much so, indeed, that in all progres-

sive countries the law is being invoked to compel

employers to use methods to render the work as

little harmful to their employees as is possible.

In the Medical Press and Circular, August 17,

Dr. J. C. McWalter discusses the question of print-

ers' palsy, chronic antimonial poisoning, chietly

from its legal aspect. The British Workmen's Com-
pensation Act has made such a consideration neces-

sary in Great Britain, but as yet in this country this

aspect of the case does not especially intrude.

The printers' trade may be looked upon as almost

dangerous. Oliver in "Dangerous Trades" states

that printers experience a death rate at the various

age groups which is above the standard. Their

mortality figure is 1,096 as against 602 for agri-

culturists. They have a high death rate from
phthisis and from diseases of the nervous, circula-

tory, digestive, and urinary systems it is above the

average. They suffer about one-third less from
fatal accidents than do other workers, but they are

somewhat more addicted to suicide. According to

McWalter the diseases of the nervous, circulatory,

and urinary systems are rather due to the antimony
contained in type metal, which is an alloy of lead

with 25 to 33 per cent, of antimony, than to the lead,

although their mortality figure from lead poisoning

is represented by 3. McWalter suggests that many
of the more obscure and characteristic disorders of

printers are due to antimony. The introduction of

linotype machines appears to have lessened the

amount of plumbism among printers, but evidence

is not infrequently foimd of antimonial poisoning

even among linotype operators.

A curious fact is mentioned by the writer that

printing offices are notoriously free from cats. It

is said that though men have tried to keep them,

feeding them with milk, they eventually fall into

ill-health. However, they present all the symptoms
of acute lead poisoning, their eyes lose their healthy

luster, their limbs become paralyzed, and they finally

die with brain symptoms.

\Miother it be antimony, arsenic, or lead to which
may be mainly attributed the unhealthiness of the

printer's craft, there is one thing certain, that print-

ing offices are in too many instances unhealthy in

themselves. They are usually situated in the most

crowded parts of a big city, and are ill ventilated

and are generally in an unsanitary condition. They
should be spacious, airy, and well ventilated with-

out draughts, they should be kept clean and espe-

cially free from dust. The workers therein should

abstain from alcohol and drink milk. Baths should

be provided on the premises, but food should not

be taken there, while on the other hand no person

should work on an empty stomach. There is little

doubt that in various parts of America regulations

tending to conserve the health of employees, and
among these printers, are called for. That is one

of the benefits, among many, that would follow the

establishment of a Department of Public Health in

the Central Government at Washington.
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THE CUTANEOUS TRICHOPHYTIN RE-
ACTION.

Though there are but few skin diseases which are

diagnosed more easily by the clinician than are

those of the trichophyton group, tinea tonsurans,

tinea circinata and tinea sycosis, these diseases may
on occasion occur in atypical forms which make
their isolation and differentiation matters of some

doubt, and renders any improvement in the means

of diagnosis a welcome innovation. Although un-

til recent years it has been supposed that ringworm

and its allied diseases were diseases localized to the

skin, and without constitutional effects, investiga-

tions carried on during the past decade have demon-

strated that, like diphtheria, while the ringworm

infection is local and circumscribed, the constitu-

tional effects thereof may be general. The result

of these researches has been the discoverv that

culture, filtrates of the ring\vorm microorganisms,

known as trichophytin, when injected into person.>

who are or have been infected with the parasite

cause reactions, both general and local, somewhat
similar to those produced by tuberculin. The local

reaction at the point of injection consists of in-

flammation and infiltration ; the general reaction in-

cludes headache, rise of temperature, malaise and

muscular pains.

During the past two years the analogy between

trichophytin and tuberculin has been emphasized by

the results of experiments carried on by Bloch in

Ijroducing a local reaction by a cutaneous vaccina-

tion of trichophytin. a reaction in many ways sug-

gesting that proposed by von Pirquet. In the July

number of The Journal of Experimental Medicine,

Samuel Amberg reports the results of a series of

vaccinations with trichophytin in subjects who had

suffered from attacks of rigworm. barber's itch,

or Dhobie itch previously, and in a large number of

control individuals. The results of the investiga-

tion were fairly uniform, cases of ringworm in-

fection which had had their attacks as long as

twenty-nine years before giving definitely positive

reactions. A few cases without obtainable history

of ringworm disease also gave the reaction, and a

few others with distinct histories were negative.

The vaccinations were made in a manner similar

to that proposed by von Pirquet for tuberculin.

The trichophytin was obtained by growing the fungi

in a three per cent, maltose bouillon for two or three

months at room temperature. The growth was then

ground up and filtered through a Chamberland filter

and the filtrate was preserved in 0.25 per cent, car-

bolic acid or 0.5 to i.o per cent, carbolglycerine.

In positive cases the reaction made its appearance

often from four to twenty-four hours as a flat red

papule the size of a pea. which itched violently.

For twenty-four hours this increased in size, attain-

ing a diameter varying in different cases from 4 to

II mm. and then slowly faded and disappeared

within a few days. A brownish pigmentation re-

mained in some cases for several weeks. In some
instances a distinct red halo was formed around the

papule, appearing about twenty-four hours after

vaccination and lasting in the neighborhood of

thirtv-six hours.

Such a reaction is a refinement of medicine which

gives promise of being of some use in diagnosis,

especially in determining the significance of a skin

lesion long cured. The recognition of an acute

tinea trichophyta infection is so simple from its

clinical appearance and the microscopical examina-

tion of the hair that in such cases a cutaneous re-

action is hardly necessary. In cases, however

where the identity of a bygone annular skin lesion

is under consideration, especially in reference to a

possible past specific infection, such a reaction may
have a decided application. From the purely aca-

demic viewpoint the results of the investigation are

of particular interest.

A MIRACLE OF HEALING.

The report of two cases of syphilis treated b}-

the fihrlich-Hata preparation, given in this issue

of the Medical Rkcorh by Dr. M. S. Kakels of

this city—the first published account of the use of

the remedy in this country—is of a nature to shake

the therapeutic incredulity of an Osier. Our for-

eign correspondents have, of course, informed our

readers of the trials of the remedy in Germany and

of the astonishing results obtained, and our abstract

department has contained many notices from the

German periodicals, but Germany is a long way off,

and the report of desperate cases, albeit only two,

treated in this city, and apparently rapidly progress-

ing to a cure, seems more real. Dr. J. A. Fordyce

of this city and Capt. H. J. Nichols of the U. S.

Amiy Medical Corps have been making trials of

the remedy at the City Hospital during the past

summer, at the suggestion of Dr. Flexner, and their

report will be published in the near future. It is

said also that other American physicians have re-

ceived small quantities of "606" and the wonders re-

vealed in this first publication will no doubt soon be

duplicated. After November i. when, as we an-

nuunced last week, the preparation will be on sale

in this country, the accounts will, no doubt, be num-
erous.

We shall then perhaps hear another side, for

with the remedy procurable by anybody, it is too

much to hope that the precautions which the in-

ventor of this most powerful protoplasmic poison

insists upon, will always be observed. Any acci-

dents resulting from the improper use of the rem-

edy cannot in fairness be charged against it any

more than can the use of strychnine be condemned
because persons have been killed by overdoses. But,

as we said in a previous notice of "606," we cannot

yet tell what the final outcome will be, even when
the remedy is properly used. The drug is retained

in the tissues and is gradually taken up by the cir-

culation and distributed to all parts of the body.

Being eminently spirillotropic, so long as any of

the specific organisms are present these small

amounts are absorbed by them to their destruction,

but when the drug, continuously set free in the cir-

culation, is no longer absorbed by the spirochetes, is

there not a possibility that it will be found

to be generally, even though feebly, protoplasmo-

tropic or neurotropic? This possibility should in-

spire caution, and must cause some disquietude as
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one regards the future of this tremendous experi-

ment. However, the drug may not have any evil

after-effects. If it does not, the discovery will rank

high among the wonders of these wonderful times,

as marvelous as those of Pasteur or of Lister or of

Behring, the already honored name of Ehrlich will

be still more loudly acclaimed, and the believer in

the healing power of drugs will be armed with an-

other weapon in his contest against the hope-killing

therapeutic nihilist.

Diagnosis by Wassermann's Reaction.

The evolution of a new diagnostic resource may
be rendered appreciable if we compare the current

literature on the subject with that of, say, one year

or more earlier. At the earlier perioil we may
encounter enthusiasm and optimism ; at the later

period scepticism, caution, and suggested delimita-

tions of the method. All these represent a reac-

tionary stage quite inevitable in the evolution of

any new practical problem ; and should be suc-

ceeded in time by a counter reaction, comprehend-
ing all that has actually been achieved, to the ex-

clusion of whatever is beside the mark. As So-

bernheim states in the Berliner klinische Wochen-
sclirift for July 18, our knowledge of the Wasser-
mann reaction is in urgent need of organization.

He refers, naturally, to the bedside significance of

the phenomenon. Simplification of technique, in-

creased delicacy of reaction sound plausible to the

practitioner, but variation of the test is probably

far more significant in securing trustworthy results.

The greater the number of extracts used the bet-

ter. Sobernheim would employ at least three, and

only when each of these leads to a strong comple-

ment fixation would he call the result positive. In

other words, this reaction is not a fit subject at

present for short cuts. The authority in question

has tested a large number of subjects in this man-
ner, evidently with the praiseworthy aim of ex-

cluding such findings as "weakly positive," "doubt-
ful," and the like. Doubtful cases cannot be elim-

inated outright, for it happens at times that the

results with three extracts either conflict among
themselves, or are all alike questionable in charac-

ter. But on the whole variation in reagents seems
commendable. This policy is familiar in the very
simple tests for albumin and sugar in the urine

;

for in cases in which the reaction is so slight as to

be indecisive successive tests with other reagents
must solve the problem. A routinist may be satis-

fied with a single test with which he has had years
of familiarity ; while a novice, testing a specimen
of urine with some of the thirty or more ordinary
reagents vyhich reveal the presence of albumin, may
arrive at a much closer conception of the degree
of albuminuria. Nothing is so ill advised as de-
pendence on a single test. Sobernheim adheres for
the present to the belief in a purely diagnostic sig-

nificance of the Wassermann reaction. Apparently
he would not involve it in prognostic or therapeutic
considerations.

elusion reached by Dobrotin of Kasan, who believes

that he has reported the first positive finding (in

the Berliner kliuisehe ]rocIiensehrift, July 11).

He obtained the antigen from a unilocular

echinococcus in a man. This is a fact of some sig-

nificance, for it appears to show that the two forms
of parasitism causing the cyst formations stand in

closer relationship to each other than has been as-

sumed by many parasitologists. The patient had a
large tumefaction of the liver, and the diagnosis lay

between cancer of the gall-bladder, syphilis, hyper-

trophic cirrhosis and alveolar echinococcus. The
Wassermann reaction for syphilis was negative. A
positive result with antigen from a human
echinococcus cyst was obtainable; but when antigen

from a similar source in a cow was employed, the

result was negative. Autopsy confirmed the diag-

nosis. As alveolar echinococcus is a relatively rare

affection, if one must depend upon antigen from a

cyst in man, this diagnostic resource can hardly

possess more than an episodical value.

Dobrotin's report is followed by one on the same
subject by Kurt Meyer, who confines himself to

echinococcus disease in general, with no apparent

reference to the alveolar type of cyst. He refers to

the fact that "tapeworm carriers" sometimes react

positively to the test, even when there are no gen-

eral symptoms ; showing that some product of the

parasite must have entered the blood. A positive

result in one patient lead to the discovery, after

much pains, of tapeworm eggs in the feces.

Numerous other diagnostic possibilities make this

biological reaction second only in interest, among
members of its class, to the \\'assermann test for

syphilis.

Serodiagnosis of Echinococcus Disease.

There is already no little literature on the sero-
diagnosis of unilocular echinococcus cysts and
tapeworms ; but until quite recently there has been
no corresponding report for the multilocular or
alveolar echinococcus. At least that is the con-

^mB at il|e Wnk,
Infant Mortality.—In a forthcoming bulletin

of mortality statistics for 1909, to be issued by the

Bureau of the Census, attention is drawn to the fact

that of the total number of deaths, 732,538, occur-

ring in the Bureau's death registration area, 196,534,

or 26.8 per cent., were of children under five years

of age, and 140,057 were of infants under one
year. The death registration area covers about

55 per cent, of the estimated population of the

United States. In general, it may be said that one
death out of five during the year 1909 was of an
infant under one year, and one in four of a child

under five years. The correct statement of infant

mortality, however, can hardly be made until there

is a more accurate registration of births through-

out the United States. The American Association

for the Study and Prevention of Infant Mortality,

recently formed, has for its object the coordina-

tion of all the sanitan,^ agencies available for the

special purpose of reducing the number of prevent-

able deaths among infants, and the procuring of
reliable statistics is of great importance in such an
undertaking. The figures now available show, as

was to be expected, a slightly higher death rate

among infants in cities, and slightly lower propor-

tions among the rural population, as compared with

the registration area as a whole. In a recent report

on "Infant and Child Mortality," Dr. Arthur News-
holme, medical officer of the local government
board of England, states that infant mortality forms
a sensitive index of social welfare and sanitary a"d-

niinistration. and that "it is strictlv correct to say
that a high infant mortality implies a high preva-
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lence of the conditions which determine national

inferiority."

Car Runs into Ambulance.—Dr. C. H. Byrne,

on the liouse staff of Bellevue Hospital, New York,
was painfully injured on September 12, when the

ambulance in which he was conveying a patient to

the hospital was struck by a Third Avenue car at

Twenty-third street. Two policemen accompanying
him were badly bruised. The patient was not

injured.

More Centenarians.—Mrs. Margaret Boerum
of New York, who died recently at the age of 102

years, had lived in this city since childhood and had
been in good health until a few days before her

•death.

Mrs. H. S. Beckwith of Utica, New York, died

on September 11, also at the age of 102 years. She
was said to be the oldest resident of Oneida County.

In Saginaw, Michigan, Mrs. A. M. Carrow died

on September 15, at the reputed age of 117 years.

The International Opium Conference.—At the

request of the Chinese Government, the meeting of

this conference, which it was proposed to hold this

mouth, has been postponed for a year. The con-

ference is to formulate a plan for the suppression

of the traffic in opium within a given period. The
Chinese Government is not yet ready to take up
the question.

Charitable Bequests.—St. Mary's Free Hos-
pital for Children, New Y^ork, receives a bequest

of $10,000 under the will of the late Mrs. Sarah

Titus Zabriskie, who died recently in Newport.
By the will of Mrs. Mary Nevins Mayo, who died

recently in New York, the residue of her estate,

amounting to about $100,000, will be divided equally

between St. Luke's Hospital and the Home for Old
Men and Aged Couples, subject to the life interest

of another person.

The Marlboro Hospital of Marlboro, Massachu-
setts, will receive about $20,000 from the estate of

the late ]\Iiss Hannah E. Bigelow of that city.

Dr. John A. Mead of Rutland, Vt., was elected

Governor of his State on the Republican ticket, on

September 6. Dr. Mead, who is a graduate of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of New York
(1868), retired from practice some time ago, and

at present fills the office of Lieutenant-Governor of

\'ermont.

The American Electro-Therapeutic Association

held its Twentieth xAnnual Convention at Saratoga

Springs, N. Y., September 13, 14, and 15. There

was a large attendance and the full program of

scientific papers was read and brought out free dis-

cussion. The following officers were elected for

the ensuing year: President, Dr. Frederick dc

Kraft, New York; Vice-Presidents, Drs. F. Howard
Humphris of London, and Frank B. Granger of

Boston ; Treasurer, Dr. Emil Fleuel of New York

;

Secretary, Dr. J. Willard Travell of New York

;

Registrar, Dr. Frederick M. Law of New York

;

Trustees for Three Years, Drs. Charles R. Dickin-

son of Toronto and Thomas D. Crothers of Hart-

ford, Conn.
The Southern Medical Association will hold

its annual meeting at Nashville, Tenn., on Novem-
ber 8, 9, and 10. 1910.

The Colorado State Medical Society will hold

its annual meeting at Colorado Springs on October

II, 12. and 13, 1910. Dr. A. C. Magruder of Col-

orado Springs is chairman of the committee on

arrangements.

The Medical Society of the Missouri Valley, at

its annual meeting at Council Bluffs, Iowa, held re-

cently, elecieil the following officers : President,

Dr. Donald Macrae of Council Bluffs; Vice-Presi-

dents, Dr. J. M. Bell of St. Joseph, and Dr. J. M.

Banister of Omaha ; Treasurer, Dr. Thomas B. La-

cey of Council Bluffs ; Secretary, Dr. Charles Wood
Fassett of St. Joseph. The oration in surgery w^as

delivered by Dr. Norvelle \V. Sharpe of St. Louis,

his subject being "Fractures of the Femur.'' Dr.

George H. Hoxie of Kansas City gave the oration

in medicine, "Arthritis" being the subject. The
presidential address, comprising a review- of prog-

ress in obstetrics, was delivered by Dr. A. B. Som-
ers. The next meeting will be held at St. Joseph

in March, 1911.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Charles Cook R.\xsom

of New York, a graduate of the Medical Depart-

ment of the University of Buffalo, New Y'ork, in

the class of 1879; a member of the American Cli-

matological Association, the American ]\Iedical As-

sociation, the Academy of Medicine, and the New-

York State and County Medical Societies, and vis-

iting physician to the City Hospital, of which he

was also an alumnus, died suddenly on September

13, at the Faxton Hospital, Utica, N. Y., following

an operation for intestinal obstruction, aged 50

years.

Dr. J. Frank Gillespie of New Y'ork, a gradu-

ate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of

Baltimore in the. class of 1897, physician to the

Out-patient Department of Lebanon Hospital, died

at his home on September 12, aged 41 years.

Dr. George F. Perry of Hamilton, Texas, a

graduate of the Medical Department of Washington

University, St. Louis, in the class of 1875, died

at Colorado Springs on August 30.

Dr. MiL.siN A. Gates of Ronceverte, West Vir-

ginia, a graduate of the Detroit Medical College in

the class of 1880, died at his home of locomotor

ataxia on September 10, aged 55 years.

Dr. Isaac Wood of Kingston, Ontario, Can., a

graduate of the Faculty of Medicine of Queen's

University, Kingston, in 1892, died suddenly on

September i, aged 57 years.

Dr. William H.' Drake of Windsor. Ontario,

Can., a graduate of the Medical Department of

Victoria College, Coburg, died at his home on Sep-

tember 6.

Dr. D. T. Robertson of Lennoxville, Quebec,

Can., a graduate of the Medical Department of

McGill University, Montreal, Can., in 1867, died

at his home on September 7.

Dr. Nathaniel T. Dulaney of Blountville,

Tennessee, a graduate of the Jefferson Medical Col-

lege, Philadelphia, in the class of 1856, a member
of the Tennessee State Medical Society, of which
he was a former president, died at his home on Sep-

tember 3, aged 76 years.

Dr. William B. Saxford of Memphis, Tenn.,

a graduate of the Medical Department of Vander-
bilt University, Nashville, in the class of 1880: a

member of the American ^Medical Association, the

Mississippi \'alley ]\ledical Association, the Missis-

sippi and Tennessee State Medical Societies, the Tri-

State Medical Association, and the Memphis &
Shelby County Medical Societies, and professor of

obstetrics in the College of Physicians and Surgeons,

Memphis, died in Colorado Springs, of erj'sipelas,

on September i, aged 53 years.

Dr. RicH.\RD K. Gregory of Greensboro, N. C, a

graduate of the Medical Department of New York
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University in i860, a surgeon in the Confederate

Army during the Civil War, died at his home on

September 10, aged 74 years.

Dr. Marcus Rosenwasser of Cleveland, Ohio,

a graduate of the University of Wurzburg, Bavaria,

in 1867; formerly professor of obstetrics at the

Wooster University Medical, and recently professor

of the diseases of women in the Cleveland College

of Physicians and Surgeons ; consulting gynecolo-

gist to the City, Mt. Sinai and St. John's Hospitals ; a

Fellow of the American Association of Obstetricians

and Gynecologists, and a member of the American

Medical Association, the Ohio State ^ledical So-

ciety, and the Cleveland Medical Society, and form-

erly president of the Cleveland Board of Health,

died suddenly at his home on September 4, aged

64 years.

Dr. Orville W. Collins of South Framingham,
Mass., a graduate of the Harvard University Medi-

ical School in the class of 1887; instructor in physi-

olog}' and anatomy in the Framingham Hospital

Training School for Nurses ; attending physician to

the Framingham Hospital ; a Fellow of the Massa-

chusetts Medical Society, and member of the Ameri-
can Medical Association, and the Framingham and

Thurber Medical Societies, died suddenly on Sep-

tember 5, at Jefferson, New Hampshire, aged 59
years.

Dr. John E. Faber of St. Louis, Mo., a gradu-

ate of the Medical Department of Washington Uni-

versity of St. Louis in the class of 1869, died sud-

denly of apolexy on September 5^ aged 80 years.

Dr. MiLO W. Scott of Los Angeles. Cal., a grad-

uate of the Rush Medical College, Chicago, in the

class of 1877, died at his home on September 4.

Dr. David N. Fansler of Marion, Ind., a gradu-

ate of the Cleveland College of Physicians and Sur-

geons in the class of 1874. died at his home on
September 5, after a long illness, aged 74 years.

Dr. William Perry Baird of Northboro, Mass.,

a graduate of the Department of Medicine and
Surgery of the University of Michigan in the class

of 1858, a veteran of the Civil War, died at his

home of heart disease on September 10, aged 80
years.

Dr. Homer K. Castle of Kansas City, Mo., a

graduate of the Eclectic Medical University of

Kansas City in 1903, died at his home of heart

disease on September 5, aged 61 years.

A HITHERTO UNDERSCRIBED SYPHILITIC SIGN.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir:—At a recent meeting of the Canal Zone Medical
Society, I presented a series of six cases showing a luetic
sign which I have never seen described. It may be that
the tropical sun brings this out more distinctly than is

seen in northern climes. These six men were all white
foreigners and I selected them because they all had the
histories and other stigmata which leave no doubt as to the
diagnosis. The faces of all these patients have a muddy
expression and on close examination one can see a dirty
brown or yellowish pigmentation, irregular in outline,
blotchy in character, resembling the pigmentation of
chloasma. It is seen particularly on the forehead and
temples but also on the cheeks, and does not correspond
to the areas of solar tanning where the hat protects. In
this country it is so distinctive and characteristic that one
can almost pick out the syphilitics in any gathering. It
develops as earlv as the sixth month after the initial lesion,
and when the disease is untreated becomes more marked
with age.

It is particularly valuable as a diagnostic point in women
when no opportunity exists for an examination of the hus-

band without exciting suspicion. On comparing this pig-

mentation with the corona veneris of te.xt books with its

coppery-like stains, we see that the two conditions differ

essentially.

One of the patients presented illustrated another point

which I have frequently referred to in other diseases, par-

ticularly rheumatism and late syphilitic degenerations,

namely, that the physiological determination of blood by
occupation or otherwise generally determines the seat of

the lesion. One of these men early in life lost an eye.

and inspection showed that the orbit was not so well de-

veloped on that side; the chloasmatic pigmentation, or
what I prefer to call it, the "luetic mask," was also less

developed on that side than the other.

W. E. Deeks, M.D.,
Chief of Medical Clinic, Ancon Hospital.

.\ncon, Canal Zone,

OUR LONDON LETTER.

(Fr Our Regular Correspondent.)

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE^
sanitary inspectors in CONFERENCE—FISH AS FOOD—WAR
AGAINST CONSUMPTION—TRAGIC SUICIDE—CEREBROSPINAL
MENINGITIS—OBITUARY.

London, September z, igio.

The British Association (our chief scientific organiza-
tion) for the Advancement of Science in all its

branches, and of which the Medical Association
may be regarded as a daughter, opened its 80th an-
nual meeting at Sheffield on Wednesday, when the
president. Professor T. G. Bonney, F.R.S., delivered
his address. He is a past-president of the Geological
Society and Emeritus Professor of Geology in Uni-
versity College, and his address was devoted to the
glacial history of Western Europe, with special refer-

ence to the phenomena of the ice age or ages in the
British Isles, and the hypotheses which have been put
forward in relation thereto. Having discussed these in

the interesting and learned way for which he is well
known, he confessed he could not declare any one to

be satisfactorily established, and added: "I think we
shall be wiser in working on in the hope of clearing
up some of the perplexities." There are stages, he
said, in the development of a scientific idea, when our
own best service is "by insisting that the giving of a

name cannot convert the imaginary into the real, and
remembering that if the hypotheses set on trial are

treated as axioms, the result will often bring disaster,

like the building a tower on a foundation of sand."
I commend this quotation to the attention of the ad-
vocates of some medical hypotheses.
There are eleven sections, and some of these unite

to consider questions common to them—a plan which
supports those who protest against the medical as-

sociation's divisions as too numerous, when half the
number suffice for the whole range of the sciences.

The sections all set to work yesterday with a presi-

dential address in each. Besides these important pro-
nouncements nearly fifty papers were read or taken as

read. Moreover, the reports of the numerous commit-
tees appointed at last year's meeting were presented to

the several sections. Obviously they could not all be
discussed, and even those more particularly of interest

to your readers can only be considered on a future

occasion.
The twenty-fifth annual conference of the Sanitary

Inspectors' Association was opened on Monday, and
occupied all the week. The report stated that since

the last meeting in London there had been a great in-

crease in the membership, and a scheme of examina-
tion had been arranged which will come into operation
immediately. The meeting was held in the Fi^li-

mongers' Hall, kindly lent for the occasion, and ihe

president. Sir J. Crichton Brow-ne, appropriately ile-

voted his address to the importance of fish as food.

No city company, he said, had done more important
work than the fishmongers, and none did work more
interesting to his audience, for it had in reality carried

on the work of sanitary inspection for centuries. Last
year 046 tons of fish unfit for food had been con-

demned by the company, and more was probably held

back from the market on account of the strict surveil-

lance. Ptomaine poisoning, gastroenteritis and other

insidious ailments might be induced by tainted fish.

In Billingsgate this danger was prevented, but it was
not so easy to follow the fish to the retailer on whose
fine marble slabs sunlight, dust and flies did not make
for righteousness. In America and New Zealand it
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was not exposed in this way. The president next con-
sidered the dangers of shellfish drawn from polluted
waters, giving proofs from the recorded outbreaks of
disease caused in this way. The company and the
medical officers of London and other cities had done
much to prevent such occurrences, and people might,
as a rule, eat their oysters without fear. But only the
commission on the feeble-minded could deal with idiots
who went about picking up periwinkles, cockles and
mussels close to a sewage outfall. We were more in-
debted to fish than many realized. Our ancestors
largely ate molluscs when laying down the keel of the
race, as attested by the accumulations of shells known
to archeologists as kitchen-middens. The dietetic value
of fish was, next to meat supply, protein and fat enough
for the body. Dr. R. Hutchinson calculated that an
average herring contained 15 grammes of edible pro-
tein and 5 to 10 grammes of fat. Dr. Smith estimated
that the despised lobster gave the most nutriment for
the price of any animal food. An abundant supply of
cheap fish would help in the prevention of tuberculosis,
develop improvement in the race and provide employ-
ment. Hitherto we have depended on the wild life of
the sea, but we might very well establish marine stock
farms and sanitary science should be called upon to
assist in such an enterprise.

Among the papers read was one l>y Mr. Quinton,
chief inspector for Liverpool, who dwelt on overcrowd-
ing and unemployment; one by Mr. West on foods,
who said the sale of food and drugs act had suppressed
most of the grosser forms of adulteration, but still

"the heart of man was deceitful above all things and
desperately wicked," in proof of which he said flour of
poor quality was bleached with nitrous oxide or cal-

cium phosphate and sultana raisins touched up with
sulphur to prevent their age being detected. This
might be detected by the blue flame when thrown on
the fire to amuse at Christmas ! Again, rice was
polished with talc and a thick mineral rind added to
cheese to increase its weight. He had no faith in the
branding of goods by foreign governments, but as to

this Mr. McPhail strongly opposed him. A paper on
town planning was also read. Yesterday Mr. Cameron,
New Zealand's government commissioner, discussed the
food supply from that country, and effectively criticised

the manner in which frozen meat is handled on arrival

in this country. I hope his remarks will be taken to

heart by those concerned. The medical inspection of

school children was also discussed, the president recall-

ing that when he advocated this 30 years ago he was
laughed at. Every parent, he thinks, should keep a

life-chart of each child showing its growth, ailments
and other points as to its health.
The war against consumption is still being vigor-

ously prosecuted. Since the Edinburgh conference a

successful tuberculosis exhibition has been held in

Newcastle, and others are to take place throughout
the autumn to illustrate the cause, propagation, extent
and prevention of the disease. They are the work of

the National Society for preventing consumption.
On Saturday last a caravan, built and equipped for

the Women's Health Association, started from the

Botanic Gardens on a. mission to women and girls.

The intention is to interest them and the people gen-
erally, too, in the importance of personal and domestic
hygiene. A modern magic lantern and biograph ap-

paratus will no doubt attract the people, and lectures

will be given and leaflets distributed.

When the exhibition was at Liverpool. Sir James
Barr gave an address in which he said there was no
need for more public sanitoria. The results of these

institutions had not been commensurate with their ex-

pense. What was wanted most of all was homes for

advanced cases which would there be well cared for

and kept from infecting others. Let them get plenty

of sunshine into every nook and corner of their houses
and bacilli would not lurk there. They could not spend
too much on their children, but should not burden them
with useless book education, but have thern taught

the nobility of work and how to earn their living.

Girls to make good wives and happy homes. Roys
to develop strength and character and be good citizens.

He admired the boy scouts, who were improving both

health and character.
An offer of £1,000 has been made for the distribu-

tion throughout the country of posters to instruct the

public as to the avoidance of infection and assistmg

the National Associations' crusade.
Another tragic death has occured in our ranks. A

doctor, who had served in Africa, India, Egypt, etc.,

and afterwards practised here, has committed suicide.

It appears that an aged patient under his care had died,

and some one had asserted his treatment was not

proper. This preyed on his mind. An inquest will

be held. At that on the patient, who was 82, it was
shown by post-mortem examination that he died from
diarrhea.
The outbreak of cerebrospinal meningitis is subsid-

ing, but its considerable extent causes an.xiety. A
severe case was watched in Leicester Hospital. Dr.

Farrar from the Local Government Board after con-

sultation with the medical officers concerned has issued

a reassuring statement attributing most of the cases to

a mild sporadic form.
Dr. Joseph Nelson, ophthalmic and aural surgeon,

Belfast, died on Wednesday. He took his M.D. at the

Royal University and L. R. C. P. of Ireland in 1863.

He had an adventurous life in the Garibaldi Brigade

and in India before settling down in Ulster, where he

has been a leader for the last quarter of a century. He
had been president of the Ulster Medical Society, and

he wrote on tobacco amblyopia.
Mr. Henry Collen Ensor, ophthalmic surgeon to

Cardiff Infirmary and the Royal Seamen's Hospital at

Cardifif, died on August 23, at 51, after an operation

for nasal obstruction.

Dr. Ch. A. S. Dalgleish, late surgeon to the Sunder-

land and Durham Counties' Eye Infirmary, took

his M.D. Dur., in 1892, and subsequently held resident

appointments at the Radclifife Infirmary, Oxford and
at Leeds and Newcastle.
The sudden death was reported on Wednesday of

Dr. J. Brown Sim, for many years a councillor of the

City of Nottingham and a prominent politician as well

as physician. He graduated at Glasgow, M.B., 1873;

.M.D., 1876. He contributed on poisoning by strychnia

to the Lancet and by savine to the Glasgow Medical

Journal.
Dr. Thos. Soars, who for nearly 30 years had been

coroner for Canterbury, died on Wednesday afternoon,

age 6g. He conducted an inquest on Monday after-

noon, but was seized with apoplexy immediately after-

wards and did not fully regain consciousness. He
was M.D., St. And., 1882 and M.R.C.S., Eng., 1865.

Dr. Surgeon-General John Lister Paul (retired) died

on August 25, age 83. He graduated at Edinburgh in

1848 and joined the Indian Medical Service and served

until 1877. He has held various appointments, includ-

ing the Professorship of Surgery at Madras and Sur-

geon to the General Hospital.

Another Indian Dr. Surgeon-General (retired). Dr.

F. M. Skues, died August 13 of cardiac failure, aged

76.

Dr. I. C. Paley, J. P., a retired Surgeon-Major of

Militia, has died at the age of 85. Pie was M.R.C^.S..

1846; M.D., St. Andrews, 1873. He had served in both

militia and volunteers and on foreign service at Gibral-

tar. T855-6. Was a magistrate for Lancashire.

New York Medical Journal, September 10, 1910.

Pustular Typhoid Roseola.—Gary Eggleston reports

the case of a boy fourteen years of age who was admitted
to the hospital a week after the onset of his illness with

symptoms that pointed to a mild attack of typhoid fever.

Upon the abdomen and lower part of the chest there were
12 to 15 or more "spots." The majority were small, two
or three millimeters across, and quite typical of typhoid

rose spots. Several were larger and were capped with
small vesicles, containing a clear fluid. Two or three were
very large, 10 or 12 millimeters in diameter, and deep rose

red at the base, which was infiltrated and somewhat ele-

vated, forming a distinct areola about a central yellow
pustule. The pustules were tender on pressure and bore
no relation to hair follicles. A number more appeared on
each of two succeeding days. The vesicles dried uo and
disappeared four or five days after the rose spots faded.

Cultures from the pus developed a pure growth of Staphy-
lococcus aureus. The patient suffered a relapse but made a

rapid and complete recovery. The writer, after a diligent

search of Kterature. finds that Cabiran reports one case of
a varioloform eruption in typhoid fever ; .Mexander re-

ports one case, and Birnbaum three cases, all of which were
mild and the patients recovered. The cases of Birnbaum
have features in common with the case reported. They
all occurred in children, the cultural findings from the pus
were not uniform, and in no case were typhoid bacilli found
in the pustules, in each case there was a definite de-
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velopment of the pustules from existing rose spots. From
the few cases reported it seems possible that the develop-
ment of pustules is due to a secondary local infection by
one or another pyogenic organism and not to a pyogenic
action of the typhoid bacillus. Whatever the cause tlie

phenomenon is one of the rarest complications of typhoid
fever.

Treatment of Phthisis by Immobilization of Portions
of the Trunk.—B. G. R. Williams directs attention to
the fact that as tuberculous disease progresses, the chest
wall becomes fixed, causing lagging locally over tlie tuber-
culous process and later diminished expansion ; and it is thus
that the part involved fails to be aerated properly and this
part of the lung suffers from local asphyxia, giving the
bacilli a better hold, and making more rigid those portions
of the chest wall immediately external. Taking the pa-
thology of the disease into consideration, the author has de-
vised a treatment based upon principles well known in the
mechanics of respiration. During appropriate^ periods he
immobilizes certain portions of the trunk, hoping to effect
compensative aeration and pabular nutrition of those por-
tions of the lung involved in the tuberculous process. He
endeavors to prove that an increase of local aeration of
lung tissue, diseased or normal, is possible ; and has col-
lected the opinions of well-known physiologists in regard
to compensatory respiration. The author finds adhesive
plaster a convenient aid in effecting immobilization and
describes some of the methods in which it may be applied.
He applies the immobilization during certain hours of the
day only, and to facilitate matters he leaves the plasters
in position and laces them up during the time when im-
mobilization seems desirable. He emphasizes the value of
any apparatus which will limit diaphragmatic descension
in any patient suffering from tuberculous involvement of
both apices. The practical application of a measure of this
kind requires for its success more than ordinary diag-
nostic ability ; each tuberculous chest becomes a study in
itself, and until the ordinary physician becomes a keen
diagnostician he suggests double strapping of the bases
or the abdominal binder during certain hours daily in all

suspected incipient cases. The author believes that this
method may shorten the period of treatment in certain
cases having a fairly good resistant power. Those of the
habitus phthisicus can scarcely expect so much from the
treatment

; influences diminishing the proper amount of
tidal air or retarding the circulation cannot be readily over-
come by any mechanical treatment. The author urges
others to investigate along these lines.

A Study of Functional Exercises in Some Nervous
Diseases.—By "functional exercises," William Burdick
means the accomplishment of acts that are done by a nor-
mal individual in his daily life, and says that these differ
somewhat for each individual according to his vocation in
life. The exercises that the author uses are based upon
Frenkel's, more often modified and simplified than made
more complex. In most cases locomotion has been the end
desired, but to bring this about has required the learning of
details one has probably never considered as entering into
vvalking. The greatest danger in connection with the exer-
cises is that of causing fatigue to the nerves. Successful
results depend upon perseverance, intelligence, and the con-
dition of the patient. The theory upon which the author
works is that frequently repeated exercises done volun-
tarily teach the cortex of the brain to control and direct the
act. The treatment of twenty cases, which includes seven
of tabetic ataxia, three of paralysis agitans, two of com-
bined sclerosis, one of multiple sclerosis, two of hemi-
plegia, two of anterior poliomyelitis, one of multiple neuri-
tis, one of diffuse degeneration of the spinal cord, and two
of spinal lesions undiagnosticated lead the author to con-
clude as follows: (i) In no case has there been a failure to
better the difficulties of movement; even though the better-
ment might be slight it was such as to make one believe
more and more in the possibilities of exercise. (2) Better
coordination can be secured. (3) Exercise will, if unable to
overcome the effects of the lesion, be able to teach other
muscles to do the work vicariouslv. (4) These exercises
apparently retard the progress of the disease.

Journal of the American Medical Association, September
10, 1910.

The Diagnosis of Leprosy.—Isadore Dyer and Ralph
Hopkins regard it as highly important that the cardinal
symptoms of leprosy should be learned by the officers of
the public health so that the importation of leprosy may
stop. This does not require any more legislation, but more
education of port physicians. The salient points in the
diagnosis of leprosy consist in the recognition of the stamp
of the disease, which is always suggested by the dusky hue.

the swollen skin, the overhanging eyebrows, and the
raucous voice. The hands, too, have thinned epidermis
and an altered color that is different from that in any
other disease. The presence of tubercles in the skin of
the face, at the lips, and about the nose, with others in

the pendulous parts of the ears, should make a case sus-
picious. There are only two conditions which at all re-

semble tuberculous leprosy, iodism and disseminated tu-

berculosis cutis. The first-named condition is seldom
seen in the areas common to leprosy and the nodules of
iodism are highly inflammatory and ready to break down.
With tuberculosis of the skin, the lesions are numerous,
small and deep-seated, under the epidermis as a rule.

They seldom assume a reddened hue. Moreover, this con-
dition on the face is unusual and the lesions are apt to
occur bilaterally and symmetrically. The writers sug-
gest that physicians should report cases of leprosy occur-
ring under their observation in order that the actual oc-
currence of the disease in the United States may be studied
and statistics derived which may be of value in establish-
ing an institution for the care of leprosy under govern-
mental control and expense.

Significance of Edema of the Soft Palate.—Lewis
S. Soniers says that edema of the soft palate, and espe-
cially of the uvula, while an apparently trivial symptom,
may be the expression of a serious affection. The most
frequent and trivial type is that caused by excessive use
of the voice. It may be associated with general affec-

tions, as rheumatism, grip, etc., or with local affections, as

peritonsillar abscess. Again, edema may occur as the
direct result of traumatism, such as is caused b}' opera-
tions in this region and the application of the cautery to

the tonsils ; or it may occur in association with ulcerative
processes of the mouth and pharyn.x. In some cases
edema is a prodromal symptom of acute articular rheu-
matism and it is nearly always an accompaniment of
faucitis, as erysipelas, or septic infection edema of the
uvula is nearly always an accompaniment. As an indica-
tion of serious organic changes in the kidneys, edema of
the uvula should arouse suspicion, as it may be the only
symptom of approaching uremia. Edema of the uvula is

rare in acute nephritis, but occurs in cases of scarlet

fever, in which the edematous uvula represents both the
virulence of the local infection and the subsequent toxic

nephritis. Corrosive poisons may produce this edema.
The author discusses the question as to why the uvula
should present edema in such a number of conditions.
Two factors are especially concerned in the mechanism,
traumatism and structure of the uvula.

Pathological Relationship of Ulcer and Carcinoma of
the Alimentary Canal.—Luuis Blanchard Wilson and
Byrd Charles Willis make a brief statement of the pres-

ent views of the relation of chronic irritation to the de-
velopment of carcinoma in general. The alimentary canal
was a difficult field of observation before the period of
abdominal surgery. Views of the presurgical period still

linger. They offer the following conclusions

:

I. The relationship to cancer of simple chronic irri-

tation of the unbroken free surface of the mucosa of the
alimentary canal, as indicated by clinical data, is not
readily demonstrable pathologically. 2. Scar tissue at the

bases of ulcers, obliterations of the lumina of appendices,
and diverticula segregate portions of mucous epithelium
from the neighboring epithelium and from the lumen of
the alimentary canal. 3. These portions of segregated
mucous epithelium tend (a) to degenerate from pressure
and diminished blood-supply, or (b) to proliferate and In-

filtrate the surrounding tissues, thus forming cancer. 4.

These islands of segregated epithelium probably should
be regarded as points of least resistance only, and re-

quiring the presence of other factors for the production
of carcinomata.

The Bronchoscopic Treatment of Bronchial Asthma.
—Henry Horn briefly reports three cases of bronchial
asthma (Notowny's) in which the treatment consisted in

swabbing the mucous membrane of the bronchial tubes
with a 20 per cent, solution of cocaine, containing a few
drops of adrenalin: he also reports two cases (Galebsky's).
These five cases were all that he could find in the litera-

ture. He reports one of his own cases in detail and
offers the following:

Combining and comparing his results with those of
Notowny and Galebsky, he thinks that he is justified in

drawing the following conclusions : I. It is possible in a

young adult to have an almost complete closure of a main
bronchus, due to a tonic cramp. 2. Notowny's conclu-

sion that the theory of bronchial spasm is false is dis-

proved in this case. 3. The comnlete cures in some cases

and the long period of relief in this case seems to indicate
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that the treatment of spasmodic asthma by the methods
elaborated in this paper is worthy of more extended in-

vestigation and should be given a trial when all other
methods have proven of no avail. 4. There seems to be
no one bronchoscopic picture characteristic for an attack of
spasmodic asthma. We may have normal mucous mem-
brane, spasms and contractions of the large and small
bronchi, and redness and swelling, alone or combined in

the same case. 5. Tuberculosis, heart disease, slightlv

scoliotic spine, great weakness, and age seem to offer no
contraindication to the use of this method.

Agar-Agar in the Treatment of Constipation in Chil-
dren.—John Lo\ett Alorse conchiiles that agar-agar is

useful in children, as in adults, in the treatment of the
type of constipation associated with small, dry stools. It

is harmless and in many instances gives most satisfactory

results.

Climatic Treatment of Pellagra.—In a preliminary
report C. C. Bass states that all writers on pellagra seem
to agree that it is a disease of warm countries' and of the
warm season ; that patients with the disease usually im-
prove at once when cold weather sets in, and that many
of them never show further evidence of the disease. He
has sent five patients to Colorado and two patients to

Tennessee and all have been svmptomatically relieved.

This preliminary report is published in order to suggest
the treatment for the benefit of the August and September
crop of cases.

The Lancet, Seplember 3, 1910.

A Report on Twenty Cases Treated with Ehrlich's
Specific for Syphilis.—J. E. R. McDonagh at the re-

quest of Professor Ehrlich used only intramuscular in-

jections, employing doses ranging from 0.3 to 0.6 of a

gram of dio.xydiaiuidoarsenobenzol, or Ehrlich-Hata
preparation No. 606. The preparation is only stable as a
bichloride, and as it must not be injected in the form of a

double salt, it is converted into a mono- or a bi-sodium
salt by the addition of sodium hydrate just before using.

An emulsion is formed which makes it necessary to use
a large needle. If the solution is neutralized the pain is

greatly lessened. The author describes the method of
neutralizing the preparation and the details of making the

injections. It seems from the few cases treated that the

earlier the syphilis the larger the dose required. If after

an injection the rash becomes more profuse, the dose has
been too small. It was the general rule for the tempera-
ture to rise to ico° F. on the night of the injection, and
to become normal after four hours; sometimes the fever

persisted to the third day, but only in those cases which
had some toxic edema. In only one case was any albumin
found after the injection, and in this case it was transient.

In almost every case an induration could be felt in both
buttocks at the seat of the injection, which is probably

due to a fibrosis caused by the caustic action of the sodium
hydrate, and it remains for time to tell whether these in-

durations will disappear. At any rate they produced no
discomfort. Beyond the improvement noted with the

naked eye, there was an extraordinary change for the

better in almost every patient's general condition. They
felt better and put on weight; this is a great achievement,
since nearly every patient becomes depressed, anemic, and
loses weight under mercurial treatment. It seems that

the severer the case the quicker the action. A few cases

of recurrence of symptoms have occurred and it is an open

question whether the injection can be repeated and have
the same action or not. The author believes that they

are on the right road to find an absolute cure for a dis-

ease which is a curse to humanity.

Influence of the New Ehrlich Preparation, Dioxy-
diamidoarsenabenzol (606), on Recurrent Fever in Rats.

—James Mcintosh describes his experiments on rats which
were undertaken with the idea of investigating the value

of this new remedy as a curative agent in an infection pro-

voked by the Spirocha^ta obermeiri. When a rat whose
blood contains a considerable number of spirochetes is

given a therapeutic dose of dioxydiamidoarsenobenzol. no
diminution in the number of parasites is observed until

some six hours later. The spirochetes then gradually dis-

appear from the circulation, and in 18 to 24 hours have
completely disappeared. In every case treated the same
result was observed, whether it was the first, second, or

third day of the infection, and in no instance did a re-

lapse occur in any of the treated animaLs. The preventive

action of this agent, like that of most chemical-therapeu-

tic retncdies, is slight though it is greater thnnthat of

atoxyl in the case of spirollose in fowls. Rats which have
received an injection of "606" at the same time as the

virus are found to have developed a complete immunity

to the disease. Of several rats thus treated only one was
found not to have become immune to a reinoculation. The
chance of any toxic effects occurring in the employment of

a therapeutic dose of "'606" is extremely remote as the

dosis maxima bene tolerata is six times as great as the

dosis curaliva. It may be said that dioxydiamidoarsenoben-
zol is a specific remedy for European relapsing fever, and
no doubt will be equally efficient in other spirochetoses.

The Value of Ossiculectomy in Chronic Middle Ear
Suppuration, as a Means of Avoiding the Complete
Mastoid Operation.—Hunter F. Tod has performed
this operation in over 120 cases; of these he has been able

to verify results in a little over 50 cases. A brief sum-
mary of these cases shows that in 52 per cent, the ear is

now dry and all signs of suppuration have ceased. In 30
per cent, the discharge is mucopurulent in character, and
in almost every case is due to infection through the

Eustachian tube. In 10 per cent, it is impossible to say

whether the mastoid operation will be necessary. On com-
paring the operation of ossiculectomy with the complete

mastoid operation, the following points may be mentioned.

In favor of ossiculectomy: i. The large number of cases

which can be cured or in which the mastoid operation may
be avoided ; 2. The large proportion in which a good re-

sult is obtained with regard to the hearing power ; 3. The
slight inconvenience of the operation to the patient and
the short duration of the after-treatment. As against

ossiculectomy it has been urged that in many cases the

mastoid operation eventually may become necessary, even
although an apparent cure or cessation of the discharge

may be obtained for a short time after ossiculectomy has

been performed; and also that the minor operation does
not render the patient completely free from further risk

of intracranial complications. With this he does not agree
and the cases reported support his contention.

Iso-Hemolysis in Relation to Cancer.—Harold Up-
cott concludes that it is evident that the possession of iso-

hemolysis is very far from being pathognomonic of can-

cer. But then very few signs of the disease in its curable

stages will bear this interpretation. A reaction which is

positive in 50 per cent, of patients with cancer deserves to

be weighed in the balance with other facts in the endeavor
to arrive at a diagnosis. The only other conditions likely

to be confounded with cancer in which hemolysis is fre-

quently met with are tuberculosis and pernicious anemia,
especially the former. In such cases, if hemolysis is

proved, it is possible that one of the forms of tuberculin

reaction would be of value. A negative hemolytic reac-

tion can, of course, carry no weight.

British Medical Journal, September 3. igio.

The Spread of Cancer Among the Descendants of the
Liberated Africans or Creoles of Sierra Leone.—W.
Renner has had his attention called to the increasing num-
ber of cases of cancer of various organs, especially of the
breast, that have come under his observation in recent

years, particularly among the descendants of the liberated

Africans. An examination of hospital records and of
those of medical practitioners would show that within the
last forty years cancer has been spreading rapidly among
these Creoles. While it cannot be positively stated that

cancer is absent from among the aborigines, it is certainly

extremely rare, and this fact suggests that the adoption by
the Creoles of the civilized habits of Europeans is respon-
sible for the increase of cancer. It is noticeable that the
aborigines eat little meat and, living in the tropics, do not
need this article of diet. On the other hand, the Creoles
have become meat eaters like the Europeans. The teeth
of the Creoles also show degeneration, which tuay be at-

tributed to the use of European articles of diet, as sac-
charines, preserves, and sweets. If this tendency is not
checked epithelioma of the tongue is liable to become as
common in the course of fift\' years as cancer of the
breast is at present in this colony. A comparison of the
Sierra Leone Creoles who have adopted European customs
with the Fantis, or natives of the Gold Coast, who have
never taken kindly to civilized customs, although they have
been in contact with civilization for several centuries, and
among whom cancer is rare, offers further argument in

favor of the theory that civilization among these peoples
is responsible for the increase of the cancer scourge.

One Cause of Cancer as Illustrated by Epithelioma in
Kashmir.—Ernest F. Xeve states that during twenty-
five years, of 4.902 tumors removed by operation in the
Kashmir Mission Hospital, not less than 1,720 were malig-
nant and of these 1.189 were epitheliomatous and 848 were
on the thighs or abdomen and were due to the irritation
of the kangri, a portable fire-basket, carried by the people
under their clothes. The disease is twice as common in
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men as in women and is extremely rare under the age of

forty. The kangri burn cancer is a typical squaiuous-celled

epithelioma. In the early stages the malignancy is slight,

too slow to infect glands, and is very amenable to opera-

tion. In late cases deep glands are involved, and in many
cases, owing to adhesions and brawny infiltration of the

skin and cellular tissue it is inoperable. In many cases its

origin is in scar tissue. It is demonstrably due to the irri-

tation from the constant application of heat. In this re-

spect it is similar to other epitheliomata resulting from
mechanical, chemical, or thermal irritation. The nature

of the cause is opposed to a parasitic theory of origin, and
favors a trophic theory of cancer.

Gutta-Percha Tissue for Dressing Wounds.—J. R.

Rigden Trist has obtained very satisfactory results by

means of a gutta-percha dressing and thinks it well suited

to the general practitioner. The method that he uses is as

follows: (i) Cut off a piece of gutta-percha tissue of the

required size and lay it in a tray of spirit. (2) Disinfect

the hand, cleanse the wound, put in stitches, and arrest

bleeding by presence of a swab wrung out of spirit. (3)

Lift the gutta-percha dressing by one corner with forceps,

and allow the spirit to drain off. (4) Lay the dressing

upon the wound, and apply a pad of wool and bandage.

At the beginning of the third day inspect the wound
through the gutta-percha dressing and again on the fifth

day without removing the gutta-percha if the wound re-

mains clean. The wound need not be disturbed until the

eighth or tenth day, when the stitches are removed and
a similar dressing applied and kept in place until cicatriza-

tion has sufficiently advanced to eliminate the danger of

infection.

Recovery from Arylarsonate Poisoning.—R. Lynn
Heard announces the recovery of a case of arylarsonate

poisoning which he reported in the Journal of March 19.

Charles Wray, seeing that report, wrote suggesting the

administration of large quantities of water daily as well

as of electricity to the tempk-s, of a strength sufficient to

produce subjective flashes of light. The patient took from
90 to 100 ounces of water daily, and for ten weeks a con-
stant current of from three to ten milliamperes was ap-

plied almost daily for from four to six minutes with an
electrode on each temple. The current was usually re-

versed once or twice. The patient's vision has steadily

improved and he has gained in weight and is doing very
well.

Berliner klinisclie ]\'ochenschrift, August 20, 1910.

Protective Inoculation Against Cholera.—.\aser of
Christiania had his interest in this subject aroused by the

Russian epidemic, and as a member of the staff of the
Hospital for Epidemic Diseases, made preparations for
immunizing as well as other steps in prophylaxis against

cholera. As far back as 1908 he had immunized the at-

tendants in the hospital by Haffkine's method. He pro-
cured virulent cultures from Berlin and inoculated the 31
attendants of all kinds who came in contact with cholera
cases whenever the latter were admitted. Locally edema
was produced ; inwardly fever, prostration, somnolence.
nausea, headache. This picture of toxemia varied within
wide limits. The local symptoms came on in about four
hours, and disappeared in from one to two days. The gen-
eral symptoms appeared later and were also of brief dura-
tion. The site of injection was the loose cellular tissue

beneath the costal arches. Blood tests, made according
to several standards, showed that bactericidal immunizing
substances were formed in that fluid which behaved also
as agglutinins. This bactericidal power lasts for over a
year. Repetition of inoculation adds little or nothing to
the protection. The cultures, as already stated, were re-
ceived living and virulent, passed through guinea pigs,

and diluted with saline solution to the desired degree; the
bacilli were then destroyed, along with any other germ
life, by heat, and carbolic acid added as a preservative.

Duodenal Feeding.—Einhorn of New York has thus
far employed this new resource in three cases. He first

demonstrated it to the staff of the German Hospital, New
York, in February of this year, and one of his cases was
treated after that period. Such a method is naturally
aided by radiography in demonstrating that the feeding
tube is actually in the duodenum. The entire apparatus
employed is known as the duodenal pump. The thin nar-
row tube may be retained in the digestive tract for 10 or
12 days without discomfort, and the patient may be nour-
ished in two-hour intervals. The tube is evidently first

swallowed by the patient and then allowed to find its own
way into the duodenum. Two or three hours may be re-
quired for this purpose. The tube is aspirated from time
to time and the presence of an alkaline reaction, bile, and

pancreatic enzymes gives evidence that it has reached its

destination. The food administered consisted of milk, egg
in a fiuid state, and lactose. The method will prove use-

ful in complete rejection of food by the stomach, with un-
satisfactory results from rectal feeding.

Catheter Cystitis (Hemorrhagic) After Operations
on the Rectum.— tladda, assistant of Prof. Gottstein of

Breslau, in a brief communication, seeks to place on
record the fact that patients subjected to operations on
the anus and rectum are more prone than others to catheter
cystitis which has a special tendency to assume the hemor-
rhagic type. This can hardly be an accidental form of
postoperative cystitis, but is doubtless sui generis, de-
pendent in all probability on thromboses in the region of
the veins of the bladder.

Syphilis Transmitted to Guinea Pigs.—Truffi of Prof.
Ascoli's laboratory writes briefly on this subject. We read
much about rabbit syphilis, but it is not known generally

that guinea pigs may be inoculated with the disease.

Transmission to the latter is far more uncertain, and the

lesions caused (in the scrotum) would hardly have been
called specific before the discovery of the spirochete. With
increasing development of technique the author has pro-

duced much more characteristic lesions ; so that the guinea
pig's tissues are no less susceptible than those of the rabbit

in positive results. At the same time, as already stated,

negative results are considerably more frequent. Thus far

guinea pigs have been inoculated from rabbit lesions only.

It has been impossible to inoculate a rabbit from a guinea
pig or one guinea pig from another.

Miinchener medicinische Wochenschrift, August 16 and
31, 1910.

Oehler's Symptom in Intermittent Limp.—Goldflam
refers to a recent article by Erb on this subject, which
gives credit to Oehler for the isolation of a new symptom.
Many articles on intermittent claudication refer >olely to

the lower extremity, which is natural if not inevitable as

long as the word limp or any of its synonyms is used. In

quite recent years a general term dyskinesia intermittens

has been made to comprehend both extremities, upper as

well as lower. Oehler was apparently the first to describe

this condition in the arm (1907). and should have set

about to find some diagnostic symptom which would prove
the identity of the disease in the two extremities. How-
ever, he did no more than mention a sudden pallor and
coldness of the hands, which set in when a pavement ram-
mer was lifted and dropped. Hence, the author thinks

that Oehler's name should liardly be coupled with the

symptom, because he did not extend his research. The
article attracted no attention outside of Germany. Oehler
even neglected to test sound subjects for the presence or

absence of this symptom. Parkes Weber of England
(190S) noted the coldness and pallor of the feet in inter-

mittent limp after flexion and extension at the ankle. The
author, in a paper published this year, following pro-

longed research, was able to find the phenomenon in incipi-

ent and latent limp, but later lie discovered it in healthy

subjects and decided that it has an essential physiological

basis. A paper by Janowski, as yet unpublished, which is

made up of sphygmographic and tonometric studies, will,

it is stated, demonstrate the physiological nature of this

sudden pallor of the extremities during certain muscular
activities.

Nosske's Procedure in Threatened Traumatic Gan-
grene of the Extremities.—Erkcs states that in 1909
Prof. Xrisske of Kiel saved the crushed terminal phalanx

of a finger by a very simple procedure. The author soon
afterward' found an opportunity to test it. A laborer had
caught the index and middle fingers of the right hand in a

machine. The end phalanges of both fingers hung by
bridges of skin, all other structures having been divided.

The pulp of the fingers was incised to permit the escape

of the venous blood. .\ suction cup was now applied for

15 minutes to the cold, blue, and insensible members ; in

other words, Bier's hyperemia was applied in a form suited

to the occasion. The fingers were then left in their natural

position with an aseptic dry dressing. The ne.xt day the

parts appeared unchanged, and the treatment was repeated.

The dressing was removed after four days, when the

phalanges were found of normal color and sensitiveness to

needle pricks. The dressings were now changed every

third day, and the hand bathed in hot water. Six weeks
later patient was found to have perfect functional recovery,

with anatomical recovery complete save for minimal inter-

ference with flexion at the terminal joints.

Apyretic Action of Koch's Original Tuberculin in

Tuberculosis.—Engel, a practitioner in Egypt, calls

attention to three cases in which this substance unex-
pectedly caused permanent defervescence in consumptive
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patients. The cases are simply given for what they may be
worth, and there are no claims made beyond one that
there must be specific curative properties in tuberculin
which have not yet been reduced to formula;. .\s yet we
cannot determine in advance to whom, when, and in what
dosage the drug should be given. Thus the author in

obtaining his results ga\e high reactive doses, although
these are generally regarded as pernicious as far as therapy
goes. The defervescence was not due to direct antipyresis,

but to the general improvement. Ihe initial dose was not
large but the quantities were pushed until the reaction
point.

Technique of the Ehdich-Hata Remedy in Syphilis.—
Alt of Uchtspringe, who has shown himself not over-
sanguine as to certain claims of the enthusiastic partisans
of "606," ridicules the recent attempts of those who seek
to make the injection less irritating and states that every
one of the so-called modifications was tested by Ehrlich
himself before putting the remedy into circulation. It

must be remembered that .--Mt was one of the first to use
the remedy, and was in Ehrlich's confidence before the
"606" was made public. Therefore as far as technique goes
he claims that Ehrlich's original acid solution is the best

for intramuscular injection. He is also averse to dnubling
the dose originally fi.xed by Ehrlich ; and otherwise appears
to believe that the new remedy is in some danger at the

hands of its friends. He thinks it well to combine "606"

with mercurials in some cases; and believes that tlie oUlcr
Ehrlich remedy, arsenophenylglycin, is of superior value
in late syphilis. We have not yet learned just what be-

comes of the intramuscularly injected arsenobenzol sub-

stance. Alt was enabled to show by autopsies that much
remains at the site of injection. Hence repetition of in-

jections might lead to cumulative poisoning. Despite in-

crease in dosage the destruction of the spirochetes is not
hastened. Alt is in favor of making the first injection

intravenous. Then if the disease reappears he would use
an intramuscular injection.

Radicular Sciatica.—Stursberg would isolate a form
of sciatica under the name of "Wurzelischias." Several
distinct localizations appear to give rise to the clinical pic-

ture of sciatica. One of these is limited to inflammation
or to some other local affection of the nerve roots. The
roots involved include in all probability not only those of

the sacral medulla, but those of the superposed lumbar
cord. Certain authors have separated syphilitic affections

of these roots from ordinary sciatica. The author appears

to isolate his clinical cases of "Wurzelischias" by the anom-
alies of sensation referable to tlie various segmental
levels. In certain cases he even believes that the dorsal

roots may participate, and illustrates a case in which the

nth and 12th dorsal roots appear to have been involve<l

in a general radicular sciatica e.xtending from the nth
dorsal to the last sacral root. The significance of these

localizations from the standpoint of therapy is marked.
Lumbar puncture and heat over the loins would be indi-

cated.

Sterilization of Woman by Rontgen-Rays.—Gorl has

had this subject under advice for four years. In 1906 he

treated a hemophilic woman for myomatous uterus. The
woman was 40 years old. Therefore there were two fun-

damental elements present, viz., inoperable tumor and a

woman practically at the child-bearing limit. The patient

was sterilized by .v-rays and ceased to menstruate. The
myoma slowly resolved. Since that epoch the author has

treated eight other women with the aim of sterilization.

Two may be eliminated because of faulty attendance, the

results being incomplete or doubtful. Two were sterilized

in from 15 to 18 expo.sures. but the age was critical (34

and 55). One woman, aged 42, is still under treatment.

The preceding represent the questionable results. Three
cases remain which approximate the original in type. The
women were relatively young and suffered from conditions

which rendered the myomata inoperable. The rcmtgeni-

zation appears to have produced sterilization, but the num-
ber of exposures required (85 in one case) w-as very large.

The author is not backward in admitting that some of the

genera! improvement in these cases may have been due

to suggestion. The treatment is essentially hemostatic,

directed to checking the uterine hemorrhage through ac-

tion on the ovary and uterus. The myoma need not neces-

sarily undergo involution. The heart (myoma-heart) ap-

pears to profit by the treatment. The treatment is harm-

less to other tissues. The author concludes that the chief

indications for rontgen sterilization are menorrhagias which

result from disease of the uterus itself Cmyoma). the

heart or kidney, whenever, for any reason, it is inexpedient

to do hvsterectomv.

Deutsche inedizinisehe Ituclienxcluift, August 25, 1910.

Relative Resistance to Quinine in the Malaria of

Brazil.—Nocht and Werner, army physicians in Brazil,

report that in the interior of that country they found cases

of malaria in which the parasite was extremely resistant

to the action of quinine. Aiore than double doses of the

latter failed to prevent the relapses which should be con-

trolled by a course of the alkaloid. The same type of

the disease has also resisted other antimalarics, as methy-

lene blue and the Ehrlich-Hata preparation. The latter

produced a temporary benefit in the single injection, and

one apparent cure, but the authors were evidently loath

to push it. The matter is still under consideration. The
clinical type of the disease is not peculiar, and the para-

site, save perhaps for abnormally small division forms and
other irregularities, appeared to be of the typical species.

Disinfection of the Operative Field by lincture of

Iodine.—Miiller finds the new method ol Grossich far

superior to all other methods in disinfecting an operative

field. That is to say, he prefers it to soap and water, alco-

hol, ether, or sublimate. It is not to be used without a

full aseptic technique, but is naturally indicated in cases

in which the skin over an infected area is itself badly

infected, as in an open felon. Cases occur in which the

skin to be divided is accidentally the seat of some purulent

affection, hurther, in traumatisms from machmery and the

like it has special advantages. In routine work, when no
special urgency exists, the skin is shaved and washed and
10 per cent, tincture of iodine painted on thickly. A sec-

ond coating is applied 5 or 10 minutes after the first. The
operation may be begun 20 minutes after the original ap-

plication. The tincture should not be allowed to come in

contact with prolapsed intestines. In the preliminary

washing soap should not be used, the razor being used dry

and the water plain. According to Grossich the softening

action of soap on the epidermis causes the iodine to sink

in too deeply. In other words, the iodine must be applied

to the skin when the latter is in a natural state or the seat

of an infection. The older remedies all produce specific

alterations of the skin in connection with the germicidal

action which are more or less disadvantageous. Iodine

also produces an effect on the skin, but one which is not a

drawback. It is always ready for application, may be

appHed instantly to the most infected or injured sur-

face, exerts its antiseptic action in a few minutes, and
may be depended on. It is especially useful in military

surgery. The author admits that it sometimes causes

dermatitis and even an outlying affection of the skin of

an ervsipeloid character, the latter lasting but 12 hours
or thereabout. The iodine dermatitis is to be controlled

by powdering with zinc oxide. The course of healing is

never disturbed by it. Iodine pigmentation is a serious

drawback from a cosmetic standpoint. These disadvan-

tages seem to prohibit its routine use in civil practice at

least among the well to do, and to a certain extent among
women and children.

Alcohol in Hand Disinfection.—Selter believes that
alcohol is the ideal and practically a self-sufficient disin-

fectant for the surgeon's hands. Soap and water are
merely accessories, for in macerating the upper layers of

the epidermis they merely pave the way for a deeper ac-

tion of the alcohol. He avoids the use of water alto-

gether by combining 86 parts of alcohol to 14 parts of a

hard soap. This forms a firm paste, and if 20 grams of
this are rubbed thoroughly into the hands for the space of
five minutes we obtain an ideal disinfection. The author's
claims are backed up by the usual tables of germ content,

the disinfection being estimated in percentages. Thus
from 97 per cent, to 99 per cent, of germs were destroyed
in their usual lodging places about the nails.

Ulceration of the Frenum Lingua: in Whooping-
Cough.—E. .^pert mentions a symptom of whooping-
cough that he considers almost pathognomonic, and which
occurs in about 50 per cent, of the cases observed by him.
This is a superficial ulceration of the frenum linguae,

generally linear, and which on scraping gives a grayish
mass consisting of epithelial cells, and multitudes of
leptothrix germs. It is situated in the median line and
on the free border of the frenum. Of 252 cases seen by
the author, this ulceration occurred in m; in 105 it occu-
pied the classical point on the frenum. Exceptionally
there is the formation of a false membrane. This ulcera-
tion appears in the second or third week of the disease,

sometimes as late as the seventh or eighth week. Two
theories have been given as to its causation : first, that it

is due to friction of irregular incisor teeth ; second, that
it is a specific ulceration. The truth seems to be between
the two opinions.

—

Le Bulletin Medical.
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AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.

Thirty-eighth Annual Meeting, Held at Milwaukee, Wis-

consin, September 6, 7, 8 and 9, 1910.

The President, Dr. Charles O. Probst of Columbus.

Ohio, ix the Chair.

Report of the Joint Committee on Mailing Infectious

Material.—Dr. John F. Anderso.n of Washington.

D. C, said that the proposed modifications of the regula-

tions of the mailing of infectious material had finally been

promulgated by the postoffice department under date of

.\pri! 22. 1910. The committee believed that its efforts had

resulted in the promulgation of regulations which were a

decided improvement over those formerly enforced. The

regulations had been considerably simpHfied. The com-

mittee was successful in having the privileges of the mails

for the transmission of infectious material extended to

include Federal, State, municipal and other laboratories

upon the issuance of a formal permit by the Postmaster-

General. The report of the committee was accepted, and

the committee discharged.

Studies on Self-Purification of Streams.—Dr. G.

F. RuEDiGER, Grand Forks, North Dakota, detailed a series

of experiments on this subject, and then presented the fol-

lowing conclusions : Colon bacilli and typhoid bacilli dis-

appeared much more rapidly from polluted river water

during the summer months than during the winter months

when the river was covered with ice and snow. The de-

struction of these organisms in the river water during the

summer months was in a large measure due to the growth

of microscopic plants and other organisms which apparent-

ly gave off dialyzable substances which were harmful to

the Bacillus coli and Bacillus typhosus. That such sub-

stances were given off by the saprophytic bacteria was
clearly shown by Frost several years ago, and his experi-

ments simply confirmed Frost's by attacking the problem

in a slightly different wa^ These effects were lost in

the winter as no growth took place after o ''C. The direct

rays of the sun also were an important factor and their

effects were entirely lost when the river was covered with

a thick laj-er of ice and snow. The practical value of this

investigation was very evident. It explained why some of

the northern cities where sewage polluted river water was
used in the water-works system were more frequently

troubled with outbreaks of typhoid fever during the winter

months. This was illustrated at Minneapolis last winter,

and he believed was true at Lawrence, Mass., before the

installation of the filter. When bacteriological analyses

of sewage polluted river water were to be made at the

site of a proposed water-works intake pipe, it was im-

portant that samples should be collected and analyzed

both in the winter and in the summer. Analyses of sam-
ples collected during the summer did not give reliable

information in regard to the condition of that water when
the river was covered with ice and snow. The analyses

showed that the pathogenic bacteria from the sewage
traveled several times as far in the water under the ice.

before they were destroyed, as they would in an open
river during warm weather.

Dr. H. W. Hill of Minneapolis, Minn., said the experi-

ments which they undertook confirmed in every way the

observations and conclusions of the essayist regarding
winter river typhoid and summer typhoid. They had
found that typhoid bacilli might die out in going down the

river in summer under conditions where they would exist

during the winter.

Dr. Peter H. Bryce of Ottawa, Canada, said he noticed

in connection with the paper the author seemingly did not

take into account the question of sedimentation during the

•two days in the river. They all remembered Pettenfoker's

tests long ago at Munich showed about ninety per cent, of

all bacteria in water by dilution and by sedimentation had

disappeared within a distance of ten miles.

Dr. E. C. Levy of Richmond, Virginia, said at the Winni-

peg meeting of this association Dr. Freeman and he pre-

sented a joint paper on typhoid fever in the South, with

special reference to the disease in Richmond. In that

paper they brought out the point which had been ex-

plained to-day, but made no attempt to explain why it was

water-borne typhoid was especially a disease of winter

months, but they proved to their satisfaction that such was
the case. Their opinion was arrived at purely and simply

from an epidemiological standpoint. They had no lab-

oratory facts to corroborate this. During the years since

that time their views had been confirmed in every way to

such an extent that in Richmond, after they had passed

the winter months, they did not worry about water typhoid.

Dr. RuEDiGER stated he should like to say a word with

reference to sedimentation, which was referred to by Dr.

Bryce. He did not think the factor of sedimentation would

alter the experiments in any way; so far as he could see,

there would be as much sedimentation in winter as in

summer. This factor need not be considered in this par-

ticular study. Another study might be based on the factor

of sedimentation, which he believed would be the same in

summer as in winter.

The Sanitary Registration of Houses in Mexico.—
Dr. Jesus E. Moxjar.\s of Mexico City said the Board of

Health in Mexico had made great progress in the sanitary

records in that city. The plan of the city showed the

houses in which persons had died of tuberculosis. Each

house was shown on the plan by a number which corre-

sponded to the number of cases observed in that house,

and each one had its separate file containing all the de-

tails of cases as well as the work which had been ordered

to improve the sanitary conditions of the houses. With
this plan they were able to show the number of deaths

caused by tuberculosis or any of its allied affections from

the year 1891, with the ages and sex of those who. died,

and the wards in the City of Mexico in which those

deaths were recorded. The sanitary registry of the houses,

therefore, constituted a necessary institution in all cities

by the aid of which the sanitary and municipal authorities,

as well as the genera! public, could obtain easy and certain

knowledge of the houses which constituted foci of infec-

tion.

Dr. Frederick Torralbas of Havana, Cuba, stated the

work the essayist had described had been carried on in

Havana for some years. It was the duty of the sanitary

inspector to cover the complete history of houses. .A.n in-

spection was made of from 1,800 to 2,000 houses a day, so

that cases of tuberculosis were easily traced.

Sanitation of Bakeries and Restaurant Kitchens.—
Mr. Charles B. Ball of Chicago said that in their experi-

ence with bakeries and restaurant kitchens they were led

to the conclusion that new installations of restaurant kit-

chens were required. Ample space must be provided in

which the employees might perforrn the various operations.

The contingency of expansion at a future date should be

considered, as the tendency to enlarge the dining room,

without providing additional kitchen facilities, was found

in a great many cases. The arrangement of the various

appliances in their relation to each other should insure

the isolation of dishwashing and garbage storage from the

handling of food. Adequate provision must be made for

the removal of cooking odors, not alone from the ranges,,

but also from vegetable boilers, so as to avoid nuisance in

other parts of the building and in the neighborhood. The
Underwriters' Association now required that ventilation

ducts from large ranges be built of heavy iron plate and

carried through the top of the building without any other

connections, so that the grease and soot may be burned out
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of them as from a chimney fine, uitliout incurring are

danger to other rooms. Ample toilet facilities and wash-

rooms, separate for each sex and apart from those pro-

vided for the public, must be furnished. The wash-basnis

should be located outside of the toilet rooms in order that

it might be apparent to those in charge that the hands arc

cleansed after leaving the toilets. Proper locker rooms,

with exceptional means of ventilation, must be provided in

order to avoid the nuisance of the storage of either street

or working clothes in tightly closed cupboards. Well-ven-

tilated refrigerators were required in numbers suflicient to

-afford separation for the different classes of food and es-

pecially for milk and butter. The best examples of the

application of these rules of design to new bakesliops and

kitchens were to be found in upper stories, preferably tlie

top story, of certain high buildings. Such installations of

superior type were at present by no means rare.

Practical Methods of Supervising the Milk Supply
of Cities.—Mr. J. Boslev Tiicm-^s of Baltimore dis-

cussed permits for the sale of milk and cream ; methods

of keeping records; collecting samples and recording re-

sults; methods of transporting and delivering milk; com-
municable diseases, diseases in houses where milk was
delivered in bottles; bovine tuberculosis; supervision of

dairy farms; butter- fats standards, and said that while

there were many admirable methods used by various au-

thorities in the administrative control of the milk supply,

there was little or no standardization of these methods. It,

therefore, seemed advisable that some representative so-

ciety or body should appoint a committee to establish or

recommend standard practical methods that would be

capable of universal use.

Saving Children from Milk-Borne Diseases.—Mr.

Nathan Straus of New York said that the old city of

New York, now the Borough of Manhattan, had estab-

lished a new record in the saving of the lives of babies.

Notwithstanding unusually severe periods of intensely hot

weather the past summer, there had been fewer deaths

of children under five years than in any preceding sum-

mer, and for the first time in the history of the city the

summer mortality had fallen to a rate less than 50 per

thousand per annum. When he first undertook to pro-

tect the babies of New York from milk-borne diseases by

supplying pasteurized modified milk in 1S92, the summer
saw the dying of 6,612 children under five years, making

a rate per thousand per annum 136.1. With the steadily

increasing use of pasteurized milk there had been a steady

decline in infant mortality, until the surnmer just ended

showed only 3,900 deaths in a population of children larger

by 125.000 than that of 1892. In other words, in 1892, 964

children out of every 1,000 survived the summer, while in

igio there were 988 who escaped death out of each thou-

sand. In his practical experience the saving of children

from milk-borne diseases warranted the assertion that the

pasteurization of milk supplies of our cities, under care-

ful health department supervision, would infalliby reduce

the number of cases of infectious diseases and save lives

of babies. In no way could this Association save so many

mothers from grief and loss of their little ones as by

hastening the time when efficient pasteurization would be

the rule, and when the milk-borne diseases would be as

rare as the plagues that medical science had practically

abolished.

At the general meeting of the Association, which was

open to the public, addresses of welcome were delivered

on behalf of the city of Milwaukee, by Hon. Emil Seidel,

Mayor: on behalf of the State of Wisconsin, by Judge

William J. Turner, and on behalf of the medical profes-

sion, by Dr. W. A. Batchelor.

The responses to these addresses of welcome were

made on behalf of the United States by Dr. Richard

Lewis, Raleigh, N. C. ; on behalf of the Dominion of

Canada, by Dr. Frederick Montizambert, Director-Gen-

eral of Public Health, Ottawa, Canada; on behalf of the

Republic of Mexico, by Dr. Jesus E. Monjaras, Mexico

City, Mexico, and on behalf of the Republic of Cuba, by

Dr. Frederic Torralbas, Havana, Cuba.

The Prevention of Mental Defects and Mental

Diseases.—Dr. Willi.\m A. .White of Washington,

D. C, discussed the preventive principles in the field of

mental medicine. The practical things that might be done

at once in any community were these: "i. The securing

of legislation that places the responsibility for the care

of the insane previous to committment in the local health

office. 2. Every city of one hundred thousand inhabit-

ants, or over, to have a psychopathic ward connected with

its municipal hospital, which is as accessible for the mental

case as the other wards are for general medical and

surgical cases. This ward should have an out-patient

department. 3. The organization of an after-care society

to assist persons who have been discharged from a hos-

pital for the insane to get on their feet and to point out

to them ways of avoiding the conditions which led to

their breakdown. 4. The passage of adequate laws for the

control of the labor of women and children. 5. Popular

education. By the use of this term I am not merely deal-

ing in a glittering generality that may mean nothing or

everything. We have in this country nearly two hundred

state hospitals for the care of the insane. These hos-

pitals, each one of them, should be a center of information

for the community in which it exists, and its medical

officers should use their position to spread information

about mental disorders. The superintendent, or a member
of the staff, should deliver one or more popular lectures

each winter to which the public are invited. Much might

be accomplished in this way if all hospitals would do this.

6. Field work from the state hospitals and psychopathic

wards as centers to study conditions under which in-

sanity has developed, to furnish assistance to the hospital

in dealing with its patients, and to cooperate with the

after-care society. 7. More liberal support by city and

state of scientific research work in this field, especially

along the lines of etiology and prophylaxis.'

The Prevention of Feeblemindedness.—Dr. E. R.

Johnstone of Vinetand, N. J,, stated two or three states

had passed laws authorizing the unsexing of certain de-

generates after they get in institutions, but please note

they had to get in the institution first. He heartily ap-

proved of the operation of castration and merely agreed to

vasectomy and oophorectomy for want of something bet-

ter, for after these operations had been performed a fair

percentage of the cases might be returned with safety to

their homes, and thus make room for others in the insti-

tutions, but the ideal way was to gather all of the

feebleminded into institutions, and train them in so far

as possible to be self-supporting; plenty of industrial

occupation and very little academic training. Thirty

to fifty per cent, could be made entirely self-supporting

after ten years' training. Take the women of child-

bearing age first and teach them to raise and can small

fruits, raise poultry and garden truck, knit underwear,
weave rugs, carpets, etc. Then take the others as young
as possible and the economic problem came close to solu-

tion. He stated they should not talk, but get to work.
The numbers were increasing. If they did not care for

them in well-conducted training schools where they

might learn to contribute toward their own support, they

must keep them in almshouses, reformatories, prisons and
other institutions, and when they were led into evil

ways they had to pay for these patients' arrests, their trial,

and the damage they had done. If feeblemindedness was
to be checked, they personally must do something.

Preventable Nerosis.—Dr. C. H. Hughes of St. Louis
Mo., stated they had heard a great deal of late about the
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conservation of forests, which had been a subject of

national concern, but what he wished to speak about was

the prevention of the neuroses which underlay the

physical, the moral and the mental integrity of the people,

and which, if not considered and timely regarded, would

eventuate in degeneration and degradation of their people,

such as have visited the people who had gone before.

The neuroses constituted the bane of civilization. It was

the neglect to care for a neurosis that caused the greatest

of human generals to fall. It was an epileptoid condition,

which was neglected, that caused Napoleon Bonaparte to

lose the Battle of Waterloo. They were for prevention of

the neuroses, those conditions of mind and of the nerve

centers otherwise that had so much to do with the in-

dividual in the community, with the individual on the

firing line in the battle of life, and with the individual

who had to meet the duties and obligations of their

modern civilization, with its strenuous demands, and it

was in the prevention of the neuroses, beginning with

the cradle and extending up to manhood and through

manhood, they had most to do as physicians, who wished

to conserve the vitality of their race and save .-\merica.

They must take care of the neuroses because they were

the bane of civilization; they were the bane of the

family life; they were the bane of the social life. The

incongruities and unhappiness that existed in families and

revealed so largely in the divorce courts were the prod-

uct on one side or the other, and oftentimes on both, of

the dominance of the neuropathic clement in one or the

other, or both members of the family, and they were

called misfits. They were called incompatibilities by

lawyers, who could not find a better term, but they were

conditions of neurotic ill-adaptability. They were physi-

cal misfits. What he meant by the neuroses was not

alone functional conditions of the nervous system, be-

cause the line of demarcation between functional and or-

ganic disease was only a question of time and of study

and further observation, but the functional affections of

yesterday were the organic troubles of to-daj'. The time

was coming when they would understand hysteria to be

an organic disease. Insanity came down to them in its

predisposing element in the majority of instances as an

inherent predilection, an inherent organic tendency, and

superadded to it came the disturbances or influence of

environment, the disturbing influences of depressive pas-

sion, the influences of conditions of overstrain, over-

worry, which over-annoy the human mind. They should

have a reasonable regard for the powers of the growing

child, so that he might not be overstrained. He should

have an adequate amount of fresh air, abundant nutri-

tion, ample time for rest, and the prevention of those

conditions which came from excesses was the cardinal

principle which underlay the prevention and evolution

and final destructive development of all neuroses.

Dr. John H. Hurty of Indianapolis said what if they

did save a child from diphtheria or scarlet fever and yet

failed to save it from some neurosis. The child was lost

just the same. The longer he lived and worked in the

science of hygiene, the more he was convinced that there

was no hope to work with the adult. They must go back

and instruct the child. That being done, they had taken the

first step. Under their present form of education they did

not do that except to a limited degree. The thought was
gradually penetrating their minds that the child must have

playgrounds and fresh air. They have been shutting out

the air from the school room and calling it economy.
They had been buying sites for school houses without

playgrounds, and calling that economy, and it was the

worst kind of extravagance. Something must be done to

prevent the building of insane asylums, taxing the people,

raising the rates, and having insane on every hand, and
the way to do that was to begin with the child.

Dr. Henry .\. Norden of Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin,

stated that aside from trying to make a living in the

practice of medicine, he had been riding a hobby—the

education of children. Xeurotic conditions were super-

induced by night studies on the part of children. He
stated you should not blame the teachers ; should not

blame the school board, but blame the people who were

behind them and have them prevent the school board

from doing what they should do. It was absolutely neces-

sary, considering the way education was carried 0/1

to-day, for the child to study at night or to sacrifice the

playtime of the day. It was almost impossible for chil-

dren to study in school with one section of the school

room reciting. He had suggested frequently in his work

to cut down the number of hours of school sessions ; that

they use the school session for the recitation and expla-

nations, and allow a part of tlie day to be used for pleas-

ure and part for study. In that way they could prevent

neurotic conditions that were produced by night studies.

Dr. E. C. Rogers, of Faribault, Minnesota, stated

wherever there was a family with two feebleminded

children, that family ought to be studied carefully, its

ancestry gone into, and the mental condition of these

children studied carefully, and from the work that was

now being carried on they hoped to have data which

would give them the facts necessary to make statements

as to what should be done towards prevention.

President's Address.—Dr. Cii.^rles O. Probst of

Columbus, Ohio, said that a renaissance in health was

at hand. Never before had the public shown such inter-

est and enthusiasm in health measures. Never had it so

nearly reached a realization of the immense possibilities

in preventing sickness and prolonging life. The time

was ripe for cooperation of the widest sort. Without at-

tempting to even outline a plan for cooperation, he recom-

mended that by committee or otherwise the question he

investigated o-f the possibility of uniting or concentrating

the efforts of the different national organizations in the

four countries represented whose work concerned in any

large measure the promotion of the public health. If

moral prophylaxis came within the scope of social hy-

giene, the question of providing suitable amusement for

the working people became of greatly increased import-

ance. Especially was this true for working girls. The
lack of such places in large cities was among the chief

causes of the social diseases. The department of child

hygiene of the Russell Sage Foundation, established in

[908, occupied a part of this field. Its purpose in part

was to conduct researches and promote activities favor-

able to the physical, moral, and intellectual welfare of

children, especially public recreation, and the health and

progress of school children. This .Association stood for

the highest possible standards in public health. In various

ways it had given weighty support to many health move-

ments for improving general health conditions, and
notably in the interest of pure food and the establishment

of a national health department. The family physician

must long remain the chief instructor and most potent

factor in preventing the spread of dangerous infectious

diseases. The strongest nation, the one of greatest

achievements, would in the end be the one that gave

the greatest amount of intelligent care to the health of

its subjects. Eventually all health interests should be

administered by the government. If the first step towards

the centralization, or at least the cooperation, of the many
associations devoted to health problems could be taken at

the meeting, it might be the means of hastening the day

when every individual would be given time and oppor-

tunity for the pursuit of health and happiness, and the

certain knowledge of how and where to find them.

Organization of the Pennsylvania State Department
of Health.—Dr. Samuel G. Dixon of Harrisburg,
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Pennsylvania, said from July 2J, 1907, to June 30, lyio,

32,347 poor tuberculosis sufierers had received the skilled

medical aid and the attention of trained nurses which the

Department's one hundred and fifteen dispensaries pro-

vided. The death rate from tuberculosis in Pennsylvania

had fallen from 134 to 120 per one hundred thousand of

population in four years. This meant a saving of 1,000

lives annually. From October, 1905, when the State began

its free distribution of diphtheria antito.xin among the

poor, down to December 3, 1909, 20,794 cases of this dread

disease, mostly little children, were treated with the life

saving serum. They knew by statistics that without anti-

toxin 42 out of every 100 of these children would prob-

ably have died, but with the aid of the State's antito.xin

the death rate among these poor little sufferers was re-

duced to 8.48. Free antito.xin was also given in 15,125

cases, mostly children, who had been in contact with the

disease. All but a very few of these were absolutely

protected against diphtheria. A very low estimate of the

saving of child life resulting from the state's free dis-

bution of diphtheria antitoxin since 1905 was about 8,000

lives, a pretty good investment of. the ta.\payers' money.

And what of typhoid fever in view of all this work for

pure water? In 1906, 56.5 out of every 100,000 people died

from this disease ; in 1907, 50.3 ; in 1908, 34.4, and in

1909, 23.9. That is, there were now living 2,363 people

who, had the death rate of 1906 prevailed in igog, would

have died from typhoid. In 1906 and 1907, the death rate

in Pennsylvania per i,ooo of population was 16.5; in igo8,

it dropped to 15.7 and in 1909 to 15.3.

Report of Committee on Education of the Public as

to the Communicability and Prevention of Gonorrhea
and Syphilis.—This report was presented by the Chair-

man, Dr. George M. Kober, of Washington, D. C. The
report contained several recommendations, which were
referred to the Executive Committee for consideration,

and which were reported back to the general meeting sub-

sequently in the following amended form. The com-

mittee recommended: "l. The recognition, study and con-

trol of the prevalence of these, as with all other commu-
nicable preventable diseases in order to ascertain the dis-

tribution of them. 2. An educational campaign for par-

ents of all social classes and children of all ages and

sexes. This teaching should be not only moral, but also

medical in the widest sense, (a) Proper distribution of

circulars, pamphlets and other literature by state health

departments through all suitable channels. (b) State

health departments to instruct all its local health officers

in sexual matters, and direct them to make a systematic

efifort to educate the people in their respective communi-
ties, (c) State health department to make a definite and

determined effort to awaken and interest the medical

profession in this fight against veneral diseases, (d)

State health departments to send out specially trained paid

teachers and lecturers of their own, supported by exhibits

and lantern slides to address special meetings of par-

ents, health officers, medical men, teachers and others in

schools, colleges, churches, etc., on these and other pre-

ventable diseases, (e) State health departments to en-

courage the organization of local leagues or associations

whose purpose shall be the support of and control of a

crusade against the spread of all communicable diseases.

Said societies to include every profession and walk of

life; to depend on philanthropists for necessary funds

rather than upon paid subscriptions for financial support,

(f) Health departments to interest and provide for the

authorities having charge of the educational curriculum in

public and private schools, (i) By introduction of biol-

ogy into the graded courses of all schools. (2) To pro-

vide instruction in sexual matters for students of the

upper grades. (3) By special instruction to normal

school students who are to become the instructors. To

impress upon presidents, deans, preceptors and teachers

the necessity of exercising their influence on students in

reference to the communicability of syphilis and goiir-

rhea, and to inculcate a morale of protection among the

college fraternities, (g) T utilize the public press for

the proper occasional presentation of the subject, and to

discourage the display of advertising matter which en-

courages the exposure to dangers in these diseases, (h)

To utilize church clubs, fraternal societies, trade unions,

women's clubs, and especially mothers' clubs for instruc-

tion of parents, (i) Health departments- to recommend
the enactment of laws for : i, physical inspection and

segregation of prostitutes. 2. Notification and report (by

number, if desired )of venereal cases. 3. Physical exami-

nation of men before marriage, male applicants for mar-

riage license being required to obtain same to submit to

an examination by a duly qualified physician for the pur-

pose of ascertaining whether said applicants are free from
venereal diseases. 4. To make it a crime to spread any

venereal disease. 5. Keeping open free night dispensaries

and maintenance of special dispensaries and hospitals for

these diseases, (j) Advocacy of temperance on account

of the relationship between alcoholism and venereal dis-

eases, (k) Advocacy of personal cleanliness and venereal

prophylaxis. (1) Advocacy of early marriage." These

recommendations were adopted.

Venereal Diseases Among Seamen of the Merchant
Marine.—Dr. J. W. Kerr of Washington, D. C, stated

there were treated 1,281,427 cases of sickness from all

causes, or an average of 53,392 patients annually. Of the

total number, 106,090 were cases of syphilis in one of the

three states, 4,420 being the annual average; 117,336 cases

of gonorrhea (including gleet), representing an annual

average of 4,889 cases; and 39,819 were cases of chancroid

(including ulcer of the genitals), or an average annually of

1,659 cases. The total number of venereal cases treated

and classified as above during the period mentioned was

263,245, or an average annually of 10,969 cases. It would
thus be seen that these venereal cases represented 20.5 per

cent, of the total cases treated. This percentage it would
be understood represented cases of syphilis, gonorrhea
and chancroid, and did not include complications or

sequalas of those diseases.

Dr. J. R. Kean of Washington, D. C, made a plea for

applying the usual methods of preventive medicine to

venereal diseases, and, among other things, said: he did

not think it was either wise or necessary for scientific

men interested in the good of the race and of the

country to take any part in the discussion of the relation

of this evil to society. It was sufficient for them to know
the following facts, that the prostitute was a present

confrontation of the problem. There was no reason to

think that these diseases were beyond the reach of pre-

ventive medicine any more than other contagious dis-

eases, and their immunity from restriction, must be at-

tributed to the public disinclination to discuss them and
legislate concerning them. He hoped that this association

would not be deterred by the outcry of certain classes of
persons who were accustomed to think with their emo-
tions rather than their brains, from taking the bold stand
in this matter which was justified by science, by common
sense, and by the demands of the public good.
A Consideration of Venereal Prophylaxis in the U. S.

Navy for the Benefit of Public Health Officials.—Dr.
Charles N. Fiske of Washington, D. C, stated about
fifty per cent, of the enlisted personnel of the Navy had a

venereal disease during an average of four years. Dur-
ing 1908 there were 4,681 original venereal infections

which entailed a loss of service and expense for treat-

ment of 106,526 sick days ; there were r,ooi cases of
syphilis which represented nearly seven per cent, of the
total physical disability of the Navy for that year. While
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the morale had steadily and vastly improved during the

past ten years in other respects the damage resulting from

this class of affection had assumed such proportions four

years ago that numerous medical officers no longer felt

justified in waiting indefinitely for moral regeneration;

they felt that military efficiency demanded activities prom-

ising more immediate results ; they instituted personal

prophylaxis by the use of antiseptic irrigation and inunc-

tions following exposure and upon return to the ship or

station. Certain results achieved caused the department

nearly two years ago to authorize the extension of this

work in connection with the customary educational propa-

ganda, and distribution and confidential circulars through-

out the service. Sailors and marines did not contract

venereal diseases from the Navy, but from civil commu-

nities which were as notoriously indifferent to venereal

diseases as they were to typhoid and other widespread in-

fections. Military services had practiced compulsory

notification of venereal diseases for years and expect civil

authorities to undertake similar measures for control.

The source of the Navy's 15,000 first enlisted recruits, and

the destination of a similar number of men discharged

each year, was the civil population ; its statistics would

indicate that one youth out of every six in the urban

population between the ages of seventeen and twenty-four

contracted a venereal infection each year. Venereal dis-

eases had by no means yet been conquered in the Navy,

but there was evidence that its ravages were being ma-

terially lessened, and that instead of encouraging vice

through the hope of immunity, the margin of failure of

this prophylaxis was sufficiently wide to deter an increas-

ing proportion of the personnel from sexual indulgence.

The desire for clean men on clean ships had been stimu-

lated, and no sense of security had been engendered.

Dr. G.«DNER T. SwARTs of Providence, R. I., stated

last year, as President of this Association, he took the

liberty of appointing a committee to take up the subject

of venereal prophylaxis, with the idea that the people of

the country were prepared to receive instruction in these

matters. These communicable diseases were preventable

and if boards of health were to conserve the public

health, then these diseases should be put on the report-

able list and steps taken to prevent their prevalence as

far as possible.

Dr. J. S. Neff of Philadelphia stated he did not think

it was possible to compel physicians to reveal the exist-

ence of these diseases among their patients, and they

would not report this class of cases to health depart-

ments.

Dr. John N. Hurty of Indianapolis, Indiana, stated

he believed that the road leading to the prevention of

venereal diseases was the longest and roughest which
hygiene and sanitary science had to travel. At this time,

every tribe, every nation, and people of the earth were
thoroughly syphilized. Think of that, and now we were
proposing to eradicate it. The first man to propose edu-

cation to eradicate these diseases was Solomon, and he
began five thousand years ago, and with education, such
as he gave; and such as they proposed to give, these

diseases had increased and multiplied. Until they put
aside that prudery which now prevented them from at-

tacking this problem correctly, and which prevented them
from teaching the child about his sexual nature and pro-
creation, they could make no progress. Let them begin
with the child.

Colonel Theodore Roosevelt said that, like any other man
in public affairs, he was awake to the needs of the public
health. It was necessary to join efforts for the preserva-
tion of the public health. It was important not only to

keep the health of the individual, but also to keep the
health of the nation. Yellow fever was a distinctive

national problem. Several nationalities in the western

hemisphere had dealt with it and must deal with effec-

tively to prevent the ravages of this scourge. The ques-

tion of dealing with the public health was a matter of the

last two generations. One half a century ago compara-

tively nothing was known of diseases which were a

scourge to the human race. About six hundred years ago

the black death desolated Europe, a disease which un-

doubtedly they could deal with now. Then it took off

two-thirds of the population of Europe. He had just

come from a trip to the middle of Africa, where disease

ravaged mankind as it did their ancestors. He passed

through regions where the sleeping sickness had to its

credit over 200,000 deaths in one neighborhood. The
advances made in the medical profession during the last

half century were incalculable. The work of the Isthmus

of Panama could not have been done in its present shape

a decade ago. They could not have grappled with disease

as now. The prime requisite in every nation was to have

every man and woman an effective unit. They were deal-

ing with the basic problem of citizenship. Men could not

be good unless they were healthy. He welcomed the dele-

gates to this convention" who came from foreign countries,

especially from the Americas. In the two Americas they

were solving the problem of living peacefully together

Their only rivalry, far different from Europe, was the

endeavor to see which was best able to cope with the

problems that confronted them all. He welcomed them

as their rivals, who were doing all in their power to uplift

and care for the physical well-being of the human race.

Executivve Methods in Preventive Medicine.—Dr.

Henry B. Hemenw.-w of Evanston, Illinois, stated

health administration was formerly local in nature. The
science of public health had now advanced far beyond

administration, especially in this country. The American

law required a separation of the three branches of govern-

ment. Health administrators, being of the executive

branch, had no legislative power. They might not, how-

ever, issue any orders, or regulations except as distinctly

provided in the laws under which they were acting. All

health authority was derived from the police power of the

state. Police power was a system of precaution for the

prevention of crimes and calamities. It was a necessary

but also a dangerous power; and because of the danger

to individual liberty, the courts were inclined to scrutinize

its operations closely to prevent abvise. The police of

public health started from the idea of nuisance, and pre-

supposed legislative determination in great detail. Even
though administered by municipal officers, public health

work was essentially state in nature ; and in the absence

of special constitutional provisions to the contrary, the

state had the right to appoint and regulate the acts of

municipal health officers. The protection of the state

against damage suits was e.xtended to all health officials,

so long as they acted within the law, even though error

had been committed, and damage resulted to individuals.

As compared with other countries, American state execu-

tives were ill organized and weak; and one of the weak-

nesses was shown in the tendency to the appointment of

boards, often serving without pay. Since executives had

no legislative power, an executive board lacked in re-

sponsibility, decision, activity and despatch, without com-

pensatory advantage. There was no more reason why a

physician should donate his public health service than that

a lawyer should serve without pay as a judge or a banker

should give the use of the money needed for public im-

provements. Health laws should be enacted by the state

legislature. The entire health administration of a state

should be recognized as one body, having a single head

to whom all local and district officials were responsible.

Every man should be held responsible for a definite por-

tion of the work. Executive duties were either minis-

terial or discretionary. If ministerial, the officer might
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only (Jo that which was required. If discretionary, he

might do anything within that discretion; but neither his

acts nor legislation for his guidance might be arbitrary or

unreasonable. If the officer acted beyond the provision of

the law, he might be sued as a private wrongdoer. Health

legislation should be delinito, nol in general terms, to

best safeguard individual liberty. Matters of technical

detail in the work of the office might be largely left to

subordinates ; but the executive must personally aiul fre-

quently decide upon questions of administration. Such
knowledge of administrative law as would give confidence

in execution, celerity of decision and definiteness of

effort would increase effectiveness. In other words, the

head of the department should be a professional admin-

istrator with a broad knowledge of sanitary science, not

merely a sanitarian or a party politician. At least once

a year there should be a conference of state and district

officers, at which proposed legislation might be discussed

and prepared for presentation to the legislature for en-

actment.

Dr. C. A. Harper of Madison, Wisconsin, discussed

the relation between state and municipal boards of health,

saying the interchange of ideas, and the knowledge re-

quired by each health officer in knowing how other health

officers did their work and met certain emergencies, fully

justified the labor and expense incident to holding state

or district conferences. If the health officer expected to

impart knowledge to others, he must know his subject

thoroughly and realize the important role which sanita-

tion and public hygiene play in the prevention of diseases.

Professor E. H. Bailey of North Dakota spoke of the

advantages of cooperation betw^een the state Iioard of

health and state universities.

Dr. GusTAV F. Ruediger of Grand Forks, Xorth Da-

kota, spoke of the relation of the State University of

North Dakota to the Stale Board of Health, and favored

placing the state board of health laboratory under the

control and regulation of the state university, under the

direction of the professor of bacteriology and pathology.

Dr. Charles A. Hodgetts of Ottawa, Canada, pointed

out the functions of the Canadian Commission of Con-

servation and Public Health.

Dr. H. W. Hill of Minneapolis. Minnesota, spoke of

the relations of universities to public health work.

Mayor Seidel of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, discussed so-

cial economics and public health. He said that land had

a value. Timber had a value, and so had water and min-

eral deposits. These, with machinery, were important

factors in wealth production. But the most important

factor of all in wealth production was human labor.

Without labor of hand and labor of brain applied to raw-

material, there was no civilization thinkable. The great-

est of all natural resources was human life with its ac-

companiment of labor. It was good and excellent work

to conserve land and timber and water utilities, but it

was far more important and far more fundamental to

conserve human life and make it more efficient and give

it added ability and power to create.

Mr. Frederick Almy of Buffalo. New York, spoke of

the inter-relation of national organizations working in the

interest of health.

Dr. Frederick Moxtizami'.ert. Director-General of

Public Health, Canada, said the administration of the sub-

ject of public health in that country was joint between

the Dominion and the Provinces. The administration of

the subject of quarantine pertained solely to the Domin-

ion Government, including the inspection and treatment

of passengers, crews and vessels from abroad, arriving at

the different seaports on the .\tlantic and Pacific coasts,

and of the persons and trains entering Canada over the

international frontier. Leprosy was dealt with by the

federal government. The adulteration of foods and

drugs was dealt with by the Department of Inland Reve-

nue. Infectious and other diseases occurring within the

Dominion were under the administration of the provincial

and municipal authorities.

The Mexican Republic Free from Yellow Fever.

—

Dr. E. LiCEAGA of Mexico City contributed a paper in

which he stated that from the twentieth of December of

last year not a single case of yellow fever had been ob-

served either there or in any other part of the Mexican

Republic. In spite of the success obtained, the sanitary

service continued its action with the same regularity as

in previous years, although it was not directing its en-

ergies especially against malaria.

Quarantine or Isolation in Diphtheria.—Dr. James

Roberts of Hamilton, Ontario, stated in this paper he

lirst established the fact of the dominance of the per-

sonal contact factor in the spread of this disease. De-

fective drains, bad ventilation, etc., although prejudicial

to health, cannot cause diphtheria, which was due to the

presence of certain bacteria. Overcrowding assisted the

spread of diphtheria. Forty-five per cent, of his cases,

representing not mure than one-quarter of the school pop-

ulation, came from the districts where the industrial

classes were centered. The presence of an ignorant for-

eign element hindered the work of sanitation and favored

the spread of disease. Diphtheria, owing to the manner

by which it was spread, was a school disease. The Boston

Board of Health, after an exhaustive investigation, con-

cluded that it would be impracticable to isolate bacillus

carriers who did not themselves suffer from the disease,

as they constituted one per cent, of all healthy school

children, and these germs were ordinarily of little viru-

lence. The restriction of this disease was for practical

purposes limited to isolation of clinical cases and control

of the contacts in connection with these. Where isola-

tion could not be strictly carried out at home, hospitaliza-

tion was the best method. Rut isolation hospitals were

\cry unpopular, owing to their usually poor equipment.

the danger of cross infection, etc. They safeguarded the

community, but often at the expense of the individual.

Our present-day conception of diphtheria as preeminently

a school disease made it imperative th.it the inspection of

school children should be thorough enough for the de-

tection of early cases, and of those children harboring

virulent bacilli. When this had been accomplished, regu-

lations intelligently enforced, providing for the proper

isolation of all cases cither at home or in suitable insti-

tutions, would be productive of better results and much
less annoyance and har(lshi]> tlian the continued enforce-

ment of antiquated laws and regulations incompatible

with their present knowledge of diphtheria.

A Study of the Ventilation of Sleeping Cars.—Dr.

T. R. Crowdkr of Chicago. Illinois, stated the only avail-

able method of accurately estimating the air supply of
running cars was by determining the amount of car-

bonic acid gas which their atmosphere contained, and from
this computing the amount of air which entered. The
problem was mathematically simple, and rested upon the

known amount of carbonic acid thrown off by the respi-

ration. This method had been applied in the study of

sleeping-car ventilation. Some 2.000 samples of air had
been analyzed from these cars. It showed Ihat an aver-

age of approximately 40.000 cubic feet of air was sup-

plied hourly to the main sleeping compartment of stand-

ard cars, which were equipped with the ventilating system
now in common use by the Pullman Company, and that

the amount was rarely, if ever, under 20,000 cubic feet.

There were rarely more than twenty people in a sleeping

car ; hence each person was supplied with some 2.000

cubic feet of air each hour. This applied to the findings

in occupied berths, both lower and upper, as well as to

the car in which the berths were not made up. The high
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wind pressure lo which running railway cars were sub-

jected resuhed in fair ventilation even when they had

no special ventilating devices. The amount of air which

they received would vary from 15,000 to 50,000 cubic feet

per hour, depending upon various conditions. When cars

were uncomfortable and felt "stuffy" the fault was not

generally to be laid to an inefficient air supply, as was

commonly supposed. It rarely happened that the air

supply was so inadequate as to bring about this condition,

though it might at times contribute to it. The fault gen-

erally lay chiefly in an improper control and regulation

of the heat supply. The degree of humidity of the at-

mosphere was also a very important factor ; but its con-

trol was difficult, and often impossible. In the opinion

of the author, heat control was a more important problem

in maintaining comfort in sleeping cars than was the fur-

nishing of a great air supply, and relatively greater atten-

tion should be concentrated upon this element of the

problem and maintaining a hygienic atmosphere in cars.

Dr. John .\. .Amyot of Toronto, Canada, di.scussed the

laboratory in its relation to public health, while Dr.

William A. Evans of Chicago spoke of eflirienoy and

economy in municipal health work.

The Association endorsed the principles embodied in

the Senator Owen Bill for the establishment of a

National Department of Health.

A resolution was adopted recommending that a com-

mittee (of which Dr, Probst shall be chairman) be ap-

pointed to consider and report next year a scheme for

instruction in hygiene and sanitation in high schools, and

in colleges and universities, with the view to bringing

the necessity for such instruction with definite recommen-

dations to the attention of educational authorities.

A new section to be known as the ".Section on So-

ciology" was formed ; also one to be known as the

"Section on Sanitary Engineering." The following reso-

lution was adopted : Whereas, A considerable number of

municipal health officers believe terminal disinfection at

the conclusion of communicable diseases is of questionable

value and extravagant in practice; and. Whereas, A few

municipal health officers of sound judgment and highest

attainment have abandoned this practice as a prophylactic

measure; therefore, be it Resolved, That the Municipal

Health Officers Section refer to the Executive Committee

a recommendation that the American Public Health Asso-

ciation appoint a committee to study the end results and

practice in communities where terminal disinfection is

no longer practiced at the conclusion of cases of com-

municable diseases.

The following resolutions were likewise adopted

;

Resolved, That this .Kssociation appoint a committee to

cooperate with the Census Bureau in establishing standard

methods of accounting for municipal sanitation. Resolved.

That this Association offers and accords its hearty ap-

proval and commendation of the educational work carried

on by the Ladies' Home Journal regarding the necessity

and ways of teaching children the truth about reproduc-

tion and the sexual life.

Officers.—The following officers were elected : Presi-

dent, Dr. Robert M. Simpson, Winnipeg, Manitoba ; First

Viee-President, Dr. Fernando Lopez, Mexico City : Sec-

imd Vice-President. Dr. John F. Anderson, Washington,
n. C; Third' I'ice-President, Dr. B. A. Bading. Mil-

waukee, Wis. ; Secretary, Dr. William C. Woodward,
Washington, D. C. ; Treasurer, Dr. Frank W. Wright,
New Haven, Conn.

Laboratory Section.—Chairman, Dr. J. F. .\myot,

Toronto, Canada ; Vice-Chairman, Dr. John F. Ander-
son, Washington, D. C. ; Secretary, Mr. B. R. Rickards,

Columbu.s, Ohio; Recorder, Dr. H. D. Pease. New York
City.

Vital Statistics Section.—C/tajniniti, Dr. Wilmer R,

Batt, Harrisburg, Pa.; Vice-Chairinan, Dr. C. V. Chapin.

Providence, R. I. ; Secretary, Dr. F. L. Watkins, Colum-

bus, Ohio.

Municipal Health Officers' Section.—Chairman, Dr.

.-\. J. Douglass, Winnipeg, Manitoba; Vice-Chairman, Dr.

Frederic Torralbas, Havana, Cuba : Secretary, Dr. E. C.

Levy, Richmond, Virvinia.

Havana, Cuba, was selected as the place for holding the

next annual meeting.

^totp Mfdual UurttBins InorltB.

STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

California State Board of Medical Examiners

San Francisco, April, 1910.

anatomy.

Answer Ten Questions Only.

1. Trace cerebrospinal fluid from the lateral ventricio
to the spinal canal.

2. Describe the rami communicantes.
3. Name the bones of the tarsus : use diagram.
4. Indicate, on the diagram, the points of exit from the

pelvis of the following nerves; external cutaneous, an-

terior crural, genitocrural, obturator, sciatic, pudic, superior
gluteal.

5. Indicate, on the diagram, the course of the common,
internal, and external iliac arteries.

6. What veins are without valves?

7. What cranial nerves are distributed to muscles only.

i.e. are motor?
8. Give topographical outline of the lungs and bronchi

on the anterior chest wall ; use the diagram.
g. Give origin and course of the eleventh cranial nerve

as far as its exit from the skull.

10. What are the characteristics of arthrodia) joints?

Give five examples of this class of joints.

11. What is the ischiorectal fossa, how bounded, and
what does it contain?

12. When the arm is hanging with palm forward, what
bony prominences at shoulder, elbow, and wrist are nor-

mally in line?

histologv.

Answer Eight Written Questions and Identify Slides.

1. (a) Name the structures found in red bone marrow ;

( b) give the function of red bone marrow.
2. Draw diagram illustrating long tissue, naming differ

ent structures.

3. Explain the difference between the mucosa of tlif

endometrium and that of the vagina! portion of the cerviv

Also make drawing.

4. Give structure of the tonsil.

5. From which germ layers arc the following derived

:

Pancreas, spleen, large intestine, salivary glands, fat.

6. Draw a transverse section oi the brain, at a point just

.interior to the pons varolii. Name most important parts

7. Draw diagram illustrating a cell and name all thr

necessary constituents.

8. Describe the structure of the liver.

<j. Explain the difference between the white and gray

matter of the brain.

10. ^\'^lat are terminal arteries? Name orgai.s which

are so supplied.

11. Identify slides.

I J. Identify slides.

I'HYSIOI.OGV.

.Inswer Ten Questions Only.

I. How and where is lymph formed?
>. Discuss sleep and its causation.

3. Discuss briefly the influence of the nervous system on

the digestive secretions.

4. Describe the movements of the intestines during diges

tion.

5. Explain the effect of (a I expiration on the volutne

of the brain, (b) inspiration.

6. Discuss the formation, function, and fate of glycogen.

7. What is the physiological difference between the brain

of man and that of lower animals?

8. Under what circumstances may functional union be

made between fibers of different nerve trunks? What
practical value has this operation?

9. Give nerve supply and action of muscles concerned in

the movements of the eyeball.
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10. Do we determine the function of a nerve by the
location or function of the center from which it comes
or by its peripheral connections? Give your reasons.

11. What is the effect of a destructive lesion in the
posterior limb of the internal capsule?

12. To what extent is the secretion of sweat under (n)
nervous control; (6) vascular control?

B.'Mn'ERI0L0<JV.

Anszver Eight Questions Only.

1. What are the differences in structure, methods of
multiplication sporulation, etc., between the blastomycetes
or yeasts and bacteria?

2. What changes are produced on the culture media when
Bacillus Coli Communis is grown : (a) upon gelatin, (b)
in milk, (c) in dextrose, (d) in lactose?

3. Describe the conditions necessary to successfully grow
Bacillus tctijni and the appearance of a stab culture in

agar or gelatin about the sixth day.

4. \\ hat is the difference between an antitoxin and a

bacterial vaccine?

5. Name four (4) pathogenic anerobic bacteria.

6. Differentiate between bacillus tuberculosis and bacillus

lepra*, taking into consideration staining, culture peculiari-

ties, effect on tissues, and relation to tissue cells of the

host.

7. Describe briefly how you would make gelatin plate

cultures, using material from a furuncle as the source
from which to obtain the germ.

8. Name ten (10) pathogenic bacteria that are Gram
positive.

9. What do you understand by the opsonic index ?

10. How would you sterilize; (a) a culture tube of
gelatin, (b) a plass container with rubber stopper, (c)

a platinum needle in a glass handle?
11. Identification of cultures.

12. Identification of slides.

CHEMISTRY.

(Answer ten questions only.)

1. What is the poison in most headache powders? Its

effect? Antidote.
2. Mention six elementary substances commonly used in

their pure state in medicine.

3. What does the presence of an abnormal quantity of
chlorine in drinking water indicate?

4. How would you detect the presence of bile in the

urine? Give two tests.

5. Give the reaction, specific gravity, and percentage of
fats in normal cow's and woman's milk.

6. Mention a secretion in the body that contains choles-

terin ; one that contains pepsin, and one that contains

trypsin.

7. What antidotes should be used in phosphorus poison-
ing? Explain the action of each.

8. Define and illustrate (a) capillary attraction, (6)
absorption, (c) diffusion, (d) osmosis, (e) endosmosis.

9. In what principal form is nitrogen eliminated from
the body? Give the chemical properties of nitrogen.

10. What is the chemical composition of the various

renal calculi?

11. Mention one chemical antidote for each of the fol-

lowing: (o) Phenol, (b) arsenious oxide, (<r) sulphuric

acid, (d) mercuric chloride, (1?) oxalic acid.

12. What are the distinguishing characteristics of urates

and uric acid as found in the urine? Give test for uric acid,

GENERAL DIAGNOSIS.

(Answer ten questions only.)

1. Give the physical signs of a pleurisy with effusion

2. Give the symptoms of bubonic plague.

3. Give the symptoms and physical signs of aortic in-

sufliciency in the stage of failin' compensation.

4. Give varieties, etiology, and symptoms of chorea.

5. Give the symptoms of tabes dorsalis.

6. Describe a Colles' fracture.

7. Give the points upon which you would make a diag

nosis of cancer of the stomach.
8. Describe diabetes mellitus. and differentiate it from

diabetes insipidus.

g. Differentiate rubeola from scarlet fever.

10. Describe the secondary lesions of syphilis.

11. Give the symptoms of a transverse myelitis.

12. Give the symptoms of cholelithiasis.

PATHOLOGY.

.4ns7oer eight of the -cvritten questions and identify four
slides. )

I. Describe the difference in the pathological changes

which take place in degeneration of the tissues and those
which take place in atrophy.

2. Give the pathology of tabes dorsalis.

3. Describe the gross and microscopic changes which
take place in the spleen, liver, and kidneys as a result 01

prolonged exposure to malarial infection.

4. V\ hat are the postmortem changes usually found in

diabetes mellitus in (a) children, (b) adults of middle «ge.

(c) adults of advanced age?

5. What is the average blood pressure in adults fifty to

sixty years of age measured in millimeters of mercury?
Describe the results if this pressure is exceeded for a con
siderable time.

6. In bony tissue what variety of malignant growth^
usually occur, and why?

7. Under what conditions is cerebral embolism most
likely to occur? What blood-vessels are most likely to be
affected, and why?

8. Describe the local lesion caused by infection by

anthrax bacilli ; the general or systemic effects, and state

how infection usually occurs.

9. Describe the condition present in acute dilatation of

the heart. Give the immediate and predisposing causes and
the usual final result.

10. State fully why urinary bladder disorders are so fre

quent and .so resistant to treatment in both elderly men
and elderly women.

11. Identify two slides.

12. Identify two slides.

OBSTETRICS.

(Answer ten questions only.)

1. What zymotic diseases are liable to affect the pregnant
and puerperal woman, and how?

2. How soon after the completion of the second stage
of labor should the umbilical cord be ligated? How
dressed? What are the dangers of improper dressing?

3. What injuries are liable to occur to the birth canal
during labor?

4. Under what circumstances are anesthetics indicated in

labor? What are the dangers?
5. What are the causes of premature rupture of the

membranes? How does it influence the progress of labor?
6. How would you determine if a child is premature at

birth?

7. Differentiate between retained and adherent placenta

;

the management of each.

8. What can be determined by external palpitation of the
pregnant woman at the eighth month? How should it be
performed ?

9. What are the so-called false pains of labor? Differen
tiate from true pains.

10. Rupture of the uterus; etiology and symptoms.
11. Give the physiology of menstruation; of ovulation;

relation, if any.
12. What is inversion of the uterus? Diagnosis and

management.

GYNECOLOGY.

(Answer ten questions only.)

1. Give the conditions justifying operative measures in

fixed retrodisplacement of the uterus.
2. Describe a pelvic hematocele, and give the usual

cause.

3. What is the pathology of pelvic cellulitis, and what are
the physical signs?

4. Name the most important causes of sterility.

5. Differentiate between a pudendal hernia and pudendal
hematocele.

6. What do you understand by the operation for peri-
neorrhaphy ?

7. Give the etiology and pathology of chronic endocer-
vicitis?

8. Describe a case of carcinoma uteri, and give some of
the most prominent physical signs.

9. Discuss the matter of relative prop^nosis of cancer of
the body of the uterus and cancer of the cervix.

10. Describe the mode of use and purpose of a vaginal
tampon.

11. Differentiate between herpes of the vulva and chancre.
12. Name the muscles of the perineum, and give the

functions ot the perineal body.

HYGIENE.

(Answer ten questions only.)

1. Describe in detail the method of transmission of
yellow fever.

2. What measures would you adopt to prevent the spread
of typhoid fever during an epidemic?
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3. What is a septic tank? Describe construction and
explain how it acts.

4. What sanitary measures should be adopted in caring
for tuberculous patients?

5 Name five of the most common intestinal parasites,

and give a short description of each.

6. Give three ways of fumigating a room witli formalin:
also two methods with other disinfectants.

7. What ef!'ect have venereal diseases on the propagation
of the human species? Explain.

8. How does the hookworm usually enter the human
body: What means would you adopt to prevent its spread?

9. Describe the technique of vaccination, and give the

course of a successful case.

10. What is the period of incubation of the following
diseases: Plague, smallpox, diphtheria, scarlatina, measles?

n. What is the object of placing traps on all waste
pipes? What danger to health would arise if there were
no traps?

12, Describe two types of water filter. What should be

accomplished by a good filter?

.\NSVVERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMIXATIOX
QUESTIONS.

CALIFORNIA State Board of Medical Examiners.

Sail Francisco, April, 1910.

1. The cerebrospinal fluid passes from the lateral ventri-
cles through the foramen of Monro into the third ventri-
cle; then through the aqueduct of Sylvius (or iter a tertio
ad quartum ventriculum ) into the fourth ventricle, through
the latter, and into the central canal of the spinal cord.

2. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), pages 615, 616,
and 609; or Gray's ".'Vnatomy" (1908), pages 1078 and
1079.

3. The hoites of the tarsus are: Calcaneus, astragalus,
cuboid, scaphoid, internal cuneiform, middle cuneiform,
and external cuneiform. For diagram, see Cunningham's
"Anatomy" (1909), page 239; or Gray's "Anatomy" (1908),
page 242.

4. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 641; or
Gray's "Anatoniy" (1908), pages 1017 and 1029.

5. See Cunningham's ".Anatomy" (1909), pages 840 and
857; or Gray's ".Anatomy" (1908), pages 671 and 686.

6. The veins without valves are: The venae cavae, hepatic
veins, portal vein and its branches, renal, uterine, ovarian,
pulmonary, cerebral, spinal, and umbilical veins. The sinuses
of the skull and very small veins are also without valves.

7. The cranial ncrz'cs exclusively motor are: Oculomotor
(3) ; Trochlear (4) ; .Abducens (6) ; Facial (7) ; Spinal ac-
cessory (u); and Hypoglossal (12).

8. See Cunningham's ".Anatomy" (1909), page 1257.
9. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 695; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (190S), page 1073.

10.^ See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 257; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 268,

11.^ See Cunningham's ".Anatomy" (1900), page 1281 ; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (igo8), page 1548.

12. When the arm is hanging with palm forward the
acromion process of the shoulder, the external condyle
of the humerus, and the styloid process of the radius are
normally in line.

HISTOLOGY.

1. (a) See Cunningham's "Anatomv" (1909), page 71-
or Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 36. (b) The function
of red bone marroK- is to form red blood corpuscles; also
to help in the formation of bone.

2. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 990; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1403.

3. See Cunningham's ".Anatomy" (1909), page 1 191; or
Gray's ".Anatomy" (1908), page 1504.

4. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1009), page 1035; or
Gray's ".Anatomy" (1908), page 1223.

5. Pancreas is derived from entoderm; spleen, from
mesoderm; Large intestine, from entoderm; Salivary
glands, from ectoderm; Fat, from mesoderm.

7. See Cunningham's ".Anatomy" (igog), page 8.
8. See Cunningham's ".Anatoniy" (1909) page 1121- or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1345.
9. See Cunningham's ".Anatomy" (1909), page 443- or

Gray's ".Anatomy" (1908), page 833.
10. Terminal arteries are such" as do not anastomose

with other arteries, either directly or bv branches Organs
supplied with terminal arteries: Retina, brain kidneys
spleen, lungs.

'

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. 1 here are two theories as to the formation of lymph:
(i) That it is formed from the blood plasma by the
processes of filtration, diffusion, and osmosis. (2) That
in addition to these the endothelial cells of the capillaries
exercise some influence.

2. Sleep is a condition of partial or complete uncon-
sciousness, during which the brain and body can recuperate.
Metabolism in general is diminished, anabolism is (rela-
tively) in excess of katabolism. During sleep the respira-
tions are slower and deeper, most of the secretions are
diminished, the pulse is slower, the eyeballs roll inward
and upward, and oxidation in the tissues is decreased.
The cause of sleep is not known. Bradbury (in Allbutt's
"System of Medicine") gives the following as hypotheses
as to the causation of sleep: (i) Cerebral anemia; (2)
chemical changes in the brain cells or neurons, such as an
exhaustion of their intramolecular o.xygen. or an accumula-
tion of fatigue products ; (3 ) contraction of the dendritic
processes and a consequent break in the transmission of
nerve impulses; (4) expansion of the neuroglial cell proc-
esses, insulating the nerve processes and producing the
same effect; (5) loss of consciousness apart from any-

physical or chemical change; (6) the most probable hypoth-
esis is that of an altered metabolism of the cerebral cells

dependent upon exhaustion and diminished influx of stimuli.

Quite recently two new theories have been promulgated

;

one attributes the causation of sleep to an internal secre-
tion of the pituitary body; the other makes it due to
osmosis.

3. "The secretion of the digestive fluids is governed by
the action of the nervous system, so that they are poured
into the alimentary canal during the digestive process as
they are required. The saliva is continuously secreted in

suflicient quantities to keep the mouth moist, but the
quantity formed is greatly increased by the sight or idea
of food, as well as by the actual presence of food in the
mouth, or the savory smell of food acting on the olfactory
nerve.

"Stimulation of the mucous membrane of the stomach
gives rise to increased vascularity, also to a copious secre-
tion of gastric juice. It is probable that the food acts

directly upon a local nervous mechanism in the wall of
the stomach, possibly Meissner's plexus, yet it is certain
that the secretion of the gastric fluid is more or less

under the influence of the central nervous system. This
is seen in the manner in which the digestive function is

arrested by fear, anger, and other mental conditions.
Moreover, the secretion of the gastric juice commences
before food is actually introduced into the stomach, as
the smell, taste, or idea of food stimulates its glands to

activity. .As division of the vagus below the origin of the
recurrent branch during digestion causes the gastric mucous
membrane to become pale, and diminishes the secretion of
gastric juice, it may be inferred that this nerve is an
efl'ercnt nerve, the action of which normally inhibits the
\asnconstrictor action of the sympathetic.
"The secretion of the pancreas, like that of the salivary

glands, is undoubtedly under the control of the nervous
system, and a large flow of pancreatic juice occurs imme-
diately food is taken ; and a second but less copious flow

takes place about four hours afterwards, probably when
the principal discharge of chyme from the stomach into

the duodenum takes place.

"In the intestine the rich nervous plexus of Mcissner,
which is found in the submucous tissue, is concerned in

regulating the secretion of the glands in the intestinal wall.

.Similar plexuses are found in the esophagus and stomach.
,ind in the latter, it lias been already stated, a local nerv-
ous mechanism probably regulates the act of secretion."

—

(Aids to Physiology.)

4. See Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1330.

5. The volume of the brain is increased during expira-

tion, and is diminished in inspiration. This can be ob-
served in infants before the fontanelles are closed, and in

adults when the brain is exposed. "With the act of ex-

piration the flow of blood in the arteries is favored and
the current in the veins is retarded. If the effort be vio-

lent, the valve at the opening of the internal jugular maybe
closed. This act would produce an expansion of the

brain, not from reflux by the veins, but from the fact that

the flow into the chest is impeded, and the blood, while

passing in more freely by the arteries, is momentarily
confined. With inspiration the flow into the thorax is

materially aided, and the brain is in some degree relieved

of this expanding force."— (Flint's Physiology.)

6. Glycogen is chiefly formed from the carbohydrates

The liver cells act upon the dextrose into which the carbo-

hydrates have been converted by the action of the ptyalin
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and amylopsin of the digestive juices. Tliis iiiuy occur by
a simple process of dehydration :

CoH,:.06 — H,0= CeH^Os
But the precise process by which it occurs in the liver
cells is not known. At a subsequent period the glycogen
is transformed into dextrose and is returned to the cir-
culation. Hence the blood of the hepatic veins contains
more sugar than the blood of the arteries, and these latter
more than the blood in the veins (except the hepatic).
This is the generally accepted view, but it is denied by
Pavy, and the whole subject is in a state of uncertainty.
The function of glycogen is to form a temporary re-

serve supply of carbohydrate material that is stored up in

the liver during digestion, and made use of between meals;
at the same time the percentage of sugar in the systemic
blood is kept nearly constant.

7. The brain of man, as compared with that of lower
animals; (l) Is greater in size and weight; (2) shows a
greater comple.xity of the convolutions; (3) has frontal
lobes relatively greater in size and complexity; (4) has
temporo-sphenoidal lobes less prominent; (5) the fissure
of Sylvius is nearly horizontal; and (6) the fissure of
Rolando is more distinct.— (From Kirkes' Physiology.)

8. This procedure is of very limited application because
of the necessity of finding large nerves in the neighbor-
hood; it is utilized nearly exclusively in the upper extrem-
ity; it seems to make no difference whether a sensory nerve
be grafted to a motor or to a mixed nerve—or vice versa.
The object is to switch an interrupted nerve impulse into
a neighboring sound nerve, and then have it returned to
the original nerve (lower down), and so transmitted to its

final distribution as though there had been no interruption.

9. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 401 ; or
Gra\'s "Anatomy" (igaS), page 376.

10. The function of a nerve is determined by dividing
the nerve and then observing whether there is any loss of
sensation, or muscular paralysis, or absence of secretory
function, or degeneration of tissue.

11. A destructive lesion in the posterior limb of the in-

ternal capsule will cause hemiplegia of the opposite side,

followed by contractures ; and also hemianesthesia, in

which the special senses may be included.
12. (o) The secretion of sweat is chiefly under nervous

control ; and (b) but slightly under vascular control. "The
relation of the secretion of perspiration to the temperature
of the body, and the amount formed, is under the control
of the nervous system. An increased supply of blood to
the skin, the result of vasomotor inhibition, acts only in-

directly in increasing the secretion, which is under the
direct control of special secretory nerves. This can be
shown by the stimulation of a cutaneous nerve even after
the blood supply has been cut ofi^. Stimulation of the
sciatic of the amputated limb of an animal will produce
a discharge of sweat upon the foot. The copious sweat
produced on the pale, cold, anemic skin by fear and in

some forms of death are evidence that sweat, like saliva,

may be secreted in considerable quantity without any in-

creased, and, indeed, with a greatly diminished, blood sup-
ply."— (Aids to Physiology.)

BACTERIOLOGY.

1. Blastomycetes. Structure: A protoplasmic body sur-

rounded by a double-contoured capsule. Sometimes drops
of fat, granules, and vacuoles are seen ; the presence of a

nucleus is doubtful. Sometimes they appear as long, cylin-

drical hypho?. Multiplication is by budding; sometimes also

by sporulation.

Bacteria. Structure: A protoplasmic body surrounded
by a cell wall and nucleated, often flagellated, and some-
times granular. .\lultil'licatioit is by fission, sometimes
also by sporulation.

2. Bacillus coli communis (a) shows colonies in twenty-
four hours on gelatin. The deeper colonies are round and
brownish ; the more superficial ones are larger and more
diffuse; the edges are dentate; the gelatin is not liquefied.

(b) The milk coagulates, becomes acid, gas is given off.

and a fecal odor is observed, (c) Dextrose is fermented,
and gases are formed (mainly CO, and H2, generally two
parts of Hi to one of CO2). (d) Lactose is fermented, and
gases are formed (mainly COi and H, but in less constant

proportion than in dextrose).

3. Absence of oxygen is necessary for the growth of the

tetanus bacillus; otherwise the conditions are much the

same as for other bacilli. The appearance of a stab cul-

ture, in gelatin, about the sixth day. is that of a fir tree.

4. Difference betzveen tin antitoxin and a bacterial vac-

cine: "The antitoxic sera act directly upon the poison

secreted by the living bacterial cell and neutralize its toxic

property, while the bacteriolytic sera affect the bacteria

themselves and destroy them or paralyze their action.

Since the antibacterial sera are without effect upon the

formed toxin, they are mainly useful in practice as a
means of protecting against the bacterial invasion, while
the antitoxic sera {e.g. diphtheria) may be employed to
combat an infection already in progress. Broadly speak-
ing, the latter are curative, the former protective."— (Jor-
dan's Bacteriology.)

5. I-'our pathogenic anaerobic bacteria: Bacillus tetani,

Bacillus icdeinatis maligni. Bacillus arogenes capsulalus,
and Bacillus botulinus.

6. Differentiation between Bacillus tuberculosis and Bacil-
lus lepra: (l) It is claimed that the leprosy bacillus is

stained by an exposure of six or seven minutes to a cold,
saturated, watery solution of fuchsin, and retains the stain
when subsequently treated with acid alcohol (nitric acid
I part to alcohol 10 parts). When treated for the same
length of time the Bacillus tuberculosis does not ordinarily
become stained. (2) The leprosy bacilli are found in

enormous numbers, especially in large vacuolated cells

(lepra cells), and lie in the lymph spaces. They are fre-

quently beaded and lie in masses which have been likened

to a bundle of cigars tied together. It is necessary to
examine for long periods of time smears made from
tuberculous lesions of skin before finding a single organ-
ism. (3) Leprosy bacilli have not surely been cultivated

(4) Injected into guinea-pigs, they do not produce lesions.

7. To make a gelatin plate culture : Melt three tubes of
gelatin, and let them cool in a water bath to about 30° C.
Sterilize the platininn wire. Inoculate tube i with, a
platinum loopful of the material to be plated (pus from
the furuncle) and mi.x thoroughly. Replace the cotton
plug, and take care that it does not get soiled. From tube
I transfer two loopfuls to tube 2, and mix, and replace
plug as before. From tube 2 similarly transfer two loop-
fuls to tube 3, and mix, and replace plug as at first. Then
pour the contents of each tube into a sterile Petri dish;
heat the neck of the tube as soon as the plug is removed,
insert it under the edge of the lifted Petri dish cover and
pour quickly.

8. Ten pathogenic bacteria that are Gram positive:
Staphylococcus pyogenes aureus, Staphylococcus pyogenes
albus. Streptococcus pyogenes. Pneuniococcus. Bacillus
anthracis, Bacillus tuberculosis. Bacillus lepra-. Bacillus
diphtheria. Bacillus tetani, Micrococcus tetragenus.

0. The opsonic index is the relative amount of opsonins
in a serum, as compared with the normal standard. It is

obtained by dividing the average number of bacteria taken
up by a leucocyte under the influence of a given serum by
the average number taken up by a leucocyte under the in-

fluence of a standard normal serum.
10. To sterilize (a) a culture tube of gelatin: Put it

in an .Arnold sterilizer i>n three successive days, or in the
autoclave at about 8 or g pounds' pressure for ten minutes,
(fe) A glass container with rubber stopper: Take out the
stopper, clean it with soap and water, and let it stand
for an hour in a solution of bichloride of mercury i :iooo,

and then wash with sterile water; plug the glass with non-
absorbent cotton and put it in a hot-air sterilizer at 170° C.
for one hour, (c) A platinum needle in a glass handle:
Heat the needle in an alcohol flame till red hot, and then
allow to cool.

CHEMISTRY.

1. The poison in most headache powders is .Acetanilid.

It produces a sense of chilliness, cold perspiration, cyanosis,
pulse soft and slow, respirations slow and shallow, dizzi-

ness, dyspnea, collapse, and coma. Antidote, strychnine.
2. Sulphur, mercury, phosphorus, oxygen, carbon, and

iodine.

3. The presence of an abnormal quantity of chlorine in

drinking water generally indicates sewage contamination.
4. Gmelin's test for bile pigments: Put 3 c.c. HNOj in

a test tube, add a piece of wood, and heat until the acid
is yellow ; cool. When coUI. float some of the urine to be
tested upon the surface of the acid. A green b.ind is

formed at the junction of the liquids, which gradually rises,

and is succeeded from below by blue, reddish-violet, and
yellow.

The Pettenkofer test: Dissolve one or two drops of a
solution of cane sugar 1:4 in the liquid to be examined;
shake the mixture and float it carefully upon concentrated
HjSOi. In the presence of bile acids the solution becomes
turbid at the zone of junction of the two layers; this is

soon replaced by a deep reddish purple zone, which extends
upward and downward.

S.

cow S MILK.

Reaction Alkaline or ampho-
teric.

Specific gravity—
|
1028 to 1034.

Percentage of fats. ' 3 to 4.

WOMAN S MILK.

Alkaline or ampho-
teric.

1026 to 1036.

3 to 4-
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6. Cholesterin is found in the bile
;
pepsin, in the gastric

juice; trypsin, in the pancreatic juice.

7. In phosphorus poisoning the antidotes are: (i) Solu-

tion of potassium permanganate (I per cent.) ; this oxi-

dizes the phosphorus, forming phosphoric acid and phos-

phates ; the potassium permanganate itself becoming maii-

ganese dioxide. (2) Old, acid, oil of turpentine; this is

said to combine with the phosphorus to produce a non-

poisonous substance.

8. (o) Capillary attraction is the force which attracts

fluids in contact with small tubes thrust into them, so that

the fluid is drawn up above the surface of the liquid in the

containing vessel.

(6) Absorption is the process by which one substance

is taken up or into another by molecular action.

(c) Diffusion is the gradual and spontaneous passage of

one gas into another gas. or of one liquid or dissolved sub-

stance into another liquid.

(d) and (e) If two liquids be separated from each other

by a membrane each will pass through the membrane into

the other; this process is called osmosis; they do not pass

with equal rapidity. Endosmosis is the term used to de-

note the more rapid osmosis, and exosmosis, the slower.

These terms are also used to denote the direction (inward
or outward osmosis, respectively).

9. Nitrogen is chiefly eliminated from the body as urea.

Chetnical properties of nitrogen: It is a gas, colorless,

odorless, tasteless; it is not combustible, and does not

support combustion; is but slightly soluble in water; it is

very slow to enter into combmation ; it is not poisonous.

but it is incapable of supporting respiratioa

10. Chetnical composition of various renal calculi: Uric

acid, sodium urate, ammonium urate, calcium o.xalate, cal-

cium phosphate, ammonium magnesium phosphate; occa-

sionally, cystin, xanthin, and urates of potassium, calcium,

and magnesium.
11. Chemical antidote for (a) Phenol, sodium sulphate:

(fc) arsenious oxide, freshly prepared solution of ferric

hydroxide; (c) sulphuric acid, magnesia; {d) mercuric
chloride, white of egg; (c) oxalic acid, lime water.

12. Urates show a pinkish color, and dissolve on warm-
ing the urine. Uric acid is recognized by its crystalline

form, and by the murexide reaction. The inurexide test

is : Add a little dilute nitric acid to the urine, evaporate to

dryness, a yellowish-red residue is left, add a few drops
of ammonia, the residue turns to violet. This is due to

the formation of murexide (or piirpurate of ammoniaV

GENERAL nlAGNOSTS.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 701 ;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine'' (1909), page 646.

2. See French's "Practice of Medicine (1907), page 284;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 240.

3. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1007), page 585;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 799.

4. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
1117; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 1045.

5. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
1047; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 889.

6. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908^. page 521 : or
Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908). page 506.

7. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 759;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 485.

8. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages
935- 943. and 947; or Osier's ''Practice of Medicine" (1909).
pages 408, 419, and 425.

9. See French's "Practice of Medicine (1907), pages 322,

323, and 330; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909),
pages 136, 137, and 144.

10. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
421; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 267.

11. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907). page
1030;. or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 946.

12. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
852; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 550.

P.\THOL()(iV.

1. Degeneration is a pathological process in which ab-
normal substances are formed within living cells, or the
entire cells are transformed into abnormal material.
Atrophy is decrease in the amount of a tissue, owing to

diminution in size (simple atrophy) or number (numerical
atrophy) of the histological elements of which it is com-
posed. There are also loss of weight and impairment of
function. There is no definite disease of the cells or tis-

sues: frequently the two conditions (degeneration and
atrophy") merge, and it may be difficult to draw a dividing
line between them.

_'. In tabes dorsalis the posterior columns of the spinal
cord and the posterior nerve roots are involved. The

posterior columns of the spinal cord are gray and shrunken,
and show considerable overgrowth of connective tissue

in the columns of Goll, Burdach, and Lissauer; this process
extends upward from the lumbosacral region; the posterior

nerve roots degenerate and become atrophic. The meninges
over the affected parts become opaque and adherent. Some
of the cranial nerves may also atrophy, notably the optic,

but also the motor oculi and vagus. The process is de-

structive and progressive ; it is not a simple w asting,

although the nerve fibers are atrophied, but it is character-

ized by irritation, changes in the axis cylinders, overgrowth
of the connective tissue, and sometimes congestion ; the

spinal ganglia may be affected.

3. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
239; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 15.

4. For the changes, in general, see French's "Practice of

Medicine" (1907), page 939; or Osier's "Practice of Medi-
cine" (1909), page 412. As to the distinction asked in the

question, we can find no information.

5. The average blood pressure in adults fifty to sixty

years of age is about 100 to 145 mm. mercury. If this pres-

sure is exceeded for a considerable time there will be
hypertrophy and dilatation of the heart; possibly, also,

bursting of a blood-vessel, with its consequences.

6. Sarcoma is the most usual malignant growth in bone

;

the reason is that bone is a connective tissue, and sarcoma
is the only malignant tumor of the connective tissue type.

7. Cerebral embolism most frequently occurs as a result

of vegetations of an endocarditis. The artery of the Syl-

vian fissure is most likely to be affected, owing to anatom-
ical conditions by which the embolus takes the most direct

route from the left side of the heart to the brain (through
the aorta, left common carotid, internal carotid, middle
cerebral, and so to artery of Sylvian fissure). The anterior

cerebral artery may also be obstructed ; or the posterior

cerebral (in whicli case the embolus travels along the

vertebral and through the basilar).

8. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

454; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 252.

0. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

599: or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 820.

10. In old age the walls of the bladder grow thicker, and
the capacity becomes smaller ; in men the prostate gland

enlarges ; urinary troubles follow, caused partly by the

above and partly by diseases of the kidneys or other organs.

\\\ the resisting and recuperative powers of the body are

diminished, the reparative processes no longer act. or act

feebly and slowly; the nutrition of the tissues is enfeebled;

hence diseases tend to become chronic. Degenerative proc-

esses are also common.

OBSTETRICS.

1. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 480 and 916;

or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 263 and 674.

2. There is no fixed time for the ligation of the cord;

as a rule it should not be ligated till it has ceased to pul-

sate, unless there is some urgent reason to the contrary.

Dry, aseptic cotton or gauze (borated or salicylated) makes
the best dressing. It should be kept dry and aseptic, and,

if possible, be touched by no one but the physician. The
dangers of improper drcssin.e are: Infection, peritonitis.

and death of the child.

3. Injuries which may occur to the birth canal during

labor: Lacerated perineum, tears and abrasions of labia,

injuries of blood-vessels, laceration of vagina, laceration

of vulva, injuries to levator ani muscle, lacerations of

cervix, rupture of uterus, instrumental perforation of

uterus, inversion of the uterus.

4. Anesthetics are used in labor to lessen suffering

produced by labor pains; to lessen the pain attending ob-

stetric operations ; to relax the uterus when its rigid con-

traction interferes with version; to promote dilatation of

the OS uteri ; to reduce excessive nervous excitement which

may interfere with progress of early stage of labor; to

relieve eclamptic convulsions and mania ; in cases of uterine

inversion to rela.x the constricting cervix and so facilitate

replacement ; in bipolar version to lessen pain of introduc-

ing the hand into vagina ; in precipitate labor to suspend

action of voluntary muscles and retard delivery ; in all

cutting operations upon the abdomen ; and sometimes in

sewing up a lacerated perineum when many sutures are

required.— (F'rom King's Obstetrics.)

Dangers: It lessens the efficiency of the uterine con-

tractions ; it predisposes to postpartum hemorrhage ; and.

if given too freely, may be followed by headache, nausea,

and vomiting.

5. Prem.^ture rtpti-re of the membranes. Causes:
Deformed pelvis, shoulder presentation, unusual friability

of the membranes, endometritis. The progress of labor is

lengthened and rendered more difficult: hence infection is
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more likely. It conduces to laceration of the cervix, rup-

ture of cervix, prolapse of funis, maternal exhaustion and
shock, and fetal death.

6. See Williams' "Ohstetrics" (1909), page 146; or Hirst's

"Obstetrics" (1909). page 86.

7. Adherent placenta is not common. It cannot be ex-
pressed. There is no descent of the cord. Pressure on
the fundus causes a thrill of the cord ; there is hemorrhage.

In retained placenta the opposite of the above will be
observed. For treatment see Williams' "Obstetrics" (.1909),

page 301; or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 434 and
436.

8. See Williams' •Obstetrics" (1909), page ->li ; or Hirst's

"Obstetrics" (1909), pages 200 and 389.

9. False pains are irregular uterine contractions which
occur before the beginning of labor, and which may be

either painful or painless, and which do not cause the

"show," nor yet dilate the os.

True pains are uterine contractions occurring at the be-

ginning and lasting through the first two stages of labor.

They are usually very painful ; they advance lalxir, dilate

the OS, and cause the "show."
10. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 833 and

836; or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909). pages 593 and 597.

n. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 81; or

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 57 and 61.

The relation existing between ovulation and menstrua-
tion is not known. The two processes are usually coexist-

ent, but they may be independent of each other. The fol-

lowing theories have been held: (l) Menstruation is de-

pendent upon ovulation
; (2) f>vulation is dependent upon

menstruation; (3) they are independent of each other; (4)
they both depend upon some other (at present unknown)
cause.

12. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 824; or

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 614 and 616.

GYNECOLOGY.

1. "Many cases of displacements are so complicated by
prolapsed and adherent ovaries, by advanced disease of
the ovaries and Fallopian tubes, by tumors, by inflam-

matory exudates, or by peritoneal adhesions that replace-

ment is impossible, or, replacement being possible, the

pessary is either intolerable from pain or proves inadequate

to sustain the uterus. Such cases, unless relievable by non-
surgical measures, furnish a definite indication for sur-

gical treatment."— (Dudley's Gynecology.)
2. Pelvic hematocele is an accumulation of blood in the

pelvis, due to rupture of a blood-vessel ; it is generally due
to rupture of a tubal pregnancy, or to a tubal abortion.

Symptoms: Pain, which is sudden and severe, over abdo-

men and pelvis ; nausea, cold perspiration, cold extremities,

pulse rapid and weak, pinched features, and shock.

3. Pelvic cellulitis. Pathology: "Pelvic cellulitis is

the inflammation of the connective tissue in the pelvis,

above the pelvic diaphragm. It is particularly found in

the broad ligaments, the surroundings of the cervix, and
the sacro-uterine ligaments. It may be acute or chronic.

The former may arise from a tear in the cervix extending

into the parametrium, spread from the interior of the

uterus, or orieinate in the depth of bruised tissue. Gener-

ally it is combined with peritonitis, lymphangitis, or phle-

bitis. It is as a rule unilateral. It may be traumatic or

septic. Both are caused by germs, but the former is due

to simple saprophytes, the latter to pathogenic microbes.

Either of them may be puerperal or non-puerperal. The
traumatic spreads in the loose connective tissue lying

between the denser membranes ; the septic does not respect

any boundary. First, there is a stage of infiltration, which

may end in resolution, induration, or suppuration. Of all

pelvic inflammations, cellulitis is the one most prone to

end in suppuration. The pus spreads, and the abscess may
open in a way similar to that followed by an intraperitoneal

one ; but while the puerperal form has a tendency to break

through the skin, the non-puerperal form usually opens

into one of the hollow organs. Rupture into the perUoneal

cavity is rare. Cellulitis may end in cicatricial retraction,

causing uterine displacement. Indurated tissue is apt to

suppurate after a long time. Physical signs: The patient

may have a chill, there is a rise in temperature ;
the pn\se

is accelerated; she has pain in the lower part of the

abdomen, and perhaps vesical and rectal tenesmus; she

has no appetite; and her tongue is furred. But the pain

does not come on so suddenly as in peritonitis, and is not

so severe. There is less tendency to vomitmg, and no

meteorismus. By vaginal examination we find the vagina

hot, swollen, and tender. If the seat of inflammation is

in the broad ligament, we find at the side of the uterus a

tumor that is sensitive on pressure and crowds the "tems

to the opposite side. If both ligaments arc inflamed

the uterus is lifted up. If the sacro-uterine ligaments are

inflamed we feel one or both folds at the top of Douglas'

pouch swollen and sensitive. More rarely the swelling

is situated behind or in front of the uterus. If the affec-

tion extends into the iliac fossa the corresponding leg is

drawn up. If the tissue suppurates the swelling becomes

softer, but rarely distinctly fluctuating, and there is an in-

crease in the fever."— (Garrigues' Gynecology.)

4. The most common causes of sterility m woman are;

Gonorrhea, absence or errors in development of any part

of the genital tract, malformations of genitals, listulse,

lacerations, obesity, alcohohsm, pelvic inflammations,

dyspareunia, inflammations of uterus, tubes, or ovaries,

elongated cervix. The cause may not be in the woman,
but in the man.

5. In pudendal hernia: There is a tumor which is

soft, insensitive, and rounded ; and which is apt to disap-

pear with a gurgling sound on pressure or if the patient

is put in the knee chest position ; it is tympanitic on per-

cussion, and may give an impulse on coughing. In puden-

dal hematocele: There is generally a history of trauma,

no impulse on coughing, no resonance on percussion, and

it is not reducible.

6. By perineorrhaphy is meant the various operations

that are performed for the repair of lacerations of the

perineum in the female.

7. Chronic cndoccrvicitis. Etiology: Bacteria, especial-

ly gonococci ; lacerations of the cervix, tumors, polypi,

and excessive coitus. Pathology. The inflammation may
spread, causing endometritis, salpingitis, ovaritis and peri-

tonitis; the body of the uterus is very apt to become in-

volved. "The mucous membrane becomes congested, thick-

ened, and everted, and the cervix appears hypertrophied

;

the secretion is increased and is thick, ropy, viscid and

profuse. The cervical epithelium becomes eroded and the

glands become enlarged.

8. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1907), page I2«S-

9. In both cases the prognosis is bad, a fatal result being

inevitable unless timely and thorough operation is per-

formed. Cancer of the body of the uterus progresses much
slower than cancer of the cervix, and therefore in the

former the disease will last longer. In cancer of the cer-

vix the only hope lies in an early diagnosis, followed by

operation. Hysterectomy gives much better results in

cancer of the body of the uterus than it does in cancer of

the cervix; the ratio of cures being about 60 per cent. : 5

per cent. So the prognosis may be said to be better in

cancer of the body of the uterus.

10. A tampon is a small roll of absorbent cotton, about

2j^ X I inches, and is inserted into the vagina either with

or without some medicinal substance. Around the center

of the tampon is a strong string, long enough to hang out

from the vulva, and by which the tampon can be removed.

The details of the mode of use will depend upon the con-

dition for which the tampon is used. In any case the pa-

tient's bowels should be empty, and as a rule she is placed

in either the dorsal or knee-chest position. The tampons

are removed after about 36 hours, and a douche is then

taken. The purposes of a vaginal tampon are: For con-

trolling hemorrhage, either vaginal or uterine; to exert

pressure; to support the uterus; as a means of applying

medication locally; and for depleting inflammatory condi-

tions.

11. Chancre of vulva is the first lesion of syphdis, is

due to infection, has a long period of incubation, is gen-

erally single, is not as a rule painful, only occurs once in

a patient, buboes are apt to follow. Herpes of vulva is a

local neurosis, is due to irritation, has no incubation pe-

riod, consists of multiple vesicles appearing in crops,

tingles and itches, has no lymphatic involvement.

12. Muscles of perineum : Transversus perinei.

sphincter vaginre. erector clitoridis, compressor urethrae

(and levator ani). Functions of perineal body: It holds

in position the lower end of ttie rectum, vagina, and urethra

and enables them to perform the functions of defecation,

coitus, parturition, and urination; it strengthens the pelvic

floor.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907). pag«

267; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 234.

2. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

107; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 96.

3. A septic tank is a specially constructed tank for the

treatment of sewage ; in it the sewage as such is destroyed,

and new substances are built up in its place. In Cameron's
septic tank system "the sewage is first led into a tank

from which air and light are excluded. Digestive changes
take place in the sewage within this tank as the result of

anaerobic bacterial action, which is favored by the dark-
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ness, the absence of air, and the perfect stillness at which
the sewage is maintained. Under these circumstances

much of the solid matter is rendered soluble and dis-

solved."— (Notter and Firth's Hygiene.)

4. Hygienic precautions to be taken in treating a case

of tuberculosis; "The patient's quarters should be free

from dust and admit of his spending many hours daily in

the open air in all weathers, properly sheltered, and, if very

ill, lying wrapped in a hammock or reclining chair. His

bedroom should be well aired at night, draughts being

avoided. The room should be uncarpeted and free from
hangings. It should be often cleaned and periodically dis-

infected. .^11 sputum should be collected in paper spit-

cups, which should be burned daily. Smoking should be

forbidden. Harm is done by any e.\erci«e which results

in fatigue, and while fever e-xists it should not be at-

tempted at all. Patients should be taught the necessity

of practicing lung gymnastics and breathing only through
the nose, which should be kept clear and free from oc-

clusion by secretions, or an hypertrophied catarrhal mu-
cosa. * * * The clothing should be woolen, but not

too heavy, or sweating is increased ; and a flannel night-

gown and loosely knit leggings should be worn at night

in cool weather. The skin should be cleansed daily with

alcohol and water."— (.Thompson's Practical Medicine.)

5. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

474; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 28.

6. The best ineans of fumigating by formaldehyde gas

are: (i) By Trillat's apparatus, which "allows the solu-

tion of formalin to flow in a tine stream through a copper

coil heated to redness by a flame beneath, and the gas

and vapor passing directly into the room. The apparatus

may be operated outside of a room, and the amount of

gas liberated depends directly upon the strength and quan-
tity of the solution evaporated. (2) In Schering's method
the solid paraform is heated in a receptacle over an alcohol

lamp, and is especially valuable in disinfecting small

rooms, closets, etc. (3) The clieapest and most common
form develops the gas directly by the oxidation of methyl
alcohol, the vapors of the latter passing over or through
tubes or coils of heated metal.— C Gould and Pyle.)

To fumigate by chlorine: For 1,000 cubic feet of space
pour two ounces of HiSOi and three ounces of water,
previously mixed and cooled, upon eight ounces of NaCl
and two ounces of MnOs. The fluids nuist be mixed
slowly and with care, and the salts should be in an earthen
vessel upon a bed of sand. The generating apparatus
should be high because chlorine gas is heavy.

To fumigate by sulphur dio.vide: For each 1,000 cubic

feet of space, three pounds of sulphur are burned, care
being taken to prevent accidents. In all cases, all aper-

tures and crevices of the room should be closed, all closets,

drawers, or other receptacles opened : and after the fumi-
gation the room should be well ventilated and thoroughly
cleansed with a solution of corrosixe sublimate.

7. Gonorrhea exerts an inhibitory influence upon the
procreative capacity of both man and woman ; in the

man it may cause oligospermia, azoospermia, spermatozoa
without power of movement, epididymitis, stricture, etc.

:

in the woman it may cause vaginitis, endocervicitis, endo-
metritis, salpingitis, ovaritis. Each of these may inter-

fere with propagation. Syphilis may cause disease or
death of the fetus. Hence both gonorrhea and syphilis

tend to prevent the propagation of the human species.

8. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
499; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (igog). page 45.

9. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
311; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (igw)), page 127.

ID. Incubation period of: Plaque, is about 2 to 7 days;
SmaUpo.r. about 12 days: Diphtheria, aboufr 2 to 7 days:
Scarlatina, about I to 8 days: Measles, about 7 to 14 days.

11. The object of traps is to prevent the passage of
sewer air into houses. If there were no traps sewer
air would enter the houses, and there would follow symp-
toms such as: Vomiting, diarrhea, headache, prostration,
pallor, languor, loss of appetite, and susceptibility or liabil-

ity to certain infectious diseases would be increased
12. Two types of -Mater filter: i. The first has a filtering

medium of carbon (charcoal), or iron. Such filters strain

of? the grosser suspended impurities and make the water
more palatable through aeration. The best, when new,
slowly oxidize organic matter, lessen hardness, diminish
nitrites and ammonia, and increase nitrates. They do
not remove disease germs: but may, after a few days'
use. increase the number of bacteria. 2. The second type
provides bacteriologically pure water, but has no effect

on the chemical constituents in solution; its pores are so
fine as to strain ofif all microorganisms. Of this class are
the Pasteur-Chambcrland filter of unglazed porcelain, and
the Berkefeld filter of infusorial earth.

mpjitral Strma.
Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department. New York
City, for the week of September 10, 1910:
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STREET DUST AS A FACTOR IN SPREAD-
ING DISEASE; METHODS OF

REMOVAL.*
By JAMES M. ANDERS, M.D., LL.D..

PHILADELPHIA.

While no one now believes, as did the Greeks and
Romans in the earlier centuries of the Christian era,

that devastating epidemics of pestilential diseases

are visitations of Providence or angry deities, yet

the fact that the majority of human ills result from
neglect of certain precautionary, health-fostering

measures, which an ever advancing science has
placed at man's disposal, is not fully realized. There
is no lack of unanimity of opinion among health

officials, sanitarians, and physicians as to the evil

consequences to the public health of the filth and
dust of our streets. It may be put down as an axiom
that cleanliness of our city highways and freedom
from street dust is not less important to the mu-
nicipality than a pure drinking water supply.

The question of the noxious influences exerted by
street dust may be conveniently considered under
two heads: (a) the effects of the inhalation of

non-infectious street dust; and {b) street dust as

a vehicle for conveying disease germs, or the in-

fluence of infective dust.

Tlie effects of the inhalation of non-infectious

street dust.—The far-reaching ill-effects of floating

matter in the air have not been sufficiently empha-
sized by sanitarians and physicians in the past, and
it must be conceded that the conditions essential

to the generation and the diffusion of dust in the

atmosphere of our thoroughfares are prevalent to

a greater degree at present than at any previous

period of time. Again, those charged with the re-

moval of the dust from our streets have failed to

cope successfully with the situation in the past.

The composition of the filth and dust ordinarily

found in the streets varies decidedly in different

cities, and also in different portions of the same
city, depending upon the character of the predom-
inant manufacturing establishments which discharge

their refuse into the streets, the character of the

fuel used, the degree of care exercised by the popu-

lace, and, lastly, the nature of the pavement and of

the soil in the vicinity.

W. Gilman Thompson' regards the term street

"dirt" as comprising any or all of the following in-

gredients : "(i) The ashes, house sweepings, etc.,

which are freely blown about from exposed ash

carts and ash barrels. (2) The excrement of horses

and dogs voided in the streets, to become dried, pul-

*Read before the .American Climatological .X.^sociation,

Washington, D. C. May 4, 1910.

verized, and distributed by winds and traific. (3)
The irritating powdered asphalt, ground from tlie

surface of the pavements, and often mixed into a

slimy paste with mud, horse dung, and the petro-

leum drippings from automobiles. (4) Pulverized

earth, plaster, iron dust, cement, etc., derived from
buildings undergoing construction or demolition,

and carried about the streets in loosely constructed

wagons. (5) The earth from street excavations,

usually impregnated with sulphides and other prod-

ucts from leaking gas mains. (6) The soot from
chimneys, which eventually settles in the streets and

in the winter becomes visible by blackening the

snow. In addition, as less general filth factors, may
be added: (7) The garbage which in the tenement

districts is frequently overturned into the street,

especially after heavy snowstorms, when its re-

moval is neglected. (8) Human excrement which

in the crowded tenement neighborhoods is often

voided by children or adults in blind dark alleys and

ill-lighted streets."

In general, street dust deposits contain mineral

particles, which form mechanical irritants, organic

matter, both animal and vegetable, of numerous and

widely dift'erent conditions and character. The or-

ganic substances if allowed to lie in the streets for

too long a period, particularly during the warm sea-

son, undergo more or less decomposition, giving rise

to other and yet more powerful deleterious products.

The dust found so abundantly in our streets

comes principally from two sources: first, that

which results from allowing the filth and refuse of

the streets to lie undisturbed until it becomes thor-

oughly desiccated, when it is in a great measure, at

least, converted into dust, and secondly, that which
is swept from the soil by wind-currents. Chimneys
and smoke-stacks likewise furnish a considerable

amount of the dirt deposits of the streets, as well

as of the dust contained in the air of city streets,

particularly in the manufacturing districts and along

the route of urban railroads.

There is still another constituent of dust which
it should be the pride of every community to elimi-

nate, since its ill consequences are far-reaching: I

refer to dessicated human expectoration. Little does

the general public appear to understand that in

street spitting we have one of the worst examples
of the violation of sanitary laws and decency that

could be cited. Sputum harbors various disease

germs, particularly tubercle bacilli and streptococci,

and this fact furnishes the chief reason why the

dust of our streets (into which the dried sputum
enters) is so decidedly prejudicial to the public

health. We need not stop here to inquire whether
pathogenic implantation is the result of inhalation

or ingestion of the tubercle bacillus, but that dust

disseminated by air-currents is one of the principal

sources of the spread of tuberculosis, is an accepted
fact.
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Following a thaw after snow-falls, uncleaned

streets are covered with a slushy mud of varying

depth. This germ-laden dirt adheres to clothing

and shoes, and thus dragged into the houses where
it dries and becomes diffused through the house-

air. The important subject of household dust as

a factor in the dissemination of tuberculosis and
other inhalation diseases and the measures indi-

cated in private houses, clubs, theaters, office build-

ings, schools and churches, to meet the demands of

hygienic living, however, is one that cannot be dis-

cussed here.

Among the important primary conditions caused

by the inhalation, more or less constantly of street

dust (minute irritating particles entering into its

compensation), are nasopharyngeal irritation, at

times leading to frontal sinus disease, pharyngitis,

tonsillitis, laryngitis, asthma, and bronchitis. The
floating matter in the air may cause a severe con-

junctivitis and in sufferers from organic affections

of the heart, the irritation produced by the inhala-

tion of street dust into lungs may call forth pul-

monary congestion and edema. The physical de-

terioration superinduced by an atmosphere thus pol-

luted is manifested by cough, dyspnea, and other

customary symptoms of the pathologic conditions

before mentioned.

It is fair to assume that these conditions may be

caused by non-infectious dust, and more than this,

they establish a predisposition to more serious dis-

ease of the lungs, such as tuberculosis and the pneu-

monias. The indirect pathogenic properties of dusty

trades has received startling proof from Scurfield's^

observations on certain occupations in Sheffield.

This writer has shown that the death rate of

"grinders" from phthisis is more than six times and
the death rate from other respiratory diseases near-

ly three times that of the average male ; while the

death rate of cutlers from phthisis is nearly three

times and from other respiratory diseases nearly

four times that of the average male.

The dangers of non-infectious dust when con-

stantly inhaled in working hours are also shown by
an investigation into the causes of death among the

Metal Polishers' Union of North America.^ The
deaths were with few e.xceptions from pulmonary
tuberculosis, the tubercle bacilli finding a favorable

nidus for implantation and growth in the foci of

irritation set up by the dust particles. For example,
the statistics for 1903 show that 43 metal polishers

died, of whom 43 succumbed to some lung trouble

;

in 1904 there were 38 deaths among them, of which
only three were due to causes other than pulmonary
disease, while in 1905, 70 deaths occurred among
the metal polishers, 65 of which were due to some
form of lung complaint. Sandwith's* careful studies

of various industrial diseases have yielded confirma-
tory results. The above figures afford convincing
proof that clean, uncontaminatod dust may still

prove a potent factor in the etiology of tuberculosis

and other pulmonary diseases, although operating in

an indirect manner.
Anthracosis due to coal dust (carbon particles)

and the inhalation of vegetable dust set up chronic
interstitial inflammation, which predisposes marked-
ly to pulmonar)' tuberculosis. The mass of dried,

pulverized material swept from our streets into

the atmosphere by the winds, and that whirled up
in the form of great clouds of dust by the automo-
biles, must be inhaled by passers-by with definite,

evil consequences. It has been well said that our
parks and boulevards have ceased to be breathing

places where the poor and middle classes can go
for fresh air, and that family outings to outlying

parks implies a return to their homes at night

choked with dust, instead of being refreshed by

their outing. If we recall the composition of street

dust, as given above, principally mineral and veg-

etable matters, and granting that it is for the most

part non-infectious, it is clear that its daily inhala-

tion must nevertheless induce a mechanical irrita-

tion which, in turn, invites infection with the

tubercle bacillus and other pathogenic organisms.

Street Dust as a I'cliidc for Conz'eying Disease

Germs, or the Influence of Infecti-re Dust.—The ex-

tent to which street dust is contaminated with dis-

ease-bearing germs must depend largely upon the

hygienic precautions exercised in a community.

Speaking of the dirt factor in the causation of dis-

ease, Thompson' observes that it is no exaggeration

to state that nine-tenths of the acute inhalation dis-

eases and chronic catarrhal diseases are due chiefly

and directly to dirt inhalation. On the other hand,

the experience of Hill with the diphtheria bacillus,

and of Whipple with the typhoid bacillus, show
these bacteria to be for the most part harmless in

dust, unless such dust was very recently infected,

since they cannot long withstand light and drying.

Occasionally, the germs of scarlet fever, pneumonia,

and possibly whooping cough, cling to particles of

floating matter or flying dust. In the case of the

tubercle bacillus, according to Jordan,' "sputum that

is completely dried so that particles are capable of

floating in the air may be infective for eight or

ten days, rarely longer."

Unquestionably the spitting nuisance in our public

streets has been responsible for the infection of

street dust with tubercle bacilli in the past. The fact

is fully appreciated at date of writing that if expec-

toration on sidewalks and streets were everywhere

prohibited the possibility of street dust becoming
infected with tubercle bacilli, pneumococci, the

germs of influenza, meningitis, measles, scarlatina,

and other pathogenic bacteria would be reduced to

a minimum. The importance of reasonable care of

the sputum, if we would avoid contamination of the

atmosphere of our homes, sanatoria, street cars,

railway coaches and the like, has been abundantly

shown by the experimental studies of Dr, Samuel
G. Dixon, Health Commissioner of Pennsylvania

;

Dr. Irwin Ilance, for the city of New York, and
others.

McCarthy" justly incriminates the house fly as a

carrier of infection. Attracted by the vegetable and
animal matter found in the dust of the street, he

next transports himself, bearing the germs of

tuberculosis or pneumonia, to a neighboring candy

or fruit store. Again, he may have visited first a

typhoid fever patient, and subsequently been at-

tracted to a nearby fruit store or candy shop.

In this connection reference should be made to

the custom of exhibiting for sale food supplies,

as vegetables, fruits, fish, meats and the like, in

places where they are exposed to contamination by

flies and street dust. The danger of infection of

exposed foods with tubercle bacilli and typhoid

bacilli must be great where flies have access to these

and also to infected street dirt. Under these cir-

cumstances infection via the intestinal route with

pathogenic organisms, such as the Bacillus typhosus,

tubercle bacillus, and the Bacillus coll communis
( from horses and other animals and contained in

the dust), would appear to be obvious.

It must be conceded, however, that opportunities
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for infection, either through inhalation of dust or
the ingestion of uncooked foods, have been reduced
by the well-enforced laws against spitting on the
sidewalks and by the greater care exercised in the
disposal of typhoid dejecta. On the other hand, we
must recognize the fact that the dangers of street

dust as a vehicle for conveying disease-producing
organisms, and also opportunities for inhaling dust,

have been infinitely increased since the introduc-
tion of the automobile as a means of transportation,

for the reason that as a dust raiser that modern
invention stands unique. On the other hand, the
automobile tends to improve the hygienic status

of city streets by removing the pathogenic possi-

bilities of the feces of the horse.

If it be conceded that tuberculosis infection is

capable of being disseminated by means of air

currents and also that the dried, pulverized sputum
to be found in dust is one of its principal primary
sources as well as methods of extending its rav-

ages, then it is clear that the automobile is pro-
foundly prejudicial to public health, except means
be found to successfully prevent dust formation.
Finally, it is freely admitted that the indoor air,

laden with bacilli containing dust, is even more
dangerous than the outdoor air similarly charged.

Mea)is of Removing Street Dust.—In view of the

overwhelming mass of evidence, which proves the

presence of lurking dangers of street dust, a war-
fare against this form of air poisoning until victory

is assured would be both timely and of the utmost
importance. It is not less the duty of cities, towns.
and villages to provide pure air for the inhabitants

to breathe than to provide them with first-class

drinking water. Perhaps the principal reason why
street cleaning is so indifferently and ineffectually

carried out in most cities resides in the curious sub-

division of work and responsibility connected there-

with, whereas I feel strongly that it should be con-

trolled solely by the health department of a munici-

pality.

There are feasible and approved modern scientific

methods adaptable to local conditions, and these are

known to trained sanitarians, sanitary engineers,

and physicians, who should constitute the personnel

of health boards and are fitted to suggest suitable

legislation where the necessity for the enactment
of lavi's may exist. In this connection it may be

pointed out that a careful consideration of modern
methods of cleaning the streets has led me to the

conclusion that the vacuum or pneumatic method
as practised in Berlin gives the best results : it

possesses two marked advantages : First, the street

dirt is removed without raising any dust, and sec-

ondly, the process insures a more rapid, satisfactory,

and complete cleansing than is obtainable by other

methods. Quite apart from administrative efficiency

and concentrated responsibility as bearing upon the

question of street cleaning, the dust problem with

which we are principally concerned here must be

met.

True, the chronic state of filthy, dust-covered

streets tends to maintain and exaggerate under the

action of gusty winds floating matter in the air,

and equally true is it that properly cleaned streets

would go a long way toward the effectual removal
of the atmospheric dust, but this menace to health

would not be entiiely overcome so long as pave-

ments having dust-producing properties are used.

In many suburban settlements, towns, villages, noted

resorts, and public highways in which it would be

impracticable to remove all of the street dirt and

filth deposits, means to suppress dust must be pro-

vided. It is quite within strict truth to affirm that

many resorts have been rendered uninhabitable by
the dust whirled up in dense clouds by the auto-

mobile.

Moreover, the inspiration of dust in the air can
be shown to be sufficiently deleterious in its eft'ccts

when carried deep into the respiratory tract to make
it incumbent on the proper authorities to effect the

needed arrangements so far as they are known to

remove the atmospheric dust contamination. While
the prospect of the removal of dust from the air by
appropriate municipal legislation are not particu-

larly encouraging at present writing, still the ques-

tion of the possible influences of this agency as

affecting the prevalence and mortality of pulmonary
tuberculosis has been receiving considerable atten-

tion at the hands of medical authorities, sanitarians,

and sociologists, and it is to be hoped that public

sentiment will soon become sufficiently matured to

compel the enforcement of suitable measures look-

ing to its removal, and in no way could more sub-
stantial progress in urban sanitation be realized.

In Italy, Gaglielminetti has been waging a cam-
paign for years on behalf of the application of crude
oil to roadbeds ; he has adduced convincing evidence
to show that the method costs but little more than
one cent a square yard, while it renders the roads
more resistant and saves repairs with entire sup-
pression of the dust. On the other hand, tests

made of petroleum products to prevent dust on
highways by Cristiana and Alichelis haxe not

proved satisfactory.

Again, it must be recollected that the use of crude
oil is inadvisable in streets paved with asphalt,

which absorbs this substance. The method of allay-

ing street dust in cities by means of street sprinkling
is to be advised and encouraged throughout the non-
freezing period of each -year. It must be con-
fessed, however, that the watering of streets in this

manner is impracticable in many towns and smaller
cities owing to the expense involved. Josias sug-
gests that automobile makers should study to obviate
the raising of dust ; "the escapement should not
point downward, the tires should be full, and the
under part of the frame should be smooth. The
ideal would be to have the body egg shaped, sloping
up toward the back."
Among measures advised by a committee ap-

pointed by the Stuttgart Medical Society in 1907 to

discuss the question of the prevention of dust were
to keep the streets carefully cleaned and warning
notices in regard to the dangers of dust to be
placarded by the Board of Health. Slack' well
says: "Street sweeping at night, such as is usual
in market districts, is to be commended, thus avoid-
ing the stirring up of large quantities of dust during
the day when the streets are crowded. Oiling and
watering the streets are wise sanitary precautions,
and money spent on these means of keeping our
streets free from dust is saved a hundred times
over in the health of the people."

It is in accordance with the eternal fitness of
things that the American Climatological Associa-
tion should wage a campaign against dust-laden
street air. and thus increase its powers of minister-
ing to the welfare of the general public. Such a
great task could not be carried out, however, except
by the creation of separate commissions for the dif-
ferent large cities and sections of the United States
in which little or no attention has been paid to the
question of combating street dust, and these should
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work through or in conjunction with local health

departments.

I would further submit the practical suggestion

that a committee of the American Climatological

Association be appointed to consider the subject

from its hygienic and medical aspects, and to make
a report at the next annual meeting. The legitimate

scope of this committee should include an appeal to

the mayors of all cities, requesting them either to

appoint special commissions or to urge existmg

bureaus of health to study the problem with special

reference to the good results already obtained in

certain of the larger municipalities of this country

with a view to overcoming the unhealthful condi-

tions to which an unsuspecting public is now well-

nigh constantly subjected.
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SURGERY IV ITS RELATION TO NER\'OUS
PATIENTS.*

Bi LOUIS N. LANEH.\RT, M.D..

HEMPSTEAD. L. I.. N. Y.,

SURGEON-IN JPSTEAD HOSPITAL.

The relation of surgery to that large class of

patients often erroneously called nervous, neuras-

thenic, or hysterical has been more closely defined

since the recent advances in diagnosis and the re-

classification of nervous diseases.

If we divide such cases into classes we find they

fall most readily into the following groups

:

(l) Organic disease with nervous symptoms.

This class may include any surgical condition, but

nervous symptoms are particularly manifest in the

ptoses and malpositions of the abdominal viscera,

defects in the genitourinary tract and exophthalmic

goiter. (2) Nervous disease accompanied by or

complicated by a surgical condition. (3) Nervous
conditions associated with somatic symptoms with-

out demonstrable organic lesion.

In the consideration of the first group the nervous
symptoms may so mask the organic condition that

diagnosis may be mistaken, or, what is of almost

equal disadvantage to the patient, delayed. It would
seem that not sufficient emphasis has been laid on
the fact that neurasthenia and its more recently

named kindred condition, psychasthenia, are com-
paratively rare diseases, per sc. and that a most
rigid examination may reveal a grave medical, or,

more frequently, surgical condition, whose presence
is not suspected by the patient himself. Treatment
of such a condition, whether medical, psychic or

Emmanuel, is not advantageous so lon^ as the or-

ganic condition remains unchanged. .Attention

should therefore be directed to the relief of the

organic condition when discovered, but that does not
mean of necessity immediate operation. In my
opinion the recovery of many cases has been re-

tarded and the completeness of the cure jeopardized
by neglecting the fore-treatment or preoperative
treatment of the patient. This should include rest,

*Read May 31, 1910, at the annual meeting of the Queens-
Nassau Medical Society.

quiet, carefully supervised hygiene, and such other
means as may be appropriate to place the patient

in as good physical condition as is possible before

operation.

This may present a perplexing dilemma to the

medical advisor as an operation that is imperatively
necessary, from the physical standpoint, may be such
a strain on the vital reserve that it leaves the patient

nervously bankrupt by the strain of the operation
which was designed for the amelioration of the
nervous condition. This calls for a most careful
review of the patient's condition, mental, nervous
and physical, before any operation is attempted and
the delay of operation, if possible, until a near-
equilibrium has been restored.

The importance of mental rest, combined with
carefully supervised hygiene after operation, includ-

ing such exercise, massage, etc., as may be advisable
or available in each case, is capital ; and no greater
error could be made than to suppose such a person
on the way to recovery merely because the repair of
the surgical procedure has progressed favorably to

healing, and under no circumstances should they be
permitted to resume their ordinary activity until in

the judgment of their advisor they have a sufficient

nervous balance to enable them to withstand the
strains which are unavoidably present on their re-

suming a normal activity. Neglect or slighting of
such after-treatment may precipitate not only a

renewal but in all likelihood an intensification of
the nervous symptoms. This emphasizes the im-
portance of the non-surgical treatment of such cases

and the fact that the surgical treatment is but a

phase of the general care of the patient though an
essential one.

In the presence of any organic nervoous disease,

such as the spinal scleroses or neuritis with sec-

ondary degenerations, any surgical condition which
arises must be met by palliation unless such con-

dition compels radical operation to save the life of
the patient. This is true even in a stronger sense

when there are any evidences of general trophic

change or the viscera show pathological conditions

dependent on, or concomitant with, the causative

disease. There are mmierous incidental conditions

occurring in the course of nervous diseases which
may by proper treatment be so ameliorated that the

patient can be made more comfortable and endure
the original condition with greater resistance ; but

in all cases e.xcept when absolutely necessary to

preserve the patient's life, the advisability of opera-

tion depends rather on the course and prognosis of

the nervous complaint than on the prognosis of the

allied or concomitant surgical disease.

In the group mentioned under the head of nervous
conditions with somatic symptoms but no demon-
strable lesion, the patients generally present an
obsession of surgical disease or have been informed,
frequently erroneously, that their symptoms could

be accounted for by some surgical lesion, or, having

tried all other methods, take in desperation a surgi-

cal operation as their final hope. While it is not

the intention to recite cases, one of this kind may be

adduced as this patient has been under observation

for several years.

J. F,, a successful business man, for ten years has
complained of a "feeling" in his abdomen. This is

located below the ensiform cartilage, is not changed
by the ingestion of food, is alwaj's present, and par-

ticularly so when harassed, or worried, or tired.

The patient is well nourished and physical exami-
nation is negative. He has been to several rest
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cures, sanatoria and health resorts, where his only

change is a gain in weight. When he returns to

business he drops to his normal and stays there. Ik-

has been seen by the most eminent consultants in

New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore ; has fol-

lowed out various treatments and diets to no result,

and has been told that he has a gastric neurasthenia.

Gastric analysis by an acknowledged expert showed
no abnormality in stomach digestion, and examina-
tion of the feces showed nothing abnormal. At the

suggestion of this last-mentioned practitioner he

welcomed with enthusiasm the removal of his ap-

pendix. This was done a year ago ; the ap])endix

showed one slight kink, but no obstructions, and
otherwise was normal ; there was an uneventful re-

covery and absence of gastric symptoms until he

was allowed up, when they came back with full

force. At present the patient is the same as he was
ten years ago Vvfith a somewhat diminished regard

for the medical profession, though he is much
pleased to know he has no abdominal disease, as a

careful examination was made when the appendix
was removed. This represents one condition and
what surgery did for him. Here the question arises,

"To what extent is a surgeon justified in undertak-

ing surgical interference at the behest of the patient

when he feels confident that no surgical condition is

present; where all the symptoms are subjective?"

The notorious uncertainty of external abdominal

diagnosis, in many instances, and the numerous
pathological conditions unexpectedly found at oper-

ation should lead one to regard a persistent im-

pression on the part of the patient that some surgical

condition is present with the most serious attention,

even when such symptoms are manifested by an

apparently healthy patient with a neurotic tendency,

and all means of diagnosis, including exploration,

should be exhausted before the medical advisor may
deem himself justified in pronouncing that patient

physically sound.

The fact that a patient has had a similar com-
plaint, antedating the one for which he seeks ad-

vice, and has recovered from it under favorable

hygienic surroundings should not influence us too

much against the diagnosis of a possible organic

lesion and cause us to dismiss such a patient with

the diagnosis of neurasthenia. As an instance,

peptic ulcer, either gastric or duodenal, may heal

spontaneously and entail no symptoms until a re-

newal of the condition or cicatricial contraction has

induced symptoms which, as is well known, may be

entirely subjective and offer no positive signs. The
same may be said of gallstones and its train of

gastric symptoms, and we are all familiar with the

frequent finding of evidence of stone or inflamma-

tion in the gall bladder when the abdomen is opened

for other and more obvious reasons. Again, chronic

I ibliterative appendicitis may never offer an oppor-

tunity for diagnosis but may lead to a train of

symptoms which may readily be attributed to hyper-

esthesia of the nervous system.

Persistent localized pain in the abdomen should

never be diagnosticated as nerves without a com-

plete examination, including exploration, if such

exploration will not militate against the patient's

;j;'eneral condition, as we have all seen cases who
were much relieved when they w'ere authoritatively

assured that no pathological change existed in the

abdomen. The advance in surgical technique has

placed us in a position w'here we may recommend it

to patients with confidence as having, per sc. no

unfavorable aspects.

There are two other sets of cases in which opera-

lion is debatable, and in which numerous conditions

peculiar to each case render almost impossible any

general rule as to surgical procedure. I refer to

exophthalmic goiter, and to that large class of cases

whose name ends in ptosis.

In regarding exophthalmic goiter as a nervous dis-

ease there is doubtless an opportunity for an excep-

tion, but in so many cases the nervous symptoms as-

sociated with this disease predominate that clinically

it may be so considered. The operative treatment

is fraught with so many and so grave dangers that

its study has brought forth some remarkable state-

ments. The methods of Kocher of Berne to avoid

the dangers of the administration of an anesthetic

;

the mortality in very skilful hands; the endeavor to

remove the dangers of anesthesia by repeated ether-

ization, and some of the disadvantageous postoper-

ative results are but a few of the many factors to be

considered in the surgical aspect of the disease.

Since the introduction of the Rodgers-Beebe serum
many cases which showed no improvement under
medical care have been cured, and many also im-

proved, so that it would seem that in the cases

where this treatment is available and appropriate it

should be chosen before surgical interference ; but

there are, however, a large number of cases still

remaining which demand surgical treatment if any-

thing is to be done for the sufferers from this

disease. These cases may be grouped for brevity

as follows : (
i
) Those in which serum treatment

or other medical treatment has proved unavailing.

(2) Those in which the above treatment is not ap-

plicable, either because it does not act, or when the

activity of the disease renders such a slow method
impossible to the patient. (3) Those cases in which
the thyroid gland has become so enlarged that pres-

sure is exerted to an alarming extent on the trachea

and esophagus.
In these three groups of cases it seems that sur-

gery is imperative and many of the radical cures
are so complete and offer such a good prospect of
renewed and continued health that surgical treat-

ment would seem to claim a larger number of ad-
herents in the future.

That very large group of cases in which nervous
symptoms predominate, which result in or are con-
comitant with the displacement of abdominal vis-

cera, has afforded a wide field for surgical endeavor,
and yet the results, even with the best of methods
and in the most skilled hands, have not been uni-

formly satisfactory. In general it may be said that

the surgical operation, though it tends to restore
a more nearly normal relation to the abdominal
viscus, which is the point of operation, never suc-

ceeds in completely remedying the condition, but
places that viscus in its place to be there main-
tained by cicatricial or by other means ; and. further,
while one organ may be so treated, the other viscera
may be in a condition of partial prolapse and it is

not possible to sew fast all the contents of the ab-
domen.
There is, however, another aspect, and that is that

many symptoms may be entirely relieved and some
greatly ameliorated by the suitable employment of
fixation operations. The best results are those seen
after operations on the uterus and its adnexa, and
in the great majority of cases where these organs
are the only ones displaced it would appear that
they may be inaintained in a normal position and
cause no further trouble to the patient.

The movable kidney with its train of symptoms
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has been the seat of operation very numerous times,

and the records are copious enough to possess con-

siderable value. There is, of course, no question

that operation is advisable when symptoms refer-

able to the kidney itself intervene, as hydroneph-
rosis, but the weight of surgical opinion inclines to

the operation of nephropexy when only intestinal

symptoms are present or when Dietel's crisis make
their appearance. The results are on the whole
favorable, and the condition being one which in-

volves little danger, the fear of minute cysts in the

kidney surface as a result of the sewing being

negible, should be recommended for operation when
the kidney alone is movable.

In general splanchnoptosis there is little question

of surgical operation, but in the few cases of hepa-

lopexy that have been followed for a sufficient time,

it seems that the results are not unfavorable. The
various operations for gastropexy have on the whole
been unsatisfactory so far as relief of symptoms is

concerned, though anatomically successful.

Cases Harmed by Operation.—To what extent

are patients harmed by operation? Many claim to

have been made nervous wrecks by operation, but

a careful analysis of these cases will show that those

precautions mentioned earlier in this paper in re-

gard to the preoperative and postoperative care have

either been neglected or slighted or that the patient

never was given or never took a chance to recover

fully from the operative procedure superadded to

the preexisting nervous insufficiency.

Those rare cases which may be said to have the

operation habit exhibit the antithesis of the last

group, but present almost the same symptoms, and

are eager .to persuade the surgeon to perform rad-

ical operations for the most trivial complaints. It

will be seen from the foregoing that the attitude

of the surgeon to such nervous cases is practically

that toward any patient whether suffering from any

nervous complaint or not, but that he must regard

his surgical activity as but an incident—however
essential it is—in the general treatment of the pa-

tient. There is, however, one class or type in which
operation should be avoided unless absolutely im-

perative. This group may not readily be defined.

They were "delicate" children, have been nervous

or hysterical for years, always looking for sym-
pathy, dependent mentally and physically, and feel-

ing no gratitude for whatever may have been done

for them. Many of this type, generally young
women, have had various viscera removed or read-

justed, and if they do not make the surgeon the

object of litigation, they at least blame him for their

continued invalidism.

In all cases where there is even a remote doubt
as to the diagnosis of where there is any uncertainty

as to the benefit accruing to the patient from opera-

tion, the opinion of careful medical and nervous
expert diagnosticians should be obtained to deter-

mine so far as possible the exact physical and nerv-

ous potentialities of the patient.

In conclusion we would suggest

:

I. Greater care in the diagnosis of nervous affec-

tions.

II. More rigid investigation of possible associ-

ated medical diseases.

III. Exact determination, if possible, of the as-

sociation or disassociation of the nervous part and
physical part of the disease.

IV. Reconsideration of operation in all cases.

V. The appreciation of the profound effect of

surgical diseases on the mental system.

VL The necessity of treating the nervous condi-
tion before and after the surgical disease has been
eliminated.

VH. The careful avoidance of operation where it

can do no good or where it may result in positive

harm to the patient's nervous system.

GONOCOCCUS INFECTION OF THE KID-
NEY WITH REPORTS OF CASES.*

By FRANCIS R. HAGNER, M.D.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

PROFESSOR OF GENITOURINARY SURGERY, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVER-
SITY, ATTENDING GENITOURINARY SURGEON, GEORGE WASHINGTON

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL AND GARFIELD MEMORIAL HOSPITAL.

A CASE of pyelitis in which a pure culture of the

gonococcus was obtained which came under my care

during the past winter suggested that a review of

the literature of this subject might be interesting.

I shall only consider the cases caused by the gon-

ococcus alone. Careful search of the literature dis-

closes some sixteen cases of mi.xed infections in

which the gonococcus was thought to be present,

and only nine cases could be found in which the

gonococcus as the causative agent alone was demon-
strated. The character of the infection in some of

these nine cases can be questioned as no cultures

were taken.

There is a diversity of opinion as to whether the

infection is an ascending, hematogenous, or lymph-

ogenous one. From what I can learn it seems more
than probable that in the majority of cases it is an

ascending infection due to extension along the lym-

phatic vessels surrounding the ureters, as it has been

shown by Albarran that an intimate relation exists

between the lymphatics supplying the posterior ure-

thra, bladder, and kidney. Dowd (Medical Rec-
ord, June 25, 1898) in discussing the infrequent rec-

ognition of gonorrheal pyelitis, says : "The mis-

leading point has been in assuming that the inflam-

mation of the bladder must precede the involvement

of the kidney pelvis. I have in a number of cases

found the bladder free from any involvement, the

cystoscope showing only one or two reddish streaks,

apparently under the mucous membrane, extending

from the urethral to the ureteral openings. The
condition appeared to be extension lay lymphatics,

and not by continuity." Israel, Ebstein, and others

report cases in which ascending pyelonephritis was
not preceded by indications of active cystitis, etc.

;

on the contrary, the bladder seemed to be quite free

from involvement. I cite this, as in my case there

was no evidence of cystitis being present except an

increased reddening of the trigone and especially

the right ureteral orifice.

Watson and Cunningham, in their text book, give

in the following order the organisms that cause

renal infection and suppuration, the colon, staphy-

lococcus, streptococcus, proteus vulgaris, pneu-

mococcus, typhoid bacillus, and the gonococcus.

From this it is seen that these gentlemen consider

it as the rara ai'is in pyelitis. It seems to be the

opinion of most authorities that the gonococcus pre-

pares the soil for other organisms by lowering the

resistance of the tissues, which is proliably true, but

I believe that a more thorough examination of the

urine from the separate kidneys in cases of chronic

pyuria associated with chronic gonorrhea will lead

to a more frequent demonstration of the gonococcus

alone as the causative agent in pyelitis.

*Read before the American Association of Genitourinary

Surgeons at Washington, D. C, May 3, 1910.
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The amount of destruction in the kidney struc-

ture possibly depends in a great measure upon the
length of time the disease has persisted and possibly
whether the infection has taken place first in the
pelvis or in the cortical portion of the kidney. The
case reported by Dr. Bransford Lewis had possibly
lasted twelve years, as during all this time the man
had purulent urine and symptoms in the affected

kidney. Here there was an interstitial nephritis with
numerous suppurating cavities that from the patiio-

logical findings had unquestionably been present for

a long time. It is more than proJaable that if these
cases were diagnosed early and appropriate treat-

ment instituted, such a condition as total destruction
of the kidney would be prevented.

Dr. H. H. Young of Baltimore reports a case
occurring in 1897 in which the patient suffered with
retention of urine, cystitis, and double pyelitis. Tiie

urine obtained from the bladder by suprapubic
puncture showed gonococci in cover slip and cul-

tures, no other organism being demonstrated. No
catheterization of the ureters was done, but Dr.
Young argues that the gonococcus was the cause
of the pyelitis, for if it had been caused by any other
organism it would have been demonstrated in the
urine obtained from the bladder.

Dr. Young feels that this is the first case in which
the gonococcus was demonstrated as causing pye-
litis. The final outcome of this case is unknown,
as the patient refused operation and left the hos-

pital.

In Casper's first case the patient had contracted
gonorrhea seven months before the irrigation of the
pelvis was begun. Here the capacity of the renal

pelvis was 100 c.c, showing considerable dilatatiou

of the renal pelvis. This case was treated twice
during the first week, then once a week. Three
weeks after the first irrigation the urine was clear

and no gonococci were found. A sudden recur-

rence took place, numerous pus cells reappeared
with intracellular gonococci. After a subsequent
recurrence the condition finally cleared up. It

seems to me that with a pelvis of this capacity that

it is more than probable that the kidney structure

itself would be more affected than in those cases

that have a more nearly normal pelvic capacity and
would possibly account for the numerous recur-

rences noted.

In Casper's second case the diagfnosis was made
on July 30, 1901, and the treatment, consisting of

irrigation of the renal pelvis, was not started until

five weeks later. In this case the capacity of the

renal pelvis was 25 c.c. Five days later the urine

was clear and the patient appeared well. There
were four subsequent renal irrigations, and two
months after the last irrigation the patient's urine

was still free from pus.

Dr. Bransford Lewis, in his most interesting case

of three ureters with one infected by the gonococ-
cus, also treated by lavage. He says that the urine

quickly became clear and the patient left for home
within a week, there being no recurrence of the

purulent urine.

The second case reported by Sellei and L^nter-

berg was a pure gonococcus infection, cultures

showing typical Gram negative gonococci. The
pelvis of the kidney here was of normal capacity,

holding 10 c.c. of fluid. This case promptly recov-

ered under pelvic lavage.

Weiswange, in 1908, reported a case occurring

seven days after confinement. Many gonococci

were found in the urinary sediment, the patient had

had no gonorrhea for six years. She improved and
was discharged. Some time later she returned. A
nephrotomy was done and pus evacuated from the
upper pole of the kidney, the abscess cavity extend-
ing into the pelvis. It would seem from a study of
these cases that the earlier the diagnosis the more
effectual the lavage of the kidney.

Of these nine cases of gonococcus infection of
the kidneys, one refused treatment, the outcome
being unknown, three were not discovered until

post mortem, one was subjected to nephrotomy with
recovery, and the remaining four, treated by pelvic

lavage, also recovered.

From an analysis of these cases it would seem
that pelvic lavage has a place in the treatment of

this form of pyelitis. Of course, where there is

great destruction of kidney structure, as in the

cases reported by Dr. Bransford Lewis and Dr.
'Weiswange, it is inconceivable that this treatment
could be beneficial. We feel that an idea of the

amount of kidney destruction that has taken place

can be determined quite accurately by filling the
pelvis through the ureteral catheter with argyrol
and radiographing the kidney. If the outline of the
kidney pelvis approaches normal, renal lavage
should afford a favorable prognosis. It might be
advisable also to use the gonococcus bacterin, as was
done in my own case. Of course, if the disease has
persisted for a long time, as evidenced bv the dis-

tortion of the kidney pelvis, the question of nephrot-
omy or nephrectomy should be considered.
The following is a report of my own case:
The patient, a male, aged 35, first consulted me

on September 20, 1909, being referred by Dr. Dil-

lenback, complaining of a profuse urethral discharge
and right inguinal pain radiating to the back and to

the region of the right kidney, the character of the
pain being described as nagging and more or less

persistent. He had gonorrhea ten years before,
mild in character and recovering promptly. His
present attack of gonorrhea began six weeks before
with a very profuse thick discharge and the typical

symptoms of this malady. Five days previously
pain began in the right inguinal region along the
right ureter of the kidney, a nagging, more or less

persistent, pain, but not unbearable, worse at night
and seeming to be aggravated when in the recum-
bent posture. His temperature had ranged from 99
to 100° for three or four days. He had no perineal
pain, no pain on the left side, but some burning on
urination. The daily urination was not markedly
increased in frequency; nocturnal urination oc-
curred once every four hours. He had no chills, no
nausea and no hematuria.
On examination a profuse purulent urethral dis-

charge was noticed, the penis was very much
swollen and great periurethral infiltration extending
along the pendulous and bulbous urethra was ob-
served. Examination of the prostate revealed a
very hard somewhat enlarged gland. Both seminal
vesicles were enlarged and infiltrated, the right
being the one most affected and the ampulla of the
right vesicle being hard and nodular. From this
very clear history I should have suspected pyelitis.

I considered his pains were due to the greatly en-
larged right seminal vesicle, and suggested hot nor-
mal salt rectal irrigations. This apparently relieved
his pain, and he felt much more comfortable. He
returned in ten days, his pain having disappeared,
but the profuse urethral discharge continued. Rec-
tal examination showed tTie seminal vesicle less en-
larged and the prostate less hard and tender.
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I treated this patient from October i to Novem-
ber 17, by which time his urethral discharge had

entirely ceased, the infiltration of his vesicles and

prostate had disappeared, but his urine continued

to be filled with pus, although the patient suffered

no inconvenience from any vesicle or urethral irri-

tation. He was losing flesh and anemia was begin-

ning to manifest itself. I suggested the advisabil-

ity of cvstoscopic examination and possible ureteral

catheterization, as the urethra and adnexa did not

account for the amount of pus present in his urine.

The patient was cystoscoped at Garfield :Memorial

Hospital Nov. 17. The bladder capacity was

300 c.c. The bladder mucosa appeared normal, ex-

cept in the region of the trigone, where it was red-

dened and the blood vessels congested. This con-

dition was present to a marked degree in the region

of the right ureter, the mucous membrane on this

side being much more infiltrated than on the oppo-

site side. Wormlike masses of thick purulent ma-

terial were seen escaping from the right ureter. A
double catheterizing cystoscope was introduced and

both ureters catheterized. Both catheters were

passed without difficulty well up the ureters about

30 cm. The urine from the left ureter was normal

and was secreted in a normal manner. From the

right there was no secretion for some minutes, then

suddenly large masses of thick purulent urine

flowed through the ureteral catheter. About 10 c.c.

of this purulent urine, acid in reaction, was col-

lected and sent to Dr. Wilkinson for examination.

Cover slips showed numerous intracellular diplo-

cocci that decolorized by Gram's, cultures were taken

on human blood serum agar and the ordinary labo-

ratory media. At the end of thirty-six hours small

white colonies were noted on the human blood

serum agar that showed typical diplococci. mor-

phologically identical with gonococci, that decolor-

ized bv Gram's. This organism was carried through

three generations and refused to grow on a fourth

transplantation. Cultures taken at the same time

on agar, potato and gelatin remained sterile. The
secretion from this kidney was so purulent that the

advisability of nephrotomy was considered. It was
thought advisable to ascertain the size and shape

of the kidney pelvis. This was done by filling the

pelvis with 50 per cent, argyrol solution. As soon

as ID c.c. had been injected into the kidney the pa-

tient complained of pain and fullness in the region

of the right kidney. A radiograph was immediately

taken and showed a practically normal pelvis.

.\t the end of two days the ureter was again ca-

theterized and purulent urine obtained that showed
the gonococci in cover slip. The kidney pelvis was
then washed with two ounces of 25 per cent, argy-

rol. At the end of twenty-four hours the argyrol

discoloration had disappeared and the urine ap-

peared a little less purulent. Three days later the

pelvis was washed with i per cent, silver nitrate.

At the end of twelve hours the urine was a little

more purulent than before using the .silver nitrate,

but at the end of thirty-six hours the urine passed

was clearer than ever. There were four subsequent

washings of the kidney pelvis with i per cent, silver

nitrate. Immediately following the silver nitrate

washings there would be a slightly increased amount
of pus for twenty-four hours. An examination
twenty-four hours after the last washing showed
rrine free from pus. As soon as the kidney condi-

tion was diagnosed I began giving the patient bac-
terin. beginning with thirty million and increasing it

to fifty million. Whether the improvement will be

attributed to the bacterin or the renal lavage I will

not attempt to say, but now, nearly five months
after treatment was discontinued, the patient is well

and his urine is free from pus.

Personally I cannot help but feel that where a

kidney pelvis is not greatly enlarged and a radio-

graph shows a practically normal shaped pelvis and

pyelitis is present, we are justified in trying pelvic

lavage.

Summaries of cases previously reported

:

Friedrich Neuendorff (1892. Zur Frage von dem
Vorkommen einer specifisch gonorrhoischen Pye-

litis. Dss. Berlin) states that in 1883 Bockhardt in-

jected a pure culture of gonococci into the healthy

urethra of a man suffering from dementia para-

lytica. The patient died a few days later and the

pus from the perinephritic abscesses was found to

contain an unusually large number of gonococci,

and the author (B.) assumed that he had to deal

with a specific gonorrheal pyelitis. Since then

many writers have expressed doubt as to whether

Bockhardt used a pure gonococci culture. Neuen-
dorff reports a case which he believes to have been

due to gonococci. He found the organisms in the

urine as it was taken from the bladder, not obtained

by catheterization of the ureters.

Shinjiro Asahara (1898. Ueber Metastasen der

Gonorrhee. Diss. Berlin) reports several cases of

mixed infection of the kidney and other organs,

demonstrated post mortem. He reports one case of

pure gonococcus infection : A servant girl, aged 16,

was admitted to Moabit Hospital in Berlin. June
22, 1897. She was unconscious when admitted. The
diagnosis was peritonitis, appendicitis, sepsis. She
died June 25. Anatomic diagnosis: Septicemia.

The cause could not be found at first. The pus

from a renal abscess was examined microscopically

and found to contain diplococci only ; these were
recognized to be gonococci. Suitable media was
not at hand, and hence no cultures were obtained, as

the organisms failed to develop on the media used.

Gonococci were also found in the lungs. All meta-

static areas examined microscopically revealed gon-

ococci only, no other organisms being found.

Bransford Lewis (Journal of Cutaneous and
Gcnito-Urinary Diseases, v. 18, Sept., 1900, pp.

395-404; also Physician and Surgeon, Lond., v. i,

p. 167) reports a male, aged 54, single, laborer, ad-

mitted in a state resembling uremic intoxication in

which he remained till death six days later. Denied

ever having gonorrhea or syphilis. He first noted

dull pain in the region of the kidneys twelve years

ago ; there had been gradually increasing lassitude,

headache, vertigo, failing vision, anemia, indiges-

tion, insomnia and loss of flesh. Malarial organ-

isms were found in the blood. Urine: sp. gr. 1014.

alkaline, but large amount of albumin; there was a

heavy, milk-like deposit containing epithelial cells

undergoing fatty and granular degeneration, epi-

thelial casts, leucocytes, and triple phosphate crys-

tals. Ante-mortem diagnosis : Chronic parenchy-

matous nephritis and malarial intoxication. Treat-

ment : quinine, stimulants, and diuretics. No im-

provement : death. The right kidney was found to

contain suppurating cavities, mostly about the size

of a walnut. The infection came from the pelvis

and collecting tubules, from there spreading to the

intermediary zone and gradually absorbing the ex-

cretory structures, while the secretory portion suf-

fered indirectly. The ureter also contained pus,

and was thickened and dilated. Microscopical ex-

amination of the pus showed gonococcus organisms.
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Inoculations resulted in obtaining pure cultures of

the organisms.

Bernhard Marcuse {Monatsberichtc
f. Urologic.

Berlin, 1902, v. 7, pp. 127-190) reports a male, aged

25, who contracted gonorrhea two years previously

which was completely cured; second infection oc-

curred in Sept., 1900, associated with cystitis. In-

ternal and local treatment relieved the symptoms,
but the urine remained cloudy from pus. While in

Berlin in Dec, 1900, some one made a cystoscopy,

diagnosing pyelitis of the right side. The right

renal region was sensitive to pressure. The patient

same to see Dr. Casper April 22, 1901. Cystoscopy
with ureteral catheterization of the right ureter

showed cloudy urine, pus cells in sediment, red cells

in epithelium. The pus cells contained abumlant
intracellular gonococci of typical form, size and ar-

rangement. The urine from the left ureter was
normal. The kidney was treated with lavage of the

pelvis twice during the first week, then once a week.
On other days irrigation of the bladder and
Guyon's instillation of the urethra were made.
There was a favorable course. Several weeks after

the first irrigation the urine was clear and no gon-
ococci were found, when sudden recurrence took

place; numerous pus cells reappeared with intra-

cellular gonococci. Irrigations were renewed, and
after a subsequent recurrence the condition finally

cleared up. At the last pelvic lavage, in the begin-

ning of August, 1901, the bacteria had disappeared.

The patient was lost sight of. (The renal pelvis

of the infected kidney had a capacity of 100 c.cm.

)

Case 2. About the same time as above case

there came to treatment a man, aged 23, with gon-

orrhoic pyelitis, who had had a soft ulcer and balan-

itis a year before. He contracted gonorrhea for the

first time on May 5, and was treated at once with

injections and sandal oil : ten days later there was
pain in the region of both kidneys, with fever and

symptoms of cystitis ; bladder irrigations were made.

He was treated by Diday's irrigations since

June; micturition became less fre(|uent and

painful; the discharge stopped, but the urine

was sometimes clear, at other times cloudy.

Cystoscopy was done on July 30. 1901. Sup-

purating urine was obtained from the right

ureter, containing numerous pus cells, some red

cells, and epithelium, no casts and very little al-

bumin. The pus cells contained numerous typical in-

tracellular gonococci. The left ureter showed nor-

mal urine. \'esica1 irrigations were made only for

a while. On Sept. 4. 1901. the first irrigation of

renal pelvis with silver solution was made. Capacity

of the renal pelvis was 25 c.c. Five days later the

urine was clear, the patient felt well, and there was
no fever. Sept. 11, 17 and 21 renal irrigations and

vesical irrigation were made on alternate days. The
urine was clear. On Oct. 28 and Nov. 21 examina-
tion showed that the urine had remained clear.

Bransford Lewis, 1906. Three ureters demon-
strated during life; ureter-catherization, giving

three different urines, one infected with gonococci.

Med. Rec, N. Y., Oct. 6.

Male, aged 24, was seen Feb. 3, 1906. Repeated

recurrence of urethral gonorrhea since 1900, in

spite of the emplovment of all known measures of

treatment. When Lewis got the case he discovered

three ureters, two on the left, one on the right side.

The urines draining from the ureters bore nc

relation to each other. The urine coming from

the ureter at the extreme left had sp. gr. 1005.

was quite cloudy, with floccuH floating in it.

while the other was more like normal urine.

The urine from the extreme left ureter showed

much pus and a moderate number of blood

cells and epithelium. In a number of the pus cells

colonies of diplococci that gave the customary ap-

pearance of gonococci Xo the positive methylene blue

stain and decolorized after Gram's stain were found.

In the urine from the middle opening no pus cells

and no organisms were found.

A colored silver solution was injected into the

left catheter, the pelvis receiving alx)ut three drams

without causing pain or reaction. The other cathe-

ter contimied to drain unchanged; evidence of tlie

total independence of the two sources of urine. Tlie

right kidney was not affected.

Two days later the infected ureter was again

washed with the silver solution. "The silver irriga-

tions of the infected pelvis brought the result de-

sired. Evidences of infection that, up to that time,

were persistent almost immediately disappeared, and

the urine as quickly became clear. The patient left

for home within a week afterward. Dr. Crook and

the patient both write that there has been no recur-

rence of the trouble, although treatment has now
been discontinued for over seven months."

Josef Seilei and Hugo Cnterberg (1907, Berliner

klinische Woehenschrift. 1907, v. 44, pp. 1113-1115,

report five cases of gonococcic infection of the kid-

ney observed in Budapest. The first case was one of

mixed infection by long colon bacilli, diplococci,

very thick, and gonococci. The fourth and fifth

cases showed colon bacilli only. The third case was
also a mixed infection: staphylococci, pseudodiph-
theria bacilli, and gonococcoid bacilli. The second

case was pure gonococcic infection : J. R., ailing

for ten months with urethritis, prostatitis, and cys-

titis gonorrica. The cystitis had not improved un-

der the usual methods of treatment. Pyelitis was
suspected. The left kidney region was sensitive to

pressure. The right ureter was catheterized. The
urine was cloudy and contained albumin. The sedi-

ment contained red cells, much detritus, and a few
epithelial cells. Bacteriologically there were a very

few diplococci, which were negative to Gram's stain.

Cultures on Thalmann-Agar developed typical gon-

ococcus colonies. The authors state that gonor-

rheal pyelitis is usually cured by rest and internal

medication. Direct local treatment is advised in

certain cases only, namely, those where internal

medication has failed. Irrigation of the renal pel-

vis is then indicated. They injected from 6 to 10

c.c of a boric acid solution and a i-iooo silver so-

lution with good results. They also employed col-

largol in i and 2 per cent, solution with like results.

The injections were repeated once or twice a week.
Several irrigations usually suffice to destroy the

gonococcus. They injected from 5 to 10 c.c, allow-

ing the solution to run out, and then injected some
more. They used 5 c.c. with the first injection and
successively increased the quantity till the patient

experienced a sense of tension in the region of the

kidney. In no case did they inject more than 10 c.c.

at one time. All the cases recovered.
Weisswange (Mi'inchener medisimsehe Woehen-

schrift, igo8. V. 55, No. 16. p. 967) reports a woni-
.'ui, aged 34. who developed fever, high ptdse, and
pain on right side seven days after confinement.
Leucocytes, casts, and many gonococci were found
in the urinary sediment. She was given medical
treatment and improved to such an extent that she
was dismissed. Some time dater the symptoms re-

appeared. The right kidney was exposed; an ab-
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scess was made out in the upper portion extending

into the kidney pelvis. An incision was made ; nu-

merous gonococci were found in the pus. Nephrot-

omy was done and recovery followed. She had not

had gonorrhea for six years.

The Faeracui, i7rH and I Streets.

REPORT OF A CASE OF CARCINOMA OF
THE SPLENIC FLEXURE OF THE

COLON TREATED WITH THE
NEOFORMANS VACCINE.*

Bv CH.ARLES D. AARON, M.D., Sc.D.,

DETROIT. ICH.

PROFESSOR OF DISEASES OF THE STOMACH AND INTESTINES IN THE DE-

TROIT POST-GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE; CLINICAL PRO-

FESSOR OF GASTROENTEROLOGY IN THE DETROIT COL-

LEGE OF medicine; consulting GASTROENTER-
OLOGIST TO HARPER HOSPITAL, ETC.

The case I wish to report is of interest, for the

reason that the results seem to have been better than

reports of similar cases treated by the neoformans

vaccine. The patient, male, aged 55, consulted me
February 25, 1910, for stomach trouble. He had

been sick for one year, had lost thirty-five pounds in

weight, complained of loss of appetite, distress after

meals, food would increase the disturbance in his

stomach, had both eructations and flatulence, com-

plained much of constipation. He was markedly ca-

chectic. By palpation a mass was easily mapped out

in the left side of the abdomen. It was round, irn-

movable and painful on pressure. There was evi-

dence of an incision which the patient said was the

result of an operation August, 1909. He could give

me no account of the operation.

An examination of the stomach contents showed
that he suffered from hyperchlorhydria. There was
occult blood in his feces. Inasmuch as I was
a:ixious to know about the incision made last

August, I wrote Dr. Russell Caffery of San An-
tonio, Texas, the surgeon who performed the op-

eration, to enlighten me as to the character of the

growth. In his reply, March 19, 19 10, he stated

that he had discovered what he considered to be a

carcinoma of the splenic flexure of the colon. Be-

yond separating some adhesions nothing was done,

for he regarded the case as being inoperable.

Patient entered Harper Hospital, Detroit, March
20, 1910. On account of his extreme weakness he

had to be taken there in the ambulance. Owing to

the severe pain in the abdomen he was taking on an

average of one grain of morphine daily in divided

doses. His urine gave a specific gravity of 1018,

no albumin, contained numerous hyaline casts, squa-

mous epithelia, small round epithelia, and numerous
pus cells. His temperature ranged from normal to

102°, running an irregular course. On the

giving of an alkali for his hyperchlorhydria his

stomach symptoms soon subsided. In view of his

weakness and anemia, hemoglobin 30 per cent., he
was gfiven twice daily in the gluteal region : Citrate

of iron, .05 gm.
; glycerophosphate of sodium, .20

gm. ; metarsin bisodic, .lo gm. ; formate of sodium.

.15 gm. ; strychnine, .001 gm. he pains continued
severe, there was no desire for food, and he had to

be kept under the influence of morphine. It was
now that I began the use of the neoformans vaccine.

On the morning of March 24. 100,000,000 neofor-
mans vaccine was given subcutaneously in the abdo-
men. He slept the greater part of the afternoon.
The next day he was able to take more nourish-

*Read at the annual meeting of the American Gastro-
enterological Association, St. Louis, June 6 and 7, 1910.

ment than usual. No morpliine had to be admin-

istered for pains. The opsonic index was not taken

at any time. The giving of the neoformans vaccine

depended in the main upon the clinical symptoms.

March 28, four days from the giving of the first

inoculation, another 100,000,000 of the vaccine was
given. The patient continued to feel better, his ap-

petite improved, and his bowels were more nearly

normal. The pain was constantly decreasing, and to

my surprise the induration on the left side of the ab-

domen seemed to be rapidly subsiding. The vaccine

was given : April 4, 150,000,000 neoformans vaccine;

April 8, 150,000,000; April 11, 150,000,000. The
patient from now on was able to walk around the

hospital and began going out doors. April 13, 50,-

000,000 neoformans vaccine; April 15, 50,000,000;

April 16, 50,000,000. The patient continued to im-

prove so steadily that on April 16 he was sent home
to his family physician. Dr. C. A. Cobb, to continue

the treatment.

Upon his arrival home Dr. Cobb wrote that he

was surprised to find the tumor gone. The patient

complained of some pain and discomfort at the

site of the old tumor, but the physician could feel

nothing.

May 14, 1910, Dr. Cobb wrote: "Our patient is

still improving. About the sixth of the month he

began to have pain and uneasiness in left side (site

of old growth). Upon your advice I gave him
150,000,000 neoformans vaccine at one dose. The
following day, as the pain was no better, and as he

showed no depression from previous injection, I re-

peated the same dose. The following day the pain

persisted and I repeated again the 150,000,000 neo-

formans vaccine. That afternoon the pain vanished
and has not returned since." His letter further

states : "I am unable to detect any signs of a growth
or nodule. His general condition continues to im-

prove, he eats well, sleeps well, takes some exercise,

and is gaining in weight. Last week I attended the

State Medical Association and met Dr. Caf¥ery of

San Antonio. He said that at the aforementioned
operation, when he had opened the patient's abdo-
men he had found a growth the size of an orange
involving the splenic flexure of the colon. To re-

move this would have necessitated resection of at

least eight inches of gut. There was a general in-

filtration of the retroperitoneal glands and adjacent

structures. He was greatly interested to leani of

the improvement from the use of neoformans
vaccine."

May 27, 1910, Dr. Cobb writes he is able to find

by palpation a small nodule the size of a hazel nut

at the site of the old growth. He says it does not

seem to have grown any larger in the past week.
The patient does not care to exercise, as it hurts

his side. He is eating well and gaining all the time.

He was given 200,000,000 neoformans vaccine.

May 30, 1910, the doctor writes that there was
a marked reaction after the last inoculation. A
temperature of 103° F., which after six hours

declined to normal. There was not such a re-

action after any of the other inoculations of 150.-

000,000. The nodule cannot now be felt by the

most careful continuous palpation. The patient's

general condition continues good.
On May 28, 1910, the urine was markedly alka-

line, specific gravity 1.023, trace of albumin, num-
erous pus cells, numerous blood cells, and hyaline

casts.

The report of the blood findings during our ob-

servation is as follows

:
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Harper's Hospital Laboratory.

Blood test March 21, 1910: erythrocytes, 1,980,-

000 ; hemoglobin, 30 per cent. ; color index, .75 ; leu-

cocytes, 8,600.

Differential white count: polymorphonuclears,

83 per cent. ; large lymphocytes, 3 per cent. ; small

lymphocytes, 13 per cent.; eosinophiles, i per cent.

The red cells show some poikilocytosis. They
stain unevenly. An occasional erythroblast was
seen.

April 6, 19 10: Erythrocytes, 2,590,000; hemo-
globin, 32 per cent. ; color index, 0.6.

Differential white count: polymorphonuclears,
60 per cent. ; large lymphocytes, 4 per cent. ; small

lymphocytes, 36 per cent. ; eosinophiles, I per cent.

The red cells show variation in size and shape and
staining reaction. A few nucleated reds were
found. The leucocytes are increased in number.

Laboratory of Drs. Wier & Thomson, Beaumont,
Texas. Dr. Cobb. April 23, 1910: hemoblogin,

70 per cent.; red blood cells (4,788,000), 95 per

cent.; color index, .73; leucocytes (13,000), 162 per

cent.

Differential white count: Large lymphocytes

(500), 4 per cent.; small lymphocytes, 35 per cent.;

polymorphonuclears, 56 per cent. ; eosinophiles, 4
per cent.

;
gasophiles, 5 per cent. ; transitional, o.

Dr. C. .\. Cobb: The blood findings in this case

are certainly not consistent with his general ap-

pearance. The anemia, judging from the blood pic-

ture, is due more to a loss of coloring than to the

red cells, per se ; the color index is quite low. There
is a slight leucocytosis (13,000) but the eosino-

philes are the only cells increased beyond their

normal percentage. This picture, however, is con-

sistent with Da Costa's description of the blood in

malignancy. Yours very truly, Thomson.
May II, 1910: Hemoglobin, 70 per cent.; red

blood cells (3.496,496), 69.93 per cent. ; color index,

i; leucocytes (15,000), 187.50 per cent.

Differential white count : Large lymphocytes,

5.5 per cent. ; small lymphocytes, 33 per cent.
;
poly-

morphonuclears, 57.5 per cent. ; eosinophiles, 4.5 per

cent.

May 28, 1910: Hemoglobin, 70 per cent.: red

blood cells (4,208,000), 84 per cent,; color index,

&T, ; leucocytes ( 16,000), 200 per cent. : plasmodium
malaria;, none.

Differential white count : Large lymphocytes,

6 per cent. ; small lymphocytes, 24 per cent.
;
poly-

morphonuclears, 68 per cent. ; eosinophiles, 2 per

cent. ; basophiles, o ; transitional, o. No nucleated

reds, no poikilocytes—even staining.

It is too early to determine the outcome of the

case. To me it is interesting because of the relief

of the painful symptoms, the rapid disappearance

of the tumor, and the marked improvement in the

general condition of the patient—an improvement
which he has maintained up to the present time.

It was in 1902 that Doyen called attention to the

Micrococcus ncoformans which he found in can-

cerous tissue. At first he thought he had found

the specific cause of cancer.

Karwacki (Warschaiicr med. Woch. 1906, No. 5)

comes to the following conclusions after his use of

neoformans vaccine : ( i ) the neoformans vaccine

may induce the involution of tumors. (2) The
vaccine acts upon epithelial growths while sarcoma

remains uninfluenced. (3) In the presence of me-
tastases, marked degeneration of the glands and

cachexia, it should not be used. (4) The prognosis

should be given with care and only after long ob-

servation. (5) The neoformans vaccine can be

used alone or assisted by surgical measures.

I appreciate that the report of this case is an

early one and I shall expect to say more about the

case next year.

XoTE.—September 10, 1910. The improvement

of the patient was a temporary one. He went to

Rochester, Minn., for consultation June 15, 1910.

Operation by Dr. W. J. Mayo, June 25, 1910, dis-

closed advanced carcinoma of splenic flexure. Died

July 2, 1910. The autopsy findings by B. C. Willis

were as follows

:

"Body that of a large, poorly nourished and

anemic man, ankles slightly edematous. Large in-

cision with drainage tube in lower quadrant of left

rectus, but nothing drained. Another drainage stab

wound made in left flank, posterolateral with tube

in place, nothing drained. Chest well formed and

large. Lungs were distended and did not collapse.

Some straw-colored fluid in each pleural cavity, more

marked on right side where there had been an old

pleurisy of some years' standing. Right lung, lower

and middle lobes practically solid, on section it

looked like hypostatic pneumonia, heart flabby and

somewhat hypertrophied, a little more fluid than

usual in the pericardial sac. Abdomen—clean,

though intestines were firmly adherent to anterior

abdominal wall around incision. Drainage tube was

folded upon itself. There were a couple of pus

pockets in the mass of tissue around lateral anasto-

moses of transverse colon with upper portion of

rectum. The cecum was distended with gas, and

the hepatic flexure was adherent to gall-bladder in

such a manner as to pull on ascending colon. The
perirenal fat on left side was involved in inflamma-

tory mass. Liver had undergone moderate fatty

degeneration. The kidneys showed subacute ne--

phritis grafted upon chronic interstitial nephritis.

Spleen and pancreas negative.

"Cause of death—hypostatic pneumonia and

pleurisy with effusion ; contributory, resection of

colon for carcinoma and subacute nephritis.

"The findings at operation : Carcinoma of

splenic flexure, advanced. Resection of two-thirds

of transverse, splenic flexure, descending colon and

half of sigmoid, isoperistaltic anastomosis between

the sigmoid, ten inches above the rectum, and

hepatic flexure; necessary to do extensive separ-

ating operation of the stomach—anastomosis su-

tured to abdominl wound. Peritoneum joined so

as to throw the bed from which the tumor of bowel

was removed outside of peritoneal cavity, end of

bowel turned in. Line of anastomosis wrapped
with omentum. Split rubber tube, two strips gauze

through stab wound, left side.

"Pathological findings—tumor of intestines, car-

cinoma (adeno)."
32 West Adam's Avenue.
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Of the problems which confront the physician to-

day none is more important and interesting than
the diagnosis of incipient pulmonary tuberculosis.
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The chances for recovery of a tuberculous patient

are in most instances, if not in all, in direct ratio to

the earliness of the discovery of his disease ; this

fact alone should be a sufficient argument in favor

of the employment of every means toward the de-

tection of the affection in its earliest form. The
importance, again, of diagnosis in the first stages

of infection cannot be overrated from the point of

view of social economy ; it is costing the munici-

pality and the State thousands of dollars yearly to

care for subjects in the advanced stages of the dis-

ease, who, had their affection been diagnosticated

in its incipiency, might be supporting themselves.

A discussion of the economic aspect of the

question is outside the scope of this paper, but a

consideration of the number of tuberculosis patients

in our hospitals and other institutions whose sup-

port is derived wholly or in part from the public

funds or from private charity is appalling ; likewise

the number of families which, because their older

n,embers are unable to exercise their earning power

on account of tuberculous disease, receive aid from

the community is no small one.

For the early diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis

no unusual training is requred ; it is wholly within

the attainment of the general practitioner who will

use his powers to their full. And it is fortunate

that this is so for most of the patients to whom
this diagnosis is pregnant with importance apply,

first, at least, to the class of physician who has

come to be termed the "family doctor." There are,

now and then, naturally enough, cases which present

unusual difficulties but these are few among many.
In the diagnosis of incipient pulmonary tubercu-

losis, as in that of any other disease, best results

will follow a certain routine procedure. Each step

in this procedure is of importance and particularly

do I wish to emphasize this fact, for the diagnosis

of tuberculosis in its early incipiency often cannot

be assured until the results of these steps are re-

viewed and summed up.

I. The History of the Patient.—^This should be

taken in full and with care ; no detail of importance
should be neglected. Heredity, to my mind, plays

a much less important role in the causation of the

('isease than the fact that the patient may have had
intimate association with tuberculous individuals.

Such association may have taken place at home or

elsewhere, the work-room, for instance. Trades of

themselves seem to have no special etiological sig-

nificance, but in the nature of things the affection

is much more likely to attack those who work in

crowded, ill-ventilated, and unsanitary quarters than

those who are employed under the opposite condi-

tions or in the open air.

The previous history of the patient with regard
to former illnesses may teem with helpful facts ; for

instance, histories of influenza, ]ileurisy. pneumonia,
and even of digestive troubles are often strongly

suggestive of tuberculous lung disease. Surgical
conditions, such as hip and spinal disease, cervical

adenitis and anal fistula point distinctly toward
tuberculous infection.

In eliciting the history of the patient's present
illness the polymorphous character of the symptoms
cited should not in any way be allowed to allay the
suspicion of tuberculosis if there is the least reason
for such ; in fact by far the safest stand for the
physician to take is to judge the patient guilty of
tuberculous infection until, by every means at the
examiner's command, he has been proven innocent
of the disease.

Miller' gives the following as the more usual

initial symptoms : ( i j Catarrhal or influenzal mani-

festations in which the cough is the chief symptom.

(2) Symptoms suggestive of malaria in which gen-

eral malaise, loss of appetite, slight evening rise of

temperature, and mild digestve disturbances appear

gradually, with or without cough. (3) Hemoptysis.

This should always be held to be of tuberculous

origin unless other distinct cause can be shown.

(4) Gastric disturbances which obscure other symp-

toms of more definite character. (5) Anemia, with-

out apparent cause. This symptom should not be

allowed to deceive the diagnostitian in young girls

in whom chlorosis is so frequent. (6) Pleurisy

with efi'usion. This should always be considered

tuberculous until the contrary is proven. (7) Pain

in the chest. This is a not infrequent initial symp-
tom. It is usually dull and aching in character and
often is referred to the shoulderblade. Miller holds

that the combination of any two of these symptoms
or trains of symptoms should, as a rule, be sufficient

evidence to establish a tentative diagnosis. Even
where definite physical signs are lacking suspicion

should be kept alive and the physician should be

stimulated to further careful observation of the

patient and to regular and frequently repeated

physical examinations. In such cases the time will

often come when physical signs of certain diag-

nostic import will be detected.

2. Physical Examination of the Chest.—.^s a

preliminary, and a most essential one, the patient

should be stripped to the waist and seated in a light

room of which the temperature is sufficiently high

for comfort; he should be taught how to breathe

and to cough so that the auscultatory signs may
be elicited to the best advantage. The inspection

of the chest in incipient cases often ofifers no evi-

dence of value. The main points on which observa-

tion should be centered are (a) the shape of the

chest; (b) its symmetry; (c) its movement. One
should notice whether both sides of the thorax ex-

pand synchronously, whether apices and bases show
a correspondingly well-marked expansion, and
whether there is abnormality of the general con-

formation of the chest. The supra and infraclav-

icular regions are often little retracted until the

disease is well advanced. A low chest expansion is

of little diagnostic value.

Palpation may reveal changes in vocal fremitus

;

localized increased fremitus may indicate beginning

infiltration or consolidation.

Percussion. Slight deviations from normal pul-

monary resonance may be demonstrated, particu-

larly at the apices, but they are often of such ill-

defined character as to be of little diagnostic worth

when not strengthened by other evidence.

Auscultation is the means which is to be relied on

as giving the most valuable diagnostic testimony.

Miller' states that cases in which one can, with

certainty, demonstrate a lesion in the absence of

abnormal auscultatory signs are very few. He con-

siders the use of the stethoscope preferable to that

of the unaided ear, for with it sounds unappreciaWe

to the latter become plain ; rales are more easily

heard, and the instrument is better fitted for appli-

cation to the various regions of the chest. The ear,

of course, may be employed alone and aided by the

stethoscope. At times the former is more acute in

the detection of changes in the breath sounds. The
portions of the chest over which abnormal physicnl

signs are more likely to be demonstrated in early

infections are: the supraclavicular fossae; the first
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intercostal spaces, particularly at their inner and
outer extremities ; the region between the scapuke
just below the fourth dorsal vertebra ; along the
vertebral border of the scapula when the arm is

thrown around and in front of the neck with the
hand on the opposite shoulder, this area being over
the interlobular septum ; an area internal to the
angle of the scapula; and. in children, the filth and
sixth spaces just external to the nipple. Alillcr

suggests, as an aid to accurate auscultation, the
use of a short, sharp cough alternating with a
quickly-expelled, short, quick inspiration ; thia

should be employed previously to any deep respira-

tion for the measurement of expansion in order
that rales of evanescent character may not fail of
detection.

By this method of auscultation the following ob-
servations may be made : ( i ) The character of the

breath sounds; (2) the presence of rales and their

character; (3) the cough sound. The cough should
never be omitted for, in itself, it has a character
peculiarly its own ; this may show the same varia

tions as the breath sounds, and in addition it is

essential for the appreciation of fine rales, which
may not be audible at any other time. Also by its

use we may be able to detect minute interruptions

in continuity which are not true rales, but are ana-
logous to the change in breath sounds described as

granular or rude breathing. The presence of this

alteration in the respiratory sound indicates an early

stage of the condition which later is evidenced by
the presence of true rales. Changes in voice sounds
may be demonstrated by auscultation. Alteration

of the whispered voice tending toward the bronchi h

vesicular quality is evidence of slight consolidation

;

this change is appreciated more accurately by this

sign than by either the true voice or the breath

sounds.

The toxemia due to tuberculous infection is evi-

denced by an extremely important ( from a diag-

nostic standpoint) train of symptoms, the most
common of which are slight evening rise of tem-

perature, rapidity of pulse, loss of weight, undue
feeling of fatigue, increased rate of respiration, and

anemia. These symptoms are of most value to the

diagnostician when they are observed for a week
or more under different conditions, at different

hours of the day and especially before and after

exercise. An important early diagnostic sign is a

varying pulse rate and temperature. The latter may
not rise greatly above the normal but its daily range

is likely to be abnormally large. These symptom^
and signs of toxemia, when taken in connection with

a history pointing toward tuberculous infection, are

of extreme diagnostic value even when unassociated

with lung changes sufficiently marked to be demon-
strable by physical examination.
Sputum Examination.—In incipient pulmonary

infections sputum examination is very likely to yield

little diagnostic assistance, still it is important that

frequent specimens should be examined and, while

a positive result assures the diagnosis, repeated

negative ones are by no means conclusive. Bacilli

are said to be absent from the sputum in quite 65

per cent, of all incipient cases. Recently Patersoir

has advocated treating the sputum with antiformin,

which is a liquid composed of equal parts of liquor

sodae chlorinatae and 15 per cent, solution of caustic

soda, in the following manner: 10 c.c. of sputum

are mixed with 2.5 c.c. of antiformin. The mixture

is allowed to stand for twenty-four hours, when it is

shaken and centrifugalized. The supernatant fluid

is then drawn off and replaced with normal sodium
chloride solution : this mixture is shaken and cen-

trifugalized and the process is repealed. The sedi-

ment is then smeared and stained in the usual man-
ner. He believes this process is a considerable aid

in finding bacilli in specimens where they are few

in number.
Hausmann," noting that many of his gastric cases

gave evidence of beginning lesions at the apices,

has examined the contents of their fasting stom-

achs (provided no sputum was obtainable) and in

six cases within two months was able to demon-
strate the presence of tubercle bacilli. This sug-

gestion would appear worthy of further study, es-

pecially in connection with the use of antiformin

and should be particularly applicable in children

from whom it is often quite impossible to get speci-

mens of sputum.
The inoculation of guinea pigs with sputum in

which bacilli are not demonstrable is of value as a

diagnostic help but is rather beyond the resources

of the practitioner.

The stools are said to contain the bacillus, even

in beginning tuberculosis, and examinations of them
may reveal its presence.

Blood Examination.—The statement made by

Rosenberger that the blood of incipient cases often

contains demonstrable tubercle bacilli is uncorrobo-

rated ; in fact it is now believed that his results

were due to the fact that his wash water was con-

taminated with an acid- fast bacillus morphologically

similar to the tubercle bacillus.

Cytologic Diagnosis.—W'idal believes that a pre-

ponderance of lymphocytes in the blood speaks

for tuberculous infection while a majority of poly-

nuclear leucocytes of neutrophile and eosinophile

types excludes the disease, but this theory fails of

general acceptance outside of France. The employ-
ment of Arneth's method of dift'erentiation of the

nuclei of the leucocytes is being found to be of

some value in diagnosis, but no definite work along

this line has as yet been published.

The Opsonic Index.—^King'' states that certain

observations and experiments conducted by him
and Inman'^ seem to show that opsonic index de-

terminations may have a practical tise in the diag-

nosis of early tuberculosis. Their complicated tech-

nique and the special knowledge necessary for their

performance would seem to militate greatly against

their general use. For diagnosis the relation of the

temperature to the opsonic index before and after

periods of exercise is observed. In tuberculous

patients the temperature rises after exercise while

the opsonic index is lowered. Jacobs" finds that the

opsonic index rises in pulmonary tuberculosis after

a period of deep breathing lasting for about a half

hour. He considers that this exercise produces an
autoinoculation which results in a corresponding
rise in the opsonic index and regards this method of

great value in early diagnosis since by it the pres-

ence of infection can be demonstrated long before
bacilli can be found in the sputum.

Agglutination Tests.—These, according to von
Ruck,' may be relied on. either in connection with
tuberculin tests or alone, to confirm the diagnosis in

most nonbacillary cases where the physical signs

are suspicious. Of 300 cases tested he found the
reaction negative in 20, and in the rest positive in

dilutions of from i to 5 to i to 50. Arloing and
Courmont" have stated that agglutination in dilu-

tions below T to 5 should not be considered diag-
nostic, but von Ruck believes that in the absence
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of other definite diagnostic evidence no reliance

should be placed on a dilution less than i to 10.

When subjective symptoms and physical signs point

toward infection he is accustomed to consider a

reaction in higher dilution of positive value and

that the tuberculin reactions may be dispensed with

since their results have always confirmed the serum

tests in his experience.

The Tuberculin Tests.—Of these there are four,

three of which have been introduced comparatively

recently.

1. The Percutaneous Test.—This consists in the

inunction of an ointment of equal parts of old tu-

berculin and lanolin. The site of the inunction is

usually a small area of the skin over the abdomen.

A positive reaction is evidenced by the appearance

of a papular eruption. Bandelier and Roepke^ be-

lieve that this test is inferior in its certainty to the

cutaneous test which is uninfluenced by the thick-

ness and dryness of the skin, the number of its pores

and various constitutional conditions, factors which
materially altect the percutaneous test. The field

of the latter is in infants in the first half year of

life and in these a positive reaction points strongly

toward the probability of an active tuberculous

infection.

2. The Conjunctival Test.—This consists in the

instillation into the eye of a drop of a
J.-2

to i per

cent, solution of old tuberculin in normal NaCl. A
positive reaction is evidenced by a varying degree

of congestion of the caruncle and conjunctiva which
appears in from three to forty-eight hours. This

test is a reliable test for patent bacillary tuberculosis

and as such it is superfluous. It does not show
whether the process is active or inactive. A nega-
tive reaction does not prove the absence of active

tuberculosis and positive reactions may appear in

healed tuberculosis, in the clinically nontuberculous,
and in the healthy. As a rule the test does not re-

act positively in those immune to tuberculosis or in

the cachexias of tuberculosis and other conditions.^

The disadvantages of the conjunctival test are that

it cannot be employed if there is any inflammatory
condition present in the eye and that it may cause
untoward results. Both it and the percutaneous test

are at present generally discarded.

3. The Cutaneous Test.—This consists in the

inoculation of a small scarified area of the skin,

preferably upon the arm, with a drop or two of a

ID to 25 per cent, solution of crude tuberculin in

salt solution (or 5 per cent, carbolic-glycerin, i part;
normal sodium chloride, 2 parts). A positive reac-

tion is evidenced by the appearance in from twenty-
four to forty-eight hours of a zone of light pinkish
redness about one-half inch wide and accompanied
by swelling; finally a papule forms which disap-
pears in from seven to eight days leaving behind
some temporary discoloration of the skin. The ad-
vantages of this test are" that it is simple, harmless,
applicable to febrile and bed patients, and causes
no local or constitutional disturbance. .\ positive
result does not point out the site of the lesion, nor
show whether the process is active or inactive. It

may appear in the clinically nontuberculous and in-

dicates that the body at some time and in some
manner has been infected with the tubercle bacillus.

Cases in which positive reactions occur and in which
no lesion is demonstrable may be accounted for on
the ground that the lesion, being insignificant, has
been overlooked. A negative reaction points strong-
ly toward freedom from tuberculous disease, but
on the other hand the reaction may remain negative

in the presence of actually existent and clinically

demonstrable tuberculosis. Negative results may
occur also in certain constitutional conditions, such

as general cachexia, and in idiosyncrasy of the skin

or the exanthemata. The positive result is of speci-

fically tuberculous nature and its occurrence points

toward pathologically existent tuberculosis.

The great field of usefulness of this test is in

children and in them a positive reaction is an evi-

dence strongly in favor of the existence of tuber-

culosis. In adults a definite and promptly appearing

reaction is moderately good testimony in favor of

recent and active infection. Mild, delayed, and
atypical reactions are valueless in diagnosis since

healed foci which have never given definite signs

or symptoms may be evidenced by positive reaction.

The negative value of the test is impaired to but

slight degree b}' the exceptional cases of tubercu-

losis which fail to react for the reasons given

above. "^

Baldwin" considers the cutaneous test to be the

one most suitable for general use, and that it is

absolutely harmless. No other test is required for

children, because in them a positive reaction is

more significant of recent infection and does not

often occur in apparent health under the age of 12.

Other tests may be necessary in adults to confirm

the result of a cutaneous test, but this latter can be

advantageously employed as a preliminary in all

cases.

4. The Injection or Subcutaneous Test.

—

This is the last resource and the most searching

method of tuberculin diagnosis,^" and for this rea-

son it is often regarded as the only satisfactory

test, in spite of the unpleasant fever reaction. Bald-

win" regards it as unnecessary in most cases at

present, but in instances where a focal reaction is

desired, for instance, where a negative cutaneous

test requires confirmation, it is of great value.

Since the focal reaction in the lung escapes notice

in most suspects, the subcutaneous test is of doubt-

ful value in confirming the positive cutaneous re-

action.

The most satisfactory tuberculin to employ is

Koch's original product, but other filtered extracts

may be used. Preparations containing dead bacilli

should be avoided ; the same is true of emulsions or

vaccines, owing to their uncertain and irregular

absorption.

Klebs^' advises the following technique: The
site of the injection, which may be under the angle

of the scapula or other suitable point, is sterilized,

as is also the needle to be used, and the solution of

Koch's old tuberculin, diluted with 0.5 to 0.25 per

cent, carbolic acid in distilled water, is injected

deeply into the tissues. The initial dose dififers

—

Brown advises 0.5 mg., to be followed, if no reac-

tion takes place, successively by i, 3, 5, and 8 mg.
Roepke employs 0.2, 2, and 5 mg. The dose in

children must be smaller by i/io to J^ than in

adults. The reaction appears in 6 to 8 hours as a

rule, hence 8 to 10 a.m. is perhaps the best time for

the injection.

A positive reaction' consists of four phases: (i)

The local inflammatory reaction at the point of in-

jection
; (2) the rise of temperature; (3) the con-

stitutional disturbance, headache, malaise, prostra-

tion, nausea, etc.
; (4) the inflammatory reaction in

the tuberculous focus. These may appear simul-

taneously, separately, or two or more in combina-

tion, and diflfer in their diagnostic value ; by some
the pyrexia and constitutional symptoms are con-
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sidered most significant, while others hold tliat

the focal reaction is more pregnant with meaning.
If one dose produces a mild indefinite reaction the
same amovmt may be given after two to three
days, but the dose should not be increased ; Koch
regards a strong reaction following a repeated dose
as especially characteristic and an almost infallible

sign of tuberculosis. The interpretation of results

must take into account the amount of tuberculin
required to produce the reaction, the promptness
with which it develops, and the extent of the local

and constitutional sequelae.

In applying this test care should be taken that

the tuberculin solution should be freshly made and
accurately measured.
The contraindications are as follows : (

i
) A

febrile temperature; the temperature should not

have risen above 99.5° F. in the mouth for at least

three days before the test. (2) The test should
not be employed when a satisfactory diagnosis can
be made without it. (3) Rapid pulse. (4) His-
tory of recent hemoptysis. (5) Organic heart

disease. (6) Kidney disease. (7) Epilepsy. (8)
Addison's disease. The test is inadvisable in hys-

teria, convalescence from any severe illness, apo-
plectic habit, marked arteriosclerosis, diabetes, and
amyloid degeneration of the viscera.

The subcutaneous test is the diagnostic test of

final resort and is the most certain of the tuber-

culin tests. Like that of the other tests its clinical

value is usually in direct proportion to the small-

ness of the dose and the degree of the response.

The more recent the infection and the more ex-

tensive the disease the more delicate is the reaction

unless the disease is rapidly progressing or grave
constitutional weakness is present.'" In general

it may be stated that the tuberculin tests are very

valuable when taken in connection with the patient's

history, his physical signs, and his constitutional

symptoms.
X-Ray Diagnosis.—Klebs" considers the fluoro-

scope of little use as an aid in diagnosis in most
instances ; at times it will show a contracted shaded

apex when dullness and marked changes in breath-

ing cannot be discovered, but this is the excep-

tion rather than the rule. Limitation of motion

at the base is more commonly to be detected and is

more valuable as a diagnostic sign, but too much
importance should not be placed upon it. The
fluoroscope is of very material aid in the early

diagnosis of bronchial gland enlargement, and con-

sequently has a distinct field of usefulness in sus-

pected cases in children.

Rist'- believes that an increased shadow at an

apex may be due to active or old disease or both.

When there are symptoms and signs of infection at

an apex without an increased shadow on the plate

he suspects a fresh involvement in its early stage.

A diminished shadow at an apex with no physical

signs may indicate active commencing tubercu-

losis. Radioscopy excels physical examination in

its ability to show the extent of pulmonary disease-

Beginning central foci are not demonstrable by

physical examination, but the .r-ray may detect

them.

Wolfif'^ holds that the -r-ray, in connection with

the tuberculin test, enables us to locate the lesion

when the latter has proven its existence, the ray

being of special value where physical signs are

equivocal and the symptoms are suspicious.

Krause" finds that in early tuberculosis in adults

the fluoroscope will detect apical infiltrations which

are recognizable on percussion. The ;r-ray exam-

ination is likely to show that the lesion is more ex-

tensive than percussion would lead one to suspect.

Infiltrations either not demonstrable by percussion

or only indefinitely so can often be detected by the

fluoroscope, and, when doubtful, confirmed by

.sr-ray photographs. Neither the fluoroscope nor

the .f-ray photograph will detect early catarrhal

processes, but when these are of long standing the

apices may show darkly owing to their poor aera-

tion. These shadows do not clear up on inspira-

tion. Diaphragm pictures may demonstrate the

presence of incipient infiltrations which would not

be shown by other methods. Calcification of the

first rib can be detected, and, according to Freund,

is an aid in early diagnosis. The clearing of the

apices on inspiration which is present in health is

often absent in early tuberculosis. The alterations

in movement of the diaphragm are of no diagnostic

value.

In incipient infections in children and young peo-

ple apical findings are lacking, hence detection of

shadow changes "at the hiluni of the lung, such as

enlarged, indurated, infiltrated, calcified, or caseous

bronchial glands or similar processes in their neigh-

borhood, are the more important. Such findings

are of extreme value in early diagnosis, but we
must depend on the clinical findings to learn

whether these processes are active or no.

The great drawback of the .r-ray examination in

pulmonary affections is the fact that considerable

skill is necessary to the proper interpretation of the

findings.

Summary.—When it comes to the making of a

diagnosis in a case of suspected incipient pulmonary

tuberculosis the following factors seem to me to be

the most important and the ones on which chiefest

dependence is to be placed

:

1. The anamnesis. A history of association with

other cases of tuberculosis and of previous illnesses

such as would point to pulmonary infection is very

suggestive.

2. Proper, thorough, and, if necessary, frequently

repeated physical examination.

3. Careful observation of the symptoms of tox-

emia.

4. The cutaneous tuberculin test.

5. X-ray examination.

6. As a final recourse, a diagnostic injection of

tuberculin.

I have omitted sputum examination from this list

because positive results are so infrequent in begin-

ning infections, and because negative results are

absolutely inconclusive.
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the metreurynter incision of
dChrssen in the treatment
of placenta pr.evia, with

report of a case.

By SAMUEL WYLLIS HANDLER, M.D..

NEW YORK.

ADJVNLT-PROFESSOR OF DISEASES OF WOMEN, NEW YORK POST-GRADUATE
MEDICAL SCHOOL.

DuHRSSEN was among the first who many years

ago appreciated the value of the metreurynter for

dilating the cervix in labor and for the induction

of labor. In his efforts to bring about rapid deliv-

ery, especially in eclampsia, he practised incision of

the cervix, by making four long cuts in the cervix,

only in those cases where the supravaginal portion

of the cervix was completely dilated. In a large

number of cases the metreurynter fails, however,

of sufficiently rapid action, especially where the

supravaginal area of the cervix is not dilated.

Since in these cases multiple cervix incisions are

contraindicated, Diihrssen introduced his so-called

vaginal cesarean section, with the aid of which it ;^

possible, at any period of pregnancy or labor, with-

out pains, to so thoroughly remove the opposition

of the cervix and lower uterine segment as to

make delivery by forceps or version possible at

once. There are various methods of performing
this cesarean vaginal section. Diihrssen uses a

longitudinal incision or splitting of the anterior

and posterior lips ; as soon as the incision penetrates

the fornix he pushes up the cul de sac of Douglas
posteriorly, separates the bladder from the anterior

wall of the cervix and the vagina anteriorly, and
then continues the splitting of the cervix up to the

peritoneal fold of Douglas behind and the vesico-

uterine plica in front. My preference has been for

the transverse incision in the anterior and posterior

fornix with separation of the bladder in front and
dissection upwards of the cul de sac of Douglas
behind, after which the cervix is split longitudinally

to any desired length.

Kronig has practised the method of vaginal

cesarean section, but confined himself, in a series of

cases, to the splitting of the posterior lip alone.

Bumm has confined himself to the splitting of the

anterior lip alone. Diihrssen is correct in his con-
tention that it is easier to split both the anterior

and posterior lips ; that the resulting opening is

more roomy ; that the risk of further tearing of

the uterus in the delivery of the head is then re-

duced to a minimum.
This method is so admirable in its safety and in

its rapidity of execution that its use in placenta
prjevia was a great desideratum. To carry out this

step in placenta previa, one is confronted, however.
with cases where the bleeding commences and is so
profuse as to render the field of operation unap-
proachable for operative interference. In other
cases, the incision would enter the sphere of the
placenta and start a hemorrhage that would totally

obscure the operative field.

Diihrssen has overcome these obstacles by com-
bining the vaginal cesarean section with the use 01

the metreurynter. In other words, the metreurynter
is introduced ; it is filled with lysol or some "other

antiseptic solution and then the anterior wall of
the cervix alone, or both the anterior and posterior
walls are split, producing an opening through which
version and extraction are rapidly accomplished. The
metreurynter during this procedure dilates the

lower segment of the uterus, thoroughly controls

bleeding from the placental site, and renders the

parts of the uterus to be incised so anemic that only

a very small amount of blood is lost, and that almost
entirely from the posterior incision.

Mrs. B., pregnant for the second lime, at the

stage of 7^ months, commenced to bleed suddenly

and profusely. \'aginal examination disclosed a

vertex presentation, a cervical canal that admitted
one linger, and a placenta prsevia marginalis. The
vagina was thoroughly packed with iodoform
gauze and patient removed to the hospital. Under
anesthesia, after thorough preparation of the vulva

antl emptying of the bladder, the vaginal iodoform
gauze packing was removed and a posterior

vaginal speculum was introduced. The anterior lip

of the cervix was grasped by bullet forceps and the

metreurynter was introduced, was filled with lysol

solution, and the tube was clamped. The posterior

retractor was removed, an anterior retractor intro-

duced, and traction on the tube of the metreurynter
brought the cervix down to the vulva. A wide
transverse and somewhat curved incision was made
through the anterior lip of the cervix Y^ inch above
the external os. The upper margin of the incision

was grasped by two long artery forceps and the

bladder was thoroughly dissected away from the

anterior wall of the cervi.x up to the vesicouterine

plica and the anterior speculum was now introduced
between the bladder and the cervix. .\ long pair

of straight blunt-pointed scissors incised the an-

terior wall of the cervix over the metreurynter for

a distance of 2^ inches. The metreurynter was
pulled on more forcibly, the anterior speculum was
pushed higher up, peeling the peritoneal fold away
from the anterior wall of the uterus. The anterior

incision was increased in length up to the peri-

t Mieum. The anterior retractor was removed and
introduced posteriorly over the perineum, the

metreurynter was pulled up toward the urethra and
liie posterior wall of the cervix was incised for a

distance oi lyi inches. The finger was introduced

between the vaginal mucosa and the cervical tissue,

;md the cul de sac of Douglas was pushed upward.
The posterior wall of the cervix was split up to the

peritoneum and the resulting opening was so large

that the metreurynter made its exit. The hand was
then introduced, the membranes were ruptured,

version was executed, the leg was pulled down and
within the space of a few minutes extraction was
completed. The placenta and membranes were re-

moved manually, and a very hot vaginal lysol

douche was given. Before the metreurynter had been

introduced a hypodermic injection of ergotol was
administered and another was now given. Bleeding
had almost ceased, and a very wide strip of iodo-

form gauze had been introduced into the uterus

extending out beyond the vulva. The two halves

of the split cervix were grasped by volsella and
others were put on at higher points until the upper
area of the incision was reached. The bladder was
held up and out of the way by an anterior speculum
and the incised cervix was closed by interrupted

chromic catgut sutures applied yi inch apart, nine

sutures in all being passed. Care was exercised not

to catch the iodoform gauze which lay in the

cervical canal. The cervix was then pulled up
toward the urethra and in the same fashion the in-

cision in the posterior lip was closed. Two chromic
sutures were passed through the transverse in-

cision along the anterior fornix and a narrow strip

of iodoform gauze was introduced between the
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bladder and the anterior wall of the cervix. The
intrauterine gauze was taken out, another intra-

uterine douche was given, and a narrow strip of
gauze was passed through the cervical canal into

ihe uterine cavity. The vagina was packed with
iodoform gauze and the operation was completed.
The strip of gauze between the bladder and the
cervix was drawn out at the expiration of 48
hours; the intrauterine strip at the end of 4 days
and the vaginal gauze at the end of 5 davs. (\i\\-

valescence was uninterrupted and rapid.

In treating placenta previa, wc may either intro-

duce a metreurynter, allowing it to remain until

dilatation of the cervix is complete, or we may rup-

ture the membranes, so that the head may be
forced down and compress the ]ilaccntal area, or we
may do a version, draw the leg through and permit
labor to follow a natural course. If the cervix iloe^

not permit the ready introduction of the hand for

the performance of version and extraction, none
of the above methods compare as regards safet\

and rapidity with this method of Diihrssen.

NEURITIS.*

r,\ WILLIAM BENHAM SNOW, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Pain has often been described as the indication of

impaired nutrition—the "cry of hungry nerves for

better blood." That this view is the rule is a de-

batable question. The word neuralgia is the out-

come of this idea and the habit of calling pain,

wherever located, neuralgia, or attributing it to

so-called "rheumatism" is unfortunate and unsci-

entific. The term neuralgia, as applied to sciatica,

and facial neuritis, with the pathology of the condi-

tions in doubt, is not distinctive. In observations

taken from more than two hundred cases of pain

involving the distribution of the sciatic nerve and
its branches, and about an equal number of cases

of brachial neuritis, the writer has failed in but

very few cases, and those remote, to localize a cir-

cumscribed local lesion. The same has been true

in all cases of pain involving the branches of the

trigeminus.

The diagnosis of neuritis, with the localization of

the site of the lesion, is of the utmost importance,

if the case is to be treated successfully. These ob-

servations have caused us to make the preceding

statements concerning neuralgia ; for in few cases

except possibly the pains of tabes, where the pro-

cess may readily be referred to an irritating or

inflammatory process involving the central neurons,

is it difficult to locate a local inflammatory cause

of pain.

The pathology of neuritis, as the word implies,

is always referable to an inflammatory process in-

volving the neurilemma, or the nerve trunk or both,

and in some cases accompanied by an interstitial

process involving all the structures of the nerve

trunk in the affected segment. The inflammatory

process very rarely if ever destroys permanently

the axions of the nerve trunk, except when involved

in a malignant or some other destructive process.

An acute unarrested neuritis may result in the

formation of adhesions between the nerve sheath

and the surrounding structures, and thereby cre-

ate considerable hyperplasia which may for a long

time impair the functions of the nerve, and be

accompanied by a persistent more or less painful

*Read before the Third International Congress of Pliys

iotherapy at Paris, France, April i, lOio.

condition, i'hc inflauunaiory process in neuritis is

as a rule circumscribed within a small area, while

the pains or a sense of numbness are referred as

a rule to the periphery, corresponding witli the

axions upon which the pressure is exerted. The

fact that these localized areas have not often

enough been recognized has probably led to the

abuse of the term neuralgia. There are certain

exposed regions which are common sites of the

lesion. Such lesions arc usually located at points

where the nerve trunk crosses a bony prominence

or fibrouS structure particularly when a muscle is

over a nerve in an exposed part of the body, as in

the following frequent sites of neuritis; where the

sciatic nerve at the sacrosciatic notch passes be-

neath the pyraformis muscle; where the crural

nerve passes beneath Poupart's ligament; where

the lumbosacral cord and the anterior crural cros?;

the sacroiliac synchondrosis ; where the musculo-

spiral and circumflex emerge from beneath the

teres minor; where the suprascapular passes out

beneath the trapezius and enters the supraspinatus

fossa of the scapula; where the inferior dental

enters the canal in the inferior maxillary bone

;

where the superior maxillary or second division of

the fifth cranial nerve emerges through the infra-

orbital foramen. These exposed points explain the

traumatic origin of a large percentage of the cases

of neuritis, the peculiar conditions accounting for

frequent occurrence at these sites. In herpes zostei

and intercostal neuritis deep pressure made in the

intervertebral spaces over the posterior roots will

elicit points of tenderness.

Etiology:—In addition to mechanical injury or

exposure, toxemia or local infection is a factor in

the etiology of some cases of neuritis, as is indi-

cated from the fact that soiwe cases have favorably

responded to so-called "anti-rheumatic" remedies.

Treatment: Whether a localized neuritis is of

traumatic or of infectious origin, when it has per-

sisted for two weeks or more, it will not respond

favorably to drug treatment ; as is borne out by

experience. While exceptional cases may recover

spontaneously, the usual case of neuritis under the

medical regime is the bete noir of the medical rnan.

The variety of means, medicinal and mechanical,

that have been employed in the treatment of neu-

ritis in the past is indicated by the large number

of remedies prescribed. Rest, fixation splints, nerve

stretching, surgical operations, and the employment

of so-called antirheumatic remedies, followed in

many instances by hot baths at the various health

resorts and spas, are the usual regime employed in

the treatment of neuritis; at least so we are to infer

from the text book and the frequent reports of

unrelieved sutTerers that have come to be relieved.

That these methods have been followed with only

a moderate degree of success is evidenced by the

large number of chronic cases of neuritis.

That there are methods of treatment which meet
with uniform success when the lesions are ac-

cessible, i. e., not in the pelvis or cranium, is the

author's object in presenting this paper. It has

been my lot during the last twelve years to have

\ad under observation a large number of these

cases in which the results have been uniformly

satisfactory. The principles of treatment employed
have been as follows : Accepting the fact that a

local inflammatory process is always associated in

its early stages with the development of indura-

tion—the stasis of inflammation—it is self-evident

that induration thus formed exists as an obstruction
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to the blood stream, with the infiltrating materials,
fibrin and round cells in process of being thrown
out into the lymph spaces and there becoming
gradually organized and often causing the nerve
to become adherent to surrounding structures.

These in turn exert pressure upon the nerve trunk
and end nerve plates, producing local or diffused
pain or both, together with impaired nutrition,

varying with the length or extent of the nerve
trunk involved ; the pain as a rule being most
marked at the periphery.

The indication for the treatment of inflamma-
tion, with the associated processes of infiltration,

producing pressure and pain, is the dissipation of
such infiltrating materials. With tissues thus in-

volved in any noninfected inflammatory process,
the infiltration with swelling and tension may be
dissipated in the early stages, before organized
hyperplasia has taken place, by inducing intrinsic

activity, in other words, successive structural con-
tractions throughout the area involved, and of the
surrounding muscles, thereby forcing out or ex-
pressing the foreign substances from the lymph
spaces. To be more specific, if an electrical current
is applied to a structure in a state of infiltration,

inducing successive contraction with intervening
intervals of rest at an alternating rate of about 120
per minute, it will express the fluid element of the
exudation, and also induce the elimination of round
cells and fibrin deposited in the lymph spaces. This
is practically demonstrated by the application of the
static wave current or static sparks to a recent
sprain which is thereby softened by one application

to the extent that the patient who enters the office

with difficulty walks out with little pain after the
first administration. This principle in therapeutics
applies to the treatment of all conditions of non-
infected inflammation including the types of neu-
ritis.

Another element to be considered as present
with neuritis, and also in joint inflammation, is the
associated condition of tension or contraction of
the muscular structures receiving their nerve sup-
ply from the affected nerve, or the muscles which
cross or move a joint. In neuritis of the brachial
plexus, such contraction may cause the fixation of
the pectoral, triceps, teres minor and major, biceps,
and deltoid muscles ; in severe cases to an extent
that will so immobilize the arm that movement is

both painful and difficult. It is this condition of
muscular tension and contraction which gives the
arm or limb the seat or a brachial or sciatic neuritis
the sense of weight or heaviness and disuse. These
conditions of muscular contraction are practically
relieved by the same means as relieve local indura-
tion and infiltration.

Effectually to overcome the infiltration and mus-
cular tension associated with the local lesion of
neuritis, there are no means, in my experience, that
compare with the static modalities, particularly the
static wave current, the static sparks, and the static
brush discharge, as well as in some cases the direct
vacuum tube current which simulates the wave cur-
rent in that it is administered with the vacuum tube
connected in the same manner to the positive pole
of the static machine, with the negative side
grounded, and the spark discharging at a length
that can be tolerated by the patient. "(See the illus-

tration.)

Radiant light and heat or drv convective heat, as
an adjunct to static treatment, should never be em-
ployed following the administration of that current.

If, however, it is applied prior to the static treat-

ment, the capillary and arterial dilatation induced,

together with the tissue relaxation, seems to facili-

tate the expression of the debris or infiltration from
the tissues, whereas relaxation so induced follow-

ing the static treatment tends again to flood the

tissues and produce to a degree a secondary infiltra-

tion. This has been well demonstrated by relapses

thus induced in connection with the static treat-

ment.

The application of mechanical vibration in the

treatment of neuritis, associated with the static

administration aids in overcoming the muscular
tension. Otherwise, in our experience, the employ-
ment of this agent has proved generally unsatis-

factory.

The technique we employ in the treatment of
the variously located cases of neuritis is substan-
tially as follows: If there is great pain and diffuse

tenderness of the parts, as in. acute cases, the

application of radiant light and heat from a source
of high candle power, to the extent of inducing an
intense local hyperemia over the sensitive part,

should always precede the application of the static

wave current, which is administered in the follow-
ing manner

:

The patient is seated upon the insulated platform,

opposite the positive pole of the machine, a metal
electrode of lead, block tin, or bottle cap composi-

E

Connections for Static Wave Current. E, Electrostatic Generator;
G, Ground Connection of the negative side of the machine; Elec-
trode is connected to patient. P, who must be insulated.

tion (22 gauge is the best thickness) adapted to

the part to be treated is adjusted over the site of
the lesion, and fixed in such a manner that it will

be held in close apposition to the skin, either by
pressing it against a pillow, placed at the back of

the part to be treated, or by bandaging the electrode

to the part.

In the treatment of tic-douloureux, the pliable

metal should be shaped to fit the face in such a

manner that it will cover and press upon the dis-

tribution of the affected nerve. The electrode is

best held in place by the palm of the bare hand
of the patient against the metal, the arm resting

upon the arm of a chair. It is impossible to ad-
minister this current over the forehead or scalp,

on account of the thinness of the aponeurosis and
skin, and the intense painful vibration induced
over the bony structures beneath ; but here the

static brush discharge is always effective. The
electrode, having been placed in position, is con-
nected by a rheophore, a small bare wire suiting

the purpose, to the positive side of the machine.
The spark-gap or space between the discharging
rods is then closed, and the negative side of the
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machine grounded to some direct grounding, as a

water pipe or radiator. The machine is then started

at a very slow rate of speed, and the operator pro-

ceeds to open the spark-gap slowly, until the patient

complains of too great pain, produced by the con-
tractions induced in the involved tissues. A spark-
gap one inch or a little more employed when treat-

ing an involved sciatic nerve at the notch, em-
ploying a metal electrode four or five inches .square

is all that can at first be tolerated if a lesion is

present. Severe pain induced in this manner will

be diagnostic. The spark-gap should then be

opened a little at a time by the operator as the

patient can tolerate it, until the treatment has been
continued for twenty minutes, when the spark-gap

may have been lengthened to from three to four

inches. By this time the contraction or tension of

the pyriformis and gluteal muscles will have been
relaxed, and the infiltration be largely expelled from
the involved tissues. The extent of relief that this

treatment will afford the patient must be experi-

enced or the effect witnessed to be appreciated by

those who are unfamiliar with this method of treat-

ment. The patient who comes in a cab and enters

the office with difficulty, often can walk home with-

out assistance.

It is my custom to follow up this treatment

with a few static sparks over the section of nerve

involved, and to any muscles that are tense and
contracted, as to the long muscles of the internal

and external vasti and quadriceps groups which are

apt to be contracted in sciatica and the deltoid, teres

minor and major, pectoral, triceps, biceps, and
scapular muscles in brachial neuritis. The applica-

tion of a spark to a muscle thus contracted will

cause marked pain, but a very few sparks carefully

applied completely relax the tense muscles. It is

customary to apply these sparks to the long muscles

in rapid succession with the sparking ball passing

parallel to the involved muscles. Sparks cause in-

tense pain, temporarily to be sure, when applied

over the site of the lesion in neuritis, but no

modality will be missed more, if this application is

neglected.

Patients w-ill accept it without protest as soon

as they discover the relief following the application,

and if not completely relieved will ask for more.

It is notable how these patients will call for here

and there another spark. It is customary in treat-

ing neuritis when seeking to overcome muscular

tension, following the treatment of the local lesion,

to have the patients move the aft'ectetl arm about in

all positions which cause pain, indicating where

pain is caused by the movement, and there to apply

sparks.

Few patients who have suffered for a few days

or one week with a severe neuritis will make

protestation against the application of these rneas-

ures, if they are intelligently applied ; the relief is

so instant and complete. The length of sparks

administered should always be relative to the size

of the part involved—sparks an inch long over the

forearm, to two and one-half inches over the

deltoid and four inches over the glutei muscles and

muscles of the leg. will be an approximate length

in an average case to insure a maximum benefit.

Sparks are best localized in these cases by means of

a spark director.

In the treatment of tic douloureux or neuritis of

the trigeminus, variously located, the application of

the wave current will be followed to advantage in

most cases by the use of the static brush discharge

instead of sparks ; the structures being less dense,

this motlality will always be effective. When the

lesion is in the mouth, a glass vacuum tube electrode

held over the lesion and employing the direct va-

cuum tube current obtains the desired result. It

was so employed to two of my patients ; one a case

of neuritis of the inferior dental branch, where the

nerve entered the bony canal, and in the other case

the electrode was applied above the upper alveolar

border.

In herpes zoster the static brush discharge is the

modality of election for application over the her-

patic patches, following an administration of radi-

ant light and heat. Over the unerupted area, apply

an electrode of soft metal which will cover the

parts that are contracted and painful, and employ
the wave current daily or twice daily in severe cases

for twenty minutes, followed each time by sparks

directed to the intervertebral spaces along the spine

until the pain is relieved. These measures effectu-

ally cure these cases in a few days, and promptly

relieve most if not all of the discomfort at each
application.

Intrapelvic neuritis frequently occurs, associated

with the sacroiliac luxation described by Gold-
thwaite. These cases are promptly relieved when
coming early under observation, by the systematic

employment of the static wave current with an
electrode of soft metal 33^ x 8 inches in dimension,

applied over the sacroiliac synchondrosis and con-

tracted muscles of the gluteal region, and employ-
ing at first a spark-gap as long as the patient will

permit it, gradually increasing it to from six to

ten inches, for the usual twenty minutes, followed

by static sparks and in severe cases by an additional

internal treatment such as is used in treating pro-

statitis with a cylindrical metal electrode, carried

high up into the rectum, and held against the

affected side. The writer has successfully treated

four of these cases during the last two months, in

all of which recovery has been complete within two
weeks. In some cases it will also be necessary to

reduce a luxation at the synchondrosis by extreme
and forcible flexion of the thigh upon the trunk. It

is probably these cases that are thus relieved by
so-called nerve stretching.

The prognosis in neuritis when the static modali-

ties are employed is always good by the method
described, if the lesion is accessible. The time

necessary to effect a cure is relative to the chro-

nicity, i.e., relative to the amount and character of

the exudation and the extent of the involvement
or lesion, when the case comes under observation.

In no instance has the writer failed to cure a case

of sciatic neuritis of less than two weeks' duration

within ten days, the cases of shorter duration be-

ing relieved promptly with from two to five treat-

ments.

In chronic tic douloureux the prognosis is bad
after two years, because the lesion located within

the bony structures is inaccessible, and the indura-

tion has become organized. These cases, however,
are promptly cured when of less than one year's

duration ; and cases of Bell's palsy not of cortical

origin respond to the same treatment for the same
reasons.

There is probably no technique in electrothera-

peutics that requires more care and precision in the

management than the treatment of neuritis, and
none that affords greater satisfaction to physician

and patient.

329 West Fifty-seventh Street.
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STRICTURE OF THE MALE URETHRA.*

By WALTER BROOKS BROUNER. A.B.. M.D..

NEW YORK CITY.

Stuicture of the urethra in 95 per cent, of all case>

is due to the after effects of one or more attacks of

gonorrhea; congenital, traumatic, inflammatory,

spasmodic, and organic strictures constituting tliu

remaining 5 per cent. The importance of a

knowledge of the cause and effect of strictured

urethra cannot be overestimated, as gonorrhea is

so prevalent in the male population of all cities,

towns, villages, and hamlets as to be practically

endemic. Indeed, so common is it, and of so little

importance to the average citizen who is afflicted

with gonorrhea, that it is often looked upon as a

joke and of no more importance or danger than

an ordinary cold in the head.

'Ihe attitude of the public, due to ignorance of

the seriousness and latent possibilities of "only a

dose of clap," makes the proper care and after

treatment of a case of gonorrhea one of the most

trying problems with which a physician or genito-

urinary specialist is confronted. My hospital and

private records show that not more than 50 per

Cgnt. of those afllicted with gonorrhea are willing

to follow out the after treatment of their gonorrhea

until cured : whereas 95 per cent, of our syphilitic

patients haunt our offices until they are told to quit

treatment. And yet this disrespect for gonorrhea,

in spite of the fact that it causes not only stricture

•of the urethra, abscesses about the genital organs,

disease of the testicles causing sterility, involvement

of a very important organ—the prostate gland, in-

fection of the bladder, "urinary ducts, and kidneys,

but also inflammations of the various tissues of the

body, such as joints, bursse, tendons, muscles, the

heart, and even the eyes.

Of all these complications stricture of tlic

urethra, excepting perhaps prostatic involvement, is

by far the most common, often leading to the most

serious complications to the genitourinary economy,

and often necessitating heroic measures for. rebel"

of the patient. Why, then, is stricture so prevalent

as a result of gonorrhea? The rea.sons are simple.

The natural configuration of the urethra or urinary

pijie predispo.ses to it: also the causative agent of

the gonorrhea, the gonococcus of Neisser. with its

predilection for the deep tissues, produces an ulcer-

ation of the mucous membrane of the urethra with

a i)roliferation or deposit of new tissue within the

urinary canal, and finally, patients refuse or fail t"

persist in their treatment of gonorrhea until cured.

The normal urethra is, as we know, not of equal

or uniform caliber throughout its entire length.

"At the meatus urinarius or mouth of the penis

we find a normal narrowing of the canal, which
then exjiands into a spindle-shaped portion, which

is called the fossa navicularis : hence this is called

the navicular portion of the urethra. .\s this part

emerges into the spongy or penile portion a slight

constriction occurs. The canal then expands and
we find it of somewhat unifom caliber in its course

through the course of the corpus spongiosum for

a distance, of four or five inches. It then expands
again, in conformity with the bulbous expansion of

the corpus spongiosum, and a spindle-shaped canal

is foriued, which is from an inch to an inch and

•Read before the Geiiito-Urinary Section of the New
York Academy of Medicine, May 18, 1910, in a sym-
posium on "The Complications and Sequelre of Gon-
orrhea.

a half in length, and is called the siiuis of the bulb

or bulbous portion of the urethra, .\gain becom-
ing contracted at the anterior layer of the triangular

ligament it has a uniform caliber for a distance of

about three-quarters of an inch. when, at the pos-

terior layer of this ligament, it emerges to e.xpand

again into the prostatic urethra. In its course

through the triangular ligament it is simply a mem-
branous canal seated about an inch beneath the

summit of the pubic arch, and surrounded by the

compressor urethree muscle. The prostatic ure-

thra is the direct continuation of the membranous
urethra. It also has a spindle shape and is about

an inch and a quarter in length. Thus anatomically

there is a navicular, a spongy, a bulijous, a mein-

iiKuious, and a prostatic portion of the urethra,

unking five divisions in all. The term 'penile' or

pendulous urethra is also applied to that portion

which extends from the glans to the penoscrotal

angle."

This configuration of the interior of the penis,

together with the numerous ducts or pockets in

the membrane of the urethra, form a natural nidus

for the gonococcus, which if not eradicated tends

first to a mucous degeneration of the mucous mem-
brane, the formation of transitional cells, and finally

a subepithelial connective tissue formation, which
if not checked, leads to a round cell infiltration of

greater or less extent.

According to Finger, "the areas of gonorrheal

urethritis localize theinselves by preference in the

pendidous, bulbous, or prostatic portions of the

canal, the membranous portion being rather im-

luune to chronic inflaiumatinn of this sort." If the

gonococci are not eliminated and the chronic ure-

thritis terminated, the granulation tissue persists.

Contraction subsequently occurs, causing stricture,

which we define as any narrowing in the lumen of

the canal or pipe or urethra. A stricture may be

either (a) linear, (b) annular, (c) tortuous, de-

pending on the relation of the scar tissue to the

canal or urethra— in short, strictures vary in de-

gree rather than in kind, and also as to the extent

that they tend to a closure or occluding of the

canal: hence the arbitrary distinction of open or

large caliber strictures, and tight or small caliber

strictures.

The changes which now take place, due to the

existence of the stricture, are produced, first, by

mechanical influence and, .second, by infection.

The urine in its outward flow meets the obstruction

presented by the stricture, causing increased pres-

sure on the walls of the urethra. This back pres-

sure is felt all along the urinary canal, extending

eventually to the bladder, which now has to work
harder and overtiine in order to expel its normal

urinary contents. This constant overwork on the

part of the bladder causes either hypertrophy of

its muscular walls or it loses its contractile po\\er.

and atony or loss of bladder tone results. If the

stricture be not relieved this damming-up process

may back up into the ureters, which connect the

bladder with the kidne\'s. subjecting them to similar

deleterious pressure influences as d.escribed in the

bladder, until the kidneys are involved, undergoing
either a compensatory hypertrophy or a dilatation

of their pelves. Finally the very substance of the

kidney is involved, and water-logged or hydro-

nephrotic kidneys result.

Concomitant with these muscular processes there

go hand in hand other changes. As the bladder

loses its projectile or expulsive force a certain
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amount of urine is left behind, either behind the
stricture or in the bladder itself. This urine under-
goes fermentative changes, which not only tend to

perpetuate the local inflammatory conditions Iml
aggravate them, hence the ducts and the ghuuls
of the urethra become inflamed. Periurethral ab-
scesses form. If the stricture be excessively tight

a complete shutting otif of the stream of urine re-

sults, causing retention of urine, which if nut re-

lieved causes urinary extravasation or leakage into

the adjacent tissues. This in some cases leav'.s to

<!eath, or if the case does not progress so far as

this, cystitis may occur and with it a transmission

upward and backward through the urinary ap|)ar-

atus, until the entire genitourinary system is in-

volved with a pus infection.

It is impossible to state what proportion of pa-

tients who have had gonorrhea become the victims

of strictural formation. It is certain that if a

gonorrhea be gently, systematically, and persistently

treated until the urine is free from shreds and
gonococci and the subsequent course of after treat-

ment by sounds be instituted, we can then predict

the absence of any subsequent stricture formation.

Once formed, strictures may vary in number, a^'

many as ten strictures having been observed liy me
in one case. Observers vary as to the site of stric-

tures. In one hundred cases observed by me at the

New York Hospital and Vanderbilt Clinic thirty-

five were within the first two inches behind the

meatus urinarius, forty-seven were between the

latter point and the penoscrotal junction, eighteen

were at or near the penoscrotal junction. Strictures

of the prostatic urethra are rare and with difficulty

demonstrable.

The symptoms in the order of frequency are (a)

gleet, (b) change in the stream either as regards

form, force, or size, (c) increased frequency of

micturition, (d) bladder symptoms as already de-

scribed, and (e) loss of sexual power. The limits

of this brief paper will not permit of any extended

reference to these symptoms.
The diagnosis of stricture is made from the

symptoms which the patient presents as already

described, and from our examination of the urethra.

Suffice it to sav that we employ in our investigations

two sorts of instruments: (a) metallic instruments,

e.g.—cone-pointed or olive-pointed bougies, tun-

neled and grooved silver catheters, and tuunclel

and grooved metallic sounds, metallic urethral

sounds, the urethrometer, dilators, and the entlo-

scope : (b) non-metallic instruments: <'.,i:.—fili-

form whalebone guides, soft flexible silk i>r lisle

thread bougies, and rubber silk, or lisle thread

catheters, without going into detail, it is necessary to

remember that all our instrumentation must be of

the gentlest nature. Force nnist be omitted, and

patience and persistence substituted.

The treatment is prophylactic, nonoiierative, and

operative. (a^l By prophylactic I mean that

gonorrhea should be conscientiously treated so that

the possibility of stricture following an attack of

gonorrhea may be eliminated. In my practice I

begin the passage of soft instruments as soon as the

gonococci have disappeared. Many obstinate cases

with shreds in the urine directly following an attack

of gonorrhea clear up under sound introduction,

after local applications, such as silver nitrate, have

failed. No patient should be discharged by us as

cured until a thorough exploration of his urethra

has been made.
(b) Nonoperative treatment. As we have al-

ready indicated, strictures are open or closed. In
my experience a large majority of strictures are

amenable to dilatation. Even though at first ad-
mitting but a liliform. we may gradually, with tun-

neled instruments (followed by soft instruments
later), work them up to at least 20 Fr. and then
contimie our work with rigid instruments, until we
have dilated the urethra up to what we consider the

normal size for the given individual. The results of

such treatment so far as permanency is concerned
are just as good as those following cutting opera-
tions, if not better, for even when operative treat-

ment is employed we are forced to use dilators

(sounds) thereafter for a certain interval. In all

our manipulations of the urethra we must not em-
ploy force, but gentleness coupled with patience

and persistence. The mortality of such dilatations

is practically nil. Divulsions are not desirable, as

they do too much violence to the urethral structures

and eventually leave the patient as liadlv oft" (if tmi

worse) than before the treatment.

(c) Operative treatment. There are certain

cases which are not amenable to dilatation. Then
there are certain emergency operations, such as re-

tention, fistulse, extravasation, etc., which require

operation on tlie urethra. We then have one of
three operations to perform—viz., internal, ex-
ternal, or combined internal and external opera-
tions. The limits of this paper will not permit of
any reference to the detail of such procedure. It

will be sufficient to state that like all cutting opera-
tions, there is a certain degree of danger from
hemorrhage, infection, anuria, etc. Operations on
the urethra today are not so numerous as formerly,
and are accompanied by a relatively decreasing
mortality, owing to our advanced ideas as regards
preliminary and after treatment, and our special

improved surgical equipment and technique.

27 West Ninth Street.

A New Technique in Intrabronchial Injections.

—

Guisez describes a new method by which intrabronchial in-

jections may be easily carried out. He gives the results
of such injections in a case of acute intrapulmonary abscess
and one of chronic bronchial dilatation. In the abscess
case radioscopy enabled the abscess to be located, and
the treatment brought about a speedy recovery. In the
chronic dilatation case the patient was benefited by the
injections, and his fever lessened by the emptying and
disinfection of the hronchiectatic cavity. The larynx of
t;he patient is cocainized and the injection made with a
long curved cannula, which is introduced with the head
mirror. The cannula reaches to the bifurcation of the
bronchi and is directed toward the affected bronchus at
the moment of injection. When the injection is made
the patient lies on the affected side, so that the solution
runs in that direction. It is possible to introduce without
disagreeable results 12 to 18 c.c. of fluid. This method
allows of efficient local treatment of pulmonary condi-
tions.

—

Gazette des Ilopitaux.
The Blood in Kala-Azar.—\. Tomaselli has investi-

gated the blood in kala-azar to find if there is any diagnos-
tic criterion in it by which to differentiate the varieties
of this disease from one another and from other similar
diseases. He does not find such practical differential cri-

teria. In the beginning of the disease there is a moderate
leucocytosis : later there is anemia; increased globular
value ; lessened hemoglobin and erythrocytes ; increased
mononucleated leucocytes; lessened lymphocytes; eosino-
philes ; and no alteration of size and form of red cells.

Chromatophilia is noted in some cases. There is some
difference between the blood in the African and Egyptian
varieties. The parasites arc rare in the peripheral blood.
In infantile pseudoleukemic anemia there are nu?iier-

ous hematoblasts; there are nucleated red cells, which are
rare in kala-azar. In malarial anemia we find malarial
parasites in the blood, polynucleosis, and eosinophiles. In
Malta fever there are normal polynucleated neutrophiles,
polynucleates. and eosinophiles.

—

Ririsfa Critica di CImica
Medica.
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ARTERIAL HYPERTENSION.

Since the introduction of the sphygmomanometer

into clinical medicine has done for the estimation

of blood pressure what the clinical thermometer

years before did for the body temperature, great

and widespread interest has been taken in the

interpretation of the variations and fluctuations of

this particular factor of the pulse. This sudden

enthusiasm has done much good in teaching the

physician the necessity of careful observation of

the pulse force, both as an aid to diagnosis and as

an indication for treatment. Along with its bene-

fits, however, the sphygomomanometer has done a

certain amount of harm, for with its steadily widen-

ing use the term "arterial hypertension" is begin-

ning to be used almost as though this were in itself

a disease instead of merely a symptom.

For a proper understanding of the treatment of

the various conditions associated with which the

arterial pressure is above normal, it must primarily

be recognized that if the pressure is high there

must be some underlying cause for the abnormality.

Such causes can, as a rule, be divided into three

groups : mechanical, nervous, and toxic causes.

The most common mechanical cause is arterio-

sclerosis, and yet there may be pipe-stem arteries

with normal pressure. The reflex nerve irritation

of a peritonitis or a fright, may cause a sharp rise

in pulse tension, but in shock the blood pressure

falls. The cause of hypertension, which is probably

the most widespread and the most frequent, is intox-

ication. It is generally considered that it is the irri-

tation from poisons retained by the kidneys and
not the mechanical obstruction which sends up the

blood pressure in nephritis, while in two articles in

the American Journal of the Medical Sciences for

May and July, 1910, Elliott emphasizes the toxic

cause of those indefinite cases in which the pressure
is permanently above normal, without recognizable

causative lesions, the cases called by Cook "essen-
tial arterial hypertension."

These cases occur, as a rule, in stout people of
middle age, often in men of large affairs leading
strenuously active lives, and considering tliemselves

to be in good physical condition. A little headache,
some "biliousness," constipation, vertigo, or, most
frequently of all, a troublesome flatulency appear-
ing at night or excited by exertion brings such
patient to the doctor with the self-made diagnosis

of indigestion. An examination reveals a slightly

plethoric man, with possibly more or less cardiac

hypertrophy, and a systolic blood pressure between

160 and 220 mm. of mercury. The Hver may be

enlarged and an excess of indican is found in the

urine, but, at least in the earlier stages of the dis-

ease, there is no sign of renal involvement. In such

cases Elliott believes that the hypertension is due
to the stimulation of poisons circulating in the sys-

tem, to.xins having their origin in the intestines,

which keep the muscles of the vessel walls in a con-

stant state of spasm, causing increased resistance to

the flow of blood, and ultimately arteriosclerosis and

cardiac hypertrophy.

The treatment in such cases is chiefly hygienic

and dietary, and may well be summed up as modera-

tion in all things. The patient must not starve him-

self, and he must not overeat. A low meat diet is

desirable, but an embargo on meat with license in

carbohydrates is distinctly harmful. Violent exer-

cise must not be indulged in, but a sedentary life

aggravates the condition. The use of alcohol and
tobacco should be kept within moderate limits, and
the salt intake should be reduced. Water should

be given freely and the bowels should be kept well

open with saline cathartics. When the pressure lies

within moderate bounds and no active symptoms
are evident, vasodilators are unnecessary. When
the pressure is extreme and symptoms giving warn-

ing of an approaching apoplexy appear, active vaso-

dilatation with nitrites is urgently required. In the

later stages, when the heart has hypertropHied and
then weakened, stimulants are needed, a reliable in-

dication for this being the response of the pulse

and blood pressure to graded exercises. If during

exercise the pressure rises gradually and remains

high for some time, the heart is in good condition

;

if it drops quickly to a point lower than before the

exercise began the heart is weak.

These communications of Elliott are of consider-

able value, not only as pointing out what the author

has found to be the most satisfactory method of

treating a very puzzling and resistant class of

patients, but especially in emphasizing the need of

recognizing the underlying causes of the condition.

A FISH DIET.

Sir J. Criciiton-Browne, who is the orator of the

British medical profession, has been lauding re-

cently in eloquent language the merits of a fish diet

from various standpoints. At the twenty-fifth an-

nual conference of the British Sanitary Inspectors'

Association held in Fishmonger's Hall, London, on

August 30, the speaker in question discussed fish

generally. In the first instance he proffered the

very sound advice that systematic inspection should

be maintained over all sources from which shell

fish were sent to market and that samples of the

fish so sent should be taken frequently and sub-

jected to bacterial examination in the same way as

milk was tested in order to prevent the spread of

disease. The main part of the address was devoted

to the discussion of fish as a food, and regret was
expressed that away from coastal towns fish had

hitherto been regarded too much as an accessory,
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too little as a staple article of diet. There are
large numbers of people in rural districts, and the
remark applies more pertinently to America than
to Great Britain, who rarely taste fish, and who in-

deed fail to realize the value of fish as food. Fish
from a physiological point of view, except, perhaps,
from the point of view of the vegetarian, is the

next best thing to meat. It contains less protein

than meat, and as a source of energy its nutritive

value varies with the amount of fat it contains. In

this respect salmon may be considered as equal to

lean meat, but the lean fish which contains less fat

and more water has to take a lower place. It has

been calculated that 1^2 pounds of codfish will ctiual

in nutritive value one pound of lean beef, but cod
is far cheaper than beef. Still the market price of

fish is no criterion of its nutritive value. Sole is

dear, while haddock is cheap, but haddock contains

as much nutriment as sole. As a matter of fact,

scarcity, taste, and fashion, and perhaps prejudice,

regulate the market for fish, as there are several

species of fish which are edible and nutritious, but

which find no favor with the public.

Browne points out that if a general call for fish

were to arise, a vast development of the fishing in-

dustry would take place, and we might look forward

to an abundance of good nourishing and digestible

fish for the people at a price making it accessible to

the poorest. But in order that fish as a food should

become widely popular, it is necessary that its

merits should be made known far and wide, and es-

pecially among the poorer classes.

In the address given in London a very interesting

point was brought forward, that the campaign
against tuberculosis might be greatly aided by an

abundant supply of cheap fish. Power of resist-

ance to the disease is an important factor in its pre-

vention, and that power is lowered by poverty in its

many phases, and conspicuously by poverty in food,

and especially by nitrogen starvation, as it is called,

or an insufficiency of protein in the nutriment sup-

plied. Little emphasis is needed to prove that if

the sick poor were better fed their powers of re-

sistance to tuberculosis would be greatly strength-

ened. Therefore the argument that to render fish

foods rich in protein accessible to the very poor

would be to take a long step toward the abolition

of tuberculosis, seems quite reasonable.

There is one point in support of fish as food upon

which the speaker did not touch, that it is not only

a cheap alternative to meat, but that it possesses sonic

special properties of its own. It is usually very

digestible, and in these days when indigestion, in-

testinal fermentation, and the like are the most com-

mon disorders this is a very great feature in its

favor and should particularly commend it to an

American public. It should also be borne in mind

that there are as good fish in the sea as ever came

out of it, and that the succulent and nutritious vari-

eties are not only those that are known and appre-

ciated, but some which are unknown, and other

varieties against which a prejudice exists.

It is certain that fish on the whole is nutritious,

that many nutritious varieties are cheap, and the

advice of Sir James Crichton-Browne might be fol-

lowed with advantage in the country. For reasons

hard to understand fish is neither so plentiful nor

so cheap in Now York as its situation seems in de-

mand. Neither as an article of diet is it very

largely used among the poor. A campaign of edu-

cation on the beneficial effects of fish as a food

would be as productive of good results in New York
as in London, and the day may come when fish will

be a common article of diet in the homes of the

poor in Europe and in America.

The Mental Exertion of Manual Labor.

The belief is perhaps general that manual labor in-

volves no particular mental strain. On the other
hand, one frequently hears it said that mental work
prejudicially afi'ects the bodily powers to a much
greater extent than does manual labor. Although
there is a considerable amount of truth in the state-

ment it must be accepted with certain distinct moiU-
fications, for even those who literally earn their

daily bread by the sweat of their brow are not

wholly exempt from brain travail. A correspondent
of the London Times, August 29, argues the case

ably for the man with the hoe or axe. He points

out that it is impossible to draw a precise line be-

tween mental and manual work. Physiologically

all work is brain work. All fatigue is really brain

fatigue. In other words, all labor is skilled labor,

though in greatly varying degrees. The navvy with
his pick and shovel has to use skill^so does the

docker, loading or unloading barrels, cases, and
bales. There are men who are so constantly en-

gaged in carrying out one little process that they do
the work instinctively, almost automatically. The
exercise of their skill requires little exertion of body
or mind. On the other hand, the watchmaker or
the engineer has to keep his mind continually on
his work, and although he must use his hands all

the time, his brain is being exerted more than his

body. Many indoor trades requiring skill need the
employment of brains rather than of physical force.

But even the horny-handed son of toil, as the Ital-

ian who digs, and delves, and blasts, and the coun-
tryman who toils on the land, in these days of
machinery must use a good deal of intelligent, as

well as expend much bodily, energy. Indeed, it is

obvious that brains are required in all trades and
possibly on the whole nearly as much mental power
is used by the man who works with his hands as he
who mainly uses his brains. The professional man
or the business man is generally brought up and
educated for bis work and thus his brains are
trained, while the uneducated individual has, so to

speak, to work his brains more, in that they are un-
trained. Whether it be w'ork of brain or hand, so
long as it is not carried to excess, it is healthy.
No healthy man has ever been killed by hard work
within reasonable limits, of any kind. More have
rusted to death than have been worn out. The
work which kills at the present time is the abuse
of work, the rush and strain of modern conditions,
and, above all, worry, the curse of modern times.
The person who works at hard manual labor has
several advantages. As a rule, he labors in the
open air, and provided that he earns sufficient to

support himself and family in comfort he is free
from worry and he is free from responsibility which
usually brings worry in its train. Nevertheless, the
brain worker must not lay the flattering unction to
his soul that he possesses a monopoly of mental ex-
ertion. Moreover in this as in everj' case, the per-
.sonal equation must be considered.
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Typhoid Spermatocystitis and Prostatitis.

Few subjects in recent years have occasioned such

interest among cHnicians and anxiety among sani-

tarians as has the question of disease "carriers,"

more especially in reference to the transmission of

typhoid fever. Post-typhoid bacilluria is a well-

known clinical condition, often occurring as long as

live or even ten years after recovery from typhoid

fever. The presence of the baciUi in the urine of

otherwise healthy individuals is familiar, but their

source has been a puzzling mystery. The gall-

bladder has long been accused of being a harborer

of the organisms, the accusation in many cases

having been based upon abundant proof insofar as

infection of the feces is concerned. That this organ

should be the source of urinary infection is, how-

ever, not so easy to understand, especially in the

light of the tiiKiings of \'yssokovitch that a

healthy kidney will not allow the passage of micro-

organisms from the blood to the urine, and as in

many cases of typhoid bacilluria there is no evi-

dence whatever of a kidney lesion, the searchers for

the source of the bacteria have had to turn their

attention to the lower urinary tract itself. In the

American Journal of tlw Medical Sciences for July,

1910, Marchildon reports the results of some ob-

servations made by him in Pick's laboratory in Ber-

lin, which seem to be of considerable interest in this

connection. In two patien.ts who died of typhoid

fever careful investigation was made of the entire

genitourinarv system with the result that in one

case a purulent infection of the seminal vesicles^was

found and in the other an acute prostatitis, i-rom

both lesions were obtained pure cultures of the

tvphoid bacillus. Both were men who <Iied

during the acute period of the disease, anrl the find-

ings therefore bear only an inferential relation to

the subject of typhoid carriers and post-typhoil

bacilluria. In the light, however, of tlie well-known

te'.idency of these two organs to chronic latent in-

fection.s" with the gonococcus, the suggestion that

chronic typhoidal lesions of the spermatocysts and

the prostate gland may be causes of bacilluria last-

ing for months or even years is tlistinctly worthy ol"

consideration.

Enlargement of the Medical Record.

In accordance with the policy that has animated

the Medical Record since its first appearance,

forty-four years ago, always to share with its sub-

scribers the benefits which accrue from their in-

creasing numbers, the journal is now once again

enlarged. Beginning with the current issue the

number of reading pages each week will be in-

creased, and this number will, as heretofore, be

exceeded in individual issues when society reports,

special articles, or other interesting matter calls for

more space. Dating from this issue also the typo-

graphical appearance of the journal will be im-

proved, the correspondence will be printed iu

larger type, and the abstracts from other journals

in the department of "Progress of Medical Science"

will be more widely spaced and so more easily

read. These and other improvements, upon which
we need not dwell now but which will, we hope, be
apparent to our readers, will all make for a better

journal, and the Medical Record will endeavor in

the future, as in the past, to continue to merit tlie

interest and loyalty of its many friends, both old

and new, who have made these lietterments possible.

Npiua of t\jt Wttk.

Decrease in Typhoid Fever.—The Health De-

partment of the City of New York announces that

the number of cases of typhoid fever during the

four weeks ending September 17 was much lower

than for the corresponding period of last year, the

total number for the city being 630, as compared

to 924 in 1909. In response to complaints regard-

ing the taste of the city water, the authorities state

that this is due to the presence of Aphanizomenon
in the water, and that the ill flavor will remain until

the cold rains come. The water is. nevertheless,

quite harmless.

Toadstools for Mushrooms.—Three persons are

dead in Orange, N. J., as the result of eating poi-

sonous toadstools which they thought were nuish-

rooms,

Crocker Cancer Fund.—The validity of the be-

quest made to Columbia L'niversity by the late

George Crocker, providing that the proceeds of

the sale of his house in New York City should, to-

gether with the proceeds of the sale of his country

place, be used as a fund for the carrying on of

work in cancer research in Columbia University, has

been questioned by the stepchildren of Mr, Crocker,

and the sale of the property has been forbidden

until the courts have passed upon the case.

Infantile Paralysis.—In both New York and
the District of Columbia the health authorities have

classed infantile paralysis with the transmissible dis-

eases and have ordered the quarantine of cases. The
Washington Department of Health issued an order

on .September 20. excluding from attendance at the

public schools all pupils who had been within the

previous three weeks exposed to acute cases of in-

fantile paralysis. Such pupils will not be allowed to

attend school for fourteen days. In New York
State the report of all cases and a quarantine for

twenty-one days is required. The Commissoner has

also issued blanks on which he urges a detailed re-

port of exery case occurring since January I, 1910,

Baths Before Target Practice.—The men of

the battleships composing the Atlantic fleet now in

southern waters for target practice have been in-

structed to bathe and make a change of undercloth-

ing each morning before the ship goes into action.

It is hoped in this way to prevent blood-poisoning

through any possible wounds froin infected cloth-

ing. .Such precautions are thought to have been
responsible for the absence of cases of blood-poison-

ing among the men on the Japanese battleships dur-

ing the Russo-Japanese war.

Typhoid Fever in Toronto.—Typhoid fever is

again very prevalent in Toronto. During the latter

part of September about 130 persons were under
treatment in the five principal hospitals of the city.

This is believed to be due to the fact that the city

water is infected, probably at the intake. The city

filtration and sewage disposal works arc progressing
somewhat slowly, and considerable dissatisfaction is

expressed at the delay in completing;- these necessar\-

improvements.
Food and Nutrition Charts.—The Dejiartment

if Agricultin-e has recently issued a set of fifteen

charts on the composition of foorl materials, which
are likely to ijrnve especially useful to instructors

and students in classes in physiology and in other

branches in which the food and nutrition of man
is studied, Tlie charts may be obtained from the

Superintendent of Documents, GovernmeiU Print-
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ing Office, Washington, D. C, for $1 for the set.

The charts are printed from photohthographs in

six colors, and in each case show the protein, fat,

carbohydrate, ash, and water contents, and the fuel

value expressed in calories. The food materials

shown are as follows: i, whole milk, skim milk,

buttermilk, and cream; 2. whole egg, egg (white

and yolk), cream cheese, and cottage cheese; .^.

lamb chop, pork chop, smoked ham, beefsteak, and
dried beef; 4, cod (lean fish), salt cod, oyster,

smoked herring, and mackerel (fat fish)
; 3. olive

oil. bacon, beef suet, butter, and lard; 6. corn,

wheat, buckwheat, oat. rye, and rice; 7, white bread,

whole wheat bread, oat breakfast food (cooked),

toasted bread, corn, bread, and macaroni ; 8, sugar.

molasses, stick candy, maple sugar, and honey ; cj,

parsnip, onion, potato, and celery; 10, shelled bean

(fresh), navy bean (dry), string bean (green), and
green corn: 11, apple, dried fig; strawberry, and
banana; 12, grapes (edible portion), raisins

(edible portion), .grape juice (unfcrniented ).

canned fruit, and fruit jelly; 13. walnut, chestnut,

peanut, peanut butter, and cocoanut. Chart 14 gives

the functions and uses of food under the headings.

"Constituents of Food,'" and "Uses of I'ood in the

Body." Chart 15 shows the dietary standard for a

man in full vigor at moderate muscular work and
the estimated amount of mineral matter required

per man per day.

Free Esperanto Instruction.—Air. Arthur
Baker, 700 East Fortieth street, Chicago, editi.ir of

Amcrika Esperantisto, writes that he has had pre-

pared 100,000 brief grammars of Esperanto in

pamphlet form, and will send one free to any per-

son who is sufficiently interested to ask for it. in-

closing a stamp for reply. The grammar has been

prepared in order to give every person interested

an opportunity to judge for himself regarding the

probable value of this international medium of

communication.

Medical Inspection of School Children in

Toronto.—Medical inspection in the Toronto public

schools will shortly be in force. The department of

medical inspection is to be placed luider the direc-

tion of the Board of Inspectors. Dr. Helen Mac-
Marchy has been appointed medical inspector of

girls, and Dr. Wilmot A. Graham, medical inspector

of boys.

Jewish Consumptive Institute.—This institu-

tion, to be used in the treatment of tuberculosis,

was opened in Philadelphia on September 11.

Addresses were made by the founder, Dr. M. Stal-

ler. and by Dr. S. Solis-Cohen. chief of the medical

staff. Nurses from the institute will visit the homes
of tuberculous patients and instruct their families

in the care of the sick. Tents will be provided for

sleeping on the roof^ in crowded sections.

Marine Hospital Service.—During the last fis-

<:al year 16.7G6 vessels w ere inspected by the officers

of the United States Public Health and Marine
Hospital service. This also meant the inspection of

1,280,000 would-he immigrants, of whom aboiU

30.000 were excluded as unfit, either physically or

mentally. The annual cost of the work of the

service is about !s2.ooo.ooo.

Death Rate for 1909.—The mortality statistics

prepared by the Bureau of the Census for the reg-

istration cities and States of the Ignited States

show that the death rate for 1909 was 15 per

thousand of estimated population. This is lower

than for anv previous vear of registration and is

probably the lowest in the history of the country.

The mortality through the year was distributed with

more than ordinary uniformity and no epidetnics of

wide extent occurred. The total number of deaths

in the registration area for 1909 was 732,538, of

which 54.4 per cent, were of males. The largest

number for any single month occurred in March,

when there were 70,093. In the majority of the

registration States and cities March is the month
of greatest mortality, and June of the least.

The official death registration area of the I'ureau

of the Census includes those States and cities which

require registration of a death before the issuance

of a burial certificate, and which have complied with

other requirements of the Census Bureau. In 1909
the following States were included in this area

:

California, Colorado, Connecticut, Indiana, Maine,

Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Hamp-
shire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island, South Dakota, Vermont, Washing-
ton, and Wisconsin, In addition to these returns

were received from 54 cities not in the registration

States, in which the local ordinances were consil-

ered satisfactory. The estimated population of this

registration area in 1909 was 48,776,893, or about

55 per cent, of the total estimated population of

continental United States.

The Bureau re])orts 569 deaths during the year

from acute anterior poliomyelitis, of which 552 oc-

curred among white persons, and only 17 among
colored. There was a somewhat greater incidence

of the disease among males, and an increased mor-
tality in August, September, and October. The
duration of the illness was reported in only 292

of the cases; in 253. or 87 per cent., this was
given as less than one month ; in 40 as over

one month and less than a year, and in 19 as one

year or more. This is the first year for which the

statistics of infantile paralysis as a cr.use of death

have been separated. The figures indicate that the

disease does not particularly affect large cities of

100,000 population or over.

Pellagra also is a new disease in the mortality

statistics. During 1909, 1 16 deaths from this cause

were reported, while in 1908 there were only 23.

Previous to this time no deaths were reported from
this cause, with the exception of one in 1904.

While the total number of deaths from tubercu-

losis in the registration area increased froin 78,289
in 1908 to 81,720 in 1909. the death rate declined

from 173.9 in 1908 to 167.5 P^r 100,000 of esti-

niateil popitlation in 1909. Eleven of the seventeen

States for which data are given showed numerical

decreases in deaths from tuberculosis in 1909, as

compared with 1908. the largest being in New
York. 415.

Cancer, du ilu' other hand, showed increases,

the death rate being // in 1909 and 74.3 in 1908.

The actual number of deaths was increased by 4,097.
The typhoid fever death rate which in 1908 was

25-3 per ioo,<200 of estimated population, the lowest
then on record, fell to 22 for 1909. This latter fig-

ure is only about one-third of the rate for the five-

year ]KTiod. 1901 -1905 (32.2), but it is almost twice
as large as the rate for England and Wales.

Pneumonia caused 8.774 niore deaths in 1909
than in 1908. the death rate being 143.6 per 100,000,
as compared to 136 in 1908. In the number of
deaths from influenza there was a decrease of

3.340.
Diseases of the nervous system showed a slight,

and diseases of the circulatorv svstem a large in-
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crease in the number of deaths for 1909, as com-

pared to previous years. Meningitis gave a lower

death rate as well as a numerical decrease.

Gifts to Charities.—The Butler Hospital and

the Rhode Island Hospital, both of Providence,

R. I., will receive $10,000 each from the estate of

the late Mrs. E. A. Shepard of that city. The

Butler Hospital will receive further sums also,

which are left to it subject "to the life interest of

another person.

St. Vincent's Hospital, New York, receives a be-

quest of $1,000 by the will of the late Mrs. Eliza-

beth Dunleavy.
The National Jewish Hospital for Consumptives

at Denver, Colo., receives a bequest of $1,000 in

the will of the late J. E. Schoenberg of New York.

Father John A. Kellner, late Rector of St. Gab-

riel's Church, New Rochelle, N. Y., in his will leaves

$2,000 to St. Joseph's Hospital for Consumptives

and $1,000 to St. Francis' Hospital, New York.

By the will of the late Amelia P. Rumpf of Phila-

delphia, the sum of $1,000 is bequeathed to the

German Hospital.

The Oregon State Medical Association at its

annual meeting on September 9, elected the follow-

ing officers: President, Dr. F. W. Van Dyke of

Grants Pass ; First Vice-President, Dr. R. C. Yen-

ney of Portland ; Second Vice-President, Dr. S. T.

Linklater of Hillsboro; Third Vice-President, Dr.

R. E. Ringo of Pendleton ; Secretary, Dr. Calvin S.

White of Portland ; Treasurer, Dr. Edna Timms of

Portland. Dr. William House and Dr. N. W. Jones

were elected members of the council.

The Washington County (Vermont) Medical
Association at its annual meeting on September

13, elected the following officers for the ensuing

year : President, Dr. L. W. Burbank of Cabot ; Vice-

President, Dr. C. E. Chandler of Montpelier; Secre-

tary, Dr. E. A. Colton of Montpelier; Treasurer,

Dr. L. A. Russlow of Randolph.

The Ohio County (West Virginia) Medical
Society at its annual meeting on September 12,

elected the following officers : President, Dr. Wil-
liam S. Fulton of Wheeling ; Vice-President, Dr. D.
Bigger Best of Wheeling; Secretary, Dr. R. J.

Hersey of Wheeling; Treasurer, Dr. R. M. Baird
of Wheeling.

Removals.—Dr. John A. Fordyce has removed to

8 West Seventy-seventh street.

Dr. Walstein M. Tompkins has removed to 158
East 37th street.

Dr. A. E. Palmer has removed to 68 West Eighty-

third street.

Dr. G. Carl Ruber, formerly of the University

of Michigan, has been appointed professor of em-
bryology in the Wistar Institute of Anatomy, Phila-

delphia.

Captain L. T. LeWald, Medical Corps, U. S. A.,

has resigned his commission and has been appointed
director of the Edward N. Gibbs .r-Ray Laboratory
at the New York University and Bellevue Hospital
Medical College, succeeding Dr. E. W. Caldwell.
During his service in the Philippines Captain Le-
Wald made a special study of ameba, showing the
constant presence of the Entameba buccalis in the

human mouth and suggesting its connection with
certain pathological conditions, particularly Riggs'
disease. He also established the use of the Roent-
gen rays in the routine examination of the heart
and lungs of applicants for enlistment in the army.

Mme. Pasteur, widow of Louis Pasteur, died

in Paris, France, on September 24, aged 84 years.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. J.-^mes Donnelly of

Toledo, Ohio, a graduate of the department of

medicine and surgery of the University of Michi-

gan in the class of 1883, for many years surgeon

to the Lake Shore Railroad, and also to the Toledo
Fire Department ; a member of the American Medi-
cal Association, the Ohio State Medical Society,

and the Toledo Medical Society ; attending surgeon

to St. Vincent's Hospital, Toledo for many years,

and a prominent citizen highly respected for his

upright character and professional ability, died at

St. Vincent's Hospital on September 4 of typhoid

fever, aged 50 years.

Dr. John P. Phillips of New Haven, Conn., a

graduate of the New York Medical College, New
York City, in 1859. surgeon in the nth New York
Regiment during the Civil War, died at his home
on September 20, aged yj years.

Dr. William G. D.\ggett of New Haven, Conn.,

a graduate of the department of medicine of the

University of Pennsylvania in the class of 1884;
a member of the .American Medical Association and
of the Connecticut State and New Haven County
Medical societies, and secretary of the New Haven
General Hospital Society of Connecticut ; attend-

ing physician to the New Haven General Hospital,

and lecturer in clinical medicine in the Yale Medical
-School, died at the New Haven General Hospital on
September 18, following an operation for appendi-

citis, aged 50 years.

Dr. Anthony Romig Finck, a graduate of the

medical department of the University of Pennsyl-
vania in the class of 187 1, died at Philadelphia of

pleuropneumonia on September 19, at the age of

jy years. He was for many years one of the con-

sulting physicians to the Masonic Home.
Dr. GusTAv Baumgarten of St. Louis, Mo., a

graduate of the St. Louis Medical College in the

class of 1856 ; ex-Passed Assistant Surgeon of the

United States Navy and a veteran of the Civil

War ; a member and ex-president of the Association

of American Physicians, and professor of the prac-

tice of medicine in the medical department of Wash-
ington University, died at his home on September

19, after a long illness, aged 73 years.

Dr. William F. Holthausen of Brooklyn,
N. Y.. was killed in a trolley accident in Indiana

on September 24. He was a graduate of the College

of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University,

New York, in the class of 1904. Dr. Holthausen
was on his way to Kokomo, Ind., where he was to

have been married on the evening of the day he
was killed. His brother, a lawyer of Brooklyn, was
with him and was also killed.

Dr. Richard K. M.'vcalester of Glenwood
Springs, Col., died suddenly in Denver on Septem-
ber 16. Dr. Macalester was born at St. Augustine,

Fla., in 1859. Later he lived in Philadelphia and
New York, .^fter graduating from the Swiss Poly-
technical school, he studied medicine at Heidelberg,

Vienna, and Zurich, receiving his medical degree
from the latter university in 1890. He lived for a
while after graduation in New York City, but went
to Glenwood Springs in 1898. Six years ago he
suffered a broken leg when thrown from a runabout,
when his horse shied at the caravan conducting
Col. Roosevelt on a hunting expedition near Glen-
wood Springs. He has since been in poor health

and lived in Denver. Dr. ^Macalester leaves a widow
and four children.
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606 IN SYPHILIS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir :—Early last May Dr. Flexner, Director of
the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, re-

ceived from Professor Ehrlich a supply of his new
preparation, No. 606, for the treatment of syphilis.

This remedy up to that time had been used only by
a limited number of continental physicians, but the
results obtained were so favorable that Dr. Fle.xner

requested my cooperation in its use in a number of
cases in the dermatological and venereal wards of
the City Hospital. Here, in conjunction with Dr. H.

J. Nichols, Captain, Medical Corps, U. S. A., who
had previously published some observations on the
use of 606 in experimental yaws in animals, we
treated fourteen cases during May and June. As
experience in the use of the drug at that time had
been rather limited the patients were carefully se-

lected as free from cardiac, renal, or ocular disease,

in accordance with the contraindications stated by
Prof. Ehrlich.

The drug was used in solution at first after the

method of Alt and later with Ehrlich's modifica-

tion of it. Since that time the Wechselmann modi-
fication has come into use, which mode of prepara-

tion has been employed in subsequent cases. The
patients treated at the City Hospital included those

with initial lesions, with and without secondary
manifestations, early secondary syphilis, as well as

tertiar}' manifestations. Their serum reaction was
taken by Dr. Noguchi before and after injection.

The most striking effects were seen in a case of

chronic scaling syphilis of the palms, of one year's

duration, a marked improvement showing at the end
of a week, with complete cure at the end of a month.
In a case of early malignant syphilis with ulcerative,

rupial, and fungating lesions of the face, chest, and
arm, the patient showed a perceptible change in a

week's time ; his general condition improved, he

gained in weight, and at the end of five weeks the

lesions were completely healed. In another case

with multiple cliancres of the lips, retrogression of

the lesions took place rapidly and by the tenth day

all evidence of them had disappeared. A report

of these cases will appear in the Journal of the

American Medical Association, October i, in an

article by Dr. Nichols and myself. This article also

embodies a preliminary report on two private

patients, one with optic neuritis and another with

cerebral syphilis. In the last month I have used the

preparation in the following cases

:

Case I.—Syphilitic bursitis, affection of the sacro-

iliac joints and various ulcerative lesions of the

skin, the whole forming a picture of malignant

syphilis developing within the first year. The
patient had been under fairly active mercurial treat-

ment without much result. He was in an extremely

cachectic condition so that the remedy was given

with a certain amount of hesitation. On Septem-

ber 15, 0.4 gm., prepared according to the Wechsel-

mann method, was injected under his right shoul-

der blade. On the second day he developed a

marked reaction, manifesting itself by rapid action

of the heart, his pulse going as high as 130. He
had some elevation of temperature, 100.5°, malaise,

indefinite pains over the body, was exceedingly

nervous, and feared he was going to die. His

Wassermann reaction before the injection was

-f +. At the time of writing the patient is m

better physical condition than he lias been in months,

his appetite is good, his patellar bursitis has im-

proved, and there has been a retrogression of the

bone and cutaneous lesions.

Case II.—Latent syphilis with a strongly positive

Wassermann reaction. In this case moderate pain

developed within ten minutes after the injection

was given, extending from the site of the latter

down the right arm and hand, and continued until

the next morning. Aside from this the man feels

as well as he ever did.

Case III.—Double optic neuritis in a patient whose
luetic infection dates back seven or eight years.

The patient first noted impairment of vision in

August, 1909. In March, 1910, a diagnosis of optic

atrophy was made and active antisyphilitic treat-

ment instituted. The trouble continued to progress,

however, and his Wassermann reaction, September

16, was still strongly positive. In view of this and

with the hope of at least arresting the disease, the

patient was given on September 19 0.4 gm. 606.

Case IV.—]\Ieningomyelitis. Infection three years

ago. In July of this year the patient developed

some weakness and loss of control of the left leg,

attended by exaggerated knee-jerks and the Bab-

inski sign. The diagnosis of meningomyelitis in-

volving the lateral tracts was made by his attend-

ing physician. Dr. Haskell of Bridgeport. The
condition improved under large doses of mercury

and potassium iodide in a week, and in two weeks

the leg was normal. His Wassermann reaction on

September 16 was positive and on September 21

he was given 0.5 gm. arsenobenzol. This was fol-

lowed by very slight pain ; no increase in tempera-

ture or pulse rate.

These patients are still under observation and a

subsequent report regarding them will be made.

In the last three cases the drug was prepared

after the latest modified method of Wechselmann,
which is as follows : The powder is dissolved in

a 10 per cent, solution of caustic soda and repre-

cipitated with glacial acetic acid ; sterile water is

then added and enough I or 2 per cent, acetic acid

to neutralize the suspension. This is then centri-

fuged, the supernatant fluid pipetted ofif, and physio-

logical salt solution added. In the cases in which
the drug has been used in this manner the pain has

been comparatively insignificant. In the majority

of those treated, however, a marked swelling

took place on the second or third day which

persisted for about two weeks and then gradually

subsided. About the third day this swelling at times

becomes exquisitely sensitive to touch, and pain

may manifest itself first at this time.

Of five cases 'treated at the City Hospital where
we have been able to follow the patients, the reac-

tion has remained negative in four up to Septem-
ber I. In the fifth, one of early syphilis, there is

at the present time a marked relapse in the throat

and on the penis and scrotum of large moist papules.

The injection was given on !May 23. 0.3 gm. The
reaction became negative on June 10; on Septem-
ber 22 the blood examination showed a marked posi-

tive reaction. The man admitted that he had been
drinking an excessive amount of alcohol since he

left the hospital. If he had been under continuous

observation a second dose would have been given

as soon as his Wassermann reaction became posi-

tive or as soon as a recurrence of the lesions took
place. Unfortunately, for the continuous study of

a new remedy, it is difficult to keep patients under
observation for a sufficientlv long time. In all of
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the hospital case.s the dose given was the original

one recommended by Prof. Ehdich of 0.3 gm., and
which later experience has proved to be too small

for the majority of cases, a dose of 0.6 and 0.7 gm.
not infrequently being administered now. It has

been found, too, that the remedy may be safely re-

peated in from two to four weeks, when the symp-
toms fail to yield to one dose or when the Herx-
heimer reaction takes place. It will require obser-

vation over a period of several years before we can
determine whether one or two or half a dozen
doses of 606 will cure syphilis. The results up to

this time are truly remarkable in that we have a

drug which has a specific effect on the Treponema
pallidum.

ToiTx .\. FoRDvcK. M.r^.

CONTROL OF TRIALS OF 606 BY THE
KOGUCHI TEST.

To THE Editor of the Medic.\l Record:

Sir—In my preliminary report on Ehrlich-Hata
preparation for the cure of syphilis, published in the

Medical Record of September 24, 1910, I inad-

vertently omitted to mention that Dr. Noguchi of

the Rockefeller Institute made the Wassermann tests

according to his modification, and is making the

tests in the other cases to be reported later. I be-

lieve great importance must be given these careful

and delicate tests, for without them the reports

would lose much in value.

M. S. K.\KELS, :^I.D.
New York.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

BRITISH ASSOCIATION ARCHBISHOP AND SIR OLIVER
LODGE ON SCIENCE AND RELIGION—ROYAL SAN-
ITARY INSTITUTE

—

women's SICK AND WOUNDED
CONVOY CORPS—INQUESTS—OBITUARY.

Lo.N-DON. .Sept. g. '1)1 '

A SPECIAL service was arranged for Sunday at

Sheffield in connection with the British Association
when the Archbishop of York addressed the mem-
bers, contrasting the relations of scientists and theo-
logians at the present time with those which existed
in the middle of the 19th century. On the one
hand, he said, science has now become aware of its

own limitations, and is more conscious than it was
of the gaps unbridged, of the mysteries still unex-
plained, enfolding the ultimate causes of the material
world, the origin of life, the meaning of the move-
ments of the human spirit. Materialism as a self-

sufficing theory of the universe has become discred-
ited by the best scientific minds. True agnosticism,
recognizing the limits of scientific knowledge, has
taken the place of that false agnosticism which de-
clared dogmatically that beyond those limits nothing
could be known. On the other hand, religion

—

rather religion thinking itself out, which we call

theology—has equally come to recognize its own
limitations. Its claim to find in a Pei'sonal God the
.\uthor and Worker of all things gives it no right
to decide the methods of His workings. It pro-
claims that He, and no mere blind energ}', is the
Worker, but waits for science to give it the tidings
of the way in which He works.

Sir Oliver Lodge gave a lecture in the afternoon
at the service of the Sheffield Wesleyan Mission.
Referring to the change in our outlook during the

last century, he said it was not surprising that many
found difficulties in understanding ancient writings,

especially in teaching children. Science and liter-

ature were not in conflict, but parts of a larger

whole. Literature and poetry need not be histori-

cally true. At the same time, they might be true to

human nature. The truths of science were real, but
had nothing final about them. They were stages on
the road to human feelings, were more ancient than
knowledge, and the instinct of worship was power-
ful. In this spirit the Old Testament, the greater

part of which was manifestly inspired, should be in-

corporated and understood. As knowledge grew
our conception of inspiration might become larger

and more definite, but whatever it meant it did not

mean infallibility.

On Monday came a descent to the more mun-
dane themes set forth as the program for the week.
In the anthropological section the president showed
the advances made and appealed for a government
grant for the institute devoted to this subject. In
other sections there have been many papers and
discussions of importance in the several branches of
science and of more or less interest—though in-

directly—to the profession.

The University of Sheffield conferred several

honorary degrees in commemoration of the meet-
ing.

The twenty-fifth annual Congress of the Royal
Sanitary Congress was opened on Monday at

Brighton. The Mayor welcomed the delegates,

numbering over 1,000, at a reception and a
luncheon. In the evening the President, Sir John
A. Cockburn, delivered his inaugural address, in

which he reviewed the growth of sanitary science

during the past year. Nothing important in this

domain had, he thought, escaped the attention of

the Institute, which had become a conning tower
from whence the battle of science was directed

against disease. The work had spread beyond this

kingdom to the other parts of the dominions, and
the growth of a common concern was one of the

signs of the age. The president enumerated many
things which tended to promote disease and the

manner in which they should be met, but warned
against too hasty generalizations. He was grati-

fied with the Conference of Women on Hygiene,
for when women took up a subject they meant busi-

ness, and victory was not far oflf. With the ad-
vance of interest in the public health there had been
an improvement in the status of medical men, and
the Alcdical Officer of Health had been invested

with large administrative powers and might be said

to have become a high priest of our social salva-

tion.

This is certainly an interesting view of the Medi-
cal Officer of Health, and he may be congratulated
on his position, but I must beg to interpose that

not a few general practitioners are profoundly dis-

satisfied with the effect on their own status. This
very morning I was talking over the condition of
the profession with a man who has been practising

in one of the best parts of London for many years,

and has promoted many forms of sanitation with
all his influence, and he assured me that personally
it was a losing game, and he knew a number of his

confreres had steadily decreasing incomes, which
fact they attributed to the growing disposition of

the public to look upon the doctor as a State serv-

ant. What with midwives, nurses, and other com-
petitors on the one hand, and notification, isolation

hospitals, and State provision on the other, they
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found il more and niort- iliiriciill In get rcas^ •lablc

remuneration.

in connection with this congress. Dr. .Xewshohne,
principal medical ofliccr of the Local Government
Hoard, gave an address at the Royal ravilion on
the "National Importance of Child Mortality." He
made some home thrusts at some of the authorities,

and did not hesitate to assert that negligence and
]>arsimony are to blame for a considerable amount
(if the differences in mortality rates revealed by
statistics. It could not be denied that the rate of
increase of the population is falling, and though
for the moment we have not reached stagnation,

that may arrive within three generations. Infantile

mortality is an important element in the national

<leath-rate, and it offers the best opportunity of

eli'ecting improvement. The notion put forward
liy some that infant mortality in slum districts is

nature's method of restricting the increase of the

unfit was inet by the lecturer with an appeal to

statistics. There is not much difference in fertility

between the classes, and unfitness largely depends
on environment. The same influence which caused

a high mortality in the first year of life continued

its maleficent work right through life. In remov-
ing these conditions favoring infantile mortality

they were in a very high degree removing those

which caused a high mortality in youth and adult

age.

Yesterday Sir Wm. Collins took up the subject

as at a little later stage of life, and contended that

from 5 to 14 the years were becoming not merely
educational, but a period for the State handling of

childhood. If this were socialism, it arose from
the legislation of i870-'76. The hygiene of child-

hood he divided into pre-school, school, and post-

school hygiene, and referred to the question of

heredity. He advocated hospitals for measles and
whooping cough, as well as physical exercise in

schools, but the last, he held; should not partake of

military drill, as that was premature specialization.

Mr. H. Rofe dealt with economy in water supply

:

Mr. Edgar Newton with sewage pollution of tlie

sea ; Mr. Williamson with the state of <he Thames,
and Mr. W. G. Cooper with the prevalence of child

labor as a cause of unfitness in after life.

The Women's Sick and Wounded Convoy Cor])?

have been hard at work in their encampment quali-

fying themselves to lie efficient members of volun-

tary aid detachments in time of war. About 35
have been out for drill at 7 a.m., and from 9.30 to

ri have been instructed by sergeant-instructors. In

the afternoon lectures by medical men have been

given. Some of the corps have been entertained

on a cruiser.

At the inquest on the doctor who committed sui-

cide, mentioned in my last, a verdict of temporary

insanity was returned. It appeared that rumors

were circulated to the effect that he did not treat

the old gentleman properly, and suspicions were

expressed. One person took upon himself or her-

self to draw police attention to the matter. The
post-mortem was conclusive, but the doctor was so

affected that he seems to have lost control of him-

self. The coroner made some scathing comments

on the contemptible part of the informer who,

sheltered under the refusal of the police to state

the name, refused to confess in open court what he

bad done. Such conduct, he held, everyone would

l>ronounce contemptible.

At an inquest on a death in St. Thomas's Hos-

pital the nurse confessed to having made a mistake

in measuring the sleeping draught. The jury

found that the patient died from Graves' disease and

advanced consumption, but the death was hastened

by the overdose of morphia and the treatment

for that. The coroner commented on nurses being

entrusted to di.spense
—

"for it was di^pensing"

—

and he did not think they should be blamed for

misreading hieroglyphics on prescription papers

and on measure glasses. The jury agreed with his

remarks and said poisons should be given by the

doctor himself.

The sudden death of Ur. Benjamin Wainewriglit,

F.K.C.S., Surgeon to Charing Cross Ho.spital, and

the Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, has taken

place at Pontresina, Switzerland, at the age of 57.

Dr. ;\. J. Alliott, surgeon to Seven Oaks College

Hospital and to the Children's Hospital for Hip
Disea.se, has died at the age of 62. He was a

Cambridge graduate and a scholar of Pembroke
College. He had retired from practice.

Ijosloii Mcdiiiil and Surgical Journal, Sct'lcnibcr 15. I'jio.

Present Status of the Treatment of Exophthalmic

Goiter.—J. M. Jackson and T. M. Jewx'tt resort tu the

following measures : Rest the heart and diminish thyroid

activity. This includes not only physical Init mental rest.

The so-called Weir-Mitchell rest cure should be followed

in its most absolute form. Drugs in cardiac cases these

authors find of little avail. Their best results have fol-

lowed the use of the neutral hydrobromide of quinine,

l-'ive grains may be given in capsule three or four times

daily. The acid salt of this remedy is less efficient. The

diet must be nourishing and easily digested. Tea and

coflfee are to be absolutely forbidden or greatly limited.

\lcohol and tobacco are interdicted. Bromides may be

I'Jven to relieve the tachycardia and the nervous symptoms

while opium is to be avoided under all circumstances. .\

favorable statement is made with reference to the Rogers-

ISeebe serum, although the authors do not give their own

results with it. Operation is indicated when the exoph-

thalmos prevents closure of the lids, endangers the eye-

sight through corneal ulceration, and when three months

.after good medical treatment there is no marked improve-

ment in the tachycardia, or in general health, or there is

an increase in the into.xication by thyroid secretion even

though no enlargement of the thyroid gland can be demon-

strated. Cardiac cases with beginning impairment of <he

myocardium should be operated on in order to save the

heart, and even where the organ has actually become im-

paired and the aggravating symptoms are still present

operation is indicated to take the strain off the heart and

|)rolong life. Operation should be avoided, if possible,

where there is any bronchitis from compression, since it

increases the danger of bronchopneumonia, but it is better

to operate than run the risk of sudden swelling of the

thyroid and a resulting death from compression. The

summary of the authors is as follows: Treat medically

for three months. Then if no improvement follows, ligate

the vessels. If the patient later comes to the operation of

partial thyroidectomy, the ligation makes the operation less

dangerous. If the goiter is large it is better to remove only

the larger lobe and treat the remaining one with the .r-ray

and medical procedures.

Surgical Treatment of Exophthalmic Goiter.—C. A.

Porter gives his experience in seventy-two cases and favors

surgical rather than medical treatment.

Distortion of the Face and Sl?ull Due to Continued

Fixed Posture in Early Infancy.—J. E. Goldthwaite

figures seven cases showing how during the early years

of infancy the skull can be moulded almost at will.
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Some Results of Sanatorium Treatment of Pulmon-

ary Tuberculosis in Ciiildren.—H. S. Goodall gives ob-

servations on 120 children discharged in the course of six

years from the Stony Wold Sanatorium in the Adiron-

dacks. The results have been uniformly good, and he

thinks that children should have the same privileges as

adults in institutions of the class named.

Congenital Stenosis of the Pylorus: Report of Three

Successful Cases Following Gastrojejunostomy; Re-

marks.—C. L. Scudder contributes the histories of these

cases and deprecates the present delay in instituting surgi-

cal treatment in such conditions.

Case of Hemorrhage of the Newborn Treated by
Direct Transfusion; Recovery.—Clinical history by F.

S. Newell. The baby's father acted as donor. Operation

was called for on account of vomiting blood twenty-four

hours after birth. As soon as the effect of the donor's

blood became noticeable the hemorrhage was checked.

The small size of the baby's vessels made the surgical

technique extremely difficult

Ovarian Cysts with Twisted Pedicles.—F. \V. John-

son reports four cases. All were operated on and all

recovered. Full histories are given.

New York Medical Journal, September iS, 1910.

The Surgical Importance of the Omentum.—L. J.

Hammond describes the anatomy and physiology of this

structure, and then passes on to the patholog}', including

splanchnoptosis injuries, displacements, and tumors. Of
the latter there are the benign and malignant. The former

comprise lipoma, which is the most common, fibroma, and

my.xoma. The latter comprise carcinoma, endothelioma,

scirrhus and colloid, and sarcoma. In the last twenty-five

years some fifty-five cases have been recorded of torsion

of the omentum. Symptoms of these respective conditions

are sometimes extremely difficult to interpret. There are

no conclusive signs of either tumors or adhesions, says the

author, other than a probably movable mass in the former

instance, or pain on traction in the latter. Tumors or

adhesions at the seat of an operation scar are extremely

sensitive. The former are usually freely movable, while

in the latter where traction is made which draws the

viscera away from the point of attachment intense pain is

usually produced. A tumor often suddenly appears. There
are usually some gastric symptoms, loss of weight, diar-

rhea, alternating with constipation, and vague though con-

stant abdominal pain and tenderness; and usually some
time in the course of the condition ascites is present in

greater or less quantities. The omentum may become
cystic, and in rare cases it may undergo calcification within

the sac, or sarcoma, carcinoma, or tuberculosis may develop

while it is incarcerated.

Duodenal Regurgitation Due to Fatty Foods and Oils

as a Clinical Entity; Fat Intolerance of Gastric Origin.

—Report of four cases by A. Bassler. None of the

patients gave a history of having had a stomach disorder

up to the onset of acute symptoms. Physical examination

in all was negative.

Notes on a few Prevalent Eye Diseases.—G. W. Van-
degrift mentions acute conjunctivitis, trachoma, eczematous
keratitis, and myopia. In regard to the first-named he
says that at present we are working toward a classification

upon a bacteriological basis and applying our laboratory

knowledge to clinical conditions as, for instance, the fact

that the Morax-Axenfeld diplobacillus is destroyed by
solutions of zinc salts which have no appreciable effect

upon other forms of conjunctival infections. In trachoma
the author says that the final cause has not yet been dis-

covered. There are really two conditions referred to under
this head, namely, simple trachoma as found in school

children, and succulent trachoma. Each of these diseases

is clinically distinct, arising in the conjunctiva as a sep-

arate disease and in its entire course differing markedly

from the other. In eczematous keratitis, with the corneal

ulceration or the phlyctenular conjunctivitis, an eczematous

manifestation develops upon the external canthi, the ears,

scalp, and anterior nares. The same pathological process

is at work in each region, the formation of nodules and

their rupture. The bacteriology of the disease is still un-

settled.

Acute Intestinal Obstruction Caused by a Foreign

Body in the Peritoneal Cavity.—H. Roth reports the

finding in the abdominal cavity of a pledget of absorbent

cotton originally introduced into the uterus with the inten-

tion of producing abortion, an evident perforation of the

uterus having been caused, and setting up peritoneal

changes resulting in the formation of two adhesions be-

tween the loops of ileum and the mesenteric borders.

These caused the intestinal obstruction. Abdominal sec-

tion, recovery.

Important Physical Signs in the Diagnosis of Incip-

ient Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—P. H. Ringer refers to

a unilateral shoulder droop, hollowing of the supraclavi-

cular fossa, or its flattening without its becoming hollowed,

etc Palpation should be done with the pulps of two

fingers. In percussion importance is attached to a shorten-

ing of the note with a heightening of the pitch over one

apex. Another sign of value is the expansibility of the

bases of the lungs, both in front and behind. The earliest

respiratory change noted is granular, rude, or rough

breathing.

Aconite.—J. Knott presents a general review of this

remedy as given in secular and professional literature.

Heredity.—H. il. Lee discusses this subject mainly

from an anatomical standpoint, his sub-headings being

evolution, physical form, color, race, man, susceptibility,

defects, power of impression in the parent or parents

as modifying form, size, or color of brain center of intel-

lect, heredity in regard to disease, susceptibility to disease,

immunity, confining remarks to individual men, etc. He
closes with a paragraph on environment.

The Syphilitic and Tuberculous Patient.—G. B.

Sweeny has experimented with benzoate of mercury in

these mixed cases, and also with a mercurialized lymph.

Those symptoms due to the syphilis were unmistakably

benefited by ihe lymph, but in no instance did he find the

mercurial to modify directly the coexisting tuberculosis.

Journal of the American Medical Association, September

17, 1910.

Proposed Enlarged National Health Organization.

—

George B. Young suggests a bill designed to embody in

law his plan for a national health organization. First, the

law should be as brief as possible, and confined to the

declaration of certain basic legislative intentions, leaving

the details to be arranged by regulations to be promul-

gated by the President. Second, it should for the present

only transfer or consolidate e.Kisting or new agencies that

are not the subjects of serious dispute on grounds of either

expediency or constitutionality. Third, in order to pro-

vide for the question of existing activities, the expediency

of transferring which is the subject of much dispute, as,

for example, certain parts of the Bureau of Animal In-

dustry, Treasury Department, a provision should be in-

serted authorizing such transfers within one year by Presi-

dential order and providing for a commission or commit-

tee of departmental chiefs, or delegated subordinates, who
shall advise the President of their findings after investi-

gating each case referred to them, but whose advice shall

not be binding on him.

Movable Kidney.—C. A. L. Reed calls attention to

the separation of the capsula adiposa from its relations to

the abdominal wall to the extent that such relations may
have survived the destruction. Special care must be taken
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not to separate the capsule from the tunica fibrosa, and
he calls attention, as a guide in the operation, to tlie con-
nective tissue stria; which form the stroma. After re-

moval of the fat from the renal fossa these stria; are
divided and the upper segment is attached above the in-

cision and the lower below it, since they are in such inti-

mate connection with the cecum on the right and the sig-

moid on the left that they may and probably do become
the media of traction by the loaded or replaced bowel on
the kidneys and therefore a positive etiological factor in

the descent of the kidneys. While the kidney is thus pro-

tected from traction, however, care must be taken not to

deprive either the cecum or the sigmoid of any suspensory
power that may inhere in this arrangement. It is im-
portant, therefore, that the lower segment of these stria;

shall be attached to the lower margin of the operation

wound. Vigorous friction of the tunica fibrosa above the

zone covered by the adherent stri:e, especially on the p.js-

terior surface of the kidney, and carried to the point of
inducing punctate hemorrhages, is made in order to pro-

voke an abundant exudate which will cause adhesion to

the abdominal wall. Reed does not think that anything

further than this is necessary.

Ileocolitis and Acidosis.—T. D. Parke calls attention

to this distinctly marked symptom-comple.x. The symp-
toms are described as follows : After from one to four

days of looseness of the bowels caused by mild ileocolitis,

labored breathing develops, often suddenly, followed by

prostration, restlessness, obstipation and enlargement of

the liver. The temperature is sometimes subnormal. In

other cases it stands about 100° F. and in a few patients

runs higher. Vomiting with an acetone odor of breath

occurs in a good proportion of cases. The urine is limpid

and free. Albumin is sometimes found. Urine from three

patients was submitted to chemical examination, and in

each the report was that ammonia nitrogen was high.

Jaundice has always been absent. During the labored

breathing the breath feels cold to the hand held in front

of the nostrils. This has been interpreted, rightly or

wrongly, to mean volatile substances thrown out in the

expired air. In fatal cases, death seems to come from ex-

haustion, from forty-eight to seventy hours after the onset

of the labored breathing. In cases of recovery the dura-

tion of labored breathing was about the same. Convulsions

were not observed and coma not until a few hours before

death. The mortality, in a series of thirty-two cases

observed, was 71 per cent. In nine cases autopsies were

made and the findings were negative as regards gross

appearances, except injection of the mucosa of the intestine

in some cases and acute yellowish areas on the surface of

the liver, e.xtending downward to various depths in the sub-

stance. The gall-bladder has in all cases been distended

with dark, green, ropy bile. Microscopic examination has

only shown fatty degeneration of the liver. Treatment has

varied from eliminative to symptomatic, with the employ-

ment of strychnine in good doses, epinephrin, and hypo-

dermoclysis of normal salt solution. Treatment is of little

avail when sufficient injury has been done to the system,

but when this is not the case hypodermoclysis is of value.

Syphilitic Arteritis.—E. M. Hummel says that only

recently has sufficient emphasis been placed on the ten-

dency of specific arteritis to appear shortly after primary

infection, and on the relative frequency of isolated in-

volvement of the arterial system as a lesion of syphilis.

It is now held that this lesion in its pure form practically

does not occur in very late syphilis, or more than three

years after the initial lesion. The importance of recogni-

tion of these facts in the correct diagnosis and treatment

of syphilis is sufficiently obvious. As a matter of co\irse,

it is essential to interpret correctly the symptoms of dimin-

ution of the blood supply, as shown in neurasthenia,

transient paresis, etc., not extending to the gravity of

organic disease. When actual hemorrhage, softening, or

thrombosis occurs, the symptoms are not specially different

from those from other causes, excepting the tendency of

syphilis to select the branches of the middle cerebral artery

for its attacks. In Hummcl's experience the involvement

of the arteries supplying the striate body, thalamus, and

bulb are especially frequent.

Poliomyelitis.—H. E. Robertson and A. J. Chesley

report si.K cases with autop.sy. From these they conclude:

"i. Acute anterior poliomyelitis is a specific infectious dis-

ease characterized pathologically by general toxemia affect-

ing the parenchyma of the heart, liver, and kidneys, and

the lymphoid tissues of the body, but spending itself

locally on the structures of the spinal cord. 2. Grossly

the cord is congested, and on transverse section shows

softening and often hemorrhages in the gray matter of the

anterior horns. 3. In the cord the infectious agent is

located in the perivascular lymph channels of the anterior

portions, especially invading the gray matter, but extending

to the white matter and pia and occasionally the posterior

horns.. The brain stem and basal ganglia may be involved.

In the cord the medulla and cervical and lumbar swellings

are particularly affected. 4. The characteristic lesion con-

sists of collections of cells in the perivascular and pial

lymph channels and tissue spaces of the anterior horns.

Of these cells the polymorphonuclear leucocytes appear

early and are relatively few in number. They are soon

displaced by endothelial cells arising from proliferation of

the lining endothelium and lymphocytes coming from the

blood and lymph streams. 5. Edema of the interstitial

tissue and degeneration and destruction of the ganglion

cells are always present. 6. The vessels are congested,

their walls degenerated, and the capillary branches in the

gray matter irregularly distended and often ruptured, giv-

ing rise to hemorrhages, which always intensify markedly

the amount of destruction. Thrombosis was not observed.

7. Early degeneration of nerve fibers from the anterior

roots is a constant feature. 8. Stains for microorganisms

were uniformly negative."

Cobweb Brain.—E. L. Hunt reports the case of a girl

three years old who had been instrumentally delivered at

birth, probably with some injury to the brain, and had

afterward suffered from periodical convulsions for a

while. She did not talk, sight was impaired, and the gen-

eral appearance was that of an idiot. An exploratory

craniotomy showed a bulging dura mater, which collapsed

on incision. The entire right hemisphere of the brain was

replaced by a reticulum of cobweb-like tissue filled with

clear, watery fluid. No cerebral substance could be seen

at the operation and the wound was closed. The autopsy

showed practically a complete atrophy of the right hemis-

phere. The left hemisphere had been converted into a

large cystic mass. The basal portions of the brain were

well developed and apparently normal.

Infantile Spinal Paralysis.—D. Silver says the objects

of operation in infantile poliomyelitis are as follows

:

First, improvement of form in the paralyzed member by

forcible correction (tenotomy, fasciotomy, myotomy, oste-

otomy, wedge-shaped excision of bone and bone excava-

tion). Second, improvement of function in the non-

deformed or corrected member; (a) anastomosis, (b)

restoration of muscle balance by muscle and tendon graft-

ing and transplantation, and (c) through securing greater

stability in the paralyzed member by arthrodesis, astraga-

lectomy, silk ligaments, tenodesis, fasciodesis, and removal

of skin flaps. It is rare to find an untreated patient for

whom some benefit cannot be obtained by orthopedic

surgery. Fortunat«Iy this treatment is most effective in the

region most frequently affected, the foot, but in all regions

enough can be gained to make the labor worth consider-

ing; usually the combination of several operations or pro-

cedures win be required.
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Sporotrichosis.—R. L. Sutton's patient was a woman,

aged thirty, and the lesions were situated on the right arm

following an injury by a splinter or sliver in the thumb.

Microscopic and cultural tests revealed the sporotrichium,

which was developed in pure culture. The patient was

treated with potassium iodide with satisfactory results.

Sutton notices the differences between the clinical features

in some of the French cases and admits the possibiHty of a

difference in the specific organism. .An external lesion

is not absolutely necessary for the infection, though most

cases have such a history. It has been found in a tonsillar

crypt and has been produced in the young guinea pig by

feeding with infected milk.

Tumors of the Hypophysis.—Dean D. Lewis reports

a case of tumor of the hypophysis and discusses the pa-

thology of these growths. He favors the view of associa-

tion of hypophyseal alterations with acromegaly.

X-Ray Study of Children.—L. A. Levison and H.

Dachtler report the results of a study of the use of the

.v-ray in the physical diagnosis of conditions in children.

The rays afford a means of controlling such work, which

could only otherwise be afforded by autopsies. It has

been their aim to check up the physical findings, especially

percussion findings, with the .i--ray, paying especial atten-

tion to a number of points concerning which there has

been much discussion and uncertainty. They used the

teleoroentgenographic method, which recent improvements

in apparatus and technique have rendered it possible to

use with accuracy and dispatch.

The Lancet, September 10, 1910.

Operation for Prolapse of the Rectum.—L. W. Dry-

land advises opening of the peritoneum, exposure of the

sigmoid and upper part of the rectum, and forcible traction

of the prolapsed portion. A flap of peritoneum is firmly

stitched to the upper part of the rectum, firm traction being

employed to bring this up out of the pelvis as high as

possible. The upper portion of the flap is now brought

over to the front of the bowel and secured by interrupted

silk sutures. Abdomen is closed in the usual way, patient

kept in bed for six weeks, the bowels being moved by

enema daily for a month. Operation successful in this

case when reported twelve weeks later.

Henoch's Purpura with Intussusception.—J. H. Tonk-
ing reports one case. The purpuric symptoms lasted some

sixteen days before the abdomen gave evidence of intes-

tinal trouble. There was no blood or mucus per rectum.

Intussusception reduced through abdominal incision. Re-

covery.

Aortic Regurgitation in an Infant.— .A. child aged 18

months was brought to W. A. Young with typical symp-

toms and signs of aortic regurgitation. Had been pale

since birth. The mother had had two attacks of rheuma-

tism, but there was in her no evidence of heart damage,

except some accentuation of tlie pulmonary second sound.

Did this child, asks the author, contract endocarditis in

utero as a result of the rheumatic virus in the mother,

or is the case one of congenital morbus cordis, in which

the aortic valves are malformed or deficient? The second

rheumatic attack occurred in the mother before the child

was conceived.

So-Called Chronic Neurasthenia Due to Abdominal
Operations; Operation; Recovery.—Case report by P.

L. Mummery and E. C. Bridges. The patient was a man
of forty-one years, subject to attacks of abdominal pain,

and judged to have adhesions resulting from previous in-

flammations. This view was confirmed by exploratory

incision. Freeing of these gave complete relief.

Failure of Nerve Anastomosis in Infantile Palsy.—
A. Stoffel says that the failures in this operation are due

to (i) engrafting a whole nerve when only a portion would
suffice, and (2) the technique of the operation. If a longi-

tudinal section is made into a healthy nerve there is great

risk of the knife failing to cut the actual nerve fibers. It

may merely separate them and pass into the endoneural

connective tissue in the intervals between the nerve

bundles. If a nerve is grafted in such a position and

comes into contact with connective tissue and not fresh-

ened nerve fibers, failure is certain. In general, the author

considers the operation as justifiable and worthy of further

practice.

Vesicovaginal Fistulas; A Summary of 21 Operative

Cases.—W. C. Bentall analyzes these cases, taking up

in order such points as age, number of confinement, days

in labor, nature of delivery, days after delivery when urine

leaked, time after labor of performance of operation, de-

scription of latter, and details of certain cases of special

interest. Of the nineteen cases in which the ultimate result

was known, in twelve the closure was complete and in

seven incomplete.

Enteric Fever Spread by Milk Infection, Probably by

Means of a Carrier Case.—H. Stott gives the details of

an epidemic in one of the London districts in which a man
who was a hostler in a cow stable was probably the

medium through which tlie disease was spread.

Cesarean Section in the Treatment of Eclampsia

Gravidarum.—F. J. McCan comments on recent litera-

ture on this subject, saying that with present expectant

methods the mortality is from 20 to 25 per cent. Modern

authorities generally advise early emptying of the uterus.

After the first seizure no one can tell what the future

will be in regard to further seizures. This intervention

has reduced the mortality in Halle and Berlin to 2 or 3 per

cent. Rapid delivery had some opponents, but the author

says that it may safely be said that termination of preg-

nancy exerts a more constant and powerful influence on

the course of the disease than any other method of treat-

ment yet employed.

The Duty of the General Practitioner to the Deaf

Child.—Macleod Yearsley says that it is above all one

of prophylaxis. He discusses the relation of the ears to

the nose and nasopharynx, the adenoid and tonsil opera-

tion, treatment of middle ear disease with and without

pain, and also the less common causes of deafness in

children, and finally deaf-mutism.

The Value of Blood Pressure Determinations in the

Toxemia of Pregnancy.—H. J. Starling says that he is

convinced that during the whole period of normal preg-

nancy the blood pressure is normal, i. e. 100 to 120 mm.

Hg. He divides all cases of toxemia into two groups.

Group one are sthenic in tj'pe, with increased blood pres-

sure, which may be detected as early as the third or fourth

month of pregnancy, not necessarily preceded by persistent

vomiting or marked symptoms common to the first three

months, such as slow, strong pulse, enlarging heart, apex

beat traveling outwards, diminution in amount of urine

passed, percentage of urea only slightly decreased, specific

gravity not necessarily low, large amount of albumin in

the urine, increasing edema, ending in eclamptic convul-

sions and death of the fetus. The death of the fetus is

apparently due to mechanical causes, i. e. the convulsions

of the mother. Subsequent to labor, there is a tardy

elimination of toxins, often accompanied by albuminuric

retinitis and permanent damage to renal and other struc-

tures. Group 2 are asthenic in type, much more gradual

and insidious in onset, with general malaise and fatigue,

increased urinary output with very low specific gravity,

slight trace of or no albumin in the urine, no edema or

casts, blood pressure slightly raised, due probably to

cyanosis, owing to inefficient circulation or not altered,

rapid, feeble, or intermittent pulse, finally great prostra-

tion and symptoms of profound toxemia. Temporary

recovery if fetus dies in utero is speedy, and apparently

complete recovery after delivery has taken place. In the
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first group characterized by high tension we may give com-
plete rest, a carbohydrate diet, free fluids, and thyroid

extract in smaU doses. In the worst cases, or in tlioso

seen late we should terminate the pregnancy. In the

second group milk diet and carbohydrates should be
given, whereas the thyroid extract is injurious. Bicarbo-

nate of soda should be given freely up to alkalinity of the

urine.

Central Origin of Some Cases of So-Called Heart-
Block.—Commenting on tlie report ul temporary im-
provement in some cases of Stokes-Adams heart-block,

J. K. Goodheart says that he is unable to understand how
temporary recovery can take place when the lesion is due
to some change in the heart muscle, gummy, fibrotic, fatty

or calcareous as the case may be, and consequently he can-

not accept the current theory of the cause of all Stokes-

Adams disease in every instance. In many instances of

patients with cerebral symptoms commonly ascribed to this

form of heart lesion the fact is that these people with

heart disease never faint. In many of these cases it is

diflicult to say whether the brain or heart is primarily at

fault. lie has seen several people in the declining decades

of life who have first shown illness by way of the brain,

such as vertigo, temporary weakness of one side, loss of

consciousness or mumbling speech, who only after such

attacks have their hearts shown vagaries of action. Many
of the so-called Stokes-Adams cases which recover are

really epileptic seizures.

A Case of Chronic Constipation Treated by Faradism
of the Large Intestine.—W. J. Burroughs says that

there is no need of using a rectal electrode in these cases.

Two flattened lead electrodes are adjusted next to the

skin over about the middle of the ascending and descend-

ing portions of the colon. .\ Jv'iradic current I'f about

nine volts with an amperage adjusted to requirements of

the case is passed for fifteen minutes, then the current

reversed and passed in the opposite direction for an equal

length of time. The current must have a high degree of

penetration, and be capable of a very exaggerated degree

of interruption.

Berliner klinisclie W'ochenschrift, Aug. 29, lyio.

Pathogenesis of the Diarrhea of Basedow's Disease.—
Balint and Molnar state that this subject has received lit-

tle attention until in recent years. Our increasing knowl-

edge of internal secretions is responsible for the newly

awakened interest. It has been assumed that the diarrhea

may be in some way associated with pancreatic in^;ufl^-

ciency. The research instituted by the authors is best

shown in the relation of a single case, as follows : Wom-
en, 27 ; for past three years exophthalmic goitre. Patient

jircgnaiit when disease supervened. Desire for food and

drink had been one of the principal symptoms, accom-

panied by diarrhea. Despite intake of water and food,

patient became emaciated. Excess of perspiration was

also present. When first examined the patient presented

the same syndrome as was shown in the history. The

symptoms in any case of Basedow's disease are sufficiently

numerous ; so that the relation of the case must consist

chiefly of the gastroenteric symptoms. The patient, who

ate and drank freely, had from four to eight movements

daily, either semisolid or fluid. There was considerable

fat present, but it was intimately mixed with other stool

content In other words, so-called butter stools were ab-

sent. The function of the pancreas was now tested by

giving a Boldyreflf-Volhard oil breakfast and analyzing

ordinary feces as to the presence of trypsin and diastase.

The results appeared to show that there was no inactivity

in the external secretion of the pancreas. There remains

for consideration the recently made claim of Falta tliat

the diarrhea of Basedow's disease is due to insuflicience

of the pancreatic internal secretion. The authors know-

too little as to Falta's data to criticize this opinion ; but

in their own case there was neither diabetes nor experi-

mental alimentary glycosuria.

Two Cases of Tumor of the Medullary Adrenal Sub-

stance.—Suzuki, of I'rof. Chiari's Pathological Clinic,

Strassburg, found two tumors of this nature in 1,000 con-

secutive autopsies. The first was a chromaffin tumor pre-

senting little interest, as the patient died with a great

complication of diseases. The tutnor was seated at the

right side only, and its existence had no apparent clinical

significance, although the gland of the oppoi^ite side

showed tuberculosis in connection with chronic multiple

tuberculous lesions. In the second case the tumor, while

occupying the cortex appeared to consist of medullary

tissue, or rather of the so-called formative cells which oc-

cur in the sympathetic system. The analogy is not com-

plete because the chromaflin bronzing is less constant,

while fat cells coexist. The chief significance of this

second case, which occurred in a very old woman dead of

senile changes, is the relationship of the medullary cells

of the adrenals to the so-called large and small sympa-

thetic cells.

Early Symptoms of Tetanus.— Evler, in a serial

article on tetanus, discusses first its early symptoms. He
cites authorities like Rose and von Leyden. The con-

sensus of view is that trismus must necessarily be present

to insure a diagnosis of tetanus. Yet cases are on record

in which trimus was absent, although tetanus of the

arms, face, and trunk was present. The author finds

that the early symptoms of tetanus are transitory, vacil-

lating, alternating. They comprise restlessness, timidity,

night terrors, bad dreams, dysuria, dyspnea, etc. The
facial expression changes ; there may be nosebleed, night

sweats, prostration, yawning, vertigo—all symptoms of

nervous irritability or prostration. Of inore value are

certain surgical symptotns. Thus swelling of an extremity,

despite high elevation, is suspicious. The member in

question may also be hot and painful. Lymphangitis com-
monly coexists. The blood-pressure is higher on the

affected side. The injured limb shows such phenomena
as contracture and tremor. Certain muscle groups are in

a state of tonic spasm, often latent; that is, spasm ap-

pears only upon exertion. (This abstract will be continued

with the appearance of the original article.—Ed. j

Miinchener 7nediciiiisehe Wochcnschrift, Aug. 30, 1910.

Unexpected Good Results from 606.—Duhot of

Brussels relates a case in which the mother of a heredo-

syphilitic child was treated with the Ehrlich-Hata remedy.

He has treated 85 cases all told and bears tribute to the

general excellence of the remedy. The case cited, while

unique in the author's experience, has been paralleled, as

was found by communication with Ehrlich himself. This

unexpected result was seen in the case of a woman who
suffered from a malignant precocious syphilis which proved

refractory to vigorous treatment with mercurials and io-

dides. The local lesions in part suggested a tuberculous

infection, but the case reacted negatively to the various

tests for that disease. While still suffering from malig-

nant syphilis the patient gave birth to a child with typical

heredosyphilis, the roseola appearing very soon after de-

livery. At a date 18 months- after contracting the dis-

ease the woman received two injections of the Ehrlich-

Hata preparation. There was no immediate thought of

benefiting the infant. The apparently incurable ulcers of

the mother at once began to heal. By the third day the

infant being then three weeks old and suckled by the

mother, its own lesions and characteristic aged expression

showed improvement, which was progressive until, with

the exception of a mild degree of hydrocephalus, the child

became quite normal. Cases of this sort show that some-
thing unfavor.able to the spirochete passes from mother to
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child through the milk. Duhot thinks that this substance

is an antitoxin, the genesis of which is rendered possible

by the use of 606. The author warns against over-

confidence, however; believing that spirochetes may lurk

in the infantile organism he would give, sooner or later,

an injection of the arsenobenzol compound.

Is the Intravenous Injection of 606 Especially

Dangerous?—Ehrlich himself answers this question

in the negative in response to a record of death reported

recently by Friinkel and Grouven. He admits that a su-

persensitiveness to the remedy may be present in the ni-

dividual case—in the old manner of speaking an idiosyn-

crasy. Abundant evidence is cited both from clinical and

experimental sources to show that the intravenous in-

jection, rightly carried out, has no particular drawbacks.

It is admitted that two deaths have followed intramuscu-

lar or subcutaneous injections—these being due to ana-

phylaxis. In other words the mode of exhibition of so

powerful a remedy cuts no figure.

Increase of Rhinoscleroma in East Prussia.—Gerber

announces that he was the first to note the presence of

this affection in the locality designated (about 1900). He

then regarded it as a "platonic" disease. Certain happen-

ings suggested a possible syphilitic origin, but all Wasser-

mann tests proved negative w-ith a single doubtful ex-

ception. The author regards this affection as originating

in the nose and nasopharynx. From the latter neighbor-

hood it extends readily to the middle ear, causing deaf-

ness. It appears to be an error to regard the nose proper

as the elective site of the malady. Not only the nose but

the throat may be exempt. The nasopharynx is inevita-

bly involved. In many cases the lesions are confined to

the nasopharynx and middle ear. As for the disease it-

self, it still remains a mystery. Many cases of "ozena"

are probably due to rhinoscleroma. In addition to the

nasopharyngeal localization the subglottic cases must be

mentioned. Certain patients suffer chiefly from tracheal

symptoms. Intubation is often required, O'Dwyer's tubes

being employed. Any attempt to bring rhinoscleroma

under the rubric of any known disease seems to be pre-

doomed to failure. It has no necessary connection with

tuberculosis, syphilis, or leprosy. There is no doubt that

j-ears of study will fix its status as a disease. It must bear

a closer relation to ordinary nasal catarrh than has ever

been made public.

Deutsche medicinische Wochensclirift, Scft- i. iQio.

Bacterial Causation of Meat Poisoning.—Bofinger

and Dieterlen, army surgeons, discuss the somewhat hack-

neyed theme of the relationship which exists between

ptomaine poisoning and paratyphus infection. As is well

known, the lines of demarcation between the simplest

food diarrhea on the one hand and the great intestinal

germ poisonings—as expressed in such affections as ty-

phoid, cholera, dysentery, etc.—on the other hand are not

readily established. Thus a case of apparent ptomaine

poisoning turns out to be one of paratyphoid, and there

is no doubt that what we understand by food poisoning

proves a powerful factor in the genesis of certain specific

epidemics of enteric origin. The authors add but little

to the sum of our knowledge of these matters. In an out-

break of diarrhea among troops they examined the feces

and found a bacterium which responded to all the tests

of a true Gartner bacillus. The cause of the diarrhea

lay, doubtless, in a blood pudding which had been com-
monly consumed by the troops. From the stools was iso-

lated a bacillus which corresponded throughout with the

so-called Gartner microorganism. From the blood pudding

was isolated a germ which differed somewhat from the

paratyphus B on the one hand and the Bacillus coli on the

other. Passed through the white mouse the germ behaved

like a true Gartner bacillus.

Potassic Iodide and Arsenic for the Destruction of

Typhoid Bacilli.—Tsuzuki and Ishida deal with the sub-

ject of the destruction of bacilli in typhoid carriers. Both

these medicaments destroy Eberth's bacillus in vitro. But

the favorable results obtained on carriers after administer-

ing the said substances cannot be set down to any direct

bactericidal power. It is a fact that when convalescents are

treated with either of the two drugs in question, the

bacilli of the disease disappear more rapidly from the

urine and feces than in negative control cases. This is

a subject readily controlled in practice. It is only neces-

sary to administer the drugs individually to different

series of convalescents. It appears further that while

potassium iodide gives good results, arsenic gives even

better ones.

Bacterium Coli Commune as Pathogenic Germ and
Saprophyte.—Fejes, of Prof. Jendrassik's clinic in Buda-

pest, comes to the conclusion, after a study of several

cases, that the B. coli commune may behave purely as a

saprophyte in causing an absorption fever without further

pathogenic changes. Naturally so radical a conception

requires continuous clinical corroboration. Each typhoid

convalescent must be tested as to fecal and urinary con-

stituents. The views of the author are best illustrated by

his cases, one of which was as follows : Healthy girl,

aged 18, was taken with a severe cold and sore throat, two

or three weeks before consultation. From this condi-

tion she made a complete recovery. Three days before

consultation she was seized suddenly with abdominal pain,

chills, fever, constipation, vomiting, and hiccough. Diag-

nosis : Cholangitis, enlarged liver, right-sided pleurisy. The
patient made a good recovery. In order to understand

the nature of the condition a bacterioscopic examination

was absolutely necessary. The bacillus coli commune was

readily cultivated from the blood and found to be highly

virulent. The same microorganism was also present in the

pleuritic exudate. The author assumes that the B. coli

first caused the angina. It was not only swallowed, but

also reached the blood. The swallowed germs caused the

cholangitis, while those which reached the blood were

responsible for the febrile attack. The pleurisy, doubt-

less, resulted from infection of the germs through the

diaphragm. Other cases show a similar mechan-

ism. Such cases of colisepsis bear little analogy

with typhoid, but the author believes that such sepsis is

often grafted upon typhoid fever, the germs reaching the

blood through the intestinal ulcers. Despite the pres-

ence of the bacilli in the blood, close observation leaves

doubts as to its pathogenicity, i.e., as far as its power to

cause metastases is concerned. Instead of colisepis, coli-

toxemia might be a more acceptable term. In other words,

the lesions of the tonsil, gall ducts and pleura were due

to local attack, while the blood state was merely a toxe-

mia.

How Should Hereditary Syphilis Be Treated.

—

Gaucher states that all children of syphilitic parents, al-

though showing no symptoms at birth, are nevertheless

infected. The Wassermann reaction has been positive in

cases of children of a mother infected during the eighth

month of pregnancy. There are two important points in

the treatment of these little patients. The first is the

feeding. It is doubly important to them to have breast

milk, since they need the best of food to give them the

necessary strength to resist the disease, and they also ob-

tain from the milk of the infected mother antitoxins that

are of value against the disease. It is equally important

not to give them to a wet nurse on account of the danger
to hereof infection. The second point in the treatment

is to give mercury by mouth, the sublimate being used

in a solution of i-iooo, beginning with a milligram at a

dose, and increasing. The effect of the drug is better if

fractional doses are used. The author condemns the

use of frictions as uncleanly and uncertain, and thinks that

the hypodermic use of the drug is unnecessary.

—

La
Medecine Moderne.
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American Pkactice of Surgery. A Complete System of
the Science and Art of Surgery, by Representative Sur-
geons of the United States and Canada. Editors

:

Joseph D. Bryant, M.D., LL.D., Albert H. Burk, M.D.,
of New York City. Complete in Eight Volumes.' Pro-
fusely Illustrated. Volume Seven. New York: William
Wood and Company, 1910.

In this volume the subject of Regional Surgery is continued,
the regions treated of being the pelvic and gluteal regions,
the extremities, and the abdominal and thoracic cavities.
Many of the subjects are of more than purely surgical in-

terest as the diseases treated of are on the borderland be-
tween medicine and surgery not yet entirely relinquished
by til', general practitioner, or "internist." Among tlicse

are O.u- neuralgias of the pelvic and gluteal regions, myositis
and other diseases of the extremities, and, though a sur-
geon will never so regard it, appendicitis. An indication of
the constant advance of surgery into the territory of the
internist is given in the section on surgery of the pericar-
dium, heart, and blood-vessels in which suture of the heart
wall and massage of the ventricle are described in a niatter-

of-fact way.
The volume opens with a well written and comprehensive

chapter on "Surgical Diseases and Wounds of the Pelvis
and Gluteal Regions," by Charles H. Peck of New York.
"The Surgical Diseases of the Extremities" is the title of a
chapter written by Charles A. Porter and William C.
Quinby of Boston; it does not include all the diseases of
these parts, but is rather supplementary to chapters in pre-
vious volumes, treating chiefly of the minor disorders of
the arms and legs. "Surgical Diseases and Wounds of the
Abdominal Wall" are discussed in an excellent but rather
brief article by J. D. Griffith of Kansas City, Mo. A brief
but instructive article follows, on the "Diagnosis of Tumors
of the Abdomen" by Malcolm LaSalle Harris of Chicago,
and after this is a chapter on "Abdominal Section" by
William McDowell Mastin of Mobile. The section on the
"Surgery of the Pericardium, Heart, and Blood-vessels,"
a thoroughly readable and up-to-date article, is contributed
by Robert G. LeConte and Francis T. Stewart of Phila-

delphia. The section on "Surgical Diseases and Wounds
of the Stomach and Esophagus" is written by A. J. Ochsner
of Chicago, than whom no better author could have been
selected. "Surgical Diseases of the Diaphragm and Sub-
phrenic Abscess" is the subject assigned to J. C. Reeve, Jr.,

of Dayton, who has done his work well. A chapter on
"Surgical Treatment of General Septic Peritonitis" by the

late Andrew J. McCosh follows, and the same gifted and
lamented author contributed the article on "Inflammatory
and Other Diseases of the Vermiform Appendix."
"Tuberculous Peritonitis" is well described by Nathan
Jacobson of Syracuse, N. Y. This article is followed by
one on "Abdominal Hernia" by E. Wyllys Andrews of
Chicago, whose description of the operative treatment, es-

pecially of his own operation for the radical cure of

inguinal hernia, is very clear and interesting. C. W. Oviatt

of Oshkosh contributes an article of unusual value on the

"Surgical Diseases and Wounds of the Intestines. Omen-
tum, and Mesentery." Last but far from least in point of

interest and excellence of treatment is the section on "Sur-
gical Diseases of the Anus and Rectum" by J. P. Tuttle

of New York and S. T. Earle of Baltimore.
With its clear print, dull white paper, and wealth of

original and beautifully drawn illustrations, this volume
makes a very handsome appearance. It is perhaps the

handsoinest and the most interesting of the series.

Serums, Vaccines and Toxines in Treatment and Diag-

nosis. By Wm. Cecil Bosanquet, M.A., M.D. Oxon.,

F.R.C.P. Lond., Assistant Physician to the Charing Cross

Hospital, and to the Hospital for Consumntion and Dis-

eases of the Chest, Brompton; sometime Fellow of New
College. Oxford. And John W. H. Eyre, M.D., M.S.

Dunelm, F.R.S. Edin., Bacteriologist to Guy's Hospital

and in charge of the Vaccine Department ;
Bacteriologist

to St. Mary's Children's Hospital, Plaitow. Illustrated.

Second Edition thoroughly revised. New Y'ork :
Funk

and Wagnalls Company, 1910.

The appearance of a new edition of this work is timely;

the subject is of interest to the practitioner because he

may here find an aid not only in active treatment, but also

in prophylaxis, and in diagnosis. The subject of im-

munity, upon which the serum and vaccine procedures are

lareely based, is, unfortunately, very complex; and the

student is liable after mastering many theories onthe sub-

ject to be confronted with a new theory more intricate and

abstruse than those which have gone before. Hence the

great value of the present book. It is as simple as the sub-

ject will allow; it is concise, and authoritative; it is con-
servative, and fair in its statements; and it is up to date.

Hygiene and Public Health. By B. Arthur Whitlegge,
C.B., M.D., B.Sc. Lond., F.R.C.P., D.P.H.; Late County
Medical Officer of Health for the West Riding of York-
shire, Chief Sanitary Officer of the West Riding of
Yorkshire Rivers Board, Medical Officer of Health for

Nottingham, and Lecturer on Public Health, Charing
Cross Hospital Medical School. And George Newman,
M.D., D.P.II., F.R.S.E., Lecturer on PubHc Health at St.

Bartholomew's Hospital (University of London) ; Late
Medical Officer of ilealth of the Metropolitan Borough
of Finsbury, Consulting Medical Officer of Health of
the Bedfordshire County Council, and Demonstrator of
Bacteriology and Infective Diseases in King's College,

London. Illustrated. New Y'ork ; Funk and Wagnalls
Company, 1910.

In point of size, this is perhaps the smallest manual on
hygiene and public health in the English language ; but

its value is by no means to be measured by its size, for it

is one of the most useful, reliable and complete of the

works on these subjects. It is now in its eleventh edition,

and it can be recommended as a concise summary of the

present-day knowledge concerning public health, as well

as a textbook for the student. Unfortunately, the sani-

tary law, public health regulations, and statistics in gen-
eral, which take up a considerable part of the volume, are
not those of this country. In spite of this one drawback,
which is due to the origin of the book, this little manual
will prove of value to practitioners and students.

Die Erkrankungen der Flexura Sigmoidea ; von Prof.
Dr. Th. Rosenheim, Berlin. Halle a. S. : Carl Mar-
hold, Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1910.

This is practically a monograph of 77 pages, forming a
section of a volume of a work on digestive diseases by
various authors. The author maintains that on account of
the peculiar function of the sigmoid flexure its diseases
should be considered more or less independently of those
of the upper part of the colon. The style is lucid. 17
pages of advertising accompany the book.

Spondylotherapy. Spinal Concussion and the Application
of Other Methods to the Spine in the Treatment of Dis-
ease. By Albert Abrams, A.M., M.D. (University of
Heidelberg), F.R.M.S., Consulting Physician to the
Mount Zion and French Hospitals, San Francisco; for-

merly Professor of Pathology and Director of the Med-
ical Clinic, Cooper Medical College (Department of
Medicine, Leland Stanford Junior University), San Fran-
cisco. San Francisco : The Philopolis Press, 1910.

This is not a textbook on osteopathy as a separate thera-
peutic system, but in an effort to show that spinal thera-
peutics occupies a legitimate place in medicine. The au-
thor has aimed to rescue this subject from the low
esteem in which it has unjustly been held and to give it a
place befitting its scientific importance. After outlining the
history of spondylotherapeutics, the author discusses the
anatomical, topographical, and physiological data relating
to the spinal column, including the spinal cord and the
sympathetic system, then details the symptomatology of the
spine, next presents a summary of spinal diseases and
their symptoms, and in the following chapter deals with
general spondylotherapy, including abdominal supporters,
acupuncture, counterirritation, electrotherapy, exercises, re-
education of coordinated movements, spinal hydrotherapy,
lumbar puncture, massage, psychrotherapy, thermotherapy,
and vibratory massage. The succeeding chapters deal with
pseudovisceral diseases, the circulatory system, the respira-
tory apparatus, the digestive system, miscellaneous reflexes,
and the therapeutics and diagnosis of pain. The work rep-
resents an unique contribution to medical literature, and
in the wealth of its contents, cannot fail to be of distinct
value to the general practitioner.

Life and Health. By James Frederick Rogers, M.D.,
Assistant Instructor Physical Diagnosis, Yale University.
Author of "The Body at Its Best" and other essays.
Philadelphia and London : J. B. Lippincott Company,
1910.

The writer has evidently avoided the analytical method
as far as possible, endeavoring rather to consider struc-
ture and function in its entirety by tracing its historical

development. In the first part of this volume is presented
a general picture of the body in life and health. The sec-
ond part considers more explicitly hygienic problems un-
der the sections: Internal conditions of health; and ex-
ternal conditions of health. A short index is appended.
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF GENITOURINARY
SURGEONS.

Twenty-fourth Annual Meeting Held at Washington.

D. C, May 3, 4 and 5, 1910.

The President, Dr. Hugh H. Young of Baltimore, iv

THE Chair.

An Experimental and Clinical Study of the Functional

Activity of the Kidneys by Means of Phenolsulphon-

phthalein.—Dr. John T. Gku.«i(;htv and Dr. Row.ntree

of Baltimore read this paper. Their conclusions were as

follows: I. Functional tests considered in conjunction

with a careful clinical study of the patient undoubtedly

furnished information of decided value regarding the

functional capacity of the kidneys. 2. The phenolsulphon-

ephthalein test as used by them had many advantages over

all other functional tests so far proposed. 3. Phenol

sulphonephthalein itself was better adapted for use as a

functional test than any other drug previously employed

for the same purpose on account of its early appearance

in the urine and the rapidity and completeness of elimi-

nation by the kidney. 4. The method of quantitative es-

timation of the amount of drug excreted was simple and

exceedingly accurate. 5. The permeability of the kidney

for this drug was decreased in both chronic parenchyma-

tous and chronic interstitial nephritis, the decrease being

most marked in the interstitial variety. 6. The test had

proven of great practical value in revealing the true

renal conditions in cases with prostatic obstruction. It

was here of more value than the urinary output, total

solids, urea, or total nitrogen, and enabled the surgeon to

select a time when the kidneys were in good functional

condition. 7. The improvement in cases of prostatic ob-

struction following the institution of preliminary treatment

was strikingly demonstrated by this test and the time most

suitable for operation was indicated. 8. In unilateral and

bilateral kidney diseases the absolute amount of work

done by each kidney as well as the relative proportion

could be determined when tlie urines were obtained sep-

arately.

Dr. Hugh H. Y'oung of Baltimore said that earlier than

the year 1900 he had worked in Casper"s clinic when he

brought out his phloridzin method. He had tried the phlor-

idzin test, the freezing test, and quite a number of others,

and given them all up, except the ordinary test for urea,

the total solids, the amount of water, and a general study

of the patient's systemic conditioiL

Dr. Geraghty said that in conjunction with this test

they had carried on a great many of the other functional

tests. Indigocarmine had been used because it was most

rapidly excreted. They had been taught that indigocar-

mine exaggerated the lesion, but in a great many cases it

would not appear for an hour or two. With phloridzin

they had found certain cases that were excreting about

half the normal amount of phenolsulphonephthalein in

which sugar would not appear at all.

Removal of Papilloma of the Bladder by the High
Frequency Current.—Dr. Edward L. Keyes, Jr., of New-
York read this paper. He presented a very simple ap-

paratus for the intravesical treatment of bladder tumors.

The idea of using this instrument for the destruction of

neoplasms was by no means new. It had been employed
for neoplasms on the surface of the body to a considerable

extent and with success. The apparatus consisted of a

small insulated cable about the size of a No. 6 ureter

catheter, which could be used through any modern cysto-

scope. This wire was attached to a high frequency current

apparatus, introduced into the bladder through the cysto-

scope, and manipulated therein after the manner of the

ureter catheter. He had used the D'Arsonval or double

pole current. At first one pole was placed in the bladder

and the other in the patient's hand, but recently both poles

had been placed in the bladder, tying the two ends to-

gether. The wires must be in absolute contact with the

tumor. The simplest method was to get as near the base

of the tumor as practicable, plunge the wires in. and then

turn on the current. The duration of the burning varied

with each case. Dr. Keyes reported one case in full of

removal of a papilloma of the bladder that had recurred

after removal by the suprapubic route.

Dr. Francis S. Watson of Boston said that as the au-

thor of the most radical means of dealing with tumors

of the bladder, he would most heartily welcome any sug-

gestions which looked towards its being abolished. He
did not know what the action of this electric current was.

but whatever there was beyond burning we would have

to look to for its presumably good results. He did not

quite see why cancer of the bladder was materially differ-

ent from cancer elsewhere. The radical operation to be

successful should be done in the early stages, not after

the tumor had involved the whole bladder. One should

not wait for a tumor of the breast to involve the lung.

If it was cancer, one could not do it too early nor too

radically. All else was in the line of palliation as far

as he could understand it. It must be remembered that

these cases of benign papilloma had recurred as late as

thirteen years after removal, so that the fact that cer-

tain cases might go on after removal of carcinoma with

delayed recurrence rendered it very difficult to come to a

correct conclusion.

Dr. Louis E. Schmidt of Chicago said all these intra-

vesical methods would probably be only used for palliative

treatment, in cases where the patient positively refused

to consider a cutting operation. Of course, it was too

early to come to a definite conclusion, but in a general way.

judging from other intravesical work, he was inclined to

believe that the value of this method would not be any

greater than those that had been thoroughly tried out.

Dr. Samuel Alexander of New York thought that

every man in the Association who had an opinion should

express it against this method being used for primary

tumors of the bladder which were operable by other

means. But in recurrent carcinoma of the bladder, which

meant either death or total extirpation of the bladder, we
should welcome any experimental work in this direction.

He would use palliative means of this sort just as he

had used serum therapy. He believed in using all the

palliative means in carcinoma of the bladder before adopt-

ing the radical measure recommended by Dr. Watson.

Dr. Francis R. Hager of Washington described a method

he had recently used in removing carcinoma of the bladder.

.\fter a suprapubic incision dow^n to the bladder, a cysto-

scope was introduced into the bladder, and pins were passed

through the bladder wall from the outside through the

suprapubic opening, the cystoscope being used to guide him

in placing the pins outside the tumor area. The incision

into the bladder was then made as indicated by the pin.=

and the operator was thus enabled to know that he was

cutting outside the tumor area. In this way the tumor

could be removed without cutting or breaking into it in any

way.

Dr. Hugh H. Young of Baltimore mentioned his work

during the past year with the operative cystoscope which

he had shown a year ago. The two principal troubles he

had had were the hemorrhage and dealing with the base.

In one or two cases the hemorrhage had been rather alarm-

ing. It was impossible with any operating cystoscope to

destroy the base. Resorcin had been used with good re-

sults. Cauteries had recently been added to the instru-

ment for use in the later stages of the operation. He
thought the method which Dr. Keyes had used was one of
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great promise. A number of men seemed to think this high
frequency current had a peculiar selective action on patho-

logical calls.

Dr. Keyes in closing said he thought there were certain

parts of the body where we got certain types of malignant

growth sufficiently early to remove them by minor means.
The part of the body most generally recognized as falling

under that classification was the skin. Nitze a long time

ago said he could do the same thing in the bladder. Every-

body said that Nitze did not follow his cases long enough,

but the fact was established that Nitze did by this means
remove, temporarily at least, tumors from the bladder.

There was just one case known to have gone twenty years

without relapse of a bladder tumor after suprapubic opera-

tion. If one had to choose between suprapubic operation

and an intravesical operation, he would select the pallia

live measure, the one that would temporarily remove the

tumor, with the minimum inconvenience in the patient.

The Diagnosis of Stone in the Pelvic Portion of the

Ureter.— Dr. Hugh H. C.-kBOT of Boston read this paper

which was illustrated with lantern slides. A stone m the

ureter might be invisible by means of the .r-ray on account

of faulty technique, the chemical composition of the stone,

its small size, and the position of the stone. This last

cause of non-visibility of a calculus in the ureter had been

brought very forcibly to his attention recently by two cases.

In the first a calcium o.xalate stone was found at operation

in the ureter at the point where it cros.sed the iliac vessels,

though jr-ray plates made by an expert had been negative.

The stone was then placed upon a skeleton pelvis as nearly

as possible in the proper position and an .v-ray plate taken,

which again failed to show the stone. In the second case

the .r-ray was also negative taken in the ordinary way. But

by placing an Edebohl's cushion under the patient's loins,

placing the tube over the region of the umbilicus, and

focusing obliquely downward into the pelvis, the stone was

shown, ."^.t operation the stone was found lying over the

iliac vessels in a position nearly similar to that of the first

case.

Dr. James Pedersen of New York said tliat if it were

possible to place patients in such a position as to get a

direct line through the pelvis, throwing the sacrum out of

line, it would be a great help.

Dr. Louis E. Schmidt of Chicago said that in locating

the exact position of the stone it was desirable to have

the patient in different positions, but in taking the picture

in the first instance it would seem that it was not only

desirable to change the position of the patient but also to

change the position of the tube in all tliose cases where a

stone in the ureter was suspected.

Dr. Hugh H. Young of Baltimore said he had been ex-

perimenting in much the same way. e.xcept that he had

used the compression diaphragm against the abdomen. The

results had been only fairly satisfactory, and it was prob-

ably better to do as Dr. Cabot had done

Dr. Caeot said the calculi in his cases were from seven

to twelve centimeters above the bladder orifice of the

ureter, lying over the thick portion of the s.-icrum, and he

believed them to be invisible in most plates, no matter witli

what tubes taken. Twenty-eight negative plates had been

taken on these two patients, with every known method an<l

every known density of tube. He had tried the sitting posi-

tion, but it seemed objectionable because it got the tube

so near the patient's face. In his method the tube was

nearly eighteen inches away from the patient's face.

Summary of Results Reported from the Use of Vac-

cines and Sera of Gonococci and Other Pyogenic Or-

ganisms in Urology.—Dr. R. F. O'Neil of Boston read

this summary, which was based upon ninety general and

special articles on vaccine therapy, upon persona! commuri-

cations and personal experience. In gonorrheal infection

in general most reports were that a stock vaccine made

from a good strain was as serviceable as an autogenous

one. In joint infections the autogenous was to be pre-

ferred. To have any general application in the treatment

of gonorrhea a stock vaccine would have to be employed,

for the double reason that tlie preparation of an autogen-

ous vaccine required time and skill, and in a chronic case it

might be very difficult to procure sufficient material to make
a good one. The limitations of the doses of the ordinary

organisms had been pretty well worked out, so that now
the regulation of the amount and frequency of the dosage

by the estimation of the opsonic inde.x seemed to be un-

necessary, quite as good results being obtained when these

were regulated by the clinical symptoms and reaction. The
almost universal opinion was that vaccine treatment in

acute and chronic urethral gonorrhea, whether a stock or

autogenous vaccine had been used, had proved to be of no
value. T he same applied to antigonococcus serum in

urethritis, .\pparently favorable results in epididymitis

following the use of vaccines and serum had been reported

by a few observers, but in most cases the ordinary meth-
ods of treatment had been also used, and it was hard to

say what role the vaccines played in a condition which

varied clinically to such an extent as did this disease. In

gonorrheal prostatitis and vesiculitis there was very little

to show that vaccines were of any benefit, except that some
men thought that their cases did better when the vaccine

treatment was added. Better results were reported from

the use of antigonococcus serum in epididymitis. The re-

ports on the use of gonorrheal vaccines in gonorrheal

septicemia were not sufficient upon which to base any defi-

nite conclusions. As to the effect of gonococcus vaccines

in joint conditions, the author quoted the following state-

ment by Ebright : "The only lesions that respond with

sufficient uniformity to put the treatment on a secure plane

are the joint lesions." It should be combined with other

forms of treatment, and might be regarded as an advance

in therapeutics. In infections of the urinary tract with

other organisms, and in bacteriuria, the vaccines did not

appear to have any beneficial effect.

Vaccine Therapy in Genitourinary Tuberculosis.—Dr.

Faxton E. Gard.ner of New York read this paper. There

were 83 mentioned or reported cases of renal tuberculosis

treated with tuberculin, with 18 called cured, 30 benefited

and 25 not improved. To infer that tuberculin cured 21

per cent, of the cases of kidney tuberculosis and impro\ ed

36 per cent, more would be at least premature. In fact,

there was no conclusion to draw from these cases. The
details were thoroughly insufficient in all except 10 of the

cases. We could not accept the statement that a case was
cured without having some sort of proof. The only proof

given in most of the reports was that the patient was in

good health and had no more painful symptoms. A symp-
tomatic cure could not be accepted as a real cure in such a

disease as renal tuberculosis. There was not in a single

report anything concerning the functional value of the

kidney supposedly cured. But despite all objections, there

remained a few cases in which one could not help thinking

that tuberculin had a beneficial action on the kidney lesion,

and practically everybody agreed that it had a decidedly

favorable action on the general condition. Of 61 cases of

tuberculosis of the bladder reported as having been treated

with tuburculin, 20 were re[)orted as cured. It seemed well

established that tuberculin had a marked effect on the pain

and frequency of urination, and also on the amount of pus

in the urine. The only conclusion that could be drawn
from the literature of tuberculin in genitourinary tuber-

culosis at the present time was this : Tuberculin raises the

natural defensive power of the body. Whenever the de-

fensive power is normally sufficient to cope with the mor-
did process, the reinforcement it receives from tuberculin

is useful ; in disease where the natural defense is unable

to overcome the tuberculous process, it is very doubtful
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whether tuberculin can raise it to a point where it would

be able to effect a spontaneous cure. When tuberculin is

presented as a curative agent, it may be eyed with suspicion

;

when as an adjunct to a normally conservative treatment, it

should be welcomed.

A Further Report on Antigonococcic Serum and

Antigonococcic Bacterins.—Dr. George K. Swinburne

of New York said that in the work he had done during the

past year he saw no reason for changing the opinion that he

had expressed a year ago, namely, that acute complications

were given prompt relief by the serum and that it acted in

almost all those cases as a specific. Its action had been

marked in cases of acute gonorrheal rheumatism occurring

in primary attacks, and it certainly continued to act as a

specific in these cases. As a working rule he preferred to

use the serum first and then continue treatment later with

the bacterins. Some cases did well with the bacterins and

not so well with the serum, and vice zrrsa.

Clinical Report of Cases Treated with Gonorrheal

Vaccines and Cases Treated with Antigonococcic

Serum, with Reference to Joint Affections, with Re-

marks and Conclusions.—Dr. Louis E. Schmidt of

Chicago drew the following conclusions : i. The site of

injection with either a vaccine or a serum was of no im-

portance as to therapeutic action—yet on account of local

symptoms that might arise the deep or intramuscular mode
of administration, paraticularly into the gluteal region, v.-as

both the most desirable mode and place for the injections.

2. That the technique to follow was the one which required

strict asepsis. 3. That satisfactory results had been noted

with the use of serum as well as with vaccine in the various

kinds of cases. 4. Antigonococcic serum seemed to be used

to greatest advantage in acute or subacute gonorrheal

toxemia cases—those cases which were so often referred to

as "gonorrheal rheumatism." That serum was of no prac-

tical value in the inveterate, long-standing cases. 5. That

the vaccine mode of therapy had shown satisfactory results

in some true gonorrheal arthritic conditions—where un-

doubted metastatic conditions were present and where a

gonoccoccemia was probably present. In the very acute at-

tacks some especially good results were noted. 6. That serum

therapy had been of no distinct value in non-metastatic or

toxemic conditions—that vaccines were to be used in these

conditions. 7. As to the dosage of serum, that it was de-

sirable to commence with small dosages, as 2 c.c, to re-

peat or even to increase to 4 c.c. on the second or third

day. If no improvement was noted, to increase to 6 or

even 8 c.c, to be given every fifth day. In general, the

smaller the dose the more quickly could it be repeated: the

larger the dose the greater the interval between injections.

The large majority of cases required 30 to 50 c.c. of serum.

8. That the dosages of the vaccine must vary as to the case

—that comparatively small doses, 10 to 30 million bacteria

for the acute gonorrhea! joints, was usually sufficient. In

the subacute or chronic cases 50 to 100 million bacteria

generally gave the best results. In both instances he was
inclined to believe that the best results were noted when
injections were given about five days apart.

Results Obtained by Autogenous Vaccines in Various
Urinary Infections.—Dr. John T. Ger,\ghty of Balti-

more gave his results in 14 cases. Four were renal infec-

tions due to the colon bacillus. Six were cases of mild
cystitis. Three of these were due to the colon bacillus, i

to the Bacillus lactis aerogenes, i to the Staphylococcus al-

bus, and i to the colon bacillus and Staphylococcus albus

combined. There were 4 cases of bacteriuria, in 2 of which
the Micrococcus urea: was found in pure culture, in i the

Staphylococcus albus was found in pure culture, and in i

the Micrococcus urea and the colon bacillus were found
combined.

These were all cases that had resisted other forms of

treatment and had been under observation a long time. All

of the patients were treated over long periods of time, the

majority over si.x months. An autogenous vaccine was

prepared in each case, and doses from 100 to 800 million

were employed. No reaction whatsoever was noted from

the large doses. In not a single instance was any improve-

ment produced which could in any way be attributed to the

vaccines employed.

A Report of the Results in Certain Forms of Genito-

urinary Diseases Treated vrith Vaccines.—Dr. John H.

Cunningham, Jr., of Boston read this paper. In gonor-

rheal infections both stock and autogenous vaccines had

been used, the dose in the acute febrile cases varying from

2^ to 10 million, and in the chronic cases from lo to 75

million. The doses had been gradually increased, and had

been given at intervals of from one to seven days, oftener

with the small doses and at longer intervals with the large

doses. In gonorrheal rheumatism the vaccines did not

appear to have shortened the febrile period, but the patients

were possibly more comfortable. In the postfebrile cases

almost immediate alleviation of symptoms after the first

dose or two was generally noted. Functionating but not

always normal joints had been obtained. From 10 cases of

gonorrheal rheumatism treated with antigonococcic serum

the only deduction that could be drawn was that little or

no benefit might be expected, but an occasional brilliant re-

sult might be obtained. In four cases of chronic gonor-

rheal prostatitis and seminal vesiculitis the vaccines did not

produce any beneficial results. In Bacillus coli infections

associated with tuberculosis vaccines proved beneficial, as

evidenced by some diminution in the symptoms of frequent

urination, pain, and the degree of cloudiness of the urine.

In only one case, however, did the colon bacilli entirely

disappear from the urine. A predominating colon infec-

tion of the bladder and renal pelvis, if of long duration,

might temporarily improve during the employment of vac-

cines, but it had not appeared to produce any permanent

improvement in the condition of the urine in the cases that

had been followed.

In genitourinary tuberculosis, the author said, the doses

should be very small. An initial dose of 1/50,000 mg.

R. E. solid substance might be given, and the dose very

gradually increased to 1/15,000 mg. No reaction should

occur. Theoretically and practically, the indications for

the use of vaccine in chronic localized tuberculosis, when

surgical conditions had been efficiently met and cure was

not forthcoming, were hopeful, and the vaccine should be

employed until further data established its value more

precisely.

Value of Vaccines in the Treatment of Infections of

the Urinary Tract.—Dr. Hugh C.\bot of Boston read

this paper. This report did not include tuberculous and

gonorrheal infections. The author's conclusions were as

follows

:

I. The use of vaccines was followed by improvement of

the symptoms in more than half the cases. 2. Vaccines had

little effect on the bacteriuria. 3. The results were prac-

tically the same whether the lesion was in the upper or the

lower urinary tract.

Two Cases of Renovesical Tuberculosis Treated

with the Bacillus Emulsion.—Dr. J.\mes Pedersen of

New York reported in detail two cases of renovesical

tuberculosis treated with bacillus emulsion with good re-

sults.

Results Obtained by the Use of Tuberculin in Genito-

urinary Tuberculosis.—Dr. Hugh H. Young of Balti-

more reported seven cases in which accurate records of the

condition before, during, and after the treatment had been

preserved. This was too small a number. Dr. Young said,

to permit of accurate conclusions being drawn, but he

thought it well to present the records so that they might be

accessible to others in collecting a long series of well-

observed cases.
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Dr. Hugh Cabot of Boston said that in his opinion
tuberculin should be confined to cases which were inoper-

able and those in which operation had been done ; that it

should not be used as a substitute for operation. In tuber-

culosis of the epididymis and the vas the tuberculous focus
should be removed and then tuberculin treatment started.

The same in tuberculosis of the kidney. He had never
seen a healed tuberculous kidney.

Dr. Lotus E. Schmidt of Chicago agreed with every-

thing Dr. Cabot had said e.xcept with regard to the healed

tuberculous kidney. He had repeatedly seen specimens in

different pathological laboratories shown as cured tubercu

lous kidneys.

Dr. Francis R. Hagner of Washington said he had seen

the symptoms increase very markedly from small doses of

tuberculin after removal of the kidney.

Dr. John T. Geraghty of Baltimore said from his ex-

perience with tuberculin it had been impossible to draw
any conclusion so far. He was inclined to agree with Dr.

Cabot as to when it should be used. He had only had one

case that seemed to do badly under tuberculin. .Ml the

other cases had shown improvement.

Dr. James Pedersen of New York thought the question

of tuberculin treatment would reduce itself to a selection

of cases. In his second case there was an apparent cure

of two years' standing.

Dr. Schmidt said his experience with vaccines in colon

infections of the urinary tract covered nine or ten cases.

All had been treated with stock vaccines. No urine had
cleared up under the vaccines, though there had been some
improvement as regards urinary symptoms.

Dr. H. A. Fowler of Washington mentioned a case of

pyelitis in which the infective organism was the pneunio-

bacillus of Friedlander. A vaccine was made and the

patient was given doses ranging froin 100 to 500 million.

His symptoms had improved very markedly, but the urine

had not cleared up.

Dr. Edward L. Keves, Jr.. of New York said it had

been his practice in tuberculosis of the kidney to remove
the kidney if that was permitted, and subsequent to

operation not to use vaccines unless the patient was not

spontaneously improving in his vesical symptoms or in

his general weight. In the seven cases in which he had

used vaccines following nephrectomy it had seemed to

him that the vaccines did good at a time when the patient

was not spontaneously doing well.

Dr. Edward Martin of Philadelphia said he saw no

difference between the results obtained by this vaccine

treatment and those obtained by other methods. He had

been astonished at the freedom and carelessness with

which this method of treatment had been used. The

vaccines were often administered by men who had not the

very faintest knowledge of their therapeutic effect or of

their possible dangers.

Dr. Alfred T. Osgood of New York said that in his

hands the vaccines for colon bacillus infections and for

the pyogenic infections of the urinary tract had shown

absolutely no good results. He had never seen a colon

bacilluria clear up. As to tuberculosis, he agreed with

what had been said by Dr. Cabot and Dr. Keyes.

Dr. Young said he wanted to indorse very thoroughly

what had been said by Dr. Cabot, Dr. Keyes, and Dr.

Schmidt in regard to the operative treatment, and he

hoped his paper would be taken merely as a collection of

apparently favorable cases for tuberculin.

Officers.—The following were elected for the ensuing

year: President, Dr. Charles L. Gibson of New York;

Vice-President, Dr. Edward Martin of Philadelphia:

Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. Edward L. Keyes. Jr., of

New York; Member of Council, Dr. H. E. Squiers of New
York.

Place of meeting next year. New York City.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

section on medicine.

Stated Meeting, Held April 19, 1910.

Dr. C. N. B. Camac in the Chair.

Preliminary Report on Sahli's Desmoid Test.— Dr. N. B.

Potter said that he wished it understood that this was
merely a preliminary report which had been undertaken

for the purpose of investigating Dr. Sahli's test. The
methylene blue pills were made according to Sahli's for-

mula. They had made the tests in all sorts of diseases and

in some normal individuals ; sixty tests were made upon

38 normal individuals. Where digestion was normal the

reaction showed itself in about two hours; when the re-

action did not appear until after four hours it was con-

sidered delayed, and where it did not occur for twelve

hours or longer it was considered negative. Of these 60

tests, 43 were positive, 10 delayed, and 7 negative. In one

series of tests 7 tests were made upon 6 individuals with

7 positive reactions; 26 tests were made upon 16 individuals

having hyperacidity where there were ig positive reac-

tions, 4 delayed, and 3 negative reactions
; 4 tests made

upon 3 individuals having hypoacidity gave 3 positive and

I delayed reaction ; 12 tests made upon 6 individuals having

anacidity gave 6 positive and 6 delayed reactions. In severe

cases two or more tests were made and results were quite

uniform. In all 74 tests were made upon 30 individuals

of which 48 were positive, 12 delayed, and 14 negative. In

pernicious anemia, afterwards confirmed by autopsy, there

were 6 tests upon 3 cases, all of which were negative. Three
tests were made in one case of secondary anemia of which
one was positive and two negative. In one case of mod-
erately severe secondary anemia, one test was made which
was positive. In one case of gastric carcinoma one test

was made which was positive. Their results agreed very

closely with those obtained by Dr. Sahli.

Dr. C. G. L. Wolf said that the claims of Sahli's test

rested on a sound physiological basis. When the indicator

was given with a regular meal the action of the gastric

juices was much more physiological than when given with

a test meal. The type of meal had a distinct effect upon
the type of secretion, therefore the secretion following a

test meal of weak tea or rusk was not to be compared
with that following the ingestion of an ordinary full

meal. The only indicator that could be relied upon was
one that could be given with a full meal. Sahli protested

that the usual tests for hydrochloric acid and pepsin were
not reliable. This test ingestion deserved greater con-

sideration.

Aneurysm of the Aorta, with Important Clinical

Symptoms.—Dr. R. G. Snyder gave a lantern slide ex-
hibition, showing the special features in several cases of

aortic aneurysm. The first specimen was from a man who
gave no history of syphilis. The aneurysm was just above
the aortic valve and ruptured through into the left pleural

cavity. The second specimen was from a man supposed
to have tertiary syphilis. The aneurysm ruptured into the

trachea and at autopsy an acute syphilitic ulcer was found
at the seat of the aneurysm. Another slide showed an
aneurysm which simulated a tumor. There was no mur-
mur and a diagnosis of tumor had been held for some
time, but as there was no glandular enlargement nor other

symptoms of tumor, it was supposed that an aneurysm ex-
isted. The death of the patient and the autopsy findings

confirmed the diagnosis of aneurysm. In another case of
a man coming into the hospital six months after having
received an injury, the face, hands, and neck were blue.

His wife had noted the blue color several weeks before.

There was a systolic murmur and perforation into the

superior vena cava occurred later. For two weeks before
his death a thrill could not be felt in the left arm. At
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autopsy a thrombus was found. The specimen illustrated

very dearly the adhesions and pressure conditions. .-X

case of Dr. Camac's showed two areas of dullness, one in

the back between the left scapula and the spine and an-

other to the left of the sternum in front. The heart was

not much displaced. There was pressure both on the ster-

num and on the ribs behind. It was thought that possibly

the man had two aneurysms. The autopsy confirmed this

suspicion. In addition to the two aneurysms there was

an aortic incompetency. A clot removed from one of the

aneurysms weiged 6So grams. There was an erosion of

the spine and of the ribs; the spinal cord was also eroded

but the man had no myelitis.

Dr. B. Mann told of a case that had come to his service

at the City Hospital in which the most marked symptom

was a profuse bronchorrhea and a cough. There was an

enlargement at the sternoclavicular junction and it was

decided that the man was suffering from an aneurysm of

the right innominate artery. He was operated upon and

died. At autopsy it was found that the aneurysm had

started at the arch and pointed out over the sterno-

clavicular junction.

Dr. Achilles Rose said that before the discovery of the

.r-ray it was almost impossible to diagnose these aneu-

rysms, as the only symptom that was constant was inter-

costal neuralgia. A number of years ago he had had a

patient with a history of syphilis and intercostal neural-

gia, upon whom antisyphilitic treatment had no effect. The

man died very suddenly and an aneurysm was found at

autopsy. In a second case which he had under his care

some fifteen years ago, and in which he could not make

a satisfactory physical diagnosis although there was a

history of syphilis, specific treatment was of no avail.

This man also died suddenly of aneurysm. In a tliird

case there was also a history of syphilis and an aneurysm

of the descending arch could be readily made out in the

scapular region. In this case there was the usual neuralgia

but very little disturbance so far as the heart was con-

cerned. There was a slight murmur. This patient died

of rupture into the left pleural cavity. Dr. Rose had at

present two cases under treatment. One a man 45 years

of age in whom syphilis could be excluded ; he had, how-

ever, driven fast horses and that might have had some-

thing to do with the causation. The other case was in a

woman, 62 years of age, who had been under observation

for three years. Her condition remained stationary. There

was marked lateral curvature of the spine that might have

dislocated the thoracic viscera thus giving rise to the con-

dition. The diagnosis in this case had been confirmed by

the jr-ray. It was absolutely necessary that these patients

should be kept in bed until all unpleasant symptoms sub-

sided. He did not believe in large doses of potassium

iodide and never gave more than 10 or 15 grains three

times a day.

A Case of Diffuse Sclerosis of the Superficial Veins.

—

Dr. Haklow Brooks reported this case, which was of pe-

culiar interest because it occurred in an individual very

young for any form of venous sclerosis to develop, and

especially because of the clear selective tendency mani-

fested in the case for the veins of peripheral distribution

with no evidence of other venous or of arterial involve-

ment. He believed the selective tendency was no less

frequent in sclerosis of the veins than in arteriosclerosis.

It was often quite as evident and even more suggestive and

striking since the general veins were so much less liable

than the arteries to this type of lesion. The patient was

a well formed, rather sparsely built, boy of eighteen years.

He entered the City Hospital complaining of pain in the

left leg and thigh so severe that he was unable to walk.

His family history was negative and he had never done

heavy physical work or exercise. He had been a healtliy

child with the exception of a slight attack of pneumonia

and several attacks of tonsillitis and pharyngitis. Then-

was no history of previous disease nor of venous dis-

turbance. Recently he had used alcohol very moderately.

On examination he was found to show a complete tlirom-

bosis of the left internal saphenous vein extending from

8 cm. below Poupart's ligament down to the ankle. The

course of the vein was marked by a hard cord bordered

on either side by an indurated and tender red band. There

was considerable edema and he suffered intense pain

on movement. A circular point of sharply localized bluish

discoloration was found over the vein just below the knee

joint, evidently a gangrenous area. There were no other

lesions of importance demonstrable except that the super-

ficial veins of the entire body, notably those of the ex-

tremities, were prominent and palpably thickened. The
hands were cyanosed and soon became edematous if al-

lowed to hang down. Moderate exertion caused facial

cyanosis. An examination of the heart revealed nothing

of importance ; no arterial thickening could be made out

and there was no change apparent in the retinal vessels.

The blood chart showed on admission a systolic pressure

of 120 mm., which subsequently went up while the patient

was in bed to 140 mm. The temperature varied somewhat

but was mostly at the normal level. The urine was normal

throughout. The blood examination showed little of im-

portance and varied but little since he had been under

observation. The coagulation time was considerably be-

low normal, and the blood cultures were negative. The

leg was wrapped in cotton and moistened with 33 per

cent, alcohol, and citric acid and potassium iodide admin-

istered internally. The gangrenous spot sloughed out, the

perforation quickly granulated and there was rapid ab-

sorption of the clot in the thrombosed vein. Up to the

time of his discharge the circulation was not fully re-

established through it. The patient left the hospital after

three weeks, walking and apparently well except for the

thickened veins. With no other evidence at hand it seemed

most likly that this selective venous sclerosis was induced

by syphilitic infection either congenital or early contracted.

However no evidence could be advanced in support of

the accuracy of this diagnosis. They knew that in

syphilitic arteritis this selective tendency toward the in-

volvement of certain specific vascular distributions had

been well established and it might with equal force be

directed to the explanation of this unusual case of dif-

fuse superficial venous sclerosis.

Throat Symptoms the Initial Feature in Three Ty-

phoid Fever Cases.—Dr. X. B. Potter said that a few

years ago a case had come to him, having mucous patches

in the throat, and he at once suspected syphilis and began

treatment. In the course of a few days the patient de-

veloped typhoid fever. The second case was of a woman
who came to the hospital last fall. She had passed

through the hands of four physicians before he had seen

her and in each instance a diagnosis of syphilis had been

made. She developed typhoid fever with subsequent per-

foration, was operated upon, and cured. The third case

occurred in the French Hospital and it was thought from

the appearance of the throat that the patient had diph-

theria, but a blood culture showed it to be a case of

typhoid. At the time that Dr. Potter decided to report

these cases he thought throat symptoms uncommon, but a

search of literature had convinced him that they were quite

common. Sometimes there were mucous patches and some-

times patches resembling diphtheria on the post-faucial pil-

lar which could be wiped off easily. They did not seem to

affect the course of the fever.

Dr. E. LiPMAN, in discussing these cases, said that throat

symptoms were of great value in diagnosis. Occasionally

one could come to a concli-ision by the aid of these symp

toms even before a positive Widal reaction could be ob-

tained. These lesions were quite characteristic of typhoid
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Dr. C. N. Potter said that these patches were fouiul in

other conditions, that he had learned of a case of pleurisy

and one of angina in which they were present.

Tricuspid Regurgitation with Unusual Tracings.

—

Dr. B. Mann presented the clinical side of this case. The
patient was a man, 43 years of age, who came into Dr.

Camac's service in the City Hospital on January 20. He
was very short of breath and had a severe, hacking cough.

His history showed that he had been a heavy drinker and

a hard worker. He had had scarlet fever when a boy and

typhoid fever later. His family history was negative. He
had been in the City Hospital before and his case had been

diagnosed as one of mitral insufficiency; he had also been

in Bellevue for the same complaint. His present illness

had lasted for several weeks before his admission. At

the time of admission he was dyspneic and cyanotic. His

neck was full and the veins pulsating and there was a con-

stant, brassy cough. The posterior bases of the lungs were

dull and there seemed to be some fluid present. There

was dullness in the precordium at the sixth interspace and

two inches to the right of the fourth costal cartilage. The

pulsations were from 140 to 150, which made it difTicult to

make out the murmurs. However, there were murmurs
in the mitral and tricuspid areas. The abdomen was full

and tense and there were systolic pulsations of the liver

expansile in character. He was edematous from the

waist down ; the legs were blue, pigmented, and very

edematous. There was a thrill in the radial, posterior

tibial, and femoral veins heard on auscultation as a

high-pitched bruit. Dr. Camac had had Dr. Bailey make
tracings in this case. Pulsations in the peripheral veins

were due to three causes, a contiguous artery, junction

with an artery vari.x, or impulse carried through the ves-

sels to the peripheral veins.

The Diagnosis and Treatment of Chronic Gonorrheal

Arthritis.—Dr. Charles C. Ransom read this paper, in

which he stated that the recent work of Nichols and

Richardson on the nontuberculous diseases of the joints

had shown the similarity of the lesions in all forms of

arthritis. This work had also shown the futility of at-

tempting a diagnosis from the appearance of the joints or

from the existing pathological lesions alone, hence in or-

der to make a diagnosis it was necessary to direct their

attention more closely to the clinical history of these af-

fections and to their etiology. While gonorrheal arthritis

as a complication of gonorrhea did not occur very fre-

quently, occurring in only two per cent, of all cases accord-

ing to Fournier and Jullien, as a form of infectious arthri-

tis it was quite common. It might affect any articulation

even the articulation of the cervical vertebrae and the

articular surfaces between the greater and lesser cornua

of the hyoid bone. Dr. Ransom had recently seen a case

in which the arthritis began in the temporomaxillary ar

ticulation. It might also affect the bursas. The chronic

form was almost invariably polyarticular, although the

acute form was monoarticular in about 40 per cent, of the

cases. From the joint changes alone it was impossible to

say what the causative factor of the disease might be

Of course where there was a direct history of gonorrheal

infection accompanied or immediately followed by an

acute arthritis, persisting long after the urethritis had

disappeared, the diagnosis was evident, but frequently it

was so remote that there did not seem to be any relation

between the gonorrhea and the arthritis. There was a

method, however, which gave positive information in the

vast majority of instances even of the obscure cases of

long standing, which was employed as a routine at the

City Hospital. This was the endoscopic examination of

the urethra for erosions or ulcerations. These lesions oc-

curred for the most part in the anterior urethra, though

they were occasionally found in the posterior urethra and

in a few instances the focus of infection existed in the

seminal vesicles alone. These lesions were recognized as

denuded granular patches, deeply red in color, which bled

readily when touched. The lesion in the seminal vesicles

was recognized by the thickened sclerosed condition of

the vesicles on palpation. The possibility of an arthritis

being indefinitely continued by the toxin from an infect-

ed focus remotely situated and in itself giving no symp-

toms was conceded, he believed, by all. Instances in

which chronic processes in the joints were arrested by the

removal of the tonsils and others in which the joint con-

ditions were cured by the healing of the erosions in the

urethra justified such a conclusion. The treatment ob-

viously consisted in healing the erosions. For this pur-

pose he used a 10 to 20 per cent, solution of nitrate of

silver every fifth day. Urethral discharges were treated in

the usual way. In order to give a better idea of the value

of this treatment Dr. Ransom cited a typical case in which

a complete cure was effected. While one could in the vast

majority of cases in the male reach a positive diagnosis

of gonorrheal arthritis by the method described it was

obviously not possible to locate the focus of infection in

the majority of female cases. In the search for a method

which would give definite information a series of observa-

tions were carried out to determine whether gonorrheal

vaccines would produce definite reactions in all such

cases. The results of the experiments were shown upon

a chart There were ten cases in all. In only one case of

gonorrheal arthritis was there any elevation of tempera-

ture; this was two hours after the injection when the tem-

perature went to 100.6° and reached the highest point four

hours after the injection when it was 100.8°. As these

cases frequently had a slight elevation of temperature with

an exacerbation of the joint trouble, and as none of the

other cases showed a similar rise, they were not justified in

attributing the rise of temperature to the vaccine. The
reaction was not distinctive enough for a diagnosis.

Dr. George Reese Satterlee spoke of his work with the

gonococcus vaccines where he had noted that the reaction

was accompanied by very little change in the luecocyte

count, but by most marked pain in the joints. He had

started with injections of 20, then 50, and later 150 mil-

lion dead gonococci, and reactions had been extremely well

marked. Though no cultures were taken from the joints,

the pain was probably caused by toxins produced and'

not by the gonococci themselves. In old cases there were
probably no gonococci present in the joints.

Multiple Noninflammatory Necroses of the Liver,

with Jaundice, in Chronic Cyanosis of the Liver.—Dr.

LloRST Oertei, of the Russell Sage Institute of Pathology

presented a liver derived from a young man, 25 years of

age, who entered Dr. Potter's service, at the City Hos-
pital on December 3, 1909, with typical symptoms of mi-

tral stenosis and evidences of general stasis. These symp-
toms became aggravated and he rapidly developed con-

siderable edema, fluid in the chest, pulsating veins, and
pulsating and distinctly enlarged liver. On October 8

there was observed for the first time faint jaundice; his

leucocyte count was 8,400. On October 11 the jaundice

had become marked with occasional vomiting of brown
fluid. The stools were formed, brown, and contained
some blood. On October 13 there was epistaxis, and con-

siderable blood in his sputum. On October 16 his jaundice
deepened; hemorrhage occurred from the bowels. The
stools were loose, yellowish, and contained mucus. He
rapidly became weaker and died on October 18. The
clinical diagnosis was mitral stenosis, general stasis, with
doubtful infectious cholangitis. The autopsy disclosed a
mitral stenosis due to fibrous and vegetative endocarditis
with relative triscuspid insufficiency, slight hypertrophy
of the left, and marked hypertrophy and dilatatiofi of the

right side of the heart. The other valves were well pre-

served. There was a double hydrothorax. Emphysema
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and edema of the lungs with numerous infarctions were

present. The abdominal cavity contained a liter of dark,

reddish brown fluid. The liver came to the costal margin.

There was slight distention of the gall-bladder with a few

adhesions around the common duct. The liver itself

vifeighed 1,000 gms. and measured 23 cm x 12 cm. It was

smooth, and distinctly deeply greenish jaundiced. On
section it cut relatively easily. Its cut surface was

smooth, and while the normal markings had entirely dis-

appeared, it showed a distinct pattern of hemorrhagic

spots and streaks on a distinctly greenish ground color.

In places, the hemorrhagic markings were obliterated, or

at least much lessened, by a uniform pale greenish color.

Microscopical examination showed a lesion entirely dis-

tinct from the result of uncomplicated stasis. The lobu-

lar structure had disappeared and given way to an ir-

regular, streaky, central necrosis and fatty metamorphosis .

leading to disorganization of the liver lobules. The cen-

tral veins were dilated : their walls frequently hyaline and

swollen. Immediately surrounding them the liver tissue

was necrotic with remnants of liver cells, frequently still

lying within the reticulum, much free blood, some bile

pigment, and fat. While the origin of the lesion appeared

distinctly around the central veins, the distribution, like

that of stasis, was irregular, and in streaky fashion ran

from one lobule into another. At the periphery of these

necroses, which terminated apparently more or less abrupt-

ly, were usually fairly well preserved liver cells, although

these also showed edematous swelling, and in places begin-

ning vacuolization of their protoplasm. Between them were

dilated blood and bile capillaries, and the inter- and in-

tracellular bile capillaries filled with bile were occasionally

prominent. Of particular interest was the fact that the

process of necrosis was not that usually observed in in-

flammatory destruction of liver tissue with the formation

and coagulation of dead protoplasmic masses but ap-

peared to be simple solution of liver cells, associated with

vacuolization and central fat infiltration, leading to mark-

ed swelling of these cells. The faint nucleus, cell mem-
brane, and the reticulum were retained well towards the

last. The nucleus also showed only evidences of fading,

chromatolysis. Fibrin could not be demonstrated in these

sections. Clinically and anatomically this case differed

from the results of uncomplicated stasis. Clinically it

could be well differentiated by the progressing, deep

jaundice, and anatomically by its cytolytic and fatty

cestral necrosis and jaundice, leading to destruc-

tion of the architecture of the involved parts and

setting free of blood and bile pigment. Peripherally,

dilated blood and capillary vessels, bile stasis and

edematous swelling and beginning occasional vacuoli-

zation of the cells were present. Entirely absent were

evidences of an inflammatory character, any involve-

ment of the larger bile ducts, or portal changes. The re-

lation of this change to the chronic severe cyanosis and

its immediate cause was still a matter for discussion. Or-

iginally he had stated that he was not inclined to think

that the stasis and the necrosis with jaundice stood in di-

rect genetic relation, but he believed that the lesion was
due to a toxic invasion resulting in cytolysis. Continued

studies, however, had associated the lesion so definitely

with cases of advanced venous congestion and followed

so definitely in its course, that he rather tended towards

the view that a relation to it must exist. Two possibilities

must be taken into consideration. One was that the lesion

represented an additional infection from outside. Inves-

tigations for bacteria in these sections had not disclosed

any support for this view. Further, the absence of any
inflammatory reaction on the part of the liver might also

be argued against it. On the other hand, it might be as-

sumed, and he tended towards this view, that during the

process of cell atrophy and stasis, the formation of cyto-

litic ferments might occur, inaugurating the terminating

lesion. The passive features of the process, which were so

characteristic, might be cited in support of this view.

An Unusual Form of Leukemia.—Dr. Lindsay S.

Milne reported this case occurring in a well-developed,

robust man, twenty-three years of age, Greek, who had

come under observation in the City Hospital for the early

secondary stage of syphilis, eighteen months before the

date of his death. His inguinal glands at this time were

slightly swollen, but his spleen and liver were not appar-

ently enlarged. His urine showed no special change. He
had suffered from gonorrhea five months previous to his

coming to the hospital, but had no special illnesses before

this. He remained five weeks in the hospital, being ex-

tensively treated with mercury injections. He continued

these injections at his home for six months, and took in-

ternal mercury treatment for four months after this. He
reentered the City Hospital in Dr. Camac's service, six

months before his death, complaining of swelling of the

glands of his neck which had lately commenced. He also

had an enlargement of the axillary and inguinal glands, of

rather more recent origin. His blood gave a positive

Wassermann reaction and he was very weak and anemic.

The spleen was found to be four finger-breadths below

the left costal margin, and on the right side the liver ex-

tended three finger-breadths below. His blood count at

this time showed: Red blood corpuscles, 3,400,000; hemo-
globin, ss per cent.; leucocytes, 52,000; polymorphonuclear,

lo.s per cent. ; transitionals, 3.4 per cent. ; myelocytes, 5.6

per cent. ; eosinophiles, i per cent. ; eosinophile myelocytes,

1.3 per cent; small lymphocytes, 11.2 per cent.; medium
sized lymphocytes, 30.7 per cent. ; large lymphocytes, 12.5

per cent.; transitional lymphocytes, 6.8 per cent.; large

mononuclears, clear cytoplasm, vesicular nucleus, 8 per

cent. ; medium sized, finely basophile granular mononu-
clears, I per cent. ; large sized, finely basophile granular

mononuclears, 2.9 per cent.: mast cells, 0.7 per cent; nor-

moblasts, 4.1 per cent.; megaloblasts, 0.3 per cent. His

weakness increased rapidly. The cervical glands, as well

as those in all the lymphoid situations throughout the

body, became rapidly larger, and breathing through his

nose became progressively more difficult. He developed

effusions, which had frequently to be removed, from his

left pleural cavity, and occasionally also from the right.

The spleen increased considerably in size and his anemia

became much more noticeable. The leucocytes in his

blood varied from 30,000 to 73,000, a rather larger number
being present just before death. The relative proportions

remained about the same, the eosinophiles and the neutro-

phile myelocytes, became slightly increased, the neutrophile

polymorphs slightly reduced, while the large finely baso-

phile mononuclears rose finally to 8.9 per cent. The num-

ber of normoblasts remained proportionately about the

same, but the megaloblasts had increased to 2.7 per cent.,

on the day of his death. The red blood corpuscles had

become progressively reduced, as also the hemoglobin ; the

color index however being always under one. His tem-

perature had a slightly daily variation, as an average ris-

ing in the evening to between 99.5° and 100°, but some-

times reaching 100.8° as a maximum and 97.6° as a mini-

mum. Various medications, including arsenic, mercury,

and iron were used with no apparent improvement. At

autopsy, the lymph glands all over the body were found

greatly enlarged, firm, elastic, more or less discrete, and of

a pink color, although some were dark purple from

hemorrhage. In the axillx and groins some of these had

attained the size of a hen's egg. Microscopically, these

were shown to be enlarged not only by infiltration of

cells from the blood, but also by an active proliferation

locally. On opening the thorax several large lymph glands

were seen in the anterior inner part of the right vault of

the diaphragm. One large hemorrhagic gland was situated
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at the inner anterior part of the left vault close to the at-

tachment of the pericardium. The outline of the peri-

cardium was regular and its outer surface smooth. On
section it was found to be enormously tliickencd. Pos-
teriorly, it measured 5 mm. in the middle, and i cm. in the

upper part. The lower portion and the region of the apex
were only very moderately thickened. Anteriorly, how-
ever between the levels corresponding to the fourth rib

and the upper border of the manubrium sterni, there was
a very special thickening, about 4 cm. in diameter. This

was in direct continuity with the pericardium and below
the level of the fourth rib gradually became thinner, to-

wards the ape.x being only about 3 nun. in thickness. This

extensive pericardial thickening was very firm, apparentiv

fibrous and of a pale yellow pink color. In its upper part

it included several small lymph glands, some of whicli

were hemorrhagic. The bronchial glands were consider-

ably enlarged some of them also being dark red from
hemorrhage. Microscopically, this condition in the upper

part of the pericardium was found to be composed for

the most part of fairly dense fibrous tissue, including very

frequent rather ill-defined lymphoid foci which resembled

closely the structure of hyperplastic infiltrated lymph
glands in other situations. The appearances observed in

this mass did not correspond to a tumor growth, but

seemed to be the result of hyperplasia of the anterior

mediastinal glands and most probably also of the thymus,

although no Hassall's corpuscles were found. This was
associated with extensive chronic inflammatory matting,

and leukemic infiltration also to some extent had assist-

ed in the process. There were not in the glands through-

out the body nor in the pericardial thickening any evi-

dences of tubercle, nor indeed were there any signs which

made syphilis in any way a certain factor. No spiro-

chetes were found in any situations throughout the body.

The left pleural cavity contained a large amount of blood

stained fluid. The pleura showed a chronic thickening

due, as seen microscopically, to leukemic infiltration and

chronic inflammation. The heart was dilated and flabby.

The spleen weighed goo gms. and was 21 cm. long by i-i

cm. wide. It was of a dark reddish color and moderately

firm. The Malpighian bodies were markedly enlarged, ap-

pearing as white spots through the section. Microscopi-

cally, the perivascular spaces were considerably distended

by accumulation of cells. The sinuses also were frequent-

ly almost filled with, for the most part small, mononucleat-

ed cells. All the types seen in the blood were to be ob-

served in these sinuses. There seemed, however, to be

a very considerable proliferation of the lining endothelium

In some of the cells of this proliferation there were ap-

parently distinct evidences of new formation of nucleated

red blood cells. Some of the endothelial cells also seemed

to be the seat of a deposit of coarse eosinophile granules,

at first, apparently deposited around or on one side of the

nucleus. These coarsely granular cells often attained con-

siderable size and they all possessed a homogeneous, small,

darkly staining nucleus. Some of them could be observed

in process of direct division, and some also could be ob-

served in the perivascular tissues. They never, however,

assumed quite the appearances of the eosinophile myelo-

cytes, as observed in the peripheral blood. The liver was

moderately enlarged, weighing 2,150 gms., and, micro-

scopically, showed a considerable deposit of hemosiredin

pigment in the liver cells, and in the portal spaces a con-

siderable infiltration consisting mostly of lymphocytc-likc

cells altliough the other types seen in the blood were also

represented. Many of the.se cells were situated perivascu-

larly, but the capillaries themselves frequently were crowd-
ed with nucleated cells. To some extent in the perivascu-

lar spaces, but more in the interior of the vessel, there

could be observed a relatively large number of coarsely

granular eosinophile cells, mostly small, frequently appear-

mg attached to the vessel wall, and containing small round

homogeneous darkly staining nuclei, and were similar to

those observed in the spleen. The lining endothelium of

the capillaries, in isolated places in the interior of the

lobules, also showed considerable proliferation, some of

this apparently assisting in the production of leucocyte

types, such as were. seen in the blood and, to a small ex-

tent, the formation of nucleated red blood corpuscles

could be determined. The kidneys were extremely en-

larged, the left weighing 700 gms., the right 750 gms. and

were for the most part pale, but very fiumerous hemor-

rhages were scattered chiefly through the cortex. Micro-

scopically the enlargement was due, besides the hemor-

rhages, to a very extensive leukemic infiltration. In the

perivascular spaces, besides a large number of small mono-

nucleated cells, small clumps of relatively large cells

having some of the appearances and giving the reaction

of plasma cells, could frequently be observed. These cells

generally contained numerous fine granules and some of

tliem could also be seen isolated in tlie kidney capillaries.

They did not quite resemble any type found in the peri-

pheral blood. The intestines showed no specially abundant

aggregations of lymphoid tissue. The bone marrow was

unusual for any case of leukemia, being dark red in color

and almost wholly erythroblastic. There was a relatively

small infiltration of leucocytes from the blood, but only

a very slight formation of polymorphs, myelocytes, lym-

phocytes, and cosinophiles. The reason for this almost ex-

clusively erythroblastic marrow might have been that the

destruction and loss of red blood cells was specially severe,

and that the bone marrow, the usual site of new blood

formation, became, of necessity, practically entirely de-

voted to its production, assisted to a small extent, as has

been mentioned, by the spleen and liver. A great propor-

tion of the leucocyte types found in the blood were evi-

dently derived from some other sources than the bone mar-

row. The greater part of the lymphocyte like cells, for in-

stance, were evidently derived from proliferative proc-

esses in the lymphatic glands and from endothelial sur-

faces in the other tissues. In connection with the con-

sideration of the development of the neutrophile and eosin-

ophile myelocytes in the blood, it may again be noted that

numerous coarsely granular eosinophile cells were found in

apparently all stages of formation in the spleen, to a less

extent in the liver, and occasionally in the lymphatic

glands. Also, in the kidneys, were found clumps of large

very finely acidophile granular cells which, of course, may
have been formed by local proliferation from some of the

cells which penetrated from the blood and locally de-

veloped, but also presented evidences that some of them

got into the blood subsequently. These may then have

been responsible for the production of some of the myelo-

cyte cells observed in the peripheral blood. Occasionally

also in the peripheral blood the myelocytes of both types

could be observed in process of division. There seemed
to be, then, in this case, some evidence which would lead

to support Maximow's idea that myeloid tissue may be

formed from any endothelial surface in the body, and not

only from the bone marrow. This case, in conclusion,

presented several interesting features, in being of a more
or less mixed type of leukemia for some considerable time.

.A.nemia, although usual in leukemia, was in this case par-

ticularly prominent and was associated with a very special

degree of regeneration of red blood cells. One might al-

most place it in the category described by v. Leube as

"leukenemia," where leukemia of either variety is asso-

ciated with anemia of the pernicious type. Sternberg has
designated a type, which in some ways resemble this case,

as "Icucosarcomatosis" or an associated lymphosarcoma
with leukemia. The present case, however, differed from
the type described by Sternberg, in the blood picture and
in there being no definite evidences of tumor growth in
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the anterior mediastinum, lymphatic glands, or elsewhere.

The condition appeared to be due to some chronic toxic

process associated with marked blood destruction and ex-

tensive reactive changes in the tissues, particularly of the

lymphatic glands, spleen, liver, etc. It is known that

various intercurrent diseases can, to some extent, modify

the appearance of the blood in leukemia and in this rela-

tion the question arises as to whether syphilis was merely

a coincident process, a modifying condition, or even the

essential etiological factor in the disease.

Report of Standing Committee and Other Observers

Regarding the Symptom Complex as Communicated

by Dr. N. E. Brill at the January Meeting.—Dr. C. N. B.

C.^MAC reported th.Tt he had a letter from Dr. David

Bovaird stating that he had had a case showing the symp-

tom complex as set forth by Dr. Brill and he called on

Dr. Elsberg of Mt. Sinai Hospital who gave the history

of a case of acute infectious fever of unknown origin. Dr.

Camac stated that a meeting for the discussion of this

subject had been planned for next December when physi-

cians from Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltimore who had

been studying cases of this nature would be present. In

the mean time he hoped tliat physicians would be on the

lookout for cases of this kind and would report them.
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Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of
cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of September 24, 1910:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis.
Malarial Fever

Totals.

662
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THE CARBOHYDRATE DIATHESIS.

By W. E. DEEKS, M.D.,

CANAL ZONE.

CHIEF OF MEDICAL CLINIC, ANCON HOSPITAL.

In June and July, 1904, the author pubhshed a paper
in the New York Medical Journal entitled "The Car-
bohydrates as Etiological Factors in Stomach Dis-

orders," in which he endeavored to show that most
of the socalled idiopathic indigestions or dyspepsias

were due to dietetic errors, particularly the ingestion

of sugars and starches in excess. Necessarily this

does not include indigestions arising from other

causes. In other words, if no constitutional or

organic disease or dyscrasia; no local inflammation
such as appendicitis or cholecystitis ; and no func-

tional disorder as hysteria or neurasthenia exists—all

of which give rise to digestive disturbances, and the

individual suffers from indigestion—then sweet and
starchy foods in quantity or in kind are respon-

sible. They give rise to local disturbances by the

inability of the stomach to handle them and more
remotely through their fermentation ; and resulting

products are resix>nsible for a large number of

pathological conditions commonly referred to as due
to errors in metabolism.

About one year after the above-mentioned pub-

lication, the author published another paper in the

same journal treating of one group of these remote

effects, in which he stated that he believed that all

true rheumatisms were the result of an autointoxi-

cation from carbohydrate fermentation when this

group of foodstuffs was taken in excess and not

properly assimilated. The object of this paper is

to extend the clinical observations resulting from
the remote effects of carbohydrate ingestion, and at

the same time to confirm and accentuate the opin-

ions expressed in the aforesaid publications.

The sources from which medical facts crystalize

are numerous. One of the most important is clinical

observation. In recent years this appears to have

played a subsidiary role when viewed in the light of

the dazzling discoveries in pathology, bacteriologA".

physiology and physicochemistry. At present, un-

less one can demonstrate a clinical observation by a

mathematical calculation, or make it subserve

Koch's laws, it will probably be received with in-

credulity by the profession at large. Clinicians,

however, believe that many physiological functions

are peculiar to vital cell protoplasm and cannot be

elucidated through the agency of the microscope or

test-tube experiments. As clinical observation was

the first method by which a true understanding of

morbid conditions was obtained, so it stands to-day

an important factor with the aid of modern methods

of research in the interpretation of morbid phe-

nomena. The subject must be treated clinically in

this paper, and the conclusions drawn are based
upon evidence accumulated in the observations of

years under specially favorable conditions.

The observations upon which this article is based
began in Montreal, were continued in New York,
and during the last three and a half years in the

tropics. The opportunities to confirm and extend
them have been so numerous and convincing that

the writer feels that the presentation of them is now
due the profession. Before discussing the observa-

tions made, I wish to predicate a few important
physiological facts bearing directly on the subject,

(a) Man belongs to that great group of animal life

classified by Bergmann as homoiothermic, because
they maintain a more or less constant temperature,

irrespective of the environment, (b) In order to

maintain that temperature, water, oxygen and a cer-

tain amount of organized food material is necessary,

(c) Through the medium of cell metabolism, physio-

logical changes are brought about in them by which
the cells are nourished, waste products eliminated

and heat generated ; the whole process regulated by
a more or less automatic nervous mechanism, (d)
As more heat is dissipated in cold climates than in

warm, necessarily food with less energy-producing
units or calories is required in the latter than in the

former. If the same dietary be maintained, un-
doubtedly a greater amount of work is thrown on
the heat-regulating mechanism and the eliminating

organs in the summer, resulting in irritation, if not

pathological changes, (e) Exercise also plays an
important role. Landois states that per kilogram of

body weight a man at complete rest requires from
32,000 to 38,000 calories ; at light work, requires

from 35,000 to 45,000 calories and at hard work re-

quires from 50,000 to 70,000 calories, (f) Accord-
ing to Liebig (taken from Landois), "foodstuffs

subserve two purposes, namely, as plastic for the

growth of the body, and, as respiratory, for the gen-
eration of heat. The former includes especially the
albuminates, the latter especially the non-nitrogenous
carbohydrates and fats." (g) Landois also states

that 80 grammes (2}i ounces) of proteid is abso-
lutely necessary for the proper nutrition daily of a

man weighing 154 pounds, and from three and a
half to four and a half times as much carbohydrates
and hydrocarbons, (h) If food stuffs are not taken
in approximately the proper proportions, necessarily

the excess must be eliminated and the human organ-
ism is called upon to do this not onlv by its own vital

mechanism, but through the aid of bacteria which
plays such an important role in physiological pro-
cesses. Redundant or effete matter nature takes
care of either within or without the body through
bacterial fermentation and oxidation processes.

With these physiological premises in view, in com-
bination with clinical observations, are based the

conclusions which follow. The carbohydrates in

excess are subject to fermentation, chiefly in the
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stomach, but also in the intestines. There are two

distinct forms of carbohydrate food which require

discussion separately, as they give rise to a different

symptomatology, namely, sugars and starches. The

sugar eater has usually a very red, irritable tongue,

rapidly recurring hunger, with a ravenous appetite

quickly and easily satisfied, red fauces, a tendency

to heartburn and ineffectual belching. Children are

anemic, badly nourished, pasty looking, irritable,

restless, particularly at night, suffer frequently from

enuresis; they have decaying teeth, are constipated,

at times alternating with diarrhea ; are subject to

rheumatism, chorea, iritis, recurring bronchitis and

sore throat. In early infancy they are always prone

to gastrointestinal disturbances and are the victims

of eczema on the head and face.

The starch eaters are those who partake freely of

bread, toast, potatoes, yucca, yams, etc. They are

prone to take on flesh, are anemic, have flabby,

tooth-indented, coated tongues, bad breath, chronic

pharyngitis, and chronic cough, have little desire to

eat, but when the first food is taken in the stomach,

the appetite is stimulated and they eat enormously.

One or two hours after eating they have left hypo-

chondrial distress, belch large quantities of gas, have

cardiac asthma, are constipated. They suffer from

rheumatism, acute or chronic, lassitude, mental

lethargy and drowsiness. The women are the sub-

jects of dvsmenorrhea and all forms of catarrh.

Children handle starchy foods better than adults,

but tend to become potbellied and anemic. I have

pictured here the two extremes and they merge

gradually into each other, depending upon the nature

and quantity of the two classes of food ingested.

It does not lie within the scope of this paper to

detail further the reason why this fermentation

takes place. That has already been done in a former

paper. I wish, however, to lay particular stress on

the symptomatology of the conditions referred to,

both local and remote. During three and a half

years' residence in the tropics I have had unusual

opportunities of studying the eft'ects of diet in

people of all ages, races and classes, and from the

observations made and the results obtained, feel con-

vinced that the carbohydrate diet in the tropics and

in all warm climates is responsible for a very large

percentage of the suffering of the human race. Al-

though this country is prolific in a great variety of

fruits, the Panamanians seldom use them as articles

of food, except in the form of sweet drinks. Green

vegetables are equally sparingly used. Their food

consists chiefly of meats, fish and poultry, rice,

potatoes, yams, yuccas and sweets in all forms and
great profusion. In other words, a meat and starch

and sweet diet practically devoid of fruit and green

stuff". Until recently the Canal Zone population has

been compelled to adopt a similar diet. The supply

of green vegetables and fruits has been inadequate.

In lieu thereof, canned goods, bread, rice, potatoes

(Irish and sweet), syrups, artificial honey and rich

jams are consumed in great quantity. The results

of such a diet are seen so frequently and yield so

promptly to treatment that there appears to be no
doubt as to their etiological importance.

Climatic conditions here throughout the year are

similar to the northern summers in temperature,

but, owing to the great humidity, are conducive to

more inertia, consequently less physical exercise.

If then, because of the high temperatures, because
of the inertia, a heat producing, energizing diet is

taken, can we expect otherwise than a fermentative

process with clogging of the emunctory organs in

their efforts to eliminate what should not be taken?
It is certainly surprising and satisfying to both

physician and patient to observe the results when
the sweet and starchy foods are substituted by fresh

fruits and green vegetables and the starches thus

reduced to a minimum. Some will states that they

cannot tolerate fresh fruits, that they "sour on their

stomachs." That is invariably true when patients

are suft'ering from the acid stomach of a sugar in-

digestion, but when the diet and acidity are cor-

rected, fresh f niits are tolerated in almost any form,

and the natural sugars in them do not suffer the

fermentative change.

As stated in a previous article, sugars in the

stomach are prone to become oxidized in some of the

organic acid series, which are locally irritating, and
being very diffusible, are readily absorbed. The
starches, though giving locally a different sympto-
matology because of their bulk and the difficulty of

acidulating the mass, permitting COj, fermentation

and flatulence, utlimately in part result in sugar and
intermediate products and are prone to the same
processes. Practically, then, almost all forms of

stomach disorders can be referred directly to the

action of these foods alone or in combination. The
chronic pharyngitis so common north is more so

here and results from the regurgitation of the gas

and acid stomach contents. Here also is the secret

of the early decay of the teeth and the stomatitis

so comonly met with. Constipation is also a direct

result of this dietetic diathesis with sporadic

diarrheas, the latter particularly in children. Con-
stipation is invariably associated with, if not re-

sponsible for, the anemias so common in all coun-

tries. When anemia supervenes with its consequent

relaxed mucous membranes and atonic blood ves-

sels, we have the potent factors in all catarrhal con-

ditions, nasal, bronchial and vaginal. This combi-

nation of anemia and gastric hyperacidity due to

sugar fermentation, I believe, also leads directly to

gastric and duodenal ulcer. Even appendicitis has

its history of constipation always, and the frequency

of its occurrence among our patients certainly sug-

gests the same cause. Whether the carbohydrate

diet be directly responsible for the above-named
conditions or not, one thing is certain, that when it

is replaced by a fruit-vegetable diet, chronic consti-

pation, indigestions and anemias, whether of short

or long standing duration, disappear and the pa-

tients recover. Clinical evidence is abundant in con-

firmation of this statement.

We now come to a consideration of the effects of

the absorbed products of carbohydrate fermentation

when circulating in the system. In a former paper

the writer stated his belief that all true rheumatisms

and rheumatic phenomena were caused by the irri-

tating products of gastrointestinal fermentation,

chieflly carbohydrate acting on fibrous connective

tissue on which it is selective. Fibrous connective

tissue is the supportive tissue of all cell units in the

organism, and in consequence, every part of the

body is susceptible to the action of the rheumatic

poison, the localization of which is determined by

physiological congestion or injury (I say true rheu-

matisms in contradistinction to the socalled rheuma-

tisms, or rheumatic pains occurring in such affec-

tions as chronic nephritis, syphilis, locomotor ataxia,

pachymeningitis, herpes zoster, compression mye-

litis, etc., etc. In the carbohydrate group of rheu-

matic phenomena we have a great many different

manifestations because of localization, but all due to

the same or related toxic substances. I will chiefly
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enumerate them : endocarditis, pleurisy, artliritis,

tonsilitis, neuritis, iritis, corneal ulcers and chorea.
When the connective tissue in the muscles is in-

volved, we have muscular rheumatism, and when the
modified connective tissue, cartilage, is involved, we
have rheumatoid arthritis. Two other forms of
rheumatism I wish now to mention hitherto not con-
sidered in this group. They are suf^ciently import-
ant to be considered in separate articles. 1 refer to
dysmenorrhea and enuresis. These two conditions
to me were therapeutic problems I always hated to
face. I never suspicioned their etiology- and only
guessed at the means of relief.

In carrying- out the methods of diet here advo-
cated, Dr. A. B. Herrick, in charge of the gynecolo-
gical clinic, suggested the probable relationship of
dysmenorrhea to the carbohydrate diathesis, as cer-

tain patients had been relieved of this trouble when
dieted for other conditions. Since he drew my at-

tention to this, I have investigated a great many
cases and am in a position to confirm it in the great
majority. I do not say in all. In other words, most
dysmenorrheas are rheumatic due to the action of
the poison in the connective tissues of the womb, and
yield promptly to a rheumatic treatment of diet and
salicylates. Recently a young lady under my ob-
servation was at a loss to understand why she had
a painless period toward the end of Lent, which she
kept by cutting out all sweets, and that is but one
among many examples. Enuresis is but a rheumatic
affection of the bladder and yields promptly to the

same treatment. From an extensive experience in

connection with the above-mentioned rheumatic
phenomena, the writer is in a position, not only to

affirm what he years ago contended in regard to the

relationship of rheumatism and a carbohydrate diet,

but to extend the scope of that relationship.

We now come to a consideration of the effects

of the fermentative products on the eliminative

organs. First on the alimentary tract. I have al-

ready referred to the sporadic diarrheas which occur

and to the habitual constipation which is so general

and its secondary effects. The worst effects, how-
ever, are seen in the enterocolitis of marasmatic
infants fed on condensed milk, between 60 and 75
per cent, of which is sugar in some form. It is cer-

tainly striking what rapid changes are wrought when
the infants are fed on a proper combination of this

and the almost sugarless concentrated milks of

commerce, diluted with water or barley water. On
the kidneys also, which are called upon to eliminate

so many products, the result of autointoxication,

there seems to be a relationship between a carbohy-

drate diet and some of the insidious forms of

nephritis commonly referred to as idiopathic. On
the skin there is absolutely no doubt. Two great

classes of skin affections are directly caused by a

carbohydrate diet due either to the poison while cir-

culating in the blood, or during its elimination by

the skin. I refer to eczema and acne in all forms,

acute and chronic. The manner in which they clear

up on a carbohydrate free diet is one of the most

striking things one sees in medicine. I have seen

weeping eczemas in young people cease exuding

in twenty-four hours and alDsolutely dry up and dis-

appear in a week. The more chronic fornis yield

more slowly and usually require some digestive cor-

rectives as well, because of their chronicity. Tt is a

frequent observation to see an acne eruption follow

a sweet and pastn,- debauch, and I have had as bril-

liant results in this form of skin affection as in the

eczemas.

One other group of conditions I wish now to dis-

cuss, the importance of which is such that mention
should be made of it, though my observations have
not been as extensive as I should like. Of the causal

relationship there can be no question. I refer to the

effects of a carbohydrate diet on the respiratory

tract. That a relationship between recurring bron-
chitis and the sweet diet of childen exists, there is no
doubt. I have had too many cases in direct proof.

When, however, we consider that all constitutional

conditions which produce a lowered vitality and a
bronchial catarrh form a suitable nidus for the de-

velopment of the tubercle bacillus, then the import-
ance of diet becomes a serious problem, not only in

the prophylaxis, but also in the treatment of this

grave affection. W'e know and see here many cases

of tuberculosis apparently provoked by an attack

of neglected influenza which produces the conditions

above named, and when we know that a carbohy-
drate diet tends to bring about, a similar constitu-

tional condition, and when we see here case after

case of pulmonary tuberculosis, developing without
hereditary factors or any other constitutional or

exciting cause but that they have suffered for

variable periods with indigestions, throat catarrhs,

anemia, etc., and a carbohydrate diet history, then
the relationship becomes more than casual.

I have seen here a child invalided from exceed-
ingly severe recurring attacks of pharyngitis,

tracheitis and bronchitis to such an extent (climate

being presumably the exciting factor) that peremp-
tory orders by physicians of repute had been issued

for a northern sojourn, clear up absolutely in two
weeks' treatment. In three months the child gained
twenty-five pounds, and to my certain knowledge,
has not had a sick day in two years. She is now
eleven years of age. So many examples of similar

conditions have come under my observation that

where doubt existed a few years ago as to the

etiology, now positive assertions can be made. I

have spoken briefly in reference to a series of con-
ditions and their etiology so apparently different in

their manifestations that most physicians will, I fear,

think that all bounds of credulity have been passed.

In support of the position I take that dieteic errors

are responsible for a tremendous amount of human
suffering, I desire to bring to my aid some of the

principles of biology and evolution. It is a well-

known fact that a fresh-water hydra can be divided

in sections and each division develop into a perfect

animal. It is a rudimentary organism with little

cell differentiation. The higher the development of

the organism, the more cell differentiation and cell

specialization for physiological functions. The
lobster can regenerate a discarded claw, or the lizard

a severed tail, but they cannot regenerate as do the

hydra. They are more specialized.

When we speak of man we get the highest type
of cell differentiation and speciaHzation, the process
of countless years of development and subject to

only the slowest degree of modification. In him
generations are necessary to structural changes
anatomatically and physiologically. We know of
none that the microscope can detect in historical

times more than can be seen through effects of
climatic adaptation, and these are transitory, not

permanent. You may, with care, train a carnivor-
ous bird to adopt a graminivorous diet and vice

versa, and v,-ith it there will be profound changes in

the digestive organs. But a bird being much lower
in the animal scale than man is more readily subject

to modification by changed environment.
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No scientific man believes to-day but what his evo-

lution was through many ages, antedating probably

by thousands of years the historical period. From
what we have been able to glean from the foot-

prints of his development, until quite recently, he

lived under the most primitive conditions when
meat, milk, fish, fowl, fruit, vegetables and cereals

could be his only diet. No pastry cook lived in those

days to leaven, dextrinize and modify his cereals

;

he ate them plain, or at most, cooked. Sugar was
unknown, except as he chewed the sugarcane, a

local product, or tapped the sugar maple, also a local

product, or sought the honey of wild bees. In fruits

chiefly, in a natural form alone, could he indulge.

In other words, sweets was not a natural food and
is not now a natural food for the morphologically

related animal kind. Not then being a natural

food, he developed nothing to take care of it in his

stomach.

It is a well-known fact that in the human stomach

sweets undergo no digestive change. There is no

ferment, organized or unorganized, to digest cane

sugar, and what is not of use is deleterious. If

taken in solution on an empty stomach, sugars pass

directly on into the intestine and there meet a fer-

ment which converts them into assimilable products,

but when mixed with food, they are retained until

the whole mass is acidulated, and before they can

pass into the intestine they are converted into the

products so deleterious to all tissues. If we but

reflect for a moment, we see that sweets and starchy

foods form the greatest factors in our diet. The
Irish potato, practically all starch, is a product of

the 1 6th century, and to-day is ubiquitous in our
dietary at least two meals a day. Bread is used in

every meal, a fermented, partially dextrinized

product, chiefly starch, but still containing some
nitrogenous food.

Sugar forms a part of the meal in some form three

times daily. It is a solid alcohol artificially extracted

from cultivated plants, tubers, and the wild sugar
maple similar in chemical composition to the starchy

foods, more prone than they to fermentation, and
more irritating products result. In the attractive

manner sugars are now manufactured and sold in

the form of sweets and candies to stimulate their

consumption they have crept into every man's home.
They have outrun in the amount of their use the

physiological evolution of man and have become, I

firmly believe, the greatest curse in modern civiliza-

tion. I do not except alcohol in all its varied forms,
and believe that a popular movement against their

present method of use would do more to lessen

human suiifering than the temperance movement
against alcohol. One often hears the statement
that the suffering and pain so common in the higher
walks of life are a concomitant result of the evolu-
tion of modern civilization. If so, modern civiliza-

tion must be largely gastronomic, subject to rapid
evolution and involution depending largely on diet.

Natural fruit juice is antiseptic and will not dis-

agree if one is not a sugar eater. One has to examine
the recent magazine articles on digestive fads of all

kinds, to see the reason of their successes. A great
many have hit upon the practical demonstration of
the principles, herein taught, blindly. Some of them
are the Salisbury treatment, Fletcherism, fasting,
rnilk diets, physical culture, dietetic sanatoria, alka-
line springs, etc., ad infinitum. They all mean a
cutting out ci sweets, an alkalinization of their
fermentative products in the stomach, or an increase
of exercise and massage to a degree to increase

oxidation. One can handle much more of the car-

bohydrates in cold weather and during exercise than
in warm weather and when living a sedentary life.

That is why we have more indigestion, rheumatism,
etc., among women than men, and among the seden-
tary living than the physically active. It is often
difficult to get a true dietetic history. Patients
attempt to conceal the use of sugar as they would
shun an inquisition on alcoholism. One must take
up each meal in order and endeavor to find the exact
quantity used in the food and in drinks of all sorts

;

also the amount of candy consumed, ice creams and
malted milks. It is surprising often to find what
people consume in an ordinary diet. The candy
shops with wide open doors to children of all ages
where their gift pennies are spent are a veritable

curse in the land, poisoning the youth of the country
and undermining their physical and mental develop-
ment. Can we find a more pitiable picture of their

effects than in the emaciated, anemic, constipated
child, with coated tongue, decaying teeth, fickle

appetite, sporadically fed at all hours, fretful, irri-

table, sleepless, suiifering from enuresis, rheumatism,
chorea, frequently developing heart disease, dwarfed
in its physical and mental development? This is

the every-day picture of a sweet-eating child; or of

a young girl suffering from one or more of the

above, merging into womanhood, the victim of dys-
menorrhea, resorting to sedatives and ill advised
by members of our profession, subjecting herself

to curettage, ovariotomy, etc., and finally deprived
of that which makes for true womanliness, becom-
ing a physical and neurasthenic wreck, the prey of all

quacks and patent medicine venders. These pictures

are not overdrawn. They are every-day occurrences
in a clinical practice. They can be seen in numbers
in every outdoor hospital clinic every year. Of such
are our sanatoria filled, and we physicians too often

say modern civilization, uric acid, and nervous
prostration.

From my experience the following can be truth-

fully predicted : Granted a child is born perfectly

healthy and free from constitutional taint, if prop-
erly fed and living in a good hygienic environment,
he or she will suffer no illnesses, except those

due to the infectious diseases, and then the resist-

ance will be such that no fear need be entertained

of the favorable outcome. The principles above
advocated are those in vogue here and to their more
or less general adoption, I attribute the low sick

rate and exceedingly low infant mortality among
those living in the Canal Zone under the care of our
staff. One has but to read in our medical publica-

tions of the appalling death rate in most tropical

countries to appreciate the results here obtained by
this method of procedure. Enterocolitis, so fatal in

warm climates, we rarely see in a white child, and
then only as a result of parental carelessness.

Among the poor, when canned condensed milk and
patent foods are used, we find all our badly nour-

ished, marasmic children with their enterocolitis,

etc. Some of these are so advanced when we first

see them that all treatment is futile. It is astonish-

ing, however, from what profoundly morbid condi-

tions they recover when properly dieted.

In conclusion I wish to summarize that patients

suffering from one or more of the following affec-

tions are consumers of an excess of carbohydrate

food : Indigestion, gastric ulcer, decaying teeth,

stomatitis, constipation, chronic pharyngitis, true

rheumatic phenomena in all forms, eczema, acne,

recurring bronchitis, anemia, most dysmenorrheas.
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enuresis, etc. I believe the diet to he indirectly re-
sponsible for appendicitis, and frequently tubercul-
losis. Physicians may think that the position I take
is extreme, but I am forced to these conclusions by
my clinical observations and all that I ask is investi-
gatioii before condemnation. I am not stating what
the exact nature of the products of carbohydrate
fermentation is ; that belongs to physiological
chemistry ; but I do contend that every statement
above made can be abundantly verified clinically,

and frcm a humanitarian standpoint, the results

obtained are worthy of further investigation. In the
tropics, unless engaged in active physical exercise,

the nearer we keep to a diet consisting of meat, fish,

poultry, milk, green vegetables, and fruit, the less

suffering we have. In this combination we find an
energizing, tissue forming, low heat-producing food,

free from fermentative properties and containing
enough of the indigestible vegetable cellulose to

stimulate intestinal peristalsis and elimination.

Sugars should not be consumed at all except in

solution on an empty stomach, and then sparingly.

The amount of starch ingested should be propor-
tionate to the physical exertion involved.

RESULTS IN THE TREATMENT OF
DIABETES MELLITUS.
By T. STUART HART, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

In considering the results which we may obtain in

the treatment of diabetes mellitus, we should apply

the standards which we employ in other chronic

diseases.

When we are called in to see a patient with an
old endocarditis, with damaged valves and broken

compensation, a pulsating liver, edema, and ascites,

we do not expect to cure him. We know that we
cannot smooth out the crumpled and deformed
valves, we know that we cannot even restore the

muscle wall to the state which existed before his

attack of rheumatic fever. If we are fortunate and

skilful, we can, however, get rid of his edema, re-

lieve his cough and dyspnea, and get him into con-

dition so that he may be able to walk about on the

level and, with certain limitations, enjoy life. We
know only too well that sooner or later the patched-

up heart will again give out, but this merely tem-

pers our satisfaction in being able to relieve him,

and does not keep us from attempting to restore

his equilibrium.

The situation is very difi:erent if we are fortunate

enough to get him under control early in the course

of his disease : at this time it is much easier to re-

store the cardiac function and we can teach him

to avoid the stress which for him is too great. He
may even attain a considerable "margin of safety,"

and, under a proper regime, may hope for life of

many years—with limitations, it is true, but not nec-

essarily useless or unhappy years.

The results which we can obtain in diabetes are

closely comparable to those we reach in chronic

valvular disease. Rarely do we cure a real diabetic.

Personally, I should hesitate to say that I have ever

seen one absolutely cured, for I have never seen a

case which I was willing to designate a true dia-

betic, who did not have limitations which the nor-

mal man does not have. I have seen them go on

for years under very slight restrictions, without a

trace of sugar or acetone in the urine, without thirst

or polyuria or loss of weight; in fact, without a
symptom referable to diabetes—and yet these re-
strictions, small as they may have been, were nec-
essary to maintain this condition of health. The
cases which we get early and in which we can se-
cure the cooperation of the patient are those for
which we can usually accomplish much. The ad-
vanced cases, characterized by great carbohydrate
intolerance, acidosis, and emaciation, are far more
intractable, but even these we can usually arrest
for a time ; and though we are obliged to admit that
eventually the course will be a downward progres-
sion, we can do nuich to reduce the hardships and
avert the suffering. Boils and carbuncles, those tor-

tures of the untreated diabetic, are almost unknown
in those whose hyperglycemia is kept at a low level.

There are many important elements which make
for the successful treatment of diabetes, but if I

were asked to select the one factor which is funda-
mental and without which success is impossible, I

should certainly place first of all a systematic rec-
ord. This record should include not only the usual
history of the case and frequent notes on the phy-
sical condition and subjective symptoms, but should
also show in a tabulated form the details of the
urinary findings, the weight, the diet, and the medi-
cation. For a number of years I have used such a
record: it is a folding card, 13x6 inches; one side is

used to record the usual facts of the history, symp-
toms, physical signs, etc. ; the other side is especially
uiled in columns and headed with the following
titles : Date : Amount in 24 hours : Specific gravity :

Albumin : Sugar : Polarization before and after fer-
mentation : Acetone : Diacetic acid : Oxybutyric acid

:

Ammonia: Urea: Weight of patient: Diet (protein,
fat, carbohydrate, calories) : Medication. A single
card of this size will afford ample space to record
20 distinct observations. This is not only a labor-
saving device, but also will afford at a glance in-

formation in regard to the progress of the case,
which makes one confident that he knows what is

going on. The keeping of such a record has a di-

rect effect on both the physician and the patient.
The physician cannot watch such a record from
week to week without being impressed by the value
of attention to details; as his treatment improves the
condition of his patients, his enthusiasm increases
(to treat diabetes successfully, one must have a
great deal of enthusiasm) ; but the enthusiasm
which is of real value must be based not on guess
work, but on facts recorded in black and white. To
one who has followed cases in this way, the effect
on the patient is equally obvious, his confidence is

won, he sees the care and attention which is being
devoted to him, and this in turn (usually) enlists

his cooperation ; and this is the only sure means that
I know of whereby this cooperation can be secured.
The technique of the management of a case of

diabetes is most important. The patient must be
educated to carry out all the directions with exact-
ness. This can be most quickly and satisfactorily
attained by placing the patient in a properly-con-
ducted sanatorium, where his food can be accurately
selected and weighed, his exercise properly regu-
lated, and the excreta carefully preserved. There
are. however, obvious difficulties in persuading a
patient who does not feel very ill to enter an institu-
tion

; therefore, his education must usually be con-
ducted amid less favorable surroundings. It is sur-
prising how soon and how accurately" patients will
learn to observe the necessary details. In my expe-
rience it is usually easier to teach a patient what he
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must do for himself than to teach a nurse, who
has had no special training in the case of those

suffering from metabolic disorders, what must be

done for the patient. The illustrative cases which

will be reported in the present paper are of sub-

jects all living at home; purposely no institutional

cases have been reported, in order to emphasize the

fact that with the proper supervision, education, and
cooperation of the patient, most satisfactory results

may be secured outside of the sanatorium.

The diet must be written out by the physician in

the form of a prescription ; it must express explicit-

ly not only the kind, but also the quantity of food

which is to be taken at each meal. The patient must

be put upon his honor not only to take no food

other than that prescribed, but also to take the exact

quantity (no more and no less) expressly stated for

him in the prescription. The patient should weigh

his food for the first few weeks until he has become
familiar with the amounts represented by definite

quantities of the various kinds of food. For this

purpose I have found most useful and convenient a

special food scale which I have had constructed for

the purpose.* All drugs except those prescribed

should be expressly forbidden.

Detailed directions should be given for the col-

lection and delivery of the urine. Not merely a

specimen of urine should be submitted, but the

whole 24 hours' quantity should be sent to the

laboratory in toto. The 24-hour period should be-

gin with an empty bladder and conclude by empty-

ing the bladder. The 24-hour period should be so

selected that at its conclusion the urine may be for-

warded to the laboratory for immediate examina-

tion.

Our first procedure for the diabetic is to deter-

mine his tolerance for carbohydrates. This is ac-

complished by prescribing for him a "standard diet"

consisting of a considerable quantity of fat, a mod-
erate amount of protein with a minimum of car-

bohydrate, and to this is added a definite amount of

carbohydrate (the "accessory diet.'").

The "standard diet" should be practically car-

bohydrate free and should furnish not less than 30
calories per kilo of body weight. Thus for a patient

weighing 150 pounds the "standard diet" should

furnish about 2,000 calories.

Journal American Medical Association, Vol. liii., p.

457- 1909.

J. D. CASE I.

The "accessory diet'' should consist of a known
amount of starchy food. This may be wheat bread
or potato or oatmeal, or other starch-containing

food. After experimenting with various forms of

starchy food for test purposes, I have come to de-

pend almost entirely on the Huntley and Palmer
"breakfast biscuit." These are quite uniform in

weight (10 grams each) and have a very constant

starch content of about 5 grams.f As a primary
test ("accessory diet"), I usually employ 4 of these

biscuit with each meal ()'. c. in 24 hours, 12 biscuit=
120 grams=6o grams starch). After such a test

the patient's carbohydrate tolerance is represented

by the formula : Standard diet -|- 60 grams starch—
X grams sugar excreted (estimated as starch)=
carbohydrate tolerance. If the amount of sugar ex-

creted is less than the amount of sugar which could

be manufactured from the starch of the accessory

diet, we speak of the patient's having a positive car-

bohydrate tolerance of 60— x grams starch. If

sugar is excreted in an amount greater than can be

accounted for by the starch of the accessory diet, we
regard the patient as having a negative carbohy-

drate tolerance.

Having established the carbohydrate tolerance on
a known diet of this kind, we have a test which
may be applied at any subsequent period to deter-

mine how far our measures have improved the pa-

tient's power of utilizing carbohydrate food.

As a rule, any real improvement in a diabetic will

be shown by an improvement in carbohydrate tol-

erance. In a severe case the patient may, in spite

of our best efforts, always show a negative carbo-

hydrate balance, but with improvement this negative

balance almost invariably becomes smaller.

The main element in the production of increased

carbohydrate tolerance is a restriction, for a time,

of carbohydrate food. This improvement in the

power of oxidation seems to depend on the rest af-

forded the tissues by diminishing the work thrown
upon them. The reduction of the carbohydrate food

of the diabetic has an effect on the tissues quite

parallel to that of restricted muscular exertion on

the overtaxed heart.

The improvement which may be secured is illus-

trated by the following cases, which represent a

number of different types of diabetes mellitus.

tBased on numerous analyses made
laboratory.

my own
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C.^SE I.—J. D., 55 years old. Married. Engineer.
Family and previous history unimportant. " Was
first seen in January, 1907. Sugar was discovered
in his urine two years ago. He complained of pass-

ing considerable quantities of urine (was obliged to

get up at night), thirst, furunculosis of scalp, and
pains about the shoulders. Physical examination
showed a stocky, well nourished man ; height. 5 ft.

7 inches ; weight, 184 pounds. Heart and lungs nor-
mal. Liver felt one inch below the margin of the

ribs in the right midclavicular line. Abdomen other-

wise normal. An abbreviated record is given in the

table preceding. It is a typical record of a mild dia-

betic ; it will be noted that during the early part of

the record the limits of tolerance were not infre-

quently overstepped, but a return to the more re-

examined and sugar was found,

him the following record

:

He brought with
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breath and intermittent pains in his arms and legs.

Sugar was discovered in his urine in January, 1908.
In December, 1907, he weighed 195 pounds. When
first seen he was excessively nervous, said he had
not had a night's rest for a month on account of the
polyuria. He feels weak, tires easily, and is, there-
fore, unable to work.

Physical Examination.—Height, 5 feet 6 inches

;

weight, 165 pounds. Good color, appears well nour-
ished. Lungs normal. Heart not enlarged, rate

100, systolic murmur at the apex. Abdomen normal.

J. L. CASE III.

sory diet of 100 grams of wheat bread, on March
26, he showed a negative carbohydrate balance of 84
grains. On a diet gradually restricted by reducing
the amount of bread allowed, the carbohydrate tol-

erance rapidly increased, so that in six weeks (May
4th) he stopped excreting sugar and for the first

time showed a positive carbohydrate tolerance. By
June 13 he was able to take 135 grams of bread
without the excretion of glucose, and showed a

positive carbohydrate balance of 81 grams. It is

also interesting to note how his acidosis cleared up
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carbohydrate balance of 102 grams when he was
tested with an accessory diet of 120 grams of wheat
bread and 100 grams of potato. He was working
regularly, and reported that he felt "as well as he
ever had in his life."

Case IV.—E. M. H. 33. Single. Native of
U. S. Supervising engineer of some important iron
mines in Cuba. Mother died of nephritis ; there has
been no diabetes in his family ; his family history is

in other respects good. He has never had a serious
illness ; has spent most of his time in the open air.

He indulges in about eight cigars and one cocktail

a day. His usual weight has been 122 pounds. In
Anarch, 1909, he was struck on the head by a rock,

which resulted, as far as he knows, in only tempo-
rary bruises. In July he noticed he was passing
large quantities of urine ; this was examined, and a

large amount of sugar was found. His diet was
somewhat restricted in starches and sugar, and he
came North for a rest. During the summer the

polyuria continued, with great thirst and polyphagia.

He was obliged to get up two or three times at

night to urinate. He lost weight progressively and
became nervous and irritable, and wearied on the

least e.xertion. He came first for advice on October
I, 1909.

The physical examination showed the following

facts: Height, 5 feet 8 inches; weight, 115 pounds.

Very thin, nervous and weak. Heart and lungs

normal. Abdomen normal, neither liver nor spleen

were enlarged. Knee jerks present. Pulse 80,

regular, good force and volume. Slight thickening

of radial arteries.

The record of his subsequent progress is as fol-

lows :

E. M. H. CASE IV.

The points of especial interest here are: (ij The
great polyuria and glycosuria which were reduced
to a small volume and a low grade; (2) the con-
version of a negative carbohydrate balance of 34 to

a positive balance of an equal size; (3) a consid-
erable increase in weight (much to be desired in

cases of this type) ; (4) the considerable degree of
acidosis represented by an output of over 3.5 grams
of ammonia which was for a time symptomatically
combated with soda and later disappeared coinci-

dently with the improvement in the carbohydrate tol-

erance ; and (5) a very remarkable change of a

nervous, depressed, and listless man into one who
was able to do and enjoy a large amount of hard
work without very great fatigue.

It will be noted that the caloric value of the food
in this case was enhanced by the addition of alcohol

;

in his strict diet a large amount of fat was pre-

scribed, and it was deemed inadvisable, in view of
the considerable acidosis, to prescribe additional fats

like olive oil, etc., especially as he could not be under
conditions to permit of the exact estimation of the

degree of his acidosis.

It is to be observed that in several of the cases

cited there appears a considerable glucose excretion

even when the patient was on the "standard" or

absolutely "strict" diet. A part of this (say 10

grams) may be accounted for by the small amounts
of carbohydrate in the prescribed diet. The re-

mainder undoubtedly had its origin in the protein

of the food. It has been definitely established that

under abnormal conditions the protein molecule may
furnish from 50 to 60 per cent, of its weight of

glucose. In such cases, therefore, we find it of

great aid in improving carbohydrate tolerance to
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The above examples will serve to illustrate what
we can do for our diabetics of both mild and severe

types when taken in hand at a comparatively early

stage, and when they are kept under proper super-

vision and control.

The lack of space deters me at present from a

discussion of the very advanced cases. At times we
are able to obtain a carbohydrate balance of only a

few grams, or in still more advances cases we must
be content to convert a large negative balance into a

smaller one. In these the acidosis problem becomes
a very prominent factor, and it is all-important to

watch the quantitative progress of the formation of
the acetone bodies and combat this with all the
means at our command. Often we can obtain the
same proportionate improvement as has already been
indicated in the less advanced types, but the im-
provement is usually less enduring and less effective.

What I wish to emphasize is the importance of
taking proper care of the mild type of diabetics, and
of subjecting them to suitable restrictions carl\< in

the course of the disease. By the painstaking con-
trol of the diet, under the guidance of accurate rec-

ords based on careful observation, the progress of

diabetes, in the majority of instances, may be so
checked that it will never reach the most severe
form of the disease. In other instances, although
they become more severe in spite of our best eft'orts,

we are nevertheless able to materially hinder the

progress of the malady, w-e may save our patients

much suffering and lengthen their lives by a num-
ber of years.

130 West Fiftv-ninth Street.

RECENT PROGRESS IN ANESTHESIA.*
By JAMES TAYLOE GWATHMEY, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

The term "recent progress,'" as applied to the
science of anesthetics, is capable of different inter-

pretations. If we accept the definition placed upon
the term by the custom of the American Medical
Association, in publishing through its journal papers
read eight or twelve months previously, I may safely
consider myself timely in presenting certain phases
of progress in this important department of surger>'.
If by the term is meant some late and generally ac-
cepted discovery, then my paper will of necessity be
limited in its scope. If, on the contrary, it conveys
the idea of facts known and applied by a few but
not generally accepted by the medical profession at
large, it will be possible for me to discuss, in a gen-
eral way, some very important truths concerning the
administration of anesthetics.

There .is a great and growing necessity for some
kind of medical clearing-house, some society or
body of men whose duty it shall be to investigate,
accept, suitably modify, or reject each new dis-
covery. Furthermore, research and experimenta-
tion by individual physicians should be encouraged
and fostered. The laboratories of our great colleges
.should be open to them, and they should be assisted
in their experimentation by trained laboratory work-
ers. If these two ideas could be put into practical
execution progress would be made by leaps and
bounds, and the worker would see the results of
his efforts immediately made available.
The basis of my work may be found in the theory

*Read before a combined meeting of the Suffolk Dis-
trict Medical Society and the Boston Medical Library,
Boston, Mass., Dec. i, 1909; also, before the Audubon
Medical Society, New York City, May 6. 191 0,

of narcosis formulated by Prof. Hans Meyer, of

the University of Vienna, which is as follows:

"The narcotizing substances enter into a loose

physicochemical combination with the vitally im-

portant lipoids of the cell, perhaps with the lecithin,

and in so doing change their relationship to the

other cell constituents through which an inhibition

of the entire cell chemism results, and the narcosis

immediately disappears as soon as the loose revers-

ible combination dependent on the solution tension

breaks up. Further, sitbstances chemically abso-

lutely indiff'erent, as the volatile saturated hydrocar-

bons, can act as narcotics.'

This theory of narcosis in a measure explains my
own work in the administration of anesthetics at

different temperatures. In 1904 I experimented
with oxj'gen to determine its value as compared
with air. Sm.all animals were used as subjects. In

these experiments I used a closed mask with an ex-

piratory valve, exactly the same amount of enesthe-

tic being employed to start with in each case, the

flow of air or oxygen being so regulated that the

technic in each instance was the same. In order

to determine the difference in to.xicity of the com-
binations used, the time was taken from the appli-

cation of the mask to the stoppage of the heart.

The results were so conclusive that I stated posi-

tively that oxj'gen increases the value of all anes-

thetics as regards life, without decreasing their

anesthetic effect.

Again, in 1906, I experimented with the different

anesthetics, especially with chloroform, at 100° F.

and at room temperature. I found it took just twice

as long to kill with the warm anesthetic as with the

cold. Warm chloroform and oxygen are safer

than ether and air, although the safety of all anes-

thetics is proportionately increased by the addition

of oxygen and by warming.
If my theory of the value of heat as regards the

safety of anesthetics be true, then especially is it

indicated to assist in more rapid recovery after the

anesthetic, and to prevent nausea and vomiting.

With this idea in view, for the past six months I

have been applying hot towels to the patient's face

as soon as the anesthetic is discontinued. The re-

sults have been most gratifying. In order to test

this last procedure properly I anesthetized three ani-

mals for ten minutes, afterwards placing them in

receptacles, one at 0° F., another at 100° F., the

third being allowed as a control, to come out in the

room temperature. In each instance the animal in

the hot chamber made a slightly more rapid recov-

ery than the others. The animal in the cold box
came out with chills, while the one in the room
temperature came out a close second to the one in

the hot box. The animals were changed in position

on three successive days, but the results were the

same.
Electric Sleep : Electrical anesthesia has not been

developed to a stage where it is practical for clinical

use, but it may be employed in the laboratory in-

stead of chloroform and ether. My purpose in ex-

perimenting with electrical anesthesia was to cut

down the current to one-third and supplement this

with enough morphine to carry on the anesthesia

without any unpleasant symptoms. With the as-

sistance of Drs. Adams and Cunningham at one
time, and later with Dr. Rabinovitch, I experimented
along these lines. One or two beautiful tracings

were obtained, but we were convinced that this

branch of medicine had not been developed suf-

ficiently to justify a continuance of the work. Most
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of us were fully convinced, however, of its absolute
safety. How any one can even accidentally kill an
animal with the Leduc current, which is employed in
this work, is incomprehensible to me. If the tcchnic
is finally developed so that the current will be avail-
able for clinical use it will be the safest enesthetic
of which we now have knowledge. Even as it is to-
day I would not hesitate to submit myself to the
current, provided it be administered in the same
way and carried no further than in our laboratory
experiments. Dr. Rabinovitch used 6 to 10 volts
and one and a half to two milliamperes, with a direct
current interrupted si.x to twelve thousand times per
minute. In the morphinized animals we used onlv
two volts, 2/10 milliamperes and six thousand in-

terruptions per minute.

The sequestration method of Dawbarn should re-

ceive a more thorough trial than it has been given.
According to this procedure, the patient is thorough-
ly anesthetized, after which the thighs are corded,
thus cutting off this amount of blood from the
brain. The patient is then placed in the sitting pos-
ture, and the operation continued, either with or
without an anesthetic, or with a very small amount.
In fifteen minutes from the commencement of the
anesthesia the cords are gradually loosened. I had
the honor to assist Dr. Dawbarn in one case, which
was most successful in every way. The doctor
would operate for at least ten or fifteen minutes,
when a few drops of the anesthetic would be given
and the operation continued. Pulse, respiration.

color, and reflexes were all that could be desired.

The only contraindication to this method, accord-
ing to Dr. Dawbarn, is a weak heart. He uses it

especially in operations on the face and neck. He
considers it perfectly safe, for if any untoward
symptoms should arise, the anema of the brain,

upon which this anesthesia is dependent, could im-
mediately be rectified by placing the patient in a

horizontal, or if necessary, in the Trendelenburg po-

sition.

I use a modification of this method daily in the

following manner : As the surgeon is completing
the operation by sewing up the wound, I stop the

anesthetic, and at the same time raise the head of

the table slightly. Pillows are placed under the

patient's head immediately upon being returned to

the bed. This procedure lessens slightly the amount
of anesthetic given. It also allows any mucus or

saliva to drain away from the upper respiratory

passages and olfactory nerve, where, if it remained.

it would cause nausea and vomiting. The seques

tration method should be developed as a modification

of other anesthetics or modes of administration, and

this will probably be its future place.

Anesthetic Shock : Anesthetic shock is something

seldom touched upon, yet it is safe to say that over

fifty per cent, of surgical cases are shocked before

they reach the table or during the induction perioil

of the operation, or afterward from an overdose

given sometime during the administration. Antici-

pation of the unknown and therefore to-be-dreaded

effects of the anesthetic produces some of the symp-
toms of shock in the vast majority of patients, but

fortunately in over 99 per cent, of these cases the

symptoms disappear when the third stage, or surgi-

cal anesthesia, is reached.

We have the history of a patient in whom the

psychic element predominated to such an extent

that he died from fright one hour before the time

for the operation.

Hewitt of London gives the histon,' of a patient

whose dread of the anesthetic was such that

before starting the narcosis water was dropped
on the mask for a few minutes ; but even this pro-

cedure did not avail and the patient died before a

single drop of chloroform touched the mask.
Two similar incidents have recently come under

my notice. In one a patient at Bellevue Hospital

in New York City cut his throat in anticipation of

an operation which was to be performed the follow-

ing day. The other incident was related to me by a

physician in whose practice it happened. The pa-

tient was on the table and had been given a few
breaths of nitrous oxide gas, when he jumped from
the table, fled from the room, and had not been seen

by the doctor since. Such incidents should serve to

impress upon surgeons the fact that all patients

need preliminary treatment, both mental and medi-

cal, in order to eliminate the psychic element. It is

interesting to note that the cases above mentioned
were all men. In my experience they are the pa-

tients who exhibit this mental depression.

Preliminary medication should consist of mor-
phine alone, morphine and hyacine, morphine and
chloretone, or an enema of i oz. of whiskey and

7 oz. of saline solution. Children, old persons, the

insane, the feeble-minded, obstetrical patients, and
individuals in a state of coma are the only ones who,
in my judgment, should be excluded from the list.

Morphine : In 1909 I sent out a reprint entitled

"Mixed Narcosis," in which I advocated morphine
to precede nitrous oxide gas and oxygen. In this

article I stated four general rules for the administra-

tion of morphine, which are as follows : ( i ) . When-
ever morphine is to be given, it always should be

given before, instead of after, the operation, in

order to obtain the benefit of this drug in the in-

duction and maintenance of anesthesia. (2). All

athletes and alcoholics should have this preliminary

dose of morphine. (3). In extremes of life, the

very old and the very young, if morphine is given

at all it should be administered with very great

caution. (4). Whenever morphine is administered

a lighter narcosis should be maintained than when
this drug is not employed. Out of 200 replies to

the question asked as to whether the readers agreed
with my views concerning ])reliminary medication,

and also with the four rules regarding morphine,
only two were negative.

In addition to the cases cited above, we must not

forget that in over ninety per cent, of fatalities oc-

curring in the early stages of anesthesia the patients

have been men in robust health, requiring but a

slight operation. In the light of these statistics it

is almost criminal to place an alcoholic or an athlete

upon the table without endeavoring to eliminate this

psychic element : also to abolish the physical control

which enables them to force the poisonous blood
from the lungs to the heart. The percentage of
deaths from the attempt to operate under morphine
and scopalamin, or hyacine alone, or supplemented
only by a few drops of ether or chloroform is so

great that this practice will never prevail : but the

very fact that morphine has been administered in

such extremely large doses, and in all classes of sur-

gical cases; should awaken us to the fact that the ob-
jection to small physiological doses of morphine be-

fore an operation is more academic than real. When
given thirty minutes beforehand and properly modi-
fied according to the age, size, and condition of the

patient, I have never seen or heard of the morphine
doing harm. On the other hand I have known many
patients to suffer from lack of this preparation.
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The vomiting center is physiologically situated be-

tween what are commonly known as the first and

second stages of anesthesia, that is between the

second stage and surgical narcosis with complete

muscular relaxation. If the induction period is

unnecessarily delayed this center will be "found."

It may or may not be preceded by sneezing or

coughing. In the midst of an operation, in attempt-

ing to lighten the anesthesia, it may manifest itself

also to the discomfort of the anesthetist. Again, in

coming out of the anesthetic, as this center is passed

over, unconscious vomiting may occur.

With small doses of morphine given sufficiently

ahead of time to obtain the desired effect, none of

these things are liable to occur. The whole ner-

vous system is obtunded ; especially is this true

of the olfactory nerve endings in the respiratory

passages. The patient takes more kindly to the

anesthetic, passing quietly and quickly into full sur-

gical anesthesia.

If, during the operation, it is possible to ease up

on the anesthetic without disturbing the surgeon,

the patient can be held between light and deep nar-

cosis without once disturbing the dangerous vomit-

ing center. The patient comes out, as a usual thing,

without either conscious or unconscious vomiting.

The kidneys and lungs have also been saved un-

necessary irritation by reducing the amount of pul-

monary anesthetic one-third to one-half.

Finally, the anesthetist is able to discontinue the

anesthetic much earlier. The patient usually con-

tinues to sleep, or rather doze, from the morphine
given, for from a half to one hour after the effects

of the pulmonary anesthetic have worn off. The
acute pain from the operation is thus minimized and
the necessity of an after dose of morphine is not so

great.

One to two quarts of normal saline solution per

rectum materially mitigates the thirst which arises

from the morphine, assists the kidneys, and brings

the patient out in far better condition than when
this is neglected. This should be given as a routine

practice, and for the special purposes here men-
tioned while the patient is still in full surgical anes-

thesia. A slight Trendelenburg position assists

greatly in the retention of the fluid.

If the post-operative condition demands a seda-

tive, an enema of one ounce of brandy and seven

ounces of saline solution will have the effect of

quieting the patient, and with much less danger
of the nausea than frequently follows the repetition

of morphine.
The average dose is 1/6 to ^ gr. morphine, with

1/150 gr. atropine for women, and 54 to 1/6 gr.

morphine, with i/ioo gr. atropine for men. In one
of the large hospitals one-fiftieth to one-hundredth
gr. of atropine is used without the morphine as a

preliminary with beneficial results.

Atropine is especially indicated as a preliminary
when chloroform or ethyl chloride is to be used, as

it maintains the respiration, and with ethyl chloride

prevents profuse salivation, with consequent nausea
and vomiting.

Morphine is even more strongly indicated before
local anesthesia and spinal analgesia than in pulmo-
nary narcosis. In my opinion it is, in a certain

measure, at least, an antidote to cocaine. While
this is not generally accepted, I have seen enough
experiments with guinea pigs to convince me that
such is the case.

The latest and best development in pulmonary
anesthetics is the use of oxygen and nitrous oxide

gas, supplemented by small amounts of ether and
chloroform. There is now in the market a Hewitt
appliance, a White dental gas oxygen apparatus, a

Brown anesthetizer, and a Teter apparatus, the last

two from Cleveland, Ohio. My own gas-oxygen

apparatus is a modification of Hewitt's, having an

additional valve for the admission of air, and also

to-and-fro breathing. It has been found that 80

per cent, of all the surgical cases can be anes-

thetized with this combination.

Rectal Anesthesia.—Complete narcosis by this

method was first mentioned by Pirogoff in 1847.

The early experimenters used first a pure ether, then

a mechanical mixture of ether and water, and later

a vapor generated by placing a vessel in warm water.

The after effects and some fatalities from these

crude methods resulted in its abandonment. It was
resurrected by Dr. Cunningham of Boston in a

paper calling the attention of the medical world to

the fact that by the use of air as a vehicle for the

ether vapor colonic anesthetization was possible and
also safe. Dr. Noel B. Leggett of New York City

modified and improved Cunningham's apparatus,

and was the first to conduct a series of experiments

on the lower animals. With the knowledge thus

gained he successfully anesthetized fifteen or six-

teen cases in the Roosevelt Hospital.

To Dr. Walter S. Sutton of Kansas City belongs

the credit of fully perfecting this method of nar-

cosis. This was while he was an interne in Roose-
velt Hospital. The essential points of his technic

are : (
i ) A mercurial manometer to prevent too

great pressure within the colon. (2) A generator

for the accurate admixture of oxygen and ether.

(3) Two separate tube systems, one for conveying

the vapor into the colon and one for withdrawing
e.xcess vapor, and also for trapping any solid or

semi-solid excreta. (4) The whole apparatus so

arranged that it is controlled by the anesthetist

who sits at the head of the table, being thus in a

position to observe the patient and to modify the

anesthetic as required. Dr. Sutton reports 140 satis-

factory cases with no untoward results. Definite

intestinal lesions are, according to him, the only

contraindication to this method.

The colon is thoroughly cleansed by a castor oil

purge at night, followed the next morning by three

or more high soapsuds enemata, given one and a

half hours apart, to be repeated until the return is

clear.

The anesthetic is always started by the pulmonary
method and continued by the colon after the patient

is placed upon the table. A pressure of 20 mm. is

constantly maintained in the gut.

Unless the patient is already suffering from some
respiratory embarrassment this method possesses

no advantage over my own of giving the vapor

through a tube placed either in the mouth or in the

nose. The anesthetist sits at the head of the table

in either case.

Vapor Anesthesia.—The vapor method consists of

passing air or oxygen through the anesthetic to be

used, thus conveying a known percentage to the

patient. It was first employed by Dr. Snow in 1849.

Junker's inhaler, brought out in 1867, is probably

the best known. Dr. Braun of Leipsig modified

Junker's inhaler so that either chloroform or ether

alone or any combination of the two drugs may be

given. My own modification of Dr. Braun's appa-

ratus consists in : (
i ) Giving the patient the vapor

warmed to the temperature of the blood and passed

through hot water, or a hot, neutral, volatile oil.
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(2) A bent tube in the ether and hot water bottles
so arranged that a warm concentrated ether vapor
is possible. The chloroform vapor in my own in-
haler, as in Braun's, is known, and the vapors of
chloroform or ether may be given alone or in any
desired combination.

In operations upon the head and neck the vapor
may be passed through a tube and an even nar-
cosis easily maintained without in any way inter-
fering with the surgeon. Oxygen can be substi-
tuted for air whenever necessary. The narcosis by
this method is much safer than by the drop method.
Less anesthetic is used and the patient comes out
of the anesthetic with little or no nausea or vomit-
ing. The apparatus as now perfected can also be
used for rectal anesthesia.

Spinal .Analgesia.—This method has proved its

unquestionable utility. While it will never supplant
pulmonary anesthetics given by modern methods, in

certain selected cases and under special conditions it

is of the greatest value and will always have a per-
manent place in surgery. Introduced by Bier in

1899, mistakes of operators at that time have since
been corrected, and the technic is now so far per-
fected that results compare favorably with those of
other methods. Bier and Tuffier are using it con-
stantly in Berlin. Professor Arthur Barker, Uni-
versity College Hospital of London, is using it in

all suitable cases. It is also being employed in the
Hospital for .-^ick Children, Great Ormond street.

London.
By preliminary medication with morphine, nerv-

ousness, physical and psychical pain, the duration
of anesthesia, the sense of heat and cold, nausea,
vomiting, acceleration of pulse, rise of temperature,
and headache, either during or after the operation,
are in a very great measure overcome. The danger
from the drug itself has been met by using tropo-
cocaine, or some other substitute for cocaine, and
by the preliminary use of morphine and atropine,

bromides, or hyoscin and nitroglycerin.

The extent of the analgesia is determined by the

dosage and the position of the patient in the hori-

zontal, the Trendelenburg, or the latter position re-

versed.

The following points are in favor of the method

:

( I ) The patient assists by coughing, as when mucus
or blood is in the throat, or in herniotomy; (2) the

speedy action of the agent, analgesia usually being

secured in from three to ten minutes
; (3) the serv-

ices of an assistant are rendered unnecessary. The
above is particularly applicable in emergency, mili-

tary and naval surgery. A further advantage is the

utility of the method in children. Over 90 per cent,

of a large number of cases in which Bainbridge
has operated under spinal analgesia have been in

children from four months to fifteen years of age.

Chloroform and Ether.—Neither of these drugs
should be administered without being prepared to

switch if necessity demands a change. If chloro-

form be used it should be warmed by placing the

receptacle from time to time in a basin of hot water.

It should also be preceded by the hypodermic admin-

istration of atropine 1/150 to 1/50 gr. thirty min-

utes before the operation. This prevents the im-

perceptible breathing that is sometimes so alarm-

ing when chloroform is administered alone.

Chloroform is contraindicated as a preliminary

anesthetic when the psychic element is present. It

is usually given as a sequence to ether. Employed
in this way, it is not attended by the same degree

of danger as when administered in the beginning

of the narcosis. It is also perfectly safe with the
patient in the Trendelenburg position.

Ethyl Chloride and Nitrous Oxide Gas.—Ethyl
chloride is used for alcoholics and athletes, and for
the obese, and is better than nitrous oxide gas in

these special cases. It does not compare with
nitrous oxide gas in point of safety. The combina-
tion of nitrous oxide gas, oxygen and ethyl chloride
has not as yet been used clinically, so far as I know,
except in few cases. I have experimented in the
laboratory with it and find it perfectly satisfactory

and absolutely safe. In fact, it is almost impos-
sible to kill an animal with this combination. I

have intentionally carried the anesthesia to the
fourth stage in several instances, but have never
failed to resuscitate the animal.

The time is over-ripe for the making of a change
from the foolish custom of allowing interns in our
hospitals to give anesthetics. It is unjust both to

the patient and to the intern. There should be
one or more paid anesthetists attached to every hos-
pital, and the times for operations so arranged that
all anesthetics are given by or under the direction
of these experts. It is difficult to understand the
mental attitude of some of our great surgeons who,
while rebelling at the custom of allowing incom-
petent men to engage in this work, go to the other
extreme of allowing nurses to administer, in a roU'
tine way, some particular anesthetic, usually ether.
The weak and strong points of all anesthetics are
known, and certainly it is wrong to fit the anes-
thetic to tiie anesthetist instead of to the patient.
No patient should have a general anesthetic when'

a local anesthetic can be satisfactorily administered.
It is remarked by a competent authority that at least

25 per cent, of all surgical cases can be operated
upon under local anesthesia. Nitrous oxide gas and
oxygen can be satisfactorily given in 30 per cent,
of all cases, and these patients should have the
benefit of this non-poisonous anesthetic whenever
possible. No patient should be given a pulmonary
anesthetic when for any reason it is contraindicated,
or when a previous administration has left him in a
debilitated and uncomfortable condition. Prefer-
ence should be given to rectal, local, spinal, or mor-
phine anesthesia, or the sequestration method, em-
ployed singly, in combination, or in sequence. If,

after a pulmonary anesthesia is begun, the patient is

not doing well, it is safe to switch to morphine alone,
or to any of the methods mentioned above.

Finally, by a judicious selection of a sequence of
anesthetics and a combination of the same, by proper
preliminary medication, treatment on the table and
after-treatment, we are able to assure every patient
that so far as this part of the operation is concerned
he will leave the table in as quiet and natural a state

as before the induction of anesthesia.

134 East Sixteenth Street.

THE RESIDUAL APPENDIX.
Bv OLIVER C. SMITH, M.D.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

SURGEON TO THE HARTFORD HOSPITTa.

By the residual appendix is meant the appendix
vermiformis or a portion of it remaining following

:

(a) appendical abscess, which may have been oper-
ated upon by incision and drainage, or may have
remained unoperated, the pus having been absorbed,
or discharged without operation, or, (b) general or
spreading peritonitis due to appendicitis, when
drainage only has been performed.
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The subject is but little referred to in the text-

books, but our attention has been called to it a few
times in the current literature during the past two
years. An incident occurring recently in the writ-

er's work where a supposed residual appendix was
found and removed during the course of operation

for ventral hernia one year subsequent to the open-

ing of the appendical abscess, the surgeon in this

case, a man of large reputation, having been quite

positive that he removed the appendix at the prim-

ary operation, and the writer and his associates

equally positive that they removed it at the second-

ary operation, has led me to present this subject.

The points which I wish to dwell upon are as fol-

lows:

(i) When is it desirable to remove and when
not to remove the appendix in operating upon ap-

pendical abscess or general peritonitis due to appen-

dicitis? (2) In what proportion of abscess cases is

the appendix removed ? (3) In what proportion of

cases where it is not removed does inflammation,

either acute or chronic, recur? (4) Should we in

all cases where there is not some prohibitive contra-

indication advise the removal of the residual ap-

pendix at a secondary operation? (5) If a second-

ary operation is to be performed, how soon after

the primary operation should it be advised? (6)

The importance of the surgeon who operates prim-

arily stating explicitly what he has done. (7) The
importance of protecting the primary operator from
unfair criticism. The recent literature bears the

following upon the subject

:

Dr. George C. Ross, in the Transactions of the

Philadelphia Academy of Surgery, at the meeting
of November 2, 1908, published in the Annals of
Surgery, February, 1908, page 276, stated that he

had recently operated upon three cases of residual

appendix, in two cases the operation being for acute

attacks, while the third was for the relief of a per-

sistent abdominal sinus. The second case was oper-

ated upon three years subsequent to his first opera-

tion, when the abscess was opened and drained at a

large metropolitan hospital, and he was told that

the appendix had been removed. The third case

came to operation nine months following the open-
ing and draining of an appendical abscess. A dis-

charging sinus persisted, and although the record

stated that a gangrenous appendix had been found
and removed as a slough, yet at this second opera-

tion one inch of the proximal end of the appendix
was found continuous with the cecum. Dr. Ross
concludes that as long as any portion of the appendix
in communication with the cecum remains, recurrent

attacks of appendicitis are to be feared. He quotes
Sir Frederic Treves, who states that out of one hun-
dred cases of appendical abscess which came under
his notice, sixteen had recurrences and eight subse-
quently had the formation of inflammatory exudates
in the right iliac fossa, no doubt of appendical origin.

Twenty-four per cent, of Sir Frederic Treves' cases

had recurrence after operation. Rose quotes Wil-
liams in the British Medical Journal. 1907, who
cites a curious incident of an acute inflammation in

an appendix entirely separated from the cecum. The
author goes on to say the large majority of surgeons
heretofore have taken the position held by Dr.
Deaver that it is advisable to remove the appendix
whenever it is not so situated in the wall of an
abscess that to remove it would be to spread infec-
tion over the general peritoneal cavity.

Dr. Stewart McGuire, at a meeting of the South-
ern Surgical and Gvnecological .'Association, Decem-

ber, 1908 (published in the Journal of the American
Medical Association, January 16, 1909, pp. 241), re-

ferred to a former article entitled "An Analysis of

the Last 500 Cases of Appendicitis Operated on at

St. Luke's Hospital," in which there were twenty-

three cases of appendical abscess of the class ad-

herent to the parietal peritoneum. In this group of

cases the treatment had been simply incision and
drainage, no eftort being made to locate or remove
the diseased appendix. In every instance the pa-

tients were told that the operation was not for ap-

pendicitis, but for an abscess, which was the result of

the appendicitis, and that the appendix had not been

removed. Two methods of investigation were fol-

lowed: first, the opinions and practice of a number
of eminent surgeons were obtained ; and, second, the

twenty-three patients whose cases were reported

were written to and their subsequent histories ascer-

tained. From the two lines of investigation the fol-

lowing conclusions may be drawn : While the sur-

geon may be justified in advising a secondary opera-

tion in all cases, as theoretically the safest plan to

follow, he is not jtistified in persuading, urging, or

starving a patient until he consents to have it done.

The appendix should always be removed at the first

operation if the abscess is small and not adherent

to the abdominal wall beneath the incision.

It should be left only in neglected cases in which
the abscess is large and attached to the parietal

peritoneum. When this condition exists the ap-

pendix is usually gangrenous, undergoes liquefac-

tion, and is eliminated with the discharges. In such

cases suppuration continues as a rule for several

weeks, and before a secondary operation could

safely be done the patient is homesick, weakened
physically by confinement, and depleted financially

by the expenses incident to the stay in the hospital.

Experience seems to show that if subsequent trouble

develops the infection is not usually acute, and pus,

if it is formed, is walled in by old adhesions. There-

fore, the surgeon does his duty if he makes it clear

to the patient that, owing to the complications which
existed it was not safe to remove the appendix, and

tells him that while a second operation is advisable

it is not imperative, unless he has tenderness over

the incision, colicky pains in the bowels, or persist-

ent digestive disturbances, in any of which instances

it is distinctly necessary for him to promptly seek

surgical assistance.

An article by H. S. Clogg of London on the ad-

visability of removing the appendix at the time of

opening the appendicular abscess was published by

the London Lancet, March 6, 1908. The paper deals

with one hundred and thirty-one cases of localized

appendicular suppuration. In twenty-three the ap-

pendix was removed at the time the abscess w^as

opened, and in one hundred and eight it was not re-

moved. Of the one hundred and eight cases carry-

ine a residual or remnant of residual appendix, one

died of portal pyemia, three had subphrenic abscess.

two of which proved fatal. One had diffuse peri-

tonitis, eighteen suffered from prolonged abdominal

sinus, one from recurrence of suppuration after

closure of the sinus, eleven had recurring non-

suppurative appendicitis. In forty-two cases out of

the one hundred and eight, disease in the appendix

recurred, four of which were rapidly fatal, fifty-

four of the patients reported that they were well as

regards their operation for appendicitis, and twelve

could not be traced. It is quite possible that of the

fifty-four well at the time of writing, others may
have subsequent trouble. This author naturally
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concludes that the appendix should be removed at
the primary operation if possible and at all consist-
ent with safety, and that, if it is not removed at
time of primary operation, it should be later.

In the experience of the writer and his associate,

Dr. George N. Bell, in a series of 1,000 operations
for appendicitis, of which records have been kept,
there were: Operations for appendical abscess in

99, or ID per cent of the entire number; operations
for general peritonitis and free pus in 128, or 13
per cent of the entire number; the appendix was
found gangrenous in 54, or 54 per cent of the ab-
scess cases, and in 80, or 62 per cent of general
peritonitis and free pus cases ; the abdomen was
opened and drained without removal of the ap-
pendix in 40, or 41 per cent of the abscess cases

;

the abdomen was opened and drained without re-

moval of the appendix in 15, or 11 per cent of the

general peritonitis and free pus cases ; the appendix
was removed by subsequent operation in 18, or 45
per cent of the abscess cases ; a residual appendix
was removed because of recurrence of appendicitis

in 6, or 15 per cent of the abscess cases; a residual

appendix was removed because of persistent fistula

in I, or 2j^ per cent of the abscess cases. Of these

18 secondary operations 17 recovered, and one,

a delicate, nervous girl, who was operated upon
three weeks after the primary operation, died at

the end of thirty-six hours, probably of shock and
hemorrhage, the operation being exceedingly diffi-

cult, the adhesions not having been absorbed, nor

had the suppurative process entirely subsided. The
last operation of this series, where a residual ap-

pendix had given rise to a fresh attack, occurred

in a male of thirty-four years, who four years pre-

viously had been seriously ill for weeks from ap-

pendiceal abscess which ruptured and discharged

by the bowel. Four years later, following a typical

onset of appendicitis, he developed a large appen-

diceal abscess which we opened, and floating free

in the pus of the large cavity was a gangrenous

appendix, 10 cm. long, containing a large con-

cretion.

Returning to the propositions enumerated

:

(i) When is it desirable to remove and when
not to remove the appendix in operating upon ap-

pendical abscess? To the author it would seem

that in cases of free pus without limiting walls of

adhesions, if the patient's condition will warrant.

a decided efTort should be made to remove the ap-

pendix. If there is a well-defined abscess and the

appendix is free, or if it forms a portion of the wall

of the abscess, the abscess being adherent to the

peritoneum, and can be easily separated from its

adhesions, it should be removed. On the other

hand, if its removal entails breaking through the

walls of adhesions with the attendant danger of

general peritoneal infection, or if manipulation

provokes serious hemorrhage, or if the patient s

general condition is such that further operative pro-

cedure will not be well tolerated, it is considered. I

believe, by most operators, wiser to be satisfied with

what has been accomplished, but in this connec-

tion each case will be a law unto itself. There

can be no fast and fixed rule, and in some cases will

one's judgment be severely taxed.

(2) In" what proportion of abscess cases is the

appendix removed? Statistics are not complete or

convincing in this regard. In the author's cases

about 41 per cent were not removed.

(3) In what proportion of cases where it is not

removed does inflammation, either acute or chronic.

recur? We have seen in the cases of Sir Frederic

Treves that 24 per cent had either acute or chronic
inflammation. In Clogg's 108 cases, about 40 per
cent, had recurring trouble, and in the author's

series 15 per cent, had recurring troubl?. These fig-

ures will give some idea as to the frequency of

inflammatory recurrences in the residual appendix.

(4) Should we in all cases where there is not
some prohibitive contraindication, advise the re-

moval of the residual appendix at a secondary
operation? In the light of our present knowledge
upon this subject it seems to me that there is no
doubt it is our duty to advise a secondary operation

in each case, otherwise we assume unnecessary re-

sponsibility, and in the event of recurring trouble

one could but regret that he had not given such

advice. The liability to the occurrence of a ventral

hernia should strengthen us in this opinion, for a

certain proportion of drained cases will necessarily

be followed by hernia, and at the time of removal
of the residual appendix the wall may be strength-

ened. In our early work most of us felt that after

a suppurative appendicitis the appendix had done
its worst, and there was little further to be feared

from it. We satisfied ourselves with the expression

that the appendix had probably "sloughed away
and become lost in the discharge." While that is

occasionally true those who have seen the residual

appendix in numbers of instances realize that it is

probably an exception.

(5) If a secondary operation is to be performed,
how soon after the primary operation should it be
advised? Surgeons differ in this matter, a few in-

sisting upon the patient remaining in the hospital

until the second operation is performed, fearing if

he goes out he will not return. Others postpone

it for several months. Undoubtedly sinuses and
adhesions clear up much more quickly in some than

in others. The local and general condition of the

patient must be taken into consideration. If the

mass, which could be felt before operation, has sub-
sided, the sinus has healed, and the patient's gen-

eral condition is favorable, and six to eight weeks
have expired, there can be no objection to its per-

formance at that time. If there is still some tume-
faction or a discharging sinus, or the patient has
not regained strength following the first operation,

it is better to give the case further opportunity for

convalescence. If the sinus persists, however, that

in itself will be an indication for the operation. We
have been happily surprised to find that at the

expiration of six to eight weeks large masses of

exudate and adhesions found at the primary op-
eration have been absorbed, and the secondary
operation is comparativelv simple.

(6) The importance of the surgeon, who op-
erates primarily, stating explicitly what he has
done. Unless the surgeon is positive that he has
removed all of the appendix he shotild say so
frankly to the family or patient, and state his rea-

sons for leaving a portion or all of the appendix.
It is not a matter to be ashamed of, nor to be con-
cealed. If he is even in doubt as to what he has
removed being a portion of the sloughing or broken
down appendix, he should state that doubt.

(7) The importance of the surgeon who oper-
ates secondarily of protecting the primary operator
from unfair criticism. If the surgeon operating
upon the residual appendix—the primary operation
having been performed hv another, and if the ap-
pendix is found, it is better not to make the state-

ment until the first surgeon has been conferred with,
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and it should be made plain to the family or patient

by the surgeon at this time that it is a highly proper

procedure to drain an appendical abscess without

removing the appendix, that it is done by the best

of surgeons, and undoubtedly was the proper pro-

cedure in this case. If we are all careful to pursue

this course it will avoid unpleasant complications

and unfair criticism.

From our knowledge of the pathology of ap-

pendicitis and the comparative frequency with which

appendicitis recurs sooner or later following an

appendical abscess or general peritonitis caused

by appendicitis, we must conclude that the residual

appendix is much more subject to inflammation than

the appendix which has not been diseased. If its

mucosa is continuous with the cavity of the cecum

it is still e.^<:posed to infection. In addition to that,

its circulation has usually been partially destroyed,

it has become adherent to the abdominal wall, or

some other organ, and is in a position to be strained

or traumatized. Moreover, there may be residual

concretions and residual pockets of pus within the

lumen which did not escape at the primary attack.

If these deductions are correct there can be no doubt

of our duty in advising a secondary operation, and

explaining thoroughly to the patient the reasons for,

and the advantages of, this procedure.

44 Hugh Street.

REPORT OF THE TREATMENT OF
TYPHOID FEVER WITH VACCINE.*

By AUSTIN W. HOLLIS, M.D.,

HIW YOSX.

VISITING PHYSICIAN TO ST. LUKE's HOSPITAL.

During my service at St. Luke's Hospital in the

late summer and fall of 1909, I began the treatment

of all cases of typhoid fever with vaccine. A review

of the literature at that time showed the treatment

to be still in the experimental stage, with doses

ranging from 1,000,000 to 300,000,000 dead typhoid

bacilli, and no uniformity as to the repetition of the

dose. In our cases the dose was given subcutan-

eously in the region of the buttocks every second

or third day, each dose being either 10 or 50 mil-

lion dead bacilli. During the summer and fall we
had 37 cases of typhoid fever ; some of these cases

occurred in the service of Dr. S. W. Lambert, and,

being of the same season, are introduced for com-
parison.

Twenty-one (21) cases were treated by the older

method of hydrotherapy, either by the tub bath or

sponging.

Eleven (11) cases were treated with vaccine with-

out hydrotherapy.

The remaining five (5) cases were too short a

time under treatment to make any comparisons.
The diet in general, especially in the hydrotherapy

cases, was of the high caloric variety. No drugs
were employed, but strychnine and whiskey were
used as stimulants in the severe cases. The bowels
were moved by enemata.
The cases which were treated by hydrotherapy,

barring a few which were given sponge baths be-

cause of poor response to tubbing, had a tub bath
from 80° to 90° for 15 minutes with friction every
four hours from noon until midnight inclusive if

the rectal temperature was 103° or higher. At 8
A.M. all received a warm soap and water sponge.

Read before the Medical Section of the Academy of
Medicine. March 15, 1910.

Those treated by vaccination received no baths other

than a daily warm soap and water sponge. In a

very few cases 250,000,000 bacilli were employed
but no diiTerent clinical or laboratory effect could be
noticed between the smaller and larger doses. No
fever reaction was obtained. No case ended by
crisis. Occasionally a slight local erythema or itch-

ing was noticed at the point of injection, which
cleared up without treatment. The agglutinins were
markedly stimulated by the vaccines. Complete ag-

glutination was frequently observed in dilutions as

high as 1-500 to i-iooo, while cases without vac-

cines showed incomplete agglutination in 1-80 dilu-

tion. The febrile course in a few cases seemed
shortened, but the abrupt change from the sus-

tained fever to the amphobolic type seemed hasten-

ed by vaccination, averaging 17.1 in the cases treated

by vaccines, and 23.2 in those getting tub baths.

The average day of admission from the beginning

of the first symptom was 11.3 and 13.8; of defer-

vescence 36.7 and 34.3 for the vaccination and
hydrotherapy cases respectively. The temperature

averaged equally high in both series. Hemorrhage
was seen with equal frequency, though not so severe,

in the vaccinated cases. Relapses were noted with

more frequency in the vaccinated cases—30 per cent,

as compared with 10 per cent. Relapses were in all

cases mild. The cases which received vaccine were
in no way selected.

No death occurred in the vaccinated cases ; foui

occurred in the other series, one from hemorrhage
one from toxemia, one from perforation and one
from pulmonary thrombosis with necrosis of the

whole left upper lobe of the lung.

Headache, gastrointestinal symptoms and toxemia
were far less frequent in the vaccinated series than
in the other cases, and the absence of discomfort

seemed striking, while convalescence was more
rapid.

A comparison of possible value of the effects of

vaccine may be made in three cases which occurred

in young adults of the same family in the better

class of life who apparently were infected by oysters

at about the same time.

The first, a robust man of 26 years, entered the

hospital about five days before the other two. He
received tub baths throughout his illness ; he was
profoundly sick ; his temperature held at 104° to

105° for 39 days before assuming the amphobolic
type ; the latter stage of the disease was associated

with severe chills and violent temperature reactions,

once or twice reaching 107°, which probably came
from a cholecystitis : he defervesced on the 62nd
day and made an uninterrupted recovery.

The other two cases, husband and wife, entered

the hospital together. The man, 33 years, also

robust, had a temperature of 104° and marked tox-

emia ; on the sixth day of his disease he received

50,000,000 dead bacilli injected subcutaneously ; the

dose was repeated every other day until the 14th.

The response was rapid : by the eighth day, still

with temperature of 104°. he was bright mentally

and clamoring for food and said he felt like getting

up. On the 13th day the fever broke and on the

17th day was normal. A very large hard spleen

did not diminish in size, and on the 20th day fever

returned and he had a nine-day relapse of very mild

type with fever as the only symptom. Vaccination

was resumed on the 20th day, 50,000.000 dead ba-

cilli being given every other day until the 32nd.

Convalescence was very rapid and complete.

The third case, the woman, presented three seri-
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ous complications. She was 4 months pregnant, had
a history of a former dilatation of the heart and
carried a weak pulse ranging from 120 to 150
throughout the course of the disease. She had re-

peated profuse nasal hemorrhages which were con-
trolled with great difficulty. For a few days she was
treated by sponge baths, but her reaction was poor
and because of exhaustion they had to be stopped.

Vaccine was then employed reluctantly, because per-

sonal experience was at that time very limited ; but
on the loth day we started with 10,000,000 dead
bacilli every other day and later raised the dose to

50,000,000. The temperature continued to hold at

104° to 105° for twenty-one days; she was ex-
ceedingly weak, but her apathy and toxemia dis-

appeared very shortly after vaccination was begun.

She was fearful of the epistaxis and the dangers of

abortion. The fever was prolonged to the 47th

day, but after the 21st it became quite moderate
and she appeared in a convalescent stage. During
February of this year she gave birth to a healthy

boy.

A fourth case, whose chart I will hand around

for inspection, occurred in the recent epulemic

above Ii6th street. I saw her first in consultation

with Dr. Almgren. She was stuporous, moaned
from severe occipital headache, and the diagnosis

was in doubt. She was taken to St. Luke's on the

sixth day of her illness and given sponge baths.

with icebags to head. It was not before the ninth

day that positive blood reaction was manifested. On
the tenth day 10,000,000 bacilli were injected and

continued everv- other day. Response was very

rapid, with marked amelioration of the headache,

and nourishment was taken better. She rested

quietly. In spite of the sponge baths her fever until

the loth day held very closely to 104° or a little

over; but after the administraion of the vaccine it

never went above 104° and soon entered the anipho-

bolic stage. Defervesence occurred on the 24th

day. Convalescence was rapid, but one day there

was a temperature of 101°, due to an abortive otiti.^

media.

Conclusions.—It would be absurd to assume any

positive value from vaccine therapy in typhoid

fever in such a small series of cases; it would be

equally absurd to rely on the impressions even of an

old observer as to tlie benefit of such treatment on

the same series. When we hear reports that starva-

tion diet and the high caloric diet are both highly

successful in typhoid fever; when after years of

experience one has adopted what seems to be a

rational diet and returns to the hospital service to

hear the house physician tell of the wonderful re-

sults of the "Coleman" or "Shattuck" feeding;

when we read of the annual fights of the pediatrists

over the high proteid and high carbohydrate diet

in infant feeding we realize the difficulties of obser-

vation without prejudice. But when the answer _is

plainly written, as it was in the case of diphtheria

antitoxin, although there may have been bitter dif-

ferences of opinion in the beginning, yet in time

those who got the answer first were vindicated by

the truth of their observations.

In our experience in the vaccine therapy of ty-

phoid fever we can claim that the agglutinins were

markedly stimulated, and there were no harmful

results.

Are there any theories that may be advanced to

capture the intelligence in this treatment?

Cure in all disease due to bacteria is probably

accomplished by the autoprotective forces of the

blood. As far as our present knowledge goes, these
diseases are all local infections ; they may become
general from multiple foci ; bacteriemia may re-

sult but the blood stream itself is not the culture

medium. Bacteria may be found in it, but never
easily and usually by a difficult cultural process. In

spite of the fact that of late years typhoid fever

has often been spoken of as a general blood infec-

tion, there is no evidence to show that Peyer's
patches and the spleen are not the early sites of
bacterial growth, with other foci only as complica-
tions. In no sense may it be considered a blood
infection simply because the blood may hold bac-
teria just as the urine may.

Fever is due to some specific reaction between
living cells or their plasma and bacteria or other
living organisms or their products. It is not due
to dead bacteria or their products in artificial culture

media. An effort has been made to prove fever a
beneficial and necessary protective reaction ; but
that it is ever beneficial is extremely doubtful. The
employment of antitoxin serum shows that fever is

not an essential reaction in its curative action. The
familiar vaccination in smallpox produces full pro-
tection by a local reaction, and not because of a

febrile movement. The argument that it would
seem useless, even harmful, to introduce into the

system the bodies of dead bacteria to cure a dis-

ease which is constantly poisoning the host with
living bacteria or their products is a very super-
ficial one. We assume that the cure in bacterial dis-

eases is by the autoprotective forces of the blood,

stimulated by the bacteria of the same disease or
their products.

In pneumonia the onset is usually with a chill

from toxic absorption ; a vast capillary surface is

exposed, and the clinical signs are those of a vio-

lent toxemia ; if the protective forces respond, they
do so quickly and decisively. In typhoid fever
action is similar but slower. In these diseases we
do not know how many bacteria or how much toxin
is being absorbed by the minute; we do know
that up to a certain point the system can stand the

harmful effects and that it is protecting itself. If

we can artificially stimulate the agglutinins, the
opsonins, the precipitins and antibodies by the in-

jection of dead bacteria which do not increase the
fever nor add to the patient's danger, then we can
say that the use of vaccine rests upon a sound basis

;

but to get the best results a great deal more is neces-
sary to know ; we do not know how often it should
be employed, whether the dose should be uniform,
whether it should begin very early with a large
initial dose, or with small and increasing doses. The
argument that we should use much larger doses
because antitoxin is now employed in much larger
doses than in the beginning is altogether fallacious.

That we use much smaller doses of tuberculin now
than formerly may be more reasonably argued. It

has been conclusively shown that billions of dead
typhoid bacilli may be introduced into the well with-
out harmful reaction ; we do not know certainly

whether the same holds good in the case of those
suffering from the disease.

From theory alone I predict a brilliant future
for typhoid vaccine as a protective as well as a

therapeutic agent.

To Dr. William R. Janeway, my house physician,

who prepared the statistics of this report and aided
me in the treatment of the cases, I give my sincere

thanks.

40 West Siventyfimst Stueet.
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HEMOPHILIA TREATED BY TRANSFU-
SION.

By MILTON HAHN, M.D.,

WASHINGTON, D. C,

FORMER HOUSE-PHYSICIAN, MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL. NEW YORK.

The strange hereditary, hemorrhagic diathesis

called hemophilia has been known for centuries,

but its pathogenesis, and consequently its therapy,

still baffle medical science. Of all the theories which

have been proposed concerning the causation of this

disease, the most tenable seems to be the one formu-

lated by Sahli: that there is a chemical change in

the blood vessel walls. The modern work on the

coagulation of the blood, particularly the researches

of Morawitz, has shown that the vessel walls secrete

a substance, thrombokinase, or the zymoplastio

substance of Schmidt. This activates the throm-

bogen contained in the blood plasma, forming

prothrombin, which combines with the calcium

salts to form thrombin, the fibrin ferment. Nor-

mally when the blood vessels are cut this substance

is secreted by the vessel wall and clots are formed

which close the mouths of the bleeding veins. But

in hemophilia this secretion, according to Sahh, is

lacking. This explains the fact that hemophilic

individuals continue to bleed, although the coagula-

tion time of the blood outside of the body may not

be increased.

On the basis of this hypothesis it is rational to

attempt to supply the missing substance by the use

of normal blood. This principle in the treatment

of the disease is not new. Normal serum has been

used in these cases in various ways. It has been

given by mouth, subcutaneously, and injected into

the bleeding area. As early as 1874 Boisnot in-

jected defrbrinated blood into the vein of a boy who

was suffering from uncontrollable hemorrhage, and

who immediately recovered. These methods have

achieved only partial success, and better results are

promised by the direct transfusion of blood.

Modern surgery has perfected the technique of this

operation, making it a comparatively simple pro-

cedure. A few cases have been reported recently,

most of them successful. The operation is a life-

saving one. Whether it can effect a permanent cure

of the disease is a question which can not be

answered at the present time. The following case

from the service of Dr. Henry Koplik, Mount Sinai

Hospital, is of interest:

Hemophilia; Acute, Traumatic, Uncontrollable

Hemorrhage ; Severe Secondary Anemia; Coma;
Transfusion; Recovery.—The patient is an Italian

male child, one year of age. The parents are

aware of the hemophilic tendency in the family,

and give the following interesting family history:

The mother of the patient had one brother and one

sister, of whom the former died of hemorrhage,

and the latter lost a son with hemorrhage following

the extraction of a tooth. The patient also had a

brother and a sister, and of these the boy died fol-

lowing an operation for cervical adenitis, while the

girl bled for 36 hours after a slight injury to the

teeth.

The patient was admitted to the pediatric wards of

Mount Sinai Hospital on March 22, 1910. The past

history is negative ; he has never had any illness and
has had no previous hemorrhage. A week before

admission he fell against a chair, knocking out a

tooth, and since then has bled continuously from
the gum. On admission the patient was evidently

suffering from severe anemia. The skin and

mucous membranes were very pale, the child was
restless and breathing rapidly, the pulse was rapid

but of good quality. Examination of the mouth
showed the left upper incisor tooth missing, and

blood oozing from the cavity. The rectum was
filled with hard black fecal masses, which on ex-

amination were found to contain blood. In addition

the child showed some signs of ricketts ; a rachitic

rosary and somewhat enlarged liver and spleen.

Otherwise the physical examination was negative.

The family history may be more clearly expressed

by the accompanying diagram.

Diagram showing tiie family history of a case of hemophilia; the

circles denote females, the squares males. The shaded figures indicate

hemophilic individuals. The fatal cases are marked +.

This family history exemplifies the strong pre-

dilection of the disease for males. The single

female affected had only a comparatively slight

hemorrhage.
Examination of the blood on admission showed

the following: R. B. C, 1,024,000; Hgb., 30 per

cent. (Sahli); W. B. C, 5,000; Polynuclears, 51

per cent.; small lymphocytes, 31 per cent.; large

lymphocytes, 17 per cent. ; eosinophiles, i per cent.

;

coagulation time, 15 minutes. All efforts to check

the bleeding were vain : local compression, applica-

tion of diphtheria antitoxin, administration of cal-

cium lactate, injection of sterile gelatin, etc. The
apparent bleeding was very slight but continuous,

and the child rapidly lost ground. On March 25,

ten days after the injury, it was decided to try

transfusion. At this time the hemoglobin had
fallen to 11 per cent., and before the operation the

child became comatose. The respirations were deep

and rapid and of the Kussmaul type, the pulse rapid

and feeble. It was feared that the child would die

before preparations could be completed.

The transfusion was performed by Dr. Charles

E. Elsberg, who used a modification of the Crile

operation, which he has devised. The patient's

father was the donor. The radial artery of the

donor was anastomosed to the femoral vein of the

child. The only difficulty encountered in the oper-

ation was in the exposure of this vein, the child's

vessels being small and collapsed. The blood was
allowed to flow for about fifteen minutes, and a

marvelous transformation was observed. The
waxen skin of the child became suffused with a

red glow. Indeed, toward the end he became
cyanotic on account of the injection of too much
blood. At the same time the infant, who previously

lay apparently lifeless, regained consciousness and

began to cry. The hemoglobin rose from 11 per

cent, to 90 per cent., and the coagulation time

changed from 15 minutes to 7 minutes. The child

remained in a semi-stuporous condition for two to

three days, but after this rapidly improved. The
coagulation time, which was diminished directly

after the transfusion, again became lengthened.

On March 28, three days after the operation, it was
18 minutes ; on April 6, 12 minutes ; and April 25, 9
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minutes. There was no further bleeding, however,
from the original site or from the operative wound.
.The hemoglobin remained high. On April 8 the
blood examination showed R. B. C, 4,000,000;
hemoglobin, 82 per cent. ; on April 25, R. 1!. C.
4,400,000, hemaglobin 97 per cent. The child was
discharged April 30, 1910, five weeks after trans-
fusion, in excellent condition.

This transfusion was performed as an enuMgency
operation on a moribund patient, and the result

greatly exceeded our hopes. The child was suffer-

ing from a hemorrhage which we were imable to

control, was completely comatose, had a pulse which
was scarcely perceptible ; and in a few minutes he
would certainly have been dead. The immediate
checking of the hemorrhage after transfusion and
the rapid return to perfect health make a picture

which it is seldom the privilege of the medical man
to see.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF OVER SIXTY-
EIGHT THOUSAND CASES OF

TYPHOID FEVER.

Report No. II.

Mortality.

Ey .'\BDULLAH K. SALLOM. M.D.,

PHILADELPHIA.

In this second report it is my object to present

briefly the typhoid mortality along the same lines

laid down in my preliminary report (Medical
Record, Nov. 20, 1909). The study of mortality,

and of typhoid fever in particular, is indeed inter-

esting and instructive. In this case it reveals a

truly remarkable condition of affairs, which I have

attempted to represent graphically by the accom-

panying charts.

As I stated in my preliminary report, there oc-

curred in Philadelphia from January, 1898, to June,

1909, sixty-eight thousand nine hundred and forty-

three (68,943) cases. Of this number eight thou-

sand one hundred and two (8,102) died, giving a

mortality of slightly over 11.75 P^'' cent.

The prevalence of typhoid fever, as we all know,

is markedly affected by season, and very early in

the study the question naturally arose. Is mor-

tality also affected in the same manner ? That sea-

son does play an important role cannot be doubted

if we but glance at Chart I.

The unbroken line represents the average num-

ber of cases occurring during each month of the

year. The percentage mortality is represented by

the dotted line. The figures to the left of the chart

refer to the number of cases, while the percentage

mortality is denoted in the column on the opposite

side.

Starting with a mortality of slightly over 10 per

cent., it rises during February and March to 12.37

per cent. Falling during April, it ascends during

May and June. The July mortality is phenomenal,

reaching the maximum of 17.61 per cent. Drop-

ping as precipitately as it rose, the mortality for

August is only 11.75 per cent., and falls to 10.21

per cent, during September. For October it again
rises, only to fall during November, and rise in

December.
The relationship of morbidity to mortality is in-

deed striking. Starting in January with an aver-

age of nearly seven hundred, the number of cases

rises during February and then gradually falls,

reaching its lowest ebb during July. On the other
hand, mortality, starting with a minimum during
January, rises to reach its maximum in July. Dur-
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disease of from about four to seven weeks' dura-

tion. It becomes evident, therefore, that the ma-
jority of those dying in January will have con-

tracted the disease in the preceding month. To
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POLIOENCEPHALITIS.
A FEW years ago acute anterior poliomyelitis was
considered to be a primary local degenerative dis-

ease of the anterior horns of the gray matter of

the spinal cord. With the recent rapid growth of

knowledge of this disease, however, it has become
recognized that the local lesion in the cord is but

the sequel of an acute inflammation which is in it-

self but a part, and in fact not a necessary part, of

a general constitutional infection or intoxication.

Not only has it been pointed out on many occasions

that during epidemics of typical poliomyelitis cases

occur showing constitutional symptoms which lead

the observer to expect at any moment the appear-

ance of the tell-tale paralysis, but are aborted so

that the little patient after a few days' illness is

again returned to robust health, but it has also been

shown, first by Striimpell, and later by many other

authors, that in such epidemics similar cases occur,

but with the striking diiiference that the paralysis

resulting is of a cerebral rather than a spinal type.

To such cases have been given the name
Striimpell's paralysis or polioencephalitis.

In The Practitioner for July, 1910, Reginald

Miller of London briefly and ably reviews the pres-

ent knowledge of this disease. Its occurrence in

epidemics of poliomyelitis, in the hot season, and in

children between six months and six years of age,

and the complete similarity of the symptoms of

onset to those of poliomyelitis leave but little doubt

that in the two symptom complexes we are dealing

with different manifestations of one and the same

disease. Miller in fact groups all of these allie i

conditions as one infection with four clinical forms
—^acute poliomyelitis, acute polioencephalomyelitis.

acute polioencephalitis, and the abortive form caus-

ing no paralysis. While the nervous symptomatol-

ogy of the myelitis cases is comparatively -simple.

consisting of little more than a flaccid paralysis and

more or less hyperesthesia, that of the encephalitis

group of cases may be as varied as are the innumer-

able functions of the different portions of the braiii

tissue.

By polioencephalitis superior is understood those

cases in which the virus of the disease has localized

its activities to the cortex, causing hemiplegias or

mental degenerations. Under the title of polioen-

cephalitis inferior are grouped affections of the

muscles of the eye, the facial, or the auditory nerve.

"".ncephalitis cerebelli is characterized by a sudden

(inset of ataxia, making a condition most difficult to

diagnose, as it may be associated with nystagmus

and scanning speech, and thus be easily confused

with insular sclerosis. Encephalitis of the mid-brain

shows the chief symptoms of acute tremor, hyper-

tonus, and spasticity. Thalamic encephalitis, pontine

cases, and poliomyelitis bulbi have all been seen, as

have also acutely fatal cases supposed to be due to

involvement of the medulla.

From the etiolog)' and gross symptomatology of

all these varied conditions it is evident that they be-

long to one great disease, of which poliomyelitis is

but one clinical group. The use of two different

names for two manifestations of one disease is

unfortunate and confusing. .\ new term is desired,

and when it is obtained, it must be some compre-

hensive word, containing a specific reference to

neither the spinal cord nor the brain, which will en-

able the grouping of all of these clinical complexi-

ties as one great disease.

TYPHOID CARRIERS.

To how great an extent bacilli carriers are a means

of dissemination are responsible for conveying

typhoid fever is a question which is yet quite an

open one. There are those who assert that "typhoid

carriers" are among the most potent modes whereby

infection is spread, while others declare that the

situation in this connection has been greatly exag-

gerated and that infected human beings are really

a comparatively negligible quantity insofar as the

conveyance of the malady is concerned. Perhaps,

in this matter it would be wise to steer a middle

course and it might not be presumptuous to state

that "typhoid carriers" are capable of spreading the

disease to a somewhat limited extent, but at the

same time the danger from this source is a real one

and that measures should be sought to nullify or to

limit the scope of the menace.

Some interesting studies on the subject have been

undertaken recently in Great Britain, notably b\- Dr.

D. S. Davies, medical officer of Healtht of Bristol,

Dr. Walker Hall, Bristol: Dr. E. Emrys-Roberts

of Cardiff, and Dr. I. Fletcher of Manchester.

These authors have been publishing in the Lancet

from time te time their conjoint researches and con-

clusions on various phases of the typhoid carrier

question. In the Lancet, September 3, are some

further observations on the subject chiefly dealing

with treatment. The claim has been made more
than once that the typhoid bacillus can be success-

fully eradicated from the human tissues by cer-

tain means of treatment, but the authors are of the

opinion, basing their views on experiments and their

own experience, that these conclusions would be

modified or withdrawn were the carriers subjected

to more rigorous and continued examinations.

The main subject of the experiments in Bristol

Infirmary was a woman who contracted typhoid

fever in 1905 and has been a carrier since that time.

The authors were unable to make any experiments

upon the bactericidal or opsonic properties of the

blood serum, and their observations were confined

to the examination of the typhoid organisms in
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feces and urine to the agglutinia contents of the

serum, and to the action of therapeutic agents. The

action of lactic acid bacilli upon B. typhosus and B.

coll was tested and discussed and a summary of

the results shows that while varying degrees of in-

hibition of coli growth were obtained, the inhibitory

effects upon the typhoid bacilli was verj' slight, prac-

tically nil. This finding is in accord with the ex-

perience of those who have given the soured milk

therapy a prolonged trial. Of course, in "typhoid

carrier" cases, at times bacilli cannot be detected

in the excretions, but they frequently reappear.

Autogenous vaccine was used in gradually increas-

ing doses for a period of five months with no defi-

nite success. Other drug treatment employed did

not produce the desired effect, and on the whole the

outcome of the experiments was negative and some-

what discouraging. The authors also conclude that

the data already accumulated are insufficient to

permit of the slightest attempt at generalisation or

deduction as to the employment of the Widal re-

action as a means of diagnosis of suspected car-

riers or as method for investigating the condition

of convalescents.

Thus, the report so far is the reverse of encour-

aging, although the fact must be borne in mind

that in the Bristol Infirmary the material was lim-

ited and that the experiments were in no respect

wide enough to be conclusive. As said before, our

present knowledge of "typhoid carriers" is very

restricted in regard to their numbers. With regard

to their menace as a source of infection, our knowl-

edge, too, is vague. Several cases of typhoid fever

have undoubtedly been traced to "typhoid carriers,"

but whether they are a fertile source of infection

cannot be definitely stated. The matter requires

far more careful study than has yet been given to it.

TRYPSIN THERAPY OF LOCAL TUBERCU-
LOUS AFFECTIOXS.

The treatment of tuberculous abscesses, hygromata,

lymph nodes, etc., by proteolytic enzymes has now
been studied systematically for two years or more
and there is abundant evidence that the treatment

often gives satisfactory results. The theories ad-

vanced to explain this action vary, but the most
plausible is the following: tuberculous pus contains

no proteolytic enzyme, so that the addition of one
converts the albumin and albumoses of the pus into

more soluble end-products of peptonization with re-

sulting absorption. Various proteolytic enzymes
have been employed, to wit, commercial trj'psin,

trypsin activated by admixture with charcoal, and
the enzyme of tlie leucocytes themselves. It would
appear that i per cent, trypsin solution gives as good
results as any other form of enzyme (see the Vienna
letter in the Medical Record of September 3.) The
number of reports on this subject is relatively small

when we consider their favorable character. So
far as we know no unfavorable reports have been
published.

Authorities have differed somewhat as to tech-

nique and to indications and contraindications.

Briining (Deutsche medisinische Wochenschrift.
September i. 1910) has been at great pains to in-

troduce some degree of system into this subject,

but his conclusions are somewhat antagonistic to

those of other workers in the field. For example,

others have pronounced the treatment absolutely

inoperative in tuberculous bone abscesses, but the

author finds trypsin of value in small suppurating

foci in bony tissue. He agrees with others in find-

ing it of value in cold abscesses, but limits its use

to small stationary lesions. In burrowing abscesses

he cannot see that it is in any way superior to

iodoform-glycerin. In joint tuberculosis as well as

in large foci in bone he finds it unsuitable. This is

likewise true for caseous lymphatic glands. It

seems a fair generalization that trypsin accomplishes

nothing in caseous or proliferative lesions. The
sine qua non, in other words, is a fluid or semifluid

collection, in which the enzyme is able to render

soluble that which has been insoluble. Naturally,

enlarged lymph nodes, which have not yet become
caseated, are not amenable to trypsin treatment.

The author's technique differs somewhat from
that ordinarily laid down. He punctures the abscess

outright with a trocar and evacuates it. The trypsin

solution is then thrown in (some authorities have

injected the ferment directly into the unevacuated

pus). It doubtless acts by peptonizing the residue

of old pus as well as newly generated pus. The
author has treated over 100 cases of local tubercu-

losis in this manner. He repeats the injection at

about weekly intervals if indicated. He has never

encountered anaphylaxis or drug exanthem as a

result of trv'psin injections.

Without going more deeply into the matter, we
may look upon the trypsin treatment of local tuber-

culous foci as at least on a par with the old iodo-

form absorption treatment. Most surgeons un-

doubtedly favor the most radical treatment of local

tuberculosis. Many, we know, refuse to temporize

or palliate in such matters. But along such lines

there can be no advance. Progress and conserva-

tion are often happily allied, and this appears to be

the case with the subject in question.

St.\piivlococcus Vaccine in the Treatment of

Cutaneous Lesions.

Antistreptococcus serum has been used with vary-

ing success for some time by different practitioners.

The nonsuccess in certain cases seems to have been

due to the varieties of streptococcus that have been

the causative agent, and successful results have
been obtained only when the serum was made from
the same variety as caused the suppuration. Vac-
cines of the staphylococcus made for each indi-

vidual from his own peculiar germ have been used

by A. Maute in various forms of skin lesions

caused by the staphylococcus, and the results have

been in some conditions markedly successful. In

La Presse Mcdicalc, for June 22, 1910, Maute gives

an account of his observations. He had poor suc-

cess as long as he made use of the so-called stock

vaccines, but when he made autogenous vaccines his

results were good. He gives the method of produc-

ing vaccines sterilized by heat and by the presence of

a small amount of phenic acid. It is possible to ob-

tain a vaccine in four days from the beginning of

the process of manufacture. Injection is made into

the subcutaneous tissue of the thigh, and causes no
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general or local reaction. The dose varies with the
affection that is to be treated, from 250 to 1500
million bacteria, and injections are made five or six

days apart. No regard need be had to the opsonic
index. The author's observations include furuncu-
losis and pustular acne. In acne the results were
somewhat inconstant, being best when there was a
distinct pustular condition, which was rapidly re-

duced to simple red spots without heads. In furun-
culosis the results were truly brilliant, the furuncles

disappearing in a few weeks after two or three in-

jections, and no others appearing.

Effect of Floods and Inundations on the Prev-

alence OF Typhoid Fever.

At this season of the year when we see a rise in

the number of cases of typhoid fever it seems ap-
propriate to discuss the effect of floods and inunda-

tions on its increase. Jacques Bertillon in the Prcssc

Medicale, for July 23, 1910, gives the results of a

study of the effect of floods in various cities of

Europe, notably the great flood of 1910, in Paris.

It has been stated in various quarters that the effect

of such a flood was to increase the dangers from
typhoid fever and other epidemic diseases. The
author, on the contrary, finds that the effect of the

flood in Paris was not to increase the number of

cases or of deaths from typhoid, but rather to de-

crease them. It would seem that the great wash-

ing out of the city streets had rather a cleansing

effect than otherwise. A study was made of the

occurrence of the fever in the arrondisscments af-

fected by the flood, and in others to which the flood

did not reach, and it was rather higher in the un-

affected locations. In the 54 quarters inundated

there was a total of 44 deaths from typhoid in 13

weeks before the flood, and only 24 in the same
number of weeks afterward. During and after the

flood it is probable that the authorities were more

careful in disinfection and in isolating cases that

occurred than at more healthful times. In ten

floods in the city of Dresden, however, typhoid

fever was not increased, and the same was true in

six floods in Vienna. After the analysis of all

these cases it seems evident that the statement made
that there is an increase of typhoid after floods is

erroneous.

College of Physicians and Surgeons.—The Col-

lege of Pliysicians and Surgeons, Columbia Uni-

versity, New York, opened its 157th annual session

on September 28, with a total enrollment of 302

students. The first year class numbers 75. Open-

ing exercises were held on September 29, when Dr.

W. G. MacCallum, Professor of Pathology, deliv-

ered an address on "The Future of Medicine."

Harvey Society.—The first lecture of the Har-

vey Society will be given at the Academy of Medi-

cine, New York, on Saturday, October 15, at 8:30

o'clock, by Prof. H. Chiari of the University of

Strassburg, whose subject will be "Die Bedeutung

der pathologischen Autopsie und sonstiger patholo-

gisch-anatomischer Untersuchungen." In addition

to the subjects already published the society an-

nounces a lecture by Prof. Jacques Loeb 01 the

Rockefeller Institute for November 19 on The

Prevention of the Toxic Action of Various Agen-

cies through the Prevention of Oxidation in the

Cell." Prof. Arthur R. Cushny of the Unversit}' of

London will lecture on January 14 on the "Thera-

peutics of Digitalis," and Prof. 11. Gideon Wells

of the University of Chicago on March 25 on

"Calcification and Ossification." The lectures are

open to the public.

University and Bellevue Medical College.—The
opening exercises of tlie University and Bellevue

Hospital Medical College were held in the Carnegie

Building on September 28. One hundred and fifty

students were registered in the freshmen class.

Cholera in Europe.—The existence of cholera

in Naples, which had for some time been suspected,

was not officially admitted until September 25. Be-
fore that time hundreds of cases and many deaths

had been ascribed to "gastroenteritis," and ac-

curate estimations of the real cases of cholera are

not possible. In Russia the general situation is

thought to be improving, although new cases have
been reported in the eastern districts and in parts

of Siberia. During the week ending September 30
215 new cases and 80 deaths were reported in St.

Petersburg, a considerable decrease from the week
preceding. The Russian Sanitary Bureau reported

198,246 cases and 92,329 deaths from the outbreak

of the epidemic to the end of September.

Fair for Columbus Hospital.—A festival to raise

funds for Columbus Hospital, New York, will be

held at the Manhattan Casino on Columbus Day,
October 12. The hospital has outgrown its present

quarters and funds are needed to erect a ten-story

addition containing 300 beds.

Keeping Out Hindus.—The determination that

a large proportion of the Hindu immigrants are

suffering from hookworm disease may be the means
of stopping the influx of these people. The Hindus
have been arriving in San Francisco recently at the

rate of 300 a month, somewhat to the consternation

of the residents of the Pacific Coast.

Charitable Bequests.—The Presbyterian Rest
for Consumptives at White Plains, N. Y., receives

a bequest of $1,000 in the will of the late Mrs.
Laura P. Halstead.

The Nevada State Medical Association held its

annual convention at Lake Tahoe on September
19 to 21. The following officers were elected for

the ensuing year : President, Dr. Sidney K. Mor-
rison, Reno; Vice-President, Dr. W. H. Hood,
Reno; Secretary, Dr. M. A. Robinson, Reno.

The Hyde Park (Massachusetts) Medical Club
at its meeting on September 19 elected the follow-

ing officers: President, Dr. Charles Sturtevant;

Vice-Presidents, Drs. John A. O'Connor and Clar-

ence E. Bryant ; Secretary, Dr. Arthur E. Grover

;

Treasurer, Dr. Edward H. Baxter; Director for
three years, Dr. Charles F. Stack.

The Southwest Medical Society will hold its

fall meetings at Springfield, Mo., on November 3
and 4. Dr. H. S. Hill of Springfield is the secre-

tary of the society.

The Iowa Health Officers' Association at a re-

cent meeting elected the following officers : Presi-

dent. Dr. Fred. Albert, Mason City; Vice-President,

Dr. Samuel Bailey, Mt. Ayr; Secretary and Treas-
urer, Dr. W. G. Carhart, Marion.
The Knox County (Illinois) Medical Society

at its annual meeting on September 22 elected the

following oificers for the ensuing year: President,

Dr. D. J. Evans. C^alesburg; Vice-President, Dr. C.

E. Beccher, Gilson ; Secretarv, Dr. G. C. Bower;
Censor. Dr. J. E. D. Silcox, Rio.
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The North Berkshire (Massachusetts) Medical

Association at its annual meeting on September

20 elected the following officers: President, Dr.

William Galvin ; Vice-President. Dr. L. J. O'Hara

;

Secretary and Treasurer. Dr. L. A. Jones ; Censors.

Drs. O. J. Brown, C. ^^'. Wright. .\. K. Boom, and

F. H. Howard.

Pike County Medical Association.—The physi-

cians of Pike County, Georgia, have recently

formed an association with the following officers

:

President. Dr. T- M- Anderson, Barnesville ; Vice-

President, Dr. W. H. Avcock, Molena ; Secretary,

Dr. M. M. Head, Zebulon.

To Exclude Tuberculous Teachers.—The Board

of Education of the city of Camden, N. ]., has

adopted rules looking toward the exclusion of tuber-

culous teachers from the public schools and also of

tuberculous pupils from the Normal Training

School.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Willi.\m Frederick

HoLTH.\usEX of Brooklyn, N. Y., a graduate of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, in

1904, and formerly on the house stafif of the Long

Island College Hospital: a member of the New
York State and Kings County Medical societies,

was killed on September 24 when the trolley car

in which he was riding collided with another car at

Tipton, Ind. Dr. Holthausen. who was thirty years

of age, was on his way to Kokomo, Ind.. where he

was to have been married on the following day.

Dr. G. L. McIntyre of New Martinsville. W.
Va., a graduate of the Baltimore Medical College in

the class of 1888, a veteran of the Civil War, died

in the North Wheeling Hospital on September 12.

aged 64 years.

Dr. We.^r F. Armstrong of Henderson. Ky.,

a graduate of the Southwestern Homeopathic Medi-

cal College, Louisville, Ky., in 1899, died suddenly

on September 12, aged 36 years.

Dr. Emil Wahl of Milwaukee, Wis., a graduate

of the University of Leipzig, Germany, in 1884, was

accidentally killed while hunting on Muskego Lake

on September 9. He was 47 years of age.

Dr. William Cowpe Gardner of New York, a

graduate of the Long Island College Hospital in

1892, a member of the New York State and County

Medical societies, died at his home of heart disease

on September 28, aged 55 years.

Dr. John Erhard of College Point, N. Y.. a

graduate of the Long Island College Hospital in

1896. died at his home on September 27, aged 48

years.

Dr. John Beverly Crowell of East Orange. N. J.

a graduate of the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons in 1873, died suddenly at his home on Sep-

tember 21, aged 60 years.

Dr. Edward A. Wilcox of Minonk, 111., a grad-

uate of the Rush Medical College of Chicago in

1857. formerly a member of the State Senate, a

member of the Illinois State and Woodford County
Medical societies and of the North Centra! Medical

Society, died at his home on September 23, aged

80 years.

Dr. Edwin M. Nelson of St. Louis, Mo., a

graduate of the Miami Medical College of Cincin-

nati in 1874, formerly a lecturer at the St. Louis

Medical College and editor of the St. Louis Courier

of Medicine, one of the founders of the Protestant

Hospital and of the St. Louis Training School for

Nurses, a member of the American Aledical Asso-
ciation and the Missouri State Medical Societv,

tlied at his home on September 20 after a long ill-

ness, aged 62 years.

Dr. Albini J. W. Dufault of Fall River, Mass.,
a graduate of the Medical Department of Laval
L'niversity, Quebec, in 1905, died at his home on
September 23, aged 28 years.

Dr. O. N. Dages of Boston, ]\Iass., a graduate of

the Harvard Medical School in 1910, and senior

Iiouse officer in the Boston Floating Hospital, was
drowned in Fort Pond, near Littleton, Alass., on
September 21, while attempting to rescue a young
woman who had gone beyond her depth when bath-

ing. Dr. Dages, who was to have entered the Mass-
achusetts General Hospital in March, 191 1, as an
interne, was 27 years of age.

Dr. Norman McNab of Montreal, Canada, a

graduate of the ]\Iedical Department of McGill Uni-
versity in 1907, died of typhoid fever on September
16 at Edmonton, Alberta, aged 24 years.

Dr. Noah Howard Burt of Ocean City, N. J.,

died at the Hospital of the Universitiy of Pennsyl-

vania at the age of 36 years on September 23. He
was graduated from the medical department of the

university in the class of 1895.

(iitttrts\ianhemi,

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(Fr Our Regular Correspondent.)

THE COMING SESSION—WAR AGAINST CONSUMPTION,
SANATORIUMS. etc.—INDIAN MORTALITY LUNACY
REPORTS—PTOMAINE POISONING ITEMS—OBITU-
ARY.

London, September :6, 1910.

The approaching winter session which opens, as

usual, at the commencement of October, is the chief

subject when students or teachers meet, and even

men busy in practice display an interest in an event

which takes their memory back to their own student

days. If any one were likely to forget it he is

pretty sure to be reminded by the receipt of the

prospectus for the coming session of his old school,

for the deans and others have been busy bringing

out these annual pamphlets, and lest any forget, the

journals are reprinting the bulk of many, with other

information, and so attracting to their pages a large

additional number of advertisements. Each brings

out its "educational," or "students' " number, the

largest of the year, appealing, apparently, to parents

who contemplate placing their sons in the profession,

and to the sons who have determined to adopt or

are inclined to follow the medical career.

The last development of the sanatorium is a group
of shelters in which patients can be treated by fresh

air and light. Such a group was opened on Monday
bv the Earl of Warwick as a memorial to the late

Alfred Boyd. It is intended for patients of mod-
erate means, and is a gift by Mr. Boyd's widow.

The shelters have been designed by Dr. A. E.

Lvster. The frame is of wood, and to this is at-

tached canvas of an open texture, part of which can

be opened or closed more or less according to wind
and weather. Lord ^^'arwick, in his speech, re-

marked that any poor man might have such a shelter

in his own garden, where he could be attended by

his own doctor, and cared for by his family and

friends. After the opening a conference was held

at the County Hall, Chelmsford, when Dr. Lyster

explained the system and said there were thirteen

unions in the county (Essex), and £1.600 would

provide them all with such shelters, while less than
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a halfpenii}' rate per union wwuld cover the cost.

Dr. Thresh, M. O. H. for the county, talked
cheerily of seeing the way to eradicate the scourge
of the white race. Dr. J. E. Squire, of the Associa-
tion for Prevention of Consumption, was also o|)ti-

mistic, and Sir R. Douglas Powell wrote that after
visiting the memorial it seemed to him that Dr.
Lyster had provided the best method of dealing
with consumption in rural and small urban district.s.

It was resolved to form an association to promote
this method throughout the county, and Lord War-
wick agreed to accept the presidency.

The Beninden Sanatorium, in Kent, has received
a great addition in the shape of a "postoffice pavil-

ion," erected in the course of a year, and formally
presented on Monday by Mr. Samuel, on behalf

of 45.000 postoffice members of the National Sana-
torium Association. In his speech he declared that

year by year the association "gave back life to scores
and scores of men and women who felt life slipping

away." He even went so far as to say that of all

the splendid results of our civilization the finest of

all is the "triumph of man over disease." A more
reasonable statement of his was that the test of the

state of the patients was not at the moment of leav-

ing the institution, but after a sufficient lapse of

time to show the durability of the cure. As to this,

he said that after two years four-fifths of the

patients discharged as arrested were in full work,
and of those who had shown signs of improvement
one-half were in full work—men and women all of

whom would a few years ago have been doomed to

speedy death. The National Sanatorium Associa-

tion originated with societies of postoffice employees,
and the subscription to this form of insurance

against consumption is only two shillings a year.

i\t the meeting of the Dublin Hospitals' tubercu-

losis committee, on the ist inst.. Dr. J. T. Daniel

made his report for the last quarter. During the

quarter he had visited thirty-one patients at their

homes, and forty-one others came to his house to see

him. A summary of the two district nurses em-
ployed in the work was also submitted and approved,

as was that of a nurse working in Terenure. The
regulations under the Tuberculosis Act were consid-

ered, and a subcommittee was appointed to consider

the limitations on notification under the act. The
recommendation of the Dublin Hospitals' board that

lady almoners should be appointed at all the clinical

hospitals was considered and endorsed, these almon-

ers to visit the homes of the out-patients and in-

struct and advise them concerning sanitary matters,

the care of their health, and that of their families,

diet, fresh air, exercise, and so on. The almoners

are mostly in communication with charitable institu-

tions, through which they can often assist the needy

and therebv reinforce the effects of the hospital

treatment. The svstem has been at work more than

two years, and the results led the committee to

strongly support it.

A Blue Book relating to India was issued last

week. It contains a great mass of statistics on

various matters ; among them some as to the deaths

in 1908. The deaths from cholera increased frorn

103.988, in 1907. to 170,694 in 1908. In the case of

plague, there was a great decrease. From fevers a

considerable increase, 5,424,372 persons dying ni

1908, as compared with 4,464,881 in the previous

year. During the last ten years the deaths from

fevers have never been less than 4,000,000, but they

have never before exceeded 5,000,000.

The Scottish Lunacy Commissioners state in their

fifty-second annual report that there has been a
fall in the number of pauper patients since the year

1903, which year they think a turning point ; so that

they anticipate no iiermanent increase in the number
of registered lunatics in the future under present
conditions, beyond the rise due to increase of j)opu-

lation or such as may occur from mere accumulation
through a diminished rate of discharge.

The inspectors for Ireland have issued their fifty-

ninth report. There was an increase in 1909 of the

same amount as the previous year, but rather less

than the decennial average. A table gives the num-
ber of all lunatics from 1880 to 1909, which shows
an increase in this period of 11,162. The largest

increase is in the inmates of district asylums ; the
pauper lunatics in workhouses have decreased.

The outbreak of cerebrospinal meningitis displays

a tendency to spread. Another death has occurred
in Nottingham Hospital, and two boys from one of
the most crowded districts in that city have been
taken to the isolation hospital. Cases have appeared
in Essex ; one of them died in Chelmsford Hospital,

and it is thought others may be fatal.

Further reports of ptomaine poisoning have been
received, two from Staffordshire, three from Darl-
ford, and all are attributed to tinned salmon. In
one tin cigar leaves were found. A still more
startling statement has appeared in some news-
papers, to the effect that over 100 cases of ptomaine
illness have happened in one of the prisons.

At an inquest on a child who died after the ex-
traction of seven teeth under one anesthetic the jury
found that a doctor ought to have been called to

administer it.

The Senior Fellow of the Royal College of Sur-
geons is Mr. Steet, now 92 years of age. He
was chief medical adviser at the General Post Office

for some twenty years, and retired in 1891. His
first diploma is dated 1840. He served on the con-
sulting staff of the Spanish Consulate in London.
I am told that at his great age his memory seems
good, and his intellectual faculties unimpaired.
Deputy Inspector General John Jack, R. N., died

on the 8th inst., at the age of 92. He took L. R.

C. S., Edinburgh, in 1839, joined the navy in 1842,
became staff' surgeon in 1854, fleet surgeon in 1867,
deputy inspector general of hospitals and fleets in

1875. He was the holder of the Sir Gilbert Blane
gold medal awarded to medical officers for the most
approved journals of their practice while in medical
charge of a ship of war in the Royal Navy.

Mr. John Langton, Senior \'.P., R.C.S., died
on the nth inst., aged 70. He was connected
throughout his career with St. Bartholomew's Hos-
pital, of which he was a student, and then passed
through the various positions on the surgical side

up to the consulting surgeoncy. At the Royal Col-
lege of Surgeons he became a member in 1861, and
fellow in 1865. He has served on the council and
court of examiners, and been Hunterian professor,

Bradshaw lecturer, etc. He examined in surgery
for the Sister College, was consultant to the City

Lying-In Hospital, the Trust Society, and other
institutions. He edited Holden's "Manual of Dis-
sections." and wrote valuable memoirs on hernia
and other surgical subjects in St. Bartholomew's
Hospital Reports. Heath's "Dictionarv of Surgery."
Medicochirurgical Transacfions. etc.

Dr. Lombe Atthill, a former president of the

Royal College of Physicians in Ireland, as well as of
tlie Royal .\cademy of Medicine, died suddenly on
Wednesday, at a railway station, after hurrying to
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catch a train. He was born in 1827, educated at

Dublin University, graduated there jM.B.. 1847

;

M.D.. 1865. He took L.R.C.S.I. in 1847, and
F.R.C.P.I. in i860. He retired in 1898. He
had been Master of the Rotunda, consulting

obstetric physician to the Adelaide Hospital, and
an examiner on the subject at the Queen's Uni-
versity, and other bodies. His "Lectures on Dis-

eases of Women" reached a seventh edition in 1882.

He contributed on his specialty to the Dublin Quar-
terly and other periodicals, and the obstetrical so-

ciety of which he had been president.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal,

September 22, 1910.

The Influence of Exhaustion Upon Puerperal Morbidity. Based
Upon a Study of 5,000 Puerperia. By John T. Williams.

Bacterial Vaccines in Pyogenic Infections of the Urinar>' Tract.
By H. F. Hartwell.

The Place of Tuberculin in the Immunization of Urogenital Tuber-
culosis. By Geo. P. Sanborn.

Acute Pancreatitis, with the Report of Two Cases. By Philemon E.
sdale

Tuberculosis of the Urinary Tract. ByThe Value of Tuberculii
Hugh Cabot.

Persistent Vomiting of Pregnancy. By F. W. Johnson.

The Influence of Exhaustion upon Puerperal Morbid-

ity.—^J. T. Williams bases his paper on a study of 5000

puerperia, and presents the following conclusions: (i)

A temperature of 100° F., or above, occurs at some time

during the first twelve hours after delivery in about

20.5 per cent, of all cases. (2) The temperature curve

during this period in the majority of cases corresponds

with the diurnal variation. (3) This elevation of teinpera-

ture does not necessarily correspond to the duration of

labor, but probably does to its severity. (4) The pulse-

rate is a less reliable index of exhaustion than the tem-

perature. It most commonly falls during the first twelve

hours, a rise in the majority of cases accompanying a

corresponding rise of temperature. (5) Puerperal morbid-

ity, with the exception of mastitis, increases in direct pro-

portion to the duration of labor. (6) This increase affects

equally all the more common complications of the puer-

perium. (7) Cases in which there is an elevation of tem-

perature during the first twelve hours after delivery are

followed by a higher morbidity than those in which there is

not; and when this temperature reaches to 101° or over, the

subsequent morbidity is 38.09 per cent. (8) An elevation

of pulse at the end of labor is of comparatively slight prog-

nostic importance from this standpoint, but is followed by

a slightly increased morbidity. (9) The morbidity is great-

est after the high operations, but here, as is also true of

the low operations and spontaneous delivery, the morbidity

increases in direct proportion to the duration of labor.

(10) The morbidity after low forceps is less than after

spontaneous delivery, presumably because labor is short-

ened and exhaustion lessened. (11) From every stand-

point from which it has been considered it is evident that

exhaustion during labor has a distinct influence toward in-

creasing puerperal morbidity.

Bacterial Vaccines in Pyogenic Infections of the Uri-
nary Tract.—H. F. Hartwell reports his experience in

twenty-live cases and gives two histories in detail. He
says that the milder cases of bladder infections have re-

sponded wen to this form of treatment. After the first

few inoculations the irritation, frequency, and pain in

micturition were lessened and steadily diminished. The
condition of the urine showed a corresponding but slower
improvement. The bacilluria as in kidney infection was
very obstinate. In a few of the bladder cases the urine
was obtained free from bacteria after a prolonged treat-

ment, but usually only in conjunction with a urinary anti-

septic. In the severe cases of cystitis where there were
marked changes in the bladder wall and mucosa, vaccines

did not appear to have any effect. In the acute and sub-

acute infections of the kidney pelvis, vaccines seem to

offer promising results, but the author regards his number
of cases as too small to afford definite conclusions. From
his own experience he would say that they are indicated in

acute pyelitis which does not respond to ordinary meas-
ures. They will probably furnish us with a means of at-

tacking postoperative foci such as an infected ureter

stump, which are difficult otherwise to clear up. In cys-

titis, in a limited number of cases, they offer a less trouble-

some, possibly a more rapid therapy than that by irrigations

and ordinary antiseptics.

The Place of Tuberculin in the Immunization of Uro-
genital Tuberculosis.—C. P. Sanborn gives the follow-

ing indications for the use of tuberculin in this class of

cases: (i) When we cannot e.xtirpate the organ involved,

as the bladder. (2) In organs in which the disease is in

;.n early stage without any considerable disintegration.

(3) In case the disease involves both kidneys where it is

deemed unwise to operate on either. (4) Postoperatively,

in case it is apparent that all tubercular tissue was not

removed or where organs affected could not be well extir-

pated, (s) In any case involving the bladder. (6) In any

case in which there is a suspicion that tuberculous tissue

has been left behind.

Acute Pancreatitis.—P. H. Truesdale reports two
cases, both operated on and recovering.

Value of Tuberculin in Tuberculosis of the Urinary

Tract.—H. T. Cabot finds that the remedy has been
chiefly valuable in stamping out the secondary processes

in the bladder and ureter.

Persistent Vomiting of Pregnancy.—E. W. Johnson
reports one case. In one pregnancy all nourishment by

mouth was stopped and every two hours a minim of iodine

and creosote were dropped on the tongue. In a second

pregnancy in the same patient five grains of thyroid extract

were given subcutaneously every eight hours. Relief fol-

lowed in both instarces.

New York Medical Journal

September 24, 1910.

Ambulance Surgery—Its Problems. By Thomas A. Cheatham.
Epistaxis in Its Relation to Various Constitutional Diseases. By
Harold Hays.

Ether. By Joseph B. Hogan.
Observations on the Treatment of Peritonitis. By M. F. Gold-

bcrger.
The Munich Psychiatric Course of 1909. By Louis Casamajor and

Morris J. Karpas.
Standardization of Blood Pressure. By Abdullah K. Sallom.
Dr. Pohly's Cases of ".Anemic Ulcer" of the Throat. By G. Frank

Lydston.
Aconite. By John Knott.

Problems of Ambulance Surgery.—Thomas A. Cheat-

ham describes the ambulance system of New York City,

and the problems of diagnosis and treatment that present

themselves to the ambulance surgeon. Amid the crowded

and heterogeneous conditions of the large city there is

an ideal field for diagnostic experience, and for coping

with problems that embrace every phase of medicine.

Epistaxis in Relation to Constitutional Diseases.—
Harold Hays states that the constitutional causes of epis-

taxis are alterations in the constituents of the blood, dis-

ease of the blood vessels, obstruction to the circulation,

vicarious discharge, lowered resistance of the tissues due

to chemical and bacterial toxins, and pathological infective

changes in the nasal mucosa caused by a general disease.

The constitutional diseases with which epistaxis is associ-

ated are divided into seven groups : Group I. infectious

diseases; typhoid fever, etc. Group II, anemias and other

blood conditions. Group III, circulatory diseases, includ-

ing diseases of the heart, liver, kidneys, and blood vessels.

Group IV, respiratory diseases. Group V, specific local

inflammations, as syphilis, tuberculosis, leprosy, carcinoma.

Group VI, miscellaneous diseases : vicarious menstruation,

caisson disease. Group VII, drug poisoning: phosphorus,

chloralamide, salicylic acid compounds.
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Practical Administration of Ether.—Jo.sepli B. llogan,
among other things, emphasizes several points that will do
much toward lessening the tendency to or even obviating

nausea and vomiting. They are : proper previous diet,

thorough bowel elimination, mental preparedness, gradual
induction of anesthesia, assisting drainage of the nose and
throat by the lateral position of the head, and finally the
administration of the minimum amount of ether necessary

to attain the desired state of anesthesia.

The Treatment of Peritonitis.—M. F. Goldberger re-

ports the results of the treatment of twenty-nine cases of
appendicitis with diffuse peritonitis, with the aid of the

Fowler position and the Murphy method of proctolysis. It

depended upon "early and direct attack of the infection,

minimal disturbance of the surrounding tissues, and intelli-

gent after-care." The abdomen was opened, appendi.x

was located, hgated, and removed, intestinal contents and
pus were allowed to flow out and were mopped up with

gauze sponges, the gut was handled as little as possible,

drainage was instituted and the abdomen was closed

around the drains. The patient was kept in the Fowler
position from two to six days, and the drains were grad-

ually removed within one week. The Fowler position is

the only means by which pus and toxic products in the

peritoneal cavity are kept in the pelvis, where the absorp-

tive powers of the peritoneum and lymph glands are much
less than at the diaphragmatic region. As soon as the

patient is put to bed proctolysis is begun. This is one of

the simplest of procedures, and should be continued from
one to three days, or until the toxic symptoms disappear,

and during this period, in severe cases, the nozzle should

never be removed from the rectum. As a cardiac stimulant,

camphorated oil, hypodermically, was found of value.

Intravenous saline solution, with adrenalin, was the most

powerful agent for combating shock before, during, or

after operation. Eserine salicylate, 1/64 grain, every four

hours, for four doses, following operation, was of value

in stimulating the involuntary muscle of the intestine,

aiding in the expulsion of gases, and in the prevention of

adynamic ileus. For the latter, when vomiting was present,

gastric lavage was practised, and carminative enemas with

magnesium sulphate were given. For mechanical ileus

surgical intervention is the only solution. The cases suc-

cessfully terminated with no deaths.

The Munich Psychiatric Course of igog.—Louis Casa-

major and Morris J. Karpas describe the postgraduate

course of psychiatry established by Professor Kraepelin.

Standardization of Blood Pressure.—Abdullah K.

Sallom found that normally the blood pressure does not

vary more than about 0.3 millimeters of mercury, and is

to be expressed by the following equation : Mm. Hg. -^

(W. C. XC.) = P. ; in which mm. Hg. represents the

height of the column of mercury; W. C. the width of the

cuff employed; C. the circumference of the arm, and P. the

pressure. The pressure exerted by any fluid depends upon

its height and the size of its base. Hence, the area upon

which the pressure is exerted plays a most important role.

If the systolic pressure of a given case is 125 mm. Hg.,

and if 24 square inches is the total area of the cuflf, one

square inch will support a column of 5.21 mm. Hg. This

is known as the pressure per square inch. Age has been

found to have no influence upon this unit pressure. The

contradictory statement of other observers has been due

to the fact that the circumference of the arm was not

taken into consideration. The same is true in regard to

sex. Many cases showing differences in the systolic blood

pressure as denoted by the height of the column of mer-

cury, nevertheless when standardized gave practically the

same ratio for the square inch. The author finds it con-

venient to express the blood pressure readings as standard-

ized in terms of units. These are obtained by taking

the figure or figures before and the first figure after the

decimal to represent the number of units. For example,

4.82 mm. Hg. per sq. inch would be spoken of as 48

units. With this unit system it is assured that undreamed
of results will be obtained and that the subject will assume
an importance c(iual even to the study of temperature.

Cases of Anemic Ulcer of the Throat.—G. Frank
Lydston questions the diagnosis of these cases as reported

in a previous number of the journal.

Aconite.—John Knott continues his article on this

drug: its place in history, mythology, criminology, botany,

therapeutics, and toxicology.

Journal of the American Medical Association,
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Alopecia and Sebo V,y Cliarles J. Whitelopei

A Study of tlie Bacterial Flora of the Nasal Mucosa in the Presence
of Rhinitis. By Will Walter.

Choked Disc in Its Relation to Cerebral Tumor and Trephining.
By Alfred Saenger.

A Case of Diffuse, Purulent, Ventriculoseptal Myocarditis with
Adams-Stokes' Syndrome. By Harvey G. Beck and William Royal
Stokes.

Study of a Case of Heartblock with Alternation of the Systolic and
Diastolic Jugular Waves. By Isaac Ivan Lemann.

Instruction of the Public in Antituberculosis Measures by a Travel-
ing Car Exhibit. By George Iloman.

The External Preparations of the U. S. P. and National Formulary.
By C. S. N. Hallberg.

Medicopharmaceutical Ethics. By A. S. Musante.
The New Test for Cancer of the Stomach, with Suggested Improve-

ment. By J. W. Weinstein.
A Clinical Study of a Case of Pseudoleukemic Anemia of Infancy
(Von .Taksch). By Theodore J. Elterich.

Dislocation of Shoulder Joint Complicated by Fracture, with Report
of Two Cases. By John S. McEwan.

A Contribution to Experimental Human Poliomyelitis. By Simon
Flexner.

The Arsenical Treatment of Syphilis. By John B. Murphy.

Alopecia and Seborrhea.—C. J. White formulates the

lowing conclusions upon a study of 794 cases: (i) Alo-

pecia accompanied by dandruff is the commonest type of

loss of hair. (2) Women are more prone to alopecia than

men in the proportion of 54 to 46. (3) Possible and

principal causal factors of alopecia are hereditary in 30

per cent., dandruff in 79 per cent., systemic depression in

20 per cent., fever in 11 per cent., and maltreatment of the

scalp in 50 per cent. (4) Alopecia simplex develops before

the age of 30 in 84 per cent, of men, but in only 33 per

cent, of women. Dandruff behaves in a similar manner and

before the age of 25 attacks 61 per cent, of its future male

victims, but only 32 per cent, of its female. (6) Loss of

hair in alopecia furfuracea comports itself with these

previous two findings, appearing before the age of 25 in

67 per cent, of the men, but in only 34 per cent, of the

women. Men are attacked earlier than women with alo-

pecia and seborrhea, but eventually women rather than

men fall victims to these conditions. (7) When dandruff

is present it is apt to be abundant rather than slight, oily

rather than dry, and to be accompanied by itching. (8)

Drugs most successful in the treatment of dandruff and
loss of hair are bichloride of mercury, tannic acid, and
chloral hydrate. (9) From a temporary view while thera-

peutic results are disheartening, a good response follows

in 48 per cent, of men and 56 per cent, of women. Sebor-

rhea simplex is a disease of childhood or early adult life,

developing before the age of 30 in 71 per cent, of men
and 96 per cent, of women. Other seborrheas of the skin,

such as acne vulgaris, acne rosacea, eczema seborrheicum

and Fordyce's disease, may accompany loss of hair and
dandruff. (10) Dyspepsia, on the other hand, exists in a

surprisingly small percentage of these cases. Seborrhea
simplex is a truer form of dandruff than that accompany-
ing loss of hair. (11) In alopecia areata dandruff is a

frequent accompaniment, and we also find one attack of

the disease apt to be followed by one or more later out-

breaks. (12) In alopecia areata and in ringworm of the

scalp the region most affected is the occipital.

Study of the Bacterial Flora of the Nasal Mucosa in

the Presence of Rhinitis.—W. Walter has investigated

250 cases. He says that the evidence seems indicative that

the diphtheroids, particularly the Bacilhts seginentosus of
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Cautley are concerned in the production of common cold

in its typical manifestation in the nose, and that there is

much evidence that it occurs in epidemic form. The M.
catarrhalis is much more general in its manifestation, and

probably more severe in its effects, while the symbiosis of

the two increases the virulence. The pneumobaciUus of

Friedlaender is much more concerned in chronic condi-

tions and is probably identical with the ozena bacillus.

The pneumococcus of Fraenkel flourishes in any part of the

respiratory tract, and when virulent has been found in pure

culture. Clinically the segmentosus is most likely to be

in the nose, but may cause otitis media ; M. catarrhalis is

most apt to invade the larynx and trachea, but may occur

in the ear or nose with variable frequency. The pneumo-
baciUus is mostly confined to the nose and sinuses. Pyo-

genic cocci are non-pathogenic locally e.xcept as secondary

invaders. The bacterial flora of the nose in America does

not materially differ from that of other countries, but

the ratio of finding must be largely governed by environ-

ment, occupation, social position, etc.

Choked Disc in Relation to Cerebral Tumor and
Trephining.—A. Saenger discusses theories of choked
disc and reviews the literature of the subject with the

theories of various authors and summarizes nineteen per-

sonal cases. In two of these choked disc decreased only

after the trephining hole had been enlarged, allowing a

great outflow of cerebrospinal fluid. In two cases decom-
pression had no effect whatever so far as the choked disc

was concerned. These were cases of extraordinarily large-

sized, rapidly increasing brain tumors. In only one case,

a tumor of the base, the operation was followed by
high fever and speedy death. In all the rest the etTect

of decompression on choked disc was obvious. By decom-
pression the author implies not merely trephining, but

removal of the dura. In all the author reports 26 cases

of decompression. Seven were tumors of the cerebellum,

three were cases of tumors of the acoustic nerve, one, a

tumor of the parietal lobe, the patient living for nine

months, three were tumors of the frontal lobe, three

tumors of the base. In the latter decompression was of

no avail. Five cases are referred to, all presenting symp-
toms of a brain tumor, choked disc, headache, vomiting,

etc. When decompression was performed there was no
tumor found. All the patients recovered and are now
leading active lives.

A Case of Diffuse Purulent Ventriculo-Septal Myo-
carditis with Adams-Stokes' Syndrome.—H. G. Beck and
\V. R. Stokes report this case of diffuse suppurative myo-
carditis. Clinical history indicates that the patient had
been suffering from syncopal attacks for seven months.
It is difficult to account for the earlier attacks unless it can
be believed that there were recurrent purulent infiltrations

of the bundle of His with damage to the muscular fibers.

There was found on autopsy an acute primary purulent
infiltration involving the bundle of His.

A Study of a Case of Heart Block.—See Medical
Record, Vol. 77, page lojg.

Instruction of the Public in Antituberculosis Measures
by a Traveling Car Exhibit.—George Homan gives a

description of a car used in Missouri with an account of
its tour throughout the State. At different points there
was hearty cooperation with the local authorities, societies,

etc.

External Preparations of the U. S. P. and the
National Formulary.—S. X. Hallberg discusses various
preparations of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia and National
Formulary.

Medico-Pharmaceutical Ethics.—A. S. Musante
speaks of drugstore prescribing, substitution, crude dis-

pensing, etc.

New Test for Cancer of the Stomach with Suggested
Improvements.—Description of the tryptophan test.

by J. W. Weinstein. \ serious obstacle in the way of its

employment reliably is the fact that free hydrochloric acid

interferes with the activity of the cancer enzyme, or may
destroy it altogether.

Clinical Study of a Case of Pseudoleukemic Anemia
of Infancy.—T. J. Eltcrich reports the carefully pre-

pared history of one case with autopsy findings.

Dislocation of Shoulder Joint Complicated by Frac-
ture.—J, S. McEwan reports two cases of this complica-
tion, in one of which he operated. The success in this case

leads him to advise operation in all similar cases.

The Contribution of Experimental to Human Polio-

myelitis.—S. Flexner states that the experimental study
of poliomyelitis has yielded a large number of important

facts relating to the disease occurring through infection

in man. He is inclined to the belief that there may be

several varieties of poliomyelitis, but that the epidemic

form, like the epidemic form of meningitis, may be distin-

guished from the rest by being invariably the product of a

specific microorganism.

The Arsenical Treatment of Syphilis.—J. B. Murphy
reports a case of chancre derived from a conin^in drinking

cup, which case showed marked improvement after a two
weeks' treatment with sodium cacodylate.

The Lancet

Scptcwber 17, 1910.

Vaccine Therapy: Its Administration, \'alue and Limitations. By
Sir Almroth E. Wright.

A Case of Chondrocarcinoma of the Testis. By William Sheen.
H. A. Scholberg and R. L. Mackenzie Wallis.

The Enucleation of Tonsils with the Guillotine. By Samuel S.
Whillis and Frederick C. Pybus.

Verminous .\ppendicitis. By H. A. Lediard.
A Note on the Toxicology of Carbon Monoxide. By W. James
Wilson.

The Ventilation of Ships, Particularly Merchant Ships. By Fleet-
Surgeon W. E. Home.

The Pioneer in the Hygiene of Ventilation. By David Eraser
Ha

.orium and Industrial Insurance for the Tr
By T. D. Lister and W. D. Wilkins.

Vaccine Therapy.—Sir Almroth E. Wright discusses

the administration, value, and limitations of this new thera-

peutic measure, whose fundamental principle is to exploit

in the interest of the infected tissues the unexercised im-

munizing capacities of the uninfected tissues. As regards

its clinical limitations, these are not so narrow as have

been contended. Vaccine therapy promises to be brilliantly

successful in pneumonia ; it holds out promise in typhoid

fever and in many forms of rheumatism ; it supplies the

only ray of hope in endocarditis ; inoculation or a system of

regulated autoinoculation is the only standby in phthisis

;

it has already proved its superiority over operative pro-

cedures in tuberculous glands and many other forms of

tuberculous infection; it has also given very favorable re-

sults in diseases of the mouth, nose, ear, and genitourinary

system. Extensive tuberculous ulcers have healed up

under vaccine therapy without the formation of scar tissue,

.r-ray dermatitis, with extensive streptococcus infection,

inflammatory trouble at the roots of the teeth, and pruritus

ani have all responded favorably to the use of vaccine.

It is probable, also, that these may yet be of value in hay

fever, urinary calculus, indigestion, vomiting, and flatulent

distention of the stomach, epilepsy, cancer, diabetes, and

enuresis. As regards the bacteriological limitations, it is

noted that a complete and exact diagnosis is a necessary

preliminary to a successful application of vaccine therapy.

The risk of accepting an incomplete for a complete diag-

nosis is most conspicuous in connection with syphilitic and

tuberculous infections. In cases of long-standing infec-

tions repeated inoculations are necessary. The measure-

ment of the opsonic power of the blood is a partial evalu-

ation of the antibacterial defences of the body ; it increases

and diminishes in correlation with the patient's clinical

condition. In ordinary cases of localized streptococcus, or

staphylococcus infection, it is not necessary to measure
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the opsonic index, for in these cases the apprupriiite doses
of vaccine are known, and the clinical symptoms furnish a
sufficient guide. This is also true of acne and croupous
pneumonia. In dealing with a case of staphylococcus infec-

tion, such as sycosis, which has obtained a firm iiold upon
the patient, it is often necessary to regulate the dose hy
means of estimations of the opsonic inde.x. This holds

true of the chronic streptococcus infections associated with

tuberculous diseases of bone, and of the chronic coliform

infections.

Chondrocarcinoma of the Testis.—William Sheen,
H. A. Scholberg, and R. L. Mackenzie Wallis report a rare

case of this growth, belonging to the class "embryoma."
Enucleation of Tonsils with the Guillotine.—Samiul

S. Whillis and Frederick C. Pybus state that the importance

of total removal of diseased tonsils is not sufficiently

recognized. By a special method of using the Lenno.x

Brown modification of the McKenzie guillotine, they were
able in nearly fifty per cent, of all cases, including tonsils

of all shapes and sizes, to enucleate the tonsil complete in

its capsule in one piece. The anatomical condition of the

tonsillar lacunae makes them readily retain any infected

material, and they have been found to contain most patho-

genic organisms. In a fair proportion of cases the tonsil

is not enlarged, but is considerably diseased, and the doc-

trine of septicity, not size, is an important one. Fre-

quently the most septic cases are those in which there may
be a considerable mass embedded in the pharyngeal wall.

while there is seen only a small slit between the faucial

pillars. The baneful effects of tonsillar infection are

numerous, as follows: Recurrent sore throats, peritonsillar

abscess due to infection through the bases of the lacuns.

foul breath, and bad tastes in the mouth, tuberculosis of

the cervical glands originating from infection througli

the tonsil, acute and chronic rheumatism resulting from

streptococcic infection, and a small septic tonsil may be

the cause of a general ill-health, and often the undiscovered

focus of some distant infection. The advantages of ton-

sillar enucleation by means of the guillotine are that the

method is simple, rapid (the total time required to do ten

cases being forty minutes), it can be performed under

ethyl chloride anesthesia, is applicable to tonsils of all

shapes and sizes, the whole operation is under direct vision,

and the pressure e.xerted by the finger and by the guilln-

tine can be regulated to a nicety.

Verminous Appendicitis.—H. A. Leiliard reports a

case of appendicitis in a child in which tlie appendi.x after

removal was found to contain a nest of actively moving

threadworms.

Toxicology of Carbon Monoxide.—\V. James Wilson

conmients upon the increased toxicity of water-gas as com-

pared with coal-gas.

British Medical Journal,

Sfttcnibcr !-, 1910-

Remarks on Eighteen Cases of Spinal Analgesia by the Stovaine-
Strychnine Method of Tonnesco, Including Six Cases of High
Dorsal Puncture. By L^wrie McGavin.

Remarks on Anesthetizing Patients for Operations on the Throat.
Nose and Accessory Sinuses. By Stuart V. Stock.

State Insurance and the Poor Law Commission. By T. H. Keay.
State Invalidity and Sick Insurance. By E. Rowland FotherKill.

Spinal Analgesia by the Stovaine-Strychnine Method

of Jonnesco.—Lawrie McGavin, in reporting the results

of the use of this method in eighteen cases states that

Jonnesco's method is based on the supposition that the

addition of neutral strychnine sulphate to the stovaine

employed is capable of overcoming the danger of respira-

tory paralysis when the injection is made between the

spines of the first and second dorsal vertebrae, or when,

the solution having been injected at a lower level, it has

been purposely allowed to gravitate to the upper regions

of the cord, the patient being in the Trendelenberg posi-

tion He states that he has not been convinced of the

safety of Jnimesco's method; that it has not borne out the

contention that the addition of strychnine is capable of

preventing respiratory paralysis. .Mthough the latter

occurs in some cases, in others there is no sign

of it. The method appears to be fraught with considerable

danger. Four successful cases of high puncture serve,

so far as analgesia above the phrenics is concerned, to

show that the method has, at least, some element of possi-

bility in it ; it is, however, uncertain, imperfect at present,

and of doubtful value in replacing general anesthesia. The
cases of low puncture serve to show little else than that

strychnine can be injected into the spinal canal without

producing spastic symptoms, and that it undoubtedly re-

sults in a shortening of the period of analgesia usually

resulting from the use of stovaine alone. The effects of

the analgesia on the cranial nerves appear to be irregular.

The first, second, third, and fourth nerves remain unaf-

fected: the fifth and seventh are at times under control;

the sixth, eighth, ninth, tenth, and twelfth are unaf-

fected, while the eleventh may or may not be paralyzed.

Stovaine is not a cardiac depressant, although it is to some
extent a vasodilator. The author can see no object in

adding strychnine to cases of low spinal analgesia, since

no difficulty has been found without its use even when such

analgesia has been pushed to the level of the clavicles.

This height is not to be aimed at. The author prefers the

stovaine-glucose method of Barker, by means of which

500 operations have been performed in the Seamen's Hos-
pital with entire satisfaction.

Anesthesia for Operations on the Throat, Nose, and
Accessory Sinuses.—Stuart V. Stock describes his

routine mctliod of inducing anesthesia with ethyl chloride

and ether, and then, after a varying time, of substituting the

two-bottle method—namely, a plain domette-covered mask
(Murray's) and two drop bottles, one containing chloro-

form, the other ether. These two anesthetics are added
to the mask in such quantities and at such intervals as

may be thought necessary, the smallest possible amount of

chloroform being used, and at times altogether omitted,

resulting in a pure open ether administration. The method
is superior to using a definite mi.xture of the two drugs,

as the proportions can be so easily varied to suit individual

cases.

State Insurance and the Poor Law Commission.—J.

H. Keay states that State insurance would provide an

adequate remedy for a great deal of poverty and pauper-

ism due to inadequate medical attendance. He discusses

this subject in relation to private practice, to voluntary

insurance by means of clubs, friendly societies, and provi-

dent dispensaries, to charity through the medium of hos-

pitals and medical missions, and describes a system of

compulsory insurance.

State Invalidity and Sick Insurance.—E. Rowland
Fothergill states that the physical deterioration resulting

from unemployment, insufficient or bad food and housing,

and neglected ailments, with all the consequent injury to

succeeding generations, require that the State recognize

their existence and urgency, and should take steps to stop

this human wastage. The scheme should be worked on an
insurance basis, and the State would guarantee to the

beneficiaries medical attendance during accident and illness,

>ick pay during accident and illness, pensions when per-

manently out of work through illness before being seventy

years of age, sustenance and medical attendance for the

families of those laid by, and adequate wages during unem-
ployment due to no cause over which the beneficiary had a

control, or which is a result of physical defects. In addi-

tion, the State would guarantee to trade unions, friendly

societies, State hospitals and dispensaries, nursing and
convalescent homes, nursing associations, and all branches
of the medical profession, adequate funds wherewith to

meet the claims on their respective services.
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Berliner klinische Wochenschrift,

September ;, 1910.

Early Symptoms of Tetanus (continued from last

number).—Evler continues the description of the pro-

dromes and early symptoms of tetanus traumaticus. which

well illustrate the subtle and multiform nature of the

symptoms before trismus sets in. Precardial anxiety and

oppression are doubtless of medullary origin, and are

seen in other intoxications. A not uncommon early symp-

tom is cough of a spasmodic type which closely simulates

pertussis. Epileptiform convulsions may accompany tris-

mus. Contrary to certain teachings, there may be little

or no fever in the early stages. The pulse varies greatly

—

may be slow or rapid by turns. Dicrotism or skipping a

pulse-beat may be present. As already stated, the pulse is

stronger in an affected limb. Trismus is preceded by

paroxysms of yawning; the jaws may "snap" in this act

and may even be subluxated. These acts of yawning are

accompanied by pains in the temporal and masseter mus-

cles. Nose-bleed is common. Some cases suggest a

toxemia; others rather a simple anemia. Sometimes the

cheeks are flushed, at others pale, with pallid lips. The

expression in general changes, the patient looking woe-

begone. The particular expression sometimes seen and

due to spasm of the "smiling" muscles—commonly known

as risus sardonicus—is well enough known to readers.

Hyperacusis occurs, resembling that produced by non-toxic

doses of strychnia. This is usually followed by auditory

hallucinations and deafness—due perhaps to spasm in the

tensor tympani and stapedius muscles. Of special interest

is the sudden blanching of individual hairs or hair tufts.

Stiffness of the limbs, with rheumatoid pains, is a com-

mon symptom. With these in an undoubted hypersensi-

tiveness to cold and a resulting tendency for artificial

heat in all forms. There is weakness in the total muscula-

ture and an intentions-tremor in all common acts like

shaving. These weaknesses may be accompanied at times

by violent spasmodic acts. Thus a patient who can hardly

protrude his tongue may have it bitten by a spasm of

the chewing muscles. Increased perspiration is an early

and constant symptom, the sweat possessing, from old

records to the present, all kinds of disagreeable proper-

ties. Speech disturbances are common and variable. So

many nervous symptoms occur that tetanus, it would seem,

should be placed under the neuroses, as has often been

done. If tetanus be not a traumatic neurosis, then there

is no such category of disease—judged clinically, of course.

The same is true of rabies humana, and both conditions

may exist on a purely neurotic basis. The author devotes

much space to diagnosis, in which a score of diseases may
require differentiation ; likewise to the early treatment

largely in the prodromic stage and with special reference

to serotherapy.

Vaccine Treatment of Gonorrheal Complications.

—

Reiter and Friedlander have passed on this subject,

which is of exclusively British origin, in a favorable, albeit

critical, fashion. Reiter, taking the theoretic end, deduces

from Wright's original postulates the following principles

of treatment: (i) Affections localized and not severe may
be selected by serological methods and treated with com-

plete serological control. (2) In markedly localized disease

small immunizing doses must be first used ; then, after

three to five days, medium doses should be used on an

increasing scale. The increase should not be extended

too far, and after a maximum is reached no injection

should be given for a week or ten days, after which it may
be resumed at the leaving-off dose. Exceptions in which
higher quantities are given are furnished only in excep-

tional cases—as when gonorrheal furuncles threaten to

break through the skin. The practical end, handled by
Friedlander, comes out as follows : Epididymitis in all

stages—twenty-five cases—was treated beneficially in a ma-
jority of cases. Reading between the lines we must con-

clude that the resource proved very satisfactory. In a

small series of cases of acute prostatitis there was no

evidence that the treatment made good. The remaining

material, comprising gonorrhea of the adnexa of both

sexes, did not show, by reason perhaps of the small num-
ber of cases, that the vaccine treatment offered any ad-

vantage. Friedlander suras up as follows : There were

unusually good results in both acute and subacute gonor-

rheal prostatitis. In all other complications the results

were dubious. He would, in fact, continue to employ the

silver treatment in some of its manifold phases.

Wassermann's Reaction with "606."—Lange, assistant

to Wechselmann, sums up his experience as follows : He
has now treated 268 cases with "606," which have been

submitted to Wassermann's test at various times. It is

apparently assumed that all these cases gave at the outset

a positive Wassermann. But after four or five weeks

positive cases were limited to 153. Further study of the

article shows that eighteen of the original cases untreated

gave a negative reaction, although these comprised one case

of syphilis maligna and one of early tabes. This leaves

sixteen cases, and of these nine had gone through thor-

ough mercurial treatment. There were two cases of clin-

ical chancre which gave a negative Wassermann and no

results from "606." So the remaining cases may be rea-

soned away in such manner as to throw doubt on our

ability to recognize or treat syphilis according to rule.

In this series many of the subjects were practically pre-

doomed to death by the heart, lungs, arteries, kidneys, etc.

To drag in an allied factor in such miscellaneous material

would seem unfair. All this participation of syphilis in

lethal or dangerous affections must needs be eliminated in

considering individual series.

Munchener medizinische Wochenschrift,

September 6, 1910.

A Procedure for Nitrous Oxide-Oxygen Anesthesia.

—Neu, as a result of animal experiment plus clinical ex-

perience, believes that an extreme combination of anesthet-

ics may lead to a desired result. Thus in a given case he

combines morphine, scopolamin, introus oxide and oxygen,

thereby acquiring an ideal narcosis, with no deleterious

effects on the heart and lungs, and without unpleasant

sequels of any sort.

On the Action of "606" on Psoriasis and Lichen

Ruber.—Schwabe, after relating several cases, states

that the action of 606 upon these two diseases is of

especial interest. It has been assumed that these two af-

fections are of spirillic origin, so that a spirillotropic sub-

stance like 606 might naturally attack them. Despite the-

ory, however, numerous cases of these chronic skin diseases

have actually yielded to the 606 remedy. It is, however,,

possible that psoriasis and lichen may be actually due

to a specific neurodermatitis which comes readily under

the domain of an antisyphilitic remedy. At present the skin

conditions may be due either primarily or secondarily to the

e.xciting cause.

Amyloidosis in Japan.—Tanaka notes the relative in-

frequency of general amyloid disease in Japan. This re-

fers naturally to the clinical expression of the disease.

A microscopic study of the viscera of miscellaneous cada-

vers, especially those dead from tuberculosis, syphilis, can-

cer, shows abundant evidence of amyloidosis. It affects,,

however, local tissues, and is demonstrable by special chem-

ical reactions. Thus we may find foci of amyloidosis in

a kidney without functional anomalies; or we may find the

same as part of a picture of chronic nephritis. The same

is true of other tissues which tend to show amyloidosis.

According to the degree or quality present, the amyloid^
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element may be regarded as actively patliogoiiic or only
accidentally present. The author believes that amyloid tis-

sue is no other than a combination of nitrogenous albumins
with chondroitin sulphuric acid. That amyloidosis cuts no
greater figure in the visceral pathology of the Japanese is

explained by the vegetarian or N-poor diet of the average
Japanese.

Gonorrheal Peritonitis in Man Bodenstein refers

naturally to the paucity of cases of peritoneal gonorrhea
in man as compared with the frequent incidence of this

sort in women. Without going beyond the details in a

particular instance, the author cites an illustrative case.

Youth aged 22, with typical urethral discharge. Treated
with a silver salt and urotropin. About two weeks after

diagnosis patient showed a decided inflammatory reaction,

and was operated on for appendicitis. Nothing found in

the ordinary expectation, but evidences of serositis. The
old experience that peritonitis may result from spcrmato-

cystitis is only emphasized in that connection.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift,

September 8, 1910.

Toxemia of Pregnancy.—Hofbauer reviews to date

our knowledge of this condition or, better, of these condi-

tions. The development of the fetus and its envelopes has

a certain reaction upon the mother which under definite

conditions assumes the picture of a severe autointoxication.

It no longer appears likely that the toxemia is due to the

failure of the mother to produce antibodies to neutralize

the supposedly foreign albumins of the fetus, placenta, etc.

The evidence to-day accuses certain enzymes formed in

the placenta, concerning which we know but little. Even
in normal pregnancy degenerative processes in the liver

and kidney may be demonstrated, the result of fetal in-

fluences. At the same time we find a hyperplasia of the

glands which possess an internal secretion, such as the

thyroid. With such associated changes practically con-

stant, and indicative of metabolic anomalies, it is not diffi-

cult to understand that these normal anomalies may pass

readily into definite toxicoses, manifested in one case by

eclampsia, in another by pernicious vomiting. Thus far

our knowledge of these conditions is histological and

biochemical, etc. We have not attained further to a

knowledge of the pathogenesis of these autointoxications.

Bronze-Diabetes.—Ridder does not seem to have ad-

vanced our knowledge of this obscure aflfection. His paper

consists of the relation of a case, with a recapitulation of

the views of authorities. His own case may be summed

up as follows: Four years before the death of a certain

patient there appeared pigmentation of the extremities,

with slight edema over the tibis. There was evidently no

diagnosis made at the time. One year later enlarged

liver was made out, with diagnosis of "hypertrophic cirrho-

sis of the liver" with cutaneous pigmentation. At this

period there was no diabetes, alimentary glycosuria, or

carbohydrate intolerance. But six months before death

the picture became one of typical bronze-diabetes. T his

case admittedly throws no light on the latter aTection.

cases of which tend to exist stii generis. In the author s,

as in many other cases, it is impossible to establish a conse-

quential relationship between supposititious causal factors

and the disease itself. There are elements which ^are

known to set up disease, but not the disease in question.

The only constant element is the injury of the liver

parenchyma by some unknown noxa, which betrays its

presence by pigmentary changes, yet which cannot be recog-

nized anatomically. The injury to the liver parenchyma is

shown by the accumulation of the products of blood de-

composition in that gland and eventually in other glands.

These ofTending substances finally set up pancreatic glyco-

suria.

Influence of Momburg's Method on the Heart and

Circulation.—Tornai, in discussing Momburg's aorta

compression warns against its too free use in diagnostic

procedures. The recent tendency has been to employ it

as a test of the circulation. He would never employ it

in heart disease, arteriosclerosis, nephritis, Basedow's dis-

ease, or even in simple plethora, .^.ny patient with one

of these diseases may die on the table as a result of

aortic compression. It is cold comfort to assert that no

blood was lost in the trial. The author appears to deal

throughout with abdominal compression with a rubber tube.

In some cases, at least, powerful heart stimulants were

freely used during the experiments.

Clinical Value of the Pinoff Levulose Test for Sugar

in the Urine.—Fleischer and Takeda deal wholly with

the Pinoff test for levulose as advanced in 1905. They con-

clude that its value for the recognition of levulose in the

urine is useful only under certain conditions. In com-

parison with the Selivanolif reaction it may be said that

both are certain, yet both may fail.

The Medical Record is pleased io receive all new
publications which may be sent to It, and an acknowledg-
ment will promptly be made of their receipt under this

heading, but it must be with the distinct understanding that

it is under no obligation to notice or revietv any publica-

tion received by it which In the judgment of its editor mill

not be of interest to Its readers.

L'Aerophagie. Par le Dr. H. Mai'dan. umo; paper;
160 pages; illustrated; 2 fr. 50. G. Steinheil, Paris, France.
Praktische Winke fur die chlorarme Ern.ahrung.

Von Prof. Dr. H. Strauss. 8vo; paper; 37 pages;

M., i.oo. S. Karger, Berlin, Germany.
Die Kopulation der Netzhaut mix der Aderhaut durch

Kon'taktverdindung zwischen Sinnesepithel und Pig-
mentepithel. Von. Dr. R. Halben. 8vo; paper; 31 pages;
M., I.oo. S. Karger, Berlin, Germany.
The Practitioner's Case Book. Folio; 239 pages. In-

terstate Medical Journal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Syphilis. By Thomas Pugh Beddoes, M.B., B.C.

(Camb.), F.R.C.S. (Eng.). 8vo; cloth; 230 pages; $2.00

net. Paul B. Hoeber, New York.
Transactions of the .American Dermatological Asso-

ciation at its Thirty-third .Annual Meeting, Philadel-

phia, June 3, 4, 5, 1909. 8vo; paper; illustrated. Associa-
tion.

Therapeutic Action of Light. By C. E. Rogers, M.D.
8vo; cloth; 323 pages; illustrated. Corydon E. Rogers,
New York.
Operattve Surgery. Vol. II. By Treves and Hutchin-

son. 8vo; 821 pages; illustrated; half morocco. Lea &
Febiger, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lectures on Surgical Nursing. By E. Stanmore
Bishop, F.R.C.S. Eng. i6mo. ; cloth: 143 pages; illustrated;

$1.00. Wm. Wood & Co., New York.
Aids to Microscopic Diagnosis. By Ernest Blake Knox,

B..\., M.D. (Dubl. Univ.). i6mo; cloth; 156 pages; $1.00.

Wm. Wood & Co., New York.
Difficult Labor. By G. Ernest Herman, M.B. Lond.,

F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S. i2mo: cloth; 147 pages; illustrated;

$2.50. Wm. Wood & Co.. New York.
Diseases of the Ear. By A. A. Gray, M.D. 8vo; cloth;

388 nages ; illustrated
; $4.25. Wm. Wood & Co., New

York.
Scarlet Fever. By Robert Milne, M.D., Aber. 8vo;

cloth; 80 pages; $1.00. Wm. Wood & Co., New York.
Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. By Daniels and Al-

COCK. 8vo ; cloth ; 283 pages ; illustrated ; $3.00 net. Wm.
Wood & Co., New York.
Pulmonary Tuberculosis and Sanatorium Treatment.

By C. Muthu. M.D., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. 8vo; cloth; 201

pages • illustrated
;

$2.00 net. Wm. Wood & Co., New
York.
Diseases of the Colon. By P. Lockhart Mummery,

F.R.C.S. 8vo; cloth; 322 pages; illustrated; $3.25. Wm.
Wood & Co., New York.
Lectures on Cosmetic Tre.^tment. By Edmund Saal-

FELD, M.D. i2mo; 186 pages; cloth; $1.75. Paul B. Hoe-
ber, i\ew York.
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Dislocations .^nd Joi.nt Fkactlres. By Frederic J. Cot-

ton, A.M.. M.D., First .\ssistant Surgeon to the Boston

City Hospital; .Assistant Professor of Clinical Surgery

in Tufts College Medical School, Boston. With 1201

illustrations. 830 from drawings by the author. Phila-

delphia and London: W. B. Saunders Co., 1910.

This appearance of a work fully covering the subject of

dislocations and joint fractures is justified by the vast

progress that has been made within recent years in the

diagnosis and treatment of these conditions, which prog-

ress may be attributed largely to the ernployment of the

.v-rays as an accessory method of diagnosis. Moreover, to

quote the author, "injuries to and about joints constitute

one of the most doubtful fields of surgery, a field strewn

with wrecks.—the products of mistakes and of unavoid-

able difiiculties, prolific in discontent and in resultant ac-

tions at law—actions based only too often on unavoidable

uncertainty or error." The value of a work of this kind

to the general practitioner is obvious, for he is called upon,

and should be able, to treat most fractures and disloca-

tions. The author discusses the common types of fracture

and luxation, their diagnosis and characteristic .r-ray ap-

pearances, and describes with the aid of numerous illus-

trations the methods of reduction and the application of

apparatus. The common failures in reduction and the ex-

pected complications are carefully detailed, together with

the method.s of their detecti.on and remedy. .After-

treatment and prognosis are also fully covered. One of

the many admirable features of this book is the fact that

of the 1201 illustrations more than two-thirds are from
original drawings by the author, whose artistic skill en-

abled him to make the illustrations integrally a part of

the text.

Theorie Physico-Chimique de la Vie. et Generations
Spontanees. Par Stephane Leduc, Professor a I'EcoIe

de Medecine de Nantes. Paris: A. Poinat, 1910.

In the non-technical language suitable for the general

reader the author presents the results of his investigations

into the artificial production of life, and an elaborate theory

of its chemicophysical origin. He shows how it is pos-

sible, by means of the diffusion of liquids, to obtain struc-

tures similar to cellular tissues, for example, striated

structures indistinguishable from the microscopic appear-

ance of striated muscle, and polypoid forms identical in

appearance with those belonging to the lower orders of

life. Moreover, by the same process, he is able to repro-

duce the complicated movements observed in cells during
the process of karyokinesis. The subject matter of his

thesis is comprised under the separate headings of life

and living beings, solutions, electrolytic solutions, colloids,

diffusion, and osmosis, periodicity, cohesion, and crystal-

lization, karyokinesis, energy, synthetic biology, osmotic
growth and morphogenesis, osmotic phenomena of life

and physiogenesis, and evolution and spontaneous gen-
eration.

Mammalian .Anatomy, with Special Reference to the
Cat. By Alvin Davison. Ph.D., Ex-Fellow of Prince-

ton University: Professor of Biology in Lafayette Col-

lege. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1910.

The issuance of a second edition of this manual is evi-

dence of the growing demand of a knowledge of mam-
malian anatomy as one of the first requisites for entering
upon an intelligent study of medicine, as well as for stu-

dents of modern psychology, the teachers of physiology in

high schools, and the directors of gymnasiums.

The Expectation of Life of the Consumptive After
Sanatorium Treatment. By Noel Dean Bardswell.
M.D., M.R.C.P.. F.R.S. (Ed.), Medical Superintendent,
King Edward VH Sanatorium, Edinburgh, Glasgow,
and London : Henry Frowde and Hodder & Stoughton,
1910.

The criterion of the value of any method of treatment of
a chronic disease must be the ultimate results attained.
This is especially so in the case of a disease which, like

tuberculosis, tends to repeated relapse even after long
periods of quiescnce. It is only recently that any sys-
tematic investigation of the subsequent histories of patients
discharged from sanatoria has been published. This has
been done at the .Adirondack Cottage Sanitarium and is

especially valuable— first, because of the long period
(twenty-five years) which the investigation covers, and,
second, because of the thorough and satisfactory method
of the investigation. The present author, while dealing
with a much smaller number of cases, has. nevertheless.

followed a similar method in his work which accordingly

makes a comparison of results the more valuable.

The present work is an inquiry into the subsequent his-

tories of 241 cases discharged from sanatoria from 1901

to 1905 inclusive, according to the method adopted by
Brown in the .Adirondack Cottage Sanitarium, using a

practically identical nomenclature as to classification. .As

might be expected, the inquiry shows the superior advan-
tage of treatment during the "incipient" stage of the dis-

ease. Nevertheless, it is encouraging and not a little grati-

fying to note the comparative longevity among the "Mod-
erately .Advanced" cases discharged "Improved" or "Ar-
rested."

Roughly speaking, the author has found that approxi-

mately 50 per cent, of all patients, representing all stages

of the disease upon their admission to sanatoria, are found
to survive at the end of from five to eight years sub-

sequent to their discharge. Much detailed information is

given as to social condition and occupation following

sanatorium treatment and a considerable part of the vol-

ume is given over to individual histories of the 241 cases.

The work is a valuable addition to our statistics on
tuberculosis.

.A Textbook of Experimental Physiology. For Students

of Medicine, By N. H. .Alcock, M,D.. D.Sc, and F.

O'B. Ellison, M.D., St. Mary's Hospital Medical School,

University of London. With a preface by E. H. Stap-
ling, Jodrell Professor of Physiology in the University

of London. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co.,

1909.

This work is aimed to put into practice the syllabus of

practical physiology as prescribed by the University of

London, and to furnish the medical student with such

essentials in experimental physiology as will assist him in

the comprehension and treatment of diseases, .Accord-

ing to Professor Starling the medical student "should have

a mental image of the organs of the animal body, that

the latter becomes, so to speak, transparent, and he is able

mentally to picture the disorders of function, which he

infers from the signs and symptoms utilised by the medi-
cal man for the purposes of diagnosis."

A Short Handbook of Cosmetics. By Dr. Max Joseph,
Berlin. Third Edition, with 151 Recipes. Authorized
English Translation. New York : E. B. Treat & Co.,

1910,

As the author states in his preface, the subject of cos-

metics has been too long neglected by physicians. In re-

cent years the importance of the knowledge of this depart-

ment of dermatology is being realized more and more
among practitioners. This small volume treats in a satis-

factory w-ay of cosmetics of the skin, hair, nails, and
mouth. There is a good index.

The Family Health. By Myer Solis-Cohen, M,D,. Fel-

low of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia, Phila-

delphia : The Penn Publishing Company, 1910.

,Althoi-gh it is said that "he who doctors himself has a

fool for a patient," nevertheless there is a wide field for

just such a book as Dr. Solis-Cohen has written for lay-

men. The subject matter is presented in popular form
and includes the consideration of personal hygiene, prob-

lems of public health, care of infants, management of the

sick, domestic medicine, and emergencies. The style is

simple and clear, although scientific reasons are given for

the measures advised. The table of contents is given in

considerable detail, but there is no index.

The Practitioner's Case Book : For Recording and Pre-

serving Clinical Histories. Prepared and .Arranged by

the Editorial Staff of the Interstate Medical Journal.

Imperial octavo : 286 pages ; full clr^th binding. Printed

on bond writing-paper. With 80 colored anatomical

charts (detachable), show-ing outlines of body and skele-

ton in light red and the viscera in pale blue. Index for

listing patients both by name and case number. St,

Louis: Interstate Medical Journal Co., 1910.

The above title gives a sufficiently clear idea of the nature

of this volume. Two pages facing each other are allr>tted

to the history of each patient, ample space being provided

for notes of physical examination and of subsequent de-

velopments of the case. The detachable charts facilitate

very much the recording of the findings. Of course no
cut-and-dried schema can ever fit all cases, yet the forms
contained in this book should prove very useful to begin-

ning practitioners in helping them to keep an orderly ac-

count of their clinical material. The volume is recom-
mended to such physicians as have not succumbed to the

allurements of the more modern separate card system of

keeping their notes.
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.\L:\V YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICIXK.

SECTION ON MEDICINE.

Staled Meeting, Held May 17, i<)io.

Dr. C. N. B. Camac i.\ the Chaik.

This meeting was occupied by reports from the modi-

cal departments and laboratories of the Presbyterian

Hospital.

A Simple Method of Enumerating Vaccines.—Drs.

R. L. HuTTON and F. Du Bois presented this communi-

cation. No one knew when giving vaccines how many
organisms he was giving, and this was because of the large

percentage of error in the most careful enumeration dI

the vaccine. They had found that the most careful work

with the Wright method of enumeration gave results

which varied from 19 to 66 per cent. In their own series

thus far with this method the average variation had been

35 per cent. The method of enumeration used by Emery,

that was. by means of the blood pipette and counting

chamber, such as was used for counting red blood cells,

was very much more accurate. In no case had the per-

centage of variation been higher than 20 per cent, and

the average variation was 10 per cent. Both of these

methods took considerable time and were fatiguing to

the eyes. In seeking a method which would give more

accurate results than Wright's and at the same time elim-

inate the necessity of using the microscope, they had been

led to experiment with the method used by Gabritchen-

sky. This consisted in centrifuging the emulsion and

determining the number of organisms of a given kind

contained in a given volume of the sediment. In the

preparation of vaccines from streptococcus obtained by

blood culture and from staphylococcus aureus the method

had given them very satisfactory results. When compared

with their most accurate determinations by microscope, the

variation averaged about 15 per cent. In no case was

there a variation of more than 31 per cent, and varia-

tions of I. 4, 5, and 3 per cent, were noted in certain

cases. Consequently they felt that this method was more

accurate than Wright's, nearly as accurate as the blood

pipette, and was more rapid and saving to the eyes of the

bacteriologist than either. The method was as follows

:

After the emulsion had been collected in the capsule, fd-

tered, shaken thoroughly, and heated, it was pured into

a specially made glass centrifuging tube, the lower portion

of which was accurately graduated to read in hundredths

of a centimeter up to 15. The tube was then placed in a

centrifuge capable of about 3000 revolutions per minute

and centrifuged for ten minutes at top speed, or until the

supernatant fluid liecame clear, and the volume of sediment

had remained unchanged during the last five minutes of

centrifugalization. The amount of sediment was then read

off in terms of one hundredth centimeter, and upon this

the number of organisms in the whole amount of vaccine

was calculated. Their reason for making this report pub-

lic so soon, before a much larger series had been studied,

was to call the attention of those who were preparing vac-

cines to a method which would save them time and work

was to call the attention of those who were preparing vac-

with the microscope without any loss of accuracy in re-

sults. As the number of cases tested in this way increased

the factors w^ould no doubt be subject to slight change, but

the results would be much less variable than those obtained

by Wright.

An Apparatus for the Collection of the Excreta of

Infants.—Dr. Eugene F. DuBois exhibited this ap-

paratus. He said that in the study of infant feeding it

was of the utmost importance to be able to make accurate

analvses of urine and feces. In most of the devices in

use for this purpose the child's body was supported on

pillows and the buttocks were hung over a dish to catch

the feces. The legs were tied to canvas strips which were

lied to the sides of the crib or to a bar above the crib.

The apparatus which Dr. DuBois showed was very com-

pact and did not need to be tied to the crib. The child

lay on the mattress with the buttocks in a trough which

immobilized the pelvis and kept the anus over the re-

ceptacle for the feces. The thighs were held firmly against

the slanting part of the mattress by means of cloth bands.

This was the only restraint necessary, though he usually

pinned one band over the lower part of the abdomen.

The urine was collected by the device used by Dr. How-
land, a test tube made to fit the penis and held securely

in jilace by means of a girdle. The tube led to a flask,

which should be a large one, as a seven months' old baby

could sometimes void a third of his own weight of urine

in twenty-four hours. The receptacle which Dr. DuBois

had used for collecting the feces was a sugar scoop with

the handle sawed off. The apparatus had the disadvan-

tage of being rather hard to make. Its advantages, how-

ever, were that it was compact, fitted easily in a bassinette,

could be moved outdoors or in the bathroom or held in

the mother's lap. It could be laid flat or tilted to an

angle of forty-five degrees. The child was supported on

a broad surface and there was no danger of pressure.

There was a minimum of restraint and the child could

kick, wave his arms, and twist his body from side to side.

If hot water bottles or blankets were needed they did not

interfere with the apparatus. This particular frame would

fit babies from seven to eighteen months of age.

Demonstration of Lesions of the Appendix Produced

by Oxyuris Vermicularis.— Drs. R. L. Cecil and Ken-

.xeth Bulklev gave this demonstration. They said that

the importance of intestinal parasites as the e.xciting cause

of appendicitis had been first emphasized by Metchnikoff

in 1901, when he reported three cases, in all of which the

feces were found to contain the ova ascaris and tricho-

cephalus. In all three cases the administration of a vermi-

fuge was followed by the passage of the ascarides and

by the complete and permanent recovery of the patient

without operation. From time to time various other

writers had reported cases of appendicitis associated with

ascarides. He had found reports of forty-seven cases

w-here oxyuris was found in the appendix. The number of

o.xyuridcs present had varied from one to more than one

himdrcd. Thirty per cent, of these cases were under

fifteen years of age. Sixty-six per cent, of the cases were

females. Erdman, Carson and others thought that oxyuris

appendicitis presented a characteristic clinical picture

Observers had disagreed concerning the actual role played

by the oxyuris in the appendix. Oppe, Manasch and

others thought that the movements of the worm could

cause appendixicolic, but that they were incapable of caus-

ing definite inflammatory changes. \\'agener, Metchni-

koff, Higgins, Lewinson, and Winkler, who had investigated

the pathological condition, claimed that these parasites

might either predispose to bacterial infection of the organ

by causing an erosion of the superficial mucosa, or they

might burrow into the wall of the appendix and thus

become themselves the exciting cause of the disease. The
five cases of appendicitis associated with the oxyuris

which they reported were from the surgical service of the

Presbyterian Hospital. They all occurred in children under

fifteen years of age. Four out of the five patients were

females. The symptoms were about the same in every

case, namely, acute onset with pain in the right lower

quadrant, nausea, vomiting, and tenderness over Mc-
Burney's point. In two of the cases there was an absence

of muscular rigidity. In three there had been previous

attacks. .Ml five showed a rise of one or tv,-o degrees in

temperature and a moderate leucocytosis. The percentage
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of eosinophiles was determined in only two cases. In one
it was only i per cent, and in the other it was 44. The
microscopic appearance of the appendix in all the cases

was practically the same. The serosa was smooth but

injected. On opening the appendi.x the lumen was found

to contain bloody mucus in which were imbedded the

oxyurides. The mucosa was swollen, reddened, and in

two instances definitely ulcerated. Microscopical sections

of the appendices showed an infiltration of leucocytes,

chiefly eosinophiles and lymphoid cells. The veins were
distended with blood and the leucocytes were loaded with

blood pigment. The lumen of the appendix was filled

with an exudate composed of blood, mucus and leucocytes.

The inflammation was of the acute non-suppurative type

The appendices showed a number of interesting lesions

which had been produced by the o.\yurides. They had
been able to demonstrate these by cutting serial sections.

An exhibition of these sections showed that oxyuris

vermicularis might inhabit the appendix ; that the male
parasite was able to burrow into the mucosa and produce

a focal necrosis, and definite inflammatory changes which
consisted of hemorrhages into the tissue, infiltration of

eosinophiles, and lymphoid cells and the usual phenomena
of repair. There was some evidence that tlie oxyuris was
a blood-sucking parasite. They hoped to make further re-

searches on this point. It was their intention to study a

large number of children's appendices with special refer-

ence to the oxyuris. The problems which they had set

before themselves were: (i) The incidence of o.xyuris

in normal children's appendices. (2) The incidence of

oxyuris in the appendicitis of children. (3) The deter-

mination of the percentage of the appendices containing

oxyurides which showed lesions directly traceable to the

parasite. They felt that the condition was one that was
commoner than was supposed. The sections presented

demonstrated that the thread worm could produce more
than an attack of appendix colic : it was capable of boring
into the wall of the appendix and of exciting there definite

and characteristic lesions.

A Case of Diabetic Coma Treated with Maximum
Doses of Bicarbonate of Sodium.—Dr. Fr.^ncis P.

KiNNicuTT reported the case of a housemaid admitted to

the Presbyterian Hospital on March 14 from whom it was
impossible to obtain any satisfactory history previous to

her present illness. For three weeks previous to her ad-
mission she had had extreme thirst, weakness, and loss of
strength and weight. At the time of her admission she
was stuporous, respirations were 24, full and deep, and
suggested the respiration characteristic of a severe acidosis.

The patient passed into a state of semicoma. The urine
was examined and found to contain 3.59 per cent, of
sugar, diacetic acid and acetone and also a trace of al-

bumin and granular casts. At 7 a. m. alkaline treatment
\vas begun, intravenously, by enteroclysis, and by mouth.
During the first 24 hours 1,940 grains of sodium bicar-

bonate were administered and retained. In the next 24
hours 2.640 grains were successfully administered and in

the following 24 hours 2,440 grains. From this time
until her death at 5 o'clock the same day only small
amounts could be administered. On account of a throm-
bosis of the veins used for intravenous injections they
could not be used further. The coma gradually increased
with the diminution of the quantity of sodium bicarbonate
taken. The heart progressively failed until death oc-
curred. During the period of the administration of the
very large amounts of alkali the characteristic symptoms
of a severe acidosis markedly improved and respirations
assumed a more normal character, the patient was able
to answer questions intelligently, and expressed herself as
feeling better. A favorable outcome had been deemed
possible, but with the inability to continue the administra-
tion of the alkali the deep coma developed. The total

amount of bicarbonate of soda given and retained had
rarely been exceeded in the treatment of diabetic coma.

The laboratory studies of this case were of interest. The
sugar content of the blood was estimated and amounted
to 0.83 per cent, and i.o per cent This was among the

highest figures recorded. Any excess of 0.15 per cent,

was regarded as hyperglycemia and among the highest

figures recorded were those of Naunyn, 0.7 per cent, and
Lepine 1.06 per cent. An analysis of the blood was also

made to ascertain the fat content, .75 to .85 being normally

present in the blood. Only in the severest cases of

diabetes and when toxic symptoms were grave did lipemia

appear. In such cases high values were exceptionally ob-

tained, that was, from 4 to S per cent. Stadelmann once
found IS per cent, and Fischer 18.1 per cent. In the pres-

ent instance the percentage of fat was below normal,

.1092 per cent. In the great majority of cases of slight

diabetes one found from one to one and a half grams of

ammonia in 24 hours' urine ; in severe cases 6 grams might
be found. Ten grams were found exceptionally when
coma was imminent. With the administration of a fixed

alkali the amount of ammonia excreted might drop greatly.

The ammonia in this case was found to be low in the 24-

hour urine and similarly the total nitrogen, .845 gram and

4.25 grams respectively. The proportion of ammonia nitro-

gen to the total nitrogen excretion was 20.46 per cent.,

the normal being 2 to 5 per cent. In the absence of

acidosis the relation between the total urinary nitrogen

and the ammonia nitrogen was the same in diabetes as in

health and was remarkably constant. With the develop-

ment of acidosis the absolute and relative amount of

ammonia nitrogen excreted was increased and might be

regarded as an approximate measure of the acidosis. In

the case under discussion, the examination of the urine at

the time of admission showed 3.59 per cent, sugar and in

subsequent examinations the percentage of sugar did not

exceed i.i although the percentage found in the blood

was I per cent. It seemed that there was an increased

permeability of the kidneys to sugar as well as to nitrogen.

The acetone bodies estimated by the citron test were
II. 174 grams in the 24-hour urine. The pancreatic reac-

tion (Cammidge's test) was positive.

A Contribution to the Study of the Metabolism in

Arthritis Deformans.—Dr. David Bovaird said that

one of the most interesting problems in general medicine

was the study of the etiology of a group of cases char-

acterized as chronic arthritis, not of infectious origin, not

of gouty origin, but a term that was used for want of a

better and more definite one. The prevalent theories re-

garding the origin of this condition were considered. At-

tempts had been made to obtain a specific organism as

the causative factor, but none had been found. During
the past two years a number of cases had been seen, so-

called arthritis deformans, and an effort had been made to

go into the metabolic changes of these cases. Nothing

was noted concerning the phosphorus metabolism, but

the metabolism of calcium was marked, there being

found a retention of this element. A diet containing the

least possible amount of calcium, one suggested by Dr.

Wolf, was given these patients ; the caloric value of the

food and the calcium content were reduced to the least

possible amount, and the patients were kept on this for

months. The polyarthritis diminished to a certain extent;

as a rule, none of the patients were injured by this treat-

ment and all seemed to be somewhat benefited. The
coagulation time of the blood in all of the cases reported

was normal.

Dr. Francis P. Kinnicutt said that he had had .r-ray

pictures taken at intervals during the treatment of these

patients and, so far as one could judge, the bone lesions

were unaffected ; this was perhaps what was to be ex-

pected.
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MISSISSIPPI VALLEY MEDICAL ASSOCLXTION.

Thirty-sixth Annual Meeting, Held at Detroit, Mich.,

September 13, 14, and 15, 1910.

The President, Dr. Frank P. Norbury, Hospiiai., Illi-

nois, IN THE Chair.

After invocation by Rev. Edward H. I'cncc, and ad-

dresses of welcome by Hon. Philip Breitmcycr, Mayor of

Detroit, by Dr. J. H. Carstens, President of the Michigan

State Medical Society, and by Dr. A. D. Holmes, Presi-

dent of the Wayne County Medical Society, which were

responded to on behalf of the association by Dr. Edwin
Walker, Evansville, Ind., the Medical and Surgical

Sections convened for the reading and discussion of

papers.

Pain in Abdominal Diseases.—Dr. William M. Harsha
of Chicago stated that in order to interpret pain prop-

erly, a careful history of the case was necessary, as pain

must be considered in relation to other factors in a given

case, and without these it lost its chief importance. The

relation of pain to taking food was also of great value,

particularly in duodenal or gastric ulcer or the various

stenoses, benign or malignant. The direction and extent

of painful radiation and the association with the hyper-

esthesia, local tenderness, and muscular rigidity were of

the greatest importance both as indications of the site and

gravity of the lesion. The arm pain in angina pectoris,

the shoulder or upward radiation in gall-bladder disease,

and downward, forward, and testicular pain in nephritic

colic were well-known examples. The pain of abdominal

disease might be either spontaneous or elicited by pressure,

body movement, or position, and it might be influenced by

psychical, thermic, mechanical, or chemical means, all of

which might be utilized in cases to aid in exact diagnosis.

Diseased viscera caused pain at or near their various sites,

but there were many exceptions which lent importance to

the reflex or referred pains. In most visceral lesions there

was a disturbance manifested variously by pain, tender-

ness, hyperesthesia, or muscular rigidity on certain areas of

the external or protective portions of the body. As mod-

erate shock or fright would emphasize a vanishing or latent

pain, he had tried the faradic current in suitable cases, and

in two instances he had been able to locate more definitely

the trouble. A great majority of abdominal diseases, es-

pecially of the more acute variety, were first heralded by

pain rather than by change of size, position, or other physi-

cal conditions. The surgeon could often gauge the urgency

in a given case by the character and severity of pain. Tak-

ing cognizance of the value of pain associated with local

distensions and peristalsis, or the absence of peristalsis, they

might locate a stenosis or other forms of obstruction, call-

ing to their aid submerged palpation, or palpation in the

bath, which would enable them to detect induration which

was oth.rwise not palpable. By observing the time relation

of pain to other symptoms, the effect of food, drugs.

cathartics, cold, fatigue, movement, position, jarring, fist

percussion, anesthetics, or electric stimulation, they sliould

be able to increase the percentage of correct diagnoses.

The safety of abdominal section mi.ght have caused them

to relax their efforts at exact diagnosis. It had happened

many times that laparotomy had been done for appendi-

citis when a movable kidney, pyelonephritis, ureteral stone,

typhoid fever, diaphragmatic pleurisy, salpingitis, or other

conditions were present, .^ge, sex, occupation, or previous

history might give valuable aid. In childhood intestinal

troubles prevailed, and tliey were likely to encounter ap-

pendicitis, intussusception, or tuberculosis, and in advanced

age malignant disease. In women the pelvic organs were

frequent sites of disease, while gallstones were more fre-

quent. Lead colic might simulate organic disease. A his-

tory of indigestion, with vague epigastric pain, might aid

in determining a perforation of the duodenum or stomach,

and a record of previous inflammatory trouble in the abdo-

men might explain a sudden intestinal obstruction. Among
the less frequent conditions might be mentioned the mete-

orism with abdominal pain, resulting from the embarrassed

portal circulation in cardiac insufficiency. He had recently

seen a case of this kind where the pain was so pronounced
and distention so great that abdominal tumor was sus-

pected by one physician. They should consider the pos-

sibility of disease of the central nervous system, such as

tabes, herpes, or hysteria, disease of the spine, as caries,

or spondylitis deformans. They should also consider the

possibility of disease of the thorax, referring pain and
rigidity to the abdomen, or of one kidney, referring the

pain from stone to the opposite side. Excluding pain from
the cord, spine, or reflex causes, they should remember that

diseased viscera might be at the normal site, displaced es-

pecially by prolapse, or transposed. On the surgeon fell

the burden of responsibility for exact diagnosis, as his

operative experience should add to his knowledge.

Dr. William Fuller of Chicago said the man who could

best interpret the significance of pain was the one who
had suffered some pain. While he did not think it was
necessary to have all the acute abdominal diseases in which

there was great pain to make a diagnosis, he thought a

little knowledge gained in a practical way helped out very

much. He stated that Dr. Harsha's paper contained two
excellent points. First, was the emphasis that he laid

upon the fact that abdominal pains might be severe even in

trivial abdominal affections. Second, very serious ab-

dominal affections might be unattended by pain.

Dr. Channing W. Barrett of Chicago stated that when
a patient complained of pain generally over the abdomen
from appendicitis or gall-bladder trouble they found fre-

quently that by putting the finger upon the point that was
affected or supposed to be affected and making a little

pressure it caused the surrounding pain to disappear.

They could then go over the rest of the abdomen, and
while the patient might complain of local pain, the rest of

the pain was gone. Another point in regard to eliciting

pain before the anesthetic was given. An anesthetic was
of great value sometimes in pelvic conditions and abdom-
inal conditions, but he thought they gained more knowl-

edge of pelvic and abdominal conditions by examining the

patient first without an anesthetic, finding out all they

could, and they found then in giving an anesthetic some
things that were apparent before the anesthetic had dis-

appeared.

Dr. L. W. Bremerman of Chicago stated that in diseases

of the kidney or the ureter, he had seen cases in which
there was hematuria, with marked pain over the region of

the kidney, the kidney being felt on palpation, with exces-

sive tenderness over the kidney; a kidney lesion was diag-

nosed, and surgical intervention recommended. Upon
cystoscopic examination of the individual, he discovered

that the hematuria was developing from the supposedly
healthy kidney, the urine from the supposedly diseased

kidney being normal. Every method of examination
should be resorted to before an absolute diagnosis was
made.

Dr. Harsha said the thing that most impressed him in

studying this subject was the need of considering three

or four different sources of abdominal pain. First, the

central nervous system: second, the spine; third, the re-

flexes, and fourth, the visceral diseases themselves.

The Cause and Significance of Tubal Rupture in Ex-
trauterine Pregnancy.—Dr. Channinc, W. Barrett of
Chicago read a paper on this subject in which he drew
the following conclusions: i. Pregnancy, which was con-

sidered to be always extrauterine in the beginning assumed
pathological significance when it underwent ectopic attach-
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ment. 2. The ovum attached in the tube had a parasitic

action, having a malignant tendency in that it destroyed

maternal tissues, embedded itself in the tube wall and

tended toward death of the mother, but in "making its bed

dug its own grave." 3. The growth of the ovum or en-

largement of dead ovum mass together with the destruc-

tion and thinning of the tube wall led to almost certain

rupture of the tube. 4. The primary rupture might be

partial and even slight, or it might be complete and even

fatal. 5. If complete, a subsequent rupture or subse-

quent ruptures were the rule. 6. With rupture free

hemorrhage more or less severe occurred, which was never

to be looked upon lightly and which might prove fatal.

7. The loss of blood might be through one rapid fatal

hemorrhage or there might be a series of lesser hemor-

rhages. 8. If the patient did not succumb to loss of blood

the presence of the blood and the ovum in the abdominal

cavity acted as irritating foreign substances leading to

loss of function and pathological changes in the viscera,

and perhaps to local or general infection, thrombosis, em-

bolism, etc. 9. The dead ovum was only slightly less

harmful from the standpoint of infection. 10. A study of

the pathology made all treatment looking toward killing

the ovum appear irrational. 11. Patients in good condi-

tion with or without ruptures were almost certain to have

future trouble and should have an operation as soon as

was consistent with good work. 12. Patients in bad con-

dition with concealed hemorrhage from the cause in ques-

tion had collapse in proportion to the amount of blood lost,

and rational treatment must look with certainty toward

the stopping of further hemorrhage. 13. An opening of

the abdomen with clamping or ligature of the vessels

was the only reliable means of controlling internal hemor-

rhage, and if done rapidly and with care was little tax

upon the patient. 14. The clinical experience of the world

and a study of the pathology of this condition pointed to

the danger of delay. 15. The more desperate the case

while the patient yet lived, the greater the call for imme-

diate action.

Dr. Edwin Walker of Evansville, Indiana, said he fully

agreed with the essayist, and so far as his personal knowl-

edge went, he knew of one death from repeated hemor-

rhages; but most of the deaths had been in delayed cases

in which sepsis had occurred after operation. The teach-

ing that they should wait in these cases was not sound.

He felt that the position taken by Robb was untenable.

Those patients that had been operated upon promptly in

his experience had recovered.

Dr. Joseph Rilus Eastman of Indianapolis said this

was 1910, and it was a pity that it was necessary for Dr.

Barrett to present a paper like the one he had read. The

teaching that it was wise to allow a woman to bleed into

her own abdomen, or into her tube or uterus, while the

surgeon stood by with his arms folded and fell back upon

soft pillows or relied on Providence, was absolutely per-

nicious. If a vessel were bleeding upon the surface of

her body, what man would be so negligent or so indolent

as to stand by and allow her to bleed to death?

Dr. Charles Stoltz of South Bend, Indiana, stated he

thought the more energy they expended in teaching that

these conditions were to be met and not dallied with the

better. The men who had received the proper teaching

would recognize these conditions, and they would usually

find some one who was competent to meet the conditions

speedily, or they might be competent to operate themselves,

because if there was any delay, or if the patient was car-

ried from one place to another, she might just as surely

die in one community as another. He did not know Robb,

who said that shock meant nothing but hemorrhage, but

if he made that statement he wanted to forget it, as he

would rather act upon the theory that shock was hemor-

rhage, and hemorrhage was shock.

Special Points in Advanced Extrauterine Pregnancy.
—Dr. Shelby C. Carson of Greensboro, Alabama, in this

paper directed special attention to the control of hemor-
rhage during the operation. Although his experience was
nil, he ventured the suggestion that the operation for ad-

vanced extrauterine pregnancy be done in two stages when
necessary or advisable, at an interval of forty-eight to

sixty hours, according to the judgment of the operator. In

the first place, let the abdomen be opened, the child de-

livered, the iliac tightly compressed by metal bands, and

further, to be doubly sure, the ovarian and uterine arteries

clamped by rubber-covered forceps, if they could be ap-

proached. In the second stage, separate the sac, release the

blood vessels after ligating the anomalous ones, and clos-

ing the abdomen. Sometimes hysterectomy was impera-

tive. This differed from and apparently was superior to

the old method of uniting the sac to the incision and wait-

ing weeks for its separation, since by this method the dan-

ger from sepsis was eliminated.

Dr. J. H. Carstens of Detroit stated he had one woman
that went to term, a general practitioner having made the

diagnosis. He operated on her in two stages. The placenta

seemed to be attached to the intestines and the rectum,

and he did not have the courage to remove it. He thought

the best thing would be to leave the placenta alone, and

so he removed the fetus, separated the peritoneum with

the sac, and drained. The woman was septic at the time

of operation, and finally died from sepsis. The placenta

did not separate. Little shreds came away through the

abdominal incision.

Dr. William M. Harsha of Chicago said he had never

heard satisfactorily explained the cause of the intense pain

that came on in cases of tubal rupture. The extent of

pain and the broad radiations of it were great in compari-

son to the very small area apparently involved. A woman
with tubal rupture suffered pain from her chest to her

thighs—sometimes, at least. The broad radiations, with

the intense character of the pain, made it almost impos-

sible to get from these patients a rational explanation or

history. These were the cases in which he believed a

good dose of morphine was indicated. It would first abol-

ish the cardinal or reflex pains to a certain degree and

help to localize the trouble. Second, it would limit the

hemorrhage, but before administering morphine one should

observe carefully the character of the pain, the extent of

the radiations, the time, and the urgency of the condi-

tion. After recognizing these, morphine would answer two

indications, namely, to relieve the shock and put. the

patient in a better condition for operation, and to some

degree arrest the hemorrhage.

Dr. Channing W. Barrett of Chicago said in regard

to dealing with extrauterine pregnancy that was advanced,

they found that in the early months the ovum was not

considered. The probabilities were that so far as the ovum
was concerned it would die, and the chances were that it

would kill the woman sooner or later. A few years ago

they would have said that at any time during the extraute-

rine pregnancy, early or late, the ovum should be removed

at the earliest possible moment. The teaching had been

that if the ovum had passed the fifth month, or along about

there, they should wait for viability. He would be in-

clined yet, even in spite of that teaching, to remove the

ovum when found, if it had reached a viable period, look-

ing to the interest of the child and mother.

Requirements and Limitations of Nitrous Oxide and

Oxygen Anesthesia.—Dr. Charles K. Teter of Cleve-

land, Ohio, said the greatest advancement in general an-

esthetics made in recent years had been the development

and use of nitrous oxide and oxygen in major surgery,

and in general surgery he had seen within the past few

years nitrous oxide and oxygen come from a very limited

use to one of almost unlimited application. He had been
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one of the foremost in advocating the superiority of
nitrous oxide and oxygen as an anesthetic. He had been
compelled to do so because of the almost phenomenal suc-

cess he had had with it. He had administered nitrous

oxide and oxygen over sixteen thousand times in all con-

ditions and for almost every conceivable operation, and
having had this practical experience, which alone was es-

sential to appreciate the excellency of this agent, he wished
to give the profession the benefit of it. It was freer from
post-anesthetic complications than any other general an-

esthetic known. It was by far the most difficult general

anesthetic to administer because of the following reasons:

I. The physical properties of nitrous oxide were such that

this gas must be given from 80 to 90 per cent, pure, in

order that a sufficient saturation of the gas in the blood

might be had to produce that change in the nerve cell

which brought about the anesthetic state. 2. The an-

esthetic properties of nitrous oxide and oxygen were ex-

tremely evanescent. The patient could pass from com-
plete surgical anesthesia to a conscious state within sixty

seconds. The extreme rapidity of induction and elimina-

tion made the administration of this anesthetic difficult.

3. Muscular tone was maintained to a much greater ex-

tent than it was under ether or chloroform, due probably

to an increased percentage of carbon dioxide in the blood.

The requirements for the proper administration of nitrous

oxide and oxygen were : i. A thorough understanding of

the technique of administration and action of nitrous oxide

and oxygen. 2. The apparatus must be accurate, have at-

tachments for the administration of other general anes-

thetic agents, and be easily sterilized.

Dr. L. W. Bremerman of Chicago said that in his special

work, which dealt entirely with the bladder, the ureters,

and kidney, or conditions involving the genitourinary

tract, he had employed as a general anesthetic a combina-

tion of nitrous oxide gas and oxygen exclusively during

the last two or three years. As it became necessary to per-

form major surgical operations upon the aged, particularly

for the removal of the prostate, he could not recommend
more highly any other anesthetic than the use of nitrous

oxide gas and oxygen. It produced none of the untoward

of after effects, such as nausea and vomiting. The pa-

tient was usually awake before he left the operating room.

It had a great tendency to reduce the shock of the opera-

tion by shortening the length of the anesthetic, and in his

liands it had given perfect satisfaction.

Dr. Fentox B. Turck of Chicago said that some years

ago he conducted a series of experiments on animals with

chloroform and ether with a view of determining the

changes that occurred in the blood. It was found by these

experiments that there was a loss in the antibodies and

ferments in the blood, and that there was diminished re-

sistance to bacteria, as was shown by the agglutinins, pre-

cipitins, and other substances which were found in the anti-

bodies in the blood. It was found that these animals went

into shock very easily in which there was a lowered con-

dition of the blood. These experiments showed the effects

of ether and chloroform on the serum itself, and two con-

clusions were arrived at, one being that there was an actual

direct chemical effect on the serum, and the other was that

biological changes took place and acted on the cells as

toxins.

Further Observations on Acetabular Fracture with In-

trapelvic or Central Dislocation of the Femoral Head.

—Dr. William Fuller of Chicago detailed two cases of

this class of fracture and presented for consideration a

few points in a general way pertaining to this important

tut, as yet, imperfectly understood subject. So close was

the relation beUveen fractures and the changes that took

place in the bone, whatever they might be, that all such

injuries resulting from trivial or slight degrees of violence

should be regarded as possibly belonging to this class. Ef-

forts had been made by several observers to put the

etiology of fractures on a physical basis by studying the

mechanical capabilities of bone. The great strength of
the pelvic bones, their peculiar and powerful articulations

and liberal muscular supply, were factors which singly and
combined contributed much to the neutralization of all

forms of direct violence exerted on this portion of the
body. While Katz's theory of the mechanism of certain

acetabular fractures would probably hold good, it was
also worthy of mention that the experiments of Kusmin
demonstrated that this fracture could or would not occur
unless the force be applied with the femur in abduction.
When the legs were kept parallel the acetabulum remained
unfractured. From impacted fractures of the femoral
neck central dislocation of the femoral head might be
differentiated by the age of the patient and the compara-
tively high degree of injury in the latter instance. The
remarkably sunken appearance of the greater trochanter

and its slightly altered relation to Nelaton's line were
points which distinguished the dislocation. The certainty

with which the femoral head might be palpated in either

of the anterior dislocations of the femur and its increase

in length in the thyroid dislocation would serve to differ-

entiate any one of these dislocations from a central one.
In the dorsal dislocation, especially to one above the ob-
turator internus tendon, the trochanter was far above
.Xelaton's line, the thigh was adducted, flexed, and the axis

of the dislocated femur crossed the lower end of the
opposite one. Moreover, in the simple dislocation all

movements would be less free than when the head and
neck occupied a central position. It was not intended
that the symptoms of acetabular fracture as here given
were in the least to minimize the importance of the radio-
graph, but that each and every manifestation of all hip
injuries, of whatever nature, should be carefully and cau-
tiously considered. In no instance should the clinical

findings settle the diagnosis, as they were frequently mis-
leading, and the conclusions based thereon should invari-
ably be corroborated by the roentgenologist. In case of
failure to replace the head of the femur within the aceta-
bulum, operative interference might offer the only hope of
satisfactorily dealing with such a condition ; but the partic-
ular type of operation and the advantages to be gained by
it would depend much upon factors opposing the reduction.
The Role of the Bacillus Coli Communis in Acute

and Chronic Dilatation of the Stomach.—Dr. Fenton B.
Turck of Chicago presented some facts with reference to
the role of the Bacillus coli in the gastrointestinal tract
in producing lesions in the liver, kidney, stomach, and
other organs. Experiments were begun with intravenous
and intraperitoneal injections into dogs, rabbits, guinea-
pigs, and rats. The results obtained were variable and in-

constant. On feeding animals with bouillon cultures of
the Bacillus coli daily over a period ranging from three
to fourteen months lesions were found in the stomach,
duodenum, liver, kidney, brain, and spinal cord varying
according to the methods, quantity, and character of cul-
ture. It was found that animals fed with cultures of
Bacillus coli would acquire acute or chronic dilatation of
the stomach by overworking or overloading that organ.
Examination of the blood showed that it remained sterile
during the experiments, and the heart's blood at death
was also sterile. In feeding cultures of the Colon bacillus
pronounced changes were revealed in the blood and tis-
sues. .^gglutination of Bacillus coli by the dog's serum
was noted, hemolysis of the blood was evident: cytolysis
and autocytolysis of the cells of the mucous membrane
of the stomach, kidney, liver, and other organs were
marked on microscopical examination. The picture was
not one of reaction to an infection, but rather a systemic
condition of induced cellular change. To obtain sponta-
neous, acute, or chronic dilatation of the stomach in
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animals it is necessary to first feed the animals with cul-

tures of Bacillus coli over a long period of time, followed

by over-use of the stomach, especially increasing the in-

tragastric pressure. Acute and chronic dilatation of the

stomach was due to the fatigue of the gastric muscles.

The author pointed out the indications for treatment in

acute dilatation of the stomach. The usual methods of

treatment were gastric lavage; diet, frequent but light

meals ; drugs, such as tonics, laxatives, alkalies, or acid,

as indicated ; electricity and exercise ; hydrotherapy, bal-

neology, rest, anr recreation. In case of failure of the

above methods surgical operation was indicated. For the

last seventeen years he had followed these indications and

methods: (i) Reduce the fatigue of the gastric muscle

by rest, followed by appropriate exercise of the gastric

muscle, inducing normal peristalsis. (2) SteriUzation, as

far as possible, of the gastrointestinal tract. (3) Re-

store the integrity of the splanchnic circulation.

Gastrostomy as a Curative Measure per se in Non-

malignant Strictures of the Esophagus.—Dr. Joseph

RiLus E.AST.M.\N of Indianapolis said the directly beneficial

effects of gastrostomy in cases of so-called benign stric-

tures of the esophagus were not generally appreciated.

They had been too slow to break away from old notions,

which were developed in the preaseptic era. when the per-

formance of gastrostomy was attended with considerable

danger. Ewald, in discussing a report of successful dila-

tation of a diphtheritic stricture of Rosenheim referred

to a peculiar observation which he had made in dealing

with such benign stenoses, namely, the remarkable cir-

cumstance that cicatricial strictures for which gastrostomy

had been made nearly always improved steadily after the

stomach fistula had been provided and food had been in-

troduced through the fistula instead of through the gullet,

that is, the stricture gradually developed a larger caliber

without any other treatment whatsoever. Ewald explained

these phenomena in the following manner : After the

gastrostomy was made it became possible to fill the stom-

ach with food. The pull of the full stomach downward
gradually stretched to some degree the elastic esophagus.

When the stomach became empty the downward pull

ceased, then the pressure of the food mass above the

stricture had its effect upon the stretched and more yield-

ing strictured segment. More compact masses of food

might then squeeze through. The explanation of the phe-

nomena given by Ewald could hardly be applied to all

cases. After the swallowing of a hot or caustic fluid

the mucosa of the gullet might become deformed in many
ways. Among many interesting deforming processes are,

for example, the complete tube cast-like separation of the

mucous membrane described by Strauss, the esophagitis

desiccans superficialis of Rosenberg, and esophagitis ex-

foliativa. In these conditions, after the mucosa had be-

come loosened from the underlying tissues and thrown

into folds or ridges, or pockets it was easy to understand

that the passage of food or of a bougie must be attended

with great mechanical difficulty. It also seemed fair to

believe that the downward traction due to the filled stom-

ach must have the effect in some instances of smoothing

the valve-like folds and irregularities of the loosened mem-
brane, thus permitting the passage of food through a

previously impassable esophageal lumen. The gastrostomy

was curative per se for another and more important

reason. The rest afforded the esophagus was of the great-

est value in allaying the inflammation which preceded or

attended practically all benign strictures. If ulceration

was present the passage of food, or, what was worse, the

arrest of food, with consequent fermentation, must main-
tain or increase the activitj'.

Fracture-Dislocation of the Atlas and Axis.—Dr.

Carl E. Bl.\ck of Jacksonville, 111., reported a case in

which operative reduction was adopted. He called atten-

tion to the essential diagnostic points and gave some
reasons why operative interference had not been adopted

more frequently. He summarized the treatment of such

injuries as follows: (i) Immediate reduction under an

anesthetic. V. alton had his patient sit in a chair while he

turned the head still farther from the dislocated side.

The head was then tilted to the sound side and extended

while the column was rotated back into place. Hueter's

method by rotation might be used. When the atlas was
dislocated, before any method of reduction was under-

taken, they should be sure that the odontoid process was
not fractured. If the odontoid process was fractured

they were advised by some to follow the second indica-

tion and place the patient in a plaster cast, which would
immobilize the seat of injury until healing could take

place, and then reduce the deformity. The objections to

this plan are that it failed to give the patient any op-

portunity of relief before degeneration of the cord could

take place, and subjected him to further pressure from
callus, and finally it would usually be found impossible

to effect reduction after so long a time. The third plan

was operative interference. While considerations of the

cord were all important in such injuries they should not

be deterred from making every reasonable effort to re-

store the dislocated or fractured spinal vertebras, because

many questions regarding the degeneration and regenera-

tion of the cord were in the stage of controversy and

remained unsettled. It would seem to be their plain duty

to effect a restoration of the bony column as far as it

could be done without further endangering the cord, ex-

cept in those cases where the cord was hopelessly crushed

beyond the possibility of the recovery of lost functions.

The mechanical difficulties were great and often insur-

mountable, but perseverance, with reasonable efforts to

overcome them, would certainly tell in time. It was a

reasonable proposition that an injured cord had a better

chance in a spinal canal with sufficient room than it had
when held under even mild compression. For this rea-

son the second indication should usually be omitted and the

injured parts exposed thoroughly. If the case was one of

dislocation efforts at reduction could be repeated under the

direction of the eye and finger, and faiHng in this a

laminectomy could be made. This mistake of the treat-

ment of the case reported was a failure to appreciate the

compression produced by the posterior arch of the atlas.

Preparation Required for the Practice of General
Surgery.—Dr. G. \\'. Greex of Chicago said the public

had a right to demand of the surgeon: (l) A good founda-

tion in the shape of a diploma from a good school. (2)

Considerable time spent with a master of surgery, so that

he had the following knowledge: (a) sufficient experience

to make a correct diagnosis; (b) sufficient experience to

know what it was best to do when a diagnosis was made

;

(f) that he should know just how to do the work and

have enough practice to have a definite surgical technique

of his own, so that he was capable of performing the

operation he essayed or any complication which might arise

from that operation in an average length of time
; (rf)

that his mortality should be as low, and his postoperative

results as good, as those of the average surgeon. In re-

turn the surgeon had a right to expect a fair remunera-

tion and respect from the public, but no more than any

other member with equal qualifications specializing in any

other branch of this, one of the noblest professions on the

face of the earth.

Tuberculosis of Bones and Joints.—Dr. Edw.\rd M.
Brown of Chicago read an exhaustive paper on this sub-

ject. .\mong other things, he said : The treatment of

tubercular joint disease was (l") general or constitutional;

(2) specific or serum treatment; (3) local. For practical

purposes the local treatment might be divided into injec-

tion treatment, mechanical, and operative. The advantages.
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of operative treatment were; (i) The disease could at

once be thoroughly eradicated, or so nearly so that the

patient easily overcame the disease. (2) Dissemination of

the disease was prevented. (3) The treatment was short-

ened. (,4) The general condition of the patient rapidly

improved. (5) The length of the limb and function of

the joint were preserved to the best possible degree.

The Responsibility of Physicians in the Traumatic
Neuroses.—Dr. H. H. Drvsd.\le of Cleveland, Ohio, in

this paper discussed the history and manifestations of the

traumatic neuroses in detail. In studying these conditions

etiologically he had arrived at the conclusion that the true

genesis, in a large majority of cases, was psychic, and that

it was fright, fear of death, anticipated pain, and anguish

received unexpectedly by a totally unprepared sensorium

which was the chief element to be considered. Psycho-

logically fright was a fundamental emotion. Violent in

action, it would under certain conditions of mind pervert

the sense faculty, disturb the kinesthetic equipoise, and

deform the physical and psychical personality. He con-

sidered the manifestations of these conditions to be the

involuntary expression of a break in the bodily feeling.

These by degrees tended to organize and combined to

form a morbid mental state, a delusive conception, as it

were, toward which every though converged. A faulty

environment frequently did more harm than the actual

injury, as it tended to make the individual introspective

and depressed, and as a consequence he threw aside the

normal weapons of defence and surrendered himself to

the misfortune which had assailed him. From an ex-

perience of 108 cases investigated from the standpoint of

the corporation as well as that of the patient, and which

included in many instances the prelitigation, also the post-

litigation period, he had made several observations which

he beHeved. if put into practice, would place the responsi-

bility of adjusting these trying conditions on a scientific

basis, and thus obliterate much of the confusion and dis-

quietude which surrounded the traumatic functional dis-

orders of the nervous system.

Hygroma of the Testicle.—Dr. Charles M. Harpster

of Toledo, Ohio, in his paper stated a hygroma was essen-

tially a serous cyst. The bacillus of tuberculosis was often

found, and the hygroma, if a true one, always contained

hard caseous masses and rice bodies. A true hygroma of

the testicle and cord was rare. The case he related was a

man, forty-five years of age, who for a number of years

sufifered from a hydrocele, and this was frequently tapped

by his family physician. Some months ago it was tapped

and considerable blood and some pus were withdrawn.

This alarmed the patient, and in consultation w-ith the

attending physician he found the testicle considerably en-

larged and very painful, with some slight general dis-

turbance. The cord and testicle were removed. Tubercle

bacilH were found in the rice bodies and tissue of the sac.

Syphilis undoubtedly had been contracted, but denied by

the 'patient.

Dr. Richard Dewey of Wauwatosa, Wis., reported a

case of manic-depressive insanity, with satyriasis, which

was complicated by an abscess of the appendix. The

starvation treatment was resorted to, followed by evacua-

tion of the abscess and recovery.

Dr. Frank Smithies of Ann Arbor, Mich., discussed

some of the newer methods for the detection of tubercle

bacilli, with particular reference to the so-called anti-

formin method.

The Tubercle Bacillus Cultivated from Cases of Pri

mary Tuberculous Cervical Adenitis.—Dr. William

LiTTEKER of Nashville, Tenn., in his paper stated nine con-

secutive cases of primary tuberculous cervical adenitis

were examined, which resulted in the isolation of five

cultures of Bacillus tuberculosis of the typus humanus

and the four cultures of the typus bovinns. The classifi-

cation of the types being made on the same basis of four

tests, to wit, tirsl, the morphological characters of the

bacilli ; second, the dysgenetic or eugenetic character of the

cultures; third, the relative virulence toward rabbits,

and fourth, the reaction curve in 5 per cent, glycerin bouil-

lon. This latter test served admirably to distinguish be-

tween the two types, provided there were repeated applica-

tion and careful control over a period, in some instances,

of eighteen months. He had found that the differences

in the growth of the two types, dysgenetic and eugenetic,

on Dorcet's egg medium to be very valuable in differen-

tiating the bovine from the human type of bacillus. Rabbit

virulence had probably been more uniformly satisfactory

than any of the tests in determining the differences be-

tween the two types of bacilli.

The Teaching of Clinical Psychiatry; a Medical Edu-

cational Problem.—The President, Dr. Frank P. NoR-

BUKY of Hospital, 111., said the subject of the address was

chosen as a text in order to present certain imperative

demands of medical education of to-day. What was sought

was to utilize the opportunities at hand, develop new ones,

create higher ideals, readjusting ethical educational stan-

dards. The fundamental fact of the present controversy

regarding medical education was that it was a part of the

educational propaganda of the century—a world movement.

In this country this progress was based first on the integra-

tion of the educational system; second, the standardizing

of undergraduate work; third, the standardizing of pro-

fessional courses in medicine. Modern medical education

was in the transitory stage in teaching clinical medicine.

Clinical medicine to-day included the interpreters as well

as the research workers. Medical sociology was the en-

larged appreciation of the value of clinical medicine ex-

tended to the problems of etiology, preventive medicine,

occupational diseases, and general and special civic prob-

lems. The scope and value of such work were unappre-

ciated by the unthinking masses of the profession. Clin-

ical psychiatry was prominent in this field of newer clinical

activity. It was in contact with more points in life, its reali-

ties, its ignorance, its prejudices, its ethical discordance,

and falsifications, than any other department of medicine.

A real need existed to-day for the teaching of these master

problems of the age. The teacher must be a biologist in

its widest clinical interpretation, a sociologist, that he might

srasp all etiological factors, and an internist, that he might

be in touch with all of the physical factors entering into

the problem. Modern medical teaching must give to the

student the opportunity to see the whole at near range.

The teaching of psychiatry was a state need, just as much

as any other problem of preventive medicine.

Diagnosis of Surgical Lesions of the Kidney with

Especial Reference to the Value of the X-Ray and the

Cystoscope.—Dr. Louis Frank of Louisville, Ky.,

delivered the Address in Surgery. He said : Although

the diagnosis of the character of new growths in the kid-

ney might be impossible before operation the recognition

of a surgical lesion and of the surgical indications were

not, as a rule, attended with great difficulty, provided a

thorough, painstaking, and complete examination of the

individual was made. In renal calculus they had at hand

means for physical examination which in the presence of

even very obscure symptoms would render the diagnosis

in most all cases practically certain. These were the cysto-

scope and the radiograph. The cystoscopic examination

frequently showed a swollen ureteral orifice. The passage

of the ureteral catheter would at once reveal from which

kidney the blood or pus in the urine was coming. The

cystoscope was not nearly so valuable an aid as the ront-

gen ray. It did reveal whether or not one kidney alone

was involved, or whether or not a kidney had ceased to

functionate. Although secondary in value in the diagnosis

of renal calculus to the .r-ray and to the clinical history.
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the cystoscope should always be employed previous to

operation as an aid in ascertaining which was the diseased

kidney and the condition of the other kidney in regard

to the character and condition of its excretions. As a

confirmatory diagnostic means the greatest value of the

radiograph vi^as in connection with renal calcuH. The

predominant signs of most renal affections of a surgical

character were pain, hemorrhage, urinary disturbance, and

tumor. One or more might be absent or they might all

be present in any given case.

The Modern Doctor, His Successes, His Failures,

His Future.—Dr. John K. Mitchell of Philadelphia

delivered the Address in Medicine, and among other things

said : A time would come, since the disappearance of all

disease was unlikely, when governments would make a

more organized contest against it, would teach and enlist

all physicians in a common army as they now educated

and paid the soldier. This must come, because with im-

proved sanitation and the constant advance of preventive

means illness would grow infrequent, so that unless he was

a paid servant of the state the physician would not be

able to exist. When that army was enlisted the occurrence

of preventable diseases would be as much a matter for

court martial and the punishment of the person who al-

lowed it to pass him as the failure in duty of a soldier

asleep at his post. In that golden future in which sick-

ness would be as rare as war was now instead of being

a single-handed fighter the doctor would serve as an en-

listed man in the great battle for life and strength against

illness and pain; he would have no new duties, perhaps,

but new powers, ability to enforce obedience to laws of

health, until, under wiser ways of life, death, the one

unmedicinable disease, came only to the aged, approaching

without notice, to be met without fear, bringing an ending

peaceful and calm after an active life and a quiet old age.

Myositis Ossificans Progressiva.—Dr. .\kthur R.

Elliott of Chicago presented the clinical history of a case

of this disease, showing .f-ray pictures which clearly dem-

onstrated the bony deposits in various muscular areas.

The patient, a girl of seventeen, first displayed symptoms

of the disease at the age of two. The involvement of

the muscular system was widespread, resulting in many
deformities, and much restriction of movement. The
general health had not as yet been greatly affected. Con-

genital malformations of the hands and feet existed, such

as were observed in about 75 per cent, of recorded cases.

This clinical record was the one hundred and second in the

history of the disease since the first case was discovered

by Fuke in the "Philosophical Transactions" in 1740. The
etiology and pathology of the disease were briefly discussed.

Neurological and Psychiatric Aspect of Tuberculosis.
—Dr. Charles H. Hughes of St. Louis stated too much
attention had been devoted to the classical form of lesion

of pulmonary tuberculosis and too little to the other con-

ditions of the organism, especially to the state of the nerv-

ous system and what impression was made upon the pa-

tient's mind. He was dealing somewhat with the detri-

mental effect of adverse psychical suggestion, and he

wished to enter a protest and be as emphatic as he could

against the pronouncement positively, where it could be

avoided, of a diagnosis of tuberculosis to the patient in its

earlier stages, and the putting of the patient upon the out-

door treatment alone of tuberculosis. He entered his

protest against ignoring the detrimental effects of psychical

suggestion and would speak of the beneficial effects of it in

the treatment of pulmonary and other forms of tuberculo-

sis. To tell a patient, when he had his first hemorrhage
and the microscope revealed occasional tubercle bacilli,

that he had tuberculosis and must sleep out of doors, or

in a cold room, with his body well wrapped, or sleep with

his face out of a window in all kinds of weather for the

purpose of giving him fresh air, a thing to which he had

never been accustomed, exerted a detrimental influence,

an adverse psychical suggestion, and was a most potent in-

fluence in determining the fate of that individual. He
had in mind a case that came under his observation. A
friend of his was sent to Colorado at the time of his first

hemorrhage. He was a vigorous man, but led a sedentary

life. He neglected those physical influences that were

necessary to rejuvenate the blood and increase its vital

resistance, to build up the metabolism, and improve the

cytological processes. He went to Colorado under the

psychic impression that he was affected with pulmonary

tuberculosis, a sort of suggestion which sealed the fate

of more patients than those who suffered from tuberculosis.

He went there, occupied a cold room, and slept with his

head out of a window, with a cage arrangement so as to

screen himself against mosquitos. He decHned steadily.

He was dead now, although he went there as a strong man
physically. The adverse influence on that individual of

psychical suggestion sealed his fate—at least, prematurely.

H the diagnosis and possible prognosis had been with-

held in that case in his opinion, from what he knew now,

the man might have been living to-day. The man who
hastened to give a localized and fatal prognosis in a

case did not thoroughly comprehend the influence of mind

over organisms. He did not fully comprehend the influence

of the higher psychic centers over the lower centers of

metabolism, upward or downward. True therapeutics de-

pended upon exalting the metabolisms of the organism

and not in depressing them. Not enough attention was

given, from a psychotherapeutic standpoint and from a

neurotherapeutic point of view, to take care of the isolated

nerve centers of the tuberculous patient, and in order to

accomplish that his digestion must be aided by continuous

and unremitting hyperdigestion, artificially enforced, and

an amount of sleep adequately secured.

Pulmonary Tuberculosis and Syphilis with Brief

Reports of Three Cases.—Dr. Robert H. Babcock of

Chicago cited the views of different writers as to the

mutual influence on each other of the association of

these two infections and showed that the effect of the

second infection depended largely on the stage of the

primary disease. He then narrated the salient points in

three instances coming under his observation in the past

year in all of which pulmonary tuberculosis was developed

in the late stage of syphilis with apparently a retarding

effect on the tuberculosis. His conclusions were as fol-

lows : I. The effect of the association of pulmonary tu-

berculosis and syphilis seemed to depend largely upon the

stage of the primary disease during which the second

infection was acquired. 2. The acquisition of syphilis

during the incipient or early period of tuberculosis ap-

peared to be of a negative influence or even in some

instances to exert a retarding or curative effect on the

tuberculosis. 3. Syphilis acquired by a consumptive in an

advanced stage was likely to aid the downward progress

of the tuberculosis. 4. Tuberculosis when developed dur-

ing the primary or secondary stage of syphilis offered

a bad prognosis and was apt to run a rapid course. 5.

When pulmonary tuberculosis developed during the third

or late stage of syphilis, it was apt to pursue a slow

course, probably because of the tendency of the lues to

sclerosis during this stage. 6. The association of these

two diseases did not preclude the mercurial treatment of

the syphilis by intramuscular injections and inunctions, but

iodine if administered at all must be used cautiously be-

cause of its tendency to hasten softening of the tubercu-

lous foci. 7. During the antisyphilitic medication there

should be no relaxation in the hygienic measures recog-

nized as necessary in the management of the tuberculosis.

Preliminary Report of Cases Treated by Dr. Carl

Spengler's Tuberculosis Immune Blood.—Dr. W. F.

WoOLSTON of Chicago said Spengler had pointed out that
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in previously immunized patients, after an injection of an
antigen, the following relative change in position of the
stored up immune substances took place : In about half an
hour the quantity of serum immune substances in-

creased, with a decrease in the immune substances
of the red blood cells; and in a few days the
deficiency in red blood cells had again been bal-

anced or overbalanced and the serum left defi-

cient of these bodies. Dr. Spengler was of the opinion
that the leucocytes played a part in the absorption of
these bodies. It would be seen that he regarded the

erythrocytes as the main source of the production of
immune bodies. In healthy animals after tuberculous poi-

son had been injected the immune bodies were de-

monstrable in the red blood cells. They appeared to be

adherent to the hemoglobin and could be separated chem-
ically or mechanically. He had not as yet, with the

limited time and number of patients, been able always

to say beforehand just which cases would improve. How-
ever, the acute miliary had shown the most striking re-

sults, as health had been regained in a comparativclv short

time. Some of the chronic cases had shown no improve-

ment and two of them seemed to have old lesions stimu-

lated to activity. Some of the untoward effects had been

a diarrhea which had been easily controlled by some mild

intestinal antiseptic. In a case of one nine-year old pa-

tient a rash occurred after the first injection which disap-

peared in twenty-four to thirty-six hours. Among the

earliest signs of improvement were the disappearance of

lassitude, an improvement in the appetite, a decrease in the

amount of sputum and number of bacilli, a gain in weight,

an improvement in sleep, and a lowering of temperature

and pulse. The toxic pulse, however, took more time

to reduce, and sometimes heart stimulants were indicated

to aid in the myocardial power. The conclusions of writers

who had used this tuberculosis immune blood serum were

favorable as to its efficiency.

Prostatic Hypertrophy.—Dr. John E. Cannady of

Charleston, W. Va., in his paper stated prostatic hyper-

trophy was the greatest curse of age in man. The chief

indications for operative relief of obstruction were dif-

ficulty in urination and residual urine. He spoke of the

value of bladder irrigation and the administration of

urotropin and sodium benzoate. This combination was

well borne by the stomach. Matters of diet and water

drinking were of paramount importance. The choice of

operation, whether suprapubic or perineal, depended largely

on the individuality of the operator. The value of supra-

pubic cystotomy was pointed out. He spoke of Hunter

McQuire's method and emphasized the necessity for rapid

work. The popularity of the different methods was largely

a matter of geography, like chloroform and ether. He
spoke of the results of Freyer and Young, and pointed

out the advantages of a non-toxic local anesthetic, such

as novecain in doing a cystotomy. Only a brief general

anesthesia was necessary for the completion of the two-

stage operation. He spoke of the management of the

patient before, between, and after the v&rious steps of the

operation. They should always bear in mind the con-

servation of the patient's strength. The two-stage opera-

tion cut the danger in half. Normal saline irrigation was

of great value. The end results were almost ideai in the

average case, there being both anatomical and physiolog-

ical restoration of urethra and bladder. He reported il-

lustrative cases showing the management of the normal

case.

The Interpretation of Jaundice.—Dr. Charles N.

Smith of Toledo, Ohio, gave an interpretation of jaundice

as observed in gallstone disease and its associated condi-

tions—the interpretation of a symptom which was both

infrequent and inconstant, and. at best, indicative only of

complications, or terminal events.

Dr. J. II. Cakstens of Detroit said the common every-

day catarrhal jaundice was of great importance. It was

caused by gastroduodenal catarrh so-called. A patient

would have jaundice and in the course of five or six

weeks it would disappear, and whether treatment had any

effect or not he had grave doubts. He had had this form

of jaundice himself. He took everything his physicians

told him to take—sweet oil, calomel, and many other

things, but the jaundice continued. He then restricted

his diet to nitrogenous food, and did not take any kind

of carbohydrates, oils, fats, etc., but some good lean beef,

some eggs and water, and in a short time the jaundice

disappeared.

Dr. R. N. Murray of Flint, Michigan, stated after suf-

fering from jaundice for a considerable period of time and

having tried various remedies, at the request of some

Flint physician, he took ammonium chloride in ten to

fifteen grains every two hours, and in four days the jaun-

dice cleared up.

A New Principle in the Treatment of Graves' Disease.

—Dr. George W. Crile of Cleveland said the benefits which

followed the ligation of the superior thyroid artery were

due, for the most part, to the break of the nerve supply

which was inevitable in the course of the ligation. In

Graves' disease the thyroid showed a work hyperplasia,

and the brain cells showed a work exhaustion. In Graves'

disease the brain sent a more or less constant flow of

stimuli into the thyroid gland. The thyroid responded by

an increase of its secretion. This increased secretion

of the thyroid caused an increased activity of the brain

cells. In this manner the brain and the thyroid reciprocally

goaded each other, and this deadlock, if not broken, con-

tinued until one or the other was worn out. This, he be-

lieved, was the explanation of the curious ending one

occasionally observed, namely, the sequence of myxedema

and Graves'. Breaking of the nerve connection between

the brain and the thyroid gland rendered Graves' disease

curable. No case of Graves' disease was cured by opera-

tion alone, and no case was cured until the thyroid gland

and the brain were both restored to the normal. This

was best secured by operating in such a manner that there

was no excitation of the nervous system, nor of the thy-

roid glands ; hence no volatile outburst during or after

the operation, and no operative danger; then placing the

patient in a rest cure for a month or more, depending

upon the severity of the disease. If, on the other hand, the

patient after the operation was at once immersed in the

environment in which the disease originated, there would

be many disappointments. The plan of treatment by a

combination of a benign operation, followed by a pro-

longed rest cure, would restore the patient in so far as

'

tissues were not already irreparably destroyed to the

bloom of health.

Cleft Palate.—Dr. G. V. I. Brown of Milwaukee read

a paper in which he described the surgical operative steps

in closure of cleft palate.

Surgery of the Great Sciatic Nerve.—Dr. B. M.

RiCKETTS of Cincinnati read a paper on this subject in

which he reported two cases of complete severance with

subsequent anastomosis. He drew the following conclu-

sions: I. Compression for sciatic neuralgia hardly justi-

fied the effort. 2. Acupuncture with the injection of elec-

tricity or medicaments through an open incision was to

be recommended. 3. Acupuncture without open incision

was most difficult and uncertain to accomplish. 4. The use

of a metal wire and tube for direct multiple injections

should be encouraged. 5. Stretching the nerve for neural-

gia had been more or less beneficial, and second in choice

before more radical measures were employed. 6. Neu-

rotomy without suture was to be condemned, but it should

be empfoyed before sacrificing any of the. nerve tissue.

7. Neurectomy was the last of surgical measures to be
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employed for neuralgia. 8. Neurorrhaphy (primary or

secondary) should be done in cases where the nerve had

been partially or completely severed by any cause. 9.

The great sciatic nerve might be completely divided and

remain so indefinitely without great loss of sensation. 10.

Both sensation and motion might be improved or com-

pletely restored by coapting the severed ends with sutures.

II. Small needle and silk were attended with less trauma

than those of larger size. 12. Anesthesia might be local

or general.

Office Treatment of Antral Disease.—Dr. Willi.\m

W. Pennell of Mt Vernon, Ohio, said many simple forms

of empyema were amenable to office treatment. The requi-

site amount of drainage could be made under cocaine

anesthesia. There were cases where tooth extraction and

curettement and closure of the alveolar fistula had to be

practised, but these were made simpler by efficient drain-

age, astringent washes and cleanliness. Even the graver

forms were made more amenable to radical operation

where drainage and washings had been practised as pre-

paratory treatment. After drainage had been established,

washes of sterile normal salt solution were the only

medicaments used in simple empyema ; while in those hav-

ing dental complications, extraction of teeth, and those

having thickened antral membrane from prolonged in-

flammation, curettement, and the use of astringents, were

added to the simple washes.

Surgery of Musculospiral Paralysis.—Dr. A. H.

Barkley of Lexington, Ky., read a paper on this sub-

ject in which he drew the following conclusions : i. Many
cases had been operated on but comparatively few re-

ported. 2. In cases of trauma associated injury of the

musculospiral nerve might be and frequently was over-

looked. 3. The anatomical position of this nerve rendered

it peculiarly liable to trauma. 4. Injuries, such as frac-

tures, falls, and blows, were the most frequent cause in

the order named. 5. It occurred with equal frequency in

both arms, the middle and lower third being the most

often affected. 6. The musculospiral was injured more

often than any other nerve and not infrequently served

as ground for legal action. 7. More frequent in males

and might occur at any age, more especially between ten

and thirty years. 8. In cases where complete loss of

sensation and motor function followed severe injury, the

probabilities were that the nerve had been injured and

operative interference was indicated. Cases following

slight trauma often recovered without operation ; how-

ever, if no improvement was noticed after two or three

months, operation was justified. 9. Secondary cases some-

. times presented technical difficulties not present in pri-

mary cases. 10. No one symptom was pathognomonic

and the pathological condition varied so widely that it

was impossible to state before operation with much cer-

tainty the exact condition present in a given case. 11.

Prognosis was good in clean cases. Especially was this

true where operation had been resorted to early. One

of the most important determining factors was the length

of time the injury to the nerve had existed. 12. Operative

treatment depended on the individual case: the earlier

the operation the better the result. Small round needles

and fine silk had given best results in the hands of the

writer. 13. All patients with injuries to the arm, especial-

ly fractures, should be impressed with the possibility of

musculospiral development.

The Acute Abdominal Manifestations of Syphilis.

—

Dr. Louis A. Levison of Toledo in a paper on this sub-

ject summarized as follows: i. Syphilis showing acute

abdominal manifestations was not uncommon, but was not

generally recognized. 2. The liver was the organ most

often affected. 3. Abdominal manifestations occurred

more often in the tertiary stage. 4. Syphilis of the

stomach could simulate most of the ordinary gastric dis-

eases. 5. The symptoms of acute abdominal manifesta-

tions of syphilis were in no way diagnostic and included

pain, tenderness, fever, jaundice, chills, and sweats. 6.

The gastric crises of tabes might be considered syphilitic

in their nature.

The Wassermann Test.—Dr. \V. T. Mefford of Chi-

cago spoke on the value of this test to the physician. .As

to what class of patients he would recommend for a

Wassermann test, he would say: all persons giving a

history of syphilis, either inherited or acquired, and all

persons with clinical symptoms simulating syphilis, and in

late manifestations of syphilis. He would use it as he

would a urinary or sputum examination, or blood count,

placing the Wassermann test side by side with these as an

assistance in making up the clinical findings. In all cases

where he got a positive Wassermann or an active syphilis

either alone or associated with other diseases, he would

put the patient upon mercurial treatment. Of all condi-

tions in which syphilis was associated, where he got the

best results in treatment had been in syphilis associated

with the heart and arterial system. Next the liver. He
had not got the improvement in tuberculosis associated

with syphilis that he expected or had hoped for by specific

treatment, or the treatment of syphilis.

Pyloric Stenosis in the Infant.—Dr. W. D. Haines
of Cincinnati reported a case on which he had operated for

the relief of this condition. The child was removed to a

hospital and posterior no loop gastrojejunostomy was

performed. Twenty-four hours after the operation the

child showed no distress after taking nourishment and

had continued free from his old symptoms. E.xcept con-

stipation, all of the symptoms had disappeared and though

still undersized the child was thriving and playful five

months after operation.

Pleural Effusions, Their Diagnosis and Treatment.

—

Dr. E. B. Montgomery of Quincy. Ill, in this paper

pointed out the importance of early diagnosis, and as a

means of deciding doubtful cases, in addition to ausculta-

tion and percussion, needling, not only once, but repeatedly,

if necessary. The use of sodium salicylate was advised

as a medical treatment of small serous effusions, to be

followed by aspiration if the fluid did not disappear in

ten days or two weeks. For empyema the importance of

a bacteriological diagnosis of the character of the infec-

tion was urged as a preliminary to correct treatment.

Some pneumococcus empyemas yielded readily after as-

piration to injection of two ounces of two per cent, for-

malin-glycerin. Others required intercostal incision and

continuous drainage by one of the various types of drain-

age tubes, rib resection being rarelj- called for. To hasten

the cure of small empyematous cavities and fistulas, atten-

tion was called to the value of injections of Beck's thirty-

three per cent, bismuth-vaselin paste.

Etiology of the Functional Neuroses.—Dr. Eleanora

S. Everhard and Dr. Gertrude Felker of Dayton, Ohio,

contributed a joint paper on this subject in which they

drew the following conclusions : i. That the common ele-

ment in the attributed causes of the functional neuroses

was to be found in the fact that the mental processes

were not directed : therefore, the patient was the victim

of any stimulus which chance might keep before the mind,

and that there was no limit to the destruction of efficiency

which might result. 2. That those symptoms commonly

called nervousness were worthy of serious consideration

because they indicated some degree of lack of control of

nerve processes. 3. That self-indulgence by training the

mind to follow the lines of least resistance predisposed

to these neuroses. 4. That the value of living in accord

with the laws of hygiene could not be overestimated, both

because of its influence upon nutrition, and because it re-

quired a measure of self-control, but that alone was in-

sufficient. 5. That conditions of life which demanded of
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the individual in his vocation or avocation less exercise

of attention and will than he was capable of enduring with-

out fatigue bore to his nervous system the same relation

that lack of muscular exercise bore to his muscular sys-

tem. 6. That intelligent education at any age was effec-

tive, but since the ideal was prevention, the habit of direct-

ing mental processes should be established early.

Dr. CH-f^RLEs F. Read of Hospital, 111., spoke of the

psychic factors in the causation of certain functional

psychoses, and presented clinical studies.

Dr. LisTON H. MoNTGOMERy of Chicago read a paper in

which he spoke of the role of the physician, philanthropist,

publicist, and politician, regarding a federal department of

health. He said that when a national department of health

was established it would be capable of rendering the

greatest amount of good to the greatest number of happy

people, and thereby the prospects of longevity of man,

ideal citizenship, and posterity would be greatly enhanced,

for which the medical profession would stand as sponsor.

Standardization of Bacterins.— Dr. Roswell T. Pf.ttit

of Ottawa, 111., spoke of the value of bacterin therapy

as a general aid to local treatment in certain types of

bacterial infections which was at the present time pretty

well established. In the preparation of vaccines he did

not try to estimate the number of bacteria present in a

given volume. He took up a twenty-four hour blood agar

growth of streptococci in a definite amount of salt solu-

tion, shook thoroughly, centrifuged to throw down the

clumps, put in a bottle specially prepared and killed by

heat or carbolic acid. Then he made a one-tenth of one-

hundredth dilution of this full emulsion and gave an initial

dose of five c.c. of the one-hundredth dilution. This in-

duced very little or no reaction. The dosage was then

increased up through the one-tenth dilution and full emul-

sion to the point of local reaction. Then he proceeded

very slowly, keeping in mind that the reaction induced

and results obtained were the true indices of dosage. The

reaction to be aimed at was a slight or moderate local

reaction, an area of redness about the size of a dollar,

without the localizing or general phenomena. By using

increasing doses up through a series of dilutions this

could be procured with a fair degree of accuracy and

an estimation of the number of bacteria used was en-

tirely superfluous. The full emulsion could be called

one hundred per cent, and ten per cent, and one per cent,

dilution of this full emulsion made. The doses could be

recorded as i, 2, s, 7 c.c, etc., of the one per cent., ten

per cent., or one hundred per cent, emulsions. The ad-

vantages of a dilution method of estimating bacterial sus-

pensions over a numerical were several, i. The reaction,

the real index of dosage, was relied upon and the empirical

administration of bacterins was made less possible. 2.

An index of antibody production was aimed at. 3. By

using this method vaccines could be prepared with much

greater rapidity, at least an hour was saved on each bac-

terin prepared, and if bacterins proved to be of value m
acute infections—and the recent work of Dr. Rosenow

of Chicago on artificial immunization in pneumonia seemed

to point in this direction—the time saved would be a very

important factor.

Dr. Nathan Rosewater of Cleveland read a paiier in

which he pointed out the non-operative t,reatment of the

prolapsed and dilated stomach and abdominal viscera.

Treatment of Pernicious Anemia Associated with

Achylia Gastrica.—Dr. Alfred C. Croftan of Chicago

submitted a clinical report in regard to the treatment of

a certain group of pernicious anemia cases and described

three cases that had been improved rapidly and have re-

mained symptomatically well, without remissions, until the

present date. The one constant factor observed in the

cases of pernicious anemia observed during a period of

years that were not distinctly attributed to the effect of

syphilis, carcinoma, parasites or profound and continuous

loss of blood was a lack of hydrochloric acid from the

stomach contents, associated with a variety of digestive

disturbances, allied with varying degrees of chronic

undernutrition. That all cases of hypochlorhydria and

all cases of chronic undernutrition did not develop per-

nicious anemia called for the inclusion of some specific

factor or factors, hitherto unknown. At all events, the

supplying of large quantities of hydrochloric acid to-

gether with abundant proteids by mouth and by rectum

seemed a favorable point of attack and was persistently

carried through with gratifying results. The dosage,

technique of proteid, overfeeding, and the general hospital

management of such cases were described in full. From
the results obtained the conclusion was drawn that a trial

of this plan in this group of cases was decidedly worth

while and ?eemcd to produce results not otherv.'iso ob-

tainable by any means so far described.

The Diagnosis of Trifacial Neuralgia.—Dr. Hugh T.

Patrick of Chicago said in the vast majority of cases the

diagnosis of the tic douloureux should be easy and certain

as the traits of the disease were few and striking. But

the author had had quite a number of other disorders re-

ferred to him as trifacial neuralgia. The most frequent

had been migraine and sinus disease. Others were syphi-

lis, brain tumor, alveolar abscess, and other dental dis-

ease, nasal disease, herpes zoster, neurasthenia and lesion

of the optic thalamus. The pain of trifacial neuralgia was

practically unique. There was nothing else just like it.

It was short and sharp, in the beginning only a flash or

jab, or shot. The interval might be anywhere from a

second or two to weeks or months. In the fully de-

veloped disorder the paroxysms might last a minute or two

and the free intervals be so short that the pain seemed con-

tinuous. It never really was so. Nearly every patient

had intermissions of weeks,, months, or even years during

which he was entirely free from pain. One of the most

striking peculiarities of the aff'ection was that the parox-

ysms or jabs of pain were started by slight peripheral

irritation, such as washing the face, using a handkerchief,

stroking the mustache or the touch of a glass to the lips.

He thought that the automatic act of winking often acted

as an excitant. Such slight sensory stimulus in the

area of one division of the nerve might occasion pain in

another division. For instance, touching the lower lip

might start a pain not in this region, but in the supra-

orbital area.

Water, the Main Factor in Prevention of Disease.

—

Dr. J. C. Minor of Hot Springs, Ark., said the signif-

icant points in his paper were : First, nutrition and elimina-

tion were the main factors in maintaining health ; but of

the two, elimination was absolutely necessary and must be

continuous and invariably performed equally by the sewers

of the body. One could not flush sewers without water,

and if regular flushing w-as to be had the water must be

furnished the body regularly, and the purer the better.

Second, normal resisting power prevented invasion of any

and all diseases. Normal resisting power depended ui)on

normal distribution of food, normal lubrication of all

body structures, and norma! excretion of all waste prod-

ucts. Third, unless food were distributed to the system

properly it would become a detriment instead of help to

the system. It could not be distributed to the system

properly without the proper amount of water taken in

at the proper time. The stomach was the kitchen in which

pabulum was prepared for the system. The small intes-

tine was the table from which the system was served.

The system would be served with only just enough, the

remainder of the ingesta was thrown through the cecal

valve into the sewer. If food was badly digested the

system rejected it. If food was in greater amount than

the system required the surplus was also rejected. .•MI the
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rejected food was an irritant to the cecal region and its

continuity. Might it not be a cause for appendicitis?

Fourth, there was a proper time for taking the proper
amount of water. One's judgment should govern the

measure of water to be taken with food. To take too
much water just before, during, or just after a meal
would be, so to speak, to put the fire in the kitchen out,

while not enough fluid would compel the stomach to

borrow too heavily from the systemic volume.
The Gradual Evolution of a Sane Therapy in Tuber-

culosis.—Dr. F. M. PoTTENGER of Monrovia, Cal.,

contributed a paper on this subject. Among other things
he said

: The position of the sanatorium in the rational

treatment of tuberculosis was very important. If the san-

atorium was conducted on the proper lines it afforded the

best circumstances under which the known measures,
which had influence in building up and curing the patient,

might be applied. The home treatment, however, was
one of the greatest boons to tuberculous patients, because
most patients were not able to be treated in sanatoria

and must be treated in their own homes. The true posi-

tion of home treatment, however, could be readily under-
stood by the fact that it was an attempt to apply sana-

torium regime and sanatorium conditions to the home.
Intestinal Surgery with a Demonstration of a New

Method of Suturing the Bowel.—Dr. A. E. Benjamin
of Minneapolis stated the various instruments and appli-

ances formerly used to facilitate the surgeon in his work
upon the intestines had about all been discarded for the

simple, but efficient, method of intestinal anastomosis by
thread and needle. The work should be carefully, but
rapidly, performed, which was often the case where the

surgeon had from practice or experimental work upon
the lower animals become skillful in the use of needle and
thread. A positive blood supply to the tissues making up
the anastomosis was necessary. The end-to-end method
was not so certain ; therefore, the side-to-side anastomosis
should be chosen when convenient. The evolution of the

intestinal suture had brought them to the point where they

were certain of good results, when the sutures were prop-
erly applied and were of the right material. Nonabsorbable
suture material should be cast off into the lumen of the

intestine after serving its period of usefulness, and this

was best accomplished when used for the inner layer.

There was then less destruction of tissue. When placed

externally it produced unnecessary adhesions, plastic

exudate and fibrous bands. It might interfere with proper
bowel function, because of its prolonged irritation. Ab-
sorbable suture material used for the outer layer was
soon taken care of and did not cripple the action of the

intestine. The application of the suture in the intestinal

work had been carefully studied. It must serve the pur-

poses of controlling hemorrhage, proper coaptation of the

tissues, security against leakage, must avoid pursing, be
quickly introduced, and not strangulate the tissue. The
back lock stitch of Pagenstecher's thread as applied by the

author for the inner layer served all these purposes. Ex-
perimental work had demonstrated that chromic catgut

lasted sufficiently long when employed as the outer suture

for positive and firm union to occur. The after-treatment
of cases of suturing the bowel should be carefully super-
vised by limiting the diet, starvation treatment, if neces-

sary, until the union was sufficiently strong before it be-

came necessary for the bowels to be called upon to pass
their contents onward.

OflScers.—The following officers were elected; Presi-
dent, Dr. Robt. H. Babcock, Chicago; Vice-Presidents,

Drs. Arthur D. Holmes, Detroit, and Charles E. Barnett,

Fort Wayne, Ind. ; Secretary, Dr. Henry Enos Tuley,
Louisville: Treasurer, Dr. S. C. Stanton, Chicago.

The selection of the place of meeting for 191 1 was
left to the Executive Committee with power to act.

STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

State Board of Medical Examiners for the State of

Texas.

Austin, June 28-30, 1910.

anatomy.

1. Give the origin, relation, course, and distribution of
the posterior tibial artery.

2. Give the muscles of the orbital region, describing one,
giving its attachments and insertion with its action and
nerve supply.

3. Describe the posterior triangular space of neck,
naming the structures found therem, together with their

relation to each other.

4. Describe the ulna, giving its muscular attachments.

5. Describe knee joint, giving the osseous and ligamen-
tous structures that enter into its formation.

6. Describe the collateral circulation around the elbow.

7. Describe the perineum, giving the nerve and blood
supply to the parts, together with their source and rela-

tions.

8. Name the extensor group of muscles of the forearm;
describe one fully, giving its attachment, and insertion,

together with its action and nerve supply.

9. Describe the brachial ple.xus of nerves.

ID. Outline and give a gross description of the liver,

together with its relation to the internal organs.

HISTOLOGY.

1. Describe the histological structure of the skin.

2. Describe the histological structure of the pancreas.

3. Describe the histological structure of the tonsils.

4. Where is unstriped muscular tissue found?
5. Describe the Pacinian corpuscles.

6. Give the histological dift'erence between the wall of

an artery and the wall of a vein.

7. Name the genital organs of the male system and
describe the vas deferens.

8. Name the genital organs of the female system and, if

any, what is the dift'erence between the mucosa of the body
of the uterus and that of the cervix.

9. Enumerate the different epithelia, giving a locality

or organ in which each is found, predominates.
10. Describe the microscopical appearance of a cross-

section of a nerve fiber.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. (a) Name the nerves supplying the tongue; (&) give

the function of each.

2. Give the velocity of the blood flow (a) in the large

arteries; (b) capillaries; (r) give time necessary for a

complete circulation of the blood; (d) give velocity of

nerve impulse.

3. To classify all the senses as external and internal;

name five belonging to each class.

4. Give action and tell where found of the following

enzymes: (a) amylopsin, (b) invertase, (f) lipase, (rf)

pepsin, {e) erepsin.

5. What tissues of the body possess marked power of

contractility?

6. (a) Name the nerves supplying the heart, (&) give

function of each.

7. What artificial stimuli may produce muscular contrac-

tion?
8. What is the normal blood pressure in an adult, ex-

pressed in millimeters?

9. Define the following terms: (o) tidal, (6) comple-

mental, (c) supplemental, (d) residual air, and (e) vital

capacity.

10. Define (a) miosis, (b) mydriasis, (c) eupnea, (rf)

necremia, (e) hydremia, (/) choluria, (g) biotomy, (A)

albuminuria, (0 alopeceia. (/) chemosis.

CHEMISTRY.

1. Give (a) toxic symptoms of bismuth, (&) say how
they may occur, (<r) and describe a test for same.

2. Give (a) symptoms of fatal dose, and (6) treatment

of ammonium hydroxide poisoning.

3. Give Graham's law covering diffusion of gases.

4. The presence of ammonia in excess of 0.05 mg. per

liter in water indicates what?
5. (a) What is acetone, (b) clinical significance, (c)

describe a practical test for same.

S. Define hemoglobinuria and give a test for hemoglobin
7. Give a simple, practical test for pus in the urine.
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8. (o) What is muscarin, (&) where found, (c) symp-
toms of poisoning, (</) antidote?

9. How is the specific gravity of a gas determined?
10. Differentiate dialysis and osmosis.

BACTERIOLOGY.

1. Describe the Gram's method of staining.

2. Name three pathogenic bacteria that are stained bj

the Gram's method.

3. Name or give examples of three different bacteria

which do not stain readily.

4. Describe the process of staining blood.

5. In normal blood, stained, describe the various cells.

0. Name three different pus producing bacteria.

7. What are the chief effects of bacterial growth?
8. Before being accepted as the cause of a given disease

a germ must conform to what is known as "Koch's four

laws"; name them.

9. In diagnosis, name the means for identifying bacterid.

10. What are ptomaines and toxins?

PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS.

1. Give the physical signs of Raynaud's disease and
describe the different grades.

2. What is meant by dyspnea ; in what disease is it a

prominent symptom?
3. Name si.x causes for the displacement of the cardiac

apex.

4. Name the points to be noted when taking the pulse.

5. Give the most important signs of thoracic aneurysm.

6. Name the different groups of emphysema; and describe

each briefly.

7. What organs can be felt through the abdominal walls

bv palpitation?

8. Name the most common diseases affecting the peri-

toneum, and the commonest cause of local peritonitis.

9. What is meant by jaundice, and give some of the

causes ?

10. Name some of the symptoms of intestinal diseases.

PATHOLOGY'.

1. Panaritium tendinaeum : Give its pathology and give

reason why a felon of the thumb and little finger is more
liable to spread into the palm of the hand than felon of

the three middle fingers.

2. Wounds : In a wound of any kind, septic or aseptic,

certain principles of treatent if faithfully carried out

will greatly contribute toward a union by first intention

;

please name these principles.

3. Poisons : Caustics and irritants—describe their effects

upon the body tissues and how these effects are brought

about.

4. Give causes of catarrhal jaundice, and its effects upon

the system.

5. Give pathology of pleurisy and name the two diseases

it most commonly occurs in as a complication.

6. Give pathology of phlegmonous tonsillitis.

7. Give pathology of yellow atrophy of the liver.

8. Name three "varieties of sarcoma, and describe the

cells of each variety named.
9. Typhoid fever: Give its cause and pathology.

10. Dermoid cysts: To what class of tumors do they

belong, and on \vhat parts of the body do they most fre-

quently occur?
OBSTETRICS.

I. 'Describe the human embryo during the fourth, sixth

and eighth month, giving the appearance and weight.

2. What effect would double ovariotomy have on the

fetus of five months' gestation?

3. Describe changes occurring in the blood during gesta-

tion.

4. What are the effects of an acute zymotic disease

during pregnancy on (a) mother, (6) child?

5. What are the dangers to (o) mother, (b) the child,

from gonorrhea durinsr pregnancy and labor?

6. What is the significance of glycosuria during preg-

nancy, and the frequency of its occurrence during preg-

nancy?
,

7. Causes, pathology, and treatment of puerperal

eclampsia and the danger signs of impending eclampsia.
_

8. Give the varieties of puerperal eclampsia and their

differential diagnosis. . ,

9. What is Tarnier's sign of inevitable abortion, and

give its importance in the diagnosis of inevitable abortion.

ID. Give formation of caput succedaneum and where does

the caput succedaneum appear in the third position

.

GYNECOLOGY.

I. Give clinical symptoms of stenosis of the cervix, and

give remedy.

2. Give differential clinical diagnosis of cervical stenosis

and atresia of the vagina.

3. Give the classification and causes of dysmenorrhea.

4. Give the causes of and remedy for procidentia.

5. Give differential diagnosis of ovaritis and appendicitis

in a young woman ; would you or would you not advise

operative procedure in cither condition?

6. For what pathological condition would you advise

amputation of the cervix?

7. What are the relations between menstruation and

ovulation ?

8. Give the hygiene of the menstrual period.

9. What is artificial menopause, its etiology and the

pathological conditions that justify it?

10. When and for what purpose would you use the fol-

lowing suture material : silk, silkworm gut, plain catgut,

chromic catgut and silver wire, in gynecological work?

1. How do you prepare patients for the administration of

anesthetics?
2. How do you treat acute synovitis?

3. How is the callus disposed about a fracture?

4. What are the causes of gangrene?

5. W'hat complications accompany fractured ribs?

6. What symptoms denote malignant disease of the pros-

tate?

7. What changes take place in strangulated hernia?

8. What precautions are observed in excising a joint?

9. Under what circumstances should the head of the

femur be excised?
10. Give differential diagnosis between intracapsular

fracture and an extracapsular.

1. W'hy and how is carbon dioxide deleterious to health?

2. Name the chemical germicides most commonly used

and the proportions employed?

3. What is the difference between fermentation, oxida-

tion, and putrefaction?

4. Mention the preventable epidemic diseases, and state

how vou would stop the spread of each.

5. Name and describe the principal chemical elements of

food, giving the use of each?

6. '....2t is the effect of alcohol upon the nerve centers;

circulation?

7. How are impurities in water classified ; how can they

be detected, and why is the presence of organic material

in drinking water deleterious?

8. Give the principal factors upon which natural and ac-

quired immunity depend?
9. Give period of detention of persons exposed to the

following infectious diseases: Smallpox, measles, scarlet

fever, diphtheria, cholera, typhoid fever, and yellow fever?

10. Give the formation of the four standard disinfecting

solutions.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. Give the eight varieties and classification of insanity.

2. What is meant by justifiable abortion; (b) and dif-

ferentiate justifiable abortion from criminal abortion.

3. Give the chemical tests of blood.

4 (a) What is meant by rape; (b) give the three im-

portant constant symptoms or signs as medical testimony

in alleged rape?

5. W^hat do you understand by age of consent in refer-

ence to rape?
6. Give common cause of death from wounds.

7. Describe death from and give the post-mortem signs

of strangulation.

8. Describe, define, and differentiate illusion, delusion,

and hallucination, and the lucid interval.

9. What are the effects of exposure to extreme heat?

10. Bv what means mav the dead be identified?

.ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

State Board of Medical Examiners for the State of

Texas.

Austin, June 28-30, 1910.

ANATOMY.

I. The posterior tibial artery is the continuation down-
ward of the popliteal artery. It begins at the lower border
of the popliteus muscle ; it ends midway between the inter-

nal malleolus and the tuberosity of the os calcis. where it

divides into the external and internal plantar arteries. Its

branches arc : Peroneal, nutrient, muscular, cutaneous.
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communicating, internal calcanean, and malleolar cutane-

ous. Relationships. In front: Tibialis posticus, flexor

longus digitorum, tibia, and ankle joint. Behind: Skin,

fascia, gastrocnemius, soleus, posterior tibial nerve, and
abductor hallucis. On inner side: Posterior tibial nerve,

at upper part. On outer side: Posterior tibial nerve, at

lower part.

2. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 399; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 374.

3. See Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 620.

4. See Cunningliam's "Anatomy'' (1909), page 194; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 186.

5. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 297; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 336.
6. The vessels anastomosing in front of the internal

condyle are : Anastomotica magna, anterior ulnar recur-

rent, and anterior terminal branch of inferior profunda;
behind the internal condyle: Anastomotica magna, pos-
terior ulnar recurrent, and posterior terminal branch of in-

ferior profunda; in front of external condyle: Radial re-

current and anterior terminal branch of superior profunda

;

behind external condyle: Anastomotica ma^na, niterosseous
recurrent, and posterior terminal branch of superior pro-

funda.

7. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1277; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1549.
8. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 348; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 486.

9. The brachial plexus is formed by the union and subse-
quent division of the anterior divisions of the fifth, sixth,

seventh, and eighth cervical and the first dorsal nerves.

The union of the fifth and sixth makes the upper trunk;
the seventh forms the middle trunk, and the eighth cervical

and first dorsal make the lower trunk. Each of these trunks
is divided into an anterior and a posterior branch. The
anterior branches, from the upper and middle trunks, make
the upper or outer cord of the ple.xus ; the anterior branch
of the low-er trunk becomes the lower or inner cord ; the

three posterior branches unite to form the posterior or
middle cord. The plexus lies between the Scalenus anticus

and medius. The branches are: (i) Above the clavicle;

communicating, muscular, posterior thoracic, and supra-
scapular. (2) From outer cord: External anterior thoracic,

musculocutaneous, and outer head of median. (3) From
inner cord: Internal anterior thoracic, lesser internal cuta-
neous, ulnar, and inner head of median. (4) From pos-
terior cord: Subscapular, circumflex, and musculospiral.

10. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1108; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1334.

HISTOLOGY.

1. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 772; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (igo8), page 1190.

2. See Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1359.
See Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1223.

4. Unstriped muscular tissue is found in the alimentary
tract from the middle third of the esophagus to the anus,
in the ducts of glands, in the trachea and bronchial tubes,
within the eyeball, the internal urinary and genital sys-
tems, circulatory (except the heart) and lymphatic systems,
and the capsules of some organs.

5. See Cunningham's ".^natomy" (1909), page 775; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 83a.

6. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 781; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), pages 586 and 722.

7. See Cunningham's ".\natomy" (1909), pages 1159 and
1 162; or Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), pages 1457 and 1484.

8. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), pages 1 181 and
1191 ; or Gray's ".Anatomy" (1908), pages 1489 and 1504.

9. Kinds OF Epithelium, (i) Pavement or Squa>nous:
A single layer of flat, nucleated cells, cemented together at
their edges; found in descending limb of Henle's loop. (2)
Stratified squamous: In layers of cells that are unlike in
form; found in the epidermis. (3) Columnar: Tall, cylin-
drical cells arranged in a single layer; found in penile part
of urethra. (4) Cuhoidal: Similar to columnar, but the
cells are shorter ; found in thyroid gland. (5) Cilated:
Columnar cells with hair-like processes (cilia) on their
free surface ; found in Fallopian tubes. (6) Transitional:
When the cells are neither arranged in a single layer like
squamous, nor yet in many superimposed layers like strati-

fied, but in two or three layers; found in pelvis of ureter.
10. See Gray's ".\natomy" (1908), page S25.

rHVSIOLOGV.

I. Nerve supply of tongue: (i) Hypoglossal, to muscles
—the motor nerve

; (2) Chorda tympani, nerve of taste to
the anterior two-thirds; (3) glossopharyngeal, nerve of
taste and also of general sensation to the posterior two-

thirds; (4) Lingual (or Gustatory), nerve of sensation to

anterior two-thirds.
2. (^o) In large arteries, about a foot a second; (t) in

capillaries, about an inch a minute; (c) complete circula-
tion time, about 23 seconds; (d) velocity of nerve impulse:
motor impulses, about 33 meters a second; sensory im-
pulses, about 30 to 33 meters a second.

3. External senses: Sight, hearing, taste, smell, pres-
sure, and temperature (heat and cold). Internal senses:
Pain, muscular sense, the sensations from the semicircular
canals and vestibule of the internal ear, hunger, thirst,

sexual sense, and fatigue.

4. (o) Amylopsin is found in the pancreatic juice; it

converts starches into maltose. (&) Invertase is found in

the succus entericus ; it converts maltose into glucose, (c)
Lipase is found in the pancreatic juice; it emulsifies and
saponifies fats, (d) Pepsin is found in the gastric juice;

it changes proteids into proteoses and peptones in an acid
medium. \e) Erepsin is found in succus entericus; it

breaks up albumoses, peptones, casein, and changes them
into leucin, tyrosin, and ammonia.

5. Muscles; also protoplasm, and the cilia of ciliated

epithelium.

6. The nerves zi'hich control the heart are: (i) The
pneumogastric nerve, which slows or inhibits the heart-
beats; (2) the sympathetic nerves, which accelerate or aug-
ment the beats; and (3) the intrinsic cardiac ganglia, which
enable the heart to continue beating for some time after it

is removed from the body.
7. Muscular contraction may be produced by : Mechan-

ical, chemical, thermic, and electric stimuli.

8. The normal arterial blood pressure varies; the systolic

pressure being about 120 to 150 mm. of mercury, and the
diastolic from about 90 to 120 mm. of mercury.

9. Tidal air is the air which is constantly passing in and
out of the lungs during ordinary calm respiration. It meas-
ures about 30 cubic inches.

Compteniental air is the air which can be taken in beyond
what is normally inspired in ordinary breathing. It meas-
ures about 100 cubic inches.

Supplemental air is the air which can be expelled at an
extraordinary expiration. It measures about 100 cubic
inches.

Residual air is the air which still remains in the lungs
after the deepest expirations. It measures about 100 cubic
inches.

Vital capacity is the amount of air which can be expelled
from the lungs by an extraordinary expiration after the

most forcible inspiration. It includes the tidal, comple-
mental, and reserve air, and measures about 225 to 230
cubic inches.

10. Miosis is a diminution in size of the pupil. Mydriasis
is dilatation of the pupil. Eupnea is normal or easy respi-

ration. Necremia is a loss of vitality of the blood.

nydremia is a watery condition of the blood. Choluria
is a condition of bile in the urine. Biotomy is vivisection.

Albuminuria is albumin in the urine. Alopecia is baldness.

Chemosis is swelling and edema of the ocular conjunctiva.

CHEMISTRY.

1. The toxic symptoms of bismitth are generally attrib-

uted to contamination with arsenic or other impurity.

"The symptoms observed are stomatitis, metallic taste, ten-

derness of the gums, dark discoloration of the tongue,

diarrhea, pigmentation, and ulceration of the intestinal

tract, especially the large bowel. The urine contains' al-

bumin and ca.'=ts and occasionally a dark precipitate or a

white precipitate, becoming dark on standing."— (Riley's

Toxicology.) Test: Solutions suspected of containing bis-

muth may be examined by the Rcinsch's test, as follows;

To the suspected fluid add a little pure HCl; suspend in

the fluid a small strip of bright copper foil, and boil. If a

deposit forms on the copper, remove the copper, wash it

with pure water, dry on filter paper, but be careful not

to rub off the deposit. Coil up the copper and put it into

a clean, dry glass tube, open at both ends, and apply

heat at the part where the copper is. If bismuth is present

no mirror will be formed in the tube.

2. .Ammonium hydroxide poisoxing. Symptoms: "When
a solution is swallowed the symptoms depend on the state

of concentration. A sufficient quantity of the gas escapes

from the stronger solutions during the act of swallowing

to endanger the lungs or cause death by suffocation. A
large dose may cause death almost as quickly as hydro-

cyanic acid by inducing spasm of the glottis, or shock, by

its intense irritation of the stomach. When the dose is

not so large or is less concentrated there is immediate
severe pain in the mouth and throat, soon extending to

the stomach, vomiting of soapy mucus, intense pain and
tenderness of the abdomen, aphonia, frequently accom-
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panied by profuse salivation. The glands under the jaw
and the lymphatics of the neck frequently become swollen
and tender. Secondary results, including chronic laryn-
gitis, edema of the glottis, stricture of the esophagus, etc.,

are apt to follow recovery from the acute effects of the
poison, but they do not follow so uniformly, nor are they
generally so severe as those following poisoning by the
fixed alkalies. Treatment: Do not use the stomach pump.
Give the mild vegetable acids, dilute vinegar, lemon or
lime juice, orange juice, dilute solutions of citric or tartaric
acids, cream of tartar, etc. Vegetable or animal oils, milk,
cream, and demulcent drinks may be given in the absence
of^ the acids or following their administration. The dilute
mmeral acids may be given if due caution is used to have
them sufficiently dilute and not to give them in e.Kcess."

—

( Kiley's Toxicology.)
3. Graham's lazii of diffusion of gases: The rates of

diffusion of two gases into each other are in the inverse
ratio of the square roots of their densities.

4. it indicates (probably) organic matter of animal
origin, sewage.

5. Acetone is dimethyl ketone. Clinical significance:
It is found in normal individuals, particularly stout per-
sons, with deprivation of food, in febrile diseases when
the febrile condition is prolonged, in certain mental dis-

eases, such as general paresis, melancholia, and epilepsy,

alter chloroform narcosis, in puerperal eclampsia, and in

diabetes. Test: Add a few drops of a freshly prepared
solution of sodium nitroprussid, and then KHO or XaHO
solution, when, in the presence of acetone, the liquid is

colored ruby-red, and, on supersaturation with acetic acid,

changes to purple.

6. Hemoglobinuria is the presence of hemoglobin in

the urine. Test: To a few drops of urine in a test tube
add one drop of a freshly prepared tincture of guaiacum
and a little ozonic ether, and shake ; a blue color is pro-
duced if hemoglobin is present.

7. Test for pus in urine: Add an equal quantity of potas-
sium hydroxide to the suspected urine; if pus is present a
viscid gelatinous mass will be formed.

8. Muscarin is an alkaloid found in the Agaricus mus-
carius, and during the putrefactive decomposition of pro-
teins. It is a monamin. "When administered to animals,
muscarin causes increased secretion of saliva and tears

;

vomiting; evacuation of feces, at first solid, later liquid;

contraction of the pupils, almost to the extent, of closure;

diminution of the rapidity of the pulse; interference with
respiration and locomotion

;
gradual sinking of the heart's

action and respiration ; and death. Atropin prevents the

action of muscarin and diminishes its intensity when al-

ready established."— (Witthaus' Manual of Chemistry.)

9. The specific gravity of a gas can be determined by
dividing its molecular weight by that of the gas taken
as a unit.

10. Dialysis is the process of separating substances from
each other by placing the mixture containing them in a

vessel with porous walls and immersing it in water, when
the more diffusible substances pass through the walls.

Osmosis is this passage of a liquid or of substances in

solution through a porous membrane.

BACTERIOLOGY.

1. Gram's method of staining: Stain a cover glass prepa-

ration for two or three minutes in anilin gentian-violet.

Wash in water. Treat with Gram's solution (iodine, i

gram; potassium iodide, 2 grams; water, 300 c.c.) for a

minute and a half, when the preparation becomes nearly

black. Decolorize with strong or absolute alcohol for at least

five minutes, wash, dry, and mount. Sometimes a contrast

stain of Bismarck brown or eosin is used.

2. Gram-positive: Tubercle bacillus, Klebs-Loeffler bacil-

lus. Tetanus bacillus.

3. Gram-negative: Bacillus typhosus, Bacillus coli com-
munis. Spirillum of Asiatic cholera.

4 and 5. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907).

page 1 1 76.

6. Staphylococcus pyogenes aureus. Staphylococcus pyo-

genes albus, and Streptococcus pyogenes.

7. Chief effects of bacterial growth are: Colors, odors,

light, ferments, putrefaction, to.xins, diseases, acids, alka-

lies, jndol, liquefaction of gelatin nitrates, and phosphores-

cence.

8. Koch's four laws in regard to the bacterial cause of

disease are: (i) The microorganism must be found in the

tissues, blood, or secretions of a person or animal sick or

dead of the disease; (2) the microorganism must be iso-

lated and cultivated from these same sources ; it must also

be crrown for several generations in artificial culture rnedia

;

(3) the pure cultures, when thus obtained, must, on inocu-

lation into a healthy and susceptible animal, produce the

diseases in question, and (4) the same microorganisms
must again be found in the tissues, blood, or secretions of
the inoculated animal.

9. By cultural characteristics, staining properties, mor-
phology, and animal inoculation.

10. Ftomaines are the putrefactive products of dead ani-
mal tissues or fluids.

Toxins are the poisonous products of pathogenic bac-
teria or of ptomaines or leucomaines.

PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
1159; or Osier's "Practice of Aledicine" (1909), page iioo.

2. Dyspnea is breathing that is painful, or difficult, or
laborious. It is a prominent symptom in pneumonia or
asthma.

3. Six causes of displacement of cardiac apex: Pericar-
dial effusion, cardiac hypertrophy, cardiac dilatation, me-
diastinal tumor, enlarged liver, and pleural efl'usions.

4. In taking the pulse note : The force, frequency,
rhythm, tension, amplitude, duration, the condition of the
artery.

5. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
630; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 857.

6. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 679;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 633.

7. Stomach, small intestine, large intestines, liver, gall-
bladder, spleen, kidneys, uterus.

8. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 863;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 580.

9. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 842;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (igog), page 534.

10. Some of the symptoms of intestinal disease: Pain;
tenderness; diarrhea; constipation; flatulence; colic; fever;
furred tongue; anorexia; scanty urine; nausea; vomiting;
the stools may be abnormal in color, odor, quantity, or con-
sistency, or may contain blood, pus, or other abnormal
material ; tenesmus.

PATHOLOGY.

1. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 247;
or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 648.

2. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (igo8), page 231;
or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 244.

3. Caustics and irritants "exercise a destructive effect

upon the cells with which they come in contact, partly by
abstraction of water and partly as result of a coagulating
power or similar action. The acids and mineral caustics
usually produce dry and more or less discolored areas of
necrosis ; the caustic alkalies cause a sort of gelatinous
change or a saponification of the tissue. The degree of
injury depends upon the poison and the amount in contact
with the tissues. There may be only a superficial injury
of the outer layer of epithelial cells, or extensive destruc-
tion. Reactive inflammation is almost always present, and
often, especially in the mucous membranes, the inflam-
matory reaction is extensive, though the corrosive action
of the poison is limited in depth and extent. The af-
fected part may present slight areas of necrosis with reac-

tive hyperemia and inflammation beneath and around them,
or deep eschars, vesicles, or large bullre. In the process
of healing extensive scars may form, and these may be
serious in their effects, as in the case of strictures of the
esophagus."— (Stengel's Pathology.)

4. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 842;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (igog), page 534.

5. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages
6go, 691, and 695 ; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909),
pages 643. 645, and 649.

6. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 719;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (igog), page 445.

7. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 821 ;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (igog), page S3g.
8. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (igo8), page 190; or

Da Costa's "Surgery" (looS). page 320.

g. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages 65
and 70: or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (igog), pages

57 and 65.

10. Dermoid cysts belong to the class teratomata. They
most frequently occur in the ovary, orbitonasal cleft, angle
of orbit, neck, eyelids, coccyx, floor of mouth, testicle,

brain, eye, mediastinum.

OBSTETRICS.

1. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (igog), page 146; or Hirst's

"Obstetrics" (1909), page 85.

2. See Hirst's "Obstetrics" (igcg), page 54g.

3. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 172; or Hirst's

"Obstetrics" (1909), page 185.

A. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (igog"), page 480.
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5. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909). pages 483 and 854;

or Hirst's "obstetrics" (,i909)i pages 227 and 727.

6. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909). page 493; or Hirst's

"Obstetrics" (1909), page 253.

7. Puerperal eclampsia is an acute morbid condition, oc-

curring during pregnancy, labor, or the puerperal state, and

is characterized by tonic and clonic convulsions, which af-

fect lirst the voluntary and then the involuntary muscles;

there is total loss of consciousness, which tends either to

coma or to sleep, and the condition may terminate in re-

covery or death. The causes may be: Uremia, albumin-

uria, imperfect elimination of carbon dioxide by the lungs,

medicinal poisons, septic infection; predisposing causes are

renal disease and imperfect elimination by the skin, bowels,

and kidneys. Preventive treatment: (i) The amount of

nitrogenous food should be diminished to a minimurn ; (2)

the production and absorption of poisonous materials in

the intestines and body tissues should be limited and their

elimination should be aided by improving the action of the

bowels, the kidneys, the liver, the skin, and the lungs; (3)

the source of the fetal metabolic products and the periph-

eral irritation in the uterus should, if necessary, be re-

moved by evacuating that organ. Curative treatment: (l)

Controlling the convulsions (by chloroform, veratrum, or

chloral; (2) elimination of the poison or poisonsvvhich

are presumed to cause the convulsions; (3) emptying the

uterus under deep anesthesia, by some method that is rapid

and that will cause as httle injury to the woman as possiule.

The danger signals of impending eclampsia are : Head-

ache ;
tinnitus aurium ; dizziness

;
pain over stomach ;

diges-

tive, visual, and nervous disturbances; general debility;

insomnia, vomiting, and vertigo.

8. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 517, 518, 524,

and 540; or Hirst's Obstetrics" (1909). pages 628 and 632.

9. See Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909). page 277.

10. See William's "Obstetrics" (1909), page 271.

GYNECOLOGY.

1. Stenosis of Cervix. Symptoms: Pain during men-
strual period, increase in size of uterus, and retention of

menstrual (and other) secretions; this latter may extend to

the Fallopian tubes. Remedy: Find, and dilate the canal,

pack with iodoform gauze, and keep patent by occasionally

dilating.

2. In cervical stenosis, the vagina is patent, the os and
cervix can be seen, and the symptoms are as above (Ques-

tion I.). In atresia of the vagina, there is destruction or

adhesion of the vagina, so that the os and cervix can not

be seen. There is amenorrhea, recurrent pains at the men-
strual period, with bulging at the perineum, and inability

for coitus.

3. Dysmenorrhea is classified as : Congestive, ovarian,

membranous, obstructive and neuralgic. Causes: Pelvic

congestion, pelvic inflammation, malnutrition, overwork,

lack of development, neuralgia, stenosis or obstruction of

the cervix, prolapse or displacement of the uterus.

4. Causes of downw.ard displaceme.ms of the uterus:
(l) Pressure from above (pelvic or abdominal tumors,

ascites, tight or heavy clothing, straining at stool, muscular
exertion, fecal accumulations, habitual overdistention of the

bladder) ; (2) weakening and relaxation of the uterine sup-

ports (subinvolution, senile atrophy of pelvic floor, abnor-
mally large pelvis, increased weieht of uterus, puerperal

traumatisms, pressure from above, traction from below)
;

(3) increased weight of uterus (congestion, subinvolution,

metritis, pregnancy, fluid in the endometrium, uterine tu-

mors y ; (4) traction from belozv (vaginal cicatrices, falling

of pelvic floor, contraction and congenital shortening of

vagina, tumors of cervix or vagina).—(From Dudley's
Gynecology.)
Treatment : "Operative, unless some contraindication to

operation exists. In such a case some mechanic device
should be tried for the support of the uterus. Pessaries

are not to be recommended, as their constant use leads to

irritation and excoriation of the vaginal walls. Probably
the best means for supporting the uterus is by Braun's
colpeurynter. This is worn only during the day, and can
be introduced by the patient herself every morning. The
uterus is replaced and the colpeurynter well anointed with
carbolized vaseline and containing about an ounce of water,
is introduced into the vagina. It is then distended w-ith air,

thus making an even pressure on the vaginal walls and not
causing ulcerations. Operative treatment gives the most
satisfactory results in prolapse. In slight cases of prolapse
repair of the perineum will effect a cure. The severer
grades will require, in addition, some operation on the an-
terior vagina. The best of these is Martin's operation for

cystocele. If the cervix is hypertrophied it should be am-
putated. Three operations—on the perineum, for cysto-

cele, and amputation of the cervix—are required in the

usual case of prolapse. In addition, hystrorrhaphy may be
advisable, since there can be no prolapse so long as the
uterus maintains its normal position of antefle.xion. These
operations failing, hysterectomy may be performed."

5. In ap,^endicitis the pain is of sudden onset and is

localized in the right iliac fossa ; there is abdominal rigidity,

chiefly of the right rectus muscle, and tenderness at Mc-
Burney's point ; there are usually fever, nausea, vomiting,
and constipation.

In inflammation of the right ovary the pain is not loc;..-

ized, but may be bilateral, and spreads to tne vagina and
rectum; there is no tenderness at .McBurney's point; it

is usually worse just before the menstrual perioa, which
sometimes affords relief ; on vaginal examination the ovary
is found to be tender. Operation would be advised if indi-

cated.

6. Hypertrophied and badly lacerated cervix.

7. .lUe relation existing bLlween ovulation and menstru-
ation is not known. The two processes are usually coexist-

ent. Out they may be independent of each other. The fol-

lowing theories have been held: (i) Menstruation is de-

pendent upon ovulation ; (2) ovulation is dependent upon
menstruation- (3) they are independent of each other; (4)
they both depend upon some other (at present unknown)
cause.

8. Hygiene of the menstrual period: "The care of women
during the menstrual period is based upon common-sense
principles and the general laws of hygiene. During the

first twenty-four hours of the flow the pelvic organs are

intensely congested, and it is therefore advisable for a

woman to remain in her room in bed or lying on a sofa.

Her duties subsequently should be as light as possible,

and while the flow lasts all forms of active exercise, such

as long walks, riding, or cycling, should be forbidden. Cold
bathing in any form should be avoided, as it tends to

check the flow and brings about chronic congestive condi-

tions of the pelvic organs. For the same reason exposure

to the inclemencies of the weather and sitting in drafts

should be carefully guarded against. The laws of clean-

liness should be strictly enforced and the body kept clean

and the skin active by a general sponge bath of tepid wa-
ter and soap. The external organs should also be cleaned

twice or thrice daily with tepid water and soap, as the

discharges are apt to become rancid and offensive, especial-

ly in warm weather. The napkins should be changed fre-

quently and not allowed to become over-saturated and
foul. Vaginal injections should not be employed while the

flow continues unless ordered by a physician for therapeu-

tic reasons. Sexual intercourse should also be avoided,

as the congestion of the pelvic organs is increased by the

act of copulation, and it may result in chronic inflamma-

tion or the formation of a pelvic hematocele. The diet

during menstruation should be simple and easily digested,

and all varieties of spiced or highly-seasoned foods should

be interdicted. Alcoholic stimulants are also injurious, as

they tend to prolong the flow and increase the pelvic con-

gestion."— (.^shton's Gynecology.)

9. Artificial menopause is the menopause prematurely

induced by removal of the ovaries. This is done for tubo-

ovarian abscess, pyosalpinx, tubercular salpingitis, diseases

of the ovaries.

10. Sutures in gynecological work: Silk: For skin,

intestinal work, shortening round ligaments, shortening

uterosacral ligaments, ventral fixation, or ventral suspen-

sion, urethral, and ureteral and bladder work and rectal

work. Silk worm gut: Skin (through and through and

subcuticular), fascia (buried and temporary), perineum,

anterior wall and cervix (temporary sutures) ; ventral

fixation (buried ana temporarv sutures). Plain catgut:

Skin, fascia, peritoneum, broad ligaments, ovary, tube,

bladder, rectum, perineum, anterior wall, muscle, fat.

Chromic catgut: San e as plain catgut, but especially in

fascia, cervix and anterior wall. Silver wire: \'esico-va-

ginal fistula, cervix, perineum, anterior wall, fascia, sub-

cuticular.

SURGERY.

1. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1324;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1026.

2. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 643; or

Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 546.

3. See Rose and Carless' Surgery" (1908), page 472; or

Da Costa's "Surgery" (1008). page 457.

4. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 102; or

Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908). page 168.

5. See Da Costa's "Surgerv" (1908). page 476.

6. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1008), page 1230; or

Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1196.

7. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1097; or

Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 992-
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8. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 691; or
Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 621.

9. bee Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 694
and 690 or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 627 and
621.

INTRACAPSULAR FRACTURE OF
FEMUR.

1. Cause—Indirect violence,

therefore little local

injury.

2. Crepitus usual.

3. No absolute loss of
power.

4. Shortening slight, may
increase later, through
atrophy of the neck.

5. Trochanter usually of
normal shape and size.

EXTRACAPSULAR FRACTURE OF
FEMUR.

1. Cause—Direct violence,
therefore marked bruis-
ing; over trochanter.

2. Crepitus frequently ab-
sent.

3. Marked loss of power.

4. Shortening greater, i'^
to 2 inches.

5. Trochanter thickened ow-
ing to impaction and
formation of callus.

(Essentials of Surgery.)

hygiene.

1. Carbon dio.xide is irrespirable, and suffocates; it is not
a poison in the strict meaning of the term. Ordinarily
carbon dioxide is injurious by diminishing the amount of
oxygen.

2. Llieinicat germicides: Corrosive sublimate 1:5,000 to

1 : 1,000; carbolic acid, i 140 to i :20 ; creolin, I to 5 per cent.;

formaldehyde, 40 per cent. ; lysol, i to 3 per cent. ; chloride
of lime, I :ioo.

3. Fermentation is a chemical transformation of carbo-
hydrates as the result of the activity of microorganisms.
Putrefaction is the decomposition of dead protein matter

as the result of the activity of certain microorganisms.
Oxidation is the act of union of oxygen with another

element or compound.
4. Probably all the epidemic diseases are preventable;

certainly smallpo.x, typhoid, diphtheria, malaria, and yellow
fever can be prevented. The spread of any epidemic can
be prevented by proper isolation, quarantine, and hygiene;
and by the use of special precautions such as vaccination

(for smallpox), immunizing doses of antitoxin (in diph-

theria), keeping out or destroying mosquitos (in malaria
and yellow fever), etc.

5. The alimentary principles of food, are

:

, T • ( Water.
I. Inorganicjg^j^^

( Nitrogenous—Proteids.
II. Organic \ (Carbohydrates.

I. Non-nitrogenous.
) p *

The function (and constituents) are shown in the fol-

lowing table, adapted from Notter and Firth's Hygiene:

Proteids.
All substances containing

nitrogen, of a compo-
sition identical with, or
nearly that of albumin

;

proportion of N to C
being nearly as 2 to 7.

2. Substances containing a
larger proportion of N
are apparently less nu-
tritious

;
proportion of

N to C about 2 to 5!<.

3. Extractive matters, such
as are contained in the

juice of the flesh.

Carbohydrates.
Substances containing no N.

but made up of C, H
and O : the O being ex-
actlv sufficient to con-
vert all the H into H;0.

FUNCTIONS.

Formation and repair of
tissues and fluids of the
body.

Regulation of the absorp-
tion and utilization of
oxygen.

May also form fat and car-

bohydrate, and yield

energy sometimes.
In most foods the above,

both animal and vegeta-
ble, are largely convert-
ed into albumoses and
peptones during diges-

tion.

These perform the above
functions less perfectly,

or only under particu-

lar circumstances.

These substances appear es-

sentially as regulators

of digestion and assimi-

lation, especially with
reference to the gelatin

group.
Production of energy and

animal heat by oxida-
tion. Form fats and
possibly some proteids.

Fats.

Substances containing no N,
but made up of C, H
and O ; the proportion
of O being less than
sufticient to convert all

the H into H2O.
Salts.

Supply of fatty tissues, nu-
trition of nervous sys-
tem ; supply of energy,
and animal heat by oxi-
dation.

Support of bony skeleton,
supply of HCl for di-
gestion, regulation of
energy and nutrition.

6. On the nerve centers, alcohol is first a powerful excit-
ant, afterwards a depressant; it increases retlex activity
and in large doses produces lack of coordination. On the
circulation, it causes a rise of arterial pressure, and in-
creases tl'.e rapidity and force of the heart.

7. Impurities in water are classified, as: Mineral, vegeta-
ble, or animal. They can be detected by chemical analysis,
physical tests, and bacteriological examination. The pres-
ence of organic material in drinking water may denote
sewage and disease germs.

8. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 60.
9. See French's or Osier's "Practice of Medicine," in in-

dex, under head of these diseases.

10. See above, No. 2.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. Melancholia, mania, idiocy, imbecility, monomania,
general paralysis of insane, dementia, certain forms of
mania with distinct etiological relations.

2. Abortion is the premature expulsion of the product
of conception (at any period of gestation), whether ovum,
embryo, or fetus. It is justifiable and not criminal when it

is due to natural causes, or when done by a physician, after
proper consultation, for sufticient cause. The chief condi-
tions that justify the induction of abortion are: (i) Certain
pelvic deformities; (2) placenta prsvia; (3) pernicious
anemia; (4) toxemia of pregnancy; (5) habitual death of
the fetus toward the end of pregnancy; (6) hydatidiform
mole; (7) habitually large fetal head. But when per-
formed, or attempted, for any other reason, or under any
ot'ier condition, it is criminal.

3. Chemical tests for blood: "(i) The red coloring mat-
ter of the blood dissolves readily in cold water. The color
of this solution is not changed to crimson, but to green,
by the addition of a few parts of a weak ammoniacal
solution. (2) If a strong solution of ammonia be used,
the red liquid will become somewhat brownish. (3) If
this red solution be boiled, it becomes coagulated and the
color a dirty brown, which settles out of the solution, leav-
ing the water above. (4) Blood in any amount reacts
always to the various albumin tests. (5) When a freshly
prepared tincture of guaiacum is added to the original solu-
tion there is a reddish white precipitate. If to this is added
an ethereal solution of peroxide of hydrogen, the color is

changed to blue." (Dwight's Jurisprudence.)
4. Rape is carnal knowledge of a female by a man, un-

lawfully, forcibly, and without her free consent.
The medical evidence is based on: (i) Marks of vio-

lence about the woman's genital organs; (2) wounds,
bruises, or other marks of injury on the woman or on the
accused: (3) blood stains and seminal stains on the person
or clothing of either party; and (4) the presence of any
venereal disease on either party.

5. Age of consent is the age below which a female is
incapable of giving legal consent to sexual connection, and
such connection on the part of a man is rape, in spite of
her consent or desire.

6. The common causes of death from wounds are: Hem-
orrhage, infection, shock, direct injury to a vital organ.

7. "Strangulation produces death by asphvxia together
with pressure upon the great vessels, especially the jugular
vein. As the result of pressure upon the vein, there are
created a congestion of the vessels of the brain and a
certain amount of interference with the heart's action."
(Dwight's Jurisprudence.)
In death by strangulation: The blood is of a dark color,

owing to complete reduction of the hemoglobin. The pro-
portion of carbonic acid is increased, and owing to its
excess the blood coagulates slowly or imperfectly; hence
it remains fluid or forms few and soft coagula. The large
veins, the pulmonary artery, and the cavities of the right
side of the heart may be distended with dark fluid blood,
but this is by no means necessarily the case. The left side
is usually empty, or nearly so. The lungs may be con-
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gested, but are often pallid and anemic, though the de-

pendent parts usually exhibit appearances of hypostatic en-
gorgement. The abdominal viscera, especially the kidneys,

are often congested. The appearance of the brain varies;

it may be anemic or more or less congested. Special signs

characterize special modes of causation of asphyxia.

—

(From Quain's Dictionary of Medicine.)
8. A delusion is a belief in something which has no real

existence, but is purely imaginary ; and out of which the

person cannot be reasoned. An illusion is a false or per-

verted impression, received through one of the senses. An
hallucination is the same as an illusion, but without any
material basis.

If an individual believes himself to be made of glass, and
is afraid of being touched lest he be broken, he is suffering

from a delusion. If the whistling of the wind is mistaken
for a voice telling a person to do a certain thing—that

would be an illusion. If a person fancied he heard a voice

when there was nothing at all to be heard, that would be

an hallucination.

A lucid interval (in insanity) is a period in which there

is a temporary cessation of the insanity, or a complete
restoration to reason.

9. Effects of extreme heat, are : "Unconsciousness, dry
skin, rapid or stertorous respiration, pulse usually rapid; if

the temperature is high, it may run up to 112° F., and if it

persists death follows within a short time. These signs

may vary and simulate death from cerebral hemorrhage.
When the individual recovers, it may be followed by delir-

ium, and cases have been reported in which insanity was
the result. Persistent headache is a fairly constant sequel,

and the person affected is usually more susceptible to heat
than was the case previous to exposure." (Dwight's Juris-

prudence.)
10. Identification of the dead is based on : Deformities,

tattoo marks, scars, general appearance, apparent age,

figure, size, dress, moles, birthmarks, professional stigmata,
examination of hair, condition of the teeth, color of hair
and eyes.

BULLETIN OF APPROACHING EXAMINATIONS.t
STATB NAME AND ADDRESS OP PLACE AND DATE OP

SECRETARY NEXT EXA.MINATION
Alabama* W. H. Sanders, Montgomery.. .Montgomery'. .Jan. .

.

Arizona* Ancil Martin, Phoenix Phoenix Jan. 2
Arkansas F, T, Murohy, Brinkley Little Rock Nov. 8
California* Chas. L, Tlsdale, 929 Butler

Building, San Francisco Los Angeles Dec. 6
Colorado S. D. Van Meter. 1723 Tremont

Street, Denver Denver Jan. 3
Connecticut*. . .Chas. A, Tuttle, New Haven. .New Haven Nov. 14
Delaware J. H. Wilson. Dover Dover Dec. 13
Dist. ofCorbia..Geo. C. Ober, Washington Washington Oct. 11
Florida* I. D. Fernandez. Jacksonville. . Palatka Nov. 9
Georgia T. H. Goss. Athens Atlanta Oct. 11
Idaho* W. F. Howard, Pocatello April 4
Illinois LA. Egan, Springfield Chicago Oct. —
Indiana W. T. Gott. CrawfordsviUe Indianapolis Jan . 1

Iowa Louis A. Thomas, Des Moines. . Des Moines
Kansas H. A. Dykes, Lebanon Topeka Oct, 11
Kentucky J, N. McCormack, Bowling

Green Louisville
Louisiana E. L. McGehee. NewOrleans. . .New Orleans. . . .Oct. 18
.Waine F. W. Searle, Portland Portland Nov, 8
Maryland J, McP, Scott, Hagerstown Baltimore Dec. 13
Massachusetts*. E. B. Harvey, State House,

Boston Boston Sept. 13
Michigan B. D. Harison, 205 Whitney

Building, Detroit Lansing Oct. 11
Minnesota W. S. FuUerton St. Paul St. Paul April 4
Mississippi S. H. McLean. Jackson Jackson Oct 11
Missouri Frank B. Hiller, Jefferson Citv . Jefferson City . .

Montana* Wm. C. Riddell. Helena Helena April 4
Nebraska C. A. Carr. Lincoln Lincoln Nov. 9
Nevada S. L. Lee, Carson City Carson City Nov. 2
N. Hampshire . . Henry C. Morrison, State Li-

brary Concord Concord Jan. 3
New Jersey H. G. Norton. Trenton Trenton Oct 18
New Mexico J. A. Massie, Santa Fe Santa Fe ..Oct 10

New York..
[Ne

;{ All
York.

.C.F.Wheelock. Univ.of Statej Albany
\ Jin. 31

o{ New York. Albany . . . .
| Syracuse

„ „ [Buffalo I

N. Carohna B. K. Hays. Oxford Charlotte June 14
N. Dakota H. M. Wheeler, Grand Forks. .Grand Forks Jan. 3
Otio Geo. H. Matson. Columbus.. . .Columbus Dec 13
Oklahoma* F. P. Da\-is. Enid Guthrie . Oct 1

1

Oregon B. E. Miller. Portland Portland Jan! 3

Pennsylvania*.. N. C. Shaeffer, Harrisburg..
{ pjitsbur"'''^' " \'^^-

Rhode Island*.. G. T. Swarts. Providence Providence. . Jan 5
S. Carohna H. H. Wyman. Aiken Columbus June 13
S. Dakota F. W. Freyberg, Mitchell Watertown Jan. 11
_ „ f Mempliis 1

Tennessee C. A. Abemathy, Pulaski. . . | Nashville 1 May 28
_ r^ ,.

' Knox\dlle.
. I

Texas R. H. McLeod, Palestine Palestine Nov 22
Utah R. W. Fisher, Salt Lake City.. Salt Lake City. Jan 2
Vermont W. Scott Nay, Underbill Montpelier Jan 10
Virginia,, . .

. . . .R. S. Martin. Stuart Lynchburg Dee. 20
Washington*.. .T. C. McFadden, Seattle Spokane. . Jan i
W.Virginia H. A. Barbee. Point Pleasant . Charleston .

.

Wisconsin J. M. Beffel, Milwaukee Milwaukee Jan 10Wyoming. . S. B. Miller. Laramie Laramie Oct' 12
* No reciprocicity recogni2ed by these States.
t Applicants should in every case write to the secretary for latest

details regarding the examination in any particular State.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of October i, 1910:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis.
Malarial Fever

Totals.

178
13

235

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpo.x, yellow fever, cholera, and plague have
been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health,
and Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended
September 30, 1910

:

CHOLERA.
PLACE. DATE. CASES. DEATHS.

India: Bombay Aug. 17-23 1

Calcutta Aug. 1-6 . . 6
Negapatam July 30-Aug. 12 18
Madras Aug. 13-19 2

Italy: Ban, province

—

Andria Aug. 27-Sept. 4... . S 4
Barletta Aug. 27-Sept. 4... , 30 21
Biotonto Aug. 27-Sept. 4 1

Canoso Aug. 27-Sept. 4...

.

1

Molfetta Aug. 27-Sept. 4... . 19 13
Trani Aug. 27-Sept. 4. .. . 8 S

Spinazzola Aug. 27-Sept. 4... . 8 5
Foggia, province

—

Cerignola Aug. 27-Sept. 4. .. . 3 3

Margherita di Savoia Aug. 27-Sept. 4... . 7 8
San Ferdinando Aug. 27-Sept. 4 8 S
Trinitapoli Aug. 27-Sept. 4. .. . 25 17

Java: Batavia Aug. 7-13 20 12
Soerabaya July 3-15 21 11

Persia: Enzeli Aug. 20 ai
Erzeroum. province Aug. 31-Sept. 2... . 10 8

Roumania: Galatz Sept. 16 1 1*

*An Italian seaman.
a From the Veroffentlichungen des Kaiserlichen Gesundheitsamtes.

Sept. 7, 1910.
Russia, general Aug. 14-20 16,106 7,743

Cronstadt. city Aug. 14-20 78 41

60

10

St. Petersburg Aug. 14-20. . .

St. Petersburg Aug. 14-20. .

.

Olonetz Aug. 14-20. .

.

Vologda Aug. 14-20. .

.

Pskov Aug. 14-20. . .

Novgorod Aug. 14-20...
Minsk Aug. 14-20. .

.

Moguilew Aug. 14-20. .

.

Vitebsk Aug.- 14-20. .

.

Smolensk Aug. 14-20. .

.

Podolia Aug. 14-20. .

.

Volynia Aug. 14-20. .

.

Kieff Aug. 14-20...
Tchemigow Aug. 14-20. . .

Poltava Aug. 14-20. .

.

Kharkow Aug. 14-20. .

.

Orel Aug. 14-20. .

.

Koursk Aug. 14-20. .

.

Voronega Aug. 14-20. .

.

Tambow Aug. 14-20. .

.

Toula Aug. 14-20...
Riazan Aug. 14-20. .

.

Moscow Aug. 14-20. .

.

Tver Aug. 14-20. .

.

laroslaw Aug. 14-20. .

.

Kostroma Aug. 14-20 . .

.

Nijni-Novgorod Aug. 14-20. .

.

Kazan Aug. 14-20. .

.

Simbirsk Aug. 14-20. . .

Samara Aug. 14-20...
Saratov Aug. 14-20. .

.

Astrakhan Aug. 14-20...
Stavropol Aug. 14-20 . .

.

Perm Aug. 14-20 luv
Viatka Aug. 14-20 34
Oufa Aug. 14-20 169
Orenburg Aug. 14-20 189
Ekaterinoslaw Aug. 14-20 1,944
Tauride Aug. 14-20 216
Kherson Aug. 14-20 749
Black Sea Aug. 14-20 16

Baku Aug. 14-20 142
Tiflis Aug. 14-20 187
Koutais Aug. 14-20 59
Erivan Aug. 14-20 197
Tomsk Aug. 14-20 8

Tobol Aug. 14-20 33
Warsaw Aug. 2S-Sept. 2 . . . . 25

Territory of Tourgai Aug. 14-20 11

Territory of the Oural Aug. 14-20 10

Territory of the Don Aug. 14-20 2,213

Territon' of Kuban Aug. 14-20 1,056

41

264
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PRACTICAL POINTS IN THE MANAGE-
MENT OF POLIOMYELITIS AND

ITS SEQUEL^.*
By HEXRY ling TAYLOR. M. D..

NEW YORK.

Acute poliomyelitis, or infantile spinal paralysis,

occurs in epidemics and also sporadically in most
of the civilized countries of the world. Recent ex-

tensive epidemics in New York, Massachusetts,

Wisconsin, Nebraska, Scandinavia, and Germany
have drawn renewed attention to its frequent occur-

rence, wide distribution, and disastrous conse-

quences. It is predominantly a disease of midsum-'

mer and early autumn, and of the first years of

childhood. In the New York epidemic of 1907
over 60 per cent, of the cases occurred before the

fourth birthday, and over 90 per cent, before the

sixth. It is, however, much more common in ado-

lescents and adults than is usually supposed. In a

group of four cases occurring in Southampton,
N. Y., in the autumn of 1908, the ages were infancy,

13, 19, and 40 years, respectively. Many of the

adult cases have passed under the title of Landry's
paralysis, or under other designations. A recent

case in a youth of 18 was diagnosed as typhoid

fever, and the subsequent weakness, lameness, and
wasting in the right leg were explained as a com-
plicating neuritis. Numbers of cases of scoliosis

in young adults have been traced to a previous at-

tack of poliomyelitis, which in some instances left

no permanent limb palsy, as in the case of a woman
of 19 who had an attack of fever and weakness in

the limbs, followed by lameness, W'hich passed off

entirely. Two years later there was a severe

scoliosis with partial palsy of the back and abdom-
inal muscles, for which she sought advice.

The negro race in America seems to be less sus-

ceptible than the white. Further study is needed
as to the geographical and racial distribution of

poliomyeltis. An investigation of its occurrence

and communicability has been undertaken by the

^Massachusetts Board of Health since 1907, and it

is to be hoped that New Jersey and other States will

join in a systematic statistical study.

Poliomyelitis attacks all classes, the healthy as

frequently as the delicate. It often occurs during

teething, also after over-heating or over-exertion,

especially if followed by a sudden wetting or chill-

ing. It also not infrequently follow's w-ithin a few
hours or days after a definite moderate trauma,

such as a blow or a fall.

In epidemics, two or more cases in a family or

house have occasionally occurred, but in the New
York epidemic of 1907 700 houses were reported

*Read at the annual meeting of the New Jersey State

Pediatric Society, Atlantic City, June 27, 1910.

with one case in each, and only 23 with two (18)
or three (5). The disease has been communicated
to monkeys and from monkey to monkey for sev-

eral generations, by Flexner and others, and the

virus has been found to be filtrable and ultra-mi-

croscopic. The writer has never observed a second
attack in the same individual.

It has been definitely shown by Strauss and others

that an extensive small cell infiltration surrounds
the vessels of the infected area ; that the cord is

edematous ; that the motor cells atrophy second-

arily ; that the pia of the spine, bulb, and base of the

brain are regularly involved, even in those cases

Fig. I.—No. i of table; age i8; two years after attack; paralysis
left side abdomen; legs somewhat affected, but walks well; scoliosis.

showing no cerebral, bulbar, or meningeal symp-
toms.

The onset is sudden, usually with fever and con-
stitutional symptoms for a few hours or days, and
the palsy follows in a short time. Prostration and
inability to walk for a considerable time are com-
mon. It is now recognized that bulbar, cerebral,

facial, neck, and trunk palsies are not very rare.

Indeed, Wickmann, who studied the Swedish epi-

demic of 1905, divides the disease into eight clinical

types, as follows : (
i
) Spinal poliomyelitic type.

(2) Ascending or descending palsy. (3 I Bulbar or
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pontine type. (4) Cerebral type. (5) Ataxic type.

(6) Polyneuritic type. (7) Meningeal type. (8)

Abortive type.

In epidemics there are numbers of quickly fatal

cases ; also cases without palsy, or in which the palsy

soon clears up. The writer has notes of cases

Fig.
paralysi

of table; age 3 years;
doinen and both legs.

showing- dysphagia, aphonia, ocular and facial pal-

sies, and temporary palsy of the bladder and rectum.
Unconsciousness and delirium are rare, except in

the fatal cases, but apathy and moderate stiffness

and retraction of the neck are not uncommon. It

is well, however, to bear in mind that the spinal is

the typical and common form, and that the other
types are exceptional.

The limb palsies are of very irregular distribu-
tion and often escape observation until the prostra-
tion abates and the patient tries to get up. In other
cases neuromuscular soreness and pains, which are
very common, mark the palsy and often lead to a
diagnosis of rheumatism. In a few cases there is

no history of an attack, but lameness is noticed after
the child begins to walk. In others, the child may
vvake up weak or lame in one leg, without constitu-
tional symptoms. Better observation would doubt-
less reveal fever in many such cases. A few cases
with moderate palsy never stop walking.
Abdominal palsy is quite common, though often

overlooked. The New York Committee report only
8 cases from their material of about 750. The

writer has notes of 16 cases where the abdominal
muscles were paralyzed on one or both sides, indi-

cated by a local or general protuberance of the ab-

domen, or a bulging caused by coughing or crying.

In most of these cases there was arm palsy, and in

all leg palsy at first. In nearly all, the arm palsy

recovered ; more or less permanent leg palsy re-

mained, but was not always bilateral or severe. The
abdominal palsy was sometimes in the upper part,

sometimes in the lower, sometimes in the loin, on
one or both sides ; in two cases the entire abdomen
was affected. The abdominal palsy was found in

both fresh and older cases, and was sometimes an
important factor in increasing the disability in sit-

ting, standing, and walking. In half the cases there

was marked or severe scoliosis.

In case 16 of the table walking was improved
and backache relieved by trunk support alone.

The palsy, whatever its distribution, is always a

palsy of relaxation and wasting, never spastic. The
deep reflexes of the affected part are usually oblit-

erated, but in a few cases of leg palsy the knee re-

flexes are exaggerated, as pointed out by Pierce

Clark. Vasomotor paresis, shown by blueness and
coldness, is nearly always present in the affected

extremity. Wasting begins quickly, and, unless the

muscles soon recover, is permanent in some degree.

It usually involves the bones and other tissues, as

Well as the muscles. Growth is impaired, and a dif-

ference of one or two inches in the length of the

limbs is common after a few years, when one ex-

tremity is paralyzed.

Fig.
ight s ide abdomen and chest; legs only slightly

The active process is over in a few weeks, and
there is nearly always a strong tendency to sponta-

neous improvement in some, at least of the paralyzed

areas. Some muscles recover entirely, others par-

tially, and others not at all. This is easily under-

stood from the recession of the edema in the cord
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and consequent relief of pressure on certain cells

before they are destroyed. This improvement usu-

ally takes place in the first six months, but in the

large majority of cases a considerable permanent
atrophy and palsy in one or more limbs is left.

the ligaments, which yield in the end to the con-

tinual forcing. Permanent thigh flexion is usually

combined with eversion and abduction ; knee flexion,

often with knock-knee and outward rotation of the

leg; pes equinus often, with knee hypertension.

CASES OF POLIOMYELITIS WITH ABDOMINAL PALSY.

No.
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Poliomyelitis is not known to be especially asso-

ciated with other diseases, but often occurs acci-

dentally with other affections, and some of the

combinations may be puzzling. It is often seen in

rachitic children,' which, considering the frequency

of rickets at the age most liable to poliomyelitis, is

not strange. One should distinguish in these cases

between essential palsy and hypotonia of rickets.

A girl had poliomyelitis at 4, at 10 she had an at-

tack of chorea. The choreic movements were de-

cidedly worse on the paralyzed side.

A baby was born with obstetric palsy of the right

arm. At 8 months she had a typical attack of

poliomyelitis with paralysis of both legs, the left

recovering, and thereafter presented both forms of

palsy.

A boy had an attack of poliomyelitis at one and

a half, resulting in a cold, weak, and wasted left leg.

He afterward developed tuberculosis of the lumbar

spine. Without a careful history, this combination

might be puzzling.

Cases of scoliosis are occasionally seen where the

history or a careful examination of the limbs dis-

closes a previous attack of poliomyelitis. Fixed

scoliosis does not result in these cases from ine-

quality of the length of the legs alone, but is due

to paralysis of the spinal or abdominal muscles.

The diagnosis is practically impossible until the

paralysis is declared, except in epidemics. In fever

of sudden onset in summer, one should always test

the muscular power of the limbs. Poliomyelitis

has often been mistaken for cerebrospinal menin-

gitis, typhoid fever, acute rheumatism, ptomain

poisoning, and gastroenteritis. The flaccid motor
palsy of sudden onset, without delirium or uncon-

sciousness, distinguishes it from all of these. Lan-
dray's paralysis and many polyneuritides are un-

doubtedly in many cases nothing more than polio-

myelitis.

Prevention lies in the avoidance of infected dis-

tricts during an epidemic, isolation of the sick, and
avoidance of over-exertion, over-eating, and sud-

den chilling in hot weather. A prophylactic serum
may be discovered, but one would hesitate to give

it to a healthy child, unless in an infected house

;

when the paralysis is declared, it is too late.

The prognosis as regards life is usually good,

though in severe epidemics there is a moderate mor-
tality. Partial recovery of power in some of the

recently paralyzed muscles may be looked for ; full

recovery in all rarely takes place. After one year,

usually after six months, further spontaneous re-

covery of power cannot be expected, and, if the

child walks on a damaged limb without proper me-
chanical support, the deformity and weakness are
often aggravated. Children can always be put on
their feet and made to walk, even years after the
attack, if one limb has fair power, no matter how
weak its mate. Even if both legs are practically

helpless, locomotion with crutches and splints may
often be accomplished. Deformity of the limbs
can nearly always be corrected, no matter of how
long standing.

The conventional treatment by massage and elec-

tricity is completely ineffectual. Improvement oc-
curs only during the stage of spontaneous recovery.
This was publicly acknowledged by Dr. Bernard
Sachs of New York, a distinguished neurologist,
and Chairman of the Collective Investigation Com-
mittee of the Xew York Epidemic of 1907, at the
Congress of American Physicians and Surgeons in

May, 1910, in these words

:

"I consider that time given to massage and elec-

tricity in these cases is time wasted ; I cannot see

that such methods do any definite good, and a great

deal more benefit would be obtained by early in-

stitution of orthopedic measures."
This has been the practically unanimous opinion

of orthopedic surgeons for a generation.

The most important indication in the first four

to six weeks of the disease is rest in bed, in order

to avoid irritating the site of the lesion and that

the antitoxic forces of the body may have an oppor-

tunity to limit or repel the infection. As we do
not yet understand the nature of the virus or how
to combat it, the treatment should be hygienic and

symptomatic ; the bowels should be regulated and
the child made comfortable, kept well nourished,

and in the fresh air. Furthermore, as deformities,

such as foot-drop, hip and knee flexion, and the

like, may be acquired within a few weeks, these

must be prevented by attention to posture, and,

when necessary, by moderate stretchings and splint-

ing. Even if the child is disposed to stand or walk,

he should not be allowed to do so until a careful

examination shows that the active process is over,

and that the limbs and joints are strong enough to

stand the strain. If not, he should be kept quiet

until the proper supports are prepared. The pre-

vention of strain and deformity, however, is not

the only function of splints in these cases. There
is nothing more damaging to a weak or palsied

muscle than continuous elongation or stretching;

on the other hand, if the paralyzed muscle is pro-

tected from traction and held in the shortened pos-

ture by proper splints, damage will be limited and

a larger recovery of power, or at least a better utili-

zation of latent but previously unavailable force, is

often seen, and this may occur many years after

the attack.

A man of thirty-seven, who had had poliomyelitis

in early childhood, and had not placed his right foot

on the ground for twenty-five years, came on a

crutch with the leg dangling, the knee flexed to

nearly a right angle, and the foot in extreme

equinus. The leg was atrophied to skin and bone

and there was no apparent power to extend the

ankle. The knee was straightened and made stable

by an excision, and the foot was brought up to a

right angle after achillotomy. The result was very

satisfactory, and, to the astonishment of everyone,

good power of extension at the ankle was restored.

Manv of these cases, more or less lame and help-

less, seek the practitioner months or years after

the attack. Though full recovery can no longer be

expected, the condition of these advanced cases can

nearly always be much improved. The indications

are to improve local circulation, nutrition, static and

muscular balance, and to correct deformity. It is

extremely important that an accurate physical sur-

vey of the child should be made, the nature, degree,

and cause of his disability defined, and measures

devised for its mitigation. More of practical value

can be learned from systematic testing of the vol-

untary power of the various muscle groups than

from an electrical examination. Such tests are

made by noting the patient's postures and move-
ments, including locomotion, by asking him to ex-

ecute the movements it is desired to test, and by

noting the reaction to tickling the soles or to a

light pin-prick. Weakened muscle groups, faulty

niuscle and static balance, inequality in length of

the lower limbs, and vasomotor power should be

observed.
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For the nutritive and circulatory inadequacy and
retardation of growth, vibration, local, spinal, and
epiphyseal, is our most powerful remedy but one,
namely, the normalized use of the part ; that is, its

use in proper relations and without undue strain.

The following history illustrates the treatment
without splints or operation of a moderately early

case of medium severity : A young man of eighteen
came three months after his attack, limping badly,

with a wasted right leg. He had two inches thigh
atrophy, and three-quarters of an inch calf atrophy,
partial quadriceps palsy, and pes equinovalgus. He
could not completely straighten the knee nor invert

the foot, and the heel cord was short. The patient

was vibrated by a powerful vibrator at the sides of
the spine and over the weakened muscles for a few
minutes three times weekly. He was also given
voluntary and resistive movements for weak muscle
groups, the heel cord was stretched with Shaffer's

stretcher, and he was trained in walking and in

general posture. He had no mechanical support
except Whitman plates for foot balance. After
five months he walked several miles, and had no
limp. His heel-cord contraction was gone, and the
thigh had gained an inch and the calf three-quarters

of an inch in circumference. The strong leg has
also gained considerably from overuse, as is always
the case.

The following case also illustrates treatment
without splints or operation, and the stimulation of
the growth of the limb in length through vibration

:

A girl of two years and nine months came seven
years ago with a weak and atrophied left leg and a

pes valgus, as the result of an attack of polio-

myelitis at seven months. As she walked fairly

the shoe was raised and balanced, and a powerful
vibrator was used over the knee epiphyses, spine,

and leg, two or three times a week for several

months each winter since. The child has improved
markedly in general health and in walking, and in

the strength and circulation of the leg. Each leg

has grown ten inches in length in six years, the

difference between the two being three-eighths of an
inch, the same as at the beginning of treatment.

When there are fixed deformities, these must first

be corrected, which, with the exception of scoliosis,

may usually be done with simple tenotomies, myoto-
mies, and fastiotomies, followed by proper retention

apparatus, giving only needed support and imposing
no unnecessary restriction. Abdomminal palsy and
scoliosis may require trunk support through an

orthopedic corset.

The matter of overcoming deformities and equal-

izing muscle balance is usually of far greater im-
portance than the questions of full joint action or

of general muscular development. When the op-

ponents to a certain muscle are practically dead, to

cultivate the functionating muscle only increases

distortion and aggravates the difficulty. What is

needed is not more power but a better balance and
a better distribution of power, which may often be

accomplished by orthopedic and surgical treatment,

or by such a simple measure as balancing the shoe,

or by increasing the thickness of the sole of the

shoe on the short side.

When the only effect of the contraction of an
active muscle is to distort the part and make useful

function more difficult, it may be, and frequently is,

the part of wisdom to lock up such a part by an

operation or a brace—thereby vastly increasing

symmetry and supporting power and sacrificing

onlv deleterious action.

The points in the foregoing remarks to be em-
phasized are

:

1. The not infrequent occurrence of poliomyeli-

tis in adolescents and adults.

2. The fairly frequent occurrence of abdominal
palsy.

3. The uselessness of massage and electricity.

4. The value of rest in bed in the early stage, and
of orthopedic and surgical treatment, both early

and late.

5. The necessity for a systematic statistical in-

vestigation by State Societies and Boards of Health.

Most of the references will be found in the Re-
port of the Collective Investigation Committee on
the New York Epidemic of 1907, published in 1910
in the Monograph Series of the Journal of Nervous
and Mental Diseases.

125 West Fifty-eighth Street.

BACTERIAL VACCINES IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF DISEASES AMONG THE AGED.

By henry a. CRAIG, M.D.,

NEW BRIGHTON, S.

SAILORS SNUG HARBOR

The successful use of bacterial vaccines in the treat-

ment of disease necessitates an ability on the part
of the patient to react to them. Active immunity
to the infecting agent is produced by an increase
of the opsonins, and probably other cooperative fac-

tors, very different from the immunity produced by
the injection of diphtheria antitoxin, for instance,
in which case the patient is a mere passive agent.
In the latter case, the immunizing agent is actually

introduced into the system, already prepared ; in the
former, certain body cells are stimulated to produce
the immunizing agents, and in case they have too
little vitality to do so the treatment fails.

The foregoing should not lead to a belief that
liacterial vaccines have no value among patiepts

debilitated by age and chronic disease. In this hos-
pital yy per cent, of the patients have been found
to be between sixty and eighty years of age,* and
the principal clinical diagnoses among nearly two
thousand admissions to the hospital during the past
three and one-half years are as follows, expressed
in percentages

:

Acute alcoholism
Gastritis
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Cancer 39

.

Chronic nephritis 16.

Pyelonephritis 15.

Chronic endocarditis 9.5
Pneumonia 5

.

Aneurysm of aorta 2.7

Peritonitis 2.7
Purulent pericarditis 2.7
Subdiaphragmatic abscess 1

.

Empyema 1 •

Abscess of liver 1

.

Perinephritic abscess 1

.

Thirteen per cent, of all the deaths were due to

cancer, with the following distribution:

Stomach 19
Stomach and liver 16
Liver 9
Sigmoid and rectum 9
Pancreas 6
Bladder 6
Sigmoid and liver 6
.Mouth and tongue 6

Colon 3

Cecum 3

Prostate 3

Face 3

Liver and Pancreas 3

Larynx 3

Esophagus 3

Thirty-five per cent, of all the fatal cases of

cancer were primary in the stomach; 34 per cent,

were in the liver, the greater number of these being

secondary to malignant disease of some part of the

gastrointestinal tract; 22 per cent, were in some
part of the large intestines. Of the new admissions

to the Harbor (not necessarily hospital patients)

26 per cent, have chronic nephritis, 17 per cent, have

chronic endocarditis, and a much larger proportion

are suffering from myocardial degenerations. Three

per cent, have sugar in their urine, although but i

per cent, of the patients die directly from diabetes.

Bacterial vaccines, prepared in our laboratory,

have been employed among the classes of patients

above enumerated and, in almost all instances, under

physical conditions which have long been consid-

ered adverse to favorable prognoses.

Case I.—Mr. M., age 72. Osteomyelitis of the

tibia, septicemia, acute endocarditis, cerebral em-
bolism. The prognosis was bad from the start, on

account of the age and general condition of the

patient. He had severe chronic nephritis and
arteriosclerosis. Heart considerably hypertrophied

but no murmurs present. The process began sud-

denly with a chill, four days before the local condi-

tion presented itself, with a temperature of 102.6,

leucocytes 20,700, polynuclears 74 per cent. The in-

flammation of the superficial tissues extended as

high as the knee, with especially great swelling and

edema about the left ankle. Temperature 102-104,

leucocytes 20,700, polynuclears 79 per cent. Three
incisions with local analgesia were made over the

lower end of the tibia down to the bone. About
100 c.c. of pus found and bare bone felt. Cultures

from the pus showed Staphylococcus pyogenes albus.

The treatment consisted of wet bichloride dressings,

through-and-through irrigations b.i.d., and Bier's

hyperemia method. Ten days later the local condi-

tion had greatly improved, drainage was free, and
the inflammation confined to the lower end of the

leg and about the ankle ; but the general condition

of the pratient was failing. Temperature varied be-

tween 100° and 102.5°. Several days later gan-
grene set in about the ankle posteriorly

;
patient de-

veloped a soft, blowing mitral systolic murmur and
a left facial paralysis. Apparently an acute endo-
carditis and cerebral embolism had developed. Blood
cultures revealed the Staphylococcus pyogenes albus.

Patient was given an injection of autogenous
staphylococcus vaccine, repeated in forty-eight

hours. Despite the hopeless condition that the

patient was in he reacted fairly well to the vaccine,

the temperature dropping from 106 to normal for

the only time during the course of the disease. He
died very suddenly during an attack of vomiting,
probably due to a second cerebral embolism. No
autopsy.

Case H.—Mr. C, age 76. Lupus vulgaris. Pa-
tient had been afiiicted with lupus for years, with

deep ulcers all over the face and about the eyes.

Had been treated with antiseptic lotions and oint-

ments, curetting the sloughs, Jtr-ray, almost to the

point of burning, etc., with but little benefit. As
the result of the ulceration and the new connective

tissue his face was terribly scarred. It was cov-

ered with crusts, with supupration going on under-

neath, and with many ulcers. In fact, his appear-

ance was so repulsive that some of his fellow-

patients objected to his being at table with them.

His eyelids were so scarred and deformed that he
could not open them, except slightly on one side,

where a plastic operation had been performed, mak-
ing use of the occipito frontalis muscle. The
principal organism found was the Staphylococcus

pyogenes aureus. The patient was given an auto-

genous vaccine, 1,000,000,000 at a dose, every five

to nine days, for about three months, at the end

of which time all the ulcers on the face had healed

except a deep one on the point of the chin, which
had hard, indurated, everted edges, and looked

malignant. Subsequently a small piece taken from
its edge showed it to be an epithelioma. About this

time the patient began to complain of great pain in

the abdomen and diarrhea, and had to be given

morphine. A mass could be felt indistinctly in the

left inguinal region, and the liver was greatly en-

larged. The patient failed steadily for the next

three months, and died after being comatose for

three days. Autopsy revealed a carcinoma of the

sigmoid and an enormous secondary growth in the

liver. No ulcers on the face at the time ot death,

except the epithelioma on the chin.

Case III.—Mr. A. Osteomyelitis of the femur.
Following a previous injury the patient had a de-

formity of the left leg, and insisted that an attempt

be made to straighten it. In an attempt to overcome
this deformity osteoclasia of the left tibia and fibula

was performed at the junction of the upper and
middle thirds of the leg. Gangrene set in almost

immediately as a result of a large hematoma—the

entire calf and soft tissues about the wound
sloughed away. The foot and lower part of the leg

(which still partly retained their vitality and were

cold and cyanotic, but not gangrenous) were sep-

arated from the upper part of the leg by an interval

of about four inches, and connected merely by the

large nerves and blood vessels surrounded by a little

tissue. The dead ends of the bones protruded into

the wound a couple of inches. Patient was running

a septic temperature, but amputation was postponed

trying first to get him into a better general condi-

tion. The knee joint became infected six weeks

after the original operation, and with the patient in

a desperate condition amputation was performed at

the junction of the middle and lower thirds of the

thigh. No attempt was made to form flaps, and the

wound was left wide open. Patient left the operating

table barely alive. Ten weeks later the patient was
in fairly good condition, except that he was suffer-

ing from the effects of a toxic peripheral neuritis of

the right arm, and was operated upon again ; at this

operation four inches of the femur had to be sacri-

ficed to allow formation of the flaps. Patient stood

the operation well, but the stump would not heal.

Suppurating sinuses remained at each angle of the

wound and in the center of the stump, all communi-
cating. He remained in this condition for the next

nine months, in spite of every effort being made to

get the sinuses to heal. At the end of this time he
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was operated upon again, and a sequestrum about
the size of a half dollar, which had partly separated
from the end of the bone, was removed. Still the
wound would not close ; a couple of communicating-
sinuses were left at the angles of the wound, dis-

charging about two c.c. of pus daily. Cultures from
the same showed the Staphylococcus pyoticiies alhus.

He was treated for the next month by an injection

every three to five days of an autogenous staphylo-
coccus vaccine in doses of 250,000,000 to 1,000,000,-

000. One sinus soon closed, another small seques-
trum was removed, and the stump healed at last.

He has had no further trouble with it (eight months
later), and now wears an artiiicial leg with great
satisfaction.

Case IV.—Mr. \\'.. age yz. Cellulitis of right

foot, leg. and thigh. Prognosis was bad on account
of the age of the patient, the severity of the infec-

tion, and the presence of chronic endocarditis. The
infection followed the paring of a corn and spread
rapidly up through foot and leg, in spite of amputa-
tion, first of the toe, then leg, and finally of mid-
thigh, the wound being left open widely for drainage.

Cultures from the tissues showed streptococ-

cus and staphylococcus. The microscopic examina-
tion of the pus revealed, in addition, the Bacillus

aerogenes capsulatus. The tissues were infiltrated

with'gas: practically no pus present. The infection

was controlled at last by autogenous vaccines of
streptococcus and staphylococcus, injections of per-

manganate of potassium into the tissues, in and
above the site of the infection, free drainage, wet
dressings, etc. After the infection was controlled

and the stump granulating, a final operation was
performed to make satisfactory flaps for the stump.
Patient has regained his usual health, wears an
artificial leg, and appears in exceptionally fine phvsi-

cal condition.

Case V.—Mr. M., age y^. Streptococcus cellu-

litis of hand, chronic nephritis, and very se:\'re

arteriosclerosis. The infection resulted from strik-

ing a man in tlie mouth, a tooth causing an abrasion
on the right index finger near the distal end of the

proximal phalanx. A periostitis of the phalanx fol-

lowed, which was incised and drained, but tlie infec-

tion spread, necessitating the amputation of the

finger. However, the infection spread to the hand,

resulting in a dififuse cellulitis of the entire hand,

extending above the wrist. Cultures from tlie pus
showed almost a pure culture of streptococcus.

Toxemia severe. Rather than mutilate or amputate
the patient's only remaining hand (inasmuch as he

had lost his left arm at the elbow years ago ), the at-

tempt was made to control the infection with a

vaccine. The hand was treated with wet dressings

and an autogenous streptococcus vaccine every two
or three days, for four doses, thirty-five to fifty mil-

lion at a dose, which controlled the infection very

satisfactorily. The wound granulated and the

patient made a very satisfactory recovery. Except
for the loss of the index finger, but little perma-
nent disability exists.

C.\SE Yl.—Mr. F., age 67. Acute appendicitis.

Patient had chronic nephritis and was very alcoholic.

The attack came on at the end of a prolonged spree

and the patient was on the verge of delirium

tremens. Condition was very bad for an operation.

He was brought to the hospital, with all the classi-

cal symptoms and signs of a severe, acute attack of

appendicitis. Vomiting almost continuously. Great

pain in the abdomen, tympanites, and rigidity. Ex-
treme tenderness over the region of the appendix.

Temperature 101.6, ])ulsc no, leucocytes 22,000,
polynuclears 88 per cent. Bowels cleaned by enc-
mata. Absolute rest in bed. Nothing by mouth ex-
cept very small quantities of water. Pain controlled

by anodynes, ice-bag, etc. The next day all the

symptoms were much worse. Temperature 102°,

pulse 120, leucocytes 26,680, polynuclears 94 per
cent. Great pain in the abdomen, very marked ten-

derness and rigidity. Still vomiting. He was given

150,000,000 of a vaccine, made from the interior of

an appendix removed the day before (from a

patient suffering from an acute appendicitis) and
consisting of a mixture of streptococci and colon
bacilli. The temperature fell by lysis during the
next two days to normal. The pain, tenderness, and
rigidity of the abdomen gradually improved for the
next four days. Out of bed one week after entrance
into the hospital, and discharged from the hospital

four days later, entirely recovered.

Case VHI.—^Mr. C, age 66. Demented. Strepto-
coccus cellulitis of the right leg cnid thigh. The
infection started from an abrasion on the outer side
of the right leg, just above the ankle. A local

abscess resulted, which was incised and drained.
This did not control the infection, however, which
spread up the leg and thigh to the body. The tis-

sues about the incision and of the thigh as high as
the body were red, swollen, indurated, and tender.
Not very much discharge from the wound. Tem-
perature high, pulse rapid. Examination of the dis-

charge showed a pure culture of the streptococcus.
Patient was given an autogenous streptococcus vac-
cine every four days in doses of fifty, seventy-five
and one hundred million. The infection gradually
subsided, and in three weeks had entirely disap-
peared, except for a small sinus, about half an inch
deep, leading upward from the original incision into

the superficial tissues, and patient was able to be
up about the ward in a wheel chair. However, he
gradually failed and died one month later of general
debility and dementia.

Case VHL—Mr. M., age 82. Ischiorectal ab-
scess. Six months before the patient had developed
a very large ischiorectal abscess which was oper-
ated upon and a large quantity of pus and sloughs
removed. The incision closed imperfectly, leaving a
discharging sinus which would close for a few days
and then open and discharge again for some time.
Patient's general condition was too bad to attempt
any very radical measures. He was treated by an
autogenous colon vaccine, made from the discharge,
in doses of fifty, one hundred and one hundred and
fifty million every three days. The beneficial effect
was very marked. The original incision closed and
the perineum looked better than it had for months.
At the present writing, nearly a month later, the
condition is very satisfactory, the troublesome sinus
being entirely closed.

Bronchitis. These were all severe cases of acute
bronchitis, with temperatures between 100° and
105°, many rales over both lungs, and in the two
latter cases, at least, there was suspicion of the
presence of bronchopneumonia, but on account of
the complicating emphysema small areas of consoli-
dation could not be detected. The cases were all

as severe as ordinary cases of pneumonia. All the
patients were old and feeble, and had chronic
nephritis, and the prognosis seemed unfavorable in

each case.

Case IX.—Mr. C, age 86. Arteriosclerosis very
marked: heart greatly hypertrophied and its action
irregular and intermittent. Came to the hospital
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with a severe attack of acute bronchitis, following

exposure two days before. Had a severe, hard, dry

cough every few minutes, with very little expectora-

tion. Great soreness beneath the sternum. Scat-

tered rales over the posterior of both lungs. No
evidences of consolidation. Temperature loi".

A single dose of vaccine, 50,000,000, brought the

temperature to normal, and the patient rapidly

recovered from the acute symptoms but was so

feeble as the result of his attack that he was not

expected to live for some time, and did not recuper-

ate sufficiently to leave the hospital till seven months

later. He is enjoying vigorous health for one of his

years at the present writing.

Case X.—Mr. A., age 74. Came into the hos-

pital with an attack of acute bronchitis due to ex-

posure. Examination of the lungs revealed emphy-

sema and coarse rales over the posterior of both

lungs. Lucocytes 13,000, polynuclears 84 per cent.

Was treated for a week by the usual measures with

no improvement. Temperature between 100° and

102°, leucocytes 15,400, polynuclears 93 per cent.

Large quantities of mucopurulent sputum. The tem-

perature then suddenly went up to 105°, with neither

chill nor particular change in the physical signs in

the lungs. A single dose of autogenous vaccine,

200,000,000, was given; the temperature fell by
lysis and all the symptoms and signs rapidly cleared

up and the patient made an uneventful recovery.

He is still too feeble, mentally and physically, to

leave the hospital, at the present writing, one month
later.

Case XI.—Mr. S., age 84. Came into the hos-

pital complaining of having taken a severe cold, of

feeling chilly, and of general pains. Coughing al-

most continuously ; not much expectoration. Tem-
perature at entrance 104.4°, pulse 100, weak and
irregular ; respirations 30. Face flushed and cya-

notic. Examination of the lungs revealed fine and
coarse rales over both bases, especially marked at the

left base ; but too much emphysema was present to

detect any small areas of consolidation, if present.

Leucocytes 12,000, polynuclears 80 per cent. He
was treated for several days by the usual methods
with little or no improvement. Temperature be-

tween 100° and 102°. Was then g^ven an injection of
autogenous vaccine, 35,000,000, mostly streptococci.

This was repeated in forty-eight hours by a dose of

50.000,000. The temperature fell by lysis and all

the symptoms and signs rapidly cleared up. He was
discharged from the hospital five days later and is

in excellent health.

Case XH.—Mr. C, age 86. Very severe acute
bronchitis and asthma. Was brought to the hos-
pital suffering intensely from dyspnea ; incessant
cough, with very profuse frothy expectoration

;
pain

in the chest, and marked cyanosis coming on a few
hours before, though he had been feeling badly for
several days. Temperature 103.4°, pulse 120, res-

pirations 30. Lungs emphysematous. Coarse rales

present in every part of both lungs. After four
days of treatment by the usual methods the bron-
chial condition was but little changed, except that
the asthma had improved somewhat. Temperature
panning between 100° and 103°. On account of
the asthma and emphysema it was impossible to de-
tect the presence or absence of any small areas of
consolidation. He was given 200.000,000 of an
autogenous vaccine, repeated in twenty-four hours
by 300.000,000. The temperature fellby lysis and
three days later was normal. Convalescence was
slow, but satisfactory. Was discharged from the

hospital three weeks after entrance. No attempt
was made in these bronchitis cases to isolate any one
particular form of bacteria for the vaccine. The
vaccines contained all the forms that grew from the

washed sputum and the dosage was varied according
to the predominating form of bacteria.

Pneumonia. The use of the pneumococcus vac-

cine has been very successful here in the treatment
of lobar pneumonia, especially when the age of the

patients, their complicating chronic diseases, and
personal histories are considered. The mortality

among similar pneumonia patients here, previous to

the use of the vaccine was 66 per cent. A series of

six cases of lobar pneumonia among the aged, treat-

ed by vaccines, has been published in detail, together

with the method of preparation and administration.*

Although these cases were all typical and severe

cases of lobar pneumonia, two of them being dou-

ble, and the patients between 66 and 83 years of

age, they all recovered, indicating very markedly
the value of the vaccine treatment.

Case XHL—Mr. ^L Had chronic nephritis and
marked hypertrophy of the heart. He was very
alcoholic and the present attack came on at the end
of an alcoholic debauch. He was brought to the

hosptial in a condition bordering upon collapse.

Pulse rapid (112), irregular and intermittent. Ex-
tremities cold and cyanotic. Retching and vom-
iting almost continuously. Had had a chill several

hours before entrance. Complained of great pain

in the abdomen. Temperature 103°, leucocytes

17,600, polynuclears 96 per cent. No physical signs

in the lungs. The pneumonia did not reveal itself

till thirty-six hours later, when he began to have a

short, hacking cough, pain in the right side, and
rusty, tenacious sputum containing great numbers
of pneumococci. The next day the patient had de-

veloped a frank pneumonia of a large part of the

right lung, complicated with an extensive pleurisy

which caused great pain in the right side. Still

vomiting. Coughing almost continuously and ex-

pectorating considerable bloody sputum. Tempera-
ture 102°, pulse 120, irregular, intermittent, and of

low tension, respirations 32. The prognosis was con-

sidered hopeless, and last rites of his church admin-
istered. He was given pneumococcic vaccine, 35,-

000,000. The next day his general condition was
somewhat better, but the lower and middle lobe of
the right lung were solid. He was given a second
dose of autogenous vaccine, 50,000,000, forty-eight

hours a^ter the first. Four days later the tempera-
ture was normal and the lung softening. Out of

bed two days later, with only a little pain in the

right side, due to the pleurisy. Was discharged
from the hospital ten days later, in excellent condi-

tion.

Case XIV.—Mr. L., age 90. Came to the hos-

pital complaining of pain in the left side and severe

cough. Said that he had caught a severe cold the

day before. Was chilly, but had had no definite

chill. Patient was senile and feeble. Arteriosclerosis

very marked. Temperature 101°, pulse 126, respira-

tions 28, leucocytes 18.000, polynuclears 82 per cent.

Had a severe, hard cough : slightly rusty sputum,
containing pneumococci. Slight dullness and many
fine crepitant rales over the posterior of the left

lower lobe. He was given pneumococcus vaccine,

35,000,000. Three days later the temperature was
normal, and the patient sitting up. Cough was
much less and the physical signs had nearly disap-

peared from the lung. He was discharged from the

*Medical Record, February 12, 1910.
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hijspital nine days after entrance, having entirely

recovered his usual state of health, which is remark-
ably good for one of his years.

Case XVI.—Mr. M., age 72. Had chronic

nephritis, spondylitis deformans, and was very
feeble. The patient was brought to the hospital,

complaining of a short, dry, hacking cough and
distress in the right side. Said that he had had a
chill the day before and had been feeling badly for

several days. Temperature 101°, pulse 80. respira-

tions 26. Examination of the lungs revealed a few
tine crepitant rales over the posterior of the lower
lobe of the right lung. No sputum. The next Jay
he had typical rusty sputum containing large num-
bers of pneumococci ; a severe pain in the right side

and a temperature of 104.6°. Dullness and many
fine crepitant rales over the posterior of the lower
lobe of the right lung. He was given pneumococ-
cus vaccine, 50,000,000. The temperature fell by
lysis and was normal three days later. He was up
and about the ward one week after entrance into

the hospital and his lungs were in normal condi-

tion. He clid not regain his strength, however,
and died a month later of general debility.

Case XVH.—Mr. W., age 67. Had chronic

nephritis and chronic endocarditis. Patient was
brought to the hospital complaining of a severe

cough, shortness of breath, pain in the left side and
fever. Said that he had had a chill two days before.

He was feeble, cyanotic, and suffering from
dyspnea. There was consolidation of the lower

lobe of the left lung, which, the next day, seemed
so very flat on percussion as to arouse the sus-

picion of the presence of fluid. Was aspirated, but

no fluid found except a little frothy blood. Tem-
perature continued between 101° and 103°. Leu-
cocytes 25,000, polynuclears 90 per cent. He was
treated by the usual methods, stimulation, etc., plus

the injection of vaccine once a day for three days
in doses of twenty-five to fifty million. Six days

after entrance the temperature was normal and the

lung resolving, but the patient did not improve in

his general condition and five days later he sud-

denly died of cardiac failure. Autopsy showed the

left lung in the last stages of resolution and with

no remaining consolidation. Very extensive fibrin-

ous pleurisy on the left side. Pericardium con-

tained about eight ounces of thick creamy pus. The
patient had died of purulent pericarditis.

Case XVHL—Mr. B., age 80. Patient was
brought to the hospital in a very feeble condition

with considerable cough, pain in the right side, and

scanty, rusty sputum containing pneumococci.

Temperature 101°, pulse 100, respirations 26, leu-

cocytes 14,000, polynuclears 80 per cent. Dullness

and many fine crepitant rales over the posterior of

the lower lobe of the right lung. He was given

pneumococcus vaccine 50,000,000. Three days later

the temperature was normal and the lung clearing.

Out of bed three days later, but is so senile and

feeble that he is still unable to leave the hospital, at

this writing, two months later.

Case XIX.—Mr. L., age 6q. Had severe chronic

nephritis. Patient was brought to the hospital com-

plaining of severe pain in the right side ; hard, dry

cough with bloody expectoration and chilly sensa-

tions. He was very anemic. Arteriosclerosis very

marked. Heart hypertrophied. Temperature 102°,

pulse 90, respirations 26. Later in the day tem-

perature rose to 106°, pulse no, respirations 32.

leucocytes 22,000, polynuclears 87 per cent. There

was beginning consolidation of the posterior of

the right lung with typical rusty sputum con-

taining large numbers of pneumococci. lie wa,'

given pneumococcus vaccine 50,000,000. Two
days later the pneumonia had spread to the

lower lobe of the left lung. Temperature 104.2°,

pulse 96, respirations 44. The respiration was
very much embarrassed on account of the

amount of the lung involved. The same dose of

the vaccine was repeated. The next day the patient

was in a very bad condition. The entire left lung

was solid as well as the lower lobe of the right

;

75,000,000 of the vaccine administered. The next

day the temperature began to fall and the right

lung to soften, but the heart was beginning to fail.

Pulse very rapid, weak, and irregular and did not

respond to stimulation. Died the next day of car-

diac failure. Autopsy showed the right lung al-

most entirely resolved ; the lower lobe of the left

lung nearly resolved and the upper lobe of the left

lung in the stage of gray hepatization. The heart

was greatly dilated and filled with blood clots.

Heart muscle very friable. Kidneys showed chronic

interstitial nephritis. In this last case there was
little or no response to the use of the vaccine. But

in all the other cases the reaction seemed marked
and apparently demonstrated the value of the treat-

ment. The mortality of this series of pneumonia
cases is 16 per cent., a marked contrast to the 66

per cent, mortality in similar cases, treated here,

prior to the use of the vaccines.

COMPLEMENT-FIXATION TESTS
THROMBOANGIITIS OBLITERANS.

By LEO BUERGER, M.D.,

IN

DAVID J. KALISKI. M.D.,

NEW YORK.

CLINICAL SECTION BY DR. BUERGER.

The etiology of the disease to which I have applied

the term "thromboangiitis obliterans"' (which has

been variously called "endarteritis obliterans" and

"Angiosklerotische Gangraen" by German authors),

is still a matter for investigation. Some authors

have attributed the lesions to lues, because tem-

porary improvement in the subjective state as well as

amelioration of some of the clinical manifestations,

may occur after the administration of mercury. 1

have elsewhere^ alluded to the fact that a cure by
antiluetic treatment, or in fact by any other known
drug, is hardly to be expected, for the symptoms
are dependent on the disturbance of circulation

produced by extensive obliteration, first by occlusive

coagulation of blood and later by organization of

connective tissue. Neither the recent thrombi «or
the vascularized, canalized, obturating tissue can be

removed by medication.

Before advancing arguments for and against the

possible syphilitic origin of this remarkable disease,

let me give a brief description of the usual clinical

manifestations.

The malady is still frequently confounded with
erythromelalgia, Raynaud's disease, and arterio-

sclerosis of the vessels of the lower extremities.

Beginning in most instances with indefinite pains

in the sole of one foot, in the ankle, or in the

toes, the patients soon notice that they are dis-

turbed in their walk by the sudden onset of cramp-
like sensations in the calf or elsewhere in the leg.

These feelings make them take frequent rests, often

inducing them to investigate the condition of their
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limbs. Some take ott their shoes and rub the parts

in the hope of either dispelling the pain or banishing

the uncomfortable numbness in the toes and feet.

Others say that the feet become cold and numb
when the temperature is low and when the weather

is inclement.

After the lapse of weeks, months, and even years,

evidences of trophic disturbance make their ap-

pearance. Following the cutting of a nail, or with-

out apparent cause, an abraded spot or hemorrhagic

bleb, a pustule, or a dry, dead patch of skin develops

near the tip of one of the toes or under a nail. Now
the local pain becomes excruciating during the

night as well as day, so that some of the sufferers

beg for amputation of the affected part.

It is during the first attack of trophic disorder

that the physician usually notices another character-

istic symptom, namely, a peculiar blush of the toes

and forepart of the foot, sometimes extending to

the ankle or slightly above, when the limb is in a

dependent position. Upon allowing the limb to

hang down, the affected toe soon assumes a bright

red hue which is seen to pass to the other toes

and then up the back of the foot for a variable dis-

tance. The elevated extremity, on the contrary,

rapidly becomes blanched. Sometimes the super-

ficial ulcer will heal under conservative treatment

and the patient will either recover perfectly or

his symptoms will become chronic. At this period

his limb will show scars left by previous ulcers

;

the dorsalis pedis and the posterior tibial artery

usually fail to pulsate, and ischemia in the elevated

position and redness or "erythromelia" in the de-

pendent position are regularly elicited. Sooner or

later, however, an ulcer will give way to dry gan-

grene, and amputation will be the issue.

Because of the striking condition of redness in

the dependent position, and because of the increase

of local pain when the limb is hanging down, a

number of clinicians have been wont to diagnosti-

cate "erythromelalgia" in these patients. Some
cases have been regarded as examples of Raynaud's

disease, because in them the symptoms of blanching

and cyanosis of the parts were prominent features.

Athough resembling erythromelalgia and Ray-
naud's disease in a number of symptoms, the pic-

ture of thromboangiitis obliterans, as we see it, is

so characteristic and definite that we must regard it

as a distinct clinical entity.

Pathological studies' have shown the following

:

Most of the larger arteries, and sometimes the veins

as well, are obliterated over a large extent of their

course. All stages in the occlusive change may
occur in the various vessels of an extremitv or in

the same vessel in different parts of its course. The
closure of the vessels is effected by red obturating

thrombi ; these become organized, vascularized, and
canalized. Recent red thrombosis may involve large

portions of arteries or veins and is not secondarv to

the gangrenous process. It occurs even when no
gangrene is present. In short, we are dealing with

lesions of considerable extent apparently initiated

by the formation of occlusive thrombi, chieflv in

arteries, but not confined to these, followed by or-

ganization or healing with an attempt at the produc-
tion of a collateral circulation.

From the pathological standpoint the marked
periarteritis, which is so frequently a characteristic

lesion, might suggest syphilis. However, a thorough
study* made by Miss A. Oppenheimer and the au-

*Complete histological studies will he reported in tlie

near future.

thor, failed to reveal the presence of the Spirochata
pallida in a large number of vessels removed from
amputated limbs. In short, nothing definite was
ascertained in our histological studies to throw light

on the etiology of the process.

Clinically, 1 have rarely been able to elicit a his-

tory of lues. Only two patients out of a total of

about 80 cases had had a syphilitic infection. It

is rather striking that males only seem to be aff'ected

by the disease. Were syphilis responsible, we
should expect a certain proportion of female patients

in our large list.

In view of the fact that the suspicion of lues

is still so frequently entertained in attempts at ex-

plaining the cause of the condition, it seemed advis-

able to make the usual serological tests. Twenty-
nine consecutive cases, as they came under my ob-

servation at Mount Sinai Hospital, in the dispen-

sary, and in my private practice, were tested by
Dr. Kaliski. The clinical course of many of these

patients had been followed by me for a number of

years, and careful notes made. In 17 cases, the

diagnosis was confirmed by the pathological exam-
ination of vessels of the amputated limbs ; in the

remaining twelve the diagnosis was clear, and not

a single doubtful case was included in the list.

For the sake of completeness, brief abstracts of

the twenty-nine cases are here given.

Case I.—M. P.. 34 years old; Russian Hebrew;
admitted to Mt. Sinai Hospital, May, 1908. Denies
luetic infection. A history of migrating phlebitis

of the left forearm and arm. and of the left saphen-

ous vein. Physical examination : Absence of pulsa-

tion in dorsalis pedis and posterior tibial arteries

:

marked erythromelia of the right leg. Same physi-

cal signs in the left leg with evidences of throm-
bophlebitis of the long saphenous vein. Dec, 1908,

trophic ulcers appeared and walking was impossible.

Case II.—A. G.. 40 years old ; Austrian Hebrew ;

seen Feb. 12, 1909. Xo history of syphilis; father

of three healthy children ; pain along inner side of

left leg and ankle for a year, especially on exertion.

Physical examination : Absence of pulsation in right

femoral, popliteal, posterior tibial, and dorsalis

pedis arteries. All arteries of the left leg pulsate.

Dec, 1909, migrating phlebitis of the right external

saphenous. Jan. 30, 1910, typical erythromelia,

marked ischemia on elevation, and a hard nodule in

the course of the external saphenous vein.

C.xsE III.—D. B., 35 years old; Russian Hebrew;
admitted to Mt. Sinai Hospital. July. 1904. No evi-

dence of lues. Attacks of phlebitis involving arm
and leg veins. In 1905, symptoms of thrombo-
angiitis obliterans. During 1907 a small gangren-

ous area appeared at the tip of the middle finger

of the right hand. During 1908 and 1909 the severe

type of the disease without gangrene developed in

both legs. Trophic ulcers, marked erythromelia

and pulseless vessels below the groin.

C-\SE W.—H. R.. 32 years old ; Russian Hebrew ;

Mt. Sinai Dispensary . 1908. Xo history of lues.

The right leg was the seat of migrating phlebitis;

all the vessels pulsating. The left posterior tibial

and dorsalis pedis arteries could not be felt. In

Dec, 1908, ischemia and erythromelia of both legs

were marked. Jan. 31. 1909. amputation of the left

leg at the upper fourth for beginning gangrene of

the big toe. Pathological examination showed oc-

clusion of the dorsalis pedis, peroneal, plantar, and

posterior tibial arteries.

Case V.—S. R., 38 years old ; Austrian Hebrew

;

Mt. Sinai Hospital, May 15. 1909. No history of
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lues. Xo chiLlren. In 1903, ulceration of the big

toe of the left foot. One-half year later amputa-
tion of the toe for gangrene. Ten weeks ago
severe pain in the third toe of the right foot. Thi.s

has now become gangrenous. Physical examina-

tion showed the usual typical phenomena. May
17, 1909, amputation of the third toe; June 16, am-
putation of the second and fourth toes, and finally,

July 23, a Gritti amputation was necessary. Patho-

logical examination of the vessels showed the t\ pical

lesions of thromboangiitis obliterans.

Case \'I.—K. B., 30 years old : Russian Hebrew

:

Mt. Siani Hospital, Dec. 15, 1909. No history of

lues. Onset three months ago with pain in the sole

of the left foot ; some difficulty in walking for about

six months. Symptoms of intermittent claudica-

tion have developed lately, and after a slight trauma
two months ago the big toe of the left foot became
ulcerated. Since then the fourth toe has also be-

come ulcerated and is gangrenous at the tip. Phys-

ical examination : Ulceration of the big toe, super-

ficial gangrene of the fourth toe, a small granu-

lating wound at the base of the fifth toe. and
marked ervthromelia. Absence of pulsation of the

left dorsalis peflis. posterior tibial and popliteal

arteries. The vessels of the right leg pulsate

normally.

Case X'U.—M. Y.. 44 years old; Christian P'ole.

No history of lues. Has no children. Five years

ago a history of trouble in the right leg, ulcer forma-
tion, and migrating phlebitis. For two years pain

in the ankle and calf of the left leg. For two
months pain in the second toe of the left foot and a

feeling of coldness. Physical examination : Marked
blanching on elevation, and erythromelia. The sec-

ond toe is becoming gangrenous at the tip.

Case VHI.—R.L.,60 years old ; Russian Hebrew ;

Mt. Sinai Hospital, Aug. 31, 1908. No history of

lues. Four years ago had the same trouble in the

left leg which was amputated at that time. For
two years has had a sensation of coldness in the

right foot ; pain on walking. Four weeks ago the

pain became so severe that walking was impossible

and the forepart of the foot began to turn reel. A
gangrenous patch of skin developed at the outer

border of the big toe. Physical examination : .\b-

sence of pulsation in the dorsalis pedis, posterior

tibial, popliteal; and femoral arteries on the right

side. Erythromelia even in the horizontal position.

.Sept. 2. amputation at the lower third of the leg.

Pathological examination showed the typical lesions

of thromboangiitis obliterans.

Case IX.—E. B., 36 years old ; Russian Hebrew :

Jan. 17. IQ09. No history of lues. Onset with

thrombophlebitis in the region of the inner aspect

of the right leg, preceded by cramp-like pains on

walking for more than a month. Physical exami-

nation : Phlebitis of the saphenous, absence of pul-

sation in the dorsalis pedis and posterior tibial arter-

ies of both legs ; cyanosis of the big toe of the

right foot. March, 1909, the discoloration of the

big toe persists and there are no trophic disorders.

Symptoms of intermittent claudication still present.

Case X.—M. K., 44 years old ; Russian Hebrew

;

Mt. Sinai Hospital. Dec. 8, 1908. No history of

lues. Presents the typical association of migrating

phlebitis. Onset with phlebitis, later, cramps in the

calf of the right leg after walking a short distance.

Physical examination showed evidences of circu-

latory disturbances in the right lower extremity

:

pulseless dorsalis pedis and posterior tibial arteries

:

typical erythromelia and ischemia. In Feb., 1909.

gangrene of the fourth tue ; h"eb. j;^. Gritli am-
putation. Pathological examination showed typical

lesions of thromboangiitis with occlusion of the

plantars, peroneal, posterior tibial, and lower part

of popliteal arteries.

Case XI.—J. C, 45 years old; Russian Hebrew;
Mt. Sinai Hospital May, 1908. No history of lues.

Onset four years ago with symptoms in the right

leg; pain in the sole of the foot lasting for eight

months, followed by complete cure, the only evi-

dences of previous disturbances being the absence

of pulsation of the dorsalis and posterior tibial ar-

teries. Symptoms in the left foot for about a year

leading to gangrene of the big toe. Physical ex-

amination : Typical erythromelia and ischemia and

gangrene of the big toe spreading to the dorsum,

.imputation at the knee. Pathological examination

showed typical lesions of thromboangiitis obliterans.

Case XII.—B. B., 34 years old ; Russian Hebrew ;

June 17, 1909. No history of lues. Had pain in

the right calf on walking eight years ago, together

with hard cords and lumps over both forearms

and legs. Since then recurring attacks of phlebitis

in the territory of the saphenous. For two years

the left leg has given him concern. In Jan., 1909,

ulcers developed at the tip of the big toe of the

left leg and also over the little toe of the right.

Physical examination : Toes of the right leg have

a tense, reddened appearance. There are the usual

evidences of trophic disorder; marked erythrci-

melia ; ischemia in elevated position is intense and

excites severe pain. The femoral artery pulsates ;

the popliteal, posterior tibial, and dorsalis pedis can-

not be felt. The left leg is similarly aftected. There

is a trophic ulcer at the tip of the big toe and all

the vessels, femoral included, fail to pulsate.

Case XIII.—A. G., Russian Hebrew,
;i;}

years

old; Nov. 27, 1908. No history of lues. Three
years ago, pain in the sole of the left foot on walk-

ing which has been so severe for the past year

that he is now unable to walk. In Oct.. 1907, an

ulcer developed on the fourth toe which healed after

several weeks. Complains of coldness and pallor

of the feet when the weather is inclement. Physical

examination : Absence of pulsation of the right

dorsalis pedis and of the posterior tibial and dorsalis

pedis of the left foot. Both feet are cold and

slightly ischemic in the elevated position. Patient

has been kept under observation until April, 1910.

Symptoms of intermittent claudication persist, but

no trophic ulcers have developed.

Case XIV.—W. T.. 26 years old; Russian

Hebrew; Mt. Sinai Hospital, July 10, 1909. No
history of lues. History of similar trouble in the

left leg which was amputated in May, 1907, for

gangrene of the third toe. There has been pain in

the left calf for three months with coldness of the

foot, followed by the development of a dry patch

over the third toe. History of phlebitis of the

veins of the right leg in Dec, 1908. He now has

pain in the right leg interfering with walking. Phys-
ical examination : Typical erythromelia, evidence of

phlebitis in the territory of the saphenous. Patho-
logical examination of the amputated left leg

showed the typical lesions of thromboangiitis
obliterans.

Case XV.

—

'\\. G.. 37 years old ; Russian Helirew.
.Aug. 9. 1909. No history of lues. One year ago
migrating phlebitis of both lower extremities. Six
months ago coldness of the right foot which has
been followed by red discoloration of the forepart

of the foot, associated with a feeling as if pins and
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aeedles were sticking him. There liave been cramp-

tike pains in the calf on walking for the past three

months. The left leg is painful because of the

presence of thrombosed veins, and cramps on

walking. Physical examination: Right internal

saphenous forms a hard cord. The left saphenous

has evidently been recently thrombosed. Dorsalis

pedis and posterior tibial arteries of both legs are

pulseless. Marked ischemia on elevation, and ery-

thromelia in the dependent position of both legs.

Amputation of the right leg at the Sydenham Hos-
pital, a portion of the posterior artery received

for examination and the diagnosis of thrombo-

angiitis obliterans made.
Case XVI.^—H. R., 30 years old ; Russian He-

brew; Mt. Sinai Hospital, Sept. 6, 1909. No his-

tory of lues. Seven years ago, onset with pain and
numbness in the right calf on walking, relieved by
short periods of rest. Six weeks later swelling and
redness of the big toe with the formation of a

trophic ulcer under the nail. Since then a number
of ulcers have appeared and healed spontaneoulsy.

Finally gangrene of all the toes of the right leg

necessitating amputation in the upper part of the

leg. The left leg has given him symptoms for

eight weeks ; the toes have become swollen and
iliscolored at their tips; evidently about to become
gangrenous. Physical examination : Gangrene of

the big toe and marked edema of the whole foot.

None of the vessels of the leg pulsate. Amputa-
tion of the left leg at the middle, Sept. 11. Patho-
logical examination showed the lesions of throm-
boangiitis obliterans.

Ca.se XVII.—D. F., 40 years old ; Russian He-
brew, Nov. 7, 1909. Symptoms of intermittent

claudication in the right lower extremity without
trophic disorder. Left leg negative. Physical ex-

amination shows absence of pulsation of popliteal,

posterior tibial, and dorsalis pedis. Marked
ischemia and erythromelia. Clinical diagnosis:

Thromboangiitis obliterans. No history of lues

obtainable.

Ca.sk XVIII.—C. H., 25 years old ; parents Rus-
sian Hebrews ; Mt. Sinai Hospital, Dec. 23, 1909.
Mo history of lues. Pain in the left leg on walking
for about a year. Red discoloration of the foot
for four months. Beginning ulceration of the
third, fourth, and fifth toes. Physical examination

:

Ulceration of the third, fourth, and fifth toes,

marked ischemia on elevation, and erythromelia in

the dependent position. Left popliteal, posterior
tibial, and dorsalis pedis arteries are pulseless.

Progressive gangrene, making amputation of the
(eg necessary. Pathological examination shows
lesions of thromoboangiitis obliterans.

Case XIX.—I. L., 35 years old ; Russian Hebrew

;

Mt. Sinai Hospital, Oct. i, 1906. No history of lues.

Usual history. Amputation of the left leg at the
mid-calf on Oct. 3. Pathological examination
showed the usual lesions. July i, 1907, readmission
to the hospital for amputation of the right leg at the
request of the patient because of intense pain. Dec.
15, 1909, readmission for necrosis of the right
stump.

Case XX.—M. C, 24 years old ; Russian Hebrew ;

-VTt. Sinai Hospital, March 18, 1908. No history
of lues. Onset first on the left side, and a year
later on the right. .Spontaneous cure of the left
leg. Feb. 12, 1910, gangrene of the big toe with
the usual accompanying symptoms.
Case XXL—-.A. K., '27 years old; Russian He-

brew ; Mt. Sinai Hospital, Jan. 24, 1906. No history

of lues. Admission for pain in the middle finger of
the left hand, gangrene of the tips of the middle
and fourth fingers of the right hand with spontan-
eous cure. Feb. 25, 1907, ulceration of the second
toe of the left foot. Amputation below the knee.

Readmission for necrosis of the stump. Gritti am-
putation Jan. 2, 1909, followed by healing. Patho-
logical examination : Thromboangiitis obliterans.

Dec. 30, 1909, gangrene of the tip of the little fin-

ger of the right hand and amputation of the finger.

Feb., 1910, typical symptoms developing in the right

foot.

C.\SE XXH.— I. W., 48 years old; Russian He-
brew ; Mt. Sinai Hospital, Dec. 25, 1909. No his-

tory of lues. Symptoms of intermittent claudica-

tion in the right leg for about two years. For six

weeks pain in the big and little toes of the right

foot and recently the big toe has become black.

Physical examination : Gangrene at the tip of the

big toe, marked ischemia in the elevated position,

erythromelia in the dependent position. No pulsa-

tion in the posterior tibial or dorsalis pedis.

Case XXIII.—S. S., 40 years old; Russian He-
brew, Feb. 5, 1910. No history of lues. Trouble
in walking for about a year. Evidences of migrat-
ing phlebitis in the territory of the right saphenous.
Unable to walk because of pain in both feet, espe-

cially in the right. Physical examination : Marked
erythromelia in the right foot ; marked blanching
on elevation, somewhat less marked on the left. The
posterior tibial and dorsalis pedis arteries do not
pulsate on either side.

Case XXIV.—S. W., 37 years old ; Russian He-
brew, March 9, 1910. No history of lues. About
a year and a half ago the big toe of the left foot

began to pain him and showed a reddish discolora-

tion. He had had some trouble in walking for

about two and a half years because of cramps in

the left calf. Four weeks ago an ulcer formed
on the big toe of the left foot. Physical examina-
tion : The forepart of the left foot shows moder-
ate erythromelia in the dependent position, and the

nail of the big toe is being lifted off by an accumu-
lation of serum. The right foot is also slightly

red and swollen, and shows a number of fissures.

Both feet become markedly blanched on elevation.

The posterior tibial and dorsalis pedis arteries of

both feet are pulseless ; the right popliteal pulsates

faintly, the left not at all.

Case XXV.^S. A., 35 years old; Russian He-
brew; Mt. Sinai Hospital, Aug. 11, 1903. No his-

tory of lues. Swelling of the great toe of the left

foot about three years ago, followed by pain on
walking ever since. For past two days severe pain

with the development of a gangrenous patch on
the dorsum of the left leg. .imputation. Patho-

logical diagnosis : Thromboangiitis obliterans.

March 15, 1907, amputation of right leg for gan-

grene. March 10, 1910, amputation of the left arm
for gangrene of the fingers. Pathological exami-
nation : Thromboangiitis obliterans.

Case XXVL—M. S., 48 years old; Russian He-
brew ; Mt. Sinai Hospital, March 29, 1910. No his-

tory of lues. Typical history with the development
of ulceration of the fourth toe of the left leg. Am-
putation three years ago. Six months ago symp-
toms in the right foot. Physical examination : Dry
gangrene of the fourth toe ; absence of pulsation in

popliteal, posterior tibial and dorsalis pedis arteries.

Case XXVII.—J. R.. 32 years old ; Russian He-
brew, Sept., 1909. No history of lues. In 1894 he

had pain in the left calf on walking. Two years
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later an obstinate ulcer appeared which tiiially

healed. He has been free from trouble since.

Physical examination on Sept. 11, 1909, shows an
absence of pulsation in all the vessels of both lower
extremities ; evidently a case of spontaneous cure
with extensive obliteration of vessels without
symptoms.

C.\SE XXVIII.—H. F., 40 years old; Russian
Hebrew; Mt. Sinai Hospital, Feb. 11, 1910. No
history of lues. Usual history of intermittent

claudication with the development of redness of

the forepart of the left leg about four months ago.
Physical e.xamination : Dry gangrene of the big

toe of the left foot, marked erythromelia, and
blanching of the limb on elevation. Popliteal, pos-

terior tibial, and dorsalis pedis of both legs are

pulseless. Feb. 12, 1910, amputation of the upper
fourth of tlie leg. Pathological examination

;

Thromboangiitis obliterans.

C.\SE XXIX.—A. L., 45 years old ; Russian He-
brew ; Oct. 10, 1909. Pain in the calf of both
legs for about seven years, which has become so

much aggravated on the right side that walking
is now impossible. Physical examination : absence
of pulsation in the right dorsalis pedis and posterior

tibial ; on the left side the posterior tibial alone is

pulseless. March i, 19 10, right foot found much
paler than the left ; the big toe is slightly cyanotic.

Moderate ischemia on elevation and moderate ery-

thromelia in the dependent position. The left leg

looks practically normal.

REPORT BY DR. K.^LISKI.

Complement fixation tests for syphilis were made
in the above twenty-nine cases. The regular Was-
sermann system and the Noguchi antihuman modifi-

cation were applied in each case, while in fifteen

of the cases, in addition to the above tests, the

Bauer modification of the Wassermann system w'as

also performed.
The tests were carried out according to the pro-

tocols of the originators of the above systems. In
the Bauer test a slight modification was made in the

cases lacking natural amboceptor or where this

hemolytic agent was not present to the extent of

two units, in that the deficiency was made up by
the addition of a double dose of artificial ambo-
ceptor. Methyl alcoholic saturated solutions of pure
lipoids obtained from syphilitic or normal liver or

heart or from beef liver or guinea pigs' hearts by
alcohol extraction and subsequent acetone fractioni-

zation were utilized as antigen.

As will be seen bv reference to the above, the

cases under consideration were examined at various

times from June. 1909, up to June, 19 10, each
patient's serum being tested, together with a fairly

large number of cases sent from the wards and
clinic of the Mount Sinai Hospital for diagnosis.

At each examination, therefore, besides the usual

positive and negative controls necessary in every

series of tests, there was a sufificiently large number
of positive and negative cases to test the efficiency

of the antigen extract.

It is of significance that in every one of the

twenty-nine cases examined the reaction was defi-

nitely negative with all the tests applied. In two
cases the reaction was repeated at intervals of one

and three months, respectively, w-ith the same out-

come.
Inasmuch as mercurial treatment is able to in-

fluence the reaction, occasionally changing a posi-

tive outcome to a negative one, we have tried to

ascertain to what extent this has been a factor. In

thirteen of the cases there was absolutely no history

of the patients receiving antispecific treatment dur-

ing or prior to the course of the disease. Five of the

patients did not know whether they had received

any treatment of the above nature. Seven had been
inmates of hospitals where it is possible that they

received some medication, which may have been
mercurial, although we could not determine this

definitely. Four of the patients received mercurial

treatment, although in none could this be said to

have been thorough. Some of the patients had re-

ceived varying amounts of potassium iodide from
time to time. On the whole, it seems fair to assume
that in only four of the cases could the treatment

be considered a factor influencing the outcome of

the reaction. In none of these patients did the

course of treatment precede the examination of the

blood within a sufficiently short space of time to

influence it directly. Further, in only one of the

cases was the treatment of so vigorous a nature as

to be entited to be called "sufficient treatment," and
thus possibly influence the reaction.

Let us for a moment look over the results of

investigators, too numerous to mention individually,

in the later stages of syphilis, for it is to the later

period of this disease that we would refer thrombo-
angiitis obliterans if it were a syphilitic disease.

Bruck has collected the results of a large number
of investigators showing 50 to 60 per cent, of

positive reactions. With manifest lesions in the

late stage of lues, and especially with lesions of the

vessels, the results are apt to approach or even
exceed the latter figure. In 867 cases of late latent

lues, including those that had received treatment,

with or without manifest lesions, the above-men-
tioned author reports 30.5 per cent, of positive re-

sults. In 660 cases examined in this country more
recently, without manifest lesions, 55 per cent, were
positive with the Wassermann system and 63 per

cent, with the Noguchi method. In about

75 cases of treated and untreated tertiary

syphilis, with and without lesions, examined at the

Mt. Sinai Hospital during the past year, 60 per
cent, were positive with the Wassermann system and
80 per cent, with the Noguchi. These cases include

those that had received some treatment. Hoehne
found in a study of over two hundred luetics that

about one-third persisted in giving a positive reac-

tion in spite of treatment.

It is evident from the above citations that in spite

of treatment positive results may be expected in a
fair proportion of the cases. Even energetic treat-

ment is not always sufficient to dissipate the reaction

in a positive case ; and once negative, the reaction is

apt to return in a certain number of the cases, es-

pecially with an exacerbation of lesions.

A negative result, we concede, cannot in any
given case be construed as evidence of the absence
of syphilis. Still from the facts adduced above it is

evident that a certain proportion of positive results

is to be expected in a series of cases of possible

syphilitic origin. Inasmuch as not a single positive

reaction was obtained in twenty-nine consecutive
cases of thromboangiitis obliterans, it is fair to as-

sume that this disease is probably not of luetic

origin.
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THE RELATIVE VALUE OF SYMPTO^IS.
PHYSICAL SIGNS, TUBERCULIN, AND

THE A'-RAY IN THE DIAGNOSIS
OF TUBERCULOSIS.*

HENRY F. STOLL. M.D.,

H.^RTFORD, CONN.

So voluminous is the literature pertaining to the

early diagnosis of tuberculosis that I feel almost

like apologizing for choosing so trite a subject.

j\Iy excuse is, that while incipient cases are detected

somewhat more frequently perhaps than a few
years ago, at least in the larger cities, there are still

many mistakes made in diag'nosis. These errors

are the result of not appreciating the full signifi-

cance of the various physical signs and symptoms.
The incorrect diagnoses are of two varieties, the

more common being the failure to recognize defi-

nite indications of the disease. The other mistake

is the erroneous diagnosis of tuberculosis on insuf-

ficient evidence. As this latter error is not gen-

erally discussed, we will devote a few minutes to

its consideration.

Two classes of physicians make this mistake.

One comprises the vers- conscientious men who are

thoroughly alive to the urgent need of the early

detection of the malady and examine their patients

with minute care, but with an eye for positive signs

only. Totally disregarding the overwhelming
negative evidence, they pin their diagnosis to a

single sign. These are they who make tuberculous
mountains out of benign molehills.

In the other class we find those physicians who.
either because of insufficient time or laziness, do
not make a careful examination, but rely upon one
of the aids to diagnosis, failing to realize that these
measures are aids to diagnosis only when consid-
ered with all the clinical evidence. There are many
who do not appreciate that it takes from half an
hour to an hour to obtain a history, make a careful
examination, and give the necessary advice. Even
then a second or third examination may be needed
before an opinion can be given. Finally, it should
be remembered that the absence of physical signs,

like the failure to find tubercle bacilli in the sputum,
does not exclude tuberculosis when the svmptoms
point to that diagnosis. When these two facts are
universally understood, the day of early diagnoses
will dawn.'.:. The physician who awaits the finding
of tubercle bacilli in the sputum before hazarding
a diagnosis of tuberculosis wastes invaluable time
for which no subsequent activity and diligence on
his part can atone.

In the short time allotted to this paper we can
consider only a few of the more important physical
signs and symptoms. The general appearance of
the patient is very untrustworthy evidence, as
Barnes' found that over 60 per cent, of his incipi-
ent cases appeared to be in good health.

Physical Signs.—Contrary to some statement^,
inspection ofttimes gives us information of the
greatest value. While retraction at the apex sug-
gests an old lesion, which may or ma)- not be active,
distinct lagging with diminished expansion of the
apex is one of the most important signs we have
of an active lesion. Turban considens it= "certain
evidence of lung disease." In children it is occa-
sionally due to enlarged bronchial glands. Ten-
*Read at the Annual Meeting of tlie Connecticut State

Medical Society, Xew Haven, May 25 and 26, igio.

derness to palpation seems more common in the

acute than in the chronic cases, and while not pres-

ent in the majority of patients, its occurrence has

considerable significance. Lagging, tenderness,

with possibly slight muscle spasm at an apex, al-

most invariably means an active lesion at that site.

Tenderness over the upper thoracic spines, the spi-

nalgia of Petruschky,^ while not pathognomonic of

tuberculous disease of the bronchial glands, is quite

a constant sign in early cases with toxic symptoms.
The point of maximum tenderness seems to be at

about the fifth thoracic vertebra. Advanced cases

do not present this pheitomenon.
Dullness at the apex usually signifies a tubercu-

lous lesion at that site. Several clinicians have
deiTionstrated, however, that especially in children

this dullness may be due to induration collapse at

the apex, the result of obstructive nasal breathing
from adenoids. Grancher,* and more recently

Bing,' attribute this dullness to enlarged bronchial

glands, which may or may not be tuberculous.

Dullness over the fifth and sixth thoracic spines,

and to the side of these vertebrje, is very suggestive

of bronchial gland enlargement. To be of value

percussion must be performed very gently, as the

sense of resistance is of about as itiuch significance

as the character of the note obtained.

Auscultation is the most valuable of our clinical

methods, but the practice of listening only for rales

cannot be too strongly condemned. In auscultat-

ing, die character of the respiratory- murmur should

receive our first attention, all adventitious sounds
being disregarded for the time being. The first

change in breathing consists in a weakening of the

respiratory murmur, which assumes a tremulous
character, referred to as rude or ganular breath-

ing. The presence of marked bronchovesicular
breathing without rales at one apex, should make
one examine the other apex with great care, as the

more recent lesion will often be found there. Cog-
wheel respiration in the first and second interspaces

on one side with faint breathing above the clavicle,

is very suggestive of a lesion at the apex. Bron-
chial breathing- and whispered bronchophony over

the upper thoracic spines is usually indicative of

enlargement of the bronchial glands.

We next seek for rales and they will often be un-
recognized unless we have the patt'ent cough at the

end of expiration. The presence of rales over a

limited area on several examinations suggests a tu-

berculous focus, especially when they are heard
over the upper part of the lung. But rales at an
ape.x may be due to other conditions. Koch" states

that 15 per cent, of his patients with apical catarrh

failed to react to tuberculin. Lord^ has reported a

few cases of influenza with persistent rales at the

apex. If the lesion is tuberculous, one cannot say

from rales alone that the disease is active. I have
known them to persist for years after all symptoms
disappeared. Do not think that I consider rales of

little significance. When accompanied by symp-
toms, they are, perhaps, the i-nost important single

sign of tuberculous disease. Frequently, however,
the diagnosis inust be made in their absence. From
rales alone one cannot diagnose clinical tubercu-

losis. We must not lose sight of the fact that there

is a great difiference between clinical tuberculosis,

which gives symptoms and needs treatment and
anatoniical tuberculosis, which for the time being is

not giving sytnptottis, and does not need treatment.

The physician with a good ear and poor judg-
ment is almost as dangerous to the communitv as
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the man who examines the Ivmgs through the cloth-

ing and impressively tells his patient that he is

"sound as a dollar." The former fills sanatoria

with the nontuberculous ; the latter, graveyards with

consumpti\'es.

Clinical History.—This is so important that the

whole time allotted to this paper might well be

spent in its discussion. Careful inquiry must he

made as to the exposure to tuberculosis, either in

the family, in business, or in social relations, bear-

ing in mind that in some cases the infection comes
from a tuberculous servant. The state of the

health during childhood and adolescence must be
carefully investigated, as not uncommonly the first

symptoms appeared many years previously. \\'e are

apt to overlook the fact that tuberculosis may exist

for years without completely disabling the person,

or causing much lung destruction. The history of

these individuals is punctuated with times of "run-

ning down," but owing to their resistance, or the

mildness of the infection, the battle has been a

draw. Two histories will illustrate this:

Case I.—Mrs. E. G., aged 44. When a child was
never strong. At 12 was thin and pale and doctors

feared she might "run into consumption." When
25 years old she ran down and had a bad cough the

greater part of a year. Six and one-half years ago
the patient had another hard cold, wdiich tenninated

in a mild pneumonia. Following this, was told

that her lungs were "weak." Each winter would
have severe colds. For the few months before I

saw her she had been running down and coughing
slightly. A large part of her Hfe she felt "dragged
out" and tired, but she and her physician attributed

it to a retroversion and laceration of the utenis.

Notwithstanding that the infection was at least nine-

teen years old, she had only a slight lesion at both

apices.

Case II.—Miss E. G.. aged 32. As a child had
poor appetite and was weak and delicate. Had bi-

lateral pneumonia at 15 months; the infectious dis-

eases, including whooping cough, in early life. At
16 had night sweats and a cough of such severity

that she would get "black in the face." Recovered,

and for two years was in good health ; then she

again began to cough, and the abdomen became
swollen. Again recovered, but from the 20th to

22d year had a cough that necessitated taking hold

of something to support herself during the par-

oxysms. Six years ago had ovary and appendix
removed, and intestines were "said to be involved."

The few months previous to my seeing her she

had been fairly well, except for a slight cough, and
extreme weariness. As she expressed it. she had
been "chronically tired and lazy" as long as she

could remember. Although of sixteen years' dura-

tion, her lesion was almost wholly limited to the

lungs above the clavicles, the active process being

at the left apex. The periodical hard attacks of

coughing suggested bronchial gland involvement.

and the physical signs and x-ray picture showed
this to be the case.

A patient's statement concerning his past illness

should never be accepted without going thoroughly
into his symptoms at that time to determine wdicther

he really had "malaria," "grip." or "nervous pros-

tration," as the case may be. As to his present

symptoms, one should inquire concerning cough,

fatigue, spitting of blood, night sweats, lost weight,

pain in the chest, anorexia, indigestion, dyspnea,

and interscapular backache. Unless one have a spe-

cial history blank, it is very easy to omit one or

more questions, and by so doing the key to the diag-

nosis may be missed.

Cough and blood spitting are two symptoms
which often send a patient to his physician, or to a

throat specialist. No man doing special work has

greater opportunity to further the early diagnosis

of tuberculosis than the laryngologist. He who
treats a chronic cou.gh without first having the

lungs declared sound by one proficient in chest ex-

aminations, is assuming a grave responsibility.

Only recently I found advanced disease of the

whole of the right lung with infiltration of the left

apex in a patient who was receiving throat treat-

ments for his cough. The laryngologist had ex-

amined the lungs and found them all right. On the

other hand, I have detected a very early lesion in a

number of patients who had been refused treatment

by throat specialists till their lungs had been ex-

amined. The fact that the cough of tuberculosis

may be temporarily helped by throat treatments

quiets any suspicion as to the gravity of the condi-

tion.

The patient should be asked if he coughs until

he gags or vomits. Though all patients with tuber-

culosis do not have such a cough, a very large per-

centage of those who gag or vomit have tubercu-

lous disease of the lungs or bronchial glands. Pro-

fessor Delafield used to say that pertussis and tu-

berculosis were the two diseases in which the pa-

tient coughed until he vomited. This occurs more
frequently as an early symptom than blood spitting,

and it has nearly as much significance.

While hemorrhage in the great majority of cases

means tuberculosis, and should always be treated as

such until proven otherwise, one may have blood-

streaked expectoration from ruptured varicose

veins in the post-pharynx and naves, and also from
the unconscious sucking of the gums. I know a

man who was a patient at one of the best sanatoria

in this coimtry for several months before it was as-

certained that the blood he expectorated came from
his gums. The diagnosis was made more difificult

because of a positive reaction to the subcutaneous

tuberculin test. Blood spitting from mitral stenosis

is often mistaken for tuberculosis, one reason being
the disappearance of the murmur when compensa-
tion is lost. The diagnosis must not be made hasti-

ly as both diseases may be present. Fatal hem-
orrhages have occurred from the erosion of blood-

vessels by tuberculous bronchial glands when the

lungs were free from disease.

A young adult, previously ambitious, who com-
plains of a constant weariness should always excite

our suspicion, especially if he has a rise of tempera-
ture and an unduly rapid pulse after moderate ex-

ercise.

Tuberculin.—The most widely used aid to diag-

nosis is tubercidin. While a positive reaction is

specific and always signifies a tuberculous focus

somewhere in the body, considered bv itself, it by
no means proves the individual to be clinically tu-

berculous. A focal reaction in lung, gland, or bone,

as the case may be. proves the tuberculous nature
of the lesion.

The subcutaneous test is the most reliable. Owing
to the large number of severe reactions reported
from the employment of the conjunctival test, this

method is less extensively used than it was a year
ago. It is, however, not without its advocates.
From their observation of the results in a large
series of cases, Haman and Wolman reported at

the recent meeting of the National Association for
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the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis that they

considered it a safe and very valuable diagnostic

measure when used in suitable cases. They advo-

cate a I per cent, solution of "old tuberculin."

Though I have never had any bad results from its

use, I discarded it about two years ago because of

the ill effects reported by others. I have always

felt, however, that most of these bad results were

due in part to its use where it was clearly contra-

indicated and also to the employment of too strong

solutions.

The skin test of Von Pirquet loses much of its

significance as the age increases. Yet an early

strong reaction in an adult with suspicious signs

and symptoms, increases somewhat the probability

of the condition being tuberculous. The faint reac-

tions are very confusing, as they occur in many in

good health, and also in a certain percentage of the

patients that are going to do badly. I have seen

several patients in whom the prognosis seemed

good, but whose skin reaction was faint and evanes-

cent, progress to a fatal termination in a few
months. Wolf-Eisner"s contention that the type of

reaction will often foretell the outcome has consider-

able to substantiate it. A negative skin test in a

suspected case does not absolutely e.Kclude tubercu-

losis, though it makes the diagnosis unlikely. The
subcutaneous test is sometimes positive when the

von Pirquet test is negative.

To sum up, we have in tuberculin a diagnostic

aid of real value if it is used in conjunction with the

symptoms and physical signs. But the physician

who would arrive at a diagnosis by merely scratch-

ing the skin and dropping thereon some tuberculin,

mght as well settle the question by the toss of a

coin.

X-ray Examination.—The -f-ray, which has

proven so valuable in many lines of work, is of

much assistance in the diagnosis of pulmonary
conditions. The negative must not only be perfect,

but the interpretation thereof is of value only when
made by one who has had a large experience in this

particular field as it is the most difficult of all .r-ray

work. Incipient cases that have been carefully ex-

amined come to postmortem but rarely, so that much
more can be learned by the comparison of the physi-

cal signs and .r-ray findings in a series of early

cases than by the autopsies of advanced cases.

Dr. Arthur C. Heublein and I have studied over
fifty cases in which I had previously made a clinical

diagnosis. To insure an unbiased opinion, the

plates were studied by numbers, not by names. In
one case the physical signs indicated a lesion from
the right apex to the second interspace (inner
third), but the radiograph showed involvement of
the greater part of the lung. In a second case, a
lesion at one apex was suspected, but the .t'-ray

showed both to be involved. In two cases where
history and physical signs pointed conclusively to

an early process, the .t'-ray failed to show it. In the
remaining cases, most of whom had very early
lesions, the .I'-ray and the clinical diagnosis agreed.
The .I'-ray is the greatest stimulus to careful diag-

nosis we have, and there is no better way to as-
certain one's diagnostic ability—or limitation—than
to compare his physical signs with the .r-ray plate.

In deep-seated lesions, especially of the lower two-
thirds of the lung, the .r-ray will sometimes dem-
onstrate a lesion that does not give physical signs.
When the involvement is slight, it may be neces-
sary to make several plates before a diagnosis can
be given.

In conclusion, if we are to detect incipient tuber-

culosis, we must inspect, palpate, percuss, and aus-

cultate our patient. INIore than that, we must
question him, and question him at length. The phy-
sician who cannot or will not devote at least half

an hour to this consultation should refer his pa-

tient to one who will, as an incomplete examina-
tion gives the patient an unwarranted sense of

safety.

Our eyes, fingers, and ears are like the scouts

of an army who bring to headquarters information

of varying importance. The observation of one

would appear to show the urgent neetl of immedi-
ate retreat, but that of the others would make thi.s

action seem unwise. Only after all the reports have
been carefully weighed is it decided which is the

most expedient course to pursue.
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For some weeks past I have had the opportunity

of observing at close range the workings of the

new Ehrlich-Hata preparation familiarly known as

606. In the laboratory of Professor Ehrlich, at

Frankfort, where experiments are still in progress

on animals, and in most of the skin and venereal

clinics of Berlin the new preparation has been

freely used, with the result that some 3.000 cases

treated with it have already been reported.

It appears to be too early, as yet, to make any

positive statement on the value of this preparation

in syphilis and parasyphilitic conditions, but there

can be no doubt, in view of the results thus far ob-

tained, that a great step forward has been made.

The reports made by those who have given the

remedy the largest trial, particularly Wechselmann,
.-Mt, Alichaelis, and Kromayer, carry with them a

measure of enthusiasm that seems nothing less than

extravagant, but when one sees the patients and the

progress they have made under the new treatment,

this enthusiasm seems more than justified.

The principal work is being done by Wechsel-

mann at the Rudolph Virchow Hospital in Berlin.

He has treated over nine hundred cases, having

been among the first to receive the remedy from

Ehrlich. Wechselmann's technique is the one princi-

pally used in the European clinics, but there are two
other methods of administration that are growing

in popularity, namely those of Alt and Kromayer.

The growing favor of these methods lies not in

any appreciable increase of efficiency, but rather

in the greater simplicity of their preparation.
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It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the
preparation of the solution used, but rather to offer

a review of the methods of injecting the remedy
and the results obtained. 1 have had the opportu-
nity of studying about J50 cases, and have seen about

35 injections given at the various clinics. The re-

sults may be tabulated as follows:

As to Dosage:—The dose administered varies
from 0.4 gram to 0.6, and in some cases to 0.8 and
even i.o gram, but the general tendency is in favor
of 0.6 as the safest and most effective dose for a
male adult of normal size and weight. In women
0.5 is used, and in children 0.025 is given. Pro-
fessor Ehrlich has expressed the opinion that the
proper dose in proportion to the body weight is

about one gram per 60 to 70 kilograms of body
weight.

Site of the Injection:—It may be given intrave-

nously or intramuscularly. The former method was
tried by some experimenters, but nearly all have
given it up in favor of the intramuscular injection.

For the latter some employ the site of the buttocks
while others prefer the muscles of the back, imme-
diately under the lower angle of the scapula. Aiy
observation leads me to the belief that the gluteal

injection is the one that will be commonly adopted
in the course of time.

Method of Injection

:

—The solution is freshly

prepared with the greatest aseptic care, immediately
before it is to be given. The site chosen is ster-

ilized with either iodin or ether and alcohol, and
the solution is injected in a manner similar to that

of the mercury preparations. Care is taken that

the solution does not enter the blood vessels, unless

one of the soluble methods is used. After the in-

jection has been given the needle is quickly with-

drawn, moderate pressure is made over the injected

area, the skin is again painted with iodin, and is

covered with a piece of sterile gauze, which is held

in place by a strip of adhesive plaster. The patient

is put to bed and kept there for four or five days,

and longer if necessary. Kromayer divides the

dose and injects half of it into each of the buttocks.

He believes this diminishes the risk of infiltration

and abscess formation.

After Effects:—In the vast majority of cases

the injection is quite painless. In a few that I saw
the pain was very severe, and lasted with diminish-

ing severity for three or four days. The paraffin

injection, used by Kromayer and Lesser, seems to

be absolutely without pain. In an old woman with

a gumma of the ankle, who had been injected in the

back by Michaelis, , there was considerable subse-

quent pain, not only at the site of the injection, but

also down to the region of the buttocks and along

the arm and forearm of the injected side. Most
of the patients stated that they felt very little or no
pain at any time.

For some time after the injection an infiltrate

remains, similar to that often seen after the injec-

tion of salicylate of mercury, but it soon disappears.

Occasionally this infiltrate becomes acutely in-

flamed, and in some cases an abscess forms with

necrosis of the surrounding tissues. I saw three

or four such cases. It is difficult to say whether

this complication is due to the preparation itself or

to an external infection due to faulty technique,

but I am of the opinion that the latter is the more
likely cause. The painful infiltrate is affected favor-

ably by the application of heat; sometimes cold is

more effective. At all times it should be treated

along surgical lines.

I believe that those who are injected in the back
are more liable to severe pain and abscess formation
than those injected in the buttocks. 1 did not see a

single case of abscess in the buttock.

A fair proportion of patients develop some fever

after the injection, the temperature often rising to
100° to 102° P., but this lasts only a few days and
then drops to the normal. Occasionally the rise in

temperature appears on the fourth or fifth day.

and remains for several days.

In a small proportion of cases an exanthem, co\-

ering the entire body, appears soon after the injec-

tion and remains for some time. This is ascribed

to the rapid absorption of the arsenic. As soon,

however, as the arsenic is eliminated, these symp-
toms pass off.

Effect 0)1. the Primary Lesion

:

—The primary
lesion heals very rapiiUy in most cases, sometimes-

disappearing entirely within one to two weeks after

the injection. Within a few days a softening of

the lesion and distinct evidences of healing set in

;

the infiltrate, however, remains for some time after

the visible signs of the sore have disappeared.

I have seen a marked improvement within 48
hours after the injection, in a few cases, and in

others it has taken as long as two or three week^
for the lesion to disappear. The remedy seems to

oft'er the possibility of an earlier removal of the

initial lesion than by any means hitherto known,
except excision. The locality of the lesion does not

interfere in any way with the result.

Effects on the Secondary Lesions:—Secondary
lesions occasionally disappear within several days

after the injection, but usually it takes about two
weeks for all the secondaries to disappear. The
glandular enlargement in the neck remains long

after the mucous patches have passed off. It is at

times startling to observe the wonderful improve-

ment in these early cases.

Effects on Late Manifestations:—In many cases

gummata that have resisted mercury and the iodides

for years have disappeared in from three to six

weeks, and have not since recurred. In some cases

the improvement was very slow and in others the

remedy seemed to have had no apparent effect, but

these cases were very exceptional.

In parasyphilitic conditions and in nerve lesions

of syphilitic origin the remedy has been tried by

Konrad Alt and others, with promising success.

The results are not so brilliant in these nerve cases,

but the experimenters express themselves as being

hopeful of success. At the annual gathering of

German physicians and naturalists at Konigsberg.
whither I had the privilege of accompanying Pro-

fessor Ehrlich, Professor Alt, in the discussion on

606 said, in this connection : "For the nerve

specialist and psychiatrist the most important fea-

ture of the new Ehrlich-Hata remedy is to be found
in the increased possibility of furnishing an effective

prophylactic against the severest diseases of the

nerves and the mind, namely, tabes and general

paralysis." This utterance is in accord with the

commonly expressed view that the function of the

new remedy will be to prevent late lesions of the

nervous system rather than to cure them.
In Inherited Syphilis

:

—Wechselmann has al-

ready reported a number of cases of infants treated

with the new remedy with considerable success. 1

saw a number of these young patients, and in some
instances the result of a single injection seemed
nothing less than marvelous. Others, on the other

hand, did not seem to respond to the remedy so
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well, while still others, very few in number, showed
no re.sponse whatever. There can be no doubt,
however, of one thing: The results in these cases
warrant the dictum that every case of infantile in-

herited syphilis should be treated with "606," if

it is hoped to save the infant's life.

Recurrence:—A slight proportion of cases seem
to recur after six to eight weeks. Possibly, the
dose in these cases was insufficient. At any rate, I

have seen a very few cases (not more than 5 per
cent, of the total number) in which a recurrence
of the roseola or the mucous patches took place
after they had disappeared. In these cases a second
injection has been very effective. \\'echselmann
has just reported a number of cases in which rein-

jections of 606 have been made with success. He
believes that the injection may be repeated with
safety within one week, but it is better to wait three
or four weeks before repeating.

Effects on the IVasserniann Reaction:—In the
majority of cases the reaction changes from positive
to negative after six to eight weeks, that is. when
all spirochetes have been destroyed. If any of these
survive the injection the reaction is apt to remain
positive, even though the clinical manifestations of
the disease have disappeared. Alost observers seem
to confirm the view that 606 tends to destroy the
spirochetes, and to that extent the change from'posi-
tive to negative takes place; but the effect varies in

individuals. In the majority of cases, with a dose
less than 0.6 gm., it takes from 30 to 60 days for
the reaction to become negative. Herxheimer of
Frankfort believes that three-fourths of all cases
become negative after 50 days. The strength of the
dose undoubtedly has an important bearing on the
Wassermann reaction, i.e. the stronger the dose the
earlier and more certainly will the reaction change
from positive to negative. Another observation
that is commonly noted is that the reaction is more
apt to change from positive to negative in primarv
cases than in late lesions. This observtion has beeii
confirmed by Pinkus of Berlin.

Effect on the Body Weight:—A gain in weight is

a very constant effect in cases inj^ected with 606.
With few exceptions the patients show an appre-
ciable gain, sometimes of many pounds, in addition
to which the general well-being and appetite of the
patient are materially improved. Some patients
who entered the hospital as veritable skeletons have
gained 20 to 30 pounds in the course of a month or
six weeks after the injection.

A few illustrative cases observed in the various
clinics will be of interest

:

C.\SE I.—\\'oman with old lues, saddle nose. For
several months has had a large gummv tumor of
the upper lip with infiltration of the 'entire sur-
rounding tissues, which made it almost impossible
to open the mouth. Speech and swallowing were
very difficult. In spite of long continued treatment
by mercury, the gumma continued to grow larger.
Twelve hours after the injection of 0.5 gm. a^cle-
crease in the swelling began, and on the next day the
patient was able to open the mouth wider than it

was possible for many weeks. In a few days there
was continued healing and subsequent recovery.

C.\SE H.—Man. saddle nose, foul-smelling ozena
and headache, which made it impossible for" him to
work, for many months. Had been treated with
mercury and potassium iodide for a long time with-
out effect. Three days after the injection of 0.6
gm. headache was better; six days later there was
harflly any smell from the nose. Recoverv.

Case III.—Alan with mucous patches of the

mouth ; had just finished a course of mercurial in-

unctions without eff'ect ; 24 hours after the injection,

the patches were hardly noticeable, and in 20 days
they had disappeared.

Case I\".—Girl, 19; waitress. Presented a deep
ulceration on the tongue and mucous membrane
of the mouth. .She had just received 20 bichloride

injections, and though the exanthem had disap-

peared, the patches remained. Was given 0.3 gm.
and three days later the patient was sent home
practically well. Wassermann remained positive

for five weeks and then became negative.

Case V.—Man, very much emaciated, the whole
body covered with papules and ulcerous syphiHdes

;

mucous patches in the mouth and tongue, and
necrosis of the tonsils. The patient had received

30 injections of Hg without benefit. Was given
0.6 gm. In fifteen days all the symptoms had dis-

appeared, and the patient had gained 12 pounds.
Wassermann remained positive.

Case \T.—Girl 21, marked roseola with broad
necrotic condylomata on the vulva and anus, mu-
cous patches on tongue and mouth. Duration eight

weeks, no treatment. Spirochetes numerous. Was
given 0.4 gm. Two days later marked improvement.
no spirochetes found. Thirteen days later patient

was discharged well. Wassermann remained posi-

tive.

Case VH.—Girl 20. entered hospital in very

poor condition ; she was very much emaciated and
could neither speak nor swallow. There were many
broken down papules on the face and forehead,

rupia on the limbs. Tonsils, uvula, and larjmx much
destroyed with ulcerations. Duration si.x months

;

had been treated with mercurial inunctions and in-

jections, and with KI. Was given 0.5 gm. The next
day swallowing became easier ; a few days later

the voice became normal and recovery was so rapid

that fourteen days after the injection the patient

was sent home practically cured.

My observations lead me to this general con-

clusion : The new 606 preparation exerts a marvel-
ous effect on a large proportion of the cases in

which it is used properly ; in some cases its effects

are not so striking, but the results are, neverthe-
less, very good ; in a few cases the result is nega-
tive. We may safely say that if this preparation is

not a complete specific for syphilis and allied condi-

tions, we have in it apparently the most potent and
eff'ective remedy that science has yet produced for

the treatment of these diseases.

105 East Xineteen'th Street.

RFPORT OF THREE CASES TRE.ATED
WITH AXTIGONOCOCCUS SERUM.*

By M. ZIGLER. M.D.,

I.N'STRUCTOR IN GENITOURl^".^Ry .\JiD VENERE-\L DISEASES I.V THE POST-
GRADUATE MEDICAL SCHOOL AND HOSPITAL. ASSISTANT DERMA-

TOLOGIST LEBANON HOSPITAL, O. P. D.

The subject of my paper this evening is a report of
three cases treated with antigonococcus serum. I

cannot, however, go on to the report of these cases

without a few prefatory remarks on the history and
preparation of this serum. We are indebted to Dr.
John C. Torrey of Cornell Universitv, whose re-

searches in this particular field of serum therapy
made the introduction of antigonococcus serum pos-

sible. The serum as used to-day is prepared accord-

*Read at a meeting of the Bronx Medical Society. May
n. 1910.
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ing' to his method from the blood of rams that have
been treated with gradually increa.siiig doses of

dead and live cultures of the most virulent strains

of gonococci.

1 shall quote from Torrey's article on agglutinins

and precipitins in antigonococcus serium. Me
says: "It has been proven that the gonococcus be-

longs to a heterogeneous rather than to a homogene-
ous family, in fact it may be divided into several

groups each raising agglutinins which are specific

for its own group.'" It is for this reason that we
use a polyvalent serum.

W'illaim T. Bclfield in "Progressive Medicine"

says "the great value of both sera and vaccines in

gonorrheal lesions of serous membranes
( i.e. gonor-

rheal rheumatism so-called) is absolutely confirmed,

while the failure of both to definitely improve gon-

ococcus infections of mucous membranes seems sup-

ported by further evidence." Herbst thinks that

most failures and reoccurrences in serum treatment

of arthritis arise from either failure to remove the

infection from the genital tract or insufficient dosage

of treatment.

We shall now go on to the consideration of these

three cases.

C.\SE I.—Mrs. M., age 30, American, came to

my office April, 1908. with the following history:

Married three years, she has a baby two years old.

Immediatel)^ after birth of child she complained of

burning on urination and profuse purulent dis-

charge, which continued about three months. About
ten days after the onset of discharge patient began

to complain of pain, stiffness, and limitation of mo-
tion in small joints of both hands, followed by pain

in the wrists, shoulders, and left hip. She had been

under antirheumatic treatment for four months
without any improvement. In fact she became pro-

gressively worse; pain in the wrist and shoulders

had become so severe and constant that she was un-

able to sleep and was obliged to have assistance in

order to dress herself and comb her hair. Her best

weight was 140 pounds. At present she only weighs

105 pounds—a loss of 35 pounds in two years.

Physical examination at that time showed that she

was poorly nourished, pale, and markedly anemic

with hemic murmur at the base. Chest otherwise

normal. Fingers showed thickening and limitation

of motion of the joints of the middle and proximal

and middle and distal phalangeal articulations.

Smear from urethra and vagina negative. Treat-

ment.—For the three months of .April, May, and

June, 1908, patient received huge doses of aspirin,

later sodium salicylate, and still late potassium

iodide, during which time strict antirheumatic diet

was ordered. Practically no improvement was

noted. Electricity tried, faradic, and galvanic, for

several weeks with same result. Patient became

discouraged and discontinued her visits to the office

for about four months during which time her symp-

toms remained the same. On her return I made the

diagnosis of gonorrheal arthritis and decided to give

antigonococcus serum. The administration of the

serum was as follows: The injections were all

given into the subcutaneous tissues of the arm, by

means of a large hypodermic syringe similar to the

antitoxin syringe used in diphtheria. First injection

October 23, igoS. One c.c. of a polyvalent serum

from which there was no improvement. Five days

later a second injection given, i c.c, with no im-

provement. Three days later a third injection. 2

c.c. of serum. Within one hour patient's arm on

side injected became very painful and swollen from

the shoulder down to the finger tips. This continued

for about six hours and then disappeared. For the

first time slight improvement in the shoulder and

hipjoint noted. Seven days later a fourth injection.

2 c.c, which was also followed by marked swelling

of the arm injected and in addition a generalized

urticaria developed. The latter subsided in J2 hours.

Marked improvement noted in all the joints aft'ected

commencing in three hours after the injection and

continuing until about 24 hours before the next

when all the symptoms returned, but not as severe

as they were originally, in other words a 48-hour

respite of symptoms. Fifth injection three days

later, 2 c.c. of serum, results about the same a^

above : that is marked improvement for 48 hours,

then slight return of symptoms. Patient now begins

to feel hopeful. Sixth injection, 2 c.c. Patient for

the first time had no return of pain since the last

injection, although there was a four-day interval

between this injection and the previous one. Three
days later seventh injection, 2 c.c, with practically

no pain. Patient begins to notice some improve-

ment in ability to flex and extend fingers. Motion
in shoulder also more free. Eighth injection three

days later, same as above : patient feels stronger

and better in every way. Ninth injection, 2 c.c.

;

jiatient felt so much improved that she neglected

treatment for seven days with the result that on the

fifth day symptoms returned with pain especially

severe in the shoulders and hip ; but she admits

that the pain is in no sense a relapse, for although

she was uncomfortable during the day, yet she was
able to sleep well. Tenth injection, 2 c.c. Since

the last treatment patient has felt very comfort-
able. She noted relief from pain within a few
hours after the administration of the serum. In

December patient received five injections. There
was so marked an improvement in the symptoms
shown that I decided to cut down the number of in-

jections for the following months. For each of the

following three months the patient had three injec-

tions. During this time there was absolutely no re-

turn of symptoms, marked improvement in motility

of joints aft'ected, with general condition much bet-

ter. Only one injection given in the month of April.

In May two were given. The end of May, 1909,
patient was discharged cured. One month ago I re-

ceived a communication from this patient stating

that she is in good condition, so much so that she
is able to do all her own housework. She sleeps

well, appetite good, and has gained 20 pounds.
C.\SE II.—Mr. H., aged 58 years; married, busi-

ness man. Had gonorrhea 10 years ago. Came to the

office of his physician on April 20, 1909, with acute
gonorrhea. Smear taken at that time showed the

diplococcus of Neisser. He was put under trer^t-

ment immediately with antiblenorrhagics and locally

injections of argyrol, 5 and 10 per cent. Nine dav-
later he developed acute arthritis of the right wrist,

which became red, hot, and painful. He received
large doses of salicylate of sodium with no improve-
ment. P'our days later the left knee became in-

volved, and he was obliged to take to bed. Salicyl-

ates were continued for another week and then dis-

continued and Bier treatment instituted. The doc-
tor used an ordinary Esmarck bandage about 2
inches wide, applied night and inorning for sev-

eral days. He started with half-hour sessions and
gradually increased length of application. The re-

sult of this treatment was also unsatisfactory. This
was the state of the patient when the doctor con-
sulted me for therapeusis. Taking into considera-
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tion tlie history and duration of this case with in-

efficiency of the treatment instituted covering a

peried of 16 days, I advised antigonococcus serum.

Accordingly on that day patient received 2 c.c. of

polyvalent serum. No improvement noted. Follow-

ing day he received another injection of 2 c.c. Joint

pains remained the same. Third day received a

third injection of 2 c.c; slight improvement fol-

lowed for the first time. Fourth day received fourth

injection of 2 c.c. Patient much better, sitting up
in bed, with marked diminution of pain and swell-

mg. Twenty-four hours later received a fifth in-

jection, 2 c.c. Improvement continued. One day
later received the si.xth and last injection, 2 c.c.

Wrist normal and no pain in knee joint. Some
exudate, however, still present. Seven days later,

wrist was absolutely normal, knee almost so and pa-

tient was able to attend to business. The serum in-

jections caused no untoward reaction in this patient.

Case III.—Mr. X. American, single, age 31 years.

Had gonorrhea four years ago, which lasted eight

months. No complications. Three years ago a

second attack, which was followed in four months
by pain in the sacrum, left knee, heel, and shoulders,

of such character that patient spent many restless

and uncomfortable nights. At times pain became
50 severe that he was obliged to go to bed for

three or four days of every month. These symp-
toms, together with anorexia and loss of weight,

Dersisted for two years and failed to respond to

mtirheumatic and all other treatments. Treatment

was as follows: Patient received nine injections of

intigonococcus serum, 2 c.c. at three-day intervals.

After the third injection there was slight improve-

aient in the joint symptoms. At the completion of

the treatment, the affected joints showed absence of

pain but poor motility. The treatment was followed

*)y massage resulting in complete recovery.

It is rather difficult to draw conclusions from so

few cases. You will notice, however, that cases I

ind III were injected at intervals of three to four

lays, being chronic ones. While case II, being
icute, received injections at 24-hour intervals in an
ittempt to minimize destruction of joint tissue by

'he action of the gonococcus. There is absolutely

10 doubt in my mind when I think over the usual

protracted and maiming course of these arthritic

•ases that this treatment is absolutely specific and
diat there is no excuse for an)' physician allowing

this class of patients to go on into the crippled

stage without first trying this serum. .According to

Dr. Torrey no case of gonorrhea complicated by
arthritis, endocarditis, epididymitis, or pleuritis

should be treated without serum in conjunction with
usual methods.

1097 FonEST Avenue.

A FRACTURE OF THE PUBIC BONE.
Rv TRUM.^N ABBE, M.D..

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Fractures of the pelvis as part of a general crush-
ing accident are recognized and described in our
te.xt books, but the following case of fracture of a»

single bone in the pelvis is rather unusual on account
of the slightness of the injury and the light weight
of the patient. In place of the usual fracture of the
neck of the femur that we get in older patients with
1 fall on the hip, in this case the femur was not
injured, but the pelvis suffered.

Mr. B., white, 74 years of age, weight 120 pounds,
and in good, active health, on October 15, 1909,
while crossing the street encountered an automobile

and two motorcycles. He dodged all these, but in

turning slipped on a banana peel and fell, striking

on his left tuber ischi. Unable to rise, he was car-

ried to his home and put to bed. where he was un-

able even to turn over in bed. Two days later I

saw him in consultation with Dr. Keech. He was
unable to turn over in bed or to move the left leg

fully at the hip. Thigh flexion to 45° was pos-

sible, but beyond that great pain was felt in the

adductor muscles ; full extension was possible and
comfortable. The functions of the leg were normal.
No ecchymosis or sign of displacement or abnormal
position were visible. Moderately heavj- percussion

on the heel caused no pain, but heavy percussion

gave pain in the pubic region and in the adductor

muscles. Partial motion of the leg showed the

flexion at the hip to be limited as in the active mo-
tion to about 45°, and abduction also to be some-
what limited. Pressing the great trochanters

together caused pain and a similar crowding
together of the iliac crests gave the same pain. A
separation of the iliac crests also gave the same
pain. The left tuber ischi was tender, but only with

Fracture of the Pubis.

a dull soreness, not the acute tenderness of the an-

terior region. Pressure on the symphysis pubic

caused acute, cutting pain, accentuated about one
and a half inches to left of the median line. This

seemed to be the starting point of all the pains.

There was no bladder or urethral trouble further

than a slight irritability which the patient thought
no more than common in cool weather, or when lying

down. We made a diagnosis of fracture of the

pubic bone and strapped the pelvis with a girdle of

adhesive plaster and applied a firm bandage, giving

marked relief and ability to turn in bed. Two days
later he began to spit blood-specked mucus, and
moist rales appeared throughout the bases of his

lungs. Strychnine. 1/30 of a grain three times a

day, and some deep-breathing exericses repeated

every hour cleaned up that pulmonary congestion in

forty-eight hours, and no further signs of pulmo-
nary trouble developed.

At the end of six weeks the patient was allowed

to put his weight on his feet for a*, few minutes, and

a week later he was walking around with a cane.

The unsteady walk, with his feet far apart, soon

disappeared and the gait six months later was as

good as ever. .\t twelve weeks he came to the

office and we took an .r-ray picture of the pelvis,

which confirmed the diagnosis of fracture of the left

pubic bone. In the drawing traced from the plate

the line of fracture is seen to run from the symphy-
sis pubis to the upper margin of the obturator fora-

men. There is a displacement of the upper frag-

ment upward by about one-fourth of an inch at the

symphysis.
Stoneleigh Court.
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EXAMINATIONS AND PRIZES.

[•'ok some considerable time the question of the

value of examinations and the giving of prizes for

those who pass such at the head of their class has

been a subject for discussion. There are many who
hold that the examination as a test of knowledge

is to a large extent valueless and the awarding of

prizes is likewise vanity and vexation of spirit.

An address dealing with the matter was delivered

by Dr. S. Squire Sprigge, editor of the Lancet, at

the opening of the medical session at St. George's

Hospital, London, on October i. As for examina-

tions Sprigge expressed the view of most who have

studied the point when he said that no system of

professional training can be conceived without ex-

aminations although there were many who were

skeptical with respect to their utility. In short the

examination system is so welded into our methods

of early education that it would be difficult to pro-

vide an efficient substitute. As a matter of fact, the

crux of the problem is with regard to what is meant

by education. If by education is meant that part

of the training which ends with the final examina-

tion and the granting of the diploma, it is easy to

prove that success in examinations does not neces-

sarily augur success in life, and it also shows that

the examination system and the giving of prizes is

wrong. But if one regards the final examination

as only a stage in the progress of education then

the prize and examination system must be con-

sidered from another standpoint. As Sprigge

puts the situation: "Those who look upon educa-

tion as a short race, starting in the case of the med-

ical man with his school curriculum and ending with

registration, and consider the professional life that

follows as a long but completely separate race, an-

other item on the race card, will hold on the sound-

est of sporting grounds that the man who wins the

sprint need not win the staying contest. And in

support of this self-evident proposition we have

quoted to us the instances of the various failures

in after life of men who vastly flattered their

friends and tutors at the outset of their careers."

This, however, does not prove that examinations

and prize giving are useless, for it would be but a

narrow-minded way of passing judgment. Exam-

inations, then, and prizes are useful in so far as they

are evidence that the individual has been so trained

that he is in the position to reap the benefits which

should accrue to him and to the public of the later

tuition which will proceed throughout his life.

Thus "examinations are a means to this end and

no more
;
prizes are an incentive to the end and

no more."

Still, there should be limits to examinations and

to the number of subjects which are nowadays in-

troduced into the medical student's curriculum. It

is practically impossible to crowd into the four, five,

or six years of a medical course the multiplicity of

subjects with which the student is at present plied.

It goes without saying that with some of the sub-

jects he can have but a bowing acquaintance and

the temptation to cram without assimilating the

matter is great in order to make a good showing

at the examinations. There is little doubt that ex-

aminations are overdone and the material given the

student is too varied and heavy for his digestion.

In fact, it is not so much the examination system

that is in fault, but it is the abuse of the system

against which the protests should be directed. In

the opinion of Sprigge the prize system is to be

deprecated to this extent that students are too

greatly considered in this respect and that it would

be a wiser policy to provide lectureships, reader-

ships, fellowships, and professional chairs for the

teachers rather than scholarships and exhibitions

for the students. The speaker pointed out that

while prizes are required for both scholars and

teachers the needs of the instructed always appear

in Great Britain to appeal much more powerfully

to donors than the needs of the instructors, a posi-

tion which seems not to obtain in the progressive

educational centers of the United States. It really

comes to this : How can we expect students to be

properly taught unless their instructors have ac-

quired the knowledge to impart to them, and how
can instructors acquire this knowledge unless means

of attaining it is freely afforded.

The most pregnant part of the address lay in

the final phrases, in the postscript so to speak, and

was a plea for honest work. That is to say that

the student resolves "that, come what may, he will

understand what he sees, what he hears, and what

he reads before he proceeds to the next stage in

his education." It is obvious that, with the large

number of subjects before him, he cannot expect,

perhaps, to learn more than the rudiments of any

one subject, but he should learn these rudiments

thoroughly. The temptation is great to scamp the

most difficult parts, yet it should be borne in mind

that even if a student who pursues the course is

fortunate enough to pass his examination he is

then ill prepared for the practice of his profession

and must spend valuable time in laying the founda-

tion which he should have laid before he passed,

otherwise he will not only not be a success but a

source of danger more or less to the community.

There is one point on which Sprigge did not

touch when discussing the question of students and

prizes and that is the reason why so many brilliant

prize winners are comparative failures in the battle

of life. The brilliant man who learns with facility

frequently forgets as easily. His facility is fatal

;

he learns so quickly that his mind does not retain

the matter sufficiently long to be of practical use to
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him. Oil the other hand, the ijlodiler leanis slowly

and with difficulty, but the very difficulty impresses

the subject so firmly in his mind that he retains it

and thoroughly assimilates it. There appears to be,

at the present time, unanimity of opinion as to med-

ical examinations and subjects being overdone in all

civilized countries and Dr. Sprigge did well to call

attention to the matter in his able address.

HYPERSOMXI.A. OR P.-\THOLOGICAL
SLEEP.

DisTURB.xxcES of sleep form one of the most strik-

ing groups of clinical phenomena. Not alone in

diseases of the central nervous system of organic

and functional origin do these aberrations of sleep

prevail, but also in conditions of disturbed metabol-

ism and in infectious processes. The study of the

physiology of sleep has for a long time engaged

the attention of physiologists and psychologists, and

many theories have been propounded in explanation

of its origin. Basing his speculations upon the

theory of the toxic origin of sleep, which theory

has had many adherents, A. Salmon contributes to

the Revue de Mcdecinc. September 10. 1910, an in-

teresting paper on the physiological mechanism un-

derlying the production of hypersomnia. This

condition is to be distinguished from somnolence,

or the tendency to fall asleep, which frequently

has a pathogenesis distinct from hypersomnia, al-

though they may coexist. According to the toxic

theory, sleep is an e.xpression of the intoxication

of the nerve centers by the effete products of metab-

olism. Salmon holds that these substances do not

affect the nerve cells directly. During sleep the

latter are engaged in the task of elaborating and

storing up the nutritive reserve material residing

in the chromatophilic substance. The toxic pro<l-

ucts of metabolism are neutralized by the internal

secretions of certain glands, whose hormones at the

same time have a stimulating action upon the re-

parative powers of the nerve cells. This hypothesis

is apparently in accord with the clinical observation

of the intimate relation existing between disorders

of sleep and alterations in the hypophysis, thvroid.

choroid plexus, and other ductless glands. Hyper-
somnia is one of the most characteristic svmptoms
of affections of the hypophysis. Insomnia has been
described as one of the common manifestations of

insufficiency of the hypophysis, responding effec-

tively to the administration of pituitary extract.

The indirect effect of toxic substances producing
sleep is explained as follows : An increased produc-
tion of toxic substances causes at first a hvperfunc-
tion of the hypophysis or of other ductless glands,

with a resulting increase in the normal sleep.

Hypersomnia is described as one of the most
characteristic signs of mild forms of thyroid in-

sufficiency, and may occur independently of the
usual manifestations of cachexia strumipriva.

Myxedematous subjects are generally apathetic an I

frequently have veritable attacks of narcolepsv.
Occasionally the somnolence of myxedema is fol-

lowed by insomnia, which fact may be attributed to

the functional exhaustion of the hypophysis result-

ing from its hyperactivity, and to a secondarv in-

toxication of the nerve centers. Frequently hyper-

somnia is associated with a function disturbance

of the genital glands. The menopause is generally

accompanied by a tendency to increased sleep and

to obesity. Hypersomnia is a frequent symptom in

the slow intoxications of gastric, intestinal, hepatic,

and renal origin. Obesity and diabetes are often

associated with a hypersomnia of toxic origin. This

is also observed in certain intoxications of infec-

tious disease. This is strikingly seen in influenza,

in which the increased tendency to sleep is followed

during convalescence by hyposomnia and insomnia.

In cerebral syphilis hypersomnia is frequently ob-

served. The hypersomnia of tumors of the brain

represents one of the most interesting chapters of

neuropathology. It has been described as one of

the most characteristic signs of tumors of the

frontal lobes, likewise of tumors of the base of the

brain, hypophysis, third ventricle, and infundibulum.

It is significant that those tumors residing near the

floor of the third ventricle present the same symp-

toms observed in lesions of the hypophysis, namely,

hypersomnia, obesity, mental troubles, etc. One of

the principal symptoms of mountain sickness is an

irresistible desire to sleep. This is to be attributed

to passive cerebral hyperemia, which also explains

the hypersomnia of those who work in compressed

air. The sleep crises occurring in insolation are re-

lieved by epistaxis. Passive congestion of the brain

also explains the deep sleep following the epileptic

seizure. Increase of sleep is frequently noted as

one of the manifestations of adenoid vegetations

of the nasopharynx. This may be explained by the

observation of Civalleri of the presence in the pos-

terior part of the pharynx of a gland having the

same properties as the hypophj'sis cerebri. Adenoid

vegetations have ever been regarded as aberrant

hypophyses. Hypersomnia is one of the frequent

manifestations of sphenoidal sinusitis, which is prob-

ably to be attributed to the contiguity of the sphen-

oidal sinus to the hypophysis, and to the fact that

suppuration in either of these may be commvmicated

to the other.

Salmon concludes that sleep plays a useful role

in the intoxications affecting the nerve centers, and

even in its morbid states represents a defensive re-

action of the organism against these intoxications.

The danger of toxic hypersomnia resides not in the

sleep but in the intoxication ; the effort should be

not to combat the sleep, but to seek to control the

causes that tend to prolong it. The treatment would

therefore consist, for example, in the administra-

tion of thyroid, pituitary, or ovarian extracts, the

regulation of diet in the into.xications of gastric,

intestinal, hepatic, and renal origin, and the surgical

treatment of nasal affections.

ANAPHYLAXIS AND IDIOSYNCRASY.

As was to be foreseen,, what has commonly been

known as idiosyncrasy is coming more and more

under the domain of anaphylaxis. This is not-

ably evident in drug idiosyncrasies, which made
up a large percentage of such phenomena. Drug
idiosyncrasies undoubtedly depend chiefly on some
defect of the blood in forming neutralizinc;:
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antibodies. It should not be difticult to discriinin;ite

between anaphlaxis proper, and the i)fciihar

psychic phenomena induced by certain odors, sights.

etc. There are also food idiosyncrasies which be-

long to neither group, as seen in cases where sugar
behaves as an active cathartic, acting almost as soon
as tasted and swallowed. Xot even drug idiosyn-

crasies necessarily depend on anaphylaxis. When
atropine irritates the conjunctiva outright or glycerin

similarly irritates the skin, the supersensitiveness

must be local in character.

Klausner (Miinchencr mcdiciiiisclic z^'oclu-ii-

schrift. Sept. 20, 1910) has for some time been oc-

cupied in studying the relationship between medic-

inal rashes and anaphylaxis. He first tested on
animals the serum of men supersensitive to tuber-

culin and iodoform, and found that even the super-

sensitiveness could be conveyed to the animals.

Two patients developed marked supersensitiveness

to iodoform which was shown to extend to potassic

iodide. The serum of these men after supersensi-

tiveness had developed was inoculated into six

guinea pigs, while controls received only normal

sera. The so-called anaphylactic serum acted fa-

tally, causing death very rapidly, as if by shock.

The animals all received minute doses of iodine

after the preparatory injection of anaphylactic se-

rum. A question of interest is the following: Had
patients who developed iodine idiosyncrasy at a

given time ever previously taken iodine, especially

with exhibition of idiosyncrasy? This could be

shown in one case, but doubtless cannot be held to

apply universally.

The author's article is very brief and sketchy, as

if written chiefly in the interest of priority. There

can be no doubt that the subject opens up many
probabilities. Anaphylaxis which is transferable to

animals will of course come to be distinguished

from drug-rashes not thus transferable. The prob-

lem naturally has considerable bearing on sero-

therapy, as through its solution it may be possible

to overcome some of the difficulties in the manage-
ment of cases in which supersensitiveness to rem-

edies is known to exist or may be presumed to

exist.

-A. Skin Re.\ctiox in C.vxcer.

While waiting for the discovery of a specific cure

lor cancer, which may be nearer than one dares

hope, the general consensus of medical teaching,

with few exceptions, is that the only salvation for

the bearer of a malignant growth is in the earliest

possible operation. This, of course, depends upon

early recognition, but cancer is notoriously insidious

in its beginnings, and by the time the symptoms are

sufficiently pronounced to warrant operation, espe-

cially in the case of internal growths, it is usually

too late, and any operative interference is then as

likely to scatter the seeds of disease as it is to bring

permanent relief. Any method therefore that

promises to facilitate the diagnosis of a malignant

growth in its earliest stages is to be welcomed.

Writing m the American Journal of the Medical

Sciences some time ago, Elsberg, Xeuhof . and < lint

of the Mt. Sinai Hospital, of this city. descril)cd a

skin reactiijn which they obtained in several cases of

carcinoma from the subcutaneous injection of hu-

man red blood-cells. The reaction depends upon the

hemolytic action of the serum of the subject of

malignant disease. This action has been observed

in vitro, but it is often so feeble that it is difficult

to determine its presence, and Elsberg accordingly

conceived the idea of bringing the red cells into

immediate contact with the serum of the cancerous

patient in vivo. Carrying out this idea, the authors

of the paper instituted a series of experiments on

cancerous and normal individuals, injecting under

the skin a suspension of crushed erythrocytes in

saline solution. When a reaction occurred it began

to show itself in about five hours after the injec-

tion and gradually increased in intensity during the

ne.xt two or three hours. It appeared in an irregu-

larly oval, slightly varied, reddish area, measuring
from 2 to 5 cm. in length and i to 3 cm. in width,

not infrequently surrounded by a whitish areola. It

persisted for a variable period of time, usually from
six to twelve hours after the injection. Si.x hun-
dred and eighty-four injections were given to 432
individuals with quite uniform results. In 89.9
per cent, of the cases in which a reaction occurred

there was a positive diagnosis of cancer, and in 94.3
per cent, of the cases in which no reaction occurred

it was possible to exclude malignant disease.

Nms of tliP Mnk,
Death Rate in Cities.—The city of St. Paul,

^linn., is credited with being the healthiest city in

the United States so far as the figures of the Census
Bureau for 1909 have been computed. Five cities

of 100,000 population or over, San Francisco, Louis-
ville, Minneapolis, Omaha and jMemphis, are not
included in the list since the census returns of 1910
have not been announced. In St. Paul the death
rate for 1909 was 11.4 per 1,000 of population,

while that in New Orleans was 20.2, the highest for
the year. Other cities having a low death rate for

the year are Columbus, O., 13.4; Cleveland, O.,

12.8; Detroit, Mich., 14; Indianapolis, Ind., 14.3;
Kansas City, Mo., 14.4: Rochester, New York, 14.4;
and Chicago, 14.6. The death rate of New York
City was 16 per i.ooo of population, and of Phila-
delphia. 16.4.

Free Dental Clinic.—Philadelphia is making
provision for the care of the teeth of its school
children by establishing a free dental clinic for

those too poor to receive private treatment.

Henry Phipps Institute.—Dr. Charles M. Mont-
.gomery and Dr. Isaac Brown have been added to

the teaching and clinical stafl:' of the Henry Phipps
Institute for the Study and Treatment of Tubercu-
losis : Dr. J. B. Carnett has been elected consulting
surgeon. Dr. T. B. Holloway, consulting ophthal-
mologist, and Dr. D. J. McCarthy, consulting neu-
rologist. Dr. Samuel G. Dixoii. State Commis-
sioner of Health, and Dr. Joseph Xeflf, Director of
Public Health and Charities, have been appointed
cx-officio members of the Advisory Council of the
Institute.

Changes at University of Pennsylvania.—After
seventeen years of service. Provost Charles Custis
Harrison of the University of Pennsylvania has
tendered his resignation, and the matter has been
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referred to a special committee for consideration.

Mr. Harrison has for thirty-five years been a trustee

of the University.

Dr. J. William White has resigned from the John
Rhea Barton Chair of Surgery after thirty years
service in the University in various capacities. Dr.
White has largely interested himself in the develop-

ment of athletics in the University, and had much
to do with the establishment of Franklin Field.

Epidemic of Twins.—Two hundred twin babies
were born in Chicago during the first nine months
of 1910 as against 140 during the entire year 1909.

Fire Near Hospital.—A fire in the rear of the
Eastern District Hospital in Williamsburg, N. Y.,

recently, caused some alarm among the forty pa-

tients of the institution, but the coolness of the

nurses and attendants prevented any serious conse-

quences.

Births Increase.—For the month of August,
1910, according to the report of the State Depart-
ment of Health, there were 11,207 births in New
York City and 6,050 deaths. The native population
of the city thus increased 5,157 in that time. Man-
hattan Borough is credited with 5,794 births and
3,054 deaths, while Brooklyn Borough had 3,661
births and 1.955 deaths. For the entire State the
total number of births was 18,049 ^nd of deaths

11,998, making a net gain in the native population
of the State of 6,051. During the month there were
103 suicides, 41 homicides, and 734 deaths by acci-

dents.

The New York Homeopathic Medical College
opened on October 4 with a reception in the college

building. Addresses were made by IMr. Melbert B.

Cary, President of the Board of Trustees, Dr. John
E. Wilson, and Dr. Royal S. Copeland, Dean of the
College. The college begins the year with an in-

creased enrollment, the incoming class being the

largest in its history.

Public Drinking Cups Barred.—On October i

the regulation of the Massachusetts State Board of
Health forbidding the use of public drinking cups
went into effect in Boston. Under the new rules
no such cup can be used in any public park, street,

or way ; in any building or premises used as a public
hotel, theater, public hall, or public school : in any
railroad car or station, steam or ferry boat. In
many places the sanitary bubbling fountains have
been installed.

Radium Reduced.—The price of radium is now
quoted as only ;?2, 100,000 per ounce, instead of
$3,000,000. The total amount of radium in the
world is said not to exceed a quarter of a pound.
In Paris and London radium banks have been estab-
lished,_ the substance being loaned to scientists and
physician's. In some cases the charge has been as
high as $200 for 100 milligrams for a single day.

Drought and Typhoid Fever.—A number of
cases of typhoid fever occurring in W^estchester
County, N. Y.. have been ascribed to the drought
which has prevailed in New York City and its vicin-
ity, a drought which is the longest in the recollection
of the oldest inhabitant. During July, .\ugust, and
September only 3.79 inches of rain fell, the normal
fall for these months being about thirteen inches.
In the smaller towns, without adequate provision
for the storage of water, this has caused great in-
convenience, and has been a source of danger since
many persons have been driven to use ponds and
brooks hitherto avoided as polluted.

Cholera Situation.—The death from cholera of
a steerage passenger from Naples while under ob-
servation at yuarantine. New York, and the devel-
opment of the same disease in a fireman on a vessel
from the same port have increased the vigilance of
the health authorities, and the Public Health and
Alarine-Hospital Service is working in conjunction
with the State officials. A five days' quarantine for
all immigrants from cholera infected ports may be
enforced. Many new cases have been reported in

Rome and Naples, although in Russia the situation
is improving.

The "Index-Lancet."—With the October issue
the Index-Laiicct of Kansas City, Mo., closes its

thirt)'-t\vo years of existence, and passing into new
hands will appear under another title after con-
solidation with the Medical Herald of St. Joseph.
First issued in 1880 as the Index, under the editor-

ship of Dr. F. Dickman of Fort Scott, Kan., the
journal, later known as the Index-Lancet, has had a
successful career guided by able hands. In the
new phase of existence, Dr. Charles Wood Fassett
of St. Joseph will assume the role of Editor-in-
Chief, assisted by Dr. S. Grover Burnett of Kansas
City. Dr. John Punton, the retiring editor, and
Dr. O. L. McKillip will also be members of the

editorial staff.

Straus Milk Depot.—Several thousand persons
attended a mass meeting at Cooper Union, New
York, on the evening of October 8, and passed
resolutions commending the work done by Mr.
Nathan Straus in the maintenance of the milk de-

pots for the distribution of pasteurized milk. At the

same time public officials were urged to use their

powers to carry on and develop the work if

Mr. Straus persisted in his intention to withdraw
his name. Among the speakers were Dr. Abraham
Jacobi and Dr. W'. A. Evans. Commissioner of
Health of Chicago.

Dr. Louis Wickham of Paris will deliver an
address (in English) on the subject of "Radium-
therapy," at the New York Academy of Medicine,

17 W'esf Forty-third street, on Thursday evening,
November 3, at half-past eight.

Removal Notice.—Dr. Ross McPherson an-

nounces the removal of his office to 20 West Fiftieth

street, New York.

Dr. Charles J. Bartlett has resigned the office

of Medical Examiner of New Haven, Conn., and
Dr. M. McR. Scarborough of the Yale University
Medical School has been appointed in his place.

The Associated Physicians of Long Island will

hold a meeting in the New Opera House at Oyster
Bay on Saturday, October 15. Mr. Theodore Roose-
velt will address the meeting at the opening session

at three o'clock.

New York and New England Association Rail-

way Surgeons.—The twentieth annual session of

the Nev,- York and New England Association of

Railway Surgeons will be held at the Hotel Astor,

Broadway and 44th street. New York City, on No-
vember 3 and 4, 1910, under the presidency of Dr.

L. M. Bingham of Burlington, Vt. Dr. John B.

Deaver of Philadelphia will deliver the Address
on Surgery on November 3, at 12 o'clock. A
cordial invitation is e.xtended to railway officials,

railway surgeons, and to the medical profession to

attend this session of the association. The secre-

tary is Dr. George Chaffee. ^•^S 47th street, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.
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The Des Moines (Iowa) Pathological Society
at a meeting hekl on September 23 elected the fol-

lowing officers : President, Dr. J. T. Priestley ; yice-
President, Dr. F. A. Ely; Secretary and Treasurer,
Dr. L. T. Piter.

The Society of Insurance Medical Officers was
organized recently, at Chicago, with the following
officers : President, Dr. Allison Maxwell ; Vice-
Presidents, Dr. Calvin H. English, Fort Wayne,
and Dr. Stephen S. Werth, Chicago; Secretary,

Dr. Edgar R. Hawley, Chicago ; Executive Commit-
tee, Dr. William F. Milroy, Omaha; Dr. C. W.
McCloud, St. Paul; Dr. Joseph Johnson, Chata-
nooga ; Dr. Russell M. Young, Des Moines; Dr. M.
M. Lairy, Lafayette. The purpose of the society

is : "To establish an organized center of thought and
action for the advancement of medical knowledge
appertaining to life insurance by personal inter-

course of its members, presentation of papers, dis-

cussions, and such other methods as may from time
to time be found desirable."

The Indiana State Medical Association, at its

annual convention at Fort Wayne on September 29,

elected the following officers for the ensuing year:

President, Dr. F. C. Heath, Indianapolis ; First

Vice-President, J. N. Hurty, Indianapolis; Second
Vice-President, Dr. A. S. Dickey, Tipton; Third
Vice-President, Dr. J. P. Salb, Jasper; Secretary,

Dr. C. N. Combs, Terre Haute ; Treasurer, Dr.

David Stevenson, Richmond.

The Beaufort County (North Carolina) Med-
ical Society was formally reorganized on Septem-
ber 30, when the following officers were elected

:

President, Dr. D. T. Tayloe ; Vice-President, Dr. H.
H. Hunter ; Secretary, Dr. H. W. Carter.

The Michigan State Medical Society, at the

closing meeting of the annual convention at Bay
City, on September 29, elected the following offi-

cers : President, Dr. C. B. Burr, Flint; Vice-Presi-

dents, Dr. C. T. Southworth, Monroe; Dr. Henry
Kremers, Holland; Dr. A. B. Simonson, Calumet;
Dr. A. L. Spalding, Hudson. It was decided to

hold the 191 1 meeting in Detroit. The Committee
on the Relation of the Michigan State Medical So-

ciety to the University of ]\Iichigan reported that

the University Board of Regents had agreed at its

June meeting to suspend free treatment, medical

and surgical, at the University hospitals in the cases

of those persons who are able to pay.

The American Roentgen Ray Society at its

annual meeting in Detroit elected the following offi-

cers for the ensuing year: President, Dr. Percy

Brown, Boston ; Vice-Presidents, Dr. Walter C.

Hill, Cleveland; Dr. Willis Manges, Philadelphia;

Dr. A. C. Skinner, Kansas City; Secretary, Dr. F.

H. Baetjer, Baltimore ; Treasurer, Dr. Charles F.

Bowen, Columbus. Dr. Brown, who is well known
in j--ray work in this city and New England, is the

youngest member ever elected to the highest office

in the gift of this society.

The International Pure Milk League, recently

organized by a number of women in New York,

was incorporated in the County of New York on

October 7. The objects of the league are "to foster

and encourage the production, distribution, and con-

sumption of pure milk and pure food generally; to

foster and promote the common interests of pro-

ducers, dealers, and consumers of milk, and all other

articles of food; to foster and promote methods of

cleanliness in the handling of milk and all other ar-

ticles of food from the producer to the consumer

throughout the civilized world ; to foster and pro-

mote local and foreign organizations of similar pur-

pose with or without the league as a central or

parent body."

Obituary Notes.-—Dr. Jacob Hinson Miller,
formerly of Boston. Mass., a graduate of the

Hahnemann Medical College of Philadelphia in

1886, a member of the American Institute of

Homeopathy, and the Boston Homeopathic, Massa-
chusetts Homeopathic, and West Jersey Homeo-
pathic Medical Societies, died suddenly at Saratoga,

N. Y., on October 5, aged 45 years. Dr. Miller was
formerly attending ophthalmic surgeon to many of

the homepathic hospitals and dispensaries of Boston.

Dr. Geokc;e Little of Tamaqua, Pa., a graduate

of the medical department of the University of

Pennsylvania in the class of 1884, city health officer,

county out-door physician, and deputy coroner, died

at his home, on October 3, aged 49 years.

Dr. Carey Kennedy Fle.ming of Denver, Col.,

a graduate of the Chicago Medical College in 1886

and of the New York Post-Graduate School and
Hospital in 1889, professor of abdominal surgery

and gynecology in the Denver and Gross College

of Medicine, gynecologist to the State and County
Hospital, the Mercy Hospital, and St. Joseph's Hos-
pital, a member of the Colorado State and Denver
County ]\Iedical Societies, and the Denver Acad-
emy of Medicine, died suddenly of apoplexy at his

home on September 23, aged 47 years.

Dr. Clarence F. Tillman, formerly of Gold-
field, Nev., a graduate of the College of Physicians

and Surgeons of San Francisco in 1902, died at St.

Luke's Hospital in San Francisco on September 25
of appendicitis, aged 32 years.

Dr. Benjamin F. Redshaw of Curran, 111., and

Dr. H. C. Gan,\way of Decatur, 111., were instantly

killed on October 4, when two trolley cars collided

head-on at Rickerson Curve, 111. Dr. Redshaw was
a graduate of the Northwestern University Medical
School, Chicago, in 1899. Dr. Ganaway was a

graduate of the Meharry Medical College of Nash-
ville, Tenn., in 1902.

Dr. John Somers Buist, a retired physician of

Charleston, S. C, a graduate of the Medical College

of the State of South Carolina in 1861, a surgeon in

the Confederate Army during the Civil War, and
formerly professor of surgery in the medical college

and a member of the South Carolina Medical Asso-
ciation, died at his home after a long illness on Sep-
tember 29, aged 71 years.

Dr. Jean P. Rottot of Montreal, Canada, a

graduate of the University of the Victorial College

in 1847, for many years dean of Laval, died at his

home on September 28, aged 85 years.

Dr. Peter E. Richmond of Mt. Pleasant, Mich.,

a graduate of the Medical Department of McGill
University, Montreal, in 1873, '^''"^' ^ member of the

.\merican Medical Association, died suddenly on
September 28.

Dr. Abijah I. Beach of Renton, Wash., a grad-
uate of the Medical Department of Western Re-
serve University in 1856, died at his home after a

long illness on September 24, aged 74 years.

Dr. Watson W. Gailey of Ashland, 111., a grad-
uate of the Philadelphia College of Medicine and
Surgery in 1863, died on September 27, after a long
illness, aged 68 years.

Dr. Whitfield S. Coursen of Oak Ridge, N. J.,

a graduate of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, New York, in 1848, died at his home on
October i . aered 86 vears.
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THE RELATION OF QUININE TO ECTOPIC
PREGNANCY.

To THE Editor of the Medic.vl Record:

Sir : I do not think that an apology for this letter

is necessary, for the custom of self medication with

quinine, especially in malarial districts, is so preva-

lent that it should be discouraged as far as possible.

Quinine is indicated in one disease—malaria—for its

specific action on the malarial organisms. What
other therapeutic properties it may possess as a

tonic, antipyretic, etc., are surpassed by other reme-

dies.

Quinine being a protoplasmic poison with a speci-

fic action on cells having ameboid movements, it may
also arrest the movement of the ciliated epithelium,

and so interfere with the physiological action of the

ciliated cells in the Fallopian tubes, the function of

which is supposed to be to create a current which

carries the ovum from the ovary to the uterus. If

this ciliary movement is arrested the impregnated

ovum may implant itself at some other place than

in the uterus ,and so give rise to an ectopic preg-

nancy. I know of two cases of ectopic gestation

where no etiological factor could be found e.xcept

that the patient was taking quinine at the time ges-

tation ought to have taken place.

B. Lemchex, :\1.D.

MiAlester. Okla.

OUR LONDON LETTER.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

POSITION OF SCHOL.\RSHIPS IN' MEDIC.\L SCHOOLS.
EHRLICh's new remedy, "606."—MEDIC.M-

LIBR.\RV .\SSOCI.\TIO.\. — NOTIFIC.STIOX OF
BIRTHS.

LoNDDN. September 2.s. igio.

With the approach of the new session there is a

renewal of the anxieties of teachers and other offi-

cials of the medical schools as to the prospect of new
entries and the inducements they can offer to intend-
ing students to select the respective institutions for
fulfilling the curriculum. .Vmong the inducements
prizes of various kinds are offered by most of the
schools. The best are scholarships tenable for a
part or the whole of the curriculum and of other-
wise varying values. The regulations affecting
these scholarships have often been subjected to
criticism and discussion, with a view of removing
some of their defects. It has happened more than
once that a smart student, or one an fait at examina-
tion tests, has sat for and succeeded at more than
one of these trials, and so been able to choose at

which school he would carry out his education, con-
sequently holding them up, so to say, while making
up his mind. The confusion thus produced is per-
haps of less importance than the exemplification of
an undesirable competition between collegiate insti-

tutions devoted to the same work. .Amalgamation
of the scholarships has again and again been sug-
gested as desirable. In some cases'financial diffi-

culties may be reckoned on, but as to many others
there is a free hand for the authorities. A con-
siderable step in this direction has. in fact, been
taken by the formation of the Intercollegiate Schol-
arships' Board. This body has just been holding
an examination, on the results of which no less than
twenty-tliree entrance scholarships or prizes will be
awarded in I'niver-ity, King's, St. George's, and

Westminster colleges and hospitals. The Women's
Medical School is also a partaker in this scheme,
and the board is quite willing to extend its work to

all other medical scholarships.

Up to this year the divergent dates at which the

several e.xaminations were held were not altered,

though it must often have been pointed out that an
arrangement to hold all on the same day would pre-

vent a candidate sitting at more than one. Now
that the Intercollegiate Board has gone so far, per-

haps a more complete amalgamation may follow in

due time. With the example of the medical societies

before the several authorities they will not despair

of overcoming difficulties if they are convinced that

combination is desirable.

"What do you think of 606?" That is the ques-

tion which is sure to be put in any chance conversa-

tion between doctors here. It is only natural that

a preparation originated by Ehrlich and endorsed
by numerous observers in (Germany and France
should occupy our attention, especially when it

claims to neutralize the poison of so fell a disease

as syphilis. The preparation is not yet on the

market, but the professor has freely supplied it to

almost any one connected with venereal hospitals or

with a reputation as a syphilographer. Quite a

number of his confreres report cases in which the

medicament seems to have acted as an immediate
antidote to the syphilitic poison, restoring patients

to health in a few days, and that in all stages of

the disease. It is said the remedy will not be avail-

able in the drug market until Ehrlich has collected

20,000 cases from professional observers. In the

meantime, the public is being regaled with sensa-

tional statements in newspapers. The reporter

seems as ubiquitous on the Continent as here. Both
German and French lay papers have devoted articles

to "606" with descriptions of its alleged marvelous
influence in conditions we have been accustomed to

consider should only be described in professional

journals. Our own papers have followed suit, and
now the Times has opened its columns to telegrams

and articles on the new treatment. Some talk of

this as an advance in journalism and pooh-pooh the

notion that any disease should be excluded from
ptiblic discussion. I think the majority of medical

men—certainly nearly all I have spoken with on the

subject—condenm this attitude, though the few who
support it are remarkably enthusiastic in their plea

for press liberty.

At the London Hospital the remedy is being tried

and I hear favorable reports of difficult cases. .\t

the Lock Hospital, too, I am told that it is getting

a fair trial. Neither of these institutions report

serious disadvantages, though severe pain and infil-

tration at the site of injection has often been re-

ferred to, and some observers have noticed rise of

temperature and symptoms distinctly attributable

to arsenic, such as vomiting, etc. No one need be

surprised at this, considering that the remedy con-

tains 414 per cent, of that poison, and the dose

recommended is from 0.3 to 0.6 gram. Still, the

idea of so absolutely specific an antidote as this is

represented to be, clearing the system rapidly of

an organic poison, is so attractive that, having the

testimony of such able observers as to its powers,

we can only wait patiently the reports from our own
hospitals, until the remedy becomes accessible to all

practitioners.

The Medical Library Association has been

formed with the object of bringing together those

interested in medical literature and medical libraries.
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It is proposed to maintain an exchange for the dis-

tribution of duplicate copies, to increase existing
facihties for reference work and to encourage the
study of the history of medicine. Professor Osier
has presided at some recent meetings to promote
these objects, when papers were read by the librari-

ans of the Royal Colleges and the Royal .Society

of Medicine.

Much annoyance has been caused by some local

authorities in their attempts to carry out the act

for the notification of births. They provide post
cards to the doctors and midwives, and look to the
former to see that they are used. They have- even
tried in one case to fine a doctor who, however, was
able to show that he had told the midwife that either

she or the father must notify, so the magistrate dis-

missed the summons and gave the doctor 5 guineas
costs. The act lays the duty of notfication on the

father, if resident in the house, and on anyone in

attendance on the mother at the time. The diffi-

culty really arises because legislators, as usual, made
no provision for payment to the notifier. Many doc-
tors feel aggrieved that they should be required
to fill up certificates and transmit them, without any
recognition of the service. The lawyers who
abound in parliament take care that their own ]5ro-

fession shall not be asked to witness a tlocument
without payment. But the doctor is constantly ex-

ploited for the State, as w'ell as by various persons,

and they think a little passive resistance desirable.

Certainly it seems more reasonable for the father

to be held responsible. If the State thinks notifica-

tion desirable there are ways of obtaining returns

without oppressing the profession. Rut the act is

left for local authorities to adopt, or not, as they

please, so it is scarcely a national concern.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

Tlie Plastic Surgery of the Ovaries and Tubes. VV. C. Scelye. W'or-
cester, Mass.

Post-Operative Pneuinonia Without Mortality in Two Thousand Con-
secutive Surgical Operations at the Free Hospital for Women.
W. P. Graves, Boston.

.•\n ,-\nalvsis of Seventv-two Cases of Pneumothorax. T. B. .\yer.

Boston.

Plastic Surgery of the Ovaries and Tubes.—W. C.

Seelye emphasizes the plea for more abdominal operations

in the pelvic organs in cases of severe dysmenorrhea, and

the importance of a classification as an aid in determining

the mode of procedure in a given case for operation on

the ovaries and tul)es.

Post-operative Pneuinonia in Surgical Operations,—
W. P. Graves in an analysis of two thousand consecutive

surgical operations arrives at the following conclusions

:

( I ) Post-operative lung complications occur somewhat

more frequently and are more fatal in cases previously

septic or desperately sick or in the aged and feeble. (2)

Operative shock, method of administration, length of time

of the anesthesia, age of the patient, unless extreme, phys-

ical type of the patient, bad behavior under ether, wound

sepsis, pulmonary embolism, do not seem to liear any

constant relationship to the causation of post-ojicrative

pneumonia. (3) Post-operative pneumonia and bronchitis

occur with great constancy during the cold weather

months, and are rare during the summer months.

(4^ Preexisting foci of infection in the lungs are almost

invariably lighted up or aggravated by operations under

ether anesthesia. (5) The following theory of causation

is suggested by the writer. Most of the cases of post-

operative lung complications are caused by the lighting up

or the aggravation of preexisting focal infection. (6^

Many post-operative pneumonias might be avoided by a

more careful and more expert preoperative examination

of the respiratory tract.

Pneumothorax.—J. li. .\ycr .states that tulierculous

cases comprised tnj per cent, of all cases of pneumo-
lliorax at the Boston City Hospital in twenty-eight years.

Most were young or middle-aged men, and most had a

recent history of less than six months' illness. The left

side was most often affected. Pain and dyspnea were
the most common symptoms at onset. The treatment was
for the most part that of the fluid present ; the prognosis

was anything but encouraging. Autopsy showed cavities

in most of the cases. Pneumothorax occurs most fre-

quently in the side of a rapidly advancing process, where

adhesions are either absent or friable. It may follow a

long-standing empyema, by establishing a pleuropuhnonic

fistula or other means as yet not understood. Operative

treatment in these cases is frequently permanently suc-

cessful. One case is reported as resulting from sub-

phrenic-intrathoracic abscess, and one from echinococcus.

In traumatic cases the fluid develops rapidly: the air does

not, as a rule, last long, and is probably of no serious

import. X-ray e.xamination has rendered diagnoses more
exact, has qualified prognosis, and has explained the ef-

fect of treatment.

New York Medical Journal.

October I, 191U.

The Importance to Physicians of the New Employer's Liability Law.
J. T. Moorhead, New York.

TwiliRht Talks by the Doctor. G. F. Butler. Chicago.
Bubonic Plague in Ground Squirrels. G. W. McCoy. San Francisco.
.Scarlet Fever. T. Sobel. New York.
.\conite. J. Knott, Dublin.
The .Modern Brown Bread Pill. T. J. Buzzell. I!ro.jkl_Mi.

The Importance to Physicians of the New Employer's
Liability Law.—Dr. John J. Moorhead describes the

law cn.icted in New York State, and operative September

I, 1910, compensating employees injured while at work in

certain trades, the nature and conditions of which in-

volve extraordinary risks to the life and limb of work-

men engaged therein. In case of loss of life the dependents

receive a sum equal lo twelve hundred times the daily

earnings of the workman, in no event more than $3,000.

Where the injury results in total or partial disability the

workman receives a weekly payment equal to 50 per

cent, of his average weekly earnings, not to e.xceed

$10 a week, or extend more than eight years from the

date of accident. Instead of the above the employee may
elect to submit his case to a court and jury. Any work-
man entitled to receive weekly payments under this act

is required, if requested by the employer, to be examined
by a physician or surgeon provided and paid for by the

employer, at intervals not oftener than once in six weeks-

It is unfortunate that no official medical court of last

resort is provided in case of dispute as to the extent or

period of disability. The law is inadequate in that it

does not provide for a physical examination preliminary

to employment to discover latent defects, of which the

subject may be ignorant, but which later may be ascribed

to an occupation accident. Examples of such are hernia

and defects of sight and hearing. To obviate the fore-

going, employers or insurance companies will insist on a

physical examination as a prerequisite to employment, with
reexamination at yearly or other designated intervals.

This may have an important economic effect in disquali-

fying certain workers for ailments not of themselves in-

capacitating, but which in the event of an accident might
be ascribed thereto. This disqualification will fall with
greatest frequency on workers past middle life, and at a

time when wages are most necessary. Before granting a

certificate of physical capacity the examination should
embrace all that a life insurance medical certificate re-

quires, and also sp-cial investigation of sight and hearing.
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After receipt of injury the prognosis would depend upon

the manner of receipt, technical nature, and extent of

injury, the individual, the treatment, and the occupation.

The compensation law would aid physicians in the care

and treatment of the injured, by abolishing financial worry

in the patient.

Twilight Talks by the Doctor.—Dr. George F. Butler

discusses the interpretation of the baby's cry. The cry

of discomfort is a pitiful wail, not as feeble as the cry

of fretfulness, nor as strong as that of pain. The cry of

hunger sounds much like the cry of discomfort, with an

added tone of impatience. The cry of fretfulness is

weak, plaintive, sometimes nasal in quality, and indi-

cates general ill feeling without actual pain. The cry

of pain is loud and vigorous, and in children over three

months old is accompanied with tears. When a child

cries out sharply and stops quickly, producing suppressed

or choked cries, one should think of pleurisy as a possible

cause of the symptoms.

Bubonic Plague in Ground Squirrels.—Dr. George W.
McCoy states that the importance of ground squirrel

plague is due chiefly to the fact that during the past

two years the disease has been found among the squirrels

in several places in California. It was noted that in

several cases of plague occurring in Contra Costa County

the victims were squirrel hunters, and it was suggested

that squirrels might have been the source of infection.

Experiments were conducted, and it was found that squir-

rels were quite susceptible to the infection. In Los Angeles

the disease among the squirrels was detected through the

fact that a typical case of plague developed in a boy who
had been bitten by a sick squirrel. Prompt measures of

squirrel extermination were inaugurated and carried out.

Over 90,000 squirrels have been examined, and over 300

have been found infected. In infected localities the infec-

tion ran all the way from I in 1,000 to as high as I in 10.

A purulent or caseous bubo is present in the majority of

cases and is sometimes the only lesion. The plague bacillus

isolated from infected squirrels is on the average somewhat

less virulent than that isolated from rats and from men.

There is a partial immunity among the squirrels in those

localities where plague has prevailed for several years.

Since plague was discovered among ground squirrels about

a dozen persons have contracted the disease under cir-

cumstances that pointed conclusively to squirrels as the

cause.

Scarlet Fever.—Jacob Sobel says that this disease

ought to be on the wane, considering the activity of the

Department of Health. But this is not the case. This is

partly due to the fact that parents will net be convinced

that very mild cases can be scarlet fever. These cases

are the greatest carriers of contagion. Dogs and cats

are also dangerous carriers of the disease. School in-

spection is a potent means of reducing contagion to a

minimum. Too much stress has been laid upon the ex-

foliation: in some cases the main source of infection is

some discharge from the nose, throat, and ear. Epidemics
of scarlet fever have been traced to the milk supply. In-

complete isolation is a dangerous factor. Cases occurring
in the colored race aid in the spread of the disease more
through lack of recognition rather than because of failure

to report. The author details various measures that

would tend to check the spread of the disease.

Aconite.—John Knott concludes his elaborate study
of this drug.

The Modern Brown Bread Pill.—J. John Buzzell
states that the placebo has failed to receive its just share
of credit for wonders worked, and describes its numerous
indications.

Post-operative Complications in Acute Secondary
Glaucoma.—D. Forest Harbridge gives the clinical

notes of this and of two other unusual cases.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

October I, 1910.

The Bookkeeping of Humanity. J. N. Hurty.
A Brief Report of the Nebraska Epidemic of Poliomyelitis. H. M,

McClanahan.
The Role of Ophthalmology in Preventive Medicine. H. Woods.
Metabolism and .Mouth-disease. H. E. narrower.
The Present Status of Typhoid Inoculation. G. H. R. Gosman.
The Treatment of Syphilis with Ehrlich's "60O." H. J. Nichols

and J. A. Fordyce.
Crcatinin and Creatin Metabolism in Children. J. P. Sedgwick.
Systemic Conditions in Relation to Oral Symptoms and Sepsis.

V. A. Latham.
The Relation of Blood-Platelets to Hemorrhagic Disease. W. W.

Duke.
Operative Treatment of Clubfoot. C. Ogih-y-
Partial Thyroidectomy in Dementia Precox. R. Winslow.
Influence of Colloidal Protection on Milk. J. Alexander and J. G.

M. Bullowa.
Is Acute Chorea an Infectious Disease? A. Gordon.
Unusually Quick Rash Following Injection of Diphtheria Antitoxin.

L. Neuwelt.
Essential Hemospermia. A, Nelker.

The Bookkeeping of Humanity.—J. N. Hurty states

that the importance of vital statistics to the family, to the

state, and to medicine can hardly be overestimated. The

physician, the representative of the science of medicine, is,

except in instances, the only meiuber of society who can

supply information in regard to causes of deaths and the

presence of infectious diseases. As it is of very great

importance to the family that its births, deaths, and cases

of infectious diseases be legally recorded, and as the

family presumably pays for the physician's services, the

physician, therefore, should not consider his services fully

performed nor that he is entitled to his fee until the

certificates which are of such great importance are duly

made. And again, the physician should remember when

reporting vital statistics that he is giving obedience to

the statutes of his State, on which he depends for protec-

tion ; that he is protecting the helpless ; that he is doing

a general good, and that he is serving the science of

medicine.

Poliomyelitis.—H. M. McClanahan. from an analysis

of nearly one thousand cases of this disease occurring in

Nebraska during the summer of 1909, concludes that it

is an infectious disease. The evidence that it is contagious

is accumulating. The only safe procedure is to treat it

as we would measles or scarlet fever, namely, isolate the

patient. We should realize that it is a general disease,

that it may involve any part of the nervous system, that

the bulbar type is usually fatal, and that our treatment

should be directed toward prompt and efficient elimination.

Ophthalmology in Preventive Medicine.—H. Woods
discusses three phases of this subject, namely, prevention

of blindness from infectious diseases and accidents, pre-

vention of eye deterioration by violation of ocular hygiene,

and prevention of reinote lesions through recognition of

early ocular symptoms of systemic disease. In the last

of these the role of ophthalmology in preventive medicine

means cooperative medicine. It means that if we view

the eye from the standpoint of its own function this func-

tion is often affected by conditions beyond the ocidist's

power to diagnose or cure; that if ametropia be present,

the physician may work in vain to relieve remote symp-

toms till the oculist helps him ; that if the oculist appreciates

the meaning of persistent functional disorders, a rigid

pupil, seemingly unimportant muscular paresis, he may
save his patient frotn dreadful consequences by asking his

brother internist to aid him ; that the problem of saving

sight is not one which concerns the oculist alone, but is one

which demands honest introspection from the physician and

effort to educate his patients in the views which medical

progress has taught us.

Metabolism and Mouth Disease.—H. R. Harrower
concludes that we have conclusive evidence that in the

study of the urinary acidity we have something of more

than ordinary importance. The relation of this syndrome

of findings—acidemia evidenced by a hyperacid urine, in-

testinal toxemia by indicanuria, and decreased metabolic

activity by the frequent low urea index and general re-
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duction in the total solids—to mouth-disease, is quickly

found. It is safe to say that a majority of patients suf-

fering from pyorrhea are acidemics, and the most con-

clusive feature of this work is that therapeutic measures
calculated to reduce the acidemia and eliminate the toxemia

have a decidedly beneficial effect on the pyorrhea.

Antityphoid Inoculation.—G. 11. R. Gosman states

that this has been so successful in reducing not only the

death rate but also the number of cases of typhoid fever,

that the United States Army is now using it and advocat-

ing its use. Up to June i, 8.510 people have been in-

oculated by U. S. Army medical officers, and there have

been but few severe reactions to the inoculation. There
has not been a single case of typhoid in any one whose
vaccination was completed, while among the unprotected

there have been over 200 cases in the same period of lime.

The vaccine used is taken from a typhoid culture which is

grown on agar slants for twenty hours, and is then

washed off into a small quantity of normal saline solution.

It is then tested for purity, placed in sealed tubes, and

the bacteria killed by heat at 60° C. for one hour, one-

fourth of one per cent, of trikresol being added as a safe-

guard. The site of inoculation is the arm, at the inser-

tion of the deltoid muscle, the dose to be given sub-

cutaneously. No applicant should be vaccinated who is

not perfectly healthy and free from fever at the time.

Three doses are given, ten days apart; the first, of 500

million, and the second and third of 1,000 million each.

There is usually some headache and malaise, and local

reaction consisting of a red and tender area about the size

of the palm of the hand, and sometimes tenderness in the

axillary glands. During the following forty-eight hours no

active exercise is to be permitted. In none of the cases

injected have any anaphylactic symptoms been observed.

The protection is given at once, and British statistics show
that it lasts three years.

Ehrlich's 606 in Syphilis.—H. J. Nichols and J. A.

Fordyce report their experience with this new remedy.

(See Medical Record, October i, 1910, page 589.)

Creatinin and Creatin Metabolism in Children.

—

J. P. Sedgwick states that the study of the creatin and

creatinin metabolism in children, although a promising

one, has been little worked on. The opinion held until

five years ago that infants do not excrete creatinin is un-

doubtedly incorrect. Creatinin is present in the liquor

amnii, which may mean that its excretion begins before

birtli. Creatinin is always in the urine of the first week
and in a concentration approximately that of adult urine.

Creatin is also excreted during infancy. In later infancy

creatinin is present in the urine uniformly, but in much
more dilute condition than with adults, or during the first

week. Analyses of urine in disease indicate that we may
hope to get some clue to the processes of nitrogen metab-

olism by the study of creatin and creatinin.

Systemic and Oral Conditions.—V. A. Latham at-

tributes the early decay of the teeth in children to the

faulty systems of education and bringing up of the present

day. The first seven years of life constitute a period of

stress and the teeth show the effects as well as the other

organs of the body. She gives a rather lengthy list of dis-

eases in which the condition of the jaws and mouth should

be thoroughly studied. Xhe stomatologist often has to

treat these patients and has opportunities to see them

earlier than the general practitioner. Dr. Latham spe-

cially mentions Ludwig's angina as a result of dental sup-

puration, to which adults are sometimes subject as well

as children, and which is likely also to be confused with

a more recently discovered disorder, viz., Vincent's angina.

Stomatitis following as a complication of a number of

more or less grave infectious conditions is also mentioned,

especially its connection with uremia. The uremic form

of stomatitis is usually a serious condition. When the

renal conditions are attended to, however, the buccal con-

ditions readily improve. Dr. Latham speaks also of the

importance of the polypathogenic part played by the mouth
bacteria. The staphylococci and streptococci may start

various forms of local or general suppuration from their

point of action in the teeth and even general blood poison-

ing, besides causing the dental anemia or cachexia of

Lejars.

The Relation of Blood Platelets to Hemorrhagic
Disease.—W. W. Duke reports cases and experiments

which he thinks furnish additional evidence that the blood

platelets play a part in stopping hemorrhage and that one

type of hemorrhagic disease may be attributed to an ex-

treme reduction in the number of platelets. He describes

his method of determining the duration of hemorrhage and

also the coagulation time of the blood. The bleeding time

was determined by making a slight cut in the lobe of the

ear and blotting up the oozing blood at half-minute in-

tervals. This gives a series of blots of gradually decreas-

ing size, each representing one-half minute's outflow of

blood, and the rate of decrease of the size of the blots

shows the rate of decrease of the hemorrhage. The total

duration of such a hemorrhage is called the bleeding time,

which was found to vary normally from one to three min-

utes. It was slightly delayed in severe anemia and greatly

delayed in cases in which the platelet count was excessively

reduced and also in cases in which the fibrinogen content

of the blood was excessively reduced and in experimental

animals in which both platelets and fibrinogen were re-

duced. The method is apparently of no value in determin-

ing the tendency to bleed in jaundice and hemophilia and

in the types of hemorrhagic purpura which have normal

platelet count. The method of determining the coagulation

time was by comparing hanging drops of the blood to be

tested on two slides inverted over a glass of water kept

at 40° C. and covered with a warm damp cloth. The
normal coagulation time by this method is from five to

seven minutes. Wright's method was used in making the

platelet count. The normal count, according to Wright and
Kinnicut, varies from 200,000 to 350,000. The cases re-

ported belong to the type of hemorrhagic diseases which
have a reduced platelet count. Each patient was trans-

fused, causing a marked increase in the platelet count for

a few days with a marked relief of hemorrhage. The
conclusions as to the facts developed by the study are

given as follows: "i. In the cases of hemorrhagic dis-

ease summarized, evidently differing in nature and etiology

(acute and chronic idiopathic purpura hemorrhagica,

chronic ulcerative colitis, aplastic anemia, nephritis), the

constant features associated with the tendency to bleed

were the reduced number of platelets, and the modification

of the clot probably dependent on it. diminished retractility.

2. In the cases reported relief of the tendency to bleed

followed not only the rises in the platelet count which
occurred with the apparent recovery from the disease, but
was associated with the rise brought about by transfusion.

In the latter case, the tendency to bleed returned when
the platelets disappeared. 3. Experiments in which the

platelet count was reduced by benzol failed to show modi-
fications of the coagulability of the blood, which, I think,

can account for the hemorrhages of benzol poisoning.

4. The structure and the mode of formation of experi-

mental thrombi make it seem probable, from an anatomic
standpoint, that platelets play a role in stopping hemor-
rhage." None of the patients showed such a marked ten-

dency to hemorrhage after transfusion as before, even
after the platelet count had dropped to its previous level,

and in each of the cases the platelets introduced by trans-
fusion disappeared quickly. The uniform rapidity of rate
of disappearance suggests that they are short-lived bodies.
Their formation is also rapid. The evidence suggests
strongly that platelets disintegrate or are used by the body
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in enormous numbers and that their number is kept up by
a correspondingly rapid rate of formation.

Operative Treatment of Congential Clubfoot.—C.
Ogilvy states that corrective manipulation should begin at

birth, and early operation should be done if necessary

(seventh or eighth month). Operative procedures will

depend on the degree of deformity, and are as follows

:

I. Forcible manipulation under an anesthetic. 2. Sub-

cutaneous division of contracted structures. 3. Phelps'

open operation. 4. Other bone operations, especially : a

Excision of a portion of the cuboid in selected cases.

b Osteotomy of tibia for marked inward rotation. Long-
continued and careful postoperative attention is essential.

The best results are always obtained when the treatment

is begun at birth.

Partial Thyroidectomy in Dementia Precox.— R.

\\ inslow concludes that there seems to be some connec-
tion between the thyroid gland and the peculiar affection

called catatonia. Partial thyroidectomy in the early stages

of this disease exercises a favorable and sometimes a cura-

tive effect on the condition. In late stages of catatonia

and in the other forms of dementia precox partial abla-

tion of the thyroid is not followed by beneficial results.

The operation is attended with the usual dangers of

thyroidectomy and should be done with as much care as

in exophthalmic goiter, especially in regard to free drain-

age.

Influence of Colloidal Protection on Milk.—J. Alex-
ander and J. G. M. Bullowa state that increasing the col-

loidal protection of the casein in cow's milk by the addi-

tion of suitable protective colloids tends to improve the

digestibility and absorption of both the casein and the

fat, and to prevent the formation of indigestible curds
and their consequences.

Is Acute Chorea an Infectious Disease?—.\. Gordon
reaches the conclusion that, similarly to accute poliomye-
litis, acute chorea is probably associated with some infec-

tious element. The onset of the disease and its patho-
logic anatomy render the two affections analogous. The
fundamental difference lies in the fact that in one disease
the motor cells are being destroyed, hence the paralysis,

in the other disease the motor cells undergo irrita-

tion, hence the twitching. The destructive effect in

the former and the irritating effect in the latter point
to a difference in the virus in the two affections. As
a final feature of interest in this connection may
he mentioned the experiments of P. Guizetti. He in-

jected cultures of staphylococci under the dura mater
and in both carotids in dogs and obtained spasmodic move-
ments partly resembling chorea. It is possible that a cer-
tain variety of staphylococcus is specific in chorea, but so
far it has not yet been determined. Continuous work in

this direction may eventually lead to the discovery of the
etiological factor and, therefore, of a therapeutic serum.
Unusually Quick Rash Following Injection of Diph-

theria Antitoxin.—L. Xeuwelt describes a case in which
an extensive urticarial rash appeared ten minutes after the
injection.

Essential Hemospermia.—.\. Xclken describes two
cases of this condition, the presence of blood in the seminal
discharge, and states that such bleeding is similar to the
hemorrhage which occasionally occurs on too suddenly
emptying the bladder after prolonged retention.

The Lancet.

September 24, 1910.

The Etiology and Treatment of Rheumatoid .•\rthritis. P. W. La-

Clinical Surgery in Japan. Y. Takaki.
On the Condition Called "Falling of the Womb," with Special Ref-

j'^'a'Helli'er"
°P"="'^' Treatment of the More Severe Cases.

^sS;.',!,!?,'! !"">?' ??Pi!-'''1?"'?,. ^"<' King Scotoma Due to

Pneumonia: .An Inquirj- into Some of the Mechanical Conditions
Which May Occur in the Chest in .\dults Suffering from an In-
fection with the Pneumococcus of Fraenkel, Etc. W. E. Mc-
Kechnie.

The Radical Cure of Hemorrhoids: Modified Whitehead's Operation.
J. O'Conor.

Malignant Diphtheria with Multiple Lesions in an Infant. J. D.

the Use of "eoe." J. G.

: A Chapter in Primitive

The Etiology and Treatment of Rheumatoid
Arthritis.—P. W. Latham puts forward the view that

rheumatoid arthritis is due to spina! irritation or conges-

tions or chronic myelitis chiefly affecting the ganglion cells

of the anterior horns, but extending also, when the disease

is associated with glassy skin, to the ganglion cells in the

posterior horns. Regarding the effect of irritative lesions

of the pelvic organs, the author refers to Ord's paper sug-

gesting that there is evidence to show- that there exists

a relation of cause and effect between uterine disorders

and arthritis. Ord referred to thirty-three cases of rheu-

matoid arthritis combined w'ith decided symptoms of uter-

ine disorder or irritation. In a considerable proportion of

the cases of arthritic parox\sms coincided with the

menstrual periods. In these cases the disorder is regarded

as the product of reflex action through the nervous system.

.\ccording to Latham, the refle.x impulses travel along the

vasomotor nerves, modify the blood-supply, and so the nu-

trition of the muscles and tissues to which these vaso-

motor nerves are distributed. Clinical experience has taught

that injuries to the spinal cord, or even to the nerves of a

limb, will set up arthritic changes which cannot readily be

distinguished from those seen in the earlier stages of rheu-

matoid arthritis. Concussion of the spine from falling

from a height or in skating may also induce arthritic

troubles. As regards treatment, in the earlier stages of

the malady at all events, it should be directed to the abate-

ment of this spinal irritation, and this can be done most

effectively (the exciting cause being removed 1 by cupping

or blistering the spine. The latter is accomplished by

means of cantharidal plasters, applied in a definite manner,

on each side of the seventh cervical or twelfth dorsal

vertebras, depending upon whether the joints of the upper

or lower extremities are most affected. The pain and

swelling of the joints are generally much relieved in three

or four days after the application of the blisters. As the

patient improves, massage, warm baths, and radiant energy

are used as auxiliaries in the treatment. Massage must not

be employed if it causes pain in the joints.

Clinical Surgery in Japan.—Y. Takaki describes the

results of 176 cases of internal piles treated solely by

Whitehead's method, stating that this operation properly

done is the most radical cure for internal hemorrhoids,

and that it is no more serious than other methods. He
also reports his results in the treatment of inoperable car-

cinoma by means of thymus extract, as recommended by

Gwyer, stating that this relieves the pain, causes disinte-

gration and reduction in size of the malignant growth,

and retards its development.

"Falling of the Womb."—J. B. Hellier describes his

operation for the radical cure of severe cases of proci-

dentia, which is a multiple plastic operation, including

vaginofixation of the anteverted uterus.

Bilateral Papilledema and Ring Scotoma Due to

Sphenoidal Sinusitis.—C. G. R. Wood and G. F. C. Wallis

in reporting this case of optic neuritis of nasal origin

state that while optic neuritis is not infrequently observed

in sinusitis, choked disc, especially of marked degree, is

uncommon. The history of sudden blindness with frontal

headache in a previously healthy person and the remittent

character of the symptoms are very suggestive of accessor}'

sinus affection.

Immediate Microscopic Diagnosis of Tumors.—E. H.

Shaw describes his method of receiving a piece of tumor
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at the time of operation, and after freezing, tnilting,

mounting, and staining it. examining it under the micro-
scope, the whole process taking fi\e minutes or less.

Pneumonia: Mechanical and Surgical Conditions, and
Treatment.—W. E. ;\lcKechnic states that the .shorten-

ing of the respiratory amplitude is one of the most strik-

ing features of pneumonia, and one deserving careful

study. As a consequence of diminished amplitude of the
respiratory excursions there is a corresponding diminu-
tion of the rate of How of venous blood to the right

auricle, for which an increased frequency of respira-

tion will not entirely compensate. The shallow Ijrcatli-

ing favors an accumulation of carbon dioxide in the

lilood in two ways: by diminishing the pumping action of

the chest the venous blood stream is slowed so that less

blood passes through the lungs in a given time, and by
l)reventing sufficient exit of carbon dioxide from the alve-

olar air. The venous blood then, as a negative colloid,

when it becomes more highly charged with carbon dioxide,

becomes more and more viscous and flows less readily,

thus aggravating the condition of slow circulation arising

from the deficient pumping action of the chest, and estab-

lishing a vicious circle. These effects can be noted before

any extensive consolidation of the lung has taken place,

and when occurring thus early seem to be due to the

inhibitory nervous reflex initiated at the site of the vis-

ceral lesion in the lung, causing defective respiratory

action. As the lung becomes consolidated or edematous
it loses its powers of expansion and contraction, and thus

the mechanical elasticity of its elastic fibers is rendered
luore or less inoperative. The chief danger in pneumonia
of adults caused by Fraenkel's pneumococcus is that the

blood tnay coagulate and form a white thrombus which

attaches itself to the tricuspid valve and gradually grows
into and blocks up the pulmonary artery. The manage-
ment of pneumonia reduces itself to: (i) abstaining from
any therapy for which there is no clear rationale. (2)

putting the patient in the best condition, to live long

enough to survive the attack, and (3) watching for com-
plications, which are often important and amenable to sur-

gical treatment. It is pitiful to see a patient drugged with

|)oisonous doses of so-called heart stimulants when the

circulation is stopping because a clot is blocking up the

pulmonary artery. Owing to the fact that intestinal in-

toxication favors the accumulation of carbon dioxide in

the blood, free purging is called for. and during the re-

mainder of the illness no food of any kind should be

given. The more empty the abdomen is the more readily

can breathing be carried on. Sleep and rest are the chief

factors that reduce the production of carbon dioxide to a

minimum. It is here that morphine shows itself a most

valuable drug. Besides, it counteracts the inhibitory re-

flex at work in the respiratory center, which shortens the

amplitude of respiration. One must always regard pneu-

monia as a septicemia and be prepared to discover pus.

especially in connection with the great serous cavities of

the viscera, the pericardium, the pleura, and the perito-

neum.

The Radical Cure of Hemorrhoids: Modified White-
head's Operation.—J. O'Conor describes his method of

modifying Whitehead's operation by omitting the forcible

dilatation of the sphincter, enabling him to perform the

operation in twenty minutes, witli comparative ease and

little hemorrhage.

A Visit to Professor Treufel's Clinic: The Use of

"606."—J. G. Garson states that from the cases shown
at the demonstration the new remedy must be regarded as

an important and powerful factor in the treatment of

syphilis.

The Wandering Womb and Fumigation.—D. Mc-
Kenzie describes the strange belief of early folk-lore that

the uterus is an animal leading a parasitic life within the

Ijody of its hostess, which may move about not only m-
side, but also outside of the latter. Symptoms of hysteria

were attributed to this migration. The use of substances

of pungent or unpleasant odor was resorted to in order

to drive the uterus back to its usual abode. Thus origin-

ated the employment of antispasmodics in the treatment

of hysteria.

British Medical Journal.

September 24. 1910.

nd Ahiise of Lime Salts in Health and Disease. Sir Ja

Use and Abuse of Lime Salts in Health and Disease.

— Sir J. Barr alludes to the researches of Ringer, who
showed that for the continuous contractions of the ventri-

cles the presence of minute quantities of a calcium salt

are absolutely essential. Calcium increases the efficiency

of the beat, but delays dilatation. Ringer also demon-

strated in his investigations into the causation of dropsy

that even minute traces of the chloride or other soluble

salt of calcium greatly and persistently restricted the

swelling of laminaria immersed in water. In the treat-

ment of dropsy the chloride of sodium should be ex-

cluded, while the calcium salts are beneficial. The pres-

ence of calcium is necessary for the clotting of blood

and milk. The setting of gelatin is also due to the same

cause. The viscosity of the blood is the chief cause of

the resistance to the flow in the capillaries, and the prin-

cipal cause of this viscosity is the lime salts, especially the

fixed lime. The latter or that which is linked on to the

molecules of albumen increases the viscosity and coagu-

lability of the blood, while the free calcium ions in asso-

ciation with the pituitary and suprarenal secretions in-

crease the tone and contractions of the arteries and
arterioles, heighten the blood pressure, and maintain the

force and efficiency of the cardiac contractions. In this

latter effect the ions of potassium and sodium play an

important part. The suprarenal and probably infundibular

(pituitary) secretions lead to the retention of lime salts

in the blood and tissues, while the thyroid and ovaries in-

crease calcium metabolism, diminish the free and fixed

lime in the blood, and thus lessen the viscosity. The cal-

cium salts have been used with great advantage in the

treatment of exophthalmic goiter. In capillary hemor-
rhages whatever treatment the blood pressure may de-

mand, the viscosity of the blood should be increased by

the lime salts. In the treatment of thrombosis decalci-

fying agents are of great value : the lime salts should

be eliminated as far as possible from the diet, hence milk,

cheese, milk foods, animal jellies, and hard water should

be interdicted. The lime salts are very apt to get de-

posited in any part of the body which is not properly

functionating. In arteriosclerosis the lime salts are al-

ways deposited in the form of calcium soaps, and after-

wards the fatty acid is replaced by phosphoric and car-

bonic acids. The best way to prevent and improve these

degenerative conditions is to maintain a low systolic and

a relatively high diastolic pressure. One can stimulate the

secretion of the thyroid gland, which increases calcium

metabolism and lowers the blood pressure. In this in-

direct manner the iodine preparations act. Wonderful
results are produced by the free and !ong-continue<3 use
of decalcifying agents. Healthy exercise increases cal-

cium metabolism and lowers blood pressure. In the spas-

modic or true type of angina pectoris, in which the patient

is pale, cold, and haggard, anxious, and suffering severe

pain, with great oppression in the chest, there is an excess
of lime in the heart muscle, and also, to a less extent, in

the blood. In the second type, or false angina, in which
the distress and danger are equally great, and in which
there are dilatation of the heart, especially of the right
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side, and increased intracardiac pressure, there is no in-

crease of lime salts, but rather a deficiency. In Stokes-

Adams' disease, for the maintenance of efficient cardiac

contraction free calcium ions are essential, hence all

agents which increase calcium metabolism do good, such

as thyroid gland and iodine. A combination of calcium

iodide, potassium chloride, and tincture of iodine is use-

ful, also phosphoric acid with the glycerophosphates of

potassium and calcium. In the acute stage of pneumonia

the more scanty and the more sticky the expectoration,

the more viscous the blood, the more lime salts and leuco-

cytes it contains, cceteris paribus, the more favorable the

prognosis. In asthma, in whose attacks there is an excess

of free calcium ions in the blood, decalcifying agents

should be prescribed and a milk diet rigidly excluded. In

gout a decalcifying agent like phosphoric acid is useful.

In epilepsy all calcium salts do good, but sodium salts,

which increase excitability and conductivity of nerve, do

harm. The iodide of calcium is efficient in this disease.

In locomotor ataxa lime salts are in excess ; the treat-

ment that has produced the best results has been phos-

phoric acid and strychnine, Fraenkel's exercises, and the

avoidance of a milk diet. In migraine, as a rule, the lime

salts are in excess, and there is intestinal toxemia. In

eczema there is a "deficiency of lime. Wounds of all kinds

heal best when there is a fair amount of lime in the tis-

sues. In congenital hypertrophic stenosis of the pylorus

of infancy the causal agent is the excessive amount of

lime in cow's milk, setting up first spasm and then hyper-

trophy of the pyloric walls.

A Simple Curative Treatment of Cholera.— L. Rogers
states that the loss of fluid from the blood averages one-

third in the mild cases to two-thirds in the most severe

and fatal cases. There is also a great loss of the salts,

in proportion to the severity of the case. This change

accounts for the comparative failure of injections of

normal salines in cholera, and furnishes an additional

reason for the use of hypertonic solutions in order to

replace the chlorides as well as the fluids lost. The re-

sult of this treatment during the past two years has re-

duced the mortality from 59 to 32 per cent. The hyper-

tonic solution approximates in its composition Ringer's

fluid, and is injected intravenously. Daily manometer ob-

servations have enabled the danger of uremia to be fore-

seen (patients whose blood pressure remained continu-

ously below 95 mm. dying of uremia), and by using all

means to raise the blood pressure to the necessary height

the proportion of deaths from uremia has been reduced

to one-half. The destruction of toxins in the bowel has

been effected by taking advantage of the oxidizing prop-

erty of potassium permanganate, administered either in

solution or in a pill. The mortality, which had been re-

duced to nearly one-half by the hypertonic saline in-

jections, has now been reduced by the addition of the

permanganate treatment to but little more than one-third

of the old rate.

Notes on Cholera.—M. M. Basil describes points in

this disease that appeared to him new and suggestive dur-

ing his experience with severe epidemics in Teheran in

1892 and 1903.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

Sc[>te7nber iq, :gio.

Wassermann Reaction in Wet-Nurse's Milk.—Thom-
son of Copenhagen has experimented extensively on the

subject of the recognition of syphilitic wet-nurses by the

presence of the Wassermann reaction in their milk. It

might be thought that repeated blood tests would solve

this problem, yet the milk test may also have a field as a

corroborative resource. When a pregnant woman is ex-

pected to serve as a wet-nurse her milk should be exam-
ined just before confinement or during the first two days

of suckling. A positive blood result gives the usual as-

surance that the woman has active syphilis. But if no
positive result is obtained in this way it is possible that

the woman may still have syphilis; and it is just here

that a milk test may prove of value. A positive result

with milk makes the diagnosis of syphilis highly prob-

able, if this result is attained by using 0.05 c.cm. serum
or less. If a positive reaction cannot be obtained by less

than o.i c.cm. the assurance is not enhanced thereby. In

fact, the degree of strength of reaction obtained by frac-

tional amounts was not much in evidence, for in but

6 of 200 cases could it be shown that reaction depended

absolutely on the amount of serum used in material pre-

sumably non-syphilitic. A positive result in any case with

0.2 c.cm. leaves no doubt as to the presence of syphilis.

Negative results in milk tests undoubtedly have a higher

value than in blood tests.

Insufflation Narcosis in Man.—Meltzer's method, so-

called, is discussed by Unger of Berlin, as follows: Re-
cently Meltzer of New York published his method of in-

sufflation narcosis, which consists esentially in passing a

slender tube below the glottis and therewith blowing into

the lungs a mixture of compressed air and ether. The
animals tested were thus enabled to absorb oxygen with-

out breathing, even when double pneumothorax was pres-

ent. The author and another were in the act of testing

the method on animals when Elsberg was making the first

attempt to use the method on man (published in No. 21

of the Wochenschrift of this year). The present authors

have since tested the method on two human subjects. The
results were not all that were expected, but there seems

reason to believe that in severe cases of thoracic surgery

in which the play of the lung is interfered with there is

no mean future for this new resource. In the first case

a patient was to be operated upon for a large sarcoma

seated in the throat and descending into the thorax. The
intervention for its removal was severe, necessitating the

opening of the pleura. The patient was first etherized,

and as soon as he slept the new method was tested. A
flexible stomach sound was passed into the bronchial tube

in the head-downward position and an ether flask attached

to it. The oxygen was forced into the tube by the oxygen

bomb. It is immaterial whether the oxygen passes through

the ether or a special tube under a pressure of 12-15 rn™-

Hg. The operation itself and its immediate consequences

were successful, but as the growth was a metastasis from
the testicle the ultimate survival is naturally dubious. The
results in the second case, however, were somewhat of an

offset to those of the first. This case was also one of a

tumor of the throat, threatening strangulation ; but the mass

was tuberculous in character. It was difficult to intro-

duce the tube into the trachea, but the anesthesia after-

wards ran smoothly enough. After the operation the

patient went through a series of problematic experiences,

no less difficult to portray than to explain. The chief

symptom was a general subcutaneous edema, which sub-

sided of itself and left the patient eventually in a state of

recovery.

Coxa Vara Congenita.—Drehma.nn describes this con-

dition in abbreviated monographic form; that is, he states

apparently all that is to be said of it in two pages, gives

ordinary diagrammatic sketches and radiograms, and ap-

pends the literature. Naturally, such an article is difficult

to condense. The condition, known only for the past five

years, is one of the numerous affections which sprang

into existence as a result of radiography—that is. without

the latter resource it would hardly have been recognized.

We can only say of it that it is a purely congenital

trouble, the nature of which may vary. Naturally, it is

not recognized as a rule until some months after birth.

The author regards it as essentially a defective develop-

ment of the femur—the mildest expression of the same,
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which in higher degrees may express itself in various
clinical forms.

Black Tongue in Nurslings.—Cohn refers to the in-

cidence of this affection in nurslings. The total recorded
material of this affection, for all subjects, was collected

not long ago by Blegvad, whose article is well known to

specialists. The condition is rare in early infancy, and
Blegvad, with other case-collectors, mentions but few.

In fact, the affection is one usually declared to attack the

elderly. Cohn seeks to analyze all cases reported in child-

hool, without apparently discovering much consensus of

data in such material. The author's personal case, while

typical, occurred in an infant a little over a year old.

.\bout all that can be said of it is that some of the milk

teeth became black and carious and broke off.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

September 20, igio.

Pachymeningitis Interna Infectiosa Acuta and Menin-
gismus.—Schottmuller discusses the relationship of

this actual finding to the meningeal syndrome. The latter

is, of course, called into play from various causes. It is

a common accompaniment of delirium, coma, mania, sepsis,

etc. Contractural or paretic symptoms may coexist, and

may radiate over the musculature at large. Common
symptoms of meningismus are stiffness of the neck and

Kernig's sign. To differentiate between such a palpable

condition as acute pachymeningitis and simple meningism

may require some positive finding like the results of

lumbar puncture. The author's diagnosis in his cited mate-

rial was confirmed only by autopsy, but something may be

inferred from the results of lumbar puncture before death.

A most typical syndrome of meningism may be set up by

infectious pachymeningitis; and the author seems inclined

to associate the two in the clinic. That is, in so-called

meningism there may be a slight proliferation of dura cells,

resembling mononuclear leucocytes. With this is associated

the formation of a false membrane, which stands in some
definite relation with streptococci or other germs. In

many cases this streptococcic pachymeningitis may be

shown to be secondary to a primary focus, such as the

endometrium. Lumbar puncture may not expose the actual

pathogenic germ in a given case; in fact, the entire patho-

genesis of these cases remains obscure.

Surgery of the Bileducts.—Hans Kehr gives a very

brief resume of his twenty years' experience in this field,

during which he has operated on over 1,600 cases. It

must be recalled that Kehr is only a country surgeon, so

that 80 cases per annum of this kind of surgical work
constitutes a record in more ways than one. His work is

divided as follows: Of 307 conservative procedures of all

kinds, including cystotomies and cysticotomies, he lost

2.2 per cent, from operative mortality. Of 384 attempts to

extirpate the gall bladder he lost between 3 and 4 per cent.,

and in 389 choledochotomies and hepaticotom.ies, his death

rate was about the same. Very different were the figures

when the gall bladder was removed in connection with dis-

ease of the adjoining structures (stomach, intestine, pan-

creas, and liver itself). But while the mortality in be-

nign affections, so-called, of the nearby organs did not rise

much above 14 per cent., the death rate of operations for

malignancy in actual or neighboring parts rose to 82 per

cent. Thus, in other words, 1,600 miscellaneous operations

on the gall-ducts had a total mortality of 16.5 per cent.,

while if all malignant cases were left out of count this

mortality would be about 5.4 per cent. In his endeavor to

show that his line of work is necessarily progressive, Kehr
states that in his last 72 cases of uncomplicated surgery

of the bileducts, etc., but one death took place. His

operations are now done under rigid indications.

Dangers of Forcible Dilatation of the Sphincter Ani.

—Melchior writes briefly on this subject, reaching the con-

clusion that forcible stretching of the sphincter in connec-
tion with fissure of the anus or otherwise is by no means
a procedure devoid of ill results. Permanent incontinence

of feces is the chief of the latter. Such a result may,
however, be discounted by avoidance of excessive force

and by dilation during deep narcosis.

Ascarides Intoxication.—It has been known for

many years that round worms are in some manner
able to poison individuals even by external contact,

but the nature of this poisoning is a mystery.

The parasites are known to contain an aromatic, pep-

per-like substance which may be extracted by alcohol.

The author, Goldschmidt, was himself a sufferer from
ascaridiasis of outward origin for nine years, and has had
a number of cases under treatment. He finds that some
people are immune to this affection, and that the extract

of the worms does not always cause symptoms. On the

other hand, there is such supersensitiveness in others that

even handling the parasites causes ascaridiasis. The latter

term has no necessary connection with parasitism ; it does
not appear that the author ever suffered from round
worms as an intestinal parasite. But not a few zoologists

have developed the affection from studies pursued on the

worms. A peculiar conjunctivitis and lachrymation is one
of the chief symptoms. The wives of two experimenters
were always able to tell when their husbands had been at

work on ascarides. In certain cases, including the author's,

sneezing was the principal symptom. Cough, asthma, and
a whole train of symptoms of irritability of the upper air

passages were quite constant. Nausea and vomiting have
also been noted. The entire range of symptoms points to

exposure to a pungent, irritating substance. Of great clini-

cal importance is the relation between external ascaris

poisoning and that which is due to intestinal parasitism.

In the latter affection the intestinal mucosa and nervous
system appear to suffer chiefly. In extreme cases of

round-worm parasitism the toxic principle may possess the

power to kill without causing structural lesions.

Report of the Finding of the Bacillus of Hansen in

the Menstrual Blood of a Leprous Woman.—.\. Serra
says that the bacillus of leprosy causes alterations in the

genital organs both of males and females. In Sardinia
he found the germ of leprosy in the genitals of 16 lepers

examined, and menstrual disorders in 7 out of 20 females.

He made a systematic examination of the menstrual blood
and found negative results in several cases. But in one
woman with a mixed leprosy and a marked pemphygoid
eruption he found the bacillus of Hansen in the blood
globules of the menstrual flow taken directly from the
uterus.

—

La Riforma Medico.

Mental Troubles in Chorea.—.\ndre Pelissier believes

chorea to be a toxi-infectious condition which acts on the

brain as well as the motor system. When we see it follow-
ing measles, scarlet fever, typhoid, and other infectious dis-

eases it is difficult to avoid this conclusion. The author
gives us an illustrative case in which the young patient

having a syphilitic heredity, with tuberculosis and psy-

choses in her ancestry, was attacked by chorea. This
later changed to mental confusion, followed by catatonia,

and again the choreic movements occurred. The form of
these mental states after chorea is protean. Hallucina-
tions, confusional states, catatonia, and melancholy are all

seen. In the case of this patient there was an hereditary

predisposition to disease, and the acute infective process
was easily engrafted on the unstable mental condition.

Catatonia is a syndrome that follows epilepsy, hysterical

convulsions, chorea, manic-depressive insanity, and de-

mentia prajcox. Chorea, mental confusion, catatonia, and
chorea repeated were all manifestations of a single in-

fectious cause.

—

Le Progres Medical
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Maak Sputrma.
Manual of Tropical Meuicine. By Aldo Castellani,
M.D. (Florence) ; Privat-Docent (Naples) ; Director of

the Clinic for Tropical Diseases, Ceylon ; Physician,
Seamen's Ward, General Hospital, Colombo; Professor
of Tropical Medicine and Lecturer on Dermatology,
Ceylon Medical College ; Member of the Royal Society's

Commission on Sleeping Sickness in Uganda, 1902- 1903.
And Albert J. Chalmers, M.D. (Vict, and Liv.) ; F.R.
C.S. (Eng.) ; D.P.Fl. (Cam.) : Registrar and Lecturer
on Pathology and Animal Parasitology, Ceylon Medical
College ; Pathologist, the General Hospital, Colombo

;

Holt Fellow, University College, Liverpool, 1890; Medi-
cal Officer, Gold Coast Colony, 1897-1901. Xew York;
William Wood & Company, 1910.

This is the most recent addition to the rapidly growing
literature of tropical medicine. It is based on what the
authors found it necessary to acquire and to use during
their work in the tropics. In order to keep the book as
small as possible, all reference to practical laboratory
methods is omitted, as the practitioner working in the
tropics is supposed to possess works which contain such
details. In spite of this, the book is of a goodly size, and
is unusually complete. The first part has chapters on the
history of tropical medicine, tropical climatology, effect
of tropical climate on man, and incidence of disease in the
tropics. The second part is on the causation of disease in

the tropics, and treats of the physical, the chemical, and
the biological causes of disease: the last of these takes
up by far the largest space, as it is by far the most im-
portant. The whole of this part is extremely well done,
and the sections on the protozoa will form a useful ad-
junct to any modern work on practice. The third part
is entitled "The Diseases of the Tropics," and consists of
three sections, dealing respectively with fevers, general
diseases, and systemic diseases. The authors have devoted
particular attention to the descriptions of treatment, going
into details which their experience in the tropics has
shown them to be necessary. The book is the most com-
plete that has yet appeared on tropical diseases ; it is ap-
propriately dedicated to Sir Patrick Manson, "The founder
of scientific tropical medicine"; and the work is eminently
satisfactory, whether viewed as a scientific study or as a
practical guide for the physician in the tropics.

The Evolution of Man. A Popular Scientific Study. By
Ernst Haeckel. Vol. i. Embryology or Ontogeny.
Vol. 2. The Evolution of the Species or Phylogeny.
Translated from the Fifth (enlarged) Edition by Joseph
McCabe. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1910.

The English-speaking scientist is to be congratulated at
having now within his reach the latest edition of this
classical work on embryology and evolution. One need
not go the whole way with the author to welcome his
work, and, indeed, the work itself is less radical than the
comments on it, by friends and foes alike, would lead one
who knows not Haeckel to suppose. The present edition
IS conveniently divided into two volumes: the first on the
development of the individual, the second on that of the
race

;
the first volume being prefaced with an historical

account of the development of the science of embryology,
in which, of course. Haeckel, as is his wont, continually
recurs to his doctrine of the law of recapitulation, that
ontogeny is a recapitulation of phylogeny, or in other
words, that in the various stages' of development of
the embryo one may study the progress of evolution from
the smgle cell to man. The illustrations are striking,
not only in their number, but in their excellence, and they
serve to render more easy of comprehension a most ab-
struse, albeit fascinating subject which remains difficult
despite the beautifully clear description of the author and
the idiomatic English of the translator.
The Diseases of Infanxy and Childhood. Designed for

the Use of Students and Practitioners of Medicine By
Henry Kophk. M.D.. Attending Physician to the Mount
Smai Hospital; Consulting Physician to the Hospital
for Deformities, formerly Attending Phvsician to the
Good Samaritan Dispensary, the St. John's Guild Hospi-
taLs, New York; ex-President of the American Pedi-
atric Society: Member of the Association of \merican
Physicians, and of the New York Academy of "iMedicine
Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Illustrated with
204 Engravings and 39 Plates in color and monochrome
Lea &• Febiger

:
New York and Philadelphia. 1910.

The third edition of this favorite work on pediatrics
shows the marks of a conscientious and judicious re-
viewer. Among the subjects more or less extensively
reviewed are infant feeding, the central palsies, inf.-.ntile

paralysis, tetanus, pyelitis, and gastric disorders. Among
the subjects treated of for the first time are dwarfism and
idiocy in general; the latter condition is treated of in at

least three different places, and not very fully anywhere.
This section, or these parts of sections, might serve as a

text to some Roosevelt of medical literature to declaim
against the practice of making a show at completeness by
adding to the number of titles without putting anything
of value under the titles. Apart from this superficial

glance at infantile psychiatry, the book is everything that

could be desired by the student of pediatrics, for the

descriptions are most satisfying in their completeness
without tiring by their length, and they are clear. The
illustrations are also to be commended.

Diseases of the Eve. A Handbook of Ophthalmic Prac-
tice for Students and Practitioners. By G. E. de
ScHWElNiTZ, A. M., M. D., Professor of Ophthalmology
in the University of Pennsylvania and Ophthalmic Sur-
geon to the University Hospital ; Consulting Ophthalmic
Surgeon to the Philadelphia Polyclinic ; Ophthalmic
Surgeon to the Philadelphia Hospital ; Ophthalmologist
to the Orthopedic Hospital and Infirmary for Nervous
Diseases. With 351 illustrations and 7 chromolitho-
graphic plates. Sixth edition. Thoroughly revised.

Philadelphia and London : W. B. Saunders Company,
igio.

The first edition of this standard work appeared eighteen

years ago, and the fact of its continued existence and
growth affords ample proof of its accuracy and the

practical value of its teachings. For the present edition

parts of several important chapters have been rewritten,

and a number of subjects have been introduced and are
treated of here for the first time. Among the latter are

the use of the astigmatic lens, obstetric injuries of the

cornea, posterior scleritis, cyanosis of the retina, atoxyl

amblyopia, ocular complication of accessory sinus dis-

ease, intermittent exophthalmos, Herbert's operation.

Smith's cataract operation, Lagrange's operation, and a

number of others. There are not many general works
on the eye that are more satisfactory, taken all in all,

than this tried and proved treatise of de Schweinitz.

Lehrbuch der Ohrenheilkunde. Von Dr. Victor Ur-
bantschitsch, 0.0. Professor der Ohrenheilkunde an
der Wiener Universitat und Vorstand der K.K. Univer-
sitatsklinik fiir Ohrenkranke. Fiinfte, voUstandig rieuar-

beitete Auflage. Mit 156 .\bbildungen im Texte. Berlin,

Wien : Urban & Schwarzenberg, 1910.

It would appear superfluous to allude to the merits of this

work, the eminence of whose author has for a long
time placed it among the standard books in its field. This
edition represents a complete revision and enlargement of

the last edition. The references to the literature are par-

ticularly voluminous, the text covers fully every phase of
otology, including the education of deaf-mutes, the foren-

sic aspects of diseases of the ear, their relation to life-

insurance, and to service in the army, and the index is

complete. The work includes all the recent contributions

to this important specialty.

Genesis. A Manual of for the Instruction of Children in

Matters Sexual. For the use of Parents. Teachers,
Phvsicians and Ministers. By B. S. Talmey. ]\I.D., For-
mer Pathologist to the Mothers' and Babies' Hospital,
and Gynecologist to the Yorkville Hospital, New York.
With nineteen cuts, forty-seven drawings in the text.

New York : The Practitioners' Publishing Co.
This is the most recent volume on sexual matters. It

consists of two parts ; the first, containing nine chapters,

is devoted to the task of proving the necessity of instruct-

ing the young in sex matters. "It is naturally more or less

of a repetition of what all the other authors have said on
the subject." The second part is headed "Special Lessons"

;

the first, is for infancy and early childhood : the second.
for children from 4 to 7 years of age: the third, for chil-

dren from 7 to 10; the fourth, for children from 10 to 1,3;

the fifth, for children from 13 to 16: and the sixth, for chil-

dren from 16 to 18 years of age. Thus the children are
all provided for. As a sample of the first part, or Gen-
eral Lessons, we quote from the chapter on Moral Con-
fusion :

—"The girl who blushes the most readily and hangs
her head in shame at the slightest indiscreet word usually
offers the least resistance when one gets her behind the
door." In the lesson for infancy we find :

—
"Just as the

eyes are sensitive and the sight easily damaged, so the
organs of sex are sensitive and if not let alone, great
harm may result. For that reason they must only be
touched with a pair of tongs." Even infants, if they can
understand anything at all about the matter, might won-
der whv either their eyrs or their or.gans of sex are to

be torched with a p.'iir of tongs.
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THE AMERICAN DERMATOLOGICAL ASSO-
CIATION.

Thirty-fourth Annual Meeting, Held at the Arlington

Hotel, Washington, D. C, May .;, 4. and 5, 1910.

The President, Dr. William Alle.n' Pusey of Chicago,

IN THE Chair.

President's Address—The Therapeutic Use of Re-
frigeration, Particularly with Solid Carbon Dioxide.

—

Dr. PusEV stated that the principle underlying the thera-

peutic use of solid carbon dio.xide, as of liquid air, was
the production of a relatively deep, sharply defined in-

flammatory reaction in living tissue by sudden intense

freezing. The advantage of the method was that the re-

action could be regulated so that one could accurately

produce all degrees of effect upon tissues, from an evan-

escent inflammatory reaction to a reaction so intense that

it resulted in complete destruction of the involved tissues.

The therapeutic indications for the use of refrigeration

were found in the following conditions : First, those in

which the production of a stimulating reaction was bene-

ficial. Here only conditions covering relatively small

areas would come into consideration because of the im-

practicability of using the applications over very large

surfaces. Second, those in which it was desired to de-

stroy certain tissues in the skin by the production of an

interstitial sclerosis. Third, those in which it was desired

to produce immediate destruction of masses of diseased

tissue in the skin.

Dr. Pusey said that as a stimulant of chronic inflam-

matory lesions, solid carbon dioxide offered prospects of

some usefulness in circumscribed limited patches of

chronic eczema, lichen planus and similar inflammatory

dermatoses. Lupus erythematosus was one of the dis-

eases in which liquid air had been used with great benefit

before the introduction of solid carbon dioxide, and most

of those who had used solid carbon dioxide in this affec-

tion were strongly impressed with the value of the

method. In the early work of White and others with

liquid air, efforts were made to treat boils and carbuncles

and other infections, and solid carbon dio.xide had been

suggested in chancroids, condylomata, lupus vulgaris, and

other infectious lesions of the skin. There seemed to be

nothing of value above other well-known agents to be

expected from the use of carbon dioxide in acute infec-

tions of the skin, like chancroids and condylomata, and

the speaker said he did not believe it was an addition of

any importance in such diseases. Zeisler, Sutton, and

Jackson and Hubbard had reported good results from

short, superficial freezing in chloasma. Good results had

also been reported in the removal of tattoo marks and

powder stains ; others had found the method a failure.

Improvement or removal of keloids or hypertrophic scars

had been reported by Hoffman, Schaleck. and others.

Sutton in a personal communication reported excellent

results in a case of xanthoma planum. The method had

also been recommended for the removal of w-arts. Nearly

all of the workers who had used carbon dioxide in nevus

reported favorably upon it in comparison with all other

methods of treating these lesions, and the method fur-

nished an almost painless and a convenient means of re-

moving moles.

Extramammary Paget's Disease, with Report of a

Case Occurring on the Forearm, Associated vrith a

Nevo-Carcinoma.—Dr. M. B. Hartzell oi Philadel-

phia read this paper, which he illustrated with micro-

photographs and which included the report of a case with

its clinical and histological features. He compared this

with other cases which resembled it more or less and dis-

cussed the relationship of the dermatitis to Paget's dis-

ease and carcinoma. He said it seemed to him that the

cases which he had ventured to call extramammary
Paget's disease afforded special opportunity for deter-

mining the real nature of this extremely interesting

malady—for deciding whether the disease was one sui

generis, as maintained by Unna and others, or whether

it was carcinoma from the beginning, as was asserted by

a number of recent writers. The careful study of these

cases ought also to enable us to determine whether the

cutaneous disease was a primary one. followed only after

a considerable interval by carcinoma, as had long been

believed, or whether, as Jacobaeus, Hirschel, and others

asserted, the skin symptoms were only a secondary mani-

festation of a deeper lying carcinoma which had already

existed for some time. The correct decision of this

question was of the utmost practical importance, for upon

it depended the plan of treatment to be adopted. If the

former view was the correct one, then there was a reason-

able prospect that early and prolonged treatment by the

.r-ray or by radium might effect a radical cure; but if

the latter, then every day's delay in thoroughly removing

by surgical measures the entire disease was valuable time

lost and impaired by so much the patient's chances of

recovery.

Dr. Samuei. Sherwell of Brooklyn said he was present

when Paget first demonstrated this disease at the Inter-

national Congress of Dermatology in London, in 1881,

and the following year he himself had a case which was
typical in character and which he reported to the New
York Dermatological Society. The speaker said he had

always looked upon these lesions as carcinomatous from
the beginning.

Dr. A. Ravocli of Cincinnati said he was decidedly of

the opinion of Dr. Sherwell that these lesions were car-

cinomatous from the beginning and that the initial onset

was a pre-cancerous condition.

Dr. J. A. FoRDYCE of New York showed a photograph
of a case of Paget's disease of the nipple with secondary

lymphangitis and areas of ulceration close to the original

patch. The latter was probably the result of the breaking

down of the cancerous Ij'mphangitis. He believed that

cases of extramammary Paget's disease, at least those

which clinically resembled Paget's disease of the nipple,

were more common than was usually supposed.

Dr. J. Nevins Hyde of Chicago said that many sur-

geons held the view that in every case of Paget's disease

of the nipple the mammary gland was already involved,

and they looked askance at any method of treatment shott

of complete ablation of the breast. If the cases so well

collated by Dr. Hartzell showed that we might have a

primary dermatitis of a carcinomatous character, develop-

ing later into Paget's disease, we certainly were in pos-

session of a fact of value from a therapeutic point of
view.

Syringocystoma.—Dr. Oliver S. Ormsbv of Chicago
read this paper, in which he recorded the findings revealed

m the study of a case in which the clinical diagnosis of

syringocystoma was made. He said that in the mass of

literature on this subject there appeared to be pretty dis-

tinct groups of cases which presented a sufficient number
of common details, both clinical and pathological, to ex-
plain why all had been classed together by most writers.

In group one, to which the cases of multiple benign
epitheliomata belonged, the disease appeared to be heredi-
tary. The lesions began early in life, and often several

members of one family were affected. Here the lesions

predominated on the face and head and were variously
described as nodules of different sizes, whitish, yellowish-
red, translucent, etc., in some instances going on to

softening and to evolution—true epitheliomata. Brooke,
Fordyce, Hartzell, and others had traced the origin of
these epithelial growths to the rete and the sheaths of the
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hair follicles. To identify the second group, various

terms had been used, according to the conception of the

writer as to the point of origin of the affection. Among
these terms were eruptive hydradenoma, adenoid epithe-

lioma of the sweat glands, syringocystoma, lymphangioma,

etc. In the majority of these cases the lesions occurred

most often on the trunk. Heredity played no part in this

affection. The lesions varied in color, size, and shape,

but they were nodules and perhaps much softer in con-

sistency than those described in the first group. In the

latter the sweat glands, ducts, the lymph and blood vessels

had been thought to be the points of origin of the growths.

Dr. Ormsby then gave in detail the history of a case in

which the clinical diagnosis of syringocystoma was based

upon a due consideration of all the points, both clinical

and histological. Clinically it was more e.xtensive than

other recorded cases, and spontaneous disappearance of

lesions occurred which had not been recorded previously.

It was entirely unlike any case of multiple benign cystic

epithelioma. Histologically the sections showed the most

marked pathological process at all times in the region of

the sweat ducts. Some sections apparently demonstrated

the fact that the cells were the proliferation product of

the cells of these ducts. A connection between the hair

follicle or the epidermis and the cell masses could not be

demonstrated. Whether the sweat glands themselves

added to the growth was not proven, although it seemed

probable. Finally, from the fact that the lesions devel-

oped over so great an area, practically symmetrical, and

showed such marked effects on the involvement of the

sweat apparatus, the problem of local irritation from some

error of metabolism or otherwise must be ruled out, but

so far that work in this respect had been neglected.

Dr. S. PoLLiTZER of New York referred to the case re-

ported by Torok under the name of syringocystadenoma

and that reported by Kaposi under the name of lymph-

angioma tuberosum multiplex, which contrasted enor-

mously with the case described in Dr. Ormsby's paper, or

with the case of Perry, which was published under the

name of adenoma of the sweat glands. The speaker said

he could not convince himself that all these cases be-

longed to the same category.

Dr. M. B. Hartzell of Philadelphia said there was no

longer any doubt that a large proportion of these cases,

which had been reported under various names, were ex-

amples of epithelial neoplasms having their origin in the

basal layer of the epidermis or the columnar cells of the

hair follicles.

Dr. Martin F. Engman of St. Louis said that the ques-

tion of cell growth was a subject that had received com-
paratively little attention in connection with diseases of

the skin, but in other fields of science and medicine many
significant facts had been brought forward.

Dr. Ormsey then closed the discussion.

Further Observations on the Technique of an Ef-
ficient Procedure for the Removal and Cure of Super-
ficial Malignant Growths.—By Dr. S.\muel Siierwell
of Brooklyn. His method of dealing with superficial

malignant growths consisted, first, in curettage, which
should be thorough, deep, and efficient. Immediately fol-

lowing this there should be an equally thorough applica-

tion of an escharotic, preferably, in the writer's opinion,

a 60 per cent, solution of the acid nitrate of mercury,
which should be allowed to remain, with various reappli-

cations at the time of operation, for varying lengths of
time, according to the delicacy or density of the tissues

involved. About from five to twenty minutes would be
about the limits. The final step in the operation was
the, at least, superficial neutralization of the caustic agent
by some alkaline medium, and of these sodium bicarbonate
seemed to be the best. A few grains of this, powdered
on and pressed into the wound, immediately formed a

plain scab or crust which should be allowed to remain

IK situ, untouched and dry, until it fell or rather was
pushed off by and with the process of healthy repair be-

neath, leaving a healthy scar, and usually a relatively in-

significant or not very noticeable one. Dr. Sherwell said

his experience with this method, which had never changed,

had been coincident and identical, or almost so, with that

of his dermatological life and practice, a period of nearly

forty years. During that time he had operated on many
hundreds of these cases of malignant growths in this

manner. Recurrences or relapses had been comparatively

few ; he could not give the exact figures, but it was prob-

ably less than 10 per cent., and usually a second operation

would diminish even that. The author claimed for his

special technique rapidity of results, decided freedom from
recurrences, relative absence of cosmetic deformity, and,

when the procedure was thoroughly carried out, little or

no pain, either during or after the operation, and no
necessity for repeated dressings when the indications were

properly cared for. In connection with his paper, Dr.

Sherwell exhibited a number of photographs showing the

lesions before and after treatment.

Dr. J. A. FoKDYCE of New York said he could personally

testify to the efficiency of the acid nitrate of mercury, as

advised by Dr. Sherwell, in the treatment of superficial

epitheliomata. The speaker said he had used it in a num-
ber of cases with excellent results.

Dr. Henry W. Stelwagon of Philadelphia said that

for the past four or five years he had preferably treated

superficial epitheliomata by thorough curettage, followed

by the application of some caustic, and among the latter

he thought the acid nitrate of mercury solution was one
of the best, as the wound, if small, required no subsequent

dressing; a crust was formed under which healing went

on, leaving a practically healthy scar at the end of three

or four weeks.

Dr. Edward B. Bronso.n of New York said it was espe-

cially in cases where the orbit was involved that the most

remarkable results had been obtained by Dr. Sherwell.

Dr. Sherwell, in closing, said he had resorted to this

method for thirty-five years and his faith in the remedy
had become stronger as time went on. Curiously enough,

the most unfavorable cases, in his experience, had been

those in which the lesion was situated about the center of

the cheek ; whether that was due to the peculiar circula-

tion of these parts, or to the adhesions of the skin to the

deeper tissues, he did not know; in fact, it was difficult to

frame a reason.

Cancer in Tar Workers.—Dr. Jay Fr.\nk Schamberg
of Philadelphia in this paper stated that cancer of the

skin exhibiting special characteristics had been encoun-

tered in chimney-sweeps and in tar and paraffin workers.

He reported in detail a case of multiple cancer of the

skin in a tar worker who developed several scores of

epitheliomatous lesions in various stages of development

upon the hands and forearms, and a large epithelioma

upon the scrotum. That something resident in coal tar,

crude paraffin, and soot was capable, after the lapse of

years, of stimulating the growth of epithelial cells and

of leading to cancer in certain subjects seemed indis-

putable. Ludwig and others had suspected carbolic acid

which he likewise found in tobacco residue, but there did

not seem to be much support for such an assumption.

Inasmuch as radium had proven to be capable of stimu-

lating epithelial proliferation and cancer could be pro-

duced by the jr-rays, the thought occurred to Dr. Scham-
berg to determine whether coal tar emitted any rays. To
test this he placed a copper cent, a flat key, and a small

brass numeral upon a photographic plate in a pasteboard

negative box lined with black paper. Upon the under

surface of the lid he attached a piece of cardboard smeared

with coal tar so that the tar faced downward. This box
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was inclosed in a black japanned tin cash box and the

latter was shut in a dark closet for twenty-four hours.

When the plate was developed a distinct shadowgraph of

the three objects was seen upon the negative. This work
was done so recently that there had not been time to carry

out further investigations. If coal tar was proven to be

radioactive it would seem that this radioactivity might be

responsible for the cancer in tar workers. Volkmann
and other writers long ago noted that uncleanliness, i. e.

negligence in removing tar or paraffin from the skin, was
a factor in the production of the cancer. Tar might be

lodged in the orifices of the skin or in the furrows of the

scrotum and e.xert for years an influence upon the adja-

cent epithelial cells. Furthermore, only certain kinds of

coal seemed to be provocation of the cutaneous changes. In

Germany the so-called brown or cannel coal from which

paraffin was made was responsible. Chimney-sweep can-

cer appeared to result almost exclusively from the burn-

ing of "pit coal" used for fuel in England. It was pos-

sible that certain coal might contain radioactive sub-

stances and that in other coal such substances might be

absent.

Dr. Samuel Sherwell of Brooklyn said that while he

had long ago accepted the theory that more or less con-

tinuous irritation was an important etiological factor in

the production of cancer, it was rather remarkable that

the cancer so often occurred in parts that were not e.x-

posed to any such irritation. Cancer of the nose, for ex-

ample, almost always occurred above or below the point

where the eye-glasses were fi.xed.

Dr. Martin F. Engman of St. Louis said the question

of cancer in relation to radioactivity was particularly

interesting to dermatologists on account of the fact that

cancer occurred on the exposed portions of the body more
frequently than elsewhere.

Dr. A. Ravogli of Cincinnati said he had seen cases

where acnelike pustules were produced from the applica-

tion of tar, and it was possible, he thought, that the

epitheliomata described by Dr. Schamberg might develop

on the basis of acne pustules observed in tar eruptions.

Dr. William A. Pusey of Chicago said that even if it

were positively demonstrated that tar had a moderate

degree of radioactivity, he would not be inclined to attach

much importance to it in this connection. Radioactivity

was simply one form of irritation that stimulated the

processes that culminated in epithelioma. In estimating

the factors that contributed to the production of epi-

thelioma there was no reason to attach more importance

to radioactivity than to other forms of irritation.

Dr. Schamberg then closed the discussion.

Nodular Tuberculosis of the Hypoderm.—By Dr
Grover W. Wende of Buffalo. This was the clinical re-

port of a case in which deep-seated nodules constituted

the only type of lesion. They were limited to the face

and disappeared without apparent alteration of the skin,

but produced upon disappearance anchylosis of the tetn-

poromaxillary articulation and deafness of the right ear.

The duration of the eruption was six years. By micro-

scopic study, tuberculin tests, and guinea-pig inoculations

the case was proven to be one of nodular tuberculosis of

the hypoderm. It was a form of tuberculosis of the skin

which showed no analogy with the generally recognized

forms of cutaneous tuberculosis due to the invasion of

the integument by the tubercle bacilli, like that of lupus

vulgaris, tuberculosis verrucosa, tuberculosis disseminata,

and tuberculosis ulcerosa.

Dr. Howard Fox of New York mentioned a similar

case that he had shown at a recent meeting of the New
York Dermatological Society in which a probable diag-

nosis of Darier's type of sarcoid was made.

Dr. A. Ravogh of Cincinnati said he would not be sur-

prised to learn that the case reported by Dr. Wende began

in the form of an erythema induratum from the skin, or

from a tubercular ulcer from the mucous membrane of

the mouth, from which the tubercular process found its

way to the joint.

Dr. J. A. FoRDYCE of New York said the case so well

reported by Dr. Wende was an illustration of the value

of careful clinical observation combined with histological

investigation. With the aid of the latter we were broad-

ening our clinical ideas in regard to tuberculosis of the

skin.

Dr. William T. Ccrlett of Cleveland said that obser-

vation taught us that many clinical forms of superficial

tuberculosis of the skin e.xisted.

Dr. Wende in closing said he believed that in the case

he had reported the disease primarily occurred locally in

the skin. The case illustrated the importance of biopsy

for microscopical e.xamination, as there was no suspicion

of the real condition before it was made.

Report of a Case of Sporotrichosis in Man.—Dr.

James Nevins Hyde and Dr. D. J. Davis of Chicago pre-

sented a paper on sporotrichosis occurring in a patient

who lived in North Dakota and who had been in contact

with horses that were supposed to have suffered from
glanders. It was discovered that these horses were prob-

ably the victims of mycotic lymphangitis (pseudofarcy),

and the authors reported that the Bureau of Animal In-

dustry in Washington recognized the identity between the

organism obtained from animals in North Dakota simi-

larly affected and those presenting similar symptoms two
years ago which had been studied in Butler, Pa. Further,

the Pennsylvania organism had been recognized as iden-

tical with the Chicago organism by Drs. Frothingham and

Page of Harvard University, and, finally, the two authors

recognized the identity between the organism obtained

from the human patient in North Dakota and specimens

of the Butler organism sent to Chicago. The paper con-

cluded with a demonstration of the essential differences

between the sporotrichum Schenckii and the saccharo-

myces farciminosus of Tokisbige.

Mycosis Fungoides, with Report of a Case.—By Dr.

Lucius C. Pardee and Dr. Robert F. Zeit of Chicago.

In summing up the various features presented in this re-

port, the authors said there could scarcely be any doubt

that the case was clinically one of mycosis fungoides. All

the classical features of this disease, as described by nu-

merous observers, were present. The premycotic or pre-

fungoid stage was marked and extended over a known
period of at least two years. The lesions at that time

were typical of the well-known erythematous form and

were accompanied by the usual intense pruritus. These
were followed in the course of time by the formation of

fungoid tumor masses on various portions of the body
which microscopically had the aspect ordinarily described

as that of small round-celled sarcomata and which under-

went the usual course of development, with occasional

retrogressions. The blood findings were those of pro-

gressive anemia until toward the end of life, when the

characteristics of a lymphatic leukemia were rapidly

added and dissolution followed. The autopsy developed

the findings of lymphatic leukemia plus the gross aspect

of mycosis fungoides.

Dr. William T. Corlett of Cleveland mentioned a

similar case that was at present under his observation.

Dr. Samuel Sherwell of Brooklyn said he had ob-

served in a number of cases of sarcomatosis and mycosis
fungoides that arsenic exerted a markedly beneficial in-

fluence on the disease, although other men, apparently,

had not been .so fortunate.

Dr. J. A. FoRDYCE of New York said that from most
of the text-books it was difficult to get any conception of
where mycosis fungoides belonged, whether to the in-

fectious granuloma or to the sarcomatous or leukemic
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group of skin diseases. The paper of Drs. Pardee and

Zeit showed that it belonged to the latter.

Dr. William S. Gottheil of Xew York said that in a

case of mycosis fungoides seen at the Lebanon Hospital

the autopsy showed all the organs studded with nodules,

which were apparently purely sarcomatous.

Dr. Louis A. Duhring of Philadelphia said the case

under discussion illustrated the possible relation of skin

lesions to genera! medicine. The lymphatic manifesta-

tions, which were often absent in the typical commoner

cases of mycosis fungoides, were very prominent in this

case, which rendered it of much interest to the general

practitioner and pathologist as well as to the dermatol-

ogist. As to the value of arsenic in this affection, the

speaker's experience was similar to that of Dr. Sherwell.

Under the caption of mycosis fungoides we had several

forms of disease which could not well be classified under

the same head and which showed that so-called mycosis

fungoides was not in all cases precisely the same disease

pathologically.

Fibroma MoUuscum, or Universal Neurofibromatosis.

—Dr. A. Ravogli of Cmcinnati detailed a case of this

kind which was reported on account of its relative rarety.

The affection seemed to be a congenital one. The mol-

lusca ranged in size from that of a pinhead to a hazel

nut and were scattered over the entire body. The lesions

showed no relation to the lines of the skin, nor to the

underlying nervous ramifications. The tumors had their

origin in a deep subcutaneous nodule. After reaching

their full development they underwent degeneration,

gradually disappearing and leaving a pigmented spot. It

was apparently a disease of the nervous system involving

the terminal filaments of the cutaneous nerves.

Dr. William S. Gottheil of Xew York said that while

neurofibromatosis was a well-sounding name, the ques-

tion was whether it was appropriate. In the cases that

he had seen and examined in the small tumors they found

something which they could not demonstrate as anything

but pure fibroma, without any connection with the nerve

sheaths. In the larger growths there was myxedema-
tous degeneration. In none of his cases did they find any

distinct connection with the sheaths of the nerves and

there were no nerve fibers in the tumors.

Dr. Louis A. Duhring of Philadelphia said that in this

disease, as in mycosis fungoides, we had several varieties

and aberrant types. In the so-called Recklinghausen's

disease the pigmentation was marked, and it was in this

degree of pigmentation that they chiefly differed from the

other types so familiar to observers. The majority of

these cases might be classed under the head of simple

fibroma molluscum and thus differentiated from neuro-

fibromatosis. In the average case of the former there

were no subjective symptoms and in the course of the

disease there might in time be retrogressions or other

changes.

Dr. Ravogli in closing said that most of the writers on
this subject did not make much distinction between
fibroma molluscum and neurofibromatosis. In his own
case the lesions had their origin from a deep, subcutaneous
nodule, developing into peculiar growths which were com-
posed of connective tissue fibers, and for that reason he
called them fibromata. He had made careful and re-

peated search for the nerve fibers without finding them
Exposure to the Sun as an Etiological Factor in

Alopecia.—Dr. George F. Harding of Boston said that

his deductions from the observation of 312 cases of
alopecia in young people between the ages of twelve and
twenty years would indicate that exposure to the sun was
harmful rather than beneficial to the hair and scalp.

These patients were seen in private practice during the

past four years, and all of them had been for a year or more
going in the open without head covering. The exposure in

the majority of the cases occurred in the summer. Over

200 spent their summers at the seashore and in these tlie

symptoms were the most pronounced. A large propor-

tion (293) were blondes ; this might have been merely a

coincidence. On the other hand, it might be accounted

for under the old theory that persons and animals with

dark hair and skin were less sensitive to the sun's rays

than blondes. The fact that light hair was, as a rule,

much finer and delicate than dark might also be taken into

consideration. The symptoms in these cases were quite

constant, but varied in degree with the amount of expo-

sure which had been undergone and somewhat with the

individual. The hair was dry, lusterless, and faded

:

there was an evident lack of sebaceous secretion, with

itching. The alopecia, as a rule, showed itself in those

cases of but one season's exposure about a month or six

weeks after the return to the city and responded quite

readily to treatment. In those who had had several sea-

sons of exposure without intervening treatment the fall

had been continuous and baldness was often marked

Those cases did not respond well to treatment and the

prognosis was decidedly unfavorable for a good growth

of hair.

Dr. H. W. Stelw.'^gon of Philadelphia said he thought

that moderate exposure both to the sun and air were really

of great advantage to the scalp and hair. Slight expo-

sures to the .r-rays would occasionally start a regrowth

of hair. There was no doubt that the nervous system

was a factor in the loss of hair.

Dr. Andrew P. Biddle of Detroit said that for many
years one of his confreres had proven to his own satisfac-

tion that loss of hair was due to a poison produced by

improper breathing.

Vaccine Therapy as Applied to Cutaneous Diseases.

—Dr. T. Caspar Gilchrist of Baltimore opened the dis-

cussion with a paper on this subject in which he confined

himself to the results of his own experience with the use

of vaccines in the treatment of cutaneous diseases at the

Johns Hopkins Dispensary and in private practice during

the last three and one-half years. Over 300 cases had

been treated. As far as vaccine therapy was concerned

in the treatment of cutaneous affections. Dr. Gilchrist

said his experience might be summarized as follows : He
had found it to be a distinctly valuable adjunct to our

therapeutics. The staphylococcus albus vaccine was of

undoubted value in the treatment of all pustular affections

of the skin, but especially, in his experience, in the treat-

ment of relapsing furunculosis, staphylococcic dermatitis,

sycosis-non-parasitica, in certain forms of eczema, in pus-

tular rosacea, and in acne when the disease was largely

secondarily infected with the staphylococcus albus. He
had also found the vaccines to be of value in the treat-

ment of erythema multiforme, especially of the relapsing

bullous type, and in rosacea where the flushings were de-

creased by the vaccine therapy. It was also helpful in

dermatitis herpetiformis and pityriasis rosea, so much so

that he would recommend vaccine therapy to be tried

when the disease did not yield to the usual method of

treatment. Bacillus acne vaccine he had found to be of

great value, especially in the treatment of those chronic

nodular relapsing types of acne vulgaris, and it had proved

to be in his hands in a great many cases a curative agent.

Bacteriotherapy in Certain Diseases of the Skin.—
Dr. Martin F. Engman of St. Louis discussed this phase

of the subject and presented the following conclusions;

I. The dose of all forms of vaccines should be at first

small. Doses of bacterial suspensions were, of course,

approximate. 2. Small continuous doses were best. 3.

Increasing the dose was frequently risky. 4. Stock sus-

pensions they had found very reliable and could be used

in most instances. 5. Autogenous vaccines were indicated

when stock suspensions failed, 6. Clinical indications
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alone had guided them in their latest and best results.

7. The opsonic index had proved to be unreliable and im-

practicable and was not necessary. 8. The failure to ob-

tain results in vaccine therapy might be due to faulty

technique. 9. Vaccine therapy would fail in a certain

percentage of cases. 10. Vaccine therapy was indicated

in diseases of the skin due to a specific microorganism.

II. In vaccine therapy we had at last a reliable beneficial

agent in combating the deeper and more virulent staphy-

lococcic infections of the skin.

Vaccine Therapy in the Treatment of Diseases of the

Skin at the Massachusetts General Hospital.—By Drs.

Harvey P. Towle and George P. Lingenfelter of Bos-

ton. The authors stated that before any new method in

medicine or surgery could attain an assured position it

must have passed successfully through an evolutionary

period of longer or shorter duration. But a small per-

centage survived the ordeal and almost none could pass

through unchanged, and this, it seemed, would be the case

with the theory of vaccine therapy. It would undoubtedly

survive, but it had already undergone very considerable

modifications. The great mass of data resulting from

the indiscriminate experiments during the first stage of

enthusiasm was now sifted and it began to be realized that

the method had decided limitations and was by no means

suitable for every case. This was the first step toward a

fuller understanding. The cases to be treated by vac-

cines were now selected with greater care and the authors

felt justified in assuming that while vaccine therapy was
undoubtedly a step in the right direction, the results ob-

tained, considered as a whole and from all points of

view, were not sufficiently superior to recommend the

complete abandonment of the older well-tried methods.

The results seemed to show rather that we should avail

ourselves of this new therapeutic agent as a powerful

adjuvant to other methods rather than as a specific. It

might be that in the future our knowledge of the exact

meaning of the vaccine action would be sufficiently en-

larged to enable us to advance still further along the line

in vaccine therapy.

Dr. James Nevins Hyde of Chicago said that in con-

nection with their work with the vaccines he could at

least say that so far as he knew no harm had been done

in any instance, which was something. The results they

had obtained were in some instances brilliant, especially

with the autogenous vaccines ; at other times they were

disappointing. In severe cases of sycosis their results

had been very good indeed ; in sycosis vulgaris, which

tended toward the lupoid type, we had at times to deal

with a very obstinate disease, and in those cases he knew
of no remedial measure that had produced better results

than the autogenous vaccines.

Dr. L. Duncan Bulkley of New York said that while

he could not deny the favorable reports that he had heard

and the few that he had seen following this comparatively

new method of treatment, he still held that there was a

more important underlying factor than the mere skin

manifestation, and that when the skin was in proper con-

dition these various microorganisms would not be able to

make any headway. Only temporary benefit could be ex-

pected as the result of this vaccine treatment, and in all

recurrent lesions we must look for the disturbance in

metabolism which lay at the bottom, of the trouble.

Dr. Samuel Sherwell of Brooklyn said he would fol-

low with the keenest attention the future history and de-

velopment of vaccine therapy and he would be pleased to

see dermatology progress in this as in other directions.

Dr. J. A. FoRDYCE of New York said he was a believer

in the future of vaccine and serum therapy, and he

thought that the failures that had been reported were

traceable to an imperfect knowledge of the technique.

The collaboration of the clinician and the laboratory

worker would doubtless result in improvements in this

method of treatment. In sycosis, the speaker said, auto-

genous and stock vaccines had been used with indifferent

results, and local treatment with epilation was usually

employed in conjunction. In chronic furunculosis the

vaccines had given him good results.

Dr. M. B. Hartzell of Philadelphia said the evidence

which was obtained by injecting these various bacillary

mixtures in diseases like erythema multiforme and pityri-

asis rosea, which would have gotten well without any

treatment, was of no value. To prove the worth of these

remedies they must not be used in cases that were self-

limited. The speaker said he did not wish to be under-

stood as denying the possible value of the vaccine treat-

ment; he believed that the principle underlying the method
had a great deal in it, but we still had much to learn as

to the technique, and so far as his own observation and

experience went the results thus far had been extremely

unsatisfactory.

Dr. James M. Winfield of Brooklyn said he had used

the vaccine treatment in general furunculosis with marked
improvement in every instance. He had had no results

whatever from the treatment in sycosis, and since listen-

ing to Dr. Engman's paper he had come to the conclusion

that the cause of the failure lay in the technique. In the

future he would follow the plan of pulling out the hair,

thus irritating the nodule and causing a flow of lymph,

and see if the results were not better.

Dr. Gilchrist in closing said his paper simply gave the

results of a large amount of experimental work in con-

nection with vaccine therapy. The treatment was tried

in skin eruptions of which the cause was known ; it was
tried in cases in which we thought we knew the cause,

and, lastly, it was tried in cases in which we were entirely

ignorant of the cause. In the treatment of all these con-

ditions two definite objects were sought: First, to raise

the resisting power of the individual by regulating the

bodily functions by diet, fresh air, etc., and, second, to

find a specific treatment for the disease. Both of these

phases of treatment were equally valuable.

Dr. Engman in closing said that in discussing such sub-

jects as this we must remember that we were dealing with

the great laws of immunity, of which, at the present date,

there was much to be learned. When Wright brought

forth his opsonic theory he made a great discovery, and
out of that had come the vaccine theory which opened
many unexplained fields. The only way we could arrive

at any conclusions regarding it was to experiment with

vaccines and bacterial suspensions in a large number of

cases. Theoretically the treatment should only be used
in the cases from which the vaccines were grown. We
should not employ too large doses and we should en-

deavor to perfect our technique.

Pellagra in Ohio.—By Dr. William T. Corlett and
Dr. Oscar T. Schultz of Cleveland. The authors stated

that following the awakening that pellagra existed in this

country many pseudo cases were brought to the attention

of experts in cutaneous medicine. The paper then gave
a brief history of one of these cases seen in Ohio where
the patient was supposed to have contracted the disease

from "corn smut." In the opinion of one of the writers
this case was nothing more than an obstinate form of
eczema. An investigation of supposed epidemics of some
unknown disease of the skin in two of the State hospitals

for the insane in Ohio revealed nothing unusual. All
doubt as to the presence of pellagra in this country was
removed, however, on visiting the hospital for the insane
at Peoria, 111. The authors then gave in detail the his-

tory of the first case of this disease recognized in Ohio,
with photographs of the skin lesions, post-mortem find-

ings, and histology. It was thought, in conclusion, that

the disease, while not wholly confined to certain regions
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of this country, yet its limitation was fairly well de-

fined and that from the testimony of those who had seen

most of the affection in this country it was not entirely

new.

Dr. James W. Babcock, superintendent of the State

Hospital for the Insane at Columbia, S. C, and president

of the National Pellagra Congress, said he understood

that there was considerable skepticism in regard to the

existence of pellagra in this country, and it was only

those who had served in public institutions, particularly in

the Southern States, and who had been face to face with

this condition for years, who could comprehend the im-

portance of having more light shed on this mysterious

malady. A year ago a conservative estimate of the num-

ber of pellagrins in the United States placed the number

at 1.500; recently the figures had been gone over, and it now
appeared that the disease had been recognized in twenty-

seven or twenty-eight States. Cases had been reported

in two hospitals in Illinois and subsequently in a third,

and it had been shown beyond the shadow of a doubt that

the disease existed in some of the western States, includ-

ing California, so that we now had come to the conclu-

sion that it had a very widespread distribution. Dr. Bab-

cock said that from personal investigation and inuiry he

was satisfied that pellagra had existed in South Carolina

for nineteen years at least, and there were traditions of

cases that went back as far as 1870. In reply to a ques-

tion as to the mortality of the disease the speaker said

that in one insane asylum for white people in the South

where they had observed the disease since 1896 they had

twenty-seven cases, with eighteen deaths. The mortality,

according to different observers in the South, varied any-

where from 40 to 70 per cent.

Dr. James Nevins Hyde of Chicago showed an original

copy of a volume entitled "Historia Natural y Medica,"

by Dr. Caspar Casal, which was published in Madrid in

1762, and which, so far as was known, was the first con-

tribution to the subject of pellagra. Dr. Samuel Sher-

well of Brooklyn was properly credited with having made
the first contribution on this subject to the American

Dermatological Association. This was in 1882.

Dr. Howard Fox of New York referred to his work
in experimental serum therapy in pellagra and regretted

that he was not yet prepared to present a paper on that

subject.

Dr. S. Sherwell of Brooklyn said the case referred to

by Dr. Hyde was published in the Journal for Cutaneous

and Venereal Diseases, in February, 1883. The patient

was an Italian sailor, with both subjective and objective

symptoms, forming together a classical picture of the

disease. Two years later a similar case presented itself at

his clinic, almost or quite identical to the first. Both cases

ended fatally.

Dr. H. W. Stelwagon of Philadelphia said that several

European observers who had studied this disease had
made the observation that pellagra had occurred in persons

who had never eaten corn. Among this number was
Kaposi, and, he believed, Besnier also.

Dr. Sherwell thought that the fungus or parasite to

which pellagra had been attributed might occur in all

cereals analogous to corn, such as rye, etc.

Dr. M. B. Hartzell of Philadelphia reported a case of

apparently typical pellagra occurring in a subject who
had never been outside the State of Pennsylvania, and
who, so far as could be ascertained, had never eaten

Indian corn.

Dr. Louis A. Duhring of Philadelphia believed that

the causative factor of pellagra was distinctly internal,

and probably of a toxic nature.

Dr. William A. Pusey of Chicago, speaking of the

exclusion of corn from the diet, said that when it came
to the statement that a patient in this country had never

eaten Indian corn, the reliability of such a statement

could be seriously questioned. The statement was anal-

ogous to the contention of Jonathan Hutchinson in regard

to the relation between leprosy and eating fish ; Hutchin-

son was always prepared to prove that any one had eaten

fish. Dr. Pusey said that while we had made an im-

portant advance in recognizing the presence of pellagra

in this country, he was inclined to believe that the diag-

nosis was now being overworked. Pellagra was not a

condition in which we could make as satisfactory a diag-

nosis as we could in tuberculosis or syphilis ; the diagnosis

rested on a triad of symptoms—psychical, gastrointestinal,

and cutaneous. It was essentially a picture of autointox-

ication, such as we met with in gastrointestinal disturb-

ances, and he believed that many of the cases of so-called

pellagra might well be questioned as to the accuracy of

the diagnosis.

Prurigo, and the Papule with the Urticarial Basis.—
By Dr. O. H. Holder of New York. This paper em-
braced an anatomical study of the pale papule of prurigo.

Some Problems in Metabolism Occurring in Patients

with Certain Diseases of the Skin.—Dr. L. Duncan
BuLKLEY of New York said that faulty metabolism was
recognized as a cause of many diseases; it might affect

all the body tissues, and it was natural to expect that the

skin participated. While definite and specific statements

could not yet be made as to the exact and particular

metabolic derangements belonging to various diseases of

the skin, there were abundant clinical evidences that the

cellular derangements which constituted the bottom fact

in skin lesions had an intimate connection with and de-

pendence upon metabolic errors. The urine, coming
directly from the arterial blood, furnished a most suit-

able indication of the condition of the blood as it had

been prepared through metabolism ; consequently, re-

peated, careful volumetric analj'ses of its constituents

furnished the most certain method of determining the

performances of anabolism and catabolism in the tissues.

Dr. Louis A. Duhring of Philadelphia said that this

subject of metabolism ;n relation to diseases of the skin

had interested him for many years, and he had long since

ceased to study and treat diseases of the skin—as he did

years ago—from the standpoint of the lesions alone. If

we wished to permanently cure many of the skin lesions,

we must study the patient and conditions within the body.

He had long been dissatisfied with the usual local treat-

ment in a large number of chronic inflammatory diseases

of the skin.

Dr. King Smith of Toronto said that Dr. Sims Wood
of London, England, in an address before the students of

the Toronto University, had laid great stress upon the

close relationship between the men who worked in the

laboratory and the clinicians.

Dr. M. B. Hartzell of Philadelphia asked Dr. Bulkley

if he controlled the results he obtained by comparing

them with the urinary findings in those who had no skin

eruptions? The speaker said he was convinced that such

a comparison would show just as wide variations in one

as in the other.

Dr. S. Pollitzer of New York said that while quanti-

tative analyses of the urine might be very useful, they

did not constitute studies in metabolism. In fact, they

were utterly worthless for that purpose unless at the

same time the diet of the patient was controlled and the

intake and output compared.

Dr. BuLKLEV, in closing, reiterated his belief that

faulty metabolism was an important factor in connection

with diseases of the skin.

Secondary Eczema.—Dr. John A. Fordvce of New
York, in his paper on this subject, stated that in observ-

ing a large number of cases of dermatitis in hospital and

dispensary practice, he had been struck with the frequency
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with which forms of skin infection which were usually

diagnosed as eczema had been secondary to some ante-

cedent lesion or disease of the skin, such as scabies,

wounds, or traumatisms which had become infected, ab-

scesses, furuncles, intertrigos, sinuses left after opera-

tions on bones, etc. ; in other words, the percentage of

eczemas in which some antecedent pathological condition

could not be determined seemed to be in the minority.

From an extensive experience with cases of eczematoid

dermatitis in which a history of antecedent pus infection

was obtained, the conviction had come to him that irri-

tation of the skin produced by discharges from abscesses,

sinuses, ulcers, and other pus secreting surfaces was the

true basis of these phenomena. This irritation might be

followed by eruptions of most diverse forms, such as a

dry scaling dermatitis or large moist areas, or a combina-

tion of dry scaling lesions and moist and crusted ones.

Sometimes the picture was that of an acute vesicular

eczema, and could not be distinguished from the usual

forms of eczema which had been attributed to seme

internal disturbance. In all or most of these forms the

affection was distinctly autoinoculable, and in many a

condition of chronic eczema or dermatitis persisted for

months or years. There might or might not be relapses; in

many cases recovery was permanent. On the other hand,

with a lowered resistance to pus infection, recurrences

took place as furuncles and abscesses, with a subsequent

eczema. One of the most prominent features in many

patients with eczema was the increased susceptibility

which their skin presented either from the beginning or

which developed as the process progressed. It was this

heightened susceptibility which led to relapses, as was

often seen in workers in chemical laboratories in whom
the vapor of formaldehyde provoked forms of dermatitis

of the nature of eczema. The same condition was seen

in individuals who had once developed dermatitis from

poison ivy or other local irritant : after one attack many

of these people were increasingly susceptible to the spe-

cific irritant, and it was quite possible in these cases to

attribute the frequent recurrences to a state of dnaph/-

laxis. Individuals who showed such an increased suscep-

tibility to irritants might perhaps be sensitized to the

chemical products of pus organisms, just as patients v.-ith

tuberculosis might be sensitized to tuberculin. Assumnig,

therefore, that we might have a state of hypersusccpti-

bility to irritants which might be present either from birth

or acquired from some change in the biological properties

of the blood serum due to various affections, we could

readily understand how irritants of the most varied kind

might evoke a dermatitis. These serologica". changes

might also explain the simultaneous or successive occur-

rence of skin and mucous membrane affections in patients

who had become sensitized with an irritant, in the one

case acting on the neurovascular apparatus of the skin

and in the other on the mucosa.

Dr. Martin F. Engm.^n of St. Louis said that Dr. For-

dyce, in his paper, had opened up a field which showed the

way to a great deal of valuable work.

Dr. M. B. Hartzell said he was quite convinced that in

a certain number of cases there was a local sensitizing

of the skin. We found certain eruptions in certain local-

ities again and again in certain individuals who at first

showed no such sensitiveness to such irritating agents.

A Fatal Case of Bullous Dermatitis.—Dr. S. Pollit-

ZER reported this case, which he summarized as follows

:

The patient was a middle-aged man, of good habits, in

good health, except for a chronic diffuse nephritis which

apparently gave no trouble. He was attacked with a

dermatitis that had the character of a fine, scaling pru-

ritic erythrodermia, and that rapidly spread over the

entire integument. Its development was in some places

preceded or accompanied by a severe edema, which subse-

quently subsided, but a moderate edema of the entire sur-

face persisted for two weeks. Ten days after the appear-

ance of the scaling red areas crops of large bulla; ap-

peared in various parts of the body, but mainly on the

extremities and the buttocks. The development of fresh

blisters, in general smaller than at first, continued in

greater or less number throughout the course of the ill-

ness, and the skin became diffusely pigmented. Tempera-

tures following a septic curve up to about 104° developed,

the patient became delirious and fell into a typhoidal state

which terminated after a fortnight in coma and death,

the whole course of the illness lasting about forty days.

The blood showed at first an extraordinary eosinophilia,

which later assumed moderate proportions. Blood cul-

tures, cultures from the blister serum and inoculations

from the latter were negative, as was also the examination

of the illuminated dark field. The post-mortem examina-

tion threw no light on the case. As to the diagnosis of

this remarkable case, it might be said that we were cer-

tainly not dealing with a pemphigus, as modern usage

limited that term to a disease which was primarily bullous.

The acute form of pemphigus, which alone could come

under consideration in this connection, might be excluded

by the absence of any infected wound, and, above all, by

the preliminary diffuse scaling.

Dr. J. A. FoRDYCE of New York spoke of a case similar

to the one reported by Dr. PoUitzer, excepting that there

was no history of any antecedent eruption. The case

also ended fatally. The etiological factor in these cases,

the speaker said, was still unknown. It was perhaps

some obscure proteid or a chemical product.

Dr. DuHRiNG said it seemed to him that whatever the

cutaneous lesion might be at the outset, the condition

often or generally developed into what might properly

be termed pemphigus, and he could see no objection to

classifying it as a case of pemphigus malignus.

Dr. James Nevins Hyde of Chicago said the case re-

ported by Dr. Pollitzer was a commentary upon our occa-

sional impotence and lack of knowledge. Here we had

an interesting and fatal case reported under a title which

referred to a condition of the skin merely, and yet the

symptoms showed that we were obviously confronted with

some toxic process which profoundly influenced the entire

economy and of which the skin lesions were simply the

superficial evidence of the deeper trouble.

Dr. PoLLiTZER, in closing, said that in pemphigus ma-
lignus or acutus, to which Dr. Duhring had referred,

there was usually a history of preceding injury, followed

either immediately or in the course of a few days by an

acute septic condition, with the formation of bullous

lesions on the skin. There was no history or evidence of

such a condition in this case.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
SECTION ON OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.

Stated Meeting, Held May 26, 1910.

Dr. S. M. Brickner in the Chair.

A Case of Complete Absence of the Vagina and
Uterus in an Otherwise Normal Woman.—Dr. Meyer
Frankel presented a patient, twenty-five years old, who
had been married two years. She had a sister who had

not menstruated although she was now sixteen years of

age. The patient had always enjoyed perfect health, but

had never menstruated. When nineteen years old she

consulted a physician because of the fact that she had
never been unwell. An operation was performed and she

was told that she might marry. Her chief complaint was
severe pain on intercourse. An examination revealed a

complete absence of vagina and uterus. The clitoris was
present and the woman had a desire for intercourse. Dur-
ing her two years of married life, the husband had at-
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tempted intercourse and, during his orgasm, the semen

was injected into the bladder; this caused the sphincter of

this organ to become overdistended, and lowered its

tonicity to such an extent that the patient could not retain

her urine. After keeping the husband apart from her for

six months, the tonicity of the sphincter was regained and

she could now retain her water. Dr. Frankel asked if

there had been reported any cases of artificial vagina made

by intestinal transplantation, such as had been reported by

Dr. J. F. Baldwin of Columbus, Ohio. No member pres-

ent was familiar with any such instances.

Chorioepithelioma.—Dr. Louis J. Ladinski presented

this specimen. The patient was a woman, forty-six years

old, married twenty-eight years. She had had ten chil-

dren, the last seven years ago. She had never aborted.

Menstruation had begun at the age of fifteen years; it

had been regular, lasting for from seven to ten days.

About a year ago her abdomen began to increase in size

and she had irregular spotting and bleeding. She had been

curetted, after which the bleeding stopped and did not

recur until about three months ago. She began at that

time to have pains in the right iliac region, marked weak-

ness, anemia, and slight cough. At the time of admis-

sion to the hospital she also had slight edema of the lower

extremities. There were subcrepitant rales over the right

apex of the lungs posteriorly. The uterus was enlarged

to about the side of a two months gravid uterus. The

anterior and lateral walls were normal in consistency, but

there was a boggy mass in the left lateral wall about the

size of a hen's egg. The cervix was eroded and lacerated.

A diagnosis of uterine myoma was made. At operation

a soft tumor was found at the left of the uterus, inti-

mately adherent to the left side of that organ and extend-

ing to the broad ligament subperitoneally. The ovary laid

posteriorly and the Fallopian tube was stretched across its

upper and anterior surface. A supravaginal hysterectomy

was performed. On the second day following the opera-

tion she expectorated a large amount of bloody sputum

in which was found a large number of Lenhard cells.

There was an infiltration of both lower lobes, not miliary

in character. The mediastinum was involved as well. The
pathologist reported this to be a case of chorioepithelioma.

and the curettings showed the presence of a chronic endo-

metritis.

Carcinoma of the Ovary.—Dr. Louis J. L.\dinski pre-

sented this specimen, a solid carcinoma of the ovary

Complete Absence of Vagina; Pregnancy; Rupture
of Uterus.—Dr. Louis J. Ladinski presented this pa-

tient who was twenty-three years old. This was a case in

which there was a complete absence of the vagina. Yhc

cervix extended down to the introitus vaginam. The dila-

ted OS serves for the entrance of the vagina, and the cervi-

cal canal for a substitute vagina.

Carcinoma of the Cervix on the Border Line of

Operability.—Dr. Herman J. Boldt presented this

specimen. The patient was sixty-five years old, and had

had three, children, the last twenty-eight years ago. The
broad ligaments were involved slightly beyond their at-

tachments to the cervi.x. A radical operation was per-

formed. While Dr. Boldt had operated upon a number
of patients with cancer on the border line of operability

and, as a rule, with recovery from operation, yet he did

not believe this to be good surgery to attempt the radical

operation; the patient's interest was better served 'f a

palliative operation was performed. This was aLuost de

void of danger, and the lives of such patients were usuaUy
prolonged from one to three years.

Cancer of the Cervix; Extirpation by the Abdominal
Route.—Dr. Herman J. Boldt presented this specimen.
The patient was forty-two years old. The statement was
made that the broad ligament infiltration was inflammatory
and was not caused by the malignant disease. It had fre-

quently been stated that such a differentiation could not

be made. In this case, however, he thought it was fair

to assume that there was a probability of its being the re-

sult of inflammation. He called attention to the necessitj

of invariably making a positive diagnosis in all suspicious

cases. Dr. Boldt also furnished the following specimens

:

Myofibromata Complicated with Carcinoma of the

Corpus Uteri.—Because of its being a corporal car-

cinoma, and because of the unusual obesity of the woman,
a vaginal hysterectomy was performed.

Complicated Hystero-Salpingectomies.—Dr. Boldt
believed there was no class of abdominal operation that

was more difficult to do, from a technical point of view,

than these old pyosalpinx cases. As. a rule, however, there

was no class of patients that one might get a more satis-

factory symptomatic cure than in such conditions. The
prognosis was very good, and this he ascribed to the toler-

ance of the peritoneum in such cases.

Myofibroma Removed by Extensive Myomectomy.

—

The patient was thirty-two years old. The tumor en-

croached so extensively on the uterus that the larger part

of the anterior uterine wall had to be removed with the

tumor. It would be interesting to watch this patient in

the event of a subsequent pregnancy. It was likely that

in the case of conception, an abortion or a premature de-

livery would take place.

Myomatous Uterus vnth Adnexa Removed by the

Abdominal Route.—The sole object in presenting this

specimen. Dr. Boldt said, was to object to the removal

of the ovaries from a patient thirty-five years old; a func-

tionating ovary should always be retained whenever

feasible. In this instance an exception was made to his

customary rule of retaining the ovaries in fibromyomatous

tumors because of the constant pain complained of in the

region of the ovaries.

Submucous Myofibroma and Tubal Pregnancy.—This
patient was forty-one years old, married nineteen years,

and she had had three children, the last nine years ago.

The feature of interest in this case was the diagnosis

:

this should have been easy if one had thought of the two
conditions as occurring together instead of attributing the

symptoms to the myoma alone.

Report of a Case of Hysterectomy and Extirpation of

Thrombosed Veins in Sepsis Following Abortion.—Dr.

GusTAV Seligman presented this specimen. The patient

was admitted to the hospital April 14 in a septic condition

which followed an incomplete abortion. On April 23 he

found a distinct doughy mass corresponding to the right

broad ligament and he made a diagnosis of thrombosis of

the uterine plexus of that side. His diagnosis was con-

firmed by operation, the thrombosis extending to and
beyond the internal iliac vein and into the common iliac.

The infected province was extirpated.

Eclampsia and Its Treatment with Continuous Sugar
Instillations.—Dr. Sidney D. Jacobson said that the

path of medical progress was literally strewn with dis-

proved theories and abandoned dogmas ; the scientific

facts of yesterday were the exploded theories of to-day.

The etiology of eclampsia had not as yet been deter-

mined. Dr. Jacobson was convinced, however, that the

cause of puerperal eclampsia in a pregnant woman, or one

recently delivered, was nephritis. Furthermore, that the

cause of eclampsia was insufficiency of the kidneys due

to a nephritis, whereby an accumulation of the salts nor-

mally found in the blood occurred. This retention in the

blood of these salts raised the molecular concentration and

specific gravity of the blood, until convulsions occurred.

The all important thing was to reduce the high concentra-

tion and specific gravity of the blood whether convulsions

had occurred or not. For this purpose the usual salt solu-

tion was contraindicated because the patient was dying

from too much salt in her blood. Dr. Jacobson found
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that a solution of sugar, 0.5 of i per cent, at 115° F. per

rectum, continuously, by the drop (Murphy) method had the

desired effect. The specific gravity of the patient's blood was
reduced perhaps from 1,060 to 1,052; she perspired freely;

her urine increased greatly in quantity ; the sensorium, if

clouded, became clear and she started on her way to

recovery. The convulsions ceased. Of several cases

treated by this method, all the mothers and babies recov-

ered. Besides giving the sugar instillations, other adju-

vants to treatment were not neglected. He believed that

the keynote of success in the treatment of puerperal

eclampsia was to dilute the patient's blood, reduce its ex-

cessive molecular concentration and high specific gravity,

by washing the retained salts out of the system and.

therefore, continuous rectal administration of hot sugar

water was the most important curative method of treat-

ment.

The Surgical Treatment of Vaginal Delivery.—Dr.

Edward P. Davis of Philadelphia read this paper. He
called attention to the fact that when antisepsis and asepsis

were adopted obstetric surgery was the last branch to de-

velop under these new conditions. Success in abdominal

surgery had led to the revival of cesarean section and anti-

sepsis had made symphyseotomy possible with better re-

sults than had previously been attained. Vaginal cesarean

section had been added to the list of operations and

suprasymphyseal section was now under consideration.

The success of these operations depended not only upon

antisepsis and asepsis but upon the application of surgical

principles to the management of parturition. The two

foes which the surgeon dreaded were hemorrhage and

septic infection and no operation was complete which did

not leave the patient's tissues as thoroughly repaired as

her vital condition would permit. In the various forms

of cesarean section upon uninfected patients the operator

usually closed all wounds and usually obtained primary

union. Upon infected patients the Porro operation and

the suprasymphyseal uterine fistula carried out the surgical

principle of drainage. Vaginal delivery by forceps, version

and extraction or craniotomy had not been carried out

under surgical principles as had the major operations. The

main object of his paper. Dr. Davis said, was to record

some of his experiences in the surgical treatment of

vaginal delivery and to elicit discussion on this point. It

was obvious that they were not discussing normal labor.

Nature's mechanism against hemorrhage and infection in

normal labor, was so perfect that nothing but a positive

indication should lead to interference. A hemorrhage

often followed uterine relaxation, and this was caused by

exhaustion ; the patient should not be allowed to become

exhausted. A correct diagnosis of the comparative size

of mother and child and the mechanism of labor present

would prevent the fatal delay in impossible labor. In the

patients who became exhausted early in the second stage

of labor, dilatation of the cervix and vagina by bags was

successful in many cases, while in some it caused suffering,

converted a favorable to an unfavorable mechanism and

predisposed to exhaustion. Manual dilatation under ether

preceding delivery was often more efficient and less dis-

tressing and exhausting to the patient. The necessity for

the immediate removal of the placenta might not always

be present and the patient might be allowed to come partly

from the influence of ether, when, under tonic doses of

strychnine and ergot given hypodermically, the uterus

would contract sufficiently to detach the placenta. Should

partial separation of the placertta occur with hemorrhage,

the placenta should be immediately separated and delivered

by the gloved hand. Dr. Davis said that, in his experience,

it was safer, under antiseptic precautions, to take measures

to prevent relaxation of the uterus than to omit these pre-

cautions and some time later to treat postpartum hem-

orrhage. Where relaxation might reasonably be expected,

and hemorrhage feared, the emptying of the uterus should

be followed by irrigation with salt solution, or with one

per cent, lysol, and thorough tamponing of the cavity with

10 per cent, iodoform gauze. Where more than one as-

sistant was present the two lips of the cervix might be

grasped separately by tenaculum forceps, drawn down to

the vulva and the packing done under direct vision. Or,

the left hand of the operator might be introduced within

the vagina at the cervix, the fundus being brought down-

ward and forward by the hand of the anesthetizer placed

upon the abdomen. The gauze was then introduced with

dressing forceps. He called attention to the danger of tam-

poning the lower section of the uterus only. Hemorrhage

from the body of the womb was usually promptly con-

trolled by this method. In cases of extreme exhaustion the

gauze might be wrung out of adrenalin, 1:100 and then

introduced. The risk of septic infection or of perforation

of the uterus was less with this method than that of

treating postpartum hemorrhage an indefinite time after

labor by hot douching, the introduction of vinegar, and the

attempt to tampon the uterus when the patient was not

under an anesthetic. For some time they had made it a

rule to immediately suture, when the vital condition of the

patient permitted it, lacerations of the cervix extending

nearly or to the vaginal junction. They had done this in

several hundred cases and a few years ago they had ob-

tained 80 per cent, of complete primary union of the cervix

after immediate suture, 10 per cent, of partial union and

10 per cent, of failures. In none of these cases did in-

fection occur. The preliminary uterine packing with gauze

was employed in these cases whenever laceration was ex-

tensive. They did not attempt a complete restoration to

the condition of the unimpregnated cervix, nor did they

believe that such restoration was of practical value to the

woman liable to repeated parturition. The cervix should

be closed to within half an inch, or in favorable cases a

quarter of an inch of the external os. In cases of severe

laceration through the cervix and into the fascia of the

posterior segment of the pelvic floor, the closure of the

upper extremity of such laceration was of special im-

portance. The stitches might embrace some of the tissue

forming the sacral ligaments, and by restoring the parts,

tended to draw the cervix backward and thus prevent re-

troversion. Tears in the sulci and fascia of the levator

ani muscle were of primary importance and next came the

sphincter and its surrounding fascia. When these had re-

ceived attention the perineum might be closed in such a

way as to carry the posterior vaginal wall upward and

backward, thus preventing rectocele and prolapse. Lacera-

tions of the anterior segment should not be neglected.

Difficult vaginal deliveries should, if possible, be conducted

in hospitals. Primiparous patients should, as a rule, be

confined in hospitals.

The number of women who sought hospital care was

constantly increasing and no general hospital with facili-

ties for surgical work should hesitate to receive confine-

ment cases. In private houses the operator must transport

sufficient appliances to establish and maintain antisepsis

and aseptic technique. The anesthetizer was considered

a most important assistant and in addition to the nurse

who had charge of the patient there should be one who
gave her time to preparation of dressings and supplies

and the care of instruments, etc. This nurse was pro-

vided with sterile gloves and a sterile gown. While the

external parts were prepared with soap, sterile water and

bichloride, they limited vaginal douching to a single ir-

rigation with lysol, one per cent After delivery the uterus

and vagina were thoroughly but gently irrigated with one

per cent, lysol and in addition to the uterine tamponing

the vagina was moderately tamponed with bichloride

gauze. The gauze was removed forty-eight hours after

delivery, and the genital tract irrigated with one per cent.
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lysol. No other douches were given during the puerperal

period. Dilute bichloride solution or lysol was poured over

the stitches as often as necessary. To maintain a tonic

condition of the uterine muscle, strychnia and ergot were

given through the first week or ten days of the puerperal

period. In private patients he had had two failures in

closure of the pelvic floor, in both of these the stitches in

the sphincter and its fascia were torn out during the

first week, because the patient strained during movement of

the bowels. Other than these there had been no complica-

tions in these cases. Dr. Davis urged that in all cases of

vaginal delivery in which lacerations occurred and in

which hemorrhage and sepsis threatened be treated upon

surgical principles.

Dr. Edwin B. Cragin believed that what was recom-

mended by Dr. Davis was the work of an e.xpert and not

of the general practitioner. While the immediate repair

of a lacerated cervix might be the proper thing to do in

hospitals where they had proper facilities, it was not a

good procedure for the general practitioner. He taught his

student that, unless there was hemorrhage present, it was

wiser not to attempt an immediate repair of a lacterated

cervix ; the woman's condition was made far safer if the

practitioner kept his hands away from the vagina.

Dr. RoEERT L. Dickinson did not believe that the gen-

eral practitioner should tampon the uterus with impunity.

Except in cases of hemorrhage the lacerated cervi.x should

not be immediately repaired. The best time to repair a

lacerated cervix was four, five or eight days after labor

when the anatomy of the parts could be made out more

readily. A uterine tampon should not be left in longer

than eight or twelve hours.

Dr. J. Clifton Edgar did not believe that students should

be taught that it was necessary to repair a lacerated cervix

immediately. Gauze should never be left in the uterus

longer than twenty-four hours.

Dr. Herman J. Boldt said it was a great omission on

the part of any physician to allow a woman whom he had

confined to go without a subsequent examination to de-

termine whether she had a laceration and, if so, how ex-

tensive it was. A lacerated cervix should be repaired one

or two weeks after labor.

The Medical Record is pleased to receive all ne'^
publications which may he sent to it, and an acknoicledg-
nient will promptly be made of their receipt under this
heading, but it must be with the distinct understanding that
it is under no obligation to notice or revic; 1 anv publica-
tion received by it which in the judgment of its editor ""ill

not be of interest to its readers.
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Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella

Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis.
Malarial Fever

Totals.

511
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POST-PROSTATIC CYSTOTOMY.*
Bv EUGENE FULLER. M.D.,

NEW YORK.

In the operation known as perineal cystotomy, a

procedure long and universally employed, the in-

cision through the perineum lays open the posterior

or deep portion of the membranous urethra, after

which the prostatic urethra or vesical neck is incised

on its floor sufficiently to allow digital or instru-

mental access to the bladder cavity, and it is along
this tract that the usual urinary drainage tube is

passed and maintained as a surgical feature in the

after treatment of that operation. Previous to

1880, when Garson and Peterson revived the opera-

tion of surprapubic cystotomy by demonstrating its

operative practicability and great advantages, the

old operation just described of perineal cystotomy
or the modification of it employed in the operation

known as lateral perineal lithotomy was the only

route used for the accomplishment of intravesical

surgical procedure or for the establishment of vesi-

cal drainage.

The operation which I now formally introduce

to the profession and at the same time assign a
place of surgical usefulness and value is in the

nature of a perineal cystotomy in that it is through
the perineal structures that the surface dissection is

made. It differs, however, radically in all other

respects from the ordinary perineal cystotomy in

that no portion of the deep urethra or vesical neck
is disturbed or entered. The deep path of the pe-

rineal dissection in the operation I am introducing

lies behind the prostate, extending between that

structure and the rectum and enters the bladder

through a longitudinal incision in the floor of that

cavity. This vesical incision bifurcates the

V-shaped space formed by the approximation of

the ampullae of Henle, the term applied to designate

the clubbed ends of the vasa defferentia. The in-

cision described intravesically extends from the

middle portion of the vesical floor forward midway
between the ureteral orifices and divides the pos-

terior limit of the trigonum. I have named this

procedure Post-Prostatic Cystotomy. For the de-

velopment and the trial of this operation of post-

prostatic cystotomy I am indebted wholly to my
operation of seminal vesiculotomy. In fact, I con-

sider this cystotomy operation an extension, as it

were, of my operative work in connection with the

seminal vesicles. Through much experience with

seminal vesiculotomy I found occasionally, owing
to diseased or faulty conditions of the vesical floor

lying over or about the seminal vesicles, that more
or less urine leakage occurred along the tract of the

incision in the after treatment of that operation.

The president's address to the American Urological As-

sociation, June 6, 1910, St. Louis meeting.

In no such instances, however, did this urine leak-

age serve to complicate or interfere with the final

result of those operations. In all these cases also

the urine leakage spontaneously ceased with the

healing of the seminal vesiculotomy incision and in

none of them were there any resulting vesical dis-

turbances attributable to the accidental leakage.

Finally during the performance of a seminal ve-

siculotomy in which a post-prostatic vesical saccu-

lus or pouch existed, the wall of which was very
attentuated, I accidentally incised this sacculus, thus
making a free incision into the floor of the bladder.

After completing the seminal vesiculotomy a 30
French soft rubber catheter was passed along the

tract of that incision and through the opening in

the bladder floor and maintained there for vesical

drainage for eight days. The presence of the vesi-

cal drainage tube caused the patient very little dis-

comfort and no vesical tenesmus, such as one would
commonly expect in connection with a tube worn
for that length of time in the after treatment of an
ordinary perineal cystotomy. After the removal of
the tube the vesical and the perineal wound soon
healed and there was no resulting bladder disturb-

ance. This experience naturally made me wonder
whether the deliberate rather than the accidental
performance of such a cystotomy might not be ad-
visable in certain bladder conditions. In fact, I felt

that a cystotomy associated with so little disturb-

ance to the patient had much to" recommend it and
might well be found to be the operation of choice
in some cases. On giving thought to the subject it

is easy to appreciate that a post-prostatic cystotomy
gives the most perfect and dependent vesical drain-
age while a patient lies on his back in bed, the cus-
tomary position assumed after operation, and in this

particular has a special advantage over the supra-
pubic operation and a considerable one over the
ordinary perineal cystotomy. In common with the
suprapubic operation, it avoids a surgical disturb-
ance of the deep urethra or of the neck of the blad-
der. In taking up the study of the field of useful-
ness open to this operation of post-prostatic cystot-
omy it is first well to recall the diseased vesical
conditions wherein neither ordinary perineal nor
suprapubic cystotomy have seemed satisfactory
forms of procedure. In June, 1906, before the
American Urological Association (American Jour-
nal of Urology, December, 1906) I read a paper
entitled "Operative Cure for a Hitherto Unrelieved
Class of Cystites," in which I made the following
statement

: "In the early performance of seminal
vesiculotomy the operation was undertaken for the
relief of the usual symptoms, chiefly of a sexual
nature, which accompany chronic inflammatory in-

volvement of the seminal vesicles. In the study of
the results in these cases I found incidentally that
in a nurnber of them symptoms of cystitis, which
had coexisted with those of a sexual nature, spon-
taneously disappeared after convalescence from the
operation. This fact led me to make a careful
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cystoscopic study of the bladder in a series of cases

of seminal vesiculitis. I found as a result that in

those of them where the bladder was involved the

lesion was confined to the base of the organ ;
in

fact, to that part of the structure lying over the

seminal vesicles. In some of them where the in-

flammation about the seminal vesicles had been

extensive I found likewise that the inflammation

invading the base of the bladder had been extensive

and had extended further than the underlying por-

tions of the seminal vesicles. In all these cases the

other portions of the bladder were normal or nearly

so in appearance.

"From these cystoscopic studies it seemed reason-

able to infer that the lesions of the vesical bases

accounting for the cystites were really peripheral

ones, the center foci for which were the infected

seminal vesicles, the germs in the bladders having

penetrated the intervening tissues from the cavities

of the seminal vesicles. In other words, 1 classed

th'e bladder inflammations as localized pericystites.

In mild cases the cystoscope showed the vesical

mucous membrane of the area involved red, infil-

trated, and edematous, while in the severe types

granulation tissue had in large measure taken the

place of the mucous surface. Here and there on

these granulations would be pus flocculi, films of in-

flammatory exudate, and spots of hemorrhage. In

some of the advanced cases the least instrumental

contact with the surface granulations was sufficient

to provoke a fairly free hemorrhage. On one of

them a triple-phosphate crustation had formed.

"As a result of these investigations I felt confident

that a cure of this form of pericystitis would follow

spontaneously after the operative elimination of the

chronic infection in connection with the seminal

vesicles. Acting on this conviction, I have cured

through seminal vesiculotomy a number of these

cases, all, in fact, on w^hich I have so far operated."

In that paper the clinical details of four operative

cases were given.. Since that time my clinical ex-

perience with cases of this description has been

large. In numerous of them which I have cured

through seminal vesiculotomy multiple perineal and
suprapubic cystotomies previously undertaken at

the hands of other surgeons in the hope of relieving

existing vesical distress had only served the pur-

pose apparently of aggravating such conditions.

In some of these cases post-prostatic abscesses had
formed leaving sinuses connecting old cavities with
the vesical floor. It was in these cases that more or
less abundant urine leakage naturally occurred
after seminal vesiculotomy into the tract of that

operation. It is in connection with such cases and
also in connection with those of a similar character
wherein the cystoscope shows the secondary or re-

sulting lesion at the vesical base to be extreme, the
intravesical granulations, for instance, being dense,
extensive and perhaps coated with phosphatic crus-
tations, that the idea has occurred to me that dis-

section into and drainage of the extravesical pri-

mary focus of infection, associated with the opera-
tion of seminal vesiculotomy, might not be radical

enough.
In some operative instances of this charac-

ter, although marked relief as regards bladder
symptoms quickly followed the seminal vesicu-
lotomy, still it was months with some of them be-
fore all pus, bacteria, and the last bladder evidences
finally subsided, while others of them disappeared
from observation with some of these evidences still

persisting. Consequently it has seemed to me de-
sirable in these cases to treat the bladder itself more

radically, to cut through its exposed floor, and to

drain it post-prostatically, making, in other words,

the cystotomy a feature of the seminal vesicu-

lotomy, I have already put this idea successfully to

practical use, as will be seen in the clinical recital

which will follow.

There is another class of cystites which have been

largely abandoned as far as ordinary- or suprapubic

cystotomy are concerned and these are the tubercu-

lar cases. Such cases, it seems to me, should always

be handled most conservatively and in the great

majority of instances treated hygienically and
therapeutically rather than surgically. Still, in

some of those cases where the element of vesical

tenesmus is intense, and especially in those of them
where phosphatic calculous crustations have formed
on the ulcerated vesical surfaces, the surgeon may
be impelled to attempt some relief through opera-

tion. In such instances suprapubic has been found
preferable to perineal cystotomy since it avoids the

neck of the bladder, the cutting through of which
invites the ingrafting of the tubercular process on
this part and a consequent exacerbation of tenes-

mus.
The disadvantage, however, of suprapubic cys-

totomy in these cases lies largely in the danger of

a secondary tubercular infection and invasion of

the space of Retzius associated with persisting

suprapubic fistula. The suprapubic opening af-

fords, as has been mentioned, very defective vesical

drainage, and it is this feature which makes it very

difficult in the after treatment of these cases to

eliminate or keep in abeyance elements of mixed
infection, which serve to stimulate the tubercular

process and to aid it in extending itself both intra-

vesically and also extravesically into the space of

Retzius.

Post-prostatic cystotomy has the advantages

of both the preceding operations without their

disadvantages. It avoids the vesical neck and af-

fords even better vesical drainage than the ordinary

perineal cystotomy. It seems to me that this opera-

tion will be found of great benefit in these dis-

tressing conditions. The clinical experience to be

detailed goes to substantiate this opinion. Supra-

pubic cystotomy in connection with thickened, con-

tracted and non-distensible bladders is often a trou-

blesome procedure, and after operation in such

cases it may be very difficult to establish suprapubic

vesical drainage. In some such cases as these, and
especially in those of them where a fairly prolonged

drainage of the bladder seems essential, it may be

that the operation of post-prostatic cystotomy will

be found especially applicable. As has already been

stated, this operation, post-prostatic cystotomy, is

an extension or development of my operation, semi-

nal vesiculotomy. In other words, any surgeon

who has familiarized himself with the latter opera-

tion will have no difficulty in the performance of

the cystotomy.

In the dissection associated with seminal vesi-

culotomy the floor of the bladder is exposed,

and that part being once exposed the matter

of making the longitudinal incision through its

floor is a simple and easy detail. In my last year's

communication before this association entitled "Re-

lief of Urinary and Genital Conditions Through
Sursrery of the Seminal Vesicles," a reprint of

which appears in the 1909 transactions of the

American Urological Association and also in the

Medical Record of New York. October 30, 1909,

the operation of seminal vesiculotomy is carefully

described and any one desirous of acquainting him-
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self with post-prostatic cystotomy is advised to read
that article in connection with this one.

Aside from my first experience with this opera-
tion, reference to which has already been made, the
case being the one in which I accidentally cut
liirough a vesical sacculus during the performaiue
of a seminal vesiculotomy, I have successfully em-
ployed the procedure on two occasions. The clini-

cal histories of these two successful cases are as
follows

:

Case A.—Man twenty-seven. His first gonor-
rhea, a very acute one, nine months ago. In the
third or fourth week of the gonorrhea there was a
history of threatened urinary retention and great
tenesmus associated with severe perineal and rectal

pain, together with fever. The threatened reten-

tion was suddeu-ly relieved after five or six days
associated with the prompt appearance of much pus
in the urine and of a profuse flow of pus from the
urethra. The tenesmus, the perineal and rectal pain
anl the fe\cr all also (|uickly subsided with the re-

lief of the threatened retention. The patient, how-
ever, had never recovered. A relapsing urethral

discharge had persisted. Bacteria and pus had
always remained in the urine. As the result of in-

discretions or of exposure to cold, urinary urgency
would become manifest, together with some tenes-

mus, which was more or less painful. At such
times he was also subject to chills, followed by a
febrile reaction. Seminal losses, which were some-
what frequent, were painful and were apt, he
thought, to be followed by an exacerbation of the
vesical tenesmus. Rectal examination showed
a marked inflammatory involvement of the seminal
vesicles and of the surrounding fibrous structures.

In fact, the periseminal vesicular inflammation in-

cluded most of the fibrous tissue area in the post-

prostatic space. The floor of the bladder above the

region of the seminal vesicles was edematous and
granular, bleeding readily if touched by the end of
the cystoscope.

It was evident in this case that first of all

an acute gonorrheal seminal vesiculitis had oc-

curred, followed by a periseminal vesicular ab-

scess, which had pointed and discharged through
the floor of the bladder. Post-prostatic cystotomy
was performed, combined also with opening and
drainage of the seminal vesicles. Two soft rubber
catheters of 30 French caliber were introduced

into the bladder side by side through the perineal

incision and maintained there nine days for con-

tinuous drainage. Two tubes were used in-

stead of one in order to facilitate vesical irri-

gation. On the ninth day some slight vesical

intolerance of the tubes developed and they were
removed. Ten days after their removal the

perineal wound had' thoroughly closed. A per-

fect operative result was promptly obtained in

this case.

Case B.—Man twenty-eight years old. When
first observed by me there was very frequent urina-

tion, associated with considerable vesical tenesmus.

The urine was loaded with pus somewhat offensive

as regards odor and slightly bloody. These symp-
toms had been graduallv developing for over a year.

Several years previously there had apparently been

a gonorrheal infection, since which time the patient

thought he had never been completely well. Rectal

examination showed marked inflammation of the

prostate and seminal vesicles. There was not much
tenderness, however, to the touch, and the inflamma-

tion dill not seem to the feel acute or recent. To
use the cystoscope it was found necessary to put

the patient profoundly under choloroform in order
to allay the vesical tenesmus and adrenalin had
also to be introduced into the bladder to check
hemorrhage. It was then possible to get a view
with the instrument. The whole interior of the

bladder, but especially the base, was found to be the

seat of lesions such as an extensive tuberculous

process could present. There were areas of ulcera-

tion and others of proliferating granulations. The
cystoscopic examination was quite disturbing and
was followed by a considerable increase in the

hematuria. The vesical tenesmus gradually in-

creased after this until it became so pronounced as

to be associated with complete incontinence. There
was also continuous temperature. Tuberculin re-

actions were positive. The incontinence and the

painful tenesmus rendered the patient's condition

very distressing. Still, aside from prescribing creo-

sote in large doses, I hesitated to do anything in the

way of local surgical treatment, since the chance of

affording even slight relief thereby seemed ex-

tremely small, while, on the other hand, the chance
of increasing by such a course the patient's mental,
if not his physical, discomfort appeared to be most
probable.

After a time, however, a new symptom, that of
rectal tenesmus, developed, and with it there was an
increase in the range of temperature. Rectal ex-

amination then showed a soft boggy tumefaction
which encroached in a marl.:ed degree on the rcLtal

cavity from the post-prostatic area. It seemed evi-

dent that urinary extravasatign had taken place into

this space, the bladder floor having been perforated
by the ulcerative tubercular process. If the case

were now treated for a longer time expectantly, it

seemed evident that a rectal perforation would soon
follow. The resulting rectovesical fistula would
certainly represent the acme of distress. Such an
event should, if possible, be avoided, and for that

purpose post-prostatic cystotomy was performed.
In this instance, however, the seminal vesicles were
not opened or disturbed, a free longitudinal in-

cision only being made through the floor of the

bladder. Two bladder drainage tubes were then

introduced.

The operation in its immediate result was most
gratifying both to me and to the patient. Rectal and
vesical tenesmus ceased and the temperature fell so

as not longer to be a factor. The tubes were retained

in place ten days. The rectal feel then showed that

all evidences of urinary extravasation had disap-

peared. The perineal wound soon closed to a nar-

row sinus. Most of the urine then came naturally.

Blood disappeared from the urine. Incontinence to

a large degree also disappeared and the patient

might go from half to three-quarters of an hour
without being called upon to urinate. At the end
of six weeks fever in a marked degree returned
and the patient began to fail from a general exten-
sion of his tuberculosis. Still, even then the local

bladder discomfort was not nearly as marked as

before the cystotomy. In this instance the post-

prostatic cystotomy accomplished more than I had
anticipated it would and certainly was well worth
while. In another instance where the tuberculous
process was not so virulent and rapid as in the

present instance, much more should be expected
from the operation.
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MANIC DEPRESSIVE INSANITY AND
DEMENTIA PRECOX.*
Bv CHARLES G. WAGNER, M.D.,

SUPERINTE

Insanity is a disorder of the mental personality of

an individual of far greater importance than any

other ailment that can befall him. It changes his

relationship with the entire external world in the

most comprehensive manner. It deprives him of

the power of self-control, robs him of his responsi-

bility before the law and makes him at once a help-

less wreck—wholly dependent upon others for all

his wants, a menace to his own safety and a danger

to others.

^iental derangement is responsible for one-third

of the suicides, while sexual crimes, arson and as-

saults are also often committed by persons suffering

from disordered minds. Many families are ruined

by their afflicted members, either by the senseless

squandering of their means or because long illness

or inability to work exhausts their resources.

The great majority of insane persons live on for

years and often become an increasing burden as the

disease progresses. For these reasons and others

which might be mentioned it is one of the phys-

ician's most important duties to make himself, to

some extent, at least, familiar with the nature and

phenomena of insanity. The object of this paper,

however, is not to go deeply into the general etiol-

ogy or symptomatology of mental diseases but

rather to point out, in a limited way, some of the

phases of the newer psychiatry as they are viewed

by alienists at the present time.

For many years prior to a comparatively recent

period writers on insanity classified the great ma-
jority of insane persons in one or another of four

groups—the patients who exhibited mental or motor
excitement, who were talkative and boisterous, now
breaking suddenly into loud laughter, singing or

shouting, now falling on their knees in prayer and,

perhaps, a moment later springing to their feet with

flashing eye and profane or abusive speech—the

patients who, in a word, were maniacal were at once
classed as cases of mania. If on the other hand
they were emotional, depressed, and apprehensive,

controlled by delusions of fear, or of having com-
mitted some impardonable sin for which thev must
suffer through all eternity and, perhaps, with sui-

cidal tendencies, again, in a word, if they were
profoundly melancholy, they were with equal

promptness classed as cases of melancholia.

The third group was made up of the patients who
exhibited diminished mental activity, the feeble-

minded or demented patients, to them the name
dementia' was given. This term was used in an
arbitrary way to signify general mental failure of a

non-congenital type, unattended as a rule by active

excitement.

A fourth form of insanity was denominated
paranoia: this term was regularly used to indicate

a chronic delusional and incurable form of mental
derangement of long duration in which the delusions
were usually persecutory in character, systematized
around some dominant idea and gradually under-
going a process of evolution until a transformation
of the individual's personality occurred and he im-
agined himself of exalted rank far above the station
in life where he properly belonged.

*Read at the meeting of the Broome County Medical
Society, held at Binghamton, \. Y., July 5, 1910.

These four forms and their subdivisions together

with general paresis, epilepsy, and imbecility, were
practically all that we formerly thought necessary

in the way of classification for the study of our
cases.

During the past twelve or fifteen years, however,
our ideas in regard to all of these forms of insanity

have undergone radical changes. The manias and
melancholias which were once such clear and diame-
trically opposite pictures in our minds, we now find

on closer study and more accurate analysis are but

syndromes or symptom complexes of one funda-

mental disorder to which we give the name manic-
depressive insanity—a mental disorder which at

times appears as maniacal excitement, at other times

as mental depression, and again as a mixed condi-

tion exhibiting symptoms of both mania and melan-
cholia, with a tendency toward recovery without

intellectual enfeeblement, and a tendency toward
recurrence.

The conception of the manic-depressive psychosis

or, manic-depressive insanity, is due to Kraepelin
of Munich, and it undoubtedly constitutes one of

the most important of the recent advances in

psychiatry. Although the grouping together of

such opposed and apparently different pathological

states as melancholic depression and maniacal ex-

citement may appear at first glance unreasonable,

the soundness of this arrangement can scarcely be

contested on closer observation and deeper insight

into the nature of these syndromes. The concep-
tion of manic-depressive insanity, now generally ac-

cepted in this country as well as in Europe, is based
upon two well-established facts : first, the existence

of fundamental symptoms common to all manic-
depressive states and, second, the alternation, more
or less regular of excitement and of depression in

the same individual. The fundamental symptoms
referred to may be divided into two groups : the first

group comprises all of the morbid phenomena de-

pendent upon psychic paralysis, namely: (a) "En-
feeblement of the attention" which is easily dis-

tracted by all external impressions; (b) "Sluggish-

ness of the association of ideas" shown by inability

to calculate small sums or make a short narrative of

well-known events, etc.; (c) "Insufficiency of per-

ception" shown by illusions, and hypochondriacal
ideas; (d) "Pathological indifference" shown by
absence of emotion when painful circumstances are

mentioned.

The symptoms of the second group are depend-
ent, not upon the psychic inhibition but upon ex-

altation of the mental automatism. The principal

symptoms of this group are: (a) Flight of ideas, or

the rapid succession of representations which appear
in the field of consciousness in great disorder; (b)

"Morbid euphoria, diminished moral sense, irrita-

bility, and impulsive actions." These patients after

recovery often say they never felt so well in their

lives. On the other hand they are liable to violent

outbursts of anger and to conspicuous moral
lapses; (c) "Motor excitement"; (d) "Delusions,

psychosensory disorders, fixed ideas and obses-

sions." All of these morbid phenomena are more or

less constant symptoms in manic-depressive psy-

choses.

The close relationship existing between states of

depression and maniacal states in these cases be-

comes still more evident, when, instead of consider-

ing a single attack we study all of the attacks that

occur in the same individual. It is not common for

a patient to have only one attack of mania or of
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melancholia during his lifetime, so the idea of iso-

lated, non-recurring attacks of mania or melancholia
is almost eliminated. In some cases, it is. true, we
see several attacks of mania follow one another
without intervening depression, but on the other
hand we meet with other cases showing every
gradation of transition between the two conditions
so that the two groups apparently widely separated
seem to be in reality identical. No matter how pro-
nounced the melancholia or mania may be, close
analysis will almost invariably disclose that the at-

tack is really one of double form, the maniacal
symptoms having been preceded by a prodromal
period of depression, or an attack of drepression is

followed by a state of excitement which cannot be
attributed to any other cause than the fundamental
cause of the melancholia. We are, therefore, con-
strained to believe that notwithstanding the ap-
parent diversity of symptoms, mania and melan-
cholia and their various combinations, as a rule, are
not to be considered difterent morbid entities but as
Kraepelin has so clearly expressed it, they are but
"different manifestations of one and the same
fundamental pathological process, equivalents, so

to speak, like the many forms assumed bv epileptic

paroxysms."'

The symptoms of a typical case of manic-depres-
sive insanity are about as follows : If the attack
is maniacal there is usually a short period of de-

pression lasting for a day or two during which the

patient sleeps poorly, takes less nourishment than
usual, and then begins to show marked motor activ-

ity. He is busy all the time, working at many
things but finishing none. Along with the motor
restlessness there is mental restlessness or "Hight

of ideas." The patient jumps from one thought to

another. He talks rapidly and goes into infinite

detail as to his plans ; asks manj' questions without
waiting for answers ; showing feeble attention,

sluggish association of ideas, and insufficiency of

perception ; he builds air-castles ; he is exalted,

cheerful, and happy ; his memory is usually good,
and he has a fair mental grasp of things about him,

but judgment is greatly impaired. If the attack is

very severe the motor restlessness is extreme ; the

patient throws himself about violently, jumps out of

bed, runs about the ward unless restrained from
doing so, and often makes assaults on anyone who
opposes him. Frequenth- while talking he hears a

remark made by someone else, or the blowing of a

whistle, or the ringing of a bell, and at once includes

these incidents in his remarks, showing the symptom
known as ''distractability." These patients are

happy as a rule, but if opposed are apt to become
resistive and violent, striking, biting, kicking, and
expectorating at those who offend them, showing
"irritability" and "impulsive actions." They may
laugh one minute and weep or curse the next, with-

out any apparently deep emotional cause, and this

rapid change of the emotional state is quite char-

acteristic. When delusions occur with these pa-

tients they are usually not "fixed." on the contrary

they change rapidly. It is difficult to gain and hold

their attention on account of their excited mental

and motor condition.

In the depressed form the onset is not usually as

sudden as in the maniacal form, there is usually re-

tardation of both thought and action. These pa-

tients talk but little : they m'ove slowly and are

easily fatigued. They answer questions in a slow

and hesitating manner, and when asked why they

do not answer more promptly they say that they

caniK)t think of anything to say, and if they do think
they find it difficult to formulate the answer in

words. Emotionally they are much depressed and
apprehensive, as is readily seen in their facial ex-
pression. Nothing seems right to them. Every
thing has gone wrong. Delusions and hallucina-

tions are prominent symptoms. The delusions are
mostly self centered and are frequently referable

to some imaginary physical infirmity. Attention is

difficult to get and hold on account of the patient's

preoccupation and depression. Memory, mental
grasp, and orientation are usually fairly good and
there is usually some insight as to their condition.

The tendency in these manic-depressive cases is

tozcard recovery and many of them enjoy long
periods during which mental disturbance is entirely

absent. These cases are to be carefully differen-

tiated from the involution melancholias that occur
at the menopause and from the senile melancholias
that often attend the final breakdown of all the vital

processes.

To Kraepelin we are also indebted for another
term now generally used in p.sychiatry. It is "de-
mentia prscox." As long ago as 1874 Kalhbaum,
and later Hecker. described an adolescent in-

sanity under the name ul hebephrenia. In 1894,
Kraepelin revamped Kalhbaum's and Hecker's
descriptions and made a new group, including
catatonia, which had previously been considered
an independent affection, and gave to it the
name of "dementia prsecox." French and American
alienists have adopted this term and to-dav it occu-
pies a prominent place in the literature of psychia-
try. Dr. Adolf Meyer, until recently director of the
Pathological Institute, New York City, believes that
the creation of dementia prascox as a definite in-

sanity group is the greatest advance in psychiatry in

modern times.

Now, since this term is held in such high esteem
it behooves us to understand what it means. The
time at our disposal is too short for anything ap-
proaching a complete description, so I must con-
tent myself with a brief outline. Kraepelin ob-
served that there were certain features common to
many of the so-called terminal dements which exist
from the very beginning of all cases that ultimately
deteriorate. Briefly stated, these signs are the ap-
pearance of "negativism" or senseless resistance to
all external influences ; "stereotypy" or movements
of monotonous and meaningless character, e.g.

walking in a small circle or square, combing the
hair without a comb, washing the hands without
water, etc., "mannerisms" and what the German
call "Willenstorung" or impaired volition, and
"mutism" or refusal to speak. All of these are
significant symptoms. Memory and orientation are
usually good, but delusions and hallucinations are
commonly present in these cases and judgment is

always defective, but the existence of negativism,
stereotypy, mannerisms, mutism, and inhibition of
the will are the features on which an early diagnosis
of dementia pra;cox is to be made. Dementia pre-
cox now includes what w^as formerly known as
hysterical insanity—the chronic manias and melan-
cholias and nearly all of the paranoias that were
once so common.
Three forms of dementia praecox are usually rec-

ognized: they are "simple dementia prajcox without
delirium"

: "dementia prascox of the catatonic form."
and "dementia praecox of the delusional form." In
simple dementia prsecox without delirium there is

mental deterioration without delusions but with
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more or less marked change in disposition. Ihe

change develops gradually and for a long time may
he unnoticed. An individual previously intelligent,

active, and industrious becomes indifferent and indo-

lent. His mental field becomes more and more

contracted and his stock of ideas grows steadily

smaller. In the catatonic form of dementia prrecox

the normal will is paralyzed and automatic acts su-

pervene. Two phases are met with, viz. :
catatonic

excitement and catatonic stupor. In the former

state the excitement is emotionless, unaccompanied

by delusions as a rule, and influenced by external

impressions. Such patients yield to sudden un-

reasoning impulses, as the breaking of furniture,

throwing objects violently across the room, calling

loudly for food when a tray with the food called

for is immediately before them. Such patients will

walk to and fro over a limited space for hours at

a time. Delusions and hallucinations are rare. In

the stuporous phase of catatonia there is profound

disorder of consciousness, but as a rule the patient,

although apparently dead to his surroundings, notes

with surprising keenness, what takes place about

him. His lack of response or reaction is due en-

tirely to a disorder of his will power. Negativism,

stereotypy and pathological suggestibility are promi-

nent features of the symptom complex, and echolalia

and echopraxia are also frequently present. These

stuporous patients will often lie in bed for months

or even years, soiling themselves and requiring the

constant care and attention of a nurse.

In dementia pra^cox of the delusional form the

delusions are often accompanied by hallucinations

and follow one another rapidly without any connec-

tion or goal idea, or any attempt on the part of the

patient to explain them. In other cases the de-

lusions are more or less systematized about some

dominant idea, and to this type the term "paranoid

dementia" is often applied. Further subdivision

into varieties and "allied states" is also made, but

the scope of this paper does not admit of their dis-

cussion here. In all of these cases the mental pow-
ers steadily deteriorate until they end in more or

less complete dementia.

In conclusion permit me to make brief reference

to the term "paranoia" which has been current in

medical literature for more than a century, and,

until less than a score of years ago was generally

accepted as meaning a chronic, delusional, and in-

curable form of mental disorder. As recently as

1890 Krafft-Ebing of \'ienna, in his text-book on
insanity (page 368), wrote "The term (meaning
paranoia) is applied to a chronic mental disorder

occurring exclusively in tainted individuals. Its de-

velopment and course are always chronic ; its de-

velopment is slow through months or years of incu-

bation until its height is reached. It then remains

years or decades stationary, but never ends in de-

mentia." "Recovery I have never seen in the ob-

servation of more than a thousand cases." The in-

fluence of such an eminent alienist as Krafft-Ebing

was far-reaching and in a comparatively short time

his views were almost universally adopted. The
term paranoia was, therefore, considered synony-
mous with incurability so that when the diagnosis

was made there was practically no hope of recov-

ery. During the past twelve or fifteen years, how-
ever, the opinion has steadily gained ground that

Krafft-Ebing's conception of paranoia was not cor-

rect. Alienists in Europe and America began to

note with surprise that some of their presumably
incurable paranoiacs got well. The systematized

tlelusions of persecution faded away ; insight as to

the nature of their relation with the rest of the

world reappeared, and the paranoiacs resumed
their places in their families and business affairs. It

then began to be realized that persecutory delu-

sional ideas, even when fairly systematized, did not

always mean paranoia in the Krafft-Ebing sense,

but that they were symptoms of other mental dis-

orders which merely bear a resemblance to Kraft't-

Ebing's paranoia. To express this conception,

Wernicke of Germany has given us the compre-
hensive term "paranoid states." Mendel of Berlin,

:',nd Morselli oi Turin, go still further and describe

a "rudimentary paranoia" in which the pathological

\vmptoms all disappear in a few weeks and com-
plete recovery results. Mendel also describes a

typical paranoia with acute simple and acute hallu-

cinatorv forms which sometimes ends in recovery

in a few weeks or months.
In our State hospitals in this country, it is true,

we do not see many of the rudimentary cases of

.Mendel and Morselli for the reason probably that

they are treated outside of institutions and often

run their course to recovery without need of asylum
or hospital care, but we frequently meet with

Wernicke's paranoid states associated with manic
depressive insanity, or melancholia or dementia prse-

cox. In some of the manic depressive cases and
melancholias, the paranoid symptoms all disappear

with the general upbuilding of the patient's health

and the cases end in complete recovery. Care must,

therefore, always be exercised lest we lay too much
stress on the existence of systematized persecutory

delusions and give an unfavorable prognosis in

cases which mav ultimatelv make good recoveries.

POSTSCARL.ATINAL ANURIA FOR FIVE
D.\YS IN A BOY OF THREE AND A

HALF YEARS : RECOVERY.*
Bv W. P. NORTHKtTP. M.D..

the university a^
college; visiting physic

presbyterian hospital.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL

TiiERE are two reasons for reporting this case: it is

rare, and it was exceptionally well observed. There
are a few cases on record. One case of 8 and one

of 25 days anuria, with recovery, after scarlet fever,

have been reported and seem to be authentic. Both
were cared for by painstaking parents and serv-

ants, and watched by physicians. However, in the

first case, two warm tub-baths were administered

daily, by these "careful parents" (in the 8-day case)

and though they were careful and though they

watched with fond parental anxiety for the passage

of urine, knowing full well what it would mean,

they saw none pass—either in the bath or elsewhere.

I desire to give the present case its full value and

therefore state frankly that the patient was the

grandson of our distinguished colleague Dr. S. J.

Meltzer, the son of Dr. John Auer, both known ex-

perimenters and expert observers, working in the

Rockefeller Institute. Furthermore the mother,

Mrs. Auer, is a medical graduate and skilled oph-

thalmologist. When I have added that the patient

was the only son and the only grandson, I think I

have sufficiently emphasized the fact that he was

closely observed and 'that he positively passed no

urine without its being noted. A trained nurse was

*Read before tbc Afsociation of .American i^hysicians,

Washington, May, 1910.
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also in attendance and one or both parents, ni«ht
and day.

The case is rare ; it is authentic. Tlie hislorv may
be divided into three periods.

First Period of 12 days. Memorandum: Boy 3^/^

years old ; scarlet fever, usual eruption ; severe an-
gina with pseudo-membrane on tonsils and fauces:
Diphtheria antitoxin 5000 units : No Bacilli diphthc-
riic found subseciuent'.y ; the antitoxin was in-

jected partly intramuscularly in the scapular region.
Half an hour after the injection, boy is said to have
had a moderate chill and become moderately cyano-
tic, in partial collapse. From this he rallied without
serious trouble. For 3 or 4 days, beginning almost
immediately after administration, he had a striking

urticarial rash. It appeared in great areas over his

body, appearing and disappearing. Temperature
touched 102°, then 105.5° once, and 105° !•". four
times during this period. Pulse was 120 to 160.

Urine passed was recorded daily, cjuality fair, quan-
tity, 525- 525. 570. 875, 300, 50'c.c. Ti-ace of albu-

min, iio casts. A soft blowing murmur was noted
at the apex.

The second period consists of 5 days, during
which time I saw the child daily. On my first visit

the urine passed up to noon was 50 c.c. Tempera-
ture was 104° F. The questions before the consul-

tation were

:

Why was the temperature so high on the tenth

day?
What was the significance of the heart murmur?
What about the diminishing urine ?

The abdomen was distended ; the throat very red

and swollen ; the tongue bright red "varnished."

Neither the pneumonia nor the condition of ears

could explain the temperature or the rapid respira-

tion. The throat was deep red, swollen. Urine.

alkaline, contained a trace of albumin, no casts, sp.

gr. 1015-1020, few blood cells, few leucocytes, enor-

mous number of renal cells (exam, by Dr. Auer).

It was thought that the throat and intestinal tract

were responsible for most of the febrile reaction. ^
full dose of castor oil was advised. It must be re-

membered that the urine for half a day was still

50 c.c. The temperature fell after the castor oil to

100° and the second day touched normal. A few
drops of urine were passed ; slight edema of the

face and feet.

Second day. No urine passed ; none in the bladder.

Third day. No urine. I had had experience with

suppression for 50 hours and 72 hours and had

words of encouragement. In my desire to be of

comfort, I confidently assured the parents and

friends that the kidneys would resume their func-

tions again, and that when they did, the first urine

passed would probably be beef-tea in consistence

and bloody for some days, gradually becoming more

and more copious. Such is usual with scarlatinal

nephritis.

Fourth day. No urine. The boy was becoming

very edematous, waterlogged. He could not be

lifted, so heavy was he. He flattened out on the

bed immovable, eyes almost closed, hands, feet,

le.gs swollen, skin shining, ascites. Yet he had no

symptom of uremia ; no nervous signs ; no twitch-

ing ; not dopey ; no insomnia ; vision clear ; no head-

ache : no vomiting; breath of normal odor: no

clammy perspiration : skin natural. There was no

delirium
;
pulse tension not increased ; tranquil, not

somnolent, slept naturallv ; temperature not above

100° F. He just thickened and flattened over the

Fifth day. No urine, general anasarca, ascites.

heavily watersoaked. A\. this time no one could

offer further prognostications. The favorable fea-

tures were the absence of all nervous signs. Yet it

was hoped that in some way the kidneys would re-

sume their functions. It was argued that, the pa-

tient being a child, "there is nothing a child can-

not do."

We exhausted all resources—traditional, and new.

.\othing medical appeared to have the slightest effect

upon the renal functions. The general impression

was of some inhibition upon the action of the kid-

neys whereby they simply lay inactive in the bottom

of the abdomen. The mental atmosphere of the

household may well be imagined.

To summarize this second period : For five full

days, the boy passed into absorbent cotton only a

few drops of urine,—not enough to measure. He
had no symptoms of uremia, became waterlogged.

Third Period. After noon of the fifth completed

day or beginning of the sixth, the patient had passed

40 c.c. urine. The amounts were in drams, one.

one-half, two, one, etc., passed in spurts. The next

day he passed 300 c.c. beginning (at one time) with

one ounce. The next days 600 c.c, 1000 c.c, 1750

c.c, 2100 c.c, etc. The first urine passed was rich

in albumin, reddish, contained a large number of

granular casts. It was not of the usual beef-tea-

like fluid.

At this moment, the boy is entirely well, no al-

bumin, no heart murmur, ear drum healthy. In

short, he is perfectly healthy and shows no trace of

his illness.

Points suggested for discussion : ( i ) Was there

purely a toxic inhibition of the kidney functions?

(2) Was there a possible swelling of the kidney

within its capsule, prohibiting function, and was

this in any way analogous to the urticarial swelling

of the skin? Angiomatous? (3) Would anyone

nowadays, in a similar case, suggest splitting the

capsule surgically? In the present case our patient

recovered, but would one again wait five days?

Summary.— (i) It is an authentic case of anuria

of five days' duration.

(2) The case is rare, but not unique.

(3) The probable cause is toxic inhibition.

(4) Inflammation of the kidneys, as evidenced

by the urine, was not severe. Recovery was prompt

and complete.

(5) There were no uremic symptoms.

(6) Whether there was any relation between the

excessive urticaria of the skin and the antitoxin

(diphtheritic) is merelv conjectural.

(7) The kidneys seemed to lie in the bottom of

the abdominal cavity inactive, while the body be-

came waterloc'ged.

REMARKS ON THE HISTORY OF FOREN-
SIC MEDICINE FROM THE RENAIS-

SANCE TO THE XIX CENTURY.
By CHARLES GREENE CUMSTON, M.D..

BOSTON, MASS.

Historians generally consider the promulgation of

the criminal constitution of Charles V, otherwise

termed the Caroline Constitution, as a decisive

foundation of the development of legal medicine in

Europe. This constitution was voted at the Diet of

Ratisbonne in 1532 as a law of the Empire. With-
out doubt it would be an exaggeration to attribute

to the Caroline Constitution a revolution or an im-
bed.
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pulsive initiation in forsenic medicine, because, as

I shall point out, relative to visits and expert work

by physicians and surgeons, as well as the neces-

sary information to be obuined from them on those

questions of their art which could be used for evi-

dence, this code simply was in conformity with the

old practices observed before its promulgation in

various jurisdictions, although it generalized them.

It is well known that in 1507 John of Schwatzem-
berg, chancellor of the bishop of Bamberg, had

drawn up an ordinance for this prince (which later

on served as a basis for the Caroline Constitution),

in which the work to be done by physicians in medi-

colegal practice was regulated. It should also be

noted that in the articles relating to rape, abortion,

infanticide, and poisoning, or dementia of the ac-

cused, absolutely nothing is said of verification or

medical reports from physicians, although such re-

ports seem indispensable in the majority of cases.

but it is an undoubted fact that many years before

the Gemian judges had recourse to them.

The following are the only articles of the Caroline

Constitution in which recourse to physicians or mi 1-

wives is rigorously specified. I would draw par-

ticular attention to the last two, as they show a ten-

dency to the performance of autopsies.

Art. 35.—If a girl is suspected of having been

delivered of a child in secret and to have killed this

child, one should in the first place ascertain if she

had been seen in a very apparent condition of preg-

nancy, and if this pregnancy having diminished,

whether or not she became pale and weak. If these

kinds of signs and indications are met with and the

woman is such that she may be suspected, it is

proper to proceed still further and have her secretly

e.xamined in private by reliable and experienced
matrons. If this examination confirms the sus-

picion, and she, nevertheless, will not declare the

crime, she may be put to torture.

Art. 36.—When the child is killed only a short

time before, the mother will not have lost her milk,

so that the milk may be drawn from the breast, and
if it is good and perfect, this would be a strong and
evident presumption to cause her to pass through
the torture. Nevertheless, since some physicians
teach that occasionally from natural causes milk
may occur in a girl who has never been pregnant,
and if such a fact is invoked, a more ample verifica-

tion must then be made by the midwives.
Art. 147.^11 a person who has been struck and

wounded dies at the end of a certain length of time
in such a manner that it makes it doubtful whether
or not the blows or wounds have been the cause of
death, experienced surgeons should be consulted,
who will know whether the death occurred before
the blows and wounds were received, and if this is

not the case they can indicate how long the person
has survived after receiving them.

Art. 149.—Finally, so that as little needless work
as possible may be done in the above-mentioned
cases before inhumation has taken place, in the ex-
amination and appreciation of the lesions and be-
cause of the wounds, the judge, accompanied bv one
or several surgeons, who have already taken oath,
should proceed diligently with the inspection of the
corpse before burial has taken place and to take note
of, and very exactly describe, all wounds, cuts,
marks, or contusions which may be found, so that
each one will have its own indications.

It cannot be denied that the Caroline Constitution
had a very considerable influence on the develop-
ment of forensic medicine. In the first place, this

code regulated the legislation in all the countries of

the Empire, that is to say, the larger portion of

civilized Europe. Then, again, the promulgation

was made during a remarkable phase in the history

of the medical sciences ; when the Renaissance was
at its full development, at a time when anatomy, the

only true foundation of modern medicine was being

founded by the efforts of Ingrassius, Eustachius,

Fallopius, \'arolius, Arantius, and, above all, Vesa-

lius, who, in 1543, gave to the world the first de-

scription of the human body made after nature. It

should also be recalled that in Germany the great

importance of experts was understood at a very

early date. Consequently, the office was only con-

fided to men having recognized morality and
superior knowledge, and these alone were specially

appointed experts to the courts of justice. The de-

cisions of the experts, particularly when the case

was one of a capital oflfence, were submitted to dis-

cussion at the universities ; the Faculty would make
the commentaries on all resources that the medical

knowledge of the time could furnish and they pub-

lished them, periodically, so to speak, having in mind
a branch of instruction which had been recognized

as necessary. In point of fact, the professorship

of forensic medicine was created early in the seven-

teenth century- in all the German Universities, while

it was only in the year in of the Republic that legal

medicine was taught in France.

In 1603 Henry I\' ordered his first physician,

Jean de la Riviere, to appoint a commission "in all

the good cities of the Jurisdiction of the Kingdom,
composed of two persons belonging to the art of

medicine and surgen,-, possessed of the best repu-

tation, probity and experience, to make visits and
reports in justice." An exception was made for

the sworn e.xperts attached to the Chatelet ; these

were appointed by the king himself. Very much
later, in August, 1670, the criminal ordinance of St.

Germain en Laye. an appendi.x to the Code Louis,

confirmed and regulated the already existing con-

dition of affairs, and I will here give the articles of

this ordinance which concern forensic medicine.

Title 5.

—

On Reports of Physicians and Surgeons.

.\rt. I.—Wounded people may be examined by
physicians and surgeons, who will state their true

condition ; this will also be done in cases where
death results and the report will be admitted at the

trial.

Art. II.—The judges may order a second visit to

be made by the official physicians and surgeons,

who shall take oath, and after their visit they shall

write out and sign the report on the spot, which will

at once be transmitted to the court, and added to

the documents of the prosecution.

Art. III.—We command that in all reports or-

dered to be made by justice that at least one of the

surgeons appointed by our first physician shall be

present at the place where it is made, otherwise the

report will be considered «t7.

In Title \T, Art. 23. it is stated that if any
woman, before or after having been condemned to

death, appears to be or declares herself pregnant,

the judges shall order her to be visited by matrons
appointed for the purpose, and who shall make their

reports in the form prescribed for experts. If «he

is found pregnant, execution will be deferred until

after delivery. In 1692 a regidation was issued

describing the form to be given to the reports. For
autopsies it ordered a delay of twenty-four hours in

winter and twelve hours in summer. The report

should indicate the number, direction, and depth of
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the wounds, likewise their breadth, precise location,

and their lethality ; the expert was also instructed to

state with what instrument or arms the wounds had

been inflicted and whether or not the victim would

remain a cripple from the effect of the wounds, or,

on the other hand, how long it would take for a

cure to be complete.

From a small but interesting work entitled "Doc-
trine des Rapports" by Nicholas de Blegny, Surgeon
to Monsieur, I will quote some supplementary in-

fomiation relating to the organization of the medico-

judiciary personnel of the seventeenth century;

"Sworn surgeons have been appointed in order

to prevent the abuse which might accrue if all sur-

geons were allowed to make reports in Justice ; be-

cause the incapacity of some and infidelity of others

would be powerful obstacles to truth. . . .

There are two sworn experts in every city pos-

sessing courts bishopric . . . and one in all

other towns or places. They bear the title of ordi-

nary councillor physicians to the King, or sworn
surgeons. They take oath before the ofificers of the

court; thev conjointly or separately occupy them-

selves with reports to the exclusion of all other

masters. The judges cannot receive any other re-

port unless signed by them. Tiiey are charged

with the inspection of all the surgeons of the cities

in which they reside and of the cities or places be-

longing to their district. They may examine the

candidates for the mastership in surgery and the

midwives and give them their diplomas."

The reports made out by the experts were of

three kinds : ( i ) Accusation reports, delivered upon

a simple request of the parties to the litigation by

any surgeon who had been sworn; (2) provisional

reports, made upon the demand of the judge by

the sworn surgeons of the jurisdiction in which

the trial took place; (3) mixed reports which were

delivered on the simple requisition of the parties to

litigation by sworn surgeons alone.

Besides the above reports, experts were also

obliged to make out two other types of juridical

papers, namely, the "essoin" and "estimates." There

were three types of essoins: (i) The ecclesiastical

essoin which was an exemption of conventuel and

monastic vows; (2) the political essoin, which re-

lated to the health of soldiers and those in the serv-

ice of the royal houses; (3) the juridical essoin,

which was required in order to postpone a trial

when one of the parties could not appear on account

of illness. The report of estimation was the valua-

tion of the cost of operations and dressings when
this cost was contested by the patient.

I have now reviewed the principal me<licolegal

ordinances promulgated in Europe during the Ren-

aissance and the XVII century and will now ex-

amine what scientific occurrence took place rela-

tive to forensic medicine during this period. In the

first place, the first work dealing with the subject

appeared in 1575. The father of modern surgery,

Ambroise Pare, is the author, and from this fact he

should also be called the father of legal medicine.

His writings on the subject are represented by a

few pages which precede the twenty-seventh book

of his surgical works. They represent the first

steps in medicolegal science. Pare says that the

young surgeon should be instructed in the art of

making out a report when he shall be calle<l upon by

the courts, either for the death of the injured, re-

sulting impotency, or the loss of some part. He
points out that he should be particularly careful

and alert in his prognosis because the ultimate out-

come of certain wounds and injuries is very uncer-

tain. He also says that the foremost and principal

quality for the surgeon is that he shall have a pure

soul, fearing God and never reporting a small

wound as a large one nor z'icc I'crsa, because the

jurisconsults will be guided in their decision by the

report.

From this time on works on forensic medicine

were published in large number. In 1597, Baptista

Condronchi, a physician of Imola, published a work

entitled "Methodus testificandi, in quibusdam casi-

dus medicis ablatis." He here studies the principal

legal questions brought up in cases of disease and

wounds, sudden death, poisoning, puberty, virginity,

pregnancy, and labor. The work ends with a few

examples of reports bearing on facts which oc-

curred in his practice and which are most modestly

signed : "I, Condronchi, the most humble of phys-

icians and philosophers of Imola." In 1602, For-

tinatus Fidelis, a physician of Saint-Phillip of Agi-

rone, published a book entitled: "De relationibus

medicorum in quibusdam ea omnia, qux in foren-

sibus, ac publicis causis, Medica, referre solent

plenissme traduntur."

The most important and complete work of the

epoch is without doubt the "Ousestiones medico-

legales," published in a fragmentary way from 1621

to 1658 by the Italian physician, Paul Zacchias,

physician of the States of the Church. The author

received great and enthusiastic praise from both

physicians and theologians of his time and the au-

thority of this work was maintained for nearly two

centuries. In this book, which bristles with erudi-

tion, is to be found a quantity of medical questions

studied from the viewpoint of the Canon law, and

in reality belongs more to the confessional than to

the courts of justice. Conjugal duty, miracles, fast-

ings, and other religious rites, stigmates of sorcer-

ers, monachal claustration, in tlie medical aspect, find

considerable space. However, all these things would

naturally be treated by a physician of Innocent IV,

at a tirne when the Canon law held a prominent

place.

In France we have the treatises of Gendry of

Angers, of de Blegny of Lyons, in 1684, and par-

ticularly "L'Art des Rapports," published by Devaux

in 1708. The latter remained the vade-mecum

of the sworn surgeon for an entire century. In

1598, Severin Pineau, a student of Ambroise Pare,

published a book entitled: "De virginatis notis,"

which contained the results of his researches rela-

tive to the existence of the hymen, a very much
discussed question of the time. In 161 1, Vincent

Tagereau attacked the peculiar custom of the con-

gress in his "Discours sur I'impuissance."

And, lastly, forensic medicine became enriched at

the end of the XVIII century by a capital discovery,

because in 1663 Bartholini studied hydrostatic pul-

monary docimasia, which had already been foreseen

by Galen, and Johan Schreyer, a physician of

Silesia, applied the method for the first time in

juridical matter in a case of infanticide.

Without entering into detail, I would like to

indicate the character of these early works on legal

medicine. If one simply goes over the index of the

treatises by Fidelis and Zacchias, one will at once

perceive the ensemble of the problems which pre-

sented themselves to these early medicolegal spe-

cialists in the application of medicine to Canon law.

Civil law, and Criminal law. The following are the

subjects which are more particularly studied from

the medicolegal standpoint: The classification of
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ages, sterility in the female, inipotency in man, the

signs of virginity, pregnancy, and labor, the dura-

tion of gestation, irregular parturitions, and the

birth of monsters, hermaphrodites, obsessions, sor-

cery, demoniacal possession, philters, the simulation

of disease or infirmities, contusions, and wounds, ac-

cidental death or death by violence, miracles, resur-

rections, etc. Among these questions there are some
which have still remained and will continue to re-

main, in the decision of which the courts will al-

ways resort to medical science for information.

Others have disappeared with the fall of the Cano'-i

law and the change in customs. Then again, others

which owed their existence to the imperfect knowl-

edge of the time, the love of the marvelous and

superstitions, little by little fell by the wayside as

tlie scientific mind became developed.

The Renaissance and the X\TI century conse-

(|uently mark the commencement of the scientific

period of forensic medicine. Like all the other

branches of medicine this one received a remarkable

impulse, and although the latest born, it very soon

occupied a very large place in the history of medi-

cine.

As has been pointed out, Germany, from the

Caroline Constitution, was the first to outline a

criminal procedure and to form an excellent organi-

zation of forensic medicine. A special and compe-
tent personnel, the teaching of the subject in the

universities, combined with regular and extensive

observation, were all conditions which assured a re-

markable development of legal medicine in this

country. Beginning with Zacchias, one will find a

very large number of periodical publicatiuns and
general treatises in which the most interesting cases

have been collected and commented upon, .^mong
the principal works I would mention that of Welsch,
which appeared in 1660, in which he considers the

fatality of wotmds and advises the performance of

autopsies. The book is entitled. "Rationale vul-

nerum lethalium judicium." In i68g, Bohn treated

the same subject much more deeply in a work which
possesses considerable authority, entitled, "De re-

nunciatiome velnerum."
In the XVTII century we find the "Pandects

medicolegales," by Michel Bernhardt Valentin. It

is a collection of medicolegal questions asked by
the German courts during the XVII century and
discussed in the universities. This example was
followed by Zittmann in 1706 ; Alberti, in 1725

;

Loew, in 1725. Richter, in 1731, gave a collection

of decisions rendered by the universities and the

civil and ecclesiastical courts. The general treatises

which hold a prominent place in medicolegal liter-

ature should also be mentioned. Teichmeyer's
treatise, published at Jena in 1722, entitled: "Insti-

tutiones medicinse legalis vel forensis in quibus
pracituae materias civiles, criminales et consistori-

ales traduntur" is of great importance. Then come
those of Goelicke, in 1723; Eschenbach, in 1746;
F. Hoilmann, in 1746, and the classical treatise by
Hebenstreit, in 1753, entitled, "Anthropologia for-

ensis sistens medici circa rempublicam causasque
dicendas officium." And lastly, the works of Daniel
and Plouquet on pulmonary docimasia ; of Heister,
in 1727, on precocious and tardy births. The great
men of medicine, van Swieten, Haller, and J. P.
Franck are also associated with legal medicine of
the time.

France was far from being so richly endowed
in works on forensic medicine, but there were, how-
ever, some very important cases which occupied the

attention of physicians and resulted in important

researches. Thus, Lecat, in 1750, put forward his

singular theory of spontaneous combustion, a theory

which was so greatly credited in popular imagina-

tion, and which was even accepted for a certain

time by scientists. Then. Lorry discussed the ques-

tions of survival.

In 1765, tardy birth was the object of very bitter

discussion among Bertin. Lebas, Bouvard, Petit,

and Antoine Louis. The latter in his "Lettres con-

tre la legitimite des naissances pretendues tardives,"

raises his voice against the guilty indulgence of

the courts who declared legitimate births occur-

ring after twelve or even thirteen months, bas-

ing their opinion on a very^ old belief accepted not

only by the people, but by the majority of physi-

cians. It was also Louis, who, by his memoire
read at the Academy of Surgery in 1764, contrib-

uted to rehabilitate the memory of Calas. In 1775
he was ordered to make an expert examination
which saved the life of two accused persons. The
circumstances are briefly as follows : On June 14,

1775, an inhabitant of Montbrison, by name, Jean
Chassagneux, fell and fractured his head. This fall

was accidental, but public rumor made it appear

that a crime had been committed by the son and
daughter-in-law of the victim. The first physician

consulted concluded that the accused were guilty,

but Louis was called in on the case and demon-
strated beyond a doubt that the facts collected were
insufficient, and that the examinations made would
not allow one to pronounce judgment against the

accused. Upon this report. Parliament dropped
the procedure.

Louis also demonstrated juridical errors in the

cases of Montdailly Syrven, and Baronnct in very

important reports to the courts in which he un-

ceasingly protested against the insufficiency of the

medicolegal organization in France, also the incom-

petency of the experts selected by the magistrates.

We should also mention La fosse, known by his

critical examination of the Calas case, which re-

sulted in a friendship between himself and Voltaire,

and Chaussier, who, in 1783, in a memoire which

has remained celebrated, shows the great importance

of legal medicine and draws the attention of the

courts to the inconveniences resulting from the

system employed at that time. Forensic medicine

was, in point of fact, arrested in its development

by numerous causes which can be classified under

two heads, namely, the imperfection of criminal

law, and the bad organization of medicine at the

time.

The principle of the necessity of a confession in

order to pronounce a sentence in capital cases had
been introduced a long time since with the ecclesias-

tic law, but it was only tutelary in appearance. In

point of fact, this confession was, above all, ob-

tained by odious means, namely, the preparatory,

ordinar)', and extraordinary question. .\nd still

more, the trial was conducted behind closed doors,

and in many cases the accused had no lawyer for his

defense. The magistrates were possessed of full

power, which, if necessary, could be given to ex-

traordinary commissions. Finally, under the em-
pire of the criminal ordinance of 1670, the most
pitiless repression was exercised to such an extent

that the sentence of death was rendered in one

hundred and fifteen cases in that year, this often

being accompanied by torture. On the other hand,

on account of the defective organization of the

medical corps, forensic medicine was in the hands
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of illiterate and insufficiently educated surj^cons.

The judges, not appreciating the importance of

this science, were of the opinion that a little prac-

tical knowledge of anatomy and surgery was snfti-

cient to make an expert. Occasionally they even
made an appointment outside of the medical corps

and thus, in the Galas case, the expert selected was
the executioner. I would also add that the old Fac-
ulty of Medicine of Paris was far more occupied in

maintaining its rights than in contributing to the

progress of science, and consequently offered no
course of instruction in legal medicine.

But toward the end of the XVIII centurs' a series

of occurrences of a political and social order changed
the legislation and resulted in the introduction of

a great many things favoring the development of

forensic medicine. The abolition by Louis XVI of

the preparative question, in 1773, and of torture, on
May 13, 1778, was the premonitory sign of a change
which would take place in criminal legislation in

France, and it is well known that the Revolution
precipitated the event.

In 1797 Fodere published the first treatise on
forensic medicine which had appeared in France.

This book, which was at the same time both philo-

sophical and practical, was the fotmdation of mod-
ern legal medicine in France, just as the work by
Zacchias had been in Germany the starting point of

the development of this science.

With the advent of Fodere, forensic medicine be-

came definitively engaged in a scientific direction,

and at the same time completed and extended its

domain, passing by successive phases until at the

present time it comprises all the branches of the

science of medicine. Thus, in the first place it was
only based on anatomical knowledge, but later on

chemistry entered for a large share, particularly in

toxicology. The important branch of mental dis-

ease was developed by the magnificent work of

Pinel, Esquirol and their successors. Later on,

forensic medicine came into possession of new
arms ; we refer to the microscope and spectroscope,

which developed the almost certain detection and
the nature of spots and stains, and finally thanatol-

ogy made its appearance. In 1821 Orfila contrib-

uted very greatly to the progress of toxicology by

his experiments and judicious criticism, while De-
vergie (1798-1876), by the precision of his re-

searches, made a great step toward certainty in the

practice of forensic medicine. From 1818 to 1879
the great Tardieu was the means of causing a large

number of medicolegal studies throughout the

world. These have been continued and developed in

Germany by Gasper, Machska, Eulenberg, Liman
and Kraft-Ebing, by Hoft'mann of Vienna ; in Eng-
land by Thompson, Guy, Taylor and Christison,

while prominent in the modern Italian school I

would particularly recall the names of Gresshio.

Tamassia, Morselli. Tamburini, Ziino and the re-

gretted Lombroso.
871 Beacom Street.

THE HOSPITAL TREATMENT OF NERV-
OUS DISE.VSES.

By PE.iiRCE B.MLEY, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

PHYSICIAN TO THE NEUROLOGICAL INSTITUTE.

In the chairman's address before the section on

nervous and mental diseases at St. Louis in June

(Journal of the Am. Med. Assn., June 11, 1910).

a plan was given for the institutional treatment of

nervous and mental diseases. If I read the article

right, however, the specifications there outlined were
intended to provide for cases of essentially psychi-

atric character, and little mention and little pro-

vision was made for diseases more plainly belong-

ing to the nervous system. It seems to me worth

while, therefore, to take this opportunity to appeal

for hospital care for a class of cases which, more
than any other in need of proper therapeutic man-
agement, are neglected more than any other. Every
large American city has one or more dispensaries

exclusively devoted to nervous diseases. These
dispensaries have a bulky attendance, they are more
or less equipped with apparatus for diagnosis, some
of them are supplied with the simpler apparatus for

treatment, and all of them are in charge of neurolo-

gists. But, once the diagnosis is made in these out-

door clinics, the proper disposal of the sick man is a

matter of difficulty. The patients are too perma-
nently or too indefinitely ill to be welcome in the

wards of a general hospital ; and even when sonle

few of them gain entrance by some means or other,

they get little benefit, as there are no general hos-

pitals equipped either in personnel or appliances to

properly treat nervous diseases. The dispensary

physician, therefore, is limited in his therapeutic

efforts to such advice as he can give in brief and
frequently interrupted interviews, to such luck as

may follow his choice of pharmacological remedies

and the recommendation of such physical treatment

as may be obtained in hydrotherapeutic establish-

ments, electrical establishments, etc., over which he

has neither supervision nor control. He cannot en-

force any of his recommendations and fails utterly

to obtain a close knowledge of his patient. He
cannot place him in a hospital ward, as few, if any,

of the dispensaries for nervous diseases in this

country have iiospital wards available in which
patients who are acutely ill or who require obser-

vation for diagnosis can be under the continuous

observation of neurologists. But the fact daily be-

comes plainer that until such provision for the treat-

ment of this large class of patients is made, neuro-

logical therapeutics nnist remain far below the

standard of its possibilities and prognosis in nervous
diseases must continue to be very much more gloomy
than it ought to be.

The object of hospital treatment for nervous dis-

eases, as for others, is curative, ameliorative, and
diagnostic. The curative treatment when operative

consists of all neurological operations. This means
not only that the neurologist is a preoperative ad-

viser, but that this neurological care is not inter-

rupted. The surgical results that may be obtained

in a neurological hospital are exemplified in the

highest degree in the Hospital for Paralyzed and
Epileptic in London. There, with no surgical ser-

vice. Sir Victor Horsley, operating on the cases

submitted to him for operation by the hospital

physician, has won his fame as the first and great-

est surgeon of the nervous system. The operator
in a neurological hospital has fewer chances of
error, as the cases given him have had the benefit

of more than one opinion, and one or more neu-
rologists are present at the operation, to advise at

every vital stage. The patient, also, after the opera-
tion, remains under neurological supervision so that

he obtains the best after-treatment in the way of ap-

paratus, mechanotherapy, massage, electricity, etc.,

upon which the success of so many neurological

operations depend.
The nonoperative curative purposes of hospital
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treatment embrace the reception of all the severer

forms of syphilis of the central nervous system

where superintended treatment is vital, and such

acute diseases as meningitis and other infections

and chorea, exophthalmic goiter, and certain epi-

lepsies. Nutritional diseases such as gout, rheu-

matism, and especially diabetes, should be treated

in hospitals for nervous diseases or at least in hos-

pitals where dietetics and special equipments for

physical treatments are highly developed. The latter

disease is, in the majority of cases, of neurotic

origin, and is accompanied by a vast variety of

nervous and mental symptoms, its nutritional char-

acteristics being only a small part of the total

picture. In the early stages of diabetes, the determi-

nation of the patient's tolerance for carbohydrates

is imperative. For this the patient must be under

strict surveillance and the quality and quantity of

food accurately known. This can only be accom-
plished in a specially equipped hospital. It is prob-

ably due to the fact that hospitals are not arranged

as to their dietaries to satisfy both the needs and
cravings of diabetics that so many of this class of

sufferers get their education in foreign cures and
from foreign physicians.

The whole class of neuroses and psychoses which
are dependent upon fatigue, exhaustion, malnutri-

tion, toxemia, and unhygienic home surroundings

are generally benefited and may be promptly cured

by special hospital treatment. Treated in the dis-

pensary, such cases drag on for months and years.

Patients of this kind are made worse rather than

better in general hospitals where the staflf is too

busy with pressing tragedy to learn their needs or

provide for them. Hospital treatment is necessary

for many cases in which cure is impossible but in

which, under proper circumstances, amelioration

can be effected. This applies to the whole class of

degenerative organic diseases in which, in addition

to the incurable lesions, there are other circum-
stances which impair the patient's general health

and which can be improved.
fUit perhaps the most important argument for

the existence of a neurological hospital is for the

purpose of diagnosis. Possibly 50 per cent, of the

cases which present themselves at an out-patient

department for nervous diseases can be correctly

diagnosticated in a single interview. The others

require not only repeated examinations but the

sounding of personality and the exploiting of weird
symptomatic trends which only come with pro-
longed personal contact. For such, the provision in

America is most inadequate.

The need of observation for diagnosis has so
long been recognized in every other branch of medi-
cine that it is extraordinary that up to the present
time no opportunities for continuous observation
and for reflection have been given those who occupv
themselves with the most complex diseases of all.

It is only by continuous personal observation and
by the reports of properly trained assistnnts and
rttendants that the physician can estimate as to
the severity of pain, the character of convulsions,
the reason of insomnia, the degree of disabihtv, the
condition of the digestive apparatus and the general
make-up of the patient. It is psychoanalysis re-

duced to a practical basis. For whatever may be
the value of the Freud method of psychoanalysis, it

compares in no way in general usefulness with a
wc' k or two of personal observation of the patient.

With the ideas just set forth, a few of us in

December, 1909, caused to be opened in New York

City a hospital for nervous diseases. We had se-

cured the backing of a strong board of trustees

who had become sufficiently interested by our argu-

ments to give the institution a trial. The hospital

was equipped with every appliance for the treat-

ment of nervous diseases likely to be efficacious,

was supplied with competent nurses, with several

salaried assistants, and with a little army of mas-
seurs, mechanogymnasts, electrotherapeutists, etc.

The dispensary operated in connection with the

hospital is open six days a week and suitable pa-

tients are received in the wards, which contain

thirty-five beds. Ward rates are $15 a week, to

include massage, electricity, Zander treatments, and
all the patients may require. These rates are low-

ered in suitable cases, and about half the cases are

treated free of all charge. By paying slightly more,

patients may be in semi-private wards and many
cases requiring isolation are placed in semi-private

wards at ward rates or free. There are also private

rooms which help in maintenance. In these latter

only are physician's fees charged.

Great benefit has accrued to all connected with

the institution in a professional capacity. The as-

sistants, both those beginning their neurological

career, and those finally perfecting themselves for

practising neurology, have the advantage of a large

clinical experience and of close observation of pa-

tients, especially with regard to the effects of treat-

ment. Nurses have become familiar with the spe-

cial demands of nervous people, and on leaving

have gone forth better equipped not only as special

nurses but as general nurses. It is also confidently

believed that a center of neurological activity such

as this hospital is striving to be will have no little

-

influence in the education of men who, after com-
pleting their course in it, either as assistants or

students, will go out all over the country as compe-
tent practitioners of neurology and with the en-

thusiasm to start similar institutions elsewhere,

liut the feature which this paper desires specially

to emphasize is that of therapeutics. .All the chief

medical officers in the institute had been for many
years in charge of large metropolitan clinics, had
held professorships, had been consulting neurolo-

gists in various hospitals and all had been unable,

prior to the opening of this institution, to get satis-

factory results from the various services and had
become very pessimistic as to neurological thera-

peutics among the poorer classes.

We hoped in the establishment of this hospital

to raise therapeutic standards, but none of us be-

lieved that we could get the results which have

come from the routine established and from the

regular and superintended use of the various thera-

peutic appliances.

The class of cases which have had the greatest

success has been that in which nervous symptoms
were due largely to nutritional disorders. Some
patients have been men, but more frequently they

are women suffering from fatigue, insomnia, dys-

peptic disturbances, marked changes in the blood,

and a rnffled mental state. Such cases benefit little,

if at all, by dispensary treatment. .Among the

wealthv classes, the patient is sent to out commer-
cial sanatoria or to some of the health resorts of

Europe. .As far as I know, the Neurological In-

stitute is the only institution in the country equipped

to care for the semi-invalid, free or at less than

remunerative rates. We have found, however, that

such patients, after they have imdergone a two or

three weeks' treatment of rest, hydrotherapy, en-
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forced regularity as to the bowels, a carefully se-

lected diet, with sometimes medical remedies, and
the daily counsel of physicians, improve very rap-

idly. C)ver and over again, we have found that

two or three weeks of this treatment would enable

the patient to resume work much stronger and much
more able to stand the strain ; and the knowledge
gained in the Institute as to the conduct of life

and the relative value of things furnished him an
important asset to draw on in future times of need.

Such patients are entirely unsuitable for the treat-

ment given in general hospitals. Without minute
supervision, they either drag out a miserable ex-

istence keeping at work, or are finally forced to

give up work. This class of cases furnishes the

most potent argument for the establishment of

neurological hospitals in every large city.

A neurological hospital is also an ideal place for

the treatment of cerebral arteriosclerosis. The fluc-

tuations of this disease are so rapid, the power of

recovery and re-establishment is so great that, often-

times, a patient even when on the verge of apoiilex\-

who is made to rest and follow a strict routine,

often puts off the evil day and gains a marked im-

provement in all functional symptoms. In this dis-

ease we have used the high-frequency currents with

success.

In chorea, also, we have found that under the

quiet and routine of hospital care the spasmodic
movements cease and the child returns to normal

much more quickly than when treated in the dis-

pensary.

We have also had very good success in cases of

delirium, whether of toxic or of exhaustive char-

acter. Sucli patients as we have treated have been

too delirious and delirious for too long a time to

permit them to be retained in general hospitals.

Had they not come to us they would have been

committed to asylums.

In many of the limited cases of mental diseases,

therefore, a neurological hospital may prevent the

patient undergoing the stigma which is ever insep-

arable from commitment.
Our experience has convinced us, however, that

no cases of mental disease which require restraint

should be treated in a neurological hospital. This

applies particularly to cases of pronounced melan-

cholia, mania, and to such persons as are controlled

by active delusions. The reason for this is that the

actively insane have a bad effect on the patients,

and proper care of them requires an equipment and

per.<:onnel of a different character.

The chronic degenerative diseases of the nervous

system of which a great many have been admitted

to our wards have left us with perhaps no improve-

ment as far as the organic lesions are concerned,

but even in them some benefit has accrued. In tabes.

with high degree of hypotonia and ataxia, the

systematic movements as devised by Fraenkel are

the only means by which the patient can regain the

power of walking. As many of these patients are

practically bedridden, it is impossible for them to

go to any class for instruction, and as manifestly

impossible for them to pay for an instructor to come

to them. A number of such bedridden patients have

been greatly benefited by the systematic application

of the Fraenkel movements given in their beds m
the hospital, and one patient in particular, who had

been confined to his bed for a year, was able to

walk out of the hospital after three months" stay.

Even in the organic cases in which no material

benefit of anv kind has accrued it has seemed that

the patients were better satisfied, were more philo-

sophical from their stay in the neurological wards.

They saw that some one, at least, had an interest in

them and understood them.

5i West Fifty-third Street.

CONSTIPATION AND TOXEMIA.
Bv J. GEORGE SAUER, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

FELLOW OF ACADEMY OF MEDICIN

The symptom constipation with the sequel toxemia

is being written with more and more frequency on

the history card of each succeeding generation of

patients as they come before the physician in his

general practice. Cure resulting from his treat-

ment is the exception. Still, its continuance is

usually the progenitor of many avoidable conse-

quences which first distress and then shorten life.

We do not, of course, know all that we should prop-

erly know about the many etiologies and the many
poisonous metabolic products that we incriminate

in these morbid states known as constipation and

toxemia ; but happily the day is now about past

when these conditions are treated experimentally,

and one method is tried after the other until that

suited to the individual is discovered. The light of

modern advancement directs our earliest efforts to

its elimination, or, at least, to its tolerance, by

precluding absorption of toxins, by rendering the

pabulum an unfavorable media, for the cultivation

of certain harmful bacteria.

Thus the systemic pathogenesis of these condi-

tions leads us first to a consideration and study of

the pabulum as a factor of its etiology and of its

continuance as it passes from the teeth to the anus,

and of its evolution from food to feces. We now
know the pabulum to have been sterile at birth, and

we also know that soon afterward it became infected

with the Bacillus lactis. which thereafter took up its

permanent abode in the small intestine, and that

later became infected with the Bacillus coli, which

elected to reside thereafter in the colon, or large

intestine. We know that these, together with the

Bacillus bifidus, constitute the normal intestinal

flora, are indigenous, and exist in large numbers,

physiologically respecting the boundary line of their

own domain ; but pathologically contending among
themselves and with others that are foreign ; the

harmful ones growing and multiplying at the ex-

jjense of the beneficent ones and at the expense

of their host, whose vital tissues they then invade,

producing quantities of indol and of other deadly

poisons and toxemia, taxing the full capacity of his

phagocytes, and the full ability of his liver and kid-

neys. The Bacillus acidi lactici does not produce
indol, takes only an antagonistic part in the process

of putrefaction, and multiplies and propagates at

the expense of the carbohydrates ; has a wholesome
destructive action on milk. This desirable bacillus,

which is so harmless to the human economy, finds

its chief vehicle of introduction for good, and takes

up its abode in the small intestine, where it prevents

abnormal putrefaction of such proteids which,

through faulty digestion, have escaped the action

of the digestive juices, and found their way into

the intestine.

Metchnikoff of Paris has elaborated and popular-
ized, and has urged that the coming of senility may
be postponed by the prevention of putrefaction in

the intestine, and that this may be accomplished by
the constant use of milk, soured by and containing
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live lactic acid bacilli. He contends that other in-

jurious bacterial changes in the alimentary canal

can be avoided by encouraging the growth of the

beneficent lactic acid bacilli therein, which will pre-

clude the development of the injurious bacilli of

putrefaction. Whether this is bacteriolytic (an ane-

robic and aerobic warfare) or chemic through the

development of the lactic acid in the media) is

still a matter of speculation; but the fact still re-

mains that the periodic numerical reinforcement to

the ranks of the lactic bacilli by the drinking of

soured milk has a salutary and beneficent influence

on the economy, as is evidenced by the odorless,

free, nonirritant stools, the disappearance of indican

from the urine, and the cessation of the physical

symptoms of toxemia. The idea of employing the

results of bacterial activity to counteract putridity

in the intestine is by no means new. and as pre-

sumptive evidence of the inherent probability of

this proposition Metchnikofi' cites the unusually

long life of the Bulgarian who makes sour milk and

its many modifications a large part of his daily

dietary.

iMetchnikoff proposed the cultivation of this

bacillus in milk which has been sterilized to produce

sour milk containing a pure strain of active lactic

;.cid bacilli, and which will at the same time be free

from any of the injurious bacilli of putrefaction. It

is believed that this as a constant article of food

will prevent the growth in the alimentary canal of

the bacteria which cause putrefaction, and abnormal
fermentation ; that consequently there will be no
toxic substances to be absorbed. Indican, which
denotes an abnormal transmutation of proteids

brought about by the colon bacillus in the intestinal

tract, can be inhibited by the Bacillus acidi hictici

:

thus indican will be absent from the circulation, and
the tissues and the organs of the body will be re-

lieved from the destructive irritation caused by the

absorption of those toxic products of bacterial

growth, and as a result of this, and the changes inci-

dent to it, old age and death may be postponed.

Gaillord encourages the proliferation of the amy-
lolytic microbes, which are useful, at the expense of

the proteolytic organisms, which are harmful. As
soon as the digestion has been regulated in this

way defecation occurs with regularity, and without
any other treatment. He cites many patients treated

in this manner, with extraordinarily favorable re-

sults.

The primary and natural therapeutic remedy,
therefore, points to the immediate restriction of the

proteids as the offending factor ; and this probably
accounts for the success of this method of

treatment of the constipation. The pathogenesis
of the intestinal bacteria may thus, then, be
divided into that due to its action within
the body, and that due to its action within the intes-

tines, the former of which is frequently that of

primary constipation and toxemia, cerebral, hepatic,

and renal congestion, and the latter secondary vis-

ceral ptosis, and cardiovascular disease, from the
long-continued high pressure which it causes.

It has been said that any life known may be en-
joyed by the subject according to his diet: The
short life of him who digs his grave with his knife
and fork, or the long life of the vegetarian, who
has been in daily evidence since the day of St.

Anthony, who reached the ripe old age of 105 years
on the simple diet of bread and water, or of the
Spartan who dined but once per day, or of the
hardy little Jap, who, on a diet of rice, whipped the

big, meat-eating Russian ; or of Fletcher, who saved

his life by learning how to chew his food. The
principal contentions of the present day, really,

are the false conceptions arising from the teachings

of the nutritive values of food, the inbred provident

tendencies to store up for future bodily emergencies

and the modern educated palate, which, if it had a

conscience, would go mad with remorse over the

physical crimes of its instigation ; thus, in this con-

nection, it may be well to state that it is not what

we eat, but what we need, digest, and assimilate

that has a true food value. The undigested proteid

in the intestine presents the ideal media for the

propagation of the harmful bacillus at the expense

of the lactic acid bacillus, and the formation of

to.xins and to.xemia.

The average individual eats too much, frequently

hL> is trying to combine the pastimes of the epicure

with the habits of the recluse. One fact should be

kept continually in mind, and that is that the over-

plus of proteid indigestion—that which is beyond
the ability of the stomach to digest—is that which

furnishes the culture media in the intestine for the

bacteria of putrefaction, and that which is beyond
the actual need of the nutrition of the body, even

though stored up as pathological undermetabolized

fat, is deposited as a contributory revenue for

future gout and innumerable other distempers and

pains.

Kohnstamm believes that there is some substance

among the proteid products which fails of digestion

to peptone, and has a direct inhibiting effect upon
the peristalsis ; or, it may possibly act indirectly by

checking the secretion of the intestinal walls, thus

rendering the contents of the intestine dry and less

susceptible to the peristaltic action. He does not

admit that man is truly omniverous, and thus in-

competent to digest those large quantities of meat,

eggs, and other pro'.ei 's th.nt the modern palate

usually craves. Mangelsdorf calls attention to the

fact that the condition of the stomach usually paral-

lels that of the intestines ; atony of the one usually

means atony of the other, and the determination of

the outlines of the stomach is usually thus an index

of the condition of the intestinal musculature. -Ad-

mitting the above, I would like the privilege of

adding another link on either end by saying that the

condition of the mouth is frequently an index to

that of the stomach, and that the condition of the

anus is frequently an index to the condition of the

colon ; and now another link in the middle, by say-

ing that the condition of the whole alimentary canal

is an index to the condition of the liver, and that

this important gateway is seriously overtaxed by the

gastronomical crimes of the modern palate ; that the

two pints of bile which are daily poured into the

intestine are frequently incompetent to metabolize

its putrefying contents so that its portal return is

free from the bacteria which provoke the kidney

beyond its ability to excrete. This spells toxemia

and constipation, and if I were asked to elect the

least important fatcor in the etiology of these pathol-

ogies I would not elect the mouth, for I believe

that the septic stumps therein contained must often

be an important etiological factor in the infection

of an otherwise sterile pabulum.

Now, considering the birthright of every in-

testine to a normal pabulum, the regular reception

of which seems to be intended for the normal exci-

tation of the intestinal muscularis in its lifework of

peristalsis, we may now ask: What are the condi-

tions which render possible, therein, the deyelop-
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ment of constipation, the microbe of infection, and
the resulting toxemia? What are the conditions
which may inhibit these pathologies ? This nat-
urally brings us to a consideration of the putrefac-
tion-resisting values of the proteids which are path-
ologically considered to be the putrefiable toxin-

forming factors of the toxemia which rsuaiiy ac-

companies the constipation. Not only is the proteid

of the food the one of least bacterial resistance, but
it often, also, is the vehicle or medium through
which the injurious bacteria are carried and propa-
gated directly through the intestines into the circu-

lation, and then, on the other hand, not only have
the hydrocarbons and the fats the highest bacterial

resistance, at least in so far as it concerns the in-

jurious bacteria, an equal or even a higher caloric

value, but they form, also, the most desirable and
most easily elimmated pabulum, and they should,

therefore, receive the first consideration in the

dietetic treatment of those otherwise irremediable
atonic conditions of obstipating constipation for

which we usually resort to mechanical measures,
and wdiich at times menace life through their dis-

position to infection of the retained pabulum and
the consequent toxemia which follows. That it is

not the constipation per se and alone that is the

whole factor in the accompanying toxemia is evi-

dent, for Bouchard cites a case of forty-day reten-

tion of dry nontoxic feces without serious sequel,

and similar cases of weekly retention are not at all

rare, and it is further proven by the relief that

comes from the administration of the cathartic

many times before the bowels move or even show a

disposition to move, nor does this relief come alone

from the action of the cathartic on the liver, for

the frequent and prompt relief comes before the

defecation, as well through the injection of a copious

enema of water ; but this, in my e.xperience, cannot

be said to follow the peristalsis that is mechanically

set up by the dry wool tamponade of the rectum,

since many times the symptoms of the intoxication

continue even after the defecation. Therefore. I

consider the assumption safe that the preevacuation

relief is the result of the reversal of the tide of

osmosis toward rather than away from the intestine.

Tn other words, the physical law of osmosis tends

to equalize the liquids on either side of the mem-
brane which is separating them, and in the present

instance, before the equalization takes place, so

that the tide can reverse, the bowels move, and the

relief is, for the time being, at least, complete.

The symptomatology of constipation in different

individuals seems to bear a surprisingly small rela-

tion to the pabulum quantity per se; but a marked
relation to its quality per se. One hour's retention

of an infected pabulum will produce a greater

symptomatological sequence of injury than will a

day's retention of the uninfected pabulum. That
this is a fact is evident in every practitioner's experi-

ence, and it is probably this fact which makes the

obesophobic patient, which assures the success and

raises the par value of the stock of the many lax-

ative mineral-water concerns which thrive through-

out the land. One of these advertises : "A move-
ment of the bowels is an asset in the ledger of

health." Few notice that they have left out the

words "normal movement," and few are aware

that this "asset," from the continual hurry of the

partly digested proteid pabulum into the domain of

the colon bacilli, this sweeping out of the lactic

bacillary defenses before it. are the first factors

in the establishment of a chronic toxemia which does

many times as much harm as the simple constipa-

tion. It is in just these cases, in particular, that we
get such excellent results in the reestablishment of
the lactic bacillary element of the normal intestinal

flora through the continued administration of the

sour milk. It is the toxemia, and not the constipa-

tion per se that does the harm, and if the theory
of Kohnstamm is right, then the toxemia may well

be the etiology of the constipation, and the relief of
the one means the relief of the other, and this is

best accomplished and maintained by the continued
reinforcement of the lactic bacilli which preclude the
spread of the colon bacilli, and this can be further
inhibited by the cellular hydrocarbon dietary which
favors the proliferation of the lactic bacilli.

That the suggestions for treatment are far from
complete, and still crude, the writer is well aware

;

but that it is one of the few avenues to real prophy-
laxis, a therapeutic measure that dees not rob Peter
to pay Paul, one that will preclude much of the
painful, serious and life-shortening pathology re-

sulting therefrom is evident.

ir,6 West One Hu.ndred and Thirty-sixth Street.

.\BSCESS IN THE FRONTAL LOBE OF THE
BRAIN AFTER CHRONIC FRONTAL
SINUSITIS; ERYSIPELAS IN CON-

JUNCTION WITH ACUTE
MASTOIDITIS.

Bv .ALFRED WIENER. M.D..

NEW YORK.

In the two cases reported below some observations
were made which I believe may be of sufficient

interest to warrant their report.

W. H., 28 years of age, entered my service
in the hospital, complaining of a persistent head-
ache over the right frontal region. He is single,

a painter by occupation, indulges moderately in
alcohol and tobacco, and gives a negative history
in regard to syphilis and tuberculosis. Never suf-
fered from rheumatism or gout. With the excep-
tion of measles, does not remember ever having
been ill. About four years ago suffered from what
was evidently an empyema of the frontal sinus on
the right side, which necessitated, according to the
patient's description, an external operation. A year
later a second operation was performed. .Since

that time, in spite of the fact that he has suffered
from recurrent attacks of excruciating headache,
radiating from the region of the right frontal sinus
over the entire head, he has repeatedly refused to
have anything done. At no time has there' been
any vertigo or vomiting. There has been a peri-
odic discharge of pus from a fistula which exists
at the lower and inner portion of a depression
located in the region of the right frontal sinus.
Whenever this take place he is free from head-
ache for a short time. The patient is a robust and
healthy looking individual. An examination of the
nose reveals practically nothing. An attempt to
probe the frontonasal duct is unsuccessful.

There is no tumefaction existing either over the
inferior or middle turbinated bones, nor the slightest
evidence of any polypoid degeneration within the
right nostril. It is free from all secretion. Ex-
ternally one notices a deep depression with a rect-
angular scar, so placed that it prevents the patient
from closing his lids, the upper lid being drawn up
in a notched-like fashion just about the junction
of the middle with the inner third of the brow.
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Here is present a fistulous opening, covered by a

scab, which when removed allows a drop of pus to

escape. Upon probing this fistula one comes

directly down upon bare bone. The patient of late

has become rather forgetful, and at times very

irritable. His vision is perfect, and the fundus m
both eyes shows nothing abnormal. Heart, lungs,

and kidneys are negative. A blood examination

shows a leucocytosis with a differential count

of 72. There is a slight rise of temperature in the

evening amounting to 100°. There is distinct ten-

derness to percussion and pressure over the entire

frontal region on the right side, especially so over

the upper and inner portion of the brow.

Judging from the symptoms present, and what

the patient had e.xperienced since he had undergone

two operations, both having been performed by

competent men, I felt quite confident that I would

have to seek for the cause of these headaches within

the cranial cavity. The presence of tenderness in

the frontonasal region, the periodic discharges of

pus attended by relief for a short time from these

headaches, the persistence of the headaches in spite

of the fact that the frontal sinus had been undoubt-

edly thoroughly eradicated, the noticeable forget-

fulness and irritability of the patient made me sus-

picious of the fact that these symptoms were due

to a brain abscess. An operation was advised, but

refused. Two weeks later the patient was found

in a semistuporous state, passing from one con-

vulsion into another. They were not of the Jack-

sonian type, but general. This I was able to observe

personallv, witnessing three attacks.

There was no doubt now about the character of

the lesion. This patient was suffering from a brain

abscess, probably within the frontal lobe. The
convulsions were undoubtedly brought about by the

collateral edema.

Under chloroform anasthesia the entire region of

the frontal sinus was exposed. It was found to

have been completely eradicated. On the upper and

inner portion of the posterior wall there was noticed

a small, black spot, about the size of a shoe button.

In probing this gently my probe found its

way into a cavity about three and a half

inches in depth. On withdrawing it about a

half teaspoon ful of pus escaped under pres-

sure. The incision in the scalp was ex-

tended up over the frontal bone, the scalp elevated

and retracted, then, with rongeur and chisels, an

area was laid bare about the size of the palm of

one's hand. In a region about the size of a twenty-

five cent piece the dura was found discolored and
partially covered with granulations. These were
scraped away. Instead of making a flap in the

dura a crucial incision was made, the object being

not to disturb the adhesions which existed between
the dura and pia. The crucial incision brought me
directly into the abscess cavity. The pus was al-

lowed to flow out freely and carefully sponged
until the entire cavity appeared to be clean. One
could now gain some idea of the size of this abscess.

I should say that it measured about the size of a
small child's fist. It contained about four ounces
of pus, in a semifluid state. The sponging was
done with flexible applicators wrapped with absorb-
ent cotton. When we had completely cleansed the
cavity it was wiped with 98 per cent, alcohol.

Before this was done I had convinced myself that

the abscess was encapsulated. Instead of putting
in a drainage tube, the entire cavity was packed
gently and not too firmly with one-half inch selvaged

edge 5 per cent, iodoform gauze. A loose dressing

of gauze was placed over this, and a bandage

applied.

The patient was placed in bed with the upper

portion raised. His head was flexed with a slightly

downward bend toward the right side. This posi-

tion we hoped would favor drainage. It certainly

did act so in a most admirable manner, as the dress-

ings when removed constantly demonstrated.

On the following day the patient felt perfectly

comfortable, and the outside dressings were
changed. On the third day the internal packing

was removed and scarcely any secretion was found

in the cavity. It was allowed to fill up with granu-

lation tissue, which it did most readily, and after

seven weeks the cavity was closed. It is over one

year since the patient was discharged as cured.

Since that time he has had no more excruciating

headaches, nor has he been conscious of any pain

within this area. I have purposely waited one year

before reporting this case, as I wished to assure

myself that there would be no recurrence of the

original trouble. He is actively engaged at his

former occupation as a painter, and appears per-

fectly well.

Miss E. C, 45 years of age, was admitted to the

hospital on the 24th of November, 1909. She was
suffering from excruciating pain in her left ear.

In addition, there was some tumefaction in front of

and below the lobule of the same ear, with e.xtreme

sensitiveness to pressure. The patient told us that

she had had several seizures of this nature, and that

they always culminated in attacks of erysipelas. In

none of the previous attacks, however, was the pain

in the ear so excruciating.

On examination the patient showed herself to be

of a robust constitution. The temperature per

rectum was 102°, with a pulse rate of 96, and respi-

rations 28. Lungs, heart, and kidneys were normal.

The tumefaction in front of the ear occupied an area

representing the region of the parotid gland. The
skin over this area showed not the slightest evidence

of an erysipelas or even an erythema. It was ex-

tremely sensitive to the touch, but did not pit on

pressure. Not the slightest pain, tenderness, or

edema was present over the mastoid process. The
external auditory meatus was normal, but the tym-

panic membrane was reddened and bulging. Its

landmarks were no longer distinctly recognizable.

Hearing was reduced to conversation at about ten

feet. While the external picture did make us sus-

picious of an infectious parotitis, there was no doubt

about the condition existing within the middle ear,

viz., an acute otitis media.

A paracentesis was advised, accepted, and per-

formed under anesthesia. A serosanguilent fluid

escaped, but no pus. On the second day the tem-

perature arose to 103°. In spite of the free dis-

charge, the pain was still very severe. On the third

day the temperature arose to 105°, and at the same
time all the evidence of a florid erysipelas made
itself apparent. It occupied an area represented by

the parotid region in front of the ear, about a

hand's breadth below and behind the ear, directly

over the mastoid process. There was now a free

discharge of pus from the ear, and the pain in this

region began to subside. The erysipelas spread

over the face, neck, and chest, and into the scalp.

with some tenderness, very superficial in character,

over the mastoid bone. The temperature began to

drop, and on the si.xth day had reached 100°. The
patient expressed herself as decidedly better.
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On the evening of the sixth day she complainc<l

of feehng chilly, and the temperature arose to 104 .

Toward morning there was marked tenderness and
edema over the mastoid bone, with a very notice-

able decrease in the amount of discharge from the

middle ear. .-V blood count showed leucocytosis

and a differential of 84. In spite of the fact

that we were dealing with a rather treacherous

condition, an acute mastoiditis in the presence of

an erysipelas, we decided to open the mastoid in

order to avoid, if possible, the more serious com-
plications. We believed this to be the only rational

procedure under the circumstances. The mastoid

was opened and sufficient was found to war-
rant the procedure. On the following day
the temperature dropped to subnormal. 97.3 \
and in the evening arose to 104.2°. This rise

during the first twenty-four hours did not occasion

any alarm, as the patient did not appear to be dis-

turbed thereby. Her general condition was good.

and she felt most comfortable. Within forty-eight

hours the temperature dropped to 99°, and ranged

between 99° and 100° for two weeks thereafter.

After six weeks the wound had closed and the

patient had entirely recovered.

Remarks.—The case is of interest on account

of the presence of a mastoiditis during an attack of

ervsipelas. An operation is urgently demanded. In

spite of the fact that such an operation was (kme
within the erysipelatous area, not the slightest dis-

turbance in the way of any serious complication

occurred, \^'e are all of us aware of what a

treacherous complication erysipelas is in the pres-

ence of a wound : how one serious complication

after another will attend such an infection. I must

confess, therefore, that I was rather surprised at

what I believe to have been rather an unusual out-

come in this case. The result goes to show that the

idea of an erysipelas exerting a curative effect upon

some wounds, as acknowledged by some authors, is

not altogether wrong. Let us bear this fact in mind.

THE LODGE PRACTICE EVIL OF THE
LOWER EAST SIDE.

By morris JOSEPH CLURM.\N. .\.B.. M.D..

YORK CITY

Hl"m.\x progress in all endeavors has alwa_\s had

obstacles to be encountered and overcome. .And it is

a healthy fact that the medical world has not been

exempt in this respect. But in the medical sphere,

as well as in other spheres, optimism alone, without

any other substantial aid, is not sutificient to root out

and ameliorate existing evils, .-\side from the great

and knotty problems followers of Hippocrates have

in common all over the world—including medical,

social and, of late years, even political questions-

there exist various local influences and tendencies in

every medical community.
The vast city of New' York with its labyrinth of

manifold activities is not a fortunate exception to

this state of affairs. Among the local medical com-

munity, especially of the lower East Side, there has

sprung up of late years an evil so virile, so powerful,

and so destructive toward medical ideals, that in

time only a mythical Perseus will have to spring

forth to destroy this Gorgon Medusa, if concerted

action on the part of the East Side medical profes-

sion is not taken to check it now.
This alarming evil is nothing more nor less than

the existing state of East Side lodge practice with

its concomitant train of manifold degradations to

the local medical fraternity. At the present time
there are in existence downtown somewhere be-

tween 1,500 and 2.000 lodges, societies and benevo-
lent associations founded mainly by the poorer
class of workingmen for a double purpose ; name-
ly, social intercourse and mutual aid or benevolence.

An iron-bound practice or custom has arisen for

each society to elect some physician to take care of

the health of the society members—for a considera-

tion. What this consideration amounts to, we shall

see later.

Stated thus baldly such a condition of affairs

would seem to be reasonable, practical, and emi-
nently satisfactory. But let us investigate more
closely and see what the results of such an arrange-

ment have been. Twenty years ago. when lodge-

practice was in its infancy, societies would send
humble delegates to some physician and ask him to

accept the office of lodge doctor for a fair and rea-

sonable consideration. In most cases the physician

thus approached would think twice before entering

into such an agreement, since, very naturally, rou-

tine family practice with its direct returns for every
call seemed more remunerative than cheap contract

practice. However, young and ambitious medical
tyros naturally sought some means of getting pa-
tients to come to them, and this seemed an easy way
to help make both ends meet and also to obtain what
seemed to be a legitimate and ethical way of ad-
vertising one's self.

'Tis true that for some years all physicians who
undertook such lodge practice found in it a won-
derful stepping-stone towards obtaining a medical
reputation. The lodge doctor found that he came
in contact at the sick bed with a large class of

patients who would not have patronized him in any
other way. In time, however, the lodge physician,

after establishing a reputation as a busy practitioner

—and, perhaps, as a good one—became more or less

independent. He discovered that it now paid him
to disentangle himself from the onerous duties of a

lodge doctor and once more resume straightforward
family practice. What with the advertisement he
had received, the numerous families who had em-
ployed him in the capacity of lodge doctor and the

normal growth of his regular practice, he now
found that financial affairs went smilingly with
him even after giving up these societies. Very
naturally such shining examples of medical success

and pseudoprominence came to be regarded with
envy by others of the East Side profession, and
more especially those of the younger element.

Hand-in-hand with the increasing number of

physicians on the East Side, a keen competition now
arose among them to be elected as lodge physician

in as many societies as possible. Many sought these

positions, and it seemed that another Eldorado had
been discovered, or a new gold mine had been un-
earthed.

But now the quilt had been reversed. It was the

doctors who sought after the societies and not vice

zcrsa as formerly. The societies found that, inas-

much as physicians were so anxious to be their

lodge doctors, they could well afford to discriminate
and choose from the numerous candidates.

At first the chief qualifications for a physician

who wished to be a lodge doctor were his medical
skill and knowledge. But as laymen, especially

those of the lower strata of working men, are not
the best judges of the professional merits of a

physician, it was not long before the physician with
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the best business instincts "crawled and intruded"

into the occupancy of these positions. The phys-

ician who knew how to ingratiate himself into the

good will of some of the individual leaders or

more active members of these societies was almost

invariably elected. At first he simply had to be "a

good fellow" with them to become the holder of

the coveted positions. In time even that wasn't

enough. He had to hold out more inducements.

And these inducements naturally varied with the

caliber of the men with whom he was dealing.

Sometimes the judicious distribution of a few

"shekels" among the most influential of the society

leaders brought the physician the necessary votes to

elect him. Sometimes it was the unwritten promise

of a bounteous "blow-out" to the members if he

were elected. Or again the physician would pledge

himself to make free calls to all the members regard-

less of their place of residence, whether it happened

to be far uptown or in remote sections of Brookly;:.

In this manner it often happened that a worthy
medical candidate would be defeated by his more
Philistinic colleague. It is easy to see what a de-

plorable state of affairs such an unequal competition

naturally and inevitably has brought about.

At the present day it is no longer a question of

the physician's merit and professional ability as to

whether or not he will be chosen as society doctor.

Indeed it has come to be a matter of an adroit art

to obtain societies ; and the physician most skilfull

in this art is rewarded with the bone of contention.

To be proficient in this art, however, means to over-

step the borderland of medical ethics and very often

it means straying far beyond this borderland.

What a degrading spectacle it is to see three or

four medical men at one of these society elections.

Each candidate comes fully prepared with printed

ballots bearing his name which he distributes among
the lodge members. While the vote is going on and
the ballots are being counted these physicians sit

like culprits and await the result of the election. It

is difficult to say who should feel more chagrined
after the count is over ; the lucky ( ? ) winner or

the defeated candidates. The latter have been
weighed in the balance, judged, and found wanting
by these poor misguided workingmen. What a

farcical application of the law of "the survival of

the fittest." It is not hard to see or understand
why the natural respect due to the professional man
from the East Side laymen has gradually become
undermined and well-nigh extinct. How can the

proper respect be fostered by medical men who
descend to the practice of selling their art as huck-
sters dispose of their cheap wares ?

Let us cite an actual instance showing how far

this lack of respect has gone. A certain East Side
lodge doctor gets a hurry call about 8 .\. m. to one
of his lodge families. After some delay he hastens
to the house and climbs up five flights of stairs

to the family in question. When he arrives he is

greeted by the housewife with a severe scolding
because of his tardiness. In some alarm he in-

quires if he has come too late. He learns that he
has come too late—that is, too late to allow the
youngest child to attend school. It seems that it

was the opening day of school and the mother had
called the physician to make out a vaccination cer-

tificate for her little daughter so that she could be
in time for school with the proper credentials.
Small wonder that the physician's services are held
so lightly when it is proffered at such cheap and
degrading: terms.

To-day there is scarcely an East Side working-
man who is not a member of some association which
has a physician to take charge of its members. Let
us see what are the average rates of remuneration
for the lodge doctor. With very few exceptions the

market price "per head"' is as follows : C3ne dollar

a year for each unmarried member and three dol-

lars a year for every married member including his

family. And let us not forget that the East Side

workingman when married does not believe in race

suicide. For these terms he is supposed to make as

many professional visits in time of sickness as he
is called upon to do. Very often he may be called

upon forty or even fifty times during the year by
one family. Time and again he is called for the

most trivial of complaints, since his presence is so

easily obtained. What a shame and degradation

that our noble profession should become so cheap-
ened. "O tempora, mores!"

Let us consider what little chance a young gradu-
ate now has on the East Side. If he happens to be
a well-trained man from a good medical school, a

hospital man and perhaps with a good preliminary

medical education it is all the worse for him. He
will not be given the chance to practise medicine
legitimately. A fair competition \yould be con-
ducive to his ethical progress, but when he discovers

that commercialism has become the prime factor, it

is not long before his lofty ideals are dragged and
sullied in the dust. Especially is this true of the

able but needy young pracitioner. He soon dis-

covers that the only way he can build up a practice

is by getting lodges. Instead of devoting his spare

time to perfecting himself in his medical knowl-
edge, he is compelled to devise ways and means for

obtaining societies. The iron heel of necessity com-
pels him to become proficient in the invidious art of

winning out at society elections. His medical mind
becomes warped and instead of progressing

ethically he gradually retrogrades into a proselyte

of commercialism and a mere huckster of medical

advice.

Still another element which harms both the lodge

doctor and his lodge patients must be considered.

What is the quality of medical advice and attention

that the lodge doctor can give to his lodge patients ?

Let us say that he has reached the stage where he

looks after eight or ten lodges. On a routine day
he may see thirty or more lodge patients. Can he
conscientiously examine each patient and make the

proper diagnosis ? That would be well nigh im-
possible, for after all it is only a question of human
nature over again. He unconsciously—^or con-

sciously, perhaps—begins to discriminate against his

lodge patients. He gives them a very superficial

and cursory examination and prescribes for them
with a snap diagnosis as foundation for his thera-

peutic advice : or, worse yet, he prescribes with-

out any diagnosis and with merely an eye towards
symptomatic relief.

As a natural result the lodge doctor becomes
careless and slipshod in his medical ways. His
diagnostic ability not only remains at a dead stand-

still but from "disu.se-atrophy" retrogrades so far

that his advice is of no more value than that of the

corner druggist.

We are in too enlightened an age not to be able

to remedy or at least make lighter most evils and

the evil of lodge practice is one that can be solved

and eradicated. To do this vigorous and strenuous

action must be taken by the East Side physicians.

In the main it is only by a return to their medical
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ideals and "by grappling these ideals to their souls
with hooks of steel" that they can solve this prob-
lem and straighten out the course of this medical
boomerang.

14a RiviNGTOJC Street.

THE KING'S EVIL.

By HOR.^CE GREELEY, M.D..

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

Once upon a time, as all orthodox fairy talcs begin,

it was a frequent occurrence for a terrestrial

potentate to take with him to heaven governmental
authority, as is evidenced by well-known instances

in Grecian mythology, such as that of Saturn and
his three sons, Jupiter, Neptune, and Pluto, several

of whom, tradition states, were once rulers of well-

defined districts of ancient Greece and even now
astronomy preserves to most of the family a celes-

tial inheritance.

Later on in this, which some might call the myth-
ological age, the gods became more jealous of their

prerogatives and, instead of permitting a pollution

of their casts by admixture with mortals, frequently

contributed to the parentage of the more illustrious

men. Nearly all the heroes of Homer and the kings

of Hellas boasted of blood of heavenly hue de-

rived from peculiar connections of some one of their

ancestresses, which, if with other than the gods,

would have been as carefully concealed. But a la

Mazeppa's Count Palatine, "A King, had reconciled

him to the thing," they felt honored by even an
ichorous taint.

As men grew less credulous, or perhaps less

romantic, these claims gave way to that of selec-

tion by divine interposition, and, in Christian times

at least, all early rulers were considered to have
been chosen by a decree of the omnipotent and,

upon assuming the crown, were anointed as a

special sacrament as a sign of holy authority and
general infallibility. Whenever even ordinary de-

cency and a pretension to piety were possessed by
the wearer of the purple, popular enthusiasm and
craving for the extraordinary frequently credited

the monarch with miraculous ability to cure dis-

ease ; and, while all manner of ailments were origi-

nally supposed to yield to kingly interposition, it

was in England that the belief finally crystallized

into specialism, and tuberculous disease (producing
swelling and ulceration) of the glands of the neck

became known as the King's Evil, upon which the

reigning majesty's touch was thought to exercise

particular and peculiar curative power.
Edward, surnamed the Confessor, is regarded as

the father of the procedure and after him most of

his successors, down to and including Queen .\nne,

exercised the privilege and were credited with

effecting good results.

William of Alalmesbury, writing in A. D. 1 100,

40 years after the Confessor's death, records : "A
young married woman, but childless, was afHicted

with swellings about her neck, and fell into bad

health. Being commanded in her sleep to inquire

for the bathroom of the king, she entered the palace,

when the pious king, dipping his hands into the

water, and stroking her neck, soon restored her to

a happy state of health." And the same authority

states that this prince was equally successful in

many other instances. The person touched was
usually given a small sum of money, to relieve his

urgent necessities, but no particular coin, as later

came to be the practice in the reigTi of Henry VH

who bestowed upon each sufferer a gold "angel" (a

coinWhich had upon one side a representation of an

angel stamping upon a dragon) as an amulet, which

was considered to continue the good influence of the

magic touch with the patient indefinitely.

Although all of Edward's successors are not

known to have practised the procedure, still it never

was forgotten and varying with the character of

the monarch it was given prominence or fell into

disuse.

Henry VH, a great lover of ceremonial and re-

ligious parade, made the most of this inheritance and

establislied a routine to be observed during the

procedure, the chief part of which was the recital

by an attending prelate of a prayer, modified from

an old exorcism used to drive out devils.

Elizabeth, although a daughter of religious refor-

mation, is said to have touched a great many for the

cure of the disease, but first required one of her

physicians to examine the case and to certify that

the sufferer was actually afflicted with the Evil, and

that he was either too poor to secure regular medi-

cal attendance or else was so seriously ill that the

usual ministrations could offer no hope of better-

ment. It is recorded that a militant and irreconcil-

able papist, confined in prison for his opinions, de-

veloped a severe case of the malady, and was
touched by the Queen for its cure, which was there-

by effected so thoroughly and speedily as to com-
pletely win over the non-conformer who avowed
that one possessed of such powers was most cer-

tainly an instrument of God, and that hereafter he

would take his spirtual food from her hand.

Elizabeth, however, would never claim infallibility

in this particular, although flattered by, and glad to

see, belief in it by others ; and once during a royal

progress was so besieged by would-be patients that

she exclaimed in her usual hysterical hypochron-

driacal way: "Why do these poor folk come to me?
God only can cure them."

That canny Scot, James Stuart, whose anxious

expectancy was eventually awarded with Eliza-

beth's crown, failed not to exploit every jot and
tittle of his inheritance and did not neglect to show
the new cunning his hand had gained. He was per-

haps particularly pleased to parade this power be-

fore his old enemies in Scotland, later known as

the Covenanters, who pretended to be greatly out-

raged by any assumption of spiritual authority by
the King. It is recorded that in 1618 the Turkish
.\mbassador presented his young son to James and
asked that the royal hand be applied, which the king
graciously did, omitting the prayers usually offered

during the ceremony. At the end of seven days the

accomplished courtier returned to thank his majesty
for the complete cure which, he most diplomatically

claimed had been effected. The only change made
by James in the ceremony, as inherited from Eliza-

beth, was to give a smaller piece of gold than before
to each applicant.

Charles the First enjoyed great popular credit

for the efficacy of his touch and appointed particu-
lar days whereon all the afflicted might repair to his

healing hand ; but to guard against those who
abused the royal favor by frequent return to

secure another gold piece, he required every
applicant to present a certificate from his

parish curate that he had not previously been
touched. Later, while he was a prisoner of
the Parliament's in Holmby House, so many people
flocked to be touched that the Round Head govern-
ment issued a proclamation decrying the practice as
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most superstitious aud abominable. After the

King's execution it was claimed that the contact of

various articles stained with his blood continued the

cure in England.
Cavalier historians declare that whenever Crom-

well attempted to e.xercise this holy regal power,

instead of improving, the case always grew worse

and rapidly failed, so seared was it by the regicide's

noxious touch.

At the Restoration, Charles the Second, return-

ing with that aureole lent by the romance of ad-

versity and exile, found awaiting him a people re-

acting from overindulgence in puritanism, wildly

enthusiastic in support of the divine right of a king

and consequently most eager for a revival of his

most holy office.

And it is he that carried the practice to its

greatest extent. Registers were kept of all those

touched and each individual before gaining access

to the King was examined by a physician and given

a ticket, and certain days and places were appointed

for general rendezvous. Evelyn in his diary thus

describes the ceremony under an entry of July 6,

1660: "His majestic began first to touch for ye

evil, according to costome, thus: his majestie

sitting under his state in ye banquetting house, the

chirurgeons cause the sick to be brought or led up

to the throne, where they kneeling, ye king strokes

their faces or cheeks with both hands at once, at

which instant a chaplaine in his formalities says 'He
put his hands upon them and he healed them. This

is said to every one in particular. Wlien they have

been all touched they come up again in the same
order, and the other chaplaine kneeling, and having

angel gold strung on white ribbon on his arm, de-

livers them one by one to his majestie, who puts

them about the necks of the touched as they passe,

whilst the first chaplaine repeats, 'That is ye true

light who came into ye world.' Then followes an

epistle (as at first a gospel) with the liturgy,

prayers for the sick, with some alteration ; lastly, ye
blessing; and then the lo. chamberlaine and comp-
troller of the household bring a basin, ewer and
towel, for his majestie to wash."

Charles frequently treated as many as 600 at a

sitting (in 20 years of his reign there were re-

corded in the register some 100,000 cases) but not-

withstanding his activity, a greater proportion of
the population died from the disease, according to

the mortality lists than under any other sovereign.

Were the king's services required by persons of
quality his majesty was always willing to attend
them in their lodgings and apart from the common
people.

Of course, many of those that flocked to the
court to be cured came only out of curiosity, or for

the gold piece to be obtained, but of those actually

ailing it is to be presumed that some either got
better from natural causes, or imagined that thev
had been benefited and so long as popular belief

upheld the practice any caviling individual was
sure to be drowned with lese majeste clamor.
Queen Anne was the last of the English rulers

to touch to cure, and one celebrated instance of her
failure to heal was the case of Dr. Samuel Johnson
whose throat she stroked when he was 4^2 years of
age, but who throughout his life suflfered from the
malady.
The English kings were imitated by their near

rivals of France, who would not be outshone in
Divine favor, and it was even claimed that the
practice had originated with King Clovis some six

centuries before Edward the Confessor's time ; but
it appears that Louis IX, St. Louis, in the 13th cen-
tury, was the first French monarch to acquire the
magic touch of healing, and almost every one of
his successors up to the Revolution exercised it.

Francis I, although generally a very gay Lo-
thario, was credited with very many cures and even
after his foolhardiness had landed him a prisoner
in Spain his poet said of him

:

"The king applies his hand, diseases fly,

And though a captive, still the powers on high
Regard his touch, thus striking proof is given
That they who bound him are the foes of
Heaven."

Of Louis Xni it was said that when he depu-
tized to Cardinal Richelieu every other power, he
only retained this because if he parted with his

hand he could no longer pull candv.

A CASE OF TETANUS SUCCESSFULLY
TREATED WITH MAGNESIUM

SULPHATE.
By CHARLES D. FOX, M.D..

PHILADELPHIA

As the general recognition of the value of any com-
paratively new method of treatment depends largely

upon reports of cases, whether successful ones or
not, the following case is reported as an addendum
to a paper on tetanus which appeared in the Medi-
cal Record of August 13, 1910.

While playing near a stable, at Ambler, Pa., a boy
of twelve years ran a splinter into the right great

toe. The splinter was removed at once by the patient,

but two days later, August 10, 1910, the wound
became septic. After a period of incubation lasting

eleven days stifi^ness of the jaw became apparent,

and the following day the back was involved.

Tetanic convulsions developed August 20. The
boy was sent to the Hahnemann Hospital of Phila-

delphia, August 21, and the wound was completely
excised and cauterized by Dr. W. Nelson Ham-
mond. At this time trismus was almost absolute,

decided opisthotonos was present, his temperature
varied from 993/5° to 1013/5°, ^"d he was de-

lirious. Besides these conditions he complained of

considerable pain throughout his muscles, vomiting
was frequent, he perspired profusely, and during
the first night in the hospital five convulsions oc-

curred with moderate embarrassment of respiration.

The first day in the hsopital he was given a sub-

cutaneous injection of 3,000 units of antitetanic

serum, and, at the same time, 1,200 units was in-

jected into the spinal canal. Subsequently 3,000
units of the serum was injected every six hours, at

first subcutaneously, and later by the intravenous

method. Further treatment consisted in the admin-
istration of a saturated solution of sodium bromide,
commencing with 5 drops every four hours, com-
bined with chloral hydrate. At first it was at-

tempted to give these drugs by mouth, but by
reason of the frequent vomiting it was necessary

to inject them into the rectum. The size of the

dose of each of these two drugs was rapidly in-

creased in an attempt to control the convulsions

and general rigidity, so that on the third day the

patient was receiving every four hours 7 grains of

chloral and 40 drops of the solution of sodium
bromide. In addition to these measures every even-

ing for five days ]4, grain of morphine was given

by mouth.
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August 22, 1910, ihe rigidity had become general,
and was so marked that the abdominal wall felt

boardlike. The patellar reflexes were greatly in-

creased, and bilateral Kernig's sign had developed,
but at no time did he present either the Babinski
sign or ankle clonus. The convulsions were fre-

quent and mild. Parenthetically, there seem to be
two general types of tetanus : one in which the
disease occasions well-developed tonic convulsions
with little general rigidity in the intervals, while in

the other variety the convulsions are rudimentary,
but the rigidity is constant and extreme. It was
to the latter class that this patient belonged.
As the patient continued to grow worse, and as

the serum and hypnotic drugs were failing to con-
trol the development of the disease, 2 c.c. of a 2^
per cent, solution of magnesium sulphate was in-

jected into the spinal canal August 23, after removal
of an equal quantity of cerebrospinal fluid. The
effect of this injection upon the pulse and respira-

tion was practically nil. Instead of occasioning an
alarming drop in the respiratory rate, such as has
occurred in other cases, the respirations increased

from 26 to 32, while the pulse remained about the

same— 120 per minute. Not any immediate eft'ects

of this injection were noticeable, but four hours
after the injection the upper and lower extremities

were found to have become almost completely re-

laxed. There was little change, however, in the

amount of rigidity of the abdomen and back. In-

stead of continuing to become worse the patient

remained about the same as during the first twenty-
four hours after the injection, so that further admin-
istration of magnesium sulphate was considered

unnecessary.

About the seventh day after admission gradual

improvement set in, and the serum was discon-

tinued. At the same time the doses of chloral and
bromide were progressively decreased so that four

days later these, too, were discontinued. At present,

September 14, the patient is entirely well, and will

be discharged from the hospital in several days.

During the first week in the hospital the patient

received 60,000 units of antitetanic serum. Of this

24,000 units w^ere given by the intravenous method,

12,000 were injected into the spinal canal, and the

remainder subcutaneously. Even though intra-

venous injection of the serum may not possess any

therapeutic superiority over the subcutaneous

method of administration of this agent yet it has

a decided advantage in being much less painful, and

in being less apt to be followed by a disagreeable

local reaction.

As it is difficult to administer an amount of food

sufiScient to compensate for the excessive waste

occasioned by the disease, and as trismus interferes

greatly with the ingestion of food, ice cream was

found to be a valuable nutriment in this case
;
par-

ticularl y as the patient could not tolerate milk.

Even though the period of incubation was eleven

days this case may be classified as a severe one, and

until the beneficial effects of the injection of mag-
nesium sulphate became apparent the outcome was

considered dubious.
2126 Pine Street.

Meningeal Reactions in Scarlet Fever.—G. Paisseau

and ,L. Milhit, on the basis of numerous lumbar punctures,

come to the conclusion that irritative conditions of the

meninges are almost always found in infections occurring

in young people. The pressure of the cerebrospinal fluid

was slightly increased, and a lymphocytosis was fre-

quently present. In no instance were microorganisms

found in the Rmd.—Bulletin de la Societe de Pediatric de

Paris.

GUIDE FOR TME LATERAL SINUS LINE.

Hv KiMIL AMBERG, M.D.,

DETROIT, MICH.

In the Journal of the American Medical Association

of May 19, 1906, I published a simple method of

finding an easily accessible portion of the lateral

sinus. I called attention to the fact that an easily

accessible portion of the lateral sinus may be found
when we open that part of the mastoid process

which is located in the direction of the line which
divides into two halves the angle formed by the

temporal line and the anterior border of the mastoid

process (an angle of about 115° in adults). Since

that time I had occasion to verify the usefulness of

this method, at least for adults, not only in my own
cases. In order to facilitate the finding of the easily

accessible portion of the lateral sinus I had con-

structed the simple guide depicted in the accompany-
ing figure. One shank should be held over the

anterior border of the mastoid process, the other

over the temporal line. The handle of the guide

gives the direction of the lateral sinus line. Even
if the angle formed by the anterior border of the

mastoid process and the temporal line should be
somewhat different, the instrument is of service by
allowing the same margin of deviation to both
shanks. The length of the whole instrument is

about 8.25 cm.

The Paratyphus Bacillus and Its Clinical Evolution.

—E. Job and V. Raymond show that there are two dis-

tinct forms of symptoms as a result of the paratyphus

bacillus, the acute gastrointestinal and the cholera type.

The first form is characterized by vomiting, diarrhea, and

choleraic symptoms. It is the result of gastrointestinal

intoxication. Contagion may play a part in its causa-

tion. In the second form it acts like the bacillus of

Eberth. It is most important to make a bacteriological

diagnosis in these cases. When we have intoxication

from meats, if the symptoms begin very rapidly, it is be-

cause the germs had begun to act in the body of the animal

before it was killed. The germ is very abundant in the

meat and acts at once on the organism. When it arises

from water the incubation and evolution are very like

that of typhoid. The number of germs is small, and

the toxins or endotoxins are not present until the germs

have multiplied. The author gives a case illustrating each

of these forms of disease from the paratyphus germ.

—

Le Progres Medical.
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THE DIAGNOSIS OF POLIOMYELITIS IN
THE PREPARALYTIC STAGES.

At a symposium on poliomyelitis held in one of the

medical societies of New York City a few years

ago, one of the speakers emphasized the importance,

in treating this disease, of promoting active elimina-

tion through all the channels of the body during

the period of invasion. When questioned as to how
one may recognize the presence of poliomyelitis be-

fore paralysis manifests itself, the speaker admitted

naturally that this was impossible, but advocated

the eliminative treatment in all cases of suspicious

acute illness in children, particularly when poliomye-

litis is prevalent. The recent e.xperimental studies

on this disease have brought to light evidence upon

which a diagnosis might be made some time before

the onset of paralysis. The importance of making
an accurate early diagnosis is manifest when one

realizes the impossibility of checking the process

after paralysis has set in, for by this time the virus

has already spent its force. In the Monthly Bulle-

tin of the Massachusetts State Board of Health

for June, 1910, W. P. Lucas, discussing the diag-

nosis of infantile paralysis in the prodromal and

early acute stage, states that the results of the New-

York investigation of the prodromal symptoms
agree completely with those of animal experimenta-

tion. The most noteworthy signs are change of dis-

position, restlessness, and irritability, or apathy, ap-

pearing several days before any other symptoms.

The paralysis may even be preceded for several

days by delirium and convulsions, or epilepti-

form attacks. In the exceedingly irritative

cases the diagnosis of cerebrospinal meningitis

is frequently made. In the prodromal stage not an

uncommon finding is pain, most often in the back
along the spine or in the joints of the extremities

which may show swelling and tenderness. Head-
ache, general or frontal, is frequently present, and
this is often accompanied by rigidity of the neck.

Suspicion should at once be aroused, if with any
of these nervous symptoms there is associated

coryza, bronchitis, or sore throat. The temperature
is not typical and is of little use as a guide.

In addition to these clinical manifestations, ex-

perimental and clinical study has revealed certain

diagnostic points that may be obtained from the

examination of the s]jinal fluid and blood in the

prodromal and acute stages of the disease. Using

virus obtained from Flexner, the author was
able to produce paralysis in three monkeys and to

transfer paralysis through two subsequent series of

inoculations. The study of the blood brought out

at least two very interesting facts. The normal dif-

ferential count was, multinuclears, 60 per cent.

;

large and small uninuclears, 25 per cent.; lympho-

cytes, 12 per cent.; eosinophiles, 3 per cent. In the

acute stage there was a moderate and constant

lymphocytosis, the count being multinuclears, 40 per

cent.; large uninuclears, 15 per cent.; lymphocytes,

40 per cent. ; eosinophiles, 5 per cent. Parallel with

this lymphocytosis there was a marked and con-

stant leucopenia. This drop in the white count con-

tinued throughout the acute stage. The leucocyte

count did not change during the incubation period,

but did change occasionally during the irritative or

prodromal stage when there was a marked or mod-
erate drop in the white count.

The spinal fluid showed even more marked and

characteristic findings during the incubation period,

prodromal, and acute stages, disappearing about the

time that the acute symptoms begin to subside, be-

ing at their height either in the prodromal stage or

on the first or second day of the acute stage. Dur-

ing the incubation period there is a marked increase

ill the amount of fluid obtained from lumbar punc-

ture, and in its cellular content, there being 100 to

300 cells per cubic millimeter. These cells are

mainly of the large uninuclear type, with some
multinuclear cells and lymphocytes. In the pro-

dromal stage there is even a more marked increase

of the cells, often reaching 1,000 per cubic milli-

meter. In this stage, also, multinuclears are still

present, in some cases as high as 60 per cent.,

though the large uninuclears and lymphocytes are

very evident. In the early acute stage the increase

in cells is very marked, these being now mostly of

the lymphocytic or very early form of cells, and

sometimes very hard to place, as they are apparently

undifferentiated cells. .As the cells decrease in num-
ber the multinuclears begin to return, and at the end

of a week or ten days there are very few cells pres-

ent, mostly large uninuclears with a few multi-

nuclears. In the prodromal and acute stages there

was at times a fibrin clot which would disappear

fairly early during the acute stage.

These experimental findings were closely paral-

leled by those observed in four cases of acute polio-

myelitis in children. The important points revealed

by blood examination in the acute stage were the

marked leucopenia and lymphocytosis, while the

examination of the spinal fluid, which was increased

in amount in all the stages, showed an increase in

the numbers of cells, the relative proportions of the

diiTerent kinds varying in the ditiferent stages.

The importance of these investigations cannot be

overestimated. The ability to make an early diag-

nosis will render possible the prompt institution of

measures designed to stay the progress of the in-

fection, although such measures may have but

slight effect in limiting the resulting paralysis.

Early diagnosis will be of still greater value when

the antitoxic serum for poliomyelitis will have been

discovered.
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PURIFICATION OF WATER BY OZOXIZA-
TION.

Certainly one of the chief aims of sanitary science

is to procure a pure water supply. When this ob-

ject is achieved, or when a water supply can be ob-

tained which is free from harmful germs, a great

victory will have been won. As yet we do not seem

to be near realization of this ideal state of affairs.

It must be remembered that water is largely respon-

sible for epidemics of typhoid fever and of cholera,

to mention the two most serious waterborne dis-

eases, and typhoid fever is by no means extinct in

the United States. Sand filtration, and especially

slow sand filtration, has done much to check the

spread of typhoid fever, but, after all, filtration.

of every kind, has its limits; it is filtration and not

sterilization.

Recently, a method of purifying water has come
to the front, which, perhaps, up to the present time,

has not been used on a sufficiently large scale, nor

for a long enough period of time to justify any

very decided assertions as to its merits. The ozoni-

zation of water by means of electricity as a ster-

ilizing agent, is the method to which reference is

made. The principle of purifying water by ozone

has, of course, been known for a considerable

period of time, and it has even been used on a

small scale for some years. Its adoption for puri-

fying the public water supply of a fair sized com-

munity dates back about seven years. Paderborn,

in Germany, in 1902, was the first town of any size

to install a system for purifying water by ozoniza-

tion, and electricity was the agent utilized to manu-

facture the ozone. The principle of preparing the

ozone by electricity is the same everywhere, but the

particular method followed in Paderborn and other

German towns in which the system is in vogue is as

follows : Air enclosed in parallel plates is forced by

means of a blowing apparatus through a discharge

chamber, where it is subjected to currents of elec-

tricity at a high voltage. The velocity of the passage

of air through this chamber is regulated in such a

manner that when the air leaves the chamber it is

impregnated with enough ozone to sterilize water.

The water which is to undergo the sterilizing treat-

ment by ozone is first passed through a special sand

filter to remove all solid matter in suspension. The

water is then pumped into towers and as it passes

down through the towers the ozone is forced into

them from below and brought into close contact

with the water, destroying the bacteria contained

therein. The water thus treated and freed from

bacteria passes out from the towers and is fit for

consumption. Wiesbaden has had an ozone plant

for some years which is said to have given satis-

faction.

The results of treating water by ozone have been

tested experimentally at Koch's Institute and at the

Imperial Health Bureau in Berlin. Water was

taken from the Spree and largely infected with

cholera germs. The water was passed through the

ozone plant and an examination showed that the

disease-bearing bacteria had been destroyed. Simi-

lar results are said to have been obtained with water

infected with dysentery and typhoid germs to the

number of 600,000 bacteria per cubic centimeter,

both at Koch's Institute and at the Imperial Health

Bureau, Berlin.

At the suburb of St. Maur, Paris, where from the

River Marne is drawn a goodly portion of the Paris

water supply, an ozonization plant has been work-

ing for some little time. The Marne is highly

polluted by sewage, and a preliminary clarification

of the water through beds of sand and gravel is

necessary before the ozonizing process is com-

menced. So well satisfied are the Parisian engin-

eers with the result of the ozonization method of

purifying water, that it is stated that an ozone puri-

fication plant is to be installed at Paris to treat

24,000,000 gallons a day.

The system has been investigated by numerous

high authorities, most of whom appear to be con-

vinced of its remarkable sterilizing properties, but a

good deal of scepticism still exists as to its applica-

bility on a large scale, and it has also been consid-

ered that the cost of the system would greatly ex-

ceed that of the filtration methods. However, it

really does appear that purification of water by

means of ozone can be conducted in a satisfactory

manner on a very large scale and that its cost is

not prohibitive. The ozonization of water is, how-
ever, essentially a sterilizing process and not a filtra-

tion process, and that public water supplies, unless

the water be peculiarly clear, must undergo some
kind of filtration befcjre they are subjected to

ozonization.

Some of the advantages of ozonization are ob-

vious. The method sterilizes effectively and frees

water from offensive odors and tastes and from ob-

jectionable colors. That it does this is sufficient to

recommend its use in all large cities. It is an

open question, as Rideal said recently in refer-

ence to the ineffectiveness of filter systems in pre-

venting typhoid fever, whether it was not advisable

that these methods should be supplemented by a

process of sterilization. There is no doubt that

filtration has been tried and has been found wanting

in many respects. Ozonization of water by elec-

tricity may not be the best method but it would seem

that it is at least one which in the future will have

to be considered.

The New Hospital of the Rockefeller
Institute.

The opening of this hospital on October 19, 1910.

marks a new era in the annals of scientific medicine
in New York City. Situated near the Laboratory
buildings and open on all sides to light and air, this

hospital, with a separate building for contagious
cases, represents the most modern ideas in hospital

construction and is fitted with all necessary admin-
istrative and sanitary appliances. Although the
main building is eight stories in height, only four
floors are used for patients ; in spite of the complete
equipment there are only seventy beds. The reason
for this limitation is that the hospital is primarily for

the purpose of advancing the knowledge of clinical

medicine, especially in the nature, diagnosis, and
treatment of disease; and that this object can be
best attained by the intensive study of a few patients

rather than of a great many. The purpose is to con-
centrate the energies of the institution upon three or
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four medical problems at a time, and to admit at

any time only such cases as are the subject of study.

This purpose will also be furthered by the fact that

the medical staff, which is relatively large, will be

paid, and each member will devote all his time to the

service of the hospital. One entire floor of the

building is devoted to clinical laboratories—chemi-

cal, biological, physiological, and photographic. The
wards are large, but each contains only seven beds.

One side of each ward consists of glass, sliding into

concealed pockets, so that all the beds may be

wheeled out at once and the patients be kept out of

doors at any time. An open loggia or roof at each

end of the building is large enough to receive all the

beds at once when they are wheeled out. There are

really eleven roof spaces, so that the greater propor-

tion of the area provided for patients is out of doors.

The Babinsky Sign in Diphtheri.\.

The investigation of the occurrence of the Babin-

sky sign in the course of diphtheria may serve to

shed some light upon the nervous manifestations of

this disease. Kiroff was the first to call attention

to the occurrence of this phenomenon in diphtheria,

although its presence had already been noted in

typhoid fever and scarlatina. Basing his observa-

tions on the study of 877 cases of diphtheria in

which the plantar reflex was investigated, J. D.

Rolleston, reporting his results in the Review of

Neurology and Psychiatry, July, 1910, states that

the Babinsky sign was found in 19.6 per cent, of

all cases. The extensor response is not confined to

infancy, but is found, though with diminishing fre-

quency, with advancing agt, especially after the

eighth year. Essentially a phenomenon of the acute

stage, it is not pathognomonic of diphtheria, occur-

ring in other infectious diseases, especially typhoid

fever, lobar pneumonia, and scarlet fever, but its

greater frequency in diphtheria than in non-diph-

theritic angina imparts to the sign a certain value

in diagnosis. It is more frequent in the severe than

in the mild forms of diphtheria ; this is shown by

the fact that in the cases in which the Babinsky

reflex occurs, the throat symptoms are severer, and

there is a higher mortality and greater frequency

of paralysis and albuminuria. To its presence,

therefore, a definite diagnostic value is attributed.

Rolleston believes that the sign is evidence of the

occurrence of a transitory perturbation of the pyra-

midal system by the circulating toxins of a nature

similar to the mild degree of meningeal reaction fre-

quently occurring in acute infections.

Nnus of tire Wnk,
Health of the Canal Zone.—The report of the

Department of Sanitation of the Isthmian Canal

Commission for the month of August, 1910, gives

the death rate for the month among employees as

13.04. In 1907, the death rate for the same period

was 27.59; i" 1908, 11.39; ^nd i" I909> 10.28. The
annual average per thousand of deaths in the cities

of Panama, Colon, and the Canal Zone, including

both employees and civil population, was 19.85 for

August, 1910; 16.20 for August, 1909; 26.65 fo^

August, 1908; 33.75 for August, 1907; and 64.12

for August, 1906. For diseases the annual average
per thousand of employees for the month was

:

White. 5.28; colored, 8.1 1. For 1909, the figures

were: White, 6.ig; colored, 6.10. No cases of

yellow fever, smallpox, or plague were brought to

or originated on the Isthmus during the month.

Lectures on Sanitation.—A course of lectures

on sanitary science will be given this year by Colum-
bia University in the Horace IMann Auditorium, at

Broadway and 120th street, New York, on Monday
afternoons at five o'clock. Dr. Hermann IM. Biggs
of the Department of Health delivered the first

lecture on October 10, on The Development of

Public Health Work, and on October 17 Dr. C. E.-A.

Winslow spoke on Water Pollution and Water Puri-

fication. The other lectures of the course will be

as follows : October 24, Clean Streets as a Factor in

Public Health (lecturer to be announced) ; October

31, Collection and Disposal of Alunicipal Waste,
Dr. George A. Soper; November 7, Communicable
Diseases, Diphtheria, Typhoid Fever, Scarlet Fever,

etc.—Their Transmission, Dr. W. H. Park ; Novem-
ber 14, Communicable Diseases—Their Prevention,

Dr. Park; November 21, Some Examples of the

Control of Infectious Diseases, Dr. Simon Flexner

;

November 28, The City Milk Supply and its Con-
trol, Dr. Ernst Lederle; December 5, Flies and
Other Insects as Carriers of Disease (lecturer to

be announced) ; December 12, Housing and Health,

Lawrence Veiller; December 19, Tuberculosis: The
General Problem ; the Organized Campaign Against
the Disease, Dr. Livingston Farrand

;
January 9,

Tuberculosis as a Social Problem ; IVIethods of

Treatment, Dr. James Alexander Miller
;
January

10, What the Teacher Should Know of the Tuber-
culosis Problem, Dr. S. Adolphus Knopf ; What the

Teacher Could Do Toward the Solution of the

Tuberculosis Problem, Dr. Knopf. The lectures

are free and open to the public.

City Death Rate.—For the week ending Octo-
ber 8, there were 1,333 deaths in the City of New
York, four less than in the corresponding period

of the previous year. This gives a death rate for

the week of 14.48 per 1,000 of population in 1910,

and 15.28 in 1909. Pulmonary tuberculosis caused

155 deaths, an increase of 11, and pneumonia 108,

an increase of 2. Among children under five years

of age there were 468 deaths, of which 364 were
among infants under one year of age. Seventeen
deaths were caused by typhoid fever, which is seven
less than last year.

Rockefeller Institute Hospital.—The new hos-
pital attached to the Rockefeller Institute was
opened for inspection on October 17 and 18, and
for the reception of patients on Wednesday, Octo-
ber 19. The hospital contains seventy beds and will

be used for the treatment of selected cases only.

For the present, cases of infantile paralysis, pneu-
monia, heart disease, and disorders of metabolism
will be received for study. The staff consists of
Dr. Rufus I. Cole, Director; Dr. Christian A. Her-
ter, Physician to the Hospital ; Dr. C. C. Robinson,
Resident Physician, and four internes. The service

will be entirely free.

Crowded Tuberculosis Wards.—The over-
crowded condition of the wards used for the treat-

ment of cases of tuberculosis in the Metropolitan
Hospital on Blackwell's Island, N. Y., was brought
to the attention of the State Board of Charities on
October 12. As a result the commissioners decided
that the city ought at once to provide for increased
accommodations on Blackwell's Island and to com-
plete the Sea View Hospital on Staten Island. It

was pointed out that the new building soon to be
opened will only temporarilv relieve the congestion,

if at all.

New Research Laboratory.—In a report of
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the work done in the research laboratory of the

Department of HeaUh, New York, Dr. Hermann
M. Biggs, chief medical officer, urges the establish-

ment of a new research laboratory to be devoted

to the study of specific therapy and preventive me(H-
cine. The cost of such a laboratory, including sal-

aries, equipment, and supplies, is estimated as about

$45,600 annually.

Syracuse University.—A number of changes
have been made in the corps of instructors in the

College of Medicine of Syracuse University. The
course in Anatomy will be conducted by Prof. Henry
W. Stiles, until recently of Tulane University. New
Orleans, assisted by Dr. Robert H. Haskell, for-

merly of the University of Michigan. A course in

applied anatomy will be given during the second
year. Prof. H. Burton Doust will have charge of

the course in Materia ]\Iedica.

Diphtheria at Hamilton College.—An epidemic

of diphtheria has been reported at Hamilton Col-

lege, Clinton, N. Y. Thirteen cases have been iso-

lated, and a number of men are under observation.

Yellow Fever in Venezuela.—A dispatch from
^'enezuela to the State Department contains the in-

formation that yellow fever has appeared at Puerto

Cabello.

Charitable Bequests.—St. Luke's Hospital,

Chicago, receives a bequest of $25,000 outright,

under the will of the late ^Irs. John Mason Loomis
of that city. The Children's Memorial Hospital re-

ceives $10,000 also. An additional $25,000 will go

to St. Luke's Hospital in 1925, provided a brother

of the testator has not been found by that tiine.

Aldermen and Straus Depots.—The New York
aldermen on October 11 passed a resolution urging

'Sir. Nathan Straus "to continue his splendid efforts

in behalf of the poor and needy in the supply of

pure milk." There was but one dissenting vote.

Open-Air Schools.—Montclair, N. J., inaugu-

rated its first open-air school on October 10, the

class meeting in a large tent on spacious grounds.

Twenty-one pupils were in attendance. The sides

of the tent are open, and the children will be pro-

vided with special warm clothing and sitting-out

bags for the winter weather.

A special class for tuberculous children will also

be opened shortly on the grounds of the Consump-
tives' Home, in Brooklyn, N. Y. The class will be

an annex to the public school nearby.

Ambulance Mishaps.—An ambulance of the

Kings County Hospital, Brooklyn, while answering

a call on October 9, was struck by a trolley car of

the Nostrand Avenue line and wrecked. Both the

driver and the surgeon were thrown out and seri-

ously injured.

An ambulance from the Lying-in Hospital, while

taking a patient to the hospital on October 12, ran

down and injured a man who attempted to cross in

front of it. During the attendant commotion the

driver of the ambulance collapsed, and the patient

in it gave birth to a child before the hospital could

be reached. At last reports all concerned were on

the road to recovery.

Dr. Bulkley's Lectures.—The governors of the

New York Skin and Cancer Hospital announce that

Dr. L. Duncan Bulkley will give a twelfth series of

clinical lectures on diseases of the skin in the Out-

Patient Hall of the hospital on Wednesday after-

noons, from November 2 to December 21, 1910, at

4.15 o'clock. The course will be free to the medical

profession.

Dr. T. D. Crothers of Hartford, Conn., will

deliver a series of lectures on Alcohol and Drug
Addiction, at the American Medical College of St.

Louis, on December 8. 9, and 10, 1910. The lec-

tures will be open to the public as well as to mem-
bers of the medical profession.

The Tenth International Congress of Pharmacy
met in Brussels on September i to 6, 1910. Twenty
foreign countries were represented by official dele-

gates, the United States, Argentina, Chile, Vene-
zuela, Guatemala, San Salvador, and Haiti, being

included. At the opening session the work of the

congress was outlined, two subjects being presented

as of the greatest international interest: (i) the

further unification of the pharmocopeias, with es-

pecial reference to the adoption of uniform meth-

ods of assay of important drugs; and (2) the

control of the sale of specialties (proprietary medi-

cines) from the standpoint of public health as well

as that of the material interests of the pharmacists.

For the succeeding days the congress divided into

a scientific and a professional section, at each of

which various subjects were taken up for discus-

sion. At the concluding session the entire congress

again met and voted upon a number of resolutions

which had already been adopted by the separate

sections. The first resolution presented by the scien-

tific section related to the unification of the meth-

ods for the assay of crude drugs and of galenical

preparations and for the determination of physical

constants. The Belgian government was requested

to call an international conference for the unifying

of the methods of analysis of the heroic medica-

ments. In the matter of alkaloidal assays the reso-

lution recommended the adoption of gravimetric

methods. The second resolution related to the in-

ternational unification of the reagents used in phar-

macopeial work, pointing out that such a unification

would aid in securing uniform analytical results.

The third set of resolutions related to the control

of antiseptics, with special reference to securing

commercial honesty and safeguarding the public,

the opinion being expressed that such preparations

should not be placed upon the market until they

had been officially examined, both chemically and
bacteriologically, and had received the approval of

the departments of public health ; that their effi-

ciency should be determined and the claims made by
the manufacturers investigated ; that the amount of

their active ingredients and their bactericidal

strength should be stated, and that the sale of

those claiming to possess therapeutic properties and
of those containing poisons, the sale of which is

legally restricted, should be limited to pharmacists.
The fourth resolution related to the introduction
into schools of pharmacy of courses on the analysis

of certain physiological and pathological secretions,

especially of the feces. The fifth resolution related

to the preparation of galenicals by pharmacists, who
were urged to make these preparations themselves.
The professional section presented resolutions

dealing with the control of the sale of medical
specialties, which it thought should be confined to

pharmacists, with the formation of an international

pharmaceutical federation having for its purpose
the protection of pharmacy as a profession and as
an applied science, with the representation of prac-
tical pharmacy on pharmacopeial commissions, and
with the limitation of the number of pharmacopeias.
It was also resolved to make the question of patents
and trade marks one of the subjects for discussion
at the next congress.
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New Jersey State Pediatric Society.—The sec-

ond general meeting under the auspices of this so-

ciety" will be held in the Hotel .Marlboro, Asbury

Park, N. J., on Thursday evening, October 27, at

8.30 o'clock. Dr. Linnaeus Edford LaFetra, of

New York City, will deliver an address on "Cardiac

.•\ffections in Childhood."

The Pathological Society of Philadelphia.—At

the annual meeting, held October 13, Dr. David

Riesman delivered ^he president's address, in which

he reviewed the work of the Society for the year.

An election of officers was held and resulted as fol-

lows : President, Dr. David Riesman, reelected;

Vice-Presidents, Dr. A. O. J. Kelly, Dr. A. J.

Smith, Dr. J. Sailer, and Dr. H. A. Hare; Secre-

tary, Dr. H. E. Goodman; Treasurer, Dr. C. Y.

White; Recorder. Dr. F. H. Klaer ; Curator, Dr.

Howard T. Karsner.

The Norfolk (Virginia) Medical Society at its

meeting on October 4 elected the following officers

:

President, Dr. Israel Brown; J^ice-President, Dr.

N. G. Wilson ; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. Harvey

Baker.

The Lexington County (South Carolina) Med-
ical Society held its annual meeting on October

3 when the following officers were elected for the

ensuing year: President, Dr. R. E. Mathias of

Irino; Vice-President, Dr. Frank G. Roberts of

Lexington ; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. ]. ]. Wingard
of Lexington.

The Kentucky State Medical Association at

its annual convention at Lexington, recently, elected

officers for the ensuing year as follows: President,

Dr. J. C. Carpenter of Stanford; Vice-Presidents,

Dr. J. W. Pryor of Lexington ; Dr. B. E. Giannini

of Coalmont ; and Dr. G. E. Hancock of Hender-
son ; Secretary, Dr. A. T. McCormick of Bowling
Green ; Treasurer, Dr. W. B. McClure of Lexing-
ton ; Delegate to the Meeting of the American Med-
ical Association, Dr. Curran Pope of Louisville.

The next annual meeting will be held at Paducah
in October, 191 1.

The New Mexico State Medical Association
opened its annual meeting at .Albuquerque on Sep-
tember 29. Officers for the ensuing year were elect-

ed as follows : President, Dr. Francis T. B. Fest
of Las Vegas ; Vice-Presidents, Dr. R. L. Bradley
of Roswell, and Dr. Leroy S. Peters of Silver City

;

Secretary, Dr. George S. AlcLandress of Albu-
querque. Dr. AIcLandress was also elected editor

of the medical journal.

Professor Miguel Bombarda, who was recently
assassinated at Lisbon, was best known to foreign-
ers by his work as General Secretary of the Fif-
teenth International Congress, which met at Lisbon
on April,. 1906. His genius for organization made
the Congress one of the most successful ever held,
and at its close his efforts were fittingly recognized
by the late King Carlos who bestowed upon him
the lilac ribbon, the gold chain, and the crimson
cross of the Order of Santiago. Whether or not
any political significance attaches to his death has
not become known. By some the assassin is said
to_ be merely a madman, a former patient at the
Rillafolles Hospital, with a fancied grievance
against Professor Bombarda, the chief physician
in charge of the asylum.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. John V. Shoemaker of
Philadelphia, professor of materia medica, phar-
macology, and therapeutics, and clinical professor
of diseases of the skin in the Medico-Chirurgical

College of Philadelphia, died at his home of

nephritis, on October 11, aged 58 years. Dr. Shoe-

maker was graduated from Dickinson College in

the class of 1872, and from the Jefferson Aledical

College in the class of 1874. Immediately after

graduation he became a demonstrator of anatomy
in the latter institution, and shortly afterward lec-

turer on anatomy and diseases of the skin in the

Philadelphia School of Anatomy. He aided in

forming the Jeft'erson Quiz Association, and was
quizmaster in materia medica and therapeutics. In

1883 he was made lecturer on diseases of the skin

in the Jefferson Medical College, and in 1886 was
elected professor of dermatology in the Medico-
Chirurgical, a few years later becoming also pro-

fessor of materia medica, pharmacology, therapeu-

tics, and clinical medicine. He was the founder
and for many years the editor of the Medical Bul-

letin and a liberal contributor to current medical

literature, and was the author of several well known
te.xtbooks. Dr. Shoemaker was a member of the

.American Medical Association and of the Pennsyl-

vania State and Philadelphia County Medical Soci-

eties.

Dr. De Forest Will.\rd of Philadelphia, Pa., a

graduate of the Department of Medicine of the

LTniversity of Pennsylvania in the class of 1867,

died at his home, on October 15, of double pneu-
monia. Because of failing health Dr. Willard had
resigned the chair of orthopedic surgery in the

University of Pennsylvania only a short time ago.

He had held many offices of honor in medical cir-

cles and was an ex-president of the American Sur-
gical Association, the American Orthopedic Asso-
ciation, the Philadelphia Academy of Surgery, and
the Philadelphia County Medical Society, and an
ex-chairman of the Section on Surgery of the

American Medica! Association. He was also a

Fellow of the College of Physicians of Philadel-

phia, surgeon to the Presbyterian Hospital, consult-

ing surgeon to the Germantown, Jewish, and Phne-

nixville Hospitals, and consulting surgeon to the

Widener Memorial School for Crippled Children.

Dr. JosHU.^ R. ]Morton of Allentown, Pa., a

graduate of the Medical Department of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in the class of 1871, died at

his home on October 9, aged 61 years. Dr. Morton
practised his profession for some time in Peters-

burg, Va., but later entered into business. He was
for many years a member of the Allentown school

board, and for the past year its president.

Dr. Frank Bl'air Olhausen of Harrisonburg,
\'a., a graduate of the University College of Medi-
cine of Richmond, in 1898, and a member of the

Virginia State and Rockingham County Medical
Societies, died at his home of cirrhosis of the liver

on October 8, aged 34 years.

Dr. Herbert O. Smith of Shakopee, Minn., a
graduate of the Hahnemann Medical College and
Hospital of Chicago in the class of 1881, and a

member of the Minnesota State and Scott County
Medical Societies, died suddenly of apoplexy at his

home on October 4, aged 52 years.

Dr. William H. \\'oodbury of Chicago, 111., a
graduate of the Hahnemann ]\Iedical College and
Hospital of Chicago in the class of 1866, died at

his home on October 6, aged 85 years.

Dr. William H. Riley of New Orleans, La., a

graduate of the Medical Department of Tulane
L'niversity of Louisiana in the class of 1861, a

regimental surgeon in the Confederate Army dur-
ing the Civil War, died at his home on September
30. aged 72 years.
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OUR LONDOxV LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

CONFERENCE ON HOSPITj^LS

—

EHRHCH's REMEDY

—

THE PIONEER OF VENTILATION—'HEALTH CARAVAN-
CRUSADE—RONALD Ross's NEW BOOK—ISOLATION
OF TYPHOID METALLIC R.\DIUM—SIR CHARLES
CAMERON.

London, September 30, 1910.

Yesterday the first conference of the British Hos-
pitals' Association was opened at Glasgow Univer-
sity, Mr. Hedderwick of the Royal Infirmary pre-

siding. Several papers were read and discussed,

and then on adjournment the hospitals and infirma-

ries of Glasgow were visited.

The position of hospitals in relation to the pro-

fession and education, as well as to the Poor Law
and charities, was the subject of a paper by Mr.
C. S. Loch. He pointed out some of the changes
that had occurred in the last forty years and which
he thought implied a necessity for reorganization in

reference to these relations so as to bring about

better remuneration for medical men, better divi-

sion of labor among institutions for the sick, and
better association in charity. In discussion Air.

Cunningham deprecated too much State aid. while

Professor Jones held that it was desirable that the

community should make the greatest and most
economical use of the highest medical skill.

The abuse of hospitals was the subject of a paper

by Mr. Scott Finnic, of the Aberdeen Royal In-

firmary. He admitted that many persons improp-

erly availed themselves of free treatment. The natu-

ral result was the danger of alienating the sympathy
hitherto enjoyed by hospitals, injury to the pro-

fession, delay in admitting deserving cases, and

demoralization of the community. He suggested a

reorganization of medical relief on some plan which
would conserve the interests of the really poor and

deserving and help those who could not wholly pro-

vide for themselves. To this end a special confer-

ence might be held. Colonel Roxburgh admitted

abuse, and said paying hospitals would be welcome
in Glasgow, but they could not have paying depart-

ments in their present institutions. Mr. Blakie of

the Edinburgh Infirmary feared that to start pay-

ing hospitals would dry up at the source a good

deal of the financial help on which they relied at

present.

There is still some excitement about Prof. Ehr-

iich's new remedy, 606, the brief name for

the chemical formula signifying dioxydiamido-arse-

nobenzol. Many are anxious to try it, but as many
or more regard it as rather risky and are watching

the reports. Thus, although there is something of

a boom, here and there, it is nothing to be com-

pared with that which followed the announcement

of tuberculin.

I have a case under observation which has been

injected, and although he had to keep his bed longer

than has been generally advised, on account of the

intense pain and febrile reaction, he is now cheer-

ful enough, and ready to undergo a second time

of torture if only he can attain a cure. He is a

medical man himself and watching his case atten-

tively. He was infected some years ago from a

midwifery case attended while he had a scratch on

his finger.

Dr. D. F. Harris, lecturer on physiology at the

L^niversity of Birmingham, gave a lecture at the

Midland Institute on the 15th, on the "Pioneer in

H)giene of \'entilation"—the Rev. Stephen Hales,

M.A., D.D., F.R.S., who was as much perhaps a

])ioneer in other branches of knowledge, especially in

the experimental method of studying physiology. He
is much remembered as the designer of ventilators,

though that is only a result of his scientific investi-

gations which demonstrated the necessity of a con-

stant change of air in the neighborhood of all liv-

ing things—both animal and vegetable. His numer-

ous researches extended beyond physiology, and he

was in fact a pioneer in sanitation generally as well

as in ventilation. Still it is in the last-named branch

that he conferred so great benefit on his fellows,

not only of his own age, but for all time. Dr. Fra-

ser did not seem to think much of him as a pastor

;

at least he said we did not know much of his capa-

bilities as such, but it was certain he had a great

solicitude for men's bodies. He introduced a water

supply into his parish and contrived to ventilate his

church. He wrote a pamphlet on the abuse of alco-

hol—probably the first of the kind—published in

1734, entitled "A Friendly Admonition to the Drink-

ers of Gin, Etc." This Dr. Eraser admitted would

"entitle him to rank as a pioneer in the advocacy of

measures of practical hygiene." May we not add of

practical morality, too?

The Health Caravan Crusade is going strong and

to-morrow another caravan is to be dedicated to the

work in East Anglia. It is equipped entirely by

women and a qualified woman doctor will deliver the

lectures. The first caravan has for six weeks been

touring the western counties. In a score of towns

and villages lectures with cinematograph pictures

for illustration have been given from the van and

printed sheets of advice how to preserve health and

fight consumption have been freely distributed. The
hygienists and doctors supporting the movement
are convinced that much of the advice has fallen

on fruitful soil. A third van is to be started in three

of the London parks by permission of the County
Council, and I am told that a new invention will

enable the pictures to be seen by daylight. The
Caravan movement is unique in not appealing to the

public for funds, but is carried on by the Women's
Imperial Health Association.

The new work by Major Ronald Ross is a cyclo-

pedia treatise on malaria, dealing with its origin,

manifestations, distribution, and prevention in the

most authoritative and complete manner. It con-

tains also contributions from Professor L. O. How-
ard and reports of special work in all malarial

countries. Major Ross speaks of himself as a com-
piler because he has gathered first-hand information

from many observers, but the focusing of all these

deserves a more important title, especially as his

own original work as an investigator is of so great

scientific value. Malaria he considers has pro-

foundly modified the history of the world by ren-

dering to a great extent "the tropics unsuitable for

the full development of civilization." The date of

the discovery of the parasites he puts at 1869. It

is a hopeful point that the drainage and filling up
of pools in which larvae are present have often ren-

dered more extensive schemes unnecessary.

It is interesting to notice that the isolation of

radium has been achieved by Madame Curie, whose
work in reference to it is so well known. It was in

collaboration with M. Debierne that the result was
attained, as stated to the Paris Academy of Sciences

on the 5th inst. The metal is possessed of great

energy, oxidizes rapidly in the air, and burns paper
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put in contact with it. It also decomposes water

and seems to have a sort of magnetic attraction

toward iron.

A case of typhoid occurring in one of the prisons

ilhistrates the difficulty of tracing cases to their

origin. The man had been at work in the prison

for several months but no other inmate had had

the disease for months before his admission. The
water supply cannot account for our isolated case

and the drainage is reported to be efficient. We do

not admit an origin dc novo, so it looks as if some

contaminated article of food had gained entrance

to the dietary, but then other prisoners would surely

have been affected. Even a typhoid carrier would

hardly have had access to a single person's food

out of a number under similar conditions.

To-day Dublin is honoring itself and Sir Charles

Cameron by conferring on him the freedom of the

city for which he has done so much. Its reputa-

tion in public health matters was low enough when
Sir Charles began his labors half a century ago

and he has steadily raised it to its present level.

ProgrPSH of HpJiiral grmtre.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

October 6, 1910.

Immunity with Special Reference to V.-iccine Therapy. T. Le.Try.

Types of Graves' Disease. J. G. Mumford.
Hysteria—With Autopsy. W. R. Woodbury and C. Reed.

Immunity and Vaccine Therapy.—T. Leary states

that by artificial stimuli we have not succeeded in adding

to the varieties of response which are exhibited against

natural stimuli. The types of immunizing responses to

stimuli are relatively few. A person who is infected with

a pathogenic organism is producing sufficient amboceptor

for his needs ; what his blood lacks is complement, and

as yet there is no means of artificially supplying this need.

For these reasons the so-called bacteriolytic sera are

failures, with the exception of Fle.xner's antimeningo-

coccic serum, which is in a class by itself. In applying

the principles of vaccine therapy it is noted that the ideal

immunizing response can be produced without the toxic

negative phase. Physiological doses of vaccines should

be followed by an immediate production of antibodies

without toxic action. Certain tissues exhibit a special

immunity against infection. Most important among these

are the muscles. The author recommends the injection

of vaccines into muscle or into the intermuscular connec-

tive tissue. Stalthylococcus aureus vaccine, in addition to

provoking the ordinary specific immunizing response, seems

to possess the power of stimulating an increase in general

resistance. In general infections vaccines are harmless.

This was indicated in a case in which, through error, 10

c.c. of Staphylococcus pyogenes aureus vaccine contain-

ing 10,000,000,000 organisms were injected at one time as

an initial dose, which is forty times the standard initial

dose. No harm resulted. In a second case the same dose

produced a temporary collapse with prompt response to

heat and stimulation. One objection raised against vac-

cines has been that persons undergoing infection are in

an anaphylactic state, and therefore hypersusceptible to in-

toxication. This is a purely theoretical danger, as is evi-

denced by the infrequency of serious results following the

use of diphtheria antitoxin. The evidence seems to pre-

dominate that pneumococcus vaccine is a distinct addition

to our armamentarium. Vaccine treatment in surgical con-

ditions does not do away with the necessity for intelligent

surgery. With infections along some mucous surfaces

vaccine therapy is less successful than elsewhere. Gono-
coccus vaccine has little influence on urethral infections,

but a freshly prepared gonococcus vaccine made from first

cultures from fresh cases gave prompt results in gonor-

rheal rheumatism. In colon bacillus infection of the kid-

neys, vaccines relieve intoxication and eliminate fever,

but local infection persists. Staphylococcus vaccine is now
accepted as the standard method of treatment of local con-

ditions due to this organism. Erysipelas responds in most

cases promptly to an autogenous vaccine. In a large per-

centage of cases of rheumatism treated there was prompt

relief of pain and other symptoms after the empirical use

of autogenous throat cultures containing a mixture of

pneumococcus and streptococcus. The treatment of the

associated infection in tuberculosis with autogenous vac-

cines in which the streptococcus and pneumococcus usually

predominate is accompanied by diminution of temperature

and relief of cough and night sweats, followed by increase

of weight. Toxic symptoms arising from a relatively

slight infection with Bacillus coli can be relieved usually

within a few hours. The exhaustion caused by this or-

ganism in the late stages of typhoid fever is relieved

together with the disappearance of a septic temperature

by the use of an autogenous vaccine. The use of tubercu-

lin is associated with dangers which make extreme cau-

tion necessary in its exhibition.

Types of Graves' Disease.—J. G. Mumford reports

two dissimilar cases of this condition, one typical and the

other atypical. The former was that of the gradual onset

of dyspnea, dyspepsia, pain, and nausea after eating and a

state of continual apprehension. After the persistence of

these symptoms for two years there developed mild tremor

of the fingers. A year later the characteristic symptoms

of enlarged thyroid, exophthalmos, and tachycardia de-

veloped. During the next fifteen months vigorous medi-

cal treatment was employed, chiefly with the administra-

tion of neutral hydrobromate of quinine in five grain cap-

sules three times a day. This produced great relief dur-

ing the early months ; later the shock of grief caused the

reappearance of all the former symptoms in an aggravated

form. The case now presented all the symptoms of acute

hyperthyroidism, and a radical operation was performed,

the patient being brought to operation practically without

her knowledge, in order to ensure a calm state of mind.

The operation was successful and the most striking result

was the calm, tranquil, and happy attitude of the patient.

The second case was that of a young woman who became

suddenly sleepless, fretful, and irritable, and a week later

had a marked tumor of the thyroid, with no other evi-

dence of hyperthyroidism. Operation was at once per-

formed, and the vi'hole of the left lobe removed. The
patient was well for one year, at the end of which there

returned intense nervousness, and many of the classical

symptoms of Graves' disease with massive enlargement of

the remaining lobes of the gland. After two months of

fittile medical treatment, a second operation was per-

formed under great difficulties on account of the vascular

cicatricial tissue from the former operation, and the

pyramidal lobe and half of the right lobe were removed.

In spite of every reasonable operative precaution to avoid

increasing the hyperthyroidism, this developed imme-

diately after the patient was put to bed, with intense and

prolonged nausea and vomiting, excessive irritability and

apprehension, and at the end of twelve hours, with rise of

pulse to 140, embarrassed, intermittent, and irregular heart

action, and the supervention of cardiac dilatation. This

was a picture of extreme and grave thyroid poisoning.

The patient died thirt>--six hours after the operation.

Hysteria—With Autopsy.—W. E. Woodbury a.nd C.

Reed report the case of a colored girl in whom hysteria

manifested itself chiefly by increased and frequent inic-

turition. The patient died from pneumothorax, which was

revealed at autopsy together with evidences of acute pleur-

isv with effusion, chronic tuberculous pleurisy, chronic
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abscess of the lung with rupture into the pleural cavity,

tuberculous pneumonia and bronchitis, atelectasis, and

organizing pneumonia.

New York Medical Journal.

October S, iqio.

Medical Photography. N. T. Beers.
Radiograms of the Digestive Tract bv Inflation with Air. L. G.

Cole and M. Einhorn.
A Case ot Intranasal Sarcoma. R. B. Scarlett.

An Irregularly Pearl-shaped Bone Formation in the Mastoid Proc-
ess. K. Amberg.

The Doctor's Duty in Tuberculosis. J. Girdwood.
Inversion of the Puerperal Uterus. R. E. Davison.
Observations Upon the Baldy Operation for Retroversion of the

Uterus. E. A. Schumann.
A Brief History of Epidemics Among the Alaska Indians, with

Special Reference to Tuberculosis. S. A. Savitz.

Alcohol and Its Relation to Legal Medicine". M. Keschner.
A Plea for a More \'igorous Campaign Against the Malarial revere

G. E. Henson.

Medical Photography.—N. T. Beers states that it is

difficult to conceive of any branch of science in which

photography is of more real service than medicine, and

it is rather surprising to note how few of our profession

take serious advantage of this most valuable means of

record. Radiographers, microscopists, and dermatologists

long since found it an indispensable adjunct in their work,

and many of our foremost workers in these lines have,

of necessity, become expert photographers. In years past

our medical journals contained but few illustrations and

these usually were woodcuts from photographs or line

engravings from crude drawings in pen and ink. At their

very best they excited but little interest mainly through

their lack of truthful reproduction. But to-day, with the

various processes of photography reduced to simple rules

of thumb, the medical writer has no valid excuse for not

illustrating such articles in which pictures would serve to

elucidate the text. With the publisher, good photographs

are always acceptable, and many a poorly written article

is saved by the photographs which accompany it. The

author encourages the physician to make his own pho-

tographs, and describes the various procedures necessary,

from the purchase of the camera to the finishing of the

picture.

Radiograms of Digestive Tract.—L. G. Cole and M.

Einhorn state that the disadvantages of the bismuth

method were the possibility of toxic symptoms from the

large amount of bismuth administered, and that frequently

a shadow was obtained that prevented one from recogniz-

ing some thickening which produces a shadow by itself.

To obviate the latter difficulty they found that inflation

by air enabled one to recognize tumors in earlier stages

than by the other methods. This was accomplished by

inserting a tube in the stomach or colon and injecting air

with a Politzer bulb. They describe the technique of this

method and state that while it is not able to replace the

old and well established bismuth method, it will find a

place in conjunction with it, or when the other cannot be

applied.

Intranasal Sarcoma.—R. B. Scarlett reports a case of

this condition, and states that it is usually a single tumor,

of rapid growth, soft, dark red in color, and showing a

great tendency to bleed on the slightest touch, sometimes

resulting in severe hemorrhage, and that it also manifests

a tendency to recur on reinoval.

Pearl-shaped Bone Formation in the Mastoid Process.

—E. Amberg describes a case of the finding of a peculiar

and unique pearlike bone formation, about twice the sire

of the head of the hammer, in the diploctic mastoid

process.

The Doctor's Duty in Tuberculosis.—J. Girdwood

states that in this disease the physician's responsibility is

threefold: to the patient, to society, and to the State. In

the first instance, early diagnosis is necessary, and en-

deavor should be made to convince the patient that he

should enter a sanatorium for treatment. In the second

instance, the physician's responsibility may be summed up

in one word, prevention. In the third instance, the physi-

cian must fulfill the requirements of the law by registra-

tion of all cases and by instituting certain measures of

protection.

Inversion of Puerperal Uterus.—R. E. Davison states

that Hirst's operation for this condition is the best opera-

tion to-day and can be executed easily, rapidly, and suc-

cessfully. It consists in slitting the cervix in the median

line posteriorly, the incision being carried higher on the

internal than on the external surface, the ring muscle be-

ing almost if not completely severed without opening the

peritoneal cavity. With comparatively light pressure with

one finger tip on the lower uterine segment just above

the upper angle of the wound he easily reinverted the

uterus.

Retroversion of the Uterus.—E. A. Schumann states

that Baldy has formulatd two general rules of the highest

importance in approaching the question of the form of

operation in such cases. The first is that retrodisplace-

ments of the uterus are mostly coincident with other

lesions, and where such is the case, the symptoms almost

universally come from the associated disease. The treat-

ment of retrodisplacement is a misnomer. It should be

the treatment of the conditions in connection with which

retrodisplacements of the uterus occur as an accident.

There are certain operative factors that must obtain if

an ideal result is to be secured. These, in part, are as

follows: I. The operation must bring the uterus forward

and iTiaintain it in this position. 2. It must ofifer facilities

for dealing with adhesions and other intraabdominal com-

plications. 3. It must attain the desired result with a

minimum amount of multilation. 4. The uterus must

remain a pelvic organ and not be dragged high up into

the abdomen. 5. Such motility and power of equal and

general expansion must be maintained that subsequent ges-

tation is not impeded. 6. The generally prolapsed and

enlarged ovaries should be elevated, together with the

uterus.

Epidemics Among Alaska Indians.— S. A. Savitz

states that measles was the first of the infectious diseases

which unmercifully attacked the Indians in Alaska. About

3:i per cent, of those who were attacked succumbed. Pneu-

monia was the most frequent complication, which was
probably largely due to the practice of bathing in cold

water upon the appearance of the eruption. In 1872 small-

pox broke out and proved very fatal. This disease is

traced to the Spaniards, who conveyed it to America in

the sixteenth century. During this epidemic the vast ma-
jority succumbed before the eruptive stage. In 1876 there

broke out an epidemic of influenza which invaded all the

coast cities with great rapidity. This disease existed among
them long before civilization made its entrance. The In-

dian race has been dying out steadily and rapidly and
the few that are left are wasting away before the ravages

of tuberculosis. There is evidence that this disease ex-

isted among the Indians before the advent of the white

man ; they used the bark of hemlock to control pulmonary
hemorrhage for a long time. The power of resistance, not

only to tuberculosis, but also to other diseases, decreased in

proportion to their adoption of civilized customs.

Alcohol and Legal Medicine.—M. Keschner describes
the noxious effects of alcohol upon the organism, the vari-

ous degrees of drunkenness, the symptoms and treatment

of delirium tremens, alcoholic convulsions, and alcoholic

insanity, and discusses the relation of alcohol to legal

inedicine under the headings of crime, contracts, torts,

wills, and insurance.

Campaign Against Malaria.—G. E. Henson states that
in the Southern States during the past decade there has
been little decrease in the morbidity from this disease, and
contrasts the results obtained by an intelligent and active
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campaign against its ravages in other countries. In Italy,

in the course of five years there had been a reduction in

the mortality of 65 per cent. The prophylactic measures

and methods to stamp out the infection, may be classed as

follows: First, the education of the public that the mos-

quito is the etiological factor in malaria, also as to its

habits, and how to protect against it. Second, the destruc-

tion of the mosquito in its larval and adult stages. Third,

the prevention of the development of the Plasmodium in

man. Fourth, the entire eradication of the parasite from an

individual, in so far as possible. The prophylactic value of

quinine is commented upon; in Italy this drug is sold by

the government at a minimum price, and given away free

to those who cannot afford to pay for it.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

October 8, 1910.

Bacteriology of Acute Respiratory Infections in Cliildren as Deter-
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Ely.

Bacteriology of Acute Respiratory Infections in Chil-

dren.—L. Emmett Holt presents this study, which is

reported in the Medic.\l Record, Vol. 77, page 783.

The Negro as a Health Problem.—H. M. Folkes as-

serts that the colored race, before the abolition of slavery,

showed a higher standard of health among the children

than has ever been maintained since their emancipation.

At present, the conditions are much less favorable, and the

exemption from infectious diseases observed in the chil-

dren of intelligent white people is seldom seen in the negro.

Those diseases to which the negroes are more immune

than whites occur in greater frequency among the mixed

bloods, in proportions according to the dilution. Negroes

of all shades are especially susceptible to tuberculosis and

measles, but, in an experience of nearly twenty years, he

cannot recall a case of scarlet fever, diphtheria, mumps, or

tonsillitis among black negroes. He recognizes a great im-

provement both among whites and negroes during the last

ten years, but one of the gravest problems confronting the

whites of the South is to prevent tuberculosis and venereal

disease among the colored population.

Hemiplegia Following Acute Infections.—W. A. Jones

and A. S. Hamilton report several cases of paralysis of

central origin following diphtheria, pneumonia, and con-

ditions causing encephalitis of rather obscure nature.

Central paralysis from diphtheria has been little recognized

in the textbooks, though the deleterious effects on the

peripheral nerves have been long recognized. In the two

cases here reported, there was undoubtedly a central lesion

in each, though in one it is possible that there was also a

peripheral lesion. Whether the cause in these cases of

hemiplegia following diphtheria was acute encephalitis or

thrombosis and hemorrhage, it is difficult to determine,

though the symptoms in both cases suggest encephalitis

rather than one of the acutely actmg vascular conditions.

Paralysis of either central or peripheral origin in pneu-

monia is rare, and though there is no apparent reason why
a central paralysis in pneumonia might not be due to true

encephalitis, the authors have not found any case reported

in the literature except in connection with meningitis. The

last two cases reported seem to justify the diagnosis of

encephalitis, though post-mortems were not made.

Tuberculosis in Milk.—F. O. Tonney gives an account

of the work done by the Chicago Department of Health in

the examination of market milk for tuberculosis germs.

Guinea pigs were used for the tests. After inoculation

they were kept in clean cages and were observed for three

months. Of 112 specimens of milk, 8.9 per cent, proved

tuberculous. Comparing this with observations made in

other cities and combining their figures with these, he finds

the incidence of tubercle bacilli in the milk supplies to be

about 8.3 per cent. The milk-produced diseases of children

are, he thinks, first in order, the diarrheal diseases respon-

sible for about one-third of the deaths among children

under two years in our large cities ; second, is typhoid

fever; third, is tuberculosis; fourth, is scarlet fever; fifth.

is diphtheria; and sixth, a group of miscellaneous disorders

not particularly important in this country, such as cholera

and foot-and-mouth disease. He thinks that these may

be largely eradicated by strict observation of sanitary rules

in the production and handling of milk.

Alveolar Abscess.—S. L. McCurdy believes that dent-

ists should realize the seriousness of the most frequent

operation they perform, namely, that of devitalizing and

extracting pulp, since infection and serious bone destruc-

tion arise from this source. The symptoms, especially if

complicated with syphilis, may be very uncomfortable.

Destruction of the bony floor of the antrum does not neces-

sarily mean perforation of the membranous floor or infec-

tion. An alveolar fistula leading into a cavity containing

a considerable portion of the tooth requires extraction of

this tooth before recovery can be obtained. Persistent

headaches and general reduction of health are frequently

caused by very insidious alveolar abscess. He thinks it de-

sirable, in case of necrosis of the mandible calling for

removal of bone, to establish drainage through the chin

and approximate the gingival margins with sutures so as

to shut off the pus cavity from the mouth. Nasooral fis-

tula, which sometimes occurs, especially in syphilitics, can

be cured after due constitutional treatment by a mem-
branous flap from the roof of the mouth. Tincture of

iodin is recommended in all suppurative conditions of the

mouth as a disinfectant.

Anesthesia in Head Surgery.—J. E. Lumbard recom-

mends the use of glass tubes connected with rubber tubes

to the mechanism supplying the anesthetic vapor in head

surgery. These are to be inserted into the nostrils as in

the methods of Pynchon and Blakely, which they are in-

tended to supersede. He introduces anesthesia in the usual

way, and then introduces the glass tips into the nose. For

convenience they may be held in position by adhesive

plaster. He claims for the tubes a safer and easier intro-

duction than is possible with the rubber tubes heretofore

employed, and their successful use is not interfered with

by a deformed septum or exostosis. They do not cause

nasal hemorrhage and cannot become obstructed with

blood or mucus. They remain in position much better than

rubber tubes and they are easier to clean and sterilize.

Middle Meningeal Hemorrhage with Hemiplegia.—
L. L. Smith reports a case of fissure fracture of the skull,

without depression of bone or signs of compression, caus-

ing a supradural hemorrhage from the middle meningeal

artery and total right hemiplegia. The left facial nerve

was apparently somewhat involved by the extension of the

clot. The removal and cleansing out of the clot relieved

the hemiplegia, though the muscles were still slightly

weaker for about five days. The patient was at work a

week after his discharge from the hospital. The rarity of

an extradural hemorrhage from the middle meningeal ar-

tery causing hemiplegia makes this case of some interest.

Actinomycosis.—F. T. Lord reports finding the pres-
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ence of actinoniycotes in the contents of carious tccili and
the tonsillar crypts of patients without actinomycosis.

Complement Fixation with an Antigenic Crystal from
Luetic Liver.—C. F. Craig reports the discavery of a
crystal formed in a strongly antigenic extract of luetic

liver which apparently possessed similar antigenic prop-

erties.

Internal Ear Complications of Middle Ear Diseases.

J. Holinger gives a general survey of the pathology and
prognosis of inllammations of the internal ear. He dis-

cusses the suhject under the following classification; 1.

Serous labyrinthitis. II. Labyrinthitis in connection with

acute otitis media, including scarlet fever, diphtheria, and
otitis, leading to formation of sequestrum. III. Chronic

labyrinthitis in consequence of cholesteatoma. A. Circum-
scribed labyrinthitis. B. General labyrinthitis, caries,

necrosis. IV. Tuberculous labyrinthitis.

Labyrinthitis.—J. R. Fletcher states that it is impor-
tant to distinguish between the suppurative and the serous

and hyperemic forms. In the former, the cochlear symp-
toms are negative and hearing is completely lost, but in

the serous and hyperemic forms some hearing remains and

spontaneous recovery occurs. In latent labyrinthitis the

history is of most importance, as the patients must have

had previous attacks of vertigo and nystagmus, either total

deafness exists or only a remnant of hearing is found.

There are no characteristic spontaneous symptoms. Per-

ilabyrinthitis, or inflammation of the cellular bone tissue

around the labyrinth is most frequently associated with

acute suppurative otitis media or with acute exacerbations

of chronic disease. The mastoid is always, and probably

first, involved, and some systemic diseases, especially dia-

betes, predispose to it. When the process is acute it is

hyperemic, as is shown by rapid recovery of hearing fol-

lowing mastoid operation. In the serous type recovery is

slow, depending largely on the drainage of perilabyrinthine

spaces. If suppurative, sequestration is apt to follow.

The early symptoms are those of mastoditis with gradual

onset, of diffuse endolabyrinthitis, recurrent deafness, pain

on pressure over the upper part of the mastoid process,

frequent facial paralysis, and the Weber test in the dis-

eased ear. The negative symptoms are absence of the

fistula symptom or vertigo attacks and infrequence of in-

tracranial complications. The importance of diagnosis re-

lates mainly to the question of operation.

Vertigo.—G. E. Davis states that the internal ears a.re

the special sense organs of equilibrium. By them we rec-

ognize (orientation) and maintain our relations to space

(equilibration). The visual sense organs and the kin-

esthetic sense organs (the muscles, etc.), are accessory

sense organs of equilibrium and are coordinated with the

internal ears through the mediation of the cerebellum.

The special sense organs, the two internal ears, one on

each side, are normally symmetrical in structure and func-

tion, and anything, whether physiological, experimental, or

pathological, which innervates, stimulates, or irritates one

of these twin organs more than the other, or accomplishes

the same thing through enervation, depression, or destruc-

tion of one in excess of the other, in that measure tends

to or creates proportionally disturbance of their joint func-

tion, equilibration. If this disturbance is sufficiently

marked or intense there result nystagmus and vertigo.

Foibles in Specialisni.—C. F. Wahrer comments upon

the absurd advice often given by specialists to poor pa-

tients, upon unnecessary details given in reports of cases,

the danger of too close application to specialism, and upon

the fact that the modern textbook is too padded for prac-

tical purposes.

Colloid Carcinoma of the Skin.—A. Bamberger re-

IKjrts this case because of its rare occurrence, and because

it emphasizes the importance of laboratory work in cases

of obscure diagnosis.

Joint Tuberculosis and Tuberculous Sinuses.—L. W.
Ely states that in numerous articles in the past he called

attention to the importance of avoiding secondary infec-

tion of the walls of tuberculous sinuses and abscesses by

the germs of suppuration, and pointed out the danger the

patient incurs if this secondary infection take place. In

this he followed the teachings of others and his own ex-

perience, gathered in treating many cases of joint tubercu-

losis. On the other hand, the custom of opening, scraping,

and packing tuberculous abscesses is still widespread, and

those who practise it do so either from ignorance or be-

cause their experience teaches them that it is correct. A
very suggestive case of tarsal tuberculosis recently fur-

nished him with additional evidence of the trutli of these

contentions.

The Lancet.

October 1, loic

.Malignant Disease of the Nasal Passages: Its Diagnosis, Patliology,
and Treatment. W. Stuart-Low.

Tlie Essential Cause of Gastric and Duodenal Ulcer. C. M. Moitllin.

The Physique of the Phthisical. 11. de C. Woodcock.
A Symptom-Complex in Ruptured Ahdominal Hydatid. J. E.

Barling and D. A. Welsh.
Clinical Surgery in Japan. Y. Takaki.
Henoch's Purpura with Enteric Intussusception, Etc. H. B. Rob-

The Relief of Symptoms of Prostatic Obstruction by Electrical
Treatment. T. S. Bolton.

A Reminder of the Battle of Omdurman. J. B. Christopherson.
The Etiology and Diagnosis of German Measles. C. Beards.
Stovaine: Its Use in Treatment of Shock, Etc., in Injuries of the
Lower Extremities. G. Thom.

The Ownership of Medical Prescriptions. H. W. Gadd.

Malignant Disease of the Nasal Passages: Its Diag-

nosis, Pathology, and Treatment.—W. Stuart-Low
states that malignant disease of the nose tnay begin out-

side the nose (extrinsic origin) ; in its early stages the

disease may appear in unusual and obscure forms ; and if

operated upon in time is often readily amenable to cure.

The extrinsic forms are most apt to be confounded with

cysts of the antrum (mucocele) and dental cysts. Sarcoma
is the form of growth most frequently met with in the

interior of the nose. Nasal polypi may become sarcoma-

tous. Carcinomata consisting of squamous cells originate

usually in the ethmoid region. Those inheriting thin mu-
cous membranes are most liable to cancer. Carcinoma is

more common in the antrum than in the frontal sinus.

The author states in conclusion that there are some prac-

tical lessons to be learned from a study of this sitbject:

I. Pain is not to be relied upon as an indication of malig-

nant disease in the nose. 2. Increasing and persistent stuf-

finess, especially if unilateral, is an important point as re-

gards diagnosis. 3. Recurring and increasingly severe

hemorrhage, especially if unilateral, is always a suspicious

symptom. 4. A coinbination of hemorrhage and increas-

ing stuffiness is often a serious indication of new growth
existing. 5. The making of an early diagnosis is of great

importance. 6. It is imperative to make a thorough and

.systematic examination in all obscure cases of nasal dis-

ease, and to remove early a piece of any obstruction in

the nasal passages for a pathological report. 7. It is of

great importance when there is malignant disease to oper-

ate as soon as possible after a diagnosis has been made to

secure a successful removal. 8. It is advisable to adopt
the canine-fossa route in operating for the extirpation of

intranasal tumors. 9. Innocent and malignant polypi are

likely to coexist.

The Essential Cause of Gastric and Duodenal Ulcer.

—

C. M. Moullin states that the starting point of what is

commonly known as gastric or duodenal ulcer is the diges-

tive destruction of more or less of the wall in one par-

ticular spot. Tissues that produce gastric juice or are nor-

mally bathed in it are not affected as long as they are

healthy and uninjured, owing to an immunity acquired in

the course of development. This immunity is not shared by
the submucous and muscular coats. Direct local causes of

gastric ulcer are direct violence, the wearing of ill-fitting
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Stays by women of the domestic class, and swallowing cor-

rosive poison. One of tlie best known local causes is

embolism, the evidence of whose presence is seen in the

fiame-shaped patches of hemorrhagic exudation. Embolism

is the immediate cause of the gastric and duodenal ulcers

that occasionally develop after injuries and operations, es-

pecially those involving bones, and that occur in the

course of acute infectious disorders and in septic infection

and intoxication. The presence of septic poisons circulat-

ing in the blood, possibly excreted in part by the gastric

mucous membrane, cannot but have a strongly predispos-

ing effect. The superficial erosions, as distinguished from

genuine ulcers, are probably all caused this way. Arterial

degeneration has been described as occurring in recent

acute cases, and in chronic cases is so common as to be

the rule. Thrombosis can act as a cause. The gastric

and duodenal ulcers occasionally found after injuries to the

brain and spinal cord, and those caused by subphrenic

section of the vagi, and by injuries of the splanchnics and

of the coeliac plexus, are also the result of local vascular

lesions. The same is true of ulcers occurring in heart

disease other than endocarditis, and those that are occa-

sionally found in Bright's disease, advanced jaundice, he-

patic cirrhosis. In the vast majority of cases these local

agencies do little more than determine the site. The
essential factor is the morbid condition of the mucous
membrane, consisting in an extreme degree of congestion

and edema, w-hich precedes ulceration and often leads to

it. Hematemesis is caused as frequently by minute lesions

in the intensely congested mucous membrane as by the

giving way of an artery on the floor of an idcer. The
pain of ulcer owes its origin far more to the general mor-

bid condition of the mucous membrane than to the pres-

ence of a gastric ulcer. The immediate source of the pain

is the spasmodic cramp of the muscles around the antrum

and the pylorus, which is started by the extreme sensitive-

ness of the mucous membrane, intensified by inflammation

spreading from the erosions and abrasions that are so

often present. The exquisitely hypersensitive and hyper-

emic condition of the mucous membrane is the cause of

pvlorospasm with the consequences it entails : retention of

hydrochloric acid (so-called hyperchlorhydria) and im-

paired motility, excessive secretion, hemorrhages, erosions,

and in many instances ulcers are all due to it. The most
important and most frequent cause that gives rise to this

condition of the mucous membrane is general septic pois-

oning. A local septic poisoning is caused by the persistent

swallow'ing of septic toxins manufactured in the mouth
and throat, chiefly in the presence of carious teeth. While
gastric ulcer is exceedingly common in this class of cases,

duodenal ulcer is very rare, which is explained by the fact

that the action of septic poisoning which is swallowed is lo-

cal only, while if the septic poisoning acts through the me-
dium of the circulation it affects both stomach and duode-
num. In young women the effect of this chronic septic

poisoning is intensified by the habit of swallowing quanti-

ties of vinegar. Certain substances known as gastrotoxins
when injected into the peritoneal cavity cause patches of
necrosis in the mucous membrane of the stomach. Other
indirect causes are unsuitable foods, irregular meals, over-
eating after periods of fasting, exposure to colds, chole-
lithiasis, chronic appendicitis, chronic gastric or duodenal
ulcer (which though itself a consequence, is no less able to

act as a cause), pylorospasm, and movable kidney. The
actual starting point of an acute gastric ulcer is nearly
always one of the enormously enlarged and inflamed lym-
pho'd follicles.

The Physique of the Phthisical.—H. de C. Woodcock
states that the phthisical soft palate is of a pearly bluish-

white tint and is covered with a somewhat mucoid mois-
ture. It differs from the chlorotic palate. It is to be
ranked with the temperature and pulse as an important

sign. Another important sign is the fatigue reaction,

which consists in a rapid rise of temperature caused by

fatigue, which, if occurring in the morning, is followed

by a slow descent lasting until, and merging in, the usual

evening rise. Hyperextension of the fingers on the meta-

carpals or of the terminal on the penultimate phalanx is

a sign commonly found in the cases of people in ad-

vanced or rapidly advancing phthisis. Philip's glands,

which are enlarged deep glands just above the clavicle,

are always found in phthisical children ; they are fre-

quently met with in normal children. Marked acne is

hardly ever found among advanced phthisicals. Dilatation

of the stomach is of common occurrence among tuber-

culous patients. Among the Jews the tendency is to tu-

berculous morbidity, not to mortality. Rapid increase in

weight increases any present liability to hemoptysis.

Symptom-Complex in Ruptured Abdominal Hydatid.

—J. E. Barling and D. K. Welsh refer to six cases of

hydatid disease complicated by rupture or leakage of the

cyst into the peritoneal cavity. In five of the cases the

cysts were in the liver, in the remaining one in the spleen.

They presented the following symptom-complex: (l)

eosinophilia, (2) peritonitis with effusion, and (3) urti-

caria.

Clinical Surgery in Japan.—Y. Takaki concludes his

contribution on this subject in discussing his experience

during the past four years in the treatment of acute ap-

pendicitis, calling attention especially to the danger signs

in the early stage.

Henoch's Purpura with Enteric Intussusception.—H.

B. Robinson reports a case of this condition in which

hemorrhage into the bowel wall caused paralysis of that

segment, and hence intussusception. The beginning of

the marked blood staining was in the region of the apex

of the intussusception.

Electric Treatment of Prostatic Obstruction.—J. S.

Bolton describes his method of relieving the symptoms
of prostatic obstruction by the passing of an electrode

into the rectum and administering high-frequency cur-

rents. This treatment may make the patient comfortable,

may remove the necessity for catheter interference, and

restore his hope for the future.

A Reminder of the Battle of Omdurman.—J. B. Chris-

topherson gives an account of the removal of half a

shrapnel bullet which had remained embedded in the leg

of an Arab for eleven years after the battle.

German Measles.—C. Beards and W^ L. Goldie dis-

cuss the etiology and diagnosis of this disease. The
principal conditions from which it has to be diagnosed are

prodromal rashes, other exanthems, influenza and diph-

theria with eruption, specific rashes, drug and toxic rashes,

and skin diseases.

Use of Stovaine in Shock.—G. Thorn states that in

combating the shock attendant upon injuries of the lower

extremities with stovaine immediate improvement after in-

jection is noticeable—pain and restlessness disappear, the

pulse improves rapidly, the color returns, and the pa-

tient's distress diminishes. The injection is made as for

spinal analgesia.

The Ovimership of Medical Prescriptions.—H. W.
Gadd discusses the legal aspects of this question, stating

that the most feasible solution of the problem would ap-

pear to be the treatment of the question as one of etiquette

between physician and pharmacist.

British Medical Journal.

October 1, 1910.

.\ncient Humorism and Modern Humorism. C. Richet.
Absence of the Fallopian Tubes and Menstruation. W. G. Spencer

and A. Doran.
Tlie Quickening Spirit. L. Williams.

Ancient Humorism and Modern Humorism.—Charles

Richet states that the physiological concepts of to-day
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might very well be expressed by a very old word, now
perhaps a trifle out of date, "humorism." It is by tho

chemical evolution of the substances contained in the

plasmatic liquids that life is constituted. According lo

the ancients, life depended upon the humors : blood, yellow-

bile, black bile, and phlegm. With the Italian anatomists

of the Renaissance humorism was replaced by mechanism,

and with the coming of Lavoisier, chemistry became the

handmaid of medicine and physiology. Lavoisier demon-

strated that life is a chemical phenomenon. The suc-

ceeding era was the one in which the micrographcrs ap-

peared to draw physiology towards histology, histogenesis,

and cellular morphology. But physiologists had not al-

lowed themselves to be misled by the mirage of the mi-

croscope; they pinned their faith on chemical and physi-

cal experimentation, not on morphology; but medicine was
not as wise as physiology, for it believed that microscopic

anatomy was going to clear up everything. Despite the

genius of Virchow the history of cellular pathology had

ended in failure. The experimental methods of Pasteur,

Koch, and Ehrlich have opened up those marvelous dis-

coveries by means of which every branch of medicine has

been regenerated—etiology, pathogeny, hygiene, therapeu-

tics. It was even necessary, in the study of bacteria, to

come back to biologicochemical analysis, which is the es-

sence of humorism. With the discovery by Roux of

toxins in the blood, and with the discovery later that the

blood contains substances capable of producing immunity,

there was begun the universal study of the chemical func-

tions of the blood, which is humorism in the strictest sense

of the word. One of the first laws of modern humorism

is that the quantities of substances which come into play

in physiological reactions are often in such minute pro-

porliur.s that they may be called imponderable. The study

of anaphylaxis has shown that the injection of certain

albuminoid substances may produce this condition, which

is the opposite of protection, or the greater sensitizing

of the organism toward the toxic substances, even when

these are administered in a dose of a thousand-millionth

part of a gram. The second law of humorism is that

the activity of a liquid results from the conflict of two

substances which, isolated, are inactive. Thus anaphylaxis

is due to the combined action of two substances which

are powerless when apart, antigen and toxogenin. Simi-

larly emulsin and amygdalin are separately harmless, but

together they produce the poison, hydrocyanic acid. In

the cells the toxins and ferments do not exist as such,

but as protoxins and proferments, substances possessing

hardly any toxic or fermentative action, but which are

so unstable as to be transformed into real toxins and

real ferments under very slight chemical influences, weaker

than the ordinary laboratory reagents. If this instability

of chemical substances be given its real name, it is irrita-

bility. Thus, the writer maintains, the irritability which

rules the functions of the nervous system is in itself a

humoral phenomenon.

Absence of Fallopian Tubes.—\Y. G. Spencer and A.

Doran report a case of this condition, with aljsence

of menstruation, in which there had been recurring

monthly attacks of peritonitis, and in which relief fol-

lowed an operation joining the ovarian pouches with the

uterine cavity.

The Quickening Spirit.—L. Williams discerns in the

trend of present-day medical thought a movement which

is destined to occupy a great deal of time and interest in

the immediate future, namely, a movement to recognize the

influence that mind exercises over matter. He agrees with

Osier, that "the profession is now riding on the top of

a cardiovascular wave," and believes that the physical ills

that beset emotional patients are due primarily to circula-

tory causes. One can no longer neglect the aid of the

mind as a therapeutic agent.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

.Scl'Icmbcr ;f), 1910.

Strychnine Poisoning and Intratracheal Insufflation.

—

Sliaklee and Meltzer have sought to improve on the old

curare treatment of strychnine poisoning by using Melt-

zer's recently devised method of intratracheal insufflation.

The animals were etherized and made fast to the table. The

etherization was then continued through the traclieal tube.

In order to cause elimination of some of the ether, the

jugular vein was then opened, and pure air forced into the

trachea. In the jugular vein opening strychnine was in-

jected. Tetanoid spasms developed promptly, and then the

curare was injected. The heart beat of the animal was

the only sign of life. Artificial respiration was instituted

to conserve life. At this stage a very little more strychnine

would have killed, while artificial respiration and the injec-

tion of curare would prove antidotal to a certain degree.

A dose of strychnine (0.4 mg. per kilo) could not be anti-

doted and was therefore lethal. Cases of strychnine poi-

soning on a border line could be offset by combined in-

sufflation of air and injection of curare. This combination

could be shown, by varying the experiments, to antidote

part of the strychnine syndrome, and this might or might

not prove life-saving.

Pathology of Acute Articular Rheumatism.—Hosier

and Valentin discuss the large number of cases which pass

annually througli the Rudolf Virchow Hospital. The sta-

tistics in course of accumulation show much that is of

interest, but not much that leads to fixed principles. In

a series of 135 patients there were 3 deaths, not necessarily

dependent on the natural tendency of the disease. No less

than 118 patients were discharged cured; by cure here is

meant not only complete subsidence of symptoms, but a

few cases in which physical defects were well compen-

sated and no treatment required. There were 19 cases dis-

charged improved ; all of these requiring continuous out-

patient treatment, from active persistence of certain symp-

toms. Two cases were set down as discharged uncured,

because they disappeared from medical observation while

still presenting active lesions.

Examination of the Stomach with Bismuth Capsules.

—An excellent article of Max Cohn contains much infor-

mation which, however, is poorly arranged for abstrac-

tion. The relation of a single case may serve to convey

the author's views and method : A girl, aged 24. delicate,

admitted for anemia, was given black tea early in the

morning. Several hours later she received a "sinking

capsule," accompanied by one-half pound of roast veal and

later a "floating capsule." She was then radiographed.

The sinking capsule lay at the lowest point of the stomach,

in the food mass. Two hours later both the bismuth cap-

sules were seen at the lower pole of the stomach ; later

they dissolved in the duodenum. This neat result is how-

ever not so readily explained. The digestive mixture in

the stomach may vary with the case. The part played by

mobility also varies. Authors generally concede that a

stratification of stomach-contents may occur, and that this

depends largely on the diet. Thus in flesh feeding we see

no stratification, while in leguminous feeding the gastric

juice and digesting substance form layers. In achylia

gastrica we should expect particular findings. Progress

along these lines will be impeded by the interdependence

of a large number of factors.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

September 27, 1910.

Infantile Paralysis in Russia.—Jogichess, of a chil-

dren's hospital in St. Petersburg, states that this affection

which has recently begun to flourish in middle and western

Europe, appeared almost simultaneously in St. Petersburg,

he having during the fall and winter of 1909-10 some 29

patients under his treatment. His service at the Prince
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Oldenburg Hospital for Children dated back to 1900, and

sporadic cases occurred during the subsequent years. In

1905 the accumulation of cases was sufficient to suggest

epidemicity, some 18 cases having been admitted during

and after July. The affection then sank to the sporadic

type until the fall of 1909. It appears, therefore, that

there is an accumulation of this disease at periodical in-

tervals. Opinions differ as to whether cumulation im-

plies epidemicity. Yet these affections of small incidence,

like infantile paralysis and cerebrospinal meningitis, ap-

pear to follow the same general law as diseases of large

incidence, such as measles and scarlatina. Every half a

dozen years or so we see in both classes an accumula-

tion of cases which may or may not be looked on as

epidemic. This cumulative element naturally takes a dis-

ease quite out of the realm of pestiferous and is opposed

with difficulty by hygiene. It complicates the nosology

of disease ; for example, influenza is of a pestlike and

pandemic character, and yet there are influenza years

which only exhibit normal cumulative incidence. Such

topics are naturally freely covered by epidemiologists,

even those of ancient date. The author concludes by

stating that his cases come rather from the outlying

country than from the metropolis.

How to Enhance the Strength of Local Anesthetics.

—Gros writes briefly on a subject which has already re-

ceived considerable attention. If chlorides of the various

narcotics are combined with sodium carbonate in solu-

tion, the resulting alkaline solution acts more powerfully

than the original acid chloride fluid. This may best be

shown by an example. If we wish to use any of the syn-

thetic anesthetics to anesthetize a nerve trunk, where a

small area of tissue only is to be affected, a concentrated

or acid chloride solution cannot be neutralized chemically

by the alkaline fluids in the neighborhood. Now the in-

jection of a bicarbonate solution of the anesthetic into

the alkaline tissues gives the anesthetic basic substance a

higher concentration than when an acid chloride solu-

tion is used; for chemical neutralization then becomes

unnecessary, and the specific action is then mnre freely

exercised.

Case of Intermittent Limp.—Fischer takes up this

subject as left by Goldflam. His article is a simple case

report with comments, which are peculiarly controversial

in character, the author directly opposing both Goldflam

and Erb. The author's case differs from most of those

recorded in that it had already flatfoot with all its ac-

companiments and consequences ; so that the disease may
be regarded as a complex. The two affections have been

held to be due to the same mechanism. In this case both

angiosclerosis and flatfoot were markedly in evidence. The
latter affection derived no benefit from the usual reme-
dies. Patient was a very heavy smoker and this fact,

according to Erb, would have sufficed to cause arterio-

sclerosis. The most remarkable feature of the case was
that ischemia of the foot, due presumably to arterial dis-

ease, developed later into a hyperemia. This sudden re-

versal may, perhaps, have been due to free use of amyl
nitrite as a vasodilator. The ischemic member was also

subjected to inore or less mechanotherapy—evidently very
tittle, as the mere shaking of the foot or knocking it

against the other. The amyl nitrite seems to have been
the main resource. None of the remedies approved by
Erb or Goldflam gave any relief. It is admitted by the

author that his case is unique, and it further appears that

we may not as yet have obtained any sure hold on the

condition known as intermittent limp.

follows: Three factors are always involved, viz., (0) an

anatomical element which must necessarily involve a func-

tional element, through which the elimination of water

and salts is interfered with; including (6) a special re-

tention of water and (c) an injury to the vascular wall

which enhances its permeability. These factors are com-
monly admitted to exist, but by no means are they equally

represented in a given case. The primary cause must be

injury to the kidney itself and the vessels. Retention of

saline matter alone can lead to retention of water, not

necessarily to dropsy. This water retention leads to

dropsy, but is not dropsy in itself. The two remain,

at least in adults, in sharp differentiation. In the nurs-

ling there is no abrupt distinction between preedema and

edema itself. The vascular system of the nursling exhibits

a greater lability. Senator has shown that almost all ef-

fusions in the nursling are free from cell content.

Nitrous Acid Poisoning.—Savels refers to the ex-

treme infrequency of this kind of poisoning, especially

of late years ; so that we are in some danger of for-

getting its characteristics. He has known of eight cases,

and sums the matter up as follows : The symptoms are

manifold, but may be comprised as follows : There is a

high degree of dyspnea, cyanosis, pulmonary edema, and

pneumonia, together with cardiac weakness and disorder

of the sensorium, amounting to delirium. It has been

assumed that the inhalation of nitrous vapor can affect

the organism in three ways, viz., (i) by direct injury of

the lung cell and bronchioles; (2) by reducing the alkalies

of the blood, and (3) by certain affections of the central

nervous system, which may be looked upon either as

toxic in nature or as a direct result of toxic blood. The
treatment is about as follows : The patient is bled and

then infused with saline solution; he is then allowed to

drink freely of alkaline water. Inhalation of dilute am-

monia is practised, as is also inhalation of oxygen by

Roberts' method. Hematinics may be required according

to indications. This therapy is reinforced or superseded

by the use of from 3 to 5 drops chloroform, dissolved

in water, every ten minutes.

Permanent Preparations of Urine Sediments.—
Skutetzky, a military surgeon of Prague affiliations, takes

up a subject of generation-old interest. It is, of course,

very easy to preserve an ultra-acid or ultra-alkaline sedi-

ment as it stands. Of much more value is the preserva-

tion of a sediment in which the reactions cut no particular

figure. The author's method deals naturally with excep-

tional cases. A mixture of sediment is obtained in a

watch glass cover, which from the first contains only

matter free from gross chemical alterations. The chief

subject involved is a preservative, which is made up of

linen cloth and distilled water, in the proportion of i to 2.

The gelatin of the former combines with the sediment,

and from the dark background of the former the formed

elements of the sediment stand out clearly. Hyalin casts,

otherwise not noticeable, stand out brilliantly. The par-

ticular linen fabric employed is the so-called ''lineol.

No. 290," of Gunther and Wagner. The method not only

serves to bring out latent sediment, but also preserves it.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

September 22, 1910.

Renal Dropsy.—Richter sums up our knowledge to

date of this clinical condition in certain aphorisms as

Removal of the Frontal Bone for Septic Osteomyel-
itis.—C. J. Symonds reports a case in which the in-

fection followed chronic suppuration of both frontal

sinuses, and existed before operation. In a series of

operations the frontal bone was removed, together with

a part of the sphenoid, the roof of the right orbit and its

inner wall, and the orbital ridge. On the left side part

of the orbital ridje was left. The case was shown as an
example of a rare complication, and as a recovery from
a grave condition of infection. The other point of inter-

est was the recnnstriiction of the greater part of the

frontal bone and the consequent restoration of the fore-

head. On the left side the frontal sinus had been operated
uDon bv the method of Watson Williams with no per-
ceptible scar.

—

Royal Society of Medicine.
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iSmik HpuinuB-

The Diseases ok Chiliikkn. Hy James Frederic (loou-

HART, M.D., LL.D. (.Aberd.), F.R.C.P., ConsuUmg
Physician to the Evelina Hospital for Sick ChiUh-cn;
Consulting Physician to Guy's Hospital; late Deiuon-
strator of Morbid Anatomy and Lecturer on Pathology
in its Medical School. Ninth Edition, edited by George
Frederic Still, M.A., M.D.. F'.R.C.P., Professor of Dis-
eases of Children, King's College, London ; Physician for
Diseases of Children, King's College Hospital ; Physi-
cian to Out-Patients, the Hospital for Sick Children,
Great Orraond Street. Philadelphia: P. B.akiston's Son
& Co., 1910.

The publication of a ninth edition of this wcll-kiujwn
work is justified by its popularity, and has been rendircd
necessary by the numerous recent advances, in some cases

revolutionary changes, in the science and art of pediatrics.

Both of the authors have made a thorough overhauling dI

the book, have added a good deal of new material, and
for the first time have inserted a few illustrations. They
have succeeded in presenting a readable and at the same
time complete te.xtbook on diseases of children, valuable

both to the student and to the practitioner. Considerable
space has been devoted to treatment. The citation of illus-

trative cases is a happy didactic feature. The subject of

infant feeding is covered thoroughly, but without the over-

elaborate complexity of the average treatise. Many read-

ers will not agree with the statement that barley-water
has a distinct laxative effect. Nor will American pediatrists

concur in the doubt that intubation will ultimately take
rank as a generally serviceable measure in diphtheria.

Full credit is given to the efficacy of Flexner's serum in

the treatment of epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis. Ad-
mirable features of this work are the omission of ex-

tended description of these features of disease that arc

not specially applicable to childhood, and the appendix
containing numerous therapeutic formulae.

Die ambulante Behandlung der Unterschenkelgesch-
vvtJRE. Dr. Jessner's dermatologische Vortnige fiir Prak-
tiker. Heft 7. Vierte Auflage. Wiirzburg: (Curt Ka-
bitzsch) A. Stuber's Verlag, igio.

Dr. Jessner has made his name familiar in the medical
literature of Germany by the authorship of numerous small

monographs on dermatological and kindred subjects. The
present booklet considers the etiology and the treatment
of chronic leg ulcers, that so commonly accompany vari-

cose veins. It forms a trustworthy little guide in this

special subject, and should prove very useful to doctors

in charge of minor surgery departments of dispensaries,

that are usually overrun by patients suffering from chronic

leg ulcers.

A Text-Book ok Pathology kor Pr.^ctitioners and Stl-

DENTs. By Joseph McFarland, M.D., Profess'jr of

Pathology and Bacteriology in the Medico-Chirurgical
College, Philadelphia ; Pathologist to the Philadelphia

General Hospital and to the Medico-Chirurgical Hospital,

Philadelphia; Director of the Laboratories of the Henry
Phipps Institute, Philadelphia; Fellow of the College of

Physicians, etc. Second edition, thoroughly revised.

With 437 illustrations, a number in colors. Philadel-

phia and London: W. B. Saunders Company, 1910.

The second edition of this work on pathology appears

about si.x years after the first. We find the new book

but little larger than its predecessor. The chief additions

are a short chapter on regenerative tissue changes, and a

few illustrations. Other changes noticed are the addition

of a short section on senescence ; the section on the para-

site theory of the origin of tumors has been rewritten

:

the classification of tumors has been revised; and part of

the chapter on immunity has been altered. It will be noted

that the changes are few, and the revision but slight. Per-

haps this is explained by a sentence in the preface .
"To

a busy man the revision of a book of this size is a task

more easily neglected than accomplished." It is a pity

that the author has selected "the easier way," for the book

is a good one, it contains a great deal of useful material,

and it is well arranged. But it is handicapped by the

size of the type; the larger of the two types used is too

small, and the smaller is ruinous to the eyesight. Among
the slips which should have been corrected are the follow-

ing: Condyloma late, also condyloma lata (on the same
page it also occurs correctly as condyloma latum), vcr-

rucjc digitata, verrucae filiformis, najvi prominen?,

membrana granulosum, corda tendinex, pemphigus ex

foliativa. lupus tubero?a, lupus verrucosa, lupus nodosa,

lupus hypertrophica, na?vi vasculosi tuberosa, empetigo con-

tagiositm. The occasional French expressions will also

bear revision ; the proper names are not above reproach

;

and the general style and syntax are. at times, open to criti-

cism, even in this revised edition.

Gynecological Diag.nusis. By Walter L. Burrage, A.M.,

M.D. (Harv.) ; Fellow of the American Gynecological

Society; Member of the Obstetrical Society of Boston;

Consulting Gynecologist to St. Elizabeth's Hospital

;

formerly Visiting Gynecologist to St. Elizabeth's and

the Carney Hospitals ; Electrotherapeutist and Surgeon

to Out-Patients' Free Hospital for VV omen ; Clinical In-

structor in Gynecology Harvard University; and in-

structor in Operative Gynecology in the Boston Poly-

clinic. With 207 text illustrations. New York and Lon-
don: D. Appleton &. Company, 1910.

This book is a valuable addition to the large number of

special works on diagnosis that have appeared during the

past few years. In gynecology, more than in any other

branch of medicine, diagnosis presents many ditficulties

and pitfalls for the general practitioner. For the latter

this work has been particularly designed. It is eminently

practical, embodying simplicity of technique and concise

statement of essentials. The rare diseases are kept in

the background, and greater emphasis is placed upon the

common affections usually met by the general practitioner.

Differential diagnosis is thoroughly covered, particular at-

tention is paid to the diagnosis of the diseases of the

bladder and rectum, a chapter on diseases of the breast is

included, as well as comprehensive chapters on the gyne-

cological affections of infancy and childhood, and on the

menopause. The illustrations are numerous, of a high

order of artistic merit, and are alphabetically indexed at

the beginning of the work. The author has succeeded in

presenting a work of uncommon usefulness to the general

practitioner.

Hygiene and Morality. A Manual for Nurses and
Others, Giving an Outline of the Medical, Social, and
Legal Aspects of the Venereal Diseases. By Lavinia
L. Dock, R.N., Graduate of Bellevue Hospital Training
School, Resident Member of the Nurses' Settlement,

New 'York, Secretary of the International Council of

Nurses. New York and London : G. P. Putnam's Sons.

1910.

The purpose of this book, as the author declares, is to

emphasize the social significance of the venereal diseases

and the part that women should play in the war against

this evil. The three sections deal respectively with the

venereal diseases, prostitution, and the prevention of ven-
ereal disease. The chapters on syphilis and gonorrhea are

clearly and scientifically written. In the second section

are considered the control and regulation of prostitution

and the white slave traffic. In discussing the prevention of

venereal disease the writer states that enfranchisement of

women is the first step. The book was written primarily

for nurses, but with the hope that other women will find

it useful. The published price is $1.25.

The Practice of Midwifery. Being the seventh edition of

Dr. Galabin's Manual of Midwifery, greatly enlarged and
extended. By Alfred Lewis G.^labin, M.A., M.D. Can-
tab., F.R.C.P. Lond. ; late Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge ; Consulting Obstetric Physician to Guy's
Hospital; late President of the Obstetrical Society of

London ; late Examiner in Obstetric Medicine to the

Universities of O.xford, Cambridge, London, and New
Zealand, and to the Royal College of Physicians and
Surgeons : and George Blacker, M.D., B.S. Lond.,
F.R.C.S. Eng., F.R.C.P. Lond.; Fellow of University
College, London ; Obstetric Physician to University Col-
lege Hospital and the Great Northern Central Hospital

;

Teacher of Practical Midwifery. University College Hos-
pital Medical School ; Examiner in Obstetric Medicine
to the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons. Il-

lustrated with 503 engravings. New York : The Macmil-
lan Company, 1910.

The present edition of this well-known work represents a

thorough revision of the last edition, which has also been
largely rewritten. The authors have brought this work
strictly up to date in revising the matter dealing with the
development of the ovary and of the early ovum, the
physiology of the fetus and of the puerperal state, the
mechanism of labor, the lower uterine segment, the pathol-
ogy of eclampsia, hydatidiform mole, accidental complica-
tions of pregnancy, narcosis in labor, vagina! and extra-
peritoneal cesarean section, and pubiotomy. and a new
chapter has been added on injuries and diseases of the
fetus. The authors have admirably presented a clear ex-
position of modern obstetrics, both as a science and as an
art. The work is enriched bv numerous illustrations of a
high order of artistic merit, and remarkable for their
clearness and simplicity. The typography is excellent.
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g>omta SrportH.

AMERICAX ASSOCIATION' OF OBSTETRICIANS
AND GYNECOLOGISTS.

Twenty-third Annual Meeting, Held at Syracuse. A'. )'.,

September 20, 21, and 22, 1910.

The President, Dr. Aaron B. Miller. Syracuse, i.n

THE Chair.

Present Status cf the Colon Tube.—Dr. H. Welling-

ton Yates of Detroit, in connection with his paper showed

skiagraphs first of all to prove that fluids injected into the

rectum were carried to the cecum. Second, that no de-

vice was necessary for this end except a small male

catheter. Third, that within ten minutes this fluid could

be skiagraphed in the cecum. Some of these pictures were

taken with the patient in a dorsal position, some in the

ventral and some in Fowler's position. The mi.xture was

always injected by a small rectal tube or large male

catheter inserted fiye inches. If done slowly, no trouble

was had in injecting one quart even in the smallest sub-

jects. His observations and conclusions were: i. Seldom

if ever were soft rubber tubes admitted into the normal

colon. 2. When an endeavor was made to force the tube

upwards even by the gentlest manipulations, it was found

to coil itself up in the rectum and there did positive harm

because of pressure, irritation and the consequent in-

ability to retain the enema. 3. In perhaps half the in-

stances it was impossible to tell when the tube was coil-

ing up on itself even when they suspected it. 4. Colon

tubes as such were of no value because they did not reach

the colon and they were mischievous in that proportion

as they endeavored to force them high up. 5. Water or

fluid injected four or five inches into the rectum was

carried upward into the colon and might be found at

the cecum in ten minutes. 6. There was good reason to

believe that a reversed peristalsis was set up when fluids

were injected into the rectum. 7. The introduction of a

tube more than five inches for colonic irrigation or thera-

peutic enemata was useless and likely to defeat the object

desired.

Dr. Lewis S. McMurtry of Louisville stated that he

presumed that the experience of every member was like

his own : that they satisfied themselves several years ago

that they were practising a deception upon themselves by

the use of what was called high enemata. It had been

discovered that what they formerly called high enemata

were not high enemata ; that if they introduced a soft

recta! tube into the bowel and kept on passing and pass-

ing the tube until it reached to the sigmoid it then be-

gan to coil upon itself and it did not pass into the bowel,

so that years ago he abandoned all efforts at what were
known as high enemata. recognizing that they were a de-

ception. It seemed this had an important bearing upon
some important features of treatment of the colon

especially ulcerative conditions. For instance, if they

opened the cecum they could irrigate the colon from
below or above but if they had no opening in the caput

coli they would find that it was almost impossible with

the patient in any position, even inverted or in Hanes'
position, to get water up into the transverse and ascending

colon, but if they had an opening there and they threw
water in, the gas would pass out of the opening in the

cecum and gave them a means of medicating the entire

mucous surface of the colon, but without such an opening
it was impossible to do it.

Dr. J. Garland Sherrill of Louisville said it had been
demonstrated by Dr. Hanes that fluids passed with diffi-

culty into the colon and cecum because of the amount of

gas that was found in this portion of the bowel, and if

they had an opening in the cecum or appendix the gas
would come out and fluid would go in. Dr. Hanes used

coal oil in the treatment of amebic dysentery with gratify-

ing results.

Dr. Louis Frank of Louisville wished to speak of the

therapeutic value of injections of fluids for medication in

bowel lesions situated high up by the use of the inverted

posture.

Dr. Fra.vcis Reder of St. Louis, Missouri, said that Dr.

Soper and he had done considerable work in the field of

rectal inflation and the injection of water into the lower

bowel endeavoring to get it as high up as possible and

they found that if they took an ordinary colon tube and in-

troduced it into the bowel it was impossible to get above

the promontory of the sacrum. The ordinary soft tubes

coiled on themselves and the fluids injected did not reach

beyond what was called the shelf of the rectum.

Dr. Yates, in closing, stated that he had proved con-

clusively that water did not pass the colon with the patient

in the horizontal position. The purpose of his paper was
to show the possibility of not only medicating the rectum,

but the sigmoid and colon with fluids.

Diagnosis of Chronic Surgical Lesions in the Upper
Abdomen.—Dr. Charles N. Smith of Toledo, Ohio, in

this paper stated that the diagnosis of these lesions was
made with accuracy by the anamnesis alone. The difTeren-

tiation of cholelithiasis from ulcer demanded the recogni-

tion of the initial symptoms, which were frequently over-

looked. The accepted symptomatology of cholelithiasis

and ulcer was largely that of their terminal events. The
most striking feature of ulcer was periodicity of painful

attacks alternating with intervals of relief. As compli-

cations occurred the attacks were more severe, becoming

nearly continuous. In cholelithiasis the stomach distress,

compared with the pain of ulcer, was of much less in-

tensity, occurred sooner after the taking of food, than

was the pain of a full stomach and did not progressively

increase and reach its height in from two to five hours

after meals. Cancer of the stomach was generally a se-

quence of ulcer, symptoms of the latter gradually merging

into those of the former. Vomiting might or might not

be a dependable symptom in cancer. Anemia was a most

important symptom. Chronic pancreatitis being largely a

terminal event in cholelithiasis, the diagnosis of the

former was facilitated by recognizing the initial symptoms

of the latter. Valuable pancreatic symptoms were found

in the feces. Chemical and microscopical examinations

were necessary. Cammidge's reaction was of questionable

value. In movable kidney during Dietl's crises, the swollen

and tender kidney, especially when jaundice was present,

might be mistaken for an inflamed and distended gall-

bladder. Dififerentiation was to be made from appendicitis,

rupture of the gall-bladder and renal colic. The appendix

might mimic successfully many of these lesions.

Dr. Robert T. Morris of New York said one could not

always make a diagnosis of the presence of gall stones,

and one should not fall into the trap of speaking of

cholelithiasis. One should not make that diagnosis. It

was a dangerous thing. One should speak of cholecys-

titis, as the gallstones were merely incidental to cholecys-

titis.

Dr. Joseph Price of Philadelphia stated that if the in-

ternists made diagnoses in these cases early and referred

them to surgeons for operation promptly, many more lives

would he saved than is now the case.

Dr. Roland E. Skeel of Cleveland, Ohio, said if one

wished to secure as complete and certain a history as w'as

necessary to make a diagnosis in the cases under discus-

sion, unusually intelligent patients must be met with, but

he did not see any possibility of the average patient giving

such an accurate history of his case as would lead the sur-

geon to make a diagnosis from that alone.

Problems in Uterine Cancer.—Dr. Walter B. Chase

of Brooklyn. New York, first discussed the frequency, suf-
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fering, and mortality attending uterine cancer wliicli were

a sufficient argument why professional sentiment should

be thoroughly awakened to the necessities of the situation.

In the present state of knowledge, early extirpation of the

uterus offered the best chance of cure. Where there was
considerable involvement of the vaginal structures, the

first indication was high amputation of the cervix and

removal of the vaginal involvement. If the uterine stump

did not heal hysterectomy should usually be undertaken,

providing there was normal mobility of the uterine body.

Vaginal hysterectomy subsequent to cervical amputation

was difficult if not impracticable. Fixation of the uterus

if not dependent upon other coexisting causes contraindi-

cated hysterectomy. Under such conditions accurate dif-

ferentiation should be made. If the parametria were in-

volved radical measures were contraindicated. When
subsequent to the removal of the cervic and the vaginol

growth hysterectomy was expedient, the abdominal route

should be chosen because vaginal hysterectomy was neither

easy nor practicable and because there should be as little

interference as possible with the remaining cicatrix. The
value of hysterectomy for cancer of the body as a secon-

dary operation, though not recognized by the average prac-

titioner, had a value which could not be gainsaid in a cer-

tain class of cases. The writer objected to the palliative

treatment of uterine cancer most in vogue which consisted

of the application of potent escharotics, both on accouiU

of the inability to limit the area of their destructive in-

fluences and the violent pain attending their application.

The thermocautery was the palliative measure par ex-

cellence. The electric cautery left nothing to be desired,

and if one was under the necessity of using a Paquelin.

which was- practically as satisfactory, 't was hazardous to

attempt the operation with a single apparatus. .\ variety

of straight and curved platinum knives and hone-shaped

instruments were needful. For securing the best results

tact was needful in protecting the vaginal walls from ex-

cessive heat and skill in removing all diseased structures

compatible with the anatomical relations of the healthy

and diseased structure. His results from the use of the

thermocautery had been very satisfactorj-. The modus op-

erandi of the thermocautery treatment seemed to be. first,

its power to destroy or inhibit specific germs beyond the

area of actual destruction of tissue: second, it closed the

lymphatics, thereby limiting absorption; third, it promoted

healing, diminishing hemorrhage and purulent discharges

:

fourth, when the destruction of malignant growth extended

to normal structure, it facilitated the advent of healthy

cicatrization : fifth, by following the use of the cautery, by

daily gentle irrigation with one of the cresol compounds, of

not more than one dram to a quart, always avoiding per-

oxide of hydrogen, and dressing with oxide of zinc gauze,

the sufTering was greatly lessened and sometimes almost

wanting until the inevitable end; sixth, well-authenticated

cures had followed this treatment in which no expectation

of cure was suggested. Dr. Chase then spoke of the ne-

cessity of disseminating such information among women

as would vouchsafe to them such an appreciation of the

necessity of the situation regarding cancer as to lead

them to seek assistance early. He also urged that public

interest be awakened among philanthropic men and women,

as had been done for those suffering from tuberculosis, so

that facilities might be provided for the care of the numer-

ous cases of uterine cancer in those without financial re-

sources. He introduced a series of resolutions to that end

and hoped that the society would consider these questions

in a practical way and he invoked the mature judgment,

cooperation, and influence of the members in the formation

of a plan and the promulgation of measures by which the

condition of women with cancer would be ameliorated.

Statistics of Cancer in the Female.—Dr. K. I. Sanes

of Pittsburg read a paper based on some statistical data

collected from the latest eight annual reports of the Bureau

of Census and the latest reports of 219 hospitals. The
figures showed that the proportion of deaths from cancer

to the total number of deaths from all cases were in

females i to 17.7; in males i to 33.4; the proportion of

deaths from cancer in the past twenty-five years to the

total number of deaths in the past thirty-five years were,

in females, i to 9.8; in males, i to 18.5. Taking the relative

frequency of cancer in both sexes it was found that ac-

cording to the mortality statistics of the United States

Bureau of Census 62 per cent, of those that died of cancer

were females and 38 per cent, males ; according to the

hospital statistics 66.5 per cent, were females and 33.5 per

cent males. They saw that cancer was an exceedingly

common disease in the female and it was met with about

twice as frequently in females as in males. Whether based

on mortality figures or population figures there was clearly

shown an increase in cancer from 1900 to 1908. In the

eight years there was an increase in cancer mortality from

I to 22.8 deaths to I in 16.6 deaths, or from 63 per 100,000

population to 74.3. The question was frequently raised

whether the gradual increase in mortality was not due to

changes in the methods of reporting deaths and to the

greater accuracy in the diagnosis of cancer, especially in

view of the slight variation for the five years between 1903

and 1907. Hospital statistics, if carefully and properly

compiled, could be utilized to great advantage by the pro-

fession in many ways. The modern hospital organization

and facilities, the gradual increase of the number of hospi-

tals all over the country, the more general use of the hospi-

tals by the sick, the greater readiness by the profession and

patients to adopt surgical measures for surgical diseases

—

all this made the hospital the most valuable source of statis-

tical medical information. But to get accurate information,

not only must each hospital have a careful, conscientious

statistician, but the visiting members of the hospital staff

must see that their diagnoses were carefully reported in

the hospital records.

Dr. William H. Humiston of Cleveland, Ohio, said

he had had but five cases of what was generally spoken

of as inoperable cancer of the uterus, and in these he re-

sorted to the Wertheim operation, making a very wide

dissection, and of this number four were still living.

Dr. Ralph Waldo of New York stated there had been

a decided advance in operative work for the treatment of

cancer of the uterus. He believed to-day that most any

one who was competent to pass judgment would advise a

radical operation on any woman forty-five or fifty years

of age who had a persistent hemorrhage from the uterus

unless there was a polypus or something of that kind

which he could thoroughly demonstrate was the cause of

hemorrhage. They would occasionally take out a uterus

at that age which was not the seat of tumor, but they

would take out many more uteri that were the seat of

incipient carcinoma. Generally he preferred the vaginal

route in operating on these cases.

Dr. Maurice I. Rosenthal of Fort Wayne, Ind., said

the early symptoms of cancer of the uterus were hemor-

rhage and discharge, and when they got a case of cancer

of the uterus in its early history it was a pure incident.

The only saving clause they had was the fact that some

carcinomata were less malignant than others, or some were

more malignant than others, and when they were dealing

with carcinoma of the fundus of the uterus they were

ordinarily dealing with a carcinoma that was less malig-

nant, and a destructive operation through the vagina in

such a case was uncalled for. When they were dealing

with carcinoma of the portio vaginalis they were dealing

with that form of cancer which was not so malignant.

In such cases ordinary hysterectomy done with cautery

would give as good results as any other method. When
they were dealing with carcinoma of the portio uteri
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which began in the endometrium higher up, they were

deahng with a serious maUgnant growth that practically

no operation would do any good. He had done the Wert-

heini operation, and reported fifty-seven cases some years

ago with good results.

Dr. J. H. Carstens of Detroit agreed with Dr. Rosen-

thal and Dr. Waldo that it was largely a question of

early diagnosis. When a woman had cancer which was so

far advanced that the lymphatics and other structures

were involved it was better to let her alone and trust to

the tIs medicairix natiira.

Dr. Thomas B. Noele of Indianapolis looked upon

cancer of the cervix or of the uterus as an analogue to

carcinoma of the breast. It should be so considered and

diagnosticated and decidedly so with regard to treatment.

Dr. Joseph Price of Philadelphia looked upon the

vaginal operation as one of the simplest in surgery, but

in operating for the removal of carcinoma of the uterus

where the structures were involved and wide and deep

dissection was necessary it was better to operate through

the abdomen.

Dr. Francis Reder of St. Louis, Mo., stated the whole-

question resolved itself into early diagnosis, skilled oper-

ative measures, and education of patients.

Dr. Edward J. Ill of Newark, N. J., stated in operating

for cancer of the uterus no surgeon could open up an ex-

tensiye area of cellular tissue without spreading the can-

cer cells. The safest operation, where there was any ex-

tent of cervical carcinoma, was to start from above,

separate all adhesions, separate all attachments to the

uterus and to its surroundings, and then go from below

and lift the mass right out and cut it off with a cautery,

as had been suggested by Werder.

Treatment of Obstruction of Bowels . Due to

Malignant Neoplasm.—Dr. Maurice I. Rosenthal of

Fort Wayne, Ind., in this paper reported advanced cases

of carcinoma of the bowel treated by simple anastomosis

without resection. He spoke of the advantages of this

method in such cases. He described a method by which

anastomosis was accomplished before the bowel was

actually opened, making the bowel suture aseptic. He
described the operation in detail, illustrating each step.

No new or complicated instruments were required. He
spoke of the advantages of the Murphy button in situa-

tions that were not sufficiently accessible for this opera-

tion. He reported cases of radical resection of the malig-

nant bowel and spoke of the futility of resection unless

It could be done radically. He gave the general results

from operations for cancer of the bowel as shown by

a review of 328 cases from the literature.

His conclusions were as follows: i. Obstruction of the

bowel due to carcinoma was not hopeless as to cure by

radical operation. Incomplete excision of all cancerous

tissue must necessarily result in recurrence of the growth.

2. Anastomosis without resection of the malignant growth

should be the operation of election in obstruction due to

cancer, where the radical operation, that was complete

excision, was impossible. 3. Anastomosis without resection

low in the pelvis, where the bowel was accessible with

difficulty, could be successfully accomplished by the as-

sistance of the Murphy button. 4. Anastomosis without

resection probably bore the same relation to cancer of the

bowel as did gastroenterostomy to cancer of the pylorus.

5. The clamp and suture method of bowel anastomosis

as described was practical, rapid, and trustworthy, and ap-

plicable in a large variety of bowel cases requiring re-

section or anastomosis.

Diagnosis of Tubal Abortion and Rupture.—Dr.

Charles E. Congdon of Buffalo, N. Y., stated the general

indication for operative interference as promptly as pos-

sible could not be gainsaid. Schauta, for example, after

a careful study of the literature, collected 123 operative

cases, with a mortality of 5.7 per cent., and 121 cases

treated palliatively, with a mortality of 86.8g per cent., al-

though in another series of more carefully selected cases

he found the mortality by palliative treatment to be only

65 per cent. To recapitulate the diagnostic features he

would say that (i) there was sudden pain, nearly always,

the exceptional cases being those with sudden collapse, as

in two cases which he reported in July, 1909. (2) Uterine

hemorrhage occurred within forty-eight hours after the

initial pain. This symptom and sign was common to all

cases of rupture or abortive tubal pregnancy. (3) Add
collapse and the diagnosis was complete. If collapse was
lacking or slightly marked it was on account of gradual

internal hemorrhage when on examination the cul-de-sac

would show a progressive bulging.

Results at Lebanon Hospital of Deferred Operations

for Extrauterine Pregnancy.—Dr. Ralph Waldo of

New York stated they had had many patients brought

into the hospital in a very desperate condition, and out of

the eighty-one cases that he reported there had been but

three deaths. It was thought that two or three patients

would die in the ambulance. Thej- were freely stimulated

and reached the hospital moribund. .\t no time after

reaching the hospital would they have stood an anesthetic

or the slightest oreralion. Autopsies proved the diagnosis

of ruptured extrauterine pregnancy to be correct. The
third patient who died was one of those unfortunate cases

that were occasionally met with by all surgeons, where the

patient was making an absolutely normal conralescence,

when she suddenly died from pulmonary embolism.

Seventy-eight other cases were operated on by the ab-

dominal route, and recovered. After a severe hemorrhage

another did not take place in less than from- a week to

ten days. In from two to seven days, depending upon the

condition, the abdomen was opened from aboTC. The
clots and free blood were rapidly removed with the hand

and dry gauze sponges, but the abdominal cavity was never

irrigated. Formerly, where the patient had lost a large

amount of blood, they put a quart or two of normal saline

solution in the abdominal cavity, and left it there to be

absorbed. More recently this saline had been given in

rare instances in the cellular tissue by hypodermoclysis,

or more frequently in the rectum. In one instance only

in the above cases was the abdomen drained ; in all others

it was closed. The entire operation required from eight

to twenty minutes. He preferred the abdominal route

because the operation could be performed much quicker,

and when the mass was high up and the vagina small,

much better. It might be well for him to state that he

performed many operations on the tubes and ovaries

through the vagina. He was not prejudiced in favor of

the abdominal route.

Dr. L. F. Smead of Toledo, Ohio, stated a woman,

twenty-five years of age, was brought to him with a diag-

nosis of ectopic pregnancy. This was her second preg-

nancy. Her first pregnancy was cared for by a physician

who brought the case to him so that they knew the exact

condition. .\t the same time there were no abnormal

symptoms. The history of the case was that for two or

three days there was slight pain in the right side, and

during the night preceding the day upon which he saw her

there was a slight flow. There was no tenderness in the

abdomen particularly', and on vaginal examination he

found a slight mass over the right cornu of the uterus.

The things he considered were these : First, he con-

sidered it possibly tubal with a slight rupture into the

broad ligament ; second, interstitial pregnancy in the

cornu, and third, he considered the possibility of a simple

development of the placenta in the right horn of the

uterus. The uterus was fully as large as it should be

at about three months. As the examination was quite

satisfactory with her abdominal muscles quite relaxed, he-
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decided later that probably a threatened abortion was
taking place with the placenta in the right cornu of the
uterus, and he decided to treat the case in that light, as
he was not anxious to open the abdomen in a normal
pregnancy or overlook interstitial pregnancy in the cornu
of the uterus. Two months have elapsed since he saw
her. The symptoms had disappeared and apparently a
normal pregnancy was progressing.

Dr. H. W. LoNCYiL^R of Detroit stated this matter of
deferred operation in extrauterine pregnancy in the pres-
ence of shock had been threshed out in this association
several times, and if he remembers rightly the consensus
of opinion had been decidedly in favor of immediate
operation. It was his opinion that operation should be
done in these cases even in the presence of extreme shock.

He knew of no other class of cases in which they waited
in the presence of hemorrhage for shock to cease. They
operated primarily for the stoppage of hemorrhage, and
to wait for shock to cease in some cases would be fatal.

Dr. J. H. Carstens of Detroit stated that Dr. Long-
year had struck the keynote. If they had a hemorrhage
from a leg that had been cut off they did not wait for sliock

to subside, but they stopped the hemorrhage. He believed

in operating on these cases promptly.

Dr. William H. Hu.miston of Cleveland, Ohio, had
had an unusual record in cases of ruptured tubal preg-

nane, that is, he had yet to have his first fatal case,

and he operated on them as soon as he could get them
ready for operation and get his instruments there and as-

sistants. He did not care what condition the patient was
in, whether in shock or not.

Dr. Henky S. Lott of Winston, N. C, wanted to empha-
size the character of the pain. Several times he had made
a diagnosis of ectopic pregnancy in the early weeks by
sitting by the side of the bed of the patient and watching

her for several hours, and the pain was always recurrent,

rhythmic, and explosive, whereas if the appendix was the

.seat of trouble the pain was continuous without intermis-

sions, and very often without remissions.

Dr. I. Garland Sherrill of Louisville agreed with Drs.

Carstens and Humiston. If they had a ruptured vessel

internally they considered it one of the most dangerous

forms of hemorrhage they had to deal with. If they had

a case of gunshot wound of the abdomen they would not

wait to open that abdomen. The same course therefore

should be pursued in cases of ruptured extrauterine preg-

nancy.

Dr. E. Gustav Zixkh of Cincinnati stated there were

oxceptional cases. Extrauterine pregnancy was not al-

.vays the same in every case. Some of these patients re-

covered without operation. They found these symptoms

when they operated for other conditions. Tubal pregnancy

terminated in three different ways, namely, tubal abor-

tion, and the ovum became absorbed and an operation

was not necessary by any means in every case. Then

they had a rupture between the layers of the broad liga-

ments, and they had a ruptured tube into the peritoneal

cavity. In the case of rupture between the layers of th'

broad ligaments they had a well defined tumor form. In

the case of rupture into the peritoneal cavity they had sud-

den shock and all the signs of internal hemorrhage, and

that was a case in which prompt action was indicated, and

it was for the operator to decide whether an operation

should be performed at once or whether he had time to

wait. In those cases in which the tube ruptured into the

peritoneal cavity with severe hemorrhage with all the

symptoms of shock, in which the picture was complete.

they did not see the patients in the hospital, but usually

at their homes or in places where opening of the abdomen

was prohibited. It would mean death to operate at once,

because the surgeon was not prepared and the patient was

not prepared. Experience had taught us that by puttmg

these patients in the recumbent position and keeping them

there with an ice bag over the abdomen and lowering the

head and preparing to operate, that often within half an

hour or an hour improvement in the patient's condition

took place. The pulse came up, began to get stronger,

and with the apearance of a stronger pulse, on digital ex-

amination they felt the formation of a tumor through the

vagina. In cases where that tumor did not appear the

vaginal vault became more or less flattened. There was

no resistance. They felt nothing apparently. In these

cases hemorrhage goes on, and they were the ones that

must be operated on at once, for if operation was not done

they would die. But in the other instances where a

tumor formed they could afford to wait longer, and en-

capsulation would take place and the patient could be

operated on with absolute safety within a few days or even

weeks.

Dr. Lewis S. McMurtry of Louisville stated the diag-

nosis was easy in these cases. He had known women who
had had one attack of tubal pregnancy, and were operated

on, to make the diagnosis themselves in the second instance

and call the doctor and tell him the condition that ex-

isted. He had one instance of that kind in mind then,

and there was no trouble with the diagnosis and the treat-

ment. When a woman was bleeding to death inside there

was only one indication and that was to operate as soon

as possible.

Dr. Charles L. Bonifield of Cincinnati wanted to em-

phasize the point that in these cases by the time the oper-

ator got to the patient usually the hemorrhage had taken

place and the surgeon did not operate to stop hemorrhage,

but to rciiove shock because in the majority of cases the

hemorrhage had already stopped. The patients bled pro-

fusely and did so quickly until blood pressure was re-

lieved, and then the bleeding was slow until it stopped en-

tirely.

Dr. Walter B. Chase of Brooklyn stated every member
of this association believed he was grounded in the prin-

ciples of surgery, but they had different methods of reach-

ing the same end. They could not make a universal rule

which would apply to every case of tubal pregnancy. The

man who attempted to do it would go wrong more than

half of the time. Every case must be treated according to

the findings, and according to whether the physician was

prepared to treat it at the time.

Dr. Joseph Price of Philadelphia felt that cases of rup-

tured ectopic pregnancy and all perforative forms of dis-

ease belonged to the calamities, and they should be pre-

pared to operate promptly. The surgeon should be the

cleanest and most prepared man living.

Dr. CoNGDON, in closing the discussion on his part, stated

it was not ahvays his policy to cross swords with his

friends, but when they made the assertion that the diag-

nosis of ectopic pregnancy was always easy and that any

one can make it without any preparation he certainly must

take exception to that statement. The members of this

association meant that they could make a diagnosis but

not the average general practitioner.

Dr. Waldo, in closing, said a mistake that was made
much more frequently than any other was that the patient

was suffering from incomplete abortion.

Tumors of the Bladder.—Dr. John F. Erdmann and
Dr. Joseph F. McCarthy of New York read a joint paper

on this subject. The authors reported ten cases in detail

and drew the following conclusions : that tumors of the

bladder were translatable by the symptomatic hematuria.

etc., which did not always permit clinically of a striking

difference between them inasmuch as a small papilloma

might give rise to a fatal hematuria, as well as a malignant

one. However, one might arrive in certain cases at a

precise diagnosis based upon the clinical evolution, the

physical signs, and the examination of the fragments ex-
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pelled. That the benign tumors might recur under two

forms, first under the malignant form, a long period of

time intervening before the recurrence ; and it was a ques-

tion whether the tumor beginning as a benign one had not

become transformed into a malignant one. The actual

state of knowledge of the subject did not at this time per-

mit of this conclusion. A recurrence might take place

after a long period of time as a benign one as in two

cases recorded by Dr. Erdmann with histological findings.

Guyon stated that "the cases which I believe have per-

mitted of this hypothesis of a transformation are very

exceptional. I have already had an occasion to cite in

studying the progress of neoplastic affections of the blad-

der man}' examples of vesical tumors of long duration

even up to twenty-seven years, which did not undergo

malignant transformation. Consequently one should be

very reserved in discussing the question of transformation

of vesical -growths." As to the mortality the authors

quoted Dr. Francis S. Watson as follows : "The sum and

substance of the result of operative treatment up to the

present time may be staled thus: If the operative deaths

and rapid recurrences are combined under the head of

operative failures, such failures are seen to have occurred

in 28.6 per cent, of cases in benign tumors, exclusive of

myoma and in 46 per cent, of cases of carcinoma." .-\.c-

cording to the same author, out of six hundred and fifty-

three cases of all tumors operated upon two hundred and

forty-three were benign and four hundred and ten malig-

nant. The benign tumors recurred rapidly in 20.5 per

cent., the carcinomatous in 26.8 per cent., and the sar-

comatous in all except two of fifty-two cases.

Dr. James E. Sadlier of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., wished to

report the case of a woman, 60 years of age. Cystoscopic

e.xamination of the bladder showed a tumor on the right

side, somewhat posterior, but well above the right ureteral

orifice, the tumor at its base being about the size of a sil-

ver dollar. It was protruding into the bladder and the

surface had a sloughing appearance. The base was thick

and indurated and with a forceps through a Kelly cysto-

scope he was enabled to remove a fragment or two, which

the pathologist pronounced to be epithelioma undergoing

carcinomatous change. In this case he tried the perineal

operation as suggested by Dr. Charles Mayo and found it

to be a comparatively easy operation.

Dr. Joseph F. McCarthy of New York stated that those

who had anything to do with these growths knew they re-

curred with great frequency, and if there was any method
of treating the smaller ones that did not involve a radical

operative procedure, they should welcome it. Within the

last few months Dr. Keyes and Dr. Beer of Xew York
had treated these growths by fulguration or high fre-

quency. He treated one case in which there were four

growths by this method with gratifying results.

Dr. John W. Poucher of Pouglikeepsie said he had no
argument to offer in regard to operative procedure for

the removal of papilloma of the bladder, but he w-anted to

suggest something he had tried very successfully in the

treatment of urethral caruncle. He had treated urethral

caruncle for the last five years with a strong solution of

argyrol and had not failed in a single case.

Dr. John W. Keefe of Providence. R. I., wanted to

say a word about the use of the cystoscopy He was not

wedded to the use of the water cystoscope because he had
failed to find tumors in the bladder on account of severe

hemorrhage that occurred at the time the water cystoscope
was used. With the air cystoscope these growths could be
readily seen. With reference to the transperitoneal opera-
tion it should be performed more often than the operation

just above the pubes in the prevesical space, especially if

the patient was fat. as they had a deep wound in which to

operate. By placing the patient in the Trendelenburg posi-

tion they could readily have access to the bladder.

Dr. Louis Frank of Louisville said that tuberculosis of

the bladder was exceedingly rare as a primary lesion. It

was always secondary to tuberculosis in other portions of

the genitourinary tract. So true was this that they could

practically always e.xclude it as a cause of bladder disease.

His experience with tumors of the bladder was confined

to one or two cases. In these he was able to bring the

growth up by the vulsellum forceps so as to remove them

extravescially. The growth was excised, the base cauter-

ized, and the bladder wall brought back and immediate

closure effected, and catheter kept in. One case, which

was operated on tliree years ago, had not had a recur-

rence. In the other case the tumor of the bladder was com-

plicated or associated with hypernephroma.

Adenocarcinoma of the Kidney.—Dr. J. Garland
Sherrill of Louisville reported a case of a somewhat rare

tumor of that organ, with histological findings. He men-

tioned briefly the various forms of renal tumor, especially

hypernephromata. In the earlier writings much confusion

existed with reference to nomenclature and the descriptions

of renal tumors, but recent writings had brought a clearer

understanding. Traumatism was mentioned as a factor in

the etiology, .•\lthough a history of trauma in a consider-

able percentage of cases was given there was no conclu-

sive evidence that it was important in causing the growth.

As important symptoms he mentioned hematuria, failing

health, pain in the back and loins. The diagnosis of renal

tumor was not always easy and differentiation before

operation as to the character of the growth was usually not

possible. Wliile the mortality following nephrectomy for

malignant disease was higher than for some other lesions

demanding such treatment, it should be very low when
done early with their present technique. From one-half to

one per cent, of carcinomata primarily affected the kid-

ney. .\ccording to Kelynack two or three per cent, was a

fair proportion of malignant growth of the kidney to

malignant disease of other parts. A number of cases were

collected from the literature by the writer, two of which

were congenital, and in one case a number of calculi were

present. Males seemed to suffer almost twice as often as

females. Heredity seemed to play no important part in

the development of these growths. They had no positive

knowledge of the causative factors in the production of

these tumors, but it was probable that a large proportion

were of congenital origin, due to cell rests. A number of

cases of injury of the kidney subsequently followed by

carcinoma had been reported. Although the position of

the kidney rendered it especially free from traumatism, in

a number of cases traumatism was reported as having

caused the first hemorrhage which called attention to the

affection. Calculus had been claimed by some to be an im-

portant causative factor in the production of renal car-

cinoma, but the question yet remained sub judice. The
author then discussed the diagnosis, the symptoms, and

prognosis of these tumors. The present mortality of

nephrectomy for malignant disease was from 18 to 20 per

cent., which should be reduced, in his opinion, by early

diagnosis and prompt intervention. The only hope of re-

covery offered the patient suffering from malignant disease

of the kidney lay in early and complete nephrectomy. Par-

tial nephrectomy had been practised at least five times for

malignant tumor, according to Morris, but in every case the

surgeon thought he was dealing with benign tumors and

the results were not encouraging. In advanced cases pallia-

tion was always to be offered to the patient. The author

reported a case in which through an oblique left lumbar

incision nephrectomy was performed, resulting in recovery.

Upon incision through the kidney and growth after its

removal the organ was found to be 6 inches in length by

2^ by 2 inches. .\t the lower pole an irregularly rounded

nodular mass was observed. .A number of branching ves-

sels were seen on the surface of the tumor. On palpation
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it was not so resistant as the other portion of the kichiev.

and a few whitish spots were seen. On section the kid-

ney appeared slightly congested with a tumor 3 inches in

diameter at the lower pole, apparently encapsulated with
intiltration into the parenchyma and also into the fat ahout
the pelvis. Inside the capsule was a grayish-white mass of

material a little firmer than thick cheese. The remaining
portion of the kidney showed some congestion, hut the tis-

sue appeared to be almost normal except where the growth
was infiltrated through what might be termed the capsule.

Dr. John F. Erdmann of New York had operated on
five cases of tumor of the kidney, four being hyper-

nephromata, and one a large sarcoma.

Dr. Lewis S. McMurtky of Louisville .stated with ref-

erence to the pathology it was very doubtful if the analogy

between the relation of stones in the gall-l)ladder, stones in

the kidney, and the development of malignant disease could

be established here. There seemed to be in the kidney

with the presence and irritation of stone, on accomit of

the diflFerent character of the tissue, and the different

function of the tissue a greater disposition to suppura-

tion than to malignant disease, whereas in the gall-bladder

they could not regard it as thoroughly established that the

irritation of gall-stones was a distinct factor in the de-

velopment of malignant changes.

The Breast of the Expectant Mother; Its Care Be-
fore and During the Period of Lactation,— Dr. Fh.xncis

Rkder of St. Louis said that to prepare a nipple properly

the expectant mother was instructed to use soap and water

freely. After drying the breast, gentle friction with a

rough towel or flesh brush was made for about five min-

utes. Following this rubbing the nipple was massaged by

rolling and kneading it between the fingers, gentle trac-

tion being made during these manipulations. The free use

of olive oil during the process of massage, which was to be

done twice daily, was advised. It was surprising how an

almost hopeless appearing nipple would in a comparatively

short time assume the characteristics of a normal one.

The application of alcohol and astringent lotions was to be

condenmed. A nipple cared for with these agents would

become hard and inelastic, presenting deep corrugations.

which would impede the healing of any excoriation or fis-

sure, should such a lesion occur. The pain accompanying

such a lesion brought many hours of suffering to the

mother. \ nipple prepared by the method of a systematic

massage would usually withstand the strain of the nursing

period without mishap. Its care after the child had com-

menced to suckle resolved itself into one of simple clean-

liness. Thorough ablutions after each nursing to free it

from any accumulated secretions and the liberal dusting

with boric acid, which was washed off when the child was

put to the breast, were all that was necessary. This regime

must be diligently adhered to. The care of the breast was

as important as that of the nipple. Its anatomical structure

gave evidence of how readily this organ was amenable to

culture, if only instituted properly and at the right time.

The breast of a healthy girl that did not show develop-

ment conforming to the incentive given by puberty should

after an elapse of three years be subjected to the stimulat-

ing influences of a systematic massage. This massage

was to be continued until a normal equipoise had been at-

tained. By developing the breast at this stage of woman-
hood many of the obstacles pertaining to a normal mother-

hood might be overcome. The massage in reality was an

exercise most simple in character. By placing a breast in

the palm of each hand and locking the fingers across the

chest, the young woman was asked to walk about in a well-

aired room, and with a full inspiration force the hands

apart. This exercise was to be repeated for at least 15

minutes daily. It was most conveniently carried out upon

rising and before retiring, and should be continued until

satisfactorv results showed themselves. The normal breast

of the expectant mother should receive some attention as

soon as the physiological changes manifest themselves.

The breast during the prcgiumt state did not require the

judicious management that the breast demanded after

lactation had established itself; it was of the greatest im-

port, especially if the breast gave evidence of great full-

ness and tension with tenderness, that the lactiferous ducts

be maintained in as patulous and healthful a state as was

possible. In short, the secretions in the tubes should not

lie allowed to become stagnant. It has been demonstrated

tliat the staphylococcus albus and also the staphylococcus

aureus found entrance into the milk ducts from the skin.

That this so-called milk fever was the result of these

microorganisms having gained entrance into the lactiferous

ducts and having been stimulated into great activity by

finding a proper medium in tlie milk for their propaga-

tion had been to him the only explanation.

Dr. Theresa Bannan of Syracuse had been looking for

milk fever, which was referred to by the essayist, for 20

years in practice and had not found it. The question of

the care of the nipple of the expectant mother was of far-

reaching and tremendous importance. It solved 50 per

cent, of the problems of pure milk. It meant not only

the health of the mother, I'Ut the life not only of the first

child, when most of the difficulties arose, but all of her

subsequent children.

Dr. William G. Dice of Toledo stated it was the general

practitioner who was at fault to a great extent. He thought

most patients were willing to take proper care of their

breasts if given proper instruction. He did not recall see-

ing in his practice more than two cases of abscess of the

breast in 10 years.

Dr. A. J. RoNGY of Xew York thought the term milk

fever had been eliminated from obstetrical work. In a

record of 6.000 cases in both hospital and maternity work

they practically did not have what was known as mastitis.

They never had cases of suppurative mastitis. It seemed to

him the trouble with these engorged breasts, or with so-

called milk fever, was in doing too much for the patient

rather than doing too little.

Dr. J. H. Carstens of Detroit was opposed to the appli-

cation of alcohol or tannic acid and other astringents to

the breast. The nipple of the mother should be soft and

pliable.

The President's Address: Gynecology.—The Presi-

dent, Dr. .A.AROX B. Miller of Syracuse, after speaking of

the recent advances that had been made in obstetrics,

gynecology and abdominal surgery, said the scope of work

of the members had gradually increased since the knowl-

edge of bacteriology had illumined the way to a more ac-

curate diagnosis and given them a known pathology. He
quoted the prophetic statement made by J. Marion Sims in

1882 to the effect that it would become possible to open

the abdomen in gunshot and stab wounds, to repair and

thereby lessen the mortality attending these injuries. In

the master mind of Sims the seeds of advancement had

taken lodgment. His observations and associations abroad

had given him an oversight into the possibilities of the

future, the possibility of surgery becoming a science,

founded on findings that were indisputable. With the ad-

vent of bacteriology came a new school of surgeons whose
knowledge was founded on facts, not theories, and like the

mariner who consulted his compass, had known laws to di-

rect them. The fiekl of gynecology, the pelvis, with the ab-

domen appended, was their hunting ground, and like an army
marching to victory, the field was soon taken. Now all the

organs of these cavities, abdomen and pelvis, had felt the

results of advancement and had yielded of their pathology
abundantly; and not pathology alone, as the organs of

this casket had even been maimed and sacrificed in their

healthy state for reasons that at times would have shocked
Hippocrates, and should arouse them, as it was the pur-
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pose of this association according to its constitution, to

advance the knowledge of obstetrics, gynecology, and ab-

dominal surgery to its highest scientific attainment, to en-

lighten the general practitioner in all matters pertaining to

these different departments, by eliminating the erroneous

teachings, and accentuating the essential ; to stamp with

approval all real merit and extinguish sham. The knowl-

edge of the real etiology of disease robbed surgery of its

terrors and opened the pelvic and abdominal fields for in-

vestigation through a perfect technique, with but little fear

of serious consequences attending thorough exploration,

thereby revealing the living pathology and rendering the

arrest or elimination of disease possible. In the obstetri-

cal art marked results had been obtained through a knowl-

edge of infection. From a heavy death rate following con-

finement from these causes, the technique carried out in

hospital practice had ahuost eliminated the mortality. In the

field of gynecology, the disease that stood as a lone senti-

nel against the advancement of science, yielding not its

etiology, was cancer. Having existed since the e.irly his-

tory of medicine, it had withstood all investigation. While

all forms of maladies had crumbled in ruins about it, it

had continued its ravages until many thousands of people

in the United States were dying annually of this disease.

The recognition of cancer of the breast and treatment in

its inception by early operation had resulted in a greater

percentage of cures and materially lessened the mortality.

It was the consensus of opinion that cancer of the stom-

ach had its origin on the site of an ulcer. Prophylactic

treatment prevented the cancer by curing the ulcer.

Prophylaxis must be introduced in the prevention of can-

cer of the uterus by early repair of lacerations. Traumat-

ism was the accepted factor in inducing cancer of the

breast, and following upon or secondary to lesions in the

viscera, as stomach, gall-bladder, pancreas, lip, etc., rea-

soning by analogy t,hat with its increased frequency at the

neck of the uterus in parous cases, the presence of lacera-

tions would be an exciting cause for its presence here en-

couraged through the degenerations that took place, and as

a preventive measure, repair of the injuries would in many
cases arrest it. Reference was made to the havoc caused

by gonorrhea and syphilis. He said that gynecologists had

been slow to impress upon the public and to enlighten

women especially as to the great dangers that threatened

them through ignorance of these diseases that were liable

to be brought to them through unsuspected avenues. This

subject had been enshrouded in mystery that boys and girls

had grown to mature manhood and womanhood ignorant

of the laws that should govern their lives, for fear that the

knowledge of sexual diseases might lead to contamination.

Gynecology in its inception should be begun as with the

tender plant. Proper environment should be placed about

the growing child to aid in development and to protect

when dangers threatened, thereby promoting stronger

healthier bodies.

Puerperal Wound Intoxication and Wound Infection;

A Historical and Critical Review of Childbed Fever.

—

Dr. He.n'ry Schwarz of St. Louis said isolated cases of

puerperal fever had occurred at all times among civilized

nations, but the dreadful epidemics of this disease appeared
with the advent of the lying-in hospitals and they became
more dreadful when frequent autopsies were made in the

search of the cause of the disease. Oliver Wendell Holmes
was the first to point out the contagiousness of puerperal

fever and the means for preventing it. His epoch-making
essay, "The Contagiousness of Puerperal Fever" appeared
in 1843. Semmelweis in 1847 was second to insist on the

same points and to demonstrate the correctness of his views
by reducing the mortality from childbed fever in his

Vienna clinic. The appeals of Holmes and Semmelweis
remained unheeded until the advent of Listerism and the

establishment of bacteriology. Hungary, the native coun-

try of Semmelweis, had honored his memory by having
his ashes removed from Vienna and depositing them in an

honor-grave at Budapest ; a memorial tablet pointed out the

house in which he was born ; a grand Semmelweis monu-
ment had been erected on one of the finest squares in

Budapest. The medical profession of the United States

had almost forgotten that Holmes had equal if not greater

claim to be remembered as the discoverer of the nature

of puerperal fever. Most text-books did not mention him
while they did justice to Semmelweis; the one pleasing ex-

ception was the te.xt-book of Barton Cooke Hirst. Bac-

teriological classification had caused many teachers to fail

to present to their students a clear subdivision of clinical

pictures, and while the writer insisted on the necessity of

ascertaining the nature of the infecting germ by smears

and cultures, he likewise insisted on the advantage of

sharply separating wound intoxication or sapremia from
wound infection, and of subdividing wound infection into

the milder and more or less localized forms which usually

got well, namely, puerperal ulcers, puerperal endometritis,

puerperal parametritis, puerperal perimetritis, and puerperal

phlebothrombosis, and into the general infections which

were inclined to be fatal, namely, pyemia, general periton-

itis and general sepsis. At present the medical profession

was fully acquainted with the nature of puerperal infec-

tion and with the means which would absolutely prevent it.

In well-managed institutions infection had been driven out,

but nevertheless thousands of young mothers died yearly

in the United States whose lives could be saved. Who
was to blame? The cause lay partly in the inadequate

obstetrical training which the medical schools until re-

cently provided; this cause was now rapidly disappearing.

The principal cause lay in the fact that throughout the

United States a large part, in the large cities the greater

part, of the obstetrical work was done by midwives and

that with few exceptions no laws existed regulating the

practice of midwives. The writer pleaded for the enact-

ment of such laws and for putting the schools for mid-

wives under control of State boards. The exceptions were

Missouri, Louisiana, Ohio, Wyoming Utah, and the Philip-

pine Islands; their laws provided for examination and

registration, but not for control of the schools. Maine and

Mississippi especially declared that their medical practice

acts did not apply to midwives ; the law of Mississippi

said; "Females engaged in the practice of midwifery were

not prohibited from such practice, but were entitled to en-

gage therein without a license."

Serum Therapy and Bacterial Vaccines in the Treat-

ment of Puerperal Septicemia.—Dr. Henry Schw.\rz

of St. Louis stated that since Marmoreck's antistreptococ-

cic serum was placed upon the market in 1895 the writer

had used the various antistreptococcic sera in those cases

of severe acute puerperal sepsis which, according to his

judgment, were hopeless under other forms of treatment.

The first case in 1896 was one of severe pyemia and re-

covered; no bacteriological diagnosis had been made. In

all other cases cultures made from the blood proTed the

presence of streptococci ; every one of these cases died.

Streptococci were found in the blood oftener than was for-

merly supposed, even in the more or less localized infec-

tions, but in these the serum was not employed. When
bacterial vaccines were recommended in the treatment of

acute infections the writer considered such use not only

hopeless and illogical, but he feared that it would injure

the reputation of vaccines in their legitimate field. In

acute streptococci infections billions of streptococci were

found in the blood ; they died by millions and their bodies

were dissolved, liberating thereby the endotoxin which

during life was retained in the capsule, but which now
swamped the system. The formation of anti-bodies under

such conditions was very feeble or at a standstill; to inject

millions more of dead germs, w'ith their endoto.xins. showed
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as much sense as the injection of morphine into a patient

dying with morphine poison. To prove his contentions the

writer caused to be undertaken a series of experiments on
rabbits, which proved the following points: i, Vaccina-
tion after inoculation had no influence on the infection ; all

animals died in three days, the same as the control animal.

2. Vaccination simultaneous with inoculation had no in-

fluence on the infection; all animals died in three days,

the same as the control animal. 3. Prophylactic vaccina-

tion produced immunity, but it must extend over a con-

siderable period and vaccination must be stopped ten days

before inoculation. Introperitoneal and intravenous vac-

cination prolonged the duration of the infection so that

animals so vaccinated died two days later than the control

animal. Subcutaneous vaccination alone was effective and

animals vaccinated every four days from July 24 to Au-
gust 28 and inoculated September 7 remained well, while

the control animal died in three days. Excessive vaccina-

tion (50.000,000 to 200,000,000 in average weight animals)

produced no ill effect beyond a temporary refusal of

food. The experiments were being continued.

Acute Pancreatitis.—Dr. John W. Pouch er of Pough-
keepsie, N. Y., reported two cases. In his first case the

fever only began after the action of the ferment had de-

stroyed tlie function of the intestines and probably other

organs in the abdomen. In the other case prompt and effi-

cient drainage prevented any serious action upon the tis-

sues of the organs. In this case there never was more
than a slight rise in temperature. His experience in these

two cases seemed to point to two conclusions, namely,

early and free incision d^nvn tn the pancreas and adequate

drainage.

Acute Hemorrhagic Pancreatitis.—Dr. John W.
Keefe of Providence, R. I., reported eight cases of this

disease, and said that these cases were of interest from

several standpoints. Two cases recovered of the eight

cases reported. Two patients were operated on twice.

One was operated upon for acute hemorrhagic pancreatitis

and 1Y2 years later was again operated upon and four

gall-stones removed from the gall-bladder. Dr. Giles of

New Hampshire reported a similar case. He operated for

acute hemorrhagic pancreatitis and his patient was oper-

ated upon about one year later by Dr. Irish and a number

of gall-stones were removed. Anotlier case in this series

was operated upon for acute hemorrhagic pancreatitis and

some months later a pancreatic cyst was removed. The

events were reversed in one of the cases. Thirty-two gall-

stones were removes!, but a stone was left in the common
duct. The patient some months later died from acute

hemorrhagic pancreatitis. They should keep in mind tlie

close relationship between infection of the bile passages

and disease of the pancreas. While they should strive to

make more accurate diagnosis in lesions of the abdomen, in

obscure conditions they should not delay, but should oper-

ate early, as most of the conditions that simulated pan-

creatic disease require surgical interference.

Perforated Gastric Ulcer.—Dr. Tno.M.\s B. Noble of

Indianapolis, Ind., reported two cases of peritonitis due to

perforated peptic ulcers. These cases were the first and

only of their kind he had seen. The pathology and symp-

tomatology were very analogous to perforation of any hol-

low viscus of the abdomen. The diagnosis must depend

upon the recognition of a demonstrable peritoneal insult

as evidenced by sudden, severe pain about the umbilicus or

epigastrium, with local tenderness, followed by vomiting

and the general symptoms of shock. Careful inquiry re-

vealed a period of gastric disorder antecedent to the acute

attack. Symptoms of acute peritonitis, more or less gen-

eral in character, rapidly ensued, and it tnight be that they

would overshadow all others at the time of observation as

happened in his first case.

Public and Private Hospitals.—Dr. Joseph Price of

Philadclpliia pointed out the importance of these hospitals

in the education of young physicians and nurses and the

clinical instruction of practitioners.

Torsion of the Great Omentum.—Dr. William J.

Gillette of Toledo, Ohio, said the diagnosis prior to

operation was difficult and uncertain. He pointed out the

diagnostic signs that were available; also spoke of the

frequency of this condition and its mortality, 13 per cent.,

should warrant its more careful study. The case he re-

ported was unusual and made it probable that death from

gastric and colonic Iiemorrhage as a consequence might

ensue.

Cesarean Section.—Dr. J. H. C.\rstens of Detroit rc-

portccl a case in which the pregnant uterus was within an

umbilical hernia. Mrs. M., aged 40 mother of three

children, widow for 10 years, married again one year ago,

grew very fleshy. She became pregnant and toward the

end it was found that the uterus was in the hernial sac

and the abdomen pendulous, hanging down to the knee.

On vaginal examination the uterus could not be felt. It

was pulled up. Cesarean section was resorted to and fol-

lowed by a smooth recovery.

High Operation in Cesarean Section.—Dr. William

H. HuMiSTON. Cleveland, Ohio, emphasized the substitution

of the Cesarean section for the higli forceps operation

which was attended with a mortality to the mother of 10

per cent, and to the child of nearly 21 per cent. The

technique employed in the modern Cesarean operation had

been so perfected and the indications for the operation so

widened that it was now frequently resorted to in order to

give both mother and child greater chances for life. The

rapidity with which this operation could be safely per-

formed by an experienced abdominal surgeon was an im-

portant factor for the safety of the mother and the hfe

of the child. Modern aseptic technique and favorable sur-

roundings were essential and would insure practically a

nil mortality, provided the mother had not already been

infected by repeated examinations and efforts to deliver.

In all cases in and near a city or town, where hospital

accommodations were modern, the patient should be trans-

ported to such an institution for operation and con-

valescence. Dr. Humiston detailed a case in which he re-

sorted to the high operation with success.

Cesarean Section by the Small Median Incision Above
the Umbilicus.—Dr. Asa B. Davis of New York stated

that of the 78 Cesarean sections performed by him the

first three were done in tenements ; the uterus was deliv-

ered. Since August 12, 1903, he had done the operation 75

times and in no instance had the uterus been removed from

the abdomen. Beginning with case four a much smaller

incision was used, half above and half below and to the

left of the umbilicus. In the seven cases following this

one he gradually made the incision smaller and carried it

higher up, until November 20, 1904, he, so far as he knew,

first independently conceived and practised the small,

high median incision entirely above the umbilicus, in a

woman, the twelfth of his series, it being the second

Cesarean section done on this woman, the same as case

four. More than two years after this date an allusion to

the high incision was brought to his attention in Blun-

dell's "Midwifery," published in 1842, There was no rea-

son why this operation should be singled out from all

others as one which must be performed in great haste. It

should be done with the deliberation called for in any

other abdominal operation. There was great danger in

doing otherwise. Several times the writer had found the

intestine in front of the uterus. Once he had seen it in-

jured. The incision should be long enough to allow easy

delivery of the child, but the abdominal wall at this point

in the full-term woman was thin and stretched easily.

The small high incision did not allow easy exposure or

escape of the abdominal contents. Not infrequently all
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that he saw was the uterus and a small portion of omen-

tum. This wound was away from the site of greatest strain

upon the abdominal wall, at a point reinforced by the recti

muscles as they approached each other toward their upper

attachments. It was small. He had never seen hernia fol-

lowing it.

Secondary Repair of Complete Perineal Lacerations;

Its Technique and Results.—Dr. Edw.^rd J. Ill of

Newark, X. J., said there were still many failures result-

ing from the operation for complete laceration of the

perineum. His first operation after the method to be de-

tailed was done February i, 1891. A doubtful case of im-

provement had the power of perfect retention within a

few months. Altogether 56 cases were reported, all of

which showed remarkable and uniform success. Twenty-

si.x cases were complicated by other operations. In his

operations he followed the principle laid down by Saenger,

in the Tait operation in 1887. The operation was essen-

tially a flap-splitting operation and could be divided into six

distinct steps: i. The incision. 2. The flap splitting. 3.

The suture of the rectum. 4. The suture of the perineum.

5. The suture of the vagina. 6. Twisting of perineal

sutures. The operation he described was a modification

of the Saenger-Tait operation. Incisions were of H-shape,

beginning at a point just outside of the orifice of Bartho-

lin's glands, extending downward and backward just out-

side of the retracted sphincter. The cross-bar of the H was

carried exactly across at the mucous membrane of the

rectum and vagina. Two flaps were formed, an anterior

and posterior. The posterior one denuded the ends of

the torn sphincter. The suture of the rectum was done

with the finest catgut in the denuded tissue of the posterior

flap. He preferred silver wire for the perineum. Three

sutures took care of the sphincter. The fifth step con-

sisted of suturing the anterior flap of the vagina. He
urged great exactness in the coaptation of the wound when
twisting down the sutures of silver wire. These sutures

were cut on the ninth day. The after-treatment consisted

of moving the bowels in 48 hours, preceding the act of

defecation by a sweet oil injection. It was best to have

the first movement with the patient on her left side the

nurse supporting the newly made perineum. Urination was
usually normal, and the patient was allowed to sit on the

commode rather than to be catheterized. The patient

should be well aware of her retention powers at the time

the sutures were removed.

Intussusception in Infants.—Dr. Herm.\n E. Hayd
of Buffalo, N. Y., said that the treatment of this condition

was surgical, and the mortality increased tremendously the

longer the operation was delayed. Injections, irrigations,

and insufflations were too uncertain to be practical and
scientific, but in recent cases they were often of value in

assisting subsequent reduction after the abdomen was
opened. The operation should be done quickly, and no
time should be lost in fruitless manipulations of the bowel.
It was better generally to eviscerate at once and reduce
the mass outside than try to effect its reduction within the

belly cavity. Dr. Hayd detailed a successful case on which
he had operated.

Conservatism in Operations on the Uterine Append-
ages.—Dr. Lewis C. JiloRRis of Birmingham, Alabama,
drew the following conclusions : i. No woman under 40
years of age should have all of both ovaries removed, ex-
cept in the presence of tuberculosis or cancer. 2. Resec-
tion or amputation of diseased parts and plastic work on
the tubes would occasionally be followed by conception.

3. Even in the presence of infection and more or less in-

volvement of both tubes and ovaries plastic work, followed
by pelvic drainage and the Fowler position, might be fol-

lowed by regeneration. 4. Radical or sacrificial surgery
and conservative surgery had about the same mortality,

but a vastly different morbidity. 5. A very occasional sec-

ondary operation might become necessary which might

have been avoided by doing radical work.

Intravenous Injection of Magnesia Sulphate in Bac-

teriemia.—Dr. R.vleigh R. Huccins of Pittsburg stated

that in the study of drugs causing hyperleucocytosis, it

was determined to find out, if possible, whether mag-
nesium sulphate might act in this manner when admin-

istered intravenously. After a careful study in both rab-

bits and the human, it was decided that it did not produce

a regular increase in the leucocytes when thus adminis-

ered. During this study a number of intravenous injec-

tions of magnesia sulphate were administered to human be-

ings. It was determined that magnesia sulphate could be

given intravenously without any apparent harm to the

patient. Experiments showed that a i per cent, solution

of magnesia sulphate in a normal saline would not produce

hemolysis of the human blood. It would not precipitate

the globulins, as claimed by Teubusher, when given in this

dilution, nor had the writer seen any effect upon the

specific gravity of the urine. It was decided that 30 grains

of magnesia sulphate in 8 ounces of normal saline could be

safely administered intravenously to the average indi-

vidual. It must be given slowly into the vein at a tem-

perature of 105° to 108°. The time occupied in allowing

this quantity to run into the vein was 20 minutes. If al-

lowed to flow into the vein rapidly, respiration became em-

barrassed, and the patient complained of heat all over the

body. It had been given in this manner fifty times either

by the writer or his assistants, and the results in many in-

stances had been extremely gratifying. It had been given

at intervals of twenty-four hours for several days. It

was during this study that it was determined to try its

use in a patient suffering from puerperal infection. A
number of cases, which were beginning a typical course,

similar to others who died in spite of all treatment, had

been treated by intravenous injections of magnesia sul-

phate with apparent benefit. Its use had been limited

almost entirely to the treatment of puerperal infection,

and the number of cases treated were too few to draw any

conclusions.

Fibromyomata of the Uterus Complicating Preg-

nancy, Labor and the Puerperium.—Dr. Ralph Waldo
LoBENSTEiN of Xew York read a paper which was based

upon a study of one hundred cases occurring at the New
York Lying-in Hospital. The chief deductions from this

series of cases were : i, A myomatous condition of the

uterus predisposed to sterility. Parvin stated that while

the average sterility was one in eight, it was one in three

in women with myomata. Charpentier's figures correspond

closely to these. 2. The tendency to abortion was in-

creased. In the bad cases, both spontaneous and artificial

abortion might prove difficult to handle by the natural

channel, and was most dangerous to the life of the indi-

vidual. In the severe cases, where it was difficult to gain

access to the cavity of the uterus proper, and in the

presence of real hemorrhage, laparotomy was the opera-

tion of choice. 3. The great majority of the cases that

did not abort early proceeded through pregnancy, labor,

and the puerperium with few or no symptoms ; therefore,

operative interference was but rarely indicated during

pregnancy and was, as a rule, meddlesome midwifery. He
made this statement cautiously, for he knew well that in

the minds of many it would be open to criticism. The
operation of myomectomy during pregnancy was just now
very popular, but he for one believed it was rarely indi-

cated. The results of myomectomy were none too good.

Occasionally it might be wise to do a myomectomy, and

occasionally necessary to do a hysterectomy, but as a rule

conservatism should be the watchword. 4. Nature ac-

complished wonders at the time of labor, overcoming any

apparent dystocia, in a large percentage of cases. When
delivering, avoid all possible trauma to the tumor. 5. With
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the development of the symptoms of gangrene in a myuiiia

in the puerperium, operate early to save the life of the

patient.

Two Right-Sided Femoral Hernias in the Same Pa-
tient.—Dr. N. Stone Scott of Cleveland reported an

interesting case, and the points of special interest, as illus-

trated by him, were the rarity of external femoral hernia

;

the importance of making a correct and accurate diagnosis

;

the possibility of the coexistence of an external and in-

ternal femoral hernia on the same side of the patient ; the

ease of overlooking the external when it was associated

with the internal or more common form ; the operative

technic of the external femoral hernia was not essentially

different from that of internal femoral hernia. Lastly,

where both varieties were operated on the same side, great

care was necessary to prevent interference with the func-

tions of the blood vessels.

Puerperal Eclampsia.—Dr. E. Gustav Zinke of Cin-

cinnati read a paper on this subject in which he drew the

following conclusions: i. All cases of puerperal eclampsia

were not alike ; much depended upon the extent the kid-

neys and liver were involved. The so-called malignant

form, as the term implied, was fatal from the beginning.

The so-called benign variety ended in recovery sometimes

in spite of the treatment adopted. The variety of mean
gravity was without doubt favorably influenced in its

course by careful and judicious treatment. 2. The prog-

nosis for both mother and child was much worse when
the convulsions supervened during pregnancy, the ma-

ternal mortality ranging between 35 to 50 per cent. ; the

fetal mortality between 65 and 75 per cent. The prog-

nosis of intrapartum convulsions was more favorable, ma-
ternal as well as fetal, and amounted to about 25 per cent.

The maternal mortality of postpartum convulsions was, as

a rule, about 7 per cent. In his own experience, having had

but two cases, it was 50 per cent. 3. The most important

treatment of puerperal convulsions was prophylaxis be-

fore the appearance of symptoms as well as before the

eclamptic attacks when prodromal signs existed. The pa-

tient must be protected from injury during the convulsions

and the duration and frequency of the paroxysms should

be controlled and abbreviated medicinally rather than

surgically. Veratrum viride in sufficiently large doses was
the remedy par excellence to reduce the blood pressure

and the pulse frequently. Hoth baths and hot packs,

judiciously employed, and free but not excessive catharsis,

strict milk diet, and the recumbent position were of almost

equal importance. 4. Chloral in large doses per rectum, if

the patient was very restless during the interval of the

attacks, was a splendid remedy. Chloroform inhalations,

especially of long duration, could be regarded as a source

of great danger. The same might be said of frequent and

large doses of morphia, the both of these drugs having their

ardent advocates. 5. The antito.xin treatment (tlie thy-

roid, parathyroid extract, and nephrine) might play an im-

portant part in the future in the treatment of eclampsia.

6. Saline and sugar water instillations could do no harm

and might do a great deal of good. 7. If, of late years,

the maternal mortality of puerperal eclampsia had been

reduced at all, it was the direct result of careful prophy-

laxis and intelligent medical care. Surgery had contributed

nothing to it. The dictum, "assist -in labor, but do not in-

duce it," or "treat the convulsion and let the pregnancy take

care of itself," was better than the dictum, "empty the

uterus as soon as possible in every case of puerperal con-

vulsions, no matter what the period of gestation." 8. De-

capsulation of the kidneys, manual, balloon, and mental

dilatation, especially the old time accouchement force,

were, in the opinion of the author, hardly justifiable and

should have no place in the treatment of puerperal eclamp-

sia. Q. If, however, the symptoms were very threatening

and the medical care above described failed to bring about

promptly an amelioration in the patient's condition, an

early delivery might be desirable. If the patient be near

term, but not in labor, the conservative Cesarean section

should be selected. If the patient was just within the

period of viability, vaginal hysterotomy was the proper

procedure. If the fetus was not viable before the end of

the sixth month of gestation, deep cervical incisions would

easily relieve the uterus quickly of its contents. 10. \o
one had a right to perform any of these three operations

unless experienced and familiar with the technic of each,

and in every instance the patient should have the benefit

of strict asepsis. Without these requirements it was best

to rely entirely upon the medical care above outlined.

Pelvic Reflexes.—Dr. Robert T. Morris of New
York spoke of afferent and efferent reflexes, and said in a

certain proportion of patients with pelvic reflexes there

was the neurotic habit. These patients were neurasthenics.

If a surgeon took out one ovary for pelvic pain, the pa-

tient was just as badly off as before the operation. If

the other ovary was removed, she was just as badly off

as before. The surgeon must deal with neurotic patients

with a great deal of intelligence. They represented a class

calling for surgery, but the surgeon should beware of

patients with pelvic pains, ovarian and tubal troubles, and

neuralgic pains, particularly those of the neurotic or neu-

rasthenic type. We had a group of disturbances proceed-

ing from a scar of the cervix. How were we going to de-

termine whether we were to operate in a case of reflex

trouble with a torn cervix? Very many patients had torn

cervices. Did the cervix require operation for its repair?

Did we do the right thing if we operated because we found

tears and scars? No. We were not to operate in such

cases unless there were definite reasons for so doing. If

one should press on a scar of the cervi.x with his finger-

nail, or with the sharp point of a retractor, and bring out

instantly that reflex, then the case was one requiring oper-

tion for reflex disturbance: but if one should press on a

scar and the patient did not know it, or if one should press

on another scar and the patient did not know it, we should

not operate on that case, no matter how much the cervix

was torn, for the relief of reflex disturbance. One might

operate for a repair of a torn cervix on general mechan-

ical principles, but not for the object of relieving the

efferent reflex.

OfKcers.—The following ofticers were elected for the

ensuing year : President, Dr. Herman E. Hayd. Buffalo,

N. Y. ; First Vice-President, Dr. Henry Schwarz, St. Louis,

Mo. : Second Vice-President, Dr. Lewis C. Morris, Bir-

mingham, .-Ma. : Secretary. Dr. William Warren Potter,

Buffalo, N. Y. ; Treasurer, Dr. X. O. Werder, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

Louisville, Ky., was selected as the place for holding the

next annual meeting : time, fourth Tuesday in September,

1911.

STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
Pennsylvania Medical Examining Board.

June, 1910.

ANATOMY.

1. Give the origin and insertion of the rectus abdominalis
muscle, and describe in detail its relationship to other
structures.

2. Give the relations of the peritoneum with the bladder
in the distended and collapsed condition.

3. Give the lower border of the pleura on each side in the
anterior axillary line.

4. Describe the seventh or facial nerve, and give its dis-
tributions.

5. Give relation of bony prominences of the elbow joint
in the flexed position.

6. Through what structures of the eye does light pass to
reach essential visual structure?
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7. Describe the stomach, and give its relationship with
other organs.

8. What are the relations of the right kidney, and why
is it lower than the left?

9. Describe the formation of the deep and superficial pal-

mar arch with the anatomical landmarks of each.

10. Give the location and structure of the inguinal canal

and name its normal contents.

PHYSIOLOGV.

1. Explain in detail the mechanism of intestinal peristalsis.

2. Name three physiological conditions which help to pro-
tect the body against disease or injury; citing instances of
protective immunity.

3. Enumerate four conditions to be observed in "taking"
the pulse, and describe the significance of each.

4. Describe the functions of the liver.

5. Discuss calorifaction with special reference to the
maintenance of normal temperature.

PATHOLOGY.

1. Discuss carcinoma uteri with special reference to the

age at which it commonly occurs.

2. Name the casts that may be found in the urine and
state what is the usual significance of the presence of each
form.

3. Describe the pathologic tissue changes in the varieties

of pulmonary emphysema.
4. Discuss "fatty" degeneration of the heart.

5. Discuss uremia and state conditions to which it is due.

PRACTICE AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. What are the symptoms which are most characteristic
of typhoid fever in its earlv stages?

2. How would you treat a case of angina pectoris during
and between attacks?

3. What are the characteristics of acute articular rheuma-
tism, and how would you treat it?

4. vVhat are the causes of asthma, and how would you
treat an attack of bronchial asthma?

5. Give the method of using the cold bath treatment \n

typhoid fever.

6. How would you treat a case of uremic coma occurring
in chronic Bright's disease?

7. Describe the way in which you would vaccinate a pa-
tient.

8. How would you manage a case of epilepsv during and
between attacks?

9. Describe the prophylactic and curative managenent of
malaria.

_
10. Name the most characteristic lesions present in the

different stages (primary, secondary, and tertiary) of
syphilis.

SURGERY.

1. Describe how you would locate on the skull the point
to trephine in hemorrhage from the middle meningeal ar-
tery.

2. Describe the symptoms produced by loose bodies in the
knee joint, with the treatment of same.

3. What conditions are capable of causing stricture of
the rectum; describe a surgical operation for the relief of
any one form.

4. Give symptoms upon which to base a diagnosis of
ulcer of the stomach, and describe a surgical operation for
the relief of same.

5. Describe the methods of e.xammation to determine
whether a tumor of the breast be malignant or benign.

6. Diagnosticate stone in the urinary bladder and describe
suprapubic cystotomy.

7. Describe a backward dislocation of the shoulder joint,
and give treatment for same.

8. Describe four of the more usual varieties of fracture
at or about the elbow joint with the appropriate dressings
for each form.

9. What are the contraindications and dangers of ether
and chloroform anesthesia?

10. Name the conunon causes of ununited fracture and
discuss the measures resorted to for its cure.

MATERIA MEDICA.

1. Compare the effects of the two principal alkaloids of
opium, and name the drugs that are antagonistic to opium.

2. State to what class of remedies stramonium belongs,
and describe two other official drugs belonging to this class
or group.

3. What is tartar emetic, and into what official prepara-
tions does it enter?

4. Name the salts of manganese, giving their dose and
describing their action.

5. Write a prescription for the production of mydriasis,
with directions to the patient, and explain its use in refrac-
tion.

CHEMISTRY.

1. How are blood and pus chemically detected in the
urine?

2. Describe method of use when testing for glucose with
Trommer's, Fehling's, or Haines' solution.

3. What is indoxyl-potassium sulphate? Describe a
chemical test for its detection.

4. Describe chemical tests for three forms of urinary
calculi.

5. Describe a test for the diastasic activity of digestants
("extracts of malt").

DIAGNOSIS.

1. Name five causes of coma and give the characteristic

symptoms produced by each.
2. Diagnosticate pernicious anemia and differentiate con-

ditions simulating it.

3. Differentiate impetigo, lichen, and pemphigus.
4. What are the most important defects of vision, and

how would you differentiate them by the use of test-cards,

lenses, and mydriatics?
5. Differentiate stone, tubercle, and carcinoma of the kid-

ney, giving chemical and microscopical tests of the urine
in each.

HYGIENE.

1. Give hygienic and dietetic measures for preventing
constipation.

2. What are the dangers from the use of drugs for the
preservation of foods?

3. Outline the dietetic and hygienic instructions suitable

for a person who has contracted syphilis.

4. What are the possible results of the use of tobacco by
growing children in regard to circulation, vision, and air

passages?

5. State briefly some practical method for securing good
ventilation in houses not properly ventilated at the time
of building.

OBSTETRICS.

1. Describe the delivery of the after-coming head.
2. Diagnosticate a shoulder presentation and describe the

method of delivery.

3. How would you diagnosticate ectopic pregnancy ?

4. During labor what conditions should govern the em-
ployment of an anesthetic?

5. What means should be employed to prevent laceration

of the perineum?
6. How would you diagnose and treat albuminuria of

pregnancy?
7. Discuss the use of "the forceps."

8. Name causes and describe the management and treat-

ment of uterine inertia.

9. Enumerate causes of dystocia and describe the man-
agement of any one form.

.^NSWERS TO ST.'\TE BO.^RD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Pennsylvania Medical Examining Board.

June, 1910.

1. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 426; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 444.
2. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1 153; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1444.

3. On right side to lower border of ninth rib; on left

side to lower border of tenth rib.

4. The seventh or facial nerve has its superficial origin

in the upper end of the medulla oblongata, in the groove
between the olivary and restiform bodies. It passes "for-

ward and outward to enter the internal auditory meatus;
it lies upon a groove on the auditory nerve, with portio

intermedia of W'risberg between, and at the bottom of the

meatus it enters the aqueductus Fallopii, along which it

runs first outward between cochlea and vestibule as far as

hiatus Fallopii ; then backward in internal wall of tympa-
num, just above fenestra ovalis, at the turn presenting a

swelling, the geniculate ganglion: and finally it passes
downward, to emerge from the bone at the stylomastoid
foramen ; it then passes outward and forward in the paro-
tid, dividing behind the ramus of the jaw into temporo-
facial and cervico-facial branches, which further subdivide
and intercommunicate, forming the pes anserinus."

—

{Aids
to Anatomy.)
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It sul>plies the imiscles of expression in the face, tlie

nuiscles of the external ear, the Platysma, Buccinator,
Stylohyoid, and the posterior belly of the Digastric.

5. \\ lien the elbow is flexed, the tip of the olecranon
process lies below a line joining the two condyles of the
lower end of the humerus.

6. Cornea, aqueous humor, lens, vitreous body and on to
retina.

-. jee Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1050; or
Gray's ''Anatomy" (1908), page 1277.

8. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1903), page 1130; or
Gray's ".\natomy" (1908), page 1422.

9. The superficial t>almar arch is formed by the ulnar
artery, and is completed by the ulnar artery anastomosing
with a branch of the radial (superficial volar or princeps
pollicis). It gives off the four digital branches. The sur-
face marking is a line drawn transversely across the palm
from a point where the web of the thumb joins the palm.
The deep palmar arch is formed by the radial artery, and
is completed by the radial artery anastomosing with a deep
branch of the ulnar. Its branches are the palmar interos-
seous, perforating, and palmar recurrent arteries. The
surface marking is a line drawn transversely across the
palm, one-half inch nearer the wrist than the superficial

arch. Wounds in this region are dangerous on account of
the difficulty in checking the hemorrhage, and also on ac-
count of the important structures of the palm that may be
damaged. In incision in the palm the line of these arteries

should be avoided as far as possible.

10. The inguinal canal is an oblique canal situated a little

above and running parallel with Poupart's ligament. It

is from an inch and a half to two inches in length, runs
downward and inward, and extends from the internal ab-
dominal ring to the external abdominal ring.

Its boundaries are: In front: the skin, superficial fas-

cia, aponeurosis of the external oblique, and (for its outer
third) the internal oblique. Behind: the conjoined tendon,
the triangular fascia, the transversalis fascia, subperitoneal
fat. and peritoneum. Aboi'e: the fibers of the internal ob-
lique and transversalis. Below: Poupart's ligament and
the transversalis fascia.

Contents: the spermatic cord in the male, and the round
ligament in the female.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. See Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1330.

2. (i) The epithelial covering, and in some places the

presence of cilia to remove the germs; (2) the acidity of

the gastric juice, which will kill bacteria; and (3) the

phagocytic action of the leucocytes.

3. The points to be observed in taking the pulse are : ( i 1

Its frequency: this gives the rate of the heart beats. (2)
Its compressibility: this denotes the force with which
the_ heart is beating. (3) Its tension: this denotes the

peripheral resistance, and also the state of the arterial wall^.

(4) Its regularity or rhythm: this denotes the regularity

(or otherwise) of the heart's action in force or rhythm.
4. The functions of the liver are: (i) The secretion of

bile; (2) the formation of glycogen; (3) the formation of

urea and uric acid; (4) the manufacture of heat, and (5'
the conversion of poisonous and harmful into inert mate-
rial.

5. The heat of the body is mointained by the thermotactic
centers in the brain and cord keeping an equilibrium be-

tween the heat gained or produced in the body and the

heat lost. Heat is produced in the body by: (i) Muscular
action

; (2) the action of the glands, chiefly of the liver

:

(3) the food and drink ingested; (4) the brain; (s) tlic

heart; and (6) the thermogenetic centers in the brain,

pons, medulla, and spinal cord. Heat is given off from the

body by: (i) The skin, through evaporation, radiation, and
conduction: (2) the expired air; (3) the excretions—urine

and feces.

PATHOLOGY.

1. Carcinoma of the body of the uterus is far less fre-

quent than that of the cervix, it also occurs later in life.

the majority of cases being seen betw-een fifty and sixty

years of age. Carcinoma of the cervix is very frequent, it

attacks almost exclusively women who have borne children.

it is most frequently observed between thirty and sixty

years of age, generally near or at the menopause, but

cases have been seen as early as twenty.
2. "Casts in the urine occur in nephritis, and different

varieties are found in the different forms of that disease.

Hyatin casts occur in all forms of nephritis, in congestion
of the kidneys, in jaundice, and even in health, ll'axy

casts occur especially in chronic parenchymatous nephriti^

Epithelial casts occur especially in acute parenchymatous
nephritis. Granular casts are especially common in chronic

nephritis, but they may occur in acute nephritis. I-'ally

casts occur chiefly in chronic i)arenchymatous nephritis.

Blood casts occur in acute and chronic hemorrhagic ne-
phritis. Pus and bacterial casts are occasionally met with
in suppurative nephritis."— (From Stevens' Practice of
Medicine.)

3. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 679;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), pages 633, 635,
etc.

4. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 607;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 825.

5. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 887;
'ir Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 683.

PRACTICE AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 74;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (igog), page 70.

2. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 621
;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 842.

3. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 225;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 221.

4. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages
658 and 661; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (igry;),

pages 6og and 612.

5. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 114;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 100.

6. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 891

;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 702.

7. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 311 ;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 127.

8. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 1132;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 1064.

9. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 247;
'r Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 23.

10. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 420;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 267.

1. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 773; or
Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 705.

2. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 675; or
Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 579.

3. Stricture of the rectum may be congenital; or may be
due to malignant tumors, cicatrization of wounds or ulcers
(syphilitic or tuberculous), cellulitis, bands of adhesion,
gonorrhea, and traumatism. For treatment, see Rose and
Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1140; or Da Costa's "Sur-
gery" (190S). page 1021.

4. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages
748 and 750; and Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908),
page 991; or Da Costa's "Surgerv" (1908), pages 827, and
829.

5. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 954.
6. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 121

2

and 1217; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 1 132 and
1141.

7. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 622; or
Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908). pages 588 and 590.

8. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery'' (1908), pages 506.
etc.; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 493. etc.

9. The following contraindications for ether and chloro-
form are from Hare's Practical Therapeutics: "Ether
should not be used by inhalation in bronchitis or acute
nephritis, because of its irritant properties; in peritonitis or
gastritis, because it is apt to induce vomiting; in aneur-
ysm or in the presence of marked vascular atheroma, be-
cause it may rupture a blood-vessel by raising arterial
pressure ; nor in diabetes, lest it produce diabetic coma

;

and if anemia is present and an examinatiin of the blood
shows that the hemoglobin is below 50 per cent., the use of
the drug should be avoided if possible.
"Chloroform is not to be used in cases of fatty heart or

dilatation of the heart, in those with a known idosyncrasy.
nor in the so-called lymphatic persons with overgrowth of
lymphoid tissues, as, for example, adenoids. In the latter
case it is particularly apt to cause sudden death. In valvu-
lar disease of the heart chloroform may be used with
caution, although either is preferable. Given a case of
valvular disease that must be subjected to operation, the
chances are bettered with an anesthetic than without it.

as the pain and menta' shock are worse for the heart than
is the anesthetic."

Dangers of Anesthesia: Syncope, or cardiac failure;
respiratory embarrassment with obstruction (muscular
spasm, tongue falling back, spasm of the glottis, entry of
blood or other matter into the larynx) overdose of the
anesthetic, shock.

10. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908). page 484:
or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 460.
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MATERIA MEDICA.

1. Codeine is very like morphine in its action, but it

(codeine) is less powerful as a hypnotic and analgesic;

it is also less liable to cause nausea, and constipation; it is

less depressing to the cerebral functions, and less poisonous

to the medulla ; it is generally weaker than morphine, and

has but little effect on the respiration.

Antagonists to Opium: Strychnine, atropine, caffeine;

and to some extent also, quinine, digitalis and tartar emetic.

2. StrainoiiiiOH belongs to the same class as belladonna

and hyoscyamus ; these are classified by Wilcox as cerebral

stimulants', by Potter as motor excitants, by Butler as

mydriatic narcotics, by Stevens as cerebral excitants.

Belladonna leaves are "Usually of a dull brownish-green

color, the leaves much wrinkled and matted together, fre-

quently with the flowering top intermixed ; leaves from

6 to 20 Cm. long. 4 to 12 Cm. broad, broadly ovate, apex

acute, margin entire, narrowed into the petiole, upper sur-

face brownish-green, lower surface grayish-green, epider-

mis more or less papillose, particularly on the under sur-

face ; odor distinctly narcotic, especially on moistening;

taste somewhat bitter and acrid." Belladonna root is "in

cylindrical or somewhat tapering, longitudinally wrinkled

pieces, i to 2.5 Cm. thick, the bark somewhat incurved at

the edges of roots which have been split before drying;

gastrointestinal irritants, have specific e.xcitant action on
the uterus, and the sulphate is a decided cholagogue."

Uses of Potassium Permanganate: "As an antiseptic and
oxidizing agent it is used in diphtheria, scarlatina, septice-

mia, etc., and is given with benefit in dyspepsia, lithemia and
obesit\'. Locally it is employed as a deodorizer in cancer,

ozena otorrhea, foul breath, and fetid perspiration of the

feet, in solution of 3j to the pint. It is considered a very
efficient emmenagogue by many authorities, and is em-
ployed in amenorrhea and other derangements of the men-
strual function. When used internally it must be instantly

decomposed in the stomach, and cannot be absorbed in its

own form. It has recently come into prominence as an
antidote to morphine and strvchnine in the stomach."

—

(Potter.)

5. ^.. Atropine sulphatis gr. j

Aquae destillatae 3ij. M.
Signa : Poison. Put one drop in each eye every four

hours.

It will paralyze the sphincter of the pupil, and stimulate

the dilator. It is used to paralyze the accommodation, in

order to estimate the refraction.

DIAGNOSIS.

I. The following table (from Eisendrath's Surgical Diag-
nosis) gives the diagnosis

:

COMA FROM INTRACRA-
NI.\L INJURY.

Deep coma ; may have
history of onset

after fall or injury.

Evidence of frac-

ture of vertex or
base.

Pupil dilated on side

of lesion. Choked
disc.

Pulse very slow.

Respiration slow and
stertorous.

Temperature higher

—

101°.

Urine normal or con-
tains trace of al-

bumin.

Hemiplegia on oppo-
site side to that of
injury. If contu-
sion of brain is also

present, may have
generalized convul-
sions.

APOPLECTIC COMA.

Deep coma ; sudden
onset. If any injury,

only a scalp wound.

Pupils unequal or di-

lated. Contracted in

hemorrhage into the

pons.

Pulse full and slow,

often arteriosclerot-

ic high - tension

pulse.

Respiration slow and
irregular.

Temperature higher

on paralyzed side,

but lower in rectum.

Urine contains trace

of albumin, but may
be same as in

uremia.
Hemiplegia w'ith con-
vulsions on one
side.

UREMIC COMA.

Deep coma. Slow
onset unless convul-
sions have preceded
the coma.

.Albuminuric retinitis.

Pulse rapid.

Respiration frequent
and irregular.

Urine shows albu-

min, casts, and low
urea percentage.

ALCOHOLIC COMA.

Can be aroused by
supraorbital pres-

sure unless very
profound.

Pupils normal or
somewhat dilated.

Pulse more rapid than
normal and full.

Regular respiration.

May be low or nor-
mal.

Xormal.

OPIUM POISONING.

Can be aroused un-
less very deep.

Pupils contracted to

pinpoint size.

Pulse rapid, may be
irregular.

Respiration very slow
—may be 6 to 8 per
minute.

Normal.

externally pale brownish-gray, dusty or mealy, outer layers

of the periderm rather soft, frequently abraded, and thus
showing lighter patches; fracture nearly smooth, mealy, and
emitting a characteristic puff of dust; internally whitish,
the older roots show-ing medullary rays near the bark

;

nearly inodorous, taste sweetish, afterward bitterish and
strongly acrid." Hyoscyamus has "leaves ovate or ovate-
oblong, the lower with a short petiole, the uppper sessile,

5 to 25 Cm. long, 2 to ID Cm. broad, acute, coarsely and
angularly toothed or lobed, grayish-green, glandular-hairy,
particularly on the lower surface; flowers nearly sessile,

with an urn-shaped, unequally 5-toothed calyx and a cam-
panulate. purple-veined corolla, which in the fresh state is

yellowish ; fruit capsular, 2-celled, and enclosed in the
calyx ; odor heavy, narcotic ; taste somewhat bitter and
nauseous."

—

(U. S. P.)
.•?. Tartar emetic is antimony and potassium tartrate. It

enters into the composition of compound syrup of squills,

and of wine of antimony.
4. Precipitated manganese dioxide, dose gr. iv ; manga-

nese hypophosphite, dose gr. iij ; manganese sulphate, dose
gr. iv; potassium permanganate, dose (in pill), gr. j. "The
salts of manganese in small doses improve the appetite
and digestion, increase arterial tension, and stimulate the
action of the heart. In larger doses they lower the heart's

action, paralyze the muscular system, especially the muscu-
lar coat of the arteries, causing progressive wasting, para-
plegia, and acute fatty degeneration of the liver. They are

2. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages 510
and 512; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), pages
726 and 729.

3. Impetigo contagiosa is an acute, contagious, inflam-
matory disease of the skin, characterized by discrete, flat,

superficial vesicles or blebs, which rapidly become pustular
and dry upon the skin as thin crusts. The eruption is most
common upon the face and hands. Lichen ruber is an
inflammatory disease of the skin characterized by the ap-
pearance of small, flat, angular, and shining or discrete,

acuminated and scaly, reddish papules, running a chronic
course and attended by more or less itching. The disease

is of neurotic origin and infrequent. Pemphigus is an acute
or chronic inflammatory disease of the skin, characterized
by the formation of successive crops of variously sized,

rounded or oval bullas, affecting seriously the general
health and often terminating fatally. The blebs of pem-
phigus are tense, abruptly elevated, noninflammatory, and
come out in crops.— (From Gould and Pyle's Pocket Cyclo-
pedia.)

4. The defects of vision are : Hypermetropia, myopia, as-

tigmatism, and presbyopia.

Test for hypermetropia: "When the vision is tested at a

distance, it will be found perfect unless the patient has lost

his accommodation, but he will see as well with a convex
glass. The strongest convex lens through which the patient

sees as well as w-ithout. measures the manifest hyperme-
tropia. A cycloplegic such as homatropine hydrobromate
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(2 per cent, solution) dropped into the eyes three times
during an hour, or atropine sulphate U per cent.) three
times a day for three days, will paralyze the accommoda-
tion, and the vision will then fall below the normal, because
the patient can no longer use his accommodation and bring
forward the focus upon the retina. The conve.x lens, which
then gives him perfect vision, will be stronger than that

for the manifest hypermetropia, and measures the e.xact re-

fraction of the eye or total hypermetropia. The difference

between the manifest and total hypermetropia is called the

latent hypermetropia. As one grows older, the accommo-
dation weakens, and the latent hypermetropia becomes less

until about fifty or fifty-five, when the manifest equals the

total, if it does not before."

Test for myopia: "The distant vision is found consid-

erably reduced, while perfect at the near point. Concave
spherical lenses bring the distant vision to normal if there

are no complications. The weakest concave lens which
gives perfect vision measures the myopia. Atropine is not

so important as in hypermetropia, since there is a natural

tendency to relax the accommodation. Low degrees of

myopia, however, should be tested with a cycloplegic, be-

cause spasm of accommodation, or false myopia, is possi-

ble, and gives poor vision, improved by weak concave

lenses."

Test for astiginatisin: "The vision is affected according

to the degree of the astigmatism, both for near and dis-

tance. Cylinders at the proper axis will give improvement
in vision. Atropine should be used for the examination

under the same conditions as in hypermetropia. A further

subjective test is made with a card having lines which ra-

diate in all directions from the common center, like spokes

of a wheel. The astigmatic eye will not see all the lines

with equal distinctness, and cylinders can be tried at all

axes until the lines appear alike."

Test for presbyopia: "The near point of monocular
vision is about two and one-half inches in the young child.

This near point gradually recedes until between forty and
forty-five it is no nearer than fifteen inches, which is the

average reading distance. When the near point of accom-
modation recedes beyond this point and vision is not clear

within this limit, the condition becomes unpleasant for

reading, writing, and other near work, and is known as

presbyopia."— (Alling's Epitome on Diseases of the Eye.)

5. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 1175.

1 172 and 1 183; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages

mo and 1115.

CHEMISTRY.

1. Test for Blood: To the urine add a solution of potas-

sium hydroxide to distinct alkaline reaction ; heat nearly to

boiling' (do not boil). -A red precipitate is produced.

Test for Pus: Add an equal quantity of solution of

potassium hydroxide to the urine ; if pus is present a viscid

gelatinous mass will be produced.

2. Fehling's test: Place in a test-tube a few c.c, of the

liquid prepared as stated below, and boil ; no reddish tinge

should be observable even .after five minutes' repose. .\dd

the liquid under examination gradually, and boil after each

addition. In the presence of sugar a yellow or red pre-

cipitate is formed. In the presence of traces of glucose,

onlv a small amount of precipitate is produced, which

adheres to the glass, and is best seen when the blue liquid

is poured out.

[The reagent must be kept in two solutions, which are

to be mixed immediatelv before use. Solution I consists of

34.653 gms. of crystallized CuSO.. dissolved in water to

500 'c.c: and solution II of 130 gms. of Rochelle salt dis-

solved in 500 cc. in XaHO solution of sp. gr. 1.12. When
required for use equal volumes of the two solutions are

mixed, and the mixture diluted with four volumes of

water.]

3. Indoxyl-potassium sulphate is indican. To examme for

indicanuria: "The urine is mixed with one-fifth of its vol-

ume of 20 per cent, solution of lead acetate and filtered.

The filtrate is mixed with an equal volume of fuming

hvdrochloric acid containing 3:1000, of ferric chloride, a

few drops of chloroform are added, and the mixture

stronglv shaken one or two minutes, \\ith normal urine

the chloroform remains colorless or almost so: but if an

excess of indoxvl compounds be present the chloroform is

colored blue, and the depth of the color is a rough indica-

tion of the degree of the excess."

4. Three forms of urinarv calculi: d) Uric acid calculi

;

(2") ammonium urate calculi, and (3) trible phosphate

calculi. ,

Chemical tests: Saw the calcidus in two, take some ot

the sawdust and heat it on a platinum foil. If it is entire-

Iv volatile, take a fresh portion of the dust, moisten with

nitric acid, evaporate to dryness at a low heat, add some

ammonium hydroxide solution : a red color will be pro-

duced. Treat a portion of the dust with solution of potas-

sium hydroxide, but without heating; if an ammoniacal
odor is observed, the calculus is ammonium urate : if no such

odor is observed, the calculus is uric acid. Take some of

the sawdust and heat it on a platinum foil; if a residue re-

mains, moisten a portion with nitric acid, evaporate to dry-

ness at a low heat, add some ammonium hydroxide solu-

tion, no red color is produced ; heat it before the blowpipe,

on platinum foil ; if it fuses, the calculus is triple phosphate.

5. The solid extract of malt should be dissolved in nine

parts of water; this should be slightly turbid and give an

abundant precipitate very shortly after being mixed with

an equal volume of picric acid.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

806; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 527.

2. The dangers from the use of drugs for the preserva-

tion of foods, are : (
i ) That the normal digestive functions

will be impaired; (2) the food is less nutritious and more
insipid; (3) that improper food will be so used, and be-

cause "drugged," will to some extent escape detection
: (4)

that there is no likelihood that any care will be exercised

to add only the minimum quantity of preservative.

3. "Every person who contracts syphilis should be warned
of the danger of communicating it to others. Sexual inter-

course should always be prohibited while the disease re-

mains active. This direction should never be omitted, as

many patients are unaware that they are liable to com-
municate the disease after the initial manifestation has

healed. The contagious nature of the lesions of the mouth
and throat should also be pointed out, and the consequent

risk of contagion by kissing, or by the use of drinking-

vessels. towels, or other articles in common with other per-

sons.

"Syphilis is essentially a debilitating disease, hence it is

most important that the general health of the patient should

be supported by nourishing diet, good air, warm clothing,

extreme moderation as regards alcoholic liquors, cleanli-

ness, cheerful society, and moderate exercise in the open

air. In nearly all cases the patient should follow his usual

employment, in order that his mind may be diverted from
dwelling on the slow progress of his cure. The skin should

be stimulated to act freely by the frequent use of soap and
water, and an occasional Turkish bath if thought desirable.

Flannel should be worn next the skin, and sudden chills

avoided as much as possible. Smoking in moderation may
be allowed, as long as the mouth and throat remain free

;

but when syphilitic lesions are present, it should always be

discontinued. Regular action of the bowels is also impor-

tant. Exercise, short of fatigue, should be taken daily,

unles the weather is very bad."— (From Quain's Dictionary

of Medicine.)

4. "The continued use of tobacco, by smoking or chewing

it to excess, produces granular inflammation of the fauces

and pharynx, atrophy of the retina, dyspepsia, lowered

sexual power, sudden faints, nervous depression, cardiac

irritability, and occasionally angina pectoris. Used by the

young, it hinders the development of the higher nerve

centers and impairs the nutrition of the body by interfer-

ing with nrocesses of digestion and assimilation. It has

been credited with causing cancer of the lips and tongue,

blunting the moral sense, mental aberration and even in-

sanity."— (Potter's Materia Medica, etc.)

5. Proper ventilation may be secured by having double

windows, or double panes of glass, with an opening at the

bottom of the outer and at the top of the inner one, so

that the fresh air may enter in an upward current.

OBSTETRICS.

1. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909). page 42S ;
or

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), page 838.

2. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909). page 799; c
Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909). pages 426 and 433.

3. "When extrauterine pregnancy exists there are: (l)

The general and reflex symptoms of pregnancy: they have

often come on after an uncertain period of sterility; nausea

and vomiting appear aggravated. (2) Then comes a dis-

ordered men'struation, especially metrorrhagia, accompanied

with gushes of blood, and with pelvic pain coincident with

the above symptoms of pregnancy: pains are often very

severe, with marked tenderness within the pelvis; such

symptoms are highly suggestive. (3) There is the pres-

ence of a pelvic tumor characterized as a tense cyst, sensi-

tive to the touch, actively pulsating: this tumor has a

steadv and progressive growth. In the first two months

it has the size of a piceon's eeg: in the third month it

has the size of a hen's egg; in the fourth month it has the
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size of two fists. (4) The os uteri is patulous; tlie uterus

is displaced, but is slightly enlarged and empty. C5j
Symptoms \o. 2 may be absent until the end of the third

month, when suddenly they become severe, with spasmodic
pains, followed by the general symptoms of collapse. (6)

Expulsion of the decidua in part or whole Nos. i and 2 are

presumptive signs; Xos. 3 and 4 are probable signs; Nos.

5 and 6 are positive signs."— (^American Text-Book of

Obstetrics.)

4. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 321; or

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), page 329.

5. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 317; or

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909)- page 334-

6. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 176 and

520; or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (Edition of 1909), pages 253

and 249.

7. Indications for the use of forceps are: (i) Forces at

fault: Inertia uteri in the presence of conditions likely

to jeopardize the interests of mother or child, (a) Im-
pending exhaustion; (b) arrest of nead, from feeble pains.

(2) Passages at fault: Moderate narrowing, 314 to 3}i
inches, true conjugate; moderate obstruction in the soft

parts. (3) Passenger at fault: A. Dystocia due to (a) oc-

cipoto-posterior. (6) mentoanterior face, (c) breech ar-

rested in cavity. B. Evidence of fetal exhaustion (pulse

above 160 or below 100 per minute). (4) Accidental com-
plications: Hemorrhage ;

prolapsed funis ; eclampsia. All

acute or chronic diseases or complications in which imme-
diate delivery is required in the interest of mother or

child, or both. Conditions necessary for the tise of for-

ceps are; (i) The rectum and bladder must be empty; (2)

the OS uteri must be fully dilated; (3) the membranes
must have been ruptured; (4) the diameters of the pelvis

must be of sufficient size.

8. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 659; or

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909). Page 439-

9. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 658: or

Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909)- page 439-

BULLETIN OF APPROACHING EX.-\MINATIONS.t

STATE NAME AND ADDRESS OF PLACE AND DATE OP
SECRETARY NE.XT EXAMINATION

Alabama* W. H. Sanders. Montgomery. Montgomery. . . .Jan. . .

.'Arizona* Ancil Martin. Phoenix Phoenix Jan. j

Arkansas F. T. Murphy. Brinkley Little Rock Nov. 8

California* Chas. L. Tisdale, 929 Butler
Building. San Francisco. . . .Los Angeles Dec. 6

Colorado S. D. Van Meter, 1723 Tremont
Street, Denver Denver Jan. 3

Connecticut*. . .Chas. A. Tuttle, New Haven. . New Haven Nov. 14

Delaware J. H. Wilson. Dover Dover Dec. 13

Dist. of Corba..Geo. C. Ober, Washington Washington Jan. 10

Florida* I. D, Fernandez, Jacksonville. .Palatka Nov. 9

Georgia T. H. Goss, Athens Atlanta
Idaho* W. F. Howard. Pocatello .\pril 4

Illinois J. A. Egan. Spring6eld Chicago
Indiana Crawfordsville Indianapolis Jan. 10

Iowa Louis A. Thomas. Des Moines. Des Moines
Kansas H. A. Dykes, Lebanon Topeka
Kentucky J. N. McCormack, Bowling

Green Louisville Dec. 1

5

Louisiana E. L. McGehee, New Orleans. New Orleans. . . .

Maine F. W. Searle. Portland Portland Nov. 8
Maryland J. McP. Scott. Hagerstown. . . . Baltimore Dec. 13

Massachusetts* E. B. Harvey, State House,
Boston Boston Nov. 8

Michigan B. D. Harrison. 205 W^hitney
Building. Detroit Ann Arbor June 1

3

Minnesota W. S. FuUerton. St. Paul St. Paul April 4

Mississippi . . . .S. H. McLean, Jackson Jackson
Missouri Frank B. Hiller. Tefferson City.Jefferson City. .

Montana* Wm. C. Riddell. Helena Helena April 4

Nebraska C. A. Carr. Lincoln Lincoln Nov. 9

Nevada S. L. Lee, Carson City Carson City Nov. 2

N. Hampshire ,. Henry C. Morrison, State Li-
brary. Concord Concord Tan. 3

New Jersey H. G. Norton. Trenton Trenton June 20
New Mexico... .J. A. Massie, Santa Fe Santa Fe Jan. 9

f New York.... '

New York-. C.F.Wheelock.Univ.of State j Albany [Jan. 31
of New York, Albany. . . . |

Syracuse I

[Buffalo J

N. Carolina B. K. Hays, Oxford Charlotte Tune 11

N, Dakota H. M. Wheeler, Grand Forks. Grand Forks . . ..Ian. 3

Ohio Geo. H. Matson. Columbus... .Columbus Dec. 15

Oklahoma* F. P. Davis, Enid Guthrie
Oregon B. E. Miller. Portland Portland Ian. 3

Pennsylvania*..N. C. Shaeffer, Harrisburg. . . .Philadelphia Dec. 6

Rhode Island* . .G. T. Swarts, Providence Providence Tan. S

S. Carolina H. H. Wyman, Aiken Columbus June 1

3

S. Dakota F. W. Freyberg, Mitchell Aberdeen Jan. II

f Memphis 1

Tennessee C. A. Abemathy, Pulaski. . . { Nash\'ille ) May 28
[ Knoxville,

, . .
I

Texas R. H. McLeod. Palestine. P,alestine Nov. 22
Uuh R. W. Fisher, Salt Lake City.. Salt Lake City . Ian. 9
Vermont W. Scott Nay, Underhill Montpelier Jan. 10
Virginia R. S. Martin, Stuart Lynchburg Dec, 20
Washington* . . T. C. McFadden. Seattle Spokane Jan. 3
W. Virginia. . . .H. A. Barbee. Point Pleasant. Morgantown. . . . Nov. 14
Wisconsin J. M. Beffel, .Milwaukee Milwaukee Jan. 10
Wyoming S. B. Miller, Laramie Laramie

"

*No reciprocity recognized by these States.
tAoplicants should in even,- case write to the secretary for la'.est

.details regarding the examination in any particular State.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of
ca.ses and deaths from contagious diseases reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of October 15, 1910.

Cases

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis.
Malarial Fever

492
222
67

17

149
19

Totals

A New Reaction in Tsrphoid Fever.—Silverstrini
states that the subcutaneous injection of ^ to J4 c.c. of
a killed bouillon culture of typhoid bacilli causes in the
typhoid patient a rise of temperature. In the typhoid
convalescent there is a sharp febrile reaction, which is

accompanied and followed by an increased agglutination.

The reaction is specific.

—

Clinica Medica Itntiana.

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpox, 3'ellow fever, cholera, and plague have
been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health,
and Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended
October 14, 1910.

CHOLERA
PLACE. DATE. CASES. DEATHS.

Austria-Hungary

:

Hungary, general Sept. 19-20 16

Vienna Sept. 11-17 2

China: Dalny , Aug. 28-Sept. 3. .

.

1

India* Bombay Sept. 1-6 2

Calcutta Aug. 14-20 12
Italy, general Oct. 2-6 47 *I0

N.aples Oct. 2-6 47 til
Bari, province: Barletta Sept. 18-24 6 4

Molfetta Sept. 18-24 27 6
Triggiano Sept. 18-24 1

Foggia, province: Cerignola Sept. lS-24 \?> 10
Trinitapoli Sept. 18-24 8 5

Java: Batavia Aug. 21-27 16 6
Persia: Erzeroum, vilayet Aug. 22-Sept. 10
Morocco, general Sept. 27
Russia general Sept. 4-23
Straits settlements: Singapore Aug. 14-27
Turkey in Asia: Trebizond Sept. 10-16. .....

Outside of Naples.
tincluding 8 cases and 5 deaths previously reported.
^Including 10 cases and 8 deaths previously reported.
**Between Rabat and Casablanca, among troops.

YELLOW FEVER

Brazil: Manaos Sept. 4-10
Para Seiit. 11-17

Ecuador: Babahoyo Sept. l-LS

Duran Sept 19
Guayaquil Sept. l-I -^

Milagro Sept. 19

PLAGUE
Brazil: Bahia Aug. 6-19

China: Hongkong Aug. 21-27
Ecuador: Babahoyo Sept. 1-15

Guayaquil Sept. 1-15

Matilde, plantation Sept. 1-15

India: Bombay Sept. 1-6

Calcutta Aug. 14-20
Rangoon Aug. 21-27

Russia: Odessa Sept. 10-16

**4
36,490 14.059

SMALLPOX.

Brazil: Bahia Aug.
Para Sept.
Rio de Janeiro Aug.

Canada: Dauphin Sept.
Victoria Sept.

Ceylon: Colombo Aug.
China: Shanghai Aug.
India: Bombay Sept.

Calcutta Aug.
Rangoon Aug.

Japan : Formosa Aug.
Gibraltar Sept.
Great Britain: Liverpool Sept.
Java: Batavia Aug.
Mexico: San Luis Potosi Sept.
Portugal: Lisbon Sept.

Russia: Moscow Sept.
Odessa Sept.
Riga Sept.
St. Petersburg Sept.
Warsaw June

Straits Settlements: Singapore Aug.
-iwitz'rland: Zurich, canton Sept.

Uruguay: Montevideo July

6-19
11-17
29-Sept. 4.

18-24
21-27
29-Sept. 4.
1-6.

14-20...
21-27...
28-Sept.
19-25...
18-24..
21-27...
4-10
11-17
4-10
4-10
11-17
4-10
26-July 30..

14-27
11-17
1-31
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PERNICIOUS ANEMIA; ITS DEFINITION
AND TREATMENT.*

By dr. E. GR.WVITZ.
berlin, germany.

Pernicious anemia has been known for more than

si.xty years and the Hterature has been the subject

of much discussion. The symptomatology is de-

scribed by most of the authors in ahnost the same
way. But notwithstanding there is up to the

present time no agreement as to what we should

designate as pernicious anemia.

Even a few years ago it was a generally accepted

view to summarize under this term all those cases

that exhibited during life the most severe symptoms
of anemia, without the presence of a depleting

organic disease or parasites, cases which even post

mortem onl)' showed certain secondary organic al-

terations as a result of an anemic condition of the

blood, but no such changes as could account di-

rectly for the etiology of anemia.

Consequently, in the progress of etiological re-

search certain types of anemia were eliminated,

as, for instance, that due to Bothriocephalus and

Ankylostomum, the field of pernicious anemia

being thus restricted to those cryptogenetic or

occult cases the primary cause of which we now
had to look for.

Now a new factor was introduced by the theories

of Ehrlich, who first considered pernicious anemia

a specific disease, later, however, a specific reaction

of the bone marrow, characterized by a retrogres-

sion of blood formation into embryonal megalo-

blasty. Consequently he assumed a definite blood

picture characterized by macrocytosis. In spite of

the argument of the various opponents of Ehrlich's

conception concerning the significance of the me-
galoblasts, the advocates of Ehrlich's theory went
so far as not only to maintain it, but even to amplify

it. inasmuch as they assumed that only such cases

of severe anemia could be looked upon as true or

genuine pernicious anemia which exhibited intra

vitam a macrocytosis of the blood and post mortem
megaloblastosis of the marrow.

Disregarding the fact that neither the megalocy-

tic condition of the blood nor the megaloblastic

condition of the marrow can hold ground against

an objective criticism, the question arises how those

fatal cases of cryptogenetic anemia should be classi-

fied which do not show these signs in the blood and

in the marrow ; cases that no doubt occur very fre-

quently and do not at all show the typical course

of pernicious anemia. An answer to this question

has not yet been given by the advocates of Ehrlich's

theory. On the other hand, it gives rise to an en-

*Read at a meeting of the New York Academy of

Medicine, October 6, igio.

tirely unjustified dualism which, while emphasizing

the macrocytic types as true or essential pernicious

anemia in contradistinction to the other types,

causes about the same confusion as formerly was
the case with the so-called true and false pseudo-

leucemia.

The advocates of Ehrlich's theory object to the

older definition that in this a negative criterion is

applied ; that is to say, the absence of an organic

finding gives the definition of the disease. This is,

however, unhesitatingly accepted in other domains
of pathology, for example, in the teaching of dia-

Ijetes, in which formerly anatomical lesions were
not at all known, and even nowadays etiologically

dififerent conditions are recognized, without any

doubt existing with what is to be understood as

diabetes. According to my view, the difficulty of

discriminating between pernicious anemia and
symptomatic anemia is not greater than separating

iliabetes from glycosuria. We need only to keep

away from assuming a dogmatic standpoint and
separating such cases in which anatomical altera-

tions occur as true or genuine anemia
;

just as

nobody ever thinks of separating pancreatic

diabetes, as a true diabetes, from other forms,

simply because in the latter no anatomical lesions

are demonstrable. It is therefore by all means
wrong to introduce into the clinically uniform pic-

ture a separation into dififerent groups on the basis

of certain reactions of the bone marrow.
On the other hand, we must object to the ten-

dency of designating pathological conilitions as per-

nicious anemia which undoubtedly do not belong to

this group. I have noticed in numerous patients,

who were sent to me in the course of years in a

very distressing condition with the diagnosis of

pernicious anemia, that this term is often used for

entirely unlike conditions. In the majority of

these patients I was not able to agree with the

assumption that a severe degeneration of the blood
was the chief feature of the affection. Moreover,
we had to deal with pathological pictures, exhibit-

ing besides a progressive cachexia an anemia of a

medium severity with two or three millions of red

blood corpuscles per c.mm., and even cases in which
these cells showed no degenerative changes what-
ever and a rather increased content of hemoglobin.
Even when death ensued an abundance of

hemoglobin was present and consequently the

exitus could not be ascribed to the anemia as such.

I have described these diseases in a treatise on
organic marasmus that has appeared recently, and
I have traced back their origin to functional dis-

turbances of organs, offering at the first glance
some analogy to pernicious anemia, but being ex-
plained on more careful analysis in quite a different

way. I have explained in this work and illustrated

by examples how by an increased or a diminished
organic function for example of the muscles, of
the kidneys, of the spleen, marasmic conditions may
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arise which have to be considered as the result on

the one hand of celkilar hyperfunction, and on the

other hand of a loss of function, as in cachexia due

to the extirpation of the thyroid. All these maras-
mic conditions must be carefully separated by clini-

cal investigation from pernicious anemia, the more
so as the recognition of these conditions gives at

the same time the most valuable indications fnr the

treatment.

Another difficulty has finally arisen in the defi-

nition of pernicious anemia by the fact that a false

appreciation of persons and names has become gen-
eral, which, as a brief historical survey shows, is

by no means justified.

In general up to a short time ago not only among
German, but also among foreign authors, the view
prevailed that the modern teaching of pernicious

anemia was to be traced back to Biermer, who in

1868 and 1872 had published noteworthy lectures

on this aft'ection. Now W. Hunter has recently

claimed the discovery of this disease for English
authors, and quotes as the first author Combe, who
in 1822 described a case of anemia, exhibiting all

the phenomena of pernicious anemia, and being
unable to discover at the post mortem a primary
cause of the anemia, established at once a special

classification for this case. Of greater significance

were the descriptions published by Thomas Addi-
son in 1855 as an introduction to idiopathic anemia
in his famous work on the diseases of the supra-
renal. Addison described here the general clinical

phenomena of pernicious anemia in an excellent

way, and emphasized especially that these con-
ditions were to be traced back neither to loss of
blood, nor to exhaustive diarrhea, nor to chlorosis

or other organic diseases, and he proposed the term
idiopathic anemia in contradistinction to the

symptomatic severe anemia in consequence of other
diseases. It is furthermore noteworthy that this

author on the ground of autopsies already em-
phasized the absence of primary organic lesions,

but was the first to describe the fatty degeneration
of the heart muscle.

It is surprising that this correct description at

first attracted little attention, although it was pub-
lished in a work that was the starting point of the
so extremely important researches on the affections
of the suprarenals. Likewise the publications of
the French author, Cazenave, in rS6o, who de-
scribed the disease as essential anemia, and of the
German author, Lebert, were scarcely noticed.
Why the publications of Biermer' in 1868 were

so fertile can scarcely be ascertained to-day. At
any rate, in the beginning of the seventies extra-
ordinary work was started in this domain, and
particularly the excellent monograph of Eichhorst
in the year 1878 summarized in an objective way
ajl the observations that had appeared up to that
time.

How strong the influence of Biermer's publi-
cations was can be seen best from the fact that the
above mentioned terms, "idiopathic" or "essen-
tial" anemia were mostly agreed upon even by Eng-
lish and French authors and in the entire interna-
tional literature Biermer's term "pernicious
anemia" was accepted. It is therefore not surpris-
ing that the influence of Biermer's work was over-
estimated, especially in Germany, and that conse-
quently the affection was simply designated as Bier-
mer's anemia. But it must 'be emphasized that
although Biermer had given an excellent clinical
description of the affection, his etiological concep-

tion \\ as not quite clear, inasmuch as he for a num-
ber of these cases assumed no organic lesions as the

cause, while he on the other hand considered intes-

tinal ulcers for example a probable factor. In

contradistinction to this, Immermann and Eich-

horst in agreement with the view of Addi.son de-

clared that only cases of anemia without demon-
strable organic lesions were to be designated as

pernicious. Later from 1885-88 William Hunter
pointed to an intestinal etiology of anemia through
an infection of the gastromtestinal canal with

reabsorption of toxic products, by which for the

first time a hemolytic injury of the blood without
macroparasitical effects was proven. .\t about the

same time the above mentioned theory of Ehrlich

originated, who first traced back pernicious anemia
to a primary affection of the bone marrow and
later to a specific embryonal reaction of the mar-
row, due to a toxic cause.

If one would designate pernicious anemia after

this historical sketch, according to one of these

authors, it would be most correct to term it Ad-
dison's anemia since this author undoubtedly has
given the most proper definition of this disease

:

however, in recent times William Hunter has

claimed the term Addison's anemia for a pe-

culiar infectious disease of the entire digestive tract

with a consecutive very severe anemia, and thus it

would not be justifiable to introduce this term for

all types of pernicious anemia. The term Bier-

mer's anemia is for that reason not correct, because
Biermer placed also secondary anemias in this

group, and just as little can we accept the term
Ehrlich's or even Biermer-Ehrlich's anemia, be-

cause the strict limitation of severe anemia to a

primary disease of the bone marrow can in the

first place not be assumed and secondly cannot be

brought in accordance with the conception of

Biermer.

In order to obtain an exact definition of per-

nicious anemia it is at first necessary to say a few
words about the clinical picture of this disease. As
we know, this affection develops sometimes at an
early age, mostly in the middle years of life, espe-

cially frequently in women. In its full develop-

ment it offers the picture of a high degree of pallor,

with a grayish shade, a high ilegree of general

mental and bodily weakness, frequently accom-
panied by psychical anomalies of various forms.

It is noteworthy that neither the muscles nor the

fatty tissue are usually much impaired. As the

most important signs are furthermore to be em-
phasized hemorrhages of the retina, dilatation of

the heart with systolic murmurs, loss of appetite,

constipation and in the majority of cases a lack of

free hydrochloric acid in the stomach. At the same
time there is usually a moderate increase of tem-
perature and in advanced cases edematous swell-

ings. These findings are above all characterized

by the fact that a directly depleting organic disease

is not demonstrable, and for the diagnosis our first

object must always be to exclude by a thorough
examination of all organs the presence of carci-

noma or intestinal parasites.

The blood findings are of the greatest signifi-

cance, and the question arises whether they are to

be regarded as indicative of pernicious anemia.
The most remarkable feature of the blood is the

considerable lowering of the number of red blood
corpuscles, which may sink far below one million,

correspondingly a decrease of the specific gravity

and of the dry weight, so that the blood appears
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rather watery, and a strong decrease of the coagula-

hiHty. With reference to the pathology of the red

blood corpviscles the following striking difference

in the statements of the authors has been found in

the course of the last years. Since Ouinke's inves-

tigations (1876) the prevalence of poikilocytes

among the small and even smallest derivatives of

blood cells was considered a noteworthy phenome-
non in pernicious anemia, and my own former de-

scriptions and pictures of such poikilocytic blood
preparations were also generally regarded as cor-

rect. Recently, however, the opinion has been
spread that the red blood corpuscles in pernicious

anemia, to be sure, showed slight differences in

shape, but otherwise were abnormally rich in hem-
oglobin and abnormally large. These statements

are in a direct relationship to Ehrlich's theory of

the megaloblastic reaction of the bone marrow, in

the course of which abnormally large blood cells

are also formed. An extreme instance of such a
megalocytic blood finding is shown by an illustra-

tion in Naegeli's work, who found in pernicions

anemia almost solely large, remarkably deeplv col-

ored red blood corpuscles, and designated this blood

picture as the true type of pernicious anemia.

From my own experience in several hundred most
severe cases, partly confirmed by post mortem find-

ings, I must confess that I have never seen in per-

nicious anemia such a blood picture with a total

amount of about one and one-half millions of red

cells. ]\Iy experience is not confined to cases

in the district of Berlin, but I have also had abund-
ant opportunity to observe such patients from the

many different countries. But I have never ob-

tained blood preparations from patients of this

kind in which the vast majority of red cells were of

a normal or more than normal size with a content

of hemoglobin exceeding the normal. It can there-

fore not be due to the locality that these blood pic-

tures have not yet occurred to me in pernicious

anemia.

In order to get an exact picture of the size of

the cells, one must take pains in examining
many series of fields with the micrometer, as

Schaumann formerly did very exactly in bothrio-

cephalus anemia. In order to avoid such rough
estimations, I myself have had such countings done
in a number of pronounced cases of pernicious

anemia, and I have found that about 30 per cent,

of the cells belong to the small forms up to 4.5

micromillimeters. about 60 per cent, to the meiliuni

sized forms of 4.5-7 micromillimeters. and about

ID per cent, to the large forms. Consequently there

cannot be any question of macrocytic blood, and

the authors who lay so much stress upon macmcy-
tosis should not avoid the trouble of such a count-

ing. Perhaps in reckoning by exact figfurcs their

general statements about macrocytosis would be

modified.

It is noteworthy that Schaumann found in his

investigations per 100 blood cells of healthy per-

sons I small, 66 medium-sized and 33 large cells.

In pernicious anemia, however, the average is 17

small. 32 middle-sized and 31 large cells. Just as

-Schaumann's exact investigations are by some au-

thors pointed to as a proof of macrocytosis of the

l)ernicious anemic blood. I wish to emphasize that

the numerical deviation concerning the small cells

(17 instead of i per cent.) is just as large as that

concerning the large cells ( e,^ instead of 31 per

cent.), and, according to this, one would be just as

right to speak of a microcytic blood picture as of

a macrocytic picture. Undoubtedly in the blood

picture of pernicious anemia some macrocytic forms
are striking. However, these do not give to the

blood picture the characteristic appearance, but the

most marked feature is, in accordance with the na-

ture of the whole disease, the e.Kquisitely degenera-

tive character of the morphological phenomena.
Therefore I designate the blood finding as "erythro-

degenerative," it being understood that a varying

percentage of regenerative forms is at the same
time present in the blood, as in every anemia, as a

reaction to the injurious effect on the blood. The
erythro-degenerative blood finding is not only ac-

cording to my material, but also according to most
authors in literature the most frequent blood find-

ing, since even authors who emphasize the occur-

rence of megalocytes as important almost always
report also the presence of marked poikilocytosis.

I should like to emphasize that I have observed

a macrocytic blood finding without severe mor-
phological changes in those grave anemias and
cachexias which I have separated previously as an

organic marasmus from true pernicious anemia.

I think therefore that many a case of pretended

pernicious anemia rather belongs to the group of

anemizing organic diseases of various kinds.

The occurrence of megaloblasts was, as we know.
also regarded by Ehrlich as characteristic of the

blood finding in pernicious anemia. But in the

course of years so numerous observations have
been made concerning the occurrence of these cells

in other cases of severe anemia that this assump-
tion can no more be sustained. Moreover, the

megaloblasts have to be regarded solely as a sign

of the severity of the anemia, but not of the type
of anemia.

Likewise I cannot consider the statement correct

that the hemoglobin content of the blood is pro-
portionately high as compared to the number of red
blood corpuscles, as on the one hand the source of

errors of the hemoglobinometer in these severe

types of anemia is by far too large to allow the

hemoglobin values to be directly referred to the

numerical value of the cells. The figures them-
selves, however, are very hard to be determined,
since only the developed cells, but not the smallest

poikilocytes and cell fragments, are counted, which
undoubtedly also contain hemoglobin. Conse-
quently, of course, an incongruity must arise be-

tween the cell and the hemoglobin value, since for

the small number of cells all the amount of hem-
oglobin is taken in account which is contained in

the small cellular fragments. More important than
this pretended hypernornial content of hemoglobin
is the marked dissimilarity of the content of hem-
oglobin of the individual cells, which becomes mani-
fest in even simply stained preparations.

According to this. I must answer negatively the
question whether there is a blood finding specific

for pernicious anemia and whether consequently
the diagnosis of pernicious anemia can be made
from the examination of the blood itself, since, as
a matter of fact, all the same severe degenerative
and regenerative types of blood formation are
equally well found in other most severe forms of
anemia : for exami)lc, in carcinosis. One might
rather consider the findings in the leucocytes and
the blood plasma characteristic since the leucocytes
at the acme of the disease are always very m.uch
'lecreased, and the plasma, in contradistinction to

carcinosis-anemia, for example, shows a propor-
tionately high content of albumin, which points to
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the fact that no general injury of the plasma is

present here, but only a very specific injury, involv-

ing the red blood corpuscles. The small proixjrtion

of leucocytes is of an especial significance for that

reason, because it has been found lately that the

blood picture of pernicious anemia may also be

produced by a leucocytic, especially lymphadenoid
proliferation of the bone marrow. This gives rise

to pathological pictures, which are on the one hand
characterized by a high degree of diminution and
degeneration of the red blood corpuscles and on
the other hand by an increased invasion of typical

lymphoid cells, until finally a mixed blood picture

results, which, as we know, has been designated

by Leube as leucanemic.

If we ask now whether pernicious anemia can

be explained by the post-mortem findings, then
can be no doubt but that the fatty degeneration

of the heart muscle, the various hemorrhages, and
also the lymphoid metaplasia of the bone marrow,
which are the most frequent post-mortem findings,

cannot be regarded as the primary causes of the

grave blood affection, and just as little the atrophic

alterations of the gastrointestinal mucosa, which,

according to recent researches, are apparently

found relatively seldom. Of quite a different

aspect is the question whether the megaloblastic

metaplasia of the bone marrow is to be considered

a particular embryonal type of regeneration, spe-

cific for pernicious anemia, though not the only

primary affection. According to my own numerous
observations, and after studying the literature, I

have come to the conclusion that as a matter of

fact in a part of these cases a considerable preva-
lence of megaloblasts in the marrow is present,

whereas in others not more of such cells occur than
in any healthy marrow, and that again in other

cases the lymphoid metaplasia may be absent en-

tirely. Since also these latter forms are undoubt-
edly to be considered cases of pernicious anemia,
they are a problem hard to be solved for those

authors who regard megaloblastic metaplasia of
the marrow as an essential criterion of the afifection,

and they have consequently overcome this difficulty

by separating a special form of aplastic anemia.
This teaching of aplastic anemia as a particular

morbid form is based upon the view that anemia
is caused by aplasia of the bone marrow. I cannot
at all agree with this view, as it is entirely incom-
prehensible how by a purely passive inactivity of
certain parts of the bone marrow an anemia should
arise. Moreover, I accept the opinion of Aubertin,
Pappenheim. and others who do not consider these
cases of anemia due to aplasia, but anemia with
aplasia ; that is to say, they regard it as a merely
regenerative type of any kind of anemia. At the
same time I wish to remark that I do not consider
a diagnosis of these forms during life possible from
the blood findings, which are supposed to show a
diminution of erythrocytes and also of the hem-
oglobin. For I have often convinced myself that
in such cases of pernicious anemia in which the
entirely unsuccessful therapy suggested an aplasia
of the marrow, a complete red lymphoid metaplasia
of the marrow with copious erythroblasts is found
post mortem.
Whoever considers the alterations of the bone

marrow as exclusively varying degrees of repara-
tive reactions of the blood matrix will see in
the various findings in the marrow onlv the valuable
fact that in one case perhaps all the long bones have
undergone a lymphoid metaplasia, and that conse-

quently the reparative action is developed up to a

ma.ximum. A great abundance of megaloblasts
would then only indicate an excessive and accele-

rated regeneration. In another case one finds only
a more intense lymphoid development in some dis-

tricts of the long bones and consequently but a

slight reactive process. Finally in other cases an
aplasia is found ; that is to say, a complete failure

of the reaction.

From all these observations I come to the con-
clusion that the old definition is still nowadays
correct, and that we therefore have to understand
under the term of pernicious anemia such very
grave forms of anemia as arise without any
recognizable organic afifection and without parasitic

influence, as the result of a specific injury involv-

ing the red blood corpuscles.

From this it follows that the etiology of per-

nicious anemia can be cleared up only by clinical

observations, and I think that we have to consider
the following principal causes

:

1. Pernicious anemia may originate from
chronic loss of blood and a gradually developing
insufficiency of the marrow. However, the ma-
jority of such cases are not to be regarded as pure
pernicious anemia, as the diseases bringing about
hemorrhages may exert a various and unexpected
influence in the origin of anemia. The chronic
hemorrhages due to gastric ulcers, for example,
must be eliminated, as well as chronic hemorrhages
due to myoma, since in the former the influence

of the ulcers themselves, the passage of the blood
through the gut, and in the latter the specific action

of the myoma play a great part in the origin of
anemia. Consequently we can only regard such
cases as pure posthemorrhagic pernicious anemia,
which originate from chronic hemorrhoidal hemor-
rhage or from epistaxis, unless even in these cases

complicated organic diseases are not present.

2. Toxic substances, such as lead, arsenic, car-

bonic oxide, perhaps also morphine in chronic use,

cause an anemia by a continuous injury of the red

cells and finally lead to pernicious anemia. There
are, however, surely also cases in which toxins of
an unknown nature are efifective.

3. Also hygienic errors, such as unsanitary
dwellings, mode of life, and profession, may ap-
parently cause such severe forms of anemia.

4. As the most important, and, according to my
experience, most frequent cause I regard intestinal

intoxications, which Hunter first explained as an
infection of the gastrointestinal canal by inflam-

matory processes with the formation of bacterial

products, which are supposed to cause a hemolysis
after their absorption in the portal vein area. Ac-
cording to my view, we have not to deal with an
infection, but with an intoxication ; I think that in

all these patients a primary lack of free hydro-
chloric acid in the stomach plays an important part.

Owing to this fact toxic substances in the ingested
albuminous stuifs may be formed in the following
way : I wish to state first that this theory is based
upon the picture of intestinal intoxication offered

by bothriocephalus-anemia, in which, according to

the researches of Schaumann, Rosenquist, Talquist,

a hemolytic poison is formed in the intestine which
causes severe anemia after absorption. Talquist has
recently designated oleic acid as such a poison
and also in pernicious anemia not due to bothrio-

cephalus-lipoid substances are said to be formed
in the gastrointestinal mucosa which have a hemo-
lytic effect. According to the present stage of re-
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searches I cannot agree that the proof has been
given of the sure existence of a specific lipoid in

pernicious anemia, since also in heaUhy individuals

such substances can be extracted from the intes-

tinal mucosa with a more or less hii^h degree of

hemolytic power. Moreover, my view concerning

the origin of grave anemia, owing to a lack of

hydrochloric acid in the stomach and perhaps to

enteric disorders, is as follows

:

a. We must take in account the failure of the

disinfecting action of hydrochloric acid in the

stomach, which plays a particularly important role,

if, for example, pathogenic microorganisms from
carious teeth or other parts of the mouth, especially

pus-bacteria, are swallowed. They find a good
culture medium in the albuminous substances of

the ingesta without being hindered in their develop-

ment by the influence of hydrochloric acid. Toxic
substances, developing on account of such infec-

tions during the passage through the small intes-

tine might, above all, be looked upon as a hemo-
lyzing factor.

b. We must, however, consider that with an ab-

sence of hydrochloric acid and a lack of gastric

digestion the breaking down of the albuminous

molecule may be so far impaired that the physio-

logical end-products of albuminous decomposition

are not formed and absorbed, but that the trans-

formation of the albuminous molecule remains in

an intermediate stage, and that these substances

on absorption are able to act toxically.

c. However, another factor comes into consider-

ation which results from recent investigations on

anaphylaxia, id est on toxic effects from repeated

injection of heterogenous albumin. It has been

shown that not only after a subcutaneous or intra-

venous injection of heterogenous albumin a hyper-

sensitiveness to it occurs, but, according to the in-

vestigations of Rosenau and Anderson, of Born-

stein, and others, these toxic phenomena also occur

after feeding heterogenous albumin. By this

Romer's view, pronounced some years ago, is con-

firmed that digestion has the important function of

depriving the heterogenous albumin of its property

of producing antibodies, .\lthough by boiling the

food the specific action of the heterogenous albumin

is partly eliminated, yet everybody takes in such

large amounts of uncooked heterogenous albumin

that phenomena of anaphylaxis would necessarily

occur, if the breaking down of this albumin were

not sufficiently accomplished by the peptic processes,

especially in the stomach. Thus in a functional dis-

turbance of the gastric secretion toxic injuries can

be produced either by the influence of bacteria, or

by a faulty breaking down of albumin, or by a

deficient transformation of the heterogenous albu-

min. By these toxic substances we can explain

the peculiar and specific injury involving the red

blood corpuscles in a similar way, as the absorption

of the toxic products of Bothrioccphalits latiis.

That this theory really holds good in many cases

can be proven by the results of therapy in a great

number of cases of pernicious anemia, just as it is

done in a similar way in Bothrioccphalus lattis. by

expelling the worm.
In entering now into the treatment of these af-

fections, I emphasize from the very beginning that

a rational therapy can be undertaken only when
(i) most accurate and repeated clinical investiga-

tions have established the absence of an organic

affection or the presence of a parasite, and when

(2) by a thorough consideration of the anamnesis

and particularly of the condition of the gastroin-

testinal canal it can be decided through what in-

jury the individual case of pernicious anemia may
have arisen.

In the first place we shall have to think of the

effect of some known poisons, as lead, arsenic, mor-

phine ;
furthermore, of the existence of hemor-

rhages of the above described kind. And. of

course, in these cases the injurious cause will have

to be removed first of all.

In the great majority of cases observed by me
we had to deal, as I said, with intestinal intoxica-

tion. In the course of years I have worked out a

treatment on the basis of these considerations. This

therapy is in the main dietetic, and is carried out by

ingesting on the one hand no animal albumin, which

is to be regarded above all as a source of toxin-for-

mation, and secondly, trying to prevent a decom-

position of the foodstuffs. The first point of this

treatment is accomplished by giving these patients

at first exclusively carbohydrates and fats in the

most digestible form, vegetables, fruits, soups, and

at the same time foodstuffs which stimulate the

appetite, avoiding however meat and eggs entirely.

If these patients are in a high degree of exhaustion

we may give substances very rich in albumin, as in

nutritive enemas, eliminating thereby the above-

mentioned dangers. The second way of disinfecting

is at the beginning the best—regular lavage of the

stomach with a one to two per cent, sodium chlor-

ide solution, and at the same time a daily irrigation

of the gut, likewise with a solution of sodium chlor-

ide, by which, as I think, the mucosa is best and

most safely cleansed, and at the same time stimu-

lated. If the patients are too weak to bear the

lavage of the stomach we must restrict the treat-

ment to ingesting fresh juices of fruits, best lemon-

juice in form of lemonades, thus supplying a certain

substitute for the lack of hydrochloric acid in the

stomach. This is the same treatment that has been

applied for scurvy, which depends undoubtedly

also upon a putrefaction of albumin. I do not

consider the use of disinfectants, such as calomel,

indicated in these patients. If the patients are very

exhausted alcoholic drinks may be allowed. Spe-

cial attention has to be directed to the condition of

the always affected heart-muscle, and therefore it

is best to administer digitalis preparations from
the very beginning. Of course, the patients must,

at first, be confined to bed.

The usual course is now that solely under this

dietetic and strengthening treatment the tempera-
ture, which is always increased at the beginning,

goes down, the appetite, being usually entirely ab-

sent, begins to come back, and the patients feel

better. At this time I begin then the arsenic treat-

ment, which I carry out by injecting a neutrali

one per cent, solution of sodium-arsenate in in-

creasing doses from I milligram to I centigram
dail)'. I am not able to state that the newer organic
arsenic preparations give better results in these

blood diseases, and the application of inorganic
preparations offers the advantage that the toxic

symptoms are known and can easily be recognized,,

while the organic preparations, especially atoxyl, as

we know, in not a few cases lead to the most se-

vere symptoms of intoxication, especially to blind-

ness.

Iron is of no use in the treatment of these forms
of anemia, if we consider that the patients must
have large iron-deposits in the liver, on accoimt of
the strong hemolysis, which they can use sufficiently
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as a material for building up hemoglobin. The
treatment with organic preparations made of boiie-

marrow has, as far as 1 can see. given no jjartic-

lar results, and I think it does not offer any chance

if we consider the peculiar etiology of these affec-

tions.

Transfusions of human blood are. however, im-

portant. Tn some cases they have been done suc-

cessfully in patients in whom the regeneration of

the blood was extremely poor. But it has been re-

cently shown in my laboratory by Werner Schultz

in extensive researches, that before carrying out any

transfusion the action of the blood of the donor

upon that of the recipient ought to be tested care-

fully with respect to the hemolysing and agglutinat-

ing power. I warn, therefore, against performing

transfusions without these important precautions.

Finally, I wish to emphasize that, of course, this

particular treatment of the intestinal tract cannot

he successful in all cases, since in the iirst place not

all cases of anemia originate in the same way, and

secondly, the capacity of regeneration of the bone-

marrow is an uncertain factor, which can not even

approximately be taken into account beforehand.

The prognosis is therefore to lie considered doubt-

ful in everv case. If, however, a favorable result

has been obtained by this treatment we have no

reason to doubt that this result is a permanent one.

Various authors have very correctly pointed out

that relapses occur frequently in this affection.

These relapses, however, can be explained in just

as simple a manner as those in diabetics who have

been made free from sugar by a rational diet, in

whom, however, the disease appears again after a

more copious ingestion of carbohydrates. In the

same way the patient with an insufficient gastric

secretion'is again exposed to the danger of the ef-

fect of toxic products if his mode of life becomes

irregular, and he eats eggs and indigestible albumin-

ous'stuffs; for a complete restoration of the gastric

secretion has scarcely ever been observed even

in apparently entirely cured cases. It is, there-

fore, by all means necessary to supply the patient,

as soon as he is dismissed as cured, with strict die-

tetic prescriptions, and in this way we succeed in

obtaining not only a transitory but a really perma-

nent recovery.

Gentlemen : I have tried in the limited time I had

for this paper to outline the chief features of this

affection. Should I have succeeded in attracting

your attention to this subject, clinically so very diffi-

cult as well as important, I feel that the purpose

of mv lecture is attained.

SUPPURATION OF THE ANTRUM OF
HIGHMORE.*

Bv WALTER A. WELLS, M.D..

WASHINGTON, D. C.

PwjrKSSOR LARYNGOLOGY AND OTOLOGV, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY.
SlJRCEOIf IN CHARGE DEPARTMENT THROAT AND EAR DISEASES,

GARFIELD HOSPITAL.

SuKRouNDTNG the nasal passages, and hollowed out
of the adjacent bones of the face and skull, we have
-a regular series of pneumatic cells generally spoken
<if as nasal accessory sinuses. These cells, or sin-

uses, are in direct communication with the nose by
constant and definitely situated mouths, or canals,

through which the mucous membrane of the nose
becomes directly continuous with the lining of the

*Re,i(l before the Georgetown University Medical So-
ciety. April 12. igio.

inteiior of the sinuses. As it is natural to expect,

the accessory sinuses will partake more or less of

the inflammatory processes which attack the nose,

and recently we have come to understand that many
of the symptoms and much of the suffering which
formerly were attributed to the inflammation merely

of the nasal membranes are really to be ascribed to

the involvement of these neighboring air cells.

Being residual organs, the sinuses have less resist-

ing power than parts with active normal functions,

for which reason they are prone to fall prey to dis-

ease, and, owing to their character and confirmation,

inflammations here tend to assume a suppurative

tvpe, terminating in abscesses or empyemata. The
maxillary, or, as it is called, the antrutn of High-
more, is the largest of the accessory sinuses ; and it

is also the most frequently affected and the most
accessible to treatment. We have selected it, there-

fore, as of all the one most interesting and profit-

able to discuss before a body of general practi-

tioners.

Surgical Anatomy.—The antrum of Highmore is

a somewhat pyramidal-shaped cavity, hollowed out

of the body of the superior maxilla. The base of

the pyramid is constituted by the outer wall of the

nose ; the apex is directed toward the malar bone.

The roof of the antrum is identical with the floor

of the orbit, while its own floor corresponds with

the alveolar border of the jaw, and is separated

from the roots of the bicuspid and molar teeth by

a plate of varying thickness. In many cases the

latter is so thin that the roots of these teeth, when
diseased, very readily penetrate and thus infect the

cavity. It is estimated that about 50 per cent, of all

cases of suppuration of the antrum are of dental

origin, which explains the frequency of antral dis-

eases as compared to diseases of the other acces-

sory sinuses. The large size and forward situation

of the antrum, and especially the fact that it has

one entire wall, for the tnost part thin and mem-
branous in relation with the nasal cavity ; and that

the floor is in relation with the teeth, and that,

finally, it has a third wall whicli may be surgically

attacked presenting in the canine fossa make it the

most approachable of all the nasal sinuses.

An anatomical peculiarity of the maxillary sinuses

which has an important bearing both upon pathology

and treatment is the situation of its ostium. Instead

of being at the most dependent point and therefore

in the best situation for drainage—as we observe

in the case of the frontal sinuses—the maxillary

ostium is, on the contrary, in the uppermost part of

the nasal maxillary wall and close to the roof, in a

situation which is, as is readily understood, the must

unfavorable for drainage. The movement of the

cilia under normal conditions probably has the

power of conducting the secretions toward this

ostium and so into the nasal cavity, but the pres-

ence of pus and a generally diseased condition of

the mucosa hamper the action of the cilia so that

such an effect is impossible. Under such conditions

the cavity must fill to the top before the secretions

can escape, and stagnation is the tmavoidable con-

sequence.

Classification.—Suppuration of Highmore"s an-

trum may be due to three different conditions : ( i

)

Empyema, (2) Acute Maxillary Sinusitis. (3)
Chronic Maxillary Sinusitis.

Empyema.—By empyema of the antrum of High-
more we mean strictly the mere presence of pus,

which has arisen not from inflammation of the

antrum itself, but has overflown from a neighboring
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cavity, as the ethmoid o.- frontal. The situation of
the antrum below these cavities is such that it may
sometimes act as a reservoir for the pus originating
in one or both of them ; and, as explained, the pus.
being unable to escape, must remain stagnant,

eventually becoming stale, and, it may be, foul
smelling. An abscess of the root of the tooth may
give rise to this condition, and an exceedingly foul-

smelling discharge is thought to be a point in favor
of its dental origin.

Acute Inflammation.—Suppuration due to acute
maxillary sinusitis occurs more often as a complica-
tion of grippe than from any other cause. Inasmuch
as it is seldom that one accessory sinus becomes
inflamed to the exclusion of all the others, we can-
not depend for the diagnosis upon the location of
the pain. While a maxillary sinusitis should pro-
duce a pain especially in the malar region, this may
easily be overshadowed by a severe orbital, frontal,

or occipital pain due to a contemporaneous involve-

ment of the frontal, ethmoidal, or sphenoidal cav-
ities. If, however, we find tenderness in the area
just below the orbit, and toothache on the corre-

sponding side, we may say that the maxillary is at

least one of the cavities involved. That the inflam-

mation is of a suppurative type we judge from the

character of the discharge coming from the affected

side of the nose. A thick, yellowish, gelatinous, or
creamy—in the case of grippe sanguinolent—dis-

charge of greater abundance than we should expect

from an ordinary rhinitis—should excite a sus-

picion of sinus involvement. If coming from one
side only of the nose this is also strong presumptive
evidence in favor of the sinus origin.

Chronic Inflammation.—On account of the ab-

sence of pain and other acute symptoms, the exist-

ence of a chronic suppurative maxillary sinusitis is

much more likely to be overlooked than the acute.

In many instances the patients are unable to give

any history of a preceding acute attack and they at-

tribute the continuous discharge of secretions from
the nose to an ordinary nasal catarrh. In addition

to having in common with acute sinusitis a more
or less purulent unilateral discharge, patients witli

a chronic form of the trouble are apt to present

another symptom, characteristic of a long-standing

suppuration of the maxillary antrum, namely, cacos-

mia. Disagreeable odors, it is to be noted, are sub-

jective as well as objective ; in fact, it is often per-

ceived by the patient and remarked upon, when it

is not clearly perceptible to others. This is pre-

cisely the reverse of the ozena of atrophic rhinitis,

which, though horribly ofTensive to others, may be

entirely unknown to the unfortunate subject on

account of the always accompanying atrophy of the

ends of the olfactory nerve. In cases of chronic

antral suppuration this subjective cacosmia is some-
times the only symptom of which the patient com-
plains, and when mentioned, it should invariably

suggest to the physician such a causation and in-

duce him to explore the sinus for the presence of

pus.

Diagnosis.—To determine definitely whether or

not the antrum is the seat of suppuration we must
make a careful examination of the nasal passages,

and apply certain well-established tests. Pus seen

in the middle meatus in the region of the hiatus

se;nilunaris may have its origin in either the antrum,

the frontal sinus, or the anterior ethmoidal cells.

The situation of the ostium ma.villare at the upper

part of the cavity enables us to apply a test which,

when positive, is quite conclusive of antral suppura-

tion. Having first thoroughly cleansed the nasal

passages with some simple saline solution, and then
applied a little cocaine or adrenalin in the region of
the meatus to contract the tissues and assure a

patent ostium, we direct the patient to flex the head
to such a degree that the opening is brought into a

dependent position. If a quantity of purulent secre-

tion then makes its escape it can only be from the

maxillary sinus.

Another test, which, notwithstanding all the ad-

verse criticism which has been directed against it,

must still be regarded as a very valuable diagnostic

aid is transillumination. If a light placed in the

mouth fails to illuminate a crescentic area just below
the eyelid upon the suspected side—while upon the

other side it appears in its normal intensity—this

fact, although not conclusive evidence, gives a pre-

sumption in favor of maxillary disease sufficiently

strong to justify making at once an exploratory

puncture. If, on the other hand, both sides illumi-

nate normally and a light appears in the pupils,

objectively or subjectively, we are safe in excluding
the supposition of an antrum filled with pus. The
transillumination test is therefore one which should
constitute an indispensable part of the routine ex-
amination. But to determine conclusively the pres-

ence or absence of pus, we must resort finally to the
exploratory puncture. A fine trocar and cannula
are introduced through the wall of the inferior

meatus and the cavity irrigated with some bland
antiseptic solution. The fluid will return clear if

the cavity is healthy ; if diseased, it will be cloudy,
more or less loaded with flakes or masses of yellow-
ish or greenish matter, at times very fetid.

Treatment.—The treatment of maxillary sinus

suppuration can (conjointly with that of the other
nasal accessory sinuses) be comprised under the
following three indications, viz.

:

(i) Remove the products of the inflammatory
process which may be only pus, or may be degen-
erated or polypoid mucosa, or may finally be carious
bone.

(2) Provide drainage.

(3) Establish ventilation.

If it were possible a priori to judge from the
clinical symptoms which the patient exhibits, or
from the objective signs which by our examination
we may elicit, the exact pathological state of a dis-

eased sinus, we might, from the above indications,
easily deduce a formula and establish a logical

mode of procedure for any given case. This would
be, namely: In empyema and acute inflammation,
wash out the pus ; in chronic inflammation, so ex-
pose the cavity as to be able to remove respectively
polyps, granulations, degenerated mucosa ; or, it

may be, carious bone or sequestra. In all cases, do
whatever may be necessary to establish a full com-
munication between the antrum and the nasal fossa,
thus assuring satisfactory ventilation and drainage.
Unfortunately, we cannot by any means other than
by the examination of the interior of the sinus
definitely ascertain the exact pathological state
which may exist. The fetor of the secretion is

not, we know, a dependable criterion, as often in
such cases the mucosa is so little afifected that we
find the removal of the secretion alone is sufficient
to permit a prompt return permanently to normal
conditions. The presence of numerous polyps in
the middle meatus might be regarded as favoring
the idea of chronic disease of "the sinus, but that
is likewise a far from conclusive sign. The chron-
icity of the supparative process should be, if it were
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a determinable factor, the most reliable guide for

judging- the state of the mucosa, and consequently

in deciding upon the necessary operative procedure.

As we have already stated, however, patients are

singularly indefinite as to the beginning of their

trouble ; and we are often in the dark as to the dura-

tion of the disease. In the majority of cases we
know that pus is present, but not how long it has

been there. Still less are we able to say just what
is the exact pathological state of the sinus mucosa.

Under such circumstances conservative methods ap-

pear to my mind to be the rational ones. We should

begin tentatively, apply first the most conservative

step, and only upon the failure of this proceed to

radical methods. A tentative method of procedure

based upon a tentative diagnosis may be adopted ac-

cording to the following formula :

A. Empyema : One should irrigate the antrum
by means of a simple puncture through the inferior

meatus. If the pus is draining into the antrum from
a neighboring sinus, the indication, of course, is

imperative to cure the affected sinus responsible, in

order to prevent a reaccumulation of the pus. If a

diseased tooth is at fault it should be extracted, and
if the removal of the tooth makes a passage directly

into the cavity irrigation may be practised through
this route.

which consists of a trocar and cannula, the latter

having upon its concave surface a cutting rasp.

The nasoantral wall, having been pierced with the

trocar, the latter is withdrawn, leaving the cannula
in place. A blunt obturator is substituted and fas-

tened by a thumbscrew to the rasp cannula and
then with a to-and-fro motion the surrounding
wall is cut away. This operation can ordinarily be

performed under good local anesthesia, and requires

but a few minutes. Finally, the state of the sinus

being such that only a very thorough curettage will

eflfect a cure, the sinus must be widely exposed in

the region of the canine fossa. We may then, after

cleaning out all diseased membrane or bone, pack
with gauze and adopt the open wound method of
treatment ; or we may close the external wound and
allow drainage to be conducted by way of the nose,

through the establishment of a large communication
artificially created in the nasoantral wall. I prefer
the latter, which is known as the Caldwell-Luc pro-
cedure.

Whatever method may be adopted for the pur-
pose of removing pathological products of disease

found in the antrum, the other two indications must
be constantly borne in mind and applied in all cases.

To secure adequate ventilation and effective drain-

age will not infrequently require supplementary

B. Acute maxillary sinusitis : One should irri-

gate the cavity as suggested for empyema ; this fail-

ing, it may be necessary to make a wide artificial

opening in the lower part of the nasoantral wall for

ventilation.

C. Chronic maxillary sinusitis : One should make
a wide artificial opening in nasoantral wall ; this

failing, one should expose the sinus through the

facial wall and curette the interior.

Technique.—To make a simple irrigation of the

sinus a fine trocar and cannrla are used, and the

puncture made in the inferior meatus, close under
the attachment of the inferior turbinal. where the

bone is thinnest. This procedure can be done quite

painlessly under a local anesthetic. To make a large
opening through the nasoantral wall it is necessary
in most cases to remove the anterior part of the

inferior turbinal. An artificial opening should then
be made in the lowest part of the outer wall of the

nose, close to its floor, as being the most favorable
position for drainage. This opening can be utilized

subsequently as a way for washing out the cavi/y,

and often it will allow of a limited curettage of the
antral cavit)^

For making this opening I have found very satis-

factory an instrument I devised several years ago.

operations upon the nasal passages, when the main
operation is done, or at some other time. For if we
do not correct intranasal conditions, whether it be a
deviated septum, a bulbous middle turbinal, a nasal
spur or polyp which obstructs the outlet of the
antrum, we leave behind conditions which will tend
to reproduce the original trouble and so interfere
with permanent recovery.

815 Connecticut Avenue.

REMARKS ON THE TWENTIETH ANNI-
VERSARY OF THE AMERICAN ELEC-
TROTHERAPEUTIC ASSOCIATION.*

By a. D. ROCKWELL, A.M.. M.D.,

The President of this Association has been good
enough to invite me with urgent cordiality to say
something about the earlier work of my former asso-

ciate. Dr. Geo. M. Beard, and myself along the line

of electricity in medicine. In a way I hesitate to do
anything of this kind, and in acceding, I beg j'ou to

remember in extenuation that many of you are no

*Read at the annu?..l meeting of the American Electro-
therapeutic Association, held at Saratoga, Sept. 14, 1910.
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further from the beginnint;- of an active profes-
sional career than I am from tlie end.

It was in 1868 or 1869, 1 beheve, that my atten-

tion was first called to this subject. During niv

medical college course 1 do not remember to have-

once heard the word electricity in connection with
the treatment of disease.

Medical journals seldom referred to it in any
way, and of American contributions to the subject,

with the exception of Garrett's ponderous and un-
philosophical work, there was absolutely none. And
so when I met an old man about that time who
called himself an electrician, my interest was at

once excited. He was an excellent example of per-

fect honesty, large experience, such as it was, and
profound scientific ignorance. He had treated a

multitude of people and was highly respected i)y

Dr. Willard Parker and other prominent physicians

who occasionally sent him patients.

.\nd yet when I approached Dr. Parker, whom 1

well knew, and said to him that I thought of taking

up the subject in a systematic and scientific way,

he quickly replied: "Don't do it. Any old woman
can apply electricity." .Another equally eminent
physician with whom I was on most friendly terms

said : "do not ask me for the use of my name. You
had better leave it in the hands of the quacks where
it belongs." So it was evident that while both these

excellent men believed somewhat in the virtues of

electricity, they believed also that it was as simple

an affair to administer as a hot or cold bath. The
secret of this old man's success was. that in addi-

tion to his stereotyped yet most thorough and skil-

ful method of application, he had at his command
even at that time, a coil yielding a quality of current

that has not since been surpassed, and far superior

to many that are now in common use. About this

time I renewed a former acquaintance with Dr.

Beard, and to him I related my experience with this

old man, and he in turn told me that while a student

at Yale he had become interested in the subject and

had frequently applied to himself the current from

a small induction coil and with what seemed to him

beneficial results. For several years this was the

only kind of electricity, if I may so speak, at our

command. No galvanic apparatus was then readily

obtainable, and I well remember the disgust with

which we resorted to the voltaic pile with its suf-

focating fumes, when that kind of electricity was

wanted. No static electricity, no high frequency

currents, no .f-ray, no treatment by auto-condnction

or auto-condensation, no light apparatus, only the

simple faradic current, but when I recall the really

excellent work that was done in those days T am
impressed with the truth of Dr. Beard's aphorism,

"that it is not so much electricity that cures as the

method of using it."

It seems to me that this is a fitting time and place

to offer a tribute to the memory of Dr. Beard. He
has been dead many years, and if he could now wit-

ness the progress that has been made in the depart-

ment in which his acute and original mind took such

a deep interest, his astonishment would indeed be

great.

He died at the early age of forty-thtee. when as

someone said of him, "notoriety was beginning to

merge itself into fame." .A.s a' clear, brilliant and

rapid writer he was unsurpassed. He told his story

with the facilitv and delightful felicity of a

Macauley. No one subject "could hold him long

after it had ceased to interest him. or after he had

taken from it all at the time he thought it capable

of giving. In the earlier days of Mr. Edison's
career he collaborated with him in investigating
what at the time seemed to both of them a strange
and mysterious manifestation of electricity which
was termed etheric force. It led to nothing prac-
tical, but his clever and exhaustive discussion of the
subject in the pages of the New York Tribune was
a notable event. In the late seventies he coined the
term neurasthenia and wrcjte his classic and memo-
rable monograph on that subject. It is not too
much to say that all the subsequent literature both
here and abroad on neurasthenia, is based on
Beard's original investigations. Hypnotism and
questions of psychic interest then engaged his ardent
attention and keen discriminating examination, when
presently he fell a victim to his all too strenuous
and concentrated labors. His contributions to the
subjects of seasickness and hay fever, his fascinat-

ing work on American nervousness, his valuable
monograph on the legal responsibility of old age,
with innumerable other contributions, all more or
less original, forceful, and charming in tone, marked
him as a worker and writer of an unusual order.
What he would have achieved with a few more
years of active work—who can say?
And now, Mr. President, a word in regard to our

organization. Those of you who have read the in-

teresting reminiscences of Mark Twain by his

friend Mr. Howells, will recall that when the genial
and philosophic humorist was asked "why men so
disliked to talk much of the past," his reply was
"because the past is so damned uncomplimentary."

I do not profess to know how it may be with the
individual lives here to-night. Doubtless the past
could reveal some uncomplimentary things about the
best of us, but as it is not the individual life that we
here commemorate, but the life of an association,

our combined lives as related to the specific work of
this society, we will let that pass. Personally I do
not much believe in mutual admiration societies,

for the man or thing most boisterously praised is

often found most vulnerable under the cold, north
light of impartial criticism. This society and its

work will be judged by the great medical profes-
sion, not by what you and I say about it, but by
the sum of its recorded activities, and as I recall

the many views that have been advanced and the
statements as to the specific therapeutic properties
of the various physical agents, I am very much in-

clined to the opinion as to some of them, that Mark
Twain's witticism would not be altogether mis-
applied.

Confession is as good for the soul of an associa-
tion as for the soul of the individual.

It is not passing strange if in the pursuit of new
objects and the exploration of untried fields enthu-
siasm sometimes overtops judgment.
The pioneer explorers of an unknown world saw

many new and wonderful things, and the archives of
their respective countries show that in recording
their observations, fancy very often ran riot with
fact. It was only after many years of repeated ex-
plorations and much sifting that the chaff was elim-
inated and the kernel or truth alone remained, .^s
our strenuous ex-president remarks, "only the man
who does nothing makes no mistakes." The same
is true of any association of men, and therefore true
of this association. It has done things and it has
made mistakes.

_
Let me not be misunderstood. If in the past

eitheras an organization or through individual con-
tributions it seemed at times to tread the empirical.
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rather than the true scientific path, yet upon the

whole it has been cominendably progressive, pro-

ductive, and original, and if in its archives as in the

archives of nations, are found here and there state-

ments that it will be well to forget, let us charitably

attribute them to temporary obsessions, excited by

new and strange possessions.

Basing his antagonism to this society on what
he thought he saw of evil rather than of good, a

member of our profession, eminent, but certainly

not broad-minded or kind, said that he would like

to see it killed or die of inanition. To him I would
apply the story of old Ludovicus Vives. The "story

of the clown who had killed his ass because he had

drunk up the moon, and he thought the world could

ill spare that luminary. So he killed the ass ut

lunam rederret.

The clown was well intentioned but unwise. Let

us not imitate him. Let us not slay a faithful ser-

vant who has carried us far. He did not drink the

moon, but only the reflection of the moon in his

own poor water pail, where, too, he was drinking

perhaps with the best intention."*

It would be unfortunate if, either as individuals

or as an association, we should come to be regarded

as special pleaders only. Let us beware of that.

Let us not forget that we are physicians first and

electro-therapeutists after, and while not abating

one whit of our enthusiasm see to it that the judicial

faculty be not subordinated to impulse and desire.

Be true if you would be believed. With truth and

genuine earnestness on your side, men must and

will give heed to you. Let not the promise exceed

the performance. Understate rather than overstate,

for in so doing, the foundations you are now laying

will become so strong, each stone in the structure so

firmly set, that the superstructure will be an endur-

ing monument to your honest and earnest endeavor.

616 Madison .^VENUE.

A CASE OF TYPHOID MENINGITIS.

Bv EENJ.-\MIN SCHWARTZ, M.D..

NEW YORK.

Because of the rarity of this condition, I wish to

report the following case of typhoid meningitis

:

J. C, aged 8, male. Entered the Gouverneur Hos-
pital, April 20, 19 10. Family history was negative.

Previous history : He has always been thin and

anemic. He had measles at the age of seven. Pres-

ent illness began two weeks ago with frontal head-

ache and pain in the abdomen, soon followed by
diarrhea, which became a very troublesome symp-
tom, the patient passing as many as a dozen watery

stools daily. He vomited frequently. Three days

before admission he took to bed. and during this

time his mind gradually became dulled. On admis-

sion the patient was in a somewhat stuporous con-

dition, his temperature being 101°, soon, however,
rising to 105°, his pulse 102, and his respirations 36.

He was poorly nourished and developed. The skin

was warm and dry, and no eruption was present.

His pupils v.'ere dilated. His tongue was dry and
heavily coated. The heart sounds were rapid, regu-

lar, and weak. The lungs were normal. The ab-

domen was retracted, not rigid or tender. The
spleen was just palpable. The liver dullness was
normal. The patellar reflexes were increased

There was no Babinski, Kernig or rigidity of the

*Carlyle's Essay on Voltaire.

neck. Urinary examination : Light amber, clear,

acid, with famt trace of albumm, sugar absent,

diazo reaction negative, no casts. Provisional diag-

nosis : typhoid fever.

April 21 : the patient is very restless and irra-

tional, restraint being necessary. Diarrhea con-

tinues. The temperature ranges between 103° and
104.8°, the pulse between 100 and no, and the

respirations between 30 and 36. April 22 : the gen-
eral condition is worse. The patient is irrational.

Diarrhea continues. The temperature ranges be-

tween 101.2° and 102.8°, the pulse between 90 and
120, its quality being weak and irregular, and the

respirations between 30 and 40. The Widal is

negative. Slight KcDiig is present. April 2^ : the

patient is restless and irrational. The right pupil is

wider than the left, both reacting sluggishly to light.

Tache cerebrale is present. There is no rigidity

of the neck. Diarrhea continues. The temperature

ranges between 100.2° and 102.2°, the pulse between
100 and 130, the respirations between 44 and 48.

The white blood cells numbered 10,000, with a dif-

ferential polynuclear count of 72 per cent., and
lymphocytes of 28 per cent. April 24: the patient

continues to be restless and irrational. The tem-
perature ranges between 101.2° and 102°, the pulse

between 100 and 140, the respirations between 44
and 46. Harsh breath sounds and moist rales are

heard over the right base posteriorly. April 25 : the

patient is in complete coma, passes urine and feces

involuntarily. The neck is slightly rigid. The
temperature ranges between 99.7° and 101.5°, the

pulse between 132 and 144, the respirations between

32 and 56. The white blood cells numbered 24.400,

with a differential polynuclear count of 68 per cent.

and lymphocytes of 32 per cent. A lumbar punc-

ture was performed, tubercular meningitis now
being suspected on account of the predominance of

the mental symptoms, slight Kernig and rigidity of

the neck, the pupillary changes, the presence of

pulmonary signs, leucccytosis, the negative Widal,

and the absence of roseola. Twenty-five c.c. of a

somewhat turbid fluid was obtained under great

pressure. The patient died several hours after the

subarachnoid space had been tapped. Unfortunately

consent for a post-mortem examination was nut

obtained.

The examination of the spinal fluid was made
three to four hours after withdrawal. Smears of

the sediment showed the presence of very numerous
Gram-negative bacilli, and markedly increased cellu-

lar elements. A careful differential count was not

made, but there seemed to be a predominance of

what appeared to be small lymphocytes. The benzi-

din test carefully controlled by a positive test with

diluted blood was negative. A pure culture of

Bacillus fyphostis was obtained from the fluid. The
microorganism was identitfied by the following

characters : Morphology. A small and very actively

motile Gram-negative bacillus. Cultural Characters.

Milk was slightly acidified but not coagulated.

There was no indol production in Dunham's pep-

tone water. There was a slight grow'th on potato.

Gelatin was not liquified. There was no gas in

Hiss tube medium. There was acid production

without gas in glucose and mannite serum water.

There was no acid or gas production in saccharose

or lactose serum water. Agglutination. The bacilli

were agglutinated by the serum of a known typhoid

patient in a half hour in a dilution of one to one

hundred.

A meningitis existed in this case on account of
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the presence of a large number of cellular elements
and the typhoid bacilli in the cerebrospinal lluid.

The cases have been divided by Cole into cases

of "meningism" cases of "serous meningitis," and
cases of "suppurative meningitis," and the litera-

ture carefully analyzed from this point of view.
Cases are excluded because of failure to isolate or
properly identify the organism. In reviewing the
literature I am surprised to find that no effort has
been made to eliminate contaminaliun from admix-
ture of blood. Since the Bacillus typhosus is pres-

ent in varying numbers in the circulating blood in

practically all cases, this precaution seems to me
essential. Many of the cases falling under the

second group, "serous meningitis," are open to this

suspicion. Thus of the cases cited by Cole, the fol-

lowing must remain uuproven for this reason.

Case I. Tictine: Arch, de Med. E.vp., 1894, VI,

p. I.

Case 2. Rocco-Jemma: Abstract given by Loeb,
Deutsches Arch. f. Klin. Med. Bd. 62.

Case 3. Rocco-Jemma: Gaz. degli osp. c dclla

din.. 1897, XVIII, p. 1575.

Case 4. Boden : Zeit, f. pract. Acrzlc. 1899,
VIII, S. 233, also Miinchciicr med. IVoch.. 1899,
XLVI, S. 303-

Case 6. Fernet et Lacapere : Bull, ct Mem.
Soc. Med. dcs Hop. de Paris, 1900, XVII, p. 513.

Case 8. Weichardt : Zeit. f. Hygiene u. Infec-

tionskrankhciten, 1901, Bd. XXXVI, S. 440.
Cases 9, 10, II, 12, 13. Cole, Johns Hopkins Hos-

pital Reports, 1904, XII, page 379-410.
The references to meningitis complicating typhoid

fever published since the appearance of Cole's

paper in 1904 are as follows : Under the first group
are included ten cases of typhoid "meningism" in

which, following Cole's classification, the diagnosis

depended solely upon the clinical features, and was
not confirmed by recovering the typhoid bacillus

from the spinal fluid

:

Huber: Arch. Pediatrics, 1904, V. 21, p. i.

Achard & Paisseau : Bull, et Mem. Sac. Med. d.

Hop. de Paris, 1904, 3 s. V. 21, p. 329.

Staublii: Deutsches Arch. f. klin Med. Leipzig,

1904-5, V. 82, p. 90. Two cases.

Barie & Lean : Bull, et Mem. Soc. Med. d. Hop.

de Paris, 1907, 3 s. XXIV, p. 1080.

Bounamour: /. de Physiol, et de Path. gen.

Par. 1907, IX, p. 818.

Rocaz and Charles : Gaz. hebd. d. Soc. Med. dc

Bordeaux, 1908, V. 39, p. 39.

Laurie: Rev. Neurol. Par., 1908, X\T, p. 109.

Carbanes: Bull. Med. de I'Algcric. Alger. 1908.

XV, p. 286. (Not accessible.)

Marfan: Med. Inf. Par., 1909, II, p- 177. (Not

accessible.)

Under the second group, the so-called "serou-

meningitis," there have been five cases

:

C-^SE I.—Schutz: 1905, Berl. klin. Wochen-

schrift. V. 42, p. 1465. Male, aged 20. entered the

hospital March 6, on the ninth day of illness. On-
set with headache, vomiting, rigidity of the neck,

and fever. On admission headache was very severe

and rigidity of the neck was present. Widal reac-

tion was negative. March 6 to March 11, head-

ache was a prominent symptom. March 1 1 a lumbar

puncture was performed, 13 c.c. of clear fluid bemg
obtained. No smear of the fluid was made. On
culture Bacillus typhosus was obtained. March 18

the spleen was palpable and roseola were present.

The Widal subsequently became positive. Patient

recovered.

This case must be considered unsatisfactory, as

contamination by blood had not been excluded.

Case li.—Schutz : ibtd. Male, aged 38, entered

the hospital March 12, on the ninth day of illness.

Onset with headache, pains in extremities and
fever. On admission headache was very severe,

rigidity of the neck and petechias were present.

March 14 a lumbar punctuie was performed, 6 c.c.

of clear fluid being obtained. No microscopic ex-

amination of the fluid was made. The culture

showed the presence of Bacillus typhosus. Bacillus

typhosus was obtained from the urine and feces

tne subsequent week. March 20 roseola present.

Widal became positive during the decline of the

temperature. Patient recovered.

This case is open to the same suspicion as the

previous case.

Case III.—Silberberg : 1908, Bcrl. klin. iVochen-

schrift, V. 45, p. 1354. Male, entered the hospital

on the fifteenth day of illness in a semicomatose
condition. Complamed of headache when aroused.

Roseola and rigidity of the neck were present.

Pupils were dilated. Widal positive. Blood culture

positive. On the day after admission a lumbar
puncture was performed, 25 c.c. of fluid being ob-

tained. Smear showed the presence of lymphocytes

and endothelial cells. Motile bacteria were present

in the hanging drop. Culture showed the presence

of typhoid bacillus. Patient recovered.

This is a satisfactory case.

Case IV.—Nieter 1908, Miinchencr med.
IVochcnschrift, V. 55, p. 1009. Patient aged 30,

entered the hospital November 22 on the second

day of illness. Onset with headache and chilliness.

On admission temperature was 39° C. Pulse was
small and frequent. There was stiffness of all the

extremities. The spleen was not palpable. No
roseola were present. November 27 patient died,

meningitis having been suspected. The typhoid

bacillus was obtained from a puncture of the spleen.

A lumbar puncture was performed post mortem and
bloody fluid v>'as obtained. The smear showed the

presence of Gram-negative bacilli. Culture showed
the presence of typhoid bacilli. No autopsy was
performed.
Although blood was present in the cerebrospinal

fluid, the fact that bacilli were present in the smear
probably excludes contamination.

Case V.—Claret et Lyon-Caen : 1909, Bull, el

Mem. Soc. A[cd. d. Hop. de Paris, 3 s. V. 26, p. 217.

Female, aged 23, entered the hospital April 20, on
the sixth day of illness. Onset with headache, fever

and lassitude. April 20-April 30, roseola appeared
and Widal was positive. May i, severe headache,

photophobia and ptosis. May 3, rigidity of the

neck, marked Kernig, pupils unequal. Lumbar
puncture was performed, 15 c.c. of clear fluid being

obtained. , Smear did not show the presence of any
bacilli. Cytology, polynuclears 60 per cent., mono-
nuclears 25 per cent., red blood cells 15 per cent.

Patient improved somewhat after tapping. May 4
another lumbar puncture was performed. Typhoid
bacillus was obtained from culture of the spinal

fluid. May 6, intestinal hemorrhage. May 8, de-

lirium and incontinence of urine. Lumbar punc-
ture was performed, 10 c.c. of clear fluid being ob-

tained. Smear showed the presence of lymphocytes
and red blood cells. No organisms present in the

smear or culture. May 8 to 17, amelioration of the

symptoms. May 17, lumbar puncture was per-

formed. Smear showed the presence of lympho-
cvtes. Culture sterile.
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The high polymiclear count in the spinal fluid

makes the correct diagnosis probable.

Under the third group the so-called "suppurative

meningitis" there have been si.x cases

:

Case I.—Staubeii: Dcntschcs Arch. f. klin. Med.,
Leipzig, 1904-1905, \'. 82, page 90. Male, aged 22,

entered hospital June 28, on third day of illness.

Onset with chills, violent headache and sore throat.

On admision there was slight rigidity of neck. June
28 to July 2, headache severe. July 2, a lumbar
puncture was performed. 10-15 c.c. of clear fluid

being obtained. Headache somewhat relieved after

tapping. July 3, roseola present. July 5, Widal
positive. July 9. headache returned. July 12, slight

Kernig present. July 14, apathy and rigidity of

neck marked. July 15, twitchings of fingers, stra-

bismus, delirium, and coma. July 16 another lumbar
puncture performed, 50 c.c. of purulent fluid being

obtained. Smear showed numerous bacilli and poly-

nuclear leucocytes exclusively. Bacillus typhosus
was obtained from culture. July 17, died. At
autopsy, slight healed lesions of typhoid fever; sup-

purative cerebrospinal meningitis ; abscess of the

right frontal lobe. Microscopic examination

:

marked round celled infiltration, especially about the

vessels of the pia and extending into the brain sub-
stance. Numerous bacilli present. The same
lesions were found in the spinal cord.

This is a positive case.

Case II.—Delille : 1905, Pediatric prat.. Lille.

V. 3, p. 89. Female, aged 9, entered hospital No-
vember 13, 1904, on the sixth day of illness. Onset
with headache, anorexia, malaise, constipation, and
fever. November 14 roseola present, V»'idal posi-

tive. November 22, spleen palpable, headaches per-

sistent. December 6, Kernig marked. December
II, reflexes increased; a lumbar puncture was per-

formed, 6 c.c. of slightly cloudy fluid being ob-

tained. Smear showed predominance of lympho-
cytes and very few polynuclear leucocytes. Culture
showed the presence of Bacillus typhosus. Decem-
ber 13. intestinal hemorrhage. December 14, coma,
convulsions. December 15, died in coma. At
autopsy, cicatrization of ulcers of Peyer's patches

;

ulcer of the cecum ; suppurative cerebrospinal men-
ingitis. The details of the cultural characteristics

of the organism and agglutination test are not
given.

In all probability a positive case.

Case III.—Henry and Rosenberger: 1908, Am.
/. M. Sc, Phila., n. s.. 135, p. 240. Male, aged 34.
became ill six days before his admission to hospital.

Onset with headache, dizziness, vomiting, delirium,
and fever. On admission the patient in coma, ptosis

of both lids, pupils are small, equal, and do not
react to light ; neck rigid ; Kernig present. A lum-
bar puncture was performed on the following dav
(April 4), 25 c.c. of a turbid fluid being obtained.
April 5, knee jerks absent, lumbar puncture again
performed, 30 c.c. of a turbid fluid being obtained.
Smear showed the presence of bacilli, polynuclears
76 per cent., lymphocytes 2 per cent., hyalin cells

2 per cent. Culture, typhoid bacillus. Patient died
April 6. At autopsy catarrhal enteritis, with slight

enlargement of Peyer's patches and mesenteric
lymphnodes, suppurative cerebrospinal meningitis.
Microscopic examination, infiltration of the rnem-
branes of the brain and cord, with lymphocytes and
polynuclear leucocytes. Bacilli present. Typhoid
bacillus was obtained from the pus at autopsy in

smear and culture.

This is a positive case.

Case IV.—Southard and Richards : 1908, /. Med.
Research, Boston, V. 19, p. 513. Male, aged 22, had
tabes and general paresis for two years. One week
before death temperature rose 103', and died from
what seemed to be a bronchopneumonia. He was
unconscious for two days before death. At autopsy

hypostatic pneumonia, enlargement of the mesen-

teric lymphnodes, acute cerebrospinal meningitis,

typhoid bacilli were obtained from culture ot the

lymphnodes and from the pus of the meninges.

Miscroscopic e.xamination : there was an infiltration

of the piaarachnoid of the brain and cord with

polynuclear leucocytes and mononuclear cells, the

former, however, predominating. In addition the

lesions of tabes and paresis were present.

This is a positive case.

Case V.—Lavenson : 1908-09, Univ. of Penn. M.
Bull., Phila., V. 21, p. 55. Female, aged 26, entered

the hospital April 22, 1906, on the fifth day of ill-

ness. Onset with headache, vomiting, photophobia

and fever. April 25, delirious. April 26, Widal posi-

tive. On April 27 a lumbar puncture was per-

formed. April 30, neck rigid. May 3, hematuria.

May 4, edema of the lungs and died. Culture,

Bacillus typhosus. Autopy performed 24 hours

after death, body being embalmed : Purulent menin-

gitis, no intestinal lesions, no enlargement of the

spleen. Smear of the pus showed presence of

Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacilli.

This is a positive case, the Gram-positive bacilli

probably being post morten contamination.

Case VI.—Symmers and Wilson : 1909, /. Bact.

and Path., Cambridge, V. 13, p. 251. Also reported

by Milligan : British Medical Journal, Lond., 1908,

V. I, p. 1295. Male, aged 37, entered the hospital

August 23, on the eleventh day of illness. Onset

with headache, vomiting and delirium. On admis-

sion, diplopia, internal strabismus of the right eye.

Neck rigid, Kernig present. Spleen felt with diffi-

culty. August 25, twitchings. Pupils sluggish and

contracted. Incontinence. Widal positive, .\ugust

26, died. No autopsy was performed. A lumbar
puncture performed one hour after death, turbid

fibrinopurulent fluid being obtained. Cellular ele-

ments, polynuclear leucocytes 40 per cent., small

lymphocytes, 22 per cent., large lymphocytes 32 per

cent., transitional cells 6 per cent. Culture, Bacillus

typhosus.

This is a positive case.

Reference has also been found to Moda : Chiri-

^ai Iji Sltimpo. Tokio. 1906. V. 27, p. 577. (Not
accessible.)

I desire to thank Dr. Cleaveland, in whose service

this case occurred, for permission to report this

case, and also to thank Dr. Norris and Dr. Pappen-

heimer for their cooperation.

»6i Sevinth Street.

THE SAW AND CRUSHING INSTRUMENTS
IN SURGERY OF THE NASAL SEPTUM.

By BRYAN DeF. SHEEDY, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF RHIN'OLOGY AND LARYNGOLOGY. FORDHAM UNI-
VERSITY MEDICAL COLLEGE; INSTRUCTOR IK DISEASES OF THE

UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT, NEW YORK POST-GRADUATE MED-
ICAL SCHOOL AND HOSPITAL: MEMBER OF THE

LOCAL COUNTY AND STATE MEDICAL
SOCIETIES; MEMBER OF THE AMERI-

CAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Men following nose and throat work as a specialty

have seen many and marked changes recommended
bv rhinologists during the past few years in the

special procedures sugge.sted for the correction of

the manv deformities of the nasal septum with
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which we daily come in contact. The number of
inquiries made by under- and post-g-raduate stu-

dents during- the past few years leads me to con-
clude that all rhinologists are not yet in accord
with the idea that the saw and crushing instruments
are useless and unnecessary for the correction of the
many obstructive difficulties due to deformities of
the nasal septum in which we are called upon to op-
erate. From an investigation made by me I am in

a position to state that there are very few text-

books in print to-day, whether issued this year or
during the past ten years, that do not give up man\-
pages of their space to the describing of operations

that are no longer useful or to be recommended,
and, in fact, have long since been found unsatisfac-

tory to both patient and surgeon. In conversation,

recently, with a large number of prominent rhinol-

ogists from all parts of this country and Canada, 1

was pleased to learn that the saw and other crushing,

instruments, formerly reconmiended in our work on
the septum, have been laid aside and nearly all the

procedures and operations heretofore used have
given way to the submucous resection operation, a-

recommended in Europe by Killian, of Freiburg, anil

in this country by Freer, of Chicago. You will not

have examined many nostrils, particularly those

patients with the cramped adenoid noses, without
discovering that practically all have deviated septa.

When you use the expression "deviated septnni."

however, you do not fully describe the deformity
which is usually found, for in almost every case

that I have seen there has been a deposit of bone
or cartilage cells on the septum resulting in ridges

or spurs, in connection with the deformity.

Statistics say that about 95 per cent, of all sep-

tnms are abnormally deviated, the deviation existing

in either the cartilaginous or the bony portion. In

probably 60 per cent, of these cases, m addition to

the deviation, you will find well-marked crests or

ridges, extending backward and upward, usually be-

ginning at a point where the anterior tip of the

vomer joins the crest of the superior maxillary.

This ridge or crest extends along the line of union

between the vomer below and the cartilaginous and

ethmoidal plate above. Sometimes this crest or

ridge is cartilaginous, sometimes bony and some-

times bony and cartilaginous. The location of this

ridge or crest, extending into the middle meatus.

blocks and obstructs it according to its shape. Oc
casionally you see these spurs or sharp projections

extending across the whole width of the middle

meatus, penetrating portions of the middle turbinate

or the lateral nasal walls. In pointing out the va-

rieties of deviation which I have observed, I desire

that you should interpret them with deposits of

cartilage or bone cells here or there on the deviation,

forming the ridges, spurs, spines, etc., to which I

have above referred. In addition to attracting your

attention to the deformities shown, I desire to re-

fresh the reader's mind on the normal structures of

the septum.
The upper breathway is divided or separated by

the septum into two passageways, known as the

nasal fossae. The septum articulates above and be-

hind with the nasal bones, the frontal bone, the

ethmoid and the sphenoid. Below the nasal bones,

in front, it is intimately connected with the under

surface of the triangular cartilages and soft struct-

ures that go to make up the prominence of the nose.

On its inferior border it articulates with the spinous

process of the superior maxillary bone. In front

and extending backward for the length of the quad-

rangular cartilage, we have interposed wedge-shape

pieces of cartilage, between the quadrangular carti-

lage and the crest, designated the vomerine carti-

lages. These vomerine cartilages frequently extend

beyond the perpendicular line of the septum, causing

what is known as the vomerine ridge or spur. You
will recognize the fact that this is the vomerine

cartilage, ridge or spur through the fact that this

ridge or spur never extends further back than the

posterior edge of the quadrilateral cartilage. Be-

hind these vomerine cartilages the articulation is

between the plate of the ethmoid and the vomer and

the superior maxillary bone. We seldom have de-

viations or projections on the line of the articulation

between the vomer and the crest of the superior

maxillary ; the ridge, spur or deviation usually ap-

pearing higher up on a line between the vomer and

the perpendicular plate of the ethmoid. When we
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Study the functions of these two irregular passage-

ways, divided by the nasal septum with the two
well-marked, turbinate shelves on the outer wall of

each, we find that the whole surface is covered by

a special form of mucous membrane ; that in the up-

per part and limited to a ver)- small area are the spe-

cial olfactory sense bulbs. A study of the anatomy and
functions of the upper breathway must lead anyone
to conclude that an error was made in considering

the nose the special organ of the sense of smell.

Not more than i/ioo part of this mucous surface is

devoted to the special sense, while 99/100 parts are

devoted to other and special functions. The three

important functions of the nose, that is, the warming,
moistening and filtering of the inspired air, should

at all times be borne in mind ; for upon the presence

or absence of the performing of these functions

properly depends the necessity for operative inter-

ference.

The accompanying drawings will show the forms
of deviation of the septum to which I have before

referred. In some of these deviations, particularly

in the S-shaped variety, the nostrils will be blocked

both anterior!}' and posteriorly. \Mien we come to

study the symptoms manifested by these deformities

we must consider that they will depend upon the

age of the patient and the general physical condi-

tions, as well as upon the climatic conditions in

which the patient lives. The malformations outlined

divert the air current from its normal course and
are directly responsible for the inflammation and
congestion so often seen in other parts of the upper
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breathway which help to block the passageway to

normal respiration. It has been said "That a man
who breathes through a perfectly healthy nose is

entirely indifferent to the severest extremes of heat,

cold, dryness and humidity. That the nose is

capable of preparing a climate, the atmosphere of

which can come in contact with the sensitive lung

tissues without creating irritation." The mucous
membrane covering the whole of the upper breath-

way is filled with mucus and sennn secreting glands

capable of pouring out hot water so rapidly that by

the time the driest air reaches the larynx it is satu-

rated with moisture and the temperature raised to

that of the blood. The circulation of this mucous
membrane, particularly that of the inferior turbi-

nates, is most active and performs a very important

part in the warming and moistening of the inspired

air. The great necessity, therefore, exists for us to

always give the greatest amount of consideration

and deliberation to these structures before removing
a part or the whole of them.

If the passageway is crowded and there is a lack

of room, always attack the septum rather than the

structures which contribute so much to the im-

portant functions above enumerated. The inferior

turbinates act, not only as irrigators and radiators,

but also as sentinels. The duties performed by these

sentinels are very apparent when a blast of cold

air is drawn into the nostrils. At once the structure

swells up, becomes erect and by its presence blocks

the passageway and interferes with a large current

of cold air passing into the lungs, without having
the proper nasal functions performed upon it, and
possibly causing irritation with resulting bronchitis

and lung difficulties. We have all experienced the

feeling of stuffiness and suffocation that comes
over us in passing from a warm room into a cold one
or vice versa. This stuffiness or suft'ocation is

brought about by the overactivits- of the sentinel-like

functions just enumerated. The presence of new
cell formation in the turbinates modifies, to a very

great extent, the sentinel action of the latter ; so

that in considering the proper treatment of a dis-

eased turbinate this fact should always he taken

into consideration. Other factors also contribute to

the irregular workings of the tuAinate. and I would
especially mention overeating, overdrinking and the

overstimulation that comes from the inhaling of

irritating tobacco smoke, snuff and large quantities

of dust. Especially is this to be taken into account
nowadays when the streets are so very dusty on
account of excessive motor car driving ; and here in

New York we are already face to face with the

condition existing on our principal thoroughfare,
where our richest and most well-to-do patients are
compelled to inhale an atmosphere loaded down with
gasoline oil carbon particles. Constipation, gout,

and rheumatic conditions also play an important
part in the functions and in the producing of symp-
toms in connection with the normal breathwav.

It is, therefore, almost unnecessary for mc to em-
phasize the point that if this mucous membrane,
which has so much to do with the general well-being
of our patient, is to perform its functions normally
and properly it must not be hampered, restricted or
interfered with, through destroying its ciliated

epithelia, by the performance of lacerating and
crushing operations. The important point, there-
fore, is that w'e should always, under all circum-
stances, preserve the ciliated epithelia of the nose
as far as it is in our power to do sr>. \\'e are all

familiar with the large number of crusty accumula-

tions that patients complain so much of and that

usually follow the use of the saw. So far as I know,
there is really no good excuse, to-day, why the saw
should be used in the nose ; for I know of no devia-

tion or deformity of the nasal septum which cannot
be better relieved through the submucous resection

operation than by any of the cutting or crushing

operations that have been so extensively used in the

past and that are still so extensively described in

many of the text-books. It is quite impossible to use

the saw without lacerating a large amount of mucous
membrane with the resulting scar tissue on which
cilia will not develop, but on which forever after we
have annoying crust formations and accumulations.

In the submucous resection operations, as advised

by Killian, of Freiburg, and Otto Freer, of Chicago,

with the many modifications that have been recom-
mended and found serviceable through experience,

we have procedures that will prevent our patients

from suft'ering many of the difficulties and annoy-
ances they have experienced in the past, following

the use of the saw. I refer particularly to the an-

noying crust formations that most patients com-
plain of. In regard to the symptoms from which
patients suffering from the deformities outlined

complain, it has been my experience that the loca-

tion of the deviation and the nervous makeup of the

patient have more to do in creating them than any
other two conditions that we find. Nearly all pa-

tients, however, suffer from a sense of stuffiness in

the nose and pain over the frontal region or bridge

of the nose, especially if the deviation has been

sufficiently marked to interfere with the discharge of

the normal secretions from the ethmoidal and
frontal sinuses. Dizziness is a frequent symptom
if the flow of the secretion from the ethmoidal cells

is interfered w^th ; w^hile asthmatic attacks are fre-

quent when the deviation presses on the middle tur-

binate or when the middle turbinate presses upon
the septum, or when the ethmoidal cells are dis-

tended by hvperplastic material. Nasal discharge,

both anterior and posterior, either of the waterv' or

thick mucus, is a frequent symptom. This so-called

nasal catarrh is usually diagnosed and complained

of by all of these patients. The symptoms of ob-

struction, where the nostrils are either completely

blocked or only partially so are manifest through

the mouth breathing of the patients. All the symp-
toms vary as to the patient and also as to w'hether or

not both nostrils are completely or partially blocked

all of the time or only part of the time. If the ob-

struction be complete and brought about through

bony conditions then the symptoms of obstruction

are permanent and the patients are constant mouth
breathers. But if the obstruction in one nostril is

due to the deviated septum and the obstruction in

the other to the intumescent condition of the inferior

turbinate resulting from overwork, the symptoms
are not so pronounced, because there are times when
t!ie patient can breathe through one nostril. The
c'isturbances of phonation, from which all these

patients suffering from nasal obstruction complain,

should not be overlooked ; especially in those who
strive for musical notes in both speaking and sing-

ing. Nasal obstruction is quite a serious matter

for anvone fitting himself for an operatic career.

The dry pharyngitis and laryngitis in adults, the

dry tongue for which these patients complain on

arising in the morning and the loss of recuperation

from a good night's sleep, are all due to the mouth
breathing in these cases. The anemia so well-

marked in mouth breathing patients, is, I believe.
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due directly to the lack of absorption of oxyo-cn

;

for as you know, atmospheric air which is not prop-
erly prepared for absorption into the lungs by pass-
ing through the nasal laboratory' will not give up its

oxygen for absorption. Such air, instead of giving
up its oxygen and being a benefit to the mucous
membrane of the lungs, acts as an irritant and is

the direct cause of many coughs and attacks of
bronchitis from which these mouth breathing pa-
tients suffer.

Mouth breathing due to deformities of the se])-

tum is seen but seldom in children under eight or
nine years of age, excepting where traumatism has
been suffered. Obstructions of the breath way be-
fore that period are usually in the nasopharynx. It

is very important, however, for all practitioners who
operate for the removal of adenoids and tonsils, to

examine the nasal breath way carefully for obstruc-
tions created by the turbinate bodies, before giving
an opinion that an operation for the removal of
adenoids will relieve the patient from mouth breath-

ing and from injurious symptoms associated with
nasal and postnasal obstructions. Many unrelieved

cases are due to obstruction in the nose, due to en-
larged turbinates. Practically all the difficulties of
hearing, not traceable to diseases of childhood,
rheumatic and sclerotic conditions, can be traced to

nasal obstructions, septal deformities and chronic
catarrhal conditions due to these deformities and
obstructions. Many of the neurotic conditions of
childhood can be directly traced to postnasal obstruc-

tions ; while in older patients, hay fever, epilepsy,

chorea and many other nervous disorders have been
permanently cured by the correction of the deformi-
ties referred to. It is only necessary for you to

lead the papers and discussions in the Section on
Rhinology and Laryngology at the last Convention
of the American Medical Association to be con-

vinced that nearly all the leading rhinologists of this

country, to-day, are using the submucous resection

operation for the cure of the conditions herein out-

lined, to the almost complete exclusion of the num-
erous operations heretofore recommended in which

the saw or crushing instruments were used. The
results of the submucous resection operation are so

uniformly satisfactory to both patient and operator

in all the conditions herein outlined that there is

hardly any excuse why other operations, not so

satisfactory, should be taught in the schools or

described at length in modern text-books. The only

exception to this, that I can think of, is in descrip-

tions which are given as a mere matter of history.

The danger of the nose sinking or becoming de-

pressed, as I have before pointed out, does not exist

at the present time if the operation is performed as

row recommended.
Formerly, in the crushing and cutting operations,

patients were compelled to be away from business

from six weeks to two months and during this pro-

tracted period were compelled to wear an annoying,

painful and depressing hard rubber or metal splint

;

while with the submucous resection operation, the

nostrils are lightly tamponed with a soft material

for not more than twenty-four hours and the patient

is able to return to business on the third or fourth

day following the operation.

Dr. Otto Freer of Chicago, to whom I sent a

copy of this paper in manuscript, has written me as

follows: "I have looked over the advance sheets

of your article and am pleased to be placed on

record as being in accord with you and all progres-

sive rhinologists who take their work seriously and

prefer well planned and exact intranasal surgery,

which gives the best results with the least injury, to

the crude hit-or-miss operations which are employed

even in this progressive age by some operators. I

am wholly in accord with you in discarding the saw
and crushing instruments in the correction of de-

flections of the nasal septum and in the removal of

bony and cartilaginous prominences. It is unfortu-

nately true that both the saw and the fracturing

methods are still used. Many operators employ

them because they have not yet mastered the diffi-

culties of the submucous resection. Others have

reverted to them after a trial of the up-to-date

methods of operations, following preconceptions of

its demands rather than anatomical indications, and

represent it as so simple a procedure that it may be

performed in a few minutes' time. This mis-

conception has led many to abandon the submucous

resection because of unsatisfactory results, trauma-

tism, perforations and depressed noses. The au-

thor of the most popular of these methods has re-

cently found it necessary to restrict the submucous

resection to "selected cases," reserving the general

run of cases for the uncertain fracturing operations

of an older era. This is a retrogression not even

thought of by the surgeons who have mastered sub-

mucous resection and in whose hands it has become

a procedure of such mathematical precision that

their reports show that they employ it with increas-

ing satisfaction in all deformities of the septum,

and with the knowledge that it gives the desired

breathing space and preserves the normal physiology-

of the nose intact, while hundreds of dissatisfied

patients are constantly seeking the newer operation

where the septum has been damaged by previous

operative attempts and though the difficulties are

greatly increased, even these patients are perma-

nently relieved.

"Permit me to state that my procedure, though

you mention it in the same breath with Prof. Kil-

lian's of Freiburg, has been developed independ-

ently of his operation since 1901 and was described

in two articles by me before Killian's first detailed

publication. My methods share with that of Killian

merely in the indication to remove the deflected bone

and cartilage with the preservation of the mucous
membrane. The steps of the operation are, how-
ever, entirely different. The Killian method de-

pends upon the elevation of the coverings of the

deviation with blunt instnunents through a cut on
the front of the septum, while in my operation the

whole proceeding is done in an open operative field

where every step can be carried out with surgical

precision. The steps of the operation, as now per-

formed, were described in the Illinois Medical

Journal for May, 1910, and in that article I have

gone into details as to the extent the flap should be

left so that after the removal of the deflection there

will be exact adaptation of the mucosa. So far as

I am able to judge there is no need of depressed

noses, perforations or other accidents and I have
never known a saddle nose to follow the submucous
resection with my open flap method.
"Your recommending the freeing of the nasal

passages in septal deviation by properly performed
submucous resection, instead of partly clearing

them by cutting down the turbinated body, is timely,

as I have seen many patients who have been oper-

ated upon in this manner without relief. The resec-

tion of the deflection affords freedom of respiration

from the nasal floor to the nasal vault without inter-

fering in any way with the physiological functions
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of the turbinated bodies. I am pleased to commend
the advice given to resect spurs and ledges of bone

and cartilage to the mucosa of the opposite nostril,

as these prominences are merely the projected por-

tions of deviations and are to be removed with them
to obtain the best possible results."

In conclusion, therefore, I will say that, judging

from our experience and from the favorable reports

made to us by our patients, the saw should be dis-

carded as well as all crushing instruments hereto-

fore advised, and which are still recommended in

many of the text-books ; and that all the deviations,

spurs, outgrowths and exostoses of the cartilagin-

ous and bony septum should be corrected by the sub-

mucous resection operation.

164 West Seventy-third Street.

GONOCOCCUS URETHRITIS- IN MALE
CHILDREN.*

By .ABR.Mi.^M LEO WOLBARST, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

CONSULTING GENlTOrRIN.\RV SURGEON, CENTRAL ISLIP STATE HOSPITAL;
ATTENDING GENITOURINARY SURGEON, BETH ISRAEL HOSPITAL AND

WEST SIDE GERMAN DISPENSARIES," PROFESSOR OF
VENEREAL DISEASES, NEW YORK SCHOOL OF

CLINICAL MEDICINE, ETC., ETC.

This paper is intended as a simple contribution to

a subject that has not received the attention that it

deserves. A survey of the more recent literature

on the subject of gonorrheal infection in children

reveals the striking fact that nearly all writers on
this subject, while speaking of gonorrhea in- chil-

dren, confine their remarks to the consideration of

the disease in young girls only, withotit paying any
attention whatever to the disease as it occurs in male
children. Consequently, though much has been
written on the subject of gonorrhea in young girls,

very little can be found relative to the occurrence
of this disease in young boys.

This is probably due to the fact that gonococcus
infection of the urogenital tract is much less fre-

quent in male children than in female children. The
anatomic arrangement of the female genitals,

especially in childhood, presents a soil that is highly
favorable to infection from without, and it would
seem that this is sufficient, if a reason were desired,

to account for the greater frequency of the infec-
tion in girls than in boys. Another plausible reason
for the great relative difference in the occurrence
of this infection in the two sexes is perhaps found
in the fact that the tendency for adult males to

tamper with female children is greater than for
adult women to indulge in sex relations with male
children ; hence the greater risk of infection.

Gonorrhea in male children is not a rare condi-
tion. It is seen most frequently among the poor of
large cities, where the crowding and congestion
offer a fiile opportunity for the maintenance of the
disease as an endemic affection. It is thus apparent
that the prevalence of gonorrhea in male children
is not to be considered only from the purely surgical
standpoint, but also from a sociologic point of view.
It is quite customary for these young children to
sleep in the same room with their parents or with
adult boarders ; there is no semblance of privacy
whatever in many of these homes, and as a result
the children are at a very early age made aware of
sex conditions and sex differences. It is, therefore,
not unusual for these young boys to indulge in
coitus with young girls of their own age, or with

*Read before the ninth annual meeting of the American
Urological .\ssociation, June 6, 191 0, at St. Louis, Mo.

adult women, and the remarkable feature is that the

number of cases of gonorrheal infection is so small,

rather than so large, in view of the extensive inter-

mingling of the young of both se.xes and the pre-

cocity and extent of their sexual knowledge. Our
esteemed president, Eugene Fuller, has mentioned
this precocious indulgence in coitus by young boys
as an important factor in the development of chronic

seminal vesiculitis and sexual neurasthenia later in

life.i

In 1901 I had the privilege of reporting 22 cases

of gonorrhea in boys, ranging in age from 18

months to 12 years,- Since that time I have had
the further opportunity of studying 15 additional

cases, all of them seen in dispensary practice, the

youngest being a child 16 months old, and the oldest

14 years old. In all of these cases, without excep-

tion, the diagnosis of specific infection was made
certain by the microscopic examination of the

secretions by the Gram stain.

This total of t^j cases has presented several points

of unusual interest, which justify this paper:

The age of the patients was as follows: Six-

teen months old, i patient; 18 months old, i patient;

2 years old, 3 patients
; 4 years old, 7 patients ; 6

years old, 5 patients
; 7 years old, 3 patients

; 9 years

old, 2 patients; 10 years old, 2 patients; 12 years

old, 3 patients; 13 years old, 4 patients; 14 years

old, 6 patients. The cases thus divide themselves

according to age, namely : 2 years or under, 5 cases

(14 per cent.) ; from 4 to lo.years, 19 cases (51 per

cent.) ; from 12 to 14 years, 13 cases (35 per cent).

It must not be inferred from these figures that male
infants under two years of age enjoy any special

immunity from gonococcus infection; the small pro-

portion of infants in this series of cases is explained

by the fact that such cases are most commonly
brought to the pediatrist or the general practitioner,

rather than to the genitourinary surgeon, both in

private and institutional practice.

The largest percentage of infections is seen to be

found in boys from four to ten years of age—the

age at which sexual instinct and curiosity develop

hand in hand with the general growth and intelli-

gence of the child. It is in children of this inter-

mediate age that adult sexual perverts are especially

interested; they are old enough to satisfy the

unnatural cravings of these perverted minds, and
young enough to not understand the seriousness of

the act in which they are induced or forced to take

part. I believe that it is these children that bear
the brunt of that superstition of world-wide e.xtent

to the effect that contact with a child of the opposite

sex will rid an adult of venereal disease. In better

social circles, where nurse maids often sleep with
their charges and at times carry on sex relations

with them, the victims are usually of this most sus-

ceptible age. In this class of cases is the one
reported by Pollack' of a six-year-old boy viciously

infected by his nurse girl, who was sentenced to

seven years in prison for the act.

The next largest percentage is found in full-

grown boys, from twelve to fourteen years of age.

These boys are at the threshold of puberty, and
most if not all of them are thoroughly alive to all

the possibilities of the sexual function and the

means for its gratification.

Infection may be direct or indirect. While indi-

rect infection is quite common in female children,

it is but rarely so in male children, for reasons

already mentioned. There is, however, one form of

indirect infection in boys that is worthy of our
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serious attention—namely, infection through the
urethral catheter in hospitals. This shall be con-
sidered later. In most cases, however, infection is

direct, either through coitus or through the practice

of sexual perversions. The sex instinct is at the
bottom of most of these cases. Zobel^ reported
three cases of rectal gonorrhea in young men, 16,

18, and 20 years of age, and in view of the fact

thaf many young boys in crowded districts indulge
in the practice of sodomy, it is quite probable that

this is a somewhat frequent mode of infection. As
an unusual instance of indirect infection, Fraser-
Harris has reported^ the case of a boy 14 years old,

who contracted a severe gonorrheal urethritis by
wearing a pair of contaminated drawers. Tiiis is,

however, a very unusual occurrence in boys.

Careful inquiry was made in every case that came
under observation as to the manner in which the

child was infected, this being considered a most
essential part of this study. In seven cases the most
thorough inquiries were futile. In the remaining 30
cases, however, interesting information was re-

vealed.

In nine cases (24 per cent.) the infection was
presumably derived accidentally from some member
of the household. In these cases investigation re-

vealed the information that the child slept in the

same bed or used the same toilet utensils as some
other member of the family, and there was sufficient

corroborative evidence in most of the cases to make
it reasonably certain that this member of the family

was suiTering from gonorrhea. For instance, two
children slept with their fathers. When the latter

were confronted, both admitted having gonorrheal
urethritis at the time. Five children slept with the

mothers, all of whom were at the time under treat-

ment for various gynecologic diseases. One child

slept with his elder sister, and another slept with a

female boarder; in both of these cases the suspicion

was quite justified.

Direct infection through coitus was admitted by
twelve boys. They admitted having had sexual

relations with young girls or women, and the

periods of incubation seemed to indicate that these

females were the actual source of the infection.

As indicative of the existence of a precocious

sexual instinct in these young children, which, by
the way, some writers deny, their ages are of

interest: Four years old, i patient; 7 years old. i

patient; 9 years old, i patient; 10 years old, 2

patients; 12 years old, i patient; 13 years old. 2

patients; 14 years old, 4 patients.

It is of further interest to observe that the

younger boys declared that older girls or women
had made the first advances to them, and that they

consented against their will, sometimes under duress

and threats of punishment. Most of tire older boys,

however,' i. e., those over nine years old, frankly

admitted that they had had coitus with girls of their

own age or younger, or with arlult women, at first

as a matter of curiosity when the opportunity pre-

sented itself, and later for the pleasure they found

in the act. In three cases the infection followed

after but a single coitus, according to their state-

ments. One boy of twelve solemnly asserted that

he had never indulged with any girl other than his

own sister, aged eight. Examination of this girl

confirmed the suspicion that she was the source of

the infection. It is of further interest to note that

most of these boys had good records at school and
were not considered bad boys either by their parents

or bv their teachers.

I have already referred to the existence of the

superstition relative to the cure of gonorrhea
through contact with a virgin of the opposite sex.

There is no way of proving that any of these cases

of infection were the sequelae of this superstition,

but inasnuich as they all came from the poor, tene-

ment district, where the women who harbor this

superstition also live, it is quite plausible that some
of these patients, at least, became its sacrifice. The
majority, I believe, were infected as the result of

gratification of their own precocious sexual desires,

which are highly developed among the children of

the poorer districts.

The remaining nine boys were infected while they

were in hospitals suffering from various diseases of

childhood. I have become especially interested in

this mode of infection because of the utter lack of

excuse attendant upon it. There seems to be no
reason on earth why a child should enter a hospital

suffering from diphtheria or pneumonia, and sur-

vive the disease, only to come out with a well-de-

veloped case of gonorrhea of the genital tract.

While we may believe with Holt," that it is impos-
sible to prevent these outbreaks among girls, it

seems to me that this ought to be a very rare acci-

dent where boys are concerned.

Once the child is infected, the period of incuba-

tion and the general course of the disease do not
vary from that of the adult. As a rule the pain on
micturition appears a day or two before the dis-

charge. Sometimes the pain is so great that the

child is afraid to urinate, and complete retention or
dribbling may set in. The pain is at times out of

all proportion to the clinical symptoms. This
hyperesthesia, as I have already shown,- is usually

found coincident with a contracted meatus or a

tight prepuce, which act as a dam to the secretions,

and by preventing proper drainage of the canal,

cause more or less complete retention and an in-

crease of the inflammation. On the other hand,
some children suiTer very little pain, and would not

be brought for treatment, except for the redness at

the meatus and the discharge.

Complications similar to those found in the adult

may also occur in male children. In this series of

cases there were no complications worthy of note,

but other observers have reported them. Holt**

observed 26 cases of gonococcus arthritis in chil-

dren ; of these nineteen were male, and seven
female. The symptoms were a rapidly developing
articular swelling, redness, tenderness, and when
suppuration was imminent, fluctuation was present.
The temperature frequently reached 103, and some-
times 104 and 105. and lasted from one to eight
weeks. Death followed in a number of these cases,

the patients succumbing to marasmus. In general
the disease runs the same course, and subjects the
patient to the same dangers and complications as
are seen in the adult.

The prognosis is rather better than in the adult.
In young boys I have been unable to observe that
innate tendency to chronicity that is characteristic
of the adult infection, and strictures do not as a
rule follow. Recovery is as a rule quite complete.
Taylor', however, mentions two cases reported by
Rona. in which stricture seems to have followed
years after the attack. In one, a boy of 17, the
stricture probably began in an infection at the age
of 10 ;

the second case was that of a medical student
aged 21, who also was infected at the age of 10.

Taylor adds that it is very probable that to virulent
gonorrheal urethritis occurring in early life may
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be attributed many of the cases of stricture in boys

and young men in whom a history of recent gon-

orrhea cannot be obtained.

As to treatment, the primary requisite is cleanU-

ness. If the child has been circumcised this prob-

lem will not be a difficult one, and many of the com-

plications may thus be averted; when the prepuce

is present, however, the greatest care should be

taken to remove the intrapreputial secretions, and

to provide the fullest measure of urethral drainage.

Occasionally a dorsal incision will be imperative

;

likewise meatotomy is sometimes indicated. This

can be done in the presence of a profuse discharge,

without danger of infection.

For the urethritis itself the treatment is the same
as in the adult, but the solutions should be propor-

tionately weaker. I have found protargol 1-4CXD

and argyrol i-ioo the most satisfactory agents in

the local treatment. A small hand syringe is em-
ployed; about two drams are injected into the

urethra slowly and carefully, twice daily, and re-

tained for five to ten minutes. The more severe

the inflammation, the weaker the solution and the

smaller the quantity to be used. As a rule, the child

soon becomes reconciled to the injections and
accepts them in a philosophic spirit of non-resist-

ance. Extensions into the posterior urethra and
complications should be treated as in the adult. In

my former paper- these matters were discussed at

greater length.

Summary.

1. Gonococcus infection in male children is not
a rare condition, though it is far less common than
in female children.

2. Infection is usually the result of precocious
sexual activity, or accidental infection in the home

:

sexual perverts undoubtedly infect a goodly number
of children.

3. In hospitals a fairly large number of infections
take place, presumably through infected catheters,
etc.

4. These young patients are liable to all of the
extensions and complications that occur in the adult.

5. It is possible that many cases of sterility,

sexual neurasthenia, and urethral stricture are due
to gonococccus infection in childhood.

6. The treatment is practically the same as in
the adult.
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THE BEDSIDE WIDAL TEST.
By GEORGE GILLMAN, A.B., Ph.G., Ph.C.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Operative Treatment of Tuberculous Meningitis.
A. J. Cleveland describes tlie results in four cases of
tuberculous meningitis in which trephining was performed
for drainage of the base of the brain and for tapping of
the lateral ventricles. The operative interference was
useless, from which it is concluded that the increased
intracranial pressure is not the immediate cause of death,
which must be ascribed to the effect of the inflammatory
process on the brain substance rather than on the meninges
only.

—

British Journal of Children's Diseases.

This simple and efficient modification of the Widal
Test is presented in view of fuitilling a long-felt

want of the practitioner who is so often placed at a

disadvantage and caused much inconvenience by the

necessity of being dependent upon distant labora-

tories to make the test.

The new method requires no laboratory facilities

or special technical skill and consumes such little

time that it enables the practitioner to readily make
the test at the patient's bedside and know the results

within a few hours. The test, however, necessi-

tates the use of a formalized culture of the typhoid
bacillus which, although the practitioner is not ex-
pected to make, can be procured from almost any
bacteriological laboratory and kept on hand ready
for use at any time. It is prepared as follows

:

Each 100 c.c. of broth, contained in an Erelenmeyer
flask, is inoculated with one (i) normal loopful of
an eighteen ( i8j hour agar-slant culture of the

typhoid bacillus. The inoculated broth is incu-

bated at Ti/° C. for twenty-four (24) hours and then
I per cent, formalin added and the flask kept at room
temperature over night. On the following day tests

for sterility are made and as soon as this is estab-

lished the culture is filtered through ordinary filter-

paper to remove any clumps which may be present.

The culture should be put in small containers and
stored in a cool dark place. This preparation, being
a broth culture killed with formalin, there exists no
dangers of accidental infection £onnected with its

use, and it has proved itself to be as efficacious as a

suspension of live bacilli. Furthermore, it presents

an even suspension of the bacilli which will keep
well for some length of time and always on hand
ready for use. In the past few years this culture

has gained much favor among laboratory workers,
due to its many obvious advantages.

The test, the technique of which will be subse-

quently described, is based upon the principles of

the original Widal reaction ; and, though somewhat
similar to the macroscopic agglutination tests now
made in many laboratories in preference to the

microscopical method, differs from that, in that the

whole blood is used instead of the separated serum,
and the technique so modified as to make the test

available to every practitioner without the necessary

special requisites required of the older methods.
Technique.—Into a very small test tube (5 mm.

X 3 cm.) or homeopathic vial, place 48 drops of the

formalized culture and to this add 2 drops of the

patient's blood obtained in the usual manner from
the lobe of the ear or tip of finger. The tube is

next corked, shaken, and set aside. After having
set from 3 to 5 hours, the tube is examined and the

reaction noted, taking care not to disturb the fluid.

Interpreting the Reaction.—The formalized cul-

ture before use is always turbid, due to the suspen-

sion of bacilli. Now, if the added blood should give

a positive reaction, the bacilli are agglutinated

(clumped) and with the blood cells fall to the bot-

tom of the tube, leaving the supernatant fluid clear.

A clear supernatant fluid will therefore indicate a

positive reaction. Should the supernatant fluid be
turbid it will indicate a ncgatiz'e reaction.

When noting the reaction it is of material ad-

vantage to compare the supernatant fluid with some
of the formalized culture contained in a similar tube

as a control. In a positive reaction the fluid will be
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decidedly clear as compared with the control, which
is always turbid, while in a negative reaction the
fluid will be as turbid as the control. During the
early part of a positive reaction with a serum of
low titre (agglutinating strength), the blood cells

will first settle and then a flocculent precipitate
(clumps) of bacilli will appear which later settle

to the bottom, leaving the sui^crnatant fluid clear.

Following out the technique as described, using
forty-eight (48) drops of the culture and two (2)
drops of blood, the size of the drops being as near
alike as possible, an approximate dilution of one (

i

)

in fifty (50) is made, considering two (2) drops
of blood as one (i) of serum. Though, at best,

only an approximate dilution is made, the reaction
is sufficiently delicate and accurate to warrant it

being of clinical value. Of course, the dilution may
be varied to suit the worker by increasing or de-

creasing the quantity of either the culture or blood.

For agglutination tests other than typhoid, the

same technique can be employed, replacing the

typhoid culture by a formalized culture of the re-

quired microorganism.
It would be of great advantage to all concerned

if some laboratory should furnish the practitioner

with suitable vials containing the proper quantity
of the formalized culture ready for use or the cul-

ture contained in a larger bottle accompanied by one
or more suitable empty vials in which the test could
be made any number of times, the vials being cleaned
by simple washing before each new test.

EXOPHTHALMIC GOITER SIMUL.'\TING
TYPHOID FEVER.

Bv LOUIS DLUGASCH, M.D.,

J. W.—Female, age 24. Was perfectly well up
to two months ago. Habits as to sleeping and eat-

ing irregular. Previous history, negative ; nothing
of importance that has any bearing on the present

condition was noted in the family history.

About six weeks ago the patient's attention was
called to the fact that her eyes were protruding
more than normal, but she paid no heed and went
about her usual duties. Two weeks ago she began
to complain of general malaise, headache, nausea,

aching pain all over the body, and elevation of tem-

perature. I was called in to see the patient and
found that she was being treated for typhoid fever.

I made a complete physical examination and found

the following : General condition, poor ; marked
emaciation ; slight dyspnea, no cyanosis or edema

:

ears, nose, and mastoids, negative. Eyes, eyeballs

protruded (exopthalmus), Graef's sign present.

Thyroid gland, enlarged slightly on right side, pul-

sation of gland. Throat, negative. Tongue, dry,

coated with thick fur. Teeth and gimis, sordes on

teeth; gums normal. Skin, dry, warm, no eruption,

no roseolar spots. Chest, symmetrical, expansion

good. Lungs, negative. Heart, systolic murmur
at apex ; accentuation of second pulmonic ;

pulse

rate ranges from 120 to 160. Abdomen, tympanitic,

no masses, no rigidity, no tenderness. Liver, en-

larged two fingers' breadth below the free margin.

Spieen, very easily palpable. Reflexes, patellar

'eflex increased, fine tremor of hands.

Laboratory Findings.—Urine, negative, no Diazo-

reaction. Blood, reds. 3,750,000: whites, 7,800:

polynuclears, 72; lymphocytes, 28: Widal. twice

negative.

When I first saw the patient she was running a

temperature of 102° to 103.5° ^or about eleven days,

both Widals were negative, and on the twelfth day
temperature came down to 98.6°. The insidious on-

set with general malaise, headache, nausea, a tongue

that looked like typhoid, sordes on tongue, enlarged

spleen, would make one suspect typhoid fever. We
must bear in mind the fact that in exophthalmic .

goiter we sometimes have rise of temperature with

enlarged spleen, and it behooves us to make a care-

ful physical examination. The drop in temperature

on the eleventh day, of course, and both Widals

negative, cleared up the diagnosis.

43 Second Avenue.

Epidural Injections in the Treatment of Enuresis

and Essential Incontinence of Urine.—Genaro Sisto re-

cords a case of essential incontinence of urine in a girl

of twelve years which was entirely cured by epidural in-

jection. Essential incontinence results from a lesion of

the vesical center in some cases, as is seen in paraplegia

and spina bifida. It may be spasmodic, the arc of disease

including the peripheral conductor and the spinal cord, or

of the nature of tic, when the cerebral cortex is impli-

cated. We must carefully study heredity and local symp-

toms to determine which of these forms we have to deal

with. Theoretically it is the traumatism to the canal that

causes the cure. Practically we do not know the method
of its action. The injections cause little pain and there is

not any danger of injuring the cord, which separates into

filaments that float loose in the cerebrospinal fluid. The
injection is made at the lowest part of the sacrum in a

triangular space between the sacral apophysis and two
tubercles that are easily seen. The patient lies down for

a half hour after the injection. This is an area in which
there are a large number of veins, and circulation and
absorption of drugs from this part is very rapid.

—

Annates
de Mcdecine et Chirurgie Infantiles.

Serotherapy and Anaphylaxis in Cerebrospinal
Meningitis.—V. HutincI gives us records of four cases
in which the serum treatment of cerebrospinal meningitis

was interrupted by serious consequences of the nature
of anaphylaxis. A final injection of serum, practised

some days after the others, caused nervous phenomena
that were serious and rapidly terminated in death. These
accidents have been interpreted as the result of anaphy-
laxis. These results are more frequent and severe when
the injections are made into the cerebrospinal cavities

than when made into the peritoneum. The near proximity

of the central nervous system seems to be of importance

in these cases. A preventive treatment, called antanaphy-

laxis, has been attempted by various observers. The at-

tempt to modify the toxins by physical and chemical means
has failed. If too great heat is applied to the serum
its anaphylactic properties are lost, but at the same time

its curative properties are destroyed. If the serum be

heated only to 56° its toxicity is modified and its thera-

peutic value does not sutler. All the sera prepared at

the Pasteur Institute are now treated in this way. The
injection into a sensibilitized person of serum of another

animal also is of value in preventing anaphylaxis. Von
Pirquet and Schick interpret these phenomena in this

way : the injections cause a product of reaction to be

formed, a sort of antibody; this substance acts on the

antigen that is in the horse serum which has not as yet

been completely eliminated. When a new injection is

made the reaction occurs at once because there still re-

mains antibodies in the organism. There are many ob-

scure points about the subject of serum treatment. We
should remember the possibility of the occurrence of

serious symptoms in the use of sera as remedies, but we
should not allow this to deter us in the saving of life by

means of their use.

—

La Presse Medicate.
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MILK CHARITIES IN THE UNITED
STATES.

It would be useful and instructive in a high de-

gree to learn with a certain amount of exactitude

the influence that a milk supply exerts on the health

of a population and especially the effect on the mor-

bidity and mortality of infants. That milk has an

important bearing on public health seems obvious,

but it would be more satisfactory if we had e.xact

statistics to drive home this point. In Great Britain,

for instance, infant mortality under the age of five

years is considerably less than in the United States

and in Germany. Crowded urban conditions are

more prevalent and the milk supply is generally

not so well safeguarded in Great Britain as in the

United States and yet infant mortality is lower.

This appears to show that, while milk is an im-

portant factor in the rearing of children, there are

other equally or more important factors. In Public

Health Reports, September 30, the history, develop-

ment, and statistics of milk charities of the United

.States are given in a paper by I. W. Kerr, Assist-

ant Surgeon-General of the Public Health and Ma-
rine-Hospital Service, presented before the Ameri-

can Association of Medical Milk Commissions on

June 6, 19 10.

The Bureau of Public Health has cooperated

with the above association, and at the suggestion of

Henry L. Coit both bodies have concerned them-

selves with the collecting of statistics relating to

infant mortality and the factors underlying its cau-

sation. Among other information which has been

gathered is that the first milk depot founded in

this country was established in 1889 and that similar

institutions have been established in at least twenty

cities. With the view of obtaining further infor-

mation the Surgeon-General caused letters to be

addressed to all the medical milk commissions.

milk dispensaries, and milk committees, whose ad-

dresses were available, and to health officers in all

towns of the United States of over 20,000 popula-

tion. In this letter information was requested on
twenty-four pertinent points, of which the last six

were, perhaps, the most important. These six

were: Is the milk heated. If heated, to what
temperature and how long. Whether heat is ap-

plied winter and summer alike. What grade of

milk is employed in the work. What was the mor-
tality rate in the particular city for infants under

one year of age. What was the mortality rate

among the number of children who had been fed

on dispensary milk one month or over during 1909.

The information received thus far indicates that

there are twenty-eight cities in the United States in

which are located infants' milk depots, and that

about twice as much raw milk is distributed as

pasteurized. The temperature to which the milk

is heated varies from 147° F. to 170° F., and the

time of heating is 20 minutes in almost all cases.

In Chicago the milk commission causes the milk

to be heated to 170° F. In Baltimore and in St.

Louis the milk is given raw in winter and pasteur-

ized in summer, and three institutions dispense both

pasteurized and raw milk. .'Ml the institutions supply

milk of the best quality. A comparison of the mor-
tality rates of infants under one year of age fed on
dispensary milk and of those fed in the ordinary

way is impossible to arrive at. The Boston Milk and

Baby Hygiene Association places the mortaHty rate

of infants fed on dispensary milk at 2.5 per cent.,

while the mortality rate for infants under one year

of age not so fed was 11.2 per cent, in that city.

The Babies' Dispensary and Hospital, Cleveland,

states that 1.49 per cent, of infants died under dis-

pensary care and 7.3 per cent, under outside care.

However, such data are more or less valueless,

and it is only in Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore,

Cleveland, and Newark that any inferences what-

ever might be drawn from the comparative statis-

tics. If information of definite value is to be de-

rived from statistics the mortality rates should be

based on the total number of births, in fact, statis-

tics should be based on a regular system, so that

the records kept and investigations made should be

comparable.

There would, nevertheless, seem to be little doubt

that the milk depots have exercised a considerable

influence on infant mortality, for in cities in which

they have been present for any length of time infant

mortality has been reduced. As Kerr pointed out

in his paper, morbidity statistics are of even greater

importance to the sanitarian than mortality statis-

tics. They not only indicate the severity of disease

and its damage to society, but serve as a guide to

prompt sanitary action. So far the collection of

statistics relating to the prevention of infant mor-

bidity has been fragmentary in the extreme.

There are many features in regard to the milk

question which need elucidation and therefore the

action of the Association of .American Medical

Milk Commissions in cooperation with the Bureau

of Public Llealth is to be highlv commended.

THE DURATION OF PREGNANCY.

The explanation of the pregnant uterus quietly

retaining a constantly growing fetus for a period

of ten lunar months and then raising violent objec-

tion to its continued use as a domicile, an objection

expressed in the form of contractions so vigorous

and prolonged that they cease only with the expul-

sion of the contents or the death of the mother, is

one of the most puzzling mysteries of physiology.

That the period of continence is governed by defi-

nite laws is proven by the regularity with which, in
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the great majority of cases, labor begins within a

few days of the completion of the tenth lunar month,
a fact so well recognized by both physician and
laity that doctor and nurse are usually engaged
months in advance.

When the date of the last menstruation before the

onset of pregnancy is known the prophesy of the

probable date of labor is comparatively easy and
dependable. When, however, this date is not

known, as a result of carelessness in recording it, in

the instance of feeble-minded or insane women, or

when a second pregnancy follows before the re-

newal of menstruation, the determination becomes
far more difficult. For the solution of such prob-

lems Ellice McDonald, in an article in the Septem-
ber number of The American Journal of the Medi-
cal Sciences, offers a method of calculation which
has at least simplicity in its favor. On the theorv

that the fundus uteri after the sixth month rises

3.5 cm. in the abdomen for each lunar month and

at full term in just 35 cm. above the symphysis.

the author lays down the following rule : "The
duration of pregnancy in lunar months is equal to

the height of the uterus in centimeters divided by

3.5." The measurement is taken with the patient

lying on her back, the tape being allowed to follow

the contour of the uterus from the symphysis to

"the final dip" at the fundus.

The author, after six years of observation, savs

that "after six months this rule is extraordinarily

exact." As the height of the fundus depends

largely upon the size of the child, and as this may
vary considerably in different infants in the same
stage of pregnancy, such a rule as a means of fore-

casting the date of labor and of reducing the cal-

culation to a matter of days would appear to lack

exactitude. It is doubtless useful in an average

normal case, but that it is of universal application

and is more accurate than the old-fashioned calcu-

lation by weeks from the last menstruation re-

quires confirmation before it is accepted.

The Prevalence and Geographical Distriiu-

TioN OF Poliomyelitis in the United States.

Poliomyelitis has been present in epidemic form
during the past two or three years in various parts

of this country. Much has been learned concerning

the disease in that period, but there is no doubt that

as much, if not more, still remains for solution.

From the public health standpoint it is manifestly

desirable to ascertain as correctly as may be its

prevalence and geographical distribution, ^^'ith this

end in view Surgeon-General Wyman of the Public

Health and Marine-Hospital Service has caused to

be written to the Secretaries of the State and terri-

torial boards of health throughout the country let-

ters of inquiry as to these points (Public Health

Reports, September 30, 1910). The following

information has been taken from the replies re-

ceived : In Colorado one death from poliomyelitis

occurred at Cripple Creek in July, 1909. In Con-

necticut the disease did not attract attention until

Tune. 1910. when a slight outbreak occurred at

"Meriden with one death. Up to that time the dis-

ease had not been reportable to the State board of

health. During Tulv 18 cases with 2 deaths were

reported. In the" District of Columbia poliomyelitis

is not required by law to be reported. However,
physicians commenced to report cases during the

latter part of July in this year. Up to July 31, 7
cases were reported. During the first 19 days of
August 64 cases were reported. In Illinois in July,

1909, an epidemic of poliomyelitis broke out in

Champaign County ; thirty-two cases were re-

ported with no deaths. In Kentucky, although
poliomyelitis is prevalent, no statistics are available.

In Kansas the disease appeared in epidemic form
for the first time during the summer of 1909. In

1910, 57 cases and 15 deaths were reported in July
and from August i to 20, 20 cases and 4 deaths.

Poliomyelitis is not a notifiable disease in Maine,
but several cases have occurred in three towns. The
disease has appeared in Massachusetts during 1907,

1908, and 1909. In the latter year there were 923
cases. In Rlichigan there is no known epidemic.

Minnesota seems to have been the hotbed of the

disease. In 1909 238 deaths and about 400 cases

were reported. It is estimated, however, that there

were probably i.ooo cases or more. During the

present year 2i^ deaths from the malady had been
reported up to the end of June. Pennsylvania is

another State in which poliomyelitis appears to have
gained a foothold. In July of this year 152 cases

were reported and from August i to 18 105 cases.

Scattering cases have been found in 32 of the 67
counties. From Alabama. Georgia, Montana, Ne-
vada, Ohio, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, and West
Virginia no information with regard to the disease

is available, while the information from New York
State was not available for insertion when the issue

of Public Health Reports for September 30 was
published. The remaining fifteen States had not

been heard from. In order to cope successfully

with poliomyelitis, which would seem to be increas-

ing in this country, a knowledge of its prevalence

and geographical distribution is almost essential.

From the reports already received by the Bureau of

Public Health it is plain that the disease is widely

distributed. As has been pointed out. a somewhat
remarkable feature of its distribution is that it does

not seem to flourish in large cities. In Minnesota,

where its ravages have been most extensive, the

cases have occurred chiefly in the rural districts.

The fact that the term commonly applied to the dis-

ease, infantile paralysis, is a misnomer becomes

daily more evident, for a large number of adults

have been attacked, especially in Canada.

The Registr.sr-General's Report for Ireland.

For the purpose of comparison some figures culled

from the report of the Registrar-General for Ire-

land recently issued may be of interest to American

readers. The population of Ireland is still decreas-

ing through emigration, but at not so rapid a rate as

in past years. There were 102,759 births registered

during the year 1909, the number of deaths in the

same period being 74.973. The death rate, 17.2 per

1.000, is 0.4 under that for the year 1908, and 0.6

under the average rate for the past ten years.

Tuberculosis has always been a prevalent and

deadly disease in Ireland, owing principally to over-

crowding and generally unsanitary modes of living.

Of late years, due in some degree to the efforts of

I.ady .\berdeen and the antituberculosis league,

matters have improved. In 1909 tuberculosis stood

highest in the mortality tables of Ireland with 10.594

deaths : heart disease came next with 9.052. and
then in order old age, bronchitis, pneumonia, can-
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cer, diseases of blood vessels, diseases of stomach

and intestines, and kidney disease. The decrease

in the number of deaths from tuberculous disease

which was reported in the year 1908, namely 386,

has been followed by a further decrease of 699 in

the year 1909. Notwithstanding this reduction it

appears that out of seven persons whose deaths were

registered in Ireland in the year 1909, one was the

victim of tuberculosis, or in other words, over 14

per cent, of the mortality in Ireland in the year

1909 was caused by tuberculous disease. The can-

cer mortality rate rose in Ireland in 1909, but this

is said to be chiefly due to more careful registration

and is more apparent than real. The proportion of

deaths of infants under one year of age to every

1,000 births registered in Ireland during the year

1909 was 92. In this respect Ireland compares

favorably with England, Scotland, and the United

States, and the result is chiefly owing to the fact

that the majority of the population of Ireland are

country dwellers and that the women are so un-

sophisticated as to feed their infants at the breast.

Ireland may be said, both materially and physically,

to be in a more flourishing condition than has been

the case for manv vears.

Sleeping Sickness and the Tsetse Fly.

It is stated that the results of the most recent in-

vestigations into the cause of sleeping sickness have

tended to raise some doubt as to whether the tsetse-

fly, Glossina palpalis, is really the sole carrier of

the disease. The investigations which have led to

the formation of these opinions have been carried

out in certain districts of Rhodesia and in other

parts of Africa in which cases of sleeping sickness

have been known to exist, but in which not a single

specimen of the fly in question has been discovered.

Of course, it is impossible to exaggerate the im-

portance of finding an explanation of this phe-

nomenon and to determine the question as to

whether any other insect is capable of transmitting

the germs of the fatal disease. If it is the case that

insects other than the tsetse fly can disseminate or

act as the intermediary hosts of sleeping sickness

it is essential to the future of Africa that all the

means of transmission be discovered as soon as pos-

sible and that measures be promptly taken to stay

the spread of the malady, otherwise the whole con-

tinent may be overwhelmed by its effects. Arrange-
ments have been made with the British Royal So-
ciety and the Sleeping Sickness Bureau in London
to send out at once a commission of experts to

investigate the matter. The commission will be
asked to furnish an early preliminary report on the
results of their labors, including any recommenda-
tions which they may think it necessary to make
in the direction of precautionary measures, bear-
ing in mind the fact that the practice of isolation in

case of infected natives of Uganda has proved en-

tirely inadequate.

Nfwa of tlif Mnk.
Civil Service Examination.—On November 26,

1910, the New York State Civil Service Commis-
sion will hold examinations for the following po-
sitions : Assistant in experimental psychology,
Psychiatric Institute, State Commission in Lunacv.
salary, $1,500; men only. Assistant physician. Ra'v
Brook Sanatorium, salary, $1,000 to $1,200; men
only. Chief examiner, Board of Alienists, State

Commission in Lunacy, salary, $5,000; men only.

Application blanks must be filed on or before No-
vember 19, 1910. For detailed circular and blank,

application should be made to State Civil Service

Commission, Albany, New York.

Cholera in Naples.—Despite the optimistic

tone of the official reports it appears to be the gen-
eral belief that the situation in Naples as regards
the cholera epidemic has not improved, and that the

sanitary measures thus far taken have been in-

eft'ectual. It is said that the oyster beds along the

coast, instead of being destroyed as the authorities

ordered, were merely transplanted at some distance

from the city, and that recently a number of fisher-

men who had eaten some of these oysters died of

cholera.

The New Tuberculosis Directory of the Na-
tional Association for the Study and Prevention of

Tuberculosis, that will be issued soon, will list over

400 sanatoria and hospitals with a bed capacity of

nearly 25,000; more than 300 special tuberculosis

dispensaries and fully 450 anti-tuberculosis asso-

ciations and committees. Since the first directory

was issued in 1904, the increase in the number of

agencies fighting consumption aggregates nearly

500 per cent. It will contain up-to-date lists of

all hospitals, sanatoria, dispensaries, and associa-

tions engaged in the war against consumption. A
summary of what has been done by the various

State legislatures, and the county and municipal

governing bodies will be included in the book. It

will be the most complete report of the anti-tubercu-

losis campaign that has ever been published in this

country.

The Rockefeller Institute.—On the day on
which the new hospital of the Rockefeller Insti-

tute was thrown open to visitors, the Trustees of

the Institute announced the further gift from
Mr. Rockefeller of securities having a value ot

$3,800,000, to be added to the endowment of the In-

stitute. This gives the Institute an income-bearing

endowment of about six and a half millions of

dollars.

New Chicago Hospital.—The cornerstone of

the Iroquois JNIemorial Emergency Hospital on
Market street, Chicago, was laid on October 15.

The hospital is erected as a memorial to the victims

of the fire in the Iroquois Theater on December
30, 1908. It will be four stories high, absolutely

fireproof, and equipped in an up-to-date manner,
with ambulances, ambulance rooms, surgical dress-

ing rooms, operating and ward rooms, and nurses'

anri doctors' quarters.

Cornell University Medical College.—The
opening session of the college was held on Sep-

tember 28, when 127 students were enrolled, dis-

tributed as follows : First year, 28 ; second year, 20

;

third year, 11 ; fourth year, 56; special students, 12.

The decline in numbers from the fourth to the

third year marks the falling off when the A.B.

degree, with a full year's work in physics, chem-
istry, and biology, was required for admission to

the college.

Nobel Prize.—Announcement is made that the

Nobel Prize in Medicine for 1910 has been awarded
to Dr. Albrecht Kossel. Professor of Physiology

in the Medical Faculty of the University of Heidel-

berg.

Milk Commission in Philadelphia.—T^Iayor Rey-
burn has appointed the following commission to
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investigate the milk supply of Philadelphia and to
recommend regulations to insure its purity: Drs. C.
Lincoln Furbush, Chas. B. Penrose, Henry Leff-
mann, Randle C. Rosenberger, Clarence J. Marshall
and S. McC. Hamill.

Physicians Long in Practice.—A reception was
given, on October 21, by the Medical Club of Phil-
adelphia, to twenty-seven physicians from various
parts of the State who had been engaged in the
practice of medicine for fifty years or more.
Among the number was Drs. S. Weir Mitchell,

J. Solis-Cohen, John B. Chapin, E. L. Duer, Ben-
jamin Lee, and \Vm. S. Janney.

Alvarenga Prize.—The College of Physicians
of Philadelphia announces that the Alvarenga Prize
for 19 ID has been awarded to Dr. M. Katzenstein
of Berlin, Germany, for his essay entitled : "The
Formation of an Arterial Collateral Circulation in

the Kidney." The next award of the prize, which
amounts to $180, the income for one year of the
bequest of the late Seiior Alvarenga, will be made
on July 14, 191 1, provided that an essay deemed
by the Committee of Award to be worthy of the

prize shall have been offered. Essays may be upon
any subject in medicine, must not have been pub-
lished, and must be typewritten and sent to the

secretary of the college. Dr. Thomas R. Neilson,

on or before May i, 191 1. Each essay must be un-

signed, but marked with a motto and accompanied
by a sealed envelope having on the outside the

motto of the paper and within the name and address
of the author. The successful essay becomes the

property of the college; other essays will be re-

turned upon application within three months after

the award.

Charitable Bequests.—By the will of the late

Louise Drinen of Philadelphia, the sum of $1,000
is bequeathed to the Rush Hospital for consump-
tives.

By the will of the late Mrs. Mary Stinson Bean,

the sum of $10,000 is set aside for the erection in

or near the city of Norristown, Pa., of a hospital

for children suffering from contagious diseases.

The hospital is to be a memorial to Emily Stinson

Bean, the daughter of the testator.

Dr. William J. Mayo was the guest of honor
at a dinner given by the Medical Society of the

County of Kings in Brooklyn, N. Y., on October 19.

Dr. John C. MacEvitt, president of the society,

was toastmaster, and the speakers included Dr.

Xewell Dwight Hillis, Dr. Lewis S. Pilcher, Father

John L. Bedford, and Supreme Court Justice Luke
D. Stapleton.

Dr. W. J. Burden of Lugoff, S. C, has been

appointed medical secretary for the Southern Divi-

sion of the Esperanto Association of North

America.

The New York Medico-Surgical Society held

its annual meeting and dinner at the Hotel Man-
hattan on October 15. The paper of the evening,

on "The Practical Treatment of Nervous People,"

was read by Dr. J. J. McPhee. Officers for the

ensuing vear were elected, as follows : President,

Dr. J. A.' Irwin; Vice-President. Dr. D. S. Dough-
erty ; Secretary, Dr. Samuel McCullagh ; Treasurer,

Dr. J. Arthur" Booth ; Member of Executive Com-
mittee, Dr. John A. Bodine.

The Utah State Medical Association.—The six-

teenth annual meeting of the association, w-hich

was held at Salt Lake Citv on October 3 and 4.

concluded with the election of the following offi-

cers for the ensuing year : President, Dr. Fred W.
Taylor, provo; Vice-Presidents, Dr. R. A. Pearse,
Brigham City; Dr. W. B. Tyndale, Salt Lake City,
and Dr. Heber C. Robinson, American Fork; Sec-
retary, Dr. W. Brown Ewing, Salt Lake City;
Treasurer, Dr. J. N. Harrison, Salt Lake City.

The Delaware State Medical Society.—The
one hundred and twenty-first aimual convention of
the society was held at Wilmington, Del, on Oc-
tober II. Officers for the ensuing year were
elected, as follows : President, Dr. G. Frank Jones,
Georgetown ; Vice-Presidents, Dr. L. S. Conwell
and Dr. William Wertenbaker; Secretary, Dr. (i.

W. K. Forrest; Treasurer, Dr. S. C. Rum ford;
Counsellor for three years, Dr. James H. Wilson.
The next meeting will be held in Lewes.

The Minnesota State Medical Association.

—

At the annual meeting of the association held in

Minneapolis on October 6 and 7, the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi-
dent, Dr. G. W. Robertson, Litchfield; Vice-Presi-
dents, Dr. F. W. Dimmitt, Red Wing, and Dr. F.
W. Schofield, Benson ; Secretary, Dr. Thomas Mc-
Davitt, St. Paul; Treasurer, Dr. R. J. Hill, Min-
neapolis. St. Paul was selected as the place for the
next meeting which will be held on October 5 and
7. 1911-

Medical Association of the Southwest.—The
annual meeting was held in Wichita, Kan., on Oc-
tober 12. The following officers were elected:
President, Dr. M. L. Perry of Parsons, Kan.;
Vice-Presidents, Dr. J. M. Griffin of Sulphur
Springs, Ark.; Dr. W. H. Stuffer of St. Louis,
Dr. E. S. Lain of Oklahoma City, and Dr. W. L.
Alison of Fort Worth, Tex.; Secretary-Treasurer,
Dr. F. H. Clark of El Reno, Okla.
The Second District Medical Society of Iowa,

at its annual meeting at Davenport on October 11,

elected the following officers : President, Dr. D. N.
Loose, Maquoketa ; Vice-Presidents, Dr. G. E.
Decker, Davenport, and Dr. George HofiFstatter,

Lyons ; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. J. V. Littig. The
next meeting of the society will be held at Daven-
port in October, 1911.

The Minnesota State Sanitary Conference was
held at ^Minneapolis on October 5. Dr. H. A.
Tomlinson, superintendent of the State Hospital
for the Insane at St. Peter, was elected president,
and Dr. J. T. Gerould of the University of Michi-
gan, vice-president.

The Late Dr. Andrew H. Smith.—At a regular
meeting of the Academy of Meflicine, October 20,
the

_
following tribute to the late Dr. Andrew H.

Smith was read bv the President, Dr. John A.
Wyeth

:

There died on April 8th of this year in the City
of New York a distinguished physician who during
the year 1903-4 presided over this body. For nearfy
half a century Dr. Andrew H. Smith was a prom-
inent member of the medical profession of New
York City, and it seems fitting in view of his long
service and his high character that a formal and
official notice of his death should be taken by the
Academy of Medicine.
Graduating at the College of Physicians and

Surgeons of this city in 1858, and taking a post-
graduate course in medicine in Gottingenand Ber-
lin, he returned to America just at the outbreak of
the Civil ^^'a^. He at once entered the armv as
Assistant Surgeon in the Forty-Third New York
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Infantry, and was actively in service until 1868,

when, having received the rank of Major by brevet,

he resigned to take up the practice of medicine in

this city. He was appointed physician to St. Luke's
and the Presbyterian Hospital, and Consulting Sur-
geon at the Alanhattan Eye and Ear Hospital.

Dr. Smith took a deep interest in the movement
for post-graduate education in the United States,

and was one of the original Faculty of the New
York Post-Graduate Medical School and Hospital,

and for many years Professor of Medicine in that

institution. In 1902 he was elected President of

the Medical Association of the Greater City of

New York, and in 1903 of the New York Acad-
emy of Medicine.

It was my good fortune to have known this dis-

tinguished physician for many years, and it is

enough to say that he was of that noble type of
man whom one respected and admired more the

more intimately one knew him.

The Late Dr. Brothers.—The Medical Board of

the Beth Israel Hospital in- special meeting assem-
bled on October 14, 1910, unanimously adopted the

following resolutions

:

Whereas, after a period of deep anxiety and
hopefulness for the recovery of our esteemed col-

league, Dr. Abram Brothers, the sad tidings have
reached us that death has claimed and taken him
from among us, and Whereas, Dr. Abram Brothers,

who, in the many years of our mutual contact, has
become so endeared to us by reason of his sterling

qualities as a man, his earnestness as a colleague,

his devotion to his profession and contribution to

its progress, has been taken from us at the height

of a successful career, made so by his own efforts

and ability, and which we had hoped to see con-

tinued that he might live to enjoy the retrospect,

and see the fruits of his self-sacrificing labor and of
the energy that he gave to the cause of humanity,
therefore be it

Resolved, that we give expression to the feelings

of heartfelt sorrow that overwhelm us on the occa-
sion of his untimely death : that we feel that, by his

departure in the prime of life and in his uncom-
pleted career, the cause of humanity has lost an
ardent advocate, the science of medicine a brilliant

contributor, and the Beth Israel Hospital an earnest
and able worker, and be it further Resolved, that we
extend our most sincere condolence to his sorrow-
ing family in this time of their sad affliction, for
their grief is great in the loss of so loving a hus-
band and devoted a father, who will live in their

memory as Love and Goodness, and with us in his

deeds and accomplishments, and be it further
Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions be spread
on the minutes of this Board, that a copy be sent
to the bereaved family and that copies be forwarded
to the medical press for publication.—Archibald E.
Isaacs, David Robinson, Felix Cohn, Committee on
Resolutions.

On the same date the Eastern Medical Society,
of which Dr. Brothers was at one time president.

passed similar resolutions of sorrow.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. James R. Berry of Co-
lumbia, Mississippi, a graduate of the medical de-
partment of Tulane University of Lousiana in

1880, died at his home on September 29. aged
54 years.

Dr. CoRXELius G. Trow of Sunderland. !\Tass..

a graduate of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons. New York, in 1872. a member of the Massa-

chusetts State and Franklin County Medical Socie-
ties, died at his home on October 7, aged 63 years.

Dr. George F. Witter of San Jose, Cal., a grad-
uate of the department of medicine and surgery of
the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, in 1856.
ex-president of the Wisconsin State and North-
western Wisconsin Aledical Societies, a member of
the American Medical Association and American
Public Health Association, and of the California
State and Santa Clara County JMedical Societies,

was struck by an automobile while crossing the
street in front of his home, and died soon after.

Dr. Adam Wenger of Concord, III, a ^aduate
of the Department of Medicine of the University
of Pennsylvania in 1866, a veteran of the Civil

War, died at his home on October 10, aged 68
years.

Dr. Richard Leuschner of Mt. Clemens, Mich.,
a graduate of the Michigan College of Medicine
and Surgery in 1892, a member of the American
Medical Association, and of the Michigan State
and Macomb County Medical Societies, and honary
member of the Wayne County Medical Society,

died at his home of pneumonia, on October 14,

aged 52 years.

Dr. Joseph L. Romero of Jacksonville, Fla., a

graduate of the University of Maryland School of
Medicine in 1879, died at his home on October 14,

aged 56 years.

Dr. Edna D. Timms of Portland, Ore., a gradu-
ate of the medical department of the University of

Oregon, a member of the American IMedical As-
sociation and of the Oregon State and Multnomah
County Medical Societies, was instantly killed in

an automobile accident on October 14, aged 41
years.

Dr. John A. Farnsworth of Fort Morgan,
Colo., a graduate of the Colorado School of Medi-
cine, Boulder, Colo., in 1897, a member of the Col-

orado State and Morgan County Medical Societies,

and former Mayor of Littleton, Colo., died at his

home on October 12, of heart disease, aged 39
years.

Dr. John C. Flvnn of \\'arren, Mich., a gradu-
ate of the Cincinnati College of Medicine and
Surgery in 1886, died at his home on October 15,

aged 60 years.

Dr. Richard N. Beauchamp of Russellville.

Kv.. a graduate of the Albany Medical College in

1850, died at his home on October 10, aged 87
years.

Dr. D.A.VID R. Greenlee of Minneapolis, Minn.,

a graduate of the department of medicine of the

University of Pennsylvania in 1867, a veteran of

the Civil War, died suddenly at his home on Oc-
tober 10, of heart disease, aged 78 years.

Dr. William W^ Hamilton of Meridian, Miss.,

a graduate of the Hospital College of Medicine,
Louisville, Ky.. in 1879, ^"cl of the New York
Polyclinic Medical School in 1888, professor of

obstetrics in the Mississippi Medical College, and
a member of the American Aledical Association,

and the Mississippi State and Lauderdale County
Medical Societies, and Health Officer of Lauder-
dale County, died suddenly while on a railroad

train near Lafayette. La., on October 8, aged 49
years.

Dr. James W^ Keath of Schaeffertown. Pa., a

graduate of the Medical Department of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in 1876. died at his home
on October i^. aged ^1; vears.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

OPENING OF THE WINTER SESSION—INTROUfCTOKY
.\DDRESSES AT THE SEVERAL SCHOOLS.

London, October 7, 1910,

The new winter's session is now at work. St.

George's Hospital preserved the tradition of Oc-
tober I by opening on Saturday, hut the others
were content to wait until Monday of the followini;

week.
The Middlesex Hospital had the good fortune to

secure the presence of Viscount Kitchener to dis-

tribute the prizes for the past year, and this function
naturally eclipsed the other part of this school's cele-

bration. Lord Kitchener expressed a hope many of

the students would join the Royal Army Medical
Corps or the Indian Medical Service, and pointetl

out the good work open to them in either. He hoped
enteric would soon be banished from barracks as

effectually as cholera had been, but he seemed to

have some misgivings that England was lagging
behind other nations in prevention of disease and
sanitation, particularly seeing what America had
done in Panama. Referring to the military train-

ing that many are undergoing in the defensive

force, he said those thus prepared would receive

a warm welcome in the army. But they should re-

member that the training which turns out compe-
tent civil practitioners is quite inadequate in equip-

ping them for the special needs of the army in time

of war. Before they could be of real service to

troops in the field they must go tiirough a thorough
training in the organization of the army and of the

R. A. M. C. and also must obtain a knowledge of

the conditions of camp and barrack life. Further,

they should endeavor to acquire practical experience

of the treatment of patients in the field, their col-

lection in advanced hospitals, and of the system

which must control their removal thence to general

and base hospitals. All this would call on them for

considerable sacrifice of time and energy, but in do-

ing it they would have the satisfaction of knowing
they were fitting themselves to be of real service

to their country.

At St. Mary's Hospital Sir A. Conan Doyle dis-

tributed the prizes and gave a most interesting ad-

dress. At the outset he disclaimed any claim to

be regarded as a successful medical man and said

an unkind chairman in America once remarked that

no living patient of his had ever been seen. He
assured them, however, that he could point to a few
survivors. He gave his testimonv to the extreme
value of a medical education, even though one did

not practise. It tinged the philosophy of life and

furnished the whole basis of thought. The man
with a competency would be wise to go through the

medical curriculum. He would emerge with quali-

ties which classics and mathematics could not give.

There were, he admitted, some dangers, but in the

great post-graduate course called Life he would
learn to correct those weaknesses. One was undue
materialism. He was educated in an age which

looked upon mind and spirit as a secretion from the

brain as bile was from the liver. Brain centers ex-

plained everything ; if they could find and stimulate

the center for holiness they would produce a saint,

but if their electrode slipped on to the center of

brutality they would evolve a Bill Sykes. That was,

roughly, the point of view of the most advanced
of the materialistic school.

He now saw clearly that frame of mind was
largely a reaction against transcendental dogmas, so
they confused two things which had little relation.

He warned them against intellectual priggishness
and said that not only had they never got to the end
of a medical matter, they had not even reached the
beginning of it, they had come to the middle with
more or less empirical knowledge. With medical
knowledge they had a little lantern of their own to

turn on their general reading. In all directions
medical facts threw light on customs and historical

incidents. For centuries people wore wigs because
a skin disea.sc on his head made Francis I. of
France cover it with artificial hair and his courtiers
followed suit. The association of diseases with
certain characters was a puzzling problem. Csesar
and Mahomet were epileptics and many other great
men might be thought to be under suspicion of
some disease.

Histor}' abounded with examples of the ro-

mance of medicine—a grim romance truly, but
a realistic, absorbing one. This generation. Sir
Conan Doyle thought, had brought greater change
than any previous century. It was true that thirty

years ago the microbic origin of zymotic disease
was taught, but they did not expect so many minute
organisms would be separated and that they would
be able to cultivate these lowly vegetable growths
as certainly as they grew Avatercress or green
peas. In literary and dramatic romance the villain

was innocuous as soon as he was unmasked. So
in the romance of medicine they had been exposing
the villain. When he had thus been exposed, mi-
crobe or micrococcus and his accomplice, rat, flea,

or mosquito, the forces of law and order could then
be turned upon him. Britons may well feel grat-
ified that their countrymen have been protagonists
in this war.

At. St. George's Hospital Dr. Squire Sprigge pre-
sented the prizes and gave the address. He re-

marked that though the merits of the prize system
were variously estimated no one had proposed to do
without any kind of award. Some looked at edu-
cation as a thing beginning and ending at a certain
period, and from that point of view success in ex-
aminations was not a certain prelude to success in

life. Medical education did not end with qualifica-
tion, but in whatever branch they practised their
life was one long education. Prizes and examina-
tions were necessary when the State determined
that they should not enter the profession until so
far educated that they could take advantage of the
greater and more comprehensive education of the
rest of life. They were an incentive to this end,
nothing more, and he protested against the multi-
plicity of examinations and their intricacy which
had grown so much of late. He warned them
against regarding knowledge for its own sake as of
little account. The hi.ghest ranges of philosophical
research seldom brought a monetar\' return. The
simple way of righting that wrong' would be the
endowment of teaching. The short-sightedness
and false economy of giving scholarships to stu-
dents while making scanty provision for teachers
was only an exhibition of the old, narrow view of
education.

At the Leeds School this same subject, medical
education, was discussed by ProfessorMarsh, who
complained in his address of the overweighting of
the curriculum. Medicine now rested, he said, on
the four sciences of chemistry, anatomy, physiol-
ogy, and patholog}'. and it was difficult for students
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to keep pace with them. As a result many gained

only a superficial knowledge from the mental sur-

feit supplied to them. He emphasized the need of

a training which would develop the higher mental

faculties. In examinations he had found intelli-

gent and serious students showing deficient ac-

quaintance with, for example, the essentials of

surgical anatomy, owing to the fact that, having

tried to learn a great number of details, they had
learned nothing. The ideal teaching was to keep to

essentials. The rejections at the Royal colleges

had been 50 per cent., not that the standard was too

high, but men had been struggling with an over-

loaded curriculum. Reform in this direction was
urgently needed and Professor Marsh suggested

that a conference be held of all interested to con-

sider it in all its bearings.

University College secured a dean of the English

Church to give an address, and he drew a parallel

between the medical and clerical bodies. Both, he

declared, set out after something more than mere
materialism. Between the present and hereafter

there was a bridge, thought—the "thought that

wandered through eternity." Medical students

should not let themselves become altogether im-

mersed in the wonderful sciences they had to study.

They should turn to mind culture. He prescribed

a little bit of Wordsworth daily. From him they

would learn that the heart was more than muscle
and the eyes of a girl more than a study in optics.

So it was more to be a man than a money magnate

;

it was useless entering the spirit world with a pau-
per mind. The dean (of Salisbury) suggested an
eight hours bill for all professions and an age limit

for retirement, so that all might pay homage to

mental culture.

At the women's school Mr. Boughton of the

Royal Free Hospital gave a lively address on the

position of women in regard to the profession. He
admitted their natural gifts were more suited for

nursing, but held that if this were so with average
women there were many in the highest degree fitted

for medical practice. But he insisted that they
must confine their work to their own sex. Among
the differences between the sexes he offered ex-
planations of some, but said he could not find out
why a woman prefers a sharp chisel to a screw-
driver for turning a screw or opening a packing
case, nor why a woman usually began to turn the
screw backwards, nor her strange dislike for oil,

nor her tendency to give a bang to a mechanism that
does not easily work. Such peculiarities, the
speaker said, he was inclined to look upon as hav-
ing some sexual basis.

At the London Hospital the Schorstein Lecture
did duty for the introductory address, as did the
Huxley Lecture at Charing Cross. King's College
and St. Thomas's Hospitals confined their celebra-
tion to the annual dinner.

The School of Pharmacy opened its 69th ses-
sion on Wednesday with an address by Mr. How-
ard, who traced its rise and progress.' He hoped
apprenticeship would not die out as it had done to
the detriment of many callings. He deprecated
the readiness of people to swallow powerful drugs
on the recommendation of friends. In his young
days medicines were "nasty," so people thought
twice before taking them and often omitted todo
so. He warned them against the fatal facility of
the tasteless tablets. Well he might, for again' this
week fatal cases of poisoning by those products
are reported.

LODGE PRACTICE.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir :—In last week's issue of the Medical Record
there appeared an article on "The Lodge Practice
Evil on the Lower East Side," which, judged from
a literary standpoint, would be considered fairly

good, but judged in any other light would fail to

claim any recognition. The writer has eloquently

set forth the evil, but has not intimated how this is

to be remedied, if such is feasible. Doubtless
he is an ardent advocate for its discontinuance, but
this does not tend to remedy the evil in any way.
The writer has a tendency to discriminate between
good and bad physicians, academic and non-acad-
emic men. As a matter of fact, I venture to say

that not more than one or two per cent, of all East
Side physicians have academic degrees and this

should not be a criterion to judge medical ability.

The writer says that in former years physicians

who possessed medical skill and knowledge were se-

lected for the positions, the truth being that very

few physicians desired lodge practice, and as a re-

sult physicians had no difficulty in becoming lodge

doctors.

If the writer would suggest a means for the up-

lifting of traditional medical ideals, instead of call-

ing his colleagues young, ambitious tyros, he would
be rendering an inestimable deed of good to the

East Side physicians.

Chas. Wolf, M.D.
871 Hunts Point Avenue, New York.

Prngrras of Mrhiral ^rtrnrr.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

October 13, 1910.

Acute Thoracic Empyema. Avoidance of Chronic Empyema. Rib
Trephining for Suction Drainage. S. Robinson.

Scoliosis. E. H. Bradford and R. Soutter.
On the Absorption of Protein and Fat in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

.•\. E. .Austin, M. Ordway and R. Montague.
A Rapid Presumptive Test for Diarrhea Caused by the Gas Bacillus.

A. I. Kendall and R. M. Smith.

Empyema.—S. Robinson emphasizes the fact that

while nature strenuously combats pleural infections in spite

of one's incomplete eliforts, accuracy of diagnosis, prompt

surgery, and diligent after-treatment are necessary not

only to save the patient but also to shorten convalescence,

to prevent amyloid disease of other organs, and to re-

store the normal function of the lung and pleura. Ab-

scess of the periphery of the lung, if early recognized and

operated upon, might avoid a local empyema. Prompt de-

tection of local empyema often prevents occurrence of

general pleural infection, and chronic empyema is a condi-

tion that should never exist, being attributed to neglect

of early recognition, in operative treatment, or in post-

operative management. Re-expansion of the lung is fre-

quently impossible in these neglected cases owing to ad-

herence of the lung. There is a difficulty that attends

the diagnosis and localization in certain cases. Cases are

reported of spontaneous cure of empyema by rupture into

a bronchus. One must not overlook the possible diversity

of origin of empyema by lymphatic extension, abscess of

the liver, subdiaphragmatic abscess, and perforated duod-

enal ulcers not infrequently lead to this condition, with or

without perforation of the diaphragm. It also occurs by

blood metastasis in scarlet fever, measles, typhoid, whoop-

ing cough, and other systemic infections. The .r-ray is a

contributing, though unsatisfactory means of diagnosis of

purulent pleurisy. In a localized empyema drainage and

obliteration of the small cavity need alone be thought of.

In a second group of cases in which the acute stage has

been neglected and the pus allowed to remain undrained
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for a longer time, the author advocates in the early cases

a persevering maintenance of the suction provided by the

chest wall, which is at least partially accomplished by a
gauze dressing and a binder and better by a mackintosh
dressing. Numerous devices have been employed in the

drainage of empyema, all of them embodying one of three

principles—siphonage, suction, and valvular action. Inter-

costal trocar puncture, and rib-section with or without the

use of a rubber collar, constitute the two main divisions

in the method of thoracotomy. Leakage is the chief fault

of these methods. The permanency of the air-tight closure

is the crux of the situation. To attain this permanent
air-tight suction, the author advocates a method of rib-

trepliining, which he has employed in cases of the first

and second groups with great success. After trephining a

rib he inserts a metal tube with a ihread cut on one end
and corrugated for the attachment of rubber tubing on
the other. As a safeguard against the ill-effects of sudden
pneumothorax in patients susceptible to it, differential pres-

sure may be used. The author has employed a positive

pressure cabinet in three cases and has always had appara-

tus at hand to use if necessary. Rib-trephining obviates

the possibility of pneumothorax.

Scoliosis.—E. H. Bradford and R. Soutter state that

the essentials in treatment of this condition are as follows

:

(i) A careful examination of the condition of the back,

not only as to the curves and contour, but also as to the

normal rigidity and lack of strength of the back muscles.

(2) Where needed, the use of such exercises as will

strengthen the muscles, and such flexibility exercises as

will correct abnormal stiffness. These flexibility exercises

must be carefully applied so as to stretch at the part of

the maximum stiffness, and not increase the flexibility of

the flexible portions of the spine. (3) In the more severe

cases the constant use of some form of pressure appliance,

with the pressure applied to the convexity of the curve,

and without pressure on the concavities. (4) These cases

need oversight and direction at stated intervals during a

long period. That is, during the rapidly growing years

such oversight and direction should be given by some one

familiar with the course of affections of this class. Such

patients also need the constant direction of a parent or

nurse or physician who will enforce strict and persistent

attention to the details of treatment, and of a family physi-

cian who will pay attention to the observance of the laws

of health, diet, metabolism, etc. (5) The affection is not

to be regarded as a disease, but as a fault in growth, and

for this reason care is needed for the patient during the

growing years. The combined efforts of a family physi-

sian and expert specialist are of benefit in cases with this

distortion and gratifying results may be expected to re-

ward persistent efforts.

Protein and Fat Absorption in Pulmonary Tubercu-

losis.—A. E. .Austin. M. Ordway and R. Moptague found

that the percentage of loss is much greater when the nitro-

gen intake is small than when it is large ; with a diet con-

taining a large amount of nucleoproteids like liver and

sweetbreads the comparative nitrogen loss is much greater.

The percentage of loss of fat also follows the same law as

that of protein ; that is, as the amount of fat taken in-

creases, the procentual loss becomes less and less up to a

certain point, which has apparently never been fully de-

termined. The melting point of the fat also affects its

absorption; the fluid oils are much more absorbable than

the solid fats and, what is more important, the addition of

a fluid fat to a solid one increases the absorption of the

latter. The amount of free fatty acids also tends to in-

crease the absorption of fat, but the suggestion of von

Mering that free oleic acid be added to fats is not abso-

lutely necessary, since as far as is known the healthy in-

testine is able to hydrolize fat in unlimited quantities, nor

is this power apparently lost in those chronic cases where

cod liver oil is used. Even where the steapsin is dimin-

ished or lacking through disease of the pancreas, the in-

testinal bacteria seem able to split a large proportion of

the ingested fat. It is only in forced fat feeding that the

inability to split the fat would seem to be suspected, and

here, where fat to the extent of 425 gm. daily was ingested

there appeared no great increase in the percentage of loss.

Cod liver oil, which has no inherent value in phthisis, but

which must have had some basis for its long popularity,

probably acts on account of its low melting point. This

admirable absorption of nutriment luidcr the regimen of

the sanatorium treatment of the tuberculous, although such

enormous amounts of food are given, is probably due to

two reasons : First, the ration is well balanced, and it is

well known that under this condition the absorption of any

one form, protein, for instance, is much better when given

with a corresponding quantity of fat and carbohydrate than

when given alone in large quantities ; secondly, the human

body, provided that the intestinal tract is normal, absorbs

nourishment according to its needs, much as a sponge

takes up water according to the state of dryness exist-

ing within it.

Speech and Voice Defects and Their Treatment.—.\.

Myersoa states that a certain proportion uf functional

aphonia, greater than most laryngologists recognize, is due

to misuse of the entire speech apparatus and not to changes

in the larynx. It is necessary to emphasize the fact that

the entire apparatus is misused in these abnormal speech

efforts, just as it is normally used in its entirety in normal

speech effort. Diaphragm, chest, and larynx are all in-

volved in the spasticity—but the larynx suffers most.

Moreover, inflammatory and other organic changes in

throat and larynx which are associated with pain and

hoarseness are often not the causes of the changed func-

tioning of the parts involved, but with the pain and

hoarseness are symptoms of the wrong use of the parts.

Medical science is adding to the cellular interpretation of

disease, the physiological or dynamic interpretation, and

therapeutics can most profitably apply the lessons of pathol-

ogy. The method of using any part that is normally oper-

ated by the will can be changed if it be a wrong method

to a correct one, at least in most cases. With that change

will come a readjustment more or less complete of the

parts to the normal. This is as true in laryngology as in

orthopedics, and its recognition has an important bearing

on the therapeutics of the future.

Test for Diarrhea Caused by Gas Bacillus.—.\. I.

Kendall and R. M. Smith describe a rapid presumptive

test by means of which diagnosis of diarrhea due to an

infection with the gas bacillus can be made within twenty-

four hours.

New York Medical Journal.

October i.;. 1910.

The Mechanicobiological Standpoint in Medical Problems. J. Wright.
.\ Series of Studies of Neri'ous .Affections in Relation to the .Adjust-

ments of the Eves. G. T. Stevens.
The Comparative Value of Different Methods of Cancer Treatments

J. W. Vaughan.
Results of Autogenous Vaccne Therapy in .Acute and Chronic
Middle Ear Suppurations. S. T. Kopetzkj*.

Catholic .Acid Poisoning. C. P. Burke.
Report of Fifteen Cases of Hvmenolepis Nana. C. C. Bass and

J. M. Gage.
The Intimate Relations which the Hospitals Bear to Public Health.

H. W. .Austin.
Hypopituitarism. E. S. Cross.
.A Case of Hvpcrchlorhydria .Apparently Relieved bv the Use of

Prisms. C. J. Astle.

The Mechanicobiological Standpoint in Medical Prob-

lems.—J. Wright in discussing some of the problems of

surface tension, states that it is the interchange of material

through cell membranes, watery material, albuminous

fluids, colloid solutions, living colloid bodies with their

own marked surface energy—it is the osmosis between

cells in the cryptal tonsillar phenomena of infection, which

are bound up with the streaming of kations and anions, de-
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tected by the electrometer and which interests us in physi-

ology and pathology. It is the alteration which these ions

make in the tensile state of the surface of the inter- and

intracellular colloids, which determines what shall go in

and what shall stay out in the process of surface infec-

tion and surface immunity. Recent work has fully justified

the growing suspicion that it is the electric charge on the

lipoid constituent of corpuscles and fluids, and not the

other chemical constituents of the protoplasm, which is

chiefly responsible for the serum reactions, so puzzling,

especially at present, in the study of the syphilitic infec-

tion. It has been fairly well established that a phagocyte

flows around a bacterium or a carmine granule as a drop

of water spreads freely over a wet surface, while both re-

fuse to do so if the bacterium or glass surface has not

the proper surface tension. The author believes that all

this shows that one is drawing away from the biochemical

concepts of Ehrlich.

Nervous Affections in Relation to the Adjustments of

the Eyes.—G. T. Stevens presents as the first of a series

of studies on this subject, a report of a case of chronic

progressive chorea. He had, many years ago, announced

the proposition that chorea is due to faulty eye adjust-

ments and principally to hypermetropia, and he is now bet-

ter prepared to defend this position. This case was one

of violent chorea which had been continuous for four-

teen years, long enough to be regarded as chronic, and

one to the relief of which the best efiforts of able physi-

cians had been directed without avail. Correction of the

abnormal adjustments of the eyes, mainly of the declina-

tions, caused at first a rapid and then a steadily progres-

sive improvement.

Methods of Cancer Treatment.—J. W. Vaughan
classifies the two methods of approach in cancer treatment

as follows; (i) Local, including all surgical procedures,

the local application of caustic ointment, zinc chloride, ar-

senic, and other chemicals, including the use of trypsin and

thymus preparations, as well as the various methods of

freezing superficial growths, the .f-ray, radium, and elec-

tricity. (2) General methods, through the agency of the

blood stream, including the use of Coley's mixed toxins,

the employment of various drugs, the use of ascitic fluid

obtained from a recovered case, as reported by the late

Dr. Hodenpyl, and the use of radium and the .r-ray. To
this class the author adds the injection of cancer residue.

Two facts are well established : first, the body in excep-

tional cases may of itself destroy all cancer cells : and,

second, this tendency is shown in almost every case, by

means of periods of lessened rapidity of growth of ma-

lignant tumors, and sometimes actual decrease of their

size, after which growth recurs with renewed vigor. The
work of V. C. Vaughan on cellular proteids has demon-
strated that any proteid cell may be split into two definite

chemical parts by heating the proteid in a 2 per cent,

solution of sodium hydrate in absolute alcohol. One por-

tion, which contains the toxic radical, is soluble in the

alcohol, and the other portion, which is insoluble, is termed

the residue. When the purified toxic portion is injected

into animals we obtain no immunity to the entire cell, but

only a slight tolerance to the toxin itself. The residue,

which is insoluble in the alcohol, is soluble in water, and

when this portion of the proteid cell is injected into an

animal that animal becomes to a certain degree immune
to the injection of the entire proteid, if the latter is a

living bacterial cell. In other words, the residue contains

the specific chemical group that distinguishes that proteid

from any other proteid. The author reports a case of

carcinoma uteri in which the patient had been confined

to her bed for a period extending over four months.

Three weeks after injections of residue prepared from a

breast cancer were begun, she was able to be up and about

the house. Four months after treatment was started she

was actively engaged in household duties, had gained

twenty pounds, and made frequent trips out of the city.

Within from twenty-four to forty-eight hours following a

residue injection the percentage of polymorphonuclear ele-

ments falls from 5 to 40 per cent., while there is a corre-

sponding increase in the percentage of mononuclear cells.

Thus it appears that while the polymorphonuclear cell is

the chemical laboratory in which the specific ferment is

formed in the case of bacterial infections, the mononuclear

cell is the essential element when dealing with altered

autogenous cells. Thus one can reason that with every

method of treatment proposed for malignant conditions in

which there is some degree of destruction of the cancer

cells, the resulting chemical changes necessary to bring

about the removal of the dead cellular elements will cause

a certain percentage of ferment to be formed which will

be available for the destruction of a given number of living

cancer cells.

Autogenous Vaccines in Ear Suppurations.—S. J.

Kopetzky states that it is impossible to draw final con-

clusions from his small number of cases, but because they

were selected to represent groups of middle ear suppura-

tions, the results thus far obtained are worthy of note.

The uniform failure to effect any results in the cases

with bone lesions was logically to be expected. The study

has, on the other hand, shown that autogenous vaccine

therapy has a field of usefulness in otology in properly

selected cases ; that is, among such where the subsidence

of bacterial activity means the end of the lesion. In acute

cases, after the period of violent onset and its co-existing

constitutional reaction has subsided, the added immunity

acquired through vaccine therapy seems to rapidly cure

the diseased ear.

Carbolic Acid Poisoning.—O. B. Burke reports a case

of this condition and gives in detail the treatment that he

has found most effective.

Dwarf Tapeworm.—C. C. Bass and J. M. Gage report

fifteen cases of this condition, to further emphasize the

fact that infection with this parasite is common in the

Southern States.

Relation of Hospitals to Public Health.—H. W. Aus-

tin states that the intimate relation of the hospital to public

health is perhaps more frequently shown in the United

States Marine Hospitals than in any other class of hos-

pitals.

Hypopituitarism.—E. S. Cross reports a case whlcH

he attributes to deficiency of the pituitary secretion. The

salient points were normal mentality, small stature, strik-

ing adiposity, hypotrichosis, amenorrhea, and infantile

genitalia.

Hjrperchlorhydria Relieved by Prisms.—C. J. .\stle

states that hyperphoria is one of the many reflex causes

by which a marked change is effected in the amount of

gastric secretion, and describes a case in which the wear-

ing of prisms relieved the hyperchlorhydria.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

October 15, 1910.

The Relationship of Neurology to Preventive Medicine. J. Collins.

Papillary Cystadenoma of the Kidney, with Myoma of the Uterus
and Spinal Caiies. G. E. Shoemaker.

Combined Forceps and Tonsil Separator. C. F. Welsy.
Diffuse Idiopathic Hpertrophy of the Mammary Glands of the

Female. H. .Mbert.

A Study of Mistaken Diajrnoses, Based on an Analysis of 1000
Autopsies and a Comparison with Clinical Findings. R. C. Cabot,

The Electrocardiogram in Clinical Diagnosis. L. F. Barker, A. D.
Hirschfelder and G. S. Bond.

Rachitis. .T. W. Van Derslice. ., , „
Etiology'. Diagnosis and Treatment of Colonic. Sigmoidal, Rectal,

and Anal .\ffections in Infants and Children Under Twelve Years
of Age. S. G. Gant.

Tuberculosis of the Female Organs of Generation and the Peri-

toneum. T. R. Goffe.

A Forecast of the United States Pharmacopeia IX, M. I. Wilbert.

A Simple Bloodless O-'eration for Hemorrhoids. L. T. Hirschman.
A Case of Pernicious .Anemia. B. P. Rosenberry.
Adiposis Dolorosa (Dercum's Disease) in Mother and Daughter.

A. H. Carroll.
Anaphylactia. A Preliminary Note. L. K. Hirschberg.
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The Surgical Importance of Accessory Renal Arteries. D X Eisen-
drath and D. C. Strauss.

Gangrene of the Lung with Trichomonas as the Only .Apparent
Etiological Factor. G. C. Dolley.

The Non-Oviparous Female Hookworm. VV. Litterer.
Cultivation of .\dult Tissues and Organs Outside the liody. .\ Cai-

rel and M. T. Burrows.

Neurology and Preventive Medicine.—J. Collins be-
lieves that poliomyelitis and epidemic cerebrospinal men-
ingitis should be considered reportable, quarantinable dis-

eases. It is of special importance to recognize the atypical

cases of the former which may spread the disease as well

as the others. Other infectious nervous diseases which
come within the scope of the neurologist are epidemic

polyneuritis and pellagra. Preventive medicine has nut

given the attention that it should to certain occupational

diseases, especially of workers in foundries, glass factories

and rolling mills. He specially mentions a generalized in-

toxication of the system in the bronze worker and refers

particularly to the effect of dry heat in producing nervous

trouble. Workers in these lines should be safeguarded.

The latter part of his article is devoted to the subject of

psychoneuroses, and he considers the theory of Freud,

that these have a sexual origin, deserving of the most
careful investigation and consideration. He goes at some
length into the explanation of this theory and its appli-

cations to the study of the etiology of the various neu-

roses, including, besides hysteria, the obsessions and

phobias which Freud traces back to the same origin.

While the treatment of psychoneuroses must be dealt with

from a pedagogical standpoint, physicians must devise ways
and means for giving the instruction.

Cystadenoma of the Kidney.—G. E. Shoemaker re-

ports a case presenting an unusual series of symptoms,

viz., uterine myoma with hemorrhage, spinal caries, ami

kyphosis, together with a large bleeding tumor of the kid-

ney. Hysterectomy was performed for the uterine tumor
and two weeks afterward the hemorrhage from the kid-

ney, which had ceased, recommenced and became serious,

and since no chance of infection through the bladder could

be taken a vesicovaginal outlet was made for removal of

clots and for irrigation, leaving a clean field for the kid-

ney operation. The kidney tumor, removed through a

dorsal incision, was roughly in the shape of the kidney,

which was mostly replaced by it. The tumor was com-

posed of fine strands of connective tissue apparently grow-

ing out from the cortical connective tissue and extending

in a branched papillomatous manner in all directions. The
diagnosis was papillomatous cystadenoma of the kidney

without definite malignancy.

Tonsil Snare.—C. F. Welty describes and illustrates

a new combined forceps and tonsil separator which has

the advantages of being strong, locked together instead

of having screws, and hence is easily kept clean, is easily

and quickly threaded, and has a new device for fastening

the wire, which, once clamped, tightens it the harder it is

pulled.

Mammary Hypertrophy.—H. Albert reports the case

of a girl aged thirteen in whom both breasts weighing

about twenty-five pounds each, were amputated. From a

consideration of the pathological findings and review of the

reported cases, the author says that diffuse hypertrophy of

the mammary gland is to be looked upon as a simple hyper-

trophic process, involving all the elements of the gland,

but especially those that are most actively growing at the

time. It is probably due to the activity of the same hor-

mones that produce the physiological enlargements.

Mistaken Diagnosis.—A full report of this article

appeared in Medic.'^l Record, Vol. 77, page 1030.

The Electrocardiogram in Diagnosis.—L. F. Barker,

A. D. Hirschfelder, and G. S. Bond call attention to the

value of determination of the electric variation accompany-

ing the movements of the heart in diagnosis. These have

an intensity of from o.ooi to 0.003 of a volt and therefore

could not be studied accurately until an extremely deli-

cate galvanometer had been invented. Such a one has

been contrived by Professor Binthoven of Leyden. It can

be used to study very small currents and even .001 of a

volt is sufficient to cause a marked deflection of the gal-

vanometer. The electric changes during each cardiac cycle

are characteristic and correspond to the successive con-

tractions of the auricle and ventricle. The base becomes

negative before the ventricles and gives rise to a typical

wave due to the auricular contraction which is followed

by another due to the ventricular contraction. The most

recent investigations of Kahn in Hering's laboratory have

shown that the electric variation and the contractions are

absolutely synchronous and that the electric variations

do not precede the contractions as was at first supposed.

The normal electrocardiogram is illustrated and explained,

but it undergoes a very definite change with hypertrophy

of the left ventricle, the first ventricular wave becoming in-

verted. It is also particularly useful in diagnosis of heart

block.

Rachitis.—J. W. Van Derslice says that rachitis is a

diet disease, but he cannot subscribe to the opinions that

have attributed it mainly to the arrangement of the per-

centages of the different constituents of the food. There

are rachitic infants who are fed entirely on breast milk,

and the point should be emphasized that, while many
cases show this and that contributing cause, in all there is

an indigestion which is always present. The digestive

symptoms always precede the bone changes, but sooner or

later the latter appear. Besides these, there are general

muscular feebleness, nervous irritation, enlarged lymph

glands, disorders of dentition, and blood changes like those

in chlorosis, especially in the severe cases, and a general

tendency to catarrhal disorders. The disorder is an in-

sidious one in its onset and the definite clinical symptoms
of restlessness, slight rise of temperature at night, pro-

fuse perspiration about the head and face, general ten-

dency to tenderness on handling, flatulence and bow'el dis-

turbance, either diarrhea or constipation, always precede

the bone changes. The term acute rachitis is not applica-

ble, nor is there any definite disease that may be called

chronic rachitis. Of the more frequent mistakes in diag-

nosis, one is the failure to recognize inflammatory and

bloody effusions under the periosteum, and this is un-

doubtedly the cause of the use of the term acute rickets.

Another is mistaking the bone changes of congenital

syphilis for those of rickets, and still a third is that of

considering the pseudoparalysis of rickets as essential pa-

ralysis. Infantile scurvy may complicate rickets, but the

two conditions are distinct. Children rarely die of rickets

per se, some intercurrent disorder is the cause of death,

especially disease of the lung. The treatment consists in

attention to diet and hygiene. -In breast-fed infants some
thing should be done to make the mother's milk suitable,

and it may be necessary to supplement with artificial food.

No diet can be recommended in all cases. There is danger
of putting too much stress on the fat diet in these cases.

Syrup of iodide of iron is sometimes indicated. The addi-

tion of malt and molasses sometimes gives favorable re-

sults for the digestive weakness. The intercurrent dis-

orders should be attended to, as well as avoidance of

strain on the weakened bones to prevent deformity and
help Nature's efforts at repair.

Bowel Surgery in Children.—S. G. Gant gives his
experience in 368 cases of bowel surgery in children, in

a class of cases which he thinks are soinetimes neglected

or unrecognized. The time has arrived when physicians
should assume the responsibility of treating the anorectal

affections of children as soon as .diagnosed. This does
not always mean an operation, for in many cases a cure
can be effected by regulating the bowels and by topical

applications. Surgical intervention when necessary should
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cause no anxiety, since in the vast majority of cases it can

be easily performed, is devoid of danger, the postopera-

tive suffering is slight, and convalescence is short. Sev-

eral tables are given showing his results, and the special

points of technique are briefly mentioned. The age of the

patients varied from birth to 12 years, the majority being

over 6. The five deaths that occurred are not attributable

to the operation. About one-half of the constipated in-

fants and children examined suffered from mechanical

obstruction of some kind, and he thinks that such con-

ditions are much more frequent than is at present recog-

nized, occurring in about 25 per cent, of cases. He de-

scribes a new method of enterocolonic irrigation by cecos-

tomy.

Genital Tuberculosis.—This paper was reported in

Medical Record July 2, 1910.

A Forecast of the Pharmacopeia.—M. I. Wilbert re-

views the principles and ideals that have been evolved in

the various revisions of the pharmacopeia from the time

of its foundation.

Bloodless Operation for Hemorrhoids.— L. J. Hirsch-

man describes his technique in performing this operation,

under local anesthesia with a i per cent, solution of

quinine and urea hydrochloride.

Pernicious Anemia.—B. P. Rosenberry describes a

typical case of the severe type of this disease, which il-

lustrates the remissions which are so characteristic of

the condition and also the manner in which the condition

for the time being responds to arsenic.

Adiposis Dolorosa in Mother and Daughter.

—

A. H.

Carroll reports two new cases which shed no new light

on the etiologic factors or treatment.

Anaphylactia.—L. K. Hirshberg states that persons

subject to urticarial eruptions from a definite food may be

regarded as sensitized to that protein. These phenome-

na may be congenital, acquired, or inherited.

Accessory Renal Arteries.—D. N. Eisendrath and
D. C. Strauss direct attention especially to the possibility

of severe hemorrhage occurring from such accessory ves-

sels, either during the performance of nephrolithotomy

or after the patient has returned to bed. No doubt many
cases of serious and in some cases fatal hemorrhage have

been due to bleeding from such accessory vessels, espe-

cially those passing to the upper or lower poles. In future

it would be advisable, before incising a kidney for the

removal of renal calculi or performing a nephrectomy

for any condition, to examine the upper and lower poles

and the hilum of the kidney for the presence of any su-

pernumerary arteries. If such vessels are found, it is ad-

visable to ligate them separately from the main renal

pedicle.

Gangrene of the Lung.—C. C. Dolley reports a case

of this condition in which the trichomonas was the only

discoverable etiologic factor.

The Non-Oviparous Female Hookworm.—W, Lit-

terer is of the opinion that the non-oviparous nature of the

female hookworm is not entirely due to the old age pe-

riod, but is, in all probability, caused by some defects in

development, or occasioned by peculiarity in a given strain.

Cultivation of Tissues Outside of the Body.

—

A.

Carrel and A. T. Burrows in an attempt to dis-

cover the laws underlying the generation, growth, and
evolution of cells, took their cue from the method
recently employed by Harrison in observing the de-

velopment of nerves from the central nervous sys-

tem of frog embryos cultivated in a drop of lymph. Later

Burrows had adapted this method to the embryonal tis-

sues of warm-blooded animals. Their experiments con-

sisted in removing small fragments of tissue from frogs,

cats, and dogs, and inoculating them aseptically into a

plasmatic medium, taken from the same animal, and
sealing the materials in hollow glass slides, which were

then kept in an incubator at 27° C. By means of a micro-

scope placed in a thermostat and kept at this tempera-

ture, they were able to observe not only the growth of

cells, but also their multiplication. They found that the

cultures of the different tissues possessed common char-

acteristics, the beginning of the cellular proHferation de-

pending on the nature of the tissue, the age of the ani-

mal, and other factors. Thus, in glandular organs of

adult dogs the vegetation started after thirty-six or forty-

eight hours. Cultures of thyroid, kidney, and suprarenal

are in full activity four or five days after the inoculation.

The first indication of the growth of tissues is the appear-

ance on the edges or surface of the specimen of a few

small and regular granulations, consisting of the cellular

cytoplasm in which nucleus and nucleolus are soon visible.

In all the tissues there appear, at first, spindle cells, and

at the same time, or a little later, appear polygonal or mul-

tipolar cells, whose morphology varies widely according to

each tissue and organ. A piece of cartilage had in the

course of nine days generated outside of the body a piece

of new cartilage two millimeters long. In the cultivation

of organs the most striking results were obtained in the

case of the kidney. In a culture of fragments of kidney

tissue obtained from a cat, on the sixth day the cells were

observed to have proliferated with the formation of tubes

lined with epithelial-like cells, and having the appearance

of renal tubules. In a second series of experiments these

investigators were able to modify the rate of growth of

tissues by passing them into a second medium. By this

method they succeeded in reactivating pieces of thyroid

tissue, so that the thyroid of an adult animal became as

active as the thyroid of an animal a few days old. Ac-

cording to the authors this method may render possible

the cultivation of certain microorganisms in conjunction

with living tissue cells or alone in plasmatic media. They
assume that the perfection of this method will be helpful

in the exploration of unknown fields of human pathology.

The Lancet.

October 8, 1910.

The Heriditary Aspects of Nervous and Mental Diseases. F. W.
Mott.

The Romance of Medicine. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
The Medical Profession and Its .Attributes. W. S. Nowell.
Prizes and Performances. S. Squire Sprig^e.
Woman's Sphere in Medicine. E. W. Roughton.
The Evolution of Surgery. W. Thorburn.
On the Meaning of the Audible Signs in Mitral Stenosis. A. Mori-

son.
Active Lobar Collapse of the Lungs after Abdominal Operations.
W. Pasteur.

Ehrlich-Hata, 606. W. E. Home.

Hereditary Aspects of Mental and Nervous Dis-

eases.—F. W. Mott states that the Mendelian doctrine

of dominant and recessive characters explains why a char-

acteristic feature of a particular grandparent which was

not visible in the parent reappears in the child. It also ac-

counts for those heritable diseases and abnormalities which

are transmitted by the females in ancestry and appear in

the males, e.g. hemophilia. Daltonism, pseudohypertrophic

paralysis. Noncxpression of a disease does not imply

noninheritance of a disease, rather a predisposition to dis-

ease. A hereditary tendency to nervous disease may have

different e.xpressions in successive generations, e.g. in-

sanity and epilepsy ; the hereditary transmission of ner-

vous or mental disease is rather of the nature of a neuro-

pathic tendency, the character of the, disease being largely

determined by the exciting cause. As regards the large

question of Mendelism in relation to human inheritance,

the author has not met with any cases in entire support

thereof in the study of the hereditary aspect of ner-

vous and mental disease. Heredity plays an important

part in myotonia congenita, pseudohypertrophic paraly-

sis, progressive muscular dystrophy, the neuritic type of

progressive muscular atrophy, hereditary ataxia, Hunting-

ton's chorea, and family periodic paralysis.
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Mitral Stenosis.—A. Morison reports a case of this

condition, which exempHfies the existence of unsuspected

valvular disease. Mitral stenosis is very frequently over-

looked. In this patient an attack of tonsillitis induced

an arrhythmical action, which suddenly blazed into a short

and sharp tachycardia, which subsided as suddenly as it

arose. These sudden explosions of erratic action have

been regarded as mainly of neural origin. Recently a my-
ogenic theory has been advanced, as in the conception

termed by Lewis fibrillation of the auricle as the cause of

irregularity of the heart. The author inclines to the

neurogenic theory and states that the disturbances of car-

diac motion are induced by exertion, emotion, or refle.K

irritation. He dwells in this case on the physical signs,

which were the absence of bruit in the tachycardial heart,

the triple rhythm audible at the apex, the socalled cres-

cendo murmur, and the arrhythmia.

Collapse cf the Lung.—W. Pasteur reports five cases

which he regards as clear examples of active lobar col-

lapse from reflex inhibition of the diaphragm, occurring

most probably in otherwise fairly healthy lungs, and in

the absence of inflammatory lesions of the diaphragmatic

pleura or peritoneum, such as are almost invariably found

in fatal cases of the condition after surgical operations

on the abdomen. As to tlie cause of active lobar collapse

in these cases the following points are noted, i. The
cases of diphtheritic paralysis quoted prove that arrest of

diphragmatic movement does cause massive lobar col-

lapse of the lung. 2. An entire series of fatal cases (other

than those due to paralysis) have, without exception, this

feature in common—namely, the existence of a powerful

source of irritation in the neighborhood of the diaphragm

within the area supplied by the vagus—that is to say, a

condition of things in which reflex inhibition of that

muscle might very readily be set up. 3. In four out of five

cases the lung affected is on the same side as the opera-

tion wound. 4. The disappearance of apex beat and heart

sounds from the normal position and their displacement

toward the afifected side. 5. The sudden overdistention

of the unaffected lung. 6. The almost complete silence

over the affected lobe. The initial symptoms closely re-

semble those of pulmonary apoplexy. The onset of active

collapse is preceded by a prodromal period of some hours

in which the patient looks and feels ill. The temperature

rises gradually and there may be slight distress of breath-

ing with some duskiness of surface. Then occur sud-

den dyspnea and cyanosis, and occasionally pain, cough,

and expectoration. There is immediate loss of mobility on

the affected side of the chest, with loss of breathsounds.

The healthy side of the chest presents the usual signs of

compensating hypertrophy. The acute symptoms are of

short duration, and the lung resumes its functions within

a few days.

606.—W. E. Home reviews the history of this remedy
and describes his own impressions as to its value from

observations made in Berlin and Frankfort.

British Medical Journal.

October 8, 1910.

Hereditary Aspects of Nervous and Mental Diseases. F. VV. Mott.

Congenital Pyloric Stenosis. R. Hutchison.
Prizes and Performances. S. Squire Sprigge.
Woman's Sphere in Medicine. E. \V. Roughton.
The Evolution of Surgery. W. Thorburn.

Hereditary Aspects of Nervous and Mental Dis-

eases.—See abstracts of articles in the Lancet of Oct.

8, 1910.

Congenital Pyloric Stenosis.—R. Hutchison states

that the term "congenital" assumes as proved a disputed

point in the natural history of this disease, which ex-

hibits clinical and pathological problems of the most in-

teresting and bafl^ing character. Eighty per cent, of all

cases occur in boys, and there is a relatively large propor-

tion of firstborn children affected with this disease. There

is noted the frequency with which the children of doc-

tors are affected. The most prominent symptom is per-

sistent vomiting which tends to cease for some hours with

any change of food and to recur as violently as ever.

There are pseudoconstipation (due to failure of food to

get into the intestine), rapid loss of weight, and progressive

emaciation. The child is not anemic but simply looks

starved. The physical signs show a dilated stomach and

waves of visible peristalsis. A pyloric tumor may be felt

to the right of the middle line. As to the pathology two

distinct views are held, namely, that the thickening of the

pyloric canal is to be regarded as a congenital malforma-

tion, and that it is due to overwork, the consequence of a

long-continued spastic contraction. The author inclines

to the latter theory. Of twenty cases that he had seen

in private practice, seventeen had been treated at home;

all of these recovered without operation. Of the three

sent into the hospital for treatment tw-o died. Others have

had similarly favorable results, which are not equaled by

those of surgical treatment. The essentials in treatment

are carefid feeding and daily lavage of the stomach. Small

amounts are to be fed at frequent intervals. Continuous

poultices should be applied to the epigastrium. Drugs are

of little help, but the only one which has ever seemed to

be of any use is opium. Operation is to be advised upon

those cases that do not show any improvement after a

lapse of three to six weeks.

Prizes and Performances.—See editorial in Medical
Rkcosd Oct. 15, 1910, page 677.

Woman's Sphere in Medicine.—E. W. Roughton de-

scribes the suitability of medicine as a profession for

women, and discusses, as bearing upon this question, the

subtle differences of sex.

The Evolution of Surgery.—W. Thorburn states that

in 1884 it had been thougltt that finality had been reached

in the manipulative art of surgery. Few foresaw the

rapid evolution of the new surgery which the work of Lis-

ter had already inaugurated. .Adenoids and appendicitis

were then practically unknown. The abdomen was opened

with fear and trembling, and abdominal operations were

performed only in the hope of averting directly threatened

death. In comparing the records of to-day with those of

1883, of the Manchester Royal Infirmary, the author notes

that in the earlier year there w-ere but twelve operations on

the abdomen, of which seven died ; while in 1908 there

were performed five hundred of such operations, with a

mortality of about II per cent. The same disparity is

noted in the case of renal and breast surgery. In 1883

one-sixth of all the operations performed were ampu-
tations of which one-sixth died. In 190S only one opera-

tion in fifty was an amputation, and the death rate had

fallen to one in twenty-five. These figures eloquently

attest the advantages of modern conservative surgery in

the saving of limb. In 1883 there were only three hernia

operations, while in igo8 they were performed 264 times.

In the earlier days every wound required a daily dressing;

to-day the operations are left untouched for a week. Sur-

gical advance is the result of two great discoveries, anes-

thesia and asepsis. The hurried and brilliant surgery of

bygone days is past ; the perfection of asepsis has given

the mechanical art of .surgery a freedom of action and an

exposure of the operative field that were formerly in-

credible. The extension of operative treatment has de-

manded and obtained an accuracy of diagnosis which was
formerly not required and not obtained. A quarter of a

century ago all or nearly all of acute diseases of the ab-

domen were fatal, death being assigned to peritonitis.

The advance in surgery has called for the early diagnosis

of all the causes of peritonitis, and to-day the diagnosis

can be made. In 1876 Lawson Tait first removed stones

from the gall bladder; in 1909 Mayo Robson had col-

lected 3,000 of such operations performed by three sur-
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geons alone, with a mortality of less than 2 per cent.

Gastroenterostomy has rescued many thousands from the

slow martyrdom of so-called dyspepsia. In 1896 Farina

made the first attempt to suture a wound of the heart it-

self, and in 1909 Vaughan collected 150 cases, with 35 per

cent, saved from certain death. Among the greatest

dangers of modern surgery, one may discern a tendency

to operate too early, and without due care for preliminary

diagnosis. A closely allied danger is that of extreme

specialism, which is another term for limitation of

thought.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

October 3, 1910.

Pupillary Disturbances in Dementia Praecox.—Meyer
discusses this subject briefly, omitting all reference to the

work of French and American authors. He evidently

means to do little more than report three cases of dementia

prsecox in which the pupillar_v phenomena were of the same

character. The cases are of further interest as exhibit-

ing many somatic alterations believed to form a basis for

the psychical phenomena. This common behavior of the

pupil was as follows: Pressure on the iliacal point caused

a dilatation, which remained fixed when light was exhibited.

When the pressure was removed the pupils contracted, but

still reacted to light. This reflex has naturally suggested a

close connection between dementia praecox and hysteria.

The two conditions further furnish many symptoms in

common, while others which are almost essentially hys-

terical are absent in dementia precox. As is well known
the pupillary symptoms of hysteria are very extensively

discussed in monographs, but all attempts at finding a

typical quasi-constant hysterical pupil seem to have ended

in failure. No doubt the pupil has its own peculiar anoma-
lies, explicable by pathological physiology, which are in

evidence in a number of neuroses, which while possessing

many points in common, are nevertheless distinct affections

(epilepsy, hysteria, dementia prt-ecox, etc.").

Neuroses of Infants Including Inability to Chew.

—

Hochsinger calls attention to the fact that yearlings and
even two year olds without pylorospasm are still unable

to nurse or drink. As these phenomena are peculiarly

nervous in character they may be termed hysterical. Close

study of these cases reveals other phenomena which are

properly classed as hysterical. The inability or refusal

to take food suggests hysterical anorexia or anorexia

neurosa. The author sees a close connection between these

phenomena in the nursling and the weaning period. The
act of weaning, in fact, may impose itself upon the child

of neuropathic inheritance as a series of psychic traumata

which may be expressed by the usual motor and sensory

phenomena of hysteria. This anorexia may lead to tro-

phic results if continued. Nutritional neurotic disturb-

ances in older children have been much more widely dis-

cussed, especially as regards dystropric change. The chief

mechanism or expression of nutritional neuroses in children

aged about from three to five years is inability to chew
properly. The children cannot undergo the drudgery, so

to speak, of mastication. When does the impulse to chew
originate? If a finger is introduced into an infant's inouth,

either sucking or biting movements are set up. The
author's experience is that the biting act should succeed the

suction act at about the twentieth week. This means that

the child has a normal impulse to chew at the age of five

months on the average. Precocious and tardy exceptions
naturally exist. The chewing act is coinplex in character,

the lips, tongue, and gums all being involved, along with
the swallowing muscles. From another viewpoint chew-
ing should begin with the eruption of the back teeth; at all

events these teeth should be developed when the impulse
to chew first appears. The entire apparatus involved is so

complex that any disturbance in the cortex cerebri must

affect it. Disorder in the foreordained state of affairs is

exhibited in such phenomena as salivation, choking, and

vomiting—in other words nervous anorexia. Children

thus affected have an abnormal tendency to suck the

thumbs. A vicious circle is set up by the hysterical or

neuropathic condition of the mothers of these children,

who fear that the latter are bound to starve. The author's

remarks w-hich follow are of interest but must be ne-

glected both for reason of space and because his work
leads to no fixed conclusions.

Homesthesia.—Sellei has coined this word in connec-

tion with a demonstration to show that an individual,

under certain circumstances, is as sensitive to his own
albuminous fluids as he is believed to be toward the

fluids of others, whether human or animal. That is to

say, if albuminous fluids of any sort furnished by an in-

dividual (prostatic secretion for example) are injected

into the tissues of the subject, much more disturbance is

caused than if foreign albumin is injected. The practical

bearing of this alleged discovery deals naturally with the

entire subject of autogenous vaccines and the like. The
brevity of the article and the newness of the subject, ex-

cuse the reviewer from dealing more extensively with this

interesting topic.

Munchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

October 4, 1910.

Rontgen Diagnosis of Ulcus Ventriculi Callosum.

—

Faulhaber discusses the diagnosis of deeply extending

ulcer of the stomach in a provisional communication. Not
much advance has yet been made along these lines in

comparison with the diagnosis of cancer of the stomach.

The paper consists chiefly of case histories with x-ray

photographs. In part the author merely avails himself of

the fact that the ulcus callosum causes a constriction in the

stomach (hour-glass stomach). The constriction appears

smaller in a photograph than is actually the case. The
constriction is detected by observation of the shape of the

bismuth spot, as in general gastric diagnosis. Accord-

ing to the diagrams the recognition should be easy. The
constricted portion or isthmus appears as a mere cord,

although in reality it may be much larger. But not all

hour-glass stomachs signify the presence of an active ulcer.

The author estimates that the latter was present 10 times

in 15. In the others, presumably, the ulcer had healed.

Hence to demonstrate the presence of an active ulcer,

other symptoms are necessary (hematemesis, melena, vom-

iting, etc. Moreover not all deep ulcers are so situated as

to produce hour-glass stomach. The author, however, evi-

dently does not intend to include the pyloric ulcer at all,

for he ignores it. He states, moreover, that he does not

include spasmodic or functional hour-glass stomach, al-

though this may be due to a slight ulceration or erosion.

Sudden Deaths and the Parathyroids.—Grosser and
Beike discuss this subject in a very concise monograph
style. The subject of thymus death and the status lym-

phaticus in causing sudden death in the nursling and young

child is a trite one. Persistent thymus, enlarged lymph-

nodes, or excessive lymphatic tissue have been freely dis-

cussed as causes, immediate or contributor)' to the fataUty.

But in the present paper, the parathyroids were accused

of causing three deaths. The first child was 9 weeks old.

and was suffering from pedatrophy. It was found dead

and its death must have been very sudden. The parathy-

roids were doubled in size and showed evidence of

hemorrhage. Thymus normal. The microscopic diagnosis

was status lymphaticus, with death from parathyroid dis-

ease. The microscope showed these bodies to be exten-

sively diseases but no attempt is made to explain the cause

or nature. Two other cases were similar to preceding in

course, termination, and autopsy findings, and a few others

have been reported within the past two years. It is evi-
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dently too soon to establish a distinct type of disease,

owing to the smallness of material, the in-egularily often

in evidence of the syndrome, the possibihty of other lethal

elements, etc. But the claim for a "parathyroid death" ap-

pears at least as valid as that of deaths peculiar to the

thymus or status lymphaticus. Some of these children

were in a condition to succumb suddenly from slight

causes, but the absence of the usual lesions in the lungs,

heart, brain, etc., has made it necessary to seek the source

of death in the only structures presenting lesions. But to

e.\p!ain how these lesions actually cause death has always

been impossible. Take for example the author's third case,

the intrathoracic organs were intact as they might have

been in a healthy child suddenly killed by breaking its

neck. The same may be said of the abdominal viscera and

encephalon. Uric acid infarctions were present in the kid-

neys. Some of the viscera were hyperemic, wliile the

gastric mucosa was anemic. But the sole orjjans to be

actually affected were the parathyroids, which were the

seat of the customary enlargement and hemorrhages.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.
S^.'l'tcmhcr :g. October 6, lyio.

The Ehrlich-Hata Remedy in Malaria.—Werner has

been using 606 largely in the Marine Hospital at Ham-
burg, and also, it would appear, on shipboard or else-

where in the tropics. His own sunnnary of his work is

as follows : The drug is an efficacious antimalarial remedy

much more powerful in ordinary tertian than in the

tropical malaria (Brazilian). In the tertian form, after

a single dose, combined intravenous and intramuscular, the

parasite disappeared from the peripheral blood on an aver-

age within the first 24 hours. No relapse followed during

an observation period of several weeks. In the tropical

form the author succeeded in only one-half the cases

in driving the parasite from the peripheral blood. But

this result was only temporary, for the parasite along with

the fever reappeared within a few days. The drug gen-

erally speaking is indicated where quinine fails or where

there is quinine intolerance. The relative failure of 606

in Brazilian malaria has already been reported by Wer-

ner, and is explained pro tern, by the the theory that a dif-

ferent Plasmodium is the cause of the latter.

Metabolism in Constitutional Obesity.—Locwy and

Hirschfeld !ind that in normal individuals, in other

words fat-poor subjects, the oxidative energy of their

protoplasm is so low that it may serve as a minimum of

metabolic action, standing on a par with the corresponding

forces in individual obese subjects. It may in time be

shown that certain of the latter may show higher rates

of oxidation energy than those previously found. Values

hitherto given do not represent anything pathological. It

seems at present that certain oxidation values furnish

merely a predisposing cause for obesity and that the min-

imum figures may occur in certain lean subjects. When
such subjects do put on fat the condition is not a patho-

logical one, but simply represents a surplus of intake

over outgo, such as readily occurs from the choice of

food, etc.

Prophylaxis of Typhoid Fever.—Zweig finds a num-
ber of clinical aspects of typhoid, as follows : i. There is

a type in which the fever is neither long nor high, but

such cases do not give a better prognosis than others. 2.

In other cases there is neither bacillary excretion nor Widal

reaction up to the fifth week. 3. There are cases in which

a Widal of 1:50-1:100 does not prove the existence of an

acute typhoid. 4. In certain cases a perfectly normal ap-

pearing spleen may contain bacilli. 5. In bacillus carriers

an extract of lactic bacilli should be used forthwith; and

the same may be tried in acute typhoid. 6. Certain cases

are contact cases. In any outbreak we must first think

of such contact. We must alwavs find out with whom

the patient has taken his meals. 7. Each one of these

table companions should have his temperature taken re-

peatedly. 8. In treating dirty patients woodwool is safer

to use than moss.

Pneumatosis of the Stomach Cured by Bloodless

Dilatation of the Cardia.— I'ey refers to that rare con-

dition, the sudden dislenlion of the stomach by gas. It

is of hysterical or neurasthenic origin in most cases, but

in a few is due to purely local causes. The mechanism

consists of spasmodic simultaneous closure of the cardia

and pylorus. A most desperate case (noted in the abstract

columns of the Medical Record at the time) reported by

Schlesinger, recovered oidy after the establishment of a

gastric fistula. The present author stretched the cardial

orifice with a Gottstein sound, following the use of bou-

gies of progressive size. The permanent distention se-

cured a circumference of i4>^ cm. All the ills due to

cardiospasm subsided promptly and permanently. Patient

still swallows air but readily expels it.

Difficulties in the Diagnosis of Progressive Muscular
Dystrophy.—Erb gives four cases in detail, and then

adduces the point that a typical affection of this sort does

not exist. The entire development and course of the dis-

ease, its periods of quiescence and its relapses, and es-

pecially the restriction of certain phenomena to individual

groups of muscles justify this conclusion. Thus we may
find the electric excitability depressed in a number of

muscles, with a localization and diffusion of the atrophy,

but with immunity of the small hand muscles and actual

hypertrophy of the infraspinatus. The matter of differ-

entiation from spinal amyotrophy comes in question and

this is not always easily made, for the two conditions have

a number of symptoms in common. Another affection

requiring differentiation at times is chronic anterior

polyomyelitis. It may be conceded that when it comes

to dift'erentiating primary muscular dystrophies from

spinal amyatrophies, we must admit the existence of

transitional forms. These naturally present a great variety

of symptoms of the most diverse character and are

bilateral in character. Both conditions have at least been

found to coexist at autopsy. If we assume that primary

progressive dystrophy originates in the nerves of the

muscles, the relationship between this affection and spinal

amyotrophy does not appear so remote. Erb has always

held to this belief. In recent days a connection between

Thomsen's disease and amyotrophy has been claimed. The
entire subject is as difficult as interesting to the specialist

and more clinical reports are wanted.

Reflex Neuroses.—Killian writes briefly on this old

theme. We see here one of the most progressive of

scientific moderns discussing an old empirical subject.

The author's conclusions are brief and pointed. There is

a hypersensitiveness of the mucosa with special reference

to agencies provoking the sensation of tickling. In sub-

jects this constituted the most minima! irritation may
cause local, regionary and even remote reflexes. Thus
reflex neuroses are readily set up. The source of the

reflex is all important as it then gives indications for

treatment. Thus there are ethmoidal, sphenoidal and ol-

factory neuroses.

Centennial of the Berlin University.—All the papers
in this number of the Wocltenschrift save the two ab-

stracted above, consist of addresses in connection with

this centennial. These either do not lend themselves to

abstracting or if reproduced would prove too long for

abstracts. Thus Ribbert's paper on "Disease" is itself a

condensation of the author's known views on this subject.

The same is true of Haeckel's "Borderland of Science."

and Wassermann's "The Influence of the Conception of

Specificity on Modern Medicine." The balance of the

articles are chieflv reminiscent.
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Medical Vademecum in German and English. By B.

Lewis, with preface by Prof. Dr. A. Politzee. Pub-
lished by B. Lewis, Vienna. London: J. & A. Churchill.

Leipzig and Stuttgart: K. F. Koehler. Philadelphia:

P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1910.

The novel idea of this work is one to be warmly wel-

comed by the medical profession of all German and Eng-
lish speaking lands, and its projectors are to be con-

gratulated on the e.xcellent method in which it is pre-

sented here. As stated in the preface, "The purpose of
the work is to make as easily accessible as possible to

German and English physicians the medical vocabulary
of both languages." To this end the work is divided into

three parts, with the German and its English equivalent

opposite each other, line for line. Part I is devoted to

original clinical pathological lectures by the younger men
of the Viennese school. Part II is given up to histories,

tests, examinations, operations, with instructions to patient

and assistant. In Part III we find examinations by means
of chemical and microscopical methods. It is needless

to point out the ease with which an enormous number of

German or English words could thus be mastered in a
very brief time. Apart from its linguistic value this book
shows the methods of teaching in vogue in the Viennese
clinics, through the means of lectures by such men as

Hirschl, Holzknecht, Kapsammer. Lorenz, Neuman,
Schlesinger, Von Pirquet, and Wertheim. Great praise is

due the editor for the care with which the work has been
compiled and the pains which have been taken to make the

English an accurate transcription of the German as well

as perfect English. The book is convenient in shape and
size, well printed on good paper, and reasonable in price,

and we most heartily recommend it to members of the

profession in this country as a valuable short cut to that

difficult goal, good medical German.

.A.TLAS UND Grundriss der Zahnarztlichen Orthop^die.
Von Zahnarzt Emil Herbst, D.D.S., in Bremen. Mit 3
vielfarbigen lithogr. Tafein und 438 schwarzen, zum Teil

zweifarbigen Abbildungen. Miinchen: j. F. Lehmann's
Verlag, 1910.

Like all the atlases in this series of Lehmann's Herbst's

work is brought out with a prodigality of illustrations that

makes it most valuable and instructive. In fact, the illus-

trations are of equal importance with the te.xt. The vari-

ous apparatuses are shown and described in detail, as
they are used for straightening the teeth and correcting

deformities of the jaws. Two short chapters are devoted
to operative work. It is always somewhat surprising to a

physician to find to what a height the dental specialty has
been carried.

Die Okthopadie des Praktischen Arztes. Von San.-

Rat Dr. Georg MOller. Berlin. Mit 151 Textabbildungen.
Berlin und Wein : Urban & Schwarzenberg, igio.

Written ostensibly for the benefit of the general practi-

tioner, this book contains little that can be of use to him.
Instead of dealing with broad, general principles it is full

of personal views of the author on what may be called

minutiae. One finds it difficult to believe that it was
brought out in the year 1910. Its style is more that of
ten or twenty years ago. Scoliosis is due to "certain pre-

disposing causes." It is a matter of "heredity." and can
often be cured by exercises. Miiller lifts the vertebrae away
from one anotber in Potts' disease in order that the
tuberculous virus be not pressed out into the tissues by
their crowding together. He regards the removal of the
exudate from tuberculous knees as an essential of treat-

ment, and in children. He strikes the bent knee to see
if a tuberculous hip is well, and mobilizes his old tubercu-
lous Iiips. He praises the Hessing braces, and then pro-
claims their impracticability in the hands of the general
practitioner. Bilroth years ago said that the chief attribute
of the Hessing brace was its great cost (horrendes Geld!),
and that people who had nothing to pay a doctor could
be persuaded to buy them. Hammer-toe is said to be due
to short shoes, a view that has been abandoned, lo ! these
many years. That some of Midler's tuberculous hips re-
cover in two or three months never makes him doubt his
diagnosis, but instils in him the idea of "aborting" the
disease. A book such as this should not be taken seri-
ously. It reminds one of Chesterton's description of George
Moore: "We feel as if we were being shown through a
gallery of really fine pictures into each of which, by some
useless and discordant convention, the artist had repre-
sented the same figure in the same attitude. 'The Grand
Canal, with a Distant View of Mr. Moore,' 'Effect of Mr.

Moore through a Scottish Mist,' 'Mr. Moore by Firelight,'

'Ruins of Mr. Moore, by Moonlight,' and so on, seems
to be the endless series."

Appendicitis; When Should One Operate? By Julius
Baumg.vrtner, Geheimer Medizinalrat, ex-Directing Phy-
sician of the Hospital, Baden-Baden. With 32 illustra-

tions. Translated from the Second German Edition by
Amy M. AIander, formerly Member of the School Board
for Wolverhampton, and revised by L. Martindale,
M.D. London : T. Fisher Unwin, 1910.

This monograph of 64 pages is in the form of a lecture,

and, written in a more or less popular style, is intended
not only for physicians, but also for the laity. It contains
some very good points and some poetry.

Hookworm Disease: Etiology, Pathology, Diagnosis, Prog-
nosis, Prophylaxis, and Treatment. By George Dock,
A.M., M.D. ; Professor of the Theory and Practice of
Medicine, Medical Department Tulane University of
Louisiana, New Orleans, and Charles C. Bass, M.D.,
Instructor of Clinical Microscopy and Clinical Medicine,
Medical Department Tulane University of Louisiana,
New Orleans. Fifty illustrations, including one colored
plate. St. Louis: C. V. Mosby Company, 1910.

The present volume is one of those valuable monographs
which appear only too seldom. The first chapter contains
a brief history of the disease, and in it previous workers
receive full recognition. The economic importance and
geographic distribution are then discussed, and the former
topic will be found to be of considerable practical value.

Succeeding chapters treat of the zoologic features of hook-
worms, modes of infection, pathological anatomy and pa-
thology', symptomatology, diagnosis, prognosis, prophylaxis,
and treatment. The book is well written, and will be
found indispensable to practitioners and those interested
in hygiene and sanitation in those districts where hook-
worm disease is found. Further, it will prove an impor-
tant factor in the solution of what is an economic problem
in those same districts. The general getup of the volume
is all that can be desired, and much more than is often ob-
tained ; it is admirably printed, with type of a size which
makes the reading of the volume a pleasure.

Nephrocoloptosis. By H. W. Longyear, Professor of
Gynecology and .Abdominal Surgery, Detroit Post-gradu-
ate Medical School; Clinical Professor of Gynecolog)-,
Detroit College of Medicine; Gynecologist to Harper
Hospital ; Consulting Obstetrician to the Woman's Hos-
pital ; ex-President of the .'\merican .Association of Ob-
stetricians and Gynecologists. With eighty-eight special

illustrations and a colored frontispiece. St. Louis : C. V.
Mosby Company, igio.

Dr. Longvear describes in this monograph the nephrocolic
ligament, upon which he looks as the principal etiologic

factor in nephroplosis. He gives in full the clinical symp-
toms of this frequent and serious condition, and names
the various diseases with which it may be confused and the

points in differential diagnosis. He reconmiends a special

abdominal bandage in the treatment of the affection and
describes an original operation for its radical cure. The
book is lavishly illustrated, and is provided with a number
of clinical histories which seem to bear out the author's

theory of the causation of nephroptosis. Its perusal is

recommended to both surgeons and physicians, who are so

frequently confronted with the vexing problem of diagno-
sing and treating this affection.

Claims .\rising from Results of Personal Injuries. The
relation injury bears to disease and disease to injury. A
treatise showing how personal injuries may affect vari-

ous diseases, and how certain diseases may add to claims
for accidents by protracting recovery. By W. Edward
Magruder, M.D. : Associate Professor of Clinical Meui-
cine. College of Physicians and Surgeons ; Visiting Phy-
sician Mercy Hospital and Bay View Asylum; Medical
Examiner and Adjuster for Life, .\ccident. Health, and
Liability Insurance Companies, Baltimore, Md. New
York and Chicago : The Spectator Company, igia

This is a small book forming a sort of compendium. It

contains a brief compilation of opinions drawn from vari-

ous medical writings on the subject of trauma in its rela-

tionship to about fifty different diseases. It is written in

a popular style. The compiler states that it is for the use

of all persons who may be engaged in the handling of

claims arising from results of personal mjuries, such as

insurance companies, railroad claim adjusters, attorneys,

and physicians. As a condensed reference book showing
how personal injuries may affect various diseases, and
how certain diseases may add to claims for accidents by

protracting recovery, it will doubtless be found convenient.

It contains also a useful bibliography.
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MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF PENN-
SYLVANIA.

Sixtieth Annual Meeting, Held at Pittsburg, October 3,

4, 5 and 6, 1910.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

Theodore B. Appel, M. D., of Lanxaster, President.

Tuesday, October 4

—

First Day.

President's Address.—Dr. Theodore B. Appel of Lan-
caster, Pa., in his address analyzing the purposes of the

society as set forth in the ordinances found them to cm-
brace a three-fold aim : Organization, individual aid, and
duty to the public, uniting in the one definite object of

advancement of the medical profession in its usefulness

as a distinct entity in the body politic. The work of the

committees on cancer, tuberculosis, for the prevention of

trachoma and the abuse of privileges by the refracting op-

ticians, showed the progress of work for the public. In

the matter of legislation the hope to unite all national

efforts in the fight against disease had come to be nearly

realized. The record of the si.xty-two years of the society's

life was a matter of medical history. Future problems

were necessarily to be settled by the cooperation of organ-

ized bodies with the people.

Some Considerations on Infant Mortality.—Dr.

Samuel G. Dixox of Harrisburg divided infiuences re-

sponsible for excessive infant mortality into: (i) Prena-

tal, and (2) postnatal, and claimed that preventive

measures must be educational and discretely philanthropic.

The problem was defined as concerning the mental, moral

and physical prosperity of all people throughout the civil-

ized world, and to that extent there should be enlisted the

infiuence of individuals, societies, churches, schools,

states, and nations. This offered the only solution of the

large problem.

Typhoid Fever in Pennsylvania—Past, Present and

Future.—Dr. Samuel G. Dixon and Dr. B. Franklin

Royer of Harrisburg presented this paper which was read

by Dr. Royer. Typhoid fever was said to be a preventable

disease by prophylaxis and sanitation. The work done by

the Department of Health was reviewed, and the possi-

bilities of the future outlined. Such advance, however, was

possible of accomplishment only through hard work, an

outlay of much money, and close cooperation between the

family doctor and the health official.

Work of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry.

—

Dr. David L. Edsall of Philadelphia summarized the prob-

lems which had been met by the Council and referred to

the support received from the medical profession and some

manufacturers, speaking also of obstructions offered by

other manufacturers. He reviewed the work accomplished,

speaking of its value to the profession, and directed at-

tention to future problems.

Wednesday, October 5

—

Second Day.

A Report on the Tuberculosis Situation in Pennsyl-

vania for the Year 1909.—J. Byron Deacon, Executive

Secretary, Pennsylvania Society for the Prevention of

Tuberculosis, Philadelphia, considered the extent of tuber-

culosis in Pennsylvania in 1909, the State's antituberculosis

equipment at the beginning of that year, and the increase

in equipment during 1909. He then compared Pennsyl-

vania's work in igcg with the work of previous years and

with the vi-ork of other States.

Mr. Alexander M. Wilson, Director of the Sociological

Department of the Henry Phipps Institute, Philadelphia,

said that the dispensary should be the center of the cam-

paign against tuberculosis. Mr. Wilson emphasized the im-

portance of a coordinated plan in combating tuberculosis,

and said that another important feature was the hospital

for advanced cases. What were needed in every county

were hospitals free from the stigma of pauperism.

Mr. Edgar M. Green, Easton, said that it was too early

to say how much work had been accomplished by this anti-

tuberculosis movement, as the statistics dated back only to

1906. He did not believe it right to force advanced con-

sumptives to go so far away from home that they could

not at frequent intervals see their families and friends.

Therefore, hospitals for advanced cases should be estab-

lished in every county or in every district comprising three

or four counties.

Dr. Lawrence F. Flick, Philadelphia, thought that the

crusade could be better carried on by private organizations

than by the government; that work properly done brought

a reduction in the death rate from tuberculosis ; that local

organization and local control of tuberculosis gave the best

results for the least money ; that care of advanced con-

sumptives in hospital beds near their own homes was our

best asset for the prevention of tuberculosis; and that the

interest of the people at large could be most easily aroused

by getting them to participate in the actual work.

The Early Diagnosis of Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

—

Dr. Alfred Stengel, Philadelphia, said that there were a

large number of cases of tuberculosis that began clinically

in ways other than with colds or coughs, and mentioned

the following modes of onset : The pneumonic cases

;

the bronchitic cases ; those which begin with obscure fever,

chill, and other symptoms of infection, but without definite

localization; those that begin with no very manifest symp-

toms, but with indication of failure of health and vitalitj';

hemorrhagic cases ; and pleurisy cases. No man, he said,

could diagnose pulmonary tuberculosis at a stage when it

should be diagnosed by making an examination through

the clothes. Regarding the specific reaction, he considered

this another direction in which the practitioner allowed

himself to be too much influenced by the laboratory. He
did not think heredity of much importance, but said that

environment could not be emphasized too much.

Dr. H. R. M. Landis, Philadelphia, Director of the

Clinical Department of the Henry Phipps Institute, said

that every case that presented itself should receive a thor-

ough physical e.xamination. Occupation might give a clew

to the condition. Typhoid fever and pneumonia, he thought

the greatest sources of error in the diagnosis of tubercu-

losis. Any individual who had a pulmonary hemorrhage
should be labeled as a case of pulmonary tuberculosis.

Pleurisy was usually a forerunner of a pulmonary out-

break. If persons with chlorosis were put on the regimen

prescribed for tuberculosis, the condition often cleared up
amazingly soon.

Dr. Geo. W. Norris, Philadelphia, said that the exami-
nation of a case would take from twenty minutes to an

hour. All doubtful cases should be treated on the suppo-
sition that tuberculosis exists. He felt that the diagnosis

could be made by the old-fashioned method, without resort

to the modern laboratory devices, in a very large propor-
tion of the cases.

Dr. Charles H. Miner, Wilkes-Barre, said that the Com-
mittee on Tuberculosis appointed by the Society thought
that it would be of interest to have one meeting of each
county society devoted to a clinic on tuberculosis, and that

a number of such meetings had been held.

Dr. William C. White, Pittsburg, said that if patients

were questioned about having a little morning sputum, one
would find out that this was present in a large percentage
of cases. He considered this as a factor in producing
progression in the disease.

Dr. Lawrence F. Flick, Philadelphia, said that in every

examination made the healthy tissue should be included.

The two things most frequently overlooked were empyema
and old lesions that had recovered far enough to permit of
their giving but very few signs. Dr. Flick thought that
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Dr. Stengel had been too severe in saying that no living

man could examine a patient over the clothing.

Dr. Arthur A. Watkins, St. Benedict, Cambria County,

felt sorry that Dr. Flick had made the remark that he had

in regard to examination over the clothing ; as he was

afraid that many physicians were getting to be satisfied

with making an examination in this way, and that this

would be an additional excuse for them to do so.

Dr. Stengel said that Dr. Flick had misrepresented him

in stating that he had said that no patient could be exam-

ined through his clothing. What he had said was that no

man living could diagnose tuberculosis properly without

taking the patient's clothes off.

The Open-Air School.—Dr. Willi.\m C. White of

Pittsburg said that Pittsburg had probably the largest

school of this kind in the United States. The question of

the open-air school involved a care of every child who is

later to be one of the citizens of our country. It also in-

volved the building of proper school buildings in the State,

and the proper medical supervision of the children by the

most intelligent physician that could be obtained.

Dr. K. H. Van Norman, Pittsburg, said that the children

in these open-air schools were not treated as dispensary

cases, but as hospital cases. He thought that people in-

terested in such schools did not pay enough attention to

the feeding of the children, while at the hospital they

were fed from a medical standpoint. After having gained

five or six pounds in weight they were very much keener

at their work.

Dr. John B. McAlister, Harrisburg, thought that the

question of the open-air school was very largely a business

proposition. The State appropriated very large sums of

money for education, and had the right to expect the very

best results. In judiciously selected cases, the open-air

treatment had been very successful.

Dr. H. H. Herbst, Allentown, said that he had been con-

nected with the public schools for twenty years, and that

from his observation he could say that the open-air school

was needed. The first question to be settled was that of

whom to place in these schools.

Dr. Clark of Pittsburg thought that very little tuber-

culosis originated in the school, the great trouble being in

the homes, even in the good ones.

Thursday, October 6

—

Third Day.

Venereal Affections Considered as Epidemic Diseases.

—Dr. J. F. ScHAMEERG of Philadelphia read this paper, say-

ing that there was a lamentable lack of interest in Penn-

sylvania as to the spread of venereal diseases. A statute

should be enacted requiring a physician's certificate as to

the physical eligibility of males for marriage. The world

movement on foot for the prophylaxis of venereal dis-

eases and the attitude of physicians to it as well as that

of the laity puts the matter in a hopeful position.

Prophylaxis of Venereal Diseases.—Surgeon M. F.

Gates, U.S.N. , read this paper saying that this subject was

of great importance to the military service owing to the

inroads made by venereal diseases upon the fighting effi-

ciency of the forces of the nation. It was possible to

obtain statistics as to morbidity of these diseases more ac-

curately in military than in civil life because sailors and

soldiers were required to submit to examination. During

recent years much more interest was taken in prophylaxis

and measures were being carried out which would have re-

ceived scant attention a few years ago.

Dr. L. F. Flick of Philadelphia said that it was impos-

sible to control the disease and prevent new infection with-

out registration of venereal diseases. There should also be

required for a marriage license a certificate of freedom

from venereal diseases from a reputable physician. Every

hospital in the commonwealth should be thrown open to

the treatment of venereal diseases.

Hon. William A. Magee, Mayor of Pittsburg, said that

the law did not authorize a public official to say that pros-

titution should be regulated; that prostitutes should be

dispersed all over the city or that prostitution should be

permitted to exist in one form or another. The police

power merely attempted to act in regard to this thing in

accordance with what they believed the fickle popular

fancy of the moment to be. If the police did their duty

they would have to arrest several thousand persons every

night, but the public really did not want them arrested.

The public did not intend that the laws which are now on

the statute books should be enforced. The hospitals of

the State should be opened up for the treatment of venereal

diseases. This could easily be done if the Legislature de-

manded it.

Dr. D. G. McCaskey of Witmer said that as he had ob-

served there were no laws regarding prostitution in Japan

but that it was there regulated by the commercial element

as their interests demanded. The prostitutes were segre-

gated and once each week were required to submit to the

most thorough clinical and microscopic examination. Those

found infected were treated in hospitals until they had

recovered.

Dr. J. A. NvDEGGER of Pittsburg, of the U. S. M. H. S..

believed that the only means of eradicating or lessening

venereal diseases was by public education. He believed

that this education should be begun in the home and the

school and then carried on to the older people.

Some Barriers to Progress in the Case of the In-

sane.—Dr. W. K. W.-^LKER of Pittsburg read this paper

saying that mismanagement and abuses in various insane

hospitals in the State constituted serious barriers to

progress in the care of the insane. He advocated that a

commission be organized to investigate all the details of

the various insane asylums with a view to procuring ade-

quate legislation to remedy these evils.

The Necessity of a State Laboratory of Pathology

for the Study of Insanity.—Dr. T. H. Weisenburg of

Philadelphia read this paper saying that further knowledge

of insanity could be gained only through pathological

work. Every physician connected with an insane hospital

should have a working knowledge of the pathology of in-

sanity and of the progress that was being constantly made

in serum therapy. A State laboratory was therefore neces-

sary.

State and County Care of the Indigent Insane.—Dr.

C. W. Burr of Philadelphia read this paper saying that

Pennsylvania, while theoretically assuming the care of its

insane, did not supply sufficient provision for them. Cer-

tain of the counties took fairly good care of the insane,

others did not. It was better to have one central body,

officials of the State, to take charge of all indigent in-

sane than to have many county officials responsible only

to the county authorities.

Dr. C. K. Mills of Philadelphia said that we had meth-

ods which were not so bad if these methods could be

carried out under the provision of the statutes. The State

Board of Charities and the Committee on Lunacy had cer-

tain powers but it had been found that they had not been

able to do all that was imperatively required.

Dr. T. M. T. McKennan of Pittsburg said that a com-

mittee had been appointed by the State Legislature to in-

vestigate the condition of affairs in the State of Pennsyl-

vania as regards the care of the insane and that the Com-

mission had gone to the different hospitals in the State and

investigated them. They reported to the Legislature of

1902-03. From their report was formulated a bill which

was modeled after the New York State law but that bill

was finally put into committee and never brought out for

certain reasons. A movement in that direction was all

that was required at this time to get a law passed.

Dr. E. E. Maver of Pittsburg said that the same care in
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nursing, recording of symptoms, and treatment was neces-

sary in county and State asylums as in general hospitals

and the medical profession must insist on this. Psycho-
pathic hospitals should be created for the observation and
treatment of patients before commitment. Recreation

grounds and workshops should be compulsory adjuncts of

every institution to which the insane were committed.

Dr. W. W. Hawke of Warren said that in his ten years'

experience in the Philadelphia Hospital for the Insane

there had been a number of attendants arrested, nut only

for slight evidences of brutality but even lor murder, and
none had ever yet been convicted.

Dr. Theodore Dillek of Pittsburg said that he favored

a central Board of Lunacy with larger powers than was
at present possessed by the Lunacy Committee. He now
favored the view that the State should take care of all ut

her insane.

Officers.—The following officers were elected to serve

for the ensuing year: President, Dr. John B, Donaldson

of Canonsburg ; Secretary, Dr. C. L. Stevens of Athens

:

Assistant Secretary, Dr. Alexander R. Craig of Philadel-

phia; iremuier. Dr. George \V. Wagoner of Johnstown.

Harrisburg was named as the place of the next meeting.

The House of Delegates passed without a dissenting

voice a resolution offered by Dr. John B. Roberts, request-

ing the Legislature to appoint a commission consisting of

members of the House of Representatives, the Senate, the

State Board of Public Charities, two physicians and a

lawyer, to investigate the subject of State appropriations

to hospitals not under State control, and the management
of all hospitals, and to report upon a better method than

the present of making hospital appropriations. The House
reaffirmed its position taken last year upon the question of

pure foods, endorsing the work of the Federal authorities

on this subject. It endorsed also the principles outlined in

the Owen Bill, providing for the establishment of a Na-
tional Department of Health. Commissions were author-

ized to continue the study of malignant growths, the end

results in the treatment of fractures of the femur, and the

work concerning trachoma.

SErTIO.N O.V .MKDIII.NE.

Tuesday. October 4

—

First Day.

Oration on Medicine. Recent Progress in Medical

Sociology.— Dr. Charles H. Miner of Wilkes-Barre

thought the medical profession in this country had prob-

ably done more for the benefit of the people and for their

own reputation in the past few years through sociology

than in any other field of their labor. He referred to work

in the campaign against tuberculosis, in the medical inspec-

tion of schools, the temperance movement, and in the pre-

vention of cancer and venereal diseases. The great possi-

bilities of social service in connection with hospitals was

mentioned and consideration given to the interest taken

by the medical profession in industrial insurance, the

employers' liability law, prevention of infant mortality, and

a clean milk supply.

Gall-Bladder Dyspepsia.—Dr. John A. Lichty of

Pittsburg detailed the symptoms of gall-bladder dyspepsia.

and the conditions included in gall bladder and duct af-

fections. Symptoms usually described as indicating chole-

lithiasis were said to be found in only 5 to 3S per cent, of

all cases; hyperchlorhydria in about 70 per cent, of 298

cases of gall bladder and duct affections. From experi

ments on dogs it seemed that hyperchlorhydria was sec

ondary to affections of the gall bladder and ducts and w.i?

a symptom of considerable value. In cases of hyperchlor-

hydria where gastric and duodenal ulcer were excludetl,

before the diagnosis of nervous dyspepsia was made, th.'

presence of disease of the gall bladder should be carefull>

considered.

The Treatment of Fermentative and Putrefactive

States of the Intestines.— Dr. David L. Kdsall of

Philadelphia emphasized the fact that in this class of cases

attention was too often directed to the bowel to the ex-

clusion of the stomach. The very great importance of the

routine examination of the feces was mentioned. Test

diets he thought were often misleading, and a better plan

was to have examinations made during the usual diet. Im-

provement of the general tone of the abdominal muscles,

attention to the circulation, and to the blood pressure were

regarded as important factors in treatment, with efforts

directed toward an increased resistance. Long continued

use of active purgatives was decried. Surgical intervention

was believed to be sometimes indicated.

Gastric Manifestations of Nongastric Disease. —
Dr. Clement R. Jones of Pittsburg discussed the symp-

tom complex of nongastric disease as compared with those

of true gastric origin.

Constipation of Colonic Origin.—Dr. Judson Daland
of Philadelphia said that cases of chronic constipation due

to abolition of the rectal reflex might be relieved by a de-

termined effort of the patient to secure a movement of the

bowels each morning immediately after breakfast. Such

efifort might with advantage be supplemented by the intro-

duction of a soluble glycerine suppository, or the employ-

ment of an enema. Diet, exercise, drugs, surgery, and

other remedial agents were spoken of in detail as of value

Dr. I. J. Mover of Pittsburg thought it probable that

many cases of beginning gall-bladder disease were due to

modern habits of eating and of nervous hurry. He agreed

with Dr. Edsall that the cause of many gastrointestinal

conditions was outside of the intestine. The management
of these cases he thought had come into disrepute from

having treated them entirely symptomatically.

Dr. Ernest LaPlace of Philadelphia emphasized the

importance of looking elsewhere for the cause of the

trouble if not located in the organ apparently the seat of

the difficulty. He felt there was a tendency to forget the

intimate relation of all the organs within the abdominal

cavity.

Dr. James M. Anders of Philadelphia agreed that gall-

stone dyspepsia was frequently overlooked even by com-

petent observers, .^n anatomical basis outside of the or-

gan implicated should be suspected in the presence of synip

toms not yielding to ordinary measures.

Dr. Lichty, in closing, explained that the object of his

paper was to counterbalance the paper by Mr. Moynihaii

laying considerable stress upon appendix dyspepsis. Much
that was said of appendix dyspepsis he felt was trr.e fif

gall-bladder dyspepsia.

Dr. Daland, in closing, said that the possible objection

to frequent rectal irrigation could be overcome by careful

determination of the quantity, time, and temperature of

the injection.

The Significance of Transient Cerebral Crises and
Seizures as Occurring in Arteriosclerotics.—Dr. James
D. Heard of Pittsburg considered as some of the possible

factors in cerebral crises: The action of a toxin upon

brain cells in localized areas; a spasmodic localized con-

traction of cerebral arteries sufficient to interfere with the

function, but not to affect the integrity of a part : so con-

siderable a decrease in a compensatory hypertension that

certain areas of the brain are temporarily insufficiently

supplied with blood through the sclerotic vessels supplying

them ; localized areas of edema in the brain substance. In

the light of present knowledge, a toxic basis might be as-

sumed as a general underlying cause for all these condi-

tions. The supposition that the condition was due to a

localized poisoning of brain cells was said to be that which

Tanzi invokes to explain the closely allied, if not at times

identical, seizures of progressive paralysis. An intermit-

tent closure of the blood vessels supplying the affected
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area was mentioned as a simpler possible factor, which

theory has the adherence of Russell, Osier, and others.

Evidence as to separate vasomotor control over the cere-

bral vessels was considered, and the conclusion reached

that the probability was strongly in favor of the fact that

these vessels do contract or dilate independently of the

action of the center in the medulla. Reference was made

to the association of cerebral seizures of an apoplectiform

nature with migraine, and to the fact that J. Mitchell Clark

had observed apoplectiform seizures in nine members in

three generations of a migrainous family in which hemi-

plegia, usually accompanied with aphasia, was a constant

feature. The importance of an appreciation of the nature

of these crises was said to rest upon the fact that their

proper interpretation might influence both prognosis and

treatment. The danger was pointed out of having a routine

conception as to the blood pressure desirable in an indi

vidual of a given age. As the cerebral seizures are usually

the result of toxic influences it was pointed out that prompt

measures should be instituted aiming at the removal of cir-

culating poisons and the limitation of their further produc-

tion.

Dr. Theodore Diller of Pittsburg had seen several cases

such as referred to by Dr. Heard and appreciated the diffi-

culty in determining the etiology. In an apoplectic stroke

in a man in the forties the practitioner should bear in mind

the possibility of paresis. In this connection the mental

condition of the patient and a history of previous attacks

were to be considered.

Clinical Studies in the Auscultatory Method of De-

termining Blood Pressure.—Dr. Edw.^rd H. Goodm-\n

and Dr. A. .\lexan-der Howell of Philadelphia contributed

this paper which was read by Dr. Goodman. The belief

was expressed that by studying the relation of the five

phases to one another much could be learned diagnostically

from the auscultatory method. No particular phase was

regarded as of greatest significance, but the importance of

each phase was to be interpreted by its relation to the

other phases and by its relation to the total pulse pressure.

The length of the individual phase should be recorded and

its percentage relation to the pulse pressure ascertained.

The following conclusions were drawn: (i) That for ac-

curacy and simplicity, the auscultatory method of estimat-

ing blood pressure is to be preferred to any cUnical

method. (2) In diagnosing aortic insufficiency, absence of

the fifth phase is almost pathognomonic. (3) In the diag-

nosis of cardiac neuroses, the recognition of tonal arrhyth-

mias and irregularities in maximal and minimal pressure,

and variation in sequence relation will prove of much
value.

The following papers were read by title

:

High Arterial Tension. A Clinical and Therapeutic

Study.—Dr. R. M.\x Goepp of Philadelphia.

Medical Treatment of Ulcer of the Stomach.—By Dr.

James E. Walkf.r of Philadelphia.

Dysuria Due to Hyperacidity of the Urine.—By Dr.

Henry D. Jump of Philadelphia.

Wednesday, October 5

—

Second Day.

Some Observations on Mitral Stenosis.—Dr. James
C. Wilson of Philadelphia referred to the general agree-

ment that rheumatic endocarditis is the most common cause

of mitral stenosis, and to the probability that whooping
cough is the occasional cause of the primary endocarditis

as a result of the great mechanical stress upon the mitral

valve in the paroxysm. That mitral stenosis carries with

it some degree of immunity against pulmonary tubercu-

losis he felt required confirmation. The etiological uncer-

tainties were to his mind greatly increased by the numer-
ous cases encountered in }'0ung women in which none of

the ordinary causes of endocarditis could be determined.

Muscular or spasmodic mitral stenosis; and the mitral

stenosis of acute malignant endocarditis were also men-
tioned under causation. The well recognized types of

anatomical lesions in mitral stenosis showed variations so

essentially different in their circulatory effects as to con-

stitute at least two valvular diseases having little else in

common than a narrowing of the auriculoventricular ori-

fice, the physical signs to which that narrowing gives rise,

and a tendency to the transference of the blood pressure

from the arterial to the venous side of the circulation. In

Dr. Wilson's experience, hemoptysis in mitral stenosis,

though often very alarming, had been usually followed by

abatement of cardiac symptoms and sometimes by pro-

longed improvement. Prognosis was regarded as less

favorable than in mitral insufficiency. Treatment was to

be carefully adjusted to the individual case.

Treatment of Cardiac Irregularities.—Dr. Alfred
Stengel of Philadelphia following the more common classi-

fication divided cardiac irregularities into three important

types, viz. : Juvenile ; extrasystolic ; nodal rhythm. Condi-

tions ultimately determining myocardial failure were noted

as (o) progressive increase of the myocardial disease;

{b) conditions outside the heart, finally causing incompe-

tency. Treatment designed to prevent the former condition

included improvement in nutrition, regulated exercise, tonic

treatment, antisyphilitic treatment ; that to prevent over-

hardening of a damaged myocardium, correction of gastro-

intestinal troubles, relief of strain and undue blood pres-

sure, promotion of renal and dermal activity. The fact was

emphasized that in very many cases of beginning failure of

cardiac power attention should be directed to the gastro-

intestinal tract, and to external conditions.

Blood Pressure and Other Observations in Hyper-

trophy and Dilatation of the Heart.—Dr. Joseph H.

Barrach of Pittsburg based his observations upon a study

of a series of over 50 young men who had practised dis-

tance running for at least six months. The pure forms of

hypertrophy and dilatation such as occur in the absence

of valvular lesions and history of previous disease were

mainly dealt with and the author concluded that there is a

usual occurrence of transitory dilatation following cardiac

overstrain.

The So-called Nodal Rhythm of Mackenzie.—Dr.

Joseph Sailer of Philadelphia observed that Mackenzie

and others had found as an essential feature of the tracing

of the venous pulse a wave which occurs before the time of

the contraction of the ventricles, which had been pretty

definitely ascertained to be due to the contraction of the

auricles, forcing the blood back into the veins of the neck

from which the tracing is taken. Mackenzie had observed

in many of his cases of persistent arrhythmia that this

wave was lacking. He therefore concluded that there was

a synchronous contraction or a paralysis of the right

auricle. In trying to find the cause of this it occurred to

him that the node of Tawara, which is found on the wall

of the right ventricle and is probably situated upon the

conduction fibers passing to the bundle of His, might be

involved, and that its involvement would account for this

condition. The electrocardiograph had shown that a series

of fine contractions due to muscular effort take place in

the right auricle between the ventricular contraction, so

that complete paralysis of the auricular wall cannot be

present. This, however, did not necessarily invalidate

Mackenzie's explanation. Mackenzie had applied the

term "nodal rhythm" to this condition because he believes

that the lesion is situated in the node. This view Dr.

Sailer said had not met universal acceptance.

Dr. Lawrence Litchfield of Pittsburg emphasized the

statement regarding the frequency with which mitral

stenosis is overlooked. Too often after making the diag-

nosis of mitral insufficiency the examination of the heart

is discontinued and thus the stenosis overlooked. He spoke

of the possibility of nitroglycerine doing much damage.
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Dr. George VV. Norris of Philadelphia admitted that

nitroglycerine, under some circumstances, was a good drug,

but believed its use was abused. .-Vs a rule also the dnm
was not correctly given.

Dr. James D. Heard of Pittsburg spoke of the value,

in the early stages of the condition, of measures other

than drugs.

Dr. Stengel, in closing, referred to the relationsliip !».•-

tween polycythemia and cardiac disease, and to tlic im-

portance of the temperature of the saline bath.

Dr. Sailer, in closing, spoke of the interest attaching tn

nodal rhythm chiefly because of its introducing a further

refinement in cardiac diagnosis. Treatment was regarded

as largely in the experimental stage and apt to be directed

according to the individual choice of the physician.

Remarks on the Treatment of Croupous Pneumonia.
—Dr. George W. Norris of Philadelphia regarded many (if

the drugs employed in the treatment of pneumonia as

worse than useless. Serum treatment had proved of nn

value as had also that with leucocytic e.xtracts. Vaccine

therapy he thought somewhat promising. He emphasized

the fact that death in pneumonia was generally the result

of toxemia and to a considerable extent independent of

pulmonary involvement. In its production vasomotor

failure was said to play a much more prominent part than

heart failure. Treatment was often misdirected and ineffi-

cient because this fact was not sufficiently appreciated. .Ml

drugs and methods tending to lower blond pressure were,

therefore, contraindicated.

The Public and Private Aspects of the Pneumonia
Question.—Dr. William Charles White of Pittsburg

suggested in this paper two plans for a systematic crusade

against pneumonia: (i) The discovery of a specific cure:

(2) The inauguration of a popular campaign of education

and instruction in the laws governing the prevention and

cure of pneumonia similar to, and involving the same scope

as the plan already utilized for the reduction of the mor-

tality of tuberculosis.

A Case of Progressive Universal Pneumonia with

Recovery, Presenting Some Very Unusual Features.

—

Dr. William H. AIercur of Pittsburg described a case

marked by rapidity of involvement, absence of cyanosis, of

toxic symptoms, of marked delirium, and of excessively

high pulse rate, long continued, and excessively high rate

of respiration. The possibility of an underlying tubercidar

infection was considered and treatment outlined.

Dr. Frank D. Stolzenbach of Pittsburg had seen Ur.

Mercur's case with him. The only case he had found in

the literature was reported in the British Medical Joiiiihil

for July 24. 1909, that of a child ^1/2 years of age in whom
the affection had spread from the lower lobe of the right

lung, involved the middle lobe and then the lower lube cf

the left lung. The temperature dropped to normal, and

within a week the left base was involved and Inter on

the left upper lobe.

Dr. Edgar M, Green of Easton agreed that after the ex-

tent of the disease has been determined it was much more

important to pay attention to the alidomen than to the

chest.

Dr. Lawrence F. Flick of Philadelphia regarded the in-

crease of average life and the decrease in tuberculosis

as a possible explanation of the increased prevalence of

pneumonia. In his experience, pneumonia was one of the

most frequent avenues of exit from life of tuberculous

subjects.

Dr. James D. McCluke of Wilkinsburg regarded the

fuost important factor in the treatment of pneumonia the

rendering of the patient comfortable until the disease had

run its course. He advised against the giving of an opiate

since the patient was already full of poison. The tympan-

itic condition of the bowels was uncalled for and he be-

lieved it to he due to feeding during the paralyzed condi-

tion of the secreting organs. Trealiiieiit sliuuld 1)e largely

climinative.

Dr. I. J. Mover of Pittsburg would use morphia in pneu-

monia only for pain and restlessness in 1/16 gr. doses

repeated every two hours until the clTect is attained.

Dr. John W. Boyce of Pittsburg believed that the rou-

tine administration of strychnia in pneumonia was harmful.

He marveled upon the impression received by the average

graduate that strychnia was the universal remedy to ad-

minister, and felt it important that they be taught that

strychnia cnuld kill without ever producing a muscular

twitch.

Dr. Clement R. Jones of Pittsburg regarded salol in

five grain doses every hour almost a specific in the treat-

ment of pneumonia.

Dr. Arthur Allan Watkins of St. Benedict thought

that if every physician could have an attack of pneumonia
it would alter his views as to treatment. Personally he

had found morphia, and an abundance of fresh air par-

ticularly grateful-

Dr. Mercur in closing said he did not use morphia if

possible to avoid it, because of its hindrance to elimination.

He thought it better to feed patients moderately and to

watch against tympanites. Medication was a minor matter

The Effect of the Different Forms of the Leucocytes
in Cases of Tuberculosis Produced by Some Thera-
peutic Measures.—Dr. .Myrr Solis-Coiien and Dr.

.\li!ert Strickler of Philadelphia presented this paper

which was read by Dr. Cohen. One hundred and thirty-

tive leucocyte counts had been made on 25 patients with

pulmonary tuberculosis. The effect of various physiological

measures and of medicinal measures was given in detail.

Enuresis from Thyroid Insufficiency.—Dr. E. Bos-
worth McCready of Pittsburg presented this paper, stat-

ing that there is a large class of individuals, including

those who as children showed various developmental de-

fects, whose condition might be traced to a primary defect

in the ovum. He believed that the resulting cell hypoplasia

involved the structural elements of the ductless glands.

He regarded enuresis as a very common symptom of hypo-

plasia, and believed that the administration of thyroid ex-

tract would not only relieve the enuresis but that it also

caused a very marked improvement in the general physical

and mental condition.

Dr. Joseph Walsh of Philadelphia presented "Treat-

ment of Hemorrhages in Tuberculosis of the Lungs," which
paper was read by title.

Thursday, October 6—Third Day.

Mental Disturbances Following Traumatism; Medico-
legal Considerations.—Dr. Alfred Gordon of Philadel-

phia had studied 37 cases during a period o feight years.

-Vmong his conclusions were noted: That trauma may be

a determining cause of abnormal psychic manifestations,

following immediately, or some time later: that their ap-

Iiearance weeks after the shock excites suspicion of their

existence in a mild form immediately following the acci-

dent. Confusional states and delirium he had found to be

the most frequent forms of insanity following traumatism.

Dementia was mentioned as the possible ultimate result

of persistent confusional and delirious states. Traumatic
psychoses were said not to present a strictly defined morbid
picture, but presented a great variety of psychic manifes-

tations.

The Present Status of Psychotherapy.—Dr. E. E.

Mayer of Pittsburg spoke upon this subject, presenting

some of the practical principles he thought should be re-

membered by the general practitioner. He advised an in-

timate knowledge of the patient's mental comple.xus ascer-

taining what things are troubling him. The treatment

of these conditions was said to have a technique fully as

important and as complex as that of any other disease.
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Traumatic Neurosis.—Dr. J. L. Salinger of Phila-

delphia said that while the causative factor in traumatic

neurosis is trauma, there were many predisposing condi-

tions. The litigation frequently ensuing after accidents

was regarded as a large etiologic factor. If proper and

speedy adjustment of the patient's claims was impossible,

he believed the neurosis was apt to be prolonged.

Dr. Theodose Diller of Pittsburg said that while the

claims of the subjects of traumatic neurosis remained un-

settled there was practically no effectual treatment. He
would hesitate to attempt an analysis of the patient's men-

tal troubles as suggested by Dr. Mayer, though he had

practised the old-fashioned psychotherapy, that of ordinary

sympathy, re-education, suggestion, etc.

Dr. Tom A. Williams of Washington, D. C, thought

the general practitioner should at once disabuse his mind

of there being anj' special difficulty or special complexit\-

in psychotherapy. Psychoanalysis he claimed was no more

difficult or impossible than chemical analysis, but re-

quired a technique of its own and a great deal of knowl-

edge of the phenomena, which knowledge, however, might

be acquired by any one willing to take the trouble.

Dr. Gordon in closing said there was no rule in regard

to recovery in cases of litigation following traumatic

neurosis, and instanced cases in which the neurosis had

remained in spite of satisfactory settlement of litigation.

Also he had had cases with no expectation of indemnity

in which the neurosis had continued.

Dr. Mayer in closing said it was the physician's duty to

find the cause of trouble—physical, or mental, and doubted

not that Dr. Diller did this, though possibly not dignifying

his effort by calling it psychotherapy.

Dr. Salinger in closing expressed his belief that the

cases mentioned by Dr. Gordon as not recovering, although

receiving indemnity, were not cases of neurosis, but of

organic disease.

The Symptomatology and Pathology of Tumors of

the Pituitary Body; Pathological Report of One Case.

—Dr. J. H. W. Rhein of Philadelphia reported this case

in a man of 33 years with symptoms extending over two

and one-half years. .Autopsy revealed a large tumor in

the region of the hypophysis, which proved microscopically

to be an adenocarcinoma.

A Case cf Brain Abscess with Post-Mortem Find-

ings; Presentation of Specimen.—Dr. Theodore Diller
and Dr. James K. Everhart of Pittsburg presented this

paper. Improvement followed operation but there was re-

turn of symptoms. The wound was opened, but because

of a general convulsion while on the table operation was
delayed. The patient afterward died suddenly and autopsy

revealed a large abscess entirely within the brain sub-

stance and apparently not communicating with the first ab-

scess cavity which was just below the dura mater. Dr.

Diller felt that he had made a mistake in not having con-

tinued the operation.

Dr. Tom .\. Williams of Washington felt that sur-

geons and neurologists were too timid about operating on

the brain, for it had been most conclusively demonstrated

that the brain can be operated upon with as much im-

punity as the abdomen.

Some Observations Upon the Treatment of Alcoholic

and Other Drug Addictions.—Dr. C. C. Wiialev of

Pittsburg in this paper said that drug addiction presented

its own peculiar etiolog>' and that it is as distinctive a

specialty as is neurology. As to cure it separated itself

into three classes: (i) Tbose who began the use of the

drug inadvertently, and who after a short course of

treatment remained free from the habit
; (2) Degenerates,

those who take their drugs as a dissipation, and who are

incurable; (3) Those who, owing to reduced resistance

by long use of the drug, find, cure a slow and tedious

process.

Dr. Diller believed that religion offered the best remedy
in drug addictions, that if it were possible to get a dose

of the real article into the patient it w-as the best and the

most fundamental source of help. He claimed this as a

result of his own observations supplemented by tlie testi-

mony of some of the most conservative men.

Progress in Empirical Therapeutics.—Dr. John W.
BovcE of Pittsburg suggested the possibilities of progress

were the observation of drug effects as carefully recorded

as were inoculation experiments in the laboratory, if the

value of "controls" were appreciated ; also as much thought

would be devoted to the compounding of the prescription

as the surgeon gave to the preparation of gauze and suture,

and it would be fully realized that the whole business of a

physician would be to cure disease, appreciating at the

same time that to this end no means compared with the

skillful handling of drugs.

The Diagnosis and Treatment of Relaxed and Weak
Feet.—Dr. Charles .A. E. Codman of Philadelphia said

that the relaxed foot and the weak foot commonly referred

to as flatfoot was, technically speaking, a relaxed or

weakened condition of the plantar arch. The author'.'

method and the exercises for permanent relief were de-

scribed.

Dr. RuGH agreed with the author upon the importance

of the exercise for the correction of the condition. In

diagnosis care should be taken not to accept the history

of "rheumatism."

The Treatment of Acne Vulgarus.—Dr. John G.

Burke of Pittsburg advised the usual constitutional

measures in the treatment of acne. .\n additional consti-

tutional agent was found in bacterins, though the result?

could not be relied upon to the exclusion of other remedies.

Stock vaccines had been of little service. He had found

the following preparation of service : Beta-napthol, 5

;

precipitated sulphur, 20
;
green soap, 35 ; lanoline, 35. Al-

though the .r-rays would cure, the tendency to produce

telangiectasis made o»e hesitate to employ them.

The Diagnosis of Hay-Fever in Children.—Dr.

William C. Hollopeter of Philadelphia claimed that hay-

fever is essentially a disorder of early life. The sequelae

of this affection, annually repeated, was that which was

found eventually seriously handicapping mature life in the

form of asthma, emphysema, cardiac and renal troubles.

Like diphtheria, hay-fever was a local expression of a sys-

temic toxemia, and its relief ofttimes called for the

making over of the child physically as well as mentally.

Officers of the Section on Medicine elected for the

ensuing year: Chairman, Dr. Edgar M. Green of Easton :

Secretary, Dr. Charles II. Miner of Wilkes-Barre.

surgical section.

Tuesday, October 4

—

First Day.

The Chairman, Dr. Edward Martin of Philadelphia

called the meeting to order in the main auditorium of the

G. .\. R. Memorial Hall, Pittsburg, at 2:05 p. m.

Subacromial Bursitis; Its Etiology, Anatomy, and

Pathology.—Dr. Americus R. Allen of Carlisle read

this paper, saying that sepsis, traumatism, and non-use are

the causes of subacromial bursitis. The abnormal condi-

tions found in these cases are thickening of the bursal

walls, adhesions, and adhesive bands. In some cases

cheesy deposits occur.

Treatment of Subdeltoid Bursitis.—Dr. J. T. Rugh
of Philadelphia presented this paper saying that inasmuch

as the seat of the trouble was in close relation to the

shoulder joint, the restoration of function would be ac-

companied by pain. The fact that treatment would ex-

tend over a prolonged period of time must be impressed

upon the patient and his will power and fortitude must be

developed to secure and maintain the thorough coopera-
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tion so essential to success. Many of these patients were

unfortunately of the nervous, shrinking and pessimistic

type, whicli rendered the- labor and efforts of the surgeon

doubly hard as he must overcome their tendency to give

up after a week or two of painful experience. A very

necessary adjunct to be constantly held out to the patient

is the fact that the condition is curable no matter what the

character of the lesion in the bursa.

Dr. David Silver of Pittsburg said that he found in

these as well as post-operative cases it was very much bet-

ter to put them up to the full limit of motion once a day,

then let them alone. He had not found it necessary to

use a splint, but kept the arm in a sling and used manipula-

tion ; put them through the whole range of motion and

found that they came out very nicely. He thought an

error was made in diagnosing these cases as rhetnnatic in-

stead of trying to find out what the real condition was.

Dr. William H. Cameron of Pittsburg said he dealt

almost entirely with subacute and chronic cases and some

of these supposed to be rheumatism came to his office and

he seldom found that the case had been examined. The

doctor never went into the history. One must examine all

these cases if he wants to find out anything at all.

Dr. T. Turner Thomas of Philadelphia said that he had

been making some studies on the cadaver in the last year

in connection with these cases. The bursitis theory is

being rather rapidly and generally accepted in this country

to-day and is gaining ground abroad, still he did not be-

lieve that the cause of the trouble in these cases was in

the bursa. They are due to a periarthritis but not one

localized to the bursa.

Dr. G. G. Davis of Philadelphia believed that there was

such a thing as a bursitis induced by disease in the same

way that a person could get housemaid's knee in rheuma-

toid cases; also that bursitis, subacromial or subdeltoid,

could be due to an injury. When the joint was moved it

moved to a certain extent and then it was stopped by the

ligaments. It was not stopped by the bursa. The bursa

having nothing to do with the strength of the joint.

Traumatic Lesions of the Brachial Plexus and Its

Component Roots.—Dr. Charles K. Mills of Phila-

delphia presented this paper and said that lesions of the

brachial plexus and its component roots were usually of

traumatic origin, the few cases not instances of trauma-

tism being examples of a nueritis due to infection or tox-

emia and rare cases of neuromata and of hemorrhage into

the plexus or its roots. He referred to the literature of

the subject, recalling especially cases of gunshot injury,

recorded by the Mitchells, examples of obstetrical paraly-

sis with Klumpke's symptom complex, and cases due to

fracture of the clavicle, dislocation of the shoulder with

torsion of the plexus, and injuries to the spinal column and

the roots of the plexus. In one case which was discussed

in the paper the injury to the plexus resulted from a man

falling from a third story window and striking the patient

upon the head, the shoulder, and back. In this case, as sub-

sequently determined by a unilateral laminectomy, the

cervical roots from the fifth to the first thoracic were

literally torn from their connections with the spinal cord.

The diagnosis is to be made in the first place from afl^ec-

tions like hysteria and various forms of organic paralytic

disease. The diagnostic points of most value in distinguish-

ing from hysteria are the absence of atrophy, electrical

changes in the nerves and muscles, and also the retention

of the deep and superficial reflexes in the hysterical case.

The sensory changes if carefully studied have a different

topography, those of hysteria being glove-like or assum-

ing some other form not related to the nerve supply ;
those

of root and plexus lesions following the peripheral or root

distribution of the sensory nerves. Emotional crises may

be present in the hysterical and organic cases. Dr. Mills

in conclusion discussed the prognosis and treatment, es-

pecially considering the importance of surgical procedure

in traumatic cases.

Dr. Charles H. Frazier of Philadelphia said we had

two groups of cases, those in which we operated and

found the plexus embedded in a mass of cicatricial tissue,

and in which after the removal of the cicatricial mass and

careful, well planned nerve anastomosis, the results of the

operation were very unsatisfactory, and a second group in

which at the operation no gross macroscopic lesion was

demonstrable even though patients may have been sub-

jected to the same character of injury. The operation of

laminectomy for relief of traumatic neuritis, such as bra-

chial neuralgia, the tabetic crises, excessive pain for in-

operable tumor of the cord, should be resorted to much
more frequently than it was. It was not nearly so for-

midable an operation as in the past.

Dr. T. Turner Thomas of Philadelphia said that the

extravasation of blood around the nerve due to injury pro-

duced a condition which probably explained a good many
of the so-called traumatic conditions in which the plexus

itself was supposed to be injured.

Fracture of the Shaft of the Femur, End Results.—
Dr. W. L. EsTES of South Bethlehem read this paper, say-

ing that one must make a sharp distinction between good

functional results, and satisfactory cosmetic and functional

end-results, in estimating his success in the treatment of a

fracture. One must differentiate his results into two

classes: 1st, Patients who immediately after union were

able to use the affected member properly ; and 2nd, patients

who acquired good use of the member after comparatively

long periods. Less than a dozen cases have ever left his

hands with an ideal result, namely no appreciable callus,

no shortening, no deformity, and perfect function. The
open method of treatment of fractures was the best for

most cases of adults who were treated in a clean and well

conducted hospital.

Dr. G. W. Guthrie of Wilkes-Barre said there was no

doubt that the future would justify the open method of

treatment of fractures of the femur as well as other frac-

tures of the bony structure. He had never treated an

open compound fracture where he could make perfect ad-

justment and perfect fixation of the fragment that he ever

regretted.

Dr. David H. Strickland of Erie said a large majority

of fractures occurred in laboring men who could ill afford

to be confined to bed : they had a family dependent upon

them and consequently the quicker they were restored to

usefulness to the support of their families the better our

reputation would be. We ought not to pay very much at-

tention in this class of cases to cosmetic surgery. If we

got a good limb that enabled a man to perform his work as

he did previous to his fracture, it was very much better

that we return him to duty as early as possible than that

we should return him with a beautiful limb.

Dr. Charles E. Thomson of Scranton made a plea for

better and repeated attempts to reduce fractures without

cutting. Two years ago he had two physicians with frac-

tured thighs under his care. He reduced one of these

cases twice.

Dr. J. T. RuGH of Philadelphia said that the open op-

eration for fracture was a difficult one and a big one, and

if undertaken extensively by surgeons generally would

have a very extensive mortality.

Dr. John B. Roberts of Philadelphia said that there

were three kinds of fracture: those which could be treated

well if they were opened, a middle class, and a class which

could be treated best by opening. The whole question de-

pended upon the fact that the man who undertook to re-

construct that portion of the bone must know his anatomy.

Don't open a fracture unless you know something of asep-

tic surgery, don't treat a fracture unless you know anatomy

of the part and its relationship with the surrounding parts.
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and be careful not to believe all that the skiagraph appears

to show. There is nothing that lies so much as a skia-

graph taken by a man who knows nothing of anatomy.

The Surgical Reconstruction of the Human Skeleton.

—Dr. John B. Roberts of Philadelphia read this paper.

He said that all operative and mechanical procedures de-

signed to correct congenital or acquired deviations of the

bony framework of the body were included under the cap-

tion Surgical Reconstruction of the Human Skeleton.

Recent developments in physics and surgery had greatly

widened the field of osteoplastic and osteogenetic recon-

struction. We were no longer limited to curing broken

bones, removing supernumerary digits, straightening bow-

legs and knock knees and improving lateral curvatures of

the spine. We could lengthen or shorten the limbs, con-

vert solidified joints into movable ones, substitute the

fibula for the tibia, successfully repair osseous lesions that

formerly left hideous deformities, and transform many

useless members and parts into satisfactory substitutes

for normal structures.

An Operation for Ankylosis of the Hip Joint in

Which Baer's Membrane Was Used.—Dr. G. G. Davis

of Philadelphia presented this paper giving the history of

a girl of 10 years with bony ankylosis of hip in a some-

what flexed position due to a previous rheumatic attack.

Incision was made below anterior superior spine of ilium.

The head of the femur was solidily united by bone to

pelvis. The bone was cut away in the line of union. The

head of the femur v,ras enveloped by a sheet of Baer's

membrane (chromicized pig's bladder), held in place by

chromicized catgut. The wound was closed and a drain

left for 24 hours. Position of the limb was good about

five months after operation. The patient suffered no pain

on walking; there was slight shortening, and the thigh was

fle-xed to an angle of about 45°.

Dr. J. T. RuGH of Philadelphia said that there was n(i

doubt that the method proposed by Dr. Baer was a very

decided advance over any method previously employed in

selected cases. In those cases in which there still remained

some of the articular structures there was no doubt of

the value of chromicized pig's bladder.

Spina Bifida and Its Surgical Treatment with a De-

scription of an Efficient Osteoplastic Operation.—Dr.

W. Wayne Babcock of Philadelphia presented this paper

and said that the features of the operation which he per-

formed were a vertical suspension of the patient with the

held dependent to limit shock and the leakage of cerebro-

spinal fluid, local anesthesia ; the return of the distended

inner layers of the sac to the canal without extensive isola-

tion or injury to adherent nerve trunks. If no semblance of

a canal is present a sufficient groove is cut into the spine or

sacrum ; the isolation of the edges of the dura and their

accurate suture over the cord ; the mobilization of a ribbon

of bone upon either side of the defect which is left at-

tached above and below. For this purpose the rudimentary

laminae or bases of the spinous processes are divided by

Satterlee's bone forceps. The two osseous double pedicled

flaps are united in the mid-line. The isolation of two
broad double pedicled flaps consisting of the outer layers

of the erector spinae muscle and their overlying aponeurosis

which are slid inward over the bone flaps and united in

the median line by buried chromic catgut. The union

of the everted edges with skin by means of mattress ami

interrupted sutures without drainage.

Dr. Stewart L. McCuruy of Pittsburg said that one of

the most difficult things, especially in the surgery of chil-

dren born with defects, was spina bifida. There was no

one condition that had called forth the ingenuity of the

surgeon as this. There had been as many different meth-

ods used to close the defect as operators almost. The one

which had been presented by Dr. Babcock was certainly

verv admirable.

Wednesday, October 5

—

Second Day.

Oration on Surgery: Surgery, Past, Present and
Future.—Dr. John B. Deaver of Philadelphia gave this

oration, saying that every race in every age had flattered

itself that it was the true age of progress and believed

that the like could never be seen again. The surest anti-

dote to such complacency was to realize how often this

had proven false in the past. The surgery of the past had
been notable chiefly for the establishment of a few under-

lying principles upon which all our modern practice was
based. For centuries men had been content to have pus

and even praised it if it were of that consistency and char-

acter which was thought proper. Then as now the object

of the surgeon "vas to get his patient well and he gave

less thought to originating epoch-making innovations ap-

plicable to all surgery than to the individual problem pre-

sented by his patient. It had been accordingly only after

ages of groping among details that principles began to

emerge. The period did not lack for men of boldness and

ingenuity, but they suffered from a lack of these under-

lying essentials of successful surgery. The present era of

surgery dated from the discovery of anesthesia by Morton
and the practical recognition by Lister of Pasteur's dis-

coveries. The surgery of the present was remarkable for

the elaboration of method and technique and the rise of

surgical pathology. With the introduction of new meth-

ods surgery had found its main field in the body cavities,

regions previously secure from entrance. Also operations

for cancer and upon the vascular system had been vastly

improved. Abdominal surgery had been opened up as a

new field. The surgery of the pylorus and the pancreas

was being rapidly developed. Dyspepsia had been found

to rest usually upon an organic basis. Tl'.e surgery of the

pelvic organs and the genitourinary tract had reached a

plane of efficiency where it waits upon improvement in

diagnosis and early reference of patients. The surgery

of the head had advanced pari passu. Its contents re-

sponded to the same principles as in surgery elsewhere.

The surgery of the thoracic cavity had lagged behind on

account of the difficulties of practical application of surgi-

cal principles. This problem belonged to the future. The

treatment of infections would be greatly aided in the

future by sera and vaccination. As yet the early appli-

cation of the aseptic scalpel reigned supreme as the cure

of tumors benign and malignant. Every tumor should be

considered malignant until proven benign.

Pathology and Treatment of Acute Bone and Joint

Infections.—Dr. John B. Murphy of Chicago (by in-

vitation) delivered this address. Dr. Murphy said that

ankylosis of joints occurred only where the bony surfaces

came into contact. Therefore, in acute joint affections, to

prevent ankylosis, extension should be put on. In the sec-

ond place tension must be relieved not by incision, as that

leads to obliteration of the cavity, but by aspiration.

Following aspiration there should be injected into the

joint a 2 per cent, solution of formalin in glycerin. In

acute osteomyelitis in order to prevent destruction of

bone it was essential to relieve pressure at once. This

could be done with a knife and a gimlet. In case the bone

was destroyed it could be restored by transplanting.

Acute Dilatation of the Stomach. Report of a Re-

markable Case.—Dr. Ernest Laplace of Philadelphia

read this paper saying acute dilatation of the stomach was

very fatal, 63.5 per cent, dying. It was not as rare as the

literature leads us to believe. This was shown by the

rapid increase in the number of cases reported since the

subject had become better known. The stomach tube was

the immediate resource. When, however, the condition was

more accentuated a large gastroenterostomy should be

performed to effectually and permanently drain the stom-

ach. The rarity of this condition should be no excuse for

our overlooking its possible existence in a given case for
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an early diagnosis might by washing out the stomach pre-

vent a condition which would prove fatal in a few hours.

Chronic Gastroduodenal Dilatation.—Dr. George P.

MuLLER of Philadelphia read this paper saying that the

etiology of postoperative dilatation of the stomach was

still obscure ; dilatation of the stomach being considered by

some as primary and by others as secondary to compression

or kinking of duodenum. The chronic type had been re-

ported in only a few instances but may have a similar

etiology.

Dr. John H. Musser of Philadelphia said that the only

case of dilatation of the stomach he had seen was one

that appeared to be due to defective innervation. He had

been on the lookout for gastroduodenal dilatidii. but con-

fessed that he could not during life make the <liat;nosis of

the condition.

Difluse and General Peritonitis.—Dr. Joii.n J.

HriHA.NAN of Pittsburg read this paper, saying that the

best treatment of peritonitis was its prevention. The bulk

of the cases are usuall}' the result of perforative appendi-

citis and can be prevented by removal of the appen<lix

within a few hours or a day of access of first pains. Pur-

gation was the most deadly medication that could be em-

ployed in acute appendicitis or diffuse peritonitis. Im-

mediate operation, or at least during first 24 hours, by re-

moval of appendix, dry mopping, closure of abdomen with-

out drainage can be relied on to cure almost every case of

free, diffuse or spreading peritonitis from perforative ap-

pendicitis. Treatment by irrigation was disseniinative of

septic products and should not be employed. Even the

earliest operations can not yet be relied on to check the

spread of peritonitis from perforated gastric ulcer, and in

these cases the delay of a few hours may mean death for

the patient.

Dr. John B. Murphy of Chicago said that he has had

64 consecutive cases of perforative peritonitis with 62

recoveries. This did not include the appendiceal abscesses

or appendicitis cases with large quantities of pus that did

not communicate directly from the alimentary tract into

the free peritoneal cavity. He felt that we as a profession

must come up to the standard that all of the cases of ap-

pendiceal peritonitis with the exception of I per cent, of

primary perforation were avoidable. The diagnosis could

and should be made before the perforation.

Diagnosis of Duodenal Ulcer; Indications for Oper-

ative Intervention.—Dr. John H. Gibbo.\' of Philadel-

phia read this paper, stating that the pain of duodenal ulcer

came two to four hours after ingestion of food and was

apt to keep up until the next meal was taken. The pain

was a steady ache, might be referred to the back or right

mammary region, and was accompanied by a sense of full-

ness in the upper abdomen. The pain was also relieved

somewhat by eructations of gas, vomiting, lavage, and al-

kalies. The pain would last a few days to a few weeks

with an interval of comfort. Blood in the vomitus or

stools was a late symptom and diagnosis should be made

before this occurs. Gastric analysis was of very little

value. Every case of chronic duodenal ulcer should be

subjected to surgical treatment. In early cases a cure

might be obtained by medical treatment. Never do any

operation upon the gastrointestinal tract for ulcer unless

ulcer could be plainly demonstrated.

The Indications and Technique of Partial Gastrec-

tomy.—Dr. C. H. Fr.\zier of Philadelphia presented

this paper. He said that the resort to gastrojejunostomy in

all cases was undesirable. This operation was suitable for

ulcers of the pylorus when causing obstructive symptoms.

Pre-pyloric ulcer and saddle-back ulcer not causing ob-

struction should be removed by resecting the pyloric por-

tion of the stomach. Ulcers far distant from the pylorus,

as in the fundus, should be removed by partial excision.

In the development of the radical operation for carcinoma

of the pyloric portion of the stomach, too little attention

was paid to the topographical anatomy of the lymph nodes.

Operation to be radical should include removal of the

six primary lymph chains, namely, the suprapyloric, in-

ferior coronary, right paracardial, gastroepiploic, subpy-

loric or retropyloric, an<l the suprapancreatic. The retro-

pyloric were the most frequently overlooked and the supra-

pancreatic tlic most difficult to remove.

Delayed versus Immediate Operative Treatment of

Terminated Ectopic Pregnancy.—Dr. C. A. Stillwagen

of Pittsburg read this paper, stating that hemorrhage and

shock in terminated ectopic pregnancy were rarely suffi-

ciently severe to cause death. In cases in which hemor-

rhage was severe and persistent death not infrequently re

suited before operative treatment could be instituted.

Patients who survived the initial hemorrhage, but were

profoundly shocked and anemic, could be more safely

treated by delaying operation until the condition improves

than by immediate laparotomy. Operation should be per-

formed as soon as possible after termination of ectopic

pregnancy, provided it could be done with safety to the

patient. In selecting the time every surgeon will, of

course, use his own judgment, but he must show a low

mortality in order to justify any given plan of pro-

cedure.

Surgery as a Prophylactic Measure Against Intestinal

Complications in Typhoid Fever.—Dr. L. J. Hammond
of Philadelphia read this paper, saying that when, during

the course of typhoid fever, there was reasonable certainty

of the existence of bands or adhesions, especially atTecting

the functions of the intestinal tract at any of its flexures,

sufficient to produce severe abdominal symptoms, explora-

tory laparotomy should be done with a view to removal

of mechanical barriers to intestinal activity which favor

ulcerative processes going on to perforation.

Dr. G. L. Hays of Pittsburg said that in his experience

in about 50 cases of operation for complications of typhoid

fever none had shown any preperforative signs. While

it was possible he doubted if they were very frequent.

Of course if we could prevent this condition by any means

by operation he thought it would be a very good thing to

do.

Treatment of Stab Wounds of the Chest with the De-

monstration of a New Intratracheal Cannula for Any
Positive Pressure Apparatus.—Dr. G. M. Dorrance of

Philadelphia read this paper and stated that hemothorax

was the complication which determined the method of

treatment ; when this was present immediate operation was

advisable. The chest should be opened, clots and serum

removed, wounds in the lung sutured and the chest wall

closed, the lung being expanded by negative or positive

pressure. An apparatus for artificial respiration during

thoracic operations should be simple, easily operated, cheap,

portable, capable of being operated by hand power in case

of necessity; it must not damage the larynx. The Matas

clinical respiratory apparatus with the intratracheal pres-

sure bulb tube which Dr. Dorrance had devised closely

approximated these conditions.

The Relative Value of the Various Methods for the

Determination of Kidney Sufficiency.—Dr. B. A.

Thomas of Philadelphia read this paper, saying that the

most accurate and dependable test for the determination

of renal function was that by quantitative metabolic study,

but such study was usually impossible. .\ny test dependent

upon synchronous catheterization of the two ureters had a

limited field of application. The cystoscope together with

one of the aniline dye tests, notably indigocarmine, af-

forded the most practicable means of kidney diagnosis.

Results of Gallstones.—Dr. J. A. McGlinn of Phila-

delphia read this paper, saying that in eight out of eleven

cases of cancer of the bile-duct stones had been present.

In a series of autopsy records of gallstone cases various
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related lesions were noted. While it could not be said

that all these lesions had been due to gallstones, many un-

doubtedly had been. These lesions could be prevented

only by early operation in gallstone cases.

The Pelvic Fascia with Reference to Operation for

Cystocele.—Dr. R. E. Brkx.vemax of Pittsburg read

this paper, saying that the bladder and anterior vaginal wall

were attached to the white line which gives rise to the

levator ani and by cutting these attachments a cystocele is

produced by downward pressure. These protrusions of

the anterior vaginal wall, either lateral, bilateral, complete

or partial, must be considered true herniae and were pro-

duced by a variety of cases. These were repaired by re-

storing the normal anatomy, as far as possible. This was
best done by the method of White of Savannah which

the author has used in several cases with success.

Cecostomy versus Appendicostomy for Colonic Ir-

rigation.—Dr. WiLLi.^M M. Beach of Pittsburg read

this paper, stating that the comparative safety of cecostomy

is apparent. Cecostomy or appendicostomy should always

be considered as an adjuvant to medical measures to be

invoked in order to treat local conditions locally. It

should be considered a legitimate treatment of toxemias

of intestinal origin, amebic dysentery, obstinate colitis and

constipation, tuberculosis and syphilis and it is believed to

be justified as an adjunct to medical measures in anemias,

intussusception and typhoid fever.

{To be continued.)

mpJitral itpma.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of
ca.ses and deaths from contagious diseases reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of October 22, 1910.

NEW YORK .\CADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, Held October 6, 1910.

The President, Dr. John A. Wyeth. in the Chair.

Report of the Trustees and Council Relating to the

Recent Purchase of Adjoining Properties.—Dr. John II.

HuDDLESTO.v. the Secretary, said that the .\cademy had re-

cently acquired adjoining property and the house abutting

on Forty-fourth Street in order to enlarge the building.

Particulars of the change were given in the Medical
Record of September 10, page 453. This matter will come
up for final action at some future meeting.

Amendment to Constitution.—An amendment to the

constitution was offered to raise the limit of non-resident

Fellows from 150 to 250.

More Money for the Use of Library.—It was moved
that the sum of $500 be voted for the use of the library.

This was in addition to the sum already given.

Presentations.—Dr. Chas. E. Denison presented to

the .\cademy a photograph of Baron von Humboldt. Dr.

Paul Bartholow of Philadelphia presented to the Academy
a photograph of Professor Bartholow who for many
years was connected with Jefferson Medical College of

Philadelphia. D. W. Johnston presented an engraving of

Dr. William T. Bull. These gifts were all accepted, and
the secretary was directed to send the thanks of the

Academy to each of the donors.

Report of the Committee on Finance.—Dr. L.
Emmett Holt stated that there were 1298 members
of the Academy and at least four-fifths of these would
contribute something: therefore, the Committee had
elaborated a scheme of contribution as follows: It

was assumed that 300 members would give $5.00
a year for five years: that 200 members would give

$10 a year for five years: that 150 members would give

$25 a year for five years; that 125 members would give

$50 a year for five years; that 100 members would give
$100 a year for five years; that 50 members would give

$200 a year for five years. By such a scheme he said
that from $150,000 to $200,000 should be raised.

The Definition of Pernicious Anemia and Its Treat-
ment.—Dr. E. Grawitz, Professor of Pathology of the
University of Berlin, made this address. (See page 751.)

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpo.x, yellow fever, cholera, and plague have
been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health,
a.nd Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended
October 21, 1910.

CHOLERA
PL.\CE DATE CASES DEATHS.

Austria-Hungary :Budapest Sept. 8-24 6 1

Sept. 29. still present
Kalocsa Sept. 23 Present
Neusatz Sept. 23 Present
Preesburg Sept. 23 Present

Chica: Amoy Aug. 28-Sept. 3.... 1

Germany: Freiburg Sept. 9-13 2

Marienburg Sept. ll-\$ 3 1

India: Calcutta Sept. 12-21 9
Madras Sept. 3-9 6

Italy, general Oct. 11-14 101 32
Outside of Naples

Naples • Oct. 11-14 40 21
Rome, province and city Sept. 25 -Oct. 1 . .

.

5

oiciiy. province—Monreal Oct. 1 1

Palermo Oct. 1 4
Japan: Kobe Sept. 12-21 44 26

Sept. 12. tirst case from ss. Ama-
kusa Maru.
Osaka Sept. 11-17 9 7

Java: Batavia Sept. 3 li 9
Manchuria : Dalny Sept. 4-10 1

Persia: Erzeroum. vilayet Sept. 11-22 272 168
Philippine Islands: Manila Aug. 7-Sept. 10. . 70 54

Provinces—Albav Sept. 4-10 3 2

Batangas Aug. 7-Sept. 10. . 522 349
Bulacan Aug. 7-Sept. 10. . 101 79
Ilocos Sur .'\ug. 14-20 10 7

Mountain Aug. 14-20 1 I

Nueva Ecija Aug. 7-Sept. 10. . 124 83
Pampanga Aug. 7-Sept. 10. . 46 45
Pangasinan .Aug. 7-Sept. 10, . 395 347
Rizal Aug. 7-Sept. 10. . 88 64
Tarlac Aug. 7-SeDt. 10. . 112 85

Russia, general Aug. 28-Sept. 3. . ').899 4.405
Sept. 25-30. cases 3,663. deaths

1.815
Cityof St. Petersburg Aug. 28-Sept. 3. . 429 168
City of Cronstadt Aug. 28-Sept, 3. 24 1

1

Governments—St. Petersburg Aug. 28-Sept. 3. . 62 37
Vologda .\ug. 28-Sept. .3. . 57 24
Novgorod Aug. 28-Sept. 3 . . 24 6
Liv-.ni.i Aug. 28-Sept. 3. . 2 1

Mir,>k Kng. 28-Sept. 3 . . 52 14
^l,.^:!',t. .^Vug. 28-Sept. 3. . 17 4

Vy.eisk Aug. 28-Sept. 3 . . 6 7

Smolensk Aug. 28-Sept. 3. . 28 3
Podolia Aug. 28-Sept. 3 . . 102 32
Volhvnia Aug. 28-Sept. 3. . 2 1

Servia: Belgrade Oct. 12 Present
Straits Settlements: Singapore Aug. 28-Sept. 3. . 5 2

Turkey in Europe: Constantinople. , . . Sept. 26-Oct. 2 . .

.

20
Turkey in .Asia: Sarasoun Sept. 18-24 1

Tizirk Sept. 18-24 1

Trebizond Sept. 11-24 97 46
YELLOW FEVER

Mexico: Campeche Sept. 25-Oct. 8, .

.

5 3

Including 3 cases previously re-

ported.
Venezuela: Puerto Cabello Oct. 12 Present

PLAGC E
India: Bombay Sept. 7—13 12

Calcutta Aug. 21-27 10

Peru: Callao Sept. 3 1

Russia: Odessa Sept. 20-26 7 1

SMALLPOX
Canada: Kingston Oct. 3

In vicinity.
Toront-) Sept. 11-17 1

Victoria Sept. 23-Oct. 1 . I

China: Shanghai Sept. 5-11 2

Egypt: Alex.andria July 1-31 3

Aug. 1-3! 1

India: Bombay Sept. 7-13
Madras Sept. 3-9

Russia: Moiicow Sept. 11-17 3

Warsaw Aug. 1-6
Spain: Vigo -Sept. 18-24
Straits Settlements: Penang Sept. 4-10 11

Singapore Aug. 2S-Sept.3'. . 13
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THE EHRLICH-HATA (606) PREPARATION.

(therapia sterilisans magna.)

a review of some of the reports made by german
and french physicians upon the treat-

ment of syphilis by this preparation,

by john bethune stein. m.d.,

ASSISTANT IN THE DEPARTMENT OF GENITOURINARY DISEASES, COLLEGE

OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

No place perhaps lends itself so well to the study

and treatment of syphilis as Finger's Clinic at the

Allgemeines Krankenhaus, Vienna. For there, ad-

joining the dispensary, is the laboratory (serodiag-

nostic investigation station) where not only the

seroreaction of the patient is studied, but examina-

tions by means of the microscope and dark-field il-

luminating apparatus are made of specimens taken

from various syphilitic lesions in order to determine

the presence of the Treponema pallidum {Spiro-

chcvta pallida) ; while above stairs are the wards

for the patients suffering from venereal diseases.

In one of these (the now called historical ward)

there were no less than 35 cases, all of whom had

received an injection of 606. The results seen there

by the writer form the incentive for this review.

The attention of the entire medical as well as the

lay world has been for some months past seriously

fixed upon the treatment {therapia sterilisans

magna) of syphilis by means of the new prepara-

tion recently discovered by Geheimrat Ehrlich in

Frankfurt, Germany. Needless to say, not only he

who makes the study and treatment of syphilis his

specialty, but the medical profession as a whole and

the world at large, await the results obtained with

not a little particular interest.

As the first field of experiment with. 606 was in

Germany, and as the greatest number of diverse

cases of syphilis and parasyphilis, now amounting

to several thousands, have been treated with this

drug and studied for some months past in the nu-

merous clinics where German is spoken, the facts

here presented will be taken mainly from German
and French writers.

In September, 1909, Prof. Conrad Alt of Ucht-

springe (Altmark) received from Ehrlich an ar-

senical preparation, named dioxydiamidoarsenoben-

zol, having the formula C,Ji,.OoN„As2, the clinical

value of which he was requested to prove in the

treatment of syphilis in man. The preparation was
actually made by Dr. Bertheim, a coworker of Ehr-

lich's, and the investigation of the effect of the

drug upon animals was conducted by Hata (a pupil

of Kitasato). They were able with this preparation

to cure relapsing fever in rats and mice after a

single injection; and it was further shown that the

drug had an action upon the syphilitic process in

rabbits which were infected with this disease. There

were 605 different preparations experimented with

before the 6o6th was selected; hence the name,

Ehrlich-Hata (606).

The preparation was first used upon a man in

Uchtspringe ; but not before it had been tried upon

dogs as a precautionary measure, in order to prove

its harmlessness. Later two healthy physicians pre-

sented themselves for experimentation and allowed

themselves to be injected with a dose of the drug

to show that it had no deleterious effects upon the

human organism. The physicians suffered no ill

results, except considerable pain for several days in

the region where the injection was made and where
there was some swelling. Ehrlich said that 606
was not organotropic and that it had a high para-

sitotropic value. Both of which statements thous-

ands of experiments have proved. Hoppe was the

first who actually tried the drug upon man.
The Technique.—Dioxydiamidoarsenobenzol is a

bright yellow powder, not pure, but an acid salt

and might more properly be called a dichlorhydrate

of the dio.xy-diamido-arsenobenzol. It is put up in

tubes in z'acuo and before the preparation is used it

must be converted into a sodium salt.

The solution to be injected should always be pre-

pared immediately before it is needed as it can-

not be sterilized after it is ready for use. Rigorous
asepsis is necessary in its preparation. All in-

struments, pipettes, mortars, pestles, stirers, etc.,

should be sterilized either in an alcohol or a Bun-
sen flame and the various solutions sterilized either

by boiling or by some other means. The technique

for the preparation of the drug for injection differs

with different experimenters.

1. Alt prepared the solution in the following way

:

There was placed in a measure glass (capacity of

30 c.c.) a single dose 0.3 gm. of 606 (at that

time they never used more than this) and about
10 c.c. of sterile water added. It was well shaken
up; then a sterile normal solution of NaOH was
added until only a small amount of the substance

remained undissolved. It always needs for this

about 2 to 2.3 c.c. normal NaOH. After this 20 c.c.

of sterile water is added and 10 c.c. of the fluid

is slowly but forcibly injected deeply into the right

and left gluteal muscles respectively. The 20 c.c.

of water are added usually after the addition of

some anesthetic. After the injection, the patient is

ordered to lie on his belly and remain so for half

an hour.

2. Procedure of Herxheimer.—A medium dose

(0.5 gm.) is used, which is very carefully triturated

in a mortar, to which is added 0.3 c.c. of a 20 per

cent, solution of NaOH. The trituration is con-

tinued and finally there is added little by little 10

c.c. of water. The fluid is injected immediately in
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order to avoid a sort of coagulation which is Hable

to occur.

3. Blaschko also employs a 20 per cent, solution

of NaOH (Sp. Gr. 1025), of which he adds 0.09

grm. per decigram of the powder treated, that is

0.36 c.c. of a 20 per cent, solution of NaOH are

used for a dose of 0.5 grm. of 606. The powder is

slowly triturated and finally 5 to 6 c.c. of very hot,

boiled water is added.

4. For a dose of 0.5 grm. MichacUs pours on

the powder, which has been placed in a test tube, i

to 2 c.c. of ethyl alcohol, and gradually adds 20 c.c.

of very hot distilled water. While doing so the

tube is to be shaken vigorously. When the solu-

tion is perfect he adds i c.c. of a normal solution

of NaOH (40 parts in a 1000 per decigram of the

powder). To this fluid he adds 2 or 3 drops of a

14 per cent, solution of phenolphthalein. The color

of the solution becomes red. He then adds a few

drops of a normal solution of acetic acid until the

preparation is colored a sulphur yellow. At this

moment 2 or 3 drops of the alkaline solution is add-

ed to neutralize the excess of acid. When a rosy

halo is formed at the upper part of the fluid it is

ready for use.

5. Wechselmann made the solution as follows:

A given dose, which in the tube is in vacuo and is

really an acid salt, a dichlorhydrate of the diamido-

arsenobenzol, is mixed, with either methyl alcohol

or glycol until dissolved, then 10 c.c. of distilled

water is added, then i to 2 c.c. of a decinormal

NaOH solution, to which is added 25 c.c. of water

and this strongly acid solution is then injected.

Later he added the decinormal NaOH until the

fluid was cloudy, whereby a monochlorhydrate was

formed. The concentration of the solution or the

fact that the drug was dissolved in water appeared

to produce very little difference in the pain at the

seat of injection. Wechselmann now adds deci-

normal NaOH solution until he obtains an alkaline

reaction with phenophthalein and neutralizes the

solution with i per cent, acetic acid. This prep-

aration of the drug is cloudy, and whether its ac-

tion is as rapid as that of an absolutely clear solu-

tion we do not know ; however, an absolutely pain-

less injection may be efficacious. The place where

the injection is to be made can be entirely anes-

thetised by a deep injection of 0.02 grm. novocain.

The syringe should be an instrument easily ster-

ilized, have a capacity of 10 c.c, with a platinum-

iridium needle of large caliber and about 6 c.c. long.

In Germany they frequently used a Record syringe.

An automatic syringe for intravenous injection is

made by B. B. Cassel in Frankfurt.

The region where the injection is to be made
should be thoroughly washed and cleaned with al-

cohol and ether and finally painted with tincture

of iodine. Various points may be selected for the

introduction of the drug, the buttocks, the back

between or below the scapular or the chest in the

submammillary region. The injection can be sub-

cutaneous, intramuscular, or intravenous when it

is desired to get a particularly rapid action of the

drug upon the lesions, for with the intravenous in-

jection the symptoms subside more quickly. The
intramuscular injection is made in the buttocks or

such places as are selected to inject insoluble mer-
curial preparations.

Wechselmann and many other experimenters pre-

fer the intragluteal injection. The injection is made
in the same manner as we make those of insoluble

mercurial preparations. Slowly and forcibly about

10 c.c. of the fluid is injected deeply into the right

and left gluteal muscles. The solution flows im-
perfectly, as it forms itself into a sort of light, salty

coagulate which often leads to the blocking of the

syringe. Froin 5 to 25 c.c. may be injected, follow-

ing the quantity of the fluid and the capacity of the

syringe. 60G may be suspended in paraffin oil and
then injected. The volume is less.

Dose.—Alt gave at first only 0.3 grm. Wechsel-
mann gives 0.45 grm. to women and 0.6 grm. to

men. Some give as much as 0.7 grm. without

harmful results. The average dose is 0.5 grm.
Schreiber repeated the injection after four weeks in

four cases where there were relapses. Neisser em-
ploys the intravenous method whenever possible.

Gerrone and Huggenberg treated 56 cases since

April 2, 1910. Twelve by the intramuscular injec-

tion (0.3 grm. 606) and 23 by the intravenous 0.3

to 0.4 grm. of 606, according to the body weight.

The volume of the solution to be used for intra-

venous injection is 100 c.c. containing 0.4 to 0.5

grm. of 606. Schreiber recommends that it be
still further diluted, for in that way it may be able

to avoid the skin eruptions which may by chance
follow the administration of the drug. Michaelis

advised that the seat of injection be massaged for at

least 10 minutes after the injection, in order to

assist the absorption of the drug.

After the injection the seat of operation is again

painted with iodine and covered with sterile gauze
which is held in place with adhesive plaster.

One of the most important points, which the

medical man as well as the layman should know, is

the absolute necessity for the patient to remain in

bed for the first two or three days after the in-

jection, and in his room for a period varying from
six to ten days. These precautions must be taken

as much for the observation of the local reaction

at the seat of injection as for the general condition

of the sufferer. The drug should not be adminis-

tered to patients in dispensaries or to those who
will not submit to the exigencies which the injec-

tion demands. The injection, which is not pain-

less, is accompanied by some reactions both local

and general, the importance of which should not
be exaggerated, particularly when the injection has
been made with great care; nevertheless, they are

at times so active and evident that it is necessary to

assure the patient he is in no danger.

The Reactions.— i. Pain, which is often toler-

able, at times acute, appears some hours after the
injection and reaches its maximum in 12 or 24
hours. The pain lasts for one to six days. In rare

cases where it is intolerable applications of ice and
an injection of morphine must be given. At times
the pain persists in an attenuated manner for sev-

eral days. Gerrone and Huggenberg have seen

cases where the pain radiating to the back and legs

lasted several weeks. These pains radiating to
the legs and thighs cripple them. They have mis-
taken this crippling for a paralysis of the legs.

There is more of a dull ache than a real pain, nev-
ertheless it sometimes persists for a long while. At
times the pain is only local. With the intramuscu-
lar method very great local pain was noticed (Ger-
rone and Huggenberg).

2. The inflammatory swelling resembles the local

reaction produced by a large injection of calomel.

The subcutaneous injections, without being more
painful than the intramuscular, often seem to favor

the appearance of this swelling. When the vehicle

of the drug varies between 15 and 25 c.c. the swell-
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ing appears immediately. The swelling is at times

accompanied with a redness of the skin, which at

first sight appears as if an abscess was forming,

but there is no fluctuation on palpation. The tumor
is firm, scarcely depressable and generally painful

when palpated. According to Neisser, in most
cases after an intramuscular injection, the hard in-

filtration and pain disappear without leaving a trace

in six or eight days. Tomasczewski states that the

painful infiltration lasts fourteen days and is ac-

companied by a rise in temperature (100.4" F-)

lasting several days. If the technique, aseptic and
operative, is not at fault no complications sliould

follow. Wechselmann punctured the infiltration

in one case.

3. A t'ise in temperature appears with a medium
dose (0.5 grm.) once in four or five cases. The
rise in temperature is slight, particularly if the pa-

tient is not imprudent. Sometimes the oscillations

of temperature are insignificant. The temperature

continues to rise not over 12 to 16 hours and does

not exceed 102.5° F. Gerrone and Huggenberg say

the average temperature is 101.3° F., in one case

103.
1
" C, and in an old man 104° F. After intra-

venous injections of 606 in nonsyphilitics the fever

does not occur. After the lapse of 24 hours the

temperature sinks in each case to about 98.3° F. or

99° F. One hour after the injection the difference

in temperature amounts to 2.16° F. to 2.7° F.

4. Constipation is usual ; diarrhea at times fol-

lows a large dose. The latter is often met with

when the febrile reaction is violent, with dryness

of the throat and other signs of arsenical poison-

ing. Duhot considers the diarrhea a normal com-
plication following the intravenous injection of a

large dose. According to Gerrone and Huggenberg,
with the intravenous method, there were quite con-

stant symptoms of poisoning, whicli began one

to two hours after the administration of the drug
and were over in eight to twenty hours. With the

intramuscular injection they observed no abscess,

no symptoms of arsenical poisoning.

Frequently severe headache, nausea, vomiting,

and great restlessness are observed (Spatz), cutis

anserina, but no chills have been reported. The
tormenting thirst, about which the patients chiefly

complain, cannot be attributed to the fever alone,

as it has been observed when the temperature was

99.5° F. (Spatz). In one case (Spatz) the heart's

action was more rapid and irregular, accom-

panied by a general feeling of uneasiness. 1 he

same observer reports a case of polyuria (over

two liters of urine daily) which lasted three J;o

four days.

5. The consequent eruptions are quite frequent

in patients who have specific eruptions and are

generally limited to a sort of accentuation of the

specific erythema. Frequently macular spots ap-

pear upon the skin the first few days (two or

three days) following the injection. If the rash

is a roseola it becomes congested, redder in color,

increases in size and at times surrounds itself with

a kind of macular eruption. If it is any of the

types of a papular syphilide, the papules become

surrounded by a sort of areolar or halo which

makes the lesion appear as if suddenly aggravated.

Sometimes a sort of nettlerash appears. In one

case, six hours after the injection, there appeared

upon the whole body and head "a bright red, ele-

vated, itching nettlerash sort of infiltrate" which

after two hours disappeared without leaving a

trace (Spatz). E.xceptionally are these drug erup-

tions of importance.

This consequent eruption is known as the Herx-
heimer reaction, or, more properly, Jarisch-Herx-

heimer reaction. Herxheimer considers cases,

where the reaction is seen, as being infrequent and
not at all constant, a sign unfavorable to healing

and even heralding a new rapid growth of the

lesions. Gerrone and Huggenberg report that half

an hour after the injection (intravenous) the syph-

ilitic eruption becomes intensely red, as in the

Her.xheimer reaction, "but exceptionally there forms
in other parts of the body, free from the exanthem,
an urticarial eruption." All these disappear in 24
iiours. In their 35 cases treated, they only ob-

served the eruption with an intravenous injection.

Schreiber reports three cases (he studied 150 in-

jected cases) where the Herxheimer reaction ap-

peared 12 hours after an intramuscular injection.

.\fter the intravenous injection of 606 the Her.x-

heimer reaction appeared in a few hours. One
patient developed an exceptionally severe exanthem
three hours after the injection, the character of

which Schreiber had never seen.

The cases which show a Herxheimer reaction,

Wechselmann considers as having been given a

dose of 606 too small to kill the Treponema pallidum,

and that the reaction is an e.xpression of a kind

of biological excitement of the same brought about

by too small a dose. A second injection can be

tried in such a case, yet it is possible that this will

be answered by symptoms of anaphylaxis, or be

ineffective on account of the power the spirochetes

have of withstanding the drug. In the last con-

dition mercury can be used in order to destroy

the remaining organisms.

Before we speak of the clinical results obtained

l)v Ehrlich's method of treatment, we must note the

striking efficiency of the method as attested by

laboratory control. The search for the Treponema
pallidum (Spirochceta pallida, or commonly called

spirochetes) under the microscope, especially by

means of Burri's or the dark-field illuminating

method, combined with the examination of the pa-

tient's blood, in order to find its seroreaction ac-

cording to the method of Wassermann, are indis-

pensable complements of the clinical observations.

They are both necessary in order to know at what
point Ehrlich's treatment is efficacious.

Siesskind, the assistant of Wechselmann, found

that the spirochetes disappear at about the end

of a day (24 to 36 hours), but they may persist

for several days (6 or 7 days). Before they dis-

appear one can see that their vitality is greatly com-
promised ; they appear swollen, their mobility is

diminished or has disappeared and the refringence,

so characteristic of them, is lost. Gerrone and
Huggenberg could not find the spirochetes in the

primary or secondary lesions after the day of in-

jection; and in two cases, in which six hours after,

the injection the spirochetes were still found, they

were fewer than before, and appeared rolled up
and flattened with irregular windings. A. Neisser

says: "We can say with surety that the new drug
exercises an eminent, straight-away influence as

well upon the spirochetes as upon the syphilitic

products themselves. The spirochetes, not only in

animal syphilis, but also in human syphilis, dis-

appear in very many cases after 24 to 48 hours
from the chancre and condylomata, where they

previously were present in great numbers. The
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Herxheimer reaction ( a reddening and swelling

of the macules and papules) which appears 24 hours

after the injection is another proof." Neisser

leaves the question open, as to whether the Herx-

heimer reaction is a question of the killing of the

spirochetes by the preparation together with a free-

ing of the endotoxin or a sort of stimulation of

the spirochetes and thence the ensuing rich secre-

tion of the toxic material.

The reaction of Wassermann furnishes us with a

means to determine and appreciate the decline^ of

the infection after the injection of 606. Alt first

used 606 upon 23 paralytics. In only two cases

out of 18 which gave a positive Wasserrnann re-

action did the positive reaction entirely disappear.

Two showed a marked decrease, while three

showed an appreciable decrease in reaction. Of

27 cases treated in Magdeburg by Schreiber, all

gave a positive Wassermann reaction before the

injection. Up to the time Alt reported these cases

(a short time, not quite a month and a half), 4
of the 27 gave a negative reaction. "Two recent

cases of chancre, which before the injection still

reacted negatively to Wassermann, were positive

eight days after, then they became negative after

14 days and have since remained so" (Geronne and

Huggenberg).
, , , . . •

Spatz reports nine cases treated by hun. in six

cases out of the nine, the Wassermann reaction was

repeated on the twelfth day. In two cases the

previously strongly positive Wassermann reaction

became entirely negative. In three the reaction re-

mained strongly positive. In one case of ulcerated

chancre (spirochetes were present) in which the in-

jection of 606 was given, while the Wassermann
reaction was still negative, the negative Wasser-

mann continued to persist after the injection.

Emery states he has seen the reaction after the in-

jection of 606 become negative in from three weeks

to two months. "The disappearance of the re-

action takes place slowly and progressively without

submitting to those oscillations that I have en-

countered in mercurial cures" (Emery).

Neisser relates that in about lo per cent, of the

cases was the Wassermann reaction negative and
only in those who came under treatment very early

after the appearance of the chancre. A patient

with a chancre (proved by the presence of spiro-

chetes in the lesion) to whom the injection of 606
was given while his Wassermann seroreaction was
still negative, became gradually positive, perhaps

on account of the smallness of the dose given him

(0.3 grm. to 60 r^g. weight). Geronne and Hug-
genberg tell us (they treated in all 45 cases) the

Wassermann reaction became negative in 10 cases

after 4 to 10 weeks of observation. In 4 cases it

remained positive (of 2 of the 4 cases i was 56
the other 70 days old). In the 25 cases which had
been observed less than 4 weeks, the Wassermann
reaction became negative in only 6 cases.

Hoppe and Schreiber found in the 52 cases

treated by them, which they could observe 50 or

more days, that after 50 days 84.6 per cent, of the

cases which previously had a positive Wassermann
reaction lost the same. Four other cases lost it

later, thus making a total of 92.3 per cent. The
earliest the reaction was negative was after 4 days

:

the latest after 70 days. Lange (an assistant of
Wechselmann) examined the patients who were
injected with 606 twice weekly in order to ascer-

tain their seroreaction. Those who were long
enough under observation showed a negative re-

action. Comparative studies of the disappearance

of the positive reaction of Wassermann in patients

under treatment with the Ehrlich preparation and
those with mercury have not as yet been sufficiently

pursued in order to draw formal conclusions on the

superiority of one or the other of these methods.

Emery also states: "It was only just to recognize

that if the mercurial medication has given me at

times a precocious and complete negative serore-

action, I have scarcely ever obtained this negative

and durable reaction, except after the application

of a vigorous intermittent mercurial treatment car-

ried on during three or four years."

Inilueiice Upon Metabolism—Excretion of Ar-
senic after Injection, etc.—Alt observed that after

the injection of 606 the lecithin metabolism was
favorably influenced. The injection of the first

fifty cases was made in Magdeburg under the direc-

tion of Hoppe of Uchtspringe. In each case

exact investigations as to the metabolism of the

patient were made, especially was the excretion of

arsenic carefully studied. It was established that

the excretion of arsenic was not so rapid as was
intimated by other authorities. In some cases

arsenic was excreted ten to twelve days after the

injection. "With an intragluteal injection it is

assumed that a sort of depot for the drug is formed,

it is encapsulated as it were, and it cannot be re-

corded that on such and such a day will so and
so much of the drug be taken from the place"

(Alt). With intramuscular injections the arsenic

is slowly absorbed. Ehrlich says that in hens in-

jected, intramuscularly, with the Spirillum galli-

naruni it takes the infection thirty to forty days

to develop; whereas after intravenous injection

only three to four days. According to Ehrlich,

muscle necrosis arises in the sphere of the injec-

tion which contains the preparation and slowly

gives it up.

"From Magdeburg, two death are recorded for

which the treatment with 606 was proved not to

be responsible. In one of these cases fourteen days

after the injection a considerable amount of arsenic

could be found in a piece of the gluteal muscle.

The other case, which thirty-six days after injection

came to section, showed arsenic still present in

the gluteal musculature (0.0 1 grm.). Doubtless,

in a number of cases, where the intragluteal in-

jection is given, a depot, so called, remains a long

t'me. "If the dose is not effectual can we say it

was too small, but is it not possible that the intro-

duced drug did not come in contact with the sev-

eral tissues of the recipient?" (Alt).

"With intravenous injections of 606, the excre-

tion of arsenic is almost ended after two days, only

a trace being found after the third day. "During
this time almost the entire amount of arsenic can

be found in the urine and stools, a very small

amount is found in the sweat" (Hoppe and
Fischer). Hoppe and Fischer found arsenic in

the urine of paralytics 10 days after the intramus-

cular injection of 606. They also report that after

a subcutaneous injection in paralytics the excre-

tion of arsenic in the urine (0.3 grm.) terminated

after 12 to 14 days, in epileptics after 15 to 16 days,

and with other syphilitics mostly before the fif-

teenth day. The excretion of arsenic from the in-

testinal canal, after an intramuscular injection of

0.03 grm. continued 10 days. According to

Fischer and Hoppe arsenic was not found in the

blood (30 c.c. of blood) 14 days after injection.

Heubner states that after the intravenous injec-
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tion the excretion of arsenic is exceptionally rapid.

Schreiber observed a light arsenical exantheni in

two patients which appeared eight or ten days after

the injection of 606, and very quickly disappeared.

One of the patients had a rise in temperature.

Hirschfekl found no changes in the blood except

in a single case where there was a slight hyper-

leucocytosis. Schwarz also found a hyperleucocy-

tosis. Neisser reports a hyperleucocytosis (3800)
which appeared after an injection and which slowly

declined. According to Heubncr, even with the

strongest concentration of 606, the formation of

niethemoglobin does not take place.

At the instigation of Fournier of Paris, Emery
went to observe the experiments which were being

made with the Ehrlich preparation at the clinics

of Herxheimer (Frankfurt), Lesser (Berlin),

Neisser (Breslau), and Wechselmann, Michaelis,

Tomascyewski, Blaschko, Sachs, and finally Ehr-
lich himself. The experiences of Emery are of

not a little value and on that account the writer

will frequently draw from them.

Primary Lesion.—After Alt had found the effi-

cient dose of 606 to be 0.3 grm. he had Schreiber

try the drug upon recent cases of syphilis, in the

Altstadtischen Krankenhaus in iVIagdeburg. Alt

says: Since the 31st day of January, iqio, twenty

cases of florid syphilis have been treated by us,

each with a single injection (0.3 grni.) of 606,

with immediate and astonishing results. The initial

lesion itself, together with its induration, showed
marked retrogression after a few days. The mac-
ulopapular eruption quickly healed, leaving pig-

ment spots. Ulcerations on the labia are covered

with epithelium in a few days. Large condylomata

about the aims and perineum, in exceptionally bad

cases, are entirely cured after four weeks. A large

stubborn lesion on the head is after scarcely three

weeks entirely cicatrized. In a few days the spe-

cific laryngitis disappears. There is, in all cases,

an undeniable specific influence favoring the heal-

ing process. The tendency to heal is astonishing,

dates from when the injection is given and there

are no complications. With three exceptions the

patients gained in weight. Pain at the site of in-

jection and a rise of temperature ( 101.5° F.) were
noted."

Emery says : "The action of 606 on a chancre of

the lip appeared to me singularly rapid. It cicat-

rized in three or four days and the submaxillary

adenitis disappeared as if by enchantment. The
rapidity of action on the genital lesions was not

quite so great."

I have seen chancres clear up in three days and

cicatrize in seven, but the nodular infiltration, al-

though softened and diminished in volume, per-

sisted and the inguinal adenopathy slowdy declined.

Emery has seen chancres clear up in two or three

days and cicatrize in five to ten days.

Ten chancres (Geronne and Huggenberg) about

the size of a ten-cent piece were healed in ten to

fourteen days. A chancroid remained uninflenccd

by 606. The diminution in the size of lymph gan-

glia is especially rapid—eight to fourteen days. In

most cases there remains a slight swelling of the

lymph nodes and vessels.

On June 18, 1910, at 2:30 p.m.. Wechselmann in-

jected with 606 a patient suffering from about

twenty roseolar spots upon the trunk and a dirty

erosive chancre on the shaft of the penis. At

6.30 P.M. almost all the roseola had disappeared

and the next morning the chancre was clean, al-

most without any induration, and on June 22, 1910,

there remained of the lesion a mass about a lentil

in size. Wechselmami recites a case of an initial

lesion, the size of a dollar, which destroyed the

lower lip. There was also a maxillary bubo, the

size of a goose egg, upon which (in May) inunc-

tions of mercury were used without much effect.

On May 20 an intramuscular injection (0.04 grm.)
of 606 was given. On Jime 2 the lesion was flat,

about the size of a ten-cent piece, the glands small,

and on June 8 the lesion was completely cured. A
markedly indurated chancre (cartilaginous) ob-

served by Wechselmami, cleared up rapidly, but the

complete healing took a long time, a time cor-

responding to the rcsorbtion of the tissue growth.

Spatz employed the Ehrlich preparation in nine

cases. The sum of results is the following: "The
primary lesion, in six days, was covered with epi-

thelium and was softened, the moist papules dried

up and the macular eruption entirely disappeared."

Dorr treated twenty-si.x cases by the intragluteal

injection and observed no complications other than

a rise in temperature and a sensation of pressure

at the seat of the injection. He says, "he must
designate the instantaneous results as almost dum-
founding." Some cases, which were injected be-

fore the symptoms of the secondary stage appeared,

in which the nature of the disease was definitely

established by the presence of the spirochetes in

the initial lesion, accompanied by a positive Was-
serman reaction, the initial lesion quickly disap-

peared. One case, which was injected shortly be-

fore the secondary stage, is still (one month later)

free from all symptoms. It was the same with all

cases treated by this so-called "preventive injec-

tion." The time, however, since they were treated

is too short to give definite results.

The action of the drug upon the initial lesion

is at times not so marked as it is upon other syphil-

itic lesions. This peculiarity has not escaped EKr-
lich himself, but he says it is exceptional. Ehrlich

told Emery of a chancre with an ulcerated center,

where the spirochetes persisted, which would not

heal, and which responded to treatment only when
the mercurial treatment was added to his treat-

ment. This fact is very unusual, as usually the

spirochetes disappear in an extraordinarily short

time in recent syphilitic lesions. The fact that there

exists at times only a relative softening action by
606 on the chancre is explained, as Emery says, by
the vascular thrombosis which partially prevents the

drug from coming in contact with the spirochetes.

The same phenomenon can be observed with the

mercurial medication, particularly when we use

insoluble mercurial preparations. Soluble mercurial
preparations act upon the chancre with a much
greater rapidity than insoluble

;
yet. nodular indur-

ations persist for a long time, \^''ho has not ob-

served the nodular infiltration which persists after

the chancre has healed? We should not call in

question the efiiicacy of 606, at this period of the

disease, because of these partial and exceptional

failures and because at times its action upon the

initial lesion is slow. The only syphilis which we
can diagnose is a general syphilis. The syphilitic

infection, as we know, is already beyond the limits

of the chancre when it appears. There is a double
generalization of the disease, one early and rapid
by the blood vessels, the other late and slow by the

lymph vessels. The seroreaction of Wassermann,
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which is ahnost always negative three weeks to two

months (Emery) after the injection of 606, at-

tests unimpeachably the sure "sterihzing" action of

the drug upon the human organism so far as the

syphihtic infection is concerned.

The value of the reaction of Wassermann in the

diagnosis of syphilis is universally recongnized to-

day. Practically, the reaction is a specific one.

It is also certain that the reaction of Wassermann

is a valuable indication not only as to the existence

of the disease, but also as to the degree of viru-

lence of the infection. It is clearly evident that

the percentage of positive \\'assermann reactions

diminishes proportionately to the number of cures

by the mercurial medication (Neisser). We must

not, however, lose sight of the fact that the reac-

tion gives indications only for a variable time and

that a negative Wassermann reaction has been con-

comitant with the appearance of a localized tertiary

lesion.

The only practical conclusion to be drawn from

the foregoing observations is the necessity, if we
wish to attempt to 'sterilize" the body rapidly

and completely, so far as the syphilis is concerned,

of joining (as Blaschko has recommended) a local

treatment (excision, destruction with the galvano-

cautery, or local mercurial treatment) with the gen-

eral treatment of Ehrlich. Emery thinks the local

and general mercurial treatment should be admin-

istered with 606. Ehrlich interdicts entirely the

parallel use of another arsenical preparation such

as atoxyl or hectine, but is not at all opposed to

the concomitant or consequent use of mercury

with 606.

Secondary Lesions.—The action of the drug upon

mucous lesions of whatever nature and wherever

located is most extraordinary. Mucous patches on

the tonsils and soft palate, eroding syphilides, or

superficial ulcerations of the lips disappear, as if

by enchantment, twenty-four to thirty-six hours

after the injection and sometimes there is not a

trace twelve hours after the injection. Wechsel-

mann cites a case of a young girl with severe

mucous lesions of the tonsils, fauces, and labia

pudendi which disappeared entirely eight days after

an injection of 606.

Schreiber reports 150 cases treated by him, of

which 128 were intramuscular and 22 intravenous.

In all cases a prompt decline in the manifestations

was noted. In ten cases, in which apparently the

dose was not sufficient, new manifestations ap-

peared before the expiration of four weeks.

Lesions of the vulva and penis, particularly when
they take the form of vegetations and are bathed

and irritated by the neighboring discharges, heal

more slowly, but the action of 606 is none the less

exceptionally rapid. In the service of Professor

Lesser of Berlin very extensive vulvar lesions

were healed in eight or ten days, the lesions simply

being kept clean. Isolated and conglomerated con-

dylomata regress, dry up, and disappear in almost

the same time. At times, twenty-four hours after

the injection the beginning of the drying up ap-

pears. Some disappear five or six days after the

injection. Geronne and Huggenberg report that

"small condylomata heal in fourteen days, ulcerated

ones in two or three weeks."

The roseola and simple macules disappear in

two to five days. Papules at the latest in three

weeks. A hemorrhagic exanthem on the lower

part of the thigh disappeared in eighteen days.

With an impetiginous syphilide of the head and^

back, the lesions on the head disappeared in six-

teen days and those on the back in three weeks.

In five cases of laryngitis the laryngitis liealed in

seven to ten days.

The action, so extraordinary, so sure, and so

rapid, of 606 upon eminently contagious lesions

gives us a remedy which is destined to play a great

as well as a first part in the prophylaxis of syph-

ilis. The action of the drug on secondary skin

lesions is very rapid. The roseola disappears more
rapidly than a papular syphilide and much more
rapidly than a papulomacular or follicular syphilide.

Dorr states that in cases which had recei\ed Ehr-

lich's preparation after the manifestation of the

secondary lesions or after a relapse the mucous
and skin lesions (mucous patches, papular, macu-
lar, and lenticular syphilides) together with the

local and general adenopathy declined in the course

of a few days. There were no relapses in a space

of time covered by one to four weeks. In many
cases Neisser observed such a rapid decline of

the initial lesion, the papular syphilide, the ulcer-

ous processes, and especially the malignant types

of syphilis that he says : "Regarding the specific-

ness of the remedy no doubt can prevail."

Tomasczewski, coworker with Miekley at the

University Skin Clinic (Berlin), injected (intra-

muscular, 0.3 gram 606) and observed seventeen

patients with secondary syphilis. The manifesta-

tions of the disease promptly subsided, "in some
cases surprisingly, and in one case astoundingly

fast." Wechseimann reports two cases : one of

pernicious anemia after syphilis with fever, dys-

pnea, and 20 per cent, hemoglobin, in which death

followed eight days after an injection of 0.3 gram
606. The other case was one of papulocrustaceous

syphilide of the worst kind, together with a rupial

efflorescence on the forearm (i cm. high and 2.5

cm. in diameter ) from which, a few days after

the injection, the crusts peeled off and there were

left only small fresh granulating surfaces, and the

syphilitic infiltration entirely disappeared.

There are dift'erent grades of resistance to treat-

ment with 606 on the part of cutaneous lesions

;

the same can be observed when similar lesions are

treated with mercury. Emery states that in some
cases, where the mercurial treatment is vigorously

used, where large doses of calomel or biniodide of

mercury are given, the mercurial treatment com-
pares very favorably with that of Ehrlich so far

as rapidity of action is concerned. He has seen

papulolenticular syphilides (they were consider-

ably scattered over the trunk) disappear in less than

three days, leaving behind only a light rose colora-

tion. We all know how rapidly inunctions of

mercury sometimes act upon cutaneous lesions.

The action of 606 upon the early malignant syph-

ilides (pustular, ulcerous, ecthymatous, frambesioi-

dal) is a veritable triumph. Not only are the

lesions of the skin and mucous membranes rapidly

and completely cured, but the general constitutional

disorders which accompany them are pari passu

ameliorated and disappear. The integument takes

on its normal color, the fever and headaches cease,

appetite returns, the patients gain in weight, and
their general physical and mental conditions are

reestablished in an extraordinary degree.

Alt recites a case of icterus syphiliticus, with

very severe icterus, marked general adenopathy,

and an extremely well-developed maculopapular

syphilide. About nine days after an injection
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(0.4 gram) the icterus had almo.st disappeared to-

gether with the eruption and adenopathy. Wech-
sehiiann also relates a case of syphilitic icterus

healed by 606 in a week.
Dorr reports the following two cases of malig-

nant syphilis : One a soldier, previous to his in-

fection a robust man, who was treated for months
with mercury and potassium iodide without any
results. He was exceedingly pulled down, bed-

ridden, unable to move himself, had night sweats
and fever and his entire body was covered with an
extensive crustaceous and ulcerated syphilide. His
condition was such that his physician. Dr. Fur-
hauf, gave a lethal prognosis. The patient was
given a single injection, which on account of his

decrepid condition contained only 0.3 gram 606;
yet two days later the pain, fever, night sweats had
ceasetl and on the third day the ulcers began to

heal. He gained in weight and according to his

own account felt exceptionally well. At the time
uf writing all the ulcers were covering themselves
with epithelium. The second case (which was one
of tertiary syphilis and is inserted here only for

convenience) was in a woman who acquired syph-

ilis five years previously and for four years suf-

fered, in spite of all treatment, from a torpid ulcer

about as large as the palm of the hand, which
was 2 cm. deep and had an elevated sort of border.

She was injected with 0.4 gram 606. Her condi-

tion became better at once, the ulcer, nothwith-
standing its size and extensiveness, began to fill

up with granulation tissue and the epithelium be-

gan to grow inward from the walls of the same.

The injection produced no untoward etifects in this

patient, who was in a weak and reduced condi-

tion. Emery cites cases of infiltrated nonulcerated

syphilides which healed in the same way although

somewhat slower.

Plerxheimer is of the opinion that localized ulcer-

atcr tubercular syphilides (forehead, wrist, arm.

shoulder) heal less quickly than when they are

scattered. Emery, however, says that the ulcerated

tubercular syphilides heal as quickly as the non-

ulcerated.

Besides these secondary manifestations which are

not easily or quickly cured by mercury or potas-

sium iodide, there are other manifestations of syph-

ilis, inveterate, deep, extensive, of the palm of the

hand and sole of the foot, which are remarkable for

their pertinacity and prolonged resistance to mer-

cury. Emery saw two such cases. One in Ehr-
lich's laboratory which was "radically cured in a

relatively short time." The other was in the service

of Herxheimer, which was effaced about four days

after an injection of 606. Geronne and Huggen-
berg relate two similar cases. One disappeared

ten days after the injection of 606 and there was
little to see of the other after seven days.

Coiiipaiisoii of the Ehvlich and Mercury Treat-

ments.—Of special interest are some cases in which

VVechselmann compared the results of the mercury
and potassium iodide treatment with Ehrlich's

treatment. He designates the following case as

"quite unbelievable." Seven months previously

the patient had a chancre and four weeks later an

eruption. From November 28, 1909, to the middle

of March, 1910, he received thirty-five injections

of mercury. For three months he had pain in both

knees and on May 5, 1910, he came under Wech-
selmann's care. "The patient was a skeleton, the

skin sallow and corpse-like, his appearance that of

a death's head, with an exceedingly painful ex-

pression." On the face and body were crustaceous

lesions as large and larger than a ten-cent piece.

L 'leers and scars of the same extended into the sub-

cutaneous tissue. From the nose came a most of-

fensive odor. The septum of the nose was per-

forated and the left inferior turbinated bone and

vomer had sloughed away. Swallowing was very

painful and the patient was kept alive by the stom-

ach tube and nutrient enemata. The pulse was

small, of low tension, and 120 or more. The end

was daily expected. On May 21, 1910, Wechsel-

mann injected 0.4 gram of 606. There was no rise

in temperature and the pain remained moderate.

Two or three days later the general condition was
distinctly improved and on May 26, 1910, a gen-

eral healing began. The diseased bone of the nose

was thrown ott n; toto. The fetor vanished. On
May 30, 1910, the lesions were healing or had

healed, and on June 7 the patient began to swallow

and go about. The weight increased from 84.7

pounds, on May 21, to 107.8 pounds, on June 22.*

Wechselmann also saw similar surprising results

in two hopeless cases, which for years had been

fruitlessly treated by the usual method. In one

of these cases after an injection of 0.25 gram
606 the temperature rose to 102.8° F. and
remained so during four days and morphine

had to be given on account of the pain. Michaelis

gives the following case with an idiosyncrasy

toward mercury. On June 9, on account of

an extensive papular syphilide covering the

entire body, with psoriasis on the palms, and

papules on the back of the hands, 0.3 gram, of 606

was injected. No pain or disturbance was felt.

The papules on the forehad and skin of the head

began to disappear on the third day after the in-

jection. On June 22, 1910, the only evidence of

the disease were pigment spots on the backs of

the hands. The following case of Michaelis offers

another comparison of the two methods. A pa-

tient who contracted syphilis in 1906, in spite of

mercury, atoxyl, and potassum iodide, had ulcers on

the palate on either side of the uvula, and on the

bridge of the nose. The uvula was ready to slough

ofif. On the third day after the injection of 606,

the edges of the ulcer became healthy and eight

days after the injection on each side of the uvula

was a small scar.

Pick reports two cases of malignant syphilis

(ulcerated gummatous lesions of the pharynx and
tonsils) on which mercury and potassium iodide

were used without effect. The lesions began to heal

a few days after the injection. The Wassermann
positive reaction was not influenced by the drug.

Tertiary Lesions.—Particularly striking is the

action of this drug upon all forms of ulcerated

gummata, A case in Ehrlich's laboratory of an
enormous gummatous ulcer of the leg was more
than half healed (filled) five days after the in-

jection of 606. The writer saw two very striking

cases in Miiller's service in Vienna. One a large

ulcer of the face, the other of the leg, both of which
were rapidly healing after the administration of

606, and which had jireviously resisted all treat-

ment. It is a remarkable fact that the signs of

periostitis, frequently so painful, beneath these

gummata are the first to disappear. This is also

the case in the other forms of syphilitic periostitis

and the pain usually disappears the first night after

the injection.

*Pick states that often witli the rapid decline in symp-
toms the patients gain in weight (8.3 lb.).
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Emery saw a case in Professor Lessor's clinic

where two large gummatous ulcerations had de-

veloped in the middle of the dorsum of the tongue.

The pain was so severe that the patient could only

swallow liquids. Since 1900 the patient had taken

mercurial inunctions and injections without stay-

ing the progress of the disease. Eight days after

the injection the tongue was completely healed.

In the middle of which was a linear fibrous cicatrix

;

the organ itself had its normal suppleness ; all pain

and inconvenience had disappeared, and, finally,

he was shown a colored photograph of the intact

lesions taken eight days previous. In the service

of Herxheimer there was a gumma of the arch

of the palate which had not been treated locally.

Three days after the injection of 606 it showed a

clean surface antl cicatrizing edges. Michaelis

cites the three following interesting cases from his

service (Berlin) : One was that of a pharyngeal

and perilaryngeal gummatous ulceration which
threatened the life of the patient. It was totally

healed a few days after the injection of 606. The
second case was one of syphiltic ozena ; the repul-

sive odor from which disappeared forty-eight hours
after the injection and was radically cured three

weeks afterward. Von Zeisel and Duhot had the

same extraordinary results with a diffuse hyper-

trophic syphiloma of the nose and upper lip after

using Ehrlich's treatment. The third case was one
of chronic syphilitic arthropathy which had resisted

all treatment but yielded at once to 606.

Kromayer observed two cases of very extensive

ulcerations (subcutaneous gummata) on the thigh,

exposing the bones, which healed so quickly "as to

be scarcely believable." He treated fifteen cases

with 606,

The following two cases are taken from those re-

ported by Geronne and Huggenberg. One, a gum-
matous orchitis, the size of a small fist, was six-

teen days after the injection only a little larger

than the sound testicle. "An accompanying psori-

asis vulgaris shows no signs of disappearing." The
other was an interstitial glossitis of two years'

standing. Eight days after the injection the swell-
ing diminished and the tongue could be easily

moved. Ledermann reports a gummatous ulcer of
the leg which was treated very successfully by
Ehrlich's method.

Visceral Syphilis.—In cases of renal and hepatic
syphilis the Ehrlich treatment can be profitably used.
Alt recites a case of icteric syphilis cured after nine
days, and Wechselmann one after seven. Lesser
gives a case of lung syphilis accompanied with
chronic nephritis in which the 606 gave brilliant re-

sults. Emery relates a case of grave stomachic
syphilis relapsing in spite of mercurial treatment,
which was successfully treated by 606. A case of
syphilitic ulceration of the rectum is reported by
Wechselmann, which rapidly healed, with slight con-
sequent stenosis not embarrassing to defecation.
It is thought that the treatment of visceral .syphilis

with 606 will very likely play an important part in

the therapeutics of this disease. Up to the present
visceral s\-philis has been but little studied clin-

ically. This is probably accounted for by the ap-
parent rarity of the cases and the difficulty in ob-
serving and diagno-sing them. Nowadays, after a
positive or part positive seroreaction of Wasser-
mann had been obtained, of course combined with
a careful clinical examination of the patient, we can
almost positively conclude that the trouble is syphi-
litic.

We must, however, keep in mind that, ivhen ive

have to do with nonsyphilitic Z'isceral lesions con-

comitant -cvith syphilis, the drug is contraindicated.

Ocular Lesions.—There was an undoubted im-

provement in the cases seen by Emery of syphilitic

conjunctivitis, choroiditis, and iritis; but he says

the treatment was of too recent a date for one to

appreciate definitely the results which appeared so

excellent. Gluck reports a case of iritis with

synechia, in which the photophobia disappeared on
the second day after the injection and the eye be-

came normal after eight days. A double iritis was
cured three weeks after the injection of 606. The
same observer cites a case of parenchymatous kera-

titis which cleared up two days after the injection

of 606 and was notably improved but incompletely

healed when the patient left the hospital twenty-one

days after the injection. Wechselmann reports an

optic neuritis appearing two months before 606 was
injected. Since the injection the fundus oculi and
vision have remained normal.

Syphilitic Lesions of the Nervous System.—
Although Ehrlich himself has made the formal

statement that the presence of certain lesions of

the nervous system are contraindications for the

administration of 606, nevertheless the drug has

been employed in many nervous diseases consequent

to syphilis. Wechselmann cites at least five cases

(two of recent date) of syphilis of the central ner-

vous system which underwent treatment with 606
without harmful results. A case of cerebral syph-

ilis presenting a menacing gait was treated with

606 by Michaelis. The symptoms were soon re-

duced to headache. A case is reported of a woman
with a long standing syphilis, where among other

preataxic lesions there was a commencing optic

atrophy. After the injection of 606 the opthalmol-

ogists who examined the eye said there was a con-

siderable improvement in vision.

Alt gives a number of cases of epilepsy of syphi-

litic origin which were greatly benefited by the in-

jection of 606. The attacks almost disappeared.

Two cases of severe epilepsy with syphilis, which
daily had four to five epileptic attacks and where the

status epilepticus was so severe that death appeared

imminent, were given an intravenous injection of

606 (for fear the pain of an intragluteal one would
bring on a new status) with astonishing results.

"In one case the seizures have quite disappeared;

for five days none occurred."

The following reports of late syphilis which were
treated with 606 are given by Dorr. Three paraly-

tics were injected with insufficient quantities of the

drug ; accordingly, no effect could be expected. The
patients who received 0.4 gram 606 were naturally

improved. One patient who suffered from attacks

of dizziness, paresthesia (one side), and diplopia

was three weeks after the injection free from all

these symptoms. Another suffered from dizziness,

headache, disturbance in speaking and writing, and
very marked disturbances in perception and concep-

tion. Four weeks after the injections of 606 the

patient was less forgetful and suffered no longer

from headache and dizziness Mattauscheck. who
examined him, states that his powers of perception

and conception were materially improved and that

the disturbances in speaking and writing have dis-

appeared. Wechselmann cites a case of testicular

and brain syphilis which healed within fourteen

days after an injection of 606.

Neisser rei^orts the case of a woman with a syphi-

litic brain lesion (optic neuritis) following one
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year after the initial lesion. There were choked
disk, paralysis of several eye muscles, and terrible

headache. The case was treated ineflfectually with

large doses of mercury and an appropriate amount
of potassium iodide. After an injection of 0.3 gram
in conjunction with the potassium iodide treatment
all the subjective and objective symptoms declined

with striking rapidity.

The Ehrlich-Hata preparation was used by Alt

in a number of relatively recent cases of tabes. In

six cases not only the subjective but the objective

symptoms subsided and hand in hand with this

there was a general improvement and the patients

took on weight.

The fact that Ehrlich himself forbids the use of

the drug in cases of syphilis of the nervous system,

combined with some recent bad results following its

use there, should force one to show very great re-

serve in treating such cases with 606. Fraenkel and
Grouven have reported a death ensuing two hours
after an intravenous dose of 0.4 gram. The pa-

tient was a young man suffering from a cerebral

gumma. Ehrlich absolutely forbade Emery to use

606 upon a case of syphilis of the central nervous

system which developed less than eight months
after the infection and in which mercury had only

given partial results. It is necessary to be very

cautious until experience shows what forms and

localizations of syphilis of the nervous system we
can treat by the Ehrlich-Hata preparation. Of
course, it is different with the tabetic patients at

the beginning of their trouble, who still have their

ocular integrity and appear much benefited by the

treatment.

Hereditary Syphilis.—Pregnant women have re-

ceived an injection of 606 without ill results. Gluclc,

however, speaks of a case where the heart beats of

the fetus ceased a short time after the injection of

606. Michaelis injected a nursing child which was
literally covered with a pemphigus syphilide with

0.1 gram. From the day of the injection it gained

in weight and the cutaneous and buccal lesions be-

gan to disappear. Wechselmann injected with 606

a nursing child who had a large papular and

pemphigus eruption, which was shortly cured. The
positive Wassermann reaction disappeared and the

child remained well.

Michaelis tells of a syphilitic child with an ex-

anthem, an infiltration of the palms of the hands

and soles of the feet, upon whom the lesions began

to heal three days after and had entirely disappeared

eight days after the injection of 606. A coryza

persisted, however.
Two nurslings, according to Wechselmann, with

pemphigus neonatorum were cured after the injec-

tion. Three others with the same disease died a

few days after 606 was injected. The skin lesions

indeed began to get better, but anemia, fever, and,

in one case, opisthotonus appeared and death

resulted. The section showed, in the first case,

most extensive miliary gummata of the liver ; m
the second, gummata of the heart: in the third,

pedatrophy. There were no signs of arsenic pois-

oning.

Wechselmann considers only those children whose
nutrition is faultless are fitted to be treated by the

new method. He holds that it is possible through

the rapid dissolving of the large number of spiro-

chetes by the administration of 60G to set free siicli

an amount of endotoxin that thereby a transient

damaging agent enters which the weak infant's or-

ganization cannot stand.

Ehrlich has stated that nursing children should

not be given more than 0.03 to 0.05 gram of his

preparation. He considers even this dose as lethal

for some ; for it was found that the syphilitic lesions

of the nursing child were completely cured through

the milk of the mother, who had already received

an injection of 606. Ehrlich maintains that re-

course should be had for some time to the action of

the mother's milk before the child is injected with

606. Schreiber reports that the infants of two

pregnant syphilitic women who were injected with

606 previous to the birth of their children showed

no evidence of syphilis.

Relapses.—Wechselmann had not seen any re-

lapses up to the time his paper was published, nor

has Emery seen any in the various clinics he vis-

ited
;

yet various experimenters have observed

them.
Geronne and Huggenberg, in their last report of

twenty cases which were treated by 606 with good

results, say they had five relapses. They observed

the cases for thirteen weeks. Among these cases

"there were two men who received an intramuscular

injection (606). The clinical symptoms strikingly

diminished, the Wassermann was soon negative and

remained so, and then, after seven or eight weeks,

on the site where the chancre was there appeared

a new erosion in which the spirochetes were found.

They conjecture that in the upper layers of the

epithelium the spirochetes remain alive because the

drug has not reached them. They intend in the

future to treat the primary lesion, etc., locally. The
two following cases are also reported by them. A
case of specific laryngitis treated with 606 (the

Wassermann was not negative) reappeared five

weeks later. Another case of specific laryngitis was

treated with 606. Wassermann became negative

and remained so some weeks. After eight weeks

it again became positive, but no clinical manifesta-

tions appeared. Neisser explains the relapses noted

by the fact that too small doses (up to 0.4 gram)

of the drug were used.

The relapses explain themselves, according to

Wechselmann, liy the fact that the spirochete is not

a parasite of the blood, like the trypanosome, ex-

cept in a verj' transient way; that it leaves the

blood, enters the lymph spaces, and forms what
might be called sorts of isolated centers in differ-

ent parts of the body and that it is possible for the

organisms in these foci to wake up and become viru-

lent at periods more or less remote. Not only are

the various relapses accounted for in this way, but

the negative Wassermann reactions followed at vari-

able intervals by the positive Wassermann reac-

tions are also explained.

Failures 7vith 606.—No failures were reported

to Emery from the several clinics he visited. He
saw in Lesser's clinic a syphilitic ulceration of the

head and face in which no modification appeared

ten days after the injection of G06. It was thought

that the drug became encysted, so to speak, at the

site of the injection, where a tumor persisted for

some time, and therefore the 606 was not properly

absorbed. It is to avoid such a condition that

Michaelis recommends massaging the site of injec-

tion for at least ten minutes after the drug is ad-

ministered. Ehrlich told Emery of a case in which
he attrilnited the tardy healing to a previous ad-

ministration of arsenic.

As to how the 606 medication compares with the

mercurial (excepting, of course, the treatment of

parasyphilides in which the drug has partially failed
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and for which it was originally not intended) the

following expressions of opinion are given:

"In most of the cases the syphilitic manifestations

declined faster with 606 than with any other remedy
used by us." (Pick.)

"In all the cases where the time of observation is

long enough there was a decrease of the manifest

symptoms ; indeed, the improvement was mostly a

striking and quick one." (Geronne and Huggen-
berg).

The instantaneous result of 606 was "almost

dumfounding; whether a lasting cure (the absence

of relapses) has been accomplished or whether this

can be accomplished with greater doses we will re-

port next winter. I would like to call your atten-

tion to the fact that forms refractory to mercury
which had been for years in a stationary condition

improve strikingly and quickly after the injection

of 606" (Dorr). "Regarding the specific character

of the remedy no doubt can prevail" (Neisser). He
is also quoted elsewhere. Speaking of his cures,

Kromayer says "on the whole I did not think it pos-

sible."

"It is obvious that after so short a time we can-

not say whether a final cure of lues is brought
about by the new remedy. Experience will teach

this. I believe there is no longer any doubt (I have
more than 150 cases on hand) that so effective a

specific remedy as the Ehrlich preparation has not

existed till now" (Alt).

"Sceptical criticism can no longer exist. The
new preparation affects the symptoms of syphilis in

their infectious forms with a rapidity and thor-

oughness that no former drug had in any way ap-

proached. The healing is so rapid that one cannot
exhibit the patients because most of them show
nothing after a few days and leave the hospital"

(Wechselmann). (He tried the drug on eighty
cases.)

Prophylaxis.—On account of an action so con-
stant, rapid, and durable, upon the mucus patches
and all erosive and ulcerous lesions whence the in-

fection takes place, 606 will play a prominent part
in the contest against syphilis. Thanks to the Was-
sermann reaction and 606 it may be possible quickly
to "sterilize" partially or entirely all those infected
with syphilis.

The appearance of some form of latent syphilis

entailing an injection of 606 will assure at least

for a considerable time an innocuousness. At pres-
ent protective measures are unfortunately often too
late and on account of the frequency of application
therapeutic interventions are difficult.

For those syphilitics who have not conformed
strictly to the mercurial treatment and whom we
cannot forbid marrying because their disease is

old and, they have had no lesions for a long time it

would be well to advise as a measure of precaution
and security an injection of 606 some months be-
fore marriage. With syphilitics desiring to marry
we usually consider the frequency and intensity of
their relapses, the character and duration of the
treatment, the period over which the disease has
extended, the time elapsed since their last manifes-
tation, and finally the Wassermann reaction. Can
we now tell them after the administration of 60G
that they are cured and are fit to marry? We know
the wonderful efi'ect 606 has upon the lesions of
syphilis and even the power it has of changing a
Wassermann reaction from positive to negative.
We might even legitimately stop all treatment after
an injection of 606, provided the Wassermann re-

action frequently repeated showed negative results.

We cannot, however, lose sight of the fact that, at

times, a negative Wassermann reaction has been

coexistent with the manifestation of a tertiary

lesion, and finally have we enough evidence of the

definite action of 606?
Emery makes the following emphatic statement

:

"The complementary precaution of a mercurial

treatment should in every case be exacted." With
this statement we must at present agree. Ehrlich

is not opposed to the consecutive or simultaneous

use of 606 and mercury; he is, however, opposed

to the synchronous use of 606 and other arsenical

preparations.

The question is continually asked to-day, not

only by the physician, but the layman as well

:

"Will 606 after a single injection definitely cure

syphilis? It is this question which has caused the

greatest confusion regarding the real value of

Ehrlich's discovery. This confuson can be cleared

up easily by reading Ehrlich's article, "Chemother-
apie von Infektionskrankheiten." A certain num-
ber, very few perhaps, are certainly not cured by
a single injection of 606, as is attested by the re-

lapses reported and where a second injection is

necessary. We can readily understand the possibil-

ity of some of the spirochetes escaping destruction

either by the fact that the dose of the drug was too

small or that they might have scattered themselves

in such places in the body where a single injection

could not reach them.

\\'e must remember that Ehrlich says that the dose

of the drug can be learned only by slow and patient

observation. We know positively that 606 has

shown itself superior to any other mode of treat-

ment so far as its action upon a large number of

syphilitic lesions is concerned. It has been said we
must discriminate between the action of G06 upon
the lesions and its action upon the evolution of the

disease (the clinical development of syphilis), that

is, the syphilitic infection itself. The clinical de-

velopment of the disease is determined by the para-

sites, in that they hinder the curative reaction of

the cells of the organism.
The lesions, of course, are the consequence of

the infection and the obvious lesions in almost every

case rapidly disappear after the injection. This fact

accompanied by the appearance of a negative Was-
sermann reaction three weeks to two months after

the injection of 606, together with the early dis-

appearance of the spirochetes in lesions before the

healing process begins, and probably the appearance
of the Herxhcimer reaction, which appears about the

same time the spirochetes disappear from the other

lesions, combined with the results of animal ex-

perimentation, are most convincing proofs of the

high parasitotropic value and great sterilizing power
of 606.

"How can we prove," says Emery, "this action

quasi miraculous, which we see with our eyes, which
we believe perfectly realizable, btit which we still

only catch a glimpse of?" In order to demonstrate
that a definite cure is produced by 606 we must dis-

pose of the following facts: (i) The presence or

absence of the spirochetes in the lesions. {2) The
presence of a positive, part positive, or negative

Wassermann reaction. (3) The results of experi-

mentation upon animals. (4) The results of a study

of the clinical developments of the disease.

The first of these facts is proved in many lesions.

The second is proved in the greater percentage of

cases. Some consider it so in all. Regarding the
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third, it may be said that experimentation upon
animals is open to some objections, in that it is so
much more difficult to generalize in them the infec-

tion than in man. The following report quoted
from Neisser is of no small value as bearing upon
this subject

:

Of twelve syphilitic apes which were treated by
intramuscular injections of 0.025 gram 606 per kilo

and by intravenous O.015 gram per kilo only three
of these were surely healed at the time he published
his article; two possibly and the other seven were
certainly at that time not cured. With two of
the apes, which were given an intramuscular in-

jection (0.25 gram) of 606 eleven days before they
were infected with syphilis, the primary lesion ap-
peared very much later and was much less exten-
sive than with the apes who had been simultaneously
infected and who had not received a previous in-

jection of 606. It is further reported that Neisser
has succeeded in reinfecting syphilitic apes cured
by 606. As for the fourth fact only time zvill shozv.

In answer to the question : Is a definite cure
brought about by the injection of 606? Emery an-
swers as follows : Yes, in the majority of cases.

But who has not seen syphilis, unknown or ignored,
consequently not treated, craftily disappear during
the first stages of its development and remain mute
during periods of ten, twenty, thirty years and even
during a generation, wake up in the aspect of a

grave disease of the nervous system—general

paralysis?

Indications — Contraindications. — The patient

should be carefully examined with a view of ascer-

taining the presence of lesions other than syphilis.

As we know the to.xic effect of the arsenical prep-

arations, and especially their injurious action on
the optic nerve, Spatz insists that in every case we
intend to treat with 606 we must previously ex-

amine the fundus oculi and accept for treatment
only those who have a normal fundus. Before an
injection of 606 is given an examination of the blood

should be made in order to ascertain by the Wasser-
mann method what the seroreaction is. Spirochetes

should be looked for in the chancre, the examination
being made according to Burri's method or. better

possibly, with the dark field illuminating apparatus

or both methods. The temperature and body weight
should be taken and the urine examined (especially

for albumin). // tlie form of the disease is ap-

propriate then and then only should zee giz'C an

injection of 6o6.

According to Blaschko the contraindications are:

old age, affections other than syphilis of the ki'.l-

ney, heart, liver, spleen, lung, blood-vessels, such as

an advanced aneurysm, and particularly those who
have not a normal fundus oculi ; with those who are

suffering from a grave syphilitic affection of the

brain, such as recent hemiplegia or an acute or

subacute meningitis, 606 should be used with the

greatest caution and only after the physician is

thoroughly convinced that the treatment with mer-

cury is not efficacious. Cachexia or a weak con-

stitution is not always a contraindication.

The method of Ehrlich is indicated (Blaschko) :

(i) In all cases where the lesions are refractory

to mercury. (2) In a relapse immediately follow-

ing a so-called mercury cure. (3) In cases where

there are continual relapses. (4) When there is

an idiosyncrasy toward the mercury medication.

(5) With all cases of malignant syphilis with sec-

ondary and tertiary syphilides which are destructive

or dangerous on account of their site and the dis-

orders they occasion. (6) To make the first attack
on the disease with this drug at the appearance of

the chancre and at the same time treat the initial

lesion locally followed by a prolonged and inter-

mittent treatment.

In all other cases we can treat the lesion inde-

pendently either by Ehrlich's or the mercury method,
as occasion and convenience present themselves.

Not a few syphilographers think that these two
modes of treatment in a certain number of cases,

instead of excluding one, can complete and supple-

ment each other. A long comparative study of the

two medications as to their advantages, propriety,

and efficacy will doubtles permit us to narrow the

precise indications of the one or other.

Whatever may be the future of the Ehrlich-Hata
preparation, and now there is no doubt regarding it,

the admiration of the entire world must go out to

the man who bestowed it, who gave us the Ehrlich

side-chain theory, the Ehrlich granules in the leu-

cocytes, who proved that there are chemical sub-

stances which are fixed by microorganisms living'

in our body, and now—to crown it all—conceives

the therapia sterilisans magna which gives the

coup de tnassiie to syphilis almost at the moment of

its inception.
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CUSTODIANSHIP OF THE WATCH AND
BIBLE OF DR. BENJAMIN RUSH.*

WITH BIOGR.'\PHIC.'\L NOTES.

By ROBERT ABBE, M.D.,

Few more interesting souvenirs could come into

the keeping of the profession than the two typical

possessions of Dr. Benjamin Rush—so full of char-

acter.—as his watch and his bible. He was a man
of such rich experience, rare character, and notable

attainments, that he made a lasting impression on

his time both in professional and patriotic fields.

The old inscription of the former owners of the

watch, namely,

BENJAMIN RUSH, M.D.
Sig. Dec. Ind.

Ob. 1813
RICHARD RUSH.

Ob. 1859
BENJAMIN RUSH

*Read at a meeting of the Practitioners' Society, Octo-

ber 14, 1910.
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gives it a personality of its own. One feels some-
thing of a thrill as one holds it in his hand and
thinks of the hand that held it long ago at the

death bedside of many great heroes of revolution-

ary days, or when keeping appointments with the

early presidents, the highest statesmen, Franklin,

Humboldt, and a host of others.

A little later it followed the fortunes of Richard
Rush, the son, equally great in the annals of the

day, as attorney general of the United States, and
later our minister to England and to France. This

watch was often at the court of St. James, where
the younger Rush figured well and became an im-

portant factor in establishing the Monroe Doctrine

by writing a warning to our government of the

secret understanding between European monarchs
to thwart the spread of republican ideas which
were taking root in America. From his letters ex-

tracts were used by President Monroe in his mes-
sage to Congress devising the Monroe Doctrine.

It also figured in France where Richard Rush as

our minister was the first to recognize the Republic

in 1848.

I have been asked to bequeath this souvenir to

the most distinguished member of our profession,

whom I consider to represent the spirit and quali-

ties eminent in Dr. Rush, and by him to be passed
onto successive custodians as years go by. Thus
it is believed it will be a mark of distinction to be
one of a chain of honored names perpetuating the
just renown of Rush. We have in our country
none too much of the oriental "ancestor-worship."
V/e may well keep alive the names of good men.

In seeking a name for the first custodian I have,
by elimination, chosen one whom I think you will
agree with me has added to scientific research, an
untiring spirit of work, a broad human helpfulness,
patriotism, and literary culture—Dr. Weir Mit-
chell. It is specially fitting that Dr. Mitchell is a
Philadelphian and an ex-president of the College
of Physicians of which Dr. Rush was a founder.
Dr. Mitchell agrees with me that the idea of per-
petuating this memorial is most happy, and he ac-
cepts the trust, and agrees to nominate a successor,
and to have the watch preserved in the cabinet of
the institution as one of its most valuable assets.
As a companion piece to be kept with the watch,

I have had made a book of blank pages finely
bound, in which I have written the following brie'f

biographical statement as representing the estimate
of one of the profession in New York, followed by
one from the pen of Dr. Weir Mitchell of his own

city. Following this is a collection of photographs
and engravings of all the existing portraits of Dr.

Rush, with such autograph letters as I could obtain.

Then comes the letter presenting the watch and
inaugurating the scheme by the lady from whose
hands it came to me. On succeeding pages are por-

traits of successive custodians of the watch, as-

signing perhaps the essential reasons of choice as

well as of the acceptance of the trust.

Thus in time there will be a most valued series

of portraits and autographs of npted medical men
and the custodianship of the watch will be a sort of

blue ribbon.

The name of Dr. Benjamin Rush has outlived the

century of his birth and, by general concession, a

century and a half later, stands on the roll of the

medical profession the most noteworthy in our
country's history.

The traits of character and qualities of mind
which brought him to this commanding eminence
may wisely be kept before succeeding generations

as worthy of admiration and emulation.

He was born in. a century when the light of

science was dawning; when the art of medicine

was only emerging from the crude customs and
practices of medieval darkness. ^Tedical teaching

was as child's play compared to modern revelations.

He was among the earliest students to sail bj^ck

to the old world and listen to the masters of Eng-
lish and French teaching after he had absorbed the

limited training of our provincial schools. Or-
ganized science was not known. Men were gather-

ing facts. The personal friendship of Franklin, the

acquaintance of Humboldt and of many other dis-

tinguished men, inspired him. Rush followed this

spirit of study and as he says, had "a habit of mak-
ing everybody with whom he conversed contribute

to his improvement." He was untiring in his work
—insistent on meeting the most distinguished men
in all professions wherever he went.
He habituated himself to the improvement of

every hour of the day and contributed letters to the

lay and medical press whenever stirred by popu-
lar questions. Drawn into political controversy
when his country was disturbed, he sacrificed time
and energy to correcting public abuses. He was
fearless in differing with friends on topics of the

day, displaying a rare independence of thought.

He joined the patriots of his time, when to be
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a republican threatened his prosperity. He fought

prerogatives of royahy and led in committees ad-

vocating separation from the mother country. He
was called to represent his State in the first con-

gress and signed the Declaration of Independence

in the stirring days of the revolution.

He was the intimate of all the patriots and heroes

of the early days of our country's peril. For many
years he was trusted by General Washington, who
gave him command of the medical and surgical

work of the Continental army, but whom he after-

wards criticized with fearlessness of results that

won the President's disfavor. Staunch admiration

for his sterling worth led President Adams to ap-

point him Director of the U. S. Mint in the face

of forty competitors. This responsible office he

held during the last twenty years of his life.

No greater tribute could be paid to any man
than that in which President Adams speaks of

him after his death in a letter to Elbridge Gerry,

saying "As a .man of science, letters, taste, sense,

philosophy, patriotism, religion, morality, merit,

usefulness, taken altogether. Rush has not left his

equal in America, nor, that I know, in the world.

In him is taken away, in a manner most sudden
and unexpected, a main prop of my life." Allow-

ing for the exaggerations of friendship. President

Adams in those words attempted a portrayal of

virtues which, in his mind, dominated the por-

traiture of the man.
Dr. Rush was a deeply religious man from his

youth, first a Presbyterian, then after marriage an

Episcopalian. His studious and thoughtful habits,

his controversial mind, incessant w-ork and fear-

less independence made him irascible and brought
him enemies. Nevertheless, he sustained the larg-

est practice in Philadelphia, mainly among the poor.

We must, for all time, respect the man whose
great humanitarian impulses dominated every act

of his life. The epidemic of yellow fever in 1793
brought out the type of man most clearly. Deeply

pondering on the terrible ravages of the disease,

which swept Philadelphia in midsummer and re-

duced it to a few thousand, left to brave the fight.

Rush remained among them, defying the disease,

and putting in practice his best wisdom, though his

methods differed from those of most of the faculty.

In retrospect, modern research shows that his

opponents were more in the ri.ght than he in as-

cribing the epidemic to specific causes brought

from without to the city, while he insisted it was
from the unsanitary condition of the city only.

Rush was proud of his own calling and always

ardent in the defence of the right as he saw it.

We see the spirit of independence germinating in

the grandfather who was a captain in Cromwell's

army, came over with William Penn. and founded

the stock from which Benjamin Rush was born in

Philadelphia in 1745.

Of his medical writings some were controversial.

.some instructive, but more remarkable than all

was his work on insanity, which competent judges

regard as a century ahead of his time.

13 West Fiftieth Street.

Diagnostic Value of the Lipoids Excreted in the

Urine and Sputum.—The so-called anisotropic "liquid

cryst.Tls" sometimes found in these excreta doubtless

represent a mixture of fat and albumin. While we know

little of their chemical constitution, their presence, as re-

vealed by the polarisation microscope, should possess

diagnostic value.

—

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

COMPLETE SUBPARIETAL RUPTURE OF
THE KIDNEY, WITH REPORT

OF A CASE.

Bv HENRV G. BUGBEE, M.D.,

Tiih: extreme rarity of this injury, the vagueness

of the signs and symptoms, with the probability that

many cases are never diagnosed, or when recog-

nized are placed upon proper treatment when too

late, leads me to review the condition and report

this case.

In few of the monographs on this subject, or

even in the textbooks, is any attempt made to divide

the cases into groups according to the extent of the

lesion, hence it is impossible to give the proportion

of the cases in which the lesion was complete.

All ruptures, of whatever degree, are rare, as

shown by the following statistics: In 2,610 post-

mortem examinations in the course of ten years

at the Middlesex Hospital there were 12 instances

of subparietal rupture of the kidney, of all de-

grees. Goldstein reports 23 cases in 20 years at

the Friedrichshain Hospital. Watson found 27

cases recorded at the Boston City Hospital in 14

years. He collected 603 cases recorded to 1903.

In another series of 13,455 autopsies there were

31 instances of kidney rupture (Morris and Her-

zog). Johnson, in his report of all kidney lesions

treated at the Roosevelt Hospital from 1890 to

1898, found one case of complete rupture of the

organ. Brewer in a series of 140 cases of surgical

kidney had one case of complete rupture.

Inasmuch as a very sHght laceration of the kid-

ney causes a relief of tension, it is probable that

few ruptures are complete.

Injuries of the kidney occur more frequently in

men. This relative frequency is probably due to

their exposure to injury, but is also attributed, by

Kiister, to the fact that injury more commonly
produces movable kidney in women. Thus he

found of 306 cases of subparietal ruptures of the

kidney, that 281 were in men. Complete rupture of

the kidney may result from direct or indirect vio-

lence. The former is more common, and, as in the

writer's case, the force is severe. Falls upon the feet

or buttocks have produced the lesion, and Watson
reports a case in which muscular exertion was the

exciting cause. The ribs, by crushing the kidney

against the spine, may assist in the production of

the lesion. Hydraulic pressure, acting through the

blood-vessels and the distended pelvis, is thought

by Kiister to play an important role. The organ

distended with urine is certainly more prone to

rupture. The right kidney is more frequently the

seat of lesion than the left (242 of 272, Morris).

Pathology.—In complete rupture of the kidney

one pole may be separated from the remainder of

the organ, or the laceration may extend through

the pelvis of the kidney and even into the vessels,

as in the writer's case. The kidney usually ruptures

in a horizontal direction, in the interlobular lines

of the embryonic kidney. Although the rupture is

complete, should it not involve a cali.x or the pelvis

of the organ, urinary extravasation does not take

place at once. Hemorrhage of more or less sever-

ity is immediate. If the fatty capsule is not torn, a

hematoma rapidly forms beneath it. Pressure of

the surrounding organs, also of the peritoneum,

tends to check it. When the laceration involves

the kidney pelvis, hemorrhage is more severe, and
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an extravasation of blood may fill the loin. The

peritoneum is protected by the fatty capsule inter-

posed between it and the kidney, yet it may be

torn, allowing a rapid extravasation of blood into

the peritoneal cavity. Often other viscera are in-

jured, most commonly the liver and spleen. Frac-

tures are not infrequent complications. Suppura-

tion rapidly ensues, should the patient withstand

the primary shock, when a complete rupture is

treated expectantly.

Symptoms.—The history is usually that of
_
a

severe crushing blow in the side, followed by pain,

symptoms of shock, and internal hemorrhage.

Hematuria is present unless the renal artery or

the ureter is plugged with blood clot, or a com-

plete destruction of the kidney has taken place. A
tumor may rapidly fill the loin of the injured side.

This tumor is tender, often irregular in contour,

is due to perirenal extravasation of blood and urine,

and may rapidly increase in size (from a secondary
hemorrhage); or may disappear altogether (from
a dislodgment of a clot in the ureter). An absence
of the tumor indicates a rupture of the peritoneum,
with extravasation into the peritoneal cavity. Peri-

tonitis may follow this, but Tuffier has shown that

in single introductions of urine into this cavity, wdien
made gradually, or when sufficient time is allowed
to elapse between introductions, peritonitis does not
result. Vomiting is often immediate. Rigidity of
the abdominal muscles and ecchymosis may be
noted. Anuria may take place immediately after

the receipt of the injury, and is due to extensive
laceration of the kidney with reflex inhibition of
function in the other kidney; to injury of both kid-

neys ; a plugging of the ureter ; laceration of the
renal vessels; or rupture of a fused kidney. Often
it is of short duration (12 to 24 hours). Symp-

toms of suppuration follow these extensive rup-

tures if operative treatment is not employed at

once.

Diagnosis.—The patient will^ as a rule^ give a his-

tory of having received a severe blow in the side.

The examination reveals a tumor in the loin. There
is, as a rule, hematuria. The patient is in a state

of profound shock. These symptoms with evi-

dences of internal hemorrhage should lead one to

treat the patient for rupture of the kidney.

Prognosis.—This depends upon the delay in ap-

plying the proper treatment. The primary mor-
tality is due to hemorrhage, while secondary deaths

are caused by infection, which may be hematogen-
ous or ascending in origin. The mortality of all

cases of subparietal ruptures of the kidney has

been estimated at from 32 to 92 per cent.

Treatment.—This resolves itself into expectant

and radical. Expectant treatment should be em-
ployed only as a temporary procedure, to allow the

patient to recover from the primary shock. The
patient should be watched very closely, and this

line of treatment must be immediately superseded
by operation if the hemorrhage is progressive, or

where there is reason to believe that there exists

a rupture of the peritoneum with intraperitoneal

complications. Expectant treatment consists in

rest, application of cold and pressure to control the

hemorrhage, treatment of the shock, with a refilling

of the depleted vascular system. Operation is in-

dicated in the vast majority of cases, and should

be immediate. The choice of the operation de-

pends upon the presence or absence of complica-

tions. When introperitoneal organs are injured the

abdomen should be opened anteriorly along the

linea semilunaris. In uncomplicated cases the

posterior incision, along the outer border of the

erectorspinas, and quadratus lumborum muscles, or

the oblique incision parallel to the free border of

of the ribs is preferable.

The steps of the operative procedure should lead

to the checking of the hemorrhage, removal of

the kidney if necessary, and drainage of the

wound. Associated lesions, when found, must be

treated. Manipulation should be reduced to a min-

imum, and the operation should be performed as

rapidly as possible.

The case which I wish to report is as follows

:

Patient R. O., aged 15. Family history negative.

Past history: Ordinary diseases of childhood,

otherwise, negative. Present illness : On February

19, 1910, while coasting downhill, his sled turned,

throwing him violently against an iron post. The
blow was received squarely between the ribs and
the crest of the ilium. Immediately he passed into

a state of collapse, was carried home, and seen by

a physician who stated that he was unable to find

any evidences of severe injury and expressed the

opinion that the boy would be all right in a few
days. His mother states that he became very pale

and cold, and complained of pain in his side. Two
hours after the accident he voided an ounce of

bright, bloody urine. One hour later, another small

quantity of the same character was passed. He
was now seen by a second physician, who advised

his immediate removal. He was placed under my
care at the Vassar Bros.' Hospital, in Poughkeep-

sie, nine hours after the accident. Physical exam-
ination on admission : .\ boy of medium frame,

fairly well nourished ; extremely pale ; surface of

the body covered with a clammy sweat; pupils di-

lated and sluggish; respirations slow and gasping;
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pulse thready, weak, and irregular ; temperature

97°. The right side of the abdomen was filled with

a rather firm, rounded, slightly movable, tender

mass. The remainder of the abdomen was slightly

distended, tender, and rigid on the right side. Rec-
tal examination negative. I made the diagnosis

of probable rupture of the right kidney, with ex-

tensive hemorrhage. Owing to the exceedingly

poor condition of the patient, it seemed best to

apply palliative measures, in the hope that he would
rally sufficiently from the shock to render the opera-

tion a less grave procedure. He was placed in

bed ;
pressure and cold applied to the abdomen

;

salines administered per rectum, and morphine
(grain y^) given. After watching the patient

closely for ten hours, with little improvement in

the general condition, I decided to operate without

further delay. An intravenous infusion of 400 c.c.

of saline solution was administered and a rapid

exploration of the right kidney made. The pos-

terior vertical incision was made along the outer

border of the erectorspinse muscle and the mass
exposed. The mass filled the loin, extending above
the free border of the ribs, and below to the crest

of the ilium. Lying posterior to the peritoneum,

it consisted of a completely ruptured kidney (as

shown in cut), and blood clot. The whole mass
was surrounded with fluid blood and urine. The
pedicle was rapidly ligated and the kidney removed.

Exploration revealed no injury of the peritoneum.

The wound was packed, the bladder catheterized.

four ounces of urine and blood were evacuated,

and the patient returned to bed. The pulse, which

was scarcely perceptible at the wrist, when the

patient was placed upon the operating table, im-

proved with the infusion, and remained strong

throughout the operation, which lasted twelve min-

utes. Following the operation the patient's condi-

tion rapidly improved. Salines per rectum, and a

second intra\enous infusion of 400 c.c. were given.

From this time on recovery was uneventful and

complete. The first few days after the operation

albumin and casts were found in the urine. On
the fourth day the urine became normal, and has

remained so ever since. The amount of urine has

averaged 35 ounces a day. The patient left the hos-

pital cured six weeks after the accident.

40 E.\ST Forty-first Street.

THE NONENTITY OF ACUTE DILATATION
OF THE STOMACH.

By GEORGE EDWARD BARNES, B.A., M.D.,

In the index of diseases of the stomach is mentioned

acute dilatation. Although cases of it are very in-

frequently reported, it is considered by the profes-

sion generally and even by gastrologists to be a

real condition. I, however, have never been able to

convince myself of its existence. I cannot compre-

hend how a muscular organ like the stomach can

suddenly dilate to large proportions. In the living

body there is no sufficiently distending force to over-

come quickly the accustomed and prevailing strength

of the gastric musculature. Such great atony and

stretching as is supposed to exist could hardly be

produced so acutely. It seems to me that in cases

of supposed acute dilatation the dilatation is chronic

and the symptoms are produced chiefly by other con-

ditions, usuallv an intestinal stenosis or obstruction.

The multiplicity of the assigned causes of this sup-

posed disease is itself significant of error.

Boas recognizes acute dilatation or paresis as a
real entity but states that at the present time no
decisive view on the etiology of the recorded cases

can be reached. He suggests that not enough at-

tention has been given to deflections of the duode-
num as a possible cause of the condition. He classi-

fies seven causes of acute dilatation and says that

the most characteristic cases are due to mechanical
kinking. He specifies kinking of the pylorus or the

jejunum, acute obstruction of the pylorus by gall-

stones, torsion of the mesentery and compression of
the duodenojejunal section by the superior mesen-
teric artery. I agree that these conditions would
cause symptoms, but I cannot see how and he does
not state how they could cause acute dilatation of
the stomach. They could hardly operate through
nervous reaction or by damming the stomach con-
tents, which could be thrown off by vomiting.

Indiscretions in diet are considered to be the most
frequent cause of acute dilatation. Riegel states
that many of the patients have stomach trouble or
are reduced by anemia or some other disease before
they have the acute dilatation, that the disease may
be mild or severe, and that slight degrees of acute
atony are probably more frequent than we suspect.
He also states, "While it is true that in these cases
of acute insufficiency and dilatation indiscretions of
diet are the direct cause, it seems difficult to under-
stand why such very severe forms are rare, as great
indiscretions are undoubtedly frequently com-
mitted." Now he and other clinicians concede that
some of these cases have a history of pre-existing
stomach trouble and, although the cases, of course,
had not been previously examined, it is fairly cer-
tain that the patients had chronic dilatation. It is

also almost as certain that other cases reduced by
anemia or other diseases had also chronic dilatation
before they had the supposed attack of acute dilata-

tion. Patients with chronic dilatation are prone to
have also anemia and other chronic diseases, espe-
cially of the involuntary muscles. The mild cases
of acute dilatation following indiscretions are prob-
ably only cases of acute disturbance of digestive
functions coincident with and sometimes referable
to the chronic dilatation. Some stenosis or obstruc-
tion may also occur. Our patient was in the habit
of overeating. After eating a large quantity of
green peas she had nausea and vomiting, continuing
for two days, i. e. indigestion or acute dyspepsia.
On the third day the patient was unable to vomit
and was in a state of collapse. The doctor, called

on that day to see the case, found on examination
that the stomach was very much dilated. Such find-

ing, however, does not at all prove that the dilata-

tion did not antedate this acute sickness. The doctor
aspirated from the stomach a liter of brownish fluid

and some of the undigested green peas. The quan-
tity and color of the fluid can be accounted for in

several ways and is consistent with an obstruction,
and the presence of the green peas was an indica-

tion, perhaps, of an obstruction and certainly of
gastric insufficiency which was neither necessarily
nor probably acute. The case gradually improved.
Six weeks later patient had another attack from
which she recovered. Riegel says that a suggestive
feature of this and some other cases is the absence
of vomiting in the advanced stage of the disease

and that this can be explained only by the weak-
ness of the stomach resultin<T from excessive dis-

tention of its walls, or becn-.-se paralysis of the mus-
culature had become m-nplete. But it must be evi-

dent that absence of vomiting was due to the very
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weak condition of the patients. JMoreover, it is be-

lieved that no weakened condition or paralysis of
the musculature can prevent vomiting. There can
be in such a case as this no acute overdistention of
the stomach. Green peas certainly did not dilate the

stomach. Nothing—neither air, water, nor food-
was being forcibly pumped into it and stretching it.

Pain does not appear to be a symptom in the mildest

cases. But it is most improbable that an acute dila-

tation could occur without producing severe pain.

The more severe cases of acute dilatation follow-
ing dietary indiscretions are said to represent a more
serious sickness and some of them are said to

end fatally. In these cases I think that the chief

symptoms and the fatal issue are caused by an acute
intestinal stenosis or obstruction and that the dila-

tation is an old condition. But I also think that

symptoms of acute indigestion due to the chronic

dilatation may cause the kinking of the intestine

which produces the obstruction. Patients with
chronic dilatation often have attacks of acute indi-

gestion due to stasis, and experience severe vomit-
ing. During the churning of the intestines by the

diaphragm and abdominal muscles in the act of

vomiting, especially when the intestinal walls are

also atonic and flabby, a coil may be thrown about
so as to produce a valvulus or kink, particularly at

the duodenojejunal angle where one end of the

coil would have a fi.xed point of attachment and a

predisposing dent would be made anteriorly by the

superior mesenteric artery which itself would act as

a fulcrum. When such a kink is found at autopsy
the conclusion is jumped at that it caused the gastric

dilatation, whereas the reverse relation indirectly is

really more logical.

Acute dilatation is said to develop after laparoto-

mies. Riegel says that it seems clear that most of

the cases of postoperative dilatation so far reported

are secondary to occlusion of the duodenum or .some

other portion of the intestine, resulting from pres-

sure by cicatricial bands, or some other event con-
nected with the operation or with the preceding dis-

ease. It is most probable that there are cases of
intestinal obstruction arising from injuries received

during operation, and I think that the dilatation is

not the result of such obstruction, but a pre-existing
condition. The occluded point, however, would
probably be below the duodenum. Extensive or
careless handling of intestines during operation may
indeed produce a volvulus or kink which would
cause obstruction both in patients with and without
chronic dilatation.

A similar statement may be made about cases of
supposed acute dilatation following acute peritonitis.

Peritonitis, however, if extremely severe, might
cause temporary paralysis of gastric musculature
and possibly some acute dilatation. There have been
reported three cases of supposed acute dilatation
following peritonitis after abdominal operations.
One of these, for instance, followed an operation for
incarcerated hernia. But I am inclined to think
that the symptoms were due to the condition of the
incarcerated gut and that the dilatation was pre-
existent and coincident. The field of operation in

cases of this kind is so remote from the stomach that
a consequent peritonitis would not be apt to involve
the organ unless the infection is general and severe.

Kinks might be produced during operation in these
cases as well as in those not followed by ]ieritonitis.

Again, traumata of the abdomen probably do
not cause acute dilatation, but may cause kinks from
irregular peristalsis, peritonitis which produces

bands, clefts, or fenestra in the mesentery or omen-
tum, and local contusion, all of which resulting con-
ditions may cause acute stenosis or obstruction in
patients with as well as without a chronic gastric
dilatation. If on autopsy of a patient who has died
from a blow in the epigastrium or elsewhere a dila-

tation is found it need not be concluded that the
blow caused the dilatation and that the dilatation
caused death.

A case is reported in which, it is claimed, char-
acteristic acute dilatation was caused by scarlatina
during convalescence. It is inconceivable how scar-
latina during convalescence or any other period
could cause acute dilatation. The case is typical

of acute intestinal obstruction terminating in death,
the dilatation being a chronic and coincident condi-
tion.

It is likewise inconceivable how certain chronic
diseases could cause acute dilatation. As already
stated, patients with chronic diseases are probably
more apt to have in general weak involuntary
muscles. But this condition would permit a chronic
and not produce an acute dilatation and would pre-

dispose to intestinal obstruction.

Emotions affect the peristalsis of the stomach, but
it is beyond imagination how violent emotional dis-

turbances could produce acute dilatation. It is pos-
sible that much violent weeping, like vomiting, could
cause a kink of the upper jejunum. Prolonged
emotional disturbance might be in part a cause
of chronic dilatation only. Strange as it may seem
on first thought, no relation can be seen between
central lesions and acute dilatation.

Anesthesia is supposed to cause acute dilatation,

but it is past recognition how it could either by
central, local or general action. Such cases are

probably the same as those called postoperative,

which have already been mentioned.

Epigastric hernias could not very well cause acute

dilatation by tugging on the omentum or in any
other way, but they could cause symptoms which
might be wrongly referred to a dilatation which is

chronic. Other internal hernias, notably into the

duodenojejunal fossa, might also cause misinter-

preted symptoms. The manifestation of hernias,

too, is apt to be chronic rather than acute.

Acute parenchymatous gastritis could not cause

acute dilatation for the musculature would not be

involved.

One writer considers acute dilatation to be due

to paralysis of gastric musculature or spasmodic

contraction of the pylorus. But, as has been al-

ready intimated, nothing short of crushing and
stretching of the musculature could cause acute

dilatation, and such causes do not exist. According

to present knowledge, as also already stated, de-

struction of the nerves innervating the stomach

would not cause acute dilatation. It is a mechanical

impossibility that spasmodic contraction of the

pylorus should cause acute dilatation. This author

says that the cause of death is difficult to state, but

that it may be autointoxication or some direct in-

jury of the vagus nerve. Such a virulent autoin-

toxication is unknown, and no injury to the vagus

could cause death as a result of acute dilatation,

even if the latter condition ever occurred.

But few autopsies have been made on these cases

of so-called acute dilatation, but in a part of them

an obstruction has been found at the duodeno-

jejunal juncture. An obstruction in the upper in-

testine might easily be overlooked or obliterated in

post-mortem manipulation. Varying degrees of ob-
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struction at this predisposed point would account
for the symptoms in the majority of cases, but the

dilatation would be a chronic pre-existing condition.

It is possilile that in some cases of so-called acute

gastric dilatation the symptoms may be produced by

some functional disturbance of the duodenum (in-

stead of indigestion or intestinal stenosis or obstruc-

tion), the dilatation, however, being chronic.

REPORT OF TWO CASES OF TETANUS
FOLLOWING VACCINATION.

By CLIVE D. SCOTT, M.D.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

CHIEF D1SPE.NS.\ THE IIOSriT

The alleged disastrous effects of vaccination is a

subject concerning which so much has been written

that it might seem, in view of the beneficent eft'ect,-^

of this operation, a work of mistaken frankness to

add to the body of literature anything which, with

the remarkable ingenuity possessed by the fanat-

ical antivaccinationist in distorting the statements

of medical writers, might be seized upon as incon-

trovertible evidence for the support of his favorite

theme. Yet, notwithstanding this unfortunate pro-

pensity, it is the belief of the writer that the best

interests of the medical sciences are subserved by
exact statements of the facts in these cases, as in

others ; for in the past the lack of exact data is to a

considerable extent responsible for the misdirected

enthusiasm of the antivaccinationist to-day.

The following two cases of tetanus occurring in

children recently vaccinated came under my obser-

vation during the fall of 1909, incidental to the

annual campaign of vaccination prosecuted under
my supervision, by the Health Department of St.

Louis.

C.\SE I.—E. D. F. ; white ; male ; aet., six ; na-

tivity, St. Louis ; a pupil of one of the public school

kindergartens, was vaccinated (primary) on No-
vember I, 1909, by a vaccine physician of the Health
Department, in the customary manner and with one
of the standard viruses prepared in this country,

under the supervision of the Public Health and Ma-
rine Hospital Service, and which was received from
the laboratory about three days previously. Upon
the same day on which this child was vaccinated

117 other children in the same school and 48 addi-

tional children in other schools in the city were vac-

cinated with a virus procured from the same dealer

and of the same consignment, making a total of 165.

The operation in all of these cases was performed in

the usual manner adopted by the Department, a?

described below, and by a physician of large experi-

ence in this work, in whose experience no unfortu-

nate result had previously occurred. With respect

to this particular chil 1, the evolution of the vaccine

lesion was uneventful, the successive stages of its

development being as is normally observed. During
the course of the progress of this lesion, the family,

of which he was the only child, went through the

domestic ordeal of "moving," the affected arm of

the child being dressed, from time to time, by mem-
bers of the family. Some days after the vesicle

had begim to dessicate, and after the family had be-

come settled in their new home it was observed by

the mother that the child was not feeling quite well.

This state of ill-being continued for a day or two.

various symptoms of discomfort being manifesteil.

and on the morning of Sunday, Novermer 21, after

a restless night, the child was seized with a sudden
and severe convulsion, which so alarmed the parents
that they at once called in their family physician.

Dr. E. H. Johnson of this city, who, after a careful

examination of the patient, pronounced it as suffer-

ing from tetanus. Dr. Johnson at once communi-
cated his diagnosis to the Health Department, and
upon this information all vaccine virus on hand was
at once called in and vaccinations temporarily sus-

pended. The local depot of the firm from which the
virus was obtained was at once notified of the oc-

currence and was requested to submit samples of
the stiain of vaccine issued the Department for use
on Nov. I. This request, unfortunately, could not
be complied with, for the reason that no records of
the laboratory numbers of vaccines had been kept
by tiie depot in question. As a consequence of this

and from the fact that all of this supply on hand
had been exhausted, it was impossible to obtain a
specimen for experimental purposes. In order to
obviate any further possible bad results, in the
event we had been dealing with a contaminated
product, all vaccine on hand was returned to the
c'.ealer and a fresh stock was had from another
laboratory. The condition of the child's arm at this

time presented nothing of an unusual character to

the eye, the inflammatory reaction being of moderate
degree, and the remains of the crust being still

present. The state of the patient became rapidly
worse during the day and night following the initial

convulsion, all the classic symptoms of a severe
tetanus being well developed, and. despite a very
active treatment by means of antitetanic serum and
other well-advised measures, on the morning of
Monday, November 22, the patient died.

Case II.—R. D. J.; white; male; aet., seven;
nativity, St. Louis ; a pupil of the public schools, was
vaccinated (primary) on November 5, 1909, by a
vaccine physician of the Health Department, with
a virus prepared by the same firm which supplied
that used in the case recorded above, and received
from the laboratory a few days later than the con-
signment mentioned in connection with that case.
Upon the same day on which this child was vac-
cinated 10,^ other children were vaccinated in 'he
same school, and in other schools in the city 72 addi-
tional children were vaccinated with virus procured
from the same house and of the same consignmcn\
making a total of 175. The operation was per-
formed in the usual manner and by the same phy-
sician who vaccinated the child nientioned above.
The evolution of the lesion was orderly and resulted
in a well-formed vesicle, with moderate inflamma-
tory reaction. During the course of its evolution
the child was attending school and at odd times play-
ing about as usual, portions of his time being spent
at the home of a relative nearby, a teamster, who
had occasion to apply a dressing' to the child's arm
five days before the onset of the first convulsion.
the lesion having been traumatized by a fall while
at play on his premises. The custom'arv inflamma-
tory phenomena were present as the result of the
vaccination and the process of development was
normal so far as could be distinguished by the eye.
The boy continued with his school duties until
November 25. when he was taken with a slight con-
vulsion, after n day or two of malaise. On
November 27 his condition was such that it was
deemed advisable by his parents to call a phvsician.
Accordingly, Dr. C C. Emerson of this city' visited
the child at his home. and. after an examination,
pronounced the disease tetanus. The result of his in-
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vejtigation was communicated at once to the Health

Dejjartment, where considerable apprehension was
occasioned by the appearance of a second case in

such swift succession. An attempt to obtain a sam-
ple of the virus employed in this case was as unsuc-

cessful as in the previous one. At the invitation 01

Dr. Emerson I called to see the patient, finding as

the result of my examination a condition which

was unmistakably tetanus, the symptoms being well

marked. With the onset of the disease an active

treatment was at once instituted, consisting of large

and frequently repeated administrations of antite-

tanic serum together with sedative and supporting

remedies of an appropriate character. The further

history of the case is not material in this connection

beyond the statement that after a somewhat pro-

tracted illness, extending over a period of upwards
of six weeks, and despite a very unfavorable prog-

nosis, a complete and satisfactory recovery was
effected, the patient returning to his school duties

in the latter part of January, 1910.

The technique of the vaccinal operation as prac-

tised by the Department at the time of these cases

and at the present, and at no time deviated from, is

as follows : The arm selected for the purpose having

been exposed, the skin surface of the site is care-

fully cleansed by a preliminary washing with soap

and water, a strong preparation of green soap

being employed and applied on a pledget of

cotton. After this preliminary toilet the skin

is rinsed with clean water and then given a

copious washing with 95 per cent, alcohol, admin-

istered with some friction. After the alcohol has

evaporated the vaccination is done, an individual

glycerinated glass point being used for each patient.

The circular scarification is usually employed by the

Department, with at times the linear, the former,

however, being believed to result in the most sym-

metrical and pleasing cicatrices. A dry gauze

dressing is at once applied in such a manner as to

afl'ord protection from the sleeve or other source

of possible contamination.

Especial interest in connection with the two his-

tories recorded above naturally centers around the

question of the causation of the tetanic infections,

or, more properly, around the determination of the

exact dates of the entrance of the tetanus bacillus

into these two patients, it being taken for granted

that the entrance was effected through the avenues

afforded by the vaccinal operations, no other por-

tals presenting themselves in the course of careful

investigations made for the purpose of establishing

their possible existence. Three possibilities for in-

fection seemed apparent, viz., that the bacillus was
present in the virus and entered with it ; that it was
present upon the person of the patient, physician, or

some article employed in the operation and not

eliminated by the preliminary sterilization ; or that

it entered at some date subsequent to the time of

vaccination as the secondary or supernumerary in-

fection.

In the consideration of these two cases one is

very forcibly impressed with two facts, viz., i, the

remarkable lapse of time between the operations and
the appearance of the initial symptoms of tetanus,

i.e. the apparent incubation period ; and 2, the fact

that in neither of the tico schools attended by these

children, in which so large a number of vaccina-
tions was performed on the same days, did another
case develop, nor, in fact, in any other school, or
in the city. As regards the length of time elapsing

between vaccination and the appearance of tetanic

symptoms, this was in Case I twenty days, and in

Case II twenty days, the normal incubation period

for tetanus, as allowed by common consent among
the authoritative writers on this subject being from
seven to fourteen days. An inspection of the pre-

viously reported instances of this disease as a com-
plication of vaccination, as collected and analyzed by
AIcFarland,' shows that an average of twenty-two
and one-half days has elapsed between vaccination

and first symptoms, while the figures as given by
Willson in his collection show an average of seven-

teen days.

Considering the uniformly prolonged incubation

periods in all of these cases, the inference would
clearly seem to be, aside from prejudice, that at

least the great majority of these cases of tetanus

resulted, not from contaminated virus, or from
carelessness at the time of the operation, but, as

a matter of fact, from secondary inoculation of the

wound with the tetanus bacillus at a period of a

week or more after the vaccination, unless, indeed,

it be claimed that the coincidence of the vaccine

matter with the organism of tetanus exerts a de-

cided and uniform inhibitive influence upon the

activity of the latter, which hypothesis to the pres-

ent time has not been demonstrated. The second
fact is equally, if not more, impressive than the

first, for, considering the large number of pupils

vaccinated simultaneously with each of these chil-

dren in the same and in other schools, under pre-

cisely similar circumstances, it is absolutely impos-

sible rationally to accept the hypothesis that the

bacilli were present in the virus and were intro-

duced into the patients through it at the time of the

operation, since in neither of these schools did

another case appear, nor in any other, beyond the

two mentioned, either within the normal period

or at any later date. In each of the two cases we
would have a right to expect others, at least to

the extent of nine, since in each box of points from
which these children were vaccinated there were
nine other points of virus, put up at the same time

and in all likelihood from the same strain of vac-

cine.

Mewed in the light of these facts, therefore, it

would appear that we are justified in assuming that

the bacilli gained entrance to these patients, not at

the time of vaccination, either through the virus,

or as the result of careless technique, but at some
time subsequently, in the neighborhood of a week
after the operation, through a secondary infection.

Material weight is added to this opinion when we
consider that exceptionally favorable opportunities

presented themselves for such secondary infection,

at about that period after vaccination, in each case.

In Case I, as cited above, the family moved from
one house to another at the time when the vesicle

was maturating, and that at the same time that

carpets were being taken up and dusted, closets

ransacked, and the dirt and dust of months were
being spread broadcast throughout the house, the

arm of this child was being tended and dressed by

its mother and others of the family who at such a

time, if ever, would hardly be expected to observe

very rigorouslv the precepts of asepsis. In Case

II there is a history of the patient's having played

in a yard and consequently having been more or

less exposed to such germ life as was in the soil,

and of his arm having been dressed on one occa-

sion by a relative, who was a teamster, after an
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injury to the vaccine lesion five days before the
onset of the symptoms of tetanus. As to tlie

possibilities for contamination of the vaccination
wound by bacteria, especially by such as make their
habitat in earth and about barns, comment is

scarcely necessary.

In 1896 this question was taken up by the Brit-
ish Royal Vaccine Commission, with the result thai
but one case could be found in which tetanus hail

occurred as a complication of vaccination, and at

that time it was absolutely unknown on the con-
tinent of Europe. To the present date practically

all of the cases recorded have occurred in Amer-
ica. In the study of this subject by McFarland, to
which allusion has already been made, occur the
records of ninety-five cases, which represent the
sum total up to 1902, when his paper appeared.
This paper bore excellent fruit, inasmuch as it was
largely instrumental in drawing attention to the
desirability of all possible precautions in the prep-
aration of vaccine, and to this end were inaugurated
improved methods in the laboratories and in the

inspection and testing of all virus sold in this coun-
try, by officials of the United States Government.
The requirements at this time are highly rigorous
and leave little opportunity for the dissemination
of contaminated vaccines. To-day no lot of virus

is put upon the market in this country until it has
been repeatedly inoculated into test animals and
the result has been observed.

McFarland"s conclusion "that the tetanus organ-
ism may be present in the virus in small number^
and that an overwhelming proportion (of cases),

occur after the use of a particular virus" would
seem to indicate that in his opinion at least some
of his cases were the result of infection at the time

of vaccination. Willson's conclusion is that the

tetanus organism enters as a secondary inocula-

tion, some days after vaccination. Welch and
Schamberg,- in alluding to this matter, state: "We
believe from a study of the recorded instances of

this complication that the tetanus infection was in

the great majority of cases received into the sys-

tem at a period subsequent to the insertion of the

lymph." It is indeed remarkable, considering the

frequency of vaccination and the prevalence of the

germ of tetanus, that so few cases are to be fovmd
in which tetanus has occurred—which speculation

might, with equal propriety, be extended to the

trivial wounds of other character occurring in every-

tlay experience.

Cases such as the above are at least instructive,

as demonstrating the need for increased carefulness

in the after treatment of the vaccine lesion, and it

would seem advisable that Departments of Health

and those in charge of public vaccination should

endeavor to bring about some more perfect system

of post-vaccinal hygiene.

In the city of St. Louis serious complications

following public vaccination have been extremely

rare. During the past three years, in a total of

upwards of 30,000 vaccinations by the Health De-

partment, these two cases reported above are the

only ones that were in any sense serious and em-

brace the only death that could, in any way. be

attributed to the operation.
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ASTHMA AND THE LUNG REFLEXES OF
ABRAMS.

1!y ALBP;RT ABRAMS, A.M., M.D.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

In several issues of the Lancet a polemic' was
waged anent the lung reflexes, and among the dis-

putants, A. G. Auld of London seems to have most
fully interpreted the significance of the reflexes in

question. It appears that the controversialists ig-

nored the lung as a factor in the lung reflex phe-
nomenon, and referred the later to some recondite

condition of thoracic expansion or to some change
in the thoracic musculature.

Indeed, one disputant positively affirmed that the

question could only be solved by the vivisectionist

investigator, thus ignoring the many valuable data

which have been contributed to physiology by the

clinician as well as the numerous observations of
the latter which have discredited investigations

emanating from the physiologic laboratory. Neither
the pathologist nor the physiologist should forget

that "pathology is the physiology of the sick," and
that the final court of decree of the clinician is

neither the physiological nor pathological labora-

tory.

In a recent work by Leonard HilF the following
obscure observation is made : "Even now most
medical writers ascribe the reflex contraction of the

lung (Abrams' reflex) which follows any stimu-

lation of the chest wall to the action of the bron-
chial musculature. It is more probable that the

retraction of the lung is due to a reflex contraction

of the musculature of the body wall."

The miscorlception concerning the lung reflex

implicates two factors : ( i ) A failure to differ-

entiate two distinct lung reflexes; (2) A failure

to properly interpret the rationale of the reflexes

in question. These reflexes are of the greatest im-
portance in diagnosis and their correct interpreta-

tion is destined to solve manv obscure problems
concerning the pathology of the lungs.

Recently, the writer has investigated the reac-

tion of the lung reflexes to atropine and adrenalin

and believes that the pharmacodiagnostic inferences

from these investigations may prove of some value.

Tlie Lung Reflex of Dilatation.'''—This is a lung
dilatation which is evoked in a variety of ways, not-

ably by cutaneous irritation. Thus, if the skin of
the precordial region is vigorously rubbed, the en-

suing lung-dilatation may be sufficient to obliterate

all evidence of cardiac dullness. If, for example,
the skin of the thorax in the right axillary line is

irritated there is a dislocation of the lower border
of the lung averaging 6 cm.
By the method cited one elicits a circumscribed

lung reflex of dilatation, but both lungs may be
brought into a condition of temporary acute dilata-

tion (diffused lung reflex of dilatation) by any of

the following methods : ( i ) Percussion of the
epigastrium; (2) Irritation of the nasal mucosa;
(3) Concussion of the spines of the third to the
eighth dorsal vertebr.ne inclusive.

The Lung Reflex of Contraction.—This is a lung
contraction which, like the former reflex, may be
elicited in a variety of ways, notably by vigorous
percussion over any part of the area of the lung.
Fixing a pleximeter over any region, it is struck
a series of vigorous blows by means of a plexor.

*The lung refle-xes and their employment in diagnosis
and treatment are exhaustively discussed in the author's
recently published book on "Spondylotherapy."
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It will be noted that a circumscribed dullness (^ last-

ing but a few seconds) will supplant lung reson-

ance over any region thus concussed.

Observed with the .r-rays after the blows are

struck, the adjacent lung area becomes gradually

dark, showing that the air has been expelled from
the lungs, whereas in a few seconds the lung area

becomes bright again. The lung reflex of contrac-

tion cannot be obtained if the nasal mucosa has been

previously cocainized.

This reflex may be elicited from definite spinal

segments so that both lungs are brought simul-

taneously into a condition of contraction and, when
the reflex is thus evoked, it proves of great thera-

peutic value in the treatment of astlima.^

If, after having first accurately determined by

percussion the lower lung borders posteriorly, one

concusses the spines of the fourth and fifth cer-

vical vertebrae one notes that, in the norm, the

lower lung borders retract from 2 to 5 cm. In

pulmonary disease this retraction is either absent,

diminished, or accentuated.

Rationale of the Lung Reflexes.—Aufrecht^ has

shown that the musculature of the finer bronchi

consists of a stout lajer of circular and a weaker
layer of longitudinal fibers.

The clinical observations of Abrams.^ in 189O,

which were subsequently confirmed by the physio-

logical investigations of Dixon and Brodie" in 1903.

demonstrate that the vagus contains fibers which

can either dilate or constrict the bronchi.

Both lung reflexes are mediated by vagal action

:

the lung reflex of dilatation by the bronchodilator,

and the lung reflex of contraction by the broncho-

constrictor fibers in the vagus.

The Atropine Test.—As is well known to physi-

ologists, atropine paralyzes the motor endings of

the vagus. An injection of o.ooi grn. (gv. 1-60)

will manifest its action within thirty minutes after

the hypodermatic injection and disappears in from
one to three hours. This action has already been
utilized in the diagnosis of bradycardia." It will

be noted that after the atropine injection, both lung
reflexes are absolutely abolished.

It is well known that small doses of pilocarpine

are almost exactly antagonistic in their action to

atropine, and this applies in all cogency to their

action on the vagus. After a hypodermic injec-

tion of pilocarpine (gr. i-io), one may note an
exaggeration of both lung reflexes. Thus, before

the injection of pilocarpine, the lower lung border
posteriorly could be made to descend (lung reflex

of dilatation) 4 cm. after cutaneous irritation,

whereas after the injection the border in question

descended 7 cm. The lung reflex of contraction be-

fore the injection lasted 20 seconds, whereas after

the injection it lasted fully one minute.
Adz'en-alin Chloride.—After a hypodermatic in-

jection of 8 minims of a i :iooo adrenalin chloride
solution, the following phenomenon was observed

:

After cutaneous irritation the lower lung border,
instead of descending as in the norm (lung reflex of
dilatation), receded from 2 to 4 cm. In other words,
cutaneous irritation elicited the lung reflex of con-
traction in lieu of the counter refle.x of dilatation.

Practical Deductions.—If one accepts the pre-
vailing opinion that asthma consists essentially of
a spasmodic constriction of the bronchioles, then
an appropriate dose of atropine which paralyzes
the bronchial musculature through its action on the
motor endings of the vagus must invariably in-

hibit an asthmatic paroxysm. Here, the action of

atropine, as some assume, is not caused by a dilata-

tion of the bronchi, because the action of the drug
is to paralyze the dilator as well as the constrictor

fibers of the bronchial musculature.

Atropine in sufficiently large doses is one of the

most satisfactory drugs in asthma and, aside from

its action in inhibiting bronchospasm, it diminishes

secretion, reduces the sensitiveness of the mucou.-

membranes to refle.xes, and stimulates the respira-

tory center.

Now, as a matter of fact, all asthmatic paroxysms
do not yield to atropine, hence one is constrained to

conclude that bronchospasm is not the invariable

concomitant of asthma. There may be a hyperemia

of the bronchial mucosa analogous to urticaria, a

swelling of the same mucosa, or even exudative

bronchiolitis.

Determining the tonus of the lung reflex of con-

traction is an important test in diflferential diag-

nosis. In asthma, due to a defective bronchial mus-

culature, the lung reflex of contraction cannot be

elicited.

A supposed spasmodic factor in the patholog>' of

pulmonary diseases must yield to atropine and in

this sense atropine is of diagnosticotherapeutic

value.

Adrenalin chloride (in doses from 8 to 15 minims
hypodermatically of the i :icx)o solution) is one of

the most efficient agents in inhibiting an attack of

asthma. The action of this drug was discovered by

Kaplan and Bullowa, and it may truly be regarded

as a specific in arresting paroxysms of asthma.

As noted in the investigations of the writer,

adrenalin chloride evokes the lung reflex of con-

traction which permits the longitudinal fibers of

the bronchial musculature to expel the residual air

imprisoned by the spasm of the circular fibers.*

It is, futhermore, evident that, in our employ-

ment of drugs in the treatment of asthma, it is irra-

tional to combine atropine and adrenalin in the same

prescription.
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A Case of Audible Tinnitus.—H. Tilley reports the

case of a girl aged 13, who sought advice for a "purring"

noise in her right ear, which she had noticed for at least

two years, but which had become louder during the past

twelve months after an attack of "influenza." Hearing

in both ears was normal, and no pathological conditions

were to be seen in the meatus nor in the nasopharynx.

The general health was excellent. She has menstruated

once—about four months ago—but this seems to have

exerted no influence for good or evil upon the aural

symptom. Listening through the otoscope, it was noted

that: (l) The "purring" sound—very like a hemic mur-

mur—was best heard when the head was erect, and it was

synchronous with the pulse. (2) It was diminished by

either very light pressure over the right carotid artery, or

by much firmer pressure on the left. Tilting the head

toward the left shoulder had also a similar effect. The
pulsating murmur could be heard in a quiet room if the

observer's ear was placed close to the patient's right ear,

and was just perceptible if a stethoscope was applied to

the temporal bone above the pinna.

—

Proceedings of the

Royal Society of Medicine.
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THE ORGANIZATION AND WORK OF THE
UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH
AND MARINE HOSPITAL SERVICE.

One of the most instructive papers read before the

American Pubhc Health Association, the meeting

of which was held at Milwaukee, on Sept. 8, 19 10,

was that by Surgeon-General Walter Wyman de-

scribing the organization and work of the U. S.

Public Health and Marine Hospital Service. The
commissioned officers of the service number 128,

and, needless to state, are carefully selected for both

their professional and physical qualifications. Com-
missioned officers are admitted to the corps when
under the age of thirty and they hold the position

for life. These are stationed at the more impor-

tant ports where it is necessary to be possessed of

experience and training not only in sanitary matters,

but in tactful and somewhat diplomatic methods.

Acting assistant surgeons are appointed, not by the

President, but by the Secretary of the Treasury

under civil service rules, and their term of service

may be long or short at the pleasure of the Secre-

tary. They are exempted from the civil service

rules at foreign ports. These number 274, making

a total of 402 in the medical corps. Officers of the

corps are stationed at ports in all parts of the world,

indeed, at most of the ports in which there is a

United States Consulate. As a rule, the regulations

for foreign ports are enforced by the consuls, ami

the duties of the medical officers begin only when

medical assistance to the consul seems imperative.

No promulgation of quarantine against a foreign

port is required. The consul enforces quarantine

on his own initiative as soon as he learns of a sud-

den outbreak of infectious disease. Sometimes,

however, they are specially directed from Washing-

ton, as recently on account of cholera in Russia and

Italy they were ordered to enforce the detention

of immigrants en route to America from the in-

fected countries and disinfection of their baggage.

Officers are to be found in the principal ports of

South America as well as in the several fruit ports

of Central America to enforce the regulations re-

garding fruit vessels. Routine work, however, is

not their sole duty ; in addition they write important

and instructive reports on sanitary conditions and

prevailing diseases, which are published by the

Bureau at Washington. Their salaries are paid

from the fund annually appropriated by Congress

known as the epidemic fund, which is for the pre-

vention of the introduction and spread of certain

diseases, viz., cholera, yellow fever, smallpox, ty-

phus fever, and plague. This fund can be used

against no other diseases than those specified.

It goes without saying that their services are

called for in the Philippine Islands, where eleven of

them supervise the carrying out of the quarantine.

In Hawaii, again, the ten officers of the corps have

(lone and are doing valuable work. The results of

their investigations with regard to leprosy have

been referred to recently in the Medic.\l Recoku

and on several previous occasions. Porto Rico has

nine officers, whose duties are to enforce the quaran-

tine regulations relating to Porto Rico and national

quarantine. Two commissioned officers are in the

Canal Zone at Ancon on the Pacific and at Colon on

the Atlantic. These officers are lent to the Isthmian

Canal Commission.

Fifty medical officers of the service are engaged

in quarantine inspection at the ports of the United

States. At three or four ports inspection is made

by a State quarantine officer, a survival of the sys-

tem which prevailed up to 1893. Seventy medical

officers are stationed at the principal ports of enti7

of the United States for the purpose of examining

immigrants. In order to convey a clear impression

<if the magnitude of this task it may be mentioned

that during the past year no fewer than 1,280,000

immigrants were thus examined, 30,000 of whom
were rejected on account of physical and mental

defects. When, too, epidemic diseases break out in

the interior of the country officers are requisitioned

to suppress such epidemics. .A. shining example of

their activity in this sphere of their duties was that

of California when bubonic plague was present in

that State. The valuable and even heroic nature of

their work on that occasion has been commented on

editorially more than once in the Medical Rkcouu.

At the present time some of the members of the

corps are endeavoring to exterminate bubonic

plague among the ground squirrels of California.

In other places the Public Health Service is in-

vestigating other diseases than those named in

the epidemic law, viz., typhoid fever, infantile

paralysis, cerebrospinal meningitis, hookworm dis-

ease, pellagra, dengue fever, milk sickness, etc. It

should be stated that in this work the service co-

operates with the State Health authorities. Refer-

ring to the State boards of health. General Wyman
says that they are growing in power and efficiency,

although the boards of some States are deficient as

to laws, equipment, or appropriations.

Research work during the past year at the Hy-

gienic Laboratory included tuberculosis, with spe-

cial reference to the blood and transmission of the

disease by milk; typhoid fever and hookworm dis-

ease, the longevity of their causative agents and

means necessary for their destruction in nature ; ty-

phus fever and its transmission by the body louse

;

pellagra ; infantile paralysis ; cancer in the lower

animals ; the "straw mattress disease" ; immunity
;

the oxydases, with reference to their defensive ac-

tion in the animal body ; the influence of bleaching

on the nutritive value of flour ; therapeutic prop-
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erties of the thyroid and suprarenal glands and

their commercial preparations. Much valnable work

was als9 done in connection with rabies.

There are numerous marine hospital relief sta-

tions on the sea coast, lakes, and rivers throughout

the United States, twenty-two of them being hos-

pitals owned and operated by the Government.

These furnish the means for training the medical

corps in governmental work; 51,500 patients from

the merchant marine were treated therein during the

past fiscal year. At the Sanatorium for Consump-

tive Seamen at Fort Stanton, N. Mex., which is

under the charge of the service, 350 patients are

treated annually.

The Bureau of the Public Health and Marine

Hospital Service at Washington consists of seven

divisions, each presided over by a commissioned

medical officer. These are: (
i ) Scientific research

and sanitation. (2) Foreign and insular quarantine

and immigration. (3) Domestic (interstate) quar-

antine. (4) Sanitary reports and statistics. (5)

.Marine hospitals and relief. (6) Personnel and ac-

counts. (7) Miscellaneous division. Through the

division controlling maritime quarantine 16,766 ves-

sels were inspected during the last fiscal year at

domestic, insular, and foreign stations, involving in-

spection also of 1433,134 persons and the disinfec-

tion of 1,603 vessels. This division supervises the

medical inspection of immigrants. Under the divi-

sion of domestic quarantine the operations with re-

gard to plague on the Pacific Coast are conducted,

besides other State work. The Division of Sanitary

Reports and Statistics compiles and publishes each

week Public Health Reports. It is announced that

a compilation is in preparation of State laws bear-

ing upon the reporting of diseases with a view to

increasing the collection of morbidity statistics and

bringing about improved methods and greater uni-

formity in their collection.

The address of General Wyman was a remark-

ably lucid exposition of the manifold duties and re-

search work performed by the able and energetic

body of men over which he holds the command.
The account of the organization and work of the

service should be made known throughout the entire

country for the benefit both of those who oppose
the creation of a Department of Public Health in

Washington and of those who favor it, many of

whom are in ignorance of the multiplicity of duties

which fall to the lot of the officers of the service and
of the highly valuable research work done at some
of the stations and at the hygienic laboratory. Here
is really a Department of Public Health already in

working order, although hampered by red tape and
by the fact that it is only a bureau in the Treasury
Department. Only a little legislation, and that not
radical, would be needed to make an independent
department out of this well-organized and efficient

body of practical sanitarians.

The Cholera in Italy.—The official bulletin is-

sued in Rome on November i, reported six new
cases of cholera in the preceding twenty-four hours,
two in the Province of Caserta. three in the Prov-
ince of Salerno, and one in the Province of Paler-
mo. Two deaths occurred in the same period.

DEVELOPMENT OF MEDICAL INSTRUC-
TION AT BERLIN UNIVERSITY.

That a great medical university is no place for

teachers who are mere figureheads, stopgaps, ab-

sentees, etc., is shown in the issue of the Berliner

klinische Wochenschrift of October 10, w-hich is

devoted entirely to a retrospect of the teaching body

of the past, through a series of essays by the present

incumbents of the various chairs. This principle of

efficiency is as old as education itself, but has never

obtained anything like universal acceptance, because

the smaller institution is always in the majority.

When several smaller schools consolidate and one

special chair has to be filled instead of a number,

the chances for filling this chair with an efficient man
are naturally proportionally greater. In anatomy,

for example, it should be possible to fill the chair

with an enthusiast, at least, to the exclusion of the

indififerent man who accepts the position under pro-

test, and who has to teach himself daily to make
any showing at all with his class. If the consoli-

dated school is endowed, it is naturally not difficult

to lay hold of a teacher already famous. But the

small school is by no means always at fault, for it

has happened that some of these have had "all-star"

faculties—this naturally in the days when but few

chairs were required ; and it has happened and per-

haps still happens that great and even endowed
schools have as the incumbents of the chairs in-

efficient men, who have done absolutely nothing to

demonstrate fitness for their work. Such men are

or ought to be mere honorary professors, for the

real teaching body, which confers renown on the

school, is found in some of the associate, adjunct,

and clinical professors.

In prescientific days, or, in other words, well

into the nineteenth century, the incumbents of the

Berlin chairs did little to distinguish themselves, al-

though many of them wrote text-books. But coin-

cident with numerous epoch-making discoveries in

chemistry, biology, minute anatomy, physiology,

and pathology, when the opportunity for efficiency

at last presented itself, appears the name of

Johannes Midler, whose fame is constantly increas-

ing as one who taught many of the great teachers

who succeeded him. Miiller taught anatomy, physi-

ology, and pathology at the same time ; and since

his day all chairs evolved from this parent institu-

tion have been worthily filled. Among incumbents

are Reichert and Waldeyer in anatomy, and Hert-

wig in embryology, whose monumental works are

well known. The chair of physiology had such in-

cumbents as du Bois-Reymond, who taught many
of the men who afterwards became famous through-

out Europe, and Rubner. the present holder. Miil-

ler's successor in pathology was Virchow, who held

the chair with such renown for so many years, and

whose death occurred not so long ago. The work
done in the institute of pharmacology by Liebreich

from 1883, the date of its establishment, to 1908

must be mentioned. Of the chair of internal medi-

cine, beginning with Scholein, one of the founders

of scientific medicine, the incumbents were Frerichs

and von Leyden for the first medical clinic, Traube

and Gerhardt for the second medical clinic, and
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Hufeland, Romberg, and Senator for the poliklinik.

The chnic for children's diseases is represented by

the names of Henoch and Heubner, and that for

psychiatry by Westphal, Jolly, and Ziehen.

In surgery the first incumbent of the university

at the time of its reorganization a century ago was

von Graefe, who was also a pioneer in ophthahnol-

ogy. He was followed by Dieffenbach, von Langen-

beck, von Bergmann, and Bier. In the surgical

clinic at Charite Hospital we find such names as

von Bardeleben and Koenig, with Gusserow and

Bumm in the gynecological clinic. The latter is not

to be confounded with the university clinic for gyne-

cology and obstetrics, held by the following succes-

sion of teachers from its outset—Siebold, Busch

(who taught some of the greatest modern special-

ists), Alartin, Schroeder, and Olshausen.

Space hardly suffices to complete this series. It

is enough to state that all other chairs have had

equallv strong representation. All the names men-

tioned and which might be mentioned are or should

be familiar to the profession as a whole; but when

we look from the mere names themselves to the in-

credible amount of work done by the bearers—the

illustrious pupils instructed, the volume of litera-

ture, the museum specimens, the innumerable ad-

vances made in the science and art of medicine

—

imagination must fail us. No one reaches a chair

without first having shown himself worthy, and no

one can hold his position without continually show-

ing his fitness for it. While some of our great uni-

versities have long ago adopted this necessary course

of procedure in filling chairs, a study of these papers

in the Wochcuschrift should possess much value for

our medical schools in general. No chair ever made

a teacher great, yet the thoughtless sometimes look

upon any honorable position as they do an honorable

title as the making of the man. Look at the sig-

nificance of the magic phrase among the laity "he is

professor in the college.''

It is true that the very greatest university can-

not always possess an "all-star aggregation of teach-

ers.'' Hardworking teachers have a tendency to

overwork, or may fall victims of disabling diseases.

There may be interregnums, in which the department

is not filled at all, or filled by an emergency man.

.\ few men may profit unfairly by the special ability

of their assistants. There may be men fully equip-

ped for the best teaching who never receive recog-

nition. In the United States it is largely because

of this class of men that new schools have con-

tinually arisen. The proper incumbent of a chair

is evidently the hard and constant toiler, rather than

the merely brilliant man. \^'hatever else he is he

must be a glutton for work. Next in order would

appear to be the ability to inspire others to toil as

he does, and to give them tasks which lead to some-

thing. Brilliancy, as shown in snap diagnoses and

dexterous operating, plays a relatively small part in

universitv teachins;.

SYMPOSIUM ON 606.

-At the eighty-second meeting of the Deutscher

Naturforscher und Aerzte at Konigsberg on Sep-

tember 20 last over thirty contributions on this sub-

ject were made in some form. A considerable

number of papers were read outright, while nu-

merous reports were submitted by those to whom
the remedy had been sent. Abstracts of these

papers occupy the entire originalia of the Deutsche

mcdi::imsche IVochenschrift for October 13. This

immense body of data is nowhere summed up in

any manner to determine the consensus of findings.

Many have already expressed their views in prev-

ious papers, notably Ehrlich, Alt, Wechselmann.

and other pioneers. We may assume that their

views can have undergone but little change.

Neisser, Iversen and others confirm their original

views with frank enthusiasm. Salmon of the Pas-

teur Institute, Paris, in speaking of prophylaxis,

states that if a married man developed a suspicious

sore he would at once infect the wife. He regards

tuberculosis as a contraindication. .As to dosage

there is no relationship between it and the degree

of disease. The most severe and malignant type

requires only a medium dose. Schindler states that

iiimself and Canstern appear to be the only re-

porters who have encountered primary sores which

resisted 606. Ledermann has seen no unpleasant

effects save tachycardia. Others have noted in-

somnia, troubled sleep, anorexia, constipation,

orchodynia, retention of urine, slight rise of tem-

perature, etc. There is naturally much activity in

connection with results of treatment in parasyphilis.

.\s far as a cursory perusal can inform the reader

such results were negative or doubtful. The inci-

dental disappearance of conditions usually amenable

to arsenic is sometimes noted (psoriasis, lichen).

Many writers dwell on details of technique and

methods of preparing injections. Others touch on

the relationship between the treatment and the

Wassermann reaction, and on the association of 606

with other remedies. Quasi-miraculous cures of

syphilis maligna seem, if anything, to be increasing

in greater ratio than others. It seems paradoxical

that when the most inveterate and severe forms

yield so marvelously, that the milder and earlier

forms should not yield at least as readily. It ha>

been claimed, however, that spirochetes are much
less numerous in severe tertiary forms, the severity

of the disease being due to acquired supersensitive-

ness. Hence the fewer spirochetes present the

more rapid the cure. With the death of these in

severe tertiary syphilis, the supersensitiveness is no

longer in evidence and the patient has enough latent

vitality to recover.

Although the papers are nominally devoted to

syphilis, several reporters mention the treatment of

other spirilloses and trypanosoma diseases, espe-

cially in animals, in which repeated doses caused

neither aniphylaxis nor unpleasant conseqviences.

It is confidently believed that 606 will prove as effi-

cacious for many of these maladies as for syphilis.

Restr.mnikg the Nostrum Vendor.

The Illinois State Board of Health has won an

important victory in its war on quackery in tliat

State. The medical practice law of the State places

the itinerant medicine vendors under the control

of the State Board, they being compelled to obtain

a license from the Board, paying therefor a fee of
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^100 per month. In the present instance the Board

had a vendor arrested for not having procured a

license, but he pleaded that he had not violated the

provision of the medical practice act in that he

had not professed to cure with the remedies he

sold. The lower court decided in the defendant's

favor, but the Supreme Court has now decided that

the State Board was within its powers in demand-

uig that this man, and by inference all other pat-

ent medicine vendors, should first procure a license

and pay the fee, even though he had not upheld by

word of mouth the claims to cure made on the

labels and wrappers of the nostrum which he sold.

Illinois is, we believe, the only State exercising

control over itinerant vendors of patent medicines

who do not combine the vending with advice which

would render them liable to the charge of practicing

medicine. Of course this does not affect the sale

of nostrums by druggists, but they are not the only,

if indeed the chief, agents in the wholesale poison-

ing or defrauding of the people. The most profit-

able market for patent medicines is not in the cities.

l)ut in the small settlements and farming districts,

where the nostrum peddlers go from house to house

vending their remedies, often stocking farmhouses

with a supply left on trial. They know full well

no one can resist a bottle of cure all. with the vir-

tues of the remedy and the symptoms for which it

is good all attractively emblazoned forth on the

label. So when they call again they find a bottle

used, collect the price, and have more of the same

kind or something else. The regulation of suppres-

sion of such a trade is an important duty of a health

board, and it would be well were the medical prac-

tice or the health laws of every State so amended

that a practically prohibitive tax could be put upon

this nefarious trade.

Army Medical Corps Examinations.—The
Surgeon-General of the Army announces that the

first of the preliminary examinations for the ap-

pointment of first lieutenants in the Army Medical

Corps for the year 191 1 will be held in January 16,

191 1, at points to be hereafter designated. Full

information concerning the examination can be pro-

cured upon application to the "Surgeon-i^eneral.

U. S. Army, Washington, D. C." The essential

requirements to securing an invitation are that the

applicant shall be a citizen of the United States,

shall be between twenty-two and thirty years of

age. a graduate of a medical school legally author-

ized to confer the degree of doctor of medicine,

shall be of good moral character and habits, and

shall have had at least one year's hospital training

or its equivalent in practice after graduation. The
examinations will be held concurrently throughout

the countrv at points where boards can be con-

vened. Due consideration will be given to localities

from which applications are received in order to

lessen the traveling expenses of applicants as much
as possible. The examination in subjects of gen-

eral education (mathematics, geography, history,

general literature, and Latin) may be omitted in

the case of applicants holding diplomas from reput-

able literary or scientific colleges, normal schools,

or high schools, or graduates of medical schools

which require an entrance examination satisfactory

to the faculty of the .Army Medical School. In

order to perfect all necessary arrangements for the

examination, applications must be complete and in

possession of the Adjutant-General on or before

January 3, 191 1. Early attention is therefore en-

joined upon all intending applicants. There are at

present seventy-six vacancies in the Medical Corps
of the Army.

Civil Service Examination.—The United States

Civil Service Examination announces an examina-
tion to be held on November 23, 1910, for the pur-

pose of securing eligibles from which to make cer-

tification to fill vacancies as they may occur in the

position of physician in the difl:'erent services. As
an insuflficient number of eligibles to meet the

needs of the Indian and Isthmian Canal services

resulted from the examination held on September

14, qualified persons are urged to enter this ex-

amination, to which men only will be admitted.

Application for the manual containing the neces-

sary information and for the proper blanks should

be made to the United States Civil Service Com-
mission. \\'ashington. D. C.

Deaths in Childbirth.—Dr. F. S. Crum writes

that one of the ratios in his recent article entitled

"Deaths in Childbirth" was incorrect, the decimal

)ioint being wrongly placed. The fatality ratio of

the Society of the Lying-in Hospital of New York
City should have been expressed as 44.3 per 1,000

oi total confinements, instead of 4.4. This correc-

tion would, of course, change also the reading of

the third paragraph. The Society of the New
York Lying-in Hospital experience showed about

2.6 times higher fatality ratio than the experience

of the Boston Lying-in Hospital,

City Death Rate.—For the week ending Octo-
ber 22, the death rate in New York was 13,78 per

thousand of ]5opulation, representing 1,269 deaths,

(ir 77 less than for the same week of last year,

when the rate was 15.38.

Healthy Communities.—East Orange, N. J.,

can now lay claim to the lowest death rate of any
nnmicipality in the country. The Bureau of the

Census reports that for 1909 its death rate was

9.5 per thousand of population. The next lowest

on the list is Akron. Ohio, with a death rate of 9.7.

Statistical Advisory Board.—Dr. Ernst Led-
erle. Commissioner of Health of New York, an-

nounces that he has secured the assistance of three

physicians and two college professors who will act

as an advisory board of statisticians to the Health

Department. With Commissioner Lederle the

Board will comprise Dr. Roger S. Tracy, formerly

registrar of the department. Dr. William S, Guil-

foy, the present registrar, Dr, Cressy L. ^^'ilbur,

Prof. C.-E. A. Winslow. formerly of the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, but now a mem-
ber of the Faculty of the City College, and Prof.

Walter L. Wilcox of Cornell I'niversity, who is

also consulting statistician of the State Department

of Health. The Board will endeavor to outline a

plan for the better computation of health and mor-

tality statistics.

Plague in Venezuela.—Because of several new
cases of bubonic plague in Caracas the Government
of A^enezuela has instituted more active measures

to fight the disease. Schools have been closed, and

services and funerals in the churches have been

prohibited. The Bolivar celebration which wa'^

scheduled to begin on October 28 has been indefi-

nitely postponed.

Typhoid Fever in New York.—Tntercstinu

statistics on the prevalence of typhoid fever in

New York State are contained in a report made
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recently to Governor White by Dr. Porter, State
Commissioner of Health. Comparison is made of
the average number of deaths from typhoid during
each month for the years 1900 to 1909, with those
of the first nine months of the present year, as
follows

:

.\ver.nge 1900 to igoo

,
.Month. Inclusive. ,9,0.

.Tanuary ,26.1 87.U
February 107.1 87.0
March ,08.2 92.0

:V"''' 94-4 68.0
May 92.0 63.0
J"."^ 74-4 ;o.o
.fnly io6.r 94,u
->"S"St ,53.9 ,3,.o
September ,92.6 ,83.0
October 212.2
November 170.5 ..'.'.

December 1 56. i ....

The figures show that the normal variation of
typhoid fever during the year is very marked, and
also that the mortality from typhoid fever in the
State during 1910 is well below the average. An
appreciable excess in the number of cases has oc-
curred recently, however, in Syracuse, Niagara
Falls, and Yonkers, the conditions in the last

named having been investigated by the health de-
partment.

The Harvey Society.—The second lecture of

the Harvey Society for the present season which
was to have been delivered on Saturday, Novem-
ber 5, at the New York Academy of Medicine, has
been postponed owing to the impossibility of Prof.

Castle being present on that evening.

College of Physicians and Surgeons.—The
total registration for the year at the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, New York, is 334, the

classes being made up as follows: First year, 81;
second year, 88; third year, 90; fourth year. 72:
special students, 3.

Dr. Benjamin A. Thomas has been elected

Professor of Genitourinary Diseases in the Phila-

delphia Polyclinic.

Medical Reciprocity.—The State Medical Ex-
amining Boards of Kansas and Missouri have
adopted reciprocal relations, so that licences to prac-

tise granted in one State will be honored in the

other. The States have not recognized each other's

certificates for a number of years.

American Society of Sanitary and Moral Pro-

phylaxis.—The regular meeting of this society

will be held at the New York Academy of Medicine

on Thursday evening, November 10. at 8.30 p.m.

The subject for discussion will be '"The Sanitary

Supervision of Prostitutes and Clause 79 of the

Page Bill." The discussion will be introduced by

Hon. Jidius M. Mayer, counsel for the Page bill.

The Alumni Association of the Lying-in Hos-
pital will hold their next meeting at the Harvard
Club on Wednesday, November 9. Dr. J. Whit-

ridge Williams (Baltimore) w-ill read the paper of

the evening, entitled "My Experience in r.abor

Complicated hy Contracted Pelvis."

The Menard County (Illinois) Medical Society

at its annual meeting at Petersburg, on October 20,

elected the following officers for the ensuing year:

President. Dr. T. t. Hill of Athens; Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. Orr of Tallula ; Secretary and Treasurer.

Dr. A. I.. Brittin of Athens.

The Colorado State Medical Society at its an-

nual meeting in Colorado Springs, on October 11

to 13, elected the following officers: President.

Dr. William Howard Swan of Colorado Springs:

Vice-Presidents. Dr. T. E. Carmodv of Denver,

Dr. M. J. Keeney of Yampa, and Dr. Samuel
French of Meeker; Secretary, Dr. Melville Black
of Denver. Steamboat Springs was selected as
the place for holding the annual convention of
1911.

Fish Diet and Cancer.—Several dogs, so it is

stated in a dispatch from Washington, have been
sent to the Maine hatcheries of the Bureau of
Fisheries, to be fed upon fish (presumably fish with
malignant growths) in order to determine whether
cancer is communicable in that way. There are
many men who would gladly subject themselves to

such an experiment at the price of being sheltered
and well fed on fresh fish during the winter.

Cholera in an Insane Asylum.—It is reported
that the majority of the inmates of an asylum for
the insane near Naples have died of cholera during
the present epidemic, the deaths numbering from
four to seven a day for a fortnight.

The Hookworm in Samoa.—In the annual re-

port of Capt. Parker, U. S. N., governor of the
.\merican Samoan Islands, it is stated that un-
cinariasis is extremely prevalent in the islands,

no less than 85 per cent of the natives being af-

fected. The disease was discovered accidentally

by a naval medical officer and an investigation was
then instituted which led to the finding of 5,700
cases among the native population of 6,780.

The Straus Milk Stations in this city will not
be discontinued, it is stated, Mr. Nathan Straus
having been persuaded to reconsider his announced
intention of giving them up. The determination to

discontinue them was formed in consequence of bit-

ter personal attacks by a newspaper of this city,

but a committee of physicians and philanthropists
convinced Mr. Straus that the newspaper did not
express the sentiment of the community.

Pneumonic Plague in England.—A number of

cases of pneumonic plague have been discovered in

Preston, a village in Suffolk. England, and at the
same time many rats and rabbits have been found
(lead in the fields. The introduction of the disease
is attributed to plague infested rats in grain trans-

ports from Odessa.

Death of the Founder of the Red Cross.—M.
Henri Dunant of Geneva, founder of the Red Cross
Society, died on October 30 at Hilden, Switzerland,
aged 82 years. His attention was turned toward the
needless suffering in war wdien he took part in the
battle of Solferino in 1859, ^"^1 he then initiated an
agitation which led to the calling of an international
conference by the Swiss Government in 1863, fol-

lowed in 1864 by the Geneva Convention. At this

convention nine articles were adopted, signed by
twelve and later by forty governments, "for the
amelioration of the condition of the wounded in

armies in the field.'" The Society of the Red Cross
was established at this time, through the labors of
M. Dunant, to carry out the provisions adopted
by the Convention.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Frederick Holme Wig-
gin of New York, a graduate of the Bellevue Hos-
pital Medical College in 1877, consulting surgeon
to the City Hospital, visiting gynecologist to St.

Elizabeth's Hospital, and consulting .surgeon to the
Metropolitan Throat Hospital and the Litchfield
County Hospital of Winchester, Conn. ; a member
of the American Medical Association, of which
he was at one time vice-president ; a former presi-
dent and .secretarv of the New York State Medical
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Society, and a former president and vice-president

of the Society of the Alumni of Bellevue Hospital ; a

member of the New York Academy of Aledicuie, the

Harvey Society, the Aledico-Surgical Society, the

Connecticut State and Litchfield County Medical

Societies, the Vermont State 2^Iedical Association,

and the New York County Medical Society, and an

honorary member of the Congress of German Sur-

geons, died at Atlantic City, on October 28, after

a long illness, aged 57 years.

Dr. John E. Allen of New Y'ork, a graduate of

the Bellevue Hospital Medical College in 1875, for

twenty-five years a member of the Department of

Health of the City of New Y^ork, died at his home
on October 25.

Dr. Harry B. Locuhead of Pittstown, Pa., a

graduate of the Jefferson Medical College of Phila-

delphia in 1902, and a member of the Pennsylvania

State and Luzerne County Aledical Societies, died

at the White Plains Hospital, on October 25, aged

35 years.

Dr. Shelton Law of Springfield, 111., a gradu-

ate of the Baltimore University School of Medi-
cine in 1897, died at his home, on October 22. aged

38 years.

Dr. Edgar R. Knapp of Saginaw, Mich., a grad-

uate of the Department of Aledicine and Surgery

of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, a vet-

eran of the Civil War, died at his home, on Octo-

ber 19, aged 76 years.

Dr. James McC. Duncan of Pawnee, 111., a

graduate of the Miami Medical College, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, in 1892, a member of the American
Medical Association and of the Illinois State and

Sangamon County Medical Societies, died at his

home on October 16.

Dr. Louis Auerbach of Denver, Col., a gradu-

ate of the University Medical College of Kansas
City, Mo., a member of the American Medical

Association and of the Colorado State and Denver
County Medical Societies, died in St. Luke's Hos-
pital, Denver, on October 14, aged 58 years.

Dr. Martin L. Corbin of Ellenboro, W. Va.,

a graduate of the Kentucky School of Medicine in

1892, and a member of the American Medical As-

sociation and of the West Virginia State and
Ritchie County Medical Societies, died at his home,
on October 17, aged 58 years.

Dr. George A. E. Carey of Indianapolis, Ind., a

graduate of the Cincinnati College of Medicine and

Surgery, Ohio, in 1864, a veteran of the Civil \\^ar,

died at his home on October 14. aged "jj years.

Dr. John W. Hammond of Wellsville, Ohio, a

graduate of the Jefferson Medical College of Phil-

adelphia in 1856, a member of the Ohio State and
Columbian County IMedical Societies, died at his

home, on October 18, aged 79 years.

Dr. Charles C. Davidson of Philadelphia. Pa..

a graduate of the Jefferson Medical College of

Philadelphia in 1880, a member of the Pennsyl-

vania State and Philadelphia County Medical Soci-

eties, died at his home, on October 19, aged 62
years.

Dr. Edgar H. Douglas of Little Falls, N. ¥.,

a graduate of Dartmouth Medical College in 1890

:

a member of the American Medical Association

and of the New York State and Herkimer County
Aledical Societies, and attending surgeon to the

Little Falls Hospital, died in the Faxton Hospital.

Utica, on October 29. as he was about to undergo
an operation for gallstones. Dr. Douglas was 43
vears of age.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

THE SCHORSTEIN LECTURE.—THE HUXLEY LECTURE.
MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. SIR W. RAMSEY

ON NEW ELEMENTS.—OBITUARY.

London, October 14, 1910.

The Schorstein Lecture at the London Hospital was
delivered this year by Dr. Robert Hutchinson, one
of the physicans. This lectureship was founded in

memory of the late Dr. Gustav Schorstein, who
was elected assistant phybician to the hospital in

1894, became full physician in 1905, and died in

1906. His earnest work during this time as a clin-

ical practitioner and teacher and his special devo-
tion to children's diseases induced Dr. Hutchinson
to take for the subject of his memorial lecture

"Congenital Pyloric Obstruction," though fain to

admit that to call it "congenital" was to beg one of

the most disputed points in the natural history of
the disease. Still that was the name first conferred
on it and the proposed alternatives are open to the

same objection. The lecture then was a clinical

one and presented in an interesting manner the ex-

perience of a physician who has had the oppor-
tunity of studying the several problems that sur-

round it. The history is particularly interesting

for though its recognition only dates from 1888 it

must have been in existence from time immemorial.
This the lecturer regarded not only as an instance

of the difficulties of clinical observation but as a

humiliating example of a whole profession over-

looking for long periods of time what was all the

while "lying, so to say, under its nose." The con-

fession may be painful to the clinician, but then

the pathologist cannot scoff, for he has just as com-
pletely overlooked it on the post-mortem table. The
greater frecjuency of the disease in boys and in the

first-born seems to be a fact, but no explanation has
been proposed and Dr. Rob. Hutchinson had none
to suggest, so he passed on to the symptoms: (i)
The peculiar vomiting, projectile in character, and
persistent, though there is a tendency on any change
of food for it to cease for a few hours and recur

as violently as ever. This vomiting comes on a

few weeks after birth and is accompanied by
pseudoconstipation, from failure of the food to find

its way into the bowel. (2) Visible stomach peri-

staltic waves. They begin at the left side as a

rounded swelling below the costal margin and pass

across the abdomen obliquely downward to the

right and before one wave disappears another
comes on so as to form a sort of hour-glass shape
across the abdomen. Sometimes three waves may
be seen at once. This vigorous peristalsis is just

as diagnostic of pyloric obstruction in the infant as

in the adult. It is not painful and the infant often

lies apparently unaffected by it. (3) A pyloric

tumor can sometimes be felt and that would settle

the diagnosis. Dr. Hutchinson said this should be

felt for to the right of the middle line and they
should try to get under the stomach and press the

pylorus against the right side of the spinal column.
Passing to the pathology the lecturer said that

post-mortem there was an enormous increase of the

pyloric canal, forming a dense, almost cartilaginous,

tube, projecting into the duodenum and the wall of

the vestibule was thickened and to some degree
the whole stomach and even the lower end of the

esophagus displayed thickening. As to how the
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condition is brought about two views were held

;

one was that it was congenital, the other that it

arose in consequence of long-continued spastic

contraction. The lecturer pointed out the difficul-

ties of both these hypotheses but had no alternative

to offer, so recommended waiting for further infor-

mation, especially as to the condition of the pylorus

in those who have recovered and died years after-

wards of other diseases. As to the treatment the

lecturer confessed that at first he was deeply im-

bued with the idea that surgery alone could cope
with the disease. In fact in his first case in private

practice he strongly recommended operation but the

parents declined and the child recovered under an-

other doctor. This case converted him to a belief

in the efficacy of medical treatment and since then

he has seen twenty cases in private practice of

which seventeen recovered under medical meas-
ures; the other three went to hospital and two of

them died. Some others have also recorded nearly

as fortunate statistics and so he thought all cases

should undergo treatment by careful feeding and
lavage for a time—saj- from three to six weeks
before appealing to surgery.

The triennial Huxley lecture was delivered on
Monday by Dr. F. W. Mott, Fullerian Professor of

Physiology to the Royal Institution and Physician

to Charing Cross. Hospital. He devoted it to the

hereditary aspects of nervous and mental diseases.

1 need not say he grasped his subject with a mas-
ter hand. He showed a series of pedigrees and re-

ferred to statistics he had gathered from the County
Council Asylums, to which he is the pathologist.

Cases of insanity, he said, were seldom simple, but

were in various degrees inborn tendencies com-
bined with mental or bodily stress or strain on

important organs and functions. In the majority

of cases transmission was by the female side. The
fact that a cousin was insane or even several mem-
bers of a large stock did not show bad heredity,

(^ften persons of genius come from such a stock.

The general tendency was that insanity did not go
beyond three generations—there was either a re-

gression to the normal or the stock died out. This

often happened by the tendency showing itself in

imbecility of adolescence, and such patients were

further prone to tuberculosis, and so rotten twigs

were continually being broken off the tree of life.

The vexed question of transmission of acquired

characters, of special interest in relation to alco-

holism, was wrapped up in the causes which led a

man to drink, and his observations seemed to show
that a man who could drink continually for years

and keep out of an asylum or a prison had an in-

herent stable physical and mental organization and

he might in a measure transmit this, though his

offspring in all probability would have been stronger

had he been temperate. Drunkenness in succeed-

ing generations would, however, without doubt

lower the virility, mental and physical degeneracy

being the result.

The study of pedigrees had confirmed the doc-

trine of ^laudsley that a person did not inherit in-

sanity, but a tendency to it. and further that the

tendency was inherited from the stock. The un-

sound strain in the stock might not be seen as in-

sanity but in some allied neurosis. Conversely these

miffht forebode insanity in the next generation.

With the spread of the knowle<lge of heredity and

the cult of eugenics there might be improvement of

the human race by the double process of multipli-

cation of the fit and elimination of the unfit. But

the stuily of heredity taught also that the measure
of fitness depended largely on inborn characters;

"you do not gather grapes of thorns or figs of

thistles."

Sir Wm. Ramsaj in opening his course gave the

class a lively sketch of the search for new elements

that had been carried on all over the world and
'outside as far as they could go." It had been

proved that there were "missing elements." Some
240 minerals had been examined and some gases

separated but no element. Water from springs and

gases from them yielded nothing new. Then me-
teoric stones were examined and nothing found
which was not known before. At last krypton was
discovered in liquid air, and by the same process

helium, neon, argon, and xenon. An entirely new
light was thrown on the subject by the discoveries

in connection with radium. They showed that some
elements were not stable, never lasted long enough
to allow examination. Xo one had created or an-

nihilated matter, but in certain forms it changed
so rapidly as to be unrecognizable. This was the

case with radium emanations. So very small is the

amount of radium available, its estimated cost at

present being £420,000 for an ounce, that experi-

ments to determine the nature of the emanations
had to be conducted on a microscopic scale. It had
now been discovered that the gases given ofi' were
not merely "mysterious influences or emanations,"

but that they contained a new element of which the

existence would never have been suspected but for

the discovery of radium. Still there were some
blanks to be filled up.

The first meeting of the 138th annual session of

the Medical Society of London was held on Mon-
day. Dr. Samuel West, the retiring president, oc-

cupied the chair during the formal business and
then made way for the incoming president, Mr.
Charters Symonds, who gave his inaugural address,

taking for subject "the treatment of chronic abscess

of bone by means of metal drains."

Mr. Cecil Huntingdon Leaf, surgeon to the Can-
cer Hospital, died on the 5th inst. He was a student

of the London Hospital, where in due course he

became house surgeon, house physician, clinical as-

sistant, and demonstrator of anatomy. He gradu-
ated at Cambridge, M.A., M.B., and B.C., and
afterwards became a member of the senate of the

university. He proceeded to the F. R. C. S. Eng.
in 1895. In 1900 he was elected assistant surgeon
to the Cancer Hospital and as vacancies occurred
passed on to the senior position. A man of great

literary power, he wrote for the journals, was one
of the reporters of the "Lancet Experiments with
Chloroform," 1893, ^'^d translated French and Ger-
man works. His "Surgical Anatomy of the Lym-
phatic Glands" is well known.

Dr. John .Anderson, CLE., died in North Ken-
sington on the loth inst., aged 70. He qualified in

1861 and entered the Indian Medical Service, at-

tained the rank of Hon. Brigade-Surgeon and was
on the viceroy's medical staff during Lord Ripon's
viceroyalty, becoming at that time C.I.E. Return-
ing to England in 1885 he took the St. Andrew's
M.D., joined the College of Physicians and began
practice in London. He w-as appointed Physician
to the Dreadnought Hospital and to King Edward
VII Hospital for Officers. He lectured at St.

Mary's Hospital on tropical diseases, on which
he was a recognized authority, and on which he con-
tributed to the societies and journals, one of his

most interesting papers being on the "Remote Ef-
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fects of Tropical Life on Europeans." Trans. Med.

Soc. Land., 1902.

Brigade-Surgeon Lieut.Colonel Rob. N. Mac-
pherson, late of the Royal Artillery and Army Med-
ical Stall, died on the 28th inst., aged 72. He quali-

fied in 1864-5 at the London and Edinburgh Col-

leges. In 1879 he contributed to the Lancet a case:

"Stricture Followed by Rupture of the Urethra."

He saw fifteen years' service in India and three in

the Mediteranean. His last appointment was at the

head of the Portsmouth Military Hospital. He has

three sons now serving in India.

The death is announced of Dr. Joseph H. Hill, who
was Government Medical Inspector of Emigration

for the Port of London and had held official posi-

tions under the New South Wales government as

well as in this country for the United States. He
qualified at the Edinburgh College of Physicians,

the Glasgow Facultv, and the L. S. A., London,

1867-8. He proceeded to F. R. C. S. Edin., 1872,

and took M.D. Brux., with honors. 1879.

Dr. F. W. Dyce Fraser, who died suddenly at the

age of 55, was formerly Professor of Anatomy and

Pliysiofogy at the LTniversity of Osaka. Since then

he has been on the staff of the Victoria, Children's,

and Charing Cross Hospitals. He was an Edin-

burgh graduate in arts and medicine and F. R. C. P.

of the Edinburg:h College.

OUR PARIS LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

MIGRATION OF CALCULI FROM THE RENAL PELVIS AND
URETER BY TEARING OF THE WALLS—CHOLERA
TREATMENT OF SYPHILIS—NECROLOGY, PROFESSOR

FARABCEUF.
Paris, September .-^o. igio.

At the Academy of Medicine, Le Dentu presented

an interesting investigation by Tuffier demonstrating

by authentic facts that the migration of calculi from

the ureter through its walls is possible. In the

course of the migration of calculi from the ureter

after injury of the walls, the marked infiltration of

the urine is not an accident much to be feared or

dreaded. The tearing of the ureteral wall is pre-

ceded bv an active ureteritis and periureteritis.

At the point where the calculus is arrested "it makes
its nest" ; eccentrically compressed, the walls of the

ureter end by contracting ; the calculus incrusts it-

self and when the walls are destroyed by the pres-

sure and the inflammation they become torn and
perforated. The ureteral walls cicatrize almost im-

mediately after the exit of the calculus : from the

moment of the extraction not a drop of urine es-

capes from the wound. The reason why the infil-

tration of the urine is sometimes so slight when
calculi have been evacuated, and sometimes consid-

erable, may be found in the condition of the tissues

around the ureter. If the sclerosis has taken on
considerable thickness the tissues oppose an almost
insurmountable obstacle to the infiltration of the

urine; if they have maintained a certain amount of

suppleness they resist badly and a large urinary

pocket is formed in the neighborhood of the tear,

which remains freely commimicating with the canal.

In such circumstances the cicatrization of the tear

will be inevitably retarded.

Chantemesse has studied the march of cholera

through Europe from 1904 to 1910. In September,

1904. the actual epidemic of cholera penetrated

Russia by way of Bakou, returning to Persia. In

1906. the cholera reached St. Petersburg; it killed

more than 6,000 persons in 1907. In 1908 the chol-

era reigned in Russia, where its victims numbered
30,000. The extension of cholera continued into

Germany and Holland, following special lines. One
was the propagation of cholera from place to place;

the other was transportation of the disease by a ship

or a train. The fight which the Hollanders have

undertaken against the invading march of cholera

has been victorious. In that country cases of cholera

must be reported by any person who observes its oc-

currence, and that under pain of apprehension and
punishment. Immediately the suspected person is

isolated as well as the whole family, and that isola-

tion continues until the end of the bacteriological

examination, and ceases when this examination is

negative. If it is positive, the whole house is emp-
tied and all the persons who have been in contact

with the sick person are placed in an isolation pavil-

ion for observation during a time equal to the period

of incubation. The individuals kept isolated are

supported at the expense of the State, and receive

their ordinary salary as if they had worked as usual.

This method of defense is certainly expensive, but

it has given excellent results in Holland. It shows
how an effective defensive method might be insti-

tuted against cholera, whose foci are renewed with

activity at this moment in Russia.

Emery has published an interesting article in La
Cliniqiie on the modern treatment of syphilis. It

has been acknowledged for some three years that

the salts of arsenic have a considerable power as a

specific against S3'philis. so that we may qualify

arsenic as a specific medication for syphilis. Atoxyl

has been tried, but this salt has no preventive prop-

erties, for it does not prevent recurrences of the dis-

ease. If it has an undeniable action against the skin

ulcerations, it is much less efficacious against the

mucous lesions ; atoxyl also is not inoffensive.

Hectine was employed with good results, but not

of certain nature. Hectine may be considered as an

adjuvant of mercury, but should not be substituted

for it. Lastly, the discovery by Ehrlich has given

truly e.xtraordinary results. That which his product

has shown as most remarkable is the rapidity of

action of a single dose. If we cannot say as yet

that it sterilizes syphilis, we may, at any rate, hope
for this result.

The medical world of France mourns the death of

the eminent Prof. Faraboeuf. His name stands for

the perfection of anatomical studies. Convinced that

we should not learn anatomy from books alone but

also on the cadaver, he created little by little, from
diverse elements, the organization of the practical

school of the Faculty of Medicine of Paris. Under
his direction this soon became the first professional

school in the world and served as a model for all

others. Farabceuf was not only the creator of the

school of practice of Paris, but also a professor ex-

traordinary. His lessons were marvelously vivid

and as he knew admirably anatomy, and how to por-

tray it, his demonstrations, always luminous, drew to

his course an innumerable multitude of auditors.

Faraboeuf also created the teaching of operative

medicine ; he wrote on this subject a marvelous work
whose perfection will never be surpassed, and which
remains a model that cannot be equaled. Interne

of the Hospitals in 1864, Assistant in Anatomy in

1868, Doctor in 1871, Prosector in 1872, Agrege in

1875, Chief of Anatomical Works in 1878, Fara-

bceuf, in 1887, succeeded Sappey in the chair of An-
atomy of the Faculty. He was Member of the

Academy of Medicine. He died at the age of 69
years, of intestinal obstruction by biliary calculi.
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OIK LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

IMTKOVED HEALTH COXDITIONS IX M.\.\1LA—ETI-
OLOGY OF BERIBERI INF.\NT MORTALITY—MOS-
QUITO CAMPAIGN IN MANILA PHILIPPINE GEN-
F.R.\L HOSPITAL—PERSONALS.

Manila, P. I., September 8, 1910.

The annual report of the Bureau of Health for
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1910, shows that
there has been a marked fall in the mortality of
the City of Manila for the year just closed. The
average death rate for this city during the past
five or six years has been approximately about 40
per thousand, while this year it was 34.93, or ap-
proximately 5 per thousand better than the aver-
age and by far the lowest death rate that has been
recorded since American occupation. The cause of
this improved state of affairs has not yet been an-
nounced, but it is informally understood that it

was largely due to the installation of the new water
system, the water from which was exclusively used
in the city mains during the past year.

The death rate by nationalities w-as as follows

:

American, 12.93; Filipinos, 36.88; Spaniards, 15.65;
other Europeans, 21.73; Chinese. 18.23; all others,

9.41.

The regular monthly meeting of the Manila
Medical Society w'as held at 8:30 P.M., September

5, 1910, in the buildings in which the Philippine

Medical School was formerly located. Captain E.
D. Kilbourne of the United States Army, read an
interesting paper, entitled "Preliminary Report of

Multiple Neuritis of Fowls Due to Inanition." He
exhibited a number of chickens which showed the

clinical signs and symptoms of beriberi. This paper
was another most important step in showing that

the etiology of this disease is not of bacterial origin,

but tends more and more to confirm the theory of

insufficient or improper diet.

The remainder of the programme consisted of

six papers upon the various phases of infant mor-
tality. Nothinjj- particularly new was elicited in

this regard. In the discussion which followed, one
of the speakers called attention to the few cases

of so-called surgical tuberculosis, which were en-

countered here and suggested that this might be

attributed to the very limited use of cow's milk

and more especially that the use of other than

canned and. therefore, sterile milk wn'; almost

unknown.
.\t the present time a mosquito campaign is being

conducted in the resident section of Manila, the

area covered being the four lilocks which surround

the new Philippine General Hospital on all sides.

The work is being done by the Bureau of Health,

under Dr. Banks, entomologist of the Bureau of

Science. Dr. Banks is of the opinion that the mos-

quitoes that breed in the swamps in this neighbor-

hood do not enter the dwelling houses of the resi-

dents of that section and that the large ntnnber

of mosquitoes that are found in the houses are en-

tirely of domestic origin. The campaign, there-

fore, consists of destroying only the breeding places

which are found immediately around the premises

:

that is. septic vaults, rain barrels, tanks antl all

containers which are generally found to furnish

breeding places for mosquitoes. Tf this campaign

should prove successful, work upon a larger scale

will be undertaken.

The construction work of the new Philippine

General Hospital, particularly the interior finishing.

was proceeding in the most discouragingly slow
manner ; the Governor-General during the latter

part of July finally took the matter up and directed

the Bureau of Public Works to finish the hospital

in a period of thirty days, to such an extent at least

that the patients at the Civil Hospital could be
transferred to the new institution. This caused a
tremendous activity and resulted directly in one
pavilion of the hospital being made ready for occu-
pancy on September ist. The Bureau of Health
had the Civil Hospital Division accordingly trans-

ferred to the Philippine General Hospital on Sep-
tember 2, and the old Civil Hospital, as such, has
ceased to exist since that date. Many months must
necessarily elapse before the new hospital can be
opened to the general public. In the meantime the

facilities which are available are superior to those
which existed at the old Civil Hospital.

Dr. A. J. McLaughlin, Assistant Director of
Health, has left upon a leave of absence in the
United States.

Dr. P. K. Gilman, Assistant Professor of Surg-
ery, Philippine Medical School, has gone to the
United States upon leave of absence. Dr. John
McDill is performing the duties of Dr. Gilman at

the medical school, as well as his own.
Dr. Victor G. Heiser was designated physician

to the Secretary of War during that official's visit

of inspection to the various provinces.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

October 20, 1910.

The Technique of Arthrotomy. A Report upon and Discussion of
One Hundred and Ninety-eight Cases. C. F. Painter and A. F.
Cornwall.

The Small Fibrous Prostate. A. L. Chute.
.Analysis of Wound Infection in One Thousand Consecutive Clean

Operative Cases, W. P. Graves.
The Comparative Histology of Femoral Bones. J. S. Foote.

The Technique of Arthrotomy.—C. F. Painter and A. F.

Cornwall stare that for many years surgeons have heen
loath to interfere with pathological or traumatic conditions

located within the larger articulations, owing to the dan-
gers of sepsis and the fear that permanent damage might
be done to an articulation by the extent of the excision.

With improvement in surgical technique the fust of these

fears has been largely eliminated. But fear of weakening
the capsule of the joint is still a deterring factor in tlie

minds of many surgeons. The authors lay stress upon
the importance of postoper.ntive treatment in all cases of

arthrotomy, because the success of an operation is quite

as much dependent upon the skill with which the joint is

managed afterwards as it is upon the judgment which
determined upon the operation and the skill wliich carried
it to its completion. The first group of cases described
are those of joint lipomata, including the "solitary lipo-

mata," described by Koenig, the hypertrophied alar liga-

ment fringes which are traumatic fibrolipomata, and the
diffuse lipomata which usually represent merely the deposi-
tion of fat in the subsynovial tissues as a result of a fatty

infiltration, occurring commonly in those given to adiposity.

The Small Fibrous Prostate.—A. L. Chute calls spe-
cial attention to a class of obstructive prostates in which
the rectal examination shows little, if any, increase in size

of the gland. These prostates are dense and fibrous,
showing little similarity to the large hypertrophic pros-
tates. They are the result of an inflammatory process.
Their recognition before there is an appreciable residual
may be difficult. They are often associated with a con-
traction of the bladder neck or a bar at the bladder out-
let. In order to give these patients relief it is important
not to overlook either element of the obstruction.
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Analysis of Wound Infection.—VV. P. Graves states

that the troublesome occurrence of wound infection is

still sufficiently frequent in public hospital practice to

deserve serious attention. The custom of frequently

changing assistants is a considerable deterrent to well-

organized and systematic surgical work, and probably has

some influence in the matter of wound sepsis. Of 1,000

operative cases, 51 had some form of wound infection

which in all but one case was of a mild form, the organ-

ism being a staphylococcus in all instances. Twenty-eight

of these infected cases were laparatomy wounds in which

the infection consisted mostly (ig cases) of slight sepsis

of a buried catgut knot, the wound closing immediately

after extraction of the knot. Some of these catgut knot

infections did not appear until some time after the patient

was discharged from the hospital. All the cases of gen-

eral sepsis in the list occurred in hernia wounds. Wound
infection is much more common in hospital work than in

private practice, where it is almost nil. The difference

is largely due to the personal equation of the patient, for

the person whose skin is habitually clean is less likely to

incur wound sepsis. Abdominal incisions are much more
susceptible to superficial infection than are plastic wounds.

Comparative Histology of Femoral Bones.—J. S.

Foote, as the result of a large series of examinations,

finds that the pure Haversian system type is shown in

the smallest number of animals, the laminar in the next.

while the lamellar comprises the largest number. He be-

lieves that the Haversian system type is the one best

adapted to support weight. He states that this study

promises to widen the field of bone histology and possibly

to account for some of the individual variations in human
femurs which are responsible for bone diseases.

New York Medical Journal.

October 22, 1910.

The Discard Heap—Neurasthenia. G. M. Parker.
Bacteriological Studies in Cases of General Paresis. R. C. Rosen-

berger and S. Stern.
A Typical General Paralvsis of the Insane. B. Glueck.
Paratyphoid Fever. G. P. Paul.
Digitalis Fuchsii. J. Knott.
Hexamethylenamine in the Treatment of a Case of Meningococcus

Meningitis. W. Brem.
What Is a Rational Diet? M. Lyon.
The Waters of Bad-Nauheim and Their Therapeutic Effect. H.

Engel.
An Easy Method of Determining the Dose for Infants Below One

Year. H. Fried.

The Discard Heap—Neurasthenia.—G. M. Parker

states that in neurasthenia, the concept of thirty years

ago, there are to be seen a considerable number of recent

pictures, widely dissimilar. There have been various lines

of divergence in the analysis of neurasthenia, namely, anat-

omical, physiological, psychological, and clinical. In the

anatomical classification there had been evolved the

splanchnic, spinal, and visceral types. From the

physiological viewpoint the essential and isolated fatigue

process of the nerve cell has been largely discredited.

The toxemic theory has had a tremendous growth; while

the role of metabolism, particularly the influence of the

ductless glands has attracted considerable attention.

Psychological inquiry was stimulated by the idea of an

endogenous cell fatigue. Freud has perceived the morbid

process in the insufficient inadequate se.xual reaction in

masturbation as distinguished from the adequate reaction

of intercourse. The clinical lines present definite sub-

divisions. The constitutional and acquired neurasthenias

were early distinguished. Psychasthenia was evolved from
the neurasthenic mass. Traumatic and senile forms were
recognized. From neurasthenia have been isolated cer-

tain psychoses, particularly the manic depressive group.

Many of the so-called acquired neurasthenias are not ac-

quired but have been developed upon a constitutional

though latent basis. Many of the secretory and motility

disturbances of the stomach fall in this category. In the

gastric group the chief disturbance is the hyperchlorhydria.

the hypochlorhydria, and achylia. The second main clini-

cal group is that of the psychologically inferior neu-
rasthenic. A third general clinical group has marks too

scanty and incomplete to merit an entity. The symptoms
are neurasthenic, but thej- are not neurasthenias. Freud's

neurasthenia is placed within this general division, but with

certain reservations. Psychasthenia, like neurasthenia, has

suffered from its name; out of it, Janet has drawn the

crises and derivative phenomena of tics, agitations, phobias,

manias, ruminations, and obsessions. Pr:eco.x is a psy-

chosis whose early stages bear certain superficial resem-

blances to neurasthenia. The author states that his paper

is directed especially against the exclusive tendency to-

ward psychological interpretation with scant consideration

and curt disposition of the physiological factors.

Bacteriological Studies in General Paresis.—R. C.

Rosenberger and S. Stern state that after a careful clini-

cal study of this disease there would be detected a pro-

found toxic state at times in certain cases, and the general

appearances differed from those usually presented by any
syphilitic stage or process usually observed. There was
the rapid fulminating type in which syphilis could be surely

excluded, as well as family and other indulgences. Cer-

tain cases would resemble in many ways an infection.

Many cases of general paresis were very closely allied to,

if not themselves pellagra. Bacteriological studies were
performed as follows: Cerebrospinal fluid obtaned by

lumbar puncture was inoculated into culture media, and a

bacillus was obtained in no way allied to Robertson's

bacillus. The studies were carried out in twenty-nine cases,

including other forms of insanity as controls. The organ-

ism obtained differed from any that had yet been described.

It is the authors' opinion that general paresis is seen to-

day is a symptom complex and not a disease entity as

heretofore accepted ; but a symptom group possible in at

least three forms one is familiar with to-dav. They refer

to cerebrospinal syphilis, alcoholic pseudoparesis, and pel-

lagra. They recognize the futility of endeavoring to secure

an organism in the first and second, though the possibility

of an organism in the third or the probability and possi-

bility of even a fourth class or group of cases presenting

the symptom complex of general paresis that may be due

to bacterial invasion.

Atypical General Paralysis of the Insane.—B.

Glueck in reporting a series of cases, quotes Wernicke,

who insisted that a paretic is liable to show during the

course of his disease any or all of the possible symp-

toms or groups of symptoms which may be caused by

lesions in the cerebrum. The author perceives that the

paretic process is able to produce severe circumscribed

lesions of the posterior half of the cerebrum to such an

extent that the predominant picture of the disease is that

of manifestations of focal disturbances, before distinct

signs of a general psychic disturbance can be manifested.

Such cases tend to have prolonged remissions of the dis-

ease, interrupted by sudden manifestations of a focal na-

ture. .-Xn easy transition from the ordinary to the atypical

forms of the disease—because the pathological process is

essentially the same—is readily possible. The importance

of emphasizing upon the general practitioner the possi-

bility of the disease manifesting itself in local paresis

or hemiplegia solely, without the least signs of dementia

until the disease has reached an advanced stage, cannot

be overestimated. Of course, the use of the Wasser-

mann reaction and the cytoanalysis of the cerebrospinal

fluid should, under no circumstances, be neglected in

these cases, because in the whole field of psychiatry there

is nothing equal in importance to the earliest possible

diagnosis of paresis.

Paratyphoid Fever.—G. P. Paul concludes that the

diagnosis of paratyphoid fever is of most import. The
clinical course of the disease bears a close resemblance to
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that of typhoid fever, and it may be absolutely impossible

to distinguish the two diseases clinically. There are, how-
ever, certain points of dissimilarity. The abrupt onset,

the short prodromal period, the marked diurnal remission

of temperature, the blotchy eruption, the moist tongue,

and the bowel condition of parthyphoid fever will greatly

aid in diagnosis. The surety of diagnosis must, notwiili-

standing, rest on bacteriological methods. The repeated

absence of the Grueber-Widal reaction is of utmost im-

portance. Gwyn has said that this reaction is found in

99.6 per cent, of all patients suffering from typhoid fever;

hence its constant nonappearance or its occurrence only in

low dilution (i to 10 or i to 5) in a typhoidlike disease

is very suggestive of paratyphoid fever. The finding of a

paratyphoid agglutination is typical and may occur in dilu-

tion as high as i to 6,000. The most conclusive evidence,

however, is the isolation of the bacillus from the patient's

blood.

Digitalis.—J. Knott presents a study in the history,

pharmacology, and therapeutics of this drug.

Hexamethylenamine in Meningitis.—VV. Brem states

that Crowe had shown that this drug is not only e.xcreted

in the bile and pancreatic juice, but also appears in the

cerebrospinal fluid. The latter has recommended the

prompt adininistration of hexamethylenamine in all cases

in which meningitis is a threatened or possible complica-

tion. Following this suggestion the author treated a case

of meningococcus meningitis with this drug, and was able

to demonstrate its presence in the cerebrospinal fluid. The
apparent effect of the drug upon the organisms of the

spinal fluid, the comparatively long duration of an appar-

ently very acute infection treated with hexamethylenamine,

together with its demonstrated presence in the spinal fluid

in strengths of from I in 50,000 to i in 200,000, indicate

that the drug might be useful as an adjunct in the treat-

ment of meningitis cases or as a substitute for Flexner's

serum in meningococcus meningitis should the serum not

be obtainable or delayed.

What Is a Rational Diet?—M. Lyon states that the

study of the physiology of digestion will give the key to

the general principle.

The Waters of Bad-Nauheim.—H. Engcl gives the

various indications ami contraindications of these waters.

Determining the Dose for Infants Below One Year.—
H. Fried has devised the following formula : Make the

age in months the numerator and 150 the denominator of

the fraction. Thus for a baby two months old 2/150 will

be the dose. This does away with complex computation.

The results are close to those obtained according to

Young's rule, which is, however, more intricate ; moreover,

ill the former the fractions are easily reduced.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

October 22. 1910.

Certain Popular but Erroneous Notions Concerning Angina Pectoris.

J. I). Herricl<.
Visceral Anesthesias of Tabes Dorsalis in Relation to the Diagnosis

of Acute Inflammatory Conditions in the Abdomen. L. A. Connor.
Teachins the Principles of Surgery. .M. R. Tinker.
Compression of the Spinal Cord Causing Paraplegia, and Its Surgical

Treatment. A. Primrose.
Traumatic Facial Paralysis. Anastomosis of Facial Nerve to Spinal

.Accessory. \V. W. Grant.
Intestinal OTislruction Due to .\scaris Lumbricoides with Necropsy.

C. Whelan. „ ^
A Simple and Efficient Means of Supplying .Artificial Heat. S. E.

Tracy.
A Case of Foreign Body Calculus. I. S. Hirsch.
The Submucous Resection of the Nasal Septum. C. E. Purcell.

Results of the Operation of Submucous Resection of the Septum in

Private Life. F. P. Emerson.
Surgery of Cystic Defeneration of the Kidney. T. C. Witherspoon,

The Nutrition of the Feeble Infant. H. D. Chapin. ^ „ „ ,

The Prognosis in Congenital Dislocations of the Hip. E. H. Ochs-

Radioactivity Induced by the X-rays. H. Schiller and P. S. O'Don-

nell.

Bites from Copperhead Snakes. G. R. Davis. ,

Symposium on the Treatment of Acute Anterior Poliomyelitis. I.

Treatment of the Acute Stage. H. M. McClanahan.
II. Treatment from the Neurologist's Point of View. B. Sachs.

III. The Orthopedic Treatment. J.
Ridlon.

The Value of Ehrlich's New Discovery 606 (Dioxydiamidoarseno-

benzol). B. C. Corbus.

Angina Pectoris.—J. B. Herrick points out certain

fallacies in the popular conception of angina pectoris. The

first is that in true cardiovascular angina pectoris, peri-

pheral arterial sclerosis, cardiac hypertrophy, and high

blood-pressure are essential. This is by no means always

the fact. .Arterial change may be widspread and the coro-

naries sclerotic without hypertrophy of the heart or rise

in blood-pressure. The sclerotic or atheromatous process

may be quite limited, localized to the beginning of the aorta

and only encroaching a little on the coronaries, while the

peripheral vessels may be normal. Especially in syphilitic

cases are the conditions liable to be thus localized. In

some of the most serious cases there may be no abnormal

arterial pressure, indicating perhaps a weakened cardiac

muscle. The finding of aneurysm or lesion of the aortic

valves does not exclude angina, but is rather in its favor.

The attacks are not always few in number, and following

exertion, and life is not necessarily cut off within a few

months after the appearance of the disease. Patients may

live a number of years with comparatively frequent at-

tacks. While comparatively rare in women, the disease

is by no means unknown, and serious mistakes may be

made in diagnosis, especially in nervous and hysterical

cases. The cardiopatli is often a neuropath also. Pain

is not always excessive. Even in fatal cases there may be

no constant pain. Unconsciousness, though unusual, is

seen at times and, while the patient usually is afraid to

move and will not lie down, there are exceptions to this

rule. Eructations or vomiting during an attack do not

prove it to be a false angina and not organic or cardiovas-

cular. While the disease is very grave, there is no cer-

tainty that death is imminent. The kidneys, as well as

the heart, must be investigated as regards prognosis. The

nitrates are sometimes marvelously efficacious in checkmg

an attack and their failure to give benefit does not exclude

true angina. In some cases digitalis does more good than

all the nitrates or iodides.

Visceral Anesthesias of Tabes.—L. A. Connor, re-

making first the value of pain as a safeguard in the

body and the disastrous efi'ects of its absence in certain

diseases, reports a case of fatal perforated appendicitis in

a tabetic without symptoms of pain, tenderness, or mus-

cular rigidity. Roux found atrophy of a large proportion

of the small myeline fibers in the sympathetic trunk and

concluded that destruction of these was a special patholog-

ical condition of tabes and responsible for the visceral loss

of sensibility. The loss of painful response to visceral

irritation is therefore emphasized as probably due to these

lesions and constitutes a special danger in this disease.

The Teaching of Surgery.—M. B. Tinker finds that

one great fault is ignoring the relative value of what is

taught, and failure to realize that few graduates will actu-

ally practise major surgery. The things they will have

to handle are comparatively neglected.

Paraplegia Caused by Spinal Compression.—A.

Primrose states that hemorrhage in the neural canal may

be the cause of the paraplegia, either extra- or intradural

or into the substance of the cord. When the paralysis

comes on after an interval of time between it and the

injury, this possibility must be kept in mind. It is not

possible always to say whether the hemorrhage is extra-

dural or intradural, but hemorrhage into the cord is more

likely to give local symptoms. Severe injury to the spinal

cord may cause death by clot. .Acute reflexion of the cer-

vical spine, producing stretching of the cord with hem-

orrhage, causes paraplegia. If fragments of the neural

arch have been driven forward, compressing the cord,

early operation may give relief, and if there is any strong

evidence of partial severance of the cord the same is true,

even before we can absolutely determine the fact. The

most common cause of compression paraplegia from dis-

ease is spinal caries, and this is frequently amenable to
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milder measures, but occasionally operative interference

is necessary and should not be delayed too long, as ex-

perience has demonstrated to the author. If treatment by

extension for three months is not effective, he would ad-

vise laininectomy unless other conditions contraindicate

it. In tumors of the cord valuable time is often lost by

delay until after the cord is damaged beyond repair, and

he seems to think that operation should be performed in

dubious cases. Even when the growth is syphilitic gum-

ma, operation is better than waiting to cure it by specific

treatment. The operation of laminectomy, carefully per-

formed, is not a dangerous procedure and does not ser-

iously affect the stability of the spinal column.

Traumatic Facial Paralysis.—W. W. Grant reports a

case of traumatic facial paralysis due to a pistol shot in

which the ball lodged on the floor of the anterior fossa in

front of the ear. It had cut the facial ner\'e between the

chorda tympani and the stylomastoid foramen. The usual

method of using the spinal accessory or hypoglossal anas-

tomosis for the remedy of the paralysis was not employed

in this case. After experimenting on several cadavers the

author devised the metliod of connecting the facial nerve

with the spinal accessory and the peripheral end of the

accessory to the descendens hypoglossi. The results were

satisfactory.

Intestinal Obstruction Due to Round Worms.—C.

\\'helan reports a case of fatal obstruction of the bowels

liy round worms in the jejunum.

Application of Artificial Heat.—S. E. Tracy recom-
mends the use of the electric lamps, six or eight of which,

of sixteen candle power, are attached to the inside of an

asbestos-covered frame, covering the patient from shoul-

ders to feet, for the purpose of stimulation by artificial

heat after operation.

Foreign Body Calculus.—I. S. Hirsch describes a

case of urinary calculus in a girl five years of age, that

had formed about a pin as a nucleus.

Submucous Septum Resection.—C. E. Purcell states

that the operation is peculiarly fitted for private patients,

that the character of the incision is highly important, that

the turbinates should be spared, that little cauterization

should be done, and that the nose should seldom be med-
dled with after the operation.

Results of Submucuous Septum Resection.—F. P.

Emerson reviews the indications for submucous resection

of the nasal septum, and describes his own methods.

Cystic Kidney.—T. C. Witherspoon reports a case
in which he treated a typical polycystic kidney by opening

the various cysts with scissors and forceps, removing their

thin covering and partitions, leaving only the bulkier solid

tissue intact.

The Nutrition of the Feeble Infant.—H. D. Chapin
believes that a muscular insufficiency of the stomach, com-
parable to myasthenia gastrica of later life, is responsible

for difficulties in infantile nutrition. In the majority of

cases the feeble infant with digestive disturbances is fed

too frequently and the stomach does not have time to

empty itself between the feedings, and thus each succes-

sive feeding becomes contaminated and butyric acid fer-

mentation is set up. In a few cases dilatation was marked.
He calls attention to the changes of view . in regard to

nutrition of late years; the recognition of the fact that

there are different kinds of proteins, carbohydrates, and
fats, and their digestive properties vary according to the

combinations. There is no one rule for feeding infants

;

some thrive on one thing and some on another, and the

question of what is theoretically correct must be subordi-

nated to what will practically work. Some infants thrive

on a high proportion of carbohydrates, others on a low,

and the same variations are observed with proteins and
fats. He has long advocated the use of dextrinized gruels,

as some patients seem to thrive especially well with a mix-

ture of carbohydrates in high proportion and a low pro-

portion of fats. This is the reason of the success of

Keller's malt soup in many cases, though it sometimes
signally fails. The general method to be employed in feed-

ing in difficult cases will have to be determined to a

certain extent by experiment with the individual infant.

The care taken in trying to find a universally applicable

food would better be spent in testing individual capacities

and idiosyncrasies. The author has tested Finkelstein's

method of feeding, based on the theory that digestive dis-

turbances are caused by the sugar of milk, but his results

are not very promising. When results follow this method
of feeding he thinks it is due more to the form of protein

given than to the lessened amount of sugar.

Congenital Hip Dislocation.—E. H. Ochsner in dis-

cussing the prognosis of this condition states that no case

should go undiagnosed beyond the age of three; that if

properly treated at this age the great majority of dislo-

cations can be successfully reduced and can be given good

anatomic and functional results.

Radioactivity Induced by X-rays.—H. Schiller and
P. S. O'Donnell believe from their experiments that they

are able to store up .r-rays or a part of them and make
use of them after they have been long removed from the

tube from which they have been derived.

Bites from Copperhead Snakes.—G. R. Davis reports

three cases and states that the fact that patients generally

recover indicates that the wounds are not serious.

Treatment of Acute Stage of Poliomyelitis.—H. M.
-McClanahan recommends, among other things, as a routine

measure, the use of hexamethylenamine. Elimination by aJl

channels is the keynote in this treatment.

The Treatment of Poliomyelitis from the Neurol-

ogist's Point of Vievsr.—B. Sachs believes that intelli-

gent gymnastic exercise of the paralyzed or weakened limbs

is the method to which one should pin one's faith, and

from personal experience he states that the physician who
directs these exercises intelligently, and who will direct

them patiently, will have no reason to regret the time de-

voted to this good cause. In recent epidemics the disease

has been of such var\-ing intensity that one has no right

to claim that any case is a hopeless one, and much can be

done by properly directed therapeutic efforts.

The Orthopedic Treatment of Poliomyelitis.—J. Rid-

lon discusses this subject under the headings of move-
ments, braces and splints, surgery and massage, con-

traction deformities, tendon surgery, and prognosis.

The Value of 606.—B. C. Corbus states that in order

to fulfil the theory of Ehrlich's therapia sterilisatis magna,

there must be certaintv- of diagnosis and careful technique

in preparing the substance for injection.

The Lancet.

October 15, 1910.

The Education of the Student of Medicine. F. H. Marsh.
Industrial Tuberculosis. T. D. Lister.
Mineral Waters as Artificial Sera. C. Fleig.
Ulcerating Granuloma of the Pudenda, a Protozoal Disease. R.
Markham Carter.

.\ Case of Tumor of the Pituitary Body. W. Boyd.

.\ Case of Carcinoma of the Cecum Removed after a Preliminary
Evacuation of a Fecal .\bscess and an Ileosigmoidostoray. J. D.
Malcolm.

Treatment of a Uterine Fibroid by .V-rays. .-X. F. Savill.

A Case of Uremia with Facial Paralysis and Intestinal Ulceration.
G. Parker.

Radium ard Radioactivity. Dr. Guyenot.

The Education of the Student of Medicine.—F. H.

Marsh believes that as medicine has now become a de-

partment of biolog>' its pursuit necessarily deriiands a

sound acquaintance with the broad principles of those de-

partments of biological science upon whose foundations

it rests, namely, chemistry, anatomy, physiology, and

pathology. The teaching of medicine has suffered from

the incubus of an overloaded curriculum. Could there be

some adjustment, the teaching of the preliminary sub-

jects would become most valuable to the student.
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Industrial Tuberculosis.— i. D. Lister states thai the

industrial classes suffer from consumption at least twice

as heavily as the leisured classes, and in many occupa-

tions the penalty paid in phthisis mortality is from live to

ten times that of the phthisis mortality falling upon those

who toil. From the general review and rearrangement of

the ligures for male adults regarding the occupational mor-
tality one can gather that there is a distinct relationship

between certain kinds of employment and phthisis mor-
tality. Apart from certain highly special conditions in-

volving the respiration of sharp, metallic particles (e.g. the

tin miners), the highest mortality from phthisis is asso-

ciated either with the trade in alcohol, or with the oc-

cupations which are the refuge or the penalty in the strug-

gle for existence of the least competent. The unskilled

workers and laborers, the street sellers, and similar classes

on the one hand, and systematic poisoning with alcohol

on the other, cause a phthisis mortality of three to four

times that of all males, and six to eight times that of

the agriculturist. In these classes phthisis is part of a

high general mortality. But there are many industries

whose mortality as a whole is low and yet their phthisis

mortality is about or above the average. Typical instances

of these occupations are clerks, indoor shopkeepers, nianv

of the textile industries, the printing trades, and those

working in metals other than iron and steel. Confine-

ment, foul air, metallic dust, bad housing, and other con-

ditions inherent to the occupations are the causes of the

phthisis excess. In writing on the eventual conquest of

consumption medical writers and laymen interested deal

with it too exclusively from the point of view of infec-

tion. This involves the idea that by treating the early

cases and segregating the advanced cases this great scourge

can be eradicated, but it seems that the greater part of

the question would remain untouched. To secure a regu-

lar and systematic examination of every employee, as is

now attempted in the case of school children, is at present

a counsel of perfection, even if sufficient skilled observers

were available to make the necessary early diagnosis. To
attempt to segregate all the comparatively advanced cases

would involve a great deal of concealment in the present

state of popular ignorance. Compulsory notification is an

essential lirst step in the discovery of the real number

of the phthisical population. The widest possible health

teaching among the poorest and most ignorant classes of

the people, and the most careful regulation of all the

conditions under which the more or less skilled but yet

unhealthy industries are carried on, are also essential pre-

liminaries to the real stamping out of consumption.

Mineral Waters as Artificial Sera.—C. Fleig contrib-

utes an account of investigations on the question of min-

eral waters as artificial sera and of injections of mineral

waters into the tissues both from a physiological and a

therapeutical point of view. The conception of mineral

waters as vital plasma and as artificial sera rests on a

triple series of facts, (i) the facility of their injection

in enormous quantities and by every possible channel,

within animals and in man
; (2) the effects of their trans-

fusion after copious blood-letting in animals and in man :

and (3) the examples of the survival and reviving of or-

gans or of cellular elements isolated from the body and

placed in mineral waters. These effects are more bene-

ficial than those observed from the use of normal salt so-

lution. The mineral waters owe their physiological vir-

tue to their electrical, calloidal, radioactive, and other prop-

erties still unknown. They can be used at their exit from

the spring as injections in an aseptic condition without

preliminary sterilization, thus avoiding the slightest change

in their natural condition. In the event of sterilization

being necessary it should be done at a low temperature

by filtration. The advantages of injections of mineral

waters into the tissues as a method of so-called cellular

balneulherapy and of the application of the hydrounneral

cure in general are very numerous, but the greatest dis-

crimination is imperative in utilizing these injections in

certain cases, as they cannot in any way be looked upon

as substitutes for the methods of administration habitually

employed, although they are calculated to augment the

activity of these last and to notably enlarge the field of

application, already so extended, of hydroniineral medica-

tion. The therapeutic employment of mineral water in-

jections is logical. In a general way they can be used both

in cases where injections of nonnal saline solution or of

isotonic sea-water are indicated, as well as in those in

which we consider it of importance to apply a hydro-

mineral cure, the maximum conditions of activity of which

one may wish to realize.

Ulcerating Granuloma of the Pudenda.— R. iVI. Car-

ter states that this is not a venereal disease, but it is con-

tagious and is autoinoculated by the host on other parts

of the body. The disease is of extensive geographical dis-

tribution, being found more frequently in India than in

other countries. It is caused by a parasite belonging to

the same class as that found in Oriental sore.

Tumor of the Pituitary Body.—W. Boyd describes

the case of a man thirty-eight years of age, who began

fight years before to complain of severe neuralgic pains

in the temples, then had failure of sight, epileptic attacks,

ataxia, acute mania, lethargy, and stupor. He died sud-

denly. Post-mortem examination showed a large, soft,

friable, vascular tumor growing from the infundibulum

;

microscopically it bore a close resemblance to a mixed-

celled sarcoma. The chief points of interest in the case

were : The long duration ; the absence of wasting and of

any symptoms of acromegaly ; the sudden termination ; the

nasal discharge of cerebrospinal fluid ; the enormous

amount of albumin and extraordinary lymphocytosis in the

fluid from a case of nonsyphilitic tumor (for the naked

eye and microscopic characters, together with the resis-

tance to large doses of potassium iodide, clearly pointed

to the non-specific nature of the growth") : and the re-

markable destruction to the floor of the skull.

Treatment of Uterine Fibroid by X-Rays.—A. F.

Savin describes her results in the treatment of a patient

forty-three years old in whom a rapidly growing fibroid

caused menstrual hemorrhages. The tumor w'as as high

as the umbilicus, and upon the refusal of the patient to

submit to surgical treatment, the author resorted to :r-

ray treatment, using Bordier's method. The result was

a disappearance of the monthly flooding, although the size

of the tumor was but little reduced.

Uremia with Facial Paralysis and Intestinal Ulcera-

tion.—G. Parker states that ulceration of the bowel and
hemorrhage from it are important complications of

Bright's disease and may lead to a fatal result. When a

bowel hemorrhage takes the place of a cerebral one the

patient may have a better chance of recovery if he sur-

vives the immediate risks, but if it is due to extensive ul-

ceration the condition is a very serious one. He reports

a case of intestinal hemorrhage and facial paralysis, which
were the first symptoms of uremia that manifested them-

selves, and illustrated the difficulties sometimes encoun-

tered in the diagnosis of kidnev disease.

British Medical Journal.

October 15, 1910.

The Education of the Student of Medicine. H. Marsh.
.\cute Arthritis of Doubtful Origin. H. D. Rolleston.
Experiment and Observation in Medicine. T. A. Codd.
Fever Caused by the Bite of the Sandfly, t. G. Wakeling.
Skiagrams of JIultiple Renal Calculi and of Fractures Due to
Muscular Violence. O. h. Rhys.

The Education of the Student of Medicine.—See ab-

stracts of articles from the Lancet.

Acute Arthritis of Doubtful Origin.—H. D. Rolleston
states that cases are seen which are at first assumed to
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be rheumatic fever, but which fail to react to salicylates,

and yet as shown by the sequel are not pyemic, gonococcic,

or due to any other obvious infection. Vigorous salicylate

treatment may produce a reaction in cases of arthritis

due to other causes than rheumatism. In some cases an

attack of arthritis clears up under salicylates e-xcept in

one or two joints which progress in spite of treatment,

suggesting suppuration, which, however, does not occur,

and eventually the joint or joints present some fibrous

ankylosis. In other cases a complete recovery is followed

by a relapse, but the arthritis does not subside under

salicylates and fibrous ankylosis results. Patients with oral

sepsis are especially prone to relapses of rheumatic fever.

Acute non-rheumatic arthritis consists of two groups: 1,

infective, in which microorganisms are present in the af-

fected joints, and 2, toxic, in which the joints are sterile,

and apparently the seat of poisons brought from other

parts of the body. In addition to the recognized forms

of infective arthritis, such as gonococcic, pneumococcic,

etc., there are others due to the Diplococcus intracelluloris,

to the Bacillus coli, and to the influenza bacillus. In pye-

mia, apart from purulent arthritis, the joints may become
swollen and painful, without anything further taking place.

Acute epiphysitis in children is a form of pyemic arthritis.

There are cases of nniltiple arthritis that respond to in-

jections of polyvalent antistreptococcic serum. Acute

synovitis in generalized miliary tuberculosis is rare. There

is also a form of tuberculous pseudorheumatism. Still's

disease, or the special form of chronic arthritis with en-

largement of the spleen or lymphatic glands, has been

thought to be a tuberculous manifestation. An obvious

difference between the tuberculous pseudorheumatism of

adults and Still's disease is the relatively acute nature of

the former and the chronicity of the latter. Toxic arthri-

tis has been noted after the use of diphtheria antitoxin.

Both suppurative and to.xic forms of artliritis may com-
plicate scarlet fever. Intermittent hydrarthrosis is sup-

posed to be an affection of the synovial membrane analo-

gous to a cutaneous erythema.

Experiment and Observation in Medicine.—J. A.

Codd states that the advances in medicine have not kept

pace with those of the pure sciences. Science depends on
exact measurement, and most of the observations in med-
icine do not take the fomi of measurement but of signs

that have only a relative value. Moreover in medicine

the element of control is largely lacking, that is, it is

impossible to check up the results by comparison with

identical cases. Empiricism still plays a large role, al-

though pharmacology has made important progress. The
want of correlation between chemical affinities and phar-

macological affinities is still very marked. With the ad-

vances in medical practice there has been a decline in the

use of alcohol for therapeutic purposes. The scope of the

physician has been narrowing. The advance in surgery

has been enormous, and much of it at the expense of the

physician. The field of physical therapeutics is widen-
ing. The enlarging sphere of antitoxin and vaccine ther-

apy represents work of an eminently scientific nature.

Vaccine therapy is the most promising line of the future

that will redeem the physician from the secondary rank
into which his brilliant surgical colleague has placed him.

Fever Caused by the Sandfly.—T. G. Wakeling de-
scribes a non-fatal three days' fever, with a week's con-
valescence and certain sequelae, due to the bite of the

Phlehotomus pafatasii. There is a tendency to inflam-

mation of synovial and pleural cavities, and to neuritis

and headache.

Skiagrams of Renal Calculi and of Fractures.—O. L.
Rhys presents skiagrams, one of which shows multiple
renal calculi, and the other of which shows fractures of
the transverse processes of three lumbar vertebrje. These
fractures had been produced by muscular violence.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

Significance of Calcium Metabolism in the Origin of

Rachitis.—Dibbelt pronounces in the course of a serial

article on this subject as follows: The pathogenic causa-

tion of rickets lies in a disturbance of the calcium meta-
bolism, represented by an increased excretion of calcium

salts by the intestine. This leads to the skeletal altera-

tions after the blood has become poor in calcium con-

tent. The attraction of the blood for lime salts is suf-

ficient to deprive the bones of their lime content, to say

nothing of preventing the deposition of lime in the skele-

ton. It appears that the blood must have its lime salts,

although the skeleton suffers.

The Wassermann Reaction in Tropical Affections.—
Baermann of Sumatra has investigated syphilis, yaws,

lepra, and malaria of indigenous origin with the Wasser-
mann reaction. So far as syphilis is concerned the findings

seem to agree with those obtained in Europe. Of very great

interest is the outcome of this test in frambesia, the rela-

tionship of which to syphilis is so problematical. Thirty-

eight untreated cases gave 100 per cent, positive reactions.

These cases all presented abundant eruption. Of ten cases

with isolated lesions eight reacted positively. Of twenty-

eight cases which had undergone one or two courses of

mercurial treatment, 50 per cent, still gave positive findings.

So-called tertiary yaws, untreated, gave about 67 per cent,

positive findings. Hence it must appear that the old ques-

tion of unicism vs. dualism, concerning syphilis and yaws,

must be reopened. The parallel of the reaction is striking,

and, for the time being, the unicists seem to have regained

advantages lost through inoculation tests. The author is

conservative and thinks that his material, however large,

is too small for conclusions. It has further been al-

leged oftentimes that Wassermann's reaction is applicable

chiefly to temperate zones ; and that it possesses a van-

ishing significance for tropical diseases. This is in part

borne out by findings in malaria of the tropics, in which

a considerable per cent.—20 or more—of positive findings

were obtained ; and, still more strongly by lepra findings,

where the positive percentages vary—being low or high, 18

to 80 per cent, without apparent causes.

Laceration of the Tentorium in Labor.—Beneke is

inclined to believe that the mechanism of many fetal

deaths and intracranial diseases in the living may be

referred to laceration of the infants' tentorium cerebelli

in labor. The sutures being still open, lateral compres-

sion of the skull would tend to cause this lesion and the

results might be relatively mild or severe. In the latter

case we should find immediate death or protracted as-

phyxia; in the former hydrocephalus internus as well as

a structural basis for neuroses. These lesions of the

tentorium, resulting in more or less hemorrhages, do not

exhaust the intracranial pathology of the newly born in-

fant, but represent an important factor in the same, if

not the most important. Thus hemorrhage from the ten-

torium, from its basilar location, is able to influence pow-

erfully the medulla and the nerves which originate there-

from, and likewise the fourth ventricle, and most of the

sinuses. Hemorrhage of the vertex, often mentioned in

textbooks, tends to produce at the outset only the gen-

eral symptoms of intracranial compression. It is evident

that a whole series of subjects, such as asphyxia neona-

torum, deaths of numerous types soon after delivery (no-

tably trophic deaths from lesion of the medulla), chronic

hydrocephalus, congenital neuroses, idiocy, and so on,

should derive new significance when studied from this

etiological standpoint. At the same time the idea is by

no means new, having been foreshadowed by some of

the fathers of modern pathology.
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leak ^rmfuia.

Die Praxis der locale.n A.xasthesie. Von Dr. Aktur
ScHLESiNGEK, Berlin. Alit 22 Textabbildungen. Berlin

und Wien : Verlag von Urban und Schwarzenberg.

This handy volume of 160 pages fully covers the entire

subject of local anesthesia in its many phases. The author

traces the extraordinary progress that this subject lias

made, giving full credit to Coming's contributions, par-

ticularly to the latter's demonstration of the feasibility of

regional anesthesia by means of cocainization of the nerve

trunk. The main object of this book is to enable those

who have no opportunity of learning by actual observation

the various methods of local anesthesia to acquire the

technique by means of graded exercises. .At the same
time the author seeks to satisfy the more difficult require-

ments of specialists in the most advanced methods of local

anesthesia.

Un Nouveau Traitement du Tabes (Ataxie Loco-

motkice). .\vec quelques considerations sur la repercus-

sion centrale des irritations peripheriques. Par le Doc-

teur Helan Jaworski, de la Faculte de Medecine de

Paris, et de la Faculte de Medecine de Lemberg (.Au-

triche) ; Mcdecin et Chirurgien de la Faculte de Mede-
cine de Lima (Perou), et du Royaume d'Espagne. Paris:

A. Maloine, 1910.

This "new treatment" is the one associated with the name
of Denslow, and is sufficiently familiar to English-speaking

physicians. In this work Dr. Jaworski endeavors to make
the theory known to the French.

Department of Xeurology, Harvard Medical School :

Contributions from the Massachusetts General Hospital,

the Boston City Hospital, the Long Island Hospital, and

the Neurological Laboratory. Vol. IV. Boston, .Mass.,

U. S. A., 1910.

This publication brings together in one volume articles

published during the year in several medical joiirnals.

The various contributors have endeavored to maintain the

standard of previous volumes, and some of the twelve

contributions are timely and interesting.

Visiting Nursing in the United States. Containing a

Directory of the Organizations Employing Trained Visit-

ing Nurses, with Chapters on the Principles, Organiza-

tion, and Methods of .Administration of such Work. By
Yssabella Waters, Henry Street (Nurses') Settlement,

New York City. New York : Charities Publication Com-
mittee, 1909.

It may be said that the appearance of this work commemo-
rates the fiftieth anniversary of the establishment of visit-

ing nursing in Liverpool, England. During these fifty

years there have been established in the United States

alone 566 visiting nurse associations with a staff of 1.413

nurses, while in the past year 112 new organizations were
formed. The purpose of this book is to show what is

being done in this country through the services of the

trained nurse, in district nursing, and in the more recent

extension of her activities in tuberculosis, school inspection,

social welfare, and other more general social work. There
are a description and a history of visiting nursing, a chap-

ter on principles, and a directory of all visiting nursing

organizations in the L'nited States. The book is practical,

and may be used as a guide by those who wish to establish

a nurses' settlement. The author has admirably embodied
in this work the fruits of her experience as a trained nurse

and as a settlement worker on the East Side of New York.

The Scienxe of Living or the Art of Keeping Well. By
William S. Sadler, M.D. ; Professor of Physiologic

Therapeutics, The Post-Graduate Medical School of Chi-

cago ; Director of the Chicago Institute of Physiologic

Therapeutics ; Member of the Illinois State Medical So-

ciety, the American Medical .Association, the .American

Association for the Advancement of Science, the .Ameri-

can Health League, the Sixteenth International Medical

Congress, etc. Illustrated. Chicago : A. C. McClurg S:

Co., 1910.

It is a pleasure to read a book so interesting, practical,

and helpful. The work has been prepared primarily for

those who are well and who wish to remain so. Health

rules are presented with physiological explanations. Of
great value is the section on foods, in which many com-
mon dailv errors are discussed with reasons for their avoid-

pnce. The fuel value of foods is given, with a description

of the orevalent adulterations and methods of detectin.i

them. Other interesting and useful chapters are the cause

of worrv and the cure of worrv. The text is free from

fads and extremes, so much in vogue in many works of

this nature. Results of the latest scientific discoveries

in the field of hygiene are incorporated in the text in a

simple, straightforward style. Numerous phases of the

subject ordinarily overlooked in health books are given a

place in this volume, which with a full index and illustra-

tions lend value to the book. The retail price is $1.50 net.

Radium Therapy. By Dr. Louis Wickha.m, Medecin de

Saint-Lazare, Ancien Chef de Clinique Dermatologique

de la Faculte de Paris, Laureat de I'Academie de Mede-
cine; and Dr. Degrais, Chef de Laboratoire a I'rlopital

Saint Louis, Laureat de I'.Academie de .Medecine. Trans-

lated by S. Ernest Dure, M.A., M.D. (Cantab.), M.R.C.P.,

with an introduction by Sir Malcolm Morris, K.C.V.O.

Illustrated with 20 colored plates and 72 figures in the

text. New York : Funk & Wagnall's Company, 1910.

The appearance of this book is at once a tribute to the

discoverers of the new epoch-making element, and to the

scientific skill of those who first saw and applied its thera-

peutic possibilities. With the matchless facilities of the

Laboratoire Biologique de Radium at his disposal. Dr. Wick-

ham has been enabled to contribute largely to the recent

progress in radium therapy. The authors have been guided

by the principle that assertions must be made with great

caution, and always based on a sufficient length of time

and number of cases. They have paid special attention

to the study of measurements, filtration, and dosage. The
first part of the work is concerned with physics—the de-

scription of the nature, origin, and available energy of

radium. The second part deals with instruments and tech-

nique, describing the methods of treatment and the condi-

tions of measurement and dosage. The third part is con-

cerned with clinical therapeutics, and includes general

considerations on reaction, together with chapters on car-

cinoma, cheloids, and disfiguring cicatrices, angiomata, pig-

mentary nevi, tuberculosis, chronic refractory affections of

the skin (inflammatory and pruriginous), and various other

diseases ; and a chapter on the use of radium in gynecology.

Numerous colored plates and figures in the text add to

the value and beauty of the book.

La Medecine a Bord. Notes recueillies au cours de dix-

huit annees de navigation. Par Franck Clair, Medecin
sanitaire maritime, Membre correspondant de la Societe

de Pathologic e.xotique, Membre de la Societe de Mede-
cine et d'Hygiene tropicales, Medailles d'honneur des

epidemies en argent. Ouvrage couronne par I'.Academie

de Medecine (Prix Clarens). Paris: Vigot Freres, 1910.

Growth in the subject of maritime medicine has been
coincident with the extraordinary development of inter-

national traffic on the high seas. .A number of works on
this subject have appeared within recent years, but none
seems to have fulfilled its purpose so admirably as this

book, which is intended to be at the same time a brief

compendium of maritime pathology and hygiene, as well

as a guide book for those ship surgeons who are just enter-

ing upon their vocation. In the first part of this book the

author describes succinctly the affections most commonly
observed at sea, dwelling especially upon those peculiari-

ties created by the nautical environment, and upon those

methods of treatment compatible with the resources that

imay be found aboard ship. The second part of the book
deals with the organization of maritime medicine under
the control of the state, somewhat after the pattern of the

Public Health and Marine Hospital Service of the United
States, which represents the best institution of its kind in

the world.

ZuR Transformation des Knochenkallus. Experimen-
telle Untersuchungen und ihre klinische Bedeutung. Von
Dr. M. Zondek, Berlin. Mit 11 .Abbildungen im Text.
Berlin : Verlag von .August Hirschwald, 1910.

In order to clear up some of the uncertainty existing as

to the exact process of healing followin.g fractures, Zon-
dek broke the right hind leg in six mice, killed the animals
after an interval of six to thirty-five days, and made a

great number of serial sections at the seat of fracture.

He finds that the production of cartilage in the interior

of the diaphysis is due to pressure. It was greater on
the concave than on the convex side of the bone. The
change from cartilage into osteoid tissue progresses gradu-
ally from above and below toward the seat of fracture,

and is slower in the lower fragment and on the concave
side than in the upper fragment and on the convex side.

His conclusion as to treatment is that the best results are
obtained by a combination of the anatomical (correct
adaptation") and functional methods. The work is in the

form of a monograph of forty-one pages, and is most
praiseworthj'. The study of bone pathology involves so
much labor that it is very generally neglected.
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Thursday, October 6—Third Day.

Oration on Obstetrics.—Dr. H. F. Tomb of Johns-

town made this oration, saying that we should endeavor to

obtain better fees, to have every one of these cases as a

direct patient under the guidance of a physician from the

very beginning of her pregnancy, to make an effort to

obtain better nursing and, by procuring the better care and

nursing, to get rid of the midwife and her class. To give

to our labor cases more of our time and care, both during

their labor and in the lying-in period, and to never dis-

charge a case of this kind until we had made a thorough

examination of her.

The Prophylaxis of Gonorrhea.—Surgeon M. F.

Gates, U. S. N., read this paper, saying that in the U. S.

Navy general preventive measures such as mental and

physical exercises and diversions and instruction by lec-

tures and leaflets had been employed to the fullest extent.

Prophylactic treatment after exposure had been used in

the last few years with excellent results. If administered

within eight hours of exposure protection was almost cer-

tain, but even after forty-eight hours it was sometimes of

value.

The Abortive Treatment of Gonorrhea.—Dr. Macy
Brooks of Philadelphia read this paper, saying that a case

cured within two or three weeks was to be considered

aborted. .Abortive treatment was seldom effective later

than when the discharge was just becoming mucopurulent.

and there was at most a slight burning on urination. In-

jections too strong or too frequent were harmful. A daily

injection by the surgeon was sufficient. Should abortive

treatment fail, treatment could be continued as in the usual

case.

Treatment of Acute Gonorrhea.—Dr. VV. F. Donald-
son of Pittsburg presented this paper, saying that w-hen

acute gonorrhea was recognized and treated more as a

pathologic condition and less as a social disease it would

take its place among curable diseases and not rank among
the leading disseminators of death and destruction. If it

were true that acute gonorrhea was curable, it was time

that we cease to be alarmists and rather educate the public

that the unfortunate with acute gonorrhea may with early,

intelligent, and diligent treatment be cured. He would urge

physicians to deal with patients infected with acute gonor-

rhea in such a sympathetic and dignified manner that in

the course of time all such would early seek medical advice

and follow the same until a cure had been effected.

Diagnosis and Treatment of Chronic Gonorrhea.

—

Dr. T. L. DisQUE of Pittsburg read this paper, saying that

for the diagnosis of chronic urethritis it was necessary to

determine the character of the discharge, make a micro-

scopic examination of the discharge, investigate the urine

and make a careful local examination of the urethra itself.

In the treatment if gonococci were present disinfection

by lavage with potassium permanganate was carried out

until the discharge was stopped, then followed by instilla-

tions of silver nitrate. If there w-as infiltration of the

submucosa dilatation and massage must be practised. Of
internal remedies, the balsams and disinfectants are of

value when the urine was turbid and the diluents when
there was concentration and acidity.

Dr. H. M. Christian of Philadelphia said that in the

early stages of gonorrhea as a local treatment there was
nothing better than permanganate of potash. Permangan-
ate of potash would never cure a case of gonorrhea. To
cure a case of gonorrhea something was required that acted

upon the mucous membrane of the urethra Hke an as-

tringent, to repair the damage done by the gonococcus to

the mucous membrane. Personally he felt that all chronic

gonorrhea was found in the prostate. He was coming
more and more to let the anterior urethra almost out of

the question, unless, of course, there was present in the

anterior urethra a stricture or some involvement, but he

believed that in 75 or 80 per cent, of chronic urethral dis-

charge there was a prostatic involvement.

Dr. S. W. Moorhead of Philadelphia said that he had
reluctantly come to the conclusion that the microscopical

examination was in itself insufficient to establish whether

gonococci were present in a discharge and that recourse

should be had to cultures. This necessitates a large amount
of laboratorj' work and equipment, but it was a work which

ought to be done and which would have to be done in very

many cases.

Dr. W. C. Bryant of Pittsburg said that there was no

doubt that acute inflammation was a beneficent process and

while it might not last very long there was a time in treat-

ing some cases of gonorrhea, at least, when the urethra was
better left alone. Permanganate should never be stronger

than 1-5000.

Dr. DisQUE, in closing, stated that what Dr. Christian

had said in regard to the role of the prostate was well

taken. While the prostate was a marked feature in the

prolongation of chronic urethritis and probably the greatest

hiding place of the gonococcus, it was not the only one and

we should not neglect other portions of the urethra or the

genital tract.

The Clinical Results Following the Use of Vaccines

and Sera in the Treatment of Gonorrhea and Its Com-
plications.—Dr. W. H. MacKinnev of Philadelphia

read this paper, saying that the bacterial vaccines had not

demonstrated their value in the treatment of acute or

chronic gonorrhea or its acute complications. In metastatic

infections, chiefly arthritis, they had given good results in

a few cases, but the results could not be compared to those

obtained from the serum. In the treatment of metastatic

gonorrhea both the serum and the vaccine were of con-

siderable value though they were not specifics.

The Question of Marriage Following Gonorrhea.

—

Dr. G. A. HoUiday of Pittsburg read this paper, saying that

gonorrhea was the married woman's most common disease.

The double standard of morality must be frowned upon.

The girl should be taught that venereal infection might ruin

her health and, therefore, to demand a clean bill of health

from her prospective husband. Most of the sterility in

women was due to gonorrhea, and 50 per cent of infected

women were sterile. Men should be instructed in prophy-

laxis. Physicians were responsible for a large percentage

of innocently infected wives because they did not thor-

oughly treat gonorrhea and its complications in the male.

Officers of the Section on Surgery for 1910-1911

:

Chairman, Dr. J. Mayhew Wainwright, Scranton; Secre-

tary, J. B. Lowman, Johnstown.

SECTION ON EYE, EAR, NOSE, AND THROAT DISEASES.

Dr. G. Hudson-Makuen, Philadelphia, Chairman, made

a few preliminary remarks.

Clinical Diagnosis of Laryngeal Neoplasms.

—

Chas.

Prevost Grayson, Philadelphia, considered the relative im-

portance of the clinical diagnosis, the significance of the

personal and clinical history, the clinical features of the

more common laryngeal growth and the methods of ex-

amination.
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Histological Diagnosis in Laryngeal Neoplasms.

—

Dr. Braben Kyle, Philadelphia, said that a careful exami-

nation of the microscopic appearance should he made. The
presence or absence of inflammatory tissue should be noted,

and the patient should be kept under observation, so that all

the clinical phenomena could be carefully observed. Por-

tions of tissue should be removed for examination and

diagnosis, and other conditions should be eliminated by

time and the therapeutic test.

Systematic Tests in Cases of Laryngeal Neoplasms.

—

John W. Boyce, Pittsburg, said that these had but a

limited field of usefulness. He thought that the therapeutic

tests for syphilis were not rendered obsolete by Wasser-

man.

Treatment of Laryngeal Neoplasms.

—

Chevalier

Jackson, Pittsburg, considered the medical treatment and

treatment with the therapeutic ray and radium ; also the

surgical treatment, which he divided into the endolaryngeal

method and external surgery.

Dr. Klotz, Pittsburg, was impressed with the doubtful

diagnosis occasionally obtained. He said tliat the pathol-

ogist was at a decided disadvantage when trying to make

a diagnosis in the case of an individual that he had not

seen and knew nothing about, if he received only a small

bit of the growth. He thought that there was a type of

papillomatous growth that had malignant qualities. In his

experience all laryngeal lesions of syphilis had given a posi-

tive Wasserman reaction.

Dr. BoYCE said that he had had seventy-seven positive

results from the Wasserman reaction in the late lesions of

syphilis, and that the lesion of this disease that was con-

fused with malignancy was always a late lesion.

Dr. Jackson said that the medical profession were prone

to lean too heavily on the laboratory. They did not want

to know the structure or arrangement of the cells, but

wanted their specimens to come back positive or negative.

No conscientious pathologist, however, could give a posi-

tive answer in every case. The clinicians were the ones

that were responsible for the diagnosis.

Total Blindness from Toxic Action of Wood Alcohol,

with Recovery of Vision Under Electricity.—Dr. S.

Lewis Ziegler, Philadelphia, said that the patient had suf-

fered total loss of vision suddenly, with blanching of the

disks, about a month before treatment was begun. Nega-

tive galvanism stimulated the revascularization of the

disks, and brought light perception at the end of the second

month. The vision had steadily improved until it became

two-sevenths of the normal, and the fields were gradually

growing wider.

Dr. Samuel D. Risley, Philadelphia, said that the fact

that the case had improved under the application of nega-

tive galvanism held out a ray of hope in regard to the

treatment of some of these cases. Personally, however,

he had never seen a case of this sort recover. The drug

was so dangerous that he thought that the community

should be protected more thoroughly against it than at the

present time. He had never seen a case of wood-alcohol

blindness in which there was not present atrophy of the

optic nerve, except the case mentioned by Dr. Ziegler, in

which galvanism produced benefit.

Dr. E. L. Jones, Cumberland, Md., related the case of a

man who had been blinded by drinking ginger extract:

negative galvanism was used, and when the vision had been

considerably improved, the infection did not make any

further progress. Dr. Jones did not at that time think it

was the galvanism that had improved the patient's vision,

but he had become convinced that it probably was the

lucky accident of his having used galvanism that had pre-

vented complete loss of sight.

Dr. Geo. B. Jobson, Jr., Franklin, said that he had not

been so fortunate, as his patient had retrogressed after he

had been using electricity for a certain length of time. He

thought that in this case there was undoubtedly complete

degeneration of tlie nerve fibers, and was inclined to think

that it had commenced in the ganglionic centers and had

spread to the nerve fibers by ascension.

Dr. W. H. Tassell, Coudersport, said that he had lived

in a section of the State where 150 people worked in the

manufacture of wood alcohol. During a period of five

years he had seen no case of poisoning from that drug,

either by inhalation or by local application. He thought,

therefore, that the danger of the absorption of wood

alcohol had been rather overestimated.

Dr. Ziegler said that those who worked in the products

of wood alcohol got used to it and had no bad effects from

it, unless tlie room in which they were working was closed.

He did not think that any cases yielded to galvanism, except

those in which there had not been total destruction of the

nerve fibers.

Arterial Hypertension and Its Relation to Morbid

Changes in the Eye.—Dr. Luther C. Peter, Philadel-

phia, said that a study of chronic interstitial nephritis and

arteriosclerosis showed that in all cases in which eye

changes were present arterial hypertension existed. Within

certain limits hypertension bore a more or less definite re-

lation to the severity of the eye changes. They were not

due to toxemia, except in so far as toxemia increases blood

pressure, but were direct outgrowths of arterial hyperten-

sion. Hypertension was one of the most frequent causes

of subconjunctival hemorrhage and an active factor in the

production of glaucoma.

Dr. Wendell Refer, Philadelphia, did not think that Dr.

Peter had sufficiently emphasized the fact that beginning

lesions in the retinal vessels were not so rare, and might

often be among the earliest signs. He thought that the

mechanical theorists had some basis for their belief, al-

though autotoxemia was present in most cases.

Dr. S. D. Risley, Philadelphia, remarked that there

was a growing recognition of the importance of a study

of the tension of the blood stream, not only in ophthal-

mology, but also in other branches of medicine. He felt

sure that within the last two months the lives of two

patients had been saved in this way. He thought that the

relation of blood pressure to glaucoma depended upon the

kind of glaucoma, the age of the patient, and many other

circumstances. In a large number of cases of glaucoma

the ocular disease was but one of the local expressions of

the symptom complex of arteriosclerosis.

Dr. Peter added that the same patient would show

marked variation in blood pressure at different times. He

said that toxemia intensified the blood pressure and that

this was the cause of these changes.

Varix or Angioma Venosum of the Orbit.—J. Ferdi-

nand Klinedinst, York, said that the tumor was of five

years' duration ; it was not perceptible when the patient

was standing or sitting erect, but only when stooping or

bending forward. There was no hereditary tendency to

similar growths, no exophthalmos or impairment of vision.

Nose, throat, and nasopharynx were normal. Cure was

produced by injections of alcohol within the orbit.

Dr. M. V. Ball, Warren, said that he would be loath

to follow Dr. Klinedinst's example in the treatment of a

similar case, because he believed that there was consider-

able danger of causing cellulitis or trouble in the cavernous

sinus.

Dr. Wendell Reber, Philadelphia, did not exactly share

Dr. Ball's views, as he would be tempted to use alcohol,

first warning the patient of the danger.

Dr. Klinedinst said that the patient was willing to un-

dergo the operation, and that the treatment had been ex-

plained to him. So far as cellulitis was concerned. Dr.

Klinedinst said that alcohol was a strong antiseptic solu-

tion, and that sterile instruments were used ; he could,

therefore, see very little danger of cellulitis.
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Modern Advances in Syphilis.—Dr. Alexander A.

Uhle, Philadelphia, said that the discovery of the Spiro-

clieta f<^llida was the greatest achievement. The inocula-

tion of syphilis into apes and monkeys was of great value

in determining a prophylaxis by the use of calomel oint-

ment. He considered a positive Wassermann reaction a

valuable aid in the early diagnosis of active or latent

syphilis. A negative reaction was not so reliable. Repeated

negative reactions in the absence of mercurial treatment

were of value in determining a cure.

The Early Ocular Signs of Syphilis.—Dr. Wendell
Reber, Philadelphia, said that a primary sore may occur

on the lid margin or conjunctiva, the only site where

an initial sclerosis was found in ocular tissues. Secondary

syphilis was most likely to reveal itself in ocular tissues as

an iritis, choroiditis, keratitis punctata (descemetitis), or

all three combined (uveitis). The vitreous frequently par-

ticipated in the process. The optic nerve was said by some

to be the most frequent seat of secondary syphilitic in-

volvement.

Ocular Affections in Congenital Syphilis.—Samuel
D. RiSLEy, Philadelphia, made a study of the more usually

occurring forms of eye disease in children of syphilitic

parentage, paying especial attention to the association of

ocular affections with other manifestations of impaired

general nutrition, and their similarity to other specific

dyscrasias.

Aural Manifestations in Syphilitic Disease.—Dr. S.

MacCuen Smith, Philadelphia, said that primary syphilis

of the ear was rare. The auricle was subject to the usual

secondary eruptions, condylomata and ulceration. In the

middle ear syphilitic inflammations occurred in connection

with nasopharyngeal involvement. Strictures of the tube

frequently resulted from ulcerations, causing marked deaf-

ness. Suppurative otitis media was common in congenital

syphilis. Syphilitic involvement of the labyrinth caused

nerve deafness, and was the most serious aural complica-

tion.

Syphilis of the Nose and Throat.—Dr. George C.

Stout, Philadelphia, considered this condition under the

three headings of congenital, hereditary, and contracted

;

and each of these in the primary, secondary, and tertiary

stages. He then took up the course, duration, pathology,

diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of the condition.

Dr. Alexander A. Uhle, Philadelphia, said that mucous
patches that will not respond to treatment with mercury
alone might be made to do so by the addition of a few-

drops of potassium iodide early in the disease, probably by

causing destruction of the nucleus of the round cell. From
his personal experience he was convinced that the Wasser-
man reaction was one of the greatest advances that had yet

been made in the study of syphilis. In a hundred and
one reactions taken in the Philadelphia Hospital, but one

case had been found in which the clinical and Wassermann
diagnosis did not correspond. They employed the reaction

as described by Wassermann himself and not any of the

various modifications. The result can usually be relied

upon, unless the patient has been taking mercury before the

reaction is made.

Dr. Wm. Campbell Posey, Philadelphia, said that he

knew of no case of recent iritis that he could recognize as

being due to gonorrhea or secondary syphilis by merely
looking at the eye. He wished to ask Dr. Reber whether
syphilitic inflammation of the iris was met with more
frequently in patients with a gouty or rheumatic diathesis.

He believed that most cases of pseudoglioma were due to

inherited syphilis. He had seen a number of uveitis due to

this disease, but had seen marked inflammation of the

iris but rarely.

Dr. Edward Stieren, Pittsburg, said that he had reported

cases of presenile syphilitic cataract in which endarteritis

was a causal factor. He thought that the deleterious in-

fluence on the center of the eye was occasioned by the

obliteration of the caliber in the blood vessels.

Dr. Wendell Reber, Philadelphia, thought it natural to

look for a greater prevalence of iritis in those whose re-

sistance was lowered by the gouty diathesis. He then re-

lated a case in which, while the patient presented none
but the laboratory evidences of tuberculosis, he thought
that there was late tuberculous interstitial keratitis. Ten
years ago this case would have been diagnosed as syphilis.

Dr. Jay F. Schamberg, Philadelphia, considered the re-

marks of Dr. Stout concerning the widespread prevalence

of syphilis fully corroborated by the statistics. He also

agreed with Dr. Stout regarding the greater prevalence of

innocent infections than was usually believed, and said

that there were likewise more professional infections.

Physicians generally did not take sufficient precaution to

protect themselves and their patients from possible syphi-

litic infection. Concerning the Ehrlich remedy conveniently

known as 606, Dr. Schamberg said that judging from the

opinions of the most competent syphilographers of Europe
the medical profession was facing the announcement of the

discovery of a remedy that had no equal in therapeutics.

Dr. S. D. Risley said that in his opinion Dr. Reber's

case was not necessarily a tuberculous keratitis, but was
one of that group referred to by him as due to impaired

nutrition, the result of dyscrasia. This condition of affairs

existed in the class of people formerly called scrofulous.

A Method of Preserving the Eye Usually Removed.
Emmett L. Jones, Cumberland, Md., described a treatment

by massive subconjunctival injections of cyanide of mer-
cury, plus varying drugs, to suit individual cases or condi-

tions. These procedures were of value in preventing loss

of vision in a wide variety of grave conditions, and in

getting results not otherwise obtainable.

Dr. L. Webster Fox, Philadelphia, said that he had been

using sugar or salt in a good many cases, and had been

encouraged by the results. .\ certain percentage of vitreous

opacities had cleared up and the course of the disease had

been shortened. He did not know what action it had other

than a stimulating effect on the lymphatics of the eye, ac-

celerating the absorption of inflammatory products, and

thus preventing what might lead on to sympathetic ophthal-

mia.

Dr. Jones said that the cyanide of mercury facilitated the

process of rapid healing. Conditions that would otherwise

have taken days and even weeks to heal got through in a

strikingly short period of time.

Pennsylvania State Pilots.—Wm. Campbell Posey
said that vessels coming from foreign ports are compelled

to take on board a State pilot to guide them into the

harbor. These pilots are often paid more for this serv-

ice than is the captain of the vessel for bringing it over

from Europe. He related the case of a Pennsylvania pilot

who had frequently been tested and found color blind, but

who was still retained in the service by the Board of Com-
missioners of Navigation. He then offered a resolution to

be passed by the section, as follows : "Be it resolved, that

the section request the House of Delegates to sanction the

following-^ln the light of our present knowledge, the

Holmgren and lantern tests are the best means to detect

color bHndness; and persons failing to pass these tests

should be debarred from all forms of public service in

which the recognition of color in signaling is an essential."

Dr. L. Webster Fox, Philadelphia, seconded the resolu-

tion, and related his experience in examining this par-

ticular pilot.

Dr. E. B. Heckel, Pittsburg, said that this case showed

that the color blind may educate themselves to recognize

colors by means of their intensities
;
yet that, when put to

the test, their deficiency would become evident.

Dr. S. D. Risley thought that there was great danger

inherent in such a case as this, more than in that of a man
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who was obviously color blind. Tlie latter wouUl he tiirneil

down without trouble.

Temperature in Enlarged Tonsils and Adenoids.

—

Dr. J. Homer McCready, Pittsburg, gave a report of the

temperature in two hundred operated cases of hypertro-

phoid tonsils and adenoids. Cases with temperatures of

over 100 degrees were considered nonoperative. ,-\bout 30

per cent, of the cases ran an afternoon temperature varying

from 98.8 to 100 degrees. The temperature in most cases

was due to slight tubercular involvement of the lungs,

chronic bronchitis, gastrointestinal disturbances, etc. These

conditions were caused primarily by diseased tonsils and

adenoids.

The Indications for Removal of the Faucial Tonsils

and the Dangers Connected with This Procedure.—Dr.

Christopher C. Sandels, Pittsburg, said that the indica-

tions were simple hypertrophy interfering with normal

respiration ; local and general systemic infection due to

diseased tonsils; glandular enlargement of the neck; re-

current tonsilitis, and tuberculosis of the tonsils. The

dangers of the operation were from shock, traumatism and

postoperative hemorrhage.

A Method of Removing the Faucial Tonsil Using a

Soft Silver-Wire Snare.

—

.\rchie.\ld A. M.ncL.jvciil.nn,

Pittsburg, described the use of the vacuum pump, operated

by water pressure, to remove blood and secretions from

the throat by suction during throat operations. The

pillars were separated by scissors and blunt dissection. The

base of the tonsil was snared outside its capsule with a

soft silver-wire snare, threaded through a perforated shot,

which does not cut, but compresses the blood vessels and

tissue posterior to the capsule, as would a ligature. The

shot was then compressed, the tonsillar tissue was com-

pressed, the tissue was cut off with scissors at the median

side of the compressed silver wire and shot. The wire

was left on for a few minutes, and then cut loose, or, if

much bleeding is expected, it was left on until it separates,

about three days afterward. A smooth scar is left, unlike

the usual scar when the wound heals by granulation.

The Tonsil and the Singer.—Dr. M. Delmar Ritchie.

Pittsburg, called particular attention to the clinical aspect

of a few of the more interesting questions that daily devolve

upon the laryngologist. His conclusions were as follows

;

(i) Local measures have a larger field in the treatment of

tonsillar disturbances in singers than in other classes of

patients; (2) the small, submerged tonsil is frcqiiciitly

more disastrous to the vocalist than a larger one; (3)

ordinarily a singer must be in good health to be in good

voice; (4) the erroneous lay position that removal of the

tonsils causes deterioration in vocal or auditory powers

must be ascribed to the incomplete operation as done until

within the last few years; (5) the voice is improved in

essential qualities and range, if the pillars and adjacent

muscles are uninjured by the complete operation of ton-

silectomj-.

Dr. J. S. Hegemax, Pittsburg, said that he had been able

to follow up some of the cases which Dr. Sandels had

operated on, particularly in children at the age of pubes-

cence, and had found that the effect of the operation w\as

almost magical. It had occurred to him that if a little

preparatory treatment were undertaken a day or two be-

fore operation, the tendency to hemorrhage might be

obviated. He thought that the necessity for complete ton-

sillectomy, instead of tansillotomy, could not be too often

reiterated.

Dr. Victor Laurent, Pittsburg, thought that most of the

benefit would come from removal of the adenoids, and not

necessarily from removal of the tonsils, which are normally

large in children. He admitted, however, that in diseased

tonsils, tonsillectomy was the only thing to be done. One

should be careful in operating upon professional singers.

The additional space might make the voice larger, but it

would also make it lower ; and the surgeon would scarcely

receive thanks for changing a high soprano, for instance,

into a mezzo.

Dr. E. L. JoNESj Cumberland, Md., thought that removal

of the tonsils from adult singers, especially where there was

disease of the tonsils or adhesions preventing the free

action of the palate, was a good thing.

Dr. C. M. Harris, Johnstowm, said that many of his

professional brethren had no modern ideas regarding ton-

sil work. The operation they thought of was usually ton-

sillotomy. Too much stress could not be laid upon the

proper separation of the pillars. He had no infectious

symptoms beyond a slight rise of temperature in the first

twenty-four hours, and he had grown to regard trau-

matism as a potent cause of infection.

Dr. G. Arthur Dillinger, Pittsburg, said that the ma-

jority of cases in which there is hemorrhage following

operations on the tonsils were due to tearing of the tissues

through lack of sufficient care. He used chloroform for

these operations, except in cases in which there were very

large adenoids. He could not see how removal of the

tonsils could affect the voice, except to improve it, pro-

vided the pillars were not injured.

Dr. Joseph H. Hoffman, Pittsburg, said that the opera-

tion for adenoids improved the voices of children, but

he could not say what the effect would be in adults.

Dr. F. Victor Laurent. Pittsburg, said that the changes

in the voice came from injuries to the pillars and other

anatomical structures. If the enlarged tonsil was merely

causing a defect to the voice, all that was necessary was to

clip the tonsil enough to remedy this defect.

Dr. G. Hudson Makuen, Philadelphia, said that he sup-

posed it was a little radical to assert that every diseased

tonsil should be removed, because the diseased tonsil might

be serving as a protective agent. He asked whether Dr.

MacLachlan was not afraid to leave the wire and clamp

shot to be cut off afterward, lest the patient should swallow

it.

Dr. McCready said that after excluding all other causes

for a high temperature except the focus in the tonsil this

would be an indication for its removal.

Dr. MacLachlan stated that the wire was not more than

an eighth of an inch in diameter, and that after the shot

was compressed it was cut off at the base of the shot, so

that there was no sharp point. He did not think that even

if the patient swallowed it there would be much danger,

as it would be encased in fibrin.

Dr. Ritchie thought that there was a large field for the

treatment of tonsils that were not diseased, but that they

were in the way of professional singers, and said that if the

voice was not improved by removal of the tonsils, it was

because they were not entirely taken out with the capsule.

Herpes Zoster Ophthalmicus.—Dr. Elmer E. Wible,

Pittsburg, said that this condition was characterized by a

peculiar and beautiful unilateral distribution. Its etiology

remains problematical. It simulates erysipelas and simple

herpes febrilis in appearance. The serious sequelae occur-

ring occasionally, and protracted recovery, prompt the

oculist to give a guarded prognosis. Its early recognition

is important that prompt and proper treatment may be

given.

Dr. Stanley S. Smith, Pittsburg, had had only two

cases of this disease in fourteen years, one resulting in

practical blindness, and the other in mechanically complete

recovery.

Dr. E. B. Heckel, Pittsburg, said that as these cases

were rather classic in appearance, there should be no

trouble in making a diagnosis. He was then treating a

case with cauterization by means of phenol and carboHc

acid, with apparently good results.

Trachoma and Some Facts Concerning Its Existence

in V/estern Pennsylvania.—Dr. Clarence M. Harris,
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Johnstown, gave some historical data concerning trachoma

and information about its geographical distribution, its

existence and progress in the United States, its prevalence

among the alien population, the lack of control of all cases,

the economic loss occasioned by the disease, the influence

of sanitary living upon it, and the question of a remedy.

The Progress of the Trachoma Campaign in Penn-
sylvania.—Dr. Cl.\rence P. Fr.\xklin, Philadelphia,

emphasized the difficulties in obtaining reliable statistics,

and the inertia of mind of ophthalmologists upon what

they considered a non-vital subject. He tlien spoke of the

investigations being conducted by the Bureau of Munic-

ipal Research of Philadelphia. He considered the out-

look for the future of trachoma work in Pennsylvania

more encouraging than it was two years ago.

Dr. E. B. Heckel, Pittsburg, said that trachoma was a

reportable disease in Pennsylvania, and that a person af-

fected with it might be sent back to his own country at any

time within two years if it could be proved that he had

it before reaching the United States.

Dr. John B. Corser, Scranton, said that many persons

with trachoma get into the United States by way of

Canada.

Dr. James Thorington, Philadelphia, said that the Com-
mittee on Trachoma had made a big step in the right direc-

tion in attempting to isolate these cases.

Mr. C. F. Campbell, General Secretary of the Pennsyl-

vania School for the Blind, said that if the voters could

be made to realize how much each case of the disease

cost the public to maintain they would insist upon proper

efforts to stamp it out. He and others were trying to get

the laymen to back the physicians up.

Dr. Franklin said that another way in which persons

with trachoma got into the United States was by shipping

as sailors on vessels bound for Jamaica, and then desert-

ing when these fruit steamers reached the United States.

Any physician failing to report the disease was, he stated,

subject to a fine of fifty dollars.

A Case of Detachment of the Retina Successfully

Treated.—Dr. George B. Jobson, Jr., Franklin, said

that the retina was detached in its lower and anterior part.

Sclerotomy with puncture of the retina was performed.

The patient was then put to bed, and received normal salt

solution h}-podermically once a day, and dionin locally three

times a day, alternately for three weeks. The retina was

then found reattached.

Dr. E. B. Heckel, Pittsburg, spoke of the fact that

this patient had been treated by an optician first, her

glasses being changed without benefit, when she should

have been referred at once to the oculist. He thought that

one should remember that in this condition there may be a

neoplasm behind the retina, shoving it forward. The fact

that some cases of spontaneous reattachment had occurred

would lead him to be careful about thinking that cure was
the result of any particular method of treatment.

Dr. Jobson said that he had used normal salt solution

for the injections because he thought that a stronger solu-

tion might cause severe pain. He thought that it might act

by endosmosis, increasing the vitreous tension, and in that

way keeping the retina in its place by pressure.

Critical Observations on the Ehrlich-Hata Treat-
ment.—The laity are demanding treatment for all forms
and stages of syphilis as a result of the newspaper
notoriety of the treatment but the physician must apply
it only upon strictest indication, viz., cases of severe
type, especially those refractory to mercurials ; cases with
mercurial intolerance ; cases which relapse after or dur-
ing mercury cure ; incipient cases, before the roseola ap-
pears, and cases never treated with mercurials, etc. The
arsenobenzol remedy may be used in combination with
other specific treatment in suitable cases. Finally, the
use of the remedy in parasyphilis must be made a matter
of careful experiment.

—

Berliner kUnische Wochenschrift.

AMERICAN ELECTROTHERAPEUTIC ASSOCIA-

TION.

Twentieth Annual Convention, Held at Saratoga Springs,

September 13, 14 and 15, 1910.

Thomas D. Crothers, M.D., of Hartford, Conn.,

President.

Report on Direct Continuous Currents, Including

Electrolysis, Electrochemical Surgery, Ionization, and
AU Apparatus Connected Therewith.—Dr. G. Betton
Massey of Philadelphia said that the question of the

value of zinc-mercury ions or copper-mercury ions in the

treatment of obstinate sinuses had arisen in connection

with three cases in his hands during the past year. In

one case temporary benefit was shown, but the condition

later proved to be malignant. In a case of sinus of the

abdominal wall the treatment was moderately efifective,

but the patient did not persist in the treatment and was
later operated upon. Better results were obtained in treat-

ing a case of rectal fistula.

Report on Phototherapy and Apparatus. — Dr.

Charles R. Dickson of Toronto, Canada, said that fur-

ther observations served to confirm the theory which was
now a well-established fact that light rays do penetrate

the skin and underlying tissues and exert their influence

not alone locally, as when concentrated in the treatment of

local lesions even to the point of desiccation and cauteriza-

tion, but were also taken up by the circulation and in-

duced systemic changes which were not equaled by any

other physical agent.

Report on Mechanical Vibration Therapy, Exercise

Therapy, and Apparatus.— Dr. Fred H. Morse of Mel-

rose, Mass., said the committee had found nothing to re-

port this year in the way of new designs of apparatus. A
slight canvass made among physicians had shown that

vibratory apparatus in use five years ago was still in use.

Report on Hydrotherapy, Thermotherapy, and Ap-
paratus.—Dr. Fr.\nxis H. Munroe of Newark, N. J.,

referred to the detailed report made by this committee in

1908. The report also dealt with the use of hot air cur-

rents in certain diseased conditions.

Report on Dietetics.—Dr. Byron S. Price of New
York read this report, which gave the present day opinion

of authorities in experimental work with regard to foods

and their effects when taken into the body, their relation

to autointo.xication, especially having in view the pre-

vention of arteriosclerosis and allied conditions. The re-

port considered in this relation the physical, chemical,

physiological, and pathological conditions of food and of

digestion and elimination. Also the scientific explanation

why milk, farinaceous, and other foods acted unlike in

different conditions, the very important part played by the

lactose contained in farinaceous articles, and in milk, dif-

ferences, etc.

Report on Standardization of Therapeutic Measures.

—Dr. William B. Snow of New York said that a survey

of the year's progress in physical therapeutics marked a

movement toward a more general tendency to the adapta-

tion of rational standardization, away from irrationalism

and empiricism. The report discussed the various physical

therapeutic measures in detail.

Report of X-Ray Treatment of Splenomyeloid and

Lymphoid Leukemia, with Blood Findings in Each.

—

Dr. J. W. Torf.ett of Marlin, Texas, reported two cases,

one of each variety, in order to emphasize the importance

of observing Pancoast's and Stengel's precautions in treat-

ing each class of cases. In the first case the patient died

sixteen days after taking the first .r-ray treatment. It

would have been better to treat the arms and legs alone as

Pancoast had advised. The second case showed some im-

provement under .r-ray treatment.
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Psoriasis.—Dr. Herbekt McIntosh of Boston read
this paper. He reported several cases of psoriasis in

which the characteristic eruptions were removed by a com-
bination of physical methods of treatment. In his practice

he had usually associated the ;i--ray with the light treat-

ment, in a desire to hasten the cure, though the j-ray
could probably be dispensed with. One should not fail to

counsel hygienic living, proper exercise, and regulation of

the diet, excluding meat as being unfavorable to the

progress of the cure.

Report on High Frequency Currents.—Dr. 1^'redf.uic

deKr.^ft of \ew York read this report. He called par-

ticular attention to the bipolar utilization of the D'Arson-
val current. This could be used in the cavities of the body,

for instance, for destroying a papilloma of the bladder; in

the nasopharynx, and also for its sterilizing effect on in-

fected tissues, abscesses, pustular acne, etc. .\s a part of

this report Dr. Frederic M. Law of New York detailed

experiments that he had conducted to show the bactericidal

effect of high-frequency currents.

The Treatment of Inflammation Not Complicated or

Caused by Infection.—Dr. William B. Snow of New
York read this paper. The systematic proper application of

the static current, in the case of a sprained knee, for

mstance, at the first administration softened the exuda-

tion, relieved the pressure and consequently the pain, re-

laxed muscular tension, and restored motility and utility

to the joint. The best means for relieving local inflam-

m.ations in which infection did not enter as a factor were

the application of the static wave current, the static sparks.

the static brush discharge, or the direct vacuum-tube static

current, singly or conjointly. In prostatitis and seminal

vesiculitis the results had been most striking. Also in

dysmenorrhea and subinvolution and urethral carruncles

Neuritis, herpes zoster, intercostal neuritis, tic douloureux,

and Bell's palsy had been successfully treated in the same
manner. Other conditions treated in this way were an-

terior poliomyelitis, rheumatoid arthritis, traumatic arthri-

tis, and phlebitis.

Electricity in the Treatment of Gout.— Dr. Frederic
deKraft of New York read this paper. Treatment by

drugs had been unsatisfactory. He recommended auto-

condensation with sufficient D'.A.rsonval current to produce

perspiration. In his experience the pain and stiffness in

the muscles were the last to disappear under the usual

mode of treatment. The use of a powerful and thoroughly

concentrated resonator efReuve accomplished a most valu-

able purpose by reason of its deep contracting effect on the

tissues and the blood vessels. As improvement took place

the static brush discharge might be substituted with bene-

fit. Concentrated light was also of benefit. Diet and

gentle exercise should not be neglected.

Some Laboratory Findings in Diseases of Metabolism

Which Question That These Are Primarily of Meta-

bolic Origin.—Dr. .\nthoxv Bassler of New York dis-

cussed the etiology and symptoms of chronic intestinal

putrefaction and its treatment. After emphasizing the

importance of regulation of the diet, he mentioned his

new method of treating such cases by the instillation of

live bacteria, grown from the patient's or others' stools,

and delivered in billions and trillions into the rectum at

intervals of a few days. .At the present time he had cases

that were being successfully treated with different strains

of bacteria.

The Etiology and Treatment of Eczema. — Dr.

Herbert F. Pitcher of Haverhill, Mass., read this paper.

He believed that the majority of cases were due to some

metabolic or vasomotor disturbance, and the most pronii

nent cause of that disturbance was overeating. The hy-

gienic and dietetic treatment should be attended to. The

internal treatment was symptomatic. The external treat-

ment of acute eczema should be soothing and protective

The blue light should be used in the early stages, later the

jr-ray and the static brush discharge. The jr-ray was the

most important. It was the most valuable remedy for

the relief of the intense pruritus which accompanied the

disease. It was the last court of appeal in many cases

of the chronic form, and it seldom failed if properly

used. In the subacute form and in the vesicular and

seborrheic varieties a very low tube should be used, the

treatments lasting from ten to fifteen minutes. Where
there was much induration the static brush discharge would

hasten toward a more rapid resolution. The effleuve from

tlie high frequency currents or from the vacuum tubes

was also beneficial in this type.

Osteoarthritis of the Spine.—Dr. Frank E. Peckham
of Providence, R. I., described this condition in detail.

He emphasized the importance of finding the focus of the

trouble and the cause before beginning treatment. Auto-

intoxication was the cause of most such cases. In the

treatment of this condition there must be produced elim-

ination of toxic material from the tissues locally and a

stimulation of the physiological processes to perform

their duties in a more nearly normal manner. This might

be accomplished by phj'siotherapeutic measures, no one

modality alone usually giving as much benefit as a com-

bination.

Report of a Case of Splenic Leukemia Successfully

Treated by Modern Methods.—Dr. G. W. Strobell of

Rutland, Vt., reported this case. Fowler's solution, Blaud's

iron mass, and blue mass were used. A'-ray treatments

were made over the spleen, alternating with chlorine

cataphoresis, the treatments each day concluding with

static insulation. By the end of the fourth week the

patient declared she had not felt so well for twenty years.

The myelocytes were reduced from 50 to 15 per cent, and

the size of the spleen was reduced two-thirds. At the

end of the second month the spleen, which had been the

size of a man's head, was scarcely to be felt.

Lumbago.—Dr. F. Howard Humphris of London,

England, read this paper. Lumbago should be distin-

guished from the neurotic spine, from sacroiliac disease,

from cancer of the spine, cancer of the sarcoiliac notch,

from the pain from an enlarged prostate, from the back-

ache which ushered in dengue, influenza, and other con-

ditions of to.xic origin, from Pott's disease, and from

sacroiliac relaxation. The ideal treatment was to see

that the bowels moved freely with mercury and a saline.

Sodium salicylate and sodium citrate, of each 20 grains,

should be given in a glass of hot water every four, five,

or six hours. The 500-candle power light should be ap-

plied for fifteen or twenty minutes, followed by the static

wave current for the same length of time.

The Treatment of Chronic Metritis with Descent or

Displacement.—Dr. G. Betton Massey of Philadelphia

read this paper. The form of treatment that he preferred

in these cases, when not accompanied by inflammation of

the adnexa, was the intrauterine employment of twenty

to sixty milliamperes, positive, of the constant current,

diffusing copper-mercury ions from the amalgamated

electrode for four minutes about twice a week, each ap-

plication being followed by a strongly contracting induc-

tion current from a coarse wire secondary.

The Treatment of Cataract by Electricity. — Dr.

Samuel J. Harris of Boston discussed the history of

cataract, the anatomy of the lens, the different varieties

of cataract, their etiology, and treatment in detail. He
reported a number of cases of cataract successfully treated

by the direct or galvanic current, a special form of elec-

trode being used over the eye. Mature cataracts were not

suitable for this treatment, and he preferred to operate

in such cases. But he had had experience in a large num-
ber of incipient cases, and many of these he had been able

to cure. The subject was still in its infancy, but the rapid
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progress so far made encouraged him to continue in-

vestigation along this line.

Oscillatory Desiccation in the Treatment of Access-

ible Malignant Growths and Minor Surgical Conditions.

—Dr. William L. Clark of Philadelphia read this paper,

drawing the following conclusions : A current from a

static machine of large output with properly adjusted ac-

cessories is capable of producing desiccation in morbid

tissue. We are able to destroy malignant growths with-

out opening up blood or lymph channels. It is possible to

get every gradation of current, from the most attenuated

to the most intense, producing simple stimulation, desicca-

tion or cauterization. It is obviously a styptic intense in

effect, and a sterilizing agent in infected wounds, or fol-

lowing an extensive surgical operation where there is a

suspicion of infection or malignancy it would appear to

be ideal in instantly sealing up blood and lymph channels.

In cancer of the breast where the axillary glands are in-

volved a surgical procedure is indicated, but on the first

appearance of recurrence it might be used in arresting

further recurrence. It might be used in cancer of the

cervix to supersede the curette and cautery as a palHative

measure. We can apparently accomplish as much in a

few seconds by this method in malignant growths as by

the .i--ray in weeks or months. In disfiguring neoplastic

blemishes of the skin we have a potent weapon.

Reactions in Physical Treatments.—Dr. F. H. Morse
of Melrose, Mass., read this paper. Physicians doing this

work were often confronted with the statement from their

patients that they felt worse the next day after treatment,

but that they felt much better the second or third day than

before treatment. This disturbance was unquestionably

due to a sudden liberation of toxins, the lymphatics be-

coming overloaded before the emunctories could take

care of the extra work suddenly thrown upon them.

Remarks on the Electrical Treatment of Interstitial

and Hemorrhagic Fibroids of the Uterus.—Dr. G.

Betten Massey of Philadelphia read this paper. He said

it was our duty to use this method if possible in those-

patients whom it might save from the risks of an opera-

tion. Most important, particularly in the hemorrhagic

cases, was the association with the Apostoli treatment

proper of the x-ray applied through the abdominal wall.

From an experience in a number of cases he was con-

vinced that it was a valuable adjunct in large tumors. Its

use filled in the time between the all-important intra-

uterine treatments, shortening the total time required for

the treatment.

X-Ray and Light in Infections.—Dr. F. C. Tice of

Roanoke, Va., read this paper. He reported a number of

cases of hay fever treated with bland oil atomization and

an insulated low vacuum high frequency tube to each

nostril, with prompt cures, and cases of acute infection

treated with the light and A--ray.

Infantile Paralysis.—Dr. Almerin W. Baer of Chi-

cago, 111., drew attention to the prevalence of the disease

and to the many cases of deforn;ity and paralysis that

continued unrelieved in spite of all treatment commonly
employed. He found that contractions and deformity

could be relieved and that the muscles would regain their

tone and function, even after many years, by the use of

the direct current applied to the spine, followed by the

static breeze and sparks, treatment being given three times

a week for a number of weeks.

Modern Malpractice in Gynecology.—Dr. Arthur W.
Yale of Philadelphia, Pa., presented a plea for greater

conservatism in gynecological surgery. A few years ago

tubes and ovaries were removed indiscriminately where

now removal would not be contemplated nor tolerated,

but the conservative movement had not yet gone far

enough, and such operations were not to be attempted in

cases curable by electrical and physical methods of treat-

ment. That much pelvic disease was readily curable by

such means was not well appreciated by many surgeons.

Electric Anesthesia in Human Surgery; Electric

Sleep by Unipolar and Wireless Currents; Displace-

ment Currents.—Dr. Louise G. Robinovitch of New
York gave an account of painless amputation of the toes

under local anesthesia due solely to passing through the

leg a constant current of low amperage and low voltage

interrupted 10,000 times per minute. The patient had no

uncomfortable sensation. The speaker described experi-

ments in which she could at will cause strong contraction

in specimens of muscle from a frog placed at a distance

and without any connection with the instrument. Again,

by wireless methods animals were caused to continue

asleep for several hours and as long as the wireless cur-

rent was being generated.

A Noteworthy Case of Sciatica.—Dr. J. Willard
Travell of New York gave the full history of a case of

sciatica of nine months' duration, which during the last

three months received constant and thorough treatment

in one of the large hospitals along the usual lines without

appreciable improvement. Sedatives were given regularly

at night and the patient could not sleep. Treatment was

begun with light, the static wave current, and static sparks

on the third day after leaving the hospital, and all medi-

cation was stopped. The patient was able to sleep in bed

after the third treatment and was entirely and per-

manently relieved of all pain after the seventh treatment,

treatments being given daily.

The Physics of Light Therapy.—Dr. Thomas D.

Crothers of Hartford, Conn., gave an exhaustive study

of the theories of light, of the many forms and modifica-

tions of light, and of the diverse ways in which light was

utilized in the treatment of disease.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

SECTION ON SURGERY.

Regular Meeting, Held October 7, 1910.

Dr. Willy Meyer, Chairman pro tem.

Aneurysm of the Common Carotid.—Dr. J. C. A.

Gerster presented a woman, sixty j'ears old, who had been

in this country but a few years and from whom it was

difficult to get a good history. She was married and had

had several children, a number of them dying of tuber-

culosis. It was not possible to get anything suggestive of

any specific trouble. The patient had suffered no incon-

venience from her aneurysm and came to the dispensary

because of scabies. An interesting feature of the case

was the presence of a complete heart block, the number of

beats falling to 50 and lov-er.

Diverticulum of the Esophagus Cured by Operation.

—Dr. Edward W. Peterson presented a man, forty-eight

years old, a Russian. His family history was negative.

His trouble began eleven years ago when he had slight

dysphagia and regurgitation of food. His trouble in

swallowing became worse and, about five years ago, he

was admitted to the Massachusetts General Hospital where

a diagnosis of stricture of the esophagus was made and a

gastrostomy proposed but refused. Last July he found

difficulty even in swallowing water, and he applied for ad-

mission to the Post-Graduate Hospital. A fullness was

found in the upper end of the sternum and he regurgitated

food that had been taken several days before. He regurgi-

tated more during the night than during the day. When
the esophagus was examined with a bougie an obstruction

was found about nine inches from the incisor teeth. After

giving the patient bismuth and apple sauce he was fluro-

scoped. .\ pouch was found which contained about four

ounces ; when the patient regurgitated, less difficulty was

found in getting some of the fluid into the stomach. .A.n
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operation was proposed and performed. The patient was
out of bed on the second day following, and left the hos-

pital on the eleventh day. Before operation he weighed

147 pounds; on the day out of bed he weighed 139 pounds;

he now weighed 173 pounds.

Dr. De Witt Stetten said that in May, 1909, he oper-

ated, upon a similar case and had presented the patient be-

fore the Section one year ago. The diverticulum was ex-

posed and removed and the patient was in perfect health

to-day, free of all bad symptoms. When he first pub-

lished this case he said he advocated doing a preliminary

gastrostomy as being a safe method of attacking these

sacs ; but since he learned of Dr. Peterson's case, and had

read of Dr. Charles Mayo's cases, he was not now so keen

about gastrostomy.

Dr. A. V. Moschcowitz referred to the technique in

operations upon the esophagus, especially when the oper-

ations were done for the removal of foreign bodies.

There was great danger of leakage and he warned against

the use of gauze in the wound for drainage.

Dr. R. H. M. Dawbarn advocated closing the esopha-

geal wound and then feeding the patient by rectum and

skin ; he did not even allow water to be swallowed. When
there was such a complete rest to the parts he did not

believe that leakage could occur.

Dr. Edw.ard W. Peterson said that he used the cigarette

drain but did not introduce it so that it would touch the

line of sutures. He gave his patients nothing by the

mouth until the third day ; they were fed entirely by

rectum. Semi-solid food was given about the fifth day.

Cases of Inguinal Hernia.—Dr. A. V. Moschcowitz
presented three cases of inguinal hernia that had been

cured by operation. The interesting feature in these

patients was that all were old men with very large hernias,

the hernial opening in each instance permitting the en-

trance of the closed fist. One man had such an enormous

hernia that he could only be made comfortable at night

by using a sheet which he used as a sling to support his

hernial contents, the bed post acting as the base for sup-

port.

Case of Stricture of the Esophagus.—Dr. Willy
Meyer presented a boy upon whom he had operated six

years ago. The child had swallowed lye and was brought

to the hospital and admitted. The introduction of silk

thread by way of the mouth was comparatively easy in

adults, but very difficult in young children. In this in-

stance, however, he succeeded in passing the filiform. It

was much easier to catch the filiform with forceps when

the stomach was filled with water than with air. The

child made a complete recovery. He was now nine years

of age, and was operated on when he was but three. To-

day he could swallow nicely. In such work Dr. Meyer

said that one should use care and not injure the mucosa

of the mouth or stomach. Continuous swallowing on the

part of the patient did not permit the stricture to recur.

Result After Eight Years Implantation of Silver Fili-

gree for Large Ventral Hernia.—Dr. Willy AIeyer

presented a woman, fifty-three years old, upon whom he

had operated March i, 1900. In 1894, a vaginal hysterec-

tomy was performed for myoma. Five weeks later,

bilateral oophorectomy, .\fter another month, extirpation

of the left kidney on account of ureterovaginal fistula.

Soon after being out of bed, a ventral hernia appeared at

the site of the median incision. A radical operation was

performed with a good result. When she came under Dr.

Meyer's care in 1900 she weighed 250 pounds and had an

enormous irreducible omento-intestinal hernia, with the

aperture about midway between the symphysis and the

umbilicus. Surgical help was demanded. This hernia had

been pronounced by several surgeons as being inoper-

able. With the patient in the Trendelenburg position

reduction of the hernia was accomplished with difficulty.

The aperture was found to be round and larger than the

palm of the hand. Autoplasty was out of the question. In

order to shut out the peritoneal cavity, the omentum was

drawn down tautly and stitched to the peritoneum near

the border of the gap. The parietal peritoneum was then

closed on top of the omentum. There was primary union

throughout. Five months later, however, she vomited

severely and felt something give away at the hernial ori-

fice. On June 29, 1901, an operation was performed. The

omentum had torn loose from the right lower circum-

ference of the aperature. Reduction of the intestines was

done and the omentum was again stitched to the border.

After sufficient undermining of the subcutaneous fat layer,

a ready-made silver filigree pad, four by six inches, was

placed upon the defect. It rested upon the omentum and

adjoining abdominal wall, where it was stitched to the

underlying fascia. The wound soon closed and had re-

mained so up to date. In view of her weight (250 pounds)

it was thought best to keep her on her back for eight

weeks. The rupture had been radically cured. The wire

pad caused her little discomfort. A little over three

months after this operation, while washing dishes, she

struck the region of the protected hernial opening against

the corner of the sink. .A. sudden, intense pain almost

made her faint. She must have torn the continuous suture

at the time, causing one of the corners of the well fastened

filigree pad to come loose. Now there could be felt a

slight omental protrusion. Nevertheless, the patient felt

well and experienced little discomfort from this cause.

Dr. Meyer intended to reopen the scar and repair the

defect.

Silver Wire and Linen Thread for the Cure of

Hernia.—Dr. Joseph Wiener said that to Goepel be-

longed the credit of having first made use of the ready-

made filigree. The filigree should be so pliable that it

would bend with respiratory movements. The meshes

should not be too close and the wire should not be too

heavy. Why there should be a sentimental objection to

putting a so-called foreign body into the wound, in the

shape of silver sutures or a filigree, he had never been

able to understand. And why some men preferred to

do most extensive plastic operations for the cure of

hernia:, which often failed to give a permanent cure, in

place of the simple and reliable procedure of using a

filigree, it was hard to understand. If the proper wire

was used, if the filigree was properly made, and if it was

properly introduced, it would very seldom become neces-

sary to remove it. During the past eighteen months

chromic catgut for use in hernia cases had been entirely

discarded. Catgut, no matter how prepared, was not safe

to use. He called attention to a material which was easily

prepared, which was always sterile, which was never

quickly absorbed, and with which the knots never opened

spontaneously, namely, Pagenstecher linen. He had used

this in over one hundred operations, most of them herniot-

omies, without a recurrence. The linen was wound on

glass spools, boiled for fifteen or twenty minutes, and

preserved in 95 per cent, alcohol. Hernias formed so

large a proportion of the surgical cases, and yet it seemed

that they did not receive as much thought and study as

they deserved. Dr. Wiener asked if it was not time to call

a halt on the promiscuous use of chromic gut in herniot-

omies. Had they not been worshipping a fetich too long?

The startling number of immediate recurrences after the

Bassini operation with chromic gut were surely worthy

of consideration. They could not be argued away. The
following conclusions were offered: (i) Chromic catgut

was an unreliable suture material. (2) Pagenstecher

linen was an excellent suture material. (3) Silver wire,

in some form, was a very desirable suture material in

many recurrent cases ; and at primary operations where

the tissues were poorly developed. (4) Immediate re-
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currence, in uninfected cases, was usually due to chromic

gut. (5) There would occur fewer recurrences if chromic

gut was entirely discarded.

Dr. R. H. M. Dawbarn said that in the large hernias

there was trouble in reducing the contents, and when re-

duced the patient was very uncomfortable as a rule.

Dr. Charles Goodman disagreed with the statement that

linen thread was the best material in these cases.

Dr. Franz J. A. Torek said that he operated upon

patients with inguinal hernia by a method of his own. The

introduction of the silver wire was not such an important

point, but merely a side issue. He had been using it for

seven years and was convinced that its use was not ob-

jectionable. He had not used the filigree in any case; his

experience made him believe that the use of the filigree

was not desirable ; he had already removed three ready

made filigrees. In one instance there had occurred a

break in the ready made filigree and a point stuck through

the skin ; in the other two cases there had occurred a re-

currence of the hernia through the middle of the filigree.

In all three cases attempts at reduction of the hernia were

accompanied with much pain. With regard to the cause

of the rupture of the filigree he said it should be re-

membered that the filigree was not pliable, and that it was

introduced into a body which changed in shape a great

deal and, therefore, it seemed that it must sooner or later

break. An important part of a well constructed filigree

was that it should be made of thin wire and be very pliable.

Dr. A. V. MoscHCOwiTZ limited his remarks to inguinal

hernia, the use of linen thread and the silver cable. He
said that he was very orthodox regarding the use of, and

continuing the use of chromicized catgut. Personally he

had operated upon a large number of cases of hernia and

was perfectly well satisfied with his results in the cases

that he had been able to follow. On the contrary he was

heretic enough to say that the Bassini operation was not

at all satisfactory. Kocher did not employ the Bassini

method at all. After studying the results of this operation

here and abroad one would find a large number of re-

currences. Kocher did his own operation, merely tying

off the sac. It was a mere ligation of the sac.

Dr. Robert T. Morris asked what the result would be in

those cases in which linen thread was used if an infection

happened. He said he had used the silver filigree and he

had seen two or three cases in which it became necessary

to close sinuses. Some of them did close after injecting

pure carbolic acid followed by alcohol. Nevertheless this

represented one of the undesirable features of an unab-

sorbable suture material. He asked what became of the

linen thread in those cases in which infection occurred.

Concerning the chromicized catgut, he said he would like

to feel that it was a reliable suture material but he agreed

with the reader of the paper that it was better to turn to

the kangaroo tendon or its substitute. This material lasted

a long time in the tissues, was remarkably benign, and
seemed to possess no irritating qualities.

Dr. Willy Meyer said that the case he showed was the

second of its kind on this side of the Atlantic. He had
little occasion now to make use of the filigree or other

foreign material. Silver wire he thought to be preferable

to the filigree. He preferred the autoplastic operation in

cases in which it could be used. The method used in

the case presented was for the inoperable cases only.

Dr. Joseph Wiener said that the filigree he made would
give and would never break when properly made. He had
one patient who was performing severe physical labor and
had worn the filigree without inconvenience five or six

years. It took him about ten minutes to construct the

filigree. It should not have any rim. One should be care-

ful in suturing not to draw the sutures too tight, and
simply make an approximation of the edges. He did not

believe that silk was as good a suture material as linen

;

he had seen a great many instances in which the silk

thread had to be removed, and in only one case did he
have to remove linen thread. He believed that the pub-
lished reports regarding the number of recurrences fol-

lowing the Bassini operation had been underestimated. It

was not right to compare the results of operations done on
children with those done on adults. In the former the re-

currences were not more than two per cent, while in the

latter they were about eight per cent. As time went on
he believed that chromic catgut would have to give way
to linen thread. With regard to what occurred when in-

fection took place, in one hundred cases in which the linen

thread was used this occurred in but one case; here there

was a fat necrosis and he was compelled to remove the

linen thread, which was done with eucaine as the local an-

esthetic. He had so little experience with infections

when linen thread was used that he could not answer the

question raised by Dr. Morris. When kangaroo tendon

or its substitute was used, vomiting or coughing might
open the knots; this would not happen if linen thread was
employed as a suture material.

STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

South Carolina State Board of Medical Examiners.

Ju>ie 14, 15, and 16, 1910.

anato.mv.

1. Name the bones of the lower extremity.
2. Name the muscles that rotate the eye.

3. Give origin and distribution of the pneumogastric
nerve.

4. Locate the liver, with its relations.

5. Give the divisions and termination of brachial artery.

surgical anatomy.
1. Name the various honey prominences or landmarks

which are easily felt and recognized in the head and face
which afford the means of mapping out the important
structures comprised in this region.

2. Of what importance would ossification in the epi-

physeal end of the femur be if found in a dead child?
Why should we preserve the epiphysis in excision of the
knee?

3. Where is congenital dislocation most often found?
Name location of displacement. How recognized?

4. Which is the most common form of strabismus? What
muscle requiring division?

5. Why is thecal (or sheath) abscess of the thumb and
little finger usually followed by abscess of the forearm?
What precaution should be taken in amputation of the

fingers ?

6. Of what importance is the fibrous septum between the

two halves of the tongue?

7. In fracture of the neck of the femur internal to the
capsular ligament, what produces eversion? What pro-

duces shortening?
8. Where is the subclavian artery best compressed?

Where best ligated, and line of incision?

9. What condition found in paralysis of ulnar nerve?
10. What marked symptom do you have in paralysis of

the musculospiral nerve?
11. What regions of the eye are called filtration area and

dangerous area, and why?
12. Why do we use the Trendelenburg position (head

and body lowered) ? Why do we use the Fowler position

(head and body elevated) ?

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Name the uses of the blood.

2. Causes of the first and second sounds of the heart.

3. What result would follow extirpation of the thyroid

gland ?

4. What is ptyalin, and describe its action.

5. What are the functions of the skin?

hygiene and state medicine.

1. State what constitutes a good drinking water, and state

the diseases transmitted by drinking water.

2. What effect has alcohol on the temperature ?_

3. What are the injurious effects of the excessive use of

tobacco?
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4. Give amount of air space tliat should be allowed per
head in sleeping apartments.

5. Period of incubation of smallpox, yellow fever, and
parotitis.

6. What hygienic and sanitary precautions should be
taken to control spread of uncinariasis?

7. (a) Plague (bubonic plague)
; period of incubation

and general measures to be taken for prevention of same.
(fr) Cholera ; incubation, etiology, and means of preven-

tion.

8. Under what conditions have beriberi developed, and
what hygienic measures should be taken to control same?

9. What effect has altitude on respiration ?

10. Define a disinfectant. Name three, and give a recog-
nized method of fumigating a room.

MATERIA MEraCA.

1. What would be a cathartic dose of calomel, and its

physiological effect?

2. Dose of sulphate of morphine, with physiological ef-
fect.

3. Dose of elaterium, and physiological effect.

4. Name two vasodilators, with dose of each to effect.

5. Name two vasoconstrictors, with dose of each to ef-
fect.

THERAPEUTICS.

In treating the following diseases, give dose and fre-
quency of drugs used, with their physiological effect. If
other methods than drugs are used, mode and physiological
effect

I. Typhoid fever. 2. Scarlet fever. 3. Chronic malaria.
4. Erysipelas. 5. Dysentery, acute catarrhal. 6. Rheumatic
fever. 7. Peptic ulcer. 8. Enterocolitis of infants. 9.

Cholera infantum. 10. .^Vcute nephritis.

CHEMISTRY.

1. Define physical change and chemical change. Give
familiar example of each.

2. What is the chemical relation between animals and
plants? Which performs the office of reduction? Which
of oxidation?

3. What is a chemical formula? What part of a com-
pound does a formula represent? Give formula for the
following : Hydrogen peroxide, common table salt, lunar
caustic, aqua fortis, oil of vitriol.

4. In what two ways can electricity be produced? Give
illustration of each.

5. What is the difference between galvanic and faradic

electricity?

PRACTICAL URINALYSIS, MICROSCOPY, AND TOXICOLOGY.

1. What is the specific gravity of normal urine? What
condition would continued low specific gravity indicate?

What continued high specific gravity?
2. What is the average amount of urine voided in twenty-

four hours? What conditions may vary this amount?
3. How would you make a chemical analysis of the urine

for life insurance?

4. How would you make a microscopical examination of

the urine?

5. What is the dift'erence between a simple and a com-
pound microscope?

6. How does the knowledge of microscopy aid in prac-

tical diagnosis?

7. Under what two heads may poisons be classed? Give

an example of each.

8. Give symptoms and chemical antidote for opium
poisoning.

9. Give symptoms and chemical antidote for acute silver

nitrate poisoning.

10. Name and describe the condition which the continued

use of silver nitrate as a drug is liable to produce.

BACTERIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY.

1. Describe briefly the bacillus of tetanus; modes of in-

fection, and best methods of prevention.

2. Describe briefly the bacillus typhosus. Name sources

of infection, sources of elimination, and what is meant by

typhoid carrier.

3. Give pathology of lobular pneumonia.

4. Describe the pathology of interstitial nephritis, and

give the most common accompanying pathological condi-

tions.
. .

5. Give the symptoms, pathology, and termination of m-
flammation.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. Give the symptoms of chronic cocainism.

2. Give dose of bichloride of mercury and symptoms of

acute poisoning by same.

3. Describe post-mortem findings in acute poisoning by
Paris green.

4. Define illusion, hallucination, and delusion, and what
is meant by delusion of persecution.

5. In a case of suspected infanticide, how would you d«-
termine whether infant was born alive?

6. What conditions influence time of appearance and di»-

appearance of rigor mortis, and what is meant by cadaveric
spasm?

7. How would you determine whether a wound was re-

ceived before or after death?
8. Give the usual causes of death in cases of burns.

9. What conditions simulate death, and what are the
most important certain signs of death?

10. What precautions would you observe in submitting
stomach and contents for analysis?

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

1. Give a description of herpes zoster, mentioning the

diseases with which it may be confounded and their diag-

nostic differences, and give the treatment of an acute case
of the affection.

2. What are the causes, signs, and symptoms of a dilated

right heart? Describe the remedial measures you would
recommend.

3. Discuss the clinical significance of pain at the epi-

gastrium.

4. In what diseases may pus occur in the urine? What
treatment would you recommend in diseases mentioned?

5. Describe a case of Bell's paralysis.

6. Mrs. A., aged 30, has had a temperature for ten days
ranging from 100° in a.m. to 103° in p.m. There are no
clinical symptoms or signs of disease except the continuous
temperature. What diseases would you consider in mak-
ing a diagnosis? Give briefly these diagnostic differences.

7. What are the causes, symptoms, and treatment of
ptomaine poisoning?

8. Describe an ordinary case of measles.

9. Discuss the clinical significance of a convulsion occur-

ring in a child under two years old.

10. (a) At what age would you expect an infant to com-
mence to cut teeth? What are the causes of delayed

dentition? (b) A child two and a half years old has never
walked. How would you investigate this case to find out

the reason for his not walking?

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.

1. Give the signs of pregnancy and the differential diag-

nosis of pregnancy.
2. Define podalic version, give indications for, and de-

scribe technique.

3. Give symptoms of toxemia of pregnancy, prophylaxis

of, and treatment of.

4. Give symptoms of threatened abortion and of inevit-

able abortion, and treatment of each. Also treatment of

incomplete abortion.

5. Give the diagnosis, symptoms, and treatment of pla-

centa pr^evia before labor and after labor had commenced.
6. Give the diagnosis of L. O. A. and L. O. P. presenta-

tions.

7. Give the diagnosis of face presentations and varieties

and prognosis.

8. Give and explain the methods of examining the uterus.

9. Name and describe the various displacements of the

uterus and the common symptoms produced by each.

10. Mention the causes of cystitis in a woman and the

treatment.

SURGERY.

1. What are the indications for trephining? Describe the

operation.

2. Describe ligation of the brachial artery in the middle
of the arm.

3. How would you treat a compound fracture of the

lower third of radius and ulnar when one or more tendons
are severed ?

4. Empyema : Diagnosis and operative treatment.

5. Carbuncle : Definition, progress, and treatment.

6. Inguinal hernia : Differentiate between oblique and
direct ; describe radical cure of oblique variety.

7. Stone in the bladder : Diagnosis and operative treat-

ment.

8. Shock : Definition, symptoms. Plow would you pre-

vent shock in operations?

9. Gangrene ; Definition, cause, and treatment.

10. Give the several steps in the operation of amputation
of the thigh at the junction of upper and middle third.
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ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

South Carolina State Board of Medical Examiners.

June 14, 15, and 16, 1910.

anatomy.

1. Os innominatum (ilium, ischium, and os pubis), femur,

patella, tibia, fibula, os calcis, astragalus, cuboid, scaphoid,

external cuneiform, middle cuneiform, internal cuneiform,

five metatarsals, and fourteen phalanges.
2. Rectus superior, rectus interior, rectus internus, rectus

externus, obliquus superior, and obliquus inferior.

3. Pkeumogastkic nerve. Superficial origin: Groove be-

tween restiform and olivary bodies. Deep origin: Nuclei

in floor of fourth ventricle. Distribution is shown by the

names of the branches : Meningeal, auricular, pharyngeal,

superior and inferior laryngeal, cardiac, pulmonary, esopha-
geal, and gastric.

4. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1109; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1334.

5. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 830; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), pages 655 and 657.

SURGICAL anatomy.

1. Nasion, glabella, inion, lambda, external angular proc-
ess, parietal eminence, external auditory meatus, zygoma,
mastoid process.

2. The importance of ossification of the epiphyseal end
of the femur is that by it we can be aided in determining
the age of the child. In excision of the knee it should
be preserved, because it is here that the greatest amount
of growth in the length of the bone occurs.

3. Congenital dislocation occurs most often in the hip
joint. The displacement is usually on to the dorsum of
the ilium. It is recognized by the waddling gait and ex-
treme lordosis.

4. Convergent strabismus is the most common. The in-

ternal rectus muscle should be divided.

5. See Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), pages 494 and 486.

6. The fibrous septum often limits an acute inflammation
or abscess to one-half of the tongue; in the anterior half
of the tongue the lymphatics do not communicate across
the septum, and so in malignant disease of the tongue,
when not extensive and when confined to one side of the
anterior half of the tongue, may be removed by a hemi-
section of the tongue.

7. In fracture of the neck of the femur, internal to the
capsular ligament, "the shortening is brought about by the
glutei, the hamstrings, the tensor vaginas femoris, the rec-
tus, sartorius, and iliopsoas, the adductors, gracilis, and
pectineus. The eversion is mainly due to two causes: (l.)

The weight of the limb, which causes it to roll outwards.
as is seen in persons insensible or asleep, tlie line ot grav-
ity oassing through the outer part of the thigh; {2) the
fact that the compact tissue on the posterior aspect of the
neck is much more fragile than that on the anterior as-
pect. Thus the cervix is often more extensively fractured
behind than in front, or the fracture may be impacted
behind but not in front, and in either case the limb will
tend to become everted. As a third cause may be men-
tioned the action of the iliopsoas, the adductor and pec-
tineus muscles, and of the small rotator muscles, all of
which tend to roll the femur outwards."— (Treves' Sur-
gical Applied Anatomy.)

8. The subclavian artery is best compressed where it

passes across the upper surface of the first rib; pressure
is to be made at the outer border of the sternomastoid
and just above the clavicle. It is best ligated in its third
portion. The line of incision is transversely over the
clavicle, from the anterior border of the trapezius to the
posterior border of the sternomastoid. and with its center
about one inch internal to the center of the superior bor-
der of the clavicle.

9. In paralysis of the ulnar nerve "there is loss of power
of flexion in the ring and little fingers; there is impaired
power of ulnar flexion and adduction of the hand ; there
is inability to spread out the fingers from paralysis of the
interossei; and there is inability to adduct the thumb.
The fingers cannot be flexed at the first joints, and cannot
be extended at the other joints. A clazi'-hand develops,
the first phalanges being overextended and the others
flexed. Sensation is lost or impaired in the skin of the
ulnar side of the hand anteriorly and posteriorly, involving
the little finger, the ring finger, and the ulnar half of the
middle finger posteriorly, and anteriorly involving the lit-

tle finger and the ulnar half of the ring finger."— ((5rav.)
10. The marked symptom in paralysis of the musculo-

spiral nerve is wrist-drop (the hand is flexed at the wrist,

and lies flaccid).

11. "The filtration area is the circumcorneal zone imme-
diately in front of the iris. Here are situated the cavern-
ous spaces of Fontana, which communicate with the canal
of Schlemni, through which the chief transudation of
fluid from the eye is now believed to take place. The
dangerous area of the eye is the region in the neighborhood
of the ciliary body, and wounds or injuries in this situa-

tion are peculiarly dangerous; for inflammation of the
ciliary body is liable to spread to many of the other struc-

tures of the eye, especially to the iris and choroid, which
are intimately connected by nervous and vascular supplies.

Moreover, wounds which involve the ciliary region are
especially liable to be follow^ed by sympathetic ophthalmia,
in which destructive inflammation of one eye is excited
by some irritation in the other."— (Gray.)

12. In the lymphatics of the peritoneum those of the
diaphragm are more rapid in absorption than those of the
pelvis. Hence to stimulate, the patient should have the
foot of his bed raised (Trendelenburg position), so that

the fluid (salt solution) may be conveyed more readily to
the diaphragm, where absorption is more rapid. To re-

tard the too rapid absorption of pus in the abdominal
cavity, the head of the bed should be raised so that drain-
age may be directed toward the pelvis, where absorption is

slower (Fowler's position).

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Uses of the blood. The red corpuscles carry oxygen
from the lungs to the tissues.

The white corpuscles (i) serve as a protection to the
body from the incursions of pathogenic microorganisms;
(2) they take some part in the process of the coagulation
of the blood; (3) they aid in the absorption of fats and
peptones from the intestine, and (4) they help to maintain
the proper proteid content of the blood plasma.
The plasma conveys nutriment to the tissue ; it holds in

solution the carbon dio.xide and water which it receives

from the tissues, and takes them to be eliminated by the

lungs, kidneys, and skin ; it also holds in solution urea and
other nitrogenous substances that are taken to and ex-
creted by the liver or kidneys.

2. The causes producing the first sound of the heart are
not definitely ascertained ; the tollowing are supposed to

be causatory factors: (i) The vibration and closure of
the auriculoventricular valves, (2) the muscular sound
produced by the contraction of the ventricles, and (3) the

cardiac impulse against the chest wall.

The second sound is caused by the vibration due to the

closure of the semilunar valves.

3. After extirpation of the thyroid gland: The face

becomes white, puffy, and loses all expression; the mental
and intellectual faculties become dulled, and may terminate
in idiocy ; the heart becomes slowed, blood pressure low-
ered ; body temperature may be subnormal ; albuminuria
and dyspnea may be present ; the pufiiness of the face ex-

tends to the neck and supraclavicular fossae ; the tongue
is enlarged, and speech is slow and measured ; the extremi-
ties become enlarged and movements are slow, labored,

and clumsy.

4. Ptyalin is a ferment found in the saliva. Its action

is to convert starches into dextrin and sugar in an alkaline

medicine.

5. The functions of the skin are : Protection, excretion,

secretion, regulation of the body temperature, absorption,

sensation, special sense of touch, respiration.

HYGIENE AND STATE MEDICINE.

I. Characteristics of a good drinking water: (l) It

should be clear and limpid. Cloudy and muddy waters
should be avoided. (2) It should be colorless. A green-

ish or yellowish color is usually due to vegetable or animal
matter in solution or to organisms. (3) It should be odor-

less ; especially free from sulphuretted hydrogen or putre-

factive animal matter. (4) It should not be too cold, but

should have a temperature of from 46° F. to 60° F. (5)
It should have an agreeable taste ; neither flat, salty, nor
sweetish. A certain amount of hardness and dissolved

gases give a sparkling taste. It should contain from 2$

to 50 c.c. of gases per liter, of which 8 to 10 per cent, is

carbon dioxide and the rest oxygen and nitrogen. (6)

It should be as free as possible from dissolved organic

matter, especially of animal origin. (7) It should not

contain too great an amount of hardness. A certain quan-

tity of saline matter is necessary, however, to give it a

good taste. It should not contain over three or four

parts of chlorine in 100.000 parts of water.—(From Bart-

ley's Chemistry.)
Diseases which may be transmitted by drinking water:
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Typhoid, cholera, dysentery, diarrhea, indigestion, goiter,
vesical calculi, intestinal worms, lead poisoning.

2. Alcohol if applied to the skin, evaporates quicUly and
cools the surface. Taken internally, it first slightly raises
the body temperature and later on it lowers it.

3. "The continued use of tobacco, by smoking or chew-
ing it to excess, produces granular inflammation of the
fauces and pharynx, atrophy of the retina, dyspepsia, low-
ered sexual power, sudden faints, nervous depression, car-
diac irritability, and occasionally angina pectoris. Used
by the young, it hinders the development of the higher
nerve centers and impairs the nutrition of the body by in-
terfering with processes of digestion and assimilation."

—

(Potter's Materia Medlca, etc.)

4. One thousand cubic feet of space should be allowed
each adult, with provision for ventilation.

5. Period of incubation of smallpox is about twelve
days ; of yelloiv fever, about two to five days ; of parotitis,
about fourteen days.

6. Prophylaxis of uncinariasis consists in: (i) Boiling
the drinking water; (2) washing of the hands before
meals; (3) not going barefooted; (4) disinfection of the
stools of all infected persons.

7. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), (o)
pages 284 and 2S7

;
(b) pages 292, 289, and 295; or Osier's

"Practice of Medicine" (1909), (a) page 242; (b) pages
230, 228, and 232._

8. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages
412 and 416.

g. At an altitude, inspiration becomes deeper, owing to

the need for air, which cannot be satisfied with normal
inspiration; inspiration is also more difficult; expiration
is easier and quicker; the number of respirations per
minute increases; the percentage of CO^ in expired air is

increased.

10. Disinfectants are agents which restrain infectious
diseases by destroying or removing their specific poisons.
Three: Sulphur dioxide, chlorine, and formaldehyde.
To fumigate by sulphur dioxide: For each 1,000 cubic

feet of space, three pounds of sulphur are burned, care

being taken to prevent accidents. In all cases all aper-
tures and crevices of the room should be closed, all closets,

drawers, or other receptacles opened ; and after the fumi-
gation the room should be well ventilated and tlioroughly

cleansed with a solution of corrosive sublimate.

MATERIA MEDIC.\.

1. Cathartic dose of calomel is about five grains. Physio-
logical effect is increased peristalsis, increased secretion

of intestinal glands, and stimulation of the liver.

2. Dose of sulphate of morphine is gr. 1/8 to 1/6.

Physiological effect is analgesic, hypnotic, diaphoretic, nar-

cotic ; at first it stimulates brain, heart, and respiration

;

afterwards it depresses them.
3. Dose of elaterium is l/io grain of elaterin. Physio-

logical effect is the production of nrofuse, watery stools;

also much prostration, and nausea, and gastrointestinal

irritation.

4. Two vasodilators: Nitroglycerin, dose (of spirit),

TTBJ ; and amyl nitrite, dose (by inhalation), TlBiij.

,S. Tivo vasoconstrictors: Ergot, dose (of fluid extract),

itEiv ; adrenalin chloride, dose (of solution), TIBvij.

THERAPEUTICS.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 112;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 99.

2. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 324;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 13S.

3. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 248;
or "Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 24.

4. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 221;

or Osier's "Practice of ^Medicine" (1907), page 213.

5. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 258;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages 6 and

246.

6. See French's "Practice of ^.ledicine" (1907), page 230;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 226.

7. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 75' :

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 477.

8. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 785;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909). page 509.

9. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907). page 783;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1900). page 511.

10. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (l907">- P-'ige

895; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909). page 690.

CHEMISTRY.

I. A physical change is such a change as does not alter

-the composition of a substance; a chemical change does

alter its composition.

"A bar of soft iron may be made to emit light when
heated, or sound when caused to vibrate, or magnetism
when under the influence of an electric current. Under
tiic influences of these physical forces the iron suffers no
change in composition, and, on cessation of the action of
the inciting force, the iron returns to its original condi-
tion. But if the iron be heated in an atmosphere of oxygen
both the iron and a part of the oxygen disappear, and a
new substance, a new chemical species, is produced, hav-
ing properties of its own, different from those of either
the iron or the o.xygen. In this ca^; there has been chem-
ical action, causing change of composition, as the new
substance contains both iron and o.xygen. The result of
such action is, moreover, permanent, and the new product
continues to exist, until modified by some new manifesta-
tion of chemical action."— (VVitthaus' Manual of Chemis-
try.)

2. In vegetable life the metabolic changes are chiefly
synthetic ; the plant absorbs water and carbon dioxide,
liberates oxygen, and builds up complex substances.

In animal life the metabolic changes are chiefly ana-
lytic; the animal takes as food complex substances and
splits them into simpler substances.

Plants perform the office of oxidation ; animals, that of
reduction.

3. A chemical formula is a collection of symbols (and
figures) used to denote one molecule of a chemical com-
pound. Hydrogen peroxide. HjO; ; common table salt,

NaCl; lunar caustic, AgNO:; .'\qua fortis, HNOs; oil of
vitriol, H.SOi.

4. Static electricity is produced by friction
;
galvanic elec-

tricity is produced by chemical action in a galvanic cell.

"Static or frictional electricity is generated for practical
purposes by an electric machine, consisting essentially of a
plate or wheel of glass, or some similar substance, revolved
by a mechanical contrivance against some material capable
of producing positive electricity on the plate. This posi-
tive charge is carried from the plate by metal combs or
rods to the prime conductor ; the negative generated on
the rubbing cushions may be collected on a conductor, but
is generally carried to the ground by a chain."

Galvanic electricity: "Zinc placed in a vessel containing
dilute sulphuric acid is gradually dissolved, evolving hydro-
gen gas. Platinum is not acted on bv dilute sulphuric acid.

If plates of both metals be placed in sulphuric acid and
water, and connected by a piece of wire as a conductor
no bubbles of gas are evolved on the zinc, but escape from
the platinum plate. If the wire be placed near a magnetic
needle this will be turned from its course (deflected) ;

when the ends of the divided wire touch the tongue a ting-
ling and metallic taste are perceived. .Ml these phenomena
disappear if the connection between the plates is broken,
and reappear when restored, and are manifestations of
electricity generated by the action of the acid on the metals,
traveling through the wire to which it imparts its proper-
ties. The zinc, platinum, and sulphuric acid may be re-

placed by many other materials. Electricity will be gener-
ated whenever two solid conductors, usually in plate or
cylinder form, are connected by a conductor, and placed
in a liquid having the power of acting chemically on one
of them. Such an arrangement is called a voltaic or gal-
vanic cell ; the liquid the electrolytic or exciting agent ; and
the solids the electrodes ; and all are called the elements
of the cell. In a galvanic cell the electrolytic agent is split

into two parts, called ions ; and these ions, charged with
A- and — electricity, respectively, unload the charges on
the plates. The conductor restores the electrical equilib-
rium. In the zinc, platinum and sulphuric acid cell the
acid is split up into hydrogen and SO,, the H: escapes from
the platinum plate while the SO, combines with the zinc,

forming zinc sulphate, which dissolves in the water."

—

(McGlannan's Epitome of Chemistry.)
5. The galvanic current is constant and continuous ; it

always flows in the same direction ; it has pronounced
chemical and thermal effects.

The faradic current is a rapid succession of momentary
impulses; the direction is not constant: the chemical and
thermal effects are almost imperceptible.

PRACTICAL URINALYSIS, MICROSCOPY, AND TOXICOLOGY.

1. The specific gravity of normal urine is about 1015 to

1025. Continued low specific gravity might indicate : Dia-
betes insipidus, chronic interstitial nephritis, or contracted
kidney. Continued high specific gravity might indicate:
Diabetes mellitus, fevers, or chronic parenchymatous ne-
phritis.

2. The average amount of urine voided in twenty-four
hours is about forty to fifty ounces. This amount may be
increased by ingestion of large amount of liquids, in

diabetes mellitus, diabetes insipidus, in granular atrophy
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of the kidneys, in hysteria, chorea, or epilepsy. It is

decreased when the amount of perspiration is increased, in

fevers, acute nephritis, chronic parenchymatous nephritis,

shock, cardiac disease, after hemorrhages or diarrhea.

3. All analysis of urine includes: Estimation of total

quantity passed in twenty-four hours, color, odor, reac-

tion, specific gravity, total solids (by aid of Haeser's coef-

ficient). Then examine for albumin by Heller's test, or

by heat and nitric acid ; then for glucose, by Jiloore's test,

with potassium hydroxide, or with Fehling's solution,

which contains copper sulphate, sodium hydroxide, and

Rochelle salt; then for blood with potassium hydroxide

solution; then for bile pigments by Gmelin's test; then

for indican, using lead acetate, hydrochloric acid, ferric

chloride, and chloroform. Then quantitatively for urea,

using solution of sodium hypobroniite ; for chlorides, with

silver nitrate solution ; for sulphates, with barium chloride

solution. Microscopical examination should then be made
for casts, cylindroids, crystals, and tubercle bacilli.

4. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

1202.

5. A simple microscope: "With this an enlarged, erect

image of an object may be seen. It always consists of

one or more converging lenses or lens-systems, and the

object must be placed within the principal focus. the

simple microscope may be held in the hand or it may be

mounted."
A compound microscope: "This enables one to see an

enlarged, inverted image. It always consists of two optical

parts, an objective, to produce an enlarged, inverted, real

image of the object, and an ocular, acting in general like

a simple microscope to magnify this real image. There

is also usually present a mirror, or both a mirror and some
form of condenser or illuminator for lighting the object.

The stand of the microscope consists of certain mechanical

arrangements for holding the optical parts and for the

more satisfactory use of them."— (Gage's The Micro-
scope.)

6. A knowledge of microscopy aids in diagnosis : In

blood examinations in anemias, chlorosis, leukemias, and
malaria; in urinary examinations in nephritis; in W idal's

test for typhoid ; in examining sputum or urinary sediment

for tuberculosis; discharges for tuberculosis, gonococcus,

or diphtheria bacillus; cerebrospinal fluid tor meningo-
coccus.

7. Poisons may be classed as: (i) True poisons, as

strychnine
; (2) corrosives, as nitric acid.

8. Opium poisoning. Symptoms: In opium poisoning

there may be three stages: (l) a period of excitement, in

which the patient is active, talkative, and has hallucina-

tions; (2^ a period of drowsinesa, in which the patient

is sleepy, but may be aroused ; his face is pale, lips livid,

pupils contracted; this passes into (3) the stage of coma,
from which the patient cannot be aroused, the reflexes are

abolished, the pupils are very contracted, the pulse is slow
and irregular, and the respirations are infrequent and
shallow.
Treatment consists in washing out the stomach, prefer-

ably with a dilute solution of potassium permanganate;
ambulatory treatment, to keep the patient awake ; artificial

respiration is indicated, and strong coffee should be ad-
ministered by the mouth or rectum ; the bladder should he
emptied by the catheter.

There is no antidote.

9. Silver nitr-\te poisoning. Symptoms: Pain; vomit-
ing of white, cheesy matter, which becomes black in the

sunlight; cramps; purging; depression; convulsions; coma
or collapse. Antidote: Solution of sodium chloride.

10. The condition is known as Argyria. It is character-
ized by a blue or black discoloration of the skin and mucous
membranes ; it is due to deposits of silver in the rete,

sweat glands, and about the hair follicles, where it be-

comes black on exposure to sunlight. The pigmentation
is permanent.

B.XCTERIOLOnv AND P.'\THOLOGy.

I. The bacillus of tetanus is characterized by its pecu-
liar spore, formed at one end of the bacillus, and giving it

the appearance of a pin ; it is purelv anaerobic, and cannot
be developed at all in the presence of oxygen. It generally
comes from the soil, and is found in penetrating wounds.
It appears in two forms, the spore-bearing form, as de-
scribed above, and the vegetative form, which is a short
bacillus with rounded ends, and which may occur singly or
in pairs, or may form long filaments. It grows in gelatin

stab cultures in the middle of the medium, and the colonies
look something like a fir tree; its growth is slow, and a

disagreeable odor is at the same time emitted. In bouillon.

it grows near the bottom of the tube, and produces gases.

Modes of infection: By wounds and abrasions (often

slight), and in compound fractures; also by punctured
wounds of hands or feet, and wounds in which earth or
other foreign matter is driven into the tissues. Prophyla.xis
consists in thorough opening and cleansing of all wounds
soiled with earth, or in which foreign bodies are present;
also all "Fourth of July wounds."

2. Bacillus typhosus is a rod-shaped organism, with
rounded ends, is from 2 to 4 microns in length, and about
three-fourths of a micron in breadth ; it does not stain by
Gram's method, but stains with all the anilin dyes ; it has
flagella, no spores, is aerobic and facultative anaerobic, and
is motile.

Sources of infection: Food, water, flies, fingers. Sources
of elimination: Feces, urine, skin (in rose spots), and
sputum. A typhoid carrier is a person who, not having
typhoid fever at the time, retains the typhoid bacilli in his

system, and excretes it in feces and urine, and so "carries"

the disease.

3. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

671; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 622.

4. See French's "Practice of Medicine," page 902; or
Osier's "Practice of Medicine," page 695.

5. See Rose and Carless's "Surgery" (1908), pages 37,

31, 34; or Da Costa's "ourgery" (1908), pages 84, 73, and
83.

MEDICAI. JURISPRUDENCE.

1. Symptoms of chronic cocainism: "In chronic cases

there is much disturbance of digestion, emaciation, insom-
nia, hallucinations, enfeeblement of mind and general ill

health. The symptoms much resemble chronic opium
poisoning in many respects. As cocain is sometimes used
in a vain effort to cure the morphin habit, it often happens
that the symptoms of the two merge into each other so

gradually as scarcely to be distinguished. A common
symptom during the later stages of cocain poisoning is a

sensation as of insects crawling over the surface of the

body. Occasionally these cases end in dementia or some
form of mania."— (Riley's Toxicology.)

2. Bichloride of Mekcury. Dose: Gr. 1-20. Symptoms
of acute poisoning: "The nauseous, metallic taste is ex-
perienced during the act of swallowing. Within a few
moments this is followed by an intense, burning pain in

the mouth, throat and stomach. The mouth and tongue
are whitened and shriveled. 1 here are vomitings of a

white material, containing shreds of mucous membrane,
and tinged with blood, and bloody stools. Salivation occurs

if life be sufficiently prolonged. Death sometimes occurs

early from collapse, accompanied by convulsions, or in

deep coma ; but in most fatal cases hfe is prolonged for

from three to six days."— (Witthaus's Essentials of Chem-
istry and To.vicology.)

3. Postmortem findings in acute poisoning by Paris

green: "They are confined to the stomach and intestines.

The stomach is inflamed, whether As has been taken by

the mouth or by other channels of absorption. The
mucous surface is coated with a layer of mucus, tinged

with blood or bile, and sometimes containing white crystals

of ASsOs or green particles of Paris green. The color of

the mucous membrane is brownish red, interspersed with

darker streaks or patches between the rugae. The small

intestines are sometimes inflamed throughout their length,

but more usually the inflammation is limited to the duo-

denum."— (Witthaus's Essentials of Chemistry and To.vi-

cology.)

4. A delusion is a belief in something which has no real

existence, but is purely imaginary; and out of which the

person cannot be reasoned. .\n illusion is a false or per-

verted impression, received through one of the senses. An
hallucination is the same as an illusion, but without any

material basis.

If an individual believes himself to be made of glass,

and is afraid of being touched lest he be broken, he is

suffering from a delusion. If the whistling of the wind

is mistaken for a voice telling a person to do a certain

thing—that would be an illusion. If a person fancied he

heard a voice when there was nothing at all to be heard,

that would be an hallucination.

A delusion of persecution is such a delusion in which

the patient believes himself to be constantly pursued or

tormented.

5. If respiration has taken place, its lungs will float on

being put into water; if respiration has not taken place,

the lunps will sink. Further, the lungs before respiration

are situated at the back of the thorax and do not fill the

cavity; whereas, after respiration, they fill the whole cavity.

6. The onset and duration of rigor mortis depend upon

the previous degree of exhaustion. In death from ex-

hausting diseases, there is an early onset, while in those

dving suddenly, as from accident, it may be delayed for
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twelve hours or more. Its duration is very variable; it

is shortened by heat, and prolonged by cold ; it generally
lasts about twelve to twenty-four hours; in death by light-

ning or electrocution it may only last a few hours ; in other
cases, several days.

Cadaveric spasm is a violent muscular contraction often
observed in persons who have died violent deaths ; it is

found in suicides, who have a weapon grasped in their
hands ; or in drowned persons, with grass or weeds in

their hands.

7. A wound inflicted during life is generally character-
ized by hemorrhage, coagulation of the blood, eversion of
the edges, and retraction of its sides. It may also be in-

ferred that the wound was inflicted during life if any of
the following are noticed: The presence of inflammation,
swelling, pus, or gangrene on the edges of the wound, or
if there is any sign of beginning cicatrization.

8. The usual causes of death in cases of burns are:
Shock, asphy.\ia, inhalation of flame, and fright.

9. Death may be simulated by : Coma, epilepsy, trance.
Signs of death: Cessation of respiration, absence of heart-
beats, insensibility, loss of power to move, change in the
eyes, pallor, loss of body heat, rigor mortis, putrefaction,
and adipocere formation.

10. The contents should be enclosed by ligatures at the
esophagus and duodenum. All is then placed in a clean
and iteiv glass jar, closed with glass or cork cover or
stopper, jars with metallic caps should never be used.
Tapes or cords should be tied about the jar and cap, to

which they should be attached by sealing wax bearing im-
pressions of a seal, in such a manner that access can be
had to the interior only after breaking the seals or cutting

the tapes or cords. Great care must be exercised that no
sealing-wa.x gets into the jars.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 994.
2. See French's "Practice of Medicine (1907), page 599;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 820.

3. Pain at the epigastrium may denote: Neuroses, ulcer,

cancer, erosions, or catarrh of the stomach ; duodenal
ulcer; gastralgia ; appendicitis; pancreatic disease; diseases
of the vertebrae; pleurisy or pneumonia; and the morphine
habit.

4. "Pus in the urine (pyuria) is generally due to some
acute or chronic inflammatory process present in the
urinary tract, such as pyelitis, renal abscesses, cystitis,

prostatitis, urethritis (gonorrhoeal or simple), and genito-
urinary tuberculosis, or it may come from some extrane-
ous source, as the discharge into the urinary canal of the
peri-nephritic, pelvic or other origin, or from the bursting
of a vulvo-vaginal abscess. Cancer of the bladder or other
urinary organs is also a frequent source of pyuria."
For treatment see Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908) ;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), in Index, under disease

mentioned.
5. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

1008; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1908), page 1019.

6. Tuberculosis, and simple continued fever; and see

French's "Practice of Medicine' (1907), pages 441, 386,

and 368.

7. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

965; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 380.

8. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), p.ige

326; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 141.

9. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page

1123; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine (1909), page 1056.

10. (a) An infant may be expected to commence to cut

teeth at about the sixth month. The causes of delayed

dentrition are: Rickets, malnutrition, idiocy, and cretin-

ism. (&) Possilile causes are: Rickets, Pott's disease,

cretinism, infantile paralysis, birth palsy, muscular atrophy,

hydrocephalus, congenital dislocation of hip. See these

diseases in French's or Osier's "Practice of Medicine."

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.

I. Positive signs of pregnancy: (i) Hearing the fetal

heart sound; (2) active movement of the fetus; (3) bal-

lottement; (4) outlining the fetus in whole or part by

palpation; and (5) the umbilical or funic souffle.

Doubtful signs of pregnancy: (i) Progressive enlarge-

ment of the uterus; (2) Hegar's sign; (3) Braxton Hick's

sign; (4) uterine murmur; ($) cessation of menstruation;

(6) changes in the breasts; (7) discoloration of the vagina

and cervix; (8) pigmentation and stri^; (9) morning
sickness.

Subjective signs of pregnancy, in theorder of their ap-

pearance, are : Cessation of menstruation, morning ."sick-

ness, increased frequency of urination, active fetal move-

ments.

Objective signs of pregnancy, in the order of their ap-
pearance, are: Softening of the cervix, changes in the
mammary glands, discoloration of the vulva and vagina,
pulsation in the vaginal vault, Hegar's sign, active fetal

movements, ballottement, palpation of the fetus, intermit-

tent uterine contractions, hearing the fetal heartbeat, rate

of growth of the uterine tumor.
For differential diagnosis of pregnancy, see Williams'

"Obstetrics" (1909), page 190; or Hirst's "Obstetrics"

(1909), page 204.

2. The indications for podalic version are: (i ) In
transverse presentations; (2) in placenta pr.-evia; (3) in

malpresentations of the head; (4) in simple flattened pel-

vis, and in minor degrees of pelvic contraction; (5) in

prolapsed funis; (6) in sudden death of the mother; and
(7) in any case where speedy delivery is imperative. And
see Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 432 and 437; or
Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), page 830.

3. Toxemia of Pregnancy. The symptoms are: "Head-
ache, nausea, and vomiting, epigastric pain, vertigo, ring-

ing in the ears, flashes of light or darkness, double vision,

blindness, deafness, mental disturbance, defective memory,
sonmolence ; symptoms easily explained by the circulation

of toxic blood through the nerve centers. These may be
preceded by lassitude, and accompanied by constipation,

or by diarrhea. Headache is perhaps the most significant

and common warning symptoms. In bad cases the urine
is reduced in quantity (almost suppressed), very dark in

color, its albumin greatly increased, so that it becomes
solid on boiling. Next comes the final catastrophe of con-
vulsions. The convulsive fit begins with twitching of the
facial muscles, rolling and fixation of the eyeballs, pucker-
ing of the lips, fixation of the jaws, protrusion of the
tongue, etc., soon followed by violent spasms of the
muscles of the trunk and limbs, including those of respira-
tion ; hence lividity of the face and stertorous breathing,
biting of the tongue, opisthotonus, etc. The fit lasts fifteen

or twenty seconds, ending in partial or complete coma,
possibly death ; or consciousness may return, to be fol-
lowed by other convulsions."— (King's Manual of Ob-
stetrics.)

"The prophylactic treatment consists in frequent and
regular examination of the urine. After the first appear-
ance of albumin, daily quantitative examination of the
urine should be made. The diet should be milk; the
bowels should be kept freely open by means of calomel
and salines; the skin should be kept active by hot baths,
followed by vigorous rubbing. Diuretics, such as Basham's
mixture, digitalis, and caffein, should be administered.
During pregnancy, if the percentage of albumin increases
in spite of the treatment, abortion or induction of labor
is indicated.

"The treatment of the attack consists of the administra-
tion of chloroform by inhalation, chloral hydrate (gr. 60)
by enema, and tlie fluid extract of veratrum viride hypo-
dermically (gtt. 15 followed by gtt. S, repeated frequently
enough to Keep the pulse at about 60 beats a minute), to
control the convulsions, and free purgation by croton oil

(gtt. 2 or 3 in sweeet oil or glycerin), free sweating by
the hot pack and sometimes depletion by venesection to
eliminate the poison. The after-treatment consists of free
purgation by the salines, restriction of diet, and later the
administration of tonics and stimulants. The obstetric
treatment is usually noninterference."— (Gould and Pyle's
Pocket Cyclopedia.)

4. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 617; or
Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1009), page 276.

5. See WilHams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 813; or
Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), page 577.

6. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 254 and 266;
or Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), pages 395 and 404.

7. See Williams' "Obstetrics" (1909), page 274; or
Hirst's "Obstetrics" (1909), page 409.

8. The patient should be free from corsets and constrict-
ing bands : the bladder and rectum should be empty. Ex-
ternal palpation: The patient should be in the lithotomy
position, on a suitable table or bed. The examiner stands
on one side, and palpates the lower abdomen to determine
any enlargement of the uterus. Vaginal touch: The ex-
aminer separates the labia with the thumb and finger of
one hand; and two fingers of the other hand well lubri-
cated are introduced into the vagina. Pressure is made on
the perineum until the posterior fornix is reached, when
the palmar surfaces are turned forward and the size, posi-
tion, and condition of the cervix are determined. "Then
with the palmar surface of the external hand gentle pres-
sure is made on the abdomen and the two hands are ap-
proximated. Thus the size, consistency, and position of
the uterus are determined. Rectal examination: In vir-
gins and in some cases of extreme retroversion one finger
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is introduced into the rectum and with the other hand

on the abdomen a more satisfactory bi-manuel examina-

tion can be made. Iniruinental exaiiiinatioii: In the hth-

otomy position, by the use of a bi-valve, a tubular or

Ferguson speculum, the condition of the cervix can be

inspected. This is best accompHshed in some cases by use

of the Sims position and the Sims speculum. At the

'same time in rare and selected cases by steadying the

anterior lip of the cervix with a bullet forceps the iiterine

sound may be passed to determine the size and position of

the uterus.

g. The common displacements of the uterus are: Retro-

version, retroflexion, anteflexion, and descent or prolapse.

The following symptoms may follow displacements of the

uterus : Backache, bearing-down pains, a feeling of pres-

sure in the pelvis, constipation, hemorrhoids, frequent or

painful urination, leucorrhea, menstrual disturbances, as

dysmenorrhea or menorrhagia, sterility ; there may also be

general symptoms, as headache, indigestion, nausea, anor-

exia, neurasthenia, and general malaise.

10. Cystitis. Causes: Retention of urine, tumors,

foreign bodies, calculus, ammoniacal urine, gonorrhea,

tuberculosis of genito-urinary tract, pus in the urine.

Treatment: Rest in bed; the imbibition of plenty of

milk and water, and the avoidance of all highly seasoned

food; laxatives; diuretics; sitz-bath ;
irrigation of the

bladder with an antiseptic solution; hot fomentation and

vaginal douches are often helpful; sometimes intravesical

medication is necessary.

1. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 758;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 734.

Indications for trephining: "Intracranial hemorrhage;

abscess; fracture; foreign body; evacuation of cerebro-

spinal fluid through the lateral ventricle; as a preliminary

step to osteoplastic resection and to linear craniectomy;

epilepsy; bullet and other wounds; small tumors; drainage

of frontal sinus; drainage of mastoid antrum and cells;

thrombosis of venous sinuses."— (Bickham's Operative

Surgery.)
2. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 335; or

Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 407

3. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery"
and 481; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (.19°

464.

4. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery

and 928; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (190

774-

(190S), pages 526

8), pages 505 and

(1908), pages 926

8), pages 773 and

5. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 399;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1057.

6. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 1073,

1075 and 1080; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 999

and 978.

7. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 1213

and 1215; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 1132 and

1 142.

8. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 257,

258 and 261; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 239,

240 and 241.

9. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 98,

102, 104, etc.; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 168.

etc.

10. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908). page 1314;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1222.

The Treatment of Leprosy.—R. Garcia Rijo reviews

the different treatments of leprosy. In his practice he has

employed the oil of chaulmoogra (Gynocardia odorata)

in capsules and in frictions without good results. The
drug has also a very bad taste. The red mangrove in ex-

tract has also been extensively employed by Garcia Rijo,

and although it has advantage over chaulmoogra oil in

that it is easily taken, the results are far from satisfactory.

He has also employed ichthyol and eucalyptus, but with

no results. The arsenical preparations have been used in

several cases, especially the arsenate, cacodylate, and metar-
sinate of sodium, and he has obtained satisfactory results,

even to the extent of claiming to have cured one case.

He has been using atoxyl lately, and he gives the histories

of five cases cured or greatly improved by the injections

of this drug. He concludes that in spite of the small

number of cases he thinks himself right to believe that

this drug has a very marked influence on leprosy, espe-

cially on the nodular forms. He knows the dangers con-

nected with the drug, and therefore recommends great
caution in using it.

—

Cronica Mcdico-Quirurgica de la Ha-
hafia.

M^himi itfma.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of October 29, 1910.

142
18

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpox, yellow fever, cholera, and plague have
been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health,
and Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended
October 28, 1910.

CHOLERA.
PL.\CE. DATE. CASES DEATHS.

Arabia: Maskat Sept. 21 al2 10
Austria-Hungary Sept. 23-Oct. 5. . . . 12 5

Hungary, general Sept. 25-Oct. 5. . . . 56 26
Budapest Sept. 2S-0ct. 1 2 4
Trieste Oct. 16 1

Vienna Sept. 18-24 2

Denmark: Copenhagen Sept. 27 1

On a steamer from Holland.

a

France: Marseille Oct. 5 1

From S. S. Bosphore from Piraeus.
Germany: Marienburg Sept. 19-Oct. 2. . . . 7 3

Sommerau Sept. 22 1 1

India: Bombay Sept. 14-20 .. 3

Madras Sept. 9-16 .. 26
Italy Oct. 17-22 139 100

Outside of Naples,
Girgenti Oct. 21 1

Naples Oct. 17-22 29 9
Palermo Oct. 21 4

Trapani Oct. 21 1

Japan: Kobe Sept. 19-25 36 19
Java:Batavia Sept. 4-10 12 7

Persia: Ardabil July 3 1 -Aug. 2 1 SO
Chudja Sept. 4 2 1

Enzeli Aug. 19-21 3 3

Khorassan Province

—

Badjuirian Aug. 1-Sept. 4 2 I

Nir Sept. 4 . . Present
Serab Aug. 4-27.

Russia, general Sept. 4-10 7,559 3,557
City of St. Petersburg Sept. 4-10 369 115
City of Cronstadt Sept. 4-10 3 6
Governments:

St. Petersburg Sept. 4-10 52 31
Vologda Sept. 4-10 20 IS

Olenetz Sept, 4-10 9 4
Pskow Sept. 4-;0 2

Novgorod Sept. 4-10 28 24
Livonia Sept. 4-10 7 3

Turkey: Bagdad Oct. 24 . . Present
Prakil Sept, 25-Oct. 1 1 1

Trebizond Sept, 2S-0ct. 1 166 98
a From the Veroffentlichungen des Kaiserlichen Gesundheitsamtes.

Oct. 5, 1910.
YELLOW FEVER.

Brazil: Bahia Aug. 20-26 14 10
Manaos Sept. 11-24 5 5

Ecuador: Duran Sept. 1 6-30 . ....... 1

Guayaqiiil Sept, 16-30 2 2

Mexico: Campeche Oct, 9-15 2
PLAGUE

Brazil: Bahia Aug, 20-26 3 3

Ecuador: Babahoyo, , Sept. 16-30
Duran Sept. 16-30
Guayaquil Sept. 16-30

Great Britain: London Oct. 18
From S. S. Oceana, from Bombay.

Oct. 19
From S, S, Hindle, from Bombay,

India: Bombay Sept. 14-20
Kurrachee Sept. 3-17
Rangoon Sept. 4-10

Russia: Odessa Sept. 24-Oct. 1 . . . .

Venezuela: Caracas Oct. 20
Zanzibar Sept. 1-14

SMALLPOX
Belgium: Antwerp Sept. 2S-Oct. 1.. . .

Germany, general Oct. 1

India: Madras Sept. 9-16
Mexico: Aguascalientes Sept. 13-Oct. 8. , . .

Mexico Sept. 4-24
San Luis Potosi Sept. 1-Oct. 8

Persia: Teheran June 2I-Aug. 24, , .

Russia: Riga Sept, 19-Oct, 1

St. Petersburg Sept. 18-24

Spain: Barcelona Sept. 26-Oct. 2. . , .

Seville Sept. 1-30

Switzerland: Zurich, canton Sept. 25-Oct. 1. . . .

Zanzibar Aug. 25-Sept. 14...
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THE RELATION OF THE ACID-FAST TU-
BERCLE BACILLUS TO OTHER FORMS

OF BACTERIAL LIFE.*

By STEPHEN J. MAKER. M.D.,

Three years ago at the International Conference,
von Behring and Much reported that they found
in all young tubercle, prebacillary coccal forms of

the causative agent of tuberculosis. Their findings

have been confirmed by several workers. Some
years previously Auclair, and Calmette, and Arlo-
ing, and Courmont grew non-acid-fast bacilh from
old growths of tubercle bacilli ; and the author
reported the growing of non-acid-fast cocci from
the spleens of guinea pigs injected with an almost
avirulent strain of human tubercle bacilli. These
announcements aroused only a perfunctory inter-

est. The teachers and the te.xt-books continued to

assert that the cause of tuberculosis is the acid-fast

tubercle bacillus, and that the acid-fast tubercle ba-

cillus is always derived from an acid-fast tubercle

bacillus, and that only acid-fast tubercle bacilli can
be developed from acid-fast tubercle bacilli.

For the purpose of again showing the inaccuracy
of these assertions, and in the hope of inducing

the Conference to take a livelier interest in the

whole matter, and perhaps of inducing the Inner
Council to recommend "The Relation of the .Acid-

Fast Tubercle Bacillus to Other Forms of Bacterial

Life" as a subject for general discussion at the next

meeting, I wish to report some observations which,

though often incomplete, seem to me important and
illuminating.

The young growths of tubercle bacilli, human,
bovine, or avian, on glycerin-broth, glycerin-agar

or glycerin-broth-potato, are consistently acid-fast

and stain entire, and are of a uniform size. .As the

bacillary scum on the surface of the glycerin-broth

in air-tight flasks grows old and heavj', and per-

haps a shade darker, smears will disclose the fact

that many individual bacilli have become abnor-

mally long, and have taken on a filamentous ap-

pearance. Later, say at the end of six months,

some bacilli will disclose a beaded or granular con-

tent, and some will have lost in part or entirely

their resistance to the acid. With the ordinary

Ziehl-Neilsen staining, or the Gabbett modification

of it, many bacilli will appear blue or unstained.

But these changes in the bacilli composing the scum
will be slight as compared with those undergone by

the bacilli that from time to time have fallen or

have been shaken to the bottom of the flask. No
change will be noticed in the gross appearance

of these heaps, but the microscope will promptly

*Read before the IX International .^ntitube^cuIosis

Conference, held in Brussels. October 5-8, igio.

show that they contain a large proportion of bacilli

that have lost their acid resistance. Many fields

will be blue, but sprinkled with short red rods, and
these short red rods will be single, surrounded by

a large blue linear halo, or they will be in small

nests separated by slender, often broken, actinomy-

cotic blue lines.

Growths of tubercle bacilli on blood serum and
glycerin-agar cannot be kept alive so long as the

growths in flasks of glycerin-broth because both the

medium and the bacilli dry up. But if one ex-

amines a good four-weeks' growth of tubercle ba-

cilli on glycerin-agar, one will find already a few
non-acid-fast or poorly acid-fast individuals ; and

at the end of eight or ten weeks, if the culture is

not dead, one or two c.c. of plain bouillon poured

into the tube, will, after forty-eight hours in the

thermostat, cause a remarkable change in the micro-

scopic picture. Many short well-stained acid-fast

bacilli will be seen, but they will be single or in

pairs, and with Ziehl staining they vvill stand out

in strong contrast to the pale pink or blue matrix

in which they lie.

I have found glycerin-potato a very satisfactory

medium for the .study of the old tubercle bacilli.

The growths of most strains of the tubercle ba-

cillus are more luxuriant on this medium than on

glvcerin-agar or blood serum, and they do not dry

U]-) so soon. The bacilli in the scum that form

on the surface of the liquid, and the bacilli that

grow on the surface of the potato, preserve well

their integrity and their normal staining character-

istics, even after the potato has lost half its bulk

bv evaporation. I\lanv of the bacilli that fall to

the bottom of the fluid soon lose wholly or in part

their resistance to acid, and after some weeks' im-

mersion, often do not crackle in the flame.

Sterile water or plain broth poured into these

(^Id tubes will cause a swelling of the potato and

of the growth, and in forty-eight hours the growth
will be found to contain : ( i ) Comparatively few
acid-fast rods imbedded in a non-acid-fast matrix

made up of lines, granular and non-granular, ar-

ranged in ovoidal masses suggesting naked yeast

cells: or, (2) Comparatively few tubercle bacilli of

recognizable shape in a matrix that is made up of

amorphous acid-fast granules of varying size, some
suggesting acid-fast yeast shapes, and others, acid-

fast cocci. In spite of these changes in the micro-
scopic picture, the bacterial heaps on the potato

will retain their gross appearance of pure cultures

of tubercle bacilli.

These changes in moistened old growths of tu-

bercle bacilli are easily demonstrated. .Are these

changes in appearance merely post-mortem or ante-

mortem changes? Are these acid-fast and non-
acid-fast coccal shapes and yeast shapes and slender

streptothrical vines that make up the various ma-
trices, alive or dead, and, if alive, are they capable
of development into something different from tu-
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bercle bacilli? And, if the answer to the last ques-
tion is in the affirmative, what relation to the tu-

bercle bacillus does this "something different" bear,

friendly or inimical?

I would answer that these new bacterial forms
are alive and are capable of independent growth
in their new forms, and that some of them at least

bear a friendly and adjuvant relation to the tubercle

bacillus, and that as to the others, I have not yet

sufficient evidence to justify an opinion. I have
reached these conclusions as the result of many
scattered laboratory' experiments during the last ten

years. Let me hurriedly describe one or two late

ones:

January 26 to a dozen ripe cultures of typical

and virulent tubercle bacilli, six to ten weeks old

in milk and on glycerin-agar, and on glycerin-broth-

potato, I added 3 c.c. of 5 per cent, glycerin-broth,

or 2 per cent, sugar-broth. On February 17 I

found that the growths of tubercle bacilli in the
milk had undergone no change. Thev were still

growing in great acid-fast strands. In the glycerin-

agar and the glycerin-broth-potato tubes there were
left a few t.b. of good shape and staining, but the
growth consisted mostly of granular clumps, some
acid-fast and some non-acid-fast, but which in

many places were of perfect yeast shapes. The
suggestion of yeast cells was strongest in the tubes
into which the glycerin-broth had been poured.
Grossly there was not the slightest sign of any
other kind of organism than tubercle bacilli, yet

every loopful from the crumbling bacterial mass
was found to be made up chiefly of the granular
round masses that bore no longer any resemblance
to tubercle bacilli. Some weeks later I added to

each of twenty-five glycerin-broth-potato cultures
of two strains of tubercle bacilli aged from four
weeks to eight weeks, enough plain broth to im-
merse half of the potato. The younger cultures

underwent very slight change. The tuljercle bacilli

in ninety-six hours were still almost all acid-fast
and continued afterwards to display the character-
istics of nonnal tubercle bacilli. All of the eight-

weeks old cultures underwent very striking meta-
morphoses ; the bacterial masses were found in

ninety-six hours to be largely non-acid-fast and
often unstained bacillary and coccal and yeastoid
and filamentous shapes.

Sub-cultures on glycerin-broth-potato from the
four-weeks'-old cultures to which the broth had
been added, gave pure cultures of acid-fast tubercle
bacilli. Sub-cultures from the eight-weeks'-old cul-

tures to which broth had been added resulted in

seven cases in a growth of pure acid-fast tubercle
bacilli, with an entire disappearance of the non-
acid-fast matrix ; in four cases in a persistence of
the non-acid-fast linear-matrix and its development
into a weak growth of a granular non-acid-fast rod
of the size and shape of tubercle bacillus ; in two
cases in a weak development of acid-fast and non-
acid-fast bacilli in the same tube ; in three cases
in no growth of any kind. In no case did the veas-
toid or coccal shapes in the original moistened ma-
trices persist in sub-cultures.

Five years ago to a flask of not very virulent
tubercle bacilli in glycerin-broth, and five-months'-
old, I added twice at a week's interval, 23 per cent,
of 2. per cent, sugar-broth. In four days the bac-
terial scum had become reddish in hue and con-
tained many swollen tubercle bacilli, and many ba-
cilli of the shape and size of tubercle bacilli that
were only very slightly resistant to acid. Sub-

culture on glycerinized or sweetened media gave

good red growths in forty-eight hours of an acid-

fast rod that looked like the acid-fast bacillus that

Moeller grew from timothy grass. At present,

when grown at room temperature, it loses much of

its acid-fast property, although still crackling

sharply in the flame, and still preserving its chromo-
genic powers. Its acid resistance may be even now
restored almost entirely by cultivating it at 37° in

milk, or in a less degree by cultivating it at 37°

in glycerin-broth or on LoefHer's serum.

Some years later in studying old glycerin-broth

cultures of this same slightly virulent strain of

tubercle bacilli. I found that if they were planted in

milk and grown for three weeks in the milk, and
the resulting rather filamentous and granular but

perfectly acid-fast bacilli, were planted on glycerin-

broth-potato, the result was a very weak growth
with a swelling of the contained coccal granules,

and that a further sub-culture resulted frequently

in a yellowi.sh soft growth about the planted crumbs,

made up of coccal forms, acid-fast, partly acid-fast,

and not acid-fast, and identical in appearance with

the coccal granules in the remaining swollen tu-

bercle bacilli. These cocci were readily sub-cultured.

They lost their partial acid resistance when grown
at room temperature; but retained it if kept at 37°.

Thev did not change milk. They crackled in the

flame. Thev caused the formation of tiny nodes in

injecte<l guinea pigs from which the animal quickly

recovered. They did not vaccinate the injected

animals against subsequent injections of tubercle

bacilli. Cultures killed by heat caused mild reac-

tions in injected tuberculous patients.

I thought at first that the explanation of these

phenomena lay in the fact that this strain of al-

most non-pathogenic tubercle bacilli had been cul-

tivated so long—nearly twenty years—that it had
retrogressed towards its saphrophitic form, and that

therefore its behavior was not a fair indication of

what the virulent tubercle bacillus would do under
similar circumstances. In these last years I have
pursued the subject somewhat, and although I have
failed with a good many strains of virulent tubercle

bacilli to break down the old granular tubercle ba-

cilli into partly acid-fast cocci, and have frequently

failed to develop chromogenic quick-growing cul-

tures of acid-fast bacilli from old glycerin-broth

cultures of tubercle bacilli, I have been entirely

successful with three different virulent strains, one

isolated by the late Dr. Leonard Pearson of the

University of Pennsylvania, one isolated by Dr.

Nathan Raw of Liverpool, and one isolated by the

writer, from cases of human pulmonarv tubercu-

losis.*

Avian tubercle bacilli, which at the ordinani' ages

of three to six weeks' stain solid, and are of normal

size and shape, will appear in ten-months'-old glyc-

erin broth cultures to have lengthened out into

acid-fast filamentous forms, punctuated with less

acid-fast coccal forms, .\fter many trials. I suc-

ceeded three years ago in grow'ing these granular

filamentous forms of avian tubercle bacilli, m a

*.K technique which has been suggested for securing

the quick-growing acid-fast rods is that the tubes con-
taining luxuriant fnur-weeks'-old growths of human
tubercle bacilli on glycerin-broth-potato be put at room
temperature for a few days—not less than two da.ys

—

and that then there be made generous plants in tubes
of glycerin-broth or preferably lactose- or glucose-
broth, that the tubes be shaken for a few minutes every
day for a few days after the third day, and finally tha.t

^ub-cultures be made on any of the ordinary glycerin-
ized or sweetened media.
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series of half a dozen sub-cultures. When these

filamentous tubercle bacilli were planted in glycerin-

broth and permitted to sink to the bottom of the

flask, the resulting growth and sub-cultures were
red and of a partly acid-fast coccus, which in fluid

media grew in small clumps of rosaries.

Bovine tubercle bacilli in my hands have acted

somewhat differently. In old pure glycerin-broth

cultures they swelled at one end or in the middle.

In the swollen parts a less acid-fast coccal granule

developed. Planted in plain or sweetened broth,

these granules became free and grew as cocci, which
were readily sub-cultured, but except in old sub-

cultures showed not even a partial acid resistance.

Concerning the several bacterial forms that I

liave derived from old cultures of tubercle bacilli.

it is to be noted that none of them digests milk or

changes its reactions to litmus, and that most of

thcni preserve some of the acid-fast property of the

tubercle bacillus, and that so far as my incomplete

investigation has disclosed, all of them have a

power to cause slight reactions, that have many of

the characteristics of tuberculin reactions.

I realize thoroughly that when I claim that cul-

turable bacterial forms other than tubercle bacilli

can grow from old tubercle bacilli, I will be met
with a first cry of "contamination." That is a

charge that is usually hard to refute, but it is not

so difficult here

:

I.—Because of the appearance and development

of the cocca! granules in the old bacillary forms
before their extra-hacillary appearance and develop-

ment;
2.— Because of the convincing pictures of the re-

lationship between the free and contained cocci

shown in the second and third sub-culture on hard

glvcerinized or sweetened media

;

3.—Because of the ease with which the transition

from the acid-fast slow-growing tubercle bacillus

to the chromogenic quick growing purely acid-fast

or not acid-fast bacillus can be followed on smears

:

4.—Because of the slight viability of the non-

acid-fast rods and cocci derived from the old or

moistened cultures of tubercle bacilli. It was only

by quick and frequent sub-culturings that they

could at first be kept alive. They could not have

lived forty-eight hours in the media on which the

tubercle bacilli were growing.

5.—Because every culture of tubercle bacilli that

gave me these strange coccal and bacillary growths

was capable before sophistication and when planted

on favorable media, of growing pure sub-cultures

of acid-fast tubercle bacilli.

A second criticism of such results as are out-

lined in this paper is, "Their improbability. The
facts within our knowledge of tubercidosis and bac-

teriology do not warrant a belief in them." For

the present, a sufficient answer to this criticism is

:

Our knowledge of the causation of tuberculosis is

limited to the two facts, (i) That the acid-fast

tubercle bacillus is found in most cases of tuber-

culosis, and (2) That the acid-fast tubercle bacillus

can cause tuberculosis in susceptible animals.

Neither of these facts is impugned by the findings

related in this paper.

On the other hand, in support of the probability

of these findings are the following:

I. Much's well-confirmed claims that pre-bacil-

lary and pre-acid-fast stages of Koch's organism

are recognizable by special staining metliod, in all

voung tubercle.

II. The work of .Arloing and Courmont. Auclair

and their associates in deriving homogeneous liquid

cultures of non-acid-fast or poorly acid-fast tu-

bercle bacilli from old growths of acid-fast tubercle

bacilli.

III. The remarkably persistent similarity in the

so-called "secondary" bacterial flora in any given

case of breaking down tubercle.

IV. The fact that the non-acid-fast "secondary"

organisms, whether isolated from the wall of a pul-

monary cavity or from tuberculous . bone, or any
other tuberculous area, and whether they have the

cultural and tinctorial characteristics of the strepto-

coccus or the diphtheria bacillus or whatever their

form may be. have no pathogenic effect on healthy

animals. (Ravenel.)

V. By the fact that the new tuberculin tests,

particularly the von Pirquet skin test, frequently

give positive reactions, when careful autopsies dis-

close no sign whatever of tuberculosis, as the word
is at present understood.

VI. By the fact that caseous material and effused

pleural fluid that reveal no tubercle bacilli to the

most diligent examination, so frequently produce
prompt and severe tuberculosis when injected into

guinea pigs.

\ II. By the behavior of the non-pathogenic acid-

fast bacilli when subjected to the influence of some-
what unfavorable or unaccustomed environment.
Cantacuzene of Bucharest has shown that Moeller's

timothy bacilli, when injected intraperitoneally

into rabbits, lose for the first generations their waxy
capsule, and that it is only after some days or

weeks that they become acid-fast again. The Grass-
berger bacillus, at least the strain I have of it.

grows entirely acid-fast in milk, and almost entirely

non-acid-fast in glycerin-broth or in glycerin-agar.

VIII. By the suggestive frequency with which
quick growing acid-fast bacilli are found in the nasal

secretions of lepers, and inhabitants of leprous dis-

tricts (Karlinski) ; and by the number of observers

who when trying to cultivate the slender slow-
growing leprosy bacillus from leprous nodes, have
instead secured only growths of a quick-growing
acid-fast bacillus which has been discarded because
it does not produce leprosy. (Levy. Czaplewski.
Bordonni-Uffreduzzi. Bornet, Spronck. and others.)

IX. By the fact that in spite of the comparative
harmlessness of the ordinary acid-fast organisms
isolated from grass and hay and butter, etc.. most
of the experiments have shown that the blood of

the animal injected with these acid-fasts agglutin-

ates tubercle bacilli, and vice-versa.

X. By the findings of .'\. Moeller. who reported
as long as igoo, that from all the ripe tuberculous

nodes of affected cattle and hogs he was able to

isolate besides the tubercle bacillus an acid-fast

bacillus, that was thicker than the bovine tubercle

bacillus and that grew in orange red colonies at

room temperature as well as at 37° and that in fact

closely corresponded to the acid-fast quick-grow-
ing bacillus that I have derived from old cultures

of human tubercle bacilli.

XI. By the following disjunct facts of my own
observations

:

I.—Acid-fast bacilli, often closely simulating tu-

bercle bacilli in appearance, can be developed in

difficult media from the acid-fast spores of such
ordinary non-acid-fast bacilli as Bacillus wvcoides.
and Bacillus suhtilis.

2.—When Bacilli typhosi are grown at room tem-
perature for a month in plain broth and sub-cul-

tured in weaklv nutrient but normallv saline broth
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(equal parts of physiological salt solution and plain

broth), a large proportion—sometimes one-half

—

will be acid- fast. A similar striking development of

acid resistance will be shown by many strains of

Klebs-Loeffler bacilli when grown at room tempera-

ture for two weeks in equal parts of sugar-broth

and salt solution.

3.—Glycerin-broth cultures killed by heat, or fil-

tered, of cocci or streptococci or yeast cells isolated

from tuberculous pus, have the power to induce in

tuberculous patients, a mild reaction closely simu-

lating the tuberculin reaction.

4.—From the blood of a hospital patient suffering

from acute endocarditis, I isolated a bacillus that

grew in chains, of which one link of three was
acid-fast. There was no history of rheumatism or

other infection. At autopsy, the only finding w-as

of a small, oM but caseous tuberculous area in the

right apex. This bacillus did not cause tuberculosis

in injected guinea pigs.

5.—From the effused fluid of three cases of tuber-

culous pleurisy kept at room temperature for four

days, I have found a bacillus that was sometimes

acid-fast, and sometimes not; that is. in every field

stained by Ziehl. individuals uniform in shape and
size would be, some red, some partly red and partly-

blue, and some entirely blue. Sub-cultures on vari-

ous media resulted in growths of an entirely non-

acid-fast bacillus.

6.

—

M. T., a bright girl of ten years, afier a

prodromal period of lassitude and depression and
aversion to study, and of slight fevers, began to

cough. The first specimens of sputum showed no
acid-fast organisms. Two weeks later there ap-

peared an occasional thick, weakly acid-fast rod, in

clumps or lines of rods of similar size, but not acid-

fast. In frequent examinations of sputum, these

acid-fast rods were seen to increase in number,
actually and relatively, and to become more and
more slender and soon to be indistinguishable from
the classical tubercle bacillus. Roth lungs became
rapidly involved and the patient died with all the

symptoms of an acute pulmonary tuberculosis.

7.—M. M.. a nun. who had been under treatment

for several months for apical and laryngeal tubercu-

losis, and who had had characteristic tubercle bacilli

in her sputum, showed suddenly marked ameliora-

tion of symptoms and coincidently the tubercle ba-

cilli in her sputum became very thick and few. The
next specimen of sputum and dozens of specimens

since contained no acid-fast organisms, but were
almost pure cultures of a non-acid-fast granular
bacillus, that both with the Neiser stain and with

alkaline methylene blue, appeared to be perfect diph-

theria bacilli. It is now six years since her im-

provement began. She has been teaching school

for five years, and has had from sixty to eighty

pupils in her class. Twice during that time, at the

close of the school year, she has had return of cough
and laryngeal distress, and a return of a few acid-

fest bacilli in her sputum.
8.—II. S.. a consumptive, with an afternoon tem-

perature which for months ranged from 102° to

104°, and in whose sputum there are ordinarily a

dozen or more orthodox tubercle bacilli in every

field, has three times given me sputa which con-

tained no perfect tubercle bacilli, but did contain

thicker poorly acid-fast bacilli, in small clumps or

strings of non-acid-fast bacilli of similar shape and
size. The specimens that contained the normal tu-

bercle bacilli contained none or few of the unusual
acid-fast rods.

9.—K. A., a tall, athletic girl of twenty years,

skylarking with her brother, had the rug on which
she stood pulled with such unexpected force that

she fell at full length, striking the right side of
her head violently on the hardwood floor. No
bones were broken, but within a week she was
conscious of queer trouble about the hurt temporal
area. There was no evidence of inflammation of
the bone, but she had spells of pain and tinnitus

and dizziness. In spite of a great variety of treat-

ments, none of them operative, she grew worse
slowly for weeks, then the whole side of her head
took to aching, and she developed a very irritating

cough. That lasted without any expectoration for
several weeks. As the cough increased, the pain in

the head and all the ear symptoms grew better, and
she regained her lost weight. The cough was very
annoying. Finally she had a small hemoptysis, and
ever since has been able to raise small amounts of
sputum which almost invariably contained clumps
of slender filamentous bacilli that, stained with
Ziehl, varied in color in most clumps from a bright
red to a pale pink, and sometimes to a pale blue,

and sometimes to unstained forms. Clinically, she
is suffering from a mild pulmonarj' tuberculosis.

She reacts promptly to tuberculin.

10.—K. H., a young woman in whose ear-wa.x
were the ordinary acid-fast cerumen bacilli, used an
ear spoon so vigorously as to start an inflammatory
process in one ear. When that healed the glands
under the angle of the jaw swelled and one sup-

purated. The pus contained short, straight, acid-

fast bacilli, but injected into a guinea pig caused
no tubercle. She did not react to the von Pirquet
tuberculin test. Plants of the pus on plain agar
or plain broth gave no growths, but plants of the

pus on glycerinized media gave a pure, soft growth
of a short, slow-growing granular bacillus that

crackled in the flame, and of which one of the con-
tained granules, was frequently distinctly acid-fast.

A vaccine made from this organism caused local

reaction, but had no curative effect. The glands re-

mained swollen for several months, but they melted
away very quickly with small doses of old tuber-

culin.

II.—I have tried for many years to get a pure
culture of acid-fast bacilli from the smegma of a

patient on whom they often grew in apparently

jnire culture. I have always failed, but I have re-

peatedly convinced myself from closely observing
the changes undergone by very generous plants of

these bacilli on various media, that the planted ba-

cilli grew, but grew non-acid-fast. The resultant

growths were granular, gram-positive bacilli, that

did not change milk : that throve only on glycerin-

ized or sweetened media, and that developed some
slight acid resistance when grown on human blood

agar.

12.—.\spirated creamy pus from the swollen

cervical gland of a young woman of tuberculous

family, repeatedly digested milk, but revealed no

bacterial forms, either intracellular or extracellular.

Sub-cultures, made from the milk gave invariably a

slow, red growth of a partl\' acid-fast coccus ar-

ranged in chains, which was morphologically and
tinctorially identical with the coccus derived from

old avian human tubercle l)acilli. This organ-

ism had no power to digest or otherwise change
milk.

13.—The tubercle bacilli, when in great numbers
in sputum, preserve well their shape and acid re-

sistance after many months at room temperature, if
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protected from the air. But in specimens to which
equal parts of mili< have been added, the tubercle

bacilli in a short time at room temperature lose

their outline in more or less acid-fast graiuilar

clumps that strongly suggest the matrices described

in the moistened old growths of the pure culture

of tubercle bacilli. And in the clumps there de-

velops a larger granular non-acid-fast streptothrical

rod.

14.—From the very tuberculous livers of six

guinea pigs, dead six to ten weeks after injection

with pure human tubercle bacilli, I have recently

isolated pure cultures of very feeble yeast cells by

crushing the liver substance and planting on plain

potato. These yeasts did not grow at all on other

media that was not sweetened or glycerinized, and

gave only very faint growths on any media. The
livers of an equal number of control guinea pigs

gave no growth when subjected to the same
technique.

13.—Several times in the last few years I have

found in the little cheesy nodes of guinea pigs that

had been injected with coccal acid-fasts, bacilli of

perfect t.b. shape. Yet plants of these crushed

nodes, on various glycerinized media, gave only

pure cultures of the coccal forms that had been

injected.

Perhaps the tentative deductions from such a

paper as this may be best put in the form of ques-

tions :

1. Is not the acid -fast tubercle bacillus simply a

most highly specialized acid-fast bacillus that Ii;i^

acquired the faculty of resisting the lytic power
of the animal cell ? And like all other acid-fast

bacilli, was it not derived originally from a ii'ii-

acid-fast bacillus?

2. Does not the hope for the infected animal lie

not in killing the invader outright, but in depriving;

him of his acid-fast armor and weapons ?

3. Does not the great sensitiveness of the tubcrck-

bacillus to change of environment in vitro, afford a

key to the solution of nature's cures of tuberculou-

animals?

4. \Mien the infected animal is cured by change

and fresh air. is it not because in the new environ-

ment the tubercle bacillus has difficulty in perfect-

ing its acid-fast development and therefore grows

non-acid-fast or poorly acid-fast, or breaks up int"

cocci, which may or may not win the next battle

with the cells? (If the cells win, the patient recov-

ers. If the cells lose, the coccal and rod forms

quickly break down surrounding tissue entrench-

ments ; then slowly, as in vitro, begins again the

victorious progress of the acid-fast tubercle

bacilli.)

5. Is not all the literature concerning the or-

ganisms of the secondary invasion or of mixed in-

fection in tuberculous areas a huge blunder be-

cause of its failure to recognize the fact that the

so-called secondary invaders are practically always

derivatives of the struggling acid-fast tubercle

bacillus ?

6. Do not the facts here related of the devolu-

tion of the acid-fast tubercle bacillus into culturable

cocci and non-acid-fast bacilli, harmonize with and

complete the theory involved in the important com-

munications of Much and his followers, and Foul-

erton and others, and make the further and thor-

ough study of the points at issue, altogether the

greatest need in the present tuberculosis problem r

212 Orange Street.

THE DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC
VALUE OF LUMBAR PUNCTURE.*

By LEON LOURIA, M.D.,

When, in 1891, Quincke of Kiel introduced the

practice of lumbar puncture, he little dreamed of

the extensive possibilities and developments which

this simple surgical procedure would acquire. \i

first regarded as a startling mode of invasion ot

one of the most vulnerable parts of the body, it has,

through its widespread application, become one of

the easiest resources in the hands of the general

practitioner. Indeed, the latter may now perform

lumbar puncture with as little hesitation as a simple

paracentesis of the pleural cavity, and with even

greater and richer rewards in diagnosis and treat-

ment.

It is my purpose in this paper to review the recent

advances made in the theory and practice of lumbar
puncture, to indicate its increasing sphere of use-

fulness in a wide range of diseases, and to report

a few examples of my own experience with this

diagnostic and therapeutic measure.
It is quite natural that the subarachnoid ^])ace

should be the last of the great body cavities to yield

its secrets to the prying needle. One need only
recall a few of the simple anatomical relationships

of the cerebrospinal axis and of its enveloping mem-
branes to appreciate the fact that the cerebrospinal

fluid may undergo a host of changes in response to

the multitude of pathological conditions to which
the brain and spinal cord may be subject—changes
that are nutritive, toxic, vascular, traumatic, or in-

flammatory—and even in response to similar condi-

tions affecting remoter parts of the organism.
The cerebrospinal fluid possesses not only the

lubricating function which is similar to that of the

pleural and pericardial fluids, but, luilike the latter,

it forms a substantial water jacket whose elasticity

amply protects the cerebrospinal axis from the in-

jurious effects of sudden jars. In addition, it fills

the ventricles of the brain, and serves the important
hydrostatic function of permitting such changes in

the volume of the brain and spinal cord as result

from a varying blood supply. The cerebrospinal

fluid thus plays a happy physiological role : the

brain, enclosed within an unyielding bony box. is

capable of receiving a richer blood supply only by
virtue of the fact that part of the ceresbrospinal
fluid within its ventricles may readily be shifted

into the subarachnciid >pace of the spinal cord.

.\ccess to this space is most easilv accom-
plished by the introduction of a hollow needle,

four to ten cm. long, and having a lumen one
to one and a half mm. in diameter, between
the spinous processes of the third and fourth
or fourth and fifth lumbar vertebrje. or, prefer-
ably, between that of the fifth lumbar vertebne
and the sacrum. Tiie site of puncture is usually
on the level of an imaginary line joining the crests

of the ilia. The needle is inserted in the inter-

spinous space just below this level, in children in

the median line, and in adults a few millimeters to
one side of the median line ; in children to a depth
of two cm., in a horizontal direction, and in adults
to a depth of four to six cm., slightly inward and
upward. The operation is performed luider strict-

est aseptic precautions, under local anesthesia with

*Read before the Williamsburg Medical Society, April
II, 1910.
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ethyl chloride, and sometimes, in extremely neurotic

individuals, under general anesthesia. The patient

should preferably lie on his left side with his knees

drawn up and his back strongly arched. The sitting

posture is recommended for children by Pfaundler',

but this position has the disadvantage and danger of

permitting occasionally a sudden change in the pres-

sure of the cerebrospinal fluid. As soon as the

needle reaches the subarachnoid space, as evidenced

by a diminished resistance to its passage, and by

the issuance of the cerebrospinal fluid usually drop

by drop from its free end, the latter is attached by

means of a piece of rubber tubing twenty to forty

cm. long to one of the several forms of apparatus

for recording the pressure of the fluid. The simplest

of these, originally introduced by Quincke, consists

of an upright glass tube, ten to fifteen cm. long, and
two mm. in diameter, with its upper end bent into

an inverted U ; in this tube the height of the cerecro-

spinal fluid, and hence its pressure, is measured in

terms of millimeters of water by means of a scale.

More accurate than this device is the use of a

mercurial manometer, such as that recommended by

Pfaundler. This consists of a Sahli mercurial man-
ometer connected with the needle by means of rub-

ber tubing and disconnected after the pressure is

read. This device has recentl)' been modified by

G. E.- Erbright=, who, by means of the interposition

of a T-shaped nickel-plated tube, with a suitable ar-

rangement of valves between the needle and the

manometer, is able to record the pressure, collect

the fluid, and regulate its speed of outflow, without

removing the manometer. Still more recently W.
Kausch^ has invented an instrument by means of

which Iwrnbar puncture, the injection of fluids into

the subarachnoid space, and the estimation of the

pressure of the fluid may all be accomplished with-

out the escape of any of the latter from its contain-

ing membrane.
A "dry tap" is an indication that the needle has

not reached its proper destination, or that its lumen
is occluded (to avoid this contingency a stylet is

used with the larger needles), or that the exudate
is too thick to flow, or that the pressure of the

cerebrospinal fluid is negative, as may occur when
the cerebral portion of the subarachnoid space is

^hut off from the spinal portion by means of inflam-

matory adhesions or a new growth. The needle

may wound the plexus of veins beneath the dura, in

which event a few drops of blood will succeed the

puncture, to be followed by the clearer cerebro-

spinal fluid. This event is to be differentiated from
a true hemorrhagic condition of the cerebrospinal

fluid by the fact that in the latter the blood is evenly
distributed throughout the fluid. When the flow of

the fluid is sluggish Curschmann* recommends the

application of ice to the extremities as a means of
(iromoting the flow. Not more than thirtv c.c. of

fluid should be removed at any one time, nor should
the pressure of the fluid be allowed to fall below
the normal.

In health the cerebrospinal fluid is colorless like

water, of alkaline reaction, and of low specific grav-
ity (1005 to 1007). It is continually under a tension
consisting of two components, namely, hydrostatic
and elastic pressures, the former depending upon the
perpendicular position of the cerebrospinal axis,

and the latter upon the elastic tension of the fluid

within the body. The normal pressure is from 60
to 100 mm. of water (10 to 33 mm. of mercurv).
Chemically this fluid contains a small amount of
albumin in the form of globulin (.02 to .05 per

cent.), glucose and a trace of another copper-re-

ducing substance, probably pyrocatechin, fat, cho-

lesterin, chlorides, sulphates, phosphates, sodium
lactate, traces of cholin, and occasionally urea.

There is a larger amount of potassium as compared
to sodium. The freezing point is— 60° to— 65'

C. Microscopically the fluid shows an average of

five cells per millimeter, chiefly leucocytes and endo-
thelial cells. The amount of cerebrospinal fluid

present in the body has not been determined.

The pathological conditions that cause variations

in the appearance and composition of the cerebro-

spinal fluid are so numerous that one cannot make
a comprehensive survey of them without an attempt

at classification, as follows

:

1. Diseases of the meninges; (a) acute inflam-

matory or infective meningitis, meningococcic.

tuberculous, pneumococcic, streptococcic, staphylo-

coccic, influenzal, typhoid, colon bacillus, etc.
;
(b 1

chronic inflammatory, tuberculous, or secondary
to trauma, toxemia, or intoxications (alcoholic) ;

(c) syphilitic meningitis; (d) acute traumatic men-
ingitis, serous, or hemorrhagic, epidural, and sub-

dural hematomata, pachymeningitis externa hemor-
rhagica

;
(e) malignant disease of the meninges;

(f) epidural and subdural abscess; (g) meningis-

mus (infections, intoxications, and reflex irrita-

tions).

2. Diseases of the brain and cord; (a) acute in-

flammatory, acute encephalitis, acute poliomyelitis,

acute myelitis, abscess of the brain or cord, sinus

thrombosis; (b) chronic productive, paresis, tabes;

(c) malignant disease of the brain or cord; (d)

cerebrospinal syphilis; (e) hemorrhage into the

brain or cord; (f) functional neurosis, epilepsy.

tetany, chorea.

3. Pressure upon the brain or cord by fracture,

hemorrhage or new growth.

4. Ependymitis, acute or chronic, resulting in

hydrocephalus.

5. Constitutional diseases ; ( a ) chlorosis, (h )

uremia, including eclampsia of pregnancy; (c)

cutaneous affections.

A clear conception of the changes wrought in the

cerebrospinal fluid by any of the above conditions

is rendered possible by the consideration of a few
general principles.

The pressure of this fluid is increased by all

causes that add to its volume. These may be

enumerated as follows : Ependymitis, congenital or

acquired, causing hydrocephalus ; the various in-

flammatory diseases of the cerebrospinal axis or its

membranes ; tumors of, or hemorrhage into, the

brain, or fracture of the skull, that by pressure

interfere with the proper drainage and consequent
absorption of the cerebrospinal fluid ; hydremic
conditions of the blood, such as e.xist in chlorosis, in

which there is an increased transudation into the

ventricles and subarachnoid space ; toxic conditions

of the entire organism, such as uremia and lead

encephalopathy, causing an irritation of the

meninges and an increased secretion of fluid. De-
pendent upon the kind and severity of the disease,

the pressure of the spinal fluid varies all the way
from 200 to 800 mm. water (15 to 60 mm. Hg.)
The accompanying table, adapted from Pfaundler

and Schlossman.^ "^hows some of the marked dif-

ferences of pressure in children as measured in milli-

ineters of mercury

:

mm. Hg.
Normal infants 10 to 20.

" older cliildren 15 to 25.
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mm. Hg.
Tuberculous meningitis—

State of irritation and pressure 50 to 100.

State of paralysis Not increased.

Meningococcic meningitis Up to 50.

Suppurative
" Up to 40.

Serous
"

Increased.
Clironic internal Iiydrnccphalus Up to 60.

Cerebral tumor Sometimes increase;!.

Meningismus Sligbt increase, max-
imum 45.

Functional neuroses Usually increased
Simis thrombosis Often increased.

The cerebrospinal fluid is clear and transparent

in acute and chronic serotis meningitis, in syphilitic

meningitis, often in meningococcic meningitis, and
in parcels, tabes, hydrocephakis, uremia and chlo-

rosis ; and in tuberculous meningitis, clear, with a

faint, cloudy coagulum that forms on standing. It

may be slightly b'ood-tinged in hemorrhagic menin-
gitis, malignant disease of the meninges, or of the

brain or cord, and in fracture of the skull, or it may
contain an abundant admixture of blood, in hemor-
rhage into the brain or cord. It may be slightly

opalescent from a slight admixture of cellular ele-

ments, or may contain a considerable amount of pus,

as in the various forms of infective meningitis,

meningococcic. pneumococcic, staphylococcic, influ-

enzal, etc.

On chemical examination the cerebrospinal fluid

presents striking and characteristic changes in

various pathological conditions. The copper-reduc-
ing substarces sugar and pyrocatechin, which are

normally present to the extent of from .002 to .006

per cent., are completelv absent in inflammatory con-

ditions of the meninges, and gradually return as

these conditions improve. Even in serous meningitis
sugar and its accompaniment may be absent. The
absence of these copper-reducing substances goes
hand in hand with the process of exudation.
The estimation of the amount of albumin, which

is normally present in the form of globulin to the

extent of .02 to .05 per cent., is of diagnostic value

in various morbid conditions. The following table,

adapted from Simon." shows the wide range of

variations in the content of albumin

:

Chronic hydrocephalus Traces.
Serous meningitis 05 to .075 per cent.

Tumors of the brain Traces to .08 per cent.

Chronic hydrocephalus the re-

sult of hyperemia I to .7 per cent.

Tuberculous meningitis i to .3 per cent.

Mott and Halliburton^ found that in paralytics

the amount of albumin is increased threefold, and
that nucleo-albumin. which is absent in health, is

present in small amount. Two recent tests have beeti

devised for the easy determination of this excess

of globulin, namely, the Noguchi reaction and the

ammonium sulphate ring test. The Noguchi reac-

tion consists in boiling two parts of spinal fluid with
five parts of a 10 per cent, solution of butyric acid

in saline solution for a few seconds, and then adding
one part of a normal sodium hydrate solution, and
again boiling briefly. A granular or flocculent pre-

cipitate is obtained on standing. The ammonium
sulphate ring test* is performed as follows : Two
c.c. of a saturated solution of ammonium sulphate
are placed in a test tube and i c.c. of cerebrospinal
fluid is superimposed upon its surface as in the

Heller test for albtimin. A positive reaction con-

sists in the formation of a thin, clear-cut grayish
white ring between the two liquids, like a thin sheet

of paper. This ring should form within three min-
utes and within half an hour its surface should show

a delicate mesh appearance resembling a fine cob-

web.
According to L. Merzbacher," in paresis there is

a marked increase in the amount of globulin, which
increase is not found in tabes or in the other syph-

ilitic or parasyphilitic conditions. This chemical

difference is of diagnostic importance, for in all of

these conditions a lymphocytosis is the rule. J. Bill-

strdm'" found this globulin increase in 100 per

cent, of thirty-four cases of general paralysis, em-
ploying the technique of Nonne and Apelt for the

fractional precipitation of albumin. This increase

was also found in five out of seven cases of con-

genital syphilis in which the cerebrospinal fluid was
examined by Tobler.^' In suppurative and hemor-
rhagic conditions of the meninges there is also an
increase in the globulin content of the cerebrospinal

fluid. The following table constructed from figures

given in Pfaundler and Schlossnian'- shows the dif-

ferences in the content of globulin in children

:

Normal finding 02 to .05 per cent.

Tuberculous meningitis

—

State of Irrita'n and Pressure..! to 7 (aver. 2) per cent.

State of paralysis .A.verage 4 per cent.

Meningococcus meningitis Increased up to I per cent.

Acute serous menin.gitis 1 percent.
Chronic internal hydrocephalus. .Normal.
Cerebral tumor Often increased, excep-

tionally to 8 per cent.

Meningismus Rarely slightly increased
to I per cent

Functional neuroses
Sinus thrombosis Oft'n somewhat increas'd

In tuberculous meningitis there is a gradual in-

crease in the amount of globulin in the course of

the entire process. It is to be noted that the globulin

content is greater than i per cent, in exudations or

tumors, and greater than 5 per cent, only in tuber-

culous and suppurative meningitis.

W^ithin recent years some significance has been
attached to the investigation, in various diseased

conditions of the nervous system, of the amount of
cholin which is normally present in traces. This
has been detected in larger amounts by Donath'' in

cases of epilepsy, paresis, tabes, cerebral abscess,

and other diseases. Coriat''' found that the largest

amounts of cholin are present in paresis.

From the diagnostic viewpoint, the cytological

examination of the cerebrospinal fluid reveals the

most important changes. In the acute infective

forms of meningitis there is a polynucleosis of vary-
ing degree. This is strikingly seen in epidemic
meningococcic, pneumococcic, staphylococcic and in-

fluenzal meningitis. In the tuberculous form lymph-
ocytosis is the rule. In the later stages of the acute
infective forms, where recovery occurs, there is a

progressive increase of the lymphocytes together
with a progressive diminution of the polynuclear
leucocytes,'^ while in the tuberculous variety, if

there is a mixed infection, polynucleosis occurs. A
lymphocytosis is of eminent diagnostic significance
in differentiating cerebrospinal syphilis and paresis,

in which it is an almost constant accompaniment,
from other diseases of the nervous system, chiefly

functional, that may otherwise closely resemble
them. In twelve out of fourteen cases of con-
genital syphilis, Tobler'" found pronounced lympho-
cytosis. The importance of this lymphocytosis is

emphasized by Waterman'" in differentiating paresis
from other psychoses, and in differentiating cere-
bral tumors from gummatous growths. An in-

crease of lymphocytes is also found in multiple
sclerosis, mumps, and herpes zoster. In a very
small proportion of the cases of malignant disease
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of the brain and cord, cancer cells may be isolated

from the cerebrospinal fluid. Thus Sicard and Gy^'

report the finding of sarcomatous cells.

The bacteriology of the cerebrospinal fluid, while

more difficult of
'

investigation than the cytology,

gives precision in the diagnosis of tuberculous men-

ingitis, in which the tubercle bacillus is found in the

spinal fluid in from 50 to 75 per cent, of the cases,

and also renders possible the differentiation of the

various acute infective forms from one another.

The isolation of typhoid and influenza bacilli from

the cerebrospinal fluid enables one to regard, as the

result of a true meningitis, a set of symptoms that

might otherwise have been regarded as a mere ex-

pression of meningismus. The diphtheria, and the

colon bacilli, the streptococcus, staphylococcus, and

the Bacillus pyocyaneus, have all been demon-

strated, though rarely, in the spinal fluid.
_
The

tubercle bacilli are usually found by examining a

portion of the fine fibrinous network that forrns

near the surface of the cerebrospinal fluid. This

examination is facilitated by the process of in-

oscopy,^'* or the preliminary digestion of the fibrin-

ous network by means of pepsin. FiJrbringer''*'

found tubercle bacilli in 70 per cent, of his cases.

The important diagnostic applications of lumbar

puncture find a lesser rival in the therapeutic uses

of this procedure. Although there are some ob-

servers who still cherish a sceptic attitude toward

the therapeutic efficiency of lumbar puncture, yet

the accumulating experiences of the last few years

are sufficient to prove that tapping of the subarach-

noid space may be distinctly curative, may serve

to prolong life, or may relieve distressing symp-

toms. These effects may be attributed to one or

more of the following agencies: (i) drainage, (2)

diminution of the abnormally increased pressure

upon the brain and cord (decompression"), (3) the

production of passive hyperemia of the brain or

cord, and (4) as a preliminary step in the process

of injecting antitoxic sera into the subarachnoid

space.

There can be no doubt that in the acute infective

forms of meningitis the drainage of the purulent

fluid, loaded with microorganisms and toxins, is

at any rate justified upon the ground of general

surgical expediency. Unfortunately, in most of

these cases, this procedure alone is insufficient to

prevent a fatal outcome. Nevertheless, beginning

with Lenharz in 1905, a number of clinicians have

extolled the curative value of repeated lumbar punc-

tures in meningococcic meningitis. J. v. Bokay-^
reports ten recoveries out of seventeen cases in

children from this procedure, and attributes the

happy result not only to the mechanical reduction

of the cerebrospinal pressure, btit also to the re-

moval of bacteria and toxic substances from the

body. He emphasizes the importance of repeated

pimctures. and states that in children no more than

30 c.c. of fluid should be withdrawn at any one
time. As a step preliminary to the injection of

antitoxic sera, lumbar puncture is indispensable.

The Flexner serum has already amply proved its

efficiency in meningococcic meningitis. It is quite

possible that drainage of the infected fluid mav ac-

count for those recoveries, unfortunately too few,
that have been reported of influenzal meningitis.

According to E. Schlesinger,-' when tubercle bacilli

of comparatively attenuated virulence are found in

the cerebrospinal fluid the outcome following lum-
bar ptincture may possibly prove favorable. He
cites five cases that have been published in which

recovery occurred. Sokoloff^^ reported in 1897 that

a primary tuberculosis of the meninges may be

cured by lumbar puncture. Similarly, Freyahn-* re-

ported cures. Stewart observed at least one case of

ultimate recovery in which the tubercle bacillus had

been demonstrated in the cerebrospinal fluid. There
is one type of meningitis that is without question

cured by lumbar puncture, namely, serous menin-
gitis.

Drainage of the cerebrospinal fluid, if not cura-

tive, may, at any rate, serve to prolong life. This is

true of the above forms of infective meningitis and

hydrocephalus. In the latter condition the beneficial

effects in diminishing the size of the skull and im-

proving the mental condition have been plainly

evident in a case reported by A. Gasparini.^^ In

meningitis, the relief of the distressing symptoms,
as accomplished by the process of decompression,

furnishes one of the happiest services that lumbar

puncture is called upon to perform. The severe

headaches, vomiting, stiffness and pain in the back,

the convulsions and other manifestations of in-

creased intracranial pressure, are distinctly relieved

by the removal of even a small quantity of cerebro-

spinal fluid. There can be little question that lumbar
puncture has decided value in relieving the symp-
tom-complex known as meningismus, which fre-

quently accompanies the acute infectious diseases.

This condition is often the manifestation of a true

serous meningitis, caused by the bacteria or toxins

of the primary disorder. The value of lumbar
puncture in relieving the meningeal symptoms of

typhoid fever has been frequently demonstrated,

and it is now generally recognized that a serous

meningitis is frequently responsible for the marked
nervous manifestations of this disease. An excellent

recent contribtition to this subject is that made by

R. Stein,-" who reports three of his own cases of

serous meningitis complicating typhoid, and also

reviews the extensive literature. He believes that

in typhoid fever spinal puncture has not been per-

formed as frequently as its application seemed to

warrant. Rocaz and Carles^^ extol the value of this

procedure in the meningeal forms of typhoid fever

in children, on the basis of eight favorable cases

that they report. They also suggest that spinal

puncture might be of service in the treatment of

severe and prolonged headaches occurring during

adult life. There is abundant evidence that the re-

lief afforded by lumbar puncture is pronounced in

the headaches and insomnia caused by syphilitic

disease of the meninges, in the cerebral manifesta-

tions of uremia, and in the headaches of chlorosis.

During the past nine years many observers have
reported the beneficial effects following lumbar
puncture in cerebral uremia. A. E. RusselF' states

that there is evidence to show that the cerebral

manifestations of uremia are dependent upon cere-

bral anemia produced by an increase in intracranial

tension resulting from cerebral edema. The symp-
tom-complex of cerebral uremia is almost identical

with that of cerebral compression, namely, head-

ache, vomiting, drowsiness, coma, convulsions, optic

neuritis, etc. One of the first cases reported was
that of a nephritic, in whom severe headache of one
year's duration was completely relieved within two
hours by lumbar puncture. ^^ The frequency of

cerebral symptoms in the course of chronic neph-

ritis, and the discovery at autopsy of organic in-

flammatory changes in the meninges, have led R.

Lepine^" to discuss the possibility of the existence

of a true uremic meningitis. In a case of uremia
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with marked meningeal symptoms, M. A. Chaiif-

fard^' has observed a distinct polynucleosis in the

spinal fluid. Although this was only transient and
therefore not a valid indication of the existence of

a uremic meningitis, nevertheless it is an interesting

contribution to our incomplete but growing knowl-
edge of the meningeal states of uremia.

The opinions as to the value of lumbar puncture
in the treatment of eclampsia of pregnancy have
been varying. Audebert and Fournier^^ collected

forty-four cases of the latter treated by spinal punc-
ture and found that it undoubtedly benefits the cere-

bral factor of the fits. They state that lumbar punc-
ture, which should be combined with the other
more recognized measures, should be employed
even when the coma is profound, but should not be
delayed until too late. Thiess^^ states that seven of
his fifteen patients treated by lumbar puncture died,

a mortality of over 42 per cent. The pressure of
the cerebrospinal fluid was unusually high in all but

one case. The prognosis seemed to be better in the

cases with lowest pressure. An effect from the

lumbar puncture was evident in only a few of the

cases. Profound coma was apparently relieved in

some instances.

According to F. C. Eve,'* the efficacy of lumbar
puncture as a curative agent in certain obscure dis-

eases of the brain has been suggested by the bene-

ficial results that follow this procedure in a case of

tetany. He states that the removal of spinal fluid,

even when its pressure is normal, causes cerebral

hyperemia, which in a variety of acute and subacute
cerebral affections that have resisted other treat-

ment, or have tended to become chronic, may have
the same therapeutic efficiency as Bier's passive

hyperemia in other parts of the body. Narbut^'^

also reports a case of tetany cured by the removal
of 50 c.c. of a sterile spinal fluid.

P. .Savy^'' advises lumbar puncture in all cases of

nervous disturbances possibly to be attributed to

trauma of the skull, even if a long interval has

elapsed since the primary injury. He attributes

the good effects that he has observed in one case

to the removal of decomposing blood, that account-

ed for the symptoms by its toxic effects rather than

by its compression. R. Malatesta'" similarlv reports

marked relief in nine cases of trauma of the head,

and states that in all cases of such injury, in which
e.xpectant treatment is justified, lumbar puncture

will permit the diagnosis of intracranial hemor-
rhage, and by repeated puncture the course of the

latter will be determined. The puncture permits

the escape of decomposing extravasated blood that

produces toxins causing stupor, fever, and delirium,

and at the same time relieves the compression.

Babin.sky and Charkow" report eight cases of optic

neuritis of intracranial origin treated by spinal

puncture with success in nearly all. They also rec-

ommend this procedure in post-traumatic and in-

flammatory intracranial eft'usions. When tumor is

present, lumbar puncture is only palliative and alter-

native to trephining. L. Stephenson^' also reports

the good effect of lumbar puncture in optic neuritis.

L. C. Ager*" states that lumbar puncture is fully as

useful in infantile spinal paralysis as in meningitis,

and believes that by means of this procedure the

improvement mav be accelerated in the later stages.

As a means of relieving the severe and persistent

headaches occurring in chlorosis, lumbar puncture

was first advocated by Lenharz.*' In the severe

forms of this condition there is an increase in the

amount and pressure of the cerebrospinal fluid, the

pressure amounting to from 200 to 400 mm. of
water. Lenharz reports that lumbar puncture re-

lieved the headaches in one-half of his cases. Pru-
ritus is another condition that has apparently re-

sponded to the therapeutic application of spinal

puncture. P. Ravaut^- states that a number of pa-
tients suffering from pruritus were cured by the

withdrawal of from 6 to 8 c.c. of fluid. He as-

cribes the results observed to the modification of

the blood-supply in the cord due to the withdrawal
of the cerebrospinal fluid, with a consequent influ-

ence on the peripheral nervous system, thus con-
firming the theory of the angioneurotic origin of
certain dermatoses and of pruritus.

It is hardly necessary to discuss in extenso the

subject of the marked reduction in mortality that

has followed the use of Flexner's serum*' after a
preliminary lumbar puncture in the treatment of
meningococcic meningitis. It may not be amiss to
allude to the fact that the use of antitetanic serum
by injection into the subarachnoid space of the cord
has not been found any more efficacious than hypo-
dermatic injection of this serum." The production
of spinal anesthesia by means of cocaine and sto-

vaine has demonstrated its practical utility in select-

ed cases, and one need only refer for detailed infor-
mation on this subject to Kroner's** recent admir-
able review of the literature.

There are very few fatalities that have been
recorded as the result of lumbar puncture. In fact,

so safe is this procedure generally considered that

Waterman*" performs lumbar puncture even in the
out-patient clinic and in the office. It is desirable,
however, that the patient be kept in bed for at least

twenty-four hours following this operation. In
spite of a faultless technique one may expect occa-
sional disagreeable effects. In a large series of lum-
bar punctures, Klein*^ has observed no more serious
results than occasional headache and slight nausea.
Other writers have reported transient by-effects
such as hemorrhage into the cord, lesions of the
nerves, vertigo, headache, vomiting, irregular pulse,

and pains in the limbs. H. Wolff*^ describes a case
in which, five days after a lumbar puncture, abdu-
cent paralysis developed, and this he attributes either
to the formation of an intracranial hematoma, or
possibly to the entrance of blood into the spinal
canal. Giarre reports a transitory unconsciousness
that occurred in a case of hydrocephalus as the re-

sult of a too rapid drawing off of the fluid. Gum-
precht reports two cases of death from respiratory
paralysis occurring in children following lumbar
puncture, in which the symptoms had pointed to
brain tumor. The same author reported a case of
the breaking of the needle owing to the sudden
movement of the patient. The latter had pain and
partial paralysis for a time, but no permanent ill

effects.

According to W. Kaupe,*' exceptional caution is

necessary on suspicion of a tumor of the brain, on
account of danger of hemorrhage into the tumor
tissue, of variations in the intracranial pressure, and
of the shutting off of the fluid in the ventricles from
the rest of the cerebrospinal fluid. While as a rule
harmless in tuberculous meningitis, lumbar puncture
has been known to hasten the fatal termination.
In cases of hydrocephalus it may do harm if the
foramen of Magendie is occluded. It is important
to note that in no case of lumbar puncture should
too large an amount of fluid be allowed to escape,
nor should the fluid ever be aspirated. According
to Siemerling, a sharp fall of pressure and sudden
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severe headaches are danger signals in brain tumor.

In reviewing the records of the Jewish Hospital

of Brooklyn, of the eighty cases in which we have

employed lumbar puncture for diagnostic or thera-

peutic purposes, I have selected a few whose brief

histories here appended strikingly illustrate our

own success with this measure in the diagnosis and
treatment of man)- of the conditions mentioned in

his paper.

Case I.—Acute serous meningitis secondary to

autointoxication. M. H., male, age 16, admitted

April 7, 1909. He was sick for ten days, with se-

vere headache, fever, general malaise, and diarrhea.

On admission he was very drowsy and apathetic and
slow to answer questions. The head was retracted,

the pupils were equal and contracted, the reflexes

exaggerated, and the Kernig and Babinsky reflexes

were present. The temperature was 102°
;
pulse,

100; respiration, 26. Between April 7 and April 9
the temperature ranged from 102° to 103.2.° and
the pulse from 100 to 120. On April 9, lumbar
puncture was performed and 15 c.c. of clear fluid

were withdrawn under high pressure. The fluid

was sterile. After that date the temperature grad-

ually subsided, reaching normal April 10 and re-

maining normal, with a marked improvement of

the patient's condition until his discharge from the

hospital on April 14. In this case the beneficial

eitect of the lumbar puncture was quite apparent.

Case II.—Acute serous meningitis. A. M., 11

years old, was admitted August 15, 1909, with his-

tory of headache, fever, and vomiting, and present-

ing some rigidity of neck and Kernig's symptom.

Two lumbar punctures were performed, 10 c.c. and

20 c.c. of cerebrospinal fluid, respectively, being re-

moved. No bacteria were present. There were a

large number of endothelial cells, indicating an irri-

tative exfoliation. August 19, four days after ad-

mission, all the meningeal symptoms disappeared.

thus attesting the curative effect of the lumbar

punctures.

Case III.—Nephritis, uremia, hemorrhagic men-
ingitis. R. S., female, age 55 years, was admitted

with normal temperature, pulse, and respiration,

with Kernig's sign, retraction of the head, and ten-

derness about the cervical vertebrse. She was at

times apathetic and complained of severe headache
and nausea. Although the kidneys responded to

treatment the headache persisted. Two lumbar
punctures were performed and cerebrospinal fluid

was removed. The first contained blood. Both
fluids were otherwise normal, except for increased

quantity and high pressure. Immediate improve-
ment followed.

Case IV.—Uremia. C. F., female, age 39 years,

was admitted to my service on July 3, 1909. She
was semiconscious and responded to questions. The
cheeks were puffed and there was puflSness of lower
eyelids. Pupils were equal and reacted equally to

light. The reflexes were present and not exag-
gerated. On July 3 there were severe headache
and nausea ; on July 4, slight drooping of left upper
eyelid. On July 6 there was involuntary micturi-

tion. On the same day there occurred convulsive
twitchings of the extremities, lasting for seven
minutes, and associated with unconsciousness.

July 7, patient was in a stuporous condition,

irrational at times and with loss of control of
the bladder and rectum. On the same day
lumbar puncture was performed, and there were
removed 33 c.c. of a slightly flocculent fluid,

which contained 100 per cent, lymphocytes.

albumin 2 mm., and no sugar. There were no
tubercle bacilli found and cultures were sterile.

July 8, patient was much brighter. There were in-

ternal strabismus and conjunctivitis of the left eye.

Eyegrounds examined by Dr. W. S. Simmons
showed extensive recent hemorrhages in the right

retina; left retina was normal. Lumbar puncture
was again performed and 35 c.c. of a reddish and
cloudy fluid were removed. This contained albu-

min, 4 mm. ring, no sugar, and traces of blood.

Cultures were sterile and the cytology was pus.

Prompt improvement followed both lumbar punc-
tures. This case was undoubtedly one of a true

meningitis complicating uremia, and strikingly ex-

emplifies the form recognized by the French clin-

icians as uremic meningitis.

Case V.—Syphilitic meningitis. E. W., female,

^S^ 35' admitted with frontal headache, double

facial neuralgia, pain and rigidity of the neck, pro-

jectile vomiting, and Kernig's symptom. On the

date of admission lumbar puncture was performed
and 30 c.c. of clear fluid under high pressure were
removed. The fluid was sterile aniJ lymphocytes
were present. There w'ere an immediate and marked
improvement and relief of the symptoms. Two
days later, 25 c.c. of fluid under high pressure were
again removed with a slight relief of symptoms.
The \^'asserman reaction proved to be negative.

An examination of the eyes showed choked discs

and retinal hemorrhages, which were clear evidence

of increased intracranial pressure. The history of

acquired lues was absolutely denied but hereditary

syphilis was suggested by the presence of insanit}' in

one brother and imbecility in the child of another.

The diagnosis in this case could only be based with

some probability upon the cytology of the cerebro-

spinal fluid : the excess of lymphocytes in the other-

wise normal fluid was presumptive evidence of spe-

cific meningitis. She was accordingly given mer-
cury and iodides and responded promptly to the

treatment. The physical examination and the clin-

ical history of this patient had been such that with-

out the lumbar puncture no diagnosis could have
been made with any degree of plausibility.

Case VI.—Traumatic serous meningitis. L. R.,

16 years old, admitted March 28, 1909. Three days

before arlmission, while playing baseball, he was
struck by a ball on the left temple, was unconscious

for a few minutes, was soon able to walk, and was
brought home. Since the injury he complained of

dizziness, was apathetic, had severe headaches, and
vomited at frequent intervals. Soon after admis-

sion a lumbar puncture was performed and 45 c.c.

of clear and sterile fluid were removed under high

pressure. The effect was prompt : his dizziness be-

gan to clear up, the headaches diminished, and

otherwise general improvement was evident.

Case VII.—Serous meningitis. R. F.. 56 years

old, admitted to the hospital March 27. I saw her

for the first time on the morning of the same day.

She was in a semicomatose condition, her face vas
puffed and bluish, her temperature 100.2°. pulse

1 10, respiration 26. Pulse was of high tension.

She would answer questions quite rationally, but

while talking would fall back in a heavy sleep from
which. she could, however, be aroused. Immediately

upon admission a lumbar puncture was performed
and about 50 c.c. of clear fluid obtained under high

pressure. The pathological report was as follows

:

Fluid is clear with a few fine fibrin flakes. .A.lbumen

light with one mm, ring. Sugar pseudo reaction.

Cytology revealed lymphocytes. No bacteria. Cul-
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ture sterile. Following the puncture, improvement
was quite marked, cyanosis less pronounced, respira-

tion less labored, pulse stronger, patient less drowsy
and otherwise more comfortable.

C.\SK VIII.—Acute traumatic myelitis. S. W..
male, three years old, was admitted August 2, 1907.
with the history that on the evening of July 27 he
had been kicked by a boy in the neck. For the next
two days he had fever, was restless, could not walk,
and had severe headache. The head was retracted.

On admission he was in a condition of extreme
opisthotonos. A slight Kernig's sign was present.
Lumbar puncture was performed and 22 c.c. of a

sterile fluid were obtained, showing 2 mm. ring of
albumen, and a slight reduction of Fehling's solu-

tion. The diagnosis of this case was traumatic
myelitis, and improvement promptly followed spinal

ptmcture.

I have cited the above eight cases out of a large
number in which lumbar puncture was performed in

the various services of the Jewish Hospital. I have
not referred to the cases of cerebrospinal and tuber-

culous meningitis in which the application of lumbar
puncture is a routine procedure. My object has
been to call attention to the employment of Quincke's
method in cases presenting meningeal or cortical ir-

ritation, cases in which the withdrawal of cerebro-
spinal fluid not only had a decided therapeutic value,

but also rendered possible the interpretation of many
symptoms in the course of different diseases.

In concluding this modest sketch, I shall be con-

tent if I have succeeded in showing the valuable

role that lumbar puncture is called upon to play.

From the survey of the literature and from my
own experience, I believe I may be justified in

drawing the following conclusions :

1. Lumbar puncture is a simple operation, prac-

tically devoid of danger if performed with due
aseptic precautions.

2. Quincke's needles ought to be added to the

armamentarium of every general practitioner.

3. The latter should not hesitate to perform lum-
bar puncture in any case in which symptoms point

to meningeal or cortical irritation.

4. The cytological and chemical examination of

the cerebrospinal fluid can be performed by the

physician himself or in anv well equipped labora-

tory.

5. An early application of lumbar puncture will

clinch the diagnosis in many cases, in some will

bring decided relief, and in a few will even effect a

cure.

Finally, I must express sincere gratitude to my
associates in the medical service, to the pathologist

and his assistants, and to the past and present in-

ternes of the Jewish Hospital for their cooperation

in the clinical investigations.
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IN.SUFFICIENTIA PYLORI.
By M.\RK I. KNAPP, M.D., LLB..

.\natomically speaking the stomach represents

an inverted, tapering bag with the widest part up
and the narrowest part down. The narrowest part,

the pylorus, is the lowest part of the stomach and
this fact plays the chief role in the genesis of in-

sufficientia pylori. The chief anatomical structures

of the stomach are the muscular and mucous coats.

The function of each of these differs from the

other. The mtiscularis does the muscular work,
this is the dynamic function, and the mucous mem-
brane does the chemical work of the stomach. Both
functions are equally necessary and there is a sup-

position, not founded upon truth, that the muscu-
lar function is the more necessary. The dynamic
function is effected by the contracting muscle
fibers ; this and the following relaxation of such
fibers is termed peristalsis. Although different ef-
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fects are produced by such contraction, the force

itself is elicited from the self-same source, viz.,

the contraction and relaxation of the muscularis ofs^

the stomach. The closing of the pylorus, the grind-

ing up of the food and the propulsion of the food

into the intestines is caused by the same agency,

viz., the alternate contraction and relaxation of the

muscular fibers. The introduction into the stomach

of certain chemical agencies excites the mucosa
which again excites the muscular layer. The ex-

citement invariably causes contraction of the mus-
cularis and the duration of the contraction depends

upon the degree of the irritation. The contraction

of the muscularis is, therefore, the answer to an

irritation of the mucosa. Contraction is the active

response to irritation; relaxation of the muscle is

not an active process. Contraction of a muscle

fiber, and the shorter the contracted muscle fiber

is arranged in a circle the contraction, the shorten-

ing, of such a fiber will produce a shortening of the

diameter of the space formed by the circular ar-

rangement of the muscle. Hence a contraction of

the circular fibers will cause a shortening of the

diameter of the space formed by the circular ar-

rangement of the fibers of the muscle of the stom-

ach, which means that the caliber of the stomach
cavity will be diminished at the point where the

muscle contracts. The stronger the irritation the

stronger the contraction ; the stronger the con-

traction the shorter becomes the contracted muscle
fiber, and the shorter the contracted muscle fiber

the shorter the diameter if the muscle fiber is ar-

ranged circularly. Since one layer of the muscle
fibers of the stomach is arranged circularly, hence,

the diameter of the stomach aperture—the caliber

—of the stomach will be diminished in direct rela-

tion to the irritation. Thus an irritation of the

stomach produces a diminished caliber of the stom-
ach cavity. Save, possibly in very violent irrita-

tions, the contraction of the circular fibers of the

entire stomach does not happen all at once, cii

masse, but the contraction proceeds upon succes-

sive bundles of the muscle fibers. We speak of the
wormlike contractions. The contractions are

rhythmical and travel towards the pylorus and, when
the contracting cause and impulse have reached the
pylorus, this also contracts in identically the same
manner, i.e. the caliber of the pylorus is diminished.
But, as the normal aperture of the pylorus is only
about J4 inch, the contraction produced here causes
the entire aperture to disappear; it has the efifect

of an annular contraction which is spoken of as
the closure of the pylorus. This should be well
remembered. The closure of the pylorus is caused
by the peristaltic contraction of the stomach reach-
ing the pylorus, no other agency closes the pylorus.
What causes peristalsis of the stomach causes
closure of the pylorus, the peristaltic wave having
reached that section of the stomach called the py-
lorus. The relaxation of the contraction causes
the pyloric aperture again to reappear. It is ab-
solutely wrong to speak of an "opening of the pv-
lorus" ; there cannot be an opening, there is a re-

laxation, a recoil, when the contraction ceases. The
relaxation, the reopening, of the pylorus is of a
passive nature and ensues when the force of the
contraction is spent. Let us not speak of an "open-
ing" of the pylorus, but of a "relaxation" of the
pylorus; the pylorus does not open, the pylorus
relaxes. The thorough understanding of that dis-

tinction has its clinical significance. The relaxation
results as a matter of course after a contraction.

The contraction of a muscle constricts the ves-

;^ls which run between the muscle fibers or

Mi,ems the onward flow of their blood, thus

damming back the blood and dilating the vessel

beyond the constriction. The stronger the contrac-

tion, or the more persistent the contraction, the

greater will be the interference with the circula-

tion. The very small vessels will occasionally not

be able to stand the pressure and stretching oc-

casioned by the constriction just mentioned, and
will burst, causing appreciable hemorrhage. It

would seem that the varicose veins of the stomach
owe their presence to the strong contractions and
consequent constrictions produced thereby. The
contractions are caused by irritation of the mucosa
and the intensity of the irritation determines the

degree of the contraction. Such irritation may be

present already the first day of our life, produced
by fermentation of the mother's milk and which
may be due to only overfeeding. If we reflect over

such condition we can easily deduce that prolonged
pyloric contraction in an infant a few days old

may cause agglutination and this give the so-called

congenital stenosis.

When food or drink is introduced into the stom-

ach peristalsis ensues. The peristalsis drives the

food toward the pylorus, also it closes the pylorus.

The force and the duration of the closure of the

pylorus depend upon the irritation produced by
the ingested matter. The stronger the irritation

and the longer its duration the firmer is the closure

of the pylorus. The efifect is that the ingested mat-

ter is thrown against the closed pylorus, but it re-

coils back into the stomach cavity with the relaxa-

tion of the gastric muscularis. This constant

throwing back and forth of the chyme causes its

maceration, and the longer this continues the

greater and the finer will be the grinding up of

the food. This might be termed gastric mastica-

tion. This gastric mastication goes on in every

healthy individual to a greater or lesser extent

and is best illustrated in birds. Birds eat grains

for the breaking up of which they have no other

means than their stomachs and when we look at

a bird's stomach we see the immense thickness

of the muscular layer, whilst the mucous layer com-
pares with the human. Here we have an illustra-

tion teaching that the stomach is capable of grind-

ing up of the food as well as an illustration of the

fact that such work depends on dynamic power,

wherefore the muscular coat is so much thicker than

the muscular layer of the human stomach. The
grinding, the cutting up of the food is begun by

the teeth and completed by the muscularis of the

stomach. The more thorough the dental mastica-

tion the less masticating work will be exacted from
the stomach. Here it will be necessary to dwell on

the fact that the grinding up of the food repre-

sents solely mechanical work of the muscularis of

the stomach and that such grinding up of

the food is not produced by the chemical action of

the juices of the mucosa. This I have repeatedly

and invariably found in experiments with artificial

digestion. Although the anticipated chemical re-

sults took place, the artificial chyme was never

finely divided. But a very fine subdivision of the

artificial chyme did result after I had stirred it up
with a glass rod. In two cases I was able to dem-
onstate that the very fine subdivision of the chyme
was not due to chemical action. In these cases I

aspirated a large quantity after the test breakfast

:

the solids settled on the bottom of the beaker as a
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fine "floury layer," yet these contents were abso-

lutely neutral (no mucus was present).

The discussion so far is intended to impress that

the distinct layers which make up the body of the

stomach have distinct functions, that the chemical

function is performed by the mucosa and the me-
chanical, the dynamical, is performed by the muscu-
lar layer. Any changes of a chemical nature must
be located in the mucosa, any changes of a dy-

namic nature must originate in the muscularis.

Those acquainted with the physical appearance of

chyme do know that the healthy chyme is very

finely divided and ground up. This is a fact and
no philosophical theory. Another fact is that we,
as a rule, do not cut up the food so finely with

our teeth. Therefore this fine subdivision must
have taken place somewhere between tlie teeth and
the pylorus, and, as the food does not remain long

enough between the mouth and the stomach, hence,

the grinding up could not take place between the

mouth and the stomach. Nothing else remains but

to acknowledge that the grinding up of the food

into that fine floury condition occurs in the stom-

ach. Having thus reasoned out something every-

one knows we have to answer the question how-

does that grinding up take place. The answer must
be that the grinding up is effected by the food being

acted on mechanically before it can escape from
the stomach. Therefore, we must assume that

tRere must be some means which stop the escape of

the food and that during such time the chyme is

grasped by two surfaces between which the grind-

ing is done. If the food could escape at every con-

traction of the stomach we could never have the

finely divided chyme. The fact that such chyme is

present evidences the presence of something which
stops the escape into the intestine and this some-
thing is the pylorus. Grain is ground up by the

bird and this proves that the stomach can do it

provided the muscle is strongly enough developed,

as we find it in the bird. We must imagine that

the grinding up is effected by the food being thrown
against a closed pylorus by the contracting muscle

and, as the pylorus is still contracted when the

stomach recoils, the food drops back into the cavity

of the stomach, only to be acted on again by the

contracting peristalsis of the stomach. The ele-

ments which enter into producing that grinding

up are the stomach walls and the pylorus. The
fineness of the chyme will depend on the power of

the grindstone and the duration of the grinding.

The stronger they contract the finer the product

and, z'icc zrrsa, the lesser the power of contraction

the coarser the chyme. Conversely, the finer the

aspirated chyme the greater was the peristalsis and

the coarser the chyme the less active was the peri-

stalsis. We thus must judge the mechanical, the

dynamical ability of the stomach by the state of the

subdivision of the chyme. A chyme finely divided

proves greater peristaltic action than a coarse

chyme. Also, the finer the subdivision the

oftener must the same particles have been

subjected to the grinding action of the con-

tracting muscles of the stomach wall. In order

that this prolonged action could be exercised the

chyme must have remained within the stomach,

which means that an effective barrier must have

presented itself at the outlet of the stomach which

should prevent the escape of the ingested food from
the stomach into the bowel. In other words, in

order to finely grind up the food the pylorus had

to remain contracted whilst the food was being

thrown back and forth. The natural inference is

that in order to produce the floury looking sub-

division of the chyme the chyme must not escape

from the stomach, it must be kept back in the

stomach and this results when the pylorus remains

tightly closed for a sufficiently long time. Con-

versely, the fine floury subdivision does show that

the pylorus remained closed for a long period, dur-

ing which the peristalsis of the stomach continued

unabated. Clinical experience also teaches that

finely divided chyme and large quantities thereof go

together. And the explanation is that the same

agency that causes the fine subdivision of the chyme

is also responsible for the largeness of the quan-

tity, namely, the pylorus remaining closed longer

than is usual. The prolonged contraction of the

pylorus retains a larger quantity of chyme in a

given time. Also, through and because of the

prolonged throwing of the food back and forth the

chyme is finely ground up into the floury condition.

Clinicallv the condition of the subdivision of the

chyme must be taken to be the expression of the

muscular activity and, z'ice versa, the coarser the

chyme the less active was the muscularis. It also

stands to reason that the longer the pylorus remains

closed the less chyme will pass through it in a given

time and therefore the greater will be the quantity

left in the stomach the longer the pyloric contraction

lasts. It must needs follow that the relation be-

tween the contracted pylorus and the quantity as-

pirated from the stomach is that the longer the

contraction of the pylorus lasts the more chyme will

be aspirated. But as the duration of the pyloric con-

traction depends upon the irritation we must con-

clude that the stronger the irritation the longer

the closure of the pyiorus, the greater the quantity

of chyme in a given time ; the quantity of the

chyme depends upon the state of the closure of the

pylorus. This reasoning leads us to the conclusion

that the larger the quantity we aspirate the longer

was the pylorus contracted and, inasmuch as the

closing of the pylorus is effected by peristaltic mo-
tion and as a prolonged closure would mean a more
protracted, stronger and severer irritation of the

pylorus, therefore, the larger the quantity we aspi-

rate the stronger was the pyloric contraction, the

.stronger was the peristalsis. Therefore the quantity

within the stomach depends upon the peristalsis, the

motility of the stomach. The more irritating the

ingesta or the more readily the mucosa responds

to irritation, the quicker, the more prolonged will

be the closure of the pylorus. The longer the

pylorus remains closed, the less chyme can be emp-
tied beyond the pylorus, the more chyme will remain

in the stomach in a given time. Consequently, the

quantity of the chyme depends entirely on the rela-

tive state of the pylorus. Whenever a large

(juantity of chyme is aspirated and the solids settle

on the bottom in a layer of very fine subdivision.

the "floury layer," we are dealing luith increased

peristalsis and a prolonged, spastic contraction of
the pylorus and tlie pylorus is then in the condition

of "stenosis pylori ab irritatione." This last men-
tioned condition is the one which, in the first days
of our life, may result in the coalescence of the

spastically apposed and inflamed mucous surfaces,

thus producing total occlusion of the pylorus. The
greater the peristalsis, the motility, the stronger the

contraction of the pylorus and the larger is the

quantity aspirated. When after a test breakfast

Ti't' aspirate a large quantity such fact shozvs not

only that there is no atony but proves the presence
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of the very conirary condition, the presence of
hypertony.

Having come to the conclusion that a large quan-
tity of chyme depends on an increased peristalsis

the inference therefrom necessarily is that the nega-

tive of this proposition will be the cause of nega-

tive results. Tliat is that diminished peristalsis will

be the cause of a diminished quantity. When the in-

creased irritations of the pylorus, when the repeat-

ed spastic contractions finally begin to weaken the

pylorus, then a gradual relaxation of the pylorus

sets in. This weakening and relaxation progresses

until the stage has been reached when stomach
and duodenum form one continuous canal, show-
ing no line of demarcation and the ingested food

passes from the stomach into the bowel by mere
gravity. The transition period from the just set-

ting in of pyloric relaxation until the supervening
of absolute relaxation may occupy years in its for-

mation, so that between the stenosis pylori ab irrita-

tione and the complete insufficiency of the pylorus

all the intei"vening gradations are seen. We must
not assume that a complete insufficiency takes place

over night. Accordingly, we find gradations as to

quality and quantity of chyme corresponding with

the degree of the insufficiency ; the chyme gets

coarser and the quantity gets less. A chyme which
looks "spongy," "mushy," after being aspirated

shows the early stage of the beginning of insuf-

ficiency and the quantity of such s[K)ngy chyme
gives a guide in the estimation of the progress of

the insufficiency. A spongy appearance of the as-

pirated chyme shows that the weakening of the

pylorus has already begun.
We have accepted the Ewald-Boas test break-

fast as the standard of comparison and, accordingly,
wait one hour after the ingestion of the roll and
water. The presence of chyme after one hour is

interpreted one way and the absence of such chyme
is interpreted a different way. Einhorn called at-

tention to this last-named condition and introduced
a distinct type of a gastric pathological condition
based upon the absence of chyme after one horn-

and termed such condition achylia gastrica. Ein-
horn teaches not only that there are no contents
or a scarcely appreciable quantity one hour after
the test meal, but adds that such stomachs have
no secretions at all and also adopts the synonyms
of anadenia gastrica and atrophy for his achylia.

Such teaching is erroneous. Those cases in which,
according to Einhorn, the diagnosis achylia should
be made because of the assumption of the absence
of all glandular secretions show mostly good diges-
tion and the presence of the expected chemical
changes, if we aspirate the stomach sooner than
one hour after the eating of the test breakfast.
Such being the fact, we cannot call a stomach
atrophic or suffering from anadenia if we find good
digestion at an earlier period. If it is achylia gas-
trica or anadenia gastrica one hour after' the test

breakfast it is so at all times.

The existence of insufficiency of the pylorus is

now recognized by others besides me. viz.. Board-
man Reed, A. L. Benedict, Palier. and others, but
these still cleave to the achylia gastrica as well.
Now, achylia gastrica and insufficiency of the py-
lorus are absolutely incompatible ; there is no room
for both : either the one or the other must go. I

do not deny the existence of atrophy of the mu-
cous membrane of the stomach, but I do (!eny the
existence of achylia gastrica. Of course, I do not
claim to have discovered insufficiencv as such and

in my first article I mention Ebstein as the real

discoverer. But Ebstein is wedded to the idea that

insufficiency is either due, as in his case, to retro-

gressive changes after cancer or to the mystery of

all medical ignorance, to nervousness. What I

claim is that insufficiency is the natural sequence
of a previous pyloritis, that insufficiency follows

the previous stenotic condition of the pylorus, that

insufficiency of the pylorus is one of the most fre-

quent causes of what so indefinitely and with bad
grace is called indigestion, that insufficiency of the

pylorus is hitherto the most baffling cause of many
of the otherwise inexplicable phenomena of man's
misery. It was my dissatisfaction with the result

of the orthodox treatment of achylia gastrica that

caused me to inquire into the conditions of the

stomach. Had my patients recovered under the

treatment advised for the achylia I am almost sure

I would still be an ardent supporter of achylia.

Rut, unfortunately, there is no cure for achylia.

Diagnosis.—When, one hour after the test meal
lias been eaten, the aspiration yields either no con-

tents at all or one or two cc. of coarse pieces im-
bedded in mucus the diagnosis of insufficientia

[wlori is to be made. If no contents at all are as-

pirated, it becomes our dutj' to search further, and
this with double purpose. First we must ascertain

the degree of the relaxation of the pylorus, and,

secondly, we must make sure whether there is no
glandular activity left in the stomach. This is ac-

complished b}- .giving the patient repeated test

meals, one day after the other and shortening the

time of waiting between the eating of the test

meal and the aspiration by 15 minutes. If we can

aspirate no contents even 15 minutes after the

eating of the test meal we have the patient come
the following morning and, after the test meal, have
the patient lie down on his left side for 15 minutes.

\'ery often the stomach, which had no contents the

jirevious day, after 15 minutes, will yield some con-

tents now, when the posture of the patient is

changed from the upright to the horizontal. But

also this may prove unsuccessful and the patient

is made to come again the following day and is

now given a coffee test meal, which consists of

200 cc. of a black infusion of coflFee (the coffee

should be made strong) and 35 gm. of plain, un-

buttered, fresh roll (the roll should be only of

fiour and water). After this coffee breakfast the

patient again lies down, as on the previous day, for

15 minutes. If there is no complete insufficiency,

if the pylorus is still capable of answering to stimu-

lation, the coffee will do it. I will here insist that

the test meal shall be of nothing else than roll and
water and that the test meal shall be eaten in the

office of the physician. The roll should be exactly

weighed and the water. 300 cc. shall be exactly

measured by the physician. Under no circum-

stance, if the physician expects to get good results,

satisfactory to himself and patient, shou'd the

patient be allowed to have a slice of bread and a

glass of water or tea at home and come thus pre-

pared for the examination Such a procedure is

a fraud upon the patient and upon the general prac-

titioner who seeks the advice of the specialist.

First of all it is the duty of the specialist to posi-

tivelv ascertain whether or not the stomach is ac-

tually empty after the prescribed fast of 14 hours.

The stomach may or may not be empty ; the

stomach may have food from the day or even

days before ; it may be a case of gastroxynsis ; the

stomach mav contain a nuantitv of mucus : it niav
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•contain quantities of mold. The patient is entitled

to get all this information, he pays for it. So is

his physician entitled and both the patient and the

physician are deceived if they do not get such in-

formation. Again, a slice of bread in one case
need not necessarily be of the same weight as the

slice of bread in another case. The same holds
good with respect to the quantity of water. Under
no condition should the patient get anything else

than water ; the black tea, which a good many allow,

does cause contractions of the stomach and, be-

sides, already introduces organic acids. Absolute
exactitude should be demanded of the specialist

;

guesswork can be done by the general practitioner

himself without the aid of the specialist and with-

out paying for it. One must not expect e.xact re-

sults from ine.xact methods, unless he intends to

palm ofT on the patient or general practitioner the

famous diagnosis, "nervous dyspepsia." Further-

more the very exercise of the walk or ride from
the patient's house to the physician has its inllu-

ence upon the action of the stomach.

The fact that I could aspirate some contents, if

the patient lay on his left side, when there had
been no contents the day before when the patient

was in the usual sitting posture shows that the

posture had a decided influence. One surely would
not dare assert that the "hypermotility" which is

made to explain the absence of the chyme in the

stomach, operated only in certain positions of the

body. My intention in changing the position of the

body is to change the lowest point of the stomach.
In the sitting or standing posture the pylorus is

tile lowest, but when one lies down on the left

side the lowest point of the stomach is shifted to

the fundus. Therefore, the ingesta gravitate to the

fundus in the last-mentioned position, but they do
gravitate past an open pylorus in the normal sitting

or standing position. We have in this change of

position a positive proof of the operation of the

purely physical principle of gravitation in an open
pylorus. This fact must be impressed on the phy-
sician, that the mere change in the posture pro-

duces a vital change in the gastric manifestations.

Sitting or standing, the picture of achylia ; lying

down and there is evidence of digestion. It is

hardly conceivable that the gastric mucosa, atrophic

in one position of the body, magically regains the

lost glands if the posture of the patient be changed.

To counteract gravity is why I place the patient on

his left side. To find chyme then when there was
none when the patient was sitting sufficiently testi-

fies to the correctness of the view that the escape

of the ingested matter through the pylorus was
not due to anything else but gravity. If nothing

else, this test alone is sufificient to prove the exis-

tence of the insufificiency of the relaxed condition

of the pylorus. .Another test for the diagnosis of

the insufficiency is the inflation of the stomach by

carbon dioxid or ordinary air. The first is done

by giving the patient half a teaspoonful each of

tartaric acid and bicarbonate of soda ; each chemi-

cal is given in half a glass of water separately,

and each is drunk separately, one after the other.

Ordinarily the gas evolved will distend the stomach.

But if there is insufficiency the gas escapes be-

yond the stomach and fails to distend the stomach.

The same result is obtained by inflating the stomach

by means of the double rubber bulb.

Insufficientia pylori has had to stand the test of

time and until the appearance of Moullin's article

("Pyloric Stenosis and the Conditions of the Pylorus

During Life," Lancet, Jan. 19, 1907), five years after

my first publication. Moullin tells us that he has

made it a practice to examine the condition of the

pylorus whenever the opportunity presented itself

during laparotomies. He writes : "For some time

past, whenever I had occasion to open the abdomen

for the purpose of operating upon the stomach.

I have made it a practice to examine the pylorus

as thoroughly as I could. I found that the size

of the pylorus varied from that of a channel, which

could easily admit three fingers, to that of a tiny

orifice. The former was in a patient of whom
the pylorus was so indefinite that it was difficult to

find. The sphincter could scarcely be felt, and

the stomach and intestine seemed to form one con-

tinuous canal without a break." Moullin, appar-

ently, was not interested in insufficiency, but he

says: "Between these two (the channel wide py-

lorus and the pylorus in which the orifice could

scarcely be felt) I have met with every grade." In

other words, based on actual experience of laparo-

tomies and autopsies, and therefore based on indis-

putable evidence of facts, not theories, Moullin as-

serts exactly what I had repeatedly stated, that there

is a channel wide pylorus, hence there is the actual

presence of the insufficiency which I have been

preaching since 1902, and that there are several

stages of insufficiency, at which conclusion I ar-

rived not from autopsies, but from reasoning and

deductions from clinical facts.

As to the etiology of this disease we need think

only of that : what will cause a pyloritis will sub-

sequently if not checked terminate in an insuf-

ficiency. The chief causes are: i. Organacidia

gastrica; 2, Chronic alcoholism, and 3, deficiency

of teeth. In a recent article "Does zymosia gas-

trica solve the problem of tuberculosis?" (A^. V-

Med Jour., Aug. 7, 1909), I have found in a series

of 100 unselected cases that came to the Tubercu-

losis Clinic of the New York Board of Health 78
patients to have insufficiency of the pylorus.

Whether tuberculosis enters as an etiological factor

is as yet hard to say. But it is surely worthy of note

that 78 per cent, did have such a condition and

therefore, in a case of pulmonary tuberculosis com-
plicated by digestive disturbances, insufficiency of

the pylorus might be presumed to be present. Any-
thing which will cause an irritation of the pylorus

will, if long continued, produce an insufficiency.

The symptoms of this condition can be sum-
marized under two headings

:

I. Symptoms which arise from causes within

the alimentary canal and, 2, causes from without

the alimentary tract. The causes operating within

the alimentary canal may be of either a chemical

or a physical nature or of both. The causes which

operate outside the gastrointestinal canal are of

a physical nature and due, mostly, to pressure ex-

ercised upon the neighboring organs. It is to be

observed that the insufficiency per se gives no symj>-

toms whatsoever. The symptoms are elicited from
the fact that the relaxed pylorus permits of the

passage of food from the stomach into the in-

testines in a condition entirely not contemplated in

the anatomical make up of the body. True, medi-
cine borrows from the charms of poetry and as-

sumes that the bowel will assume "vicariously" the

office of the stomach. But such assumptions have
no basis of facts to support them. A little medita-

tion over facts, as they are, will preclude such

violence to be pepetrated against the laws of chem-
istry. The stomach digestion is acid, the intestinal
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digestion is alkaline. Foods, being in their last

analysis only chemical compounds must need be
acted on differently by acids than by alkalis. The
component chemicals of what makes up food and
which are acted on by acids could not possibly yield

the same result as when acted on by alkalis. The
rudimentary laws of chemistry are set against such
familiarity as exchange of courtesies. Neither has
anyone yet been able to prove the existence of an
alliance between the stomach and the bowel. If the

food now enters the bowels without having been
properly prepared certain changes must occur in

the food for the very reason that such food ele-

ments which require the acid or pepsin digestion

caimot be acted on by the alkaline digestive juices of
the bowel without deleterious manifestations. This
so-called intestinal indigestion is manifested because
of the formation within the bowels of noxious
chemicals of a solid, liquid or gaseous nature.
Their effect is irritation of various degrees of
the mucous membranes and distension of the
bowels.

In accordance with the severity of the irritation

the symptoms will vary from a slight and unde-
fined uneasiness to rawness, burning, severe pains,

.spasms and colics. The overproduction of gases
within the bowel gives the sensation of hollowness
and sinking, if the quantity be moderate, and the
sensation of painful stretching, fullness, dead
weight, if the quantity of the gas is large. The
causes for the symptoms which operate outside
the intestinal canal are due to the laws of physics
and are produced by pressure upon adjacent struc-

tures or by pulling. This latter condition obtains
when the bowels, due to their being overdistended,
pull away from their moorings and in so doing
pull taut the mesenteric attachment to the spine,

producing pain in this region which is referred by
the patient to the loins.

Summarizing, the symptoms usually are as fol-

lows : Headache, vertigo, anorexia, nausea, dry-
ness in the throat, burning in the mouth, bitter

taste, especially in the morning, eructation, singul-
tus, a choking sensation in the throat, weight, pres-
sure, weakness or pain in the region of the stomach,
shaking or running around in the bowels, flashes
of heat and cold, constipation or diarrhea, pain-
ful breathing, palpitation, fainting or fainting sen-
sation, sharp pains above the heart, tenesmus, pain
in the sacral region. Of all these symptoms I

wish to explain in detail the cause of the diarrhea,
fainting, sharp pain in the region of the heart,
and the tenesmus. These symptoms are complained
of most frequently and have been so variously and
erroneously interpreted. It is usually assumed to
be due to "nervousness." But the true cause for
the diarrheas, which in one of my cases had lasted
for over 8 years and gave the patient admonitions
of the presence of his bowels of from 10 to 20 times
a day, is the presence and formation within the
bowel of organic acids, which acids also produce
the tenesmus and the pain in the sacral region.
The palpitation, fainting, the sharp pain over the
region of the heart, are due to pressure against the
heart by a strongly inflated bowel or stomach or
of both through the diaphragm. The heart is some-
what pyramidal in shape with the apex
down and rests upon the dome-shaped dia-
phragm. A distension of the bowels or stom-
ach pressing upward against the diaphragm
will_ and does produce the pressing of the heart
against the unyielding chest : the heart is squeezed,

like in a vise, and the heartbeats now become per-

ceptible both subjectively to the patient and ob-

jectively upon the abdomen. The sharp pain in

the heart is due to the compression of the coronary
artery produced by its being pressed against the

chest wall; just as soon as the pressure ceases after

copious eructations the pain in the heart also ceases.

The fainting and faintness are likewise due to com-
pression of the heart by the gases just mentioned.

There is one more symptom, very frequently pres-

ent in insufficiency of the pylorus, that is the excit-

ability, the "nervousness" of the patient. My ex-

planation to my patients, which has always satis-

fied them, is this : We must realize that the nervous

system is not a special and separate organ and
tHat it does not get its nourishment from outside

the body, but, on the contrary, is part and parcel

of our own bodies, deriving its nourishment from
the same sources as the rest of the body. If now,
the nourishment is bad, because of the insufficiency,

how could we e.xpect the nervous system to make
an exception and not suffer with the rest of the

body? Why, it stands to reason, without delving

into the many occult mysteries that the nervous'

system suffers equally with the rest of the body,

because of getting no better nourishment. It is not

a case of "nervousness" but of the suffering of the

nervous system together with the rest of the body.

The prognosis is very favorable. Once the dis-

ease is recognized and the proper medication in-

stituted there is no failure. Indeed, betterment

occurs too soon, often within 36 to 48 hours with-

out the use of any of the so-called symptomatic
treatment. My experience has proven that getting

better too soon is not good for the patient. But
I could not possibly or conscientiously do other-

wise. I always warn my patients not to overbear
and not to get "fresh," to use a select expression.

Patients who had suffered for a great many years,

in one case over 40 years, and who had to go on
a starving diet or suffer the consequences after an

inroad of a meat diet, began to feel well very
shortly. Pain and distress begin to disappear al-

most at once ; but absolute recovery, i.e. the return

of the contractility of the pylorus, takes several

months. The younger the person the sooner the

recovery.

Treatment.— I believe that a little of the his-

tory of my treatment will be appreciated. When
one examines the stomach contents, if there be any
left, and finds the absence of free HCL, one is at

once tempted to supply that deficiency. Such also is

the teaching of achylia which I had faithfully fol-

lowed. Somehow or another I found that patients

did not care to recover under such treatment. Find-

ing myself bafiled and the patients gone to seek

other advice I resolved to try a novel trick. I ar-

gued that, if the stomachs are so refractions and do
not care for my ministrations, I shall disregard them
altogether and see what I can accomplish by cater-

ering to the bowels. I had no distinct idea what
might follow ; my wish was to help my patient, in-

directlv if not directly. Lest I forget it I wish to

state here that this reasoning took place before I

evolved the presence of the condition of insuf-

ficiency. Of course, my treatment now had to change
from acid to alkaline, agreeably to the dictates of

physiology. Such is the history of the alakaline

treatment of insufficiency of the pylorus which has

given me most excellent results.

The treament for the insufficiency of the pylorus

is alkaline. The most prominent of all alkalis is our
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old standby, bicarbonate of sodium. Next is mag-
nesia and, in conjunction with these, rhubarb and
pancreatin. Ammonium chloride might be tried, so
also asafetida. Bismuth and bicarbonate of sodium,
of each ten grains, can be used occasionally. With
the so-called intestinal antiseptics I have no ex-
perience; I get along excellently well without them.
If we find that the insufficiency is not very far

gone, if there is good digestion about half an
hour after the test meal, we might find it work
well to prescribe some bitters with HCl. before

meals : Cinchona, condurango, gentian, nux vomica.
But, if the insufficiency is far advanced, if even 15

minutes after the test meal no contents are found
in the stomach, then the bitters, especially the nux
vomica, should be given before meals without the

HCl. It is absolutely necessary to be sure when
to administer the alkalis and this can be as-

certained only after repeated test meals. We
certainly do not want to interfere with what
stomach digestion is still present by giving

the alkalis too soon and thus destroy the gastric

acidity. But if the occasion warrants the alkalis

should be given right or soon after meals. The same
drugs, and the same doses act differently if ad-

ministered at an improper time. I do not wish to

give the doses of these drugs, as the dose will vary

with the individual and with special condition under
which the individual patient may live ; every physi-

cian should find this out for himself. Different

environments, different races, different physical

conditions, different altitudes, different climates re-

quire different dosage, nay, and different drugs for

the same pathological condition. There are two
drugs which are not always fully understood and

appreciated by the profession. These are atropine

and strychnine ; both should be pushed to their

physiological limits. The usefulness of each drug
is well defined. Atropine, in gas distension, and
strychnine in insufficiency without gas distension.

A less reliable guide is to use atropine when HCl is

present and strychnine when HCl is absent. In the

chronic diarrheas which I have mentioned before,

strychnine acts as a specific. I seldom begin with

less than a twentieth of a grain of strychnine and

increase up to the point of tolerance. In the

chronic diarrheas I try to reach a very large dose

as soon as possible, and I have given in such case

one-sixth of a grain three times daily ; I try to

reach that dose at about the end of the second

week. I have always cured the chronic diarrheas,

of years' standing, in less than four weeks. I

proceed at once with the following old mixture

:

Fluid extract of hematoxyl. eight drams ; aromatic

sulphuric acid, two drams
;
paregoric, an ounce and

a third, and syrup of ginger, up to six ounces. Of
this a tablespoonful is to be given every two or

three hours until the diarrhea has stopped, which

usually happens after a few doses.

The question of diet is of great importance and

whilst the diet which is permitted is quite liberal,

certain restrictions are absolutely essential. Ihc

principle underlying the diet is to avoid ingestion

of irritating food or of food which easily becomes

irritating when within the alimentary canal and

also to avoid such food and drink which contain

or form gases. Therefore the prohibited list

should contain all spices and seasoning, sour

pickles, sourkraut, dishes which are prepared sour,

all sorts of salad, tea, coffee, chocolate, cocoa, too

much salt, meats fried in animal fat. bread baked

with the bran, as Graham bread, whole grain bread.

beans, peas, cabbages, barley, oatmeal, hominy, all

fruits in whatever style they may be prepared and

served. I must also warn against the use of much
milk. My objection, verified clinically, to whole
grain bread, cabbages, and other cereals which are

eaten with the cellulose, is that the cellulose fer-

ments and forms irritating gases. Milk also forms

gases. Fermented liquors as beers and wines must
be forbidden. Distilled liquors do not ferment and

therefore do not form gases ; they can be taken well

diluted. I do not mean to advise it, but occasionally,

when the patient does crave it it may be allowed.

Where the patient has defective teeth, this must

be remedied artificially. If the patient is too poor

then he should have his cereals and vegetables

cooked, well done, in the form of puree and the

meat should be chopped very fine either with an

ordinary knife or with the food chopper. I usually

have the patient prepare the meat the way he likes

it, then have it chopped fine and then mix it

with the gravy. Objection is met with when stewed

fruits are forbidden, because of the fact that we
have grown up in the belief that such fruits are

good for the bowels. This comes from the fact

that we had not stopped to inquire into the modus
operandi. The fruits do act on the bowels, because

of the acids which they contain and form. It is

these acids which whip the already overworked
bowels into forced activity.

After eating the patient should lie down either

flat on his back or somewhat inclined on his left

side; not on his right side. The object of this

is to keep the food away, by gravity, from the

pylorus. On lying down the food gravitates toward
the fundus, especially so if the patient lie on his

left side. Neither in this nor in the ordinary con-

dition should the person, if he can help it, walk
after a meal ; everyone should, if he can, lie down
and rest after a meal ; the animal does it instinc-

tively.

Extragastric faradization and cautious massage
may prove of benefit in many cases. Where there

is much mucus, lavage should be practiced until

the stomach is clean.

If one follows the instructions here given as to

diagnosis and treatment, which are based upon
a scrutinizing experience of some ten years and

upon hundreds of successful cases, one will soon

find an ever more restricting number of neuras-

thenics, hysterics, and nervous dyspepsias.

616 Madison Avenue.

SOME PECULIAR RESULTS OF EYE-
STRAIN.

Bv WILLIAM MARTIN RICHARDS, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

The first time a fellow practitioner suggested to me
the possible ocular origin of some constitutional

disturbances I told him he was crazy, but have since

come to the unflattering conclusion that I was
speaking of the wrong man, as the results in the

following cases are unc|uestionable and the names
and addresses of the patients at the disposal of any
doubting Thomas who may still hold opinions simi-

lar to those I once held.

Disorders of Sleep.—Whenever my patients com-
plain of sleepiness or sleeplessness I make it a rule

to examine their eyes, and the correction of any re-

fractive errors almost invariably relieves such symp-
toms.

Case I.—My own. My entire family will sleep
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ten hours if allowed. Several months before my
term of service expired at Bellevue Hospital I had
to leave the staff, as I had become so run down
as to contract typhoid fever. Up to the time I put
on glasses uidess I went to bed at 10 p. m. I could
do no intellectual work the following day, and on
attempting to read or study anything at all difificult

would become mentally confused, feel tired, and
have to cease work. I do not remember having any
headaches or pain in the eyes, and considered my
eyes extremely good for I could see every bullet
hole on a target at sixty-five yards. At my request
the assistant professor of eye diseases in the medi-
cal college which I attended examined my eyes by
means of test letters without a mydriatic and in-

formed me that 1 might be a little far-sighted, but
that he would not advise glasses. All through the
medical school I would occasionally get to a point
where I could not work any longer, and, unable to
sleep, would finally cure myself by spending a day
in the open air riding a bicycle. On leaving the
medical school 1 entirely ceased all studying, and
practically never resumed it until I put on glasses.
I slept nine hours every night if possible, and un-
less at work, would take an hour's nap in the after-
noon. Tiiesc periods of sleepiness were frequently
replaced by fits of insonmia, particularly if doing
much work, so that on retiring there was always the
haunting apprehension that 1 might lie awake the
greater part of the night. CJften I woke up at one
o'clock in the night and was unable to sleep again,
although 1 was apparently in the best of health.
.After beginning the use of a mydriatic the results
were so surprisingly different and better than with-
out it that, in spite of the fact that I had 20/10
vision with either eye without glasses, it seemed
best to take a dose of my own medicine, and on
testing my eyes with a mydriatic, which had never
been done before, I was surprised to find that, under
the mydriatic my best vision was O.D. -\- .75 -f- .37
cyl. axis 75, O.S. -f .75 -f .25 cyl. axis 90. On
wearmg the cylinders I not only could study all

day, but actually wanted to study all day, and now
I sleep on an average seven hours and a half out
of the twenty-four, with no inclination to sleep dur-
ing the day.

Case II.—Man. Age thirty-four. Bookkeeper.
He telephoned me on September 9 that he was
drinking heavily and for the first time in his life
was unable to stop. He also said he had been un-
able to sleep for two nights. I emptied the stom-
ach with a hypodermic of apomorphine, and within
the next thirty hours he took 960 grains of bromide
of ammonia, 2}^ drachms of antipyrin. and i pint
of liq. ammon. acetat., during which time he was
still imable to sleep. As he wished me to fit him
with glas.ses, and I intended doing so the following
day, I determined to try the effect of jiaralyzing his
muscle of accommodation, and instructed the nurse
to instil in his eyes every seven minutes for one hour
one drop of the solution which I use for mydriatic
tests. This was done from 8:45 p.m. till 9:'43 p.m.
At 11:15 he dropped asleep and slept till 9 .\.m.
the following day. His correct refraction was •

O.D. —1.37 -fi.87 cyl. 100, O.S. —.87 +1.50 cvl.
Syyi. A letter from him a few days ago says that
he has had no trouble since.

Case III.—Man, twenty-five years old. Univer-
sity instructor. All his life a long sleeper. He con-
sulted me in November, 1908, for a small posterior
polar cataract, slightly on one side of the center
and not interfering with his vision at all. He was

wearing: O.D. —5.0 —.50 cyl. 180. O.S. —.50—.50
cyl. 180; on being fitted with : O.D. —6.0 — 6.2 cyl.

180, O.S. —.75 cyl. 175, he has ever since slept but
eight hours each night instead of nine and a half
or ten hours as formerly.

Many other cases could be mentioned, but the

above seemed to me to indicate the possibility that

one of the principal functions of sleep may be the

resting of the muscle of accommodation of the eye.

Posterior Nasal Catarrh. For several years after

graduation I saw so many unsuccessful results in

the treatment of catarrh that I came to the con-

clusion that it was incurable, until I sent several

cases to a specialist who cured them with a double
inferior turbinectomy. Four years ago I began to

do this operation myself. Most cases of posterior

and anterior catarrh recovered, but occasionally a

case would be quite relieved in every way, but would
still have considerable discharge in the posterior

nares, and accumulation of mucus in the naso-

pharynx in the morning, which no treatment seemed
to relieve. In all cases of this kind in which I

have tried it, correction of existing ametropia en-

tirely relieved these symptoms. Following are the

histories of three cases

:

Case I.—Man, age thirty-two. Foreman in

phonograph factory. Was brought to me by his

dentist to remove his nasal stoppage, in order to

relieve the lateral crowding of the teeth, caused

by mouth breathing, as free nasal breathing was
necessary to ensure the permanency of the dental

work. Two months afterwards the dentist tele-

phoned me that the nasal stoppage was entirely re-

lieved, but that the patient had considerable post-

nasal catarrh. I examined his eyes and prescribed

:

O.D. +.12 -I-.37 cyl. 70, O.S. —.12 -+-.50 cyl. 78.

In one week the postnasal catarrh disappeared. It

invariably returns if he breaks a lens and lasts un-
til the lens is replaced.

Case II.—Woman, age thirty-seven. Came to

me for catarrhal deafness. I performed a double

inferior turbinectomy, and fitted her with glasses.

.She recovered her hearing entirely, but she had 6°

esophoria. I put 3° prisms, base out, in each eye.

This gave her an immense amount of p>ostnasal

catarrh, which returned to normal on removing the

prisms.

Case III.—Woman, age thirty-one. I performed
double inferior turbinectomy on her in February,

1907. For the past year she has been wearing
glasses for compound myopic astigmatism. She says

she always knows when her glasses need changing
because she then has postnasal catarrh, which dis-

appears as soon as the correct change is made in

her glasses.

Hoarseness.—Cask I.—A girl of thirteen

consulted me on July 29, 1908, with the

following history : She had been quite well

up to five years before when, while reading, she

suddenly felt short of breath. She always
had to sit in the front row at school to see the

blackboard. These symptoms continued until the

previous April, when she became very hoarse, and
this condition remained unchanged in spite of all

attempts to relieve it. With test letters she coulfl

see 20/100 with the right eye and 20/200 with the

left eye. As well as I could ascertain on account of

her amblyopia her refraction with a mydriatic was

:

O.D. — 1.75 —.50 cyl. 170, O.S. —2.50 cyl. I

ordered this correction. She objected to glasses un-
less they had gold frames, which she was then un-
able to buy. On the nth of .\ugust, as she had
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considerable nasal catarrh, I advised that double in-

ferior turbinectoniy should be performed, feeling
sure that the reestablishment of nasal breathing
would correct the congestion which I found in the
vocal cords. I was greatly surprised that the voice
did not improve, as she had perfect health and no
signs of tuberculosis of the lungs. In the follow-
ing October her hoarseness was as bad as ever, and
she finally bought glasses. Shortly afterwards her
sister informed me that the girl's voice became as
clear as ever within a week after wearing the

glasses. Her voice remained clear and was still so
to date of writing (January, 1910), in spite of the

fact that her refraction had changed slightly.

C.\.SF. II.—Woman, age twenty-two. Vaudeville
actress. Came to me in June, 1909. Her family for
four generations gives a history of migraine. The
mother at sixty-one years of age began to lose her
vision from cataract, and at the same time her voice,

previously very good, became so husky that she was
unable to sing at all. The patient's voice, a soprano,
had been perfect up to six months before coming to

me when she noticed that it was not as good as

usual, and three months later on singing a high note,

previously ven,' easy to her, she felt she did so with
difficulty. Two or three days after that her voice

became husky and it remained so up to June 10.

when she consulted me. On account of this she and
her husband had been obliged to cancel their en-

gagements. I found that she had very large in-

ferior turbinates, the left one entirely occluding the

nostril. I performed double inferior turbinectomv,
and because of my experience with Case i, told her

she must wear glasses when not on the stage, al-

though her visual acuity was 20/15 in either eye.

The day following the operation she was able to

sing as well as ever. I then made a mydriatic ex-

amination of her eyes and informed her that unless

she wore glasses she would soon lose her voice

again. She came back for the postmydriatic test

June 14. when I gave her the following prescription

for spectacles : O.D. —.37 cyl. 10, O.S. —.yj —.25

cyl. 180, which, however, she did not have filled.

The following Monday she anil her husband took

another vaudeville engagement, and her voice was
as good as ever for the first two days. Soon, how-
ever, it began to grow husky again, and by the third

day she was unable to sing at all. The next day
she bought the spectacles and at the end of the week
her voice was again as good as ever. She wears her

glasses constantly when off the stage and has never

again lost her voice. This year the vaudeville man-
ager who sent her to me informed me that she and

her husband were now earning $700 a week, instead

of $450. which they received the year before.

Case III.—Woman, age forty-six. Singer and

vaudeville performer. Soprano. She consulted me
on the 25th of Tune, 1909. complaining of headaches

and catarrh. The headaches she had had ever since

she was a child, and at one time, when teaclnng

school, she had had every Thursday an attack of

bronchitis. Five years before she had been fitted

with O.D. -|- 1.0, 0,S. + 1. 12 for reading, and was
wearing them when she came to me. I performed

double inferior turbinectomv and gave her the fol-

lowing prescription for glasses: O.D. — i.o —.25

cyl. 20, O.S. —.37 —.12 cyl. T65. B.E. -^1.87 added

for reading. Her health, which had been vcrv poor,

improved and she has had no trouble since in get-

ting engagements : but whenever she stops wearing

her glasses for any length of time her upper notes

begin to break and catarrh returns. These symp-

toms immediately disappear when her .spectacles are
straightened and she wears them always except
when on the stage.

Asthma. Case I.—Woman, age twenty-two.
Dressmaker. Consulted me on March 19, 1909.
.She never remembers injuring her nose. Ever
since she can remember she has had what she calls

a cold and difficulty in breathing, which has kept
her awake most of the night for the greater part of
the last seven years. Seven months before she had
a spur removed from the septum on the right side
and since then she has breathed a little more easily

through that side. I removed two-thirds of the in-

ferior turbinates, and the portions removed were
the largest I have ever seen, that on the left side be-
ing as large as two-thirds of my ring finger, with
enormous cauliflower excresences on the posterior
end. She returned to me on the 28th, up to which
time there was no improvement in the asthma, and
her breath was exceedingly foul. At this visit she
informed me of continual headaches, which she had
had for years. This I got through her interpreter

as she does not .speak English well. I told her to
come back and let me examine her eyes under a

mydriatic, which I did the following day, and on
.April 10 I prescribed : O.D. -(- .37 -f .37 cyl., axis

100. O.S. +.87 -~.I2 cyl., axis 105. The same day
she bought her glasses and returned to me for their

examination. .\t this time her asthma and breath
were as bad as ever. She came again on .April 18.

at which time the breath was normal, and the asthma
had entirely ceased. She sent me another patient
on September 12, who informed me that she has
had no asthma since wearing the glasses. On June
7, 19 10. she returned with the old symptoms. On
examining the glasses I found that the frame of
her glasses was bent in such a way as to entirely

change the axis. I straightened the glasses and
up to date she is perfectly well again, and her symp-
toms only appear when the axis is wrong. She in-

formed me to-day that she only wears the glasses
when she is at work or is reading.

C.vsE II.—Woman, age thirty-three. Height, 5
feet 6 inches; weight. 130. Miniature painter.

Father suffered from asthma from the time he was
seven years old until his death at fifty-two from
kidney trouble. .All of the family have had more or
less trouble with their eyes. Patient's asthma came
on after an attack of chicken-pox at seven and has
continued ever since. Up to a few years ago she
had it both day and night. .Since that time she has
had it only at night. Has tried various climates
and had been treated by more than fifty doctors
without relief. Has tried every variety of "cure"
from starvation to Christian Science. For twenty-
six years has had an attack of asthma immediately
on retiring which would last until she used an in-

halation. Three or four hours afterwards she has
another attack, for which she has to use a second
inhalation, and still another at daylight when she

must either use the inhalation again or get up for

the day. Consulted me not for asthma, but for red

eyes, from which she suffers after any prolonged
near work. Her mydriatic examination the 4th of

December. 1909. was: O.D. +1.75 +.62 cyl. 95.
O.S. +1.87 4- .62 cyl. 85. That night she had no
asthma for the first time in months. .At the post-

mydriatic test she could accept nothing stroi''ger

than a cylinder in the right eye and a +.12 and
cylinder in the left eye. During the succee 'ing

week she accepted O.D. -f-i.o -I-.62 cyl. 95, <^.S.

-|-i.T2 -I-.62 cvl. 85. Since that time she ha^ Iiad
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only a few mild attacks of asthma, once when her

refraction changed and several times when the

frame of her spectacles became crooked ; thus chang-

ing the axis of her astigmatic lenses. In the first

instance the asthma disappeared with the proper

change of glasses and on the other occasions merely

straightening the frame brought complete relief.

Incidentally this result was as great a surprise to

me as it was to the patient.

Case III.—Man, age thirty-four. Court clerk.

Has had attacks of asthma ever since he was ten

years old. While on a visit to New York City he

noticed that during his stay he was entirely free

from this disease. His father, who had had asthma

for forty years, had been relieved by my performing

a double inferior turbinectomy on him, and without

correction of the errors of refraction. The patient,

however, was unwilling to be operated on. He was
offered a good position in a hotel near his former
home, but as he invariably has asthma on returning

there, he was compelled to refuse it. He brought

a friend to me to be fitted with glasses and remarked
that with the glasses he himself was wearing he

could see only very few of the test letters at twenty

feet. I found that the glasses were: B.E. -I-.50 cyl.

90, with which he had vision R. 20/200 L. 20/100.

Under a mydriatic I prescribed O.D. —.},•] —3.25

cyl. 180, O.S. —.50 —2.12 cyl. 5, and since that

time he has spent four months at his former home,
and the rest of the time in the West, without suf-

fering from asthma. This I learned from a letter

written from Montana, January 16, 1910.

Indigestion. My experience the last few months

has convinced me that many digestive troubles, espe-

cially in children, are due to ametropia.

Case I.—Male, age eight. From the time he was
born he has always suffered from sour stomach and
abdominal cramps, which sometimes became so

severe that his family often thought they would
eventuate in his death, and which were entirely un-

influenced by the efforts of the family practitioners

who attended him. On correcting his compound
far-sighted astigmatism with : O.D. 4-.25 -[-.37 cyl.

90, O.S. +1.0, his indigestion entirely disappeared

and his breath became normal in odor.

Case II.—Female, age twenty. Bookkeeper. At
the time she was a schoolgirl of thirteen she began
to have pain in the eyes and indigestion. She
was fitted with glasses without a mydriatic, which
did not benefit her at all. At fifteen she began to

have attacks of what was apparently gastritis, with

nausea and vomiting, and these attacks she has had
at frequent intervals ever since. She was wearing
far-sighted glasses when she came to me and on
correcting her compound near-sighted astigmatism
with: O.D. —.50 —.12 cyl. 150, O.S. —.12 —.25

cyl. 30, every disagreeable symptom disappeared.

Case III.—Female, age seventy. Housewife.
Consulted me in February, 1909, for headaches and
frequent attacks of acute indigestion, in several of

which she and her family expected her to die. On
fitting her with bifocal spectacles containing O.D.
4-1.25 -f.25 cyl. 102, O.S. -I-1.37 -I-.62 cyl. 60, B.E.

+2.87 for reading, all her symptoms disappeared
except the indigestion, which recurred about every
three weeks. I persuaded her to return to me in

July and found that her spectacle frame was bent

in such a way as to entirely change the axis of the

cylinders. On straightening this she has since had
no indigestion up to this date (June, 1910).

Conclusion. We have all had cases that seemed
to be somewhat relieved for the time being by what-

ever therapeutics we employed, but that never were
really cured by any treatment. As I look back on
my years of general practice, before becoming a

specialist, I realize how many patients I might have
permanently cured had I then known as much of

the constitutional effects of eyestrain as I do now

—

patients the cause of whose trouble I could never
find. Where every other treatment has failed in

such cases, would it not be well to try the effect of

correcting any existing errors of refraction under
cycloplegia? The cases above quoted seem to me
very suggestive and I submit them in the hope that

perhaps they may help some fellow practitioner to

find the cause of, and cure for, such chronic and ob-

scure maladies as we have all met in our practices.

Broadway and Ninety-seventh Street.

TECHNIQUE OF EXAMINATION OF THE
DUODENAL CONTENTS.*

By MAURICE GROSS, M.D.,

F. VON OEFELE. M.D.,

MAX ROSENBERG, B.S., M.D..

NEW YORK.

The examinations were made with the duodenal
tube devised by Gross, published in the Journal of
the American Medical Association for April 23,

1910. All the chemical examinations were made
in the laboratory of Dr. v. Oefele.

Preliminaries.— (i) Record name, anamnesis, or

clinical diagnosis, and journal number of the test

sample. (2) For all examinations, note day and
hour when the intestinal juice is taken, recording

the time of the beginning and of the completion of

the aspiration as well. (3) Record the distance, in

centimeters, at which the intestinal juice is taken

—

as indicated by the length of the duodenal tube

measured from the line of the teeth. (4) Note the

time of the ingestion of the last meal and the na-

ture of the meal.

Physical Examination.— (5) The total quantity is

measured in a graduated tube of 100 c.c. capacity.

(6) When pouring out the fluid, attention should

be paid to the consistency of the juice; whether it

be fluid, slightly or markedly viscous or ropy. (7)
Also note whether a special kind of smell can be

detected. (8) The degree of permeability to light

should be noted, as to whether the juice is trans-

parent, cloudy, diaphanous or impenetrable. (9)
The color of the diluted juice should be stated.

(10) In view of the fact that bile pigment has the

peculiarity of staining very intensely, even when
strongly diluted, it is important to note the color of

a fourfold dilution with water.

(11) The specific gravity should be determined.

This is of great importance and more difficult than

with other substances. The specific gravity varies

only in narrow limits, between about looo and a

little over loio. The quantities obtained are often

only small, so that it may be necessary to work
with about 15 c.c. or slightly more. Furthermore,

the fluid being generally very viscous, the instru-

ment registers slowly. We were unable to find a

suitable areometer in the market and, therefore,

had to have special instruments made ; these will

be described in a later communication. We wish,

however, to state particularly that Saxe's areopic-

nometer is not suited for examining intestinal juice.

(12) The next point calls for the recording of

the quantity and appearance of the centrifugalized

sediment. Intestinal juice which is no longer

*From the Laboratory of the Har Moriah Hospital.
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quite fresh furnishes considerable sediment. If

the intestinal juice has been kept in a room
at ordinary temperature, the sediment results

from processes of decomposition ; in addition

the normally appearing ferments are rapidly de-

stroyed. If the intestinal juice is kept on ice, the

solubility of many of its components is diminished,

a sediment resulting that brings down part of the

ferments in their active state.

Qualitative Chemical Analysis.— (13) Reaction.

—The reaction may be tested with litmus paper,

aqueous litmus solution or phenolphthalein. At this

time it is impossible to state the reasons why, fre-

quently, a given intestinal juice may react alkaline

to litmus paper, neutral to litmus solution, and acid

to phenolphthalein. This fact explains why it is

necessary to state the method employed in the test.

(14) Bile Pigment.—In a test tube containing

about I c.c. of fuming nitric acid and i c.c. of in-

testinal juice, Gmelin's reaction is carried out. If

there is a sutficient quantity of bile, the intestinal

juice sometimes turns green, which color may last

for some time ; sometimes, however, the green color

may rapidly turn to dirty violet. In the first case

one may speak of biliverdin production, in the sec-

ond case, of bilicyanine production.

(15) Carbohydrate Test, (a) Since amylopsin

has always been found to be active, it is generally

unnecessary to institute an iodine test for un-

changed starch, but for exceptional cases this should

nevertheless be kept in view, {b) Tests for amylo-

dextrin, erythrodextrin, and arthrodextrin may
likewise be made with corresponding iodine solu-

tions, (c) Tests for sugar are made with Fehling's

method. They are called positive only when red

copper hemioxide is formed, {d) Other reducing

substances may produce a green sediment with

Fehling's test.

(16) Fat Tests.—Fat tests cannot here be briefly

described. Furthermore, as the result of the ex-

perience thus far gained, they appear to be of

secondary importance.

(17) Qualitative Test for Albumin.—This test is

of the highest importance for obtaining a correct

picture of the intestinal juice, and should, there-

fore, never be omitted. The best method is the well

known biuret test. With a little experience, it is

possible to clearly distinguish, and to estimate the

density of the various color rings formed. This

enables us to obtain indications as to the presence

of (a) nuclecalbumin, {b) seralalbumin, (c) al-

bumoses and {d) peptones.

Quantitative Chemical Analysis.— (18) Mucin.

—

The consistency of the intestinal juice, judged from

the viewpoint of viscosity, gives no indication as to

the mucin contents, inasmuch as dextrins, pentose

derivatives, and some albumoses are just as glu-

tinous as true mucin and may be present in the in-

testinal juice in the shape of products of digestion.

To prove the presence of mucin, 2 c.c. of nonsed-

imented intestinal juice, 8 c.c. of distilled water,

and I c.c. of glacial acetic acid are mixed in a

Purdy's centrifugal tube. After centrifugalizing,

the volume percentage of the precipitated mucus
can be read off. It is also useful to note the color

of this sediment.

(19) Albumins.—The supernatant fluid used for

the determination of mucin is then mixed with 3

c.c. of a 10 per cent, solution of potassium fer-

rocyanide : subsequently the procedure is that em-

ployed to determine the mucin contents, subject to

correction due to diminished amount.

(20) Further Determination of Albumin.—Two
c.c. of previously sedimented intestinal juice are

mixed with 8 c.c. of distilled water and 5 c.c. of

Esbach solution, centrifugalized ; the volume per-

centage is then read off. In view of the fact that

the proteids precipitated by potassium ferrocyanide

and by picrin do not agree, these two precipitates

will nearly always differ widely. But it is just this

difference which permits of further conclusions

which, however, cannot be entered into on this oc-

casion.

(21) Total Solids.—In a weighed porcelain dish

we dry up 10 c.c. of intestinal juice at 100° C. and
afterwards for a few hours, at a temperature of

55° C. The percentage of dry residue is established

by weight.

(22) Ashes.—To the total solids about 2 grams
of ammonium nitrate and a few drops of fuming
sulphuric acid are added. These are to be nearly

dried up at a temperature of 55° C, then burnt

up and turned into almost white ash by the glow-
ing process, after which the weight of the ash is

determined. These ashes generally contain a large

quantity of iron which can be demonstrated by the

addition of hydrochloric acid solution.

(23) Iodine Discoloration.—For several of the

above qualitative reactions the color of the intestinal

juice is disturbing. To eliminate this disturbing

factor, the juice is readily discolored with an
aqueous iodine solution, containing equivalent parts

of iodine, sodium iodide, potassium iodide, and
ammonium iodide. Titration should be employed
until discoloration results. The quantity of iodine

solution used should be stated.

(24) Determination of Chloride.—-The determi-

nation of chloride is established by titration with a
solution of silver nitrate and a few drops of potas-

sium chromate solution as indicator. The other

organic acids are present in considerably smaller

quantities and do not appear to be of much im-
portance for the purposes of the analysis.

E.ramination for Active Ferments.—In the ex-

aminations thus far made, it was possible to em-
ploy methods for the most part well known, and to

adapt the same to the special properties of the in-

testinal juice; for this reason there was no need of

describing these methods in detail. For the duo-
denal examination, however, the most important
ferments occupy the foreground of our attention.

The chief point in the examination of the intestinal

juice will probably be assigned to the determination
of the ferments by the clinical investigation. The
gall ferments are here of less importance, since the

gall-pigment furnishes sufficient indications. The
presence of these gall-pigments has already been
noted. Methods for the determination of cholalic

acid and its derivatives have been found too com-
plicated for clinical purposes, although it is hoped
that it will become possible at a future time to es-

tablish simple methods for the determination of

sodium chloride and baryum. The three pancreas
ferments are of the greatest importance and for

these, we believe, we have worked out clinically

satisfactory methods.

(25) Amylopsin.—A liberal quantity of a i per
cent, aqueous solution of Kahlbaum's soluble starch

is heated in the incubator to 55° C, also a number
of empty test tubes. Five c.c. of this heated solu-

tion is put into the heated test tube, four drops of
duodenal juice are added, the tube being shaken
vigorously for a minute. Thereupon yi c.c. of a

250th normal iodine solution is added as above de-
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scribed, (a) If no amylopsin is present, the solu-

tion will become sky-blue, or green when gall is

present; if traces are present, it will turn blue-

violet; if large traces are present, it will turn red-

violet; if the quantity is normal, it will turn pale

pink, and if there is an excess, it will be colorless.

(b) If, to this solution a sufficient quantity of

Fehling's alkaline be added, it will always become
colorless. Upon a further addition of Fehling's cop-

per and subsequent boiling, it can be demonstrated
whether the starch digestion has at least partly taken

place up to the point of sugar formation.

(26) Steapsin.—Some fresh butter is melted and
the clear, pure fat abstracted. This is mixed with

a little 0.1 per cent, aqueous potassium carbonate

solution and phenolphthalein, then shaken and
titrated with liquor sod?e until there remains a dis-

tinct red coloration. This solution is likewise heated
in the incubator to 55° C. and 5 c.c. of the same is

shaken with 5 drops of intestinal juice in a heated

test tube. If there are normal quantities of steapsin,

the red color will disappear in from 2 to 5 minutes.

According to the rapidity of this decoloration, the

quantity of active steapsin can be estimated.

(27) Trypsin.—A solution of 0.07 per cent, cop-

per sulphate and o.i per cent, sodium carbonate is

mixed with a few drops of Fehling's alkaline and

yi per thousand of casein. This solution is heated
in the incubator at 55° C. In a heated test tube
again 5 c.c. are shaken up with 5 drops. At first

the color is distinctly blue or, if there is gall pres-

ent, it will turn green. Dependent upon the quan-
tity of trypsin present, this color will become more
or less red-violet or, after a few minutes, even pink.

For the practical purposes of clinical investiga-

tion it will be sufficient to examine duodenal juice

by means of the methods above described, these

being much more complete than the clinical routine

examinations of the gastric juice.

A CASE OF DEATH UNDER GAS AND
OXYGEN ANESTHESIA.
By G. frank LYDSTON, M.D.,

CHICAGO,

PROFESSOR OF CENITOURIN.^RY SURGERY, ILLI.NOIS STATE UNIVERSITY
MEDIC.\L DEPARTMENT.

Accidents in surgical practice, more particularly ac-
cidents from anesthetics, are unpleasant experiences.
Still more unpleasant is the duty of recording them
for the benefit of the profession at large. The ex-
perience of surgeons in general has shown that, up
to date, a perfectly safe anesthetic has not been dis-

covered. It is my humble opinion that the mechan-
ism of anesthesia, involving, as it does, experience,
varying skill and caution on the part of the surgeon
and his anesthetist, and varying conditions upon the
part of the person anesthetized, to say nothing of
varying quality of the anesthetic, has too many cogs
for safety. Sooner or later something is bound to

slip, with disastrous results.

Notwithstanding what would seem to be the hope-
lessness of the task, the profession goes on in the at-

tempt to discover a perfectly safe anesthetic. From
time to time one thing or another is advanced as the
ideal anesthetic only to go the way of all other
"safe" drugs for anesthesia. One of the latest as-

pirants for the crown of safety is the gas and
oxygen combination. It is not my intention to at-

tack this method, but merely to relate a disastrous

experience which shows that death upon the operat-
ing table under gas and oxygen mav occur under
what seem to be conditions favorable to its use as

compared with other anesthetics. It was my ill

fortune to lose the only case in which I had ever
used the gas and oxygen, and incidentally the only
case I have ever lost under anesthesia. I make the
latter statement with due respect to certain very
"close calls" I have had and with some dread of
what may happen at my next operation.

Case.—-X., aged sixty-five. Had always been a
free liver and addicted to the excessive use of alco-
holics. Consulted me for a tight, at first imper-
meable, bulbo-membranous stricture with several

false passages and a severe chronic cystitis. The
kidneys were apparently in excellent condition. I

began treatment by dilatation, but after some weeks
of careful study and treatment of the case, found
that the stricture was so irritable and resilient that

further dilatations seemed worse than useless. I

therefore suggested perineal urethrotomy and blad-

der drainage. The heart and kidneys being in ex-
cellent condition, I did not particularly fear anes-
thesia, although a slight asthma suggested the ad-
visability of extra caution in its administration.

The patient being a relative of a prominent Chi-
cago physician who had referred the case to me, I

was exceptionally interested in avoiding unpleasant
accidents. I therefore asked the doctor to be pres-

ent at the operation and requested that a specialist

in anesthesia be employed. The doctor and myself
eventually agreed upon one of the most experienced
and capable men of our acquaintance.

As is true of many cases of anesthesia, na
matter what anesthetic is used, the blood escaping

from the operation wound was at first dark, show-
ing imperfect oxygenation. The color of the blood

speedily turned to the usual color of arterial blood,

and remained normal for perhaps five minutes,

when, just as I had entered the deep urethra and
divided the stricture, the blood suddenly again be-

came of a venous hue. I immediately rose, glanced

at the patient's face, and, simultaneously with the

anesthetist, discovered that we were in trouble, the

patient being deeply cyanosed and respiration hav-

ing ceased. The heart was still beating, but labor-

edly, and continued to beat for some minutes. We
worked manfully over the patient for more than an

hour, using all the ordinary and some extraordinary

methods of resuscitation, but to no purpose. No
autopsy was permitted, but from the data at com-
mand the cause of death was apparently respiratory

paralysis and consequent asphyxiation.

Action of Homogeneous Products of Autolysis of

Fetal Tissues in Malignant Tumors in Man.—G.

Fichera, in the course of experiments on vaccines, has

noted that spontaneous malignant tumors in young rats

were e.xtremely rare, that resistance was conferred upon
rats with reference to neoplasms by inoculation with

embryonal and fetal tissues, and that embryonal and fetal

tissues treated by autolysis when injected under the skin

caused involution of neoplastic grafts. He experimented

on the injection of homogeneous products of fetal auto-

lysis upon victims of malignant disease of the human
race, the results of which he gives. Eighteen cases are

included in his report ; the tumors varied in nature and
location ; in eight there was no improvement ; in ten

there were beneficial results, and in five the tumors com-
pletely disappeared. Excision showed that substitution

of sclerotic connective tissue for the neoplastic tissues

had taken place. Hemorrhagic, necrobiotic, or necrotic

zones were caused by general infections. The author
thinks that persons aflflictcd with inoperable malignant dis-

eases may undergo these injections without any danger of
absorption of poisonous substances, especially of neoplas-

tic origin. This treatment is contraindicated in cachectic

cases. The author made use of tissues of fetuses from,
two to six months of intrauterine life.—// Poiirliiv'co
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HEALTH PROBLEMS OF THE PHILIPPINE
ISLANDS.

It goes without saying that there are many health

problems of the PhiHppine Islands and it is equally

obvious that most of these are unsolved. When the

white man takes up his burden in tropical countries

he invariably finds it a burden indeed. He has not

only to contend with obstacles of climate and of a

physical nature, but he has to overcome the ignor-

ance, prejudices, and superstitions of the natives.

These are the most difficult to combat successfully.

The Asian peoples, generally speaking, at any rate

those of a lower grade, are fatalists and do not wish

to be assisted to lead a more healthy life. In many
cases, as in India, their religion stands in the way
of sanitation and hygiene. However, American

medical men have entered upon their self-imposed

task of rescuing the sons of the tropical soil

from the degradation of unsanitation and ill health

with enthusiasm, and have been greatly stimulated

to fresh efforts by their success in Cuba and more

recently in Panama.
V'ictorG. Reiser, of the Public Health and Marine

Hospital Service. Director of Health iov the

Philippine Islands, read a paper entitled "Unsolved

Health Problems Peculiar to the PhiHppines" at

the first meeting of the Far Eastern Association of

Tropical Medicine held at Baguio, P. I.. March

14, 1910, and published in the Pbilippinc Journal of

Science July, 1910. Heiser states that in the first

instance the work of sanitation in the Philippines

has been considerably handicaped by the meager

funds at the disposal of the health department, so

that discrimination must be used as to the employ-

ment of their resources. Up to the present time the

policy has been to do a little towartl solving each

problem and not to concentrate on any one. Natur-

ally malaria is one of the most important ques-

tions. The difficulties in the way of eradicating

mosquitos from Manila alone are well-nigh in-

superable. It would cost an immense sum to drain

Manila and neighborhood, and Heiser is of the

opinion that it would be unwise to recommend such

an undertaking. The water supply is another

question of prime importance in the Philippines, as

all surface waters, except the thermal waters, or

those heavily charged with certain minerals, are

infected with amebse. Artesian wells, however, are

being drilled as quickly as possible. The health

department has won a great triumph over smallpox

in the Philippines. The disease was formerly a ter-

rible scourge but owing to the energy of the mem-
bers of the Bureau of Health over 6,000,000 have

been vaccinated within the past five years and now
smallpox is a negligible quantity. The results of

vaccination in eradicating smallpox in the Philip-

pines mav be recommended to the earnest consider-

ation of antivaccinationists in the United States or

elsewhere.

Tuberculosis i> prcvalenl and the superstitions

and habits of the people, especially the habit of betel

nut chewing, render the task of fighting the dis-

ease peculiarly difficult. Cholera, again, is a disease

with which it is not easy to cope, and it is con-

stantly appearing in sporadic form in widely sepa-

rated sections of the islands. Some years ago

Heiser drew attention to the fact that logical de-

duction indicated that there was a morphological

change in the cholera organism, which made it dif-

ficult to recognize at certain stages. Research work
seems to have strengthened this view. Possibly,

also, cholera carriers may be responsible for some
outbreaks. .\t the present time plague is nonex-

istent in the islands, but rigid inspection of incom-

ing vessels and destruction of rats are being con-

tinualh' carried on. Typhoid fever exists the

greater ]iart of the year in some of the islands in

the archipelago, hut is liy no means prevalent.

Of course, infant mortality is very large; about

one-half the total number of deaths occurs in chil-

dren under one year of age. Improper nourishment

plays the leading part in this deplorable state of af-

fairs. Cow's milk either fresh or canned is beyond

the means of the native mothers. The raising of

goats for the sake of their milk is suggested and

already experiments in breeding a hardy variety of

milk goats have been initiated. A very conspicu-

ous cause of ill health in the tropics is the rapid

putrefactive changes which take place in nitroge-

nous foods. As Heiser very wisely remarks, "the

problem is either to provide ways properly to pre-

serve such foods or to find suitable substitutes which

will enable us tn eliminate them from our tropical

dietary."

So far as the natives are concerned the habit of

eating from their fingers is a fruitful cause of dis-

ease. It is known to be the most prominent factor

in the transmission of cholera and intestinal dis-

eases. The custom is deeply rooted and conse-

quently hard to break. Education is the sole mode
by which customs and habits the products of ages

can be successfully dislodged and this again is a

matter which time must bring about. The impossi-

bility of procuring accurate statistics is another

spoke in the wheel of progressive sanitation and

health laws in the Philippines. The medical pro-

fession of the United States is comparatively new
to tropical health problems. Nevertheless, the work
already done by its members in this direction is a

happy augury for the future. In the case of the

Philippine Islands slow but sure must be the motto

of the Bureau of Health, for it is not possible to

move rapidly xr cover at once a large extent of

territory with a more or less depleted treasury.
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SUDDEN CHANGE OF CONSTITUTION.

This subject, although continually in evidence in

the isolated example, has been much neglected by

scientific writers, largely, of course, because "con-

stitution" is an empirical expression. Much informa-

tion under this head appears in the form of the

change in the bactericidal power of the blood, in

the variations in the opsonic index, and in several

other fashions. The late Dr. Heitzmann believed

that he could recognize the degree of vitality of the

organism, including its resistance to disease, by the

amount of protoplasm in the leucocytes and tissue

cells, this amount being readily determinable by

the refractive index of the cells in question—always

provided that the refraction was natural, or, in

other words, not due to fatty or amyloid change.

He believed that this condition of the cell varied

greatly in the individual at different times. In fact,

he built up an entire superstructure of "constitu-

tion" in man and animals upon this seemingly slen-

der foundation.

According to Heim (Berliner kliiiiscbe VVochcn-

scJtrift, Sept. 26), the late Dr. Rosenbach, who was

not only a medical man of commonly good repute,

but also a medical individualist, traded extensively

upon a theory of the instability of constitution. It

appears to be well founded that our ancestors could

withstand more bleeding, purging, salivation, and

the like than the present generation. Some mineral

drugs were administered several centuries ago in

doses that would now be termed toxic. The pres-

ent generation cannot profit by routine bleeding.

The history of syphilis and tuberculosis shows

that at certain periods and localities resistance to

infection must have been either lessened or height-

ened. Heim cites the common example of a found-

ling suckled by a series of wet nurses. At first

all disagree. Finally one is found who suckles

the child successfully. This is not due to any qual-

ity of the nurse, but to the fact that the infant's con-

stitution undergoes some slight change which makes

it take naturally to breast milk. Another familiar

example is that of the scarlet fever nurse, who is

exposed year in and out, but who finally contracts

the disease. Lues and gonorrhea appear to be con-

tracted at times after indefinite exposure with neg-

ative results.

Heim, although a Budapest practitioner, seems

inclined to let go scientific dogmata of any sort

and to put faith in the old French diathetic theory.

He bears witness to an exudative diathesis and an

exudative constitution. Children of such consti-

tution are believed to correspond to certain factors

in the newly born. The original purport of Heim's
article was to show that certain children who suc-

cumbed to scarlatina had already been subjected to

the exudative diathesis and neuropathic constitution.

According to the author certain children fore-

doomed to this death exhibit premonitory signs,

which comprise meteorism, restlessness, insomnia,

etc. The main value is placed upon the animal
vigor of these infants under particular circum-
stances. Aside from this general connection the

subject of constitutional changes has not been com-
pletely elaborated.

The Phosphorus Metabolism in Rachitis.

Among the diseases of metabolism rickets is one
whose pathogenesis has for a long time baffled

clinical observation and laboratory investigation.

Apart from a realization that all the vague nutri-

tional errors associated with a poor environment
are to a certain extent responsible for this condi-

tion, no tangible factors have yet been gleaned to

which one could point as the main causes in its evo-

lution. In a most exhaustive series of investiga-

tions undertaken with a view of determining the

significance of calcium in the pathogenesis of rick-

ets, J. A. Schabad, in his sixth contribution on this

subject in the Archk' fiir Kinderheilkunde, Vol. 54,
Nos. I to 3, has come to the conclusion that the

pivotal point in the morbid mechanism of this dis-

ease is the metabolism of phosphorus and not cal-

cium. In the evolution of rachitis there is an in-

creased elimination of both of these substances.

The increased excretion of phosphorus is greater

than can be accounted for by the amount of this

substance and the equivalent amount of calcium

contained in the bones, so that it is probable that the

nervous tissues share in the pathological process.

The increased phosphorus elimination is in the feces,

while that in the urine is really less than the normal
(hypophosphaturia). The ratio between the phos-
phorus content of the urine and that of the feces

is changed. The normal ratio in nursing infants,

80:20, becomes in rickets 65:35, while in artificially

fed infants and in older children the normal ratio

of 60 :4o is practically reversed to 40 :6o. In the

convalescent period this disturbed ratio of phos-
phorus elimination is gradually restored to normal,

while the total e.xcretion of phosphorus reaches the

subnormal. At the same time there is a relatively

great increase in the urinary phosphorus, the ratio

becoming 75 :25. There is a close relationship be-

tween the calcium and phosphorus content of the

feces ; increase in the intestinal elimination of cal-

cium goes hand in hand with a phosphorus reten-

tion and vice versa. The interpretation of these

results brings out the important fact that, inasmuch
as in rickets there is excreted more phosphorus in

proportion to calcium, the possibility is excluded
that the augmented phosphorus elimination is to be
attributed to the increased excretion of calcium.

The conclusion is obvious that the primary factor

in the metabolic disturbances underlying rickets is

to be sought in the increased elimination of phos-
phorus. These experimental results apparently ex-

plain the good effects that have for a long time been
observed from the empirical administration of phos-
phorus in this disease.

Criticism of a Hospital.

The Flower Hospital of this cit} was recently very

severely criticised in the Nczv York Times because

of its treatment of a man who had been murder-
ously stabbed by the striking expressmen. The
man was taken to the Flower Hospital, which insti-

tution has received most of the victims of the

strikers, and there died of pulmonary hemorrhage,
the result of one of his stab wounds. A friend and
employee of the nuirdered man was dissatisfied with

the treatment the patient had received and brought
charges against the hospital in the cc^lumns of the

newspaper. Those charges, as printed in the Times,
sound very bad, as bad as did the accusation of

cruelty to animals which the Herald brought some
time ago against Carrel and other workers in the
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Rockefeller Institute—and to a medical man they

have just as little foundation. One of the com-
plaints of neglect, for instance, was based on the

fact that the man's wounds were dressed only twice

between Monday, the day he v/as received in the

hospital, and Thursday, the day he died. To the

layman, of course, who thinks a wound should be

dressed as a fastidious man washes his hands, this

sounds like neglect of the most criminal sort; to

the physician who knows that the less done to an

aseptic wound, the better the chance of healing, the

only thought is that it might have been dressed

once more than was really necessary. An analysis

of the other charges shows clearly enough their

origin : A well-meaning layman, unused to hospital

sights and to the necessary institutional discipline,

distracted with anxiety and grief, seizes on what
appears to him to be abuses, and in his anger and
distress brings them to the notice of a reporter, who
makes a good "story" and gets it displayed on the

front page of his journal, thereby injuring, in the

minds of many, the good name of a hosital of stand-

ing, one whose ambulance service covers a large

district, and one which does an immense amount of

good in the community. The good name of a hos-

pital, the support of which is largely from con-

tributions by the charitably disposed, is its most
valuable asset, and it is a pity that a large and in-

fluential journal of the "read," not yellow, sort,

one too which is usually so eminently fair and intelli-

gent in its discussion of medical matters, should

have accepted such charges, brought in evi<lent

ignorance of the true conditions, and given them to

the world with its authority as being "news fit to

print."

The Practical Applications of Blood-\'essf.l

Surgery at the Present Time.

In the Quarterly Bulletin of Northwestern Uni-
versity Medical School, September, 1910, V. D.
Lespinasse points out the indications for blood-ves-

sel surgery in the operation of transfusion, in cases

of shock, acute hemorrhage, hemophilia, purpura
hasmorrhagica, melena neonatorum, carbon monox-
ide poisoning. Especially, according to the writer,

are the effects of transfusion in melena neonatorum
marvelous, but technically, the transfusion is very

difficult, as the veins of a newborn babe are quite

small. Transfusion should be done in all cases of

this condition and as early as possible. Lespinasse

recommends that transfusion should be done in the

treatment of pellagra, typhoid fever, and smallpox

with the blood of patients recently recovered from
these diseases. Permanent anastomoses should be

performed in wounds of all the large vessels,

brachial, femoral, aorta, renal, etc., in aneurysms
of all types, in cirrhosis of the liver to replace

omentopexy and relieve ascites, in order to save

crushed extremities by repair of the crushed ves-

sels, and for the removal of emboli from their point

of lodgment. It may be noted that, although surgery

has advanced with rapid strides during the past two
or three decades, surgery of the blood-vessels up to

a recent date has been at a standstill. J. B.

Murphy was among the first to inaugurate a move-
ment in the direction of blood-vessel surgery, and

since his early experiments in suture of the arteries

numerous other surgeons have successfully made
experiments in the same field. The operations of

Matas for the cure of aneurysm are especially note-

worthy.

Accidents in New York.—During the month of

October seventeen persons were killed and 151 in-

jured on the streets of New York, according to the

figures compiled by the National Highways Protec-

tive Association. Seven of those killed were chil-

dren. Automobiles were responsible for the death

of eight persons, trolley cars for the death of six.

The total number of persons killed on the streets

of New York during the ten months ending Octo-

ber 31 was 13S, and the total number of injured

8x1.

Births Increase in France.— It is officially an-

nounced that during the first half of the year

1910 the births throughout France exceeded the

deaths by 21,189. During the year 1909 the deaths

were said to have exceeded the births by 28,205.

Hospital Dedicated.—The new Holy Family
Hospital on Dean street, Brooklyn, formerly known
as St. Alary's h'emale Hospital, was dedicated on
October 2 by Bishop McDonnell. The building

has been equipped with all the appliances of a

general hospital.

Water Contaminated.—The Board of Health of

Milburn, N. J., has notified all the residents of the

town that the drinking water has been found to be

infected and must be boiled before using. The
water is obtained from driven wells and an inves-

tigation will be made to find out how the contami-

nation occurred.

Red Cross Endowment Fund.—Efforts to raise

an endowment fund for the National Red Cross

will be begun shortly by a committee of prominent

men appointed by President Taft. Among the mem-
bers of the committee are Robert Bacon, Lloyd C.

Griscom, Charles H. Keep, Felix Warburg, H. P.

Davison, Charles P. Taft, John Hays Hammond
and former Vice-President Charles W. Fairbanks.

Tuberculosis Sanatorium.—The Metropolitan

Life Insurance Company of New York has changed
the proposed location of the tuberculosis pavilion,

which it plans to build for its employees, from
Sullivan to Saratoga County. The company has

filed an application with State Health Commissioner
Porter for permission to erect a sanatorium near

Mt. McGregor.
A Year's Accidents.—The Interstate Commerce

Commission has recently issued a bulletin which
completes the publication of accident records for

the past nine years. During the year ending June

30, 1910, 3.804 persons were killed and 82,374 were
injured in train accidents, an increase over the fig-

ures for the previous year of 1,013 ^"d 18,454 re-

spectively. Collisions caused the death of 433 per-

sons, an increase of 91 ; the total number of col-

lisions being 1,450 more than the previous year.

The total number of derailments was 5,910, with an

increase of 79 deaths and 676 injured from this

cause.

Birth Statistics.—The new Statistical Advisory
Board of the Department of Health of New York
City, of which mention was made last week, has sug-

gested means to secure complete returns and regis-

tration of all births in the city. LIpon the thorough

registration of births depends, as the Health Com-
missioner points out. the accuracy of estimates of

population and the value of comparative statistics in

relation to disease and other social problems, inso-

far as they refer to the total population. Hereafter

the law providing a penalt}^ for failure to record a
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birth will be strictly enforced, and the Board urges

that on the death of any infant under one year of

age the registration of its birth be verified in order

to detect omissions.

Red Cross Seals.—A million dollars from the

sale of the Red Cross seals for the stamping out of

tuberculosis is the object of the campaign for this

Christmas. Forty million of the seals have already

been printed and distributed, the Red Cross and the

National Association for the Study and Prevention

of Tuberculosis cooperating in handling them.

Special Milk Order.—The Secretary of Agri-

culture has recently issued a special order to the

chiefs of bureaus, offices and independent divisions

of the Department of .Agriculture in Washington,

prohibiting the sale in any building occupied by the

Department of Alilk which is not equal to the classi-

fication as defined in the Bureau of Animal Indus-

try Circular 1 14. The determinations as to the

standards of milk are to be made by the Dairy Di-

vision of the Bureau. In this way the sale of milk

containing extraneous matter, raw milk from cows

not known to be free of tuberculosis, and milk of

unknown origin will be prevented in the buildings

under the control of the department, and such a step

will probably have a great influence on the improve-

ment of conditions throughout the city.

Cholera in Italy.—Following the optimistic

statements of October 31 that the epidemic of

cholera in Italy might be considered at an end, came

the announcement of the occurrence of six new
cases on November i, with two deaths, both in the

asylum for the insane at Aversa, and of ten new
cases on November 2. with two deaths. Naples has,

however, been officially declared free of cholera,

and the trans-Atlantic steamship lines have been

notified that clean bills of health will be granted.

.\s a result of the report of the Italian Board of

Health, which says that the epidemic in the .\pulia

region may have been caused by the poor water

supply, the Government will ask an extaordinary

credit amounting to $60,000,000 for the construction

of dams, aqueducts and artesian wells to provide the

cities and villages of .Apulia with a properly pro-

tected watershed.

Ambulance in Collision.—.An electric ambu-
lance belonging to the New York Hospital while go-

ing north along Madison Square in answer to a call

on October 30, collided with an automobile. .Al-

though both vehicles were badly damaged none of

the passengers was hurt.

Prize to Insane Patient.—.An insane woman,
d patient in the State Hospital for the Insane at

.Anoka, Minn., recently was awarded a prize for the

best literary contribution submitted to a certain

magazine.' Under the circumstances the award,

a trip to Europe, was of but little value to the win-

ner, who was, therefore, given a cash prize.

Measles on Steamship.—Fifty passengers on

hoard the steamship Ultonia. which reached New-

York on November 3 from various Mediterranean

ports, were found to be suiYering from measles when
the vessel was inspected at Quarantine, and were

removed to Hofifman Island.

Mt. Vernon Water Supply.—The Board of

Health of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., h?.s sent out photo-

graphers and engineers to inspect and obtain evi-

dence of the condition of the watershed of the coni-

panv furnishing the water supply of that city. It

is possible that a bill may be introduced into the

ne.xt Legislature providing for the purchase of the

company's plant by the municipality.

Fall River Death Rate.—In spite of protests on
the part of its citizens, the town of Fall River,

Mass., is still rated by the Census Bureau as having
a death rate of 19. i per 1,000 of population, the

highest rate recorded among .American cities. Cen-
sus Director Durand attributes the high total rate to

the urmsual proportion of deaths among children.

Typhoid Fever Investigation.—Because of the

prevalence of cases of typhoid fever in certain sec-

tions of New York City, Commissioner Lederle re-

cently appointed a committee to investigate and re-

port. The results were announced on November 4.

In the Nineteenth Ward a si.x weeks' investigation

was begun on September 3. Fifty-six cases were
found, of which 17 were considered to be due to

out-of-town infection, 4 to impure water, 19 to

artificial ice, 14 to natural ice, and 2 to infection

from a typhoid patient. In the Ninth Ward the in-

vestigation also covered six weeks, beginning on

July 26. In that time 88 cases were reported, 4 of

which were due to out-of-town infection, and 4 to

direct exposure, other members of the family be-

ing sufferers from the disease.

Academy of Medicine.—The Finance Commit-
tee of the New York Academy of Medicine an-

nounces that for the fund to be applied in payment
for the properties recently purchased subscriptions

have already been received of $1,000 each from
thirty Fellows of the Academy, to be paid in five an-

nual installments of $200.

Dr. C. D. Spivak, editor and publisher of

Medical Libraries, a bimonthly magazine which ap-

peared first in 1898 and was discontinued in 1902,

announces that he will furnish, as long as the supply

lasts, complete sets of volumes II, III, and IV, and
incomplete sets of volumes I to V, free of charge,

to any medical librarian making a request for them.

Dr. Spivak's address is the Metropolitan Building,

142 1 Court place, Denver, Col.

Dr. Charles Hitchcock of New York announces
his removal to 61 East 65th street.

Dr. James Morrison Bodine, Dean and Presi-

dent of the University of Louisville Medical De-

partment, will be given a testimonial dinner at the

Seelbach Hotel in Louisville on December 16, 1910.

Those friends whom the committee has not been

able to reach by personal note are cordially asked

to signify their intention to attend.

Dr. John W. Goodsell of New Kensington,

Pa., who accompanied Commander Peary on his suc-

cessful expedition to the North Pole, has received,

rather tardily it would seem, a letter from the Peary

Arctic Club commending the physician for his work.

The party numbered twenty-fiv3, in addition to fifty

Eskimos who joined the expedition at Etah, and all

returned in good health.

An Historical Portrait.—The New York His-

torical Society has recently received as a gift a

copy of a portrait of David Hosack, M.D., who was
president of the society from 1820 to 1827. The
original portrait was painted by Thomas Sully. Dr.

Hosack was a well-known New York physician and

a member of the statT of the New A'ork Hospital.

The American Cancer Research Society.—The
semiannual meeting of this society was held in Chi-

cago on October 26. The following officers were

elected: President. Dr. L. D. Rogers of Chicago:

Secretarx. Dr. William A. Guild, Des Moines, la.

;
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Treasurer, Dr. E. JNJatlier, Detroit, Mich. The an-
nual meeting of tlie society will be held in Chicago
on June 6 and 7, 191 1, and every physician is in-

vited to take part by attending or by sending re-

ports of cases. The society has authorized the es-

tablishment of a cancer clinic and research labora-

tory at the Cancer Hospital, Chicago, and the publi-

cation of a bulletin giving the latest infiirrnation

concerning the disease.

Sanitary OfHcers.—The tenth annual confer-

ence of the sanitary officers of the State of New
York' will be held in the Y. M. C. A. auditorium at

BufTalo,, N. Y., on November 16, 17, and 18, 1910.

The program for the first day includes a number
of papers on the relations of public health to the

school, to the dental jirofession, to the medical pro-

fession, to the press, to the municipal authorities,

and to the conservation movement. On the same
evening a public meeting will be held, the subjects

being "The Health Department : Its Supreme Value
to the People" and "Public Health and the Public

Purse." On the second day subjects of interest to

city health officers will be considered, and on the

third there will be a symposium on communicable
diseases. Arrangements for securing reduced rail-

road fares for those attending the conference have
been made.

The Nevi' York and New England Association

of Railway Surgeons at its twentieth annual

meeting held at the Hotel Astor, New York, on No-
vember 3 and 4 elected the following officers for

the ensuing year : President, Dr. F. A. Goodwin of

i'inghamton, N. Y. ; First I^ice-President, Dr.

Walter Lathrop of Hazelton, Pa. ; Second l^ice-

President, Dr. J. W. Le Seur of Batavia, N.

Y. ; Corresponding Secretary, Dr. George Chaf-

fee of Brooklyn; Recording Secretary, Dr. C. A.

Pease of Burlington, Vt. ; Treasurer, Dr. J- K.

Stockwell of Oswego, N. Y.

The Miami Valley Homeopathic Medical So-

ciety held its one hundredth semi-annual conven-

tion at Dayton, O., on October 28. The following

officers were elected : President, Dr. Webster En-

sey of Dayton ; Vice-President, Dr. J. E. Studebaker

of Springfield; Secretary, Dr. R. M. Webster of

Dayton ; Treasurer, Dr. W. H. Dickinson of Dayton.

The Texas State Homeopathic Medical Asso-

ciation held its annual convention at Dallas on

October 25 and 26. Officers were elected as fol-

lows; President, Dr. T. J. Crowe of Dallas; First

Vice-President. Dr. F. L. Davis of Dallas; Second

Vice-President, Dr. Bowes of Greenville ; Secretary.

Dr. J. H. Bass of Austin; Treasurer, Dr. F. L. Grif-

fith of Austin. The society adopted resolutions op-

posing the Owen bill.

The Western Illinois Medical Society held its

annual meeting at Alton on October 28. The fol-

lowing officers were elected : President. Dr. G. Tap-

horn of Alton ; Vice-Presidents, Drs. L. H. A. Nick-

erson of Ouincy, and E. L. Grouch of Jacksonville

:

Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. W. Duncan of Jack-

sonville.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. ^Michael B. V.\n- Bus-

kirk, formerly of Aurora, N. Y., a graduate of the

Medical Department of the University of Pennsyl-

vania in 1866, a member of the New York State

and Cayuga County Medical societies, died at his

home in New York on October 30, after a long ill-

ness, aged 96 years.

Dr. James Baynes Walker of Philadelphia, a

graduate of the Medical Department of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania in the class of 1872; visit-

ino- physician to the Philadelphia Hospital from

1876 to 1893; professor of the practice of medicine

in the Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania,

and physician to the Woman's Hospital from 1879

to 1890, a member of the Pennsylvania State Board

of Medical Examiners, a fellow of the College

of Physicians of Philadelphia; a member of the

Pennsylvania State and Philadelphia County Med-

ical Societies, and formerly president of the lat-

ter; a member of the American Medical Associa-

tion, the Northern Medical Association, the Phila-

delphia Medical Club, the American Climatological

Association, and the American Academy of Medi-

cine, died at his home, on October 19, aged 64

years.
. . ,. ,

Dr. N. Pendleton Dandkidge of Cincinnati died

on Monday of this week at the age of 64 years.

He was born in Cincinnati in 1846 and received his

arts degree from Kenyon College in 1866. He then

entered the Medical College of Ohio, but after a

year of study went to Vienna and Paris, and finally

obtained his medical degree from the College of

Physicians and Surgeon, New York, in 1870. He
early turned his attention to surgery and was for

many years one of the leading surgeons of the

Middle West. He was for several years professor

of surgery in the Miami Medical College, and was

surgeon to two of the Cincinnati hospitals. He
was a prominent member of the American Surgical

Association, and was also a member of his State

Society and of the national associations.

Dr. Edward Holman Hamill of Chatham,

N. J., a graduate of the Medical Department _
of

New York University in 1868; consuhing medical

director of the Prudential Insurance Company, for-

merly president of the Association of Life Insur-

ance Directors of America, and a member of the

American Medical Association, the New Jersey

State and Morris County Medical Societies, and the

Practitioners' Society of Jersey City, died at his

home, after a long illness, on October 29. aged 67

years.

Dr. Charles H. Shepard of Brooklyn, N. Y..

a graduate of the New York Medical College in

1859, and a member of the American Medical As-

sociation, and of the New York State and Kings

County Medical Societies, died at his home, on

October 29, aged 85 years.

Dr. John PI. Nesbitt of New York, a graduate

of the" College of Physicians and Surgeons, New-

York, in 1875, a member of the New York State

and Countv Medical Societies, of the Greater New
York ]\Iedical Association, and of the Physicians'

Mutual Aid Association, the senior surgeon in point

of service in the New York Police Department, with

which he had been connected since March 11. 1884,

died on the steamer Arabic, bound from New York
to Oueenstown on October 29, it is feared from

self~inflicted wounds. Dr. Nesbitt, who was 55

years of age, had been in ill health for some time

and was taking an ocean voyage in the hope of im-

proving his condition.

Dr. W. S. Searle of Brooklyn, N. Y., a graduate

of the Department of Medicine of the University of

Pennsylvania in 1859, a member of the Homeopathic
Society of the State of New York, for many years

vice-president of the State Board of Medical Ex-
aminers, and consulting physician to the Cumber-
land Street Hospital, of which he was one of the

founders, died at his home on October 30, aged 76
years.
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Dr. George Austin Bowen of Woodstock, Conn.,
a graduate of the Medical Department of the Uni-
versity of New York in 1863, formerly surgeon-
general on the staff of Governor Coffin of Connecti-
cut and a member of the Connecticut State Legis-
lature, died at his home on October 30, aged 68
years.

Dr. Norman McLeod Carter of New York, a

graduate of Princeton University in 1899, and of
the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York,
in 1902, died at Saranac Lake, N. Y., on October
2. aged 32 years.

Dr. Lewis William Krieger of Peoria, 111., a

graduate of the Jefferson Medical College, Philadel-
phia, in 1892, died in St. Francis Hospital, Peoria,
on October 23, aged 51 years.

Dr. Paul Thomas Kimball of Lakewood, N. J.,

a graduate of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, New York, in 1887, a member of the New
Jersey State and Ocean County Medical Societies,

died at his home on November 3, aged 48 years.

Dr. William F. Scott of Somerset, Ky., a grad-
uate of the Kentucky School of Medicine, Louis-
ville, in 1850, at one time superintendent of the

Eastern Asylum for the Insane at Lexington, died

at his home after a brief illness on October 26.

LODGE PRACTICE.
To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir : In a recent issue of the Medical Record
Dr. Wolf has criticized my attitude on "The Lodge
Practice Evil of the Lower East Side" which I de-
scribed in the October 22 issue. I am taken to task
for merely setting forth an existing evil without
outlining an adequate remedy for the condition. In
justice to myself I might say that the diagnosis of
a disease is often of vast importance even though
specific treatment cannot be immediately instituted
against that disease. Although I cannot claim total

originality in my diagnosis of the Lodge Practice
Evil, yet my article again calls attention to a con-
dition of affairs among the East Side medical fra-
ternity that has become wellnigh intolerable socially,

financially, and ethically.

Dr. Wolf forgets that it would have been almost
a presumption on my part had I attempted to sug-
gest a suitable remedy for this existing evil. To
do that_ requires more than the work of one man.
Indeed it can be accomplished only by the East Side
physicians zealously and earnestly uniting to dis-
cuss ways and means for the abolishment, or, if

that is not immediately feasible, for the amelioration
of the lodge practice degradation.

I might further add that not long ago the East-
ern Medical Society on several occasions undertook
to thresh out the lodge question from every stand-
point. Papers were read upon the subject, statis-

tics were cited, and considerable eloquence was
wasted, but naught was accomplished.
To-day I believe it is no exaggeration to sav that

at least 85 per cent, of all the East Side practi-
tioners have one or more lodges. Parenthetically
1 might say that this evil is gradually spreading out
its tentacles toward other sections of Greater New
York.
A practical and complete discussion of the sub-

ject with a spirit of sincerity by all the physicians
concerned should be the first step in the betterment
of the Lodge Practice Evil.

Morris Jo.seph Clurman, M.D.
142 RiviNGTON Street.

OUR LONDON LETTER.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

HARVEIAN ORATION ON HEREDITY AND MIND

—

HEALTH ASSOCI.ATIONS, THEIR WORK, AMALGA-
MATION OF TWO CHRONIC ABSCESSES OF BONE

—

RADIUM SEP.\RATED IN ENGLAND CALENDAR OF
R. C. S. OBITU.\RY.

London. October 21, 1910.

The Harveian Oration at the Royal College of

Physicians was delivered on Tuesday by Dr. H. B.

Donkin. As he is one of H. M. Commissioners of

Prisons he has been much concerned with questions

relating to crime and heredity. It was therefore

natural for him to take as his subject "Some Aspects
of Heredity in Relation to Mind." There was no
evidence, he said, that mental capacity had increased

in historical times and natural selection was the best

explanation of. the development and inheritance of

cerebromental functions. Criminology, mental de-

fect, and eugenics might illustrate the influence of

acquired conceptions, but there were no special

qualities, mental or physical, common to all crim-

inals. The only important link between crime and
heredity was that a larger proportion of mental de-

fectives were found among criminals than in the

total population. Those defectives were found
among crimmals of all classes. Unable to acquire

the complex characters necessary for the average
civilized man they followed the path of least resist-

ance, which was often the path of unsocial or crim-

inal action. This he believed would be confirmed by
a report of a nearly completed inquiry by the man-
agers of our convict prisons. Referring to the

loose talk about degeneracy by speakers, novelists

and other writers. Dr. Donkin said that no really

rational hypothesis of hereditary criminality had
been even formulated.

The object of eugenics was to discover the change
in racial qualities which might be anticipated and
what would improve them. That depended on the

assumption that the qualities are really innate and
transmissible ; but were they ? Is ability or probity

acquired? Defined in one way the reply as to ability

might be that it is germinal ; in another that it is

acquired. As to probity it is certainly acquired.

Some characters were handed down by teaching
and example from one generation to another and so

might appear to be inherited. Negative eugenics

might make some progress, but not positive. As to

the human mind, whether nurture or nature had
most influence on its development was a meaning-
less question. For its development the brain re-

quired its appropriate stimulus. The mental and
physical maturity of a normal human being largely

depended on acquirements. Some biologists seemed
to think most moral and intellectual characters in-

herited instincts which could be improved by select-

ive breeding. Others hold that the innate characters

were few in comparison with those acquired and
demonstrably non-transmissible. The orator con-

cluded that the human mind was both born and made
and so the object of education was to fit for social

life and make good citizens and afford any one with
gifts above the average the opportunity of devel-

oping them. Education emphasized and largely

made the individual, but not the race. The progress
and efiiciency of man were not mere questions of

breeding.

The Countess of Aberdeen, presiding at the last

meeting of the Irish Women's Health Association,

described the good work already accomplished, re-
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ferring especially to the opening of the hospital

named after Mr. Allan Ryan of New York, who is

giving $1,000 a year for five years to establish it.

It is intended for consumptives in the middle stages

in whom arrest may be hoped for and is the most
necessary, as the society has already '"prevent-

oriums" for those in the incipient or threatening

stages. The Countess instanced the Sutton prevent-

orium, formerly a coast guard station, at the first an-

nual meeting of which they had been able to report

improvement in all the 124 residents. Those admit-
ted had to be certified as run down in health and in

danger of becoming victims, but not actually suffer-

ing from any form of tuberculosis, and such homes
she believed could stop an immense amount of ill-

ness. They had also in process of erection the P. F.

Collier dispensary, for which they were indebted to

Messrs. Collier of New York, as a memorial to their

father, a great friend of Ireland. Their Pasteurized

milk depot was doing good work, and their caravan
had carried on its useful educational tour in Lim-
erick and Kerry. It was encouraging that England
had appealed to them for help, and the Imperial

Health Association had started two caravans on the

Irish plan. They had been invited to assist in the

tuberculosis exhibition and had received another in-

vitation for next year from Allahabad. They pro-

posed to give lectures to women in the prisons ; in

fact, they had made a beginning in Mountjoy Prison.

Two societies concerned with sanitation, viz., the

Mansion House Council on the dwellings of the poor
and the London Council of Health Societies, have
come to the conclusion that their amalgamation is

desirable, as it would economize the co-ordination

of many voluntary workers and assist them in a de-

termined effort to improve the health conditions of
the metropolis. So fusion has been effected. The
Mansion House Council is the older body, dating

from 1883, an outcome of conferences held in con-

nection with the "Healtheries"' exhibition. This
council carried out unofficial inspection of poor
houses to the number of 200,000, took an active

share in promoting sanitary legislation and in nu-
merous congresses and conferences, local, national

and international. They also formed sanitary aid

committees which led to many societies growing up
during the last ten years, which concerned tliem-

selves with personal hygiene as well as the sanitary

environment.
In 1905 there was a conference which eventuated

three years later in the London Council, with repre-

sentatives of more than twenty societies engaged in

health work. It has done in these two years some
useful work in the wav of discussion of methods
and bringing together active workers in the promo-
tion of personal health. The fusion of these two
bodies is a step further in co-ordination. The amal-

gamated societies take the name of the "Mansion
House Council on Health and Housing."
The annual meeting of the .Society of Medical Of-

ficers of Health was held on the 14th inst., when
Dr. Willoughby. M. O. H. for Eastbourne, was
elected president and spoke of the recent legislation

adding to their duties, especially the new Housing
Act, which he approved, for unsanitary housing was
a constant accompaniment of ill health. He could

not agree with a statement in the Minority Report
on the Poor Law, to the effect that four-fifths of

their work was wrapped up in the casual laborer and
his home. In his own district he found many other

causes of the trouble and often several were so com-
bined that it was difficult to disentangle them or to

say which was cause and which effect. One interest-

ing observation he had made was that mentally de-

fective children were found in undue proportion in

unsanitary houses. Here the cause was obscure.

Often such children had similar defective parents,

and the neglect of home and children was sometimes

due to weak-mindedness rather than viciousness or

neglect. Experience had shown him that in bad

home conditions feeble-mindedness produced some
of the worst results from a public health point of

view. Feeble-minded parents produced offspring

and were oftener than imagined the cause of a dis-

graceful house. They must do their best for such

children, though it sometimes seemed hopeless. Un-
fortunately this sometimes only carried the im-

perfect into the marriage market with disastrou."!

results for the next generation. The care of the

feeble-minded was too great a responsibility for a

local official, but the sooner the State took charge

of them and directed their career the better it would
be for the country.

Hospital surgeons are interested in the treatment

of chronic abscesses in bone by metal drains as de-

scribed by Mr. Symonds in his address at the Medi-
cal Society of London and mentioned in my last

letter. He did not treat of the acute or chronic

osteitis by operative measures, but of the after

treatment—the efi'ect of the central osteitis about

which medical literature is scanty. A metal drain

did not irritate like rubber or gauze. It could be

retained during the long period of absorption and
reconstruction and the patient could attend to the

cleaning and management of the tube. Most of the

cases referred to seemed due to a late mild infec-

tion which might have been dormant for years.

Some were likely to be mistaken for tuberculosis.

Probably during acute osteitis foci of infection were
deposited. They were quiescent as to symptoms,
but a painless osteitis was going on all the time,

and some day when the surface was reached there

would be pain. The protective layer of dense bone
forming the wall of those old abscesses proved the

chronicity.

Sir Watson Cheyne said the main thing and a

difficult one was to render the cavities aseptic. He
was impressed with the plan of metal tubes, for

rubber tubes did not answer. If he could not cut

away and level down the bone he would certainly

try Mr. Symonds's plan.

Mr. Barker advocated bismuth paste, which could

reach the farthest ramifications of the cavity and
acted as a germicide and a framework for the

granulations.

Mr. A. Pearce Gould held the ideal plan to be

by an extremely patient operation to eradicate the

whole affected area and if possible flatten the dense
wall of the abscess and so get sound healing from
the bottom. If prolonged drainage was needed the
metal tubes used by Mr. Symonds would certainly

be best. But it was to be hoped that none would
suppose drainage by metal tubes for a long time
was sufficient, for the one thing needed was to get
rid of the disease by a thorough primary operation.

The calendar of the R. C. S. for 1910-11 has
been issued. The fellows number 1,487, the mem-
bers, 17,030: dental licentiates, 2,263 ! ^he diplomates
in public health, 674. The figures given point to the

discontent that only the few fellows have a vote.

Prof. A. Keith begins a series of demonstrations
on specimens in the museum this afternoon.

Sir William Ramsay announced on Wednesday
that radium had been produced for the first time in
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Great Britain from British ore by a new method

which extracts it in a couple of months instead of

the other processes which require a year. The sup-

ply of radium is now assured, for there is plenty

of pitchblende in Cornwall. Today the St. Ives

Consolidated Mines, Limited, announce that they

have a quantity of bromide of radium in an ad-

vanced state of manufacture for sale.

The death is announced of Dr. Sydney Ringer,

F. R. S. His "Handbook of Therapeutics" will be

well known to you, for it was one of the most suc-

cessful manuals and has passed through a dozen

or more editions. He was professor of the subject

at University College (his old school) for a number
of years and later became Holme professor of clini-

cal medicine, being all the time physician to the

University College Hospital.

William P. J-^Fagan, F. R. C. S. I., surgeon to

St. Vincent's Hospital, Dublin, and a professor in

the Catholic University there, died suddenly on

October 10 of angina pectoris. He was only 46
years of age, but his talents and skill had established

him in an excellent position in Dublin.

Dr. Surg.-Gen. John Martin Hyde has died in

his eighty-first year. He qualified in 1854 and

joined the Army Medical Service that year. The
next year he was in the Crimea and present at Se-

bastopol. He was awarded the medal u'ith clasp

and also the Turkish medal. He retired in 1879.

The death is announced of Surgeon Lieut.-Col.

Henry Hyde, late I. M. S., at the age of j-j. He
was a King's College student, qualified M. R. C. S.

1865, and L. R. C. P. I. the next year, when he

entered Jhe Madras Army Service. He was ap-

pointed district surgeon at Tinnevelly in 1878 and
afterward transferred to Trichinopoly.

The death has also occurred in London of Dr.

Alfred Earnshaw Hewer, surgeon to Blackall Hos-
pital, Oueenstown, and Government medical officer

there. He was only 45 years old. Fie graduated

at Cambridge in 1889 and took the two Royal Col-

lege diplomas the previous year.

ProgrrsH of HJeiitral ^rtpnrr.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

October ^7. 1910.

Cholelithiasis. R. F. Chase.
Furthei Obsen-ations on the Wassermann Reaction for Syphilis.
W. P. Boardman.

The Technique of .\rthrotomy. A Report Upon and Discussion
of One Hundred and Ninety-eight Cases. C. F. Painter and .\.

P. Cornwall.
The Extreme Blood Picture in a Case of Pernicious Anemia. W. C.

Speidel.

Cholelithiasis.—R. F. Chase has come to the conclu-

sion that this condition is more often mistaken for prim-

ary digestive diseases by the general physician than is the

case with any other organic disease. As in peptic ulcer

it is usually hemorrhage that is wanting, so in gallstone

disease it is usually jaundice. This has been observed

in less than 5 per cent, of the cases. Gallstones are found
in 7 per cent, of all autopsies, while in autopsies of per-

sons over sixty years of age they are encountered in 25

per cent. The symptoms of cholelithiasis are mainly those

of indigestion. Colic is the most prominent symptom.
Pain frequently and tenderness of the liver almost always
follow the colic. There is a tender area on the right side

behind, on a level with the twelfth dorsal vertebra, and
extending at times to the posterior axillary line. This is

a sign of great value. Jaundice when present usually oc-

curs only after one to several days from the beginning

of the colic. Immediately following an attack of biliary

colic there is impairment of both the secretory and motor

functions of the stomach, as evidenced by a diminution or

absence of HCl. Lavage of the stomach is one of the

best methods by which to overcome recurrent vomiting.

In the treatment the foremost fact to be impressed is

that stones in the gall-bladder probably cannot be dis-

solved by the administration of medicine. Confinement to

bed after an attack of colic until inflammatory conditions

have subsided should be insisted upon. As medicinal

agents for the gall-bladder conditions and the usual di-

gestive disturbances, the following combination has been

recommended by Billings: Sodii salicylatis, i.o; sodii

phosphatis, 2.0; sodii sulphatis exsic. ; 6.0; of this from

one-half to one dram is to be taken in a glass of hot

water thirty minutes before meals. The general attitude

of both physicians and surgeons regarding operative pro-

cedure in most cases is too well fixed to warrant much
discussion. In some cases Richardson advises operation

the moment the first symptom of impaction appears, unless

this impaction should be of the briefest and most trivial

character.

Further Observations on the Wassermann Reaction

for Syphilis.—W. P. Boardman states that the theory

upon which this reaction is based is still obscure. As re-

gards the Noguchi modification enough has already been

done with this to show that it, like the many other modi-

fications, gives a liigher percentage of positive results in

sj-philitics, but like the others (though not nearly as often)

it gives occasional positive results in non-syphilitics. It

is concluded from an analysis of 500 cases examined with

the original Wassermann technique, except that an alco-

holic extract of normal liver was used as antigen, that

a positive reaction is obtained in a large number of syphi-

litic cases, and if one adheres to the original Wasser-

mann technic a positive reaction in a suspected case means

syphilis almost without exception. A negative reaction in

a suspected secondary or tertiary or congenital case means
that it is probably not syphilis, but the finding should be

used with caution and only in conjunction with clinical

evidence and not by itself alone. A negative reaction in

a suspected primary case, except one of long duration, and

in an early case of general paresis, has very little value.

In treated cases it has very little value except some months

after treatment has ceased. To sum up, one may say that

in the Wassermann reaction we have a definite aid to

diagnosis, but its value in treatment and prognosis has

not yet been carefully worked out.

The Technique of Arthrotomy.—C. F. Painter and

A. P. Cornwall continue their contribution on this sub-

ject, referring in particular to the second largest group

of cases for which arthrotomies have been performed at

their clinic for tuberculous disease, and they describe the

technique of the two procedures by which this is ordinar-

ily accomplished, namely, excision and erasion.

Extreme Blood Picture in a Case of Pernicious

Anemia.—W. C. Speidel reports a case in which the

erythrocyte count dropped to 100,000 per cubic millimeter

two hours before death, being the lowest count yet re-

ported. The hemoglobin was 9 per cent. (Sahli).

New York Medical Journal.

October 29, 1910.

Report of Two Cases of Revolver Shot Wound of the Bram. J. C.

Da Costa.
Demonstration of a Simplified Technique for X-Ray Localization of

Bullets in the Thicker Parts of the Body. S. Tousey.
A Scientific Interpretation of Kuatsu, or the Japanese Method of

Restorine Life. By A. Abrams.
Some Circinate Syphilides. J. Kingsburj-.

The Fulguration Treatment of Papillomata of tile Bladder. L.

Buerger and A. L. Walbarst.
The Surgical Treatment of Chronic Gastric and Duodenal Ulcer
and of Cancer of the Stomach. W. D. Hamilton.

Observations on the N'ariability of the Gastric Juice. E. !• Eggle-

ston.
Shakespeare's Knowledge of Medicine. M. Kahn.

Shot Wound of Brain.—J. C. Da Costa states that the

lead pistol bullet is septic. If the patient does not die
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quickly c'f sliock or hcmorrhagt, the bullet, if allowed to

remain, will usually soon induce septic leptomeningitis,

encephalitis, thrombosis, or abscess. It may be responsible

for some such complication at a much later period. Even
if the patient escapes septic complications and the bullet

becomes encysted it will sooner or later, in almost all

cases, cause irritation or destruction of brain matter, and

be responsible for death after a prelude of epilepsy, paral-

ysis, amnesia, deafness, bhndness, cerebral softening, or

insanity. Therefore, though a man may carry a bullet

in his brain for a long period without api)arcnt harm, .such

cases are very rare, and a lodged ball is practically al-

ways a deadly menace. A lodged ball will almost cer-

tainly some day, and probably very soon, cause grave

disaster and eventually kill the victim; hence, if at all pos-

sible, it should be removed. The Rontgen rays enable one

tu be certain as to the situation of the bullet. The Mac-
kenzie-Davidson localizer, an apparatus made entirely of

metal, can be applied to the head during the operation,

and used to indicate the depth of the ball from a chosen

point on the surface without the necessity of mathematical

calculations. The old conservative view of laisses faire is

an error. In cases of lodged bullets radical surgery is

usually the safest and the wisest. Having decided that a

bullet is accessible one must study out how it may be

reached most easily, most safely, and with the least injury

to function. In some cases it is best reached by follow-

ing the course of the ball from the entrance wound, in

others from the opposite side, in some cases from the

front, in others posteriorly. The author reports two cases

of lodged revolver bullets. The first was that of a No.

.22 bullet lodged in the brain for eight months, which had

produced amnesia and convulsions. The bullet was suc-

cessfully removed, the convulsions were arrested, but the

amnesia was not improved. The second case was that of

a .32 calibre bullet that had lodged in the brain for over

four weeks, causing violent headaches ; the bullet was suc-

cessfully removed with complete recovery.

X-Ray Localization of Bullets.—S. Tousey describes

a siinplified method for localizing bullets in the thicker

portions of the body, without the aid nf elaborate appara-

tus.

Japanese Method of Restoring Life.— .\. Abrams
states that kuatsu, an integral part of jiii jitsu, is the

method resorted to by the Japanese for the restoration

of those who have been "knocked out." It was also found

to be effective in instances of sunstroke, drowning, and in-

juries from other causes. The method is performed as

follows : The subject is placed in the prone posture

with arms extended sideways and the operator with his

wrist lands severely upon the seventh cervical vertebra

with the regularity of a carpenter striking with a ham-

mer. As soon as the patient recovers consciousness, he

is placed in a sitting posture, his arms are rotated, and

he is aided in walking. The latter injunction is regarded

as mandatory in the application of hualsu. the object being

to completely restore the functions of the circulation and

respiration, otherwise, it is said, the patient relapses into

unconsciousness. According to the author, the essential

feature of this method is concussion of the seventh cervical

spine. This is one of the means by which the heart re-

flex may be elicited. The most effective instrument for this

purpose is a pneumatic hammer. The author states that

he has had an opportunity of gauging the efficacy of

vertebral concussion in many acute infectious diseases im-

plicating the heart and he has noted the almost miraculous

action of the method in question.

Circinate Syphilides.— T. Kingsbury describes seven

cases that belong to this category.

Fulguration of Papillomata.—L. Buerger and A. L.

Walbarst conclude that the de Keating-Hart method of

fi'igur.Ttinn of tissues when apnlicd t.) bladder jiapillo-

mata in the manner suggested by Beer offers an easy and

reliable mode of treatment. Local anesthesia applied to

the bladder is sufficient to eliminate pain. Three cases of

bladder papilloma responded e-xcellently to this method of

treatment. .Apparently a cure has followed in each case.

Although the exact Diodus operandi of the high fre-

quency current is not thoroughly understood in practice,

one may regard this type of fulguration as a method of

cauterization which easily surpasses the electrocautery in

the facility with which it can be employed in the bladder.

Surgery of the Stomach.—W. D. Hamilton states

that pain after food is a common symptom of chronic

gastric or duodenal ulcer. When it occurs in from an

hour and a half to two hours after meals, and if it persists,

une may suspect that the ulcers may be at or near the

pylorus. If the pain occurs four or five hours after food

the duodenum may be the seat of the ulcer. The ingestion

of food may relieve, at least for a short time, the pain

of duodenal ulcer, while in the case of gastric ulcer it

may enhance the patient's discomfort. Pain, nausea, vom-

iting, hematemesis, attacks of peritonitis, with or without

crippling adhesions, or cicatricial distortion, emaciation,

anemia, invalidism, phthisis, or even cancer and death.

are a few of the incidents or results of chronic gastric

ulcer without going more into the numerous pathological

complications besetting ulcer of the stomach. That duod-

enal ulcer, too, is liable to mark its presence by many of

those symptoms is undoubtedly true. The diagnosis of

gastric or duodenal ulcer is presumptive until the abdomen

has been opened. The precipitate opening of the abdomen

for diagnostic purposes is to be deprecated. All kinds

of evidence which may be pertinent to the case should be

used and recorded before operation is done. Mr. Moyni-

han has called attention to the anamnesis, the patient's own

written account of his disability up to the time of his

admission. Test meals with their associated investigations,

while of some value, should not be relied upon too im-

plicitly.
' In a similar category are examinations of the

feces for occult blood. While it is desirable beforehand

to get all such contributory or negative evidence, and all

such pertinent information in each case, each method de-

rives its value very largely by association with other evi-

dence.

The Variability of the Gastric Juice.—E. L. Eggleston,

as the result of experimental studies, draws the following

conclusions: With the same food materials there may be

quite a marked variation in the percentage of composition

of the gastric juice which may result from psychic in-

fluences. Iced foods or beverages have only a slight in-

hibitory action on gastric secretions. Foods containing

free fats in any quantity when taken either at ordinary

temperature or frozen have a decided inhibitory effect on

gastric secretions. Fruit juices either frozen or at ordi-

nary temperature quite markedly increase the secretion.

Compound tincture of gentian seems to have but little effect

.IS a gastric stimulant.

Shakespeare's Knowledge of Medicine.—M Kahn

states that the many references that the poet has in his

works to the various medical sciences and arts would

convince one that he had read books on medicine and

that he had studied the writings of the ancient Greeks

and Romans.

Journal of American Medical Association.

Oclobcr rg, IQIO.

Can-liecent Propress in Microscopic Anatomy and DilTerenti;

cer. F. B. Mallory.
Mechanical Ileus Coniplicatinij Pregnancy. P. S. Doane.
Colon Bacillus Infection of Operative Wound. E. A. Babler.

The Tuberculous Tonsil. R. Levy.
Conditions Demanding Enucleation of the Faucial Tonsils. J. C.

Beck.
Enucleation of the Faucial Tonsils, its Difficulties and Contraindica-

tions. B. R. Shurley.
Recent Proeress .-ind Present Status of Experimental Research in

Cancer. I-. Loeb.
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Biochemicai Investigation of Malignant Tumors and Its Diagnostic
Application. R. Weil.

Relation of Heredity to Cancer. E. E. Tyzzer.
Recent Progress in Surgical Treatment of Malignant Growtlis. J. C.

Bloodgood.
Cardiospasm with Dilatation of the Esophagus. J. S. Myer.
Strangulated Congenital Umbilical Hernia. I. R. Maercklein.
A Uvula Forceps and a Combined Tonsil Scissors and Separator.
H. R. Boettcher.

Note on Treatment of Typhoid. L. M. Warfield.
Medicine-Dropper Clip. P. R. Wood.
Cultivation of Sarcoma Outside of the Bcdy.

Histopathology of Cancer.—F. B. Mallory defines

cancer from a pathologist's point of view as an epithelial

tumor which infiltrates and which may give rise to metas-

tases. To understand the full significance of this definition

it is necessary to study in groups by themselves all the

tumors which arise from each variety of normal epithelial

cells and which tend to differentiate like them. Each group

has its own peculiarities. There is a tendency to group

together for study all tumors built up from the multipH-

cation of single type cells which tend to differentiate alike.

As examples of type cells he mentions the fibroblast, the

smooth muscle cell, and the neuroglia cell. Two or more
varieties of the type cell often exist, however. The newer

classification recognizes that every simple tumor is due to

the proliferation of one of the type cells which give the

name to the tumor.

Mechanical Ileus Complicating Pregnancy.—P. S.

Doane reports a case of this condition in which there had
been a history of some intestinal inflammation seven years

previous to the formation of the ileus, the inflammation at

that time having been severe enough to produce adhesions

which undoubtedly existed for a number of years.

Colon Bacillus Infection of Operative Wound.—E. A.

Babler reports a fatal case of this condition following an

operation for subphrenic abscess. The true origin of the

subphrenic abscess was not clearly determined. The fact

that a large portion of the diaphragm was destroyed by

the bacterial invasion is interesting. The main feature

of the case centered in the action of the colon bacilli on
the postoperative wound. The author has not been able

to find a similar report in the available literature. In

his opinion the patient's lowered vitality, combined with

the extensive distribution of the organisms, permitted but

feeble opposition to the invasion into the skin and sub-

cutaneous tissue.

The Tuberculous Tonsil.—R. Levy concludes that

tuberculosis of the tonsils occurs more frequently than

previously recognized, owing to newer methods of in-

vestigation. Clinically, tuberculosis of the pharynx, with

or without tonsillar involvement, must still be looked on as

among the rarer manifestations of tuberculosis. Clinical

tuberculosis of the tonsils and that determined by his-

tologic examination present marked differences. They are

differentiated by the absence of symptoms in the latter

and definite subjective and objective manifestations in the

former. Many of the histologic findings attributed to

tuberculous changes occur in other pathologic conditions.

The diagnosis of true tuberculosis of the tonsils is more
satisfactory . when based on definite physical signs cor-

roborated by typical histologic findings. The clinical form
must be looked on as very grave, its curability being ex-

tremely doubtful. Extirpation of the tonsils is rarely in-

dicated in clinical tonsillar tuberculosis. In the presence

of cervical adenitis, lowered resistance, and evidences of

malnutrition the best interests of the patient will be sub-

served by radical tonsillectomy even though other well-

recognized indications for the operation be absent.

Tonsillar Enucleation.—J. C. Beck calls attention

especially to the influence of the removal of the tonsils on
enlarged glands of the neck and the cardiac complications

of the rheumatic affections. Acute infectious diseases

have been prevented or rendered mild by the operation,

and in the diphtheria hospital in Chicago enucleation is

performed on patients as soon as their cultures are nega-

tive. He has observed distinct improvement in several

cases of tubal catarrh and ear disease. Apical tuberculosis
of the lung was markedly improved in some patients by
tonsillar removal, and he says that chronic bronchitis in

children, not yielding to ordinary treatment, invariably

yields to enucleation of tonsils and adenoids. A number
of rheumatic conditions enumerated greatly improved un-
der the operation, and he especially mentions 20 cases of
rheumatism and cardiac complications giving a history of

repeated attacks of tonsillitis, the cardiac disorder, as a
rule, consisting of loss of compensation following such at-

tacks, which had remained in good health since the oper-

ation. Other cases which yield to this treatment are men-
tioned, such as chronic septicemia with secondary anemia,

certain gastrointestinal disturbances, nephritis, hepatitis,

and pancreatitis resistant to other methods; also, certain

eye troubles which have been permanently cured. In clos-

ing he presents a theory as to the raising of the opsonic

index of the blood in all infections when the tonsils are

enucleated.

Tonsillectomy.—B. R. Shurley states that the normal
tonsil should not be disturbed, particularly in early in-

fancy. Simple hypertrophied tonsils may be removed sat-

isfactorily with the tonsillotorae. Pathologic tonsils, espe-

cially those of the submerged type that produce well-de-

fined local or general symptoms, should be completely re-

moved within the capsule. In children tonsillectomy re-

quires a general anesthetic, preferably ether. This should

be a hospital operation when possible. Tonsillectomy is

an operation that should be restricted to those who are

specially qualified. The removal of the velar lobe and the

complete separation of the pillars are the most important

parts of the tonsil operation. Tonsillectomy is not indi-

cated in all cases of so-called rheumatism. Complete enu-

cleation is usually attended by more pain, a longer period

of convalescence and greater danger of infection than

tonsillotomy. When tonsillectomy is skillfully performed

the hemorrhage is less than when the average tonsillotomy

is done. Tonsils which have been involved in recent acute

inflammation should not be operated on until all evidence

of the acute condition has subsided. Many tonsils seen by

the general practitioner, with every appearance of serious

pathological condition, never develop local or systemic

symptoms.

Progress in Cancer Research.—L. Loeb enumerates

(he important facts that have been elicited by cancer re-

search in the past ten years as follows : Tumor cells in

many cases can be propagated in other individuals of the

same species and on the whole preserve their specific char-

acter as cancer cells. This proves definitely that tumor

cells are not merely regenerating tissue cells and their

activities cannot be merely due to the peculiarities present

in the individual organism in which the tumor originated.

In accordance with this fact is the other that the ferments

of tumor cells differ quantitatively and probably also quali-

tatively from those of ordinary cells. The propagation of

tumor cells is amenable to variatisns that can be experi-

mentally produced, and the experimentally produced

changes may be transmitted to a succession of generations

of cancer cells. New and unsuspected properties of can-

cer cells have been discovered, among these their great

capacity for recovering from external injurious influences.

By selecting very well-growing tumor cells, it is possible

to produce more rapidly growing tumors. Some important

facts have been learned which may appeal to the physi-

cian. The transplantability of the tumor depends first on

the character of this particular tumor, and second, on the

character of the host. The majority of tumors, so far as

one can at present say, can be transplanted in the same

individual in which the tumor originated : others can be

transplanted into individuals nearly related, while a certain

number grow on a large number of individuals of the
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same species, and a few grow even in different though in

nearly related species. Some individuals of the same spe-

cies are found immune and others can be rendered arti-

ficially immune. A very potent immunity can be produced

by inoculating living tumor material, the vitality of which
has been lowered by previous heating, and an active im-

munity has been produced in animals by the use of mate-

rial from retrogressed tumors. The first positive results

have been obtained in experimental immunization against

tumor growth, a fact of great theoretical and practical

significance. Experimental cancer research has also stimu-

lated the experimental study of general tissue growth, and

vice versa. It has also exerted a stimulating effect on

some other apparently unrelated fields of science.

Biochemistry of Tumors.—R. Weil states that two
agents have been identified in tumors which might be ac-

cused of a toxic influence on the somatic cell, namely.

a hemolytic substance and a proteolytic ferment. The
simple hemolysins are chiefly present in necrotic, and the

complex hemolysins in the non-necrotic tumors. There is

ample evidence that they pass into the circulation and

may be regarded as active agents in tissue destruction. It

has been shown to be a fact that anemia of marked grade

with normoblasts in circulation and the development of a

race of resistent erythrocytes, can be induced experimen-

tall}' only by the repeated injection of hemolytic sub-

stances. The fact that a hemolysin can be extracted from

cancerous material and that in a considerable proportion

of cancer cases a hemolysin is found in the circulating

blood strengthens the evidence that the anemia of the

disease is caused by this hemolysin ; but it cannot be con-

sidered of diagnostic importance ; a positive reaction does

occur in cancer cases with greater frequency than in non-

cancer cases and it may therefore be cautiously consid-

ered in connection with other symptoms as an au.xiliary

to the diagnosis. The antitryptic reaction is also recog-

nized as a striking symptom of cancer; it occurs also in

other conditions, but the general consensus of opinion in

England and Germany seems to be that it furnishes a very

valuable aid in the diagnosis of cancer, especially if cer-

tain complicating factors such as tuberculosis can be ex-

cluded. It cannot be considered specific but that does not

destroy its value as a clinical adjunct. The other so-

called diagnostic reactions for cancer which have de-

veloped on the analogy of the well-known specific reaction,

from immunology, such as the precipitin reaction, the com-

plement deflection test and the anaphylactic method, have

not proved to be of value. While the early reports of

Ascoli's meiostagmin reaction, based on the diminution

of surface tension when antigen and antiserum are brought

together, are encouraging, it is too soon to decide as to its

merits.

Heredity of Cancer.—E. E. Tyzzer concludes that

heredity plays a role in the general incidence of cancer

with regard to species, as is indicated by the frequency of

mammary tumors in mice, while they are rare in cattle,

which, however, develop primary tumors of the liver and

adrenal. Although much of the evidence collected tends

to indicate that hereaity is not an important factor in the

development of cancer, it would appear that this ques-

tion cannot be definitely settled without the use of more

accurate methods than have heretofore been employed.

For this work the importance of the experimental breed-

ing of animals cannot be overestimated, for here it is

possible not only to obtain accurate data, but to shape the

course of the experiment.

Surgery of Malignant Growths.—J. C. Bloodgood be-

lieves that one has come to a better conception of the

pathologic varieties and also of their local growth and

tendency to metastasis. Surgeons are learning better which

kinds of tumors need extensive operation and which can

be treated with less mutilation. Benign forms of tumors

may become malignant and scars may give rise to sar-

coma. The physician should constantly bear in mind the

late effects of trauma. One of the important things in

recent progress is the better knowledge and opportunities

to anticipate malignant growths before they become really

malignant. Bloodgood emphasizes the importance of diag-

nosis and states that one should try to become skilled in

the clinical diagnosis. Surgeons with the largest experi-

ence find themselves frequently unable to decide whether

a restricted or extensive operation is needed unless by

pathologic as well as clinical examination. The experience

to-day, he says, reverses the old rule of amputation for

sarcoma of bone unless the resection of malignant disease

would leave a limb without function. If spindle-celled or

round-celled sarcoma of bone has grown to such a size

as to require amputation metastasis has already taken

place and the patient should not be subjected to the muti-

lation of an amputation for the few months they have to

live, unless the tumor is giving so much pain or discom-

fort as to call for it. On the other hand, if the tumor

belongs to the less malignant type, amputation should be

performed, since in the majority of cases it will accom-

plish a cure. He concludes that until one has found some

other method of treating malignant growths future prog-

ress must proceed along the lines followed at present.

Cardiospasm.—J. S. Myer states that an experience

in ten cases leads him to the belief that there is a con-

genital basis for the development of the sacculation and

that is the same that is the basis of the enteroptotic condi-

tion, a sort of general asthenic condition, the type of in-

dividuals being similar. While it is generally believed that

cardiospasm is of nervous origin, how or why it develops in

certain individuals has never been satisfactorily explained.

He is inclined to attribute it to the neuropathic predis-

position which accompanies the general neurasthenic pre-

disposition. He doubts whether any complete relief can be

obtained after sacculation exists, and the earlier a case

can be recognized the more complete will be the cure.

Strangulated Congenital Umbilical Hernia.—I. R.

Maercklein reports a case of this condition successfully

operated upon, in an infant twelve hours old.

Uvula Forceps and Tonsil Separator.—H. R. Boet-

tcher describes a new uvula forceps and a combined tonsil

separator and scissors.

Treatment of Typhoid.—L. M. Warfield states that a

life-saving procedure in the treatment of typhoid fever is

the elevation of the foot of the bed.

Medicine Dropper Clip.—P. R. Wood describes a

blued steel clip, which springs securely over the sides of

the bottle and at the same time holds firmly a common rub-

ber pipette, which, after using, is readily returned, to be at

hand when wanted, and, which being cheap, is easily re-

placed.

Cultivation of Sarcoma Outside of the Body.—A.
Carrel and M. T. Burrows state that their results show

that sarcomatous tissue grows luxuriantly outside of the

organism, that a second generation can be produced by the

cells grown in a first culture and that the whole process

can be observed with ease at every instant of its evolution.

It is probable that the malignant tumors of the human

organism can, in a similar manner, be caused to grow out-

side of the body. The method, therefore, will be a valu-

able addition to one's means of studying the problem

of cancer.

The Lancet.

October 1910.

Some Aspects of Heredity in Relation to Mind. H, B. DonI<in.
The Royal Navy Medical Service. Admiral Sir John Durnford,
Scientific Observation, H, A. Miers,
Teaching of Insanity to the Medical Student and Practitioner i

Relation to the Prevention of Mental Diseases. R. Jones.
Specialism in Medicine, D, \V, C. Hood.
Specialists and Specialism, P. S, Abraham.
Further Experiences with 606, J, E. R. McDonagh.
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A Case o£ Benign Cjst of the Humerus. II. Lett.
Anaphylaxia in Hay Fever, Netllerash and Asthma. C. Billard.

Three Cases of Thrombosis of the Lateral Sinus. W. Wood.
The Treatment of Cholera Asiatica with an Anti-Endotoxic Serum.

R. T. Hewlett.
The .\ction of Chlorine upon Water Contaniing the Cholera Vibrio.

H. W. Harding.

Heredity in Relation to Mind.— H. B. Donkin states

that tlie only important link between the study of crime

and that of heredity is the fact that a considerably larger

minority of persons with clearly appreciable mental defect,

apparently of congenital nature, is found among convicted

criminals than among the population at large. But no

really rational hypothesis of hereditary criminalitj' has

been formulated. As to the physical character of the brain

of imbeciles, no absolutely positive statement can yet be

made from the anatomical point of view as to how far

true retrogression or how far arrest of fetal development

can be said to contribute toward the solution of this prob-

lem. Touching the mental and moral characters of man.

there is massive evidence which shows that many even of

the most importantly adaptive among them are the result

of modifications developed in each individual under the

stinnihis of actual use and training alone. Sucli characters

are mainly and clearly traditional ; they are handed down
by each generation to the next through teaching and ex-

ample, not through real inheritance ; but their constant

acquirement by every generation gives them the appear-

ance of naturally inherited qualities. The doctrine of the

leading biologists of the present day who recognize the

truth of the principles of evolution as established by

Darwin and who hold, in substitution of Darwin's suppo-

sition of the transmissibility of some acquired characters,

that it is "educability" or the organic capacity of making
such acquirements, not the acquirements themselves, which

is innate and transmitted, seems to form the only synthesis

which covers the known facts of heredity, is contradicted

by none, and tends in consequence to be of further in-

terpretative value. "The mind of the adult is mainly a

social product, and can be understood only in relation to

the special environment in which it develops and with

which it is in perpetual interaction."

The Royal Navy Medical Service.—.\dniiral Sir John
Durnford states that though there are some difficulties in

a naval career there is much to reci nimend it. One can-

not fail to appreciate the associations, tlic work, and the

opportunities and advantages incidental to a life of travel.

One may not obtain the reward a Harley street reputation

sometimes carries witli it. but perseverance will obtain the

most satisfactory recognition a naval officer can aspire to.

the good opinion of the great silent sea service which,

when merit is deserved, communicates its appreciation in

no uncertain voice. This and the gratitude of the officers

and men served, and sailors are not ungrateful, will stimu-

late zeal in what one will find a satisfactory career.

Further Experiences with 606.—J. E. R. McDonagh
states that in the treatment of syphilis with 606 a much
bigger dose is required to heal an early chancre than to

cure completely a case of extensive gummatous ulceration,

for instance, in a congenital syphilitic; therefore one is

justified in assuming that the cure is largely due to the

amount of antitoxin formed. He concludes that much
has yet to be learned before the final word on this wonder-
ful remedy is given; one can say that the dangers have
been extremely exaggerated, since only twelve deaths have
occurred in 12,000 cases, and in many of these the injection

was given as a last resource. This being the case, and
there not having occurred an instance of visual disturbance,

the drug will not fail to achieve the object which its tal-

ented discoverer had hoped for it.

Benign Cyst of the Humerus.—M. Lett rcpurts a case
of this condition in a boy of thirteen years, the result of
traumatism, and successfully removed. It is stated that

the formation of the cyst is associated with a local process

which is of the nature of an inflammation. This process

has led to fibrosis of the marrow with destruction of old

bone and the formation of recent osteoid tissue, membrane,
and lamellar bone. The process is of long duration. The
process has also led to the formation of hyaline cartilage,

or possibly the pseudoinflammatory condition may have

been provoked l)y the degeneration of an abnormal deposit

of cartilage.

Anaphylaxia in Hay Fever.—G. Billard concludes that

the majority of persons attacked by hay fever or asthma
are hereditarily anaphylactic or have during their life

acquired anaphylaxia. ffc refers to a recent clinical lec-

ture in which Professor Hutinel says "that acetonemic

vomiting may be considered a sort of digestive asthma.

The bilious headache represents, on the other hand, a kind

of nervous asthma; eczema, a cutaneous asthma; and gout,

an asthma of the joints. The common ground of arthritis

lirings these diverse complaints into close connection. Thus
it is common to find among the ancestors of asthmatic per-

sons nervous troubles, gout, diabetes, obesity." In the

author's opinion, all these manifestations depend on ana-

phylaxia, another manifestation of which, ranking promi-

nently among the neuroarthritics, is urticaria. A case is

cited of a physician whose ancestors suffered from arthritis

of an acute form, and in whom the eating of shellfish pro-

duced poisonous nettlera^li .iccompanied with asthmatic

paroxysms.

Thrombosis of the Lateral Sinus.—J. \V. Wood re-

ports three cases of this condition. In the first of these

the main points of importance were: Cessation of dis-

charge ; sudden onset of pain behind the ear ; tenderness

along the internal jugular vein; shivering (rigors); Grie-

singer's symptom (tenderness and slight edema over the

site of the emissary vein, although no tenderness or swell-

ing over the mastoid antrum) ; the disks normal, and con-

sciousness unimpaired. In the third case the principal

points were the remittent temperature with free perspira-

tion, but absence of rigors; the headache and sickness; the

.ibsence of optic neuritis; the presence of Kernig's sign,

but no symptotn of meningitis beyond this, and the ab-

^ence of Griesinger's symptom.

Treatment of Asiatic Cholera.—R. T. Hewlett states

that Macfadyen found that by the tritm-ation of cholera

cultures in the presence of liquid air the intracellular

cholera juice or "cholera endotoxin" possessed decided

toxic properties and by the immunization of animals an

antiendotoxic serum was obtained which possessed consid-

erable protective power as well as agglutinative and bac-

teriolytic properties. The author was able last year to

immunize a horse by the Macfadyen method with cholera

endotoxin prepared by the trituration of virulent cholera'

cultures obtained from India. This antiendotoxic serum

experimentally possessed considerable protective and cura-

tive powers tested on guinea pigs. Thus o.oooi c.c. and

0.5 c.c. of serum protected against 10 and 50 lethal doses

respectively of living cholera culture injected simultaneous-

ly intraperitoneally into guinea pigs. Curatively i c.c. of

the serum saved the life of a guinea pig inoculated intra-

peritoneally with four lethal doses of living cholera cul-

ture six and a half hours previously. A trial of this

serum was made in nine cases of cholera which occurred

during the epidemic of last year in Russia. The clinical

reports showed that of the nine cases four died and five

recovered. The number was too small to base any con-

clusions as to the value of the serum, but it seemed worthy

of more extended trial.

Chlorine and Water Containing Cholera Vibrio.— 11.

W. Harding found as the result of his experiments that

most waters, if treated with one part of chlorine per r,ooo,-

000 for fifteen minutes would be free from the cholera

vibrio.
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British Medical Journal.

October 22, 1 9 10.

Scientific Observation. H. A. Miers.
Certain Intracranial Diseases Associated with Nasal, Aural, and

Laryngeal Symptoms. P. Stewart.
Injuries to the Eye. A. S. Pcrcival.

Scientific Observation.—H. A. Miers refers to two
possible dangers tliat beset investigators under modern con-

ditions of work. First, those whose attention is too mi-

nutely fixed upon one thing will fail to perceive other

things which are equally discernible and equally important

;

and secondly, those who look or listen too intently for a

thing may actually see or hear that which they desire, even

though it be not there.

Intracranial Disease Associated virith Nasal, Aural,

and Laryngeal Symptoms.—P. Stewart directs attention

to some primarily intracranial diseases in which the aural,

nasal, and laryngeal symptoms only transpire incidentally,

as it were, in the course of the malady, and in which,

nevertheless, the recognition of these symptoms is of the

utmost importance for a correct diagnosis. The first case

was that of a tumor in the region of the optic chiasma, in

which the voracious appetite suggested upward extension

toward the temporal lobe on one or the other side. This

case exemplified the importance of recognition of the

cortical center for hunger situated in close proximity to

the centers for smell and taste. The second and third

cases were those of extracerebellar tumors arising from
the auditorj' nerves, in which there were cochlear or vestib-

ular symptoms. In the fourth case, that of intracere-

bellar tumor, there were no symptoms referable to either

division of the auditory nerve. The fifth case was that

of syringomyelia with nuclear paralysis of the larynx. In

the si.xth case, also one of syringomyelia, the process ex-

tended upward in the medulla to the nuclei of the hypo-

glossus and vagus.

Injuries to the Eye.—A. S. Perciva.! states that in re-

moving a foreign body from the cornea one should always

use a lens. If an abrasion of the cornea occurs which has

not perforated Bowman's membrane no scar will result-

If, however, Bowman's membrane be injured a scar or

nebula will result. If the foreign body have penetrated

tlie eye, when magnetic it should be removed by a mag-

net. When not magnetic it must be seized by forcep>

through a suitable incision. In some cases the foreign

body need not be removed at once. The most important

point upon which one may at any time have to give an

opinion is what cases of injury should be regarded as

liable to give rise to sympathetic ophthalmia, and under

what circumstances the injured eye should be removed at

once. In almost every case of sympathetic ophthalmia the

exciting eye has been previously perforated either by injury

or by ulceration. Hence, every perforating wound which

is not known to be aseptic is always a source of great

anxiety. The risk is extreme: i. If the wound be in the

ciliary region ; this dangerous area may be defined as the

zone one-quarter inch in width that surrounds the margin

of the cornea. 2. If the wound be septic—often this can

only be recognized by its consequences ; it should, hovi'-

ever, be noted that wounds giving rise to suppur.itive

panophthalmitis are not liable to induce sympathsiic oph-

thalmia. 3. If a foreign body be retained in the eye, its

removal being impossible. Immediate e.Kcision of the eye

is indicated by the concurrence of two of these conditions,

even though some sight be retained : by the occurrence of

one of them if sight be irreparably lost, provided that the

vision of the other eye be good, and that it shows no sign

or iridocyclitis. Under other circumstances excision of

the eye may be delayed until symptoms arise without much
risk, but operative interference is necessary when there is

persistent severe or recurrent iritis, when the eye is tender

or when it becomes soft, or when the other eye is the seat

of sympathetic irritation.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

October ,7, ,9,0.

Opsonins and Their Relation to Practice.—Michaelis

of Professor Wassermann's Division of the Royal Insti-

tute for Infectious Diseases, Berlin, admits at the outset

that German scientists have received the teachings of

Wright with much reserve. Vaccine therapy is therefore

a new resource in Germany. The author has applied the

method and studied it thoroughly before publishing any

conclusions. He concedes that in stephylococcus disease,

as well as gonorrhea and'colibacillosis, active immunization

is indicated. Cases of these affections which could not

be made to yield to other treatment succumbed to vaccine

therapy with autogenous vaccines. In streptococcus dis-

ease the indications are more restricted, and a combination

of vaccines must be used. Although quite enthusiastic

for the outlook of vaccine therapy, the author cautions that

this resource is still in the formative stage. Of the en-

tire range of diseases susceptible to vaccine therapy, com-

liaratively few seem to have been tested by the author

—

doubtless only those which presented themselves during

the period of experiment. Incidentally he treated fifty

cases of local tuberculosis with Koch's new tuberculin

emulsion as a vaccine; the results obtained after prolonged

treatment were decidedly inferior to ordinary surgical

methods.

Hay Fever as Explained by Anaphylaxis.—Hoffmann
concludes that the pollen disease is due to supersensitive-

ness of the mucosa of the respiratory tract to a heterolog-

ous albumin which exists in certain pollens. Another fac-

tor is also required, to wit, a diminution of the excitability

of the vasodilator nerves. This condition is due, in some

cases at least, to hyperthyroidism. Such views naturally

require something better than mere deduction to support

them, and the author attempts to prove his claims from
clinical facts, i. Basedow's disease, equivalent to hyper-

thyroidism, shows supersensitiveness in the form of

urticaria and dermographism, which conditions are also

common in hay fever subjects. 2. Thyroid enlargement in

hay fever has been noted since the time of Mackenzie, but

the subject has never been systematically studied. Recog-

nition of slight enlargement is difficult and it is not

necessary for a gland to be enlarged in order to be hyper-

secretory. 3. Hay fever may disappear permanently after

-^trumectomy, and is sometimes benefited by tliyroidin. 4.

In hyperthyroidism gentle stroking of the nasal mucosa

with cotton shows exaggerated vascular reflexes in the

trigeminus area. This is most evident in the conjunctiva.

5. Patients with Morbus Basedow! react to subcutaneous

injections of pollantin. 6. There is a certain parallelism

between the syndrome of iodism and that of hay fever.

In theory extirpation of the thyroid should be the radical

treatment of hay fever.

Culture of the Spirochaeta Pallida.—Schereschewsky
possibly does not regard the discovery of Ehrlich's arseno-

benzol compound as final in the treatment of syphilis. He
has spent a long time in attempts to secure pure cultures

of the pallida in the interest of a vaccine therapy of syphilis.

Cultures thus far obtained seem to represent an admixture.

It is a striking fact that numerous other forms of spiro-

clietes are readily cultivated, while the Spirochata pallida

is peculiarly refractory. It is, therefore, possible that in

a given culture fluid containing the pallida the latter may
not survive, while other forms accidentally present may
flourish. At any rate such cultures cannot be made to

communicate syphilis to any of the susceptible animals.

Various other explanations are available. Thus the pallida

may lose its virulence in the process of culture. A bit of

syphilitic tissue which includes a normal culture of the

pallida is readily inoculable. As with artificially cultivated

spirochaetes in inoculation experiments, so with the same

in the biological reactions. No agglutination could be
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obtained ; the precipitin reaction was absent. When used

as an antigen positive results were obtained in Wasser-

mann's reaction, but this fact proves nothing. We must

either succeed in obtaining pure virulent cultures of the

pallida or there will always be a flaw in the title of this

microorganism to be the actual cause of syphilis.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.
October 20, 1910.

Nature of the Trachoma Exciter.—Herzog, who
claimed recently that the trachoma body is only a mutation

of the gonococcus, and who has been antagonized or

merely ignored by all coworkers in the realm of trachoma,

continues to write in the same confident tone. He first

claims that in any case the chlamydozoa theory is unten-

able. He regards it as quite demonstrable that the trach-

oma parasite represents an involutionary and degenerative

form of some Gram-negative diplococcus, and that this

can be no other than the gonococcus. He is forced to

admit that there are gaps in his theory, i. e., a fresh culture

of gonococci cannot produce trachoma. But if we pass

cultures from one subject to another, with considerable

intervals, the gonococcus finally undergoes a mutation

which represents the trachoma body and possesses the

ability to convey trachoma, being too weakened in virul-

ence to cause acute gonorrhea. The author might have

cited a somewhat parallel instance from the history of

vaccination. A horse was once inoculated with human
smallpox, matter from the pastules of which caused typi-

cal variola instead of vaccinia, in a human subject. There-

after the inoculation was passed along from one horse to

another. The pus in the fourth or fifth generation caused

vaccinia, showing that mutation of some sort had taken

place, with weakening of virulence.

Unusual Location of the "Lead Line" in Plumbism.
—Most students are familiar with the gray line on the

gums near the teeth which was believed to be pathog-

nomonic of lead poisoning. Few ever learned that this

line can fail completely in this locality. Knierim, who
has made a study of the literature from old and recent

writers, shows conclusively that the lead line or area may
be found anywhere in the mouth, and may even involve

the entire mucosa. The deposit of lead sulphide which

is responsible for the discoloration may be seen as far

back as the pharynx. That it has any real predilection

for the gums appears doubtful. H a person with cleanly

habits who practises hygiene of the mouth chances to

contract plumbism his gums near the front teeth may
escape a deposit, and this is true of toothless subjects.

Generally speaking, this gum localization -is absent in 30

per cent, of cases. Other localities maj', however, be at-

tacked, as the inner surface of the lips, the cheeks, the

gums corresponding to the back teeth, the palate, etc. The
author reports a case of one of the rarer localizations, viz.,

at the inner surface of the lips. The deposit was in the

form of macules. There was a lead line on the gums,

exactly opposite the deposit on the lips. The author makes
an attempt to explain the lip location through contact of

the lips and gums, the latter being possibly irritated by the

carious teeth present. The lead may have been directly

transferred to the lip, or may have passed into the saliva

and been redeposited in the abraded surface.

Local Quartan Malaria Along the North Sea.—
Miihlens discusses the appearance of this affection in

Northwest Germany—or rather its reappearance, for it

prevailed there extensively a generation and more ago.

In discussing the phenomenon the author barely mentions

the mosquito, beyond the remark that the anopheles has

constantly been present in the locality, yet many years

elapse without a case. Quartan parasites were now and

then found, but without typical behavior in relation to the

attack and otherwise. The theory of parasite carriers and

of imported cases from the south could both be excluded.

In fact, for this particular outbreak we are as helpless to

postulate a cause as were the old observers of pre-scien-

tific days. Quinine relieved single attacks but had no
power to prevent relapses. The author is careful always

to separate the new quartan form from the tertian, which
is always present, pursues its own course and presents its

own type of parasite. To what extent the latter is im-

ported from warmer climes or is due to carriers is un-

certain.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

October iS, 1910.

Anesthesia of the Tuberculous Larynx by Alcohol
Infiltration of the Superior Laryngeal Nerve.—Roth
refers to the pioneer work on this subject by Hoffmann
in 1908. The chief aim was relief of the dysphagia.

Sturmann in the following year succeeded in so infiltrating

the superior nerves that the glottis remained insensitive

for three months. These alcohol infiltrations were without

unpleasant consequences such as follow the similar em-
ployment of cocain. Hoffmann later reported 16 cases

in which anesthesia lasted for from 6 to 40 days. Since

then there has been no new literature on the subject. The
author and colleagues have, however, been at work on the

subject and now report a material of 33 cases. The indi-

cation for the infiltration was always dysphagia. All

but three of the patients had advanced pulmonary phthisis.

The laryngeal lesions exhibited their usual diversity.

Besides dysphagia most of the patients suffered from

hoarseness or aphonia, and lancinating pains. The dys-

phagia was of some two months' average duration, and a

variety of local anesthetics had been used without suc-

cess. The dysphagia was naturally most pronounced for

solid and semisolid food. The idea of the alcohol in-

filtration was adapted largely from Schlosseo's method
of treating neuralgia, the technique being similar. The
point for injection lay between the hyoid bone and thy-

roid cartilage where the internal branch of the superior

nerve is given off for the sensory innervation of the

larynx and trachea. In but one case was this point sensi-

tive. The technique is principally that for aseptic in-

jections in general. The injections were painful, the

pains being at the seat of puncture and radiating. About
I gram was the regular amount of alcohol required, the

largest quantity used being 2 grams. In but a single case

was the result negative. Anesthesia lasted from one to

twenty-one days. The method appears to be a decided

advance in the treatment of the dysphagia of tuberculous

laryngitis.

Post-Traumatic Heart Disease.—Beckhaus sums up

a series of cases as follows : Either a severe physical shock,

involving the entire body, or one merely local, involving

the left side of the chest, may at times be followed by a

cardiac lesion. Some doubt must coexist as to the con-

dition of the heart before injury. The case of a young

man presents the greatest interest. He sustained a fall

from a signal mast, about 20 fe?t. No external or in-

ternal injuries apparent, save for the urinary tract (bloody

urine, casts). He soon improved, but continued to suffer

from pains in the back, precordium, etc. Examination of

the heart showed slight enlargement, a systolic murmur,

tachycardia on exertion, and arrhythmia. The condition

at first became worse, but four months after injury all

had become normal. Psychic shock was also in evidence,

as shown by the effects of reminiscences and associations.

But the author found no evidence of typical neurasthenia

or hysteria. The two other recorded cases occurred in

elderly men who had worked at hard labor for years,

although the heart in each was believed to be intact before

the injury. None of the two made a complete recovery.

The author's diagnosis of the exact lesion in the three

cases was myocarditis with muscular mitral insufficiency.
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Le Globulin des Mammiferes. Par le Docteur M.
Aynaud. Preparateur a la Faculte. Ancicn Interne des
Hopitau.x de Paris. Paris : G. Steinheil, 1909.

In this book of over 200 pages the aiitlior gives an ex-

haustive review of the writings of others on the blood
platelets and presents the results of his own extensive
studies of the subject. He describes the technique of ob-
serving this element of the blood in the living animal,
using the mesentery of young rabbits, and also in shed
blood, using paraffined glass ware or citrate solution to

prevent coagulation. Like Bizzozero, Eberth and Schiin-

melbusch he describes the platelets as occurring in two
forms, an elongated spindle-shaped type which is the one
always seen in unaltered and circulating blood, and a

rounded form, which is the one ordinarily found in the

preparations as commonly made. The older writers be-

lieved that the spindle-shaped form represented simply the

lateral view of biconvex disk, but Aynaud considers that

the platelet is really a disk that is exceedingly thin and has
perfectly plane surfaces. Its apparent thickness when seen
from the side is due to very rapid oscillations of the plate-

let, which are normally continuous, and possibly depend
on interchanges between its substance and the surrounding
medium. When the platelet undergoes changes due to

fixation or an alteration in the fluid medium its motion
ceases and it presents itself as a disk. Why it normally
always is seen from the edge is an open question. There
is an excellent bibliography and the book is of interest to

all workers in this field.

Hay Fever and Paroxysmal Sneezing. By Eugene S.

YoNGE, M.D., Physician to the Manchester Hospital for

Consumption and Diseases of the Throat. With two
colored plates. 150 pp. Edinburgh and London ; Wil-
liam Green & Sons, 1910.

For the author this title is another way of saying, "vaso-
motor rhinitis." He adds a section on idiopathic rhinor-

rhea. Each one of the sections is introduced with an in-

teresting historical chapter. In regard to hay fever the

various theories are given full consideration. The author
accepts the existence of a predisposition, some intranasal

peculiarity and an exciting agent especially the various

pollens. The book is readable, well printed, and interest-

ing.

Die Praxis der Ernahrungstherapie der Zuckerkrank-
HEiT. Von Dr. Her.mann Schall und Dr. August
Heisler, friiheren Assistenten der medizinischen Klinik

in Marburg. Mit l Kurventafel. Wiirzburg (Curt Ka-
bitzsch) : A. Stuber's Verlag, 1910.

The difficulties attending a really rational dietetic treat-

ment of diabetes are increasing in proportion as the con-

ditions underlying the successful management of the dis-

ease are being better understood. The inadequacy of the

dietetic regulations contained in the ordinary handbooks
is evident, still but little has so far been done to supply

comprehensive and thoroughly modern, yet practical,

working directions for use in every-day practice. The
present brochure of 130 pages is admirably adapted to

fill this need, and contains all the information necessary

to regulate the diet of the diabetic so as to secure a

maximum of therapeutic effect and entail a minimum of

discomfort.

Studies in Immunity. By Professor Paul Ehrlich,
Privy Councillor and Director of the Royal Institute for

Experimental Therapy, Frankfort, Germany, and his

collaborators. Collected and translated by Dr. Charles
BoLDUAN, Bacteriologist, Research Laboratory, Depart-

ment of Health, City of New York. Second edition, re-

vised and enlarged. New York : John Wiley & Sons.

London : Chapman & Hall, Limited, 1910.

Dr. BoLDUAN is already well known as the translator and

editor of much of the German literature in the field of

immunity and allied subjects, and his version of the col-

lected studies of Ehrlich and his associates has won him

the especial gratitude of all English-speaking laboratory

workers. In presenting a new edition of the volume he

has added Ehrlich's later studies, including his Nobel lec-

ture on the "partial-functions" of cells, as well as some

of his earlier papers that were not previously translated.

The usefulness of the work has been still_ further in-

creased by the preparation of an ingenious index of the

hemolytic and bacteriolytic reaction described in the text,

an index of the authors quoted, and a very complete index

of the subjects discussed. Whatever the ultimate verdict

will be as to the validity of Ehrlich's theory the import-

ance of these papers cannot be overestimated, and they will

always stand as masterpieces of research brilliantly con-

ceived and elaborated with infinite patience. The difficul-

ties of translation have been unusually great, but have been

surmounted with signal success, and Dr. Bolduan fully de-

serves the appreciation of his skill that has been attested

by the prompt exhaustion of the first edition.

Founders' Week Memorial Volume. Containing an ac-

count of the Two Hundred and Twenty-fifth Anniver-

sary of the Founding of the City of Philadelphia, and

Histories of Its Principal Scientific Institutions, Medical

Colleges, Hospitals, Etc. Edited by Frederick P. Henry,
A.M., M.D., John V. Shoemaker, M.D., Chairman of

the General Committee on Scientific Institutions, Medical

Colleges, and Hospitals of Philadelphia, and ex-officio

of the Committee on Publication. Published by the

City of Philadelphia in Commemoration of the Two
Hundred and Twenty-fifth Anniversary of its Founding,

Philadelphia, 1909.

On December 13, 1907, Hon. John E. Reyburn, Mayor of

Philadelphia, appointed a committee to determine the year

of the physical and legal founding of the City of Phila-

delphia. As a result of the labors of the committee, the

year 1683 was settled upon as being the true date of the

founding of Philadelphia as a separate government. The
committee recommended to his Honor, Mayor Reyburn,

that the 22Sth anniversary of the founding of Philadel-

phia should be celebrated in a suitable manner by com-

memorative exercises, under the auspices of the city gov-

ernment and a committee of citizens. This celebration oc-

cupied the entire week of October 4-10, 1908. The par-

ticular object of this memorial volume is to record the

history of the hospitals, medical colleges, and allied scien-

tific institutions of the city of Philadelphia. These his-

tories are very complete and contain much interesting

reading, for with the institutions are linked the names of

many eminent men, pioneers and leaders in medicine. The
introduction contains the reports of the various commit-

tees having the celebration in charge, together with the

programs of the commemorative exercises.

Difficult Labor. A Guide to its Management for

Students and Practitioners. By G. Ernest Herman,
M. B. Lond., F. R. C. P., F. R. C. S., Consulting Ob-
stetric Physician to the London Hospital; Consulting

Physician-Accoucheur to the Tower Hamlets Dispensary

;

late President of the Obstetrical Society of London and

of the Hunterian Society; formerly Physician to the

General Lying-in Hospital, and to the Eastern District

of the Royal Maternity Charity, and Examiner in Mid-
wifery to' the Universities of London, Oxford, Cam-
bridge, and Durham, the Victoria University, the Royal

College of Surgeons, and the Royal College of Physi-

cians." With 180 Illustrations. New and Enlarged Edi-

tion, with added Chapters on Retroversion of the Gravid

Uterus and Puerperal Eclampsia. New York: William

Wood and Company, 1910.

The appearance of a fifth edition of this work is evidence

of its popularity. The whole work has been revised, new
matter and illustrations have been added, including chap-

ters on retroversion of the gravid uterus and puerperal

eclampsia. The object of the author has_ been to give the

reader more definite guidance in practice than he gets

from other textbooks. His experience in difficult labor

has been such as to warrant his stating what he considers

the best way of dealing with each complication of labor

without giving all current opinions. This gives a distinct

character to the book, which may be referred to for

detailed information as to the management of every phase
of difficult labor. The practical value of this is heightened

by the absence of theoretical and controversial matter.

The teaching experience of the author is discerned on
every page, in the arrangement of the text, the use of

heavy-faced type and italics as paragraph headings, all of

wnich render the work available for quick reference. The
illustrations are numerous and form a helpful complement
to the text. The author advises closer co-operation be-

tween physician and midwife, the latter being competent
to watch the progress of labor, and to report all abnorm-
alities to the physician. The acceptance of this attitude

may be a boon to the busy practitioner. The newly added
chapter on eclampsia is an admirable contribution to the

subject. The question whether forcible delivery is of any
value in this condition is answered in the negative. An
analysis of over 2,000 cases reported in various lying-in

hospitals shows that after rapid delivery there is no di-

minished tendency to the occurrence of convulsions. The
advice is given that labor should be permitted to go on
naturally, and interference resorted to only if some other
condition is present that would demand interference.
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^nrtPtg Seporta.
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION" OF THE SOUTHWEST.

Fifth Annual Meeting, Held at Wichita. Kan.. October

II and 12, igio.

The President, Dr. G. H. Moody, of San Antonio, Tex.,

IN THE Chair.

.\ddresses of welcome were delivered by Hon. C. L.

Davidson, Mayor of Wichita; Dr. O. P. Davis, President

of the Kansas State Medical Society, and Dr. E. J. Old-

ham, of Wichita, Kan., which were responded to by Dr.

Joe Becton, Greenville, Tex.

Colica Mucosa.—Dr. E. H. Thrailkill of Kansas

City. Mo., had chosen the designation colica mucosa from

the long list of names that had been proposed for non-in-

fectious diseases of the mucous membrane of the colon.

It was most appropriate, for it designated the passage of

mucus and the attacks of colic. Formerly this was con-

sidered a constitutional disease, owing to the lack of scien-

tific knowledge as to the etiology and pathology, but in

recent years various views and opinions had arisen and

had been published. He had adopted the following classi-

fication : I. Those cases due to a motor and sensory

neurosis he designated simple colica mucosa. 2. Those

due to extra-colonic conditions, causing interference with

the movement of the fecal discharges, he designated colica

mucosa reflexa. 3. Those due to an extension of the in-

flammatory process from the rectum or appendix, or when
due to the retention of hardened fecal masses, foreign

bodies, or to the prolonged use of cathartics, causing an

inflammatory condition, he designated mucous colitis. In-

asmuch as the conclusion was that each class required a

different treatment surgically and medically, he could con-

ceive of no better way in which to illustrate this classifica-

tion than to report briefly a case of each class. After re-

porting a case of each class, the author said that in chronic

cases, or those due to a mechanical interference or an

inflammatory process, the mucus was thick, tenacious and

attended with considerable pain, due to the strong peri-

stalsis of the bowel in its effort to dislodge and expel it.

The majority of these patients gave a history of disturbed

digestion or constipation, preceding the onset of this af-

fection. He had had patients give a history of diarrhea

preceding or accompanying this trouble. As a rule, the

diarrhea was due to a diet, composed of a concentrated

food, and the diarrhea was due to the lodgment of fecal

crumbs throughout the bowels.

Dr. Arthur E. Hertzler of Kansas City, Mo., said the

classification given was very sensible. The great difficulty

that had arisen in the conception of this disease had been

due to confusing the various classes of cases. In some
cases the condition was neurotic ; in others it was not.

They had not used as much care as they should have done
in separating the different cases. It was sometimes diffi-

cult to make a satisfactory diagnosis because the neurotic

condition might be secondary to some organic disease. A
patient might present a history of some neurotic condi-

tion, and the natural inference was that the trouble was
the result of nervous disease, and yet the disturbance might
be secondary to some abdominal lesion vi-hich was obscured

by the existence of the organic trouble. Unfortunately
they were not in possession of sufficiently clear knowledge
of the abdominal conditions which developed in these

nervous states to be of much avail. Most of the cases

of colica mucosa he had seen had been in neurotic sub-

jects, and they had responded to treatment by the neurolo-

gist. There were a number of cases attended by stomach
disturbance, and in others by diverticular formations, and
yet there was no definite symptomatology.

Dr. G. W. Robinson of Kansas City, Mo., said his ex-

perience with colica mucosa had been confined chiefly to

cases among the insane. This condition was more fre-

quent among them than any other class of patients. The
conditions among the insane were favorable for its de-

velopment. Constipation was very common among insane

patients, and they found that there was a disturbance of

the function of the cells of the central nervous system,

and he believed this condition was chiefly a perversion

of the secretory nerves as well as the motor nerves of

the intestine.

Postoperative Care and Treatment of Suprapubic
Prostatectomy.—Dr. D. W. Basham of Wichita, Kan.,

said suprapubic prostatectomy offered a marked exception

to the expectant plan of postoperative treatment. The
fact was that the after-treatment was fully as important

as the operation itself. Many cases would either die or

fail to recover without full functionation of the bladder

without suitable treatment during convalescence from the

operation. Suprapubic prostatectomy should not be per-

formed outside of the hospital, unless an experienced male

nurse could be left with the patient to attend to the de-

tails of the after-treatment. Most of these patients were
in an enfeebled condition, brought about by years of

catheter life with infection of the bladder accompanied

with pain and vesical tenesmus. Frequent attacks of

urinary stasis might have resulted in an ascending pye-

litis. These conditions might all be aggravated by pro-

longed and crude efforts to pass the catheter. It was
possible for pyelitis to be provoked after operation, pro-

vided the drainage was not absolutely unobstructed. Drain-

age was indispensable in most cases of suprapubic prosta-

tectomy. There were a few cases in which the bladder

might be closed and urethral drainage depended upon, but

they were not numerous, and constituted exceptions to

the rule of safe practice. The rubber tube having a

diameter of not less than half an inch, fenestrated toward

the end and having the edges pared to a feathery thinness,

constituted the best method of drainage. If the tube was
even larger in caliber it was still better. Hemorrhage
might be controlled and treated through a large tube. The
method of placing the drainage tube was important

Neither the drainage tube nor the bladder should be

stitched to the abdominal parietes. It was better for these

patients to get out of bed early. This facilitated both

drainage and the early passage of the urine through the

urethra.

Dr. Jabez N. Jackson of Kansas City, Mo., said he was

a strong advocate of the perineal route in removing the

hypertrophied prostate rather than the suprapubic. In

his early practice he resorted to the suprapubic method,

but abandoned it subsequently for the perineal, as one

of the great difficulties attending the former was the es-

tablishment of proper drainage through the suprapubic

wound. If he were going to do suprapubic prostatectomy

as a routine measure, he should be inclined to employ the

method of Senn, namely, do the operation in two stages,

the first stage consisting of making an incision down to

and exposing the bladder wall, followed by packing until

the cellular space about the bladder was closed by granu-

lations, then making an opening through the bladder. In

this way, they did away sometimes with disagreeable in-

fection which took place in the freshly exposed cellular

tissues which ultimately interfered with the healing of

the wound.

Dr. BRAxsroRD Lewis of St. Louis stated he had always

advocated catholicity in connection with this subject and

freedom from being restricted to any one operation, still

his preference was for the perineal operation in selected

cases. He had never been converted to the use of a large

tube, such as was used by Freyer and others, because he

had not been able to see the advantage of it. particularly

when drainage could be accomplished just as effectually

and satisfactorily by a smaller tube which would entail a
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shorter time for convalescence and graiuilation than a

very large tube. The formation of clots could be pre

vented by the siphonage apparatus of Bremmerman, oi

Chicago.

Dr. E. G. Mark of Kansas City, Mo., stated while ho

favored the perineal route in most cases, yet there were
instances in which the suprapubic was unquestionably one
of choice. The main thing after suprapubic prostatectomy
was drainage, and cases of hypertrophied prostate requir-

ing prostatectomy practically always had cystitis. To ob-

viate the occurrence of hemorrhage and to secure efficient

drainage, to do away as far as possible with the formation

of clots following cystotomy, nothing in his hands had
proven so valuable as continuous irrigation for twenty-four

or forty-eight hours.

Dr. J. D. Griffith of Kansas City, Mo., stated he had
done more operations by the suprapubic route than by the

perineal. While he admitted the advantages of the per-

ineal route, he thought with Freyer that there were many
cases in which a suprapubic cystotomy was demanded, and

that efficient drainage was the thing par excellence. He
believed in irrigating the bladder and in siphonage. He
believed in protecting the space of Retzius with gauze

Dr. Howard Hill of Kansas City, Mo., stated with re-

gard to the use of a tube through the incision after supra

pubic prostatectomy, he favored a large one, as he be

lieved it was more advantageous than a smaller one.

After the operation continuous irrigation, with hot water,

with the patient propped up well and on the side, would
control the hemorrhage. Hemorrhage was one of the

serious objections to suprapubic prostatectomy, because it

occurred from the time the operation was begun, and

hemorrhage marked the first stage in the after-treatment

of the patient. In regard to suturing around the tube to

prevent leakage one could secure the skin and bladder to-

gether.

Dr. C. G. NoRBERG of Kansas City. Mo., said bis ex-

perience had been confined very largely to operating on

cases of hypertrophied prostate by the perineal route, and

he preferred it to the suprapubic operation.

Dr. Basham. in closing, said it was evident from the

discussion that the last word on prostatectomy had not

been said. Each speaker had voiced his own convictions

in the matter, and that spirit was to be admired because it

was in that way they advanced their knowledge. This was
an operation that must be done, and it behooved them to

master all the details connected with it in order that tb* v

might increase the safety of the operation.

A New Method of Cure for Pelvic Infections in

Women.— Dr. J. F. Ki-hn of Oklahoma City said

peritoneal infections of the pelvis were easily controlled,

because with the Fowler position the infectious material

was confined to the pelvic cavity, where toxins were more
slowly absorbed than in the upper peritoneal regions, and

in consequence the system produced antibodies rapidly

enough to counteract their effects. He wished to lay

special stress upon the treatment through the rectum with

normal saline solution. By the method he suggested, the

rectum was distended at six hourly periods with from one

to four pints of the solution at 105° F.. increasing the quan-

tity gradually as tolerance for a larger amount was es-

tablished. Intermittent periods of hyperemia were thus

produced which hastened the destruction of the infecting

organisms, induced more rapid absorption of the resultant

plastic lymph, and prevented the formation of dense ad

hesions so commonly seen in the neglected cases. It had

all of the other advantages of normal saline, stimulating

and aiding the emunctories in ridding the system of the

products of infection: fortifying the system during its

struggle to produce antibodies and finally, by the action nf

heat locally, relieving the patient of the distressing pain

which was her chief complaint. One of his cases illus-

trative of its value in this infection made such a complete

recovery that he mentioned it in order to encourage others

to a trial. Mrs. H., with streptococcic puerperal sepsis,

was delivered March 10, 1910, and five days later had a

chill with high fever and exquisite tenderness throughout

the whole pelvis. Patient was placed on treatment as men-
tioned and continued on this treatment until March 31,

when the saline was withdrawn for a few days, to be

continued thereafter at twelve hourly intervals. She made
a complete and uninterrupted recovery.

Dr. Arthur E. Hertzler of Kansas City, Mo., stated

the question of treatment of the first stage of gynecological

gonorrhea had resolved itself in his hands into purely de-

liberate, with malice aforethought, treatment. These
women were put to bed, their bowels were moved, and

practically nothing more was done. The result of this

lire of treatment ran something like this: About two-

thirds of them recovered their health ; about one-quarter

of these two-thirds would conceive. The remaining third

would come to operation. At the end of the first few

days there would be a leucocyte count of from 15,000

to 25,000 which would drop down to normal in two or three

weeks, which was preceded in its course by a drop of the

temperature to normal. The temperature fell to normal

usually ten days before the leucocyte count did. They had

obtained excellent results from the use of autogenous ser-

um in chronic cases of gonorrhea; but their experience

with the stock serum had not been satisfactory.

Dr. J. A. Walker of Shawnee, Okla., said he had not

tried the method that had been outlined by the essayist,

but a reasonable time to w-ait for inflammation of the

Fallopian tubes to subside and to incarcerate itself by the

adhesions of the fimbria, and ordinarily by the occlusion

of the uterine end of the tube, would isolate the pus
cavity from the general peritoneal cavity, but it did not

isolate it sufficiently to prevent the formation of strong

adhesions to the surrounding tissues. .\s long as those

adhesions were present the patients were going to have

trouble. If the inflammation was of a streptococcic na-

ture, the adhesions were more liable to be dense and last-

ing than if they were from the Neisser coccus, and when
the adhesions were so strong and dense he did not believe

it was wise to be too conservative and wait too long be-

fore breaking up the adhesions and removing the foreign

body, which an old collapsed occluded tube was bound to

be. His practice had been to wait a reasonable time for

the inflammation to subside and. perchance, for the pus

after having become sterile to be reabsorbed. If he thought

such a thing had not occurred he removed the tube. leaving

all ovarian tissue possible.

Dr. J. D. Griffith of Kansas City. Mo., said they knew
how dangerous infection was from the Neisser coccus and
how frequently they met it. He had used the serum in

these cases, and he had used the knife. He had resected

the tubes and tried to save organs that he thought would
functionate, but the treatment the essayist had outlined

in the acute stage of filling up the rectmn with normal salt

solution, with the patient in the Fowler position, he had
never tried, but when the first case presented itself he

was going to do it.

Dr. KuHNj in closing, stated that if in a community not

larger than Oklahoma City he could treat a series of

twenty-eight cases with the treatment he had outlined

without a failure Dr. Griflnth and others could certainly

achieve the same results in the larger communities in

which they practiced. He hoped they would try the

method.

Treatment of Patients Desperately 111 in Consequence
of Accident.—Dr. Ch.vri.e.? F. Bowers of Wichita, Kan.,
stated these patients demanded immediate and best atten-

tion. Many of them seemed to be beyond hope : others

recovered notwithstanding shock, hemorrhage, or in fee-
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tion might be present. In these cases it became necessary

to do what they could to save lives that were thus jeopar-

dized. What resources had they at their command to assist

reaction? What kind of intervention had they recourse

to and by what signs did they know that their patients

were exhausted on account of shock, hemorrhage, or in-

fection? Prompt and efficient intervention was demanded.

The term shock had been applied to the clinical phenomena

of pallor, lowered temperature, lowered blood pressure,

diminished respiration, weak pulse, feeble heart action, and

mental torpor. In treating shock the first therapeutic

agent indicated was something that would raise the body

temperature, and the best was dry and moist heat. Per-

haps a hot bath would do the most and then the otiier

methods of dry heat. The second thing to do was to lower

the head in order that they might benefit the circulation

of the brain. It was the brain circulation that had much

to do with shock, and with a better brain circulation very

soon the patient would recover from shock. The third

thing to do was to reestablish the normal specific gravity

of the blood, and that could be done by saline solutions

subcutaneously, by the rectum, or by the transfusion of

blood.

Dr. Howard Hii.i, of Kansas City, Mo., stated the vari-

ous manifestations of lowered blood pressure, such as

anemia, could best be met by the use of normal saline solu-

tion and the application of heat externally, and the in-

ternal administration of salines constituted practically all

that had to be done. The author of the paper mentioned

severe shock from severe burns, and the use of morphin

to control the afferent impulses. It was beneficial in many
cases of shock. It cut off the afferent impulses, and the

application of heat e.xternally and the inversion of the

patient and the introduction of fluids into the body, such

as normal saline solution, constituted all they could do.

Dr. John Pcntox of Kansas City, Mo., said whatever the

shock might come from, whatever the injury might be due

to, the prognosis in its relation to the case was always as

important as the treatment itself. Women and men got

well and the question was brought up as to appropriate

treatment. He had discovered that shock spent its force

on the vital organs, hence they had usually a disturbance

of the pulse, the temperature, and respiration. He had

found that shock was attended with more or less loss of

consciousness, and the question of prognosis in the pres-

ence of loss of consciouness was oftentimes a very per-

plexing one to the surgeon as well as to the internist.

There was no surgical rule that enabled the surgeon to

tell whh, positiveness whether the prognosis was favorable

or not, but he had found that a very good rule to adopt

in such cases was not to lengthen the time the loss of

consciousness was present. The generally accepted view

was that the longer the duration of the loss of conscious-

ness the less chance there was for recovery. As a general

rule, that was true, but it was subjected to so many excep-

tions that it was worth while for them to remember that

in the presence of shock, and in the presence of loss of

consciousness coming from shock, the respiratory center

played a more important role in the prognosis than did

the temperature or the increased pulse, so that where there

was a question as to the prognosis it was wise to remem-
ber that the disturbed respiratory center was a very much
more unfavorable sign than either the increased tempera-
ture or the accelerated pulse, and if the surgeons would
adopt that rule it struck him that they would give a favor-

able prognosis when they might otherwise be led, in the

presence of loss of consciousness, to give an unfavorable
prognosis.

Dr. George A. Boyle of Enid, Okla., thought the per-

'ional equation entered into every individual case of shock
There were individual characteristics. There were phleg-

matic persons who would stand more injury with greater

shock and recover than others who were highly organized

nervous individuals. After twenty-five years of experi-

ence he was unable to determine just what the prognosis

in a given case of shock was going to be.

Dr. D. A. Meyers of Lawton, Okla., stated Dr. Punton
referred to the prognosis in cases of shock. In cases

of infection, where they found the pulse and temperature

divergent, they could nearly always make up their mind
that if they gave a bad prognosis they would be on the

safe side. But as soon as the pulse and temperature

began to harmonize, they could begin to encourage the

patient. The outlook was more favorable.

Postoperative Thrombosis.—Dr. St. Cloud Cooper
'>f Fort Smith, .\rk.. read a paper in which he reported a

case of postoperative thrombosis complicated with neuritis.

Dr. J. D. Griffith of Kansas City, Mo., stated in his

surgical work he had encountered postoperative thrombosis

of the lower extremities in six cases. Two such cases

he had had within the last two or three weeks, and in five

of these cases the thrombosis had occurred on the left

side, and in one on the right side.

Dr. Edward H. Ochsner of Chicago stated that no one

to his knowledge had been able to throw any light on the

cause or causes of postoperative thrombosis, nor why it

occurred more frequently on the left than on the right

side. A thrombosis occurred after simple cases of appen-

dectomy, and it took place in a larger percentage of cases

on the left side than on the right after operation for ap-

pendicitis.

Dr. J. E. Gilchrist of Greenville, Tex., said they knew
very little about the cause or causes of postoperative

thrombosis. Thrombosis not only occurred following

simple surgical operations, but it sometimes followed

fevers and other conditions. He had seen severe throm-

bosis following typhoid fever, where the patient's limb

would be greatly swollen and with blisters on it, attended

with great pain, and all the symptoms of a surgical throm-

bosis. The treatment outlined by the author of the paper

was rational, and in the cases he had had he had employed

the same method of treatment.

Dr. Charles H. Cargile of Bentonville, Ark., recalled

a case of thrombosis following exploration of the resrion

of the kidney for obstinate pain. The pain was relieved

by the operation. In this case the thrombosis occurred

on the left side.

Dr. Howard Hill of Kansas City, Mo , stated that sev-

eral years ago Franklin P. Mall, of the Johns Hopkins Hos-

pital, conducted an investigation on cadavers in which he

found in a number of cases in the common iliac vein

before it joined with its fellow of the opposite side a

constriction ring. This constriction ring led to slowing of

the current in the vein in the region below. If these ob-

servations could be confirmed by some other anatomist, it

would he an inkling as to why thrombosis occurred on the

left side. He did not know the reason.

Dr. Cooper, in closing, stated he did not think the blis-

ters he spoke of were due to a poor circulation, but were

attributable to some trophic disturbance such as thev had

in Raynaud's disease.

Methods and Material, the Secret of Success in Local

Anesthesia.—Dr. Arthi'r E. Hertzler of Kansas City,

Mo., said cocaine as an anesthetic was efficient in all situa-

tions, hut its congeners were less so. Quinine, on the

other hand, was quite efficient as a local anesthetic in

any condition, .^s to safety, cocaine was a dangerous drug.

It was the fear of using a sufficient amount of cocaine

to secure results that made the drug inefficient. If they

used enough of it it was efficient, but fear came from the

use of too little of it to get the clesired results. Quinine

was safer in any amount for local anesthesia. It was also

efficient. Cocaine did not interfere with wound healing.

Quinine did under certain conditions produce some dis-
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turbance in wound healing. The anesthetic eflfect of co-

caine lasted from twenty to thirty minutes. The anes-

thetic effect of quinine lasted all the way from several

hours to several weeks. That likewise could be controlled

by the method of application. With these materials at

hand, they were able to select in a general way the ma-
terial which was satisfactory under all conditions. Co-
caine, where a small amount was used, would produce the

desired anesthesia, where it was particularly desir.ible that

primary undisturbed wound healing should take place.

This applied to small operations around the face in which

the plastic results were the prime requisites. Operations

about the throat, the tonsils, the rectum and anus could be

performed under quinine anesthesia. Here disturbance of

wound healing was a matter of slight importance because

primary wound healing was impossible about the rectum

and anus. Dr. Hertzler then gave reasons for using local

anesthesia and said that by using certain anatomical prin-

ciples in making use of local anesthesia for the purpose

of surgical operations much more e.xact results were

possible than by the old method.

Dr. E. B. Emory of Winfield, Kan., stated in operation?

about the face for the removal of moles he had found

cocaine produced perfect anesthesia, and he thought with

less scarring than any other agent he had employed.

Dr. D. W. Basham of Wichita, Kan., said that he had

had considerable experience with local ane.sthesia in the

removal of glands and lipomas, and had done laparotomies

with it, but his experience had been confined to the use

of cocaine, using Schleich's No. 2. He used Schleich's

No. 2 solution because it contained a low percentage of

cocaine, and he used it in accordance with the method

described by Dr. Hertzler.

Dr. Ward of Te.xas stated he had not had much experi-

ence in the use of local anesthesia, but last year he saw

a well-known Mexican surgeon resort to spinal anesthesia

in three cases he operated on with good results. One was

a case of knee-joint trouble; another a case of hip-joint

disease, and another a case of prostatectomy.

Dr. J. D. Griffith of Kansas City, Mo., stated he had

operated on cases of varicocele with injections of normal

salt solution. He had used endermic injections of normal

salt solution in the removal of lipomas. He had operated

below the umbilicus under spinal anesthesia. He had done

seventy-eight capital operations under spinal anesthesia,

such as hysterectomies, prostatectomies, etc., and while he

had had no bad results so far it would not surprise him

to hear of some at any time.

Dr. George A. Boyle of Enid, Okla., said he had used

weak solutions of cocaine for local anesthesia in cases

in which this drug had brought about a condition of col-

lapse, and since then he had been afraid of it. After

Schleich's method was brought out he used it some and

lately he had been using hyperchlorate of quinine and

urea with gratifying results. His assistant had also ob-

tained excellent results from its use.

President's Address: Fatigue.—Dr. G. H. Moody
of San Antonio, Tex., selected this subject for his ad-

dress. Among other things, he said that fatigue was, of

course, relative in degree and followed prolonged exces-

sive activity. The degree of fatigue which might follow

a given amount of activity or strain would depend upon

the nervous integrity, and the healthfulness of the indi-

vidual. .Mso the amount of fatigue which an individual

might be able to overcome promptly by rest and sleep

was likewise dependent upon the recuperative capacity of

the individual, and upon his opportunity and inclination

for adequate rest and recuperation. The more normal

and robust the individual the more easily, naturally and

irresistibly would sleep and rest follow and continue until

the fatigtie was fully overcome. On the other hand, the

more delicate and neuropathic the individual either from

bad heredity or disease or prolonged strain, or from what-

soever cause, the less would be the capacity for rest and

pleasurable repose, and the fatigue of each day's activities

might not be fully restored from day to day, and there

would result finally a chronic irritability and restlessness

which rendered impossible adequate recuperation volun-

tarily. This tended to produce a condition simulating bril-

liancy in which greater efforts were encouraged in the

young, until there ensued an acute breakdown or a chronic

exhaustion. The forms in which these results of pro-

longed fatigue and exhaustion generally appeared were
indigestion, malnutrition, the various fatigue neuroses,

known as the occupation neuroses, insomnia, neurasthenia,

psychasthenia, hysteria, the acute insanities in which the

strain of the climacteric played a part; dementia and
paranoia which were generally misfortunes of the de-

velopmental period of life; drug and alcohol addictions,

the majority of which were developed as the result of a

conscientious effort to bear the burdens of life by means
of stimulating, anesthetizing, or narcotising overfatigued

feelings in order to make life bearable for a while, with

the hope that a change in conditions might perchance finally

come; locomotor ataxia and paresis in which continued

strain and fatigue played an important part together gen-

erally with a syphilitic diathesis and a neuropathic con-

stitution. In fact, while the best authorities maintained

that there was a specific constitutional basis in these cases,

they seemed never to develop without the long continued

fatigue and the neuropathic constitution in which adequate

rest was difficult through life. These two diseases were
known as parasyphilitic diseases. A degenerative process

had already done permanent damage by the time the char-

acteristic symptoms appeared, the syphilitic poison having

found a favorable soil in the cerebrospinal system and its

coverings, apparently because of the fatigued and neuro-

pathic irresistivcness. Formerly these cases degenerated

rapidly and dementia and death came early. In the light of

recent investigations it was found that the decline should

be brought to a standstill in most of these cases and

that the tabetics especially should be able to have a com-
fortable and fairly useful life, not shortened materially by

reason of the disease, and that the paretics should become
able to live at home comfortably for many years, their

degree of satisfaction at home depending upon the time

and the course nf the disease when the diagnosis was made
and proper treatment instituted. A positive Wasserman
reaction was found in almost every one of these cases and
should be made at once in every suspected case. It was
hoped that in these parasyphilitic conditions the 6o6 of

Ehrlich would prove of great value by eliminating at once,

and for all time, all syphilitic poison and at once stop

the disease process, after which much improvement might

follow through some degree of regeneration and through

proper enforcement of rest and recuperative treatment, and

through the various practical methods of reeducation, ex-

ercise and redevelopment of dormant activities and func-

tions. Much was already being done in these directions

through the proper administration of mercury and arseni-

cal preparations, preferably hypodermically in both in-

stances. These preparations seemed to modify favorably

lowered metabolism in these and other conditions such as

neurasthenia. The one precaution he would like to make
most forcible in the treatment of these cases was not to

give them the iodides. They reeenerate<l the patient rap-

idly and did no good. From whatever standpoint these

cases were considered, the important elements of fatigue

must be kept always in mind. The enumeration of condi-

tions and diseases in which fatigue played an important

role could continue, but these would suffice. In such

purely physical disorders as gastroenteroptosis and other

conditions of similar origin, they more readily took into

account the general condition of fatigue and the dimin-
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ished general muscular tonicity of the patient and reck-

oned with it in whatever other medical or surgical pro-

cedure thought to be indicated. It was not too much to hope

that in time there would be a universal attempt on the part

of the public at a scientific estimate of the individual

capacities and limitations of each child. With this estimate

correctly made or even approximately so, with the aid

of scientific authority, individuals would pass through the

educational and developmental stages of life into maturity

without so much apparent uncertainty concerning their

future.

The Prevention and Treatment of Septic Infections

of the Extremities.—Dr. Edw.^rd H. Ochsner of Chi-

cago selected this subject for the oration in surgery. He
said that the severer wounds that naturally came to the

physician from the very first they must divide into two

classes, the more superficial wounds that were likely to be

infected with ordinary pyogenic microorganisms only, and

those which were likely to be infected with the tetanus

bacillus in addition. In the latter the same method of dis-

infection was used as in the former with the addition that

they always gave a prophylactic dose of antitetanus serum

and if the wound was deep or likely to contain foreign ma-

terial they laid it wide open, removed the foreign ma-

terial and left the wound gaping and to heal by granula-

tion subsequently. In some parts of Chicago tetanus was

quite prevalent, and up to seven years ago they had quite

a number of cases, but since they had followed the above

routine they had had only one case of tetanus develop and

that in a case of severely infected compound fracture that

came to them on the sixth day after the injury. All fresh

wounds were treated in the following manner when they

first came in: If the laceration was very extensive the

patient was given a general anesthetic; if less severe the ex-

tremity was immersed in a two per cent, carbolic acid

solution in tepid water, from five to ten minutes. This was

an excellent local anesthetic and made it possible to thor-

oughly scrub the parts without causing undue pain. They
now scrubbed the e.xtremity thoroughly with soap and

sterile water by the aid of a brush or pieces of sterile

gauze ; then washed it off with ether, scrubbed it well with

turpentine, swabbed it with tincture of iodin, rinsed it with

alcohol and finally put on a sterile dressing. If in spite

of the above precaution or because of their neglect septic

infection did develop, by instituting and rigidly adhering

to a definite plan of treatment they could secure healing

with practically no mortality, rarely, if ever, lost a mem-
ber and usually without permanent impairment of function.

Thus in a period of over fifteen years he had not lost a

case, amputated even a finger or toe and had not one

single clawhand to his discredit in cases which came to

him before incision had been made. How could they de-

troy the bacteria, or, at least, materially reduce the viru-

lence without at the same time injuring the tissues or im
pairing the resistance of the individual? Such remedies

they had in carbolic acid, boric acid, alcohol, and tincture

of iodin, and by their proper coniliination and judicious ap-

plication one could practically always obtain the desired re-

sults. Ninety-five per cent, carbolic acid was a very pow-
erful germicide and could be safely applied with a cotton

swab over the reddened, inflamed area, until the area turned

white, if it was then quickly washed off with strong alco-

hol. It would instantly destroy innumerable pathogenic
microorganism, almost instantly relieve the pain without
injuring the skin in the slightest, providing, of course,

that it be properly applied. After this preliminary appli-

cation the extremity was encn-^ed in a large hygroscopic

elastic wet dressing. For wet dressing he used a saturated

solution of boric acid in water, to which 1/16 to t/2 of 95
per cent, alcohol was added. .Xs to drainage, the veins

and lymphatics could be drained by simply elevating the

affected extremity, and this could be done so effectuallv

that incision rarely became necessary. This drainage by

elevation was assisted by the dehydrating power of the

alcohol.

Colitis.—Dr. William H. Stauffer of St. Louis, Mo.,

stated errors of digestion as a cause of colitis had been

much exaggerated. As causes of gastritis and enteritis,

they easily took first rank. In most cases of colitis the

important factors were how, when, and where we ate

rather than what we ate. Syphilis, tuberculosis, and im-

pairment of the nervous system were responsible for at

least fifty per cent, of all the cases that had come under
his observation. Most children, and not a few adults, re-

sponded to the call of nature only when compelled to do

so, with the inevitable result that what in health was a

pleasant duty was soon transformed into a painful patho-

logical process. The most valuable diagnostic aid was the

proper use of the sigmoidoscope. This instrument had not

been sufficiently used by the general practitioner. Dr.

Hanes, of Louisville, had rendered invaluable service by

suggesting the inverted position in examining and treating

patients with colitis. The treatment of colitis until re-

cently had been very unsatisfactory. Tubercular ulcera-

tions might be primary and entirely local, and as such

would respond to local antiseptics and nourishing food

So-called membranous colitis was generally organized re-

tained mucus, and would respond by giving the parts rest

and drainage. When possible direct application to the

diseased part should be made through the sigmoidoscope, or

a Walls bougie always placed in position under direct ob-

servation. Jacobi. Tuttle, and Soper had demonstrated the

impossibility of passing a rectal tube into the colon unless

there was some abnormality of the sigmoid. The medica-

tion depended upon the pathology and every indication

must be met as it arose. Ichthyol and argyrol in various

percentages were of signal service. Oil of eucalyptus or

thyme in olive oil had given him excellent results. Ap-

pendicostomy or cecostomy should always be employed in

amebic dysentery. Experience had shown that there

should be no haste in closing the fistulae.

Dr. L. P. Warrf.n of Wichita, Kan., believed it was

the consensus of opinion among expert proctologists that

it was practically impossible to pass a tube into the de

scending colon. The sigmoid itself and rectum might be

inspected, but it was not possible to pass the proctoscope

sufficiently far to see into the descending colon.

Dr. S. N. Mavberry of Enid, Okla., said that the gen-

eral practitioner was not always able to interpret correctly

what he saw. He asked the essayist as to the clinical

appearance of early tuberculosis of the anus before the

patient complained of any symptoms to speak of. Per-

sonally, after introducing the sigmoidoscope, he was un-

able to tell in some cases whether there was a tubercular

condition or not. He had had two cases of rectal disease

in which he could not make a satisfactory diagnosis.

Dr. Stauffer, in closing, said it was not possible to pass

a tube in all cases into the colon, but it could be done in

fifty per cent, of them. It took great care and a great deal

of cooperation on part of the patient. It could not be

done the fir.st time always any more than the practitioner

could pass a stomach tube the first time. .\s to the clini

cal appearance of disease about the anus, he said the best

comparison they could make of ulceration or of the vari

ous pathological conditions in this region was that they

simulated very much conditions of the throat. In fifty

per cent, of the cases, if one found a syphilitic ulcer in the

rectum, he could look into the patient's throat and find a

similar condition. Its edges and everything would com-

pare with the one seen in the rectum.

Gastric Rontgenology.—Dr. E. H. Skinner of Kansas

City, Mo., said the use of the .r-ray in gastrointestinal

diagnosis practically dated from the work of Prof. H.

Rieder, of the University of Munich, in 1904. He pub-
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lished his classical studies in stomach pathology by means
of fluoroscoping the stomach in vivo after the ingestion of

a wheat pudding containing 40 to 60 grams of bismuth

salts. At the present day no more satisfactory bismuth

meal was offered, but the improvements in fluoroscopic ap-

paratus had been interesting. The peculiar superiority of

fluoroscopy over radiography depended on the ability to

study the peristalsis and surgical anatomy of the alimentary

tract. Esophagus.—The patient was placed in tlie right-

anterior oblique position and offered a small bismuth cap-

sule. When the current was applied he was instructed to

swallow. The route and rate of the capsule in the esopha-

gus were noted until it reached and passed tlirough the

cardiac orifice of the stomach. Succeeding larger types of

capsule were then offered and their course noted. By this

means they were able to determine the location and lumen

of the esophageal stricture. The capsule did not always

find the orifice of a diverticulum; therefore, they employed

the bismuth paste (about a level teaspoonful of bismuth

carbonate and sac lac half and half). This was swallowed

at the suggestion of the operator after the .i--ray was

turned on. The use of bismuth and water (2 drachms of

bisnmth to j or 3 ounces of water) was then employed.

By carefully noting the passage of the paste and the water

mixture, one could determine the presence of esophageal

strictures, diverticula, abnormalities due to adhesions,

cardiospasm, dilatation, pleuritic tugs, esophageo-bronchial

fistulae, carcinomatous filling defects and alterations of

outline, and pressure of aneuryms or tumors upon the

esophagus. The description of fluoroscopic symptomatology

of each of these conditions was worthy of a separate de-

scriptive paper. Stomach.—Succeeding the fluoroscopy of

the esophagus by these simple measures, they instructed the

patient to slowly eat 10 or 12 ounces of bismuth porridge,

(a) Pyloric Stenosis: Fluoroscopic symptoms: i. Dila-

tation of the stomach, both longitudinally and transversely.

2. Antiperistaltic waves running from the pylorus to the

greater curvature. 3. Interference with the emptj'ing of

the stomach, the exit of food being delayed 18 to 48 hours.

The suspicious symptoms which should be noted were

:

More or less degree of distention of the stomach, weakened

peristalsis, food delayed in exit twelve to twenty-four

hours, adhesions of the pyloric area, which produced a

fixed pylorus, pyloric filling defects, absence of any peris-

talsis at the pylorus, the wave running only from the

greater curvature to the prepyloric area, (b) Carcinoma.

I. Irregular filling defects in the outline of the stomach

wall. 2. Abnormal peristalsis, there being no wave at the

site of the filling defect; or, if the carcinoma involved the

pylorus, antiperistaltic waves were seen. 3. Hourglass con-

traction where there was involvement of the middle por-

tion of the stomach. The bismuth meal or water may be

seen trickling through the narrowed lumen. 4. Adhesions

of the stomach to adjacent organs, due to perigastric in-

flammation. 5. The lumen of the stomach was usually

much smaller than normal, excepting where the carcinoma

involved the pylorus, we might have a dilatation, (c)

Gastric ulcer, i. Filling defects, which were not as ir-

regular in outline as in carcinoma, the filling defect being

due more to an irritation of the muscular action than to

irregular outlines of mass changes in the stomach wall

Where the ulcer involved the pylorus we had the additional

symptoms previously noted when there was interference

with the exit of the food. (d) Precancerous stomach

The precancerous stomach that he offered for considera-

tion depended upon a clinical symtomatology of chrome

gastritis, with loss of appetitte and weight, epigastric un-

easiness and the craving of small quantities of food pref

erably meats. There was no hyperchlorhydria demon-

strable. But the fluoroscope would reveal a stomach of

lessened lumen, placed rather high in the left hypochon-

driac region. There was a small macjenhlase. The py-

lorus was frequently the lowest point of the stomach

shadow, and the filling shadow of the stomach was funnel-

shaped. We had here an atrophy of the stomach, depend-

ent upon a certain degree of starvation, (e) Gastrop-

tosia. The outlines of the stomach were so exactly re-

corded by the bismuth shadows that we could easily de-

termine the relation of the lesser and greater curvature to

the umbilicus and bony skeleton. It was apparent thai

this -v-ray method of stomach examination offered much

that could not be obtained by other means. The work must

be done by those familiar with it, so that the results shall

be of such value that the method cannot fall into dis-

repute through over-zealous workers.

Pyloric Obstruction Due to Extrinsic Causes.—Dr.

Gordon .-\. Beedle of Kansas City, Mo., spoke of the im-

portance of adhesions in causing pyloric obstruction, and

reported several cases in which relief was afforded by sep-

arating the adhesions. One patient, very fat, and slightly

jaundiced, with temperature of 102°, complained of cutting

pains throughout the right hypochondrium and epigastrium

extending through to the back or right side, opposite the

lower thoracic vertebra; tongue coated; nausea and vom-

iting. The stomach was distended. No peristaltic wave

could be elicited by massage. Extension upward and back-

ward of the left arm caused an increase of pain, and ten-

derness was diffused over the epigastrium. A diagnosis

of gall-stones complicated with adhesions involving the

stomach was made, and operation advised. Incision re-

vealed a mass at the site of the gall bladder which proved

to be a reflected portion of omentum containing a hard

caseous mass of tubercular deposit, wedged down on the

gall-bladder, and adherent in every direction. Careful ex

section revealed the pyloric half of the stomach drawn

down and firmly anchored, tumor pressure, and malposition

caused by adhesions, clearly defining the cause of the ob-

structive symptoms. There was a slight amount of fluid

in the cavity, and a few scattered tubercles could be felt

on the peritoneum. The gall-bladder, although slightly

dilated and full, appeared normal and was not opened.

This patient recovered with complete freedom from her

previous symptoms, and was in good health six months af-

ter operation. In this case had the stomach analysis

been made the findings no doubt would have strongly in-

dicated obstruction with dilatation and motor insufficiency,

but decision as to the actual cause could be made posi-

tively only through incision.

Psoriasis; Diagnosis and Treatment.—Dr. William

Prick of Kansas City, Mo., after detailing the essential

features of the diagnosis of psoriasis, said that there

were no specifics in the treatment of this disease. Cases

could not all be treated successfully in the same manner or

with the same drug. Patients must be studied as well as

the disease. The general health of the patient should

be cared for when there was occasion to do so. Many

patients with psoriasis appeared to be perfectly healthy in

every other way. In these cases we could find sometimes

deficient elimination, imperfect assimilation, or some other

imperfection in metabolic processes of which the patients

were not aware. When these defects were discovered and

corrected they were treated with better results. He re-

ported a case which aptly illustrated this. Of recent

years it was quite remarkable to see the rapid improve-

ment under a few treatments with the .r-ray. This im-

provement was not permanent, and must necessarily be

supplemented by other methods of treatment. External

treatment was resorted to in nearly all cases. Relief was

obtained quicker by this means than by internal treatment.

He mentioned the various drugs that were used in treat-

ing this disease, and said the essential thing to do for

patients was to cure the existing disease and teach them

how to avoid the causes, if possible, or how to check a

beginning attack.
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The following papers were also read

:

"Germiphobia," by Dr. A. K West, Oklahoma City.

Okla. ; "Appendicitis Obliterans ; A Clinical and Patho-

logical Study," by Dr. Horace Reed, Oklahoma Cit)',

Okla.; "Cardiac Murmurs and Their Clinical Significance,"

by Dr. Lewis J. Moorman, Oklahoma City, Okla.: "Pa-

thology of Insanity," by Dr. G. W. Robinson, Kansas City,

Mo.

Officers.—The following officers were elected for the

ensuing year: President, Dr. M. L. Perry, Parsons, Kan.;

Vice-President for Arkansas, Dr. J. M. Griffin, Sulphur

Springs ; Vice-President for Missouri, Dr. \V. H. Stauffer,

St. Louis; Vice-President for Oklahoma, Dr. E. S. Lain,

Oklahoma City ; Vice-President for Texas, Dr. W. L.

Allison, Ft. Worth; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. F. H. Clark,

El Reno, Okla.

Oklahoma City was elected as the place for holding the

next meeting in 191 1.

College of Physicians of Phil.mielphl'

General Medicine.

Section n>

At a stated meeting held October 24 Dr. Alfred Gordo.v

read a paper entitled "Optic Nerve Changes Associated

with Cranial Malformations, apropos of a Case of O.xy-

cephaly" ; and he demonstrated the patient, a boy eight

years old, with a dome-shaped head, a high-arched palate.

a narrow visual field, chorioretinitis, and convulsions. On
jr-ray examination the convolutions of the brain were re-

markabl}' clear and distinct, and the skull-bones could be

seen to be unusually thin. The conditions were thought

to be due to changes in meninges and cerebrum, as well

of nerves passing through cranial orifices in consequence

of the bony malformation. Drs. T. M. TvsON and H. D.

Jump presented a communication entitled "A Note on the

Treatment of Ascites by Intraperitoneal Injections of

Adrenalin Chloride," reporting the case of a man with

chronic nephritis who had suffered from general anasarca

and had been tapped on three or more occasions for the

relief of ascites. Injections of from 8 minims to 2 drams
of adrenalin chloride, 1:1,000 solution, were followed by

increase in the amount of urine secreted and eventually

by disappearance of the anasarca, including the ascites.

Dr. David Riesman read a paper entitled "High Pres-

sure Hypertrophy," referring to the observation of a

series of cases in which patients complaining of dyspnea,

retrosternal distress, flatulence, vertigo, lack of endurance

were found on physical examination, particularly palpation

and percussion, to have hypertrophy of the heart, with

accentuated second sound and high blood-pressure, but

without other accessible evidence of arteriosclerosis, while

the urine generally was free from albumin. The con-

dition occurs in men and women alike, but especially in

those subjected to great nervous and mental strain. It

is thought to represent a condition of arteriosclerosis in

deep seated vessels, without obvious involvement of super-

ficial vessels and tube-casts. .At times an aortic systolic

murmur is present. Angina pectoris may develop and
terminate fatally. The treatment consists in adjustment
of the diet and of life's activities in general and the ad-

ministration of nitrites and iodides. Niemayer's pill of
squill, digitalis, and calomel answer admirably in these

cases for the relief of dropsy. Dr. E. J. G. Beardsley
presented a communication entitled "Pulmonary Tuber-
culosis as Studied in a General Medical Dispensary." He
dwelt on the difficulties of treating the ordinary tubercu-

lous patient in the general medical dispensary, and he
insisted on the need of a special service for this purpose
in order that the patient may be instructed in the hygienic

requirements of his case, drugs playing only a subordinate
role. It is here that the services of a social worker be-

come particularly useful.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of
ca-ses and deaths from contagious diseases reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
Cit}', for the week of November 5, 1910.

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis.
Malarial Fever.

Totals.

151
23
7

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpo.x, yellow fever, cholera, and plague have
been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health,
a.nd Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended
November 4, 1910,

Place Date
Arabia: Maskat Sept. 25-Oct.

Including Matrah
Borneo: Pamangkjat July 22-31

In the western part.
Brazil: Pemambuco Oct. 20

Cases Deaths

France: Marseille Oct. 6
India: Bombay Sept. 21-Oct. 4. .

.

Calcutta Sept. 4-17
Kurrachee Sept. 18-Oct. 1.. .

Madras Sept. 1 7-30
Negapatam Sept. 17-30
Rangoon Sept. 18-24

Indo-China: Saigon Aug. 29-Sept. 18..

Italy, general Oct. 23-30
Naples Oct. 23-24
Provinces

—

AveUino Oct. 9-15
Bari Oct. 9-lS
Campobane Oct. 9-15
Caserta Oct. 9-lS
Foggia Oct. 9-13
Naples Oct. 9-lS
Salemo Oct. 9-15

Japan: Kobe Sept. 26-Oct. 2.

Ehime Oct. I

Hieroshima Oct. 1

Osaka Sept. 19-24
Java: Batavia Sept. 11-17
Roumania: Tulcea Oct. 5

Russia: Odessa Sept. 30-Oct. 7.. .

Riga Oct. 8
Siam: Bangkok Aug. 14-Sept. 10..

Straits Settlements: Singapore Sept. 4-10
Tripoli: Tripoli Oct. 4-7
Turkey: Constantinople Sept, 27-Oct. 10.

.

Turkey in Asia: Erzenjm. vilayet. . .Sept. 23-Oct. 6.. .

Trebizond Oct. 1-9
YELLOW FEVER

Brazil: Manaos Sept. 25-Oct, 1.. .

Para Sept. 18-Oct. 8..

.

Mexico; Campeche Oct. 16-22
PLAGUE

Chile: Iquique Sept. 4
Egypt: Alexandria Sept. 7-29

Port Said Aug. 28-Sept. 24..

Pro\-inces—
Assiout Sept. 8-Oct. 6. . .

.

Galioubeeh July 30-Sept. 9.. .

Garbieh Aug. 28-Oct. 5. .

.

Menouf July 23-Oct. 3.. .

.

Minieh .^ug. 20-Sept. 12..

India: Bombay Sept. 21-Oct. 4.. .

Calcutta Sept. 4-17
Kurrachee Sept. 18-Oct. 1. . .

Rangoon Sept. 1 1-24
Indo-China: Saigon Aug. 19-Sept. 18..

Peru: Mollendo Sept. 7

Russia: Odessa Oct. 1-8
Siam: Bangkok Aug. 14-Sept. 10..

SNf.^LLPOX
Arabia: Aden Sept. 19-26
Argentina: Buenos Aires July 1-31
Brazil: Para Sept. 18-Oct. 8.. .

Rio de Janeiro Sept. 12-25
Santos Aug. 3-16

Ceylon: Colombo Sept. 11-17
Chile: Valparaiso Sept. 11-24
China: Shanghai Sept. 19-25
France: Paris Sept. 25-Oct. 1.. .

Germany, general Oct. 9-1 5

Gibraltar Oct. 2-9
Great Britain: West Hartlepool Oct. 2-8
India: Bombay Sept. 22-Oct. 2.. .

Madras Sept, 17-30
Indo-China: Saigon Aug. 28-Sept. 18..

Italv: Cosenza Aug. 30-Oct. 8. . .

Palermo Sept. 2S-Oct. 1..

.

On s.s. Manaos.
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CHEMICAL PROBLEMS IN DIABETES.^

Bv ADOLF MAGNUS-LEVY, M.D.,

PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE IN THE UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN.

GLYCONEOGENESIS.

By glyconeogenesis is understood a foiniatiun of

carbohydrates, and especially of grape sugar, from
molecules which are not themselves carbohydrates,

for instance, from protein or fat.

All the experimental procedures for the recog-

nition of glyconeogenesis in the animal body in-

volve the same suppositions and may be traced back

to a simple algebraic equation. We must know in

the first place, the total mass of carbohydrates

present in the body, and secondly, the quantity of

carbohydrates introduced during the experiment.

Let us call the first A and the second B. If the

total mass of carbohydrates found, at the end of

the experiment, which we call C, be greater than

A plus B, then the formation of sugar from non-

carbohydrate substances is proved, and the greater

this difference, the more conclusive the proof. The
principal difficulties are, or rather were, that the

quantities of carbohydrate present at the beginning,

and added during the experiment could not be

determined in most cases with sufficient accuracy.

Methods.—Five different procedures have been

employed for the recognition of glyconeogenesis.

Two of these, employed principally by Seegen, are

absolutely worthless. These methods are, firstly

the digestion of liver extract with peptone or fat.

and the measurement of the increase of the carbo-

hydrate content. The second procedure consisted

is estimating the metabolic changes in the liver

of the living animal by a comparison of the sugar

content of the portal and of the hepatic blood.

Seegen thought that finding an excess of sugar in

the blood of the liver veins, compared to that of

the portal blood, would prove a formation of sugar

from protein. This assumption, however, does not

hold good. I deem it unnecessary to enter into a

criticism of these two methods, both of which are

to-day recognized as worthless.

The third method, the oldest of all, consists in

measuring the glycogen accumulation in the liv-

ing animal, especially in the liver and muscles, after

feeding with suitable food. However good service

this method may have rendered for the study of

glycogen formation from carbohydrates, it is im-

practicable for the proof of the formation of that

substance from proteid or fat. Just as Kvilz con-

sidered the experiments of his predecessors to be

inconclusive, so Pfliiger has shown Kiilz's own ex-

periments to be unconvincing. The reason for the
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insufficiency of this experimental method is to be

found in the fact that not only is it impossible to

determine with certainty the carbohydrate store of

a single animal, but also that in spite of the greatest

care in the choice of albuminous foods, the addi-

tion of carbohydrates could hardly ever be abso-

lutely avoided, at least in the older experiments.

And even if, as we can to-day say with certainty,

glycogen really was formed from protein in most
experiments of this kind, the greater part of this

was again decomposed in the course of the experi-

ment. At the end, only a very small part of the

newly formed sugar was found as glycogen in the

body of the animal ; and this quantity was very

seldom outside the limits of error existing in bio-

chemical investigations. It is only recently that

Pfliiger has improved this method, so that it may be

applied satisfactorily to problems of this kind.

The classical method for the recognition of gly-

coneogenesis is the fourth method : the examination

of diabetic subjects. In this case, in contrast to

the glycogen experiments on healthy beings, the

new formed sugar is removed from the sphere of

combustion and appears in the urine in a form
easily determined. The urine sugar that can be

obtained in a single day is much greater in amount
than the glycogen that has ever been found stored

up in the body after weeks of feeding with car-

bohydrates.

Besides this classical method there is still a fifth

to be mentioned, viz., the examination of the arti-

ficially transfused liver. Although the procedure
is in principle less valuable than the classical dia-

betic method, still it may furnish important ma-
terial for the solution of certain problems, which
cannot be decided by experiments on living animals.

As an example of the recognition of glyconeo-
genesis, I may refer you to Pfliiger's well known
experiments. These were the most recent of all

experiments of this kind and were carried out on
the largest scale.

A partly depancreatized dog, 12 kilos in weight,

produced on being fed exclusively on codfish and
nutrose, 3.1 kilos of sugar in the course of three

months. Even if we accept the highest values for

the original glycogen content of the animal and
for the carbohydrate in the food at least 2.5 kilos

of new sugar were produced.
The existence of glyconeogenesis is to-day no

longer doubtful and needs no further discussion.

The Mother-Substances of Glyconeogefiesis, Pro-
tein, Glycerin, Fatty Acids.—-Is it the proteins that

are the mother-suJDstances of this newly formed
sugar, or is it the fatF This is the important ques-

tion which has been on the tongues of scientists

for many decades. At the present time by far the

greater majority accept the formation of sugar
from protein as proved. A minority also assume
in addition a sugar formation from fat. This
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question has not yet been decided with absohite

certainty. I should Hke to lay before you the

salient points of this problem.

A direct, if I may say so a mathematical, proof

for the production of sugar from protein would

be furnished, if we could prove that a diabetic ani-

mal had decomposed only protein and no fat at all.

This experiment has, however, its difficuhies. It

is almost impossible to ingest enough protein to

cover the needs of a diabetic dog, which loses by

its output of sugar a third part of the energy con-

tent of the decomposed protein. However, such

a possibility seemed to have been realized in an

experiment of Liithje's. A depancreatized dog,

only 5 kilos in weight, decomposed daily

164 grams of protein and produced about 70

grams of sugar. After deducting about 252 sugar

calories, 430 calories derived from the decomposed

protein were still at the disposal of the animal,

that is, almost 90 calories per kilo. I am of the

opinion that the animal could have made up its

loss of energy almost exclusively by the oxidized

protein, and that thus no fat had been de-

composed. If this be correct, then the formation

of sugar from protein would be irrefutably estab-

lished. But the proof would require to be supple-

mented by a direct determination of the actual

metabolism of energy by means of the respira-

tion calorimeter. It would have to be proved that

the total carbon output in the respired air, in the

urine, and in the excrement, amounted to no more

than corresponded to the nitrogen eliminated from

the decomposed protein. With the magnificent ap-

pliances which you have here in America at your

disposal, it would be easy to give this decisive proof.

As long as this proof is not given the view that

protein is the mother substance of sugar rests, for

the present, on the fact that in severely diabetic

subjects the output of sugar and the decomposi-

tion of protein run parallel. Every increase in

the combustion of protein is followed by an in-

crease in sugar elimination. The first and most

admirable experiments are connected with the name
of Kiilz. The precision of his experimental condi-

tions has never again been attained with diabetic

patients. On being fed exclusively on casein, a

severely diabetic man yielded the following quanti-

ties of sugar

:

200 gm. casein 66 gm. sugar

240 gm. casein 66 gm. sugar

300 gm. casein 97 gm. sugar

500 gm. casein 127 gm. sugar

240 gm. casein 87 gm. sugar

Many years later Liithje performed a similar ex-

periment on a depancreatized dog. His results

resemble those of Kiilz. The observations of Lusk
and others on diabetic patients lead to the same
results.

The increase of the sugar output with increasing

protein decomposition is well known to every doc-

tor who has had to deal with diabetic patients.

This fact plays a great part in the therapeutics of

to-day.

V. Mehring was the first to point out a certain

proportion between protein decomposition and
sugar output. Minkowski' calculated the numerical
value for this proportion. Pie found that in pan-
creas diabetes for every 100 grams of protein de-

composed. 45 grams of sugar were eliminated, or.

calculated for the nitrogen in the protein, that the

D : N ratio was 2.8. However important and valu-

able this calculation was, still this quotient has in

a wa}- become a stumbling block for later investiga-

tions.

What Minkowski put forward only as a possi-

bility was accepted as a fact, namely, that 45 grams
of sugar was the maximum that could be obtained

from 100 grams of protein. This, however, has

never been proved. In any case the existence of

a parallelism between nitrogen and sugar elimina-

tion is unmistakable, and this parallelism is the

principal, or, we may say, the only, support of the

doctrine that protein is the mother substance of

sugar.

Pfliiger, who for a certain time attributed the

sugar formation to fat, and would not acknowledge
the formation from protein, gave a somewhat com-
plicated explanation of the undeniable parallelism

between protein decomposition and sugar output.

He was of the opinion that the aminogroup of the

protein, on being separated from the carbon nu-

cleus, transferred a certain energy to a carbon

complex of the fatty acids. He conceived that by

every splitting off of an amino group, one atom of

oxygen was transferred to a carbon radical of the

fat, and that this then condensed to grape sugar.

The sugar would then really be formed frotn the

material of the fatty acids, but this would have been

made possible even then by the splitting ofif of the

amino group, that is to say by the breaking down
of protein, and the quantity of sugar formed would

be controlled by the quantity of protein decomposed.

Consequently we can recognize the formation of

sugar from protein as extremely probable, even

though it has not been proved with mathematical

certainty.

Pfliiger has quite recently become converted and

now acknowledges sugar formation from protein.

Strangely enough he has again used the old method
of glycogen accummulation for his experiments,

although he himself once designated it as incap-

able of furnishing proofs. Certainly he has per-

fected this method in an admirable manner. I can

not give you the details of the work of this re-

markable man who, still active in his eightieth

vear, carried out excellent experiments a few weeks

before his death.

While Pfliiger finally denied, in opposition to his

earlier view, that a sugar formation from fat oc-

curs in the animal kingdom, because he had not

observed it in his experiments, still this is by no

means decisive.

In most cases an increase in the fat given to

a diabetic subject does not cause an increase in

the sugar eliminated. I will mention only an ex-

ample by Hfibner : On being fed with 176 grams
of albumin and 150 grams of fat a diabetic patient

eliminated 51 grams of sugar, whereas on adding

169 grams of fat he yielded 50.

176 gm. albumin + 150 gm. f at = 51 gm. sugar

176 gm. albumin -1-319 gm. fat = 50 gm. sugar

98 gm. albumin 4- 315 gm- fat = 7 gm. sugar

The fact that the addition of fat does not increase

the sugar elimination cannot be doubted and is

amply confirmed by experiment and daily experi-

ence. However, the previously deduced conclu-

sion that no sugar is formed from fat is completely

fallacious. The 170 grams of fat introduced in

surplus are not really catabolized, like the 150

grams of casein added in the above experiment of

Kiilz, but are stored up in the body as reserve ma-

terial. They have taken no part in the metabolism.
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The fat combustion has in no way been increased

by them. And, however much fat be added to the

food, it has no power to expel other food materials

from the metabolism and to take their place m con-

trast to protein, which is able to do so. Conse-

quently the negative results of the experiments of

Hiibner and of other authors afford no evi-

dence against the possibility of sugar formation

from fat.

Xeutral fat is composed of two quite different

components whose relations to sugar must be

sharply distinguished : Glycerin and fatty acids.

The formation of sugar from glycerin has been

proved with even more certainty than that of sugar

from protein. Also in this case the proof has

been furnished by experiments on diabetic pa-

tients. Of all the materials that have been ex-

amined in a similar manner, glycerin has the advan-

tage that it can be introduced in enormous quanti-

ties and that the sugar output consequently also

rises enormously. The sources of error are here

much smaller than with other materials. A patient

of Kiilz's eliminated in ten days, after a total intro-

duction of 1,450 grams of glycerin, 760 grams of

sugar over and above the average output. A dog
of Liithje's 12 kilos in weight, after being given

400 grams of glycerin, brought its sugar output up

to 160 grams in the course of twenty-four hours.

From a chemical standpoint also, as I will show
later, the formation of sugar from glycerin is very

easily vniderstood.

Accordingly two sources already come into con-

sideration for the formation of new sugar, namely

:

protein (A) and glycerin, (B). Hence it will be

difficult, to recognize a third substance, the fatty

acids, (C), as being also a mother substance of

sugar. That will be possible only when the sugar

ou"tput (D) has become so high, that the "pre-

formed" sugar of the body and of the food (E),

the protein (A), and the glycerin (B), are insuf-

ficient for its production. Experiments must bring

forward this proof, since no direct proof is possible.

And in fact, all efforts tend toward this direction.

Here, too, just as in the general problem of gly-

coneogenesis, we have to do principally with a

simple mathematical equation. (D >A-|-B4-E).
This equation is, however, difficult to solve for the

reason that not enough is known about several of

its components. The supposition, that we knew

the maximum formation of sugar from protein is,

indeed, not true. In the case of glycerin it is

highly probable, from its chemical constitution and

from the results of experiments in vitro, that it

can yield the theoretical quantity, that is to say,

100 per cent, of sugar. For protein Minkowski's

famous quotient was adhered to, and accordingly

it was accepted that 100 grams of protein could

yield only 45 grams of sugar. There is no real

proof, however, that this is the case.

The first experiment for the recognition of a

sugar formation from fat in men was carried out

by Rosenquist. With animals a particularly good

experiment was made by Hartogh and Schumm.
Still a critical anaylsis of all experiments of this

sort shows, that in the first place the carbohydrate

content of the food has been estimated much too

low, that formation of sugar from glycerin, which

with a high combustion of fat reaches 20 grams

and more, has not been taken into consideration,

and many other things as well. The doubters are

right in claiming that the formation of sugar from

fat is still completely unproved.

They bring forward as a reason, that sugar form-
ation from protein was underestimated. Theoreti-

cally 100 grams of protein could, if all the carbon

of protein were transformed into sugar carbon,

yield 135 grams of sugar. This is certainly not

the case; but so long as the maximal sugar forma-

tion from protein is unknown, a sugar forma-

tion from fat will be recognized as proved only

when the above value of protein sugar was em-
ployed in the calculation of an experiment. The
prospects of being able to obtain definite proof,

either in this or another way, are not very great.

Personally, however, the majority of the experi-

ments brought forward, as well as general biochemi-

cal considerations, make me incline in favor of a

sugar formation from fat. Only, 1 am of the

opinion that this process, both for chemical and
other reasons, generally takes place on a far smaller

scale than the formation of sugar from protein.

We may now inquire concerning the sequence

of the sugar formation from the three above
sources. When the transition from moderate to

severe diabetes is taking place, when the patient is

just beginning to yield sugar that does not arise

from carbohydrates (a point which naturally can

never be sharply recognized), it may be asked: are

these first grams of newly formed sugar derived

from protein, or from glycerin, or from fat?

Looked at from a purely chemical standpoint the

formation of sugar from glycerin seems the sim-

plest process. For this reason one might be in-

clined to place this process first in point of time.

However, it is not possible to-day to deduce either

a quantitative or a chronological precedence in the

formation of sugar from protein or glycerin. But
that the sugar formation from protein precedes
that from fat is borne out by the unmistakable
dependence of the sugar output on the mass of the

decomposed protein, even in moderately severe

cases of diabetes.

As to alcohol, no experiments so far show that

it is a source of sugar. This possibility may there-

fore for the present, be left unconsidered.

Glyconeogcnesis hi Normal Life.—This question

is of the very highest biological importance. In

another form it runs thus : Is life possible without

carbohydrates? Does a carnivorous animal difTer

fundamentally and in principle in its metabolism
from an herbivorous animal?
However probable it may be that the healthy

organism can, in case of need, carry out the process

which takes place in a diabetic subject, still I agree
with Pffiiger in that the results of all the former
so-called glycogen experiments do not hold good,

so that the glyconeogcnesis in normal life was
not then established beyond question. Zuntz with

a procedure of quite another sort, which I have not

yet mentioned, has furnished a proof for sugar for-

mation in healthy fasting men. This method is that

of respiration experiments, the decisive criterion

is the behavior of the respiratory quotient.

This amounts, as is well known, to i.o for ex-

clusive carbohydrate combustion, to about 0.8 for

exclusive metabolism of protein, and to about 0.7

for fat. If, in a starving animal, after the using
up of the glycogen reserve, the metabolism be per-

formed at the cost of fat and protein exclusively,

it must be about 0.71. Zuntz and Lehmann saw
that with fasting' men in a state of rest, the value
sank to 0.66-0.64. With muscular work it rose

appreciably over 0.71. So in this case oxygen had
been retained by the body. Now, thanks to Durig's
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decisive experiments, we know that elementary

oxygen is not stored up by the body. Accordingly

the retained oxygen in Zuntz's experiments was

used for the oxidation of bodies poorer in oxygen,

and produced thereby bodies richer in oxygen.

This is the case when sugar, which contains 54 per

cent, of oxygen, is formed from protein or fat, whose

oxygen content amounts to only 12-20 per cent.

Other similar processes are known, for instance,

the formation of oxybutyric acid, a body rich in

oxygen, from protein and fat. Therefore and also

for other reasons a disappearance of oxygen, a

sinking respiratory quotient, give no absolute proot

that the stored up oxygen was employed for sugar

formation. Moreover, even in the most technically

accurate experiments, certain sources of error have

also to be reckoned with. A proof deduced by

this method is, in spite of all probability, always

only indirect and requires to be supplemented by

a direct proof. Pfliiger has furnished this by

means of the method of glycogen accumulation.

He was able to show that, in the case of fasting

Irogs, the glycogen content of the whole body

rose distinctly from week to week. He employed

for each of these experiments dozens of animals

and in this way was able to overcome objections on

the ground of chance and of inequality in the gly-

cogen content of single animals.

A proof of the formation of new sugar in the

normal body having been given with this distinct-

ness, the conclusions which Zuntz drew from his

experiments, are also confirmed. They show once

more the special preference of the carbohydrate

molecule for the yielding of mechanical energy in

the body. In times of rest the body forms gly-

cogen from protein, so as to have this most easily

combustible material at its disposal at the beginning

of muscular work, at least in certain quantities.

The constant presence of grape sugar in the

blood of fasting animals must not be understood

in the sense that the fasting body is not able to

make use of this last carbohydrate reserve. It

shows rather that the body replaces every using

up of sugar by constant

new formation. No life

without carbohydrates

!

This- principle seems just

as certain to us as, omnis
cellula e ceUiila. But cer-

tainly this transformation

of protein or fat into sugar takes place only when
there is a need for it, that is to say, when no or in-

sufficient carbohydrates are introduced with the

food. Seegen's view that with simultaneous carbo-
hydrate ingestion all the protein and all the fat must
first be converted to sugar in order to impart chemi-
cal and mechanical energy to the body, is absolutelv
unproved and improbable. This view is certainly

just as wrong as the opposite one of Pavy, who
stated that a direct use of grape sugar in the body
was impossible, and was of the opinion that all the
sugar must first be transformed into fat.

The Chemical Aspect of the Formation of Netv
Sugar.—How are we to understand the chemical
process of new sugar formation ; We are
to-day no longer satisfied with the estab-

lishment of a new sugar formation ; we
want to know the exact way in which this

transformation takes place. In the case of
glycerin the chemical process is the sim-
plest and most easily understood. Glycerin,

Q Hs O3 = CH, OH— CHOH— CH,

OH, with its richness in oxygen and its constitution

stands so near to the carbohydrates that it can hardly
be regarded as a true fatty complex. Its transfor-

mation into C3 He O3, that is to say into a triose,

either into dioxyacetone, CH, OH— CO— CHj
OH, or into glycerin aldehyde, CH, OH— CHOH— CHO, requires only the addition of one atom of

oxygen and takes place in a test tube with remark-
able ease. The polymerization of such a triose,

which means a carbohydrate with three carbon
atoms, into a hexose, has been successfully accom-
plished by chemists. It is only one example from
many in which low-er carbohydrate groups condense
to higher ones. And the animal body also is surely

able to accomplish this oxidation of glycerin and
its polymerisation to Cg Hj, Og, a hexose. This
has been proved at least for the sorbose-bacterium
by the most excellent work of Bertrand. And we
shall surely have this simple way possible also in

the body of higher animals.

In the formation of new sugar from protein we
have to take into consideration its components, the

aminoacids. Certainly we are far from a precise

knowledge of the protein molecule ; the real amount
of the known components is not established, and
we may still e.xpect to find a number of new com-
ponents. Neither from the qualitative nor from
the quantitative side has the working up of the

decomposition products given sufficient results. We
know but little about its structure and about the

arrangement in space of its components. In spite

of all these objecticnis we have already a certain

conception of the protein molecule. In the same
sense as the starch molecule is to be looked upon
as a combination of innumerable molecules of grape
sugar, so can we look on the protein molecule as

made up of innumerable glvcocoll groups.

Glycocoll, CH,,NH,— COOH, is the simplest

"-aminoacid. We can consider all known amino-
acids as derivatives of glycocoll. Alanin is a

methyl-glycocoll, cystein a thio-methyl-glycocoll,

leucin an isobutyl-glycocoll, phenyl-alanin a phenyl-

methyl-glycocoll, and so on.

Glycocoll = C: ^
Alanin ^ G ^
Cystein r= C3 ^
Leucin ^ Q =

Phcnvl-alanin = O =
Lysin = C. = CH=-NH

Ghicosamin = Cb =

CH= • NH,— COOH = R. Glycin
CH,— CH-NH:— COOH = R, "

CH= • SH2— CH • NH:— COOH = R,
CHt— CHNHa— COOH = R, "

CH,— CH2 — CH • N H2— COOH = R, "

C3H.— CH-NH=— C00H = R4 "

C.H.O.— CH NH.— CHO = R, Glydnaldehyde

Of all the decomposition products now known,
only one, glucosamin, differs in structure from
these ; it is an "'-amino-aldehyde, but it also contains

the amino group in the "-position like the other

components.
Since most of the linkages in the protein mole-

cule are linkages between the amino group of one
aminoacid and the carboxyl of another, protein

could be regarded as a polysubstituted polyglyco-

coll.

I present here the formulse of a simple and of

a complex polypeptide, of glycyl-glycin and of

glycyl-glycyl-alanin, which are types of synthetical

products made by Emil Fischer.

Glycyl-glycin = CHj -NH, — CO

CH.-NH — COOH
glycyl-alanin = CH,-NH= — CO (I)

CH,-NH— CO (H)

R,CH-NH— LOOH (HI)
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You can see that glycyl-alanin may be considered

as a compound of three glycocoll groups, in which

one is substituted by a methyl (Rj). I call your

attention to the fact that at the first glycocoll group,

an isobutyl group can be readily substituted and we
obtain a leucyl-glycyl-alanin, and so on until we
come to the higher polypeptids.

Incidentally I might mention that Emil l>"ischcr

has been able to synthetize a body with 18 amino-

acid groups, which showed some properties similar

to the peptones. With this in view I now call your
attention to the following possible fornnila for

the protein molecule.

R,-CHXH-CO (I)

R,-CHNH-CO' R.-CHNH-CO (ID

R^-CH NH-CO

R, -CH NH-CO

6

R,-CH NH-CO (II]

R,-CH NH-CO

rn., \'H-

It consists of a series of substituted glycocoll

groups : you see that the first is a leucin, the sec-

ond a phenyl-alanin, and then follows alanin,

valin, and glycocoll and so on. Of course, this

gives no idea of the arrangement of the protein

molecule in space, nor does it take into consideration

the optical properties of the molecule, still it repre-

sents an easily conceived possibility.

Of course, other linkages, important for the

constitution of protein and for the function of

the protoplasm also occur in the protein mole-

cule, and perha]3S also other components of (|uite

a different hitherto unknown type may still be

found. If so, the classification of protein I have
chosen would have to be extended and altered.

Although this designation of protein as a polysub-

stifutcd-polyglycocoll may, perhaps, prove to be

chosen too early, it takes aw-ay the mysteriousness

with which the nature of protein has up to the

present been surrounded in the eyes not only of

physicians but also of chemists.

The riddle of sugar formation from albumin

appeared for a moment solved, when Pavy found

a preformed carbohydrate complex in protein. But

it was soon discovered that this body, whose
osazon is identical with that of grape sugar, was
not grape sugar itself, but glucosamine. Its mass
amounts at most to 30 per cent, in the glucopro-

teids, but in the true proteids is present only in

minimal quantities or is totally absent. Accord-
ingly, it is insufficient for the production of large

quantities of sugar. And feeding experiments with

free glucosamine, with glucosamine hydrochloride,

or glucosamine ester showed that this body pro-

duces absolutely no sugar in the animal body.

.Also in the test tube the conversion of the gluco-

samine into grape sugar, which was originally ex-

pected bv reason of the close relation of the for-

mula; has not yet been realized.

It has even been shown by an examination car-

ried out from another point of view, that precisely

that very proteid in which no glucosamine and no

preformed carbohydrate are present, casein, yields

the highest quantitv of sugar in the diabetic l^ody.

It was a question of great practical importance to

know which proteid would yield the smallest quan-

tity of sugar. This would certainly be the most
advantageous for a diabetic subject. The dift'er-

ences which were observed in feeding experiments

on diabetic patients are not very great. I'lant pro-

teids certainly yield somewhat smaller quantities of

sugar than animal proteids and especially than

casein. But for superficial and also for more
profound reasons, a more or less complete sub-

stitution of plant albumin for animal protein for

any length of time is impossible in the dieting

of diabetic subjects.

The question of sugar formation from proteid

is to be reduced to the question of the dif-

ferent aminoacids. Lusk and Stiles have
shown that, on feeding with completely di-

gested protein, that is to say, with the

aminoacids in toto, the sugar output in the
* case of a phlorhizinized dog rises as high

as on feeding with natural protein. But

(IV) special difficulties stand in the way of the

examination of the single aminoacids. The

-CO (V)
niethod of glycogen accumulation in ani-

:
mals which have been freed from glycogen
is impracticable also on feeding with

. .
aminoacids. For this purpose, also, in-

vestigation of the diabetic organism is the
onh' practicable way. But on account of their irrita-

tive action, only small quantities of aminoacids can
be introduced, and for this reason the differences in

the sugar output were in general relatively small.

Embden and Salomon in their best experiments
found that after feeding with 20 to 40 grams of
alanin the urine sugar rose from 7 to 17 grams,
that is to say about 10 grams. And it is very
doubtful, on account of the spontaneous variations
in the sugar output, whether these 10 grams have
really arisen from the introduced alanin, all the
more so, because the experiments of the various
authors do not quite agree. The most recent experi-
ments of Graham Lusk, however, speak in favor of
the transformation of glycocoll, alanin, aspartic

acid, and glutaminic acid into sugar.
Karl Grube has tried to apply another method

for the solution of this question. He had found
that the tortoise liver, on transfusion with artificial

serum, was a most excellent test object for the ex-
amination of glycogen formation. He used this

method also for the examination of the amino acids.

But in contrast to other substances these bodies
failed to accomplish glycogen formation in the

experiments on the tortoise liver. Certainly the
liver, the most general and important chemical labo-

ratory of the body, takes part in the formation of
new sugar, as has been proven by various experi-
ments, but still Grube's e.xperiments have shown
that this organ is not in itself capable of effecting
the complete transformation of the aminoacids to

sugar. It seems that a preliminary part of the work
necessary for this purpose must be carried out by
the other organs. Anrl thus the negative results in

the case of the isolated tortoise liver do not prove
the non-existence of sugar formation from amino-
acids in the organism. Even Pfliiger, in the last

work of his long and glorious life, was converted
to the belief of sugar formation from glycocoll.

If, with a certain reserve, we may rely on these
investigations of the different authors, their results
may be generalized as follows : It appears that
aspartic acid, glutaminic acid, alanin. and also
glycocoll are sugar producers, while leucin and
tvrosin are not.
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As to their connection with sugar formation the

aminoacids are to be divided into two opposite

classes, and this division is also justified by their

different behavior in another biochemical process

;

that is to say, by their relationship to acetone bodies.

I would emphasize the fact that the two groups of

aminoacids are directly opposed to one another

in relation to the production of oxybutyric acid and

of sugar. Alanin, aspartic acid, glutaminic acid, and

glycocoll, which yield sugar, seem to diminish the

elimination of acetone bodies, while those aminoacids

which yield no sugar, such as leucin and tyrosin,

cause a decided rise in the oxybutyric acid output.

This is extremely important for the understanding

of both processes.

However doubtful the relationships of the single

aminoacids to sugar may be, still they permit

some conclusions to be drawn in respect to the

chemical changes which must occur. Friedrich

Midler supposed leucin to be the real or the most

important source of sugar, because this amino-

acid contains six carbon atoms like sugar. But

it is precisely from leucin that according to our

present knowledge, no glucose is produced. A
sugar formation from the lower aminoacids with

four, three, and two carbon atoms, aspartic aciil.

alanin, etc., supposes a synthesis of a chain of 6

carbon atoms from chains of 2, 3 or 4 carbon atoms.

Pfliiger some years ago would place such a synthesis

outside the possibilities of the animal body. But I

need only to remind you of the formation of fat,

that is to say, of fatty acids with from 16 to 18

carbon atoms, from grape sugar, in order to refute

Pfluger's objection. A synthetical condensation

is also present in the case of sugar formation from

glycerin, which has been established beyond doubt.

Here the synthesis consists in a linking up of 2

chains of 3 carbon atoms each.

The question here arises as to whether complexes

with 2 or even with only i carbon atom can also

be used in the body for the synthesis of sugar. In

the case of alanin' we have the following alterna-

tive. Alanin can by the loss of an amino group be

transformed into lactic acid CaHcOs, which is

isomeric with glyceric aldehyde. It could be as-

sumed that the first by an intramolecular rearrange-

ment might pass into its isomeric form and this

be condensed to sugar.

A second possibility is the following: Emil

Fischer and Neuberg have eiTected a reduction of

aminoacids to aminoaldehydes by the action of

sodium amalgam. Perhaps a similar reduction may
occur also in the organism, which has strong re-

ducing forces at its disposal. Aminopropylalde-

hyde would then arise from alanin and the amino

group would only then be split oflf.

CH5— CHNHr.— COOH
i

CHs— CHNH:— CHO
i

CH3— CH:OH — CHO
i

In both of these processes all three carbon atoms

could have been employed in the sugar synthesis.

But, on the other hand, there is the possibility that

the carboxyl group of the lactic acid was split off,

so that a chain of only two carbon atoms was left

for the synthesis.

CH3— CHOH— COOH
CH,— C |C0.

This alternative seems at present quite incapable

of refutation. Still it seems to me that the follow-

ing way could be used for the solution, that is to

say, by employing the two optical antipodes of

alanin. Natural alanin is dextrorotatory. Al-

though the organism is capable of attacking and

metabolizing levorotatory alanin, still, according to

our present knowledge, it does not seem to be able

to effect its transformation into d.-alanin, that is,

into a substance of the dextrorotatory series. On
this we may found the following experiment

:

Of the dift'erent substances to which 1.-alanin

might give rise, lactic acid and lactic aldehyde,

which arc optically active, belong to the levo-series,

thus they cannot be converted into grape sugar,

wliich belongs to the dextro-series. Thus in the case

that on feeding 1.-alanin no sugar was produced in

a diabetic organism, it would be very likely that

the way of d.-alanin to sugar leads over lactic acid

or lactic aldehyde. On the other hand, if from
l.-alanin a chain of two carbon atoms was formed
then this substance must be optically neutral, just

as well as if it was derived from d.-alanin. From
such an optically neutral substance the organism is

capable of building up sugar by means of asym-

metrical synthesis. If in a feeding experiment

l.-alanim was found to yield sugar, just as well as

d.-alanin, we might assume that the intermediate

product was a substance with only two carbon

atoms.*
In the same sense two possibilities would come

into consideration for glycocoll, that is to say,

whether both carbon atoms or only one be used

for the synthesis of sugar. Pfliiger, who was once

a most violent opponent of the sugar formation

from protein, finally believed in a sugar synthesis

from glycocoll. The transition from glycocoll

through aminoglycolaldehyde and glycolaldehyde

to grape sugar seems to be very likely. Paul ]Mayer

indeed, on feeding rabbits with glycolaldehyde, had

found that sugar elimination followed within half

an hour. The transformation of glycolaldehyde to

sugar needs no other chemical change than conden-

sation only.

CH.NH:— COOH

CH=— NH.-CHO

CHiOH — CHO

But we could also put forward, as in the case

of alanin, a splitting oft' of the carboxyl group by

which a radical with only one carbon atom would
be left at disposal for the sugar synthesis.

Such a synthesis of sugar from substances with

only one C atom certainly occurs in the vegetable

kingdom. We usually think of formaldehyde as

the suitable material for the synthesis. But no one

has yet dared to accept a similar metabolism for

the animal kingdom. And yet this possibility has

been rendered rather probable by the experiments

of Karl Grube. As it is impossible to introduce

such a strong poison as formaldehyde in large

quantities into the living- body, Grube's procedure,

the employing of the tortoise liver, has proved to

be of especial value here, in a question the solution

of which was impossible by all other methods.

*In a paper appearing after the delivery of this lecture

Graham Liisk has published new exneriments which seem
to show that all three atoms of alanin and Doth atoms of

glycocoll are employed in the transformation to sugar.

Without fixing my opinion as to this point, I wish to

emphasize the importance of these experiments in the

above mentioned direction.
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Grube passed a very dilute formaldehyde solution

for many hours through isolated tortoise liver and
found an appreciable rise in the glycogen content
of one lobe at the end of the experiment, in com-
parison with that of the other lobe, which was
analyzed before the transfusion. 1 may mention
in passing that it has been proved by numerous
experiments that the glycogen content of the dift'er-

ent parts of the liver is usually the same.
I can find no fault either in principle or analysis

in Grube's procedure—Grube worked in Ptliiger's

laboratory—and, accordingly, I am inclined to con-
sider his experiments as correct.* But by reason
of the enormous importance of this result, a care-

ful reinvestigation and a confirmation from other
sides is extremely desirous.

Should Grube's results be confirmed, then a dif-

ference between plant and animal life, which has
up to now been held as fundamental, would be
wiped out and the limits of the synthethic capacity

of the animal body would once more be widely en-
larged. Certainly one difl^erence will still remain,
that is to say, the synthesis of protein. I consider it

improbable that the animal body can unite free

ammonia, which is not already combined with car-

bon, to carbon and in this way synthetize protein

from its elements.

f

We may draw a further conclusion from what
has been stated. Even though the capability of

the body be so manifold for the .synthesis of sugar
from chains of different length, it is certain that

chain.s of 4 or 5 carbon atoms, as aspartic and
glutaminic acid can be used for the synthesis with-

out any splitting off of single carbon atoms. Such a

splitting off will take place many times over.

Some aminoacids will split off only one C atom;
others more. Besides this there are certain amino-
acids which do not yield sugar at all. Mehring's
supposition that 100 parts of proteid should yield

135 parts of grape sugar is, according to this, in-

correct.

The chemical process of the transformation of

the high fatty acids into grape sugar can be speci-

fied with still less accuracy, even on the ground of

supposition, than with the aminoacids. Pfliiger's

view that the 18 carbon atoms chain of stearic

acid be directly decomposed into three chains of

6 carbon atoms each, is extremely improbable. It

has absolutely no analogy in the entire field of

chemistry and biochemistry, ^^'e know from in-

vestigations as to the production of oxybutyric acid

that the decomposition of the fatty acids takes place

by oxidation in the ^-position and that the long car-

bon chains are in every case shortened by 2 carbon

atoms. From stearic acid, palmitic acid is pro-

duced, and from caprvlic acid, caprinic acid, ca-

pronic acid, and butyric acid. Here we may ask

whether these 2 carbon atoms, which are repeatedly

:'p!it off together, represent the material for th

sugar synthesis : or is this material first set free,

when the catabolic process has gone down to ;;

lower fatty acid with 6 or 4 C atoms? Tt is im-

possible at the present time to express assumptions

of any sort in respect to this.

But I feel inclined to consider the latter as be-

ing the more probable. In any case, I would like

to emphasize the dift'erence existing between the

*Only in a remark contained in Pfliiger's last publication

coi'ld I find a support for doubts.
fin his last work Knoop. however, seems to have

proven a synthesis of an aminoacid. namely, of lienzyl-

alanin from benzyl-pyrotartaric acid and ammonia.

oxidation of the amino and fatty acids as being of

the greatest importance for the formation of sugar.

By the splitting off of an amino group, which is

possibly the first process in the transformation of

the aminoacids into sugar, an "-oxyacid is formed in

each case, while by the oxidation of the true fatty

acids a ^-oxyacid arises. The oxybutyric acid is

an actual representative of these ^-oxyacids. It

seems to me extremely probable that the combina-

tion present in the "-oxyacids, that is to say,

the occurrence of hydroxyl and carbo.xyl in adja-

cent positions, highly favors the sugar synthesis,

in opposition to the more distant position which
these groups have in the ^-oxyacids. Perhaps in

this circumstance lies the solution of the riddle that

protein yields dextrose so much more easily than

fat.

FORMATION OF GRAPE SUGAR FROM OTHER HEXOSES.

The chemical process occurring in the transfor-

mation of the different hexoses into one another is

to-day by no means so problematical as the processes

which have just been described. The transition of

levulose, galactose, and mannose into grape sugar
has long been proved for healthy animals by the

method of glycogen accumulation. It is further

confirmed by experiments on diabetic subjects. It

was thought for a time that the nmtual transforma-
tion of the he.xoses in the body was to be attributed

to the same forces as in the test tube, that is to say,

to the action of alkalis. Remember, please, gen-
tlemen, the brilliant experiments of Lobry de Bruyn
and von Eckenstein, who, on adding alkali to a

solution of either dextrose or levulose or mannose,
found after some time all three kinds of sugar pres-

ent in the solution. Still the so-called alkalinity of

the blood is insufficient for this transformation.

Blood contains no sodiumhydroxide, nor sodium
carbonate, but only sodium bicarbonate ; it contains

no hydroxyl-ions, and it is these only which cause

the transformation in the test tube. No conversion
of levulose into grape sugar takes place in the

blood ; it occurs only in the organs, partly in the

liver, and it is performed probably by the action

of ferments, which possess similar powers in the

body as the hydroxyl in a test tube.

LEVULOSE. .\1.\NN0SE. (iLUCOSE. (.AI-\CTOSE.

I CHaOH CHO CHO CHO
Ila. CO OHCH HCOH H COH
III/3.0HCH OHCH OHCH OHCH
IV7. HCOH H-C-OH HCOH OHCH
V5. H-COH HCOH HCOH H'COH
Vie. C — H=0 CH=OH CH.OH CH=OH

Dextrose, levulose, and mannose differ from one
another only in the different arrangements of the

hydrogen and of the hydroxyl at the first and sec-

ond carbon atom of the chain. Their mutual trans-

formation is to-day explained by a certain liability

of this arrangement which permits under certain

conditions a mutual exchange of the H and the OH-
The dift'erence between galactose and dextrose,

however, is greater. They differ by an inverted ar-

rangement of the H and OH at the fourth, the "v-

carbon atom. Chemists have not vet succeeded in

transforming these products directly into one an-
other. In the body, however, galactose is certainly
formed from grape sugar. This has been estab-
lished by Porcher by means of interesting studies
of lactating animals. Strong hyperglycemia occurs
immediately before and after parturition. If

the milk gland be removed, either before or after
parturition, a decided glycosuria occurs after the
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birth. This may rise rapidly up to 7 per cent, of

sugar, but declines rapidly also, and the glycosuria

lasts only from one to two days. If the milk

gland be present this hyperglycemia leads not to

glycosuria but to lactosuria. It seems fairly cer-

tain that the liver empties its glycogen so as to im-

part to the glands the material necessary for the

formation ot milk sugar. If the gland be absent

then a part of this unused grape sugar is eliminated

in the urine. It is interesting that this sugar mobil-

ization is not brought about by the mammary gland,

for it occurs even if the gland has been removed
long before the birth.

The question of the greatest interest for diabetic

therapeutics is whether or not one of the above
carbohydrates would be preferred to grape sugar

and utilized to a greater extent. In this field also

Kiilz vas the first to carry out an experimental in-

vestigation. He has shown that a certain prefer-

ence exists in cases of light diabetes for levulose

and galactose or milk sugar over dextrose. It is

still unknown which of these are benefited by the

substitution of milk sugar for starch, or why it

should be so. But with severe diabetes these dif-

ferences disappear. The hexoses mentioned are

almost quantitatively transformed into grape sugar.

In extremely severe cases of diabetes, when the

period of ingesting lactose sugar is longer than

from one to two days, it is just as completely elim-

inated as grape sugar.

Although levulose also seemed to be eliminated

just as completely as dextrose in severe diabetes,

the use of inulin, the polymer of levulose, has ver\-

often been tried by reason of a striking, though
still unexplained property of levulose. Minkowski
found that the liver of depancreatized dogs, after

feeding with levulose, again contains glycogen.
This was never the case when even a very large

quantity of dextrose was introduced. Von Noorden
has confirmed this for diabetic human beings. As
the glycogen molecule which is produced from
levulose contains only dextrose molecules, levu-

lose must first be transformed into grape sugar.
Thus the difference between levulose and dextrose
in respect to glycogen accunuilation in diabetes is

extremely enigmatic. The only possibilitv that I

can conceive at present is, that the levulose can
enter the interior of the cells where the chemical
processes take place, and it is only there trans-
formed into .grape sugar, while it is impossible for
preformed dextrose to penetrate into the cells.

The transitions of levulose and of galactose to
dextrose are processes which are also reversiVjle in

the organism. Transformation of galactose into
glucose appears in the healthy being and in the
diabetic subject, and is performed in the liver.

The contrary transition of glucose into galactose
occurs in the active mammary gland. The trans-
formation of levulose to grape sugar can also be
reversed and be recognized under suitable condi-
tions. This is apparently the case in levulosuria.
In rnost persons levulosuria is only a question of
elimination of exogenous levulose, that is to say.
of such as is taken up in vegetables and cane sugar.
Such patients seem to have lost the capacity of
transforming levulose into dextrose. But in others
a derivation of the urine-levulose from dextrose is

occasionally recognizable. A patient of Zimmer's
eliminated, besides grape sugar, up to 150 grams of
levulose. Since such quantities were not taken in
in the food, they must have been formed from
another material, from grape sugar certainlv.

On the whole the clinical significance of pure
levulosuria is very small. The levulose elimination

seldom exceeds 20. grams. Progression of the

metabolic disturbance is not recognizable. In most
cases it is usually sufficient, if cane sugar, fruit,

and certain vegetables which contain large quanti-

ties of levulose be avoided, in order to put an end
to the symptoms of levulosuria.

As to the pentoses, I need only mention quite

briefly that they undergo no transformation into

grape sugar. It is to be regretted that they can-

not be employed even on a small scale as a sub-

stitute for the useless hexose molecules. Certain

diabetic subjects catabolize large quantities of pen-

toses, 50 grams, and even more in the case of rham-
nose, but with most patients the oxidative capacity

is far lower. These "semi-foodstuffs'' even in

small quantities exercise a most violent irritation on
the intestine, the kidneys, etc.

Von Noorden has been much more fortunate than

Kulz in his attempts to find a useful carbohydrate
for diabetic patients. However variable the results

of the so-called oatmeal cure may be with different

patients, still this discovery of v. Noorden"s has
the highest importance for dietetic therapeutics,

and the thanks of both doctors and patients are

due to the fortunate discoverer. The action of

the oatmeal is completely unexplained. It has been
shown that it is not dependent on accidental con-

ditions and that diminution of the proteid ingestion

does not play the principal part. This has been
shown by experimeiUs with difterent cereals under
similar conditions as to the amount of protein, fat,

and starch in the daily food. The specific property

of oatmeal is in any case a material one. It may
depend on the peculiar properties of the oat starch

itself, or on the non-carbohydrate complex of the

oats. It is very striking that almost no attempt

has as yet been made to solve this problem. It

seems to be improbable that oat starch, which is

composed only of glucose, should behave differ-

ently in the metabolism from other sorts of starch.

Still Dr. Lang of Karlsbad, a highly trustworthy
investigator, has found differences in the fermen-
tative decomposition of oat starch as compared
with other sorts of starch. Further investigations

in this direction nuist be awaited with the greatest

interest. I hope shortly to be able myself to take a

part in these investigations.

THE CAUSES OF DEATH FROM SHOCK BY
COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CURRENTS,

AND THE TREATMENT OF
THE SAME.

By E. MacD. STANTON. M.D..

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.,

AND

-ARTHUR KRIDA.

ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE.

With the present widespread use of electricitv in

almost all manner of human activities, serious and
often fatal accidental shocks are of frequent oc-

currence. The question, therefore, of the best

means to be employed in the resuscitation of indi-

viduals suffering from the effects of accidental

shock is one of decided practical importance. Par-

ticularly is this true- in a community such as Schen-
ectady, where the chief industries are largely associ-

ated with the use of powerful commercial currents.
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Certain recent discoveries concerning the possi-
bility of resuscitation after nominal death from other
causes, together with the development of practical
forms of apparatus for maintaining artificial respir-
ation over indefinite periods of time, have made
it seem to the writers worth while to systematize
the available knowledge concerning the efTects which
follow, and the causes of death which results from
the application of commercial electric currents and
to formulate as far as possible a rational procedure
to be carried out in cases of injury by electric shock.
Throughout this paper we have used the term

"commercial current" referring to circuits in which
the energy is such as is used in ordinary commer-
cial work. The actual amount of current passing
through the body varies so much in individual ex-
])eriments, depending on the resistance of the ani-

mal and the character of the contact, that it has been
found impractical to attempt detailed ampere read-
ings. Suffice it to say that throughout this paper
it is to be understood that the circuits referred to

are not of a low-energy source such as galvanic
cells, but that a current of up to at least ten am-
peres may be sustained without an appreciable

drop in voltage. In the conclusions reached it may
be assumed that the current varies anywhere be-

tween one-half and ten or more amperes, depend-
ing upon and varying with the resistance of the

subject.

Any rational method of resuscitation must be

based directly upon a knowledge of the physiology
of death from electric currents. This knowledge
is in its main aspects readily ascertainable by direct

experiments upon animals, controlled as far as pos-

sible as regards man by clinical observations in

cases of accidental shock, and by observations made
at the time of the electrocution of criminals.

The extensive and accurate researches of Prevost

and Battelli give us a fairly complete knowledge
of the effects produced upon experimental animals

by direct and alternating currents of varying poten-

tials up to 4800 volts. Previous to the work of

Prevost and Battelli, investigators had arrived at

widely different conclusions concerning the cause

of death from electric shock; this was due to the

fact that the chief cause of death varies with the

current used, and that each of the individual investi-

gators had, for the most part, used different currents

in his investigations.

For the purposes of systematic study we may
consider the lethal effects of electric currents under

the following heads:
1. The actual destruction of tissues whereby they

are so altered as to be no longer capable of per-

forming their physiological functions. This is often

seen locally in the form of electric burns, and the

well-known tendency for the tissues in the regions

of these burns to slough far beyond the original

visible limits of injury suggests the possibility of

the widespread destruction of tissues by the cur-

rents. However, these burning effects are seen

only at the site of high-resistance contacts, and it

is certain that the actual physiological destruction

of tissue is of but exceptional occurrence and of

minor importance as a cause of death.

2. Interference with the action of the heart. This

is one of the most common causes of death by

electricity, especially when relatively low-tension

currents are encountered. Electric currents passing

through the heart tend to interfere with the normal

rhythmic contractions of the heart muscle and to

throw it into a state of so-called fibrillary contrac-

tions, in which the individual muscle fibers or

groups of fibers contract in an utterly incoordinate

manner, and thus absolutely interfere with the

normal beating of the heart. The ventricles are
particularly susceptible and a current as low as one
volt when applied directly to the heart may be suffi-

cient to induce fibrillary contractions.

3. Arrest of respirations by paralysis of the nerve
centers governing this function. The central nerv-

ous system is highly susceptible to the influence of

electric currents, more especially to the influence of

the higher tension currents, and it is probable that

the respiratory paralysis is the result of a profoimd
anesthesia comparable in many respects to that pro-

duced by overdoses of ether or chloroform.
Experimental investigations have shown beyond

a doubt that fibrillary contractions of the heart and
respiratory paralysis are the chief causes of death

from electric shock. And, furthermore, experi-

mental results seem to show a fairly definite rela-

tionship between the character of the current em-
ployed and the effects produced upon the heart and
central nervous system.

There is considerable variation in different

animals as regards their susceptibility to electric

currents, and particularly as regards the suscepti-

bility of the heart. Thus Prevost and Battelli

found that alternating currents of low tension cause

only temporary arrest of respiration, but that fibril-

lary contractions of the ventricles are induced. In

dogs these fibrillations always persist after the

current is broken, so that once the fibrillary con-

tractions have appeared it is impossible to resusci-

tate the animal. In guinea pigs and rabbits the

fibrillations may sometimes disappear and the ani-

mals recover, whereas in rats this latter result is

invariably noted, the rat being apparently immune
to low-tension currents.

It is thus seen that the data obtained from
animal experiments are not necessarily entirely ap-

plicable to man, and due allowance must be given

for the variations in susceptibility, man being ap-

parently quite immune to currents which are fatal

to the dog. Clinical observations, however, seem
to show that the cause of death in man is the same,

namely, either respiratory or cardiac failure, and
that while one animal may be more susceptible than

another there is probably no essential difference as

regards the fundamental effects produced by the

different currents.

The writers in describing the effects produced
by the different currents will follow closely the

results obtained by Prevost and Battelli, who used

the dog, rabbit, guinea pig and rat in their experi-

ments. We will indicate possible corrections for

man whenever data is obtainable on the subject.

Direct Currents: the Heart.—The effects pro-

duced by direct currents depend upon a number of

factors, such as the strength of the current, the

duration of the contact and the course of the cur-

rent through the body, and, furthermore, the steady

effect of the direct current is complicated by the

sudden shocks due to the make and break of the

current.

In dogs fibrillary contractions of the heart may
be produced by the shock at the break with cur-

rents as low as 10 volts, whereas with stronger

currents neither the shock of make nor break is

necessary to produce the fibrillary contractions, the

heart entering upon the stage of fibrillation during
the passage of the current. Indeed, at times, with
currents of 400-500 volts the shock of break may
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serve to re-establish rhythmic contractions in a heart
already in a state of fibrillation during the passage
of the current; but if the shock of break of these
stronger currents be suppressed by a gradual shut-
ting down of the current, e.g., by the use of a rheo-
stat, the cardiac paralysis remains final.

Considerable variation is noted as regards the
cardiac susceptibility of different animals, for, as
stated above, a current of 70 volts may be suffi-

cient to produce ventricular fibrillations in dogs,
and except in the case of the higher potential cur-
rents, where the rhythm may be re-established on
breaking the current, practically no tendency is

seen toward a spontaneous re-establishment of heart
action. On the contrary, in rabbits and guinea pigs,
although even low-tension currents produce fibril-

lary contractions, a well-marked tendency is seen
in these animals for the heart to spontaneously re-
establish its normal rhythm, and a few of the ani-
mals recover spontaneously unless respiratory par-
alysis is also present, in which case artificial respir-
ation may be necessary to resuscitate the animal.
With rats, spontaneous recovery of the cardiac
rhythm is the rule, they being apparently almost
immune to cardiac paralysis from direct currents
up to 550 volts.

No accurate data are available concerning the be-
havior of the human heart under the influence of
direct currents, but it seems altogether probable
that ventricular fibrillations may exist at least dur-
ing the passage of the higher tension currents, and
that the failure to re-establish the normal cardiac
rhythm is the cause of death in most cases.
Nervous System.—The eflfect of direct currents

on the nervous .'system seems to be in direct pro-
portion to the strength of the current used and
the duration of the contact. Currents of low volt-
age (100 volts) produce little effect except the
muscular contractions at the make and break.
Higher currents (200-400 volts) produce tetanic
muscular contractions, quickly followed, if the con-
tact is prolonged, by a flaccid paralysis and respir-
atory failure; whereas with currents of still higher
tension (550 volts) the anesthesia of the nervous
system may be produced so promptly as to show no
tetany, respiratory failure from paralysis being al-

most immediate under these conditions.
From a clinical viewpoint the writers believe that

the effect produced by the higher tension currents
on the central nervous system may be conceived
as a state of anesthesia quite comparable to chloro-
form or ether narcosis, except that the respiratory
centers are more promptly involved than in surgi-
cal narcosis. While possibly this conception ma\-
not be absolutely correct, it is of practical use iii

enabling one to make comparisons with the abund-
ant clinical data concerning respiratory failure dur-
ing surgical narcosis, and the researches of Rob-
inovitch seem to show that electric anesthesia is

quite definitely comparable to ether or chloroform
anesthesia.

Alternating Currents.—The effects produced bv
the alternating current depend largely upon the
tension of the current, the frequency of the cycles,
the duration of the contact and the course of the
current through the body. As a rule, low frequen-
cies (25-150 cycles) are for a given strength of
current more dangerous than higher frequencies
(1720 cycles). We have been unable to find any
reliable data concerning the eft'ects of variations in

the curve of flow during the reversals of the cur-
rent, but it is quite probable that the nearer this

curve approaches the sine curve the less irritating

it becomes.
The Heart.—In experimental animals, currents of

low frequency and relatively low tension almost
uniformly produce ventricular fibrillations, whereas
the effects of currents of high tension are more
noticeable in the central nervous system.

Prevost and Battelli found that under favorable
conditions a current as low as 15 volts at 30 to

150 cycles would produce fibrillary contractions in

the heart of the dog. With low-tension commercial
currents! about 130 volts ) cardiac fibrillation is con-
stantly produced, and in the dog these fibrillations

always persist after the current is broken, so that

once the fibrillations have appeared it is impossible
to resuscitate the animal.

In guinea pigs and rabbits the fibrillations

may sometimes disappear and the animal recover,

whereas in the rat the heart invariably regains its

normal rhythm, this animal being quite immune to

low-tension currents either direct or alternating.

This cardiac paralysis with low-tension currents
in susceptible animals presents certain very strik-

ing clinical features : the heart is essentially the
only organ affected by the current, and after the
interruption of the current the animal may con-
tinue to breathe and retain consciousness for a min-
ute or more, the respirations and consciousness
finally failing only as a result of an anemia of the
central nervous system produced by the failure of
the circulation.

As the tension of the current is increased, de-
cidedly less tendency is seen toward the produc-
tion of fibrillary contractions, and when these do
come on they are less liable to be final than when
produced by low-tension currents. Guinea pigs may
recover from the fibrillary contractions following
the application of a current of 240 volts, when
they do not recover from one of 120 volts ; rabbits

may not show fibrillations with a current of 600
volts, when they do with one of 240 volts. Even
dogs fail to show fibrillary contractions on the ap-
plication of high-tension current (1300-4800 volts),

but, on the contrary, the heart-beats become quicker
and stronger and the blood pressure rises. Crile

and McLeod have, however, found that even with
currents of 2300 volts, if the contact be prolonged
from 5 to 10 seconds, the blood pressure falls to

zero, and the animal cannot be resuscitated by arti-

ficial respiration.

Not only do very high-tension currents (4800
volts) show little tendency to cause fibrillary con-
tractions, but Prevost and Battelli have shown that

the application of a high-tension current (4800
volts) may re-establish normal heart-beats in a
heart previously paralyzed by a low-tension cur-

rent, provided the high-tension current is applied

before the blood pressure has fallen to zero.

The failure to reestablish the heart-beats after

the blood pressure has fallen to z:ero is explained

by the well-known facts that the maintenance of

cardiac contractions is largely dependent upon a

sufficient pressure in the coronary arteries. With
cardiac paralysis, blood pressure falls to abscissa

in about 15 seconds, so that the time for the appli-

cation of this method of resuscitation must be very

sharplv limited, unless it be possible to again arti-

ficially raise the blood pressure by some method
such as the adrenalin-salt solution injections of

Crile and Dolly.

All writers seem to agree that very high fre-

quency currents (1720 cycles) are much less liable
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to produce cardiac paralysis than tliose of low
frequency (25-150 cycles) with similar voltage.

But very little accurate data is available concern-
ing the behavior of the human heart when sub-
jected to various tensions of alternating currents.
The medical reports of the executions in New York
State since 1890 seem to agree that with a current
of about 1500 volts, 15-50 cycles, 2-7 amperes, the
heart continues to beat and the respirations show a
tendency to re-establish themselves when the con-
tact is broken after a few seconds ; but that with a
longer application of the current (45-87 seconds)
the cardiac action is entirely suspended.

Central Nervous System.—As before stated, low-
tension alternating currents may kill by causing
cardiac fibrillations without producing any notice-

able effect upon the central nervous system ; even
consciousness may be but little affected, and both
consciousness and respirations finally fail only as a
result of the anemia of the central nervous system
resulting from the stoppage of the circulation.

Medium-tension currents (600 volts) cause loss of

consciousness and respiratory paralysis, usually ac-

companied by cardiac fibrillations. On the other

hand, currents of high tension (2300-4800 volts)

cause instantaneous loss of consciousness with
almost instantaneous respiratory paralysis, ac-

companied only very infrequently by cardiac fib-

rillations.

If the contact is prolonged with the higher ten-

sion currents the anesthesia produced is most pro-

found and may last for half an hour or more, and
yet the patient ultimately recovers under artificial

respiration, provided there has been no cardiac

paralysis. One case is on record in which a man
is said to have recovered after four hours of arti-

ficial respiration.

Variations in Effects Produced Due to Different

Points of Application of Electrodes; Freak Acci-

dents.—The markedly variable results from acci-

dental shocks are well known to all ; fatal accidents

sometimes result from contacts with currents ordi-

narily hardly considered dangerous, and individuals

at other times escape from contacts which under
ordinary conditions would seem necessarily fatal.

This must in part be accounted for by the poor

contacts often formed in accidental cases, as con-

trasted with the carefully planned contacts of ex-

perimental work. Also, due to the arcing tenden-

cies of high-tension currents, portions of the body
may sometimes serve only as a means of completing

the arc, the current not permanently passing

through the body.

In experimental work wide variations are seen

in the results, depending upon the points selected

for the application of the electrodes ; this must also

be an important factor in explaining the eft'ects

produced by accidental contacts. When the elec-

trodes are placed in the mouth and the rectum, the

current must necessarily traverse the region of the

heart, and with all strengths of current cardiac

fibrillation is far more likely to occur than if the

electrodes are placed on the head and ope fore-

limb, or one fore-limb and one hind-limb, in which

case the heart does not lie in the direct path of the

current ; on the other hand, the respiratory mechan-

ism is far more rapidly affected if the medulla

oblongata lies in the direct path of the current.

TRE.\TMENT OF ELECTRIC SHOCK.

With a definite understanding of the mechanism

of death from electric shock, the indications for

treatment become clearly outlined. The possibil-

ities of resuscitation are inseparably connected with
the factors of respiratory and cardiac failure. In
the cases of simple respiratory failure resuscitation

depends upon the maintenance of respiration by ar-

tificial means until such time as the anesthetic con-
dition of the central nervous system shall have dis-

appeared. The cases with ventricular fibrillation

are apparently utterly hopeless from the very first,

unless some means be devised whereby rhythmic
cardiac contractions of the heart may be promptly
reestablished.

Artificial respiration may be maintained either
by manipulating the body itself in such a manner
that the chest cavity is alternately compressed and
expanded, or by the use of a pump or a bellows
so manipulated as to force air at regular intervals

through the trachea and into the lungs in sufficient

volume to expand the chest and properly fill the

lungs. Expiration is accomplished by simply re-

leasing the pressure and allowing the chest walls

to collapse. As the pressure required is not more
than 8 mm. of mercury, a simple hand or foot bel-

lows of sufficient capacity will serve perfectly as

an air pump, but as the tube must be inserted into

the larynx, a suitably curved metal or hard rubber
cannula should be provided for this purpose, and
provision must be made for the release of pressure

during expiration. It is very essential that no effort

be made to forcibly suck the air from the lungs, as

this causes a collapse of the smaller bronchioles,

which effectually seals the air in the alveoli and
prevents emptying the lung.

While artificial respiration may be maintained
for some time in a fairly satisfactory manner by
manual methods, it is always difficult, and except

when performed by skilled operators the exchange
of air is barely sufficient to maintain life. A prop-

erly constructed apparatus for maintaining artificial

respiration is very easy to manipulate once the

tube is properly inserted into the larynx, and such

an apparatus witli some one capable of inserting

the tube into the larynx should always be on hand
in testing laboratories and places where accidents

are particularly likely to occur. Artificial respir-

ation should be begun by manual methods at once
and maintained until this apparatus can be brought
to the patient.

A possible point in favor of maintaining artificial

respiration by means of this apparatus is the fact

that all manual methods require energetic manipu-
lation of the chest wall with more or less accom-
panvinsj massage of the heart, and from a study

of the experimental results it seems quite possible

that any traumatic impulses transmitted to a heart

througli which a current has just passed may tend

to establish fibrillary contractions in the heart which
would otherwise not occur.

In order that the blood supply to the respiratory

centers may be maintained as well as possible and
in order that the heart may be well supplied with

blood, it would seem to be always advisable to

keep the patient in the head-down position, best

maintained by laying him on a plank or table with
the foot end elevated at an angle of 35 degrees.

Whereas cases of simple respiratory failure give

fair prospects of recovery with properly maintained

artificial respiration, the cases of cardiac failure

are at present absolutely hopeless from the onset,

and will probably remain so unless some practical

means be devised for re-establishing the normal
action of the heart.
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Prevost and Battelli have shown that the appH-
cation of a high-tension current (4800 volts) may
re-establish the normal heart-beats if applied at a

time before the blood pressure has fallen too low

;

that is within less than 15 seconds after the time
of injury. Robonvitch has secured similar results

with the Leduc current, but methods requiring ap-
plication within 15 seconds are obviously impossible

of execution in practical work.
Within the past few years the researches of Crile

and Dolly have added enormously to our knowledge
of the factors which maintain the normal cardiac

rhythm. These investigators have shown that it

is quite possible to re-establish normal heart action

in animals killed by chloroform or asphyxia, even
after the heart has been entirely stopped for periods

up to 5 minutes or more. Crile and Dolly have
shown that the lim.it of time of resuscitation is not

determined by the heart itself, but by the suscepti-

bility of the central nervous system to injury by

the anemia resulting from the suspension of the

circulation. While the heart's action may be re-

established after intervals greater than 5 minutes,

the central nervous system cannot stand an absence
of blood supply for a much longer period, so that

the animals recovering after this period show per-

manent evidence of brain injury, remaining in

the more extreme cases practically as decere-

brates.

Sollman was the first to show that ventricular

contractions depend upon a sufficient pressure in

the coronary arteries, and that the quiescent heart

may be made to beat if some fluid, even metallic

mercury, be forced into the coronary arteries. Crile

and Dolly finally devised a means of producing this

necessary pressure in the coronary arteries with

the heart in situ, using the following method : First,

the arterial system is rapidly filled with salt solu-

tion by injecting the solution toward the heart

through a suitable peripheral arter)^ and at the

moment when the arteries are nearly filled a suffi-

cient quantity of adrenalin chloride is added to the

salt solution. This causes the vessel walls to con-

tract, and thus rapidly raises the blood pressure

within the arteries. At the proper moment the

heart is stimulated by a few quick compressions on
the chest wall, which causes it to immediately jump
into action, beating very vigorously from the first

beat.

The possibilities of this method may be well

shown by reporting in detail the results of one of

our resuscitation experiments.

Dog No. II. Small fox terrier. Chloroform an-

esthesia. 12:40. Respirations ceased unexpectedly
before the apparatus was ready for the experiment.
\'ery slight heart action for a few seconds after

respirations ceased. Laryngeal tube inserted and.

artificial respiration alone tried without avail, the

heart action soon ceasing entirely. 12:44. Carotid
artery exposed and cannula inserted toward the

heart. No bleeding from artery. Artificial respir-

ation maintained constantly. 12:46. Saline infusion

into carotid artery with the bottle at a height of

5 feet above the table, and i cc. of 1/1,000 adre-
nalin chloride solution injected into tube near can-
nula after salt solution had been flowing about 10
seconds. Indirect cardiac massage by pressure on
the chest wall. No response from the heart. 12 :49.

Salt solution, adrenalin and massage repeated.

12:49:30. Heart begins beating strongly. 12:51.
Respirations begin, irregular at first, then become
more regular, and animal soon begins to struesfle.

12 :55. Contact of 10 seconds' duration, alternating
current of 118 volts, 60 cycles, with electrodes on
neck and abdomen. 12:56. Salt solution and adre-
nalin chloride solution administered as previously,
with artificial respiration. Opened abdomen, ex-
amined the heart and massaged the same through
the diaphragm. Fibrillary contractions of the ven-
tricles, auricles beating. No return of normal beats.

Continued to massage heart until 1:15; experiment
abandoned.
The technique of Crile and Dolly is so simple

and easy of execution as to make it practically pos-

sible to carry out the same in such a place as the

testing department of the General Electric Com-
pany, where a trained man is always in readiness

to care for such emergencies. The writers have
therefore made a number of experiments to de-

termine the applicability of this technique as a

method of resuscitation in cases of heart stoppage
by electric shock.

Our results as regards resuscitation from chloro-

form poisoning confirm the work of Crile and
Dolly, and as regards the death of dogs from low-

tension alternating currents, our results are in full

accord with the findings of Prevost and Battelli

and others ; but in no instance were we able to re-

establish rhythmic contractions in a dog's heart by
the normal salt-adrenalin chloride technique of

Crile and Dolly once fibrillary contractions had been

induced.

The following is a summary of our experiments:

Dog No. I. Large male setter. Killed by chloro-

form anesthesia. Attempted Crile and Dolly tech-

nique, but with too small a cannula and salt

solution bottle elevated only 3 feet. Result

negative.

Dog No. 2. Medium-sized bull dog. Treated as

dog No. I. Results negative, except that a few
feeble heart-beats were established by direct cardiac

massage after 10 minutes.

Dog No. 3. Large pointer. Treated as dog No. i.

Result negative.

Dog No. 4. Large bulldog. Previous errors in

technique corrected by raising salt-solution bottle

to a height of 5 feet above the table and substi-

tuting a cannula of suitable size, i :o6. Dog killed

by chloroform, i :o8. Normal saline infusion toward
heart, yi cc. adrenalin chloride, artificial respir-

ation by machine, indirect cardiac massage. Prompt
recovery of heart-beats, with high blood pressure,

forcing bloody liquid back into solution bottle. Re-
establishment of normal respirations. This dog
was again killed by re-administration of chloroform,

and second attempt at resuscitation after an inter-

val of 5 minutes failed.

Dog No. 5. Mongrel puppy, weight about 2.5

kilos. Chloroform anesthesia, femoral artery ex-

posed and prepared for insertion of cannula. In-

serted larjmgeal cannula. Dog almost out of the

anesthesia at the time of application of current.

5:30. Ten seconds contact. 118 volts, 60 cycles,

electrodes at side of head and abdomen. 5:30:15
and 5 :30 :30. Same contact repeated. No evidence

of pulsation in femoral artery after first contact,

but repeated spasmodic respiratory efforts led us

to make repeated contacts. Prevost and Battelli

noted that dogs may breathe well and retain con-

sciousness for some time after fatal heart failure.

5 :33. Saline infusion into femoral artery, with i cc.

adrenalin chloride, artificial respiration. Indirect

cardiac massage. No result. 5 :34 :30. Same re-

peated. No result. Opened pericardium through
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abdomen and diaphragm. Auricles beating but
ventricles contracted with marked fibrillation.

Direct massage. No result. The contracted libril-

lating ventricles with beating auricles were in

marked contrast to the distended heart found at

similar periods after chloroform death.

Dog No. 6. Riongrel puppy. Weight about lo
kilos. Chloroform anesthesia, femoral artery ex-
posed, laryngeal tube inserted. 6:00. Ten seconds
contact, with a current of 118 volts, 60 cycles, elec-

trodes at side of head and abdomen. 6:02. Saline
infusion into femoral artery, artificial respiration

by machine, adrenalin chloride, i cc. Bimanual car-

diac massage with one hand inserted through in-

cision into abdomen, and the other on the outside

of the chest wall. No result. 6:04. Repeated in-

fusion, adrenalin, and massage. 6:07 (approxi-

mately). On stopping artificial respiration after a

period of rather violent cardiac massage, the dog
made a few gasping respirations, raising his head
somewhat at the same time, and we thought that

there were a few spasmodic heart-beats at the same
time, but accurate observations were impossible

during the spasmodic contractions of the chest

wall. 6:08. Exposed heart and found usual fibril-

lary contractions of ventricles, with beating auri-

cles. Direct massage produced no results.

Dog No. 7. Mongrel puppy, weight about 7
kilos. Chloroform anesthesia, femoral artery ex-

posed, tracheal cannula inserted. 7:30. Ten seconds

contact, 118 volts, 60 cycles. 7:31:30. Saline in-

fusion into femoral artery, allowed to flow 10 sec-

onds, artificial respiration. 7 :32. One cc. adrenalin

chloride. Cardiac massage bimanually, with one

hand inserted through abdominal incision, and other

on chest wall. 7:34. More saline. 7:35. One cc.

adrenalin chloride. Cardiac massage continued.

7 :50. No return of respiration or circulation. Ex-
periment abandoned. Heart definitely in fibrillary

contraction when first palpated through the dia-

phragm. No evidence of circulation in femoral

artery at any time.

Dog No. 8. Mongrel puppy, weight about 4
kilos. Chloroform anesthesia, femoral artery ex-

posed, tracheal cannula inserted. 11:30. Ten sec-

onds contact with current as previously. Cannula

which had been held in the divided femoral artery

by Crile clamps slipped at moment of contact and

had to be replaced. 11:32:30. Saline infusion into

artery. Artificial respiration. One cc. adrenalin

chloride. Bimanual cardiac massage. 1 1 :38. More
saline, with i cc. adrenalin chloride. 1 1 :55. No re-

turn of circulation or respiration. Fibrillary tremu-

lation from moment of contact. No hemorrhage
when clamps slipped. Absolutely no eflfect from

salt solution and adrenalin. Violent massage just

before abandonment of experiment forced blood

high into solution tube by the action of the massage

alone.

Dog No. 9. Small mongrel dog, weight about 7

kilos. Chloroform anesthesia, femoral artery ex-

posed, tracheal cannula inserted. 11:00. Ten sec-

onds contact, current as in previous experiments.

11:02. Normal salt infusion into femoral artery.

One cc. adrenalin chloride. Artificial respiration,

bimanual cardiac massage through incision below

diaphragm. 11 :05. A .slight flutter may be elicited

from the heart after prolonged massage through the

diaphragm, but no decided heart-beat. Dog gave

a few gasps at this time, raising his head at each

gasp, tliese subsided in a short time, and experi-

ment was abandoned, .\utopsy shows lungs to be

in good condition ; the heart is contracted and prac-

tically empty.
Dog No. 10. Small fox terrier. Chloroform anes-

thesia, carotid artery exposed and cannula inserted

into proximal end. Tracheal cannula inserted.

11:45. Began chloroform; pushed same until heart

ceased beating. Respirations cease. 11:50. Heart

has ceased beating. 11:53. Normal saline infusion

into carotid artery, about 75 cc. One cc. adrenalin

chloride. Artificial respiration and bimanual cardiac

massage through incision below diaphragm. 11:55.

Heart begins to beat forcibly and rhythmically.

11:58. Spontaneous respirations begin. 12:05.

Ten seconds contact, with current as in previous

experiments. 12:07. Saline infusion with procedure

as above. 12:20. No return of pulse or respiration.

Dog No. II. Reported in detail on page 900.

Dog No. 12. Large mastiff. Chloroform anes-

thesia" changed to ether. Carotid artery exposed,

cannula inserted. 11:30. Heart and respiration

suddenly and unexpectedly cease. 11:35. Saline

infusion, i cc. adrenalin chloride. Artificial respi-

ration. 11:40. More saline, with adrenalin. Bi-

manual cardiac massage. No return of heart-beat,

found to be due to over-distension of heart with the

saline infusion.

In conclusion it may be said:

1. That there are many questions concerning this

subject which remain as yet unsolved.

2. The two great causes of death are cardiac

fibrillation and respiratory paralysis.

3. [^ow-tension currents tend to kill chiefly by

producing cardiac fibrillation.

4. As the tension is increased the eflfect upon

the heart becomes less pronounced, but at the same
time the effect upon the central nervous system be-

comes more and more certain as the tension is in-

creased so that with high-tension currents death

is more likely to be caused by respiratory failure,

although if the contact is prolonged the heart is

also stopped.

5. We have been unable to find any reliable data

concerning the action of commercial currents of

more than 4,500 volts, but all evidence points to the

central nervous system as being the chief sufferer

from the effects of currents of more than 4,800

volts.

6. Cardiac fibrillation is fatal under known meth-

ods of treatment.

7. In cases of simple respiratory paralysis the

patient may be kept alive by artificial respiration

until the nervous system recovers from the effects

of the shock.

8. Further investigations should be conducted

to see if the method of Crile and Dolly may not

be combined with the high-tension contacts of

Battellior or those of Leduc and Robinovitch

whereby resuscitation might be brought about in

cases of cardiac paralysis during periods of up to

5 minutes following the accident.
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THE USE OF THIOSINAMIN IN THE
TREATMENT OF CICATRICIAL FOR-

MATIONS FOLLOWING BURNS.
By J. EWING ME.\RS, M.D.,

L\- the Spring- of 1908 I was asked, in the absence

of the family physician, to see a young- girl, wlio in

running from the dining room into the kitchen, at

the home of a friend, colHded with the range and
upset a kettle of boihng water, which flowed over

her left arm. producing a scald which extended over

FiGS. I and 2.—.'\ppearance of the arm before treatment was begun,

the outer surface of the ari-n front just below the

apex of the shoulder to a point about four inches

above the wrist. On the arm the scald encroached

upon the inner surface to a slight extent, not quite

reaching the median line. On the forearm it in-

volved the greater part of the inner surface from
the elbow to the level of the scald on the outer

surface.

At the time of tlie receipt of the injury a dress-

ing of antiphlogistine was applied by the family

and the child removed to her home. This tempo-

rary dressing was permitted to remain in place tmtil

the morning following, when it was removed, the

numerous blisters opened and evacuated, a dress-

ing of boracic acid ointment applied and the arm.
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enveloped in aseptic gauze and cotton, was placed
on a pasteboard splint in the position of an obtuse
angle. The dressing gave the child relief from
undue pain so that it was not found necessary to

administer any sedative.

On the return of the family physician the patient

was placed in his care, and I did not see her
until the following month of August, when photo-
graphs of the arm were taken which showed the

mass of cicatricial tissue which accompanied the

reparative process as illustrated in Figs. 1 anrl 2.

An examination of the growth made it evident
that operative interference could not lie success-

fully instituted, owing to the extent of the mass,

which would not admit of the complete covering by

adjacent integument of the denuded surface after

removal, nor was it deemed prudent to produce
wound conditions in a structure of such character

as that which was present.

Further study of the case led me to make an

effort to produce absorption of the mass, if not

entirely, at least to such an extent as to remove the

great disfigurement which was present and, pos-

sibly, to check the tendency to any further growth.

To accomplish this the child was placed upon
thiosinamin, both bv internal administration and

local application. Internally the remedy was used

in the form of pills and externally as an ointment.

At the beginning of the treatment one grain was
taken after each meal ; latterly some nausea super-

vened, which was attriljuted by her mother, who
administered the remedy, to the quantity given, and
the dose was reduced to one-half a grain three times

daily. The ointment was of the strength of 8 per

cent. As some irritation appeared after somewhat
constant use during a period of six months it was
deemed desirable to reduce the strength to 5 per
cent. The ointment was applied on sheet lint which
was held in place by a gauze bandage and permitted
to remain in place during the night. I should have
preferred to have used the remedy by hypoder-
matic mjection, which would have undoubtedly
}ielded prompter and more pronounced results than
by the method employed, but this was not possible

as I had the opportunity to see the patient only at

long intervals. Fig. No. 3 was made from a photo-
graph taken one year ago and two years after the

beginning of the treatment. In that time the rem-
edy, owing to intermissions, was not actually ad-
ministered more than twelve months and not as
continuously as was desirable.

In the year which has intervened since the taking
of the photograph (No. 3) the remedy has been
administered with the effect of a still further re-

duction of the cicatricial mass, so that at the pres-
ent time the scarred surface is cjuite on the level

with the normal integument and it has lost the bluish

color which was so marked in the early stage. It

is proposed to continue the use of the remedy with
the hope of securing quite entire removal of the
scarred tissue and approximate return to a nor-
mal condition of the skin.

Thiosinamin was introduced into medicine by
\'on Hebra (Inteniat. klin. Rundschau, September,
1892) and the following interesting statement is

made with regard to its action and uses : "It exerts
no influence upon the general system, its action is

directly upon the blood-making organs. Several
hours after injection the leucocytes in the blood are
greatly diminished in number, falling, according to

von Hebra, from 14,000 to 4,000. This condition
lasts but a short time, followed by a pronounced
hyperleucocytosis, during which a marked destruc-
tion and absorption of exudates, of cicatrical, and
other poorly nourished tissues occur. It has been
used by clinicians in the treatment of lupus, old
cicatrices, chronic glandular inflammations, keloid,
urethral strictures, corneal opacities, and sclerotic

conditions of the ear with consequent deafness,
fibrous tumors, syphilitic lesions, and smallpox
scars. It may be administered internally in cap-
sules in >4 to 3 grain doses. Locally it niay be ap-
plied in soap or plaster, 5 to 20 per cent. It may
he. injected hypodermatically i to 4 grains in alco-
holic solution, preferably in the intrascapular or
gluteal region. In overdoses it produces toxic ef-
fects." Care should be taken to obtain the pure
drug and that only which is dispensed by reliable

pharmacists.

Hemiplegic Chorea.—R. Massalongo and U. Gasperini
report cases of a thirteen-year-old boy and an eleven-

year-old girl who presented complete left-sided paralysis

complicating chorea. The peculiar choreic movements, as

well as the paralytic manifestations that may arise in

chorea, are attributed to a toxic, infectious agent acting
upon the motor cells in the cerebral cortex, producing
either paralytic or excitatory changes.

—

Rivista di Pato-
logia Nervosa e Mentale.
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CONCERNING THE RESTORATION OF IN-

HIBITORY QUALITIES IN LIVER
EXTRACTS.

By D. M. KAPLAN. M.D..

NEW YORK.

The Wassermann reaction with its five components

remains up to date an unsolved problem. The statis-

tical compilation of clinical facts as furnished by

the application of this reaction to syphilology per-

manently places it among the better and at the same

time among the most difficult tests in the laboratory.

Its practical application has been the subject of

many hundreds of communications and most physi-

cians to-day know to what extent it is valuable for

treatment and diagnosis. This, however, is not the

case with the theoretical and technical part of the

reaction. The situation is particularly intricate con-

sidering the peculiar mode of action of the various

extracts for inhibition of hemolysis, and many work-

ers here and abroad busied themselves to solve this

seeming paradox. It was very early recognized that

from the point of view of the side-chain teachings

of Ehrlich there is nothing in the various extracts

used for the Wassermann reaction to justify their

classification among true antigens. This is generally

accepted and the u.-.e of the apellation antigen from

the immunity standpoint is more a custom than a

fact. We know that many substances when suit-

ably treated are capable of furnishing very useful

extracts.

Having worked with extracts from human organs

luetic and nonluetic as well as with bovine heart and

liver extracts, I came to the conclusion that it mat-

tered very little whether the organ was heart or

liver, luetic or not. One fact, however, became

apparent and that is, no matter how useful an

extract may prove to be at the initial standardization

there is very little to guide us in the knowledge as

to the manner in which its inhibitory powers will

behave in the future. As a matter of fact some of

my extracts proved useless a very short time after

their initial unit dose was established. I know that

many workers hoped to throw considerable light

upon the chemistry of these extracts by attempting

to obtain in a pure state the complex molecule re-

sponsible for the inhibition.

The general opinion arrived at concerning the

molecules responsible for the j^revention of hemo-
lysis in syphilitic and other sera is that they are sub-

stances closely related to bodies of a fatty nature,

although what these lipoids may be structurally has

not as yet been suggested. Whatever these specu-

lative themes may disclose in the future is uncer-

tain ; for the present we are far from the truth

concerning the chemistry of the inhibitory principle

in the various organ extracts. In order to be aisle

to render more dependable reports on the Wasser-
mann reaction in a given serum some workers re-

sorted to the use of more than one extract. Selig-

mann employed three different inhibitory extracts

and claimed very gratifying results especially in

dubious sera.

The above fact and many others point to the un-
certainty regarding the adaptability of one extract.

It is self-evident that no one is quite sure as to the

usefulness of an antigen while preparing the same
from any organ. This is true of syphilitic or non-
syphilitic, watery or alcoholic extracts. The unit

dose once established, no one can vouch for its

strength on the day following. As mentioned be-

fore, a very powerful inhibitory extract may in a

short time become powerless to inhibit.

Disregarding all these shortcomings as to the un-

stability of extracts, Wassermann still maintains

that the only extract suitable for the test bearing

his name is the one prepared from syphilitic fetal

livers. In America the majority of workers, in-

cluding myself, believe that the aceton insoluble

fraction of an alcoholic extract from any liver may
furnish as useful an inhibitory extract as the watery

extract of Wassermann.
The choice of an extract seems to me to be more

a matter of individual preference, for when prop-

erly used one extract is as good as another. There
are tendencies to harmonize the functions of the in-s.

hibitory extract (antigen) in concordance with the

laws governing immune processes in general, an

undertaking which, in my opinion, is untenable so

far as the Wassermann reaction is concerned. Steps

were also taken to construct (hypothetically) the

graphic body of the inhibitory molecule. It seems

to me permissible to assume the existence of a cen-

tral body with a number of side-chains. There is

evidence that some workers were enabled to obtain

extracts without some of their side-chains. It is to

be borne in mind that these opinions are only con-

jectural ; at the same time there is sufficient evidence

at hand to permit of thought on these lines.

It has been established that there is a difference

in action between the various side-chains of the in-

hibitory molecule and also that they react differ-

ently from the central body (Leistungs-Kern).

Some extracts owe their poor inhibitory powers to

an overabundance of side-chains of a hemolytic or

anti-inhibitory nature. These hemolytic side-chains

are, according to U. Friedmann (Archiv. f. ^lyg-,

Bd. 69), insoluble in water-free ether. The inhibi-

tory molecule, according to F. Lesser (Berliner

klin. Woch., No. 21, 1909), is soluble in ether.

As practised by Ehrmann and Stern (Ber. klin.

Woch., No. 7, 1910), the inhibitory molecule can be

separated from its side-chains or purified. These

experimenters worked with watery extracts from

acute yellow atrophy and streptococcic livers. A
closer acquaintance with these hemolytic bodies or

constituents of the antigenic molecule were fur-

nished by Joannowicz and Pick (Ber. klin. Woch.,

No. 20, 1910), who determined that the unsaturated

fatty acids were responsible for hemolytic qualities

while the aceton-precipitable lipoids carried the in-

hibitory principle.

It was lately observed by J. Zeissler {Ber. klin.

Woch., No. 21, 1910) that extracts kept on ice for

four weeks lose their hemolytic property whereas

the inhibitory qualities remain intact. If the organ

mass from which the extract was prepared was per-

mitted to remain in the same vessel it was found

that both properties, hemolytic and inhibitory, re-

mained intact. These observations together with

others suggest that the inhibitory molecule consists

of an inhibitory nucleus and one or more hemolytic

molecules as side-chains. These hemolytic side-

chains are comparatively tempolabile. i.e. become
chemically altered in the course of time and in-

capable of hemolyzing. In cases where the organ

particles are kept together with the extract the

tissue sediment seems to be capable of supplying

the hemolytic principles for a long time. The above

ohservations furnish facts that could be utilized

practically, but the various workers do not state to

what extent.
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tex by any external agent. But if the vessels of

the pia contain blood poor in calcium (as obtained

by an intravenous injection of normal salt solution)

any weak stimulus produces abnormally strong- and
long-continued tvvitchings in the peripheral muscles.

In some respects, sodium and calcium salts arc

mutually antagonistic. Sodium salts promote
tvvitchings. Simple immersion in normal salt solu-

tion of a muscle-nerve preparation in a short time

produces twitchings. Add calcium to the salt so-

lution and the twitchings cease. Sulphuric acid

precipitates calcium. Inject sulphuric acid beneath

a frog's skin, and the frog will throw convulsions.

Now inject a calcium solution into the frog and the

convulsions immediately stop.

The body's demand for calcium becomes doubly

urgent in pregnancy. A slight relative decrease in

the mother is considered physiologic, helping to

soften the bones and ligaments for an easy delivery.

The growing fetus is a calcium parasite^and a

very exacting parasite. In Nature's conflicts the

parasites thrive; the hosts perish. Let the mother
beware ! The fetus will have its calcium even at

its mother's expense. If the mother is not a gen-

erous host, greatly enlarging upon her usual calcium

intake, her penalty is to suffer with defective teeth,

headaches, and nervousness. .A.mong women who
are "experienced" childbearers, the expression,

"for every child a tooth," tells well the fact that

women pregnant are especially liable to decay of

the teeth. Each tooth is a storehouse for calcium,

but each tooth to be sound and white needs its

hoard. The bones, too, store calcium. Osteomal-

acia, so much more frequent in pregnant women, is

further evidence that the fetus is an inflexible cal-

cium parasite. For the fetus needs its minerals

—

needs them for its blood, its bones, for every tissue

fluid, and for the foundations of the teeth which

are to come. It has been conclusively shown in the

menageries of Dublin and Philadelphia that lion-

esses fed upon meat, with bones too large to be

swallowed, gave birth to cubs which showed a

relatively large ratio afflicted with cleft palates. The
fetus, then, is a most evident drain upon the calcium

reserve of its mother.

Let us for a space consider tetany, another dis-

ease often associated with pregnancy. Tetany is

marked by convulsions—in reality it differs from

eclampsia, only by the fact that its convulsions are

not followed by coma. In simple arithmetic : tetany

plus coma equals eclampsia. Both tetany and

eclampsia resemble epilepsy. The relation of altered

calcium metalrolism to epilepsy is indicated, but is

still under investigation. Tetany, however, has been

conclusively proven by Dr. MacCallum of Baltimore

to be due to calcium poverty in the tissues. Tetany

can be produced in any animal desired, by remov-

ing the parathyroids, the organs which govern cal-

cium metabolism. So important are Dr. MacCal-

lum's experiments and deductions to a proper under-

standing of my theory of eclampsia that I take the

liberty of fully abstracting his paper :

"Tetany is commonly associated with: i. In-

fections, as, typhoid, cholera ; 2. Gastric dilatation

:

3. Infants, especially at dentition; 4. Trades, as.

shoemakers, carpenters ; 5. Bone diseases, as. osteo-

malacia, rickets ; 6. Pregnancy, lactation ; 7. Thyroid

removal. The spasms may be epileptiform. De-

stroy the parathyroids, and tetany results. W^en
calcium chloride solution is applied to the cerebral

cortex, a greater electrical stimidus than normal is

required to stimulate muscular contraction. Sodium

citrate, sodium oxalate, and sodium soaps have an

opposite effect, causing spontaneous twitchings and

epileptiform convulsions, which may bet neutralized

by adding calcium chloride. One can apply sodium

citrate solutions to one cerebral hemisphere, and

calcium chloride to the other, with corresponding

opposite results. Therefore, calcium has a perma-

nent moderating function on the brain cortex, and

it should be useful in epilepsy.

"Loeb finds that injecting any acid or salt liable

to precipitate calcium will produce twitchings. He
suggests that any abnormal acidity in the circulation

might decrease the calcium content, and necessar-

ily produce twitchings. Such cases might be cured

by administering calcium salts. Immerse any mus-

cle-nerve preparation into a sodium citrate solution.

Twitchings result. Add a calcium salt to the citrate

solution, "or transfer the muscle-nerve preparation

to a calcium solution ; and the twitchings cease. It

is difficult to stimulate the cerebral cortex after in-

traveneous injection of calcium chloride. The post-

mortem calcium content of the brain in tetany is

remarkedly. lowered. Calcium-free food increases

excitability. The calcium content of the fetus in-

creases rapidly toward term and must be a great

drain upon the mother during later pregnancy. So,

too, the amount of calcium excreted in the milk is

high (.4 per cent, or, 6 to 7 grams per day).

Loeb thinks tetany an undercalcifying of the nerv-

ous centers, for tetany has been benefited by treat-

ment with calcium. There is an increased output in

the calcium content of the urine when a child suf-

fers with tetany. Erdheim produced tetany in rats

and found their teeth fragile, opaque, brittle.

"The subcutaneous administration of calcium salts

suppresses all symptoms of tetany. Potassium salts

make tetany worse. The nervous system needs a

certain proportion of calcium ; neither sodium nor

potassium can substitute. The blood of dogs during

an attack of tetany contained only one-half the

normal amount of calcium. At the same time

the ammonium content was enormously increased

—

about ten times the normal amount. The brain re-

\ealed only one-half its normal calcium content."

Dr. MacCallum concludes that

:

"Tetany is a disease in which the mineral balance

is deranged—no specific toxin was demonstrated by

injecting 'tetanic' blood into normal animals; that

there exists an important relationship between cal-

cium salts and the excitability of the nervous sys-

tem ; that tetany is a hyperexcitability of nerve cells

due to decrease of calcium. He finds that injecting

calcium salts checks tetany symptoms ; that calcium

is a therapeutic agency in human tetany. A spon-

taneous tetany can readily be explained by a drain-

ing of tissue calcium, by a calcium-poor diet, or by
parathyroid insufficiency. Clinical research on ani-

mals suffering tetany after parathyroid removal

shows: I. Decrease in calcium content of the tis-

sues, especially the blood and brain ; 2. Increase of

nitrogen excretion in the urine
; 3. Increase of am-

monium output in the urine
; 4. Relative excess of

ammonia nitrogen to urea ; 5. Increase of ammonia
in the blood."

We find these five symptoms of tetany also pres-

ent in every case of eclampsia. Tetany is due to a

deficiency of calcium. Both tetany and eclampsia

have similar twitchings, a long-delayed coagulation

time for the blood, and a disturbed nitrogen elim-

ination. Eclampsia, which is tetany plus coma, is a

manifestation of still greater deficiency of calcium

Toxemia of pregnancy is a clinical moving picture
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of the mother's need for calcium. In the early

stage she may exhibit her need by eating chalk, slate

pencils, or marbles—and her physician calls it

idiosyncrasy. Yes, and the chickens that eat

cracked oyster shells, and the dogs that gnaw
bones, exhibit this same idiosyncrasy. Then her
teeth decay. The dentist tells her the cause
is her morning vomit. It's acid, you know.
She gets softening of the bones—osteomalacia
—the doctor tells her such is to e.xpected,

as soft bones will make delivery easy. Grad-
ually edema of the legs develops, and she gets

purgatives and hot packs which do no permanent
good, and diuretics of potassium which abstract

more calcium and make her condition worse ; and
also poisonous heart stimulants which act in some
unknown, unphysiological manner. The physician
iiverlooks that calcium in the circulating blood is the

necessary, natural heart stimulant! And what
physician here has not seen the cutaneous edemas
resolve like magic under a few doses of calcium
lactate. Her urine shows albumin and a disturbed
nitrogen partition—her physician's indication for

more diuretics. Yet you can produce albuminuria,
and tile identical ammonia findings in the urine of
any animal fed upon maize and distilled water, or
any other diet poor in calcium. The fetus is near-
ing term. The mother's bones and teeth have
yielded their store—now the nerves suffer their loss

of calcium. The nerves writhe in protest, first with
intermittent, tetanic twichings, later with frequent
tetanic convulsions. Then the physician unknow-
ingly heeds their cry to preserve their calcium by
removing the guilty calcium parasite. The mother
now stands seven chances in ten of getting well,

but at the expense in most cases of her child's life.

We have seen that calcium salts relieve tetany.
If the convulsions of tetany and eclampsia have the
same underlying cause, then calcium salts must re-

lieve eclampsia. .Several clinical cases bear out the
theory strikingly. I will record my earliest case:

K. V. T. entered the hospital at the sixth month
of pregnancy on February 23, 1909, suffering with
twitchings and convulsions. Diagnosis : tetany of
pregnancy. Bromides were administered without
any satisfactory result. On March 2 patient suf-
fered two convulsions, both followed by coma.
Diagnosis changed to eclampsia. Urine showed al-

bumin, casts, decrease of urea, and high ammonium
content. On March 3 the patient suffered four
more attacks of convulsions followed by coma, and
was given calcium lactate 10 grains 6 times a day.
This treatment was kept up for two weeks, during
which time no more convulsions took place, and the
calcium lactate was discontinued. On April 2 pa-
tient had two more convulsions followed by coma,
and the calcium lactate treatment was again insti-

tuted and maintained until her uneventful delivery.
For the mild toxemia of pregnancy I have been

using calcium lactate to grains 6 times a day, given
by mouth. For cases seen in profound coma I have
used the drug in doses of 30 grains by stomach
tube, by rectal tube, and intravenously. Calcium
cannot be given subcutaneously, as in' doses large
enough it is too irritating.

The calcium theory explains many clinical fea-
tures of eclampsia, viz. : The greater frequency in
twin pregnancy

; the greater frequency at term

;

the nervous excitability and convulsions ;'the delayed
coagulation time of the blood; the decayed teeth;
the urinary findings; the associated edema; the
eclampsia of lactation and the newly born ; the well-

known cessation of convulsions under milk diet.

To prove conclusively that the convulsions, like

the decayed teeth, are only a part of the symptom-
comple.x of a calcium-poor to.xemia, a thorough
clinical test is necessary. From two years of in-

vestigation I feel sure that such a test will cause
the cure of eclampsia to be written with chalk. It

is interesting to note that in Fort Worth, where
eclampsia is so prevalent, the city water supply

shows that it contains practically no calcium salts.
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Prefetal Vaginal Dilatation in Breech Presentation.
— C. Sauvage discusses the use of the Champetier de Ribes
balloon not only for dilatation of the cervi.x but also for

dilatation of the vagina in cases of breech presentation.

It has been employed by Pinard, at the Baudelocque, in

50 cases, 39 of which were breech cases in primipane,
the others being niultiparre. There is absolutely no dan-
ger for the mother, and the prognosis for the life of the

infant is made much better than ordinarily. It makes
labor much easier and shorter, and facilitates any neces-

sary manipulations. The period of e.xpulsion is materially

shortened. It prepares for a spontaneous delivery, and
lessens the indications for extraction by the breech. It

increases the strength of the child, betters its mortality
by one quarter, and lessens the number of injuries it re-

ceives. Pinard believes that in every primipara witli

breech presentation the vagina should be dilated with a
balloon, .\mong multipane it should be used in breech
presentations whenever the child is large in size. The
balloon should be put in place when the cervi.x is dilated

to the size of a five-franc piece.

—

Annates de Gynecologic
et d'Obstetriques.

The Suprarenal Capsules in Pregnancy and the Puer-
perium.— Luigi Samhalino has examined the suprarenal
capsules in 26 cases of pregnancy which ended fatally at

the hospital in Florence; of these ten died of eclampsia with
albuminuria: four had chronic nephritis, four had sepsis,

five had various complications, three died of hemorrhage.
The author finds that the principal alterations of the
suprarenal capsules consisted in an hypertrophy of tlie

cortical substance, and vacuolization of its elements. He
believes that, aside from the other diseased conditions
found in these patients, pregnancy has been shown to

cause a special reaction in the cortical substance, with
pigmentation of the reticulated zone. It has not been
demonstrated that the medullary substance is changed. In
pregnancy complicated by nephritis and eclampsia there is

a relative frequency of suprarenal adenomatosis. In in-

fections complicating pregnancy and the puerperium, espe-
cially when there have been severe and prolonged inflam-
matory conditions, there is a small celled infiltration of
the fasciculated zone and the medullary substance, even
resulting in connective tissue proliferation.

—

Annali di
Ostetricia e Ginccologia.

The Heart in Articular Rheumatism of Children.—
P. Nobecourt says that rheumatism in children is pe-
culiarly liable to aft'ect the heart; the virus has a peculiar
affinity for the endocardium and the myocardium. We
may get valvular lesions appearing in slight cases without
any fever. The lesions may take tlie form of endocarditis,
pericarditis, or myocarditis. The most severe symptoms
occur in the malignant cases in which there develop
swelling of the jugulars, tachycardia, and cyanosis, and
sudden death may result. In mild cases the immediate
prognosis is good, but the remote results may be lesions
that later result in death. These small patients in severe
cases quickly emaciate and become cachectic. In mild
cases there are no subjective symptoms, and the heart
should be watched carefully to detect the physical signs.

Treatment demands immediate rest in bed with milk diet

and salicylates.

—

Archives de Mcdecine des Enfants.
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THE STDIULATION OF OSSEOUS GROWTH
BY MEANS OF FORMALIN.

Till-: number and variety of ajiistitutiunal and local

conditions affecting the growth of the bones arc

such as to impart peculiar interest to the recent in-

vestigations conducted by R. O. Meisenbach. and

described by him in the American Journal of Ortho-

pedic Surgery, for August, 1910. He notes that

the effects of disease and trauma on the epiphyses

are strikingly indicated in cases of tuberculosis,

rickets, osteomyelitis, chondrodystrophy, poliomye-

litis, congenital dislocation of the hip, congenitally

.shortened bones, traumatic separation of the epi-

physes, shortening following fracture in the so-

called epiphyseal line, and similar conditions. In

some of these the epiphyses have been stimulated

and in others retarded. With the object of study-

uig the effects on bony growth by influencing the

cellular structures of the epiphyseal cartilage, and

of determining whether this growth can be in-

tluenced by chemical or mechanical means, Meisen-

bach experimented on young rabbits in the follow-

ing manner: Into the right tibia just below the

epiphyseal cartilage, there were inserted sterile

water, sterile graphite peg^, Stapliylococcus pyo-

genes aureus vaccine, containing 400,000,000 cocci

to the cubic centimeter, sterile graphite pegs in

addition to the vaccine, pure tincture of iodine, pure

carbolic acid, 95 per cent, alcohol, pure formalin, or

2 per cent, formalin. Only one injection was given

in each case, and the left tibia was used as a con-

trol.

The effects of these substances were stuilied after

varying periods of time with the aid of radiographic

and microscopic examination of the bones. It was

found that while normal bone ossifies slowly, the

stimulated bone ossifies rapidly. Mechanical stim-

ulation chiefly affects perichondral bone formation,

whereas chemical stimulation aft'ects the epiphyseal

line directly, causing proliferation of cartilage cells

and increased zones of provisional calcification and

calcified matrix, together with osteogenetic tissue

chiefly derived from the perichondrium. Mechani-

cal stimulation is slow, whereas chemical stimula-

tion is rapid, and acts more universally, affecting

the active bone-producing elements. Retardation

of growth may occur if the zone of provisional cal-

cification is destroyed, or if this zone is infiltrated

1)V excessive blood-clot or by destructive processes.

Of all the substances used formalin produced the

best results, on account of its antiseptic properties

and its affinity for protoplasm. Injected upon the

epiphyseal and diaphyseal lines formalin acts as

an insoluble compound, and therefore affects the

epiphyseal line both mechanically and chemically

with a distinct local rather than systemic tendency.

It causes the formation of osteogenetic tissue b)'

influencing the zones of provisional calcification

and calcified matrix, and by increasing the number

of osteoblasts derived from the perichondrium.

The results of these experiments showed that it

is possible by artificial means to stimulate bony

growth. They are all the more valuable in view of

the fact that in each instance only one injection

was employed. The effects of repeated injections

of formalin and the use of other laboratory ani-

mals would probably yield results of additional

value. The clinical value of these investigations

is not altogether remote. It is suggested that they

may serve as a stepping stone to a new method of

treatment in many bone cases which have hereto-

fore seemed hopeless as regards helping the patient,

cases such as congenital shortening of the limbs,

arrest of bony growth following poliomyelitis, tu-

berculosis of the bones, osteomyelitis, obstinate

nonunion of fractures, and similar cases.

VIRCHOW AND BACTERIOLOGY.

Ever since the germ theory was first postulated it

has been urged that Virchow regarded it with un-

disguised hostility, and upon the death of the great

man the numerous obituaries and memorials showed

plainly that the then current opinion of the profes-

sion remains largely unchanged. This belief did

much to discredit the germ theory in the minds of

the older members of the profession, and of the

laity and lent aid and comfort to the enemies of

scientific medicine, especially to organized and pro-

fessed antagonists. Some medical men claimed

that Virchow was not actively hostile toward the

germ theory, but merely neutral. He had done his

life's work as a mere morphologist, and would not

venture into the subject of the dynamics of disease.

Professor Orth, the pupil and successor of Vir-

chow, now puts forward the claim {Berliner klin-

ische Wochenschrift, Oct. 20), based wholly upon

the writings of Virchow, that the latter should never,

even from the first, have been regarded as hostile

or even neutral in his attitude toward bacteriology.

In fact, he may even be regarded as an active sup-

porter of the germ theory, at least thirty-five years

ago ; after which his support became intrinsically

stronger with time. With all due thanks to Profes-

sor Orth for this exploitation of this thesis, it never-

theless seems strange that this claim was not made
many years ago. There is no doubt that some in-

fluence is at work to neutralize the supposed passive

opposition of Virchow toward the germ theory, and
despite the convincing excerpts cited by Orth from
Virchow's writings we cannot entirely overlook the

fact that Virchow is also regarded as a consistent

antagonist of Darwinism, and has often been cited by
the clergy as a countercheck to the theory of evolu-

tion. The Lombroso school might readily explain-
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Virchow by their generalization that all great geni-

uses are opposed to new ideas. Thus \'irchow, tak-

ing up the subject of morphology where others had

left it, proceeded to develop it, while jealously hos-

tile to anything actuall}' new and revolutionary.

Others, from a lower plane of view, have dwelt

much on the fact that it is contrary to human nature

for men to accept discoveries which they have

blindly overlooked during years of opportunity.

The passages from Orth's article which appear to

show beyond doubt that Virchow was always in

sympathy with progress are in part convincing; but

it is by the same process that followers of great

leaders have always attempted to show that the lat-

ter have been cognizant of future "discoveries."

It seems to us that the interpretation of these pas-

sages is often forced. By the same process of rea-

soning Paracelsus, Hahnemann, and others, to say

nothing of classic writers, have anticipated that

which was to be. Thus it is said that Virchow al-

ways recognized the "zymotic" element in the causa-

tion of disease, and especially of epidemics (he is

even alleged to have devised the term "infectious

diseases"). He made a distinction between virus

and venom. The latter did its work while active,

but the effect disappeared with the disappearance
of the cause ; "virus," on the other hand, repre-

sented a self-perpetuating or self-reproducing ele-

ment—in other words, a living cause. Another
passage appears to show that the latter was a

plant, but that chemistry rather than botany was
at the bottom of the pathogenesis. Orth hails this

as a brilliant anticipation of modern teaching. Else-

where Virchow has been made to speak of a con-
test between microorganisms and the body cells. It

is not denied that Virchow indulged in sharp con-
troversies with bacteriologists in regard to special

claims advanced by the latter; but it is insinuated
that these special pleas do not affect Virchow's posi-

tion as a whole. The unprejudiced observer, we
fear, can hardly rank \'irchow as a constructive
critic in progressive biology, for his position is too
often essentially destructive. Upon the whole we
believe that the profession would prefer to regard
Virchow as a pure morphologist, rather than as a
foreshadower of bacteriology-. Virchow, like all

others, must be judged by his crystallized utter-
ances in textbooks, rather than by fugitive remarks
made in society proceedings, perhaps erroneou'^lv
recorded.

THE CONTAGIOUSNESS OF
POLIOMYELITIS.

Until within a few years the disease commonly,
though improperly, known as acute anterior polio-
myelitis was considered to be a simple degenerative
disease of the spinal cord. Some years ago the con-
ception that it is an acute infectious disease began
to take definite shape. To-day it is stated that
poliomyelitis, or as Holt suggests that it be called
"epidemic myeloencephalitis." is an acutely con-
tagious disease, and by many boards of health it has
been included in the list of reportable diseases.

This contagious aspect of the disease is emphasized
in a recent article in the September number of the

Archives of Pediatrics, in which Holt compiles the
statistics of all epidemics which have occurred
since 1907 and calls attention not only to the fre-

quency with which several cases have been ob-
served in a single family, but also to several in-

stances in which the disease appears to have been
carried by a third party and others where children

have contracted it by entering an infected house
at the time harboring no acute case.

In an epidemic at York, Nebraska, referred to by
Holt, "there were six families with two children at-

tacked, these being the only children in the family

in three of these ; five families with three cases each,

in every instance all the children of the family

;

three families with four cases each, these being all

the children in one of the families ; and one family

in which every one of six children was attacked."

In an epidemic in Trostena, Sweden, a widely scat-

tered settlement of 500 inhabitants, forty-nine cases

of the disease occurred, forty-two of which could

be traced directly to infection in the parish school.

The first case of the disease in York appeared in a

child nine days after the return of its mother and
infant brother from an infected house in a distant

town, the travelers themselves showing no sign of

the disease. Next door to this child was a family

of six children, all of w-hom came down with the

disease in rapid succession. In a number of in-

stances symptoms appeared just five days after a

single exposure to an acute case or a few hours'

residence in an infected house.

Such evidence strongly supports the theory of

direct contagion of the disease, and considering the

terrible results of an attack, often even more piti-

ful when not fatal, and in the light of the danger

from contagion by the so-called abortive cases

which, occurring in conjunction with paralytic cases,

may be easily overlooked, but one equally danger-

ous, it would seem wise, during periods of epi-

demics at least, that all cases of the disease not

only should be reported, but should also be rigidly

quarantined.

Serum Anaphyl.\xis .\nd Drug .\n.\phyl.\xis.

It has been predicted that in the near future study

of the two sets of phenomena known as drug idio-

syncrasy and serum anaphylaxis will throw much
light upon the nature of both. Bruck has taken

up the subject in a recent number of the Berliner

klinische IVochenschrift (Oct. 17). The findings

obtainable suggest various interpretations, so that

time must elapse before they can be formulated to

the satisfaction of all. Bruck chose antipyrin for

experiment by reason of the common occurrence of

antipyrin idiosyncrasy or supersensitiveness. One
might urge in this connection that the word idiosyn-

crasy is better suited to the phenomena produced
by a trivial dose, while supersensitiveness is a much
broader term, denoting sensitiveness to ordinary

medicinal doses such as cause no rash in the ma-
jority of patients. From this point of view one
who is able to take subtoxic doses without reactioti

may be spoken of as subsensitive, which naturally

suggests a relationship to immunity. Bruck
reports a case of supersensitiveness to antipyrin

in a patient with migraine. The latter wa.-

always promptly relieved, but aphthae in the mouth
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and later a dermatitis were present as toxic effects.

The idiosyncrasy extended to all antipyrin deriva-

tives. After this idiosyncrasy had been known to

last for sixteen years Bruck used the patients'

serum to inoculate mice and soon afterwards in-

jected a sokition of antipyrin subcutaneously. The
animals died with convulsions, paralysis, dyspnea,
etc., the controls remaining- unaffected. The ana-
phylaxis was thus shown to be transmissible. Bruck
has already shown that a similar transmissibility

exists for mercury. As already stated, it is at pres-

ent impossible to give a satisfactory detailed expla-

nation of these phenomena. One point, however,
may be brought in at this juncture. Ehrlich and all

other workers in synthetics have shown abundantly
that the most insignificant change in the molecule
of a complex substance may produce a radical

change in the action of a remedy.

NmH of tf|? Wnk.
Health of the Canal Zone.— ihe Department

of Sanitation of the Isthmian Canal Commission
reports that during September, 1910, the total num-
ber of deaths from all causes among employees was
48, an annual average of 11.47 P^i" thousand. For
Septembers of previous years, the rate is given as

follows

:

1904 14-31 1906 57-34 1908 C2.78

1905 32.00 1907 28.63 1909 12.76

The high rate in September, 1906, was due to an
epidemic of pneumonia among the employees. The
annual average per thousand of deaths in Panama,
Colon, and the Canal Zone includes both employees
and the civil population, and was 21.60 in Septem-
ber, 1910, against 19.01 in September, 1909; 24.91

in September, 1908 ; 32.93 in September, 1907, and

54.54 in September, 1906. Of the .thirty-three

deaths due to disease among the employees during
the month, 4 were caused by malarial fever, 6 by
pneumonia, 3 by pulmonary tuberculosis, and 2 by

typhoid fever, leaving a balance of 18 deaths from
all other diseases. No cases of yellow fever, small-

pox, or plague were brought to or originated on the

Isthmus during the month. The work of sanitation

in Panama has proceeded satisfactorily, the cleaning

of ditches and the removal or repair of defective

house gutters receiving particular attention. The
weather conditions during the month were favor-

•ible to the anti-malaria work ; except in a few in-

stances the control of fly propagation is well in

hand, and there is a decrease in the number of rats

being caught, although more traps are in use than

formerly.

Infantile Paralysis.—Small epidemics of infan-

tile paralysis have been reported recently from vari-

ous parts of New York State. During the month
of September ninety-seven cases of the disease were

recorded with the State Department of Health, of

which sixteen resulted fatally. Still more recently

a few cases have occurred among the students at

Cornell University and another small epidemic is

reported from Logansport. Ind.

Plague in China.—Serious riots occurred in

Shanghai on November 11, in connection with the

sanitary work for the prevention of the spread of

the plague, of which a number of cases have been

reported. Reports had been spread among the

natives that the health officers were poisoning their

countrymen in the hospitals, taking out the eyes

of babies bv electricity, etc. Attacks upon the sani-

tary officers followed, and in the fighting which en-

sued several persons were badly injured.

Epidemics in Lisbon.—The United States
cruiser Des Moines, while in port at Lisbon recently,

was compelled to stop shore leave for its men owing
to the prevalence of smallpox and bubonic plague
in that city.

Cholera in Italy.—New cases of cholera have
been reported daily in different parts of Italy, mak-
ing it evident that while the port of Naples may be
free of the disease, there is yet danger in the other

infected districts.

Typhoid Fever Conveyed by Milk.—Forty-one
cases of typhoid fever have been traced to the use

of infected cream by residents of the village of

Lime Ridge in Columbia County, Penn. It appears

that a dairy farmer had been serving milk to his

mother suffering from typhoid fever and bringing

back the empty cans. In a short while typhoid fever

developed in the immediate family of the dairyman.

He in turn had been in the habit of exchanging
milk with a neighbor, in whose family also the dis-

ease later developed. The second dairyman served

milk and cream to an ice cream establishment in

Lime Ridge patronized by almost the entire village.

An epidemic soon followed and was controlled only

when the supply of milk from the infected source

was stopped.

City Death Rate.—For the week ending No-
vember 5 the death rate in New York was 13.31 per
1,000 of population, the total number of deaths be-
ing 1,226. For the corresponding week of 1909, the

rate was 15.23 and the total number of deaths 1,333.
Pulmonary tuberculosis caused 151 deaths, 11

more than last year, while pneumonia caused 153,
or 47 less than the year previous. There were fewer
deaths from all other diseases with the exception
of diarrheal diseases, which caused 81, an increase
of 13. Fleart disease caused 137 deaths, against

158 for last year.

Public Health Museum.—The .\merican
Museum of Natural History, New York, has lately

entered a new field for museum work in the form
of a department of public health, "to develop scien-

tific work along practical lines directly beneficial to

the masses of people." Prof. C. E. A. Winslow, un-
til recently assistant professor of sanitary biology
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has
been appointed curator of the new department,
which he proposes to develop along two lines—bac-
teriology and municipal sanitation. .V bacteriologi-

cal laboratory is now being equipped and in this the
department will keep under cultivation a complete
collection of bacteria. It will thus be in a position
to supply the needs of schools and other institutions

interested in such work. The public exhibits of the
department will deal chiefly with phases of munici-
pal sanitation. To illustrate these, temporary ex-
hibits will be prepared, the first, for instance, deal-
ing with water supply sanitation, the sources of the
water supply and its collection for public use being
shown by models, specimens, photographs, and
charts. The chief features of each temporary ex-
hibit will be preserved for a permanent public health
exhibit such as several cities in Germany now pos-
sess.

The New York Child Welfare Committee held
a meeting at the Colony Club on November 10, Mr.
Homer Folks presiding, for the purpose of hearing
reports from sub-committees and of arranging for
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an exhibit to be held some time in Januan-, dealing

with every phase of child life in New York Cit}'.

Gaynor Fund for St. Mary's Hospital, Hobo-
ken.—A movement, headed by a number of prom-
inent men, is under way to raise a fund by volun-

tary contributions from citizens of New York, to be

presented to the sisters of St. Mary's Hospital, Ho-
boken, as a testimonial of the gratitude of New
York, for the care bestowed upon Mayor Gaynor
while he was an inmate of the hospital. St. Mary"s

is supported almost entirely by voluntary contribu-

tions, and is at present much hampered by lack of

funds. Such a gift will, therefore, be most welcome
to the recipients, while at the same time the citizens

of New York will be given the opportunity to share

in the expense incurred by the Mayor as the result

of an attack made upon him as an official of the

city.

The Healthiest Town in New Jersey.—Dr.

S. E. Armstrong of Rutherford, N. J., takes up the

cudgels on behalf of his own town and disputes the

claim of East Orange to be the healthiest municipal-

ity in the United States. As stated in the Medicwl
Record of November 5, the death rate in East

Orange for 1909 is given by the Bureau of the Cen-
sus as 9.5 per thousand. Dr. Armstrong, however.

calls attention to the report of the New Jersey State

Board of Health for 1909, in which East Orange
is given a death rate of 10.15 per thousand, while

that for Rutherfiird is but 8.77. New Jersey can

evidently point with pride to the good health of its

inhabitants.

Bequest to Hospital.—The will of the late

Robert Steele of Philadelphia provides for a be-

quest of $5,000 to be paid on the death of the tes-

tator's widow to the Presbyterian Hospital of that

city for the endowment of a free bed.

Instruction for Health Officers.—The New
York State Department of Health announces a

course of instruction for health officers, beginning

on December 7 and lasting for three days. The
course will consist of laboratory talks and demon-
.strations at the State Hygienic Laboratory in Al-

bany on the general subject of water and sewage
purification. Talks on the Chemistry and Biology

of Water Filtration Methods ; Pure Water and
Methods of Disposal of Wastes for Isolated Houses;
the Chemistry and Biology of Sewage Disposal
Processes, and Methods of Sewage Disposal for

Municipalities will be supplemented by inspections

of the water filtration plants at Rensselaer and Al-
bany, and of the sewage disposal systems at Ball-

ston and Saratoga.

New Brooklyn Hospital.—The City of New-
York is the purchaser of a tract of land measuring
280 by 200 feet in East New York, Brooklyn, on
which it is proposed to erect a public hospital. Plans
are now in preparation, and it is probable that

ground will be broken in the spring.

New Montefiore Home.—At a meeting of the
Board of Trustees of the Montefiore Home for

Chronic Invalids. New York, Mr. Jacob H. Schifl:,

president of the board, was able to announce that

$850,000 had already been subscribed toward the
new buildings for the institution, and that the work
of construction would be begun early in the coming
spring. .\ piece of land covering four blocks and
equivalent to 162 city lots has been purchased in

the upper part of the city along what is known as
the Gunhill road, between Jerome avenue and 210th

street, and on this it is proposed to erect buildings

which will accommodate 600 patients, the entire cost

being estimated at about 81,500,000. The old prop-

erty has been sold for $525,000, the purchasers nut

to take possession until the new buildings are read}-,

probably about two years hence. Dr. S. Wachs-
mann, medical director of the Home, has recently

visited a number of European cities, where he

studied the arrangement and grouping of homes for

the care of chronic invalids, and in drawing up the

final plans the board will also have the advice of Dr.

S. S. Goldwater, superintendent of Mount Sinai

Hospital.

New Nurses' Home.—The Home for Nurses
of the Jewish Hospital, Brooklyn, was dedicated on
November 6, exercises being held in the new build-

ing on Prospect place, near Classon avenue. The
Jewish Hospital has recently completed the fourth

year of its existence. During its first year 1,544
patients were admitted to the hospital and 11,850
to the dispensary, while during the past year 4,127
were admitted to the hospital and about 30,000 were
cared for in the dispensary.

St. Bartholomew's Clinic.—At a meeting of the

Medical Board held on November i the following

officers were elected for the coming j'ear: Presi-

dent, Dr. John C. Lester; Vice-President, Dr. E. L.

Leonard ; Secretary, Dr. L. D. Alexander ; E.vecii-

tiz'c Conunittec. Drs. Alexander. T. M. Keves. and
G. W. Kunz.

Dr. Edmund L. Cocks has been appointed Con-
sulting Dermatologist to Harlem Hospital, New
York.

Civil Service Examinations.—The New York
State Civil Service Commission will hold examina-
tions on December 15, 1910, for the purpose of ob-

taining eligibles on the lists of physicians, both regu-

lar and homeopathic.

Removals.—Dr. Allan McLane Hamilton has
removed to 950 Madison avenue. New York City.

Dr. T. Wood Clarke has removed to 136 Park ave-

nue, LTica, N. Y.

Dr. Horatio C. Wood, Jr., ha.s been elected

Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics in

the Medico-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia.

Joint Meeting of Pathological Societies.—The
members of the New York Pathological Society and
of the Philadelphia Pathological Society held a suc-

cessful joint meeting on November 9 at the New
York Academy of Medicine. Preceding the meet-

ing, the visitors were entertained at dinner at the

Yale Club by members of the New York Society.

Harvey Society.—The next lecture of the Har-
vey Society will be given at the Academy of Medi-
cine, New York, on Saturday evening, November
19 at 8:30. Professor Jacques Loeb of the Rocke-
feller Institute for Medical Research will be the

lecturer, and his subject will be: "The Prevention

of the Toxic Action of \^arious Agencies Through
the Prevention of O.xidation in the Cell."

The American Academy of Medicine.—The
fourth mid-}ear meeting will be held at the Lafay-

ette Hotel. Buffalo, N. Y.. on December i and 2.

1910, the subject for discussion being "The Socio-

logic Influence of Hospitals and Dispensaries." The
first day's session will be devoted to a consideration

of the economic influence of hospitals, and that of

the second day to the educational influence of hos-

pitals. A number of interesting papers are prom-
ised on each subject. The annual meeting of the
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society will lie held in Los Angeles June 24 und _'(i,

1911.

The American Public Health Association.

—

The 191 1 meeting will be held in Havana, Cuba,
December 4 to 9, at the .Vcademy of Medicine, the

use of which has been offered to the association.

The changed situation in Cuba in reference to yel-

low- fever is shown by the fact that, whereas a few
years ago it would probably ha\e formed the chief

subject of discussion, the most prominent place on
the program will be given at this meeting, on the

request of local physicians, to tuberculosis. The
question of the milk supply will also be considered.

New York and New England Association of

Railway Surgeons.—The twentieth annual ses-

sion of the New York and New England .\ssocia-

tion of Railway Surgeons w'as held at the Hotel As-
tor, New York City, on November 3 and 4, under
the presidency of Dr. L. M. Bingham of Burling-

ton, Vt., chief surgeon of the Rutland Railroad.

Dr. John B. Deaver of Philadelphia delivered the

address on Surgery. The following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: President, Dr. F. A.
Goodwin, Binghamton, N. Y. ; First Vice-President,

Dr. Walter Lathrop, Hazleton, Pa. ; Second Vice-

President, Dr. John W. Le Seur, Batavia, N. Y.

;

Corresponding Secretary, Dr. George Chaffee,

Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Recording Secretary, Dr. C. A.
Pease, Burlington, Vt. ; Treasurer. Dr. J. K. Stock-

well, Oswego, N. Y.
American Association of Military Surgeons.

—

Tlie annual convention of this society was held in

Richmond, Va., from October 31 to November 4.

Milwaukee was selected as the next place of meet-
ing and officers were elected, as follows : President,

Brigadier-General George H. Torney, Surgeon
General, U. S. A. ; First Vice-President, Surgeon
Charles P. Wertenbaker, U. S. Public Health and
IVIarine-Hospital Service, Norfolk ; Second Vice-

President, Surgeon W. C. Braisted, U. S. N.

:

Third Vice-President, Col. Charles Adams, National

Guard, Illinois; Secretary, Major Charles Lynch,

U. S. A. ; Treasurer, Major Herbert A. Arnold, Na-
tional Guard. Pennsylvania.

The American Association for the Study and
Prevention of Infant Mortality held its annual
convention in Baltimore last week. Officers were
elected as follows; President, Dr. Charles Hender-
son of the University of Chicago ; Presidcnt-Elcct

for 1912, Dr. Cressy L. Wilbur, Chief Statistician

of the Bureau of the Census ; Vice-Presidents, Mr.

Harold McCormick of Chicago and Dr. Henry L.

Coit of Newark ; Secretary. Dr. F. S. Churchill of

Chicago ; Treasurer, Mr. Austin McLanahan of Bal-

timore; Executive Committee, Professor Hender-
son, Dr. Churchill, Dr. J. H. Knox, Jr., of Balti-

more, Dr. John S. Fulton of Baltimore, Dr. Mary
Sherwood of Baltimore, Dr. Joseph S. Neft' of

Philadelphia, and Dr. Helen C. Putnam of Provi-

dence. Chicago was selected as the next place of

meeting. The permanent headquarters will remain

in Baltimore where they were established a year

ago, Miss Gertrude B. Knipp being reappointed

executive secretary.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Thomas Coit Fa.vmxg,
formerly of Tarrytown, N. Y., a graduate of the

New York University Medical College in 1861, died

at his home in Stamford, Conn., on November 4,

aged 70 years.

Dr. John A. Leavy of St. Louis, Mo., a graduate

of the Washington University Medical School in

1 8^6. a surgeon in the Confederate Army during

the Civil War, died suddenly at his home on Octol)er

24, aged 76 years.

Dr. Le Roy Lewis of South Bend, Ind., a grad-

uate of the Jefferson Medical College, Philadel-

phia, in 1878, died at his home after a long illness

on October 26, aged 55 years.

Dr. Charles B. Curran of Brooklyn, N. Y.. a

graduate of the Long Island College Hospital in

1893, died at his home of pneumonia on November
I, aged 37 years.

Dr. Georoe Asbury Dewey of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

a graduate of the Medical Department of Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, O., in 1849, died at

his home on November i, aged 82 years.

Dr. Ch.\rles a. Miles of Yonkers, N. Y., a

graduate of the Jefferson Medical College, Phila-

delphia, in 1876, died at his home on November 9,

aged 58 years.

Dr. J. Lacy Brayshaw of Friendship, Md., a

graduate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons,

Baltimore, in 1888, a member of the Maryland State

and Anne Arundel County Medical Societies, died at

the Sibley Hospital, Washington, after a short ill-

ness, on October 29, aged 55 years.

Dr. Ernest S. Albee of Oshkosh. Wis., a grad-

uate of Rush Medical College, Chicago, in 1900, a

member of the Wisconsin State and Winnebago
County Medical Societies, and of the Oshkosh Medi-
cal Club, died at his home on November i, of kidney

disease, aged 34 years.

Dr. Samuel W. Edmunds of Alexander, 111., a

graduate of the Department of Medicine and Sur-

gery, L'niversity of Michigan, in 1868. died at the

Passavant Hospital, Jacksonville, 111., of pneumonia,
on November i, aged 70 years.

Dr. John M. Allen of Liberty, Mo., a graduate

of the Washington University Medical Department
in 1854, a member of the American Medical Asso-
ciation, and of the Missouri State and Clay Count}-

Medical Societies, and Professor of Diseases of the

Abdomen in the University Medical College of Kan-
sas City, died October 31, aged 7J years.

Dr. Samuel H. Frienb of Milwaukee, Wis., a

graduate of the Department of Medicine of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in 1888, a member of the

American Medical Association, and of the Wiscon-
sin State and Milwaukee County Medical Societies,

died at his home after a long illness on October

30, aged 48 years.

Dr. James D. McGaughey of Wallingford.
Conn., a graduate of the Jefferson Medical College.

Philadelphia, in 1870, a member of the American
Medical Association and of the Connecticut State

and New Haven County Medical Societies, died at

liis home on October 31, aged 62 years.

Dr. Francis S. Mudd of Lafayette, La., a grad-

uate of the Medical Department of Tulane Univer-
sity of Louisiana, died at his home on November 4,

aged 82 years.

Dr. E. W. Stevens of Denver, Colo., a graduate
of the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, in

1884, a member of the American Medical Associa-

tion, of the American Ophthalmological Society, and
of the Colorado State and Denver County Medical
Societies, of which last he was a former president,

died at his home of disease of the kidneys, after a

short illness, on October 30, aged 47 years.

Dr. J. H. Edwards of Ira, Tex., a graduate of the

Medical Department of the University of Tennessee,

and a member of the Texas State and Scurry County
Medical Societies, died as the result of an accident,

on October 25.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

RESEARCH DEFENSE ENTOMOLOGY SLEEPING SICK-

NESS BIOLOGICAL REL.\TIONS OF TRYPANOSOMES

AND SPIROCHETES—THERAPEUTICS OF RADIUM

R.\TS AND PLAGUE OBITUARY'.

London, October 28, 1910.

The Research Defence Society has been working

energetically of late, and this week the Earl of

Cromer, who is president, went to O.xford to open

a new branch and gave an address in the Town
Hall, Prof. Osier occupying the chair. Lord

Cromer, who is always listened to with attention,

affirmed that the bacteriologist needed no defender

in the eyes of thinking men ; his praises are written

in the hearts of thousands of homes where his dis-

coveries have turned death from the door. In point

of fact, it was not this society, but its opponents,

who were on their defence and were obliged to

resort to methods and arguments in the highest

degree unscrupulous. Mr. Stephen Coleridge was

never tired of saying England was the only country

which had legalized torture of animals. If ever

there was a cfear case of suppression of truth and

suggestion of what is false it was that. The real fact

was, England was the only country which had passed

a law to prevent animals being tortured ; in all other

countries they had no protection. His Lordship

then quoted the statistics of the Punjaub. In a

population of about 827,000 some 187,000 were

inoculated before the outbreak and 640,000 were

not. The deaths were only 314 among the former,

but no less than 29,723 among the latter. In other

words, it might be calculated that experimental

science had saved about 8.000 human lives. Would
any one be so bold, rather, he woud say, so inhu-

man, as to balance those lives against a few score

or even a few hundred rats and guinea pigs? It

was incredible that any one could doubt, but the

course was not callouwiess, but ignorant and false

sentiment. In fact, a distinguished American with

the incisiveness of his race recently put the case in

a nutshell to an antivivisectionist thus: "At how
many rabbits or guinea pigs do you value your wife,

husband, or child?" He was not aware whether any

opponent was present who had refused when ill or

when any of his family was ill to avail himself of

knowledge acquired by bacteriologists. If such a

strange phenomenon existed, he was prepared to do

homage to his logical faculty, but, he must add, at

the expense of regard for his sanity.

Entomology is taking a large place in medical

research and threatens soon to be an addition to the

burden of the curriculum. We have had for the

last year or more an official Entomological Com-
mittee for Tropical Africa meeting four times a

year at the Colonial office, with subcommittees at

work during the intervening periods. In connection

with this work a "Bulletin of Entomological Re-
search'' is being issued, which will record the in-

vestigations of the missions sent out to Africa to

study the diseases prevailing there, and the insects

which are the cause of some of them. I have from
time to time reported to you the results of such

missions before the Colonial office moved, as well

as since. At present Mr. S. A. Neave is in Nyana-
land and Mr. J. J. Simpson in Nigeria investigating

sleeping sickness and the habits of the Glossina pal-

palis which is a most voracious insect with a special

predilection for the blood of man, though in its

absence feeding on lower animals. Dr. Rubert
Boyce, who lately returned from Sierra Leone, so

long regarded as the home of yellow fever, is con-

vinced that that disease is a virulent form of ma-
laria. So certain of this is he that in a recent ad-

dress he said, "No malaria, no yellow fever." If

that be so, the fly must be attacked as it has been in

other districts and most in the larval stage.

At the opening meeting of the Pathological Sec-

tion of the Royal Society of Medicine the president,

Dr. Mott, discussed the biological relationship of

trypanosome and spirochete infection as shown by
the point of inoculation, the period of incubation,

the local gland enlargement, followed by a general

infection of the lymph stream first, and then of

the blood associated with rashes due to migration of

parasites, pyrexia, and constitutional disturbances.

He said the effects of the two infections on the

human nervous system present many points of simi-

larity in symptoms and in histological change, be-

sides which drugs which can avert nerve symptoms
in one may, although rarely, avert them in the other.

In trypanosomiasis (Dr. Mott would abolish the

term sleeping sickness) all cases end in chronic in-

flammation of the central nervous system, progress-

ing to a fatal issue; in spirochete infection only

5 to 10 per cent, produce neuroses. The trypano-

somes always invade the subarachnoid space. The
spirochetes do so only in 4 or 5 per cent, of cases, and

then probably remain within the lymphatics and do
not get free into the cerebrospinal fluid, as the try-

panosomes do. Then mercury and other drugs have

no effect, although they apparently do on the spiro-

chetes in the lymphatics of the central nervous

system. Then trypanosomes can easily be found
in the blood, but not spirochetes, which seem only

able to multiply in the lymph spaces and channels.

Dr. Mott described the trypanosomes as extremely

active and capable of penetrating the delicate capil-

lary walls and so passing into the cerebrospinal

fluid while the spirochetes moved slowly about in a

screw-like fashion, which could seldom pass

through the vessels. This, with the other points

carefully enunciated by Dr. Mott, would seem to

give us a clue to the explanation of trypanosome
infection invariably leading to central neurosis,

while the risk of spirochetes doing so is compara-
tively exceedingly slight. In both infections there

is polyadenitis ; in both there is lymphocytosis in the

blood, and in one this is also in the cerebrospinal

fluid.

Referring further to the British discovery of a

new process for the production of radium, it seems

likely that one of the first consequences must be a

reduction in cost. This may perhaps lead to a more
extensive exploitation of its therapeutic proper--

ties. Passing by its use in surgery, which has al-

ready received considerable attention, we may say

that its medical qualities remain uncertain, although

speculation has been rife as to whether it has not

sometimes played the part of a concerted remedy in

the presence of other substances. Thus it has been

supposed that the good effects of some mineral

waters may be due to radium, or its examinations

and experiments have shown the presence of the

unsuspected constituent. It is generally agreed

that these waters are beneficial in a variety of

arthritic troubles. Some springs have a reputation

rather for catarrhal affections of the respiratory

tract and some again for neuroses. In both these

classes of springs experiments have proved there
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are some which give off the emanations. This has
led to the idea that the waters might be artificially

charged but the evanescence of the emanations is

an obstacle, and it has been suggested that this ex-
plains the fact so often asserted that some natural
mineral waters bottled at the springs seem to lose

their therapeutic value during transmission. An-
other suggestion for local joint troubles is a trial

of cataplasms made of powdered pitchblende with
water. It is even asserted that the material can be
used more than once, for if on removal it is per-

fectly dried the radioactivity is again perceptible.

A determined attempt to exterminate rats is going
on in a small district between the Rivers Stour and
Orwell in consequence of circumstances connected
with four deaths at Freston between September 16

and 29. Dr. Heath, of the East .Suffolk Hospital,

from bacteriological examination thought they were
due to plague. The local governing board failed to

confirm this, but subsequently rats and hares have
been found dead in the locality and in three cases

the plague microbe has been detected. The health

committees concerned have conferred with Dr. Bul-
strode, of the local governing board, and Prof.

Simpson, of King's College, and detailed recom-
mendations have been made as to systematic work
at extermination of rats in stables, slaughterhouses,

bakeries and graineries ; for covering all receptacles

of refuse and so on. In the meantime landowners,
farmers, and others have been strewing poison and
hundreds of rats, rabbits, hares, and even cats have
been destroyed. No new cases of human illness

traceable to such a cause have been reported.

The death has occurred of Dr. Thomas Wright,
consulting surgeon of the General Hospital and of

the Children's Hospital at Nottingham. He was 87
years of age, one of the oldest medical officers of

the Volunteers, from which he retired as lieutenant-

colonel. He took M.D. Ed. in 1844.
Dr. William Hall, general surgeon of Royal Lan-

caster Infirmary, died suddenly on Tuesday. He
qualified in 1871-2 and took F.R.C.S. Ed. in 1886.

News has been received of the death of Dr. Ed-
ward Eldridge Blomfield, lecturer on medicine, Uni-

versity of Otago, N. Z. He went there in 1900.

Was M.D. Lond. 1895, having taken various hon-

ors at the several examinations, as well as at the

London Hospital, where he fulfilled his curriculum.

Surgeon Col. Francis H. Welch died on October

25, aged 71. Educated at the London Hospital, he

qualified in i860 and entered the army the next year.

He took the F.R.C.S. in 1871 and was appointed

assistant to the professor of pathology at Netley,

which office he held until 1876. He served in tfie

Hazara expedition in 1888 and was mentioned in

despatches. He retired in 1895.

Lieut.-Col. R. Anderson, late of the R. A. M. C,
died on October 24. He took M.R.C.S. in 1867

and entered the army the following year. He was
in the Egv'ptian expedition in 1882 and was awarded
the medal and bronze star. He retired in 1893 and

has resided since at Bury St. Edmunds, where he

was Mayor in 1907. He also served on the Suffolk

County Council.

The death is also reported of Dr. Edward Adams,
surgeon to Buckhurst Hill Medical and Surgical

Home. He was M.B. and B.Sc. Lond. 1884-5,

was 50 years old. and died after a long illness.

Richard Thompson Caesar, aged 72, ex-president

of Salisbury Medical Society, died recently. He
was a retired surgeon-colonel of \^olunteers and

qualified in 1859-62.

OUR BERLIN LETTER.
(i'"i Our Regular Correspondent.)

CHOLERA IN GERMANY.—BREAST-FED CHILDREN.

—

THE EMPLOYMENT OF SCHOOL-CHILDREN.

Herlik, September 30, 1910.

Cholera in Germany ! About this there can be no
doubt. A few cases have been reported in Span-
dau, at the very gates of Berlin. In this city there
are being quarantined a number of individuals with
suspicious symptoms. In the eastern provinces
bordering on Russia several cases have been re-

ported. There can be no doubt that with the en-

ergetic measures taken by the government there
can be no fear of an epidemic arising ; but is there
no remedy for this annual scare. The best answer
to this question is that which has been furnished
by the Vienna bacteriologist, R. Kraus, in the Nciti

Free Press, August 25, 1910: "It is clear that the
continual danger is to be sought in the low stage of
civilization that Russia occupies ; there the flame of
cholera is never totally extinguished, and thence it

spreads into every other country in Europe." Kraus
makes an appeal for an international warfare
against the Russian cholera. Thanks to modern
progress in hygienic science, we are able to make
an effective stand against this disease. If we could
only apply our prophylactic measures in the neigh-
boring provinces of Russia by isolating the separate
cases that arise there would be no danger of a
serious outbreak. There are two means of stamp-
ing out this disease from its haunts in Russia.
The first would be the formation of an interna-

tional union to persuade Russia to adopt drastic

measures against this pest within her own borders.
This would be a task for diplomats of all countries,

a task greater than all others. The second plan
would be the stationing of permanent international

sanitary boards in the south of Russia, somewhat
like those organized in Alexandria, Constantinople,
.Arabia, and Persia. The task of awakening the
conscience of Russia to these needs is not a small
one, but it is urgent.

The scientific attitude and the industry of the
practical physicians are indicated by the many ar-

ticles published by the school physicians of Berlin.

The position of school physician is given only to

practicing physicians who in most instances for-

merly have not been in the habit of conducting
scientific work, and besides looking after a large
general practice are still able to contribute valuable
articles on social medicine. Thus Dr. Schcifer pub-
lished "Statistical Investigations Into the Condi-
tions Relating to the Breast-feeding of the Pupils
of the National Schools of Berlin," in the Medical
Reform, No. 23. As breast-fed children, only those
were considered who had been nursed at least six

months. Moreover the children were not classified

in the manner customary with others who have
written upon this theme, namely, according to their

good or bad physical condition, but the numbers
of breast- or bottle-fed children were calculated in

relation to the number of necessary examinations
to which these were later brought. The results

were as follows: 25 per cent, had been nursed one
year ; 15 per cent., 9 months ; 15 per cent., 6 months

;

and ID per cent.. 15 months. The children who
had been nursed up to three years made no particu-
larly good impression, so far as their constitution
was concerned. The author conceives prolonged
nursing as a si^n of the dislike of the mother to
endure the difficulties associated with weanin?.
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Among 2,796 children, 884 or 33 per cent, had been

breast-fed, and 1,912 or 67 per cent, had been bottle-

fed. In comparing the bottle-fed with the breast-

fed as regards the number whose progress was
retarded chiefl}- on account of beginning school at

a late age, it was found that the former exceeded

the latter to the extent of 56 per cent. On account

of anemia, scrofula, and general weakness, 24
breast-fed and 42 bottle-fed children were kept

back ; on account of rickets and deformities of the

spine, 3 breast-fed children and 30 bottle-fed chil-

dren were kept back.

Another school physician, L. Hahn, read before

the Berlin Association of School Physicians a paper

entitled "The Child Protective Law and Industrial

Child Labor in Berlin." For several years he had
investigated the employments of school-children.

In schools of about 800 pupils, nearly 60 were en-

gaged in running errands, such as the delivery of

milk, the products of bakeries, and messages, and

in other pursuits. About half of the children

worked for strangers ; the remainder worked for

their parents. The former received one to six

marks weekly. In three schools were found 146

children who were thus employed. On this basis

it was calculated that there were 7,300 boys and

2,175 girls in Berlin who were employed after school

hours, a total of 9.500 children. If we accept the

statement of the author that 15 per cent, of the

employed children are either sick or in poor physi-

cal condition, we can realize that 1,400 children

are subject to cardiac and other severe disturbances.

These figures should certainly awaken the attention

of the authorities. The author recommends that

the employment of every school-child be investi-

gated as to its compatibility with the health of the

child. It is the duty of every school-physician to

seriously consider the significance of this investiga-

tion.

Prngrpaa of iKflitral ^rxfnrr.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

November 3, 1910.

The Etiology of Cholecystic Gallstones. W. I. Clark.
A Fallacy of Psychotherapy. "Fighting It Out" in Functional Nerv-

ous Disorders. J. E. Donley.
Spontaneous Dislocation of the Kip-Joint Following Acute Infectious

Diseases. C. G. Cumston.
The Technique of Arthrotomy. A Report Upon and Discussion of
One Hundred and Ninety-eight Cases. C. F. Painter and A. P.
Cornwall.

Stomach Diseases from a Medical Standpoint. G. A. McEvoy.

Etiology of Gallstones.—W. I. Clark states that since

liypotheses and the experimental evidence agree upon the

stagnation of bile as the inost important predisposing factor

to gallstone formation, the first step in the sequence will

be a stagnation of bile caused by one of a number of

possible causes. Thus, the patient would have suffered

from gastroptosis, pregnancy, or some condition mechan-
ically hindering the free flow of bile ; or, on the other

hand, be a person of sedentary habit and chronic indiges-

tion. Further careful anatomical investigation should

show some hitherto undemonstrated etiological factors.

In a large number of cases no preceding condition can be

found except typhoid fever or chronic indigestion. The
contraction of the gall-bladder is governed by a reflex

established in the duodenum by the acid chyme, so that a

chronic catarrh of the stomach and duodenum might pro-

duce a reflex congestion of the mucous membrane of the

sall-bladder. This congestion would afford a fertile field

for bacterial infection through the bile. An examination of

the gall-bladder in the pregallstone stage would show a

somewhat enlarged bladder with a congested mucous
membrane ; the bile is sterile and shows an increased per-

centage of cholesterin and calcium. Such a gall-bladder

would give no symptoms. The next stage is that of be-

ginning stone formation. Bacteria absorbed from the in-

testine are excreted in the bile and lodge in the congested

luucous membrane of the gall-bladder. Here they estab-

lish a catarrh with an enormous increase in the mucous
glands ; with this there is an increase of mucus tending to

cause a precipitation of calcium and a change of reaction

of the bile, and increased necrosis and desquamation of

epithelial cells, resulting in cholesterin formation. The
ne.xt stage is the stage of development of gallstones. All

the classical conditions for cholelithiasis are now present.

The enlarged and relaxed gall-bladder is filled with stag-

nant bile supersaturated with cholesterin and calcium. The .

stones are soft and readily take impressions from their

neighbors and from the contractions of the gall-bladder.

A gradual increase in size and number of the stones takes

place during this stage and their presence accentuates the

catarrhal condition of the mucous membrane, .-^n increase

in virulence of the bacteria is more frequently the cause

of pain than the passage of a stone into the cystic duct.

Most recent authors believe the pain of cholecystic gall-

stones is due to acute infection rather than mechanical

passage.

A Fallacy in Psychotherapy.—J. E. Donley states

that in the sphere of the mental life it has long since

been realized that spiritual conflicts are fraught with most

disagreeable and disabling consequences. If there are

many who escape the ill-effects of luental analysis, there

are also many who suffer seriously from the wounds this

tendency inflicts. Among the latter are nervous people, the

evil genius of whose existence is morbid subjectivism.

"Fighting it out" is but a continuous, systematic, deliber-

ate perpetuation of this same subjectivism. Through a

number of valuable researches one has come into posses-

sion of a vastly more comprehensive knowledge of the

factors at w'ork in the production and maintenance of dif-

ferent states of 'psychological instability. The researches

of Jung, of Zurich, into the problems of association have

opened up an entirely new and fertile field to students of

mental life. Experimenting with a considerable number of

persons Jung discovered that there are certain associa-

tions of ideas which liberate a marked emotional wave, and

certain others which produce little or none. By means of

psychological experiments for measuring the reaction time

for association of ideas it is possible to determine that

there are certain ideas for which the reaction time is

lengthened. In these cases the cause of the prolonged re-

action time, according to Jung and his followers, is that

the association of ideas aroused by the stimulus word was

of such personal and significant interest to that individual

as to give rise to an accompanying emotional state which

interfered with the rapidity of association, which blocked

it, as it were, and caused a lengthening of the reaction time.

By means of another experiment it may be determined

that there are changes in the electrical resistance of the

body during the formation of an association carrying with

it a distinct einotional load. It may be demonstrated that

a mere word which sets off an emotion produces a per-

fectly measurable electrical change. One may thus per-

ceive the profound influence of certain associations of

ideas upon one's emotional stability. Against the militant

attitude of "fighting it out" another objection may be

raised. Utilizing the method originated by Pierre Janet

and further elaborated by Breuer and Frend. one has

learned that the effort to crowd out of mind, to suppress,

the memory of a disagreeable experience or set of exper-

iences, in a word, to "forget it," is oftentimes the source of

troublesome nervous disorders. This is most strikingly

illustrated in the case of personal religious crises in w-hich

the fierce emotional struggle is frequently a source of dis-

content and unhappiness. Only an attitude of surrender
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will terminate the latter. This same attitude may be at-

tained through an appeal to religion, as well as to a com-
mon sense philosophy of life.

Spontaneous Dislocation of the Hip.—C. G. Cumston
states that it is striking how frequently the hip joint is the

seat of spontaneous dislocation, the most important causal

factors of which are typhoid fever and acute articular

rheumatism. Then, in order of frequency, come scarlet

fever, influenza, smallpox, gonorrhea, erysipelas, and puer-

l)eral fever. The dislocation usually takes place during

convalescence, and is particularly apparent in typhoid fever,

while in acute articular rheumatism and scarlet fever the

complication is prone to occur during the progress of the

disease. Three factors must be combined in order to pro-

iluce a spontaneous dislocation, namely, (i) a bad position

of the limb, particularly favoring the functions of a group

of muscles; (2) atrophy and paralysis of the antagonist;

and (3) relaxation of the capsule and ligaments. This

theory, however, is not satisfactory because there usually

must also be some external cause in order to produce a dis-

location. This external cause may be found in trauma

even if ever so slight. One may briefly summarize the most

important pathologic changes occurring in spontaneous dis-

location of the hip as follows; (l) Comparatively slight

changes in the joint, especially over the femoral head;

slight cartilaginous outgrow^ths in the glenoid cavity; (2)

connective tissue overgrowth in the glenoid cavity; (3)

sloping or flattening of the roof of the acetabulum ; (4)

muscular atrophy with contraction of the antagonists. The
symptoms are quite the same as in the traumatic type. Re-

yarding the treatment of the dislocation, the principal aims

to be obtained are, first, to reduce the dislocation if pos-

sible, and, secondly, if this is an impossibilir\", to transform

the bad position of the limb into a functionally useful one.

Two methods are at one's disposal, namely, the bloodless

and the operative. The three operative procedures available

are operative reduction, resection, and subtrochanteric os-

teotomy.

The Technique of Arthrotomy.—C. F. Painter and
.-\. P. Cornwall continue their article upon this subject.

Stomach Diseases from a Medical Standpoint.—G. A.

McEvoy concludes that if special attention be paid to the

proper use of the tube as a diagnostic measure, and if the

diseases of the stomach be treated according to the me-

chanical changes produced pathologically, better results will

be obtained medically and fewer cases be referred to the

surgeons.

New York Medical Journal.

Xvvembcr 5. 1910.

Further Observations on the Use of the Ehrlich-IIata Preparation
606 in the Treatment of Syphilis. J. A. Fordvce.

Vit.il Statistics in the Promotion of Public Health. W. H. Guilfoy.
Tuberculosis of Bones and Toints. E. M. Brown.
The Diapmosis and Treatment of Tuberculous Joints. P. P. .Swett.

.\ Rational Basis for the Treatment of Narcotic Drug .\ddiction.

G. E. Pettey.
Tlie Kind of Inebriate Who Needs State Care and the Kind Who
Needs the Private Sanatorium. C. C. Wholev.

Tissue Cell Evolution. A Theory of Senescence. I. L. Nascher.^

Modern Neurology on Spiritualism and Possession. T. A. Wil-
liams.

Observations on 606.—J. A. Fordyce presents a his-

tory of this remedy, stating that already from 12.000 to

15,000 patients have been treated by it and that the drug

has now been accorded a firm foothold in the therapy of

syphilis.

Vital Statistics.—\\'. H. Guilfoy considers the ques-

tion of mortality and mortality rates. The country that

first entered the field of mortality statistics was Sweden,

in 1749. It is not surprising that the lowest rate of mortal-

ity in Europe is to be found in the Scandinavian peninsula.

Improved vital statistics is the demand of the hour, and

in so far as further progress is made in this direction, then

so far will corresponding advance be made in preventive

medicine. It has been repeatedly show-n that given two

cities with varying age groupings of the populations, but

with e.xactly the same death rates at these age groups,

one city will possess a much lower general death rate

than the other, due not to healthier environment but to the

more favorable distribution of ages of the inhabitants ; sex

distribution modifies the death rate, the presence of a

larger proportion of females than males in a population al-

ways tending to lower the rate. As affecting the death

rate density of population is now viewed as of secondary

importance, as compared with the immediate hygienic sur-

roundings, the habits, and intelligence of the dwellers. The

infant mortality is a good inde.x of these latter influences;

in New York, where the number of persons in one block

reaches the astounding mark of 2,471 to each acre, the

number of children dying out of every i^ooo births was

one-half the number dying in blocks with a density less

than one-half ; it must be admitted, though, that all blocks

with a density of 1,000 to the acre showed an increase in

the infant mortality compared with that of the entire

city. The following general factors affect the rate ; Size

of city, density of population, latitude, longitude, elevation,

rate of annual increase, proportion of males, foreign born,

of foreign parentage, of colored, or illiterates, of male

wage earners, of ages, the mean annual maximum and min-

imum temperatures, and mean annual relative humidity; sn

that the general death rate is when analyzed found to be

based upon a very complex set of props, and the influence

of the most important must be measured before

acceptance of it as an index of mortalitj'. In re-

viewing the results obtained in New York since the

organization of the Board of Health, more than forty years

ago, it is noted that the crude rate has decreased from

26.61 to 16.21, almost 40 per cent. ; the decrease percentage

at age groups representing infancy, childhood, youth, ma-

turity, decline, and old age was as follows; Infancy, 45;

childhood, 42; youth, 32; maturity, 25; decHne, 3; old age.

6. The death rate among females as compared with males

is lower in each decenniuni and at each age

group ; by far the greatest saving in human life has taken

place before the age of forty-five, and above this latter

the saving is comparatively very small. The rungs at the

bottom of the ladder of life are being carefully looked

after ; those at the middle of the ladder have been neg-

lected; the physical welfare of the man has been lost

sight of in the multitude of attempts at prolongation and

betterment of the physical properties of the child ; it is time

that the vital statisticians should by investigations show-

that the mortality from the diseases affecting middle age

is increasing, in order that man may be educated into fol-

lowing the ordinary rules of morality, sobriety, and mod-

eration in all things, even in work. The diseases of the

kidney, heart, arteries, brain, and digestive organs arc

growing apace.

Tuberculosis of Bones and Joints.—E. M. Brown
states that the improvement in treatment along surgical

lines has not been as great as one would wish. The study

of the pathologj' of bone and joint tuberculosis has been

neglected. There are three divisions to the treatment

;

first, general or constitutional ; second, specific or serum

treatment; and thiid, local treatment, which is subdivided

into injection, mechanical, and operative. The general

treatment includes fresh air, nourishing diet, good hygienic

conditions, rest, exercise, massage, and cod liver oil. In

the specific treatment tuberculin properly administered is

of definite value. In the injection treatment the following

substances have been used ; iodoform emulsion, Calot's

iodoformized oil mixture, sterile petrolatum, the Mosetig-

Moorhof iodoform plug, bismuth paste, glycerogelatin for-

malin bone plug, and carbolic acid alcohol. In the super-

ficial bones the .r-rays have proved helpful. Bier's treat-

ment of passive hyperemia is a valuable therapeutic meas-

ure in these cases. The rest secured bv mechanical treat-
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ment is obtained by fixation, relief from weight bearing,

and by traction to prevent the pressure trauma of reflex

muscular spasm. The advantages of operative treatment

are: disease can at once be thoroughly eradicated, or

so nearly so that the patient easily overcomes the disease;

dissemination of the disease is prevented; the treatment is

shortened ; the general condition of the patient rapidly im-

proves ; the length of the limb and function of the joints

are preserved to the best possible degree.

Diagnosis and Treatment of Tuberculous Joints.

—

P. P. Swett discusses four elements in the diagnosis,

namely, the history of the case, physical examination of

the part, radiographical examination, and tuberculin test;

also the indications for the conservative and radical treat-

ment. In a general way it is said that, contrary to the

popular idea, joint tuberculosis in adults—considering fresh

invasions and not merely the lighting up of old processes

—is fully as amenable to conservative treatment as it is in

children. The primary adult cases outside of this class are

apt to be fulminating cases. Goldthwait gives the follow-

ing reasons for the practice of radical surgery in adults;

a. Impatience of conservatism, or inability to give up time

to conservatism, b. Failure of conservative methods either

to control or check the local advance of disease, c. Dan-

ger of general infection, d. Preservation of function in

joint, e. Intolerance of apparatus.

Narcotic Drug Addiction.—G. E. Pettey states that

in the treatment of a series of 200 cases the conclusion was

reached that the retained excrementitious matter was the

cause of all the dangerous and most of the painful symp-

toms incident to the withdrawal of an opiate, in fact, that,

when the system was freed from toxic matter and the

portal system disengorged, morphine or other opiate could

be at once withdrawn without shock, collapse, heart fail-

ure, diarrhea, or other dangerous symptoms, and that tlie

suffering incident to such withdrawal would subside in a

few days' time without further treatment of any kind. It

was also found that this suffering, severe as it would other-

wise be, could be obviated and these days passed in com-

fort by the discreet administration of any member of the

belladonna group of remedies. All desire for the opiate

as well as all necessity for its use were removed by this

course of treatment. The patient must be protected from

severe suffering, nerve strain, and damaging mental impres-

sions during the treatment, in fact, no cure can be ex-

pected from any plan of treatment which involves severe

or protracted suffering such as do the reduction methods

heretofore so much in vogue; that no drug patient can be

considered cured until he has been made mentally and phys-

ically independent of all drugs, taught to rely on his own

resources, and fully convinced of his ability to do so.

Inebriates.—C. C. Wholey discusses two types of

cases. The first of these is one which in a city environ-

ment is considered practically hopeless for permanent

cure. He is simply an adult child for whom the constant

guardianship of an institution is the only remedy. The so-

lution of the problem for such creatures is that the State

shall care for them as it cares for its helpless and insane.

They are true degenerates and will never gain sufficient

stamina to resist temptation if circumstances place them in

an unfortunate environment; after any course of treatment

the same tendency to dissipate and the same perverse traits

of character will remain. In custodial colonies such indi-

viduals can often be made self supporting, thus relieving

society of the financial and demoralizing burden they now

constitute. Every State must sooner or later provide for

this class of derelict. The second type is one in which the

habit is merely a symptom of some underlying neurosis or

phobia. One may find in a large percentage of drug habi-

tues some physical or mental cause, which, if one but take

the pains to discover, often furnishes the clue for bringing

about a cure of the addiction. For this class of patients

treatment in a sanatorium, covering varying lengths of

time, offers the surest means of successful and permanent

cure.

A Theory of Senescence.— 1. L. Nascher states that

senescence is not due to any one cause. There is undoubt-

edly a determining factor which is the subject of the

various theories that have been advanced. Upon the theory

of tissue cell evolution life must cease when the cells have

reached a stage in their evolutionary progress when the

organs which they form are so changed that they cannot

carry on the functions of life. It makes no provision for

disease as a causative or even an essential factor in the

production of senility, for disease is abnormal ; it is an in-

terference with the molecular condition or some property

of the cell. It rejects arteriosclerosis as a causative or

essential factor, but it includes it among the contributing

factors of senility. Some of the contributing causes hasten

senile changes by interfering with vital functions.

Spiritualism and Possession.—T. A. Williams believes

that it is unfortunate that medical men of America are

not better informed on psychopathology. To this is attrib-

uted the extensive vogue of spiritualism, clairvoyance, and

the various cults of mental healing.

Journal of the American Medical Association.
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The Prophylaxis of Cancer. C. H. Mayo.
Etiology of Cancer of the Skin. L. Loeb.
Treatment of Malignant Growths of the Skin from a Dermatologic

Standpoint. W. A. Pusey.
Surgical Treatment cf Cutaneous Malijsnant Growths. J. C. Blood-

(rood.

Pathology of Malignant Diseases of Non-Epithelial Formation. F. B.

Mallory.
The Pathology of Malignant Epithelial Growths of the Skin. J. A.

Fordyce.
Preliminary Report on the Clinical Significance of Indicanuria. G.

Baar.
The Comparative Efficiency of Some Common Germicides. W. E.

Post and H. K. Nicoll.

The Principles of Hydrotherapy. T. McCrae.
Teaching the Student the Operation of Paracentesis of the Drum

Head. H. Fiiedenwald.
Tetanus Successfully Treated with Large Quantities of Antitoxin.

A. J. Caffrey.
The Muffled Roem in Treatment of Acute Insanity. S. Brown.

Cancer Prophylaxis.—C. H. Mayo says that one

must consider the irritation of groups of epithelial cells as

the primary origin of cancer, and that it is evident that

there exists a precancerous condition. The unproved type,

that of prenatal displacement, one is unable to recognize.

The postnatal type one recognizes at least in tumors of

a temporary benign character in their more regular and

uniform arrangement of structure and cells, such as skin

warts, vesical papillomata, cell inclusions in scars and the

results of long-continued irritations to tissues. These

growths resemble the embryologic development of cells

merely in the power of cell multiplication and in the con-

tinuance of type in the metastasis and transplantation of thS

growth. Bashford shows that, while no race is exempt

from cancer, the predilection for the disease in certain

countries is more from local irritation than from climate,

soil, and diet. Why it is not more common following

chronic irritation it is impossible to say. It is not necessary

to suppose a parasitic origin of the disease to account for

its occurrence. In classifying the causes which may render

precancerous conditions active one must apparently in-

clude nerve fatigue. Cancer of the stomach, bladder, and

large bowel undoubtedly result from chronic local irritation,

and the question arises whether the supposed repeated

medical healing of gastric ulcers relieves the tendency to

cancer, a large percentage of which develops on ulcers.

The modern surgical tendency is to excise ulcers in their

precancerous condition, and this should be the rule also

with bladder papillomas. He also recommends it in case

of hyperplasia of the prostate, even before it has caused

distress, on account of the cancerous tendency of the or-

gan. A rapidly growing, hard goiter should be looked on

as a menace and early operation .-idvised. Patients with
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thyroid tumors indicate that an adenoma may cause carci-

noma in about one in twenty-five or thirty cases. The irri-

tative effects of tumors of the uterus arc also noticed, and,

while operation should not be advised in all cases, they

should be removed if they cause symptoms, by myomec-
tomy in the young and hysterectomy in the older individ-

ual as methods of choice. Tumors of the breast should be

watched also with great care, and physicians should not

assume the responsibility of delay, but inform the patients

of the risk they run. He urges the early performance of

the radical operation in early cancer of the breast. As tu

methods of cure one must admit a wide difference in ma-
lignancy, but there is also a wide difference in the resistance

of the cases. Serum treatment seems to offer some promise.

Patients should be informed in the precancerous stage of

their disorder and realize that the danger is not in sur-

gery, but in delayed surgery. It is this last which has

caused it to fall into any discredit it has with patients at

the present time.

Etiology of Skin Cancer.—L. Loeb states that the

etiologic factors of skin cancer are external and internal.

The external factors of importance are: i. Light rays, es-

l)ecially the short-wave ones, which are active in the can-

cer of seamen and in that of old people which are found

mainly on parts exposed to light. The .r-rays are responsi-

ble for the cancer of .»--ray operators. 2. Certain chemical

factors are undoubtedly the cause of cancer, such as that

of chimney-sweeps and paraffin and coal-tar workers. Ar-

senic, taken over long periods of time, influences the skin.

3. Certain mechanical irritations, such as heat, friction, etc.,

are also factors. 4. There may also be mentioned those

conditions or organisms that cause lupus, psoriasis, and cer-

tain scars and ulcers. One has less definite knowledge of

the internal conditions. Cancer arising from a congenital

pigmented mole indicates that a certain localized and con-

genital hereditary condition is to be reckoned with, and

there is undoubtedly a susceptibility to the ultraviolet rays

of light in some persons. The author takes up the embry
onic theory, but does not consider it sustained by facts.

So far as old age is concerned, he also discredits it as a

direct factor, as far as the epidermis is concerned. Instead

of explaining various skin lesions as due to premature

senescence, one should take the view that the senile

changes are due to long-continued injurious external in-

fluences. While at the present time one should keep in

mind the possibility of an etiologic significance of micro-

organisms, their connection with cancer seems to be hardly

probable. The effects of irritants among the external

causes are suggested as corresponding with the chemical

activity of internal organs as a factor in cancer growth, h\

stimulating the overlying epidermis.

Cutaneous Carcinoma.—W. .\. Pusey states that the

only internal remedy which he thinks entitled to the slight

est consideration is arsenic, which has a definite effect on

the nutrition of the skin when given in large doses, and

has cured some cases of sarcoma, while some careful

observers think it is of benefit also in carcinoma. The

most popular method is excision, which is the crudest meth-

od of treatment, since it takes no account of the ability

of the tissues to assist in the defense against cancer. .A

clean excision must remove every cell of carcinoma to be

^uccessfuI, and, if it fails in this, the disease remain.';. Of

other methods the author excludes from consideration all

measures not vigorously destructive. Such are superficial

caustics, substances like pyoktanin, which provoke epidenni-

zation and healing and which are especially dangerous in

inexperienced hands, electricity, simple curettage, and elec-

trolysis, which is occasionally used for minute epitheliomas,

and refrigeration by liquid air, which is not sufficiently de-

structive and should be used with caution, if at all, and

only in carefully selected cases. There remain the .strong

I'hemical caustics, arsenous acid, zinc chlorid, caustic pot

ash, and acid nitrate of mercury. The successful treatment

of epitheliomas with caustics requires acquaintance with

the methods before undertaking their use, and knowledge

and judgment are needed. No one method or technique is

applicable to all cases. No one not blind to facts can deny

that carcinomous tissue can be destroyed by the ^-ray, and

it has theoretical advantages.

Surgical Treatment of Skin Cancer.—J. C. Bloodgood
states that tlie extent of the operation varies with the type

of growth. In general it may be said that for sarcoma a

local operation is sufficient, while in carcinoma of the squa-

mous type the local operation should, in most cases, be

combined with dissection of the neighboring lymphatic

glands and surrounding tissues. His article is based on the

study of sixty-five cases of malignant pigmented moles,

forty-five cases of sarcoma of the derma, and 812 cases of

epithelial tumors of the skin and mucosa. A study of the

first class, of the congenital pigmented moles, illustrates

the importance of the removal of certain forms of benign

congenital moles which have a tendency later to become
malignant. He gives his opinion that such moles should

always be removed, especially when liable to trauma, and

he urges complete e.xcision with the knife in preference

to any other method. In sarcoma of the derma there is

generally a history of congenital nevus, of acquired or con-

genital fibroma, or the tumor has originated in scar tissue.

In case of a nevus, the type is that of an angiosarcoma,

and with few exceptions the malignant connective tissue

tumor arising from a scar or fibroma is the fibro-spindle

cell type. Several interesting cases of sarcoma from nevus

and scar tissue are reported, and he specially speaks of the

relation of scar tissue to different pathologic processes,

especially keloid, which it is important to differentiate from
fibro-spindle-celled sarcoma. If there is any doubt he

should advise its treatment as sarcoma, though the local

operation need not usually be very extensive in these bor-

derline cases. There is also difficulty in the differentiation

of fibroma and sarcoma of the skin. Other forms of skin

trouble noticed are fibromyxoma, connective tissue cysts

and lymphangioma, all rare of dermal origin. The prog-

nosis and treatment of epithelioma according to site is

taken up, and the public should be educated as to the im-

portance of immediate consultation as to any ulcer, indura-

tion, wart, or scab on the mucocutaneous border of the

lower lip. Cases of cancer of the tongue are too rarely

submitted to the surgeon sufficiently early, and the opera-

tion has usually been too extensive in some respects and
not sufficiently so in others.

Non-Epithelial Tumors.—F. B. Mallory concludes
that it is advisable to discard certain loose and indefinite

terms frequently used in connection with tumors and to

strive for definite diagnoses and exact terms.

Malignant Skin Growths.—J. A. Fordycc states that
the study of cutaneous malignant growths indicates a mul-

tiple etiology. Epithelioma developing from x-ray and sun-

light or other radiant agency forms a strong argument
against the parasitic nature of the disease, and the occur-

rence of epithelioma in xeroderma pigmentosum and like

conditions of the skin coming on in old age or middle life,

also points the same way. Further, he states that the action

of chemical substances on epithelioma, such as arsenic, tar,

tobacco, etc., shows that a variety of agents have the

power to stimulate epithelial mitoses which may pass into

malignancy. Cancers which develop on scar tissue or ante-

cedent skin disease, like lupus, syphilis, etc., suggest that

we are dealing with misplaced cells in some cases and in

others with degenerative processes impairing the functional

activity of the cells, followed as a consequence by vegeta-
tive activity.

Indicanuria.—G. Baar, on the basis of ten thousand
examinations for indican. states that trauma to the intesti-

nal wall is sufficient to produce indican, if sufficiently pro-
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lunged and severe, whether it occurs through mechanical

injury in operation, adhesions or coprostasis. Enteroptosis

may produce this latter condition and thus produce exag-

gerated intestinal putrefaction with its consequences. The

constant finding of indican in, constipation complicated with

cardiac insufficiency is notable. Indicanuria exists in ex-

treme hepatic insufficiency, and with gastric hyperacidity,

especially with gastric and duodenal ulcers. In several

cases of ozena and dental caries indicanuria was conspic-

uous, though there were no other signs of pathologic con-

ditions. The insufficiency of pancreatic juice with its con-

secutive increase of intestinal putrefaction was shown in

two cases of carcinoma of the pancreas with ever-present

excessive indican. Bile insufficiency as a cause of indi-

canuria was not especially proven by his studies. About
lifty cases of icterus w-ith complete occlusion of the com-

mon duct showed indicanuria in only ten cases. In three

of these there was drainage through a cholecystotomy with

al)Solutely acholic stools. As regards treatment, he men-

lions three cases with excessive indican, one of perni-

cious anemia and the other of depressive neurasthenia, in

which the indican disappeared and the condition markedly

improved with the use of l per cent, ichthyul irrigations

carried high up into the colon.

Common Germicides.—W. E. Post and H. K. Nicoll

licrformed a series of investigations which showed the fol-

lowing results. I. The reliability of the prompt action of

a few simple germicides, such as tincture of green soap,

alcohol in solutions above 50 per cent., silver nitrate solu-

tions as dilute as l to 1,000, the iodin solutions, eitlier as

the tincture or in aqueous solutions with potassium iodid,

phenol in 5 per cent, solution. 2. The unreliability of many
agents prevalently supposed to be effective germicides. 3.

The slow action of solutions of mercuric chlorid, although

when given hours to act it is effective in high dilution.

-|. The economic importance in the choice of germicides.

This is of special interest to the managers of hospitals,

since there is a great difference in expense between fur-

nishing the much-advertised, high-priced (yet less effective)

articles in concentrated solutions, and the simple, cheaper

(yet more effective) articles in higher dilutions. In one

hospital alone, where advantage has been taken of this

difference, the saving has been several hundred dollars a

\enr, and efficiency has been increased at the same time.

Hydrotherapy.—T. McCrae discusses this method of

treatment under three heads : Internal, local, and general

hydrotherapy. One of the most marked examples of its

benefit is seen in the acute infections, in which the greatest

danger lies in toxemia. In some of the lesser infections,

such as tonsillitis, some forms of chronic arthritis ap-

parently of toxic origin, and in some nervous diseases, the

effects of the internal administration of water are

marked. The absurdity of giving diuretic drugs without

also giving water is admitted. One should consider the

condition of the circulation and the kidneys, but, in gen-

eral, these are more liable to be injured by toxins than by

hydrotherapy. In typhoid fever, for example, one should
iry to have the patients pass at least 3,000 c.c, or, better.

5.000 c,c. of urine every day. In pneumonia one could

hardly reach such amounts; probably 2,000 c.c. would be

as much as could be passed. In septicemia again one may
hope to obtain the larger amounts. In certain diseases, like

gout, arteriosclerosis, or chronic arthritis, one advises the

free ingestion of water as a routine measure, having re-

gard always to the state of the circulation. Metabolism is

probably helped and the excretion of toxins aided. The in-

fluence on the disgestive tract should be kept in mind,
however, as too much water might be injurious to an
atonic stomach. In local hydrotherapy the circulatory and
nervous systems are especially involved and it is sometimes
difficult to say which plays the more important part. There
are several factors at work. One of the most important is

the influence on the blood-flow ; another is the effect on

osmosis, which is markedly altered in inflamed tissues. In

some applications there is an important effect on deeper

structures. The use of cold compresses to the thorax in

bronchitis is mentioned. The effect on local nervous in-

fluences is show-n by the relief of pain, and it is possible that

the sympathetic system is also involved. General hydro-

therapy is mainly employed by the use of baths, which are

of value in both chronic and acute infections as well as in

various nervous disorders. As in the local use of water,

both the circulatory and the nervous systems are affected.

The use of baths in fevers, and as relief for insomnia,

is mentioned as well-recognized and illustrating both these

uses. Friction as an adjunct to the bath is also mentioned

as stimulating the circulation of the vasomotor system.

Paracentesis of the Drum Head.—H. Fuedenwald

describes a modification of the schematic ear model of

Bacon, by means of wdiich a paraffin paper representation

of the drum membrane enables the student to practice the

operation many times.

Treatment of Tetanus.—.\. J. Cafi'rey describes a

case of tetanus successfully treated with large doses of

tetanus antitu.xin, a toial of 45,000 units having been used.

Muffled Room in Treatment of Acute Insanity.—S.

Crown states that the question of satisfactory muffling de-

pends on the treatment of the doors, windows, floors, ceil-

ings and partitions, and is a problem for the practical

architect and engineer to solve. So far it has not been

satisfactorilv worked out.
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Two Cases of Malignant Pustule. L. A. Parry.
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The Chief Aim of Medicine.—S. Delepine believes

that the object of preventive medicine is to keep the living

organism in that state characterized by a certain duration

of life, absence of pain, capacity for work, and power of

reproduction, which is commonly known as health. One

must look upon health as the normal reaction of the normal

organism to its average environment and circumstances.

The day may come when man will be in a position so to

control the conditions of life as to raise the standard of

health above the present level. During the past 48 years

in England and Wales, as the result of preventive measures,

the death rate has fallen from 21 to 14. Further progress

is to be e.xpected. An analysis of the chief causes of death

in igo8 shows that more than one-half of the deaths were

due to preventable causes.

Hematemesis.—Sir Dyce Duckworth discusses some
of the causes of gastric hemorrhage and the appropriate

treatment for patients suffering from it. The most common
cause is gastric ulceration. Modern surgery has increased

one's knowledge. Inspection of the gastric mucosa on the

operation table in some cases of severe recurrent hemor-

rhage has revealed a lesion whicli had no resemblance

to ulcer as commonly recognized in the post-mortem room,

and conceived as existing beforehand. All that was ap-

parent consisted in a series of small fissures, or chaps,

from which blood oozed freely and continuously. Each of

these being ligatured with fine thread ceased to bleed, and

nothing further remained to be done : recovery followe<I.

Tile iioziiia iiatch was regarded as an erosion, which, in-
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deed, it appeared to be, hardly amounting to an ulcer. Cases

of this kind have probably been regarded as instances of

gastrostaxis, and one may assume that many of thcni cease

to give trouble and heal kindly under appropriate treatment.

The lesions may be multiple and it is certain that they arc

as apt to be serious sources of hemorrhage as are the deep-

er ones. Whatever the lesion, or the degree of it, the treat-

ment of the patient is the same, and it consists in absolute

rest, recumbency with head low, and morphine given hypo-

dermically. Nothing whatever is to be given by the r.iouil;,

not even iced-water or pieces of ice. Saline solution, m
half-pint quantities, should be given by the bowel, a.id nu-

trient enemat.i consisting of from eight to ten uinices nf

peptonised milk, with yolk of egg and grape sugar, repeated

three or four times each day for at least three days. The
mouth should be cleansed with borax, thymol, and warm
water several times a day. As regards drugs, astringents

are not now used as formerly. Subnitrate of bismuth and

calcined magnesia are best employed a few days after

bleeding has stopped. The lower bowel should be washed
out daily. In cases in which ulceration is found near the

pylorus, it is desirable to perform gastroenterostomy, on

account of the risk of pyloric obstruction. Many patients

suffer from gastric ulcer without any hemorrhage or with

very small bleedings. As regards hemorrhages from can-

cerous growth in the stomach, this condition is not met

with in persons under forty years of a^e. and there is

seldom any serious loss of blood in such cases. Coffee-

ground vomit is more common, although this is also met

with in acute and chronic ulcers. Apart from gastric ulcer-

ation, the most formidable cases of hematemesis are those

dependent on advanced cirrhosis of the liver. The bleed-

ing commonly occurs from esophageal varices, and the

loss of blood is sometimes enormous, recurrence being al-

most certainly fatal.

Acute Pancreatitis.—A. E. Barker reports a case of

this condition in which recovery followed operation. The
original attack in this case was not due to one of those

fulminating processes in which wide sloughing of tlie pan-

creas occurs, from which no recoveries under any treat-

ment can be expected. But the suddenness and severity of

its onset, with fever, peritonitis, and fat necrosis, justify its

being placed among the acute cases. The opportunity of

examining the abdomen in vivo some eight months after

an attack of pancreatitis showing the absence of any pal-

pable evidence of damage from the earlier inflammation of

the pancreas encourages the hope that prompt drainage

from behind may serve to arrest the disease in other cases.

Phagocytosis of Erythrocytes by Endothelial Cells.

—W. O. Meek as the result of a series of investigations

comes to the following conclusions : I. That preparations

of endothelial cells are especially suitable for observations

on heniophagocytosis. 2. Human blood sera, whether from

"natural" or "immune" sources, wdiich cause agglutination

of other human red blood corpuscles, can be shown to also

bring about phagocytosis of these erythrocytes by endothe-

lial cells. 3. That the amount of "hemopsonin" in such

sera is closely related to the amount of "hemagglutinin"

Thich they contain.

Delayed Chloroform Poisoning.—E. D. Telford rt

ports the case of a woman aged 47 years upon whom
an operation for pyloric obstruction had been performed

under chloroform anesthesia. After 56 hours, "coffee-

ground" vomiting began, and with increased pulse-rate,

delirium, and restlessness, continued till death occurred

four days after the operation. At autopsy, the liver was

found to be slightly enlarged, of bright yellow color, and

showing an extreme degree of fatty degeneration. .At the

operation the liver had been found normal. A review of

the literature of "delayed anesthetic poisoning" shows that

the vast majority of the cases have occurred after the ad-

ministration of chloroform, and that but few have lieeii

noted after the use of ether. It appears probable from both

clinical and experimental work that any general anesthetic

induces a state of acidosis, and the relative immunity from

untoward results shown by the ether cases is probably due

10 the fact that the danger lies more in embarrassed ex-

cretion than in increased production of the acid bodies,

and that ether hampers the kidneys less in their work than

does chloroform.

Aconite Poisoning.—W. Edgecombe reports a case of

recovery of an adult from accidental poisoning resulting

from the drinking of an amount of a liniment containing

the equivalent of about one-eighth grain of aconitine, or

thirty-one times the maximum dose.

Nasopharyngeal Fibromata.—W. Guthrie describes

two cases in which these growths were removed, in which

the methods employed was that advocated liy Brady, with

the dift'erence that the anterior bony nasal aperture is

widened through an intranasal instead of an external in-

cision.

Ascites and Subcutaneous Drainage.—P. Paterson de-

scribes his method of draining the peritoneal cavity in cases

of ascites by means of a glass drain of such a shape that

it will not slip into the peritoneal cavity. The drain con-

sists of a perforated glass cylinder expanded into a flange

at each end. This is introduced through an abdominal in-

cision in such a manner that one flange should lie flat on

the peritoneum and one on the abdominal aponeurosis,

without any pressure being e-xerciscd on the intervening

tissues.

Esophoria Not Caused by Refractive Errors.—R. A.

Morrell describes a series of cases representing a large

number of patients applying for relief from headaches, in

which the only abnormality to be found is an esophoria

when the patient is accommodating for a near point. This

esophoria is at once relieved by placing a weak convex glass

in front of each eye. Such cases are closely allied to those

classed under the heading of muscular asthenopia, in which

the symptoms are due to some kind of heterophoria.

Malignant Pustule.—L. A. Parry describes two cases

of this condition, and states that the only treatment that

need be referred to is that which is practically universally

adopted—namely, destruction of the primary focus of the

infection, either by caustics, the cautery, or the knife. The

last is the best.

Treatment of Syphilis with 606.—W. Wechselmann,
chief of the dermatological department of the Rudolf

V'irchow Hospital in Berlin, who has treated more cases

with this remedy than anyone else, namely, l,lco patients,

contributes this paper. He concludes that it may now
be taken as certain that the value of the new remedy is

great, nay, more, that it is indispensable, and its danger

is shown to be small. Further work will make known the

limits of its efficacy, but under all circumstances the dis-

covery of it and the creation of chemotherapy form one of

the greatest and happiest events in the history of the na-

tural sciences.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

October 24, 1910.

Semen Findings and Male Sterility.—The fact that

many women pronounced in perfect shape for childbearing

and anxious for children do not conceive and that the

husband appears equally potent has turned the attention of

several authorities in recent years toward a research for

overlooked causes of male sterility. Fiirbringer has re-

cently devoted much time to the semen findings, excluding

such frankly apparent conditions as azosspermia. which is

synonymous with obliteration of the seminal passages.

Other forms of this condition are doubtful as shown by

repeated examinations. It is an accidental and transitory

condition, and even with atrophy of the testicle completely

formed and active spermatozoa are sometimes present. The
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best condition for study of the semen is the fresh and

pure ejaculation as obtained in the condom. It

is not easy to assert offhand just how few sperm-

atozoids must be present to constitute oHgospermia, but it

may be an incidental and transitory condition is evident.

Of much greater significance are changes in the form, mo-

bility and tenacity of life possessed by the spermatozoids.

Changes in form are extremely numerous and may be

termed immature or degenerative in the absence of exact

information. The dark field illumination has naturally come

into use in this connection. The author knows of several

men with badly deformed spermatozoids habitually pres-

ent who have begotten healthy children. Those sperma-

tozoids might be termed atrophic or dwarfish. Hence form

seems no absolute barrier to potency. In regard to slug-

gish, weak or short-lived spermatozoids it is known to be

a fact that disease anywhere in the seminal passages may
be responsible for such behavior, but conception may occur

in spite of it. It is a question whether spermatozoids so

damaged may retain their vitality in the vagina. As re-

gards absolute vitality of these bodies after ejaculation,

they have been seen alive and vigorous for 60 hours later,

even when produced by the aged. They do not always

perish together. The gist of the whole matter seems to

be that one cannot with positive certainty connect anomalies

of form and motion in the spermatozoids with absolute

impotence.

Accidents in Serotherapy.—Jochmann cites very many
of these, some of which occur frequently and seem to

possess a definite relationship to the reaction, while others

are rare and problematic. Among the former are the

rashes, which appear in great variety, and may simulate

the examthems of infectious diseases. The latter or prob-

lematic kind include such phenomena as acute edema of

the glottis. Naturally the results of second injections arc

not included in the primary series. The induced state of

anaphylaxis has prompted the question "is serotherapy des-

tined to defeat its own ends?" The author denies the

existence of a single fatality from pure serum disease. It

is now known that the latter tends to follow the larger

doses. But these are necessary to produce curative results

in cerebrospinal meningitis, streptococcus disease, etc. A
good-sized immunizing dose is more valuable and safe

than an extra large curative dose. The future of serothe-

rapy must be bound up in the search for a practicable

sertim from some animal other than the horse, although

the latter must be depended on in part, as for first injec-

tions. Anaphylaxis may be prevented in part by using

other sera for successive injections. Serum disease may
also be prevented to some extent by giving calcium chloride

for three days before an injection. About one gram
should be given on each of the three days, per os or subcu-

taneously. The author does not believe this resource to

have any power in anaphylaxis. When serum disease has

once appeared it must be treated symptomatically. The
joint pains of serum disease, Jochmann says, do not vield

to salicylic acid.

Recent Statistics Concerning the Warfare Against
Tuberculosis.—Prof. B. Frankel of Berlin devotes a

few paragraphs to this subject. The method of collecting

results in this connection takes cognizance of a zero stage

(stage o), which corresponds roughly to the pretuber-

culous stage and may readily be confounded vv'ith the

"first stage" of common acceptance, unless sharply marked
criteria are enforced. In fact, the o stage is set down as

implying a condition somewhat superior to stage i. It is

of course, possible that under the new procedure manv
who would not come to consultation are rounded up, hos-

pitalized and discharged cured, along with those who pre-

sent slight, although manifest, evidences of infection. The
death rate among those actually treated for phthisis is

still heavy, hut has shown a marked falling off. We note

no figures as to the ratio of mortality from tuberculosis

to the general mortality in the tuberculous years. It used

to be an axiom in life insurance circles that a candidate

for tuberculosis was relatively shortlived and that if he

did not succumb to tuberculosis he would perish of some
other affection. The entire movement against tubercu-

losis is doing good beyond expectations, but we should not

grow weary of well-doing, nor should we believe that we

have exhausted our resources. What has been done has

been well done, but there are evidently reserve resources

which have not yet been pressed into service.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

October 27, 1910.

Treatment of Morphinism.—Weber warns against

confounding the mere effects of morphinism with the de-

generative substratum which paves the way for the habit.

This is shown chiefly in anomalies of character, as

bound up in mental and physical inefficiency. Such indi-

viduals may be trusted to pursue a vocation which is es-

sentially tranquil. Prognosis must be guarded if patient

is subject to neuralgia, biliary colic, etc. Such ailments

should if possible be radically terminated by surgical opera-

tion. A successful cure is usually heralded by normal

pupillary reaction, return of sleep and appetite, and gain in

weight. The mind may, however, exhibit peculiarities for

a much longer period, and hence an aftertreatment of

from 4 to 6 weeks is advisable, especially as it tends to

prevent a sudden relapse. There is a peculiar mental in-

difference which exists even after restoration of the

physical functions. The patient must be made to feel that

he is undergoing a new birth, and it is possible that psycho-

analysis may be able to remove some lurking inimical in-

fluence to a complete regeneration.

Functional Tests of the Pancreas.—Hirschberg con-

cludes that our diagnostic resources in this direction are

extremely divergent, according to the nature of the dis-

ease actually present, all depending upon whether the

gland is wholly or partly destroyed, and whether its secre-

tion is wholly or partly cut off ; and finally upon the phys-

iological presuppositions which have been present in the

minds of the investigators and which have led to the for-

mulation of the tests. One cannot tell in general whether

a given diagnostic resource is more trustworthy than some

other. But if one combines the results of all tests one

should have made essential progress in pancreatic diag-

nosis. In order to recognize acute inflammation of the

pancreas, Wohlgcmuth's test—the increased presence of

diastase in the urine—should be of value. We now make

a diagnosis by this means in vivo where formerly we had

to await the autopsy. Next in value to this urinary test

come the results of fecal investigation as judged by in-

crease of fat and presence of a tryptic and diastasic ac-

tion of the feces. Results of an oil breakfast for pan-

creatic action, the presence of undigested nuclei of meat,

etc., and many other tests are mentioned, covering the

whole of gastrointestinal digestion. Most striking to note

is the complete omission of Cammidge's name.

Lordotic Albuminuria.—Pechnwitsch takes up this

clinical variety of orthostatic albuminuria, which becomes

less in extent when the patient creeps on the floor. It is

due entirely to lordosis in the lumbal region, which fur-

nishes a mechanical obstacle to the passage of blood

through the renal veins. The creeping exercises, as de-

veloped by Klapp, are not only of diagnostic but therapeu-

tic value. The children who suffer from this condition are

of a type predisposed to tuberculosis and are asthenics

in general. The number of varieties of postural albu-

minuria is now known to be considerable, and the predomi-

nant influence in the production of all the varieties is ob-

struction of the venous circulation.
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Sank iSrtitfiua.

Fifty Yeaks of Darwinism. Modern .\speets of Evolu-
tion. Centennial Addresses in Honor of Charles Darwin.
Before the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, Baltimore, Friday, January i, 1909. \cw
York: Henry Holt & Co., 1909.

It is hardly possible for the generation of to-day, for whom
the heresies of only a comparatively short time ago have
always been articles of faith, to realize the truly stupen-

dous nature of the change in scientific thought and feeling

occasioned by the first enunciation of Darwin's doctrines.

Some echoes of the battlefield reach our ears when we read
such books as "Hu.xley's Life and Letters," or the remark-
able "Father and Son," written by Philip Gosse's son; but

of the storm of opposition that greeted the appearance of

"The Origin of Species," of the acrimony of the contro-

versies it engendered, of the havoc among the intellectual

leaders of the time that this bloodless revolution wrougiit,

we can have but little idea. That more extensive research

has sometimes failed to corroborate some of Darwin's
dicta, and that it may be necessary to modify his theories

in more or less important respects, in no way alter the

greatness of his work, the value of which is not only in-

trinsic, but lies also in the momentum of the tremendous
forces of research that he set in motion. In this collection

of addresses, commemorating the centenary of Darwin's
birth and also the fiftieth year since the appearance of the

"Origin," a number of eminent scientists review the evolu-

tion of the doctrine during this period and discuss its

apolication in the most varied fields of natural history.

The growth of some of the modem conceptions, such as

that of De Vries concerning the discontinuity of unit

characters, Waagen's mutation, and rectigradations of Os-
born, is fully outlined and the possibilities and probabili-

ties of the next half century's research are suggested. It

would hardly be possible to produce a more effective sum-
mary of the whole doctrine of evolution as at present

taught, and the method of discussion adopted by the

authors is sufficiently untechnical to be acceptable to any
reader of average intelligence. The w'hole story, from its

stormy beginnings to its present era of rapid amplification

is one of absorbing interest, quite aside from the fact

that familiarity w^ith it is an essential in the mental equip-

ment of every well-educated person, and we know of no
better exposition of its essentials than is to be found in

the present volume. The writers of the separate addresses

are as follows : T. C. Chamberlin. L'niversity of Chicago

;

Edward B. Poulton, Oxford University; John M. Coulter,

University of Chicago; David Starr Jordan, Stanford

University ; Edmund B. Wilson, Columbia University ; D.

T. MacDougall, Carnegie Institution of Washington ; W.
E. Castle, Harvard University; Charles B. Davenport,

Carnegie Institution of Washington: Carl H. Eigenmann,
Indiana University; Henry Fairfield Osborn, Columbia
University and American Museum of Natural History;

and G. Stanley Hall, Clark University.

Practical Pathology. A Manual for Students and Prac-

titioners. Bv G. Sims \\'oodhead, M..-V. (Cantab.).

M.D. (Edin.), Hon. LL.D. (Toronto), Fellow of the

Royal Society, Edinburgh: Professor of Pathology m
the University of Cambridge. With two hundred_ and

seventy-five Colored Illustrations. Fourth edition.

London: Henry Frowde, Oxford University Press;

Hodder & Stoughton, 1910.

It is twenty-five years since the first edition of this well-

known book was issued, and yet, so thorough has been the

work of rewriting and revision that it appears to-day as

one of the most complete and modern manuals we have.

The author was a pioneer in writing what was really a

practical pathology; that is, a treatise in which every step

and procedure necessary for the successful study of a

given tissue are described in detail as part of the discussion

of its pathology, and he has had many imitators, but none

of these, certainlv, has ever surpassed him in the applica-

tion of this method of dealing with the subject. A\ hile

the book is avowedly intended primarily for class-room

use, its breadth of scope and unusual richness in technical

information make it an invaluable w^ork of reference as

well, for both the laboratorv and the library. The opening

chapter deals with the technique of the post-mortem exam-

ination and describes a verv satisfactory and systematic

method. It might be suggested that the introduction of

a few- diagrams illustrating the position and direction of

the various incisions in exposing the body cavities, 0P«"7

ing the heart, etc.. would be of great value here, and would

make the description of the procedures much easier for

the beginner to understand. The following hundred pages

comprise an excellent treatise on section cutting, staining

methods, etc., in which nearly every method of importance
has been incorporated. Somewhat less attention is given
to the preparation of frozen sections, however, than
present-day practice, in this country at least, w-oulcl seem
to require. The use of compressed carbon dioxide gas in

this connection is so great a step in advance as to justify

more than the casual reference the author makes to it,

and the value of thionin as a stain for frozen sections in

rapid diagnostic work is not spoken of at all. In the

description of the methods for paraftin embedding the

recent carbon disulphide method, certainly the most useful
and rapid of all, is not given, and under the celloidin

technique Stepanow's very rapid and excellent clove oil

method has been omitted. The succeeding chapters on
inflammation, organization, and repair, and then on the
various organs and systems of the body, are superlatively

good. The descriptions are marvellously clear and com-
plete and the unusually careful system of cross-referencing

adds greatly to the value of the book. Criticism might
be made of the chapter on the organs of generation
in tht female as being somewhat less full than is desirable,

particularly as this is a subject that is usually treated in

rather stepmotherly fashion in works in general pathology
in spite of its exceedingly great importance ; for example,
out of two hundred and seventy-five illustrations, six

seems rather a small number to allot to this topic. Bac-
teriology has now assumed such proportions, and is cus-
tomarily so fully taught as a separate subject, that it

might appear wiser to give up the nine pages devoted to

it to a more ample discussion of some of the other sub-
jects. The illustrations are unusually beautiful and the

author's judgment in selecting for them sections showing
lesions commonly seen rather than laboratory curiosities

will meet with the approval of all teachers. The mechani-
cal execution of the work is very fine, and only one typo-
graphical error has been encountered, a misspelling of
"sporozoa" occurring tw-ice on page 740. The author is to

be highly congratulated on what is truly a work of re-

markable excellence, and the industry with wdiich he has
kept it so fully abreast of the times without sacrificing any
of its original virtues must command the admiration of
all who have ever attempted a similar task.

A Practical Treatise of Organotherapy. By D. M. Ous-
PE-\sKY, M.D. St. Petersburg [Russian text], 1910.

The author of this monograph is an enthusiastic disciple

of Brown-Seguard, and has collected a great number of
data in reference to the internal secretions of various
organs, their preparations for therapeutic use, and the re-

sults obtained. Not only such glands as the thyroid, the

adrenals, the ovaries, etc., are considered, but also the
lungs, the heart, the intestines, the prostate, etc.. all of
which are supposed to furnish specific secretions, which
may prove useful in the treatment of conditions due to a

supposed organic or functional deficiency of these struc-

tures. The wealth of data contained in the book should
make it useful to such students of this phase of thera-
peutics as are able to read Russian or to obtain correct

translations from this perhaps the least widely known
European language.

Praktische Winke fur die chlorarme Ern.Khrung. Von
Prof. Dr. H. Strauss, dirigierender Arzt der inneren
Abteilung des Jiidischen Krankenhauses in Berlin. Ber-
lin : Verlag von S. Karger, 1910.

This booklet consists of a number of tables giving the

salt-content of various foodstuffs and of numerous "reci-

pes" for the preparation of salt-free dishes. It should
prove very useful in making up diets for chronic nephritic

and cardiac patients.

Essentials of Laboratory Diagnosis. Designed for stu-

dents and practitioners by Francis Ashley Faught, M.
D. Director of the Laboratory of the Department of
Clinical Medicine, and Assistant to the Professor of
Clinical Medicine. Medico-Chirurgical College, etc.. etc.,

Philadelphia. Pa. Containing an Indican Scale in Colors,
Eight Full-Page Plates and Numerous Engravings in the
Te.xt. Second Revised Edition. Philadelphia : F. A.
Davis Company, igio.

In this little volume the author has supplied practically
all the information on laboratory work that the general
practitioner is likely to require. As its title implies, it con-
tains the essentials (and nothing else) of what relates to
clinical laboratory diagnosis. The arrangement of the
material is good, the instructions are clear and concise.
and all superfluous matter is omitted. The section on
blood_ pressure is particularly valuable ; the chapter on
serodiagnosis includes the Wasserman and Noguchi re-
actions.
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#nmty Seporta.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUXTV OF NEW
YORK.

Stated Meeting, Held October 24. 1910.

The President, Dr. John E. Weeks, in the Chair.

Nominations.—The iiomiiiation.s of officers, censors,

and delegates to be elected at the one hundred and fifth

annual meeting (November 28, 1910) preceded the scien-

tific session.

The Relation of Experimental to Human Poliomye-

litis.—Dr. Simon Flexner addressed the Society on

this subject and said that it seemed to him that the ex-

perience of the last three years entirely justified a dis-

cussion on the subject of poliomyelitis before such a repre-

sentative medical body. Many were doubtless familiar

with the fact that within this period of time this disease

had been introduced into the United States and had

widely extended over the country. During the summer
just past there were greater numbers of cases of polio-

myelitis than had ever been known before and probably a

greater number than had occurred in the previous two

years during which this epidemic prevailed. The figures

available, however, were not complete nor accurate; but

from the oflScial figures, as well as from those unofficial,

Dr. Flexner thought it was reasonable to state that there

occurred as many as 20,000 cases of epidemic poliomyelitis

during the past summer in this country. The mortalitj'

from this disease varied from five to ten per cent, and the

percentage of children crippled was probably 75 per cent.

Doctors were not at all adequately informed regarding

all the features of the disease, but what was more im-

portant was that the doctors were not alive to the fact

that epidemic poliomyelitis was a contagious disease. It

was not ea.sy to establish in an individual case precisely

how the disease was acquired ; it was difficult to bring

evidence that was at all convincing that this disease was

contagious. However, the fact of the contagiousness of

poliomyelitis had gradually been spreading. In many quar-

ters the disease had been dealt with by the public authori-

ties as was customary with other established contagious

diseases. Such measures, however, were not generally

undertaken. In the Greater City of New York not to

report these cases he believed to be a flagrant omission.

It was desirable that physicians who dealt with this dis-

ease should realize that they were dealing with a con-

tagious disease, and also that it could be spread by healthy

intermediaries. Since the disease was so terrific in its

effects every precaution should be taken in preventing its

spread. Three years ago epidemic poliomyelitis appeared

on the Atlantic seaboard ; this year it had prevailed along

the Pacific coast, in Mexico, and had spread over this

country to an alarming extent. The disease had been

looked upon as something mysterious; they had but little

knowledge of its agency and of its pathology. However,
since the epidemic of three years ago an opportunity had

been afforded for a study of the disease by experimental

methods. It had been found that it could be transmitted

among the lower animals, but only those that were closely

allied to the human species, namely the monkey. A very

large number of experiments had been conducted with

success upon the lower animals, and particularly upon the

so-called lower monkey. It had been found that poliomy-
elitis could be transmitted to the lower monkey and with

regularity. It was necessary to bring the infected material

from the human source from the central nervous system
and spinal cord in direct relationship with the central nerv-

ous system of the monkey. He knew of no disease that

was so rapidly reproduced in the mrnkey as was poliomy-
elitis, and it probably took in 100 per cent, of the animals
inoculated. It resembled the disease which appeared spon-

taneously in the human being. Monkeys did not spon-

taneously take the disease, and the question naturally

arose why a disease which was so fatal in this species

should not occur naturally or spontaneously in that spe-

cies. This might seem to indicate that the disease was
not so contagious as he had suggested. Dr. Flexner called

attention to the defenses set up against the infection.

There were external as well as internal measures of pre-

vention against microorganisms ; when one came to the

question of the experimental or artificial protection, he

must take into account the natural defenses of the organ-

ism against diseases. The virus of epidemic poliomyelitis

must come into intimate association with the central ner-

vous system before the disease developed. The e.xperimen-

tal study of the disease had established the fact that this

particular virus belonged to that class of infectious agents

which were described as filtrates, the kind that were be-

yond the observation of the human eye. At the present

time he had a virus which had been under observation since

last September, which developed the disease in a

severe form, producing death in animals in 90 per cent,

of the cases, and this virus had been transmitted in from

38 to 40 generations. Whether the virus belonged to the

bacteria or to the protozoa he could not tell. However,
it was a living organism; of this there could be no doubt.

Epidemic poliomyelitis was a disease infectious in char-

acter as well as contagious in nature. The virus could

not be seen by the naked eye, and it was not likely that

it could ever be seen directly or photographed by the ultra

violet rays.

In speaking of the pathogenesis of epidemic poliomy-

elitis, Dr. Flexner said that the indications were that the

virus of this disease did not act directly upon the gray

matter of the cord or ganglion cells of the anterior por-

tion of the cord. The paralysis which resulted was not

due to the immediate effects or results of destruction of

these cells. The disease began as an infection of the

meninges, especially in the tissues near the blood-vessels.

The paralysis was produced partly by a functional dis-

turbance of innervation, because of an interruption of the

blood supply. The vessels became narrowed. What he

thought very important to bear in mind in studying the

pathogenesis of epidemic poliomyelitis was that the res-

toration of function occurred so remarkably that one

should know that he was not dealing with actually de-

stroyed ganglion cells, but that he was dealing with some

functional disturbance. There was no therapy in this

disease which could be regarded in any way as specific

;

the treatment was purely symptomatic. Since there was

such a great variation in the appearance of the disease

and because there was so much to learn regarding its

pathogenesis, it developed upon the laboratory workers

to do something which would tend to mitigate the ravages

of epidemic poliomyelitis. It had been proven that one

attack of the disease when experimentally produced pro-

tected against a subsequent inoculation or infection. It

was not improbable that one attack of the disease pro-

duced a permanent immunity. It was possible to inhibit

the disease by inoculation. Up to the present time in their

experiments with this disease it was possible by means

of a serum secured from an animal recently recovered

from the disease to bring about an interruption in the

progress of the affection. Experimentally they had been

able to control the disease. Dr. Flexner was very hopeful

that when the disease was once acquired it might be con-

trolled. He asked that the medical profession become

more united in believing in the contagiousness of the dis-

ease ; much more then could be accomplished toward the

elimination of this distressing disease.

Dr. L. Emmett Holt said that even five years ago if

anyone had suggested that the disease under discussion

was an infectious or a contagious one, it would have been
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looked upon as a joke. The opportunity for studying the

disease during the past few years had been so great that

it was now a settled question that the disease was spread

from patient to patient. All were brought face to face

continually in practice with the question "What shall we
say about the disease ?" The public now was wide awake

upon this subject, and Dr. Holt recalled' a case in which

the father made the diagnosis of poliomyelitis when the

doctor in attendance had failed to do so. This disease

had had an enormous spread during the past four or five

years and he urged the necessity of a rigid quarantine in

every case. Poliomyelitis promised to become one of the

great scourges of the country. There was a hopeful out-

look for a specific therapy. The profession generally

should be made aware of the great prevalence of the dis-

ease and should be constantly on the lookout for these

cases. There was but little doubt regarding the nature

of the disease, whether it existed epidemically or sporad-

ically ; it was the same disease.

Dr. B. Sachs did not believe that this disease was en-

tirely out of the hands of the clinician, and he called

attention to the fact that while they owed much regarding

the knowledge of its contagiousness to the work of Dr.

Flexner, fully fifteen years ago they knew that this dis-

ease was infectious, if not contagious. Years ago tluy

also know the seasonal influence on the character of the

disease. With regard to the prognosis, Dr. Sachs be-

lieved that a great deal could be done particularly if they

bore in mind certain observations made in Scandinavia

that school houses seemed to play an important role in

the spread of the disease. Many of the cases could be

traced to the school houses. To prevent the spread of

the disease, when a case appeared in a child attending

school, that school should be closed ; in fact, all schools

should be closed that were within a radius of that dis-

ease. So far as the contagiousness of poliomyelitis was

concerned, it was a curious fact that in the hospitals where

the cases were not thoroughly isolated, other cases had not

appeared. He did not know of one family in which

there was one case that infected another member of the

family. However, Dr. Sachs thought it was well to main-

tain a strict rule in regard to the isolation of such patients.

It was a mistake, in his opinion, to be frightened regard-

ing this disease; the mortality in Greater New York was

not greater than 10 per cent, and probably not more than

5. He was surprised at the large number of mild cases

and the large number that ended in complete recovery

without any paralysis. He had made a study of the epi-

demics and he had before no conception that so many

people had been affected and recovered without any resi-

due of paralysis. There was no reason for a panic regard-

ing epidemic poliomyelitis. With regard to the treatment,

as a matter of fact little could be accomplished by the

use of drugs. But everything was to be done by the use

of electricity, gymnastic exercises, and massage. The key-

note in the therapeutic situation was the exercise of the

muscles, actively or passively.

Dr. IsRAF.L Strauss said that poliomyelitis was not a

very infectious disease when compared with such diseases

as scarlet fever and measles; the infections with poliomy-

elitis fell very low when compared with the epidemics in

these other two diseases. The child normally seemed t"

have a great resistance to the virus of poliomyelitis. The

probabilities were that in a few years, rather than in-

creasing, the sporadic form of this scourge would be on

the decrease. One thing he thought should be impressed

upon all, that was that when a man was called in to sec a

case of this nature in which there had occurred paralysis,

he sliould at once call in a skilled orthopedist. H any

quarantine was needed, it should be a strict one.

Dr. Virgil Gibney said that in 1907 when they realized

that they had a terrific epidemic of poliomyelitis to deal

with Dr. i'lexner was communicated with because they all

felt the need of a preventive serum. He was willing to

admit that the orthopedic surgeon could do much agamst

the resulting deformities of poliomyelitis. But the cases

were not gotten by them until the deformities had oc-

curred as a rule. He emphasized the importance of im-

mobilization ; the lower limbs should be completely im-

mobilized from the toes to the free ribs. He said he

was panic stricken in the face of these epidemics. The

orthopedic surgeon must make rapid strides in work on

the disease if he expected to cure the cases, but he must

look to the laboratory for prevention. Dr. Gibney thought

the best plan during the first ten days of the attack was

to immobilize the parts and keep the feet at right angles

to the leg. To prevent much deformity, as much counter-

irritation as the patient could stand should be employed.

Keep the legs and toes extended.

Dr. Le Grand Kerr of Brooklyn (by invitation) said

there was no reason in the face of the facts that they

had at the present time both from a study as to its epidem-

icity and the studies from the laboratory why they should

sit idly by and allow themselves to be parties to the fur-

ther spread of this infection. The cases should always

be isolated and especially during the acute stage. It was

a difficult matter, however, for a doctor to go into a

home and insist upon strict isolation when the Department

of Health in that city or town took no recognition of

the d'sease and its possible infectiousness or contagiosity.

The Department of Health of every city and town should

make this a reportable disease. Closing the public schools

simply added to the hysteria of the public and made mat-

ters worse; such a course, he believed, to be impracticable.

Nitrous Oxide-Oxygen Anesthesia.—Dr. R. C.

CoBURN read this paper. He said that until recent years

the dangers of the anesthetic were considered solely those

occurring upon the operating table, but laboratory investi-

gation had established, beyond a doubt, that a percentage

of surgical mortalitj', hitherto considered to be due to the

patient's condition, effects of the operation, etc., was some-

times directly due to the effects of the anesthetic, even

though death occurred remotely from the time of the

operation. Clinical observation had completely corrobo-

rated this scientific conclusion. Since the discovery of

nitrous oxide-oxj'gen anesthesia, this agent had slowly,

intermittently, but very persistently gained recognition, un-

til to-day it occupied the meritorious position of being

endorsed by one of the largest and greatest scientific socie-

ties in the world, as being, all effects considered, the best

means for producing anesthesia that was known. The

prevalent idea that nitrous oxide-oxygen was better adap-

ted for minor surgery and for short operations than for

major work was erroneous, for the longer this form of

anesthesia was maintained the better it became in every

way. The writer had administered it without deleterious

effects in several operations lasting three and one-half

hours, and in one case for over four hours, the longest

period, he believed, wherein this agent had been continu-

ously used. Dr. Frederick Hewitt, the leading authority

of Europe on anesthetics, had said that there was no

form of anesthesia at present known which was so devoid

of danger as that which resulted from nitrous oxide when
administered with a sufficient percentage of oxygen to

prevent all asphyxial complications. The Anesthesia Com-
mission of the American Medical Association reported at

its recent session in St. Louis that "As a routine anes-

thetic nitrous oxide-oxygen has a peculiar value, and in

the hands of highly skilled anesthetists is the best method
yet devised." These statements had been corroborated

by such surgeons as Crile, Bevan. Beck, Kelley, and Hal-

stead. There was much less surgical shock and postanes-

thetic nausea and depression with nitrous oxide than with

ether or chloroform : the patient regained consciousness
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very quickly, and, being less depressed, recovered from

the operation sooner and better. The quicker recovery

and consequent shorter stay in the hospital counterbal-

anced the increased cost of the anesthesia. Hamburger

and Ewing, in investigating the effects of different kinds

of anesthetics upon the blood, found that ether caused the

color index to show a rather constant drop, starting im-

mediately after anesthesia and reaching its lowest point

on the fifth to the seventh day. This indicated a relative

loss of hemoglobin per cell; the volume index likewise

showed an immediate loss, which was most marked in 24

hours, and again on the fifth to the seventh day. In

nitrous oxide the percentage volume remained unchanged

throughout and the only sign of low color index was

found immediately after removing the mask and this was

entirely absent two hours later. Chloroform produced even

more destructive changes in the blood than did ether.

These facts in critical cases might be the determining

factor in producing a fatal termination. Ether increased

the toxemia arising from infection, whereas nitrous oxide

exerted no injurious eflfects upon the leucocytes and con-

sequently did not lower the patient's immunity. In seri-

ous cases the difference in recovery was strikingly shown.

Ether was an irritant to the respiratory mucous membrane

and to the kidneys, whereas nitrous oxide was without

deleterious effect upon these tissues; it was, therefore,

strongly indicated as the anesthetic agent whenever these

structures were involved, no matter what might be the

operation. Very sick patients with a rapid pulse and

quick shallow respiration actually seemed to be benefited

by this form of anesthesia ; some such patients would un-

dergo this anesthetic for three-quarters of an hour to an

hour and manifest a distinct improvement in the rate

and quality of both circulation and respiration, both dur-

ing and subsequent to the operation. The lessened dis-

comfort to the patient was an added factor in favor of

this anesthetic. Before administering nitrous oxide-oxy-

gen it was advisable to use a preliminary hypodermic in-

jection of morphine and atropine about one-half hour be-

fore the operation, as this medication aided very mate-

rially in securing muscular relaxation. The patient re-

covered from this anesthesia so quickly that this measure

was indicated for the postoperative pain alone. In that

class of patients in which it was difficult to overcome mus-

cular rigidity the addition of a very small amount of ether,

not sufficient to give the ether after-effects, would secure

the necessary relaxation. Used in this way, the speaker

said, nitrous oxide-oxygen amply fulfilled the requirements

of both minor and major surgery, and produced not only

the lightest but also the least toxic general anesthesia yet

discovered.

Dr. Joseph E. Lumbakd said he was very glad that Dr.

Coburn had brought this safe and very valuable anesthesia

sequence to the notice of the Society; the medical pro-

fession were in the main ignorant of the possibilities and

limitations and proper mode of using nitrous oxide with

or without oxygen. He said he could not recommend it

for a general routine anesthesia, for it would not work
well unless ether was added in many cases. In well-

selected cases, however, and in the hands of an experi-

enced anesthetist, it was almost idea! ; surely it was the

safest and pleasantest anesthesia for all parties concerned.

For an anesthesia, short or long, where absolute immobil-

ity and complete muscular relaxation were not essential,

and where there was some special reason for not using

etiier or chloroform, this anesthesia sequence was well in-

dicated. So far as the simple maintenance of unconscious-

ness was concerned, this system was practical, but the

surgeon usually wanted more ; then this sequence would
not always meet the requirements. Ether was often used

m this sequence, but was seldom mentioned in discussion

on the method.

THE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE GREATER
CITY OF NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, Held October 17, 1910.

The President, Dk. Reynold Webb Wilcox, in the
Chair.

Nasal Diphtheria in Infants.—This paper was by Dr.

George Dow Scott, who said that nasal diphtheria was not

uncommon, but was often overlooked, and the condition

illy diagnosed. The cause was the Klebs-Loeffler bacillus

;

the predisposing factors, rachitis and malnutrition. Crowd-
ed tenement houses, badly ventilated rooms, adenoids, con-

gestion of the epipharynx, articles placed in the nose, and
deflected septa aided materially in producing a fertile soil

for the bacillus. The absolute diagnosis was possible only

by a microscopical examination. Nasal diphtheria, in his

experience, was never absolutely of a pure character. Even
the simplest forms showed a larger or smaller number of

other bacteria. The condition was both primary and sec-

ondary, and passed through three stages : a catarrhal

rhinitis, a fibrinous rhinitis, and a diphtheritic catarrhal

rhinitis. The characteristics of each of these were de-

scribed. The first, he said, was often overlooked and not

treated
; passing away in a few days and leaving the mucous

membrane sound as before infection. Of the bacilli present

in this primary form, the Klebs-Loefifler predominated. In

the second stage the membrane disappeared in eight to ten

days if untreated (earlier if treated), leaving a moderate

diphtheritic catarrh, or the third stage of the disease. The
latter might last for weeks, and Frankel's bacillus, the

pneumococcus, the pseudo-diphtheritic, and the staphylo-

coccus or streptococcus might implant themselves upon this

fertile soil. The persistency of this stage was undoubtedly

due to the implantation of the specific organism of the dis-

ease in the accessory sinuses. The infection might extend

also through the lachrymal duct, with the effect of clos-

ing it and causing an overflow of tears. In infants the

cervical adenitis incident to nasal diphtheria rarely termi-

nated in sloughing or abscess. The above classification as

to the three stages of the disease Dr. Scott believed to be

the best. On the other hand, some authors, as Frankel,

Hoffmann, and Beck, regarded the second stage, that of

fibrinous rhinitis, as an independent disease, since few

Klebs-Loeffler bacilli were apparently found, and these due

to their implantation on the surrounding membranes. Ba-

ginsky, however, considered fibrinous rhinitis diphtheritic

unless bacterial examination showed this not to be the case,

while Bretonneau stated that one or two enlarged glands,

combined with redness of the upper lip on the same side as

the pathological lesions, were pathognomonic symptoms of

nasal diphtheria. The nasal type of diphtheria might be

remarkably contagious. Hence the prophylaxis of the

patient and his surroundings was almost as necessary as

the treatment. Conscientiously done, it meant no further

contagion. At the outset an immunizing doze of antitoxin

should be given to each member of the family, 500 to 2,000

units as the ages warranted, subcutaneously or by the

mouth, and they should be instructed not to mingle with

others. Having described the other prophylactic measures

required, he said that swab cultures from the nose ought to

be taken every three days until no bacilli were found to be

present, care being used in pushing the swab gently toward

the posterior nares. In speaking of the treatment he said

that a nursling should have its regular feedings from the

mother, the latter carefully cleansing the nipple imme-

diately after nursing. She should, moreover, receive a

larger immunizing dose of antitoxin than other members

of the family. In the bottle-fed infant, if the ordinary modi-

fication of milk was not taken well, the proteids might be

reduced. During the intervals between feedings Dr. Scott

gave I to 3 drachms of fruit soups or raw pineapple or
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orange juice, warmed and slightly sweetened. He was
strongly opposed to the use of nasal douches, on the ground

that they are liable to carry infected material into the sur-

rounding sinuses. Pledgets of cotton, moistened with warm
raw pineapple juice, inserted alternately into both nares,

softened and probably digested the crusts, and might be

followed with pledgets containing carbolic acid, 2 per cent,

or warm sweet oil, hydrogen peroxide, one-quarter strength,

or argj'rol, 5 per cent. Broths, bouillons, peptonized milk,

and wine whey are at times of service. For the prostra-

tion, strychnine, caffeine, or camphor might be given, while

castor oil, in small but frequent doses, served to relieve

constipation. Enough antitoxin should be administered to

neutralize the poison and lessen its invasion ; the amount
required depending on the age of the child, the severity of

the into.xication, and the extent of the nasal membrane.

It was well never to wait for a bacterial examination in a

suspected case, but to give the antitoxin immediately.

Fifteen hundred units injected deeply into the buttocks

once, and followed by 2,000 units by the mouth, once or

twice (after an interval of six hours), usually sufficed. In

the second stage he follows up the initial injection with a

second, and perhaps a third, at five-hour intervals. As the

membrane disappeared, 2,000 units were again given by the

mouth once, twice, or three times, as might be required.

In Dr. Scott's hands this mouth administration of antitoxin

had always worked well. At each visit a study of the con-

dition of the membrane and of the intoxication present is

of paramount importance.

Psychotherapy: Its Uses and Abuses.—Dr. Edward
D. Fisher said that the various discussions on this subject

had attained the purpose of removing much of its mystery,

while the many failures in effecting cures had made the

pubHc less credulous and rendered those practising this

form of therapy less boastful in their claims. We had

possibly, therefore, arrived at a time when the chaff could

be sifted from the wheat in this field. That there was

something of value in psychotherapy should be accepted,

because many persons showed by restored mental health

that something had wrought a change in them, and because,

while many individuals having no knowledge whatever of

disease had assumed to treat disease by this method, many

others, thoroughly trained in the study and treatment of

disease, had seriously employed it. It could readily be

seen, however, that such a so-called school of medicine,

when it assumed for itself a special entity, apart from the

realm of general medicine, instead of remaining only a

subsidiary branch of the latter, became a danger to any

community by its very specialism, since its practition-

ers were entirely ignorant of the vast field of scientific

medicine. As regards the Emmanuel movement, it was

hardly an answer to these objections to contend that the

patient must first be examined and passed on by a physi-

cian. Practically, when the patient once came under the

care of the Emmanuel operator he remained there indefi-

nitely. If there was need of special mental therapy, the

physician should be the one to send the patient to the

religious adviser; not, however, giving him up as a patient,

but treating him from a physical standpoint until in his

opinion no further treatment was required. This, in fact,

had always been the course pursued by every intelligent

physician. It was almost trite to say that only in func-

tional, temporary disturbance of the body was it possible

for psychotherapy to have any position as a curative agent,

and it was a sad commentary on what we would expect

from the advanced general teaching of the present time

that we found so many anxious to flock to the exponents

of these various schools of irregular methods of cure.

The speaker next considered the trained teacher and ex-

positor of psychotherapy as a science founded on psy-

chology; taking up the two methods most prominent in

this kind of treatment. Dubois' work on "The Psychic

Treatment of Disease" had been of great value to the

physician. His method was that of suggestion, and he did

not in any way discount medical treatment. Its danger

was its positivism. Dubois was opposed to the psycho-

analysis plant of Freud. He kept constantly asserting to

his patient that his trouble was psychic and therefore

curable, and his talk took the form of repeatedly saying,

"You will be cured." Freud, in his work "Psychotherapy

of Hysteria," maintained that all hysteria is due to a

psychic trauma, some unhappy e.xperience or shock in the

past, or to some immoral act, especially, in his experience,

of a sexual nature. He taught that if the patient could be

made to reproduce this original trauma, and circumstan-

tially discuss it, the hysterical or nervous symptoms would

disappear. Often it was only when the patient was ques-

tioned while in the hypnotic state that these memories ap-

peared with the unlimited vividness of first occurrence. In

this method of treatment much depended on the physician

and the exhaustion and submission of the patient. Edu-

cation and training, leading to self-control in habits of

life and processes of thought or reasoning, had always

been the means of making men moral, hopeful, and en-

ergetic. What more did suggestion do, and why should

it be more effective when urged only on the subconscious

self, a lower, automatic part of our consciousness, than

when presented to the individual when his higher con-

sciousness was at its full capacity of activity and recep-

tivity? As to there really being such a condition as func-

tional disease, Dr. Fisher expressed the opinion that it was

rather a confession of our ignorance as to the etiology

and especially the pathology of so-called functional affec-

tions. It was the very absence of function of its con-

sciousness which made a hallucination, illusion, or delusion

possible. It was a loss of the powers of association and co-

ordination, either in the field of memory itself, its associa-

tion tracts, or in the highest region of intellectual associa-

tion or coordination. It was difficult to think of such

conditions of mental impairment without a physical change

having taken place in these cell areas. How limited, then,

was the field of practical psychotherapy! Obsessions of

the condemnatory type, delusions of the paranoid type,

persistent phobias, which the patent prayed to be delivered

from and from which he tried to deliver himself, were

supposed to be the especial field in which the psychothera-

peutist was eminently successful. That improvement often

took place in this class of cases could not be denied, but

this might possibly be explained by the attention given to

the patient and the evident interest in and desire to help

his case. In conclusion the speaker said that psychotherapy

seemed an unnecessary and labored process, and one open

to much error and fraud, as well as liable to have perma-

nent evil results.

Dr. Smith Ely Jfxlifff. said that if he were to ask

someone how he treated diphtheria or syphilis or tubercu-

losis, and the reply made was, "by pharmacotherapy,"

further questions would be necessary in order to find out

the particular kind of pharmacotherapy employed in each

instance. The same was true in regard to psychotherapy,

which was just as diverse as pharmacotherapy in its aims

and methods, although, naturally, the variety here was not

so great. In psychotherapy to prescribe the same kind of

measures in every case would be just as sensible as to

treat all kinds of disease with one prescription. Psycho-

therapy, in plain English, was simply a group term for a

large variety of mental modes of treatment. These meas-

ures were among the very oldest forms of medical treat-

ment, but, because they were so ancient, it did not follow

that distinct advances had not been made in our knowledge

of the methods and their various applications. Such drugs

as opium and belladonna had been employed for a very

long time, yet no one would pretend to say that we did not

know more about them than our forefathers. Verv little
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had been said in reference to the subdivisions of psycho-

therapy. Psychotherapy was an extremely complex matter.

To be able to get at a knowledge of mental facts and the

effects of these required an amount of acumen which was

scarcely called for in any other department of medicine.

The absurdity of the claims of many modern pretenders,

various sects of mental healers, etc., was strikingly shown
in their attitude toward functional disease, which alone

they claimed to be able to treat. Now, the only difference

in this connection between organic and functional disease

was that in the former the causes and the mode of devel-

opment were known and could be worked with, whereas

the term functional was a confession of ignorance on the

part even of those best informed about these very facts.

Thus the reasoning reduced itself to absurdity. The mental

healers, with no knowledge whatever, stated that they did

not pretend to understand those diseases which medical

science really knows much about, but, in their simplicity

and guilelessness, they pretended to be able to do the much
more difficult thing of treating these diseases, the key for

the understanding of which medical science, after long

research, had not yet been able to find. Glancing at the

gross classification of therapeutic measures, we found four

prominent methods of treatment: hypnotism, suggestion,

reeducation, and psychoanalysis. Hypnotism, it might be

stated, applied to primitive minds alone, the type of mind
which received everything unconditionally. The operator

simply piled mere facts on the mind of the hypnotized

subject. As to suggestion, it was not as simple a matter

as many supposed. In order to get a mental fact in, one

often had to be very careful, and it was necessary to em-
ploy what might be called subterranean methods. The
Dubois method, the speaker said, he believed to be funda-

mentally sound. It was a kind of reeducation, and the

ways of accomplishing this differed in different classes of

patients. Psychoanalysis had a limited yet very important

application, and could usually be employed with success

only in the case of individuals of a particular kind of

mentality. There were some persons, psychoneurotics, who
carried about with them, buried down deeply, sore spots

in the soul. These buried and incompletely adjusted com-
plexes were not clearly recognized by the individual, and

hence they had to be dug out by the various methods of

psychoanalysis. The three chief modes of approach to

these hidden sources of disturbance were free association, as

originally outlined by Freud and now expanded, the system
of word association, as elaborated by the Zurich school,

and the analysis of dreams, as suggested by Freud. In

actual practice we used all three methods, and others in

addition. The disentombment of the complex, turning it

over to the light of free consciousness, caused its catharsis

and cured the patient.

Dr. Graeme M. Hammoxd said that the question which
concerned most physicians was, What has psychotherapy

done for medicine? Has it added anything to our ability

to shorten the time in treating disease? This method of

treatment was nothing new. Long ago Charcot had adopt-

ed the practice of pressing a disk of gold on the nape of

the patient's neck, afterwards substituting rubber for this.

In this procedure he simply made use of the influence of
suggestion. There was a good deal in psychotherapy, and
one of the first organizations to realize this was the so-

called Christian Science Church. Eddyism had been estab-

lished on the ignorance of doctors. Suggestion had an
immense influence in neurasthenic females, and it remained
for a woman to make practical use of this. There would
be no objection to Christian Science if it were called by
its proper name, suggestion. Its success showed that we
had at our disposal a means which was very useful in

appropriate cases. We now knew more about psycho-

therapy than formerly. As to Freud's method, it was a

fact that everyone liked to talk about his own case, and

the mind was relieved by discussing its troubles. The idea

of a trauma was ridiculous and absurd. These mental
diseases were caused by worry, grief, etc. The Weir
Mitchell rest cure was itself suggestive therapeutics. Dr.

Hammond said that in his own practice he used suggestion

constantly. There was no one who was not more or less

influenced by suggestion, and certainly no one more power-
fully than the neurasthenic. By this means hope could
be instilled into the mind of the despairing patient, and
the dread from which he had been suffering became dissi-

pated. He was often in a state of fright, fearing some
catastrophe, as suicide or the onset of insanity, or believing

that he had contracted some incurable disease, such as

organic heart trouble. When the actual condition of

affairs was explained to him he would get well, his mind
being relieved by the removal of his fear and doubt. This
was the part which suggestion played, and it was a bona
fide and efficacious mode of treatment in such cases. We
could, however, easily overdo it, and it was therefore

essential to treat each patient in accordance with his char-

acteristics. When you had won the intelligence of the

patient, and thus secured his confidence, you had accom-
plished much. When we came to analyze the Freud and
the Dubois methods, suggestion and Christian Science, it

would be found that they all came down to the same thing,

the influence of the physician or operator on the patient's

personalit}'.

Dr. George W. Jacoby said that in all scientific questions,

and especially medical ones, it was a good plan to stop now
and then and, so to speak, take an account of stock. In

times long past all psychic trouble was looked upon as a

result of mora! turpitude, with the effect that the treat-

ment, so-called, consisted in an endeavor to drive out the

bad spirits which had taken possession of the sufferer.

The advance in the natural sciences then created a com-
plete reversal of ideas. The dualistic conception of the

separation of body and soul was overthrown and replaced

by the concept of the interdependence of brain and mind.

Then science laid special stress upon the dependence of the

psyche upon the brain, and psychology gave place to a

study of brain physiology. With this materialistic concep-

tion, our treatment of psychic disturbances naturally also

became materialistic, and of late years, he regretted to say,

one-sidedly materialistic. Hydrotherapy, electrotherapy,

rest cures, and medicinal treatment were carried on with

the sole thought of their action upon the anatomical struc-

tures of the body. More recently the pendulum had swung
backward, and much thought had been given to the psychic

action of all our remedies. Psychotherapy to-day rested

upon a psychological and physiological basis. This had

brought with it much clearness in our concepts and much
good to our patients; but the exaggerations of modern psy-

chotherapy were also noticeable. In all psychotherapy the

temptation was strong to give attention only to the mental

symptoms. This, of course, was wrong, since psycho-

therapy could and must constitute but one part of our

treatment in any given case. Knowing, as we did, that

all mental action is quite as dependent upon physical

processes as the latter are dependent upon mental action.

we could not imagine any psychotherapy per se, but only

a psychotherapy as a part of the general medical treat-

ment of the individual. To what extremes this error of

unilateral bias might lead was shown not only by the

vagaries of Schlatterism, Eddyism, and Emmanuelism, but

also by the edicts of a Dubois, who absolutely condemned
the use of all aperients in chronic constipation and of

hypnotics in any form of insomnia. Even not free from
exaggeration was the system which of late years had at-

tracted more attention than any other, that of Freud.

While his psychological studies were undoubtedly of great

scientific value, his method was open to much serious

criticism. Thus, in the first place, his peculiar views as to
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the origin of obsessions, it being stated by him that ahnost
all have their origin in some sexual act committed in

childhood. There could be no doubt that he exaggerated
and overestimated this factor, and no doubt that he had
by his method sometimes suggested memories of sexual
occurrences where no such occurrences had taken place.

Furthermore, by his method he produced a state of auto-
suggestion, and with it an added hysterical state. The
advantages which Freud himself claimed must to the prac-
tical man seem doubtful, since the length of time required
to effect what he called a cure was from six montlis to
three years, with daily sittings of one or more hours.
\ow. what he designated as a cure was freeing the patient
from his false concepts; but if psychotherapy merely re-

lieved a patient of his false concepts, and could not give
him something positive and beneficial to replace them, the
method must be looked upon as a failure. Therefore,
practically, we had to have adjuvants. Here electricity,

hydrotherapy, massage, etc., would have their place; but
what we still required most for our patients was work of

some kind, occupation, persistent and absorbing. This
brought us to the question why p.sychotherapy might not
be carried out by anyone but a physician. There could
be no doubt that this, like all other medicinal, surgical, or

mechanical therapy, belonged to the physician, and to no
one else, not even the clergyman. Any remedy which was
health-giving might also he disease-producing; and so it

was with suggestion, the basis of all psychotherapy. Much
hysteria might have been relieved by suggestion in the

hands of clergymen and other unqualified persons, but

certainly much hysteria had thereby been produced. The
ill effects of any and every remedy could be avoided or

relieved only by the schooled physician. In this there was
no middle road ; so that even the association of physician

and clergyman was a partnership which could not be

condoned. Having referred briefly to the subject of auto-

suggestion, so-called, the speaker said that we must ask

ourselves what was to be done in order to protect our

patients against the craze of spurious psychotherapy which

had taken possession of the public and which quacks and
charlatans of all kinds were utilizing to enrich themselves.

There was, he thought, but one answer to this question,

and that was, the public must be educated, and we are the

ones to do it. We were in possession of the proper facts,

and we were the ones who should appeal directly to the

public by means of popular lectures and books, and who
should instruct them in the principles of psychology and

give them a knowledge of true psychotherapeutics.

Dr. William M. Leszynsky said that this discussion

was timely and valuable, as many members of the profes-

sion had an inadequate or erroneous conception of the

prevailing views regarding practical psychotherapy. Again,

others had given the subject no attention at all, or it re-

ceived unjust condemnation or adverse criticism. On the

other hand, there was an increasing majority who deemed

it worthy of careful consideration. The viewpoints of the

general practitioner and of the neurologist upon this topic

were essentially different, and often more or less antago-

nistic. Psychotherapy should not be characterized as a

method confined to special forms of psychological analysis,

persuasion and hypnotic suggestion. Within its sphere we
must include isolation, educational methods (physical,

moral, and intellectual), healthful occupation and diversion,

encouragement, etc. .An idea might be pathogenic or

therapeutic. According to circumstances it might prove

lieneficial or malign. One did not always realize the im-

mediate or remote effect upon the patient of some inad-

vertent or discouraging remark. Many susceptible and

sensitive persons were thus unfavorably influenced, and

their subsequent brooding was not satisfactorily neutralized

by the accompanying prescription. The man who thought-

lessly told his patient there was no hope for him. or im-

plied as much by his manner or remarks, was, to say the

least, an undesirable representative of intelligent psycho-

therapy. Special methods of psychotherapy in nervous

diseases, such as the reeducation method of Dubois, Freud's

analytic method, and hypnotic suggestion, all had their

limited fields of usefulness, and should be selected with

careful discrimination. But any form of psychotherapy

alone, in the vast majority of instances, could not success-

fully supplant a rational plan of modern medical treat-

ment adapted to the individual and based upon the regula-

tion of diet, habits and occupation, hydrotherapy, physical

exercise, the judicious use of drugs, etc.

As an adjuvant to customary forms of treatment un-

systematized psychotherapy was unconsciously or delib-

erately utilized by all physicians in their daily work ; but

its practice as a special or exclusive method presupposed

special skill and training and was applicable only in suit-

able cases of hysteria, impulsive or irrepressible ideas,

obsessions, hypochondriasis, etc. It required much time,

patience, and perseverance, and its successful utilization

depended, in a large measure, upon the personal influence

of the physician and the receptivity, intelligence, credulity,

and faith of the patient. It was more effective and perma-

nent in its result under radical change of environment.

In some psychasthenic casts a favorable opinion of the

patient's condition, emphatically expressed in writing and

presented to the patient, often proved more impressive and

beneficial than repeated and, at times, almost interminable

verbal assurances and reassurances. A number of his pa-

tients, the speaker said, had carried such letters about with

them for several years, with the most satisfactory results.

However, psychotherapy was by no means a panacea in

the psychoneuroses, its usefulness being limited. The re-

cent wave of public opinion, fostered by a superabundance

of psychopathic literature, ranging from that based upon

sound psychological principles to that of blatant self-ad-

vertising, had. naturally, resulted in overcstimation and ex-

aggeration of its importance. In an overzealous and, ap-

parently, irrepressible activity in this direction the funda-

mental element of preliminary diagnosis had often been

ignored, to the detriment of the patient and the ridicule

of the medical profession. The profession and the public

would, in due time, realize that attempts at the indiscrim-

inate use of exclusive psychotherapy by untrained opera-

tors would inevitably result in a rapid increase in the ranks

of the psychopaths. Whatever form of medical treatment

was instituted, were it psychical, physical, or medicinal, it

was the prerogative of the educated and specially trained

physician, and should not be relegated to others.

Dr. Edward Wallace Lee said that he had studied psy-

chotherapy for the last twenty-five years and he could not

sanction it in any way. It might have been of some benefit

in certain instances, but in many others it did harm. Fool-

ish people were influenced by the Eddyites, who affected to

consider all disease as an "error in human mind." The
medical profession could not afford to countenance Chris-

tian Science in any way, and it seemed to him that the

remarks of one of the speakers in reference to it were

calculated to have a bad effect. It was to our shame that

we were not in a better position to-day as regards such

fraudulent practices. When he had made a correct diag-

nosis, and then only, the physician was competent to say

whether such and such a treatment would prove of benefit

or not. The medical profession had a great deal to con-
tend with now, and from a selfish point of view, if for no
other consideration, we had a difficult task to maintain

ourselves.

The President, Dr. Wilcox, said that the presentation of
the subject in these papers, each with its own line of
thought, had been an illuminating one. It was noticeable

that there was a great diversity of opinion in them, and not

one of the four neurologists who had taken part in the
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discussion was willing to express his entire confidence

in either the Dubois or the Freud method. The case in

its various aspects, it might be said, was now before the

jury for its verdict; the jury being the great body of gen-

eral practitioners. He would like to hear from one or

more of these. It would appear that the proper field of

psychotherapy was an exceedingly limited one and that its

practice would be most successful when under the direc-

tion and absolute control of the educated physician, while

its reputation as a remedial method would suffer from

the unwarranted exploitation of its more or less ill-

informed lay advocates.

Dr. Fisher, closing, said that the general idea in his

paper was to take up the question of psychotherapy and

to protest against its employment as a separate entity, a

special school of treatment. There was unquestionably in

it a great deal that was excellent. The important thing to

decide was who should practise it. However much benefit

there might be in mental suggestion we should not lose

sight of the danger of depending upon that alone, or of

the very limited field in which psychotherapy was applica-

ble. There might in any given case be some grave physical

condition upon which this kind of treatment could have

no effect, and there was presented, therefore, the danger

of failing to recognize this until it was too late for treat-

ment of any kind to be of service. In the last twenty

years nothing very novel had been promulgated in the

department of psychotherapeutics, although we were now

better qualified than formerly to discriminate in the mat-

ter. Dubois' book was filled with beautiful thoughts and

no one could read it appreciatively without an inclination

to lead a better life. But in it we did not find any defi-

nite line of treatment. There was simply the kind of

advice which all of us on occasion would give to some

friend in trouble. In Freud's work, on the other hand,

there was a definite method of treatment, which any one,

after a proper study of the subject, could carry out. But

the question arose. Is the Freud treatment, after all, of

any real benefit? If we failed to get results from the

method in any given instance the disciple of Freud would

be sure to say to us, "But you did not treat the case prop-

erly." The difficulty about the system was that it was not

generally practicable, requiring too much time. Dr. Fisher

said his own position was that the practice of psycho-

therapy should always be associated with proper medical

treatment, as commonly understood. He had not taken up

the matter of Christian Science because, this being a re-

ligious cult and not simply a method of treatment, it

involved a wider field than we were now considering.

But he did think that we could make use of psychotherapy

as an adjuvant to the ordinary forms of treatment, and

that we ought by all means to discourage any attempt to

establish it as a separate school of therapeutics.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

SECTION ON PEDIATRICS.

Stated Meeting, Held October 13. 1910.

Dr. Eli Long in the Chair.

Report on the Use of Ehrlich-Hata Preparation for

the Cure of Syphilis.—Dr. Herbert Budington Wilcox
presented a girl, twelve years old, who was first seen at the

Bellevue clinic suffering from periostitis and muscle pains

of syphilis in November, 1909. After some weeks' treat-

ment in the children's ward she returned to the clinic and
was under weekly observation until .\ugust, when she de-

veloped a keratitis with severe inflammation of the entire

eye, considerable hemorrhage, and marked photophobia.

Under the usual treatment there had been no improvement

at the end of two weeks; then Dr. M. S. Kakels injected 3

decigrams of Ehrlich's 606. In twenty-four hours the evi-

dences of acute inflammation had almost subsided. The

photophobia was correspondingly diminished. In the six

days following the exudate and hemorrhage were rapidly

absorbed and now the cornea was nearly clear. There was

considerable pain and swelling at the site of the injection

for forty-eight hours. The temperature rose to 101° F.

on the second day, and was normal on the fourth day.

The urine was examined daily and was negative through-

out. There was a leucocytosis of 20,000 on the second

day; this dropped to 12,000 on the fourth day. The Was-
sermann reaction showed a gradual reduction in intensity,

being very weak at present. This patient illustrated the

remarkable effect of the preparation of Ehrlich's on an

acute inflammation due to the syphilitic poison. As illus-

trative of the action of the drug in clearing up products

of inflammation. Dr. Wilcox reported the case of a boy,

nine years old, who had a double keratitis which left him

with barely light perception. He was sent to Bellevue

for treatment. He was given 3 decigrams of Ehrlich's

606 and had no local reaction. The urine remained normal.

The temperature rose to 101° F. on the second day. There

was a leucocytosis of 15,000 for two days. On each of the

six days following the injection there was noticeable les-

sening of the opacity in both eyes and at the end of ten

days he was able to distinguish small objects at a distance

of five feet. The first patient gained eight pounds in two

weeks following the injection. No record was kept of the

weight of the boy.

A Case of Hereditary Syphilis.—Dr. Charles Herr-
MAN reported this case. The mother had been injected

with Ehrlich's 606. The patient was a baby at the breast

and received the supposedly curative substance in the

mother's milk. He said that several cases had been treated

successfully in this way by German physicians. Thus far,

six days after the injection, the patient had not shown

any distinct signs of improvement. It was extremely im-

portant that cases of hereditary syphilis should have breast

milk. It had been suggested that in cases in which the

mother was unable to give the breast a syphilitic wet nurse

should be injected with 606 and the baby nursed at her

breast.

Dr. Alfred F. Hess reported three cases of hereditary

syphilis treated with Ehrlich's preparation : in all disagree-

able local symptoms developed after the injection into the

buttocks. In one instance, a miserable marantic child de-

veloped necrosis six weeks after the injection. The chil-

dren all had temperatures. The syphilitic symptoms dis-

appeared. The injections were made by an experienced

man and the solutions were neutralized.

A Case of Congenital Cardiac Disease without

Cyanosis.—Dr. F. L. Wachenheim presented a child,

six years old. When examined six months ago there were

positive signs of an open intraventricular septum and duc-

tus arteriosus, with stenosis of the pulmonarj' conus. There

was a loud murmur over the pulmonary site. In spite of

the cardiac lesions there was no cyanosis. The relative

frequency of this condition was referred to.

Dr. William P. Northrup said that the question of the

noise heard in the child's chest depended upon the rela-

tion of the pressure on the two sides and the size of the

openings. He made a diagnosis of congenital pulmonary

lesion. He said he had made a number of autopsies on

these cases and he had verified about eight of them.

Dr. L. E. La Fetra said that at the Vanderbilt Clinic

he probably saw one instance every month of these con-

genital cardiac cases without cyanosis. It should be kept

in mind, on the one hand, that marked congenital murmurs

with no cyanosis were not at all uncommon ; and that, on

the other hand, there might be extreme cyanosis and club-

bing of the fingers with absolutely no murmur to indicate

the congenital heart deformity. In. all doubtful cases ex-

amination of the blood might be of value since a high
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hemoglobin and a red cell count of over five million would

indicate congenital heart disease.

A Case of Hysterical Singultus.—Dr. Sara Welt-
Kakels presented a girl, twelve and a half years old, who
had hj'Sterical singultus lasting four and a half weeks.

During the past six months she had occasional hiccough,

lasting but a few minutes at a time. Si.x weeks ago she

received a sudden fright and two weeks later her present

condition appeared which had persisted. The hiccousli.s

ceased during the night but started immediately upon
awakening. She complained of pain in the epigastrium.

The singultus occurred about twenty-four times to the

uiinute and appeared to be worse when she was being

examined. In making a differential diagnosis of these

cases it was important to remember that persistent singul-

tus occurred in diseases of the gastrointestinal tract and
of the peritoneum ; it also might depend upon direct lesions

of the phrenic nerve. It might occur also in myelitis

(cervical portion of the cord). The treatment consisted

in rhythmic traction of the tongue, compression of the

lower half of the thorax, and insertion of the esophageal

tube. Electricity, hydrotherapy, opium, and chloroform

were productive of good results. Hysteria was found

more frequently in boys during childhood than at a later

period of life, and was characterized by the absence of

stigmata. The prognosis was better among children than

in adults because it was easier to influence the child's mind.

The treatment was solely psychic.

Dr. William P. Northrup said he was struck by the

suggestion of placing such children in a hospital and re-

called the case of a girl who was said to have epilepsy.

When she was brought to the hospital she had twenty-

seven epileptiform convulsions on the first day and the

same number of fits on the second day. She was placed

in a ward and her convulsions dropped shortly to twelve

a day. After three weeks the number was reduced to

six a day and soon ceased entirely. She remained in the

hospital three months and the fits did not return. She

went home and again the epileptiform convulsions ap-

peared. Here entered the question of the home life. The
parents talked about fits before the child. The people

smoked and pow-wowed up to midnight when the child

was present. At home the attacks kept up. She was re-

turned to the hospital, placed on ward diet and ward reg-

ulations with the same effect as before; the epileptiform

convulsions ceased. Her seeming entire recovery was

the only reason Dr. Northrup gave for thinking these at-

tacks might have been hysterical rather than epileptic.

Purpura Hemorrhagica in a Boy Five Years of Age
Successfully Treated with Human Blood Serum.—Dr.

Charles Gilmore Kerley reported this case which he had

seen in consultation. The family history of the patient

was negative. His tonsils and adenoids had been removed

six months before his present illness with no more than

the usual bleeding. On June 15th he was taken ill and

for a week his temperature ranged between 100° and 102°

and numerous subcutaneous hemorrhages occurred at

various sites over the body, but more particularly on the

legs. A large hematoma developed in the abdominal wall

and there was some bleeding of the gums. There was

also moderate bleeding from the bicuspid tooth. The child

was given calcium lactate, three grains every three hours.

The hemorrhage from the gums ceased and the subcu-

taneous hemorrhages began to show signs of absorption.

On July /th there was a hemorrhage from the nose which

lasted one hour and on the following day another which

lasted five hours and resisted all ordinary efforts at con-

trol. The calcium lactate was resumed in ten grain doses

every two hours. Normal salt solution was given into the

colon by the drop method. The stools consisted largely

of coagulated blood. On July loth a nasal hemorrhage

began again and lasted five hours. The child was in an

extreme condition and 30 c.c. of human blood serum were

injected hypoderniically by Dr. Welsh. During the re-

mainder of the day from 45 to 60 c.c. of human blood were

injected at two-hour intervals, the entire amount injected

being 290 c.c. On July nth there was a moderate nasal

hemorrhage, after which 167 c.c. human blood was injected

in three doses. On July 12th there was no visible hemor-

rhage from any portion of the body. Four hypodermics

of human blood serum were administered, the total amount

being about 191 c.c. During the following three days three

injections of serum were given daily, then two injections

were given daily for two days. From this time the child

made a slow but steady improvement and eventually a

perfect recovery. The hemorrhage, which had continued

intermittently for three weeks, ceased within fifteen hours

after the first injection of the human serum, and it seemed

beyond a possibility of doubt that the scrum liad saved

the life of the child.

Mechanical Injuries (Blows, Falls) of the Head in

Infants and Children; the Necessity for Immediate
Treatment; What This Should Be.— Dr. H. Illoway
said that children fell against tables, chairs, rocks, etc.,

or were struck upon the head in the course of play ; they

cried for a while, were often soothed to quietness and soon

all was forgotten until sooner or later some one or other

of the symptoms of cerebral concussion manifested itself.

Though it was true that in a great number of the in-

stances the traumatism had been of a trivial character, so

slight that the brain was not at all affected thereby, it was

equally true that it was the cause of serious and, not in-

frequently, fatal disease. It had been said by eminent

pediatrists that only traumatisms of such great violence as

to cause fracture of the skull were followed by cerebral

disease ; Dr. Illoway's experience contradicted this state-

ment. No one could tell whether a fall or a blow upon

the head would engender cerebral disease ; in a certain

proportion of such cases such injuries were followed by

grave cerebral disease and, therefore, it was the physician's

duty to prevent, if possible, the grave consequences.

Tumors of the brain and its coverings were not of rare

occurrence in childhood. Though it was true that a very

large percentage, 50 per cent, according to Read, was said

to have been of a tuberculous nature, there still remained

a large percentage the etiology of which was as yet in

total obscurity. It was not improbable that in many of

these cases the first impulse to the development of a

growth was a fall upon the head or a blow received in

the course of play, an accident quickly forgotten in the

rapidly moving life of childhood. In all traumatisms of

the head there was, if nothing more, a cerebral concussion.

The brain cells might be injured and an inflammatory con-

dition develop with a tendency to pus formation or abnor-

mal cell growth. The treatment that was imperatively in-

dicated was to allay all irritation as quickly as possible and
to further the restoration of the injured brain structures

to the normal. Any child who had suffered such a trau-

matism should be kept in bed. Two very important ef-

fects of calomel, not clearly set forth in the books of

to-day, he called attention to, namely, (i) calomel was a

most potent remedy to allay vomiting; (2) it had a de-

cided antiphlogistic action on the brain and its coverings,

as well as on the spinal cord. It was, under the circum-
stances here treated of, the opium of the brain. By means
of its antiphlogistic action one could effect what could
not be accomplished with bromides and the various hyp-
notics.

Nitrogen Metabolism in Normal (Artificially Fed)
Infants.—Dr. B. R.-wmond Hoobler read this paper in

which he called attention to the fact that metabolism work
thus far had been done mostly on sick babies and that until

normal metabolism could be defined through the study
of a sufficient number of normal infants it was rather dif-
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ficult to draw conclusions from the study of abnormal

cases. The study presented was a portion of a metabolism

problem which involved the determination of the nitrogen,

fat, sulphur, magnesium, and calcium in the food, urine

and feces covering a nine days' period, divided into three

periods of three days each. The child used for the study

was a robust infant, nine months of age, who was fed on

three different cow's milk mixtures, involving the use

of certified whole milk, fat free milk, and 16 per cent,

cream, which, when modified, represented a low fat, me-

dium fat, and high fat formula. The child was kept on

a definite formula for two days before being put in the

frame for three days and was given a ten days' rest be-

tween the three-day periods. The urine was collected daily

and the total nitrogen, urea, ammonia, and kreatinin de-

terminations were made the same day, and also the tests

for acetone, diacetic acid and beta oxybutric acid and total

acidity. The feces were also collected in daily quantities

except on two occasions when forty-eight-hour specimens

were collected. Throughout the experiments the results

were compared with those obtained by Keller and by Rub-

ner and Heubner, who were the only other investigators

who had published similar experiments—their children

being three and seven and one-half months of age, respec-

tively. The subject of the present study gained in weight

while those of the other investigators lost, which seems to

indicate that the others were underfed. The percentage

of fat and proteid used in the present study was as fol-

lows : In the first period, called tlie "low fat" period, the

fats were 2.1 and proteid 4.1 ; in the second period, called

"medium fat," fats were 4.0 per cent, and proteids 3.5

per cent.; and in the period called "high fat" the fats were

5.5 per cent, and proteids 3.34. In the "low fat" period the

child took 53.1 grams in 24 hours, in the "medium fat" per-

iod 44.S and in the "high fat" period 43.4 grams. The
study included the determination of the amount of nitro-

gen excreted by both the feces and urine during the three

periods, both daily and average amounts, and the absorp-

tion of nitrogen in percentages and in grams per kilo of

weight. The author thought that one case did not war-

rant any definite conclusions, but he made the following

observations, i. Nitrogen was absorbed exceedingly well

by healthy children. 2. The percentage of absorption at

varying ages was about the same, even though the intake

of nitrogen per kilo differed greatly. 3. Nitrogen absorp-

tion was carried on equally well under low, medium, and

high fat feeding. 4. The per cent, absorption varied

little from day to day. 5. Nitrogen absorption was not

affected by a condition of mild acidosis. In regard to re-

tention of nitrogen the author observed : i. The proportion

of food nitrogen which was retained was about one-third.

2. The per cent, retained was about the same for the three

ages under discussion. 3. Retention took place in about

the same per cent, whether the infant was fed on low,

medium, or high fat. 4. Percentage of nitrogen retained

remained about the same whether fed on low, medium, or

high protein. 5. In high proteid feeding a large amount
of nitrogen was absorbed and eliminated, thus causing

more work to be performed by the infant than when on

a lower proteid feeding. 6. Body weight might diminish

on a fair nitrogen retention. In regard to nitrogen elim-

ination it might be observed that: i. Nitrogen was largely

eliminated through the urine. Considerably more than half

of the nitrogen ingested was excreted in the urine. 2. A
very small quantity was found in the feces. 3. The in-

creasing per cent, of ammonia nitrogen in the urine is an

index of acidosis.

Dr. Herbert Budington Wilcox said that the question

of nitrogen metabolism was particularly applicable in the

use of Finkelstein's Eiweiss-Milch in infant feeding. This

had been the routine diet in Bellevue for the last three

months. The average child in the ward weighed less than

nine pounds and took daily from his food, which contained

2.8 per cent, proteid, about 6 grams nitrogen. Apparently

all the nitrogen ingested must be absorbed and excreted.

The digestion had no means of avoiding the nitrogen task

set it by the diet, and the working over of so large an

amount for a considerable space of time must represent

a metabolic strain. After from two to three weeks of such

feeding every one of these children began to have too

frequent and large, although perfectly normal, stools and,

at this point, were likely to lose in weight. It was an

interesting question how much bearing the excessive ni-

trogen metabolism had on this intestinal condition; and

whether it evidenced an attempt on the part of the body

to aid in the elimination of the large amount of nitrogen

ingested.

Dr. L. E. La Fetka said that the figures presented were

very interesting and there were two practical conclusions

which might be drawn from even this single case which

Dr. Hoobler had so thoroughly worked out. In the first

place he would emphasize that while the nitrogen feeding

had its advantages it had also certain disadvantages. For

instance in cases of diarrhea the use of Eiweiss Milch,

as indeed of fat-free buttermilk, permitted giving food

much earlier and food of a higher caloric value than had

been found possible heretofore. This treatment prevented

the severe loss of weight in such cases. On the other

hand there was the disadvantage of high proteid feeding

that so little of the increased nitrogen was retained, only

about one-third in the case of cow's milk preparations.

This was in great contrast to the much larger quantity re-

tained when breast milk was given. The retention of so

little nitrogen meant that high proteid feeding necessitated

a great amount of work on the part of the organism to

eliminate the two-thirds of the increased nitrogen, a pro-

cess which was presumably a strain on the metabolic

energy of the child. If breast milk was given, of course

very much less nitrogen elimination would be necessary.

Notwithstanding that breast milk had a lower proteid than

cow's milk, it was necessary, on account of the smaller

retention of nitrogen in artificial feeding, to use a higher

quantity of proteid; but extremely high proteid undoubt-

edly placed a strain on the organism. The second con-

clusion to be drawn from the tables was that there was

danger of acidosis from the use of high fats. Notwith-

standing that the patient showed no nervous symptoms,

the urine contained evidences of acidosis, and therefore

the child was in danger of a nervous explosion. This must
alwavs be remembered when high fats were prescribed.

Dr. Henry Dwight Chapin said that he had often ob-

served the diarrheal stools to improve in character, but

the babies did not seem to gain in weight on the Finkel-

stein feeding. One should give the babies a high proteid

diet, but apparently this did no good for they could not

take care of it.

STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

\'iRGi.viA Stj^te Board of Medical Examiners.

June, 1910.

.\N.\T0MY.

1. Describe the spine and give the general characters of

vertebra.

2. Name and describe the muscles of the orbit.

3. Name the branches of the axillary artery and give its

relation in its third portion.

4. What is the lymphatic system? Describe the thoracic

and right lymphatic ducts.

5. Name the nine regions into which the abdomen is

divided, giving their boundaries and contents.

6. Describe the superior radio-ulnar articulation.
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UISTOLOGV.

1. (a) Name the elementary tissues of the body and
give the morphological constituents of each, (t) Uc-
scribe a cell.

2. Name the varieties of muscle tissue and give general
distribution of each variety.

3. Give the two principal component parts of the nervous
system. Briefly describe and give function of each.

4. Give the histological structure of the stomach.

EMBRYOLOGY.

1. What relation do the Woirtian ducts and the ducts of

Muller bear to the se.x of the fetus?

2. What is the difference between the human ovum and
the ovum of the fowl as regards the nourislunent of the

embryo ?

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Give distribution and chief functions of vagus.
2. What is meant by an afferent impulse ; an efferent

impulse; by reflex act?

3. Give names and locations of the three salivary gland.s.

with the manner of communicating with the mouth.
4. What part does saliva play in digestion?

5. ijive composition of bile and its function in digestion.

6. What channels does the blood pass through in the
systemic circulation, from leaving the heart till return to

same? What changes take place in blood in each channel?

7. Describe the pulmonary circulation, giving changes in

blood in same.
8. \\ hat is the lymphatic system ?

9. How is heat dissipated from the body?
10. What organs eliminate soluble systemic poisons from

the body ?

CHEMI.STRY.

1. Give preparation, properties, and uses of NiO.
2. Give preparation, properties, and uses of (i) chloro-

form, (2) iodoform.

3. Name salts of K, and give preparation and medical
uses of any two.

4. Give preparation of (i) ether, (2) chloral liydratf.

5. What is the periodic law?
6. Name three organic acids, and give description of two

compounds of such acids used in medicine.

7. Name three sorts of sugars.

8. What changes occur in sugar solutions exposed to air?

9. What are the ordinary chemical substances used to

produce soap?
10. Name four vegetable active principles used in medi-

cine.

11. Name three mineral acids, with formula for any two
12. Name following, any two:

(1) GH,0= (3) KMnO, (s) C„H»0
(2) C,H: (4) Ca (CIO,). (6)HN03

MATERIA MEDICA.

1. Define the following terms, giving an example ot

each : Alteratives, narcotics, diuretics, emmenagogues, my-
driatics.

2. Define and classify anesthetics, naming the more
prominent of each class, and state which you regard the

safest general anesthetic, giving the main reason why you

so regard it.

3. Give doses of the following: Hydrochloric acid dilute,

hydrocyanic acid dilute, oxalate of cerium, chloral hydrate,

codeine sulphate, creosote, strychnia sulphate, tincture stro-

phanthus. and atropia sulphate.

4. Give sources from which cinchona is obtained and

mention its main salt and alkaloid.

5. From what is the alkaloid hyoscine obtained, what
is the dose and how best administered?

6. Classify astringents, with reference to the source.'^

from which they are obtained and give one or more ex-

amples of each class.

7. Name several leading antipyretics and state in gener.il

how they reduce temperature.

THERAPEUTICS.

1. Give modes of administering drugs, and a good rule

for dosage to children.

2. Give four general indications for diuretics.

3. What three ill effects sometimes develop during ad-

ministration of digitalis, and what is its best substitute?

4. Write a prescription for four doses, containing four

drugs, having active cholagogue properties.

5. Give indications and contraindications for use of

ergot.

6. What are the general indication? in the treatment ot

poisoning by drugs?

7. Give symptoms and treatment for poisoning by car-

bolic acid.

8. Differentiate the coma resulting from opium, uremia
and alcohol.

THEORY AND TRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

1. Give treatment and management, in general, of typhoid

patient, during and immediately following profuse intes-

tinal hemorrhage.
2. Give period of incubation and symptoms of smallpox.

3. Differentiate lobar from bronchopneumonia.

4. Give symptoms of acute uremia.

5. Give gross pathology of hypertrophic cirrhosis of liver.

6. Give treatment of acute nephritis.

7. Define (a) hydronephrosis; (t) empyema; (c)

chlorosis; (rf) Graves' disease; (e) sciatica.

8. Name the important complaints of acute articular

rheumatism.

9. Name five important symptoms of tabes.

10. Give causes of arteriosclerosis.

OBSTETRICS AND PEDIATRICS.

1. Give relative diameters of inlet and outlet of the true

pelvis and fetal skull.

2. Give preparation of patient, solutions, dressings, room
and bed during labor.

3. Describe an up-to-date obstetrical bag and its contents.

4. Technique of applying and delivering by forceps a

R. O. P. position, the head being through the cervix, but

not on the perineum.

5. Course and treatment of (fl) primary uterine inertia;

(b) secondary uterine inertia.

6. Causes, symptoms and treatment of phlegmasia alba

dolens.

7. Diagnosis and treatment of early hereditary syphilis

in infants.

8. Give the handling and care of cow's milk in order to

be able to dispense with pasteurization of the same for in-

fant feeding during the summer months.

9. Give clinical manifestations of acute infantile paraly-

sis.

10. Give causes and treatment of acute ileocolitis.

1. What is surgical shock? How managed?
2. What is the dirt'erence between an acute abscess and

a purulent infiltration?

3. Describe the appearance, symptoms, and management
nf a syphilitic leg-ulcer.

4. Differentiate fractures and dislocations.

5. To what are hemorrhoids due? How many forms, and
how treated?

6. Dift'erentiate an incarcerated from a strangulated her-

nia. W'hat other conditions may be mistaken for them?
7. Give detailed description of an amputation at mid-

forearm. Include technique (preparatory and operative),

describe each step in regular order, until dressing is com-
plete.

GYNECOLOGY.

1. What conditions may produce leucorrhea?
2. To what may dysmenorrhea be due. and how best

remedied?
3. To what symptoms would a medium perineal lacera-

tion give rise?

4. Differentiate pregnancy, retained menses, and uterine

fibroid.

5. What are the evidence? .ind manifestations of ap-

proaching puberty?^

PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY.

1. Define the terms thrombus and embolus, giving the

causes and results of each.

2. Explain the occurrence of the metastatic abscesses

characteristic of certain infectious diseases.

3. Name the diseases in which intestinal ulceration is an
essential feature. Name the portion (or portions) of the

intestinal tract in which the ulceration is found in each of
these diseases.

4. Describe the phenomena, or signs, of inflammation,
illustrating the subject by describing the formation of a

common boil (furunclel.

5. Name the variety of degeneration termed cloudy
sw-elling. Name the class of diseases in which it commonly
occurs.

6. Name the class of tumors under which the carcinomata
are grouped histologically. Name the subvarieties of car-

cinomata.

7. Give the bacteriology of erysipelas, syphilis, puerperal

infections, and basilar meningitis.
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8. F.xplain the moje of infection in the malarial fevers,

tvt)hoid fever, tuberculosis, and tetanus.

9. uehne me icriii proiu/ua. Aame two pathogenic pro-

tozoa and the disease which each causes.

10. Give a typical example of an obligate parasite, and of

a facultative parasite. Does the colon bacillus ever become
parasite in nature?

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. Name six signs of death.

2. How soon after death does rigor mortis set in, and

to what is it due?
3. How can you determine that a body has been burned

during life or after death?

4. What is infanticide?

5. Define illusion.

TOXICOLOGY.

1. What is the first thing you would do in being called

to a case of poisoning?
2. Name two reliable emetics with dosage.

3. Give the best general antidote for (a) arsenical prepa-

rations; (ft) mineral acids.

4. Give symptoms of acute phosphorus poisoning.

5. Give treatment of carbonic acid gas poisoning.

HYGIENE AND PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.

1. How does standing water purify itself?

2. Give an efficient method of rendering river water

suitable for town consumption.

3. In the disposal of sewage, which is the more effective:

the intermittent or the continuous flow, and why?
4. Give a cheap and effective formula for disinfecting

privies and water closets.

5. How would you manage an epidemic of scarlet fever,

and how would you disinfect clothing and rooms?

RIGHT ILIAC.
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converting starch into sugar; (6) it neutralizes the acid

chyme from the stomach, and thus inhibits peptic diges-

tion; (7) it has a very feeble antiseptic action.

6. The blood passes through arteries, capillaries and
veins. The changes occur in the capillaries, where the

blood gives up nourishing material to the tissues and re-

ceives from them waste matter; in this way the blood is

changed in character from arterial to venous.

7. For pulmonary circulation, see Cunningham's "Anat-
omy" (1909), page 991; or Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page
1404.

(&) In its passage through the lungs, the blood in the

pulmonary artery: (i) becomes cooled; 2; becomes a

brighter red color; (3) gains oxygen (about 10 or 12

volumes)
; (4) loses carbon dioxide (about 7 volumes).

8. See above, Anatomy, question 4.

9. Heat is given off from the body by: (i) The skin,

through evaporation, radiation, and conduction; (2) the

expired air; (3) the excretions—urine and feces.

10. The liver, lungs, kidneys, skin, and intestines.

CHEMISTRY.

1. Preparation of N,0. By heating ammonium nitrate;

NH.NO, + heat = 2H=0 + N^O.
Properties: It is a colorless, odorless gas, with a sweet-

ish taste, heavier than air, slightly soluble in water, is a

supporter of combustion. It has (when inhaled) anesthetic

properties. Uses: As an anesthetic, chiefly for short oper-

ations.

2. Chloroform. .Preparation: By heating chloral hy-

drate with potassium hydroxide

:

CHCl3(0H), + KOH = HCOOK 4- H,0 -f CHCI3.
Properties: It is a colorless, volatile liquid, with a sweet-

ish taste and a strong, peculiar odor. It is a good solvent

for many substances not soluble in water. Uses: As an
anesthetic and a solvent.

Iodoform. Preparation: By heating alcohol, iodine, and
potassium bicarbonate

:

C^HsOH -f 2I2+ 2KHCO3 = 2KI -f 3H.O + 2C0= + 2CHI=.
Properties: A yellow, crystalline solid with a peculiar

penetrating odor ; insoluble in water. It contains nearly 97
per cent of iodine. Uses: Treatment of wounds, sores, and
ulcers ; as a surgical dressing.

3. Salts of K: Chloride, bromide, iodide, nitrate, hypo-

chlorite, chlorate, sulphates, dichromate, permanganate,

acetate, carbonates, oxalate, tartrates, cyanide, ferrocyanide,

ferricyanide

:

Potassium iodide is made by dissolving iodine in solution

of potassium hydro.xide.

31= + 6K0H = KIO.+ 3H2O + 5KI.

Medical uses: In syphilis, rheumatism, pleurisy, syno-

vitis, arteriosclerosis, nephritis, lead and mercury poison-

ing, goiter.

Potassium acet.-\te is made by treating acetic acid with

potassium carbonate

:

2C=H.03 + K,CO, = CO2+ H:0 + 2KC,H.O:
Medical uses: As a diuretic, diaphoretic, in rheumatism,

gravel, irritation of the urinary tract, and in fevers gen-

erally.

4. Ether is prepared by the action of sulphuric acid on

alcohol

:

C,H,OH + H,S04= H,0 4- CH^HSO,
C;h,HS04+ CHsOH = H=S04-j- (CH,),0.

Chloral hydrate is prepared by the action of water on

chloral

:

CCI3.CHO -f H,0 = CCls.CH (OH ) =.

5. The periodic law of Mendelejeff states that "The
properties of elements, the constitution of their compounds,

and the properties of these latter are periodic functions

of the atomic weights of the elements."

6. Three organic acids: Oxalic, tartaric, and citric acids.

Cerium oxalate is a white granular powder, odorless and

tasteless, insoluble in water.
Lithium citrate is an odorless, white powder or colorless

crystalline substance, deliquescent.

7. Three sorts of sugars: Monosaccharids. disaccharids,

and trisaccharids.

8. Fermentation occurs.

9. Soaps are generally the sodium, or potassium salt of

oleic, palmitic, or stearic acid.

10. Strychnine, morphine, aconitine, and digitalin.

11. Hydrochloric acid, HCl; sulphuric acid H=SOj:
nitric acid, HNO3.

12. (i) Acetic acid; (2) acetylene; (3) potassium per-

manganate; (4) calcium chlorate; (s) phenol; (6) nitric

acid.

materia medica.

I. Alteratives are substances which in some unknown
way modify the course of disease ; Ex. mercury.

Narcotics are agents which produce, or tend to produce,
deep sleep, and to relieve pain ; Ex. opium.

Diuretics are agents which promote the secretion of
urine ; E.r. alcohol.

Emmenagogues are agents which promote the menstrual
flow ; Ex. apiol.

Mydriatics are agents which cause the pupil of the eye

to dilate; Ex. atropine.

2. Anesthetics are agents which temporarily abolish sen-

sation. Local anesthesia is the condition in which there

is loss of sensibility of the tissues over a limited area, due
to the application of certain agents, such as cold, ethylene

chloride, ether, cocaine, eucaine, or the infiltration of water,

or a solution of salt, or of salt, cocaine, and morphine.
General anesthesia is a condition in which there is uncon-
sciousness as well as abolition of sensation; it may be
induced by the inhalation of ether, chloroform, nitrous

oxide gas, chloride of ethyl, or a combination of certain

of these agents. The safest general anesthetic is nitrous

oxide ; the mortality with this anesthetic is very much less

than that with the other general anesthetics.

3. Dilute hydrochloric acid, TI)Jx-xx ; dilute hydrocyanic
acid, TI)jij-v; oxalate of cerium, gr. v; chloral hydrate,

gr. x-xv ; codeine sulphate, gr. j; creosote, Tl)Jj-iij ; strych-

nine sulphate, gr. 1/40; tincture strophanthus, TI]Jv ; atropine
sulphate, gr. 1/80.

4. Cinchona is obtained from several varieties of cin-

chona tree (cinchona calisaya, ledgeriana, officinalis, suc-

cirubra, condaminea, pitaycnsis, micrantha). Its main
alkaloid is quinine; its chief salt the sulphate.

5. Hyoscine is an alkaloid of hyoscyamus ; the dose of
hyoscine hydrobromide is gr. 1/125 ; best given hypoder-
mically.

6. Astringents are: (1) Vegetable (as tannic acid,

catechu, rhus glabra) ; and (2) Mineral (as alum, lead,

silver nitrate).

7. The following table (from Potter's "Materia Medi-
ca'') gives the chief antipyretics w-ith their manner of ac-

tion. Temperature depression may be done by five differ-

ent actions working upon two principal lines, viz., by

—

f(l) diminishing tissue

change.
(2) reducing the cir-

culation.

(3) dilating cutaneous ves-
sels, thus increasing
heat radiation.

(4; promoting perspiration

—

its evaporation lower-
ing the temperature.

(5) abstracting heat from
the body.

The following list of antipyretics includes a few for
each of the above-named actions, to w-hich the numbers
refer in each case, viz.

:

Quinine, i. Aconite, 2. Antipyrin, i, 4.

Phenol, I. Alcohol, i, 3. Antimony, 2. 4.

Salicin, i. Nitrous ether, 3, 4. Cold bath, 5.

DigitaUs, 2. Acetanilid, 1, 4. Cold drinks, 5.

Phenaccfin, i. 4. Wet-pack, 5.

therapeutics.

I. Medicine can be administered: (i) By the mouth;
(2) by the rectum; (3) by inhalation; (4) by inunction

;

(S) hypodermically
; (6) by intravenous injection; (7) by

fumigation
; (8) by cataphoresis.

To determine the proper dosage for a child: Let

(o) Lessening Jieat production, by

(b) Promoting heat loss, by

X =: the age of a patient ; then the fraction of

the adult dose which the patient should receive. Thus, a

4 4 I

patient of four years old should receive =— =—
4 -f 12 16 4

of an adult dose.
2. Diuretics are employed: (i) To remove excess of

fluid from the tissues, as in dropsy
; (2) to dilute the urine

;

(3) to promote the elimination of waste products or pois-
onus material from the blood, and (4) to maintain the
action of the kidneys.

3. Three ill effects: Nausea, indigestion, and syncope.
The best substitute is strophanthus.

4. 5. Extracti colocynthidis, gr. j.

Hydrargyri chloridi mitis, gr. viij.

Jalapae resinse, gr. iv.

Extracti colchici, gr. ij. Misce.
Fiat massa in pilulas no. iv. dividenda.

Signa: Take one at bedtime.
5. Ergot. Indications:—To promote uterine contrac-

tions during third stage of labor; fibroids, menorrhagia,
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post-partum hemorrhage. Some forms of amenorrhea and
dysmenorrhea, dysentery, arterial hemorrhage, congestive

headaches, laxity of sphincters of bladder or rectum, hem-
orrhoids, aneurysm, diabetes, urinary incontinence, direct

paralysis of the sphincter vesicae, atonic spermatorrhea.
Contraindications:—In labor if the birth canal is not

free, and the os uteri is not dilated.

6. General principles of treatment in poisoning: "(i)

Lose no time. (2) Use the best remedy obtainable at

once. (3) Get rid of the poison. (4) Stop its action.

(5) Remedy the mischief already done. (6) Fight against

the tendency to death (Tanner). In the treatment of

poisoning, whether by mineral or vegetable substances, if

the poison is knovifn the first indication is to administer

the proper chemical antidote, so as to render it harmless
or comparatively so. Next, the stomach should be emptied
and washed out. lest the newly fonned compound be ab-

sorbed after a time, also to remove any poison which may
have escaped the action of the antidote. Next, the ap-

propriate antagonist should be administered to counteract

the effects of such portion of the poison as may have been
absorbed. Lastly, such antagonistic measures should be
employed as may sustain the action of any organic function

showing signs of failure. In most cases of alkaloid poison-

ing absorption has proceeded so far before professional

assistance is obtained that antidotes are of no value, hence
reliance can be placed only upon the physiological antagon-
ist and such supporting measures as will tend to maintain
vitality until the poison can be eliminated by the natural

channels."— (Potter's Materia Medico, etc.)

7. Symptoms of carbolic acid poisoning: Buccal mucous
membrane is whitened and hardened ; vomiting ; burning
pain in mouth, esophagus, and stomach

; pulse and body
temperature are lowered ; the pupils are contracted ; col-

lapse, and finally death. The urine may become dark.

The treatment consists in administering white of egg,

sodium sulphate, or saccharated lime, followed by lavage.

Alcohol is said to be antidotal.

UREMIC COMA.
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1. Shock is the name given to a sudden and gcnt-ral

depression of tiie vital powers due to some strong stimu-
lation (such as injury or emotion) acting on the vital

centers in the medulla, and producing vasomotor paralysis.

Treatment u£ shock : place the patient in the recum-
bent position, with the head low, apply warmth to the

body, administer a stimulant, and give a hot saline in-

fusion ; morphine, hypodermatically, may be necessary for

the relief of pain.

2. In the abscess the pus is circumscribed ; in llie puru-
lent infiltration it is diffuse and not circumscribed.

3. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (igo8), page 97;
or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 159.

4-

1. Crepitus may be present.

2. Preternatural mobility.

3. Easily reduced—but

4. Deformity more liable to

recur after reduction.

5. The head of the bone is

in its proper place.

6. The socket containing
the head of the bone is

not empty.

7. When rotated the bone
does not move as one
piece.

DISLOCATION.

1. Crepitus never present.

2. Rigidity rather than mo-
bility.

3. Difficult to reduce—but

4. Deformity less liable to

recur after reduction.

5. The head of the bone is

not in its proper place.

6. The socket which should
contain the head of the

bone is empty.

7. When rotated the bone
moves as one piece.

5. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1148;

ir Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 1012.
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veloped during life. In burns produced after death there

is no true blister, no red base, and gas only is present in

place of the serous fluid.

4. Infanticide in a medicolegal sense is the murder of a

newborn child, which has a separate existence from its

mother. In a physiological sense it would include the de-

struction of the life of a fetus or child before it was sepa-

rated from its mother.

5. An illusion is a false or perverted impression received

through one of the senses. Example: The whistling of the

wind being mistaken for a voice telling a person to do a

certain thing.

TOXICOLOGY.

1. See above. Therapeutics, 6.

2. Two reliable emetics: Apomorphine hydrochloride,

dose gr. i/io by hypodermic; and wine of ipecac, dose

ITgxx.

3. (a) For arsenical preparations, give freshly prepared

solution of ferric hydroxide; (&) for mineral acids, give

magnesia, or soap and water, or milk.

4. Symptoms of acute phosphorus poisoning: "Eructation

of gas having the odor of garlic. The mouth, when ob-

served in the dark, is frequently faintly luminous (phos-

phorescent). .'\fter several hours, pain in the throat, a

sense of heat in the epigastrium, nausea, and vomiting.

The vomited matters are sometimes bloody, and frequently

luminous when agitated in the dark. The abdomen is

tender, and there are diarrhea and colicky pains. Afte""

one or two days these symptoms cease, there remaining

only pain in the back and limbs and a feeble pulse. Death
sometimes occurs suddenly in from two to four days.

Usually about the fourth day the patient becornes jaundiced,

suffers from headache, insomnia, and retention of urine,

rapidly becomes delirious and comatose, and dies." (From
W'itthaus' Essentials of Chemistry and Toxicology.)

5. Strictly speaking, carbonic acid gas is not a poison ; it

suffocates. Treatment, therefore, consists in removing the

patient immediately to pure air, and instituting artificial

respiration. After respiration is established, stimulation

will be necessary.

HVGIEN'E AND PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.

1. The standing of water aids in the subsidence of for-

eign particles, and also (slightly) of _ organisms. It can

be increased by the addition of precipitating agents (lime,

alum, iron, etc.). Most of these substances have been sus-

pended mechanically in the water, and the standing causes

them to settle ; but some have been in solution, and have
become insoluble because the water is deprived of carbon
dioxide by being exposed to the air.

2. River water may be rendered suitable for town con-

sumption by filtration. Ordinary filter beds for the puri-

fication of water are tanks of varying size, shape, and con-

struction ; the walls may be vertical or sloping ; upon the

paved bottom are pipes to carry oft the filtered water.

Above these pipes are successive layers of coarse gravel,

fine gravel, coarse sand, and at the top fine sand about
four feet deep. Through these layers the water passes.

3. The intermittent system is the better, because it al-

lows of aeration of the soil.

4. Disinfection of privies and zvater closets: "In the

disinfection of these nothing is more convenient and
effective than lime chloride, which is a mixture of various
chlorine compounds, or milk of lime, freely used ; the

latter is made by adding one pound of freshly slaked lime
to two or three quarts of water. Lime chloride should be
purchased in sealed packages only, otherwise its efficacy

as a disinfectant is slight. Air-slaked lim.e is of no use
as a disinfecting agent."—(Wilcox's Fever Nursing.)

5. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages
324 and 309; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909),
page 139.

The Pathogenesis of Tetany in Childhood.—V. Pexa
found that dogs fed on a calcium free diet presented a
clinical picture in which the most conspicuous symptom
was a passive condition toward external influences. There
was no increased electrical irritability in the peripheral
nervous system. The calcium content in the central

nervous system was diminished, but there was an abun-
dant increase in the amount of glycogen contained in the
parathyroids, which were otherwise unchanged. It is

concluded that the origin of tetany and spasmophilia can
not be attributed alone to a deficiency of calcium in the
various organs, which deficiency is not associated with
a diminution of electrical irritability in the peripheral
nervous system. Even if the poverty of calcium in the

various tissues plays a role in tetany, at any rate the latter

would be prevented by the antito.xic power of the para-
thyroids.

—

Archiv fiir Kinderheilkunde.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

ca,ses and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of November 12, 1910.

Cases

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis.
Malarial Fever

Totals.

573
312
106
134

69
133
54
2

163
30

1,383

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpox, yellow fever, cholera, and plague have
been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health,
and Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended
November 11, 1910.

CHLOERA W^
PLACE DATE CASES DEATHS

China: Amony Sept. 18-24 1

Hankow Sept. 24 2

Germany: Marienburg Oct. 3-9 6 2

Indo-China: Saigon Sept. 19—25 3 3

Italy, general Oct. 29-30 12 S
Provinces—Avellino Oct. 2-7 3 1

Bari—Carbonara Oct. 2-7 1 1

Molfetta Oct. 2-7 1 1

Terlizzi Oct. 2-7 I

Caserta Oct. 2-7 17 6
Foggia—Cerignola Oct. 2-7 2 2

Naples Oct. 2-7 68 15
Rome—Fiuinicino Oct. 2-7 1 1

Avellino Oct. 15-22 2 1

Bari Oct. 16-22 12 6
Campobasso Oct. 16-22 3 I

Caserta Oct. 16-22 96 97
Lecce Oct. 16-22 6 3
Messina Oct. 16-22 1 1

Naples Oct. 16-22 70 28
Palermo Oct. 16-22

Palermo Oct. 16-22 4
Rome Oct. 16-22
Rome Oct. 16-22 6 7

From the preNnous week.
Salerno Oct. 16-22 3 2
Trapani Oct. 16-22 2 2

Japan: Fukuoka Oct. 4 20
Kagawa Oct. 4 2

Kyoto Oct. 7 82 30
Kobe Oct. 3-9 38 24
Moji Oct. 8 22 9

Nara Oct. 4 1

Okayama Oct. 4 1

Tokushima Oct. 7 2

Wakamatsu Oct. 8 2

Java: Bataria Sept. 8-24 10 5

Persia: Kermanshah Oct. 1-10 67 46
Present in all localities between Hamadan and Ksinekin.

Philippine Islands: Manila Sept, 1 1-24 11 9
Provinces—Batangas Sept. 1 1-24 292 189
Bulacan Sept.11-24 14 12

Cavite Sept. 11-24 3 3

Ilocos Sur Sept, 11-24 14 13

Nueva Ecija Sept.11-24 60 33
Pampanga Sept. 11-17 2 2

Pangasinan Sept. 11-24 12 6
Rizal Sept.11-24 29 22
Tarlac Sept.11-24 13 9

Russia, general Nov. 11-17 9.55+ 4.632
St. Petersburg 791 296
Cronstadt 17 9

Archangel 1 1

Servia: Belgrade Oct. 7-22 6 1

Including I case pre\'iously reported.
Straits Settlements: Singapore Sept. 11-17 3

Tripoli: Tripoli Oct. 3-16 12 9

Including 3 fatal cases previously reported.
Turkey in Asia: Erzeroum Oct. 7-15 13 13

Trebizond Oct. 10-15 109 60
YELLOW FEVER

Brazil: Manaos Oct. 9-15 2 2

S.s. Augustine, left Manaos Sept. 24 bound for Liverpool, via Para
and Lisbon. After leaving Manaos 5 cases of yellow fever developed ; 2

of these were landed at Para. 2 were buried at sea, and one was landed at

Liverpool convalescent.
Para Oct. 9-15 11 7

Great Britain: Liverpool Oct. 14 1

See remark opposite Manaos.
Hawaii: Honolulu Nov. 5 1

From s. s. Hongkong. Maru, from Empalme, Mexico, vi& Manzanilia.

Mexico: Campeche Oct. 25 1

Siena Leone: Freetown Sept, 1-3 1 1

PLAGUE
China: Amoy Sept. 18-24 . . 1

SMALLPOX
Brazil: Para Oct. 9-15 1

China: Shanghai. Sept. 26-Oct. 9.. . .. 4

Egypt: Cairo Sept. 24-30 1 1

Indo-China: Saigon Sept, 19-25 3 3
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THE U. S. NAVAL MEDICAL SCHOOL.*
By henry G. BEYER,

MEDICAL INSPECTOR, U. S. N., PRESIDENT OF THE SCHOOL.

Gentlemen : It may be taken for granted that

all those of us most deeply interested in the work
of the Naval Medical School consider it eminently

fit and proper to open the sessions with an informal

introductory address, if even for no other purpose
than that of giving those of you who enter as stu-

dents of the school, first, a hearty welcome ; second,

a brief description of the aims and object.^ of the

school and, third, a short account of the require-

ments which students are expected to conform and
live up to during its sessions.

Those of you, gentlemen, who have successfully

passed the Naval Medical Examining Board have
caused to be placed on file at the Navy Department
not only a written record of your professional quali-

fications, but also and at the same time a record of

a mental endurance test. It is conceivable and has

indeed happened more than once in my experience

in the service that persons, otherwise well quali-

fied professionally to pass the examination, have,

nevertheless, withdrawn on account of a lack of

enduring moral force. Military hardihood and a

disciplined mind, kept well under the control of a

strong will and guided by a noble purpose, are char-

acteristics as desirable in a naval medical officer as

they are in an officer of the line. The successful

candidates are therefore to be congratulated as

having proved themselves physically, mentally, and
morally equal to an accepted standard in an exami-

nation for one of the Government services.

An Examining Board, indeed, with its require-

ments and its functions, is not unlike a standard

toxin, by means of which we standardize our anti-

toxins coming into our laboratories from the dif-

ferent manufacturing establishments. /\t least one

difference, however, we must admit exists between
these two standardizing agencies, and that is that

we cannot keep the members of an Examining
Roard in a water and air-tight compartment and
at a uniform temperature during the internals of

their functional activity. On the contrary, we must
admit that the more air and the more light this

standardizing board receives during such intervals

the more perfect, the more to be feared, it is bound
to become. This, gentlemen, with all due apology

to the distinguished members of that board present

on this occasion.

The results of your examination having thus

clearly been obtained by scientific methods, they

certainly ought to be reliable, and the congratula-

*.A.n address delivered at the opening of the U. S.

Naval Medical School, Washington. D. C., on Monda.y,
October 3, 1910. Published by permission of the Sur-

geon-General of the Navy.

tions which I have the pleasure of extending to yoti

are consequently also not merely matters of empty
form and rhetoric, but they rest on sound principles

and logical reasoning. Still, in order to make you
not unduly or prematurely proud and to continue
the figure, it is your practical value to the service

to be shown in your future work that must be
allowed to confirm the promises which you have
so far given us and to convert the probability values
of your examination marks into actual and undis-
putable values.

Function of the Ninvl Medical Scliool.—The
objects and purposes of this school, like those of
any other school, are, of course, educational, but

the educational completeness that we must ever aim
at, the special ideal that we should never for a mo-
ment lose sight of and which forms the very foun-
dation of our existence, is that we should lay special

stress in teaching those branches that alone are
calculated to make of us and of our services more
valuable instruments in the service of the Navy of

the United States than we would be without such
instruction, and especially with reference to service

in the fleet and at sea. At present we are still work-
ing on the foundations of this ideal structure. It

will be for you to carry (in the work after we have
gone.

Regarded in the light of a preparation for serv-

ice, the course which you are about to begin sig-

nifies one more of those rare opportunities knocking
at the door of your young lives and at the begin-
ning of your professional career, clamoring for ad-
mission, and which it is of the greatest importance
for you to embrace with all your might and to

utilize to the full extent of your ability ; an oppor-
tunity which never can be made to come back after

once it is gone. Let there be no wobbling uncer-
tainty about that. I am merely stating a plain and
serious truth when I say that if I, who stand at the
end of my professional career in the Naval Medical
Service, possessed the ability of conveying to vou,
who stand at the beginning of it, the true sense of
appreciation that I feel of the value of the instruc-
tion you are about to receive at this school, and
which experience alone can duly appreciate, you
would enter upon' your work here with an attach-
ment for all your instructors little short of rev-
erence.

The instruction at this school, so far as it has
been possible to perfect it up to the present time,
falls into three main functionally diflS^erent groups
or branches, namely, (i) the biological branch, (2)
the professional branch, (3) the military branch.
The Biological Branch.—To the biological group

of subjects I would refer bacteriology, pathology,
and medical zoolog}-. Chemistry, as far as it is

taught in this course, is auxiliary to both the biologi-
cal and the professional branches of study. All
these studies may be termed the fundamental
sciences upon which medicine depends.
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In reading the syllabi submitted by Drs. Butler,

Mink, and Garrison you will notice that the labora-

tory work is all done by the students themselves,

that no important detail of work is omitted, the in-

tention on the part of the instructors being that of

making the student an independent worker is

everywhere apparent. In bacteriology none of the

practical laboratory procedures are omitted. In

pathology I was glad to note that due attention will

be given the collection, preservation, hardening, and

embedding of pathological specimens, as well as to

the studv of the microscopic characters of the va-

rious lesions. In medical zoology, besides a thor-

ough study of the protozoa, vermes, and anthropoda.

from which three classes of the animal kingdom
most of the animal parasites are derived, you will

receive some further useful instruction with regard

to the collection and the systematic recording of

museum specimens and the necessary information

of their habitat that must go with such specimens.

The biological laboratories have furnished the

physician and surgeon alike new means for diagnos-

ing and combating disease, and the education of

the medical practitioner under the present changed
conditions makes entirely new demands on both

his preliminary and his professional training. Since

the large majority of the medical schools in this

country do not require a knowledge in the funda-

mental branches before admitting the students to

professional studies and since the highest standards

of professional efficiency cannot be attained with-

out it, the necessity for the creation of special serv-

ice schools for the supply of that knowledge be-

came apparent. The brief history of these schools

and the excellent work done by the students and
instructors has more than justified their existence.

The Professional Group.—Hygiene (Dr. Fiske),

tropical medicine (Dr. Butler), surgery (Dr.

Spear), ophthalmology (Dr. Shipp), and psychiatry

(Dr. Butts) together form the professional sub-

jects in which you will receive advanced and prac-

tical instruction. The very essential importance of

a practical knowledge on these subjects will at once
appeal to you without any further comment on my
part. I may therefore omit the reading of the syl-

labi submitted by the instructors in these depart-
ments. From the service point of view, however,
I might mention that their relative importance
should be interpreted as following the order in

which they are here enumerated.
The Military Group.—The various military ex-

ercises and drills that are so essential and so neces-
sary to make you a homogeneous part of the corps
of officers of the naval service are of great practical

and of still greater personal importance to you.
This branch of instruction is practically a school
of application intending to point out the way in

which your professional accomplishments must be
applied to the naval service. This branch of in-

struction is under the sole charge of Commander
Wilson, a gentleman who combines a rare quality
of kindliness with a sincerity of purpose which must
appeal to all of you and whom you will all respect
and appreciate and, I am sure, remember long after
you are well launched on your career as naval
medical officers. I herewith admonish you to give
him the respect he deserves.

Larvs. Regulations, and Orders.—With the laws,
regulations which you will most frequently come in

contact with, it will take but a short time of prac-
tical naval life to make you acquainted. But, in
order that this first acquaintance may be a pleasant

one and not be followed by disagreeable conse-

quences, it behooves you to get a knowledge of the

regulations as soon as practicable, and to get your-

selves into the habit of obeying orders. Any law-

ful order, whether good, bad, or indifferent, must

be obeyed without hesitation and mental reservation.

The sooner you will understand that a military

order is not an insult or an attempt at any inter-

ference with your personal right or liberty but con-

stitutes for you a simple call for duty, the smoother

also will be your introduction into the service. Re-

spect for and obedience to the orders of your su-

periors must be insisted upon wherever you may
hereafter be on duty. This is necessary in order

that not only shall the machinery run smoothly and

without friction, but it constitutes a training for

your daily life in the service if this is expected to

be a happy one.

With regard to local orders, orders to which you
will be expected to conform while attached to this

school, the necessary information may be obtained

from the various bulletin boards. Whenever in

doubt as regards your military conduct. Commander
Wilson will, I am sure, be your ever willing and

ever present friend and guide.

In conclusion, I charge you to hold high your
professional aims and I beg of you to remember
that from now on you have assumed a serious and

lasting responsibility, both personal and profes-

sional, for the honor and efficiency of the naval

medical service. While every man owes that duty

to his profession, and while in no profession this

obligation is clearer than in that of the physician.

in no association of physicians is this duty more
compelling than in that of the medical corps of the

military services.

THE PHILOSOPHIC ANATOMY OF THE
LIVER.

Bv EDMOND SOUCHON, M.D.,

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

PROFESSOR EMERITUS I SATOMY, TULANE UNIVERSIT

It is remarkable that the liver is the organ which
the common people mention most often in telling

of their ailments. In warm climates especially they

are all the time saying that they are bilious, that

their liver is not acting, that they have cooked bile

on their liver. They often say of people of a sal-

low complexion that they are bilious. In fact, we
are told that in very hot climates people greet each

other not by asking "how are you?" but "how is

your liver?" Physiologists tell us that the liver is

the lungs of hot climates.

It is noticeable that the word liver in Greek
means fat, so says the dictionary. It is truly the

only organ that will accumulate fat most rapidly. It

is particularly so in the lower animals. All epicures

know how luscious is the famous "Pate de foie

gras," due to the hyperfattening of geese from
overfeeding or gavage. particularly with nuts. It

is probably due to the fine taste of young fat livers

that the birds of prey instinctively selected the liver

to pick in the case of the legendary Prometheus
while chained to the rock. It is astounding how
rapidly the liver undergoes total fatty degeneration,

in some cases of yellow fever, the whole organ be-

ing converted into a hard mass of tallow in some
forty-eight hours.

We should note that there is only one liver in

the human subject, but in some of the lower ani-

mals there are a number of lobes and lobules inde-
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pendent of each other. However, the common
people from their observation of rabbits and other

animals speak of the liver in the plural—the livers,

"les foies," in French.

We must lay stress on the fact that the liver is

the largest organ in the human body, e.xcept per-

haps the lungs separately. This is in keeping with

its manifold and most important functions. It is

noteworthy that it is beyond question the heaviest

of all the organs. No other organ presents such

variations in weight, however, within the boundaries

of health.

The liver is a single organ, but is not on the

median line like the heart, brain, and bladder. The
other single organs are the brain, the heart, the pan-

creas, the bladder, the prostate, the womb, the

penis. It is to be noticed that it is an asymmetrical

median organ. The heart and the pancreas are the

only other such organs. The liver is unique in the

large extent it occupies in the abdominal cavity, ex-

tending through three regions, right hypochoii-

driuni, epigastrium, and left hypochrondrium.

We must call attention to the several directions

it presents ; its axis is horizontal, its anterior sur-

face is vertical, the posterior is oblique ; the upper

border is longitudinal, the lower is oblique. The
manner in which the organ is held in place is most

worthy of notice. Like the heart it is suspended

from its broad upper border by the large hepatic

veins as they open into the inferior cava, itself so

firmly adherent to the fibrous opening presented

by the aponeurotic diaphragm for its passage. The
so-called suspensory ligament, the coronary liga-

ment, the triangular ligaments have but little to

do in holding the liver in place. We must note

also that the liver is supported or rather rests on the

stomach and intestines as on a soft bed, such as the

heart lies cosily on the diaphragm and the spleen on

the left of the colon.

We must bear in mind that in its situation the

organ is entirely passive. It moves up and down
with the movements of the diaphragm and the

lungs, but it has no motion of its own. It is to be

remembered that whatever be the means of fixity of

the liver it will sometimes stretch them to the ex-

tent of comparative excessive mobility. We all

know of floating livers, though the organ never

roams about the abdomen as the spleen and espe-

cially the kidneys do. These organs are the only

ones that "float." The liver is the one organ whose
shape is truly hard to define so as to convey a cor-

rect idea. The comparison to the longitudinal iialf

of an ovoid is about the best.

It is notable that for many years the anterior or

convex surface of the liver was the only one that

interested the surgeon, but now there is no part of

the organ that he will not reach. It should arrest at-

tention that it is the largest surface, that it gives in-

sertion to the so-called suspensory ligament, that

this ligament corresponds to the median line, that

it divides that surface into a right and left lobe

:

that the part of the surface which corresponds to

the right hypochrondrium is covered by the ribs and

intercostal muscles, the pleura, the diaphragm, the

peritoneum. It is of importance to remember that

the portion of the anterior surface that corresponds

to the epigastrium is the only superficial portion of

the liver, reached as soon as the skin, muscles and

peritoneum have been incised. We must note that

that portion of the organ extending into the left

hypochondrium is very small, thin, and compara-

tively of little pathological or surgical interest.

The posterior surface is nx)st remarkable for its

many irregularities. It presents more of these than

the surface of any organ in the body. These irregu-

larities are due to the several organs with which
this surface is in relation, the stomach, colon, supra-

renal capsule, kidney. It is concave because the

largest of all these organs are convex. That sur-

face is smaller by one-third than the anterior or

convex surface, but how many most remarkable

and unique things are seen there ! It is striking that

the most important peculiarities are all centered in

the middle of the surface, to the right of the

median line, in a space not more than four inches

square. The first that should arrest attention is

that these peculiarities are represented by three

grooves, two vertical or oblique and one horizontal

or transverse, the whole representing the letter H.
Of these grooves or fissures the transverse one is

the one to be dwelt upon above all others. It is the

hilum, a model hilum. The liver and kidneys alone

present such a model hilum. This hilum, however.
has a special interest over any of the others be-

cause it presents the portal vein, which in this hilum
becomes an artery by penetrating and breaking up
into capillaries in the liver. This is unique and
truly wonderful. In the hilum we must observe par-

ticularly the reflections into the organ of the cap-

sule of Glisson as it is here more developed tlian

in any other structure. Surgeons should bear in

mind that the hilum is in the right of the epigastrium
and comparatively superficial, so that in exploring
deeply with a large aspirator needle the portal vein

and the hepatic artery might be wounded with pos-

sible serious consequences. We should not forget

the relative position which the artery, the portal vein

and the common bile duct occupy on their way to

the hilum in the right border of the gastrohepatic

omentum. The artery is on the inside of the duct,

on the same plane, and the vein is behind them.
Our attention must be arrested by the fact that these
structures form the anterior boundary of the fa-

mous foramen of Winslow.
It is interesting to note that the suspensory liga-

ment, the obliterated umbilical vein correspond to

the median line, the vein being deeply seated ; the

obliterated venous duct corresponds also to the

median line, but higher up and still more deeply
seated. Also that the fundus of the gall bladder
corresponds to the lower border of the liver and to

the junction of the edge of the abdominal straight

muscle and the chondral border ; higher up and very
deep we find the inferior cava on the same line.

We must insist on the fact that no other organ
presents such lobes as the spigelian, the square.
the caudate. It is of particular interest to the
pathologist and to physicians to remember that

these lobes are in relation with the stomach, so that
abscesses of the liver may, and do, discharge into

that organ. This applies also to the right lobe,

which partly rests on the colon, into which abscesses
of the liver are thus enabled to discharge.
The upper border of the liver is most interest-

ing because it is through it that the inferior cava
passes to go through the diaphragm and that it is

just at that point that the hepatic veins discharge
into the cava. The adhesions of that border to
the diaphragm and through the diaphragm its re-

lation with the base of the right lung offers a pos-
sible issue to hepatic abscesses into the bronchi.

It_ is worthy of more than passing notice that
the inferior border is long, thin and oblique, quite
in contrast to the upper border. We must lay pe-
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culiar stress on the fact that it is truly the surgical

border of the liver because of its accessibility, be-

cause it never projects beyond the ribs unless the

organ is enlarged or is pressed down by accumula-

tions or by tumors above. A point of special in-

terest to operators is that it presents the notch for

the fundus of the gall gladder corresponding to

the junction of the edge of the costal cartilages and

the border of the abdominal sraight muscle. That

border is also of interest because it crosses the

epigastrium longitudinally, a surgical landmark of

some value. We find nowhere else an organ pre-

senting such a large and solid lobe as the right

lobe and extremity of the liver. We should ad-

mire its bulk, filling all the right hypochondrium.

It is, in fact, the liver.

The smallness and flatness of the left lobe and

extremity is comparatively insignificant both from

a pathologic and a surgical aspect. However, it

sometimes has surprises in store for the diagnosti-

cian.

It should be noted that the liver, the spleen, and

the kidneys are the only dark colored organs, the

liver and the kidneys being very much of the same

color. When a man is known to be of strong

sexual temperament and happens to lose a couple of

wives in rather close succession the common peo-

ple say that he has a white liver. The liver and

kidneys also present pretty much the same con-

sistency. They are also remarkably friable, though

less so than the spleen. For that reason they are

often lacerated in falls and blows and ordinary su-

tures will tear through the tissue. Mattress sutures

are the best to use. It is noticeable that, like the

kidneys, the liver has no elasticity, no retractility.

It is unyielding, hence the great pain in all lesions

that tend to mcrease the interior pressure. We
must observe that, on tearing, the liver presents a

granular appearance due to the projection of the

innumerable small acini. No other structure, except

the kidney, presents this.

The liver presents the most wonderful structure

of all the organs. It has more unique and peculiar

features than are found in any one organ. It has

more folds of the peritoneum connected with it than

any other, the falciform ligament, the coronary, the

triangular, the gastrohepatic. The falciform is

unique, and is due to the presence and course of

the obliterated umbilical vein.

The thinness of the fibrous coat on its surface is

to be noticed. It is more delicate than in any other

organ, is so much so that it cannot be peeled off as

can be done with the fibrous coat of the kidney, al-

though this one is quite thin also, but it is more
resistant. We should here admire how it thickens

in the hilum and how it is there reflected into the

organ to form a sheath for the vessels, veins, and

the bile ducts. Thus they have an easy and pro-

tected course through the dense tissue of the organ,

like electric wires in conduits. Nowhere is the in-

terior reflection of the external fibrous coat so well

seen as here, although it is seen in all the organs
presenting an external coat. Attention must be

called to the fact that on a section of the liver the

ramifications of this capsule collapse, whereas the

sections of the hepatic veins remain gaping. Let
us note that the ultimate divisions of the capsule

become very delicate and cause the stroma of the

liver to be barely visible with the naked eye, quite in

contrast with the stroma of the spleen. Finally, we
should not overlook the fact that the stroma is

purely fibrous, presenting no elastic fibers, no mus-

cular fibers such as we find in the spleen, hence the

absence of normal expansion and retractility as we
see again in the spleen.

It is indeed worthy of notice that the cells of

the liver present no characteristics. Taken out of

the organ they cannot be distinguished, and it is

impossible to say with certainty that these cells

come from the liver. But their radiated arrange-

ment in the lobules is characteristic, unique, and
most admirable. This arrangement with a linear

space or track between the radii was imperative to

have a way for the capillaries of the portal vein

and hepatic artery on their course toward the cen-

ter of the lobule, where they finally merge into the

single small trunk of the central intralobular hepatic

vein.

The vascular supply of the liver challenges ad-

miration. It is dual. It presents two arterial ves-

sels bringing the blood into the organ. The lungs

are the only other organs presenting a dual circu-

lation.

The hepatic artery is most remarkable for its

small size compared to the bulk and density of the

organ. That is because it is mostly the nutrient

artery of the organ, and contributes comparatively

little to the secretions.

The portal vein is the most wonderful of all

veins. It is unique. No such vessel is to be seen

anywhere else. It is the type of portal systems,

i.e. a system of veins which originate like ordinary

veins in a set of organs, which veins unite to form
a single trunk which itself breaks into capillaries

into another organ without passing through a pro-

pelling center. A portal vein is an ordinary vein

at its initial end, but it is an artery at the other end.

Such a special arrangement was rendered necessary

by the fact that the veins of the stomach and intes-

times absorb indiscriminately all the soluble sub-

stances contained in the gastrointestinal canal,

many of which substances would be injurious if

discharged directly into the general circulation. By
the portal arrangement these substances are carried

into the liver, which eliminates or modifies them be-

fore allowing their penetration into the general

circulation through the hepatic veins. We must
note specially that the vessels do not anastomose

in the liver, nor do they in the lungs or kidneys.

The efferent vessel from the corpuscle of Mal-

pighi is considered also as a capillary portal sys-

tem, but how infinitely insignificant compared to

this gigantic hepatic portal system. Besides, it is

an arterial portal system.

It is also unique that each hepatic lobule is sur-

rounded by a dual set of capillaries, one formed

by "ihe hepatic artery and the other by the portal

vein. It is beautiful to see arising from the con-

cave surface of the dome the fine capillaries which

descend into the radiated intercellular space. This

sort of arrangement is seen nowhere else. It is

truly admirable to behold on a fine penetrating in-

jection the red colored arterial capillaries gradually

merge into the blue colored radicles of origin of

the central intralobular hepatic vein, and then the

blue capillaries centering into a blue dot which is

the section of the trunk of the capillary central

hepatic and intralobular vein, the origin of the

whole system of the large hepatic veins. We may
look in vain for any similar arrangement in any of

the other organs of the human body. I only saw

this to my satisfaction once in my life, but T saw it

then for all time, because I am the lucky and happy
possessor of that beautiful slide. It was made
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many years ago by one of the most skillful German
technicians of that time, the celebrated Thiersch.
I saw a number of pretty good slides of this kind,

but not one could approach this peerless one.

To mention the star-shaped cells of the Kuiiffer
is to challenge admiration. It is also uniciue and
most worthy of wonder to note that the ultimate
capillaries in the lobules have no endothelium, the

walls of the vascular channels being formed by
the walls of the hepatic cells themselves between
the blood and the contents of the hepatic cells. We
find such a condition in sarcomas, but I do not
know of another instance in the normal tissues.

It is noteworthy that the hepatic veins form a
system of their own, that they have a direction and
course separate from the hepatic artery and portal

vein. We must note that in their run out of the
liver they have an independent course and that they
do not come out where the arteries go in ; that they
converge toward the left part of the upper border

;

that there they form two large trunks discharging
into the inferior cava as it passes through the

aponeurotic diaphragm. We must observe that the

vein from the right lobe is enormous, due to the

very large size of the lobe. We again find in their

course a peculiar condition, that their walls are ad-
herent to the hepatic tissue so that when they are

cut they remain gaping. Yet they are not sinuses

because all the coats of ordinary veins are there

present. Again we must be impressed with the di-

rect venous connection between the right auricle

and the farthest venous radicles of the liver through
the inferior cava, the opening of the hepatic veins

in the cava being so close to the auricle that that

vast system of venous canals without valves, all

the time gaping, presents an easy to and fro course

from the liver to the heart and the heart to the

liver. No wonder, therefore, of the great correla-

tion between the affections of the two organs. In

cases of obstruction through the heart the stasis of

the blood into the hepatic veins dilates and stains

the central hepatic intralobular vein so that on a

section they appear like black dots, and cause the

condition known as the nutmeg liver.

We must here consider the large size of the

splenic vein compared to the size of the spleen, that

it is one of the two large formative branches of the

portal system ; that it has such free communication
with the liver that it is said that the spleen is

the reservoir or safety valve of the liver : specially

owing to its expansibility. It is also to be noticed

that whereas all the other veins which form the

portal vein come from the gastrointestinal canal

the splenic vein is the only exception.

It is of importance to remember that the most

distal capillaries of the portal system come from
the anus. This explains how obstructions in the

liver cause hemorrhoids and how inflammation and

ulcerations of the anus cause hepatic abscesses. It

is to be noted that the veins which form the portal

system come from organs which receive a coat from
the peritoneum, except the last portion of the rec-

tum.

\\'e must not lose sight of the fact that the hepatic

or efferent veins carry a purer blood than the affer-

ent vessel, because the liver has purified this bloofl.

The pulmonary vein and the renal veins also carry

purer blood than their corresponding arteries for

the same reason ; although veins by their direction

and course they are truly arteries by their con-

tents.

A noteworthv fact is the anatomosis of some

of the veins of the liver with adjoining veins, a

fact of which surgeons have tried to make use by
performing operations to increase these anosto-

moses in order tt) relieve the circulatii):i through the

liver in case of intrahepatic impediment.

The liver is the only organ where, for a long
time, it has been thought and taught that the lymph-
atics had any connection with the initial radicles of

the excretory apparatus of the organ. This idea,

however, is altogether abandoned nowadays. We
must note in connection with the lymphatics the

presence of the several glands in the gastrohepatic

omentum which when enlarged have a detrimental

action by the compression of the trunk of the por-

tal vein. The vas aberrans of the liver is worthy
of remembrance.
The nervous supply of the liver must arrest at-

tention. That it has two great sources of supply

should be noted. The fact is that almost all the

terminal portion of the right pneumogastric nerve
is lost into the liver. The only other large nerve

that is distributed exclusively almost to one organ
is the hypoglossal nerve to the tongue, bar-

ring the nerves of special sense. The second sup-

ply, it is to be remembered, is purely sympathetic,

coming from the solar plexus and its divisions fol-

lowing the hepatic artery. This supply, let us note,

is quite abundant owing to the large size of the

artery presenting a large surface for support.

The excretory apparatus of the liver will fully

repay close consideration. It is notable that the

origin of the bile radicles is still, for some, a

moot question. Not to speak of the theory ex-

pressed above, the relation of the hepatic cells to

the beginning of the radicles have given rise to an
altogether unanatomical conception. It is truly

queer to place the cells around, on the outside, of

the dilated extremities of the bile radicles instead

of placing them in the interior of the dilations as

we find the gland cells in all the glands. For the

liver, it is to be borne in mind, is nothing less than

a huge racemose gland.

That the color of the interior of the ducts is

unique is readily understood. Another unique fea-

ture is the presence of microscopic racemose glands

in their walls. This is seen nowhere else. It is

remarkable that next to the kidneys the liver pre-

sents the most extensive excretory apparatus, pre-

senting, however, more branching oft' than the kid-

neys in the form of the bile ducts, hepatic ducts,

common bile ducts, and conjoined duct of this com-
mon bile duct with the main pancreatic duct or duct
of Wirsung. It is also remarkable that the liver

is the only organ the opening of whose duct on the

surface of the mucous membrane presents such a

large tubercle-like projection like the tubercle or

ampulla of Vater. The accessory duct of the jian-

creas presents also a projection, but so small, the

lesser tubercle. The only other gland that does pre-

sent a projection is the opening of Wharton's duct.

But how small and insignificant compared to the

large tubercle of Vater presenting the opening of
the dual ducts, the common bile duct, the duct of
Wirsung. All the other ducts open bv depressions,
the salivary glands, the kidney, and the testicles.

We must here remind the surgeon of the special

course of the common bile duct, on the outer side

of the hepatic artery, in the right border of the
.gastrohepatic omentum; and further down, in the
groove between the head of the pancreas and the
middle portion of the tluodenum. He should not
forget that there it is in the posterior groove.
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The gall-bladder comes in now for a share of
many interesting remarks. We must first note that

it is, next to the urinary bladder, the largest of the

receptacles found in the course of the various ex-
cretory apparatuses. The spermatic duct is the
only other organ presenting a storage reservoir in

its course. But whereas the largest of these reser-

voirs, the urinary bladder, is on a straight line with
the course of the ureters and the urethra, the gall-

bladder is, as it were, on a side track, presenting
a duct of its own, the cystic duct, which joins it to

the main channel. The seminal vesicles are also on
the side of the duct, but they are sessile, they have
no duct similar to the cystic and are simply like

dilatations or ofl^shoots of the spermatic duct. It

is notable that the other glands of the body, the
salivary glands, pancreas, prostate, present no res-

ervoirs. That is because their secretion is inter-

mittent, taking place only when needed.
We should consider the peculiar shape of the gall

bladder. It is unlike the urinary bladder and unlike
the seminal vesicles. The neck is without a par-

allel, being manifestly twisted or spiral-shaped.

The interior of the gall bladder is unique again,

first by its color, yellow or green, due to the contact
of the bile, then because it is reticulated and villous

in the full acceptance of the two words. Why
reticulated and villous? We must also remember
that the walls of the gall-bladder present micro-
scopic racemose glands like those found in the

walls of the bile ducts. Now the neck of the gall-

bladder is twisted inside as well as outside, so as

to prevent the too rapid outflow of the bile. We
should pause here to consider that, of all the glands,

the liver, the kidneys, and the testicles are the only
ones with reservoirs on their course. Of these the

contents are excretory, whereas in the case of tjie

gall-bladder it contains a secretion that has an ul-

timate action in the process of digestion. It does
seem a small reservoir for such a large organ es-

pecially when we think of the kidneys and bladder.

Maybe its contents are simply a reserve to come
into use at once until the secretion of the gland has
been well established under the stimulus of the

presence of food in the stomach.
Let us remember that the liver, like so many

other organs, is developel by separate parts which
finally coalesce more or less completely. Thus we
understand how the various lobes of the liver are
formed. Sometimes the blending of the lobes fails,

and then there are separate livers. I have a speci-

men where the left lobe is separate from the right,

joined to it only by a fibrous band. But the most
astonishing feature in the development of the or-

gan is the presence and course of the umbilical
vein on its under surface where it gives off a special
branch to the left division of the portal vein. So
that the left lobe of the liver equals the ricjht lobe
in size. After birth this branch obliterates and the
left lobe generally becomes of the size we find in

the adult. Why this special branch to the left

lobe? We find nowhere else anything like this

except, perhaps, the arterial duct of Arantius.
We must here mention some anomalies in the

development of the liver represented bv some two
or three vertical grooves on the external surface of
the liver. T have read several explanations of them
but none satisfactory. The liver is one of the few
organs that is liable to he deformed by habits.
Very tight lacing long continued may develop a
circular groove on some subjects, besides disfigur-
ing and displacing the organ.

CHEMICAL PROBLEMS IN DIABETES.*

Bv .VDOLF MAGNUS LEVY. M.D..

PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE IN THE UNIVERSITY OF BSRI-IN.

METABOLISM OF PROTEIN.

In former times an increased protein metabolism

was generally attributed to diabetes. Especially

with the French, azoturia played a great part in

diabetes. But it is of course of no significance if

an undieted diabetic patient consuming large quan-

tities of meat yields thirty, forty, or fifty grams of

nitrogen in the urine. Such azoturia is the result

solely of the large protein intake in the food. But

an abnormal protein metabolism was believed in

quite apart from this form, mostly by reason of

clinical phenomena, because it was so often observed

that diabetic patients lost in weight. Physicians

attributed a toxic destruction of the body protein

to the disease itself. But in the older experiments

no attention was paid to the calculation of the in-

take, nor to the loss of energy by the sugar output.

If a diabetic patient be given sufficient quantities of

fat and protein his protein metabolism behaves just

the same as that of a healthy man on the same diet.

Still diabetic patients, although being kept at a

rational diet, lose weight in the course of years

;

but this by no means contradicts the statement that

their proteid metabolism takes place as in healthy

people. The loss of flesh is caused by the one fact.

that for the length of time patients cannot com-
mand sufficient foo 1 for the conservation of equi-

librium.

Diabetic patients may subsist even on small pro-

tein intake. Therapeutics at present tend to re-

strict not only the carbohydrates but also, as far

as possible, the protein ingestion. Also with small

protein rations nitrogen equilibrium is reached in

most cases. I had a severely diabetic patient of

sixty-four kilos, a remarkable fat eater, who for

many weeks remained in nitrogen equilibrium on

being given only sixty grams of protein.

Since the introduction of the oat diet, nitrogen

equilibrium has been observed with still less pro-

tein, at least for short periods. The physiological

economy in food, which your countryman Chitten-

den has studied so successfully with healthy sub-

jects, is applicable also in diabetics. As a rule the

general nitrogen metabolism is not disturbed in the

ordinary^ course of diabetes and the presence of a

toxic moment must be denied.

It is only in single cases and in certain periods

of diabetes that a real disturbance in the protein

metabolism occurs, that is to say, a toxic loss of

body proteid, which cannot be explained by insuffi-

cient food. These are rare occurrences and their

cause is still unknown. It was believed that diabetic

coma was dependent on a loss of body protein.

This was found true in some cases, but these are

exceptions. I myself happened to study the nitro-

gen metabolism of three patients for from ten to

twelve days before, during, and after the coma.

If coma had produced any to.xic disturbance of the

protein economy it would surely have been observed

on account of the long duration of the experiments.

But in none of these most convincing experiments

had a loss of body protein taken place.

The behavior of the protein metabolism in

pancreas and phlorhizin diabetes of dogs is in

*The second of the Cartwright Lectures of the Alumni
Association of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, Columbia University, New York, for igio.
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striking opposition to its behavior in cases of luiinau

diabetes. The most convincing experiments are

those made on fasting animals. In these the height

of the protein decomposition is often four to live

times the normal value. Hence, Falta has con-

cluded that there is an essential difference between
pancreas diabetes in dogs and human diabetes. I

believe he is not right, the contrast between the two
conditions being due to the different time of de-

velopment of the metabolic disturbance. The sud-

den and complete suppression of sugar combustion

which occurs in the experimental diabetes of dogs
induces a radical and most serious damage to tlie

organism. In human diabetes, on the contrary, the

decrease of sugar utilization extends over a long

time, during which the organism adapts itself partly

to the new conditions of life. In pancreas diabetes

no time is left for compensation. If phlorhizin

experiments are conducted for a long time adaption

seems to take place. In the observations of

Hartogh and Schumm, indeed, the nitrogen elimi-

nation sank appreciably in the later weeks. If mod-
erate quantities of meat were given, and even more
so with large quantities, nitrogen equilibrium was
almost reached in some animals.

As to the chemical decomposition of the protein

molecule, only a few peculiarities are to be men-
tioned. Blumenthal, on applying the methods of

Fischer and Bergell, found tyrosin in the urine.

Also in regard to the combustion of inactive alanin

irregularities have been observed. But it is un-

known whether such occurrences are more common
with diabetic patients and whether they do not

also occur in other diseases. Before we know this

it is useless to discuss this question.

As a general rule the decomposition of the protein

molecule proceeds normally in diabetes. The sanic

end products are found in the urine as in normal

life ; the amount of urea reaches from 80 to 90 per

cent, of the total urine nitrogen, supposing that no

excess of ammonia is present. Even if this is

found it means no disturbance of the protein break-

down, for the normal end product of such destruc-

tion is ammonia and not urea. The formation of

the latter is due to a synthetic process, and this syn-

thesis, which is performed principally by the liver,

is not itself disturbed in diabetes. The ammonia,
however, combines with some of the organic acids,

such as oxybutyric acid, and is thus withdrawn from

the synthesis. If the ammonia be set free from this

compound by replacing it by suflficient alkalies the

ammonia content of the urine sinks and the urea

rises accordingly.

I have now to make a few remarks as to tlie so-

called protein degeneration in diabetes wdiich some
years ago was w idely discussed. The opinions were

based on those experiments which should show a

sugar formation from fat. As I have already men-
tioned in my last lecture, we calculate all the ex-

periments on the assumption that the maximal sugar

formation from protein never exceeds a certain

value of forty-five or perhaps sixty grams from a

hundred. Kraus, an opponent of the doctrine of

sugar formation from fat, relied on the supposition

that the protein breakdowm might have been very

much greater in the experiments in question than

could be calculated from the urine nitrogen. lie

took for granted that a part of the protein involved

in the metabolism had given up sugar, but the cor-

responding nitrogen had been retained in the body.

A retention in the form of ammonia or of urea is

out of the question considering the long duration of

such experiments. The only question is whether
the ordinary protein is transformed by giving up
carbon for the sugar into a protein poorer in carbon.

That was called a degeneration of the protein and
this hypothesis was regarded as extraordinarily

brilliant. But a closOr consideration shows that

this assumption is quite untenable, or at least abso-

lutely improbable.

Let us look a little closer at this idea from the

chemical standpoint. First of all, I would empha-
size the fact that varieties of proteids with less than

50-53 per cent, of carbon have never been found in

nature A degeneration of a protein with 53 per

cent, of carbon into a sort essentially poorer in carbon

might for example occur in this manner, namely,

that a lower amino acid takes the place of a higher

one. For instance, a part of leucin, tyrosin, or

histidin would be replaced by groups such as alanin

or glycocoll. But a protein with its composition

changed in this way will by no means possess the

same chemical properties as the original protein.

Even with the simplest chemical substance a certain

change of its properties takes place if a butyl,

propyl, or ethyl group be replaced by a methyl.

Remember that we have defined protein as a poly-

substituted polyglycocoll. For the formation of

any quantity of sugar, innumerable phenyl, isobutyl,

propyl, or ethyl groups must be split off from this

protein, or be replaced by methyl groups, and so on.

And if the chemical properties of a lifeless protein

be so strikingly changed by varying the radicals,

which are substituted in the glycocoll group, how
much more shall we expect this to be the case in the

complicated structure of the living protoplasm?
There is no doubt that the fundamental differences

of the different proteids which are obtained from
various organs or from different animals depend
chiefly on the different amount and on the different

nature of the amino acids which they contain. A
casein molecule certainly could yield no mechanical
energy in the muscle, a brain albumin could furnish

no hydrochloric acid in the stomach, etc. A degen-
eration or rather a transformation of the protein

molecule has certainly taken place in the course of

millions of years in the development of plant and
animal life. But then it went hand in hand with a

change in the life itself and with a modification of

the functions. A transformation of this sort with
a retention of the same functions in single indivi-

duals is for me unthinkable.

THE METABOLISM OF F.VT IN DI.M5ETES.

The extent of the metabolism of fat in diabetes

must as a whole be considered together with the

question of the metabolism of energy. This will be
treated later. The chemical decomposition itself is

in principle certainly quite undisturbed. It is only
when the higher fatty acids have been broken down
to butyric acid and this has been oxidized to oxy-
butyric acid that that remarkable disturbance of
oxidation begins, which is known as acidosis and
which is announced by the appearance of acetone
bodies in the excreta. This question will also be
treated separately.

We will here speak only of that remarkable dis-

turbance of the fat metabolism which we call

lipemia. This phenomenon is not peculiar to dia-

betes alone, but it is in this disease that it is most
frequently met with and reaches the highest degree.
As high as 30 per cent, of fat has been'found in the
blood serum.
Normal blood at all times contains fat, partly
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combined and invisible, partly in the form of fine

drops. If considerable quantities are visible to the

naked eye in the form of an emulsion in the blood,

then we speak of lipemia. All lipemia means a

wandering of fat. Digestive lipemia after eating

fat, and hunger lipemia are the visible expression of

a normal transport of fat, either from the intestine

or from the fat stores to the organs in need. This
transport takes place partly in the same way as with
the other foodstuffs, through the blood passages,

but in opposition to protein and to sugar the fat

betrays its presence on its way by its optical prop-
erties. The fat content of the blood varies with and
depends upon the varying relation between the fat

entering the blood and given up by it. Under con-
ditions of normal life the fat content seldom ex-

ceeds 1-2 per cent. In severe diabetes this equili-

brium between the fat entering the blood and given
up by it is most extensively disturbed. However,
it should be remembered that lipemia may be absent

even in diabetic coma.
The reasons for this disturbance of the fat

equilibrium are as yet unknown. It is immaterial
also whether this fat, which is circulating in the

blood, comes directly from the intestine or from the

subcutaneous fatty tissue, etc. In no case, how-
ever, dare we, like earlier investigators, try to ex-
plain the lipemia by a diminution of the combustion
of fat or by a decrease of the oxidative power of the
organs. Neither in diabetes nor elsewhere is the
oxidative power for fat, as such, deficient. And
on the other hand no lipemia occurs in those rare
cases in which a marked decrease in the total oxi-

dation occurs, as for instance in myxedema.
With a fat content of from 20 to 30 per cent, in

the serum. about 500 grams and more of fat circulate

at the same time in the blood passages of a diabetic
patient. Of course some time is necessary for the
accumulation of such quantities, several weeks at
least. So the disappearance of lipemia which can
be observed in a non-diabetic patient requires a
long time ; in the case of an alcoholic patient of
Gumprecht's with an amount of 7 per cent, of fat

fully six weeks were required. In any case the dis-

turbance is due to difficulties not met with bv the fat
in passing out from the capillaries. Perhaps in this
passage we have to deal with a fermentative process
or a vital property of the capillary cells, a process
which is also of the highest interes't for physiology.
Still the normal process is not yet completely
explained.

It is striking in diabetic lipemia, as Klemperer
first emphatically brought to our notice, that the
lipoids, cholesterin, and lecithin form a large part
of this blood fat. Their amount in the blood can
reach several parts per cent, and their percentage in

the fat of the blood is far higher than is normal,
and what, is more, far higher than in the fat of the
fat deposits. Accordingly Klemperer is right in
stating that the fat in the blood of a Hpemic
patient is not simply wandering deposit fat. He
though first of all of a deprivation of organs which
are rich in cholesterin and lecithin. But neither
the brain nor the kidneys show any diminution of
these

_
substances in diabetic patients with severe

lipemia. I think that another explanation is pos-
sible, that the cholesterin and lecithin stored up in
the blood are derived exclusively from the food and
that at first only the exit of these substances from
the blood is disturbed. In the second place, only a
retention of the true fats would take place which
are required to keep the lipoids suspended. As to

the true fat itself its origin could be looked for in

the fat stores of the body. This is proved by the

severe lipemia occurring in fasting diabetic dogs.

DI.\BETIC ACIDOSIS.

In dealing with the problems of /3-oxybutyric acid

and of acidosis I do not venture to give you a full

account of this doctrine, though it is that field of
metabolism in which research has most widely en-

larged the knowledge of biochemical occurrences.

In order to place the problem fully before you
let us take for granted the following statements :

1. Oxybutyric acid yields acetoacetic acid;* the

transformation of the latter to acetone occurs only
in very slight degree within the body. Most of the

acetone found in urine is split ofif from acetoacetic

acid within the eliminated urine, but was not se-

creted as such by the kidneys. Probably also the

exhaled acetone is split off by the capillary cells of
the lungs. Instead of dealing with three different

acetone bodies—a term which means oxybutyric
acid, acetoacetic acid, and acetone—we have to deal

actually only with the two acids, and a calculation of
their amount as by the amount of oxybutyric acid

alone is justifiable.

2. Oxybutyric acid is derived from fats and from
certain amino acids, but not from alcohol and not
from carbohydrates.

3. Acetone bodies appear in the urine and in the

expired air only when carbohydrates are lacking

in the food, or when they are not utilized in the

normal way. There may be other factors which
increase or diminish the height of acidosis, but the

predominant cause of acidosis is the non-utilization

of the sugar molecule.

4. Acetone bodies are found in minimal quantities

in the excretions of healthy people. Thus they
must be considered as normal intermediate products.

5. Besides carbohydrates other substances are
known which diminish the output of the acetone
bodies. They are called antiketonuric bodies.

Their efficacy may depend on different reasons.

The problem to which I want to call your atten-

tion is as follows : What is the extent of the inter-

mediate formation of acetone bodies in the human
organism in normal life and in disease, and espe-

cially whether any dift'erence exists in the amount
of acetone bodies formed in health and in diabetic

coma?
I shall attempt to support the doctrine that oxy-

butyric acid is formed to just the same amount in

healthy persons living on meat and fat as in diabetes.

In enunciating this hypothesis I own frankly that

it has not been proved and that some facts might
be considered as contradicting this view. But in

my opinion all facts known about acetone liodies

would be understood best and be appreciated in the

most simple manner by the doctrine that oxybutyric
acid is the obligatory product of intermediate meta-
bolism of fatty acids and of certain amino acids.

Having just introduced the conception of an
obligatory intermediate product of metabolism,
please allow me to explain wdiat is meant by this

term. When in the sixties of the last century the

idea of intermediate products was introduced no
clear definition as to its quantitative side was given
for many years. The term was applied to all

products which not having been completely broken
down have been found under any conditions in the

excretions or in the body itself. But a sharp dis-

tinction has to be made between facultative and
*This transformation, however, is reversible.
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obligatory intermediate metabolism. For instance,

glycuronic acid is a facultative product ; it appears

in the urine only when substances are introduced or

formed m the body which need neutralization by
combination with glycuronic acid because of their

toxic character. Thus glycuronic acid is a faculta-

tive product of the sugar decomposition. If once it

were established that sugar is broken down by yield-

ing at first lactic acid or another chain with three

carbon atoms, then this substance would have to be

designated as the obligatory intermediate product of

sugar oxidation. As another example : One might
say that amino acids were the obligatory products

of proteid breakdown if the decomposition in the

body cells were initiated by a fermentative split-

ting-up identical with that of trypsin and erepsin. I

might mention, by the way, that the opinions of

authors on this point are as yet contradictory.

The amount of intermediate obligatory products

will, according to this definition, depend only on the

amount of the mother substances broken down and
may be estimated by stoichiometric calculation.

As to oxybutyric acid, its amount is easily calcu-

lated, as far as the fatty acids are concerned in its

formation. Of the two components of fat only the

fatty acids yield acetone bodies
;
glycerin, on the

contrary, is an antiketonuric substance. By inves-

tigations performed either with living beings in the

state of acidosis or with the transfused dog's liver,

it has been established that fatty acids are broken

down by a repeated splitting off of two carbon

atoms. The first step is the formation of a /3-oxy

acid which is then transformed to a W<eto acid ;*

the prototype of such conversion and the best studied

is the transformation of butyric acid into oxybutyric

acid and acetoacetic acid. The transformation re-

quires a twofold oxidation at the /3-carbon atom.

Contrary to what happens in the lungs with aceto-

acetic acid, a splitting off of the carboxyl group and

a formation of a true ketone generally does not take

place in the metabolism ; instead we find a simul-

taneous splitting off of the carboxyl group and of

the "-carbon atom, thus yielding a new fatty acid

lower by two carbon atoms. This opinion has been

proven by the admirable experiments of Embden.
He found that in the transfused dog's liver only

fatty acids with an even number of carbon atoms

gave rise to an increased formation of acetoacetic

acid, while the acids with an uneven number do

not. And I might also mention in this connection

the name of Dr. Dakin, who has made important

contributions to our knowledge of the breakdown
of fatty substances. In this way from stearic acid

palmitic acid is foniied ; from this an acid with four-

teen, twelve, ten, or eight carbon atoms is derived

;

then caproic acid and finally butyric acid and oxy-

butyric acid are formed. The relative figures are

as follows

:
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tion of my figures in the work of one of your coun-

trymen, Dr. Joslin from Boston, with whom I had
the pleasure of working in the laboratory of Prof.

Naunyn at Strassburg. Since that time other cases

were reported in which the amount of acetone bodies

during coma reached approximately the above value.

The hypothesis that the acetone bodies are an

obligatory product means that in healthy persons

living without carbohydrates just as much of them
are formed as in the above cases of coma. A healthy

man seventy kilos in weight can cover his loss of

energy by the decomposition of IGO grams of protein

and 200 to 220 grams of fat either derived from the

food or from his own body. From these, no to

220 grams of oxybutyric acid could be formed in

the course of twenty-four hours; that is, 1.75 grams
per kilo. Such a surprising assumption would be

refuted immediately if it was not shown that hurrian

beings are able to decompose the acetone bodies

completely by the process of oxidation. The ques-

tion has not been definitely decided in 7iiaii because

nobody has ventured to introduce such enormous
quantities. Twenty grams, which was the maxi-
mum I gave to healthy men in Naunyn's clinic, were
completely destroyed. But in feeding rabbits with

3.6 grams per kilo of oxybutyric acid or acetoacetic

acid I found not more than traces of acetone bodies

in the excreta. A dog of Schwarz's three kilos in

weight on being given twelve grains of acid elimi-

nated only two grams. Ten grams were burnt. Thus
in dogs as well as in rabbits three grams of acetone

bodies introduced per kilo were decomposed com-
pletely. Three grams per kilo in a small animal

does not mean three grams per kilo in a man, whose
metabolism of energy is only the half. On the

other hand it is to be considered that when sub-

stances are administered in four or five subcutaneous
doses they rapidly escape through the urine and are

withdrawn from oxidation.

The conditions of decomposition are much more
favorable when the substances in question are

formed in minimal quantities within the body cells

during the course of the whole day. You may re-

member the old example of alimentary glycosuria.

Hence the combustion of 1.75 grams of oxybutyric
acid per kilo in man seems to be within the limits of

biological possibility.

In the normal state of health every molecule of

oxybutyric acid is broken down immediately after

formation ; thus accumulation never takes place. It

occurs only when the destruction becomes deficient.

Accumulation of acids within the body, a state which
was called acidosis by Naunyn, according to tli's

opinion depends merely on deficient oxidation. We
estimate the degree of acidosis with approximate
accuracy by the amount of acids which pass into the
urine.

The less fat is burnt in the organism the less

acetone bodies are formed. Each gram of carbo-
hydrate or of alcohol replacing fat and removing it

from combustion will diminish the formation of ace-
tone bodies. When the needs of the organism are
covered by 100 grams of protein and 500 grams of
carbohydrates, only 36 grams of oxybutyric acid
will arise instead of no grams in the case of de-
composition of 100 grams albumin and 200 grams of
fat. But carbohydrates act not only in diminishing
the amount of formation, but they are directlv im-
plicated in the destruction of the acetone bodies.

Rosenfeld's statement that fats are burnt only in

the fire of carbohydrates is not quite right, inas-
much as only the breakdown of the lowest stages of

fat decomposition, that is to say the acetone bodies,

depends on the metabolism of the carbohydrates.

Naunyn explains the decomposition of the acetone

bodies by the simultaneous combustion of sugar as

being a secondary oxidation. I should prefer to

call it a secondary splitting-iip due to the splitting-up

of carbohydrates. However, this term is merely a

paraphrase, since we do not know anything about its

mechanism. But we can consider the problem as

to its quantitative side.

It is a known fact that fifty to eighty grams of

starch are sufficient to make the acidosis of a fast-

ing man disappear within a few days. But even in

the absence of any sugar in the food acidosis reaches

only a slight degree ; from ten to twenty grams of

acetone bodies are the maximum found in urine

outside diabetes, eighty to one hundred grams de-

rived from fat and protein are decomposed, al-

though no carbohydrate was ingested. The com-
bustion in this case is due to the decomposition of

sugar formed from protein, for the withdrawal of

the new formed sugar by administering phlorhizin

causes an immediate rise of the output of acetone

bodies. The quantity of new sugar lormed in men
fa'^ting or living: on fat and meat does not exceed

fifty grams. Fifty grams of sugar thus are suffi-

cient for the combustion of almost 100 grams of

oxybutyric acid. Between these figures there is no
equality in the stoichiometric relation. Considering

the different size of the molecules, eighty grams of

oxybutyric acid represent more than three times as

many molecules as fifty grams of sugar. Thus
either one molecule of sugar causes simultaneous

decomposition of several molecules of acids or the

decomposition of the latter is not cxclnsii'cly de-

pendent on a simultaneous decomposition of sugar.

We will come back to this point later on.

In every case utilization or non-utilization of

sugar plays the preponderant part in the combustion

of acetone bodies. As a rule acidosis, that is. the

quantity of non-destroyed organic acids, runs

parallel in diabetes to the loss of new formed sugar.

There are, however, some exceptions to this rule

which I intend to explain later on.

It may be safely assumed that a far larger amount
of acids is formed in severe diabetes than is elimi-

nated in the urine. Thus we imderstand the action

of ingested sodium bicarbonate upon the output of

acetone bodies. It is a well known fact that alkalies

increase their elimination. For instance, in a dia-

betic girl weighing twenty kilos, on varying the

amount of sodium bicarbonate given, the following

figures were obtained

:

NaHCOs given. Acetone bodies in the urine.

The surplus of acetone bodies with the highest

doses of alkali was almost thirty grams. The fact

is easy to understand. Alkalies by neutralizing the

acids circulating in the blood facilitate their elimi-

nation with the urine. Here the increased output

of acetone bodies does not mean a diminution of the

oxidizing powers of the cells, but merely a rapid

withdrawal from oxidation. Generally an increased

output of acids means an increased deficiency of

metabolism and at the same time an increased dan-

ger to life, but in case alkali is given the higher rate

of acids in the urine not only is not a harmful proc-

ess but on the contrary it is beneficial, inasmuch as
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the accumulation of acids within the body is

lessened.

You may ask why in healthy fasting men, wlicii

taking alkalies, no similar increase in the output of
acetone bodies is found. Indeed, only minimal
quantities pass into the urine in the case of healthy
persons. But in these, contrary to what happens
in diabetes, only minimal quantities of acids enter
the blood, and it is only the circulating acids which
are carried away and eliminated by the sodium car-

bonate.

In opposition to the effect of the alkalies, hydro-
chloric acid tends to diminish somewhat the output
of acetone bodies. In binding tlie alkalies or the

ammonia which were used for the neutralization and
for the elimination of the organic acids their elimi-

nation is rendered difficult. Thus they are retained
in the body and their combustion is favored because
they circulate a longer time in the blood. But the
increased destruction in this case does not mean an
advantage for the organism.

I shall now endeavor to explain some striking re-

sults of feeding experiments carried out in regard
to acidosis. Butyric acid given to diabetic subjects

was found to be the strongest producer of acetone
bodies. This conversion requires only one atom of

oxygen ; it is performed rapidly and the organism
is suddenly inundated by an excess of oxybutyric
acid. Thus an important part of it escapes decom-
position and is found to pass into the urine. On the

other hand, on giving stearic acid a certain time will

be needed before each molecule is broken down until

it reaches the stage of butyric acid. The formation
of oxybutyric acid from stearic acid extends possibly

over many hours, no sudden inundation will occur
and thus no appreciable rise in the output of acetone

bodies will take place.

Remember also the fact that regarding the forma-
tion of oxybutyric acid three grams of stearic acid

are equivalent to only one gram of butyric acid. In

the second place we have to consider that on adding
100 grams of fat to the food no corresponding addi-

tional combustion of fat occurs, but only a replacing

of 100 grams of body fat by food fat. In analyzing
the results of all experiments on fat introduction I

cannot accept the opinions of some authors that

overfeeding with fat causes an increased output of

acetone bodies.* Only in a very few experiments
the output was increased after taking a great amount
of fat, esp)ecially in comparison with fasting men.
who decomposed body fat. But the difference was
small and I do not think it was due to a different

breakdown of body and food fat, but rather to sec-

ondary factors.

Some years ago the conclusion was reached by

several physicians that it was necessary to restrict

the fat in the food of a diabetic patient on account

of its giving rise to acetone bodies. The above ex-

planation will be sufficient to show the inconciusive-

ness of such postulation. And knowing as we do
at present that the protein molecule also yields

acetone bodies, you may easily appreciate that the

above conclusion was erroneous.
As to the protein, its part in relation to acetone

bodies is more complicated. Protein contains two
different groups of amino acids, one group yielding

oxybutyric acid, and the other increasing its de-

struction. In healthy men the efficacy of the latter

group prevails. When a healthy man, living on
eighty grams of protein and two hundred grams of

fat. eliminates six grams of oxybutyric acid, and he

*With the exception only of butter.

is given a surplus of one hundred granis of albu-

min, acidosis will disappear within a few days. But
the role of protein is different in severe diabetes.

In such cases those amino acids w hich exert an anti-

ketonuric effect, like alanin, glycocoll, etc., are con-

verted into sugar and eliminated; thus they cannot

help in splitting up oxybutyric acid, and the surplus

of oxybutyric acid, formed from the other groups

of amino acids, will be added to the amount present

in the body, and thus acidosis may increase fre-

quently.

Glycerin also is able to prevent acidosis in a

healthy man. Its efficacy is due to its transforma-

tion into dextrose, just in the same way as is the

case with glycocoll, alanin, etc. These amino acids

also owe their effect to their conversion into sugar.

In diabetic patients, however, glycerin fails to show-

its antiketonuric effect, because the sugar formed

from glycerin is not available for the patient.

Besides protein and glycerin another substance is

to be mentioned whose antiketonuric efficacy is avail-

able, not only in healthy men, but also in diabetics,

namely, alcohol. Alcohol is not convertible into

sugar, hence this food stuff, if w'c may call it so,

is useful in severe diabetes, at least in moderate

quantities, on account of its energy content, and of

its possible efficacy against acidosis. I deem fur-

ther experiments on this subject necessary, es-

pecially in coma, and I think it very likely that it

might give us a little support in the struggle against

coma. Its efficacy can be explained either exclu-

sively by its replacing fat and thus diminishing the

formation of oxybutyric acid, or by the assumption

that it increases destruction, similarly to the efficacy

of carbohydrates. Whether or not this be so is

as yet unknown.
I will set aside many questions of great interest

in the problem of acidosis and will confine myself

to three questions only.

I. We know that as long as coma is not immi-
nent, the o.xybutyric acid output amounts to not

more than fifty or sixty grams daily. In coma the

amount rises to two or three times this amount.
According to my conception this does not depend
on increased formation, but merely on a decrease

or even a total loss of the destructive powers. We
may ask why oxidation ceases so rapidly, coma
occurring sometimes in the course of a few hours?
In some cases the coma seems to have accompanied
a sudden decrease of the sugar combustion. Such
a case was reported by Spitzer. Coma set in imme-
diately after a strong physical shock combined with

a physical emotion. From that moment the elimina-

tion of sugar, up to then rather slight, rose to ab-

normal height, and at the same time by increased

loss of sugar the oxidation of acetone bodies was
lessened to a minimum. Here no time was left for

adaptation, which in the general course of diabetes

prevents the rapid increase of acidosis. But it is

unknown whether the sudden increase of acidosis

in coma can always be explained in this way. It is

necessary to look for other reasons which influence

acidosis.

In connection with this problem I might refer
you to a second question, namely, to the differences
which are observed in diff'erent patients. Some of
them, when kept on a strict diet and eliminating
some grams of sugar, do not eliminate acetone
bodies through long periods of their illness. Others
on the contrary, although still decomposing thirty

and forty grams of starch given in their food, wiH
eliminate several grams of oxybutyric acid. This
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difference, which is rather remarkable, points to

the conckision that still other factors besides the

carbohydrate breakdown come into play in acid-

osis ; von Noorden especially has insisted upon
the existence of such factors. At present we can-

not determine them. But I might suggest that the

above difference in the acetone body output may
be explained by a different localization of the car-

bohydrate combustion. If the splitting up of oxy-
butyric acid depends on the simultaneous splitting

up of carbohydrate, the decomposition of both

substances ought to occur siinultaitcously and in

the same place. If there was no coincidence of

the two processes, neither in time nor in space,

then acetone tedies would be eliminated although
certain quantities of sugar were utilized.

Let us now return once more to the principal

subject of acidosis. In asserting that acetone bod-
ies were an obligatory intermediate product, I re-

fer principally to Embden's experiments on the

dog's liver. The yield of oxybutyric acid from the

liver, on transfusion with butyric acid, amounted
to not less than nine grams, if calculated for

twenty-four hours. Considering the low weight
of this organ, which is from 100 to 200 grams,
this yield is extremely high. Considering further

that in the isolated liver the conditions of forma-
tion are less favorable than in living beings, and
considering moreover that other organs also might
form acetone bodies, although we have no knowl-
edge of such formation except in the liver, we
might consider the formation of 100 grams in

healthy men as being within the limits of biochem-
ical possibilities.

But it was Embden himself who made an im-
portant objection to my doctrine. This skilful in-

vestigator found that dog's liver is capable also of

destroying: acetoacetic acid. And in comparing the

rate of destruction in the liver of a normal and
of a diabetic dog, he found that there was no dif-

ference. Hence he inferred that the destruction

of acetone bodies was not diminished in depancrea-
tized dogs, and he inferred that this was the case
also in human diabetes. Thus he was obliged to

explain the acidosis in diabetic patients by an in-

creased formation of acetone bodies. His opinion
is just the reverse of mine. But there is one error
in Embden's conclusion, and that is the difference
in the metabolism of diabetic dogs and of men.
Contrary to what happens in human beings, severe
acidosis is rather rare in depancreatized dogs, and
it seldom reaches the height of the human acidosis.

The dog being a carmz'orous animal is used to

breaking doiwi oxybutyric acid without the help of
carbohydrates, which are needed in human metab-
olism; thus in canine diabetes the destruction of
acetone bodies is not as deficient as in men. It

was erroneous to transfer the results of the experi-
ments on the dog's liver to the metabolism of dia-

betic patients. Thus I deem that Embden's results

by no means refute my hypothesis.

The doctrine which I have endeavored to pre-
sent to you is to the effect that oxybutyric acid is

an oblisratory intermediate product of metabolism

;

second, that its amount is the same in healthy per-
sons and in diabetics, supposing that only fat and
albumin are decomposed. And. third, that acidosis
and the elimination of acetone bodies depend merely
on the deficiency of destruction. I own frankly
that this hypothesis is not proved at all, and you
are at liberty not to accept it. I myself do not
fix my opinion absolutely. By the thorough calcu-

lation of the quantitative factors of the hypothesis

in problems of this nature and careful considera-

tion of the ultimate possibilities presented, valuable

insight into the question may be obtained which
may lead to the development of a well founded
theory. In this way weak points in the doctrine

may be discovered and new aspects of the problem
would present themselves for further investigation.

If the ideas that I have been putting before you
should lead you to undertake new experiments and
to obtain new results, I wdll be the first to accept

them willingly, even if they are contradictory to the

above hypothesis.

METABOLISM OF WATER IN DIABETES.

The large quantities of water which the diabetic

patient eliminates are almost exclusively the result

of his loss of sugar. There is a certain relation

•between the absolute and percentage quantity of

sugar output and the volume of urine. Exceptions

occur but are not very frequent. There are pa-

tients who on losing only a few grams of sugar
eliminate three to four liters of urine. In this case

the glycosuria is sometimes overlooked ; it seems
to be a case of diabetes insipidus. Also another
variety sometimes deceives physician and patient,

and has, therefore, been given the name diabetes

decipiens. The patient is not troubled with an
abnormal thirst ; the volume of urine is within nor-

mal limits ; the patient has also, as the loss of sugar
often remains slight, no striking symptoms. Ac-
cordingly often only an accident leads to the dis-

covery of the urine sugar, whose mass may then

amount to many parts per cent.

In ordinary cases of diabetes the patient covers

his increased water output by taking in large quan-
tities of water, so that his organs do not lose

water. They do not dry up. But in other cases

the taking up of water does not keep step with the

flow of urine, in spite of severe thirst and great

drinking. The tissues of the body lose some
water, whereupon of course a new equilibrium is

set up between water introduced and eliminated.

This occurs only in patients with a very high sugar

raitput and on a completely unrestricted diet, and
especially in wholly neglected cases. Such we find

rather seldom at present in Germany. Diabetes

has changed its clinical aspects, when compared
with a period of thirty years ago. on account of

early and careful treatment.

In such patients the loss of w-ater from the skin

has sunk to a minimum. Kiilz has seen diabetics

in whom only 100 c.c. water are evaporated from
the skin instead of 500 c.c. So much water is used

for the sugar elimination that only a very little is

left for the dried up skin. .\s soon as the water

content of the organs becomes normal again the

perspiration increases. It was also believed for-

merly that in such severe cases the skin w'ould

take up water from the surrounding air. Even
Gaethgens has fallen a victim to this deception in

spite of great care in his experiments. We know
to-day that the skin by no means takes up water
from the air. In a bath of w^arm water a swelling

of the epidermal layers takes place and there is a

transitor\' absorption of water. This water, how-
ever, does not penetrate into the general circulation.

The loss of water from the lungs is usually fairly

normal with diabetic patients. If the diet be reg-

ulated and the transition to strict diet carried out

quickly, the weight of these patients sometimes

rises several kilos in a few days. This increase is
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caused most exclusively by regaining of the lost

water of the body.

Also in periods of regulated diet the water equi-

librium of a diabetic subject can vary to a certain

extent from day to day, partly in connection with
the change in the sugar output. To a smaller de-

gree variations of this kind also occur with normal
persons. We must be careful not to attribute every
kilo of loss or increase in weight to a loss or in-

crease of flesh and fat.

But at certain periods an excess of water may be
stored up. True dropsy can appear, but also that

condition which Widal has suitably called "pre-
edema." Widal observed that the weight of pa-
tients suffering from parenchymatous nephritis on
being fed on a diet rich in salt rose five to six kilos

before dropsy became visible. In this period the

water is uniformly distributed over the body. Both
of these states, preedema and dropsy, may appear in

diabetic patients, also when distinct nephritis is ab-

sent, and are found especially when the patient takes

large quantities of sodium bicarbonate, thirty and
forty grams daily.

This circumstance leads us to an important con-
sideration. Widal, as you know, has referred the

appearance and disappearance of nephritic dropsy to

the retention and excretion of salt, and has put for-

ward irrefutable proofs for this opinion. But we
must no longer be content to ascribe certain proper-
ties to any salt as a whole, since it is known that all

salts are split up into ions.

It has always been thought that in the retention

of salt by the diseased kidneys it was the chlorine

ions and not the sodium ions that played the decisive

liart. Rut experimental investigations of this sort

had not been carried out when I drew attention to

this question last year in Wiesbaden. I myself be-

lieve, like most clinicians, that the chlorine ions are

responsible for the nephritic retention of common
salt. Experiments on nephritic patients which I

carried out last winter in this direction strengthen

this assumption. But the conditions seem to

be otherwise with diabetic patients. Here so-

dium carbonate often effects distinct retention of

water. It appears to act similarly also in infants

according to experiments of my friend, I. F. Meyer,
on the idiopathic dropsy of young children. Whether
the conditions are really different in nephritis and in

diabetes I consider not yet decided. Perhaps the

dropsy producing property of the sodium ion ob-

served in diabetes is not a direct one. Further ex-

periments in this direction promise to be of value for

pathology and physiology.

METABOLISM OF INORG.\NIC SUBST.\NCES.

Common salts, that is to say sodium chloride, also

sodium bicarbonate, have such intimate relations to

the water metabolism that investigations in this di-

rection will for the most part go hand in hand.
Xolhing is yet known about peculiarities of the min-
eral metabolism in the course of common diabetes.

Almost no experiments on mineral equilibrium have
been carried out. but severe disturbances are scarcely

to be expected. Quantities of from thirty to forty

grams of common salt in the urine of certain dia-

betics are only an accidental svmptom of the polyph-

agy. If nephritis appears perhaps the elimina-

tion of common salt might be interfered with. Still

it is not yet known whether diabetic nephritis has

not its own special peculiarities and is different from
ordinary nephritis. That appears probable to me.

Disturbances of the lime and magnesia metabol-

ism, also of phosphoric acid, occur in severe dia-

betes. Considerable losses of all three substances

sometimes have been observed. The loss of lime

can amount to several grams in the course of a

week. It is clear that this lime is derived from the

bones, for the total tleshy parts of the body contain

hardly more than ten grams of lime and a marked
diminution of the lime content of these parts scarce-

ly occurs. The bones, on the other hand, can give

up large quantities of lime together with phosphoric

acid. Frerichs years ago found in autopsies that

bones of diabetic subjects were extremely poor in

mineral substances. This single result must be con-

trolled by systematic investigations in diabetic

cadavers, but also in other diseases. As in such
cases of demineralization a strong acidosis is mostly
present we can consider both phenomena to be in

connection with one another. We might attribute

the loss of lime and magnesia to the action of the

oxybutyric acid.

But we must not regard this demineralization

purel}' chemically as consisting of a simple solution

of the bone ash in the same way as one formerly
ascribed rachitis and osteomalacia to the dissolving

power of lactic acid. The oxybutyric acid of the
serum is not present in the state of the free acid

but as the neutral salt, or as we should say to-day
as the anion accompanied by the corresponding
masses of cations. The alkalinity of the blood is

not changed, at least not except in coma. The oxv-
butyric acid does not exert a specific action which
attacks the bone tissue directly and leads to decom-
position, as certainly is the case with oxalic acid.

But we cannot quite doubt the influence of acidosis

on the inorganic metabolism. I will bring to vour
notice two very instructive examples showing the
influence of acids on the metabolism.

Zuntz and Tangl have shown that the passage of
even small quantities of lactic acid from the working
muscle into the blood by which the alkalinity is not
appreciably diminished has an immediate and defi-

nite action on the respiratory centers. By this a
more active aeration of the blood and ventilation of
the lungs are called into play. Another instance:
Loghem several years ago brought forward a par-
ticularly good experiment. Rabbits into which uric

acid had been introduced subcutaneously transform
this rapidly by means of the body alkali into sodium
urate, which on account of its slight solubility re-

mains for a time at the site of the injection.

In several experiments Loghem gave the rabbits
half a gram of hydrochloric acid, corresponding to
about one-fourth gram per day and per kilo. That
is a quarter only of the dose which according to

Walther is fatal, a quantity which does not interfere
with the health of the animals. This small quantity,
which is neutralized by three-tenths gram of sodium
or by one gram of sodium carbonate, suffices to
prevent the transformation of the uric acid into the
sodium salt. Experiments of this and of similar
sorts show that the influence of acid or of basic
components on the metabolism is not to be unJer-
estimated, as was done by investigators w-ho apply
the modern physicochemical conception of acids and
bases to the occurrences in the animal body. In
experimental hydrochloric acid poisoning of a'dog a
nioderate loss of sodium was found, and with rab-
bits this was very much more considerable. So we
may assume that a loss of sodium and potassium
could also occur in severe diabetic acidosis. But if

compared to the large quantities of sodium which
diabetic subjects pass through the body (twenty
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grams of common salt contain eight grams of so-

dium), the loss of small quantities of body sodium
will not distinctly enough be recognized in the analy-

sis of the urine in the experiments on equilibrium.

Probably on analyzing the organs more striking re-

sults could be obtained. I consider it possible that,

while during a slowly developing acidosis the body

loses some alkali, a new equilibrium between intake

and output is shortly reached. This will then once

more be disturbed in coma by the sudden increase

of the acidosis.

TUBERCULIN TREATMENT IN ADVANCED
STAGES OF TUBERCULOSIS;

A REPORT OF SEVENTEEN CASES TREATED WITH TUBER-

CULINUM PURUM IN HOSPITAL PRACTICE.

By FREDERICK A. DEAL, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

VISITING PHYSICIAN TO THE ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTIVES.

Tuberculin treatment now stands upon a well

founded clinical and experimental basis, thanks to

the researches of the past decade, which have taught

us how to secure its specific effects with a mini-

mum of risk by avoiding improper methods of ad-

ministration. Despite the numerous modifications,

there now is a distinct general tendency to revert

to the original product, Koch's "old" tuberculin,

the simple gylcerin extract of a filtered culture of

human bacilli. Why none of the multitude of

modified forms has displaced it is not certain ; but

the possibility suggests itself that they do not ex-

hibit a better relativity between efficacy and

toxicity.

Although there is practical unanimity of opin-

ion regarding the value of tuberculin in incipient

and moderately advanced cases, specific treatment

is generally regarded as contraindicated in the very

adanced types of the disease, principally because

the patient's organism is unable to withstand the

successive shocks of those toxic reactions which

are almost inevitable in the course of tuberculin

treatment. Accordingly, tuberculin treatment has

never seemed to promise much at St. Joseph's Hos-
pital, where the cases for the most part are of the

advanced type, patients whom the sanatoria have

rejected or discharged as unimproved, cases which
have become advanced amid the unsanitary sur-

roundings of the tenement, the workshop, or the

mill. The fate of these unfortunate subjects is cer-

tainly a sad one ; during their rapid progress to-

ward death their sufferings are but temporarily

relieved by opiates and other symptomatic reme-

dies. It seemed a pity to withhold from them the

possible hope of benefit from tuberculin treatment,

on account of their inability to bear the reactive

tendenci-es of the remedy. While it was formerly

thought that a systemic reaction is a necessary and
desirable therapeutic effect of tuberculin, prepon-

derance of modern opinion regards reactions as

both undesirable and unnecessary. The rules of

dosage laid down by present day authorities aim at

the avoidance of reaction as the prime object.

(Goetsch', Denys-, Sahli'.) Marked reactions are

certainly injurious to the system as a whole as well

as to the pulmonary tissues, where the toxic effect

of tuberculin may lead to necrosis. For this rea-

son I was interested in a commimication of Gabril-

owitch of Halila, Finland, to the International

Congress on Tuberculosis held at Washington in

1908.* He announced that Koch's "old" tuberculin

contains not only the beneficial principle which has

the specific properties, but also certain albumose
constituents which have no therapeutic value and
which are the cause of the untoward reactions. He
worked with a preparation of Koch's "old'' tuber-

culin from which these toxic constituents had
been eliminated by means of chemical reagents

(alcohol, chloroform, xylol), and found that this

purified tuberculin no longer produced general toxic

reactions.

According to Gabrilowitch, this tuberculinum

purum (T. P.) can be used in rapidly increasing

doses, is not contraindicated in cases in which

organs other than the lungs are involved, and pro-

duces no subjective or objective discomfort to the

patients. What was particularly noteworthy was
the fact that one-third of his cases were "of the

severe type.'' although the significant phrase oc-

curs in the full report of Gabrilowitch's work^

:

"But it should not be forgotten that the best re-

sults can be obtained only in patients in the first

two stages of pulmonary tuberculosis." Gabril-

owitch reported that the remedy gave him very

satisfactory results, reducing fever, increasing

weight, improving the local lesions, and lessening

the number of tubercle bacilli in the sputum.

Gabrilowitch's contentions seemed to me suf-

ficiently important to challenge investigation, and
I therefore concluded to determine whether the

purified product could be used without danger in

the advanced cases in my hospital service at St.

Joseph's. The treatment was applied in the rather

unfavorable surroundings of a large hospital filled

to capacity and situated within the city, where the

refinements of the sanatorium system are lacking.

T therefore felt at the outset that the test to which

this purified Koch's U. T. would be put left noth-

ing to be desired in rigorousness. Naturally I did

not expect to produce absolute cures, but deter-

mined to be satisfied if the albumin free tuberculin

did no harm, while prolonging life, ameliorating

distressing symptoms, and improving the general

condition.

The work was begun about two years ago, and

included a study of seventeen cases which were

treated with the purified tuberculin. No other medi-

cation was employed, but the usual dietetic and

hvgienic rules were, of course, enforced. For the

sake of brevity I have condensed the histories and

omitted six cases which contribute little in the way
of defining the uses and limitations of the tuber-

culin.

Chronic Pulmonary Tuberculosis. Case I. Ad-
vanced Catarrhal Tuberculosis.—M. D., woman,
Russian, 23 years old, domestic. She has been ill

for several months and had been a patient at the

Stony Wold Sanatorium, but was not improved at

that institution and had returned to the city. There

had been cough, fever, considerable expectoration,

and marked loss of weight. The patient entered

St. Joseph's Hospital on April 16, 1909. Her
condition at entrance was very poor, so that she

had to be confined to bed. There was considerable

cough and expectoration, nausea, and anorexia. All

food was almost immediately vomited. Tempera-

ture on admission was I02°F. The physical

signs revealed consolidation of the upper half

of both lungs, without any cavity formation,

but numerous rales over the affected area. The
heart and other organs were normal. Numer-
ous tubercle bacilli in the sputum. The first

injection of tuberculin was given on April 20.

1909, the dose being 0.02 mg. of T. P. Two
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injections were then given each week, the doses
progressing gradually, according to the scheme laid

down by Gabrilowitch, until 100 nig. were reached.

At no time were the injections followed by any
reactive phenomena or any unpleasant symptoms,
except that the fourth injection caused a constricted

feeling in the chest, which lasted for about a week.
After the second injection the patient's tempera-
ture dropped from 102° to 99°F. (See chart i,

April 26.) On that day she was allowed to get

up and go about, and this resulted in a slight rise

in temperature on the following evening to 100° F.

The chart shows the variation in temperature

from April 18 to May 30. She continued able

to go about, and her temperature gradually be-

came normal after exhibiting some fluctuations

during these weeks. On June i the evening tem-
perature was normal and continued so thereafter.

The patient's general condition markedly improved
during the treatment. At the end of the course

of injections there were still some bacilli in the

sputum. A noteworthy feature was the prompt
improvement of the appetite and digestion after the

second injection, when nausea and vomiting ceased

and did not reappear. The patient was able to

enjoy her meals and to digest her food, with the

result that her weight increased slowly but

steadily. On April 30 she weighed 120.7 ^^

UPRIL I'lO

hind. There were no cavities, but numerous rales

over both involved areas. Numerous tubercle ba-

cilli were found in the sputum.

The first injection of 0.02 mg. tuberculinum pu-

rum was given on May 7 ; increasing gradually at

each semi-weekly injection, the sixteenth dose

amounted to 100 mg. None of the injections was
followed by any unpleasant symptoms or any febrile

reaction. On the contrary, there was steady better-

ment of the subjective condition. The temperature

during the treatment gradually fell to normal, al-

though a slight evening rise remained for some time

after the last injection, and then disappeared.

The results in the lungs consisted in a disappear-

ance of the rales and a quiescence of the catarrhal

condition. The cough was markedly lessened and
the expectoration decreased. Examination of the

sputum showed at times a few tubercle bacilli and
at other times none were found. The dyspnea on
exertion was markedly improved as were also the

appetite and the general condition. The tempera-

ture became normal night and morning and re-

mained so. The weight, however, did not markedly
increase, but remained practically the same with

some fluctuation. The patient left the hospital two
months ago and has had no trouble since the treat-

ment.
C.'XSE III. Fibroid Tuberculosis.—J. K., man.

When she left the hospital her weight was 130

lb., a gain of about 10 lbs.

The changes in the lungs at the end of the period

of treatment, that is about June i, consisted in a dis-

appearance of the catarrhal symptoms and a clear-

ing of the affected area of all but occasional rales,

although the signs of consolidation still remained.

The process was evidently quiescent, and in a fa-

vorable condition for hearing. There were still

slight cough and a few bacilli in the sputum. Two
months after the completion of specific treatment,

the patient left the hospital and went to Russia.

A letter received from her about a week ago (June,

1910) by one of the Sisters states that she con-

tinues in good health and has had no relapse oi

pulmonary trouble.

C.\SE II. Catarrhal Tuberculosis.—A. L.. v.onian.

Russian, 30 years old, domestic. The patient had

been in the hospital for several months during

which time she had shown a steady rise of tem-

perature in the afternoon, in addition to cough, ex-

pectoration and at times nausea, vomiting, loss of

appetite and general weakness. On May 7, 1909-

the cough was annoying and frequent, with a rather

moderate expectoration, and some dyspnea on ex-

ertion. The patient was able to be about and to

do very light work, however. The physical signs

revealed a consolidation of both lungs down to the

third rib in front, and a corresponding point be-

Irish, 30 years old, laborer. The patient had been
in the hospital for several months, during which
time he had had several severe hemorrhages. A
fairly well nourished patient. Cough and expector-
ation at times marked. Tubercle bacilli in the spu-
tum. The appetite was good, but there was a slight

febrile movement toward the evening. The physi-

cal signs showed chronic fibroid phthisis involving

the upper half of the right lung. There was a
moderate number of rales over the affected area, in

addition to the other signs of fibrosis. The first

injection was given on October 23, 1898. and the

doses were repeated twice a week. The first course
of injections, sixteen in number, reached the dose
of 100 mg. After an interval of about three weeks
a second course was begun, this time reaching a

dose of 200 mg. At no times were unpleasant symp-
toms or febrile reactions noted. The slight eve-
ning rise spoken of disappeared gradually in the

course of the first series. No further hemorrhages
occurred after the injections were begun, nor was
the sputum tinged red at any time thereafter. The
catarrhal signs in the lung disappeared and the

fibroid lesions which had previously tended to ex-

tend were arrested for the time being. The gen-
eral condition at the conclusion of the treatment
was good. The weight on entrance had been 135
pounds. On October 26, three days after the

first injection, the weight was 148 pounds. On
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November 16, 151 pounds; on February 16, 156

pounds. The patient became an orderly and re-

mained in the hospital for several months, during

which time occasional examinations showed that

his good physical condition continued.

C.-\SE IV. Fibroid Tuberculosis.—C. F. M.,

American, 30 years old, porter. The patient en-

tered the hospital on January 22, 1908, with a his-

tory of cough, expectoration, and a moderate eve-

ning rise of temperature. His general condition had

been fair, his appetite normal. The physical ex-

amination showed chronic fibroid tuberculosis on

both sides, reaching to about the fourth rib in

front and a corresponding distance in the hack. A
considerable number of tubercle bacilli were present

in the sputum. There were numerous rales over

the affected region. Injections of T. P. were be-

gun on October 23, 1908, two doses being given

each week. Two courses were given in all as in

Case III, the last injection reaching a dose of 200

mg. No unpleasant sym]_)tonis were noted, except

a feeling of constriction in the chest during the

first week of the treatment, which disappeared

after about a week. As regards febrile reactions,

these were either absent or very slight, leaving no

subjective disturbances. The temperature gradually

was reduced to normal and has remained so after

the treatment until the present writing.

weight remained at this point practically stationary.

The results in this case were a general improve-
ment, a lessening in the cough, dyspnea, and ex-

pectoration, and a reduction of the number of tu-

bercle bacilli in the sputum. The patient's improve-
ment, so far as the lung itself was concerned, was
not marked, the process remaining stationary rather

than receding. .At the end of the treatment his

general condition was good and remained so. Un-
fortunately this patient's mental condition was af-

fected ; he became melancholy, and committed sui-

cide three months after the discontinuance of the

treatment.

C.\SE VL Ulcerative Tuberculosis.—J. R.,

woman, American, 25 years old, clerk. Patient had
been treated at Stony Wold Sanatorium. For sev-

eral weeks she had been suffering from an acute

exacerbation, with a small amount of blood in the

sputum, nausea, vomiting, and fever reaching 102°

F. Ulcerative tuberculosis was found on examina-
tion, with an extensive involvement of both lungs in

their upper lobes and a cavity at the apex of the

left lung. The first injection was given on .Vpril

21, 1909.
Sixteen injections were given in all, the tubercu-

lin being administered twice a week. The maxi-

mum dose was 80 mg. .\fter the third injection

the nausea and vomiting disappeared, the appe-

^_^_nttober
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the mortality figures, since their death had heeii

a foregone conclusion.

Case XIII. Acute Miliary Tuberculosis.—J. L.,

man, Italian, 30 years old, laborer. No previous
history could be obtained with definiteness, as the

patient spoke no English. He entered with nausea,
vomiting and fever, and a good deal of ])rostratioii.

Temperature was I02j/1°F. and the general con-

dition very poor. (3n examination, both lungs were
found involved in an acute miliary type of tubercu-

losis. The tuberculin was given with the ho]3e of
making the patient comfortable by lowering his

temperature and arresting his nausea and vomiting,

since it was evident that the case was hopeless. The
patient remained in the hospital for about two
weeks, during which time four injections were
given, the first beginning with 0.02 nig., and the

others increasing to o. i mg. After the second in-

jection his gastric condition improved, as well as

his appetite. The patient felt more comfortable,

although no eflfect was produced upon the pulmo-
nary process. The patient died a few days after the

last injection. There were no untoward symptoms
or febrile reactions following the injections, and

I feel that the tuberculin made his last da}s com-
fortable, even if it did not succeed in prolonging

his life.

C.\SK XI\'. -Iciitc Miliary Tuberculosis.— AT. F..

in a whisper ami was markedly emaciated. There
was little dysphagia. At no time were there any
tubercle bacilli in the scanty expectoration which
accompanied the laryngeal cough.
The first injection of T. P. was given on October

Z'^. There were two courses of injections given
in this case, in the same manner as in Case III. At
no time were any unpleasant symptoms noted. Im-
provement did not show itself to any extent in the

laryngeal lesions ; but rather in a steady gain in the

general condition and the weight of the patient. The
patient when admitted on April 2 weighed 165
povmds. On October 26, three days after the

first injection, he weighed 13S pounds, having lost

27 pounds since admission. Until he began receiv-

ing the injections, therefore, he was rapidly los-

ing weight. This was almost entirely checked by
the T. P.

The patient is still in the hospital and doing fairly

well, the process being apparently quiescent (June,

1910). The results in this case cannot be said to

have been extraordinary, yet scarcely better could

be expected in an advanced case of primary laryn-

geal tuberculosis.

Joint Tuberculosis.—Inasmuch as the tubercu-

linum purum had been well borne by patients with
pulmonary and larynygeal phthisis, I employed the

remedy in two cases of joint tuberculosis.
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ago her elbow also became involved. In October,

1909, injections of T. P. were begun. Both knee

and elbow were markedly swollen, very painful,

with considerably restricted motion. After the

first injection of 0.02 mg. the patient complained

of a "bound" or constricted feeling in both joints,

a sensation which disappeared in about ten days.

The injections were repeated twice a week, the

doses gradually increasing. At no time were there

any febrile reactions or other unpleasant symptoms.

Gradually the motion increased in the elbow so

that the patient could comb her hair, and in the

knee so that she could freely extend that joint.

The swelling and pain disappeared. Sixteen injec-

tions were given in all, the last amount being 100

mg. In this case not only was the disease arrested

in both joints, but a considerable degree of motion

was restored to the articulations, which with use

will improve further. There was apparently no
pulmonary lesion in this patient.

Dosage and Method of Injection.— In my work
I followed the general scheme of dosage recom-

mended by Gabrilowitch, and, while ready to make
a modification of strength and frequency, did not

see any need for so doing. The product was sup-

plied to me in four series of each five sealed bulbs,

the first series being a one-tenth of one per cent.

solution of tuberculin and each of the following

series being ten times as strong as the preceding

one. The following table presents the progression

of dosage in general, but it may of course be varied

in individual cases by diluting the solutions with

sterile water, or by repeating a dose without in-

crease, or lessening it, or deferring its administra-

tion, if any sign that the limit of tolerance has for

the moment been reached appears.

2nd
3rd
4th

0.20
0.40
0.80

Volume of the In-
jection in 1-10 cc.

8th
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daily in two afternoon and one morning class.
Tickets are issued between 10 and 11 a. m. and i

to 3 in the afternoon. Morning classes were estab-
lished in 1907 to accommodate a constantly grow-
ing number of applicants and to receive the over-
flow of the afternoon classes. There is an avera"-e
attendance of about forty-six children in both med-
ical classes in the afternoon and about twcnty-si.K
in the forenoon, the number of cases being re-
stricted to lifteen for each class. This phuf was
inaugurated by the superintendent of the hos-
pital in 1907 and has proved to be an advantage
as it permits the attending physician to devote mo're
time and attention to each individual case. In ad-
dition to this, there is a like number of children
treated in the other departments (nose, throat, skin,
etc.), which brings the total daily attendance of
children at the Mt. Sinai Dispensary to about 150.

Procedure of preliminary examination of children
at the Mt. Sinai Dispensary.—Mothers and children
enter the dispensary through the main entrance on
Madison Avenue between looth and loist Streets:
perambulators are left outside of the building; an
orderly stationed at the door directs them to a
spacious and light recess to the right, where the
physician in charge is stationed; nearby is a desk
containing necessary implements, as wooden tongue
blades, culture tubes, antiseptic solutions, records
for entry of contagious cases, etc. To avoid crowd-
ing, if the attendance be large, and to avert possible
infection while waiting, visitors approach through
a winding passageway between two railguards in

single file; they are exammed hastily, one after the
other, for the presence of any infectious disease.

The buccal cavity of each child is inspected and
carefully searched for Koplik's spots, pharyngeal
exudates, etc., while cultures are taken from throat
and nose whenever necessary. The time from enter-

ing the dispensary to the conclusion of the prelim-
inary inspection of each applicant shall not exceed
three to five minutes.

A more complicated plan was proposed by Knoep-
felmacher, who devised for that purpose a system
of booths. Each visitor is admitted directly from
the street to an empty booth and awaits there the

arrival of the physician, who enters from the other

side; after the preliminary examination the appli-

cant leaves, without having been in contact with any
other patient ; in case of contagious disease the

booth is closed and thoroughly disinfected. Knoep-
felmacher's device seems to be almost perfect, an

ideal method, but, I believe, rather difficult to carry

out and hardly feasible in an institute with a large

patronage.

While the advantage of a preliminary examina-
tion is evident, it would be erroneous to assume
that by its establishment infectious diseases would
be wholly barred from the waiting-room of the dis-

pensary. Errors, often unavoidable, will occur ; mis-

takes will be made, especially when the number of

applicants is large; but, if not entirely eliminated,

the danger of dissemination of contagious diseases

is considerably lessened by it, an ample recompense
for the trouble and financial outlay. To render pre-

liminary inspection effective it is essential to ex-

amine each child, whether or not suspicious looking.

Often children with diphtheritic sore throat present

but few visible symptoms of the disease :
and it

will be easily understood that the exanthematous

fevers are as a general rule seen in the dispensary

in the early prodronal stage, when, with few external

manifestations, the disease may be in the most

active
|

•. liod of infection; it is of paramount im-

portance to bar these early cases from tiie waiting-

room, .1.- a safeguard against the dissemination of

contagious diseases.

Durnig the precursory examinations it occurred

that cK-casionally noncontagious diseases were de-

tected requiring speedy medical intervention. On
the cnliy slips of cases excluded from the waiting-

room on June 17, 1907, I find: Varicella, two cases;

tonsilluis exudativa (diphtheritica?), two cases;

furthermore, one case of retropharyngeal abscess

;

and two days later, on June 19: Scarlet fever, one

case ; varicella, one case ; and, again, a case of re-

tropharyngeal abscess. Thus, the early detection

of urgent cases requiring immediate medical atten-

tion .ippears to be another advantage of prelimi-

nary inspection. Only if found free from con-

tagious disease children receive from the physician

marked (O. K.) passes, which must be presented

to the dispensary clerk before cards for the vari-

ous departments are issued. They are then seated

and wait for their turn to be called into the treat-

ment room. After the consultation visitors leave

the dispensary by a separate exit leading to lOOth

Street. The time the patient remains in the dis-

pensary may average from two to three hours, and
often longer. If, however, a child is found to suffer

from a contagious disease, it is, with its attendant,

immediately hurried off to one of the two isolation

rooms in the basement ; here they receive the neces-

sary attention ; in case of suspected diphtheria an
antitoxin injection is given, and the patients are

then sent home, if at walking distance from the

dispensary ; otherwise, they are detained, and the

Health Department is notified to send an ambulance
to convey them home, or, if possible, to the hospital

for contagious diseases. This is very tedious, as the

ambulance will often not arrive before three or four
hours ; occasionally mother and child will escape
during that time, if not closely guarded, or, if wait-

ing long, grow fearful and alarmed and thus give
rise to great excitement among the other visitors.

Since April, 1907, preliminary examination of
children applying for treatment has been conducted,
as yet in the afternoon service only, when the bulk
of the work is done, with the result that contagious
cases are excluded immediately on entering the
dispensary before being permitted to mingle with
other applicants in the common waiting-room.*

Far superior to the method outlined here is the
system in operation in some of the best European
clinics. According to Escherich's description,

children excluded from the ambulatorium (dis-

pensary) are sent to the observation ward. This
is an achievement of recent years only, though its

idea was conceived by Rauchfuss in i86g. Of in-

calculable service to the hospital, it also serves to

protect the individual from diagnostic errors. One
part of the observation ward, set aside for the ex-
amination of patients and directly accessible from
the arnbulatorium, consists of separate cells, which
are disinfected after each patient; there is also a
*Since the reopening of the dispensary last May two

salaried physicians were appointed to conduct the prelim-
inary examination of children in the morning as well as
in the afternoon service. The importance of the work is

shown by the number of excluded cases. To cite an in-
stance I quote from the records kept by the physicians in
charge: On May 17 the following contagious cases were
detected among the applicants: Scarlatina, 2; rubella, i;
measles, l; diphtheria, i; and on May 26: Varicella, 3;
scarlatina, i ; measles, i

; parotitis, I ; and diphtheria, 4.
During sixteen consecutive days seventy-four cases were
excluded.
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ruoni itir microscopical examinations; chiklren in

whom the diagnosis is established are sent to the

pavilions for infectious diseases, while "suspects."

indeterminate cases, are detained in the observa-

tion ward proper. This has its prototype in tlu-

"Systeme cellulaire" first applied in the "Hopital dc

rinstitut Pasteur." in 1900. It consists of cells

constructed entirely of glass and iron. The patient

remains in the "box" isolated from all others. Reg-

ulations to prevent contact infections are almost

perfect. Patients are kept until the nature of the

disease is determined, when they are transferred

to the hospital, or are dismissed, in case of re-

covery.

The first dispensary in the City of New \ork.

the second in America, was opened in 1791. Ac-

cording to "A Letter from Dr. John Bard, Presi-

dent of the Medical Society of the State of New
York, 1791," its establishment was first suggested

at a meeting of the Humane Society : the plan was
then laid before the members of the Aledical So-

ciety, who made an offer of their professional

services. The necessary means were provided by

the citizens of New York, who had long complained

that there was no established resort for medical

relief for the jioor people, save the almshouse.

which was the only medical charity in the City of

New York at that time. This was the origin of the

New York Dispensary, which w"as opened for

patients on February 8, 1791 ; at first it was located

at No. 24 King George Street, cor. William Street.

It was incorporated by an act of legislature in

.\pril (8), 1795. The New York Dis])ensary was
the only institution of its kind until 1828. a period

of 37 j'ears.

The economic and other advantages of the first

dispensary were marked, and with the extension of

the city limits, with the ever increasing number of

its inhabitants, it became necessary to open other

dispensaries in various parts of the city, .\ccording

to the 40th Annual Report of the State Board of

Charities for the year 1906, there were 60 licensed

dispensaries in the P.orough of Manhattan and a

total of ninety-six in Creater ,\'evv "S'ork.

During the year 1905, 869,866 iiersc.n-. were
treated in Manhattan, and the number of treat-

ments came to 2,452,814. As Manhattan had a

population of 2,112,380, it would appear that in

the year 1905 about two out of five inhabitants re-

ceived medical aid in the dispensaries.

The ratio changes somewhat when we consider
corresponding figures for the same year in Greater
New York, including Manhattan, Brooklyn, Bronx,
Queens, and Richmond, the total number of patients

treated was 994,315 and the number of treatments
amounted to 2,786,206, while the population was
4,013,781. This seems to indicate that approxi-
mately one in four of the population was ill and
applied for medical relief at the dispensaries.

In the following two years the increase was not
very great, possibly due to stricter rules on ad-
mission of new patients. According to the record-;

of the State Board of Charities, the number of per-
sons treated in 1907 in Manhattan was 910,380 and
in Greater New York 1,042,887: during the vear
1908 the number of treatments in Manhattan came
to 2,800,170 and in Greater New York, 3,195,507.

But we can not place too much reliance on dis-

pensary statistics : a good many of the gross num-
ber of patients have to be deducted as "repeaters."
as with the present lack of a uniform system the
same person may register in the course of one vear

at various dispensaries, or even at the same dis-

pensary more than once.

The principles upon which dispensaries were
founded were to aftord medical relief to the sick

poor; this still holds good. But concerned with

the welfare of hundreds of thousands of sick peo-

ple, it is bound to assume greater responsibilities.

One of the most important and difficult problems
of the modern dispensary is to prevent dissemina-

tion of contagious diseases in the common waiting-

room.
To study the modus operandi, to learn person-

ally of the prophylactic measures adopted, most of

the large dispensaries in ]Manhattan were visited

lately ; the opportunity was kindly afforded me
to make observations ; with very few exceptions,

(lata were given when asked for, and courtesy was
shown alike by attending physicians and registrars,

which I take pleasure in acknowledging here.

I shall not dwell long on facts well known to

those interested in dispensary work
;
great progress

has been made in the last decade. Since the exact-

ment of the dispensary laws in 1899, sanitary and
hygienic measures were adopted and a higher stand-

ard established, attem])ts were made to restrict

medical charity to the sick poor and to prevent im-

position. To Dr. Cabot in Boston belongs the credit

of having inaugurated modern methods of hygienic

and physical therapeutics, instead of superficial

treatment and "wholesale drugging" of the dis-

pensary patient. Following in the wake of the

tuberculosis clinics, he introduced in 1905 the visit-

ing nurse in the dispensary service, a useful ally to

the physician, explaining and aiding to carry out in-

structions and insuring hygienic improvements in the

liouses of the sick poor. Two years later, in 1907,

the Superintendent of the Mt. Sinai Hospital, Dr.

-S. S. Goldwater, proposed to further raise the

standard of work in the outpatient department by

the adoption of the principle of restricted numbers
of patients. This plan has been carried out since

in the Mt. Sinai Dispensary with excellent results.

While thus much was done to correct abuses,

"dispensary evils" still exist. It is singular that the

ilifficult problem of preventing "contact infection,"

in the common waiting-room, has up to the present

time not attracted the attention it deserves, much
less so than it has received in the best institutes in

England and the Continent.

Professor Escherich was evidently much im-

pressed by the prevalent lack of prophylaxis. He
remarks in his "Pediatrische Reiseindruecke in

-America" that the fear of contracting acute infec-

tious diseases must be much less in our country than

it is in his own, as he had not found in our dis-

pensaries any prophylactic arrangements whatso-

ever. Escherich, one of the foremost pediatrists

of the time, believes that the prevention of contact-

infection is of paramount importance. He does not

hesitate to assert that the dispensaries, conducted as

many are, contribute possibly to an even greater

extent than the public schools to the spread of in-

fectious diseases, especially the acute exanthemata.

Escherich became convinced of this fact during his

activity in Graz, a city with a small population,

where it was possible to detect sources of infection

which frequently could be traced to the dispensary,

especially in cases of measles.

These conditions have long been known to exist,

and led in the ambulatorium Cdispensary) of

Escherich and other pediatrists to the establish-

ment of pertinent provisions for the exclusion of
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chiklren ill with infectious diseases ami "susi)ccts"
before entering the common waiting-room ; this is

being- done by a physician or a trained mirsc, an
arrangement that has proved satisfactory. Similar
prophylactic regulations do not exist in any of the
dispensaries I had the privilege to visit. Patients
enter the dispensary promiscuously through the
same door, through which they usually also depart

;

stating the nature of the disease, as well as they
may, to the dispensary clerk, they receive numbered
tickets and are then permitted to occujjy scats on
crowded, not always asceptically clean benclies.

Often when one child is ill, the mother is obliged
to take the other healthy ones along, as there is no
one at home to look after them. The reception hall

receives them all, children ill with diphtheria and
others in the early stages of the exanthematous
fevers ; most of them ill nourished, and all very
susceptible to infection. Tt will be readily admitted
that many children, even when exposed, will not be
aiifected, either from a lesser susceptibility or be-

cause they are immune from a previous attack of
the disease. But themselves immune, they occa-
sionally may become "carriers" of the virus. Chil-

dren within the first two years of age, toddling

about and creeping on the floor, are exposed to a

direct infection, which Escherich calls "Schmierin-
fection," by means of bacterial secretions which
they smear over their little faces and hands. Al-

ready suffering from some form of disease, they

thus become exposed to other infections, which may
prove dangerous or even fatal, often waiting one or

two hours or even longer for the arrival of the

physician.

These conditions need to be remedied, not only

from humanitarian motives or from consideration

of the welfare and protection of the dispensary pa-

tient, but also for the sake of the well being of the

community and on the ground of public policy.

As a practical illustration of the above I should

like to mention an incident, witnessed some few
weeks ago in the treatment room of a crowded dis-

pensary on the lower East Side. The Chief of

Clinic had just removed tonsils and adenoids in a

little boy ; one of the next patients was a child with

a "sore throat," an inspection revealed the presence

of exudates on the tonsils. Likely enough, the

children mingled while waiting for their turn to be

admitted. Similar instances of exposure are bound

to occur under the prevailing system. In one or

two of the dispensaries visited, I was informed that

"suspicious looking" children are not required to

wait their turn, but are picked out from the rest

and attended by a physician as soon as possible.

In one of the best equipped dispensaries on the

upper East Side, which has separate doors for en-

trance and exit of visitors, new patients are .is-

signed to the different classes by a medical man. but

there is no preliminary examination of children,

and infectious cases are detected in this as prac-

tically in all other dispensaries, in the consulting

room only, no attempt at separatinn being made in

the waiting-room.
Isolation rooms are generally very primitive, and

rarely made use of. In one large East .Side dis-

pensary with a daily attendance of 50 to 70 children

in the medical classes, the attending pediatrist who

is connected with the institution, for many years

was not aware of the existence of an isolation room

The clerk assured the doctor and me, however, that

there was one in the courtyard.

In conclusion f w.mlu rcM)ect fully submit

'

1. There is at llie present time an evident lack of

prophylaxis in handling contagious cases at the dis-

pensary.

2. As at present conducted, dispensaries con-

tribute to the dissemination of infectious diseases

among the poor by contact infection in the com-
mon waiting-room.

3. If not entirely eliminated, the danger of ex-

posure is lessened by the preliminary inspection of

children, a prophylactic measure which aims at an

early detection and exclusion of contagious cases

and "suspects" before entering the common wait-

ing-room.

4. Preliminary examination of children has been

conducted at the Mt. Sinai Dispensary since April,

1907, with satisfactory results.

5. Its establishment in similar institutes is re-

quired as a sanitary safeguard and on the ground of

public economy.
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THE PRACTICAL VALUE OF A POSITIVE
COMPLEMENT FIXATION TEST IN

SYPHILIS.*

Bv GEORGE W. VANDEGRIFT, M.A., M.D.,

ASSISTANT SURGEON NLW YORK EYE AND EAR INFIRMARY; PROFESSOR OF
OPHTHALMOLOGY BROOKLYN POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL SCHOOL;

ATTENDING OPHTHALMOLOGIST WILLIAMSBURG HOS-
PITAL, BROOKLYN.

I BEGIN by apologizing for trespassing from the

limited field of ophthalmology into the boundless
plains of general medicine. My excuses are those
of the prospector rushing heedlessly into regions
of new found gold ; and though the soil I strive

to overturn is not strictly virginal, it is at most
jM-imiparous, and promises further and exceeding
fruitfulness.

We will linger for a few minutes over a study
of the practical importance of a positive comple-
ment fixation test to the practitioner who handles
syphilis in his office and in the clinic. At present
it appears as if the serodiagnosis of syphilis has
gained no strong foothold in general practice, being
utilized more widely by the practitioners of the

*Read' before the Williamsburs: Hospital Staflf As-
sociation, September 4. igio.
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various specialties. This may be because the test

is looked upon by the majority of physicians as a

corroborative symptom of syphilis of distinct value

only in the presence of others. That this is far

from the whole truth of the matter I hope to empha-

size in this paper.

So great a mass of easily obtainable statistics al-

ready illuminates the literature of this subject I feel

that pardon will be granted me cheerfully if I fail

to embody any of them, old or new, into my dis-

course.

It has been proven that a positive reaction can be

obtained in the vast majority of cases of syphilis as

early as the appearance of the initial lesion. It is

unnecessary therefore to wait for the skin rash be-

fore beginning specific treatment when a positive

reaction is present. By this early start the patient

may be saved from the misery of mucous patches,

sore throat, and other secondaries. Nor need there

be hesitation or delay if the chancre appears clin-

ically doubtful ; a positive blood test allows imme-
diate antisyphilitic treatment. Once having a posi-

tive reaction, no matter how early in the history

of the case, the physician may proceed assured of

his diagnosis if the test has been made by a com-
petent expert ; for confusion cannot arise. as the non-

specific diseases that give a positive fixation test

are clinically distinct from syphilis.

During the ordinary course of syphilis when the

pathognomonic symptoms are present the positive

reaction by being less paramount becomes corrobo-

rative only; but in the presence of symptoms that

may or may not be luetic a positive reaction becomes

vitally important. During the secondary stage no

one doubts his diagnosis when confronted with the

congeries of characteristic symptoms, but when one

or two only of these are present, and perhaps atypi-

cal, one hesitates to deposit the syphilitic millstone

around the victim's neck unless aided and abetted

by a positive fixation test. A positive reaction also

is paramount in the diagnosis of diseases or rather

symptoms that are not typical secondaries and may
not be luetic in origin at all. Among such condi-

tions are afternoon headaches, neuralgia, pains re-

ferred to the calves of the legs, skin rashes, iritis,

keratitis, etc. A positive reaction settles our doubt

while a negative one invites further scrutiny.

We know, often to our chagrin, that our ability to

diagnosticate correctly the protean manifestations of

syphilis in its tertiary stage is measured by the lim-

its of our clinical experience. Every branch of

medicine has needed its expert in syphilis. With
the complement fixation test at hand each practi-

tioner may be his own syphilographer.

It is hardly necessary to detail the importance

of the serodiagnosis of syphilis to the various spe-

cialties. It has become indispensable to the genito-

urinary practitioner. The dermatologist, hitherto

needing somewhat of the qualities of the race track

devotee of being a good guesser, now finds himself

in the midst of an exact science—almost. The pe-
diatrist has learned instructive and unexpected facts,

notably concerning congenital and hereditary lues.

The view that a healthy mother may bear a syphilitic

child and escape infection must be modified, for it

has been found that a very large number of such
mothers (65 per cent.) give a positive fixation test,

proving the presense of latent syphilis. Also we
must change our belief that apparently healthy chil-

dren of syphilic mothers are immune to the disease.

Here again a high percentage of positive tests shows
that these children have a luetic infection that is

dormant. The internist finds the reaction of im-

portance in manifold conditions, as in arterio-

sclerosis and certain heart lesions such as aortic in-

sufficiency. In the practice of ophthalmology it

has been my custom to prescribe antisyphilitic reme-
dies on the least provocation, as a matter of good
business to my patients, to my friends as a matter

of kindness. Since I have been making use of the

blood test I find that my custom is not unwise. It

has become a habit with me to have a blood test

made in every case of ocular disease in which the

etiology was not absolutely certain. Frequently the

test has been positive in cases hitherto looked upon
as non-syphilitic, and in cases in which the etiology

is unknown or guessed at. \Miile the possibility of

syphilis being concomitant and not genetic has not

been overlooked, yet many of each of these classes

of cases have improved under antisyphilitic treat-

ment.

In no specialty has the serodiagnosis of syphilis

been of more value than in neurology. Paresis gives

almost 100 per cent, of positive reactions, while

tabes over sixty. In cerebral and spinal sclerosis,

brain tumor, cerebral endarteritis, and various mus-
cular paralyses the positive reaction is of inestimable

etiological and therapeutic import.

Thanks to the complement fixation test our fail-

ures due to etiological ignorance are growing less

in number. And so it will continue if every case

that comes into our practice the cause of which is

not absolutely assured is subjected to the test. The
practice of using the test only when suspicion of

syphilis is aroused or when it is clinically certain is

reprehensible, for it is along the ways of doubt and
ignorance that the serum reaction carries its light

most beneficently. One case I desire to report be-

cause it displays well the value of a positive fixation

test:

Mr. X., forty years of age, three years ago began
to lose the sight of both eyes from a descending
optic atrophy of unknown origin. The history of

the patient's life from a physician's viewpoint was
most unsatisfactory. Every organ outside of his

eyes was apparently normal. After a time a mild

gastritis developed which was seized upon raven-

ously as the cause of his optic atrophy. The patient

continued to lose flesh and strength. About six

months ago he was referred to me and I found both

optic nerves in a condition of primary atrophy and
the vision reduced about one-half. Pupils were
unequal and reacted only to intense light. Of the

left eye there was a drooping of the upper lid, and
of the right eye a paresis of the external rectus

muscle. Knee jerks were absent. He is the father

of several healthy children, and oral as well as phy-

sical examination failed to elicit the slightest trace

or vestige to corroborate the suspicion I entertained

of syphilitic infection. However, the Wassermatm,
the Noguchi. and the Weil tests were distinctly posi-

tive. Immediate energetic antisyphilitic treatment

was begun consisting of gluteal injections of the

salicylate of mercury (two grains a week) and in-

creasing large doses of a saturated solution of potas-

sium iodide. At the end of two months the vision

and fields had improved slightly, the muscular par-

eses had disappeared, and the patient's general con-

dition had improved markedly.

Here we have a case of syphilis in a man of in-

telligence who appreciates, at least in this exigency,

the value of the truth. He says he observed no
early evidence of syphilis, and probably he is not

mistaken. Not only does this experience prove to
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me the practical importance of the complement fixa-

tion test, but sustains my belief founded upon an
extended use of the reaction that syphilis may be
acquired in a manner unknown and unrecognized
and remain unmanifested until the appearance of
some tertiary or parasyphilitic lesion.

Finally the fixation test is of value as an index to
treatment and an assurance of a cure. With the
beginning of a vigorous mercurialization the reac-

tion should disappear, speedily from a mild case,

more slowly from a severe one. When we have
obtained a negative reaction in the course of treat-

ment proper medication should preserve it until at

the end of several years it remains permanent with-
out further treatment. The time has come when
almost every case of syphilis can be carried to a
complete cure without symptoms further than those
that drew attention to the condition. Of course we
must recognize the fact that there are cases which do
not respond well to the ordinary treatment with
mercury, and of these we cannot at present presage
so hopefully. We expect also that the time is com-
ing when by repeated fixation tests we can deter-

mine accurately the quantity of medication required
for each case and the time required for a permanent
cure.

To sum up, a positive complement fixation test is

valuable : (i) as corroborative in company with other
characteristic symptoms; (2) as determining the

presence of syphilis in diseases either of probable or

possible luetic, or of unknown origin; (3) as sug-
gesting that syphilis may run a course without dis-

playing itself until tertiary or parasyphilitic lesions

appear; (4) as an index to treatment and assurance
of a cure.

147 Kast Eighteenth Street.

Infantilism of Malarial Origin.—H. de Brun has had
the opportunity of observing during a residence ot twenty-
five years in Syria forty cases of infantihsm in individuals
who were also the victims of chronic malaria. Thyroid
insufficiency could not account for all of the manifesta-
tions. Nevertheless it was apparently responsible for the

smallness of stature, the absence of the secondary sexual
characteristics, and the arrested mental development. On
the other hand the exaggerated size of the abdomen
contrasting with the e.xtremely slender limbs, the almost
total absence of adipose tissue, the emaciation, the pre-

cocious wrinkles of the physiognomy, and the weakness of

the muscles, are all characteristics that distinguish ma-
larial infantilism from the other forms. The infection

produced by the malarial organism, and causing enormous
engorgement of the liver and spleen, is responsible for

the greatly enlarged abdomen ; it also accounts for the

striking emaciation seen in some of the cases, and for the

polyneuritis which in turn results in muscular atrophy,

chiefly of the lower limbs. To these symptoms there are

added others that form a group by themselves. These
consist of lassitude, depression, inertia, and indiflference,

amounting in some cases to a profound prostration.

These are analogous to similar symptoms seen in cases of

Addison's disease, and, taken in conjunction with the

pigmentation of the skin so conspicuous in a large num-
lier of cases of malaria, may be attributed to a chronic

insufficiency of the suprarenal capsules. The arterial

hypotension with the occasional smallness and irregularity

of the pulse, the gastric crises accompanied by dysentery,

the deficiency in the vasomotor reaction of the skin, all

symptoms observed in some of the cases, are familiar

manifestations of the malarial cachexia. It would appear

as if the pigmentary sclerosis resulting from this infec-

tion affects the suprarenals as well as other organs. The
suprarenals. therefore, share with tlie thyroid and pituitary

glands in the evolution of the phenomena of infantilism,

—

Revue de Mcdecine.

Contribution to the Surgical Treatment of Jacksonian
Epilepsy and Traumatic Intracranial Hemorrhage.—G.

Ninni gives his experience with intracranial surgery in a

case of Jacksonian epilepsy of traumatic origin. The op-

erative wound healed by first intention and the convulsive

attacks remained absent for five months. They then re-
turned to be repeated about once in three months. The
patient though not cured had gained, in that his attacks
were much less freiiucnt than before the operation, when
they had occurred every two weeks. He was able to go
about his usual occupations. The author also details the
result of operation on a young man of twenty years of
age who received a blow over the left eyebrow and an-
other over the right parietal region. Immediately after
the blows he lost consciousness, and after two days there
were spastic contractions of the fingers of the right hand,
and the following day of the left hand and foot. After
twelve days he was carried to the hospital. The day
after his first contractions he had seventeen attacks of
clonic convulsions and the number increased to fifty in

twentv-four hours. His skull was opened and a hematoma
was found subdural, and extending over a large surface.

Two hundred grams of clots were removed from the Ro-
landic region and the frontal lobe. Three hours after
operation the patient recovered consciousness and the
next day convulsions ceased entirely. Ninni demonstrates
that in cases of cranial hemorrhage one should operate as
soon as possible in traumatic cases so as to prevent the
occurrence of Jacksonian epilepsy.

—

La Riforma Medico.

Indications for the Treatment of Syphilis with
Arsenic.—G. Milian says that, while arsenic is not by
any means a substitute for mercury, there are cases of in-

tolerance for mercury that are benefited by its use.

There are cases of absolute intolerance for mercury and
of partial intolerance. In the latter mercury may be
taken for a time, and then the stomach revolts. This is

apt to occur after treatment has been given successfully,
ill the second or third year of the disease. In these cases
arsenic should be substituted for mercury. In other cases
it may be used as an adjuvant to mercury, since it in-

creases the efifect of the mercury. It may be given during
intervals of mercurial treatment. It is also indicated in

case of anemia.

—

Le Progres Medical.

Electrical Treatment of Obesity.—A. Laquerriere de-
tails Bergonie's electrical method of treating obesity by
exercise of the various muscles, the surface of the body
being entirely covered with large electrodes, so that all

the large muscular masses are affected. The operator
then applies a tetanizing faradic current through the
electrodes, in such a manner that there is a rhythmical
action, the excitation lasting half a second, and the in-
terval of repose a half second. The current should be
strong enough to cause marked muscular contractions.
During this treatment the body becomes covered with
sweat, but the patient feels no disagreeable sensations,
only the contraction of the muscles. The heart and respir-
ation are increased in frequency, in response to the need
of increased oxygenation in the contracting muscles.
There is no appreciable fatigue when the sittings are
properly managed ; the appetite is increased and sleep is

improved ; blood pressure is lowered as it is after simple
exercise. One gets general active gymnastics, but involun-
tary ones, and without the interference of the psychic
centers. It is difficult to find any other system of gym-
nastics that approaclies tliis in the general action of all

the muscles. This form of exercise may be used even
for persons who are persuaded that exercise is bad for
them. Since the movement is involuntary the nervous sys-
tem does not become fatigued. In the fearful and the
neuropath one may get the benefits of exercise without
their having any of the inconveniences of it. Bergonie
has obtained brilliant results by this method in the obese,
but the method may be employed also in all the nutritional
troubles. This method is both preventive and curative,
since it increases the musculature of the patient, and he
will not again fall into the hygienic faults that have caused
his obesity.

—

Journal de Mcdecine de Paris.

Cerebral Hemmorrhage from Luetic Vessels.—Henry
Head reports the case of an engineer aged 32, who, in

July, 1902, contracted gonorrhea, which lasted about two
weeks. This was followed by rash and sore throat.
There was now a scar at the orifice of the meatus, point-
ing to the probability that the infection was syphilitic.
In April, 1904, he felt dizzy, and within twenty minutes
became paralyzed down the right half of the body. He
lost his speech, but did not become unconscious. Since
that time he had shown no material alteration. He was
still hemiplcgic, his tongue was protruded to the right,
the right knee-jerk and wrist-jerk were greatly exag-
gerated, ankle clonus was obtained, and the plantar reflex
on this side gave an extensor response.

—

Proceedings of
the Royal Society of Medicine.
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HUMAN AND BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS.

When, in 1901, Robert Koch threw a bomb into the

camp of the bacteriologists by declaring that human
and bovine tuberculosis are not identical, that the

human variety cannot be transferred to cattle, and

that human infection with bovine tuberculosis rarely

occurs even if human susceptibility to such infection

be admitted, there began a series of investigations in

all parts of the world which have succeeded in dis-

proving, in great part, the contentions of the dis-

coverer of the tubercle bacilli. The far-reaching im-

jjortance of settling this problem concerned chiefly

the question of human infection from tuberculous

cattle, particularly in view of the fact that a large

part of the milk and butter consumed in large cities

contains tubercle bacilli. In spite of the general fal-

lacy of Koch's original conclusions, these, neverthe-

less, contained important germs of truth. Thus it

has been shown that human and bovine tuberculosis

are not identical, but are caused by distinct varieties

of the tubercle bacillus possessing marked diflfer-

ences of character in cultivation and in virulence.

Furthermore, while the second contention, namely,

that the human variety of the organism cannot be

transferred to cattle, has been overthrown, it has,

nevertheless, been shown that cattle are less sus-

ceptible to the human virus than to their own.

Finally, in disposing of Koch's last contention it has

been established that a fairly large proportion of

the cases of human tuberculosis are caused by the

bovine bacillus. Thus, out of a total of 1,042 cases

examined by various investigators, 10 per cent, have

been found to be due to the bovine bacillus ; the per-

centage is even greater in childhood—of 220 cases

of tuberculosis in children under five years, the

bovine bacillus has been found in 27 per cent.

In a most elaborate investigation to determine the

relative importance of the bovine and human types

of tubercle bacilli in the different form of human
tuberculosis, William H. Park and Charles Krum-
wiede, assisted by a large staff at the Research Labo-
ratory of the Department of Health, New York
City, have made valuable contributions to this sub-

ject, reporting their results in the Journal of Medi-
cal Research, October, 1910. These studies were
begun in view of the fact that nearly all the cases

hitherto examined had been selected either with the

view of finding bovine infections, that is, tubercu-

losis of alimentary origin, or adult pulmonarv tu-

berculosis. It seemed that with the knowledge at

hand a large series of non-selected cases of every

type of disease and under average conditions of ex-

posure would give valuable information, particular-

ly with reference to sanitary control. In addition,

the investigators hoped to simplify the methods of

differentiation and to settle many disputed or doubt-

ful points in biology or virulence.

The results of their work led to the conclusion

that there is no constant qualitative cultural dif-

ference between the human and bovine types of

tubercle bacilli. Quantitatively and with respect to

the effect of glycerin there is a marked difference

in the great majority of cultures, so that the type

can be^ determined from cultures alone, particularly

from the amount and rapidity of growth of early

cultures. All bovine types of bacilli are dysgonic

(have sparse growth) and all human types are

eugonic (have moderate or luxuriant growth).

Glycerin egg was found to be the best medium for

eliciting this diff'erence. They draw the general con-

clusions that all cultures growing luxuriantly on

glycerin egg from the start are of the human type,

and that those growing sparsely or even not at all

on this medium in the first few generations are of

the bovine type. In studying the relative virulence

of the two types of organism it was found that the

bovine type always causes in rabbits a generalized

tuberculosis, when given in doses of o.oi milligram

intravenously, the tuberculosis being progressive

and causing the death of the animal. Human
cultures injected in the same amount produce no dis-

ease at all or lesions of varying severity in the lungs

or kidneys, or both, never causing a progressive

generalized tuberculosis. If a rabbit survived a dose

of one milligram for sixty days and showed no gen-

eralization the virus was considered a human one.

The results of the inoculation work with calves

were parallel with those in rabbits—the bovine

type caused generalized tuberculosis and the human
type caused a localized infection or extension to the

neighboring lymph nodes. It is thus seen that the

bovine virus is more virulent than the human. The
great majority of the cultures group themselves

around two extremes from which there are a few

cultures showing variant characteristics. The two

types are probably different because of residence in

different hosts over long periods of time and as such

are stable. The evidence in favor of rapid change

of type is incomplete and inconclusive.

One of the most important divisions of this re-

search was the determination of the type of in-

fection in 436 cases of human tuberculosis repre-

senting all the various clinical forms of the disease.

Of 297 cases in adults 16 years and over, only one

instance of bovine infection was found, and that in

a case of genitourinary tuberculosis. Of 54 cases

in children between 5 and 16 years, there were 9 in

which the bovine bacillus was isolated and 8 of the

latter were cases of tuberculous cervical adenitis.

Of 84 cases in children under 5 years, 22 gave the

bovine bacillus, 12 of which were from cases of

cervical adenitis, and 3 from abdominal tuberculosis.

A separate tabulation of 43 fatal cases from the

Babies' Hospital, representing average conditions

better than the total cases, showed that 9 per cent.
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were due to the bovine type. In an unusual series

of 9 cases from the Foundling Hospital in children

under 6 years fed practically exclusively on cow's

milk, 5 cases, or 55 per cent., gave evidence of in-

fection with the bovine type of tuberculosis.

The practical importance of these investigations is

obvious. They have shown that it is possible by
means of simple methods to dififerentiate the two
types of tubercle bacilli. They have confirmed the

results of other observers in determining that the

dangers of human infection from tuberculous cattle

are real, and that these dangers are greatest in early

life, when cow's milk forms the main article of diet.

As an example of scientific research of a high order

of practical utility, this work of Dr. Park and his as-

sociates of the Research Laboratory is one in which

the City of New York, under the auspices of whose
Department of Health this research was undertaken,

may feel a sense of deep satisfaction.

SOME USES OF THYROID MEDICATION
IN OBSTETRICS.

There is apparently no end to the suggestions as

to the value of the administration of various prepa-

rations of the thyroid gland in different morbid

conditions. The broad field of thyroid therapy is to

be attributed to the fact that this organ elaborates a

large number of distinct substances, some of which

are indispensable to the entire organism, while oth-

ers are needed only by certain organs.

The dried substance of the thyroid gland has re-

cently been employed with good effect in the vomit-

ing of pregnancy and in deficient milk secretion,

as reported in the Zentralhlatt filr Gyniikologic,

October 15 and 22, 1910, by A. Siegmund. In the

former condition five severe cases are reported in

which the results of the treatment were prompt and

lasting. It was found that the best results are ob-

tained by a definite mode of administration. The

thyroid is given on an empty stomach several hours

before the severest vomiting is expected. The

patient is awakened at 4:30 or 5 a. m., and given

the first dose; after several hours of sleep she takes

her breakfast in bed, and at 9 a. m. is given a

second dose. The administration is repeated one-

half hour before dinner and supper and before re-

tiring. The morning dose should not be less than

0.3 gram (5 grains) and sometimes 0.45 gram

(71/ grains), or 0.6 gram (10 grains) is advis-

able. If the severest attacks of vomiting occur at

other than the morning hours, the large doses arc

to be given at the former periods. The exact dos-

age is to be determined by means of daily obser\a-

tion. The powdered dried substance of the thyroid

glands obtained from female animals is recom-

mended : the glycerin extract of fresh thyroids is

even better. The largest doses are required at the

beginning of the treatment, in order to neutralize

the greater amount of toxins present in the blood.

The diet is to be carefully regulated ; small amounts

of food are to be taken at one time, and meat is in-

terdicted in the beginning.

The value of the administration of thyroid as a

means of increasing the activity of the mammary
glands had already been demonstrated by Hertoghe

in 1900, in patients presenting mild symptoms of

thyroid insufticicnc)-. Seigmund confirms the lat-

ter's observations, but believes that the period of

lactation is not the best time during which to begin

the thyroid medication. He has obtained better re-

sults by beginning the treatment in the early months

of pregnancy, during the time when the mammary
glands are transforming from a state of rest to

one of activity. This therapeutic measure is recom-

mended particularly in women who have already

given evidence of inability to nurse their children

wholly or in part. The dose of thyroid adminis-

tered is about 0.1 gram (13/2 grains) from one to

three times a day. The result of this treatment is a

copious secretion of milk after the birth of the

child. There are no untoward effects of the admin-

istration of thyroid during pregnancy ; on the con-

trary the general condition of the patient is im-

proved.

THE EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF TUBERCL-
LOUS BRONCHIAL ADENOPATHY.

The frequency during childhood of tuberculous in-

fection of the bronchial lymphatic glands, with or

without similar infection of the lungs or other

parts of the body, is an observation that post-mor-

tem investigation has repeatedly confirmed. Until

recent years there had been no definite sign by
which the presence of these glands could be demon-
strated clinically. The importance of early diag-

nosis can be best appreciated when one realizes that

the bronchial lymph-nodes frequently present the

first barrier to the invasion of the rest of the organ-
ism by the tubercle bacillus, that the infection in

these glands may remain latent for many years, and
that early treatment, particularly with the aid of sea

air, is of permanent curative value in many of these

cases. The latent primary infection in these glands
is often the starting point of general constitutional

invasion after debilitating diseases such as measles
and whooping-cough.

Among the signs whose clinical value has re-

ceived recognition may be mentioned the presence

of dullness at the level of the manubrium sterni ; the

sign described by Rilliet, Barthez, and Barety, of

an area of dilated veins observed on the front of

the thorax ; the sign of Eustace Smith, or the dem-
onstration of a venous hum beneath the clavicle

when the head is thrown back; the sign elicited by
vertebral percussion, of dullness corresponding to

the fourth, fifth, and sixth dorsal vertebras, and
the evidence furnished by the .r-rays when these

are made to traverse the thorax in such manner as

to fall at a point either to the right or left of the

vertebral column.

A new sign has recently been added to this list.

At the last meeting of the Section on Diseases of

Children of the British Medical Association, held

during the latter part of July, 1910, Adolphe
D'Espine of Geneva described a sign which he had
elicited, and which he believed to be more constant

than any of those already known. It is based on
auscultation of the voice sounds at the level of the

seventh cervical or first dorsal vertebra, which
corresponds to the first portion of the trachea, a
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region known as the posterior glandular, and de-

scribed by Gueneau de Mussy as the earliest at-

tacked by tuberculosis. If the child is made to

speak or count in a low voice, the latter is accom-

panied by an added whispering sound localized to

one or two vertebrje or even extending to the

fourth or fifth thoracic vertebrae. A bronchial

quality of the respiration has the same diagnostic

value as the whispering sound ; but the bronchial

breathing is present only when the glands are al-

ready extensively and considerably enlarged. It is

pointed out that a definite dullness at this level,

similar to a loud bronchopliony, is pathognomonic

of a large glandular mass uniting the trachea with

the vertebrae. The whispering sign is present long-

before dullness or bronchophony manifests it-

self, and for this reason it is accorded a far

greater value than either of these. According to

D'Esnine, neither Eustace Smith's sign nor the area

of dilated veins is pathognomonic. The validity of

his observation has been confirmed by post-mortem

examination. This observer emphasizes the impor-

tance of differentiating tuberculous from simple en-

largement of the bronchial glands, such as is seen

following measles, pertussis, and influenza, the

signs of which are less marked and more ephemeral

than those of tuberculous enlargement, and in which

the percutaneous tuberculin test is negative. In

some cases the glandular lesion simulates disease

of the pulmonary apices, but it has been shown that

the glandular lesion often extends more to the

right than to the left, and may even by pressure

cause a weakening of the vesicular murmur at the

right apex, and also give rise to a loud bruit heard

in the suprasternal fossa and under the clavicle.

Pulmonary Hemorrh.\ge in the Tuberculuus
AT High Altitude.

In Public Health Reports, October 7, F. C. Smith,

of the Public Health and Marine-Hospital Service,

discusses pulmonary hemorrhage in the tuberculous

at a high altitude. The Marine Hospital Sanatorium

at Fort Stanton, New Mexico, situated 6,200 feet

above sea level, is the institution from which Smith

collected his data. It appears that since the sana-

torium was opened in 1899 fifty-six deaths from
pulmonary hemorrhage have occurred there. Smith

gives the following summary: (i) Hemorrhage
from the lungs is responsible for about 10 per

•cent, of the total mortality from pulmonary
tuberculosis at Fort Stanton. (2) Syphilis

and chronic alcoholism increase the liability to

fatal hemorrhage. (3) Small pulmonary hemor-
rhages are rarely suddenly fatal but may cause a

•dangerous insufflation pneumonia. (4) Recurrence
of hemorrhage is rarely or never seen after broncho-

pneumonia develops. (5) No age period of adult

manhood seems especially predisposed to fatal pul-

monary hemorrhage. (6) Exciting cause of fatal

hemorrhage was noticeably absent ; the majority of

subjects were in bed at the time and a large number
presumably asleep. {7) Acute types of pulmonary
tuberculosis are least liable to this accident ; negroes
showed a lower mortality from hemorrhage than
whites. (8) Hemorrhage has not been common
immediately after arrival from sea level ; the in-

creased mortality from hemorrhage after prolonged
residence at high altitude may properly be ascribed

to the chronic type of disease in these individuals.

(9) Disease of the heart or embarrassed circulation

from any cause predisposes to a fatal issue when
pulmonay hemorrhage occurs. (10) Pulmonary
hemorrhage is not more frequent at high altitude

than at sea level, but the results are perhaps more
often serious especially in those with impaired cir-

culation. Perhaps the most interesting points of

Smith's observations are that cardiac disease seems
to be a somewhat frequent accompaniment of tuber-

culosis; in forty-two autopsies made at Fort Stan-

ton seventeen of the subjects had some serious

form of heart disease. The preponderance of left-

sided cardiac lesions in the immediately fatal cases

was also noticeable. On the whole, although of

course the data were insufiicient whereon to base
any conclusive arguments, the experience with tu-

berculous patients at Fort Stanton would appear to

favor the view that elevated regions are unfavorable
for the treatment of ordinary hemorrhagic cases of

tuberculosis of the lungs.

HftuH of tk^ Wnk,
Typhoid Fever at Annapolis.—An epidemic of

typhoid fever at the Naval .Academy has caused the

authorities to make a test of anti-typhoid inocula-

tion on all midshipmen willing to submit to it. The
source of the epidemic, which has been confined to

the Academy, no cases appearing in the town, has

not yet been determined. The water supply of the

Naval Academy is obtained from artesian wells.

Cholera on Steamship.—The Italian steamship
San Giorgio, out from Naples and Palermo, which
reached New York on November 16, reported two
deaths at sea and nine passengers ill. Of these one

was found to be suffering from cholera, which was
probably the cause of the two deaths also. All the

steerage passengers were detained at Hoft'man Isl-

and for observation. The San Giorgio left Naples

i^n November i and touched at Palermo on the fol-

lowing day. A number of new cases of cholera

have been reported throughout the infected districts

in Italy.

Smallpox Among Indians.—Ninety-three In-

dians on the Arapahoe Indian Reservation were re-

ported to have died from smallpox in the four days

preceding November 18.

Health Report of Nashville.—During the

month of October there were 150 deaths and 117

births in Nashville, Tenn., as against 156 deaths and

151 births in October, 1909. The death rate per

1,000 of population is given as 11.38 for whites,

17.66 for negroes, or 13.76 for the entire population.

In the mortality list heart disease comes first with

18 deaths, and tuberculosis next with 13.

Lower Death Rate in Springfield.—Fifty deaths

were reported in Springfield. 111., during the month

of October, the rate being estimated at about 1 1 per

thousand. The figures are considerably lower than

for preceding Octobers. The causes of death were

as follows: Organic heart disease, 6; infantile dis-

eases, 6; accidents, Bright's disease, pneumonia, and

bronchopneumonia, 4 each ; typhoid fever, diph-

theria, cancer, croup, and meningitis, 3 each ;
pul-

monary tuberculosis, 2.

City Birth Rates High.—During the month of

September, according to the statement of the New
York State Department of Health, the excess of

births over deaths in the urban localities was 5,947-

while in rural sections the excess was only 37. The
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urban population of the State is 6,763,934, and the
rural population 2,107,786. Of the urban excess New
York City leads in number as well as in percentage,
having an excess of births over deaths of 5,202;
the total number of births was 10,876. Of the other
first-class cities, Buffalo, with a population of 423,-

715, had 670 births, an excess over the deaths of

105; and Rochester, with 218,149, had 384 births,

an excess of 133. Of the second-class cities, six in

number, Albany and Troy showed an excess of

deaths over births, Albany having 13 and Troy 44.
In the aggregate, however, there were 932 births

and 701 deaths in this class. The sixteen third-class

cities reported 786 births, an excess over deaths of

163; and the 23 fourth-class had an excess of 104
births.

Death Rate Discussion.—The Health Depart-
ment of New York is authority for the statement

that comparisons of the death rate of cities may lead

to wrong conclusions. Dr. Guilfoy, the statistician

of the department, points out that such a comparison
should not be made unless correction is also made
for the varying age-groupings of populations. St.

Paul, Minn., for instance, has a death rate of only

II per 1,000 of population, while in New York City

the rate is 16. In St. Paul, however. Dr. Guilfoy

says there is an unusually large percentage of per-

sons between the ages of five and forty-five years, in

which the death rate is very low, a condition which

does not obtain in Eastern cities. Many of the

Western towns are mainly composed of young
healthy persons from the East, and have low death

rates ; while others, because of their very healthful-

ness, are used as the resort of invalids, and conse-

quently show high rates.

City Death Rate.—Eor the week ending No-
vember 12 there were 1,334 deaths in New York, a

rate of 14.49 P^r i.OOO of population. During the

same week last year there were 1,389 deaths, the

rate being 15.87. The deaths from typhoid fever

and heart disease were slightly increased over las\

year, being 26 and 1G8 respectively; but the 162

deaths from pneumonia and the 163 from tubercu-

losis represented a decrease. Of children under the

age of five, 324 died during the week. 232 of whom
were under one year.

Nobel Prize in Chemistry.—Professor Otto

Wallach of the University of Gottingen has been

awarded the Nobel prize in chemistry for 1910.

The New York Milk Committee, having for its

objects the improvement of the milk supply of the

city and the education of the public in the proper use

of milk, was incorporated on November 17. Among
the incorporators are John G. Saxe. Mrs. Florence

Harriman, F. D. Roosevelt, and W. C. Phillips. The

committee will hold a conference in New York on

December 2 and 3, which will be open to the public.

The subject of controlling the milk supply will be

discussed under four heads : Milk Economics. Milk

Supply and the Public Health, Milk Standards, and

Milk Commissions. Information regarding the pro-

gram may be obtained from Dr. Ira S. Wile, 230

West 97th street. New York.

Traffic in Rotten Eggs.—An investigation car-

ried on by Commissioner of Accounts Fosdick of

New York has apparently revealed a considerable

trade in condemned eggs, familiarly known as "rots

and spots," which after being declared bad have been

disposed of to bakers' supply stores. Dr. Harvey

W. Wiley has oft"ered the help of the United States

Government in the investigation, and it is probable

that his staff, working in conjunction with the

municipal authorities, will extend the inspection to

conditions surrounding the sale of many other food-

stuffs, the use of preservatives, filthiness of small

bakeries, etc.

Dirt and Ice Cream.—Out of fifty-one ice

cream factories in New Jersey inspected during the

past year only fifteen were found to meet with the

requirements of the law, according to a statement

made at the recent meeting of the National Asso-
ciation of Ice Cream Manufacturers by the Chief

of the Division of Dairies of New Jersey. Ice

cream plants were found in operation in cellars and
dwelling houses, with no protection against contam-
ination. In only ten were there sterilizing equip-

ments.

The Common Drinking Cup.—The New York
State Department of Health is seeking the coopera-

tion of the various railroad companies operating in

this State in abolishing the common drinking cup

and the common towel from all trains and railroad

stations.

Aged Mexican.—Juan Burcel, a ^lexican living

in San Diego, Cal., died on November 18 at the re-

puted age of 122 years.

Red Cross Seals.—On December i, 8,000,000

Red Cross Seals will be placed on sale throughout
Xew York by the Committee on the Prevention of

Tuberculosis of the Charity Organization Society,

which will conduct a widespread advertising cam-
paign. The Tuberculosis Committee of the State

Charities Aid Association, which is sole agent for

the seals in New York State, exclusive of this city,

has offered prizes to the town or village selling be-

fore January I the largest number of seals per

capita of school registration. The first prize is a

vacuum cleaning plant ; the second, an equipment of

sanitary drinking fountains ; the third, a set of

school text-books on physiology and hygiene.

Red Cross Endowment.—The .$2,000,000 en-

dowment fund for the Red Cross in the United
States is in a fair way to be realized by the ap-

pointment of committees throughout the country

to raise definite apportionments. In New York
City practically the entire amount apportioned,

$500,000, has already been subscribed.

Cuban Medical Affairs.—A National College of

Physicians and Surgeons of Cuba was recently or-

ganized at a meeting at the Academy of Sciences in

Havana. Dr. Juan Santos Fernandez, president of

the Academy, who presided, made an address set-

ting forth the need of such an organization to pro-

mote the interests of the medical profession at the

end of which a committee on organization was ap-

pointed. President Gomez in his message to the

Cuban Congress referred to the institution of the

collge as an important step in the progress of the

medical profession in Cuba.
Following a protest on the part of medical

students in the University of Havana against a re-

cent decree of the Secretary of Public Instruction

permitting graduates of the veterinary department
to enter the medical school without a bachelor's de-

gree, the matter has been referred to the Academy
of Sciences for decision. The University has
hitherto required the bachelor's degree granted by
provincial institutes from all students in the medi-
cal school. It is thought that the Academy will de-

cide against the admission of any students without
degrees, whether graduates of the veterinary school

or not.
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Need for Missionary Physicians and Nurses.—
The Student \^ohinteer Movement for Foreign Mib-

sions calls attention to the great need for physi-

cians and nurses in the missionary iield throughout

the world. More than fifty physicians, men and

women, and nearly as many nurses could find places

in China, Persia, Arabia, Egypt, Turkey, India, and

the Philippine Islands.

American Museum of Safety.—With the slo-

gan, "Fifty per cent, of industrial accidents pre-

ventable," the .American Museum of Safety has

opened a permanent exposition of safety devices in

the Engineering Societies Building, 29 West 39th

street. New York. l\fachines, models, and photo-

graphs demonstrating simple, practicable safe-

guards adapted to the needs of the American em-
ployer for protecting the lives and limbs of his

workmen are shown.

Dr. James Tyson has been elected Emeritus

Professor of Medicine in the University of Penn-

sylvania, and Dr. Louis A. Duhring has been elected

Emeritus Professor of Dermatology in the same

institution.

Dr. David Edward Hoag was elected Lecturer

in the Department of Nervous and Mental Diseases

in the New York Polyclinic Medical School at the

October meeting of the Faculty of the school.

The Merritt H. Cash and Lucien Howe Prizes.

—Dr. A. Jacobi, chairman of the Committee on

Prize Essays of the Medical Society of the State of

New York, desires to announce that the date for

the presentation of prize essays in competition for

the Merritt H. Cash Prize and the Lucien Howe
Prize has been extended from December i, 1910, to

March i, 1911.

The American Society of Medical Sociology.—
This is the name of a new society, the purposes of

which are stated in the following announcement

:

"Recognizing the intimate relationship between dis-

ease and the social-economic system under which

we live, recognizing that many diseases are caused

directly by our social and economic conditions, rec-

ognizing that the efficiency or inefficiency of our

treatment often depends upon the economic condi-

tion of the patient, recognizing that there are many
problems deeply and vitally affecting the welfare of

mankind which are left practically untouched by
any existing medical society, The American Society

of Medical Sociology has been organized for the

purpose of studying radically all questions of a

sociomedical nature, and invites your cooperation."

The president of the society is Dr. William J. Rob-
inson ; the secretary. Dr. A. C. Jacobson, 12 Mt.

Morris Park West, New York.

Southern Medical Association.—The fourth an-

nual convention of this association, representing the

States of Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana,

Florida, and Tennessee, was held in Nashville re-

cently. The following officers were elected : Presi-

dent, Dr. Isadore Dyer, New Orleans ; Vice-Presi-

dents, for Tennesee, Dr. William Litterer; for

Florida, Dr. W. P. .Adamson : for Georgia, Dr.

William C. Lyle ; for Alabama, Dr. T. D. Park; for

Louisiana, Dr. J. D. Guthrie; for Mississippi. Dr.

A. G. Paine ; Secretary-Treasurer. Dr. Seale Har-
ris, Mobile, Ala. The next meeting of the asso-

ciation will be held at Hattiesburg, Miss.

The Late Dr. Ransom.—The ATedical Board of

the City Hospital of New York mourns the death

of one of its former members, Dr. Charles C. Ran-
som. During the fifteen years that he served the

sick poor in the wards of this hcispital his colleagues

learned to know him and to love him. His per-

sonality united in a rare degree scientific enthusi-

asm, genuine humanitarianism, and love of his fel-

lownian. For a number of years he had interested

himself especially in the welfare of the many suf-

ferers from chronic joint disease who fill our wards,

too often a mute but eloquent reproach to the

boasted triumphs of modern medicine. Through
careful study and painstaking perserverance with

the individual Dr. Ransom accomplished wonder-
ful results in the alleviation of this group of

patients. When holding important office for the

Medical Board, and equally when merely one of its

members, Dr. Ransom took the responsibilities of

his position seriously. To him we owe the first

steps which were taken toward proper living condi-

tions for house staff, and throughout his whole
career Dr. Ransom was generously and whole-
heartedly devoted to the welfare of the medical

men who served under him, loyal to the hospital

and all its interests, eager for its betterment, and
always hopeful of seeing it realize the high ideals

he cherished for it. It is with the realization of

personal loss on the part of each of us that we meet
here to-day to place formally upon our records our

last tribute of affection and respect.

Therefore, be it resolved, That the Medical Board
of the City Hospital, conscious of the loss it has

sustained in the death of Charles Cook Ransom, a

loss not only to each member of it individually, but

also to the hospital which it represents, the depart-

ment of the city government which it serves, and
the larger interests of medical science, hereby places

this minute upon its records, and be it also resolvi?d

that a copy of this minute be suitably transmitted

to Mrs. Ransom ; that a copy be posted in the staff

house of the City Hospital, and that a copy be sub-

mitted for publication in the local medical journals.

Theodore Jaxeway, -\

Joseph Collins, [Committee.
H.\RLOw Brooks, J

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Fr.\nk Neville Lewis
of New York, a graduate of the Medical Depart-

ment of the University of \^ermont in 1882, a mem-
ber of the American Medical Association, the New
York State and County IMedical societies, the New
York Academy of Medicine, the American Oph-
thalmological Society, and the New York Ophthal-

mological Society, and surgeon to the Manhattan
Eye, Ear, and Throat Hospital, died suddenly at

his home on November 13, aged 53 years.

Dr. James L. Robinson of Wheatland, Ind., a

graduate of the Medical Department of the Uni-
versity of Louisville, Ky., in 1881, died at his home
on November 8, aged 56 years.

Dr. David W. Sharp of Woodstock, O.. a grad-

uate of the Cincinnati College of Medicine and

Surgery in 1874, died at his home on November
7, aged 62 years.

Dr. John D. Woodworth of Leslie, Mich., a

graduate of the Rush Medical College, Chicago, in

1852, died at his home on November 7, aged 84
years.

Dr. Joseph S. Finn of Jersey City, N. J., a

graduate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons,

New York, in 1854. the first county physician of

Hudson County, a member of the New Jersey State

and Hudson Countv Medical societies, and consult-

ing physician to the Bayonne Hospital, died at his

home of acute indigestion on November 19, aged

yy years.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

DUKE OF CONNAUGHT AT SOUTH AFRICAN MEDICAL
CONGRESS OUTBREAK OF PL.^GUE—TRYPANO-
SOMIASIS MALARIA AND MOSOUITOS—FLORENCE
NIGHTINGALE KNIGHTHOODS—OBITUARY.

London, November 4, icjio.

.\jiONG the festivities in connection with the Uukc
of Connaught's visit to South Africa Wethicsday's
proceedings as reported by cable comprise two
events of medical interest. At noon His Royal
Highness presented certificates of the St. Johns
.Ambulance Association and referred to the world-

wide value of its work, especially "in this land of

great distances." In the afternoon His Royal High-
ness opened the Medical Congress, which is being

attended from all parts of South Africa. The Duke
commented on the healthful atmosphere and abun-

dant sunshine of the country, and freedom from
some of the most fruitful causes of disease in

Europe and the East. Yet, he added, few parts

of the world were exposed to diseases more obscmi-
in their pathology and more baffling as to cure. 1 K-

hoped, in medicine as in other fields, the benefits oi'

union would include a more perfect coordination of

medical energy wherever required. The health of

the population was one of the first cares of a State,

and it was difficult to overestimate the importance
of the advancement of medical knowledge.
The outbreaks of plague in East Anglia are being

met by active measures. The County Council has
appointed Dr. Llewellyn Heath, of the East Suffolk

Hospital, a temporary medical officer, and he has
circularized the profession in the locality as to look-

ing for early symptoms of a suspicious nature.

The police are reporting to him places where dead
or dying rats or rabbits are found, and an effort is

being made by extending the area of observation and
search to limit the spread of infected animals. Some
of those foimd have evidently succumbed to poison

which the farmers and others have freely distrib-

uted. So that without bacteriological examination

any case is open to doubt. On the outskirts of I])s

wich several such examinations have been made
with negative results. Tt is hoped the infection has

not spread to that part. On several estates the

kce]5ers have fed ferrets on rabbits with fatal results

in some twenty cases, though it is not yet shown
whether the disease or poison was the cause. A cat

having been infected, the people are keeping a watch

on domestic animals, and may be said to be waking
to the importance of observation.

The Research Defence Society recently published

a pamphlet on "Plague in India." by Lieut-Col.

I'lannerman, of the Bombay Bacteriological Labora-

tory, which contains a full and authoritative arcouni

of research and prevention in reference to the

disease.

.Among otir manv societies, we have one "For the

Destruction of \'eriTiin." which was founded some
three years ago. It was a delicate infant, and did

not seem likely to survive, but the outbreak of

plague has given it a new source of strength, and it

has allied itself to the Royal Institute of Public

Health. This body has well-equipped laboratories,

and bacteriological researches are to be there

activelv carried on. .\ meeting was held on W ed-

nesday when Sir J. Crichton Browne took the chair.

He said there was no reason for panic, although

caution was called for. It was certain that pneu-

monia plague was (hstributed by rats and other

vermin, and when human beings took it their

breath was infective. Rats had much to answer for

as propagators of various diseases. So had house

flies. A national effort should be made to destroy

vermin through the whole country.

Dr. Sambon showed on the screen a series of

illustrations of parasitic carriers of disease and the

way in which the virus is conveyed, the transmuta-

tion from animal to animal, and eventually to the

human host. He said the common house fly is

known to convey typhoid, cholera, and other dis-

eases. Fleas convey tape worms, as well as plague.

Yellow fever is insect-borne. Cats and dogs are

very useful to keep down rats, but when the virus

has entered the body of the rat they may become
infected.

Sir Lander Brunton said the exterminating effort

should not be confined to a district, but carried out

all over the country.

William James Cantlie said suspected animals

over a wide area should be driven into a condon.

bacteriological examination made, and those in-

fected slaughtered.

Capt. Alacllwaine recalled that rats also dissemi-

nated swine fever.

Capt. Tailby deprecated the destruction of birds

which prev on vermin and urged the preservation

of the owl, one of their most doughty foes.

At the conclusion of this meeting an executive

committee was appointed to plan and carr\' out a

campaign. Funds will be required and will no
doubt be forthcoming as the public is getting

anxious. In the last few days fresh areas have been

reported as infected. Of these the port of London
is most important, some dead rats having been found

escaped from the shipping. Dr. Williams, Port

^L O. H., is superintending and directing. Fumi-
gation destroys most of the vermin on a ship, but a

few may escape by swimming, though most are too

enfeebled to reach the shore. Dr. Williams has also

to contend with the fact that fleas from the rats may
,get on the Lascar and Chinese sailors, who huddle

together in our chilly climate. A daily inspection

of their lodgings is made and all their clothing fumi-

gated. Suspects are isolated. In the wharves and

warehouses a constant war is carried on by rat-

catchers. At the meeting of the Court of Common
t'ouncil the chairman of the Port Sanitary Com-
mittee reported that these and other measures were
being energetically carried out. Altogether it ap-

1 tears that the authorities are determined that no
precaution shall be omitted, while they are confident

the danger can be averted.

At the Society of Tropical Medicine a paper was
read on October 21 by Dr. Arthur Bagshawe on
sleeping sickness. It was a careful review of recent

researches and advances in knowledge which his

experience in the tropics enabled him to sum-
marize. The facts he presented were so numerous
t'nat only a small selection can be mentioned here. As
to etiology, he reported an important piece of nega-
tive evidence. Of the two islands a few miles apart.

Principe and San Thome, the former has tsetse flies

with much sleeping sickness, the latter neither. Fur-
ther on San Thome the Portuguese Commission
found all the blood-sucking insects thev had
seen on Principe, with one exception, the .genus

Glossina. Yet in Rhodesia and Nyassaland the dis-

ease had been contracted, though it was practically

certain that Xvassa if not the Zambesi, was outside
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the Glossina area of distribution. That seemed to

suggest another species might sometimes be the

carrier, but, if so, why had not the disease spread in

East African high grounds ? Dr. Bagshawe sug-

gested as a provisional hypothesis that in the up-

lands the air was too cold for the parasite to com-
plete its development in the insect. Tsetse flies had
been shown by Kleine to be capable, after a latent

interval, of being permanently infected. Late de-

velopment was probably the rule in those insects

which transmitted trypanosomes from mammal to

mammal. The experiments of the commission
showed this interval might be very variable. They
were still in the dark as to what went on in the in-

terval. The flies caught on the shore of Victoria

Nyanza after two years' removal of the inhabitants

had been shown by Bruce to be infective of monkeys,
so that the hope that the population might return

seemed to be disappointed. If it were proved that

wild animals formed a reservoir of sleeping sick-

ness virus where such animals and the tsetse co-

existed, man could not remain. As to symptoms,
an analysis of fifty cases in Europeans showed the

most frequent to be in descending order, fever,

erythema, loss of strength, increased frequency of

heart beat, somnolence, edema, large spleen,

amenia, headache, epileptiform convulsions. As to

treatment, little more has been learned of atoxyl

and other arsenilates. Arseno-phenylglycin prom-
ised more, but the results had been uncertain, though
both the locality and the mode of administration

had differed. In Togoland the disease seemed more
influenced by trypanocides than in German East
Africa. Ehrlich's plan was to get the trypanocide
into the blood when the parasites were more nu-
merous, his theory being that those killed at once
produced antibodies to which the others succumbed.
He introduced a drug, tryparosan, which Broden
and Rodhain tried, intravenously and orally, the lat-

ter more effectively. Aniline antimonyl tartrate was
found by Thirou.x useful and less toxic than the

potash salt. None of the trypanocides could be ex-

pected to banish the parasites from the cerebro-

spinal fluid. Time emphasized the inefticiency of

treatment in advanced cases. Experience showed
that recoveries had sometimes occurred, so that, if

recognized early enough, they might be more fre-

quent. A case was diagnosed in 1903 which had
existed in 1900 and now has been in vigorous health

for years. Only two out of thirty Europeans sur-

vived above three years from the discovery of tryp-

anosomes, which suggested that survival for three

years with absence of symptoms indicated a chance
of recovery. Five Europeans in good health in June
last had lived 3, 31/., 31^, 51/3, and 7 years, respec-

tively, since the detection of the parasites. Possibly
infection in them was mild. Of their treatment not
much could be said. South American trypanosomi-
asis differed much from African, and the parasite

discovered by Chagas in Brazil differed in mode
of multiplication and otherwise.

The relation of malaria to mosquitos and the war
on the insects in some places may encourage the
hope of a successful fight against tsetse flies. But
one can hardly forget the apparent failure of the
Mian Mir campaign. It is true considerable con-
troversy arose about this, but the report of the
commission appointed to inquire into the matter by
the Indian Government has now been issued and
confirms the fact that the experiment which seems
to have been carried out in a most determined way
did not succeed in completely exterminating the

mosquitos. Everything seems to have been done to

abolish the breeding places, and yet the commission
found adult anopheles as numerous as prior to the

campaign, with the consequence that malaria was
not much less prevalent, if at all.

Why measures so successful in Panama and other

places should have been less eft'ective in an Indian

cantonment is not easy to explain, but the commis-
sioners suggest that partial destruction of breeding

places is not sufficient where other conditions favor

malaria and further where many breeding places

exist at some distance some of the mosquitos there

bred may cover that distance in search of food. The
protective measures would therefore have to be

carried out beyond the distance which the mosquitos

can cover. So, too, the destruction of breeding

places must be extended nearer to total abolition.

The commissioners advise that further efforts

should be made to cope with the difficulty. It is to

be hoped the Indian people will come to see the

benefit of these efforts and heartily second them.

At St. Thomas' Hospital a meeting was held on

Tuesday to promote a memorial to Miss Nightin-

gale. A committee was appointed and directed to

act in combination with another committee which
had undertaken a similar work.

Dr. Kingston Fowler, senior physician, and Mr.
Pearce Gould, senior surgeon to the Middlesex Hos-
pital, have been knighted.

Dr. D. H. Stirling of Perth who died on October

14, aged 81, graduated in 1853. ]\I.D., Edin. From
1868 to 1884 he was on the staff of the Royal In-

firmary and then became consultant. He established

the Hillside Homes, w'here last year 246 chronic

cases were treated. He also founded the Perth City

Mission and acted as secretary until his death. He
had been a traveler and wrote on leprosy in Norway.
The deaths are also announced of Dr. Alexander

Pole, late admiralty surgeon at Lerwick, aged 69.

Surgeon-Col. C. G. Irwin, M.B., Army Medical

Staff, retired, aged 79, who died on October 23, and
Brig.-Surgeon J- McNeale Beatty, aged 82, who
joined the army in 1854 and retired in 1880.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

November lo, 1910.

Spinal Anesthesia. F. Allen.
Etiology of Elephantiasis. G. C. Shattuck.
Congenital Ophthalmopleeia Externa. S. G. Webber.
The Technique of Arthrotomv. C. F. Painter and A. P. Cornwall.
Cutaneous Diphtheria—Fatal Primary Case. E. H. Place.
Conical Stump After Amputation in Childhood. C. A. Powers.

Spinal Anesthesia.—F. Allen believes that this pro-

cedure can no longer be considered dangerous, but is now
relatively safe and has a distinct place in surgery. The

indications are alcoholism, old age, debility, certain cardiac

cases, bronchitis, arteriosclerosis, extreme dread of general

anesthesia, diabetes, urinary septicemia, shock, intestinal

obstruction, and renal insufficiency. Spinal anesthesia works

so well as to be the anesthetic of election in simple herni-

otomy in men, prostatectomy, hemorrhoids, fistula in ano,

amputations of leg or thigh, cystoscopy, and urethral or

bladder operations. The solutions used are those of sto-

vaine, novocain, or tropacocaine, always in combination

with adrenalin. The technique of the operation is de-

scribed.

Etiology of Elephantiasis.—G. C. Shattuck states

that the essential characteristics of typical acquired ele-

phantiasis are lympliangiectasis, hyperplasia of connective

tissue, and chronic edema. The relation of these to each

other in the production of elephantiasis is not clear. It

appears that these changes may frequently be attributed
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to the interaction of stasis and of inllammation. Stasis
always occurs early and persists. Inflammation may pre-
cede or follow stasis, or may not be manifest at any stage
of the disease. Inflammation when present may be acute
or chronic, and is generally traceable to bacterial infection.

Either chronic stasis or inflammation from any cause may
predispose to elephantiasis, but even when they occur to-

gether, elephantiasis does not always result. There is rea-

son to suppose that congenital weakness or anomalies of
lymphatics may play an essential part in the production of

some cases of elephantiasis, and that such weakness or
anomalies can be inherited. The filaria is an important
factor in the production of endemic elephantiasis of some
regions, but it is not essential to the occurrence of endemic
elephantiasis. Elephantiasis in filarial regions results indi-

rectly from filariasis through bacterial infection. Sporadic
lymphatic elephantiasis and endemic elephantiasis are not

essentially different.

Congenital Ophthalmoplegia Externa.—S. G. Webber
reports a case of this condition, in which the eyes were
almost immovable, the head being moved in reading to

follow the print across the page. This affection is a family

disease and in many cases hereditary. The amount of loss

of power in the muscles varies greatly in dift'erent cases,

and in dififerent muscles in the same case, from a slight

impairment to complete loss of power. The muscles on
the two sides may be unequally affected; often only one

or two muscles are paralyzed. Sometimes the internal

rectus is paralyzed so it does not act alone, but it will act

in conjunction with the external rectus, as it has two
sources of innervation. In a few cases the superior rectus

is said to have been paralyzed, yet when the lids were
closed the eyes rolled up as if the superior rectus acted.

The causative pathological changes may be found in the

muscles or in the nerve nuclei in the medulla. It is not

likely to be in the nerves as the paralysis is too sharply

limited to a few muscles for the lesion to be where the

fibers for so many muscls lie as near each other as they do

in the third nerve.

The Technique of Arthrotomy.—C. F. Painter and
A. P. Cornwall continue their article on this subject. In

the group of excisions and erasions, the danger of dissem-

inating a tuberculous infection through surgical procedure

is not a wholly negligible matter. Care must be exercised

to allow nature to start her protective immunizing proc-

esses, both local and general, before one takes the risk of

opening up new tissue to infection and absorption.

Cutaneous Diphtheria.—E. H. Place reports a

primary fatal case of this condition, which is not uncom-

mon, having been seen at the South Department of the

Boston City Hospital during the past three years in the

following conditions: (i) About the face and hands, often

appearing much like an impetigo contagiosa, less often with

distinct membrane. Cultures show virulent Klebs-Loeffler

bacilli, and both types clear rapidly with the administration

of antitoxin. (2) On the auricle, chiefly the concha, ex-

tending from the middle ear ; and behind the auricle inoc-

ulated upon the eczema so common in this region in chil-

dren. (3) Inoculated upon lupus vulgaris lesions on the

face, following curettage. (4) In wounds and abscesses on

the neck and face, (s) Inoculated upon varicella lesions,

most commonly on the vulva or vagina. At times it is

severe in these locations, and similar cases of cutaneous

diphtheria have been known to be the cause of small epi-

demics.

Amputation in Childhood.—C. A. Powers calls atten-

tion to the fact that when a small child suff'ers amputation

through the upper part of the arm or the upper part of

the leg, a conical condition of the stump will result. It

occurs because the humerus and bones of the leg develop

in large part from their upper epiphyses. The growth takes

place at the upper epiphysis and pushes the bone down

into and through the soft parts. When the surgeon does
his original operation it is best for him to tell the parents

that this will probably take place. The younger the child

the more frequently will the bone have to be cut off.

New York Medical Journal.

Ko-.'cmber 12, 1910.

Concerning the Sources of Infection in Cases of Venereal Diseases
in the City of New York. F. Bierhoff.

Uioss Drugs vs. Active Principles. G. F. Butler.
The Serum Diagnosis of Syphilis, Using the Noguchi System. W. A.

Groat.
Further Observations on the Use of the Ehrlich-Hata Preparation

(606) in the Treatment of Syphilis. J. A. Fordvce.
The X-Ray and the Special Senses. E. H. Skinner.
The Roentgen Treatment of Carcinoma of the Breast. R. H. Boggs.
Prophylaxis of Enterocolitis. W. H. Randle.
What Shall We Do to Prevent Lateral Curvature of the Spine?
M. Strunsky.

Ehrlich's Arsenobenzol : Its Technique and Indications for General
Use. A. L. Wolbarst.

Accidental Detachment of the Normally Implanted Placenta. W. S.
Picotle.

Sources of Venereal Infection.—F. Bierhoff found in

1,429 cases of gonorrhea, in which the diagnosis was based

upon the finding of the gonococcus, that 74 per cent, of the

cases had been infected by public prostitutes. Of the

remainder almost all had been infected by "clandestine"

prostitutes. In comparing his results with those obtained

by Fournier of Paris, in 1866, and by the author in Berlin,

in 1899-1900, it was seen at a glance how small a role the

public prostitute plays in Fournier's statistics, as a source

of gonorrheal infection, when compared with those ob-

tained by the author both in Berlin and New York. It is

concluded that the public prostitute is by far the most pro-

lific disseminator of venereal disease.

Gross Drugs vs. Active Principles.—G. F. Butler

states that the active principles alone can fulfill the main

requirements of a medicament, namely, uniformity in

strength and identity of action at all times. A great ad-

vantage of active principle therapy is the facihty with

which these principles of plants may be administered to

patients.

Serum Diagnosis of Syphilis.—W. h. Groat states

that the Noguchi modification of the Wassermann reaction

is known to be positive in most cases of leprosy, a few

cases of scarlatina at the height of the disease, frambesia,

sleeping sickness, in malaria during the paroxysm, and in

lupus erythematosus. None of these diseases is hard to

distinguish clinically, and most of them are rarely met

with. With these few exceptions the test is specific. It

is positive with remarkable regularity in active secondary

cases. While it would seem as though technical errors

would account for almost all negatives in active untreated

syphilis, yet as in every other infectious disease there must

be anomalous cases in which the specific antibodies are

not present. Primary cases usually give negatives early

and are generally positive before the secondary eruption

appears. Negatives should be repeated until well by the

period of expected secondary symptoms. Active tertiary

cases give more negatives than any other class of active

syphilis, previous treatment being undoubtedly a factor in

many of these. Congenital syphilis gives practically one

hundred per cent, of positives. Brain syphilis and genera!

paralysis usually give positives. Tabes probably gives

nearly as high a percentage of positives in the acute stage,

most of the negatives being in the old survivors in whom
the infection has burned out. The test has been and is to

be of great value in clearing up the etiology of diseases in

which syphilis has been suspected as a factor.

Ehrlich-Hata Preparation.—J. A. Fordyce states that

from an attitude of conservatism in the beginning he is

becoming more and more impressed with the remarkable
action of the drug, especially in the early period of the

disease, and in cases which do not respond to mercury and
potassium iodide. Decided improvement occurred in cases

of luetic endarteritis of the base and of obstinate gumma-
tous ulceration. It is possible with one dose, though that
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be a minimal one, to completely eradicate the cause of the

disease. The following points are also emphasized: (l)

Primary lesions should be treated as early as possible, and

in the young and vigorous with not less than 0.5 gram
intravenously. As an aid to complete sterilization ener-

getic local treatment should be employed, such as excision,

cauterization, or other means of destruction. (2) In dis-

ease of the central nervous system or circulatory apparatus

great care should be exercised and only small doses (0.2

to 0.4 gram) given. Whether the intravenous method is

to be preferred in these cases has not yet been determined.

X-Ray and Special Senses.—E. H. Skinner presents

the following outline of the possibilities of the .i--ray in

the specialties : The x-ray stands preeminent in the loca-

tion with exactitude of foreign bodies in the eye, ear, nose,

and throat. It is a valuable assistant in the diagnosis of

pathological changes in any of the bony tissues of the ear,

orbit, nose, and throat, whether this change is necrosis that

is clearly and unmistakably recognized, or whether it is the

presence of an exudate that alters the density of the

shadows of a part. The A--ray gives definite information

regarding the anatomy of those cavities which cannot be

obtained in any other way than through operative pro-

cedure. It permits one to study the physiology of speech,

singing, and deglutition. By the process of diagnosis by

e-xclusion the probability of sinus involvement will be ex-

cluded where one has pains of a neuralgic character. The

AT-ray serves as an assistant in an operative procedure

looking to the extraction of a foreign body from a sinus,

cavity, or orifice, by noting that the instrument used to

grasp the foreign body is actually attached to such body.

This latter service is best afforded by the fluoroscope, thus

insuring a vivid picture of the operation in progress.

Rontgen Treatment of Cancer of the Breast.—R. H.

Boggs concludes that under the influence of the .r-rays.

used as a palliative remedy, glandular involvement has

melted away, ulcerated masses have healed over, adherent

turriors have become movable, inoperable cases have be-

come operable, rapidly growing carcinomata have assumed

a more scirrhous type, lymphatic pathways have been

sealed against extension, and a fibrous wall has been erected

against further growth, life has been prolonged and re-

deemed from misery. This would seem to call for routine

anteoperative use of the rays even in favorable cases, but

experience is not yet sufficient to permit one to assert this

as a demonstrated fact. Postoperative treatment has

diminished scarring, promoted healing, postponed or pre-

vented recurrence. Such results demand not only technical

competence, but judgment, clinical knowledge of both the

disease and the remedy, promptness, energy, and courage-

Surgeon and rontgenologist must work hand in hand, each

availing himself of the other's aid, but each respecting the

other's authority in his own field and each having a broad

scientific understanding of the whole subject.

Prophylaxis of Enterocolitis.—\V. H. Randle states

that this can be summed up in one sentence : "Stop the milk

of all bottle-fed babies during the hot weather." As a

substitute diet he recommends barley water with a little

expressed juice of beef and a pinch of, salt; albuminized

water with a little dash of pure orange juice; and to a

limited extent the best brands of condensed milk.

Prevention of Lateral Curvature.—M. Strunsky ad-

vocates a routine examination of the backs of school chil-

dren, especially at the "scoliotic age." As regards tlie

eflfects of scoliosis, in the pronounced types and those of

medium severity, the heart is displaced and the lungs are

compressed. The stomach and intestines and liver are

displaced, and the spleen and kidney upon the convex side

are smaller than normal. This compression and displace-

ment of organs interferes with their functions and by the

mechanical pressure of bone on tissue, causes atrophy of

vital structures. Tlie elasticity of the spinal column is

mainly due to the intervertebral discs. In scoHosis the

latteral pressure of the vertebrae causes the discs to become

wedge shaped and to lose their elastic power. The mobility

of the spine is also lessened in scoliosis. Scoliotics lack

endurance, often sufifer from headaches, backaches, and

fatigue, and have a frequent irresistible desire to lie down
and rest. Often they are irritable. Undoubtedly these

symptoms are to a great extent the result of the rigidity of

the spine and thorax which act like transmitters to the ner-

vous system of the jar resulting from walking or from vari-

ous other movements of the body. The early treatment con-

sists of the following: (i) Determining and correcting a

possible exciting cause, such as tilting of the head either

due to torticollis, deafness of one ear, disturbed vision,

or a faulty position of the spine, either due to shortness

of one leg, empyema, or paralysis of the trunk muscles.

(2) Forbidding patients to carry bundles. (3) Providing

frequent intervals of rest. (4) Building up the system.

(S) Gymnastics. When structural changes have once taken

place no treatment can restore the spinal column lo the

normal.

Ehrlich-Hata Preparation.—A. L. Wolba.rst believes

that this should lie employed only in cases which by

their nature and severity demand heroic treatment and

only after a careful study of the technique of administra-

tion.

Detachment of Placenta.—W. S. Picotte reports

two cases of accidental detachment of the normally situ-

ated placenta, and concludes that this condition is more

serious than placenta praevia and eclampsia, and that there

seem no salvation for the fetus and very slight chances of

recovery for the mother. With the child, death follows

interrupted nutrition. In the case of the mother, anemia is

directly or indirectly the cause of death. If a physician is

at hand when the first symptoms appear, the mortality

rate might be lowered, but in general practice this is ordi-

narily impossible. Even were it otherwise, the question of

an early recognition of this condition before the appear-

ance of blood externally is sometimes difficult and has been

mistaken for other morbid phenomena, and women have

died without delivery. If seen before too much blood has

been lost, the life of the patient depends greatly on the

quick and dexterous action of the accoucheur, and no time

should be lost to empty the uterus. In the case of mori-

bund patients some attempt should first be made to stim-

ulate, and to replace part of the blood by hypodermoclysis.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

Noz'cmher 12, 1910.

Kidney and Ureteral Stones. M. F. Porter.
Clinical Use of Strophanthus. K. A. Hatcher and II. C. Bailev.

The Work of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry. D. L. Edsall.

Acute Nephritis Following Acute Tonsillitis. H. \V. Loeb.
The Treatment of Typhoid Bacillus Carriers. W. J. Stone.

.\rtificial Immunization in Non-Bacterial Diseases. S. P. Beebe.
Points in the .\pplication of Vaccine Therapy. E. E. Irons.

Autogenous Vaccine Therapy in Endocarditis. E. C. Rosenow.
Significance of Tuberculides in Diagnosis of Tuberculosis in Infancy.

T. S. Leopold and T. Rosenstern.
Thyroid Secretion as a Factor in Adrenal .Activity. R. G. Hoskins.
Suspended Respiration During Operation. J. L. Crooks.
Diagnosis of Ulcers of the Stomach and Duodenum by the Rontgen
Ray. H. ,\dler.

Toothpicks as Foreign Bodies. G. M. Livingston.
Coccidioidal Meningitis. H. A. L. Ryfkogel.
Human Sarcoma Cultivated Outside of the Body. A. Carrel and

M. T. Burrows.
Acute Thyroiditis with Edema of the Glottis Following Exposure to

Epizootic Horses. J. P. Lewis and B. J. O'Neill.

Kidney and Ureteral Stones.—M. F. Porter states

that the first symptoms of ureteral calculus may be re-

ferred to the bladder, which should always be examined,

and a stone found in the bladder should always cause

search in the kidney and ureter, as calculi are frequently

coexistent in both localities. One notices the important

part played by infection in the etiology of these formations

and that stone in the kidney or ureter as a cause of cancer

has received less consideration than it deserves. Cancer

with a large stone means that the stone antedated the can-
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cer and might be considered its cause. Most surgeons
seem to believe that tuberculosis of the kidney is primary
and of hematogenous origin, but that trauma is often the

exciting cause of tuberculosis is admitted, and these two
facts together would seem to indicate that stone might
cause kidney tuberculosis. The author does not, however,
favor this idea, and an extensive search of the literature, he
thinks, does not bear out this assumption. Personally he
lias seen no coexisting case of stone and tuberculosis of

the kidney. Contrary to his former opinion, he finds the

x-ray of more and more value in the diagnosis anil agrees

with Bevan that it is a more reliable method of examina-
tion than exploratory operation. Careful inquiry in cases

of kidney and ureteral stone will reveal important diag-

nostic points in many cases which the patient would not

mention. Hence the importance of careful history taking

in such cases.

Clinical Use of Strophanthus.—R. A. Hatcher .mkI

H. C. Bailey believe th.nt in the present state of knowledge
the clinical use of strophanthus by the mouth is irratiunal.

The absorption of digitalis and strophanthus. chiefly the

latter, is variable. The digitalis bodies have a synergistic

action. Cafifeine is also synergistic to the latter. This

should be remembered in prescribing digitalis to those who
use large amounts of tea and cofTee. Of the two digitalis

principles, crystalline ouabain and crystalline digitoxine.

the latter is insoluble in water ; hence the former should be

preferred. The intravenous injection of crystalline ouabain

affords the most exact dosage possible in digitalis therapy,

and the most rapid effect. It is possible that any Galenical

preparation of digitalis or strophanthus will be found

available for intravenous or intramuscular injection, but

.the activity should be determined in terms of crystalline

ouabain on the mammalian heart. The cardiac action of

any digitalis body is elicited promptly after the intravenous

injection. The oral administration of the digitalis bodies

will continue to be preferred for the general treatment of

cardiac disease, and in such cases the tincture or infusion

of digitalis deserves the preference, because they are more

readily absorbed than the preparations of strophanthus.

There is urgent need of more exact clinical studies nf all

of the digitalis bodies, particularly with regard to their

relative effects on the centers and on the vessels, and

there is equally urgent need of further pharmacological in-

vestigations of the rate of absorption and excretion of

these several bodies, with an elucidation of the plienom-

enon of cumulation.

Council on Pharmacy.—D. L. Edsall describes the

work of the Council of Pharmacy and Chemistry and

speaks of its magnitude and of the cordial support given

to it by the profession.

Nephritis Following Tonsillitis.—H. W. Loeb con-

cludes as follows : .\cute nephritis results from acute

tonsillitis far more often than is generally believed. The

symptoms ordinarily are not manifested until some time

after the inception of the disease. The nephritis is of the

hemorrhagic type and differs from that of scarlet fever in

that pyrexia, edema, and oliguria are not marked symptoms

of the disease. In addition, it follows the angina and is

not concomitant as in scarlatina and diphtheria. Judging

from the course of the cases reported, there must be many

in which a mild nephritis occurs incidental to the tonsillitis,

which goes on to resolution without patient or physician

being conscious of its presence. As each case of lacunar

tonsillitis may be a potential source of acute nephritis, it

is incumbent on practitioners to observe the urine, not only

during the height of the disease, but for some time after

as well. Spontaneous or idiopathic nephritis is probably

often due to a tonsillitis that has not been considered as

an etiological possibility. Chronic affections of the kidney

may well owe their origin to unrecognized acute attacks

of nephritis of tonsillar origin. Much light may be shed

on this subject by a study of the urine in a large number
of cases of acute tonsillitis.

Typhoid Carriers.—W. J. Stone reports the case of

a typhoid carrier successfully treated by inoculations of an
autogenous typhoid vaccine. Reviewing the literature of

cases similarly treated, he concludes that the time element

is an important factor in the reaction of susceptibility to

inoculations of bacterial vaccines in typhoid carriers. Ty-
phoid carriers injected within a comparatively short time

after their infection, will in all probability receive more
benefit from properly prepared autogenous vaccine than

from any other known form of treatment. "Contact car-

riers," who never to their knowledge have had typhoid, are

more susceptible to the inoculations than carriers who have
had a definite attack of this disease, and who are in all

probability more immune. When the infection has per-

sisted for years, it may be difficult to clear up the condition

by bacterial inoculation. The effort should at least be

made, since in the .somewhat similar condition of chronic

carriers of apparently non-virulent tubercle baccili, the

bacilli often disappear from the sputum during a course of
inoculations of some one of the tubercle products. The
immunity manifested by typhoid carriers is in all prob-
ability a partial immunity, in the sense that while these

individuals are protected against the infection through an
augmented phagocytic power held by their body cells, the

antibacterial substances, such as the bactericidins and
lysins, are lessened to a degree insufficient to exert any
destructive power against the infection.

Immunization in Non-Bacterial Diseases.—S. P.

Beebe states that the reactions of immunity are not re-

stricted to higher toxic proteins; the injection of any alien

protein stimulates the formation of antibodies, the pres-

ence of which may be detected by several methods, such as

the precipitin reaction or the deviation of complement, and
such reactions are found to be in a high degree specific.

Early in this work the suggestion was made that it might
be possible to destroy unrecognizable cancer cells after an
operation by a cytotoxic serum. The author has made
many experiments with nucleoproteid serum which have
confirmed his earlier view that it is possible to make a

serum which will act primarily on a given organ. The
evidence on which he draws his conclusion of specificity is

based on precipitation, agglutination, absorption exper-
ments. and on the eft'ects of animal injection. Serum has
been developed against the human thyroid glands and used
clinically in the treatment of exophthalmic goiter. In re-

gard to immunity to cancer, the author says that he has
produced an active cytolytic serum from the nucleoproteids
of a breast cancer and treated the patient from whom the
tumor was removed witli this serum in order to prevent a
recurrence. No recurrence occurred, but, as the operation
was a radical one, no conclusions could be drawn. The
observation by Gaylord and Clowes that a certain per-
centage of mice infected with the Jensen tumor recovered
and were thereafter immune was the first authentic ex-
perimental production of immunity in tumors. It is

known that a certain percentage of animals is normally
immune to tumors, the reason, for which is unknown.
It is also known that a certain percentage of the
successfully planted animals recovers spontaneously, the
number depending on the virulence of the tumor and
the resistance of the animal. The recovered animal
also is immune for a long time to tumors of like
virulence. The author refers to his experim.ents made
with Crile, showing that the transfusion of large quan-
tities of recovered blood to an animal w^th actively grow-
ing tumors would cause complete absorption of the latter
with the usual subsequent immunity. Further research
e.xperiments have afforded clear evidence that the regres-
sion of the tumor is an essential factor in the future im-
munization of the animal and transfusion of immune blood
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into a susceptible animal without tumors at the time would

confer no immunity. There apparently must be some

interaction between the tumor and the serum to start the

regression. Recent observations by Gaylord, Gay, and

others have shown that a method of vaccination is a logical

procedure in the treatment of malignant tumors, but that

living tumor cells must be used. The author mentions the

results obtained by Hodenpyl with the chylous aside fluid

of a cancer patient which at first caused complete absorp-

tion and recovery for a time. It is impossible to say how

this fluid acts, but the procedure seems to be a logical one

and, whatever the ultimate outcome in these cases, they

are suggestive for the future.

Vaccine Therapy.—E. E. Irons states that the funda-

mental theory of the method assumes that the body is ca-

pable of reacting to the inoculation by the formation of

antibodies, and the giving of vaccines to a patient already

overwhelmed with infection is theoretically wrong and

practically in most cases a failure. The therapeutic value

of vaccines is best shown in chronic or recurrent localized

infections, such as furunculosis, acne, carbuncle. Infec-

tions of the urinary tract due to the colon bacillus have

received much attention recently and the reports indicate

that good may be accomplished by the inoculation of auto-

genous colon vaccines. About 50 per cent, of urinary

affections are due to this organism and in still more it is

associated with other bacteria. Colon infections of the

prostate resistant to ordinary treament have in a number

of cases been benefited by vaccine. Streptococcus infec-

tions have not been so amenable as the staphylococcus

ones. It is possible that it may do good in erysipelas,

using autogenous vaccines. Opinion is divided as regards

puerperal sepsis and in severely toxic cases one should

hesitate. Localized affections about the nose, throat, and

ear have been reported benefited, and it has been proposed

to use prophylactic inoculations before surgical opera-

tions to prevent possible postoperative infection, but the

data are not sufficient as regards the advisability of this.

Gonococcus metastatic lesions of the chronic and subacute

types are often greatly improved and cure hastened by

inoculations, and a possible prophylactic value has been

suggested. The treatment of localized tuberculosis other

than of the lungs has been aided by their careful use. A
striking instance of their value is afforded by the statistics

of the inoculations against cholera, plague, and bacillary

dysentery, and the incidence of these diseases in regions

where they are endemic as well as the mortality has been

in some cases largely reduced. Similar results have been

obtained by the prophylactic use of typhoid vaccine in

soldiers, but their value in the treatment of the disease is

not determined. The prophylactic use of vaccines in scar-

let fever has received much attention in Russia and re-

markable immunity results have been reported. In ulcer-

ated endocarditis the results have not been generally favor-

able. While the general practitioner will do well to con-

fine the use of vaccines to localized infections, mention

should be .made of the recent work on the treatment of

pneumonia by the inoculation of pneumococcus prepara-

tions from which the toxic portion has been removed. The

work is still experimentaf but suggests some possibilities.

More attention is deemed advisable to the local and general

reactions from injection of dead bacteria and their prod-

ucts for diagnostic purposes. Bacterial vaccines are power-

ful agents for good or harm and the clinical results should

be most carefully interpreted.

Autogenous Vaccine Therapy in Endocarditis.—E. C.

Rosenow points out that, while the therapeutic injection

of dead bacteria in certain localized infections can no

longer be questioned, their value in more generalized

infections, especially endocarditis, is still very question-

able. The continuation of the infection in chronic endo-

carditis is due largely to a process of immunization or

adaptation of the bacteria to the antibodies of the host

This is shown in his study of the subject by the facts

that the bacteria grow much more rapidly in the patient's

serum than in normal scrum ; that when grown in the

patient's blood or serum, both in vivo and in vitro,

they acquire a resistance to phagocytosis and a resistance

to leucocytic destruction ; and that they produce altera-

tions in the serum of the patient which robs the leucocytes

of something which they need to digest the bacteria when

taken up. The destroying power of the patient's blood

at these times is found far below that of normal blood.

While the inoculations produce temporary improvement

they later leave the patient worse. The destruction of

the bacteria evidently liberates a toxic material that poi-

sons the individual. Besides activating the blood, a neu-

tralizing substance to prevent intoxication of the already

overwhelmed patient will be needed in endocarditis.

Tuberculides in the Diagnosis of Infantile Tubercu-

losis.—J. S. Leopold and T. Rosenstern present the

results of their observations which show how valuable

this lesion, as yet unrecognized by most observers, is in the

diagnosis of tuberculosis in children. The tuberculides

consist of slightly raised rounded papules varying in size

from a pin head to a millet seed. At first they are of a

red color, but later become brownish and show a scale or

crust in the center. When scratched away they leave

behind a rounded depression which does not bleed but is

dry, as a rule. Their most characteristic points are the

absence of any tendency to ulceration, their central de-

pression, their livid brownish color, and their glistening

appearance when the skin is stretched. They may ap-

pear anywhere on the skin, but preferably on the arms,

the lower back, and especially the extensor surface of the

lower limbs. According to the author's experience there

are rarely many present in one case, sometimes not more

than four or five, or even less. Hamburger has called

attention to the fact that they are easily overlooked on

account of their minute size. They were found in asylum

children in about 40 per cent, of the cases. They will be

less frequent in dispensary practice, as they need watching

for constantly, since they soon lose their characteristic ap-

pearance. In many hundred non-turberculous infants they

have never been seen by the authors. Their tuberculous

character is shown by the fact that in 70 per cent, of the

cases tubercle bacilli have been found.

Thyroid and Adrenal Activity.—E. G. Hoskins per-

formed a series of investigations which add to the exist-

ing evidence in favor of the theory that the thyroid stimu-

lates the action of the adrenals.

Suspended Respiration during Operation.—J. L.

Crooks reports a case of suspended respiration during an

operation for depressed fracture of the skull under ether

anesthesia. Resuscitation was accomplished by means of

Sylvester's method of artificial respiration.

Gastric and Duodenal Ulcer.—H. Adler describes his

method of diagnosis of this condition by means of the

;ir-ray. He gives a single dose of 1.5 grams of bismuth

subcarbonate in half a glass of water and then waits for

the stomach to get rid of it, having determined in advance

the motility. In cases in which there is no disturbance in

motility the picture was taken in from four to six hours

after the bismuth, which was given on an empty stomach.

This would allow time for all the bismuth to disappear

from the stomach and duodenum except that lodged in

the crater of an ulcer. After the first jr-ray examination,

one ounce of the bismuth subcarbonate is given in a glass

of water and a second picture taken immediately. The

bismuth rapidly spreads over the entire gastric mucosa, but

this can probably be facilitated by having the patient turn

from side to side several times. This examination is for

the purpose of obtaining a shadow of the entire stomach

so as to localize any shadow made on the first plate.
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Toothpicks as Foreign Bodies.—G. M. Livingston

reports a case of severe irritation of the stomacli and hem-
orrhage in the stomach and bowel caused by the swallow-

ing of several toothpicks which the patient had been in

the habit of chewing. Relief was obtained by the passage

of the foreign bodies /"cr anum, and there were no serious

sequelae.

Coccidioidal Meningitis.—H. A. L. Ryfkogcl de-

scribes a case of this condition in which Jhere was absence

of the characteristic coccidioidal skin lesions and the case

had been diagnosed as tuberculous or syphilitic in char-

acter. There were numerous skin abscesses, however,

which revealed the organism. Secondary hydrocephalus

set in and the question arose whether this was due to

meningitis caused by the fungus or, as it occurred after

the abcesses had been apparently cured, whether it was
an epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis. Lumbar puncture

did not settle the question. .'Vn injection of Flexner's

serum was given without improvement, and about three

weeks later a second one, which was followed in 34 hours

by death. The author considers the cause of death in this

case to be probably the anaphylactic reaction of Richet.

Hutinel has published reports of four cases of death after

a second injection of antimeningococcus serum, and the

hypersusceptibility of tuberculous individuals to a second

injection of horse serum is well known. The sensitiveness

in this case bears some relation to these and is another

evidence of similarity of the fungus granulomata to tuber-

culosis. There was a tendency of the lesions to heal in

this case, and the meningeal lesions were found regressive

on autopsy, indicating a possible curability of the con-

dition.

Cultivation of Sarcoma.—A. Carrel and M. T. Bur-

rows performed an experiment by means of which it is

possible to cultivate outside of the organism fragments

of a human sarcoma in a manner similar to that of the

animal sarcoma previously described.

Acute Thyroiditis.—J. P. Lewis and B. J. O'Neill

describe a case in which the noticeable features were the

evident infection from horses suffering from "epizootic,"

although no history of trauma or other etiological factor

could be elicited; the edema of the glottis at the onset:

the seemingly very rapid development of the swelling of

the thyroid gland; the lack of involvement of the lymph-

glands until some hours later, and the rapid recovery.

The Lancet.

November 5, 191

Greek Medicine in Rome. Sir T. Clifford Allbul.
The Traumatic Neuroses. T. R. GIvnn.
Desmoid Tumors. R. Morison and H. Drummond.
Notes of Some Cases Treated by Vaccines of Unknown Organisms.
E. C. Bowsfield.

Primary Acidosis: Recovery. S. Bontor.
The Vs:! of the Faradic Current in the Treatment of Persistent
Aphonia Following Laryngitis; Two Cases. F. H. Tohnson.

Notes on a Case of Phlestmasia Alba Dolens, Followed by Pulmonary
Embolism and Infarction of the Luns; Recovery. T. C. Curtis.

The Influence of Quinine and Morphine Upon Phagocytosis. H. I..

Smith.

Greek Medicine in Rome.—Sir T. Clifford AUbut.

in the first lecture of the Fitz Patrick course, refers to

Soranus, who was too great a man to be enthralled in

any sect, who in learning and practice and in loyai regard

to tradition stood on the heights of ancient medicine. Next

the lecturer discourses on the origin of the idea of pneu-

matism, its doctrines and their relation to other doctrines,

the Aristotelian influence in Alexandria, Alexandrian medi-

cine, Athanaeus, and the growth of polypharmacy.

The Traumatic Neuroses.—T. R. Glynn states that the

neurosis excited by traumatisms is usually a hystero-

neurasthenia. A predisposing cause is probably often to

be found in a weakened nervous organization brought

about by the abuse of tobacco and alcohol, and further

exhausted by unhealthy or arduous occupations and un-

hygienic surroundings. Emotional disturbance plays a

more important part than physical injury. The most severe

cases of hysteroneurasthenia follow blows on the head.

When an injury is severe the nervous symptoms may be

manifested immediately by excitement, insomnia, night-

mare, headache, tremors, emotional disturbance, and diges-

tive troubles. In individuals with stable nervous systems

recovery takes place in a few days; in others of neurotic

temperament, after perhaps a period of temporary improve-

ment, the nervous manifestations return with greater or

less intensity. When the traumatism has been slight, the

victim of the accident may experience few symptoms of

depression immediately after it, perhaps only vague pains

and some weakness of the legs and slight insomnia

—

nothing to prevent him continuing his occupation. At the

end, however, of a few days, or weeks, or perhaps months,

progressively or rapidly the symptoms characteristic of a

traumatic neurosis appear, and a state of invalidism be-

comes more or less established. The period of time ex-

tending between the receipt of the accident and the devel-

opment of the neurosis has been termed by Charcot the

"period of meditation." According to certain German

authors, this period may be prolonged to from two and a

half to fifteen years after the receipt of the injury. A
traumatism may be followed by a pure neurasthenia or

hysteria or by a hysteroneurasthenia; in the latter case the

more precocious nervous manifestations are, as a rule,

neurasthenic.

Desmoid Tumors.—R. Morison a.nd H. Drummond
state that this term is applied to fibromata when occurring

in the muscles or muscular fasciae of the abdominal wall

and possessing certain clinical characteristics apart from

fibromata occurring in other parts of the body. These

tumors are found chiefly in the upper half of the rectus

muscle, but also in connection with the other muscles, and

are of considerable clinical importance. They are likely

to be mistaken for growths in the abdomen, unless the

possibility of their occurrence is remembered. Their asso-

ciation with pregnancy is so frequent as to constitute more
than a coincidence. Possibly traumatism, by muscle stretch-

ing or tearing, is of etiological significance. A firm, but

not tender, sausage-shaped tumor, possessed of some mo-

bility, across, but not in the direction of the fibers of the

relaxed muscle with which it appears to be associated,

becoming fixed when that muscle is made tense, and occur-

ring in a woman recently pregnant, is a desmoid tumor.

The treatment is to excise the growth at once, along with

a free margin of the surrounding structures, including the

peritoneum underlying it.

Vaccines of Unknowm Organisms.—E. C. Bowsfield

reports four cases treated successfully by means of vac-

cines, in three of which the apparent cause was an organ-

ism which did not lend itself to classification, either be-

cause of the unusual form, or because the condition of

the patient was such as not to allow time for the purpose.

The cases were the following: Pleurisy following measles;

malignant endocarditis following phlebitis
;
puerperal toxe-

mia due to B. coli communis; puerperal toxemia due to

an unidentified organism.

Primary Acidosis; Recovery.— S. Bontor reports the

case of a woman, sixty-eight years of age, who, following

a chill, suffered from headaches, insomnia, and nausea.

Later she became apathetic, delirious, and finally uncon-
scious. The diagnosis of this case was difficult. It was
evidently a to-xemia and appeared to rest between uremia,

an intestinal infection, and acidosis, but at first there was
nothing to enable a differential diagnosis to be made. The
urine, which was examined nearly every day, gave no defi-

nite reaction until thirteen days from the onset of the con-
dition. Then diacetic acid was found to be present and the

condition was shown to be one of acid intoxication, and a

line of treatment was framed to meet the condition. In

order to keep up the store of glycogen the diet was en-
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tirely limited to carbohydrates, and with a view of neutral-

izing as far as possible the acid condition bicarbonate of

soda was introduced into the system as freely as possible.

It was given in every feed and by slow introduction into

the rectum, according to Murphy's plan, of continuous

rectal infusion as long as the bowel would tolerate it, and

afterwards by occasional enemata. The author believes

that the initial chill interfered with the digestive processes,

that an intestinal to.xemia was induced, and subsequently

the liver cells were so damaged by their work in dealing

witli the resulting to.xins that they were incapable of per-

forming their normal function of transforming the carbo-

hydrates into glycogen. It is thus possible that the patient's

store of glycogen became exhausted during the first few

days of her illness. In spite of the severe symptoms pro-

duced, the patient recovered. The author states that this

is probably the first recorded instance of recovery after

a severe primary acid intoxication.

Faradic Current in Aphonia.—F. H. Johnson reports

a case of aphonia of twelve years' duration following

laryngitis, and a similar case of more than two years' dura-

tion, both of which were successfully treated by means of

external faradization. He finds that the secret of success

lies in the regular and persistent use of mild currents,

which are not calculated to produce violent contractions of

opposing healthy muscles. Where the laryngoscope shows

marked swelhng and congestion of the cords the mucous

membrane must be attacked vigorously on orthodox lines,

and here again one is likely to meet with little success if

the nasopharynx is in an unhealthy condition. The

author urges the necessity, in any given case, of mak-

ing sure that the aphonia has really resulted from such

simple causes as catarrh, overstrain, or a combination of

both. Thoracic aneurysm, lesions of the central nervous

system, malignant growths, the ulceration of syphilis or of

tubercle—these must always be borne in mind as sinister

possibilities, and it is at least a waste of time to employ

faradization in the case of a patient who subsequently dies

from cancer or who is in condition to be cured by iodide

of potassium.

Phlegmasia Alba Dolens.—J. C. Curtis reports a case

of this condition, followed by pulmonary embolism and

infarction of the lung; recovery took place. The chief

points in the case were: The large area of lung involved;

the almost simultaneous disappearance of the edema in the

leg, coincident with the lung lesion ; the small amount of

pyrexia, pointing to an aseptic condition of the lung lesion;

the high respiratory rate, due to the large amount of lung

tissue thrown out of action ; and finally the total absence

of any sanguineous expectoration, and also practically no

cough.

Influence of Quinine and Morphine Upon Phagocy-
tosis.—H. L. Smith found that a cunibina-tion of these

drugs in the "ideal dose" (one-eighth grain of morphine

hydrochloride to each ten grains of quinine hydrochloride)

causes in zniro an increased phagocytosis. He believes that

the stimulus to phagocytosis in the test-tube cases was due

to the quinine and morphine acting as an opsonin to certain

microbes. In the initial stages of a bacterial invasion, and

particularly in cases of appendicitis, acute colitis, puerperal

septicemia, cellulitis, erysipelas, and influenza, the prompt

administration of quinine in the ideal dose (which seems to

be about one grain to each fourteen pounds of the patient's

weight) appears likely to strengthen the natural first line

of defence. It is at this period, when the invaders are

comparatively few in numbers, that a remedy which will

quickly increase phagocytic power is of the greatest service

and may possibly abort the attack. Even if the employment
of quinine and of morphine fails to achieve complete suc-

cess its use nevertheless postpones the immediate danger
and affords time to bring into play more exact methods of

serum or vaccine treatment.

British Medical Journal.

October 29 and November 5, 1910.

Diaphragmatic Herniae. A. Keith.
Typhoid Perforations and Perforations of the Gall Bladder. G. E.

Armstrong.
Bacillus Culi Infections, with Special Reference to Their Recogni-

tion and Comparative Frequency. J. S. Dick.
On the Diet of a Patient Before Operations under General -\nesthe-

sia. R. \V. Collum.
Ophthalmic School Clinics in the Country. R. B. Hird.
Submucous Resection of the Septum Nasi. T. I. I'aulder.

Three Bad Prognostic Signs in Eclampsia. W. F. Shaw.
The Clinical Measurement of Diastolic Blood Pressure and Cardiac

Strength. Sir Lauder Brunton.
Greek Medicine in Rome. Sir T. Clifford Allbut.
A Bad Case of Strangulated Omental Hernia, with Very Few Symp-

toms. A. Z. C. Cressy.
.\ Case of Tetanus Treated by Chloretone. R. A. Hobbs. With a

note by E. W. Sheaf.

Diaphragmatic Herniae.—A. Keith states that herniae

through the diaphragm fall into two groups, the congeni-

tal and the acquired, the former being to the latter in a

series of 34 cases as 26 :8. The congenital herniae are

chiefly those which occur at the unclosed pleuroperitoneal

passages (21 cases), the others being formed (5 cases) by

developmental extrusions of the abdominal viscera, chiefly

liver, through the septum tranversum. In a certain pro-

portion of congenital cases it appears possible to adopt sur-

gical measures for tlie cure of the condition.

Tjrphoid Perforations.—G. E. Armstrong states that

ihe pathogenesis of typhoid perforation is the coagulation

necrosis of the lymphoid tissue opposite the mesenteric at-

tachment, where the blood supply is poor. The problem be-

fore the profession is to lower the mortality rate ; there-

fore, the first question is. What are the causes of the high

death-rate in typhoid perforation? They are : i. The con-

dition of tlie patient at the time of its occurrence. To-

wards the removal of this cause one can do little, although

it adds greatly to the difficulties of recognition. 2. The

difficulties in diagnosis. This is almost the whole ques-

tion at the present tmie. Once perforation has occurred,

one may agree pretty well on the retnedy to be applied and

on most of the details of carrying that remedy into effect;

but how to make the diagnosis—that is the question above

all others in typhoid perforation. This condition is not

announced by definite and distinct symptoms. One must

clearly appreciate the difference between perforation and

peritonitis. The absence of harmony in symptoms is a

diagnostic point in favor of perforation. The change for

the worse in the patient is often out of all proportion to

the abdominal symptoms. Abdominal pain is the danger

signal ; with this there are tenderness, rigidity, and muscle

spasm. One should not conclude that there is no tender-

ness present without a rectal examination. Later on, when

peritonitis has developed, careful inspection may reveal

lessened abdominal movement during respiration. If per-

foration occurs into the free peritoneal cavity the patient

cannot recover unless the opening is closed. The only

perforations that do not prove fatal unless closed by the

surgeon are those occurring in the large bowel and between

the layers of the mesentery. It has been demonstrated at

the operating table that a small perforation in the siuall

intestine may be temporarily closed by omentum, but that

such cases would have recovered if they had been left

alone is open to very serious doubt.

Bacillus Coli Infections.—J. S. Dick reaches the fol-

lowing conclusions; i. These infections are commoner

and more important than the average textbook would lead

one to believe. 2. They vary within wide limits in respect

of their virulence, and therefore in respect of their clinical

features. 3. Their recognition is important, not merely

from the standpoint of accurate diagnosis, but also from the

standpoint of efficient treatiuent in the severer types. 4. The

slighter cases are apt to be overlooked altogether, the

severer cases are apt to he misunderstood. 5. Clinical ob-

servations alone, however conscientious, are at present quite

inadequate; bacteriological evidence is a sine qua noti of

decisive diagnosis.
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Diet Before Operations.—R. W. Collum sta-tes that

if an operation in an otherwise healthy subject is to lie per-

formed at 9 o'clock in the morning, the patient should be

left asleep, unless he awakes of his own accord, until at any
rate 7.30, when he may be given his enema. Then, if he be

accustomed to breakfast at about 8 o'clock, he niaj have

a thin slice of bread and butter, or a small piece of toast,

with as much tea to drink as he desires. He will then be

able to settle down much more contentedly to his news-

paper until the surgeon arrives. Tea is preferable to coffee,

as the former is usually taken with considerably less milk

than the latter. The author believes that more attention

should be paid to the ordinary habits of the individual

patient, in order to relieve him as far as possible from tlie

discomforts of anesthesia. He mentions definite hours for

the meals (8 a.m. for breakfast, i p.m. for lunch, and 4

p.m. for tea) merely for the sake of convenience. If the

individual patient under consideration be accustomed to

take his meals at some other hours, these should be sub-

stituted for the ones indicated. .^n exception may
be made in the case of breakfast if the patient should

awake much earlier than usual on the morning of the

operation. In this case, if he feels inclined for food at an

earlier hour than usual, there is no objection to his having

it then instead of later.

Ophthalmic School Clinics.—R. B. Hird states that

school medical inspection cannot be regarded as complete

unless the defective children receive the treatment they

require. .An alternative to treatment at the hospitals is

that of holding "school clinics," and paying medical men
for undertaking the work.

Submucous Resection of the Septum.—T. J. Fauldner

had the opportunity of observing a case three years after

operation, in which there were two points of interest: (a)

the comparative ease with which the mucoperichondrial

layers were separated from each other after nearly three

years in contact—there were only a few feeble strands of

fibrous tissue crossing between the two flaps; (b) the en-

tire absence of any regenerated cartilage, bone, or fibrous

tissue beyond the weak fibrils above mentioned. This case

also illustrates the occasional impossibility of making the

septum hang truly vertical in the middle line without en-

dangering the integrity of the bridge.

Bad Prognostic Signs in Eclampsia.—W. F. Shaw
points out the following three bad prognostic signs in

eclampsia: l. Small amount of albumin in the urine dur-

ing the eclamptic stage. 2. A high temperature. 3. Con-

vulsions commencing after labor.

Diastolic Blood Pressure and Cardiac Strength.—
Sir Lauder Brunton describes the physiology of blood pres-

sure and the methods of its measurement in the laboratory.

Diastolic pressure has as yet received comparatively little

attention, because of the difficulty of ascertaining it, yet it

is a factor of great importance, because by its amount, and

by the difference between it and the systolic pressure one

obtains valuable data in regard to the strength of the heart

and the condition of the arterioles. The two conditions

that generally produce low pressure are oversmoking and

commencing phthisis. Nicotine has the most extraordinary

power of contracting the vessels and raising the blood

pressure. A single pipe appears to raise the tension for the

time being, but it seems as if tobacco, and probably also

opium, cause the organism to produce antibodies, which in

the intervals between taking the drug, exercise an opposed

action. It is in cases of high tension that the sphygmo-

manometer is most useful, because by early detection of a

rise in pressure, and by the adoption of proper regimen

and medicines, the tension may be kept at a lower standard,

and dangers which would otherwise accrue to the heart

or vessels and to the brain may be avoided. In such cases,

as the treatment requires to be carried on, not only for

months but for years, it is advisable to interfere as little

as possible with the patient's ordinary habits. The only

rule in regard to diet is that the patient should take very

little, if any, red meat or strong soup. He should eat

slowly and masticate thoroughly. He should take neither

strong tea, strong coffee, strong wines, nor strong spirits.

In regard to exercise, rest should be taken for at least

twenty minutes after meals, and then e.xercise should be

taken very slowly. Sudden strain of every kind should be

avoided, but moderate exercise without strain is rather

beneficial. Even in patients suffering from angina pectoris,

gentle exercise is useful, provided the patient will begin

very slowly, and will take care neither to go too fast nor

too far.

Greek Medicine in Rome.—See abstracts of articles

in the Lancet, Xovember 5, 1910.

Strangulated Omental Hernia.—A. Z. C. Cressy re-

ports a case of this condition presenting symptoms of pain

in the lower abdomen ; tenderness over an inguinal hernia,

which was hard, dull, and with no impulse ; normal temper-

ature
;
pulse not affected ; vomiting occurring only once

;

bowels open even more than once a day ; and the patient

walking about three days out of the four during which

the symptoms were manifest. One point is strongly brought

out in this case, namely, when an omental hernia does get

strangulated, it is certain to be fatal if not relieved, as the

gangrene does not stop at the stricture, but passes on into

the abdomen. The case healed by primary union and did

well.

Chloretone in Tetanus.—R. A. Hobbs reports a. case

of tetanus occurring in a man forty-six years of age, in

whom, in addition to antitetanic serum, chloretone was

administered by the rectum, in doses of thirty to forty

grains, with olive oil, two to three times a day. The

chloretone was given when indicated by an increase in

rigidity. The total amount of antitoxic serum used was

390 c. cm. ; and of chloretone, 420 grains. The points

specially noted are: i. The early onset of symptoms and

consequent grave prognosis. 2. .\ marked decrease in the

rigidity was noted a definite period after the administration

of chloretone, the trismus being relieved in a constant and

remarkable manner. .^. The complete absence of con-

vulsions from beginning to end of the illness. 4. The re-

lief of trismus enabled the patient to take ample nourish-

ment throughout and thus maintain his strength. 5. The
rapid recovery of the case. The author is convinced that

this man's life was saved by chloretone, although the part

played by the antitetanic serum must not be disregarded.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.
OcloK: 31. 1010.

Diagnosis of Nasal Diphtheria in "Very Young Chil-

dren.—Blochmann relates a case of nasal diphtheria

in a child sixteen months old. The patient appeared at

first sight to have erysipelas beginning at the nasal orifices.

.\nterior rhinoscopy disclosed membrane and bacterial diag-

nosis of diphtheria was made. In diphtheria epidemics the

author also examined suspects and those exposed. He
found that nasal diphtheria may run an afebrile course,

and that membrane may persist in the nasal fossae for

weeks, while the children remained bacilli carriers for

months. These latent cases naturally differ radically from
the outspoken cases of nasal diphtheria so common in

nurslings, in which membrane projects from the nostrils

and the right diagnosis is otherwise readily suggested. In

latent or beginning cases the author evidently believes that

the use of the rhinoscope is an improvement on mere
swabbing out of the nose for cultural purposes. A study

of the two sides may show in one, or both, areas of intense

congestion preceding membrane formation, and isolated

patches of the latter may be seen on the turbinals or sep-

tum. But while rhinoscopy may represent a diagnostic

refinement, it hardly seems calculated to supersede the use
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of the ordinary swab for diagnosis of the disease or of a

nasal carrier.

New Procedure for the Demonstration of Free Acid

in the Stomach.—Fuld writes mainly in the interest of

diagnosis of cancer of the stomach. He speaks of the

extreme frequency of the latter and the absence of HCl in

three-fourths of the cases. We examine the urine to dis-

cover the presence or absence of two great folk-maladies;

hence one should be equally prompt to make routme tests for

free acid in the stomach. In the author's method the patient

takes a trial breakfast, and an hour later a swallow of

sodium solution. The effervescence may be distinctly heard

by the ear placed over the stomach, if acid is present.

Hence absence of effervescing sounds suggests a possibility

of cancer. When enough gas has been produced by the

combination of gastric acid and swallowed soda, the per-

cussion note over the stomach becomes correspondingly

modified. It is necessary to control every case by auscul-

lation and percussion before the soda is drunk. Further

evidence of gas formation in the stomach may be shown

by the fluoroscope. The author discusses the various com-

petitive and analogous tests, but his real service lies less

in devising a new test than in his insistence on routine

examination for HCl in elderly men out of health from

any cause, or even in special cases of men who do not seek

medical relief. All tests thus advocated lack tlie simplicity

of urinary tests and of others adapted to ordinary life

insurance examinations, such as a routine digital examina-

tion of the rectum. But if the policy were a very large one,

a test like Fuld's would not be out of place, and absence

of free acid would perhaps justify a postponement.

Iodine Cachexia in Arteriosclerosis.—Emmerich re-

fers to the extensive use of iodine in arteriosclerosis and

to the great number of iodine preparations on the market

to supply this indication. As the drugs must be given for

long periods we should be hearing constantly of cases of

iodism either as an expression of supersensitiveness or as

the socalled iodine cachexia. One very popular proprietary

substance is able to produce a very definite type of the

latter. The patient emaciates and weakens rapidly and

may suffer from insomnia. The symptoms, however, are

precisely those common to the disease, and hence the

remedy would perhaps be pushed to greater lengths, or

dropped as inert. In any case iodism would not he sus-

pected. The author has learned that the iodine was really

responsible for the exaggeration of the symptoms by sus-

pending the preparation and watching the development of

the case. .A^fter an interval perhaps extended the patient

would recover his original status. As some of these

patented remedies contain a very large percentage of iodine

the author prefers the original blood-salts serum with

small doses of some iodide.

Munchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

October 25 and Noz'cmber i, 1910.

Peculiar Case of Fish Poisoning.—Strauss relates the

instance of a man, late in his fifties, who partook of some
sardines which had remained for a time in the original

tin. Patient recalled the fact that the inside of the box
cover had turned black. Nothing seems to have

transpired for three days, when overnight the patient broke

out with a scarlatiniform eruption and angina. One day
later violent colicky pains developed, along with consti-

pation, meteorism, anorexia, insomnia, and so on. For
three weeks all symptoms persisted. The exanthem then

died out, leaving the condition otherwise unchanged.

Thereupon a complete left facial paralysis set in, which
soon vanished and was succeeded by a right facial paraly-

sis which persisted for several weeks. Patient in the

meanwhile complained of dyspnea, on exertion, general

asthenia, and marasmus with emaciation. Patient made
a slow recovery. The facia! paralysis, which remained

throughout the most decisive symptom, seems to hare been

wholly peripheral.

Rontgen Rays in Dermatology.—Lowenberg states

that with fourteen years' experience one should be able to

lay down the indications and contraindications for this

resource in this class of cases. Most of the bad effects

on record have affected the Rontgen specialist and his

assistants, few having affected the patient. In the mean-

time the specialist has learned to graduate the dosage ; and

since 1902 Holzknecht has so mastered this difficulty that

the use of the rays is relatively safe for operator and pa-

tient alike. Others have taken advantage of this improve-

ment so that by to-day the radiometer of Sabouraud and

Noire has been used by the author and his colleagues 3,oco

times with relative safety. This instrument is practically

a dosimeter, and through its use one reaches an erythema

dose which serves as a maximum. One-half or one-fourth

of this dose may often effect the desired result. Recent

attempts in the sphere of dosimetry appear to add nothing

to the Sabourand procedure. Many dermatologists con-

tinue to use the rays indiscriminately and without regard

to dosage, and failures in depilation and in the reduction

of tumors are ascribed to the inefficiency of the treatment,

while on the other hand burns are common. One must not,

however, fail to take notice of the Rontgen idiosyncrasy

or supersensitiveness, which would be constantly in ap-

parent evidence without dosimetry. Such an idiosyncrasy

has been denied outright by some and pronounced very

infrequent by others. The authors have not seen a single

case in 3,000 radiations. Yet the profession and public are

always fearful of such supersensitiveness. One should

know all that is to be learned of the power of the rays.

It appears, for example, that young animals may be stunted

in growth by a certain amount of radiation, and, indeed,

the known inhibitory action of the rays on cellular ac-

tivity might justify such a surmise. But apparently human

tissues, being more highly organized, are more resistant in

these respects. Much depends, naturally, on the right of

certain cells to survive. Thus we know that in hypertri-

chosis the rays are able to destroy certain hair papillae

while sparing the skin at large. Diseases, which by their

very nature tend to destroy the hair papillae, are n.iturally

assisted by this resource, and the old time tedious epilation

has been superseded, or if the latter resource is employed

it is simple and painless. There is no evidence that the

.r-rays are actually germicidal—hence in all diseases caused

by living organisms parasiticides must be employed. The

removal of pronounced hypertrichosis, as in bearded wom-
en, does not lie within the province of the rays. When
used in maximal doses they tend to cause ugly telangiec-

tasias and scars. The rays seem to be efficacious in highly

chronic and localized eczema. In fact, they should su-

persede all other treatments in certain local varieties of

the disease. Psoriasis tends to yield to mild radiation, even

in one-quarter maximal dose, but relapses occur with the

usual frequency. The same is true of the results of radia-

tion for other skin diseases. It is the record of other

means of relief for these conditions. Some improve, some

hold their own, and others recede under the treatment.

When the authors' summary is digested one finds nothing

new. Clearly if Rontgen rays give special results in derma-

tology, the method of demonstrating them is open to all

the objections of any new treatment.

Causes of Sudden Changes in Blood Pressure.

—

Zabel, in a paper with this title, writes incidentally of the

great constancy of blood pressure in many individuals.

These might be termed normal subjects were it not for

the fact that the merely nervous, who can hardly be termed

abnormal, exhibit sudden and notable changes. The ex-

treme type nf these is seen in hystericals and neurasthenics.

But a liability of the blood and vascular system is more

deeply seated than an unstable nervous system, although it
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often coexists with, or depends on, the latter. Extensive

studies show differences in the people of different races

or countries. Besides racial divergence, there is individual

divergence. This is often seen only in connection with a

line of questioning, certain inquiries causing a change in

blood pressure. Despite the psychic factor thus placed in

evidence it can hardly be said that such subjects are neuro-

paths or unduly excitable. Rather is it the effort to recol-

lect that produces the alteration. Men who have been

dissipating or who are in an irritable frame of mind show
special liability for the time being, although generally

normal. So also do women during menstruation. Change
of pressure may be produced reflexly in many ways. De-
spite the abundance of detail the author is very conservative

in his conclusions. He evidently believes that we must test

and retest scores of times to establish actual facts, other-

wise we are dealing with impressions only.

The Ehrlich-Hata Remedy and Filariasis.—Rcich-

mann describes a filarial malady which is, if not unknown
to parasitologists, at least uncommon. The case occurred

in Jena, and had no exotic element. It was, however,

rendered obscure by a recent syphilitic infection, which was
perhaps responsible for some of the symptoms, although

the patient had received proper and timely treatment (Hg).
A positive Wassermann reaction accompanied the filariasis.

The parasite appeared to attack the pleura and kidneys, so

that the symptoms were those of both conditions. Increased

intrathoracic pressure, anasarca, oliguria, etc., were present.

The earlier symptoms, however, could only be likened to

intestinal colic, which fact suggested that some general

infection had occurred by the intestinal route. As soon as

the positive Wassermann reaction was obtained an injec-

tion of 606 was given with astonishing success. Before

that period a filarial parasite had been cultivated from a

pleural puncture fluid. All attempts to find them in the

blood and urine failed. The injection of 606 appeared to

have destroyed the parasites. As already stated the filaria

was not recognized as corresponding to any known species.

Hence it may be claimed that it was not the cause of the

severe disease. Whether the Ehrlich-Hata remedy pos-

sesses filaricidal powers, or whether it acted on a totally

unrecognizable remnant of syphilis, the result was most

remarkable.

Polythelia and Axillary Milk Glands.—Hofstatter

gives a brief but fairly complete monographic study of

this subject. Polythelia represents a condition of super-

numerary nipples, while the axillary milk glands seem to

be supernumerary mammae. According to some authorities,

however, they are merely exaggerated axillary sweat-

glands. Supernumerary or accessory nipples are chiefly

regarded as due to atavism. If we include slightly de-

veloped cases polythelia is fairly common, not only in

women, but in men. Accessory nipples are often over-

looked or confounded with other conditions, such as moles.

The superfluous nipple, while only appearing as such, may
in some cases be found to be connected with the rudiments

of a mammary gland. This being admitted the proximity

of the axilla to the mamma might imply that the axillary

milk glands are merely a form of polythelia. But all the

evidence seems to point in the opposite direction. A '"deadly

parallel" might be drawn up to show the radical dissimilar-

ity of the two conditions. In addition to what we have

already stated, it should be enough to state that the axillary

milk glands do not represent a congenital condition, but

are acquired in the course of gestation. They are more-

over so rare that we do not usually find them mentioned

and illustrated in obstetrical works.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

November 3, 1910.

Significance of Quinquaud's Finger Crepitation.—

Some years ago Quinquaud announced a new sign of

abuse of alcohol, which, had it been proved trustworthy,

would have been of great value in detecting secret drinkers.

.A. considerable literature sprang up, which gave the sub-

ject a manysided aspect. As might have been expected

this sign was soon found to denote general neuropathy

instead of alcoholism, and was especially marked in tabes

dorsalis, hysteria, and neurasthenia. When first announced,

the alleged sign was given as a tremor of the fingers pro-

duced by pressing together with considerable force the tips

of the digits of the two hands, or by any similar pressure,

as of the patient's finger tips against those of the physi-

cian. A true crepitus of the phalanges or tendon sheaths

was later exploited as an integral part of the test, while

certain autopsy findings were brought out. It should be

well known to the general practitioner that the hand of the

heavy and steady drinker does not tremble except in cases

of recovery from excessive debauch or in general with-

drawal conditions. On the other hand, the born neuro-

pathic subject may show tremor in childhood and through

life. Tremor of the fingers in the simple sense of the

term, unburdened with consideration of special diseases,

is a simple appanage of constitutional nervousness. It is

natural that, if such a subject is submitted to Quinquaud's

test, he may give a positive result, but this does not mean

that he abuses alcoholics. He may or may not, as the case

may be. If, being neuropathic, he further abuses alcohol

we naturally see the vicious circle in operation and a very

pronounced reaction to the test. But to possess any diag-

nostic value whatever, the test should apply to the non-

neurotic alcoholic who drinks for Epicurean reasons, or to

be in the fashion, or for any one of a dozen reasons which

do not involve a neuropathic craving. The author is

radically opposed to Quinquaud's teaching. All sorts of

theories have been advanced to signify that alcohol can

cause structural alteration in some of the numerous tissues

which go to make up the digits. In a few cases which

have come to autopsy the subjects were tuberculous and

might naturally have been expected to present some evi-

dences of osteoarthropathia pulmonum. As a matter of

fact, however, there were in these cases no pathological

findings whatever. To come back to the crepitation sounds

heard by auscultation over the digits; these or something

much like them have been placed on record for neuro-

pathic disorders in general. The phenomena, such as

they are, are purely neuropathic and are only alcoholic be-

cause of the tendency of the neuropath to drink to excess.

Given the neuropathic substratum, these phenomena could

be called into existence by any kind of mental excitement.

Bacillus Coli Outside of the Body.—The Bacillus coli

is a type of microorganism alleged to be, according to

circumstances, the most indifferent saprophyte or the cause

of most virulent diseases. In this respect it agrees with

other pyogenic germs which are in abundant evidence out-

side the body, the exclusion of which by Listerism has

marked such an advance in the healing art. The B. coli

differs in some respects from the other familiars of man-
kind in that it is an intestinal parasite and one therefore

specially likely to be conveyed to the host by food and

drink. It is generally known that the B. coli appears to be

able to set up almost any kind of enteric malady if its

virulence is sufficiently pronounced. Diseases which would

pass clinically for typhoid, cholera, and dysentery may have

no other source. Neumann has made a special study of

this germ from the outside—that is, from its incidence in

common food and drink. He concludes that while the

B. coli may not be the exciting cause of certain diseases its

presence may serve as an "indicator." That is, in the

height of an epidemic of enteric disease, he finds an undue

presence of the B. coli on the ordinary articles of food use.

In examining the rations of hospital dietaries he finds the

germ on bread and rolls, butter and milk, and especially

on fruit (with the exception of grapes).
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^0mty SU|inrta.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF
NEW YORK.

FIRST DISTRICT BR.\NCH.

Fourth Annual Meeting, Held at Nezvburgh, October

27, igio.

Dr. Theodore Mills of Middletowx ix the Chair.

Election of Officers.

—

President, Dr. W. Stanton Glea.-

son of Newburgh; First Vice-President, Dr. Daniel Bailey

Hardenberg of Middletown ; Secretary, Dr. Charles EUery
Denison of New York; Treasurer, Dr. James E. Sadlier

of Poughkeepsie. Place of meeting, Tuxedo Park.

President's Address.—Dr. T. D. Mills of Middle-
town discussed the relations of the medical profession to

the community, the State, and the nation. He stated

that the medical man did not occupy the position in the

community to which his education and training entitled

him. The physician was himself largely responsible for

the existing order of things. Instead of having committees
at work interviewing legislators, physicians should form a

part of our legislative bodies. If this were brought about
there would be less money wasted on barge canals and
more spent on the improvement of our water supplies and
the purification of our rivers

;
pure food laws would be

made more stringent and the mortality from typhoid fever

and other diseases would be reduced. Sanitation on the

farm as well as in our cities would be improved and the

general health of the people conserved.

Hints for the General Practitioner on the Nature,
Etiology, and Early Diagnosis of Insanity.—Dr. Carlos
F. MacDox.^ld of Central Valley read this paper. (To be
published in the Medical Record.)

Sacral Suspension of the Uterus.—Dr. John Van
DoREN Young of New York City read this paper. He re-

ferred to a former paper on this subject in which he called

attention to the importance of the uterosacral ligaments in

uterine suspension and to his report of results in 100 opera-
tions for sacral suspension, covering his entire experience
with the operation during ten years. He stated that he
had since performed the operation 27 times and desired

to give his experience during the last year and a half. He
had concluded years ago that the recognized operations of
ventral suspension, ventral fixation, the Alexander opera-
tion, all operations, in fact, on round or broad ligaments,

as well as vaginal fixation and the Gillain operation failed

to consider the relation between the under surface of the

second sacral vertebra and the lower segment of the uterus.

When this relation was taken into consideration it must
be with the patient in the standing position. It then be-

came apparent that the only rational method for holding
the uterus in place was by suspension and not by support
and consequently the uterosacral ligaments became of
prime interest. He called particular attention to the fact

that the levator ani, the perineum, and all the pelvic floor

muscles had nothing whatever to do with uterine suspen-
sion except indirectly when tears existed. Dr. Young
showed that the sacral ligaments were the only supporting
ligaments of the uterus. The broad ligaments were strong
factors in preventing lateral displacement, and indirectly

helped to support the weight of the uterus, but their loca-

tion and attachments were not such as to prevent retrover-

sion or prolapse. The round ligaments acted only as guy
ropes in holding the fundus well forward and keeping the

intraabdominal pressure upon the posterior surface of the

uterus. In performing this operation the incision should
be made low, extending down to the symphysis and varying
in length according to the thickness of the abdominal wall

;

two and one-half inches was usually an ample length. The
patient was then placed in the extreme Trendelenburg

position and it was a material help to have the body held

in position by shoulder crutches, and not by flexion of the

legs. This brought the posterior portion of the true pelvis

into view. The intestines were held up from the true and
false pelvis by abdominal pads wet in hot saline. The
uterus was then lifted up and held in position by a volsel-

luni. the ovaries and tubes inspected, and the necessary plas-

tic work done. After the uterus was free the operator ex-

amined Douglas' cul-de-sac and located the origin of the

uterosacral ligaments from the corporocervical junction.

The ligament opposite the side upon which the operator

stood should first be operated upon. The ligament was
drawn upward, inward, and forward ; the weblike re-

laxed ligament would be seen pulling out from the side of

the pelvis; this should be grasped at a point three-quarters

of the distance from the uterine end of the ligament to its

sacral insertion. This gave the operator two fixed points

to approximate. The point at which the ligament should

be sewn to the uterus could be easily gauged. There was
more danger of not shortening the ligament enough than

of shortening it too much. However, if there was too

great strain on the sutures they might yield. The next

step was to grasp the relaxed portion of the ligament at a

distance midway between the second clamp and the uterine

origin of the ligament by a third French clamp. A suture

of No. 2 chromic catgut was passed through the origin of

the ligament and through enough uterine tissue to form a

firm hold. This stitch was tied, the other end grasped by
an artery clamp, and the needle again passed through the

base of the ligament. The first clamp attached to the liga-

ment was then removed and the second clamp with its re-

duplicated fold of ligament was brought upward, forward,

and inward to a point where the needle which had just

been passed through the base of the ligament might be

carried through both layers of the reduphcated fold of the

ligament. This reduplicated fold of the ligament was held

close to the uterus by clamp No. 2 during the process of

insertion of the needle and placing of the second knot.

The second clamp should then be removed allowing the

reduplicated fold of the ligament to be brought closely

down to the base of the ligament. Much of the success

of the operation depended upon the placing of this stitch

as that was really the point of anchorage of the ligament.

Clamp No. T, was then drawn upward, outward, and back-

ward, showing the three layers, and a stitch was inserted

midway between the clamp and the stitch already in place

A third stitch was placed through the two layers of the

ligament at clamp No. 3 and through the sacral segment of

the ligament high enough to bring the three folds of the

ligament taut. Two stitches might be placed between those

already in place. Care should be taken that the ureter was

not in the folds of the ligament or in danger of damage.

The uterus was held either by a volsellum put into the uter-

ine body just posterior to the median line of the fundus,

or the lower segment of the uterus might be drawn up by

the first stitch. This procedure was repeated on the op-

posite side. In this series he had had three deliveries

which were normal in every particular. The results of

these operations had been most gratifying and had fully

justified his expectations.

Dr. Ralph Waldo of New York said that Dr. Young's

paper dealt in a verv- masterly way with a subject that was

most important. Only a few operators had appreciated

the role that the uterosacral ligaments played in the sup-

port of the uterus and in its maintenance in the normal

anteverted position. The uterosacral ligaments were not

merely folds of peritoneum but they were true ligaments

composed of yellow elastic and muscular tissue, as well as

peritoneum, and with the broad ligaments were the main

support of the uterus. The ro-md li.gaments acted as guy-

ropes only. Several operators had shortened the utero-

sacral ligaments through the vaginal route but in many in-
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stances the operation was very difficult if not impossible to

perform in a satisfactory manner. There was another way
that these ligaments had been shortened by the abdominal
route, namely, by stitching the opposite ligaments together

commencing at their attachment to the uterus and extend-

ing as far as one could without constricting the rectum.

The method advocated by Dr. Young was very ini;cnicnis

and suited perfectly the indications.

County Hospital Care for the Tuberculous.—Dr. ]:>. B.

Hardenbekg of Middletown, X. Y., presented this jiapcr,

which consisted in a plea for the establishment of county
hospitals for the care of tuberculous patients. He read
the law of the State of New York which went into effect

on May 13, 1909, providing for the establishment of such
hospitals, and recalled the fact that Ontario County had
been the first to take advantage of this act. Special com-
mittees had been appointed by the boards of supervisors

of Orange, Oswego, Onondaga, Monroe, Cattaraugus.
Cayuga, and Schenectady counties, to study the subject and
report. Such a hospital had recently been donated to

Newburgh by ex-Governor Odell and the citizens of El-

mira had contributed a fully equipped hospital for patients

from Elmira and Chemung County. The utility of the hos-

pital in eradicating tuberculosis had general recognition.

Newsholme of England had shown that in nearly every in-

stance vv-liere contagious diseases had been brought under
control it had been due to hospital care of those having the

disease. He also showed that those cities and countries

having a large hospital provision for tuberculosis had a

rapidly falling death rate from that disease, while those

having little hospital provision showed little or no reduc-

tion in such mortality. It had been estimated that the eco-

nomic loss to the State of New York was $70,000,000 an-

nually from tuberculosis. The cost of providing suitable

accommodations for the care of this class of sufferers

would be small in comparison to this. It had been esti-

mated that the initial cost of construction for such hos-

pitals would be at a minimum rate of $500 for each patient

and that maintenance would be at the rate of $1.25 per

day per patient. The site of an institution of this kind

should be sufficiently removed from a center of population

to insure air free from dust and smoke, but at the same

time readily accessible by railroad or trolley. If possible

an altitude of from twelve to eighteen hundred feet should

be secured. The soil should be sandy and there should be

a good water supply. A southern exposure and protection

from inclement winds were also desirable. There should

be sufficient land to provide light occupation to the pa-

tients and to provide to some extent for the table. The
speaker described two styles of building, one for incipient

cases and one for those more advanced. The depreciation

in farm lands made it possible to acquire sites at reasonable

figures and frequently a commodious farmhouse could

easily be altered so as to fulfill all the requirements of a

small sanatorium.

Dr. Hardenberg reviewed the benefits of sanatorium

treatment both as it benefited the patient and as a means

of educating the people and urged the establishment of

such hospitals in the counties of this district.

Dr. W. Stanton Gleason of Newburgh said that the ap-

proximate cost of maintenance for one patient in the tuber-

culosis hospital was but one dollar. He told of what was

being done in the State and what kind of buildings were

needed for the proper care of the tuberculous patient.

There had been forcibly impressed upon them the necessity

for providing some means of combating this disease which

was so prevalent; the necessity for the protection of others

agamst this disease was more urgent than against an\

other form of communicable disease. In Newburgh

through the courtesy of Mr. Odell there had been estab-

lished a tuberculosis sanatorium as a memorial to his son

who died a few years ago. The impetus given in this

cause by this act was very commendable. Mr. Odell had

given a remarkably good building for this purpose, one

which was the nucleus of future development. The build-

ing was not yet finished. At present they were following

out the best methods of care for these patients as far as

they could by means of tent life. They had now eight or

ten patients under their care. Mr. Odell said he would
extend the building to meet the requirements of the county

at a pro rata tax of one dollar per patient. The following

resolution was presented by Dr. Gleason :

Whereas, Ex-Gov. B. Odell, Jr., has generously donated

land on West street in this city and has built thereon a

tuberculosis hospital, and has properly equipped the same

for the care and treatment of persons suffering from this

disease, and has already opened said hospital for the recep-

tion of patients, therefore.

Resolved, That the Board of Health of Newburgh does

hereby agree to pay the estimated cost of not more than

one dollar per day for each patient received or admitled

to the said hospital upon a certification of the health ofli-

cers. When the bills were drawn by the said health officers

and the .Auditing Committee of the Ijoard of Health had

certified them, the same was a charge against the City of

Newburgh.

Embolism and Thrombosis of the Mesenteric Vessels.

—Dr. EnwAiu) C. Thompson of Newburgh presented this

paper, the purpose of which, he stated, was to call atten-

tion to a subject which had received little notice by Ameri-

can writers, and to add an interesting case to the com-

paratively few reported in the literature. He felt con-

vinced that there were more cases of occlusion of the mes-

enteric vessels than the reports would seem to indicate. In

1904 Jackson, Porter and Quiniby had collected 214 cases

of embolism or thrombosis of the mesenteric vessels and

in reviewing these cases found that 47 had been operated

upon with a mortality of 94 per cent. Of the reported cases

a large proportion were due to embolism nf the superior

mesenteric artery or one of its branches. The source of

the embolism had usually been the heart, atheroma and

general arteriosclerosis having been concomitant condi-

tions, so that the etiology was identical with that of the

coexisting endarteritis. There might be a spontaneous

closure of the mesenteric artery due to local changes. In

a few cases the closure was due to traumatic thrombosis.

Thrombosis of the mesenteric veins was of less frequent

occurrence than thrombosis of the arteries. The condition

was often metastatic and due to coexisting infection in the

abdominal cavity. Dr. Thompson reviewed the anatomy of

the condition and from an analysis of the cases at his dis-

posal found that the ileum had been most frequently in-

volved. This might be because of the lower degree of its

functional activity. The anatomical appearance of the in-

testine and mesentery, after occlusion of the vessels, varied

from a simple hyperemia to a complete hemorrhagic in-

farction, depending on the site of the occlusion, its extent

and the relief afforded by the compensatory circulation.

If the infarction was complete and lasted long enough the

appearance of the intestine and mesentery was practically

that of moist gangrene. The walls of the intestine were
thickened, infiltrated with blood, and presented a mott'ed.

dark red, or black appearance. The peritoneum was luster-

less and covered with a fibrinous exudate, or after the ac-

cess of pus germs, it became the site of a purulent in-

flammation. The mesenterv was infiltrated with blood and
might be necrotic in patches. The glands were swollen and
hemorrhagic. Bacteria sooner or later found entrance,

usually the colon bacillus, and a purulent peritonitis was
engrafted on the local condition. The clinical course of

the occlu.sion of the superior mesenteric artery or one of

its main branches might give either an acute or chronic

symptom complex. This, however, w-as not always the

same, and the matter of diagnosis was usually difficult. In
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one group of cases the symptoms of an acute obstruction

predominated ; in another group diarrhea, hemorrhages

from the bowels, and vomiting of blood were most signifi-

cant, and here the diagnosis was liable to present difficulty.

The blood might not be present in the vomitus or feces.

The objective symptoms which examination of the ab-

domen presented together with the accelerated, weak pulse

and the facial expression which went with shock, assisted

in making a picture which had to be carefully considered;

conclusions were reached by exclusion. Elliott had re-

sected the longest extent of gut for a mesenteric throm-

bosis, 48 inches, with recovery and the author believed

that his case, with a resection of 40 inches, came next.

Treatment other than operation was too theoretical for

consideration. Early operation gave some chance for re-

covery, but even here there was difficulty in knowing how

much of the gut to resect as the extent of the infection

might be still undetermined. For this reason Jackson and

Quimby recommended not making an immediate anasto-

mosis after resection, but bringing the gut well out of the

wound vrith a liberal sound margin left at both ends and.

after resection, fixing the open end in the wound well

walled off with pads. The judgment of the operator

would probably determine this point.

The case which Dr. Thompson reported was that of a

boy, fifteen years of age, with nothing of importance in

family or personal history. His present illness began on

May 30, igio, when he was struck with a ball in the

stomach. On the night of June 3 he awoke with severe

abdominal pains and nausea and later vomited. He was

rather cyanotic with feeble accelerated pulse, but in view

of the fact that he had eaten rather imprudently the night

before he was given calomel. .\n ice bag was applied to

the stomach and all nourishment stopped. The symptoms

continued but there were no hemorrhages from the bowels

or the mouth. On the evening of June 4 he was sent

to the hospital. His rectal temperature was 98.4°, pulse 84.

Towards the morning of June 5 the pulse became more

rapid and respiration slightly accelerated. The abdomen

was rigid and tender to the right of the pubis. There was

no evidence of fluid on percussion. The facies was indica-

tive of shock. The urinary analysis was negative. An
incision was made in the median line of the abdomen and

a small quantity of serosanguineous fluid was found in the

peritoneal cavity. Several coils of ileum were found

deeply cyanosed with a rather .sharp line of demarkation

at either extremity ; they were covered with a lusterless

peritoneum. The mesentery was thickened, succulent,

hemorrhagic in spots, and, on incision, a small quantity

of blood exuded from the vessels. There was no evidence

of internal strangulation. The whole area was wedge-

shaped with the ape.x near the root of the mesentery. Forty

inches was resected with an end-to-end anastomosis with

a Murphy button. The mucous membrane of the excised

bowel was deeply cyanosed, but intact. The patient made

a good recovery, and passed the Murphy button on July

17. A slight diarrhea persisted but was gradually dis-

appearing. This was probably due to the lessened area of

absorption presented by the intestines due to the large

amount of intestine resected. The age of the boy, the ex-

clusion of any known source for embolism, the acute onset

of the symptoms following trauma, the definite wedge-

shaped area of infection, the non-pulsating arteries, and the

condition of the veins substantiated the diagnosis of

thrombosis of the superior mesenteric artery due to trauma.

Rabies and Methods of Its Control in New York
State.—Dr. J. F. DeVine of Goshen, N. Y., Chief Vet-

erinarian, New York State, read this paper. He reviewed

the history of the disease, showing that it was known in

ancient times, having been referred to by Aristotle, Virgil,

Horace, Plutarch, and Ovid, and expressed regret that the

specific character of the affection was looked upon with

doubt by many laymen and even by some physicians and

veterinarians just because the bacteriologist had been un-

able to isolate and point out the specific organism which

caused the disease. The organism was probably one of the

ultra-microscopical organisms, yet experimental inoculation

had proved its specific character beyond a doubt. The spe-

cific virus was present in the saliva of animals affected

with rabies and was transmitted to other animals and per-

sons usually by a bite ; but it might be transmitted through

the saliva without a bite, if there was an abrasion, in the

same manner as any other inoculable disease. Rabid viru-

lence had been observed also in the suprarenal capsules, in

the urine, spermatic fluid, and lymph. The possibility of

its being transmitted through the placenta seems to have

been established though it did not seem possible to trans-

mit it through the digestive tract. The apparent lack of

danger from milk or a product which might be manufac-

tured therefrom was a point of knowledge of particular

advantage. The climatic conditions or the time of year

had little or no influence on the disease, the idea that the

disease was more prevalent during dog days being without

any confirmation. The period of incubation was very un-

certain ; it had been produced by inoculation of fixed virus

in a rabbit in six days, though in other instances it had ex-

tended to a year or more. The usual period, however, was

from three to six weeks. The location and character of

the bite in the human family had been found to influence

materially the period of incubation. Since it was pretty

well agreed that the virus traveled along the course of

the nerves, rather than by means of the blood current, the

nearer the point of inoculation was to the nerve centers the

shorter the period of incubation. The more severe the bite

or tear the surer the infection and the shorter the period

of incubation. Two forms of the disease were recognized,

the furious and the dumb or paralytic. The symptoms of

the first stage were a decided change in disposition, morbid

appetite, searching and scratching about, licking cold stone

or metal, gnawing at the point of inoculation, hideous

howling, baying at the moon, melancholy, hopeless ex-

pression of the countenance, without, perhaps exhibiting

any disposition to bite. There might also be a change in

voice. The idea that a dog in this condition avoided water

was erroneous. The second or maniacal stage was ushered

in by more pronounced manifestations of these symptoms,

all becoming greatly exaggerated. A pretty reliable test

at this stage was to bring another dog into the presence of

the infected animal, which was quite apt to arouse the

animal to a fury. The rabid dog seemed to have a prefer-

ence for biting dogs rather than other animals or human

beings. It was even probable that if in reach of its mas-

ter's voice its actions could be controlled to a limited de-

gree, depending upon the discipline to which the dog had

been accustomed. The premonitory and maniacal stages

might consume from two to five days and in the course of

a day or two more the disease advanced into general

paralysis and death. In some cases the preliminary furious

stage was omitted and the disease tended to immediate

prostration, weakness, dullness, and stupor. Paralysis of

the masseter muscles and dropping of the lower jaw seemed

to be the most notable symptom after the first stage. It

would be seen from these symptoms that the dog which had

acted perfectly well and suddenly acted strangely and fell

down, frothing at the mouth, etc., was not the mad dog, but

was apt to be affected with epilepsy or some benign com-

plaint. It was important to watch with care the strange

action of any and every dog in any district where rabies

was present. In rabies there were no absolutely charac-

teristic post-mortem findings. If the mucous membrane of

the stomach was inflamed and foreign bodies were pres-

ent, while food was absent and there was an authentic

history, the indications were that the animal had died from

rabies. A negative postmortem with a history of rabies
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was always suspicious. In laboratory diagnosis microscopi-
cal examination had largely superseded animal inoculation.

As to methods of control, the only one of known merit
to-day was confinement and seclusion or muzzling the

dogs in the exposed territory. Statistics furnished by
Great Britain showed how effective muzzling was. A study
of these figures showed that from 1895 to 1899 the number
of cases had been reduced from 672 to nine and at the

present time the disease was said to be entirely stamped out.

Dr. DeVine described the methods used for the control of
rabies in New York State and read portions of the Agri-
cultural Law bearing on this subject. One point upon
which he advised positively was that in case a person was
bitten by a dog that to all appearances was normal, instead

of killing the dog immediately, as was frequently done it

was advisable to have the dog confined under close obser-

vation for twelve days. If at the end of that time no symp-
toms of rabies were exhibited, the person bitten need have
no apprehension of the bite causing the disease. The saliva

had never been found to be virulent for more tlian eight

days prior to the development of symptoms in the dos. Xo
known case was on record where a human being had de-

veloped rabies when this precaution had been taken. If at

any time during this period symptoms developed the dog
was immediately killed, and the brain promptly sent for

examination. If the dog that developed symptoms had been

killed before this occurred the examination might have

been negative and animal inoculation would then be neces-

sary, a process which meant two weeks delay. The most
positive results were obtained with rapid methods of diag-

nosis only when symptoms had developed or the dog had

died naturally. Negri bodies were present much earlier

than changes in the ganglia, still the failure to find Negri

bodies in the brain of a dog that had not developed symp-
toms might be misleading. It was essential that the brain

should reach the laboratory in a condition fit for rapid

diagnosis. The animal should not be shot in the head nor

the brain removed carelessly. In cold weather the safest

way was to cut off the head and forward it in toto to the

laboratory. The most satisfactory method was to remove

the brain carefully and put it in a jar containing pure com-

mercial glycerine, sufficient to entirely immerse the brain

The container should be packed in a box and sent to New
York State Veterinary College at Ithaca. Examinations

were made without charge, which was an advantage not ap-

preciated as it should be. Statistics showed that for the

past two or three years New York State had suffered from

a severe epidemic of rabies and that if they were to stamp

out this disease as had been done in other countries they

would have to cooperate and follow the system that had

been used in countries that had handled the matter suc-

cessfully.

The Rewards of the Obscure Physician.—Dr. Merton

J. Sanford of Suffern, N. Y., read this paper in which he

said that it was customary on occasions of this kind to dis-

cuss the duties of the physician to the public and diseases

in all their forms, but he thought it well to occasionally

discuss the duties of the community to the physician and

the diseases of the physician. He asked to what end the

great army of physicians were plodding, grinding; strug-

gling? For what were they sacrificing leisure, privacy and

even life itself? Business was not the average physician's

strong point nor wealth his reward. The physician who he-

came great was even more rare than he who became

wealthy. A study of history seemed to show that in many

instances great men lived at a time when their respective

work was imminent. Their success depended upon their

ability to adapt known principles to new purposes. The

discovery of the blood was not the work of one man but of

thousands of hard working, self-denying, unknown men.

Each added his mite to the great work. Harvey completed

the task and each one breathed the breath of a conquero-

Each cheered the name of Harvey, for it stood for his own
victory. Had it not Iieen for this unknown element to what
would the proof have amounted? The same was true of

many other discoveries. Truth was always welcome to an
.^isculapian. This was one of the physician's most marked
characteristics. With renewed vigor the new principle was
elaborated, utilized, and practised and its proven merits

scattered broadcast. This was the best test of the true doc-

tor. This it was that distinguished the physician from the

commercial worker. The ordinary doctor, unheralded and
unknown, could not do the work of the great man but he

did as great a work in another way. He had learned how
in emergencies to make the most of what happened to be

at hand, and his work was as imperative to humanity and
deserved as much admiration as the skill that distinguished

the name of the great. Medicine worked a radical change
in one's attitude toward the community. The more the

physician studied man the more he became differentiated

from him. The physician was forced to know the exposed

character and his former social equality and harmony had

been disturbed. Medicine had disqualified him somewhat
as a social being, but it had made him a better judge of

character, more intelligent and more charitable. His list

of the community's worthy was different from that of any-

one else and he was the community's most liberal giver.

The physician might have isolated himself from his en-

vironment but he had gained the fellowship of his profes-

sion. There was no other society so free from veneer as

a gathering of medical men. Although fraught with the

keenest objectionable features the reward of the physician

was adequate, but to appreciate this reward presupposed a

broad mind and a self-sacrificing nature. There were

thousands of good, earnest, unassuming doctors, working

along in an honest matter-of-fact way, meeting every day

duties and perplexities in a capable, conscientious manner.

Enslaved to their profession they were oblivious to every-

thing save its interests. Thoughts of fame, glory or wealth

never diverted them. Their keenest satisfaction was in

the thought that pain had been stopped, or a life prolonged.

They were men adding a large share to the advancement of

humanity and medicine. Their reward was the reward

of the unselfish—a reward that could not be stolen.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, Held November 3, 1910.

The Presihent, Dr. John' A. Wyeth, in the Chair.

Committee on Alcohol.— Dr. John H. Huddleston, the

Secretary, announced that the Committee of Fifty had
been appointed to study the subject of alcohol in the City

and State of New York and had consented to serve. He
read the names.

Nomination of Officers.—Nominations were made to

fill the following offices : President, Vice-President, Corre-

sponding Secretary, Trustee, Chairman, Committee on Ad-
mission and Chairman. Committee on Library. The elec-

tion will occur in December.

Radium and Its Application to the Treatment of

Malignant Tumors.—Dr. Louis Wickham, Chief of the

Department of Pathological Surgery of the Radium In-

stitute of Paris, read this paper, which he illustrated with

lantern slides. The most interesting and important aspect

of radium therapeutics was the selective action of the rays.

Radium played the role of a subtle modifying agent, which
sought out those elements which were most sensitive to its

action. All tissues were not suitable ground for this selec-

tive power; the most favorable were cancer, angioma,

keloids, eczema, and some other diseases. The exact mean-
ing of selective action was that a certain quantity of

measured radioactivity could modify the cancerous cells

and arrest their malignant evolution without producing any
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modifying action on the normal cells surrounding the

cancer, thus enabling a cancer to regress and disappear

without producing on the surface any signs of irritation

or inflammation. This selective action could work on tlie

superficial or the deep-seated pathological tissues, tlic rays

possessing the power of traversing them both. The de-

terminative cause between the caustic action, which burned
or destroyed, and the selective action was the quan-

tity of rays absorbed in a given time by the tissues. If

composed of slightly penetrative rays in great quantity a

superficial necrosant action resulted ; but let the quantity

be measured and a selective action without irritation re-

sulted. If composed of superpenetrative rays in great

quantity there resulted a deeper necrosant action, but let

the quantity be measured and a selective action in the deep-

seated tissue without irritation resulted. Dr. Wickham
showed a series of projections representing histological

sections taken from a voluminous cancer of the breast

where the selective action was demonstrated. In this in-

stance the selective action was visible on fragments taken

even from a depth of g centimeters, a depth at which

it was thought until the present time that tissues could not

be affected by the radium rays. The depth at which

radium worked depended on the quantity of radioactivity

employed, which in this case was 19 cgm. of pure radium
applied for 48 hours in the same place. It was important

to act simultaneously on several points of the tumor by his

"cross-fire" method in order to concentrate the greatest

possible quantity of rays on the points in the deep-seated

tissues and to act with greater homogeneity. Projections

were shown of cases in which Dr. Wickham, in collabora-

tion with Dr. Degrais, had secured very remarkable re-

gressions in cancer, angioma, and keloids. A study of

methods for the treatment of cancer by radium had led

Dr. Wickham to the following conclusions

:

1. The excellence of the results could not be attained

without long experience and profound knowledge of these

methods, and principally of those without a great quantity

of radium.

2. In the majority of cases surgery should be associated

with radium. The radiotherapeutist, in the presence of a

case of grave cancer, should first consult a surgeon in

order that the patient might not be deprived of the prompt
help of surger}'. If it was difficult or impossible to operate

on a case, radium could be applied in order to prepare the

ground or to consolidate it. Surgery ought to be used in

making the perforations, incisions, or partial extirpations

which diminished the thickness of the tissues and rendered

more effective the action of the radium introduced into the

wounds. Surgery should also be employed in opening a

way for radium through artificial orifices or for conduct-

ing tubes of radium to the tumors through the natural ori-

fices. Under such conditions Dr. Wickham had treated

cancers of the esophagus, of the neck, of the bladder, in-

testines, rectum, larynx, uterus, subcutaneous cancers, and

deep-seated cancers, cancers of the breast, etc. Dr. Wick-
ham related cases in each of these groups, which accord-

ing to the usual theories would have succumbed within

two or three months, and which were still, after one year,

having their condition ameliorated. Surgery should de-

velop through its ingenuity methods of helping in the ap-

plication of radium apparatus, above all in localities which

were difficult of access.

3. The tumors should be inundated by the rays and to

this end the apparatus chosen should be the most powerful

possible, and there should be sufficient apparatus to enable

the operator to make applications at several points at the

same time. If there were any skin, mucous membrane,
blood vessels, or nerves to be protected, metallic screens

should be placed between the apparatus and these tissues.

These screens should vary in thickness in proportion to

the radioactivity needed and in proportion to the power of

the apparatus and the duration of the application. This
was the method of filtration which Dr. Wickham had
inaugurated in 1905 and which was very useful in acting at

a depth without injuring the surface. On the quick of the

tumors the apparatus could be employed with very light

filters in order to utilize the maximum of rays.

4. Like surgery radium had neither an action on the

general state, nor could it prevent relapses and metastases.

This should be insisted upon in order that the term cure,

which on principle should be avoided, might be attributed

only to the regression of the tumor itself, so that there

might be no risk of deceiving either the patients or the

doctors.

5. Even thus limited radium was a valuable weapon.
In the struggle against cancer they were so badly armed
that any new therapeutic agent if it were in some way
really effective should be taken into serious consideration.

By the help that radium had brought to those suffering

from cancer, it occupied a high place in the esteem of the

writer and was the principal reason of the gratitude due
to the discovery and scientific work of Curie, Ramsey, and
Rutherford. There was no doubt but that radium had a

very beneficial effect in certain cases of rebellious eczema,

of keloid, flat angioma, and superficial cancers, such as

those situated on bones and cartilages, those developed in

scars, those surrounded by lymphatic inflammation, and

cancers situated inside the nose and in the conjunctiva.

These cases were especially difficult to cure by ordinary

means, and here radium sometimes succeeded when other

means had failed. There were three qualities of radium,

perfectly distinct from one another, whose association gave

radium a special and unique place. The first was a bio-

logical quality, the rays being able in certain doses to act

on pathological cells by selective action, modifj'ing these

cells without having the same action on normal cells in the

vicinity. The second quality of radium was that appertain-

ing to pure physics. It con,sisted of a great power of pene-

tration. The third quality was of a mechanical kind. It

consisted in the possibility of concentrating in very minute

apparatus a very powerful radioactivity. This diminutive-

ness permitted the introduction of the powerful apparatus

into the depths of the tumor and into different parts of

the body. The maximum usefulness of these combined

qualities became evident in the treatment of malignant

tumors, especially lymphadenoma. mycosis fungoidis, and

giant-celled sarcoma, also in epitheliomatous and glandular

growths. If a cancer was situated in a natural passage

where the endoscope might be utilized radium could be

brought into close contact and in this way cancers of the

esophagus, the rectum, the neck of the bladder and uterus

had been treated in a satisfactory way. Cancer of the

uterus was one of tlie best grounds for radium. In breast

cancer radium also did excellent work. Dr. Wickham had

succeeded with some cases in which operation had been

refused. Radium in its effects on cancer must be regarded

merely as an agent, capable, either by itself or as an ad-

junct to other means, of bringing relief to the patient by

stopping hemorrhage and secretions and by producing local

and sometimes entire regression of the tumors; these re-

sults, of course, were temporary, but sometimes of such

long duration that they succeeded not only in relieving the

patient but in prolonging his life for years. Dr. Wick-

ham said in conclusion that he had done all his work with

his collaborator. Dr. Degrais. He spoke very highly of the

work done in this country by Robert .•\bbe of New York

and Williams of Boston, and in France by his colleague Dr.

Dominici Taboin and many others. He referred to the

works of Mr. Armet of Lisle, where radium was extracted.

Dr. Robert Abbe said that he had seen amazing results

from the use of radium that had not been equaled by any-

thing in surgery that he knew of. For instance, cases of

mammary cancer with little nodules treated by laying the
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radium upon the nodules with Dr. Wickhani's lead film re-

sulted in their quick disappearance without even burning

the skin. He reported many cases in which the results

had been remarkable, such as sarcoma, epithelioma of the

face, especially in old people, etc., in which the cures had

been permanent. The good results depended entirely upon
the question of dosage; if the right dosage was given, the

cases in almost every instance would be permanently cured.

Dr. Abbe believed there was a field for the use of this

agent in sarcoma and conditions which represented embry-

onic tissues. In spindle-celled sarcoma his results were not

so good. He had seen keloids that surgeons would not

touch disappear under the use of radium; they seemed
simply to melt away. The penetration of tumors by means
of tubes containing radium was an important factor in the

cure of these cases. He had devised a celluloid tube; sev-

eral of these were introduced into the tumor; one of these

tubes was then withdrawn, and the radium tube inserte<l

in its place ; another dummy tube was withdrawn, and

again the radium tube inserted, and so on. It was surpris

ing to see the retrograde changes that occurred under this

procedure. He believed there was a great future for tht

use of radium in the treatment of malignant growths.

Small doses were not of much use in his experience ; mas-

sive doses were required ; then a period of waiting for

about three months, when if necessary the dose should be

repeated. This treatment applied especially to cancer of

the face.

Dr. Max Einhorn called attention to his new method of

catheterizing the pylorus and duodenum (see Medical

Record, October 9, 1910) and how this could be utilized in

applying radium to cancers situated about the pylorus.

SECTION ON MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, Held October 18. 19 to.

Dr. C. N. B. Camac in the Chair.

The evening was devoted to reports from the Columbus
and Washington Heights Hospitals (medical section) and
the Cornell Clinical Laboratory.

Aneurysm of the Ascending Arch of the Aorta.—Dr.

Charles Henry Lewis presented this specimen. The
patient was a male, forty-eight years old, an Italian. He
was a constant smoker and a heavy drinker. Over two
years before his admission to the hospital he noticed

deep pain in the region of the right nipple ; this was ac-

companied later by a feeling of fullness, and a throbbing

sensation became very prominent. A pulsating tumor was
seen on the right side between the second and fourth ribs

which beat synchronously with the pulse. It was most ap-

parent on palpation and appeared somewhat spherical in

its general outline. Over it the percussion note was flat.

There was no murmur nor bruit. The heart could not

be located satisfactorily; the apex beat could not be felt

in the usual area, but there was a diffuse throbbing like an

epigastric pulsation around the junction of the cartilages

of the fifth and sixth and the sternum. The liver was ap-

parently in its normal position. He was given iodide of

potassium and sent to bed. One and a half months after

admission to the hospital he left with less pain and was
generally improved in his subjective symptoms, but the

tumor was somewhat larger. The tumor gradually in-

creased in size, the patient got weaker and weaker, was
readmitted to the hospital, and died about one year later.

The case was noteworthy (i) because of the unusual loca-

tion of an aneurysm of the ascending arch and (2) be-

cause of the unusual position of the heart which was ap-

parently dragged or pushed from its position by the grow-

ing tumor.

Dr. William B. Xoyes presented a specimen of a heart

with a well-marked aneurysm. The autopsy was per-

formed on October 18. The patient was a male. When
dissecting the pectoral muscle, a tumor two inches in diam-

eter was seen bulging between the fifth and sixth ribs. It

was four inches to the right of the midsternal line. Upon
opening this tumor a large amount of straw-colored fluid

and some blood escaped. This tumor or sac communicated

with the ascending arch of the aorta. The arch of the

aorta was enormously dilated, occupying a space e.xtending

from the second rib to the si.xth, filling the anterior part

of the chest. In the aneurysmal sac was a large clot. The
fifth and sixth ribs were atrophied because of the pressure

of the aneurysm. The heart was somewhat enlarged, the

valves normal except for some thickening of the mitral and
aortic. There was a marked atheroma of the aorta. The
sac of the aneurysm was about one-fourth of an inch thick,

with an eroded surface. The aneurysm ended at the trans-

verse aorta, the carotid and innominate arising from the

top of the aneurysm. The descending aorta was not much
enlarged, although it was atheromatous. The right lung

was somewhat congested and compressed and one lobe was
in a state of gray hepatization.

A Case of Bothriocepbalus Latus Infection.—Dr.

G. R. Satterlee reported this case, a woman forty-two

years of age, born in Hungary. About five years ago she

visited Hungary and upon her return to this country began
to grow weak, suffer from headaches, and lose weight, but

had a fairly good appetite. About six months after the

onset of these symptoms profuse irregular menstruation

without pain set in. These symptoms gradually increased

until February, 1910, when she noticed segments of tape-

worm in the stools. The blood showed an anemia amount-
ing to 3,800,000 red blood cells, 70 per cent, hemaglobin,

index 92 ; poikilocytes and microcytes were present. The
total leucocyte count was 11,200 with 72 per cent, polynu-

clears, 23 per cent, lympliocytes. i per cent, basophiles and

4 per cent, eosinophiles. The feces were said to contain

undigested muscle fibers, mucus and ova resembling those

of bothriocephalus latus. The length of this parasite which
was presented was one and one-half meters. The segments
were broad and very numerous. The uterus opened in the

center and had numerous racemose glands. The head was
small and spoon-shaped and had no booklets but a grooved
sucker on the under surface. The ova were oval, about

twice the size of an erythrocyte and contained yellowish

yolk granules and a hood at one end containing two hook-
lets.

A Case of Raynaud's Disease.—Dr. Frederick F.

Kosak reported this case, which came under his observation

in July, 1909. The patient was a young woman whose
father had tuberculosis, one sister chorea, and she herself

had had the usual diseases of childhood and several at-

tacks of malaria. On July, 1905. the right toe on her left

foot began to swell, felt numb, turned purple, and became
markedly flexed, .\fter two weeks the condition disap-

peared. After eighteen or twenty months the three outer
toes of the left foot became affected in the same way and
the blueness, swelling, and numbness extended up the foot.

Ulcerations between the toes and on the foot followed.
The toes of the right foot then became affected, but never
to the extent of the left foot. She was confined to bed
but after several months recovered. In December, 1908,

eight months later, she had a similar attack and came un-
der the observation of Dr. Kosak. At this time she was
anemic, had headaches, and complained of dizziness and
palpitation. Her head and face showed all the signs of
exophthalmic goiter. There were a systolic murmur at the

base and an accentuated second aortic. The abdomen
showed marked tenderness at McBurney's point and there
were large bluish spots over the spines of the ileum. The
arteries showed more or less general hardening. The blood
pressure was 160 mm. She was put on glonoin, i/ioo of a

grain every four hours and iodide of potassium, five grains
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three times a day. The toes were wrapped in vasehne and

boric acid. Under this treatment she gradually improved

and was sent to the country. During the last fourteen

months there had been no recurrences.

Three Cases of Gonorrheal Arthritis, Treated by the

Gonococcus Vaccines Obtained from the Research

Laboratory of the Department of Health, New York
City.—Dr. G. R. S.\tteklee made this report, previous

to which he said good results following the administration

of the antigonococcus serum had been reported by Rogers,

Torrey, Swinburne, Percy, Miro, Herbst, Dimirand, and
others, and Shumway had recommended the use of the

vaccines in gonorrheal arthritis and iritis in large doses.

The ideal treatment of this affection was to attack the

gonorrhea which had been carried through the system at

its original focus. If this could be done early, before the

joints became disorganized and the bone and cartilage at-

tacked, good, if not perfect, joints should result. Vaccines

produced an active immunity by stimulating the body to

produce for itself a large amount of the iuimunal sub-

stance. In giving the vaccine it must be presumed that

the body was not already overwhelmed by the poison of the

disease. This could be taken for granted in the ordinary

cases of gonorrheal arthritis.

Case I.—.\ woman twenty-nine years old entered the

Washington Heights Hospital suffering from an acute ar-

thritis of the left ankle. No history of gonorrhea could be

obtained, but a probable diagnosis of pyosalpinx was made.

The salicylates were given without any effect upon the

pain. On January 8. a short time after her admission, a

vaginal discharge appeared containing gonococci. On Feb-

ruary I, 25,000,000 gonococci were injected into the but-

tocks without producing any constitutional effects. On
February 6, 30,000,000 bacteria were injected, and about

two hours after the injection severe pains in the ankle w-ere

complained of, and also pain in the abdomen. These pains

lasted about twenty-four hours. On February 10 the vagi-

nal discharge stopped. A cystic ovary was removed, but

there was no pus. On February 21, 35,000.000 bacteria

were again injected and pain in the joint returned for a

few hours. On February 26, 40,000,000 bacteria were
injected and six hours later pain and swelling in the joint

appeared and lasted for twenty-four hours. On March 2.

50,000,000 bacteria were injected and pain appeared after

five hours which lasted for forty-eight hours. On March
5 the left inguinal gland was swollen, soft, and tender and

there was a rise of pulse and temperature, together with

paroxysmal pain. On March 7, 60,000,000 bacteria were
injected and on March 13, 70,000,000 more. On March 18

the patient had no pain, was able to walk, and was dis-

charged as cured except for stiffness in the joints.

Case II.—This patient was a woman thirty-five years of

age and single, whose family and personal history were
good. She had had an attack of leucorrhea about a year

ago just before the present attack of joint trouble began.

In this case the left elbow and wrist were involved and
vaginal e.^amination showed an endocervicitis with a yel-

lowish sticky discharge from the cervix in which gono-
cocci were present. The attempt to make an autogenous
vaccine was unsuccessful and on April 21, 50,000,000 gono-
cocci were injected. Twelve hours later the pain in the

affected joints was severe. Just previous to this time the

knees and ankles had also become involved. On April 26,

50,000,000 bacteria were again injected, but without re-

sulting pain. On May 2, 60,000,000 bacteria were injected

and on May 5, 70,000,000. On May 10, 90,000,000 bacteria

were administered and on May 20, 100.000,000. Doses of

no, 120 and 130,000,000 bacteria were given on May 24,

May 30 and June 4, respectively. The pains were increased

following all the injections excepting one. Nearly all the

large joints were involved and the pains were very severe.

Permanganate and bichloride douches formed a part of

the treatment. On June 7 there was no vaginal discharge.

On June 10, 140,000,000 bacteria were injected. On ad-

mission the leucocytes were 14,000, polynuclears 75 per

cent. On May 23 there were 10,000 leucocytes and 76 per

cent, polynuclears ; on July 8, 8,000 leucocytes and 68 per

cent, polynuclears. Anemia was moderate. In addition to

the vaccines guaiacol was applied locally and codeia and
iron were given internally. The patient was discharged on

July I with no pain or tenderness in the joints which,

however, were stiff. She was able to walk and was con-

sidered cured.

Case III.—This patient was a woman twenty-six years

of age, married, and with no history of gonorrhea obtain-

able, but with the history of an induced abortion a few
weeks before admission to the hospital. Her left knee

became involved on December 18 and she was admitted a

week later. There was no vaginal discharge. On January

7, 12,000,000 bacteria were injected and five hours later

there was burning of the skin and a pink papular eruption

over the knee which extended over the body and arms. On
January 8 there was vaginal discharge, with soft cervix,

and gonococci were found. The injections were continued

at intervals of a few days and in increasing amounts until

March 25, the largest doses being 90,000,000 bacteria. Sali-

cylates had been given without effect. She was discharged

with good function of the joint and without deformity.

The leucocytes increased in number under treatment. Cul-

tures from the cervical discharge made for an autogenous

vaccine were unsuccessful on account of the inability to

obtain pure cultures.

From these cases Dr. Satterlee concluded that when the

dose was sufficiently large reaction pain occurred in the

affected joints from two to twelve hours after the injec-

tion and lasted from five to twenty-four hours and that

there was no pain in the unaffected joints. This might be

of diagnostic import. The treatment should have two

months' duration and the patient should be under observa-

tion for a longer period. The leucocyte count was ap-

parently no index in the treatment. Large doses of the

vaccine should be used and there should be local treat-

ment of the mucous membranes affected by the gonococcus.

Autogenous vaccines were a failure in women because of

the great difficulty of obtaining pure cultures.

The Bacteriology of Non-Tuberculous Infections of

the Respiratory Tract.—Drs. T. W. Hastings and
Walter L. Niles presented this paper, which gave the

results of investigations undertaken w'ith the idea that

ultimately they might be able to correlate some relation

between the secondary infection^ in tuberculosis and the

infections in which the respiratory tract was involved with-

out the tubercle bacillus being found. The work had been

continued over a period of eight years with the idea that

possibly some variation might be shown from season to

season. The conclusions reached in regard to the sterility

of the respiratory tract agreed with those of Ritchie and

they also agreed with him that the bacteria contained in

the respired air were probably withdrawn in the upper air

passages. The nasal mucous membranes possessed bacteri-

cidal properties. Bacteria introduced into the bronchi of

healthy animals soon died. In the non-tuberculous condi-

tions, bronchitis, lobar- and bronchopneumonia, they had

probably 3,000 records. There were 178 cases with culture

from the sputum, something like 460 examinations of

sputum having been made. The method employed for

getting the culture had been practically that of Kitasato.

The clean, recent sputum was the one to collect for culture.

An analysis of the cultures showed that of the 178 cases

12 were laryngitis and tracheitis, 27 were influenzas, 57

bronchitis, acute and chronic. There were two cases each

of bronchiectasis and asthma. There were pneumonia with

pneumococci in the cultures in 23 cases, pneumonia with no

pneumococci in the cultures in 43 cases ; there were 12
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bronchopneumonias. Cultures were taken in the pneu-

monia cases from which the sputum was not typical of

lobar pneumonia, so that the results had no bearing upon

the occurrence of the pneumococcus in lobar pneumonia.

The acute and chronic cases of laryngitis and tracheitis

showed a large number of organisms. The Micrococcus

catarrhalis was found seven times, the Micrococcus pyo-

genes aureus, six, mostly mixed infections. Four of the

infections were with the Micrococcus aureus, one with the

Micrococcus catarrhalis. In the grip cases the Micrococcus

catarrhalis was the organism most frequently found, being

present in thirteen cases. The streptococcus, pneumococcu.s,

and the influenza bacillus were present in seven cases each

In the grip cases there were seven pure infections out of

twenty-seven. The Micrococcus aureus and the Micro-

coccus catarrhalis each occurred twice. In the bronchitis

cases the Micrococcus catarrhalis was found most frequent-

ly. Of twenty-three cases of lobar pneumonia with pneu-

mococci in the culture only nine were pure infections. As
a rule lobar pneumonia was a mixed infection. Of the

forty-three cases of lobar pneumonia that did not show the

pneumococci in the cultures only four showed pneumo-

cocci in the smears.

Philadelphia Neurological Society.

At a stated meeting held October 29 Dr. N. S. Yawger
presented a communication entitled "Colloid Bodies in the

Central Nervous System : Their Presence after Severe

Traumatism in a Case of Dementia Paretica." He pointed

(Hit that these bodes may represent derivatives of medullary

substance displaced in consequence of physical influences.

They differ from so-called amyloid bodies both in appear-

ance and in staining properties. The former take stains

readily, but they lose them spontaneously in the course of

a short time. Dr. Alfred Gordon exhibited "A Case of

Asynibolia, without Astereognosis and Other Sensory Dis-

turbances." The patient was a girl 12 years old, who at

the age of si.x had a convulsive seizure involving especially

the left side of the body and subsequently presented weak-

ness of the left side of the face, the left arm and the

left leg. The fingers of the left hand exhibited athetoid

movements and the left upper extremity became involved

in incoordinate jerking on volitional movement. The

identity of objects held in the left hand could not be rec-

ognized, although their form and dimensions were cor-

rectly appreciated, and all other forms of sensibility were

essentially preserved. The kneejerk was increased on the

left side, but ankle clonus and toe-phenomenon were ab-

sent. Some improvement had been observed as a result

of educational efforts. Dr. Eugene Lindauer demon-

strated a case of multiple exostoses in a boy of about 14

years in which brachial palsy had resulted in consequence

of pressure exerted by growths of bone from cervical

vertebrae. Dr. S. W. Ludlam presented a communication

entitled "The Variations in the Scrum Tests in Nervous

Diseases." He detailed the results of observations made

in conjunction with Dr. E. P. Corson-White, various tests

being employed, including that for globulins, the Wasser-

mann and its modifications, the butyric acid and the cobra

venom, and their practical utility demonstrated in a wide

range of cases. Dr. James Hendrie Lloyd and Dr. Joseph

M. Spellissy reported "A Case of Cerebral Decompression

of Four Years' Standing in Which a Large Cerebral Hernia

Has Resulted, with Marked Improvement in Optic Neu-

ritis." The patient was a woman who exhibited bilateral

papillo edema threatening blindness together with left

hemiplegia and other symptoms suggestive of intracranial

neoplasm, and for the relief of which an osteoplastic flap

was reflected in the indicated motor region, but no growth

was found. Some improvement in the paralysis took place,

and the disturbance in the optic nerve subsided in part,

with the retention of some measure of vision, but with the

development of cerebral hernia. Dr. Tom A. Wiluams
reported (i) "A Case of Hysterical Dyspraxia." The
patient was able to perform a given motor act, on com-

mand, but had difficulty in dissolving it. For example, he

would extend the arm, but would hold it in the position at-

tained ; or he would extend the tongue and keep it pro-

truded. When left to himself, or if quietly asked to per-

form the second movement, he would succeed. Dr. Wil-

liams discHSsed (2) "Professional Cramp and Its Treat-

ment by Psychoanalytical Measures." He reported a group

of cases of writer's cramp, in one associated with torticollis

from repeated twisting of the neck, and in which good

results were obtained by securing the patient's confidence,

learning the genesis of the disorder, and directing certain

large movements of the affected parts. Dr. Williams

further described (3) "\ Case of Unilateral Retrospinal

Tremor and Dysergia with Ocular and Facial Paresis in

the Course of Acute Anterior Poliomyelitis. Finally he

described (4) "A Case of Psychasthenia in a Child of

Two Due to Coffee-drinking." The child exhibited an

habitual movement, consisting in a constant rubbing of the

wrist of one upper extremity with the fingers of the other.

This tic, the speaker thought, was directly due to the fact

that the parents gave the child coffee to drink.

College of Physicians of Philadelphia.

.At a special meeting held October 14 Dr. Paul .A. Lewis

presented by invitation a communication entitled "Recent

Studies in the Etiology of Acute Poliomyelitis." He re-

lated the results of experiments made in conjunction with

Dr. Simon Flexner, showing how the disease could be

conveyed from human beings to monkeys and from monkey

to monkey. Animals that recovered from the disease

proved immune to a second attack, and animals treated

with serum from a recovered animal proved refractory

to inoculation. Dr. Allen J. Smith discussed "The

Lesions of Acute Poliomyelitis." He expressed the

opinion that the disease is to be looked upon as a general

infection with a local manifestation. Studies of the blood

had disclosed the presence of protozoa and these may
prove to be the cause of the disease. Dr. Charles K.

Mills presented a communication entitled "Special Fea-

tures in the Symptomatology and Treatment of Acute

Poliomyelitis, with Some Discussion of the Probable

Pathogenesis—Based Chiefly upon Studies Made During

the Recent Epidemic." He had found the period of in-

cubation to average two weeks. In some instances death

may take place early. Pain was a prominent feature in

a number of cases, and also the upper extremities were

involved in a noteworthy degree. Dr. Joseph S. Neff

presented "A Study of the Cases of Acute Poliomyelitis

Occurring in Philadelphia, Especially in Relation to the

Etiology of the Disease." A careful analysis of the dis-

tribution of the cases showed that they occurred in private

dwellings rather than in public institutions and in the

houses of the well-to-do, situated in salubrious localities,

than in the houses of the poor, in the congested districts.

While the disease must be looked upon as a transmissible

one, and cases should be reported, it does not seem neces-

sary or desirable at the present to isolate them. Dr. B.

Franklin Royer, speaking on behalf of Dr. Samuel G.

Dixon, related that more than 900 cases had been reported

throughout the State during the present epidemic of the

disease, and that two-thirds of these occurred in children

under the age of five years. Of the entire number only

two occurred in negroes. Males were affected in larger

number than females. In only a few instances, the speaker

said, were more cases than one observed in the same house-

hold.
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Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

ca.ses and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of November 19, 1910.

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis.
Malarial Fever

Totals. 1,263

495
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SULPH-HEMOGLOBINEMIA, WITH A RE-
PORT OF THE FIRST CASE IN

AMERICA*.
By T. wood CLARKE, M.D.,

UTICA, N. Y.

AND

ROBERT M. CURTS, M.D..

PATERSON, N. J.

ATTENDING SURGEON, ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL.

The case which we have to present is of some con-
siderable interest for three reasons : It presents
a very striking clinical picture; it is of exceptional
interest from the standpoint of physiological chem-
istry ; and though we do not believe that it is the
first case of the kind which has occurred in America,
it is unquestionably the first one to have been diag-
nosed on this side of the Atlantic Ocean, and when
it is published it will be the eighth case to have
appeared in literature.

In order that the condition may be properly under-
stood, a few words upon the normal and abnormal
blood pigments are necessary. You all know that

the red color of the blood is produced by the pig-

ment oxyhemoglobin, and that the bluish tinge of

venous blood is the result of an admixture of re-

duced hemoglobin. You further know that the

action of various chemicals will produce various

compounds of hemoglobin ; that coal gas will cause

a brilliant scarlet color from carboxyhemoglobin,
that cyanides will produce a somewhat similar cyan-

hemoglobin, and finally that different drugs, as ni-

trites, potassium chlorate, and especially the coal

tar antipyretics, acetanilid, phenacetin, sulphonal,

and trional, if given in excessive doses, will cause

the formation of the brown pigment, methemoglo-
bin. Probably every physician of experience has

been called to see at least one patient who has in-

dulged too freely in one or another of the so-called

harmless headache powders and has found a man,
or more probably a woman, markedly cyanosed,

but without signs of cardiac or pulmonary involve-

ment. This condition of cyanosis in acetanilid

poison was originally considered to be due to car-

diac depression, but was soon found to be caused

by a direct action of the drug upon the blood, trans-

forming a portion of the red oxyhemoglobin into

the brown methemoglobin, and thus markedly alter-

ing the patient's appearance.

The first case of the so-called idiopathic entero-

*Read by title before the Medical Society of the

State of New Jersey, June 28-30, 1910. The patient was
preisented before the Society of Internal Medicine and
the Roosevelt Hospital Alumni Association in New
York in December, 1909.

genous cyanosis was discovered in 1902 by Stokvis^
of Rotterdam. This author reported the case of a
soldier who had suffered from chronic diarrhea
and cyanosis for five years. Though there was no
history of his having taken any of the drugs which
usually cause blood changes, large amounts of
methemoglobin were found in the patient's blood.
Talma- of Utrecht, the same year found three simi-
lar cases and further showed that the abnormal
pigment was entirely within the corpuscles, and was
not to be found in the scrum. In 1905 Van der
Bergh and Gutterink' of Rotterdam, in a similar
case proved that their patient's blood contained an
excess of nitrites, and as these are powerful methe-
rnoglobin forming drugs they believed that the con-
dition of idiopathic methemoglobinemia was due to
the absorption of nitrites from the diseased intes-
tines, all of the cases having suffered from diarrhea
or dysentery.

At about the same time Van der Bergh'' had the
opportunity of observing the case of a young boy
who, as a result of an old rectal stricture, had
marked intestinal retention, and was also cyanosed.
At first believing the case to be one of methemoglo-
binemia, he soon found that the characteristic ab-
sorption band in the red part of the spectrum was
not quite typical of that of methemoglobin, and
after diligent investigation he discovered that it in
every way coincided with the purple pigment pro-
duced many years before in the laboratory by
Claude Bernard and Hoppe-Seyler, by the action of
suphuretted hydrogen upon blood, and called by
them sulph-hemoglobin. The following year Van
der Bergh briefly reported three similar cases of
sulph-hemoglobinemia, all occurring in women suf-
fering from obstinate constipation. He was unable
to find the origin of the sulphuretted hydrogen, but
as all four cases recovered after systematic purga-
tion, he believed the condition to be due to the ab-
sorption of an excess of sulphuretted hydrogen
from the bowel.

In the fall of 1906, one of us (Clarke), while
working in the laboratory of chemical pathology in

St. Bartholomew's Hospital in London, under Dr.
Archibald Garrod, was asked to investigate a case
which had been observed for a year and a half by
Dr. Samuel West, and had puzzled many of the best
clinicians of London, the patient's blood having been
reported by the professor of physiology of St.

Bartholomew's, to contain methemoglobin, for
which no explanation could be given. A search of
the literature brought out the facts concerning idio-
pathic cyanosis, as given above, and a careful study
of the patient demonstrated that the pigment in her
blood was sulph-hemoglobin and not methemoglobin.
The case was therefore reported at the Roval Medi-
co-Chirugical Society by Dr. West and one of us=
as the first English case of idiopathic sulph-hemo-
globinemia. Several months of careful investiga-
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tion of the patient and of artificially made sulph-

hemoglobin, failed to show the origin of the sul-

phuretted hydrogen which was having so powerful

an eiifect upon the blood. The usual blood examina-

tion revealed nothing. The red cells were normal

in number, and the leucocytes slightly low. The
blood was sterile. The etherial sulphates in the

urine were not increased and there was no excess

of indol. Careful examination of .the stools failed

to show any excess of sulphuretted hydrogen or an

kbnormal number of sulphuretted hydrogen form-

ing organisms. The only clue which was obtained

was the discovery that the presence of a reducing

agent enabled the most minute traces of sulphur-

etted hydrogen to act upon the blood, to form sulph-

hemoglobin, and the theory was suggested that the

pathological condition might possibly be the absorp-

tion of some as yet undiscovered reducing agent

from the bowel, which enabled a minute trace of

sulphurated hydrogen normally in the blood to com-

bine with the hemoglobin and produce the violet

pigment sulph-hemoglobin." This is purely theory

and is supported by no clinical findings.

Within a week after the publication of this paper

in the Lancet, the author was invited by Dr. Rus-

sell of the West London Hospital, to see a case

of cyanosis which had been observed for seven

years. This was at once shown to be another case

of sulph-hemoglobinemia.' A third English case has

been discovered since and reported by W. Essex

Wynter.*
in the winter of 1908-1909, having returned from

London to go on the staff of the Rockefeller Insti-

tute for Medical Research, one of us was invited

to deliver an address before the Passaic County

?iledical Society, and chose for his subject, "The

Rare Forms of Cyanosis, Polycythemia, ^lethemo-

globinemia, and Sulph-hemoglobinemia." " .A. few

months later, in September, 1909, the patient whom
we now report, made her appearance at the office

of the other of us, who was present when this

paper was read. The patient, a woman 24 years of

age, had never been robust, having suffered from

most of the ills to which woman is heir. .A. few

days previously she had noticed that her lips had

become blue and her color ashen, though she herself

did not feel ill. She was somewhat weak and

markedly constipated. Her appearance at that time

w-as much as it is to-day. Her skin was of a steel

blue, and her lips purple black. The general ap-

pearance has been described as being cadaveric,

or better as "of the ghastly hue seen in a person

standing under the Cooper-Hewitt mercury light."

This was so striking that on many occasions while

going through the streets she was advised to go
home at once, people believing that she was dying.

Physical examination was, however, negative ex-

cept for the remarkable discoloration of the entire

body. The heart and lungs were practically normal.

The patient was observed for some weeks, and as

the ordinary blood examination failed to reveal any
polycythemia or other abnormality to account for

the condition, a tentative diagnosis of sulph-hemoglo-

binemia was made and toward the end of November,

1909, the patient was sent to New York for consul-

tation and a spectroscopic examination of the blood.

When seen at the Vanderbilt Clinic the patient

presented the same characteristic appearance of

deathly cyanosis as did the two cases seen in

London. The almost complete absence of signs of

impaired heart or lungs was confirmed and 2 c.c,

of blood were withdrawn from a vein in the

arm. The blood, which was of a rich chocolate

color, was shaken with twice its volume of dis-

tilled water in order to lake the corpuscles, and then

filtered several times to remove all of the corpus-

cular remains and fibrin, and give a clear solution.

This solution then being further diluted with dis-

tilled water was examined with a small pocket spec-

troscope and showed an intensely dark absorption

band in the red portion of the spectrum, in the

situation characteristic of the band of sulph-henio-

globin. Artificial solutions of sulph-hemoglobin made
by the passing of sulphuretted hydrogen through

laked and diluted dog's blood and of methcnioglobin

by adding potassium ferricyanide or sodium nitrite

to similar blood were made for comparison.
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Accurate hemoglobin estimation was impossible, the
chocolate color of the blood making comparisi^ui
with the standards out of the question.

Through the kindness of Dr. F. C. Wood the
patient was admitted to St. Luke's Jiospital and
kept under observation for three weeks. Our find-

ings were there confirmed. Careful bacteriological
examinations and chemical analyses of the excreta
including the sulphur and nitrogen partition made
by Drs. Hans Zinsser and K. L. Vogel confirmed
the findings in the cases worked up in Rotterdam
and London, but failed to throw any new light on
the origin of the sulph-hemoglobin. While in the
hospital the patient, who was kept well purged, im-
proved decidedly, but since her return home some
difficulty has been found in keeping the bowels
open, and the disease has remained stationary. From
these findings it is evident that we have to deal with
a case of idiopathic sulph-hemoglobinemic cyanosis.

These two diseases, so much alike and still s(j

easily differentiated, methemoglobinemia and sulpli-

hemoglobinemia, are probably not common. On
the other hand, we do not believe them to be as rare

as at first sight they would appear to be. In every
instance, when attention has been called to their ex-
istence, one or more cases have promptly made their

appearance, and nearly every clinician of large ex-
perience to whom we have shown our case has re-

membered that at some time or other in his practice

he has seen a case, which, in looking back at it, he
believes to have been one or the other of these two
diseases.

In making the diagnosis two factors are neces-

sary : The physician must know of the existence

of the enterogenous cyanoses, and he must examine
the blood with a spectroscope. This latter procedure
may at first sight make it appear that the diag-

nosis of the disease would lie solely in the hands
of the expert laboratory technician. Such an idea

is, however, a most decided misconception. A
spectroscopic blood examination is in reality the

simplest of procedures, and requires but little tech-

nical ability. The method is simplicity itself. The
blood is drawn from a vein, or if this is not allowed,

a few drops from the finger or ear will usually suf-

fice. It is immediately diluted until twice its volume
of distilled water, before clotting has taken jilace.

and is thoroughly shaken. After the fibrin has
separated the solution is filtered several times

through one filter paper and the clear solution is

looked at through a spectroscope, a simple and in-

expensive instrument. The solution is then diluted

drop by drop with water, until the red color stands

out clearly. If there is a black absorption band in

the red, either methemoglobin or sulph-hemoijlobin

is present. If such a band persists after the addition

of a drop of dilute ammonium sulphide, the pigment
is snlphemoglobin, if it disappears it is methemoglo-
bin. For a clinical examination nothing further is

required.

The recognition of these diseases is of especial

importance from the standpoint of prognosis. If

undiagnosed the patient's appearance suggests im-

mediate dissolution ; when recognized a most hope-

ful prognosis as to life can be given, though the

complete recovery may, as in the present case, be

a matter of weeks or months.
As to the clinical picture, the single point of

similarity between the two conditions is the cyano-

sis due to a chemical change in the blood, and un-

accompanied by dyspnea or other signs of cardiac

or pulmonary disease. The methemoglobinemia

cases have usually occurred in men, and have invari-
ably been associated with a chrome enteritis. The
sulph-hcmoglobinemia cases with one exception have
been in women with marked constipation. The one
exception was in a boy in whom a stricture of the
rectum caused intestinal retention, but fluid stools.

/\ characteristic of the methemoglobinemia cases
was pointed out by Van der P.ergh. If these patients
are put on a strict milk diet, the cyanosis disappears
within forty-eight hours, and all trace of methemo-
globin leaves the blood. This improvement is, how-
ever, but temporary, as one full meal causes the
reappearance of cyanosis in four hours and within
twelve hours the clinical signs are again as intense
as before. No such effect is produced by a milk
diet in cases of sulph-hemoglobinemia.
As to the etiology of the diseases, the origin of

the sulphuretted hydrogen in the sulph-hemoglobin-
emia cases is a complete mystery. The metHemo-
globin is considered to be caused by the absorp-
tion of nitrites from the intestines. In an article

published by one of us a year ago,'' attention was
called to the recent discoveries that the bacterial
flora of the intestines are at times able to break
up bismuth subnitrates thus liberating nitrites,'" and
the suggestion was made that, all of the cases of so-
called idiopathic methemoglobinemia having oc-
curred associated with chronic long-standing diar-
rhea, possibly these patients had been receiving bis-

muth subnitrate over a long period of time, and the
condition might really be one of chronic bismuth
poisoning. No such explanation is as yet forth-
coming as to sulph-hemoglobinemia.
The contention of Gibson and Douglas of Edin-

burgh that methemoglobinemia is a colon bacil-

lemia, being based on the examination of a few
drops of blood taken from the patient's ear, and the
observation being unconfirmed, the finding may
safely be relegated to the class of technical errors.
Owing to the indefinite etiology of the disease, treat-

ment is difificult, inasmuch as obstinate constipa-
tion and disturbances of the digestive tract have
been found common to most of the cases reported,
purgatives would appear to be indicated, and such
drugs when effective produce good results. The
usual drugs which act upon the blood and circulation
give no beneficial results other than would be ex-
pected from their general tonic properties. In-
testinal antiseptics may be of some value. Beta-
naphthol and salol were used in the present case,
and during the period of administration the patient
improved considerably, losing much of the general
cyanosis. From observations for over six months,
it appeared that rest in bed for weeks with massage,
purgatives, and intestinal antiseptics gave the best
resuhs. Many varieties of diet have been tried in

an experimental way, but nothing of practical value
has been learned thereby.

In the present paper we do not pretend to be
reporting any new discoveries, or to be making any
valuable addition to medical literature. The study
of the present case has made no single adva.ice in
knowledge

; it has merely confirmed what has pre-
viously been proved. The purpose of the paper is

to put on record the first case of the kind to have
been diagnosed in America, and to call the at-

tention of the medical profession to the ex-
istence of a disease which as yet has received but
little general recognition. We confidently believe
that with a dissemination of knowledge of these
diseases, many more will be recognized, and we
sincerely hope that each case which is found will
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be studied with care, with the hope of solving many
of the mysteries which still befog our knowledge of

the etiology of the idiopathic or enterogenous
cyanoses.

Clinical History.—In consideration of the rarity

of this disease, and the many obscure points in its

etiology it has seemed admissible to append a full

clinical history of the case. The following history

is taken from the records made at St. Luke's Hos-
pital during the patient's sojourn in that institution.

For the use thereof we wish to express our thanks

to Drs. Wood and Lambert of the Visiting Staff.

Miss E. H., aged 24, was admitted December i,

1909, and discharged December 19, 1909. Case No.

79,577. Diagnosis. Enterogenous cyanosis (sulph-

hemoglobinemia) or idiopathic intracorpuscular

sulph-hemoglobinemic cyanosis of enterogenous ori-

gin.

Family History.—The father, mother, two broth-

ers, and three sisters are living and well. One
brother died at 10 years of age of dropsy, one sister

died ill infancy of marasmus. There is no history

of tuberculosis, but there is a marked history of

kidney disease on the father's side.

Personal History.—The patient was a seven
months' child. The general health was good up to

1900. She was a blue baby at birth and for the

first six weeks of life. The habits are regular.

She drinks no coffee, but 6 or 7 cups of tea each

day. She does not use alcohol. For the past 9
years her appetite has been poor, but the digestion

good. The bowels are constipated. Menstruation
began at 16 and has always been irregular, painful,

and scanty.

Past Illnesses.—The patient had measles, whoop-
ing cough, mumps, and chickenpox in childhood.

Up to 7 years of age she had considerable bronchial

trouble and tonsillitis. In 1900 she had malaria

with considerable anemia, and had recurrences of
this disease every summer for six years. In 1902
she had glands removed from the neck, which the

doctor said were tuberculous. In 1903, she had
osteitis and periostitis of the left hand and in 1904
a similar condition in the nose. In 1905 she had
appendicitis with appendectomy. In 1906 she had
a long period of illness with profuse night sweats,

severe abdominal pain, vomiting, and great general

weakness. The right shoulder, right elbow, right

hip, and right knee were swollen at different times
with great purplish discoloration of the skin over
the joints. There was also almost continual head-
ache of a severe nature and occasionally periods of

a low fever. In 1907, double oophorectomy was
performed, following which the patient enjoyed
fairly good health for a year. In 1908 she had
very severe pains in the lower back. Since the first

illness in 1900, the patient has been quite consti-

pated. She has been under an anesthetic nine times
in the past seven years.

Present Illness.-—On August 20 and 21, 1909, the

patient complained of feeling tired and weak and
her friends joked her for being lazy. On August
•22 she lay down for a nap and slept five hours
ind on awakening noticed a bluish color of the skin.

She did not grow weaker, but the bluish color be-
came progressively deeper for a week, then re-

mained stationary for about five weeks and then
e;radually cleared up almost entirely and remained
"o for three weeks. Then the skin again became
gradually darker up to one week ago, since when
it has gradually improved. (This last week repre-

sents the time since a definite diagnosis of sulph-

hemoglobinemia was made and systematic purga-
tion instituted). The patient has suffered no other

symptoms but weakness, bluish discolorations of the

skin, and perhaps more marked constipation. The
patient says that preceding each improvement she
had had periods of severe vomiting lasting about
twenty-four hours.

Physical E.vamination.—The patient is a woman
of slender frame, fairly well nourished and de-
veloped, not feeling at all ill despite a very marked
cyanosis. There is no dyspnea or orthopnea as she
lies in bed. Her skin looks smoky. Her mucous
membranes are a dark purple. The fingers and
toe nails show extreme cyanosis. Eyes : The right

pupil is very slightly larger than the left. Both
react sharply to light and accommodation. The
bridge of the nose shows the healed scar of an
operation ; there is slight flattening. Alouth : The
tongue is cyanotic and very slightly coated ; the
teeth are in good condition. Chest : The respira-

tory excursion is good. At the outer part of the
right apex behind there is very slight dullness and
increased slightly high pitched expiration and voice.

The whispered voice carried through well. Else-,

where percussion is resonant. The breath sounds
are of good quality and vesicular. No rales are

heard. The heart : There is no dullness to the
right of the sternum ; the upper border is normal

;

the left border is four inches from the midline

;

the apex is palpable in the fourth interspace in the
nipple line, and is localized ; there are no thrills.

The first sound at the apex is booming and accom-
panied by a short soft systolic murmur transmitted
slightly to the left ; the second sound is booming.
At the base the aortic sounds are normal, the pul-

monary second sound is a little accentuated. In
the third and fourth spaces close to the sternum a
much louder slightly reduplicated ringing sound is

heard simultaneous with the basal second sound.
No pericardial sounds are heard. The action is

regular and of good force. The pulse is of good
volume, soft, regular, and with no increased ten-

sion. There is no thickening of the arterial wall.

The abdomen: In the midline below the umbilicus
is the healed scar of a median laparotomy. There
is a similar scar over the appendix region. The
liver percusses from the free border to the sixth

rib. The edge is not felt. The spleen is not felt.

There is neither tenderness nor rigidity. No
masses or fluid are made out. Extremities : The
knee jerks are active; there is no clonus or Babin-
ski sign. There is no edema or varicosities. On the

dorsum of the left hand are two linear scars.

The urine is acid; the specific gravity is 1.014;

there is a trace of albumin ; there is no sugar ; there

are no pus and no casts. The leucocyte count is

11,000, polymorphonuclear 72 per cent.; l\'mpho-

cytes 28 per cent. The red blood count is 5,000,000.

The hemoglobin is 70 per cent. ( ?)

December 9. Blood culture was negative.
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CHEMICAL PROBLEMS IN DIABETES.*

By ADOLF MAGNUS-LEVY, M.D.

PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE IN THE UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN.

METABOLISM OF ENERGY.

The metabolism of energy is in general regarded
as fairly constant in healthy individuals untler like

conditions. The unit in which we express it is the

unit of heat, the calorie. The measurement takes

place either directly by determining the actual loss

of heat, for which large and expensive apparatus is

necessary, or indirectly by a determination of the

expired carbonic acid and the oxygen taken in.

From both these values, and at the same time tak-

ing into consideration the decomposed protein, we
can, with tolerable certainty, estimate the metab-
olism of energy. As the total metabolism of en-

ergy is influenced at diiterent times and in different

individuals to a different extent by the food taken
in and the muscular work performed, we have
accustomed ourselves to exclude these two factors.

We study the metabolism of heat and energy in a

state of fasting and rest, when none of the muscles

are in a state of tension. The figures thus obtained

are considered a suitable standard for comparison.

Experiments of this kind generally last only an

hour, and I am of the opinion that this method of

procedure—-which is called the method of Prof.

Zuntz, and which I have applied in more than a

thousand experiments—needs supplementing by
twenty-four-hour measurements, including the di-

gestive and the muscular work.
On the whole, respiration experiments have

given the result that the metabolism of energy in

diabetes is not essentially dift'erent from that in a

healthy person under similar conditions. The de-

ficiency of oxidation in this disease concerns only

single processes. A diminution ,of the total oxida-

tive process does not take place if we may rely

exclusively on those respiration experiments which
have been carried out up to the present time. But
clinical observations, measuring the ingested food

for a number of weeks and taking the weight into

consideration, point to exceptions from this rule.

Naunyn was the first to emphasize the fact that the

metabolism of energy, under certain conditions, re-

mains below the values accepted as normal. Dia-

betic patients who have lost much flesh can, after

glycosuria has disappeared, not only keep up their

nitrogen equilibrium, but also increase many kilos

in vi-eight, on receiving only 1600-1800 calories.

On the other hand, there is the fact that polyph-

agous diabetics often lose flesh, although the avail-

able energy of their diet far exceeds the normal,

that is to say, 2000-2300 calories. In calculations

of this kind the loss of energy by sugar elimination

through the urine is of course allowed for. Both

these facts, taken together, are of great theoretical

and practical significance. They touch on a ques-

tion of general physiological interest.

At all times the view^ has been common among

The third of the Cartwright Lectures of the Alumni
Association of the College of Physicians and Surgeons,
Columbia University, New York, for 1910.

a large number of laymen and also many physi-

cians that we eat too much, and that it would

be possible and probably also healthier if we were

to partake of less nourishment. Excess of food

is held to be completely superfluous; also that the

yielded energy not only renders no service to the

organism, but on the contrary causes a useless

waste of force. This would be called in technical

language a "luxury consumption."

This is not exactly the same as what Chittenden

calls physiological economy in nutrition. Chitten-

den paid attention principally to the proteid meta-

bolism, and did not go deeply into the problem of

'iu.\ury consumption."

Many rigicily scientific observers have not in

general been inclined to concede the existence of

a luxury consumption. Respiration experiments on

healthy animals and men at dift'erent times seemed

to refute this opinion, and conclusions based on

grounds of analogy were likewise unfavorable

to this assumption. Breathing in pure oxygen, that

is to say, placing more oxygen at the animal's dis-

posal, does not raise the combustion according to

the well known experiments of Pfliiger. The same

thing was also assumed in the case of an excess of

food. Of course, an increased introduction of food

raises the combustion by a certain percentage for a

few hours. This is attributed to the digestive func-

tion, or, as Rubner thinks, to the specific dynamic

energy of food. And it is very well known that in-

creased intake of protein increases the metabolism of

energy more than other foodstuffs. But this increase

of metabolism generally lasts only as long as di-

gestion lasts. In general no summation of these

actions takes place, no lasting and definite adapta-

tion to a higher metabolic level has been noted.

The principle of all cures by overfeeding depends

on the fact that the organism does not increase its

metabolism corresponding to the surplus of food,

but that it stores up a part of the superfluous food.

In the same way a diminution of the metabolism

of energy in the case of insufficient food has also

been regarded as improbable.

But it now seems that we must change our opin-

ion as to this point. Experiments have been made
in which healthy strong men with moderate mus-
cular work have apparently thriven for a long time

on a diet w-hich placed at their disposal less than

thirty calories per day and kilo. Neumann while

doing laboratory work has apparently maintained

his equilibrium on twenty-five calories for many
weeks, while at other times he metabolized thirty-

five to forty calories per kilo like other men. We
should have the best support for accepting a "lux-

ury consumption" on the basis of such comparative
experiments in the same individual. Perhaps we
inight better use the term adaptation of the organ-
ism to different quantities of food.

It seems to me that in none of the experiments
carried out up to the present time has any absolute

proof for the existence of such an adaptation been
brought forward, although they point toward this.

In any case such an adaptation needs a long time
and the new equilibrium first appears when the

weight has materially diminished. On the other
hand an equilibrium following the introduction of
greater quantities of food also is reached only after

a more or less considerable increase in weight. The
whole problem would accordingly resolve itself into

a kind of self-regulation, a suitable provision of
nature, which prevents overfeeding and loss of
weight from becoming excessive.
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The adaptability diit'eis in different persons. It

apparently plays an important part in pathological

conditions ; in obesity and above all in diabetes it

seems to be of great importance. I will here touch

only on the conditions in diabetes. If some diabetic

patients can live for a certain time on 1,500-1,600

calories, while 3,000 or 4,000 are insufficient for

others, it seems to me that the adaptation is strongly

pronounced in this disease. In principle we find

the same conditions as with healthy persons: on
the one hand, accommodation to a restricted diet

takes place only after a considerable loss of weight

and after the organism has subsisted for a long

time on a small cjuantity of food ; on the other

hand a great waste of energy in diabetics occurs

only after they have been overfed for a long time

and in an unreasonable manner. The extreme vari-

ations in the metabolism of energy in severe dia-

betes point to the probability that the disease itself

—the essential disturbance of which consists in a

decrease in sugar combustion—may induce also a

lability in the whole oxidative metabolism.

1 again repeat that the foundations on which

this assumption is based are not sufficient. New
systematic investigations with direct measurement
of tlie carbonic acid output and of the metabolism

of energy are necessary.

Although the experiments carried out on diabetic

subjects by Joslin and Benedict last winter afford

no support for these ideas, I feel convinced that

with other patients and at certain periods the

changes which I have pointed out might be found.

SUG.^R COMBUSTION IN DI.\BETES.

Does sugar combustion totally cease in cases of

severe diabetes? This question has been put in

various forms by different authors and has been

attacked by various experimental procedures. In

the first place Kiilz put the question, whether dia-

betic patients eliminated sugar quantitatively, if it

was added to a strict diet ; he found that a large

part was catabolized. Troje also observed that only

270 grams of grape sugar out of 300 reappeared in

the urine. Naunyn confirmed this for the majority

•of cases. A complete elimination of the sugar in-

troduced was found by Naunyn only once. But it

seems that the majority of all these patients were
not suffering from severe diabetes. In any case

there are some diabetic subjects;—and this is im-

portant in principle—who eliminate a surplus of

sugar quantitatively. Aside from some cases ob-

served by von Noorden, von Mehring, Lusk, and
Mandel, I will only mention an especially convincing
example of Cantani. A patient on being fed exclu-

sively on 800 grams of meat and some fat had an
average loss of 61 grams of sugar during eight days.

Then he received in two days 500 grams of cane
sugar. The amount of grape sugar that could have
been formed from this is 530 grams, but, as a mat-
ter of fact, the excretion of sugar rose by 580
grams.
The dift'erences with different patients as to this

point are especially important from a practical

point of view. There are some diabetics whose
glycosuria ceases immediately after one or two days
of a strict diet. These will generally be considered

as cases of slight diabetes. But they can stand no
carbohydrates without immediately eliminating cor-

responding quantities of sugar. Thus their carbo-

hydrate metabolism is aft'ected rather severely.

Their tolerance is very small, although they do not

lose sugar on a strict diet. Other patients on the

contrary eliminate some grams of sugar although

adhering for weeks to a strict diet. According to

the usual definition of slight and severe diabetes

they seem to belong to the severe type. Now, if

100 or even 200 grams of bread be given, the ex-

cretion of sugar rises only by a small amount, per-

haps by 10 or 20 grams, that is to say, these pa-

tients decompose large quantities of sugar. Ac-
cordingly their tolerance is fairly high. Naunyn
has called this a "parado.xical phenomenon." There
is no doubt that such patients will do much better

on being fed with bread and on eliminating 20
grams of sugar than if carbohydrates were totally

avoided. The objections of many practitioners who
believe that suppression of glycosuria is not the

leading principle of treatment refer to patients of

this class, who indeed are not very rare.

Another question is whether in cases of most
severe diabetes an extremely high sugar output can

be diminished for some time without change of

diet, but rather by muscular work or by other meas-
ures. That is to say, whether such sugar, which
was lost in the ordinary course of diabetes, may be

burnt under special conditions. The favorable in-

fluence of muscular work has been proved over

and over again in cases of human diabetes. I at-

tach less value to the exact investigations of Kiilz

and von Mehring than to the very convincing clin-

ical observations of Bouchardat, Zimmer, Schmitz,

etc. Schmitz reports that a considerable glycosuria

quite disappeared in the case of several officers

when they had taken part in maneuvers, although

no special diet had been adhered to. I believe also

in opposition to Naunyn that the favorable influ-

ence of muscular work not only holds good during

the time of actual movement, but also extends far

beyond that time. But this is immaterial for the

principle of our question. Apparently in none of

these cases were the patients suffering from severe

diabetes. The same has probably also been the

case with the depancreatized dogs, in which Hein-

sheimer and Mohr observed a diminution in the

sugar output after working on the treadmill. See

has given this point his particular attention. In

the dogs working on the treadmill, in which there

was a diminution of excreted sugar, he found rem-

nants of the pancreas ; the diabetes was incomplete.

But when the pancreas was totally extirpated, and

sugar elimination was highest, no diminution of the

sugar output took place in spite of muscular work.

Aside from these two aspects of the problem of

sugar combustion the question must be put in a

third and further form. In principle it is not so

very important whether a part of the sugar which

is usually eliminated can again be oxidized by work
or other causes, but rather whether or not in the

extreme form of diabetes some quantities of sugar

are ahmys oxidized. This, in other words, is

whether or not in these cases life is possible with-

out carbohydrates. In cases of slight diabetes some
sugar is certainly always catabolized. and the same

is true in cases of moderate severity, which on a

strict diet yield only a few grams of sugar. Here
no doubt more sugar is formed than eliminated.

This follows from the fact that the blood contains

unusually large quantities of grape sugar. A de-

pancreatized dog of Liithje's, also one of Mohr's,

had 0.3 per cent, of sugar ii: the blood and none

in the urine. On the other hand the striking regu-

larity in the elimination of sugar in the severest

cases of pancreas diabetes leads to the supposition

that all the sugar formed is also eliminated, and

that thus life is sustained without carbohydrates.

There are two methods of approaching this prob-
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lem. One consists in respiration experiments, es-

pecially in regard to the control of the respiratory
quotient, in a similar way to that which Zuntz
adopted with healthy fasting men. Reckoned for an
average of 24 hours, the respiratory quotient must
amount in depancreatized dogs to about 0.O5 on
account of the sugar split off from protein and fat.

When besides the eliminated urinary sugar still fur-
ther quantities of sugar were formed but again
catabolized, this would not be recognized in a 24-
hour experiment. Nor would it be in shorter ex-
periments if the formation and break down of
sugar should occur at the same time. But if, as in

Zuntz's experiments, sugar be formed and stored
up in the organism to be catabolized later, then the
respiratory quotient at the time of the sugar for-
mation must fall below 0.65, the average value for
the whole day, and must rise above this average
during the combustion of the sugar. This manner
of proceeding is in principle correct.

Mohr, who has worked along these lines, is of
the opinion that he has found corresponding changes
in the respiratory quotient, thereby proving forma-
tion and combustion of sugar at different hours of
the day. But important objections arise on more
detailed criticism to almost all of iMohr's experi-

ments, so that I am unable to regard them as con-
vincing.

There is still one more possibility of approaching
the problem, namely the comparative analysis of
the sugar content in the arterial and venous blood.

Permit me to make a few preliminary remarks.
If an organ makes use of a substance brought to it

in the circulation, as for instance the muscles do of

grape sugar, or if a gland secretes a substance like

uric acid, or hydrochloric acid, then of course the

venous blood must contain less of this substance
than the arterial blood. But it has usually been
overlooked that the loss of substance, even when
very great, gives extremely small percentage
values in the blood, considering the large quantities

of blood from which it was given off. If a healthy

man burns 500 gram.s of grape sugar per day he
must for this purpose pass from 5,000 to 7,000 liters

of blood through his capillaries. This quantity of

blood yields 500 grams of sugar. Accordingly
each ICO c.c. of blood would lose only from
eight to ten milligrams in one single passage. So
instead of o.i per cent, of sugar in the arterial

blood we should find 0.09 per cent, in the venous
blood. This difiference, however, is almost within

the limits of error of chemical analysis. (I will

only point out in passing that with other materials

which are catabolized in smaller quantities in the

organism, such as uric acid, etc., the absolute and
relative diminution is naturally much smaller than

that of grape sugar.)

But the above difficulty can be overcome, par-

ticularly in the case of grape sugar, by a special

mode of procedure in which the blood is passed

many times through the organ. Care must be

taken that the used-up sugar is not replaced. In

this method we should have to deal with the ag-

gregate of the repeated sugar losses and this would
be analytically recognizable. For this purpose the

liver, wdiich replaces the used-up blood sugar, must
be removed from the circulation in the living ani-

mal. If this be done the blood sugar in the healthy

animal sinks in about three hours to 50 per cent,

or less of the original value.

This method, which is correct in principle, has

been used bv Chauveau and KaufTmann with de-

pancreatized dogs. They report that they have
found a decided diminution in the blood sugar in

the course of several hours. But in every single
case it remains open to question whether these
animals had been really in the state of maximal
sugar elimination at the time of the beginning of
the experiment. The results of these French au-
thors are directly contradicted by the extremely
careful experiments of their own countryman
Hedon, who has never found such a diminution
of the blood sugar. Accordingly, a positive deci-

sion cannot yet be arrived at. For my own part,

however, I should like to accept the theory adopted
by our most distinguished (German investigators of
diabetes that together with maximal sugar elimina-
tion still more sugar is always formed in the body
and also catabolized.

VARI.\TIOXS IX THE EXCRETION AND IN THE TOLER-
ANCE OF SUGAR.

The principle of the diabetes treatment of to-day
consists in sparing the enfeebled functions on wdiich

the sugar metabolism depends, the aim being to

strengthen them. You are aware that we some-
times fail in removing all the sugar from the urine
of patients suffering from slight diabetes, so long
as small quantities of carbohydrates are still given.

Such patients, for instance, on being fed with fifty

grams of bread still continue to eliminate ten grams
of sugar, and the sugar output does not cease even
by keeping this diet up for a length of time. But
as soon as a strict diet is adhered to for several

days, not only does the sugar immediately disap-

pear from the urine, but it does not return if the

patient be given a gradually increasing quantity of
bread up to 100 to 200 grams.

This restoration of an impaired function by allow-
ing it to rest for a short time has many analogies.

In the therapy of diabetes we have to deal with
all the forces on which sugar tolerance depends.
We have already discussed several points. At pres-

ent I will mention only the influence of food pro-
teids and food carbohydrates on sugar tolerance.

Immoderate and prolonged feeding on carbohy-
drates in many cases of diabetes not only causes
an elimination of sugar itself, but also damages the

normal tolerance for sugar for a considerable
period after the excessive ingestion of carbohy-
drates has ceased. In this sense an immoderate use
of starchy and sweet food is to be looked upon as

one of the accidental causes which provoke dia-

betes. It is difficult to recognize with certainty this

influence in a single case. It was distinctly ap-

parent in a case mentioned b}' Langstein. An in-

fant of six or seven months without hereditary dis-

position was brought to the physician suffering
from severe diabetes. The history of the case
showed that the child had received for months
enormous quantities of cane- and milk-sugar with
its milk.

But unlimited consumption of proteids also acts

harmfully on the tolerance in the same fashion as

does immoderate use of carbohydrates. Here again,
not only does more sugar originate from the large
quantity of protein, but also the functions of the
protoplasm become permanently damaged. The
question accordingly runs : is the protoplasm dam-
aged more by an excess of carbohydrates or by an
excess of proteids ?

But this question has generally been put in a
somewhat different form. It has been asked
whether sugar formed from protein or preformed
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sugar is more easily combustible. The formulation

of the question in either form is meaningless for

therapeutics, the only point of importance being

whether diabetic subjects thrive better on a limi-

tation of carbohydrates or of proteids. From a

theoretical standpoint, however, the question as to

whether protein sugar or preformed sugar is more
easily burnt seems to me wrong, for the follow-

ing reasons : The molecule of protein-sugar differs

in no way from dextrose, which is formed from
starch. I agree that it could be assumed that the

newly formed sugar, if in a nascent state, is more
easily broken down than preformed sugar. If the

combustion of newly formed sugar followed imme-
diately on its formation, and if it occurred in the

same place where it was synthesized, then perhaps

the conditions for the catabolism of the protein

sugar would be more favorable. But our knowl-

edge up to the present is not in favor of such a

supposition. From experiments made by Embden
on the extirpated liver of depancreatized dogs it

seems to follow that the sugar formation from pro-

tein, or at any rate its last phase, takes place in the

liver. But this organ certainly takes only a very

small part in the utilization and combustion of sugar

which it had built up. It delivers its product to the

other organs and here the sugar formed from pro-

tein arrives in the same condition as the sugar

molecule, which has been derived from food

starch. Accordingly, I cannot acknowledge any

difference in the combustibility of protein sugar and
of the preformed sugar molecule. So if a diabetic

patient, besides ingesting 30 grams of sugar, forms

30 grams from protein, and if from these 60 grams
of sugar 30 are eliminated, then it will be difficult

to say whether these 30 grams of urinary sugar

correspond to the carbohydrates of the food or to

the sugar which was formed from protein. In my
opinion they will have been derived partly from both.

The protein sugar could behave more favorably as

to consumption only in so far as its formation and
passage into the blood take place more slowly and
constantly than that of the food sugar, which causes

a more rapid inundation of the organism. At pres-

ent it does not seem possible to me to go further

into details with these ideas. The practical estab-

lishment of the fact whether a restriction of pro-

tein or of starch is more suitable for a particular

diabetic patient is essentially independent of theory.

It seems that the break down of the body protein

is less harmful for some patients than that of in-

gested protein. Indeed, we know that fasting in-

duces a sudden decrease in the loss of sugar. It has
been thought that in this case less sugar was formed
from the body than from the ingested protein. But
it is not possible to establish an exact comparison,

because the nitrogen elimination is usually higher
when protein is given than when this is totally

avoided or strictly limited. It might be exclusively

a question of quantitative differences ; but qualita-

tive differences are equally possible. The protein

of the food is not chemically identical, even when
only meat is given, with the protein which is cata-

bolized in the fasting organism. Possibly the dift'er-

ences in sugar formation might be essentially ex-
plained by differences in chemical composition. But
on the other hand it might also be possible that

the synthetic processes necessary for the building
up of the split-up food protein make too heavy
claims on the function of the protoplasm, thus dam-
aging the tolerance for sugar. If the same side

chains—to use Ehrlich's terminology—which are in-

volved in the breaking down and the synthesis of

protein are also concerned in the sugar decomposi-

tion, then it could be understood that the introduc-

tion of large quantities of protein interfered with

sugar utilization.

I have already mentioned in my other lectures the

influence of fat, alcohol, and muscular work on the

sugar output, and I will only add a few words on
the influence of drugs. We cannot doubt that occa-

sionally some drug has appreciably diminished the

sugar output of a diabetic patient. But since the

efticacy of salicylates, antipyrin, and other drugs is

not to be relied upon, these possibilities do not at

this time require experimental investigation. Only
opium has been shown to exercise a reliable, al-

though limited, influence. If glycosuria resists a

strict diet, adhered to for weeks, and all other meas-

ures as well, the use of opium has proved to be of

great benefit. Unfortunately no experiments have

yet been made to explain the mechanism of its

action. It may be an action on the brain, and from
there on the liver. The influence might be trans-

mitted by the suprarenal capsules. We can also

conceive an action on the kidneys in such a manner
that these, under the influence of opium, retain the

sugar circulating in the blood, although its percent-

age in the circulation is not diminished. I mention

these points only in order to encourage experi-

mental investigations. The same is also true of

atropine, which some time ago was recommended by

Dr. Rudish of the Mount .Sinai Hospital, as being

extremely efticacious. .My own experiments with

this remedy up to the present, although they have

extended only over a short time, have shown me
that this recommendation is justified, and that atro-

pine has a part to play in the therapy of diabetes.

P.-\TH0GENESIS OF DI.-\BETES. UNITY OF ni.XBETES

MELLITUS.

The conception of diabetes mellitus as a concrete

disease is justifiable inasmuch as the metabolic dis-

turbance itself and its intensity dominate the patho-

logical process. However, it has always been con-

sidered necessary to assume different forms. This

view is based on the great number of etiological

factors and on the number of organs involved. Be-

sides, the question of the unity of diabetes may also

be raised from a metabolic standpoint, the question

being whether or not the sugar elimination is al-

ways due to the same chemical and biological proc-

esses.

Science is not able as yet to give a definite and

satisfactory answer to this question. Personally, I

do not venture to take up a definite position in re-

gard to all the points of the problem, a consideration

of which always leads to a point where further spec-

ulation is impossible. The aim of such discussions

can only be to find the point where new experi-

mental or clinical inquiry has to set in and to deter-

mine new solvable questions.

Formerly only the brain and the liver were re-

garded as diabetogenetic organs, that is to say as

organs that in some way or other cause diabetes.

Mehring, who discovered phlorhizin diabetes,

added the kidneys, Mehring and Minkowski the

pancreas. In the last two decades the thyroid, the

suprarenal glands, and the hypophysis have also

been accepted as organs involved in the patho-

genesis of diabetes, and it is not unlikely that in the

future the range of organs will be still further ex-

tended. From a certain point of view all organs

play a part in the etiology of diabetes, because they
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all burn carbohydrates. If generally the muscles
have not been considered responsible m this connec-
tion, it was because they were not thought to play
an active part. It may be doubted whether this is

completely justified.

If, as is probable, the greater part of the organs
are involved in diabetes, the association between
them can be based either on purely nervous connec-
tions or on mutual chemical inliuences. The old
distinction between humoral and neural patiiology is

still alive and will be so in future, also in regard to
diabetes.

The brain plays no primary part in the processes
of sugar combustion. By means of the nerves, how-
ever, it exercises an influence on the liver and
perhaps also other organs either automatically or
by reflex action. The influence of the liver is prob-
ably a passive one. But as a storing place for the
carbohydrates of the food and as a producer and
supplier of newly formed sugar, the liver is of
great significance, although probably only in a pas-
sive sense. Naunyn is the only author who consid-

ers the liver a truly diabetogenetic organ, responsi-

ble for the primary formation and accumulation of
glycogen, and thus for the causation of diabetes.

But I do not think that his opinion is shared by
the majority of investigators. In opposition to the
liver the kidneys rightly deserve to be called dia-

betogenetic organs. The brilliant experiments of
Zuntz and of Pavy have shown that sugar is actively

eliminated by the kidneys. But this activity of the

kidneys is confined to phlorhizin poisoning. It has
not been definitely established that renal diabetes

also exists in human beings, and if it does, such
occurrence is rare. Thus, there remain to be con-
sidered the pancreas, the thyroid, the hypophysis,
and the suprarenal capsules with the chromaffine
system.

After the discovery of Mehring and Minkowski
we were inclined to attribute to the pancreas a

dominant position in the pathogenesis of diabetes

and to regard it as the organ chiefly responsible for

it. The next conception was that this gland pro-

duced a substance necessary for the combustion of

sugar. Recently, however, Falta and his collabora-

tors have formulated another theory which they

have tried to support experimentally. Their opin-

ion is that the pancreas, thyroid, and suprarenal

glands form a system which is responsible for the

sugar metabolism. The suprarenal gland efl^ects by
the adrenalin a mobilization of the carbohydrate
stores. This has been proved by the severe glyco-

suria following an injection of adrenalin. A similar

function was ascribed to the thyroid. Since a sub-

stance which, similarly to adrenalin, induces glyco-

suria cannot be isolated from this gland, we must
rely upon the clinical fact that diabetes is often

associated with Basedow's disease, and that sugar
elimination may also be caused in healthy individuals

by overfeeding with thyroid substance. According
to Falta the pancreas acts in contrast to these two
organs, which effect a mabilization of sugar, by
preventing such mobilization. Its removal permits

the diabetic power of adrenalin to come completely

into action. Accordingly, diabetes is essentially to

be ascribed to the activity of the suprarenal gland,

which is no longer interfered with by the restricting

powers of the pancreas. Kraus also is inclined to

attribute to the suprarenal gland a central position

in the production of diabetes.

The mutual relations of the above three organs,

both to each other and to the liver, do not neces-

sarily depend on direct nervous connections. If the

tail of the pancreas, after removal of the head, is

transplanted under the skin, its antiglycosuric effi-

ciency is conserved, although all du'ect nervous

connections between the liver and the rest of the

pancreas have been cut off. The active principles

of the pancreas and of the other organs, the so-

called hormones, perhaps do not act directly on the

liver cells, but indirectly by the intervention of the

nutritive nervous system. This would mean a com-
bination of neural and humoral pathological condi-

tions.

According to my views the experiments of the

Viennese investigators were neither carried out in

sufficient numbers, nor with sufficient accuracy.

Some of their conclusions have also been contra-

dicted by other authors. The weakness of their

theory seems to me to lie in the fact that it con-

siders only a single aspect of diabetes, namely the

mobilization of the carbohydrates, while the new
formation and the using up of sugar have not been

taken into account.

Accordingly the necessity arises of throwing light

upon the unity of diabetes and its pathogenesis

from another, namely, the metabolic, point of view.

The decisive question here is this : Is diabetes

caused by increased sugar formation which exceeds

the needs of the organism, or is it caused by de-

ficient sugar combustion? (Phlorhizin diabetes,

which stands in a class by itself, need not here be

considered.) The expression of "increased sugar

formation" in the alternate sense as here applied

ought to be replaced by the expression "increased

sugar supply." This expression includes both the

formation of new sugar from proteids and fat, and
at the same time the mobilization of preformed
sugar molecules. I do not doubt the existence of

glycosuria produced by an increased sugar supply

without interference with disturbed combustion.

Its prototype is puncture or piqiire diabetes. Anal-

ogous phenomena are found in human beings.

Many cases of transitory glycosuria in nervous
patients are to be regarded as such. Furthermore,
I consider it highly probable that mobilization of

glycogen may increase glycosuria owing to deficient

combustion. Adrenalin injected into depancreatized

dogs acts in this way. But the question is whether
the symptoms of severe diabetes can be exclusively

explained by increased mobilization and formation
of sugar.

In order to realize the extreme consequences of

this idea, let us imagine that the using up of sugar
is absolutely undisturbed so that there is not the

least difference between healthy and diabetic beings.

In this case the sugar is excreted simply because
more sugar is passed into the blood than the normal
organs can make use of. But, if their function is

really undisturbed, they would still catabolize the

same quantity of sugar as normally.
This conception may be examined best by a

numerical example: A healthy man will just cover
his loss of energy of 2,400 calories by being given
100 grams of proteids and 500 grams of carbohy-
drates. The diabetic patient will in this case elim-
inate 500 grams of sugar and will replace the lack-

ing 2,000 calories by combustion of body fat. Ac-
cording to the conception that the combustion of
sugar was not at all disturbed, the diabetic subject
would burn 500 grams of grape sugar, just like a
normal man ; but at the same time he would be
obliged to have another 500 grams newly formed,
and of this at least 400 grams from 200 grams of
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fat. For chemical reasons this is as good as im-

possible. And if indeed such a surplus production

of newly formed sugar should take place, it would
be highly curious if just as much sugar were formed
as is introduced in the shape of preformed sugar.

If 100 grams of starch be given then the formation

of new' sugar would have to amount to exactly 100

grams ; if 300 be given then 300 would be formed.

This seems to be absolutely impossible.

I will put forward a further argument against

the doctrine of undisturbed sugar combustion by
reason of the relations in muscular work. The
working muscle of a healthy man, on being given

a sufficient quantity of carbohydrates, prefers this

material almost exclusively. According to the doc-

trine of undisturbed sugar combustion, this would
also be the same in diabetic patients. We will say

that a walk of one to one and one-half hours brings

about, in a healthy man living e.xclusively on protein

and on carbohydrates, a combustion of 40 to 50
grams of sugar. A diabetic subject who loses 10

or 15 grams of sugar per hour in the urine ought,

accordingly, if he behaved like a healthy man, also to

use 40 to 50 grams carbohydrate for the production
of his mechanical work, since sugar is placed at his

disposal in even greater quantities than in healthy

persons. Since he eliminated 10 to 15 grams of sugar
in the preceding hour of rest, we ought to expect
that his sugar excretion would disappear, if he really

used 45 to 50 grams of sugar for the mechanical
action of an hour's walk. But, as a matter of fact,

the sugar elimination sinks only inappreciably by
several grams. If the diabetic patient, like the

healthy man, had used up 50 grams of sugar for
his muscular work, then he must, strange to say,

have formed in this hour in surplus just the same
quantity of sugar, that is to say 40 to 50 grams
more than in an hour of complete rest immediately
preceding his walk. The surplus of formation
would have been determined by the amount of the

muscular work. This is improbable.

For both these reasons which I have put for-

ward, I feel compelled to assume a primary disturb-

ance of the sugar splitting up in diabetes, as the
essential and primary process in severe cases of this

disease. The complete working out of the view
according to which diabetes is based only on an in-

creased formation and mobilization of sugar would
lead to the conclusion that each molecule of protein
and of fat also in normal life was quantitatively

transformed into sugar. This view of Seegen's has
not the slightest justification. I concede the possi-
bility of a cooperation of an increased mobiliza-
tion in diabetes. I acknowledge also in a certain
sense the existence of an increased formation of
new sugar, but I consider this increase in sugar
formation and mobilization to be only the conse-
quence of disturbed combustion. I can recognize
it only as a secondary result. In spite of the fact
that sugar is wasted in the body, those organs
which need sugar do not cease in their demands for
sugar. They behave just the same as in a normal
organism. The liver and the other producers of
new sugar strive to fill these requirements ; thus
they form new sugar and send it to the other
organs, but without any advantage for the or-
ganism.

This disturbance in the using up of sugar will in
cases of severe diabetes increase in the course of
time, yet it never need be absolute. As I have al-

ready explained, some of this newlv formed sugar

will probably always be catabolized. Even in sever-
est pancreatic diabetes the sugar elimination may
decrease or even disappear before death. This
seeming reappearance of an apparently quite lost

function has been put forward as a principal reason
against the doctrine of the disturbed breakdown of
sugar. I cannot recognize this argument. For if

according to the present conception the power of

sugar combustion be never quite lost, then it could
also be revived under certain circumstances. But
the decrease in the sugar elimination before death
i.nght also depend on a decrease in the formation
of new sugar and this conception is much more
probable.

According to this conception the muscles as the

principal organs implicated in the combustion of

sugar would come more into the foreground of the

disease. Ti:e mobilizing organs, such as the supra-
renal capsule and the thyroid, lose their primary
part. It must i:ot be said, however, that a primary
muscle diabetes exists in which the muscular sys-

tem is involved exclusively. The view that it needs
the other organs to make use of the energy of the

grape sugar has again and again been shown by
the action of pancreas extirpation. And also even
if the attempts to isolate the pancreas-hormone and
to prove the cooperation of the pancreas and
muscles have not as yet succeeded, still I believe

that the solution of the problem lies in this direc-

tion.

OCCUPATION AS A THERAPEUTIC AGENT
IN INSANITY.*

By MARY LAWSON NEFF. M.l)..

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The subject of occupation for the insane has no
claim to novelty. In describing a visit to York
Retreat in 1798 Dr. Delarive of Geneva says, "As
soon as the patients are well enough to be employed
they endeavor to make them work." He makes
special mention of basketry as among the occupa-
tions employed.

In the "Case of Percival," published in 1838—

a

book similar in some respects to Mr. Beers' "A
Alind That Found Itself,"—the writer says (of him-
self as a patient in a hospital for insane), "My
need of wholesome exercise and occupation was
denied. My want of exercise produced a deadly

torpor in the moral functions of my mind." We
can enter somewhat into his feelings when he ex-

claims in another place, "In the name of humanity,
in the name of wisdom, I entreat you to place your-
selves in the position of those whose sufferings I

describe before you attempt to discuss what course
is to be pursued towards them."

In the American Journal of Insanity for October,

1846, Dr. Isaac Ray reviews a curious poem de-

voted to the subject of insanity, written by an in-

sane patient at Duddeston Hall, England. The fol-

lowing quaint verses will bear quoting'.

"So far thy care in each particular course

Is well bestowed ;—but neither physic's aid

Nor diet treatment, thou mayst here enforce

Will health restore, if maniacs are not made,

—

.\ye, urged by means resistless—to walk the shade.

Or strike the bounding ball, or use the arms
In labors healthful, and with hoe or spade

*Read at a joint meeting of the American Society of
Superintendents of Training Schools for Nurses and the

Nurses' Associated .\lumnffi of the United States, at

Teachers' College, Columbia University, May iS, 1910.
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Clear well the recreant weed, or fence frum
harms

The tender plant, and screen the exotic's embryo
charms.

"Sajst thou that storms and winter's blast deny
The walk, the game, or exercise in field ?

—

Think not therefore that his powers should lie

In dormant sloth,—nor day-rooms' areas yield

Full exercise ; and be it ne'er concealed

That spacious rooms, alike for light and air,

Are needed here; but most that uncongealed
The torpid blood may motion's blessings share :

—

And sure within the mansion's bound such boon is

there.

"These various games, or such as these, we need.

To rouse the dormant sense, and stir its fires

;

And though 'tis not in mortal hands to speed

A cure, 'tis well if sport some joy inspires."

In recent years strong papers have been written

on this subject by several writers, among them Dr.
Marie in France, Dr. Tomlinson, Dr. Cohn, and Dr.
Hall in the United States, and Dr. Moher in

Canada.
But much as the benefits of employment have

been extolled, no one will venture to say that the

most has been made of this remedy. Too often

those who uphold the theory have not overcome
the practical difficulties that prevent its- application.

I recall the chagrin of a medical friend who traveled

some hundreds of miles to visit a hospital whose
superintendent wrote eloquently of the benefits of

occupation, only to find the same pathetic rows of

idle patients as those on whose behalf the journey
had been made

!

It would seem almost superfluous to emphasize
the extreme injury that idleness produces. We
know that an idle child will usually become mis-
chievous and incorrigible. We know that an idle

young man will probably become vicious and dissi-

pated. We are not surprised when an idle woman
becomes hysterical and neuropathic. We are fa-

miliar with the fruits of idleness shown in vagrancy
and crime, as well as in the follies of "the idle

rich." The same condition that is so pernicious that

a normal person cannot withstand its fatal blight,

is surt'Iy a deplorable one for those already ab-

normal.
Yet the duty of classing idleness with hunger

and thirst and physical abuse, which humanity for-

bids us to allow with any class of dependants, has

not yet received the recognition that must in time

be given it.

In the practical carrying out of our theories, the

most desirable plan is to have occupation an integral

part of the daily life of the patient on the ward
or grounds. Like the Kingdom of Heaven it should

come "witliout observation." It is as unpsycholog-
ical to say to a patient—in words or conduct

—"you
are now about to be occupied" as to say "you are

now about to be amused." The announcement in

either case tends to defeat its own object.

The patient who fits into the industrial depart-

ments of the state institution is provided for, so far

as mere employment goes, but should be carefidly

included in all plans for amusement, to counteract

the monotony of routine work. Patients who are

already skillful, and but slightly deteriorated men-
tally, are, of course, easy to occupy, and many of

them have enough initiative to occupy themselves
if materials are supplied. These two classes, there-

fore, may be eliminated from the number of those

who constitute our real problem. This consists of

the patients unskilled in handicrafts of all kinds,

absorbed in their own troubles, and often already

trained to habits of inaction and apathy. There

is a wide gulf between the patient who can be use-

ful in the sewing room or laundry and the patient

who is absolutely unable to do anything
;
yet those

who fall short of being able to work several hours

a day to some purpose will too often have no other

resource, and what little skill they have will ulti-

mately be lost.

If segregation is unavoidable in providing occu-

pation, the question of classification into groups

must be considered. Where a limited amount of

work only can be done it is often necessary to

choose between the attempt to rescue chronic cases

of long standing, and to spend the same time and

effort in fitting into institutional life the patients

who are just passing over from the acute to the

chronic stage, so as to prevent deterioration as

much as possible. The latter seems the more fruit-

ful and compelling task, yet when one finds on a

chronic ward a patient ravelling out a stocking and

knitting up the threads with a hair pin, the appeal

is almost too strong to resist.

The chronic insane with some skill, the acute pa-

tient with increasing mental grasp, the disturbed

or exhausted case who can only be amused, the

chronic case who must be patiently led to take up

very simple tasks, must each be differently en-

vironed and instructed: Whatever plan or classifi-

cation is followed, a regular schedule of occu-

pation, rest, and exercise, which provides prop-

erly for every hour of the patient's time, is

essential. This schedule should be posted in

each ward of the hospital.

In devising such a schedule the various aptitudes

and acquirements of different officers, nurses, at-

tendants, and patients can be skillfully utilized.

The question of occupation should neither be de-

cided by the patient nor left to the initiative of the

attendant. Dr. Meyer says "Occupation is a matter
of prescription"—and again, that in certain forms
of mental disorder "a training in normal activities

and a cultivation in fruitful interests is the sanest

and only efficient point of attack."

The motives to be employed in interesting

patients are various. Praise will influence some,
competition will reach a few, an appeal to the

esthetic sense will be effective with a limited

number. On others, simple rewards will have
a constraining influence. Altruism and aflfec-

tion can be appealed to to a large extent—probably
as largely as with children, and many patients will

embrace an opportunity to make small gifts for
relatives or friends. Some will enter into prepara-
tions for an entertainment—making decorations for
Christmas trees calls forth almost universal inter-

est. Many will gladly do charity work, which, in

this case, will not begin at home, but will be for
dependants of some other class, such as orphaned
or crippled children. Some will take their first steps
toward a more normal life by forming the audience
which merely watches the activities of patients al-

ready able to respond to stimulation. Later some of
these spectators will develop a desire to participate
in the work they have watched.
The personal note, so easily lost in dealing with

large groups of people, should be used repeatedly
and to the fullest possible extent. It is far better
for a patient to be asked to hemstitch a particular
cover for the bureau of a nurse to whom she is
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attached than merely to give her a cover and tell

her that it is to be hemstitched. If we will put

ourselves in the place of the patient for a moment
we will see the force of this distinction very clearly.

One of the most successful experiences we have
had was interesting patients in making little

gingham aprons and other small articles of clothing

for the children in an orphan asylum. The children

themselves came occasionally to the hospital to sing,

either on the wards or in the amusement hall, and
every response to the request that some small gar-
ments be made for these children was as unanimous
and hearty as would have come from a group of

people anywhere. Here the appeal was made to

the deeply-rooted feminine instinct of caring for

children, the personal note was used in asking them
to work for someone they had seen and already felt

an interest in, and no doubt the longing to be of
some use in the world, which the more intelligent

inmates of institutions frequently feel keenly, was
somewhat satisfied. The work itself, moreover,
was interesting, was more or less familiar, was
easily done, soon finished, and of obvious use—all

most desirable features.

The last of these—its obvious use—is an essen-
tial element in all occupation work. Work for the
sake of work appeals to abnormal people just as
little as to normal people. Trumped-up occupations
that are evidently merely a perfunctory carrying
out of the idea of occupation, will prove valueless.

A certain amount of institutional work, however,
can be utilized, especially if a personal note is added.
The articles to be made, besides being of obvimTS

use, should be such as are quickly finished, so that
results are not too long delayed. They should,
whenever possible, have color and form to give them
some esthetic value. They should not require very
fine muscular co-ordination. Tliis is an important
point, too often overlooked. Very simple forms of
embroidery, crocheting and featherstitching are
practical, if not carried on until the patient has lost

interest. The signs of fatigue should be watched
for in all work with great care.

Basketry appeals to a somewhat limited number.
Those who are satisfied with monotonous work
will frequently work week after week at basketry.
By varying the colors and styles and by limiting the
basket work to certain days in the week, the great
objection to basketry, which is its monotony, can be
minimized. Where practicable, it is one of the most
useful aids in furnishing occupation.

In the use of reading matter great skill can be
shown in fitting the book to the patient, in brmging
it at the psychological moment, or in reading aloud
the opening chapters until the patient's interest is

secured. A persistent campaign in this respect will
multiply the number of reading patients many fold.
No dependence should be placed on the initiative of
the patient here or elsewhere.

In the way of amusements music in various forms
is always available, the phonograph, pianola, or
music box supplementing lack of talent. Home tal-

ent programs are most desirable, in which every
patient with even slight ability to entertain is

utilized. Afternoon card parties where patients
who wish to learn to play cards have the oppor-
tunity to do so, have been successful. Manv pa-
tients have never had the "play sense" developed,
and much can be done along this line. Evening
card parties for both sexes in amusement hall are a
pleasant addition to the usual weekly dance. A
"kindergarten party" with wooden tooth-picks and

soaked peas for equipment, with a prize for the

best design, is one of many simple plans for eve-

ning entertainment. Tissue paper parties, shadow
plays, and old fashioned games of all kinds are
entirely practical.

Now and then patients will have some unusual
interest or capacity that will make them easily oc-

cupied. One patient had studied millinery and for

several weeks amused herself and entertained the

other patients by making doll hats from cast-off

straw hats, ribbons, flowers, etc., contributed by
employees. Another had been employed in making
stock collars and stock collars she insisted on mak-
ing. As the demand was limited the supply was
soon more than could be disposed of and it was
with the greatest difficulty that any other occu-
pation would be accepted. Some will prefer to

work along the lines of established habit, while
some will wish for constant novelty and change.
The beginnings of occupation on the acute ward

of one hospital were in the room of a convalescing
patient who formed a little circle around her which
she called the '"Sunshine Club," urging the other
patients to forget themselves and do all they could
for others. An ''esprit du corps" grew up in this

little group that was remarkable. Convalescing
patients are frequently most helpful in such ways.

Dr. Tomlinson calls attention to the fact that

there is the same need for actual teaching in hos-

pitals for the insane as in schools for the feeble-

minded. The same methods that a successful kin-

dergartner would use, or a capable mother in keep-
ing her children busy and happy, are needed on the

wards of a hospital.

Preliminary training for such work is provided
in the admirable courses for attendants in institu-

tions for the insane and mentally defective as out-
lined in the programs of the Summer Sessions of
the Chicago School of Civics and Philanthropy and
the New York School of Philanthropy. Too much
cannot be said in praise of such courses, nor in

emphasis of the desirability of having hospitals

avail themselves of their advantages.
In furnishing motives for work, we must bear

constantly in mind that our patients are deprived
of the ordinary stimuli of life. The stimulus of

necessity is taken away, as well as that of ambition,

of competition, of love of adventure, and of ex-
pressing affection by working for dear ones. Cus-
todial care practically deprives them of all these

powerful normal stimuli. It is, therefore, necessary
to utilize to the greatest possible extent those re-

maining. The play sense must be appealed to

wherever possible. One of Gelett Burgess's clever

sayings is this, "There is work that is work ; there

is play that is play ; there is work that is play, and
there is play that is work ; and in only one of these

lies happiness." It is only in furnishing work that

is play that we can fully accomplish our object.

Play has certain very definite characteristics. It

imitates the spontaneous activities of childhood,
where we do what we want to do. The desire to

perform an activity gives it largely its psychological
and therapeutic value. Play should involve as lit-

tle inhibition as possible, and as large a degree of
motor response. It should substitute passive at-

tention for active, and call for a certain degree of
emotion, which must be sustained throughout. It

should foster objectivity and thus lessen self-con-

sciousness, than which there is no greater menace
to a healthy mental life. Any occupation that

makes a person forget himself entirely is a beneficial
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thing. Interesting work is, psychologically speak-

ing, play—and in furnishing this will success lie.

In planning work for insane patients many limi-

tations must be considered. The first is in regard to

expenditure of money and the second, expenditure
of time. Work requiring one nurse or teacher to de-

vote herself entirely to one or two patients is ob-

viously impracticable in a State hospital. There are,

of course, times when it is quite worth while for a

nurse to give her entire attention to one patient tor

a few hours, or even a few days, in order to in-

terest her in work that will later give her permanent
employment, but many beautiful and interesting

kinds of handicraft require a degree of supervision

that makes it impossible to use them in a State

institution. Occupations producing noise, or requir-

ing sharp instruments, or demanding constant fit-

ting and planning, or many decisions in the course

of their development, are almost entirely impracti-

cable. It is within these limitations then that occu-

pation methods must be devised and carried out.

Some obstacles that at first seem real can be
easily overcome if the interest in the object sought
is genuine. These are lack of suitable places, fur-

nishings, and equipment, the slight expense in-

volved, and the deadly order that often creeps into

an institution—not the order that subserves, but that

which subverts the uses of a home. Between these

two very different things a clear distinction should

be made.
Less easily set aside are some more essential dif-

ficulties. The degree of ability required to super-

vise various forms of work with patients of varying
degrees of intelligence is not easy to secure. The
teaching of an ungraded country school in the old

days when the teacher had to devise and make
his own apparatus required the same sort of ability.

The supervising, moreover, must be done by some
one in an ofiicial position that enables him to cor-

relate all the departments of an institution or his

energies will be wasted in obtaining permissions,

writing requisitions, filling in reports, and paying

tribute in numberless ways to that Divinity that

shapes the end of usefulness too often in institu-

tional life—Red Tape.
The custodial features of an institution and the

routine which is unavoidable are often serious ob-

stacles, which must be compromised with when
they cannot be overcome. The constant changing

of nurses from ward to ward, which seems more
or less inevitable, greatly hinders occupation work,
which depends for its success on the nurse becom-
ing personally acquainted with and interested in

each patient.

The disposition of articles made will raise many
questions. Some the patients may keep, some can

be utilized on the wards, some may be given or

sold to employees, some may be sent as presents.

In some hospitals patients are allowed to sell

their work. Work may also be allowed to accumu-
late and a bazaar held occasionally, the proceeds

to be used in some way that will stimulate the pa-

tients to further effort. Whatever disposition is

made of it, it must seem to the patient to be worth

while to make the article, or interest will flag. The
sending of such articles as scrapbooks, dolls' cloth-

ing, etc., to children's hospitals has been one of

the most satisfactory solutions of this problem of

disposing of finished work.
Patients should not be allowed to work too long

at any one thing, and the day should be properly

broken by exercise and amusements.

Some of the best occupations and entertainments

will require the cooperation of friends of the hospi-

tal in order to make them a success. This last

factor is not difficult to secure and contributes ef-

fectively to the establishment of the proper rela-

tion between the public and the State hospitals.

A card index of the patients who are to be oc-

cupied is of great value. CJn the cards can be noted

the patient's preferences, skill, and limitations.

Furnishing of work will require a wide knowl-
edge of handicrafts, great resourcefulness, and a

large amount of preparation in buying, selecting,

and arranging. Yet the work is so stimulating and
fruitful that once entered upon it will not fail to

hold the interest of the worker. To the executive

ability required must be added the subtler gift of

being able to inspire and sustain the interest of the

patient. And here we find the paramount obstacle

to this work—the difficulty of obtaining in the hos-

pital service people not only of ability, but with the

spirit of social service. Yet this discouragement
will be overcome as the need of this work is rea-

lized. To quote from Dr. Moher, "Once that the

facts that occupation is an important remedy in the

treatment of insanity and that it must be adminis-
tered in an intelligent and systematic manner are
firmly impressed on the minds of the attendants,

little difficulty is found to keep patients employed."
It is to be deplored that this subject of occupa-

tion has not received due attention in textbooks on
nursing. In Dr. Clara Barrus' book on "Nursing
the Insane," however, there is an admirable chapter
devoted to this subject.

In carrying out personally the supervision of oc-

cupation work failure came in unexpected quarters.

It was expected that reading aloud and calisthenic

exercises would prove two great resources. Both
were for some reason of little help to us, though
this does not seem to be the case elsewhere. Per-
forated brass work and hammock making were
tried and given up. Both these could be fitted to
individual patients but did not seem suitable for

group work. The reason for failure in work such
as designing rugs and quilts would seem to be more
obvious, since this has to be done almost en-
tirely by those who supervise. The offering of
small prizes for competitive work produced negli-

gible results and was given up.

For outdoor games a liberal supply of rubber
balls and bean bags have been used. Ringtoss,
pass ball, and basketball are available, and much
enjoyed. A "gymkhana" on a small scale, includ-
ing obstacle races, tug-of-war, etc., has been entered
into very well. The folk dances, which the Man-
hattan hospital has employed, are an unqualified suc-
cess and most interesting to the spectator as well
as to the participant. Badminton would be admir-
able for a yard game, requiring little training and
engaging a large group.* A liberal supply of fold-
ing tables and chairs, available for use on the wards,
in the Amusement Hall, or on the lawn; and of
small light rockers for sewing parties has been
one of the most helpful features of our equip-
ment. A set of dishes for afternoon tea, which
the patients themselves prepare, is a highly prized
feature. Many of the cups and saucers have been
contributed by friends of the patients. Picture post-
cards, to be written at any time, are accessible,
with ink and pen, and give much pleasure. Such

*This game is not well known in America, but is
easily learned and far more useful than tennis or
basketball.
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trilling things may seem hardly worthy of mention

to those who have not attempted this work, but it

seems to the writer that just such trifles give the

atmosphere, so to speak, to occupation work. In

the same way the simplest and crudest handcrafts

are often the best, therapeutically.

The tangible results of occupation methods, while

difficult to estimate in the laboratory sense of esti-

mation, are sufficiently evident to be convincing.

Large numbers of chronic patients can be reedu-

cated to some degree of usefulness or at least

contentment, and occasionally buried talents are

discovered that are surprising. The deteriora-

tion of patients in the post-convalescent period

is often very rapid and can certainly be obviated

to a large extent. The degree to which convales-

cence may be hastened by securing for patients

happiness and wholesome employment, instead of

allowing them to struggle unaided out of depressing

or confused habits of thought, is not to be accu-

rately estimated, but is surely considerable. Short-

ening of convalescence, of course, means, in a

purely monetary way, a saving of expense to the

State and of labor to the nursing staf?. How far,

in certain border line cases, the prognosis would be

influenced by rescuing a patient from the introspec-

tion and unhappiness that accompany illness, and
substituting a more nearly normal life is not to be

accurately determined. Yet it is very easy to be-

lieve that there are not a few cases where the out-

come would hinge on the wise and persistent use of

occupation as therapy.

A superintendent of a Canadian hospital where
good progress in occupation work has been made
says : "I have no hesitation in stating that the cure

of a large number of patients may be attributed to

occupation." Several of the superintendents in our

own State have also testified to the actual curative

value of occupational therapy a? well as to its ben-

efit in chronic cases.

From the humane point of view no further ap-

peal is needed than that which is made by a ward
filled with idle and miserable creatures. No more
ghastly sight can be found than the rows of such

patients which are to be found in many State insti-

tutions. In being deprived of an outlet for their

energies they almost inevitably develop mischievous

habits, taking oflf and putting on their clothing,

hammering, clapping their hands, screaming, etc.

These outbursts of umitilized nervous encrg)- are

not so often symptoms of their disease as the fruit

of the condition? in which they are placed. To re-

store to these people an agreeable and natural way
of carrying on a normal amount of activity is cer-

tainly contributing as much to lessen the sum total

of human misery as any charity that we could men-
tion. Many cases which have at various times come
under my personal observation have been trans-

formed from unhappy creatures to cheerful and
contented inmates of a hospital, which they then

come to consider somewhat in the light of a home.
In a record of visits to some twenty-five hospitals

for insane, public and private, which the writer has
kept, nothing is more noteworthy than that the
general condition of the patients varies in close

ratio to the amount of occupation that is provided.
Never before the present—unless in the golden

age of Greece—has the value of happiness been so
emphasized. This emphasis lies at the foundation
of several of the modern semireligious cults, and
permeates the philosophy of the day. No thera-
peutic agent is greater than happiness. Happiness

will produce added blood corpuscles ; happiness will

stimulate metabolism ; happiness will inhibit the

growth of bacteria ; happiness will restore sleep and
renew the powers of digestion ; it will improve the

functioning of every organ in the body. One of

the best definitions of happiness is : "The normal
functioning of every faculty and organ." This is

not possible without normal stimulation and the

furnishing of this is a task alike for our humanity
and our medical and psychological skill. When we
speak of the value of occupation as a therapeutic

measure we are reflecting some of this spirit of the

age, for what we are practically doing is to bring

about once more the normal functioning which is, in

itself, happiness, and thereby calling to our aid,

as physicians, the most powerful of all therapeutic

agents.
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\-ENTILATION OF CARS.

By W. a. EVANS, M.S.. M.D., LL.D.,

The number of people who spend a considerable

part of their time in cars is small compared with

the number of people who ride on cars. Practically

all of those who are on cars a considerable per-

centage of the time are adults. For these reasons

the harm done by cars is principally in the line of

air-borne infections, rather than air-caused condi-

tions.

In the case of trains, the engineer and fireman

get excellent air under ideal conditions. They sit

at the windows of an open cab with the wind
whistling by their faces and bodies. The smoke
of the engine never comes into the cab while it is

on the road. Around stations, and especially in

covered sheds, the engineer and fireman participate

in the use of the generally fouled air.

The baggageman and the expressman work in a

badly ventilated car. They usually go to work a

half hour before the car starts, and remain in the

car for a half hour after the train stops. The
number of occupants of the car is very few and

at stops the doors are wide open, and the activity

around the doors serves to change the air. Con-
ditions, therefore, are not especially bad.

The mail clerk is in an especially bad position.

His car is illy ventilated. It is usually hot and
dusty. He goes to work in the car hours before

the train starts. A mail car standing in a station

will not ventilate. It is hot, offensive, and dan-

gerous. The government should not tolerate the

health conditions which prevail on mail cars.

The conductors and brakemen on passenger

coaches spend hours each day in bady ventilated

cars. The caboose of a freight car is more open,

leaks more air. than passenger coaches; it contains

fewer people. The conductor and brakemen are
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in and out more. For these reasons the train crew
of a freight train is better ofi' than the train crew
of a passenger train.

On an electric, interurban, street, or elevated

car with an enclosed platform the motornian and
conductor remaining on the platforms have
healthier places than the passengers. If the front

vestibule is used as a smoking compartment the

motorman loses some of this advantage.

The majority of the inhabitants of cars are the
passengers, and the arrangements for passengers
deserve especial consideration.

The ventilation of cars is of importance only in

the late fall, the winter, and the early spring. As
soon as the outside temperature is high enough the

passengers take advantage of the easily secured
currents through doors and windows and get com-
fort and health. It is only when the outside tem-
perature is so low that unvvarmed currents are

uncomfortable that the passengers close all the

openings which they possibly can and- the air be-

comes fouled.

A car in use is being hurled rapidly and violently

through the air. In consequence, leakage around
doors and windows is much more of a factor in

car ventilation than in any other installation. It

is as though you were building a room expecting the

air to blow against it at twenty to eighty miles an

hour all the time. You would not need any venti-

lation except by windows and doors in the late

spring, the summer, and the early fall, and it would
be necessary to figure on heavy air leakage in your
heating calculations for cold weather.

Even the tightest of cars, such as Pullman sleep-

ers, while running rapidly, will leak enough air to

take care of a small passenger load.

Another point which must be borne in mind in

car ventilation is that the passengers are from many
sources. You cannot assemble a hundred men
together without finding that a heavy percentage

of them have pneumococci in their mouths ; a cer-

tain percentage will have tubercle bacilli ; some will

have ordinary cold bacteria ; some influenza, and
occasionally one will be a diphtheria carrier. When
these men are jammed closely together, as they are

in a street car during the rush hours, they can

certainly be expected to infect the air of the breath-

ing zone. Many will cough and do other violent

expiratory acts during a ride of thirty to forty

minutes. This still further adds to the harm which
results from bad car ventilation. Many will smoke.

The air of a smoking car always has a high CO;
content when the car is in use. This, however, is

of minor consequence compared with the spitting

and concomitant acts which can be expected with

smoking.

From the standpoint of pollution of the air by

odors, no other room approaches the vestibuled day

coach, loaded with passengers, and making a night

run on a train with infrequent stops, say at inter-

vals of two hours. The passengers remove their

shoes, loosen their clothing, and go to sleep in all

sorts of postures. Their mouths are open and dry,

and there are breath odors. The shoeless feet con-

tribute feet odors. There is an addition of body

odors. The food in the lunch baskets—often a

day or more old—adds to the bouquet. The vesti-

bule prevents the relief that formerly came from

the exposed door.

In a sleeping car the circulation of air is im-

peded by curtains, and every resource is employed

to make the car tight, but conditions are much bet-

ter than in the day coaches. The number of pas-

sengers is less, the passengers are sleeping in

natural positions, and their bodies are cleaner.

There are two general types of ventilation in

cars as elsewhere—the plenum and the vacuum sys-

tems. The vacuum system is that in which there is

a vacuum in the outlet duct which sucks the foul

air from the car and fresh air comes in to take

its place. The plenum system is that in which fresh

air is forced into the car and the foul air driven

out.

In cars running in the open country it would
seem foolish from the mechanical standpoint to

employ any other than the plenum system. In sur-

face and, possibly, subway street cars a vacuum
system with free inlets properly located has its

advantages, and may be best.

A railroad car (passenger, Pullman, baggage,
express, or postal) hurling through the air at the

rate of fifty miles an hour has an air pressure of

ten pounds per square foot. This furnishes

more power than any blower fan in use. If a

ventilating duct has its open face exposed to this

current of air a volume will drive in many times

the need of the inhabitants of the car.

The requiremets, then, are these: (i) To regu-

late the volume of air taken in for the different car

speeds; (2) to keep down the dust content of the

air taken in; (3) to warm the air before it is intro-

duced into the car; (4) to introduce it at the right

place; (5) to provide proper exits for the foul

air, properly located.

1. Discussing the first of these points: Some-
times the amount of air taken in is regulated by
cut-offs operated by the brakeman. Such is the

case on the Pennsylvania Railroad. Here the brake-
man sets the ventilation soon after the car leaves

the station. A better system is that in use on the

Northwestern Elevated, in Chicago. They use a

small cut-off device in their intake. When the car

is standing still the blade hangs vertically and the

duct is fully open. As the car speeds up, the blade

rises toward the horizontal and diminishes the size

of the duct proportionately. There is never any
question as to getting air enough when the car is

under way. The provision must be to keep the

quantity down.
2. In a railroad train the dust is from two sources.

The smoke tends to hang along the top of the car.

Ducts at this level are liable to catch a good many
cinders and much smoke. The pounding of the

cars raises a good deal of track dust. The Penn-
sylvania Railroad takes in its air above the roof of
the car and uses screens to keep out cinders. Such
an opening has the additional advantage of being
out of the way. A disadvantage is the amount of
friction from the length of the ducts. In the case
of elevated trains the ducts are advantageously
located in the floor of the car and take air in from
below the floor line. The question of the location

of the ducts in surface street cars is somewhat
more difficult. The short ducts, when the inlets

are below the floor level, present great advantages.
The only disadvantage is the dust. The swiri of
dust raised by a street car can be seen to hang a
little in the rear of the car, except when it is stop-
ping. The dust at the floor line of the car is far
less than superficial observation would indicate.

Opening through the floor can be provided with
cheesecloth dust arresters when this is found neces-
sary.

3. The keynote of car ventilation is warming the
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air as it is taken in. A street car jammed with pas-

sengers will have only ten cubic feet of air per

passenger. If, then, 2,000 cubic feet of air per pas-

senger per hour is furnished the air must be changed

two hundred times per hour, or, say, three times

per minute. No passenger will allow such a volume

of air on a cold day without the air havnig been

previously warmed. Even if these figures are

markedly diminished, the passengers will not tol-

erate the air if it is cold. On the other hand, the

radiation in the car is usually placed under the seats

or in out-of-the-way corners of the car. The result

of this is that the seats are usually scorching hot

and the remainder of the car is uncomfortably cold.

The efficiency of the radiation is at a muiimum
because there is no provision for heat distribution.

The proper solution is to introduce the fresh air

into the car through the radiation. In this way the

air is warmed to a point where the passengers will

tolerate ventilation. The radiation is cooled and

the cold parts of the car are warmed; the car tem-

perature is made more nearly uniform ; the efficiency

of the radiation is increased.

4 and 5. In the installations commonly in use, the

air is theoretically taken in through the deck sash.

The most efficient intakes we have found in such

installations are the leaks around doors, windows,

and joints. We think that the air entering through

such openings when the car is crowded, when it

is moving rapidly and when the outside tempera-

ture is around 10° F. above zero, will amount to

10.000 cubic feet per hour. Deck sashes we have

found to be very unsatisfactory for ventilation pur-

poses, either as' inlets or outlets. They will some-

times act as inlets, sometimes as outlets, and some-

times as neither, according to the direction and

force of the wind, and according as the car is gain-

ing speed, speeding, or losing speed. The great

volume of air which comes in through those sash

openings which are acting as inlets will flow straight

across and out of other sash openings acting as out-

lets. The best results in deck sash ventilation are

had by opening the sashes forward on the wind-

ward side of the car for inlets and opening the rear

sashes of the lee side of the car backward to serve

as outlets. The theory of the use of deck sashes

for inlets is that the cold air will mingle with the

warm air and will therefore be somewhat warmed
before it strikes the passengers. But no dilution

system is ever safe with less than 1,800 cubic feet

of fresh air per passenger per hour, and in the

case of crowded passengers from miscellaneous

sources 3,000 to 5,000 cubic feet is a necessity.

Now, cold air must he heated by something. The
heating agencies in a car are the passengers and the

radiation. Putting the air in at the deck sash

and having the heat of the car heat it before it

reaches the passenger may add to the passenger's

comfort. It does not save any in the expense of

heating. If the fresh air is warmed enough to

keep it from being uncomfortable and is then dis-

charged into the car below the seat level and the

foul air is taken out through ducts around ceiling

lights, a somewhat uniform upward flow of air is

maintained in the car. The partial separation of
the fresh from the foul air makes it possible to

reduce the volume of air required for each pas-

senger. With such an arrangement of inlets and
outlets, the Chicaeo Department of Health thinks

it safe to reduce the air requirements to 400 cubic

feet per oasseneer per hour, and has had ordinances
drawn along these lines.

Satisfactory results cannot be had with so low

a quantity of air per passenger if cross currents

and consequent dilution are to be brought about by

open deck sashes. As car builders usually build

deck sashes in cars, they should be closed in cold

weather or only used in such a way that they

will be outlets, f. e. by only opening those which

are on the rear end of the car and on its lee side.

A distinct gain in car ventilation will be made when
cars are no longer built with deck sashes.

The most valuable contribution to the subject of

car ventilation is to be found in the Master Car
Builders' report for 1908. There are but two
points which in my judgment should be changed or

supplemented. The first suggestion is a change ; the

second a supplement.

The statement is made that suburban cars do not

need any planned ventilation. This is because of the

frequent stops and frequent opening of doors. We
have made many observations and CO, determina-

tions to ascertain the accuracy of this conclusion.

It is not correct. It probably was with old-styled,

open-platform cars, with doors opening directly

forward ; with vestibule platforms and side doors

it is not true. Suburban cars and street cars with

more than two inmates between stops need planned

ventilation.

The second point relates to passenger coaches

and sleepers standing in stations or moving slowly

in narrow rights of way in cities. The proper venti-

lation of day coaches and sleepers makes use of the

force of the car through the air to drive fresh air

into the car and foul air out of the car.

But a car at rest is deprived of this force. There-

fore, force should be otherwise supplied, else the

car quickly gets hot, humid, close, and its CO, con-

tent rises. Such cars should be provided with

fans in the inlet ducts; these fans so adjusted that

they will start as the car stops and stop when it

starts.

A most important question is : Does a surface

street car need fans to get fresh air into the car

or to take foul air out of the car? I am sure that

fans would give a more even supply of air and

will be found more satisfactory, but I am not pre-

pared to say that there can be no satisfactory street

car ventilation without them.

To summarize

:

1. Bad car air is very prone to cause infections

with fa) colds; (5) influenza; (f) pneumonia; (rf)

consumption; {c) possibly diphtheria, scarlet fever,

and cerebrospinal meningitis.

2. Postal clerks, railroad men, and street car

men, and other habitual riders are prone to the bad

air intoxications: (a) headaches; (fc) sluggish-

ness; ff) flabbiness; (rf) sleepiness; (e) anemia;

(/) proneness to infections.

3. Jammed, crowded cars are most dangerous.

4. Ventilation should always be through air en-

tering low down, passing over or through radiators

and flowing into the car below the seat line, and

foul air leaving through the ceiling by ducts ar-

ranged around the lights.

5. The air should enter the car at 50° or above.

6. Street cars when heated shotild not have the

temperature pass 53° F.

7. In sleeping and passenger cars the tempera-

ture should not pass 65° F.

8. Deck sash ventilation is never satisfactory.

0. The air inlets should be so placed and so

screened as to minimize the entrance of cinders and

road dust.
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10. The inlet ducts should be as short ami with

as few angles as possible.

11. In sleeping cars and ilay coaches there should
be fans in the inlet ducts. These should run oiiK

when the car is standing.

12. Greater uniformity is had in street car nx-u-

tilation when fans are used to move the air.

The work ui)on which these conclusions are based
has been done by men in the Chicago Department
of Health and under the direction of Dr. !•'. ( ).

Tonney, Director of the Municipal I,aboratories.

DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF OSTEAi,
TUBERCULOSIS WITHOUT ABSCESS

FORMATION.
By BAYARD HOI.MES, M.U.,

In the winter of 1886-7 l^r. Christian Fenger n-
sected a knee for tuberculosis of the epiphyses of

the femur and tibia. The operation was done in a

private house and it was my duty as his assistant

to prepare an operating room and sterilize instru-

ments and dressing. It was my great privilege to

hear him argue with himself for several daysjprevi-

ously, making the diagnosis and setting down the

indications for treatment. It is to quote one of his

expressions of primeval professional verities that

this long preamble is imdertaken. He said in the

most serious judicial and oracular manner, as if

translating from deep conviction, "It is a crime to

amputate for joint tuberculosis any longer."

During the succeeding twenty-five years surgical

diagnosis has made further strides into the jungle

of the unknown. The mystery of tuberculosis has

been explored and solved. The confusing accept-

ance to our hypothetical predictions have come-

under thoroughly understandable laws. Now it i.-'

possible to say with equal solemnity and judicial

finality, "Typical resection for joint tuberculosis

is a surgical apology, if not a professional crime."

The tendency of surgery during the past twenty

years has been from desperate adventure to ra-

tional opportunity. Drainage of abscesses of the

brain, so interesting and awe-inspiring, is now rarely

undertaken, because so many antecendent mastoid

antrums are obliterated with the hammer and

chisel. The dramatic performances of Estalndcr

and Schede have given way to the simple procedure

of resecting an inch or two of rib under a five-min-

ute anesthesia. The drainage of abdominal ab-

scesses and the treatment of general peritonitis are

exceptionally undertaken because so many appen-

dices are removed at the first attack of appendicitis

and so many gall bladders are evacuated before

calculi have produced pressure atrophy necrosis of

the wall of the cystic duct. Mammoth ovarian tu-

mors are no longer extracted because little ones are

recognized and taken out through an inch, and a

half opening. Stones are exceptionally removed

from the common duct because they are attacked

while they are still in the easily managed gall blad-

der. To drain an abscess of the brain, to resect the

chest wall, to drain the periappendiceal abscess, to

remove the mammoth ovarian tumor, and, which is

the point, to resect the tuberculous joint are all. and

each of them, the surgeon's apology for the ineffi-

ciency of our general professional service. 1 he

surgeon's opportumty is passed when joint resec-

tion is necessary.

Joint tuberculosis is always a metastatic process.

The bacilli reached the joint and Ivme through the

circulating blood.

joint tuberculosis has two distinct primary

anatomical forms: Osteal tuberculosis and synovial

tuberculosis.

The curve of frequency of joint tuberculosis has

its point of greatest freciuency in the second decade

of life, but Uie peak for primary synovial tubercu-

losis is eight years earlier. The peak of maximum
frequency in tuberculosis of males is seven years in

advance of that of females. The sexes as might

be supposed from the early appearance of the dis-

ease are almost equally affected (52:48). Hered-

ity plays an insignificant part in etiology, although

V'ogel found tuberculosis in the families of 55 per

cent, of his 349 cases of joint tuberculosis.

Trauma is often referred to in the history of

osteal tuberculosis, but careful consideration of the

best studied cases leads one to think that injuries

had little etiological significance and gained their

prominence only" because they first attract attention

to an inflamed spot. The acute infectious dis-

eases, grippe, pneumonia, bronchopneumonia, and

the whole line of children's diseases play a much

larger part by diminishing the resistance of the

body through the saturation of the germicidal

])ower of the blood and through the errors of nutri-

tion which follow the indoor confinement, the loss

of appetite, and the diminished secretion. The in-

fluence of house dwelling, and especially house con-

finement, is obvious in the retarded peak of fre-

quency in the curves of women.
In order to make my subject manageable, it is

restricted to osteal metastasis. The primary focus

is in the respiratory or alimentary tract. The

patient has long been tuberculous. Tlie diseases

may or may not have been recognized. Some one

or several of the predisposing factors have dimin-

ished the germicidal i)ower of the blood and the

tubercle bacilli invaded and are carried through the

circulation to many parts of the body. Just as every

plant has its habitat on mountain, in valleys, in the

woods, or in open marshes, so has the tubercle ba-

cillus its habitat in the human body, even in distinct

and limited parts of the bones themselves. Clinical

experience and experimental research have shown

that the habitat of the tubercle bacillus is in the

epiphysis, and in that part of it in which the capillary

circulation is most liable to fluctuations in two or

more directions. If we take, for example, the epi-

physis of the femur, which is supplied with blood

from the periostium and from blood vessels enter-

ing it at the crucial ligament, and is completely shut

off from nutrition from the shaft by the epiphyseal

cartilage, then we will note that there are two

I)oints in this epiphysis receiving blood from prac-

tically every direction, except from the shaft side

and the joint side. In this hub the blood streams

are apt to flow first one way and then another, thus

giving time for a while blood corpuscle containing

tubercle bacilli to become lodged permanently in

a capillary and thereby setting up a focus of tuber-

culosis.

Every epiphysis is similarly supplied with blood

from variously limited sources and each one fur-

nishes one or more loci which may eventually be-

come foci of tuberculosis. About the knee, for

example, there are two such points in the femur,

two in the tibia, one or two in the patella, and one

in the apophysis of the tibia.

The foci themselves are found in two physical

conditions which are of great clinical significance.
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and this fact is an added indication for such study

of osteal tuberculosis as will lead to its early rec-

ognition. In the one case, the focus is composed
of a mass of granulation tissue, half a centimeter

in diameter or, if longer neglected, still larger size.

In the other case the focus is composed of a mass
of perfectly firm dead bone, surrounded by a thin

wall of granulation tissue containing the tubercu-

lous infection.

In both cases the epiphysis has undergone a most
significant and diagnostic vascularization, which is

termed osteoporosis, or fatty degeneration of bone.

In both cases the periosteum surrounding the epi-

physis and even all the other elements of the joint

capsule have undergone the same vascularization

and have become thick, firm, edematous, and appear

to be tender.

If each of these forms of osteal disease are neg-

lected and allowed to take the most fortuitovis

course, they will each make a perforating channel

in the direction of the joint capsule and eventually

produce a periarticular abscess in tissues of less

hydraulic pressure than the interior of the epi-

physis. The materials composing the granulation

focus will gradually be extruded into the periarticu-

lar abscess by this difference in hemostatic pres-

sure, and when all the tubercle bacilli and all the

detritus and all the granulation tissue have been

forced out of the cavity in the bone into the cavity

in the soft parts, and at last evacuated, recovery

of the bone tuberculosis may result. Such a fortu-

nate termination, however, cannot be expected un-

der any circumstance when the focus is of the

sequestrum sort. The dead bone will always remain
in the epiphysis. It is because this result is so

disastrous that I would urge the need of the earli-

est possible diagnosis and the obliterating operation,

which I here propose.

The difficulties of a clinical diagnosis at so early

a stage seem at first almost insurmountable, es-

pecially when we consider that the patients are

frequently children and always in the early decades
of life. When the osteal disease comes on in the

later decades, the diagnosis is clouded by the very
fact of the age of the patient. Not much reliance

can be placed upon the negative portion of the his-

tory; the fact that there is no injury, no primary
infection which would diminish the vitality of the

patient is of trifling significance. The onset of pain,

especially in the morning and going away with the

use of the extremites. the slow onset of loss of

function of the adjoining joint, the rigidity and at

last the atrophy of the muscles about the joint are

much more significant. Such a condition follows

any disease or injury in the neighborhood. To de-
determine the tuberculous nature of the affection,

we must rely upon all the constitutional and lab-

oratory findings of the disease, and upon the local

findings of the osteal focus. These are the tender-
ness on slow deep pressure with the ball of the
thumb immediately over the focus, and later the
edema of the overlying periosteum, and the evi-

dence of rarifying osteitis of the epiphysis, which
the .r-ray photograph ultimately shows. In a very
few instances the sequestrum focus itself makes a
distinct shadow in the midst of the fatty degener-
ated epiphysis. Great reliance can be placed upon
the combination of these local findings with a leu-

copenia, 4.000 to 6.000. an adequate atrium of infec-
tion, a consistent manner of life, and the Pirquet
or other tuberculin reaction.

It must not be understood that the diagnosis is to

be made at a single sitting. The clinical observa-

tions should be continued over a number of weeks.

The temperature and pulse reactions, the repeated

blood examinations, and the careful local study of

the affected part must exclude the less serious and
more diffuse infections. It would consume too

much time to go into the differential diagnosis, but

the hysterical joint, the trophic degenerative proc-

ess, the gonorrheal periostitis, the affections of

arthritis deformans, the albuminose periostitis of

Schlange, the syphilitic periarticular diseases, and,

in acute cases in children, the pneumococcus infec-

tions must all be eliminated by processes that are

sufficiently obxious.

During this diagnosis the hygienic treatment

should be carried out in the most rigid manner;
the patient should be on the best possible diet with

all corrective measures used to promote the best

nutritive conditions. He should be in the open
air and be restrained from exercise as long as

there is any fever, and be encouraged to take

such exercise as will promote his nutrition. Dur-
ing all this time the condition of the epiphysis

should receive the most discrimnating attention. If

it gives less trouble, if the rarifying process is ar-

rested, diminished, or disappears the cure may be

left to nature, but if the pain, the loss of function,

and the periostitis increase, if the sequestrum shows
itself in the skiagraph, then a more vigorous method
and one which I will illustrate by an example must
be considered.

In 1894 a physician brought his sister to me with

the diagnosis of a tuberculous knee. She had al-

ready been sick for two years and had been on her

crutches most of the time. Part of the time the

knee had been in a cast. It was evidently a very

chronic manifestation as it had appeared first when
she was seventeen years old and apparently sub-

sided for two years and then came on again, after

an unusual hardship and exposure in the moun-
tains. The pain and loss of function were the

prominent symptoms. She had moderate nutrition,

but the fickle appetite of a house-kept person. My
first investigations led me to discover the primary
lesion in the upper part of her left hmg. This was
apparently an arrested disease, which had been suc-

cessfully combated by her residence in Colorado.

The osteal disease had gone on so long that there

was a general periarthritis and some effusion into

the joint. A few weeks of massage and elevation

of the leg removed this impediment to diagnosis.

It then appeared that there was a sensitive point on

the inside of the leg just opposite the location of

the focus in the epiphysis of the femur and in the

adjoining location of the epiphysis of the tibia.

These two points of tenderness were consistently

present for several weeks. At the end of four

months' observation, and at a time when we had

fewer means of confirming the diagnosis, I under-

took an extra articular evidement of the foci. The
operation was done under the strictest antiseptic

precautions, the skin incised above the epiphysis,

the periosteum reached, and pushed away from the

bone and held downward by the retractor so as not

to open the joint capsule. Then with a Volkmann
sharp spoon the rarefied bone was dug out to the

location of the focus. The very rarification of the

bone confirmed the diagnosis. After the focus

had been removed, which was rather uncertainly

distinsjuished by the difference in density between it

and the osteoporotic surroundings, the cavity was
filled with sterilized iodoform, a small bone, drain-
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age tube placed down to the periosteum, the peri-

osteal tlap turned back against it and the skin

wound closed, except tor the entl of the tube. The
same operation was done upon the epiphysis of

the tibia, and the whole leg placed in a dressing

and immobilized with a plaster cast. After five

weeks the cast was removed and the bone drainage

tube found almost completely extruded, leaving an

extremely small tuberculous sinus. This scabbed
over and disappeared after a few subsequent dress-

ings. The patient was required to walk with

crutches a few days after the first operation and
was kept out of doors most of the time. During
the two months following the closure of the wound
massage and passive motion of the joint were kept

up until a relative restoration of its function ap-

peared. Then she was required to walk without

crutch or cane.

Six years afterwards I had the privilege of ex-

amining this knee and finding the limitation of mo-
tion very slight, but the patient had suffered a re-

lapse of her pulmonary disease and was then un-

dergoing treatment for that condition.

In a recent number of the Laiicct-Cliuic, March
12, 19 10, I reported a case which had been similarly

operated upon fifteen years ago. In that case an

-I'-ray picture made of the bone fifteen years after

operation showed absolutely no deformity of the

epiphysis ; the measurements of the knee and the

function of the joint had remained perfect during

the whole time. I have operated upon patients for

a similar osteal focus in the bones above the ankle,

about the elbow, at the shoulder, and at the wrist,

and have had uniform success. My youngest pa-

tients liave been less than five years old, and the

oldest one was a man forty-five years old with a

primary osteal tuberculosis of the olechronon.

Evidement of an osteal focus before abscess for-

mation should be undertaken when hygienic and

dietetic measures have proved ineffectual.

The duration of such preliminary treatment as is

necessary to make the diagnosis must extend over

months, but should not permit the perforation of

the cartilage and the initiation of a synovial tuber-

culosis, which makes the apologetic operation of

joint resection necessary.

92 State Street.

THE TREATMENT OF THE MORE COM-
MON DISEASES OF THE SKIN.*

By EDMUND LINDLEY COCKS. M.D..

The session before the last I had the pleasure of

reading a paper on the diagnosis of "The More
Common Diseases of the Skin," promising you to

take up the treatment at some future time. Of this

promise, I was reminded by your worthy President,

just two weeks ago, and on account of this short

notice, I shall ask your indulgence.

Acute infantile eczema, among the many varie-

gated diseases of the skin, is probably the condi-

tion that presents the most pitiful aspect and most

urgently appeals to the physician for immediate re-

lief. While promptly responding to suitable man-
agement, this dermatosis exhausts not only the

strength of the little patient, but severely taxes the

patience of physician and attendants, unless a sys-

*Read before the TIarlcm Medical Association May 4,

1910.

lematic course of treatment is followed. The en-

lire evening might be profitably devoted to the

study of this important subject. .\t the Fordham
Medical University two lectures are assigned to this

disease. Given a case of infantile eczema, it is neces-

sary to ascertain in the first place whether the

patient is a breast-fed or a bottle-fed baby. This

question of the milk supply in all its particulars must

be minutely inquired into, not taking anything for

granted. It is a subject that bears the most de-

tailed investigation, and includes the correcting of

faulty conditions on the part of the nursing mother,

such as worry, malnutrition, overnutrition, con-

stipation, dyspepsia, abuse of tea, coffee, or beer.

Your little patient's sufferings will be further ag-

gravated until these various irregularities have been

rectified. Artificially nourished infants must have

their milk modified' so as to meet individual re-

quirements. The majority of these bottle babies are

too fat, and need a reduction in the supply of cream

and sugar. All instructions given to the mother

will have to be repeated over and over again. The
same remark applies to the local applications. ]My

experience in consultation practice shows that the

physician with his professional mind finds almost

the same difficulty in remembering directions as do

the untrained parents ; and surely our nurses are

entitled to forbearance when the physician's inability

to grasp all the important points is kept in mind.

The eczematous baby does not vomit, and this

safety valve failing, it does not get rid of an excess

of food. The condition is relieved by Phillip's milk

of magnesia, half a drachm to a drachm twice daily.

At the same time, the remedy acts gently on the

bowels, diminishing flatulency and curds, and les-

sening the frequency of the stools. In case the little

patient is nursed at the mother's breast, she should

be given a mixture of acetate of potassium, tincture

of nux vomica, and fluid of cascara sagrada in the

rhubarb and soda mixture.

Treatment.—A principal rule is this : Not one

drop of water externally, but water in abundance

internally. Sweet oil, or rose water ointment, in

gentle topical applications, suffices for the removal

of the daily accumulations. If there is a pouring

out of serum, a lotion of phenic acid Tt^xv.

ichthyol ."ii, zinc oxide oii, magnesium carbonate

oii, and lime water ^iv, should be applied with

a piece of gauze or a handkerchief every hour if

needed, or until the oozing subsides. In the pres-

ence of crust formation, especially on the face, a cap

is made of unbleached muslin, with holes cut out for

the eyes, mouth, and nose. Then an ointment con-

sisting of salicylic acid gr.iv, ichthyol, iTBxx.

zinc oxide gr.xxx, and rose water ointment .^ii

is spread over the outside of the cap ; the back of

the cap is then placed against the child's face, and
the cap is turned outside in. The tape strings sewed
to each corner of the cap are now tied. The oozing
promptly ceases, the pruritus is relieved, and the

patient sinks into his first refreshing sleep. Lesions
elsewhere on the body are to be treated after an
analogous fashion. Varnishes exclude all the air

and hold back the secretions. I am not especially

in favor of their use in children. A light splint ap-

plied to the flexor surfaces of the arms will prevent
the child from scratching.

Eczema ani in the adult is often a sequela of
fistula, hemorrhoids, or constipation. In these
cases an application just before retiring of very hot
water, immediately followed by an ointment of
ol. rusci 7>u, in ung. zinci oxidi ,^ii often acts like
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magic. A series of varicose ulcers were treated at

the Harlem Hospital by first getting the leg sur-

gically clean, followed by an ointment of scar-

let red (2 per cent.), changed once in three days.

The effects of this treatment proved little short of

wonderful. Eczema in the adult in its ditterent

stages must be treated according to the conditions

present when the patient first comes under observa-

tion. A soothing lotion of calamine and zinc may
be all that the case requires. The pruritus may be

relieved by an addition of phenic acid. A dusting

powder of bismuth, tannin, salicylic acid, and starch

may be very acceptable. Dry eczematous patches

require a stimulating application, such as ol. cad.,

pix liquida, or ol. rusci, which are very helpful in

relieving the pruritus. These remedies, moreover,

are parasiticides and stinudate the parts to a healthy

action.

Erythema multiforme and the urticarias are

groups of skin diseases most benefited by a general

bran bath. All rubbing of the body surface should

be avoided, as further increasing the irritation.

After this bran bath the patient is placed between
sheets without drying, covered lightly, and a lotion

of magnesium carbonate oii and zinc o.xide 5ii in

lime water giv is applied freely until the pruritus

is relieved. Menthol is sometimes recommended.
but in my experience the patient is apt to be chilled

by its use. It must be kept in mind that these mani-
festations are merely the external evidence of an
internal derangement. The patient should be

treated accordingly. It goes without saying that all

opium derivates are to be avoided. The vasomotor
complication is relieved by pilocarpin gr. 1/6, hypo-
dermatically ; but the patient must be carefully

watched, as a severe bronchorrhea may follow.

Occasionally, spoiled little Johnnie is brought to you
with urticaria lesions almost the size of a cart wheel,
and, eliciting the information that Johnnie is al-

lowed to eat of everything, in your righteous in-

dignation you deliver a lecture on dietetics to the
mother ; but on looking for approval or watching
the effect of your harangue you may behold to your
discomfiture the deeply impressed parent shaking
her finger at her dutiful offspring, and asking him
if she has not time and again told him exactly what
the doctor is saying now. Such a case looks indeed
hopeless and you feel that it is one of love's labor
lost. To bring it to a successful issue necessitates
a new mother or an inexhaustible stock of for-
bearance on the part of the physician. In mapping
out a diet list in these cases, eggs and peanuts or
peanut butter must be particularly avoided.

Scabies, in private practice, is' found to be no
respecter of persons. Pediculosis, corporis, capitis.

and pubis are not so frequently met with. It is ad-
visable in these cases to keep the diagnosis sub rosa,
especially in the case of female patients. The cor-
rectness of the diagnosis will invariably be ques-
tioned, and the patient's confidence will be lost. The
parasite of scabies, or the itch mite, is positively
destroyed by the following measures: The patient
is soaked for half an hour in a hot bath to which
have been added tincture of green soap giv. and
the same amount of borax, giving particular atten-
tion to the webs between the fingers and making
vigorous use of nail brushes. He is then dried, and
an application of equal parts of balsam of Peru and
vaseline is rubbed into the entire bodv, except the
scalp, for ten minutes, .\fter this the patient is

put to bed, and the cleansing bath is followed by a
restful sleep. The mite does not survive this treat-

ment; soothing applications may still be necessary,

however, to relieve the dermatitis due to scratching.

Pediculosis capitis is usefully treated by means
of crude oil, one ounce night and morning. A rub-

ber bathing cap is continually worn, and the scalp

may be shampooed twice a week. The pediculi are

generally killed by the first application, and the nits

fail to hatch after the second or third repetition.

The nits should be removed by stripping the hairs to

which they are adherent toward the scalp. Pediculi

pubis are destroyed by beta-naphthol oi, saponis

viridis oii, in vaseline gi. Patients suffering

from pediculi corporis are cured by a complete

change of clothing, plus a bath.

Tinea tonsurans, or ringworm of the scalp, and
its sequelse belong to the most serious skin eruptions

of childhood, on account of the extreme contagious-

ness, keeping the patient out of school, and in fact

confining him to his home. At times the affection

proves destructive to the hair follicles. The most
stubborn case will yield to persistent epilation, pre-

ceded by a bichloride shampoo, and followed by the

topical application of ung. hydrarg. ox. rubr. oii,

ung. sulph. oi, ung. zinci o.x. ov twice daily with

a stencil brush. The constant wearing of a muslin

skull cap is advisable. Ringworm of the body is

successfully treated by means of formaldehyde,

tincture of iodine, and the above ointment.

Alopecia Areata.—In the treatment of alopecia

areata very good results have been accomplished by

means of applications of pure carbolic acid. The
application is made quickly, not neutralized

;
post-

poning the second application until the phenic re-

action has subsided. The use of general tonics is

indicated in these cases.

Impetigo Contagiosa.—This affection seems to

be the source of considerable trouble to the practi-

tioner in regard to its diagnosis as well as to its

treatment. It is a skin disease characterized by a

discrete eruption, consisting of vesicles which may
become pustules as the result of inoculation with

pus germs, .\ntiseptic measures are called for, and
the treatment should be attended to by the physician

himself. The child is held in the arms of the

nurse, and the pustules are opened, or the dry crust

is removed, as the case may be. Then the base is

cleaned with peroxide of hydrogen, and the parts

are dressed with an ointment of ichthyol, 2 per cent.,

in white precipolate ointment, 2 per cent., to be

changed twice daily. In a few days your patient

should be well.

Intertrigo.—The secretion of intertrigo, in adults

as well as children, is always acid in character, re-

sulting in excoriation. This factor must be taken

into consideration for the treatment, and a careful

examination be made of the urine, feces, and per-

spiration. The parts should be separated and a

dusting powder kept constantly applied, made up of

tannic acid. Bismuth subnitrate. powdered boric

acid, and starch, or ichthyol .li in the calamine and
zinc lotion. If the buttocks are involved, a diaper

should be placed under the child and another above
it, not to project between the legs and to be changed
at once as soon as soiled. .\11 the moist parts must
be kept separated.

Eczema seborrheicum. another annoying lesion

which especially affects the gluteal region in the in-

fant, promptly responds to a solution of resorcin

.^i, in liquid albolene ,giv. In adult cases ung.
hydrarg ammonatii. full strength, is very service-

able.

Tinea barbae, or ringworm of the beard, is a dis-
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ease the treatment of whicli is apt to prove very
tedious and at times painful. From fifteen to
twenty hains are to be epilated at each sitting. Tlie
ung. hydrarg. ox. rub. is to be applied by the ])hy-

sician, if the patient is able to aftord it. The rc-lief

secured by it is rapid, almost magical. Sycosis non-
parasitica does not call for epilation, unless the hair
is floating in pus. A 4 per cent, ichthyol solution in

equal parts of lanolin and rose water ointment is

my favorite prescription.

Tinea versicolor, or liver spot, is due to a vege-
table spore. It is treated by soaking the patient
in a hot alkaline bath for half an hour, with thor-
ough scrubbing of the parts, followed by drying.
/\ saturated aqueous solution of sod. hyposulphite
is applied with friction every day during one week.
The patient must be instructed to cleanse the pubic
region \ery faithfully, or a relapse is ^nre to

follow.

Leucoderma or vitiligo is not particularly bene-
fited by any known measures, and little can be done
beyond retarding the progress of the disease.

Chloasma is the opposite condition, and in these

cases the patient may secure cosmetic relief for

several months by means of a strong ointment of
salicylic acid or the salicylic plaster, which causes
an exfoliation of the pigmentary layer. Repeated
courses of this treatment mav of course be in-

stituted.

Urticaria, dermatitis medicamentosa, erythema
multiforme are disfiguring cutaneous eruptions due
to the absorption of intestinal toxins and their effect

on the vasomotor system. Hence the treatment
must be both systematic and symptomatic. .-Ml dem-
onstrable causes must be removed, and the intestine

be cleaned out. Extreme restlessness on the part nf

the patient may be treated by tincture of cannabis
indica, ten drops every three hours, increasing if

necessary, which will relieve both the pruritus and
the excitement. Menthol, phenic acid, and liquid

albolene are very soothing local applications.

.A.cne.—Although one of the most stubborn cutan-

eous affections, acne will yield to persistent and
judicious treatment. Hearty cooperation of the

patient is the first essential toward a cure. Strict

rules are laid down in regard to avoidance of all

cakes, pies, or pastries, and salt meats as well as fish

are absolutely prohibited. There must be no ice

cream sodas or eating between meals. The flabby,

indolent, obese patient must l^e aroused and forced

to take an active interest in life. The constipation

and general sluggishness of these individuals are

greatly benefited by a mixture of potassium acetate

•w, R. ext. of case. sagr. §ii, fl. extract of rumex
.^iii, one drachm to be taken half an hour before

meals in half a glassful of cold water, .\nemic

patients should receive the best of food, eggs, milk,

cream, rice, farina, hominy, nourishing soups, and

meats. Light feeding between meals is admissilile.

Outdoor exercise must be insisted upon, in spite nf

the patient's reluctance to cooperate in this direc-

tion. My favorite prescription is : R. Ferri citrat.

oii, magnesi ; sulphatis .~v, strychn. gr. i, syr.

zingiberis .^i, aq. 5iv. This is a good tonic.

acting on the bowels, and is promptly followed by

visible improvement. If the case is one of comedns
or pustules, a rapid impression can be made by an

application of green soap .si. resorcin l^i, salicylic

acid gr. v, rose water ointment .",ii at night, wnslici

off in the morning, to be reapplied at night, or until

a fair desquamation has been obtained. A slower

method consists in the expressing of all comedos

and incising ui the pustules, the bases to be touched
with hydrogen peroxide, followed by carbolic acid.

The outcome is primary luiion without a scar. The
lotio alba—sulphureted potassium and zinc sul-

phate— is usefully applied at night, following the

employment of hot or cold water, according to the

result desired. Slight friction with a towel is very

serviceable. It is necessary to keep these cases under
close observation, repeating the instructions at each

visit until the patient is not only thoroughly famil-

iar with them all, but has become convinced of the

advisability of carrying them out.

Psoriasis.—The treatment of this skin disease

—

the last to be considered to-day, but not the least in

order of importance— is both external and internal.

The former is preceded by an alkaline bath, and the

scabs are then removed while the patient is still in

the tub. After he has been carefully drietl, an oint-

ment consisting of salicylic acid gr. i, green soap
oii, chrysarobin oii, oleum rusci .~)i. and vaseline

.^ii is applied by means of a stencil brush to all

lesions below the clavicle. Those above the clavicle

are to be treated with the ammoniated mercury oint-

ment. Of late I have been pleased with a solution

of 5ii of chrysophanic acid in chloroform. Each
lesion is touched, using absorbent cotton which has
been twisted around an applicator. The chloroform
evaporates and leaves behind the chrysophanic acid

which is covered with a light coat of ichthyol. In
this way a varnish is formed which prevents
the clothes from becoming soiled. The in-

ternal treatment consists in the administration of
-Sig. potassoe arsenitis, or Fowler's solution in an
alkaline medium. Stubborn cases without exception
yield to injections twice weekly with arsenic iodide,

ten minims of a i per cent, aqueous solution at each
session. With special reference to the regulation
of the diet each case is a law unto itself.

156 West riQTH Street.

Study of a Family of Heredosyphilitics.—.\ Barre
anil P. Gastcl present a study of a family of lieredosyphil-

itics, which has much of interest in it. The disease is

manifested in one of the family very lightly, and only the

comparison of the history of the other members would
have caused the diagnosis to be made in him. In the

mother there was only presumptive evidence of syphilis,

from the existence of general paralysis. The father was
undoubtedly syphilitic. She was pregnant eight times,

the first with a child that died at birth. All the other

pregnancies gave normal births. The different degrees

of infection, each child showing it in some way, are

explained by the bilaterality of the infection and the en-

tire absence of treatment in all cases. Tuberculosis was
present in two of the children and in the father. To the

effect of this taint may be added the extreme poverty of

the family. The stigmata were mostly ocular and nervous.

One child at the age of eighteen had nervous, otitic,

palatine, and ocular manifestations of heredosyphilis. He
entered the hospital for meningitis, the other affections

not having seemed to merit treatment. All symptoms dis-

appeared under mercurial treatment. In two members of

the family only ocular manifestations and in one only

very slight ones were shown. The reaction of Wasser-
mann was positive in every member of the family with the

blood serum and with the cerebrospinal fluid. Lymphocy-
tosis was positive in only two members of the family.

It was the laboratory reactions alone that permitted of a

diagnosis of syphilis in one of these patients, in whom
the clinical manifestations were almost negative. This

shows the value of these reactions in diagnosis.

—

La
Pressc Mrdicale.
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THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE CANCER
QUESTION.

Thi! second International Conference for the Study

of Cancer was held in Paris early in October last,

the first of the series having taken place at Heidel-

berg and Frankfort in 1906. During the interim im-

portant committee work has been carried out, the

matter of research has been organized throughout

the world, and now in this second meeting we are

in position to understand something of what has

been done along the lines projected during the past

four years. The special papers read and the trans-

actions as a whole will naturally be slow in reach-

ing the public. But the Milnchencr mcdidnischi

Wochenschrift of November i last published von

Czerny's inaugural address. This was delivered be-

fore a large and distinguished audience of laymen

and physicians alike. Official Paris also was largely

represented.

Statistics, despite their fallaciousness, were first

discussed by the speaker. The disease seems to be

on the increase among all cultured folk. But certain

limited localities report a notable decrease. This

discrepancy is highly significant, for it involves the

whole subject of the incidence of cancer. Thus we

find say a thirty per cent, increase in recent years in

certain countries ; yet if we consider only restricted

localities we may be justified in concluding that the

disease is not only on the wane, but actually extinct

(for example, in many restricted localities, not a

single cancer death has occurred for twenty-five

years). Surely this absence of cancer in certain

out-of-the way localities cannot be an accident.

From such data nearly every theory of cancer might

receive support—especially those of contagion, food,

soil, inheritance, not to mention many others. Of
great significance in the collection of statistics is the

anatomical incidence of the disease ; but to this is

opposed the fact that in localities where cancer is

especially prevalent we are likely to find all locations

of the disease.

Von Czerny admits the cogency of a parasitic

theory of cancer as long as we follow statistics. If

we pursue this plan there is as much support of

such a theory as in the case of any infectious dis-

ease. .Aside from the argument furnished by sta-

tistics the bulk of the evidence tends to antagonize

a parasitic theory. We find a wide line of demarca-

tion between two groups, each of which is histologi-

cally and clinically malignant. The former may be

described as superficial, external, slowly growing,

originating in epidermal tissues—with an antece-

dent stage of inflammation or irritation—causing

local metastases only, and hence largely amenable to

prompt surgical treatment. But the other type con-

sists chiefly of deeply placed cancers, attacking the

viscera, bones, etc., rapidly growing, and highly

disposed to cause metastases and cachexia. Treat-

ment of such cases is impotent. The two types of

cancer cannot be sharply separated clinically. Many
growths which are technically superficial and epithe-

liomatous may, according to their location, grow
rapidly, and with the aid of their acute local metas-

tases may quickly wear out the patient. Certain

growths technically local, but inaccessible because

of location, may interfere with life indirectly by

causing stricture and the like. In fact what would

be termed a relatively mild, localized, and operable

cancer on the surface may have the most dire effects

if it occur deep in the digestive tube. It may com-

pletely interrupt the digestive processes, cause stric-

ture of the digestive tube, and its metastases, even

when local, will be of an inoperable and fatal char-

acter.

Our victories over cancer through surgical pro-

cedures apply purely to one of these general types,

to wit, that which is of slow growth and externally

located, without tendency to more than accessible

metastases. But cancers which come thus to opera-

tion represent an insignificant minority. The re-

mainder are made up of neglected operable cancers

and those which were inoperable from the outset.

Histological distinctions between epithelioma, car-

cinoma, and sarcoma also fall to pieces in this con-

nection. A most vindent sarcoma may yield to

simple remedies. A growth technically epithelio-

matous may show high malignancy, etc. All this is

well known, trite, and contained in textbooks. But,

as v. Czerny repeated with emphasis, in a crusade

against cancer as a whole we must never forget

these old lessons.

To come back to the original subject, it is well

to forget all we know and go back to school. In

very recent years it has been shown that with ap-

propriate nutriment cancer tissue may attain huge

development. These cultural peculiarities are

checked up in part by the role played by marked

local irritation in ordinary tissues. It must not be

forgotten that many irritants may cause the same

or a similar effect. Hence a special germ, or any

germ at all, might at times cause a phenomenon

analogous to cancer proliferation. The most mod-

ern experiments seem to assure us that any micro-

organism may by chronic irritation set up cancer-

like growths. That immunizing bodies may be pro-

duced seems assured. Cancers tend to form lethal

toxins, and such should be overcome by antitoxins.

Radium therapy and .f-ray treatment are alleged

to be powerful against many primary cancers. This

is the summation, in fact: many agencies may cure

localized cancer, but when once the disease has be-

come generalized it is beyond the power of our

present resources to overcome.
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THE VANISHING INCOME OF THE I'HY-

SICIAN.

It is a melancholy fact that as the cost of living

has increased in this country so have the earnings

of the medical profession decreased. This phase of

the situation was dealt with at some length in an

editorial which appeared in the Medical Record,

February 26 of this year. The whys and where-

fores of the decrease of income of American physi-

cians are fairly obvious and, perhaps, until the

causes are removed, it is somewhat futile to dis-

cuss the matter. The overcrowding of the medical

profession is doubtless the chief cause, and the

abuse of medical charity is another cause which
must be considered. Furthermore, the effects of

modern preventive medicine in lessening disease

have reduced the possibilities of earning money by

curative and remedial efforts. It is an easy matter

to prove that the medical profession in America is

overcrowded. In France, which has a population

of 37,000,000 or so, there are only 17,000 medical

men all told, and in England, with a population of

more than 40,000,000, there are about 32,000 med-

ical men, while this country and Canada, with per-

haps nearly 90,000,000 people, have more than

120,000 physicians. This proportion is preposterous

and tlie natural consequence is that a considerable

proportion of American practitioners have hard

work to keep the wolf from the door.

It is not the intention at this time to debate rem-

edies for this parlous condition of things, but the

statement is reiterated that pari passu with an in-

crease in the cost of living the physician earns less

than he earned some few years ago. There is also

another aspect of the case which deserves attention.

In all countries the medical man has more difficulty

in collecting his just dues than has the member of

any other profession or trade. This statement ma}-

be applied with greater aptness to America than tv

other countries. It is more customary here for gen-

eral practitioners to give credit than for those of

England or France, for instance. The entire prac-

tice of medicine here is based on the credit system.

When a person is sick the practitioner is sent for

without, as a rule, a thought of the expense. The

physician generally goes as a matter of course. The

individual recovers or dies, as the case may be, and

when the bill for attendance is delivered, it not in-

frequently happens either that it is not paid prompt-

ly or that attempts are made to evade payment.

When a person is ill no trouble or expense is too

great to ensure or aid his recovery, the doctor then

is his rock of refuge, but wheri he gets well both

his illness and the doctor alike are liable to be for-

gotten. There are some who even shamelessly

evade payment ; these are those who in the eu-

phonious and pertinent slang are termed "dead

beats."

It may then be taken as proven that medical

men are very often the prey of careless or de-

signing patients and it might not be an overestimate

to assert that of a general practitioner's annual

earnings almost 25 per cent, will never be col-

lected. The physician is precluled to a great extent

by the etiquette of his profession from enforcing

payment of his dues in the same maimer as mem-
bers of other professions and trades would enforce

payment and therefore he would seem to be almost

liopclessly handicapped. The most bitter feature

of the position is that those least able to bea.r loss

are the ones who are usually mulcted. The city con-

sultant or specialist in surgery or medicine does

not lose much by bad debts, or he does not lose so

much in proportion to his income as do the hard-

working members of the rank and file. Con-

sultant's fees are paid at the office and it is also

the custom to pay for big operations at the time or

soon after. But the general practitioner must give

credit, oftentimes long credit, and as said before

there are some who never pay him and do not in-

tend to pay him.

Sulphurous Acid in White Wines.

The subject of pure foods and drinks is one of in-

ternational importance ; it often becomes a matter

that aft'ects importations from foreign countries,

and the decisions of some of our officials are se-

verely questioned when it is a matter of excluding

from this country some of the products of a sister

country, which are deemed adulterated according

to our pure food laws. A case in point is that of

the importation from France of white wines which
contain a small amount of sulphurous acid. This,

it is claimed by the makers of the wines, is of bene-

fit rather than injury to the consumers, inasmuch
as it is added to the wine to prevent certain kinds of

fermentation that would injure the taste of the

wines and that would also be injurious to the hu-
man system. P. Carles, in the Journal de Mcdecine
de Bordeaux, for August 21, 1910, gives an inter-

esting explanation of the value of the sulphurous
acid in certain fine white wines. They are made
when the grapes are very ripe, in fact, somewhat
withered and dry, since their fine taste is due to the

large amount of sugar contained and developed in

drying. Along with this sugar there are a large

number of bacteria that invade the grapes, and the

addition of the acid stops the action of these bac-

teria, and thus is of value to the consumer. J.

Gautrelet, writing in the Gazette Hebdoinadaire
des Sciences Mcdicales de Bordeaux, for September

4, 1910, gives the results of an investigation of the

effect of this small amount of sulphurous acid on
the human body, which was undertaken by a com-
mission presided over by Professor Gayon, director

of the Station agronomique et cenologique de
Bordeaux. Wiley, in the United States, had investi-

gated the effects of sulphurous acid with his poison

squad, and had pronounced it injurious on account
of its causing vomiting, burning in the stomach,
and general malaise. He made use of capsules of
sulphite of soda taken on an empty stomach, which
the French investigators claim was not the correct

way to conduct the experiment. The Commission
kept nine men in a separate dwelling, working in a
garden, under the best hygienic conditions, for

thirty days. They were given an ordinary diet

and the wine to be tested containing the amount of
sulphurous acid that is usually found in it was
given them to drink with their meals. At the end
of the thirty days the urine, blood, etc., being ex-
amined daily, it was found that they were still in

the best of health, and showed to the most critical

examination no diseases of stomach, liver, or kid-

neys, or diminution of blood corpuscles. Such an
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investigation, guarded as it was in every possible

way from fraud, and with no possible element of

psychic effort in the test, since the men did not

know what they were taking nor what it was for,

would indicate that small amounts of sulphurous

acid in white wines are not injurious, at least not

immediately injurious, to the drinkers of it.

The Sense of Smell of the Blind Deaf.

It has generally been believed that the deprivation

of one sense tends to increased development of the

other senses, renders them more acute, and it is

a matter of common knowledge that the blind deaf

possess a most penetrating sense of smell, the rea-

son for which is held to be the over-development of

that sense. But all our long-cherished ideas art-

being overthrown almost daily, or rather attempts

are being made in that direction. M. Kunz of

Illzach-Muhlhausen published a paper some little

time ago, which is quoted in the Annals of the

Deaf for November, 1909, setting forth his view

that the destruction of one sense impairs all.

William Wade of Oakmont, Pa., writing in the

Annals of the Deaf, while agreeing in the main

with Kunz's conclusions "that the deprivation of

one sense is measurably balanced by increased de-

velopment of the remaining senses is a thorough

fallacy," takes exception to the statement 'that the

destruction of one sense impairs all.' Wade
gives some remarkable proofs from his own ex-

perience of the acutely discriminating sense of

smell possessed by some blind deaf persons. It

has been proven that deaf blind persons do possess

a sense of smell which is absent from the normal

person, and Wade contends that such persons

should be permitted to use this sense as much as

they please. It appears that there are individuals

who endeavor to prevent the blind deaf from using

their preternatural sense of smell because it is

considered nasty. The people who object to the

blind deaf using their sense of smell for the pur-

pose of distinguishing animals, men, and natural

objects of a clean or unclean nature must be hyper-

critical on the subject of nastiness. Indeed Mr.

Wade argues that it may not be a preternaturally

keen senses of smell that the blind deaf and seeini;

deaf possess but that they may have developed a

greater concentration of mind on these senses than

the seeing-hearing have, and thereby recognize

odors imperceptible to others.

l^tvoB of tl|p Wnk.
City Death Rate.—For the week ending No-

vember 19 the number of deaths in New York City

was considerably decreased, being 1,264 or 125 less

than for the same week of last year. The rate

was 13.77 per thousand of population, as compared
to 15.87 in 1910. Pneumonia caused 169 deaths, a

decrease of 53, and tuberculosis 155, a decrease of

26. Typhoid fever caused 15 deaths, diphtheria ami
croup 22, and diarrheal diseases 61. The only

increases were in the deaths from heart disease,

which numbered 152, from Bright's disease and
nephritis, 128, and from violence. yT:,.

Hospital for the Ruptured and Crippled to

Move.—The New York Society for the Relief of

the Ruptured and Crippled has applied to the courts
for permission to sell its hospital property at Forty-
second street and Lexin<?ton avenue to the New

York State Realty and Terminal Company for

$1,350,000. A part of the property will be used for

the new terminal of the New York Central Rail-

road. The society will use a part of the money in

building a new hospital in the city and the balance

in establishing a convalescent home out of town.

The Holman Association.—The first meeting
of this association, which has for its purpose the

promotion of rural nursing, hygiene, and social

service all over the country, held its first meeting in

N'ew York on November 22. Dr. William H.
Welch of Baltimore is the president. The associa-

tion is the outcome of the efforts of Miss Lydia
Holman, a trained nurse, who has worked for some
time among the mountaineers of North Carolina.

War on Tuberculosis.—The New York State
Federation of Women's Clubs in convention at

Ithaca recently passed resolutions declaring its un-
qualified support of the campaign which the State

Charities Aid Association is conducting in cooper-
ation with the State Department of Health. The
Federation represents a total of 260 clubs with a

combined membership of 125,000.

Dr. Kenneth W. Millican, formerly of the edi-

torial staff' of the New York Medical Journal, sailed

for London on November 24 to take a position on
the editorial staff of the Lancet.

For Medical Research.—The Medical Depart-
ment of Northwestern University, Chicago, has re-

ceived a gift of $250,000 from Mr. James A. Patten
of that city to be used in establishing a chair for

the study of infectious diseases.

Gaynor Hospital Fund.—At a meeting of the
trustees of the fund, held on November 35. it -vas

announced that gifts to the amount of .? [3.208 had
been received for the Thanksgiving oft'ering to St.

Mary's Hospital. Hoboken. It was decided that the

subscription list should remain open until December
I, when the entire amount subscribed will be pre-

sented to the hospital.

Hospital Bureau of Standards and Supplies.—
The first aimual report of this bureau, which has
its office at 381 Fourth avenue, New York, covers

the work of the seven months ending on September
30, 1910, and shows substantial results in stand-

ardization and savings in the purchase of hospital

and institutional supplies. The membership is com-
posed of fourteen of the largest New York hos-

pitals, and it is expected that others will join. A
non-resident membership, for the benefit of insti-

tutions located outside of New York City, is con-

templated.

Cholera Reaches Canada.—On the arrival of

the steamship Royal George at Quebec recently one
of the steerage passengers was found to be ill with

cholera. As a result all the steerage passengers

were detained at the Grosse Isle quarantine sta-

tion about thirty miles below the city.

Typhoid Fever at the Naval Academy.—Up to

November 23 twenty-two midshipmen at the Naval
Academy at Annapolis were reported ill with typhoid

fever. The source of the infection has been traced,

it is thought, to a supply of milk which was received

for three weeks when the regular dairyman was not

able to supply the full quantity. The use of this

milk was stopped on November 9.

Street Disinfection.—In Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

a plain is on foot to test the efficacy of disinfection

of the streets by sprinkling with a solution of cor-

rosive sublimate.
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Hospital Troubles.— l'"ollowin<^ the suspension
of one of their number because of an infraction of
the rules, five members of the house stafif of the J.
Hood Wright Memorial Hospital in New York re-
signetl their positions on November 21 and left the
hospital in a body. Only one member of the stafT,

the house surgeon, remained at his post. The work
of the hospital was done by the visiting physicians
until new internes could be secured.

In Paterson, N. J., five internes at the (ioncral
Hospital were suspended from the service on No-
vember 24. This action was the culmination of a
long series of disagreements between the managers
of the hospital and the internes, the latter complain-
ing of the quality and quantity of the food provided
for them and alleging lack of cleanliness in the
quarters which they occupy.

Diphtheria in Chicago.—Approximately 800
cases of diphtheria were reirarted in Chicago during
November, and the I-'inance Committee, recognizing
the gravity of the situation, voted an extra Sio,ooo
to the Department of Contagious Diseases with
which to fight the epidemic.

Ambulance Service Head.—The Rev. Dr.
Daniel C. Potter, formerly head of the Division of

Charitable Institutions of the Department of

Finance, was on November 26 appointed Director

of the Board of Ambulance Service of New York.
The appointment, which was made by the Board,
will not become effective until it is confirmed by
the Municipal Civil Service Commission.

Bequest to a Hospital.—By the will of the late

Patrick Curran of Philadelphia the sum of $3,000
is bequeathed to the Free Hospital for Consump-
tives at White Haven, Pa.

To Enlarge a Hospital.—Howard Hospital of

Philadelphia is to be enlarged by an addition occu-

pyinj5 the space of four adjacent buildings that have

been purchased for the purpose.

The Fifth International Congress for the Blind
will meet in Cairo from February 20 to F'ebruary

25, 191 1, under the patronage of the Khedive.

Eight questions are announced for discussion, i.

When can a person be considered as blind ? 2. How
to prevent the spread of ophthalmia? 3. Has Espe-

ranto been of any use as a universal language for

the blind? 4. What is the best method applicable

to all languages of teaching stenography to the

blind. 5. What are the best trades and pro-

fessions for the blind? 6. What are the best

games and bodily exercises for blind school

children? 7. Can the Braille method be im-

proved? 8. Could the blind be employed in tele-

phone and telegraph exchanges ? The Congress will

meet only in the mornings and the afternoons will

be devoted to excursions to museums and places of

interest. The entrance fee is the usual one of 20

francs (or $4), and intending members should write

to the Secretary General of the Congress at the

University buildings, Cairo.

Tri-County (Mich.) Medical Society.—At a

meeting held in Cadillac on November 3 the follow-

ing officers were elected: President, Dr. V. F.

Huntley. Manton ; Vice-President, Dr. R. Brodner,

Cadillac ; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. W. J. Smith :

Delegate to State Convention, Dr. S. C. Moore.

The Pee-Dee (South Carolina) Medical Asso-

ciation met at Charleston on November 9. The
following officers were elected: President, Dr. A.

M. Braiisford. ]Mullins ; Vice-President, Dr. E. T.

\\ annamaker, Cheraw; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. J.
C. Lavvson, Darlington. The next annual meeting
will be held in Florence on the second Wednesday
in Xovembcr, 191 1.

The Petersburg (Virginia) Medical Faculty at

its annual meeting on November 17, elected officers

for the ensuing year as follows : President, Dr. W.
P. Hoy; Vice-Presidents, Dr. J. R. Beckwith and
Dr. R. A. Gamble ; Corresponding Secretary, Dr.
H. A. Burke; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. W. C.

Powell.

Gifts to Preventorium.—The Tuberculosis Pre-
ventorium for C'hiklren, which last year, after pro-
test from the citizens of Lakewood, N. J., was re-

moved to Farmingdale, has recently received a gift

of 64 acres of land at the latter place together with
a free lease for twenty-five years of the Windsor
stock farm adjoining, comprising 240 acres under
cultivation. The gift was made through Mr. Ar-
thur Brisbane by the estate of Albert Brisbane.
Mr. Brisbane will present to the preventorium 20
acres of land in addition, from a farm which he has
recently purchased. Cows, wagons, furniture, and
other accessories are also included in the list. Mr.
Nathan Straus has already contributed $50,000 for
model buildings to be constructed on the farm, and
the Board of Health Auxiliary connected with the
.Association of Tuberculosis Clinics has subscribed

$4,500 to build an additional open shack, for which
they will select the children, and which they will

support. The institution has for its object the
prevention of tuberculosis among children, and will

treat only those who have not contracted the dis-

ease, but who give evidence of susceptibility. By
wise supervision, good food, and pure air it is hoped
that many children may be saved.

Rockingham County (Va.) Medical Society.—
At the annual meeting of the society held in Har-
risonburg on November 9 the following officers

were elected : President, Dr. J. F. Wright, Keezle-
town ; Vice-President, Dr. A. C. Byers, Harrison-
burg; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. J. ]\i. Biedler.

Fond du Lac County (Wis.) Medical Society.—
The annual meeting of the society was held in Fond
du Lac on November 9, officers for the ensuing year
being elected as follows : President, Dr. G. T. j\Ic-

Dougall; Vice-President, Dr. P. J. Calvey ; Secre-
tary-Treasurer, Dr. Flora A. Reed : Delegate to

State Convention, Dr. S. E. Gavin.
The Ocean County (N. J.) Medical Society.—

At a meeting held on November 11, the following
officers were elected to serve for the coming year:
President, Dr. W. G. Lawrence; Vice-President,
Dr. A. M. Heron; Secretary, Dr. W. G. Schauffler;
Treasurer, Dr. I. H. Hance.
The Late Dr. Ransom.—At a reg-ular meeting

of the West End Medical Society, held October 22,

1910, the following j)reamble and resolutions were
adopted: This Society, having- learned of the recent
death of our esteemed fellow member. Dr. Charles
C. Ransom, desires to place on record a formal ex-
pression of our appreciation of the great loss result-
ing to us, both individually and collectively, from
his death. Connected by membership with this So-
ciety almost from its inception, honored with the
office of President, he maintained a never flagging-
interest in its welfare and actively labored to pro-
mote its best interests. His contributions to the
Society proceedings were many and always upon a
plane of dignified scientific value. A man of cul-
ture, of pleasing personality and address, he was
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held in high personal esteem by all his associate

members. Therefore, be it resolved, that in the

death of Dr. Ransom the West End Medical Society

recognizes with sorrow and profound regret the loss

of a most esteemed member; that we beg to extend

to his grief-stricken family our deep sympathy ; that

a co])y of these resolutions be spread upon the

minutes, and that the secretary be instructed to fur-

nish a copy to the medical press for publication.

Sii;in^d: W. B. Pritchard, M.D.
E. J. Ware, M.D.
A. H. Travis, M.D.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Samuel Alexander of

this city died Wednesday morning of this week at

the New York Hospital of gangrenous appendicitis.

for which he had been operated on on Saturday.

Dr. Alexander was born in New York City on
April 2, 1858, and was graduated from Princeton in

1879 and from Bellevue ]\Iedical College in 1882.

subsequently spending a year at Bellevue as interne.

In 1883 he studied in London, Leipsic, and Vienna,

and upon his return to America was appointed at-

tending surgeon at Bellevue Hospital. In 1887 he

became professor of genitourinary surgery in the

Bellevue Hospital Medical College and in 1898 he

was made professor of clinical surgery in the de-

partment of genitourinary diseases in Cornell Med-
ical College.

Dr. Charles Butler Stiles of Hill View, N. Y.,

a graduate of the University of Edinburgh in

1887, died at his home on November 19, aged 48
years.

Dr. James Ross Waggener, Medical Director in

the United States Navy, a graduate of the Jeffer-

son Medical College in 1872, died at his home in

Brookline, Mass., on November 17, aged 64 years.

Dr. Waggener, who was retired from active service,

served at the Mare Island Navy Yard during the

Spanish war.

Dr. Samuel M. Reid of Muncie. Ind., a graduate
of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Keo-
kuk, la., died at his home on November 7.

Dr. William S. Chenoweth of Tacoma, Wash.,
a graduate of the Northwestern Medical College

of St. Joseph, Mo., in 1883, a member of the

.American IMedica! Association, and the Washington
State and Pierce County Medical societies, physi-

cian-in-charge of the Fern Hill Hospital, Fern Hill,

and a veteran of the Civil War, died at his home on
November i, aged 61 years.

Dr. Stephen G. Cook of New York, a graduate
of the Medical Department of the New York Uni-
versity in 1857, a veteran of the Civil War, and a
police surgeon in New York from 1873 until his re-

tirement in 1907, died at his home on November 21,

aged 78 years.

Dr. William Robert Bro.ss of New York, a

graduate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons,
New York, in 1881, a member of the New York
State and County Medical societies, and medical
director of the Equitable Life Assurance Company
of New York, formerly Port Health Officer at Port
Limon, Costa Rica, and later consulting commis-
sioner on yellow fever in South America, dieil sud-
denly at his home in Babylon, L. I., on November
21, of apoplexy, aged 56 years.

Dr. Alvah C. Van Syckle of Hackettstown,
N. J., a graduate of the Medical Department of
New York University in 1878, a member of the
.American Medical Association and of the New Jer-
fey State and Warren Countv Medical societies.

at one time president of the latter, and formerly
Mayor of Hackettstown, died suddenly of heart dis-

ease on November 22 while attending a' meeting
of the Warren County Medical Society at Hacketts-
town, aged 57 years.

Dr. George F. AIarsden of Red Bank, N. J., a

graduate of the Hahnemann Medical College of

Philadelphia in 1886, died at his home of stomach
trouble on November 22, aged 64 years.

Dr. Thomas Robinson Little of Greensboro,
N. C, a graduate of the Medical Department of

the University of Pennsylvania in 1900, and a

member of the North Carolina State and Guilford

County i\Iedical societies, and of the Greensboro
Academy of Medicine, died suddenly at his home on
November 15, aged 36 years.

Dr. David N. Kinsman of Columbus, O., a grad-

uate of the Medical College of Ohio in 1863, and a

member of the American Medical Association and
of the Ohio State and Franklin County Medical
societies, died at his home of heart disease on No-
vember 24, aged 76 years.

Dr. John R. Chatham of Tamms, 111., a grad-

uate of the Washington University Medical School,

St. Louis, in 1873, died at his home on Novem-
ber 14.

Dr. William F. Waite of Kansas City, Kan., a

graduate of the LTniversity Medical College of Kan-
sas City in 1893. a member of the Kansas State

and Wyandotte County Medical societies, and a

veteran of the Civil War, died at his home on No-
vember 12, aged 63 years.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

MEMORIALS TO KING EDWARD. PROPOSED ENDOW-
MENT OF TROPICAL MEDICINE AND RESEARCH.—
CYSTIC DISEASE OF BREAST. CANCER OF OVARIES.

—ACROMEGALY. CAIUS QUATERCENTENARY.

—

GREEK MEDICINE.-—MALARIA, MIAN MIR REPORT.

Lo.v No

Memorials to King Edward have been projectetl

in all directions and everywhere the question has

been discussed as to what is the most suitable form
in which to commemorate his reign and personality.

Considering his deep interest in hospitals and char-

ities not a few towns have decided on an addition to

such as the local tribute. London has awaited a re-

port from the committee of a Mansion House Fund
started to consider the matter and on Monday the

executive reported that they had dealt with no fewer

than 164 suggestions. Most of these were obvious-

ly impracticable and they reduced them to four,

guided by the considerations that the memorial was
to be a London as distinguished from an imperial

one, that it ought to be such as King Edward would

himself have approved and worthy of his country

and suitable as an expression of London's devotion

to his memory. They decided that whatever else

might be added a statue in the metropolis should be

erected at a cost of between £50,000 and £70,000.

With regard to further extension it would seem that

it should appeal to the whole empire. This would
rule out three other proposals which found favor,

viz., a new bridge and embankment, a museum and

a central hall for the London University. I doubt

if any of these will kindle enthusiasm ; but there

is a fourth which has been urged within the last
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few days by a very long list of influential men rc])-

resenting a wide range of interests and which, it

adopted, would be imperial in scope. That is a

scheme for research on tropical diseases and for

coping with the protection of life in the tropics.

This is of special interest to the profession, and
from the point of view of the interest taken by the

late king in hospitals for the sick and the preven-

tion of disease would seem a suitable memorial.

.Moreover it would be beneficial to the numerous
races throughout the empire, with its 330 million>

living under tropical conditions.

It is true we have a school of tropical medicine

in London and another in Liverpool, but it can

hardly be argued that they meet in full the respon-

sibility of the country, and they are not due to gov-

ernment but to private support. The Liverpool

school owed its origin and maintenance to the muni-
ficence of the late Sir Alfred Jones, and it has sent

out twenty-one research expeditions to the tropio

during the ten years of its existence. The London
school also owes its establishment to private gener-

osity, but now gets a government grant of £1,300

—quite insufficient. There is also a bureau for sleep-

ing sickness supported by the government at a cost

of £i,20O a year and the university receives £750 to

assist work dealing with tropical medicine. The
Royal Society has a committee on this subject, but

the eminent experts who compose it give their work
gratuitously.

The total amount which the British Government
has contributed to tropical medicine is paltry indeed

considered as an addition to private effort. The\

should take an example from the United States'

action in Havana and in the Panama zone.

Cystic disease of the breast was the subject of

an interesting discussion at the first meeting for this

session of the Harveian Society. It was opened

by Mr. D'Arcy Power who pronounced the state

of classification of cystic diseases as chaotic and

oiTered a scheme distinguishing noninflammatory,

inflammatory, congenital, and parasitic, each of

these having their subdivisions. Mr. Shaw off^ere!

another scheme in which he endeavored to retain

the terms in common use. Mr. Power in his paper

considered the several classes but found those more

or less connected with inflammatory changes of

more diagnostic interest and more difficult to treat.

Chronic mastitis led to an important group of cystic

tumors. The cysts might be single and simple or

the whole gland might present the appearance of a

sponge when examined after removal. The single

sometimes had a thick wall and was so deeply

placed that it might be mistaken for a solid tumor.

It was, therefore, a cardinal rule to incise every

breast before amputating it. A mere puncture

would not do as it might not find an intracystic

growth. The most difficult cases were those of

many small cysts resulting from chronic lobular

mastitis.

Mr. Shaw showed a series of lantern slides illus-

trating the appearances (macro- and microscopic) of

several varieties of the serous or simple cysts which

he held to be due to chronic mastitis. He and other

speakers were against puncture. He showed speci-

mens of cancer in the walls of cysts. In many

cases solid adenomata projected into cysts and were

better called intracystic adenomata.

Mr. W. G. Spencer said little was known as t"

the pathological development of these growths. The

contents- of serous cysts seldom corresponded with

blood serum. Kantback regarded papillomata as

connective tissue and though this view was not gan-
erally accepted it was supported by the fact that

these cysts mostly consisted of connective tissue

stroma. Circumscribed cysts should not be shelled

out but removed with a zone of healthy tissue. If

that zone were diseased he excised the breast, leav-

ing the nipple.

Mr. Crisp English said these cysts were almost

always secondary to mastitis and in all doubtful

cases exploratory incision should be made. He did

not believe the ordinary form predisposed to malig-

nant disease.

Mr. Gask said when the condition called for op-
eration the whole breast should be removed, for a

partial excision did not free the patient from neu-

ralgic pain and in certain cases carcinoma followed.

Mr. Clayton Greene remarked on the similarity

of adenoma, fibroma, and interstitial mastitis, sug-

gesting an inflammatory origin. As to its relation-

ship to malignant disease he had observed two
classes—one with large cysts, two or three in num-
ber seldom more, the other when the whole breast

was riddled with cysts. The latter should be always
operated on. The former he had not regarded as

dangerous, hut after this discussion he was inclined

to revise his opinion.

At the Medical Society of London cancer of the

ovary was the subject of a paper by Mr. Bland Sut-
ton. This he regards as always secondary, or, at

any rate, he is convinced that primary carcinoma of

this organ remains unproven. Many cases thought
to have arisen primarily in the ovary were meta-
static. In cancer of the stomach, cecum, or gall-

bladder, the' cancer cells permeated the musculai
and serous coats and found their way into the peri-

toneal cavity and were conveyed by the peri-

toneal fluid into the recesses of the pelvis or lodged
on the ovaries. Fallopian tubes, and uterus. He
thought when these cells implanted themselves on a

normal ovary, a solid tumor resulted, but if they
fell on the walls of an ovarian cyst they quickly

grew into formidable masses. Primary cancer of

the Fallopian tube was very malignant and opera-
tive treatment rarely resulted in enduring success.

If the ostium of the tube remained open cancerous
particles were poured out, cornucopial fashion, into

the pelvis and soiled the organs and tissues. Im-
plantation on the walls of an ovarian cyst was no
rarity. In the last eighteen months he had had
seven such cases, the primary foci being: in the
stomach 2 cases ; in the hepatic flexure of the colon
I ; sigmoid flexure i ; uterus i ; Fallopian tube i ;

undetermined i.

At the annual meeting of the Royal College of
Surgeons to be held next Thursday, the report, al-

ready in type, will be presented.

Professor Arthur Heith gave a demonstration at

the college last week on acromegaly. After men-
tioning the increase of size and the signs of this first

noticed by the patients, such as the necessity foi

larger gloves, boots, collars, etc., Mr. Keith said that
since Marie drew attention to the disease in 1886.
above 400 cases have been reported. He estimated
that there are probably fifty or more at present in

London. It has been suggested that the prototype
of Punch was a subject of acromegaly but that
diagnosis was wrong, said the professor, for though
the nose, jaw, chin, and dorsal hump favor it, the
small hands, thin lips, and good teeth are against it.

There is no example of acromegaly in the British
Portrait Gallery or in the National Gallery, but one
of Rowlandrous caricatures is an example. The
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pituitary body was usually enlarged in the disease

and its secretion evidently concerned in regulating

and coordinating the growth of various parts of the

body. A study of the ettects of overgrowths of this

gland will perhaps furnish a key to many of the

factors which determine the physical conformation

of the body, said the professor, and lead to the es-

tablishment of physical anthropology on a scientific

basis.

In connection with this subject I may quote a

case shown on the 27th ult. at the Liverpool ^led-

ical Institute by Mr. C. G. Lee. It was that of a

man of 32 who had recovered from diabetes in-

sipidus and then developed a marked increase of

adipose tissue with optic atrophy. His weight had

increased from 11 stone 7 pounds to 13 stone 10

pounds, but this seemed to be only due to fat, as

there were no signs of acromegaly. Skiagraghy

showed enlargement of the sella turcica and Mr. Lee

attributed the symptoms to diminished function of

the pituitary body.

At the meeting of the Royal College of Physicians

the president reported that he and other oflicials

were entertained at Caius College, Cambridge, on

the occasion of the 400th centenary of Dr. Caius, and

this hospitality was returned by inviting the Master

and Fellows of Caius to the Harveian oration and

banquet. Their portrait of Glisson v.-as also pre-

sented to Caius. The president also reported that

the medical staff of Guy's Hospital had offered to

present to this college a portrait of Sir Samuel
Wilks. This was accepted by the meeting with ac-

clamation and the thanks of the college directed to

be returned. The audited accounts "for the year

were adopted and other formal business transacted.

The Fitzpatrick lectures at this college for 1910

were delivered on the 3d and 8th of this month by

Sir Clifford Allbutt who took for his subject Greek
Medicine in Rome.

In writing of malaria last week I referred to the

Mian Mir Committee's Report. It seems, however,

that this must be received with considerable reserve

pending full criticism from Ronald Ross who has

meantime published in the Lancet a summary of his

objections to its statements. The object of the ex-

periment was said to be to test the doctrine that

malaria can be banished by mosquito reduction .at

little cost anywhere. But this proposition in its

bare statement is laid down by no one. What Ross
taught was that mosquito reduction was easy under
very favorable circumstances. It appears now that

these did not exist at Mian Mir, and as to cost the

government's allowance was absurdly insignificant

—only a few pence a head being officially held to be

more than could be devoted to mosquito reduction.

Considering the monetary cost of the soldier in India

to the mortality and invaliding from malaria it

would seem that striking medical and preventive
work must be the most inexcusable extravasrance.

OUR CANADIAN LETTER.
(Fr Our Special Correspondent.)

Tuberculous Cavities in a Nursling of Three Months.
—Collet and Delachanal detail the history of an infant of
three months of age. who had a healthy mother, but a

tuberculous father, which died of miliary tuberculosis with
meningitis, and in whom there were found post mortem
two cavities in the right lung which were entirely indepen-
dent of the bronchial glands. The child died with the
symptoms of an acute pulmonary trouble, with intense
dyspnea, cough, and vomiting. The bronchial glands on
the right side were caseous. There were no ulcerations
in the intestine, which the author takes to mean that the
tuberculosis was not from drinking tubercular material,
hut came by inhalation. The cavity seemed to have been
formed by a rapid pneumonic process, not by a slow
fibrocaseous one.

—

Lyon Medical.

THE ISOLATION HOSPITAL IN TORONTO NEW MEDI-

CAL OFFICER OF HEALTH FOR TORONTO MEDICAL
INSPECTION OF SCHOOLS IN TORONTO—ANNUAL
REPORT OF THE PROVINCIAL BOARD OF HEALTH
OF ONT.\RIO—THE GENERAL HOSPITAL, TORONTO

ADDITION TO ST. MICHAEl's HOSPITAL, TO-

RONTO INFANT MORTALITY IN ONTARIO DR.

LOUIS WICKHAM OF P.ARIS IN TORONTO PUBLIC
HEALTH CONFERENCE IN OTTAWA—SPEECH BY
DR. CHAS. A. HODGETTS—GRADUATION OF NURSES
AT THE SICK CHfLDREN'S HOSPITAL, TORONTO
ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS IN ONTARIO APPOINT-
MENT OF A LAY SUPERINTENDENT TO ORILLIA

ASYLUM.
Noveraber

The Isolation Hospital in Toronto has been the

subject recently of much discussion both in medical

and lay circles. An inquiry was held a few weeks
ago into its management, and although no definite

conclusion was reached, it was decided that more
stringent control should be exercised over the in-

stitution. The evidence given at the inquiry was
quite conflicting, the majority of the medical men
who were examined as witnesses declared that all

reasonable care was taken to avoid the spread of

infection, while many of the lay witnesses stated that

the authorities were careless in the e.xtreme. How-
ever, the evidence of non-medical persons must al-

ways be taken with a grain of salt in such cases, as

people generally seem ever to be prejudiced against

any attempts to curtail the freedom of themselves

or families even if these be in the interest of the

whole community. There can be little doubt that

if isolation hospitals are to efficiently fulfill the pur-

pose for which they have been established, the

regulations laid down must be stringently carried

out. Dr. Charles Sheard has again resigned the

post of medical officer of Toronto, to which he had
been reelected but two or three months ago. Dr.

Charles Hastings, a well known practitioner of To-
ronto, has been appointed to the vacant position.

Dr. Hastings has been an earnest worker in the

field of public health for many years and is an en-

thusiast for clean milk and especially for pasteurized

milk. A new departure has also been made by the

Toronto City Council in connection with the Board
of Health by the appointment of Dr. G. G. Nasmith,

late chemist to the Provincial Board of Health, to

the post of bacteriologist to the city Board of

Health. The city Board of Health will now have

for the first time a fully equipped department of

bacteriology and in charge of the same a thoroughly

competent man.
The medical inspection of schools in Toronto is

likewise a new departure. Two inspectors were ap-

pointed a short time ago, one of these being a lady

doctor. The appointment had just been made when
a bolt from the blue was launched by the lady. In

a long letter which she addressed to the daily pa-

pers, she complained that her hands were so tied by

the methods of control that her work was prac-

tically of no avail. She argued that as in New
York, the medical inspection of schools should be in

the hands of the Board of Health and that the medi-

cal inspectors should be given a considerable amount
of power and authority. The City Fathers of

Toronto were not of the same mind and reprimanded

Dr. Helen MacMurchy for publishing the letter and
decided that matters .should be left in statu quo.
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The annual report of the Ontario Board of

Health for 1909 has been issued recently. Among
other subjects of interest it contains full reports on
the Howard-Bridge ozone system of water [luri-

fication as installed at Lindsay, Ontario. Dr. Na-
smith made the chemical and general report and
concluded that the system installed at Lindsay was
an absolute failure so far as purifying the water was
concerned and Dr. Geo. R. Philip, who made the

bacteriological report, came to a similar conclusion.

Dr. Chas. A. Hodgetts, late chief health officer

of Ontario, writes in the report an instructive article

on the growth of the tuberculosis movement in On-
tario and describes the erection of two sanatoria

for the treatment of tuberculosis, one in St. Cath-
erines and the other in Ottawa.

Tenders for the principal buildings of the To-
ronto General Hospital have been accepted and,

weather permitting, the work of construction will

proceed as rapidly as possible. A large addition is

being made to St. Michael's Hospital, which, when
completed, will nearly double the capacity of that

institution. Infant mortality in Ontario and in

Canada generally is larger by far than conditions

would seem to warrant. In 1907 the mortality in

England and Wales under one year of age was
117.62 per 1,000 births; in 1900 the mortality in

Ontario under one year of age was 132. In 1907
the number of deaths in Ontario was 33.502 and
the infant mortality was 29 per cent, of this amount.

In Quebec the infant mortality is even higher and

the death rate of infants born of French-Canadians
in Montreal is so high that the authorities have be-

come seriously alarmed. It is a somewdiat curious

coincidence that in Great Britain, in which more
than three-fourths of the inhabitants live in large

cities, the infantile mortality is considerably less

than in the United States and in Canada in which

the great majority of the population live in far less

crowded localities.

At the end of September Dr. Louis Wickham of

Paris gave an address on cancer treated by radium

in the Hall of Physics of Toronto University, illus-

trated on the screen by specimens chosen from

among his patients. Dr. Wickham is not one of

those who claims that radium is a specific or in the

nature of a specific for cancer. He is very mod-
est in his claims and only argues that in certain

forms of cancer radium acts beneficially and that it

is, at any rate, a valuable adjunct to the knife.

Dr. Chas. A. Hodgetts, who is now medical ad-

viser to the Canadian Commission on Conservation,

delivered an address at the Public Health Confer-

ence held in Ottawa in the second week of October

in which he urged the creation of a federal depart-

ment of health to cooperate with the various pro-

vincial health departments. After referring to the

pollution of water which is so prominent a feature

in the causation of disease in the United States and

in Canada, Dr. Hodgetts declared that it required

some other authority than provincial, viz., that of

the federal government, to solve international and

interprovincial sanitary problems. The conference

recommended the establishment of a federal council

of health to deal with larger questions of disease

prevention by the federal and provincial govern-

ments in cooperation. It was also recommended

that a federal laboratory be established for the pur-

pose of experimental work, to manufacture serums

and antitoxins, and generally to supply aids in fight-

ing disease as well as to prove of value in educa-

tion. The conference urged that both federal anrl

[jrovincial governments should encourage still fur-

ther the establishment of sanatoria for the care of

consumption, particularly among the poorer classes.

Representatives of the hoaltii departments of the

various provinces and federal government officers,

at a meeting held October 13, organized the Cana-

dian Health Association. The object of the asso-

ciation will be to interest the public in the spread

of information relating to matters affecting the pub-

lic health. Officers were elected as follows : Hon-
orary President, Sir James Grant, Ottawa ; Presi-

dent, Dr. J. A. Starkey, McGill University; Treas-

urer, Dr. George D. Porter, Toronto ; Secretary,

Major Lome Drum, Ottawa.

In connection with the Sick Children's Hospital,

Toronto, is probably the most magnificent nurses'

home in the world. This beautifully fitted building

was erected by Mr. John Ross Robertson, the pro-

prietor of the Evening Telegram. On October 14

the graduating exercises took place at this building,

when twenty-two nurses were presented with di-

plomas. There are at the present time in the

training school fifty-seven nurses, while one hun-

dred and fifty applied for admission during the year,

fifty of whom were accepted. Acute poliomyelitis

which has been more or less prevalent in several

districts of Eastern Ontario seems now to have dis-

appeared. Hamilton was the center of the epi-

demic, if it might be so called, and in that city there

were many deaths among infants and some deaths

among adults. The appointment by Sir James
Whitne}- of a lay superintendent to Orillia Asylum
for the Feeble Minded gave rise to much adverse

discussion among medical men and in lay papers

of opposing politics. It has been pointed out that

although it is generally the custom in the United

States and in Canada to have medical superinten-

dents of hospitals and of institutions for the insane,

in Great Britain such superintendents are almost

always not medical men but good business men. It

is argued there that medical men are not, as a rule,

good business men, and furthermore, that it is not

well that the entire control of a hospital should be

in the hands of medical men. Although friction has

occurred in Great Britain between the laymen of

the hospital lioards and the medical staffs, on the

whole the British system of hospital control is said

to work satisfactorily. It is far more economical

than in either Canada or in the LInited States..

Prngrpaa af Mthitni ^tumt.
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
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Operative Trealmem of Atresia of the Vagina. W. P. Graves.
Cancer of the Scrotum. R. .\I. Green.
Clinical and Bacteriological Researches on Mikulicz's Method of Ren-

dering the Peritoneum Resistant to Surgical Infections. Prof.
E. De Paoli.

The Technique of Arthrotomy. C. F. Painter and A. P. Cornwall.
Some Cases of Sudden Death During Pregnancy and the Puerperium.

H. G. Myrick.

Atresia of the Vagina.—W. P. Graves states that this

condition is either acquired or congenital. In the former

instance the majority of cases are the result of a plastic

gonorrheal vaginitis acquired before the age of puberty.

-Adhesions take place usually at the junction of the an-

terior and middle third of the vagina. Acquired atresia

of the vagina also occurs in adult women and may be the

result of adhesions forming after a vaginitis following

severe lacerations at childbirth, in which case atresia

occurs higher up and may involve the cervix. Senile

vaginitis is not an uncommon cause of atresia. Symptoms
are not ordinarily manifested until puberty, when men-
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strual blood accumulates behind the adhesive membrane

and makes a tumor. The operation for atresia is attended

with considerable danger of fatal sepsis. In the operation

for acquired atresia, after the septum has been incised

and the contents of the space beyond have been removed,

there should be a thorough cleansing of the parts. The

edges of the septum should then be trimmed flush with

the walls of the vagina. All scar tissue should be re-

moved so as to prevent a future contraction. When the

septum has been completely cleared away it will be found

that there remains a denuded area which extends like a

ring around the inner circumference of the vagina. The

mucous membrane of the upper portion of the vagina

should then be drawn down and approximated to that of

the lower portion by interrupted catgut sutures. Such an

operation should restore perfectly the normal caliber of

the vagina and should not be followed by a tendency to

the development of a stricture. The use of antiseptic

douches twice or three times daily should be begun the

day after the operation and should be kept up until the

discharge completely disappears. In congenital atresia

the following technique has been based upon the opera-

tions of Burrage and Abbey. Through a superficial trans-

verse incision made ji'st below the urethra, ths bladder

and rectum are slowly dissected apart with the finger. The
forefinger of the left hand should be kept in the rectum

and some blunt instrument like a urethral dilator should

be held in the bladder by an assistant. In this way an

artificial opening can be made of the exact proportions of

the normal vagina. The next step is to line this cavity

with a pouch of skin made up of flaps turned in from the

surrounding parts. To accomplish this the two labia

minora are dissected off, from above downward, in such

a manner as to leave a pedicle sufficiently large to furnish

good circulation. The two surfaces are then split apart

so that two paddle-shaped flaps remain. There should

then be dissected from the inner side of the thigh two
similar flaps which have their bases at the two lower cor-

ners of the artificial opening. All four flaps are then

sewed together over a glass form. Before the flaps are

sewed together several catgut sutures, with the ends left

long, should be placed in the vault of the artificial cavity.

When the skin pouch has been nearly completed, the glass

form is removed and the catgut sutures are brought out

through the skin pouch. The pouch is then inverted and
the sutures are tied in such a manner that the pouch fits

snugly into the artificial cavity.

Cancer of the Scrotum.—R. M. Green presents
copious extracts from the early writers on this condition,

which has also been known as chimneysweep's disease.

This was first described in 1775 by Pervicall Pott.

Mikulicz's Method of Increasing Peritoneal Resist-

ance.—Prof. E. De Paoli states that he has practised

this method in all cases in which celiotomy had been per-

formed. It consists in the injection of nucleinate of so-

dium, which causes a pronounced hyperleucocytosis and
also serves to measure with precision the natural powers
of resistance of the patient who is about to be operated

upon. If after the injection there is a satisfactory hyper-

leucocytosis this is the proof that the powers of resistance

are sufficient; if, on the contrary, hyperleucocytosis does
not follow injection of the drug, one knows that the

means of defense against infection are decidedly lowered.

In the first case one may operate with confidence ; in the

second one should abstain from operating, if possible, until

the patient is in a better condition. Bacteriological studies

of the blood of patients before and after the injection of
nucleinate of sodium have shown an increase in the bac-
tericidal power of the blood serum with reference to the

culture of the Bacillus coli. This result is very remark-
able because it serves to show how the drug must act in

protecting the peritoneum against the germ very com-

monly found in septic peritonitis. The method finds its

chief application in cases in which there is danger of

postoperative sepsis, as in operations on the intestinal tract,

and also in those cases in which the conditions for perfect

asepsis are lacking, for instance, when one cannot operate

in a well-appointed hospital. It is probable that the method

will not prove of great advantage in those cases in which

the abdominal lesion is not in the digestive tract, provided

always that asepsis is perfect; in these cases, of course,

sepsis is quite unusual in any event.

The Technique of Arthrotomy.—C. F. Painter and

A. P. Cornwall continue their discussion of this subject,

particularly with reference to the treatment of infection!

arthritis in female patients.

Sudden Death During Pregnancy and Puerperium.—
H. G. Myrick states that among the chief causes of sudden

death in pregnant and puerperal women are cardiac dis-

ease, embolus, cerebral hemorrhage, grave intoxication, as

eclampsia, and hemorrhage from various sources, placenta

previa, rupture of the uterus, ectopic gestation, or abor-

tion. The author details three of her own cases as fol

lows : cardiac disease, eclampsia, and cerebral hemorrhage

New York Medical Journal.

November 19, 1910.

A Series of Studies of Nervous Affections in Relation to tfce Ad-
justments of the Eyes. Second Study, a Case of Epilepsy. G. T.
Stevens.

Pathogenesis of the Toe Phenomenon. A. Gordon.
Extramedullarv Spinal Cord Glioma. D. Inglis, T. Klinssan and

M. Ballin;

The Proper Method of .Administering Ether. A. D. Young.
.Anesthesia Dangers. I. D. Frescoln.
Local Anesthesia in General Surgery. L. F. Watson.
The neterminatii-n of the Dose of Stovaine in Spinal Anesthesia by

Blood Pressure Observations. M. Salmon.
Tonsil Grasping Forceps. H. M. MacWhinnie.
What >« the Direct Cau=e of the Seizures of Epilepsy? N. P. Levin
Reveries of a Young Practitioner. F. M. Bell.

Nervous Affections in Relation to the Adjustments

of the Eyes.—G. T. Stevens presents the results of his

study of this subject with reference to epilepsy. He states

that his later experience has led him to believe that idio-

pathic epilepsy is, in a great proportion of cases, the result

of the condition of tilting of the meridians of the eyes

which he has called declinations, and for some years past

his efforts toward relief of these cases have been directed

toward the correction of this defect. Although such a

correction is sometimes extremely difficult and demands

much patience and infinite care, the results have been on

the whole most satisfactory.

Pathogenesis cf the Toe Phenomenon.

—

A. Gordon

concludes on the basis of experiments made upon patients

under the anesthetic influence of chloroform, as studied by

Marinesco, that the toe phenomenon is the most sensitive

of all the cutaneous reflexes, disappearing even before the

corneal reflex. The most important evidence in favor of

its encephalic origin lies in its absence in complete trans-

verse lesions of the cord at the level of the cervical or

dorsal segments. He states that any involvement of the

cerebrospinal motor pathwa\' is therefore expressed in the

toe phenomenon. But whether the latter is a spina! or

encephalic reflex must be decided in favor of the latter in

view of the previously mentioned Marinesco's and others'

observations with hemiplegics and paraplegics under

chloroform in view of the appearance of the reflex shortly

after the onset of hemiplegia, finally and mainly in view

of its absence in cases of total compression of the cord

which means total suppression of encephalic influence on

the spinal cord which contains a center for the extensors

of the toes.

ExtrameduUary Spina! Cord Glioma.—D. Inglis, T
Klingman, and M. Ballin report a case of this condition

in which the early and secmin.gly complete restoration of

function in the cord after removal of the tumor established

at least the physiological integrity of the cord. The course

of the disease was that of a slowly progressive segmental
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lesion m the earlier stage of development unilateral, giv-

iug the clinical aspect of the Brown-Sequard symptom
complex. The characteristic pain, distinctly localized, due

to nerve root irritation, was prominent from the very be-

ginning and at no time seemed the diagnosis of a spinal

tumor doubtful.

Administration of Ether.—A. D. Young states that

because the margin between complete anesthesia and a

fatal dose of chloroform is so narrow he believes that

ether is the only general anesthetic that should be used.

All the armamentarium an anesthetist needs is a hypo-

dermic syringe, morphine and atropine, inhaler, ether, and

a couple of small towels. Thirty or forty minutes before

beginning the administration of ether the patient should

be given a hypodermic injection containing one-sixth grain

of morphine and 1/120 grain of atropine. The patient

should never be moved after being anesthetized until the

operation is completed. The practice of anesthetizing in

the patient's room sliould be abandoned, as moving to the

operating room may tend to awaken him and cause vomit-

ing, and, in addition, the anesthesia will last just that

much longer. There is no sign by which one may learn

when the patient is ready. One must be guided by the

amount of ether used and by the breathing of the patient.

When the respiration is deep and regular, accompanied by

slight snoring, the patient is usually ready, but not always.

However, the surgeon may now begin, and if there is slight

resistance on the patient's part a few more breaths will

have him completely under. The author has investigated

many of the elaborate forms of apparatus advocated by

various men. and believes they possess no advantages over

the simple wire mask which should be covered with gauze,

eight to twelve layers in thickness, according to mesh.

This covering should never be thick enough to in the least

interfere with the respiration.

Anesthesia Dangers.—L. D. Frescoln reports two

cases of anesthetic shock occurring in patients anesthet-

ized with chloroform for forceps delivery. He concliules

that before giving an anesthetic one should choose a good

inhaler to prevent interference with respiration ; keep the

mouth free from mucus ; remove false teeth or other for-

eign bodies ; have oxygen ready for emergency ; some-

times it is well to begin by using atropine and morphine

before giving chloroform and atropine before ether : he

prefers ether in cases with heart disease or kidney trouble

and chloroform in pulmonary cases if one or the other

must be given.

Local Anesthesia.—I,. F. Watson believes that local

anesthesia should be selected whenever a choice of anes-

thetics is possible, because of the greater safety and com-

fort afforded the patient. To those using the cocaine

method the advantages are apparent and the field con-

tinually enlarges as the technique improves. The impor-

tance of local anesthesia has never been sufficiently appre-

ciated in America, due probably to inexperience in the

method and a certain deep rooted fear of poisoning trace-

able to the days of strong cocaine solutions. The strong

solutions are equally or more dangerous than general

anesthesia, while the weak solutions are the safest of all

methods of analgesia. Success in the use of local anes-

thesia depends on patience, an intimate knowledge of

sensory nerve distribution, and special training in the

method. The technique of the injection is always delicate

;

it varies with each region, each operation, and in each

patient. The technique must be learned with a knowledge

of its application and adaptation to each individual case.

Because of the slower appearance of complete anesthesia

with the weaker solutions, surgeons that begin operating

as soon as the injection is finished will often fail with local

anesthesia. This can be employed in any part of the body

where the nerve supply can be controlled. With a proper

selection of cases the majority of surgical operations can

be performed under local anesthesia. A one-fifth per cent,

cocaine solution is used for the skin and nerve trunks;

elsewhere a one-tenth per cent, solution is employed.

Dose of Stovaine in Spinal Analgesia.—M. Salmon

states that it has been found that the changes which take

place in blood pressure during spinal anesthesia are very

marked and important. There is a marked fall of blood

pressure, and this to a certain extent bears some relation

to the amount of drug used and the level at which it is

injected. That the dose can be gauged by the blood pres-

sure readings at once becomes evident if one but reflect for

a moment upon the mechanism concerned in the mainten-

ance and regulation of normal blood pressure, namely,

the continuous activity of the vasomotor system whose

center is located in the medulla.

Tonsil Forceps.—H. M. MacWhinnie describes a

new instrument for grasping the tonsil, consisting of a

three-catch locking device arranged so that greatly hyper-

trophied tonsils as well as the submerged forms and

stumps, when once accurately engaged, may be securely

held.

Cause of Epilepsy.—N. P. Levin assumes that vascu-

lar phenomena precisely similar to those occurring in asth-

ma and agioneurotic edema, occur in the brain with each

epileptic seizure. If sudden exudations can occur from the

vessels of the skin, bronchi, or intestines, they may also oc-

cur in the viscera and in the brain. The violent symptoms

occurring during an epileptic fit are explained by the sudden

increase in the intracranial pressure entailed by this exuda-

tion within the unyielding walls of the skull. As soon as

the pressure within the cranium has readjusted itself the

symptoms pass off. The author suggests that possibly a

decompression operation as practised by Gushing, would be

of service in this disease. To remove a good section of

the cranial vault is such a simple procedure that it is worth

trying on many epileptics. By removing a portion of the

unyielding skull and substituting instead an expansile dia-

phragm in the shape of the scalp one will allow of quicker

adjustment of intracranial tension, and thus, perhaps, dim-

inish tlie frequency or severity of epileptic seizures.

The Young Practitioner.—F. M. F.ell contributes an

article interspersed with humor and philosophy, on the

early years of waiting in the physician's practice. He states

that the coiTquest of disease comes not by intuition but by

earnest labor. Reticence, indecision, and lack of self-con-

fidence are three of the greatest obstacles to success, and

it is these failings which are wont to make the young prac-

titioner seek paths of ease and irresponsibility. Just as

long as he shirks responsibility, so long will he remain a

nonentity in the medical world.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

Noretnber 19, igui.

Operative Treatment of Simple Fractures. A. F. Jonas.
Clinical Results of Gastroenterostomy for Non-Malignant His

eases. J. D. Dunham.
Blomi-LcttinR in Children. H. Stern.
An Original Method for Prevention of Perforation in Submucous

I-(!ectirn. R M. Nelson.
Practical Mechanical Method of End-to-End Anastomosis of Blood

Vessels. Using Absorbable Majmesium Rings. V. D. I.cspinasse.
C. C. Fi.l-er and J. Ei.=en"jf i^t.

Absence of Hydrochloric Acid, with Blood in Stomach Secretion*
as a .Sxmit..m of Chronic Gastrit's. I T. Pilcher.

Place of Hebosteotomy as an Aid to Delivery. C. W. Barrett.
Influence of Perigastric Lesions on Gastric Secretions. .'\ Study

Based on Clinical and Experimental Observation. M. J. Lichty.
Treatment of Acute Anterior Poliomyelitis. A. L. Skoog.
Metast.i=is and Tumor Immunity with a Transmissible Avian Ne-

oplasm. P. Rous.
Diagnosis and Treatment of the Earlier Changes in the Larynx in

Pulmonary Tuberculosis. C. L. Minor.
.Antityphoid Vaccination. An Instance Illustrating Its Efficacy. G.

v.. Foster.

Operative Treatment of Fractures.—A. F. Jonas dis-

cusses the open method of treating simple fractures. He
states that experience has shown that with open operation

the external retention and fixation appliances must be of

the same design and must be applied with the same care as
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in cases in which no incision is made. He formulates the

following rules: r. All fractures that can be adjusted

manually and can be fixed in a position that will insure a

good functional result, even though the Rontgen rays in-

dicate a lack of perfect end-to-end approximation, are to be

treated by the closed method. 2. In all fractures with a

marked deformity, such as overlapping, angulation, lack of

contact of fractured surfaces, when it is apparent that

union will not take place, an open operation is done. .V

In all cases in which there is an interposition of soft struc-

tures or loose bone fragments an open operation must be

done. 4. All compound fractures are treated by operation

if the broken ends do not fall into easy apposition. 5. All

depressed cranial fractures are cases for an open operation.

6. All spinal fractures showing symptoms of compression

are cases for an open operation. The Rontgen ray must

be employed whenever possible to aid in a proper estima-

tion of the extent and location of the fracture. It must de-

termine whether bone approximation is sufficient after the

fi.xation appliance, internal or external, has been applied.

Having determined at the earliest possible moment that

manipulation is fruitless to replace the broken bones, an

immediate operation should be done before the physiologic

rarefying process has begun, or at least before it is very

far advanced. Regarding technique, nothing is introduced

into the open wound that has touched the skin. Finger

contact is avoided. All parts of the wound are handled with

sterile instruments. In all cases in which an open opera-

tion is found necessary three forms of material are used

to insure bone coaptation, viz., the silver plates of Sick,

bronze-aluminum wire, and chromic gut ; the latter only to

reinforce the metallic appliance.

Gastroenterostomy for Non-Malignant Diseases.

—

J. D. Dunham reports the results of analysis of 4S cases of

gastroenterostomy for ulcer of the stomach. Tliere were

IS deaths. He draws the following conclusions: i. Hyper-
chlorhydria as a symptom of chronic gastric ulcer is incon-

stant and should be disregarded. 2. Perfect recovery may
occur when atony of the stomach has existed before the

development of ulcer and motor insufficiency persists. 3.

Many of the fatalities cited in his report would have been

averted had the family physician made a diagnosis before

serious complications had developed. Forty patients in his

series of cases gave a history of ulcer coverihg live years

or more before the diagnosis was made. 4. Pylorectomv
offered a better prognosis for recovery in 5 of the fata]

cases. Three of the patients were lost by fatal hemor-
rhages from the ulcer area, and 2 died as a result of car-

cinomatous transformation of the pyloric ulcer. 5. The
legitimate field for gastroenterostomy in benign diseases of

the stomach is a chronic ulcer near or below the pvlorus,

with stenosis.

Bloodletting in Children.—H. Stern sketches the his

tory of bloodletting, especially in the nineteenth century

and the advocacy of its use in children by certain authors

in the later years of that century. The opinion prevails

among most of those who have contributed to the subject

since the revival of bloodletting in the beginning of the

nineties of the last century that early age /ter se offers no
specific contraindication to this procedure. The author
gives a table of the amount of blood that can be safely ex-

tracted at different ages, but says that bloodletting in chil-

dren is distinctly contraindicated in chronic hydermia and
in cachectic conditions. It goes without saying that general

depletion is a much more energetic measure in children

than in adults and the infant needs every drop of blood as

soon as the acute condition demanding depletion has sub-

sided. The author believes that bloodletting in proper cases

is probably the most potent single remedial measure that

one possesses, and he wishes to arouse interest in the clini-

cal study of this old remedy under modern conditions and
modern means for observation.

Submucous Resection.—R. M. Xelson has devised the

following method for prevention of perforation in sub-

nuicous resection of the nasal septum. After making the

first incision through the mucous membrane down to the

cartilage, and separating the membrane from it as far back

as necessary, instead of cutting through the cartilage at the

same line of incision followed in going through the mem-
brane, the cartilage is carefully cut through from one-

eighth to one-fourth inch posterior to the incision through

the mucous membrane. The rest of the operation is done

after the usual methods. -At the close of the operation, in-

stead of the cartilage being cut off flush with the incision

through the mucous membrane, there is left a projecting

ledge of cartilage extending from one-eighth to one-quarter

of an inch posteriorly from the line of this incision. In

bringing the raw surfaces of mucous membrane together

this projecting ledge of cartilage is found not only to be

completely covered over, but also to appear to aid very

materially in holding the edges of the wound in close ap-

position, acting somewhat as a natural splint.

Blood-Vessel Anastomosis.—V. D. Lespinasse, G. C.

Fisher, and J. Eisenstaedt describe the use of magnesium

rings for blood-vessel end-to-end anastomosis. The physi-

cal qualities of magnesium include its solubility in saline

fluids and the body fluids and the non-toxic character of

the products. The authors describe the technique, in which

several methods are employed, each of which is described.

The method of repair of a longitudinal slit in a blood-ves-

sel is also described. The period in which the magnesium

rings are absorbed varies from 80 to 100 days for complete

absorption. There is nothing inside the lumen of the ves-

sels after the operation is completed, and if trauma to the

intima is avoided and the vessel washed free from all clots

and not tied tightly enough so that the rings cut the intima

where it bends outward to form the flange, thrombosis will

not occur. Secondary thrombosis, such as occurs in the Payr

operation, is impossible. Primary stricture cannot occur if

the vessel is accurately measured and a proper sized ring is

at hand with which to make the anastomosis. Secondary

stricture has never occurred in any of the experimental

operations. Primary hemorrhage could not occur and there

is no danger of embolus unless there is thrombosis. The

following principles must be kept in mind in making blood-

vessel anastomosis with magnesium rings : r. The vessel

must be accurately and cleanly dissected. 2. All wound
hemorrhage and oozing must be checked. 3. All clots must

be removed from the ends of the blood-vessel. 4. A proper

sized ring must be used. 5. The rings must be tied together

under more than six-pound pressure. 6. Traumatism to the

intima behind the line of union must be avoided absolutely.

7. Gentleness and accuracy in all manipulations are abso-

lutely essential. 8. Perfect asepsis must be maintained. The

authors believe that the operation is well within the skill of

the average surgeon, is safe, certain, and easy, and should

be done in all wounds of the large vessels, both venous and

arterial, and in all false aneurysms and arteriovenous aneu-

rysms. Under these conditions, a short piece of vessel, in-

cluding the lesion, can be removed and an end-to-end anas-

tomosis made.

Achlorhydria Haemorrhagica Gastrica.—J. T. Pilcher

states that there is a definite entity presented in the stom-

achs of some patients suffering from various intraabdom-

inal and extraabdominal pathological conditions, which is

characterized by the absence of hydrochloric acid and the

presence of occult blood. This condition is probably ef-

ected through the agency of a reflex nerve stimulation in-

hibiting first the production of free hydrochloric acid to

only a moderate degree. This so modifies the inhibiting

factor of the gastric juice that the necessary conditions for

the growth of pathogenic bacteria are furnished, chief

among which are to be reckoned the streptococci and colon

group, which are present in striking numbers. These direct
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irritants, either themselves or in conjunction with a pri-

mary irritative factor, e.g. gallstones, appendicitis, pan-

creatitis, etc., perpetuate the pathological process until

there is an achlorhydria produced. It is most probahle that

to the ulcerative erosion following this irritation the pres-

ence of blood may be ascribed. In the lOO stomachs exam-
ined at operation atrophy was never present, nor was
there, except in one case, any evident insufficiency of the

pylorus. There is a general symptomatology accompanying

this condition which is very suggestive. The test meal re-

covered is indicative of the pathological process in the

stomach. There were indications in but seven cases ob-

served that there was no secretion from the stomach

mucosa. In others the presence of mucus, the biuret re-

action, and coagulation after activation would tend to

show that there was still a moderate degree of enzymatic

action. The cases are therefore not "achylia gastrica."

Proof of the etiological factors has been deduced from the

prompt and permanent recovery of the patients operated

on. The condition is so common, approximately one in

every fifteen stomach cases in which the patients were

examined, and the indication it gives of irritation in other

organs is so firmly established, not to mention tlie po-

tential factor for future trouble which it itself contains,

that it merits more frequent consideration in the study of

possible gastric conditions.

Hebosteotomy as an Aid to Delivery.—C. W. Bar-

rett presents tliis paper which was reported in the Med-
ical Record, Vol. 78, page zy.

Influence of Perigastric Lesions on Gastric Secre-

tions.—M. J. Lichty describes liis observations, which

were reported in the Medical Record, Vol. 77, page 1073.

Treatment of Poliomyelitis.—A. L. Skoog states that

when the diagnosis is made and prodromal symptoms can

be treated there is no objection to the moderate use of laxa-

tives, and one of the most important therapeutic means is

rest. Lumbar puncture may be of value therapeutically as

well as for diagnosis. Hexamethylenamin may be used in

the treatment of these cases. It is probably best to give the

drug in as large doses as is safe for a period of a few

hours and then to discontinue it for about twenty-four

hours. His practice is to give from 0.12 to 0.24 grams to a

child from two to four years of age, giving a dose ever\'

hour until three doses have been given, then giving no more

until the following day at the same hour, when the course

is repeated. This repetition may be employed as long as the

acute symptoms persist. Thus one suddenly loads the body

with the chemical and then allows a short period of rest.

One might give from 3 to 8 grams of the drug to the adult

during a daily three or four hour period of its administra-

tion. During the past months he has used this method

in five cases in the prodromal stage. Three patients recov-

ered without any paralysis, one died, and another, whose

case was of the foudroyant type, developed paralysis. Hex-

amethylenamin has also been given to a few children in

families in which there was a fear of others acquiring the

disease. In patients suffering from much pain and hyper-

sensitiveness he has used the salicylates, of which aspirin

was found most agreeable to children, and he has also ob-

tained relief by applying heavy cotton dressing to the in-

volved extremities. Partial immobilization may have been a

factor in producing the results obtained. In his practice he

employs isolation of patient and sterilization and disinfec-

tion of articles and excretions.

Metastasis and Tumor Immunity.—P. Rous states

that the conclusion seems justified that resistance to tumor

growth can no longer be considered to depend primarily

on a failure of the host to provide a stroma and vasculari-

zation for the neoplastic cells. Both may be provided by

the resistant host, and yet the tumor dies. Whether the

lymphocytes or some factor unknown is responsible for

this result has yet to be investigated.

Laryngeal Signs of Tuberculosis.—C. L. Minor finds

that the symptoms of early laryngeal tuberculosis are lim-

ited in number and not as valuable as the signs. The
earliest is usually a mere weakening of the voice, which

may appear long before hoarseness is noted. Ne.xt to this

he would note a sense of dryness in the throat followed by

a localized tickling or pricking. Pain on swallowing is not

usually an early symptom in his experience. The subjective

symptoms, however, are relatively unimportant as compared

with the objective signs. He has not found pallor of the

mucous membrane often as an early sign, and he believes

that catarrh with hyperemia is usually the first sign, though

it is not diagnostic. It is only when it becomes unilateral

and persistent that it becomes really suspicious. An obstin-

ate patchy catarrh confined to one cord is highly suspicious,

and in a patient whose lungs are tuberculous may be safely

counted as tuberculous itself. Next to this he would note

as significant a grayish wrinkling of the posterior commis-

sure, which he thinks is the commonest early finding, but it

is not diagnostic. The earliest real diagnostic symptom is

a table-like elevation of the mucous membrane in the pos-

terior commissure, and this is pathognomonic. This tends

to break down into ulcers and, with their abundant granu-

lations, they may pass for tuberculoniata. Ne.Kt as a site of

early changes is the vocal process, the posterior insertion of

one cord or the body of the cord itself, where ulcers tend to

appear which may be scattered along the edge. He finds

some involvement of the arytenoid region very early in the

disease, localized congestions or thickenings. Thickening

of the aryepiglottic folds is a more advanced change, but

when present is pathognomonic. Another early change,

though a rare one, is the protrusion of a small point of red

granulation beneath the anterior commissure, and when seen

its diagnostic value is great. In the therapeutics of this

stage the author insists first on absolute rest of the voice,

not allowing even whispering; next, the avoidance of all

irritants, especially smoking, and third, cleanliness; fourth,

the use of astringents. He warns untrained physicians

against resorting to endolaryngeal applications with the

cotton-tipped laryngeal sound in cases of ulceration.

Antityphoid Vaccination.—G. B. Foster states that

protective inoculation against typhoid fever was instituted

in the United States Army in March, 1909, and over 12,000

persons have been inoculated up to October I, 1910. About
one-seventh of the personnel of the regular army have now
been vaccinated, and a regulation requiring the vaccination

of all recruits and all those presenting themselves for re-

enlistment would result, within three years, in a regular

army practically immune to typhoid fever. Furthermore,
in the event of hostilities, should the vaccination of the re-

serve army—militia and volunteers—be made compulsory
before mobilization, it is reasonable to prophesy that the

medical history of our land forces in past wars, as regards

the incidence of typhoid fever, would not repeat itself.

The Lancet.

November 12, 1910.

Grtck Medicine in Rome. Sir T. Clifford .Mlbut.
A Case of Multiple Myeloma, with Some Observations on the Na-

ture of the "Hence Jones" Protein Found in the Urine. O. T.U ill.ams and E. R. Evans. With a Pathological Report by E.
Glynn.

A Radical Operation for Malignant Disease of the Testis. F. How-
ard.

The Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis by Intravenons Inicc-
tions of Chinosol with Formaldehvde. T. McElrov,

Notes on the Operative Treatment of Papilloma of the Bladder. I.W T. Walker.
On Chronic Bronchitis and Emphysema as the Result of Acute Pneu-

monia. S. West.
Aortic Regurgitation. W. Rroadbent.

Greek Medicine in Rome.—Sir T. Clifford Allbut, in

the second lecture on this subject, discusses the doctrine
of the pulse, the ancient conceptions of sexual generation,

the influence of pneuinatism on medicine, the hygienic and
therapeutic doctrines of the pneumatists, and the eminent
physicians of this period.
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Multiple Myeloma.—O. T. Williams and E. R. Evans

report a case of this condition associated with the presence

in the urine of "Bence Jones" protein. The patient was

a collier thirty years of age, who for several months had

had feelings of weakness, pains in the chest and between

the shoulders, and anorexia. He emaciated rapidly and

developed a prominence on the right fifth rib. Later there

developed rigidity of the upper dorsal spine, retraction

of the head, extreme muscular weakness with marked

emaciation of the thenar and hypothenar eminences of the

hands. The spinous ligaments between the last cervical

"nd first dorsal and between the latter and the second dor-

sal vertebra; were far less resistant than in any other part

of the spine, and pressure over this region caused pain

which was local and not referred to any other part. The

urine showed the characteristic reactions of Bence Jones

protein. A little later, spontaneous fracture of several ribs

and of the sternum occurred. The left sternoclavicular

joint became disorganized. The patient lost the use of his

legs completely, and also all sensation below the level of

the loin. There was loss of control of both micturition

and defecation, and in a short time death ensued.

The protein found in the urine of this case gave on most

occasions the characteristic reactions of the Bence Jones

protein. The reactions of the protein varied from time to

time. On all occasions when a thorough e.Kamination was

made the protein yielded a phosphorus-free carbohydrate-

containing radicle. The percentage of sulphur in the pro-

tein was found to be different on two occasions. This

variation was found to be synchronous with an alteration

in the output of ethereal sulphuric acid. .A possible ex-

planation of these findings is that the chondromucins of

the bones and tendons are broken down in different de-

gree at various stages of the disease. A piece of rib two

inches long containing a myelomatous tumor was examined

microscopically. This demonstrated conclusively that the

tumor was not only a true myeloma, but was also prac-

tically identical with the plasmocytic type of growth al-

ready described.

Malignant Disease of the Testis.—R. Howard states

that the question of a radical operation lor malignant dis-

ease of the testis has come more and more to the front in

recent years. In other parts of the body the operations for

malignant disease have been progressively elaborated until

it is an axiom that extirpation of the growth, with the

lymphatic glands the part drains into and the intervening

lymphatics, is the only radical form of operation, and that

this should be done in all cases. In the case of the testicle,

however, the deep situation of the involved lymphatics and
the important structures which lie near them have appeared

to negative the usual operative procedure, and surgeons

•on the whole have been content to perform castration and
to trust that the lymphatics are not already infiltrated. The
very few cases that escape subsequent recurrence in the

glands show on what feeble grounds this hope rests, and
a radical glandular operation appears to be the more urgent
as local recurrence in the scrotum is rare. The author
reports a case of sarcoma of the epididymis and testicle

•occurring in a ten-year-old boy. The latter had com-
plained of a painless swelling of the left testis that had
heen present for ten weeks and that was increasing in size.

The case was perhaps a fortunate one as a first operation
in that it occurred in a thin boy, but that a truly radical

operation on the lymphatic area in malignant disease of
the testis is possible could not be disputed. In fact, the

operation went a step further than Jamieson and Dobson's
ideal operation, in that it cleared the whole of the external
iliac artery and vein, instead of the upper third only, and
their dictum that the operation "is exceedingly difficult and
dangerous, if not impracticable," does not hold good in

boys, at any rate.

Intravenous Medication in Pulmonary Tuberculo-

sis.—J. ilcElroy reports good results in three cases of

pulmonary tuberculosis in which he employed intravenous

injections of chinosol with formaldehyde. Fifty c.c. of a

I to 2,000 solution of formaldehyde plus a i to 4,000 solu-

tion of chinosol were injected into the median basilic or

median cephalic vein—the usual precautions being taken

—

and this was repeated daily, the strength being gradually

increased.

Operative Treatment of Papilloma of the Bladder.

—

J. \V. T. Walker states that two probable and important

causes of recurrence of vesical papillomata are the incom-

plete removal at the time of the operation and the im-

plantation of fresh papillomata during the operation.

Chronic Bronchitis and Emphysema Resulting from
Pneumonia.—S. West alludes to the serious nutritive

changes in the lung associated with and following pneu-

monia. The signs of bronchitis associated with pneu-

monia in its acute stage have a different significance ac-

cording as they have preceded the attack of pneumonia or

developed in the course of it. Where the pneumonia is

subsequent

—

i.e. occurs in the course of bronchitis^the

association of the two affections is awkward but not neces-

sarily of very grave significance. Where, on the other

hand, the physical signs of general bronchitis develop in

the course of the pneumonia they indicate not a mere bron-

chitis or complication of the pneumonia but pulmonary

failure, a very serious condition and almost necessarily

fatal. True emphysema frequently follows pneumonia
as the result of atrophic changes in the alveolar walls.

Aortic Regurgitation.—W. Broadbent states that dila-

tation and hypertrophy of the heart are carried to a greater

extent in aortic regurgitation than in any other valvular

disease. The systolic blood pressure is very high but the

diastolic is low. The pulse is the most important factor

in estimating the amount of regurgitation.

British Medical Journal.
November 12, 1910.

Greek Medicine in Rome. Sir T. Clifford Allbut.
Four Cases of Pneumonic Plague. H. P. Sleigh.
The Recent Plague Cases in Suffolk. H. H. Brown.
Radium Thrapy in Eye Disease. A. Lawson and J. M. Davidson.
Serum-.^naphylaxis: .-\ Case Illustrating Its Possible Gravity. A. B.

Sloan.

Greek Medicine in Rome.—See abstracts of articles in

the Lancet, Kovembcr 12. 1910.

Four Cases of Pneumonic Plague.—H. P. Sleigh de-

scribes these cases that recently occurred in the County

of Suffolk, England. True to description, the disease had

picked out two very dirty households. Three nurses whe
attended to the sick escaped infection. The incubation

period was definitely five days. Prodromal symptoms were

not well marked. All the patients complained of being

"not well" a few hours before the onset of illness; and in

one case—that of the child—there was vomiting. The in-

vasion was sudden, and in one case at least the illness

was ushered in by a rigor. .A.1I complained of severe

frontal headache. The features were drawn, the expres-

sion vacant, and mental ineptitude was well marked. The
temperature was high from the commencement, the ther-

mometer registering 105° in two of the cases and 103°

in the other two within a few hours of the onset of the

illness, and remained high till within twelve hours of

death, when in each case the temperature fell a couple of

degrees. Respirations in all four cases were quickened

from 30 to 40 per minute. In only one case was there

definite lobar pneumonia ; in tvvo there were evanescent

patches, and in the fourth no signs of pneumonia were

detected. The case with definite pneumonia had no ex-

pectoration at any time of the illness : the other three had

thin dark blood-stained expectoration. The pulse in all

cases was feeble and fluttering, and ranged from 120 to

140 per minute. The tongue in each case was red at tip

and edges, but the dorsum was covered with a thick
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yellowish fur. In two of the cases thure were vom-

iting and diarrhea. The spleen in one ca^c at

least was enlarged, but no other glandular enlargcnieni

was detected. In the child there was delirium, but in the

others consciousness was unimpaired till the cud, and in

one case the patient gave thoughtful and intelligent in-

structions within ten minutes of her death. It was at

once recognized that this was a highly contagious disease,

so that prompt measures to isolate contacts were adopted.

From specimens of sputum and blood taken from the last

three cases the Bacillus pestis was ultimately discovered

in all the specimens, but this was not demonstrated till

too late to administer scrum treatment. Investigation

showed that nianj' rats in the ncighborliocid were dyini;

from plague.

The Recent Plague Cases in Suffolk.— 11. II. Brown
contributes his own description of the same cases de-

scribed by H. P. Sleigh in this issue.

Radium Therapy in Eye Disease.—.'\. Lawson and J.

M. Davidson state that they can endorse more fully now
the opinion that radium is likely to prove of great service,

both in the treatment of external diseases of the eye and

in those of the eyelids. The results are in many ways

most encouraging, and the field of utility for radium in

eye disease has widened considerably since the time it

was first shown to be a specific for rodent ulcer. The
cases selected for treatment are divided into four groups,

as follows: i. Ulcerations of the cornea. 2. Non-ulcera-

tive acute inflammations of the cornea and sclerotic. 3.

Affections of the lids. 4. Corneal scars.

Serum Anaphylaxis.—A. K. Sloan reports a case of

diphtheria in which a second attack followed six weeks

after the initial seizure. The chief point of interest in

the case was the occurrence of sudden collapse after

the injection of serum at the onset of the second attack.

At the time the cause of this was a mystery. In the light

of further knowledge, however, and for the following two

reasons, the author has no doubt that the grave condition

was due to serum anaphylaxis: (i) The collapse occurred

within two hours of the injection without other apparent

cause and while the child was lying quietly in bed; (2)

the collapse was accompanied by the almost simultaneous

appearance of a marked serum rash of the urticarial type.

Apart from the twenty-four hours' urgent illness following

the injection, the author thinks that the prolonged febrile

period thereafter and the slow convalescence were chiefly

due to the serum phenomena. It is of the greatest mo-

ment from a clinical point of view that one should know
more about the exact conditions under which the phenom-

ena are likely to occur. This is specially important in

view of the fact that foreign serums are now being put

to such diverse uses. Anti-diphtheritic serum in addition

to being used as a curative agent in diphtheria, is used as

a prophylactic agent for the same disease, is recommended

as an antituberculosis measure (Montgomery Paton), is

used by some for asthma, and finally (a special serum'l is

used by a Paris physician for the treatment of diphtheritic

paralysis. The latter proceeding, in view of the possibility

of anaphylaxis occurring, would suggest itself to one as

being specially open to objection when one remembers the

weak condition of many patients suffering from diph-

theritic paralysis.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

November 7, 1910.

Internal Secretion of the Generative Glands.— Miin-

zer begins a serial article which, from the very bulk of

its detached information, is very much unsuited for ab-

straction. The subject differs somewhat from that of

mere castration, as far as theory goes, but the phenomena

induced in the economy by castration are due purely to

the removal of certain cell groups in the interstitial tissue

ul the testicle and ovary. The relationship first noted is

that between the cells just mentioned and the tcgumentary

structures, wdiich appears to be very intimate. The author

obtains his material from castrated animals of man-y species

and from castrated men and women. The latter arc read-

ily obtainable from the clinic, but the male castrates are

represented chiefly by eunuchs and members of a certain

religious sect. The body of data secured is much larger

than was formerly available and the individual cases vary

greatly, whereas formerly they were placed in a few types.

To return to tegumental changes in man. Recent writers

slate that human castrates look younger after the operation,

but there is a larger and older literature which states that

the very converse is true. A woman whose badly diseased

ovaries are removed might for a time at least look younger

and fresher. The reporters do not state how long these

changes last. Those who have studied the Russian castra-

tion-sect state that the castrate looks either younger or

older than he is. A withered, yellowish skin is, doubtless,

sufliciently common in male castrates. There seems lit-

tle doubt that the generative glands preside over the de-

velopment of the tegumentary structures, so that their re-

moval signifies an arrest of development. The result of

such arrest seems to depend largely on the pacticular

quality of the individual skin, the age of the subject, etc.

But whether the patient looks younger or older, there are

common symptoms present. The skin is abnormally thin,

pale, etc. According to the circulation of the patient the

complexion might seem lighter, the color higher, etc. ; or

in a darker, sallow skin the latter would be merely pale

and yellowish. The great distinction between the com-
plexions in health could hardly be without influence after

castration. The writer, however, does not base any types

upon these so that, for all we know, a sallow person may
become more youthful looking and one of blooming ap-

pearance may look older as a result of castration. This

is, in fact, directly stated of the male religious castrates.

The marked loss of energy in both human and animal

male castrates is believed to rest on a direct relation be-

tween the generative glands and the muscles, a certain loss

of muscular tonus resulting. In an economical sense this

loss, of course, represents a gain. The castrates have less

muscular pow-er. but the verv loss enables one to use them
for draft purposes, etc. This change in muscularity

makes the flesh of certain animals more tender; but there

is no universal law at work here. Thus the capon is by
no means always a castrated cock, but one that has been

crammed by force feeding. Skeletal growth seems also

under the control of the internal secretions to some extent.

Eunuchs are notable for their size, and castration of

women for osteomalacia is distinctly curative. The earlier

castration is done, i.e. during the period of tegumentary,

muscular, and skeletal development, the more marked are

the results. Many data are on record in regard to the

skeletal changes in castrated animals, and those in savage
races of men. Those who mature early sexually are us-

ually very short of stature. The pelvis of a

castrate, man or animal, is said to assume the female type,

but otherwise there is no movement in this direction. The
atrophying effect of castration or the arrest of development
in either sex on the other genital organs has been abun-
dantly studied. The effects of castration on the growth of
the hair are complex. The head hair is not disturbed or
may be increased. Women may develop a beard after

castration, while men lose theirs. But hair anomalies are

so common that the majority of them do not appear to de-

pend on disturbance or removal of the generative glands.

Munchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

November 8, loio.

Prevention of Epilepsy, Idiocy, and Psychopathy by
Treatment of Nurslings and Young Children.—Thie-
mich discusses a possible coimection between bottle-fed
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and breast-fed infants in respect to relative cerebral de-

velopment. Examination of the best endowed and efficient

school children often shows a superior development of the

head while the converse is also true. But too many ex-

ceptions occur to justify the setting up of laws. The au-

thor proposes to discuss only the disturbances of nutrition

which affect mental development, leaving the effects of

infectious disease to Hoppe. The subject leads into many

bypaths, and the conclusions of the author as to his de-

partment may be stated: Of great importance for epilepsy

is the elimination of an alimentary factor; or, in other

words, there is not sufficient evidence to show that in-

fantile convulsions and the so-called spasmophilic diathesis

are forerunners of epilepsy. On the other hand, there is

a marked connection between alimentary traumatisms dur-

ing the first year and imbecility, as well as neuropathy, in

general. There is reason to believe that a full diet of

good breast milk prolonged a sufficient length of time

might be of considerable prophylactic value. Such a diet,

with general hygiene, should lead to a strengthening of

the organism, with incidental normal quality of cerebral

functions. Hoppe, discussing the possibility of preventing

the sinister effects of infectious diseases upon the cerebrum

of the nursling, states that some cases of meningitis, polio-

encephalitis, etc., appear to be directly due to measles and

scarlatina. Some of the earliest cases of epilepsy seem to

be due to infectious disease. There is little to be said of

tuberculosis at this time of life. The bulk of Hoppe's

article is therefore bound up in the effects of hereditary

syphilis, which may be made responsible for a number of

cerebral lesions. Suspicious cases may be treated as

syphilitic (the authors make no reference to the claim

that 606 is contraindicated in nurslings). Studies like the

preceding are naturally weakened by omission of all con-

siderations of antenatal pathology, but the authors are

openly dealing with the born child only.

Pulmonary Tuberculosis and the Muscles of the

Chest.—This antiquated subject has received consider-

able attention for the past twenty years or more, new prob-

lems arising from time to time which concern the walls

of the chest in connection with the intimate nature of the

habitus phthiskus. Fischer seems to confine himself to

the state of the muscles directly over a tuberculous focus.

The muscle first shows a state of paresis, which is best

demonstrated by testing its mechanical excitability, the lat-

ter being increased. The primary condition is followed

by degenerative atrophy. The only way of explaining these

phenomena is that they are due to the absorption of the

tuberculous toxin.

Successful Treatment of Pyorrhea Alveolaris.—Sachs,

a practising dentist, writes this article in the interest of

the medical practitioner. The condition is purely local,

and due to local irritation. It is aggravated by numerous
constitutional disorders which may represent a predis-

posing element, but is common enough in the most healthy

subjects. The treatment is complicated, and varies with

the duration and general state of the individual. Any
constitutional disorder must be removed and the patient's

health brought to the highest possible point. All local dis-

turbances due to dead tissue and granulations must be

removed, including salivary calculus, etc. Lactic acid SO

per cent, should be introduced into the alveoli. The teeth

should be kept clean and, as a preventive measure, one

must remove all fresh deposits of lime, which are gener-

ally promptly infected. The presence of fresh infection

is shown by strong pressure over the alveolus, which is

followed by a drop of pus. The measures used at first

for combating the disease are, in fact, to be continued for

at least a year. When all signs of pus have disappeared

for several weeks the patient may be well, but it is mostly

a matter of months, for considerable time is required for

Nature to fix firmly the loosened teeth. Only in desperate

cases does the author resort to reimplantation and bridge-

work, which often fail outright and may even aggravate

the condition.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

November 10, 1910.

Vaginal Operative Methods in Obstetrics.—Jung
sums up his article as follows : Bossi's rapid and powerful

dilatation with his dilator must be rejected, save in cases

where the cervi,x is effected and regular strong pains are

taking place. The method should never be used in a primi-

para, and no one should resort to it save a skillful and

exoerienced obstetrician. Placenta prsevia furnishes a strict

contraindication. Metreurysis is the best resource for the

gradual hastening of labor, and for placenta pravia with

living child. Colpohysterotomy is the best resource for the

placenta prcevia centralis, but can be used only in the clinic.

i\Ietreurysis is the best way to cause premature labor. In

placenta pra;via with dead child combined version is the

best resource. Whenever immediate delivery is necessary

colpohysterotomy is indicated if the pelvis is normal. If

the woman cannot be taken to the hospital metreurysis

should be employed as an emergency measure. Diihrssen's

deep cervical incision is too bloody an operation to be done

outside the clinic. The indications for typical cesarean

section and Porro's operation are those usually given.

Treatment of Laryngeal Tuberculosis.—Schroeder

tabulates his own experience as follows. He refers nat-

urally to early cases. The patient should be in an insti-

tution and the kernel of the treatment is treatment of

the patient, for the larynx usually improves with the im-

provement of the lungs and general state. When fever or

complications are present these must first be treated. In

certain cases with definite indication the various operative

resources may be employed. Results from tuberculin

treatment are dubious.

Treatment of Cancer of the Upper Third of the

Esophagus.—Pernice, first discussing a cancerous

stricture at this point, or rather a stricture suspected of

being cancerous, would make a trial esophagotomy ; but

should the patient chance to be still vigorous would con-

tinue the intervention to radical operation. He would use

Kocher's incision with two longitudinal incisions dropped

from either end. If the cancer is found to have in-

volved parts of the respiratory system these would have

to be removed as well, and before attacking the esophagus.

The stump of the trachea must be sutured to the skin, if

it has been necessary to remove the larynx, etc. The
mediastinal pouch must also be tamponed before removing

any tissue. After extirpation of the diseased esophagus

the lower extremity must be sutured into the skin as far

as possible from the tracheal opening ; that is the latter

occupies the upper, while the former occupies the op-

posite angle of the wound. The upper stump of the esoph-

agus is sutured completely submucous. Small, frequent

meals must be given at once.

Subcutaneous Infusion in Eclampsia.—Frankenstein

believes that the known injurious effects of the saline

infusion in kidney diseases eliminates it from the treat-

ment of eclampsia. He suggests various substitutes with-

out much seeming confidence, since any kind of infusion is

dangerous if there is danger of cardiac collapse. Instead

of the normal saline infusion may be substituted the in-

fusion of 4 per cent, sugar solution.

Treatment of Myomata with Rontgen Rays.—Schnid-

ler, who has recently published a monograph on this sub-

ject with some favorable results, has since added others

to his list and now believes that these results justify the

advice to the practitioner to subject his patient to treat-

ment with the rays before surgical removal. Especially

does he give this counsel in severe cases in which the

prognosis of recovery under surgery is not good.
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NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Section on Obstetrics and Gynecology.

Stated Meeting, Held October 27, 1910.

Dr. S. M. Brickner in the Chair.

Congenital Transverse Septum of Vagina Complicated
by Pregnancy.—Dr. Max Rosenthal presented a

woman, 23 years of age, who had consulted him three

weeks after her marriage because of an irritation of the

external genitals, a bad discharge, and pain in coitus.

Examination showed an eroded and injected introitus.

The vagina was about one and one-half inches long and

formed a pouch in which there were no traces of the

fornices. At the apex of the sac was a small opening

which scarcely admitted a probe. The uterus could not

be felt distinctly through the vagina. He had the im-

pression that the cervix lay just above the opening of the

sac. Three weeks after first seeing her she again pre-

sented herself and her sj'mptoms indicated that she had

become pregnant. They had therefore to deal with a

pregnancy complicated by a congenital partial atresia of

the upper part of the vagina. Neugebauer in his mono-

graph on congenital and acquired stenoses and atresiae of

the vagina mentioned 57 cases of congenital transverse

occlusion of the vagina and Brickner, six or seven years

ago, published four similar cases in the Zeitschrift fur Ge-

burtshulfe und Gyiiakologie. Several theories had been

advanced to explain these malformations. Transverse

partitions of the vagina were found normally in the

chimpanzee and some regarded these deformities as ata-

vistic manifestations. This anomaly might also be ac-

counted for by an invagination of the Wolffian duct into

the duct of Miiller after the formation of the genital

cord. Perhaps the most likely explanation was some ir-

regularity of absorption of the Miillerian ducts during that

part of embryonal life when these ducts became absorbed

to form the vagina. .According to Xeugebauer Cesarean

section had to be resorted to in 56 cases in which this

deformity existed, including 28 Porro operations. In one

of Brickners cases he was able to effect a delivery by

the natural passages by simply making crucial incisions

into the membrane which presented in front of the pro-

truding head. Inasmuch as pregnancy had supervened

before he had decided upon what plan to pursue in order

to correct the deformity he had decided not to interfere

for the present, as he did not care to risk inducing an

abortion by surgical manipulations and he had further

decided that an excision at the present time might result

in stenosis from the cicatrization of a circular wound,

which might be an even more impassable barrier than the

present condition. He intended to wait until labor set

in and act according to indications.

Dr. Simon Marx said that during the past twenty years

he had seen three cases of a similar nature. In one case

the vagina was one and a half inches in length and the

cervix could be felt behind it. He inclined to the belief

that it was a transverse hymen. \\'hen this patient be-

came pregnant and went into labor the septum stretched

out; an incision made into it permitted the baby to prompt-

ly appear. In another case labor was practically normal.

In a third case the transverse partition was torn, the va-

gina and perineum were torn, dissecting the vagina en-

tirely away from the rectum.

Dr. James N. West reported an instance of transverse

septum of the vagina in a woman who had aborted at the

third month. She had retained secundines and it was

necessary to curette her. The vagina was so narrow that

it was impossible to introduce a speculum. So he divided

the septum and introduced a clamp on each side, suturing

them in place with catgut. He then curetted her. She

made an uneventful recovery.

Dr. S. M. Brickner believed that the patient presented

by Dr. Rosenthal had a congenital malformation of the

vagina, a condition which he had met with about twenty-

five times. In all the cases they were able to demonstrate

some vestiges of the hymen. The condition itself pre-

sented nothing of importance until the woman became

pregnant. In speaking of the etiology of the condition he

referred to some anatomic work and what he had found

in the whale, sheep, and other animals. He demonstrated

upon the blackboard the different transverse septa as they

appeared in different animals. They acted as barriers to

the seminal fluid. These transverse septa represented he

thought a reversion of type.

Dr. Rosenthal said that his first impression was that

he was dealing with an imperforate hymen. The cervix

could be felt on top of the opening. This was in all proba-

bility a congenital transverse septum of the vagina.

Large Fibroma of the Ovary with Twisted Pedicle.—

Dr. Louis Friedman reported this case, an Italian girl

nineteen years of age. She had begun to menstruate at

the age of sixteen. Two years ago menstruation stopped

for ten months, when it again became regular. About six

months previous to her admission to the hospital she had

noticed a hard mass in the abdomen. She was taken with

sudden colicky pains, which were not relieved by mor-

phine; she vomited several times and had some tempera-

ture. On admission to the hospital she had a pulse of

158 and a temperature of 104.2. The entire abdomen was

rigid; there was a tender mass in the McBurney region

and evidence of some fluid in the abdomen. The .symptom

complex was presented of an appendix abscess with per-

itonitis and the usual Kammcrcr incision was made. The

tumor proved to be a libroid of the right ovary with a

pedicle twisted one and one-half times. The pathologist's

report was read which showed the growth to be a pure

fibroma of the ovary, measuring 22 x 14 x 12 cm.

Dr. Robert T. Frank said that such tumors required

operation because they were so often followed by mas-

sive ascites. Even in cases of comparatively small fibroma

of the ovary, attention would be called to the condition be-

cause of the marked ascites.

Dr. H. D. FuRNiss reported the case of a girl, seven-

teen years old, who had a growth which was diagnosed

dermoid of the ovary. It was found to be a fibroma of

the ovary. There was about one pint of free fluid in the

abdomen.

Puerperal Pyonephrosis.—Dr. Ralph Tousey re-

ported this case, a woman, forty-four years of age, who

had always enjoyed good health up to the time of the

birth of her second child, twenty-four years after the

birth of the first. The child was born without instruments,

but the placenta did not come away readily and was man-

ually extracted an hour later. On the fifth day post

partum there was a sudden rise of temperature of 103°

P., and the uterus was explored without finding any re-

tained potions of the placenta or membranes. The blad-

der was catheterized and from this time there was slight

bladder discomfort and increased frequency of micturi-

tion. Five weeks after labor these symptoms became

more marked and the health of the patient began to fail.

Three months after labor she had a gnawing pain in the

left lumbar region. Blood examination showed a low

hemoglobin percentage and a high leucocyte count. At

the end of four months after labor the v/oman had lost

thirty pounds and passed urine hourly by day and by night

with vesical tenesmus. The left kidney was painful, ten-

der, and presented a fluctuating tumor reaching to the

navel, and pushing the enlarged spleen toward the median

line. The right kidney was palpable but not tender. The

urine from the bladder and from the left kidney was full
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of pus, but without casts or kidney elements. Staphylo-

cocius pyogenes aureus was alone present. The cysto-

scope showed a general cystitis without ulceration. Treat-

ment with urotropin, abundant fluids, bladder irrigations

with boric acid lessened the discomfort. At operation an

incision was made over the fluctuating tumor and several

pints of creamy pus evacuated from the pelvis of the

left kidney. Slight adhesions to the descending colon were

separated and the pelvis and an abscess in the cortical

portion of a kidney were drained with rubber tubing;

gauze drainage surrounded the mass and the wound was
partly closed. Relief from all disease symptoms was im-

mediate, the temperature only once rising above 100° F.

The tube was removed on the tenth day, the tumor mass

disappeared, and the urine gradually approached normal.

After eight weeks in bed the patient regained her health

and strength. Urotropin and abundant fluids were con-

tinued. At present, four months after operation, the pa-

tient had a granulating wound one inch long with a uri-

nary fistula through which leaked a half ounce of urine

daily. The bladder urine still showed a slight trace of pus.

Toxic Hematoporphyrinuria, Complicating Septic Per-

foration of the Uterus with Peritonitis.—Dr. S. Wiener
reported the case of a woman, twenty-five years of age,

admitted to Mount Sinai Hospital on July 31, 1910, after

having taken repeated doses of saffron for the purpose

of inducing abortion, and after having used hot vaginal

douches, inserting a hard rubber tube about six inches.

This was followed immediately by severe abdominal pains

and bleeding; the blood passed was bright red. The gen-

eral condition of the patient on the morning of her ad-

mission was poor, facies anxious, pale, and lips cyanotic.

The eyeballs were icteric, tongue dry, temperature 102° F.

Pulse was 124, regular, soft, and compressible. The white

blood cells were 15,000 and polynuclears 87 per cent. The
abdomen was lax and tympanitic in the upper half, while

the lower half was rigid with dulness on percussion. Ten-
derness extended over the entire abdomen, but was most
marked in the iliac regions. The cervix was soft and

admitted the tip of the finger and the uterus was en-

larged to the size of a two months' pregnancy. A small

quantity of port-wine colored urine was obtained by ca-

theterization and aroused a suspicion of injury to the

bladder. Urinalysis showed no red blood cells, no hemo-
globin, a few granular casts, amorphous urates and a

trace of albumin. The reaction was acid. A further speci-

men showed the presence of hematoporphyrin. The pa-

tient was operated upon and eight ounces of fluid blood

was found in the abdomen. All the visible peritoneum was
injected and on the posterior surface of the uterus there

were two small irregular perforations. A panhysterec-

tomy was done. Both tubes and ovaries were intensely

congested ; the ovaries were cystic and the corpus luteum

of pregnancy was found in the right ovary. Murphy ir-

rigation was started and camphor and morphine injected

hypodermically. The pulse and general condition grew
worse ; the lips and extremities at first were deeply cy-

anotic, then of a remarkable purplish black hue. The pa-

tient sank into coma and died. Autopsy was refused and
a blood culture taken intra vitam was negative and there

was no growth in the tube inoculated with pei-itoneal fluid.

It was a difficult matter to say to what extent the drug
toxemia contributed to the fatal issue. The peculiar dis-

coloration and the rapid onset of coma seemed to indicate

that the immediate cause of death was saffron poisoning
and not peritonitis. The hematoporphyrinuria must be

attributed to the ingestion of saflfron. The cases of saf-

fron poisoning reported by Garrod and Corvey which Dr.

Wiener reviewed showed blood in the intestines and in

the stomach, and in Ferraris' case the urine was reported

as "bloody." Garrod had shown that intestinal hemorrhage
might give rise to hematoporphyrin.

Dr. Max Rose.n'thal said that saffron had first been used
as a coloring matter in the making of bread. Some years

ago there appeared a report of a large number of cases

in which death was due to saffron which had been taken

to procure abortion.

Four Cases of Ureteral Calculi.—Dr. H. D. Furniss
reported these cases. He stated that his reason for bring-

ing them before the section was because they gave very

different clinical histories and for this reason were in-

structive. They taught that renal calculi might exist with

few, if any, of the typical text-book symptoms.

Lase 1.—!Mrs. H., aged fifty-seven, whose previous his-

tory was negative, experienced pain in the left renal region

for the first time a year before Dr. Furniss had seen her.

The pain did not radiate to the front, upward, nor down-
ward, nor was it referred to the opposite side. It lasted

twelve hours, during which time there was no frequency
of urination ; but a month later she began to be troubled

with frequent micturition. Physical examination revealed

nothing abnormal except a small elongated mass in the

region of the left ureter, to the left and behind the cervix.

The two ureteric orifices were alike but a catheter in-

serted into the left met with an obstruction three-quarters

of an inch up. A radiograph showed a shadow at this

place. The patient refused an operation.

Case II.—Mrs. E. R., aged fifty-three years, whose
history w-as negative, had been in good health until five

years ago, when she began to have attacks beginning with

lassitude followed by a sensation of lameness in the outer

side of the right thigh. There was pain in the right renal

region which radiated to the front and downward along

the course of the ureter. Then followed frequency of uri-

nation. After about twelve hours the patient was relieved

of the pain, but was prostrated for a week. The day fol-

lowing the attack the urine was quite turbid. These at-

tacks had occurred at intervals of from eight to ten weeks.

An attempt was made to catheterize the ureters and an

obstruction was met with three and one-half inches from
the vesical orifice. A radiograph showed two shadows at

this point. The urine flowed only from the left ureter.

The patient was operated upon and made a good recovery.

Case HI.—This woman, forty-one years of age, gave a

history of an instrumental delivery, puerperal fever, phle-

bitis of both legs, after which she had attacks of pain,

associated with temperature, in the right kidney region

during a period of three years, which terminated after the

discharge of a large amount of pus through the bladder.

Two months after this she began to have pains in the

left kidney region associated with nausea and temperature.

During attacks the urine would be clear, but between at-

tacks pus w-as found constantly. During the past year each

attack had become more severe. There was no frequency

of micturition except at night. Catheters were passed

easily to the pelvis of the kidney on both sides. The urine

from the right kidney was clear, while that from the left

was turbid from the presence of pus. A radiograph showed
the presence of two stones in the pelvis of the left ureter.

A radiograph taken with the bougie inserted showed

that the bougie passed them.

Case IV.—Mrs. L., twenty-six years of age, whose pre-

vious history was negative, was four months' pregnant,

had severe crampy pains in the left lumbar and inguinal

region lasting for eighteen hours. She was ill with the

pain and temperature for a week; after this she had pain

in both inguinal regions. Three weeks after her labor

she passed an oval stone, experiencing pain only when the

stone passed the urethra. Three weeks later she passed

another stone and had some frequency of urination before

the pain. Cystoscopy showed a normal bladder. The
catheter in the left ureter was obstructed three inches up

the ureter. Radiographs showed that there were two

stones in the left kidney, a stone in the left ureter opposite
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the transverse process of the third lumbar vertebra, two
stones in the pelvic portion of the left ureter, and a stone
opposite the transverse process of the third lumbar ver-

tebra in the right ureter. The urine from llie right side

was clear, while there was a moderate amount of blood
from the left.

The Value of Local Treatment in Gynecological
Cases.—Dr. John \'an Dohen Voung read this paper
in which he expressed the opinion that the value of local

treatment of gynecological cases, in both private and hospi-

tal practice, was much underestimated by surgeons and
was not fully appreciated by the physician in general prac-

tice. It was his object in this paper to bring out discus-

sion which might more clearly define the dividing line

which separated those cases which should receive local

treatment and those which were amenable only to operative

procedures. At present there was danger of expecting

too much from surgery; it was the combination of sur-

gery and local treatment that gave the best result. Dr.

Young divided local treatment into three groups : The first,

hygiene and general care; the second, treatment applied

directly to the affected parts ; and the third, treatment

which might be carried out by the patient in her home.

Under the first head Dr. Young emphasized the importance

of proper hygiene, clothing, exercise, proper sleeping

quarters, dietary, and especially the care of intestinal tox-

emia and constipation. If the general health was neglected

little could be expected even from a most skillful oper-

ation. Tonics looking toward the improvement of the

appetite, digestion, and anemia were most important. He
had obtained very satisfactory results froin the use of

glycerophosphate of soda in fifteen grain doses in a glass

of hot water one hour before meals, combined with calo-

mel one tenth of a grain, and with three grains of soda

every four hours. He urged the importance of sleeping

in a well ventilated room or outdoors, if possible. The
mental conditions and surroundings should also be taken

into consideration as they often had a decided influence

0:1 the progress of the case. In considering the second

head, local treatment. Dr. Young called, attention to the

importance of taking a careful history and stated that

the examination should be made on a proper examining

table with the patient properly prepared, bowels and blad-

der emptied, corsets removed, and all waist band; loos-

ened. Inspection of the external genetalia should be made
first, followed by digital examination, examining the right

side of the pelvis with the right hand and the left side with

the left hand. Dr. Young outlined the routine treatment

which he carried out in both private and hospital prac-

tice as follows : The external genitalia were cleansed by

a I'oric acid solution and dried. If an acute inflammatory

condition was present the same solution was used on a

cotton swab and the vaginal canal was cleansed. Crude

pyroligneous acid was then applied to the external genitalia

and to the vaginal canal. The speculum was then intro-

duced and the cervix cleansed with boric acid solution

and crude pyroligneous acid applied up to the internal os.

Iodine was applied to the cervi.x ulcerations and carbolic

acid and iodine where a more active agent was required.

Pure carbolic acid or the actual cautery might be used.

Cysts of the cervix were punctured. Tampons were of

actual value and might be divided into alkaline, antiseptic,

specific antiseptic, hygroscopic, and hygroscopic with

analgesics. He recommended the use of ichthyol 10 to 20

per cent, in glycerin, also 10 to 20 per cent, in boroglyceride.

The combination of boroglyceride with ichthyol, iodine,

carbolic acid, and hydrastis had given him excellent re-

sults. Pipe clay with glycerin or combined with glycerin

and ichthyol he used as a serviceable supporting tampon.

Ilis method of tamponade was to apply llie medication

upon absorbent cotton and to hold the cotton in place

by tampons of lamb's wool. Applications, either by ap-

phcators or syringe, might be made in the uterine cavity

with great advantage. Irritant applications should be in-

termitted if the treatment was frequent or the vaginal mu-

cosa would be damaged. Electricity had its advantages.

-Ml treatment, vaginal or intrauterine, should be carried

out with surgical precautions. In discussing the third

factor in local treatment, those measures which the pa-

tient could carry out herself. Dr. Young mentioned the

douche, which should be given in the recumbent posture,

from two to twelve quarts being used at a temperature of

from 100° to 120° F. As so frequently used the douche

was valueless. He advised rest after taking a prolonged

douche. Postural treatment might be advantageously car-

ried out by the patient to rest an anteflexed and anteverted

uterus by assuming the Trendelenburg position. In cases

of retroversion rest upon the face or the knee-chest posi-

tion would often give relief. Dr. Young was sceptical in

regard to tampons and suppositories introduced by the pa-

tient herself. The cases in which local treatment was of

value might be outlined as follows : Inflammation of the

external genitalia, infections of the urethra and blad-

der, many conditions of the rectum and anus, inflammatory

and infectious conditions of the vagina, cervix, and en-

dometrium, erosions, ulcerations or cystic degeneration of

the cervix, cervical stenosis, uterine and pelvic congestion,

local peritonitis, tubal infection, retroversion, and the in-

operable uterine prolapse in elderly patients. Local treat-

ment had a field both as preparatory to operation and for

the relief of postoperative conditions.

Dr. Samuel Handler called attention to two or three

points which he said had been impressed upon him as being

important in the treatment of cases other than operative.

He believed that drugs applied locally or in douches much
above the external or internal os were not very efifec-

tive. Their action upon the higher areas was purely a

mechanical one. It should be remembered that water at

a certain teinperature would produce anemia, while at an-

other it would produce hyperemia. One should bear in

mind the mechanical principles involved and bring about an

,-,nemia or a hyperemia according to indications. Dr.

Handler said that he was a great believer in electricity in

nonoperalive cases. With this agent one could produce

anemia or hyperemia according to his wants. Another

factor which was of great value was the substitution of

gauze for cotton for vaginal packing. He rarely used cot-

ton tampons as they were not valuable in supporting the

uterus. Where operation was not urgent the patient should

be prepared for it beforehand. He had adopted the prin-

ciple of applying postoperative treatment before the oper-

ation.

Dr. James N. West said that if there was any condi-

tion in which local treatment was of value it was in dis-

eased conditions of the cervix. It was very important

that the cervix should be treated before operation. A
cervix filled with small cysts, erosions, etc., to such an

extent that amputation seemed necessary, was many times

relieved of the diseased condition and then operation be-

came a matter of simple trachelorraphy, which retained

fecundity. With regard to the treatment of retrover-

sions, Dr. West recalled several instances in which the

retroverted uterus was in the hollow of the sacrum and
abortions occurred about the third month in each case.

In two of these cases operation was refused and by pack-

ing the vagina to support the uterus and hold it above the

pelvic brim until the natural enlargement of that organ
from the growth of the fetus kept it up had enabled the

women to go to term. It was surprising to note the relief

that could be afforded patients with inflammatory condi-

tions or retroversions. When he assisted Dr. Eiumett at

the Woman's Hospital they had used lamb's wool for

packing, and cotton only for medication. Such tampons
could remain in the vagina two or three days without irri-
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tating the patient at all and there was no odor. He had ap-
plied argyrol, silver nitrate, and other medicaments to the

interior of the uterus, but never got satisfactory results.

He felt that local treatment so far as inilammatorj' condi-

tions were concerned was limited to the cervix, the vagina,

and the vulva.

Dr. John O. Polak said that it was surprising how
little the general practitioner knew about the introduction

of the pessary at the present time. Unless properly placed

the vagina would not tolerate this foreign body. Dr. Skene
had suggested that the vagina should have preliminary

treatment before the pessary was introduced. If tolerance

was once obtained it was amazing how long a patient could
wear a pessary without discomfort. He agreed with what
had been said in regard to intrauterine applications. They
did no good. In gonorrheal cases nature in time would
kill the gonococcus inside the uterus. He had followed
cases with pus tubes for years, five or ten, and then opened
the abdomen and found them intact. Every tube con-
taining the gonococci did not always form a pyosalpinx.

The douche worked well in cases of leucorrhea, especially

when a dilute one-half to two per cent. lactic acid solution

was used.

Dr. Ch.^rles Gardner Child calleil attention to the

vagueness of the description in text books as to how to

make applications through the vagina and to the vagina.

The proper method was to have the patient in the knee-
chest position, retract the perineum, with the finger or
speculum, and when the vagina bulged out from the in-

rush of air to make the application. The only field for

the use of a pessary was in displacements with a freely

movable uterus and one which was replaceable. The less

tamponing that was done the better for the patient. The
vagina should always be prepared before the introduction

of the pessary.

Dr. Robert T. Fhank said that there were two classes of
cases which were particularly difficult to treat, especially

in dispensary practice. The first class consisted of those
young women who developed rectocele and cystocele with
leucorrhea after child-birth. While an operation would
relieve the condition it was contraindicated because if the
woman had more children the operation would be nullified.

The second class consisted of those cases of diseased
adnexa in which pains were comparatively slight and the

acute stage of the disease passed, but in which malpositions

were present. Tamponing and other mechanical measures
relieved these patients to a certain extent. Frequently
when these patients came to operation a more radical op-
eration w-as found necessary than had previously seemed
to be indicated. In these two classes of cases medical
treatment was very unsatisfactory but was, nevertheless,

preferable to operative interference in young women.
Dr. Solomon Wiener spoke of another form of local

treatment, the use of the hot-air cabinet. This treatment
relieved pain. Two applications of twenty minutes each
were often made, after which patients would state that pain
was much relieved.

Dr. John Van Doren Young said that he had seen
many patients at the clinics for whom something should
be done; it seemed a pity not to try to help them. Dr.
Young commended the interesting nonoperative gynecolog-
ical work that Cabot of Boston had done.

The Small Cystic Ovary.—Emile Forgue and Georges
Massabuau state that the cardinal symptoms attributed
to the niicrocystic ovary are pain, hemorrhage, and general
nervous symptoms. Many sclerocystic ovaries do not
cause pain. Others are accompanied by inflammatory
symptoms due to pelvic peritonitis and adhesions, and it

is the removal of these ovaries that brings relief of the
pain. There are also small, free ovaries that are very
painful, and their removal brings with it little relief.
Hemorrhage seems to be caused much more frequently
than pain by the sclerocystic ovary.

—

Revue de Gynecologie.
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STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

State Board of Medical Examiners of New Jersey.

June, 1910.

ANATOMY.

Answer any ten questions on this paper, but no more.
1. Describe the coccyx. Name the muscles attached to it.

2. Describe the ileocecal valve. What is its function?
3. Give the coverings of a femoral hernia from within

outward.
4. Give the minute structure of the kidney.

5. Describe the inferior radio-ulnar articulation.

6. Describe the suprarenal glands. State their function.
What would be the effect of their removal?

7. Describe the glands and villi of the intestines.

8. Give the foramen of exit, the distribution, and the
function of the oculomotor nerve.

9. Where does the glossopharyngeal nerve rise, and what
structures are supplied by this nerve and its branches?

10. Locate and describe the lymphatics of the front of the
thorax.

11. Give the origin, course and branches of the temporal
artery.

12. Name the principal centers of organic function in the
medulla oblongata.

13. Locate the respiratory center.

14. From what portions of the cortex cerebri do the arm,
face and leg receive their motor impulses.

15. What would be the effect of a transverse section of

(0) the anterior root, (b) the posterior root of a spinal

nerve?
PHYSIOLOGY.

Answer any ten questions on this paper, but no more.
1. What is blood pressure?
2. Name six factors that influence it.

3. Compare woman's and cow's milk.

4. State the functions of the facial nerve.

5. What kind of digestion occurs in the duodenum?
6. Where do the products of digestion actually get into

the blood?
7. V\ hat is a proteid?
8. Name the ductless glands and give their function.

9. How is the bodily heat maintained?
10. \\ hat is muscular co-ordination, and by what centers

is it controlled?
11. What disturbances would follow ligation of the renal

arteries?

12. \\ hat is the actual cause of death when induced by
asohyxiation, and where is the damage localized?

!•?. Compare voluntary and involuntary muscle. State

one exception to the geneial rule of their differences.

14. State the properties of pancreatic juice.

15. Compare physiologically, mucous, serous, and synovial
membrane.

CHEMISTRY.

Answer any ten questions on this paper, but no more.
1. Discuss arsenic and mention its properties, uses and

compounds. Give antidote for poisoning by arsenic.

2. Name three elements in the potassium group, with
their symbols and atomic weights.

3. Give the symbol and quantivalence of sulphur. What
are the principal oxygen compounds of sulphur? In what
form is it used as a germicidal and disinfecting agent?

4. (o) State the normal reaction of urine. (6) To what
is it due? (r) State the variations in normal specific

gravity, (d) What pathological conditions are indicated

by a very high or a very low specific gravity?

5. Give the chemical formula and derivation of acetic

acid. Mention the most important acetates.

6. Give the names and formulas of three gases used for
producing general anesthesia.

7. What are enzymes? Mention those of animal origin

and where found.

8. Give test for the detection of bile in the urine.

9. Which are the principal opium alkaloids and with
what acid are they combined in opium.

10. What is cholesterin? In what pathological condi-
tion is it found?

11. Give the chemical formulas and common names of
magnesium hydrate and magnesium sulphate.

12. (a) What is tartar emetic? (b) What are the symp-
toms of poisoning by tartar emetic?

13. (a) What is hemoglobin? (b) In what pathological
condition is hemoglobin found in the urine?
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14. (a) What is the ammonium radical? (6) Give chem-
ical formula of the ammonium compound contained in aro-
matic spirit of ammonia.

15. ill) Give the source and chemical formula of common
salt, (b) How are chlorides chemically recognized in

urinary analyses ?

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

Answer any ten questions on this paper, but no more.

1. Name (a) the source, (6) the preparation, and (c)
the effects of ergot.

2. DilTerentiate the symptoms of atropia and morphia
poisoning.

3. (a) By what drug, and (b) by what method may local
anesthesia be induced?

4. Explain the theory of the action of antitoxin.

5. (a) Mention live preparations having antiseptic prop-
erties; (6) give adult dose of each.

6. Describe (a) the method of administration, and (b)
the results to be accomplished by the hot pack.

7. State (a) the source, (6) the action, and (r) the
therapeutic uses of strychnia.

8. [a) What remedies may be used in septic condition
of the alimentary canal? (b) Give dose of each.

9. Outline a dietary in (a) chronic rheumatism, and (b)
chronic interstitial nephritis.

10. Write a prescription for any ailment in which iodide
of potassium may be used.

11. br>ecify (a) three official preparations of aconite; (6)
adult dose of each.

12. Give (a) the source, (6) the physiological action, and
(f) the infantile dose of santonin.

13. (d) Prescribe in proper form for diarrhea in a child

four years of age; (6) explain the action of each in-

gredient.

14. Give (li) the therapeutic uses, and (6) the adult dose
of terebine.

15. Define (a) alteratives, (6) antipyretics, and (f)
mydriatics.

HISTOLOGY—PATHOLOGY—BACTERIOLOGY.

Answer any ten questions on this paper, but no more.

1. Describe the role of uric acid in gout.

2. Give etiology of valvular heart disease.

3. How does aortic insufficiency affect the circulation of

the blood ?

4. Define anemia.
5. Define immunity.
6. Describe a microscope and such accessories as you

would use in histologic work.
7. Describe preparation of objects for microscopic exam-

ination.

8. Describe the cell body.

9. Describe the process of mitotic cell division.

10. Define chromatolysis.

11. What are bacterins?
12. \\ hat is the effect of an injection of bacterial vaccine?

13. Describe preparation of and varieties of culture

media.
14. Give technique of making plate cultures.

15. Give method of examining sputum for detection of

tubercle bacilli.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

Answer any ten questions on this paper, but no more.

Differentiate:
1. Acute pericarditis and acute endocarditis.

2. Apoplexy and acute alcoholism.

3. Cancer and ulcer of stomach.

4. Chancre and chancroid.

5. Diabetes and acute glycosuria.

6. Epilepsy and hysteria.

7. Hemoptysis and hematemesis.
8. Intestinal and hepatic colic.

9. Organic and functional heart disease.

10. Pneumonia and pleurisy with effusion.

11. Pyelitis and cystitis.

12. Scurvy and purpura.

13. Typhoid fever and acute tuberculosis.

14. Edema glottidis and retropharyngeal abscess.

15. Cerebral concussion and cerebral compression.

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.

Answer any ten questions on this paper, but no more.

1. Give a comparative description of the virgin uterus

and the uterus after child-bearing.

2. State procedure in case the head refuses to engage

the pelvic brim.

3. How may rupture of the uterus complicating delivery

be recognized? How should such a condition be managed?
4. Under what circumstances during labor may obstetric

anesthesia become advisable? Mention an appropriate

anesthetic for this purpose and describe the method of its

administration.

5. What may cause delay in the second stage of labor?

How should such a condition be managed?
6. What are three most dangerous forms of uterine

hemorrhage?
7. Outline your treatment of the foregoing types of uter-

ine hemorrhage.
8. Describe toxemia of pregnancy and state what may

be done to prevent or to relieve this condition.

9. Under what circumstances is induction of abortion

permissible and how is it safely performed?
10. Name the varieties of salpingitis and give briefly

the etiology and diagnosis.

11. What are the causes of pelvic abscess. Describe

method of surgical treatment.

12. Mention the causes and state the management of

cystitis in the female.

13. Mention the prodromal symptoms of puerperal

eclampsia. Describe the management of puerperal eclamp-

sia.

14. Give the causes, diagnosis, and treatment of prolapse

of the ovary.

15. What is ophthalmia neonatorum? How prevented?

How cured?
SURGERY.

Answer any ten questions on this paper, but no more.

1. Give diagnosis and treatment of intracapsular fracture

of the femur.
2. Give technique of posterior gastroenterostomy.

3. Etiology and treatment of senile gangrene.

4. Give causes, symptoms, and treatment of phlebitis.

5. Mention the causes of non-union of fractures.

6. Give causes, diagnosis, and treatment of abscess of the

liver.

7. How would you treat a penetrating wound of the

trachea?
8. Describe acute suppurative osteomyelitis of the tibia.

9. Gonorrheal arthritis ; diagnosis and treatment.

10. Differentiate between fracture of the neck of humeruj
and subcoracoid dislocation.

11. Discuss etiology of thrombosis.
12. Symptoms and treatment of acute pancreatitis.

13. Diagnosis of floating kidney.

14. Mention the conditions that may necessitate amputa-
tion of an extremity.

15. Etiology and treatment of cystitis.

HYGIENE AND MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

Answer any ten questions on this paper, but no more.

1. Describe the methods usually employed for the steril-

ization of drinking water.

2. (fl) What conditions of soil tend to promote health?
(b) What conditions tend to impair health?

3. State (a) the main source of infection in tuberculosis;

(6) what personal hygienic measures may be employed to

prevent its spread? (c) what disinfectants and what
method of application will tend to prevent house infec-

tion?

4. Outline in detail the precautions that should be taken
in the treatment in scarlet fever to prevent the spread of

the disease.

5. What diseases spread by infection from person to

person?

6. What temperature should be maintained in the sick

room in the treatment of (o) croup, (6) pneumonia, (c)

typhoid fever?

7. Name the diseases regarded as quarantinable.

8. Define food and name two which are in themselves
complete or perfect foods.

9. What are the legal obligations between physician and
patient?

10. W'hat are the essentials of a thorough medical ex-
amination of an applicant for life insurance?

11. What constitutes expert medical testimony?

12. Name the post-mortem signs external and internal

of recent drowning.

13. In signing a certificate of insanity what facts relat-

ing to the patient should be recorded?

14. Define a wound in its medicolegal sense.

15. In witnessing a will what facts should satisfy th«

physician as to the mental competency of the testator?
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ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

State Board of Medical Examiners of New Jersey.

June, 1910.

ANATOMY.

1. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 87; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 65.

2. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (:909), page 1077; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1315. The function of the

ileocecal valve is to prevent the contents of the large intes-

tine from passing backwards into the small intestine.

3. The coverings of a femoral hernia from within out-

ward are : Peritoneum, subperitoneal areolar tissue, septum
crurale, crural sheath, cribriform fascia, superficial fascia,

and skin.

4. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1 138; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1426.

5. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 282; or

Gray's ''Anatomy' (1908), page 317.

6. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1213; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1437. The function of the

suprarenal glands is not definitely settled; they produce

an internal secretion which is probably necessary to life;

it is supposed that they are able to destroy or remove some
toxic substance produced elsewhere in the body. Removal
of both suprarenals causes death very soon; removal of

one suprarenal is not necessarily fatal.

7. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1062; or

Gray's "Anatomy'' (1908), page 1300.

8. The oculomotor nerve leaves the skull through the

sphenoidal fissure, and is distributed to the levator palpebrae

superioris, rectus superior, rectus inferior, rectus internus,

and obHquus inferior muscles of the eye. It is the motor
nerve of these muscles.

9. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 6S9; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1066.

10. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 923; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 807.

11. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 809; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 612.

12. The special centers located in the medulla oblongata

are: (i) Center for mastication, (2) for secretion of

saliva, (3) for sucking, (4) for deglutition, (5) for vomit-

ing, (6) for voice, (7) center for expression, (8) cardiac

centers. (9) respiratory centers, (10) vasomotor centers.

13. The respiratory center is situated at the tip of the

calamus scriplorius, in the gray matter in the floor of the

fourth ventricle.

'4. The motor areas are located and arranged on the

cerebral corte.x, immediately in front of the fissure of

Rolando. At the upper part of the convolutions in front

of this fissure are areas connected with the movements of

the lower extremities ; then from above downward are

located the centers for movements of the shoulders, arms,
wrists, fingers, face, lips, tongue, and larynx and pharynx.

15. Transverse section of the anterior root of a spinal

nerve causes lo=s of motion and degeneration of the periph-

eral portion of the anterior root fibers; the sensory fibers

of the posterior root are not affected.

Transverse section of the posterior root of a spinal nerve
causes loss of sensation and degeneration, wnich latter

differs according as the section is made on the proximal
or peripheral side of the ganglion. If the section is made
between the cord and the ganglion, degeneration only
occurs in the piece severed from the ganglion, but con-
nected with the cord. If the section is made beyond the

ganglion, degeneration occurs in the fibers peripheral to

the lesion.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Blood pressure is the pressure of the blood against
the walls of the blood vessels, due to the ventricular

systole, the elasticity of the walls of the arteries, and the
resistance of the capillaries.

2. In addition to the three factors just mentioned in

Question i are: (4) The frequency of the heart beat. (5)
the quantity of blood in the circulation, (6) vasomotor
influences.

3. Human milk contains less proteids and fats and salts

than cow's milk, and at the same time contains more sugar
and more water.

4. The facial nerve is the motor nerve of the muscles of
expression, also of the platysma and the buccinator; it

also supplies the muscles of the external ear, the stylohyoid,
and the posterior belly of the digastric. Through the chorda
tympani it is a nerve of taste and a vasodilator of the ves-

sels of the submaxillary and sublingual glands.

5. In the duodenum, proteids, fats, and starches are di-

gested.

6. The products of digestion get into the blood: (i) In
the portal vein, and {2) where the thoracic duct enters
the venous circulation, at the junction of the left sub-
clavian and internal jugular veins.

7. A proteid is a complex organic substance, of unknown
constitution, composed of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitro-

gen, and sometimes containing also sulphur, iron, or phos-
phorus. It has distinct chemical properties, and is the
chief constituent of muscles, glands, nerves, blood, lymph,
and serum. It is indispensable to all animal and vegetable
life.

8. The ductless glands are : The spleen, thymus, thyroid,
parathyroids, suprarenals, carotid, cocygeal, pituitary, and
pineal glands. The function of the spleen: 'The following
theories have been held: (l) It is a source of production
of the white blood corpuscles; (2) it is a source of pro-
duction of the red blood corpuscles during fetal life; (3)
it is a place where the red blood corpuscles are destroyed;

(4) uric acid is produced in the spleen; (5) an enzyme is

produced in the spleen and is carried by the blood to the

pancreas, where it converts the trypsinogen into trypsin.

The function of the thymus is not settled; it is said: (l)
To be a blood forming organ; (2) to have influence on
growth and nutrition; (3) in hibernating animals it is

supposed to store up materials which can be utilized during
the period of inactivity. The function of the thyroid is

not definitely settled; u) it has some trophic function;

(2) it is supposed to antagonize toxic substances; (3) it

produces an internal secretion. The function of the supra-
renals is not definitely settled ; they produce an internal

secretion which is probably necessary to life ; it is supposed
that they are able to destroy or remove some toxic sub-

stance produced elsewhere in the body. The function of
the otJier ductless glands is unknown. They all, or nearly

all. furnish an internal secretion.

9. The heat of the body is maintained by the thermo-
tactic centers in the brain and cord, keeping an equilibrium

between the heat gained or produced in the body and the

heat lost. Heat is produced in the body by: (i) Muscular
action; (2) the action of the glands, chiefly of the liver;

(3) the food and drink ingested; (4) the brain; (5) the

heart; and (6) the thermogenetic centers in the brain,

pons, medulla, and spinal cord. Heat is given off from the

body by : ( i ) The skin, through evaporation, radiation,

and conduction; (2) the expired air; (3) the excretions

—

urine and feces.

10. By muscular co-ordination is meant the harmonious
working of various related muscles to produce a definite

result. The centers are in the cerebellum and spinal cord.

11. Lieation of both renal arteries is fatal.

12. The actual cause of death in asphyxia is paralysis

of the respiratory center by the prolonged action of the

venous blood. The damage is chiefly found in the right

side of the heart, the pulmonary arteries, and systemic

veins, all of which are gorged with venous blood; the left

side of the heart, pulmonary veins, and systemic arteries,

are empty.

13. Voluntary muscle is under the control of the will;

involuntary is not. Involuntary muscles have alternate

periods of rest and activity, or are characterized by
rhythmicality ; involuntary muscles are also characterized

by peristalsis. Voluntary muscle is striated, has long nar-

row fibers with cross striations and many nuclei beneath

the sarcolemma. Involuntary muscle is non-striated, has

spindle-shaped fibers, one nucleus centrally located, and no
sarcolemma. The great exception is cardiac muscle, which
is involuntary and also striated.

14. The pancreatic juice is a viscid, alkaline fluid. It

contains four ferments : Trypsin, which converts proteids

into proteoses and peptones and afterward decomposes them
into leucin and tyrosin ; amylopsin. which converts starches

into maltose; steapsin, which emulsifies and saponifies fats;

and another ferment which curdles the casein of milk._ It

also contains : Leucin. tyrosin, xanthin, soaps, chlorides

of potassium and sodium, phosphates of calcium, sodium
and magnesium, sodium carbonate, and water.

15. Mucous membrane lines those parts which communi-
cate with the exterior of the body ; it contains glands,

basement membrane, connective tissue support, blood and

nerve supply, and epithelium.

Serous membrane lines closed cavities (except peri-

toneum in the female) ; it contains a basement membrane
and endothelial cells, but no glands.

Synovial membrane is in connection with joint and ten-

dons, and has no glands, but a basement membrane with

connective tissue cells.
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CHEMISTRY.

1. Arsenic lias symbol As, atomic weight of 75, molecu-
lar weight of 300, valence of three or five, generally occurs
in coniDniation with sulphur; is a brittle, crystalline solid,
or an amorphous powder, insoluble in water. It is poison-
ous. If pure it has no odor or taste. It is used in the
nianufacture of liy poison, rat poison, shot, pigment and
fireworks, its chief compounds are : Hydrogen arsenide;
arsenic trichloride; arsenic trioxide, and pentoxide; arscn-
ous, arsenic, metarscnic, and pyroarsenic acids; arsenic
bisulphide, trisulphidc, and pentasulphide. The antidote
is freshly prepared solution of ferric hydroxide.

2. Lithium, Li, 7; Sodium, Na, 23; Potassium, K, 39.
3. Sulphur, symbol S, quantivalence 2 or 6. Principal

oxygen compound: Sulphur dioxide SOj, and trioxide
SO3. The yellow sulphur is generally used as a disinfect-
ing agent; it is burnt, thus forming the oxides of sulphur.

4. {a) Acid; (b) acid sodium phosphate; (c) about
1015 to 1025; (d) very high specific gravity may denote:
Diab.-tes raellitus, glycosuria, heart disease, and acute fevers

;

very low specific gravity may denote : Albuminuria or
Bright's disease.

5. Acetic acid, CIlj.COOH. It is produced by the dry
distillation of wood. Most important acetates: Ammoni-
um, iron, lead, potassium, and zinc.

6. Chloroform, CHCI3; ether, (QHs):©; nitrous oxide,
X=0.

7. Enzymes are hypothetical substances, produced by liv-

ing cells, and capable of causing definite chemical changes
in certain substances. Their chief characteristics are : "(i)
They are capable of causing change in a large amount of
tlie materials upon wliich they e.xert their specific actions,
while they themselves remain unaltered. (2) Prolonged
contact with alcohol destroys the activity of most enzymes.
(3) For each there is a definite temperature at which the
action is most energetic ; and all are destroyed at 75 to 80
degrees. (4) Each produces its best action only in a me-
dium of a certain reaction. (5) Their action is hindered
by accunnil.-ition of their products."— ( \\'itth;ms' Essentials
of Chemistry.)
Animal encymes: Ptyalin, in saliva; pepsin, in gastric

juice; trypsin, amylopsin, and steapsin, in pancreatic juice;

glucase and lactase in the intestinal mucus ; thrombase, in

the blood.

8. Test for bile: Put 3 c.c. HNO2 in a test tube, add a

piece of wood, and heat until the acid is yellow; cool.

When cold, float some of the urine to be tested upon the

surface of the acid. A green band is formed at the junc-
tion of the liquids, which gradually rises, and is succeeded
from below by blue, reddish-violet, and yellow.

9. Principal opium alkaloids: Morphine, narcotine, papa-
verine, codeine, narceine, and thehaine. These alkaloids are
in combination with meconic, lactic, and sulphuric acids.

10. Cholesterin is a monoalomic alcohol of unknown con-
stitution. It is found in biliary calculi.

11. Magnesium hydrate, Mg(H0)2, milk of magnesia;
magnesium sulphate, MgSOi, Epsom salt.

12. (a) Tartar emetic is antimonyl potassium tartrate.

(b) Symptoms of poisoning: "These are seldom delayed
more than half an hour. Isausea. violent and continual
vomiting, burning pain in stomach and bowels, with an
acrid, burning sensation in the throat, are usually the first

symptoms. Then purging, intense thirst, feeble, rapid pulse,

cramps in legs, and general lowering of the temiierature,

with great prostration, follow. The coldness extends even
to the internal organs. The bowels become tympanilic.

The spinal centers are greatly depressed. The urine is

general!- increased, but sometimes diminished or sup-

pressed, and may be bloody and passed with difficulty and
pain. Delirium and convulsions may precede death, or

the I'atient may sink into coma, or die from exhaustion."

—

(Riley's Toxicology.)
13. Hemoglobin is a very complex, organic substance,

which forms the coloring matter of the blood, and is the

oxygen carrier ; it contains iron. It is found in the urine

in Blackwater fever.

14. The ammonium radical is NHj; it has never been

isolated, but it enters into several compounds. Ammonium
carbonate, NHi.HC03, is contained in aromatic spirit of

ammonia.
15. (a) NaCl : obtained from rock salt, sea water, or salt

springs, (b) Chlorides are recognized in the urine by the

addition of a few drops of nitric acid, and then a solution

of silver nitrate; a white curdy precipitate is produced.

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

I. Ergot. Source: The sclerotium of claviceps pur-

purea. Preparations: Fhiide.xtract. extract, and wine of

ergot. Effects: Ergot stimulates and causes contraction

of imolunlary muscle fibers, hence it is a vasoconstrictor,
hemostatic, and oxytocic, it is also a cardiac sedati\c; it

raises the blood pressure, it increases peristalsis, and is an
emmenagogue.

J. In poisoning by atropine, the pupils are dilated, the
pulse is rapid, and respiration is increased; m poisoning by
morphine the pupils are contracted, tne pulse and respira-
tion are slowed.

3. (0) Local anesthesia may be produced by cocaine.
{b) Sec Rose and Carless' ".surgery" (1908), page 1318;
or Da Costa's "Surgery" (190S;, page 1047.

4. llow antitoxin produces ininiumty and effects cure is

not known, but tlieories deduced Irum observed facts are
as follows: "As the various pathogenic bacteria produce
the causative toxins of their resiiective diseases, so the
organic cells of the body, reacting under the stimulus of
the poisons thus introduced, immediately proceed to elab-
orate defensive bodies, which if protluced in sufficient
quantity will neutralize the efifects of the toxins. Residual
antibodies remaining in the blood after recovery rcnUcr
the animal immune for a time against the disease. I'he
immunizing and curative eft'ects obtained by the injection
of the blood scrum of an immunized animal into the
circulation of another animal are due either to direct
chemical neutralization of the toxins themselves by the
antibodies so introduced (Behring, Kitsato), or to a par-
ticular influence exerted by the antibodies upon the living
cells of the organism which, being aft'ected in two opposite
directions, remain neutral to the disease (Buchner). Some
authorities hold that these results are due to the conjoint
action of leucytic and chemical forces. Ehrlich's side-
chain theory assumes that every toxin contains toxophore
molecules having direct toxic action, and haptophore mole-
cules which combine the to.xophores with a similar com-
bining group of molecules in the tissue cell of the attacked
organism. The tissue cell molecules being destroyed by
the toxophores, a rapid and profuse regeneration of similar
molecules occurs in side chains, and these molecules over-
growing are carried into the circulation, becoming the
antitoxin, which acts by combining with the haptophores
of newly arrived toxin, using up their combining power
before they can reach the tissue cells."— (Potter's Materia
Mediri, clc.

)

5. Mercuric chloride, dose gr. 1/20; mercuric iodide, dose
gr. 1/20; silver nitrate, dose gr. 1/5; creosote, dose
iTB.v to XX of the carbonate ; and salicylic acid, dose gr. vij.

6. The hot-pack "is used, not only to cause sweating and
so relieve the patient of poisons and fluid in renal diseases,
but also to relax muscle spasm and to relieve nervous
excitement and nervous insomnia. It is particularly effi-

cacious in the nervous insomnia of severe chorea in chil-
dren.

".\ bed is prepared by covering it with a rubber blanket.
Over this is placed a dry woollen blanket. A large, heavy
blanket is now dipped in very hot water and then wrung
out, and the naked patient quickly wrapped in it. the dry
blanket being folded over him after several hot-water
bottles have been placed alongside the patient. Finally the
sides of the rubber sheet are drawn around and over the
patient and an ice-cap placed on the head. A thermometer
shouldbe placed in the mouth every half hour, and if the
patient's temperature becomes febrile (lOl") he should be
taken out of the blankets and rubbed dry."— (From Hare's
Practical Therapeutics.)

7. Strychine. Source: Strychnos nux vomica, and
strychnos ignatia. Action: Strychnine is a bitter tonic,
.stimulates appetite, secretion, and digestion, increases peri-
rtalsis. ?tinndates the vasomotor centers, and so raises
arterial tension ; it stimulates both accelerator and inhibi-
tory nerves of the heart. All the functions of the spinal
cord are exalted by strychnine, reflex, motor, vasomotor,
and sensory. Large doses cause dilated pupils, irregular
and jerky respiration, increased reflexes. Therapeutic
uses: For indigestion, intestinal torpor, heart disease,
pneumonia, amenorrhea, dysmenorrhea, paralysis, im-
potence, and as a cardiac and respiratory stimulant.

8. Gastrointestinal antiseptics: Carbolic acid, dose gr. j ;

creosote, dose TIExij
_:
guaiacol. dose TTgvij ; salol. dose gr. x

;

resorcin, dose gr. iij ; thymol, dose gr. vij; silver nitrate,
dose gr. 1/5 ; sodium sulphocarbolate. dose gr. xij ; beta-
naphthol. dose gr. vj ; .salicylic acid, dose gr. xij.

9. (a") ''In the dietetic treatment of chronic rheumatism,
especially if the patient is anemic, animal food cannot be
excluded, but the basis of the diet should be farinaceous
food with a few fresh green vegetables. Fish, eggs, and
fowl mnv be eaten, but dark meat is not desirable. Sweets
and alcoholic beverages should be omitted, and all foods
should be plainly cooked and eaten in moderation."

—

(Tbomnson's Practical Dietetics.)
(b) See Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (igog), page 700.
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10. 5. Potassii iodidi 3iij.

Syrupi sarsaparilla q. s. ad 3ij. nj.

Signa : i ake one teaspoonful alter each meal.
11. .'\conite, gr. j; liuidextract of aconite, llfij ; tincture

of aconite, TTg.x.

12. Santonin. Source: Santonica, flower heads of Arte-
misia pauciflora. Action: Anthehnintic to round worm and
thread worm. Dose for an infant: Gr. ^^-34-

13. 5. Olei ricini, 5j.

Sig. Take at once.
Its action is to remove the irritating material in the in-

testinal canal. This can be followed by other treatment
if necessary.

14. Terebine. Therapeutic uses: For cough, emphyse-
ma, dyspepsia, phthisis, chronic bronchitis, bronchiectasis.

Dose, TTJvij.

15. Alteratives are remedies which modify the nutritive

processes, and so promote metabolism. Antipyretics are

agents which reduce body temperature. Mydriatics are

agents which dilate the pupil of the eye.

HISTOLOGY—PATHOLOGY—BACTERIOLOGY.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 925;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" .('909). P^se 39'^-

2. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907}, pages

572, 576, 5S0, 583, and 5S8; or Osier's "Practice of Medi-
cnie (,iyoyj, pa^es /yO, b02, 804, and 80S.

3. See Trench's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages

574 and 584; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909),
pages 793 and 798.

4. Anemia is a condition in which there is a reduction
in the quantity of the blood, or of the number or hemo-
globin contents of the red corpuscles.

5. Immunity is non-susceptibility to disease, or the power
of resistance of cells and tissues to the action of patho-
genic microorganisms.

6. See some good text-book on Histology or Microscopy.
7. The oljject is first placed in some fixing fluid, then

it is washed, then hardened by immersion in alcohol, then
treated with some clearing agent, then placed in paraftin;

it is then ready for the section cutter. .A.fter the sections

are cut, the next process is staining, after v.hich the object

is ready for examination.
8. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 8.

g. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 9.

10. Cliroinalolysis is the disintegration of the coloring
inatter or chromatin of a cell, or the breaking down of the

nucleus of a cell when the latter dies.

11. Bactcrins are bacterial vaccines.

12. After bacterial vaccines have been injected into the

tissues, there is first of all a diminution in the amount of
opsonin in the serum; there is no appreciable rise of tem-
perature; the patient complains of malaise, and local

lesions may become temporarily worse. Then additional
opsonin is made and turned into the serum, the opsonic
index rises, fever diminishes, the patient feels well. This
is followed by a slight diminution of all these latter symp-
toms, and a position of equilibrium is reached. Later,
there is a period of decline.

13. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
1212.

14. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
1214.

15. The spiituin inust be recent, free from particles of
food or other foreign matter; select a cheesy-looking
nodule and smear it on a slide, making the smear as thin
as possible. Then cover it with some carholfuchsin, and
let it steam over a small flame for about two minues. care
being taken that it does not boil. Wash it thoroughly in
water and then decolorize by iinmersing it in a solution of
any dilute mineral acid for about a minute. Then make a
contrast stain with solution of Loeffler's methylene blue
for about a minute ; wash it again and examine with oil

immersion lens. The tubercle bacilli will appear as thin
red rods, while all other bacteria will appear blue.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

1. In endocarditis: The murmur is soft, not harsh; it is

systolic or diastolic ; it may be transmitted ; it is heard
loudest at definite points; it is not followed by signs of
effusion: the apex beat may be strong.

In pericarditis: The murmur is harsh; is not in connec-
tion with the heart sounds; is heard loudest at the base of
the heart and over the precordium ; is followed by (or
•ccompanied with) signs of effusion; the apex beat is gen-
erally feeble.

2. In acute alcoholism the coma is not usually absolute

;

there may be an odor of alcohol on the breath, the patient
can generally be aroused by shouting in his ear; there is

no paralysis ; the pupils are normal or dilated ; respiration
is practically normal ; the pulse is first rapid and later

feeble, and the skin cool. In apoplexy there is generally
paralysis of the head and upper limbs, and in left-sided

lesions there may be aphasia; the pulse is slow and full;

the respirations are at first slow, regular, and stertorous,

later on becoming of the Cheyne-Stokes type.

3. Cancer of stomach does not usually occur before forty

years of age, is more common in males, the pain is local-

ized and constant, vomiting is copious and occurs some
time after eating; the vomitus contains "coffee ground"
material; hemorrhages are common; a tumor may be
palpated, and examination of the gastric contents shows
absence of free HCl and presence of lactic acid; there is

progressive emaciation ; severe anemia and cachexia are
also present.

Ulcer of stomach is generally caused by injury or bac-
teria, is most apt to occur between the ages of twenty and
forty-five; after eating there is pain localized in the stom-
ach, vomiting occurs soon after eating, hematemesis is

common, there is localized tenderness over the stomach,
and examination of the gastric contents shows an excess
of free HCl.

4-

First lesion of a constitu-

tional disease, viz., syph-
ilis.

Due to syphilitic infection.

Generally a venereal infec-

tion.

May occur anywhere on the

body.
Period of incubation never

so short as ten days.

Generally single.

Not antoinoculable.
Secretion slight.

Slightly or not at all painful.

As a rule only occurs once
in any patient.

Buboes are painless and sel-

dom suppurate.

CHANCROID.

A local disease.

Due to contact with secre-

tion from chancroid.
Always a venereal infec-

tion.

Nearly always on genitals.

Period of incubation always
less than ten days (gen-
erally about three).

Generally multiple.

Autoinoculable.
Secretion profuse and puru-

lent.

Generally painful.

May reoccur in same pa-
tient.

Buboes are painful and
usually suppurate.

5. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 943.

6.

1. No apparent cause.

2. Sudden and rapid onset.

3. Aura generally present.

4. Consciousness lost.

5. Pupils generally dilated.

6. Tongue often bitten.

7. Patient very liable to

hurt himself.

8. May be involuntary blad-

der and bowel dis-

charges.

9. Of short duration.

1. Cause, emotional.
2. Onset gradual, usually

after some mental ex-
citement.

3. Globus hystericus or pal-

pitation.

4. Consciousness generally
preserved.

5. Pupils normal.
6. Tongue never bitten.

7. Patient not liable to hurt
himself; may injure

others.

8. Never.

9. Duration longer.

7. See Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 489.

8. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages
813 and 852.

9. In organic heart disease the murmurs are due to

stenosis or incompetency of one or more of the valves of
the heart.

In functional heart disease the murmurs are not due to

valvular disease.

Organic murmurs may be svstolic or diastolic; may be
accompanied by marked dilatation or hypertrophy, and
there will probably be a history of rheumatism or of some
other disease capable of producing endocarditis. Whereas
a murmur, usually systolic, soft, and blowing, heard best

over the pulmonic area, associated with evidences of chloro-

sis or anemia, and affected by the position of the patient,

is a hemic or functional murmur, and denotes as a rule

an impoverished condition of the blond.

10. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages
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172 and 698; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909),
page 652.

II. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page
908; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 706.

VIRGIN UTERUS.

SCORBUTUS.
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Diagnosis: Pain in ovarian region; fever; rapid pulse;

local tenderness; pain on moving, walking, defecation,

coitus, and during menstruation ;
menorrhagia and sterility

;

the enlarged tube may be palpated by vaginal examination.

11. Pelvic abscess. Etiology: Pelvic cellulitis, rupture

of tube (in ectopic gestation or pyosalpinx), pus from
neighboring tissues, gonorrhea. Treatment: The abscess

should be opened and drainage instituted, generally through

the vagina. And see Williams' "Obstetrics" (1509). pages

863 and 8^.
12. Acute cystitis. Etiology: Various pathogenic bac-

teria, foreign bodies, traumatism, retention of urine, un-

clean catheters, cold. Treatment inc\u(.\es: Rest, admmis-
tration of plenty of cold water or milk, diuretics, bland

and mild food, laxatives, hot sitz baths or vaginal douches,

irrigation of the bladder with antiseptic solution followed

by solution of nitrate of silver.

13. See \Villiams' '•Obstetrics" (1909), pages -525 and 541;

or rtirst's "Obstetrics" (19C9). pages C30 and 635.

14. Prolapse of ovary: "Downward displacement without

displacement of the tubes and uterus may result from pro-

longed congestion, inflammation, subinvolution, elongation,

and stretching of the ligaments, or violent strain. The
symptoms are constant and severe pain, which is increased

by movement and at the menstrual period, nausea and in-

digestion, headache, and nervous disturbances. Bimanual
examination reveals enlargement, tenderness, and the ab-

normal position of the ovarj'. In uncomplicated cases the

ovary may be restored to its proper position by directing

the patient to assume the knee-chest posture for ten min-

utes two or three times daily, or the infundibulopelvic lig-

aments may be shortened through an abdominal incision.

Pelvic congestion will require the use of saline laxatives,

hot vaginal douches, the application of iodin to the cervix

and vaginal vaults, and the use of glycerin tampons. Dis-

eased ovaries should be removed and uterine displacements

should be corrected."— (Gould and Pyle's Pocket Cyelo-

pedia.)

15. Ophthalmia neonatortttn is an infectious, purulent in-

flammation of the conjunctiva in the new-born. It is diie

to the gonococcus or some other pyogenic germ ; and is

produced by contact of the eye with the vaginal secretion

of the mother during labor, or infected fingers, or instru-

ments, etc. The treatment is: (l) Prophylactic: When-
ever there is the possibility of infection, or in every case,

wash the eyelids of the new-born child with clean warm
water, and drop on the cornea of each eye one drop of a

I or 2 per cent, solution of nitrate of silver, immediately

after birth. (2) Remedial: Wash the eyes carefully every

half hour with a saturated solution of boric acid; pus

must not be allowed to accumulate. Two drops of a 2 per

cent, solution of nitrate of silver must also be dropped on

to the cornea every night and morning. The eyes must

be covered with a Hght, cold, wet compress. The patient

must be isolated, and all cloths and compresses used must

be burnt.
SURGERY.

1. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 537
and 540; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 514 and

S16.
2. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (igo8), page 1007;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 935.

3. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 102

and 105; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 170 and

172.

4. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 348; or

Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908;, page 349.

5. See Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908). page 460.

6. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1Q08), page 1053;

or Da (Zosta's "Surgery" (1908), page 877.

7. See Rose .and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 895; or

Da Costa's "Surgerv-" (1908), page 766.

8. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 570; or

Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 440.

9. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 653; or

Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 564.

10. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), pages 501

and 621 ; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 4S8. 589

and 590.

11. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 344; or

Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 185.

12. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1064;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), page 898.

13. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (1908), page 1159;

or Da Costa's "Surgery" (igo8), page 1103.

14. Conditions which justify amputation of a limb are:

".\ny injury, disease, or malformation rendering retention

of the limb incompatible with life or comfort: avulsion of

limb ; compound fracture ; compound dislocation ; fracture

with great comminution of bone; laceration of important
vessels; extensive contusion; extensive laceration; gunshot
injuries; aneurysm; effects of heat and cold; gangrene; ex-

tensive bone disease ; tumors ;
elephantiasis ; tetanus ; snake

bite; deformities."— (Bickham's Operative Surgery.)

15. See Rose and Carless' "Surgery" (190S), pages 1190,

1192, and 1193; or Da Costa's "Surgery" (1908), pages 1134,

1135. and 1137.

HY'GIENE AND MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. By boiling and filtration. Two types of water filter:

(i) Those which aim at acting chemically on the water
as well as straining off the grosser suspended im-
purities; (2) those which act mechanically, having pores
sufficiently fine to strain off all microorganisms, i. The
first type have a filtering medium of carbon (charcoal),
or iron. Such filters strain off the grosser suspended im-
purities and make the water more palatable through aera-
tion. The best, when new, slowly o.xidize organic matter,

lessen hardness, diminish nitrites and ammonia, and in-

crease nitrates. They do not remove disease germs; but
may, after a few days' use, increase the number of bac-
teria. 2. The second type provides bacteriologically pure
water, but has no effect on the chemical constituents in

solution; its pores are so fine as to strain oft' all micro-
organisms. Of this class are the Pasteur-Chamberland fil-

ter of unglazed porcelain, and the Berkefeld filter of in-

fusorial earth. They should be occasionally steriHzed

by heat ; to obtain rapid filtration pressure is necessary

;

muddy water should have the grosser impurities removed
by a preliminary filtration.

2. "The healthiness of a soil depends chiefly on the fol-

lowing factors: (i) Considerable slope and permeability,

so that water runs off readily and regularly, rendering both
the soil and the air above it dry

; (2) vegetation not exces-

sive
; (3) absence of organic emanations; (4) purity of

water supply."— (Notter and Firth.)

3. (a) Sputum; (ft) hygienic precautions to be taken in

treating a case of tuberculosis : "The patient's quarters

should be free from dust, and admit of spending many
hours daily in the open air in all weathers, properly shel-

tered, and. if very ill, lying wrapped in a hammock or

reclining cliair. His bedroom should be well aired at

night, draughts being avoided. The room should be un-

carpeted and free from hangings. It should be often

cleaned and periodically disinfected. All sputum should be

collected in paper spit-cups, which should be burned daily.

Smoking should be forbidden. Harm is done by any exer-

cise which results in fatigue, and while fever exists it

should not be attempted at all. Patients should be taught

the necessity of practising lung gymnastics and breathing

only through the nose, which should be kept clear and free

from occlusion by secretions, or an hypertrophied catar-

rhal mucosa. . . . The clothing should be woolen, but

not too heavy, or sweating is increased ; and a flannel night-

gown and loosely knit leggings should be worn at night in

cool weather. The skin should be cleansed by daily sponge-

baths of lukew-arm alcohol and water."— (Thompson's
Practical Medicine.) (c) The sputum should be burnt;

the house should be disinfected with formaldehyde.

4. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907). page 324.

5. Typhoid, typhus, influenza, cerebrospinal meningitis,

pneumonia, diphtheria, whooping cough, mumps, scarlet

fever, measles, chickenpox. siiiallpox, gonorrhea, syphilis,

ervsipelas, tuberculosis, yellow fever, leprosy.

6. (a) .A.bout 70° F.; (ft) about 65° to 70° F.; (c) about

6s° or 68° F.

7. Qiiarantinahle diseases: Cholera, yellow fever, small-

pox, plague, typhus, leprosy, diphtheria, scarlet fever,

measles, mumps, chickenpox, erysipelas. For length of

time, see index in French's or Osier's "Practice."

8. Food is material which when taken into the body is

capable of being absorbed and then replenishes the tissues

which have been consumed in the metabolism of the body.

Tw^o complete or perfect foods are milk and eggs.

9. The phvsician is not bound to attend a case, but hav-

ing accepted he cannot leave without giving sufficient notice

to enable the patient to procure another physician ; the pa-

tient, however, can dismiss the physician when he chooses.

The physician undertakes to use proper skill, care, and

judgment in diagnosing and treating the case, and also to.

give full instructions as to how the patient may be best

cared for. The patient undertakes to allow the physician

ample opportunities to make his diagnosis, to give him all

information in his power, to obey instructions, and to pay a

proper fee. The phvsician is not allow^ed to divulge any-

thing that he learned' while in professional attendance, pro-

vided such knowledge was necessary to the successful con-

duct of the case.
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10. The physician should record the assurer's answers to

the questions designated by the company. He then exam-
ines the assurer with regard to actual present conditions
(pulse, heart sounds, chest development, respirations, mur-
murs, condition of tongue, urine, rupture ; traces of paraly-
sis, syphilis, jaundice, gout, rheumatism, dropsy, and any
other point indicated by the company).

11. In expert testimony, the witness may give his opinion
on facts or supposed facts as noted by himself or assericd
by others. Theoretically, this can be done only by those
perfectly familiar with the subject in question; but practi-
cally any (or almost any) physician with a license to prac-
tise is accepted as an expert witness.

In ordinary testimony the witness testifies to facts which
he has seen, or heard, or with which he has become ac-

quainted by personal observation.

12. In death by droivning: The surface is pallid, the face
appears tranquil, the eyes and mouth being partly open.
The skin often has the appearance known as gooseskin,
and, if the body has lain upwards of twelve hours in the
water, that of the hands and the feet is sodden by imbibi-
tion. The most important external sign is the presence on
the mouth and nostrils of a fine froth (possibly blood
stained) composed of air, mucus, and the medium in

which drowning took place; if the body remains three or
four days in water the froth disappears. Exceptionally,
fras^ments of weeds or other small objects may be found
tightly grasped in the hands. On opening the thorax the

lungs, gray in color, with reddish staining, are seen to be
very voluminous, a condition known as ballooning, partly

due to infiltration of the lung tissue with some of the
medium in which drowning took place, and partly to true

edema. The lung substance is inelastic and pits on pres-

sure. On section, fluid and froth resembling that found on
the lips exude from the divided air nassages. Minute sub-
pleural -hemorrhages are not infrequently present, and the
pleural cavities may contain fluid. The stomach often con-
tains water or other liquid which was involuntarily swal-
lowed during attempts at respiration. Occasionally some
of this fluid is forced by vital action into the intestines.

With one exception, the remaining appearances are those
met with after death from aphyxia. The exception is con-
stituted by the blood, which is not only dark colored and
fluid, as is usual after death from asphyxia, but is also

diluted by the imbibition of water from the stomach and
lungs.— (From Quain's Dictionary of Medicine.)

13. The following "scheme" is suggested by Frederick
Peterson. I. "Physical condition: (i) Height, weight,
nutrition, circulation, pulse, temperature. (2) Cranial
measurements. (3) Stigmata of degeneration. (4) Con-
dition of heart, lungs, alimentary canal, genitourinary or-

gans. (5) Reflexes, pupillary and tendon. (6) Condition
of cranial nerves. (7) Motor symptoms—paralysis or mor-
bid movement, gait. (8) Common sensory symptoms

—

paresthesia, hyperesthesia, anesthesia. (9) Special sensory
symptoms—sight, hearing, smell, taste, field of vision. (10)
Speech disorders—stammering, syllabic articulation, paretic

speech, motor or sensory aphasia, agraphia, apraxia, verbi-

geration. (11) Sleep. (12) Expression, gesticulation, atti-

tude.

IT. "Psychic condition: (i) Mode of. speech—accelerated,

retarded, mute, incoherent. (2) Conduct—Does patient care

for his person and dress? Does he attend to his ordinary
duties? Is he excited and active, or depressed and quiet?

(3) Illusions or hallucinations? (4) Mood— Is the funda-
mental mood depressed, exalted, irritable, changeable, apa-

thetic? (5) Ethical feelincs—What is the state of his

moral conceptions and judgments? (6) Attention—Does
the patient note what goes on about him, etc? (7) Mem-
ory—Weakened or increased as regards long past and re-

cent events. Test mathematical, geographical, and his-

torical knowledge. Test dates, ages, and names of mem-
bers of family, the events of the past few days. etc. (8)
Idea-association— Is there apraxia or parapraxia? Does
the patient orient himself as to place, time, and objects and
persons about him? Is the flow of ideas accelerated, re-

tarded, or incoherent? (g) Judgment—How does he ex-

plain his own morbid condition and his relation to his

surroundings? What does he busy himself with now, and
what are his plans and purposes for the future? (10)

Delusions and imperative ideas."

14. A wound (in the medicolegal sense) is defined as any
injury or lesion which has been caused by mechanical
or chemical means.

15. In absence of strong evidence to the contrary, it may
be assumed that the testator is quite sane. If the will is

clear in language, intelligible, and written in the absence
of the beneficiary (so as to preclude imdue influence), the

testator was probably saae

Mpiiirnkgal Nctra.

Prohibition of Sale of Opium by Retail.—A druggist
was prosecuted under the Kentucky statute, Section 2630
(Russell's St. §5067), for selling at retail, not on a physi-

cian's prescription, a quantity of opium, with the knowl-
edge that it was intended for smoking purposes or for

habitual use. The statute provides that no person shall

sell at retail certain poisons to any person without satisfy-

ing himself that such poison is to be used for legitimate

purposes, and not on a physician's prescription. He was
convicted, and appealed. It was agreed that the appellant

was a retail druggist ; that he sold the opium to the pur-
chaser for the purpose of allowing the latter to smoke it;

that it was not sold on a physician's prescription; that it

is a poison, destructive to adult human life in quantities

of five grains or less. The olifending charge was that the

appellant sold the drug by retail without a prescription

to a person addicted to the use of it ; and, this being so,

the sale was not made for a legitimate purpose. A re-

versal was asked upon the ground that the statute is

invalid because of uncertainty in not defining with sufifi-

cient precision the words "retail" and "legitimate pur-

poses," and because it makes an arbitrary and unreason-
able discrimination in excluding from its provisions manu-
facturing chemists and druggists selling by wholesale, and
has the effect of depriving the appellant of his ability and
pi-operty without due process of law. With regard to the

appellant's first objection it is well settled that a penal
statute creating an ofl'ense must be sufficiently plain and
exact to enable persons of ordinary intelligence to under-
stand its provisions. The appellant argued that the legis-

lature should have defined the meaning of the words "re-

tail" and "legitimate purposes," so that a druggist might
know what quantity would constitute a sale by retail,

and what would or would not be considered a sale for

legitimate purposes. The court held, however, that it

would be absurd to say that a person who had intelligence

enough to conduct a drug store did not know when he
was selling a drug by retail, and there ought not to be any
difficulty in understanding the meaning of the words
"legitimate purpose" as used in the statute. If he does
not know or has any doubt about the legitimate purposes
for which the drug may be used he must in good faith

exercise reasonable care to find out the purpose for which
it is bought. Whether or not this degree of care is used
is a question of fact to be determined, if put in issue,

from the evidence. On the trial the commonwealth in-

troduced a number of physicians to show that the sale

of opium for smoking purposes or to an habitual user of
the drug was not a sale for legitimate purposes. Their
testimony was objected to, but was held to be admissible,

since the words "legitimate purposes" when applied to a

sale of drugs or poisons by druggists have a technical

meaning that may not be clearly known or understood by
courts or jurors. The court also held that the failure of
the legislature to place in this statute restrictions around
the sale of opium or other drugs by wholesale did not
leave it open to the objection that it is discriminatory,
arbitrary, or unreasonable. The purpose of the act was
to correct the evil following the illegitimate use of opium
and other drugs usually bought at retail, and all persons
within its scope were treated exactly alike.—Katzman v.

Commonwealth, Kentucky Court of Appeals, 130 S W. 990.

Revocation of Licenses for Advertising Ability to
Cure Chronic and Incurable Diseases.—The Arka.nsas
Acts 1909, p. 637, authorizing the State Board of Medical
Examiners to revoke a license to practice medicine on
certain specified grounds has been held not to be invalid,

as depriving a licensed physician of his property without
due process of law. And that section of the statute au-
thorizing revocation of a license for publicly advertising
special ability to treat or cure chronic and incurable dis-

eases is not invalid because of indefiniteness. Chronic and
incurable diseases are specifically named and discussed in

medical works, and are known to physicians possessing
a suflScient knowledge of their profession to practice medi-
cine; the word "chronic" being the antithesis of "acute,"
and a "chronic and incurable disease" being generally un-
derstood to he one of long standing and unyielding to
treatment. It was held that the State Board's action in

consulting standard medical works naming and discussing
chronic and incurable diseases would not be to use them
as evidence, as contended by the plaintiff, who sought to
enjoin it from interfering with his practice, but rather
as an aid to the memory and understanding of the mem-
bers of the board.—State Medical Board of Arkansas,
v. McCrary, Arkansas Supreme Court, 130 S. W. 544.
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Malpractice in Application of X-Rays.—A patient

sued a physician for damages for malpractice, allegmg that

he neghgently, carelessly, and unskill fully applied the x-

rays to the plaintiff's hand, and also caused the hand

to be exposed to the rays eight or nine times, and for

such length of time as to cause the skin and other tissues

of the hand to be severely burned. It appeared that the

plaintiff, who was a machinist, while working at his trade,

sustained a supposed scratch in the palm of his hand.

Later a red spot, about the size of a half dollar, appeared

in the center of the palm. The plaintiff's evidence showed

that he consulted the defendant about it and was told by

him that he had dry tetter, or eczema. He employed the

defendant to treat him and the defendant commenced to

jdo so by applying a salve to the spot. The treatment,

by various applications, was continued for more than a

year without relief. The defendant then told him he

would have to use the .r-rays on the hand, that this would

cure him and would not interfere with his work. The

4--ray treatment was applied. The defendant told him

to hold the palm of his hand about half an inch from the

energized tube. He exposed the plaintiff's hand to the rays

nine times in eleven days, each time directing him to hold

his hand about half an inch from the tube. The ex-

posures varied from 10 to 35 minutes. After the eighth

treatment the plaintiff complained to the defendant that

his hand was burning and paining him and afterward the

defendant gave him another treatment of 10 minutes

duration. Plaintiff claimed that his hand became badly

swollen; that the defendant scraped the skm until he got

it nearly all removed from the palm ; and that he scraped

the hand to remove the parts which appeared to have been

burned or cooked by the .r-ray; that he suffered great

pain and could not sleep nights, although the defendant

administered 25 drops of laudanum. The hand was ex-

hibited to the jury, showing that the injuries had resulted

in a "claw hand." The defendant testified that the hand

was exposed the number of times claimed, but that it was

protected except over the spot to be treated, and that the

hand was placed not closer to the tube than six inches,

and the plaintiff was cautioned to keep it at that point.

A number of physicians and surgeons testified that the

i--ray at the time (1902) was a proper treatment for in-

juries such as the plaintiff had. Their testimony showed

that the proper treatment was to place the hand at from

six to twelve inches from the tube, and to leave it thus

exposed for different periods of time to be determined

from the result of the treatments. The witnesses were

agreed, therefore, that if the hand was treated as claimed

by the plaintiff the defendant was guilty of negligence, and

if it was treated as claimed by the defendant he was not

guilty of negligence. Under these circumstances the court

held that the issue was plainly for the jury, who in the

court below returned a verdict for the plaintiff for $5,583.33

damages. Although the plaintiff's evidence as to the manner

ofapplying the ;f-rays stood alone and that of the defend-

ant was corroborated by two other persons the plaintiff was

also corroborated by some of the physical facts in the

case. The expert testimony tended to show that, if the

hand had been treated with the .r-ray as defendant

claimed it was, there was not much likelihood of it being

burned as it was. The court considered that the plain-

tiff's case was supported by substantial evidence. It was

held that the circuit court judge had properly declared

the law defining the duty of a physician in charging that

where one holds himself out to the public as a physician,

the law implies a promise that he will use reasonable skill

and diligence in the treatment of those employing him

and that a physician need not exercise extraordinary dili-

gence or care in treating a patient, but only reasonable

care, and. that he is not responsible for errors of judg-

ment or mistake in matters of doubt.—Hales v. Raines,

Missouri Court of .Appeals, 130 S. W. 425.

Medical Opinion Evidence May Be Given Without
Stating Facts.—.^n insanity expert, like any other

medical expert who has made the proper professional

examination of his patient, may express an opinion, though

he may not yet have stated the scientific facts or external

symptoms upon which it is based. But the party offering

him as a witness may require him to specify in detail the

observations upon which the opinion is based, so as to show
the strength of the opinion. And the opposite party, in

cross-examination, may call for the observations and
probe the underlying facts to the fullest extent for the

purpose of affecting the strength of the opinion. The jurj'

are entitled to the facts on which an insanity expert bases

his opinion, if these are sought by the prosecution or the

defendant.—People v. Faber, New York Court of .'\p-

peals, 92 N. E. 674.

iKflitral Sltfins.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of November 26, 1910.

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals 1,174

Deaths

499
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I. ELECTRIC SLEEP AND ANALGESL-V BY
MEANS OF FREQUENTLY INTER-
RUPTED DIRECT CURRENTS AP-
PLIED THROUGH CLOSED

WIRED CIRCUITS.

II. ELECTRIC SLEEP IN PATHS OF DIS-

PLACEMENT CURRENTS: UNIPOLAR
AND WIRELESS METHOD. ANI-

MAL MYOGRAM EXPERI-
MENTS.*

(A Preliminary Commumc.\tion.j
By LOUISE G. ROBINOVITCH, B. i-s L.. M.D. (Paris),

MEMBEB, NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE; MEMBER, AMERICAN MEDI-
CAL ASSOCIATION; FOREIGN ASSOCIATE MEMBER, MEDICO-

PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PARIS.

The distinction between electric "sleep" and
"analgesia" is one of degree and will be explained

below. The history of brain electrization is given

ill our thesis.* A brief history of electric "sleep"

ii'.id "analgesia" follows below.

In 1890 d'Arsonval found that high frequency

currents above 2.500 and not over 10.000 periods

per second caused a certain degree of anesthesia.

In 1892, or earlier, Dr. Hutchinson of Providence,

R. I., found that induction currents frequently inter-

rupted with the ribbon vibrator that he had invented

caused anesthesia.f In 1901 Mile. Pompilian, di-

rector of the laboratory at the Boucicaut Hospital,

Paris, produced anesthesia in frogs by subjecting

them to induction currents fretiuently interrupted

by means of a revolving wheel with twelve insulated

segments designed by herself.i In 1902 Profes-^

sors Leduc and Rou.xeau experimented with direct

currents interrupted by means of a revolving wheel

designed by them. This wheel had four insulated

segments. § There were two contact levers ; o.ne

lever was fixed and the other adjustable. By chang-

ing the relative position of the movable lever it was
possible to cliange the period of the passage of the

current. One-tenth of the entire period during a

*Read in the Section of Pathology and Physiologj' of the

American Medical Association, at the sixty-first annual

session, held at St. Louis, Mo., June, 1910. This is part of

a paper read under tlie title "Electric .Anesthesia and
Electric Resuscitation After Heart Failure under Chloro-

form or Electrocution." The part on resuscitation will be

published in the Journal of the American Medical Associa-

tion.

tVerbal information given by the manufacturers of

coils with the ribbon vibrator.

tPersonal communication. .-Vccording to Mile. Pom-
pilian. her paper appeared in the Comptes rendus dc la

Societe de Biologic. We found two models of her wheel

in two different firms of instrument makers in Paris: one

wheel had some twelve insulated segments and two contact

levers ; the other had less segments.
SProfessor Rouxeau did not know of the existence of

Mile. Pompilian's niodcU when he designed this wheel.

revoltition was found to be the most favorable con-

dition for producing what they called electric

"sleep" or "anesthesia."

In 1905 we found, while working in the labora-

tories of these two professors, that an induction

current obtained by an induction apparatus in which
the primary coil was run by means of a frequently

interrupted direct current, 6,000 times per minute,

period i/io, produced deep anesthesia in rabbits.

While working out the details of the physiology of

electric "anesthesia" we pointed out the dangers of

using induction currents on animals', especially

when the head was included in the circuit. In 1906
we presented researches into the blood pressure,

temperature, respiration and duration of electric

"sleep," as well as studies of the effects of the two
polarities and of various electric currents.' In

1907-1908 we perfected the interrupter, general in-

strumentation and technicpie of application.- In

1909 we pointed out that a certain degree of anal-

gesia and sleep could be obtained in rabbits with

currents generated by a Vreeland oscillator, the

preferred form of current being a pulsating

one.^

December, 1909, we found that "sleep" could be

produced by unipolar and even by wireless methods
in paths of displacement currents. In 1910 Dr. F.

M. Law of New York and oursehes obtained

myogram traces showing muscle-nerve reaction in

paths of displacement currents both by the unipolar

and wireless method. After we had registered

these myogram traces. Dr. Law found a valuable

reference to Professor B. Danilevsky's remarkable
experiments on muscle-nerve reaction in the vicinity

of powerful electromagnetic fields.* In our experi-

ments we worked in the vicinity of very feeble dis-

placement currents.

The first physiological researches into electric

sleep, or anesthesia, were made by Dr. Rouxeau,
Professor of Physiology, Nantes, France.'' The
detailed physiologic researches into this sleep and
anesthesia were made by us in Professor Rouxeau's
laboratory. We were the first to utilize this anes-

thesia in laboratory surgery : we made the first an-

nouncement of this practical application in animal

surgery July, 1906, before the jury of our Paris

thesis,' Professor Raymond presiding. To elimi-

nate the muscular rigidity caused by the earlier

models of interrupter, we perfected the wheel inter-

rupter in every detail and pointed out the danger
of using the city current, alternating, rectified, ordi-

nary wet battery, and all sorts of irregular currents.'

We were the first to apply electric sleep and anes-

thesia in clinical work, in Dr. Mangan's service.

Bureau of Admission, Ste.-Anne Asylum, Paris,'

January 25, 1910, electric analgesia was applied by
us locall)- tn a patient at the St. Francis Hospital,

Hartford, Conn.. Dr. M. M. Johnson amputating
the great toe of one foot and the great, second and
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third toes of the other. The operation was pub-

Hshed in the Medical Record, April 23, 1910.*

Electric Source and Technique.—At this late

flate, when we present to you myograms showing

muscle-nerve reaction by unipolar and by wireless

methods in paths of displacement currents, it seems

tame and crude to speak of reaction of living tissue

under the influence of wired and closed circuits.

But pending further investigation of our findings

and practical application of wireless electricity for

producing sleep in man, we may once more go over

the matter dealing with currents in wired circuits

in relation to sleep and analgesia, as we have applied

it in clinical work as well as in animal and in human
surgery.

None but storage batteries of large capacity,

100 to 200 amperes, should be used.' The current

used for the patient and the motor should come

from two separate sources. The current to be

used for the patient is connected with the inlet bind-

ing posts of a graphite rheostat. .\. wire potentio-

meter should not be used because it brings trouble-

some inductance into the circuit, as is explained in

myograms Nos. i, 2, 3 and 4. The current is in-

terrupted on the negative pole; this pole is con-

nected as follows : a wire connects the outlet bind-

ing post of the potentiameter (negative pole) with

the wheel interrupter, a milliamperemeter, a switch,

and finally a resistance bo.x (Wheatstone bridge or

any graded resistance). The other binding post of

the potentiameter (positive) is connected directly

with the bridge. The resistance put into the cir-

cuit is from 300 to 500 ohms. The resistance repre-

sents the patient or the animal. The circuit is then

closed by means of the switch. A voltmeter is con-

nected in shunt, all the other instruments are in

series. Now, the wheel interrupter is put in a

position allowing the passage of the direct current

without interrupting it (the wheel is not revolving).

*In view of this history of electric "sleep" and "anal-

gesia," with interrupted direct currents it is to be regretted

that the Journal of the American Medical Association

states editorially, January 15, igio. p. 211, that Drs. Tait

and Russ were the first to apply the "current to practical

surgical work," the practical surgical work of these

physicians, according to their own account in the same
journal, November 13, 1909, having consisted of pricking

patients with the point of a pin, and of having made "an

e.xtensive skin incision for a phlegmon of the hand." The
same editorial states that "prior to their work the problem
had been studied principally from the physiologic point of

view by Leduc," who, according to this editorial, is profes-

sor of physiology, and whose experiments we are said to

have repeated, .'\pparently inspired by this authority, the

Post-Graduatc. March, iqio, also remarks editorially that

Professor Le<luc is professor of physiology, etc. In jus-

tice to this professor, and to Professor Rouxeau, both of

whom have shown us every courtesy in promoting the

progress of our personal researches into the practical ap-

plicability of electric sleep and analgesia to animal and
human surgery as well as in clinical work, we wish to be
allowed to state that Dr. Leduc is not professor of physi-

ology, but of physics ; that he has never manipulated any
physiological instruments, and that he has never performed
any surgical operations on animals subjected to this sleep:

that, consequently, we could not have repeated his experi-

ments either as regards the physiology or the surgical

application of the anesthesia. The two California physi-

cians certainly do not make any claims of priority in this

matter ; in a friendly conversation both stated to us frankly

that they knew our works "by heart," because of frequent
consultation while repeating our experiments on the surgi-

cal application nf the "current." It is to be regretted that

these two physicians speak of the bad results they have
obtained, but do not point out the causes responsible for

their bad results, as we explained these causes to them in

our opening discussion appended to their paper. With our
method and apparatus we never caused any untoward
symptoms either in man or in animals.

The voltmeter indicates, say 40 volts ; the milli-

amperemeter indicates, say, 20 milliamperes. Now
the wheel interrupter is made to revolve by means
of the motor, say, 1500 to 2000 times per minute.

Whatever the amperage is while the wheel is in-

interrupting the direct current, it is your aim to

regulate the period of the passage of the current

so as to have it pass only one-tenth of the time,

nine-tenths being lost. This is accomplished by

changing the position of the adjustable contact

lever in relation to the fixed lever on the wheel,

while the latter is revolving. Keep on adjusting

the movable lever until the milliamperemeter that

registered 20 milliamperes when the wheel was sta-

tionary now registers only two milliamperes, while

it is revolving. The period of the passage of the

current is now one-tenth. The period is of the

utmost importance in this work and should be regu-

lated every time before an experiment is com-

The author's latest model of apparatus for obtaining frequently-

interrupted direct currents for electric sleep and analgesia. Exclusion

of inductance from the circuit intended for the patient is one of

many details improved in this model. The rheostat controUinR cir-

cuit for patient is made of graphite.

menced.* Now reduce the current to zero with the

potentiameter, break the circuit by opening the

switch, take out the bridge and substitute for it an

animal or a patient. The wheel is made so that it

can interrupt the current from 6,000 to 12,000 times

per minute, according to the speed of its rotation.

It is dangerous to use any other current than that

indicated above. Alternating, induction, rectified,

or currents supplied by ordinary wet batteries are

dangerous for this work. See our thermometric,

myographic, and manometric experiments with in-

duction currents.' Irregular direct currents are

equallv dangerous. Dr. Brewer's bad results, ob-

tained while repeating our experiments in animal

*A leading firm in New York has constructet, under our

direction, an interrupter with a fixeil period nf the passage

of the current. See figure
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surgery, were carsed in part by the irretnilar cur-
rent generated at the College of Fhybicians and
Surgeons : laundries and elevators are run by ])ower
taken from the same main line as is that supply-
ing the laboratories. The current is markedly un-
even and we demonstrated it^ unevenness in this

apparently comfortable position. If there are

signs of uneasiness the current is increased again
to 2 milliamperes. and the animal is ready to be
operated upon. .As a rule, it is useless and ilanger-

ous to increase the current above 2 milliamperes,

because muscular rigidity is caused by currents

I a K

Myogram No. i.—Direct current interrupted with metronome forty
times per minute. Current from two "dry cells" controlled with wire
potentiometer in the circuit. Current so small that the meter does
not register it. Muscle nerve preparation in damp chamber. M,
reaction at make of circuit by metronome: B, reaction at break of
circuit by metronome; I, reaction caused by inductance. Last part
of trace shows irregular elTect of inductance that is increasint:.

college, at a meeting of the New York German
Medical Society, January 3, 1910. Unsuitable ap-

paratus combined with such a current accounts for

death and convulsions in animals, especially when
too high amperage is used through error. Correct

technical construction of the apparatus is of utmost
importance.

Application in Dogs.—The fur is shaven on the

head and over the loins. The head electrode is 9 x 9
centimeters, made of zinc, covered with absorbent

cotton, wet in a 7 per 1000 salt solution of water.

A similar electrode, 15 x 20, or 25 cts., is fastened

over the loins. The negative pole is connected w'ith

the head electrode. It is dangerous to apply the

positive pole to the head.^ The positive pole is con-

nected with the electrode over the loins. The cur-

rent is at zero. The wheel is revolving, causing

either 6.000 or 7.000 interruptions per minute:

when the current is turned on
;
period of the pas-

sage of the current, one-tenth.

The interrupted current is turned on slowly, grad-

ually, by means of the potentiameter. The animal
begins to react vigorously and attempts to dislodge

with its forepaws the head electrode when the

meter registers one milliampere or thereabout.

More current is turned on, and the animal makes a

supreme elTort to escape ; still more current is

turned on : when the meter registers about 2 milli-

amperes the animal falls on its side, there is evacu-

ation of the bowels and emptying of the bladder; if

the animal has milk in the breasts the milk spurts

for a few seconds. In pregnant animals abortion

.\IvocRAM No. 2.—Muscle nerve pri

rent used for electric "sleep" and
6,000 times per minute, period i/io)
with wire potentiameter until reactio
same durina whole trace. Current s

ister Th. ularily of
potentiometer.

l;aralion \n lamp chamber. l_ur-

'analgesia" (direct, interrupted
Current turned on gradually

1 is seen, then current remains
) small that meters do not reg-

caused by in

ductance of the

may take place within from a few hours to a day

after the experiment. The current is decreased

a bit. say, to 1.5 milliamperes; the animal may
attempt again to raise itself ; the current is increased

again to some 1.7 milliamperes, and the animal re-

mains in a condition of muscular relaxation and in

Myor.RAM Xn. 3.— CoTisiMs in two part?: I
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The operation is generally bloodless. This condition

is in accord with our manometric studies, showing

increased blood pressure, apparently due to vaso-

constriction. As soon as the wound is closed and

the current turned off the animal arises to its feet

Myogr.^m No. 5.—Unipolar method. Reaction at make and break

of direct-current feeding field coils. At break of current reaction

is more marked than at make. M. make; B, break.

and does not show any resentment; it cheerfully

accepts a piece of cheese or sugar offered to it.

During the last four years we have used this

analgesia instead of ether and chloroform in all

our laboratory surgery; we have performed hun-

dreds of operations, but have never had any un-

toward accidents happen to animals as a conse-

quence of this analgesia.

Application in Man.—Professor Leduc was the

first man who submitted himself to electric sleep.

Professors Rouxeau and Malherbe applying the

current; but the experiment was not pushed far

enough to produce complete anesthesia ; 35 volts and

4 milliamperes were used centrally. In our work

we distinguish between electric sleep and analgesia.

We produce electric sleep in patients suffering from

insomnia by applying to the forehead the negative

electrode shaped to the forehead and the positive

electrode to the palm of the right hand. The current

is turned on slowly, gradually, some five minutes

being consumed in turning on % of a milliampere.

Currents above this amperage are not liked by

patients. When this amount of current is reached

the patient feels a tingling sensation through his

head and falls asleep within a few minutes. A
small flag mounted on a little block of wood is

placed upon the patient's chest ; the flag moves with

the movements of the chest that are watched all

the time while the patient is sleeping. We gener-

ally let the current course through the body during

one hour, then we turn it off. But the patient con-

tinues to sleep. On awaking the patient feels re-

freshed ; if he is very sensitive he may remark that

he feels "a bit chilly." This chilly feeling is prob-

ably caused by the vasoconstriction during the pas-

sage of the current.^ We believe, on the basis of

these experiments, that during natural sleep there

is also vasoconstriction, and consequently decreased

energj' of osmosis through the vascular walls in

the cerebral arteries.

Electric sleep or analgesia should not be combined

M A B
MyocRAM No. 6.—Reaction at make of direct-current feeding field

coils, at make of arc and at break of direct-current feeding field coils
and vacuum tube. M, make; A, arc; B, break.

with morphinization, chloroforming or any other
soporific agents.'

Locally.—In chnical work we have applied elec-

tric anesthesia in numerous cases.'. The chosen
part of the body or limb is included in the circuit,

the cathode always being nearer the central nervous

system, the anode the distal electrode. If the chest

is in the circuit, the amperage should be governed
judiciously, as may be judged from all our published

papers dealing with electric sleep and resuscitation.
°'

Surgical Application in Man; Locally.—We ap-

Myogram Xo. 7.—Upper trace; wirel
nected with binding post of damp chanibi

held at a distance of fifteen centimeters
vacuum tube; these coils and arc in
weight on muscle.
Lower trace: End of the wire three centimeters fro

Reactions take place at make and break of arc in vacu

one end of wire con-
Other end of this wire
.1 field coils and arc in
tube in operation. N»

tube

plied locally electric analgesia in man for surgical

purposes January 24, 1910; the patient, a man
twenty-three years old, was at the St. Francis

Hospital, Hartford, Conn. Dr. M. M. Johnson
operated and was assisted by Dr. Edward Herr.

The leading physicians and surgeons of that city

witnessed the operation.'" The patient talked with

those near him while his toes were being ampu-
tated. The great toe of one foot and the great,

second and third toes of the other were amputated.
The operation was bloodless. Four milliamperes of

current and 54 volts were used in this case. Other
surgical cases in which we applied electric analgesia

locally are not yet published. One of these was a
major operation of the lower limb and was also

bloodless. The vasoconstriction accounts for this.

In some cases we used 9 milliamperes for ampu-
tation of the toes (one in a man, another in a

woman) and 18 milliamperes for resection of the

leg in a man. Neither of these patients withdrew
their limbs during the operation, although the sur-

geons urged them to do so if the patients felt pain.

But they complained of the tingling sensation caused

by these strong currents. We believe, therefore,^

that 4 milliamperes of current, applied with elec-

trodes of the dimensions reported by Dr. Johnson,

are most favorable.

Local analgesia depends entirely on proper tech-

nique of application of the electrodes. In the lower
extremities application of the electrodes is quite

easy, because the anterior crural nerve and its ac-

companying vessels in Scarpa's triangle are readily

Myogram No. 8.—Lower trace: Primary coil only. "Wired" cir-

cuit with "gap" of five centimeters. M. reaction as soon as ribbon

vibrator is "in operation and magnetic flux brought into_ play. T.

reaction while operator was touching base of stand holding muscle-

nerve preparation. Rest of trace, spontaneous irregularity, while

free end of wire was held in magnetic flux.

Upper trace: With a circuit "pap" of five centimeters and end of

wire held near magnetic flux No reaction when wires withdrawn
from field.

reached with an electrode ; so are the anterior and

posterior tibial nerves in the leg. In the upper ex-

tremities it is rather difficult to locate the large

trunks of nerves and vessels. When the electrodes

are properly applied to them the analgesia is good

:

but it is difficult to keep the electrodes in their
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proper places. For this reason we recommend
patience until we perfect a technique that will make
this application simple and easy. The advantage
presented by local over central analgesis is self-

evident. Locally, the amperage may readily be in-

creased above 4 milliamperes ; we do not recom-

MVOGRAM
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space. Field coil excited by direct current, but arc

of vacuum tube not in operation. Makes and

breaks indicate closure and opening of switch con-

trolling direct current that feeds the field coils and

the vacuum tube (but in this case the vacuum
tube was not in operation). The muscle-nerve

preparation reacted to these makes and breaks.

The reaction at closure was less marked than at

opening of circuit. Weight on the muscle.

Myogram No. 6, unipolar method, as in myo-
gram No. 5, shows a decided efTect of the make of

the arc in the vacuum tube following reaction al-

ready obtained with excitation of field coils.

Myogram No. 7 shows wireless reaction as fol-

lows: Damp chamber holding muscle-nerve prep-

aration is at a distance of 85 cm. from field coils.

One wire connected with binding post of damp
chamber; end of this wire at various distances,

10, 15, and 20 centimeters from field coils and

vacuum tube. Muscular reaction at make of direct

current that excites field coils ; additional reac-

tion at make-and-break of arc in vacuum tube.

These muscular reactions are certainly caused by

displacement currents in the air.

The effect of other electric sources were then

tested. Reaction was obtained from the effects

of the magnetic flux of an ordinary small-sized

core of a primary coil as follows: Wires were
screwed into each of the two binding posts on the

disc of the damp chamber ; the free end of one of

these wires was screwed into one side of a switch

;

a piece of wire connected the other end of this

switch with any binding post on the frame of the

primary coil, as near the magnetic flux as possible

:

the free end of the other wire of the damp chamber
was made to touch any metallic part in the mag-
netic flux, while the ribbon interrupter vibrated

:

the blade of the switch was in the air ; in other

words, the open switch made a gap, of from 3 to

5 centimeters. Properly speaking, there was no
circuit here; the gap was only one of the gaps in

this circuit. Muscle-ner\'e reaction was obtained

every time the free end of the wire touched metallic

parts in the magnetic flux; there was also reaction

when this end of the wire touched either of the

binding posts of the switch controlling the direct

current feeding the primary circuit. While the

ribbon vibrated and the free end of the wire was
in the magnetic flux or touching one of the binding

posts of the direct current, additional reaction was
obtained when the operator touched or grounded
the metallic registering drum or the metallic stand

that held the muscle-nerve preparation. The regis-

tering drum and the stand were in touch by means
of a metallic lever that served as a pen for record-
ing the contractions. A layer of thick-coated paper
separated the drum from the recording lever.

(Myogram No. 8.)

When a larger sized magnetic flux was used
(core 10 inches long, i inch in diameter, within a
primary coil of six layers of wire, 12/10 mm. in

diameter, and condenser on the primary, source
no volts") reaction was obtained with only one
wire screwed into one of the binding posts on the
rim of the disc of the damp chamber, the other end
of the wire being placed within the magnetic flux
or else touching any part of the metal frame near
the flux, while the ribbon interrupter was vibrating.

Reaction was also obtained when touching with the
free end of the wire either of the binding posts
of the direct current feeding the primary circuit,

while the ribbon was vibrating. It was also noticed

that a direct current (the street current) placed

near, but passing through another part of the ap-

paratus and having no connection either with the

coil or with the vibrator, increased the effect of

the displacement current. (Myogram No. 9.)

It seems that the vibrator in the primary circuit

acts in relation to the magnetic flux in a manner
similar to that in whch the arc in the vacuum tube

of the oscillator acts when added to the effect of

the field coil considered in myograms Nos. 6 and 7.

W'ith the Tesla high-frequency currents reaction

was obtained by wireless means ; the maximum
working distance with the smallest portable Tesla

apparatus at our disposal was i foot.

Myogram No. 10, taken by Dr. Law and our-

selves. Wireless method. The smallest portable

high-frequency Tesla apparatus gave the following

results : Maximum working distance for oscilla-

tions causing visible muscular reaction was i foot.

Other conditions showing reaction: Oscillations

conducted to preparation by operator standing near

point of discharge and holding wire leading to

preparation, so that there was a gap in circuit

between operator and discharge, about 8 inches.

Conclusions.—Living beings and muscle-nerve

preparations react to displacement currents. A
muscle-nerve preparation may react to currents that

an ordinary telephone receiver does not detect. A
muscle-nerve preparation seems to be a sensitive

detector of displacement currents. If our inter-

pretation of the tuning-fork reaction in myogram
Xo. 3 is correct, the muscle-nerve preparation may
be considered as a capacity.

An electromagnetic flux of an ordinary portable

small-sized primarj- coil with a ribbon vibrator in

operation causes muscle-nerve reaction in circuits

with gaps of from 3 to 5 centimeters. A larger

electromagnetic flux (core 10 inches long, i inch

in diameter, primary coil six layers of wire, diam-

eter 12/10 mm., with condenser on primary) causes

marked reaction by unipolar methods.

The experiments here recorded show that it is

possible to produce effects on animal and living

tissue by means of unipolar and wireless methods.
The question of producing sleep in man by these

means in paths of displacement currents is one for

further study.

In view of the above experiments, the laboratory

method of using closed-wire electric circuits for

demonstrating muscle-nerve reaction at makes and
breaks of circuits of secondary currents seems to be

cumbersome. In our experiments the operator is

relieved of the annoyance caused by bad contact

in the secondary circuit, because we obtain reaction

without secondary circuits and without contact.

Since the presentation of this paper we have
made further studies of wireless eiTects of dis-

placement currents on living tissue; positive re-

sults were obtained without grounding the muscle-

nerve preparations and even when everything con-

nected with the experiment was insulated on a plat-

form. This proved that reactions could be obtained

by reason of free displacement currents in the air.

These results were published in the Medical
Record, August 13, 1910, imder the heading of

"Electric Sleep in Paths of Displacement Currents

:

New Findings."

Studies made since last August, with a view to

utilizing displacement currents for producing elec-

tric sleep and other effects, enabled us to obtain

wireless effects on living tissue at distances of from
2 to 2j^ meters. These effects are recorded in
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myogram No. 11, weight on muscle. Reading the

tracings from above downward, the conditions were
as follows: Each end of a small solenoid was
screwed into each of the two binding posts on the

disc of the damp chamber. A brush discharge
from a special high-frequency apparatus caused
reaction at a distance of 2 meters. Instant reac-

tion took place at the moment of electric discharge

;

then reactions were caused to take place every time
the operator touched with his finger the metallic re-

cording drum or the metallic stand holding the pre-

paration. The floor was of concrete. Reaction was
also obtained by changing the distance between the

brush discharge and the preparation.

In the second or middle tracing one end of the

solenoid is unscrewed from the binding post in

the damp chamber and remains free in the air.

Reaction is obtained as above, at a distance of
2 meters.

In the lower tracing reaction was obtained at a

distance of 2J/2 meters ; one end of the solenoid was
free in the air, but the solenoid was reinforced by
a mechanical device.

Reaction was also obtained as follows : The
operator conducted the current through his body
by placing one hand near brush discharge, while
the other hand touched one of the binding parts

of damp chamber.
The presence in the air of these displacement cur-

rents can also be detected by vacuum tubes or lamps
placed within the active field ; the tubes or lamps
light up with a brilliancy corresponding to the in-

tensity of the electric discharge.

These effects and newer findings on tissue reac-

tion at longer distances will be the subject of a

later contribution.
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THE NORMAL AND PATHOLOGICAL
LIVER PULSES.

By THEODORE B. BARRINGER, JR., M.D.,

NEW YORK,

FROM THE MEDICAL SERVICE OF THE NEW YORK HOSPITAL.

The presence of a venous liver pulse in normal in-

dividuals has not as yet been recognized, although

the liver pulse accompanying various cardiac

lesions has been described at length by Mackenzie.

He recognizes two forms of pathological liver pulse,

the auricular and the ventricular, and of these

Fig. I.—Jujular and radial tracing from normal
before (a) and after (b) exercise, showing auriculai

idual taken
)us pulse.

the auricular has been of doubtful significance, for

while it has been present in a number of cases of

tricuspid stenosis it has also been observed in other

cardiac lesions. Whatever the form of liver pulse

its prototype is found in the jugular pulse, for when
both liver and jugular pulses are present in an in-

dividual they are always of the same kind. Mac-
kenzie first pointed this out and my own experience

has been similar. If then a normal liver pulse

Fir,. _-.—Liver cup, % natural size; A, toj
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exists it must correspond to a normal jugular pulse.

In considering the question of a normal jugular
pulse I find but little information as to its inci-

'hi

1^
- .^. 3.—Jugular and liver tracing from a case of compensated

douljle mitral k-hion. The fall marked A represents the retraction
of the liver caused by cardiac systole.

dence in healthy persons and some doubt seems to

exist as to its significance. Thus Mackenzie says/
"To a great extent we are even at this day quite at

ure it is entirely absent. Some people when in ro-

bust health show no signs of it. but if they become
slightly debilitated the venous pulse may appear in

the neck."

In a series of twenty-five young adults whose
hearts were normal on physical examination, every
one showed, however, a well-marked auricular

venous pulse.* The waves were all prominent and
after exercise (running up three flights of stairs)

they became more so, but showed no other changes,
except in one case, which developed a few auricu-
lar extra-systoles. Following is one of these nor-
mal jugular tracings, taken before and after ex-
ercise.

Before discussing the normal and pathological
liver pulses the technique of obtaining a liver trac-

ing and its interpretation will be considered. The
cup used was one devised by Dr. Haven Emerson,
which I have found more useful than the Macken-
zie cup, and is shown in Fig. 2, p. 1041. At the
end of expiration it was placed deep in the right

hypochondrium with its face directed upward and
backward, following which the patient held his

breath.

The interpretation of a liver pulse tracing is

sometimes difficult because its waves have to be
distinguished from two normal epigastric move-

al)clow, aorta

v*itirtVTftrMMv

Fig. 4.—Tracings from the apex beat showing a normal cardiogram,
the epigastrium just below the ensiform, and Iron

loss to explain all the conditions that give rise to

a venous pulse. Some people in apparently good
health show it, while in cases of marked heart fail-

and from the right ventricle showing a reversed
the abdominal aorta just above the umbilicus.

rdiogram; from

Fig. 5.—Traci:
I

I

from liver and abdominal aorta in a case of aortic
and mitral regurgitation.

ments which may appear, viz. : (i) an up and down
movement of the liver, due to the systole and di-

astole of the heart, causing a rise or fall in the trac-

ing, and (2) the pulsation of the abdominal aorta,

causing a systolic rise in the tracing. The epigas-

tric pulsation, or better, retraction from a dilated

right ventricle, is simply an exaggeration of the

above-mentioned mechanical displacement of the

liver. The movements of the right ventricle are

transmitted to the epigastrium by the liver and this

normal epigastric retraction may be considered
therefore as due primarily to the systole of the

right ventricle and secondarily to the liver move-
ment. I have never seen a systolic outward pulsa-

tion in the epigastrium from an hypertrophied left

ventricle and I am inclined to think that such a

pulsation is always due to the abdominal aorta.

The following tracings, from a case of compen-
sated double mitral lesion, with marked right

and left ventricle hypertrophy, have been se-

lected to illustrate these various epigastric move-

*I attribute the ease with which it was demonstrated
to the receiver used, which was fairly shallow and of a

pattern diflEerent from the usual type.
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mcnts, and their relation to the auricular liver pulse.

By comparing the times of the apex heat the

radial and the liver fall (A) it will be seen that

A occurs just after the aortic valves open. The
general resemblance between the liver tracing, the

region resemble those of a ventricular venous pulse,

but comparison with the abdominal aorta shows
them to be transmitted aortic pulsations.

Liver tracings were also taken frow twenty nor-

mal individuals. It was most interesting to find

J^ugfuiar

epigastric tracing (which was taken just below
the ensiform) and the tracing from the right ven-
tricle shows that the fall in each case was due to

the systole of the right ventricle (the systole of
the left ventricle probably contributes somewhat to

the epigastric fall.) The "a" and "v" waves in the

jugular and liver tracings are often not quite syn-

chronous, because of the longer distance that the

jugular waves have to travel.

There is only one certain way of distinguishing

between the auricular wave of the liver pulse and
the epigastric movement due to the ventricular sys-

tole, and that is by timing the fall in the liver trac-

ing in relation to the apex tracing. In the auricular

wave the fall begins before the aortic valves open.

that in fourteen we were able to demonstrate a

liver pulse of the auricular type. In each of those

fourteen the "v"' waves were more or less well

liver

ayiA </

aorta
SV.

aorta

radial

Flc. 9.—Liver tracing from a case of aortic and mitral regurgitation.

marked, while in many the "a" waves could be
clearly distinguished. Fig. 6, 7, and 8 illustrate

the character of this normal liver pulse.

In routine polygrams of the heart cases at the

Liver

Radia/
Fig. S.—Jugular and liver tracings from normal individual.

and in the other case ajter they open. In looking

over liver tracings in the literature I have found

these waves confused a number of times. Fig. 5

illustrates another condition which might lead to a

misinterpretation. The pulsations in the liver

New York Hospital (House of Relief) I have fre-

quently found an auricular liver pulse, illustrations

of which are given below.
It will be noticed that the "a" waves in both the

normal and abnormal cases are not very prominent.
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Mackenzie has reported a number of cases show-
ing liver pulse tracings with marked "a" wave in

which the post-mortem examination revealed a tri-

Wyfur

Fig. i».—-Liver tracing from a case oi aortic and mitral regurgitation-

cuspid Stenosis. I have seen only two such cases.

In one the autopsy showed extreme cardiac hyper-

trophy and dilatation, with mucli widened tricus-

form of venous pulse is accompanied as a rule by
marked cardiac arrhythmia and an absence of "a"
waves in the tracings, and then indicates the ex-

istence of the "nodal rhythm." The "s" wave
(Bachmann), which Mackenzie^ calls the "a" wave,
and Hewlett the "p" wave, is absent or blended

with the "v" wave because of the marked tricuspid

regurgitation, and the "v" wave appears earlier

than normal for the same reason. The "a" waves
might be mistaken for "'s" waves were it not noted
that they always begin before the ventricular sys-

tole.

The following is a tracing from the case of com-
plete heartblock.

The usual form of ventricular or positive systolic

liver pulse is so familiar that no examples are given.

It can often be detected in tracings with the liver

cup when palpation fails to reveal it.

Conclusions.—The auricular venous pulse in the

jugular veins is probably a normal event and has

no pathological significance.

A large percentage of normal people show a

more or less marked auricular liver pulse.

No deductions can be drawn from the presence

of an auricular liver pulse in cases of cardiac dis-

eases, unless the "a'' waves are decidedly prom-
inent.

I wish to thank Professors W. Oilman Thomp-

¥vw«VTUvwwTvtvr«TVTirfr«Tminirrir*^rri^^

jugular, and apex tracings from a case of tricuspid and mitral regurgitatio
auricular venous pulse.

mwrvYTTMYVVTV

showing marked

pid and mitral orifices, no valvulitis, and a narrow
aorta.

The other patient, still living, had a complete
heartblock with much hypertrophied heart and an
aortic systolic murmur.
The following tracings are from the case of hy-

pertrophy and dilatation.

They show a rather unusual type of ventricular

venous pulse, the heart rhythm being regular. This

son and Warren Coleman in whose services at

Bellevue Hospital several of the heart cases were
observed.

Fig. 13.—Liver tracing from a case of complete heartblock showing
a marked auricular pulse.

A FURTHER REPORT ON THE TREAT-
MENT OF FACIAL NEURALGIA BY

ALCOHOL INJECTIONS.*
By O. KILIANI, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

I APPRECIATE the honor of having been invited by

your president to read before this society a short

paper as a further report on the treatment of

neuralgia by alcohol injections. I regret to be un-

able to give exact statistics, as the time of two
weeks allowed me for preparation was far too

short to do this properly, but I hope to give more
elaborate details in a paper on this subject, to be

read before the Surgical Society in January, 1911.

As is probably known to most of the members of

^Mackenzie, Jas. : "Diseases of the Heart," 1908, p. 115.

*Read by invitation before the N. Y. Neurological So-
ciety at its regular meeting at the Academy of Medicine,
Nov. I, 1910.
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this society, 1 employ Schlosser's method exchi-

sively. Since my last publication in May, 1909, 1

have had sixty-eight cases of facial neuralgia. In

all of these cases the treatment was successful, that

is, in every case the patient was rendered entirely

free from pain for a certain time. This result 1

ascribe to three causes. First, I am more careful

than ever in making the diagnosis of trigeminal neu-

ralgia. The more patients 1 see, and espcciall)

such, who are not sent by their physician, but who
come of their own accord or at. the instance of

former patients, the more I recognize the necessity

and difficulty of differentiating true facial neuralgia

from so-called functional neuralgia, or from hyster-

ical conditions, or from psychosis. Even with the

greatest care it is sometimes extremely (lifficult to

decide whether we have to deal with a severe facial

neuralgia combined with deep mental depression re

suiting therefrom, or with a real psychosis due to

other causes, aggravated by neuralgia. Only very

recently I came near having a failure in such a

case ; I finally got the patient free of paroxysms.
but not of the anxiety and fear of further attacks

:

the mental depression also was only partl\' im-

proved.

the second cause of my better results is that I

think I have improved my technique. Let me state

at once that I hacf occasion to use the ganglion

Gasseri injection only in one case; in all the others

I made peripheral injections. There are sev-

eral reasons for this; the injection into the fora-

men ovale according to Schlosser's method is diffi-

cult, but safe and sure. I am not convinced of this,

if the injection is made according to the Levy-

Baudouin method. The injection into the foramen
rotundum proper, and not only near it, is, in more
than 50 per cent., impossible according to any
method, owing to individual peculiarities of the

skulls. I do not venture to discuss the question

where the seat of pain is in facial neuralgia, for

the simple reason that I do not know it. L there-

fore, leave aside the theoretical question, if it is

not desirable to attack the nerve or its branches,

either by injection or other operative procedures at

the ganglion gasseri, or as near to it as feasible.

I simply state the practical experience, that in all

the cases I have treated since May, 1909, with the

exception of one case where I injected into the

ganglion gasseri, I have succeeded with the peri-

pheral method. I have to add at once that among
this new series of cases there was none that had been

gasserectomied. In those cases the deep foramen
ovale injection is of course necessary. By the peri-

pheral method I do not mean only injections into the

foramen or incisura supraorbitalis for the first

branch, the foramen infraorbitale for the second,

and the foramen mandibulare for the third, but.

wherever necessary, other branches or their ganglia

are injected, as especially the ganglion sphenopal-

atinum and the nervus palatinus anterior and nervus

palatinus posterior. An injection into the foramen
mentale may become necessary too.

The third cause is the greater clinical experience

which I have acquired. For instance, second and

third branch seem to be affected. On two injections

into the second branch the pain disappears, not

only in the region of the second, but also entirely

in that of the third. The patient is then so satis-

fied that it may be hard to convince him of the

necessity of making at least one injection into the

third branch. If this is not done, a recurrence

after twelve to fourteen months mav be the result.

but a recurrence not in the second branch, but in

the third. Vice versa, I have seen cases where the

pain was referred by intelligent patients distinctly

to the region of the second branch alone, but would

not subside until the third branch, which was appar-

ently not affected, was treated also.

I have stated that all my cases in this new series

got free of pain, while in my last publication 1

mentioned five failures. I cannot give you any re-

liable statistics on the lasting results, since it is

much more difficult to get j-egular reports from all

those patients distributed over the different States.

While I had formerly reports, favorable or un-

favorable, from all patients, this is not the case

any more. Besides, neuralgia patients sometimes

remain free of pain for a number of months or

even years without any treatment at all, especially

in the beginning of the disease. Any attempts,

therefore, at statistics in this line are more or less

futile. I must state, however, that most of my
cases are very severe and usually of long stand-

ing. As far as I am able to determine, the average

time of freedom from pain is about one year, and

then the recurrence mostly slight, which is to say,

that the patients usually come back if there is the

slightest indication of a return of pain. If a re-

currence appears sooner, I am inclined to think

either that the treatment has not been thorough

enough, or that not all the branches affected have

been treated.

The intervals between recurrences seem to grow
longer, with the exception of a few very o!)stinate

cases, where multiple surgical operations had been

performed before injection, and Schlosser, with

whom I have conferred personally this summer, ex-

pects that the majority of cases eventually get entire-

ly freeof pain. Since I have a number of cases where

the patients have stayed free of pain, three years

after the original treatment or one or two recur-

rences, I am rather inclined to join Schlosser in his

expectation. If such is the case, one would have

to assume that the repeated injections of alcohol

into these sensory nerves finally produce a state

where they are unable to conduct pain, a state pro-

duced by a sort of severing the continuity of the

nerve, as in resections, without the possibility of

regeneration.

I have seen in my own cases no hemorrhage as

an undesirable secondary symptom. One case has

come to my observation where after an injection

according to the Levy-Baudouin method (with no

result as to the alleviation of pain) a hematoma
occurred that reached from the temporal region

down to the mamilla. I have seen no facial paresis

in my own cases, but one where two Levy-Baudouin
injections had been performed. No oculomotoriu?
paresis has occurred, no herpes. Twice an ulcer

on the lower lip appeared which healed in three and
four days: this is due to trauma, the patient biting

the anesthetic lip. In ten cases a drooping of the

upper lip resulted from an injection into the second
branch of the same side, lasting from three to ten

days, in one case six months. This is due to paresis

of the rami zygomatic! of the facial nerve, which
supply the infraorbital head of the quadratus labii

superioris and the caninus. These nerve fibers are
pierced in an injection into the foramen infraorbi-

tale, and slightly paralyzed if .some of the alcohol

regurgitates out of the foramen or if the injection

into the foramen was not perfectly accomplished.
One important point is trismus of the masseter,

so that the patients cannot open the mouth prop-
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erly ; this has happened to me in about 6 per cent,

of injections into the third branch. This may last

from one to three weeks, and did persist in an out-

of-town case for eleven months, where the patient

was satisfied as long as she had no pain.

Trismus in neuralgia of the third branch without

treatment is rather frequent, and in severe cases

pathognomonic. I had always considered this a

defensive cramp of the masseters and pterygoids,

produced by the desire of the patients to avoid

pain by not moving thg jaw, until I found that in

one case, where no operations or injections had
been made, I could not open the jaw in consider-

ably deep narcosis. I dare not decide whether this

is a true spastic condition of the chewing mus-
cles due to an irritation of the motor root of

the third branch. This cramp disappears very

soon if the pain subsides after an injection into

the third branch. But on the other hand, this tris-

mus occurs after injection into the third branch,

where it did not exist before. There are two ex-

planations possible for this phenomenon. One is

that the muscles which depress the jaw are par-

alyzed. The lower jaw is moved downward prin-

cipally by the musculus digastricus, and if the

hyoid bone is fixed by the genio- and mylohyoideus

;

as the digastricus is supplied by the facial nerve, this

has to be excluded as a source of paresis of these

muscles, except where there are other symptoms of
rather pronounced facial paresis. But the mylo-
hyoideus is supplied by the mylohyoid nerve of the
third division of the trigeminus, and the genio-
hyoid muscle is supplied by fibers from the first

and second cervical nerves, which accompany the

hypoglossal nerve and are thus in direct communi-
cation with the third branch. These last-named
two muscles might, therefore, very well become
paralyzed by an injection into the third branch. But
it is much simpler to assume that the injection along
the inner surface of the lower jawbone results in

a myositis, followed by shrinking of the muscle
and production of scar tissue. This assumption is

supported by the clinical experience that massage
and mechanical prying open of the mouth with a
wooden wedge and the "Heyster" overcome the
resistance. Schlosser informed me that a large
number of injections of fibrolysin (30-40) is ex-
ceedingly helpful in those cases. My personal ex-
perience in this line is still too limited.

I have given you, in short, some of my experi-
ences and views on this subject. While for sev-
eral reasons I am not prepared to say positively that
I have cured one patient definitely, I have achieved
that all my patients got free of pain for such a
long time that, even if a certain percentage got a
recurrence, and had to be treated again, thev were
very happy over the results and nothing could have
induced them to submit to any other kind of a treat-
ment, especially not surgical operations, and least
of all gasserectomy.

44 West Seventy-seventh Street.

Cough.—The causes of cough are exceedingly
numerous, but it is useful to remember that a cough
which wakes the patient up after he has been asleep
is probably due to lung disease. In the treatment
of cough in children one should remember that
nearly all cough mixtures tend to upset their diges-
tion. A simple febrifuge mixture should always be
preferred, and will often prove sufficient throughout
the illness, unless there is a clear demand to aid or
diminish expectoration.

A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE IMPOR-
TANCE IN SCARLATINA OF AN EARLY

BACTERIAL EXAMINATION OF
THE SECRETION FROM THE

POSTNASAL REGION.

By ERNEST C. SCHULTZE.

NEW YORK.

PHYSICIAN IN CHIEF, GOOD SAMARITAN DISPENSARY.

In view of the fact that English, French, and
American investigators have produced scarlatina

in healthy children by means of transferring secre-

tions from the mucous membranes of the nose and
throat by swab or hypodermically from children

ill with scarlatina, the following report may prove

of interest

:

My investigations so far have extended over a

period of three years and I am fully convinced
that the danger of infection in scarlatina is

harbored in the throat and nasal passages and
not in the scales from the period of desquamation.
While Acting Assistant Director of the Diagnosis
Laboratory of the Department of Health, New-
York City, and making examinations of smears
for Klebs-Loeffler bacilli my interest was aroused
by the uniform appearance of- smears made from
certain cultures, especially those sent in by the

Willard Parker Hospital, an institution for con-

tagious diseases (scarlatina and diphtheria), where
it is customary to take a culture from the throat

of every patient admitted. These cultures are each

accompanied by a report giving the name, age,

duration of disease, and clinical diagnosis, i. e. scar-

latina diphtheria, or both. The coccus which I de-

scribe I have found in 459 out of 535 cultures taken

from the throats of patients clinically ill with scar-

latina.

During si.x months I examined personally 2,000

cultures, 500 of which were taken from the throats

of cases clinically ill with scarlatina. Immediate
microscopical diagnosis corresponded with the clini-

cal diagnosis in 301 instances and after an exhaus-
tive search of the smears in other instances 108,

making a total of 409. Sixty-one smears of the

2,000 cultures presented a microorganism closely

resembling the one I consider characteristic of scar-

latina, but clinically they had not been considered

such. How many of these cases, if any, later de-

veloped scarlatina, I am unable to say. Three
hundred and twenty-eight cultures from clinically

true scarlatina, besides numerous other organisms,
were complicated by a streptococcus in the majority
of instances of a fine, short variety. It is worthy
of note that 10 per cent, of these cultures—that is,

from clinically true scarlatina—showed an organism
morphologically identical with the Klebs-Loefflei

bacillus. The balance of the 2,000 smears coming
from the Willard Parker Plospital showed Klebs-
Loeffler bacilli. This investigation having excited

my interest in the possible presence of a distinct

organism in scarlatina, the investigation was con-

tinued at the Good Samaritan Dispensary. Plere a

bacteriological examination of cultures from the

throats of 100 children varying in age from 2 to 9
years, with no previous history of scarlatina, failed

to show in the smears from a twenty-four-hour
blood serum culture incubated at 37° C. the charac-

teristic microscopical picture which had been ob-

served in true scarlatina. (See the illustrations.)

Not satisfied with these observations, smears
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from twenty-four-hour cultures were made from
100 throats of patients averaging in age from 3
months to 60 years and considered clinically as

diphtheria, erysipelas, measles, rubella, autointoxi-

cations, erythemata, parotitis, varicella, pneumonia,
and influenza without finding the microscopical pic-

ture found in smears from the throats of patients

suffering from true scarlatina, although a coccus

resembling the organism was occasionally found,

especially in cases of parotitis. Fifty nasal cultures

were secured from children varying in age from 3
to 6 years without a previous history of scarlatina,

and but three showed an organism morphologically

identical with the organism present in scarlatina.

During the same period fifty-five children ill with
scarlatina were studied and the organism found in

bacteriological examination of all suspected cases

of scarlatina.

Case I.—Child, aged 10 years. History: Illness

of two days ; conjunctivitis
;

general malaise;

tongue heavily coated ; left tonsil dark gray
membrane

;
pharynx congested ; no rash, but

history of vomiting; temperature, 104°
;
pulse, 160;

respiration, 40. Chest and abdomen negative.

Twenty-four-hour growth on Loeffler's mixture
showed a large coccus predominant. Thirty-six

hours after the case had been seen at the dispensary

a fine punctiform rash appeared about lumbar
region. Pulse, 150; temperature, 104°; respira-

tion, 36 ; marked angina ; tongue strawberry ap-

pearance. At this time another child in the fam-
ily, aged 6 years, complained of a sore throat and

Figs, i, 2, 3, 4.—Direct smears from the postpharyngeal space of a patient ill with scarlatina;

blue solution: x 1000. The coccus takes a much deeper stain than the rest of the field.

fifty out of the fifty-five cases; in two as early as

forty-eight hours before the appearance of the

rash, and in one case six months, following dis-

charge from the Willard Parker Hospital. A large

number of cases simulating scarlatina—that is,

presenting a rash, mild angina, temperature, rapid

pulse, tonsillar exudate—but giving no history of

vomiting, no marked angina, and from which

twenty-four-hour cultures failed to show the or-

ganism, were investigated and found not to be scar-

latina, although the rash, temperature, rapid pulse,

and mild angina at the time of the first examina-

tion might have justified a positive diagnosis. The
following cases will illustrate the value of an early

an examination revealed a coated tongue ; severe

angina ; no other physical signs ; temperature,

103°; pulse, 104; respiration, 30; no rash dis-

cernible. Direct smear showed the same micro-
scopical picture found in the first case. Six hours
later the cases were seen by a diagnostician from
the Health Department and both cases sent to the

Willard Parker Hospital with a diagnosis of scar-

latina. The next morning I examined a twelve-
hour culture from the throats of these children and
found numerous typical organisms present.

Case II.—This culture was sent to the Depart-
ment of Health from one of the city hospitals with
a diagnosis of diphtheria. History: "Pus from the
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eye; examine for Klebs-Loeffler bacilli.'" Eighteen-

hour growth on Loeffler mixture showed numerous
typical organisms found in scarlatina with staphy-

lococci. Upon investigation I found that the case

had been one of scarlatina ten days prior to the

taking of the culture. No Klebs-Loeffler bacilli

were found.

Case III.—Culture was sent to the Department
of Health by a private physician from the throat

of a child aged 6; temperature, 106°; pulse

and respiration not given ; diagnosis, "meningitis."

A twelve-hour growth showed a microrganism war-

ranting a diagnosis of scarlatina. On communi-
cating the facts to the physician the latter declared

that during the night and twelve hours after the

culture had been taken the child had developed a

typical rash.

C.'\SE IV.—Child, aged 4 years ; ill two days

;

temperature, 104°
;

pulse, 140 ; respiration, 30

;

no vomiting ; tongue negative ; slight angina ; no
rash ; no other symptoms. A twelve-hour growth
showed the organism found in scarlatina and bac-

teriologically the case was diagnosed as such.

Fig. 5.—A twelve-hour culture in Loeffler's mixture, from a case
of clinicallv pure diphtheria and scarlatina; stained with Loeffler's

alkaline methylene blue solution: x looo. The film is ten months
old and shows how the coccus has retained the stain while the
bacilli, streptococci, etc., are unrecognizable.

Twelve hours later signs of a rash appeared and
the case ran a typical course, desquamating, etc.

Case V.—Child, aged 4 years ; ill two days ; ten-

tative diagnosis "urticaria." Culture taken one
week later showed in twelve-hour growth typical

organisms found in scarlatina. Reporting the case

to the institution as nrnhably scarlatina, my diag-
nosis was not acecptcu. One week later the child

profusely desquamated.
Case VI.'—Boy, aged 14, a relative of one of

the employees of the Good Samaritan Dispensary

;

ill one day; temperature, 106°. Physician in

attendance declared he would be unable to make a
diagnosis for at least forty-eight hours. Immediate
culture taken by employee showed in a direct smear
and a twenty-four-hour growth numerous organ-
isms found in scarlatina. Twenty-four hours later
the child developed a rash and ran a typical course
of scarlatina.

Case VII.—Child, aged 11 years, brother of
Case VI. Three days after the other child had
developed scarlatina this boy complained of a sore
throat. He was brought immediately to the dis-
pensary, examined, but with the exception of a
slight angina, physical examination negative; how-

ever, his temperature was 103°; pulse, 170;
respiration, 30; culture taken; a twelve-hour

growth showed typical organisms with numerous
streptococci. The following day the child devel-

oped a rash and died on the fourth day of the

disease.

Case VIII.—Child, aged 11 years. Had been

treated for autointoxication at a dispensary. Five

days later the dispensary physician who had treated

the child primarily changed his diagnosis to scar-

latina and reported the case to the Health Depart-
ment. No subjective or objective symptoms being

present in the child during the following week,

the parents were inclined to doubt the correctness

of the diagnosis. .\ twenty-four-hour culture was
made from a smear, and its study showed numerous
typical organisms. Ten days later the child began
desquamating.

A culture from the throat in true scarlatina will

not only help to confirm the diagnosis, but a bac-

teriological examination of the mucous secretion

from nose and throat, especially the postpharyngeal

space, will oftentimes clear a doubtful diagnosis,

as the following cases will illustrate : Visiting a

suspected case of scarlatina, but one which had not

shown a typical organism, I was struck by the pe-

culiarity of the rash, my visit being on the seventh

day of the disease. Not satisfied that this was a

true case of scarlatina, although it had been re-

ported as such to the Department of Health, Dr.

Lapowski, attending dermatologist to the Good
Samaritan Dispensary, saw^ the case in consultation.

On coming to the tenement, we mounted to the

wrong floor, entering by a door that also had been

labeled by the Department of Health as scarlatina,

and here we found another case similar to the one
I had examined on the Hoor above. Both cases were
diagnosed by Dr. Lapowski as cases of erythema
infectiosum.

The following case was of a girl aged 14, whose
illness had been diagnosed in the dispensary as scar-

latina and reported as such to the health authorities.

This child presented a history of vomiting, rash

;

fever, 103 ;
pulse, 120 ; respiration, 30, but no angina,

no coated or strawberry tongue. A direct smear was
found negative and a twenty-four-hour growth
showed no typical organism, but chiefly streptococci.

On investigating the case the next day I found the

child up and around, no temperature, pulse normal,

no rash, no fever. This case I followed very care-

fully for two months and no other sequeke took

place in that time.

Another case was a girl aged 13 years; tempera-

ture, 106°; pulse, 170; respiration, 40, with a pro-

nounced punctiform rash covering the upper ex-

tremity and extending down the inner surface of

thighs. This rash was so marked that a tentative

diagnosis of scarlatina was made. The child did

not give a history of vomiting, however, her throat

was markedly hyperemic, the tongue heavily coated,

but without so-called "strawberry" appearance. .\

direct smear showed a streptococcus infection and a

twenty-four hour growth the same organism. When
visited the following day the child had a normal
temperature, no rash, and subsequent results proved

the case not to have been scarlatina.

A number of other doubtful cases might be men-
tioned in which this coccus was not present and in

which later developments showed the cases not to

have been scarlatina, although they had been diag-

nosed as such by careful and capable dispensary

physicians.
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The following is the technique employed in ob-

taining the culture. With a sterilized cotton swab
touch the posterior pharyngeal wall, not the tonsils,

as this coccus is but rarely found on the tonsils or
in the anterior part of the buccal cavity ; then plant

on Loeffler's blood serum and also make a direct

smear on a clean glass slide. After the smear has
been allowed to dry cover the film with a drop or

two of Loefiler's alkaline methylene blue solution,

heat gently for a minute, then rinse in sterilized

water and dry with blotting paper, when the slide

will be ready for examination. This same procedure
is carried through with a twenty-four-hour culture,

using a platinum needle to obtain the material and
staining the same as a direct smear. "Direct

smears" on account of numerous large cocci found
in some normal throats are as a rule unsatisfac-

tory.

Distribution of the Coccus.—A microorganism,
morphologically identical with the coccus just de-

scribed, I have recovered from the serum of a

papule from the finger of a child that died of scarlet

fever. Examinations of specimens of blood of five

cases showed in one case a streptococcus and this

microorganism. From the skin desquamation in

seven cases I was unable to recover an organism
identical with the coccus described. Pus from the

eye and pus in five cases of otitis media following

scarlatina showed a large, deeply stained coccus.

Five cases of malignant scarlatina showed at the

outset of the disease a preponderance of this organ-

ism and a fine, short streptococcus. As to the length

of the infection period, I have found this coccus

present in a number of cases from two to six weeks
after the onset of the disease, and in one case I

was able to demonstrate the organism at the end of

six months, following the discharge from the Wil-
lard Parker Hospital. This might explain why in

the fall of the year, when the schools reopen, scarlet

fever shows a steady increase in the contagious

Health Department Bulletin. Hypertrophied ade-

noids no doubt play an important role as harborers

of these germs. It is a well-known fact that the

Klebs-Loeffler bacillus lies dormant in the throats

of hea'lthy children, still infectious to others, for an

almost indefinite period. Why, then, as both dis-

eases begin with a sore throat, is it not possible for

the organism that causes scarlatina likewise to re-

main virulent for months?
Conclusion.—Streptococci have been found in

pure culture in pus, blood, and specimens taken from
the organs of children who died from scarlatinal

poisoning, but the investigators by further inocula-

tions of these cocci never have succeeded in repro-

ducing scarlatina in the animal or human body.

Five pigs which have been inoculated with a pure

culture of the coccus described have developed a

rash, fever, general malaise, etc. A future report

will tell subsequent results. Some recent investiga-

tions have shown a large coccus to be often present

in the blood of children ill with scarlatina. Nu-
merous observers of late, especially in England,
have shown that by the cleansing treatment of nose

and throat with a mild antiseptic healthy children

could be kept in contact with children ill with scar-

latina without contracting the disease. Personally,

I have treated two families, six children in eack

family, where one member had contracted scarla-

tina, and by the simple process of cleaning the nose

and throat three times a day for six weeks I have

prevented any further spread of the disease.

240 West Seventieth Street.

FRACTURES OF THE SKULL.

By ALANSON M. POND, M.D.,

DUBUQUE, IOWA.

In considering the features of fracture of the skull

the injury to the bones of the head are of the least

consequence. It is the damage done to the brain

and its coverings, from hemorrhage of the injured

cerebral vessels, the serious infections probable, and

the compression of the brain by blood clots that puts

the cases of fractured skull in a class far more

grave than fractures elsewhere. From time imme-

morial, skull fractures have been recognized and

treated, and quite periodically some enthusiastic

worker attempts to conform the skull to some
mathematical body in order to better compute lines

of fractures from force applied upon a given point.

Attempts to lay rules for the lines of fracture have

so far been futile except in the most general way.

The term contracoupe, meaning contrastroke,

originated by the French surgeons in the eighteenth

century, and technically is improperly used when
intending to describe an injury of the skull or brain

as a result of a blow in directly opposite lines. This

is possible only in a spherical body and, of course,

the usual skull conforms more perfectly to the ob-

long spheroid type, which renders direct transmis-

sion of the force impossible.

There are two distinct classes of bone in the

formation of the skull. All that forms the dome of

the brain cavity is to a degree elastic and that which

forms the base is dense and inelastic. Force applied

to either side of the head produces fracture of the

base before the vault will fissure. By reason of

this difference force applied to the vault, such as a

blow on the head, falling from a distance and strik-

ing the vault, or by some falling body, expands the

diameter of the vault at its base and exerts a de-

cided pulling influence upon the inelastic base, much
as a bow pulls upon its string when pressure is ap-

plied to its center. This pulling is the direct cause

of basilar fracture in these cases and is the trans-

mission of force as is understood by the term contra-

coupe, but in fact is the result of the elasticity of

the vault.

Lateral pressure produces fracture of the base by
causing a fissuring usually extending to the bones

which form the vault, and as soon as the fissure is

complete through the rigid base immediate com-
pensation is obtained by the elasticity of the vault.

The capacity of the skull is rigidly fixed. Anything
which increases its contents or decreases it disturbs

the circulatory balance. A tin vessel may hold ex-

actly a quart ; but if a dent be made into it the con-

tents of that vessel is diminished exactly to the

extent of the area of the dent, and conversely so if

the skull has a fixed capacity, a depressed fracture

or hemorrhage is bound to increase the tension of

the skull contents and the symptoms of coma, shock,

or pressure is in proportion to the disturbance of

circulation as determined by capacity necessary for

that circulation to be normal.
The bones of the vault differ anatomically from

the bones of the base in the fact that they are made
up of two layers of dense structure with an interval

of very porous bone between. In vault fractures it

is the inner table that produces the trauma to the

dura and brain. This damage is produced by the

tendency of the inner table to splinter extensively;

and where the fracture of the outer table might be
insignificant, extensive splintering of the inner table
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is reasonably certain and these sharp spicules of

bone produce the laceration of underlying struc-

tures. This destruction of the inner table is ex-

plained in the same way as splintering occurs in

long bones suffering a "green stick" fracture. The
force is applied to the outer table, producing a clean

cut or linear fracture, while the inner table forms

the outer arc of the depression caused by the trauma
and splinters in exactly the same way as occurs in

the "green stick" fracture above referred to. The
clinical features of fracture of the vault are depres-

sion of outer fragments, splintering of inner table

causing more or less damage to the dura or brain,

which give rise to the condition of brain pressure,

and in cases where the fracture is compound and
where wound of the scalp complicates the injury to

the skull and its contents there is almost invariably

an infection. This infection proceeds from the scalp

which, by reason of its exposure to dust and air,

with its covering of hair and the anatomical struc-

ture of this layer rich in hair follicles and sweat

glands, is a veritable hotbed for bacteria, and it

would be quite impossible to have a compound frac-

ture of the vault without an infection possibility.

The features of basilar fracture are expressed by
the Assuring of the base, either single or multiple,

which usually involve the vessels of the brain and
becomes infected when communication with the ear,

nose, or mouth occurs. The importance of this in-

fection hazard cannot be overestimated ; and any
treatment which does not presume to prevent it is

surely not along surgical lines and is prone to dis-

appointment.
The person suffering fracture of the skull is

usually rendered unconscious. There is commonly
a wound of the scalp when the vault has been frac-

tured and hemorrhage from the nose, ears, and
mouth incident to fracture of the base. The rule

concerning treatment of these fractures is "No
wound, no symptoms, no operation." By "no symp-
toms" we mean no focal symptoms or after-effects

of intracranial pressure. The first attention to be
given this person is thorough examination. The
hair of the scalp should be thoroughly shaved wide
from the edges of the wound and in a direction

away from the incision. The wound itself should
be packed with sterile gauze until this shaving
process is completed. The hands should be ren-

dered as surgically clean as possible, and then only
after such thorough preparation as the conditions
will permit should examination of the wound be
made. Foreign substances, hair, and clots are re-

moved by very gently wiping them away or by irri-

gation with hot normal salt solution. Hemorrhages
of the scalp are controlled by pressure or bv the ap-
plication of the forceps. The exploration of the
wound should be done by the finger. A probe here
is untrustworthy. An incised pericranium may give
to an examining finger the sensation of a fissure

fracture. By inserting the finger nail under its

edge this membrane can be lifted and thus identify
the character of the injury. A fissure of the vault
may resemble a cranial suture. The line of fracture
is always filled with blood and reappears after
cleansing. Identification is not difficult. Often-
times hair or other foreign bodies are caught be-
tween the two edges of the scalp. The fissure may
be explored by a trephine button of bone at either
extremity and the condition of the inner plate ascer-
tained. The scalp should be incised to expose the
entire fracture. A crack of the outer table is al-

most invariably accompanied by a serious condition

of the inner plate, and all these fissures should be

opened up. About the greatest danger in this class

of fractures is their apparent innocence, which
fosters the hope of recovery without an operation.

The fissure may be explored by chiseling away
scales of bone of the outer plate. This should be

done in the direction away from the line of fracture.

The chisel is placed in the thin slit and by gently

striking it the outer table is made to scale or chip

away, thus opening the wound only in the diploe.

Repeat this process on the other side and then open
the furrow until the inner plate can be observed and
palpated. As the inner plate is approached dark

blood escapes, which now shows the reddish irregu-

lar fragments of the splintered inner table. The
outer opening should be enlarged sufficiently to per-

mit of the removal of these thin pieces, and this

should be accomplished by sliding them into the

open space instead of by tilting or by a forcible

extraction. These thin scales of bone are very

sharp and their removal can produce serious dam-
age. If the dura is torn and the brain exposed

clotted blood with fragments of bone may be re-

moved in the case of an extensive injury. Great

care should be exercised in the removal of all of

these particles of the inner plate.

Puncture fractures are caused by the penetration

of the skull by some sharp instrument, such as

fencing foil, a knife blade, or the sharp portion of

a falling body. The wound through the scalp is

insignificant in extent and oftentimes impossible to

find, and the wound in the skull may be obscured by
hemorrhage and perhaps occluded by some foreign

body. The importance of recognition in this injury

can scarcely be overestimated. There is sure to

be splintering of the inner table with some degree

of injury to the underlying part and a usual infec-

tion. It is better to make an unnecessary simple

incision of the scalp than to overlook a serious

puncture fracture of the skull. If the site of the

puncture can be found there should be removed a

button of bone which has the site of this wound at

its center. The inner table can then be explored,

and if serious fissuring has taken place it is better

to turn down an ample flap of bone about the

trephine opening and cleanse the wound thoroughly,

inserting a drain which may emerge through the

opening made by the trephine in closing.

In the more extensive fractures, with or without

depression the wound of the outer table is usually

comminuted. Fine lines of fracture extend from
the circumference of the depression to the center.

The fragments are triangular in shape with an apex
forming a shallow cone. Frequently there is no
opening to insert an instrument with which to pry

these fragments up so that it may be necessary to

use a chisel at the outer margin just enough to free

the wide edge of one of these fragments. When
this is accomplished it is easily removed by grasp-

ing the fragment of bone at its base with tissue

forceps. Others follow readily because they are

freed. Any tilting or lifting of these fractures may
produce an injury to the brain and should be

avoided. The damage to the inner portion of the

cranium is always more extensive than that of the

outer table and it is frequently adherent to the dura

by laceration. Never use force to remove these

pieces of bone. Grasp them at their broadest edge

with forceps and free their under surface with a

director and slide them out of the wound. It will

be necessary at times to use a ronguer before they

can be freed, perhaps even requiring a trephine
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opening at their margin to protect their sharp
edges from inflicting injuries. All blood clots are
removed and a gauze wick inserted to the site of
the greatest injury and brought to the surface at

the angle of the most dependent end of the vvountl

to favor drainage. Extensive defects of the skull

occasioned by these large crushing fractures can
be overcome by replacing the removed fragments
of bone after sterilization. Experience shows that

these fragments may be replaced safely even after

boiling. If there should be fractures with serious

splintering of the inner table the dura may present

itself through the wound as a dark tense mass. If

pulsation is absent a subdural hemorrhage is rea-

sonably certain and that membrane should be in-

cised and the blood clot removed, after which it is

drained.

Fractures of the base occur along fixed lines.

They partake of the fissure type and usually in-

volve two or more fossae. When the anterior

fossae suffer fractures there is usually a communi-
cating fissure involving the middle fossa;. Hemor-
rhage of the nose, escape of meningeal fluid through
the nose or mouth characterize fractures of this

region. Hemorrhage of the ear should always be
considered a fracture of the middle fossre and thus

treated. Not that every hemorrhage of the ear

means a fracture of the base, but it is so constant

a feature that it is always safe to so consider it.

Basilar fractures are treated by the time honored
methods of rest, ice, and supportives unless some
very positive focal symptoms, point to a site of

pressure. Coma is relieved by modern methods of

spinal puncture and the withdrawal of a few cubic

centimeters of spinal fluid, which in case of a frac-

tured base is always blood tinged, and hence is of

value in obscure cases as a means of diagnosis.

When compression exists operation is always indi-

cated. The skull should be opened and the cause of

pressure sought and removed. This rule applies

as well to fractures of the base as of the vault.

The presence or absence of focal symptoms will

point to the site of operation. The constant danger

of infection must always be uppermost in mind in

the treatment of these cases. In basilar fractiu'es

the nares and the ears should be thoroughly

cleansed and packed with sterile gauze or cotton.

In fracture of the vault or in case of extensive

operation the greatest danger is from infection by

the scalp wound. This is usually due to streptococci

and is very serious. I make it a practice to give

antistreptococcic serum at the earliest possible mo-
ment where the skull and scalp have suffered in-

juries. This is as important in these cases as the

use of antitetanic serum in the treatment of Fourth

of July injuries or gunshot wounds and it is fol-

lowed by just as favorable results. The tendency

in the treatment of skull fractures is to rely too

much on hope and do too little. All splinters of

bone must be removed, all blood clots evacuated if

possible, and all sources of infection guarded. Any
treatment that will incorporate these requirements

will render the most satisfactory immediate results

and will be free of the many unfortunate sequelas

so common after these injuries.

Delirium Tremens.—Make sure that the kidneys are

sound, then give opium boldly. Begin with 60 m. of lauda-

num, rather than with 20, and then 40 and then 60, the

latter method is not only ineffectual but often dangerous,

and may induce a tolerance which will defeat the object.

Every effort must be made to get nourishment into the

patient ; until his nutrition improves progress will be slow

and opiates likely to fail.

CARBOLIC ACID INJECTIONS
AND GOITER.

llY IIOSIAS SCHIEMANN, M.D.,

IN PILES

At a time when private practice is looked at as an

inferior art, and there prevails a general belief that

success in treatment can be obtained only in magni-

ficent hospitals with the aid of complex and expen-

sive apparatus, at such a time a plea for simpler

methods would naturally invite derision. Neverthe-

less, in the interest of the public, especially the

poorer working classes, as well as of many general

practitioners, I feel constrained to remind my col-

leagues of a simple method which, in some instances,

is able to compete successfully with the knife.

For the sake of brevity I shall omit details and

shall allude merely to some of the most important

features of the method.

Let it be understood at the outset that by piles

is meant the uncomplicated kind, without prolapsus

recti and other complications, and by goiter is meant

the hard, hypertrophic variety of inflammation of

the thyroid gland, affecting either one-half of the

organ or the whole gland. Likewise it is of no im-

portance whether or not this state is accompanied

by the tachycardia and exophthalmos characteris-

tics of Graves' disease. Before resorting to in-

jections it is in goiter sometimes necessary to ad-

minister hematinics and to increase the patient's

strength. The size of the enlarged gland or part

of it, treated by me, did not exceed a large egg or a

pear of medium size, but, as observation showed,

the process was always in full development.

If a patient visits me after an acute paroxysm,

and the history and inspection show that there are

numerous piles, I advise the patient to wait until

the beginning of the next attack, for this reason:

In the acute state all the piles are well contoured

and one will not make mistakes as to which tissue

is to be injected. Every pile should be treated

separately. The pain of the patient will guide one

to the most sensitive elevations, which frequently

are little swellings of the mucous membrane sur-

rounded and covered by larger piles, but of less sen-

sitiveness. This is a matter of the greatest im-

portance. If one fail to properly attend to these

trifling piles one's work may become useless, for

the same pain experienced before may not be re-

lieved. To subdue the pain at once and to make
the piles disappear gradually is the object of the

proposed method. Pain, to a certain degree, will

continue for a short time after the injection. It is

a pain of an itching, burning character caused by

the injected solution, and is quite different from the

sense of pressure and fullness in the rectum caused

by the disease, which disturbs the comfort of the

patient, interferes with the act of defecation, and

causes nervousness and sleeplessness.

Treatment of enlarged thyroid gland : The prac-

tice of injecting this gland may be resorted to after

all other remedies have failed to improve the condi-

tion. Hypertrophy of the thyroid gland in women
is frequently caused by pregnancy. Especially is

this so in weakened women, and for this reason

the administration of iron and other tonics has been

recommended.

I am unable to confirm this belief. Indeed, with

advancing years and with repeated pregnancies the

circumference of the woman's neck increases. In

proportion to the whole neck the gland, either

wholly or in part, may likewise be enlarged. But
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it is difficult to conceive of pregnancy alone caus-
ing overgrowth of the gland, or even of a section

of it.

On the one hand, in a fairly normal woman of
good family history, I never have seen develop-
ment of goiter during pregnancy, and, on the other
hand, in cases attributed to pregnancy, I have never
seen any good results from iron, arsenic, air, plenty

of food, etc. For these reasons I believe that the
cause of partial or complete hypertrophy of the

gland is latent in the organism long before the oc-

currence of pregnancy. This can be considered
responsible merely for awakening the disease earlier

than it would have developed otherwise.
Finally, the fact that the male gland is likewise,

though not frequently, subject to hypertrophy, also

argues against the etiological roll of pregnancy,
which can be considered merely as a stimulus, pro-
ducing increased vital action of certain cells or
favoring bacterial action.

In short, pregnancy repeats here the part which
it plays in heart disease, tuberculosis, and other
ailments. At any rate it is desirable to try first the
"building-up cure," inasmuch as patients with hyper-
trophy of the gland are mostly persons of anemic
type. If after a month or six weeks this trial has
no effect, it is desirable to resort to the carbolic
acid injection.

Where possible, for the greater comfort of the
patient, I perform the injection in the latter's room.
After the injection the patient is put to bed and
on the following day, as a rule, is permitted to
attend to his usual work.
The patient with piles is placed on a table or bed

in the lithotomy position, or on his abdomen with
pelvis elevated, the lower extremities hanging down
the side of the table or bed. In case of hypertrophy
of the thyroid, the patient lies on his back. It is

of the greatest importance that the diseased area
be at an adequate height with respect to the physi-
cian, who may work in the standing or sitting posi-
tion, with good illumination.

The carbolic acid solution used should be of
5 to ID per cent, strength. Stronger solutions are
painful. This holds true even if the area of injec-
tion lias been made painless by cocainization or
freezing. It must be borne in mind also that the
effect of carbolic acid is more profound and con-
tinues after other effects have disappeared. Be-
sides, strong solutions are able to produce gangrene.
To the carbolic acid solution I add, as a rule,
glycerin in 5 to 10 per cent, strength. I am
convinced that in the presence of glycerin the
absorption of the injected solution

'

goes on
more easily and the tissue is less damaged. The
solution should be of such consistency as to go
through the thinnest needle. A fine needle, of
course, saves pain to the patient and trouble to' the
attendant.

Having cleaned the instruments f razor, rectal
speculum, blunt forceps for cases in which the
speculum cannot be used, syringe, cm'ved and
straight fine needles for the same) and the hands
of the physician, as well as the diseased area
and everything that comes in contact with them
in the usual surgical way, the rectum of the patient
with piles is irrigated by means of a soft catheter.
I inject into every_ pile separately i to 5 mm. of a
Yi per cent, cocaine-adrenalin solution for anes-
thesia, and afterward, in the same order, a few
mm. of carbolic acid solution. The same is done
in the case of the enlarged thyroid.
The amount to be injected must be calculated so

as not too tightly to distend the piles or to cause

too great a tension on one part of the gland and
in order to avoid gangrene. Into an enlarged gland
a whole syringeful containing 15 to 16 mm. and
even more, may be emptied, but the injections

should be made in different places
; 3 to 5 mm.

being injected at each puncture.

If before the injection the piles were of cherry-

like color and size, fluctuating and sensitive, after

the injection they become dark colored, enlarged,

hardened, but painless. You may handle them
roughly, the patient scarcely feeling the manipu-
lation. At least this is so if you have not failed to

treat every painful spot separately. The bleeding

from the punctures, if any, is easily controlled by
the application of hot 5 per cent, boric acid with
alum or adrenalin. The patient is now given a sup-

pository of iodoform (if the odor of iodoform is

not tolerated, tannin, antipyrin, or adrenalin may
be used as suppositories). The anus is covered with
a thick gauze pad, kept in place by the aid of a
bandage. On the next day, as a rule, the patient at-

tends work.
If a strange observer, who does not know of the

injection, should accidentally see our patient a few
days following the treatment, because of the dark
colored, swollen tumors of the anus as well as of the

bloody discharge, he would easily make the diagnosis

of gangrene or malignant neoplasms. But proof
against such a possible condition is furnished by the

perfect feeling of the patient who is at work, the

absence of pain, and bad odor. Most of all that en-

courages the patient is the restored normal defeca-
tion. This usually takes place on the second or
third day, sometimes three to four hours after the

injection, which occurrence can be taken as evidence
that pain was tiie most important factor of the dis-

turbance.

If the case is accompanied by bleeding from the

rectum this ceases in a few days by itself ; very sel-

dom I administer Carlsbad salts for a couple of days.

The use of suppositories and dressings is continued
for eight to ten days, during which period the dis-

charge becomes so trifling that the patient can
neglect bandaging and substitute for it ordinary
cleanliness. Partially by the discharge of a serum-
like material, partially by absorption, the piles are

slowly but constantly decreasing in size, until after

four to six weeks only small, solid, warty like, per-

fectly harmless fragments are left. Frequently the

process of healing takes this course. The injected

wall of the pile comes off in a few days, leaving a

deep, but clean and painless wound which granu-
lates and cicatrizes in the usual manner, without
any accidents. In such a case a linear scar is the
final result. I had no recurrences.

In goiter, the hitherto painless gland, or part of it,

after injection becomes swollen and sensitive, the
pain radiating in the direction of the larynx, ears,

throat, and tongue. Though the pain may be con-
siderable, it can be controlled by the application of
heat, or by the administration internally of the opium
preparation. At any rate in six to twelve hours the

pain subsides and the patient is alile to return to

his work.
The size of the gland, which after injection be-

comes even more enlarged, will now be observed to

be gradually decreasing, at the expiration of one
and one-half to two months reaching the normal.
This can especially be observed if only one-half of

the gland is affected, the other half being used for

comparison and control.

If the injection is made carefully into ever}' pain-
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ful pile or in the center of the thyroid tumor, a sin-

gle injection will suffice to overcome present con-
ditions as well as prevent their future reappearance.
This conclusion I may draw from eighteen years'

observation.

I once observed in piles a triangular-shaped gan-
grene of the skin with a base of about an inch and
an altitude of one and one-half inches. This hap-
pened, I think, because the injection was made too

tensely and in a part too near the boundary of the

skin.

Carbolic acid injection for piles was recommended
long ago, and there is considerable literature upon
the subject. I find it recommended in my university

notes of twenty-one years ago. In regard to goiter,

I do not recall having seen this method recom-
mended in any literature or institution. After the

valueless injections of the Lugol solution, which
was in vogue some decades ago, I experimented
with ferri sesqui chloride and obtained good results

even in a shorter period than with carbolic acid.

The pain was of a more acute character and of

longer duration. This led me to the choice of car-

bolic acid.

Against the results, the cleanliness, neatness, and
other ideal conditions of this method, those only can

object who have never tried it. Several objections,

however, seem to be not without foundation. Such
are the poisonous character of the drug and the

possibility of injecting a blood vessel, causing em-
boli and thrombosis.

If I recall the large amount of carbolic acid that

I have injected into diseased parts of the human
body with good results in combating anthrax and in

applying high lavage with carbolic acid solution

in dysentery and other cases, it seems to me very

doubtful whether a trifling amount of the drug as I

have been using in goiter and piles (less than one

and one-half drops of the pure drug in a wdiole

syringe), can have any serious consequences in

adult people.

As to the possibility of injecting the solution

into a blood vessel, the disconnected needle should

first be inserted, and when no blood appears

through its free end, the syringe containing the

carbolic solution is attached and the injection is

made slov.dy. Considering the frequency with which

injections are made in the acute state of piles, T

have never heard of any fatal results from emboli

and thrombosis. This can be explained by the fact

that the congested mass of the piles shows a ten-

dency to become localized.

The method can be performed by any physician,

at any place, upon any patient, without any help.

trained or untrained. It is harmless and gives a

sure and steady relief. It is for the patient less

expensive than the treatment of a small abscess.

The workingman is not compelled to stop work for

a day nor to lose his position, which to a laborer is

a very important matter. The patient is able to

enjoy his usual comfort. The injection leaves no

bad consequences, as fistula and impairment of the

sphincters, and in the case of the thyroid saves the

gland for the organism and the recurrent nerve

is out of danger. Nobody knows exactly the

function of the thyroid gland in the organism, but

many scientists are inclined to hold that the removal

of the gland is responsible for many grave changes

observed in the body. In view of all these advan-

tages I recommend the method for a broader clinical

trial.

PRELIMINARY REPORT OF A STATISTI-
CAL ANALYSIS OF OVER THIRTY-

TWO THOUSAND CASES OF
SCARLET FEVER

By ABDULLAH K. SALLOM, M.D.,

PHILADELPHIA.

During the past twelve years there has occurred in

Philadelphia, according to the official weekly report

of the Bureau of Health, 32,317 cases of scarlet

fever. Of this number 1,759 died, giving a mortal-

lU
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months and at the foot of each column the total

number of cases and deaths as well as the percent-

age mortality for each year is given. To the right

of the table the total and average number of cases

and deaths for each month is given. On the ex-

treme right the percentage mortality for each month
of the year has also been added. A careful study

minimum of 138 cases during July. From thence
it rises somewhat slowly at first and then more rap-
idly as the cold weather appears.

The curve of scarlet fever is indeed striking and
interesting. From May to December it produces a

V that is quite artistic, while that from January to

May only serves to complete the artistic \'.

1^--Kr:

»jfflriKiAiK»v^^^

-Graphically showing the ber of cases and t

1909; a statistical

aortality of scarlet fever
analysis of 32,317 cases.

January 1S98 to

of this table in all its aspects reveals a few facts

which are of the greatest interest and importance.

It is a somewhat curious fact in the history of
medicine that the influence of season upon scarlet

fever has been overlooked to a remarkable extent

and yet the effect is so conspicuous that it is diffi-

cult to explain the oversight. As will be noted in

Chart II graphically shows the number of cases
and mortality of the disease in Philadelphia from
month to month and year to year. It reveals at a

glance what long study of the numerical figures of
Table I would probably fail to convey. It colabo-

rates what has been stated in a few textbooks that

epidemics are more frequent in winter than in sum-
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REPORT OF THE SURGEON GENERAL OF
THE ARMY.

The annual report of the Surgeon General of the

Army for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1910, has

just been issued, and provides instructive, interest-

ing, and on the whole satisfactory reading. It

would be impossible within the limits of an article

to review adequately the entire report, so that

merely the most salient points will be chosen for

comment. The mean strength of officers was

3,822, as obtained from the returns of the Medical

Department. There were 2,404 admissions, 18

deaths, and 11 5.7 constantly non-effective from all

causes equal to ratios of 628.99, 4-20, and 30.27,

as compared with ratios of 575.47, 4.85, and 29.41

for the year 1908. The admission and constantly

non-effective rates were a little higher than for 1908.

The principal causes of admission in the order of

their importance were influenza, 51.02; bronchitis,

40.55 ; diarrhea and enteritis, 33.23 ; sprains and

muscular strains, 31.40; malarial fever, 26.69, 3""^

dengue, 24.33. The mean enlisted strength of the

army, white and colored, for the year 1909, as

reported on the monthly sick reports of the Medi-

cal Department, was 74,319. During the year 1909

American troops were stationed in the United States

proper, the Philippine Islands, Alaska, Hawaii, and

Cuba, from which island the army of Cuban pacifi-

cation was withdrawn during the months of Feb-

ruary and March, 1909. Native troops served in

Porto Rico and in the Philippines, statistics for

which were separately compiled. The constantly

non-effective rate, which is the true measure of the

loss in efficiency of the army from sickness and

injury, was 41.48 per 1,000, as compared with 42.68

for 1908, 46.17 for 1907, and 49-79 for 1906. The

total number of admissions to sick report was

79,000, equal to an admission rate of 1,062.99, as

compared with 1,188.03 for the previous year, and

1,218.26 for 1907. The deaths from all causes

numbered 370, of which 228 were from disease.

The death rate for all causes was 4.91 and 3.02 for

disease, as compared with 6.13 and 3.48, respec-

tively, for the preceding year. The discharges for

disability numbered 1,270, the rate being 16.84, as

compared with 18.48 for 1908 and 20.15 for 1907.

The ratio of admissions for disease was 865.92 per

1,000 mean strength; for the previous year, 962.88,

and for the decade, 1,379.25. The health of the

army has constantly improved since the year 1899,

when its admission rate for disease alone was

2,125.74.

Perhaps the most instructive part of the report

is that which attempts a comparison between the

health of American troops and those of foreign

armies. An exact comparison is impossible, chiefly

owing to the fact that in most foreign services many
of the minor ailments which in the United States

Army are treated in quarters and recorded with

the same accuracy and care as in hospifal cases are

not made of record in the foreign armies' medical

reports. However, these tables show that the

United States Army holds the unenviable distinction

of having admission rates for alcoholism and

venereal diseases taken together much higher than

in any foreign army included in the tables. This

is also true of venereal diseases, with the exception

of syphilis, for which the admission rate is 35.1 in

the British Army, as compared with 26.85 i^^ our

army. For malaria the admission rate, as com-

pared with the United States, is higher in the Brit-

ish, Russian, Japanese, and Spanish, and much
lower in the French, Prussian, Bavarian, Austrian,

and Belgian. Typhoid fever is higher in the

British, French, Russian, and more than twice as

high in the Japanese. Lobar pneumonia is higher

in the Bavarian, Prussian, Austrian, Russian, Jap-

anese, Dutch, French, and English. Pulmonary
tuberculosis is higher in the Spanish, French, Jap-

anese, and Dutch. Diseases of the heart are higher

in the Spanish, Austrian, Belgian, Russian, British,

French, and Prussian. For mental diseases our rate

is the highest, being 2.04 for colored and 1.62 for

white troops. It should be noticed that the above

quoted figures are for the American troops for the

year 1909, for the British 1908, for the Dutch 1905,

and for all others 1907.

The outstanding and most sinister feature of the

report is the deplorable increase and prevalence of

alcoholism and venereal diseases among Ameri-

can troops. Venereal diseases caused the largest

proportion of rejections, and the total number of

admissions from the cause was 14,640, representing

12,605 cases, with an admission rate of 196.99, as

compared with 194.13 for the preceding year, and
a constant non-efi^ective rate of 13.07, as compared
with 11.65 for 1908. It is stated that although

this is a disheartening state of affairs, the army
record is exceeded by the prevalence of these dis-

eases in civil life, and it is pointed out that it will

be difficult to make any substantial improvement in

the record of the army in this respect until the

State and municipal authorities are aroused to the

necessity of taking serious sanitary measures to

restrict their ravages. The whole matter is dis-

cussed at considerable length in the report, a part

of which is in the following outspoken language

:

"The venereal question has come to outweigh in

importance any other sanitary question which now
confronts the army, and neither our natural optim-
ism nor the Anglo-Saxon disposition to ignore a

subject which is off'ensive to public prudery can
longer excuse a frank and honest confrontation

of the problem. There is no reason to think that

these diseases are beyond the reach of preventive
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medicine any more than other contagious diseases,

and their immunity from restriction must be attrib-

uted to the public disinclination to discuss them and

legislate concerning them. It is now believed by

most sociologists, as well as sanitarians, that the

evil, being primarily a social one, can only be reached

by a propaganda of public discussion and educa-

tion, and that education in sexual matters and in

the danger of venereal diseases should begin with

the young and be carried on by means of all the

agencies of popular enlightenment. A number of

State and municipal health authorities, as well as

private associations, are now publishing and dis-

tributing literature on this subject. It is believed

that the War Department cannot do better than

adopt this general attitude and many of these

methods, including a philosophical indifference to

criticism on the part of self-constituted censors of

public morals whose susceptibilities are offended by

a public discussion of these questions, measures,

and regulations, have been set afoot with the view

of decreasing the prevalence of venereal diseases in

the army, but as yet the time is too young to make

any definite statements as to their efficacy. The

opinions of army medical men are unanimous with

regard to the absolute necessity of devising and

putting into force methods calculated to restrict the

prevalence of venereal diseases among soldiers."

The admission rate for tuberculosis was some-

what greater than for the previous year, while the

decrease in the prevalence of malarial infection has

been steadily maintained. Typhoid fever, too, has

been more prevalent and very considerable progress

has been made during the year in the campaign for

the protection of the army against the disease by

means of vaccination with killed cultures of the

Bacillus typhosus. It is believed that its protective

value has been proved, while the innocuousness of

the procedure has been entirely demonstrated. Un-
cinariasis has been fairly common among Southern-

bred recruits, and several Northern-bred soldiers be-

came infected in the Philippines.

The most encouraging part of the report is that

which refers to the health of the American troops

in the Philippines. Both the admission rate for dis-

ease and the death rate for disease and external

cause were lower than in 1908. The most important

diseases showing a reduction were malarial fevers,

diarrhea and enteritis, alcoholism, tuberculosis. Asi-

atic cholera, and variola. On the other hand, there

was an increased admission rate for typhoid fever,

dysentery, dengue, and venereal disease. The recom-

mendations in the sanitary reports for the Philip-

pines relate mainly to the necessity for establishing

sewer systems, systems of pure-water supply, anti-

malarial and antimosquito measures, and steps to be

taken to lessen the occurrence of venereal diseases.

Attention is paid to the teeth of the American
soldiers, in evidence of which is the fact that the

number of dental operations during the year was
47,378. The ratio of operations per 1,000 of mean
strength was 567.33. Nevertheless, the authors of

the report think that the number of dentists should
be so increased that each man in the army could re-

ceive at least one treatment yearly. ./Ks to surgical

operations performed during the year, in 3,933 oper-

ations there were only 23 failures, with 30 deaths.

The anesthetics used were: Ether, 1,326 cases;

chloroform, 335; chloroform and ether, 100 ; local,

1,873, ^'"1 none, 299.

The laboratory work done was of much interest

and value. In the Manila laboratory the Noguchi

modification of the Wassermann test has been used

with very satisfactory results.

The report shows that the life of the soldier is

healthy, due to the care taken to surround him with

a sanitary environment, and it is also a valuable

summary of medical and surgical work performed

under varying conditions of climate and place.

AURAL TUBERCULOSIS IN CHILDREN.

An excellent review of our present knowledge on

this subject is given by Dr. W. Milligan in the Oc-

tober issue of the Journal of Laryngology. The
difficulties of diagnosis of the condition are consid-

erable mainly for the reason that the stage of pure

tuberculous infection is often a comparatively short

one, while the almost constant mixed infection,

pathogenic or saprophytic, masks the true nature of

the original and underlying process. In the author's

experience about 20 per cent, of hospital children

under six years of age suffering from purulent

otitis media owe the origin of the disease to an

underlying tuberculous infection. These figures

have been arrived at by means of the von Pirquet

test, Calmette's test, or inoculation experiments. The
disease is a frequent accompaniment of pulmonary

tuberculosis. While pulmonary phthisis is rare in

young children and cavitation infrequent, it can-

not be deduced that this aural condition does not

frequently occur. There are various channels

through which bacilli may gain an entrance into the

middle ear cleft. The author mentions six; aerial,

air passing up the Eustachian tube and depositing

its bacilli upon the tubal lining ; respiratory tubercu-

losis ; lymphatic, vascular, along the blood-vessels

following the entrance of bacilli from the respira-

tory or digestive canals ; through the lymphoid

tissue which exists in such abundance in the pharynx

and nasopharynx and around the lumen of the

Eustachian tube, bacilli being carried inwards by

means of the leucocytes and that often without any

demonstrable lesion of the epithelium ; from the en-

trance of bacilli through a perforated membrane
tympani, and finally through erosion of the dermal

lining of the external auditory meatus. The possi-

ble passage of bacilli without demonstrable lesion

of the epithelium will naturally render the tracing

of the course of infection at times difficult or even

impossible. The author believes that the most com-

mon route of invasion in adults is by way of the

respiratory system. In children it is probably by

way of the lymphoid tissue.

The author digresses a moment to speak of the

role of infected milk in this connection. His idea

is that the bacillus is swallowed with the milk upon

which the child is fed. Then the regurgitation of

food so common in the child forces the semidigested

fluid into the tonsillar crypts, the nasopharynx and

especially the mouths of the Eustachian cushions. It
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must be remembered that in infants and young chil-

dren the tubes are shorter and wider than in adults,

while their pharyngeal orifices lie nearer the oral

and choanal cavities than is the case in the adult.

Hence in the child the entrance into the tube of in-

fecting material is favored. Dr. Milligan describes

fully the pathological changes set up in the middle

ear cleft by the entrance of the tuberculous material.

The finding of bacilli in the aural discharge is by no
means a constant fact. A more certain method of

diagnosis is the examination of portions of tufts of

exuberant granulations removed from the depths

of the tympanum and subsequent inoculation experi-

ments. Numerous other acid-fast bacilli than the

tubercle bacillus are found. Chief among these are

the bacilli of leprosy, Lustgarten's bacillus, the

smegma bacillus, the grass bacillus, the butter ba-

cillus, and others associated with fetid lung sup-

puration. In 100 specimens of aural discharge

Wingrave found 24 with acid-fast bacilli, of which
number 17 proved to be tubercle germs. Much at-

tention is given by the author to the use of the

modern von Pirquet and Calmette reactions in mak-
ing the diagnosis. None of these should be omitted

in doubtful cases. His experience has been that

healthy children, at least up to ten years of age, do
not respond to the von Pirquet test. The local

changes in the ear when perforation has occurred

show an absence of that distinct reaction so invari-

ably seen in cases of ordinary inflammation.

The characteristic symptoms of the disease are

the painless onset, absence of the inflammatory re-

action, the frequent presence of two or more per-

forations, the early enlargement of the periauricu-

lar glands, and facial paralysis. The absence of ini-

tial pain is generally regarded as due to the very

slow and insidious destruction of tissue and termi-

nal filaments of the sensory nerves of the part. An
uninfected tuberculous discharge from the ear is

thin, watery, and for the most part odorless, con-

taining gray or white granules or flakes and abun-

dant lymphocytes, but this condition soon changes

to one of mixed infection, and we have the

products of pus bacilli to deal with, yet by means
of the methods of diagnosis referred to we are

generally able to make a positive diagnosis.

The desiderata of treatment are to remove in-

fected bone and establish sufficient drainage. These

results are to be secured early before the process

has advanced. The provision and maintenance of

drainage, supplemented by judicious use of tuber-

culin may efl:'ect a cure. The author is in the habit

of exposing as much of the dura as possible, of re-

moving the labyrinth, and of rather welcoming a

view of the internal carotid artery than otherwise,

believing that the greater the amount of the tem-

poral bone removed, the greater the chances of re-

covery. He believes that the usual irrigation with

antiseptic lotions is practically useless. Removal

of adenoids and nasopharyngeal lymphoid deposits

is a preliminary to any and all treatment. En-

larged glands are left for a time. The author

believes that as long as they are not broken down
they act as a first line of defence in preventing dis-

semination and hence fulfil a useful purpose.

Rat Plague in England.

In Suffolk, a county on the east coast of England,
plague among rats was discovered a few weeks
ago. At about the same time, too, four deaths

from plague occurred in Freston, a lonely village in

Sui?olk. The first area found to be infested with

infected rats was restricted, but the disease seems to

be spreading considerably. Mr. A. E. Shipley, a
well-known English zoologist, contributed to the

London Times of November 9 an article on rats

and their habits. As soon as a campaign is directed

against rats the rats scatter, leaving their own dis-

tricts and invading others. Instead, therefore, of

commencing exterminating operations at the place

most infected, the exterminators should draw a

circle round the district outside in which no in-

fected rat has been found, and then working from
this circle to the center should, if possible, drive in

and destroy the rats. Every care should be taken

that the fleas on the rats are destroyed before they

have had time to leave the dead body, and the rats

and fleas should be burned, not buried. Mr. Ship-

ley's advice is sound and the authorities of England
might gather much useful information from read-

ing of the manner in which rats were destroyed in

San Francisco and the campaign which is still be-

ing undertaken by members of the Public Health
and Marine Hospital Service in certain parts of

California. Of course, the extermination of

plague infection is a highly specialized undertaking
requiring considerable experience, as is also the

destruction of rats whether infected or not. As to

how the infection reached the remote village of

Freston in Suffolk there seems to be no idea. Since

the four deaths among human beings at the com-
mencement of the outbreak there have been no
further fatalities. There is little fear that the dis-

ease is liable to spread on a large scale in Suffolk,

where cleanliness is the rule and the inhabitants

keep their feet covered, but on the other hand rats

exist in veritable hordes in East Anglia and it will

doubtless tax the resources of the authorities to the

utmost to exterminate or even appreciably to dimin-

ish the number of the disease-bearing rodents.

The Automobile Smoke Nuisance.

The comment has frequently been made that there

is in the United States less personal liberty than in

most of the monarchial countries of Europe. The
principle that "one man's liberty ceases where an-

other's begins" has never been thoroughly mastered
by the free American citizen, who disregards many
of the primary rights of his fellow-man, often with

an exasperating degree of immunity. In most of

our large cities the general public shows a surpris-

ing amount of tolerance of abuses which are some-
times serious, yet often easy of redress. The Na-
tional Highways Association is endeavoring to se-

cure an amendment to the Callan Automobile Law,
which is calculated to make it more practicable in

its provisions against smoking cars. The language
of the present law is, "dense" smoke, a term which
has in practice been found to be unfortunately la.x,

with the result that arrests of chauffeurs for allow-
ing their cars to smoke within the city limits have
practically ceased within the last few weeks, as con-
viction and fine have been too difficult. The emis-
sion of visible vapors is entirely unnecessary, and
is usually an evidence of unskillful driving. To the

public, who have to inhale such vapors, it is a

nuisance of the first rank, and should be abolished.
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l^tms of tl|p Wnk,
City Death Rate.—For the week ending No-

vember 26, the death rate in New York was 13.95

per thousand of population, the total number of

deaths being 1,284. For the corresponding period

last year the rate was 13.36. Among children under

five years of age there occurred 302 deaths during

the week. Pulmonary tuberculosis caused 151

deaths, an increase of 17 over last year, and pneu-

monia caused 188, a decrease of 17. Diphtheria and
croup caused 29 deaths, the same number as last

year, and heart disease 180, an increase of 34.

Tuberculosis Show.—The Ontario Provincial

Government has leased from the Canadian Paciiic

Railway a car which it purposes to fit up with a

complete exhibit of matters pertaining to the anti-

tuberculosis campaign. The car when equipped

will be placed under the charge of lecturers and
demonstrators and will be sent to every railway

station in the province. Free lectures will be given

and literature will be distributed. It will take the

entire winter to make the complete tour mapped out

for the car.

Bureau of Public Health.—In the annual report

of the Department of Agriculture, Secretary

Wilson declares that, while he is in hearty accord

with the general proposition to provide better facili-

ties for work in the interest of the public health, he

is strongly opposed to any plan which will remove
from the Department of Agriculture the inspection

work involved in the enforcement of the Food and
Drugs Act and the Meat-Inspection Law. Such
action would, he believes, be a great detriment to

the work of his department and to the agricultural

and live-stock interests without any corresponding

gain in efficiency or public advantage, and would
result in increased expenditures rather than in

economy. For example, the field work for the

eradication of diseases of animals is carried on
mostly during the summer, while the work of the

slaughter houses is heaviest during the winter, and
it is thus possible and economical to shift men from
one branch of the service to the other as occasion

requires.

Investigation of Infantile Paralysis.—The New
York State Board of Health will ask the Legisla-

ture at its coming session to provide funds sufficient

to permit of a thorough field investigation of in-

fantile paralysis during the epidemic season next
year. For the past two or three years the disease

has occurred epidemically over an ever-widening
territory, and it is estimated that the records of

1910 will show upwards of 3,000 cases, of which 10
per cent, terminated in more or less permanent
paralysis. At present the New York State Health
Department enforces the same sanitary precautions

and quarantine regulations in regard to this disease

as are observed in cases of diphtheria. It also re-

quires that all cases be reported to it on special

blanks, and a study will be made of these rec-

ords; but a field investigation made house bv
house is also necessary in order to determine the
factors which favor the spread of the disease.

Civil Service Examination.—The United States
Civil Service Commission announces an examination
to be held on January 18, 191 1, to secure eligibles

from which to make certification to fill a vacancv
in the position of anatomist (male), at $1,600 per
annum, in the Army Medical Museum, Office of the
Surgeon General, and vacancies requiring similar

qualifications as they may occur. The examination
will cover the subjects of pathological histology,

gross pathology, bacteriology, photomicrography,
and training and experience. Application for blank
forms should be made at once to the Civil Service
Commission, Washington, D. C. According to a
recent act of Congress an applicant for this ex-
amination will be required to be examined in the

State or Territory in which he resides.

Hospital Saturday and Sunday Association.

—

Mr. George Alacculloch Miller, president of the

Hospital Saturday and Sunday Association of New
York, since its inception thirty years ago, has re-

cently resigned, and has been made honorary presi-

dent. ]\Ir. Robert Olyphant has been elected to fill

the office thus made vacant.

The Harvey Society.—The third lecture of the
Harvey Society will be delivered by Dr. Harvey
Gushing of Johns Hopkins University on the eve-
ning of Saturday, December 10, at half-past 8, at

the New York Academy of Medicine, 17 West 43d
street. The subject of the lecture will be "Cer-
tain Clinical Aspects of Dyspituitarism.'' Pro-
fessor Castle of Harvard University will deliver his

postponed lecture on "Unit Characters in Heredity"
on February 25, 191 1.

The Cartwright Prize.—This prize, which is

offered by the Association of the Alumni of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia Uni-
versit}-. New York, and is open for universal com-
petition, will be awarded at Commencement, 191 1.

The amount of the prize is $500. The essays sub-

mitted in competition must contain original inves-

tigations made by the writer and must be the work
of only one person ; they must be typewritten, in

English, marked with a device or motto, and accom-
panied by a sealed envelope, similarly marked, con-

taining the name and address of the author. Essays
should be sent to Dr. H. E. Hale, Secretary, 770
West End avenue, New York, on or before April i,

1911!

Dentists for the Navy.—The House Committee
on Naval Affairs has favorably reported the bill in-

troduced a year ago by Representative Dawson of

Iowa establishing a dental corps in the navy. The
measure creates a corps of thirty, who, it is pro-

vided, shall enter the service as acting assistant sur-

geons. In eleven years the thirty will automatically

resolve themselves into one Lieutent-Commander,
four passed assistant surgeons, and twenty-five as-

sistant surgeons. The age limit for entrance is

from 24 to 32 years.

The Price of Radium.—The Radium Institute of

London recently purchased a gram of radium from
the Austrian government, the price paid being

£15,000, or about $5,000 a grain.

Another Centenarian.—Josiah Zeitlein, said to

be the oldest resident of Brooklyn, N. Y., died on
December 2 at the age of 106 years. ^Ir. Zeitlein's

rules for a long life included the abolishment of

worr}', hurry, quick lunches, meat, and doctors, and
of drug stores except as places for buying stamps

or consulting a directory. He added the comfort-

ing dictum that after the age of ninety was reached

one might do about as he pleased.

Gift to Hospital.—The Paterson General Hos-
pital of Paterson, N. J., has received a gift of

$10,000 from Mr. E. E. Bell for the erection of a

proposed new observation pavilion. The building is

to be a memorial to .A^nna T. Bell, a charter member
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of the Paterson General Hospital Association. The
Board of Managers hopes to be able to raise suffi-

cient funds to rebuild the entire institution.

Hospital Fire.—One of the cottages of the
State Hospital for the Insane at Toledo, Ohio, was
completely destroyed by fire on the night of Novem-
ber 30. No lives were lost, credit being due to the
prompt and efficient work of the hospital officers and
firemen in quelling the panic which followed the
alarm among the 200 insane patients in the hospital.

Los Angeles and the A. M. A.—In an effort to

make the meeting of the American Medical Associa-
tion which will be held at Los Angeles beginning
June 26, 191 1, the largest in its history, circular let-

ters setting forth the wonders and beauties of Cali-

fornia and the advantages of Los Angeles, are being
sent to all the members by Dr. Walter Lindley, editor

of the Southern California Practitioner and ex-

president of the California State Medical Society.

Addition to Hospital.—The Norwegian Dea-
coness Home and Hospital of Chicago dedicated its

new addition on November 20. The building meas-
ures 120 by 50 feet, and is four stories high. The
hospital now has accommodations for 100 patients.

Ehrlich Honored.—The Grand Cross of the

Order of Alphonso XII of Spain has recently been
conferred upon Prof. Paul Ehrlich.

Dr. Simon Flexner of the Rockefeller Institute

was operated upon for appendicitis at the Presby-
terian Hospital on Monday of this week. His
friends and all the friends of scientific medicine
will rejoice to know that the operation was success-

ful and that his recovery seems to be assured.

Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy, discoverer and
founder of the Christian Science Church, died on
Saturday last at the age of eighty-nine years. Some
of the dissenting Christian Scientists claim that she

died many years ago and that the woman just

passed over was an imposter, but that is probably

an error, for the letters and poems recently given

out are too like the previous writings of Mrs. Eddy
to have been written by any one else.

Tri-State Medical Association.—At the twenty-
seventh annual meeting of the association held in

Memphis from November 15 to 17, the following

officers were elected : President, Dr. J. W. Barks-

dale of Winona, Miss. ; Vice-Presidents, Dr. John
Darrington of Yazoo City, Miss. ; Dr. R. P. Wall of

Armarette, Ark. ; Dr. A. G. Hudson of Raines, Tex.

;

Secretary, Dr. Eugene Rosamond ; Treasurer, Dr.

J. A. Vaughan.

Rolla District (Missouri) Medical Society.—
At the seventy-first semi-annual meeting of the

society held on November 19, the following officers

were elected: President, Dr. C. F. Briglicb of St.

Clair; Vice-President, Dr. S. B. Rowe of Rolla;

Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. W. H. Brewer of St.

James. The next meeting will be held at St. James
in May, 191 1.

Northern District Medical Society of Califor-

nia.—At the annual meeting of this society held

at Sacramento on November 15, the following offi-

cers were elected: President, Dr. J. J. Hogan of

Valejo; Vice-Presidents. Dr. R. A. Peers of Col-

fax, Dr. H. E. Wright of Sacramento, and Dr. R.

M. Bramhall of Fair Oaks ; Secretary. Dr. J. W.
James of Sacramento ; Treasurer, Dr. D. Hansbury

of Chico.

Fifth District (Texas) Medical Society.—The
following officers were elected at a meeting held in

San Antonio on November 16: President, Dr. E.

V. DePew of San Antonio ; Secretary, Dr. F. C.

Walsh of San Antonio; Treasurer, Dr. L. G. Wille

of New Braunfels.

Eleventh District (Georgia) Medical Society.—
The following officers were elected at the annual

meeting in Valdosta on November 23 : President,

Dr. A. G. Little of Valdosta; Vice-President, Dr.

H. C. Welchel of Douglas; Secretary and Treas-

urer, Dr. W. E. Miller of Eastman.

Mutual Aid Association of the Philadelphia

County Medical Society.—At the annual meeting
held November 14 Dr. Roland G. Curtin was elected

President in place of the late Dr. James B. Walker.

Dr. J. P. Shellenberger was reelected Vice-Presi-

dent; Dr. Lewis H. Adler, Jr., Secretary, and Dr.

John B. Turner, Treasurer.

Hardin County (Ky.) Medical Society.—At the

annual meeting held on November 10 at Elizabeth-

town the following officers were elected: Presi-

dent, Dr. D. E. McClure ; Vice-President, Dr. S. N.

Cowherd ; Secretary, Dr. E. J. Strickler.

The Sixth District (Georgia) Medical Society

at its semi-annual meeting on November 9 elected

the following officers for the ensuing year: Presi-

dent, Dr. Marcus F. Carson, Griffin ; Vice-President,

Dr. E. M. Green, Milledgeville.

Southern Illinois Medical Association.—A two
days' session of this society at Centralia was closed

on November 4 with the election of the following

officers: President, Dr. E. W. Fiegenbaum, Ed-
wardsville ; Vice-Presidents, Dr. Andy Hall, Mt.

Vernon ; Dr. H. E. Wilson, Centralia ; Secretary,

Dr. C. W. Lillie, East St. Louis; Treasurer, Dr.

A. T. Telford, Olney. Mt. Vernon was selected as

the place of meeting next year.

The Late Dr. Charles Jewett.—At a meeting of

the Council of the Medical Society of the State of

New York, held in Albany, December 3, 1910. the

following minute was adopted: In the death of

Dr. Charles Jewett not only has the Medical Society

of the State of New York lost its honored Presi-

dent, but the medical profession of this country

will miss from its ranks a tireless worker, a dis-

tinguished teacher, and an eminent surgeon. In

the fullness of years and the ripeness of experience

there was conferred upon him his last public honor

—the presidency of the State Society. Unsought
for and undesired, it was conferred by his col-

leagues as a fitting recognition of his distinguished

achievements and his sterling worth. However dis-

tinguished the office there was something about the

man that no office could compass and no honor

could magnify. For whether in the councils of the

mighty, or in the homes of the humble, his services

were always distinguirhed, and his judgments

clothed with authority.

Among obstetricians he was a leader by right of

worth and superiority, by force of character and

quality of achievement. He crystallized his knowl-

edge into literature and enriched his profession by

a fruitage that will live as a permanent asset. Be-

cause of his ability to sift, correlate, clarify, and

vitalize the truth, he was a teacher of power and
preeminence ; and a host of students throughout the

world are the living witnesses of his scholarly and

forceful personality. Because of his advanced

thought and judicial mind, his counsel and advice

were sought by his brethren in the perplexities of

human suffering, and the depth of his knowledge
and the strength of his character were always an

abiding inspiration.
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The Medical Society of the State of New York,
sorrowing in the loss of its distinguished Presi-

dent, humbly voices its appreciation of his work
and his worth, and thus again renews its faith in

the permanency of character, the supremacy of

service, and the triumph of worth. Signed: \V'il-

LiAM Francis Campbell, IM.D., E. B. Cragin,
M.D., J. A. Sampson. M.D.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Landon B. Edwards of

Richmond, Va., a graduate of the Medical Depart-

ment of the University of New York in 1867;
formerly professor of the practice of medicine and
later professor of clinical medicine and chairman
of the medical faculty, and now emeritus professor

in the University College of Medicine, Richmond

;

ex-president of the Richmond Medical and Surgical

Society and of the Richmond Academy of iNledi-

cine and Surgery," secretary and honorary fellow

of the Aledical Society of Virginia ; a member of

the American Medical Association, and the Ninth

International Medical Congress ; honorary member
of the West Virginia jMedical Society and of the

Medical and Surgical Society of the District of

Columbia ; ex-president of the Association of

American Medical Editors and of the American
Medical Publishers' Association, and attending

physician to the Virginia Hospital, died at his home
on November 27, aged 65 years.

Dr. Leslie B. Shanklin of Sullivan, Ind., a

graduate of the Central College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Indianapolis, a member of the Ameri-
can Medical Association and the Indiana State and
Sullivan County Medical societies, died in Pueblo,

Col., of tuberculosis, on November 11, while on his

way to El Paso, Tex., where he intended to settle

on account of his health. Dr. Shanklin was 33
years of age.

Dr. Adolphus Berger of Lebanon, 111., a grad-

uate of the Humboldt Medical College, St. Louis,

in 1862, died at his home of chronic bronchitis on

November 8, aged 89 years.

Dr. Anselm D. Price of Harrodsburg, Ky., a

graduate of the Medical Department of the Uni-

versity of Louisville in 1865, a member of the

American ]\Iedical Association and of the Kentucky
State and Mercer County Medical societies, died

at his home on November 11, aged 70 years.

Dr. Samuel 0'C.'\llaghan of Philadelphia, a

graduate of Trinity College, Dublin, in 1879. and
of the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, in

1882, died at his home on November 13, aged 71
years.

Dr. J. J. Smith of Enumclaw, Wash., a graduate
of the Long Island College Hospital, Brooklyn,

N. Y., in 1891, a member of the Washington State

and King County Aledical societies, and president

of the State Senate in 1903, died at his home of

typhoid fever on November 12, aged 41 years.

Dr. Samuel D. Smoke of Fort Ogden, Fla., a

graduate of the Medical College of the State of

South Carolina in 1859, died at his home on Novem-
ber 13, aged 73 years.

Dr. Rorert D. Dunlop of Louisville, Ky., a

graduate of the Hospital College of Medicine,
Louisville, in 1884, a member of the Kentucky State

and Louisville County ]\Iedical societies, and form-
erly a member of the Louisville School Board, died

at his home of uremia on November 9, aged 56
years.

Dr. Thomas Gill Nock of Rome, N. Y., a grad-
uate of the College of Medicine, Syracuse Uni-
versity, in 1883. a member of the American Medical

Association and of the New York State and Oneida
County Medical societies, formerly coroner of
Oneida County, mayor of Rome, and a manager of
the Utica State Hospital, died at his home on No-
vember 28, aged 51 years.

Dr. Jane Howell Harris of San Juan, Porto
Rico, a graduate of the Woman's Medical College
of New York, died of pneumonia on November 21.

Dr. E. Agustus Reed of Knoxville, Tenn., a

graduate of the Medical Department of the Uni-
versity of Louisville in 1891, a member of the Ten-
nessee State and Knox County Medical societies,

died at his home on November 25, after a long ill-

ness.

Dr. George S. Stein of Columbus, Ohio, a grad-

uate of the Department of Medicine of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in 1864, a member of the

American Medical Association and of the Ohio
State and Franklin County Medical Societies, died

at his home on November 19, aged 72 years.

Dr. J. W. Cring.\n of Arrington, Virginia, a

graduate of the University College of Medicine,

Richmond, Virginia, in 1901, a member of the Vir-

ginia State and Nelson County IMedical Societies,

died suddenly on November 21.

Dr. John H. O'Bar of St. Louis, Missouri, a

graduate of the St. Louis College of Physicians and
Surgeons in 1907, and a clinical professor in the

same institution, died at his home on November
22 of pneumonia, aged 39 years.

Dr. Elam B. Mauger of Pottstown, Pennsyl-

vania, a graduate of the Jefferson Medical Col-

lege in the class of 1875, died at his home of an-

gina pectoris on November 21, at the age of 54
years.

Dr. Charles L. ^Mitchell of Philadelphia, a

graduate of the Jefferson Medical College, Phila-

delphia, in the class of 1880, one of the founders

of the Medico-Chirurgical College, and its first pro-

fessor of chemistry, died at his home on November
24, aged 59 years.

©bttuary.

CHRISTIAN ARCHIBALD HERTER. M.D.

new YORK.

Dr. Christian A. Herter, Professor of Pharma-
colog}' and Therapeutics in the College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons, New York, and physician to

the Hospital of the Rockefeller Institute, died at

his home after a long illness, on December 5.

Dr. Herter was born in Glenville, Conn., on Septem-
ber 3, 1865, and in 1886 was graduated from the

College of Physicians and Surgeons. New York.

In 1894 he was made visiting physician to the City

Hospital, New York, a service which he continued

until 1904. He also held the chair of Professor of

f'athological Chemistry in the University and Belle-

vue Hospital Medical College from 1897 until 1903.

He was a member of the Association of American
Physicians, the American Medical Association, the

American Physiological Society, the New York
Academy of Medicine, the New York Pathological

Society, the Society of Experimental Biology, and

the American Neurological Society, and since its

inception a member of the Board of Directors and
treasurer of the Rockefeller Institute. In research

his work had to do chiefly with chemical pathology,

the pathology of nutrition, and bacterial infections

of the digestive tract, all subjects on which he spoke

with autlioritv.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

COLLEGE OF SURGEONS' MEETING PLAGUE CIRCULAR
RADIUM IN CANCER—TABES—INFECTIVE CAR-

DITIS—HEMATOMA OF THYROID—SPONDYLITIS
DEFORMANS ADIPOSE GROWTHS—HOME OF RE-
COVERY—MEMORIALS AND OBITUARY.

London, Nov. 18, 1910.

Yesterday was the twenty-sixth annual meeting
of Fellows and Members of the Royal College of
Surgeons. Thus twenty-six years have passed
since the Council yielded so far to the demand for

representation of those who constituted the body of
the colleges as to agree to meet there once a year
and hear what they had to say, though still declin-

ing to adimt that their opinions or resolutions would
have any influence. You will remember that the
whole power of this peculiar oligarchy is exercised
by the Council—twenty-four persons. They are

selected by the Fellows who have no other voice in

their college and who number about 1,200. The
members are licensed to practice and have no fur-

ther connection with the college, and as they are the

main body, many thousands in number, it is not sur-

prising that they demand some kind of representa-

tion. A resolution to this effect was submitted for

the twenty-sixth time yesterday by Mr. Joseph
Smith, J. P., who is president of the society of

members.
The rat plague in Suffolk was met by so deter-

mined an effort to exterminate rats that few are

now to be seen in the district of the first outbreak.

But the disease has been detected in places some
miles distant. The local government board has

therefore issued a memorandum by Dr. Arthur
Newsholme, giving directions for sending material

for bacteriological examination from suspected

cases. Dr. Newsholme describes the symptoms of

bubonic, septicemic and pneumonic plague, and says

that for administrative purposes it may be regarded

as a rat disease which occasionally attacks man, fleas

forming the intermediaries between the diseased rat

and man. If the fleas of infected rats or of such

other animals as suffer occasionally from plague are

excluded from access to man the disease will sel-

dom, if ever, says Dr., Newsholme, spread from
animals to man. The first step in the control of the

spread of infection in man is, as in other infective

diseases, the prompt notification of suspicious cases

to the M. O. H. The memorandum advises (a) per-

sistent and systematic destruction of all rats, (b)

removal and obliteration of their nests, burrows and

haunts, (c) removing all known harborage for rats

in or near dwellings and making every dwelling as

far as possible rat-proof, (d) allow no waste food,

whether for man or animals, to accumulate in or

about the house. Dr. Newsholme adds an encourag-

ing assurance that freedom from risk of plague can

be secured with almost complete certainty by acting

on these directions.

Radium for cancer was the subject of a paper by

Dr. N. S. Finzi at the ^sculapian Society on No-

vember 5. The whole tumor, he said, should be

thoroughlv treated with filtered rays, using plenty

of radium and giving a full dose every six weeks.

In sixty-four cases he said the growth had com-

pletely disappeared in seven. They were in the lip,

breast, uterus, prostate, rectum, esophagus. In most

of them microscopic examination confirmed the

diagnosis. lie had twenty-three other cases still

under treatment and was very hopeful of some.
Relief of pain and discharge was marked when the

growth was not decreased. Cases should be se-

lected according to their structure, position and size,

the constitution of the patient and his strength not

being overlooked. The rays were given out in all

directions, even from flat applications, so that to

get their full eft'ect it would seem desirable to sur-

round the radium as completely as practicable by
the diseased tissue. The B and Y rays have a se-

lective action on cancer cells, the Y more than the B.

It is therefore well to cut off most of the latter by
means of metallic filters.

Some interesting cases were shown in the clinical

section of the Royal on Friday. There was a man
of 40 who had tabes for six years. Seven months
ago severe pain began and there is now marked
lordosis with dislocation of the lumbar spine for-

wards and sub-dislocation of the sacrum backwards.
Grating was felt and heard near the fifth lumbal
vertebra and sacroiliac synchondrosis. A man of

42 had been under observation at St. George's Hos-
pital since August, 1909. For the first six weeks
the evening temperature varied from 97.6° to 101°.

Heart feeble and irregular, systolic and diastolic

murmurs. October 4, a streptococcus was obtained

from the blood and on October 14 was begun auto-

genous vaccination. By October 21 the tempera-

ture became normal, but recurrent attacks of fever

returned until the last two months. The micro-

organism had been isolated on five occasions. It

was not pathogenic for mice. The patient has

improved, the temperature is normal, the weight

has increased, and the blood is sterile, with a nor-

mal leucocytic count.

A woman of 50, subject for years of enlarged

thyroid, was seized on May 28 with sudden
dyspnea. It was relieved by ice packs, but the thy-

roid was greatly increased in size and next day
stridor returned. The tumor was hard, not fluctuat-

ing with the laryngeal mirror ; the aretenoid region

was seen to be very edematous. The thyroid was
removed and during the operation a portion of it

was found tightly packed under the sternum. When
this was shelled out the breathing was immediately
relieved and recovery was uninterrupted. The
specimen showed a hematoma in the thyroid.

A man of 39 with spondylitis deformans, the spine

being rigid throughout in a kyphotic position. The
ribs were immobile from ossification of ligaments

and fixation of costvcrtebral joints. From time

to time nerve root pains were present. The con-

dition had continued for seven years, but none of

the accepted causes could be traced. The man was
diabetic. It was pointed out that this disease dif-

fered from oseoarthritis in being due to ossifica-

tion of the spinal ligaments without joint disease.

At the previous meeting of this section we had
some cases of irregular development of adipose

tissue. One was an anemic woman, who had
noticed some swelling under her chin. In March
a small, fatty, painless growth appeared at the back
of the neck. In April and June further fatty de-

posits aft'ected the shoulders, back, and abdomen,
these diffused masses being tender and painful.

There was neuralgic pain in the arms. The thyroid

was atrophied. She had taken thyroid tablets,

which seemed to control the increase, but worried
her eyes. Pituitary extract had been given with-

out noticeable effect.
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A man of 45 had fatty masses over the neck,

shoulders, arms, abdomen, thighs and sacrum—not

painful nor tender. A very stout woman of 44, who
had long felt her legs painful, found lately fatty

swellings on them and the thighs, which are both

tender and painful. It does not seem that these

cases shed much light on adiposis dolorosa, or Der-
cum's or Lyon's cases. So, awaiting further re-

search, I am content to group them as irregular

fatty developments.
Dr. Jameson JMacan, who died in October after

two days' illness, was an active contributor to medi-
cal literary work in the department in which he was
most interested—gynecology. He edited the British

Gynecological Journal and generally wrote the valu-

able summaries. He also worked on the British

Journal of Obstetrics. He translated, conjointly with

his late brother. Sir Arthur Macan, Schultze's "Dis-

placements of the Uterus." After the amalgamation
of the various societies in the Royal he took charge
of the publication department of the obstetrical and
gynecological section. To his pen were also due
various reports of international congresses and other

proceedings concerning his specialty. In all this

work and much besides he retained the admiration
for his capacity and the regard for his personal

qualities of his contemporaries within and without
the profession.

The Schiff Home of Recovery, for patients who
have undergone operations in the large London hos-

pitals, was opened on Friday at Cobham. It has
been chiefly established by Mr. Ernest Schiff, who
gave £100,000 to the scheme in memory of his

brother Alfred. It provides for between seventy
and eighty inmates.

A memorial to the late P. J. Fagan, whose death
was lately reported, is being raised in Dublin. It is

proposed to devote it to the maintenance and edu-
cation of his family, for whom he had been unable
to provide adequately.

Dr. J. Frank Payne, fellow and Emeritus Har-
veian librarian of the Royal College of Physicians,
died on Wednesday. He graduated in arts at Ox-
ford

; in science and medicine in London, 1862-80.

He became a fellow of the college in 1873. He
gave the Gulstonian lectures in 1874 and the Lam-
bian in 189 1. He had been Radcliffe traveling fel-

low of Oxford, examiner in medicine at University
of Cambridge and London, was on the Royal Com-
mission on Tuberculosis and consulting physician
to St. Thomas's Hospital. You will remember his

•'Manual of Pathology" (1888), and that he edited
the second edition of Jones & Sieveking's "Path.
Anatomy." He contributed important papers to
the societies and journals and wrote the articles on
plague and the history of medicine in the "Encvclo-
pedia Britannica." He retired to New Barnet,
where his funeral takes place to-morrow. Lately
he presented to the college library some rare early
editions he had collected.

The death has occurred of Dr. G. de Gorreguer
Griffith, founder and late senior physician of the
Grosvenor Hospital for Women and Children, and
physician and lecturer at Zenana Medical College,
which he also founded. He qualified at the Dublin
and London Royal Colleges (1860-63). He con-
tributed to the medical journals and societies on
gynecological subjects, in which he was most inter-
ested, and wrote a work on "Treatment of Fibroids
of the Uterus." For a number of years he took
charge of the "Hospital Mirror" of the Medical
Press and Circular.

Lieut.-Col. Rivers Mantell, late I. M. S., died on
November 9, aged jy. Col. Mantell graduated M.
B., London, and :M.R.C.S., 1855.
The death is announced of Mr. W. B. Woodhouse,

who took the diplomas of the two Royal colleges and
the dental license also. He served as a house surgeon
at the Dental Hospital and afterward went to South
Africa, where he was appointed civil dental surgeon
with the field force. Subsequently he settled at Pre-

toria, became dental surgeon to the hospital and a

member of the Medical Council. He was only 38.

Dr. T. S. F. Caverhill, F.R.C.P., Edinburgh,
died on November 4. He took a great interest in

sanatorium treatment, established one in Perthshire

and wrote a work on "The Crusade Against Con-
sumption."

OUR LETTER FROM PARIS.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

FRENCH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
SCIENCE, THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS AT TOULOUSE
—SIXTH CONGRESS OF GYNECOLOGY, OBSTETRICS,

AND PEDI.^TRICS, TOULOUSE—FIRST CONGRESS OF
VACATION COLONIES NECROLOGY, PROFESSOR
R.\YMOND.

Paris, October 25, 1910.

The Congress of the French Association for the

Advancement of Science was held in August in

Toulouse. The Section of Medical Electricity was
presided over by Bergonie. The principal questions

taken up were electrotherapy and radiotherapy in

the treatment of fibromyoma of the uterus. The
readers of papers, Guilleminot and Laquerriere,

showed that radiotherapy often brings relief to the

size of the growth or to hemorrhages, or to both.

The latest matter of rapid progress of radiotherapy

has come through Nogier. He has employed for

this purpose reinforcing apparatus which reduces

the treatment to one-thirtieth or one-fortieth of a

second. Instantaneous radiography has been realized

with treatments of one one-hundredth of a second,

and very rapid radiography is now generally prac-

tised. In the Section on Hygiene and Public ]Medi-

cine, presided over by Maurel, the attention of the

audience was occupied by an investigation of the

morbidity from tuberculosis among the rural popula-

tion of France. It has been demonstrated that tu-

berculosis is decidedly on the increase. The cause

of this increase is emigration toward the cities,

agglomerations of people caused by military

service, the primary schools, where contagion

spreads, tuberculosis of cattle, alcoholism, the de-

plorable hygiene of the country districts and of

cities with their narrow houses, without light and
air, with the absence of prophylaxis, and of dis-

infection.

In the Section on Tuberculosis the treatment of

hemorrhages among the tuberculous was the sub-

ject of an interesting paper by Israel Jong. He
believes that the therapeutics of hemorrhage should

be pathogenic, that is, one should consider its causes

;

some of them are physical, such as climate and tem-

perature. Thus hemorrhages are observed at times

in the hospitals of Paris in series. Altitude and
marine climate may also cause hemorrhage. As to

treatment, rest in bed and silence are to be ordered.

He considers that revulsives and applications of ice

are useless. He has studied coagulants such as

calcium chloride and serum gelatin.

Another most interesting question was submitted

to the Congress, that is, whether a previous attack

of tuberculosis immunizes to a later attack. Ac-
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cording to the opinions submitted it would seem that

previously localized tuberculoses confer on subjects
who have been attacked by them a true immunity.
It has been observed that pulmonary tuberculosis
rarely develops in persons who have previously had
attacks of scrofula and lupus. Also coxalgics who
have been cured and cured pleuritics seem to be
immune to pulmonary tuberculosis. Fernand Ba-
zangon believes that in tuberculosis one must dis-

tinguish cures from remissions of long periods ob-
served in this disease. Before pronouncing the
word cure the patient must have remained cured for

four years without any new manifestation. How-
ever, experimental facts have not shown the reality

of immunity conferred by a previous attack.

The Sixth Congress of Gynecology, Obstetrics,

and Pediatrics was also held at Toulouse, in the
month of September. In the Section on Pediatrics,

Aviragnet discussed curable forms of acute tuber-
culosis in children. The invasion of the organism
by tuberculosis comes principally by the lymphatic
mucosa of the nasopharynx with a latent location

in a group of glands, which is generally in the

mediastinum. Tubercular tracheobronchial adeno-
pathy arises by a series of accidents, which cause
modifications of vesicular murmur at the right

apex, attacks of asthma, localized bronchitis, pul-

monary congestion, and associated glandular en-

largements, cervical and inguinal. Tracheobron-
chial adenopathies are the most precious indications

of the presence of latent tuberculosis. The most
effectual medication is supplemental alimentation

and continuous fresh air in a marine climate.

In the Section on Obstetrics, Fieux treated of the

pathogeny and treatment of incoercible vomiting of

pregnancy. To explain incoercible vomiting in

pregnancy Fieux believes that the hypothesis of
toxemia caused by the villosities of the ovum is

most seductive, for there exist in the serum of the

pregnant woman antibodies specific for the secretion

of young chorionic villi. Further, the interruption of

pregnancy is always followed by the cessation of

vomiting. The ordinary treatment is confined to at-

tempts to await the end of the vomiting, so as

to permit the woman to continue her pregnancy.

Premature labor is not indicated except when tlie

pulse is more rapid that 100 pulsations per minute,

and when polyneuritis or true icterus appears as a

complication.

Pousson of Bordeaux has made a study of the

results of nephrectomy from the point of view of

the possibility of rendering successful future preg-

nancies, with the aid of six cases operated on. He
saw only 7 abortions against 59 normal labors with

normal infants and the possibility of lactation. The
answer to question of the desirability of marriage

will be based on the condition of the remaining kid-

ney. It is well to remember that mothers have sur-

vived and been able to nurse their children with a

single kidney and purulent urine.

Audebert and Gillies have studied the relations

of biliarjf lithiasis to pregnancy. The influence of

the puerperal state on biliary lithiasis has been much
discussed. It provokes and aggravates lithiasis by

favoring infections. If lithiasis of the gall bladder

is without influence on pregnancy, hepatic colic and

icterus produce abortions. The medical treatment

consists of rest and an appropriate diet. Operation

is only indicated in grave cases, and then only it

may be indicated to undertake cholecystectomy.

The Congress of Vacation Colonies was held at

Paris on September 30. Created for the benefit of

small citizens who were anemic, these colonies

are the most efficacious remedy for toning up suf-

fering and delicate infancy. Their object is to send

into the country some hundreds of poor city chil-

dren. Such marvelous results have been obtained

from the point of view of physical regeneration that

it is astonishing that they were not undertaken

earlier in France, and in a larger way, more in

relation with their great social value. The begin-

ning of vacation colonies dates from 1890. They
soon became very popular, and in 1910, 72,800 little

French children of both sexes were sent to the

country. Some were placed in the open country,

others in the mountains, some isolated on peasant

farms, some in groups, to remain from three weeks
to six weeks, or more. A child who has passed

his vacation in a colony is more robust, and better

armed physically to struggle against tuberculosis

and other infections. All scholars who are delicate,

anemic, emaciated, nervous, and lazy should be sent

to the country, and a life in the fields is better worth
while than sitting in school. It is well to salute

the magnificent results of the vacation colonies that

have been shown by the first National Congress of

Colonies.

Professor Raymond, who occupied at Paris, after

the illustrious Charcot, the clinical chair of nervous

diseases of the Salpetriere, died September 28, 1910.

Born in 1844, he studied at the school of Alfort,

to which he returned after his graduation in 1867 as

Chief of Anatomy and Physiology. Externe of Hos-
pitals in 1870, and gold medal interne in 1875, Chief

of the German Ear Clinic in 1887, Hospital Physi-

cian admissible to the Aggregation in 1878, with his

thesis on "The Dyspepsias," he became Agrege in

1880. Physician to the St. Antoine Hospital, he

was elected in 1894 professor of the clinic of ner-

voous diseases at the Salpetriere. Aside from va-

rious articles or communications in the journals of

societies. Professor Raymond published a series of

works on mental and nervous diseases. It is also

necessary to remember his lessons on pathological

anatomy of the nervous system, and his work on
Fixed Ideas and Ps}chasthenia, written in collabo-

ration with Pierre Janet. The Faculty, the Acad-
emy of Medicine, of which he was a member, his

pupils, by whom he was loved, find his loss great.

Professor Raymond was a Doctor of the University

of Oxford and Commander of the Legion of Honor.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

ETIOLOGY OF BERIBERI—CHOLERA OPPOSITION TO
THE LISTING OF TUBERCULOSIS AS A REPORT-
ABLE DISEASE—IMPORTATION OF MILK—RE-

PORTED FAILURE OF THE COMAR TREATMENT
PERSONALS.

Manila, P. I., September 28, 1910.

The question of the causation of beriberi is still

being extensively discussed in the Philippines and
nearby Oriental countries ; a set of men are grad-
ually coming forward who do not believe that beri-

beri is due to the consumption of polished rice. As
evidence they advance the fact that they can point
to undoubted cases of beriberi in persons who have
never used rice in any form. The defenders of the
rice theory state that instances of this kind do not
in any way nullify the contention that rice in Ori-
ental countries is responsible for beriberi, asserting
that rice is only responsible because it furnishes the
staple article of diet for the masses who use it almost
continuously to the exclusion of other food, and
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that any other similar ration, which is deficient in

phosphorus and other ingredients required by the

human organism might also be the cause of beri-

beri, that the term "rice causation" only refers to

the local conditions which prevail and that the dis-

ease may be contracted in other ways. As an illus-

tration of this they point to the experiments recently

made by Dr. E. D. Kilbourne, of the Army Board

for the Study of Tropical Diseases, in which he was

able to produce typical beriberi in chickens by siinple

starvation. Further confirmation of the rice origin

of the disease has recently come to hand in the ex-

perience had at the Hospico de San Jose, which is

a charitable institution in which are quartered be-

tween six and seven hundred orphans, insane, and

other recipients of charity. For many years beri-

beri has been more or less constantly present. The

use of unpolished rice was begun last June, and

some weeks after that time all cases of beriberi dis-

appeared, and the medical director states that prac-

tically for the first time in ten years they are entirely

free from this disease.

The cholera conditions in the Philippines have

improved considerably during the past few weeks,

the provinces in Northern Luzon being almost en-

tirely free of the disease. The rapidity with which

the outbreak in Pangasinan was brought to a close

as soon as the Governor-General impressed upon

the provincial and municipal officials that they would

be held strictly accountable for any failure to co-

operate, and by giving practical effect to his orders

by the suspension of several town councils, is another

excellent example of how much may be accomplished

toward eradicating cholera if the aid of the people

in general can be secured. At present there is an

average of about forty cases per week being re-

ported, and fully two-thirds of this number occurs

in the province of Batangas. In this latter province

the disease gained quite a headway before the local

officials would consent to having the Insular Bureau
of Health take charge of the anti-cholera measures.

This has now been done, however, and there is

every reason to believe that there will be a rapid

drop in the number of cases. In the city of Manila

during the past few weeks there has been an average

of one or two cases per day, but there is seldom

more than one case in any one section, and it is most
difficult to trace any connection between the cases.

For the week ended September 24 there were five

cases reported.

For the purpose of obtaining better statistics the

Bureau of Health has placed tuberculosis and
typhoid fever upon the list of reportable diseases.

This action has caused considerable opposition from
the Filipino press and from the Filipino physicians.

who assert that this is a still further curtailment of

their rights and privileges. The more ignorant class

among the Filipinos have a great antipathy for hos-

pitals, and they fear that this is another plan for-

cibly to compel them to enter a hospital in the event

that they are afflicted with tuberculosis. For in-

stance, at the out-patient free clinic that is conducted

by the Bureau of Health and the Philippine Medical
School, and which has had an average daily attend-

ance of nearly 100 patients, the dav the notice was
issued that tuberculosis is a reportable disease

practically no one applied for treatment, and it took
several weeks of persuasion before any considerable
number of the former visitors to the dispensary
could be induced to return.

Since American occupation the importation of

milk into the Philippine Islands has shown a steady

increase. The record of the Customs House shows
that in 1903 milk to the value of $247,366 was im-
ported ; this has steadily increased from year to

year until in 1909 milk to the value of $406,607 was
imported. The increase in the quantity of fresh

milk is particularly noticeable; in 1903 there were
8,804 gallons imported, while in 1909 there were

113,397 gallons imported. In view of the fact that

tinned milk is of necessity sterile and is generally

used before there is any likelihood of contamination,
milk in this form is much more sanitary than the

fresh milk supplied by the average dairy in the

United States.

It has been reliably reported that several of the

cases of carcinoma that were apparently cin-ed in

Manila by the vaccine method as used by Coca and
Gilman have relapsed, and that others have serious

abcesses as a result of the injection, which appar-
ently will not heal.

Dr. R. P. Strong, chief of the Biological Labora-
tory of the Bureau of Science, has been appointed
chief of the medical wards of the new Philippine

General Hospital and has entered upon his duties

during the past week.

TREATMENT OF BARBERS' ITCH.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir :—A brief account of a simple but efficacious

treatment of sycosis contagiosa or barbers' itch

may be of interest. Sycosis contagiosa is a true

eczema of the hairy portions of the face. It fre-

quently affects the hair follicles, more especially the

root sheaths, and is accompanied by considerable

infiltration of the tissue between the follicles.

When the inflammation has reached the hair fol-

licles, pustules form, each pustule being pierced by
a hair. It naturally follows then that these loosened

hairs, while in the follicles, act as foreign bodies

and must be removed before a cure can be effected.

Hence, every hair must be removed and when epila-

tion is performed, generally speaking, every hair

will be accompanied by its root sheath, swollen and
loosened from its follicle.

The following case is submitted as an example
of what one usually meets along this line : During
the early part of July a farmer presented himself

at my office seeking relief and cure for this trou-

blesome disease of the skin. Some four weeks
prior to his first visit he had been shaved by a local

barber. In about a week the disease made itself

known. He consulted two other physicians before

applying to me. One called it ringworm ; the other,

common scabies. He said to me, after I had diag-

nosed his trouble, "Doctor, if I don't get relief to-

night, to-morrow I will go to Philadelphia for treat-

ment." I assured him if he w-ould follow my in-

structions faithfully I would cure him. He con-

sented. First with an ordinary pair of tweezers

I epilated as much of the hair on his face as he

could stand at one sitting. Second, taking a piece

of absorbent lint I made a mask, covering the

entire face, cutting out places for eyes, nose, and

mouth. To this I applied a saturated solution of

distilled verdigris, or subacetate of copper, and gave

him a pint of the same solution with directions to

keep the lint or mask constantly saturated. I also

ordered a saline cathartic and one-fourth grain

calcium sulphide four times a day, and gave him
instructions to call the following afternoon. When
he came his face expressed his gratitude. He said

he had slept the previous night for the first time in
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two weeks. I repeated the epilation operation and
continued to do so every day until my patient was
cured, which was in less than a week.

In conclusion, I will say that as the disease pro-
gresses toward a cure large scabs form in spots,

when it is necessary, in order to hasten the cure, to

incorporate the subacetate of copper in the form of
an ointment, using 30 grains to the ounce of simple
cerate. Dermatologists recommend bichloride of
mercury, white precipitate, etc., but in my experi-

ence the treatment here given is more prompt, al-

most painless, and will not fail, if given a fair trial

and there has been no mistake in the diagnosis.

C. H. Gardner. Ph.G., M.D.
Spruce Creek, Pa.

prngrfHH of IRpiiiral ^rinirp.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

November 24, 1910.

The Technique of Operations for Stone in tlie Ureter. H. Cabot.
A Method of Staining Capsulated Bacteria in Body Fluids. W. H.
Smith.

Cancer of the Scrotum. R. M. Green.
The Technique of Arthrotomy. C. F. Painter and A. P. Cornwall.

Operations for Stone in the Ureter.—H. Cabot states

tliat ureteral catheterization and radiography enable one

in the majority of cases to know beforehand in what por-

tion of the ureter a stone is situated. A great majority

of stones lodge at one of three points— i. The physiologi-

cal constriction just below the pelvis of the kidney, about

on a level of the lower pole of the kidney. 2. At the brim

of the true pelvis where the ureter crosses the iliac ves-

sels. 3. In the lower two inches of the ureter, near its

point of entrance into the bladder wall. The author be-

lieves that incision on the stone in the ulcerated tissue is

almost certain to result in some sloughing of the tissue,

and that the already existing tendency to stricture is in-

creased by the fact that suture further narrows the ureter,

and that the sutures are likely to cut through with fur-

ther sloughing. It is safer to incise the ureter one or

two inches above the stone, then with suitable forcep:;

passed into this opening withdraw the stone and extract it

through the incision. Freedom of the ureter from ob-

struction is essential to success. This permeability may

be ascertained by passing a small bougie a boule down-

ward to the bladder and upward to the kidney. If stric-

ture of the ureter is found it must be relieved either by

the internal ureterotomy of Albarran or by some other

method. The author's experience with inlying catheters

in the ureter does not encourage the belief that their

presence is not objectionable, as they undoubtedly favor

infection. It has been the custom to put some drainage

in the abdominal wound down to the point of suture in

the ureter. In three recent cases of the author's, two of

which were aseptic and one markedly infected, no drain-

age of any kind has been used, and the wound has been

closed in layers including the skin.

Method of Staining Capsulated Bacteria.—\V. H.

Smith describes a new method of staining capsulated bac-

teria in body fluids, which he has found to bring more

uniform results than any other method with which he is

familiar.

Cancer of the Scrotum.—R. M. Green continues his

historical study of this subject and reports seven cases

that had been operated upon during the past twenty-five

years in the Massachusetts General Hospital. It is inter-

esting to note that all the patients were born in the British

Isles and that two of them were spinners, though it is

doubtful if these facts are of any etiologic significance.

More important is the fact that in three cases there was

a definite history of precedent trauma. Only accumula-

tion of more extensive data would, however, justify con-

clusions on the subject. At present it seems that cancer

of the scrotum, in its early stage at least, is one of the

forms of superficial epithelioma for which radium treat-

ment would be particularly suitable.

The Technique of Arthrotomy.—C. M. Tainter and A.

P. Cornwall conclude their series of papers on this sub-

ject. They describe the technique in arthrotomy of the hip

joint and intracapsular fractures, excisions, and erasions.

In their entire series of 198 patients operated upon there

were eight per cent, of infections and a mortality of a

little over two per cent. There has been improvement in

their results as time has gone on and the use of urotro-

pine as a routine in arthrotomies is destined, they believe,

to materially lessen the risks of infection. It is difficult

to summarize the results of a series of arthrotomies per-

formed for so many different conditions and where the

results to be anticipated are of such a variable character.

In the main, however, the results which it was sought to

secure seem to have been attained in the large majority of

instances with measurable success and the authors feel

that arthrotomies may be undertaken for the relief of any

of the conditions discussed in their paper without undue

risk and that sufficient benefit will accrue to justify th<.

performance of the operation. The technique, however,

is one that should be perfected to such a degree that the

liabilities of infecting a joint are reduced to a minimum

New York Medical Journal.

Noi-ember 1910.

The Carbon Compounds of .Arsenic in the Treatment of Syphilis.

S. C. Runnels.
The Chemistry of Cancer. S. P. Beebe.
SuDolementary Report on the Hot .Mr Treatment of Phagedenic
Charchroid and Chancre. P.. W. Rugsles.

The Introduction of Large Quantities of Gases into the Circulatory

.Apparatus. C. B. Fitzpatrick and J. P. Atkinson.

Clinical Statistics. I. S. Wile.
.

Treatment of Symptoms in Hospitals B. Robinson.
An Improved Operating and Observation Endoscope for the .An

terior Urethra. J. F. McCarthy.
.Acute Myelogenic Lencemia. T. A. Wolfer.
Some Steps Toward the Prevention of Postoperative Exudates.

W. E. Dicken.

Arsenic in Syphilis.—S. C. Runnels reviews the his-

tory of 606 and of the cacodylates.

Chemistry of Cancer.—S. P. Beebe states that within

the past five years many chemical researches have been

published dealing with such questions as the metabolism

of cancer patients, the nature and properties of a possible

cancer toxin or specific cancer poison, the nature and

cause of cancer cachexia, the properties of the ferments

in cancer tissue, and various studies dealing with the

chemical characteristics of cancer tissue as compared with

normal tissue. From observations extended over a period

of some years he is convinced that extracts from sterile

tumors given either subcutaneously, intravenously, or in-

traperitoneally are measurably more toxic per unit of

nitrogen than extracts from fresh unautolized organs,

but such results do not argue for a specific cancer toxin

having a nature similar to the bacterial toxins. The metab-

olism studies which have been made do not materially

add to the clinical observations in regard to the cause of

cancer cachexia. From digestion experiments upon gelatin

in which the proteolytic effect of the enzyme was meas-

ured with the help of the viscosimeter, Weil, working in

the author's laboratory, has found that all tissues have

some degree of proteolytic activity, but that this is with

a cellular tumor quantitatively greater than with normal

tissue. He is not prepared to say that this excessive pro-

teolytic activity of the tumor may not be due to leucocytic

infiltration.

Hot Air Treatment of Chancroid and Chancre.—E.

W. Ruggles reports a second series of four cases in ad-

dition to the three previously reported, confirming the

beneficial action of the hot air treatment of phagedenic

ulcers. He describes a special oven that he has invented

for the application of this mode of treatment.

Introduction of Gases into the Blood.—C. B. Fitz-

l^atrick and J. P. Atkinson state that, according to the gen-
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eral experience of investigators upon this subject, a dose

(from 60 to 100 c.c.) of air given at one time, constitutes

the usual fatal dose, causing death almost instantly. After

a number of experiments with the previous introduction

of glycerin or olive oil into the femoral vein, to prevent

foaming or churning after the introduction of large quan-

tities of air, the authors have found that the use of these

substances is not necessary and they have obtained as good
results without the use of olive oil or glycerin. The abil-

ity to introduce large quantities of oxygen into the cir-

culatory apparatus can be readily used in treatment of

disease in which oxygen is a therapeutic factor. Gas
poisoning, drowning, anemia, blood poisoning, and similar

diseases, which readily suggest themselves, are especially

appropriate for this treatment. It has been noticed, for

instance, that the symptoms of ether into.xication or pois-

oning, in the animals used for these experiments, have
often been markedly relieved. In studying the mechan-
ism of the retention, conveyance, and elimination of air by

the vessels, they conclude that they have found evidence

that the adrenals play a very important role in enabling

the lungs and the circulatory apparatus to eliminate the

air introduced. It is, moreover, apparent that if the air

is eliminated by this means it is possible that it is carried

in by the same means.

Clinical Statistics.—I. S. Wile believes that the com-
pilation of a set of clinical statistics by the cooperation

of physicians throughout the country would be of great

value and would be a pronounced factor in determining
the extent of morbidity in a definite group as contrasted

with its mortality.

Treatment of Symptoms in Hospitals.—B. Robinson
says that one of the sad, disheartening facts connected
with hospital service, particularly medical, in his observ-

ation is the relative lack of interest by attending and
house staff in the relief of painful or annoying symptoms
of chronic disease. The diagnosis made and the prognosis

determined, if cure seems impracticable, the patient does
not always secure repeated, unwearying efforts to relieve

symptoms, which are obligatory if the golden rule is fol-

lowed in practice, as it should be. This lack of doing is

doubtless explained by the too prevalent conviction that

symptoms depend, of necessity almost, upon organic
lesions, and if one cannot modify the lesions notably by
treatment one cannot relieve symptoms. No greater, more
lamentable, error exists. It is to this belief in part, among
practitioners of reputation, that skepticism flourishes so
largely and also quackery.

Improved Urethral Endoscope.—J. F. McCarthy de-
scribes his modification of the Luys' endoscope for obser-
vation of and operating in the anterior urethra.

Acute Myelogenous Leucemia.—J. A. Wolfer states
that the diagnosis of acute leucemia necessitates more fre-

quent blood examination, not counts alone, but examina-
tion of the stained specimen, for he is certain that quite

a few patients go unrecognized and their death certificates

are signed as some acute infection when the patient really

succumbs to an acute leucemia. After diagnosticating the
condition, it is necessary to study the case and try to es-

tablish an etiological factor. He would like to see the
vaccine treatment more thoroughly tried.

The Prevention of Postoperative Exudates.—W. E.
Dicken states that the exudates thrown out after surgical

intervention are in exact ratio to the amount of tissue

abrasion. Exudates may be mistaken for any kind of
hard tumor in the neighborhood of the uterus. Inspissated
exudates with broad attachments to the uterus may closely

resemble subserous myomata. Inflammatory exudates
differ from ordinary transudates in their higher specific

gravity and their definitely increased amount of proteid
matter; it is, however, in connection with serous surfaces
that fibrin tends to form, and its formation in this region

is associated with the breaking down of leucocytes. It is

to this fibrin that one owes the plastic adhesions in serous

cavities, and these adhesions play a most important part

in limiting the spread and generalization of many bac

terial inflammations. In operations one must avoid nndiie

exposure to dry and cold air, mechanical trauma and bac-

teria! infection. The author urges the importance of a

proper technique, the appreciation of the significance of

adhesions, and such care in operating that adhesions will

not form again or will not originate de novo.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

November 26^ 1910.

Esophageal Stenosis Following the Swallowing of Caustic .Mkalies.

C. Jackson.
Changes in the Nose After Widening the Palatal Arch. L. W.

Dean.
An Apparatus for Supporting and Holding the Head and Shoul-

ders in Cerebellar and High Spinal Operations. H. B. Smith.
Enteroptosis, with Special Reference to Its Etiology and Develop-

ment. R. R. Smith.
Surgical Aspects of Enteroptosis. A. J. Ochsner.
Enteroptosis—The Physician's Viewpoint. J. H. Musser.
The X-Ray Diagnosis of Enteroptosis. E. H. Skinner.
Arthritis of Gastrointestinal Origin, Its Diagnosis and Treatment.
H. W. Marshall.

Accurate Formula for Use in the Modification of Cow's Milk in

the Artificial Feeding of Infants. G. R. Moffitt.

Radical Cure of Malaria; Its Importance and How It Is Obtained.
S. Harris.

Dietary Studies of Undernourished School Children in New York
City. E. M. Sill.

Miners' Consumption. O. V. Huffman.
Fatal Gunshot Wound. A. F. Tohnson.
Axis Traction Handle for Obstetric Forceps. W. P. Megrail.
Warning .^^ainst the India-Ink Method for the Spirocheta Pallida.

J. 11. Barach.

Esophageal Stenosis from Caustic Alkalies.—C. Jack-

son advocates the enaction of laws that will compel manu-

facturers to label as poisons the various corrosives that

are employed in the kitchen. Considering the cosmopoli-

tan character of the population, and especially of domestic

servants, the caution label should be in many languages.

Widening of the Palatal Arch.—L. W. Dean reports

a case which shows the beneficial effect of widening of

the palatal arch. This causes widening of the nose

throughout, the middle meatus being affected as well as

the inferior.

A Head Support.—H. B. Smith describes an apparatus

that he has devised for supporting the head and shoulders

in cerebellar and high spinal operations.

Enteroptosis, its Etiology and Development.—R. R.

Smith presents this subject, which was reported in Medi-

cal Record, Vol. 77, page 1076.

Surgical Aspects of Enteroptosis.—A. J. Ochsner dis-

cusses this subject, which was reported in Medical Record,

Vol. 77, page 1076.

Enteroptosis—The Physician's Viewpoint.—J. H.

Musser presents this paper, which was reported in Medi-

cal Record, Vol. 77, page 1076.

X-Ray Diagnosis of Enteroptosis.—E. H. Skinner

deals with this phase o£ the subject, which was reported

in Medical Record, Vol. 77, page 1076.

Arthritis of Gastrointestinal Origin.—H. W. Marshall

presents clinical data showing that the contents of the

large intestine act as joint irritants, but says that there

has been no special pathologic bacterium found to account

for the to.\ins concerned. Whether the excessive develop-

ment of non-pathogenic bacteria can produce the trouble

is a question which he has sought to answer by the ex-

amination of the stools of arthritic patients. Patients

with arthritis who respond to intestinal treatment ex-

hibit luxuriant growths of intestinal bacteria, both

the predominant Bacillus coli and also spore-form-

ing anerobic bacteria. No new specific pathogenic

microorganisms were found and a large majority of the

spore-forming ones correspond t-o Bacillus aerogenes cap-

sulatus. There are wide variations in the numbers of fecal

bacteria in different individuals, and also at different

times, so the number in any selected stool is not signifi-

cant unless excessive. They are sometimes scanty in
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arthritics because of purgation treatment, etc. Patients

with arthritis of other origins and also non-arthritic in-

dividuals may present identical appearances, lacking, how-
ever, the persistent excessive number of bacteria. Clin-

ical data not here considered suggest that there i.s an-

other type of arthritis existing in old age, independent of

bacteria and due to defective digestion. Salient features

of this type are its occurrence in old age and the existence

simply of chronic dyspepsia in characteristic cases. In

this type pronounced hypertrophy of bones occurs, which
is absent in the bacterial type. To explain why some pa-

tients have intestinal arthritis and others do not, under

the same conditions, he assumes a greater resistance of the

latter in their joints. When arthritis occurs without any
severe intestinal disturbances, if one is to assume an in-

testinal cause one must account for it by a greater joint

susceptibility. Obscurity of origin is one of the promi-

nent features of these intestinal cases, and, when no promi-

nent etiologic factors are discovered daily colonic irri-

gations with general tonic treatment are advised for two
or three weeks to ascertain the importance of the in-

testinal element in the etiology. The prognosis can hardly

be made in chronic intestinal cases without a preliminary

treatment test in many cases. The treatment is largely

dietetic, together with antiseptic treatment of the intestines.

The possibilities of constant reinfection must also be con-

sidered. The effects of mental depression are often under-

estimated in these cases. The only method of improving

joint resistance is to increase the individual general health.

Formula for Milk Modification.—G. R. Moffitt pub-

lishes an elaborate mathematically calculated formula for

milk modification in infant feeding.

Radical Cure of Malaria.—S. Harris presents this

paper, which was reported in Medical Record, Vol. 77,

page 1029,

Dietary Studies of School Children.—E. M. Sill, as

the result of investigations made of the dietaries of un-

dernourished school children of New York City, finds

that all the dietaries studied could be improved as regards

nutrition and expense. The bulk of the nourishment in

the diets was obtained from meat, milk, and bread and

rolls purchased from the bakery. It would have been

better economy if they had bought the flour and baked

the bread with the fire used for cooking other things. He
remarks especially on the lack of proper instruction as

to diet and cooking, and thinks it should be given in the

schools for the benefit of future generations. For the edu-

cation of mothers at the present time something can be

done by lectures, cooking classes, etc., but more can be

reached through large organizations as well as the press.

Articles should be written setting forth, in simple language,

proper diets, methods of cooking, proper nutrition, and

the laws of growth. A great deal can be <lone by in-

dividual and group talks to mothers and children in the

dispensaries. The nutrition of young children is especially

important, for improper and unscientific feeding from the

time of birth to maturity is one of the most fruitful

causes, both directly and indirectly, of disease, disability,

incapacity for work, susceptibility to infection and lack

of resistance to disease already contracted. Many chil-

dren who are put down as dullards are such through

malnutrition and require nourishing food before they

study books to feed the mind. Many famiHes spend more

than they can afford for food and yet are insufficiently

nourished on account of their ignorance. When the in-

come of the family is small, meat can be replaced to a

large extent by corn meal, wheat flour and cereals in bulk,

rice, oatmeal, dried beans, potatoes, whole milk and skim

milk, which has a large nutritive value. A large variety

of fresh vegetables is not necessary; one or two cheaper

vegetables are sufficient. The cheaper cuts of beef contain

more protein and fat with less waste than the more ex-

pensive ones. The cheapest source of protein is the

cereals, next comes meat, and most expensive are fresh

vegetables.

Miners' Consumption.—O. V. Hufltman defines this

term as one used by miners to designate emaciation asso-

ciated with anemia, general weakness, shortness of breath,

and, occasionally, palpitation. It is a layman's term for a

general condition that may be due to a variety of causes.

Impaired health is too prevalent among miners and the

use of this term, miners' consumption, is so general among
them that it merits the serious attention of the profession.

It is not necessary to look far for causes of ill health

among miners. Most mines and mining towns have no

sanitation whatever. In the mine urine and feces are dis-

posed of promiscuously. The house is situated almost any-

where, usually with the privy on the hillside above it and

the well below. Since the families seem to thrive, how-
ever, one must look in the mines for causes Among the

causes of ill health in the mines the author mentions the

poisonous gases, ethane, methane, and carbon dioxide.

When dynamite is used there is another source of poison.

The inert matter with which the nitroglycerin is mixed
is, with minute quantities of nitroglycerin itself, blown

into the dust produced, and later is inhaled during the

processes of shoveling, loading, etc. The poisons may also

be absorbed through the skin. Hence the miner's head-

aches, palpitations, etc. It is important to have clean, well-

ventilated mines. Filth hidden in darkness is no safer

than anywhere else. Physicians in mining towns have no
authority and it might come within the province of the

new Government Bureau of Mines to make sanitary rules

for both inside and outside of the mines. Some physicians

jump to the conclusion that the miner has general pul-

monary fibrosis (anthracosis). As a matter of fact, there

is very little evidence of the implication of the respiratory

tract in this way, much less, in fact, than in the coal

handlers outside. Other physicians account for the min-

ers' pallor by the lack of sunshine, but this is also fal-

lacious.

Fatal Gunshot Wound.— .-\. F. Johnson reports a case

of gunshot wound severing the popliteal artery, with death

from hemorrhage.

Axis Traction Handle for Obstetric Forceps.—W. P.

Megrail has devised a handle that can be attached to any

obstetric forceps, making the latter a complete a.xis trac-

tion forceps.

India-Ink Method of Staining Spirocheta.—J. S. Bar-

ach states that this method, which was introduced by

Burri, is open to objection. He has examined all the ob-

tainable India inks, and has found in some of them the

presence of spirochete-like objects which seem capable of

assuming various shapes and sizes, and which may delude

even the expert.

The Lancet.

November 19, 1910.

The Prospect Before the Medical Student of Today. J. A. Lindsay.
Hereditary Cranio-Cleido-Dysostosis, with a Review of all the

Published Cases of this Disease; Theories of the Development of
the Clavicle Suesrested by this Condition. D. C. I.. F'tzwilliams.

Twenty Cases of Pulmonary Tuberculosis Treated by Continuous
Antiseptic Inhalation. D. R. Lees.

On Fractures in the Neishborhood of Toints. R. Tones.
On the Use of Potassium Bichromate in' the Treatment of Phthisis.

J. B. Tomblcson.
Two Cases of Compound Fracture with Tetanic Symptoms; Recov-

ery after Injection of Antitetanic Serum. E. K. Williams.
Osteomyelitis of the Left Clavicle. A. MacDonald.
A Case of Uterus Bicornis Unicallis. J. L. M. Wood.

The Prospect Before the Medical Student of To-
day.— T. .\. Lindsay believes that medical education is

at present in a state of flux, that the preliminary subjects

of its curriculum must be shorn of much of their detail,

must be taught with a due regard to the ultimate destiny

of the student, which in nineteen cases out of twenty, at a

moderate estimate, is to become a practitioner of medi-

cine. The young graduate, if financial and other circum-
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stances permit, should select an opening, whether a hos-

pital or laboratory, that will enable him to continue his

education. He should not submit to the early allurements

of specialism. There are no great financial prizes in medi-

cine, but the rewards are often substantial and fairly se-

cure. Besides, medicine offers a work that is in touch

with nature at first hand: law is man made; theology is

trammeled by tradition ; while medicine looks at the facts

of nature as they are, is ever extending its borders, and is

ever touching life at more points. Medicine is probably

destined to take an ever increasing part in the work of

social evolution.

Hereditary Cranio-Cleido-Dysostosis.— D. C. L.

Fitzwilliams states that congenital defects of the clavicle

occur and are usually associated with imperfect ossifica-

tion of the cranial bones. Sixty cases have thus far been

reported, including two by the author. The pathognomonic
features are partial or complete failure of development of

one or both clavicles, deficient and defective ossification

of the bones forming the cranial vault, and sometimes a

profound alteration in the skeleton of the face, the bones

of which are said to be atrophied or undeveloped. This

disease affects bones that develop in membrane. A great

many opinions as to the cause of the condition have been

advanced. Alcoholism, tuberculosis, syphilis, and rickets

have all been advocated; but the accuracy of these opin-

ions appears less and less probable with the growth of

knowledge of the subject. The position that hereditary

cranio-cleido-dysostosis bears to achondroplasia is helpful

in enabling one to obtain an idea of the true nature of

both these affections, the former being a condition of

maldevelopment of the membrane bones, while the latter

is a condition affecting the development of tho=e bones

which originate in cartilage.

Continuous Antiseptic Inhalation in Tuberculosis.

—

D. B. Lees reports good results from this mode of treat-

ment, which he has described in a former paper.

Fractures in the Neighborhood of Joints.—R. Jones
presents a brief outline of the methods and principles of

treatment he has employed as the result of long practice

in a manufacturing and mining district, where he had ex-

ceptional opportunities of seeing a very large number of
injuries both immediately after the accident and at a

later stage. Briefly, he pays more attention to function

than to appearance, considers correct alignment of more
importance than meticulous care in reposition of frag-

ment, believes that pain is always an indication for physi-

ological rest, and therefore deprecates early forced pas-

sive movements. If he prefers methods of manipulation
and fixation in some cases where others of his colleagues

would prefer an open operation, it is perhaps because for
many years an increasing proportion of his work has been
the treatment of deformities and disabilities, whether of
traumatic origin or not, and he has thereby gained con-
fidence in using powerful but carefully graduated force

in cases where another would hesitate to do so.

Potassium Bichromate in Treatment of Phthisis.—J.

B. Tombleson reports favorable results following the in-

ternal administration of potassium bichromate in phthisis.

He employs this drug in doses of %. grain (254 minims of
a ID per cent, solution in water) either alone or in a

tonic mixture (phosphate, hypophosphite, or simple iron),
such dose to be taken in a wineglass of water after
food, at first twice and later three times a day. The
first dose and possibly the second may cause vomiting,
but this does not matter, as, in his experience, toleration
is easily established without missing a dose. The color
of some of the mixtures changes from yellow to green,
but this seems in no way to impair their efficacy.

Compound Fracture with Tetanic Symptoms.—E. K.
Williams reports two cases in which the early injection

of antitetanic serum had a prophylactic action.

Osteomyelitis of the Left Clavicle.—A. IVIacDonald

reports a fatal case of this condition in which the follow-

ing points are of interest: i. The misleading history.

The fact that the mischief was left-sided suggested to

one of the surgeons who saw the case that it might be

a mediastinitis consequent to injury to the esophagus.

2. The absence of any reaction by the hemic system to

combat the situation, inasmuch as the infection was
widely disseminated, and there was no leucocytosis or

glycogenic reaction, and (post mortem) there was no
pus formation. 3. The fulminating character and, above

all, the rarity of the lesion.

Uterus Bicornis Unicallis.—J. L. ^L Wood details

the history of a case of this condition in which pregnancy

occurred in both horns of a bicornuate uterus. The left

smaller horn had aborted, whilst the right horn retained a

missed abortion.

British Medical JournaL

November 19, 1910.

ng Tubercle, Syphilis, and Malignant Dis

of Thoracic Aneurysm. A. C.

Some Points Concer
ease. R. Morison.

The Rontgen Ray Appea
Tordan.

Miner's Nystagmus. H. S. Elworthy.
On the Cause of Neuropathic States. G. R. Jeffrey.

Tubercle, Syphilis and Malignant Disease.—R. Mori
son states that the chronic inflammatory swellings pro-

duced by tubercle and syphilis have not infrequently been

mistaken for malignant disease and vice versa. Hodgkin's

disease, as yet ill understood, sometimes resembles tuber-

cle, sometimes sarcoma, in its clinical course. Natural

cure is the rule in syphilis, the exception in tubercle, and

very rare in cancer. In all of them the cure of the local

lesions is the result of fibrosis. These diseases may
exist in combination with one another. That of syphilis

and tubercle is a deadly combination. The author has

seen cases in which tubercle attacked the lungs of a vic-

tim of secondary syphilis. In each instance the tubercle

rapidly advanced to a fatal issue. The most disastrous

form of "scrofula" is a combination of congenital syphilis

and tubercle. Cancer and syphilis are very firm allies,

and syphilis often provides a suitable site for the lodge-

ment of cancer. If a person over 60 years of age con-

tracts syphilis his death from cancer may be anticipated.

Tubercle and cancer favor the same sort of soil. Persons

who have recovered from tubercle in their youth are ex-

ceptionally liable to cancer in their later years. It is more
than a coincidence that both occur in families with a his-

tory of some members having attained to an extraordi-

narily long life.

Rontgen Ray Appearances of Thoracic Aneurysm.

—

A. C. Jordan states that there are few cases of this con-

dition in which .r-ray examination does- not clear up the

diagnosis beyond possibility of doubt.

Miner's Nystagmus.—H. S. Elworthy states that this

is a disease peculiar to coal miners, and that it is the ab-

sence of color that makes all the difference. The cause is

fatigue of the eye resulting from working by artificial light

with a black background and nearly black surroundings.

Nystagmus seldom manifests itself until the miner has

been working for some years. The first stage is latent.

The first symptoms may be various. In some the lamps

seem to move or become blurred; in others there is

headache or pains in the eyes, or else everything becomes

misty. The most constant symptoms are headache, giddi-

ness, and movements. The two eyes may be unequally

affected, or have different movements ; one lateral, the

other vertical or rotary. The importance of daylight

seems to have been overlooked both by the miner and the

employer. The author takes the view that, as far as

nystagmus is concerned, working underground in day-

time is a mistake, as the miner in doing so loses his op-

portunity of refreshing the eye by looking at colors in
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daylight, and so, in a measure, compensating himself for

working by artificial light without color relief.

The Cause of Neuropathic States.—G. R. Jeffrey

states that at the meeting of the Societies of Neurology
and Psychiatry, held in Paris one year ago, a remarkable

difference of opinion upon the part played by the emo-
tions in the genesis of neuropathic states was found to

prevail among the eminent members who took part in

the discussion. The whole discussion merely emphasized

what the author had already maintained, that there is an

inherited or acquired structural predisposition—an emo-
tional diathesis. A more important point clinically is

the determination of the actual extent of the lesion,

whether it is reparable or not. About this one's knowledge

is very scanty, and its further investigation is urgently

needed. Taking the mechanism which he had suggested

as the mode of origin of neuropathic states, definite indi-

cations for treatment necessarily follow. To ensure as

complete rest as possible—that is, to ensure the absence

of any fresh external stimuli—isolation is necessary. It

is not only a means of husbanding the patient's resources,

but it has also a certain psychotherapeutic value. To
treat accompanying dyspepsias, constipation, sleeplessness,

or other symptoms, complete rest in bed in the open air

—

combined with suitable diet—massage, with baths and

electricity, are necessary to eliminate from the disease

any accompanying autointoxication and malnutrition. The
most favorable conditions for the nutrition of the nervous

system of the neuerasthenic are bodily health and mental

rest. If after these conditions have been maintained for

three months no considerable improvement has been made.

the lesion is probably irreparable, and the only hope of

amelioration would appear to lie in education, either by

suggestion or other psychotherapeutic measures.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

Noveniber 14, 1910.

Internal Secretion of the Generative Glands.—Munzer
continues his monographic study of this subject. He
devotes considerable space to the results of castration on

the breast. In certain cases only do male castrates de-

velop a female breast. On the other hand gynecomasty

may be found in entire men. In regard to women, the

older writers seem to have looked upon a certain amount

of atrophy as constant after castration. More recent

writers declare that in the majority of cases the breasts

show no change. Sellheim has shown that mutation of

sex in certain animals after castration is a fiction. Cas-

trated hens do not act like cocks, nor do capons appear

like hens. Similar observations might be multiplied for

other animals. A change is usually in evidence in cas-

trated domestic animals, but there is no real mutation in

regard to sex. In other words, a castrate does not change

its secondary sexual character. Naturally, castration in

the very young tends to cause more extensive alterations

in the latter. The periodical enlargement of the muscles

of the male frog's upper extremity, which occurs at the

breeding season, and enables the male to grasp the female

more strongly, disappears after castration, but can be

restored by grafts. Abolition- of such periodical phe-

nomena is, of course, very different from radical change

in permanent secondary sexual qualities. Very early

castration before development can but inhibit the ap-

pearance of certain of the latter. But this inhibition is

associated more or less with universal subdevclopment.

In other words, there is a genital infantilism. Miiliius

claims that in such cases sex cannot be recognized if the

subjects cover the genital area. Such creatures are abso-

lutely sexless. We are forced to conclude that the geni-

tal glands in reality preside over general growth and de-

velopment. They cannot determine sex, which is purely

a matter of inheritance. The vanishing of a periodical

function like menstruation after castration is intelligible.

Yet often a prolonged climacteric period succeeds, charac-

terized by metrorrhagia, leucorrhea, etc. Fellner seems

to have shown that the uterus possesses an autotoxic in-

ternal secretion, lo which the lutein of the ovary is a

natural antidote. By setting up menstruation it enables

the uterus to be rid of its toxic material. The develop-

ment of the ovary is responsible for puberty (menstrua-

tion), pregnancy, and the climacteric, as well as for the

general development of the mature organism. Yet, as

already stated, it does not determine sex itself.

Relation of Cancer of the Stomach to the Female
Genital Organs.—Ernst Runge states that only recently

has it become generally known that a relationship exists

between the ovary and cancer of the stomach. When both

organs are found to be cancerous at the same time it is

sometimes diflicult to decide as to which is the primary

lesion and which the metastasis. But ovarian cancer

occurs in large numbers without any lesion of the

stomach ; while the stomach is seldom the seat of a

metastasis from other organs. Hence, the provisional

conclusion that the stomach is the seat of the primary

attack. The author fails to note that the rectum is often

the seat of a metastasis from the cancerous stomach.

The various theories as to how these simple metastases

originate could surely be better discussed if the two

sets of phenomena could be studied in common. Clinically

the ovarian symptoms obscure the gastric symptoms,

and the gastric cancer may be overlooked until revealed

by the autops\'. The lesson to be learned in this connec-

tion is as follows : In women during the child-bearing

cycle and especially in the later portion of the latter,

symptoms which suggest a possible cancer of the ovary

should lead the practitioner to examine the stomach, with

special reference to cliemical tests (absence of HCl).
If cancer is diagnosticated there should be either a radical

operation for removal or a temporary gastroenterostomy,

according to the prognosis. The ovary should then be

extirpated as soon as possible. No successful cases are

cited. Incidentally the author remarks that cancer of the

stomach is very rare in pregnancy.

Foreign Bodies in the Superior Mesenteric Vein.—The
perforation of sharp substances through the digestive

canal into contiguous structures is well known, as is also

the occasional migration of such bodies when they do
not set up local disease or become encysted. It has but

seldom happened that these objects have penetrated into

the large veins, and it is very difficult, if not impossible,

to explain such a migration. Bends found at an autopsy

that a piece of fish bone had penetrated into the superior

mesenteric vein, causing thrombosis which extended into

the portal vein, death resulting from thrombophlebitis

He can explain the event only by the supposition that

the vein chanced to lie against that part of the intestine

where the perforation occurred. Two similar cases are

known to be on record. It must be borne in mind that

the migrating power of a fishbone must be greatly in-

ferior to that of a needle.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

November 15, 1910.

Arthropoda as Transmitters of Germ Diseases.—Un-
der the term arthropoda are included by Miiller crusta-

ceans, protracheates, myriapoda, insects and their larvse,

and the arachnoids (the latter including ticks, etc.). As
the part played by insects—flies, fleas, mosquitos. etc.

—

and the ticks in transmitting diseases is fairly well

known, it should suffice to determine the role of members
of other classes of arthropods. This is evidently a very
insignificant one. The Cyclopes, a lowly organized type

of crab, are said to spread the guinea worm disease. Aside
from this the most that can be said of crustaceans is that
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the edible kind are sometimes poisonous, and that some

myriapods have a poisonous bite, as do also many kinds

of arachnoids. The protracheates are not mentioned in

any way as causing disease. It seems somewhat disingen-

uous to drag in these orders of arthropods in this connec-

tion.

Trypsin in Surgical Tuberculosis.—Sohler gives a

brief historical account of this subject with a good bibliog-

raphy. As far as his own experience goes he has used

the drug in conditions where it has been pronouncedly

contraindicated, such as bone and joint abscesses and large

burrowing abscesses. He has also taken pains to collect,

in addition to his own e.xperience, much of the unfavorable

comment on trypsin, beginning with the time when it was

first recommended for cancer. He formulates this com-

bined experience into generalizations which tend to show

that trypsin injections are painful, corrode sound tissue,

and set up a toxemia. While he may have had such re-

sults from using the enzyme when it was contraindicated,

it is hardly just to insinuate that these untoward results

have been in any way constant. They have occurred only

in a minority of cases, and these have certainly been offset

by many beneficial results. A majority of injections has

doubtless led to negative and harmless results.

The Ehrlich-Hata Remedy in Tabes and Paralysis.—
Perhaps more interest is being taken in this subject than

in any other aspect of this new kind of therapy. Both

these affections may undergo spontaneous remissions, so

that it is difficult to determine the influence of medication.

It is also practically admitted that to be cured such cases

must be treated in the formative period. Treupel has now
treated twenty-one cases of tabes. He is able to assert

that the pains are at first made much worse (as if from

liberation of toxins), but in a few days they abate, while

the patient gains weight. All the symptoms improve

save those of the eye. The W'assermann reaction becomes

negative in some cases. Unfortunatel}', this benefit lasts

but a matter of weeks. The author does not mention

second injections in this connection. In progressive paraly-

sis the results are much inferior to those in tabes. \\ illige,

in a second paper, states that he treats all recent cases

of paralysis with an injection, which is almost invariably

well borne, but which often causes a notable general re-

action inside of twenty-four hours. The optic nerve never

suffers. The Wassermann reaction was influenced favorably

on the whole after the injection, but graaually returned to

its original degree. Six cases showed marked improvement

and three others improved so markedly that they seemed
fit for discharge as cured. Willige made successive injec-

tions in these, and describes the improvement in detail.

But, as the author admits, such cases of improvement or

remission occur spontaneously, and as yet it is too early

for differentiation. Among Willige's final conclusions are

the following: We are as yet unable to determine with

certainty the power of the new remedy over the meta-
syphilitic nervous affections. It may be that a certain

natural tendency to remission is facilitated by the treat-

ment. Points as yet unsettled are the dosage (size, repeti-

tion, etc.) and utility of combinations with other remedies.

The influence of treatment on the Wassermann reaction

cannot be determined. The new remedy does no harm in

metasyphilitic nervous affections. Coincidence of diabetes

is a contraindication. The author does not refer much to

tabes because he thinks the remedy, on account of the

tendency to optic nerve atrophy in this affection, consti-

tutes a contraindication. He would therefore continue to

treat tabes with the old antisyphilitics.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

November 17, 1910.

Convulsions after Orthopedic Operations.—Codivilla
concludes that the epileptiform convulsions which follow

the various orthopedic operations on the lower extremity

are not due to fat embolism, as has recently been alleged.

In his opinion they are due to overtension of the reflex

nervous arc, which in turn may disorder the higher nervous

centers. It has been demonstrated that after certain repo-

sitions in the leg or foot the sciatic nerve is placed in a

state of permanent tension. Convulsions are due in a meas-
ure to a neuropathic substratum. The author feels justi-

fied in submitting these patients to a bromide course before

operating. He would do this in a merely nervous child

as readily as in one who had always had convulsions.

Case of Traumatic Alexia.—Heiligta.g sums up the

symptoms of this case as follows: (i) Slight right

homonymous contraction of the visual field. (2) Super-

sensitiveness of the labyrinth ; disturbances of the equilib-

rium center. (3) Subcortical alexia (meaning inability to

read letters and words and figures of over two places).

(4) Traces of the injury to the head. The latter was repre-

sented by a scar over the right occiput, while on the left

side there was a Y-shaped depression in the skull, evident

also in an ;tr-ray photo. The skin adhered to the bone.

With exception of symptoms given above, the patient was

found to be normal, including the nervous system. In-

vestigation of the injury revealed that the patient nearly a

year ago had suffered a complicated fracture of the left

occiput, having a star shape, with penetration into the

brain of spiculx of bone. Patient unconscious for eight

days, and sensorium not normal for fourteen days. He
complained thereafter of headache and vertigo, and had

convulsions several times. The fracture had been treated

in the usual manner. .Alexia appeared within a month,

and had persisted until seen by the present author. Alexia

occurring alone means a small circumscribed lesion. The
reading center of the brain corresponds with the site of

the lesion, and the latter evidently was seated in the

gjTus angulatus.

Alimentotherapy of Diabetes Mellitus.—Graul writes

this paper largely in the interest of von Noorden's oatmeal

diet, which appears to have secured brilliant results at

times, especially at the first appearance of acetonuria. The
glycosuria should improve in the same degree as the aceto-

nuria. In a certain percentage of cases prolonged oatmeal

diet causes an increase in the glycosuria. The author then

substitutes a strict diet of vegetables and vegetable albu-

min, which is efficacious against both glycosuria and aceto-

nuria. Occasional fasting periods also improve the last-

named condition. It is imderstood that the author is

writing only of moderately severe diabetes, especially when

associated with acetonuria. These cases should not be

fed with large quantities of meats, fish, eggs, butter, etc.,

because such a diet produces a great strain on the already

diseased organs and leads to such complications as nephritis

and arteriosclerosis, and also tends further to the produc-

tion of carbohydrate intolerance, the object of all plans of

treatment being to preserve and restore tolerance to this

class of foods.

Action of "606" on the Spirochetes Normally Present

in the Mouth.—Gerber calls attention to the resem-

balances between the mouth-spirochete and the Spiroclieta

pallida, with especial reference to the identical behavior

of the two when "606" has been injected. The mouth-

spirochete is particularly in evidence in dirty and diseased

mouths, but even in healthy and clean mouths they may be

found about the necks of the teeth, on the back of the

tongue, and in the tonsillar lacunje. Thus far it ap-

pears that the remedy has been tested only on subjects in

which both kinds of spirochete were known to be present

The mouth-spirochete seems to be somewhat more resist-

ant to the remedy than the pallida. The author's few cases

do not place his contention beyond the theoretical stage,

but he hopes that systematic studies will be made of the

mouth-spirochete.
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The Medical Record Visiting List, or Physicians' Diary
for 1911. New revised edition. New York: William
Wood & Company, 191 1.

This well-known visiting list contains about thirty pages
of miscellaneous information, and the usual blank leaves
for visiting list, consultations, engagements, addresses,
cash account, and records of births, vaccinations, deatlis,

etc. The pages are well ruled and the paper is good.
Those who have used this list in the past are sure to want
the edition for 191 1, and those who use this edition for
the first time will be content with their choice. The book
is useful, handy in size, and unusually attractive.

A Christmas Mystery. The Story of Three Wise Men.
By William J. Locke. Illustrated by Ble.\don Cami--
EELL. New York: John Lane Company, 1910.

Christmastide is the season when all men should conspire,

as far as is in them, to make new again the old, old story on
which the feast is founded, to the end that our hearts shall

not harden in indifference or greed. One way to make it

new is the way Mr. Locke has taken in this arresting little

story by going to the New Testament for his basic facts,

and then clothing them in almost startling twentieth century
dress. Christmas Eve three men, tired and wise with the
wisdom of this world, a hovel, a mother, and a little new-
born child, are once again the material from which a Christ-
mas tale is woven, but the time is to-day and the wise men
are our fellows. After a night of dreadful service to a
dying mother, when "their watch was ended, they wrapped
up the babe with precious care and carried him with them,
an inalienable joy and possession, into the great world."
We like to believe that they did. We like to believe, espe-
cially at Christmas time, that, as a dead poet has told us,

"the angels are climbing Jacob's ladder, right between
Heaven and Charing Cross," and we thank Mr. Locke for
helping us to believe it.

Die durch Gonokokken verursachten Krankheiten des
Mannes. Ihre medikamentose und chirurgische Beband-
lung. VoN Dr. S. Baumgarten, Spezialarzt fiir Urologie
und Chirurgie in Budapest. Wien und Leipzig: .\lfred
Holder, 1910.

This book consists of 400 pages divided into forty-nine
chapters in which gonorrhea and its different complications
and sequelK are considered from each viewpoint. The
author has signally emphasized some important facts. For
example : "Although through the gigantic progress in

urology, our knowledge of the pathology and treatment of
urethritis has materially broadened, we see even yet the

majority of physicians accepting a visible discharge as suf-

ficient diagnosis of gonorrhea, whereupon the patient re-

ceives a prescription for a syringe and a few dozen ancient

formulae, the result of which is left to pure chance." He
writes in sufficient detail to satisfy the careful reader and
the sections on treatment deserve praise in this respect.

Much has been taken from contemporary works, but full

credit is given and all is tempered with personal experi-

ence. Uranalysis and tests of cure are omitted ; insuf-

ficient attention is accorded to stricture and the section on
urinary fever is not modern, all of which detract from
the value of the work. The eighty-eight cuts and illus-

trations are insufficient for a text of this size and these

eighty-eight are below mediocrity. The arrangement of

subject matter and the author's literary style are good.

Throughout the work, more attention is devoted to medical

than surgical treatment.

Diseases of the Colon and their Surgic.\l Treatment.
Founded on the Jacksonian Essay for 1909. By P.

Lockhart Mummery, F. R. C. S., Eng., B. H., M. B.,

B. C, Cantab., Jacksonian Prizeman and late Hunterian
Professor, Royal College of Surgeons ; Senior .Assis-

tant Surgeon. St. Mark's Hospital for Cancer, Fistula,

and other Diseases of the Rectum; and Senior Sur-

geon to Out-Patients, The Queen's Hospital for Chil-

dren, London. Illustrated by colored and other plates,

and numerous figures in the text, many of which are re-

produced from the author's sketches. New York : Wil-
liam Wood and Company, 1910.

Within recent years improved methods of diagnosis have

been the means of adding considerably to the knowledge
of diseases of the colon, which subject has assumed such

importance as not only to warrant but also to necessitate

the preparation of a special book dealing with it. In

this instance the want has been amply supplied. This

book includes all that modern research and experience

have contributed to our knowledge of the colon and its

diseases. These have been becoming more frequent, ow-
ing to the modern diet of prepared foods containing little

or no waste residue, and this, together with a sedentary
occupation, fails to furnish the normal stimuli to peristalsis
and digestion. The earlier chapters are devoted to the
anatomy and physiology of the colon both in health and
disease. The results of the latest investigations by Can-
non and Hertz upon peristalsis and antiperistalsis are given
in detail. The difficult subject of diagnosis is thoroughly
discussed. The technique of sigmoidoscopy is lucidly pre-
sented ; as is also the subject of the use of the .f-ray.

Special attention is paid to the effect of adhesions and
to chronic constipation and obstruction in their various
forms. Colitis, pericolitis, and cancer are fully covered.
An entire chapter is devoted to Weir's operation of ap-
pcndicostomy and valvular cccostomy. The numerous il-

lustrations are of a high order of artistic merit. In this
as in other respects the work represents the best of the
bookmaker's art.

inIahrungsmitteltabelle zur Ausarbeitung und Berech-
nung von Diatverordnungen. Fiir Krankenhaus und
Praxis. Von Dr. Herman Sciiall und Dr. August
Heisler. Zweite, bedeutend vermehrte Auflage. Wiirz-
burg (Curt Kabitzsch) : A. Stuber's Verlag, 1910.

The nature and scope of this set of tables are sufficiently

indicated by its title. In addition to the data relative to
the various foodstuffs useful information is given con-
cerning the metabolic activities of the body, its caloric re-

quirements under different conditions, etc. A marginal
index adds to the convenience of the work for rapid ref-

erence.

Dyspepsia, its Vaeieties and Treatment. By W. Soltau
Fenwick, M. D., Lond., Doctor of Medicine of the
University of Strassburg; late Physician to the Evelina
Hospital for Sick Children. Philadelphia and London:
W. B. Saunders Company, 1910.

There are few diseases that present such confusing prob-
lems to the general practitioner, and none that he is called
upon more frequently to treat than those included under
the indefinite group, dyspepsia. For this reason a work
such as this, bearing the genuine seal of scholarship, can-
not fail to be helpful. Written in a fascinating style, this
book covers the subject with a lucidity that is equalled only
by its thoroughness. ,'\t the outset the fact is emphasized
that "a disturbance of digestion in the stomach itself is

rarely due to a primary disorder of that viscus, but is

usually a consequence of serious disease of another and
perhaps remotely situated organ of the body. The truth
of this apparent paradox will be appreciated when it is

remembered that the majority of the secretory, motorial,
and inflammatory affections of the stomach result from
the failure of some other organ to execute its proper
functions." In the first chapter there is presented a short
scheme for the clinical differentiation of the various forms
of dyspepsia. One of the most interesting chapters is

that which deals with the relationship of latent disease of
the appendix, gallstones, and duodenal ulcer to gastric hy-
persecretion. The long continuation of the latter is apt
to induce severe gastritis accompanied by numerous ero-
sions of the mucous membrane, which sometimes occasion
severe hemorrhages. The recurrent attacks of hemate-
rnesis and mclena, as well as the symptoms of indigestion,
disappear with the removal of the disea'^ed appendix. The
author devotes to the subject of displacements a space
commensurate with its importance. The varieties of dys-
pepsia that appear during infancy and old age are given
special prominence. The entire work is based upon the
examination and treatment of 18,000 cases, while statistical
investigations were confined to 1,000 examples of the
complaint.

A Te.xtbook on the Therapeutic Action of Light, in-
cluding the Rho rays, .solar and violet rays, electric arc
light, the light cabinet. By Corydon Eugene Rogers,
M.D., formerly Demonstrator of Anatomy in the Uni-
versity of New York City. New York: Published by
the Author, igio.

The excuse for this book appears to lie in the author's
desire to exploit the uses of a new form of incandescent
electric light, emitting what he claims to have discovered
as the "Rho" rays. Whatever virtues these may possess
are more than negatived by the extravagant assertions
that they may cure nearly every morbid condition to
which the body is subject, including diphtheria, tubercu-
losis, and pneumonia. The scientific uselessness of this
book is closely paralleled by its literary and typographical
inaccuracies, including the misspelling of the author's name
upon the title-page.
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The Pr.\ctic.\l Medicine Series. Under the general edi-

torial charge of Gustavus P. Head, M.D., Professor of
Larj'ngology and Rhinolog>% Chicago Post-Graduate
Medical School; Charles L. Mi.x, A.M., M.D., Professor
of Physical Diagnosis in the Xorthwestern University
Medical School. Gynecology. Edited by Emilius C.

Dudley, A.M., M.D., Professor of Gynecology, North-
western University Medical School ; Gynecologist to St.

Luke's and Wesley Hospitals, Chicago; and C von
Bachelle, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics,

Chicago Polyclinic and College of Physicians and Sur-
geons ; Gynecologist to the German Hospital, Chicago.
Series, 1910. Chicago : The Year Book Publishers.

This book is divided into six parts, dealing respectively

with General Principles, Infectious and Allied Disorders,
Malformations and Tumors, Traumatism, Displacements,
and Disorders of Menstruation, Sterility. The book is

valuable and makes interesting and instructive reading.

Introdlxtion to the Analysis of Drugs and Medicines.
An Elementary Handbook for the Beginner. By Burt
E. Nelson, Laboratory of the Binghamton State Hos-
pital, and of Nelson and Lauder, Binghamton, N. Y.

;

Chemist to the New York State Hospitals, the Depart-
ment of Health, Board of Water Commissioners, Etc.

First edition. New York: John Wiley & Sons; London:
Chapman & Hall, Limited; 1910.

While the practitioner is, as a rule, not especially inter-

ested in the analytical methods used for determining un-
known drugs, except such as give color reactions when
excreted directly in the urine, the results of such analysis

are of the greatest importance to him, not only in the
diagnosis of obscure cases of poisoning, but also in con-
nection with the standardization of alkaloidal tinctures and
fluid extracts. The first portion of the book is given up
to general analytical methods, descriptions of apparatus,
and a discussion of some of the more important qualita-

tive and quantitative tests for inorganic substances. A
chapter on ultimate organic analysis is followed by a

long section on the analysis of medicines, both micro-
scopical and chemical. There is also an extremely valuable
table for systematic analysis of drugs, giving many useful
points for the isolation and the identification of the pure
substances. There are tables of melting points, of boiling
points, and of physical and chemical constants of fats

and oils, and, finally, a collection of the physiological ac-

tions of some of the commoner drugs. The volume should
prove useful in the laboratory of every chemist and hos-
pital worker who is interested in or required to do drug
analysis. If any criticism were warranted it would be that
the writer has attempted a little too much in a short
space, and that some of the descriptions are not sufficiently

detailed to allow any one but an expert to carry out the
procedures. It is also unwise to tell a beginner in the
laboratory to hold a non-luminous flame to an escaping jet

of air and gasoline vapor. Something unexpected might
occur.

A Manual of Operative Surgery. By Sir Frederick
Treves, Bart., G.C.V.O., C.B., LL.D., F.R.C.S., Sergeant-
Surgeon to H. M. the King, Surgeon-in-Ordinary to

H. R. H. the Prince of Wales, Consulting Surgeon to

the London Hospital ; and Jonathan Hutchinson,
F.R.C.S., Surgeon to the London Hospital. New (3rd)
edition, revised and rewritten. In two actavo volumes.
Volume II, 820 pages, with 302 engravings, and 8 full-

page plates. Philadelphia and New York : Lea & Febi-
ger, 1910.

The recent appearance of the second volume of this im-
portant work affords to American readers a complete and
satisfactory record of the teaching of two of the most
eminent British surgeons. Mr. A. J. Walton has also
taken a part in the production of the present edition and
his contribution is concerned with the revision of the
chapters on operations on the skull and brain and also
that on the middle ear, mastoid, etc. The subject of
tendon suture and grafting has likewise been contributed
by the same writer. In addition the present volume also
includes a description of the surgery of the thorax, breast,
arteries, veins, nerves, amputations, bones, and joints. Not-
withstanding the great advances which have been made
in the surgery of the brain, the authors are not favorably
impressed with its applications to the removal of brain
tumors, and consider that operative treatment is only
justifiable where the locality can be accurately determined
and the symptoms are such as to point to the tumor being
small in size; if it can be readily reached and more espe-
cially if it has been in the motor area, and finally if its

symptoms are such as would lead one to believe that it is

a fibroma or localized sarcoma. The other tumors in the

majority of cases are but poorly differentiated from the
brain tissue and thus are not readily removable. The text
of the book is in general fairly complete, but one of the
omissions noted is an absence of any reference in the
chapter on thoracic operations to the procedures rendered
possible by the agency of the pneumatic cabinet, which has
been developed by Sauerbruch and others. A number of
excellent color plates have been introduced, but many of
the remaining illustrations in the text are distinguished
neither for execution nor novelty. The printed text and
;he general make-up of the volume are, however, excellent.

Atlas der bosartigen Geschwulste. Von Prof. Dr. D. V.
Hansemann, Geh. Medizinalrat. Mit 27 lithographier-

ten Taf eln. Berlin : Verlag von August Hirschwald,
igio.

It is always a matter of regret that the American publisher

is prevented by the high cost of labor from issuing at a
reasonable price such beautifully illustrated volumes as

this Atlas of von Hansemann's, which would be of great
value to students and practitioners, but is now limited to

those who can read German. The plates are very satisfac-

tory, illustrating well all of the ordinary types of tumors,
even though they do not perhaps reach the perfection of
the lithographs in Borst's famous tumor book. From some
of the diagnoses appended to the pictures one may be in-

clined to disagree, but they represent van Hansemann's
well-known views on the classification of certain tumors.
In addition to the twenty-seven full-page colored plates

there is a short discussion of the methods of preparing

thin sections for immediate diagnosis and a running com-
mentary on the different types of tumors pictured. The
importance of using paraffin embedding for diagnostic

sections is properly insisted upon, and the dangers of em-
ploying frozen sections for hasty diagnosis, especially by
inexperienced persons, are quite rightly emphasized. All

in all it is a very satisfactory work.

Nursing in Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose, and
Throat. By the Committee on Nurses of the Man-
hattan Eye, Ear, and Throat Hospital. J. Edward Giles,

M.D., Surgeon in the Eye Department; Arthur B.

Duel, M. D., Surgeon in the Ear Department ; Harmon
Smith, M. D., Surgeon in the Throat Department; As-
sisted by John R. Shannon, M. D., Assistant Surgeon in

the Eye Department; John R. Page, M. D., Assistant

Surgeon in the Ear Department; With chapters by Her-
bert E. Wilcox, M. D., Assistant Physician to the Hos-
pital; Eugenia D. Ayers, Superintendent of Nurses.
Philadelphia and London : W. B. Saunders Company,
1910.

This book is intended as a textbook for the nurses in

the Training School of the Manhattan Eye, Ear, and
Throat Hospital ; it will, doubtless, serve a useful purpose
in other similar institutions. The authors have kept in

mind that the book is intended for nurses and not for

physicians, and have endeavored not to go beyond the

capacity of the best educated nurses. The illustrations are

well chosen, and the book can be recommended to the

nursing profession.

Operative Surgery for Students and Practitioners. By
John J. McGrath, M. D., Professor of Operative Sur-
gery at the New York Post-Graduate Medical School

;

Consulting Surgeon to the New York Foundling Hos-
pital ; Visiting Surgeon to the Harlem and Columbus
Hospitals; Fellow of the New York Academy of Medi-
cine; Member of the American Medical Association, etc.

Third Revised Edition, with 276 Illustrations, including

many full-page plates in color and half-tone. Philadel-

phia: F. A. Davis Company, Publishers, 1909.

The entire section on abdominal surgery in this edition

has been re-written and much new matter has been added.

A book such as this, covering ground that is covered by
many similar books, derives its value largely from the

manner in which the author arranges his material, from
the clearness with which he sets forth what he has to

say, and from the judgment which he uses in selecting the

best from among a multiplicity of operations. All three

of these conditions Dr. McGrath has met with the average
amount of success. One may question the wisdom of

devoting only 19 pages to the chapter on "General Con-
siderations," and will question also the correctness of the

author's advice to provide free drainage after resecting a

tuberculous joint. There seems to be in the book an at-

mosphere of hurry—a lack of completeness. No mention
is made, for instance, of the injection of nerve trunks in

amputations. On the other hand, the value of a book like

this to the man who practices surgery occasionally and
because he is compelled to is manifest.
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PHILADELPHIA PEDIATRIC SOCIETY.

Stilted Meeting, Held November 8, 1910.

Dr. Charles A. Fife of Philadelphia and Dr. Eli Long
OF New York in the Chair.

The Philadelphia Pediatric Society held a joint meeting
with the Section on Pediatrics, New York Academy of

Medicine. The discussion of the papers was Hmited to

members of the Section on Pediatrics of the New York
Academy of Medicine. Following this meeting an informal

smoker was given at the Hotel Rittenhouse.

The Symptoms, Management, and Treatment of

Nasal Diphtheria.—Dr. Edwin E. Gr.\h.\m of Philadel-

phia read this paper. He said that it was important to

remember that the Klebs-Loeffler bacillus might produce

only the slightest irritation and discharge, with no mem-
brane present, or it might produce the most intense in-

flammation with swelling and edema so extensive as to

more or less completely block the nares. The amount of

contagion was usually in direct proportion to the amount
of discharge from the nose and nasopharynx. Diphtheria

might be spread from a case in which there was little or

no discharge present and yet the bacilli might be demon-
strated to be present in the nose. Such cases were often

the focus from w-hich epidemics had their origin ; they

were a great menace to the community. If the bacilli

were found for more than a reasonable time it was quite

possible that they were not virulent and a guinea-pig

should be inoculated to test their virulence. It was often

extremely difficult to distinguish between the true and

pseudodiphtheritic bacillus ; therefore, inoculations in

guinea-pigs should be made more often. After consider-

ing the symptoms of the mild, moderate and severe cases

of nasal diphtheria, Dr. Graham stated that the membrane
which appeared in the nose in most cases of scarlet fever

and measles was not commonly diphtheritic, especially if

it occurred early in the disease; if it occurred later in the

course of these diseases then it was often diphtheritic.

The occurrence of albumin in the urine was suggestive of

diphtheria. In a doubtful case, in a child with a nasal

discharge which persisted, a single negative culture was

not positive proof that the case was not diphtheritic. With

regard to the report of return cases, he believed that fu-

ture investigation would conclusively prove that they oc-

curred more often than was generally believed. He asked

if one was warranted in sending such cases out without

inoculating guinea-pig to test the virulence of the bacilli.

There was no doubt in his mind but that all such cases

with diphtheria bacilli in the nose, all clinical evidences

of the disease having disappeared, were possible sources

of danger. Cultures should be taken from all children

exposed to the disease ; those showing the bacilli should

be appropriately treated. It was unwise to admit into a

hospital ward or institution any child who had a membrane

in the nose or had a nasal discharge, unless a bacteriologi-

cal e.xamination showed the absence of the diphtheria

bacilli. All visitors entering a children's ward should

wear a sterilized cap and gown. All children who had

been exposed to diphtheria should receive an immunizing

dose of antitoxin. Physicians and nurses should always

wear cap and gown when in the sick rooms ; all nasal dis-

charges should be destroyed, and antiseptic gargles and

sprays should be used frequently by all coming in contact

with the patients. Where the discharge was abundant

and the nasopharynx was more or less blocked with se-

cretions, these parts should be kept clean with warm, mild

antiseptic solutions. The fluid entering a nostril should

escape from the opposite nostril and the mouth and, for

this purpose, a fountain syringe was better than a piston

syringe. This irrigation should be employed once in

four hours. In case of nasal hemorrhage, irrigation

should be discontinued. The earlier antitoxin was given

in a case of nasal diphtheria the better. In the case of an

infant one should not wait until the diagnosis was con-

firmed by a bacteriological examination. To postpone

the early use of antitoxin in a case of profuse nasal dis-

charge, when there was a membrane present, he consid-

ered inexcusable. Should anaphylaxis influence in anj

degree the giving of antitoxin? Much literatue had been

accumulated on the theories, phenomena, lesions, and mode
of death in anaphylaxis in the lower animals, but one had

difficulty in finding much in the literature regarding the

serious results of anaphylaxis in man. Ker of Edinburgh

advised caution in the administration of antitoxin in the

treatment of relapses. Data given by Funk from the

Municipal Hospital in Philadelphia showed that the chil-

dren in the scarlet fever and diphtheria hospitals were

given one or more doses of antitoxin, and the curative

doses were large ones. Rashes, joint pains, and slight

febrile disturbances were occasionally seen; yet no symp-

toms of a serious nature were ever observed. The con-

centrated serum was safer inasmuch as a smaller measure
by quantity was required. A conservative and safe method
consisted in giving a small initial dose of antitoxin, about

the usual immunizing dose, in all cases where a previous

injection of antitoxin had been administered. If no im-

mediate reaction was observed, it was safe in a few hours

to administer the remedy in appropriate doses. If the

case showed an immediate reaction, it was immune to the

administration of the larger doses, which might be given

with safety.

Dr. Rowland G. Freeman of New Y'ork said that al-

though anaphylaxis was a real danger he thought this fact

should modify the use of antitoxin only by inducing

one to use a very large initial dose, and so, if possible,

avoid the danger which would exist in the administration

of subsequent doses. Should there, however, be any in-

dication for a subsequent dose the danger of anaphylaxis

was so small in comparison to the danger of diphtheria

that it should not in any way modify one's conduct. The
occurrence of this phenomenon was certainly extraordi-

narily rare. The speaker could not recall a single case

in his experience when such a reaction had occurred, al-

though he mentioned two cases of infants who had re-

ceived between 40,000 and 45.000 units in repeated doses

with nn bad reactions.

Dr. Matthias Nicoll, Jr., said that the subject of Dr
Graham's paper was one of great importance. He ha

not the slightest doubt that one of the chief reasons wbj

.

notwithstanding a very general use of antitoxin as an im-

munizing agent, little progress was being made in decreas-

ing the number of cases of diphtheria, which statistics

showed remained approximately the same year after year.

was due, first, to non-recognition of many cases of more
or less chronic nasal diphtheria, and, second, to inefficient

quarantine of convalescents from the disease. It was not

generally recognized how severe a case of nasal diphtheria

might be, and very often was. The average practitioner

was very apt to regard it as a mild infection generally

running a sub-acute or chronic course. In infants and

very young children, and especially when occurring as a

complication of scarlet fever and measles, it was a very

severe and frequently fatal disease, only a little less to be

dreaded than the laryngeal form of diphtheria. He recalled

four young children in adjoining beds convalescing from
scarlet fever, all of whom succumbed to nasal diphtheria,

which went on to sepsis or bronchopneumonia. Dr. Nicoll

was thoroughly in accord with Dr. Graham's statement that

antitoxin should be given in full doses as soon as nasal

diphtheria was suspected without awaiting the result of

cultures. With regard to local treatment, the piston sy-
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ringe should be dispensed with, for it was liable to force

infectious material into the Eustachian tubes and set up

ear complications. He preferred the ordinar>- fountain

syringe used under low pressure. For this operation the

patient should be thoroughly wrapped up from shoulders

to feet in a sheet, firmly pinned in place. A few drams

of the solution should be introduced at first to remove
the accumulated inflammatory products, and the patient then

given a moment's breaching spell, after which the irriga-

tion was to be continued until the nasal passages were
free. By this method, practised every three hours if

necessary, the detached diphtheritic plugs were very satis-

factorily removed, as well as the accumulated mucopuru-

lent material, which if left undisturbed served as a nidus

for the growth of complicating organisms. Normal salt

solution answered every purpose, and was to be preferred

to the use of strong antiseptics. Dr. NicoU showed pho-

tographs of how patients were wrapped at the Willard

Parker Hospital, and the method of irrigation as there

practised, together with specimens of typical nasal plugs

removed in this way.

Dr. B. van D. Hedges of Plainfield, N. J., said that they

were beginning to recognize in diphtheria much the same
conditions as existed in typhoid fever ; they had the diph-

theria carriers as they had the typhoid carriers. The
cases of nasal diphtheria were in a large measure re-

sponsible for epidemics of diphtheria, because they were

so often unrecognized. In Plainfield they recently had a

mild outbreak of diphtheria in one of the public schools.

At the suggestion of the Board of Health, the school

physician took cultures from all the supposedly well chil-

dren and found one case of postnasal diphtheria which in

all probability had been responsible for the spread of the

disease. No doubt many outbreaks might be traced to

such a cause.

Dr. Thomas S, Southworth of New York spoke of

enlarged cervical glands as a symptom of nasal diphtheria.

He thought this was a sign of considerable value, especially

when the discharge from the nose was not very noticeable.

He recalled such a case which came to him, undiagnosed,

for autopsy a few years ago ; in this particular case the

membrane was in the nasopharynx largely, and not visible

in the pharynx. It extended back in the nose and down
to the level of the soft palate. This impressed him with

the importance of enlargement of the cervical glands;

wherever one found enlarged glands in the neck without

apparent cause he believed it was worth while to examine
the nasal secretion for the presence of the Klebs-Loeffler

bacilli. Among the common types of nasal diphtheria was
that seen in small children, the marantic children, in which
there appeared a slight bloody discharge from the nares.

This was a common type in the institutions with which he
was connected in New York, and it was a type that fre-

quently was overlooked by the house staff. Dr. Southworth
said he could pick these cases out in children who were often
not supposed to be sick. When he saw a chocolate colored

discharge from the nose, if it was not due to some foreign

body, it was almost invariably due to the Klebs-Loeffler

bacilli. In many of these cases irrigation of the nose was
not as applicable or productive of as good results as in

the larger children. A mixture of much value in these

cases consisted of stearate of zinc suspended in albolene;

this made a cream that vi-as verj' healing. It was often
surprising how rapidly the discharge disappeared and with
it. for some reason, the Klebs-Loeffler bacilli as well.

Dr. L. E. La Fetra of New York asked Dr. Graham
rt'hat they did with those chronic cases of nasal diphtheria
occurring in institutions in whose cultures there were
found non-virulent diphtheria bacilli. Did they consider

that such bacilli could become virulent in other children?

Were these children allowed to run around the hospital

with the diphtheria bacilli in their nose?

Dr. Edwin E. Graham of Philadelphia, replying, said

that in those cases where repeated examination of the

nasal discharge had shown the presence of the Klebs-

Loefiler bacilli, but where the inoculation in guinea-pigs

had shown these bacilli to be non-virulent, he always con-

sidered it legitimate to allow such children to go home
and mix with other cliildren. That was the policy he had

followed.

Some Anatomical Features of the Child's Heart and
Their Practical Application in Physical Diagnosis.

—

Dr. George Fetterol?- and Dr. J, Claxton Gittincs of

Philadelphia presented this paper. Their work had con-

sisted in making sections and dissections of the bodies

of infants which had been injected with ten per cent

formalin solution and then frozen. It was found that the

thymus gland was of greater size and extent than was
usually recognized ; in places it touched the trachea. Sud-

den death would result if the gland became even moderately

enlarged. Delay in involution would extend the danger

period. The upper median portion was deeply indented

posteriorly by the left innominate vein, which lay im-

mediately on the anterior surface of the trachea. Any in-

crease in venous pressure might cause compression of

the trachea by this vein, the latter being braced an-

teriorly by the thymus. This was a possible explanation

of death of the young during anesthesia. If there was any
truth in this theory, venesection would be indicated in such

an emergency. The horizontal position of the heart in in-

fancy was well exemplified ; the heart occupied a large

amount of space, reaching, at its greatest depth, from
the sternum to the vertebrae. Bronchial breathing pos-

teriorly in cases of enlargement of the heart or pericar-

dium was easily explained by the pressure on the left lung.

The right auricle lay directly in front of the right half of

the left auricle but did not touch the chest wall. The
appendix was the only portion which did. The blood from

the inferior vena cava was directed upwards by the

Eustachian valve and not to the left, as was commonly
supposed. The foramen ovale lay in an almost horizon-

tal plane, and was not vertical. The tricuspid orifice was

practically vertical, and opened to the left and slightly

forward. The bottom of the right ventricle was nearly

on a level with that of the right auricle, and gravity

played little if any part in the passing of the blood through

the tricuspid orifice. The right ventricle constituted prac-

tically all of the heart which touched the anterior chest

wall, and was slightly overlapped on each side by the

right and left lungs. Posteriorly it was bounded by two

structures, the left ventricle below and the root of the

aorta above. The aortic sounds, therefore, at the level

of the second costal cartilage must be heard through

the medium of the conus arteriosus. The left auricle

was a horizontal cylinder, lying at the extreme back of

the heart and extending throughout the entire width of

the base of the heart. The right end of the left auricle

lay directly behind the right auricle; the left end behind

the left ventricle. The mitral orifice lay in a plane ap-

proximately parallel to the anterior facies of the verte-

bral column at this level. The mitral and tricuspid ori-

fices, therefore, lay in planes which were almost at right

angles to each other. The arch of the aorta passed almost

directly baclnvard. and not from right to left. Pressure

upon the greater azygos vein by a dilated heart was im-

possible : whereas pressure upon the pulmonary veins, es-

pecially the right, could occur with even moderate degrees

of enlargement. This explained in large part the hydrn-

thorax and pulmonary congestion which were seen in

many cases of enlarged heart without signs of stasis in

the systemic circuit. The relatively loud sound of the

closure of the pulmonic valves in children as compared

with the aortic might be due to the persistence of the

thymus, as well as to the fact that the upper lobe of the
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left lung did not cover the pulmonary artery. More im-

portant, however, was the difference in tension. From a

correct conception of the position of the heart in vivo

they drew conclusions as to the pathological anatomy in

case of enlargement. Increase in size to the left would

be due mainly to enlargement of the left ventricle; to the

left and upward mainly to the left auricular appendix, and

to a slight extent the left auricle; to the left and downward
to the left and right ventricles. Enlargement to the right

would involve mainly the right auricle and appendix, and

to a lesser extent the right ventricle and the right end of

the left auricle. The mitral, tricuspid, and aortic orifices

and valves were practically contiguous structures, readily

explaining the difficulty in distinguishing the murmurs
produced in cases of double or triple lesions or leakage.

The difference in physical signs over the right and left

apices of the lungs was due to the fact that the trachea

and right apex were contiguous structures. On the left

side they were separated by the aorta, left carotid and

subclavian arteries, esophagus, areolar and lymphoid tissue.

The bronchial lymph nodes at the bifurcation of the

trachea were situated above the heart, so that there was

no good conducting medium through which bruits could

be transmitted to the chest wall. The persistence of the

thymus, which could exert pressure on the vessels as they

arose from the arch of the aorta, might explain the bruit

heard over the upper sternum with the head extended.

Surrounded as were the bronchial glands by structures

which would give a dull note, it seemed highly proble-

matical that enlargement of the glands could be diag-

nosed by percussion. The sections afforded a clear demon-

stration of the position of the lobes of the lungs and em-

phasized the fact that physical signs in the lungs pos-

teriorly, as high as the spine of the scapula, were pro-

duced in the lower lobes. Anteriorly, on the right, the

fourth rib divided the upper from the middle lobe, while

on the left any signs heard above the heart and in front

of the anterior axillary line would denote that the upper

lobe was affected.

Dr. David Bovaird, Jr., of New York said that the

demonstration made by Dr. Fetterolf showed clearly that

the curriculum in the medical colleges needed a new

course of instruction. They were familiar with applied

surgery, but what they now needed was a course in medi-

cal anatomy. He was delighted at having the privilege of

seeing such splendid preparations. It was impossible to

cover all the points brought out in this demonstration,

but Dr. Bovaird said he would venture upon two. First,

the relationship of the thymus gland to the innominate

vein had been made very clear; it showed that the most

direct effect of any enlargement of this gland must neces-

sarily be pressure upon the left innominate vein. This was

a vexed question that had been much discussed; if one ac-

cepted the mechanical theory of the effects of enlarged

thymus gland, implying pressure upon the left innominate

vein, one naturally would look for cyanosis, but cya-

nosis was absent. Cyanosis was almost always absent in

the clinical conditions associated with enlargement of the

thymus gland, and especially in the cases of sudden death.

Secondly, he was interested in the demonstration of the

relationship between the chambers of the heart, the left

lower lobe of the lung and the pulmonary veins, pressure

upon which might cause hydrothorax. The demonstra-

tion had been very helpful in clearing up points that

had been very obscure, and especially helpful in explain-

ing the effects of pericardial effusion in children. He was

particularly interested in the physical signs at the base

of the left lung when pericardial effusion in children

was present. He had been much puzzled in following the

physical signs which were interpreted to be the result of

pressure upon the left lower lobe of the lung to find that

they were often gradually replaced by the signs of fluid

in the left pleura. The use of the aspirating needle under

such conditions often showed that one had to deal with a

case of hydrothorax upon the left side, the pressure

upon the pulmonary veins having gradually led to serious

effusion into the plural sac. These facts were clearly ex-

plained by the demonstration made. There were a great

many other interesting points in the demonstration which

he said he would like to touch upon, but time did not per-

mit. They all were certainly indebted to Dr. Feterolf and

to Dr. Gittings for their presentation of the subject.

Dr. Godfrey R. Pisek of .New York said that those

who were engaged in leaching physical diagnosis to stu-

dents should be specially indebted to the readers of the

paper; it was worth while to come to Philadelphia to see

such a demonstration. There were many anatomical vari-

ations brought out that were worthy of notice; for ex-

ample, the relation of the lobes of the lung to the thoracic

structures and to the chest wall. Some time ago he had

occasion to need absolute and reliable information on this

point and he had a great deal of difficulty in finding it; in

fact, he had to study the body itself to get the data he

needed. A little patient of his was to undergo a negative

pressure thoracic oiieration and the data he obtained

proved to be of great assistance to the operator. There-

fore, he felt that he would go away tonight with a great

deal of information and with many facts to study. He
asked Dr. Fetterolf whctlier he foimd that these relations

which he had described held true for older children, those

of two and five years of age?

Dr. L. F. La FiiTRA of New York said that a beauti-

ful demonstration had been given them of the relation of

the heart to the chest wall and the occupancy of most of

the chest by the heart anteroposteriorly. This explained

what they saw in young children when evidences of dull-

ness were obtained by deep percussion over the left side

of the back. With regard to the early signs of pericardi-

tis, was it the enlarged right auricle which gave the

dullness in the fourth and fifth interspace? The demon-

stration showed that the dullness in the fourth right inter-

space was accounted for by the presence of the right auri-

cle. This was a point that was very valuable, especially to

those who were teaching students, as it confirmed the

statement of Lee that the normal right auricle could

be made out by percussion in this situation, and that

when engorged it produced dullness in the third or even

in the second right interspace.

The Frequency and Significance of Albumin in the

Urine of Normal Children.—Drs. S. McC. Hamill and

K. D. Blackfan presented this paper. The object in

carrying out this study was to secure some definite knowl-

edge as to the frequency of occurrence of albumin in ap-

parently normal children and to see if there was any as-

sociated condition which might account for its occurrence.

Their results showed that 28 of 124 children had occasional

casts associated with cylindroids and 6 had cylindroids

without casts. An albuminous body precipitated by acetic

acid in the cold was associated with the casts in the ma-

jority of instances, and serumalbumin in quantities varying

from a very slight trace to a trace was associated in five

instances. In the 124 children albumin was found IIO

times or in 88.7 per cent. Thirty-four children or 27.4

per cent, showed serumalbumin almost always associated

with the so-called nucleoalbumin ; 106 or 83.4 per cent.

showed nucleoalbumin, in 30 instances in association with

serumalbumin. The authors were inclined to believe from

their experience with certain groups of cases, in which

their examinations had included twenty-four-hour speci-

mens and had been conducted over prolonged periods, that

the percentage of these albumins present in the urines of

normal children was much greater than these figures in-

dicate. They did not find any associated conditions to ac-

count for the presence of the albumin, and they concluded
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that the so-called nucleoalbumin was probably frequently

present in the urine of every child and that it was of no

clinical significance in the amounts in which they found it

and that the serumalbumin present in the amounts indicat-

ed, even when associated with occasional casts and cylin-

droids, the product of a temporarily overtaxed kid-

ney, resulting from variations in the habits of life of the

individual which were often too slight to be recognized.

Dr. Henry Dwight Chapin of New York said that

the paper read by Dr. Hamill was of veo' great value as

confirming perhaps the opinion of some of those present,

although they had not had such exact proof as he had

given. Some years ago he made a study of infants with

bodily disturbances which were followed by the presence of

albumin and casts in the urine. Eighty-six pulmonary

cases were next studied ; they varied from a very mild to

a very severe form of bronchitis and pneumonia ; forty-

nine of these showed a trace of albumin in the urme;

thirty-two showed both albumin and casts. He then took

a series of forty-five cases of general illness, none of

them being selected; of these thirty-one showed the pres-

ence of albumin in the urine. It seemed to him that so

far as infants were concerned any bodily disturbance

might throw down albumin and casts ; this had no signifi-

cance in the prognosis or treatment ; it was simply due. in

his opinion, to some irritation to the renal tubules and

was without any significance. The series of cases re-

ported by Dr. Hamill were cases in health; whereas the

ones he had studied were ill. Dr. Hamill's paper he con-

sidered a very valuable one and one that should be read

at one's leisure.

Dr. John Rowland of New York said that the studies

presented by the readers of the paper were both of prac-

tical and theoretical interest ; they showed plainly that

albumin could be present in the urine of perfectly

healthy children. They all realized that albumin, with or

without casts, could be present in the urine from time

to time, and that this did not necessarily mean nephritis.

However, very valuable information could be obtained

from a careful observation of these cases. Under ordi-

nary circumstances one could not attach very much im-

portance to the occasional presence of albumin in the urine.

After diphtheria or scarlet fever, however, the presence

of albumin in the urine might give them considerable con-

cern. The theoretical interest attached to the question

whether there might not be instances of alimentary albu-

minuria. It was possible to produce, as they well knew,

an alimentary albuminuria in man or the lower animals

bv feeding with excessive quantities of albumin. Merlin

was able to show the presence of a gelatinuria when gela-

tine was fed to dogs in large quantities ; also that when

white of egg was fed in large quantities this appeared in

the urine. Others had been unable to determine the

character of the albumin that appeared because chemical

methods failed. Gideon Wells attempted to show it with

experiments, but could get no evidence of the presence

of any albumin but serumalbunuii. It was presumable that

the permeability of the intestines and kidneys in children

was far greater than in adults. This was shown in ex-

periments carried out with bacteria. The observations

of Wile were interesting in that they showed that starch

granules could be absorbed from the healthy mucous

membrane of the intestine, traverse three sets of capil-

laries and then be excreted in the urine. Hecker had

attempted to prove the presence of foreign proteins ex-

creted in the urine of children with albuminuria ; he

used the precipitin test. He obtained a precipitate with

the serum of an animal immune to the beef protein in

about 25 per cent, of his cases. What he did, however,

could not be accepted as conclusive evidence. It showed

that albumin might be absorbed from the intestine and

excreted bv the kidnevs. In this connection Dr. Howland

thought it would be interesting to learn if such cases as

Dr. Hamill had investigated could be prevented by a tetn-

porary diet containing no milk, eggs or meat.

Dr. Floyd M. Crandall of New York said that the

paper read was one of great importance and was in line

with what he had felt, that traces of albumin in the urine

of children, as a rule, meant very little. He was sur-

prised, however, at the frequency of such findings in

investigations so accurate and so closely observed. They
must prove of great value to the practitioner in interpret-

ing conditions seen in everyday work.

Dr. Ward Bryant Hoag of New York wished to voice

the sentiments already advanced, that there was an im-

mense amount of work manifested in the papers presented.

The work of Dr. Hamill was most interesting, but it

brought up certain vital questions. How did one know
that a patient having albumin in the urine had it left over

as the sequel of a previous unrecognized acute nephritis?

Having albumin as a sequel of an acute unrecognized

nephritis, what were the possibilities of another acute at-

tack? Admitting the possibilities of the above first ques-

tion, could they pronounce these patients "normal?" He
reported a case in point. A boy born in the tropics suf-

fered almost constantly because of malaria. He came to

New York City when about six years of age, when Dr.

Hoag first saw him. At that time he apparently was a

healthy child. He was given a pair of roller skates and

became over-heated and sat down on the sidewalk. After

a week or so Dr. Hoag was called in to see him and

found him edematous from head to foot with a large

amount of albumin in the urine. Whether this was an

acute attack the result of the inordinate use of the roller

skates, and exposure, or an exacerbation of an old ne-

phritis contracted at the time of his malarial infection,

he could not say. However, the nephritis all cleared up

except for a trace of albumin. Now the boy was ten

years of age, but there was remaining a distinct trace of

albumin in his urine. There were no casts or epithelium,

other than squamous, present; the question was, what

were the possibilities in regard to this boy's future? Was
this trace of albumin, together with his history, a menace

to his future? What would happen if at the end of ten

or fifteen years he applied for life insurance? Would he

be accepted as a good risk? To-day he apparently was

perfectly healthy, robust and active. But was he normal .'

Dr. Eltas H. Bartley of Brooklyn said that these ex-

aminations of the urine of children were certainly very

helpful to them; they frequently had occasion to examine

the urine of children and frequently they found albumin

present. The finding of a trace of albumin in the urine

he regarded as having no pathological significance ; it often

appeared after active play of children, after exposure to

cold, etc. With regard to the nucleoalbumin Dr. Bartley

said he had always regarded that as a normal constituent

of the urine of both children and adults ; this was a

normal secretion from the epithelial cells of most of the

mucous membranes. What was called mucus in the urine

was present in almost all urines and contained practically

no mucin. Therefore the term mucus was rather mis-

leading and confusing. The term now generally employed

was "mucoid substance" and this was made up of nucleo-

albumin. Nucleoalbumin was almost always present in

the urine in traces, and very often in quantities large

enough to be precipitated by 50 per cent, acetic acid. The

slightest irritation of the mucous membrane or of the

epithelial cells lining the kidney tubules, such as by a

strongly acid urine, or crystals or uric acid or oxalate of

lime, would produce this. There was no constant relation

between the presence of casts and albumin in these cases.

The casts as a rule were hyaline and not granular. They

should regard the latter as positive evidence of a disinte-

gration of the kidney structures with a granular deposit
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in tlie hyaline mattnal. Hyaline casts alone were of little

significance, being of little more significance than cylin-

droids. It was very difficult to distinguish between cylin-

droids and hyaline casts. Therefore, he believed that the

presence of cylindroids, a few hyaline casts and traces of

albumin in the urine of children should be regarded as

the result of a slight irritation of the tubular epithelium,

and they were of no other significance.

A Case of Rabies.—Drs. .\lfred Hand, Jr., C. Y.
White, and John Reichll of Philadelphia reported this

case. A girl, five years of age, was bitten on the face

by a mad dog; the wounds were cauterized and healed

promptly. Seventeen days later she developed fever, be-

came restless and excited and three days later was ad-

mitted to the Children's Hospital. Meningitis was ex-

cluded by lumbar puncture and there were no signs of

pneumonia, typhoid fever, or endocarditis. The tempera-

ture was I05~ until a few hours before death, when it

rose to 109.4°. The pulse ranged from 180 to 200. The
case illustrated the susceptibility of childhood to rabies,

the shortness of the period of incubation when the face

or hands were bitten, because of the nerve supply, the ex-

tension of the virus being along the nerve trunks and the

symptoms appearing when the central nervous system was

reached. Three stages of the disease were described,

which were more or less sharply defined : the premonitory,

with restlessness, moderate fever, and sensory distur-

bances in the scar; the e.xcited stage, with high fever, at-

tacks of mania intermitting with periods when the patient

was rational, painful spasms of the laryngeal and phary-

negeal muscles and the emission of strange sounds ; the

paralytic, with stupor deepening into coma. The autopsy

in the case reported showed only secondary changes such

as cloudy swelling in the liver and kidneys and moderate

congestion of the lungs. The meninges showed no e.\u-

date and cultures were sterile. Smear preparations from

the cerebellum showed Negri bodies in the cells of Purk-

inje. An emulsion of the cerebellum injected into two

rabbits was followed by the death of one twenty-five

days later, the Negri bodies being easily demonstrated

in the hippocampus major.

Pathological Society of Philadelphia.

At a stated meeting held September 22 Dr. F. D. Weid-

MAN presented a specimen of "Aberrant Pancreas in

Capsule of the Spleen." The condition was discovered in-

cidentally in the course of a complete histological study of

the tissues from the body of a woman dead of septic

endometritis. At autopsy a nodule was found that was

thought to be a supernumerary spleen, and this as well as

tissue within the substance of the spleen was found to

contain acini and islands of Langerlians. Such deposits

have been found in parts of the wall of the intestine, but

this is the first recorded instance of deposition in the

spleen. The condition is attributed to the inclusion of

remains of germ cells. Dr. D. B. Pfeiffer exhibited a

specimen of "Mixed Tumor of the Breast." The tissue

was obtained from a woman 73 years old who presented a

freely movable tumor of the breast, without involvement

of the nipple or invasion of adjacent glands, and thought

to be nonmalignant. After ablation of the breast the

growth was found to present typical appearances of

sarcoma. Recurrence in the regional lymphatic glands

taking place, these were removed at a later date, but they

were found to present typical appearances of carcinoma.

Reexamination of the original growth now disclosed ap-

pearances of sarcoma in some situations and of carcinoma

in others. Dr. D. J. McCorthy presented a specimen of

"Pachymeningitis Haemorrhagica Interna Complicating

Fracture of the Skull." The patient had been a man with

a history of alcoholic excess and of a fall some time pre-

\iciusly. Toward the last there developed symptoms of

Korsakoff's disease. Death took place suddenly from

acute dilatation of the heart, and autopsy disclosed an un-

suspected extensive fracture of the base of the skull, prin-

cipally on the left side, with the remains of a pachymenin-

gitis and a leptomeningitis on the right side, and a recent

hemorrhagic pachymeningitis on the left side. Dr. D. B.

Pfeiffer presented a communication entitled "Mixed

Tumors of the Kidney." He reported two cases in in-

fants, one with a growth involving the kidney and ob-

tained after death, and the other with a growth in the

region of the kidney and removed surgically. The first

contained striped muscle tissue in addition to other struc-

tures, while the second contained a miscellaneous collec-

tion of tissue. These growths are perhaps to be explained

as representing the inclusion of two or more varieties of

undifferentiated germ cells.

College of Physicians of Philadelphla.

.'Vt a stated meeting held November 2 Dr. S. Weir

Mitchell presented a communication entitled "Concerning

Nervous Disturbances Following Surgical Operations and

Anesthesias." He pointed out that there were to be con-

sidered disorders of the mind as well as neurasthenic

states either developed or made manifest in the sequence

of surgical intervention. Several factors are operative in

this connection, .^mong these are the operation itself,

with the resulting traumatism and loss of blood, and shock

and the effect of the anesthetic. Some patients experience

relief from preexisting nervous symptoms for a time fol-

lowing the operation, in a proportion of instances, however,

with subsequent return. Dr. James G. Mumford read a

paper entitled "Postoperative Psychoses." From a study

of a number of cases operated on seven or eight years

previously he found that in a certain proportion nervous

disorders were presented that could be attributed to sev-

eral influences, including functional loss, the sense of

deprivation of a part, the withdrawal of an internal secre-

tion. Experimental observation has shown that anesthesia

and surgical operation are attended with definite cellular

changes in the nervous system. Dr. J. Chalmers Da

Costa read a paper entitled "The Diagnosis of the Post-

operative Psychoses." He considered the several forms of

mental disorder observed following operations, as well as

the factors concerned in their development, and he dilated

at considerable length on their differential diagnosis. Septic

infection is an important etiologic factor, as also are fear

and fright. Postoperative insanity is comparable to

puerperal insanity. Dr. E. N. Brush of Towson, Md., dis-

cussed "Postoperative Insanities." He pointed out that

there is no type of mental disorder distinctively a sequel

of surgical operation. Heredity is the most significant

etiologic factor. Infection and intoxication also are to

be considered in this connection. Sometimes of course the

mental phenomena are only exaggerations of a previously

existing conditions. The discussion was continued by Drs.

Howard A. Kelly, Edward Martin, Francis X. Dercum.

John K. Mitchell and Chas. K. Mills.

Digestive Troubles and Epileptic Crises.—.A.. Rodiet

gives observation? on one hundred women at the Saint-

Yvon .-Ksvlum. Often diarrhea or constipation is noted at

the time of the convulsion. Of ten epileptics seven had

digestive troubles preceding the attacks. The menstrual

period is also favorable to the occurrence of the attack.

In some cases the patients fail in appetite for from one

to three days before the crisis. The symptoms noted rnost

frequently in the author's cases were painful digestion,

retarded salivation, constipation, and diarrhea, acute dila-

tations of the stomach, gastrointestinal atony, and urine

rich in skatol and indican show the presence of gastro-

intestinal autointoxication in connection with the attacks.

These poisons acting on a predisposed organism cause

the crises. If these symptoms are lessened the attacks

will also be decreased in number.

—

I.e Progres Medical.
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Mpbtral Mems.
Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious disea.ses reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of December 3, 1910.

Deaths

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis.
Malarial Fever

Totals.

139
24

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpo.x, yellow fever, cholera, and pla,gue have
been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health,
and Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended
December 2, 1910.

CHOLERA.
CASES. DEAPLACE. DATE.

Arabia: Mascat Oct. 19-25
Austria-Hungary Oct. 1 6-29
China: Hankow Oct. 16-22
India: Bombay Oct. 19-25

Calcutta Oct. 2-8
Madras Oct. 15-21
Negapatam Sept. 17-30
Rangoon Oct. ^15

Indo-China: Saigon Oct. 4-10
Italy

Total for Italy Nov. 17-23: Cases 44. deaths 5.

Provinces—Caserta Oct, 30-Nov. 5...

Girgenti Oct. 30-Nov, 5,.. .

Lecce Oct, 30-Nov, 5„. ,

Naples-City of Naples Oct. 30-Nqv. 5... ,

Palermo Oct. 30-Nov, S.,.

Rome—Sezze Oct, 30-Nov. S,., .

Terracina Oct. 30-Nov, 5.., .

Salerno Oct. 30-Nov, 5... .

Japan: Kobe Oct. 17-30
Kyoto Oct. 1-15
Nagasaki Oct. 17-23
Osaka Oct. 23

Including cases previously reported.
Java: Batavia Oct. 9-15
Korea: Phong Yang To Oct. 2
Philippine Island: Manila Oct. 9-15

Provinces—Ambos Camarines.Oct. 9-15
Batangas Oct. 9-15
Bulacan Oct. 9-15
Ilicos Sur Oct, 9-15
Nueva Ecija Oct. 9-15

Rizal Oct, 9-15
Tarlac ,. Oct. 9-15
Tayabas Oct. 9-15

Siam: Bangkok Sept. 12-Oct. 8. . .

Straits Settlements: Singapore Oct. 2-8
Turkey in Asia: Bagdad vilayet Oct. 24-30

Beirut Oct. 30-Nov. 5 . . .

Saloniki Nov. 18
Trebizond Oct. 24-30
And vicinity,
Zongouldak Oct, 24-30
And vicinity.

YELLOW FEVER.
Venezuela: Caracas Oct. 30-Nov, 12...

PLAGUE.
Brazil: Bahia Aug. 20-Sept. 30.

Rio de Janeiro Sept. 260ct. 30. ,

India: Bombay Oct. 19-25
Calcutta Oct. 2-8
Kurrachee Oct. 19-25
Rangoon Oct. 9-15

Indo-China: Saigon Oct. 10-16
Peru: Callao Oct. 1-31

Mollendo Oct. 4-18
Portugal: Lisbon Oct. 24-Nov, 2... .

Turkey in Asia: Adalia Oct. 6
Venezuela: Caracas Oct. 20-Nov. 12,,.

SMALLPOX.
Brazil: Bahia Aug. 20-Sept, 30.

Rio de Janeiro Sept. 26-Oct. 30..
Canada: Ontario—Ottawa Nov. 13-19

Nova Scotia—Halifax Nov. 6-19
Ceylon: Colombo Oct. 9-15
China: Shanghai Oct, 17-23
Egypt: Cairo Oct. 22-Nov. 4„. .

France: Paris Oct. 23-Nov, 5....

Germany, general Oct. 30-Nov. 5... ,

India: Bombay Oct. 19-25
Calcutta Oct. 2-8
Madras Oct. 15-21

Indo-China: Saigon Oct. 3-16
Japan : Kobe Oct. 23
Malta : Valetta Oct. 1 6-Nov. 5 . . .

Peru: Salaverry Oct. 26-Nov. 1... .

Portugal : Lisbon Oct. 24-30
Russia: Libau Oct. 30-Nov. 6.,. .

Moscow Oct. 16-29
Riga Oct. 24-N9V. 5... .
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THE EHRLICH-HATA
No. 606.*

PREPARATION,

By M. S. KAKELS, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

ADJUNCT SURGEON, LEBANON HOSPITAL.

While for hundreds of years many beHeve 1 the

doctrine that infectious diseases might be caused by
microorganisms, only during the latter part of the

last century did Pasteur and Koch, by their scientific

investigations, prove the etiology of many of these

diseases and thus through their researches opened
up new fields in therapy. The aim of therapeutists

was to introduce into the system some chemical or

organic substance which would be fatal to micro-

organisms without at the same time harming the

tissues and organs of the body.

For some considerable time Prof. Paul Ehrlich

of Frankfort directed his efforts toward arresting

the growth of bacteria in the body, destroying them
or neutralizing their toxins, by some chemical sub-

stance simpler than the antibodies generated in the

system. In other words, he endeavored to jiroduce

an artificially constructed chemical antitoxin, .\fter

repeated systematic and carefully planned experi-

ments he succeeded in producing several chemical

substances which have a special affinity for micro-

organisms, destroying them without at the same
time affecting the tissues and organs of the host.

These antito.xic substances, because affecting the

parasites and not the organs and tissues of the

host, are called parasitotropic.

If with the introduction of a single dose of a

certain amount of a substance into the system of

an animal suffering from an infectious disease it is

possible to annihilate completely the microorganisms

causing the disease, without seriously injuring the

tissues or organs of the animal, an epoch-making

discovery has been made and an ideal remedy ob-

tained—a "therapia sterilisaus magna," as Ehrlich

designates it.

Ehrlich has already succeeded in producing a

number of chemical substances which have a spe-

cific action on certain microorganisms in the body.

Of these chemical substances atoxyl, arsacetin. and

arsenophenylglycin are best known. It was e.s])e-

cially the specific effect of the last mentioned

(arsenophenylglycin "418") on the trypanosome the

cause of sleeping sickness and its wonderful effect

on the spirochetes in syphilitic apes, that tempted

the trial of this substance on luetic paralytics and

led to the test of its influence on the intensitv of

Wassermann's reaction. Accordingly. Prof. Kon-

rad Alt {Munch, mcd. IVoch., 1910, Ivii, p. 561) of

Uchtspringe made some practical investigations

*Read before the Medical Society of the Borough of

Bronx, November 9, 1910.

with this remedy (418) on paralytic idiots and
epileptics who gave a previous history of syphilitic

infection, and obtained excellent results, although
certain unpleasant complications resulted from the
injections; congestion of the face, a rise of temper-
ature, restlessness, motor irritation, and slight paral-
ysis of the lower extremities, a scarlatinaform erup-
tion, without desquamation or renal effects were
some of the unpleasant symptoms that followed. A
permanent lesion never resulted. Of 140 cases

treated with arsenophenylglycin none exhibited
optic nerve or renal disturbance, complications
which usually followed the use of ato.xyl and
arsacetin.

Because of these nerve and renal disturbances
following their use, atoxyl and arsacetin have now
been discarded. In witness of the specific effect of
a single concentrated dose of arsenophenylglycin, a
number (16.6 per cent.) of the patients with a

previous history of syphilitic infection and who ex-

hibited a positive Wassermann reaction before the

injection, showed a permanent negative reaction

thereafter. In 27.3 per cent, of the patients the

reaction gradually became weaker. In some para-

lytics and epileptics the clinical symptoms improved
rapidly. The drug influenced the lecethin metabol-
ism and produced a leucocytosis.

Alt says that "in a large number of cases a rapid,

astonishing, and lasting improvement followed."

"It will require years of observation and many more
tests for a positive assurance of a permanent effect."

By far superior, being more certain and more
potent in its action and with less after effects than
any of the above-mentioned preparations, is the

Ehrlich-Hata "606" preparation. A new arsenic

preparation, a derivative of arsenobenzol prepared
by Dr. Bertheim, a coworker, in Ehrlich's labora-

tory. This preparation, C.M^^O^N^'^s. 2 (HCl),
a synthetic product, is a dioxydiamido arsenobenzol

dihydrochloride and produced according to the fol-

lowing chemical formula

:

It is made from the benzol ring, C„H„, by syn-

thesis replacing an atom of hydrogen by a variety

of chemical molecules thus

CjHj Benzol,

C„Hs— As = As— QHs .Arsenobenzol.

OH — C„H, — .As = As — QH,— OH
Dioxyarsenobenzol,

OH OH
>C„H.,— As = As— C„H3<

NH„ NH,
Dioxydiamidoarsenobenzol,

C,2H,,_,OjN„.As^. = Pure dioxydiamidoarsenobenzol.
By adding 2 molecules of HCl we have

C,2Hi.j02N^,.As.^ 2 HCl, a salt dioxydiamidoarseno-
benzol dihydrochloride.

As Dr. Hata, an assistant in Ehrlich's laboratory,

conducted the animal experiments with this new
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remedy under Ehrlich'3 supervision, and in order

to simplify the long chemical name it was called

Ehrlich-Hata preparation 606. The 606 denoting

the 606th preparation produced.

With this new preparation relapsing fever in

rats and mice was cured with a single injection;

syphilis in rabbits and apes was also cured. Julius

Iversen of St. Petersburg, in the fall of 1909

(Miinch. mcd. IVocli., .April 12, 1910, No. xvj,

injected this substance into fifty-two patients suf-

fering from relapsing fever in whom the spirilla of

Obermeier were found in the blood. In every one

of these patients, after a single injection of 606, the

spirilla disappeared from the blood and a critical

drop in the temperature took place. The disappear-

ance of the spirilla took place within 4 to 10 hours,

never to return again. In other words, in 92 per

cent, of the cases there was no return of the fever

and the patients were permanently cured of their

infection by a single dose. Aside from the pain at

the site of the injection, no bad effects were ob-

served in the optic nerve, kidney, or other organs

of the body. He says that "in 606 we have a rem-

edy which with mathematical precision is capable

of annihilating the microorganisms in the living

blood of patients suffering from relapsing fever

without aft"ecting the host, and which by its wonder-

ful results proves it to be in fact a 'therapia ster-

ilisans magna.'
"

Ehrlich and Hata found that while arsenophenyl-

glycin (418) had more affinity for the trypanosome

of sleeping sickness, 606 or dioxydiamidoarseno-

benzol exhibited essentially more affinity for the

spirilla and spirochetes. After Ehrlich and Hata had

studied the results on syphilitic infected rabbits and

apes and had made its wonderful effects known.

Prof. Alt and Dr. Hoppe in the fall of 1909 con-

ducted investigations for the purpose of studying

the therapeutic effects of this new preparation on

human beings suffering from syphilis. Before try-

ing it on patients two physicians voluntarily sub-

jected themselves to the injection of 606 for e.x-

perimental purposes. Excepting severe pain and a

swelling over the injected area no untoward toxic

symptoms followed its use. The pain following the

injection was so severe in some of the earlier cases

that morphine was required to relieve the suffering.

Some little skill and time were required in the

preparation of the powder for hypodermic or intra-

muscular injections and an analgesic was added in

order to mitigate the severe pain at the site of in-

troduction. The pain was found to be due to the

alkalinity of the solution, which in the first experi-

ments was prepared as follows: 0.3 gm. of the

yellow powder was mixed with 10 c.c. of sterile

water, then enough sterile normal hydroxide of soda
solution was added until only the least quantity of

the powder remained undissolved (this requires

from 2 to 3 c.c. of NaOH). Then more sterile

water is added to make 20 c.c. Of this mixture
10 c.c. is slowly injected in each gluteus muscle.

The pain following this injection lasts sometimes
twenty-four hours, and is very excruciating at times.

.Although abscess never developed, a slight rise of

temperature was noticed. No albumin or sugar ever

appeared in the urine. Hoppe and Fischer of

Uchtspringe found that the elimination of arsenic

from the system after the injection of 606 was
slower than when ato.xyl, arsacetin. or arseno-

phenylglycin were used. This is an important point,

for it meant a longer time in the system and. there-

fore, more continuous action on the spirochetes.

The pain of the injection was a great objection.

606 is an acid salt, not free from poisonous effects

and is not suitable for subcutaneous use, even in

small doses, in the acid solution, as it is poisonous
and not safe, for it influences the action of the

heart unfavorably. In a superalkaline state 606 is

soluble and in this strongly alkaline state it was in-

jected by Alt, Schreiber, and Iversen, but the in-

jection was always attended with severe pain. It

was then found that the more neutral the solution

the less likely would local irritation arise.

L. Michaelis {Berl. klin. IVoch., July 25, 1910),
in order to mitigate the pain of the injection, tried

to introduce the preparation into the system in a

neutral state, but as the substance in a neutral state

is not soluble, the injection could only be made with

the greater part of 606 in suspension. He found that

if an aqueous solution of the dihydrochloride of 606
is simply neutralized by the addition of normal
NaOH the substance is precipitated in lumps and
irregular masses; if next the substance is dissolved

with an overabundance of normal NaOH and then

neutralized with an acid, the precipitate falls in a

very fine powder, instead of masses and lumps,

which is easily held in suspension and easily adapted

for injection. Prepared in this way he is convinced

that this mi.xture produces less disagreeable subjec-

tive symptoms than the strongly alkaline injection.

It was shown that the clinical results follow more
quickly with intravenous injections of the prepara-

tion, and as no pain is experienced when used in

this manner it was thought to be more advantageous.

Schreiber of Magdeburg, and Hoppe of Ucht-

springe {Bcrl. klin. Woch., Aug. i, 1910), prepared

the solution for intravenous injection in the follow-

ing manner:
In a graduated cylinder of 200 c.c. capacity, with

a narrow neck and ground glass stopper, are placed

10 to 20 c.c. of sterile water, then 0.3 to 0.5 gram
of 606 is put in and a few drops (0.3 c.c.) of methyl

alcohol* added and well shaken until a clear solu-

tion is obtained. To this solution for each o.i gram
of 606 used about i.o c.c. normal NaOH is now
added and then enough 0.8 per cent. NaCl solution

is poured in till the fluid reaches the line 180 on

the graduated cylinder. This is again vigorously

shaken for some time until a clear solution results.

Should it not become clear after some time, one

can then cautiously add a few more drops of normal

NaOPI solution and then finally fill the graduated

cylinder to the 200 c.c. marked line with NaCl solu-

tion. This solution if carefully prepared is clear;

it is then poured into a beaker glass from which

it can easily be drawn into a syringe. The intra-

venous injection, though painless, is followed by

chill, vomiting, and fever, and as the arsenic is more
quickly eliminated from the system by this method

its effects are not so lasting. On account of these

objections W. Wechselman (Deutch. nied. Woch..

.Aug. II, 1910) prefers to give 606 subcutaneously

and prepared in a modified form from that made by
Michaelis. 606 with 1-2 c.c. of commercial soda

solution is dissolved in a mortar ; if then drop by

drop glacial acetic acid is added a fine yellowish

paste is precipitated. This precipitate is dissolved

in from 1-2 c.c. of distilled water and neutralized

by the addition of o.i normal soda solution or i

per cent, acetic acid, according to a carefully ascer-

tained reaction with litmus paper. This gives about

*As the substance in its present form is more readily

soluble in water, the addition of methyl alcohol is not
necessary-.
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8 to 10 c.c, which is injected midway between the
scapula and spine, after previous disinfection of
the skin.

Schreiber of Magdeburg (Miinch. vied. Woch.,
July 5, 1910), Henerich Loeb of Mannheim {Miinch.
mcd. Woch., July 26, 1910) have also prepared
the substance with methods akin to that of Wechsel-
man, but their injections were always painful.

An improved method of preparing the substance
and one which is not followed by any lasting pain,
the method I used in my first two cases, is the
one which Michaelis has now modified and pre-
fers to the one he first used. It is as follows : 25 c.c.

of water, which has just been boiled and is still hot,
is poured into a wide-mouthed glass receptacle of

50 c.c. capacity. Then 0.6 gm. of 606 is dropped
into the water and dissolved by rubbing and con-
stantly stirring with a glass rod. When all of the
substance has been dissolved 6 c.c. of normal hy-
droxide of soda solution is added until the result-

ing precipitate is fully dissolved. Now 3 drops of

y2 per cent, alcoholic solution of phenolphthalein is

added, which turns the liquid red. We then add
normal acetic acid until, with constant stirring, the

reaction is neutral, as is evidenced by the discol-

oration of the phenolphthalein. The reSTiIting neu-
tral liquid holds the preparation in suspension and
is of a light yellow color. Then in order to prevent
a possible acid reaction, normal hydroxide of soda
is again added drop by drop until a very faint red

color of the phenolphthalein reappears. This fluid

is now poured into a sterile flat receptacle, from
which it can easily be aspirated into a syringe and
then is injected subcutaneously between the scapuke.

'N. Michaelis claims that as long as such brilliant

results have followed the intragluteal injection of

the neutral suspension of G06, where the injected

fluid remains as in a storehouse, he prefers this

storehouse method to that of the intravenous injec-

tion. The substance was heretofore injected into

the glutei muscles. After several trials of the

injection into the subcutaneous tissues without any
severe local irritation, he uses this method now reg-

ularly. Sometimes for several hours some little

pain is felt but soon disappears under hydropathic

treatment. Michaelis observed that occasionally

on the third day patients again experienced a severe

but evanescent pain, though accompanied without

any sign of inflammation. In the first two cases

injected by me with this method the pain was insig-

nificant and elicited little complaint. If injected into

the gluteus the large and lasting infiltrate (prob-

ably a fibrosis caused by the caustic action of the

sodium hydrate) impedes walking and sitting. This

is obviated by injecting it into the interscapular

region. By massaging the skin over the site of

injection, the fluid is distributed over a large area

and the large surface which the mass offers plays

an important role in the rapidity with which ab-

sorption can take place. I, too, have found this a

most convenient place for the introduction of the

substance, and the massaging of the surface seems

to me a good procedure.

My attention was called by Dr. Meltzer to a modi-

fication in the technique of injecting 606 which he

suggested, and which I used in several cases with

gratifying results. Drs. Meltzer and Auer found

that if adrenalin is injected into the lumbar muscles

of animals, absorption takes place much quicker

than when injected into the gluteus muscle, as was

evidenced by the sudden rise in the blood pressure.

Furthermore in observations made by Dr. Meltzer

with 606 on man he found tliat the injection into

the lumbar muscles gave very little pain and caused
no other trouble.

For the injection into the lumbar muscles, one
grasps the skin and inserts the needle of the syringe
(the best syringe for this purpose is the "Record"
syringe of 20 c.c. capacity) about one inch above
the crest of the ileum until we reach the resistance

ofi^ered by the tense fascia over the ileocostal mus-
cles, and then slant the same and push it further

into the muscle headward parallel to its fibers and
then slowly inject the solution. The patient lies

on the stomach with a sand bag under him in order
to bring the lumbar muscles more prominently for-

ward. This is a great improvement in injecting the
substance, as patients experience hardly any pain
whatsoever.

A quicker and simpler method of preparing the

preparation is that described by Alt {Miinch. med.
Woch., Aug. 23, 1910), although the resulting fluid

is slightly alkaline. He places about 30 to 35 small

glass beads into a slender, graduated glass cylinder

with a narrow neck and ground glass stopper of

about 100 c.c. capacity, and pours in 10 c.c. of

distilled water and then the preparation. By ener-

getic shaking for a short time all of the substance
will be completely dissolved. To this solution, in

order to make it alkaline, we add for each o.i gm.
of 606, 0.5 c.c. of normal hydroxide of soda solu-

tion and shake again energetically for about one-

half minute. There results a clear, yellow-colored,

slightly alkaline solution which can be diluted by
the further addition of distilled water. As the prep-

aration is not always equally soluble it may be nec-

essary, in order to obtain the clear effect, to add a
little more or less of the hydroxide of soda. One
sees that this preparation requires less normal hy-
droxide of soda solution and for this reason is more
advantageous as it gives less pain when injected in

this slightly alkaline state.

Alt believes an alkaline solution of the prepara-

tion prepared by the cautious addition of normal
NaOH to be the best and most effectual, and at

the same time least poisonous. Before coming to

this conclusion he and his coworkers made many
experiments on animals and human beings, in order
to determine what form of solution and what
method of incorporation of the substance into the

system was least dangerous and at the same time
most effectual. The addition of alcohol, the use
of phenolphthalein as an indicator, a superalkaline

solution of the substance and retitrating with acid,

acid solutions, suspensions, etc., were all tried and
discarded. Fie particularly states that the introduc-

tion of an acid solution was given up because it pro-

duced poisonous symptoms. Even in small doses
it had an unfavorable influence on the heart's

action.

In a neutral or not sufficiently alkaline solution

the action is not as effectual because in this state

too little of the substance reaches the circulation.

Therefore, from his experiments and experience
he came to the conclusion that only an alkaline solu-

tion obtained by the cautious addition of normal
NaOH solution was the best and most highly to

be recommended. From the great number of cases

he as well as others have used it in, this alkaline

solution, if properly prepared, seems to produce less

pain than when other forms of solution are used.

Prepared in this way a smaller quantity of fluid

is used and a smaller induration follows. This
is of special advantage in injecting into children.
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I must say this method of preparing the substance

appeals to me. It is much more rapidly prepared,

and what is of great advantage, less difficult than

the other methods, while at the same time is exact

and requires less paraphernalia.

In two children, one of nine years and the other

of twelve years, both suffering from syphilitic inter-

stitial keratitis, this method was used; both ex-

perienced very little pain for tiie lirst twenty-four

hours, which soon disappeared, however; the swell-

ing was of little consequence and gave no incon-

venience.

Kromeyer (Berl. klin. IVoch., Sept. 12, 1910)

used a 10 per cent, emulsion of the preparation in

liquid paraftln. He takes 3 gm. of 606 and rubs it

up in a sterile mortar with a small quantity of liquid

paraffin and gradually adds more paraffin until it

is evenly and finely mi.xed. It is then poured into

a glass stoppered bottle of 50 c.c. capacity, and more
liquid paraffin added until it reaches the 30 c.c.

mark. Each cubic centimeter (i c.c.) of the emul-

sion contains o.i of 606. This emulsion must be

well shaken before using. It must be kept from
the light. A very large cannula must be used and

it must be injected very slowly. For an institution

where large quantities are used, perhaps the pre-

paring of a large amount in this manner may be

of advantage. But for obvious reasons for the gen-

eral practitioner it has its drawbacks.

Up to date the amount of 606 which has been

injected has varied according to the different re-

ports of different clinicians. Some have had ex-

cellent results with a single dose of 0.3 gm., while

others believe that 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, or even 0.8 gm.
should be used.

Ehrlich believes that for every kilo of weight of

the body 0.005 g^i- should be used and for the

present would be a good rule to be guided by.

Thus for a patient weighing 60 kilos, or 120 lb.,

60 X 0.005 = 0-3 &™' o'' about 5 grains, would be

sufficient. Clinicians who have used this remedy
agree that 0.3 gm. should be the minimum amount
injected into an adult. The preparation being so

powerful and containing about one-third arsenic,

care must be exercised in increasing the dose. It

is not an indifferent remedy and in certain cases

may be attended with some danger. Only the accu-

mulated experience of many practitioners, and after

the remedy has had a fair trial in hundreds of cases,

will we be able to settle upon the exact dosage for

individual cases. Some claim that the earlier the

syphilis the larger the dose required, 0.4-0.5 gm.,
while 0.3 gm. is ample in the late stages. Severe
cases seemed to react with the same degree of cer-

tainty when only 0.3 gm. were injected as when
larger doses were used. My two first cases of late

and severe forms responded wonderfully well to

0.3 gm. doses.

From the accumulated reports already published
one cannot dispute the fact that by a single dose of

the preparation desperate and seemingly hopeless

cases not only can be saved but have been saved and
their health restored in a very short time. There may
be occasionally a case where the spirochetes are not
entirely annihilated by a single dose ; such may
eventually require a second injection; but thus far,

of the thousand cases injected very few have been
reported in which a second injection was required.

Prof. Ehrlich, in a circular letter dated October
25, 1910, states that the permanent effect depends
upon the size of the dose and the method of appli-

cation, also on the nature of the disease. He states

that the intravenous method is better adapted and
more intense and quicker for a complete sterilization

or annihilation of the spirochetes.

The application is simple and in selected cases

without danger and more agreeable for the patient.

.Alt and Schreiber give as a minimum amount intra-

venously, 0.3 gm., but more often 0.4 or 0.5 gm.
while others give larger amounts, G.7-0.8 gm. Iver-

sen gives an intramuscular injection, 0.3-0.5 gm.
two to three days after an intravenous injection of

0.5 gm., so that in the whole he utilizes 0.8-1.0 gm.
Ehrlich further states that of great importance

is the fact that the intravenous injection can be
repeated in two to three weeks, especially if the

therapeutic effect was not efficient or if after four

weeks the Wassermann reaction is still positive.

From reports received, it seemed to him that the

intravenous injections for permanent effect is su-

perior to all other methods of application.

He strongly advises in the primary lesion to give

an intravenous injection of 0.5, and at the same
time thinks it advisable, in order to obtain a real

sterilization, to institute an energetic local treat-

ment, i.e. extirpation or cauterization of the initial

sore.

The therapeutic effects of the remedy when in-

troduced intravenously become apparent sooner,

but presumably are not as certain because the arsenic

is too rapidly eliminated from the system. Alt be-

lieves perhaps in the future the method of using the

preparation will be to give one intravenously in

order to annihilate at once the spirochetes and
then follow it up with a second dose after

four weeks or more by an intramuscular or

subcutaneous injection to anticipate any relapse that

may occur, provided, of course, that we can be

assured that all of the arsenic has been eliminated

from the system. He even states further, instead

of a second dose of 606, we may instigate the mer-
curial treatment again. With the intramuscular or

subcutaneous method the therapeutic action pro-

ceeds more gradually and lasts for a longer time,

for in the muscles or under the skin the preparation

is stored, so to speak, and forms a depot as

Michaelis describes it, from whence the remedy is

gradually absorbed into the system.

.•\lt (Miinch. mcd. IVoch., July 19, 1910) had
occasion to autopsy two cases dead from some other

causes and found that a considerable part of the

preparation injected into the muscle still remained,
proving that it remains unchanged for a long time
at the site of injection. In obstinate syphilitic cases

the slow elimination of the arsenic of 6o6 is of
great value, because the action of the drug is con-

tinued over a longer period of time, consequently

it would seem more rational to use the subcutaneous
or intramuscular method in preference to the intra-

venous.

Fischer and Hoppe (Miinch. med. Woch., July 19,

igio), in examining the urine of patients, found
that the arsenic excreted essentially quicker and
more completely after intravenous injection and that

the elimination was ended by the second or third

day. They also observed that in a patient who was
autopsied 14 days after an injection for some other

cause than the results of syphilis no arsenic was
found in any of the organs of the body except in

the gluteus muscle, where it was injected and where
quite an amount was found, a good illustration of

the fact that it remains here in storage for some
time. Another case autopsied on the 36th day also

showed some arsenic in the gluteus muscle. These
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findings are suggestive that more certain results

are obtained by the intramuscular or subcutaneous
injections.

Outside of the body 606 acts very feebly on para-
sites. Its highly curative properties in the economy
must be due to some changes in its composition
brought about by the tissues or fluids of the animal
organisms.

In explanation of the specific action of tliis prep-
aration, Ehrlich assumes that the ])rotoplasm of the

Spiroch<rt(i pallida possesses specific atom groups
(chemoreceptors) which link tiiemselves with the
fixed atom groups of the chemical substance of 606,
thereby extinguisning the life of the parasite. In
the elimination of the spirochetes from the organ-
ism there may be two processes at work. One a
direct annihilation of the parasites, the other an
increased phagocytosis. As is well known, piiago-

cytosis is the process principally involved in the
production of a natural cure; 606 injected into the
body is followed by a considerable degree of leu-

cocytosis, which is very suggestive that the phago-
cytes play a considerable part in the production of

a cure.

Wechselman states that the remedy has a strik-

ing and distinct characteristic action on the indu-
rated and compact connective tissue enclosing the

spirochetes. Soon after an injection this compact
tissue commences to disappear and the spirochetes

which were found before the injection have strik-

ingly diminished in number and then gradually dis-

appear altogether. The sclerotic tissue is absorbed
entirely and deep ulcers heal over with healthy

granulations.

The quickened results are seen in the soft ulcera-

tive forms of the disease while those which are

longer in reacting to the remedy are the hard and
indurated pathological lesions. This he explains

from a study of the histopathological structures of

the lesion.

If the infiltrated mass or the metamorphosed con-

nective tissue walling in the spirochetes contain

blood vessels as is the case in soft and ulcerative

lesions, the spirochetes can readily be destroyed by
the preparation brought to them through the circu-

lating blood and a breaking down and absorption of

the pathological tissues follows. If, however, the

blood vessels are thrombosed as a result of an en-

darteritis, the remedy cannot be readily transported

by the blood to the spirochetes lodged in these

masses, but is conveyed by the leucocytes which at-

tach themselves to these pathological structures. In

this way can be explained the late disappearance of

the hard papular syphilides of the skin and other

indurated masses.

From the numerous reports already published the

effects of this remedy, especially on the primary and

secondary lesions, are simply marvelous. The rapid

absorption of the indurated sore and disappearance

of mucous patches and the breaking down of con-

dylomata as well as the rapid annihilation of the

spirochetes have been observed by all who have tried

this remedy. These changes commence and are ap-

parent to the naked eye already after the first 24

hours.

From the results of the cases on record, especially

those cases that were not influenced by mercury and

iodide, it is more than evident what great thera-

peutic virtue Ehrlich's preparation possesses. Oc-

casionnllv there is an increase in the eruption after

the injection f Herxheimer's reaction"). This is ex-

plained as being an indication of the action of the

remedy and is attributed to an irritative effect on
the spirochetes and perhaps an indication that the

dose was not large enough for a fatal effect on the

parasites.

As regards the effect on Wasscrmann's reaction in

most cases a diminution in the intensity of the reac-

tion takes place in about four days, some respond
earlier and some later. In some cases it only be-

comes negative after forty or fifty days.

The diversity in time may depend on the dif-

ference in the rapidity of the absorption of the

remedy. Some trivial after eflccts are noticed, such
as slight rise of temperature with a faster pulse

beat; it lasts for three or four days and then drops
to normal. The temperature may go in some cases

up to 104° Fahr. or more, and is probably due to

the absorption of the toxins of the degenerated tis-

sues brought about by the remedy. In the absence
of all physical signs accompanying this temperature
this seems a rational explanation of the sudden rise.

.•\ slight erysipelatous rash may appear on the skin

at the sight of injection, but disappears within a day
or two. I have not experienced any abscess or
necrosis of the skin. These can be avoided by care-

ful asepsis and injecting subcutaneously and not into

the skin. No other symptoms develop either in the

heart, circulatory system, or digestive tract. When
the remedy was not contraindicated in the thousands
of cases injected abroad no toxic symptoms have
been reported.

So rapidly does the remedy act when injected in

the early stages of the disease that as early as after

the first day papilla disappear and the roseola be-

comes paler. The infiltrated masses gradually com-
mence to melt away, so to speak. On the third or

fifth day condyloma absorbs and glands become
smaller.

In six to twelve days the symptoms are mostly all

gone and nearly all the patients gain in weight.

This seems to be a characteristic effect of the rem-
edy. Not only do they all increase in weight, but
the whole general condition, physical and psychical,

improves even on the day of injection. Wechsel-
man thinks that this early feeling of well being may
be attributed to the excitation effects of the arsenic.

I observed this marked psychical change in the sec-

ond case I treated. From a depressed melancholic

and suicidally inclined individual he became bright-

er, more cheerful, and happier, which alone was a

wonderful achievement.

There have been a few cases reported (Bohac
and Sobotta (IVicn. kliii. Woch., July 28, lOio') in

which alarming symptoms arose, such as retention

of urine, traces of albumin, loss of patellar reflex,

obstipation and rectal tenesmus ; they were prob-

ably cases in which Ehrlich's remedy was contra-

indicated or the injection was not properly admin-
istered. Ehrlich distinctly and emphatically warns
against using it in persons afflicted with any other

organic lesions, especially of the liver, kidney, heart,

or circulatory system (aneurysms). In the case of

the tuberculous, the senile, and heavy drinkers, the

remedy should not be used.

In syphilis neonatorum and in children under one
year of age the remedy is dangerous, for in these

the organism is so overwhelmed with spirochetes

that when they are annihilated or killed by the prep-

aration a large nmount of endotoxin is generated,

the effects of which these young infants in their

debilitated condition are unable to withstand and as

a consequence will mostly all succtmnb to its influ-

ence. For this reason it was advised to inject the
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syphilitic nursing mother and through the milk in-

fluence the spirochetes in the s}T:hilitic infant. Two
such cases are reported from abroad (Miinclt. mcd.

Woch., Aug. 30, 1910) with excellent results, al-

though no arsenic was found in the milk of the

mother. Ehrlich's explanation was that 606 pro-

duced antibodies in the mother and these were

conveyed through the milk and thus affected the

parasites in the system of the infant.

Opportunity was afforded me to test and confirm

this remarkable result. A nursing mother with an

infant four weeks old exhibiting the skin manifesta-

tions of lues was admitted to the hospital. Both

mother and father denied infection and neither pre-

sented any manifestations of the disease, although

in both a positive Wassermann-Noguchi reaction

was obtained. The reaction was also positive in the

infant and spirochetes were obtained from several of

the skin lesions of the child. The mother was in-

jected with 0.3 gm. of 606 from one of the first

tubes I received. Forty-eight hours after the in-

jection about 45 c.c. of the milk from the mother

was given to a reliable chemist for examination for

arsenic and, contrary to the reports from abroad,

traces of arsenic were positively found in the milk.

The lesions on the infant were examined every

other day for spirochetes and always found. Wasser-

mann reaction constantly positive in the mother and

also in infant until its death ten days after the

mother was injected. The skin lesions in the infant

did not improve and on the tenth day a temperature

of 103° Fahr. developed with exitus. No autopsy

allow^ed. In this case the injection in the nursing

mother did not influence the syphilitic infant. How
are we to explain this? Maybe the dose was too

small or perhaps, as Dr. Meltzer explains, the

mother had no manifestations of lues except the

positive Wassermann reaction. She therefore did not

develop sufficient reaction products from the injec-

tion into her system of 606 to be transmitted to the

system of the infant with the milk. The arsenic

found in the milk had no effect on the spirochetes

in the baby. This interesting fact would tend to

confirm the theory that it is not the arsenic alone

that is directly concerned in the annihilation of the

spirochetes, but that the combination of it with the

other molecules becomes changed by the tissues and

juices of the animal economy into a destructive

acting substance which has a special affinity for the

invading protozoa.

The precise purpose for which 606 is injected is

the complete annihilation of the spirochetes the

cause of the disease. We cannot help being san-

guine that it accomplishes this. Of the immediate

success, many observers can now speak with the

authority of adec|uate experience. Before we can

judge of its sustained effects or ultimate results a

close study and scrutiny of every case in which the

remedy has been used must be made months or

even years after in order to speak with confidence

of a positive cure. The mere amelioration of the

symptoms is by no means all that is necessary to

allow us to speak with confidence of a cure. The
question of a positive cure can only be satisfactorily

answered after the lapse of a long period of time.

What we know thus far from the reports of nu-

merous clinicians who have investigated the thera-

peutics of this remedy is that in 606 we have a means
that without injury to the human body has a specific

effect on syphilis and as regards the rapidity and

power of action is far superior to any yet known
and that we can with one injection or dose accom-

plish as much, if not more, than several weeks of
mercurial injections or inunctions can. It is a rem-
edy which is a wonderful weapon in the treatment
of syphilis. The specific action of 606 or mercury
on the spirochetes afl:'ords conclusive proof that the

Tryponeiua pallidum is the etiological factor in

syphilis. The spirocheta is not a blood parasite. It

flows but once through the circulatory system and
then lodges in the tissues, where it either causes re-

active changes or becomes imbedded for a longer or

shorter time without producing any clinical changes.

It is likely that a single injection of 606 does not

reach all the spirachetal foci in the body, and this

would explain an occasional relapse. Such recur-

rence, however, does not detract in the least from
the wonderful action of the drug. If up to the pres-

ent the prescribed dose does not annihilate at once
the spirochetes from the syphilis infected body
the future may show that perhaps larger doses are

indicated or perhaps repeated doses will be neces-

sary. The fact is that in already over 10.000 re-

ported cases no real organic disturbance has been
found which could be attributed with certainty to

the remedy ; it seems obvious that perhaps larger

doses or a modified preparation may annihilate at

once all the spirochetes without any toxic effects on
the system.

A reinjection is allowable and efficacious from the

observations made on some of the relapsed cases,

because the impression prevails among syphilograph-

ers that these relapses are due to the encapsulated

spirochetes becoming free. A perusal of the litera-

ture shows Ehrlich's remedy to be an excellent and
remarkable remedy against syphilitic skin and mu-
cous membrane lesions. On lesions of the internal

organs in many cases one injection has shown the

same theapeutic effect that is accomplished only by
a prolonged mercurial or iodide of potassium course.

Of special note is the rapidity with which curative

effects take place in malignant cases. Naturally

cicatrical changes are not effected. Lost nerve tis-

sue is not replaced by the remedy. Tabes and par-

alysis are not essentially influenced by it. On ac-

count of the rapidity with \\hich it acts and because

the treatment is shorter it is far superior to the older

methods.
The principal indications for the remedy are

malignant syphilis and ol)stinate affections of the

mucous membranes
We can with confidence proclaim the remedy as

giving results which are decidedly more satisfactory

than those attainable by any other methods. The
opinion is gradually becoming widespread and will

soon become general that Ehrlich-Hata's prepara-

tion is the most powerful antisyphilitic remedy
known to-day. One cannot but admit it to be such

after observing its rapid action and wonderful effect

on the various luetic manifestations, especially such

as resisted every other known method of treat-

ment.

It has proven itself harmless to the organs of the

body from the thousands of cases already observed

and some investigators who have treated many
cases go so far as to say that even in diseases of

the kidney or the nervous system where arsenic is

contraindicated no harmful effects were observed.

Through the rapid absorption of the indurated sore

and disappearance of mucous patches and breaking

down of condylomata as well as the rapid annihila-

tion of the spirochetes there is no doubt that the

communicability of syphilis will be lessened. It is

obvious if such brilliant results as have been re-
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ported continue to be verified lues will in time be-
y:ome exterminated. What remedy promises so
much and has done so much already ?

The introduction of dioxydianiidoarsenobenzol
into our armamentarium has added a drug which has
been the means of saving- unnumbered lives and re-
storing to many that enjoyment of health which
would otherwise have been denied them.

1 have chosen such cases in which the older
methods of mercury and iodide of potassium treat-

ment were not efficacious. My personal experience
with 606 therefore has been limited because only
such cases were selected which did not respond to
or were not benefited by other methods. In only
one case did I inject 606 in the secondary stage.
They are presented as illustrations of the prompt-
ness and rapidity with which the remedy acts and
what influence it exerts on the resolution of the
pathologico-anatomical structures of the disease.
Of special note are the first four cases, where mer-
cury and iodide of potassium failed. In these it

was astonishing to see the improvement that al-

ready occurred on the third or fourth day.

Case I.—H. S., 24 years of age. Visceral syphi-

lis. Contracted initial sore in March, 1907. Was
treated by various physicians until June, 1907.

From 1907 for tiiree years received hypodermic
injections of mercury. Symptoms, a large and pain-

ful mass in region of gall bladder with an enlarged

liver and enlarged spleen. Exploratory laparotomy
showed the tumor to be a gumma about the size of

a closed fist and the liver studded with grumatous
infiltration. The wound had nearly entirely healed

when he was turned over to me for injection with

606; 0.3 gram was injected on September 4.

September 9 marked diminution in tumor mass
was evident.

September 14, size of tumor diminished fully an

inch from side to side. Liver markedly retracted

from the abdominal wall.

October 13, mass entirely gone, gained 9 pounds;

Wassermann still positive. November 3, Wasser-
mann weak.

Astonishing and seemingly incredible is

Case II.—H. P., 36 years of age. Case of Dr.

John BuUinger. ]\Ialignant syphilis. Contracted

initial sore in June, 1907, followed by papular erup-

tion. September. 1907, sores on neck and extremi-

ties appeared. December, 1907, jaundiced with an

enlarged liver and rapidly losing weight. Epiglottis

swollen and infiltrated. There followed rapidly

ulcers on soft palate, tonsils, and epiglottis ; slight

improvement under mercurial treatment. June,

1909, relapses of ulcers in larynx and destructive

changes in epiglottis. Gumma in the nasopharynx.

Left wing of the nose gradually being destroyed

by an ulcerative process ; ulcerative sores on lips

with marked destruction of tissues. In August.

1909, patient was admitted into the Germa'i Hos-

pital. He left in October, 1909, very little improved.

During all this time he received the most active

treatment. He reentered the German Hospital in

November, 1909, and remained there until Septem-

ber 5, 1910, when he entered the Lebanon Hospital

to be injected with 606.

A large ulcer, 2x3 inches, the result of a broken

down gumma, existed over the left malleolus. An-

other soft gumma on the instep ready to break

down. On the upper third of the tibia a hard and

painful gummatous mass was developing. A num-

ber of small and deep ulcers of punched-out ap-

pearance on cheeks, nose, and lips all covered with

a nasty, yellowish discharge. (See illustration.)

A large defect about the size of a 5-cent piece on
the right side of the nose, the result of a broken
down gumma and covered with necrotic tissue.

He had received all the well-known methods of

treatment—mercury in every form, enesol, atoxyl,

and arsacetin, withcnit any effect. He was rapidly

getting worse. He could not swallow on account

of the ulcers in his mouth and on his tonsils.

Weight, 99 pounds; gradually failing. Wasser-
mann strongly positive. Injected 0.3 gram on

September 7, 19 10.

September 14, an astonishing difference in the

patient is apparent. The broken down gummas are

healing up and covered with healthy granulations.

Ulcerations and pustules have disappeared, the face

looks clean. Patient is able to walk. The pains

have left him. The gumma on the tibia almost en-

tirely disappeared.

By October 20 patient gained 22 pounds. The
large and deep ulcer on malleolus almost completely
healed and all lesions on the face cured. (See the

illustration.)

October 24, complained of slight pain over
upper portion of R. tibia, where probably a com-
mencing new gumma is forming. Reinjected Oc-
tober 24 with 0.5 gram. October 28, pain over

R. tibia entirely gone. Still a slight swelling.

November 7, all external manifestation entirely

healed. Wassermann still positive, but five times

weaker than in the beginning.

Exceptionally effective was the remedy in the

following two cases of congenital syphilitic in-

terstitial keratitis.

Case HI.—George L., age 9 years. Case of Dr.

R. Denig. Syphilitic interstitial keratitis of both

eyes. Was under the care of Dr. Denig of the Ger-
man Hospital for five months without any benefit

resulting from the usual antisyphilitic treatment.

He was not able to open his eyes on account of the

intense blepharospasmus. He received 0.15 gram
606 September 21, 1910. Two days later we were
all astonished at the improvement. The blepharo-

spasmus was gone, the eyes looked whitish, the in-

filtration and vascularization less. September 29,

eyes absolutely free from injection. October 3,

boy discharged from hospital (Bellevue). October

17, absolute cure of his eye lesions. Wassermann
still positive October 10; October 23, still positive.

Case IV.—Estelle G., age 12 years. Case of Dr.

John Howland of Bellevue Hospital, also one of

congenital syphilitic keratitis of right eye. Was
treated by inunctions and mercury injections with

hardly any improvement.
September 21, 0.15 gram 606 injected. Two

days later patient has no shield over the eye. In-

flammatory symptoms had nearly entirely subsided.

Infiltration decidedly less. September 25, 1910,

improvement still continues. October 5, still some
slight injection at the nasal side, but the eye looks

white and is free from inflammation, tearing, and
blepharospasmus. October 17, entirely well. Oc-
tober 10, Wassermann-Noguchi weaker. The boy
for five months could not open his eyes on account

of the photophobia and two days after the injection

of 606 he could see and keep his eyes open. The
girl for two months could not open her eye and she

also two days after could open the eye without any
eflfort.

Exceedingly interesting because the results were

exactly opposite to the two cases published in the

German Literature fTaege and Duhot) (Miiii-
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chiiHcr incd. Wocli., August 16, MiiiicheJicr incd.

IVoch., August 30) is

Case V.—IMrs. D., age 28. A mother nursing
an infant four wcel\S old, who exhibits the manifes-

tations of congenital lues. Running from the nose.

Pustular eruptions. Desquamation on palms of

the hand and soles of the feet. Mucous patches on
the lips, mouth, and around the arms. jMother and
father both deny infection and show no evidence of

lues. Yet a Wassermann-Noguchi reaction was
positive in father, mother, and infant. From the

skin lesions on the child spirochetes were found.

October 6 the mother was injected with 0.3

gram 606 to see the effects on the infant through
the milk of the mother. Forty-eight hours after the

injection the milk of the mother was subjected to a
careful chemical e.xamination and arsenic found.

(Dr. Oefele. ") This is contrary to Duhot's case

{Milnch. nied. IVocIt., ,A.ugust 30). The infant

did not improve. Spirochetes continued to be

found up to the tenth day after the injection into

the mother, when exitus of infant took place. Oc-
tober 10, Wassermann-Noguchi still positive in

the mother. As the mother had no manifest lesions

the unsuccessful result might be explained by the

fact that sufficient antibodies were not formed when
606 was incorporated into her system, which could

be transmitted to the child through her milk.

Case VI.—R. S., age 25 years. Initial lesion

three and a half years ago. Received active treat-

ment for a long time with mercurial injections.

Was admitted to the hospital with a large indurated
mass in the gluteal region about the size of a closed

fist and another smaller gumma over the saphenous
opening on the thigh. There was an ulcer the size

of a 25-cent piece over tlie hard gumma, which was
covered with a nasty and foul discharge ; this had
existed for many weeks. Injected with 0.4 gram
606 on October 9. One week after the gumma
in front of the thigh was soft and half the original

size. The hard gumma over the gluteus was melt-

ing away and sloughs and necrotic tissue were be-

ing rapidly thrown off. October 22, cavity still

discharging soft and degenerated tissue. Novem-
ber I, cavity filling up with healthy granulations.

November 3, Wassermann still positive. The
patient gained 10 pounds during his stay in hospital.

Case VII.—Charles L., 38 years of age. Case of
Dr. Lilienthal of Bellevue Hospital. Initial lesion

twenty years ago, was treated by inunctions. Nine-
teen years ago fell and sprained his ankle. March,
1910, fell and a swelling gradually commenced to ap-
pear around his left ankle. It was twice the natural
size. Patient could not move joint on account of
swelling and pain. The prominent points of the
ankle could not be made out. X-ray picture showed
thickening of os calcis with probably deposits of
new bone or gummatous formation. Injected with
0.50 gram 606 October 12. One week after
there seems to be already a diminution in size of
joint. Pain diminished. October 25, marked dim-
inution perceptible and all the prominent land-
marks of the joint can be made out. Z-ray picture
shows absorption of surrounding mass. November
7, pain has entirely disappeared. Patient can
walk without cane. Has perfect function in joint.

Feels very much lietter. All infiltration around
joint and in tendons disappeared. Walked over a
mile without any pain.

Case VIII.—Mr. M., age 41 years. Initial lesion

twelve years ago : had active mercury and iodide of
potassium treatment for the past three years.

Periostitis of both tibiae. Several indolent ulcers

covered with nasty smelling discharge had existed

for over a year, which did not heal in spite of all

previous treatment. Injected, October 17, 0.45 gram
606. October 25, no more discharge or odor from
the ulcers. Look healthy and are rapidly filling up
with granulations. November 9, entirely healed.

Patient says he has not felt as well in ten years.

Has gained 20 pounds in three weeks.

Case IX.—Alice L., 9 years of age, was born
with vesicular eruption ; both mother and father

give a luetic history. When two years of age child

became hemiplegic. The lower extremity almost
recovered, while the upper extremity became atro-

phied. Up to two years ago the child was fairly

intelligent, but since then became almost idiotic.

During the last year has lost her hearing to a con-

siderable e.xtent. During the last three months nose
became extremely sore with a discharge of a foul

smelling material. In the beginning of October
the patient's nose became flattened and a

typical saddle nose developed. Wassermann-
Noguchi strongly positive. Injected, October 24,

0.3 gram 606. October 28, nose ceased discharg-

ing and foul odor gone. Child seems a little more
bright and hears better, takes notice of surround-
ings, and answers when talked to. November 7,

Wassermann-Noguchi still positive.

Case X.—O. S., age 44. Case of Dr. J. Bullinger.

Infection 18 years ago. Active inunction treat-

ment in German Hospital. No other symptoms un-

til about five years ago, when ulcerations appeared
in his throat. He had pain and difficulty in swallow-
ing. Again inunctions and later injections of sal-

icylates. All symptoms disappeared. About three

years ago recurrences of ulcerations in throat,

dyphagia, pain, and hoarseness. Iodide and mercury
have very little effect. Two years ago heavy in-

filtrations in his tongue and hard palate increased

hoarseness and pain on swallowing, loss of flesh.

When seen before injection patient was very much
run down from loss of sleep ; has great deal of pain

in throat and neck ; turning of head is painful ; at-

tacks of spasmodic cough at night lasting often

an hour or longer. Patient dreads to eat. as he can

swallow only with difficulty, massage often being

necessary to facilitate the first few swallows to pass

his inflamed throat. It is almost impossible for him
to swallow water alone. Status on day of injection:

mucous membrane of post-pharyngeal wall nasal

space, roof of hard and soft palate thickened and
ulcerated, uvula ulcerated laterally, tongue base and
sides swollen and granular infiltration, larynx cov-

ered with ulcerations and edematous. Only small

edematous stump remains of epiglottis. In-

jected October 29 0.45 gram 606. In the

evening patient was already able to partake of eggs,

coffee, and bread, which he swallowed witliout pain

or spasm. Next day swallows water without any
trouble, all pains have left him. Nine days after in-

jection the swelling of all parts has disappeared.

Throat looks clean and mucous membrane has lost

its angry redness and infiltrated appearance. Small

area of larynx still covered with whitish exudate.

Soft palate much shrunken. No more swelling on
tongue, but still covered with spots of whitish exu-

date. Both cords are still thickened. Patient's

voice is much clearer ; has gained two pounds in

weight. Wassermann-Noguchi still positive.

Case XL—Mrs. E., aged 45. Midwife. Infected

with chancre on thumb of right hand in September,

1909, followed by lymphangitis and adenitis. Gen-
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eral adenitis after several weeks. Roseola and sore
throat followed. During February, 1910, gumma
appeared on back of tongue and in region of right
tonsil and soft palate. October, 1910, nose became
sore and discharged mucoid material. Has pains in

all of the limbs. Nocturnal headaches, soreness, and
discharge from nose. On left half of tongue sev-

eral gummata, one the size of small hickory nut.

The others smaller. The anterior one nearest tip

commencing to break down, leaving an ulcerated
area. Tongue swollen and thickened. Cannot roll

it around in the mouth. Had received mercury and
k.s. for weeks without any effect. Injected No-
vember 4. 0.5 gram 606 in lumbar muscles, accord-
ing to Alcltzer's method. Immediately patient ex-
perienced the most excruciating pain, which necessi-

tated an injection of morphine. The technique in

this case was faulty in that the needle must have
penetrated through the muscle and the fluid in-

jected in the connective tissue underlying it instead

of in the muscle itself. However, after tliree days
pain had subsided. There was no swelling. Rapid
absorption must have taken place from the clinical

picture presented, for after the first twenty-four
hours the [lains in her head had entirely disappeared.

The pains in her limbs, also the discharge from the

nose, were less. The gumma on the tongue did not

inconvenience the movement. She felt better ex-

cept the severe pain over the site of injection. By
the end of the sixth day, November 10, you could

not see the ulcerative gumma on the tongue, it had
entirely disappeared. The tongue was freely mov-
able. The other gumma had nearly entirely disap-

peared. All her pains in the face and limbs had dis-

peared. There was still though a slight sensitive-

ness over the lumbar region. As regards the clinical

manifestations she was entirely cured in one week.

Wassermann positive at end of one week.
Case XII.—Mrs. L., age 25. Noticed in the be-

ginning of October a rash all over the body except

face. No history of initial lesion. Typical copper-

colored macular eruption. In September had pains

and headaches with sore throat. Wassermann. .\o-

vember 4, strongly positive. Injected November
6 0.5 gram 606 into ileocostal muscle. Patient

experienced almost no pain whatsoever except that

produced by the needle. Was free from pain and
swelling, except a slight soreness in the back. On

. November 8 roseola paler. On November 1

1

roseola still paler and hardly perceptible. Feels very

well. This is the only case with secondary lesions

that I injected. She was injected according to the

method suggested by Dr. Meltzer and experienced

no pain and no swelling following the same. As re-

gards the rapidity with which absorption is taking

place, the time elapsed is too short to report the ef-

fects on the Wassermann reaction.

C.\SE XIII.—William D., age 30. Chancre ten

years ago—treated only one week. Four years ago

patient had a mass size of pear on right shoulder

which broke open and discharged pus. lias had a

swelling on knee below tuberosity of tibia size of

small hen's egg. About a year ago patient noticed a

swelling on inner side of left thigh, which grad-

ually increased in size, was hard and red ; swelling

broke down and discharged pus and left an ulcer

the size of a 50-cent piece. Status on day of in-

jection. November 7, 1910: Gumma on right

shoulder. Gumma below patella over the tuberosity

of tibia size of small hen's egg. Ulcer on inner

side of left thigh covered with a nasty discharge.

Injected 0.5 gram 606 according to Meltzer's

method. No pain, no swelling—he was free from
pain for three days. On November 10 he com-
plained of severe pain in lumbar region when he
bent his back. Tumor on left knee smaller. Ulcer
smaller and filling up with healthy granulations.
Indurated gumma on shoulder practically gone.
Wassermann still positive.

The method of injecting 606 into the ileocostal

muscles as suggested by Dr. Meltzer leads me to

believe that with this method we have a means by
which the pain is eliminated, if injected properly.

The needle must be inserted into the muscles be-

tween its surrounding fascia and not over or under
it into the connective, as was done in Case XI.
My experience with the injections has been that

of the three—Wechselman's neutral suspension sub-

cutaneously injected, .Alt's alkaline also subcutane-

ously. and Meltzer's with Alt's alkaline solution

intramuscular (ileocostal) injection—the latter

seems to give the least pain of all. .\s regards com-
paring the rapidity with which absorption takes

place, as would be evidenced by the quicker disap-

pearance of lesions and the effects on the Wasser-
mann reaction, sufficient time has not elapsed in

these last three cases for me to express an opinion.

Further observations in other cases that are being

made will give sufficient data to come to more defi-

nite conclusions on this point.*

To Geb. Ob.-Med. Rath Prof. Dr. P. Ehrlich of

Frankfort : to a Member of Honor of the Dutch
Red Cross Society and Honorary Life Member of

the Lebanon Hospital, and to Dr. S. Flexner of the

Rockefeller Institute I wish here to express my best

thanks for their kindness in supplying me with

tubes of this preparation. To Dr. S. J. Meltzer of

the Rockefeller Institute for his valuable sugges-

tions and to Dr. Noguchi for making the Wasser-

mann-Noguchi tests I also desire to acknowledge

my indebtedness.

71 Fast Sixty-si.\th Street.

INTUSSUSCEPTION OF THE APPENDIX.
Bv .'\LEXIS V. MOSCHCOWITZ, M.D..

.About one year ago I had the opportunity to ob-

serve and to operate upon the following case : B. F.,

four and one-half years of age, was admitted to the

pediatric service of Dr. Koplik, Mount Sinai Hos-
pital, June 22, 1909. The patient's illness began
suddenly about three months before admission with

severe abdominal cramps which recurred two or

three times a day and bore no relation to his meals.

These attacks continued with increasing frequency

and persisted up to the present. There never was
any fever nor vomiting. His bowels moved at

least once a day ; the feces were normal in appear-

ance, and it is particular to note that blood was
never found in the passages.

*Since receiving the proof of this paper for correction
1 have had the opportunity to use the intravenous method
in two cases. The solution injected was made according
to Schreiher's method (Miinch. ined. IVoch., No. 39, 1910),

and outside of nausea, vomiting, and abdominal pain, which
followed about fifteen minutes after the injection, and a

slight rise of temperature which showed itself about four
hours later, no untoward symptoms developed. The pa-

tients experienced absolutely no pain at site of injection,

and appeared absolutely well the next day. As only a

few days have elapsed since the injections were made, the

report of the results on the clinical lesions are left for

another occasion.
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The physical examination showed a rigidity of

the entire abdomen, especially marked over the

lower half of the right rectus ; there was slight,

movable dullness in both flanks ; the pain was not

localized, and the tenderness was most marked in

the umbilical region. No mass was palpable, prob-

ably due to the excessive rigidity of the abdominal

muscles. Rectal examination was negative. On
the day following his admission distinct visible

peristalsis was observed during an attack. He was
kept under observation for the next few weeks, dur-

ing which no change whatsoever was noted. The
child felt exceedingly miserable during an attack,

but between the attacks was to all appearances per-

fectly well.

On July 21 he was examined under anesthesia,

and during complete relaxation of the abdominal
muscles there was to be palpated in the right hypo-
chondrium a mass about the size of an egg which
moved with respiration. On July 24 there occurred
an unusually severe attack of pain, necessitating the

administration of morphine ; after this attack a

trace of blood was foimd in the stool.

He was transferred to the surgical service and
operated upon July 27. Prior to operation I ven-
tured the opinion that we might deal in this case
with a chronic intussusception. Through a short

Kammerer incision the mass previously mentioned
was brought out of the abdomen and found to be
the cecum. The appendix projected for a distance
of about half an inch, from a cuplike depression
formed by a much thickened cecum. It was recog-
nized as an appendicocecal intussusception and
steps were taken to desinvaginate it. After consid-
erable difficulty this was finally accomplished and
the appendix removed in the manner usually em-
ployed at the hospital (deligation and cauteriza-
tion). The abdominal wound was closed by layer
sutu re.

The boy reacted promptly and ran a smooth
course for seven days, when the house surgeon
dressed him for the first time ; finding apparently
primary union, he removed the silk cutaneous
stitches. The child was very obstreperous and dur-
ing straining burst the entire wound wide open,
with resulting prolapse of a large mass of intestines.

These were replaced and the entire wound resutured
in layers. The child was in considerable shock, but

recuperated nicely. Primary union resulted and he

was discharged cured August 24.

In approximately 5,000 cases of appendicitis in

Mount Sinai Hospital, during the past eleven years,

this is the first case of intussusception of the ap-

pendix that has occurred. Further evidence of the

rarity of the malady is shown by the fact that in

the literature I have been able to collect but twenty-

four additional cases. In reviewing the reported

cases I was struck by the uniformity of the clinical

signs, both subjective and objective. In fact the

clinical picture, as I have evolved it from the re-

ported cases, is, I believe, sufficiently definite to

enable one to make a diagnosis of intussusception

of the appendix with a fair degree of probability.

Before reciting the clinical picture of the disease

I shall briefly summarize the reported cases.

Alonsarrat {Liverpool Mcdico-Chinirgical Jour-

nal, Vol. XI, page 68) : Child four years of age.

History of repeated attacks of severe abdominal
pain for one month ; between the attacks the child

felt perfectly well. At operation there was found
a large intussusception, involving the ileum, ileo-

cecal valve, and colon, which was easily reduced.

However, there still remained a small mass which
was found to consist of an invagination of the ap-

pendix into the cecum ; all of the appendix but one-

eighth inch of the tip was invaginated. Recovery
after desinvagination and appendectomy.
Connor {Lancet, 1903, Vol. II, page 600) : Boy,

nine years of age, who had a number of attacks of

abdominal pain during the month preceding opera-

tion. A large mass, consisting of the readily re-

ducible invaginated ileum, was found ; but there

still remained a small mass which on examination
was found to be the invaginated appendix. Entire

appendi.x was invaginated ; on this account desin-

vagination was impossible and resection of the

cecum was necessary. Recovery.
Colman and Kellock (Transactions Clinical So-

ciety, London, \'ol. XXX, page 227) : Boy, eight

years of age. History of fifteen weeks' duration,

with repeated attacks of abdominal pain. At oper-

ation a large, easily reducible ileocolic intussuscep-

tion was found. A small mass remained which
proved to be an invagination of the appendix into

the cecum, and in addition a perforating ulceration
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at the junction of the appendix and cecum was
found. Excision and suture was followed by death.

Binney {Australasian Medical Gazette, 1908, Vol.
XXVII. page 358) : Child, two years of age. His-
tory of fourteen days' duration. At operation a

large, easily reducible ileocolic intussusception was

found. A small mass still remained, and upon close

examination no appendix was to be seen. The
cecum and terminal portion of ileum were resected

with end to end suture ; recovery. Examination of
the specimen showed an invagination of the appen-
dix into the cecum.

Rogers {St. Paul Medical Journal, 1909, Vol. XI,
page 458) reports two cases.

Case i.—Boy, eight years of age, who was taken
acutely ill and gave no history of previous attacks.

He was operated upon on the second day of the ill-

ness. A partial invagination of the appendix into

the cecum was found ; appendectomy and recovery.

Case 2.—Adult, eighteen years of age, who gave a

history of frequent attacks of abdominal cramps
during childhood. His present illness is of over
five weeks' duration, with frequently repeated at-

tacks of abdominal pain, culminating once in abso-

lute intestinal obstruction, which was, however, re-

lieved by medication. Operation revealed a partial

invagination of the appendix into the cecum, which
was so difficult of reduction that resection of the

cecum became necessary. Recovery.
Chaffey {Lancet, 1888, Vol. H, page 17) : Child,

three years of age, .giving a history of six weeks'

duration. A large tumor could be palpated from
time to time, which disappeared by enemata and
manipulation, with the exception or a small part

located in the right iliac fossa. The child died un-

operated and autopsy revealed a gangrenous intus-

susception of the appendix into the cecum.
Lees and Silcook {Lancet. 1898, Vol. I. page

1400) : Boy, four and one-half years of age. For
the preceding few months he suffered from a num-
ber of attacks of apparent intussusceptions which
were reduced by enemata. This procedure was
finally ineffectual and operation became necessary.

An invagination of the appendix into the cecum was
found, requiring resection of the cecum, ascending

colon, and terminal portion of the ileum with end

to end suture. Recovery.
Pitts {Lancet. 1897, Vol. i, page 1602) : Child,

two and one-half years of age. History of three

and one-half months' duration. In one attack a pro-

trusion appeared outside of the anus, but this was

reduced. At operation a large, easily reducible,

ileocolic intussusception was found ; a small part

still remained, which on examination showed an

absence of the appendix. Its place was taken by a

dimple connected to an intracecal swelling. In-

cision of the cecum revealed this swelling to be an

invaginated appendix. Extirpation followed by re-

covery.

Wright and Renshaw {Britisli Medical Journal,

1897, Vol. I, page 1470J : Child, two years and ten

months of age. History of one month's duration.

Operation revealed a partial invagination of the ap-

pendix into the cecum. Reduction was possible

only after incision of the cecum and manipulation

from within. Appendectomy followed by recovery.

Haldane {Scottish Medical and Suri^ical Journal,

Vol. XII, page 333) : Child, three years of age, giv-

ing a history of at least fourteen days' duration.

Operation showed an invagination of the appendix

(all but the tip) into the cecum. Extirpation; re-

sult not stated.

McKidd {Edinburgh Medical Journal, 1859, Vol.

I\', page 793) : Boy, seven years of age. History

of about one month's duration. Patient died and
autopsy revealed a complete invagination of the

appendix into the cecum.
Enderlen {Miinchner medizinische JVochen-

schrift, 1900, page 1021) : Child, two and one-half

years of age. History of several months' duration.

The child was admitted to the clinic August 2 and
presented a tumor to the left of the epigastrium;

this gradually increased in size and finally (Septem-
ber 23) prolapsed from the anus. The child died

September 29 and autopsy revealed in addition to

the ileocolic intussusception an intussusception of

the appendix into the cecum. No operation was
performed.

Brewer {American Medicine, Vol. IX, page 67) :

Female, twenty-two years of age. Patient was
taken acutely ill with pain in the right iliac fossa ; a

diagnosis of appendicitis was made and the patient

operated upon by another surgeon ; in spite of an

extended search no appendix was found. After an
operative recovery patient continued to complain of

abdominal pain, which continued for the next five

months. She was again operated upon, this time
by Brewer. Exposure of the cecum again revealed

an absence of the appendix ; a tumor, however, was
felt within the cecum, which, upon incision of this

organ, proved to be a complete invagination of the

appendix into the cecum. Excision and suture of

the cecum was followed by complete recovery.
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Hogarth {British Medical Journal, 1903, Vol. I,

page ^50) : Child, six years of age. History of si.x

weeks' duration. Operation revealed a large, easily

reducible, ileocolic intussusception. There remained

a small mass, which could not be further desinva-

ginated, owing to an invagination of the appendix

into the cecum. Extirpation, recovery.

Ackerman (Bruits Beitrdgc, Vol. XXXVH, page

579) : Child, four years of age. History of over

four months' duration. A large intussusception was
palpable in the descending colon. At operation des-

invagination was easily accomplished until the cecum
was reached. In consequence of this resection of

the ileocolic region was performed ; recovery. The
extirpated specimen showed a gangrenous complete

invagination of the appendi.x into the cecum.

Westerman {IVcckblad van dct Nccdcrlandsch
Tijdschrift vor Gcnccskunde, No. 24. Original not

obtainable, read only in abstract) : Child, six years

of age. At operation the ascending colon, cecum,

and 20 cm. of ileum were resected. The specimen

showed a complete invagination of the appendix into

the cecum.
McGraw (British Medical Journal, 1897, \"ol. U.

page 956) : Child, seven years of age. History of

five monlhs' duration. At operation an intussuscep-

tion of the appendix into the cecum was found. Ex-
cision of the appendi-x and adjoining portion of

cecum ; recovery.

Waterhouse (Transactions of the London Patho-
logical Society, Vol. XLIX, page 108) : Child, four

years of age. Operation showed that all but five-

eighths of an inch of the distal extremity of the

appendix was invaginated into the cecum. The
invaginated part was gangrenous and irreducible.

The cecum was resected but patient died thirty

hours after operation.

Kuss and Guimbellot (Bulletin et Memoircs de la

Societe Anatomiquc de Paris, 1907, Vol. LXXXH.
page 487) : Male, seventeen years of age. History
of about one and one-half months' duration. A
small mass was to be felt in the right iliac fossa and
patient was operated upon for a supposed appendi-
citis. At operation the appendix was found to be
completely invaginated into the cecum. Amputa-
tion ; recovery after the temporary formation of a

fecal fistula. On microscopic examination a pri-

mary tuberculosis of the appendix was also found.
Haasler (Langenbecks Archiv, Vol. LXMH,

page 826) reports two cases:

Case i.—(Case 4 of Haasler's series) : Patient
forty-two years of age. History of six weeks'
duration. A tumor was to be felt in the abdomen
and a carcinoma of the intestine was diagnosed.
The cecum, ascending colon, and 10 cm. of the ileum
were resected ; recovery. Examination of the spe-
cimen showed an invagination of the valvula Bau-
hinii and of the appendix into the cecum.
Case 2.

—

Case 9 of Haasler's series) : Child, four
years of age. History of four and one-half
months' duration. At operation a large, easily re-

ducible, ileocolic intussusception was found, leaving
only a small irreducible portion in the cecal region,
necessitating resection with end to end suture.

"
Re-

covery. The specimen showed a complete invagina-
tion of the appendix into the cecum.

Creig Smith (Abdominal Sur:;ery. \'ol. H, page
678) in speaking of the treatment of intussuscep-
tion says that in one of his cases of intussusception
treated by insirfflation. that died, the appendix was
found to be invaginated into the cecum and unre-
duced.

D'Arcy Power in discussing the case reported by

Waterhouse says that his last case of intussuscep-

tion showed a beginning intussusception of the ap-

pendix into the cecum.
I am of the opinion that the above abstracted

twenty-four, or, including my own case, twenty-five,

can all be looked upon as authentic cases of com-

plete or partial invaginations of the appendix into

the cecum, with or without invaginations of the

ileum and colon. In addition I find the following

three cases, which are occasionally referred to by

some writers as examples of this malady, which,

however, on reference to the original publications,

do not appear to me to be perfectly valid. I ab-

stract them for the sake of completeness and shall

indicate at the proper place the reasons which have

prompted me to exclude them from my compilation.

Knight : Case of acute intussusception of cecum
and appendix. Mortification. (Nczt; Zealand Med-
ical Journal, Vol. IV, page 106). Child, thirteen

months of age, which was taken ill very acutely, so

that the time elapsed from the beginning of the ill-

ness to the operation was only one and one-half

days. The major part of a large intussusception

had been reduced prior to operation, leaving only a

small unreduced part. At operation a small mass
v.'as found from which the appendix protruded. It

being impossible to reduce it, the bowel was incised

and valve exposed to view, which was fovmd to be

gangrenous. The child died within one hour. I

believe this case should be excluded, because it is

not stated distinctly in the description that the ap-

pendix was found to be invaginated ; and further-

more, the presence of the gangrenous ileocecal valve

leads me to the belief that this, and not the appendix,

was probably the apex of the intussusceptum.

Rolleston : Prolapse of the mucous membrane of

the vermiform appendix into the cecum (Edinburgh

Medical Journal, 1898, Vol. IV, page 21) reports an

interesting autopsy finding in a man thirty-two years

of age who died of peritonitis caused by a perfor-

ated duodenal ulcer. A prolapse or projection of

the mucous membrane of the appendix into the

cecum, containing a coprolith, was found. This

case, while undoubtedly of great interest as "pos-

sibly" explaining the earliest surgical patholo.gy of

the malady in question, should, however, not be in-

cluded in this compilation, inasmuch as not all of

the coats of the appendi.x were involved.

McFarland : A case of intussusception of the

vermiform appendix and cecum, with recovery and

subsequent passage of the invaginated tissues per

rectum. (Proceedings of the Philadelpliia Patholog-

ical Society, New Series, Vol. IV, page 163).

Child eight years of age. History of an acute

.nbdominal trouble, which was diagnosticated as in-

tussusception. The case was not operated upon,

as the symptoms relieved themselves spontaneously.

During the convalescence two pieces of tissue were
passed per rectum. One was a flat piece of intestine

about the size of a half dollar, to which was attached

a tube, 10 c, m. long, which was the appendix. It

was not inverted. The author concludes that it was
an intussusception of the appendix. I believe this

case is to be excluded for the following reasons

:

First, that the intussusception was not seen ; second,

that the occurrence described can very readily hap-

pen in an ordinary gangrenous appendicitis with

perforation into the cecum, and finally, that the

appendix was not inverted. I believe it is impos-

sible for an intussuscepted gangrenous appendix to

reinvert itself.
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Surgical Pathology.—It is evident that in any
form of intussusception, which occurs in the neigh-
borhood of the ileocecal valve, the appendix may be
involved in one of the following five ways: i. In

any extensive intussusception, no matter whether
it began as an ileoileac, ileocecal, or ileocolic form,
the appendix will form a part of the entire mass.
Inasmuch, however, as the appendix bears its normal
relations to the cecum, such an appendi.x can not
be classified as an intussusception. 2. There is also

the possibility that the tip of the appendix may
become invaginated into the lumen of the appendix,
and this might progress until more or less of the

appendix becomes inverted. No case, however, of

this lesion, which may be called an appendiculo-
appendicular intussusception, has to my knowledge
ever been observed. 3. The intussusception may
start at the junction of the appendix and cecum, or
at the so-called Gerlach's valve. More and more
of the appendix becomes inverted, and the process

only ceases by swelling of the coats, or adhesions
between the apposed serous surfaces. We tlien

have what I Iwe termed a "partial"' intussusception

of the appendix, as illustrated by the following
diagrams. Fig. i seen on the flat and Fig. 2 seen on
cross section. A greater or less portion of the

appendix usually projects from the cecum. If a

longitudinal section is made through the cecum and
intussusception the intestinal coats will be cut six

times. Of this variety of intussusception there are

reported six cases, namely, two cases of Rogers,
those of Wright and Renshaw, Haldane, Water-
house, and myself. The process may end here, or it

may go on to the formation of : 4. The entire

appendix becomes inverted into the cecum, and we
obtain a picture which is typical of the glovefinger

eversions. As a rule no vestige of the appendix is

visible, but its cecal attachment can always be

found by tracing the teniae of the colon. On closer

examination the appendix is found in the form of

a mass within the lumen of the cecum. This form
of intussusception may be designated as "total," and
is illustrated by Fig. 3 as seen on the flat, and Fig 4,

seen on cross section. In contradistinction to the

preceding variety there are visible only four layers

of the various coats of the intestine on longitudinal

section of the cecum. Of this variety of appendiceal

intussusception I have found only four cases re-

corded, namely, those of McKidd, Brewer, Mc-
Graw. Kuss, and Guimbellot. 5. The process may
stop short with any one of the last two forms ; it

appears, however, that the inverted appendix acts

as a foreign body, and in the efforts of the intestine

at expulsion more and more of the intestine is

drawn into the intussusception, in some cases even

to the point of protrusion from the anus. In these

cases we obtain, of course, the usual clinical picture

of an ileocolic intussusception. At operation it is

noted that after the comparatively easy reduction

of the major portion there still remains a small

tumor-like mass in the cecum, which is difficult of

reduction and which is found to be either a partial

or total inversion of the appendix.

It is manifest that the cases must begin either

as a partial or total inversion of the appendix

;

owing probably to failure of diagnosis or from
tardy operative interference the true condition is not

recogiu'zed until the larger intestinal intussuscep-

tion becomes evident. This is probably also the

reason why the majority of cases of intussuscep-

tion of the appendix belong to this group ; in fact,

in my series fifteen are of this variety, namely,

those of Monsarrat, Connor, Colman and Kellock,

Binney, Chaflfey, Lees and Silcock, Pitts, Fnderlen,

Hogarth, Ackerman, Westertuan, Ilaasler (two

cases) Greig Smith, and D'Arcy Power.

Clinical Picture.— i. Race and Nationality. It is

an interesting fact that of the twenty-five cases

here recorded twenty were reported by American

and English observers. The significance of this

large Anglo-Saxon percentage I am unable to dis-

cern. It is particularly interesting in the light of

the large statistics collected by Cluhbe in .\ustralia

and Erdman and others in New York, which show
that intestinal intussusception as a whole is far

more prevalent among Anglo-Saxon peoples than

among others.

2. Age. The oldest patient on record is Haas-
ler's, who was 42; Kuss' and Guimbellot's was 17,

Brewer's was 22, and Rogers' second case was 18.

The remainder belonged to the first decade, vary-

ing from 2 to 9 years, with an average for the 18,

in which the age is recorded, of about 5 years. We
may safely say therefore that the age incidence is

the middle of the first decade.

3. Pain. This is, to my mind, the most diag-

nostic symptom of appendicular intussusception.

The pain is intense, cramp-like, and is usually local-

ized around the umbilicus. The distinguishing fea-

ture of the pain, however, is its remitting character.

The pain comes in paroxysms, during which the

patient behaves as if in abject misery. These pa-

roxysms are followed by an interval of remission,

during which the patient feels perfectly well, and

the little patient acts and behaves as though noth-

ing had happened. The periods of pain and well-

being alternate and their frequency varies from one

or two to many a day. It is needless to add that

this description applies only to partial or total in-

vaginations of the appendix, uncomplicated by in-

tussusception of the larger bowel. When this com-
plication has supervened the clinical picture of

intestinal intussusception dominates.

4. Duration. The duration of the disease is also

rather characteristic. We find in most instances

that the history spans a considerable period, vary-

ing from a few weeks to even several months. In

a measure, the long duration is principally due to

failure of recognition of the malady. It is a fact,

however, that a longer or shorter period elapses

before operative treatment becomes indicated either

as an exploratory measure in the total or partial

invaginations of the appendix or as an urgent meas-
ure when the primary invagination of the appendix
is complicated by an intestinal intussusception. In

other words, an interval of several weeks as a rule

elapses before a pure and simple appendiceal in-

tussusception becomes converted into, or, better

said, complicated by an intussusception of the ileum

into the colon.

5. Tumor Formation. \\'liile in many instances

the palpatation of a distinct mass may be difficult

from excessive rigidity of the abdominal muscles,

I believe that in suspected cases every means should

be taken to afford the best possible relaxation. I

refer especially to the use of the water bath immer-
sion method or to the administration of a general

anesthetic. In my case a general anesthetic enabled
us to demonstrate beautifully a swelling the size

of an eiig. The characteristic sausage-shaped
swelling of cases accompanied by ileocolic intussus-

ceptions requires but a passing mention.

6. Darmsteifung. This phenomenon has been
noted in a few cases, but is not characteristic of

the disease.
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7. Stools. In pure and simple appendiceal in-

tussusceptions the bowels move as a rule spon-

taneously or readily do so with cathartics; in other

words, constipation is not the rule. It is needless

to mention that in the more advanced ileocoHc cases

absolute constipation prevails.

8. Gross blood and nuicus in the passages is, as

a rule, almost pathognomonic in the more advanced
cases of ileocolic intussusceptions. In the purely

appendiceal intussusceptions this symptom has not
been reported as occurring frequently : but I have
little doubt that blood is probably present in nearly

all the cases, if it is only looked for by chemical
and microscopic tests. IJlood was present in my
case, and it was the presence of blood in the pas-

sages, directly after an attack, though only in

minute amounts, ascribable to no other cause, which
tempted me to make a tentative diagnosis of an
intussusception.

To recapitulate briefly, the points upon which a
diagnosis might be based would be the following

:

Given a child in the first decade of life with a more
or less protracted history of repeated attacks of
severe abdominal cramps occurring remittently with
periods of wellbeing; who has a small palpable
tumor in the right iliac fossa and blood in gross
or minute quantities in the passages, I lielieve a

diagnosis of chronic intussusception of the appendix
to be justifiable. If manifest ileocolic intussuscep-
tion is present and the above clinical picture has
been previously in evidence the diagnosis that the
larger intussusception originated in one of the ap-
pendix may be hazarded.

Treatment.—I do not wish to enter here into the
question of the operative treatment of intussus-
ception as opposed to the mechanical treatment,
though I well know that good results have been re-

ported, particularly from England and the Conti-
nent, from the insufflation of air and water. In
the United States the operative treatment is de-
servedly recognized as that of choice, and I believe
the presence of irreducible appendiceal intussuscep-
tions, be they ever so rare, adds strong additional
arguments for the correctness of this view. (See
cases of Chaffey and Greig Smith.) If open opera-
tion is done for an intussusception, we can readilv
see whether the entire intussusceptum has been re-

duced, and if not. we can take steps to overcome
it or act upon indications. I shall not discuss the
operative treatment of ileocolic intussusception
which is well known, but shall confine myself bricflv
to the operative treatment of appendicular intusus-
ceptions proper.

In the simplest cases of partial intussusception
an attempt, frequently successful, is to be made to
desinvaginate the entire appendix and then to re-

move it. If this is impossible its excision with the
adjoining part of the cecum is indicated.

In total intussusceptions of the appendix I doulit
whether desinvagination is ever possible. Three
methods would appear to be feasible, i. to incise the
cecum and to desinvaginate the appendix from
within and then extirpate it : 2. to incise the cecum
and to extirpate the appendix from within; and 3.
to resect the cecum with the appendix in one mass

;

this should, however, not become necessary except
in the rarest instances.

Bone Formation in a Laparotomy Scar.—P. T. Sabi-
jakina describes a case in which two and a bait months
after a laparotomy a bone 5 cm. long and i to i;/ cm.
broad was removed from tlie scar. This bone had" been
formed partly from the connective tissue direct and partly
from an intermediate cartilaginous stage.

—

Riisski J^ratsch.

TYPHOID SPINE:

REPORT OF .\ CASE, WITH RADIOGRAMS ; COMPLETED
BIBLIOGRAPHY.

By NATHANIEL BGWDITCH POTTER, M.D..

VISITI.XG PHVSICI.^N TO THE NEW YORK CITY, THE FRENCH AND THE
RUPTURED AiND CRIPPLED HOSPITALS; ASSOCIATE IN CLINI-

CAL MEDICINE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

The accompanying radiogram, taken for me by
Dr. L. G. Cole, is so striking and confirms so com-
pletely the accepted view of the nature of the lesion

in this comparatively rare complication of typhoid

fever that 1 have considered it fitting to publish it

with an account of the case.

A. E. S.—French Hospital, No. 2344; admitted
January 28, discharged February 21, 1910; services

of Doctors Ferrer and Potter ; house physician.

Dr. Bernstein. Male, 30 years, chemical engineer,

married, born in Austria, has lived in America sev-

eral years. Family history : Mother had chronic

rheumatism, otherwise unimportant. Patient's his-

tory: Acute articular rheumatism at fifteen; peri-

cardial effusion and diaphragmatc pleurisy ; sick for

five months
;
patient noted no circulatory disturb-

ance following. Specific and secondaries denied.

Gonorrhea at nineteen, mild, no complications.

He was treated for typhoid fever at the French
Hospital, under Dr, Birmingham, August 11 to

October 11, 1909; a prolonged intercurrent relapse,

febrile from before entrance to September 19 (140
days). Von Pirquet reaction negative, January 15;
Widal positive, August 28 ; dilution i :50. Urine
showed diazo positive on entrance, pug cells to-

wards middle, numerous motile bacilli September 7
for several days.

Treatment : A few cold baths which were not

well borne. Alcohol sponges. Well till January i,

except occasional attack of pain, right side of back
just below costal margin near spine, coming on at

4.00 A.M., and awakening the patient. These at-

tacks persisted till January 18, though the patient

was alile to work despite pain wliich gradually con-

tinued during the day. Six hours' railroad trip

in following week. On arrival, attack of severe

pain which disabled the patient. He returned home
in intense pain and fever and entered the hospital

again. The pain was located in the right side of

the spine below and over the last two ribs ; it was
so severe as to induce rigidity of the abdominal
muscles and cause extreme pain about the umbilicus.

No frequent urination or other symptoms on the

part of the genito-urinary tract. No trouble with
the legs or arms.

Ph3'sical examination : Fairly well nourished,

slender male. Pupils: Moderately dilated, react

normally. Skin : \\"arm, no eruption. Breath

:

Fetid. Tongue : Heavily coated, red edges, no
deviation, no tremor. Pharynx : Slightly con-

gested. Lymphnodes : Not palpable. Heart : Dul-

ness extends from 5 cm. to right to 14 cm. to left

of midsternal line. Apex beat: Slightly heaving,

diffuse. P. M. I. 12.5 cm. to left of midsternal line.

Murmurs : Loud, blowing, prolonged diastolic

murmur heard with maximum intensity over left

edge of sternum and at apex, also plainly audible

over base and toward neck ; shorter systolic blowing
munnur heard at apex, over mitral and transmitted

to left. Second sound clear, synchronous, no ac-

centuation. Arteries: Visible pulsation in carotids,

brachials and iliacs ; abdominal aorta palpable ; very

slight thickening of peripheral arteries. Pulse:
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Regular, rapid, increased tension ; "Corrigan" type.
Capillary pulse evident. Lungs : Normal. Broad-

bent sign: Marked. Abdomen: Slightly dis-
tended and tympanitic, held rigidly in upper quad-
rant

; palpation there resisted by patient. Ex-
tremities: Normal, except for much exaggerated
knee jerks. Spine: Held rigid; motion of lower
lumbar and dorsal region impossible; any attempt
causes excessive pain and is limited by muscular
spasm. Tenderness to pressure along last three
dorsal spines and along tenth and eleventh ribs on
right side.

(See temperature chart for remaining details.)
February i : Pains in back have persisted inter-

mittently. The least movement brings on a parox-
ysm, in which the patient's suffering seems dis-
tressing. Except during paroxysms, patient is rather
soinnolent. Treatment has been rest, local heat,
quinine in full doses, diaphoretics, and morphine
to quiet pain. Chill on January 30 and February
I, the latter severe, lasting more than a quarter of
an hour.

February 2: Tenderness seems more sharply
localized over spine of eleventh dorsal and along
tenth and eleventh ribs for two or three inches to
right of spine; examination still very difficult and
unsatisfactory. Knee jerks much exaggerated.
Abdominal rigidity less marked. Edge of spleen
felt. No spots detected. Medication changed to
urotropin, grs. t.i.d.

February 4: Patient was taken to hospital.
X-ray department. Definition of picture unsatis-
factory. Renewed access of pain in back and ab-
domen, and rise of temperature after return to
room.
February 7: Blood culture, sterile. Dr. Krum-

wiedie. Pains have been much less severe, less con-
stant, and less frequent. Tenderness over tenth
dorsal spine less marked.
February 9: Professor Gibney examined the pa-

tient and confirmed the diagnosis of "typhoid
spine."

February 11: Paroxysm of pain recurred.
February 12: Dr. Townsend. "Any motion of

back is complained of as painful. Is weak; eft'ort
to stand causes pain. No sign of posterior deform-
ity

;
but there is a slight curve to the left of entire

spine, beginning in upper dorsal and extending to
the sacrimi. No spinal tenderness on pressure.
From mid-dorsal to sacrum spine is held rigid, no
motion whatever permitted, either anteroposterior
or lateral. Solid plaster of Paris jacket applied
with assistance of Sayre extension apparatus."
February 14: Patient has been nearly free

from pain. Drove to Dr. Tousey's X-ray labora-
tory; plaster jacket interfered with perfect defi-
nition of radiogram.

February 19: Jacket made into corset. Radio-
gram taken by Dr. L. G. Cole and he reports as fol-
lows: "From a careful study of three plates I am
able to detect a very definite lesion in the inter-
vertebral disc between the tenth and eleventh dor-
sal vertebrae. The spacing between these verte-
brae is reduced to about one-half the size it is be-
tween the others. There is a lack of clearcut con-
tour of the upper surface of the eleventh vertebral
on the left side."

May 16: Patient resumed his occupation soon
after discharge from hospital. Has worn his corset
continuously. Pain has been slight from time to
time, but was relieved by application of cautery.
General physical condition mar'<edly improved;
weight 150 lbs.; cardiac signs as upon entrance;
spleen not felt; knee jerks still increased. R—L;
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uu disturbance of cutaneous sensibility; back as be-

fore, but no tenderness, except to very strong pres-

sure. \\'assermann reaction negative (Dr. No-
guchi). Urine normal.

May 21 : Dr. Townsend. "Has worn no appa-

ratus for past twenty-four hours. Spine rigid as

before ; lateral curvature severe. No tenderness."

May 24: X-ray picture. Dr. L. G. Cole. "Ribs,

bodies of the vertebrae, and transverse spinous pro-

cesses of the vertebrae show very distinctly. The
spacing between the tenth and the eleventh dorsal

vertebrae is very much less than between the other

vertebrae. The edges of the surface are not as smooth
and clearcut as the}' are above and below, and there

is an increase in the density of the lower part of

the tenth and upper part of the eleventh dorsal.

These radiographic findings correspond exactly

with the previous findings and from a study of these

plates compared with those previously made I am
absolutely certain of a pathological lesion corre-

sponding with the above findings."

The literature upon this very interesting com-
plication has been so thoroughly and recently re-

viewed by Fluss.^ Silver,^ and Halpenny^ that the
records of but few cases are needed to bring it up
to date. Some of the previously reported cases
have been excluded in one or both of the two last

named compilations.

Guyot's* case, despite Halpenny's and Silver's

objection to his brief report, seems to me worthy
of being included among the authentic cases. .\

child of six years who had presented the symptoms
of typhoid with a temperature of from 39° to 40°

C. every afternoon for eight days developed great
pain and hypersensitiveness in the lumbo-sacral
region. Neither edema nor fluctuation was made
out. Incisions were made through the aponeurosis
upon both sides of the spinous processes ; a large

amount of pus was evacuated and the two cavities

were drained. Nothing abnormal was made out

in the cord. Two days later a focus of osteomyelitis

at the lower end of the left fibula had to be drained

;

a few days subsequently another focus in the right

thumb (a rare situation). The child recovered
after sequestra were discharged without any special

deviation. At the same meeting Chavannaz re-

ported that he had seen an osteomyelitis of the ver-

tebral column in a woman forty years of age, which
occurred after a relapse. She showed certain ner-

vous complications and died. This is the only fatal

case which I have been able to find. It is a pity

that the report is not more in detail. Crittenden'

merely mentions that he has seen only one case of
typhoid with Gibney's typhoid spine in a young
woman who suffered a great deal from menstrual
difficulties. It should be omitted from the list. As
Silver has stated, Freiberg has reported but one
case, not two, as credited to him by Fliess.

The case reported by Schanz** was also reported

by Hertz" and is Zenker's* second case. The lat-

ter's description of his first case reads more like a

case of myelitis than of typhoid spine and should
properly be excluded.

PahP has no case of his own, but refers to three

:ases of typhoid spine seen in the last two years by

Dr. John Ridlon of Chicago. There are hardly

sufficient grounds on which to include these cases.

I agree with Halpenny and also include Herrick's

two cases. \ ickery's case. Arapov's" two cases,

f iibney's Tyrolean case, Eskeridge's case, as well

as the two cases of Osier, which were omitted from
the list by Silver. White" has added still another

case and refers to an early one by Schmitz,'^ and
to two by Le Briton.'^ In addition to my case re-

ported above in full, we may add one reported by
Halpenny^* in a footnote ; one by Berry,'^ one
by J. C. Wilson" (not the same referred to in Hal-
penny's article), and one by Sweet." Trozzi's-'

case of tj'phoid spondylitis aflfecting the coccyx

seems to merit inclusion, despite the location, the

subsequent suppuration, and the lack of a radio-

&I

Halperings 2d case

White

Schmitz
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gram. This brings the number to eighty-four, if we
include Guyot and Chavaimaz.

Following the analysis of Halpenny and Silver,

I have constructed the table on p. 1094. .

Radiography: J. C. Wilson's case showed much
narrowed intervertebral discs ; signs of necrosis in

the vertebrate bodies, many osteophytes. Sweet's
case showed an obliteration of the disc between the

fourth and fifth lumbar vertebrae, with signs of new
bone formation and scoliosis at this point. Of the

fourteen cases in which radiograms are mentioned,
only those of Cutler and Peltesohn showed no evi-

dence of a pathological process in the bone or carti-

lage. In view of the uniform results in the positive

cases and of the difficulty we encountered in our
first two trials, it seems fair to assume that most ex-

amples of this complication of typhoid fever will

present a similar lesion. The picture in Lovett and
Withington's'-" case report is not a radiogram, but
the reproduction of a photograph showing the pa-

tient in profile view, nude, \\ith a crutch under his

left arm. "As may be seen in the picture, the pro-

jection was of considerable size, the spinous pro-

cesses could be easily made out, and their angular

projection could only be accounted for by the giving

way of some part of the weight-bearing portion of

the vertebral column."
So far as treatment is concerned, a study of the

cases reported more recently suggests that prompt
fixation, whether by a plaster bed, extension appa-

ratus, or corset will relieve or arrest the process.
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A CASE OF STAB WOUND OF THE HEART.*

Bv JOHN F. ERDMANN. M.D.,

NEW YORK.

S. H., male, age twenty-one, at 7 o'clock on the

night of August 22, 19 10, received a stab wound in

the chest, made by a knife three-quarters of an inch

wide by 6 inches long that would correspond to a

fruit knife or one used for paring potatoes. The

Reported at a meeting of the Surgical Section of the

New York Academy of Medicine, November 4, 1910.

puncture—three-quarters of an inch long—was on
the right side of the chest, one and three-quarter

inches to the right of the median line, penetrating

the fifth costal cartilage obliquely, and splitting its

lower three-quarters. The distance from the left

nipple was si.x inches to the right of the median line

and on a line one and a quarter inches below the

right nipple.

The patient was received at the hospital shortly

after the injury, stating that he had been stabbed

in an altercation at the restaurant in which he was
employed as a waiter, and that he struck the man a

blow and knocked him down siibsec|ucnt to his being

stabbed. I saw the patient at 10:30 or 10:43, prac-

tically three and a half hours after the injury, and
was told that in the interval Ijctween his entering

the hospital and my seeing him he had had a trans-

fusion of 500 c.c. of salt solution. His condition at

the time T ^aw him w .-i ' v.c nf profound shock.

The ang
represents th

at the extreme right of the scar as the I'ui

point of entrance of the knife.

marked pallor, the pulse uncountable and almost im-

perceptible, dyspnea, rapid and shallow breathing,

cold perspiration, and semiconsciousness. The heart

sounds were distant and almost imperceptible. The
patient complained of constant abdominal pain and
upon palpation he was found to be exquisitely ten-

der on the right half of the abdotuen. On percus-

sion dullness and flatness extended over this entire

region, particularly marked in the upper half. As a

result of the pain, dullness, and flatness, and the

marked tympanitis on the other side, it was sus-

pected that the liver might have been punctured or
transfixed to such a degree that a hemorrhage had
taken place into the peritoneal cavity, in addition to

an injury in all probability to the outer edge of the

pericardial sac.

An exploration was begun at the angle between
the seventh costal cartilage and the ensiform
process. Upon reaching the peritoneum a deep blue-

black appearance such as is seen in extrauterine

pregnancy with rupture was observed. The explor-

ation was then extended two inches further in the

abdominal wall, and the peritoneum opened, when
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the dark blue mass was seen to be the hver, driven

downward four inches below the costal margin. It

was deeply cyanotic. The peritoneal cavity and the

dome of the liver were explored and nothing found

to indicate puncture. The seventh costal cartilage

was then raised, the diaphragmatic musculature was
detached, and the cartilage cut at its juncture with

the rib. The sixth, the "fifth, and the fourth were

also cut through. A retractor was placed on the

cartilages, the skin raised from the sternum at the

upper limit of the incision, and the sternum cut

through at the upper limit of the incision with a

pair of bone-cutting forceps. The cartilage and

bony flap were raised to the left by forcibly drag-

ging upon the retractor previously placed upon the

cartilages. Upon raising the flap a hole admitting

the index finger was found penetrating the peri-

cardium. This was enlarged by a transverse inci-

sion one-half inch long toward the median portion

of the mediastinum. The index finger was inserted

and explored the contour of the heart, when a hole

was found in the right ventricle admitting the

gloved index finger. The pericardium was then in-

cised upward and downward in the median portion

of the mediastinum, so that an exposure was made
tor four inches in length. Upon making this open-

ing in the pericardium an immense amount of clot

was expelled, with some liquid blood. At this point

the heart slipped from my fingers. The finger was
again rapidly introduced, and the palm of the hand
above and the thumb below grasped the heart, while

the index finger was retained within the ventricle.

A curved needle, threaded with No. 2 plain catgut,

was then placed down to the heart, and during a

systole puncture was niat!e, irrespective of pene-

trating the cavity or not. As soon as the needle had
pierced one side of the incision, the finger was with-

drawn and the needle made to make its exit from
the opposite side. A knot was tied and the heart

held dangling from this suture. The subsequent
stitches—eight or ten in number—were readily

placed, one more being placed in the line of the

heart wound proper, and two more rows placed after

the manner of Lembert. A long cigarette drain was
placed in the pericardial cavity, the incision in the

pericardium closed up to the emergence of the drain,

which was led out at the angle of the seventh costal

cartilage and the sternum. Catgut stitches were
taken in the costal cartilages between them and the
ribs. Nothing was done to the sternum except to

hold it in place by the dressings after the skin wound
was sutured. The patient was back in bed in about
thirty minutes.

The subsequent condition, while followed bv a
period of anxiety for four or five days on account
of a lobar pneumonia and a pneumothorax, was
such as to cause us to feel that a recovery was in

order.

The patient was out of bed on the fourteenth
day and was discharged on September 30, having
been kept in the hospital simply to prevent his un-
dergoing any undue exercise or labor.

60 West Fifty-second Street.

Lymphocytosis in Basedow's Disease and Simple
Goiter.—M. Kappis finds a relative and absolute lym-
phocytosis of the blood as a constant manifestation of
Basedow's disease, and as a frequent one in simple goiter.
This lymphocytosis bears some relationship to the lymphatic
foci present in the enlarged thyroid. In Basedow's disease
the degree of lymphocytosis is not proportionate to the
severity of the clinical manifestations.—j1/i7f^(7»H(7c)i aus
den Grenziiehieten der Medhin und Chirurgic.

SPONTANEOUS RUPTURE OF A GLAUCO-
MATOUS EYEBALL.*
By burton chance, M.D.,

PHILADELPHIA^ PA.

Ellett's report of a case of "Spontaneous Rup-
ture of the Eyeball, as a Phenomenon of Glau-
coma," read at the meeting of the .American Medical
Association in 19 10, recalls a case of my own which
it may be of interest to record.

In March, 1902, I was asked by a colleague to

see his aged mother whose sight had been lost for

some time past. As he resided at a distance the
history w-as vague ; v^-hat I could gather was as fol-

lows: About two years before the left eye became
inflamed ; there W'as intense pain, with visual symp-
toms which I judged to have been those of glau-

coma. The sight failed rapidly and for some time
past yielded only light perception. Within the pre-

ceding two months symptoms resembling those of
glaucoma had set in in the right eye and it too be-
came blind.

I found the right cornea steamy and insensitive,

a shallow anterior chamber, the pupil dilated irregu-

larly, and the iris inactive. No details could be ob-
tained through the greenish-yellow fundus glare.

In the left there was a large dense leucoma involv-

ing the lower half of the cornea—the result, ap-

parently, of an ulceration which had been active

at the time of the first period of inflammation—in-

deed, it was the family's belief that the disease of
the eye had been that of ulceration of the cornea.

There were iridocyclitic signs in both eyes, and
about each cornea there was injection as well as
congestion of the sclera. The eyes were not tender,

although the tension was fully -f-3. There was but
doubtful light perception. The picture was one of

hopeless and complete inflammatory glaucoma.
Eserine was instilled and a strong solution was

prescribed and to be used several times "a day. After
three days the pupils were seen to be somewhat con-

tracted. The patient begged that no more of the

solution be used because it gave great pain when-
ever instilled, the pain lasting about an hour.

After three weeks the lady was brought to my of-

fice in response to a request which I had made for

the physical effect of being out of doors. The left

eye had been less uncomfortable than formerly,

though the pupil had continued dilated. The right

eye had been very painful. The pupil was dilated

and had resumed the ovoid shape. The corneal cen-

ter was hazy and steamy, its substance edematous.
The iris had been caught to the capsule by a
synechia down and out. No view of the fundus
could be obtained through the red glare made by
the mirror, neither could any view of the fundus
of the left eye be obtained. There was no light

perception in any field of either eye.

Eserin in a weaker solution was prescribed, yet it

too was painful. Sodium salicylate was adminis-

tered thrice daily for several weeks. About six

months later the lady fell and broke her right wrist,

and later her general health declined, because of

the inaction occasioned by her blindness. She had
been a most active and self-dependent person, de-

spite her 84 years.

The corneas remained quiet for several months.
About the first of March, 1903, the right eye
became painful and on the nth I noticed a

shallow erosion near the center of the cornea,

*Read before the Section on Ophthalmology, College of
Physicians of Philadelphia, Thursday, October 20, 1910.
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and in two days there was marked hypopyon.
These symptoms regressed, the erosion healing
over and the condition remained stationary until

early in April, when there was a rapid change
arijd an abscess formed which pointed into
the anterior chamber. All treatment was unavail-
ing and I advised the removal of the eye. This was
refused, but I was allowed to perform paracentesis.
As the tension was so great I determined to insert

a broad flat keratome into the cornea at the lower
limbus. This was done most cautiously and then
with forceps a dense fibrous slough was withdrawn
from the aqueous chamber. The next day there was
a rapid filling of the anterior chamber with a thin

purulent fluid, which soon became absorbed and
the wound of incision healed. The lady's general
health did not fail perceptibly and in time she be-

came strong enough to Ije able to go about the

house again.

On April 18, at 10 p.m., while stooping, she was
seized with frightful pain in the right eye and she
became greatly agitated. A few moments after-

ward there was a burst of blood from the right eye
and the protrusion of what to the family appeared
to be the contents of the globe. When seen early

the ne.xt day the lids were puffed and ecehymotic,
and a mass of oozing clot and debris protruded from
between them. The cornea had burst and the con-
tents of the glolie hung out through the rent in the
•center of the membrane. I abscised the mass and
applied a firm bandage. When seen late at night

the oozing had ceased and the patient was comfor-
table.

In the weeks following the ball continued to be
painful and the anterior segment rapidly became
staphylomatous, while the posterior was shrunken.
.A.S nothing gave relief I was entreated to remove
the eye, which I did on May 5, 1903, without further
accident and with but scant hemorrhage. The ether

was borne well, the recovery was prompt, the

wound in the socket healed favorably, and the left

eye remained quiet.

An examination of the ocular tissues showed a

matting of the iridociliary structures in a blood clot

into the cornea, together with distortion of the pos-

terior elements. The specimen was not examined
microscopically, unfortunately having been mislaid

and lost.

While the cornea in this case had been weakened
by disease, it is without doubt that the rupturing
was caused by an increase of the intraocular ten-

sion, and it is presumed that there was a distinct

augmentation of the pressure when the patient

stooped over while preparing for bed. As she was
a woman of remarkable intelligence, her extreme
agitation together with the pain she experienced

prior to the actual rupture safely may be taken to

indicate that something must have happened within

the globe, and that this something led to the ruptur-

ing. My own thought is that a blood vessel rup-

tured and the increase of pressure was caused from
the infiltration of the tissues by the efifused blood.

Tlie cornea had undergone no visible changes since

the abscessing ; the wound of incision had become
as firm as ever one sees after paracentesis, and,

moreover, the rending of the cornea was centrally

located.

The lady continued in fair health for several

months, but died on September 8, 1904, after a

brief illness.

235 South Thirternth Street. .

A BRIEF COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
HEART STIMULANTS USED DURING
FEVERS WITH A RECOMMENDA-

TION OF THE PRECORDIAL
COMPRESS.

i;v VVILLI.\M LEE SECOR, I'H.U., .\r.D..

ST. rETEKSBURG, I-I.A.

TiiE proper support of the heart during the course

of a more or less prolonged fever is a problem often

of the greatest importance to the physician. The
administration of heart stimulants or tonics in the

case of various heart conditions indicating them
but uncomplicated by fever is a very different inat-

ter from the use of agents to support the heart

during a febrile course if the temperature is at all

high. In these febrile conditions we usually find a

rapid and weakened heart action so that the agent
indicated would be one that would produce a slower,

stronger heart's action, and if at the same time it

stimulated the nutrition of the heart muscle it would
approach the ideal.

Theoretically we have just such an agent in digi-

talis. It stimulates the vagus center and the in-

hibitory fibers of the vagi, thus producing a slower

heart action and at the same time the force of the

heart beat is increased by its stimulant action on
the heart muscle and its intrinsic ganglia. It is

held by some (Hare, "Practical Therapeutics") that

the vagi are trophic nerves of the heart ; if this be

true digitalis not only stimulates the heart to do
more and better work, but also aids in providing

the extra nutrition needed by the heart muscle.

Theoretically digitalis would be a very satisfactory

agent and would meet the various indications nicely,

but in practice we find that digitalis is a very unre-

liable drug when administered during high fever,

and we cannot depend upon it.

Strychnine is a drug used by many throughout
the course of febrile conditions. It stimulates the

heart's action, increasing the rate and force of the

pulse. It also stimulates the cord and increases re-

flex activity. Its action on the nervous system
would contraindicate it in conditions where the

nervous system is already in a high state of irrita-

bility due to the action of toxins. Hare claims that

it should never be used throughout the course of a

prolonged fever and sounds a strong note of warn-
ing against its use in this manner. He claims that

its place in these conditions is that of an emergency
remedy only to be used in time of special need to

bridge over a crisis. In this same class of emer-
gency remedies we would place nitroglycerin, am-
monia, ether, etc.

The value of alcohol as a heart stimulant is very
questionable, to say the least. Personally I am of
the opinion that it does no good and often a great
deal of harm and I know that I am not alone in this

opinion.

Caffeine is used by some, but its e.xcitant action
upon the brain would contraindicate it in cases
where there is hyperexcitability, insomnia, or de-
lirium.

Strophanthus may give satisfactory results, but
when used alone is often unreliable and such drugs
as cactus and sparteine cannot be depended upon at

all under these conditions.

The fact is that we have no drug that fully meets
the requirements of a heart supporter during the
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course of a fever. And in this connection I desire no adenopathy on either sioe. And careful micro-
to call special attention to the precordial compress scopic examinations of the scrapmgs from each ulcer
as a procedure giving results which meet the indica- failed to disclose the presence of the Unna-Ducrey
tions nicely. bacillus. Nor were there any streptococci. In fact,

In applying the precordial compress a rubber or the field was singularly free from bacterial flora,

aluminum coil, prepared for the purpose, is wrapped 1 cleaned the ulcers thoroughly with hydrogen per-
in moist gauze and placed over the precordial area, oxide and gave him the following ointment to be
Through this coil ice water is kept flowing continu- applied twice a day

:

ously. I have found that a large sized ice bag may Zinci oxidi 40
be substituted for this coil without detracting from Bismuthi subnitr -7 o
the value of the procedure. Bals. Peruviani. ^.'. ......... .. kq

This cold application should be kept on continu- Petrolati albi -^o o
ously except that even' three hours it should be „„ . t . , , . •„ .^ , . • ,

.

'

'

" '

,i A t cci '
4. u c .. 4.- I

^"^ ^ told huTi to abstam from mtercourse for tworeplaced, for fifteen mmutes, by a fomentation and ^_ fu^„„ „.„„i ^ t c 1 *i 1

v. ufi ivw
V , r-

'
•

, ^u Ti 11
'^^ three weeks. In hve days the ulcerations, or thebrisk friction made over the area. This will pre- r-h^„,-^^:A^ „ u •

. j n- \,
vent damage to the skin and maintain the proper '^!1T°1'' ut,,^' ^'a

' ,1^",? I?
"'""'' '"''^

reflex activky of the nerves. K°7 f ^J'"^- ^ "'T '"'f' 'Y-
"'^" '^™'

We find that the effect upon the heart and circu- ^?tjn^^'
the same ulcerations, almost •" the same

1 <.• c 1 J ij V 1- , i.t.
situations. 1 gave him the same treatment, but told

lation of a prolonged cold application to the pre- , -^ .. „. -c , • .< . • j • i ,
• t I,

I- 1 • M .. iu .. J 1 T. J- • nim that if his chancroids broke out aeain I would
cordial area is very similar to that produced bv digi- „„^ ^^^^. ,

•

^-i i 1 ,
• , ,

^ -r r^^,

t r I tu ,.• ^ 1,. 1 u r " 'Tu "ot treat hini until 1 had examined his wife. Thev
talis and the action is not altered by fever. The j;j u,<>.,i ^ 1 1 . *i 1

^^ vvnc.
^

iic,v

1 „„,.! ,1, 1 1.1; i r n Q'd break out, and reluctantly he agreed to send herheart s action becomes slower and the rate of flow .„ a:. i •
i 1 x^ , ,, . ,

„r Ki^^^ *u .^1, *i K 1 • J- • • 1 J 1 i .1
to my othce. 1 examined her. found the vaginalot blood through the body is diminished, but the „„„„ , ., ju-- v. -i^r

force is maintahied with some rise in art;rial ten-
"'""^j? ^'''''^' ^''y- ^"^, ^^'"'"S' ^"^ no evidence of

sion. If continued for some time there is appar- %Z wTt, "tV"'"' T *;"
^^'^^f^

discharge,

entlv an improvement in the nutrition of the heart ^ Vf a 1*^" '

f
etiological factor to be

muscle
looked for. A little parleying: disclosed the fact that

So we have here an agent readily accessible whicli f'"'^'' f^ ^'^°''^ intercourse without the husband's

possesses all of the advantages o'f the drug heart 1'"^^?^"; tV^'^u'" , , I "J
.'""'^^'^S some

stimulants with none of their disadvantages, a
fn^'^eptic tablet^ She had been doing it for over

procedure the study and aoplication of which will
two years, as she did not want to have any more

well repay the physician in positive results.
''''^'^"•

'V' k ! ^°"^^'^"^^'J^
'^''

f
plicate a sub-

^ ject to speak about to her husband. I analyzed the

ru \-\Tn-or-^Tr^Z~rii7^^^rr^ ^ t->7-/-t tt t a t^
tablets and found the principal ingredients to be

CH.vNCRC^IDS DUE TO A PECULIAR
citric acid and a small 'luantity of corrosive .subli-

CAUSE. mate. .And I consider tlic latter responsible for my
Bv WILLIAM J. ROBINSON, M.D.. patient's chancroids. The susceptibility of many

NEW YORK. people to mercuric chloride is well known, some be-

Me. X. Y. applied to me for treatment for chan- '"& rnable to use it on their hands without getting

croids. That was his and his doctor's diagnosis, ^n eczematous eruption, etc. I advised her to leave

It was. according to his statement, a very ba^l case those tablets alone, suggesting a milder remedy,

and they kept on constantly recurring. The first ^"^ since then my patient's chancroids have not re-

time he had them was about a year before he got turned. Which is proof positive that those tablets

married, but they were completely cured. And now ^^'^''e the only cause of the trouble,

they kept on coming back in spite of the fact that -^"^ in this connection it is not out of place orace

he avoided all extramarital relations, as all good niore to sound a warning against the use of the

men should. He had been six years married, had highly toxic mercuric chloride as an anticoncep-

two children, the last three years old. The first tional remedy and as a vaginal injection. Some
attack since marriage he had over two years ago. druggists in their ignorance advise the use of the

The chancroids would heal in five to ten days, and 7-7 grain tablets! Of course, several cases of poi-

sometimes they became confluent. The doctor gave soning from the vaginal use of corrosive sublimate

him a wash, which from the description was lotio ^^^^ l^een reported, some of them with a fatal issue.

flava, then he gave him iodoform, but as he ob- That more cases are not on record is a matter of

jected to the odor, he gave him some aristol powder. great luck and is to be looked for probably in the

The chancroids would heal in five or ten days, and •^li.ght absorptive power of the vaginsl mucosa,

would remain well as long as he would keep away '^ ^'^- Morris Park west.

from intercourse ; but almost invariably after inter-

course with his wife, the chancroids would break Primary Epithelioma of the Urethra.— j. Tanton says

niif amin T c,,cr^,5^ta^ tU.,* tu^ .. t. that tliis tumor IS extremelv Turt. It? eticlogy is obscure.out again. 1 suspected tnat the causa f'eccaii.<; was o j- u- j t, " . . 1 * ; ;.
, ,

, , . r ,

H..OI. jLiiiiu.-, wa3 Predisposition and chronic irritatior; plav a part in it.

to be looked tor in the woman, and I said so. He Symptoms are at first slight; they are a diminution of
rejected this surmise with indignation. His wife the stream of urine, spontaneous hematuria, purulent se-

was the purest woman in the world. I told him cretion, tumor in various parts cf the urethral passage,

ttiit T AW] ..r^^• .,t '.11 ;^r>,,^„ t,<i, ^.,^u 1 4. »i t 1 It appears in old subjects with the manifestations of ure-that 1 did not at all impugn her purity, but that she
,hral stricture. It destroys the tissues and infiltrates the

might have an irritating vaginal secretion, or leu- neighboring structures. It may cause a perineal phlegmon
corrheal discharge. This was also impossible, as or abscess after the urethra has beer, opened by the

she was very healthy, very clean and he was sure .erowth. In females it causes the same sjTnptoms, and

that he alone was the guilty party.
"'/''^ '> ^ tendency to confound the symptoms with those

,,T, T • ii- T f , 1 „ , of metrorrhagia. Spontanecus pam is severe and violent,
When i examined him I found three small ulcers, irradiating <lown the thighs Coitus becomes very painful

one in the sulcus, one on the side, and one near the In the females the growth begins at the opening of the

root of the penis. Thev (hd not look hke chancroids meatus. The diagnosis is ntt easy. The prognosis is un-

to me. They looked like ordinary superficial ulcer- --^^J/^ enlr^'To^tK^ ^OnW ' AlU '.1^^ 'o^p^raLT,
ations, due to some irritation or a burn. There was can be undertaken.—Garff/r lic ntf^touj
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THE ACTION OF LIME SALTS.

It has been suggested that the toxic action of o.x-

ahc acid is to be attributed to its combining with

calcium in the body tissues and fluids. The hy-

pothesis has recently been confirmed by Januschkt

working in the laboratory of Professor Hans iVieyei

of Vienna. At the meeting of the Section of Phai-

macology and Therapeutics of the British Mechcal

Association, hekl July 22 to 29, 1910, Meyer re-

ported that Januschke had shown that not only the

cardiac depression but also the general toxic symp-

toms of oxalate poisoning can be relieved by tin

administration of calcium or of its physiologicai

equivalent, strontium. The essential element in re-

lieving the poisoning consists in the replacing of th<

calcium withdrawn by the oxalic acid from the pro-

toplasm, and not in combining with and rendering;

inactive the acid itself. The symptoms of oxalate

poisoning, namely, the marked flow of saliva, tht

alternate maximal contraction and dilatation of the

pupil, the alternate rise and fall of blood pressure

accompanied by a corresponding acceleration and

slowing of the heart-beat, all point to an increased

irritability of the autonomous and sympathetic nerv-

ous systems due to the withdrawal of calcium. The

administration of calcium counteracts this hypci-

irritabilit}'.

It has also been found by Chiari and Janu.schkr.

that animals to which calcium has ben administeiccH

do not give inflammatory exudates as normal ani-

mals do in response to chemical and bacterial it-

ritants. This is attributed to the diminished perme-

ability of the vessel walls, owing to the increase in

their calcium content. These results correspond

closely with those obtained by \\' right in the preven-

tion or weakening of serum exanthemata by the ai>-

ministration of calcium. Meyer believes that the

following facts ha\e been demonstrated: First, cat-

cium has a sedative effect on the vegetative nervour

system ; and, second, it diminishes the peiTneabilit'

of the walls of the blood-vessels.

In the light of these experiments there is addeii

strength to the theory of eclampsia, as advanced by

J. R." Mitchell in the Medical Record, Novembe?

19, 1910. that this disease of pregnancy, similarly

to tetany, is to be attributed to a calcium >t:irvatioi.

of the patient. Eclampsia of pregnancy is a con-

plex symptom of the mother's need for calciim:

The grown. .^ fetus is a calciimi par;u->itc, and will

have tliis elenoent even at its mother's expense, jcaus-

uig in the latter carious teeth, headaches, and-ner.v-

ousness. In pronounced calcium deprivation, the

"nerves writhe in protest," hr.st with intermittent,

tetanic twitchings, later with frequent tetanic con-

vulsions. The administration of catdum salts quick-

ly relieves these manifcstafioiis.

This theory ingeniously explains in a most jBiot-

plo manner the causation of the toxemia of preg-

nancy, about which the theories already published

have bee.i legion. The edem;:s of gravid women
receive a further rational interpretation in Meyer's

hypothesis of the diminished permeability .of .the

walls of the blood-vessels resulting from tlie witli-

drawal of calcium. The theory advanced by Mitchell

and supported by his chnic.-l experience explains

better than any other the manifold phenon:iena of

(eclampsia, namely, its greater frequency in twin

pregnancy and at term, the nervous e.xcitability and

convulsion.s, the delayed coagulatroii time of the

blood, the decayed teeth, the urinary findings, the

associated edema, the eclampsia of lariation and

tliat of thi; newly born, and the cessalion of "coa-

vulsions nndei- milk diet, ft is hoped that a thor-

ough trial will be accorde:! to the therapeutic ad-

ministration of calcium lactate, .s recommended

liv Mitchell, in the toxemia of pregnancy.

SPECIALISM OF TO-DAY.

In the presidential address delivered by Dr. Andrew

iVlacFarlarji at tlie meetinjj of the Third IDistrlct

Brancli of the Medical Society of the State of New
York on October 4, igio, the subject of present-

day methods of the practice of .medicine was dealt

with, la ;dl pursuits specialism is the feature of

the age. Individual effort has gone by the .wail and

the worker of to-day is no longer, as formerly, :a

good all-round man, but merely a part of a huge

machine in which he takes his part and jio more.

Formerly a man was a trouser maker or a sboe-

maker, as the case might be, a-d this term meant

that he was competent to mak<. a pair of trousers

01 a pair of boots throughort. Now all that is

past and the trouser maker has to do with the

manufacture of but one small part of the trousers

and the .shoemaker one part of the shoes and so

on with the other trades. The professions are be-

coming specialized in a simiJ. r manner, and the

modern physician or surgeon busies himself w'ith

but one part of the human boc!y. Thus if an indi-

vidual goEs lo a certain physici;:;i complaining of

certain symptoms, he is as likely ^s not to .be

passed on to anotlier physici--i whose specialty J*

the treatment of the complai"! which induces stich

symptoms.

Whether, on the whole, th"s sta.e of affairs is

tor the weal or woe of the human race, the fsct re-

mains that specialism in medicine and surgerj' holds

the field. A's Dr. ]\IacFarlane remarks. "This must

lif si), ;^v one man could no movo cover the field

of medicine to-day than a singtc worker couldmas-

tev all tho details of a huge manufacturing plant."

Howovci. whcTi it has been freely granted that

modern medicine has made tremenf*ors advances
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because investigation has been substituted for spec-

ulation and knowledge has driven out mystery, Mac-

Farlane doubts if with all our added knowledge

corresponding improvement has been made in our

methods of diagnosis over those of fifty years ago.

For instance, it may happen now that a patient, the

cause of whose symptoms is obscure, will be

bandied about from one specialist to another with-

out a correct diagnosis being made until the patient

has lost confidence altogether in the medical profes-

sion. Again, a patient may diagnose his own case

and select his specialist. The specialist will limit

his examination, observations, and treatment to his

own field without knowing or trying to know any-

thing about the condition of the other organs of the

body. Further than this may not a medical man be-

come so obsessed with his specialty that he neither

can nor will see anything beyond it?

MacFarlane suggests as a remedy for this some-

what haphazard fashion of diagnosis that a con-

veniently situated house should be chosen to which
obscure and complicated cases could be sent for

observation and examination—a diagnostic house,

in short. This house thoroughly equipped for the

purpose would be in charge of a well-trained and
experienced house officer. Thither might be sent

the patient with the obscure lesion, whose hist(jry

would be taken by the house officer who would
in addition make the routine laboratory examina-
tions. The patient having undergone at tlic

hands of the attending physician a thorough phys-
ical examination it would then be decided what fur-

ther examinations might be of assistance. By such
means, thinks the author, "the diagnosis would then
be more nearly the real resultant of medical science

and not a hit-or-miss."

That prompt and accurate diagnosis is by far the
most important factor in the treatment of disease
requires no argument. In some diseases correct
diagnosis is a matter of life or death. If the dis-

ease be quickly and properly diagnosed treatment
can be initiated that will have the most successful
results and vice versa. Therefore, any means
which will assist to bring about this end is de-
serving^ of notice. The diagnostic hospital might
be feasible and might be very valuable.

The C.\loriscopi;.

In-f.Aint feeding on a calorie basis is a compara-
tively new resource as compared with caloric feed-
ing of adults. The old plan of a properly balanced
ration with the checks of proper utilization, gootl
health, and natural gain in weight has generally
been and still is regarded by many as all "sufficient
for infants. Even those who believe in infant feed-
uig by calories limit the method to the mere pre-
vention of overeating and obesity. It is probable,
however, that the calorie ])lan will come more and
more into use, and it may be well that it should.
The mfant who can do very well under the old plan
may furnish some arguments against the relatively
new one. When we apply calorie feeding to the
mdividual we find great variations ; and the experi-
ence of gastroenteric specialists is such .that thev
almost to a man repudiate it in the diseases of the
fjigestive organs. Certain men claim that they, can
do hard work withoni fatigue or loss of weight on

about one-half the calories which, according to

tables, are "coming to them." We have for some
time had concise tables for the calorie feeding of

infants, but the instrument in question, which was
devised by Mettenheimer {Mi'inchencr mcdizin-

isclic IVocheiischrift, November 15), represents a

celluloid disk, or rather two semicircular disks, one
of which is divided into sectors of different colors

upon which are printed the chief articles for infant

feeding, with a scale of calorie values for each
quantity to be used—the lowest at the center. The
other ,lisk contains formute for mixtures of the

said nutrient materials, and for recording the

weight of the child. The first disk is made to re-

volve upon the other, so that a given colored sector

may be brought flush with the second disk, on the

free margin of which are inscribed calorie values

from 100 to 1,000, an arrangement which facilitates

the readinsr of the total number of calories in a

The N.vture of Pellagr.x.

Dr. S.\meox, the distinguished Italian investigator

connected with the London School of Tropical Med-
icine, was one of the first, if not the first, to throw
doubt upon the long held Ijelief that pellagra is due
to the consumption of damaged corn. He preached
his doctrine with such earnestness that a fund
was raised to enable him to make a study of the sub-

ject in the heart of an Italian pellagrinous district.

The results of his investigations have been em-
bodied in a preliminary report {Joiirnal of Tropical

Medicine and Hygiene, September 15 to November
I, 1910) which, whatever may be an individual's

views, provides very instructive reading. Of course,

this report is, in the nature of things, inconclusive.

but enough material has been collected to prove that

Sainbon's opinions are foimded upon sound prem-
ises. The reason why he first doubted that corn was
the cause of pellagra "was based principally upon
the striking difTerences existing between the dis-

tribution of -the pellagra endemic stations and that

of the areas of maize consumption, as well as on the

irrefutable fact that true pellagra was known to oc-

cur in people who had never eaten maize, Spanish
experience was overwhelming on this point." Argu-
ing from the analogy of many insect-carried dis-

eases and pellagra Sambon looked for an insect

host and thinks that he has found it in a SimuHum.
His arguments in this direction are strong if not

wholly convincing. .-\s yet all endeavors have failed

to demonstrate a parasitic agent in pellagra, but up
to the present time experiments have not been suffi-

ciently exhaustive. The research work, indeed, has
only been partly accomplished. It seems that further
and more lengthy investigations would be necessary

to demonstrate the presence of the causative organ-
ism, if such exists. .Sambon has possibly shown the

way, and it is to be hoped that he may be enabled
to place the honor of the final discovery to his

name. There are many, however, who are not in

accord with the London scientist's views, and among
these is Captain H. J- Nichols. V. S. Army, who
thinks that Sambon has been perhaps too ready to

jump at conclusions from somewhat inadequate
data. On the other hand, several well known
authorities now regard his theory of pellagra as de-
serving of close study : among these is Dr. Sand-
with. The report is full, interesting, and logical,

and will well repay a carefid perusal by all who are
brought into contact with this peculiar disease.
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Vaccination Against Tvphoid Fever ix the
United States Army.

Vaccination against typhoid fever has heeii con-
ducted on a considerable scale in the army of the
United States according to the most recent report
of the Surgeon-General, a total of 11,771, of
whom completed cards have been received, having
been thus operated upon. The number of moderate
and severe reactions v,-as quite small, while of the
total number vaccinated there have developed to

date three cases of typhoid fever, with no deaths.

It must be borne in mind that the Widal reaction

as a means of diagnosis among persons who
have been vaccinated is worthless, since the re-

action appears immediately after immunization
and persists for a variable length of time. Among
such patients the only rational way of confirming a
clinical diagnosis by laboratory methods is by using
Wood cultures. Among the unvaccinated of the

army the case of typhoid fever rate per thousand
was 4. II and the case rate among the vaccinated

was .26 per thousand, seemingly a convincing argu-
ment in favor of the method. Somewhat rougTily

speaking, the incidence among the unvaccinated was
nearly sixteen times higher than among the vacci-

nated. Thus the harmlessness of the procedure
has been clearly demonstrated and its efficacy ap-

pears to have been proved also in a sufficiently sat-

isfactory manner. The Medical Department has

now done all that can be done in the direction of

voluntary vaccination against typhoid fever in the

army and it remains for the War Department to

decide whether the time has come to require it as a

routine procedure.

Nfuis at tlie Wtsk.
In Honor of Dr. Weir.—On Saturday evening

of last week Dr. Robert F. Weir was entertained

at a dinner given in his honor at the University

Club by his former house surgeons at the New
York, Roosevelt, and St. Luke's Hospitals. The
dinner was the outcome of the desire of Dr. Weir's

old house surgeons, numbering two hundred or

more, to manifest their affection for their former

chief, to whose teaching and example they as sur-

geons owed so much. Because of the limited ca-

pacity of the banquet hall it was found necessary.

however, to restrict the number of Dr. Weir's

hosts to about seventy-five. Dr. Robert Abbe, the

toastmaster. read a number of letters and telegrams

from old house officers, now scattered over the

country and regretfully absent, and then presented

to Dr. Weir a beautiful repousse chalice, which

had been concealed in oriental fashion beneath a

square of Japanese embroidery. This cup, it was

said, had not two handles or three, as the ordinary

loving cup, but a thousand invisible handles which

all the friends of the recipient were eager to grasp

with him. Dr. Weir delivered a reminescent ad-

dress, referring to the New York surgeons of the

middle of the last century, with whom and under

whom he had worked, and mentioning incidentally

that his total years of hospital service were seventy-

six—this figure resulting from some overlapping

double services. Addresses were also made by

Drs. Maurice H. Richardson of Boston, W. L.

Rodman of Philadelphia, and W. S. Halsted of

Baltimore.

Health of the Canal Zone.—The report of the

Department of Sanitation gives the total number

of deaths among empluyecs in the Canal Zone, dur-
ing October, as 42, 23 being from disease and 19
from external causes, giving an annual rate per
I,OOG of lO.iy. In Octobers of other years the an-
nual rate per 1.000 was as follows:

1904 20.31

1905 32.85
1906 46.68

'907 25.97
1 908 1 2.93
1909 • 9-95

I he annual average rate of death during October
in Panama, Colon, and the Canal Zone, including

both employees and civil ])opulation, was 23.61.

During previous years the rate was:

'905 56.62
1906 46.40

1907 30.19
1908 27.91

1909 [6.62

The increase in the rate for October, 1910, over
that for October,- 1909, was due to the increased

number of deaths among infants from intestinal

disorders in the city of Panama. .V comparative
statement of the death rate among canal employees
on the Isthmus of Panama under the original

French company from 1881 to 1888, eight years,

and the American Commission from 1904 to 1909,
six years, is included in the report. It shows that

if the American employees had worked under the

same sanitary conditions as did the French, there

would have been 1,279 nwre deaths per annum than
have occurred under American control. This mean^
a saving of 7,674 lives in the six years of the Amer-
ican occupation, and a reduction of 70 per cent, in

the annual death rate from disease, when the aver-

age numbers of deaths per 1,000 among the French
nnd the American employees are compared.

October Death Rate.—The monthly bulletin of

the New York State Department of Health gives

the death rate for the entire State during October
as 14.5, the total number of deaths being 10.942

.

while in New York City alone the rate was 14.0.

and the total number of deaths 5,597. In the rural

districts the rate was 15.8. About 21 per cent, of

the deaths were of children less than one year of

age. The total mortality was 464 less than during
October, 1909. the reduction being fairly well dis-

tributed throughout the State.

More Typhoid Fever at Annapolis.—The
twenty-ninth case of typhoid fever among the ca'i-

ets at the Naval Academy developed on Decem-
ber 9. The authorities still attribute the epidemic
to contaminated milk which was received at the

academy prior to November 9. Since that date the

supply of milk from the suspected source has been

discontinued.

Pasteur Institute Burned.

—

A dispatch from
Paris tells of the burning of the branch of the

Pasteur Institute at Garches, near Paris, on De-
cember 7. The liranch was located in the Chateau
\'illeneuse I'fitnng.

National Red Cross.—The sixth annual meet-
ing of the National Red Cross was held in Wa.shing-
ton on December 6. when President Taft was reelect-

ed presi''ent of the 'iocietv. The other officers elected

are Mr. William W. De Forest of New York, vice-

president : Mr. Charles .\. Magee. secretary; Mr.
A. P. Andrew. .Assistant Secretary of the Treasury,

treasurer. President Taft announced that New York
City had already pledged $500,000, its (|uota of the
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two niiliiun doUai: fiiiul which the society is c-udeav

oring; to raise, and that he coiisidered this wi earn-

est that the exitiVe aTiiount would be forthcoming.

The Red Cross nuw has about fifteen thousand
members in the b'nited States. Announcement was
alsQ made that the society intends to prosecute

chose concerns which continue to violate the act oi

Congress of June 3-3, 1910, protecting the I'ed

Cross insignia from manufacturers.

National Health Bureau.—In his recent i;iea-

sage to Congress, J 'resident Taft renews the rec

ommendation contained in his message of last year

that a bureau of liealth be created "in which shall

be embraced all those Gbvermnent pgencies out

side of the War and Na\^ Departments which are

now directetl toward the preservation of the public

health or exercise functions germane to that sub-

ject." Presi'.'.ent Taft further says: ''I greatly ic-

gret'that the agitation in favor of this bureau has

aroused a counter agitation against its creation,

on the ground that the establishment of such a

bureau is to be in tJie interest of a particular school

of medicir.e. It seems to me tliat this assumption

is wholly im warranted, and that those responsible

for the Government can be trusted to secure in the

personnel of the bureau the appointment of lepre-

senfatives of all recognized schools of medicine, and
in the management of the bureau entire freedom
from narrow prejudice in this regard.''

Qpen-Air Classroom.—Plans have been filed

with the P.uilding Department of New York Cit}-

for the erection of an open-air room and diet kitchen

on the roof of the I'vo-story public baths and gym-
nasium in the rear of Pludson Street Park, at a cost

of $6,000. The ro<>f room will be used as an open-

air classroom for children inclined to tuberculosis,

accommodations being provided for not more than

fifty.

Cliolera in Madeira.—A dispatch from
Funchal, dated December 11, .states f-at the

cholera continues to rage there, 422 cases with 136
denfhsi having been reported since the outbreak be-

gan. All the physicians in the island have been
impressed into th.e public service by the health

aufhoritiei'.

Measles en Ship.—The steamship Pannonia,
vvhicli arrived in New York on December 10, was
held at quarantine because of the large inuriber of

casea of measles en board.

Pasteurized Milk.—In reviewing the work of

the recent milk conference in New York, Dr. Charles
E, North of the New York ifilk Comnuttee says
that the conclusion was reached that the only raw
milk fit for human consumption is that produced
under, sanitary c . iditions from tuberculin-testeri

cattle, and that all other milk should be thoroughl)
pasteurized. The conference as a bo'iy adopted
llelvin's classification which provides for these two
Vrnds of milk onl)-, this action being taken as the

reault of testimony given by many experts i;i the

.sufeject.

Hospital at Aix-les-Bains.—^The gift of $40,000
tor the improvement of the hospital at Aix-les-

Bains from IMr. J. Pierpont IMorgan is announced
by Dr. Paul Guyenot of tliat citj', who sailed for

home en December 8. Dr. Guyenot has been in

America for several months studying our hospital

methods.

fTew Sanatorium.—^The State Coinmissioner '^1

Health has appiove' the appHcation of the Tui)]jpi

Lal<e Sanatorium Corporation for permission to es-

tablish a private sanatorium for the treatment of
tuberculosis at Tupper Lake.

Prof. Frederic S. Lee.—The trustees of Colum-
bia University on December 5, on the recommenda-
tion of the Faculty of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, appointed Frederic S. Lee, Ph.D., now
professor of physiology, to be head of the Depart-
ment of Physiology in succession to Prof. John G.
Curtis, who retired on June 30, 1909. Dr. Lee has
been connected with the College of Physicians and
Surgeons since 1891, vvhen he was appointed a

demonstrator of physiology.

Dr. Louis H. Mutschler of Philadelphia has
been elected visiting surgeon to the Episcopal Hos-
pital in that city. Dr. ilutschler has already served
the hospital for fifteen years as assistant surgeon.

Dr. Edward Martin of Philadelphia has been
elected John Rhea Barton Profes^y of Surgery in

the iVIedical Departm.ent of the UuH^'ersity of Penn-
sylvania in succession to Dr. William White re-

sig[ned.

Public Health Lectures.—Dr. H. L. Wheelet
of New York an.d Dr. W. A. White of Phelps,
N. Y., have been appointed by the State Commis-
sioner of Health as lecturers and consultants on
hygiene in the Department. They will deliver a

series of lectures throughout the State on subjects

pertaining to the public health.

Philadelphia Medical Examiners' Association.
—At the annual meeting, held on December 6, the

following ofticers were elected : President, Dr. A.
T. Gaillard ; Vice-President, Dr. F. S. Ferris ; Sec-
retary. Dr. J. D. Farrar; Treasurer, Dr. J. D. Mor-
ton.

American Society of Sanitary and Moral
Prophylaxis.—.V meeting of this society will be

held at the New York Academy of Medicine' on
Thursday, December 22, at 8:30 p.m. Papers will

be presented by Professors E. R. A. Seligman and
Fehx Adler on the Sanitary Supervision of Pros-
titution. The subject of the Control of "Venereal

Diseases by the Health Department will be dis-

cussed by Drs. Abraham Jacobi, Stephen Smith,

Thomas Darlington, and Eugene H. Porter, State

Commissioner of Health.

Medical Association of the Greater City of New
York.—A stated meeting of this association will

be held in the New York Academy of Medicine on
Monday, December 19, at 8:30 p.m. A paper on
"Morbific Processes Controlled by the Hypoder-
matic Use of Aseptic Chemical Solutions" will be

read by Dr. J. Blake White. This will be followed

by a discussion on "The Question of Reflex Dis-

turbances."

Taylor County (Texas) Medical Society.—At
the annual election of officers of the society held

in Abilene on December 6 the following officers

were elected : President, Dr. ?.L M. Carrick, Assist-

ant Superintendent State Epileptic Colony, Abilene ,

Vice-President, Dr. J. A. Adkisson, Merkel ; Sec-

retary-Treasurer. Dr. J. MtSstes. Abilene. Dr. J.

M. .Ale.xander entertained the society at a banquet.

fifty guests being presen.t. Dr. M. M. Carrick acted

as toastniaster.

Eau Claire District (Wisconsin) Medical Soci-

ety.—At the annual meeting of the society, held

on November 28, the following ofl'icers were elected

for the ensuing year : President. Dr. R. R. Chase.

Eau Claire ; Serretary-Treasitrcr, Dr. E. L. Mason.
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Gila County (Arizona) Medical Society.—At
the organization meeting- ot this new society, held
on November 22 at Gila, the following otHcers

were elected : President, Dr. John Bacon, Miania

;

Vice-President. Dr. R. D. Kennedy, Globe ; Secre-
tary-Treasurer, Dr. J, L. Wales, Globe.

Black Hills (South Dakota) Medical Society.
—The following officers were elected at the annual
meeting held at Deadwood on November 22 : Presi-

dent, Dr. F. S. Howe, Deadwood; Vice-President,
Dr. A. S. Hoon, Nemo: Secretary, Dr. W. L. Vcr-
coe, Lead ; Treasurer, Dr. F. E. Clough, Lead.

Montgomery County (Ohio) Medical Society.
—The annual meeting of the society was held in

Dayton, on December 2, when officers were elected

as follows: President, Dr. A. L. Light; Vice-Presi-

dents, Dr. Charles Hunt, Dr. Harry B. Harris, and
Dr. C. W. Salisbury ; Secretary, Dr. H. H. Hatcher

;

Treasurer, Dr. William Prather.

Hancock County (Ohio) Medical Society.

—

The following officers were elected at the annu.al

meeting held on December i : President, Dr. W. X.

Yost; Vice-President, Dr. L. E. Todd; Secretary,

Dr. E. FI. Cooper ; Treasurer, Dr. J. A. Kimniell.

Elkhart County (Indiana) Medical Society.

—

At the annual meeting hekl on December i the fol-

lowing officers were elected : President, Dr. C. \V.

Frink; Vice-President, Dr. G. W. Kirby ; Secretary,

Dr. E. M. Hoover.

Mr. Isaac Stern.—In the death of Mr. Isaac

Stern of New York, which occurred on December

5, Mt. Sinai Hospital loses the president of its

Board of Directors, and one who for many years

had been actively devoted to the service of the hos-

pital. Mr. Stern was also a member of the Board
of Directors of the Mt. Sinai Hospital Trainng

School for Nurses and vice-president of the Hos-
pital Saturday and Sunday Association. His will

provides for a bequest of $10,000 to Mt. Sinai Hos-
pital, to be known as the Isaac and Virginia Stern

endowment fund, the income to be applied as the

directors may determine.

Deaths of Foreign Medical Men.—Dr. Henri
Huchard of Paris died on December 11. He was
well known for his original work on arterio-

sclerosis and diseases of the heart and arteries.

Professor Angelo Morro, the eminent Italian

physiologist, died the early part of this month at

the age of sixty-four years. He had made a

special study of the phenomena of fatigue, being

the inventor of a well-known form of ergograph.

He was a senator in the Italian Parliament.

Obituary Notes,—Dr. John C. Da Costa of

Philadelphia, Pa., died at his residence on Decem-
ber 6, of kidney disease, aged 76 years. Dr. Da
Costa was born in Philadelphia and was graduated

from the Jefferson Medical Collesje in that city in

1878. At the time of his death Dr. Da Cosla was

emeritus gynecologist at the Jefferson Medical Coi-

ssrt- chief f-ynecosoo^st lo St. Asfnes' Hospital, and

president of the Philadelphia Obstetrical Society.

He was also a member of the American Medical

Association and of the Pennsylvania State and Phil-

adelphia County Medical Societies, and a Fellow

of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia and of

the American Surgical Association.

Dr. William WATS0^f of Dubuque, Iowa, a

graduate of the Rush Medical College, Chicago, in

1854. a veteran of the Civil War, died at his home
on November 2r, aged 74 years.

Dr. Henry HuTCUiiSSON of St. Paul, Minne-
sota, a graduate of the Hahnemann Medical Col-
lege of Philadelphia in 1874, formerly professor
01 the theory and practice of medicine in the Col-
lege of Homeopathic Medicine and Surgery of the
University of Minnesota, a member of the staffs

of St. Luke's, St. Joseph's and the City and County
Hospitals, president of the 2*linnesota State Board
of Health since 1901, a member of the Minnesota
State Institution of Homeopathy, the Minnesota
State Anti-Tuberculosis Society, the American
Public Health Association, and the American In-

stitute of Homeopathy, died suddenly at the Hotel
Mustapha Superieur in Algiers on December i of

heart disease, aged 61 years.

Dr. Oliver Roland of Lancaster, Penn.sylvania,

a graduate of the Medical Department of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in the class of 1875, for
many years a member of the School Board and of
the Board of Health, physician to the Children's

Home, and a trustee of the Stevens Industrial

School and the Lancaster Free Library, a member
of the American Medical Association and the Penn-
sylvania State and Lancaster County Medical So-
cieties, and consulting physician to the Lancaster
General Hospital, died at his home of apoplexy on
November 21, aged 60 years.

Dr. Emily Pardee-Disbrovv of South Norwalk,
Connecticut, a graduate of the New York Medical
College and Hospital for Women in 1875, a member
of the American Institute of Homeopathy and of

the Connecticut State Homeopathic Society, died

at her home on November 30.

Dr. John Frederick Haller of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

a graduate of the medical department of the Uni-
versity of Buffalo in 1888, examining physician of

the Department of Charities, New York, visiting

surgeon to the Swedish Hospital and consulting

gynecologist to the Jamaica Hospital, a member of
the New York State and Kings County Medical
societies, and of the Association of Military Sur-
geons of the United States, died at his home on
December 3, of pneumonia, after a brief illness,

aged 44 years.

Dr. John CiiMMtNCS Munro of Boston, Mass.,
a graduate of the Harvard University Medical
School in 1885, consulting physician to St. Luke's
Home, consulting surgeon to Quincy Hospital, and
surgeon-in-chief to the Carney Hospital ; formerly
lecturer in surgery in the Harvard University Med-
ical School ; a member of the American Medical
Association, the Association of American Anatom-
ists, the American Surgical Association, and the

Massachusetts State and Suffolk County Medical
Societies

; president of the Society of Clinical Surg-
ery, honorary member of the Vermont Medical So-
ciety and of the Canadian Medical Association, and
honorary fellow of the Philadelphia Academy of
Mef'icine, died at his home, on December 6, aged
52 years.

Dr. HorjVCe Bap.cock of Gowanda, N. Y.. a grad-
uate of the Medical Department of the University
of Biiffalo, surgeon in the 2d Wisconsin Regiment
during the Civil War, died at his home, on Decem-
ber 5, aged 86 years.

Dr. Frank E. McGann of Mount Stcrhng. III.,

a graduate of Barnes Medical College, St. Louis,
in IQ04, a member of the Illinois .State and Brown
County Medical Societies, and coroner of Brown
County, died at his home of typhoid fever, on
November 28, aged 30 years.
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Dr. Be.\j.\min Fr.vnklin Spurgeon of Chico,

Cal., a graduate of the University of Louisville,

Medical Department, in 1874, a member of the Cali-

fornia State and Butte County Medical Societies,

died at his home, on November 24, aged 57 years.

Dr. Felix F. Porter of Paris, Tenn., a graduate

of the Medical Department of the University of

Pennsylvania in 1859, died at his home on Novem-

ber 27.

Dr. Frederick Willi.\m Van Slvke of St. Paul,

Minn., a graduate of the Minnesota Flospital Medi-

cine Medical College in 1883, a member of the

American Medical Association and of the ^linne-

sota State and Ramsev County Medical Societies,

died at St. Joseph's Hospital, St. Paul, on Novem-

ber 23, aged 54 years.

(Hatrtspavibnxtt.

OUR UJNDON LETTER.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL.—R.\T PLAGUE, OFFICIAL

CIRCULAR. FRACTURES NEAR JOINTS.—ALTERNAT-

ING ANESTHETICS. ENDOMETRITIS.—OBITUARY.

London, Koveniber 25. 1910.

The General .Medical Council met on Tuesday,

when the president, Sir Donald MacAlister, gave

an address. He said he had reason to believe that

a bill now before Parliament would remove the

disabihties of midwives trained in Ireland. He had

official authority to state that the inquiries of the

Local Government Board into unqualified practice

would be published in a Blue Book in a few days.

A more important memorial would be laid before

the council, supported by a letter from the Colonial

Office, concerning instruction as to tropical dis-

eases. It was desired that a certificate or diploma,

such as that given in Public Health, should be ob-

tainable from the various examining bodies and

registered by the council. Sir Donald had ascer-

tained that, if desired, a clause to effect this would

be proposed by the government at an early date.

All this sounds fairly optimistic but takes no ac-

count of the fact that we are in the midst of a gen-

eral election with its uncertainty, and even if the

same party should be returned, the present govern-

ment holds the record for making promises and

evading them when fulfillment is due.

As to the Blue Book mentioned, it was issued

yesterday and officially confirms the frightful

amount of quackery that is a familiar fact to all

practitioners. The board find it difficult to say, cat-

egorically, whether unqualified practice is increas-

ing, though in some districts the evidence is said

to be in that direction. London does not seem quite

so bad as some provincial towns. Counter pre-

scribing by chemists is shown to be general and

diminishes by delay the chance of cures. Bone-

setters flourish most in the northern districts and

in Wales. Quack medicines are sold largely to the

poor and also in enormous quantities to the well-

to-do and many are said to contain powerful

poisons. When the General Medical Council has

digested this Blue Book they might well reflect on

their own negligence in making no eft'ort to effect

a change. Established to prevent practice by un-

registered persons, they have contented themselves

all those years in taking fees for registration and
talking about the duties they have not performed.

The Local Government Board on Saturday issued

a further statement as to rat-plague in which it is

said that one of the inspectors has been inquiring

for several weeks into the extent of the disease in

East Suffolk with a view of securing concerted ac-

tion by the various authorities. With him are as-

sociated three of the board's medical inspectors to

investigate over a wider area. Further, Dr. Mar-
tin of the Lister Institute is investigating the out-

break on a large scale, the kinds of rodents predom-
inating in the districts, and the flea parasites of these

rodents. Other inspectors have been instructed to

make inquiries in various parts of England, but up
to the present infected rats have been found only in

five districts. Valuable help has been rendered in

East Suffolk by Dr. Heath, who has accordingly

been specially appointed to deal with the matter by
the County Council and other authorities are co-

operating. The official statement adds that al-

though cases of plague in man are unlikely to arise

arrangements are being made by the various author-

ities for the early recognition and isolation of any
such cases should they occur.

The Surgical Section of the Royal has allotted

two evenings to a discussion on "Fractures in the

Neighborhood of Joints." The opening paper was
by Mr. Robert Jones of Liverpool, whose experience

as hospital surgeon and university teacher gives,

great authority to his views. It is well they should

be fully considered and I greatly appreciate a re-

mark with which he began as to the way in which
a broken bone is often left from first to last to the

house surgeon, as if it were of slight importance.

It is true, too, that every practitioner is expected to

be able to treat a fracture, though many stiff and
useless joints confront us and give occasion to

serious misgivings.

Mr. Jones recognized that students nowadays are

taught to rely too much on a radiograph for diag-

nosis, the interpretation of which is by no means
free from difficulty. During the last twenty-five

years he said he had treated many fractures in-

volving the functions of the joints and a large pro-

portion were not recent and had given rise to de-

formity or disability, or both. Patients suffer far

more from disability than mere appearance and so

he regarded every fracture as a potential cause of

disability. In all fractures near a joint the mechan-
ical function of that joint must be considered even

more than its anatomy. Common disabilities in

the shoulder after neglected fractures are deficient

abduction and rotation ; in the hip diminished range
of these and often of extension ; in the elbow fixation

at an inconvenient angle ; in knee, genu valgum and
sometimes flexion. The special deformities and dis-

abilities of injuries should be studied, anticipated,

and so prevented. Mr. Robert Jones then pro-

ceeded to lay down his method of dealing with the

fractures connected with the several joints and this

at sufficient length to constitute a valuable clinical

essay founded on his e.xceptional experience. Sum-
marizing, he pays more attention to function than

appearance, considering correct alignment to be

more important than meticulous care in reposition

of fragments, holding that pain is always an indica-

tion for physiological rest and, therefore, depre-

ciating earlv forced passive movements.
If in some cases he prefers manipulation and

fixation when others would prefer an open opera-

tion, he admits it may, perhaps, be because the in-

creasing proportion of his work has been in the

treatment of deformities and disabilities, whether

of traumatic origin or not, has given him more con-
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fidence in carefully graduated force in cases where
some might hesitate to use it.

Mr. Rushton Parker said in any fracture between
the clavicle and elbow it was of greatest service for
diagnosis and treatment to sling the arm to the

neck and flex the elbow to a rather acute angle. The
upper limb was thereby bent into two portions, one
containing hand and forearm suspended from the

neck ; the other only suspended from the shoulder.

An upper arm was thus relieved of the weight of

the forearm, which, if left loose, caused pain and de-

formity. In the lower part the tendency to adduc-
tion of the condyles could me met by a twist given

to one of the lower splints, if of sheet metal.

Mr. R. \\'arren said the greatest accuracy was
required when the cartilage-covered bearing surface

of the joint was involved and in such open opera-

tion was more likely to be needed than when the

fracture was in the vicinity but outside the capsule.

Mr. R. H. A. Whitelocke thought in all cases

of fractured patella with much separation the open
method was the only satisfactory one. Since the

recent legislation the public was not satisfied with

good functional results. He said Mr. Jones had
.struck the right note in emphasizing the important

role of correct alignment es])ecially in the lower

limbs.

When prolonged anesthesia is reiiuired the plan

of maintaining it by alternating the agents has re-

cently been tried, ether being first given, or ethyl

chloride at first, and afterwards nitrous oxide being

employed to keep up the anesthesia. The method
seems to have been due to the fact pointed out by

Crile, that collapse was less frequent after nitrous

oxide and o.xygen than after other anesthetics and
that overstimulation by the ether might partly be

to blame. Mr. Flemming brought the subject be-

fore the section of anesthetics in a paper reporting

eighty-six cases in which the plan was used, the pre-

vailing idea being to decrease the amount of ether

by alternating its exhibition with gas. In many
cases there w-as no nausea and in none was there

postoperative collapse. The numbers did not ex-

clude the possibility of coincidence but Mr. Flem-
ming thought them worth submitting to the section.

He said the method demanded minute attention to

decide just when to change from ether to gas, or

vice versa. This usual routine was to induce anes-

thesia with ethyl chloride and ether, maintain it by

ether (open or closed plan) for 15 or 20 minutes,

in fact, till the operation was well under way, then

substitute nitrous oxide and oxygen, with frequent

breaths of fresh air, for from 3 to 5 minutes, then

change back to ether and so on throughout. Thus
gas anesthesia was, as it were, superimposed on

the ether intoxication and generally it was found

possible as the operation progressed to shorten the

times of ether and lengthen those of gas. Mr.

Flemming was satisfied that a perfecely smooth
anesthesia could be maintained in this way and

among the patients who proved favorable subjects

were some for whom gas alone would not have been

suitable, e.g. alcoholic men, very stout persons, and

senile subjects.

Mr. Gill said he had given ether and gas alter-

nately for short operations. He was glad stress

was laid in the paper on limiting the dose and main-

taining as light as possible a degree of anesthesia.

Dr. Rlumfield had had similar experience in short

operations and asked if reflex phenomena had been

met with.

Dr. Silk did not consider rapid recovery wholly

advantageous as the period of analgesia masked
postoperative pain. The plan would require great

skill and consume much gas.

Mr. Boyle said why not induce the anesthesia

with gas. He thought it must be difficult to main-
tain level anesthesia by alternating.

Mr. Flemming, replying to this and to others who
rather supported it, said he was himself surprised

both by the ease with which level anesthesia was
maintained and at the satisfactory after results.

In the Obstetrical Section a paper was read deal-

ing witli the clinical aspects of chronic endometritis,

employing the term as a matter of convenience, al-

though it was admitted that real inflammation was
probably rare. Drs. Donald and Shaw were the

authors and they comprised in their summary cases

in which there were menorrhagia, metrorrhagia, leu-

corrhea, dysmenorrhea, and pain in the lower ab-

domen, associated with a moderately enlarged

uterus which was tender on palpation. So far pa-

thology had given little help. The chief object of

the paper was to state the results of curetting in dif-

ferent types. Notes of 267 cases were taken and
the condition of the patients ascertained twelve

months after treatment. The general result was
230 w'ere relieved and 37 not. The large majority

did not get full benefit until some months after the

operation. In dysmenorrhea the results were very

good, and this supports the view that this symptom
is often due to an abnormal condition of the endo-

metrium. In leucorrhea the results were not quite

so good ; only cases in which the discharge was cer-

tainly uterine were included. In sterility the re-

sults were good—pregnancy following in one-third

of the cases.

Surgeon-Major-General James Sinclair, A. M. S.,

Honorary Phvsician to King Edward, died on No-
vember 21. aged 78. He served in Ceylon,

Malta, Gibraltar, Bombay, Abyssinia. He was at

Magdala in 1868. Was mentioned in despatches and
after holding a number of home appointments re-

tired.

Brigade-Surgeon Lieutenant-Colonel J. M. Mur-
ray, M.D. Ed., F.R.C.S., died on Thursday, 17th

inst. He served in New Zealand in i860 and was
present in several engagements, for which he re-

ceived a medal. He retired in 1892.

Mr. Mitchell Henry, F. R. C. S., whose death

was reported yesterday, was once on the surgical

staflf of the j\iiddlesex Hospital but he abandoned
the profession for a mercantile career in 1862 and
subsequently took also to politics. He was first M.
P. for Galwav but later held a division in Glasgow,
1885-6.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

MAXIL.X MEDIC.XL SOCIETY. INFECTED .\ERATED

WATERS.—ANTI-TUBERCULOSIS WORK.—DIFFICUL-

TIES IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW WATER AND
SEW'ER SV.STEMS.—6o6 IN Y.\WS.—PERSONAL.

M.*NiL.\, October 26. 1910.

The regular monthly meeting of the Manila Med-
ical Society was held at the Philippine General Hos-
pital on the evening of October 3. 1910. A paper
was read bv Major Brookes of the Army Medical
Corps entitled '"The Report of Recurring Abscess
of the Liver." The next paper was a "Report of a

Probable Case of Pellagra," by Dr. D. Willets of the

Philippine Medical School. Dr. Willets. while on

a hookworm commission in the Province of Isabela,
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found a case* which presented the typical cUnical

manifestations of this disease, but he had some hesi-

tancy in making a positive diagnosis because it is

the first reported case in the Phihppine Islands.

The necessity for constant vigilance and frequent

inspections in connection with health matters vyas

forcibly demonstrated recently by the inspection

which was made by the Bureau of Health of the

aerated water factories. While the routine inspec-

tion of these was being made monthly for a number
of years and the use of sterile water made obliga-

tory, yet upon more careful examination it was

found that it was the custom of many of the fac-

tories as soon as the inspector had left to disconnect

their sterilizing plant anil use the raw water from

the city mains which is, of course, ameba infected

and undesirable in every way for bottlmg purjwses.

The Anti-Tuberculosis Society still continues to

make considerable headway in organization.

Branches of the society were recently started in

Zamboanga and Cebu. Through the aid of the

Anti-Tuberculosis Society the Bureau of Health

was enabled to open its sanatorium and night camp
at San Juan del Monte upon an elevated sanitary

siie and within street car ilistance of Manila. Two
weeks ago the sanatorium was made ready for the

care of thirty patients and all this available space

has already been occupied ; in addition, tents have

been provided for a night camp which will accom-

modate one hundred persons. The interest of the

public has been thoroughly aroused. A number of

public meetings have been held ; large quantities of

literature for public distribution have been pre-

pared; a number of local theaters have held bene-

fits for the society and a general awakening with

regard to combating this disease has been mani-

fested.

At the time the new water system for the City

of Manila was put into operation it was thought
that the watershed from which the supply was
obtained could easily be freed of human habita-

tion ; it now develops, however, that in addition to

the town of Boso Boso, which was recently depopu-
lated, some 20,000 hectares of land still re-

main in the possession of private individuals, and
at least 1,500 hectares of this is excellent farm-
ing land. The owners of one of the farms have
held out such inducement for settlement that many
of the persons who heretofore lived at Boso Boso
and whose rights were bought out at considerable

expense are now settling down on this new site

which is still on the watershefi. In the little towns
which they have established large numbers of
horses and carabaos and other animals are quar-
tered close to the banks of the principal stream and
the drainage from the stables flows directly into

it. There is also considerable danger of the water
being contaminated by the latrines which are used
in connection with the dwelling houses. This
land is rapidly advancing in value and it is feared
that it will soon be beyond the resources of the
Gosernment to purchase the same.
During the past few months considerable dif-

ficulty has been experienced from the odors which
arose in connection with the Calle Herran pumping
station of the new sewer system. Persons who live

in the vicinity complained bitterly of the nuisance
created. A board was finally appointed composed
of the city engineer, the chief of the department of
sanitation and transportation and the director of
health. After a thorough investigation it was found
that the trouble arose from bags, dresses, stockings,

and other foreign matter found in pails being
dumped into the sewer and thus clogged the inlet

pipes of the pumps which resulted in the fluid con-

tents being pumped away and the solid matter being
left behind, and that in order to remedy this condi-

tion of affairs the native attendants who are in

charge of the pumps opened the manholes and
forced the solid matter onward. The agitation

caused by this process was directly responsible for

the odors which arose. Steps were taken to prevent
the introduction of these foreign substances and no
further trouble has been experienced.

Considerable success has been had recently in

treating cases of yaws with Ehrlich's new prepara-
tion 606. One patient who had extensive eruption

on the face and arms was completely cured within

a period of ten days. Other cases are now under
treatment and a result of the same will be fur-

nished later.

Dr. M. Reichard, formerly of Philadelphia, who
was appointed to the Coast and Geodetic Survey,
lias arrived in Manila and has been assigned to duty
on the S. S. Fathomer. Major Lyster of the Army
Medical Corps is doing the eye work at the Uni-
versity and at St. PauTs Hosoital.

th

Prcgrras of iHF&tral ^rtrnre.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
December i, 1910.

The Doctrine of Vitalism in Medicine. M. G. Seelig.
Present Knowledge of tlie Laws of Heredity. W. P. Graves.
Postoperative Psychoses. J. G. Mumford.
A Case of Myxofibrosarcoma Originating in the Great Omentum w

Involvement of the Bladder and Small Intestine. H. Cabot.

Vitalism in Medicine.—M. G. Seelig states that vi-

talism concerns itself solely with the abstract thought

that there is inherently resident in living matter a directing

element or force that is not under the control of the

known laws of physics or chemistry. Vitalism is the

leslimoniniti paupertatis of the scientist, his credo ex-

pressed in terms of honest agnosticism. .A.ntipodal to this

doctrine of the inscrutability of the fundamental basis of

life stands the dogma of the nonvitalist; that since many
of the phenomena of life conform with the laws under-

lying the properties and actions of inorganic bodies one

has every reason to assume that the sum total of activities

constituting life is as much subject to the laws of chemis-

try and physics as is the sum total of activities of gun-

powder or of the threshing machine. According to this

view the human body is a machine, not only in the sense

that its activities are directed toward a purposeful end,

but also in that each step toward the accomplishment of

this end is predicated upon a definite axiom. The sum
total of these axioms constitutes the great body of natural

law. There are, says the nonvitalist, many axioms still

in the crucible of proof, many still unguessed; but the

result of the final assay will invariably be the disclosure

of a principle as essentially mechanical, physical or chemi-

cal as are the already established laws of the inorganic

world. The assumption of an intangible, immeasurable

vital force is, according to the doctrine, unnecessary and.

to say the least, uninspiring.

Laws of Heredity.—W. P. Graves discusses this

subject under the following headings : germinal contin-

uity
;
physical basis for the laws of heredity

; proof that

the nucleus is the bearer of heritable characteristics

:

heredity and variation ; modifications ; inborn variations;

discontinuous variations or mutations ; telegony and ma-

ternal impressions ; transmission of acquired characters

:

heredity in disease; law of filial regression; the law of

ancestral inheritance ; Mendel's law, and eugenics.

Postoperative Psychoses.—J. G. Mumfcrd states that:

experience teaches that many persons subject to physical
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and mental assaults—to what one calls traumatism and
to shock—receive serious mental impressions, which can

be iJemonstrat«l clinically through searching our records,

a:ul can be demonstrated anatomically through the ex-

amination of the brains of experimental animals and of

patients who have died as a result of some form of

physical or mental shock. The clinical evidence of dis-

turbed mental equilibrium is familiar to all surgeons, and
the author's researches show that such mental dis-

turbance is especially liable to ensue after operations on
the generative organs of both men and women when those

organs have not been actually removed, but have been so

tampered with that the patient lives on in dread of their

loss at some futnre time. For example, operations f;n-

varicocele and hydrocele are followed by more pronounced
and prolonged neuroses than is the operation of orchidec-

tomy. The operations of suspension of the uterus or re-

pair of the perineum frequently leave behind them trains

of mental depression more serious than does the operation

of ovariotomy, or even of hysterectomy. The explanation

in this case seems to be that those deprived of important

organs are able to readjust themselves to a positive ca-

lamity more readily than are tho.se patients wdio continue

an existence of anxiety regarding a possible future ca-

lamity. In view of this situation it behooves .surgeons

to provide in every way possible against adding physical

and mental traumata to their patients. This proposition

in itself opens a field of wide speculation and interest and
of the greatest practical importance. One nnist endeavor

to guard against mental shock by surrounding the patient

with appropriate psychic influence.s, and to guard against

physical shock by limiting operative manipulations to the

least possible traumata of the parts involved, and one

must employ anesthetics judiciously and appropriately.

The conduct of convalescence must be made more pains-

taking, more optimistic, and more prolonged. One nnist

impress upon the patient the certainty of his return to

perfect health ; one must eliminate a needless repetition

of painful dressings, which so frequently lead through

summation to a depressing dread of the surgeon's visit;

and after the wound is healed and the patient leaves his

bed we should continue, through ourselves, our a.ssociates,

and the patient's family physician, a constant and sus-

tained attitude of optimism and encouragement to take

up and practise the familiar duties and experiences of a

well-regulated and normal life.

Myxofibrosarcoma.—H. Cabot reports a case of this

condition originating in the great omentum, in wliich the

tumor involved the bladder and small intestine. The
patient was successfully operated upon. The case is re-

ported on account of its rather unusual character, and as

s'.owing how apparently hopeless growths may at times

be found curable by operation.

New York Medical Journal.

December 3. 1910.

t.diiic; the Ideal .Surgical Antiseptic. F. T. Wooelbur.v.
Concerning the Protest, by the Committee Representins V.irious

Women's Clubs, Again.'st Paragraph 70 of the Bill Relalinn to
the Procedures of the Lower Courts of tlie City of N'.;w Yorlc.
F. Bierhoft.

Hypernephrnm.-i. I. W. Blackburn.
The Operative Technique of Cystourethroscopy. L. Buerger.
Report of a Case of Hypernephroma. J. A. Jackson.
Tl'.e Carbon Compounds of .Arsenic in the Treatment of Syphilis.

S. C. Runnels.
Centenarians. J. K-nott.

The Treatment of Diabetes Mellitus. H. C. Sawyer.
Cholelithiasis with Primary Carcinoma of Liver and Chronic Fecal

Obstruction. C. M. Stimson.
Cocaine Intoxication, t^. S. Yawper.

Iodine.—F. T. Woodbury, on the basis of wide ex-

perience, advocates the use of iodine as the sole antiseptic

throughout operations for sterilizing hands, instruments,

and suture materia! (at the time of operation without

previous preparation), and for its local application in the

full strength of the tincture throughout the extent of

all wounds and suppurative cavities and on every raw
surface infected or likely to be infected, and as an irri-

gation, in varying, suitable strengths, in all phlogistic con-

ditions where tt\e drug may be brought in contact with

the bacterial cause, and as he cannot find in standard

textbooks on pharmacology and therapeutics and surgery

any reference to iodine as an antiseptic except in a vague

way as being liberated from iodoform in the cavities of

tuberculous abscesses or as used in the Claudius method
of preparing catgut, he believes that he is the first to in-

troduce this very valuable action of iodine to the profes-

sion.

Regulation of Prostitution.—F. Bierhoff refers to the

protest made by the committee representing various

women's clubs against the new statute providing for the

medical examination of convicted prostitutes and their

subsequent detention and treatment. He states that prosti-

tution is a product of social conditions and economic

causes which no legislation can abolish. No laws can

force men and women to be all alike in their natural im-

pulses, nor in their powers to resist these. While society

may—and should—try, by educational means, to lead men
and women to a better understanding of their moral

obligations toward each other and toward the community,

no laws can compel this understanding and its observance.

Prostitution will continue to exist, and with its existence

there will be a continuance of the ills consequent upon

it. It cannot be legislated out of existence, nor can the

ills. The most that legi.'ilation can do is to attempt to

decrease, in a measure, open and flagrant solicitation

upon the streets; to protect the young, innocent, and in-

experienced from contamination by hardened offenders,

and to protect the health of the community, guilty and

innocent alike.

Hypernephroma.— I. W. Blackburn in reporting two
cases of hypernephroma of the kidneys and one of what
may be designated as adrenal hyperplasia with fatty in-

filtration of the adrenal cells, states that the term hyper-

nephroma is one given to an epithelial cell growth now
known to be derived from adrenal tissue, whether of the

gland itself or aberrant hypernephric tissue situated else-

where; being most frequently met with in the kidney,

the term usually implies a renal tumor if unqualified.

Knowing that there is in the adrenal gland only mesoder-

mic epithelium, mesodermic connective tissue, and a few

ganglionic nerve cells, one must acknowledge that in this

neoplastic derivative there is a potentially or actually

malignant combination tumor, the essential elements of

which are mesodermic epithelial cells. The growth is,

however, not essentially different from the mesoblastic

malignant epithelial growths of the kidney and other or-

gans of known mesoblastic embryogenesis. It differs

from those tumors, however, in several respects which

entitle it to a recognition as a special tumor though closely

allied to so-called ordinary mesoblastic cancers.

Cystourethroscopy.—L. Buerger describes the opera-

tive technique of this procedure, stating that the cystoure-

throscope has a still wider scope of utility in the execu-

tion of therapeudic procedures than the older instruments.

.A.s for the ease and exactness with which even complicated

operative measures can be performed, one can say without

hesitation that the irrigation instrument surpasses the

direct vision types.

A Case of Hypernephroma.—J. A. Jackson reports

a case of this condition occurring in a patient who had

pulmonary tuberculosis with an enterocolitis ; the tumor
was found at the post-mortem examination. There were
no evidences of metastasis, the adrenals were free, and
the growth was confined to the right kidney; a brief de-

scription of this organ comprises the body of the report

Arsenic and Syphilis.—.S. C. Runnels states that from
a theoretical standpoint sodium cacodylate has several
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advantages over dioxydiamidoarsenobenzol. The latter

cannot be obtained in this country' at present, while the

former is at hand, and it is only necessary to test its

purity before using. 606 will probably be very e.xpensive,

while the cost of the other is merely nominal. 606 causes

pain on injection, while the cacodylates do not. Of the

two the instability of the dio.xydianiidoarsenobenzol is the

more marked, for while the cacodylates break down in

a few months, giving off poisonous products, it is neces-

sary to ship the other in hermetically sealed vacuum
capsules to prevent immediate decomposition. The maxi-

mum dose of the cacodylates, for safety, 0.3 gram per

kilogram, is twice the size of that of 606, 0.15 gram per

kilogram, proving that in the experimental animal it is

much more safe. The arsenic content of 606 is 34 per

cent., while that of sodium cacodylate is 46.8 per cent.

:

the latter, therefore, is capable of delivering, weight for

weight, 38 per cent, more arsenic. Theoretically there

seem to be some grounds for belief that sodium caco-

dylate should be more than a third more efficacious. The
entire dose of sodiuin cacodylate is dissolved in the

blood, whereas a large percentage of 606 remains unab-

sorbed and therefore unacted upon at the site of injec-

tion. This means that those who have been treated with

606 afterward carry around in their persons indetermi-

nate amounts of arsenic. This has in no way had any

therapeutic action and is worse than wasted. It is said in

favor of Ehrlich's compound, however, that that portion

of it which enters the blood possibly breaks down with

more ease and therefore delivers its arsenic content more
readily than does sodium cacodylate.

Centenarians.—J. Knott believes that the production

of centenarians has become a much more familiar

feature of the accepted records of human existence with-

in the past few decades. Some observers of the un-

doubted fact would explain it by the more accurate regis-

tration of births and deaths, which embalms facts that

were formerly allowed to perish—either by negligence or

scepticism, or a combination of both. Others, who happen
to be optimistic believers in the efficacy of the methods of

modern hygiene and sanitation, would attribute the pro-

longation of the span of human existence to the results

obtained under their combined preventive and preservative

influences. All the evidence w-hich is now before the

scientific world goes to show that the span of average

human life is lengthening: so that one has this consoling

consideration to offer its small contributory item of com-
fort to the wearied in an age of hurry and worry—uni-

versally expanding, as regards both national and indi-

vidual progress, as these detestable features of modern
existence unquestionably are. The additional physical

comforts, the sanitary improvements, and the almost uni-

versal diffusion of some of the sound elementary facts

and concepts of hygiene and allied sciences have more
than compensated, upon the whole, for the excess of wear
and tear produced by the increased speed which is now
so necessary for competition in the race for material suc-

cess, and the progressive emulation which the growth of
numbers and the gradual elevation of the altitude of the

higher test standard of skilled labor—mental as well as

physical—have necessarily created in every locality and in

every profession and occupation of life.

Cholelithiasis.—C. M. Stimson reports a case the in-

teresting points in which were the existence conjointly of

three pathological conditions, namely : cholelithiasis.

primary carcinoma of the liver, and chronic fecal ob-
struction, and also the presence of almost continuous
intense pain from the time the patient was confined to

bed.

Cocaine Intoxication.—N. S. Yawger describes the
symptoms and treatment of acute and chronic cocaine
poisoning.

Journal of the American Medical Association.
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Etiolog>' of Ptoses and Their Relation to Neurasthenia. E. Reynolds.
Relation of Recruiting to Preventive Medicine. \V. H. Rennie.
Conservative Utilization of the Wassermann Reaction. D. M_
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The Colonoscope. H. Stern.
Exophthalmos in Brain Tumor, witli Report of Eight Cases. T. H.
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Etiology of Ptoses and Their Relation to Neuras-

thenia.—E. Reynolds presents this paper which was

reported in Medical Record, July 16, 1910.

Recruiting and Preventive Medicine.—W. H. Rennie

states that the one essential requirement for the best re-

sults in selecting recruits is the strict adherence to a fixed,

invariable, systematic routine method of examination. He
gives instances of the influences brought to bear on re-

cruiting surgeons, both for and against enlistment, by

friends and states the requisites of an efficient recruiting

surgeon as follows : Good powers of observation, a keen

eye, mental alertness, considerable knowledge of human
nature, complete understanding as to service conditions,

and the calls that are made in each rating and, with all

this, a proper interest in the service. Landsmen surgeons

have been found repeatedly not to obtain the best results

in recruiting on account of their lack of the special train-

ing required under actual service conditions.

Conservative Utilization of Wassermann Reaction.—
D. M. Kaplan reaches the following conclusions ; When
a serum is submitted for diagnosis the laboratorj' report

should read "negative" or "positive." No qualifications

as to degree are necessary. For diagnostic and therapeu-

tic purposes the laboratory report should aKvays be collated

with clinical findings. Negative reports are of value in

therapy. Treatment should be stopped for from four to

six months after the patient becomes clinically and sero-'

logically normal, and at the end of this period the test

should be repeated. All patients having been cured of

syphilis ought to have for preventive purposes a test per-

formed twice a year. Some patients who have had

syphilis never lose the positive reaction in spite of any

therapy. .A negative report obtained on a serum from a

suspicious case should defer treatment until the course of

the disease decides the etiology, provided there is no
danger in delaying treatment. With a positive report one

must not lose sight of the possibility of another disease

being present beside syphilis. Advanced scleroderma and

old leprosy are more positive than old syphilis, quantita-

tively and qualitatively. In active tabes 88 per cent, and
in quiescent tabes 44 per cent, of positive reactions were
obtained.

The Colonoscope.—H. Stern describes an instrument

for the inspection of the sigmoid flexure which he claims

possesses a number of advantages over other instruments

intended for the same purpose.

Exophthalmos in Brain Tumor.—T. H. Weisenburg
alludes to the small attention that has been given to the

subject of exophthalmos in connection with brain tumor
in the literature of the subject. His attention was par-

ticularly directed to it by a number of cases which he has

observed during the last few years. Eight of these are

briefly reported. In five a necropsy was made. The neo-

plasms were located in nearly every part of the cranial

cavity and varied in their nature so that there appeared

little connection between the character of the tumor and

its location and the exophthalmos. In some cases the or-
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bits were examined and in others the nature of the growth

was such as to preclude any metastasis to the orbital

cavity. Basedow's disease was excluded in all. The
exophthalmos was bilateral in all the cases of internal

hydrocephalus and those in which the tumor involved both

sides of the brain, with the exception of a basal tumor.

In the unilateral growth it was on the side of the lesion.

The conclusions which he draws from the study of the

subject are : Exophthalmos accompanies brain tumor

more frequently than is generally supposed. It occurs only

in those cases in which there is great intracranial pressure,

especially when there is, in addition, direct interference

with the normal flow of the cerebrospinal fluid. E.xoph-

thalmos is produced by direct pressure on the cavernous

sinus. Its presence is of some clinical value, inasmuch as

unilateral exophthalmos is nearly always indicative of an

intracranial lesion on the same side. In those cases in

which the protrusion is bilateral there is nearly always a

greater exophthalmos on the side of the greater intra-

cranial pressure or lesion.

Brain Tumor of Psychomotor Area.—F. W. Langdon
and S. P. Kramer report a case of tumor in the left

psychomotor area with visual hallucinations, somatic delu-

sions, astereognosis, and right hemiplegia, but without the

usual symptoms of headache, vomiting, vertigo, and

papilledema to any extent manifest. Recovery followed

operation and removal of a tumor imbedded in the brain,

adherent to the pia and involving the middle third of the

left precentral convolution, growing downward and

diagonally backward across the Rolandic fissure and dis-

placing but not invading the post-central convolutions. It

was encapsulated, presenting numerous small protrusions

and cysts on its buried or subcortical surface. Its weight

was 26 grams, and on microscopic examination it proved

to be an endothelioma, starting from the pia mater. The
case is considered worthy of report on account of the

peculiar mental symptoms and somatic disturbances with-

out the usual general symptoms of brain tumor. There

were no speech disturbances other than those due to mental

condition.

Cerebellopontile Tumor.—J. Grinker reports three

cases of tumor in the cerebello-pontile angle. In the first

<'ase three operations were performed before the tumor

was detected and a portion of it was removed. The pa-

tient afterward died and at the autopsy the entire left

hemisphere was found occupied by a gliomatous consoli-

•dation. The history of the case brings out prominently the

following points : I. The presence of pulsation does not

necessarily mean absence of tumor underneath. 2. Once a

patient has become blind and other symptoms such as

severe headache, vomiting, and vertigo are not trouble-

some, a radical operation may possibly verify a doubtful

diagnosis but is of no service to the patient. This fact

should lead to the performance of decompression before

blindness comes on. Lumbar puncture may occasionally

prove beneficial in such cases, with due care to prevent

sudden escape of fluid. In this patient the removal of only

about an ounce of cerebrospinal fluid relieved a headache

which had resisted all other treatment. The second case,

in which the patient also died but in which there was no

autopsy, emphasized the importance of unilateral senson,-

disturbances as a suggestion of organic disease, and the

fact that focal symptoms of cerebellopontile tumors often

precede the general symptoms by a considerable period of

time. In the third case the symptoms were rather char-

acteristic, but a diagnosis of cerebral hemiplegia had been

made because of a sudden appearance of right-sided weak-

ness combined with facial involvement. This symptom oc-

curring in tumors in this location has been differently ac-

counted for by authorities, some claiming it to be a real

motor paralysis and other explaining it as a sign of

cerebellar asthenia, -\mong- the latter is Luciani who de-

scribed three symptoms as characteristic of cerebellar

lesion produced experimentally, namely, atonia, asthenia,

and abasia. Clinicians have found this triad of symptoms
in disease of the cerebellum, and particularly in tumor of

that region. In this case the headache was principally

in the frontal and parietal regions instead of in the occipi-

tal, but this symptom has little localizing value.

Subtentorial Brain Tumors.—H. H. Hoppc states

that one cannot lay too nuich stress on the early diagnosis

of tumors of the cerebello-pontile angle, since in their

early stages they are very amenable to surgical treatment,

though later little is to be hoped for from it. The aurist

should be the first to recognize them, because of the

prominent ear symptoms and impairment of hearing.

Tumors of the cerebello-pontile angle show a predomi-

nance of unilateral focal signs on the part of the fifth,

sixth, seventh, and eighth nerves, whereas tumors of the

pons and medulla show bilateral focal signs with a clear

indication of alternate hemiplegia. In both the focal signs

may precede the general signs of brain tumors. Pons and

medulla tumors, being small, produce less marked signs of

brain tumor, whereas angle tumors have, later on, well-

marked general signs. Choked disk is usually absent in

pons tumor, but in angle tumors is almost invariably pres-

ent, together with headache, vomiting, and vertigo partly

due to an associated hydrocephalus. Not only is it diffi-

cult to say whether the disease is unilateral or not. but it

is often difficult to rule out growths of the frontal lobe or

to say certainly whether the symptoms are caused by

tumor, or acquired internal hydrocephalus, or whether

there is no tumor at all, but only a case of pseudotumor

of the brain. The author takes up separately cerebellar

ataxia, which is typical probably only in tumors of the

vermiform lobe; the hemiataxia, hemisynergy, and tremor

which may be of topographic diagnostic importance as in-

dicating the side affected ; the atonic paresis of one side,

the vertigo which is invariably present, but not of much
localizing value, the nystagmus which is a sort of nystag-

mic jerking when the eyes are turned to one side or the

other, and is frequently seen in subtentorial growths. He
also calls attention to the fact that the position of the

head and the position of the body have a marked influence

in bringing out signs of cerebellar tumors that may be

latent. General or unilateral convulsions of the cerebellar

type, viz., opisthotonos, momentary loss of consciousness

with a general clonic spasm of very short duration, are

indicative of subtentorial pressure and irritation of the

pons rather than of intracerebellar tumor. Probably one
of the most valuable signs indicating the site of the lesion

is adiadokokinesis to which Eabinski has called attention.

By this is meant a slowing of movement of alternating

character, and is best illustrated by successive pronation

and supination of hand and forearm. In lesions of the

cerebellar hemispheres there is a marked slowness in these

movements of the homolateial side. It sometimes mani-
;

fests itself as a slowness of speech due to the inability of

the patient to rearrange his lip and tongue muscles rapidly.

Other speech disturbances have been ascribed to cerebellar

lesions, such as a jerky staccato speech. Other symptoms
have been noticed by various authors, but not confirmed
by others. Oppenheim says he finds a dulness on per-

cussion on the side of the lesion, and Bruns calls attention

especially in children to tenderness on percussion and the

cracked-pot sign on the side of the lesion.

Ehrlich's Biochemical Theory.—L. H. Marks in

expounding the work that Ehrlich has accomplished in the

past seven years states that the latter has done far more
than merely lay the foundation of a new science. His
most valuable contribution to science is the basic idea that

a specific chemical affinity exists between specific living

cel.ls and specific chemical substances. In his work on
the trypanosomes Ehrlich studied the drugs that enter into
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this chemical affinity. Of these drugs there are three

groups: I. The arsenic group, examples of which are

arsenious acid, atoxyl, and later the new atoxyl substi-

tution products, such as acetylatoxyl, arsenophenylglycin

and dioxydiamidoarsenobenzol. To this group can also

be added the antimony compounds. 2. Certain azo-dye-

stuffs, such as trypan-red, discovered by Ehrlich and Wein-

berg, and trypan-blue and trypan-violet, discovered by

Mcsnil. 3. Certain basic triphenylmethan dyestuffs, such

as parafuchsin, methyl-violet and pyronin. The mode of

action of these different drugs varies, according to Ehrlich,

as follows: i. Some substances have no effect on the

parasite in test-tubes and possess no curative properties

;

in other words, the trypanosomes possess no receptor

which fits into the atom grouping of the substances. 2.

The substance has a highly destructive action on the para-

sites outside the body; but has absolutely no curative

effect. This is best illustrated by the experiment of Koch

with anthrax bacilli and bichloride of mercury. 3. The

substance has absolutely no effect on the parasites outside

the body, but shows a highly or completely curative action

when within the body. This is an indirect action and

under this category can be placed most of those drugs

which are of practical interest.

Torsion of the Great Omentum.—W. W. Richardson

reports a case of this condition belonging to the group

of intrahernial and intraabdominal torsion about two

points.

Fly Larva Infection.—R. T. Miller reports a case of

infection of the skin with one of the ox-warble flics, a

parasite of cattle almost exclusively.

Wright's Blood Stain.— T. H. Wright revises his di-

rections for making ai'.d using the Wright blood stain.

Thr
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botic Softeninp of the Spinal Cord as a Cause of So-called
"Acute Myelitis.'* H. C. Bastiin.

The Diseases of Elephants' Tusks in Relation to Billiard Balls.

J. B. Sutton.
Diffuse Lipoma. Sir J. Hutchinson.
The Progress of Infection in Phthisis. Containing a Plea for the

Treatment of Early Cases by Absolute Rest. L. Cobbett.
The Preparation 606; the Treatment of Syphilis by Ehrlich's Method;

Indications and Contraindications; Observations Made in Ger-
many. E. Emery.

Thrombotic Softening as a Cause of Acute Myelitis.

—

H. C. Bastian concludes that the evidence seems to be

overwhelming that in the great majority of cases of acute

Myelitis, and also of acute poliomyelitis, the affection is

caused not by an inflammation, but by thrombosis of some

of the vessels of the spinal cord (where, in the latter dis-

ease, it is not due to a special acute degenerative process).

Certainly, in the former affection one has in the great ma-
jority of cases to do with thrombotic softening rather than

with a true myelitis. This latter conclusion is rendered ob-

vious (1) by the similarity of the morbid changes in ques-

tion to those occurring in the brain which are due to throm-

bosis, as well as to the absence of any reason why a primary

inflammation should be rare in the brain and common in the

spinal cord. These strictly logical reasons are strongly

reinforced by (2) the fact of the existence of special con-

ditions favoring the occurrence of thrombosis in the ves-

sels of the spinal cord, and in just such parts of the cord

as are most frequently affected; (3) by the fact that the

disease is most commonly met with in just such persons

and under just such conditions (as to heart's action, blood-

vessels, and quality of blood) as are known to be favor-

able to the occurrence of thrombosis
; (4) by the fact that

the mode of onset and the early symptomatology of the

affection are wholly different from what they would be had

an inflammation of the cord actually existed : and finally

(5) by the fact of the absence of any reasonable cause of

inflammation, certainly in the majority of those in whom
the malady makes its appearance.

Diseases of Elephants' Tusks.—J h Sutton con-

tributes a humorous essay upon this subject, which can be

valued only in the light of comparative pathology.

Diffuse Lipoma.—Sir J. Hutchinson states that the

occurrence of fat tumors on the nape of the neck in the

human subject has been observed by many. Sometimes

disease may be located c'niefly in the hair follicles or glands,

sometimes the structures of the true skin may undergo

hypertrophy, and in others a tendency to overgrowth may

appear to be almost exclusively expended m overdevelop-

ment of fat.* It is from the latter condition that the en-

largements with which the author deals originate Ibey

are paleogenetic aberrations in the human subject of the

base of the mane in animals. Until recently they have been

supposed to occur only in the human subject, but recent

observations have led the author to think that, as might

have been expected, they occur also in some of the domestic

animals. Nor must one, although be attach great im-

portance to the region of the mane as giving to these

growths their special location, narrow his observations to

that region only. Wherever there are deeply placed hair

follicles embedded as they always are in fat, there such

hypertrophies may occur. These condilions occur very

definitely in the region of the pubes.

Progress of Infection in Phthisis.—L Cobbett dis-

cusses this subject and presents a plea for the treatment of

early cases by absolute rest. Tuberculosis in man confers

a certain degree of immunity, and it is on the acquisition

of the new or improved powers of resistance which are

the cause of this immunity, slight though they be, that the

hope of recovery mainly depends. Certain observations on

the lesions of calves injected with tubercle bacilli of the

human and bovine types respectively lead the author to

believe that the powers of resistance which develop during

infection, and which lead in favorable cases to cure, are

partly local and partly general. Experiments made many
years ago on the cause of the local immunity caused by

erysipelas lead the author to think that it is not improbable

that the local powers of reaction become quickened and

improved ; possibly the endothelial cells become less sensi-

tive to the poison, owing, it may be, to the development of

an antibody, so that they now react by multiplication to a

concentration of poison which originally would have caused

necrosis. But whether the local powers of defence undergo

improvement or not, one must believe that they hold the

disease in check until new or improved constitutional

powers, whatever they may be. have had time to become

evolved, and so far perfected that the disease is arrested.

In man, as in the ox, the severity of a luberculous infec-

tion is largely determined by the number of bacilli which

gain entrance at the start. As tuberculosit rtms its course

and the capacity of resistance increases it will require as

time goes on an increasing number of bacilli to infect any

new region of the patient's body. The author comes to

the final conclusion that resistance to tuberculosis like

resistance to other infections, is a very, specific mat-

ter, and does not necessarily go hand in hand with

what one regards as the general bodily health. We
commonly assume that the two go together, and do

everything to encourage the general well-being. We pre-

scribe the most nourishing food, recommend fresh air, and

are not adverse, in what we detm suitable cases, to mod
erate exercise. So far good, but the author thinks we

should ever bear in mind in phthisis the menacing danger

of the infection of new areas and do all wt i;iti to avoid it,

or to postpone it until the patient has lpec<inic more im-

inune. .^nd if we can ilo this in the early stages by abso-

lute rest in bed, he does not think we should be deterred

therefrom by the fe.nr that the genera' "t'i'dilv health wil)

suffer.

Treatment of Syphilis by 606.— E Emrry, who, at

the instance of Professor Alfred Fournifi was the first
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Frenchman to visit the laboratory of Ehrlich and the vari-

ous clinics of Germany to study the value of 606, comes
to the following conclusions : i. That the Ehrlich method
up to the present is contraindicated as regards elderly

men ; for all persons having non-syphilitic visceral lesions

—renal, cardiac, hepatic, splenic, pulmonary, and vascular

affections, such as advanced aneurysm of the aorta; again

particularly as regards patients who have not a normal
condition of the fimdus oculi. Toward patients who
suffer from a severe syphilitic affection of the brain, such
as recent hemiplegia, acute or subacute meningoencepha-
litis, it is necessary to observe the utmost caution, and,

awaiting more ample information, to intervene only in very

grave or desperate cases when mercury has ceased to be

efficacious. Constitutional weak-ncss and cachectic condi-

tions are not always contraindications. 2. That the Ehrlich

method is formally indicated: (a) for all patients in whom
the lesions do not yield to mercury; (b) when a relapse

takes place following immediately on an apparent cure with

mercury; (c) in cases of repeated relapses; (d) when a

total mercurial idiosyncrasy contraindicates the use of all

mercurial forms of treatment; (e) for all patients attacked

with malignant syphilis, with secondary or tertiary syph-

ilides deeply destructive and mutilating, or most serious on

account of their position and the disorders or dangers that

they occasion; (f) again, for attacking syphilis when the

chancre first appears, on condition that one adds to this

the initial tr'^atment of the spot attacked by an intermittent

and prolonged mercurial course. 3. That in every other

case one may, according to the circumstances and fitness,

independent even of the infection, use either Ehrlich's

method or the old mercurial methods. The author thinks,

as do a number of writers on syphilis, these two methods

of treatment assist and supplement each other in a certain

number of cases. A long comparative study of the two
kinds of treatment, of their advantages, their inconvenience,

and their efficiency, will allow one to determine within

narrower limits the precise indications for one or for the

other. Whatever may be the fortunate future of Ehrlich's

discovery, one cannot withhold an imreserved admiration

from this sympathetic savant whose whole scientific career

is a model and an example of ingeniousness, of logic, .ind

of perseverance. No link is wanting in the unbroken chain

of his experiments, all directed toward one end. From the

very beginning of his studies Ehrlich set himself the task

of determining the elective affinities of certain chemical

substances toward the various organic tissues. After

having shown the affinity of the granulations in blood

corpuscles toward certain coloring matter, after having

proved the existence of chemical substances which are fixed

by the living microorganisms in the human body, he dis-

covered this elective action shown by certain arsenical

compounds toward spirilla. One can state, therefore, that

the discovery of 606 is not due to mere chance, but, on

the contrary, is the ultimate result of a whole scries of

researches conducted with scrupulous care and admirable

certainty of deduction. It is better than the spontaneous

creation of a purely intuitive genius ; it is the crownin3

point of a splendid scientific career and the work of a

lifetime.

British Medical Journal.

November 26, i^io.

The Use of Elastic Traction and Elastic Pressure in Surgery. G. A.
Wright.

High Blood-Pressure in Arteriosclerosis. R. D. Rudolf.
The Reaction of the Heart to Digitalis When the .Auricle Is Fibrillat

ing. T. Lewis.
Variation of the Fermentation Properties of the B. Typhosus. W. T.

Penfold.
A Case of Diaphragmatic Hernia in en AdulL E. Ringrost

Elastic Traction and Elastic Pressure in Surgery.—

G. A. Wright after reviewing some of the many uses t(i

which elastic pressure has been adapted gives a somewhat

detailed consideration of the use of rubber as an ortho-

pedic agent. In cases of flexion of iomts, where no actual

ankylosis is present, but immediate straightening by force

is undesirable, no more valuable means of rectification

exists than elastic tension. At this point the author notes

the advantages which rubber possesses over other means

of employing tension. First, rubber has the advantage

over steel springs in that its tension can be employed

through a much wider range, and the strength of the ten-

sion is capable of more ready adjustment. It is much

easier to apply slighter degrees of traction or pressure,

much easier to arrange for the exact line of traction re-

quired, and, in addition, any apparatus needed may be

readily and cheaply improvised. The appliances are in-

deed exceedingly cheap, easily managed, and easily re-

placed. A little ingenuity and some rubber cord is the

stock-in-trade, though patience and care arc. of course,

also necessary, as living tissues cannot, as some surgeons

seem to suppose, be dealt with quite as if it was a question

of cabinet making or upholstering. Pressure sores are a

possible result of mismanagement or neglect, and are

easier to make than to repair.

High Blood-Pressure in Arteriosclerosis,—R. D. Ru-

dolf states that when in a case of arterial thickening a

raised blood-pressure is detected such a rise may be due to

one or more of the following causes: i. Toxemia; such

toxemia being at the same time the direct cause of the

arterial disease by directly poisoning the vessel walls. A
good example of such a poison is nicotine, which directly

raises the blood-pressure, and. according to many au-

thorities, also acts directly upon the vessel wall as a

poison. Probably there are very many such toxins manu-

factured in the alimentary tract or in the tissues of the

body. 2, Some toxin which has nothing to do with the asso-

ciated arteriosclerosis, but is directly raising the pressure.

One might theorize that in an rirteriosclerotic patient the

adrenal tissues might be from time to time overactive,

and might thus produce periodic rises in pressure, as

might occur in individuals not arteriosclerotic. 3, Com-
pensatory, It is well known that if some vital tissues,

such as those in the medulla, be rendered anemic—say, by

the pressure of a new growth—the blood-pressure rises

enormously, seemingly with the object of forcing blood

at all hazards into the part. If such a part of the brain

be supplied by a vessel the lumen of which is much nar-

rowed by disease, it is likely that the blood-pressure will

rise from the same cause. 4. Simple nervousness It is

very common to find the pressure high from nervousness,

and if an arteriosclerotic happens to be also a neuras-

thenic his pressure may be high from this cause alone,

5, Lastly, the raised pressure may be due to the arterial

disease alone, and in this case probably the splanchnic

vessels, or the aorta leading to them, are extensively dis-

eased.

Reaction of Heart to Digitalis.—T. Lewis states that

the case for which he pleads—that digitalis slowing is a

result of heart-block when the auricle is fibrillating—is

very materially strengthened when the following facts are

considered : The type of case in which, with the aormal

or coordinate contraction of the .-luricle present, heart-

block is readily provoked by digitalis administration, is

the advanced rheumatic heart, and r. fortiori the heart

affected by mitral stenosis. It is a striking fact that of

all cases of clinical auricular fibrillation those which arc

of rheumatic origin, and a fortiori those affected by

mitral stenosis, show the characteristic slowing of digitalis

to most advantage. This is the type of case is which

digitalis acts in so magic a fashion, and in which the

rate of the ventricle is set by the dosage employed ; it is

the type of case in which the veniricular rhythm may be

sometimes reduced to regularity, and in which the rate

may be reduced to that consistent with a trtie ventricular
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rhythm. On the other hand, there is the type of patient

in whom no reaction ensues upon the e.xhibition of the

drug. Now Mackenzie has shown that digitaUs produces

heart-block in those patients in whom a previous defect

of conduction exists. The proposition the author ad-

vances is a parallel one, namely, that the ventricle is re-

tarded in auricular fibrillation by digitalis when there

is a preexisting damage of the junctional tissues, a

damage which is frequently demonstrable in cases of

rheumatic heart affection. The complete evidence in sup-

port of this proposition will require observations upon

patients in the early stages of the affection. It is requisite

that it be demonstrated that a large proportion of the

cases which react to digitalis had a deficiency of auriculo-

ventricular conduction before the onset of fibrillation.

The author presents the facts in regard to three cases in

which the heart-rhythm was observed before the onset

of fibrillation, or during the intervals of rest between at-

tacks. The cases were thoroughly tested with digitalis

during the stage of fibrillation. Two cases, in which no

previous defect of conduction could be demonstrated,

failed to show a trace of reaction to the drug. The third

case in which deficiency of conduction was clearly es-

tablished reacted repeatedly and in the most typical man-
ner.

Fermentation Properties of Typhoid Bacillus.—W.
J. Penfold finds that cultures fresh from the blood or

excretions of typhoid patients show an almost absolute

conformity to type in respect of fermentation characters,

whereas the agglutination tests, when applied to freshly

isolated strains, not infrequently break down. It seems,

therefore, that, in the recognition of these organisms,

fresh from the body, the fermentation characters take a

preeminent position. In conclusion, the author puts in

a plea for the value of the fermentation tests in elucidat-

ing the laws of bacterial variation. They are easily ap-

plied, and if once understood would probably explain

many of the most difficult problems in connection with

virulence and other properties of microorganisms.

Diaphragmatic Hernia.—E. Ringrose reports a fatal

case of this condition occurring in an adult. The large

omentum had passed partially through the hernia into the

thorax. .A.bout one-quarter of the small intestines was
in the thorax, and together with the fundus of the stomach
and omentum had compressed the left lung against the

vertebral bodies. The transverse colon was empty, but

still passed horizontally across the abdomen a little be-

low the level of the umbilicus. The hernia was situated

on the left side of the diaphragm, and admitted the whole
hand ; its edges w-ere formed of distinct muscular bands,
the free edge being smooth and rounded : the upper edge
formed a well-defined falciform border reaching from
the middle arcuate fibers to the attachment of the dia-

phragm to the twelfth rib. There was no evidence of
any tear or laceration; in fact, the condition strongly

suggested a long duration, if not a congenital deficiency

of the substance of the diaphragm between the middle
arcuate fibers and the external acruate band. There was
no sac. It was of interest to note that after reducing the

hernia, that is, pulling back the fundus and intestines into

the abdomen, the condition at once recurred, being highly

suggestive that this migration into the thorax had been
of some con.siderable standing.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

November 21, igio.

Supersensitiveness to 606.—Wechselmann discusses
l)riefly supersensitiveness, both local and general, to the

Ehrlich-Hata remedy. This is naturally a difficult subject,

for the apparent supersensitiveness may be due not to the

drug, but to the liberated endotoxins of the disease. Local

supersensitiveness, excluding the possibility of accidental

infection from pyogenic germs, doubtless explains the

occasional occurrence of local necrosis at the point of in-

jection. This necrosis appears to result from the unab-

sorbed drug, which may produce a dense nodule, with

death of the tissues in the central portion. Much of this

nodular formation is due less to hyperergy on the part of

the drug than to the medium of solution. The excess of

acid may either irritate ordinary tissues, or tissues super-

sensitive to acids. Manifestly such additional irri-

tation must be excluded as far as possible. Orth has re-

cently made serial sections of these nodules and has

found them sterile as to germ life; the sole irritant, as al-

ready stated, being the unabsorbed arsenobenzol acting

on supersensitive tissues. In regard to the general reac-

tion, cases of paresis in which liberation of endotoxins

should be neghgible in degree have shown a supersentive-

ness suggesting idiosyncrasy to arsenic. Further study ap-

pears to show that in a small percentage of cases the

remedy sets up a symptom-complex of a definite type, due

neither to the necessarily liberated toxins nor to the ar-

senic in the molecule—high fever, angina, exanthems and

enanthems, nephritis; in short a condition closely re-

sembling serum disease. To patients with weak heart

such an outbreak might prove very dangerous. The author

seems to connect this supersensitiveness with antigen for-

mation in connection with liberation of toxins. We have

thus far been told that liberation of toxins was a neces-

sary step in the action of the remedy and that a reaction

should be in proportion to the toxins liberated. This

phenomenon! is not dependent on supersensitiveness. The

reaction due to the latter should be a different phenomenon

—should occur w-hen endotoxins are not liberated, as in

paresis and in nonsyphilitics. The author in his brief

sketch does not sufficiently differentiate between the two

sets of phenomena.

Optic Neuritis Following Use of 606.

—

A few cases

of opticus lesion have come to light in connection with the

use of the Ehrlich-Hata remedy, but these are not of a

character to discredit the latter; with the rapid spread in

the use of the remedy, a case now and then is bound to

occur as a mere coincidence. Kowalewski describes a case

which well illustrates the point. His patient had at the

outset a severe case of recent syphilis which yielded

promptly to one injection of the remedy. However a re-

lapse occurred, which assumed the shape of intolerable

headache persisting some days, and followed by typical

optic neuritis. The mechanism of the case was simple

enough. The relapse took the form of a meningitis which

was propagated along the sheath of the opticus with even-

tual neuritis. Not caring to inject 606 a second time, pa-

tient was placed on an inunction cure (Hg) and promptly

recovered—so promptly, in fact, that the author believes

that the disease had been all but cured by 606. He sug-

gests as a matter of prudence that one should follow up

the single injection of 606 with an inunction cure.

Internal Secretion of the Generative Glands.—Miin-

zer concludes his long serial article on this subject. He
ends with a study of the results of castration on the

psyche. Our information along these lines is scanty. No
one seems to have studied the development of the brain

in castrates—at least since the time of Gall, who found the

cerebellum undeveloped ; a sequence also claimed to be

constant for all castrated animals, both by Gall and his

school and by various moderns. We know empirically

that in the miniature individual, as well as in those who
were castrated early in life, sexual desire is in abej'ance

—

is e.xtinct. When the generative glands reach their matur-

ity, they exert a certain action on the brain, giving rise to

the sexual impulse. Changes in character and personality

are even more in evidence. Man is believed to owe his

courage, energy, industry, etc., to his generative glands.
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Women after castration are believed to be irritable,

moody, and combative. The mental state is one of de-

pression. The psychical alternations in both se.xes after

castration are believed to be due to a species of autoin-

toxication. In one predisposed to psychosis castration

would intensify the condition.

MUnchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

November 22, igio.

On Caution in the Use of Iodine Internally.— Krchl
would always examine the thyroid before pusliing iodine

or iodides. He would consider enlargement of the thyroids

a contraindication to the use of the drug in arteriosclerosis.

The patient should also be investigated as to the possible

presence of thyrotoxic symptoms, which also contrain-

dicate iodine. The author believes further that indis-

criminate use of iodine causes both ' enlargement and
hyperactivity of the gland. If iodine is given when thus

contraindicated, the condition set up appears to resemble

the so-called "iodine cachexia" as described by others.

Intermittent Limp.—Professor Erb writes briefly of

a condition which he long ago helped to make known.

He touches first 01. the so-called "tobacco etiology" of the

condition which has recently been put in evidence by

himself and others. His personal and other available

figures appear to sanction such a view. In fact, the more
he sees of the condition the more he is inclined to rcco.g-

nize tobacco as a causal element, to the same degree that

it is a cause of arteriosclerosis. Another element is the

natural tendency to cold feet, including traumatic cold-

ness of extremities (from special exposure). In the last

dozen or so cases examined Erb could feel no femoral

pulse, although the stethoscope revealed a faint arterial

murmur. This symptom is unilateral as a rule and

brought out by comparison with the sound side.

On the Question of Marriage of Girls with Heart-

Disease.—Jashkc discusses this problematic subject in

much detail. He is concerned chiefly with the effects of

pregnancy on the mother. In regard to childbearing by

women with valvular lesions he cites many figures to

show that the danger is exaggerated. Women with such

lesions continue to bear children. The type of case de-

scribed by obstetricians as contraindicating pregnancy

and as furnishing a special obstacle to delivery is an ex-

treme one and leads us to another type of case, to wit,

that with impairment of the myocardium, with actual

chronic insufficiency. The diagnosis of the intimate nature

of this lesion is difficult at best. Many varieties are to

be found under this head, for chronic insufficiency of the

heart is not necessarily due to degeneration of the myo-

cardium. Fatty infiltration, goiter-heart, congenital sten-

osis of the arteries, pressure lesions, etc., may cripple

the normal action of the heart and must be separated from

actual disease of the myocardium, which latter, when in

evidence, is sufficient to contraindicate marriage and

pregnancy. In regard to pure neuroses of the heart, these

not only do not contraindicate marriage, but may at times

be improved by it.

Extensive Poisoning by Hyoscyamus Niger. —Phillipi

and Muhle report an episode of this sort, said to be rare

in literature. A number of people partook at once of

roast meat, potatoes, and blackroot. Within two hours

all exhibited evidences of poisoning by some member of

the solanaces family. Mydriasis was present. The black-

root (scorsonera hispanica) could not in itself be toxic,

bi't was evidently mixed with or replaced by a weed con-

taining hyoscyamus (h. niger). This was evidently a re-

sult of careless harvesting, the blackroot having been ac-

cidentally mixed with the toxic plant. The symptoms in-

duced were of the type caused by the solanacea8, with

the differential marks which distinguish hyoscyamus from

other members of the group.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

Sovcynbcr 27, 1910.

Action of the Ehrlich-Hata Remedy on the Eye.

—

Wcchselmann studies this subject from the point of view

of the effects of the remedy on patients with syphilis of

the eye. The material, therefore, comes largely from

ophthalniological sources. In a scries of 250 cases the

eye was examined before the injections were practised. In

none of these cases did the injection of "606" give rise to

any alteration of the eye. The author has now controlled

over 1,400 cases, and has yet to note any evidence of in-

jury to the eye as a result of the treatment. It is, how-

ever, probable that an optic nerve rendered supersensitive

by previous injections of some of the more toxic arsenical

compounds may be unfavorably influenced by 6o5. Even

in untreated syphilis or syphilis treated with Hg. optic

neuritis may occur as a rare phenomenon. Some authori-

ties have so much confidence in the innocuousness of 606

in causing optic neuritis that they would not hesitate to

prescribe it if that condition were actually present. The
author regards this course as unwise.

Etiology and Treatment of Detachment of the Re-

tina.—Horstmann believes that this condition cannot

occur save as a result of disease of the vitreous. This de-

pends for its nutrition on the choroid plexus and ciliary

body. All cases thus far recorded which have been sub-

jected to microscopic examination confirm this teaching.

Hence a variety of intraocular affections may give rise to

the retinal lesion (space does not suffice to enumerate

them). In regard to treatment, rest is of the first im-

portance and very many recoveries have resulted from

this resource alone. Only when this fails completely

should we proceed to operative measures. Most of those

advocated are of no value. The author contents himself

with recommending but one. to wit, scleral puncture, to

lessen the amount of fluid beneath the retina.

Functioning Muscle Substitution.—Kron enumerates

many instances of this character from general and per-

sonal records. He deals in part with congenital defects of

muscles, and in most of the cases cited the defects were

in the muscles of the neck, chest, shoulders, etc. Cases

are also cited of replaced paralyzed muscles, such as re-

sult from neuritis. Thus the author replaced a paralyzed

deltoid (from poliomyelitis) with the clavicular pectoralis,

which had already undergone compensatory hypertrophy.

The lower extremity yields results greatly inferior to those

of the upper part of the trunk in this connection.

Paratyphoid Osteoperiostitis.—Osteoperiostitis due
to Eberth's bacillus and a small number of other germs is

well enough known, or is at least to be found mentioned

in standard works. The paratyphus germ has hardly yet

been mentioned in this connection but Jensen and Kock
of Copenhagen have placed a case on record. Of great

interest is the apparent fact that a period of latency of

20 years occurs in this case. In 1889, long before the iso-

lation of paratyphus fever, patient had a typhoidlike

fever, which ran a protracted course. A tender area ap-

peared on one of the femurs, and while relative recovery

took place the locality occasionally gave trouble. At the

expiration of 20 years, patient now being 40 years of age,

the old lesion lighted up in the form of an osteoperiostitis,

from the pus in which the paratyphus B. bacillus was
found. Unusual cultural and inoculation tests were made
which left no doubt as to the nature of the germ.

Prevention of Air Embolism in Placenta Prasvia.

—

Peters alludes to the danger of air embolism in the opera-
tion of extracting a placenta previa. This danger may
be obviatta by performing all operative procedures neces-
sary for the uetaching of the placenta while the patient is

under water. This may be accomplished with the aid of
a sterilized bathtub and sterilized water.

—

Zentralblait fiir

Gyndkologie.
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The Physician's Visiting List (Lindsay and Blakis-

ton's) for 191 1. Sixtieth Year of Its Publication. Phil-

adelphia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co.

This edition of the popular Lindsay & Blakiston Visiting

List, used by so many practitioners for so many years, dif-

fers in no wise from its predecessors. It contains a calen-

dar for 191 1 and 1912, directions for treatment of certain

emergencies, the usual dose table, and blank pages for

twenty-seven patients a week. It is of convenient size

for the pocket and conveniently arranged.

Students' Aids Series. Aids to Microscopic Diagnosis

(Bacterial and Parasitic Diseases). By Ernest
Blake Knox, B.A., M.D., (Dubl. Univ.) Diplomate

in Public Health (Honors), Royal College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons, Ireland; formerly Assistant to Lec-

turer in Pathology and Bacteriology, Trinity College,

Dublin; late Demonstrator of Anatomy in the University

of Dublin ; late Secretary and Member of the Stand-

ing Committee on Enteric Fever, appointed by the Gov-
ernment of India; Captain, Royal Army Medical Corps.

New York: William Wood and Company, 1910.

This little handbook of 156 pages is designed to enable

students and others preparing for examinations lo review

the essential features in microscopic diagnosis. It is not

intended as a substitute for a textbook, but it covers its

ground thoroughly, and is strictly up to date. The chap-

ters on the protozoal diseases are particularly admirable,

and embody the results of most recent researches. The
methods of isolating, staining, and identifying the com-
mon pathogenic bacteria are succinctly stated, and pre-

sented in a manner suitable for ready reference.

L'.'\erophagie, par le Dr. H. Maubax, Ancien Interne des

Hopitaux de Paris, Medecin Consultant a Vichy. Pre-

face du Dr. Albert Mathieu. Paris: G. Steinheil, 1910.

Ever since Mathieu, in 1901, showed that aerophagia, as-

sociated with digestive troubles, is one of the rnost fre-

quent causes of so-called flatulent dyspepsia, this condi-

tion has been generally recognized in the pathology of di-

gestion. In this small volume of 160 pages the author re-

views the clinical forms of aerophagia, their mode of pro-

duction, and their symptomatology. Among the measures
recommended in the treatment are to advise the patient to

keep his mouth open, to wear a tight collar so as to make
swallowing painful and attracting the attention of the

patient to this act. the use of gastric sedatives and absor-

bents, lavage, the prone posture, massage, electricity, and
respiratory gymnastics.

Precis du Traiteme.nt des Fractures par le Massage et

la Mobilisation. Par le Dr. Just Lucas-Champion-
NIERE, Chirurgien Honoraire de I'Hotel Dieu, Membre
de I'.^cademie de Medecine, President de la Societe In-

ternationale de Chirurgie. Paris: G. Steinheil, ipio.

This little volume presents a resume of the use of move-
ments in the immediate treatment of fractures. The indica-

tions and limitations of this mode of treatment, its mode
of application, with the precautions to be observed, are

presented in a general manner. The details of this treat-

ment as applied to the special fractures are fully given.

Differential-diacnostische Tabellen der inxeren
Krankheiten. Von J. Cemach, in Wien. Miinchen:

J. F. Lehmanns Verlag, 1910.

This little volume comprises 37 schematic tables covering
the differential diagnosis of the principal internal diseases.

Considering the difficulty which this subject presents to the
average student of medicine, these compact and at the
same time complete synoptic comparisons of the various
groups of diseases cannot fail to be helpful. .\t the same
time they may serve to aid the general practitioner in

moments of uncertainty, enabling him to review rapidly
the chief points in differentia! diagnosis. The author has
succeeded in crowding an unusually large amount of ma-
terial between the covers of this book.

Opotherapie. Par Le Dr. Paul Carnot, Professeur
Agrege a la Faculte de Medecine de Paris. Medecin des
Hopitaux de Paris. Avec 90 Figures dans le Texte.
Paris: Libraire J.-B. Bailliere et Fils, 1910.

This useful volume is a comprehensive textbook of
opotherapy, a subject that has taken front rank among
the many systems of therapeutics. The first part deals
with organotherapy in general, the nature of its remedies,
the internal secretions, hormones, kinases, cytolytic and
anticytolytic antibodies, and the anaphylactic' substances,
the toxicity of the organotherapeutic products, the indi-
cations and contraindications in their employment, and
their various modes of preparation and pharmaceutic forms.

The second part of the work deals with the special appli-

cations : hematic opotherapy, comprising blood transfusion,
and the use of hemoglobin, fibrinogen, and leucocytic ex-
tracts; digestive opotherapy, including the use of the

various digestive juices, and the ferments, pepsin, kinase,

secretin, etc.; genital opotherapy, including the study of
the testicular, interstitial, and prostatic juices, ovarian ex-
tracts, and extracts of the corpus luteum, placenta, mam-
mary glands, and their many therapeutic applications. The
subject of the internal secretions of the thyroid and para-
thyroids, and their administration in myxedema, cretinism,

infantilism, chronic rheumatism, scleroderma, dermatoses,
migraine, nocturnal enuresis, and asthma is exhaustively
covered, as is that pertaining to the internal secretions of
the hypophysis and suprarenal capsule.

Mentally Deficient Children. Their Treatment and
Training. By G. E. Shuttleworth, B.A., M.D.. etc.,

Medical Examiner of Defective Children to the Willes-

den Education Committee, and formerly to the School
Board for London ; Consulting Medical Officer, National
Association for the Feeble-Minded, late Medical Super-
intendent (now Hon. Consulting Physician), Royal W-
bert Institution for the Feeble-Minded of the Xorthern
Counties, Lancaster; formerly Assistant Medical Officer,

Earlswood Asylum, and Medical Expert, M. A. B. Insti-

tution for Improvable Imbeciles, Ealing; and W. A.
Potts, B.A.. M.D., etc.. Consulting Medical Officer, Na-
tional Association for the Feeble-Minded : Chairman of

the After-care Committee, and Member of the Special

Schools Committee, Birmingham; late Medical Investi-

gator to the Royal Commission on the Care and Control
of the Feeble-Minded: formerly Resident Medical Of-
ficer, Yorkshire East Riding Lunatic Asylum. Third
Edition. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's Son and Com-
pany, 1910.

That one per cent, of all school children belong to the

class of mental defectives is a fact whose importance can-

not be ignored by physician or educator. Since the pub-
lication of the first edition of this book in 1895, there has

been a growing interest in the welfare of the defective

child which has been greatly stimulated by the general in-

troduction of medical school inspection. The present

volume may be used as an accurate guide by all those

who are directly or indirectly brought into contact with
these unfortunates. It comprises chapters on the history

of this subject, the discussion of the term feeble-minded,

defective and epileptic children, special instruction, patho-

logical classification, etiology, diagnosis, and prognosis, the

medical examination of children, treatment, education, in-

dustrial and moral training, and results and conclusions.

There is an excellent bibliography at the end.

Physical Examination and Diagnostic Anatomy.
_
By

Charles B. Slade, Chief of Clinic in General Medicine
and Instructor in Physical Diagnosis in the University

and Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New York. Il-

lustrated. Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders
Company, 1910.

This book presents the technigi'". fundamental principles,

and methods of physical examination, in order to prepare

the student for the study of the more comprehensive works
upon the subject. The diagnosis of specific disease con-

ditions is avoided, as the work deals chiefly with the

normal subject. The illustrations contain only those lines

that are essential to the subject-matter. The book may be
safely placed in the hands of the beginning student as a

reliable primer of physical diagnosis.

A Plea for the Home Tse.^tment and Prevention of
Scarlet Fever. By Robert Milne, M.D., Ch.M., Medi-
cal Officer of Dr. Barnado's Hospitals and Homes for

Thirty Years, etc., etc. New York: William Wood &
Company, 1910.

This little book of eighty pages is an exposition of the

author's strikingly original method of treating scarlet

fever. The patients are not isolated from other children.

They are frequently and thoroughly anointed with euca-

lyptus oil, and their throats are frequently swabbed with

a 10 per cent, carbolized oil. The results of this plan

of treatment are said to be exceptionally good, particu-

larly in preventing the spread of the infection. The main
advantage apparently lies in the fact that it is not neces-

sary to isolate the patients, and even in the hospital these

are treated in the same ward with surgical cases. It cer-

tainly indicates an unusual amount of courage for anyone
to advocate such a method of handling these cases, in

direct variance with current practices and teaching, .^t

any rate, the book is a most interesting and suggestive

one. particularly in awakening the thought that possibly

some of our apparently settled convictions may yet be
ronsiderablv modified or even overthrown.
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SOUTHERN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Fourth Annual Meeting, Held at Nashville, Tennessee,

November 8, 9 and 10, 1910.

The President, Dr. W. W. Crawford of Hattif.sburg,

Mississippi, in the Chair.

An address of welcome was delivered by Dr. W. D.
Haggard of Nashville, which was responded to by Dr. Scale

Harris.

President's Address.—Dr. W. Crawfoku spoke
approvingly of the advances that had been made in the

system of medical education during the past decade. He
said the profession must be made to appreciate that an

over-production of medical colleges meant an over-pro-

duction of poorly equipped doctors. The laymen must be
brought to realize that there was a difference in medical

degrees, so that he might demand higher standards. State

legislatures must be awakened to their responsibility. The
medical student himself must be convinced that tlie best

was not too good for him.

Safeguarding Society from the Unfit.—Dr. A. B.

Cooke of Nashville said that vasectomy was not specified

as the method of sterilization in the Indiana law, but its

advantages over other methods were obvious. Orchidec-

tomy was a mutilating operation, and one of considerable

gravity, yet he was persuaded that it should be recognized

and specified as the only method permissible in a certain

class of criminals. As a preventive, particularly in the

South, where this monstrous evil was most prevalent

and most abhorrent, it could not be doubted that the

legal infliction of one such penalty would have a more
salutary effect than many lynchings or even burnings

at the stake. It was as yet too early to point to definite

results from the operation of these laws; but when the

crucial test of time shall have been apjilied he thought it

was reasonable to predict that crime and dcKcneracy would

be largely decreased and the world wnuld be correspond-

ingly better and happier.

Dr. George H. Price of Nashville said it wa.s a difficult

matter to secure legislation because there had been a lack

of uniformity on the part of the medical profession looking

to this great problem of safeguarding the public; neverthe-

less he thought the medical profession should be fore-

most in advocating restrictive measures.

Dr. Francis Dowling of New Orleans said the people

in various sections of the State of Louisiana were inter-

ested in securing such legislation as would safeguard the

public. Some had suggested that gonorrhea and syphilis

should be among the diseases reportable to boards of

health, the same as cases of diphtheria or scarlet fever.

Dr. John H. White of New Orleans said there was one

difficulty growing out of the particular remedy advocated

by Dr. Sharp of Indiana for this class of defectives, and

that was the operation of vasectomy would be utilized by

the roue as fitting him to practice his nefarious life with-

out risk of being caught, and he believed that that was a

thing which should be carefully considered before resort-

ing generally to this operation, and a law providing against

men voluntarily submitting to this operation for that very

reason.

Dr. Jere L. Crook of Jackson, Tenn., said the time had

arrived when the medical profession should take active

steps towards bringing about the consummation of the

ideas embodied in Dr. Cooke's paper.

Dr. IsADORE Dyer of New Orleans said that in the last

few years this particular question had been discussed as

one of supreme moment in connection with the general

subject of eugenics. He believed that professors of

eugenics, criminologists, and scientists, who were inter-

ested in the solution of this problem, were all satisfied

that the aphorism of Oliver Wendell Holmes, that a man
should begin to take care of himself by taking care of his

great grandfather, was very pertinent, and that we our-

selves for the sake of our own people should establish a

law protecting our descendants from the possibiHties to

which they had been exposed in regard to criminals and

defectives.

The association then passed a resolution to the effect

that it concurred in tlie laws of Indiana regulating mar-

riage and providing for the sterilization of habitual crim-

inals and other degenerates.

Exophthalmic Goiter.—Dr. William D. Haggard of

Nashville spoke of the four cardinal symptoms of this

disease, and said that surgical treatment had proven

superior to any other form of treatment. It simply showed

statistically it offered the best results, and at the present

time early operation was the best treatment.

Dr. B. L. Wvman of Birmingham. Ala., said the medical

treatment of hyperthyroidism had been practically a failure

in the majority of cases, and this agreed with his ex-

perience in the treatment of this disease, so that in recent

years he had referred his cases to a surgeon. He em-

phasized the importance of early diagnosis.

Bones and Joints.—Dr. John B. Murphy of Chicago

gave an address on this subject, and, among other things,

said that when there was a lesion in the neighborhood of

a joint which caused inflammation or thickening, or ad-

hesion of the capsule, if the surgeon wanted to overcome

deformity the capsule must be dealt with as one would

deal with bones or with any other inelastic material. The
outer fibrous capsule had a feeble vascularity. It prac-

tically never became inflamed ; it was never the seat of a

primary lesion. It never became tuberculous. It had an

inner lining which was known as the synovial lining. The
surface was represented by endothelial cells, which were

arranged close to each other, and they sealed up the sur-

faces of both the synovial membranes just as the epithelial

cells sealed up the surface of the skin. He had found in

his experiments on dogs that if he wanted to infect a joint

with the most virulent type of pneumococci, if he injected

half a syringe full of the virulent microorganisms into a

joint with a very fine needle, it would produce no effect

whatever in that joint. On the other hand, if he took the

other half of the same syringe barrel of infective ma-
terial and injected it into another joint in the same dog,

using a fine hypodermic needle, it would tear out the en-

dothelial cells that covered the surface, and this would be

followed by infection and death. This meant that if sur-

geons were going to do work on joints one of the things

they must observe was that the joint had an enormous

resistance against infection, and they must become the

greatest respecters of this endothelial layer in all work

that involved the surgery of the joints. He found that if

he injected a joint with turpentine a day or two days in

advance, or if he injected the joint with tincture of

canfharides .n dav nr two in advance, then injected the joint

with formalin and glycerine, and afterwards injected the

virulent microorganisms, the dog would die. Again, if he

injected the joint six or twelve days before, then he could

inject the joint and tear it up and not the slightest effect

would be produced, because the chemical inflammation pro-

duced a cofferdam of all the lymph spaces beneath, mak-

ing it impossible to infect the surface. He could render

the joint surface, therefore, immune by injecting it with

some chemical irritant two weeks before he operated. The
time to attack a joint was when nature or the surgeon

had artificially prepared the joint in rendering it immune
against easy infection. Speaking of ankylosis he said it

could be avoided in practically every case of acute infec-

tion of joints. The moment the practitioner spoke of

draining joints that were infected, he was assuming re
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sponsibility for an ankylosis. If there was an infection

in a joint, to save it from destruction, it was necessary to

relieve the joint of tension and the products of infection.

This could be done by aspiration. But what one could do

to give the patient more relief than a hypodermic injec-

tion of morphine was to put on Buck's extension and sep-

arate the pressing surfaces that were inflamed. Dr.

Murphy reported several cases on which he had operated

with gratifying results.

Education of the Specialist.—Dr. S. C. Ellett of

Memphis said that with the establishment of a department

of health it might be feasible to map out a course of study

and hospital work which a man must satisfactorily com-

plete before he could appear before the world as a special-

ist in any department of medicine.

Treatment of Trachoma.—Dr. H. H. M.\rtin of

Savannah, Ga., said in order to effect a complete cure in

chronic trachoma surgical and medical treatment must be

combined, as neither was sufficient in itself. On the sur-

gical methods the one which he called attention to was the

Coover plan, which was the most satisfactory from all

points of view. For local application a five to ten per

cent, solution of copper sulphate had no rival, but it must

be begun soon after the operation and continued for eight

weeks.

Malarial Manifestations in the Eye.—Dr. M. H. Bell

of Vicksburg, Miss., stated that his observations were

made from the symptoms found in thirteen cases of eye

trouble due to malarial infection. Cornea! ulceration was

present in eleven cases, and two entirely distinct types of

ulceration were noted. In seven cases the common den-

dritic ulceration was present, and in the other four the

ulcers were of the simple round variety which he had

designated acute herpetic. The acute type of dendritic ulcer

he had found only in an acute malarial infection, and it

had always responded readily to appropriate antimalarial

treatment in combination with the application of tincture

of iodine to the ulcerated area, and the usual local treat-

ment employed for any corneal inflammation.

The Artificial Leech in Acute Mastoiditis.—Dr. U. S.

Bird of Tampa, Fla.. said that his experience included

some nine cases. Clinically they were all instances of

typical acute mastoid infection, middle ear disease, tem-

perature, mastoid swelling, and pain. In every case the

middle ear had been freely opened without relief. In all

of the cases operation seemed probable and in one case

the patient was sent to a hospital for that purpose. In

some heat was used, but in most it was unnecessary after

the leech. Calomel was given at first as a routine

measure. An improvement was noted at varying inter-

vals after leeching. In every case relief was permanent,

no further active treatment being necessary.

Turbinectomy.—Dr. G. E. V.\ugh.\n of Clarksville

Tenn., pointed out the chief indications for this operation,

described the method of operating which is usually prac-

ticed, and reported cases.

Episcleritis.—Dr. O. DuL.^NEY of Dyersburg, Tenn.,

detailed the symptoms of this disease, and discussed the

prognosis and treatment.

The Heath Mastoid Operation.—Dr. M. M. Cullom
of Nashville, Tenn., said the operation was safer than the

radical operation. There was less danger of intracranial

involvement following the operation. There was practi-

cally no danger of injuring the facial nerve. There was
no injury to the hearing and the operation was often

followed by marked improvement in hearing power.

Suppuration diminished rapidly and postope'"ative healing

took place sooner than after the radical operation. It

could be easily converted into the radical operation, if de-

sired.

Inguinal Hernia.—Dr. John Smyth of New Orleans

related some experiences in operating on cases of inguinal

hernia. After reporting three cases he drew the following

conclusions : I. The sac in one case was probably a

variety of the pantaloon sac reported by Dr. Eisendrath

and others. This kind of sac might account for some of

the failures to cure hernia by operation. 2. The condition

in another case was an artificial one, and was evidently

the result of a failure to securely close the neck of the

sac in the previous operation, and it showed the necessity

of extreme caution in operating on cases which have al-

ready been subjected to operation. 3. The condition in

another case was the result of an effort at reduction of

the hernia, in which the position of the testis was lost

sight of or ignored. The truss applied at that time caused

sufficient traumatism to produce adhesions which impris-

oned the testicle in the upward reflection of the sac,

and the enterocele, or hernia proper, recurred in the lower

peritoneal pouch, possibly another case of pantaloon sac.

Dr. Duncan Eve of Nashville said that the success of

all operations for the relief of hernia depended upon

obliteration or removal of the sac, and the transtormation

of the cord to the new bed or canal. Without these two

principles, no hernia that was operated upon could be re-

garded as cured.

Dr. C. W. Allen of New Orleans said that the first im-

portant step in hernia was the manner of dealing with the

neck of the sac. Formerly surgeons ligated the neck of

the sac, frequently transfixing it. but this was unsafe.

Dr. Jere L. Crook of Jackson, Tenn., stated that the

reason we did not operate more frequently than we did for

hernia was due to the fact that we were perhaps negli-

gent in pointing out to patients the necessity of it. Men
wore trusses for years when a simple operation (with a

very low mortality) would make them practically perfect

men physically. The operation for hernia was one of the

most important we should urge upon patients, and if we

made it a routine measure, when we had occasion to come

across a man who wore a truss in examining him for

life insurance, to urge upon him the importance of an

operation for the radical cure we would undoubtedly do

this operation oflener, and in doing so would add much

to the comfort of these patients.

Dr. Robert Caldwell of Nashville thought we were

all pretty well agreed as to the treatment of the sac

nowadays, and and it was not so much the removal of the

sac in toto as it was the treatment of the exudate about

the neck- of the sac. He said we were going to have re-

currences whether we used the Bassini. the Ferguson, or

the Macewen method, because we had to deal with dif-

ferent conditions. He did not see why in routine work

we should still do the Bassini operation.

Dr. Willis C. Campbell of Memphis said he did not

know very much about the technique of the operation, but

he had noticed that in all cases at the New York Hospital

for Ruptured and Crippled a plaster spica was applied

after the operation, which immobilized the parts absolutely

and gave opportunity for quicker healing and left prac-

tically no dead spaces.

Dr. Charles A. Robertson of Nashville said there was

one question in connection with hernia that had been

brought to his attention and given him some degree of

wonderment, namely, why physicians were not more fre-

quently called upon to operate on hernia. The reason for

it lay in the fact that fitting trusses was largely in the

hand of instrument dealers and druggists, who made false

claims in regard to the permanent or curative value of

the truss.

Dr. W. D. SuMPTER of Nashville said this subject ap-

pealed to him because of his belief that hernia was an

operation that could be done under local anesthesia. The

operation could be performed under local anesthesia with

comparativelv little pain. He had done many of these

operations under local anesthesia in the last four years.
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He thought if local anesthesia were resorted to more
frequenlly more men would be operated on for the reHef

of this condition who now feared a general anesthetic.

Dr. Paul Dewitt of Nashville agreed with Dr. Sump-
ter in reference to local anesthesia. There was no doubt
but that the operation for the radical cure of hernia could

be performed just as completely under local as under gen-
eral ancstliesia. He had operated on several cases mider
local anesthesia and he had yet to find a case that suffered

any amount of pain during the operation.

The Operative Treatment of Fractures of the Long
Bones.—Dr. Jere L. Crook of Jackson, Tenn., reported

four recent cases of fracture of both tibia and fibula on

which he had operated, in all of which he secured good
results, and in none of which could he have done so with-

out operation.

Operative Treatment of Fractures.—Dr. C. W. Allen
of New Orleans said that a general anesthetic was de-

manded for the proper reduction of all fractures except

the simplest. All fractures after reduction should be sub-

jected to the x-vay, and it was often found that what was
thought to be a well-reduced fracture proved to be far

from satisfactory. In many cases reduction was possible,

but could not be maintained owing to the obliquity of

the line of fracture. When reduction was impossible op-

eration should unhesitatingly be performed, and one fre-

quently found upon operating on such cases that the

interposition of soft material would have made reduc-

tion impossible by any other than operative means. The
time for operation called for some judgment. In cases

seen early, within the first twenty-four hours, when there

was not much injury to the soft parts, operation had

best be done at once. Where there was extensive injury

to the soft parts, or where several days had elapsed be-

fore first seeing the case, delay should be advised until

the local inflammation subsided, sometimes about the

second week, when there would be less danger of infec-

tion. He thought far too many limbs were needlessly

amputated. With a little hard work and some ingenuity

on the part of the surgeon many badly manuled limbs

could be saved. .'\s long as the blood supply was suffi-

cient to keep alive the peripheral parts there was a chance.

It was better that such patients should spend si.x months in

a hospital and walk out sound and able to make a living

than to be discharged after three weeks with the Inss 01

a limb, to spend the rest of their lives as hopeless cripples

or helpless charges upon the community.

Dr. W. P. McAdory of Birmingham said that a number

of years ago he had a negro patient who was shot through

the middle of the femur. He did not know the hu!let

was lodged between the ends of the bone at the time he

put the limb in extension. He kept the limb in extcn'^ion

for five weeks, at the end of which time he took it down

to find that he had an ununited fracture. Tie prepr.red

the patient for operation. He cut down on the scat 01 the

fracture and found the bullet, which was very large, had

flattened out, making a piece of metal about the 5i7e of

a quarter of a dollar interposed between the ends of the

bone. He resected both ends of the bone, wired the

fragments, and so gave this man a useful limb.

Dr. H. A. Elkourie of Birmingham felt in regard to

compound fractures that he would rather cut down upon

the bone and fix or wire the fragments together than

trust to hypothesis and get bad results.

Dr. A. G. Payne of Greenville, Miss., stated that as

far as the treatment of compound fractures was con-

cerned, to his mind there was only one method, and

that was to operate at once. The wound should be

opened up and the bone thoroughly exposed, and any

mechanical device which one mi.ght see fit to use to hold

the fragments in position would work if one was clean

about it.

Dr. Michael Hoke of Atlanta said that as an ortho-

pedic surgeon he was called upon to correct many de-

formities the result of badly united fractures, and in this

connection he desired to say that there was no reliable

book written on the mechanics of the joints and on frac-

tures, consequently we could not expect the general prac-

titioner to treat these cases and get good results every

time. For instance, if a practitioner put up a fractured

elbow joint in the position of flexion and did not incor-

porate tlie shoulder, he could not control the upper frag-

ment, the shaft of the humerus.

Dr. John Smyth of New Orleans differed with those

gentlemen who wanted to operate on every case. He
thought this would be a mistake. He had under treatment

the case of a young girl who sustained a fracture of the •

humerus about an inch and a half above the elbow joint,

supracondyloid, where the upper fragment went backward

and the lower fragment was tilted forward. These frac-

tures were put up in flexion, with a weight on the elbow

joint after the suggestion of Lovett and Stimson. After

repeated examinations with the X-ray apposition was

very good, and after eleven days the splint was taken off,

the arm massaged a little, and a light plaster splint re-

appHed. The girl will not only have a good functional

result, but an excellent cosmetic one.

Dr. Robert Caldwell of Nashville believed that the

operative treatment of compound fractures should be the

rule, and the nonoperative treatment should be the ex-

ception. Of course, much would depend upon the char-

acter of fracture the surgeon had to deal with. If he had

a transverse fracture, it was known that if it was reduced

it was comparatively easy to maintain it in position and

one could secure good results by nonoperative treatment,

but if one had an oblique fracture, or a spiral fracture,

to deal with, although he secured reduction.- it was diffi-

cult to maintain it; consequently, knowing the comparative

rarity of a true transverse fracture, he should say that

the operative treatment should be the rule and the non-

operative treatment the exception.

Dr. A. B. Cooke of Nashville said that if under aseptic

precautions the open treatment of compound fractures was

practiced as a routine measure the question would arise,

what possible harm could be done to the patient? This

was the main point to decide. If operation could result

in no harm to the patient, if properly done, we could not

conceive that it would do anything but good for the

patient, because it would leave in every individual case

upon which this method was practiced an element of cer-

tainty which was important to the physician as well as to

the individual welfare of the patient.

Dr. Duncan Eve of Nashville stated that until recently

surgeons were very well satisfied with firm union. He
did not think much about the question of permanent re

suits, but since their ideal had been raised by the .r-ray the

surgeon insisted upon not only a good functional result,

but also a cosmetic one. He was afraid the A--ray had

raised the standard a little too high. While he was not op-

posed to the operative plan of treatment of compound frac-

tures, he was not modern enough yet to suggest that all

closed fractures should be treated by the open method. In

compound fractures this method was all right because one

had an open wound to deal with. Operation was all right

for those fractures one was not able to reduce, or when re-

duced would not remain in coaptation or apposition, but

the time had not arrived when surgeons would generally

accept the open method as an every-day plan for the

treatment of closed fractures.

Dr. E. Denedre Martin of New Orleans said that

when it came to the question of fractures the first and

most important thing was to know the character of the

fracture, and above all the anatomical structures involved.

If one had a simple transverse fracture, he was a poor
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surgeon if he could not reduce it and hold it in position.

If the surgeon had an oblique fracture, which was due to

torsion, he knew he was dealing with contraction of cer-

tain muscles and he would have trouble in holding the

fragments in apposition and he must overcome the action

of the muscles if he would get results.

Gonococcic Vaccine.—Dr. Gkorge R. Livermore of

Memphis stated that as far as a case of either acute or

chronic anterior or posterior gonorrhea was concerned his

experience had convinced him that gonococcic vaccine, as

a cure, was absolutely worthless. He had used it in all

doses and at varying intervals, and in no case did he effect

a cure or see other than a modicum of improvement. This

statement coincided with statements of prominent genito-

urinary men in New York who had also experimented ex-

tensively with gonococcic vaccine. On the other hand,

some of the complications of both acute and chronic

gonorrhea sometimes yielded promptly and satisfactorily

to the administration of the vaccine. The complications

in which the vaccine had given the best results in his

hands were epididymo-orchitis, arthritis, and prostatitis.

In the treatment of gonorrhea in women he had several

times noted cases that seemed to be benefited by the use

of the vaccine. Whether this improvement was a coin-

cidence or not he was unable to say, as other means of

treatment were used at the same time, and he did not be-

lieve the question would be settled until vaccine therapy

was placed on a more rational basis.

Dr. Raymond Wallace of Chattanooga stated that he

had had some experience with gonococcic vaccine, and it

tallied with that of the author of the paper. He had had

the best results in cases of gonorrheal rheumatism. He
recalled four cases in which three or four injections

effected a cure.

Dr. W. W. Crawford of Hattiesburg, Miss., recalled to

mind a woman upon whom he did a hysterectomy. She
had old pus tubes, and he thought the organisms were
dead. He thought he had a sterile condition to deal with

from the length of time she had the inflammatory reaction

in the pelvis, but after he had operated he discovered she

had a recent infection superimposed on the old gonorrheal

infection of some four or five years previously, which oc-

curred at the birth of the child. He confidently believed

that if it were not for the use of vaccines in large doses,

giving fifty m'll'on the first dose, and one hundred million

each day for two or three days, this woman would have
died : but as an additional reaction was set up by the use

of the vaccine she recovered.

End Results of Surgical Operations in Nervous
Women.—Dr. S. T. Rucker of Memphis in a paper on
this subject drew the following conclusions: i. Nervous
women as a rule did not make good subjects for surgical

operations. 2. An operation should not be undertaken un-

less there was a definite, unmistakable pathological lesion,

and that it was the chief cause of the nervous symptoms.
3. A correct estimate of the end results of surgical pro-

cedures could not be made, unless the surgeon kept in

touch with his patients for months after they returned

home. 4. In clearing up diagnosis in obscure conditions,

every surgeon should seek the aid of a competent internist,

neurologist, and pathologist. 5. Last, but not least, to no
one was the golden rule more applicab'e than to the sur-

geon. When a patient presented herself she sought relief

from suffering. She was not especially anxious to be cut.

but to be cured, and the surgeon should always ask him-
self the question, if this was me or my wife, or mv
daughter, would I advise an operation?

Dr. A. A. Hepold of Shreveport, La., recalled verv dis-

tinctly a case that occurred in the New Orleans Charitv
Hospital of a woman whom he had in the gynecolosical

service. She was operated upon four times. First, for

a retrodisplacement of the uterus, second, for the removal

of one or both ovaries; third, for the removal of the ap-

pendix; fourth, for the removal of a kidney. At last, she

was transferred to the neurological department, and what

became of her after that he did not know.

Dr. George R. Livermore of Memphis said that a man
came to him for diagnosis and possible operation for kid-

ney stone. He gave obscure nervous symptoms, with vio-

lent pain in the right side. The diagnosis had been pre-

viously made of appendicitis by another physician. He
was operated on and his appendix removed, but the pain

was just as severe as before. Then a diagnosis of gall-

stones was made by a surgeon of Cincinnati, who oper-

ated for that condition. No gall-stones were found. The
gall-bladder was drained, and the pain was just as severe

after this operation as before. When he came to him,

from the history of the case, he thought his condition

was more hysterical or neurasthenic than otherwise.

Uranalysis was negative. He had never passed any

calculi. AT-ray examination showed no stone in the kid-

ney, nor shadow anywhere, and so he refused to operate,

and advised him to consult a neurologist.

Dr. J. A. Crisler of Memphis recalled the case of a

physician who had all the evidences of neurasthenia, in-

cluding genuine hysteria, and who had the notion he had

a bad gall-bladder and a bad appendix. He came to him

and he refused to operate on him. He went to every

surgeon in Memphis. The man then went out of town

to consult another surgeon, who removed his appendix and

drained his gall-bladder, and he had since been perfectly

well. He said one might cite these cases one after an-

other, and prove on the other hand that surgery was in-

dicated.

Gunshot Wound of the Abdomen.—Dr. F. G. Dubose
of Selma, Ala., reported a case of gunshot wound of the

abdomen and chest, the bullet penetrating the stomach, the

liver and lung.

Foundation of Medicine.—The chairman of the Sur-

gical Section, Dr. E. Denecre Martin of New Orleans, in

liis address called attention to some of the loose stones

in the foundation of medicine, and said methods of teach-

ing were greatly to blame for the awkward work of be-

ginners. The cadaveric courses now given in medical

schools went far to better acquaint the student with the

anatomical structures involved in the numerous operations,

but the technic was at fault, as students only learned the

replacement of the structures, but saw nothing of the

various modifications which arose in everv oneration. A
mere knowledge of anatomical relations, a theoretical

mastery of pathology in the laboratories, was worthless

until learned on the living body in relation to other struc-

tures. He believed a great advance could yet be made in

methods of tcachine.

Surgical Treatment of Hepatic Cirrhosis.—Dr.

Arthur A. Herold of Shreveport, La., reported three

cases, and then drew the following conclusions : "I be-

lieve that all well-marked cases of atrophic cirrhosis of

the liver should be advised to submit to surgical pro-

cedure, informing the patient that it is practically devoid

of danger, and that there is a chance of prolonging his

life and making him more comfortable thereby: also that

he will carry a small hernia with him in the future. T do

not consider results obtained on the whole brilliant ; but I

do not believe that a failure to benefit one of these cases

by operation will injure the reputation of either the sur-

geon or of surgery. As to the anesthetic, if the kidneys

show no lesion, ether is preferable, as general anesthesia

permits better examination of the liver and more freedom

of work. If evidences of nephritis are present, it is safer

to use a local anesthetic and do a simple epiplopexy."

Why Ligate the Sac in Hernia?—Dr. H. A. Elkourie
of Birmingliam said lie had done within the last six years

twenty-two operations for hernia without removing the
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sac, and his results had been very flattering. He had not

had a single recurrence and out of the twenty-two ciKhtcen

patients were now living witliin a radius of lialf a <lay's

drive from his office.

Cancer of the Cervix Uteri and Its Treatment.— Dr.

A. G. Payne of Greenville, Miss., said that tlie cervix

uteri was affected with cancer more frequently than any

other portion of the body. Fully one-third of all women
who died of cancer were the victims of uterine cancer,

and cancer of the cervix was pre-eminently a disease 01'

the child-bearing period. Panhysterectomy was the only

operation by which we could offer a woman with cervical

cancer any permanent benefit or result, and then only in

case there had been no extension into the bladder, vagina.

rectum or glands. As soon as the disease spread beyond

the cervix a recurrence was inevitable, and only palli-

ative treatment, operative or otherwise, was indicated.

Coxa Vara.—Dr. Willis C. C.'vmi'bell of Memphis
reported a case of this disease, and said the dia,i;nosi>

was not difficult with care in making the examination. A,".

a rule, no medicinal measures were indicated, but in this

case he believed that the thyroid extract deserved a trial

In patients of moderate size a simple stilting aliduction

brace should be used until the bone was firm, wlitn an

osteotomy could be done below the lesser trochanter by

any of the various methods and the extremity held in

abduction and internal rotation by a plaster spica, includ

ing the foot below and extending to the nipple or axill.i

above. He did not believe that a brace would be satis-

factory in a subject with so much adipose tissue, but

when further reduced we might be able to use any desir-

able method. At present the patient was in a plaster

spica extending to the nipple line, and the extremity htld

in as much abduction as possible. The condition had

probably been present for one year, and at the expiration

of two more years a corrective osteotomy could be done

with excellent functional result if there was no furthe-

change visible by the ;tr-ray, otherwise we should wait

until the process was stationary. In the meantime he

should apply successive plaster spicas with forcible ab-

duction and internal rotation, which might restore the

angle sufficiently to give perfect function.

Purgatives with Pain in the Belly.—Dr. C. N. Cow-
den of Nashville said there was no place for the ad-

ministration of a purgative with pain in the lielly unat-

tended by a diarrhea. The point he desired to emphasize

as strongly as possible was that the patient's danaer lay

not in the fact that the bowels did not move, but in the

condition that produced the pain and obstruction, and the

administration of purgatives of any kind under these cir-

cumstances with the idea in mind of attempting to force

a bowel movement was not only irrational, but was pro-

ductive of the greatest harm to the patient. He did not

get well because the physician forced his bowels to move

but in spite of the effect of the drastic measure. Why not

be rational in the treatment of these cases and meet the

indications with remedies or measures that were indicated

and not by the indiscriminate use of purgatives. Purga-

tives were valuable remedies and were often indicated in

the treatment of disease, but the cases were few and fai

between, not met with in a lifetime, in which they were

indicated in the treatment of acute conditions of the belly,

where pain was a prominent symptom.

Surgery of the Ovaries.—Dr. J. .'\. Crisler of Mem-
phis said that when a woman came to him with great pain

in her ovary, to which no infection could be traced, who

suffered before and after her menstruation and in be-

tween times, he could not tell, upon exploratory incision

which ovary was at fault by any microscopical examina-

tion. On the contrary, on many occasions he had founo

the ovary of which the woman complained and which

was tender upon bimanual palpation to be in appearance

upon celiotomy entirely normal, while the other ovary
might contain a hemorrhagic area half its size. When
both ovaries were giving constant pain in a woman who
was not necessarily neurasthenic, rendering her practi-

cally incapable, when the abdomen was opened and both

ovaries appeared as good ir better than those noticed in

a previous case that were not giving any trouble, he did

not know whether to resect a portion of them in the hope
of relieving the congestion and retention of large Graafian

follicle cysts, or whether to remove them entirely or

to merely puncture the cyst and let some better surgeon

remove them later or to confess absolute ignorance upon
the subject and convict the entire profession of ineffi-

ciency, basing the proposition upon the present-day litera-

ture upon the subject and of our inability by any known
means of differentiating the good from the bad micro-

scopically and not clinically. He did not know when
the removal of these ovaries would bring perfect relief

to some women who did not seem to miss the so-

called internal secretion, while in others a series of

the most violent and unpleasant symptoms followed the

procedure regardless of the age of the patient. He men-

tioned these cases to show the broad contrast that could

exist and the uncertainty of the effects of the so-called

ovarian secretion. A. comparison was made of these

ovaries that were removed and so far as he could tell, by

a careful examination, there was relatively an identical

similarity between them. The paranchymatous substance

and stroma were normally arranged. The cortical sur-

face presented a normal appearance. The vascularity was
identical. There were no varicosities in the ovarian liga-

ment vessels nor in the pampiniform plexus of either

side. The corpora lutea were normally situated and dis-

tributed. The ovarian tension was not excessive, and the

color was good, and no marked prolapse was present, and

he did not know what caused the pain and its concomi-

tant chain of symptoms.

Human and Bovine Bacilli Isolated in Cervical

Adenitis.—Dr. Willi.nm Litterer of Nashville stated

that eleven cases of primary tuberculous cervical adenitis

were studied, which resulted in the isolation of five cul-

tures of Bacillus tuberculosis of the human type, and six

cultures of the bovine type. The classification of the

types was made on the basis of four tests: (i) the mor-

phological characters of the cultures ; (2) the dysgenetic

or eugenetic characters of the cultures; (3) the relative

virulence towards rabbits: and (4) the reaction curve in

five per cent, glycerin bouillon. This last test served

admirably to distinguish between the two types, provided

careful control tests be rigidly adhered to. In gathering

up the clinical data of the eleven cases, he was unable to

discern a single feature of distinction between those per-

sons who harbored the human type of bacillus and of

those who were infected with the bovine type. The only

striking difference observed was the result procured from

the administration of tuberculin. In order that uniformly

satisfactory results be obtained from the therapeutic ad-

ministration of this agent, he said it was imperative that

the nature of the type of infection be determined, so that

a corresponding strain of tuberculin may be employed.

Dr. W. M. McCahe of Nashville reported a case of ele-

phantiasis caused by Streptococcus erysipelatosus, which

was associated with Bacillus prodigiosus.

The Gamete Carriers.—Dr. Gr.mi.vm E. Henson of

Crescent City, Fla.. spoke of the role of the gamete car-

riers in the spread of malaria, and said that until such a

time as a cam.paign of enforced screening of all homes
and public meeting places had been generally effected it

was imperative that, in addition to the proper treatment

of cases showing acute clinical manifestations of malaria,

some means be devised to corral all chronic gamete car-

riers who had either frequent recurrences or possibly only
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after long periods of time, and that they be kept under

treatment long enough to destroy all parasites they might

be harboring.

Carbonic-acid Baths in the Treatment of Heart

Diseases.—Dr. J. H. Hon.\n of Bad-Nauheim, Germany,

stated that the results of his clinical studies convinced

him that carbonic acid baths in most cases reduced high

blood pressure, raised low blood pressure, increased the

pulse volume, increased elimination, increased pulse ampii-

tude, increased heart energy, increased duration of tem-

perature, reduced peripheral resistance, reduced dilatation,

and relieved nervous irritability.

Measles.—Dr. Thomas Weaver of .Xashville discussed

the complications and sequelae of measles, based on a

study of 470 cases.

Dr. C. C. Bass of New Orleans described a quick

microscopic typhoid agglutination test, and pointed out its

application and advantages.

Dr. J. B. MuRFEEE of Murfreesboro, Tenn., reported a

case of aneurysm of the arch of the aorta, and exhibited

the specimen. He said the course of thoracic aneurysm

tended to death, and satisfactory treatment could only be

hoped for when the aneurysm was saccular with a relative

small neck to the sac.

Dermatitis Factitia.—Dr. J. M. Kind of Nashville re-

ported si.x cases illustrating this condition and said that

the treatment for them was thai of any simple dermatitis

The nervous system demanded the greater attention.

Pathology of Anterior Poliomyelitis.—Dr. O. H.

Wilson of Nashville said that nearly all fatal cases

of this disease terminated by paralysis of respiration, and

in these edema of the floor of the fourth ventricle was

found, with an extension of the inflammatory process well

up the sylvian aqueduct. The destruction of the gangli-

onic cell was a secondary result of the inflammatory

process, and the cell infiltration. The activity of the in-

flammation, and the resistance of tissue determined the

extent of this, which determined the character of the

permanent paralysis. When localized destruction of sonn-

cells in the anterior horn was found, chiefly in the lumbar

enlargement, we had the common type of poliomyelitis

:

when the pathology was localized and intense at a point

involving practically the entire section of the cord, a rare

condition, we might have a transverse myelitis, .\cute

bulbar paralysis might be seen when the intensity of the

disease was located in that region, encephalitis when
the cord symptoms were insignificant, and polioencephal-

itis when the symptoms were general.

Dr. Charles M. Nice of Birmingham discus.sed the

symptoms and diagnosis of anterior poliomyelitis.

Infant Feeding.—^Dr. Margaret O. Davis of Nash-
ville brought out some points regarding the differences in

human and cows' milk in infant feeding, the care of feed-

ing utensils, etc. She emphasized the necessity of pure

milk, and its preference to the use of drugs in some cases

The predisposition to disease of poorly-fed children was
touched on.' She emphasized the need of certified milk

in cities.

Cardiorenal Treatment.—Dr. J. B. Guthrie of New
Orleans spoke of the use of digitalis in heart diseases. He
withheld a salty diet in cases of dropsy, which he said as-

sisted the patients in enduring the thirst, and made easier

work for the heart. Measure of the urine was the gauge

of treatment, and rest, dry salt-free diet, and purgation

gave as striking change as we saw with the addition of

digitalis. He recommended purgatives of strong salines

or jalap in dropsy cases. In acute dilatation he recom-
mended venesection, as well as the use of opiates to insure

rest. He impressed the necessity of treating the heart

muscle, even where the kidney or vessels were first affected,

that is, to lighten the labor of the heart muscle by depleting

measures, purgatives, diuretics, if the kidney was sound.

rest in bed where possible, by the use of opiates if there

was distress, and by the reduction of drinking fluids. Digi-

tahs might be given to prolong the rest period of the heart

beat.

Treatment of Acute Anterior Poliomyelitis.—Dr. A.

W. Harris of Nashville said that experimental work was
still being carried on in this country and abroad, and all

the recent knowledge gained as to etiology, pathology, and

clinical types should give much encouragement and should

lead one to expect that in the near future a more certain

means of making an early diagnosis and probably a specific

therapeutic agent would be furnished.

Double Perforation in Typhoid Fever.—Dr. E. M.
FoLKES of Bilo.xi, Miss., reported two cases of perfora-

tion following typhoid fever. One patient died eleven days

after a successful operation for the closure of the perfora-

tion. The diagnosis in this case was made early and oper-

ation performed promptly. All of the cases of which he

had heard had died within twenty-four or thirty-six hours

after the operation, which meant that a too early diagnosis

could not be made, nor too prompt surgical interference

had to save life.

Dr. A. B. CooKE of Nashville presented resolutions which

were adopted, endorsing the medical inspection of all school

children.

The association by resolution urged upon Congress the

necessity of creating a National Department of Health for

the protection of the present and future generations and

the strict interpretation of the pure food and drugs acts,

whereby the public can be shielded from foods drugged

with artificial preservatives which seal the inferiority of

unfit material, from habit production nostrums, and from

dishonest labels, even though in technical conformance with

the law.

Officers.—The following officers were elected for the

ensuing year : President, Dr. Isadora Dyer, New Orleans

;

Vice-presidents: For Tennessee, Dr. William Litterer of

Nashville ; for Florida, Dr. W. W. Adamson of Tampa

;

for Georgia, Dr. William C. Lyle of .-Augusta ; for Alabama,

Dr. T. D. Park of Birmingham ; for Louisiana, Dr. J. B.

Guthrie of New Orleans ; for Mississippi, Dr. A. G. Payne

of Greenville; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. Scale Harris of

Mobile.

Hattiesburg, Miss., was selected as the place for, holding

the next meeting.

g'tatP mphiral ICirntstng Inartifi-

SUMMARY OF THE LAWS AND REGULATIONS
GOVERNING THE PR.A.CTICE OF MEDICINE
IN THE STATES AND TERRITORIES OF

THE UNITED STATES.

compiled by dr. JA.MES a. EGAN, secretary of the ILLINOIS

STATE BOARD OF HEALTH, AND PUBLISHED FROM AD-
VANCE SHEETS OF THE BULLETIN OF THE BOARD THROUGH

THE COURTESY OF THE SECRETARY.

The requirements governing the practice of medicine as
set forth below are substantially correct up to the

date October 31, 1910. No attempt has been made to fur-

nish a complete digest of the several laws and regulations.

It has been the purpose rather to give the leading facts

regarding the conditions of medical practice desired by
the physician who wishes to locate in a State. Such in-

formation as that relating to standards of preliminary
education, the fees for examination and license, the time
and place of examination, has been purposely omitted.

Full information may be obtained of the respective secre-

taries, whose names and addresses are correctly given.

There has been added an abstract of the laws in each
State governing osteopatlis, midwives, and itinerant ven-

dors of medicine.

Alabama (Laws to 1907).—Graduation not essential.

Exaviination required in the following subjects: Chemis-
try, anatomy, physiology*, the etiology, patholo"v, sympto-
matology, and diagnosis of diseases, obstetrics, gynecology,

major and minor sur.gery. physical diagnosis, diseases of
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the eye, ear, nose, and throat; hygiene and medical juris-
prudence. \\ hen an apphcant states in writing that he
does not propose to practise major surgery, he sliall be
exempt from examination in that branch, and his certifi-
cate shall entitle him to treat diseases, provided that he
shall not be entitled to perform operations of major
surgery. Credit fur years of practice.—'Sone. Tlie board,
however, "gives an applicant who has been in practice five
years or longer a less technical examination in anatomy,
chemistry, an_ physiology than is given to recent grad-
uates." Reciprocity.—None.

Osteopaths.— i<lo special retjuirements. Examined, and
licensed if they pass the examination above prescribed.
Practice not restricted. Midiciies.So law. "Midwivts
are allowed to practise without restriction." Itinerant ven-
dors.—Code of Alabama provides for license.
Chairman Board of Censors of the Medical Association

of the State of Alabama. Dr. W. H. Sanders, Montgomery.
Alaska (Laws to lyoy;.—Graduation essential. E.vami-

nation not required. Applications should be made to the
clerk of the court of the district in which the applicants
desire to practise.

Arizona (Laws to 1903).—Graduation essential from "a
regularly incorporated college." Examination required in
the following subjects: Anatomy, surgery, gynecology, ob-
stetrics, practice, physiology, pathology, chemistry, materia
medica and therapeutics. "If the applicant request it, he or
she shall have the privilege of being examined in the
branches of the science and the practice of medicine other
than physiology, anatomy, pathology, chemistry, practice,
surger'-. obstetrics, and gynecology, by the member or
members of the hoard, if there be any, of the particular
school of medicine specified in his or her diploma." Credit
for years of practice.—None. Temporary licenses.—Not
granted. Reciprocity.—None.

Osteopaths.—Graduation essential, from "a regularly in-

corporated college." Practice not restricted. Examination
reqi.ired, same as for physicians. Midwives.—Practice ex-
empted. Itinerant vendors.—No special requirements.

Secretary Territorial Board of Medical Examiners. Dr.
Ancil Martin, Phoenix.
Arkansas (Laws to 1903).—Graduation essential from a

reputable med'cal school.. Examination required in the
following subjects : Anatomy, physiology, chemistry, ma-
teria medica and therapeutics, theory and practice of medi-
cine, surgery, obstetrics, pathology, bacteriology, gynecol-
ogy, hygiene. Credit for years of practice.—-None. Tem-
porary licenses.—Granted. Reciprocity.*—On licenses is-

sued after an examination only, with the following States:
Illinois. Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland. Michi-
gan. Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada. North Dakota. Ohio,
Texas. Vermont, Virginia. On licenses issued on the basis

of either a diploma or an examination, with the f..llowing

States : Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, and Ohio.
*Discrepancies as to the reciprocating States may be

noticed, under this heading, in the various States. But
the 'n formation published under each State is as furnished
by the secretary of the State Board of Medical Examiners.
Osteopaths.—State Board of Osteopathic Examiners.

.Midzcives.— Practice exempted. Itinerant vendors.— Prac-
tice forbidden.

Secretary State Medical Board of the Arkansas Medical
Society. Dr. F. T. Murphy, Brinkley; Medical Board of

the .Arkansas Homeopathic Medical Society, Dr. P. C.

Williams, Texarkana ; Medical Board of the Arkansas
Eclectic Medical Society, Dr. G. A. Hinton, Hot Springs.

California (Laws to 1909).—Graduation essential from
a legally chartered medical school, the requirements of

which were at the time of graduation in no particular less

than those prescribed by the Association of American
Medical Colleges for that year. Examination required in

the following subjects : Anatomy, physiology, bacteriol-

ogy, pathology, chemistry and toxicology, hygiene, ob-

stetrics, histology, gynecology, general diagnosis Credit

for years of practice.—Five points on a general average

for each ten years of reputable practice. Temporary Li-

censes.—Not granted. Reciprocity.—None.
Osteopaths.—Graduation essential from a legally chart-

ered college of osteopathy; course of instruction much in-

ferior to that demanded of medical colleges. Practice not

restricted. Two osteopaths on State Board of Medical

Exam'ners. Examination required, same as for physicians.

Midzi'ives.—No law. Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretar' State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. Charles

L. Tisdale. San Francisco.
Colorado (Laws to 1905).—The State Board of Medi-

cal Examiners is required to adopt a schedule of minimum
educational requirements. "When an applicant for a

license offers to the board satisfactory proof that he has

complied with such educational requirements as are speci-

fied in said schedule, the board shall accept such proof as

sufficient evidence of the educational qualification of the

anolicant to entitle him to a license without examination."

Graduation not essential. Examination required in the

tollowing subjects : .\natoiny, physiology, chemistry, symp-
tomatology, toxicology, pathology, surgery, and obstet-

rics. "The credentials ot applicants relating to their gen-

eral reputation, their preliminary education, and the courses

of study they have pursued ; the degrees they have re-

ceived ; the number of years they have been engaged in the

lawful practice of medicine ; their experience in general

hospitals, medical departments of the army, navy, and public

health and marine hospital service ; licenses granted to

them by otlier States and countries ; and their experience

as teachers of medicine shall be given due consideration

by the board in conducting its examination. Upon investi-

gation of an applicant's credentials the board shall, when
convinced that an applicant is qualified to practise medi-
cine, grant him a license thereon without further examina-
tion." Credit for years of practice.—None. Temporary
licenses.—None granted. Reciprocity.—None.

Osteopaths.—Practice exempted by law. Midwives.—No
law. Itinerant vendors.— .\'o law.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. S. D.
\an .Meter, Denver.

Connecticut (Laws to 1909).—Graduation essential

from some legally incorporated and reputable medical col-

lege, approved by the Connecticut Medical Society, the

Connecticut Homeopathic ^ledical Society, or the Con-
necticut Eclectic Medical Society. Examination required

in the following subjects: -Anatomy, physiology, chemistry,

obstetrics, hygiene, surgery, pathology, diagnosis, therapeu-

tics, practice, materia medica. Credit for years of prac-

tice.—None. Temporary licenses.—Not granted. Reciproc-

ity.—None.
Osteopaths.—State Board of Osteopathic Registration and

Examination. Midi^-'ives.—Examined and licensed. Itiner-

ant vendors.—No law.

Secretary Connecticut .Medical Examining Board, Dr.

Charles A. Tuttle, New Haven. Secretary Connecticut
Homeopathic Medical Examining Board, Dr. E. C. M.
Hall, New Haven. Secretary Connecticut Eclectic Medical
Examining Board, Dr. Thomas S. Hodge, Torrington.
Delaware (Laws to 1907).—Graduation essential from

some regularly incorporated medical college in good stand-

ing in the opinion of the Medical Council. Examination
required in the following subjects : Anatomy, physiology,

chemistry, pathology, diagnosis, materia medica and thera-

peutics, practice of medicine, surgery, obstetrics, hygiene.

Credit for years of practice.—"The General Assembly has

provided an examination for elderly physicians who were
graduated on a two years' course, but the boards do not

extend any privileges or grant a certain per cent, in the

examination for previous practice." Temporary licenses.—
Granted for not less than two weeks nor more than four

weeks, but only "to take charge of the practice of a resi-

dent or legally qual'fied physician of this State during the

latter's temporary illness or absence from the State."

Reciprocity.—On licenses granted after an examination
only, "with all States having a standard equal to or better

than ours."

Osteopaths.—Examination required. Graduation essen-

tial from "a legally chartered and regularly conducted
school of osteopathy." Examination by the Medxal Coun-
cil and some reputable practitioner of osteopathy in the

following subjects : .Anatomy, physiology, hygiene, chemis-
try, obstetrics, pathology, diagnosis, histology, gynecology,

surgery, urinalys's. and osteopathy. Practice not restricted.

Midwives.—No. law. Itinerant vendors.—Regulated under
pharmacy law.

Secretary State Medical Examining Board representing

the President and Fellows of the Medical Society of
Delaware. Dr. J. H. Wilson, Dover. Secretary State Med-
ical Examining Board representing the Homepathic Medi-
cal Society of Delaware, State and Peninsula, Dr. L. A.
Kittenger, Wilmington. Examinations are conducted by
the Medical Council.

District of Columbia (Laws to 1905).—Graduation
essential from a college approved by the Board of Super-
visors. Examination required in the following subjects:

Anatomy, physiology, chemistry, bacteriology, pathology,

materia medica, therapeutics, hygiene, histologv, practice

of medicine, surgery, obstetrics, gynecology, diseases of
the eye and ear, medical jurisprudence. Credit for years

of practice.—None. Reciprocity wn'th the following States

:

Georgia. Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, Minne-
sota, Nebraska, Ohio, Texas, Vermont, Virginia, West
Virginia, Wisconsin.

Osteopaths.—Practice exempted by law. Itinerant vend-
ors.—Regulated under pharmacy laws.
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All communications relative to licenses to practise medi-
cine in tlie District of Columbia should be addressed to

the Board of Medical Supervisors, Washington, D. C.
Florida (Laws of 18S9 and 1905).—Graduation essen-

tial from a recognized medical college. Exaiiiination re-

quired in the following subjects: Anatomy, physiology,
surgery, gynecology, therapeutics, obstetrics, chemistry.
The State Board of Homeopathic Aled.cal Examiners also
examines in materia medica. Credit for years of practice.

—One per cent, for each year of practice after ten years.
Temporary licenses granted. Reciprocity.—None.

Osteopatlts.—State Board of Osteopathic Examiners.
Ajidiuiz'es.— >s"o law. Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Board of i\Iedical Examiners, Dr. J. D.
Fernandez, Jacksonville. Secretary State Board of Homeo-
pathic Med.cal E-xaminers, Dr. C. vV. Johnson, Jackson-
ville. Secretary State Board of Eclectic .Medical Examin-
ers, Dr. Hiram J. Hampton, Tampa.
Georgia (Laws to 1904).—Graduation essential from

an approved medical college. E.ramination required. The
applicant is examined by the board representing the system
of practice of the school of which he is a graduate, or
by the board which represents the system that he pro-
poses to practise, in the following subjects: Anatomy,
physiology, chemistry, therapeutics, practice of medicine,
surgery, gynecology, obstetrics, pathology. Credit for
years of practice.—"Some allowance is made when appli-
cants show proficiency in practical branches." Temporary
licenses granted. Reciprocity.—On licenses issued after
examination only with the following States : District of
ColuniLia, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maine. Maryland, Michigan, Nebraska, Nevada, North Car-
olina, North Dakota, Tennessee, Virginia, and "a few
others."

Osteopaths.—State Board of Osteopathic Examiners.
Midwives.—No law. Midwives practise without restriction.
Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Board of Regular Examiners, Dr. I. H.
Goss, Athens. Secretary State Board of Homeopathic Ex-
aminers, Dr. R. E. Hinman, .Atlanta. Secretary State
Board of Eclectic Examiners, Dr. C. W. Miller, .\tlanta.
Hawaii.—-Graduation essential from a reputable col-

lege of medicine whose curriculum embraces not less than
four years of study. Examination required.

Secretary Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. Archibald
N. Sinclair, Honolulu.
Idaho (Laws to 1909').—Graduation essential from a

reputable college of medicine in good standing. E.vaniina-
tion required in the following subjects: .-Anatomy, physiol-
ogy, pathology, diagnosis, hygiene, chemistry, histology,
toxicology, and theory and practice of medicine and sur-
gery "as those branches are taught in the reputable, char-
tered schools of the system of medicine to which the
applicant belongs or which he intends to practise." Credit
for years of practice.—Five per cent, for each ten years
of legal practice. Temporary licenses.—Not granted.
Reciprocity.—None.

Osteopa'ths.—State Board of Osteopathic Examination
and Registration. Midw'.ves.—Prsctke exempted by law.
Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. O. J.
Allen, Bellevue.

Illinois (Laws to 1907).—Graduation essential from a
medical college in good standing. Examination required
in the following subjects: Chemistry, et'ologv and hygiene,
physiology, neurology, anatomy, materia medica and thera-
peutics, pathology and bacteriology, surgery, physical diag-
nosis, ophthalmology and otology, pediatrics, obstetrics,
gymecology, laryngology and rhinology, medical jurispru-
dence, pract'ce. Credit for years of practice.—One per
cent, for each year of reputable practice since graduation,
up to a total of 30 per cent. Tempnrarx licenses.—Not
granted. Reciprocity.—On licenses issued after examina-
tion only, with the following States: Arkansas, Georgia,
Indiana. Iowa. Kansas, Kentucky. Louisiana, Maine. Mary-
land, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri. Nebraska, Nevada.
New Jrrsev._ North Dakota. Ohio. Texas, Utah, Vermont!
West Virginia. Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

Osteopaths.—Not mentioned in "the statutes. Examined
and licensed, if found proficient, under section of the
medical law providing for examination of those persons
"who desire to practise any other system or science of
treating human ailments who do not use medicines inter-
nally or externally, and who do not practise operative
surgery." Practice restricted. E.ramination in the fol-
lowing subjects: Anatomy (same as for physicians),
physiolog\' (same as for physicians), chemistry, histology
and pathology, hygiene, symptomatology. Midwives.—
Examined and licensed. Violators of the law prosecuted.
Itinerant vendors.—Law provides "thp.t any itinerant ven-

dor of any drug, nostrum, ointment, or application of any
kind intended lor tl.e treatment of diseases or injury who
shall, by writing or printing, or any other method, profess
to the public to cure or treat disease or deform.ty by any
drug, nostrum, or application shall pay a license ot $100
per month into the treasury of the State Board of Health."
Violators of the law prosecuted.

Secretary State Board of Health, Dr. James A. Egan,
Springfield.

Indiana (Laws to 1909).—Graduation essential from a
medical college maintaining a standard acceptable to the
State Board of Medical Registration and Examination.
Examination required in the following subjects: Anatomy,
including histology and embryology; general surgery, ma-
teria medica and therapeutics, medicine, obstetrics, pathol-
ogy and lacteriology, chemistry, et.ology and hygiene,
physiology, neurology, gynecology, laryngology and rhinol-
ogy, medical jurisprudence, physical diagnosis, ophthal-
mology and otology, pediatrics. Credit for years of prac-
tice.—None. Temporary licenses.—Granted. Reciprocity.
—On licenses issued, after examination only, with the
following States : Arkansas, District of Columbia, Georgia,
Illinois, Lou.siana, New Hampshire, New York, Texas,
Wyoming. On licenses issued on the basis of either an
examination or a diploma—if the diploma and license were
issued prior to March 11, 1901—with the following States:
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, i\laine, Maryland, Michigan, Min-
nesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, Ohio, lennessee,
Utah, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, Wiscons.n.

Osteopaths.—Examined and licensed. Graduation essen-
tial from an osteopathic college maintaining a standard
acceptable to the State Board of Medical Registration and
Examination; course of instruction inferior to that de-
manded of medical colleges. Osteopath on State Board
of Medical Registration and Examination. Exaininat.on
same as for physicians, except that the subjects of medi-
cine and materia medica are omitted. Midwifes.—L censed
on presentation of approved diploma or on examination.
Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Board of IMedical Registration and Ex-
amination, Dr. W. T. Gott, Indianapolis.

Iowa (Laws to igog).—Graduation essential from a
medical college in good standing with the State Board of
Medical Examiners. Examination required in the follow-
ing subjects: Anatomy, histology, embryology, chemistry,

physiology, mater'a medica and therapeutics, to.xicology,

obstetrics, gv-necology, pathology, bacteriology', etiology,

practice, neurology, physical diagnosis, pediatrics, hygiene,
surgery, laryngology- and rhinology, ophthalmology and
otology, medical jurisprudence. Credit for years of prac-

tice.—One per cent, for each year of reputable practice up
to and including fifteen years. Temporary I. censes.—
Granted. Reciprocity.—On licenses, issued after examina-
tion only, with the following States : Delaware, Illinois,

New Hampshire, New Jersey, Texas, Virg nia. >.yoming.

On licenses issued on the basis of a diploma but without
an examination, provided that diploma was issued prior

to January i, 1899. with the following States: Georgia,
Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky. Maine, Maryland. M'ch-gan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire,
New Mexico, North Carolina, Ohio, South Carolina, Utah,
West Virg'nia, Wisconsin.

Osteopaths.—Exam-ned and licensed. Graduation es-

sential from a legally incorporated school of osteopathy
recognized as in good standing by the Iowa Osteopathic
Association; course of instruction much infer-or to that

demanded of medical colleges. Examination in the fol-

lowing subjects : .'\natomy, including practical anatomy

;

physiology, chemistry, h'stolo'n'. patholog)', gynecology,
obstetrics, and the theory of osteopathy—the latter ex-
cepted "until such time as there may be appointed an
osteonath'c physician on the State Board of Health and
of Medical E.xaminers." Midwives.—No law. Itinerant

vendors.—Regulated under pharmacy law. Annual fee of

$100.
Secretarj' State Board of Medical Examiners. Dr. Guil-

ford H. Sumner, Des Moines.
Kansas (Laws to igo?,').—Examination required, but

"graduates of legally chartered medical institut'ons of

the United States and of foreign countr'es, in good stand-
ing, as ma\- be determined by the board, may, at the dis-

cretion of the board, be granted a license without exam'na-
tion." Graduation not essential. .Applicant must present

evidence that "he has devoted not less than three periods

of s'x months each, no two within the same twelve
months, or after ,\pril i. 1902, four periods of not less

than six months each, no two within the same twelve
months, to the study of -ned'c-'ne and surgery." Examina-
tion "shall embrace all those top'cs and subjects a Kmowl-
edge of which is generally required by reputable medical
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colleges of the United States for the degree of Doctor of
Med.cine." Credit Jor years of practice.—None. Tem-
porary licenses.—Granted. Reciprocity.—On licenses is-

sued, alter examinat.on only, with the following btates

:

Alabama, Delaware, District of Columbia, Georgia, Illinois,
Louisiana, Alanie, JNlaryland, Minnesota, Aew Jersey,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Oh.o, South Carolina, 1 en-
nessee, Te.Kas, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia, Wyoming.
On licenses issued on the basis ot either an examination
or a diploma w.th the following States: Indiana, Iowa,
Kentucky. Missouri, Nebraska, \Viscons.n.
Osteopaths.—L.cemed on presentation of a diploma from

an approved school of osteopathy. Practice not restricted.
Midwivcs.—No law. It.ncrant vendors.—Annual fee of
$50; license to be issued by county clerk.

Secretary State Board of Medical Registration and Ex-
amination, Dr. Henry A. Dykes, Lebanon.
Kentucky (Laws to 1904).—Graduation essential from

a reputable and legally chartered medical college in the
United States. Examination required in the following sub-
jects : Anatomy, including histology and embryology,
physiology, pathology, chemistry, surgery, obstetrics, gyne-
cology, bacteriology, hygiene, ophthalmology and otology,
med.cal jurisprudence, mental and nervous diseases, etiol-

ogy, and physical d.agnosis. Credit for years of practice.—
One per cent, for each year of reputable practice. Tem-
porary licenses.—Not granted. Reciprocity.—On licenses
issued, after examination only, witn the following States:
Delaware, District of Columbia, Illinois, Louisiana. .\ew
Hampshire, New Jersey, North Dakota, Texas, Virginia,
Wyoming. On licenses issued after an examination or
on diploma with the following States: Arkansas, Georgia,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Maryland. Michigan, Min-
nesota, Missouri, Montana. Nebraska. Nevada, South Caro-
lina, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, West Virginia, Wisconsin.

Osteopaths.—E.xamination required. Graduation essen-
tial from a reputable college of osteopathy: course of
instruction inferior to that demanded of medical colleges.

Practice not restricted. Osteopath on State tioard of
Health. E.raminat.on.—Same as for physicians. Mid-
wives.—Practice exempted. Itinerant vendors.— Practice
exempted, except that of "any itinerant medical company
of two or more persons traveling as a troupe or com-
pany."

Secretary State Board of Health, Dr. J. N. McCormack,
Bowling Green.
Louisiana (Lav.s to 1908).—Graduation cssentia.l from

"a college in good standing of any sect teach'ng medicine
or the healing art." Examination required in the follow-

ing subjects : .'\natomy, physiology, chemistry, obstetrics,

gynecology, physical diagnosis, surgery, pathology, thera-

peutics, hyg'ene, "provided that any person not using in-

ternal medication in his practice shall be exempt from e.x-

amination in therapeutics." Credit for years of practice.—
None at the present time. It is believed that the Louisiana

State Board of Medical Examiners will do so at its next
meeting. The allowance, however, will probably not be
over 15 per cent. Temporary licenses granted. Reciproc-

ity.—On licenses issued, after an examinafon only, with

the following States: Arkansas. Georgia. Illinois, Indiana,

Kansas. Kentucky, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, New
Hampshire, Virginia, Wisconsin, provided that applicants

"present a diploma from a college rated Class 'A' by this

board, i.e.. medical colleges rated betw'een 70 per cent, and
100 per cent, by the Council on Medical Education of the

American Medical Association."
Osteopaths.—State Board of Osteopathy. Midw-ives.—

Law does not apply to midwives in rural districts and
plantation practice. Itinerant vendors.—Practice prohib-

ited.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. A. B.

Brown. New Orleans.
Maine (Laws to iQOlV—Graduation essential from

some reputable medical college, or college having the power
to confer degrees in medicine, and in good standing \y:th

the State Board of Medical Registration and Examination.

Examination required in the following subjects: Anat-

omy, physiology, pathology, materia medica and therapeu-

tics, surgery, principles and practice of medicine, obstet-

rics, chemistry, hygiene, diseases of the eye, ear. nose, and

throat, medical jurisprudence. Credit for years of prac-

tice.—Or^e per cent, for each year of practice, but no

credit allowed until after applicant has been in practice

for five vears. Temporary licenses.—Not granted. Reci-

procity.—W'nh the following States: .^rkansas, Delaware,

District of Columbia, Georgia. Ill-'nois, Indiana. Iowa,

Kansas, Kentucky. Louisiana. Maryland. Michigan, iMin-

nesota. Missouri. Nebraska. Nevada. New Jersey, North

Dakota. Ohio, South Carolma. Tennessee. Texas. Utah.

Vermont, Wisconsin, Wyoming. Virginia, West Virginia.

Osteopaths.—Practice exempted. Midwives.—No law.

Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretary itate Board of Registration of Medicine, Dr.

Frank V\ . Scarle, Portland.

Maryland (l^aws to 1908).—Graduation essential from
colleges meeting the requirements of the Amer.can Medical
College Association or the Intercollegiate Committee of

the American institute of Homeopathy. Examination re-

qu.red in the following subjects: Anatomy, physiology,

chemistry, surgery, practice of medicine, materia mcdica,

therapeut.es, oUstetrics, and pathology. Credit for years

of practice.—None. Temporary licenses.—Not granted.

Heciproc.ty.—Maryland is in reciprocal relationship with

the following Stales : Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,

Kentucky, .\iaine, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New
Hampshire, North Carolina. Ohio, Soutli Carolina, Ten-
nessee, Texas, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, Wiscon-
sin. The recognition of licenses is based on examination
only, except the practitioners who were engaged in prac-

tice prior to the enactment of the law regulating medical

practice are admitted, if properly certified as to profes-

sional standing and ability.

Osteopaths.— Practice exempted. Midwives.—Practice

exempted. Itinerant vendors.— .\o law.

Secretary Board of Examiners representing the Medical

and Chirurgical Faculty of the State of .Maryland, Dr. J.

McP. Scott, Hagerstown. Secretary Board of Medical
Examiners of the Maryland State Homeopathic Medical
Society. Dr. Joseph S. Garrison, Baltimore.

Massachusetts (Laws to 1909).—Graduation not es-

sential. Examination required in the following subjects:

Anatomy, surgery, physiology, pathology, obstetrics, gyne-

cology, practice of medicine, hygiene, diagnosis, bacteriol-

ogy, pediatrics, toxicology. Credit for years of practice.—
One per cent, of the minimum requirement (75 per cent.)

for each year in excess of five years of successful practice.

Temporary I. censes.—Not granted. Reciprocity.— .None.

Osteopaths.—No special requirements. Examined and
licensed if they pass the examination above prescribed.

Practice not restricted. Midwives.—No law. Itinerant

vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Board of Registration in Medicine, Dr.
Edw'n B. Harvey, Boston.
Michigan (Laws to 1907).—Graduation essential from

a medical college approved by the State Board of Regis-

tration in Medicine. Examination required in the follow-

ing subjects: Anatomy, physiologv. chemistry, pathology,

materia medica and therapeuf'cs, toxicology, histology,

practice of medicine, surgery, obstetrics, gynecology, men-
tal and nervous diseases, diseases of the eye. ear, nose,

and throat, bacteriology, hygiene, medical jurisprudence,

and public health laws of Michigan. Credit for years of
practice.—Two per cent, for each year during the first

five years of practice and i per cent, thereafter up to a

total of 25 per cent. Temporary licenses.—Not granted.

Reciprocity.—On licenses issued, after an exam-nation only,

with the following States: D'strict of Columhia, Illinois,

Louisiana. New Jersey, New York. North Dakota, Texas,
Virgin'a, Wyoming. On licenses issued either on a diplo-

ma or an examination with the following States: .Arkan-

sas, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas. Kentucky, Maine,
Maryland, ^Iinnesota. iMissouri, Nebraska. Nevada, New
Hampshire. Ohio, South Carolina, Utah, Vermont, West
Virgin-'a. W'isconsin,

Osteopaths.—State Board of Osteopathic Registration

and Examinntion. Midwives.—No law. Itinerant vendors.

—No law. Secretary State Board of Registration in Medi-
c'ne. Dr. B. D. Harison, Detroit.

Minnesota (Laws to'iqog').—Graduation not essential.

Applicant must prove "that he has completed four entire

sessions (three prior to 1899) of twenty-six weeks each

at a medical school recognized by the State Board of Med-
ical Examiners." Examinntion required in the following

subjects : Anatomy, physiology, chemistry. histolog\', ma-
teria medica, therapeutics, preventive medicine, practice of

medicine, surgerv. obstetrics, diseases of women and chil-

dren, d'seases of the nervous system, diseases of the eye

and ear. medical jurisprudence. Credit for years of prac-

tice.—None. "But length of time in practice is taken into

consideration in parsing upon an applicant's papers, and
the longer an applicant has been in practice the better

show'ing is he required to make in the practical branches,

such as the practice of medicine, obstetrics, and surgery."

Teniporarv licenses.—Not granted. Recihroclty.—On li-

censes issued, after examination onlv. with the following

States: Arkansas. Delaware. District of Columhia, Illi-

nois. Louisiana. Marvland. Nevada. New Hampsh-re, New
Jersey. North Carolina. North Dakota. South Carolina,

Texas. Vermont. Virginia. Wyoming. On licenses issued,

either on a diploma or on an examination, with the fol-
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lowing States; Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine,

Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, Tennessee, Utah, v\^isconsin.

"All applicants for licenses are required to take a prac-

tical examination in laboratory work m pathology, histol-

ogy, bacteriology and urinalysis, and in clinical diagnosis.

Applicants for reciprocal registration coming from boards

which do not require this examination must take it be-

fore this board as a supplementary."
Osteopalhs.—State Board of Osteopathic Examiners and

Registration. Midwivcs.—Licensed on presentation of ap-

proved diploma or on examination. Itinerant vendors.—
No law.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. W. S.

FuUerton, St. Paul.

Mississippi (Law to igo6).—Graduation not essential.

Examiiiation required in the following subjects: Anat-

omy, chemistry, obstetrics, materia medica, physiology,

pathology, surgery, hygiene. Credit for years of practice.

—None. Temporary licenses.—Granted. Reciprocity.—
None.

Oj(fo/'o;/ij'.—Graduation not essential. E.xaminaiion re-

quired in anatomy, physiology, and hygiene only. Mid-
zc'it'fj-.—Permitted to practice without license. Itinerant

vendors,—No law.

Secretary State Board of Health, Dr. S. H. McLean,
Jackson.
Missouri (Laws to igog).—Graduation essential from

a reputable medical college approved by the State Board

of Health. E.raniination required in the following sub-

jects : Anatomy, chemistry, physiology, therapeutics, ob-

stetrics, gynecology, surgery, practice of medicine, bac-

teriology, medical jurisprudence, and such other branches

as the State Board of Health may direct. Credit for years

of practice.—One per cent, for each year of reputable

practice. Temporary licenses.—Not granted. Reciprocity.

—On licenses issued, after examination only, with the fol-

lowing States: Illinois, Louisiana, North Dakota, South
Carolina, Texas, Virginia. On licenses issued on the basis

of a diploma, but without examination, with the following

States: Georgia, Indiana. Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine,

Maryland. Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, New
Hampshire. West Virg'nia, Wisconsin.
Osteopaths.—State Board of Osteopathic Registration

and Examination. Midwivcs.—Examined and licensed.

Itinerant vendors.—May be licensed as pedalers; $20 per

year.

Secretary State Board of Health, Dr. Frank B. Hiller,

Jefferson City.

Montana (Laws to igo7).—Graduation essential from
a medical college in good standing. Examination required

in the following subjects : Anatomy, physiology, materia

medica anu therapeutics, practice of medicine, surgery, ob-

stetrics, diseases of women and children, diseases of the

nervous system, diseases of the eye and ear. Credit for
years of practice.—Five per cent, for each ten years.

Temporary licenses.—None. Reciprocity.^Koue.
Osteopaths.—State Board of Osteopathic Examiners.

Midivives.—No law. Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. Will-
iam C. Riddell, Helena.
Nebraska (Laws to igo?).—Graduation essential from

a medical school in good standing. E.ramination required

in all the branches generally required by reputable medical
colleges for the degree of Doctor of Medicine. Credit for
years of practice.—None ; but it is believed that the Ne-
braska board will adopt the Illinois method at their next
meeting. Temporary licenses not granted. Reciprocity.—
On licenses issued, after an examination only, with the

following States : Arkansas, Illinois. Lou'siana, New Jer-
sey, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Virginia. On licenses

issued on the basis of either an examination or diploma
with the following States: District of Columbia, Georgia,

Indiana. Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, New Hampshire. Ohio,
Utah, Maine, Maryland, Mich'gan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nevada, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
Osteopaths.—State Board of Osteopathy. Midwives.—

No law. Itinerant vendors.—Practice prohibited.

Secretary State Board of Health, Dr. E. Arthur Carr,
Lincoln.

Nevada (Law of 1005).—Gra.duation essential from
a legally recognized college. E.ramination required in the
followinor subiects: Anatomy, physiologj', materia medica
and therapeutics, chemistry, bacteriology, pathology, toxi-

cology, obstetrics, surgery, general medicine, diseases of
the skin, eye, ear, nose, throat, brain, and genitourinary
svstem. Credit for years of practice.—One per cent, is

allowed for the first five years. After that. I per cent.

for each additional year. Temporary licenses.—Not grant-
ed. Reciprocity.—On I'censes issued after examination
onlv with the following States: Arkansas. Illinois, Indi-

ana, Louisiana, Maine, New Hampshire, South Carolina,
iexas. On licenses issued on the basis of a diploma, but
without examination, with the following States : Georgia,
Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, ^lissouri, Nebraska,
\\ isconsin.

Osteopaths.—No law. Osteopaths practice without re-

striction. Midwives.—No law. Itinerant vendors.—No
law.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. S. L.
Lee, Carson City.

New Hampshire (Laws to igo7).—Graduation essen-
tial from a medical college conforming to the requirements
of the Regents. E.vaminatwn required in the following
subjects: Anatomy, physiology-, hygiene, chemistry, sur-

gery, obstetrics, pathology, diagnosis, practice, materia
medica, and therapeutics. Credit for years of practice.—
None. Temporary licences.—Not granted. Reciprocity.—
On licenses issued after examination only with the fol-

lowing States : Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mary-
land, -Viinnesota. On the basis of either an examination
or a diploma from a reputable medical college, provided
the diploma and license were issued prior to September i,

1897, with the following States : Michigan, Nebraska, Ne-
vada, Vermont, West Virginia, Wisconsin.
Osteopaths.—Practice of osteopathy exempted by law.

Midwives.—No law. Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Medical Board representing the New
Hampshire Medical Society, Dr. James T. Greeley, Nashua.
Secretary State Board representing the Homeopathic Med-
ical Society, Dr. R. V. Sweet, Rochester. Secretary State

Board representing the Eclectic State Medical Society,

Dr. Walter H. True, Laconia.
Nevsr Jersey (Laws to 1910).—Graduation essential

from some legally incorporated medical college in good
standing with the State Board of Medical E.xaminers.

Examination required in the following subjects: Materia
medica and therapeutics, obstetrics and gynecology, prac-

tice of medicine, including diseases of the skin, nose, and
throat; surgery, including surgical anatomy and diseases

of the eye, ear, nose, and genitourinary organs; anatomy;
physiology: chemistry; histology; pathology; bacteriology;

hygiene; medical jurisprudence, and in such other subjects

as the board may require. Credit for years of practice.—
.\'one. Temporary licenses.—Not granted. Reciprocity.—
On licenses issued after an examination only witn the

followinsr States : Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire. Ohio, Ver-
mont, Wisconsin.
Osteopaths.^'^o law. Osteopaths practise without re-

striction. Midwives.—Examined and licensed. Itinerant

vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Board of Medica! Examiners, Dr. H. S.

.\'orton. Trenton.
New Mexico (Laws to igog).—Any reputable person

who is a graduate of a med'cal college in good standing

as defined in the medical law of New Mexico, and who
personally appears before the Board of Medical Examiners
at its regular meeting, shall be licensed without examina-
tion. Examination required of graduates of reputable med-
ical colleges other than those in good standing. Credit for

years of practice.—Five per cent, for each five years of

actual practice. Temporary licenses.—Not granted. Reci-

procity.—Or\ licences issued after an exarnination only with

the follow'ng States: Iowa and Louisiana. On license

issued on the presentation of diploma without examination

with the State of Iowa.
0.sfco/'a//i.r.—Territorial Board of Osteopathy. Mid-

zfives.—No law. Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretarj' Board of Health and Medical Examiners, Dr.

f. A. INIass'e. Santa Fe.

New York (Laws to igo7V—Graduation essential from

a medical college registered by the Regents as maintaining

a proper medical standard. 'Examination required in the

following subiects: Anatomy, phvsiology, chemistry, hy-

giene and san'tation. surgery, obstetrics and gynecology,

pathologv, and bacteriology, diagnosis. Credit for years of

practice.—T^one. Temporary licenses.—Not granted. Reci-

procity.—On licenses issued after examination only with

the following States: Delaware, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio,

LUah, Vermont. Wisconsin.

Osteopaths.—F.Kam\n?Li\or\ required. Graduation not es-

sential. Applicant must produce evidence that^ he has

studied osteopathy and attended certain courses in a col-

iege of osteopathy, maintaining at the time a standard

satisfactory to the Regents: course of instruction inferior

to that demanded of medica! colleges. Osteopath on State

Board of Medical Examiners. Examination.—Same as for

physicians. Midwives.—No law. Itinerant vendors.—No

First .Assistant Commissioner of Education, Augustus S.
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Downing, M.A., Ph.D., LL.D., Albany. All correspondence
relating to the details of examination should be addressed
to the Chief of the Examination Division, New York State,
Education Department, Albany.
North Carolina (.Laws to 1905).—Graduation essential

from a medical college in good standing. Exai>iiiialioii re-
quired in tlie following subjects: Anatomy, physiology,
surgery, pathology, hygiene, chemistry, materia nicdica,
therapeutics, gynecology, pediatrics, practice of medicine.
Credit ]or years of practice.—Xone. Temporary licenses.—
Granted. Keciprocity.—State Board of Medical Examiners
empowered to reciprocate.

Osteopaths.—State Board of Osteopathic Registration
and Examination. Midwizes.—Practice exempted. Itiner-
ant vendors.—Licensed by Board of County Commissioners.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. Benja-
min K. Hays, Oxford.
North Dakota (Laws of 1890-1895-1905).—Graduation

essential from a reputable medical college recognized by the
State Board of Medical Examiners. The State Board of
Medical Examiners will not recognize colleges rated by
the Council on Medical Education of the American Medical
Association below 50 as being in "good standing." E.xam-
ination required in the following subjects: Anatomy,
physiology, chemistry, pathology, therapeutics, diseases of
women and children, nervous diseases, diseases of the
eye and ear, medical jurisprudence, surgery, obstetrics,

preventive medicine, histology, and such other subjects as
the board may deem advisable. Credit for years of prac-
tice.—None. Temporary licenses.—Not granted. Reciproc-
ity.—On licenses issued after an examination only, subse-
quent to June 30, 1905, with the following States : Arkan-
sas. Illinois, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Te.xas, Vermont,
\Vest Virginia, Wisconsin.

Osteopaths.—State Board of Osteopathic Examiners.
Midwives.—No law. Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. H. .M.

Wheeler, Grand Fork.
Ohio (Laws to igio).—Graduation essential from a

legally chartered medical institution in good standing, as

defined by the State Medical Board. Examination required
in the following subjects : Anatomy, physiology, pathology,
chemistry, materia medica and therapeutics, medicine, diag-

nosis, surgery, obstetrics, diseases of women and children,

and such other subjects as the board requires. Credit for
years of practice.—¥ive per cent, for each five years. Tem-
porary licenses.—Not granted. Reciprocity.—On licenses

issued after an e.xamination only with the following States

:

Illinois. New Jersey, New York, Texas. On licenses issued

on the basis of a diploma but without examination with the

following States: -Arkansas, District of Columbia, Indiana.

Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Maryland. I\iichigan, Minnesota. Ne-
braska, Vermont, West Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming.

Osteopaths.—Examination required. Graduation essen-

tial from a reputable college of osteopathy, as determined
by the Osteopathic Examining Committee appointed by the

State Medical Board on the recommendation of the Ohio
Osteopathic Society; course of instruction inferior to that

demanded of medical colleges. Examination in the fol-

lowing subjects: Pathology, physiological chemistry, gyne-

cology, minor surgery, osteopathic diagnosis, and the prin-

ciples and practice of osteopathy. Midwives.—Examined
and licensed. Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Medical Board, Dr. George H. Matson,
Columbus.
Oklahoma (Laws to 1908).—Graduation essential

from "some legally chartered medical institution or col-

lege; the requirements of such medical school or college

shall have been at the time of granting such diploma in

no particular less than those prescribed by the American
Association of Medical Colleges or the Southern .Associa-

tion of Medical Colleges in that year in vvhich the said

diploma was granted." Examination required in the fol-

lowing subjects : .Anatomy, bacteriology, physiologv. gyne-

cology, obstetrics, toxicology, medical jurisprudence, hy-

giene! sanitary science, chemistry, physical diagnosis, ma-
teria medica. practice, histology, and surgery. Credit for

years of practice.—None. Temporary licenses.—Granted.

Reciprocity.—None.
Osteopaths.—Examination required. Graduation essen-

tial from a legally chartered college of osteopathy in good

repute; course of instruction much inferior to that de-

manded of medical colleges. Osteopaths are permitted to

administer medicines "in cases of emergency." Osteopath

on State Board of Medical Examiners. Examination.—

Same as for physicians, except that materia medica and

therapeutics are omitted, and the applicant "shall be ex-

amined in theory and practice by the member of the Board

of Examiners who represents the school of practice to

which the applicant professes to belong." Midzi-ives.—

Practice exempted. Itinerant vendors.—County licenses
required.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. Frank
P. Davis, Enid.
Oregon (Laws to 1907).—Gra.duation not essential.

Examination required in the following subjects: Anatomy,
surgery, pathology, materia medica and therapeutics, prac-
tice of medicine, diseases of the eye and ear, gynecology,
diagnosis, obstetrics, nervous diseases, diseases of chil-

dren, chemistry, medical jurisprudence, histology, and
physiology. Credit for years of practice.—After ten years
of active practice licenses will be granted on a rating of
70 per cent. ; after twenty years' practice, 65 per cent.
Temporary licenses.—Not granted. Keciprocity.—None.
Osteopaths.—Examination required. Graduation essen-

tial from "any established school of osteopathy recognized
as in good standing by the Oregon Osteopathic Associa-
tion." Osteopath on State Board of Medical Examiners.
Examination required in the following subjects: Anatomy,
pathology, gynecology, obstetrics, chemistry, histology,
physiology, osteopathy. Midwives.—No law. Itinerant
vendors.—Regulated under pharmacy law.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. E. B.

McDaniel, Portland.
Pennsylvania (Law of 1893).—Graduation essential

from some approved legally incorporated medical college.

Exaniiiuition required in the following subjects: Anatomy,
physiology, hygiene, chemistry, surgery, obstetrics, pathol-
ogy, diagnosis, therapeutics, practice of medicine, materia
medica. Credit for years of pract.ce.—None. Temporary
licenses.—Not granted. Reciprocity.—None.

Osteopaths.—State Board of Osteopathic Examiners.
Midwives.—No law. Itinerant vendors.—No law.

The Medical Council has supervision of the regulation

of the practice of medicine in Pennsylvania. Secretary of
Medical Council, Hon. Nathan C. Schaeffer, Harrisburg.
There are three separate Boards of Medical Examiners for

the State of Pennsylvania : one representing the Medical
Society of the State of Pennsylvania ; one representing the

Homeopathic Medical Society of Pennsylvania; and one
representing the Eclectic Medical Society of the State

of Pennsylvania.
Philippine Islands.—Graduation not essential. Exami-

nation required in the following subjects: .\natomy, physi-

ology, chemistry, materia medica, pathology, bacteriology,

hygiene, surgery, practice of medicine, obstetrics, diseases

of women and children, neurology, diseases of the eye and
ear, medical jurisprudence.

Secretary Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. Paul Clem-
ents, Manila.
Porto Rico.—Graduation essential from a medical in-

stitution in good standing as recognized by the Board of
Examiners. Examination required in those general sub-

jects and topics a knowledge of which is commonly and
generally required of candidates for the degree of medicine
by respectable colleges of the United States.

Secretary Board of Examiners, Dr. Quevedo Baez, San
Juan.
Rhode Island (Laws to 1908).—Graduation essential

from a medical school in good standing. Examination
required in the following subjects: Anatomy and physiol-

ogy, materia medica and chemistry, pathology, surgery,

theory and practice of medicine, obstetrics and gynecology,

medical jurisprudence, and hygiene. Credit for years of
practice.—None ; but a special examination is given to

physicians who have been in practice fifteen years or

more and who are of good repute in the locality in which
they have been practising. Temporary licenses.—Not
granted. Reciprocity.—None.

Osteopaths.—No specific requirements. Midwives.—No
law. Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Board of Health. Dr. Gardner T. Swarts.

Providence.
South Carolina (Laws of 1904-1905-1908).—Graduation

essential from a medical college of established reputation.

Examination required. The curriculum of the State Board
of Medical Examiners is divided into two sections : the

Junior and the Senior curriculum. The Junior curriculum

comprises the following subjects: Anatomy, physiology,

histologj-, materia medica and medical botany, chemistry,

medical physics, bacteriology, and pathology'. The Senior

curriculum comprises the following subjects: .\natom_y,

hygiene, sanitary science and State medicine, urinalysis,

therapeutics and toxicology, surgery, practice of medicine,

diseases of children, obstetrics and gynecology, medical

jurisprudence. Applicants holding a diploma from a four-

year graded medical college, who have pursued the study

of four separate courses, and have obtained marks of not

less than 75 per cent, in each individual branch, shall be

exempted from examination in the Junior curriculum.
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Credit for years of practice.—Uone. Tem/>orary licenses.

—Granted. Reciprocity.—On licenses issued alter an ex-

amination only with the following biates: Kansas, iMaine,

Maryland, .Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nevada, Utah,

Virg.nia, West Virginia, Wyoming.
Osteopaths.—E.xamination required. Graduation essen-

tial from a duly authorized school of osteopathy, ii.vaiiiiii-

alion.—The same as for physicians, except that materia

medica, major surgery and the practice of med:ciiie are

omitted. M'.dwrjcs.—Practice exempted. Itinerant vend-

ors.—Xo law.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. A.

Earle Boozer, Columbia.

South Dakota (Laws to 1907).—Graduation essential

from a legally organized and reputable medical college

recognized by the State Board of .Medicai Examiners.

Examination required in the following subjects: Anatomy,
physiology, chemistry, pathology, therapeutics, practice of

medicine, surgery, obstetrics, gynecology, d'seases of the

eye and ear. Lacteriology, medical jurisprudence, and such

other branches as the board may deem advisable. Credit

for years of practice.—None. Temporary licenses.—Not
granted. Reciprocity.—None.

Osteopatlis.—ZXMz Board of Osteopathic Examiners.
Midwivcs.—No law. Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. F. W.
Freyberg, Mitchell.

Tennessee (Laws to 1907).—Graduation not essential.

E.ramination required in the following subjects: Anat-
omy, physiology, chemistry, pathology, surgery, obstetrics,

materia med ca, and practice. Credit for years of practice.

—None. Temporary licenses.—Granted. Reciprocity.—
Tennessee has reciprocal relations with the following

States: Georgia, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky. IMaine, Min-
nesota. Nebraska. North Carolina, Utah, West Virginia,

Wiscons'n. Negotiations are now pending with Maryland
and Michigan. Licenses are issued on presentation of

d'oloma without e.xamination to licentiates of Georgia and
Kentucky.
Osteopaths.—-State Board of Osteopathic Registration

and Examination. Midwives.—No law. Itinerant vendors.

—Practice prohibited.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. C. .\.

Abernathy, Pulaski.

Texas (La.ws to 1907").—Graduation essential from
"bona fide, reputable medical colleges, reputable within

the meaning of the act." E.vaniination required in the

following subjects: Anatomy, physiology, chemistry, histol-

ogy, bacteriology, medical jurisprudence, obstetrics, hygiene,
gynecology', pathology, physical diagnosis, surgery. Credit

for years of practice.—(3ne per cent, for each year of
actual practice. Temporary licenses.—Not granted. Reci-
procity.—On licenses issued after an examination only with
the following States: Arkansas. District of Columbia, Illi-

nois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland,
Mich'gan. M'nnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New
Jersey. North Dakota, Ohio, Vermont, Virginia, West
Virginia, Wisconsin.

Osteopaths.—Examination required. Graduation essen-

t'al from a recognized school of osteopathy. Practice not
restricted. Osteopath on State Board of Medical Examin-
ers. E-xaniination.—Same as for physicians. Midwives.—
No specific law. Examination provided for those who wish
to pract'ce obstetrics alone. The act "does not apply to

those who do not follow obstetrics as a profession, and
who do not advertise themselves as obstetricians or mid-
wives, or hold themselves out to the public as so practis-

ing." Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. R. H.
McLeod, Palestine.

Utah (Laws to iQoy).—Graduation essential from a

legally chartered med'cal school deemed "a recognized
school of medicine." E.ramination required in the follow-
ing sub'ects: H'stology, anatomy, physiology', chemistry,
tox-cology, urinalysis, materia med'ca. therapeutics, bac-
teriology, pathology, theory and practice, surgery, obstet-
rics, gynecology, pediatrics, dermatology, hygiene, medical
jurisprudence, oohthalmology, otology, rhinology, laryngol-
oev, and such other branches a? the State Board of Medical
Exam'ners may direct. Credt for years of practice.—
None. Temporary licenses.—Not granted. Reciprocity.—
Utah recinrocates at present with the following States

:

Georgia, Kansas. Kentucky. Illinois. Indiana, Iowa, Maine,
Minnesota, Missouri. M'chigan, Nebraska, New Jersey,
New York. South Carolina, Tennessee. Wisconsin, Wyom-
ing. Applicants for reciprocity presenting a license dated
subsequent to December 2a. 1802. must obtain such Ixense
on the ba^'s of an exam-nation. If the license was issued
prior to December 24, 1892, L^tah reciprocates with any

or all of the States named on the basis of a diploma.
Osteopatlis.—Examination required. Graduation essen-

tial from an osteopathic school recognized by the State

Board of iMedical iExaminers. Osteopath on State Board
of iMedical Examiners. Examination.—The same as for
physicians, e.xcept materia medica and therapeutics, which
are given them by the osteopathic member of the board.
Midwives.—No specific law. Those desiring to practice

obstetrics are examined and licensed, but the law permits
practice "in case of emergency," and it exempts "persons
practising obstetrics in communities where there are no
licensed practitioners." Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. G. F.

Harding, Salt Lake City.

Vermont (Laws to 1908).—Graduation essential from
a legally chartered medical school recognized by the State

Board of Medical Registration. Examination required in

the following subjects: Anatomy, physiology, chemistry,

pathology, bacteriology, hygiene, practice of medicine, sur-

gery, obstetrics, gynecology, materia medica, legal medicine.

Credit for years of practice.-—One per cent, for each year

of practice up to ten years. Temporary licenses.—Not
granted. Reciprocity.—On licenses issued after an ex-
amination only with the following States : Arkansas,
District of Columbia, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Ne-
braska, New Hampshire, New York, New Jersey, North
Dakota, Ohio, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia, Wyoming.

Osteopaths.—State Board of Osteopathic Registration

and Examination. Midwives.—No law. Itinerant vendors.

—No law.

Secretary State Board of Medical Registration, Dr. W.
Scott Nay, Underbill.

Virginia (Laws to 1910).—Graduation essential from
"some medical college or institution teaching the art of
healing human diseases." Certain undergraduate students

admitted to examination in the subjects of the first two
years of the curriculum of an approved medical college.

Examination required in the following subjects: Anatomy
and histology, physiology and embryology, chemistry, pa-

thology and bacteriology, materia medica, therapeutics, and
toxicology, hygiene, preventive medicine and jurispru-

dence, theory and practice of medicine, obstetrics, pediat-

rics, surgery, and gynecology. Credit for years of practice.

None. Temporary licenses.—Granted. Reciprocity.—On
licenses, issued after an examination only, with the fol-

lowing States : Arkansas, Delaware, District of Columbia.
Ind'ana. Georgia. Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Maine,
Michigan, M'nnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New Hamp-
shire, North Carolina, South Carolina, Texas, West Vir-

ginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming.
Osteopaths.—Examination required. Graduation essen-

tial from "some medical college or institution teaching

the art of healing human diseases." Examination.—The
same as for physic'ans, except that materia medica and
therapeutics are omitted. Practice not restricted. Mid-
ti^ves.—Practice exempted. Itinerant vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. R. S.

iMartin, Stuart.

Washington (La.ws to 1909).—Graduation essential

from some legally chartered medical school, the require-

ments of wh'ch shall have been at the time of the grant-

ing of the diploma in no particular less than that pre-

scribed by the .Association of American Medical Colleges

for that year. E.vaniination required in the following sub-

jects : -Anatomy, histology, gynecology, pathology, physiol-

ogy, bacteriology, chemistry, toxicolog\', obstetrics, general

diagnosis, and hygiene. Credit for years of practice.—
None. Temporary licenses.—Not granted. Reciprocity.—
None.

Osteopaths.—Examination required. Graduation essen-

tial from a legally chartered college of osteopathy in

good standing with the State Board of Medical Examiners.
Practice not restricted. Two osteopaths on State Board
of Medical Examiners. Midci.'i'i'cs.—No law. Itinerant

vendors.—Regulated under pharmacy laws.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. Frank
P. Witter, Spokane.

West Virginia (Laws to 1907).—Graduation essential

from reputable medical college recognized by the State

Board of Health. Exantination required in the following

sub'ects: Chemistry and medical jurisprudence, materia

medica and therapeutics, anatomy and embryology, obstet-

rics and firnecolog^'. bacteriology and hygiene, physiology

and histology, medicine and pediatrics, surgery, diagno-

sis, laryngology, rh'nology, ophthalmolngv' and neurology.

Credit for years of practice.—None : "but the old practi-

tioner is always taken care of." Temporary licenses.—
Not granted. Reciprocity.—On licenses issued after ex-
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amination only wtli the following States: Illinois, North
Dakota. Texas, Vermont, Wyoming. On licenses issued
on the has.s of a diploma but without an examination with
the following States: Distr:ct of Cohnnbia, Georgia, In-
diana, Iowa, Kentucky, Kansas, Maryland, Michigan, Mis-
souri, NchrasUa, New Jersey, Ohio, South Carohna, Ten-
nessee, Virg.nia and Wisconsin—licenses issued prior to

May 2,?, iSjs.

Ustcoj'aths.—Examination required. Graduation essen-
tial—from a recognized osteopathic college of a standard
recognized by the American Osteopathic Association. Ex-
aininaiion.— in the followmg subjects: Anatomy and em-
bryology; cliemistry and medical jurisprudence; physiol-

ogy; histology; bacteriology and hygiene; obstetrics and
gynecology; surgery; practice of osteopathy, and osteo-
pathic diagnosis. Osteopaths arc not permitted to practice

medicine or major surgery. Midmivcs.— Practice e.Kcmpt-

ed. Itinerant Vendors.—County license required.

Secretary State Board of Health.—Dr. H. A. BarVcc,
Point Pleasant.

Wisconsin (Laws to 1509).—Graduation essential from
a college of medicine and surgery deemed reputable by
the State Board of Medical Examiners. E.xaimnalton re-

quired in the following subjects: surgery; hygiene; phys-
ical aiaguosis; anatomy; pediatrics; obstetrics; gynecol-

ogy ;
pathology ; bacteriology, histology ; materia mcdica,

therapeutics, practice; neurology, dietetics, medical juris-

prudence; physiology, laryngology, ophthalmology; chem-
istry, toxicology, urinalysis. Credit for Years oj Practice.

—I'ive per cent, for each five years of pract'ce of appli-

cant. Teinjiorary Licenses.—Not granted. Reciprocity.—
On licenses issued after an examination only, with the fol-

lowinf States : Illinois, Louisiana, New Jersey, New York,
North Dakota, Texas, Wyoming. On licenses issued on a

diploma but w'thout examination, with the following States :

District of Columbia, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, ^vlichigan, Minnesota, Mis-
souri. Xcliraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, Ohio, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, West Vir-

ginia.

Osteopaths.—Examination required. Graduation essen-

tial—from a college of osteopathy deemed reputable by the

State Board of Medical Examiners; requirements inferior

to those demanded of medical colleges. Osteopath on State

Board of Medical Examiners. "Osteopaths, when licensed,

shall have the same rights and privileges and be subject

to the same laws and regulations as practitioners of medi-
cine and surgery—except in the matter of administration

of drugs and the performance of surgical operations."

E.vaniination.—Same as for physicians, except that materia

medica and therapeutics, pract'ce of medicine and surgery

are omilted. Midzvives.—Examined and licensed. Itiner-

ant Vendors.—No law.

Secretary State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. John
M. Beffel, Milwaukee.
Wyoming (Laws to 190S).—Graduation essential from

a legally chartered college of the system which the person
cla ms to practise. Said college must be recognized by the

State Board of Health or the State Board of Medical
Exam'ners of the State in which it is locateu. Examina-
tion required in the following subjects: .Anatomy, physi-

ology, chemistry, toxicology, pathology, physical diagnosis,

eynccolopy, surgery, obsletrics, hygiene, and bacteriology;

also "such branches as are necessary to complete the system
of which he is a practitioner. If the applicant is a prac-

titioner of any school or system not represented in the

mcmbersh'n of the board, the board shall have authority to

call a legally licensed practitioner of that system to assist

in the examination." Credit for years of fractice.—No
specific percentage. The State Board of Medical Examin-
ers allows "certain advance in the fundamental branches,

e.g., anatomy and chemistry." Temporary licenses.—Not
granted. Reciprocity.—On licenses issued after an exami-
nation only, with the following States: District of Co-
lumbia, Illino's. Indiana, Iowa. Kansas, Maine, M-'ch-gan,

Minnes'^ta, Ohio. South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, Vir-
ginia. West Virginia, Wisconsin.

Osteopaths.—Examination required. Graduation essential

from "a lesallv chartered college," recognized by the State

Board of Health or the State Board of Medical Examiners
of the State in which it is located. Examination same as

for physicians. Osteopaths not restricted iu their practice.

Midzvives.—Examined and licensed. Practice exempted in

cases of emergency. Itinerant Vendors.—No specific regu-

lations, excepting for those "who shall maintain an ofliice

or residence in the State for a period of not more than

three months 'n any one year."
^ecretnrv State Board of Medical Examiners, Dr. S. B.

Miller, Laramie.

BULLETIN OF APPROACHING EXAMINATIONS.t
R NAME AND ADnRFSS OP PLACH AND UATK OP

SPCRETABV NliXT P.XAMINATION
W. H. Sanders. Montgomery. .Montgomery.

.May

Alabama*. _ .

Arizona* Ancil Martin. Phoenix Phoeni _

Arkansas P. T. Muiphy. Urinkley Little Rocl< May
California* Chas. L Tisdale, 929 Butler

Building. San Francisco. . ..Los Angeles
Colorado S. D. \ an Meter. 1723Tremont

Street. Denver Denver Ji

Connecticut*. . .Chas A. Tuitle. New Haven. .New Haven .V

Delaware .1. H Wilson. Dover Dover

Florida* 1. D. Fernandez. Jackson viIle..TalUhnssee May 8
Ccotgia T. H. Cess. Alliens Atlanta Miv —
Id.aho* W. F. Howard. Pocatello Be ise April i
Illinois J. A. Egan, Springfield Chi.ago Jan. 11
Indiana Crawfurds\ille Indianapolis Jan. 10
Iowa Lc>nis A. Thomas. Des Moines. Des Moines
Kansas H. A. Dykes. Lebanon Topeka Feb. 14
Kentucky J. N. McCormack. Bowling

Green Louisville
Louisiana A. B. Brown. 108 Baronne St. ..New Orleans. . . May 18
Maine F. W. Scaile. I'orlland Portland Mar. 14
Maryland J. McP. Si-ott. Hagerstown. . . .Baltimore
Maissachusetts* E. B. Harvey, State House.

Boston Boston Mar. 14
Michigan B. D. Harrison. 20S Whitney

Building. Detn.it Ann Arb^r June 1.3

Minnpsnta W. S. Fullerton. St. Paul St Paul Jin. 3
Mississippi S. H. McLean. Jackson Jarkscm May 9
Misscuri Frank B. Hiller. Jeflerson City.Jefferson City. . .

Montana* Wm. C. Kiddell, Helena Helena April 4
Nebraska C. A. Carr. Lincoln Lincoln Feb. 7
Nevada S. L. Lee. Carson Citv. Carson City May 1

N. Hampshire.. Henry C. .Morrison, State Li-
brai>'. Concord Concord Tan. 3

New Jersey H. 0. Norton, Trenton Trenton June 20
New Mexico... .J. A. Massie, Santa Fe Santa Fe Jan. 9

f
New York.... 1

New York C.F.Wheclock.Univ.of State {Albany (Jan. 31
of New York. Albany. ... 1 Syracuse I

1 Buffalo J

N. Carolina B. K. Havs. Oxford Charl itte June 14
N. Dakota H. M. Wheeler, Grand Forks. .Grand Forks Jan. 3
Ohio Geo. H. Matson Columbus... .Columbus
Oklahoma* F. P. Davis. Enid McA!ester Jan. 3
Oregon B. E. iMiller. Perl land Portland Jan. 3
Pennsylvania*..N. C. Shaeffer. Harrisbnrg. . . .Philadelphia June —
Rhode Island*..G T. Swarts. Providence Providence Ian. 5

S. Carolina H. H. Wyman. Aiken Cclumlms "June 13
S. Dakota F. W. Freyberg. Mitchell Abenleen Jan. 11

f Memphis 1

Tennessee C. A. Abemathy. Pulaski. . . j
Nashville } May 28
Kn ille.

Texas R. H. McLeod. Palestine Palestii
Utah R. W. Fisher. Salt Lake City.. Salt Lake City.. Jan. 9
Vermont W. Scott Nay, Underbill Montpelier Jan. 10
Virginia R. S. Martin. Stuart Lynchburg Dec. 20
Washington*. . .T. C. McFadden. Seattle Spokane Jan. 3
W. Virginia H. A. Barhee. Point Pleasant. M Tgantown
Wisconsin J. M. Beffel, Milwaukee Milwaukee Jan. 10
Wyoming S. B. Miller. Laramie Laramie Mar. 7

*No reciprocity recognized by these States.
tAoplicants should in every case write to the secretary for all the

details regarding the examination in any particular State.

Louisiana,—At the October examination there were
.;i candidates: 11 of these passed. There were 50
questions asked; in the future lOO questions will be
set, viz: Ten on each of the following branches:
.\natomy, chemistry, gyneology, hygiene, obstetrics,
pathology, physical diagnosis, physiology, surgery and
therapeutics.

Virginia.—\t a recent meeting of the Medical Ex-
amining Board it was decided "that applicants for
reciprocity from other States shall pay a fee of $25.
Those desiring a certificate from this board for the
purpose of obtaining reciprocity from another State
shall pay a fee of $10."

California.—At the August examination out of ni
regulars 95 passed, 16 failed; 31 osteopaths, 22 passed,
9 failed; six homeopathists, 3 passed, 3 failed; 3 eclectics,

I passed, 2 failed.

Washington.—In the July examination 109 doctors
appeared befcre the board; 78 of these obtained a
license to practice.

Tennessee.—Out of 284 applications for license be-
fore the State Board of Medical Examiners, 280 re-
ceived licenses.

North Carolina.—.^t the examination this year there
were 95 applicants; 79 of these were granted licenses.

Pituitary Extract in Postpartum Hemorrhage.—A.
Foges and R. Hofstatter confirm the observation already
made by Bell, namely, that pituitary extract increases the
contractile power of the uterus. This action begins vv'thin
five minutes after an intramuscular injection of i to 2 c.c.

of pituitrin. It is therefore a potent factor in combating
postpartum hemorrhage, and has the advantage over er-
gotin in not causing pain and infiltration at the site of
injection. Administration by mouth, however, is of no
avail.

—

Zentralblatt fiir Gyndkoloyie.
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The Medical Record is ['leased to receive all «<•.

publications which may be sent to it, and an acknowledg-
ment will promptly be made of their receipt under this

heading, but it must he with the distinct understanding that

it is under no obligation to notice or rcvie; 1 any publica-

tion received by it which in the judgment of its editor 'itill

lot be of interest to its readers.

Practical Medicine Series. Vol. VI (General Medi-

cine). Edited by Frank Billings, M.S., M.D. Cloth;

121110; 351 pages; illustrated; $1.50 net. Year Book Pub-

lishers, Chicago, 111.

Transactions of the Thirty-second Annual Meeting

OF THE American Laryngological Association, held at

Washington, D. C. 8vo; cloth; 277 pages; illustrated.

Association.

Hygiene for Mother and Child. By Francis H. Mac-
Carthy, M.D. i2mo ; cloth ; 296 pages ; illustrated. Har-

per & Brother, New York.
Manual of Toxicology. By Albert H. Brundage, A.M.,

M.D., Phar.D., M.D. i2mo; cloth; 428 pages; illustrated.

The Henry Harrison Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Children's Diet in Home and School. By Louise E.

HoGAN. i2mo; cloth; 194 pages. Doubleday, Page & Co.,

New York.
Veterinary Anatomy. By Septimus Sisson, S.B.,

V.S. 8vo; cloth; 826 pages; illustrated; $7.00 net. W. B.

Saunders Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Lippincott's New Medical Dictionary. Edited by

Henry W. Cattell, M.D. 8vo; leather; 1,108 pages; illus-

trated
; $5.00. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Die innere Behandlung von Hautleiden. By Dr. S.

Jessner. 8vo; paper; 49 pages; M., 0.85. Curt Kabitzsch,

Wiirzburg, Germany.
Dermatolocische Heilmittel. Von Dr. S. Jessner.

8vo; paper; 96 pages. Curt Kabitzsch, Wiirzburg, Ger-

many.
Die Syphilisbehandlung mit dem Ehklich-Hata-

'schen Mittel. Von Dr. Johannes Bresler. i2mo ;
paper

;

65 pages; M., 1.80. Carl Marhold, Halle, Germany.
Die Gicht und ihre diatetische Therapie. Von Schit-

tenhelm und Schmid. 8vo; paper; 38 pages; i mark.

Carl Marhold, Halle, Germany.
Symptomatologie und Differential-Diagnose der Er-

krankungen in der hinteren Schadelgeube. Von Dr.

med. Nic. Gierlich. 8vo
;
paper; i mark; 44 pages. Carl

Marhold, Halle, Germany.
Die Fazes des Menschen im normalen und krankhaf-

ten Zustande. Von Schmidt und Stsasburger. _8vo;

paper; 428 pages; illustrated; 21 marks. August Hirsch-

wald, Berlin, Germany.
Morphinisme et Morpinomanie. Par le Dr. Henri

Mic.xoN. 8vo; paper; 135 pages; 2 fr. 50. Vigot Freres,

Paris, France.
Therapeutique Usuelle du Praticien. Par Albert

RoF.iN. 8vo; paper; 520 pages; 8 fr. Vigot Freres, Paris,

France.
La Vie Sexuelle et Ses Lois. Par le Dr. Anton

Nystrom. Svo; paper; 351 pages; 6 fr. Vigot Freres,

Paris. France.
First Aid. Lynch and Shields. 32nio; paper; 175

pages: illustrated; 30c. net. P. Blakiston's Son & Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Les Formes Larvees du Paludisme. Par le Dr. Basile

MoussEos. 8vo; paper; 144 pages; illustrated: 3 fr. 50.

Vigot Freres, Paris, France.
L'Homosexualite et les Types Homosexuels. Par le

Dr. Laupts. 8vo; paper; 447 pages; 6 fr. Vigot Freres,

Paris, France.
King's Manual of Obstetrics. By A. F. A. King, A.M.,

M.D., LL.D. Svo; cloth; 713 pages; illustrated. Lea &
Febiger, New York.
Hygiene and Sanitation. By Seneca Egbert, A.M..

M.D. 8vo; cloth; 508 pages; illustrated. Lea & Febiger.

New York.
Progressive Medicine (A Quarterly'). Edited by Hobart

Amory Hare, M.D. 8vo ;
paper: 338 pages; illustrated:

$6.00 per annum. Lea & Febi.ger. New York.
Principles of Pathology. Bv T. George Adami. M.A.,

M.D., LL.D.. F.R.S. 2d edition: Vol. T; 8vo; cloth; 1,027

pages; illustrated. Lea & Febiger, New York.
Symptomatic and Regional Therapeutics. By George

Howard Hoxie, A.M., M.D. Svo: cloth; 499 pages; illus-

trated. D. Appleton & Co., New York.
System of Medicine. By Allbutt and Rolleston. Svo

;

cloth ; 900 pages ; illustrated ; $6.00 net. The Macmillan
Company, New York.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau. Health Department, New York
City, for the week of December 10, 1910.

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

549
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NEUROLOGY IN ZURICH*.
v. monakow's new theory of brain localization

;

Jung's psvchanalvsis and interpretation
of dreams.

By E. W. SCRIPTURE. Ph.D. (Leipzig), M.l). ^Munich),

NEW YORK.

ASSOCIATE IN PSYCHIATRY AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

I.

Von Monakovv's work on aphasia' has led him to

a new theory of brain function and brain localiza-

tion. According to the prevailing theories the
various sensory and motor activities of the brain are

located in different regions. Thus the occipital lobe

is the region for the sensations of sight, the middle
portion of the two central gyri is the arm-center.
Broca's convolution or the rear end of the inferioi-

frontal gyrus with its operculum and the operculum
of the prefrontal gyrus form the speech center, etc

We can distinguish several grades of reasoning
concerning these centers. "Localization" has C(]nie

to mean for most persons that the sensations of

sight are manufactured in the occipital lobe, the

motor images of words in Broca's convolution, etc.

A little less extended is the view that, although the

sensations and images may not be manufactured in

the center, yet this center is indissolubly connecteil

with certain mental experiences ; when it goes out of

activity that portion of mental life ceases ; thus,

extirpation of Broca's convolution must abolish

speech.

In the first place we must distinguish between the

fact of the localization of the results of an injury

and the hypothesis of the localization of a function.

For example, if an injury to Broca's convolution pro-

duces aphasia we have the fact which we express by

calling this part of the brain the "center of aphasia."

that is, the injury to a certain point produces a loss

of speech. It is pure hypothesis to say that it is

the "center of speech," by which we mean that the

mechanism of speech lies in that part of the brain.

The two things, center of aphasia and center of

speech, are not identical ; the former means the

place at which an injury produces a certain speech

trouble ; the latter means the place in which those

nerve activities take place that result in speech.

The center of motor aphasia may lie in Broca's

convolution ; the center of speech may be there or

somewhere else.

Extending the distinction to brain localization in

general, we must distinguish between the localiza-

tion (or origin) of the symptoms of a disease and

the localization of the function itself.

Having drawn this distinction between center of

Address before the New York Academy of Medicine.
Section of Neurology and Psychiatry, Oct. lo, 1910.

aphasia and center of speech we have first to ask,

Does the center of aphasia lie in Broca's convolu-
tion ? After that we may ask, Where is the speech
center?

Does the center of aphasia lie in Broca's convo-
lution ?

There are numerous cases of motor aphasia.

V. Alonakow has collected forty-three well-observed

ones in which lesions in and around the Broca con-
volution were found.

.'\mong these cases v. Monakow reports fourteen

where there was complete motor aphasia but a near-

ly complete return of speech after months or years,

and yet at the autopsy a large lesion was found in

Broca's region, v. Monakow reports the case of a

druggist who had three aphasic attacks, from each
of which he recovered in a week or so. Years later

he died. The brain sections showed that Broca's
convolution was entirely gone.
To explain such cases the principle of substitution

has been proposed whereby a different part of the

brain takes on the activities of the part destroyed.
Of this theory v. .Monakow remarks that no one
would assert it who is familiar with anatomy. A
substitution would require the presence of embrvoiial

cells in the other part of the brain which would have
to go through the entire development. The ex-

tremely complicated mental activities required for

speech—memory, association, sense of rhythm, etc.

—took many years for their development. Shall

we assume that a hitherto untrained part of the

brain can acquire all this training in the few weeks
or days in which some patients recover? If another
part took on the function we must expect the re-

covery of speech to proceed at least as slowly as

the learning of speech in childhood or of a foreign

language ; yet some patients recover suddenly.
There are, however, many other cases in which

complete or partial motor aphasia existed for a long
time with no injury of Broca's convolution found
at the autopsy. In some of these cases there were
severe lesions in other regions sometimes far distant

;

in other cases no coarse lesions could be found.
If we assume that the center of motor aphasia lies

in Broca's convolution we have at most only twenty-
nine cases that agree with the assumption, and at

least twenty-eight that contradict it. We must con-

clude that there is probably something wrong with
the assumption itself. Let us, says v. Monakow. go
over the facts carefully again with attention to cer-

tain features hitherto not brought into prominent
consideration.

The localization of the symptoms of a cortical

lesion means the reaction of the central nervous sys-

tem to the localized injury. This reaction may arise

from secondary factors such as edema, compression,
filling of ventricles, toxines. etc. ; these have no
bearing on the present problem, and we will omit
them for further discussion. The reaction rises
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mainly from two important factors. One is the

direct anatomical result from injury whereby a cer-

tain portion of the brain is put out of activity ; thus

when a hemorrhage destroys Broca's convolution the

reaction will show such changes as depend directly

on that portion of the cortex.

The other important factor is the dynamic one.

An injury to a point in cortex is followed not only

by symptoms arising from anatomical lesion at that

point, but also by symptoms arising from irritations

transmitted to many parts of the brain. The con-

dition may be termed "irritative shock." According
to Goltz, Hitzig, and Charcot, the irritative shock

consists of positive irritation of the various parts

of the brain by nerve currents sent from the seat

of the lesion. According to v. Monakow it consists

simply of the effects on these distant points arising

from the communication being cut off. This last

factor would be what v. Monakow calls the "dia-

schisis factor."

An analogy to a hemorrhage in Broca's convo-

lution may be found in the burning of a telephone

central. If the Bryant central were put out of activ-

ity there would be not only the trouble at that central

Scheme to illustrate Diaschisis. A lesion of the cerebral cortex
IS followed by symptoms resulting not only from the loss of func-
tion at the seat of lesion, but also by those resulting from the in-
terrupted connections with other parts of the cortex The former
are the "residual" symptoms, the latter the "diaschisis" ones. The
symptoms of motor aphasia, for example, result from disturbed action
of many parts of the cortex; only a veri' few of the symptoms can

"locali; Broca's convolution.

and among the subscribers with that central, but
also trouble all over the city wherever a message
had to go along a wire belonging to Bryant. The
trouble at the Bryant central would correspond to
the anatomical factor; the trouble resulting to the
subscribers and centrals who are thereby cut off
would be the diaschisis factor. Affairs might grad-
ually recover from the upset condition due to the
'liaschisis factor. Those symptoms from which the
city does not and cannot recover from the loss of
the Bryant central are the residual or direct lesion
symptoms. All the others are diaschisis symptoms.
Under "diaschisis," then, we understand an inter-

ruption of functions of portions of the brain outside
the region of the original lesion, but anatomically
connected with it. The diaschisis usually arises
from an acute local lesion ; it resembles shock in its

nature.

The cells affected by the lesion are thus of two
kinds: (a) the directly injured nerve cells at the
region of the lesion, (b) the indirectly disturbed
cells at distant points.

If the directly injured cells do not recover and
the indirectly disturbed cells find a way to readjust
their activities completely, then the only symptoms

remaining will be those directly depending on the

lesion—the "direct lesion symptoms."
Cases of motor aphasia where the patient recovers

his speech and where the autopsy shows destruc-

tion of Broca's convolution shovi' that the phe-

nomena of motor aphasia are mainly diaschisis

effects, and only those symptoms—namely, hesita-

tion, slight perseveration, difficult construction of

sentences, slight word-amnesia—which never dis-

appear, are direct effects of the lesion.

Cases where the aphasia is prolonged indicate

that the diaschisis effects do not disappear so

rapidly. Cases where the motor aphasia is perma-
nent indicate that the diaschisis effects simply re-

main permanently ("protracted diaschisis" of v.

Monakow). Why the diaschisis effects disappear

partly or wholly in some cases and not in others

depends on the conditions of health in those part?

of the brain.

The system of diaschisis connections in the brain

can be studied by following the course of fibers that

undergo secondary degeneration and of the changes
in the cells put out of function in the distant parts

of the brain. In the Ladame—v. Monakow case,

which I had the opportunity to study last summer,
several definite regions of degeneration could be

found.

If we accept the views thus explained, we can

answer the first question proposed a while ago.

"Does the center of motor aphasia lie in Broca's con-

volution?" No, because motor aphasia occurs with-

out any injury to that region. Broca's convolution is

the region where injury is most often followed by
motor aphasia ; it is especially connected with some
of the finer mechanisms of speech. To produce
motor aphasia there must be disturbance over widely

separated areas of the brain
;
just what areas wc

do not yet know. The very phrase "center of

aphasia" is meaningless if by "center" we under-
stand a definitely marked off area of the cortex.

We might well use the term to include all the por-

tions of the brain involved in aphasia, no matter

how widely distributed ; the components of the cen-

ter then remain to be determined.

To the next question, "Where is the speech cen-

ter?" we must reply that in the old sense of the

word "center" no such thing exists. In the newer
meaning I have proposed, the center of speech in-

cludes all the widely separated parts of the brain

that are involved in producing the spoken word.
This doctrine of diaschisis has brought about

greater precision of thought in regard to brain

localization. It does away with the possibility of

apportioning the higher mental activities to special

parts of the brain. According to v. Monakow, only

the elementary components of action may be local-

ized as brain reflexes. AW mental activities, even

of the simplest kind, require widely separate por-

tions of the cortex for their existence. This means
that mental functions cannot be localized in the usual

way as islands of the cortex, there can be no center

of speech, or center of hearing, or center of asso-

ciation, etc.

You remember the two stages which every ne\i

thought must go through: T. It is not true. II.

It is not new.
Many writers who have discussed v. Monakow's

views have rejected them ; all of those I have seen

have failed to even faintly grasp what they are.

This is not entirely their fault ; v. Monakow seems
to have a difficulty in stating his theory clearly. But
the diaschitis theorv fits so well with the clinical
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phenomena of aphasia that it cannot fail of imme-
diate acceptance as soon as it is clearly understood.

It is very easy to make the other criticism,

namely, that the theory is not new. As v. Monakow
points out, he has adopted the Goltz theory of irri-

tative shock with the modification that the effects

of the shock of the distant parts are only those of
interrupted function and not of irritation. Ills

diaschisis theory is closely related to the views of
the earliest anil greatest workers in brain localiza-

tion. In addition to the investigators mentioned hy
V. Monakow, I know that Ludwig, the great physi-
ologist of the last century, held a similar view. I le

used to compare the deduction of the location of
the speech center from the tumor and hemorrhage
cases to an experiment of shooting a pistol at a

clock. The clock stops. Autopsy shows that a
certain wheel was broken by the bullet ; would you
call this wheel the "center" of the movement of the

clock? The movement of the clock involved all

the wheels, altl]ough a lesion of one of them stopped
the clock.

II.

The work of Dr. Jung- in psychanalysis is based
on the remarkable discoveries of Freud-' of Vienna

;

it contains, however, several new features.

There are three methods of getting at the facts

of mental life.

The first is that of simple observation ; we inter-

pret the patient's condition by what he tells us and
by what we can observe. This leads to treatment
by the usual medical and hygienic methods and by
therapeutic talks. A patient, for example, com-
plains of having no will power and no steadiness

of purpose. This we understand directly from
analogy with our own weakness and proceed to a

regular education of will. The most widely known
representative of this line at the present moment is

Dubois of Bern.

The second method is that of experimental psy-

chology ; its aim is a most careful and accnratr

analysis of the patient's mental condition hy ex-

perimental tests and records. The brilliant work
of Kraepelin and his pupils at Heidelberg and
Munich has been done exclusively on the insane.

The third method is that of psychanalysis. Sup
{X)se a patient presents himself with a paresis of

the right arm which began years ago. There is not

the slightest symptom of anything organicall\

wrong. It is evidently a hysterical paralysis. Or
suppose a man appears complaining that he is tor-

mented beyond endurance with the fear that he

cannot urinate. He never has the slightest diffi

culty, and he knows the fear to be foolish. Yet

this fear is so constant and overpowering that he

has been obliged to give up work. Again a patient

comes to the office saying that for years he has

been tormented with the fear of touching filth : lu'

washes his hands a hundred times a day, he Ccvoid-

shaking hands with me because he fears I may have

filth on mine. ' He does not take the chair I offei

him, but selects another for a similar reason.

Such cases are quite beyond the method of ob-

servation. In our own mental life there is nothing

like these conditions : they are so far beyond our

understanding that they seem weird or unbelievable.

The patient with the fear of filth told me that he

knew this fear to be utterly nonsensical, and that

he spent hours discussing it with himelf. It is one

of the greatest achievements of the method of psy-

chanalvsis that it has found the mental mechanism

of such cases. In fact, some of them are so typical

that probably some of those who hear me now can
tell at once in outline what was the matter in each
case. The first is one of Dr. Jung's, which I will

give in detail as an illustration. The second is one
of Dr. Stekel's^ ; the third is my own. Of these last

two I shall say nothing further.

To analyze the first case Dr. Jung used his asso-

ciation method. In this method a word is spoken
and the patient is required to say at once what he
first thought of. The time he takes is measured
with a stop-watch. After a hundred such asso-

ciations he is required to tell again what he thought
in each case. The following is an example from
one of Dr. Jung's records : .

Sensitive

topic or
Word spoken. Associa'n. Time. Memory, complex.

head hair 1.4 x
green meadow 1.6 x
water deep 5.0 swim !

stick knife 1.6 x
long table 1.2 x
ship sink 3.4 steamer !

ask answer 1.6 x
wool knit 1.6 X
obstinate friendly 1.4 x
lake water 4.0 blue I

sick well 1.8 X
ink black 1.2 x
swim can 3.8 water !

Whenever the time of association is unusually
long, when there is evidence of forgetfulness, when
the patient does not respond at all to the word called

out, when his association is superficial—in short,

whenever the association is of unusual character

—

the word called out touched upon some topic on
which the person was highly sensitive. The sen-

sitive topic indicated by the record above was an
experience on the water.

Applied to the man with the paretic arm, the asso-

ciation tests showed that the words in the list where
the most disturbance occurred (long time, forget-

fulness) were "proud," "pure," "arm," "bird,"

"death," "sin." The words he thought of as asso-

ciations most frequently were "love, like," 8 times;
"not," 6; "I," 4; "marriage," 3; "arm," 3; "lake,"

3. Now just try to put these words together as a

picture of his mental condition. "I am (or was)
proud that I am (or was) pure. I have sinned. I

would prefer death. I do not love my wife (mar-
riage)." The words "arm," "bird," "lake," remain
unexplained.

His own story is that he was always proud of his

immaculate life. One day he notices that he is im-
potent with his wife. He is much worried and de-
cides to consult a prostitute, with the result that he
finds he is not impotent. But this immoral act ut-

terly disgusts him as a man of high principles ; he
would rather die than do it again. He has a dream
of a sturdy farmer who stretches out his arm ; a

bird flies down upon it and sings. This dream
contains four typical elements that recur over and
over in dreams. The stretched-out arm appears in

dreams always as one of the symbols for the stiff

male member. In matters relating to women the

right side always refers to the lawful wife; the left

to the illegitimate connection. .Again the chief per-

son in the dream always represents the dreamer.
Finally, a dream always represents the fulfillment

of an unfulfilled wish. The patient thus realizes
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in his dream the relation to his wife that he cannot

realize in reality. In his dream, moreover, he re-

veals that his paralyzed arm is a symbol for his

trouble. In fact, a person familiar with the results

of psychanalysis could have deduced at once the

essential point in his case from the symptom of the

hysterically paretic arm. As soon as the patient

understood the mechanism of his case the paresis

disappeared.

.\nother case of Dr. Jung's w-as that of a happily

married woman subject to explosions of jealousy

with outbreaks of violence and running away from
the house. These outbreaks she carefully kept

secret from the rest of the family ; she wreaked her

temper on her husband, who was a model man. In

the association tests the strongest disturbances oc-

curred with the words "happiness," "anxiety," "re-

ligion," "choose. " "marry," "part," "death," "die."

In her associations she uses "like" 13 times: "man,"

10; "child," 7: "necessarv." 7; "beautiful." 6;

"I," 4-

It was possible to guess the story from these

results alone, but it was easier to confront her with

the record and show her that she had revealed con-

clusively that something is the matter with her hap-

piness, that she is anxious about something, that

religious questions are troubling her. etc. The
patient owned up that she is not happy with her

husband, that she is anxious about the future and
does not know what to do, that she married outside

of her religion a man whom slie chose against the

wishes of her parents, and that she is debating if she

shall part from him or die. She also says that she

likes men, that a child is necessary for a happy mar-
riage, that she (I) is still beautiful enough to at-

tract men.
Further conversation showed that she had fitted

herself to her husband, but she is not satisfied with
him and from time to time the feeling of resistance

breaks through. .She would like to be loved by
some other man : she had even telephoned to a

yoimg man to meet her in her husband's absence.

She would be happy in any case if she had a child.

The outbreaks of jealousy are projections of her
own wishes : she would like to do the things with
men which she accuses him of doing w-ith women.

Another method of psychanalysis is that of run-
ning associations ; this was introduced by Freud.
The patient is told to let his mind wander with per-

fect freedom and to tell his thoughts as they arise.

The method is useful in the most varied wa^«. It

must first be made clear to the patient that his cure
depends U]mu telling the truth: no matter how pri-

vate may be the thought that arises, he must tell it

frankly to the physician.

This method I will illustrate by the case reported
by a clergyman of Zurich^. He noticed in a com-
position written by one of his pupils, a boy of eleven
years, indications of strained relations among the
members of the family. Knowing that he could not
possibly get the facts otherwise, he applied a com-
bination of the association experiment with running
associatif>ns. For example, the w-ord "water"
;i-onsed the association "corpse" after four seconds.
Thereafter the boy associated "ship," a "drowned
person." "I saw how a drowned person was taken
into a boat. "Now tell all the words that occur to
you," said the clergyman. "Bathe, swimming, bath-
house, bottom, seaweed, shark, earth, stone, spring-
board, air, chain, beam, submarine boat, crew, no air,

drowned." "What occurs to you now?" asked the
clergyman. "I saw some moving pictures with two

divers that found gold. One cut the air tube of the

other, took the gold, and went up." The word
"diver'' brought up the association of "the dead
diver in the moving pictures. We could see his pale

face. We once got a wax mask representing a

dying king with eyes turned up. Arno (his brother)

put on the mask and wrapped a shroud around him.

He looked like a ghost. I was frightened. The
dying diver reminds me of this wax figure (mean-
ing his brother in the mask)." Over and over
again the boy produces series of associations ending
up in some representations of his brother as dead,

as in prison, as tortured, as murdered by himself,

as crucified, etc. It was very evident that he hated

his brother from the bottom of his soul. This he
did not realize in the least himself. The informa-
tion and the treatment came through this method of

psychanalysis.

The method of running associations is based on
certain laws of the association of ideas. One of

these we may state as follows : The oftener an
idea or an element of an idea has been in mind the

more frequently it will appear in associations. The
brother Arno was constantly in little Max's mind

:

no matter what he started to think about, the

thought of Arno would sooner or later appear. .An-

other law is that the intenser an idea is or the more
emotion it arouses the more often it recurs. A per-

son will remember the time he made a fool of him-
self, no matter how much he wishes to forget it.

.Start any one on memory associations, and he will

inevitably land over and over again on the chief

topics in his nnind and will involuntarily deliver his

secrets over to you.

The more the running association is freed from
the control the better the information concerning
the person's mind. Seat yourself in quiet and let

your mind wander in associations. You will notice

that at each step a dozen new things crowd in to-

gether. Instinctively you pick out one and proceed.

For example, with the word "lamp" there appear at

once to my mind in half-forme 1 con:'ition a certain

gas flame, a certain electric light, a certain proverb,

etc. ; one of these I have to catch because I cannot
think clearly of all of them at the same time. I

catch the certain electric lamp. It is in a certain

room: this leads my thoughts in that direction. If

I had caught the gas flame, my thoughts would have
gone otherwise.

From childhood up we have been trained to con-

trol our thoughts, to proceed in an orderly fashion,

to speak only in a modest way, even to think in a

modest way, etc. This control becomes automatic.

When W'e let the thoughts wander, we automatically

catch only those thoughts that fit with our training.

In the presence of another person we are trained to

speak only in a discreet manner ; even to think other-

wise is not proper. Automatically we catch only

the discreet thoughts and suppress the others. In

the doctor's office the conversation is freer, but even

here it usually requires some traioing before the

patient will let himself think freely.

Another method is that of assigning a topic con-

cerning which all impromptu thoughts are to be

noted down. For example, the physician tells the

patient to note down on the spot each thought that

arises impromptu concerning himself (the physi-

cian). For example, a patient reports that in an

entirely impromptu manner the thought occurred to

him that the doctor was getting bald : on another
occasion he said he thought the doctor was getting

rather stout, and so on. An entire group of these
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observation.s revolved aruuiid the signs of ailvanciiig

age ; this was, in fact, one of the great troubles of

the patient, namely, that he was getting old. .An-

other patient reports that the thought had occurred
to him that the doctor was extremely considerate of

the feelings of his patients, that he was really rather

bashful, and so on. This simply reflected the

patient's condition of bashfulness and overanxiety

about how people felt toward him. Still another
patient thought that the doctor must make a great

deal of money out of his practice, that he dressed in

expensive clothes, etc. Of course, the inference

was at once clear, namely, that the patient's thoughts
centered around money. 1 have never had an ex-

perience quite like one that Dr. Jung related to me.
One of his patients, a clergyman, told him that the

thought had occurred that Dr. Jung was not

strictly truthful, that he was not quite honorable in

dealing with his patients, that he did not believe that

he led a strictly moral life, etc. Before knowing tlie

facts of the case Dr. Jung replied, "It is you who
are the liar, you have not acted honorably with your
parishioners; yon are doing something immoral."
The thoughts that arise impromptu like this are

always reflections of the patient's own personality.

Another fundamental method of psychanalysis is

the study of dreams. During the daytime the asso-

ciations of ideas and emotions that occur to us are

constantly regulated by the impressions from our

surroundings. In the factory our thoughts will be

driven in business channels, and it is quite unlikely

that thoughts of what the children are doing at

school bother us. When we get home the reverse

will be the case. As we fall asleep this regulation

by the surroundings falls off ; our mind wanders
according to its own instincts and our dreams arc

pictures of our inner selves.

The dreams of children are very simple because

their minds have not received much regulation. A
child dreams she is in a boat on the water. The day

before she had not been allowed to go in the boat.

I'Veud's 19-months-old child had been obliged ti~i

fast for a day. That night she was heard to say in

her sleep : "Anna Feud Erbeer Hochbeer Eierpeis

Papp.'' Evidently she was dreaming that she. .Anna

Freud, had strawberries, blueberries, egg food, and

pap to eat.

These and countless other dream^ of children

make clear two fundamental laws: i. The content

of the dream, i. e.. the things used in the dream are

derived from the preceding day or from a ver\

recent time. 2. Every dream represent^ the fulfill-

ment of a wish that has remained unfulfilled. To
these laws there is never any exception.

As we grow up from childhood we are taught to

guide our thoughts in certain channels ; there are

topics that we must not even think about or even

dream about. The habit of control becomes auto-

matic. The result is that when the unfulfilled

wishes push themselves through this control they do

so in more or less disguised form. This "symbol-

ism" must be interpreted in order to get at the real

meaning of the dream. The more highly culture I

the person the more complicated is the symbolism ;

persons of simple lives have franker dreams ;
chil-

dren use little or no symbolism.

.\ patient relates the following dream: He is on

the Philadelphia train. The conductor comes for

his ticket. He has lost it. The conductor makes
him pay his fare. He is annoyed at the occurrence.

He also finds that he has lost a sheet of paper which

the doctor had given him to write his dreams on.

\\ hen asked if anything relating to a ticket on a

railway journey had occurred lately, he replied that

it had been previously arranged that he should go
on a business journey to Chicago at the expense of

the firm. The business had just been settled by mail

and he had thus "lost his ticket." He had decided,

however, to go at his own expense ("pay his fare")

in order to see his mother (the unfulfilled wish)

whom he always visits when business takes him to

Chicago. The sheet of paper beside his bed for

recording his dreams is a constant worry to him.

The dream realizes the unconscious wish that it

would get lost just like the ticket.

There was nothing in the dream that differed

much from ordinary life ; the symbolism is very

transparent. "Lost his ticket" is symbolic for "lost

his journey,'' "paying again" for "going again."

Yet the patient had not the slightest idea of the

meaning of the dream.
In the following dream the symbolism is more

elaborate

:

"i. How I like some form of literary activity

more than medicine.
"2. Driving an automoliile, black car with red

wheels
;
putting on speed down hills, finally seeing a

fence, a sort of square hole through which I tried

to pass in the car very quickly, as there was no other

way to avoid hitting the fence, but the car caught on

a bottom post and smashed up. Don't know who
people in car were. They were strangers. There
was a lady in car whom I know ; she was pretty well

shaken up, and I remember going to a house

nearby to ask for her. Quite a crowd there, and

they treated me to sarsaparilla. Later I recall

looking down from a high bank on the Hudson with

the same lady and watching an express train go by."

The patient says the dream has no meaning for

him. The fence, as he describes it, seems to be a

wall with a low passage through it. He distinctly

states that he has seen nothing like it. No associa-

tion rises in his mind concerning it. I am at once

reminded of the Biblical phrase, "Sooner shall a

camel pass through the eye of a needle than a rich

man enter the kingdom of Heaven." I also recall a

picture of a wall with a low opening and a camel in

front of it too large to pass through.

On the preceding evening the patient had told me
that he is thinking of giving up medicine. I asked
him if he needed to work for a living. He said no

;

he had enough for himself, but not enough to get
married on. I told him that if he were a poor man,
the question of giving up medicine would never
have entered his mind, and that being well-to-do

deprived him of a motive and thus hindered his

progress in the study of medicine. We also dis-

cussed taking up something else and I urged him
not to break things up so.

The first dream badly states this as an unfulfilled

wishes concerning medicine and literature.

In discussing the dream. I asked him what class

of people own automobiles. He answered : The
well-to-do and the rich. The dream pictures him as

a rich man in an automobile coming to a fence. He
wants to go through, but finds the passage too small
and experiences a smash-up. This is a symbolic
statement of just what we had been discussing con-
cerning the study of medicine and what the first

dream seems to have announced as a topic for fur-

ther dreann'ng. The flream here represents his wish
to give up medicine, which he has not yet done.

"Putting on speed down hills" seems to refer to

frequent discussions I had had with him concern-
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ing how hasty and recklessly he had been working
on the stimulation of coffee and at the expense of

his nerves. He is now restraining himself with dif-

ficulty ; the old instincts and wishes break through
in the dream.
"A lady in the car" was a friend whom he had

met at the railroad station on the preceding day.

While crossing the Hudson on a ferry he had dis-

cussed with her his desire to give up medicine. In

the afternoon she went for a ride with his brother

in an automobile. In answering my question

regarding his financial condition he had added quite

gratuitously: "But not enough to marry on;" this

admits that he would like a companion. In his

dream his wish is fulfilled by the lady in the car

;

he wishes he were rich enough (automobile).

"The crowd in the house near by" consisted of

girls dressed in white. He thinks it looks like a

festive occasion. Many years ago he was in love

with a girl and paid no heed to any other woman

;

when she became engaged to somebody else he felt

relieved, although for several years he had deter-

mined to marry her. "Festive occasion with the

girls in white" seems to represent a wedding to

which he was going with a lady. When he arrived

he found that she was not there. She had been lost

and instead of a festive occasion the bride's maids

gave him nothing more than a sarsaparilla. This

also seems to indicate a wish on his part to keep out

of such an entanglement as marriage, to lose the

lady even by a smash-up, and to put up with a soft

drink rather than to be tied down by marriage.

The strangers in the car and the style of the car

were not explained.

The last part of the dream refers to a walk he

had taken. He says himself that he would wish

to have a house situated on the Hudson. He would
evidently like to have the lady in it. The associa-

tion with the Hudson and the railway seems to have

been prepared by the incident of meeting her at the

railway station and crossing the Hudson with her.

The following dream is more elaborately sym-
bolical.

"I bought a ticket to some place, a single ticket,

because I was not coming back. At a certain station

on the way I get off. I go to the manager's office,

where I find two men at work over papers. I stand

at attention, heels together in the German fashion.

The man has an American military cap of dark blue.

I say to myself, 'Shall I give a military salute or

take off my hat ?' When the manager turns around
I ask for the return of my money, because I have
found a patient on the train. The manager, who
has now become a younger man, says yes, but it

will be dear ; it will cost one fare plus a hemorrhage,
plus an infarct. I reply, Never mind, the expense i?

nothing to me. The assistant reckons out what I

am to get and says it will be about 50 per cent."

The patient had originally been in doubt whether
he should stop for treatment in this town or go to

one much farther off. Stopping at the nearer place,

he had a few days before seen the doctor and his

assistant (manager and clerk) at a scientific meet-
ing. The doctor had told him he could not begin
treatment till next week (he stands at attention

waiting). The patient holds the doctor in great
respect (the dream clothes him in a military cos-

tume and makes him manager of the station). .'\t

the same time the doctor is a personal friend; the

two feelings are present at the same time and the

patient doesn't quite know how to act ("Shall I give
a formal militarv salute or take off mv hat in a

friendly manner?"). The patient naturally expects
the doctor to do him enough good to compensate
him for what he loses by not going to the other
place ("I ask for the return of my money for the

part of the journey not taken").
It is characteristic of dreams that the personalities

are often changed. The patient now represents

himself as a doctor who had found a patient on the

train. Instead of remaining the inferior (the

patient) he for a moment gratifies himself that he
is the superior (the doctor), who is about to treat a

patient.

The dream now notes the fact that the doctor is

younger than the patient (manager is now younger).
The patient had been somewhat worried over the

probable expense and feared what the dream de-

clares ("it will cost you dear"). On the previous
evening the patient had discussed the matter with a

friend and remarked that the journey was not en-

tirely for the sake of the treatment (one fare), but

also to learn the method ; he had also complained
that the treatment cost him part of the time he
wished to give to some anatomical work ("hemor-
rhage phis infarct"). These two topics had oc-

curred to him during his anatomical work on the

preceding day. He had finally concluded that he

was ready to pay any price if he could be cured
("never mind, the expense is nothing to me"). The
50 per cent, seems to refer to the fact that the treat-

ment was taking about half the time from some
other work.
The further interpretation could be made only in

connection with the rest of the treatment. A vitally

important defect of the patient's character was an
inability to properly and promptly understand his

relations to other persons ; the uncertainty as to how
he should approach another person expressed itself

in the dream as the doubt concerning how he should

greet the doctor ; this hesitancy in greeting had
actually given him very great mental distress for

many years. Another defect was a constant con-

flict between a naturally spendthrift nature and an
acquired but annoying and ill-judged penurious-

ness ; the whole dream consists of questions of

expense. This dream, as well as many others, ex-

pressed the patient's thoroughly egocentric view of

the events of life.

The same symbols are used over and over again

in dreams to such an extent that they become typical.

.\round the Lake of Constance the Zeppelin airship

is the symbol, not only in dreams, but also in jocular

conversation, for the erected male member, as is

quite natural from its shape. The following incident

occurred in this region. One doctor, a disbeliever

in psychanalysis. said to another : "You have as-

serted that every dream gfives the fulfillment of an
unfulfilled wish. Last night I dreamed that I was
piloting a Zeppelin airship ; that I came to a moun-
tain which I couldn't get over ; that I was much
afraid that the airship would sink to the ground
crushed up, but that I finally got over the mountain.

I certainly have not wished for an airship ; if I had
one. I would not wish to climb mountains with it

and I would not wish to smash it." It required very

little skill for the other doctor to reply: "Last night

vou attempted a certain act; you were not successful

at the Mons Veneris, and your ship collapsed. You
did not finally succeed. Your dream makes you
succeed where you failed in reality.'" The interpre-

tation agreed exactly with the facts.

Of what use is psychanalysis? In the first place,

it gives us a method for investigating the subcon-
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scious. Our mental life shows itself to us as a series

of conscious thoughts ; what we know directly of
ourselves we say is consciously known. But the
direction of our conscious thoughts is largely de-
termined by our entire past history stored up some-
where outside of consciousness. The sum of these
outside influences we term the "subconscious." For
example, if I pronounce the word "hate" each of
you thinks of something different. The entire sum
of forces involved outside of the word I pronounced
and outside of the present scene belonged to the sub-
conscious. Some slight attempts have been made to
get at these subconscious processes by the accurate
methods of experimental psychology, but the labora-

tory men have not yet become interested in the work.
Freud has found a set of methods that for the first

time reveal clearly the fact and laws of the sub-
conscious. The results show a remarkable fixity and
uniformity ; over and over and over again one
patient after another reveals the same typical con-
dition till finally you can guess most of his story by
the time he has begun it.

In the second place, psychanalysis enables us to

cure a large number of persons that cannot be cured
by other methods. Many cases of hysteria may be
cured by hypnotic suggestion, but this proceeds by
curing a symptom without understanding the dis-

ease. The better way, and in many cases the only
way, consists in finding the cause of the disease.

The cause lies always in some suppressed emotional
experience in the past; it can be found only by
psychanalysis. Exactly the same statements are

true concerning the various psychasthenias and anx-
iety neuroses. As the patient learns his own mental
mechanism by analysis, he finally recognizes the

emotionalized idea that causes his trouble. The dis-

ease arises from the suppression of this idea. As
soon as it is dragged forth the trouble disappears.

The psychanalysis is therefore the method of cure.

In the third place, the method is of immense value
in correcting unprofitable mental attitudes. Chil-

dren often grow up with distorted ideas of their sur-

roundings; in many cases they never succeed in

making a proper readjustment. By psychanalysis

such weak spots in one's mental adjustment become
clear, and a readjustment gradually follows. The
revelation to the egocentric patient referred to above
(dream of the station-master) was followed by a

marked change in character. The method is ap-

plicable in every case of defect of character, such as

in bashfulness, timidity, obstinacy, temper, greed,

etc.
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IMMUNITY REACTIONS AS PRODUCTS OF
NATURAL SELECTION.

By R. G. ECCLES, M.D..

BROOKLYN, N. V.

No SUBJECT has proven of more intense interest to

progressive physicians during the last quarter of
a century than has that of immunity to disease. No
other is likely to be of greater interest for at least

a century to come. Metchnikoff's revelations con-
cerning phagocytosis, followed by the successive

discoveries in serum immunity, have constituted

one continuous series of stimulating surprises to

the medical profession. But one unpleasant feature

mars the final result and that is the heritage of

memory-racking, useless synonyms that remain as

a reminder of the international wrangles which
occurred over various disputed points. Students
who are unable to sweep these aside are very apt

to fare badly in endeavoring to secure a comprehen-
sive conception of the subject as a whole. It rarely

occurs to them that they are but dealing with a

special phase of the physiology of digestion or that

to understand it properly they must first know the

chief facts of the chemistry of digestion. "Con-
stantly in striving to comprehend the processes

which are concerned in the destruction of bacteria

and their products, the neutralization of cell prod-
ucts, and development of immunity," says Adami,
"we find ourselves brought back to the fundamental
fact that these constitute but special cases of the

dissociation of food stufTs, of assimilation, and di-

gestion. The processes which occur when a cell

destroys an ingested microbe must be identical with
those which occur when it digests any other foreign

matter, and bacteriolysis in the body fluids must be
brought about by procedures of the same order as

occur when fibrin is digested in the gastric juice."'

It is evident that Metchnikoff takes the same view
of the subject when he asserts that "the destruc-

tion of microorganisms in the animal is an act simi-

lar to true digestion."^ Ehrlich, too, expresses this

view when he tells us that "we shall probably not

err if we regard the addiment (complement) as

having the character of a digestive ferment."' The
discoverer of opsonins, in agreement with the

others, tells us that "it would seem probable that

the bacteriolytic, bactericidal, and bacteriopsonic

effects exerted by the blood fluids are each in their

degree manifestations of a digestive power exerted

by the blood-fluids and bacteria brought into con-

tact with them."'' According to these and other in-

vestigators the active agents concerned are enzymes
—digestive ferments. Of late years our physiolo-

gists have been discovering that enzyme action is

probably as universal as is life, and that all sorts of

living things carry on their life functions by the aid

of enzymes. Chittenden declares that "we are prac-

tically justified in the assumption that the great ma-
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jority of the intra- and extracellular chemical

changes taking place in living organisms are the

result of enzyme action." Again he tells us that "in

that more or less hidden world of microorganisms,

so potent for good and evil, tangible enzymes are

likewise responsible for many, if not all, of the

chemical reactions by which the life and activity of

the organism are manifested."^

Granting that evolution through selection is true,

and it follows as a consequence that digestion in us

is but a specialized form of the intracellular diges-

tion of unicellular protozoans. As Andrewes has

recently expressed it, "intracellular digestion is the

primordial form of that function ; seen to perfection

in the ameba, it is still carried out by the meso-

blastic cells of animals higher in the scale. Such, I

take it, must have been the germ from which the

battle of infective disease originally sprang. The
primitive means of bodily defense must almost inev-

itably have been phagocytic. It must have included

the two factors of ingestion and of digestion by

whatever enzymes the cell possessed for its normal

nutritional processes."" The sea anemones that lie

between us and the unicellular organisms still con-

tinue to digest their food and to dispose of infect-

ing parasites in the old way, notwithstanding the

fact that they possess a food cavity or sort of stom-

ach. Metchnikoff tells us that "when the actinian

is hungry it protrudes its tentacles in order to seize

marine animals, which it conducts to its mouth. The
lips and the esophagus are used to estimate the

quality of the capture, and if it is found unsuitable

the anemone rejects it, first surrounding it with a

layer of mucus. If, however, the food is found to

be suitable, the actinian retains it in its large cavity

and throws around it a multitude of its mesenterial

filaments. These penetrate it in all directions, and

as their epithelial cells are capable of sending out

ameboid processes they seize and ingest the par-

ticles, which immediately enter the protoplasmic

contents. * * * The nutritive parts of their

prey pass into the ameboid epithelial cells and there

undergo a purely intracellular digestion."' Lan-

kester says that "the lowest multicellular animals

provided with a digestive sac or gut, such as the

polyps, have the sac lined by digestive cells which
have the same ameboid character as 'phagocytes'

and actually digest to a large extent by swallowing

or taking into their individual protoplasm raw par-

ticles of food."' The earliest demonstrations of

phagocytosis were made with transparent water

fleas (Daphne), but now "the phagocytic action of

the corpuscles on bacteria can be watched by placing

a drop of blood on a slide and adding a loopful of

culture of bacteria in broth diluted with sea water.

The corpuscles can be seen to send out pseudopodia
in the direction of the bacteria and engulf them."'

Describing a slide containing blood and micrococci

as watched under a microscope, Dickson says

:

"Many of the polymorphs showed the included

cocci in all stages of disappearance, the cells appar-

ently continuing to englobe fresh organisms, as those

previously taken up were digested."'" That phago-
cytosis in the higher forms is not confined to the

blood cells is now known, and Wells tells us that

"not only leucocytes but tissue cells are capable of

moving and performing phagocytosis when prop-

erly stimulated, and apparently all or nearly all fixed

cells may act as phagocytes under some condi-

tions."" Abderhalden calls attention to the fact

that the leucocytes "are present in the intestines in

large numbers during digestion,"'- seemingly indi-

cating that they take some part in that function.
While the polynuclear leucocytes appear to look
after bacteria, the protozoa are apparently looked
after by the mononuclear, as trypanosomes can be
seen "while still living," surrounded by and being
"digested by the mononuclear leucocytes."" Hiss
has suggested that "phagocytic cells may depend
naturally on other cells and bacteria as a part of
their regular food supply,"'* so that the hunting
within the intestines and blood for dead cells, bac-
teria, and protozoa may be pursued by our cells with
the same object in view as that of an ameba when
it hunts for and ingests the bacteria of a pond. In
this hunt either may englobe an organism that is

more than a match for their digestive abilities and
"overcharged with microbes" they may perish, for

where these are endowed with unusual virulence "no
struggle is possible."^'

In the evolution of intestinal digestion from the
primitive intracellular form it seems as if this did
not exhaust the possibilities of such readaptations.

The microbe-invaded coeloma and circulation seem
to have followed along a similar path and acquired
proteolytic powers. If we "take a guinea-pig that by
successive inoculations has been rendered highly im-
mune to virulent cholera spirilla and introduce into

its peritoneal cavity five to ten times the ordinary
fatal dose of an agar culture of the cholera spiril-

lum, or inject into the normal guinea-pig a like dose
of spirillum mixed with an excess of cholera im-
mune serum from another guinea-pig, * * *

by removing with a pipette some of the

peritoneal fluid from time to time, it is

seen that the injected bacteria undergo destruction,

and this apart from any phagocytosis. * * *

They become motionless, swell, become rounded like

micrococci ; * * * become progressively small-

er, their substance undergoing solution.""

This pen picture of what occurs during bacterioly-

sis, or digestion of bacteria, is quite like what
happens to a mass of egg albumin when
submitted to the action of the gastric juice.

The same results have been secured in a test

tube by adding immune sera of cholera to

cholera germs or immune sera of typhoid to typhoid

germs. The microbes gradually fade away and dis-

appear as would a piece of sugar in a cup of tea.

The inoculations of the animals that supply these

immune sera causes them to secrete digestive en-

zymes adapted to the kind of germ inoculated. Each
species of germ having a structure somewhat dif-

ferent from other species requires diff'erent enzymes
and in different proportions in order to accomplish

their solution. In ordinary digestion our various

kinds of food require quite different enzymes to ac-

complish their solution. Carbohydrates like starch

cannot be digested by the same enzymes as digest

protein—the albumin of former days. A close fitting

covering of either upon the other, placed in an

enzyme solution ready to digest the interior one but

not the exterior, would result in no digestion. The
way the stomach would manage such a case would
be to supply both the required kinds in the order in

which required. The way it seems able to adjust

these makes Abderhalden declare that it would
"almost lead one to assume that the digestive glands

are furnished with intelligence."'" Chittenden tells

us that "a diet of bread, for example, leads to the

secretion of a smaller volume of gastric juice than

a corresponding weight of meat produces, but the

juice secreted under the influence of bread is richer

in pepsin and acid, i.e. it has a greater digestive
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action than tlie juice produced by meat." Concern-
ing duodenal digestion he tells us that "on a diet

composed mainly of meat, the proteid digesting en-
zyme is especially conspicuous, while on a bread diet,

with its large content of starch, the starch digesting
enzyme is increased in amount. "'* Of gastric diges-
tion Abderhalden says: "The total acidity likewise
varies according to the nature of the food. It is

greatest with meat and least with bread. It is inter-

esting, also, to note that the duration of the secretion
is also regulated according to the nature of the food

;

and in fact during the course of secretion, from hour
to hour, the composition adjusts itself qualitatively

to the conditions."" These facts have been repeat-
edly verified by Pavlov and his pupils. In bacterio-

lysis a serum that will digest a comma bacilli

promptly is one in which the enzymes are adjusted
to its structure. Any other kinds of bacilli having
different structures, containing substances indiges-

tible by the enzymes of the serum that digests the

comma bacilli, could not digest them completely. If

the differences happened to be due to differences in

their respective envelopes there might be no diges-

tion of any except the one used in producing the

serum. If our cells are unable to produce needed
enzymes for some kinds of envelopes there will be no
bacteriolysis. For some such reason as this "human
serum exerts absolutely no bacteriocidal action on
the Staphylococcus pyogenes, the micrococcus mdi-
tciisis, and the plague bacillus."-" As our stomachs
cannot digest hair or feathers while the stomachs of

moths can, so our serum is powerless as against

these germs, but our phagocytes are able to dispose

of them properly. Here we get a clear understand-
ing of why it is that certain kinds of diseases do not

have antitoxic serums in the blood by which to over-

come them. The germs have, during their ages of

past experiences, been permitted to survive through
various kinds of adaptations. Not one but many
paths have been followed by the different species.

Because of this not one but various routes must be

followed by us in our searches after means for over-

coming their baneful influences.

The important part that a belief in natural selec-

tion, through parasitism, indicates may be played by
the products of digestion in the mechanism of im-

munity demands some consideration of the nature

of these products in order to understand what that

part may be. The research work of the last quarter

of a century has taught us that these products are

entirely unlike what they had been imagined to be.

Even the work done by the enzymes is different

from that which they were supposed to do. Pepsin,

once believed to be the chief digestive agent, is now
relegated to an inferior position in the work of pre-

paring food for bodily use. It is totally unable to

digest some kinds, and while it can start the diges-

tion of a beefsteak or an egg it cannot complete the

task. It is only able to break up the large protein

molecules into smaller ones known as proteoses and

peptones, but these are relatively large as compared

with the final products. Trypsin attacks and tears

down the fragments produced by the pepsin into still

smaller pieces, but it requires erepsin to finish the

job. But erepsin could not begin the work of disrupt-

ing the proteins of eggs or meat. These must first be

attacked by pepsin. The final fragments—the mole-

cules out of which the body builds its tissues—are

known to chemists as amino acids. One very im-

portant fact about these smallest fragments is that

the process of digestion only cleaves them apart and

does not produce them. As morphine preexists in

its sulphate so these preexist in the protein molecule,
whether that molecule comes from a plant or an
animal. It is accepted as a fact that "on chemical
grounds there is no more reason for dividing the

proteins into two groups of animal and vegetable
proteins than there is for making a similar distinc-

tion between the carbohydrates."-' Lusk assures us
that "all forms of proteid decomposition follow,

therefore, the pathway of cleavage into amino
acids."-^ Abderhalden asserts that "the amino acids

which split off from albumin by the action of alkalis

and acids are already formed in the albumin molecule

and are not formed by a secondary process."^' Plim-
mer tells us that "the hydrolysis of polypeptids by
enzymes shows most conclusively that the protein

molecule is built up of amino acids."-* Long says:

"It matters little how the decomposition is effected,

the products of protein destruction are essentially

the same. * * * The conclusion follows, therefore,

almost of necessity, that these are true nucleus

groups."-'^ No wonder, then, that Curtis could for-

cibly assert that "the thing of legs and locomotion,

of spine and speech, can build his organic walls only
ont of organic bricks ruthlessly ripped from existing

walls of other animals and plants."-" A rather sug-

gestive fact in relation to the philosophy of evolu-

tion is that these acids, that constitute the building

material of all living things, are crystallizable and
are thus a sort of connecting link between ourselves

and the mineral world with its mimicry of life in the

inorganic crystals. The work of separating the

amino acids in a pure form from various proteins

has been a tremendous task, but its importance is

so great for future biology that it will well repay
the effort. The honor of having done a very large

part of it belongs to Professor Osborne and his as-

sociates of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment
Station. It is laying a foundation for a scientific

system of dietetics that is bound before long to rid

the world of the crude guesswork and faddish no-

tions that to-day fill our textbooks on this subject.

When medical men generally come to realize that

what the arrangement of the bricks and stones of a

building is to the beauty and permanence of that

building so the arrangement of these amino acids

—

the plasm builders of our cells—is to our bodies,

there will be a change made in a large part of what
to-day masquerades as medical science. The facts

already in our possession seem to indicate that as

these acids are arranged within our structures so is

the grade of our being on the tree of organic evolu-
tion. As regards their arrangement in the proteins

of the vegetable world, Osborne tells us tliat "no
two seeds are alike in respect to their protein con-
stituents. Similar proteins are found only in seeds
that are botanically closely related. * * * The
leguminous seeds are similar in the general charac-
ter of their proteins, but marked differences exist

between the proteins of the various groups. * * *

Although the data for generalizations are as yet few.
those that are available plainly indicate a close con-
nection between the chemical constitution of the

seed proteins and the biological relations of the
plants producing them. That similar differences

exist between homologous proteins of different

species of animals is becoming evident from the
facts which are gradually accumulating, and these
strongly suggest a chemical basis for the multitude
of diverse forms of animal and vegetable life."^'

Let me ask the reader to concentrate his attention

for a minute on the world of meaning that can be
easily read into the last few lines of this quotation

—
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what it says by implication. When a man who has

spent the best part of his Hfe on work of this kind

offers us such a conclusion as the summing up to

date of that work it deserves, and should receive,

from biologists, the most profound attention. To
learn from him that amino acid distribution in our
tissues is not haphazard—not meaningless—but or-

derly and significant and that it indicates the exist-

ence of a correspondence between the morphological
characteristics of living things and their chemical
makeup is certainly important. The distribution of

these amino acids in proteins, if due to natural selec-

tion—and what else can an evolutionist imagine it to

be due to?—should be such as would supply to the

tissues the greatest possible resistance to the

enzymes of parasites. Since various proteins are

known to have various resisting powers toward bac-

teria and protozoa what is more reasonable than to

suppose that these differences may be due in part, or
in whole, to the kinds, proportions, and arrange-
ments of the amino acids in their structures? There
is a large amount of experimental evidence support-
ing the view that digestibility and indigestibility are

due to these factors. This will have to be consid-

ered in another connection.

The following amino acids are known at present
and most of them have had their constitutional struc-

tures investigated. Mann tells us that "the con-
stitution of all the amino acids except diamino-
trioxy-dodecanic acid is thus known, and with the

exception of histidin they have all been synthe-

sized."*'
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linked so as to close up all bonds the resulting mole-
cule would be neutral. The fact that proteins are
both basic and acid proves that they are linked so as
to leave many COOH and NHj groups free. Mann
declares that "Egg albumin must be at least a thirty-

five acid base, i. e. have thirty-five COOH groups
unsaturated within a single molecule. He also tells

us that "albumins must also be pluribasic acids. "^*

To this we owe the great chemical plasticity

of the protein molecules in living things, so

that it would be difficult to overestimate its impor-
tance. Its selective value in every form of life is

so great that it is inconceivable that anything other
than natural selection could have produced it.

The study of the basicity and acidity of proteins

has shown us that those found in germ and sperm
plasm are predominatingly alkaline in character,

while those found in somatic (bodily) structures

tend toward acidity or are decidedly acid. In other

words animal vitality leans toward alkalinity and
animal protection toward acidity. Abderhalden says
that "if we compare the relative amounts of the

various amino acids occurring in the individual pro-

teins we notice appreciable differences. This is

especially striking if we compare the individual

groups. In the first place we notice the varying
proportions of the mono and diamino acids that go
to make up the individual proteins. The latter are

very strongly represented in the protamines (alka-

line proteins) and least so among the albuminoids.

Between these two extremes we find the common
albumins and the histones. Very noticeable is the

predominance of special monoamino acids, e. g.

glutamic acid and leucin in the albumins present

in the seeds of plants."^' Chittenden also draws
attention to this fact when he tells us that "the basic

character of protamines with their large content of

diamino acids is much more marked than that of

ordinary proteins, such as are found in somatic

nucleoproteins."^^ Mann tells us that the albumins

proper are neutral or slightly alkaline, while the

mucins are acid.''* "The globulins," says Abder-
halden, "are like acids and turn blue litmus red."^'

Is there any significance to these acid and alkaline

relations of the tissue proteins ? Are they survivals

in the struggle with parasites, as the theory of nat-

ural selection would seem to demand ? We have

found that the mucins are not easily digested by

bacteria and that they are a "means of steadily re-

moving bacteria from mucous surfaces."^" We
have learned that these acid globulins may likewise

be antibacterial, for "the antibodies are usually found

in the globulin fraction of the native proteins,"^'

the precipitins may be bound up with them,^* the

agglutinins are precipitated with them, the antitoxins

are related to them, and the amboceptors are asso-

ciated with them, while they are actually found in

snake venom constituting part of its composition.^'

Plant seeds require protection from bacterial de-

struction when exposed in the ground from season

to season in dampness and changing temperatures

and the "globulins form much the greater part of

the reserve portion of all seeds except those of

cereals."*" Even the cereals have acid proteins.*'

Laurent in his studies of potato rot found that the

Bacillus coli communis "produces a soluble ferment

which has the power of digesting the cellulose mem-
brane in the tuber of the potato and at the same time

secretes an alkaline juice without which this diges-

tion cannot go on. * * * The alkaline secretions

of the bacillus studied by Laurent may be neutral-

ized by the acid juice of the potato, and when cer-

tain races of tubers prove immune from decay it is,

according to this observer, because of the production

of sufficiently acid cell juice. Moreover, he actually

succeeded in communicating an artificial immunity
to varieties of the potato which were more suscep-

tible to decay by inuiiersing them for several hours
in solutions of certain organic acids. On the other

hand, when he treated varieties endowed with a well

marked natural immunity with alkaline solutions

the tubers became very susceptible to the decay set

up by the bacillus. The struggle between the potato

and the Bacillus coli reduced itself, then, to the

chemical reaction between the alkaline cell secre-

tions of the microorganism and the acid secretions

of the potato."*^ Place this alongside the fact that

"the greater munber of important bacteria and all

the pathogenic species thrive best in media containing

albuminoid substances and of a slightly alkaline re-

action to litmus."*-' "Only a few varieties," says

the same author, "require an acid medium and none
of these belong to the parasitic bacteria." In the

face of facts of this kind what other conclusion can

we possibly reach than that the protection of our

most vital parts—the alkaline parts—requires acid

tissues to beat back our bacterial enemies? If

pathogenic bacteria are unable to live on acid tissues

until they have neutralized them then the struggle

between ourselves and these bacteria must have been

in large part such another struggle as that between

the colon bacteria and the potato. In the survival

of the fit our somatic cells should have tended acid-

ward during the milleniums of the past. Since they

would themselves perish in an acid medium the

acidity had to be available acidity while the circula-

tion maintained its neutrality. The tissues had to

be able at all times to present to the bacteria more
acid than the bacteria had alkali, otherwise the latter

would have been able to digest and thus destroy the

former. That protein molecules are capable of be-

coming intensely acid we have already seen. The
fact that they can form hydrochloric acid from salt

to supply the gastric juice is evidence of the high

point to which this power has been elevated. But
the tissues of metazoa have found it necessary in

this matter to avoid Charybdis in trying to steer

clear of Scylla. The parasitic protozoa live a dif-

ferent life from that of the bacteria. They, like

ourselves, begin their digesting with an acid me-
dium. Tissues that the bacteria cannot digest the

protozoa are able to attack. Proteins that are di-

gestible only in an acid medium bacteria could do
nothing with. Such proteins, however, would con-

stitute a flaw in our armor when trypanosomes or

malarial parasites had to be routed. They would
have to be protected by different forms of indigesti-

bility and it does not require a long hunt to find

these. Substances containing large amounts of glu-

cosamin, of glycocoll, etc., and that are represented

by mucins, chitins, elastins, and the like, resist, in

varying degrees, both tryptic and peptic digestion.

These are found in the parts of the body most ex-

posed to parasitic danger. But besides these, two
very distinct types of phagocytes—distinct in this

matter of digestive ability—are found in the circu-

lation. One of these kinds does its digesting in an

acid and the other in an alkaline medium.** It is

thus evident that the cells as well as the tissues

have been compelled to match these opposite kinds

of danger by varying in methods of digestion. The
fact is that the sole weapons of offence and defence,

in both microbes and cells, up to the time Tenny-
son's "Nature red in tooth and claw with ravine"
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came into being, were concerned with digestion.

The struggle for existence was a struggle against

the digestive powers of foes and a struggle to in-

tensify the individual's digestive power against its

foes. Only such variations as could hinder the

digestion of the enemy and heighten the ability to

digest of the individual against that enemy had any

selective value. Every tissue that failed to erect

barriers against digestion had to perish as unfit.

There is no other conceivable way in which we can

put reason into this problem, as they had only di-

gestive mechanisms with which to fight. For long

ages of time it has been "nip and tuck" between the

cells of the higher forms of life and the parasites.

Every tissue has been forced out of existence that

failed to convert itself into a biological chevaux-de-

frisc in this hungry battle. Check had to oppose

counter check again and again through countless

generations, until each attacked tissue became deadly

to the tissue that dared to attempt its absorption as

food, i. e. by poisoning it. As a result "all foreign

proteids when introduced into the circulation of ani-

mals are more or less toxic."''^ Why ?

When completely digested meat, &g^, or other

protein passes the intestinal wall it reaches the cells

as perfectly assimilable amino acids. The COOH
and NHj groups in these acids constitute their points

of chemical affinity with the cell receptors. When
undigested meat, t%%, or other protein is injected

directly into the circulation of an animal they ap-

pear not to be assimilated until torn down into amino
acid fragments. Notwithstanding the fact that they

possess the same points of affinity for the receptors

as do the amino acids, they are rejected as foods

by the cells until decomposed. The differences in

the arrangements of the different amino acids in dif-

ferent proteins shows that the order in which the

COOH and NHj groups occur on the surfaces of

the various kinds of protein molecules cannot be

the same. In proteins from the same species of
animals, j. c. in homologous proteins, the arrange-

ment is probably the same. In proteins from differ-

ent species of animals, i. e. in heterologous proteins,

the arrangement must be quite different. Basic
and acid affinities bristle all over the surfaces of all

protein molecules, but in those from the same kind
of animal they are arranged alike toward each other
—they are amphoteric, through evenly neutralizing

each other. Such molecules cannot rend each other

by contact through hydrolytic cleavage. In heterol-

ogous proteins the groupings render them attrac-

tive to each other, but with an attractiveness that is

probably destructive. Acid faces base with acidity

sufficient to activate the ferments present in the
cell and digest that part of the cell which its affinity

has seized. The more unlike two species happen to

be the more they have in their phylogenetic histories

drifted asunder in the structures of their proteins
because of their wars with parasites and readjust-
ments to match the dangers from such parasites.

The wider the differences in the acid and basic affini-

ties of their respective proteins, in respect to the
ways they are distributed in a molecule, the more
able they will be to neutralize each other's effects

and hinder each other's digestive ability. In the
past struggles for existence digestion having played
the chief and, probably, the only part, what other
sort of fitness could aid survival better than a fitness

that could destroy the enemy through its own at-

tempts at digesting the fit individual? Why should
we wonder at all proteins being toxic when we see
ihat their salvation has, probably, depended upon

this very quality? The severity of the tuberculin

and mallein reactions in tuberculosis and glanders

should not surprise us when we have discovered

that in a parasitic natural selection the destructive

agent is the activated enzyme and that the tissue pro-

teins do the activating. Why should we deem it

out of the ordinary "that anaphylaxis can be in-

duced by bacertial proteins, and notably with those

of the B. coli group?"*" We are astonished

at the exceedingly minute amounts of pure egg
albumin that can kill an animal sensitized by a

previous injection of the same albumin a couple of

weeks before, and yet it is exactly what might be

expected, o priori, if selection has worked through
parasitic destruction of higher animals. "The sen-

sitizing and into.xicating effects have been produced
with such extremely minute quantities of protein,"

says Wells, "that it seems not unwarranted to main-

tain that these experiments settle this point conclu-

sively. As repeatedly recrystallized egg albumin,

giving every evidence of chemical purity, is capable

of causing sensitization in doses of one twenty-mil-

lionth of a gram, and of killing sensitized pigs in

doses of one twentieth of a milligram, it is evident

that if either of these effects were due to something
other than the egg albumin itself this contaminating

substance must have a potency beyond the bounds
of imagination." In the same article Wells tells

us that "tryptic digestion of serum furnishes further

evidence of the protein nature of the substances con-
• cerned in the anaphylaxis reaction. Both sensitiz-

ing and into.xicating principles are attacked and
slowly decrease in strength as the coagulable pro-

tein disappears."*' The fact that "the phenomenon
of anaphyla.xis with bacterial cultures corresponds

exactly with the anaphyla.xis to non-poisonous pro-

teids, such as serum and eggwhite,*' and that "with

zein there was no difficulty in securing effective

sensitization and fatal intoxication with all the

characteristic symptoms*^ shows how universal it

must be. The vegetable, the animal, and the pro-

tistan worlds all show this mark of continuous and
general parasitism. It is evidently as widespread

an internal adaptation against pathogenic organisms

as is the external one of excessive indigestibility

which is characteristic of the exposed surfaces of

every thing that lives. The external protection

against parasitic digestion is so ubiquitous that, like

atmospheric pressure, few are ever conscious of its

existence. Every kind of organized being is en-

cased in what is well-nigh digestion-proof armor.

The capsules of bacteria, the spore covers of spo-

rozoa, the suberose and cellulose barks of trees and
herbs, the chitinous encasements of insects and crus-

taceans, the mineral coverings of shellfish, the scales

of swimming fish, the tough hides of amphibians

and beasts, the feathers of birds, and even the deli-

cate cuticle of man, all attest the antiquity of enzyme
warfare on the part of parasites. They are all re-

flection images of the digestive ability of disease-

producing microorganisms. In a similar way ana-

phyla.xis appears to be an internal reflection-image

of the same struggle for existence and survival

against intracellular digestion. Both, however, are

fitnesses that are as available for parasite against

host as for host against parasite. Guns and ar-

mored cruisers, fortifications and mines are the

monopoly of no nation and the defences against dis-

ease become in turn the offensive weapons of disease.

When the proteins of dead and dying bacteria make
us ill by their poisonous effects our proteins are

taking revenge upon them by poisoning and digest-
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ing them. If there is any place in nature where the
struggle for existence and survival of the fit can be
better seen than in a microbe-invaded body this
writer does not know where it is. As soon as a
fight begins the least resisting microbes perish hrst
and the most resisting last, the least immune pha-
gocytes die first and the most immune last. Both
sides appear boldly at the commencement of the
fray, but it is not long before one side or the other
takes to flight, leaving victorious microbe or vic-
torious phagocyte master of the battlefield. Soon
there is a rally in which reinforcements appear and
the fight begins anew. The victor may now be-
come the vanquished and be compelled' to fly or
perish utterly. The flight of the phagocytes is

technically known as leucopenia. In anaphylaxis
they seem to lose their valor early in the fray and
rush to the lungs as if gasping for breath. "I
have," says Andrewes, "examined the lungs and
other organs of seven rabbits killed while in the
leucopenic condition—mostly about a quarter of an
hour after the bacterial injection. Where the leu-

copenia has been pronounced the number of poly-
nuclears in the lung is very much increased. Thus
in a rabbit immunized against Streptococcus facalis
and killed a quarter of an hour after a large dose
of the living organism I found 51,000 polynuclears
per cubic millimeter of lung tissue. In a coli-

immune animal dying two hours after a moderate
injection of vaccine, with a circulating polynuclear
count of only 205 per cubic millimeter, there were
60,000 polynuclears per cubic millimeter of lung."^"

The same author says : "I am inclined, indeed, to

think that initial leucopenia is a more delicate test

of the occurrence of the reaction between antigen
(antibody generator protein) and antibody in the

circulation than the clinical symptom of anaphylactic

shock. I have never seen shock without some de-

gree of leucopenia, but I have seen a marked leuco-

penia without any symptoms of constitutional dis-

turbance."^' That there is real danger to the phago-
cytes in the condition of anaphyla.xis has been made
evident. "E.xperiments where guinea pigs were
inoculated with tuberculosis bacilli," says Miss Reed,
"show that the neutrophil first reacts by a rapid in-

crease in the number of lobes. * * * Observa-
tions in the hospital, together with these experi-

ments, seem to prove that the neutrophils first react

to the presence of bacilli or a toxin by some meta-
bolic change, which is shown by increase in the

number of lobes in the nucleus ; these reacted cells

then break down or are used up in the blood.""'

Their lobes are first damaged and then they die.

Since "the nucleus seems to act as the main (though
possibly not the only) oxidizing agency of the

cell,"^^ and, as Lillie working with "the cells of the

blood, the liver, and the kidneys of frogs" found

that "the oxidations were most rapid in those organs

and those regions of organs where the nuclei were
densest"'* we have here what appears to be an ade-

quate explanation of why the chief symptom of

anaphylaxis is checked respiration. Breathing be-

ing but an expression of total cell oxidations, dam-

age to cell nuclei should arrest it pari passu with

the amount of such damage. The behavior of the

phagocytes in leucopenia seems to admit of no other

conceivable explanation than this.

The exceedingly great poisonousness of egg,

meat, vegetable protein, and bacterial tissues, when
they can reach the interiors of living cells in an
undigested or partly digested condition, raises the

question as to what constitutes poisonousness. Pro-

teins are evidently not far short in their deadliness
toward some animals from our most deadly toxins
and it is possible that they may cast some light upon
how the latter happen to be so terribly destructive.

A preparation of botulinus poison has been made of
which "one part of toxin to five hundred million

parts of body weight sufiices to cause death, "^' and
"a tetanus toxin has been prepared of which 0.00005
milligram killed a mouse weighing fifteen grams;
a man weighing seventy kilograms, with the same
susceptibility, would be killed by 0.23 milligram.
This would make the poison 300 times more potent
than strychnine."^" Notwithstanding this great
potency we are told by our textbooks that trypsin,

pepsin, and papain destroy tetanus and diphtheria
toxins^' and that these enzymes do not merely neu-
tralize the toxin but actually digest it.'*' By mouth,
toxins, like foods, lose their poisonousness, "a fast-

ing rabbit bearing a whole gram of typhoid toxin

introduced into its stomach by means of a tube,

without apparent eflfect"'*® and "one gram of the

gastric juice of a dog will neutralize fifty fatal doses
of diphtheria toxin, or 10,000 of tetanus toxin,

using the guinea pig as the test animal. """ Roux
and Yersin prepared a very destructive diphtheria

toxin and while it "acted with such extraordinary
virulence when injected subcutaneously into guinea
pigs and pigeons, it could be swallowed without
danger."'^' With such an array of facts concerning
the digestibility of these to.xins and considering

their relationship to the organisms that produce
them, should we not be inclined to conclude with
Adami that "it is most satisfactory to regard the

toxins and particularly the bacterial exotoxins as

cleavage products of protein metabolism and as ap-

proximating in their nature the primary nonpoly-
merized protein molecule ?"°^ This would make them
really foodstuffs. As gradually produced results of

successive natural selections favoring the bacteria

they could not possibly be conceived of in any other

light. They nuist have evolved from our so-called

non-poisonous protein. Our knowledge of anaphy-
laxis casts light upon just how such an evolution

could occur. The to.xin proteins have only to be

in possession of the proper arrangement of COOH
and NHo groups to be able to act upon the ob-

structing barriers the victims have thrown up, thus

activating the enzymes of the cells and causing the

digestion of these cells. By being arranged in a

way that makes them specific for and chemotactic
to the neurons of the central nervous system their

deadly digesting character becomes assured. Vary-
ing in this direction would steadily keep removing
them from the ordinary food proteins that are

usually adapted in their affinities for many kinds of

tissues. Nor was it necessary for such variations

to be selected because they increased the deadliness

of the toxin. It was enough that with smaller and
still smaller amounts the parasite was enabled to

check the digesting power of the host upon them-
selves. Prompt arrest of digestion could save them
and let the host live. It is well known that under
toxin intoxication hunger disappears. There is no
cry of the cells for food. The microbes' lives would
be saved more effectually the more promptly they

became able to check the appetite of the host and this

they apparently do by making hunger dangerous
to the host. For the cells of the host to be absorb-

ing food in the presence of to.xin would mean the

absorbing of the toxin as well. To stop feeding is

to close the open gate of destruction. To have the

nucleoplasm of the cell digested with its own
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enzymes is a happy adaptation—-happy for the dis-

ease germs but not for us. Natural selection is thus

responsible for our undoing as well as our upbuild-

ing and protection. To natural law the microbe

is as great as is the man and, apparently, of as much
importance. The poisonousness seems, thus, to be

the digestibility of the vital part. Pfeffer rightly

says : "It is the nature of the protoplasm which de-

termines whether a substance shall act as a poison

or not."°' There are no such things as poisons

per se. A poison is poisonous because we have not

adapted ourselves to it in any considerable amounts.
There is no line of demarcation between the most
deadly poison and the food that nourishes our

bodies. They merge into each other exactly as the

deadly fire merges into the absolutely necessary nor-

mal temperature. Stahl trained ^tlicliunt septi-

ctim until a 2 per cent, solution of grape sugar was
deadly to one specimen and the food supply of an-

other."* Pere trained Thyrotrix tenuis so that it fed

and throve upon deadly formaldehyde."' Park de-

clares that substances like carbolic acid "can, when
in sufficient dilution, provide the necessary carbon

and even act as stimulants to the growth" of bac-

teria."*' Chittenden tells us that "the amount of

hydrochloric acid secreted during twenty-four hours
by the normal individual, under ordinary conditions

of diet, amounts to what would constitute a fatal

dose of acid if taken at one time in a concentrated

form.""' The relativity of poisonousness is one of

the best established facts of modern science. The
antidoting of poisons by the body is one of the most
interesting of all the studies in biology. The pro-

duction of antitoxins and other antibodies by the

body seems almost miraculous and its mechanism
will be taken up by the writer in a future article.

That cell nuclei are not left exposed to constant

danger from bacterial products goes without saying.

Every cell is a little organism—a machine—with
many distinct parts having various protective func-

tions. The nucleus, being, probably, the most vul-

nerable part, has, by natural selection, been, like

our viscera, shielded by various devices. Among
these is a surface film or membrane which has to

be pierced before the nucleus is seriously open to

danger. The same is true of microbes, and these

frequently increase the thickness of this outer cover-
ing, sometimes adding two, three, or more layers,

like the different coverings of an onion."" Being
almost digestion-proof, they are of decided selective

value. In the case of our cells such thick coverings
would be injurious. In them the envelope is thin

so as to permit of the free passage of such soluble

materials as are required for active nutrition, for
respiration, etc. Substances that stimulate the cell

protoplasm must do so through this membrane.
Lillie tells us that "stimulation in irritable or con-
tractile tissues depends primarily on a temporary
and readily reversible increase in the permeability
of the surface films or plasma membranes of the
constituent cells" and that "marked increase of per-
meability, if prolonged for more than a short time,

is highly injurious to cells.""' The exact chemical
composition of these membranes is not known. We
know that they contain lecithins, cholesterin. and
proteins. If there are many kinds of cholesterin, as
some chemists hold, it is possible that no two cells

from different species contain the same kind of
lecithin, cholesterin, or protein. Cells of all kinds
—vegetable as well as animal—contain these. The
vegetable cells have cellulose also as a protection,

the bacteria, and, probably likewise, the protozoan

parasites have chitin as a substitute for cellulose and
many—possibly all—metozoahave such glycoproteids

as mucin and mucoid as adhesive substances of a

large number of cells. There is thus a chemical
kinship of carbohydrate connecting all sorts of cells

throughout the world of living things. Such a

combination or blending is, or can be, of such
baffling complexity from the viewpoint of digestion

that it would seem to require all manner of en-

zymes and of activators to unravel and dissolve it.

The lipoids require lipase, the carbohydrates prob-

ably various amylases, the acid proteins alkaline

proteases, the alkaline proteins acid proteases, and
the cholesterins a variety of oxidases. As soaps

and oils can pierce erythrocytes it seems probable

that the lipoids are, for animal cells, very important

constituents. Their removal destroys the semi-

permeability, laying the cytoplasm open to proteo-

lytic digestion. Other kinds of cells seem less liable

to such cytolysis. In sensitizing an animal with
foreign proteins a period of about ten days is needed
before a second injection will produce anaphylactic

shock. It would seem from our knowledge of the

cell membranes, the cytoplasm, and the nucleus that-

so slow is the digestive process in these that this

period is consumed in increasing the permeability to

an injurious amount. This we should expect, judg-
ing from the nature of the tissue to be tunneled.

In bringing the chitin of bacteria into solution by
digestion the first result we should expect would be

the releasing of glucosamine and the further break-

ing of this down into glucose and acetic acid in ac-

cordance with the following equation :

aCijH^eN^O.o -f 6H2O = 4CeHi,N05 -t- zCM^O^
These products of digestion are positively chemo-

tactic for phagocytes and softened chitin we should

expect to be sticky in character. Cholesterin being

related to the terpenes,'" we might e.xpect its oxi-

dation products to resemble resins in stickiness and
in chemotactic quality. The coincidence of these

qualities being associated with the first point of at-

tack in bacteriolysis should put us on the alert for

a possibile connection of these with opsonins and

agglutinins—the first responses in bacteriolysis.

The specific character of both accords well with the

digestion complexity of the membrane structure.

Each species would require a different combination

of enzymes and activators to dissolve it readily.

J. Loeb thinks that the "agglutination of sea urchins,

bacteria, etc., can be explained by a softening of

the surface of the floating material and subsequent

cohesion."'' This sticking together of the bacteria

on being acted upon by a serum made specific to that

particular kind of bacteria is the basis of Widal's

reaction in typhoid fever. The surface of the

typhoid germs is, in this case, apparently being acted

upon by a proper combination of enzymes to dis-

solve slightly the membrane. Before such dissolv-

ing has proceeded far traces of the membrane ma-
terial would have diffused into the blood stream,

reached the phagocytes, and through its positively

chemotactic nature attracted them in the direction

from which it was coming. The nearer the phago-

cytes approached the bacteria that the serum was
thus acting upon the greater would become the pro-

portion in the blood and the greater the attraction-

Phagocytes have no mysterious way of finding bac-

teria that have reached the circulation in dangerous

numbers. How else can we conceive of their crowd-
ing into the regions where not too virulent bacteria

are found? That they fly from very virulent bac-

teria in leucopenia we have seen, and seen the prob-
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able reason why. There must have been an inces-
sant destruction of phagocytes, through all past
time, that failed to be attracted to disease-produc-
ing bacteria and failed to be repelled from dan-
gerous amounts of bacterial poisons. When the
poisons became diffused to non-poisonous amounts
and the opsonins increased to attractive amounts
the conditions for their destructive work were favor-
able and disease was brought under control. There
could, however, be neither negative nor positive
chemotax is without real substances being dissolved
into the blood-stream and acting as such. Phago-
cytes are indifferent until the opsonins reach them
and stimulate them into activity. In every disease
there is a local center of weakness—of vulnerabil-
ity—where disease germs are able to multiply and
live at the expense of the cells. In pneumonia it is

the lungs. In typhoid fever it may he Peyer's
glands. In meningitis it is the meninges. In
rheumatism it is the joints. In every individual

there are parts that are practically immune to any
one particular kind of germ. Is there any way
by which these immune parts can be compelled to

help the vulnerable parts in the uneven struggle of
active disease? In human warfare the stay-at-

home people, who live remote from the national

points of vulnerability that an enemy has attacked,

are compelled to supply money and the munitions of

war to maintain the armies. Does the body contain

no medium of exchange that can be increased by
stimulating invulnerable cells ? We have seen how
bacteriolytic enzymes can be forced to accumulate
in the peritoneum and there to kill and destroy

bacteria in a specific way. If the attacked cells and
phagocytes of the body in pneumonia have not

enough specific enzymes to dissolve the invading

pneumococci why cannot we compel the uninvaded
regions to produce enough enzymes and activators

to hurry up the destruction of the foe? These idle,

unattacked parts have a superabundance of such

enzymes that are only awaiting a strong enough
stimulation to cause them to be poured into the

blood stream. Why not inject weakened or dead
bacteria vaccines of the kind that is making the

attack into the tissues that are invulnerable to their

attack and thus hurry up the supply of destructive

agents that the blood-stream can carry to the battle-

field? The vaccines thus injected will be quickly

digested, the circulation will carry the bacteriolytic

serum to where it is most needed, the living bacteria

of the dangerously diseased part will have their

surfaces dissolved, the attractive substances they

thus give up will reach phagocytes in the most re-

mote parts of the body, these will be stimulated into

hurrying to the seat of battle and the active leucocy-

tosis thus started will mean victory for the patient

over his disease. In the active field of battle the

bacteria present deflect the enzyme (complement)

to themselves, and there not being enough to reach

them all many of them are left uninjured. To
stir up the secretion of specific enzymes in immune
parts is to get a sufficient supply to the vulnerable

parts in time to be of service. This appears to be

the secret of opsonic action, of bacteriolysis, and of

the self-limitation of not-too-violent diseases. It

is an expression of nature's primitive mode of war-

fare and of the decree of the ages that living things

must digest or be digested in the fierce struggle for

existence.
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THE PROBABLE DURATION OF LIFE.

By a. H. STEWART, M.D..

LAWTON, OKLA.

The growing realization that the old belief in the

extraordinary strength, size, and longevity of the

early inhabitants of the earth was founded chiefly

on fiction. That all living things have a tendency,

through the inherent property of protoplasm, to

grow old from the very beginning of life, appears

to have rather increased than decreased the tre-

mendous interest that has always been associated

with the question of the probable duration of life.

This is not surprising since the new biological

conception of life and the recent discoveries in sani-

tary science place the chief responsibility of pro-

longing life, with certain limitations, upon the indi-

vidual and the community.
Through the aid of the microscope we have

learned that the several building materials—muscle,

bone, nerve, etc., of which bodies are made up are

not composed of homogeneous masses of these re-

spective tissues, but are themselves built up of

myriads of minute cells, which, with certain limi-

tations, are themselves living organisms ; for it is

through them that the distinctive feature of living

matter, assimilation, nutrition takes place. It is

through these tiny cells that the constant stream of

dead matter that is taken into the system is rear-

ranged into living matter and the equally continu-

ous outflow of dead matter that has once been in

the living form is removed from the economy. This

power of living matter to convert dead food into

living substance like itself is one of th-^ great

physicochemical mysteries of life and is that which

distinguishes living from dead matter. For all prac-

tical purposes these cells, with their cytoplasm and
nucleus, are the smallest subdivisions into which
the body need be divided. Commencing with

the two parent cells, which possess the inherent

property of mutiplication and growth by division

and redivision and differentiation, the body is ulti-

mately built up. But aside from this vital capital

with which the young organism is endowed by the

parent cells, how it grows, and the degree of per-

fection and vital resistance which it attains depend
wholly upon the nutrition which it receives and
assimilates. Since, then, all growth begins in the

cells it is evident that the growth of the body is the

sum of the growth of the tissues and the growth of

the tissues is the sum of the growth of the cells

of which the tissues are composed. The rate of

growth is most rapid when the tissues are at their

least density and decrease gradually as the density

of the tissues takes place until the body reaches the

average limit of the race. The slight variation in

the normal rate of growth, a few days after birth,

is not well understood but is believed to be due to

the establishment of respiration and the extra ex-
penditure of energy necessary to maintain body
warmth, as during gestation this is furnished by
the mother. It goes without saying that growth
is accelerated by favorable and retarded by unfa-
vorable conditions ; that it is more rapid in the

country than in the city, during vacation than while
at school, is favored more by outdoor than in-

door occupation, and is greater in summer than in

winter. The rates of vertical and of horizontal

growth, or of height and weight, appear to be in-

versely to each other. So is the rate of growth of

organ and function. Aside from the well recog-

nized period of accelerated growth at puberty, pre-

ceded and followed by a slightly retarded growth,

there are numerous individual unclassified varia-

tions and rhythms. Although there appears to be a

partial compensatory acceleration of growth after

temporary retardation from sickness or deficient nu-

trition, it is questionable whether such rapidly ac-

cumulated tissue possesses the same power of re-

sistance as in the case of uninterrupted growth.

Nothing is more certain than that the rapid increase

of weight that often follows recovery from pro-

tracted illness from the infectious diseases is often

merely an accumulation of nonvital tissue due to a

perversion of nutrition. Investigation among a

large number of school children in large cities has

shown that growth decreases with each lower

stratum of society, indicating that continued de-

nutrition leads to permanent physical deterioration

somewhat proportionate to the extent of such de-

nutrition. Notwithstanding the fact that the abso-

lute height and weight increase gradually, the rate

of increase gradually decreases. This is not only

true of absolute height and weight, but of the rela-

tive weight per unit of body weight. This is

strikingly shown in the following analysis of

Quetelet's somewhat faulty tables of growth. Ac-
cording to these tables, a child that weighs six and
one-half pounds at birth, if well nourished, will gain

twelve pounds the first year but only four pounds
the second year. Here the absolute gain the second

year is only one-third that of the first year, but as

the weight of the child is two-thirds greater at the

beginning of the second than at the beginning of the

first year, the rate of decrease per unit of body
weight is much greater. In height, the gain the

first year is 148 mm., the second year 93 mm.,
the third year ~2 mm., while from the twentieth to

the twenty-fifth years the average is 12 mm., and

from the twenty-fifth to the thirtieth it is only

0.8 mm.
As variation in growth is less later in life than in

early childhood, it is probable that the possible final

achievement of the body, like a spent ball, is more
easily affected adversely by deficient nutrition late

than early in life. Contrary to the popular opinion

that there is a period of development followed at

maturity by a period of decline of the vital forces,

there appears to be a continuous decline from the

beginning to the end of life. This continuous de-

cline of the vital forces of living matter has been

roughly compared to a clock, the mainspring of

which suffers gradual loss of elasticity from molec-

ular changes until winding will no longer make it

run. The renewed energy given to the clock by
winding is supposed to represent the renewed en-

ergy that comes to the body through the food we eat

and the air we breathe, while the loss of elasticit}-

in the spring through molecular changes is sup-

posed to represent the loss of vital force through
molecular changes in the body. Again, the growth
and decline of the body has been compared to a man
building a wall. It is said that a man builds a wall

which keeps on growing, but as the man becomes
tired it will increase more slowly and finally ceases

to grow altogether when he is worn out. So the

vital forces build the body which develops, but all

the while the forces are losing their power. The
cessation of growth, then, is not due to the bodv
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reaching maturity, but is merely a final term in a

series of losses.

"As soon as we bee begunne, we did beginnc to

be undone."
In the illustration just given the time required

for the man to become tired and finally worn out
depends upon at least three factors : the stock of
vital energy with which he commenced work, the

amount and character of nutrition received and as-

similated, and finally how he conserves his energies.

There is nothing fatalistic about this. Admitting
that through the inherent tendency of living matter
to grow old there will come a time when he must
lay aside his implements and rest under the shade,

the time, within certain limits, when this shall be
depends materially upon the conditions just mcn-
tionetl. Although no law has been or probably can
be formulated on the subject, a wide range of obser-

vations appears to indicate that the sooner an or-

ganism reaches maturity the shorter will be its du-
ration and that in many animals the whole duration

of life is some five or six times the period required

for complete development. Thus as man is from
twenty to twenty-five years in reaching maturity, he

should live from one hundred to one hundred and
twenty or thirty years. That even the greatest of

these possibilities have been exceeded by both man
and woman in many instances the records of cen-

tenarians abundantly prove. The fact that this is

the exception rather than the rule does not prove
that through new discoveries relating to life's proc-

esses and the conservation of energy the rule and
the exception may be reversed. In its final analysis

the question is how long may an adjustment be

maintained between internal relations and external

relations. If the vital force that comes with

genetic continuity is of the highest intensity and
external relations are favorable it should not only

be possible but highly probable that instead of a

very small minority, a very large majority of lives

could be extended far beyond the century mark.

The term vital force is here used in its modern
sense as an expression of the physicochemical en-

ergy resident in living matter and not as a supposed

mystic power independent of thermic electric or

chemical energy. Thus the vital force inherent in

the germ plan and the force added through nutri-

tion is the initial and acquired capital or forces out

of which our bodies are made up. Although the

architectural plan of this structure is in a measure
predetermined by the determinants in the germ
plasm, how it will conform to the pattern depends

materially upon the character of the initial and ac-

quired capital and the conservation of energies. If

these can stand the highest test there is no physio-

logical reason, says Dr. W. A. Hammond, why man-
kind should not drive old Father Time down the

highway of life beyond the one hundred-year mark.

The so-called law that fixes man's time on earth at

three score and ten years has no divine authority.

We may as well live one hundred years as fifty

years.

Prof. Fisher of Yale University in a recent ad-

dress (Feb. 5, 1909) at New York said: "It has

long been known that there is no iron law of mor-

talitv but that mortality depends upon the hygienic

state of the community. Bains, in a recent paper

in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, has

calculated that the average duration of life in India

is only twenty-three years for males and twenty-

four years for females, or less than one-half the

life space of the advanced countries of Europe.

The estimates of Finkelburg show that in Europe
human life has probably doubled in the last three

hundred and fifty years. More recent and more re-

liable figures show that life is lengthening more rap-

idly to-day than ever. If we take life for different

periods for England, France, Prussia, Denmark,
Sweden, and Massachusetts, we find that human life

lengthened during the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries at the rate of four years per century ; that

during the first three-quarters of the eighteenth

century it increased at the rate of nine years per

century ; that at present it is lengthening in Europe
generally at the rate of seventeen years per cen-

tury, and in Prussia (which is perhaps the home of

preventive medicine) at the rate of twenty-seven

years per century." For this country the rate can

only be judged by the statistics of ilassachusetts.

which show that life is lengthening by about four-

teen years per century, or approximately one-half

the Prussian rate. If the achievements in preven-

tive medicine and sanitary science increase in the

future as they have in the recent past the present

average duration of life of about thirty-four years

in this and most European countries ought to be

materially lengthened before the end of the present

century. There are constantly about 3,000,000

people seriously ill in the United States, one-half of

whom suffer from preventible diseases. More than

500,000 persons are constantly ill of tuberculosis,

one-third of whom die annually. Notwithstanding

the effort at rigid exclusion, deaths from tubercu-

losis cost the insurance companies of this country

nearly $50,000,000 annually. An eminent Ameri-

can physician said recently that the causes of nearly

all the infectious diseases were so well understood

and their prevention so easily accomplished that ac-

cording to all the rules of liability for criminal neg-

ligence, for every man who died of typhoid fever

some one ought to be shot. Again, an eminent

English surgeon, Frederick Treves, said : "The time

will come when it will be as anomalous for persons

to die of scarlet fever, typhoid, cholera, or diph-

theria as for a man to die of a wolf's bite in Eng-
land." And it was Sir James Crichton Browne
who said, "Every man is entitled to his century."

Fortunately we do not have to depend upon myth-

ical characters of olden times nor even upon com-
paratively modern celebrities like John Parr,

Thomas Jenkins, or St. Mungo, who are reputed to

have lived 152, 160, and 185 years, respectively, for

proof that the century mile post has been passed in

many instances. Our own John Leonard Roeder,

Sarah McDonald, and Noah Raby, who lived 109,

131, and 131 years, respectively, and William Maca-
bee, Elizabeth Wonderly, and Jose Quirterrez, who
are still hale and healthy at 107, 108, and 120, re-

spectively, furnish incontestible proof of this fact.

James Click of Prestonburg, Kentucky, with whom
the writer was well acquainted, had family records

to prove his claim of 104 years when I last saw
him. He then appeared to be about seventy and

asked rather seriously if I could not find him a nice

young wife in my travels. He lived some years

after this but just how long I have not been able to

learn. The United States census for 1900 shows
that there were 3.981 centenarians in this country at

that time. The latest available statistics on the

subject show the number of centenarians in each

of the following countries at the time of such

enumeration as follows: England, 146; France, 213 :

German Empire, 78; Spain, 410; Servia, Bulgaria,

and Roumania, 5,540.
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FURTHER NOTES ON THE TREATMENT
OF PARALYSIS AGITANS WITH

PARATHYROID GLAND.

By WILLIAM N. BERKELEY. A.B., B.Ph., M.D.,

NEW YORK.

By way of introduction for those unfamiliar with

the Hterature of this subject, some preliminary com-

ment will perhaps not be unwelcome. It may be

therefore briefly stated that when the parathyroid

glands are removed from a dog or other suitable

animal, a curious and characteristic train of symp-

toms follows,—hurried respiration, tachycardia, pro-

fuse salivation, twitching and shivering of the vol-

untary muscles, rigidity, intermittent convulsions,

rapid wasting, and death. There is now an enor-

mous literature on the subject. A fairly complete

bibliography may be compiled from the writings of

Jeandelise', Pool", Erdheim', Berkeley and Beebe*,

and Ochsner and Thompson^.
MacCallum" in a further interesting and important

contribution to the subject has shown that a suitable

dose of a soluble calcium salt, injected into the veins

of a dog that has been successfully operated upon in

this way, will arrest the spasms and for a few hours
restore the animal to a normal condition. He con-

cludes that the parathyroid glands therefore preside

in some way over the calcium metabolism of the

body, and that the symptoms in question are caused

by a deficiency of calcium. S. P. Beebe and I* have
successfully repeated this experiment, which is one
of the most striking phenomena in the physiological

laboratory ; from a series of additional e.xperiments,

however, we have been disposed to conclude that in

such cases the calcium has a "drug eflfect," and that

the parathyroid glands more likely furnish enzymes
of prime importance in the intermediary metabolism
of nitrogen. The subject is a difficult one and awaits
further research.

Whatever the ultimate solution of the physiologi-

cal problem may be, such remarkable and character-

istic symptoms strongly suggest some causal rela-

tion between a defective secretion of these glands
and one or more of the known convulsive diseases

;

and medical men have not been backward in guesses
of various kinds. Exophthalmic goiter was long
ago proposed by Gley^ and afterward given over.

Vassale proposed puerperal eclampsia'. Epilepsy
was first suggested by MacCallum (acknowledged-
ly in a tentative way'), but further independent
researches by this author" brought him to the con-
clusion (reached about the same time by Pineles"
and Erdheim (I.e.) and rather vaguely suggested
by Jeandelise (I.e.) in 1902, four years previously)
that tetany is the final answer to this long-standing
question.

Without going further into the extensive literature

of this part of my topic, it will be enough to say
that tetany—whether associated with surgical dam-
age to the parathyroid glands in thyroidectomy, with
infantile rickets, with pregnancy, or with dilation of
the stomach—is unquestionably one of the answers.
But a further inquiry remains whether this be the
only disease having any relation to these glands

; and
it is now some years since the Swedish neurologist,
Lundborg", and I", working along different lines,

and each independently of the other, conceived the
idea that paralysis agitans is possibly due to some
chronic disorder or disease of the parathyroid
glands.

In support of this hypothesis I have offered (I.e.)

the following considerations : Paralysis agitans has

all the marks of a chronic toxemia ; the symptoms
following parathyroidectomy are remarkably like

those of paralysis agitans ; in cases of myxedema and
exophthalmic goiter paralysis agitans has not in-

frequently occurred as a complication or sequela ; of

fourteen reported autopsies on paralysis agitans,

two by Erdheim (I.e.) and nine by R. L. Thomp-
son", showed negative parathyroid glands, but two
by C. D. Camp^^ and one by myself" showed dis-

tinct pathological changes ; and lastly a remarkable

percentage of cases of paralysis agitans treated with

properly identified fresh gland, or a properly made
extract, have been greatly benefited.

This statement brings me finally to the special

object of this paper, which is to report some further

improvements in the preparation of a glandular

extract which will be suitable for the treatment of

this disease.

My first cases were treated with commercial para-

thyroid gland. This worked well in a few cases, but

was found so variable and uncertain in its action

that it had to be given up. I next tried a prepara-

tion of properly identified gland rubbed up in the

crude fresh state to a dry powder with milk sugar.

This was distinctly better, but still seemed to be

variable and unstable. Later on I tried a nucleopro-

teid solution of the parathyroid made up by Beebe's

method* and preserved with a few drops of chloro-

form in the bottom of each bottle. This has still

further raised the percentage and degree of improve-

ment, but it precipitates rapidly, and is very sus-

ceptible to damage from temperatures above 5° C.
therefore hardly admitting of transportation to any

great distance.

My latest process, devised some months ago, and
giving great satisfaction to five or si.x of my patients

who had not done well on other preparations, is this

:

The nucleoproteid extraction process (Beebe's

method. I.e.) is adhered to generally, but all the pre-

liminary steps are hurried, and the precipitated

nucleoproteid is not redissolved, but quickly dried in

a draught of cold air ; so that within eight or ten

hours after the warm glands leave the bullock a

minute amount of smooth yellow powder is obtained

which stands physiological tests admirably, is stable,

easily handled, and does not require a freezing tem-

perature for its preservation (though for safety's

sake it is recommended to keep it on ice).

The powder is rubbed up with milk sugar as a

menstruum and is dispensed in sealed and dated bot-

tles of sixty capsules (an average month's supply).

Each capsule contains one-fiftieth of a grain of para-

thyroid nucleoproteid. The average dose is two per

day—sometimes less than this where the patient

is sensitive to the action of the remedy. The bot-

tles are now to be had in several pharmacies in

New York. This preparation is the best I have so

far tried. It will give satisfaction not only in

Parkinson's disease, but also in almost any form
of tetany where the stomach can retain food.

Otherwise a sterile hypodermic preparation of the

nucleoproteid must be used.

In paralysis agitans there are no special contra-

indications, though some patients complain of "ner-

vousness," inability to sit still, and an aggravation of

their habitual constipation after a few days' dosage.

Nothing is necessary in these cases except to dimin-

ish the dose and increase again more slowly. Little

benefit can be expected of a satisfactory character

except from small doses continued over a long

period of time—three months to a year.
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In looking over the notes of my own cases and
of those treated in consultation (now upward of

sixty in all) I find that between 60 and 65 per cent,

of those who have given the remedy a fair trial

have spoken favorably of it and have continued the

treatment. More than a dozen, who began three

or four years ago, have greatly improved and are

now only uncomfortable when they are without the

medicine.

With such a percentage of benefited cases as this

there seems no longer any reasonable doubt of the

etiological relation between the disease and the

remedy. One or two cases in the hands of medical

friends or correspondents appear to be almost cured,

though of such a disease in a patient of advancing
years a "cure" is always to be spoken of with

reserve.

The hope seems justifiable that by further study

of the complicated chemical problems involved it

will be finally possible to cure paralysis agitans with

parathyroid gland as surely as cretinic idiocy is

cured with thyroid.
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ANOTHER CASE OF PYLORIC OBSTRUC-
TION.

Bt ,\LE.\ANDER GOLDMAN, Ph.G., M.D..

NEW YORK CITY.

ASSISTANT, VANDERBILI CLINIC.

In Studying a certain line of cases and observing

that the same thing occurs every time under the

same circumstances, one concludes that such is the

law in these cases. In the Medical Record, Febru-

ary 19, 19 10, I wrote an article on pyloric obstiuc-

tion. It was the result of a study of a large number
of cases at the Vanderbilt Clinic. I had selected a

series of four cases to prove my contention that

as soon as there is retention of food, as evidenced

by the presence of food remains in a fasting stom-

ach, in a patient showing any serious symptoms
of digestive disturbance, it always meant pyloric ob-

struction, and that a laparotomy should be per-

formed. We had a case recently in which, not to

be considered too narrow, we had not applied this

strict rule, and, as a result, the patient died of

pyloric obstruction.

Mr. v., an Irishman by birth, grocery clerk, 50

years old, came to the clinic August 23, 1907. He
did not remember any diseases of childhood; had

always been well, had pneumonia at 41, smoked,

did not drink, and denied all venereal diseases. One
year previous (1906) he began to have sharp pains

in the epigastrium, knife-like in character, almost

continuous, and aggravatetl by eating meat, the at-

tack lasting four weeks. Three weeks previous to

the time he came to the clinic the symptoms re-

turned, with belching and regurgitation of water-

brash, and vomiting which reduced the pains, the

vomitus consisting of acid-tasting substance. He
thought he had lost weight and strength. Physical

examination : Physique well built, tongue dry, pulse

regular and of good quality, heart overactive, sec-

ond aortic slightly accentuated, lungs negative; ab-

domen ; no pain or tenderness anywhere, stomach

percusses i^ inches above navel; weight, 158J/2

lbs. A test breakfast was given and removed one

hour later; quantity extracted, 420 c.c. ;
quantity

remaining, 56 c.c. ; food, well broken up ; mucus,

normal; total acidity, 76; free HCl, 62. On the

29th his fasting stomach was pumped; quan-

tity extracted, 60 c.c. ; mucus, normal ; no
food remains ; total acidity, 60 ; free HCl,

50. The patient felt well ; alkaline treatment

was given. He returned October 5, saying that

he felt well until two days previous. During these

two days he vomited sour material. His fasting

stomach was pumped
;

quantity extracted 100

c.c. ; no food remains ; total acidity, 94

;

free HCl, 82. He was given bismuth, one
drachm per dose, and came back to the

clinic five days later, saying that during the

intervening time he had had his stomach washed at

the Hudson Street Hospital, and that blood had
been obtained. He weighed now 151^ lbs. He
was ordered to rest in bed and apply an ice-bag to

abdomen. He returned November 9, felt very good
and weighed 155 lbs. The fasting stomach was
pumped

; quantity extracted, 70 c.c. ; acidity,

74; HCl, 54. He continued to visit the clinic

occasionally, calling for bismuth. He kept on gain-

ing steadily in weight until, on October 3, 1908,

he reached 185 lbs. He felt the same until July,

1909, when the stomach was pumped again; quan-
tity extracted, 150 c.c, consisting of mucus,
flakes, and shreds, but no visible food ; acidity, 84

;

HCl, 64. He again had excruciating pains in the

epigastrium, day and night, was constipated and
weighed 146 lbs. Sigmoidoscopic examination was
negative. The stomach when inflated percussed 1J/2

inches above navel, showing that it was not en-

larged. He felt better until Jan. 11, 1910, when his

fasting stomach was again pumped ;
quantity

extracted, 200 c.c. of a greenish substance

containing flakes and some shreds, but no
solid food; acidity, 104; HCl, 80. On Jan-
uary 18 his fasting stomach was again pumped,
and some mucus and bismuth taken at 10

o'clock the night previously was obtained. The
fasting stomach was washed out and a substance ob-

tained having a strong odor of fermentation, and
small particles of meat, rice, and raisins. On Janu-
ary 30 the fasting stomach was washed, and much
food and seeds eaten two days previously, farina,

and other cereals were obtained. February 3 the fast-

ing stomach was pumped, and meat, rice, raisins, and
free blood were obtained. The patient weighed 153
pounds, and felt better again until June 9. when he
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returned feeling badly, weak, vomiting, and weigh-

ing 136 pounds. The fasting stomach was pumped
and a substance obtained consisting of finely broken

up meat eaten 48 hours previously, and rice eaten

84 hours previously. He was then sent to the hospi-

tal, where he received the Lenhartz treatment. He
returned to the clinic saying that he had been in the

hospital four weeks under this treatment. He felt

weak, had no pain, ate quite well, and vomited oc-

casionally. July 22 he went to the country, started

again to vomit everything he ate, and was getting

worse and worse. August ii he felt very badly,

vomited great quantities of food and blood, and

died.

This man came to the clinic at the very beginning

of his illness, at a time when a diagnosis of ulcer

alone could have been made. Step by step his con-

dition was aggravated, and with every new attack

he came nearer and nearer to the fatal stage. His

first test breakfast showed 450 c.c, far above the

amount obtained in a normally working stomach of

normal size. The fasting stomach contained

amounts of 60 to 100 c.c, quantities very large and

very highly acid. All this pointed towards an

abnormal stagnation of food in the stomach, which

was not dilated, a condition very favorable to the

man, showing that the obstruction was only recent

and slight. January, 1910, his fasting stomach

contained 200 c.c, with shreds and acidity, 104-80,

a condition which should have pointed sufficiently

towards an early diagnosis of pyloric obstruction.

January 18 the first actual solid material was ob-

tained from a fasting stomach, bismuth subnitrate,

and then remains of meat, rice, raisins, etc. Janu-
ary 30 the fasting stomach gave up seeds and cereals

eaten two days previously. February 3 the same
condition obtained. On another occasion food eaten

eighty-four hours previously was obtained, but the

fact that a diagnosis of simple retardation had been

previously made, the fact that the patient kept on
getting better and worse, and that he kept on losing

and regaining weight alternately compelled us to

send him to the medical side of the hospital, where,

it seems, the three years of study and treatment of

the patient in the clinic were not taken into con-

sideration. He was given the Lenhartz treat-

ment, though he himself asked for an opera-

tion, having been told at the clinic that in the hos-

pital he W'Ould probably be operated upon, as it had
been considered that the case had gone too far for

the palliative treatment. Of course the patient be-

came very much worse under this treatment, and
when he left the hospital he felt much worse than
he was willing to admit to his friends.

There is no doubt in my mind that if a laparot-

omy had been performed at this early stage the

man would have been alive to-day, as exemplified

by the case operated on by Dr. G. E. Brewer in

.^ugTist, 1908, a case far worse and one much fur-

ther advanced, which is doing well to-day.

This case indicates to the author's mind three
points of greatest value : (

i ) The conservative pro-
cedure in serious gastric conditions that do not im-
prove after a reasonable trial of medical treatment
is to operate. (2) In all cases of retention of food-
stuffs accompanied by serious symptoms the specter
of pyloric obstruction asserts itself too strongly to

permit fanciful diagnosis. (3) If hospitals were
informed of what had already been done for the
patients in dispensaries, much valuable time would
be saved and many lives spared.

1789 Fulton Avenue.

A SIMPLE CLINICAL METHOD FOR MEAS-
URING THE DIAMETER OF THE PUPIL.

By TOM A. WILLIAMS, M.B.. CM. (EDIN.),

WASHINGTON, D. C.

CORBESPONDING MEMBER PARIS NEUROLOGICAL SOCIETY, ETC.

The method utilizes that generally used, which was
first employed by A. Fick.^ It depends upon the

principle that a small aperture in a card placed a

short distance from the eye appears as a circle, the

diameter of which equals that of the pupil. If two
holes are used it is evident that if the circumfer-

ences of the two circles appear exactly to touch the

distance between the apparent centers will equal the

diameter of either, as it consists of half the diam-

eter of each. That is to say, it will equal the diam-

eter of the pupil. Now, it is found experimentally

that when the two holes are separated by a distance

equal to the diameter of the pupil then the apparent

images just touch. So that it is very easy to meas-

ure the pupil by placing before the eye a series of

holes at varying distances from one another.

Accordingly a scale is constructed consisting of

perforations in a card placed apart respectively one,

two, three, four, five, six, seven, and eight milli-

meters. The diameter of the patient's pupil is then

easily ascertained by the distance between the two
holes of which the apparent images most nearly

touch w'hen he looks through them at a distant ob-

ject.

I 2 3 4 s 6 7 8

Showing the distance in milHmeters of the perforations

in the test card. The pupil is normally not larger than the

distance between the dots in the space marked 4. Inequal-

ity between the two pupils may be ascertained by making
two holes at a distance exactly corresponding to the diam-
eter of one pupil and then ascertaining whether the circles

exactly touch when the holes are placed before the other

pupil.

But this well-known method gives only the tem-

porary pupil diameter, which is very variable in dif-

ferent persons. For purposes of absolute compari-

son, it is necessary to combine it with a standard

state of pupillary adaptation. Now, it is known that

although it requires two hours in the dark for maxi-

mal dilatation to occur, yet a convenient, practical,

very extensive adaptation to dark occurs at the end

of two minutes and is almost maximal in twenty.

Upon reexposure to light the pupil contracts in pro-

portion to the logarithm of intensity of the light to

which it is exposed.

But Schirmer^ has found that there is practically

no variation in the amount of contraction within the

very wide range of one hundred and eleven hundred
millimeter-candles, and that in normal individuals

the pupil measures between three and four milli-

meters after maximal adaptation to dark. Char-

pentier^ found increased sensitiveness even greater

than did Aubert after pupillary adaptation to dark-

ness ; but the clinical importance of the facts does

not warrant their discussion in this place.

Hence if the patient to be examined is placed in

the dark room for two minutes, and then placed so

that his eye is exposed to a light between one hun-

dred and eleven hundred candle-power, a standard

stimulus is attained uniform enough for the prac-

tical purposes of the clinic, and accurate enough for

statistical comparison.
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REPORT OF THE SURGEON-GENERAL OF
THE NAVY.

The report of the Surgeon-General of the Navy
has just been issued. A satisfactory feature of

the report is that the heaUh of the navy, as a

whole, shows decided improvement. The death

rate of 5 per thousand is lower than has ever been

previously recorded. The total damage for disease

alone in percentage of sick was 3,952, which when
compared with Medical Inspector Gatewood's ten-

year tables is found to be lower than for any year

since the Spanish-American War. The grand to-

tal damage in percentage of sick for 1909 was

4.619 as compared with 5.218, the average com-
puted in the above-mentioned ten-year tables.

There has been a shortage of officers for the medi-

cal corps, due, it is said, to the failure of Congress

to enact any one of the four measures which pro-

vided for equalizing the compensation of acting as-

sistant and assistant surgeons and which has made
it imperative for the bureau to recommend the di-

rect appointment of assistant surgeons from civil

life and the elimination of the prescribed probation-

ary period, which was authorized by the department

on August 19 last. The lack of officers has pressed

somewhat heavily on those in service and little

leave of absence has been granted.

Conditions in the Hospital Corps as regards num-
bers and effectiveness are practically the same as

reported last year, but the recruiting of women
nurses has been very slow on account of the efforts

to obtain only those best qualified. Emphasis is

laid in the report on the need of legislation provid-

ing for the appointment of dental surgeons for the

navy. Attention is also called to the benefits which

would ensue from the formation of a medical re-

serve corps for the navy. Possibly, the most im-

portant part of the report is that in which General

Stokes recommends alterations in the methods of

physical training of the personnel of the navy. The
manner in which such physical training is now car-

ried out is stigmatized as being too much of the

hisses alter character, consisting of walking or

riding a prescribed number of miles within a time

limit, and the report states that after the first year

of the physical test the consensus of opinion of

medical officers seems to be that it has utterly

failed to accomplish the design to encourage regu-

lar daily exercise ; very few have observed any real

benefits, considerable tangible harm has resulted,

and many officers justly question the expediency of

placing what amounts to a severe strain upon the

heart when adequate preparation is not made man-
datory. The recommendation is put forward that

more recreative and continuous exercises be substi-

tuted, while for the younger personnel the adoption

is urged of the Swedish system of physical train-

ing as followed in the liritish service.

It is contended that taking into consideration the

English, German, and American military statistics

and experiences pointing to the protective proper-

ties of typhoid vaccination it should be adopted on

such navy stations as are shown by annual experi-

ence to suffer from the disease habitually. As in

the army so in the navy, venereal diseases cause

an immense amount of sickness and disability.

According to the report a fairly consistent estimate

might now be ventured that the true incidence of

primary venereal infections in the navy is not far

from 2QO per 1,000. The Asiatic stations showed
an increase of 60 per cent, admission rate for 1909
over 1908. The first quarter of 1910 has ex-

hibited an appreciable reduction of the admission

rate for venereal diseases, so that it may be hoped

that the turning point has come. The admission

rate for pulmonary tuberculosis has continued to

fall and the rate for all forms declined in the navy

from 6.26 for 1908 to 5.60 per thousand last year.

The admission rate for malarial affections declined

from 29.8 for 1908 to 18.85 for 1909. It is also

very encouraging to note that the admission rate

for alcoholism has been lower for the past three

years than for many years. Among the conclusions

reached by General Stokes and which have not

been referred to above are that medical officers of

extensive practical experience should be assigned to

duty under the "Aid for Inspections," one for hos-

pitals and shore stations and one for the service

afloat, that adequate sanitary facilities for the per-

sonnel of ships in dry docks should be provided, and

that Congress should be urged to appropriate a

sufficient sum for the building of two suitable hos-

pital ships.

The report of the navy for the past year is satis-

factory and affords evidence that not only is more
careful attention being paid to the health of the

sailor, but that in many respects, for instance, with

regard to drinking, the sailor himself leads a more
healthful life.

DORSAL PERCUSSION OF THE THORAX
AND OF THE STOMACH.

In the century and a half that have elapsed since

Auenbrugger first showed the diagnostic value of

percussion, its field of usefulness has gradually

widened until to-day its applications are of the

utmost complexity and precision. Among the

other pioneers in this fertile domain were men
whose names stand out in the history of internal

medicine—Corvisart, the translator and commenta-

tor of Auenbrugger's work ; Laennec, who with

his method of mediate auscultation increased the

clinical value of percussion ; and finally Piorry, who
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invented the method of mediate percussion and of

pleximetric percussion, and who by means of these

originated the new method of organic plexigraphy

or organography. In spite of the vahiable results

of which the use of the pleximeter gave early prom-
ise, this instrument was for a long time all but

abandoned, together with the practice of dorsal

plexigraphic percussion.

The extensive clinical sphere of dorsal percus-

sion has for many years been the subject of untir-

ing investigation by Willam Ewart, who has al-

ready contributed amply the results of his work on

the organic ple.xigraphy of the thorax. In his latest

communication in the Proceedings of the Royal So-

ciety of Medicine, July, 1910, he has revised the

delineation of the dorsal topography of the thorax,

has contributed a new method of post-gastric per-

cussion and has described a new clinical sign

termed "the dorsal gastric nucleus of resonance."

Among his practical conclusions it is noted that

organ-plexigraphy, long restricted to the precordium

and epigastrium, still calls for greater accuracy and

completeness than have yet been given to it in these

regions, and should no longer be restricted to them,

but should be used in any situation, and whenever

it may serve a useful purpose. Dorsal plexigraphy,

although too long neglected by clinicians in spite

of Piorry's writings and of more recent work, af-

fords the larger field for normal organography, par-

ticularly in the abdomen, as from the front, apart

from the lungs, percussion is still taught to be

limited to an incomplete delineation of four organs

only—the heart, the liver, the stomach, and the

spleen. The list of its normal findings in the back

includes the heart and its left auricle, the liver, the

spleen, an indication of the mediastinal structures,

the kidneys, the pancreas, and an indication of other

mesenteric structures, besides the pelvic district.

Moreover, it possesses a separate field and a

method both exclusively its own in vertebral or

spinous-process percussion. The total range of the

dorsal examination exceeds anything to be obtained

from the front, including the entire contents of the

trunk.

For clinical diagnosis more pathologj' is revealed

by percussion in the back than in front, and a large

field for surgical diagnosis is opened up by this pro-

cedure. Spinal percussion is not limited to mere

scoliosis and kyphosis, but includes the earlier diag-

nosis of vertebral and intervertebral disease, of

rheumatoid ankylosis and deformity as distinct

from merely functional rigidity, and of spinal

neoplasms. New fields for diagnosis by the sur-

geon and by the physician alike are opened up by

dorsal percussion in three most important regions

inaccessible from the front, namely, the posterior

mediastinum, with its glandular, inflammatory,

aneurysmal, tracheal, esophageal, and other aiTec-

tions; the mesenteric region, no less vital and no
less remote in connection with the varied affections

of the central abdominal organs, and the iliac

region, which is of special importance in these days

of pandemic appendicitis. The value of Grocco's

triangular dullness for the diagnosis of empyema
trrsus serous effusion, of supradiaphragmatic

versus infradiaphragmatic fluid collections, is still

imperfectly understood, but is of growing practical

importance.

In the field of stomach diagnosis a fresh de-

parture is contained in the demonstration that nor-

mally the stomach is distantly accessible to examina-

tion in the back. Ewart describes a hitherto unrec-

ognized "dorsal gastric nucleus of resonance," a

circular area from two to two and a half inches in

diameter, situated immediately below the inferior

angle of the left scapula. Over this area the per-

cussion note is one of increased resonance and of

tympanitic quality, the result of the deep-seated

resonance of the stomach, the constancy of position

and the circular shape being determined by sound-

refraction, the liver acting as a lens for the

resonant waves. The clinical value of this sign is

concerned chiefly with the diagnosis of the various

forms of dilatation of the stomach. The loss of a

perfectly circular outline is the first step towards

the disappearance of the gastric nucleus, which may
be the starting point of progressive encroachments

outward of an enlarging area of dorsal gastric

resonance. This occurs in the dorsal or backward

type of upward dilatation of the stomach, first

definitely described by Ewart, who conceives this

as the cause of one of the most severe and danger-

ous forms of heart distress of mechanical gastric

origin.

Open-Air Schools.

The experience of European countries has shown
the value of open-air schools in the treatment of

early tuberculosis, or the pretuberculous state, a fact

which is also beginning to be well recognized in

America. A very interesting account of the schoo!

at Vernay, which is maintained by the city of Lyons,

is given by Paul Vigne in Annalcs de Medecine et

de Chirurgie Infantiles for July i and 15, 1910. It

was in 1906 that Grancher pointed out that to cure

tuberculosis in children the malady must be diag-

nosed in its earliest stage and that it is not sufficient

to rely on the addition to the general work of the

ordinary school of merely an additional meal, but

that a more serious and prolonged effort must be

made by the municipality because the poverty of

the parents makes it impossible for them to procure

sufficiently nourishing food for their children. He
advocated taking these children from their parents

and placing them in the best possible hygienic sur-

roundings, while allowing them to continue their

studies. He said that the amount of fresh air and

of nourishing food must be doubled and the number
of school hours halved. In pursuance of this idea

the city of Lyons established a school on the line?

suggested by Grancher. It is in a large, well ap-

pointed building situated in the midst of a park. It

has a hall for play, to be used in bad weather, paved

with tiles so that it can be washed and disinfected.

There are a spacious dining room, large dormitories,

which can be entirely opened to the air at night, a

medical director, and all necessary appliances for

treatment. It has been open for three seasons and

has accommodated about two hundred boys in all. It

is open from May to the end of September. The chil-

dren stay for about two months at a time. In gen-

eral they are children of tuberculous parents, and in
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43 per cent, there were decided signs that the tuber-

culous process had begun. The day consists of
thirteen hours, of which only two and a half are
spent in the out-of-door school. Two hours are
spent in gardening and several more in recreation.

There are five plentiful meals of the best quality and
milk warm from the cows owned by the school. All

the children show a gain in weight and in many
cases physical signs in the lungs recede or disap-

pear. The benefits have been found to justify the
expense. The open-air schools in Germany and
England for the most part are only day schools, the

pupils going home each night. The children re-

ceived are in the pretuberculous stage only. These
day schools are of the greatest benefit to pre-

tuberculous children by way of prophylaxis, but if

really tuberculous patients, those with the fully de-

veloped disease, were taken it would be necessary to

resort to the Vernay system in order to get a perma-
nent cure.

Decline of V.^ccination in London.

Statistics relating to hospitals and vaccination in

London and to other kindred matters have been pub-
lished recently. According to the London Times
of October 15 figures respecting London hospitals

show that the total expenditure of these institutions

during the year 1908 amounted to rather over $5,-

000,000; that their total incomes were in excess of

this expenditure by nearly $500,000 ; that they re-

ceived 118,867 in-patients and had a daily average
of 8,759 in residence and that they treated more
than one million and a half out-patients. The hos-

pitals of the Metropolitan Asylums Board received

35,967 patients during the year, all of them, of

course, suffering from some form of infectious dis-

ease. The vaccination statistics of London are most
discouraging and afford ample evidence that in the

metropolis of Great Britain vaccination is steadily

falling into disrepute. The vaccination figures for

London are not available for the year 1908, but are

given for 1906 and 1907. From a study of these it

is obvious that the materials for a severe epidemic

of smallpox are being accumulated. Out of 126,475
children born in 1906 only 68.1 per cent, and out

of 122,831 children born in 1907 only 65.9 per

cent, are known to have been successfully vac-

cinated; while the "conscientious objections" which
amounted to 1.5 per cent, of the births in the former

year rose to 3.1 per cent, in the latter. "Moreover,"
remarks the writer in the Times, "these do not

nearly account for all the children born, and there

must be a large unvaccinated residue, and it is need-

less to state that such a residue among careless

parents is a constant source of danger to the rest

of the population. It might be useful to obtain the

figures regarding vaccination in New York nnd

compare them with those of London. Now that by

universal vaccination in civilized countries smallpox

has been robbed of all its terrors disbelief in its

efficacy has developed among the unthinking.

However, the proofs of the value of vaccination are

so abundant even at the present time that an intelli-

gent perusal of the histor>' of what has been ac-

complished in this line in Porto Rico and the

Philippines should convince the most skeptical.

Unfortunately, the anti-vaccinationist is not en-

dowed by nature with the ability to study any

medical records of vaccination intelligently.

Nftus of the Wttk.

To Investigate Typhoid Fever at Annapolis.

—

A board of inspection, consisting of Medical In-

spector John M. Edgar, Surgeon Edward G. Parker,

Surgeon Charles St. J. Butler, and Passed Assistant

Surgeon Owen J. Mink, was appointed by the Sec-

retary of the Navy on December 12 to investigate

the epidemic of typhoid fever which occurred re-

cently at the Xaval Academy at Annapolis. The
department is said to be concerned over the cause

of the disease more than over its prevalence at pres-

ent, as it is believed that no new cases are likely

to develop.

Civil Service Examination.—The New York
State Civil Service Commission announces exam-
inations, to be held on January 28, 191 1, for the

purpose of filling vacancies in the positions of Medi-
cal Superintendent, Erie County Home and Hos-
pital, at a salary of $2,000, and laboratory assistant

in the State Cancer Laboratory, Buffalo, at a salary

of $720 to $1,000. The first examination is open
only to men who are residents of Erie County. De-
tails, circulars, and application blank may be ob-

tained from the State Civil Service Commission.
Albany, N. Y.

Aged Negro Woman.—Dinah Hicks, a negro
woman born in slavery, died at her home in New
Rochelle, N. Y., on December 12, at the reputed

age of no years.

Charitable Bequests.—A number of Brooklyn,
N. Y., institutions received bequests under the will

of the late Mr. George L. Fox of that city, who
died on December 5. Among them are the Jewish
Hospital, $25,000; Industrial Home for the Blind,

$15,000; Brooklyn Home for Consumptives, $10,-

000; St. Catherine's Hospital, $25,000; the Brook-
lyn Hospital, $20,000 ; the Eastern District Hospital.

$100,000; St. Mary's Hospital, $25,000; the Ger-
man Hospital, $25,000; Brooklyn Eastern Hospital
Dispensary, 5,000. In addition to these the New
York Ophthalmic and Aural Institute receives $10,-

000, and St. John's Hospital, Long Island City,

$20,000.

The will of Morris J. Bluen of New York be-

queaths $2,000 each to the National Jewish Hospital
for Consumptives at Denver, the Montefiore Home,
and the Hospital for Deformities and Joint Dis-

eases, New York.

Tuberculosis Hospitals.—The Boards of Super-
visors in the various counties in New York are
rapidly establishing hospitals for sufferers from
tuberculosis. Fourteen counties already have fairlv

adequate provision. Ontario County will open its

institution for phthisis patients in a few days, while
Ulster, Monroe, and Schenectady counties are car-

ing for such patients in temporary hospitals until

permanent buildings are completed. Dutchess
County cooperates with the city of Poughkeepsie.
Albany County sends its patients to the City Hos-
pital Pavilion, and Chemung to the Elmira Hospital.

Three counties in addition recently voted to estab-

lish hospitals, and in twenty the matter is under
consideration.

Hospital for the Bronx.—The Tremont section
of the Bronx. New York, is soon to have a new
hospital of from 50 to 100 beds. A certificate of

incorporation was recently issued to the organizers,

a number of New York physicians, who form the

Board of Directors. Among them are Drs. Abra-
ham Jacobi, Willy Meyer, Samuel W. Lambert,
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H. H. M. Lyle, Wolff Freudenthal, and George W.
Jacoby.

American Hospital in India.—Cable dispatches

announce the dedication on December 8 of the Ellen

Thoburn Cowen Memorial Hospital at Kolar, South

India. The hospital, which has been erected and

equipped at a cost of about $12,000 by the Woman's
Foreign Missionary Society of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, is in charge of Dr. Margaret D.

Lewis of Chicago.

Damages for Autopsy.—.\n unusual case, said

to be the first of its kind in New York State, was

heard before the Supreme Court of Queens County,

New York, on December 12, the defendants, two

physicians, who are accused of having performed

an unauthorized autopsy on the body of a woman
who died at St. Joseph's Hospital, Far Rockaway,

last February, and of having removed portions of

the body after the autopsy. The action was brought

by the children of the dead woman, and the jury

returned a verdict awarding them damages in the

amount of $8,000.

Dr. Edwdn B. Cragin has resigned from the posi-

tion of Consulting Obstetrician to the Sydenham
Hospital of this city.

Dr. Louis Plumer Posey has been appointed by

Governor Stuart to membership in the Pennsylvania

State Board of Medical Examiners in succession

to Dr. C. S. Middleton, resigned.

A Memorial Hospital.—Preparations are being

made by the residents of Lakewood, N. J., for the

erection of a hospital as a memorial to the late Dr.

Paul T. Kimball, who died there last month.

Barnard Skin and Cancer Hospital.— The
Board of Directors of the Barnard Free Skin and

Cancer Hospital (St. Louis Skin and Cancer Hos-
pital, announces the completion of the new hospital

building, which was opened for inspection, prior to

its occupancy, on December 20.

Cholera in Italy.—That the cholera situation in

Italy has not yet been fully controlled is shown by

the report from Rome on December 12 of six new
cases and three deaths, and again on December 16

of five new cases.

The Gaynor Fund.—The money received in

response to the appeal for a Thanksgiving Fund to

be presented to St. Mary's Hospital, Hoboken,
amounting to $15,184.73, was given to the sisters in

charge on December 18. A part of this will be

used for the endowment of a bed to be known as

the "Gaynor Bed."

Measles in Newburgh.—Two hundred cases of

measles in the city are reported by the Health Offi-

cer of Newburgh, N. Y. The teachers of both pub-
lic and private schools have been asked to have all

classrooms thoroughly cleaned and fumigated so as

to eradicate all possible sources of contagion. The
cases are said to be of a particularly mild character.

The American Dermatological Association will

hold a brief winter session at the invitation of its

New York members on Thursday afternoon, De-
cember 29, at the Academy of Medicine in this

city. The meeting will be devoted entirely to the

exhibition of rare and interesting cases. Before the

meeting the New York members will entertain the

visiting members at a luncheon at the Yale Club.

In the evening many of the visitors will attend and
take part in a symposium on leprosy at a stated

meeting of the Academy, arranged under the au-

spices of the Section on Dermatology. The local

committee is Dr. S. Pollitzer, Chairman; Dr. John
A. Fordyce, and Dr. Howard Fox.

The National Confederation of State Medical
Examining and Licensing Boards will hold its

twenty-first annual meeting in Chicago, 111., on
Tuesday, February 28, 191 1, at the Congress Hotel.
The subjects to be taken up at this meeting will be
a consideration of the State Control of Medical
Colleges; a report by a special committee on Clin-

ical Instruction ; a report on a proposed Materia
Medica List by a special committee ; the report on
a paper presented at the St. Louis meeting by Mr.
Abraham Fle.xner of the Carnegie Foundation for

the Advancement of Teaching, and some special

papers on such subjects as the Regulation of Medi-
cal Colleges, Necessity for Establishing a Rational
Curriculum for the Medical Degree, and others, by
men eminently qualified to prepare papers upon
such subjects, the symposium will be composed
of ten papers presented from the viewpoints
of the State, the law, medical colleges. State medical
examining and licensing boards, and the medical
profession. The chief object of the symposium is to

determine, as far as possible, the feasibility of plac-

ing medical colleges under State control. An invi-

tation to this meeting is extended to all members
of State Medical Examining and Licensing Boards,

teachers in medical schools, colleges, and universi-

ties, and all others interested in securing the best

results in medical education. The officers of the

confederation are: President, Dr. J. C. Guernsey,

Philadelphia, Pa. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. George
H. Matson, State House, Columbus, Ohio.

Bibb County (Ala.) Medical Society.—At the

annual meeting held at Centerville on December 9
the following officers were elected: President, Dr.

W. B. Buntin; Vice-President, Dr. W. J. Nichol-

son; Secretary and Treasurer. Dr. M. B. Williams;

Censor, Dr. W. M. Peters ; County Health Officer,

Dr. L. E. Peacock; County Physician, Dr. S. C.

Meigs.

Jefferson County (Ala.) Medical Society.—The
annual meeting was held in Birmingham on Decem-
ber 5. Ofiicers were elected as follows : President,

Dr. James McLester; Vice-President, Dr. Mann of

Ensley ; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. C. E. Dow-
man ; County Health Officer, Dr. H. N. Rosser;

County Physician, Dr. R. H. Hamrick; Assistant

County Physician, Dr. George Stubbins; Censor for

five years. Dr. Frank Lupton, reelected.

Morgan County (Ala.) Medical Society.—Elec-

tion of officers at the annual meeting on December
2 resulted as follows : President, Dr. F. B. Hunter,

Falkville; Vice-President, Dr. M. W. Murray, New
Decatur; Secretary, Dr. J. L. Gunter; Censor, Dr.

T. J. Russell, Woodland Mills.

Monterey County (Cal.) Medical Society.—
Officers were elected at the annual meeting on De-

cember 3, as follows: President, Dr. T. C. Ed-
wards: Vice-President, Dr. A. M. Ritchie; Secre-

tary, Dr. H. T. Crabtree; Treasurer, Dr. John
Parker.

Bibb County (Ga.) Medical Society.—The fol-

lowing officers were elected at the annual meeting

in Macon on December 7: President, Dr. G. T.

Miller; Vice-President. Dr. A. P. Kemp; Secretary

and Treasurer, Dr. Carl Anderson; Censors, Dr.

J. W. Duquid and Dr. G. P. Gostin.

Clarke County (Ga.) Medical Society.—At the

annual meeting on December 4 the following offi-

cers were elected for the ensuing year: President,
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Dr. D. H. DuPree; Vice-President, Dr. S. S. Smith;
Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. John Gerdine ; Censor

for three-year term. Dr. M. INI. Mathews ; Censor
for the one-year term. Dr. A. C. Holhday ; Delegate
to the Georgia Medical Association, which will meet
in Rome next year. Dr. H. M. Fullilove ; Alternate,

Dr. J. C. McKinney.

Madison County (III.) Medical Society.—Offi-

cers were elected at the annual meeting on Decem-
ber 2, as follows : President, Dr. W. H. C. Smith,
Godfrey; Vice-President, Dr. E. C. Ferguson, Ed-
wardsville ; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. E. W.
Fiegenbaum ; Delegate to Illinois Medical Society,

Dr. J. M. Pfeiffenberger.

Johnson County (la.) Medical Society.—At the
annual meeting at Iowa City on December 7 the

following officers were elected : President, Dr. F.

L. Love ; Vice-President, Dr. Jessie Hudson ; Secre-
tary and Treasurer, Dr. J. J. Lambert.

Shawnee County (Kan.) Medical Society.

—

The following officers were elected at the annual
meeting on December 4 in Topeka : President, Dr.
M. C. Porter; Vice-President, Dr. S. A. Johnson;
Secretary, Dr. H. ^L Connor; Treasurer, Dr. J. N.
Beasley.

Shreveport (La.) Medical Society.—.\t the an-
nual meeting on December 6 the following officers

were elected: President, Dr. Milton F. Smith;
Vice-President, Dr. J. E. Knighton; Treasurer, Dr.

J. A. Hendricks ; Secretary, Dr. A. A. Herold.

Minnesota Valley Medical Society.—The fol-

lowing officers were elected at the annual meeting
held on December 6 at Mankato: President, Dr.

L. A. Fritchie, New Ulm ; Vice-Presidents, Dr. H.
B. Aitken, Le Sueur Center, and Dr. J. J. O'Hara,
Janesville ; Secretary, Dr. A. G. Liedloff, Mankato

;

Treasurer, Dr. G. F. Merritt, St. Peter.

Jackson County (Mo.) Medical Society.—At
the annual meeting held in Kansas City on Decem-
ber 6 officers were elected as follows : President,

Dr. J. D. Griffith ; Vice-President, Dr. J. O. Cham-
bers ; Secretary, Dr. E. L. Stewart ; Treasurer, Dr.

W. F. Kuhn.
"

Platte County (Mo.) Medical Society.—At the

annual meeting held on December 7 at Platte City,

the following officers were elected : President, Dr.

E. R. Hull, "Camden Point; Vice-President, Dr. J.

W. Shultz, Weston; Secretary, Dr. A. S. J. Smith,

Dearborn ; Treasurer, Dr. Frank Shafer, Edgerton

;

Delegate to State Convention, Dr. J. J. Carter, Wes-
ton.

St. Joseph-Buchanan County (Mo.) Medical
Society.—At a meeting held in St. Joseph on De-
cember 7 officers for the ensuing year were elected

as follows: President, Dr. S. F. Kessler ; Vice-

Presidents, Dr. J. L Byrne and Dr. J. F. Owens;
Treasurer. Dr. J. M. Bell; Secretary, Dr. Herbert

Lee: Delegate to State Convention, Dr. C. O.

Jeffries.

St. Louis (Mo.) Medical Society.—Officers

were elected at the meeting on November 25, as fol-

lows: President, Dr. Robert E. Schleuter ; Secre-

tary, Dr. Fred C. E. Kuhlmann.

Lancaster County (Neb.) Medical Society.

—

At the annual meeting at Lincoln on December 3
the following officers were elected : President, Dr.

J. M. Mayhe\v; Vice-President, Dr. W. M. Cowgill;

Secretary, Dr. R. R. Adams.

The Seaboard Medical Association of Virginia

and North Carolina held its annual convention in

Kinston, N. C, on December 7 and 8, officers being
elected for the ensuing year as follows : President,

Dr. Clarence Porter, Newport News, Va. ; Vice-
Presidents, Dr. N. M. Gibbs, New Bern, N. C. ; Dr.

J. H. Hiden, Pungoteaque, Va. ; Dr. H. M. Car-
son, Edenton, N. C, and Dr. James H. Culpepper,
Norfolk, Va. ; Secretary, Dr. J. R. Parker, Golds-
boro, N. C. The ne.xt aiuuial meeting of the society

will be held at Newport News, Va.
The Late Dr. Brothers.—At a meeting of the

New York Obstetrical Society, held December 13,

the following resolutions were adopted

:

Whereas, The New York Obstetrical Society has
learned with deep sorrow of the untimely death of

our esteemed Fellow, Dr. Abraham Brothers, and,

Wlicreas, For many years he has been an earnest

and able worker in this Society, giving freely of his

best efforts to its scientific interests throughout his

fellowship, and, Whereas, It is greatly to be re-

gretted that his life work should have been cut off

in the fullness of his manhood and at the height of
his powers, it is therefore

Resolved, That the New York Obstetrical Society

recognizes with profound regret and sorrow the

loss of a greatly esteemed fellow, and that the So-
ciety begs to extend its sincere sympathy to the sor-

rowing family in their affliction, and be it further

Resolved, That these resolutions shall be spread
upon the minutes of the Society, and that copies of

the same shall be transmitted to his widow and the

medical press as a token of our respect and as a

reverence to his memory.
Signed: George Gr.\y Ward, Jr., Chairman;

Herman J. Boldt, James N. West, Committee.
Obituary Notes.—Dr. Carl H. Kroeber of

Yonkers, N. Y., a graduate of the College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons, New York, in 1896, visiting

physician to St. Joseph's Hospital, Yonkers, and a
member of the Jenkins Medical Association, died at

the Loomis Sanatorium in Liberty, on December 12,

aged 41 years.

Dr. Clarence W. Erwin of Erwinton, S. C, a

member of the Medical College of the State of

South Carolina, Charleston, in 1880, died at his

home on November 24, after a long illness, aged

53 years.

Dr. O. A. Harrison of Meridian, Miss., a gradu-
ate of the University of Louisville, Medical Depart-
ment, in 1882, a member of the Mississippi State

and Lauderdale County Medical Societies, died at

his home, on December 3, aged 65 years.

Dr. Montreville McHenry of Benton, Pa., a

graduate of the University of Vermont College of

Medicine in 1878, died of paralysis following in-

juries received in an accident several weeks before,

on December 3, aged 74 years.

Dr. John S. Shrawder of Collegeville, Pa., a

graduate of the Jefferson Medical College in 1865.

died at his home, on December 7, aged 71 years.

Dr. Jere I\L ALmx of Laredo, Tex., a graduate
of the Medical Department of New York Univer-
sity in 1859, died at his home, on December 9, of

senile debility, aged 94 years. Dr. Main was at-

tached to the flagship Constitution at the time when
Commodore Perry, commanding the American fleet,

first visited Japan.
Dr. JuLiEN E. Hequemboltrg of Chicago, 111., a

graduate of the Rush Medical College, Chicago, in

1882, attending g}'necologist to St. Joseph's Hos-
pital, Chicago, and a member of the American Med-
ical Association, the Illinois State and Cook County
Medical societies, the Medico-Legal Society of Chi-
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cago, the Chicago Society of Internal Medicine, and

tlie Physicians' Club of Chicago, died at St. Joseph's

Hospital of an attack of heart disease immediately

after performing an operation, on December 10,

aged 54 years.

Dr. Richard L. Cook of Sturgeon Bay, Wis., a

graduate of the Medical School of Maine, Portland,

in i860, and a veteran of the Civil War, died sud-

denly of heart disease on December 2, aged "j"]

years.

Dr. Walter J. Wait of St. Louis, Mo., a grad-

uate of the Medical Department of Washington
University in 1880, died at his home on December

6, aged 70 years.

Dr. Martin J. Thompson of Meridian, Miss., a

graduate of the Medical College of Alabama, Mo-
bile, in 1873, and of the Medical Department of the

Tulane University of Louisiana in 1889, formerly

vice-president of the Mississippi Medical Associa-

tion and president of the Lauderdale County Medi-

cal Association, died at his home on December 5.

aged 65 years.

Dr. James F. Dick of Dongola, 111., a graduate

of the Medical Department of the University of

Tennessee, Nashville, in 1878, died at his home on

December 2, aged 63 years.

QIorrpBjimtJiifnrp.

THE ABDUCTION TREATMENT FOR FRAC-
TURE OF THE NECK OF THE FEMUR,

AND ITS interpretation, IN A PRACTICAL TREATISE

ON FRACTURES AND DISLOCATIONS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir :—In the Medical Record of March 19, 1904,

the Abduction Method, which had been tested for

a number of years, was formally presented as a

routine treatment for Fracture of the Neck of the

Femur. The method is a mechanical adaptation to

the anatomy of the joint that enables one to correct

deformity and to fi.x the fragments securely ; viz.,

the normal inclination of the neck of the femur
(130 degrees) (Fig. i) permits a range of abduc-
tion at the hip of from 40 to 60 degrees, a movement
that is definitely checked by contact of the upper
border of the neck with the projecting rim of the

acetabulum. During the movement of abduction the

head of the femur glides downward until its lower
third emerges from the acetabulum and distends the

lower part of the capsule. At the limit of normal ab-

duction under anesthesia the base of the neck is in

contact with the rim of the acetabulum, the tissues

covering the trochanter are apposed to the tissues

covering the pelvis and the capsule is tense (Fig. 2).

In complete fracture of the neck of the femur the

limb is usually shortened, somewhat flexed, rotated
outward and often slightly adducted. Thus the outer
fragment is turned forward, displaced upward and
usually lies on a lower plane than the head (Fig. 3).
As one has no control over the inner fraginent, con-
tact can be assured only by adjusting the outer frag-

ment to it. This is accomplished as follows : The
patient having been anesthetized is lifted to a sacral

support, the shoulders resting on a box of equal
height, while the extended limbs are supported by
two assistants. The assistant holding the uninjured
limb then abducts it to the anatomical limit, to illus-

trate the normal range, which varies in different in-

dividuals, and incidentally to fi.x the pelvis by direct

bony contact. The operator first flexes the thigh

to disengage the fragments. The assistant then ex-

tends the limb and by manual traction overcomes the

shortening, as demonstrated by the relation of the

trochanter to Nelaton's line, and by measurement.
He then under traction abducts it to the normal
limit, the operator meanwhile lifting the thigh from
beneath. Inspection should now show absolute cor-

respondence between the extended limbs, as to ab-
duction, rotation, length, and position of the tro-

chanters. In this attitude the injured part is se-

DiAGRAUs TO Illustrate the Text.— i. The normal hip joinu
2. The anatomical checks to abduction: a. Impact of the trochanter
with the ileum; b. Contact of the upper border of the neck and the
rim of the acetabulum; c. Tension of the capsule. 3. The deformitj-
of complete fracture, showing the influence of the muscles. 4. Reposi-
tion by traction and abduction, showing the relaxation and change io

direction of the- muscles and the security of the position. 5. Coxa
vara deformity, showing the direct limitation of abduction by th«
deformity. 6, 7 and 8. (Epiphyseal fracture.) Varieties of fracture
usually classed as impacted. 9 and 10. Correction of deformity by
the abduction method.

curely fixed by a plaster spica extending from the

nipples to the toes.

The advantages of the abduction treatment

should be obvious if one understands the mechan-
ism of the joint, (i) In abduction the outer frag-

ment is turned downward and inward toward the

inner fragment; (2) in full abduction, under trac-

tion, the capsule is made tense, and being attached

about each fragment this tension should align

them; (3) at the limit of abduction the trochanter

is brought into contact with the tissues covering

the pelvis, or if the fracture is near the head, the
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outer fragment is engaged beneath the rim of the

acetabuhim, thus providing a direct check against

displacement; (4) in full abduction the direction of

the muscles is so changed that their contraction can

no longer displace the fragments; (5) finally, the

attitude of abduction, which is directly opposed to

that indicative of deformity and symptomatic of

weakness, is the attitude most favorable to restora-

tion of function when the support is removed ( Fig.

The Abduction Method of Correcting the Deform-
ity of Impacted Fracture.—The essential deformity

of incomplete fracture is a depression of the fe-

moral neck (coxa vara) (Fig. 5), and unless this is

corrected disability is inevitable. In most instances

the fracture is complete with but slight displace-

ment, and in such cases it may be corrected by the

manipulation already described. If, however, it

is incomplete, a form most often seen in early life

(Fig. 7), it may be easily and safely corrected by the

aid of slight leverage, as follows : As normal abduc-
tion depends upon the upward inclination of the

neck, it must be limited in direct proportion to the

lessened or lost angle. Thus, the range of abduction

under anesthesia is checked by contact of the neck

with the upper border of the acetabulum, a contact

that fixes it. Now under steady traction, aided by
downward pressure on the projecting trochanter,

the limb is still further abducted with the aim of

overcoming or lessening the deformity. In other

words, the deformed neck lies in a plane represent-

ing normal abduction while the shaft is in the me-
dian line. The shaft is therefore abducted until

the normal relation is restored, at least to the degree

that is practicable. When this is accomplished, the

outward rotation having been reduced, a plaster

spica is immediately applied. This method, in which
the only movements permitted are those required to

reduce deformity, and in which secure fixation is

assured, has no relation whatever to the "breaking

up of an impaction," so deplored by the authorities.

The deformity in either variety of fracture having

been corrected and the limb securely fixed, the first

step, in a treatment which to assure functional cure

should extend throughout a year, is accomplished.

In the fifth edition of "A Practical Treatise on

Fractures and Dislocations," by Dr. L. A. Stimson,

the following appears : "Whitman's proposal to

abduct the limb under anesthesia until the trochanter

rests against the ileum and then to force the abduc-

tion, using the trochanter as a fulcrum, so as to

restore the normal angle, does not commend itself

to me." From the sixth edition of the same treat-

ise I quote further: "The generalization of this

hasty, forcible correction by wide abduction has of

late been urged, it seems to me, with more zeal than

attention to the anatomy of the region and the

pathology of the injury. No abduction which is

wider than a normal neck will permit can recreate

a normal neck. The alleged use of contact between

the top of the trochanter and the ileum as a fulcrum

for such abduction is fanciful, no dissected hip that

I have examined would permit the trochanter to be

brought within an inch of such contact while the

head remained in it? socket."

Comment on the main issue is unnecessary. There

are, however, two minor points to which I would

call attention. Dr. Stimson states that no dissected

hip that he had examined would permit the tro-

chanter to be brought within an inch of such con-

tact. The context is obscure. If the dissected

hips were specimens of Coxa \'ara the ab-

normal interval was the inevitable consequence

of the deformity and the limitation of abduction

consequent upon it (Fig. 5). Furthermore, the tro-

chanter is never used as a fulcrum under this or

any other condition. It is this persistent misappre-

hension that I atn attempting to correct. If he re-

fers to the relation of the trochanter to the pelvis

in full abduction under normal conditions I shall,

in reply, quote from the investigations of Dr. A. S.

Taylor on eight cadavers at the College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons with reference to the abduction

treatment. (American Journal of the Medical Sci-

ences, May, 1905.) "Abduction was limited by (o)

The inferior ligaments and capsule; (6) impact of

the posterior part of the trochanter upon the soft

tissues just above the acetabulum. Both of these

obstructions seem to occur simultaneously. . . .

Tension of the inferior capsule and its ligaments

during abduction tended to cause spontaneous align-

ment of the fragments. The influence was more
marked as the line of division approached the great

trochanter."

I quote further from Dr. Stimson : "The main-

tenance of abduction which forms a part of the

same proposed practice (abduction treatment) is

also an imaginary difference, for continuous trac-

tion assures and always has assured abduction of

the joint by tilting of the pelvis even when the limb

is in line with the body."

The purpose of traction, as applied in the treat-

ment of a fracture, is to draw the displaced frag-

ment down to the level of its fellow and to main-

tain it there by preventing muscular contraction. If

traction distorts the pelvis both fragments are

drawn down, and in proportion to this distortion the

direct effect is lessened. For this reason counter

traction, to restrain the tilting of the pelvis, is al-

ways necessary if effective traction is required.

Furthermore, this incidental abduction, whose ad-

vantages were not apparent to the originators of

the traction ("extension") method, must be ham-
pered by the long side splint, which, in routine prac-

tice, is bound to the body and the limb. I can not

admit that this indeterminate degree of abduction

obtained by traction in the line of the body, a trac-

tion that does not even assure reduction of the

shortening, corresponds in the slightest degree with

fixation in full abduction on a level pelvis, after the

shortening has been reduced under anesthesia. The
statement that the difference is imaginary is further

evidence that Dr. Stimson does not understand the

principles of the abduction treatment.

A final quotation, "The first indication is to

save life, the second to get union, the third is to

correct or diminish displacements." I suggest that

all cases be divided into two classes, those suitable

and those unsuitable for the treatment of the frac-

ture as a fracture, the latter to include cases in

which the saving of life is the first consideration,

and, to limit the argument to the point at issue, all

other cases, in which for any cause, real or imag-

inary, the application of surgical principles seems

inadvisable. The remainder of the sentence might

then be transposed to read as follows. The first in-

dication is to correct or diminish displacements in

order to obtain union and to restore function.

In other words, age and physical weakness

should no longer set the standard of treatment nor

be permitted to excuse results which are the in-

evitable consequences of inefficiency and neglect.

RoY.\L Whitm.\n, M.D.
2S} r^BXINCTflK A-nnvB.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

MEDICAL OFFICER OF EDUCATION BOARD's REPORT

—

BELLADONNA IN DYSPEPSIA AIR-DRIED CANCER
CELLS—GASTRIC ULCER—YELLOW FEVER—OBITU-

ARY.
London, December 2, 1910.

The annual report of the medical officer of the

Education Board appeared on Wednesday. It is

only the second of the series, but is a more important

document than its predecessor, as sufficient time has

elapsed to enable some summary to be given of what
has been attempted by the local authorities. Indeed,

Dr. Newman ventures not only to review the work,
but to estimate the merits of the organization. In

314 areas schemes for medical inspection of the

school children have been autho'-ized. In more
than two-thirds of these districts the medical officer

of health has been appointed to the school office.

The advantage of this is recognized, but it is admit-

ted that the unification of the two medical services

is not always possible or even desirable. Still, inti-

mate co-operation between them is held to be neces-

sary, for school hygiene "cannot be divorced from
home hygiene on the one hand or from the health

conditions of the commuiiity generally on the other."

In respect to the connection between home and
school the "care committees" formed in many places

are cordially commended as an almost essential part

of the organization. Voluntary service is recognized

as quite as important as that of paid workers ; ac-

cordingly, a pretty full summary of the duties of

such "care committees" is embodied in the report.

The question of establishing school clinics, to

which I have at times referred as under discussion,

could not be ignored, and although a decided part is

not taken the report seems to incline in favor of
them. In London the hospital part of the county
council's scheme is said not to have yet had a fair

trial, and so no judgment is pronounced.

The extent to which physical defects have been
revealed by inspection has created surprise in many
quarters and excited public discussion, and the re-

port gives some figures. Among the six million chil-

dren in the elementary public schools of England
and Wales about lo per cent, suffer from serious

defects of vision, from 3 to 5 per cent, from defec-
tive hearing, i to 3 per cent, have suppurating ears,

8 per cent, have adenoids or enlarged tonsils, requir-
ing surgical treatment, 20 to 30 per cent, require
dental treatment, 40 per cent, have unclean heads,
I per cent, have ringworms, i per cent, are tuber-
culous, J4 to 2 per cent, have heart disease.

The unthinking part of the public express aston-
ishment at the existence of this mass of disease, and
cry out that something must be done—in some in-

stances that something is suggested and is usually
impracticable. Inspection, of course, shows the
prevalence of disease in children, and the medical
inspector who sees naturally would like to treat the
cases. But it by no means follows that all these
children are neglected. The pressure of an exces-
sive supply of medical practitioners in almost every
district, as well as the existence of numerous hos-
pitals, should rather suggest that they are mostly
under treatment. Those enamored of state inter-

ference in every direction are calling out for another
set of official doctors to take charge of the children.
They forget, or do not care, that to take all these
cases away would spell ruin to a number of local

practitioners who are thoroughly qualified to deal

with them, and in whom the parents have every con-

fidence. No doubt there are cases of neglect, but

they are rare, and it would be better to compel such
parents to do their duty than to encourage them in

their evil ways and teaching them that the state will

make good the results of their criminal negligence.

To the profession as a body this question is of the

greatest importance, but its leading members display

little sympathy for their less prosperous brethren.

I suppose most practitioners have at some time or

other tried the addition of an anodyne to mi.xtures

directed to the relief of obstinate dyspepsia. Hyos-
symus and belladonna are perhaps the most com-
monly used for this purpose. A paper on the value

of the latter, read in the medical section (R. S. M.)
by Drs. Craven Moore and L. Kilroe, is therefore

calculated to attract attention. They found clinically

that certain cases were relieved, and so they pro-

ceeded with a systematic investigation into the action

of belladonna on the functional activity of the

stomach. Their results confirmed and even ampli-

fied Riggel's earlier observations, which showed that

the drug decidedly diminished secretion. Whether
given with or shortly before a test meal a diminu-
tion of both acid and peptic values was observed.

This was more marked in cases of hypersecretion,

but still obtained in the opposite condition. The
effect on the volume of the stomach contents was
slight and variable.

So far the drug seemed to have little influence

over the emptying of the stomach, but radiographic

observations led to a belief that it had an influence

in inhibiting and relieving spasmodic contractions.

Several speakers said their clinical experience was
explained and confirmed by the author's investiga-

tions. One suggested that some variations in the

results might be due to differences in the amount of

the drug absorbed in different conditions. In duo-

denal ulcer it was said that when spasm was present

so also was dilatation of the stomach. The presi-

dent (Dr. Bruce) asked if the relief was permanent
or did patients come to depend on the drug. Dr.

Moore replied that the effect was not permanent any
more than with other drugs, but it kept the local

condition within normal limits and so overcame the

tendency towards a vicious circle. Dr. Kilroe added
that in some cases of spasm associated with hyper-

acidity definite relief had been obtained. Moreover,
in a few cases of cancer marked relief had followed

the use of belladonna.

Experiments at the Imperial Cancer Research
Laboratories confirm Jensen's statement that the

simple drying of cancer pulp in the air at body tem-

perature is lethal to the cells. Messrs. Shattock and
Dudgeon have reported to this effect to the Patho-
logical Section of the Royal. We have very little

evidence that cancer is ever air borne, and the ex-

periments seem to indicate that the fatal effect of

drying is the reason, for in the undried condition the

vitality of the cells is remarkable. Mouse cancer

cells suspended in salt solution were sprayed into the

mouths of mice more than once without effect. The
authors and others experimented with air-dried can-

cer by subcutaneous injection, and found this set up
no immunity to subsequent grafting of undried
growth. Nor did such injection have any effect on
the growth of a graft which had previously been

made. Equally inert was a centrifugalized extract,

or, rather, the use of extract as a prophylactic served

to accelerate the appearance of the growth instead

of retarding it. as if a hypersensitiveness had been

induced.
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At the same meeting Dr. C. Bolton related some
experiments made to determined the effect of diet on
acute gastric ulcer set up by injecting gastrotoxic

serum. He confirmed the view that gastric juice

played a part in producing ulceration, as he found
the longer its contact with the stomach wall the more
rapidly could ulceration be produced. The epithelium

would grow more rapidly over the base of the ulcer

when the animal was kept on a milk than on a meat
diet. On the twentieth day of milk diet the ulcer

would often be covered, but on a meat diet this

would not be the case. From this he tleduced that

the best treatment in the human subject was rest

in bed with food that viould not remain long in the

stomach and the control of hyperacidity.

At the Tropical Society Sir Robert Boyce reported

the results of his fourth expedition to inquire into

yellow fever. It was undertaken for the colonial

office and occupied June, July and August in exam-
ining the gold coast and Sierra Leone. He soon
satisfied himself that the Stcgomyia calopus was the

commonest mosquito in West Africa. The history

of epidemics and sporadic cases, and the absence
of any destruction of infected stegomyia in the past

accounted for the disease having been endemic on
the coast. The reluctance to diagnose it had gener-
ally existed and continued to this day, so that some
had supposed it only attacked new arrivals, while

others were so fearful of exciting a panic that they

made light of it, and some went so far as to justify

a denial of its presence. Until the dreaded black

vomit appeared experienced physicians hesitated to

announce it, and meantime it had spread. Conse-
quently, yellow fever masqueraded under a number
of euphemisms, such as inflammatory fever, bilious

remittent, or intermittent fever. In all the outbreaks

he had investigated he had encountered these ob-

stacles to diagnosis and notification, although writcr<:

on the disease had drawn attention to the matter.

Carrol had said that the disease might be so mild

that the most experienced would hesitate to diagnose
it unless it happened to be prevalent at the time.

Sir Robert seemed to agree with this, and he as-

serted that yellow fever was endemic in West
Africa, where it was common in all its varieties.

Consequently there was only one remedy—destruc-

tion of stegomyia. A marked improvement in the

health and prosperity of the coast would follow such

destruction.

Dr. T. N. Brushfield, formerly superintendent of

Chester and Brookwood asylums, died yesterday,

aged 80. He was a London Hospital student, took

M. R. C. S. in 1850 and M. D. St. And., 1862. He
was a fellow of several societies.

Dr. C. C. Forrester, M. B.. C. M., Edin.. died on
the 28th of November. He was adviser of the Uni-
versity of the Interior in Egypt.
The deaths have also occurred of D. W. Marston

Clark, M. O. H. for 26 years of Quickenham, aged

53, and Dr. Hugh Norris, a retired Somerset sur-

geon, aged 89. He was at one time president of the

Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh, and corre-

sponding member of the Paris Medical Society.

Fatal Chorea; Meningoencephalitis.—J. Lepine, A.

Giraud, and J. Rebattu report the case of a female patient

forty-nine years of age in whom a diffuse meningo-

encephalomyehtis manifested itself by means of a chorei-

form syndrome, and terminated fatally with septicemic

symptoms. The lesions were revealed at autopsy. This

case presented characteristics similar to those of cases of

fatal chorea that have been reported.

—

Revue dc Medecine.

OUR BERLIN LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

CENTENNIAL OF BERLIN UNIVERSITY—ITS HISTORY

ENDOWMENTS FOR RESEARCH—PROMOTIONS TO

DOCTORATE—THE LATE PROFESSOR VON LEYDEN.

Berlin, November is. igio.

It is impossible to render a good report of medical

life at Berlin without referring to the centennial

anniversary of the University of Berlin, even

though the medical faculty took but little part in

the celebration. We have already described the

jubilee of certain medical institutions early in the

year. Nevertheless the celebration of the literary

divisions of the University deserves at least a short

notice. Like a mother in behalf of her children,

she displays the same interest toward all branches

of knowledge. The festivities began October 10,

with a commemorative service. The great multi-

tude did not take part in this ceremony, but on

the evening of this day the entire city of Berlin

was transformed into a festive city. Several thou-

sands of students, males and females, formed a

torchlight procession such as is rarely seen in this

locality. It moved from the suburbs toward the

University, while from thousands of throats the

"gandcamus igititr" of the ancient college song

echoed throughout the city, and injected a truly

ideal note into the noisy life of the never-resting

city. In the new hall of the University, the former

library, on the following day, there was given a

festival play in the presence of the Kaiser and

Kaiserin. This was made memorable by the speech

of the rector, and the convocation of so many
illustrious delegates from the republics of learning

of all nations, and more so by the speech of the

Kaiser. The rector began by recalling the tvvo

Humboldt brothers, whose monuments stand in

front of the University, who represented ideally at

the very foundation of the University the two great

divisions of philosophic and natural sciences. He
spoke of the distinguished teachers, Fichte, Schleier-

macher, and Hegel, and of our own Liebig and

Johannes Miiller. He referred to the manner in

which these latter laid the foundations of modern
chemistry and medicine, not to forget the labors of

the physicist Helmholtz. The present time de-

mands a wider revelation of the University's treas-

ures than formerly, nevertheless one must never

forget that the foundations are not sunk upon a

narrow level.

The Kaiser's speech culminated in the announce-

ment that, according to the original plan of Wil-

helm von Humboldt, the extension of the Uni-

versity in the establishment of institutions for

scientific research would now be realized. With
this end in view, a society has been organized under

the presidency of the Kaiser, with the object of

raising funds for this purpose. The first gifts that

the Kaiser would hand over to science would

amount to nearly ten million marks. This sum
comes chiefly from commerce and industry, and

is contributed substantially for research in natural

science and in medicine. It is understood that there

is next contemplated the establishment of a re-

search institute for physical and for general chem-

istry ; later an institute for the study of radium

and the problems of immunity. A banquet in the

evening closed the day's festivities. The following

morning another celebration was held in the hall

of the University, at which the Professor of His-

tory gave a lengthy lecture on the history of the
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University. In 1810 the number of teachers was

52, and of students 256. To-day the teaching corps

consists of 508 members, while there are 226 priv-

at docents, 8,000 students, and 14,000 auditors.

In the first decades the property of the University

amounted to 300,000 marks; now it totals 5,000,000

marks. While formerly all branches of the Uni-

versity were sheltered under its roof, with the ex-

ception of the medical and surgical clinic, which

had twelve beds in a lodging house, to-day not

even the collective psychological sciences alone can

find sufficient room within its walls.

Following this lecture there was an unusually

large number of promotions to the doctorate,

honoris causa. Particular applause greeted three

promotions of the medical faculty, the poet Wil-

helm Raabe, the painter Hans Thoma, and the

composer Max Reger. The dean of the medical

faculty, Professor Bumm, announced that these

men had accomplished great services in medicine,

for nothing so cheers and exhilarates the sick as

genuine art.

A garden party in the afternoon with historic

costumes and tableaux and an immense commers
in the evening concluded the festivities.

Early this month there died a Berlin clinician

who for decades has been regarded as the leading

physician of Germany, Ernest Leyden. Through-
out almost his entire life he occupied a prominent
position. Without Leyden's familiar personality

the medical life of Berlin is hardly conceivable. It

was his fate to have sustained an accident that

after many long months terminated in death. The
living figure of the deceased was conjured up once
more by those who took part in the memorial ser-

vice, to which the Society of Internal Medicine had
invited them at the Medical Clinic. Leyden had
founded the society and had always presided over
it. The eulogy was delivered by F. Kraus. "Work,
service, and gentleness," began the speaker, "con-
stitute the formula that sums up the life and in-

fluence of Leyden." After describing his Hfe the
orator referred to the deceased as clinician and in-

vestigator. Leyden was no specialist. His investi-

gations embraced every branch of medicine. Im-
perishable were his services in the sanatorium move-
ment, and his provision for those afflicted with
cancer. If he had not attained any true success
in this direction at any rate it must be admitted
that the not distant future will show how full of
blessings his work in this domain happened to be.
The following day witnessed a similar celebra-
tion at the scene of Leyden's service of many
years, the First Medical Clinic. The memorial ad-
dress was delivered by Leyden's successor, Pro-
fessor . His.

J^rogrpBB of Upliiral i»ri?ttr?.
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What Medical Socieries Can Do for the Health of the People. I.
Ritchie. '

Experiments on Transmission of Bacteria by Flies with Special Re-
lation to an Epidemic of Bacillary Dysentery at the Worcester
Mate Hospital, Massachusetts. 1910. S. T. Orton and W. LUodd,

Report of a Study of Brown Sequard's Epilepsy in the Guinea Pis;.

An Extrauterine Pregnancy at Full Term. C. H. Hare.

Medical Societies and the Public Health.—J. Ritchie
states that medical societies, representing the best thought
in the medical work of a great city, can speak with a voice
that cannot fail to be heard or ignored. They can have
a decided power in suggesting and influencing appropriate

legislation. The following subjects are mentioned in which

medical societies can advantageously proclaim their at-

titude: the questions of tuberculous cattle, the city milk

supply, pasteurization, the notification of infectious dis-

eases, the contagious character of poliomyelitis, disinfec-

tion, the typhoidal oyster and the typhoid fly, vaccination,

animal experimentation, the abolition of the public drink-

ing cup, the hygiene of sex, and the relation of medical

men to the public press. In regard to the last, it is pos-

sible that the essential matters of consequence in medical

discovery may be given to the people in an interesting and

trustworthy manner.

Bacterial Transmission by Flies.—S. T. Orton and

VV. L. Dodd investigated an epidemic of bacillary dysen-

tery at the Worcester State Hospital occurring in July and

August, 1910, with the object of ascertaining, first, the

causative organism ; second, the method of transmission

from case to case ; and, third, prophylactic measures against

such transmission. They came to the following conclu-

sions: An organism conforming to the Shiga type of B.

dysenteria was recovered from 10 out of 15 cases ex-

amined. B. prodigiosus planted in the laundry was re-

covered from flies caught in traps in the scullery and five

screened ward dining rooms at an inter\'al of from two

to six days after the original plant It proves impracti-

cable in most insane hospitals to keep the flies from access

to fecal matter and from food when they are present

outside in large numbers and, therefore, the best prophy-

laxis against fly-borne epidemics is in cleaning up the

breeding places of the fly, to reduce its numbers or eradi-

cate it. The typhoid fly

—

Musca domestica—breeds in tre-

mendous numbers in decaying vegetable waste of vary-

ing sorts, and a search for maggot-infested places with

subsequent attention thereto offers the best line of attack.

The house fly's egg to adult cycle is ten days, so that veg-

etable waste should be cared for at least once a week dur-

ing fly season. Horse manure may be treated by chemical

means, but it is probable that, if it is kept dry and in the

dark, but little breeding will take place. Mixing with many
times its bulk of cow manure may prove effective. When
possible, all waste material should be plowed into the land

without accumulating. Spreading over the land will prob-

ably suffice to reduce the pest markedly. In hospitals sur-

rounded by considerable ground it is probable that the

great majority of the flies are home grown, and the exter-

mination of their breeding places is an object which can-

not be overlooked.

Brown-Seqioard's Epilepsy in the Guinea Pig.—A. E.

Taft found that lesions occurring in the cord or principal

nerve trunks of guinea pigs produce a tendency to con-

vulsions resembling epilepsy. The attacks, however, have

not been proved spontaneous, but may be elicited by irri-

tation of a specific zone of skin on the side of the face

and neck corresponding to the injured nerve. The scratch

reflex, the first manifestation of the nervous lesion, de-

veloped at the end of a period averaging eighteen days

after the division of the nerve. The complete convulsion

appeared on an average of one month and nine days fol-

lowing the injury to the nerve and eighteen days after the

development of the scratch reflex. Age proved not to be

an absolute factor in relation to the time of development

of the convulsions. The zone of irritation varies in ex-

tent. The sensitive area is at first limited to the skin over

the side of the face. This extends progressively with the

further development of the convulsive tendency to in-

clude the shoulder and often some distance beyond the

border of the scapula. The degree of sensitiveness varies

in individual cases. Sometimes merely touching the hair

will produce an attack, while in others definite molding of

the skin is required. Trophic changes occur in the zone of

irritation, manifested often by falling of the hair, leav-

ing the skin exposed ; or it may be the hair becomes brit-
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tie and breaks off, thus causing a roughening of the coat.

In extreme cases the skin may ulcerate. As a rule parasites

accumulate over the area and there is some anesthesia.

The convulsion follows irritation of the sensitive zone and

is preceded by the scratch reflex. Following this, the an-

imal falls on its back with eyes closed, insensible, and

all its muscles in a state of tonic, followed by clonic, con-

vulsion. The attack is usually brief, but may be sponta-

neously repeated several times. For some time following

the return of consciousness the animal is somewhat stupid

and dazed. The effect of convulsions was productive of a

marked loss of flesh, and this bore no relation to the

quantity or quality of food given. Lessened reproduction

was also universal, and in almost every instance of birth

of young they were not alive or died immediately after

birth. This was proved not to be due directly to the di-

vision of the nerve, for by limiting attacks to not more

than one each week, perfectly normal offspring were born.

This would seem to show a marked disturbance in metab-

olism due to frequent convulsions. The study of 128 off-

spring of epileptic animals to observe the transmission of

epilepsy, reported by Brown-Sequard to have been seen in

his series, was absolutely negative. Four young were very

weak at birth and died on the second day, but showed no

other symptoms. The fact that convulsions in the offspring

of epileptic animals always, in Brown-Sequard's experience,

existed with a lack of toes, makes it seem possible that

there may have been some prenatal injury which would

produce the same effect as a division of the nerve. The
thirteen young of the second and third generations were

also negative.

Extrauterine Pregnancy at Full Term.—C. H. Hare
reports a case of this condition in which he had made a

diagnosis of abdominal pregnancy at full term with death

of the child. Upon operation a dead baby, weighing four

and three-fourths pounds, was removed. The patient made
an ideal recovery. The author quotes the conclusions of

Peterson recently published in regard to extrauterine preg-

nancy as follows: Whenever conditions permit, operation

for the removal of the gestation sac is indicated in the

first half of an extrauterine pregnancy since at this

period the mother is in great danger from rupture

and sepsis and the chances for the removal of the

fetus are very poor. During the latter part of an

extrauterine pregnancy the chances of rupture and fatal

hemorrhage are very much less (4.8 per cent.), and

the chances of survival of the fetus are very much greater.

While malnutrition and malformation of the extrauterine

child are more common than with the fetus under normal

conditions, they are not frequent enough to contraindicate

attempts at saving its life. Hence, under favorable sur-

roundings, when the patient can be watched, she should be

allowed to go within two or three weeks of term before

operation. Since the maternal mortality is more than twice

as great after operations in advanced extrauterine preg-

nancy where the placenta is left behind, its removal should

be one of the cardinal principles of each operation. In

the "discoid" variety of placenta, where only a small sur-

face of this organ is not attached the blood supply must

be controlled, either by tying the vessels or by compression

of the aorta before an attempt be made to remove the

placenta. When, for any reason, removal of the latter is

impossible, the sac should be stitched to the parietal peri-

toneum and the placenta shut off from the peritoneal cav-

ity by gauze. Dependent drainage through the vagina

should be secured whenever possible.

New York Medical Journal.

606 or Dioxydiamidoarsenobenzol. E. G. Ballenger.
Hospital Day Address. C. W. Burr.
Some Remarks on the Differential Diagnosis of Typhoid Ferer P. U.

MarkJey.

The Present Status of the Psychoneuroces and of Psychotherapy.
E. E. Mayer.

Acute Primary Polymvositis, with Report of a Case. C. F. Clowe.

Our Experience with Vaccine Therapy in Acute Infections. E. Mar-
tin. J

Some Surgical Consideration of Nonmalignant Ovaries. R. V. Ward.
Report of a Case of Pelvic Peritonitis Complicated by Postopera-

tive Hysteria. J. D. Whitall.
.•\ Case of Hepatic Syphilis. M. Goldsmith.

Ehrlich-Hata Preparation.—E. G. Ballenger gives an

account of his visit to Dr. Wechselmann's clinic in the

Rudolph Virchow Hospital, in which 500 of the 2,000 beds

are devoted to skin and venereal diseases. He admits that

the results of the use of this remedy are marvelous and

have exceeded all reasonable expectations. The more ac-

tive the lesions and the more malignant the disease the bet-

ter seem the results or, at least, the more apparent and

startling. From a clinical study of the results and from

a careful review of the reports upon this remedy the

author feels justified in stating that it is the most won-

derful therapeutic discovery the medical profession has

ever made. In something like 13,000 patients treated with

606 there have been about twelve deaths in adults. Only

one or two of these, however, were apparently due to the

remedy itself, but most of them showed serious organic

lesions or were already in a moribund condition, and

should not have received the treatment. A few deaths have

been caused by imperfections in the technique that have

already been overcome. The mortality was rather high at

first in luetic infants until the danger was more fully

realized and the dosage reduced or preliminary treatment

given. It has been reported that 606 applied locally to

chancres promotes prompt healing when this does not fol-

low quickly the injection. Nervous diseases which occur

late as parasyphilitic affections and are not due to such

lesions as gummata are apparently not benefited by

606. Beginning locomotor ataxia and beginning syphilitic

insanity may be checked or cured by this remedy, but so

far the results are not conclusive and one must wait for

further trials before formulating a rule. If destruction

of the nervous system has occurred it would be foolish

to expect such lesions to be repaired by any remedy.

Hospital Day Address.—C. W. Burr states that one

cause of failure with recent graduate nurses is forgetful-

ness of the human aspect of their work and an undue

magnification of technique and scientific matters. Another

cause of failure is lack of tact which in itself depends upon

ignorance of human nature plus a contempt for such knowl-

edge and forgetfulness of the fact that on it depends abil-

ity to manage people.

Differential Diagnosis of Typhoid Fever.—P. H.

Markley states that examples of irregular typhoid are con-

stantly encountered and present difficulties in diagnosis

which, clinically at least, may be insurmountable, and in

not a few instances defy even the bacteriologists, and are

solved only by the autopsy. Typhoid fever is, perhaps,

more often confounded with tuberculosis than with any

other disease, especially with acute miliary tuberculous

peritonitis, and with those cases of profound toxemia some-

times seen in cases of pulmonary tuberculosis. Of these

the acute miliary is undoubtedly the most confusing. The

Widal test, while not pathognomonic, is entitled to verj-

great respect, being positive in about ninety per cent, of

typhoid cases. The diazo reaction is of but little value in

differentiating typhoid fever, being present in so many

febrile conditions. Other bacteriological methods, such as

the detection of bacilli in the blood, stools, urine, etc., are

not available by the average practitioner, as the detection

of the typhoid bacillus requires the careful technique of

a skilled bacteriologist. Nor is the leucocyte count of

value in differentiating typhoid fever from tuberculosis, as

leucocytosis is not present in either disease ; a differential

count, however, may be of some value, as in typhoid there

is an increase of the lymphocytes, constituting a relative

lymphocytosis which is not present in tuberculosis.
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Psychoneuroses and Psychotherapy.—E. E. Mayer

discusses the inexactitude of terms and definitions, the

nature of neurasthenia and of hysteria, the hysteria theory

of Freud, the psychic epidemic among physicians due to

the pernicious use of Freud's method of psychoanalysis, the

theories of hysteria formulated by Babinsky and Janet, the

relationship between psychoses and psychoneuroses, psy-

choanalysis, and simplified psychotherapy.

Acute Primary Polymyositis.—C. F. Clowe reports a

case of this condition. Three distinct varieties of the dis-

ease have been described: i. Simple acute myositis. Onset

is with lassitude and mild constitutional disturbances, pain,

and tenderness in certain groups of muscles. Patients

either improve after a few days or the type lapses into one

of the other varieties. 2. Acute infectious. Great lassi-

tude and marked pain. Constitutional disturbances are se-

vere. Affected muscles are prominent, very tender, woody,

hard, or doughy to the feel, and sensitive. Patient takes

position to relax the affected parts. When suppuration

begins high fever, cutaneous eruption, and severe symp-

toms are present. Usually ends with diarrhea. 3. Primary

subacute infectious. Prodromes are long, lasting from

three to five weeks, pain, lassitude, slight fever, nausea,

headache, and weakness, then chills, some fever, edema of

face and extremities, pain, and redness, macular eruptions

on the face and extremities, gastric disturbances, patient

grows rigid and helpless ; reactions and reflexes are much
lessened or almost disappear, constipation marked, thirst,

etc., occur. Form two lasts from five to twenty days, and

most patients die. If they recover they do so in tliree or

four months. In form one the patients as a rule recover

unless they lapse into form two. Form three lasts from

three to four months and few patients recover. If they

do it is a matter of many months or of years before re-

covery is complete. Differentia! diagnosis must be made
from rheumatism, typhoid, suppurative arthritis, trichinosis,

multiple neuritis, and osteomyelitis. It is almost often

and likely mistaken for multiple neuritis and trichinosis.

Vaccine Therapy in Acute Infections.—E. Martin

reaches the following conclusions: i. The opsonic index,

as a guide to treatment, is not an essential element if the

clinical symptoms be carefully observed and the dose reg-

ulated accordingly. 2. Acute infections, such as acne,

furuncles, and subcutaneous abscesses, show brilliant and
uniform results. 3. The best results are obtained when the

dose is slowly increased through successive inoculations.

4. Autogenous vaccines are not essentia! in the treatment

of staphylococcus processes. 5, The duration of infections

is perceptibly shortened by the use of vaccines.

Nonmalignant Ovaries.—R. F. Ward states that

sufferers from the different nonmalignant forms of ovarian
inflammation and degeneration constitute one of the most
satisfactory classes of patients upon whom the surgeon is

called to operate, provided the greatest care and discretion

are exercised in selecting the cases which really require

operation, doing only that which is necessary, and always
endeavoring to save as much ovarian tissue as is com-
patible with complete amelioration of the symptoms for
which the operation was undertaken.

Pelvic Peritonitis and Hysteria.—J. D. Whitall, using
his case as a text, makes a plea for tlie more tliorough

attention to the after-treatment of cases of pelvic per-
itonitis.

Hepatic Syphilis.—M. Goldsmith reports a case of
this condition which does not correspond with any of the
clinical types described, resembling hypertrophic cirrhosis

more tlian any of the others.

Journal of the American Medical Association.
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Use of Typhoid Vaccines in Typhoid Fever. J, M. Anders
Fundamental Principle UnderlyinR the Treatment of Wounds on the

Body Surface. C. E. Tennant.

Some Effects of Bright Light on the Eyes. J. H. Parsons.
Physiological Action. Uses and Abuses of Alcohol in the Circulatory

Disturbances of the Acute Infections. J. L. Miller.

Magnesium Poisoning. The Study of Ten Cases. W. F. Boos.

Different Forms of Mediastinal Pleurisy, with Report of Three Cases.

A. Frick.
Traumatic Rupture of Fixed Portion of Male Urethra. O. J. Gaub.
The New Treatment of Syphilis. Ehrlich-Hata. Observations and

Results. H. L. Eisner.

The Cultivation of the Tissues of the Chick Embryo Outside the

Body. M. T. Burrows.
The Renal Activity in Pregnant and Puerperal Women as Revealed

by the Phcnosulphonephthalein Tests. F. C. Goldsborough and
F. C. Ainley.

Obstruction of Bowel—Dietl's Crisis. R. Brown.
Extracerebellar Tumor. E. I,. Moorhead.

Typhoid Vaccines.—J. M. Anders states that in

serious cases of typhoid, when the system is overwhelmed

with the toxins, the vaccine treatment may be a source of

fresh danger and aggravate the symptoms. Typhoid is an

acute bacteremia plus to.xemia, often fulminating in char-

acter, and not a localized infection. Hence brilliant results

from vaccine treatment can hardly be looked for. It is

doubtful whether it is safe to use typhoid vaccines in se-

vere cases. It is in chronic infections, in which the speci-

fic organism is walled off from the general circulation

with slow absorptions of toxins into the blood, that vac-

cine therapy is most useful. In eight cases the author used

small doses, 25,000,000 in the beginning and subsequent ones

of 50,000,000 each, repeated as a rule at intervals of seven-

ty-five hours. His observations do not show that small

doses stimulated phagocytosis very much, but he thinks the

effects of the vaccines on the leucocyte count should be

carefully investigated. If, however, the process of immuni-

zation is dependent chiefly on phagocytosis, and it can be

shown that the bone marrow can be thus stimulated, then

vaccine therapy is advisable. The routine use of vaccines

is not to be encouraged, but an antiendotoxic serum would,

by neutralizing the endotoxin, be an idea! treatment. The

author concludes that vaccines are of value as a means of

prophylaxis: in suitable cases when continued during con-

valescence, to prevent relapses; to combat local infections

with the typhoid bacillus, as, for example, bone suppura-

tions which arise in the period of convalescence; and for

the removal of the typhoid bacilli from the feces and urine

in the case of typhoid-carriers.

Surface Wounds.—C. E. Tennant states that when
infection is definitely present free incision and copious wet

dressings which will raise the polymorphonuclear blood-

content are advised to overwhelm the invading organism,

and the simplest and safest solution to moisten the dress-

ing is the hot sterile physiologic salt solution. Other safe

solutions are equal parts of alcohol and saturated boracic-

acid solution, which also stimulate the tissues to an active

local liyperemia, or Thiersch's solution. Unless the dress-

ings are large enough to retain moisture and heat for long

periods of time they are worse than useless. They should

be changed once in from twelve to twenty-four hours, ac-

cording to the amount of discharge, but the solutions should

be used as often as necessary, and a change from one to

another solution is often of great advantage, especially if

the alcohol solution has been used first. Where infection

has not occurred and is not expected it is better to keep

dressings from contact with the wound, especially if it is

extensive and moist. It has long been known that burns

and traumas of the face where dressings are not applied

heal with little inconvenience and scar, and the same prin-

ciple applied elsewhere is equally effective. It is difficult,

however, to effect this, and surgeons have invented almost

as many appliances as they number themselves. The

author describes two methods which he has been using for

a number of years with great satisfaction. One is the use

of a sheet of light aluminum as a base on which is fastened

a cage made of poultry wire of any size of mesh desired.

This he has found of special use in extensive burns of the

extremities. The other method is the use of copper or

aluminum-coated fly screen cut to the desired size, bound

with adhesive tape, and set on strips of adhesive felt sheet-
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ing which have been first cut, fashioned, and attached to

the skin about the outer margin of the wound. This is

fastened by adhesive straps and covered by gauze dressing

and bandaged, nothing directly touching the wound.

Effects of Bright Light.—J. H. Parsons directs at-

tention to the effects of excessive light in the production

of such conditions as snow blindness, ophthalmia electrica,

and glass-worker's cataract. He gives the results of ex-

periments which show that the lens has a very powerful

capacity for absorbing ultraviolet rays, which is easily de-

monstrated by the strong fluorescence which occurs when

these rays fall on it. There is no doubt about tlie absorp-

tion of those rays between 300 and 350 microns in length,

and it is, therefore, not illogical to assume that these rays

may produce pathologic changes in the eye. The pathologic

changes in the lens in which bright light may be a prom-

inent factor in glass-worker's cataract are mentioned.

These are attributed by Schanz and Stockhausen to the

ultraviolet rays, but Parsons is not satisfied that this is

absolutely so. It is difficult to devise conclusive experi-

ments for the elucidation of a problem in which the causal

agent acts slowly over a very long period, and, until further

experiments have been made to eliminate the heat factor,

it would be unwise to make any dogmatic statement as

to the true cause of glass-worker's cataract. The effects

of light containing violet rays on the conjunctiva are also

noticed, as shown in snow blindness, electric ophthalmia,

and sunburn. Red vision, which is often a troublesome

symptom after exposure to bright light, has also been at-

tributed to the ultraviolet rays, but the author thinks we
cannot consider them solely responsible. The protective

measures which have been devised are noted and heavy

flint glass is stated to meet most requirements, as far as

impenetrability to ultraviolet rays is concerned, but its

weight renders it unsuitable for spectacle glasses. He be-

lieves, however, that it will be easy to solve the problem of

protective measures. Much still remains to be done in the

direction of determining with greater accuracy the physi-

')Iogic and pathologic potency of the ultraviolet rays.

Alcohol in Acute Infections.—J. L. Miller concludes

that impairment of the vascular regulating mechanism is

more apparent than active disturbance of the heart in the

circulatory derangements of the acute infections. Treat-

ment should therefore be directed to the prevention or

correction of these vasomotor disturbances, and, while

alcohol in small doses sometimes acts as a cardiovascular

stimulant, its mode of action is not quite clear. In larger

amounts, in individuals not accustomed to its use, it in-

variably acts as a depressant, paralyzing the vasomotor

center. The borderline between doses that act as a stimu-

lant and those which act as a depressant is very uncertain.

Some investigators have been unable to detect a rise in

blood-pressure, even with very moderate doses, and this

uncertainty renders it an undesirable therapeutic agent.

Even in small doses it may and in large doses it always

depresses the circulation, and other drugs more constant

in their action are advisable and less likely to affect the

patient unfavorably.

Magnesium Poisoning.—W. F. Boos concludes that

magnesium sulphate, in bulk or in concentrated solution, is

absorbed, in part at least, from the gastrointestinal tract

into the blood, and if a sufficient amount is absorbed at a

time poisoning will result. Of the ten cases he has col-

lected, six resulted fatally, and the symptoms and autopsy

findings corresponded very well with those obtained in

animals after intravenous injection of the salt. The slow-

ness of its excretion renders its repeated dosage in con-

centrated solution risky on account of possibility of poison-

ing by cumulation. Under normal conditions and in proper

dilution Epsom salts is a valuable cathartic, but it is not

wise to give it indiscriminately in cases of possible obstruc-

tion of the bowel on account of the above-mentioned dan-

ger. Its subcutaneous use is not only irrational but danger-

ous. The symptoms of poisoning, as noted in the ten

cases, are largely those of paralysis and irritation of the

bowel, diminution of the urine and, in the majority, a

marked paralyzing effect on the respiration. It has also

an effect on the reflex centers of the cord and on the sensi-

bility as shown by Meltzer. Boos questions Meltzer's

recommendation of the subcutaneous use of magnesium

sulphate, and says that it should be employed, if ever,

only with the greatest care. In cases of suspected mag-

nesium poisoning large quantities of normal salt solution

should be given intravenously, and Meltzer's experiments

on animals suggest the possible value of the subcutaneous

use of lime salts in dilute solution.

Mediastinal Pleurisy.—A. Frick presents this paper,

which was reported in Medical Record, Vol. 77, page 1,074.

Rupture of Male Urethra.—O. J. Gaub describes the

anatomic mechanism of rupture of the fixed portion of the

male urethra, and describes the methods of its treatment.

He points out that it is an injury of serious import and

should receive prompt attention when it occurs. If the

condition of the patient permits immediate operation, the

call to restore the natural passage is imperative. This can

be done at any point of the urethra through a median per-

ineal incision. The question of shock should be con-

sidered as a primary measure, and leakage of the urine in

the early hours is not to be feared. Proper drainage

should be instituted to prevent infection. The author lays

special stress on the position of the patient during opera-

tion. The exaggerated dorsal position is advised, using the

old Clover's crutch, supplemented by a sand bag under the

sacrum, which flexes the pelvis on the vertebral column

so as to bring the perineum in the horizontal plane and

render the structures taut, permitting an anatomic dissec-

tion.

Arsenobenzol in Syphilis.—H. L. Eisner concludes as

follows : The treponema is positively destroyed and the

living contagion of syphilis removed by 606. It promptly

and favorably affects visible and palpable syphilitic lesions,

staying the destructive and onward march of ulcerations

and causing rapid healing. It also removes deep-seated

gummata. It is more rapid in its effects on specific dis-

ease and is likely to prove more valuable in the treatment

of internal syphilitic disorders than any other known rem-

edy. It cannot replace cicatricial tissue. Neither does it

affect favorably chronic syphilitic nervous diseases in which

there is a break in the continuity of the nerve-structure,

though in some cases it seems to favorably influence the

continuous crises of tabes. In all cases it causes leucocy-

tosis and the formation of antibodies. It modifies, and, in

most cases, ultimately negatives the Wassermann reaction.

It unquestionably floods the circulation with endotoxins

resulting from the death of millions of spirochetes, and in

all probability an antitoxin is developed in the blood. These

facts must be considered in connection with the treatment.

In acute and threatening deposits in vital organs it may be

life-saving by its prompt action. It ought not to be given

to ambulatory patients, nor is it safe in the hands of care-

less or inexperienced individuals. The hospital is the best

place for the use of the method, and patients who are injected

should be kept in bed for seven days under close observa-

tion, and longer is needed. Second injections, if needed,

should not be earlier than eight weeks after the first. Con-

traindications should be carefully considered. It should not

be given when other infections than syphilis exist, however

mild they may be, nor should the feeble or old, or those

with other than specific organic disease, be injected. Con-

genital syphilis calls for the treatment, either directly or

indirectly, through the mother. The living contagion is

destroyed ; hence, the spread of syphilis can be prevented

by its early use, a point for sanitarians. In occasional

well-selected cases the use of iodides by the method of
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Wechselmann will increase the efficacy of 606 when second

injections are necessary. Two to three weeks should have

passed after thorough mercurial treatment when this has

been used before the injection of arsenobenzol. While its

effects are magical, it is not yet certain that a single in-

jection will prevent the secondary or tertiary stages in all

cases. Further observation is needed as to this point.

The dose is given by the author as 0.5 gram for men, 0.45

gram for women, and there is a tendency to slightly in-

crease this dose to 0.8 and 0.6. The dose for children

ought not to be higher than 0.02.

Embryonic Tissue Grovirth.—M. T. Burrows describes

the results of his experiments in cultivating the tissues of

the chick embryo outside the body, in blood plasma of the

frog.

Renal Activity in Pregnancy.—F. C. Goldsborough

and F. C. Ainley conclude that normal obstetrical patients

eliminate phenosulphonephthalein more slowly that nor-

mal non-pregnant women. Whether this is connected with

the ordinary changes in metabolism observed at that time

or is due to some other factor one is at present

unable to state. In the last month of normal

pregnancy the power to eliminate this drug may be

very low and falls far below the limits set for

non-pregnant individuals. Until more extensive observa-

tions are at hand this test should be applied with great

caution in toxemic cases, although it is possible that further

study will show that it may afford valuable diagnostic and

prognostic information.

Bowell Obstruction and Dietl's Crisis.—R. Brown
reports a case in which twisting of a kidney pedicle was a

factor in causing adhesions to close the bowel lumen and

blood-current.

Extracerebellar Tumor.—E. L. Moorhead reports a

case in which at autopsy there was found a fibroma firmly

adherent to the side of the pons, its origin apparently being

from the auditory nerve.

The Lancet.

The Treatment and Prognosis of Exophthalmic Goiter. W. Hall
White.

RecurrinjT Arterial Hypertonus in Granular Kidney and in Micraine.
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The Diagnosis and Treatment of Cystic Disease of the Breast. D'Arcy
Power.

Heart Strain and Dilatation. J. F. Goodhart.
The Motor Functions of the Stomach. H. M. VV. Gray.
Intramedullary Lesion (Gumma?) of the Spinal Cord with Brown-

Sequard Phenomenon and Recovery. A. Bernstein.
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taneously Cured by Evacuation Through an Umbilical Fistula.
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Notes Upon an Outbreak of Illness Due to Tinned Meat in the City
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Exophthalmic Goiter.—W. Hall White states that

in some persons, at least, there is a natural tendency for

exophthalmic goiter to get well. No doubt this operates

more often than figures show, for it must have helped some
of those who improved while in the hospital. We also

learn that some who are afflicted with this disease recover

without treatment. We rarely see death due to exophthal-

mic goiter and we do not often see elderly women with it.

These two facts illustrate the natural tendency of the dis-

ease to get well. It seems, however, a fair conclusion that

the expected deaths among sufferers from exophthalmic
goiter is somewhat, but not very much, greater than among
the healthy—in other words, they are rather bad lives.

If one follows the after-histories of cases of exophthal-
mic goiter they teach that the great majority do well.

The private cases do better than the hospital cases, but

really much better than the figures show, for the mor-
tality is higher among the hospital than among the private

cases. The private cases probably do better than the hos-
pital cases because they are better able to rest. The pro-
portion of four deaths out of eleven cases operated on is

about Hie same as that given by Dr. Hector W. G. Mac-

kenzie for similar operations. It must be specially remem-

bered that this serious mortality of nearly forty per cent-

is an immediate mortality, some of the patients even dying

on the operation table, the others within twenty-four hours

of the operation. If the patients are not operated on there

is no immediate danger in the great majority of cases, the

disease frequently gets quite well, and the actual deathi

among those with exophthalmic goiter are not very many

greater than among healthy females. A further argument

against operation is that in several cases the patient is not

cured by the operation. Inasmuch as in some patients there

is a natural tendency for the disease to get well, it is diffi-

cult to come to a precise opinion about other treatments

than the operative, but the author's belief is that the most

important is absolute rest in bed for many weeks. During

the daytime the bed should, whenever possible, be out of

doors, and if the weather permits, the patient may be out of

doors at night, at any rate she should sleep with her win-

dows wide open. Next to rest, the most important fea-

ture of treatment is food ; most patients with exophthal-

mic goiter are thin, and they will improve as they gain in

weight
;

plain, simple food, and plenty of it, is needed

They must not be worried, the rest must be tranquil, they

must be spared the housekeeping and other domestic duties,

and it is because private patients can, so much better than

others, rest quietly that they do better. It is extremely

hazardous to try to estimate the value of drugs for this

disease. Lately the author has often given Moebius' anti-

thyroid serum. It may be given in milk, five-minim doses

to begin with, but rapidly increased to thirty minims, three

times a day. It has appeared to do good, and some patients

think they are better for it, but certainly other patients do

just as well without it. For extreme restlessness hyoscine

is recommended.

Recurring Arterial Hypertonus.—W. Russell de-

scribes the importance of recognizing this condition with

the aid of the hemomanometer, in granular kidney and in

migraine. He reports illustrative cases. In the former

condition he alludes to the phenomena which are commonly
recognized as presaging paralysis, hemiplegia being the

commonest, associated or not with aphasia. Very many
of these cases are preceded for days or for longer periods

by recurring sensations of numbness or tingling, by tem-

porary slight loss of power in a hand, an arm, a leg, dif-

ficulty in articulation, temporary loss of speech, feeling

of mental confusion, temporary loss of memory, and so on.

All these are associated with arterial hypertonus and a

high hemomanometer reading. The nervous phenomena

can only be explained by the participation of the vessels

in varying parts of the brain in a constriction in which

the whole systemic circulation is affected. These local

angiospasms in the brain lead to anemia of the areas in-

volved, the clinical phenomena being referable to the areas

so affected. The angiospasm in brain areas favors throm-

bosis, and its consequent deplorable brain softening, or

leads to hemorrhage on the heart side of the region of

spasm. Now if these phenomena are duly observed, cor-

rectly correlated and interpreted one has it in his power
in many instances to save one's patients from disaster,

preventing their being deprived of the power of locomo-

tion, of speech, of mental power, perhaps for years longer

than would otherwise be the case.

Cystic Disease of the Breast.—D'Arcy Power states

that cystic disease of the breast is not a distinct entity. It

is associated with almost every variety of disease of the

mammary gland, and requires careful investigation, which

is best carried out by a combination of clinical and patho-

logical research. He describes the diagnosis and treatment

of the different forms of benign and malignant cysts of the

breast.

Heart Strain and Dilatation.—J. F. Goodhart sums
up as follows : True heart strain—by which he understands
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a state of muscle that, it not dealt with by retreat from

all active exercise for long periods, leads to dilatation of

the heart—is a rare condition. Dilatation of the heart, in

its beginning, is evidently not easy to determine with cer-

tainty, for it may share signs and symptoms in common
with many emotional and other nerve disturbances of

which the heart is a past-master of expression. Cases of

doubt one must admit to be common, and they call for

circumspection as regards their management, but one

must beware of timidity, and the author cannot but think

that this has of late years been much abroad to account

for the frequency and the looseness with which the term

dilatation of the heart seems to have been applied.

Motor Functions of the Stomach.—H. M. \V. Gray

states that many observations show that a physiological

"middle sphincter" exists, and that in normal stomachs the

parts of the organ on each side of this "sphincter" must

be regarded as acting separately. The "middle sphincter"

can be likened in some manner to the pylorus in that it

holds back the stomach contents in the cardiac portion

until they are in proper condition for being passed into the

pyloric tubular portion, just as the pyloric sphincter acts

in retaining the pyloric contents till they are in proper

physical and chemical condition to be treated in the duo-

denum.

Intramedullary Lesion of the Spinal Cord.—A. Bern-

stein reports the case of a female, aged eighteen years,

who was admitted complaining of pain in the back of the

head and neck with stiffness and weakness of the right

arm and leg. She first noticed stifTness in the neck about

three years ago. About two months ago there was slight

pain in the back of the neck radiating over the back of

the scalp, especially on the right side. There was also

some numbness on the posterior right scalp. This had

continued till the present. Later there was some weak-

ness in the right arm first noticed in the shoulder, which

gradually got worse, and extended down to the hand.

About the same time there was weakness in the right leg,

which also got steadily worse. There was no numbness,

but some slight tingling in the finger-tips. The father died

from phthisis. The mother and the other children had

excellent history—no syphilis, cancer, or tuberculosis. The
case improved rapidly under antisyphilitic treatment. The
lesion in this case was evidently situated in the right half

of the substance of the cord, especially the anterior horn

in the upper dorsal region. But the nature of the lesion

was more difficult to determine. Tumors of the cord,

tubercle, a plaqu« of disseminated sclerosis, would hardly

have cleared up so rapidly after advancing so far and so

quickly. Neither would anterior poliomyelitis account for

all the physical signs. Hysteria was excluded by the

marked rapid wasting of the intrinsic muscles of the hand
and the absence of other hysterical stigmata. The rapid

development of all the symptoms followed by as rapid a

recovery after antisyphilitic treatment seemed to point to

the specific origin of the lesion, which was supported by

the fact that mercury was so well borne.

Intestinal Obstruction.—D. AL Greig reports a case

of this condition caused by an enterolith spontaneously

cured by evacuation through an umbilical fistula.

Illness Due to Tinned Meat.—J. Beard reports an

outbreak of sudden illness affecting 21 persons who had

partaken of the contents of a tin of American corned beef.

He states that outbreaks of food poisoning are not alto-

gether uncommon and do not always terminate so favor-

ably as the one under review. In this class of poisoning

the ill eflfects are due to the ingestion of preformed poi-

sons which are elaborated by the microorganisms in the

infected food. The poisonous agent does not undergo any

further bacteriological change in the human system, and
thus, there being no period of incubation, the symptoms
come on suddenly, which constitutes an important com-

parison to that class of cases in which the illness is due

to the development or proliferation of the microorganisnw

within the blood or tissues of the body.

British Medical Journal.

December 3, 1910.

Prophylaxis in Obstetrics. A. \V. Russell.

The Treatment of Hypertension, Based upon the Consideration o£ the
Cause. H. B. Shaw.

The Estimation of Blood Pressure by Means of the Sphygmooscillo-
meter. K. Eckenstein.

The Control of \'enereal Diseases at Their Source in Civil Communi-
ties. H. C. French.

A Note on the Combined Use of Spinal and General Anesthesia.
A. E. Johnson.

Thyroid Extract in Rheumatoid Arthritis. H. Wilson.
A Case of Intestinal Reflex. Sir E. S. Stevenson.
Proof of the Endemic Origin of Yellow Fever in West Africa. Sir

R. W. Boyce.
Case of Fatal Trichocephaliasis in a Child. J. G. S. Jamieson and

J. M. Lauder.

Prophylaxis in Obstetrics.—A. W. Russell states that

a contracted pelvis is mostly a legacy of the rickety infant.

Much can therefore be done by way of prevention if en-

lightened attention is paid to the feeding and hygiene of

the baby from birth. The education and physical culture

of the growing girl must be supervised. This is specially

important at the onset of puberty and during adolescence.

The young woman should understand her functions, and

in her work should be protected from debilitating in-

fluences. The young wife, and especially the expectant

mother, should receive the further information that is

necessary for her guidance in relation to the sexual func-

tions and the preparation for motherhood. As to the com-

plications of pregnancy it does not seem to be generally

realized by the busy practitioner out of how trifling ail-

ments overlooked the most serious troubles arise, and how
much special obstetrical studies have in recent years con-

tributed to their more scientific treatment. The author

refers to pernicious vomiting of pregnancy, which so often

develops out of the ordinary digestive disturbances, and

eclampsia which results from renal or hepatic disorders

which have not been looked for or have been left un-

treated. Abortion or miscarriage is really a miniature

labor and should receive at least the same prophylactic

care as ordinary labor. The mother needs to be taught

this otherwise and earlier than by the unhappy lesson of

a weakening hemorrhage or a septic infection. The in-

duction of premature labor has still a place among obste-

tric operations, but it must be done after careful, and even

repeated, examinations under an anesthetic, so that the

pregnancy may be allowed to run as near the full term as

is consistent with spontaneous delivery. When this is done
the results are most satisfactory. The forceps should be

considered a surgical instrument, and its use a surgical

operation. .As a consequence the sterilization of instru-

ments and the disinfection of all parts of operator, nurse,

and patient that are liable to be touched should be thor-

ough, and this asepsis should be maintained.

Treatment of Hypertension.—H. B. Shaw describes

the clinical associations of hypertesion, the method of its

determination, the theories of its causation, which are

either mechanical or chemical, and briefly discusses the

treatment. This is mainly symptomatic. All patients with

hypertension should be made to rest recumbent during a

much longer period than is usual with them, the diet

should be easily digestible, and purgatives should be freely

used. The author states unhesitatingly that when the

patient arrives—as he or she most surely will, provided

other maladies such as pericarditis do not cause the clos-

ing scenes—at the stage of what one still persists in speak-

ing of as uremia, one should not hesitate to bleed one's

patients and use sedatives when the symptoms are con-

vulsive in character, a condition in which lumbar puncture

appears in some cases to give relief.

The Sphygmooscillometer.—K. Eckenstein describes

this instrument and its advantages over the sphygmoma-
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nometers alreadj' in use. One great advantage is the

absence of the personal equation. Those who have worked

with instruments of the Riva-Rocci type must have been

struck with the difficulty that is sometimes experienced

in determining the exact moment at which the registering

finger can no longer distinguish the pulse. This difficulty

may be made still more marked if two observers per-

form the experiment, one of whom is engaged in watch-

ing the sphygmomanometer while the other is occupied

solely with feeling the pulse. With the oscillometer there

is no such difficulty, as the disappearance or reappearance

of the pulse is indicated by the needle. The oscillometer

should be used exactly as a Riva-Rocci instrument—that is

to say, the armlet should be applied over the brachial artery

and the finger on the radial pulse.

Control of Venereal Diseases.—H. C. French advo-

cates the thorough application of the modes of state in-

tervention for the control of venereal disease, namely, con-

stant sanitary supervision and compulsory notification of

cases of venereal disease. It has been urged in favor of

the latter method that it is not open to the objections

brought against the former, as being unequal between men

and women, or as encouraging immorality by superin-

tending, in its interests, the health of those who min-

ister to it.

Combined Use of Spinal and General Anesthesia.—
A. E. Johnson states that by far the most important and

interesting question in considering the advantages of

spinal anesthesia is its action in the prevention of shock.

It is now generally admitted that if all impulses from

the area of operation or injury be prevented from reaching

the central nervous system by the employment of this

method, shock from this source is either absolutely pre-

vented, or at any rate, minimized. It must, however, be re-

membered that psychic influences may bear no small part

in the production of shock, and impulses from the highest

centers may affect the vital centers just as seriously as

the effects of trauma at the periphery. The author ex-

presses the opinion that many advantages might be gained

by the use of a combination of spinal anesthesia with a

light degree of general anesthesia. By the spinal injection

the vital centers will be protected from injurious impulses

from below, while by general anesthesia the effects of fear

will be prevented.

Thyroid Extract in Rheumatoid Arthritis.—H. Wil-

son reports two cases in which favorable results followed

the use of thyroid extract. In the first of these the au-

thor had been struck with his rough, dry, harsh skin,

crisp hair, husky voice, and deep suprasternal notch ; the

prominence of the trachea and apparent absence of thyroid

gland, analogous to other conditions suggesting deficiency

of thyroid secretion. In the author's opinion the group

of cases likely to receive benefit are those in which
changes are chiefly confined to the synovial membranes,
without erosion of cartilage or eburnation of bone, such

cases, in fact, as Schiiller describes as "chronic villous

arthritis." The theory of the improvement is open to much
discussion, but the author is of the opinion that the cause

of the pathological synovial change is metabolic, and that

the chemical pathologist, rather than the bacteriologist,

can find the key to the problem. Myxedema is character-

ized by an increase of connective tissue in and under the

true skin, with more than the usual amount of that sub-

stance (mucin) in the subcutaneous tissue. There seems
a distinct resemblance in the synovial deposits to the above
condition in myxedema, which may account for the in-

fluence of the thyroid extract on the pathological metab-
olism.

A Case of Intestinal Reflex.—Sir E. S. Stevenson
describes a case in which abdominal pain with periods of

obstinate constipation, looseness, straining, together with
the passage of blood and mucus, suggested intestinal ul-

ceration. Upon operation, however, the trouble was lo-

cated in the gall bladder and the bile ducts. Three calculi

were found in the common duct, and many small ones in

the gall bladder. Both gall bladder and bile ducts were
greatly dilated.

The Endemic Origin of Yellow Fever in West
Africa.—Sir R. W. Boyce from analysis of all the facts

comes to no other conclusion than that a very large pro-

portion of the "remittent" and "bilious remittent" fevers

of West Africa to-day are the well-known mild forms of

yellow fever. The African native is as saturated with

yellow fever as he is with malaria, and his escape from
severe yellow fever and its very frequent occurrence

among the whites is proof of this contention.

Trichocephaliasis.—J. G. S. Jamieson and J. M. Lauder
report a fatal case of this condition occurring in a child,

and emphasize the necessity for examination of the stools

in children suffering from anemia of unknown cause.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift

November 28, 1910.

Progress in Our Knowledge of Pancreas Necrosis.—
In recent years, according to Coenen, the tendency has

been toward an early operation in acute cases, thus paral-

leling the management of acute appendicitis. While we
are far from having secured the object desired, we
have at least secured the abandonment of the con-

servative therapy. Korte, who has had more experience

in this affection than any other German surgeon, formerly

(1898) advised against operation in acute hemorrhagic

pancreatitis, regarding the collapse and prostration as con-

traindications. Seven years later, however, we find him

recommending early intervention. In 1907 Ebner was able

to show by statistics the great value of surgical methods

on the mortality. In 1909 Dreesmann collected notes of

118 cases of acute pancreatitis and pancreas necrosis. In

this series forty cases treated by early laparotomy and

pancreas tamponade gave eighty per cent, of recoveries.

The entire mortality of the 118 cases was fifty-five per

cent. In regard to pathogenesis, the old controversy was
whether microorganisms or enzymes were chiefly respon-

sible for the necrosis. There is evidence that both agencies

may be held to account. In many cases bile enters the

pancreatic duct and the microorganisms therein may play

a causal role. It is likely that the latter or their toxins

may activate the pancreatic enzymes and set up autolysis.

The mixed toxic substances not only cause necrosis

and hemorrhage but also seep through into the abdominal

cavity, with resulting lesions in the latter and general

toxemia. An early operation is likely to be successful if

done in time to prevent the escape of the toxins into the

abdominal cavity. Mild attacks of acute pancreatitis may
end in recovery. Diagnosis is naturally much more dif-

ficult than that of acute appendicitis. It is necessary to

exclude dynamic ileus and perforative peritonitis, either of

which, especially the former, closely simulates it.

Pathological Action of Ferments.—Wohlgemuth
states that there is hardly a field in pathology in which

enzymes do not take a prominent part. Wherever one

finds living cells ferments must be actively present. Thus

far an objective, that is a microscopically evident, loca-

tion of an enzyme has never been demonstrated. We
know that a single one, or many which cannot be dif-

ferentiated, is present in all organs. This is the autolytic

ferment, which in the liver appears to be indispensable in the

pathogenesis of phosphorus liver and acute yellow atrophy.

Next to the general autolytic ferment should be mentioned

the enzyme of the leucocytes, which is particularly in evi-

dence in pus, through its power to cause the breaking

down of tissues. These enzymes, while pathogenic, may
also exert a salutary role, chiefly in producing the absorp-

tion of clots, exudates, etc., and causing the reduction in
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size of the pregnant uterus. Ne.vt to be named are the

enzymes of malignant growths, which exert an autolytic

action within the latter, and are also indispensable for

the extension of the tumor cells into sound tissues. We
see tumor ferments and tissue ferments antagonizing each

other. A liver enzyme, probably a catalase, can destroy

cancer cells, and a cancer enzyme tissue cells. Recent

literature is replete with interesting data obtained as to

enzymes in general, but thus far these do tiot suffice for

the establishment of dogmas.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

November 29, 1910.

X-Ray Diagnosis of Gastric Ulcer.—Riedel's brief

conclusions from his long article on this subject are as

follows : Recent ulcers cannot be photographed. Deep,

indurated ulcers, with or without perforation, may be

recognized indirectly ; that is the lesions which result in

the periphery of the diseased stomach are rendered ap-

parent. These lead to alterations of the form and size of

the stomach proper and the pylorus. The diagnosis is of

sufficient value for prognosis and treatment. The :ir-rays

also make it possible to differentiate between gastric ulcer

and carcinoma. The presence of the latter disease is recog-

nized by the alteration in the stomach outline when bis-

muth is introduced.

Clinical Behavior of the Liver in Scarlatina.—Hilde-

brandt states that by far the greater majority of scarla-

tina cases show a pathologically increased urobilinuria, the

curve of which is frequently parallel with the tempera-

ture curve. In certain cases the two curves do not cor-

respond. In the convalescent period urobilinuria is gen-

erally present in normal degree. The presence of an un-

usually high degree of urobilinuria will even serve to dif-

ferentiate scarlatina from measles, diphtheria, rothein,

anginae, etc. The increase of urobilin excretion is be-

lieved to be due to a certain amount of parenchymatous

hepatitis ; hence, when the latter does not develop, as in

very mild cases, we are not surprised to find the phenome-
non absent. Increased degree of urobilinuria is typical of

acute parenchymatous hepatitis, whatever the cause and

nature of the latter. The author advises the practitioner

to test the functional capacity of the liver with levulose

whenever an acute infectious disease appears to be impend-

ing, as diagnosis by palpation and percussion is not al-

ways possible.

6c6 in Leprosy.—Gioseffi of Trieste has recently

tested a single case of lepra with 606. The Wassermann
reaction was negative and no spirochetes were found in

the nodules. These precautions were evidently taken, not

alone on general principles, but because clinically the

nasal lesions suggested syphilis rather than leprosy.

Records made before and after the use of 606 appeared to

show definitely that the remedy neither destroyed Han-
sen's bacillus nor helped to form soluble toxins, nor in

any way modified the leprous process. The author admits

that his case was a very confirmed one, and believes that

tests should be made on recent cases in which the disease

has not progressed so far.

Adreninemia in Pregnancy.—Nen finds definite va-

riations in the blood during gestation, labor, and the puer-

perium ; also very high values in retroplacental hematoma
and blood from the cord. The highest values of all were

found in the serum of pregnant women suffering from
glycosuria and in those who showed extreme degrees of

chloasma uterinum.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

December i, 1910.

Recent Progress in the Topical Diagnosis of the Pons
and Medulla.—Wallenberg and Marburg give separate

reviews of this subject without coming to formal conclu-

sions. In regard to characteristic disturbances of sensi-

bility it is claimed that pain and temperature are con-

ducted to the opposite side through the tractus spino-

tectalis et thalamicus, in the most medial section of which

pain is conducted, while temperature travels through the

most lateral sections. Heat proceeds in the outside of the

tract, while cold lies between the paths of heat and pain.

Deep sensibility seems injured when the fibers of the inner

arch are implicated. In regard to motor phenomena un-

steadiness of gait, rhythmic nystagmus, falling to one side,

abnormal head positions, conjugate deviation, etc, are

referred to Deiter's nucleus. Similar isolated generaliza-

tions are cited. We have progressed essentially since

Nothnagel's monograph appeared, but no general advance

has been made. What we have learned since consists of

refinements of the older diagnostic methods. Some au-

thorities regard such progress as tending to a narrowness

in diagnosis, which loses sight of the entire patholog-

ical alteration. The authors hold to the contrary opin-

ion, claiming that these refinements in the methods of

diagnosis will also enable one to understand the evolu-

tion of the disease.

Bloodless Treatment of Phimosis in Childhood.—
Stuhl refers to a substitute procedure for circumcision

which may be done without narcosis, and the production

of a wound surface with persistence of a so called pre-

putial apron. The operation is not wholly bloodless, but

no cutting instruments are used. The foreskin is grad-

ually pulled back over the glans, one session or several

being required. After the meatus is exposed a blunt

sound may be used to separate adhesions. To avoid para-

phimosis the prepuce must then be replaced. A very

narrow preputial orifice must be dilated progressively for

several days. If, despite this resource, paraphimosis re-

sult from the next exposure of the glans, this must be at

once reduced, care being taken to avoid contact with the

newly exposed surfaces. From four to eight days are re-

quired for the entire treatment. A few slight tears in the

prepuce may be unavoidable and should be treated with

some antiseptic dusting powder. Phimosis is often ac-

companied by an unusually short frenulum, which should

in such a case be incised.

Tendinitis of the Quadriceps Femoris.—Biihr first

refers to the term achillodynia, which is a symptom of

several conditions including tendinitis. The tendon be-

comes hypertrophied and indurated in local areas. This

condition seems to be of traumatic origin. Writers have

described similar conditions in other tendons (peroneus).

He then relates the case of an analogous lesion of the

quadriceps femoris tendon of traumatic origin, to wit, a

fall upon the knee. There was pain in the knee region, and
the leg was bent at ninety degrees. The obstacle to com-
plete extension was evidently a nodule in the quadriceps.

Knee joint intact. No possibility of an old bony or car-

tilaginous deposit in tendon. The jr-ray showed a shadow
the size of a large bean in situ. The case was of some
additional interest because patient was suspected by his

employers of simulation.

Bursitis Over the Metacarpophalangeal Joint of the
Great Toe.—The same author describes the case of a

woman who after mountain climbing experienced pain in

the extensor tendon of the great toe, which was found
in hyperextension. Flexion was painful and could not be

completed. Diagnosis lay between inflammation of the

synovial sac described by Hartmann with or without par-

ticipation of the tendon sheath and paratendinous tissue.

The condition appears to be unique, differing from the

so called hallux reflexus of soldiers in certain particulars;

the latter, for example, exhibits flexion of the distal toe

joint upon the proximal one. Nevertheless, the author

thinks, the two conditions should bear some definite rela-

tionship to each other.
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Vaccine Therapy. Its Theory and Practice. By R. W.
Allen, M.D., B.S. (Lond.), Late Clinical Pathologist

to the Mount Vernon Hospital for Diseases of the

Chest ; Late Pathologist to the Royal Eye Hospital ;
Late

Gull Student of Pathology, Guy's Hospital. Third Edi-

tion. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1910.

This work has been completely rewritten and brought up

to date, and the attempt has been made to render avail-

able the experience of the past five years by including

illustrative cases for the guidance of the general practi-

tioner. The text covers completely the subject of the

opsonins, the determination of the opsonic content of the

blood, the preparation of vaccines, and the opsonic index

in health and disease, and there are separate chapters

on the various microorganisms and their toxins, their

relation to pathological conditions, and to immunity. The
chapter on the colon, typhoid, and dysentery groups illus-

trates the eminently practical nature of this work, since

it includes the subjects of antityphoid vaccination and

typhoid carriers and their treatment. The chapter dealing

with the subject of the infections by the Bacillus tuber-

culosis group is masterly, omitting nothing that has been

contributed to the knowledge of fighting the enemy with

his own weapons, namely the various tuberculins and

their specific indications.

Hydrotherapy. A Work on Hydrotherapy in General, Its

Application to Special Affections, the Technic or Pro-

cesses Employed, and the Use of Waters Internally. By
Guy Hinsdale, A.M., M.D.. Secretary of the American
Climatological Association; Lecturer on Climatology in

the Medico-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia; Fellow

of the College of Physicians, Philadelphia; Correspond-

ing Fellow of the Royal Society of Medicine of Great

Britain, Balneological and Climatological Section, and

of the International Antituberculosis Association ; Ex-
President of the Pennsylvania Society for the Preven-

tion of Tuberculosis; Member of the American Neuro-
logical Association and of the American Academy of

Medicine. Illustrated. Philadelphia and London : W. B.

Saunders Company, 1910.

Although the use of water in disease may be traced back

to the distant past as one of the first therapeutic resources,

it is quite strange that hydrotherapy has only within

recent years received due recognition as a science and as

an art A surprising realization of the numerous forms of

the application of water in pathological conditions dawns
upon the reader as he turns the pages of this book, which
presents the subject in exceptional fullness, and free from
the inaccuracies of enthusiasm and overstatement. The
rationale of hydrotherapy, including the physiological

effects of baths of various kinds, forms the introduction

to the subject of special hydrotherapy, or its applications in

different diseases, as in typhoid fever and tuberculosis

;

In the former the Brand baths and their modifications and
substitutes are described in detail. In the section on
diseases of the heart the Nauheim baths and Schott treat-

ment are fully described. The section on the technique of

hydrotherapy includes a description, with the aid of nu-

merous illustrations, of the many diverse forms of hydro-
therapeutic application, including the various rubs, douches,

sprays, packs, hot-air and electric baths, artificial Nauheim,
oxygen, mud, and sand baths. The recent methods of

rectal proctolysis are described in detail. There is a

chapter on crounotherapy or the use of mineral waters
internally. One cannot conceive of a work more useful to

the general practitioner than this, nor one to which he
would resort more frequently for reference and guidance
in his daily work.

Elementary Materia Medica for Pupil Nurses. By
F. W. ScoTT, Jr., Ph.G., Instructor in Materia Medica,
Long Island State Hospital Training School for Nurses,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

This book is commendably small, and the main part of
the work (pages 37 to 98) is well done. The chapter on
solutions, a subject of prime importance, is too brief

and at the same time too painfully accurate to be of any
service to the class of readers for whom the book is in-

tended. In Chapter 6 the Latin is as bad as it is in most
books of this class ; it should either be corrected or elimi-

nated. The author's explanation of alkaloids is most un-
fortunate ; he says they combine with sulphuric acid to

form sulphates "just as metals do." But this is exactly
what they do not do ; for, whereas the metals replace part

or all of the hydrogen of the acid, the alkaloids form
salts without any elimination of hydrogen, behaving like

ammonia rather than metals.

Practical Obstetrics. By E. Hastings Tweedy,
F.R.C.P.I., Master of the Rotunda Hospital, and G. T.

Wrench, M.D., late Assistant Master. Second edition.

London: Henry Frowde, Oxford University Press, and
Hadder & Stoughton, 1910.

The reputation of the Rotunda Hospital of Dublin has

been justified by its numerous contributions to obstetrical

science. Its present master, in speaking for himself, states

that this book is a record of at least 30,000 cases for

which he has been personally responsible, and to those who
would differ from the method of treatment advocated, he
pleads this large experience and the progressive improve-
ment of results in every direction. This book deals almost

entirely with the practical aspect of obstetrics. In this

edition the chapters on the toxemia of pregnancy, uterine

inertia, and contracted pelvis have been rewritten, and
articles on subcutaneous pubiotomy, hysterotomy, and in-

fant digestion have been added. In the articles on uterine

inertia, the treatment of contracted pelvis and rupture of

the uterus, the views expressed are somewhat different

from those advanced in the first edition. One of the ad-

mirable features of this book is the clear and direct state-

ment of the management of the normal and abnormal
phases of obstetrics by methods that have been tried out

in extensive hospital experience. In the treatment of

eclampsia the authors do not advocate accouchement force
in any form. They wait until the os is sufficiently open and
the head fixed enough to apply forceps, or the os is suffi-

ciently open to deliver as a breach. The chapters on
puerperal infection are a masterly presentation of this

subject and strictly modern in their recognition of the ad-

vances made in serum and vaccine therapy.

The Surgery of Childhood. Including Orthopedic Sur-

gery. By De Forest Willard, A.M., M.D. (University

of Pa.), Ph.D., Professor of Orthopedic Surgery,

University of Pennsylvania; Surgeon (26 years) to the

Presbyterian Hospital ; Surgeon-in-Chief Widener In-

dustrial School for Crippled Children ; ex-President

American Surgical Association, American Orthopedic

Association, Philadelphia Academy of Surgery, Phila-

delphia County Medical Society ; ex-Chairman Surgical

Section American Medical Association, Fellow Phila-

delphia College of Physicians, etc., etc. With 712 illus-

trations, including 17 in colors. Philadelphia and Lon-
don : J. B. Lippincott Company, 1910.

The recent lamentable death of the author of this treatise

occurred shortly after its publication, before he had an op-

portunity to witness the appreciation with which the medi-

cal public would receive his last literary labors. As an

orthopedic surgeon he was peculiarly well fitted to pre-

pare a work upon the surgery of childhood in which ortho-

pedic surgery forms the major part. For this reason, also,

the chapters dealing with the diseases of the bones and
joints form the most valuable and complete portion of the

work, and one that can be of the greatest value to the

general practitioner. The wealth of photographic repro-

ductions, including many of .r-ray plates, is an admirable

feature. The non-surgical treatment of bone and joint

diseases is presented with full appreciation of modem
teaching and practice. The surgical aspects of poliomye-
litis are described with a comprehensiveness and minute-
ness of detail demanded by the growing importance of

this subject. Those portions of the book dealing with the

surgical disorders of childhood that are not essentially

within the province of the orthopedic surgeon, while pre-

senting many excellent features, are not entirely without

defect, which is probably to be attributed to the impossible

task of presenting the extensive subject of pediatric sur-

gery within the limits of one volume. Nevertheless, some
of the subjects that appeal strongly to the needs of the

general practitioner are given but scant attention. Thus,
tonsillar hypertrophy and adenoids are dismissed in two
pages. The modern operation of tonsillectomy is not at all

mentioned, the old-fashioned operation of guillotining the

tonsils being the only one described, and that in the most
cursory manner. The operation of adenectomy is merely

alluded to in five lines of text. It is quite natural that in

the midst of active professional labors, the preparation of

this book did not prevent errors from creeping into it.

Thus the statement is obviously incorrect that the bac-

teriological examination of the cerebrospinal fluid has not

thrown any light upon the diagnosis of tuberculous men-
ingitis, nor will any one perceive the reason for the em-
ployment of antimeningococcic serum in this condition.

Nevertheless, in spite of these and a few other shortcom-
ings, this book, on the whole, is a valuable contribution

to pediatric literature.
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NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Anniversary Meeting, Held November 17, 1910.

The President, Dr. John A. Wyeth, in the Chaik

Objections to Proposals of Further Legislation to

Regulate Animal Experimentation. — Dr. Wm. H.

Welch of Baltimore said that he thought it miglit seem

somewhat out of place for one to come to New York at

this time to present the subject of animal experimentation

in any of its different aspects, because they had had their

attention drawn to this important subject probably more in

this than in any other State in the country. Among the

most important contributions to the campaign on which the

medical profession was obliged to enter were those issued

from the State of New York. He referred especially to

the leaflets that were issued by the New York State Asso-

ciation. Dr. Welch said he had some hesitancy in speakiiii;

on a subject with which his hearers were doubtless familiar

and which had been brought to their attention many times

so forcibly. However, this was a subject in which he had

been interested very much and some twelve years ago he

was compelled to be active in the efforts to prevent in-

jurious legislation on this subject of animal experimentation

in one of the national congresses. He did not believe any

apology was necessary in bringing this subject before the

members of the Academy of Medicine, because it was of

such great importance and the issues which were connected

with it were of such import for the future of medicine that

it behooved them to give it all possible attention. In view

of the perils to the advancement of the science of medicine

and the medical knowledge concerned in this crusade, it

behooved them to be vigilant and active. What would be

the state of medicine to-day if only thirty years ago such

prohibitory legislation had been successfully enacted and

placed in operation. Great advances had been made pos-

sible through animal experimentation especially in tlieir

knowledge of the causes of infectious diseases; the possi-

bilities based upon that knowledge which made possiblt

measures toward the restraint and control of these diseases

were evident to all. Therefore, this subject of animal ex-

perimentation was one of vast importance because it in

volved the progress of medical science and the possibility

of restraining the spread of disease and controlling the

suffering of mankind. There were, however, many aspects

of this subject of animal experimentation, but only one

theme concerning this subject had been assigned to him.

namely, "Objections to Proposals of Further Legislation

to Regulate Animal Experimentation." There were several

points upon which it was extremely important that the

general public, as well as the medical profession, should be

informed, and one of them related to the very fundamental,

ethical, and moral questions involved ; some authors on

ethics had written pamphlets for the general public setting

forth what was correct and ethical and moral. In his

opinion the efforts of these antivivisection agitators were

antihuman, indeed inhumane, and they were so because at

the bottom they set the lives and sufferings of the lower

animals above the lives and sufferings of man. They need

not fear the judgment of fair-minded men in this respect,

nor the judgment of posterity, .\nother very important

aspect was the question of the utility of animal experimen-

tation. Such experimentation was the greatest lever of

advance. They were right, therefore, in laying so much

emphasis upon the question of the utilit>' and service to

mankind resulting from animal experimentation in medi

cine. Dr. Welch recalled a hearing some ten or twelve

years ago before the Senate Committee in Washington on

a Federal bill : it was then remarked that it was not neces

sary for any one to speak on the subject of the utility of

experimental research ; that was granted. .A.11 that it was

necessary for them to do was to point out in what regard

any specific provisions in the bill interfered with legiti-

mate experimentation. All members of that committee

practically conceded that mankind was benefited by experi-

ments on animals. Many physicians thought that the real

foundation of medicine rested upon a knowledge of the

structures and functions of the body; this knowledge came
partly from observation and partly from experimentation

;

it was possible to unravel the intricate weaving together of

observation and experimentation. Any physician who
thought at all on this subject realized that he could not

interpret the significance of pulse, nor the significance of

the respiratory disturbances, the digestive disturbances,

nor the significance of urinary disorders without the knowl-

edge that came to him from experimental methods. When
talking about the benefits to mankind of experimental re-

^earch, and when one singled out striking instances which

might be said to be arguments for the man of the street,

one must realize that such arguments were Hmited and

gave an inadequate view of the situation. Dr. Welch
thought it was very important that the general public and

the profession at large should have clearly in mind what

were the conditions and methods of progress in science

:

they should be made to understand just what role experi-

mentation played in this. The phenomenon with which

they were dealing was the experimental, produced experi-

mentally by nature. Disease in fact was an experiment

upon a human being, but the interpretation of this pheno-

menon was not clear : the conditions were too complex to

permit of clear deductions. They must bring about some
phenomena under control conditions which would enable

them to make proper deductions. In educating the general

public they should present statements regarding all the

conditions which surrounded their experimental work;
they should make clear just what the conditions were in the

laboratories. More education was required which related

to the sentiment prevailing on the subject of the cruelty

to animals. They should not be lacking in participating

in movements against cruelty to animals. Dr. Welch said

that the theme assigned him related to the question of the

legal restrictions which should be placed about experi-

mentation on animals ; there was a demand loudly ex-

pressed for control by legislation of such experimentation ;

this was not a new- demand ; the agitation for it was older

in this country than it was on the other side. What was
the nature of this demand for the legislative control of

experimental medicine? The backbone of the movement
which had been designated the "antivivisection movement"
was this : Did not the majority of the women place philo-

zoic movements before the philanthropic? They all must
recognize the fact that these advocates for severe prohi-

bitive legislation of this kind had always existed and had
always assumed this attitude toward scientific research.

One might call them obscurantists if he liked. They were
so constituted that they were unable to appreciate the

advantages of scientific knowledge, or the conditions under
which progress was secured. It seemed that the opposi-

tion to scientific research had gradually subsided except

in the field of medicine. However, there were those who
remained fair minded and who were able to judge whether

or not further legislation was needed in animal experi-

mentation. Doctors, as a rule, were busy men, and they

had little time to meet these statements which were spread

broadcast before the general public. These fair-minded

people were not misled by the statements of these agita-

tors in the antivivisection cause ; they were the ones they

were trying to reach by arguments. They were open to

argument in this matter and it was their duty to try to in-

fluence these individuals who made up a part of the opposi-

tion. Should there not be legislation to reach the alleged

abuses? There must be, of course, legislation which pre-

vented cruelty to animals used for experiments as well as
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legislation which prevented cruelty to animals in general.

Their contention was that animal experimentation was as

much under statute control or law as that which controlled

the subject of cruelty to animals. As far as New York
State was concerned, he said that it had one of the most

drastic laws in existence anywhere. The question arose,

did animal experimentation come under this law? This

was a question or issue to be decided by the high legal

authorities. Were the conditions which surrounded animal

(.sperimentation under the statute law which related to the

general subject of cruelty to animals? That was the ques-

tion for the legal authorities to settle. The practice of

animal experimentation certainly was under legal control,

and convictions had already been secured in two instances

under this law. That this law was sufficient for the pur-

pose was the attitude of the medical profession. It had

been claimed that the pathologists, the physiologists, and

the bacteriologists were the ones to be watched and who
were not to be trusted ; that was an imputation upon the

character of those engaged in medical research ; it was an

outrageous imputation. Certain contentions were based

upon the abuses in animal experimentation, but in Great

Britain not one single instance could be learned of. These

abuses were imagined. Such abuses must not be sporadic,

but so common as to constitute a public scandal ; but no

such abuses existed in this country. The question then

arose, if such special legislation did not interfere with

proper experimentation, why not allow it to be enacted?

Could any think of the enactment of any bill that could

be acceptable to those engaged in this work? Not one

would be enacted but what would contain provisions which

would hamper experimentation and, therefore, the prog-

ress of medical science. There would be too many vexa-

tious restrictions in these laws. Dr. Welch, in closing,

called attention to some of the salient features of some
bills that were injurious to the progress of science and

which did not deserve support. He ridiculed particularly

some of the British bills, with their licenses .ind certifi-

cates issued b}' the Home -Secretary or by some one under

his authority, persons who were absolutely incompetent to

judge of these experiments. Tt was placing the whole

matter in the hands of those who could not be able to judge

of the qualifications of those engaged in this work. Even
Lister crossed to France in order to avoid the humiliation

involved in asking for certificates which granted him the

privilege of doing certain work for the bettering of man-
kind ; he said that such laws as they had on the subject

should never have been passed and should be repealed.

The restrictions, the details, and the formalities were so

irksome in such legislation that as early as 1876 thev had
been warned not to make the mistakes that had been made
in Great Britain The public should come to the aid of

those engaged in the advancement of medical knowledge

:

their work should not be hampered by any such restrictions

or such provisions as were embodied in some of the hills.

Some Characteristics of Antivivisection Literature.

—

Dr. Walter B. Cannon of Boston read this paper. Last

year he obtained from the four prominent antivivisection

societies of the country copies of the pamphlets and leaflets

which had been distributed widely to school teachers,

clergymen and others who were influential, but not medi-
cally instructed persons. He had also obtained letters and
articles which had been published on the subject in the

daily press and in magazines. In all of this there was the

dreary iteration of the same opinions, the same "eminent
authorities," the same tales, etc., and these publications,

sent broadcast, were used again and again for texts, ex-
r.i-'ples and references by contributors to newspapers and
journals. Any one whose intelligence was not stupefied

with weariness could perceive that if the identical names
and phrases, with the identical instances, had to be cited

continuously the cause must be short of both men and

ammunition. To go through these writings with serenity

was a difficult task. One found foolish misrepresentations,

garbled and inaccurate accounts, base imputations against

good men, cunning tricks long ago exposed and all these

were put into the hands of persons whose experience had
given them no sure basis for judgment. There was little

wonder that poets and artists and novelists, and repre-

sentatives of the church and the law could be found wil.-

ing to express opposition to the methods of medical re-

search when both the methods and the results were pre-

sented to them so falsely. One of the most impressive

displays which the antivivisectionists made was their list

of "eminent physicians" whose opinion they quoted. The
author proceeded to examine this list and showed that

many of these "eminent physicians" had been dead many
years and that many others were aged men unfamiliar with

modern methods, while still others were prominent in litera-

ture or other lines and were likewise unfit to make authori-

tative statements on the subject of vivisection. The vast

majority of these opinions were advanced before the dis-

covery of anesthesia and before many of the great dis-

coveries of recent times were made. Lawson Tait had been

widely quoted, but he was one who had been described by

a competent and trustworthy surgeon as a "man of wild

statements." .^gain it was said of him "he enjoyed being

in the minority, and this led him to champion many lost

causes." .-\mong the living men quoted by the antivivi-

sectionists. Sir Frederick Treves was most prominent. Li

1898 he stated incidentally that some experiments which

he had performed on the intestines of a dog had done little

but unfit him to deal with the human intestine. Sir Fred-

erick was quick to point out the false implication place:!

upon him. He wrote : "Those who are familiar with the

controversial methods of the antivivisection party will not

be surprised that certain of my remarks have been cun

ningly isolated from the context, and have been used in ad-

vertisements, pamphlets, and speeches, to condemn all vivi-

section e.xperiments as useless. The fallacy of vivisection!

can hardly be said to be established by the failure of a

solitary series of operations dealing with one small branch

of practical surgery. No one is more keenly aware than 1

am of the great benefits conferred upon suffering humanitv

by certain researches carried out by means of vivisection."

This was written more than eight years ago. yet Treves

continues to be quoted as opposed to vivisection. The

speaker cited a number of similar instances in which medi-

cal writings had been misrepresented by taking portion's

from the context and by omitting parts of sentences. When
the attention of the antivivisectionists had been called to

these errors and the real facts laid before them they had

failed to make the corrections. Dr. W. W. Keen had

written a paper nine years ago pointing out a number of

these misrepresentations and thus far the antivivisec-

tionists had made no retraction. In this pamphlet were

mentioned Dr. Berkeley's observations on the effects of

administering thyroid extract to insane patients. .Mthough

Dr. Keen showed that the therapeutic use of thyroid ex-

tract varied between 13 and 60 grains per diem, and that

D". Berkeley's maximum dose was only 15 grains per

diem, the vivisectionists did not distinguish between the

toxic effects of these small doses in some cases and the

beneficial effects in others, but declared that Dr. Berkeley

was poisoning his patients. The pamphlet stated that

"Two patients became frenzied, and of these one died be-

fore the excitement had subsided." In the original the

sentence was completed by the words "the immediate

cause of the exitus being an acute disseminated tubercu-

losis." The absurdity of attributing death by galloping

consumption to thyroid tablets, which had not been given

anyhow for seven weeks, was clearly explained by Dr

Keen in his paper nearly a decade ago. A decent sense of

honor would have impelled an instant correction of this
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wrong, yet the antivivisectionists had continiud tliesc nine

years to deceive the credulous public without any moving
consideration that their imposture involved a man's good

name. Antivivisectionists had persistently ignored in their

lectures and publications the fact that anesthetics were

used in animal experimentation and even after their atten-

tion had been called, to this omission repeatedly, still con-

tinued to ignore the fact. Experience had proved that the

false story once well told need not be withdrawn ur

altered, even if its falsity had been exposed, for that part

I'f the public that liked to be humbugged was ready to listen

:ind to give its humble credence. Dr. Cannon then outlined

the great discoveries and benefits that had resulted from

animal experimentation and said in conclusion that before

the antivivisectionists could command the respectful atten-

tion of intelligent people they must fundamentally change

their tactics. They must clear their literature of the

anachronistic hostility of men long since dead, men who
liad no conception of tlie merciful procedures of modern

experimentation, nor of their lifegiving results. They

must rid their publications of the testimony of spurious

experts whose reputations were made in literature, art or

theology, and not in the service of healing. They must

purge their propaganda of the trickery and evil insinuation

that had for years characterized it. The process of mak-

ing their methods clean and their ways straight involvetl

paying some respect to the high purpose of biological in-

vestigation and its beneficent achievements for human wel-

fare, which together gave meaning and sanction to the ex-

perimental nse nf animals.

SECTION ON SURGERY.

Stated Meeting. Held November 4. 1910.

I )r Charles X. Dowd in the Chair.

Large Benign Tumor of Bladder Removed by the In-

traperitoneal Route.—Dr. A. .A. Berg presented this

specimen which the microscopist pronounced to be ;i pure

fibroma. The patient came to the Mt. Sinai hospital dur

ing the early part of June because of vesical symptoms,

painful micturition and increased frequency of urination

Her pain was not very severe. There were no uterine dis-

turbances and her menstruation was normal. The physical

examination revealed a round smooth tumor, that had

close relations with the anterior wall of the uterus. He
took it to be a myoma of the uterus pressing upon the

bladder and causing symptoms referable to this organ.

About the middle of June the abdomen was opened : the

uterus was found to be normal in size, and the tumor

was not connected with it. The latter could be readily

raised from the uterus ; it was incorporated with the base

and posterior wall of the bladder, was the size of a fist.

The bladder was opened through the peritoneal portion

of the posterior wall by a vertical recission. The lining

mucosa was everywhere intact and normal and the right

ureteral orifice was readily identified and probed. Th

left ureteral orifice could not be seen. The mucous mem-
brane was divided in the median line over the tumor from

before backwards, and the tumor shelled out from the

muscularis of the bladder, leaving a very large cavity

which could not be entirely obliterated by sutures. The

cavity was obliterated as much as possible and then a

drain of small size was inserted. The patient made an

uneventful recovery. He presented this patient to draw at-

tention to the advantage of the intraperitoneal route ii'.

attacking tumors of the bladder and for all operation;

upon the bladder attended with aseptic condition of the

bladder interior. Access to the tumor was immensely

better hy this route than by the extra-peritoneal route

:

in this way one came down directly upon the tumor

.\gain leakage would not occur as often as through the

supracystic route. The objection to the intraperitoneal

route was based on the possible infection of the peri-

toneal cavity. Dr. Berg said he had operated upon four

cases of malignant disease of the bladder and on one of

benign nature, and in no case had he witnessed any ten-

dency toward infection of the peritoneal cavity. By the

intraperitoneal route the healing was quick and conval-

escence was rapidly established.

Dr. Marti.n W. Ware claimed for Rydygier priority in

the performance of intraperitoneal operations. He be-

lieved that any extirpation of trigonal tumors by that

route, if they were then radically performed, ought al-

ways to include an operation on the ureter, ending in its

transplantation. This procedure necessitated extraperi-

toneal transplantation of the ureter in addition.

Cases Illustrating Method of Nephrectomy and
Ureterectomy.—Dr. Howard Lilienthal presented

these cases, which illustrated his method of nephrectom>

and ureterectomy. Briefly this method consisted of ex-

traction of the lower part of the ureter through an in-

guino-abdominal incision instead of the prolonging of the

nephrectomy wound. If this method was more generally

adopted a great many more ureters would be removed than

were removed at present by the old methods.

Stab Wound of Heart; Recovery.—Dr. John F.

Erd.mann presented this patient. (See page 1095.)

Pneumococcus Peritonitis.—Dr. "George Woolsey
read this paper. He said that after the full development

of the surgery of the appendix it was an opinion generally

felt and often expressed that acute peritonitis was always

due to an inflammation of the appendix, or a pelvic

viscus, or a perforative lesion of one of the abdominal

viscera, or of the abdominal wall. As experience in-

creased cases of acute peritonitis occurred in the experi-

ence of many surgeons which could not be accounted for

by any of these causes. The peritonitis might be a part

of a pneumococcus septicemia, with multiple foci of in-

fection, but more often it was secondary to another

pneumococcus focus as a pneumonia, empyema, etc.. "s=c-

ondary cases," or it was the first point attacked by the

organism, "primary cases." Among the secondary cases

the primary focus was pulmonary in the great majority of

the cases. X'ext in frequency came otitis media and

throat infections. In cases secondary to pulmonary lesions

did the infection reach the peritoneum through the blood

or by penetrating the diaphragm? There was no evidence

of the latter course. It had been definitely established

and accepted that the infection might and did occur from

the gastrointestinal tract in primary cases and the condi-

tion of this tract appeared not to have been investigated

in secondary cases. Quervain thought the appendix the

commonest source of origin of the peritonitis in primary

cases. Of 91 cases collected by Annend and Bowen, 73

per cent, of all cases. 84 per cent, of the primary cases and

67 per cent, of the secondary cases were females. This

suggested as an important etiological factor the female

genitals. But there was little pathological support to

this theory. It was possible that the pneumococci might

pass through the tubes causing but little local reaction; but

it must be admitted that there was singularly little patho-

logical proof of the genital being the common channels

of infection. It was quite possible that in some cases the

pneumococci had entered the circulation through an ap-

parently intact mucosa and found in the peritoneum con-

ditions favorable for development. Clinically as well as

pathologically two types were distinguished, the circum-

scribed and the diffuse forms. The difference was one of

degree only. Dr. Woolsey said his experience was limited

to the diffuse form. The characteristics of primary dif-

fuse pneumococcus peritonitis were the acuteness of the

onset and the severity of the symptoms, intense pain, vom-

iting, diarrhea and prostration, passing on to the terminal

symptoms of peritonitis if unrelieved by operation. The
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temperature, pulse and leucocyte count were all high. The

signs were those of a diffuse septic peritonitis. In the

primary circumscribed form the onset was acute with

abdominal pain, vomiting and diarrhea. The fever and

other constitutional symptoms subsided in ten or fourteen

days. In this form the inflammation became encapsulated

by adhesions and the fibrinous character of the exudate,

so that in the second stage they had the formation of an

intraperitoneal localized abscess. From the brief sum-

mary of the clinical manifestations of pneumococcus peri-

tonitis, it was observed that there was little to distinguish

it at the onset from an appendicular or perforative peri-

tonitis. The fact that pneumococcus peritonitis occurred

most often in children and in females and that it was

regularly accompanied by diarrhea were the only distinc-

tive features to assist in the diagnosis. The secondary

diffuse form was no easier of diagnosis, for in more than

half the cases the onset was obscured by the symptoms of

the primary infection or by other secondary lesions. In

the circumscribed form unless the history of the acute

onset, or, in some cases, of the previous pneumococcus in-

fection, was obtained the diagnosis was not likely to be

made until the appearance of the localized abscess. Some-

times it had not been made until the latter burst, or was

on the point of bursting. At the time of operation the

gross pathological character of the pus was sufficiently

marked to suggest the diagnosis, for the pus was odorless,

yellowish, or greenish-yellow, and was distinguished by

fibrinous flakes or masses in the pus, and on the bowel.

Whether the peritonitis was primary or secondary did

not appear to affect the prognosis. The treatment was

surgical. Early operation afforded the best prognosis.

The operative treatment was the same as that of other

varieties of diffuse or circumscribed peritonitis, except

that there was usually no portal of infection that required

removal or local treatment. It was probably better for

each operator to follow the technique he was accustomed

to in acute diffuse peritonitis from other causes. Person-

ally he generally employed drainage. In the encapsulated

form the operation merely consisted in opening and drain-

ing the localized intraperitoneal abscess.

Dr. A. A. Befg said that it was his privilege to see a pa-

tient with basilar pneumonia of the right side ; the pneumo-

nia existed for four days ; then there developed symptoms

referable to the right hypochondrium. He thought

there might be a perforation of a pyloric ulcer,

and he kept the patient closely under observation for

forty-eight hours. The question of a diaphragmatic

pleurisy came up. Finally the question narrowed itself

down to whether there was a peritonitis or a liver abscess

which was approaching the liver surface causing peri-

toneal signs. When the peritoneum was opened there

was a gush of almost clear fluid. Flakes of fibrin were

noted on the right lobe of the liver. There was no per-

foration of the stomach or duodenum. He neglected to

have a culture taken of the peritoneal fluid. He was sur-

prised not to find any perforation. He was unable to state

whether or not the exudate contained pneumococci. This

patient went on to complete recovery. With regard to

pneumococcus appendicitis he recalled the case of a

physician who, after a severe pneumonia, developed a

pneumococcus appendicitis.

Dr. Charles R. L. Putnam reported a case of pnej-

monia ; the patient improved and developed pain in the

abdomen which directed attention to the appendix. The
abdomen was opened and the appendix was found to be

normal, but the peritoneum was covered with flakes of

fibrin such as were seen in pleurisy. No culture was
made, hut a smear revealed the pneumococcus. The pa-

tient died. One year ago he saw a patient with a local-

ized pneumonia on the right side, but without very severe

symptoms. There was extremely severe pain in the ap-

pendix. The abdomen was opened and the appendix was

found to be but slightly inflamed ; on account of the

severe pain, the appendix was removed and there was no

more trouble. This was a case of localized pneumococcus

irritation cured by appendectomy.

Dr. Howard Lilienthal said that the care of these

cases differed according to whether they were due to focal

disturbances or not. If the appendix was the cause of

the disturbance it should be removed; remove the focal

cause of the disease whenever possible. It was not under-

stood how the pneumococci gained entrance to the peri-

toneum. Patients with peritonitis of this nature usually

got well without operation. The time to operate was
when it was thought that there was a suppurative peri-

tonitis; before that time it was better to play a waiting

game.

Dr. George Woolsey said that often the diagnosis of

these cases was not made until operation.

Tumors of the Bladder.—Drs. John F. Erdmann and

Joseph F. McCarthy presented this communication. As
a preliminary procedure in determining the nature of the

surgical intervention to be followed one should, by means

of cystoscopic examination, ascertain the exact location,

whether the cause for removal be single or multiple,

pedunculated or sessile, villous or cauliflower in appear-

ance. The occasion for such examination would prove to

be an intermittent spontaneous hematuria which was

capricious, entirely independent of external causes. It

was more marked when the patient was in bed, disappear-

ing and reappearing without discernible cause. There

might be intermittent obstruction to the outflow by either

the mass or fragments plugging the internal orifice, as

observed in one case of papilloma. For the cystoscopic ex-

amination it was best to employ an instrument carrying a

direct and an indirect telescopic tube, thus giving a ver-

tical as well as a horizontal picture. In this way one ob

tained a better idea as to the extent of the pedicle, a

most important item in determining the mode of approach.

Careful but thorough irrigation was a very important req-

uisite in the conduct of this procedure. Beyond ascer-

taining the exact situation, the extent of the pedicle and

the size and general physical characteristics of the growth

one should not go. Least of all should one attempt any-

thing more than a tentative diagnosis, inasmuch as

pedunculation was by no means a definite indication of

benignancy. Too much dependence should not be placed

on the microscopic examination of particles expelled spon-

taneously and frozen sections at the time of operation

might also be misleading. An induration of the pedicle at

the site of implantation might be the result of a hypertrophy

of the connective tissue element of a benign growth, rather

than an indication of malignancy It was well to reinforce

a cystoscopic examination with a stone searcher examina-

tion as by this means one might determine fairly accurately

the degree of infiltration present. Rectal palpation

should always constitute a step in examination. It might

also be advisable to catheterize the ureters before operation.

Inasmuch, however, as the growth in the majority of

cases was situated near one or the other of these orifices

this procedure was frequently impossible. In the event of

complete obstruction of one orifice the other should be

catheterized to serve as a guide in locating the obstructed

orifice. This should be attempted with the indirect pris-

matic cystoscope, or, this failing, with the Buer.gcr cysto-

urethrascope, or the aspirating cystoscope of Luys. The

operative procedure would depend upon the pathological

appearance, the location of the tumor, the type of attach-

ment and whether one had a single growth or multiple ones

with which to contend. Tumors which presented an ap-

pearance of infiltration about the pedicle or about the

margins in sessile growths should be as fully removed as

those pronounced malignant. In the soft pedunculated and
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sessile type excision through the mucosa was all that was

necessary. One could not attack a growth in the immediate

vicinity of the ureteral orifice without being prepared to do

a new implantation. When multiple growths were pres-

ent either a wide removal of the surrounding mucosa or a

partial resection of the bladder might be found necessary.

Pedunculated growths of an apparently benign character

situated in the immediate vicinity of the ureteral orifice

might be removed as in another situation, without much
fear of injury to the ureter. Infiltration growths situated

about the ureteral orifice or on the anterolateral wall near

the internal vesicle opening required fairly extensive re-

section through the entire bladder wall, at least two centi-

meters beyond the infected area. Infiltrated growths of

questionable malignancy from a clinical standpoint and

necessitating the removal of considerable bladder area

might be removed after the method of Charles Mayo
(Annals of Surgery, Vol. XLVIII, p. 107.) In view of

the great number of intraperitioneal ruptures of the bladder

operated upon, both by the general and special surgeon

it appeared rather strange that the transperitoneal opera-

tion for the removal of bladder tumors had not been ad-

vocated years ago. In this operation, having stripped the

peritoneum laterally down to and beyond the ureter, one

resected through the entire bladder wall, either from with-

out inward, or from within outward, as the case might be.

employing the tumor mass and the ureter with its cathe-

ter as a pedicle. The bladder wall should be cut so as to

permit of proper closure of the wound. The ureter might

he implanted in that angle of the wound approximating its

original situation, or it might be relocated by button-

holing the bladder wall, having in mind at all times the de-

sirability of placing it as near its original position as pos-

sible, as well as the avoidance of kinking. Cystoscopic

operative procedures should be limited to small pedun-

culated growths and the alleviation of hemorrhage in ex-

tensive recurrences. In three cases of well-pedunculated

growths operated upon by Dr. Erdmann, the usual supra-

pubic operation was performed and it was found that a

small portable electric light and a Kelly proctoscope or

Ferguson speculum were of decided benefit. The former

allowed of free inspection of the bladder, while the latter

was a useful contrivance during cauterization, preventing

burning of the healthy bladder beyond the seat of involve-

ment. Although they did not close the bladder in these

three cases of pedunculated papilloma Dr. Erdmann stated

that he would certainly do so in any subsequent non-in-

fected cases. The writers of this paper called attention to

the effect of fulguration, which, although it was too soon

to make definite statements, seemed to bring about a cessa-

tion of the hematuria in the vast majority of cases and this

in itself was a distinct gain. The authors reported in de-

tail ten cases and drew conclusions which were published

in the Medical Record, October. 22, 1910, p. 739.

Dr. Martin W. Ware spoke of the relative hopelessness

of these cases ; one could not tell whether or not such

growths would become malignant. In the face of such a

proposition they were only prepared to recommend opera-

tion on the basis of some strict indication. Was the

growth obstructive? Was hemorrhage very excessive? Dr.

Ware thought it was advisable to have a cystoscopic ex-

amination made if there was hematuria present. If there

was not much obstruction and if the growth appeared be-

nign it was advisable to watch the tumor for a while, ask-

ing the patient to return at stated intervals in order to

determine if there was much increase in size of the tumor.

In the mere presence of a growth, if there was not much

bleeding, or if there was no strict indication, why inter-

fere? He recalled a case that had been under observation

for seven years ; every once in a while there occurred a

hematuria, but he was not much concerned regarding this

At last he removed the growth and promptly another

growth appeared in the line of the cicatrix, and also a

much more severe hematuria, and finally this patient suc-

cumbed. So far as the extraordinary radical operation

for tumors of the bladder was concerned, the fact that

there was a death rate of over 50 per cent, was a deterrent

factor. With regard to the recommendation to remove

the lymphatics concerned, that hardly seemed tenable. The

observations of French urologists showed that there was

nothing to fear in malignant disease of the bladder, on the

part of the lymphatic glands such as they had to fear in

malignant disease of the breast. In tumors of the bladder

the essential thing was the infectious involvement of the

kidney and ureters; this had culminated in the teaching

of Watson of Boston that they should do something to

prevent an eventual infection of the kidney by the per-

formance of ureterotomy. If the hematuria was slight and

the tumor was small, and if the patient could be kept under

observation, operation was not indicated. The high fre-

quency current had been effective in a few instances.

Dr. Benjamin S. Barringer said he was very much in-

terested in the use of fulguration in the treatment of

bladder tumors and had had the opportunity to assist Dr.

Keyes in a number of cases. He had seen ten cases and

there were two points in which he differed somewhat with

what had been said by those preceding him. First was the

ease with which fulguration was done. In the ten or more

cases he had had there was no more difficulty in applying

the wire to the tumor than there was in catheterizing the

ureters. It was the mere matter of touching the tip of the

wire to the tumor. Secondly, there was nothing unusual

about the effect of fulguration ; this was simply an intense

cauterization.

Dr. Leo Buerger said that fulguration was not a diffi-

cult procedure at all and was productive of very satis-

factory results. He recalled one case of a large papilloma

of the bladder situated over the left ureteral orifice. This

case was under observation for some time. After the

hematuria ceased the growth was removed. He also re-

ported one case of a small papilloma in which but one

treatment caused its disappearance. The fulguration

treatment in his opinion was an excellent method. _^
Dr. A. A. Berg took exception to Dr. Ware's attitude

that because of the high mortality attending operative re-

moval of malignant disease of the bladder one should re-

main inactive and do nothing for this disease. That was

by no means the attitude of the advanced surgeon. Malig-

nant disease of the bladder, if left alone, would cause the

death of the patient. He did not think that fulguration

would be of much benefit in malignant disease of the

bladder. He was unwilling to admit that carcinoma of the

lilridder was an inoperable and incurable condition. If one

could readily get at the disease and resect a sufficient por-

tion of that viscus, say one-half of it, there would be a

chance for a permanent cure. In cases of pure papillomata

of the bladder fulguration might offer the best treatment.

Malignant Growth Implanted on Cystocele.—Dr. A.

E. Gallant presented this specimen. The growth was as

large as a child's head and so interfered with locomotion

that it was removed.

Method of Preparing 606.—Kromeyer recommends
the following method of preparing Ehrlich's arsenobenzol,

606: A stated amount of the drug, 3.0, for example, is

thoroughly rubbed up in a mortar with a small quantity of

liquid paraffine, and more and more is added up to 30.0;

then each cubic centimeter will contain o.i of 606. Put
up in dark glass-stoppered bottle and keep in a dark

place. With this emulsion the intramuscular injections

are made precisely as is done with that of salicylate of

mercury, slowly, to prevent tissue damage, using also a

somewhat stouter needle. In the course of 100 injections

made, neither severe pain nor swelling was observed, and
the clinical effect was prompt. Dr. Treupel and others be-

lieve that Kromeyer's way will very probably be followed

by most practitioners.

—

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.
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Philadelphia County Medical Society.

At a stated meeting held October 26 Dr. G. Betton Mas-

SEY exhibited a series of cases of malignant disease in

various situations treated by means of zinc-mercury cata-

phoresis. The results were excellent and in some instances

of long standing. Dr. Frances Ashley Faucht read a

paper entitled "The Clinical Value of Blood-Pressure

Studies." He pointed out numerous directions in which

estimation of the blood-pressure can be made of value in

the recognition of morbid states and in the determination

of therapeutic indications, and he contended that the

sphygmomanometer should have a place in clinical medi-

cine alongside of that of the thermometer and the stetho-

scope. Dr. Samuel D. Risley presented a communication

entitled "Ocular Manifestations in Cardiovascular Dis-

ease." He described the thickened spiral retinal arteries

of arteriosclerosis, with their marked light reflex, and

compressing veins over which they passed as distinguished

on ophthalmoscopic examination in cases of arterio-

sclerosis. Retinal hemorrhages may be due to the same

cause, and hemorrhagic glaucoma may have a like origin.

A number of illustrative cases were cited in which the

underlying vascular condition was discovered on scrutiny

of the fundus of the eye, with gratifying results from ap-

propriate treatment. Dr. George W. Norris discussed

"Sphygmographic Studies from a Case of Valvular Heart-

disease, with Especial Reference to the Effects of Medica-

tion." He demonstrated by means of tracings the phenom-

ena developed in the peripheral arteries as a result of

disease of the heart, muscular and valvular, and the

therapeutic indications derived therefrom, as well as the

actual results of treatment. Dr. Henry D. Jump presented

a communication entitled "The Value of Blood-pressure

Estimation in Clinical Medicine." He pointed out the

value of high pressure as a sign of arteriosclerosis and of

its usefulness in the recognition of impending eclampsia

;

the occurrence of low pressure in typhoid fever, except on

the occurrence of perforation of the bowel ; of the indi-

cation for stimulating treatment in cases of pneumonia,

when the pulse-rate approaches in number the blood-

pressure expressed in millimeters of mercury; of the value

of differences in pressure between the lower and upper ex-

tremities and between one side and the other in cases of

aneurysm of the aorta. Drs. Myeb Solis-Cohen and Al-

bert Stickler presented a paper entitled "The Leukocyte

Picture as It Reflects the Progress of Disease, Especially in

Pulmonary Tuberculosis." They found that as the disease

advances an increase takes place in the number of polymor-

phonuclear leucocytes, with a corresponding diminution in

the number of mononuclear cells. Dr. Gordon J. Saxon

discussed the question of "The Needle versus the Scalpel

in Intravenous Saline Infusion." He pointed out the in-

conveniences of making an incision for the isolation of

the vein and the introduction of a cannula, as contrasted

with the simplicity and the convenience of merely intro-

ducing through the sterilized skin a needle attached to a

rubber tube and a funnel.

The Hypophysis and Castration.—G. Fichcra gives a

resume of the papers that have been written on the effect

of castration on the hypophysis cerebri. In a case on

which an autopsy was performed after castration it was

found that congestion of the pituitary gland was marked

;

there was a condition of hyperactivity of the gland with

chromophile cells. In animals an increase in volume of

the hypophysis was noted and a functional hyperactivity.

The whole gland was increased in size and the blood supply

was increased by new capillaries. .\I1 the various authors

speak of the hypertrophy of the gland after castration. In

early pregnancy the gland hypertrophies, but this condi-

tion -s only transitory.—// Policlinico.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week of December 17, igio.

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis.
Malarial Fever

Totals.

612
269
180
2S3

133
63
78
8

1,596

151
23
5

14

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpox, yellow fever, cholera, and plague have
been repijrted to the Surgeon-General, Public Health,
and Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended
December 16, 1910.

CHOLER.\
PLACE DATE CASES DEATHS

Arabia: Mascat Oct. 29-Nov. 5. .

.

8 8

^ Surur Oct. 29-Nov. 5 . .

Present and in vicinity.

Austria-Hungary: Grata Nov. 7 1

Chjna:FaTi Oct. 21 6 5

Across the river from Canton in the insane hospital.
Pathoi Sept. 17 , Present

Federated Malay States: Kwala Lum-
pur Oct. 22
Present in rubber estates of Krian.

India: Bombay Nov. 2-8 1

Calcutta Oct. 16-22 25
taadras Oct. 28-Nov. 2. . . 3

Italy
Total for Italy, Dec. 1-6. cases 55: deaths 6.

Provinces—Caltanisetta Nov 1.3-19 2 1

Campobasso Nov. 13-19 1

Caserta Nov. 13-19 25 6

Girgenti Nov. 13-19 1

Lecce Nov. 13-19 1 I

Naples, exclusive of the city of
Naples Nov. 13-19 6 I

Palermo Nov. 13-19 10
Rome Nov. 13-19 10 I

Japan: Kobe Nov. 6-12 5

Tokyo Oct. 17 I 1

Java: Batavia Oct. 23-29 6 3

Pasoeroean Aug. 11-Sept. 10.. 68 63
Samarang Aug. 1-Sept. 10... 189 170

Philippine Islands: Manila Oct. 16-29 3

Provinces—Ambos Camarines... .Oct. 23-29 10 10
Batangas Oct. 16-29 31 25
Bulacan Oct. 16-29 14 13

Cavite Oct. 23-29 4 3

IlocosSur Oct. 16-29 24 20
Jlountain Oct. 16-22 3 2

Nueva Ecija Nov. 16-29 6 4

Rizal Nov. 16-29 26 14

Tarlac Nov. 16-29 5 5

Russia
Total for Russia, Oct. 23-29, cases 449, deaths, 279.

City of St. Petersburg Oct. 23-29
Cronstadt Oct. 23-29

Russia
Total for Russia. Oct. 30-Nov. 5, cases, 170, deaths. 1

City of St. Petersburg
Servia: Belgrade Oct. 7-Nov. 8. . .

Passarowitz Oct. 7-Nov. 8. , .

Turkey in Asia: Basra Oct. 28-Nov. .;

In N-icinity. cases, 112, deaths. 76.

YELLOW FEVER
Brazil: Manaos Oct. 23-Nov. 12

Para Nov. 13-19
Including cases of fever not specific.

Ecuador: Guayaquil Oct. 16-31
Venezuela: Caracas Nov. 13-26

plague
Brazil: Bahia Oct. 1-7

China: Shanghai Oct. 2«-Nov. 5

Ecuador: Guayaquil Oct. 16-31. .....
India: Bombay Nov. 2-8

Calcutta Oct. 16-22
Kurrachee Oct. 31-Nov. 5. .

Rangoon Oct. 2.3-29

Manchuria: Hailar Nov. 10
Harbin Nov. 10
Jalai Nor Mines Nov. 10
Manchuria Station Oct. 25-Nov. 19

Three cases and two deaths among Russians.
Mauritius Sept. 2-29
Peru : Dcpartments-Arequipa

—

Moltendo
Nov. 15. one fatal case.

Callao Sept. 1-CJct. 31...

Nov. 12, one case.
Lambayeque Sept. 1—Oct. 31.. .

Libertad Sept. 1-Oct. 31.. .

Nov. 1 2, present in Trujillo and Chicama Valley.

Lima Sept. 1-Oct. 31.

.
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A CONSIDEiLATION OF SURGICAL METH-
ODS OF TREATING HYPERTHY-

ROIDISM.*

Bv CHARLES H. MAYO, M.D..

ROCHESTER, MINNESOTA.

It is only within a comparatively recent period that

our knowledge of diseases of the human body has

progressed beyond new growths, degenerations, and
infections. At the present time there is a return to

the study of physiology, and many investigators

are working actively on the normal and abnormal
functions of the various glands of the body. While
all of the glands may be classified as nutritive, elim-

inative, and protective, they are, nevertheless, so

intimately associated in their function that it is dif-

ficult to estimate observations made upon healthy

animals that are unable to record their sensations.

In some of these cases the glands studied are evi-

dently of much less importance in the economy than

are the same glands in the human being.

The glands of elimination are provided with

ducts, as are some of the glands of nutrition, and
they are subject to intermittent discharge, while a

few of the more necessary glands, so far as their

secretion is concerned, are more slow in delivering

an active secretion through the lymphatic system.

The thyroid, parathyroid, and hypophysis glands

belong to the latter classification.

It is difficult to estimate the degree of hypose-
cretion. Its entire absence could occur and ill ef-

fects be prevented by the activity of other glands

of associate function. It is eaually difl^cult to es-

timate the quantity of oversecretion which may be

neutralized by the glands and organs of elimina-

tion.

From observations made in over 2,000 operated

cases of thyroid disease, it is evident that there is a

wide range in the changes manifest in the gland
before it produces symptoms which we are able to

recognize. Most of these glands are securely hid-

den from view, and observations as regards their

condition have been developed upon the firm basis

of pathologic study rather than the far less accurate

observation of symptoms.
For a century and a quarter many observers re-

ported well-investigated cases of hyperthyroidism
from the standpoint of symptoms, and it was not

until 25 years ago that Moebius advanced his the-

ories regarding the disease known as exophthalmic
goiter, Morgagni's disease, Flagani's disease.

Graves' disease, and Basedow's disease, a condition

due to an increase or perversion of secretion of the

thyroid gland. The thyroid gland, which is usually

accessible and even visible in the neck, is but little

*Read before the New York Academy of Medicine,
December i, 1910.

in advance of the other ductless glands in having es-

tablished an accurate record of its diseases. The
thyroid gland is of invertebrate origin and was orig-
inally a sex organ. This association is still retained,

and is seen in the goiter of adolescence, in the goiter
of pregnancy, and in goiters which not infrequently
accompany uterine tumors and the temporary con-
gestion of the thyroid at the menstrual epoch.
The changes seen in the thyroid gland, other than

malignant or infectious, will be found to fall into

one or more forms of the brief classification given
by Dr. MacCarty

:

1. The process of goiter may be a process of re-

version of the thyroid gland to some former func-
tion.

2. Hyperthyroidism is a toxemia, the result of
absorption of the products of the hyperactive thy-
roid.

3. The stimulus causing the hyperactivity may
be the same that stimulated the thyroid activity in

l)rimitive man.
4. This stimulus was then probably a normal

stimulus to the gland, just as we have normal stim-
uli for glandular activity in man in his present con-
dition.

5. This stimulus may still be present in the food
or water formed through some process in the intes-

tine or in the metabolism of the body, or it may
exist in the air.

6. The types of goiter are probably not types
but stages in a general process.

7. Goiter may be classified upon a pathologic
basis as follows: (a) Cystic goiter (thyroidea cys-
tica)

; (6) hypertrophic parenchymatous goiter
(thyroidea parenchymatosa hypertrophica)

;
(c)

papillary cystic goiter (thyroidea cystic:i papillare)
; _

(rf) hypertrophic fetal thyroid (thyroidea fetalis

hypertrophica)
; (<?) fetal adenoma of the thyroid

(thyroidea fetalis adenomatosa).
8. Hyperthyroidism always occurs in h and c,

and may occur in e.

The surgical treatment of simple goiter is so
nearly crystallized there is little to discuss con-
cerning it. The operative mortality is very low,
being reduced to complications and accidents. The
operative treatment uf hyperthyroidism is an en-
tirely different proposition. The condition itself

often causes death, and patients who suffer from it

may be incapacitated, helpless individuals for long
periods of time.

The greater number of patients who seek relief

from goiter are to be found in these two classes

;

viz., simple goiter and hyperthyroidism. The first

condition, which causes more or less pressure, is a
nuisance to the individual affected, while the sec-

ond condition causes ill health, affecting nearly the
entire body. The local symptoms or size of the
growth are of secondary importance.

It must be admitted that reversion of the struc-

ture toward simple goiter may occur at any time or
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stage of the coiulition, with, so far as is known, no

more cause than that due to its origin. Other cases

are apparently favorably influenced by some form
of treatment. It is a matter of common observa-

tion that hyperthyroidism seldom progresses con-

tinuously without intermission toward a fatal termi-

nation of gland destruction unless it results disas-

trousl}' during the first few weeks. It is now gen-

erally conceded that a reduction of the secretion is

desired in hyperthyroidism, and to this end many
varieties of treatment are employed.
From a surgical standpoint the ligation of ves-

sels with nerves and lymphatics included seems to

favor a reversion of the hyperthyroid condition to

one of simple goiter. Dr. Miles Porter believes

that the injection of a small amount of boiling

water into the gland substance, after the Wyeth
method in angioma, accomplishes the saine purpose.

The early surgical work in hyperthyroidism, to a

large extent, was done upon the most aggravated

types of cases which had resisted other forms of

treatment. The mortality of early operations made
operative procedures almost prohibitive. The pres-

ent low mortality has resulted less from an in-

crease of operative skill than from a selection of

the time for operation with reference to the activity

or severity of the condition, and the type or extent

of the operation.

The history of chronic hyperthyroidism usually

gives many periods of fluctuation from mild to al-

most moribund conditions. The condition in the

majority of cases is not so extreme that a partial

thyroidectomy cannot be made with comparative

safety. In the severe cases preparation of the pa-

tient should be an important consideration before

advising any kind of operative interference. Early

cases which might possibly be benefited for a time

under medical treatment are often delayed until a

condition develops which justifies a thyroidectomy.

Such cases are now being treated by an early safe

ligation of vessel groups at the upper poles. Very
serious conditions complicated with dilatation of the

heart, fatty degeneration of the heart and liver,

nephritis, and possibly edema and cerebral incoordi-

nation are also benefited by a ligation of the vessels

at the upper poles, at the same time or at separate

operations. The mortality in these cases is about the

same as it is for thyroidectomy, but the operation

enables the operator to make an effort to relieve

some of the patients who are so near moribund that

an extirpation can not be considered.

The average gain in weight following operation

upon patients below average weight is twenty
pounds within four months. At this time, or later, a

partial thyroidectomy can be made with almost no
mortality, especially if patients who have relapsed

are again tided over the exacerbation period by the

ligation of one inferior artery, with an interval of

a few months before extirpation is made. These
conditions are due to an activity of function of the

gland, and some few cases do not recover their

normal health after operation because either too

little of the gland was removed or the remaining
portion of the gland increased its size and output

of secretion. Such cases require ligation of some
of the vessels, and a resection of the remaining
lobe may even be necessary at a later period.

Over 1,100 patients have been operated upon for

hyperthyroidism in St. Mary's Hospital. The mor-
tality following ligation is 3 7-10 per cent., and that

following extirpation is 3 9-10 per cent. This in-

cludes the hi8:h mortality of our early work when

surgical deaths included many that should have been
medical. It is true that we could count out con-

tinuous runs between deaths of 76 cases and 90
cases, even 150 cases with two deaths, but the gen-
eral average is not so good. About 70 per cent, of

the patients consider themselves cured, and appar-
ently they are well. The others are improved but

not well. Unfortunately they were not operated
upon until they were suffering from extensive sec-

ondary degeneration and cytolysis of the gland.

While the operation checked the toxemia, the re-

sult may be compared to that following the removal
of a bullet from its location in the neck, without
removing the damage done by its passage through
the body.

The anesthetic given in these cases has usually

been ether, preceded by i/iOO gr. atropine and 1/6
gr. morphine. Local anesthesia is occasionally con-

sidered best for the patient when the general condi-

tion is serious, or there are heart complications.

EXPERIENCES WITH ARSENOBENZOL.*
Bv WILLIAM S. GOTTHEn.. M.D..

.VEW YORK.

I DESIRE to put on record a series of cases of

syphilis treated with "606" in my service at the City

Hospital. The drug itself I owe to the courtesy

of Dr. I'lexner, and Dr. Noguchi of the Rockefeller

Institute did many of the injections and most of the

W'assermann tests. The remainder were done by
the assistant visiting physician on ray service. Dr.

Satenstcin. and the Sage Institute of Pathology con-

nected with the hospital. I shall not refer to chem-
ical, theoretical, or historical considerations about

the drug, but shall confine myself to recounting my
own experiences. These, I may say at the start,

while in general satisfactory, have been in no way
marvelous from the syphilographer's viewpoint. I

must also premise that everything herein recorded

refers to immediate results alone ; there has not

been time to form any opinion as to permanence of

effect, and it must long still remain entirely uncer-

tain whether that most devoutly to be wished for

result, the complete and permanent cure of the luetic

infection, can be attained by the new method or not.

TIic Cases.—Up to date I have given thirty-one

injections in twenty-nine cases, two of them receiv-

ing it twice. Afew of these cases are useless for our
purposes, the patients for various reasons having

disappeared from observation immediately after the

injection or the treatments having been too recently

administered. There remain twenty-five cases which
have been observed for a minimiun time of one

week in one instance to three months. These were
all hospital cases, under control and close observa-

tion, and they were watched and the results noted

not only by myself, but by the assistant visiting, the

house staff, the experienced permanent nurses in the

wards, and various colleagues.

The patients themselves were of the types usual

in a large public hospital, mostly rough and careless

individuals of the lower classes, not sensitive to pain,

and attracted to the hospital by the newspaper pub-

licity that the new remedy has unfortunately got

prematurely, and filled with the hope of getting rid

of their infection at once and permanently. Their

disease manifestations embraced the ordinary types,

from the initial lesion to the late gumma, and a few

*Read at 104th annual meeting ^[edical Society of

the County of Rensselaer, Troy, N. Y., December IS-

IQIO.
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uf the iimi.^r.al ones also. Most of them, of course,

showed more than one type of lesion, so that the

twenty-five cases included four chancres, sixteen

general secondary eruptions, eight cases of mucous
patches, two cases of iritis, four cases of condylo-

mata, six cases of tertiary ulceration of the skin and
mucosa, and four gummata.

TJic Injections.—In the first sixteen injections the

emulsion was employed, injected into the muscles of

the subscapular region. In the remainder the clear

solution was used, three cases receiving the medica-
tion in the two buttocks, divided into two equal

doses, and the remaining six being injected in the

right quadratus lumborum muscle. Almost without
exception the injections were very painful. E\ en
our very insensitive patients, on whom we make
biopsies without local anesthesia and often without
complaint, had to have morphine hypodermically at

once, and now we give it in every case immediately
after administering the arsenobenzol. Even with its

aid there are always one or more pain-filled and
sleepless nights. The one or two patients who did

i;ot complain loudly afterwards acknowledged the

pain and insomnia.

At the present time we are using the clear solution

and the quadratus lumborum route exclusively. The
emulsion made after the method of Wechselmann,
and injected into the deep muscles below or be-

tween the shoulder blades, gave us in almost every
case a large persistent induration. In many in-

stances it was the size of an orange, and in five cases

it gave the patients so much trouble that interference

became necessary. In about six weeks after the

injection incision and drainage had to be done

;

there was always a small amotmt of arsenic in the

tluid center of the tumor, but the most striking

change was in their thick walls. The subcutis and
muscle were in a state of dry necrosis, deep black iti

color, and entirely insensitive. In none of these

cases that are still under observation has the process
of slough extrusion yet ended, and it is a question

whether the extensive tissue destruction by the

arsenic has not to some extent interfered with the

absorption and activity of the drug.
The gluteal site was rejected after trial on three

cases. There was intense discomfort occasioned by
having both glutei occupied by large, tense, tender

infiltrations ; the patients had to lie on their ab-

domens in bed, and could not sit down at all. In

these three cases the clear solution w\is used, and the

infiltrations did not require subsequent interference.

The quadratus lumborum site seems to be dis-

tinctly the best. In some of the six cases where w-e

have used it a large, tense mass, extending down to

the front of the abdomen, was formed; in one of

these the skin over the tumor became dusky red,

and it seemed as if something w-ould have to be done,

but it retrogressed in the course of three vveeks. like

the others. Of course, the occurrence of a necrosis

like that observed with the emulsion in the sub-

scapular injections would be a serious matter in the

lumbar site, so near the kidneys and the abdominal
organs, but we have not observed this necrosis in

the nine cases in which the clear solution was used,

The pain was about the same whichever method was
employed.
The dosage has been practically uniform—0.6 for

men, and 0.5 for women.
Renal Effects.—In not less than ten out of the

twenty-five cases there occurred after the injections

distinct symptoms of renal irritation in varying de-

gree. This was shown by the presence of red blood

cells in the urine, usually appearing the third day af-

ter the injection, but in four cases not seen until the

seventh to the fourteenth day. In three cases this

was merely temporary, the abnormal find disappear-

ing in from two to twelve days, and in another case,

in which albumin was also preser.t, the same oc-

curred. Three patients who left the hospital shortly

after their injection still had red blood cells when
last seen. In the three remaining cases hyalin and
granular casts appeared later, and persisted up to

the time of discharge, which in one case was two
months afterwards. Every one of these injected

patients had a negative urine before the medication

was administered, since it was not deemed proper to

inject it where there were any renal changes, and
the patients were kept under observation for a few
days before it was given. That the use of the emul-

sion cannot be blamed for this by-efifect is shown by

the fact that four of these ten renal cases occurred

after the injection of the clear solution into the

quadratus lumborum site.

Therapeutic Action.—Since my observation of the

therapeutic eflfects of the new remedy differ to some
extent from the unreservedly laudatory and almost

hysterical praise with which it has been received, it

will be well to intercalate here the briefest kind of a

synopsis of the histories of the cases from which my
conclusions are drawn. I submit the following

cases

:

C.\SE I.—William H., 26; June, 1910. Pharyn-
geal mucous patches and eruption ; 0.3, 606, Fordyce
Disappearance of mucous patches in two weeks ; im-

provement of throat. By end of July mucous
patches again, and moist papules of scrotum and
prepuce (patient's history). October 6, 606, 0.6,

emulsion, subscapular. In six days disappearance

of moist papules ; mouth unchanged. In two weeks,
extension of mouth lesions ; in fourth week, im-

provement ; disappearance in six weeks, in spite of

disadvantageous circumstances.

Unsatisfactory results from 0.3 dose ; relapse ; two
weeks after 0.6 dose, extension of mucous patches

:

improvement in four and disappearance of lesions in

six weeks. Successful case, but not comparing
favorably with Hg. in time required. Steady dimi-

nution but not disappearance of the Wassermann.
Case II.—.\lfred J., 20; colored. General mili-

ary and pustular syphiloderm. October 11, 606.

0.6, emidsion, subscapular. Lastingly painful. No
result in one month ; new skin lesion, mucous
patches, cephalalgia. November 11, 606, 0.5, solu-

tion, quadratus lumborum. Skin lesions still ap-

peared ; marked subjective symptoms, remittent

fever. Ten days after sec(5nd injection, sino\'itis

of left knee. Seven weeks after first injection,

three weeks after second, patient left with skin erup-

tion improved and sinovitis still present. Red blood
cells in urine one week after second injection still

present when discharged.

Unsuccessful, in spite of two injections, one emul-
sion, and one solution. Marked renal irritation

after the second. Six weeks' observation.

Addeudum, Case II, December 18, 1910.—Report
by Dr. C. W. Bonney, Philadelphia, and Dr. E. H.
Funk, Jefferson Hospital : Skin eruption un-

changed ; much joint pain
;
palpitation ; urine nega-

tive. "A very low grade optic neuritis, not amount-
ing to swelling or choking. No loss of visual ac-

tivity : fields are normal."
C.\SK III.—Mary G.. 19. General macular; muc-
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ous patches throat and labia. October 27, 0.5, 606,

sokition, buttocks. Pain and disability. In thir-

teen days slight fading af macular, disappearance

of labial and buccal patches.

Fair result ; time of observation too short.

Case IV.—Alice C, 50. Exulcerated gumma of

leg. November 12, 606, 0.5, solution, quadratus

lumborum ; very painful. Stayed only one week in

hospital ; very slight improvement.
Time of observation too short.

Case V.—Sophie H., 22. Gummatous ulceration

of palate and fauces. October 26, 606, 0.5, solution,

buttocks; moderate pain. In two weeks marked
improvement.
Good result ; not striking.

Case VI.—George A., 29. Rupial general syphi-

loderm, pharyngeal ulceration, uninfluenced by short

Hg. course. October 11, 606, 0.6, emulsion, sub-

scapular. Improvement for three weeks ; then peri-

ostitis patellae. Refused a second 606 injection.

Satisfactory improvement under mercury.
Failure, in spite of improvement of skin lesions.

Case VII.—Charles J., 23. General maculo-
papular eruption, angina, etc. September 30, 606,

0.6, emulsion, subscapular. Prompt disappearance
of cephalalgia, spirochetes, and diminution of the

Wassermann. In two weeks disappearance of erup-

tion, save on palms. In four weeks, reappearance
of the general and palmar eruption, with cephalalgia

and general symptoms, increase of intensity of posi-

tive Wassermann and reappearance of spirochetes.

Failure ; refused a second 606 injection.

Case VIII.—Edward B., 39. General tubercular

syphiloderm, angina ; mucous patches. November
II, 606, 0.6, solution, quadratus lumborum. In two
weeks disappearance of the patches, considerable

improvement in the eruption
;
patient then left. Red

blood cells in urine one week after injection; pres-

ent three days.

Good result, so far as observation went.

Case IX.—Frank K., 40. Chancre and macular
exanthem, present since August. October 6, 606,
0.6, emulsion, subscapular. In three days initial

lesion healed (patient's statement) ; in fourteen
days eruption disappeared. The chancrous indura-
tion and the adenopathy remained, however, during
the six weeks of observation. Red blood cells ap-
peared in urine on fourth day post injectum and
then disappeared.

Moderately good result ; chancre had been pres-
ent over two months and exanthem over one month
when injected and were due to disappear. Wasser-
mann practically unchanged twenty days after in-

jection.

Case X.—Annie L., 46. Gummatous ulceration
of palate and tonsil for six weeks, interstitial kera-
titis. October 13, 606, 0.5, emulsion, subscapular.
Pain. Throat improved by fourth day, renewed
ulceration on fifth day, then steady improvement
and healing of throat in eighteen days. Eye lesion

unaffected ; serum test unchanged ; induration mass
at injection site. Time of observation, one month.

Fair result, with intercurrent relapse, in three
weeks for throat ; no effect on keratitis.

Case Xl.-^Isaac J- 18. Tuberculoulcerative
syphilitic glossitis. October 11, 606, 0.6. suspen-
sion, subscapular. In two days pain in tongue
gone, improvement beginning; in ten days erosions
healed, ulceration less deep, tubercles smaller. Sub-
scapular mass.

Fair therapeutic result in ten days.

Case XII.—Thomas A., 30. Extensive general
tuberculoulcerative syphiloderm ; retrogressing

;

iritis. October 13, 606, 0.6, emulsion, subscapular.
In first week, exacerbation of iritis, increase of the

skin lesions ; in two weeks, iritis gone, skin lesions

improved ; in three weeks skin lesions healed ; Was-
sermann positive reaction but slightly lessened.

Good result in three weeks.
Case XIII.—John H., 47. Papulosquamous

syphiloderm, body, palms, and soles ; moist papules
of prepuce ; nocturnal pains. September 26, 606,

0.6, emulsion, subscapular. No retrogression in one
week, then pharyngeal mucous patches ; Wasser-
mann strongly positive. Urine, red blood cells;

eruption got worse. In one month first betterment
of eruption and moderate improvement in Wasser-
mann. In six weeks marked improvement in erup-
tion and negative Wassermann.

Neither subjective nor objective symptoms im-
proved till four weeks ; new symptoms had ap-

peared. Noticeable betterment in six weeks, such
as has occurred several times before under treat-

ment (patient's statement). Time of observation,

seven weeks. Improvement only; not successful.

Case XIV.—Charles K., 28. Extensive rupial

general syphiloderm ; mucous patches, tonsils, and
velum. Wassermann strongly positive. October 2,

606, 0.6, emulsion, subscapular. Pain, forty-eight

hours. Improvement began in three days, when
red blood cells appeared in urine ; later hyalin and
granular casts repeatedly. On fourth day some
new dermal lesions ; on tenth day a new mucosal
one. By fifteenth day most of the skin lesions were
cicatrizing or healed, but by eighteenth day many
new lesions and ulceration of tip of nose. In fourth

week was given two salicylate of mercury injec-

tions, and then, through error, 606 again, 0.6 solu-

tion, buttocks. For four days after this general

condition and lesions got worse ; then steady im-

provement. All through November albumin and
hyalin casts persisted. Large mass at site of first

injection, with fluid inside containing some arsenic.

Steady improvement in Wassermann until negative.

December 11, all skin lesions healed.

Malignant case of doubtful significance ; nine

massive Hg. injections, as well as the two 606.

Case XV.—Ernest .\., 29. Two exulcerated

chancres, macular eruption, buccal mucous patches.

October 13, 606, 0.6, emulsion, subscapular. In

seven days slight improvement in symptoms ; same
in three weeks. Then periosititis of tibia, gumma
of skin of leg, anal moist papule, faucial mucous
patches. Large indurated injection mass, necrotic,

with fluid containing arsenic. One month after first

injection patient refused a second one.

Practical failure of 606 ; improvement slow and
halting, as if with no treatment at all, and with new
symptoms. Observed one month.
Case XVI.—Gustav J., 28. Phagadesiic chancre,

tuberculoulcerative and rupial general syphiloderm,

mucous patches, ulceration of ala nasi. Many of

the lesions retrogressing and partly cicatrized. Sep-

tember 26, .05, 606, emulsion, subscapular. The skin

lesions improved for fourteen days, many of them
healing ; but in the third week there set in periostitis

of a metacarpal bone of each hand, followed by
periostitis of the malleoli ; the nasal and penile

ulcerations extended, and the general condition got

much worse. The patient implored that something
be done for him and he was put on a vigorous Hg.
and K. I. treatment tmder which for two weeks he
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improved only moderately. All treatment was then

stopped, and under absolutely nothing but feeding

and hygiene improvement was extremely prompt.
Its beginning was apparent in two days, and in less

than three weeks all the lesions had healed, ten

pounds in weight was gained, and the patient was
up and felt entirely well. He left the hospital in

excellent health one month after all treatment was
stopped. This patient also showed red blood cells

in the urine for a few days after the 606 injection.

This must be put down as a failure ; temporary
improvement and fhen relapse with symptoms of

serious import. In my opinion he was suffering

from mercurial and iodic intoxication as much as

from his infection.

Case XVII.—Andis D., 24. Indurated remains
of chancre, palmar and plantar syphiloderm, papules
of penis, mucous patches of lips, fauces, and uvula.

Wassermann and spirochetes positive. October 7,

606, 0.6, emulsion, subscapular. Improvement in

three days, but spirochetes still plentiful and red

blood cells and granular casts in urine. Distinct

improvement in six days, spirochetes disappeared,

urine normal. One month after injection renewed
outbreak of pharyngeal mucous patches. Being a

recent immigrant, the patient was then deported.

Non-success. As usual, mucosal symptoms re-

sponded quickly, but relapsed first.

Case XVIII.—William L., 33. Exulcerated
gumma of glands and sheath, very extensive ; buccal

mucous patches ; Wassermann strongly positive.

October 14, 606, 0.6, emulsion, subscapular. Im-
provement for several days, then stoppage and sub-

sequent extension of ulcerative process. New gum-
mata appeared and the ulceration was not entirely

healed in six weeks. Large tumor at injection site,

finally incised and found to contain arsenic. Pa-
tient refused a reinjection of 606.

Time of observation, si.x weeks; improvement ex-

tremely slow and hesitating.

Case XIX.—Gustav N., 30. General macular
syphiloderm, condylomata, and moist papules of

anus, perineum, and scrotum. November 19, 606,

0.4, solution, quadratus lumborum. Next day, red

blood cells in urine, persisting one week. Prompt
improvement in all the lesions ; in seventeen days

they had disappeared entirely.

One of the most successful cases, in spite of the

small dose ; renal irritation marked.
Case XX.—Elizabeth I\I., 30. Multiple chancres

of labium majus, general maculopapular syphilo-

derm, angina, mucous patch of tongue. Eruption

was already fading (patient's statement). October

27. Has had 13/ grains Hg. Sal.; 606, 0.5, clear

solution, both buttocks. Much pain ; no sleep. One
week later genital lesions looked cleaner, otherwise

unchanged ; the eruption was still fainter and the

mucous patch was gone. During the six weeks
since that time the chancre has been steadily healing,

but very slowly ; it was still present and exulcerated

on December 8. New moist papules have appeared

on labia and perineum. Painful buttock induration

persisted one month.
Practically a failure in six weeks.
Case XXI.—Sadie D., 20. General macular

syphiloderm, angina ; condylomalata of vulva and
perineum. November 19, 606, 0.5, solution, quad-

ratus lumborum. Much pain. Two days later, red

blood cells in urine, persisting, with a trace of albu-

min for a week, and then disappearing. Condylo-
mata disappeared in ten days, skin eruption in nine-

teen days.

Successful case, though not remarkably fast

;

marked renal irritation. Time of observation, three

weeks.

Case XXII.—Isabella F., 23. Secondary macu-
lar syphiloderm, mucous patches of genitals, partly

exulcerated. Wassermann positive. October 11,

606, 0.5, emulsion, subscapular. In two weeks all

symptoms had disappeared (local treatment was
used also). In third week relapse of plantar pa-

pules, lasting only one week. Induration mass
troublesome and incised at sixth week. Necrotic

tissue and some fluid containing the arsenite found.

A fairly successful case ; symptoms disappeared in

two weeks, with a temporary relapse in the third.

Case XXIII.—Annie S., 45. Induration of

chancre in labium, with genital moist papules
;
gen-

eral macular and papulosquamous syphiloderm

;

iritis ; vaginal mucous patch
;
palmar and plantar

syphiloderm. The iritis was retrogressing under

atropin. November 11, 1910, 606, 0.5, solution,

quadratus lumborum. Very painful, but gave no
further trouble. In four weeks all lesions had dis-

appeared. Red blood cells in urine two days after

injection, persisting twelve days, then disappearing.

Successful result in a fairly malignant case; not

especially rapid ; marked renal irritation.

Case XXIV.—Louise C, 53. Ulcerated gum-
mata of both legs. Wassermann very strongly posi-

tive. October 7, 606, 0.5, emulsion, subscapular.

Painful. Red blood cells in urine once, three days

after injection. IModerate improvement in gum-
mata for ten days, then an intercurrent attack of

erythema multiforme; stoppage of the improve-

ment; new gumma one month after injection. No
further improvement up to eighth week ; then put

on Hg.
Distinct failure. The erythema multiforme ap-

peared ten days after the injection
;
query as to pos-

sible connection between them.

Case XXV.—Abraham G.. 45. Extensive gum-
matous ulceration of dorsum of penis and glans.

Under local treatment alone this has been steadily

getting cleaner and smaller. October 6, 606, 0.6,

emulsion, subscapular. Its influence on the gum-
matous ulceration was very slight ; healing con-

tinued to progress slowly for six weeks and then

^topped. Patient put on mercury and potassium
iodide. Large injection site mass opened six weeks
later, with the usual findings. Time of observa-

tion, eight weeks. Patient refused another 606 in-

jection.

Failure ; very little arsenic was found in the fluid

of the injection tumor.

In the observation of these cases it has been my
earnest endeavor to preserve an impartial attitude,

and in judging of the results attained the purest ob-

jectivity has prevailed. Neither our natural and
proper disapprobation of a proprietary remedy that

has been marvelously exploited in the public press

on the one hand, nor our respect for the great

teacher who has proposed it and the many authori-

ties who have advocated it on the other, should

greatly influence our decisions. Of course the lat-

ter factors necessitate the greatest care in drawing
conclusions, and more especially require a full con-

sideration of any special factors that may have been

the occasion, in part at least, of a record of results

that are not in entire accord with those of others.

Two other points deserve consideration here. The
attitude of the syphilographer, who sees lues

everj' day, is very dififerent from that of the general
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practitioner toward it. The former finds in syphilis,

in the vast majority of cases, a tractable and readily

controllable disease; and he has, in the remedies
habitually employed, most potent weapons that very

rarely fail him. He is not surprised to see them
effective in a few hours, or a day or two. It is of

common occurrence to see a subjective symptom
like the cephalalgia relieved in an hour and gone in

a day after an effective mercurial dose ; to note a

gumma of the tongue, softening and threatening to

break, disappear after one dose ; or to find distinct

signs of improvement in ulcerative lesions that may
have been present for months, in two or three days.

These things seem wonderful to those who do not
see them often ; but they are of everyday occurrence
to those dealing largely with the affection. Our
judgment, then, of the action of a newly proposed
remedy for the disease is made by comparison with
what we should expect from the older method of
treatment in similar cases.

The second point is of equal importance. There
is a radical difference of attitude to the disease in

many parts of the Continent of Europe from that

entertained here and in England and France. We
look upon the malady as a long continued infection

of gradually decreasing severity, to be treated with
more or less persistence, symptoms or no symptoms,
for long periods of time. On the Continent each
outbreak is looked upon as an entity, a relapse, and
each cessation of symptoms as a cure, at all events
temporarily. More especially is this the case when
in addition to the cessation of ordinary signs the
serum reaction becomes negative. Looking over
the lists of cases published in many of the Euro-
pean journals one cannot but be struck with the fre-

quency with which patients in whom the symptom?
have disappeared and the Wassermann has become
negative are discharged as cured cases. The same
thing occurs every day with mercury

;
yet we do not

consider these cases as cured.

Analyzing the list above presented, it is evident
in the first place that arsenobenzol exercises a dis-

tinct and powerful immediate curative effect on the
manifestations of the luetic disease. The excep-
tions to this were only cases 2, 24, and 25, in which
in six to eight weeks there was practically no effect.

But in cases 6, 7, 13, 15, 17, and 20, while there
was improvement, it stopped after a time, or there
appeared new symptoms of the disease. Case 6 had
a periostitis patellje after three weeks ; case 7 had a
reappearance of eruption, general symptoms, in-
creased Wassermann, and spirochetes once more
four weeks later; 13 had new mucous patches at
the fourth week; 15 had periostitis of the tibia, skin
gummata, and moist papules at the same period ; 16
had renewed ulcerations, bone, and general symp-
toms at a like time; 17 had mucous patches after
one month, and 20 had new moist papules five weeks
post injectum. Now I hasten to say that of these
ten practical non-successes eight had been treated
by the subscapular emulsion niethod and had larger
or smaller persistent tumors ; two of them were sub-
sequently operated on, with the finding of necrotic
tissue and arsenic-containing fluid in their mass.
The other six, however, had the tumors that usually
occur under this method, disappearing spontaneous-
ly in time. Of the two remaining failures one was
treated in the glutei and the other in the quadratus
lumborum, with the clear solution. It is quite rea-
sonable to suppose that in some of these cases, at
all events, and especially in those in which necrosis

occurred, absorption of the arsenic was greatly in-

terfered with
;
yet in the remaining six non-suc-

cesses treated in this way there was no necrosis, and
six other cases, with the same method, showed better

results. I think it is fair to put down eight as the

number of non-successes, possibly due in part to the

method employed.
Nine cases I have noted as moderate successes,

the symptoms either improving very slowly or the

patients leaving the hospital prematurely. These
are i, in which it took si.x weeks for the mucous
patches to disappear

; 3 and 5, only under observa-

tion two weeks
; 4, in the hospital one week

; 9, in

the hospital three weeks ; 10, in which the interstitial

keratitis remained unaffected; 12, in which the first

improvement was not noted till twelve days after

the injection; 14, in which two injections and six

weeks were needed to make the symptoms disap-

pear, and 18, which also took six weeks. Of these

nine partial successes si.x got the subscapular emul-
sion and two were subsequently operated on ; two
received the clear solution in the buttocks and one
in the quadratus lumborum muscle.

Frank and gratifying success was achieved in six

cases ; 8 had his nuicous patch disappear and his

exanthem almost go, though he was only observed
two weeks ; 1 1 had his pain in the tongue quickly

relieved and many of the ulcerations healed, though
only under observation one week ; 19 showed disap-

pearance of his macular eruption in one week and
of his genital papules in two weeks; 21 lost her

condylomata in ten days, her skin eruption in nine-

teen ; 22 had her eruption and exulcerated mucous
patches disappear in two weeks, and 23 had her

skin and mucous membrane lesions and her iritis

healed in one month. Some of these results were
probably quicker than could be got from mer-
cury ; but in most of them our judgment was that

it was about the same. Of these six best cases

three received the subscapular emulsion and three

the solution in the quadratus lumborum. One of
the former (23) was a necrotic and operated case,

and four of the entire five showed marked renal

symptoms.

Out of the entire twenty-five cases there is no
one that could be classified as an unusual or aston-

ishingly brilliant result. The very best one or two
were perhaps quicker than might be expected from
mercury ; but some of them were slower than we are

in the habit of seeing. On the whole, and leaving

out of account the necrotic subscapular emulsion
cases, in which it may be assumed that arsenical ab-

sorption was largely interfered with, we concluded
that similar results in a similar series of cases treated

with mercury could be regarded only as moderately
satisfactory.

General Considerations.—It seems probable that

with the new drug we have to reckon with the possi-

bility of damage to the kidneys in a certain propor-
tion of cases. How large that proportion is, or how-

permanent the damage, are some of the many ques-

tions that only the observation opportunities of pri-

vate practice can determine. Ten of our twenty-
five cases had renal symptoms, in most instances

transitory ; but some had them when last seen, and
one or two had casts. Similar occurrences under
mercury are extremely rare ; so rare that we prac-

tically never take them into account.

Severe pain seems to be an inevitable feature of

the arsenobenzol injection, however administered.
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This is controllable, of course, by morphia ; but I am
sure that some of our more sensitive private patients

will demand anesthesia.

Rest in bed under skilled observation for several

days or a week I consider an absolute necessity. A
preliminary careful physical examination, to deter-

mine the absence of possible contraindications to

the treatment in the form of lesions of the internal

organs should never be omitted.

It seems premature for the present to attempt to

give the indications for the use of arsenobenzol in

syphilis ; but it is my opinion that it is not as ) ct the

treatment of choice in the ordinary run of cases.

Definite lesions of the internal organs, syphilitic or

other, are recognized contraindications and have so

been proclaimed by Ehrlich. On the other hand,
there are cases, though extremely rare, that are re-

calcitrant to the mercurial medication of a rational

kind ; these are subjects for arsenobenzol. And
there are cases also in which, for personal and other

reasons, haste is necessary, and in which any treat-

luent that ofifers a chance of relief more quickly and
more permanently than the mercurial one should be

employed.
Of course the foregoing statements are based on

our present knowledge of the drug, which is as yet

without data as to the future fate of patients treated

with arsenobenzol. If it should turn out that one
or two injections, or a whole series of them, will

permanently and indubitably cure the disease, then

all considerations as to pain, hospital care, etc., will

be entirely negligible ; and even some degree of dan-
ger will be no contraindication. It cannot be said,

however, that we have attained that knowledge as

yet.

Finally, I may mention incidentally a fact of in-

terest as regards our patients' attitude to the treat-

ment. In our dermatological ward in the City Hos-
pital this fall we had a regular syphilis club. Pa-
tients came in attracted by the knowledge that the

treatment was given there ; they watched all the

cases and compared observations. It is a note-

worthy fact that four patients there refused rein-

jection absolutely ; one said that "he would not take

it if it were offered to him on a golden plate," and
the three others declared that they would leave un-

less they were given murcury.
I think I may venture from the foregoing to for-

mulate certain statements premising that they are

based on a comparatively limited experience.

1. Arsenobenzol is of undoubted efficacy in syphi-

lis of various forms, more especially in early cases

and in mucosal lesions.

2. Its immediate effect may be better, in some
cases, than that of mercuiy ; in others it is slower

and less certain. In some cases it fails.

3. It must be used with care, since wc are by no
means fully informed as to its effects on the kidneys

and other internal organs.

4. It should never be given in ambulant or office

practice ; the patient should be carefully examined
before it is administered and should remain in bed

under observation for several days after.

5. It is indicated in especially severe or malignant
cases, in cases where mercury has failed, and in

other instances in which there are reasons for un-

usual antiluetic measures.

6. While the luetic symptoms usually recede after

one or two doses, we are as yet without knowledge
as to the permanency of its effects.

154 West Seventysevexth Stbeet.

MENTAL DISTURBANCES FOLLOWING
TRAUMATISM; MEDICOLEGAL

CONSIDERATIONS. *
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Nervous and mental disturbances may occur after

a traumatism of any intensity. They may develop
immediately after the injury, or sometimes later,

and in other instances at a very late period. The
character of the disturbances may vary consider-

ably, viz., from an ordinary irritability or slight

mental obtusion to a high degree of mental con-

fusion, with or without hallucinations, or else to a

group of phenomena simulating the classical psy-

choses. Neuroses, such as traumatic hysteria and
neurasthenia, will not be considered here. Al-

though hysteria is a psychic malady, nevertheless

this great neurosis with its physical and well-

known phenomena, such as we observe in various

forms of insanity, will be discussed in the present

essay. A series of thirty-seven personal cases have
been studied by the writer during a period of eight

years. Great care was taken to accumulate only

such cases, in which the onset of mental symptoms
was in a more or less direct relation to traumatism.

Consequently individuals, who, in the course of

previous mental disorders sustained a traumatism
and thus aggravated the preexisting mental malady,

were not included in my series.

My thesis deals exclusively with cases apparently

free from diseases, but in which mental manifesta-

tions made their first appearance either immediately

after a traumatism or some time later. The con-

clusions at which I endeavored to arrive concerned

four special problems : First. Does, scientifically

speaking, a mental disorder follow traumatism? If

so. what must be the nature and severity of the

traumatism? Second. To what particular psy-

chosis do posttraumatic mental disturbances be-

long? Third. What is the relation of traumatism
to paresis as cause and eft'ect? Fourth. What are

the medicolegal inferences to be drawn from this

study? The thirty-seven cases are an especially

selected group out of several hundred traumatic

cases which came under my observation for neuro-

logical reasons. The study was undertaken without

any preconceived idea and irrespective of similar

studies of other writers.

The first problem, viz.. the relation of trauma
to mental disorders as cause and eft'ect, can be
answered in the affirmative by all the thirty-seven

cases. In twenty instances the mental derange-

ment followed immediately the accident. In fifteen

of the twenty there was loss of consciousness, and
in five consciousness was preserved. The mental

manifestations made their appearance as soon as

consciousness was regained and continued for a

period of from three days to three months. The
nature of the manifestations will be discussed later.

The minimum and the maximum of duration of the

disorder in the twenty cases is pointed out as termi-

nation, either by recovery or death. It should also

be mentioned that no history of mental disturbances

preceding the traumatism could be elicited after a

most diligent investigation among relatives and
friends. In the remaining seventeen cases con-

*Read at the meeting of the Pennsylvania State Medical
Society, held at Pittsburg, October 3-7, 1910.
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spicuous mental phenomena began to make their

appearance at a period varying from five weeks to

three months after the traumatism. In order to

determine the direct relationship of the latter, a

prolonged and most careful investigation of the

patients' previous medical life was undertaken. A
special questionary was submitted to every one of

the relatives, also to a number of friends and
neighbors, and their answers compared and studied.

Some of the cases were seen by me from the time

the accident occurred. The conclusion at whicli I

arrived was that, while the prominent mental dis-

turbances appeared some time (see above) after

the accident, nevertheless mild, almost impercep-

tible signs of some disorder relating to the psychic

sphere were ^jresent in every one of the seventeen

cases. Insonmia, more or less pronounced, irrita-

bility, slight lapses of memory, tendency to auto-

matism in action and words, some indifference or

indolence, frightful dreams are all symptoms which
have been traced and observed. The latter subject

is of a great practical value, as the slight or very

slight degree of the disorder may be frequently

overlooked and lead to erroneous etiological

diagnoses. The recognition of these apparently in-

significant manifestations is a weighty element, also

in the medicolegal diagnoses where the determina-

tion of trauma as an etiological moment is of para-

mount importance, but this subject will be discussed

later.

It is, therefore, evident that while the con-

spicuous manifestations of mental derangement
made their appearances in the seventeen cases only

after a more or less considerable period of time
following the accidents, nevertheless some mental
phenomena existed in a so to speak prodromal stage

and prepared the individuals to grave disorders at

a later stage. The latter can be considered as the

result of a final and logical evolution of the former.
From an etiological standpoint it is important

also to consider the patient's neurological status of
health prior to the accidents. A very careful in-

vestigation in every one of my cases revealed the

fact that all belonged to the category which it is cus-

tomary to call "neurotic." While they were almost
all free from well-defined nervous diseases, never-
theless a more or less marked degree of functional

nervous disturbances was present. As soon as the

trauma occurred, the latter became accentuated,
new symptoms developed, or else the former went
to the background to be overshadowed by mani-
festations of a more serious or more turbulent
nature, and, as we have seen above, either immedi-
ately or some time after the accidents. The prob-
lem, therefore, of individual predisposition should
be always taken into account while considering the
etiological moments in the broadest sense oif the
term. The occurrence of such a predisposition ex-
isted in all the thirty-seven cases studied.

Having answered in the affirmative the direct

relation of trauma to mental disorders, let us con-
sider for a moment the nature and severity of the
traumatism. In the majority of my cases (25)
the accidents were of no serious immediate conse-
quences as far as solution of continuity of tissues

or organs is concerned. There were no fractures
of the skull, no hemorrhages, no paralysis, or other
apparent material damage visible to the naked eye.

Intentionally is the latter circumstance emphasized,
as absence of it does not always exclude a pos-
sibility of small hemorrhages within the cranial

cavity, and in the brain, hemorrhages so situated as

not to infringe upon important portions of the

cerebrum the disturbance of which gives rise

usually to external manifestations of paralytic or

convulsive nature. This is the so-called "concus-

sion of brain" cases. But the term concussion may
imply a simple circulatory disorder which is mo-
mentary or else a genuine damage to the blood-

vessels. Under the term "concussion" cases have

been reported in which, in spite of a prompt re-

covery of consciousness and apparent freedom
from immediate paralytic symptoms, serious or-

ganic conditions gradually and insidiously de-

veloped. In such cases there was a primary dis-

turbance of blood vessels (nerves and arterial

walls). Hyalin degeneration and rovmd cell in-

filtration of arterial walls, dilation of blood vessels,

aneurysms, and premature capillary endarteritis with

obliteration of their lumen have been observed. As
a secondary condition, degenerative changes in

neuroglia and ganglion cells, with vacuolation,

chromatolysis, varicosity, and atrophy, and finally

disappearance of cells naturally follow. In cranial

traumata of old or very old standing the following

conditions had been found on autopsies: Cranio-

meningeal, or meningocerebral adhesions, osteo-

phytes, foci of softening, cicatrices, cysts, aneu-

rysms, and neoplasms. Such conditions, as I said,

have been observed in so-called concussions. This

term, therefore, does not imply absence of serious

damage. Kocher says that even after restoration

of cerebral functions momentarily suspended from
the shock one is never certain whether there is

nothing left that may eventually create serious dis-

turbances.

Ten out of the twenty-five cases lost conscious-

ness, but promptly recovered. The others were
merely stunned, severely shocked, but apart from
a momentary vertigo, consciousness was preserved.

In the series of twenty-five cases of which I am
now speaking, without apparent material damage,
are included twelve cases in which the conspicuous

mental disturbances developed some time after the

traumata. These findings are of great importance,

as they tend to show that apparently insignificant

accidents may lead to grave mental disorders and
therefore, in any apparently slight trauma, the

prognosis must be guardedly announced. This fact

should always be taken into consideration when
one is confronted with medicolegal problems. Con-
cussion does not always mean a recoverable trau-

matic shock.

As to the character of the traumata in my cases,

falls from a height were in the majority of the ac-

cidents ; in some cases patients were thrown off

trolley cars and train cars, and in some cases in-

tentional blows on the head with heavy objects oc-

curred. In all cases the head was the principal part

of the body which sustained the injury.

Of the entire group of cases (37), twenty-five,

as it was mentioned, suffered no external injury.

The remaining twelve patients received quite

serious injuries. There were six fractures of the

skull and six patients with deep lacerated wounds
of the scalp. In the latter class one could not tell

whether in addition to the scalp condition there

was not some small fracture of the inner table of

the skull or meningeal hemorrhages. In the cases

with the fracturecl skulls four were at first in a

comatose state and grave psychic disturbances be-

gan to develop as soon as consciousness was re-

o'ained. They all became hemiplegic on the left.

Two patients did not lose consciousness, but im-
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mediately showed abnormal mental manifestations,

such as hebetude, confusion, amnesia, also de-

lirium. The six patients with lacerations of the

scalp, apart from a slight mental hebetude, which
naturally would follow such a shock, began to show
their conspicuous mental disturbances, but a more
or less long time after the injury, viz., between two
and six weeks. However, strictly speaking, they
were not entirely free from symptoms during the

interval. Mild, and very mild signs of abnormal
cerebration could be detected by a close examina-
tion. Disturbance of attention, rapid fatigue when
a conversation was carried on, and a certain degree
of indifference to surroundings were some of these

mild manifestations, but they were not sufficiently

striking to attract a casual observer's attention.

Here again we see that, should the slight symptoms
occurring during the interval be overlooked, one
would hesitate to explain the onset of the mental
phenomena by the traumatic injury after a period

of six weeks. The medicolegal importance of the

subject is self-evident.

Let us now take up the second problem in our
investigations. To what particular psychosis do
posttraumatic mental disturbances belong? Do the

latter present a special or a well-defined clinical

picture? First of all, my cases show that slightness

or severity of trauma does not always lead to cor-

responding clinical consequences. Some cases

without apparent immediate results were followed
by mental symptoms of a very serious character.

On the other hand some of the cases with fractured

skulls and with lacerated scalps remained mildly af-

fected. However, it is safe to assert that generally

speaking mild injuries and mild immediate symp-
toms are frequently followed by transitory mental

disturbances. Loss of consciousness is equally not

a guarantee for development of serious mental

manifestations, as in some of my cases the conse-

quences were not as tumultous and not as durable

as in the cases without loss of consciousness.

Among various manifestations met with in va-

rious forms of insanity a confusional state occupied

the first place in my cases. The majority (25)
showed immediately or shortly after the accidents

conditions that are not infrequently found in in-

toxications or infections of any origin. Loss of

realization of things, impairment of memory, nar-

rowness of the field of conscience, disorientation in

space and time, and impairment of perception and
comprehension were the chief manifestations of

the confusional state of my patients. In certain

cases delirious outbreaks with and without halluci-

nations of visual and auditory character, or else

hallucinations in the sphere of general sensibility,

were added to the above confusional phenomena.
There is a symptom which was quite frequently en-

countered in the confusional cases. It is the so-

called "Ganser's symptom" (vorbeiredeit). It is

characterized, by senseless answers to elementary

questions asked of the patient and it is due to dis-

orientation in space and time. .Such patients give

the impression of feeble-minded individuals or of

simulators. Ganser himself {Archives fiir Psy-

chiatric Bd. 30, H. 2) believes it is specifically a

hysterical symptom, but we know that it may be

encountered in other conditions and af+ections. such

as hebephrenia and catatonio. I have observed it in

chronic intoxications and in confusional states, as

also in hysteria. The symptom, therefore, cannot

be considered characteristic of hysteria, as some
writers with Ganser are prone to believe.

Several of the patients presented confusional

states only periodically with intervals of apparent

lucidity. One of them had four such attacks, the

first immediately after the accident and lasting two
weeks, the last one six months later. He finally

recovered. Five patients of the confusional type

died from intercurrent diseases, such as pneumonia
and profuse diarrhea, at the end of between three

and nine months after the trauma. While in-

dividual symptoms of the confusional state became
ameliorated, nevertheless a gradual slowness of

mentality with depression developed. It is difficult

to say whether the dementia would have disap-

peared if death had not supervened. Complete re-

covery occurred in the majority (19), even in a few
of the patients with severe injuries (3).

Five of the patients in whom immediate mental

disturbances appeared and who lost consciousness,

after a period of confusion, as described above,

eventually, at the end of five months, simulated the

picture of dementia precox and particularly the

catatonic form. They showed a certain degree of

resistiveness and negativism. They would not obey

promptly the orders to move about, to take certain

food, to answer certain questions, to sit down or

get up. On rare occasions they would refuse al-

together to carry out any of these orders. At all

events there was a certain delay in actions. The
analogy with catatonia appeared still greater at the

time when they began to assume certain fixed posi-

tions. For several hours, for example, they would
remain either sitting or standing and gazing in one

direction. Curiously enough, in spite of this fixed

attitude, they did not refuse food when offered.

When not in the position, they were responsive to

stimuli, would answer certain questions. The cata-

tonic manifestations eventually disappeared, but a

certain mental weakness remained for eight

months. Four of these five patients recovered com-
pletely, one died.

\\"ere they cases of true dementia prcccox? At
a superficial examination the picture just described

reminds one of this psychosis, but a careful analysis

of the phenomena forces us to reject that diagnosis.

The resemblance is only apparent, but not a pro-

found one. The chief characteristics of dementia

precox are entirely wanting. The profound dis-

turbances in the spheres of will, initiative, memory,
attention, the lack of interest, the feebleness of

aft'ective sentiment, the absence of fear, hopes, and
desires, the presence of apathy, indolence, abundance
of hallucinatory images, which are all fundamen-
tally characteristic of dementia precox, were com-
pletely absent in my patients. Besides, the absolute

recovery without the least trace of remaining per-

version of mentality or of affect is another argu-

ment against the above diagnosis. Moreover, the

picture of catatonic stupor was very fragmentary
and incomplete in my patients. Stereotypy was
totally absent. The negativism and resistiveness

were of very short duration and came on at rare

intervals. The absoluteness in resisting all external

influences, which is so typical of catatonia, was want-

ing here. We have seen above that, in spite of this

somewhat continued fixed attitude, the patient did

not refuse food. This easy breaking up of a cata-

tonic position is very unusual, if not impossible, in

genuine catatonia as a variety of dementia precox.

As a last differential feature of the diagnosis should

be mentioned the absence in my cases of a gradual

accentuation of mental enfeeblement. It is. there-

fore, evident that the five cases with mental dis-
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turbances following traumatism did not belong to

the classical psychosis dementia precox, although

at a superficial examination they could giN e the im-

pression of the latter.

Three patients of the entire series were men
somewhat advanced in years, above sixty. One of

them fell down in a cellar and sustained a fracture

of the skull, the other two belonged to the group
with deep lacerations in the scalp. Two of them
lost consciousness and their mental disturbances

began to be manifest only two weeks after the acci-

dents. Gradually delusive ideas developed in these

individuals. Persecutory ideas of the vaguest na-

ture and directed against the physician in charge,

the nurse, the wife, and neighbors, all in succession,

never persistent, not complete, changing the subject

of persecution from day to day and sometimes in

the same day—such was the state of mentality of

my patients. One of the patients developed audi-

tory hallucinations which did not enter into the de-

lusional conceptions. The third patient had a

hypochondriacal delusion with reference to the

brain, which he claimed was replaced by sand. All

the three patients were extremely emotional and
restless. The hallucinatory patient either cried or

screamed at the top of his voice, hearing spirits

talking about him. At other times he was de-

pressed so much that there was great difficulty

in feeding him. In this state there were involuntary

micturition and defecation. Gradually two of

three patients lost their former delusions, lost their

outbreaks of excitement, and imperceptibly began
to develop the picture of pathological senility with

impairment of memory, deterioration of judgment
and comprehension, and loss of sustained attention.

One lived five aiid the other eight months. The
man with the fractured skull began to improve, and
finally, at the end of the twelve months, made a

complete recovery and resumed his former occu-

pation as clerk.

Do these three cases belong to the group of senile

dementia? The fact that their age was above sixty

does not constitute a sufficient reason for the

diagnosis of senile dementia. While delusive ideas

and hallucinations, also depressive or exciting

phases, are usually present in senile dementia,
nevertheless they alone do not justify such a diag-

nosis, as these phenomena are observable in other

psychoses. What characterizes senile dementia is

a gradual and progressive deterioration of mental
faculties. A progressive loss of memory, espe-

cially for recent events, with preservation some-
times of memory for old events, loss of knowledge
of dates, absolute inability of holding attention, in-

ability to acquire new facts and to retain them for

any length of time, these are the main symptoms
which are characteristic of senile dementia. De-
lusions, hallucinations, and illusions are not infre-

quently superimposed, but they do not necessarily

characterize the psychosis. In my three patient^

the evolution of the symptoms dift'ers totally from
the picture just described. Recovery of senile de-

mentia is an impossibility. My third patient, while
he presented some manifestations of senile de-
mentia, made, nevertheless, a complete recoverv.
In the other two patients the course of events does
not justify the diagnosis of senile dementia. The
mental disturbances, therefore, in the three aged
individuals simulated, one may say, the clinical pic-

ture of senile dementia, but do not constitute a type
of the latter affection. We cannot say that trauma
is a direct cause of senile dementia.

The symptoms of the manic-depressive psychosis
were observed in four patients. In them, shortly

after the trauma, there developed a state of depres-

sion which was more or less marked in every one.

A prolonged observation revealed the fact that the

depression was not contiinious, but it was fre-

quently and sometimes very frequently interrupted

by excitability. For example, in the morning a

patient is morose, inaccessible; would sit in one
place, refuse food, and be apparently deep in

thought. Then a couple of hours later he would
i)ecome very irritable and scream out, order people

around, and move about. But what is particularly

interesting is the state of confusion, with occasional

delirious behavior, that predominated in these

patients. At times they appeared to have halluci-

nations, as they gesticulated and talked to them-
selves. This group of symptoms was not complete
in all the four cases, but the general picture was
identical in each case.

To be sure, at first glance the elements of the

manic-depressive psychosis are to be found here.

Do they, however, constitute the typical picture of

this form of insanity? In the first place, the in-

dividual phases of the latter are of longer duration.

The patients usually go through the entire state

of depression or excitement, get apparently well,

and then, after a certain interval, which may be

weeks or months, a new phase sets in, which again

lasts a certain length of time. In my patients the

morose, depressed attitude was frequently broken
only for a very short while (half an hour or an

hour). Besides, the excitement manifested was not

of that vivid, alert state of mind characteristic of

the maniacal phase of the manic-depressive group.

My patients merely remained depressed, and
showed rather outbursts of anger, irritability, than

genuine gaiety, and overflow of mental and physi-

cal activity, which are so characteristic of the genu-

ine psychosis. What particularly speaks against

the latter conception is the state of extreme con-

fusion observed in my patients, which is usually not

present in the typical psychosis under consideration.

The condition of my patients continued unaltered

for a period of from three to nine months. Three
made a complete recovery and one died from pneu-

monia, contracted during his depressed state.

A chapter of unusual importance- is the relation

of trauma to paresis. Much has been written on
this subject and. while the majority of competent
writers deny any relationship whatever, others con-

sider trauma as an indirect cause, and still others

(very few, however) look at trauma as a direct

cause of paresis. Let us consider the problem as

it presented itself in six of my entire series of pa-

tients.

One patient, a male of forty-six, business man,
began to show suspicious symptoms on the fifth day
after the trauma. Tremor of hands, lips, of speech,

some ataxia of the lower extremities, increased

knee-jerks, inequality of pupils, but no Argyll-

Robertson pupils, and some mental depression with

insomnia were the initial symptoms observed.

They gradually became accentuated and a weaken-
ing of memory for recent events imperceptibly de-

veloped. The patient soon began to lose in weight,

suffered attacks of hctit mal, had several seizures

in which he lost his speech for a period of two or

three davs, and complained of vertigo and of pares-

thesias in the lower extremities. At the end of

three n.ionths he presented an unmistakable picture

of paretic dementia of the depressive type.
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The second patient, a bookkeeper of thirty-nine,

developed symptoms of paresis eight days after a

trauma. There was loss of consciousness during

the first ten hours and then a semi-comatose state

for twenty-four hours. The shock evidently was
severe. Among the paretic symptoms the tremors

were the first noticeable. Euphoria was the first

mental manifestation. Self-contentment, with a

tendency to expansion in every mental operation,

was strikingly marked. The physical symiJtoms
rapidly made their appearance, and when he came
uuiier the writer's observation he presented a typi-

cal picture of paresis.

The third patient, a man of fifty, business man,
developed symptoms of general paralysis immedi-
ately after an accident. There was no loss of con-

sciousness following the trauma. Rapid loss of

mnemonic faculties, with a certain amount of de-

pression, gradual loss of moral sense, and a ten-

dency to excesses were the mental manifestations

which developed rapidly. The usual physical signs

were all present. The patient had also occasional

attacks of petit nial. The course of events proved

it to be a case of typical paresis.

The fourth patient, a man of fifty-eight, a tailor,

sustained an apparently slight trauma. He fell

down a flight of stairs, striking his head against

the sharp comer of woodworks in the hall. There
was no loss of consciousness. He got up and w-ent

about his work as usual. On the next day he com-
plained of severe headache, had several chills, and
felt weak. He remained in bed three days, still

complaining of frontal pain and photophobia. He
then had an epileptic convulsion of the general type.

Mental hebetude followed for several days. His

wife then noticed a peculiar manner of speaking,

which gradually became more and more accentu-

ated. Soon other typical signs made their appear-

ance. He then began to have sudden paresthesias

in the right arm and leg, but no convulsive seizures.

Mentally, he was exceedingly depressed. His in-

difiference and indolence to surroundings and to his

family, of which he was very fond, became par-

ticularly striking. The picture was that of typical

paresis.

The fifth case was that of a middle-aged man
who fell down in a cellar. There was no loss of

consciousness. On the next day his speech was so

much affected that he could not be understood.

Soon a tremor of the hands made its appearance.

The speech became more distinct, but it was slow,

and the r's and m's could not be pronounced with-

out difficulty. The rapidity with which the symp-

toms developed was astonishing. At the end of

three weeks he presented the typical picture of

paresis. The mental manifestations consisted of a

marked depression and total indifference to con-

ventionality. He would urinate and defecate in

presence of people and was extremely unclean

about himself. Subsequent course proved the diag-

nosis to be correct.

The sixth case was that of a man of forty-three

butcher by occupation, who was known to the

writer for six months prior to the accident. The
latter consisted of a fall from a trolley car. There

was no loss of consciousness and no external m-

jury. Before the accident the patient presented a

slight inequality of the pupils, and a very slight

intention tremor of the fingers. He also com-

plained that for the last six months he would quite

frequently make mistakes in figuring and in names.

However, he attended to business regularly. Fa-

tigue was also his frequent innii)laint. The sleep

was somewhat disturbed. The knee-jerks were
slightly increased. These few symptoms were, of

course, insufficient for a final diagnosis. During
six months there was no change m the patient's

condition. W hen the accident occurred, the most
remarkable transformation took place. On the

next day a generalized tremor was noticed. Severe

headache, with a slight elevation of temjjerature

(99-5°)' appeared. The speech became indistinct.

The knee-jerks were much increased. Micturition

was somewhat embarrassed, so that at times cathe-

terization had to be done. Mental hebetude be-

came apparent. At times he had visual hallucina-

tions. The memory became luarkedly deficient.

Gradually the entire picture of typical paresis be-

came evident. In this case the symptoms of paresis

were evidently present before the traumatism, but

they were extremely slight, inasmuch as the rela-

tives did not suspect the least disturbance, and I

was consulted exclusively for the sense of fatigue.

For six months the condition remained unaltered

;

the accident undoubtedly was a very violent stimu-

lus for a rapid aggravation of the old symptoms
and for development of additional symptoms of

paresis.

A review of the six cases related would lead a

priori to the conclusion that there is a direct re-

lationship as cause and effect between trauma and
paretic dementia. A careful analysis, however,

does not permit such a conclusion. A close investi-

gation of the previous medical histories of the first

five patients revealed the fact that some of the

manifestations of paresis existed before the trau-

matism. Relatives had been repeatedly questioned

in that respect and in all cases, without exception,

there were evidences of a gradually oncoming
meningoencephalitis. In all I succeeded in obtain-

ing a history of neurasthenoid manifestations with

some weakening of mnemonic faculties. In all a

certain tremor of the hands was mentioned. Ver-

tigo with lapses of words was related as being fre-

quent, and in case three a sudden loss of speech

and two mild attacks of right hemiplegia six

months before the accident were cited by the pa-

tient's wife. It is true that conspicuous mental

manifestations were absent, as otherwise they

would have been noticed by the patient's relatives,

but that mild physical and very mild mental dis-

turbances were present was proven beyond doubt

after a very close questioning of relatives and

friends. Moreover, suspicious evidences of a

syphilitic infection were equally present. The first

two patients gave a history of three and five mis-

carriages, respectively, the third lost his hair at

the age of thirty-two and had ulcerations in the

pharynx, the fourth patient presented thickened

areas of both tibias, with four large scars in front

of the legs; his wife had three miscarriages and

one stillborn child that had patches on the face.

The fifth and sixth patients presented cicatrices on

the prepuce. With the exception of the last case,

in which unquestionably paresis existed before the

accident, the five patients presented strong evi-

dences of the existence of paretic manfestations

prior to the trauinata, and the latter, however mild

they might have been, were undoubtedly an exciting

cause for a fitrtlicr development of the preexisting

morbirl condition. In the last case this cause was
very conspicuous.

The six observations, therefore, do not permit

one to assume that an external violence is capable
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of creating an affection which ordinarily is inde-

pendent of an accidental lesion. There is no prob-

ability that even very serious traumata could be the

sole cause of paresis. They may serve as stimuli

to a more or less rapid development of preexisting

morbid phenomena. The latter may be so mild that

they may pass unnoticed. In such cases trauma ap-

pears to be the direct cause of paresis, but, as we have

seen above, the causation is only apparent. All that

can be admitted is that it is possible that paresis

without a traumatic shock would have perhaps de-

veloped less rapidly and followed a slow or a very

slow course.

Medicolegal Considerations.—A problem of a

most difficult and delicate nature is that of the re-

lation of traumatism to mental disturbances from

a legal standpoint. Not infrequently the physician

is asked to determine whether a more or less old

accident may be followed some time later (weeks,

months, or even years) by morbid mental manifes-

tations, such as dementia, paresis, etc., and whether

the latter can legitimately be connected with the

former. On the other hand, when mental disturb-

ances make their appearance immediately or very

shortly after a trauma, it is important to determine

to what extent the traumatic shock enters as a

causative factor in the etiology of the disorder.

Finally, is trauma the only cause or does it play the

role of a revealing agent, which acts on a brain

endowed with a latent morbidity?

For a judicious discrimination of all the points

bearing on the solution of these problems a knowl-

edge of the pathogenesis and prognosis is essential.

All cranial traumatisms are not followed by serious

results. Sometimes severe traumata pass without

consequences, but sometimes most insignificant

traumatic shocks are followed by very serious re-

sults. Then again, if conspicuous mental phenom-

ena develop some time after a traumatic shock,

after the patient has resumed his usual mode of

living, the expert should, in his investigations, con-

sider also other exciting or predisposing elements

that may lead to nervous and mental disorders, such

as worry, undue fatigue, excesses, mental preoc-

cupation, etc., which per se are sufficiently powerful

factors in causation of mental disorders. It is,

therefore, evident that no strict rules can be laid

down for medicolegal diagnosis, but that each case

must be studied on its own merits.

An examination must be conducted on the broad-

est principles. A careful and repeated investiga-

tion of the previous medical life of the patient is

essential. Various diatheses and intoxications

should never be overlooked. Syphilis or heredo-

syphilis, alcoholism, and saturnism may remain

latent for a long period and be awakened by a trau-

matism. Alcoholism will alter the character of a

posttraumatic delirium. Besides, a man may be-

come a dipsomaniac following a shock and later on

present mental disorders of alcoholic nature. In

such cases there will be a striking disproportion be-

tween the physical or mental shock and subsequent

mental disorder.

The most important element in the medicolegal

arguments of cause and effect between the psycho-

sis and traumatism is the presence of cerebral

symptoms at the time of the accident and their per-

sistence, even in the mildest form, during the in-

terval between the traumatic shock and the con-

firmed insanity. Another important feature in

posttraumatic psychosis is the appearance of mild

and even insignificant symptoms immediately after

the shock. They will remain as such a certain time

and even a very long time, so that the impression is

formed that the patient has recovered. Neverthe-

less these slight manifestations exist and may at

any time, under the influence of some cause, be-

come accentuated and become so conspicuous as to

necessitate commitment of the patient to an asylum.

The histories of my six paretics are very instruc-

tive from this standpoint, that, while the morbid
phenomena became manifest almost immediately

after the traumata, nevertheless the latter were not

the direct cause of the psychosis. A very careful

investigation demonstrated the fact that impercep-

tible phenomena of a paretic nature wete in existence

prior to the traumatic shocks, but in all patients

the symptoms were so mild that they could readily

be overlooked. Should such a possibility be ignored

or overlooked, grave errors will be committed, as

otherwise the psychosis will be attributed directly

and exclusively to the trauma, while, in reality, the

latter was only an exciting factor for the rapid de-

velopment of a grave cerebrospinal aft'ection which

had already existed in a mild form. It is, therefore,

the expert's duty to bend every eft'ort to make in

every instance a most thorough investigation before

rendering a medicolegal opinion on the relation of

trauma to psychosis. This investigation must bear

upon the following elements : Time of appearance

of the mental phenomena ; their character and in-

tensity; their persistence or disappearance and re-

appearance ; their amelioration or aggravation ; the

date of improvement or aggravation ; the degree of

improvement ; the degree of aggravation ; the ex-

istence of mild morbid phenomena before the trau-

matic shock, which can be determined only after

a close and repeated questioning of relatives and
friends. The medicolegal expert is also obliged to

determine the curability or incurability of the men-
tal disturbances, although this question is one of

the most difficult ones, as it is impossible to ascer-

tain in advance the damage done by the traumatism

in spite of total absence of clinical manifestations.

General experience teaches that delayed mental dis-

orders, or those that appear conspicuously late after

the trauma, are particularly grave. An apparently

rapid recovery from the trauma does not always

imply a favorable prognosis, as in some cases

slow and insidious alterations may develop gradu-

ally a progressive mental deterioration.

Conclusions.—The present study permits one, I

believe, to formulate the following remarks:

Trauma may be a determining cause of abnormal

psychic manifestations. The latter may follow im-

mediately or some time after the trauma. When
they become apparent weeks after the shock there

is a suspicion that in a mild form they existed im-

mediately after the accident. A thorough investi-

gation will frequently reveal the presence of mild

symptoms. Sufficient precaution should be exer-

cised in regard to a possible existence of mental

disturbances prior to the trauma. Trauma may act

as a powerful stimulus to further development or

accentuation of a preexisting psychosis.

Confusional states and delirium are the most
frequent forms of insanity that follow traumatism

and are caused by the latter. There is nothing

especially characteristic in the traumatic confu-

sional and delirious states that can differentiate

them from similar states caused by other factors,

such as intoxications and infections. Delusions and

hallucinations may accompany the psychosis, but

again they do not present special characteristics.
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Dementia may be the ultimate result of persistent
confusional and delirious states. There is, how-
ever, nothing characteristic in the slowness of men-
tal processes and in the intellectual feebleness, and
the inability of retaining various impressions typi-
cal of all dementias. Manic-depressive insanity,

dementia precox, senile dementia are not caused
by trauma. Traumatic psychosis may simulate
some of the elements of these psychoses, but there
is only a simulation and not identity. Paresis does
not develop as the result of trauma, but the latter

may hasten the development of the disease, and
sometimes the development may be exceedingly
rapid. This contention is in accord with the exten-
sive researches of Gudden, Siemerling, Wollen-
burg, and others (see E. Meyer, Deutsche mcdizin-
ische Wochenschrift, page 1329, 1905). On the
whole it may be said that traumatic psychoses do
not present a strictly defined morbid picture, but
present a great variety of psychic manifestations
which partly suggest the well-defined psychoses and
partly are unclassifiable. Finally disturbances of a

psychic order flevelop after a trauma, particularly

in predisposed individuals whose nervous system is

constantly threatened with a break and who are
easily influenced by a shock of any origin. They
are the so-called neurotic individuals.

1430 Pine Street.

LONG-CONTINUED HIGH BLOOD PRES-
SURE;

ITS RESULTS AND PREVENTION.

By WILLIAM HILLS SHELDON. M.D..

NEW YORK

CLINICAL ASSISTANT,

In these days of conservation it seems not unrea-

sonable to speak of the conservation of elderly per-

sons. Now we no longer consider the person of

ripened years an encumbrance, but rather pay him
our highest tributes. Unfortunately, it is but too

common to read in the daily papers of this or that

prominent citizen stricken by cerebral hemorrhage
or slowly dying of a failing heart. Can we do
aught to prevent these numerous casualties? Can
we do aught to conserve the strength of this or

that useful personality that it may continue to con-

tribute to the good of the world? I think we can,

and the excuse for this paper is to point out some
results produced by long-continued high blood pres-

sure, which could be prevented if attention were
paid to the first evidence of increased pressure.

Much is written about high blood pressure as if

it were a disease in itself. Let us call it a condi-

tion rather than a disease. Its causes are diverse,

and I wish to emphasize the fact that its relief can

be attained only by removal of those causes and not

by methods directed to relieve the high blood pres-

sure itself. When high blood pressure has been

long established a pathological condition is pro-

duced which is such that medical reduction can

do little, if any, good. Long-continued high blood

pressure produces a condition whereby there is a

leakage of cardiac energy. Just as in the case of

a badly leaking mitral valve there is an uneconom-

ical waste of force, so is there in these cases.

Moreover, while in the mitral cases we cannot

measure the leakage, in these cases we can.

Let us review a few facts. With each systole

of the ventricle blood is thrown into the arterial

tree and distends it. It is by virtue of the elasticity

of the vessels that tiiastolic pressure is maintained.
Of course, we are assuming that the capillary and
arterial resistance remains the same at diastole
and systole. Now if the pressure is increased, the
elastic traction is increased also. This, however, is

only true when dealing with normal arteries.

Whether arterial degeneration precedes or comes
after high pressure matters little in the discussion.
All admit that increased tension causes changes
in the walls of the vessels. If we have a degen-
erated artery we would naturally expect reduced
elasticity and, therefore, a failure of diastolic pres-
sure to maintain its normal relation to systolic

pressure. That is exactly what I have found to be
the case in a series of thirty cases of high systolic

pressure.

In the series given below records of systolic

blood pressure and diastolic blood pressure were
carefully taken by the Erlanger Graphic Blood
Pressure .-\pparatus. They were chosen from sev-

eral himdred records for the reason that none of
the patients had valvular lesions. Many of the
cases answered the description of chronic diffuse

nephritis, in others the cau-ses of high pressure were
difficult to determine. I do not go much into the
etiology of the production of the high pressure as
I wish to point out the results and I think the vari-

ous causes all lead to the same result. The ages
of the cases given varied from forty-two to eighty
years and, as frequently happens among persons of
this class, many presented a diversity of conditions
—cirrhosis of the liver, varying degrees of emphy-
sema, etc. They all, however, had three features
in common, sclerosed vessels, high blood pressure,

and enlarged hearts.
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highest normal Hmit of pulse pressure, i.e. 40. By
simple calculation we learn that systolic pressure

is made up of 69 per cent, diastolic pressure and

31 per cent, pulse pressure. Now by a similar cal-

culation of the averages given above we find that

systolic pressure is made up of 58 per cent, di-

astolic pressure and 42 per cent, pulse pressure.

It is evident, therefore, we have decidedly altered

conditions to those we have normally.

The question naturally arises : Is the high sys-

tolic pressure in the nature of a compensatory act?

If we have an arteriole that requires a pressure of

108 m.m. to force blood through it and the arteries

are so degenerated that they require a systolic

blood pressure of 187.2 to produce that pressure at

diastole, it is evident that here there is a condition

of decided loss of energy. To explain this a little

more fully—the active energy of the circulation

comes from the systolic contraction of the ventri-

cles, the passive energy results from the storage of

part of their energy in the elastic coats of the ves-

sels. Anything that interferes with the efficiency

of the latter increases the work of the former. If

there is required a diastolic pressure of 108 a nor-

mal arterial tree will support such a pressure if sys-

tolic pressure is 148, therefore, we can measure its

loss of energy, as it requires a systolic pressure of

187.2 in these cases: thus, 187.2— 148 = 39.2

m.m. A loss of 39.2 m.m. per beat of the heart is

one of considerable importance. I wish to em-
phasize the point that blood must flow through the

arterioles during diastole and that when there is

an increased resistance and there are degenerated

arteries, the systolic pressure output of the heart

is enormously increased. The result of this is a

tremendous strain upon the heart which, perhaps,

is alreadv infiltrated with coimective tissue. The
result of the strain is cardiac hypertrophy and
later dilatation with failing compensation. An-
other question arises. Why are there signs of poor

circulation with high systolic pressure? The an-

swer is that diastolic blood pressure is not high

enough to force the blood efficiently through a

contracted vessel or if the vessel be dilated the di-

astolic blood pressure falls too low to allow of a

perfect circulation.

As regards treatment. I think it is clear that in

cases where high tension has been long continued

we have an unalterable pathological condition.

Therefore, we must concentrate our efforts on pro-

phylaxis. As long as physicians neglect to include

in routine examination the taking of blood pres-

sure we shall see these advanced cases. An ap-

parently insignificant rise of 20 m.m. to 40 m.m. is

worthy of attention, and it is the duty of the phy-
sician to ascertain the cause of this increased pres-

sure, and to remove it, thus preventing the inevit-

able bad results. In a number of cases the cause

of heightened pressure is simply an irrational mode
of life, and when this is corrected the pressure falls

to normal again. Careful attention to the many
etiological causes of high blood pressure will sug-

gest its cure in the early stages. Too often the

high tension is treated with vasodilators, as if it

were in itself a disease, whereas observation should
have been directed to the cause and its removal.

One cannot lay too much insistence on the fact

that high tension is only a signal with its red
light to warn the physician of a danger that lies

in the pathway and menaces the life of his patient.

When the high pressure has been long continued
and a pathological condition established, efforts

must be directed toward maintaining compensa-
tion. In one respect at least we are dealing with

a condition similar to that which exists in valvular

lesions, namely, a leakage. If, as often happens,

the arterioles are incapable of dilatation we must
consider the eft'ect alone on the heart. The question

arises : Is or is not the heart compensating? If it is,-

we must do all we can to keep it so, urging an

easy life with much rest and moderate exercise, a.

sensible diet, baths, and massage. If the heart is

not compensating the high tension seems no con-

traindication to digitalis. Indeed, I have seen the

alternating pulse disappear under the use of that

drug, which is contrary to Dr. MacKenzie's experi-

ence. Qiloral sometimes has a magical eft'ect in

restoring the circulation without very often greatly

affecting blood pressure. I am at a loss to explain

its effect unless a greater amount of sleep and a

sense of equanimity are responsible. Potassium
iodide after prolonged use in some cases reduces

systolic pressure and lowers the pulse pressure. Its

effect, therefore, must be attributed to the actual

changes it brings about in the arterial wall. The
ordinary vasodilators have not met with favor as I

have been unable to reduce the blood pressure with

them and have produced disordered stomach and
headache. Moreover if the arteries are so degener-

ated that they will not maintain normal pulse pres-

sure, it seems illogical to try to dilate the arteries, as

by so doing we would too greatly lower diastolic

blood pressure and the heart responding to the re-

flex would have to pump the harder to maintain a

balance. With regard to the headache and dizzi-

ness supposed to be due to high pressure, I have
again and again seen them disappear with laxatives

and diet, with no change in blood pressure. Most
of the cases given above had excessive indican in

the urine and I am inclined to believe that the head-

ache and dizziness are due more to intestinal putre-

faction than to high pressure.

Lastly I wish to urge the use of instruments in

taking systolic and iliastolic blood pressure. The
usual method of taking it, by watching the move-
ment of a mercury column, is misleading and,

therefore, worse than useless. The graphic instru-

ments of Gibson and Erlanger are admirable, but

are too bulky and expensive for ordinary clinical

work. An instrument has been devised by Mr. Na-
thaniel Fedde, a student of Cornell University Med-
ical College,* which seems to meet all clinical needs.

I have tested it, comparing its reading with those

of the Erlanger instrument, and found it remark-
ably accurate. By this sphygmomanometer advan-
tage is taken of the air compression produced by
each pulse beat. The alternating increase and de-

crease which have so little eft'ect on the mercury
column cause oscillation of a pithball. the move-
ments of which are of sufficient amplitude to be

easily discernible and the last point of maximum
excursion can be determined without difficulty.

Conclusions.— i. Attention should be drawn to

the fact that high blood pressure is a condition and
not a disease.

2. Long continued high blood pressure produces
a condition whereby there is leakage of cardiac

energy.

3. The arterial tree in health maintains diastolic

pressure in normal relation to systolic. In cases of
long-continued high blood pressure there is failure

of diastolic pressure to maintain its normal rela-

*Medical Record, July 16, 1910.
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tion, therefore, there rmist be lessened elasticity of

the arteries.

4. The increased strain on the heart is in ac-

cordance with the amount of diastolic failure.

5. In a series of thirty cases the average pulse

pressure was 78.5 m.m. while a normal arterial tree

will give a pulse pressure of 20 to 40 m.m. There-
fore, there was a loss of 38 to 58 ni.ni. of high i)res-

sure.

6. It would seem that in these cases the high
systolic pressure was in the nature of a compensa-
tory act, as in order to maintain a diastolic pres-

sure of 108.7 '^ was necessary to have a systolic

pressure of 187.2.

7. There are signs of poor circulation with high
systolic pressure if the diastolic pressure is rela-

tively too low.

8. If attention were paid to the first indication

of increased pressure and the cause removed, the

inevitable bad results noted could be prevented.

9. When the pathological condition of failure of

diastolic pressure has been established our effort>

should be directed toward maintaining the com])en-

sation of the heart.

I wish to acknowledge the courtesy of Profes-

sors Thompson, Coleman, and Meara for the op-

portunity afforded me to work in their wards in

Bellevue Hospital and also for their kindly criticism

and encouragement.
50 West Thirty-seventh Street.

THE APPROXIMATE ESTIMATION OF
PROTEIN (GLOBULIN?) CONTAINED
IN THE CEREBROSPINAL FLUID.

By D. M. KAPLAN, M.D..

NEW YORK.

DIRECTOR OF LABORATORY OF NEUROLOGICAL INSTITUTE, NEW YORK;
SEROLOGIST TO MONTEFIORE HOME,

A FEV\' years ago Nonne introduced the ammonium
sulphate test for the detection of globulin excess in

the cerebrospinal fluid, and from the degrees of

opacity obtained with this reagent arrived at con-

clusions which for a time attracted considerable at-

tention. I followed closely the results of his work,

but could not obtain sufficiently constant reactions

to be able to depend upon it to any great extent.

In America the butyric acid test introduced by

Noguchi promised better results. Fie does not ar-

rive at any quantitative conclusions, but claims that

a negative butyric acid reaction indicates the ab-

sence of syphilitic changes in the nervous system.

The butyric acid test was performed by me in a

large number of cases, and although this is not the

place to go into the comparison of results by differ-

ent methods I am, however, prepared to say that

a negative reaction with the Noguchi method per-

formed lege artis does not always signify the ab-

sence of syphilitic change from the nervous system.

In my opinion an increase of protein does not mean
syphilis, nor is an absence of an excess of protein

a guide sufficiently safe to point to the non-spe-

cificity of a given case. The only safe and more

or less certain indicator of a syphilitic involvement

of the nervous system is the presence of an unques-

tionable positive Wassermann reaction in the serum

together with a marked pleocytosis (increase of

cells in cerebrospinal fluid) and a strong globulin

reaction, using minute quantities of fluid.

Using the Nonne reaction one has to become

familiar with degrees of opacity in the fluid, which

requires a retentive memory and a trained eye; a

rather difficult state of afifairs where standards are

absent. The four degrees of opacity suggested by
Nonne are empirical and by no means easily

grasped even by experienced workers.
For the last six months I have endeavored to ob-

tain a test which would not depend so much upon
personal equation, as is the case with the Nonne
method, as upon actual test tube appearances. 1

worked at first with various ammonium sulphate
concentrations in decreasing (juantities from o.i c.c,

to 0.5 c.c, using increasing quantities of cerebro-

spinal fluid—from 0,1 c.c. to 0.5 c.c. No reliability

was obtainable as the end reaction was never sharp
enough nor constant enough to warrant its adoption
for further study.

Having abandoned the ammonium sulphate
method, I have experimented with the Noguchi
butyric-acid test. Using o.i c.c. of cerebrospinal
fluid, I was able to obtain tolerably sharp end re-

actions, but when I used larger quantities of fluid

my aim of obtaining a more or less useful quanti-

tative method was frustrated. It was impossible to

obtain constant results, using the original Noguchi
prescription of 0.1 cerebrospinal fluid 0.5 c.c. 10
per cent, butyric acid and 0.1 c.c. normal NaOH.
The chief reaction takes place between the fluid

and the acid, and very little improvement or clear-

ness in the end result is added by the use of NaOH.
Bearing this in mind, I tried the butyric acid in

much smaller amounts and obtained quite satisfac-

tory results. It became apparent that the reagent,

which will bring out in unmistakable clearness the

end result, will also be able to show this in small
quantities as in larger amounts of cerebrospinal

fluid.

Ammonium sulphate added subsequent to the

addition of the butyric acid seemed to do this ad-

mirably. I used increasing quantities of cerebro-

spinal fluid, starting from 0.1 c.c. up to 0.5 c.c, 2

drops of a 5 per cent, butyric acid solution, and
0.5 c.c. of a solution saturated with ammonium sul-

phate. Every case showing a lymphocytosis (I

have access only to neurological material ) also

showed unmistakably the butyric acid-ammonium
sulphate reaction, and the greater the lymphocytosis,

the sharper the end reaction and the more constant

its appearance in the tubes with the smaller quanti-

ties of cerebrospinal fluid. This finding impressed
me very favorably, and I resolved to follow up its

behavior in various conditions. Undoubted syphilis

with a positive Wassermann reaction always gave
the reaction when a pleocytosis was obtainable.

Where no cells were found no reaction was evident.

I do not cite the number of cases this test was
applied to, but I feel satisfied that preliminarily

this reaction will be readily accepted, for the reason

that its end results are conclusive and sharp, and
that its appearance in the smaller quantities of

cerebrospinal fluid could permit of quantitative de-

ductions. The technique is as follows

:

1. Centrifugalize the fluid and use the super-

natant liquid.

2. Into each of five small test tubes introduce

from 0,1 cc to 0.5 c.c. of clear fluid. The ob-

tained fluid must be blood-free.

3. Heat the first tube (0.1 c.c.) gently and add
2 drops of a 5 per cent, butyric aci^l solution and

heat until it bubbles—but does not spurt.

4. Holding the tube almost horizontally permit

0.5 cc. of a supersaturated ammonium sulphate

solution to float on top of the cerebrospinal fluid.

The same is performed with the other tubes.
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5. Stand aside, noting tlie time when the last

portion of ammonium sulphate was added to the

0.5 c.c. tube.

In case of a protein excess a distinct ring ap-

pears in the middle of the fluid. This ring appears

from 5 to 25 minutes after being set aside, is of a

coarse granular appearance (cheesy) of a cream
color. The greater the protein content the more
apparent the appearance of the ring in the tubes

with the smaller amounts of cerebrospinal fluid.

The rings that appear later than 25 minutes are

not characteristic. Negative fluids at times show
a ring, but it takes from 30 minutes to over one

hour before its appearance and the rings in this case

are not composed of the coarsely granular material

which is seen in the case of fluids with a protein

excess.

Compared with other methods, my reaction, as

said before, conforms to clinical diagnosis and other

laboratory results oftener than the protein reactions

of Nonne and Noguchi.
To illustrate: Mr. Z., 352 cells to the c.mm.

Globulin reaction : Nonne method + No. i
;

Noguchi method — ; D. M. Kaplan method o.i +,
0.2 +, 0.3 +, 0.4 +, 0.5 +. Wassermann reac-

tion serum -j-
;

cerebrospinal fluid — . Clinical

diagnosis Lues of brain and cord.

Mr. O. R. No cells in fluid. Globulin reactions,

Nonne, -f No. i ; Noguchi — E ; D. M. Kaplan,

0.1 — , 0.2 — , 0.3 — . 0.4 — , 0.5 — . Wassermann
reactions, — ; serum. — : cerebrospinal fluid.

Mr. R. Ten cells to the c.mm. Globulin reac-

tions : Nonne — , Noguchi -{-
; Kaplan o. i —

,

0.2 — , 0.3 +, 0.4 +, 0.5 +• Wassermann reac-

tion, serum — ; cerebrospinal fluid —

.

Mr. H. L. Forty-one cells to the c.mm. Globulin

reactions: Nonne — . Noguchi — ; Kaplan, o.i —

,

0.2 -}-, 0.4 -{-, 0.5 -|-. Wassermann reaction

:

serum — ; cerebrospinal fluid — . Clinical diag-

nosis — general paresis.

Mr. H. L. Forty-one cells to the c.mm. Globulin

reactions: Nonne — , Noguchi — ; Kaplan 0.1 —

,

0.2 +, 0.3 -f-, 0.4 +, 0.5 -\-. Clinical diagnosis —
general paresis.

The above cases are but a few of a larger number
tested with the various globulin reactions. The
D. M. K. reactions never showed the slightest trace

of a positive outcome when the Nonne and Noguchi
and the cell count were negative. The last case

shows a negative Nonne and Noguchi—a positive

D. M. K.—and a positive cell count. In one in-

stance it gave a negative result together with the

Nonne and Noguchi methods. No cells in the

cerebrospinal fluid—with a positive serum Wasser-
mann and a negative cerebrospinal Wassermann

;

the patient gave a history of lues. In another in-

stance all globulin reactions were negative. 24 cells

to the c.mm. were found in the cerebrospinal fluid

—

with a positive serum and a negative cerebrospinal

Wassermann—in a patient with tabes.

I am at present engaged in a more extensive

trial of this method and have in view the possible

differentiation between cerebrospinal syphilis and
general paresis, using the above test as my globulin

indicator as well as other tests in vogue in serologi-

cal research. My conclusions regarding the above
test are rather brief ; I wish, however, to emphasize

:

(i) The clearness of the end reaction ; (2) Its pos-

sible use as a quantitative method: (3) Finally, the

distinct differences between positive and negative

fluids.

30 Beekman Place.

MERCURY SUCCINAMID IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF TUBERCULOSIS.

By LEROY S. peters, M.D..

SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.

The treatment of tuberculosis by the hypodermic in-

jection of mercury has risen, flourished, and fallen;

at least few men have been able to get results as

claimed by Surgeon Wright of Fort Lyons, Col.

The treatment created more or less interest both
among the laity and physicians in general ; among
the laity, perhaps, owing to the wide advertising

given it by the associated press dispatches ; among
physicians, no doubt, by the eagerness of the profes-

sion to grasp at any new remedy that offers a pos-

sible chance of curing the disease or lessening the

ravages of the great white plague. We as physi-

cians are a little too prone, perhaps, to rush in where
angels fear to tread, and yet without this spirit of

curiosity the science of therapeutics would forever

be at a standstill and medicine to-day would stand

where medicine stood in the dark ages.

Still the fallacy of all new methods of treatment,

the use of old or new remedies now for a period of

time, then the replacing of these same curealls on
a corner of the back shelf and the trying of a new
specific all point to the timeworn fact that nothing
has been found in the drug line that justifies us in

announcing a cure or even a remedy that works
wonders, so to speak, in the treatment of tubercu-

losis. It is true that a few measures aid us in the

fight, but as for knowing of any remedy that even
hints at a specific we are as much in the dark as ever.

It was not so many long years ago that Robert Koch
announced to the profession a cure or what he
thought might prove curative in tuberculin. Then
as a body we flew to the new discovery, and even
tuberculin fell into disrepute until recentlv and now
again in a far less degree it is being used in suitable

cases with apparently good results. I say apparently
good results, because no one can say just how many
given cases would or would not have attained the

same happy outcome had the usual routine treatment
and that only been followed. And now what I have
said in general applies to the hypodermic injection

of mercury in particular. With all due respect to

Surgeon Wriglit I feel that he is wildly enthusiastic

over the use of this drug, and that he has let his

enthusiasm blind him in his reports from time to

time. He has let the pendulum swing too far on the

high road to recovery, and now after about two and
a half years it has returned with a resounding whack
and shattered all the fondest dreams of those who
looked for wonderful results from the hypodermic
injection of mercury. It is true, I suppose, that the

doctor still has faith, and possibly a few others that

have had better results than the majority of us less

fortunate fellows. But from a study of current
literature over this period of time and from personal
experience covering a year and a half I fail to see

why this particular method should longer be held

up to the profession as a wonder worker or even a
possible aid in our fight against tuberculosis.

A year ago, after six months' use of mercury, I

predicted this outcome in a paper read before the

New Mexico Medical Society at Roswell.* and now
after adding another twelve months I feel that I

have no reason to step aside from the stand I took
at that period. Years ago this selfsame drug was
used in the treatment of tuberculosis but with ap-

parently no effect, and was then discarded for other

*New Mexico Medical Journal, November, 1909.
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"sure specifics" until the work of Wright again gave
it impetus, and now a second time other investigators

liaving proven its uselessness it is doomed to be cast

into the field of oblivion and we trust allowed to

rest in peace as far as its value in tuberculosis is

concerned.

The other syphilitic who failed gained for a time,

but from a pulmonary standpoint was hopeless in

the beginning. Of the two non-syphilitic individuals

one improved and one made a cure. I lowever, I am
firmly convinced that either would have done the

same under anv treatment, for both were excellent

TABLE OF CASES.
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SURGICAL VERSUS EXPECTANT TREAT-
MENT OF BRAIN TUMORS.

The latest word on this subject emanates from the

acknowledged master of brain surgery, Sir Victor

Horsley, who in the British Medical Journal, De-

cember 10, 1910, surveys the experience of the past

twenty years, which shows that the time has arrived

for a complete reconsideration of the subject. The

bO-called expectant treatment is a delusion, he says,

the administration of drugs for intracranial tumors

is wrong, because it is useless. With this sweeping

enunciation Horsley urges the absolute necessity of

a recognition of the earliest pathological manifesta-

tions of brain tumor in order that surgical interven-

tion may be prompt and therefore more probably

effective.

These manifestations may be those of overaction.

the irritative effects of lesions, or those of want of

action, the destructive effects of lesions. The fol-

lowing propositions are advanced, namely, every

case of focalized epilepsy not definitely proved tn

be idiopathic in origin must be treated by explora-

tory operation ; the latter should be resorted to al.^i >

in every case of progressive motor or sensors-

paralysis of intracranial origin. It is important tn

recognize the earliest symptoms of destruction in

the various lobes of the cerebrum. The more fre-

quent and systematic clinical inspection of cases will

reveal the early deterioration of mental powers sn

characteristic of tumors of the frontal lobes. In

lesions of the Rolandic region so much attention has

been bestowed on coarse motor loss that the far

earlier loss of Munk's "memories of movements"
has been overlooked, .\topognosis may be present

for months before there is any detectable loss of

luotor power, while astereognosis does not develoj)

until motor paralysis is well marked. The early

recognition of commencing restriction of the fiekN

of vision, of alteration in tone appreciation, and of

slight disorders of equilibration will secure early

treatment of tumors of the occipital and temporal

regions. Operation is thus indicated on the detec-

tion of earlier sensory loss ; the loss of motor power,

which is the last phenomenon to appear, is the one

usually waited for before surgical steps are under-

taken.

The conclusion is reached that every case of in-

tracranial tumor definitelv diagnosed must be treated

according to its situation, either by removal of the

neoplastic tissue or by release of the intracranial hy-

pertension. Although Horsley has already observed

that a simple decompression operation may cause

arrest and complete degeneration of a glioma, he be-

lieves that, except in the case in which the field of

removal involves direct destruction of the represen-

tation of such a single faculty as speech, free extirpa-

tion of neoplastic tissue should be the rule and mere

decompression the exception. There are two con-

ditions under which a palliative operation of simple

decompression should be employed, namely, case?

in which the neoplasm is known to be situated in a

position from which it cannot be safely dislodged.

and cases in which no localization is possible. In

both these instances, Horsley maintains, the careful

execution of a subtemporal decompression opera-

tion is the best procedure.

In regard to the treatment of syphilitic tumors of

the brain, Horsley takes a stand directly opposite to

the usual procedure in neurological practice. In

the case of tumors which in spite of a negative

Wassermann reaction cannot be pronounced definite-

ly and at once as non-syphilitic, he urges, as he did

seventeen years ago, that six weeks of antisyphilitic

treatment is the utmost that should be allowed and

that unless within that period not merely temporary

alleviation but very substantial improvement occurs,

the case should at once be treated surgically. Fur-

thermore, it is noted that Sir William Gowers first

pointed out the fact that syphilitic lesions of the

brain are not really cured by antisyphilitic treatment

and that after a period of respite the symptoms tend

to recur. Horsley declares himself a partisan of

this opinion and holds it applicable to gummata.

pachymeningitis (including hemorrhagic pachymen-

ingitis), both acute and chronic, and also the so-

called syphilitic optic neuritis.

Sir Victor Horsley therefore declares himself

absolutely against the proposition that was originally

advanced by von Bergmann and that has been accept-

ed as an a.xiom by the surgical world, namely, that

syphilitic lesions, especially gummata, ought not to be

subjected to surgical treatment. Horsley believes that

the present lines of treatment should be remodeled

in view of the analogy between the subdural and the

intraperitoneal spaces. In cerebrospinal syphilis,

just as in tuberculous peritonitis, he has obtained

the most rapid improvement by opening the subdural

space and irrigating with sublimate solution (i to

1.000). Further, he suggests that since a gumma
consists of a wholly necrotic focus of infective ma-

terial it is important that it should be thoroughly

eradicated as a similar tuberculous focus is treated

In addition, the subdural space should be irrigated

with sublimate solution in order that one may secure

the most direct treatment of the pachymeningitis

which always surrounds a gumma cerebri, and also

obtain a more immediate effect on the meningeal

vessels which are affected with endarteritis. It is

concluded on the basis of successful practical experi-

ence that in all syphilitic conditions of the nervous

system the problem of rapid treatment is the same,

namely, the local application of mercury by means

of subdural irrigation.
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THE INEXHAUSTIBLE TOPIC OF THE
DAY.

To borrow a German expression, one might speak

of "606 und kein End." The most influential Ger-

man weeklies simply teem with articles on this sub-

ject. The current number of the Deutsche niedi-

zinische Wochenschrift (December 8), with no pre-

tentions toward a symposium, contains no less than

six elaborate articles, while the Miinchener medi-

sinische Wochenschrift (December 6) has three and
the Berliner klinische Wochenschrift (December 5)
two. We see here over half a score of articles

published in a single week by three journals.

With the exception of the flood of commendatory
articles after the announcement of the discovery of

tuberculin, we cannot recall the parallel of this

in the entire history of medical journalism.

Michaelis covers the subject from the standpoint of

the general practitioner. This article does not lend

itself to abstraction, but the entire subject is ex-

haustively covered and the paper as such is worthy
of a literal translation. Following Michaelis's ar-

ticle (in the Deutsche mediainische Wochenschrift)

comes one by Oppenheim, which is wholly personal

in character. This author's opinion as to the value

of 606 in the neurological trinity of cerebro-

spinal syphilis, tabes dorsalis, and paresis is worthy

of the most thoughtful attention. He cannot see

that 606 does more for gummata of the central

nervous system than mercury and potassium iodide.

In regard to tabes dorsalis a few cases show notable

improvement, but others again show injurious ef-

fects, while the majority are not influenced. The
practitioner therefore assumes much responsibility

in using 606 for tabes. In regard to paresis, Op-
penheim has, however, seen one remarkable case of

improvement among many indiiTerent results. This

article is followed by a record of Rumpel's personal

experience. The author in question is known for

his monograph on lues of the nervous system pub-

lished many years ago. He has, however, tested 606

in a great variety of non-syphilitic maladies, the

microbic cause of which stands in some definite

biological relationship with the Treponema pallidum.

Rumpel appears to be an enthusiast. Not alone, ac-

cording to him, is 606 a specific for syphilis, but it

prevails over malaria and the Plant-Vincent angina.

Next to Rumpel's article comes one from Carl

Stern, well known for his work on the Wassermann
reaction. Stern concludes that 606 is a remarkable

specific, but not a cure-all. Stern is followed by

Kromayer, a dermatologist, who gives valuable testi-

mony. This writer decides that 606 does not evoke

supersensitiveness when given in small doses. He
would administer it in fractional doses.

In the Berliner klinische Wochenschrift (Decem-

ber 5) Touton of Wiesbaden begins a serial article,

which, being unfinished, cannot be abstracted.

Geronne, whose article follows the preceding, deals

wholly with the intravenous method, which possesses

little interest for the American practitioner.

Hirsch (Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift)

sums up the general experience of ophthalmologists

in the statement that 606 does not per se affect the

optic nerve.

Has the Recognition of Bacilli Carriers

Added to Our Prophylactic Resources?

The bacillus carrier is naturally most to be feared

in institutions, especially in those which are over-

crowded or poorly equipped and manned. The
problems of this sort presented by insane asylums

are clearly more difficult to deal with than those

of institutions for the sane. Neisser (Berliner klin-

ische Wochenschrift. Nov. 21) has recently dis-

cussed the experience of certain insane asylums

from the carrier point of view and is forced to

conclude from his limited and special experience

that the discovery and isolation of the diphtheria

carrier cannot prevent the recurrence of institu-

tional epidemics. Lighting up of new epidemics

and mere cumulation of cases in certain years are

quite enig-matical in their causation. We must in-

deed continue to discover and isolate carriers, but

the problem of sanitation must be equally consid-

ered, with special reference to the avoidance of

overcrowding, and a sufficiency of intelligent nurses

and keepers to offset the lack of cooperation by

the irresponsible wards of the State. The special

treatment of typhoid carriers is not difficult. The
diphtheria carrier, on the contrary, sometimes re-

quires months of isolation before he is free from

disease. Preventive inoculation of diphtheria sus-

pects may show up well in one institution, and

may appear to cure the carriers. In other insti-

tutions it has been necessary to isolate the carriers

until recovery. But the latter, as already stated,

does not prevent renewed epidemics.

Injections of Cancer Residue.

In a paper read at the annual meeting of the Mich-

igan State Medical Society at Bay City on Sep-

tember 28-29, 1910 (Journal of the Michigan State

Medical Society), J. Walter Vaughan recounted

his experience with the use of cancer residue

The object of injecting the non-toxic protein of

the cancer cell, or cancer residue, was to find proof

with regard to the formation of a specific ferment

by means of a study of the various blood elements,

particularly the leucocytes. Vaughan experimented

on twelve persons suffering from malignant growths

and drew the following conclusions: i. The injec-

tions should always be small in amount, preferably

5 to 10 minims of a 3/2 to i per cent, solution. 2.

Injections, according to present knowledge, should

be controlled by daily differential leucocyte counts.

3. Injections should only be made when the per-

centage of mononuclear cells is on the increase.

4. A good blood reaction, by which is meant an in-

crease of from TO per cent, up of uninuclear cells

following residue injection, tends toward a favor-

able prognosis. 5. If the blood count does not re-

spond smaller doses should first be tried. If this

fails to produce the desired change different residues

should be used until one is found which will bring

about this result. Vaughan's investigations are, at

least, instructive and suggestive and it is possible

that they point to a new method of treating can-

cer. If the principle of vaccine therapy is cor-

rect, then it would seem that Vaughan is working

in the right direction, since the principle of his

method and that of vaccine therapy are virtually

the same. At any rate, according to those who have

been in a position to pass opinions on the results of

this treatment, the injection of cancer residue has

had the effect of relieving the pain attendant on can-

cer. This alone would be an immense boon.
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"^tms of tije Wnk.
Public Health Lectures.—During January and

February a >eries of lectures on public health will

be given at the .Museum of Natural History, New
York, under the auspices of the Board of Educa-
tion, admission to which will be free. The pro-
gram is as follows: January 7, "The Health of
New York," by Dr. H. M. Biggs; January 14,

"Communicable Diseases," by Dr. William H. Park;
January 21, "The Relation of Flies to the Trans-
mission of Disease," by Dr. H. D. Pease; January
28, "The City Milk Supply and Its Control," by
Health Commissioner Lederle ; February 4, "Tu-
berculosis," by Dr. Livingston Farrand; February
II, "Tuberculosis as a Social Problem," by Dr.
James A. ?\Iiller ; February 18, "Water Pollution
and \^'ater Purification," by Dr. C. E. A. Wins-
low ; February 25, "Housing and Health," by" Mr.
Lawrence \'eiller. The lectures are given at eight
o'clock on Saturday evenings, and the course par-
tially duplicates that given earlier in the year by
Columbia University at the Horace Mann School.

Registration of Deaths.—In furthering its ad-
vocacy of a more careful and exact registration of
deaths throughout the United States, the Bureau
of the Census has issued a physician's pocket ref-

rence to the international list of causes of deaths.
The bureau will upon application furnish copies
of this leaflet, which has been prepared by Dr. C. L.
Wilbur, together with specimen copies of the
United States standard death certificate and of the
model law governing registration.

Health Test for Hotel Employees.—In one of
the large hotels of New York a system of super-
vising the health of the employees, in order that
the guests may be protected, has recently been put
into force.

Union of Hospital and Medical School.

—

Through the proposed agreement between the Col-
lege of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia Univer-
sitj-, and the Presbyterian Hospital, which awaits onlv
the formal action of the trustees of the former, it

seems probable that New York will at last ap-
proach more nearly to the ideal in medical educa-
tion. This union has been made possible by gifts

to the hospital from Mr. Edward Harkness of a
building to be used for a teaching and research
pavilion, and from an anonymous donor, through
Mr. Harkness, of a sum amounting to $1,300,000
as an endowment fund to be used solely in sup-
port of the educational and scientific work of the
hospital. The condition of the gifts is that the
hospital ally itself with an educational institution
to which shall be given the right to make nomina-
tions to all the positions on the hospital staff, the
ranking professors in medicine and surgery in the
school to hold appropriate positions on the hospital
staff, and not to be connected with any other hos-
pital : the departments of pathology and bacteriol-
og}- in the college to be allowed to conduct classes
in the hospital, and a director of the surgical re-
search laboratory to be appointed who shall be a
member of the teaching staff of the college and
shall be allowed to teach in the hospital. " As a
further condition, the College of Physicians and
Surgeons is named as the medical school with which
the hospital allies itself so long as the college is in a
position to carry out its share of these conditions
and complies therewith. In the event of its failing

to comply with the conditions another medical

school may be selected by the hospital. The Pres-
byterian Hospital not long ago acquired property
on the east side of the city comprising the entire

block between Sixty-seventh and Sixty-eighth
streets. Avenue A and the East River, and adjacent
to the grounds of the Rockefeller Institute. On
this it is proposed to erect a new group of build-

ings which will afford ample ward and laboratory

facilities.

Cost of Hospital Patients.—In its appeal for

funds for the coming year the Hospital Saturday
and Sunday Association includes a statement as to

the increase in the expense of maintaining hospitals

as compared to ten years ago. It has been found
that in one institution, selected as typical, the daily

cost per patient in 1900 was $1.17, while in 1910
it was $2.06. At the institutions represented by
the Association over one million days of free treat-

ment were given last year.

Von Leyden's Clinic.—Dr. H. Serena Mendes
writes to deny the reports current in this country
to the effect that Dr. von Leyden's clinic in Berlin

has been closed since his death. On the contrary

the clinic is being continued at 4a Corneliusstrasse,

under the direction of Prof. Dr. Paul Lazarus,

Dr. von Leyden's pupil and assistant.

Child Mortality in Detroit.—Following the pub-
lication of the mortality statistics for 1909, prepared
by the Bureau of the Census, a protest was heard
froiu the health authorities of Detroit, who claimed
that the ratio of deaths under one year to the total

deaths in that city was incorrectly given. The De-
troit people asserted that this rate was only 20 per

cent., while the Census Bureau gave it as 29 per

cent. Dr. Wilbur, therefore, himself went to De-
troit and with State representative made a careful

inquiry into the records, with the result that tlie

Detroit health officers have admitted the correct-

ness of Dr. Wilbur's figures, and have decided to

change the present system used in the registration

office. In view of the criticisms from many parts

of the country of the figures issued by the Bureau
of the Census, the results of this careful investiga-

tion are of particular interest.

Civil Service Examination.—The United States
Civil Service Commission announces an examina-
tion to be held on January 21, 1911, for the purpose
of filling a vacancy in the position of physical di-

rector and assistant disciplinarian at the Haskell
Institute, Kansas, at a salary of $800 a year. Ap-
plicants must be graduates of medicine, between
the ages of twenty and fifty years, and should ap-

ply at once to the United States Civil Service Com-
mission, W'ashington, for Form 1312. The applica-

tion must be properly executed and filed with the

Commission before the closing hour on January 21.

eligibility for the position being determined solely

by the evidence furnished by the application and
examination form.

The Chattahoochee Valley Medical and Sur-

gical Association will hold its ninth semi-annual
session at Columbus. Ga., on January 10 and ii.

191 1. An interesting and comprehensive pro-

gram has been arranged. The president of the

association is Dr. J. S. Horsley of West Point, Ga.,

and the secretarv. Dr. W. L. Love of Opelika,

Ala.

Colbert County (Alabama) Medical Society.—
The annual meeting of the society was held in

Tuscumbia, on December 14. officers being elected

as follows : President. Dr. C. \\'. Williams. Chero-
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kee; Vice-President, Dr. J. W. Maxwell, Sheffield;

Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. J. T. Haney.

Insurance Company Hospital.—Notwithstand-
ing the opposition of the residents of Saratoga
Springs, the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
of New York has been granted permission to es-

tablish a hospital for the treatment of tuberculosis

at Mount McGregor, the permit being issued by
Dr. Porter, State Commissioner of Health, and Dr.

J. S. White, Health Officer of Town of Morcau.
The residents of Saratoga Springs who opposed the
plan urged as an objection the possible damage to

the mineral waters and to the property interests

of the town ; but the commissioners declare that

the sewage of such an institution can be easily dis-

posed of, and any possible contamination of the

waters prevented. The site selected is about eight

miles from Saratoga. The hospital will be main-
tained by the company for the benefit of its em-
ployees suffering from tuberculosis.

Straus Depot in Washington.—The authorities

of the District of Columbia having failed to take

over the pasteurization plant established in Wash-
ington by Mr. Nathan Straus of New York, the

donor has announced that he has reconsidered his

determination to withdraw his support on January
I, and will continue to operate the laboratory for

the present. It is hoped that the Government will

eventually decide to carry on the work itself, and
that Congress may at this session take the neces-

sary action.

Bridge for Charity.—The directors of the New
York Throat, Nose, and Lung Hospital have re-

ceived $2,050, to be used for their Tuberculosis

Department and Night Camp, as the result of a

bridge tournament held recently at the Plaza Hotel.

Head of Ambulance Board.—The New York
Municipal Civil Service Commission has finally ap-

proved the appointment of Dr. Daniel C. Potter

as Director of the new Board of .-Xmbulance Serv-

ice.

Epidemic of Mumps.—The bluejackets in the

Naval Station at Norfolk, Va., are suffering from
an epidemic of mumps, and one entire company of

136 men has been placed under strict quarantine.

More Centenarians.—At the age of 107 years,

James Foster of Kansas City is reported as seeking

work and refusing charity. Airs. Rosanna Carroll,

probably the oldest resident of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

died in that city, on December 18, aged 102 years.

New Brooklyn Hospital.—The Caledonian Hos-
pital Society of Brooklyn, which was organized two

years ago, has purchased an old mansion and the

spacious grounds around it at the junction of Wood-
ruff and St. Paul's avenue, Flatbush, on which it

proposes to erect a modern hospital. The present

house will probably be remodeled and equipped for

use until funds can be obtained for a more suitable

structure.

Operation on a Lion.—Surgery under some-

what difficult conditions was carried on at the Zoo

in Central Park in New York recently when Flead-

keeper "Bill" Snyder operated on a fourteen-

months-old lion cub, removing a fibrous tumor

mass from its throat. After some strategy the

animal was blindfolded and tightly lashed to the

bars of its cage. Cocaine in lilDeral quantities was

then injected "into the neck in the region of the

tumor and the mass removed. Unfortunately, al-

though the operation was said to be an entire suc-

cess, the patient died the next day—a result which,

it must be confessed, sometimes attends operations

done under far more favorable circumstances.

Charitable Gifts.^-By the will of the late

Mr. Michael Cudahy of Chicago, bequests of

$2,500 each are made to St. Elizabeth's Hospital

and St. Joseph's Hospital of that city.

Lebanon Hospital, New York, receives $2,500
under the will of the late Mrs. Charles W. Rock-
well of Scranton, Pa., while in Scranton the West
Side Hospital and the West Mountain Sanitarium

each receive $10,000, the Hahnemann Hospital

$5,000, and the Taylor Hospital and the Carbondale

Hospital each $3,000.

The Flower Hospital, New York, receives a be-

t|uest of $5,000 for the endowment of a bed under

the will of the late Miss Charlotte Dellinger of

New York.
The Babies' Dispensary and Hospital Association

of Cleveland, O., has received a gift of $100,000

from Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Wade, in memory of

Mrs. Anna R. Wade, for the purpose of completing

the dispensary building and milk laboratory.

Christmas gifts amounting in all to $1,500 were

sent by the treasurer of the Friendly Sons of St.

Patrick to various hospitals in New York as a

recognition of their services to the Irish poor.

This is a time-honored custom.

The Anna Jaques Hospital of Newburyport,

Mass., receives a bequest of $200,000 by the will

of the late Mrs. William O. Moseley of that city.

Phi Alpha Sigma.—The first chapter of this,

the oldest medical fraternity in the country, to be

organized in the West, was established in Chicago

on December 17, when a class from the Northwest-

ern University Medical Department was initiated.

The initiation was in the charge of Dr. Thomas C.

Chalmers and Dr. N. B. Van^Etten of New York,

and Dr. R. V. Patterson of Jefferson Medical Col-

lege, Philadelphia.

Society of Hospital Internes.—The first regular

clinical meeting of this newly organized society

was held at St. Luke's Hospital on December 19,

when an interesting program was presented by the

members. Dr. N.B. Potter, the originator of the

idea, also spoke on the purposes, scope, and advan-

tages of the society. Representatives were present

from St. Luke's, the Roosevelt, New York, City,

Post-Graduate, Bellevue, and Mt. Sinai Hospitals.

The next meeting will be held at the Roosevelt Hos-

pital in January, the exact date to be announced

later, at which the Committee on Constitution will

report and the society will be permanently or-

ganized. Internes of all the New York hospitals

are cordially invited to be present. Dr. H. W.
Ernsheimer of Mt. Sinai Hospital is the chairman

of the committee.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. D.wid Sherwood Kellogg
of Plattsburg, N. Y., a graduate of the University

of Vermont College of Medicine in 1873, health

officer of Plattsburg from 1878 to 1880, pension ex-

aminer from 1883^10 1900. and for several years

acting assistant surgeon in the United States Army,

a charter member of the Northern New York
Medical Association, and a member of the New
York State and Clinton County Medical Societies,

died at his home, on December 19, aged 63 years.

Dr. Thomas J. Collier of Griffin, Ga., a grad-

uate of the Tulane ITniversity of Louisiana in 1867,

and a member of the Georgia State and Spalding

Countv Medical Societies, died at St. Joseph's In-
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firmary, Atlanta, on December 12, aged 69 years.

Dr. Charles E. Stone of Marysville, Cal., a

member of the American Medical Association and

of the California State and Yuba County Medical

Societies, and superintendent of the County Hos-

pital, died at his home on December 10, aged 82

years.

Dr. J.^MES Edgar White of Springfield, 111., a

graduate of the Rush Medical College of Chicago

in 1883, and of the New York Post-Graduate Med-
ical School and Hospital in 1894, a member of the

Illinois State and Champaign County Medical Soci-

eties, and supreme medical director of the Court of

Honor, died at his home on December 10, after a

long illness, aged 55 years.

(torvtBpmxbtmt.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(Fr Our Regular Correspondent.)

BRADSHAW LECTURE AT R. C. S.—SIR A. P. GOULD ON
CANCER—HEART STRAIN AND DILATATION TWO
evenings' DISCUSSION AT THE MEDICAL SOCIETY

OF LONDON.
London, December 9, 1910.

The Bradshaw lecture at the Royal College of

Surgeons was delivered on Wednesday by Sir Al-

fred Pearce Gould, senior surgeon of the ]\Iiddlesex

Hospital. Cancer being his subject, he referred at

the outset to the excellent work of the Imperial Re-
search Fund directed by Dr. Bashford. Having
remarked on the little influence of environment,

though certain occupations were attended with spe-

cial liability to the disease, Sir Alfred said it

occurred in cell vertebrates, could be transferred

from host to host, but the fact was far more im-

portant that it could not be transferred to an ani-

mal of another species. Passing to the work of

the Middlesex Hospital Cancer Research Labora-
tories, he said the cancer cell was not an alien cell,

but was under the same influence as its normal
neighbors. Its life was disorderly, irregular, with

a minimum of differentiation and function. Cancer
was not a disease attacking the body from without,

it was the result of some failure or breach of funda-
mental cell law, obedience to which resulted in per-

fect development, health, and length of days. Cer-
tain conditions had an influence on its causation, as

age and sex, the effects of .r-rays and alcohol. Mor-
tality statistics showed its incidence in any occupa-

tion varied with the attendant habits as regards
alcohol. Among the men insured in the Temper-
ance and General Provident office the deaths from
cancer in abstainers were 72 as against 100 in the

moderate drinking section.

Sir A, P. Gould then expressed the opinion that

clinical experience and experimental pathology
threw a ray of hope across the dark sea of malig-
nant disease. The primal laws of development held

the cells of the tissues in true and loyal obedience

to the very end in an almost infinite variety of con-

ditions and the great majority of persons. The ini-

tial fact of the immunity of people from cancer was
that 90 per cent, of men and women held the dread
enemy at bay as they passed down the hill of life

in spite of added years and other conditions which
tended to wear down the obedience of cell life to its

fundamental laws.

As to the disappearance of a cancerous growth,
those who were studying the disease in mice re-

ported that in them it was quite a frequent occur-

rence for a grafted growth, after attaining some
size, to shrink slowly and completely away, and in

some series of experiments a large proportion of

the grafts which had "taken" had, after a period of

growth, spontaneously vanished. Sir Alfred then

referred to some cases he had treated in the Middle-

sex Hospital in which, though the disease was not

cured, in the sense of being completely and per-

manently removed, yet there was reason to think

that the word "cure" might be justified. He did

not mention the treatments employed, as his pur-

pose was not to vaunt a remedy but just to state a

fact—that cancer, even where advanced and of long

duration, might get better, might even get well.

There was cure of cancer apart from removal. All

therapeutical cures were obtained only by the work-
ing of physiological forces, and the first hope of

therapeutic success came from observation of the

efficiency of unaided nature to accomplish cure. In

the darkness of night it is everything, he said, to

know "there is a sun, and if we fix our eyes on the

east we shall soon see the dawn and then the many
colored heralds of the golden sun himself." It is

much to the cancer-stricken to know there is a sun

of healing. "When the biologist shall know the

laws that govern cell growth, with a knowledge akin

in its sweep and accuracy to that of the astronomer,

he will have power—the power to prevent, to con-

trol, and to cure cancer."

Heart strain and dilatation was the subject of a

discussion at the Medical Society of London, opened

by Dr. Goodhart, and although he confessed at the

outset that he had only undertaken the task on ac-

count of the president's kindly pressure, the fellows

present could not but feel grateful to their president

for having secured them this treat. Heart strain

is common enough in the view of some practitioners,

though others are inclined to pooh pooh it. But

even the latter meet with cases difficult to account

for which they cannot satisfy themselves amount
to real injury, although the symptoms have come on,

perhaps, after some unaccustomed exertion too in-

significant in itself to satisfy the observer that it

could have been the cause of the patient's distress.

The doubts of the clinician were admirably ex-

pressed by Dr. Goodhart. He mentioned some
cases in which unnatural sensations of illness, sigh-

ing, irregular pulse, with possibly nausea, and faint-

ing and collapse gave rise to alarm. Pains over the

region of the heart might follow with extreme lassi-

tude. Then the impulse might be found somewhat
outside the usually accepted normal limit, the beat

variable, and some intermissions. No murmur or

only a systolic bruit at the base, varying in extent

and intensity with the posture. Prolonged rest is

generally ordered on the strength of such symptoms,

but is that the best treatment? Dr. Goodhart would

hardly support it. for he held that true heart strain,

by which he understood a state of the muscles

that if not so dealt with would lead to dilatation,

was a very rare condition. What, then, are the

signs that dilatation has arrived ? He thought the

position of the impulse and the precordial dullness

—so commonly relied on—were insufficient. The
dullness was fairly reliable for enlargements of

the right side, but of little value in the apical sec-

tion. The impulse is a fairly constant landmark
in relation to the chest wall, but what of the con-

ditions that tend to alter its position, suspended as

it is between the lungs anri resting on the dia-

phragm? Then the tone and precision of the mus-

cular contraction must be remembered. The vcn-
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tricular muscle twisted up into a tight spiral, but
that was not a complete history of any living muscle.
Considerable allowance must be made for contrac-
tion in the healthy play of any muscle and the dis-

tension or relaxation in a series of cavities linked
together will cause variation in shape of the organ.
Percussion could not then adequately gauge "the
physiological play of the healthy heart." To what
extent such variation reached Dr. Goodhart thought
we had not any accurate knowledge. He instanced
further the shape of the chest and said in the nar-
row chests too often met with the heart would oc-

cupy more of the front of the thoracic cavity.

Passing on to murmurs as evidence of dilatation,

he said many are not valuable. Some often re-

garded as indicating valvular, or worse, muscular
disease could not be explained except as functional,

that is, excluding organic change in valves or mus-
cle because the health remained good. It was said

they disappeared with rest, but that was not his ex-

perience. Examination for life insurance revealed
many. The subjects were nervous. It was unrea-
sonable to expect a muscular organ with a throbbing
vitality, nerve controlled, to be always in tone.

There was a physiological up and down—hardly
failure or imperfection—to which might be at-

tributed many muscular rumbles, systolic souffles,

and purely postural murmurs. He admitted many
of the last-named might be mitral leaks, though
not due to disease, and claimed they might be con-

sistently spoken of as "valvular leakage without

disease." A further argument against a too prodi-

gal use of the term dilatation was that the symp-
toms which sent patients for advice were not those

found when dilatation was beyond dispute. Faint-

ing, one of the commonest in spurious cases, was
rare in pronounced heart disease. The vascular

mechanism prevented it and a dropped beat in the

pump was not instantly noted in the capillaries.

Faints were peripheral phenomena due to peripheral

spasm, or relaxation, to nerve storm, etc. So an

intermission of a beat, if unassociated with obvious

disease, was one of the most unimportant of cardiac

aberrations, and a weak pulse, "often made too much
of, had seldom a sinister meaning qua heart." An-
other complaint, fatigue, is no indication of cardiac

failure. So of pain in the region—there was no
evidence that the heart showed more than a dull

muscular sense, but plenty to show the surface area

a neuralgic region. In over-distension of the right

from excessive exertion, as in racing, there was
little evidence of mischief on the left. A man
might be played out by excitement or by physical

expenditure and his nerve current cease for a mo-
ment to run. If it were possible to force it to con-

tinue the struggle damage would follow, but though

the man looks so ill in most cases the heart wilt soon

be working as well as ever. It might be asked

whether true heart strains—however possible to

locate them—might not be due to defective innerva-

tion, abortive messages, rather than to damaged
muscle. It must be admitted that the heart has a

magnificent power of resisting strain and dilatation

seldom other than the result of real disease at a late

stage. Early dilatation was not easy to determine,

for it would share the signs of emotional and other

disturbances of which the heart was the pastmaster

of expression.

A discussion followed, extending over two even-

ings, being concluded on Monday.
Sir Douglas Powell admitted that many cases

were imaginative and that the patients should be

reassured. The chief point was careful diagnosis.

In his experience many cases attributed to athletic

exercises were really clue to anemia. Patients who
overdid muscular work often became anemic.

Sir Lauder Brunton compared heart-strain with

joint-strain. If a joint were slightly strained it

could bear gentle movements, but if severely strained

absolute rest was best at first and when exercise

was begun it should be very gentle. Cardiac dila-

tation might result from nervous causes, though he

had seen a case in which it evidently originatetl in a

great physical effort. In elderly patients the general

state of nutrition was of course shared by the heart.

Dr. Henry Davy related two cases which he at-

tributed to extensive decay of the teeth, the patients

being brother and sister. The man had been a

"blue"' in football and cricket, but the lady could

hardly be said to have undergone muscular fatigue

once in her life.

Dr. Collier of Oxford, who has had great experi-

ence among undergraduates, said he had frequently

had to consider whether athletes might continue

their games. When there were definite signs of

dilatation he generally advised discontinuance. Sys-

tolic murmurs running up the left side of the

sternum, with abdominal epigastric pulsation, should

prohibit athletic exercises. At the same time,

patients with strains should not be frightened into

thinking themselves "heart crocks." Rowing and
competitions in races should be given up, and then

they might be reassured that they might improve
by living a quiet life, keeping seasonable hours, not

smoking, continually limiting their exertion, and so

forth.

Dr. S. West argued that supervised exercise was
better for muscles than prolonged rest, under which
wasting occurred.

Dr. W. Broadbent said in functional cases the

jugular tracing was normal. In others there was a

very large auricular wave, showing hypertrophy of

auricle. Then violent exercises should be discon-

tinued and relief to symptoms followed soon. But
if the ventricular wave was higher, though rest re-

duced it, there was likelihood of relapses on exertion

of any importance.

Dr. Alex. Morison thought hearts became inef-

ficient without gross organic disease, but the condi-

tion was important and we must not be too opti-

mistic.

Sir John Broadbent said percussion was overrated

in the diagnosis. An athlete would have a bigger

heart than a bookworm. It was not size that mat-
tered so much as functional capacity.

Dr. L. Guthrie distrusted physical signs of strain

or dilatation, though they might indicate a past

strain or potential dilatation under stress, and so

caution should be enjoined.

Dr. C. W. Chapman said in the young and strong

a short rest would suffice. Past middle life it should

be longer, depending on the state of the vascular

system and the viscera.

OUR LETTER FROM PARIS.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS FOR THE STUDY OF CAN-
CER.—NEUROLOGY.

Paris, November 30, 1910.

On October 5, at Paris, the International Con-
ference for the Study of Cancer was held under
the presidency of the Minister of Public Instruc-

tion. Twenty-three countries were represented by
delegates and had answered the invitation trans-
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mitted to them by the Alinister of Foreign Affairs,

and the President of the RepubHc had added his

patronage to the conference. After the opening

discourse, given by the Minister of PubUc Instruc-

tion, Professor Czerny, of Heidelberg, President

of the Conference, gave an interesting address on
the actual knowledge of cancer at the present day.

The statistics of the past ten years seem to prove

that cancer is increasing, and that it already has

the second rank among the caiises of mortality of

adults. By injections of substances formed in the

human body (indol, scatol), by the decomposition

of albuminous bodies under the action of microbes,

we have succeeded in producing on the ear of a

rabbit, and once only on the skin of the human
foot, atypical growths of the epithelium, whose
histological appearance could not be distinguished

from those of true epithelioma. In the beginning

cancer is always a local disease and one perhaps

generally curable easily by radical measures. Un-
fortunately cancer is not recognizable in the first

phases of the disease ; this is the explanation of

the fact that cures are rarer as the disease ad-

vances.

Landouzy gave in a few words the history of the

studies made of cancer, and represented the modern
acquisitions in the etiology of this terrible affection.

According to him we may actually be permitted

to foresee the hour in which, by prophylaxis and
serotherapy, medicine, repelling the spectre of can-

cer, will make of this fatal disease a malady curable

and preventable.

Delbet believes that to-day the cure of cancer
may be obtained by an operation done early and
done well. Unfortunately the public puts off as

far as possible that operation, and this is the rea-

son why we must see a considerable number of vic-

tims of this terrible disease.

Dollinger of Budapest gave the result of cancer
statistics. Sex has a certain influence. There are
generally 40 men to 60 women. Cancer cases are
more frequent in the cities than in the country.
Cancers of the skin, lips, and breast, easy to operate
on, furnish mortality figures lower than deep
cancers. There surgical therapeutics is more diffi-

cult and less generally employed. In man 85 to

90 per cent, of cancers are located in the digestive

tube. The value of fulguration in the treatment
of cancer has been studied by Segond. He be-
lieves that the employment of fulguration is al-

ways indicated in presence of any neoplasm which
it is possible to remove largely. The only applica-

tion of fulguration is to be made in extended tumors
in which the surgeon can take away the neoplastic
mass that is visible to the eye, but cannot remove
largely the healthy tissue.

Keating-Hart detailed all the benefits that may be
expected from fulguration well applied.

Zimmern also thinks that fulguration is a
good adjuvant to surgical action, for the electric

spark has the property of exciting wounds to con-
nective tissue proliferation, which modifies the neo-
plastic area and may form an obstacle to recur-
rence. He believes that whenever a neoplasm has
been removed we should practise fulguration with
the object of preventing local recurrence.

Vidal of Angers has studied the serotherapy of
cancer. The injection in cancer subjects of the

normal defibrinated blood of the pig or sheep has
produced a temporary amelioration of cancers.

But Vidal thinks that the best results have been
obtained in anticancerous serotherapy by the em-

ployment of serum of immunized animals. We
may make use of the sera of the patients them-
selves, of animals cured of cancer, of animals im-
munized by the aid of various supposedly cancer-

producing agents, or by the aid of the cancer cells

themselves.

Immunity to cancer has been studied by Georges
Schone of Marburg, who has shown that tumors
do not take at all or do not take well in animals
which are insufficiently nourished, in subjects of
febrile infectious maladies, which had the pancreas
removed, or are intoxicated by certain poisons. On
the other hand, substances like chloride of sodium
in large doses seem to favor the proliferation of

neoplasms. Malignant tumors in the domestic ani-

mals have been studied by Gabriel Petit of Paris.

He believes that cancer in domestic animals is iden-

tical with that of man. It strikes the carnivora and
herbivora, the rodents and birds. The different

categories of malignant tumors studied in man—
epitheliomata, sarcomata—are also seen in animals.

No carefully observed fact supports the theory of

heredity and contagion of cancer.

Gaylord of Buffalo has observed epidemics of

thyroid tumors in salmon. In a few months he
saw 3,000 fish acquire tumors spontaneously. The
malady followed the course of the river and at-

tacked indiscriminately fish of various ages, as

well those that were free as those that were cap-

tive. The inhabitants of the villages strewn along
the banks of the contaminated river frequently

had goiter.

True neoplasms of plants have been studied by
Jensen. According to this author there exists a

tumor of beets called commonly "beet goiter," which
is very similar to the tumor in animals. The tumor
proliferates indefinitely, bringing beet cachexia ; it

recurs after removal and is easily grafted. The
seeds obtained from diseased beets produce healthy

beets. This shows that in plants as well as animals

there can not be recognized any hereditary influence

for neoplasms.

The International Conference for the Study of

Cancer was closed by Professor Czerny of Heidel-

berg, who announced that the third conference
would take place in 1913 at Brussels. In the con-

ference there were delegates from seventeen coun-

tries who took part in the discussion.

Dr. Lancereaux, former President of the Acad-
emy of Medicine, has just died at the age of 81

years, taken away quickly in a few days of pneu-

monia. Named Interne of the Hospitals in 1857,

he became hospital physician in 1869, Agrege in

1872, member of the Academy of Medicine in 1877.

It was in the year 1908 that he occupied the chair

of President of the Academy of Medicine. Lan-
cereaux was especially known by his interesting in-

vestigations in the domain of pathological anatomy.
The directing idea in these studies was to study the

pathological alterations of the human body, taking

for the basis of this study the changes which the

tissues and organs undergo in the various phases of

existence. It is to Lancereaux that we owe the

description of the nosological types of epithelial

nephritis in contradistinction from interstitial neph-

ritis, of parenchymatous hepatitis from cirrhosis.

If these divisions, so sharp and systematic, are not

accepted to-day, still they have allowed of system-

atization which has been useful. Later, Lancereaux
studied intoxications, and his writings on saturnism

and alcoholism are extremely interesting. Among
the discoveries of Lancereaux one should be men-
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tioned ; it is the frequency of lesions of the pancreas
in diabetics which has led to the description of a
special form, pancreatic diabetes. Lancereaux was
an original man who by his fine qualities, his intel-

ligence, and his works has a marked place in med-
ical history of the later years.

Progrpss of Mfiiiral g>ri^nrF.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

December 15, 1910.

Phylogenetic .Association in Relation to Certain Medical Problems.
G. W. Crile.

The Tuberculosis Problem as Applied to Children. T. B. Hawes, 26.
The Therapeutics of Light. H. Mcintosh.
Extraperitoneal Cesarean Section. J. L, Huntington.

Phylogenetic Association.—G. W. Crile states that

the body has had implanted within it mechanisms of an-

cestral or phylogenetic origin whose purpose is the dis-

charge of nervous energy for the good of the individual.

In the skin are implanted many receptors for receiving

specific stimuli which are transmitted to the brain. The
receptors for pain have been designated noci-ceptors. The
author coins a new word, "anoci-association," which desig-

nates the condition in which the nervous system is pro-

tected from stimuli from the noci-ceptors by means of a

blocking of the nerve-paths with cocaine, and from fear,

shock, and postoperative neuroses. In operations under

inhalation anesthesia the nerve impulses from the trauma

reach every part of the brain—the cerebrum that is appar-

ently anesthetized as well as the medulla that is known
to remain awake, the proof being the pliysiological exhaus-

tion of and the pathological change in the nerve cells. Under
ether anestliesia the damage is at least four times greater

than under nitrous oxide. Inhalation anesthesia is, there-

fore, but a veneer, a mask that "covers the deep suffer-

ing of the patient." The cause of the exhaustion of the

brain is the discharge of nervous energy in a futile effort

to energize the paralyzed muscles in an effort at escape

from the injury just as if no anesthetic had been given.

The exhaustion is, therefore, of the same nature as that

from overexertion. But if the nerve paths connecting the

field of operation and the brain be blocked by means of

cocaine then there is no discharge of nervous energy from

the trauma, and consequently no exhaustion, however

severe or prolonged the operation. Fear is a factor in

many injuries and operations, and is born of the innumer-

able injuries in the course of evolution. Fear, like trauma,

may cause physiological exhaustion of and morphological

changes in the brain cells. The representation of injury,

which is fear, being elicited by phylogenetic association,

may be prevented by the exclusion of the noci-association

or by the administration of drugs like morphine and

scopolamine, which so impair the associational function of

the brain cells that immunity to fear is established. .\ni-

mals whose natural defense is muscular exertion, among
which is man, may have their dischargeable nervous energy

used up by fear alone, by trauma alone, but most effect-

ively by the combination of both. What is the mechanism

of this discharge of energy? It is the adequate stimulus

of the noci-ceptors—the electric buttons—and the physio-

logical response for the purpose of self-preservation. Ac-

cording to Sherrington, the nervous system responds in

action as a whole and to but one stimulus at a time. The

integration of the individual as a whole occurs not alone

in injurj' and fear, but also, though not so strong, under

other phylogenetic associations, such as the chase and

procreation. When adequate stimuli are repeated in such

a rhythm that the new stimulus is received before the

effect of the previous one has worn off, a higher maximum
is reached than is possible under a single stimulus, how-

ever powerful. What is the practical application of this?

In operative surgery there is introduced a new principle.

which removes from surgery much of the immediate risk

from its trauma by establishing anoci-association ; it places

on a physical basis certain of the phenomena of fear; it

explains the physical basis for the impairment of the entire

individual under worry or misfortune; the daily noci-asso-

ciations of the individual as a social unit; or a noci-influ-

ence of a part of the body. On the other hand, it explains

the power of therapeutic suggestion and other intluences

which serve for the time to change the noci-integrntion,

the physical basis for the difference between hope and

despair; it explains some of the phenomena of Graves'

disease, of sexual neurasthenia, possibly of hay fever, and

the genesis of the common cold. The principle is prob-

ably equally applicable to the acute infections whose chem-

ical noci-association gives rise to many of the phenomena

of the disease and explains their cure by natural immunity

and by vaccines; it should teach one to view his patients

as a whole ;and especially should it teach the surgeon

gentleness. It should teach one that there is something

more in surgery than mechanics; and something more in

medicine than physical diagnosis and drugs.

Tuberculosis and Children.—J. B. Hawes, 2d, states

that every effort should lie made to get the State and local

authorities to provide adequate facilities for the care of

children with pulmonary tuberculosis. One effective way

of doing this is to make application for the admission of

all such cases to the State sanatoria. The strongest argu-

ment which the board of trustees of the State sanatoria

can use before the legislature is a long list of applica-

tions from children for whom there is no place, nor for

whom, with the present appropriation, can a place be pro-

vided. There should be earnest and intelligent coopera-

tion with' the local school board to provide an outdoor

school or fresh-air room for pretuberculous children; if

such a school or room is established, the attention of the

city legislature and Board of Health should be called to the

good which it does. It should be insisted upon that tuber-

culosis and its prevention shall be taught in the public

schools. This can best be done by means of tuberculosis

exhibits prepared along the lines of those now loaned by

the State, placed in all the public schools, and demon-

strated wherever possible by doctors, nurses, or social

workers.

Therapeutics of Light.— H. Mcintosh concludes that

light penetrates the tissues; that in so doing the chemical

rays produce fluorescence of the blood and scrum which

is reduced or absent in pathological states, as, for example,

in malaria; that the action of light upon the blood stream

reduces oxyhemoglobin and thus stimulates the chemistry

of the tissues, that is to say, improves metabolism. The

most useful portion of the spectrum is not the heat or

luminous portion, but the chemical portion. The physio-

logical effects of light flow easily from the marked pene-

tration of the light rays, particularly the chemical portion

of the spectrum. The blue light has a peculiar field in the

control which it has over pain and hyperemia. Red light

by its exclusion of the chemical rays plays an important

role in the treatment of smallpox.

Extraperitoneal Cesarean Section.—J. I.. Ilunting-

lon, after showing the advantages of the Solms flank

cesarean operation, concludes that the experienced obstet-

rician should make himself familiar with the technique, so

that in a case of contracted pelvis, moderate in degree,

the patient should be allowed the test of labor with the

possibility of a successful cesarean and a living child

should the head fail to enter the superior strait.

New York Medical Journal.

December 17, 1910.

Certain .Aspects of Rhinolaryngolog>' and Their Relation to Ge
Medicine. H. Arrowsmith.

.A Contribution to the Etiology of Poliomyelitis. V. Proescher

Epidemic Poliomyelitis. W. S. Bryant.
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Report of a Case of Congeaital Hypertrophic Stenosis of the Pylorus.
R. Harrison.

A Case of Mixed Cell Sarcoma of the Pituitary Body, with Report
of the Autopsy Findings.

Fre-ehlich's Syndrome in Cases of Pituitary Tumor. U. Ottenberg.
Spontaneous Appearance of Indigo Blue in the Urine. A. L.

Benedict.
Insufficientia Pylori. B. Frankel.
Magic and Medicine. A Study in the Borderland of Scientific

Light and Darkness. J. Knott.

Rhinolaryngology and General Medicine.—H. Arrow-
smith believes that one can state as an axiom that the non-

specific acute inflammations of the nose and throat and the

phenomena of "taking cold" are never due to exposure and

never occur unless the patient is in a condition of perverted

metabolism. The patients who consult one for these dis-

turbances are almost invariably overclad, overfed, and

under-exercised and under-aerated. In taking a stand

against the indiscriminate enucleation of the faucial ton-

sils the author concludes as follows: i. That pure hyper-

trophy of the faucial tonsil is essentially a phenomenon

of early life; that, except in rare instances, it is rather

protective than pathological, and that even a moderate

number of attacks of acute amygdalitis rather substantiate

than vitiate the presumption of this protective function.

2. That the cause of this hypertrophy is very often dis-

ease of the pharyngeal tonsil, ablation of which will fre-

quently lead to retrogression of its faucial neighbor.

3. That up to the age of puberty, at least, a moderate, pure

hypertrophy should be respected as an evidence of some
important functional activity, probably protective in its

nature. 4. That in case this hypertrophy, by reason of its

excess and consequent mechanical interference with

respiration or audition, demands action, the only justifiable

operation is that of amygdalotomy, with preservation of the

functionating tissue not in excess, and not of enucleation.

5. That if the disturbances in the tonsillar structure have

been, beyond reasonable doubt, the source of neighboring

glandular involvements, which in time may menace the

general health, the only justifiable operation is not amyg-

dalotomy, but complete enucleation. 6. That, after the

age of puberty, when the tonsil, like the thymus, perhaps

loses its physiological importance and should normally

retrogress, pathological conditions in the way of cryptic,

parenchymatous, or adjacent inflammations and infections,

with their possible remote evil results, should be dealt

with as thoroughly and as radically as our surgical re-

sources enable one, the same, however, to be employed

with a discrimination which sees beyond the obvious local

phenomena and comprehends their general importance.

Etiology of Poliomyelitis.—F. Proescher describes a

peculiar kind of microorganism that he has found in a

fatal case of poliomyelitis. This was observed in smears

of the spinal cord and closely resembled Negri bodies.

Epidemic Poliomyelitis.— VV. S. Bryant calls atten-

tion to the prodromal nasopharyngitis, the numerous
abortive cases with nasopharyngeal symptoms alone, and
the spread of the disease by association with either simple

nasopharyngitis or complicated paralytic cases. He is

driven to the conclusion that in epidemic poliomyelitis, as

In cerebrospinal meningitis, lobar pneumonia, true influenza,

and diphtheria, the symptoms remote from the nasopharyn-

gitis are not really pathological entities of the disease

itself. They are to be considered in the light of compii

cations. The disease proper, in contradistinction to the

sequel^e, is amenable to local pharyngeal treatment. Pro-

phylaxis is attained by nasopharyngeal hygiene. In

times of epidemic poliomyelitis all cases of nasopharyn-

gitis should be regarded with suspicion; they should be

treated promptly.

Congenital Pyloric Stenosis.— R. Harrison reports a
fatal case of this condition with the autopsy findings.

Sarcoma of Pituitary.—M. O'Malley reports a case

in which the only symptoms manifested during the month
the patient was under the author's care were mental con-

fusion with the appearance later of stupor; occasional at-

tacks of vomiting, which, with one exception, followed

tube feeding and appeared to be due to irritation from this

procedure. The double positive reaction of the blood

serum to the Wassermann test, the great prevalence of

syphilis in the negro race, together with the stated symp-
toms, led the author to make a provisional diagnosis of

luetic disease of the brain.

Froehlich's Syndrome.—R. Ottenberg states that this

syndrome occurs generally in cases in which the hypo-

physis is injured or destroyed. The symptoms are adi-

posity, loss of genital functions (atrophy), and loss of

secondary se.xual characters, particularly of hair on face,

axillae, and pubes.

Indigo Blue in Urine.—A. L. Benedict reports a case

of this condition in which it is suggested that benzoic

acid may have acted as an oxidizing agent.

Pyloric Insufficiency.—B. Frankel states that the

diagnosis of this condition is completely at variance with

the clinical experience of gastrologists.

Magic and Medicine.— J. Knott believes that it might

not be inopportune to call a momentary halt in the self-

satisfied appreciation of one's present attainments, while

taking a bird's eye view of the tortuous passage of human
opinion during the past ages through one of the domains

of thought and discussion most nearly outlying the border-

land of medicine. The result, as presented to the reader,

is an expansion, with connecting and collateral comment,

of some notes and observations which the author pub-

lished five years ago.

Journal of American Medical Association.
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Metabolism in Diabetes. G. Lusk.
Recent Advances in Treatment of Diabetes Mellitus. G. B. Wallace.
Action of Glycol Aidehyde and Glycerin Adelhyde in Diabetes Melli-

tus and the Nature of Antiketogcnesis. R. T. Woodyatt.
Relation of the Pancreas to Diabetes. J. H. Pratt,
Hairy or Black Tongue. M. L. Heidingsfeld.
Comparative Pathology of Hyperplastic and Suppurative Ethmoditis.

R. N. Skallern.
Tuberculosis of the Ankle Joint and Tarsus. J. W. Sever.
Various Forms of Experimental Diabetes and their Significance for

Diabetes Mellitus. J. R. Macleod.
Dehydration by Dietetic Measures: An Interpretation of the Karell.

Oertel and Widal Treatment of Circulatory and Renal Diseases.
A. Magnus.

House Quarantine. H. Cohen.
Treatment of Wounds. A First Article. A. Carrel.
Vapor .Anesthesia Apparatus. J. T. Gwathmey.
Eye-Strain a Cause of Exophthalmic Goiter. G. M. Gould and

A, C. Durand.
Elephantiasis of Scrotum and Penis with Operation. R. Russ.
A Case of Chronic Appendicitis Simulating Neopolasm. W. H.

Boese.

Metabolism in Diabetes.—G. Lusk states that while

authorities whom he respects have claimed that fat may be

converted into sugar in the metabolism of diabetes, he can

only say that he has never seen any evidence of it. The
sugar certainly does not come from any pre-existing sugar

in the protein molecule, but must be a derivative of the

lactic acid. The intensity of diabetes should not be deter-

mined by the percentage of sugar in the urine, but by the

relationship between the intake of sugar plus the possible

maximum of sugar production from protein as compared

with the total sugar output. In diabetes one is dealing

with an organism which has no carbohydrate metabolism,

with a high protein metabolism, and a more or less patlio-

logical fat metabolism, requiring sodium bicarbonate and

abnormal quantities of water in order to dissolve the un

oxidized products formed. The heat production is not

diminished in diabetes as compared with the normal man
The diabetic obtains his calorific energy from fat instead

of from carbohydrates, and if fat is not given him in suffi-

cient quantity to maintain his requirements, he uses his

own body fat. Benedict and Joslin have declared that the

heat production of the diabetic may be 15 per cent, above

the normal. This rise in metabolism is attributed by Zuntz

to increased renal activity. One must take to heart these

lessons. The physician can be sure that he is treating his
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patient properly only when he knows that he is giving

him at least the 35 calories per kilogram required normally,

and these must be contained in materials which the patient

can oxidize. Protein will not give more than 10 or 15 per

cent, of this requirement of energy. To give fat in suffi-

cient quantity requires all the arts of cookery. Here, as

always, when the appetite is no longer a proper guide, the

physician's knowledge of the patient's requirement is the

only possible resource. When instinct fails science must be

invoked.

Treatment of Diabetes Mellitus.—G. B. Wallace states

that in diabetes certain principles may be laid down for

practically all cases. First, the tolerance for sugar is de-

termined by gradually increasing the bread in the test diet

until glycosuria reappears. The patient is then placed on

a carbohydrate-free diet for at least two weeks. The sugar

tolerance will gradually increase, the hyperglycemia dis-

appear, and it is rarely that acidosis to any dangerous ex-

tent occurs during this period. A mixed diet is now given

and the new degree of sugar tolerance is determined as

before. In many cases it will be found that it approaches

the normal. In others it may show only a slight increase.

In all cases, however, the subsequent diet should be such

that the urine remains sugar-free and a carbohydrate- free

diet should be given for a week or two at least once in

three months. This may not seem necessary to some pa-

tients, but it must be enforced. In severe cases the quali-

tative management of the diet is of greater importance.

The fact is now well established that high protein feed-

ing is not desirable in severe cases. The proteins of eggs

and vegetables are to be preferred to those of meat. As
regards carbohydrates, in severe cases most patients do

better with one kind of starch alone than with several

kinds. This is the basis for the rice, potato, and oatmeal

treatments. Of these, the last is of the greatest im-

portance, and it is sometimes remarkably beneficial.

Though it may decrease glycosuria, its chief value is in

lessening acidosis. It is to be given alone as gruel, with

no other carbohydrate, to the amount of 250 grams a day.

.A.S regards fat feeding, the amount of fat in the diet does

not increase the acetone bodies unless it is taken in enor-

mous quantities. Our knowledge concerning acidosis is

incomplete and the latter is not always in proportion with

the sugar intolerance. It may be slight when the other

is great, and znce versa. Allard has pointed out that in

dogs the acidosis is not due to a non-utilization of carbo-

hydrates, but probably to a pathological state of the liver.

It seems determined that the condition is not strictly an

acidosis, but rather an intoxication by specific poisons. One
of these we know—oxybutyric acid—and its salts are also

poisonous. One should try to prevent the formation of

these substances and hasten their excretion. A strictly

protein diet increases the acetonuria, but, if it can be per-

sisted in, an ultimate decrease can often be obtained. The

addition of carbohydrates lessens the acidosis but increases

the glycosuria, but in threatening coma the latter is of

less importance. The periods of vegetable or oatmeal

feeding exclusively are especially useful in persistent acid-

osis. Sodium bicarbonate aids the excretion of oxybutyric

acid, and to get the best effects it should be given

in large doses. The author lays out a general line of

treatment of severe diabetes, avoiding a strict diet for any

length of time or alternating it with vegetable diet. Each

case, however, must be studied individually. Thus only

can it be learned what is best for each individual.

Antiketogenesis.—R. T. Woodyatt found that though

a diabetic cannot oxidize glucose, he may be able to oxi-

dize other substances chemically allied to it, and which,

having the power to lower acidosis, are known as anti-

ketogenetic substances. A study of antiketogenesis may
justify a hope that, among the many substances possessing

antiketogenetic properties, there may be some which will

not have the injurious by-effects of the antiketogens now
known. He has, therefore, studied two substances which

produce the phenomenon in the laboratory experiments.

The first of these is glycol aldehyde or diose, the simplest

possible sugar. This was fed in a single 20-gram dose to

a patient with severe diabetes who was ktpt in bed, and all

necessary precautions taken with regard to diet and the

collection of excretions, to insure a consistent metabolism

experiment. There was no increase in the urinary-reduc-

ing substances, no appearance of glycol aldehyde in the

urine, and no significant change in the general acetone

bodies or ammonium. The patient, however, had some
nausea and loosening of the bowels. In view of the fact

that P. Meyer saw toxic effects in animals from this sub-

stance, and the other fact that some of its oxidation prod-

ucts are toxic, it seemed likely that the gastrointestinal

symptoms produced were not merely incidental to the

existing acidosis. No further use was therefore made of

this product in diabetes, though animal e.xperiments show
that it can act as an antiketogenic body. The next sub-

stance that the author experimented with was glycerin

aldehyde, which is formed, among other changes, when
glucose is placed in an alkaline solution. When given to a

healthy individual large doses are tolerated without any

apparent effect, and in diabetes as high as 50 grams have

been given without causing glycosuria or the appearance

of any reducing substance in the urine. The effects of

continuous doses, however, have not been reported. But

in four separate experiments, single large doses given to

severe diabetic cases, the results were identical, namely,

an increase in the urinary glucose and a marked reduction

of acidosis. There was no gastric disturbance more than

can occur from an equal dose of sugar and the substance

is not toxic. The author offers an explanation of antiketo-

genesis as follows ; This process appears to be the expres-

sion of a simultaneous oxidation and reduction reaction in

which the acetoacetic acid, by virtue of its ketone group,

acts as the oxidizing agent, and hence undergoes reduction,

while any substance containing alcohol groups, notably

sugar, acts as a reducing agent, and hence becomes oxid-

ized. The process is stated in further detail in his article.

The Pancreas and Diabetes.—J. H. Pratt concludes
that the total removel of the pancreas always leads to a

fatal diabetes. Atrophy of the pancreas produced by

excluding all the pancreatic juice from the intestine is

associated with a marked decrease in the limit of assimila-

tion for sugar. Transplantation of a portion of the pan-

creas prevents the development of diabetes when the rest

of the gland is extirpated. Lesions of the islands of Lan-

gerhans are found in most cases of diabetes. They are

usually associated with changes in the acini. In the pro-

gressive atrophy which follows the occlusion of all the

pancreatic ducts in dogs and cats both islands and acini

are gradually destroyed. All the islands may disappear

without diabetes resulting. The conclusion is justified

that the pancreas has an internal function concerned with

the metabolism of sugar. The nature of this function,

the relation of the islands of Langerhans to the acini, the

significance of histological changes in both structures,

these and other problems still await solution.

Hairy Tongue.— M. L. Heidingsfeld concludes that

hairy tongue may be conveniently divided into two general

classes: (i) true, idiopathic, or genuine cases, character-

ized by well-defined, stable. "-lack-brown or yellow-brown

thick, soft, fur-like patches covered with densely inter-

twined hair-like filaments; and (2) false, pseudo, or spu-

rious cases characterized by thickish yellow-brown or

greenish discolorations of evanescent character, covered

with a soft mushy detritus occasionally containing short

filaments, shorter than in the other form. The true cases

originate in seme developmental anomaly, developing from
germinal products present at birth, but showing themselves
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in early adolescence or later. The pseudo cases probably

owe their origin to general or local irritation or disease

and are not uncommon in the early stages of syphilis. A
parasitic nature has not been demonstrated.

Pathology of Ethmoiditis.—R. H. Skillern in dis-

cussing the comparative pathology of hyperplastic and sup-

purative ethmoiditis, presents the microscopic pathology of

these two conditions which shows that the ethmoidal struc-

tures and their components are, under certain conditions,

dissimilarly affected, and often in diametrically opposite

ways.

Tuberculosis of Ankle-joint.—J. W. Sever concludes

that tuberculosis of the ankle-joint and bones of the foot

in children is insidious in its onset, chronic in its course,

and attacks usually young children. The expectant or

conservative method of treatment is preferable to the oper-

ative one. Time is saved and deformity less under the

conservative plan than by the operative method. There

is also less danger of secondary joint involvement and

general tuberculosis by pursuing the non-operative plan.

The disease may be associated with bone and joint tuber-

culosis in other parts of the body. The prognosis is fairly

good for life, but poor for a good ankle-joint in which

there is no disability. A certain number get a good func-

tional ankle, with but slight deformity. In regard to the

smaller metatarsal bones the results are good for joint

motion.

Experimental Diabetes.—J. J. R. Macleod concludes

that in the utilization of carbohydrates in the animal body

the glycogenic function of the liver is at least as important

as the glycolytic action in the tissues, and, since there is

plenty of evidence that this glycogenic function is easily

deranged so as to cause diabetes, it should be more care-

fully investigated as to its participation in the cause of

those forms of diabetes which, at first sight, may seem to

be quite independent of it.

Dehydration by Dietetic Measures.—A. Magnus-
Levy states that the essential feature of the Karell treat-

ment is the exclusive use of milk in relatively small quan-

tities at definitely staled intervals. The idea underlying

Oertel's method is a great reduction in the quantity of food

ingested, while the Widal treatment, on the other hand,

consists in excluding sodium chloride as much as possible

from the food. The restriction of the ingestion of fluid

must be subordinated to the task of reducing the sodium

chloride and, when this is cut down, thirst becomes less and

the amount of water taken is decreased in the natural

course of events. A salt-free diet is rarely carried out in

its full e.xtent, as it requires persistence and patience more

than are usually possessed. In a large number of cases

the desired effect can be produced by stimulating renal

activity with drugs, which are resorted to instead. This

reduction of sodium chloride is especially indicated in the

edema of parenchymatous nephritis, but it is also useful

in combating some of the symptoms of contracted kidney,

such as headache, uremic asthma, angina pectoris. It is

wrong to allow patients who have been relieved of dropsy

and other chief symptoms to return to their ordinary

salty diet, and especially patients with diabetes insipidus

must permanently refrain from such diet, as it is impos-

sible to make a diseased kidney do the work required for

excreting concentrated urine. A diet poor in proteins

probably acts favorably, besides its effect on the compen-

sation, in other directions. It is particularly to be recom-

mended also in cardiac patients who have been also pre-

viously high livers, and in the later stages of interstitial

nephritis when more or less severe uremic manifestations

appear. The author thinks it is better to allow a certain

reduction of weight by a scanty protein diet than to allow

such symptoms to continue. As regards treatment of indi-

vidual cases, in proper cases one may attempt to carry out

each one of the three treatments mentioned according to

the directions of their originators. In the Karell milk

treatment he thinks it specially important to adhere to the

four-hour intervals between the separate portions allowed

tlie patient. The salt-free diet of Widal is theoretically easy

to administer, but one is apt to encounter the opposition or

lack of comprehension of the cook. No article of food

need necessarily be forbidden if given without any arti-

ficial addition of salt, either before or after cooking it.

Milk also can be permitted only in small amounts, as it

contains about two grams of sodium chloride to the liter.

If a patient, after having been on a salt-free diet, is to be

allowed anj' amount of salt, the directions should not be

general, but should prescribe the exact amount he should

use. The author manages by ordering a salt-free diet, to

which the patient adds a small, accurately measured

amount, as he pleases, during the twenty-four hours.

These dietetic measures are just as important in the treat-

ment of circulatory and renal disorders as in the treat-

ment of the glycosurias.

House Quarantine.—H. Cohen insists on the im-

portance of house quarantine in safeguarding the public

from the dangers of existing foci of infection.

Treatment of Wounds.—A. Carrel states that with

asepsis we have not the right to believe that we have

reached the last step in the treatment of wounds. He asks

if it would not be feasible to act on the processes of repair

themselves and expedite them. One might thus greatly

improve the therapeutics of wounds and fractures, and

one must therefore analyze the mechanisms which are in-

strumental in cicatrization of wounds, the factors which

modify their functions, the stimuli by which they are

started, and the causes of their reciprocal action in the

common work.

Vapor Anesthesia Apparatus.—J. T. Gwathmey de-

scribes his improved three-bottle apparatus for the admin-

istration of ether and chloroform.

Eye-Strain and Exophthalmic Goiter.—G. M. Gould
and A. C. Durand believe that eye-strain may cause

exophthalmic goiter, and report a case which seems to

them a proof of this. The eye-strain of ametropia often

causes tachycardia or tremor, and frequently both com-

bined. How exophthalmos is produced by eye-strain is

not so readily understood and still less the cause of the

goiter. The conclusion is suggested that as multitudes

of goiterous patients have no tachycardia or exophthalmos

the goiter symptom is somewhat independent or secondary.

Probably the tachycardia is the first of the ocular reflexes

instituted, followed by the exophthalmos as chiefly a sec-

ondary vascular phenomenon. In the case reported the

exophthalmos disappeared during mydriasis and returned

with its disappearance.

Elephantiasis of Scrotum and Penis.—R. Russ re-

ports a case of this condition successfully operated upon.

Chronic Appendicitis.—W. H. Boese reports a case

of this condition simulating neoplasm. There was an

unusually large circumscribed development of inflammatory

tissue.

The Lancet.

Dec liber 1970.

Cancer. Sir Alfred P. Gould.
The Results of Bronchial Obstruction. G. N. Pitt.

The Theory and Practice of the Treatment of Syphilis with
Elhrlich's New Specific 606. J. Mcintosh and P. Fildes.

A Pedigree Showing Biparcntal Inheritance of Webbed Toes. H.
P. Newsholme.

Note on an Obscure Case of Peritonitis. R. H. Norman.
Uterine Cervical Polypus Undergoing Malignant Degeneration. H.

Macnaughton -Jones.

Cancer.—See abstracts of articles in the British

Medical Journal.

Results of Bronchial Obstruction.—G. N. Pitt states

that the results of compression of a bronchus may be the

following: The lung may be slightly reduced in size with

definite diminution in the entry of air; the chest may be
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hyperrcsonant, the lung overdistciided, and the diaphragm

displaced down abnormally. The lung may be reduced in

size, airless and solid from collapse, and the chest dull

on percussion, when the obstruction to the tube is com-

plete, or when respiration is feeble. The bronchi become

filled with retained secretions. .\ retention pneumonia en-

sues, with a resulting pyrexia. These changes may all pass

away; but if the obstruction persist there occur a general

fibrosis of the lung beyond the obstruction and a bronchi-

ectasis. Dilatation of the tubes occurs. Fibroid thicken-

ing of the lung results from the retention of the secretions,

the prolonged collapse of the alveoli, the bronchopneu-

monia, the peribronchial changes following on the de-

struction of the bronchial epithelium, and the interference

with the pulmonary and lympliatic circulation. Secondary

infections may produce a septic pneumonia, gangrene may
occur, especially with malignant disease and when the pul-

monary artery is occluded. There may be putrefactive

changes, and as a secondary result of the bronchiestasis

there may be a pleurisy or an empyema. The causes of

bronchial obstruction may arise from without or within

the bronchus. Usually only one bronchus is affected, but

in some cases the trachea is involved, as well as one or

both bronchi. The external causes producing compression

are: i. Aneurysm of the aorta. 2. Malignant disease

of: (a) Esophagus, epithelioma; (6) Bronchial

glands— (il primary, usually sarcoma (2) secondary to

growth at a distance. 3. Enlarged caseous or suppurating

glands. 4. Gummata. 5. Abscess. 6. Dilated left auri-

cle. The internal causes are: i. Bronchiolitis. 2. Syphil-

itic ulceration with scarring. 3. Primary malignant dis-

ease of a bronchus (usually columnar celled carcinoma).

4. Foreign bodies in the bronchus. The most important

evidence suggesting a foreign body in a bronchus is (l )

the history of swallowing something, immediately before

the onset of an acute attack of severe dyspnea and cough,

(2) Not infrequently a whistling or wheezing sound

which the patient can localize to one side, varying in qual-

ity if the object is not fixed in the bronchus. (3) Great

distress, with not infrequently a constricting pain behind

the sternum, made worse by movement. (4) Dyspnea,

with varying exacerbations, often intense and made worse

by cough, but it may be elicited only by exertion. After

a time there may be no distress. (5) Absent or, rarely,

very noisy breath sounds, with some slight diminution of

voice and tactile vocal fremitus limited to one side of the

chest. (6) At first resonance on the affected side, soon

consolidation with dullness, and, after a time, the signs

of cavities, and the simulation of phthisis: query occa-

sionally hyperresonance. The physical signs sometimes

vary from time to time. {7) With .f-rays, the defec-

tive movement of the diaphragm and of the thorax, the

alteration in the density of the lung, and not infrequently

the outline of the foreign body itself, may be clearly made

out. (8) Delay in the commencement of inspiration as

compared with that on the other side. (g) Defective

movement with consequent diminution in the size of the

affected side. (10) Violent, paroxysmal, persistent cough,

which is apparently most marked when the object is at

the bifurcation, as the sensibility of the mucous mem-

brane is greatest here, as can be noticed when passing a

bronchoscope, (ii) Early pyrexia, which later becomes

hectic, associated with chills. (12) After a short time an

expectoration more or less profuse, purulent, often bloody,

and later often fetid. (13") In some there are nausea and

vomiting, which may be very troublesome, (14) Pneu-

monia often develops in forty-eight hours: this may be

septic and may he followed by gangrene.

Ehrlich-Hata Preparation.— J, Mcintosh and P. Fildes

report favorable results following the use of this remedy

in sixteen cases. They believe that the importance of 606

as a destroyer of spirochetes cannot be overestimated, even

apart from tlie beneficial el'fcct upon the patient. In those

cases in which spirochetes were demonstrable in very large

numbers before inoculation, none were found in less than

twenty-four hours, even after prolonged search. This

fact has already been fully established. The importance

of the observation lies in the probability that cases of

syphilis can be rendered practically noninfective in a day

or two. If this be true, Ehrlich will have swept away the

scourge of 2,000 years and given into the hands of any

State which will avail itself of it a weapon for the forci-

ble suppression of syphilis.

Biparental Inheritance of Webbed Toes.—H. P.

Xewsholme reports a case of webbed toes in which in-

([uiry elicited the fact that this deformity occurred through

three generations and involved twenty-two members of

a family of twenty-nine. Three members of this family

bad diabetes.

An Obscure Case of Peritonitis.—R. H. Norman re-

ports a fatal case of peritonitis in which post-mortem ex-

amination revealed the following: A mass of inflamed

tissue was found behind the stomach, in which were several

broken-down caseous glands. There was a cavity in this

mass, and from it one sinus led into the stomach. The

ulcer in the stomach was not a recent one. .Another sinus

led to a caseous mesenteric gland, and two others led into

the peritoneum. The openings into the peritoneum were

apparently recent. There were a number of caseous

mesenteric glands, and acute peritonitis was present. The

right lung was bound down by old adhesions.

Uterine Cervical Polypus.—H, Macnaughton-Jones

reports a case and presents a drawing of the sagittal sec-

tion of an entire uterus, the cervix of which was destroyed

by a carcinomatous crater, and in the fundus, growing

from its suminit, a inucous polypus. Section of the latter

showed a solid carcinoma. There was no connection what-

ever between the polypus and the carcinoma of the cervix,

the mucosa of the fundus and body being quite free from

carcinoma. The patient was a woman aged fifty-seven

vears.

British Medical Journal.

December 10, 1910.

Surgical Versus the Expectant Treatment of Intracranial Tumor.
Sir Victor Horsley.

Cancer. Sir Alfred P. Gould.
The Results of Bronchial Obstruction. G. N. Pitt.

Treatment of Intracranial Tumor.—See page 1190.

Cancer.—Sir Alfred P. Gould enumerates the latest

results of cancer research in the effort to unravel what has

hitherto been a tangled skein. Cancer occurs in all races

of men, but they are not all equally liable to cancer. It

is a disease that occurs in all vertebrate animals. It can

be transferred from host to host but cannot be transferred

to an animal of another species. The essential part of

every cancerous growth is the living cancer cell. This

possesses a great power of continuous multiplication. It

retains the inherited limitations to type of the cells among

which it first appears. Cancer cells develop and differen-

tiate but little and irregularly. The development of the

cancer cell is neither purposeful nor effective. Cancer

cells exhibit periodicity in their growth. The study of the

form of cancer cells and the attempt to find in it some

index of their nature has yielded but little that is positive.

One knows but little of the intracellular metabolism of the

cancer cell. It seems to beget no toxin, to generate no

new substance, and to depart but little from the chemistry

of health. Regarding the cancer cells as members of a

community and in relation to neighboring cells, one notes

first the disproportionate growth of the cancer cells. The

multiplication of the cancer cells causes not only compli-

cated infoldings of the cancer itself but flattening and dis-

tortion of the adjacent soft tissues. The cancer cells not

only compress but also invade the adjacent tissues, and
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compel them to form a supporting and vascular stroma

of a type governed by the cancer cell and not by the

stroma-yielding mesoblastic cells. The fgcts about cancer

may be summarized in the disproportionate multiplication

of certain cells, their imperfect, irregular, and useless dif-

ferentiation, their failure to form Altmann's granules,

their excessive affinity for and need for potassium, their

insistent intrusion into surrounding tissues, their imper-

fect cooperation with the other cells, and, finally, their

selfish greed which enables them to live when other cells

are failing and perishing for lack of nourishment—what is

it all but a failure of, or a revolt against, that great cyto-

logical law or impulse which first manifests itself in the

primary division of the ovum, and lasts on till the death

of the organism? Cancer is not a disease attacking the

body from without, it is the result of a breach or failure

of fundamental cell law—a law of which one knows only

the results; a law so majestic that obedience to it results

in perfect development, perfect health, the full measure of

days, and disobedience to it may slowly spell out all the

inscrutable woes of cancer. The various etiological fac-

tors that are known to exert an influence on cancer lend

support to this view of its nature. Cancer arises in cells

that are growing or have grown old. It is because of the

fact that the breast and the uterus are specially prone to

cancer as they get old, before the rest of the woman
ages, that cancer is more frequent in women than men,

and that its age incidence differs in the two sexes. Chronic

irritation, by adding to the frequency of cell division, is

producing the special condition of cellular old age ; it is

equivalent to the ageing of a tissue. The .I'-rays and al-

cohol have a similar effect. One must not look for im-

munity from this disease along the lines in which it is

found for infections. Cancer immunity might be evi-

denced in one or more of the following ways: i. The

power of living cells to conform to the law of normal

development and to avoid that increased multiplication, de-

fective differentiation, and tendency to intrude themselves

into, and grow in, neighboring cell territories, which to-

gether connote cancer. 2. Opposition to the intrusion of

cancer cells into, and their development in heterologous

tissue. 3. Inhibition of the growth of cancer or destruc-

tion of living cancer cells. When the biologist shall know
the laws that govern cell-growth, with a knowledge akin

in its sweep and accuracy to that of the astronomer, he

will have the power to prevent, to control, and to cure

cancer.

Results of Bronchial Obstruction.—See abstracts of

articles in The Lancet.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

December 5, 1910.

Indications for Artificial Termination of Pregnancy.

—

Hammerschlag gives in detail six indications for interrupt-

ing gestation. These do not exhaust the subject, but are

discussed from the standpoint of extensive personal ex-

perience. Hyperemesis gravidarum is first mentioned, and

the author appears to regard this as a mere hysteroneu-

rosis of reflex origin, which is largely controllable by

treatment. Only in exceptional cases does the condition

proceed to a stage of intoxication, as shown by elevation

of temperature and pulse, albuminuria, etc. The pregnancy

should be terminated as soon as such symptoms appear.

Out of nineteen personal cases but two required interrup-

tion of gestation and one patient was lost. Second in

order come cardiac lesions. Naturally the indication for

interruption occurs in broken compensation. Of forty

patients with valvular lesion, eighteen had satisfactory

compensation. Of the remaining twenty-two cases in

which compensation had been compromised, six were suf-

ficiently grave for interruption of pregnancy and three

patients died despite the treatment. Interruption should.

if possible, be performed early in gestation. The worst

prognosis is in cases of associated myocarditis. Third in

order is tuberculosis—pulmonary and laryngeal. The lat-

ter is an indication for immediate interruption. Pulmon-
ary tuberculosis occurring alone is seldom an indication

for interruption and never in very advanced cases. If,

during the first or second stage, pregnancy lights up a se-

vere exacerbation such as to threaten death if patient is

allowed to go to term abortion should be performed.

The fourth condition is nephritis, including the kidney of

pregnancy. In cases of the latter which threaten loss of

vision or other permanent damage, the pregnancy may be

interrupted if other measures fail, although one should

seek to save the child by deferring the intervention as long

as advisable. Ordinary acute nephritis is not an indica-

tion for termination of pregnancy, while chronic nephritis

does indicate the latter, as does, exceptionally, pyelitis.

The author has personal records of 112 cases of nephritis

in pregnancy, chiefly of the ordinary kidney of pregnancy.

Gestation was interrupted but ten times, seven of which

were for chronic nephritis. In seventeen cases of pyelitis

he intervened in one only. The fifth condition for possible

interruption is diabetes. This is considered chiefly from
the academic standpoint, little personal experience being

quoted. Gestation should be interrupted whenever

acetonemia develops to ward off coma. Of three cases of

the author's one died of coma despite intervention. The
sixth and last condition considered is chorea. If this is

severe enough to threaten death by exhaustion, acute

heart disease, or other complication, the failure of cus-

tomary remedies constitutes an indication for interruption.

Pathological Ferment Action.—Wohlgemuth con-

cludes his serial article, referring to the part played by

enzymes in the production of pigment in malignant growths

and in the condition known as ochronosis. Of more practical

interest are the results of enzyme action in pancreatic dis-

ease. The author was the first to show that amino acids

can activate the pancreatic enzymes. Hence, entrance

of intestinal matter into the pancreatic duct may be respon-

sible for some cases of autolysis without reference to the

presence of activating germs. If isolated foci of necrosis

occur we may explain these by the presence of small in-

flammatory lesions which set up autolysis with formation

of low products of proteid cleavage. The part played by

enzymes in these pancreatic lesions is not clear from the

author's description. One would naturally call to mind

the action of the pancreatic digestive enzymes, including

the special erepsin of the pancreas, etc. It may be, however,

that he refers to the common, intracellular autolytic en-

zyme which he has assumed to occur in all functionally

active organs. That enzymes play a certain role in some

forms of fatty degeneration—naturally those which are

aseptic—seems probable ; and phosphorus liver is discussed

as a concrete example. This condition is accompanied by

total disappearance of the hepatic glycogen, such as might

occur from activation of the hepatic diastase. The same

phenomenon is seen in obstructive jaundice, and is readily

explained by the known property possessed by bile of ac-

tivation of diastase. The rest of the article deals only with

certain post-mortem changes ascribable to enzymes.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

December 6, 1910.

Treatment of Dysentery Bacilli Carriers.—Mayer
states that previous attempts to dispossess these bacilli by

internal medication have failed. The only resource left is

isolation until the germs disappear from the stools. This

has been found to require from three to seven months at

the outside. In the present paper the author has reference

chiefly to cases in troops where sanitary measures are more

available than in civil practice, and where the danger of

lighting up new epidemics is much more marked. In ad-
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Jition to isolation the stools require immediate disin-

fection. It has been found that if the period of isolation

is too short bacilli which have disappeared from the feces

pro iein. may reappear. In the meantime every effort

should be made to prevent acute dysentery from becoming

chronic.

Sequelae and Repeated Attacks of Diphtheria.—
Kayser emphasizes several practical points in this paper.

Postdiphtheritic paralysis is hardly a family malady.

Only a single case of family incidence w^s known to the

writer before the one reported below. The evidence is

still in favor of the view that serum is unable to prevent

paralysis, which the author might have termed metadiph-

theritic lesions from certain analogies with other diseases.

These paralyses are usually treated in dispensaries, as they

do not develop during the hospital period. The author

saw apparently diphtheritic paralysis in three children

of one father, but thinks this may have become possible

through a history of paternal alcoholism, coupled with the

fact that the children also used alcohol. This was
not prescribed at the dispensary, but the father, who was
an innkeeper, was responsible, the physician concurring for

a time. In cases of this sort paralysis from alco'holic

neuritis is not always easy to exclude. These cases were

treated in the dispensary and a history of frank diphtheria

was not obtainable for the patients, although the disease

had been epidemic in the vicinity. Another patient with

intraocular paralysis of apparently diphtheritic origin was
the son of a wine merchant and accustomed to the use of

wine. In none of the patients were bacilli found. The
last named patient had three successive attacks of paraly-

sis of accommodation. A history of diphtheria for each

attack was imperfect, and even for the primary attack was
doubtful. Repeated attacks of diphtheria are now known
to be so infrequent that a single attack must be regarded

as conferring at least as high a degree of immunity as

holds in the case of other infectious diseases. In pre-

bacillary days repeated attacks of the malady must have

been largely streptococcic. A certain distinction must be

made between reinfection and relapse. The latter should

occur in carriers only, and is naturally very rare, as the

mere presence of the bacilli without disease implies im-

munity. True reinfection would, in theory, occur most

likely during severe epidemics, and only after years of

immunity. A supersensitiveness to diphtheria toxin is

doubtless the explanation of postdiphtheritic lesions, and

to recurrence of diphtheria under any conditions.

Toxic Action of Milk-Sugar in Infant Feeding.—
Braumiiller refers to Finkelstein's claim as to the toxicity

of milk-sugar in infants with a tendency to pedatrophy

and the use of whey-free milk in this connection. In a

series of infants treated with the latter it appeared that

babies developed sugar intolerance in the course of treat-

ment. The symptoms were not toxic but merely those of

mild indigestion, sufficient, however, to influence the nu-

trition very unfavorably. Such infants could utilize only

a definite amount of sugar. It occurred to the author to

substitute carbohydrates (barley water) for sugar, be-

ginning with small quantities and gradually increasing, and

this promises well. The author appears to give full credit

to whey-free milk as a form of alimenfotherapy, but

does not regard the cutting down of carbohydrates as

salutary. If sugar intolerance is present he would advo-

cate the substitution of barley as already stated.

whether it is benign or malignant. The latter occurs with

much greater frequency. He has heretofore been very

pessimistic as to ultimate recovery from the malignant

form. But he believes that in certain cases of exact

localization operative removal is attended with a better

prognosis. This is even more the case with benign tumors.

A serous meningitis may be indistinguishable clinically

from a tumor. Diagnostic and operative technique have

been improved so greatly in recent years that it is now
a reproach to fail to operate for benign tumor (always

supposing, of course, that it is operable). Operation may
not prevent choked disk and optic atrophy ; hence, when
such symptoms appear a palliative trepanation should be

done, as a first stage, extirpation to follow if indicated.

Atoxyl and Its Derivatives.—From Blumenthal's ar-

ticle on this subject we may quote his optimistic belief

tl'.at atoxyl will continue to be a source of new thera-

peutic synthetics produced by further additions to, and

mutatious in, its molecule. He believes that incorporation

of iodine and bromine into the latter will accentuate the

organotropic properties of atoxyl. In addition to 606 there

is a new substance, a bcnzosulfo atoxyl known for short

as hectin, which is said to be far superior to atoxyl when
the latter is indicated. It has been used chiefly in France.

Uhlenhuth has introduced Hg. into the atoxyl molecule,

and Lesser has used this derivative with remarkable re-

sults in syphilis maligna. Silver incorporated in the atoxyl

molecule appears to give a substance which intensifies its

therapeutic value. Jacoby appears to believe that ato.\yl

derivatives may furnish in time an anticancerous remedy.

In regard to the selective action of atoxyl on the optic

nerve the author believes that this will be eliminated in

its derivatives, and by special technique in regard to size

and frequency of dosage. The good results of atoxyl in

trypanosomiasis have been obtained largely by pushing the

remedy. It is desirable to find derivatives which will act

in small, perhaps single, doses.

Operative Treatment of Hay Fever.—Bios, who has

already written on this subject, publishes a brief resume of

the latter. Other authorities are barely mentioned by the

writer, so that we may understand that his intervention,

which consists of resection of the anterior ethmoidal nerve,

originated with him as far as its application to hay fever

is concerned. The technique of the operation is not new,

as it appears in Kocher's Operative Surgery, (fifth edi-

tion). Killian has recently alluded to the operation in

connection with reflex neuroses of nasal origin, chiefly

such as proceed from sinus disease. The nerve is exposed

through the inner wall of the orbit and while the opera-

tion is practicable under local anesthesia the intervention

is relatively severe in character, as the surgeon is obliged

to work behind the lacrymal structures, and there is danger

of compromising these. The orbital periosteum must be

removed, whereupon the nerve is rendered visible as it

emerges from the anterior ethmoidal foramen. The present

article was written in response to numerous queries in

reference to technique and permanence of results. The
author seems to have operated but three times. The cases

were of unusual severity and chronicity and the recovery

or near-recovery seems to have been permanent.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

December 8. 1910.

Surgery of Brain Tumors.—Hildebrand, in a brief ar-

ticle—chiefly conclusions from a case history—emphasizes

certain points as follows : We are seldom able to make

a diagnosis as to the nature of a tumor or even to say

Chills Following Adrenalin and Saline Infusion.—C.

Haeberlin reports a case of peritonitis following per-

forative appendicitis. Three days after the operation,
owing to the bad condition of the patient, the latter re-

ceived an intravenous infusion of saline solution containing
adrenalin. One hour later he had a severe chill, followed
by a rise of temperature and increase of pulse rate. Death
occurred the next day. The author explains the chill as

analogous to that which occurs in puerperal fever as the

result of a sudden increase of absorption of toxins by the

blood. The injection of adrenalin causes a rapid rise of
blood pressure, which is similarly followed by an increased
absorption of to.xins.

—

Zentralhlatt fiir Chirurgie.
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The Principles of Pathology. Bv J. George Adami,
M.A., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Pathology in

McGill University, and Pathologist-in-Chief to the Royal
Victoria Hospital, Montreal; late Fellow of Jesus Col-

lege, Cambridge, England. Volume I : General Pathol-

ogy. Second edition, revised and enlarged, witli 329
engravings and 18 plates. Philadelphia and New York;
Lea & Febiger, 1910.

It is a pleasure to welcome again this unique volume of

Adami's on General Pathology, and to note that the scien-

tific events of the past two years have necessitated an
hyperplasia of seventy-nine pages. Even the preface has

been remodeled, and from it. to the reviewer's regret, cer-

tain pleasant personalities have been omitted. It seems a

pity to alter one of the best prefaces in any book; most
of them are so formal, if not bombastic.

The table of contents has been remodeled so as to give

more detailed information of the chapter contents. The
index has been altered, some heads being omitted and
others added, the omissions evidently being necessary to

save space since the subjects referred to have not been

deleted from the text. The excellent system of employ-
ing heavy-faced type for the chief page reference has

been adopted in the index.

To turn to less mechanical matters, it is not possible

in the limited space at command to discuss all of the new
substance which has been introduced. The first part of

the volume seems to be largely rewritten. New matter

is introduced in the chapters on the physiology of the

cell, on the chemistry of the phosphorized fats, and on
Mendelean heredity. The section on the methods and
diagnostic results of complement fixation has been re-

modeled to include the later view's on the relationships

between the lipoids and the fixation of complement, it

being very properly pointed out that we are dealing with

a non-specific Bordet-Gengou phenomenon. Slight addi-

tions have been made to the section on tumors. It is to

be regretted that the borrowed cuts could not have been
redrawn in this edition, the mechanical reproduction in

many being quite unsatisfactory. Yet despite this defect

the volume still remains, in the opinion of the reviewer,
one of the best presentations of general pathology in any
language.

PfLMoxARY Tuberculosis and Sanatorium Tre.\tment.
A Record of Ten Years' Observation and Work in Open-
air Sanatoria. By C. Muthu. M.D., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.,

Associate of King's College, London ; Physician Mendip
Hills Sanatorium, Wells. Somerset; late Physician, In-

glewood Sanatorium, Isle of Wight; author of "Some
Results of Sanatorium Treatment of Phthisis," "The
Inhalation of Formic Aldehyde in the Treatment of
Pulmonary Tuberculosis," "The Diagnostic Value of
Tubercle Bacilli in the Treatment of Phthisis," "A Short
Account of the Aryan System of Medicine," etc. New
York : William Wood & Company, 1910.

This admirable book of 200 pages differs from all of
the other recent works on the same subject, in this re-

spect, namely, while presenting the current accepted views
as to the nature and management of tuberculosis, it also

embodies the author's original conceptions of the etiology
and treatment of this disease. The work is divided into
three parts : the first, dealing with the scientific aspect

;

the second, the sanatorium ; and the third, the social

aspect of tuberculosis. In the introduction the author
shows how the best results in this disease are obtained
by closely following Nature's own method of cure. He
speculates that the tubercle bacilli may originally have
been innocuous organisms, and that some of their types
may be so still ; and that they have become, and may
still become, pathogenic by a change of environment and
nutrition. He concludes that predisposing factors alone
cannot produce tuberculosis, that the unknown personal
factor predominates, and that this, which is outside the
pale of environment or microorganisms, determines
whether or not infection sliould occur. This view is

certainly an original one and suggestive of much thought.
The author emphasizes the value of clinical experience
as_ more reliable than_ either statistical or experimental
evidence. The discussion of early diagnosis is masterly.
In the section on the principles of open-air treatment are
given in detail all the measures and routine adopted in

a modern sanatorium, including rest, diet, breathing and
singing exercises, manual work, inhalations, and recre-
ations. There are special chapters on the treatment of
hemoptysis, on the treatment of laryngeal tuberculosis
chiefly with the aid of vocal rest and medicated inhal.itions.

on the use of formaldehyde inhalations, and of static

electricity in the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis.

The section on the social and economic factors of tuber-
culosis presents this subject concisely and fully, and in-

cludes an elaborate plan of remedial and preventive meas-
ures by means of which the nation may hope to overcome
the disease.

The Ear and Its Diseases. By Albert A. Gray, M.D.,
Laureate of the Lenval Prize in Otology, International
Medical Congress, 1909; Fellow of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh ; Surgeon for Diseases of the Ear, Vic-
toria Infirmary, Glasgow ; Surgeon for Diseases of the
Ear and Throat, Glasgow Cancer Hospital ; Author of
"The Labyrinth of Animals." With Steoroscope and
123 Illustrations, of which 37 are Steoroscopic. New
York: William Wood & Company, 1910.

The author in preparing this work has tried to keep
in view the interests of the student, the practitioner, and
the aurist. The first chapter is devoted to the subject
of acoustics. The difficult subject of the anatomy of the
ear is treated in considerable detail. By means of stereo-

scopic illustrations and special methods of preparation,
the mastering of this subject is greatly facilitated. The
inclusion of a small but accurate stereoscope with this

book furnishes the ready means of studying these illus-

trations. One notes the admirable manner in which the
author associates the clinical phenomena with the patholog-
ical conditions present. The work is an eminently prac-
tical one for both specialist and general practitioner, and
in its clearness and freedom from controversial details,

it is well adapted to the needs of the student. The illus-

trations leave nothing to be desired on this point. They
are of exceptional beauty and clearness, and add an incal-

culable value to the work. The series of eighteen illus-

trations representing the appearances of the tympanic mem-
brane in normal and pathological conditions cannot be im-
proved upon. The author is to be congratulated upon the
general accuracy, completeness and at the same time com-
pactness of his work, which represents the best in modern
otology. As an example of consummate book making,
bringing all the resources of perfect typography and illus-

tration, together with the happy mechanical aid of stereo-
scopy, within the compact limits of a manual at moderate
cost, this work may be said to be unique.
L'HoMOSEXUALiTE ET LES Types Homosexuels. Par le

Docteur Laupts (G. Saint-Paul). Nouvelle Edition de
"Perversion et Perversite Sexuelles." Preface d' £mile
Zola. Paris : Vigot Freres, 1910.

To those who are interested in the literature of sexual
perversion for which the demand abroad has been much
greater than in this country, the mere statement of the title

of this book is sufficient to describe its purport. To the
psychiatrist this subject presents problems connected with
phases of his daily work, but the general practitioner can
find but little of value in a topic that has already been
exploited to the point of nausea.
A Manual of Toxicology. A concise presentation of

the principal facts relating to poisons, with detailed
directions for the treatment of poisoning. Also a
table of doses of the principal and many new remedies.
By Albert H. Brundage, A.M., M.D., Phar.D., M.S.,
Professor of Toxicology and Physiology in the Depart-
ments of Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy of Mar-
quette University; formerly President of the Board of
Pharmacy of the State of New York and Examiner in

Toxicology in same: etc.: Honorary memlier of the

Brooklyn (N.Y.) Medical Society; Life Member of
the New York State Pharmaceutical Association ; Mem-
ber of the American Medical Association, the American
Pharmaceutical Association, the American Microscopical
Society, the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, etc. Seventh edition revised and profusely
illustrated. New York : The Henry Harrison Co. ; Lon-
don : Balliere, Tindall & Cox, 1910.

The seventh edition of this useful work contains two
new sections: (i) on simulation of poisoning by disease,

autointoxication and disease, action and elimination of
poisons ; and (2) on pharmacological toxicology. The
book contains an immense amount of information on a
most important topic ; and. as a rule, the author has been
successful in eliminating the non-essentials of the subject.

A book on toxicology should be of easy reference, for if

it is wanted at all it is apt to be wanted in a hurry. Under
the heading Morphine in the index we find 14 entries, but
it is the sixth one that gives the main information. Sim-
ilarly under Aconite there are 12 entries: under Arsenic
15; under Mercury 9: under Strychnine 12: and in no
case is there any indication as to which entry gives the

desired information, and in no case is it the first entry.

We would suggest that in the next edition thick type or
black figures be used to indicate the page upon which
the subject is chiefly considered.
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STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

North Carolina Boaku ok Medical Examiners.

juiit-, 1910.

ANATOMY' and HISTOLOGY.

1. Name the bones of the foot, and describe the inferior

extremity of the tibia.

2. Name and describe the salivary glands.

3. Locate and describe the gall-bladder.

4. (.(i) With what bones does the radius articulate? (b)

Name the ligaments of wrist-joint.

5. Give origin, insertion, function and nerve supply of
the following muscles ; Sartorius, sternocleidomastoid and
the sphincter ani externus.

6. What constitutes the brachial plexus? and describe

the musculospiral nerve.

7. (a) Name arteries which supply the heart with blood
and where they originate; (&) name branches of subclavian

artery.

8. (a) Name the abdominal viscera wholly covered with
peritoneum; (b) those partially covered.

9. Describe the broad ligaments of the uterus and their

anatomic relations.

10. Describe the structure of the prostate gland and
give its anatomic relations.

11. Describe the medulla oblongata.

12. Describe the portal system.

PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE.

1. Enumerate the changes, degenerative and regenera-
tive, that take place in a neuron whose nerve fiber has

been severed from its cell.

2. Define metabolism, and mention the manifestations

of cell life.

3. Discuss the hydrochloric acid of the gastric juice

—

(a) its functions, (6) the probable histological elements

concerned in its secretion, (c) its origin, or probable

nature of the chemical reaction or reactions by which it

is produced.

4. What facts are suggested by clinical observation and
animal experimentation as to the importance to health of

the thyroids and parathyroids?

5. Discuss the phenomena of heart action

—

Xa) as to the

cause or causes of its beat, (b) as to the probable nature

of its inner stimulus to automatic rhythmical contractions,

(c) as to the control of the rate and force of its beat.

6. What means of defence is afforded by the constitu-

ents of the blood against invasion of the organism by
pathogenic germs?

7. What is uric acid, what its properties, and what its

origin ?

8. Define and state the significance or use, as the case

may be, of (a) indican, (&) creatin, (c) glycogen, (d)

collagen, (e) lipase.

9. Define or describe diffusion, dialysis, and osmosis,

and suggest certain physiological phenomena due more or

less to these processes.

10. Of what food value are commercial meat extracts?

11. Suggest the prophylaxis of gastroenteric toxemias

of bottle-fed infants.

12. Point out the measures necessary to prevent the

spread of infection from a case of typhoid fever, a case

of scarlet fever, a case of diphtheria, a case of yellow

fever.
CHEMISTRY.

1. Define (o) chemical affinity; (b) the difference be-

tween an atom and a molecule; (c) an element and a

compound.
2. Give the chemical names of the following formulae:

(I) HCl: (2) H,SO.; (3) HNO3; (4) H.O; (5) H.O.;

(6) AgNO,: (7) NH,: (8) HgCl; (9) HgCh; (10)

Na=SO.; (11) NaCl; (12) HgO.
3. Describe hydrogen, giving symbol, atomic weight,

chemical properties, and express by a chemical equation

the reaction which takes place \yhen zinc is acted upon by

hydrochloric acid, hydrogen being liberated.

4. Name the chief four elements which enter into the

formation of organic compounds.

5. Describe in detail (o) the "coagulation by heat' test

for albumin in the urine, (6) the "nitric acid" test, (c)

Fehling's test for sugar, (d) Boetger's bismuth test for

sugar.
DISEASES OF CHILDREN.

I. Describe symptoms and sequelx of acute atrophic

(infantilel paralysis, and designate location of the patho-

logical lesion.

2. Describe treatment (with prescription) of a case of

acute gastroenteritis, child two years of age.

3. Treat a case of acute catarrhal croup in a child of

three years (with prescription).

4. Give differential diagnosis between measles and scar-

let fever.

5. Give the dose of the following drugs for an infant

three months old : Tinct. aconite, phenacctin, tinct. opii

camphorata, quinine, syrup of ipecac, ammonium chloride,

spiritus etheris nitrosi, comp. spts. of ether, sodium

bromide.

MATERIA MEDICA AND TIIERADEUTICS.

1. What is meant by an official drug?

2. Define a fluid extract, a spirit, an infusion, a decoc-

tion.

3. Select four of the following drugs and give their

official, botanical and common names, the parts used, their

chief official preparations and alkaloids (official alkaloids

only), and state very briefly their physiological actions

and therapeutic indications—aconite, belladonna, digitalis,

ergot, nux vomica, opium. (Answers should not exceed

one page of written matter to the drug.)

4. Give the dose of apomorphinae hydrochlondum,

hydrargyri iodidum flavum, cocaina, phosphorus, pilo-

carpine hydrochloriduin, resina podophylli, santoninum,

tinctura aconiti, tinctura gelsemii.

5. Give official names (Latin or English) of Basham s

mixture, carron oil (chief use), Dover's powder (amount

of each ingredient). Gray powder, Hoffman's anodyne,

Lugol's solution, Monsel's solution, spirit of Mindererus,

tartar emetic, Donovan's solution.

6. How would you treat a case of poisoning when the

toxic agent was unknown?
7. Name four drugs that are specifics, and the diseases

thev will cure.
8' State what remedies you would use to relieve pain;

give indication and contraindications of each.

9. State what drugs you would use to produce sleep;

give indications and contraindications of each.

10. Write a prescription for each of the common com-

plications of typhoid fever.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

1. Differentiate between vesicular and bronchial breath-

ing. What does bronchial breathing denote?

2. What is meant by cardiac compensation? Give symp-

toms of ruptured or broken compensation.

3. Give differential diagnosis between peptic ulcer and

gastralgia.

4. What approximately is the normal amount ot urine

in twentv-four hours and specific gravity? How affected

by acute' nephritis, chronic interstitial nephritis, chronic

parenchymatous nephritis, diabetes mellitus?

5. In unilateral facial paralysis how would you differen-

tiate a central from a peripheral origin? Give causes. In

which does reaction of degeneration follow?

6. Differentiate between follicular tonsillitis and diph-

theria.

7. Give etiology and symptoms of arteriosclerosis and

state what conditions of heart, brain and kidney are pro-

duced bv it.

8. Give symptoms of acute intestinal obstruction.

9. Give leading symptoms in leukemia (splenoraedullary)

and the blood picture.

10. Write one prescription in pill form for anemia, using

three or four drugs.

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.

1. Define version. Give the indications and dangers of

version.

2. Describe the changes in position the uterus undergoes

during pregnancy.
_ .

3. Into what stages is labor divided. Give a description

of each stage.

4. What are the dangers of ergot in obstetrics? .\nd

when should it he given?

5. Define and classify ectopic pregnancy. What are the

symptoms of rupture of an ectopic pregnancy? Give the

treatment.
6. Give the physical signs of an acute peritonitis.

7. What are the svmptoms of cancer of the uterus?

8. What are the relative advantages and disadvantages

of the abdominal and vaginal routes in pelvic surgery?

SURGERY.

1. (a) What is pyothorax? (6) What particular infec-

tion is its most frequent cause, and (f) what is its treat-

ment? (rf) If operation, describe it.

2. (a) Discuss ascites, and (6) give some of the causes

and treatment for same.
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3. Describe operation for internal strabismus.

4. Describe amputation of lower leg one inch below

tubercle of tibia.

5. (a) Define hemorrhoids, (6) discuss their palliative

treatment, and (f ) describe the ligature operation.

6. Describe operation for resection of six inches of mid-

dle of ileum. (This includes preparation of abdornen.)

7. Discuss shock and its treatment. Differentiate be-

tween symptoms of shock and hemorrhage.
8. (a) Give prominent symptoms of carcinoma of the

cervix uteri, (b) discuss its treatment (if operative, do

not describe operation, simply name it), and (c) give the

most frequent predisposing cause.

9. What are the causes, symptoms and treatment of in-

testinal perforation?
10. Discuss briefly the uses of the Rontgen ray in sur-

gery and in the treatment of superficial epithelioma.

11. Mention two kinds of suture material and describe

the preparation of each for surgical use.

/.NSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

North Carolina Board of Medical Examiners.

June, 1910.

anatomy and histology,

1. Bones of foot: Os calcis, astragalus, cuboid, scaphoid,

internal cuneiform, middle cuneiform, external cuneiform,

five metatarsals, and fourteen phalanges.

For inferior extremity of tibia see Cunningham's "An-
atomy" (1909), page 233; or Gray's "Anatomy" (1908),
page 238.

2. Parotid, submaxillary, and sublingual glands. See
Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1009; or Gray's

"Anatomy" (1908), page 1224.

3. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 1 118; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1350.

4. (a) The radius articulates nith: Humerus, ulna,

scaphoid, and semilunar.

(6) Ligaments of wrist joint: Anterior, posterior, ex-

ternal lateral, and internal lateral.

5. Sartorius. Origin: Anterior superior spine of ilium,

and part of notch below. Insertion: Inner side of tibia

near tubercle. Function: Flexes and crosses legs. Nerve
supply: Middle cutaneous, or branch from anterior crural.

Sterno-cleido-mastoid. Origin: Upper end of sternum
and upper and inner end of clavicle. Insertion: Mastoid
process of temporal bone and outer half of superior curved
line of occipital bone. Function: Flexes head on neck
and rotates the head. Nerve supply: Spinal accessory and
cervical plexus.

Sphincter ani externus. Origin: Tip of coccyx. In-

sertion: Central tendinous raphe of perineum. Function:
To keep the anal orifice closed. Nerve supply: Fourth
sacral and internal pudic.

6. The brachial plexus is formed by the union and subse-
quent division of the anterior divisions of the fifth, sixth,

seventh, and eighth cervical and the first dorsal nerves.

The union of the fifth and sixth makes the upper trunk;
the seventh forms the middle trunk, and the eighth cervical

and first dorsal make the lower trunk. Each of these
trunks is divided into an anterior and a posterior branch.
The anterior branches, from the upper and middle trunks,

make the upper or outer cord of the plexus ; the anterior
branch of the lower trunk becomes the lower or inner cord;
the three posterior branches unite to form the posterior or
middle cord. The plexus lies between the Scalenus anticus
and medius.

For musculospiral nerve see Cunningham's "Anatomy"
(1909), page 632; or Gray's "Anatomy" (1908). page 1007.

7. (a) The right and left coronary arteries from the

aorta. (b) Vertebral, thyroid axis, internal mammary,
and superior intercostal arteries.

8. (a) J'iscera wholly covered with peritoneum: Liver,
stomach, spleen, jejunum, ileum, transverse colon, sigmoid
flexure, upper part of rectum, uterus, and ovaries.

(b) Viscera partially covered zcilh peritoneum: Duo-
denum, ascending and descending colon, middle part of
rectum, and bladder.

9. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (ipog), page 1 189; or
Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 1502.

10. For structure of prostate see Cunningham's "Anat-
omy" (1909), page ii/S; or Gray's "Anatomy" (1908).
page 1462.

Relations of prostate. Anteriorly: Symphysis pubis,

anterior ligaments of bladder, branches of dorsal vein of
penis. Posteriorly: Rectum. Laterally: Levator ani. Base:

Surrounds neck of bladder, seminal vesicles, and vasa
deferentia. The apex rests on triangular ligament.

11. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 481; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 874.
12. See Cunningham's "Anatomy" (1909), page 901; or

Gray's "Anatomy" (1908), page 768.

PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE.

1. A nerve fiber cut off from the cell from which it

comes undergoes degeneration along the whole peripheral
cut end at one and the same time. The changes are as

follows; (i) The axon dies and withers away; (2) the

medullary sheath breaks up into fine fatty drops; (3) the

nuclei under the neurilemma proliferate. This change also

takes place in the proximal portion of the nerves up to the

nearest node of Ranvier. The cell from which the axon
comes shows a degeneration which is as follows: (l)

Nissl granules become few and smaller, and eventually
disappear entirely; (2) the whole cell eventually degener-
ates and dies, and therefore the whole proximal portion
of the nerve fibers now shows Wallerian degeneration. If

after section the cut ends be sutured together the axons
in the central end will in time grow down the degener-
ated peripheral end to the parts originally supplied by the

rut nerve.

2. Metabolism is the entire series of changes that occur
in a cell or organism during the processes of nutrition. It

is of two kinds: (i) Assimilative or constructive (an-
abolism), and (2) destructive (katabolism).
The manifestations of cell life are : Movement, inges-

tion, assimilation, excretion, growth, irritability, and re-

production.

3. Hy'Drochloric acid, (a) Functions: (i) To aid in

digestion of proteids; (2) protective influence in destroy-
ing pathogenic bacteria, (b) It is produced by the oxyntic
or parietal cells in the mucous coat of the stomach,
(c) (i) NaHjPO.-|-NaCl = Na,HPO.-f HCl; or (2)
2Na2HPO. + 3CaCU = 3Ca3( PO.), -t- 4NaCl -f 2HCI.

4. The function of the thyroid is not definitely settled

:

(i) it has some trophic function, regulating oxidation in

the body, and it is supposed to have also a special influence

on the vasomotor nerves, the skin, the bones, and on the

sexual functions; (2) it is supposed to antagonize toxic

substances, and (3) it produces an internal secretion.

Removal of the thyroid gland causes mental and bodily

dullness and apathy, tremors, twitchings, overgrowth of the

connective tissues, and development of fat ; the hairs fall

out and the patient becomes unwieldy and clumsy in both
body and mind. The complete removal causes death in

most animals, and it is not considered justifiable in man.
It has been claimed that the parathyroids can to some ex-

tent perform the function of the thyroids after extirpation

of the latter.

5. (a) The cause of the heart beat is unknown. There
are two theories: (l) That it originates in the nerve
ganglia in the heart (neurogenic theory)

; (2) that it orig-

inates in the muscle cells of the heart (myogenic theory).

(6) The probable nature of the inner stimulus to auto-

matic rhythmical contractions is nervous, (c) The con-
trol of the rate and force of the heart beat is by: (l)
The sympathetic nerve, which quickens it

; (2) the pneu-
mogastric nerve, which inhibits or slows it.

6. The white corpuscles, by their phagocytic action ; the

plasma, by its alkalinity ; and the agglutinating action of
the blood all serve as a means of defence against bacterial

invasion.

7. Uric acid is a dibasic acid, with the formula C6H,N40,.
It occurs chiefly in the urine, as urates of sodium and
ammonium. It crystallizes as lozenge-shaped plates or

prisms, arranged in bundles; it is without odor or taste,

is slightly soluble in water, and is insoluble in alcohol or

ether. In man it has a twofold origin, one portion coming
from the breaking down of the nuclein containing tissues or
cell elements of the body, and the other from the purin

compo nds in the food.

8. (a) Indican is indoxy! potassium sulphate; it is found
(in excess) in the urine in hypochlorhydria; in hyperchlor-
hydria of gastric ulcer; in conditions in which there is

diminished peristalsis of the small intestines, as in ileus

and peritonitis, not in simple constipation; also in condi-
tions in which putrefactive changes occur in the body else-

where than in the intestine, as in empyema, putrid bron-
chitis, gangrene of the lungs, etc.— (From Witthaus' Es-
sentials of Chemistry.)

(6"> Creatin is a complex amido acid; it is found in

muscle tissue, brain, urine, etc. ; very little is formed in the

body, and it is excreted in the urine as creatinin.

(c) Glycogen is animal starch, found chiefly in the liver

and muscles. It is converted into sugar as it is needed in

the body.
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'd) LolUigen ib a constituent of connective tissues, carti-

lage, and bune
;
gelatin can be obtained from it.

(e) Lipase is an enzyme whose function is to split fats;

it is found in the pancreatic juice.

9. "The term diffusion has long been applied to the reg-
ular mixing of the molecules of two gases when brought
into contact in a confined space. More recently it lla^

been applied to the mixing of the molecules of two soiu
tions when brought into contact. If, however, the two
solutions are separated by a membrane, permeable to the
solutions, diffusion will still occur. To this form of
diifusion the term Osmosis has been applied in the case
of water, and Dialysis in the case of diffusible substances.
All bodies can be divided into two groups, crystalloids and
colloids. To the former group belong bodies havmg a
crystalline form, which readily go into solution in waicr.
All such bodies are diffusible (dialyzable), their power
of dialysis, however, varying considerably. To the second
group belong such bodies as have no crystalline form
(amorphous). These are generally bodies with a large
molecule, which form colloidal suspensions in water, and
are onl" slightly or not at all diffusible. An exception to

this second group is hemoglobin, which has a very large
molecule but is crystalline and is diffusible."— (Kirkes'
Physiology.)

Physiological applications: "In the animal body the
fluids are separated by delicate membranes across which
the constituents of the fluids, inorganic and organic, are

continually passing. Thus prepared foods in the intestine

pass across the intestinal wall into the blood- and lymph-
vessels; the constituents of the blood pass across the
wall of the capillary vessel into the tissue spaces, from
which they pass (a) through the walls of various glands
to take part in the formation of their secretion; (6)
across the sarcolemma into the interior of the muscle
fiber; (r) across the limiting surface of and into the in-

terior of all tissue cells. The waste products, the results

of tissue and food metabolism, pass from the interior of

cells across their limiting membranes or surfaces into the

tissue spaces; thence across the wall of the capillary ves-

sel and the epithelium of the lung, the kidney, the liver,

etc., to take part in the formation of the excretions. These
and other processes are believed to be accomplished by the

factors, diffusion, osmosis, and filtration."— (Brubaker's
Physiology.

)

10. The food value of commercial meat extracts is very
slight ; they have a feeble stimulant action, and serve to

flavor the water with which they are mixed.
11. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages

780 and 781; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909),
page 508.

12. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), pages

107, 324, 194, and 275; or Osier's "Practice of Medicine"

(1909), pages 96, 138, 207 and 238.

CHEMISTRY.

1. (o) Chemical affinity is that force which attracts atoms
to each other and causes them to unite to form a molecule.

(6) An atom is the smallest portion of an element which

can enter into chemical reaction. A molecule is the small-

est portion of a substance (element or compound) which

can exist free, (f) An element is a substance out of which

we cannot, by any known means, get dissimilar substances.

A compound is a substance made up of two or more
elements, chemically united, in definite proportions.

2. HCl is hydrochloric acid; HjSO. is sulphuric acid;

HNOj is nitric acid; H2O is hydrogen monoxide; HiOj is

hydrogen dioxide; AgNOa is silver nitrate; NH, is am-
monia; HgCl is mercurous chloride; HgCl: is mercuric

chloride; NaiSOi is disodic sulphate; NaCl is sodium

chloride ; HgO is mercuric oxide.

3. Hydrogen: Symbol, H; atomic weight, i; valence, i;

is a colorless, odorless, tasteless gas, the lightest sub-

stance known, the unit of atomic and molecular weights,

does not support combustion, but when lit burns with a

pale blue flame which gives very little light but intense

heat, combines explosively with chlorine in sunlight, is a

necessary ingredient in all acids.

Zn-f 2HCl = ZnCl=-f H,

4. Carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen.

5. (a) Coagulation test: The urine must be perfectly

clear. If not so, it is to be filtered, and. if this does not

render it transparent, it is to be treated with a few drops

of magnesia mixture, and again filtered. The reaction is

then observed. If it be acid, the urine is simply heated to

near the boiling point. If the urine be neutral or alkahne.

it is rendered faintly acid bv the addition of dilute acetic

acid, and heated. If albumin be present, a coagulum is

formed, varying in quantity from a faint cloudiness to

entire solidification, according to the quantity of albumin

present. The coagulum is not redissolved upon the addi-
tion of HNOs.

{b) Nitric acid test: Pour into a clean test-tube a layer

of HNO) about half an inch deep; then with a pipette

carefully float on to the surface of this acid a layer 01

urine, taking care that the liquids do not mix. If albumin
is present a cloudy ring, with sharply defined borders, will

appear at the point of junction of the two layers.

(c) Fehling's test: Place in a test-tube a few c.c. of the
liquid prepared as stated below, and boil ; no reddish tinge

should be observable, even after five minutes' repose. Add
the liquid under examination gradually, and boil after each
addition. In the presence of sugar a yellow or red precipi-

tate is formed. In the presence of traces of glucose only
a small amount of precipitate is produced, which adheres
to the glass, and is best seen when the blue liquid is

poured out.

[The reagent must be kept in two solutions, which are
to be mi.xed immediately before use. Solution I consists

of 34.653 gms. of crystallized CuSO«, dissolved in water to

500 c.c. ; and Solution II of 130 bms. of Rochelle salt dis-

solved to 500 c.c. in NaHO solution of sp. gr. 1.12. When
required for use equal volumes of the two solutions are

mixed, and the mixture diluted with four volumes of

water.]

(rf) Boettger's test: Render the urine strongly alkaline

by addition of Na2C03. Divide about 6 c.c. of the alkaline

liquid in two test-tubes. To one test-tube add a very
minute quantity of powdered subnitrate of bismuth, to the

other as much powdered litharge. Boil the contents of
both tubes. The presence of glucose is indicated by a dark
or black color of the bismuth powder, the litharge retain-

ing its natural color.— (From Witthaus' Essentials of
Chemistry.)

DISEASES OF CHILDREN.

1. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 1083;
or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 915.

2. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 781
;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 509.

3. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 645 ;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 597.

4. Measles: Period of incubation, ten to twelve days.

Stage of invasion, four days. Character of eruption, small
dark red papules with crescentic borders, beginning on face

and rapidly spreading over the entire body; desquamation
is branny. The eruption is darker, less uniform, more
shotty ; the temperature is lower, pulse slower, the tongue
is not of the "strawberry" type; coryza, coughing, and
sneezing may be present; Koplik's spots are present.

Scarlet fever: Period of incubation, from a fev,' hours
to seven days. Stage of invasion, twenty-four hours.

Character of eruption, a scarlet punctuate rash, beginning
on neck and chest, then covering face and body ; desqua-
mation is scaly or in flakes. The eruption is brighter, is

on a red background, punctiform. and is more uniform;
the temperature is higher, the pulse quicker: the tongue
is of the "strawberry" type, the lymphatics in the neck
may be swollen, and there is sore throat; Koplik's spots

are absent.

5. Tinct. aconite, Vl]lli ; phenacetin, gr. % ; tinct. opii

camphorata, irgj
;

quinine (sulphate), gr. yi; syrup of
ipecac. WVi ',

ammonium chloride, gr. %; spiritus ctheris

nitrosi, IITJJ ; comp. spts. of ether, n^j ; sodium bromide.
gr. %.

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS

1. An official drug is one that is listed in the Pharma-
copoeia.

2. A fluidc.vtract is a solution of a vegetable drug of
such strength that i c.c. of the fluidextract represents i

gram of the drug.

A spirit is an alcoholic solution of a volatile substance.

An infusion is a fluid preparation made by steeping a

vegetable substance in boiling water.

A decoction is a fluid preparation made by boiling a

vegetable substance in water.

3. Aconite. Official name. Aconitum ; botanical name,
Aconitum Napellus; common name, Monk's-Hood; part

used, the root ; official preparations, fluidextract and tinc-

ture ; official alkaloid, aconitine; physiological action, first

stimulates and then paralyzes heart and also sensory

nerves, lowers blood pressure, dilates peripheral blood-

vessels, is a respiratory sedative, reduces body temperature,

is a diuretic and diaphoretic.

Therapeutic indications: For fevers, some inflammatory
conditions, in high arterial tension, in nervous palpitation

of the heart, and congestive dysmenorrhea : also externally

for neural.gia. pruritis. herpes, chilblains, etc.

Bellaiionna. Official name: Belladonna; botanical name:
Atropa Belladonna; common name: Deadly nightshade;
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parts used: leaves and root; official preparations: tincture,

extract, plaster, and ointment (.of the leaves) ; and fluid-

extract and liniment (of the root) ; official alkaloid: atro-

pine; physiological action: anodyne, mydriatic, inhibits se-

cretions, depressant of terminations of nerves, accelerates

the heart beat, causes rise in blood pressure, but toxic

doses cause the blood pressure to fall, stimulates the res-

piratory center, but large doses depress the same; it may
cause vertigo, restlessness, excitement, delirium, or mania.

Therapeutic indications: To relieve pain, relax spasm,
check sweating, as a mydriatic for night sweats, to check
griping of purgatives; in asthma, to check fevers, in heart

disease, shock and collapse, acute coryza, urinary inconti-

nence, chordee, low delirium of fevers, mania, alcoholism;
as an antigalactagogue, spasmodic cough.

Digitalis. Official name: Digitalis; botanical name:
Digitalis purpurea; common name: Purple foxglove; parts

used: dried leaves; official preparations: extract, fluid-

extract, tincture, and infusion; official alkaloids, none;
physiological action: it is a gastrointestinal irritant, it

slows the rate of the heart, prolongs diastole, increases

the force of the heart, it contracts the blood-vessels and
causes a rise in blood pressure, it also acts as a diuretic.

Therapeutic indications: In heart diseases (i) when the

heart action is rapid and feeble, with low arterial tension;

(2) in mitral lesions when compensation has begun to fail;

(3) in non-valvular cardiac affections; (4) in irritable

heart, due to nerve exhaustion ; also cardiac palpitation,

irritable heart from nerve exhaustion, cardiac and renal

dropsy, and exophthalmic poiter.

Ergot. Official name: Ergota ; botanical name: Clavi-

ceps purpurea; common nnme: Spurred rye; parts used:

the sclerotium; official preparations: extract, fluidextract,

and wine; official alkaloids: none. Physiological action:

Ergot stimulates and causes contraction of involuntary-

muscle fibers, hence it is a vasoconstrictor, hemostatic, and
oxytocic. It is also a cardiac sedative, it raises the blood
pressure, it increases peristalsis, and is an emmenagogue.

Therapeutic indications: To promote uterine contractions

during third stage of labor; fibroids, menorrhagia, post-

partum hemorrhage. Some forms of amenorrliea and dys-
menorrhea, dysentery, arterial hemorrhage, congestive
headache, laxity of sphincters, of bladder or rectum, hemor-
rhoids, aneurysm diabetes, urinary incontinence, direct pa-

ralysis of the sphincter vesicae, atonic spermatorrhea.
Nux VOMICA. Official name: Nux vomica; botanical

name: Strychnos nux vomica; common name: Quaker
button, or poison nut; parts used: seeds; official prepara-
tions: extract, fluidextract, tincture, strychnine (with its

sulphate and nitrate); official alkaloid: strychnin; physio-
logical action: It excites the digestive secretions, increases
the appetite, increases peristalsis, and improves the diges-

tion ; it is a vasoconstrictor, it raises blood pressure, and
is a cardiac stimulant ; it is also a respiratory stimulant

;

hearing and sight are rendered more acute.

Therapeutic indications: As a general tonic or bitter;

in indigestion, cardiac depression, impaired peristalsis,

pneumonia, phthisis, amenorrhea, dysmenorrhea, impotence,
some forms of paralysis, chorea, epilepsy, neuralgia, alco-

holism, and urinary incontinence.

Opium. Official name: Opium; botanical name: papaver
somniferum; common name: white poppy; parts used:
capsule; official preparations: powdered, granulated, and
deodorized opium; extract, tincture, camphorated tincture,

tincture of deodorized opium, tincture of ipecac and opium,
pills, wine, vinegar plaster, and powder of ipecac and
opium: official alkaloids: morphine, codeine. Physiological
action: It is analgesic, hypnotic, diaphoretic, narcotic, a

respiratory and cardiac stimulant (later a depressant), it

checks most secretions (not perspiration), it stimulates the

brain, and contracts the pupil.

Therapeutic uses: As an anodyne, a hemostatic, in in-

flammations, as an expectorant, in diarrhea, in alcoholism,
manias and diabetes, as an antispasmodic, in insomnia,
and as a diaphoretic.

4. Dose of: Apomorphinje hydrochloridum, gr. 1/30 (ex-
pectorant), gr. i/io (emetic) : hydrargyri iodidum flavum,
gr. 1/5 : cocaina. gr. ss : phosphorus, gr. 1/125 ;

pilocarpinae

hydrochloridum, gr. 1/5; resina podophylli, gr. 1/6; san-
toninum. gr. j ; tinctura aconiti, TiBx ; tinctura gelsemii,

TlBviij.

OFFICIAL NAMES.

Basham's mixture...

Carron oil

Dover's powder..

OFFICIAL NAMES.

Gray powder

Hoffman's anodyne.

Lugol's solution. . .

.

Monsel's solution...

Spiritof Mindererus.

Tartar emetic

Donovan's solution..

Hydrargyrum cum creta; mercury
with chalk.

Spiritus aetheris compositus; com-
pound spirit of ether.

Liquor iodi compositus ; compound
solution of iodine.

Liquor ferri subsulphatis; solution of
ferric subsulphate.

Liquor ammonii acetatis; solution of
ammonium acetate.

Antimonii et potassii tartras; anti-

mony and potassium tartrate.

Liquor arseni et hydargyri iodidi ; so-

lution of arsenic and mercuric
iodide.

Liquor ferri et ammonii acetatis;

solution of iron and ammonium
acetate.

Linimentum calcis ; lime liniment.

Pulvis ipecacuanhoe et opii
; powder

of ipecac and opiiun.

Carron oil is chiefly used for burns ; Dover's powder
contains 10 per cent, each of ipecac and opium.

6. "General antidotes have been devised for use when
the nature of a poison is unknown, with the object of a
'shot-gun prescription,' intended to hit something. One
of the best is Jeaunel's. composed as follows: Liquor
ferri sulphatis, 5'jss; magnesia calcinat., 5ij ; carbo animalis,

3j ; aqua, 5xx. These ingredients should be kept separate

—the solution of the sulphate in one vessel, the others

together. When needed, the former should be added to

the latter and violently agitated. Dose, 3Jss to jiij- This
is a perfect antidote for arsenic, zinc, digitalin, etc. It

delays the action of the salts of copper, morphine and
strychnine, and slightly influences compounds of mercury.
It is valueless for cyanide of mercury, tartar emetic, hydro-
cyanic acid, phosphorus, or the caustic alkalies. If the

nature of the poison is entirely unknown, a harmless yet

effectual antidote in most cases is one composed of equal

parts of magnesia, wood charcoal, and the hydrated ferric

oxide, given freely in plenty of water."— (Potter's Materia
Medico, etc.)

7. Four specifics: Quinine, for malaria; diphtheria anti-

toxin, for diphtheria ; mercury, for syphilis ; colchicum, for

gout.

8. Opium has the power of relieving pain arising from
almost any cause, it is especially useful in pain occasioned

by gross lesions—inflammation, traumatism, and morbid
growths. In the various so-called functional pains, such

as headache and neuralgia, the coal-tar derivatives-;—aiifi-

pyrin, phenacelin, and acctanilid—are more serviceable

analgesics. Cannabis indica somewhat resembles opium in

its action as an analgesic, but it is far less powerful. It

is especially useful in neuralgia and migraine. The brom-

ids, by depressing the cerebral cortex, often afford relief

in headache but in other forms of pain they usually fail.

Some drugs seem to have an affinity for certain nerves

;

thus gelsemium and butyl chloral hydrate are often dis-

tinctly valuable in trifacial neuralgia."— (Stevens' Materia

Medica.)

g. Chloral, sulphoxal, and trional: Chloral hydrate

produces a natural sleep, acts promptly, but is of no serv-

ice if pain is present; it also lowers the body temperature.

It can be given for a long time without deleterious effect,

but it may irritate the tissues and weaken the heart. Sul-

phonal produces a natural sleep, but is of slovy action, re-

quiring three or four hours to take effect; it is of no use

if pain is present, does not irritate the tissues and weaken
the heart, but is probably not so good for continuous use

as chloral hydrate, though the two may replace each other

for a time. Trional is very similar to sulphonal, but is

more soluble, and acts quicker. Both sulphonal and trional

are supposed to be safer than chloral.

10. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 1 16;

or Osier's "Practice of Medicine" (1909), page 103.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

X. Vesicular breathing is that which is heard normally

over the air vesicles of the lungs : bronchial breathing is

that which is heard normally over the trachea and bronchi.

Bronchial breathing, elsewhere, denotes consolidation of

the lung, phthisis, pneumonia, pleuritic effusion, hemor-
rhagic infarction or syphilis of lung.

2. By cardiac compensation is meant the changes in the

heart muscle (hypertrophy, etc.), due to effort on the

part of the heart to meet the increased work thrown upon

it in case of valvular lesions. Symptoms of broken com-

pensation are : Dyspnea cyanosis, edema, cough, hemopty-

sis, and disturbances of stomach, liver, or kidney,

3. See French's "Practice of Medicine" (1907), page 750.
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NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICIXE.

Stated Meeting, Held December 1, 1910.

The President, Dr. John A. Wyeth, in the Chair.

This meeting was held under the auspices of the Section

on Surgery, and was devoted to a symposium on hyper-

thyroidism.

The Therapeutic Application of a Theory for the

Pathological Physiology Involved in Disease of the

Thyroid Gland.—Dr. John Rogers described a theor> to

account for the normal and pathological physiology of

the thyroid gland and its application to the management
of cases showing disease of this organ. He first presented

several cases as follows : The first, a typical and rather

severe myxedema of fifteen years' duration. Commercial
thyroid at first was beneficial and later failed entirely by

causing hyperthyroidism: a substitution of i/io gr. of

the pure thyroid proteids proved helpful, but the dose

had to be steadily increased until thyroidism again ap-

peared. Then a combination of the thyroid pure proteids

with the pancreas nucleoproteid relieved ail symptoms.
The pancreatic enzymes were injurious. The second case,

also one of myxedema, but with a goiter and with high

blood-pressure and severe gastroenteric disturbance, was
relieved entirely by feeding with the adrenal nucleopro-

teid. The third case, again one of myxedema, could be

relieved only by a combination of the thyroid pure proteids

and enterokinase. The fourth case, one of severe typical

exophthalmic goiter, was at first made worse by the anti-

thyroid serum, but cured entirely within three months by
the subcutaneous administration of thyroid globulin. The
fifth case, likewise one of severe typical exophthalmic

goiter, after improving under the antithyroid serum de-

veloped glycosuria. Partial thyroidectomy was then per-

formed, with complete cure of both the thyroidism and
the glycosuria. The glycosuria and hypertrophy of the

left lobe did not disappear entirely until trypsin was
given by rectum. The sixth case, one of severe exophthal-

mic goiter, was improved at first by the antithyroid serum,
but this finally became ineffective. All four of the dif-

ferent thyroid vessels were then tied at intervals of two
or three weeks, but no appreciable gain resulted until

adrenal nucleoproteid feeding was begun. This had re-

sulted in an almost perfect cure.

Dr. Rogers next proceeded to his theory of thyroid dis-

ease, baspd upon the chemistry of the gland, and the

above clinical observations which had many times been

repeated. The thyroid of untreated Graves' disease con-

tained less iodine per gram of gland substance than the

normal organ, and the quantity seemed to diminish in

proportion to the severity of the disease. Two active sub-

stances could be isolated, one a nucleoproteid, the other a

globulin. The globulin product decreased in abundance
and the nucleoproteid increased in direct proportion to

the cellular hyperplasia and disintegration characteristic

of the thyroid changes in a typical Graves' disease. In

primary acute toxemic Graves' disease the thyroid con-

tained little or no colloid (the equivalent of the globulin

constituent) and a great abundance of nucleoproteid;

and in cases which had not previously been given iodine

this element was much less than normal in each gram of

gland substance. The reverse was true of the normal

thyroid. From experiments and from clinical observa-

tion, it was probable that the thyroid nucleoproteid was
limited in its effects to stimulation of the chromaffin or

sympathetic-adrenal system, and so by stimulation of the

cardioaccelerator nerve produced tachycardia. The thy-

roid globulin, or colloid, on the other hand, was assumed

to have a universally activating effect upon everj' organ

and tissue in the body. As the thyroid, adrenals, pan-

creas, liver, and duodenum seemed closely allied in dis-

eased states of the thyroid, these organs were singled out

for a diagrammatic representation of thyroid physiology.

The thyroid globulin was thus supposed to activate the

adrenals, pancreas, duodenum, and liver directly, and aid

in the production of an "internal" secretion from the

adrenals and pancreas, which, with the thyroid globulin

and the absorbed intestinal enzymes, in turn passed

through the circulation to the liver and were thus a

necessity for its normal chemical processes. In Graves'

disease there was a deficiency of thyroid globulin (quali-

tative at first more than quantitative) and an excess of

nucleoproteid, and this excess unduly stimulated the

chromaffin system which, through the adrenal portion of

the system, inhibited the pancreatic and duodenal chem-

istry, while it stimulated the heart. The deficiency of

thyroid globulin, on the other hand, led directly to an im-

perfect liver activation, and indirectly added to the dam-
age to the liver by an imperfect or deficient internal secre-

tion from the adrenals and pancreas, which also were

necessary in the liver chemistry.

The primary cause of all thyroid disease seemed to be

glandular fatigue, and the thyroid with its assumed uni-

versally activating properties, was, of course, exposed to

excessive demands upon its product. In myxedema, the

fatigue led to atrophy of the thyroid epithelium. In

Graves' disease, a compensatory hypertrophy took place

in response to the demands upon the thyroid, but the

fatigued epithelium was unable to perform its biochemi-

cal duties and multiplied so rapidly in its attempt to

metabolize iodine, that it disintegrated and thus formed

an imperfect or actually deficient amount of colloid or

globulin, and an undue excess of nucleoproteid. As the

thyroid globulin was supposed to be universally activat-

ing, it must, when in excess, activate the thyroid itself

;

and as the gland was supplied by the sympathetic nervous

system, and excess of thyroid nucleoproteid in its stimu-

lation of these nerves, must likewise stimulate the activ-

ity of the thyroid epithelium. Hence, in the activation of

the thyroid by its own globulin and nucleoproteid prod-

ucts, there arose, in overactivity of the gland, a double

vicious circle and a self-perpetuation of a fatigue phe-

nomenon which involved not only the thyroid, but also

the liver, duodenum, pancreas, and adrenals. The latter

were part of another apparently autoactivated system, as

their only known product, adrenalin, seemed to be limited

in effect to the terminal filaments of the sympathetic nerv-

ous system; and if the adrenals were capable of functional

overactivity like the thyroid, the sympathetic might unduly

stimulate the thyroid and so cause a hyperthyroidism,

which was a secondary and not a primary disease of the

gland.

The therapeutic problem was first to rest the thyroid

and allow the epithelium time to regain its ability prop-

erly to metabolize iodine ; and next to cut off the super-

abundant thyroid nucleoproteid (and also the globulin)
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which possessed the power, through the sympathelic or

chromaffin system, of stimulating the thyroid and the

heart, and of inhibiting the pancreas and duodenum.

The primary, acute toxemic cases could be cured by the

antithyroid serum, which, by its cytotoxic and antitoxic

components, neutralized the thyroid products, but after

the subsidence of the acute symptoms rest was necessary.

The chronic cases required a preliminary ligation of the

thyroid vessels always under local anesthesia, to obtain

rest for the gland. Afterwards the antiserum or sup-

porting organ therapy should be employed. In the tox-

emic exacerbations of chronic thyroidism, the antiserum

must be used with great caution. Partial thyroidectomy

was of advantage in cases showing constitutional symp-

toms, but having only a circumscribed or unilateral en-

largement of the gland. The portion of the gland allowed

to remain should be in reasonably good condition and of

better character than the part removed, or relapse would

follow. But the possibility of a primary cause for the

disease in a chromaffin system or adrenal disorder must

always be borne in mind. The thyroid was only one nf

several glands which seemed closely associated in the

maintenance of a normal nutritional chemistry. A func-

tional disturbance in any one of these organs, among
which the pituitary must be included, seemed often to

cause a compensatory hypertrophy, and frequently over-

activity of the thyroid and therefore radical operation

upon the thyroid should be undertaken only after due

consideration of the associated conditions.

A Consideration of Surgical Methods of Treating

Hyperthyroidism.—Dr. Charles H. Mayo of Rochester.

Minnesota, read this paper. (See page 11 73.)

Dr. Arpad G. Gerster said it was like carrying coals to

Newcastle for one to attempt to add anything. He
thought he voiced the sentiments of all present in say-

ing that they should be congratulated in having such an

intricate and difficult subject presented to them in such

a clear way. Nothing was left untold either chemical,

physiological, or surgical, and yet the subject had been

treated purely from the medical standpoint and by two

well-known surgeons. They had heard in the presenta-

tion of their colleague from the West the matter treated

in its pathological and in its histological aspect, and also

some of the essential facts which brought forth the dis-

ease.

Dr. Howard Lilienthal said he had operated upon a

few of these cases of exophthalmic goiter, but he did not

believe he had any right to an opinion in the face of

what they had heard. They should remember that the

thyroid gland was something more than just a gland in

the neck, for they heard of its enormous influence on

remote parts of the body ; in it they looked for causes

of disorders hitherto obscure. In New York the medical

men were not yet in a position to send these cases to the

surgeon. All the cases he had operated upon had been

such as Dr. Mayo called the advanced cases; the result

had been an improvement as a rule in most of the symp-

toms. They were assuming an attitude toward the thy-

roid gland that they formerly assumed toward the pros-

tate; they formerly were afraid to touch this organ,

whereas now they operated upon it often.

Dr. S. P. Beebe said that in exophthalmic goiter the

thyroid gland was not alone involved; there were other

glands which showed pathological changes. In the cases

that died from so-called medical death, as well as those

that died after operation, the autopsy would reveal the

thymus gland in a large percentage of the cases hyper-

trophied. He doubted whether they were in a position to

formulate any theory to explain the interrelation of the

ductless glands with this disease. With regard to the

treatment Dr. Beebe thought there was a very distinct

lieirl for it; the disease as it occurred in young women re

sponded to medical treatment. These young women got

well and they remained well as though they had been

subjected to surgical treatment. He was referring to the

mild cases.

Dr. John Ro(;ers said he regarded this disease as a

serious one and with a large mortality ; he saw but very

few get well spontaneously. He urged his hearers to con-

sider this disease as one of fatigue, one of overstrain.

Fatigue was at the bottom of this malady and much he

believed could be done in the way of prevention.

Dr. Mayo said that they must consider among the

causes of this disease septic tonsils, measles, diphtheria,

scarlet fever, etc. A great many of the cases of exoph-

thalmic goiter experienced some shock, usually mental.

Election of officers : President, Dr. William M. Polk

:

Vice-President, Dr. Glentworth R. Butler ; Trustee, Dr.

A. Alexander Smith; Committee on Admission (for 3

years). Dr. H. Seymour Houghton; Committee on Ad-

mission (for 5 years), Dr. William Kelly Simpson; Coin-

mittee on Library, Dr. Thomas L. Stedman ; Correspond-

ing Secretary, Dr. Egbert Le Fevre.

SECTIO-N" O.N' OBSTETRKS AND GV NELllLOGY.

Stated Meeting, Held Xoz'ember 25, 1910.

Dr. S. M. Brickner in the Chair.

Specimen of Primary Ovarian Pregnancy.—Dr. I. C.

Rubin said that the first genuine case of primary ovarian

pregnancy was demonstrated in 1899; since then there had

been eighteen or nineteen authentic cases reported in the

literature. The majority of the authentic cases had been

early cases, the gestation having proceeded to the sixth or

eighth week. The specimen he presented was removed

from a patient during July, 1910. She was twenty-four

years old. She had been married three years, had one child

who was two years old, and she had never had any abor-

tions or miscarriages. Her marital relations were unhappy,

her last menstrual period was seven weeks before admission

to the hospital. Two months before her admission she had

sharp pain in the lower abdomen, especially on the right

side, radiating to the back and down the thighs ; she then

first noticed a profuse yellowish vaginal discharge whieh

was associated with frequent and burning urination. This

had since subsided. She came to the hospital because of

sharp radiating pains, especially on the right side, chilly

sensations and fever, weakness and leucorrhea. Her ab-

domen was found to be greatly tympanitic, and no palpable

masses or rigidity were present. Tenderness was present

over the lower half of the abdomen, more marked on the

left side. The uterus was found to be somewhat enlarged

and in good position. On the left side, close to the uterus,

was a mass about the size of an average sized ovary ; this

was exceedingly tender to the touch. This mass seemed to

be fixed and was regarded as an enlarged ovary without,

however, having the usual hardness of an ovary. The tubes

could not be palpated. On July 28, 1910, an exploratory

laparotomy was performed for a possible ectopic gestation.

The uterus was found to be the size of the non-pregnant

organ. The left tube was bent upon itself and attached to

an enlarged ovarian mass. This mass was fixed by soft

adhesions to the broad ligament close to the uterus. The

left ovary looked edematous and presented at one portion

a dark chocolate brown irregular protruding surface : this

was thought to be a degenerated corpus luteum verum. On
trying to deliver the left adnexa a small plum-colored mass,

about the size of a hazel nut, was brought into view. This

had apparently been free in the pelvis and suggested a

ruptured ectopic pregnancy. The tube on either side was

neither macroscopically enlarged nor ruptured. The left

ovarv still attached to the uterus by its proper ligaments
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was, therefore, regarded as the probable seat of the preg-

nancy. After describing what appeared in the pathological

and microscopical examinations of the specimen, Dr. Rubin

said that this case satisfied all the requirements of a prim-

ary ovarian pregnancy, i. There were positive evidences

of pregnancy. 2. These evidences were within ovarian

stroma. 3. The tube on the same side was separate, distinct

and showed no gross microscopical signs of pregnancy. 4.

The ovary was connected to the uterus by its proper liga-

ment. To be more specific he said that the case really pre-

sented an ovarian abortion. The mole could not be shown

because it was lost. The uterus was not the seat of preg-

nancy, nor was there any evidence of a decidual formation

within the uterine cavity.

Dr. Robert Tilden Frank said that he had had an op-

portunity to examine tlie specimen presented by Dr. Rubin

and there was no doubt but that the findings were quite un-

mistakable, both macroscopically and microscopically. He
thought it possible that the cells thought to be decidual cells

might be interpreted as stroma cells, the result of the

hemorrhagic condition. That was the only point on which

there might appear a difference of opinion.

Dr. Knife referred to the monograph of Bryson and

Teacher on ovarian pregnancy in which was brought out

the rarity of this condition.

Pubiotomy for Dystocia.—Dr. Frederick C. Holden
reported this case. The patient was thirtj'-eight years old,

brought to the hospital in labor at term. Prior to ad-

mission the repeated application of the forceps to bring

the head into the pelvis failed. On admission the fetal

pulse was to the left and below the umbilicus. There

was a longitudinal presentation, with the vertex above the

brim of the pelvis, dorsum anterior position. The uterus

was tense. It was decided to do a pubiotomy operation

rather than an abdominal section. This was done by the

method of Doderlein. The bone was sawn through, mod-
erate pressure was made upon the fundus, and the child

glided into the pelvis. An easy delivery was accomplished

by means of forceps. The child weighed seven pounds

and eleven ounces. The occipitomental diameter was 13

cm. ; the occipitofrontal was 1 1 cm. ; the suboccipito-

bregmatic was 10 cm. and the biparietal 10 cm. Fowler's

posture was at once instituted after the operation and

ergot was given. She was discharged from the hospital

on the thirty-third day in good condition. Her walking

gait was almost normal. She remained in good health

and attended to her household duties since her return

home.

Cesarean Section for Contraction Ring.—Dr. Fred-
erick C. Holden reported this case. The patient was a

primipara, twenty-two years old. When admitted to the

hospital she had been in labor twenty hours, with the

membranes ruptured and with complete dilatation for

hours. The labor pains were strong and regular. The
e.xamination showed a full term uterus with a live child.

The fetus was found to be in left mental posterior posi-

tion. There was a firm contraction ring around the

child's neck and shoulders, completely preventing flexion

of the head. Twenty-two hours after the onset of labor,

seven and a half after the membranes had ruptured, and
six hours after the collar was found, a cesarean section

was performed. There was delivered a normal child

weighing six pounds and ten ounces, .^n uninterrupted

convalescence followed.

Dr. John O. Polak referred to the ease with which
the child's head fell into the pelvis after the bone had
been severed in the first case reported by Dr. Holden.
In those trying cases of prolonged labor he did not con-

sider pubiotomy an elective procedure ; in such cases he
favored section. With regard to the second case reported

by Dr. Holden, it was a very interesting one. He recalled

one case in which the contraction ring had been pulled

so tightly that there was practically nothing but mem-
brane over the head of the child, thus preventing the

head from engaging. After making an incision through

the ring the child was readily delivered.

Dr. Sidney D. Jacobson, in discussing the pubiotomy

case, recommended the open method, the hemorrhage

being his objection to the closed method. In four of the

seven cases he had had, there practically had been no

hemorrhage by the open method. Seven mothers and six

babies recovered.

Dr. Holden just sawed through the bone and was care-

ful not to go beyond it. If care was used he saw no

reason why one should be bothered with hemorrhage.

Multiple Puerperal Abscesses of the Uterus.—Dr.

William H. W. Knipe reported this case. Besides mul-

tiple abscesses in the uterus, several foci of pus were
found in the broad ligament. He stated that a detailed

report of this interesting case would be given later.

When Shall We Operate in Puerperal Septic Infec-

tion?—Dr. John Osborn Polak read this paper and

offered the following summary: (i) Each case of post-

partum or post-abortal infection must be studied indi-

vidually and an accurate diagnosis made on the clinical,

bacteriological, and blood findings before any treatment

was instituted. (2) Nature was competent in the ma-

jority of instances to localize and circumscribe the

infection. (3) Curettage, douches, and examinations dur-

ing the acute stage broke down barriers, and opened ave-

nues for the further dissemination of sepsis to the en-

dometrium, parametrium, and adjacent tissues ; the danger

from curettage increased with each month of pregnancy.

(4) Enormous pelvic and abdominal exudates might dis-

appear without operation, and in time enlarged ovaries,

tubes, etc., might assume their proper size and function

;

further, as long as the patient's general condition im-

proved, no surgery was advisable. (5) All operations

were attended with less risk after the acute stage of the

infection had subsided, and an exact diagnosis was more

easily made at this time. (6) After the uterus was thor-

oughly emptied, the pelvis should be left absolutely alone,

and they should make every effort to support the patient

and increase her natural blood resistance. (7) Vaccine

therapy had a definite but limited field in the treatment

of puerperal septic infection. Inoculating with the au-

togenous vaccines would promise prompt results in staphy-

lococcus and colon bacillus infections, but in streptococcus

poisoning the vacine treatment was unreliable. This was of

value only when the virulence of the germ was attenuated,

or when Xature had already developed a phagocytic de-

fence. (8) Extraperitoneal drainage of local foci should

be selected when possible, either by incision just above

Poupart's ligament, or by posterior vaginal section ; when

this was impossible, because of an inability to determine

the exact antomical relations of the local foci, an ex-

ploratory laparotomy was justifiable in order to make an

exact diagnosis and determine upon the safest route for

drainage. (9) Operative interference in the acute stage

of sepsis was only indicated in general purulent perito-

nitis, post-abortal peritonitis, infected tumors in or near

the genital tract, and uterine rupture when said rupture

had occurred in the course of labor, and had been handled

outside of a well managed maternity. (10) Thrombo-

phlebitis was a conservative process on the part of Nature

to limit the infection, and any form of pelvic manipulation

only tended to break down and separate parts of these

thrombi, extending the infection to the more remote parts,

thus jeopardizing the patient's fife.

Dr. Herman J. Boldt was unable to find any flaw in

Dr. Polak's paper. Too much emphasis could not be laid

upon the injurious effects of the traumatism these women
received in the early stages of labor and before they were

brought to the hospital.
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Dr. Joseph Brettauer said he made the statement ten

or fifteen years ago, which could not be repeated too often,

that the curette I<illed more women in the puerperium than

any disease or complication of childbirth. These local

affections should be left alone, for they could care for

themselves ; when the curette was used the endometrium
bcame infected by the germs from the localized infection.

Dr. F. C. HoLDEN said that young men should be prop-

erly qualified before they attempted the use of the curette

and that it was up to the teachers in the medical schools

to speak against the frequent use of this instrument.

Dr. William H. W. Knipe believed that the less they

attempted to do for these cases of puerperal sepsis the

better; leave them alone.

Dr. Ross McPherson said that the majority of these

patients were very much run down ; their resisting powers
should be raised, and this could be accomplished, at least in

a measure, by treating them more in the open and fresh

air, by attention to their diet, etc. The curette had killed

more people than any instrument used in surgery.

Dr. George G. Ward, Jr., said that the dangers attend-

ing the use of the curette should be emphasized more by
all teachers in medical schools, not only in the puerperal

cases, but in the gonorrheal as well

Dr. William S. Stone said he had never seen a case of

puerperal sepsis unless a physician had been in attendance

and the curette used. He also said that he had not seen

a single case that had been attended by a midwife; if the

case ended fatally it was because of what the doctor w-ho

was called in had done. These statements he considered

to be nearly true.

Dr. Samuel W. Handler emphasized the importance of

the diagnosis of these cases of puerperal sepsis, especially

during the early days where there was practically no dis-

charge, but a rapid pulse, etc. These cases were best

diagnosed by bimanual examination. On several occasions

he had evacuated the cellular exudate, which looked like

beef e.xtract, and with good results.

Dr. Herman M. Collver believed that the abscesses

should be opened and iodine injections employed.

Dr. John O. Polak said that he had very definite ideas

regarding thrombophlebitis. They had not seen many
typical cases, with the chills, temperature, foci, etc. Only

one case they had got well without interference. It was, in

fact, a case of true pyemia. Subsequently she developed

an abscess in the lungs, a staphylococcus infection. The
other cases, eighteen in all, involved the femoral veins

and the pelvic veins ; all were self-limited and all recov-

ered. Incising the exudates was a very unsatisfactory

procedure in his hands. In those instances in which there

were no localized foci of pus, he thought it was better

to leave them alone, especially if the Fowler position was

maintained.

Dr. C. Clarence Sichel asked why Dr. Polak left gauze

in the cavity eight days.

Dr. Polak replied that six or eight rolls of gauze were

used. On the fourth day the central roll was withdrawn,

another on the fifth day, and so on. thus allowing the

cavity gradually to come down. They never had been

called upon to reopen a cavity thus treated.

Election of Officers.

—

Chairman, Dr. H. D. Furniss;

Secrelarv, Dr. Frank .\. Dorman.

mpftiroIpQal '^xAtB.

Symptom Complex of Scarlatina Vaccination.—G.
Vladimiroff describes the effects of prophylactic injections

of Gabritschewsky's scarlatina vaccine (a streptococcus

bouillon culture heated to 60" C. and preserved with car-

bolic acid), administered hypodermically in three doses of

0.3 to I c.c, at eight-day intervals. There results a rash

strikingly resembling that of scarlet fever, lasting from
three to four days, and spreading over the entire body
in twelve hours. The strawberry tongue appears on the

second day. Desquamation frequently succeeds the attack.

—Archil' fiir Kinderheilkunde.

Exclamations of Pain and Suffering Do Not Bar Testi-
mony of Physician's Examination, Though Not for
Treatment.— In an action for personal injuries the evi-

dence of physicians who examined the plaintiff for pur-
poses of testimony and not fur treatment was objected to
because exclamations and complaints of pain and suffer-

ing and the flinching and wincing of the plaintiff are in-

admissible in evidence and because these things occurred
in the examination. His regular attending physician,
whose testimony was also objected to, testified that when
he pressed the plaintiff's spine at particular points he
evinced points of tenderness about the spine, and would
call out "Quit!" or "Stop!" and would wince. He ex-
plained that at the point of soreness, when pressed, there
was a convulsive action of the muscles, simultaneous with
the exclamations and wincing. The testimony of the other
two physicians as to their examination of the plaintiff

by pressing along the spine was practically the same.
"When I came to a place where he would flinch or jump
quickly as if in pain I marked that point with a pencil,

and at every point where he would flinch I would mark it.

I would go along on different parts of the body, and
whenever 1 would find such places I would mark them.
Again, I would go over them a second or third time to
prove or to find out whether the pain occurred at the
same point or not. When the pain occurs at the same
point after several examinations we infer from that there
is a point of pain there. A man flinches or makes an
outcry. * * * I ran a cambric needle, I guess, three-
fourths of an inch deep in and around the back part of
the thigh and over the back where it joins the frame. It

did not make any impression on him, and he did not
jump, and if it hurt he did not say so or make any
movement. During this examination he would complain
of pain; that is, he didn't say anything, but he would
jump when I would stick him where it hurt him. He
would wince or flinch." They also testified that from
their experience the plaintiff' could not have located the
exact spot of pain if he did not in fact feel the pain. It

was held that the evidence was admissible.—Ft. Worth &
D. C. Ry. Co. V. Hays, Texas Court of Civil Appeals, 131
S. W. 416.

Opinions of Witnesses as to Value of Physician's
Services Not Conclusive.— In an action by a physician
for professional services the opinions of witnesses as to
the value thereof are not conclusive. The jury may exer-
cise its own judgment, and it is error to direct them to
return a verdict in accordance with such opinions.—Marsh
v. Richer, Onondaga County Court, New York, 125 N. Y.
Supp. 245.

Physician Cannot Give Expert Opinion on Matter
Outside of Medical Science.—In an action for damages
for personal injuries to a railroad passenger it was held
that a physician was not competent to express his opinion
on the question whether the passenger sustained an injury
to his arm while it was inside or outside an open car
window. This was a matter of mechanics rather than
of medical science, and the rule is that opinions of ex-
perts are inadraissable except as to those matters of which
they have knowledge not acquired by ordinary persons.
—Kuttner v. Central Railroad of New Jersey. New Jersey
Supreme Court, 77 .\tl. 470.
Evidence of Symptoms of Fracture of Skull Erro-

neously Excluded.—In an action for personal injuries
it was held that the evidence of a physician who had
attended the plaintiff immediately after the injury and for
about three weeks after as to whether the symptoms pres-
ent would show that the plaintiff bad sustained a fracture
of the skull was erroneously excluded. The evidence was
excluded apparently on the ground that whether or not
the skull was fractured was a matter of fact which a
physical examination would show.—Charron v. North-
western Fuel Co.. Wisconsin Supreme Court, 1128 N.
W. 75.

Right to License to Practise in Washington—Neces-
sity for Diploma.—-\ number of cases were decided
together in the Washington Supreme Court involving the
construction of chapter 192. Wash. Laws 1909, relating to
the practice of medicine. Each of several applicants filed

with the board of medical examiners an application for a
license to practise, claiming the right to a license under
the provision of this law relating to the licensing of per-
sons who were engaged in practice prior to its passage.
The board refused to issue licenses. The applicants
appealed to the superior court, which reversed the decisions
of the board and directed licenses to be issued. The
superior court's decision was, on appeal by the board,
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affirmed by the supreme court. The statute provides (Sec-

tion 4) that any person who treats the sick or affected

may register his or her diploma with the board of medical

examiners, and receive a license to practise by paying a

specified fee, provided that he or she shows the board

that he or she has been legally engaged in such practice

prior to the passage of the act within the State, and is a

graduate of a legally incorporated school or college, or by

having been in continuous practice m one locality in the

State for the past two years. Each of the applicants had

been for more than two years prior to the date of ap-

proval of the act in such continuous practice. It was con-

tended on behalf of the board that an applicant must, in

addition to showing two years' practice in one locality,

have a diploma and register the same with the board before

he is entitled to a license under the provisions of the

last clause of section 4. The applicants, who did not have,

and never had, diplomas, contended that a diploma was

not a prerequisite to their right to licenses under that

clause. The court said that it must be conceded that the

provisions of the law are somewhat involved, and that

the question of its meaning is not free from doubt. It

was, however, of the opinion that one who had been in

continuous practice in one locality in the State for two

years prior to the enactment of the law is not required

to furnish further evidence of his qualifications by a diplo-

ma, and that such a person would be entitled to a license,

regardless of the fact of his ever having a diploma. In

some of the cases it appeared that the applicants were

engaged in the practice of medicine and surgery for the

two years prior to the passage of the act without hav-

ing a license required by the law as then existing, Laws

1901, n. 50. This, it was contended, excluded such a person

from the right to a license, because it was argued that

such a person was not legally engaged in practise and

therefore was not engaged in practise at all within

the meaning of the section. The court held, how-

ever, that the clause of the section referred to two classes

who may receive licenses: those who have been "legally

engaged in such practice prior to the passage of this act"

and those who have been in "continuous practice" in one

locality for two years. The use of the word "legally"

in referring to one class and omitting it in referring to

the other clearly indicated the legislative intent to give

the license privilege to the second class, even though they

had violated a previously existing license law.—/ii re

Christensen, Washington Supreme Court, 109 Pac. 1040.

Practising Without License Is Not Being "Legally

Engaged in Practice."— In another case under the

same statute it appeared that the applicant became a resi-

dent of the State January I, 1909, and since then until

after the enactment of the law, March 18, 1909. was en-

gaged in the practice of medicine and surgery in the State

without the license required by the then existing law.

(Laws 1901, p. 50, c. 42.) It was held that he was not

"legally engaged in such practice prior to the passage

of this act" as required by section 4, and that a license

was properly denied by the board.

—

In re Harold, Wash-
ington Supreme Court, 109 Pac. 1043.

Member of County Board Cannot Bind County for

Physician's Services.—One member of a board of

county commissioners cannot bind the county to pay for

the services of a physician in attending upon the poor

without first having been authorized thereto by a majority

of said board while in session.—Mahr v. Board of Countv-

Comrs. of Pottawatomie County, Supreme Court of Okla-

homa, no Pac. 751.

Release from Damages for Injuries by Poison in

Drug Not Invalidated by Inability to Read.—A young
woman who had sustained injuries from taking a qiiantity

of belladonna which had become mixed with licorice

powder sold by a wholesale druggist to the retail druggist

from whom she purchased sued the wholesale druggists

for damages. A release of her claim of damages presented

to her for her signature in the presence of her father.

mother, and sister was signed by her unread. She claimed

that she was unable to read it on account of the effect of

the belladonna on her eyes, and because she was hurried

by her father and signed it under the impression that it

was merely a receipt to the druggist for her loss of time

sustained by the poisoning. It was held that this did not

invalidate the release, since her mother was present when
it was signed and was able to read it to her. The evidence

showed that the plaintiff when she signed the release

was not in such a stupid condition th.it she_ could not

understand it if it had been read to her. When it was

shown that the release was not obtained by fraud, mere in-

adequacy of consideration was not ground for annulling it.

—St. Louis Court of Appeals, Missouri, 130 S. W. 829.

ilfitral Sterna.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of
cases and deaths from contagious disea.ses reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City for the week of December 24, 1910.
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INDEX.
A.

Aaron, C. D., report of a case of car-
cinoma of the colon treated with
the neoformans vaccine, 572.

Abbe, Robert, custodianship of the
watch and Bible of Dr. Benjamin
Rush, 805.

.\bbe, Truman, a fracture of the pubic
bone, 676.

.\bdomen, diagnosis of chronic sur-
gical lesions of upper, 736; gun-
shot wound of, 1 1 18; pain in, dis-

eases of, 641; palpation of, sim-
plified, 30.

Abortion, tubal (see pregnancy).
Abrams, A., asthma and lung reflexes

of Abrams, 813.

Abscess, alveolar, 730; cold, enzyme
treatment of, 416; internal medi-
cation in, 285 ; retropharyngeal, re-

port of three unusual cases, 529;
treatment of localized appendic-
ular, 285.

Academy of Medicine, library of, 453.
Accidents, the year's, 869 ; treatment of

desperate illness following, 883.

Achlorhydria hasmorrhagica gastrica,

1018; in chronic gastritis, 462.

Achylia gastrica, new theory of, 417.
Acidosis, pathogenesis, prophylaxis,

and treatment of, 292; primary,
with recovery, 973.

.•\cne vulgaris, treatment of, 790.

Acroasphyxia in childhood, 539.
Acromegaly, 1013.

Actinomycosis, 730 ; experimental pro-
duction of, 246; two cases of, 363.

-Adenitis, relation of tonsil to tuber-
culous, 515; treated with strepto-

coccus vaccine, 492 ; treatment of
tuberculous cervical, 514, 515.

.Adenoids and tonsils, excision of, 410

;

failures in removal of, 503; in-

fluence on mental condition, 213.

.Adenomata, multiple, of rectum, 323.

.Adenopathy, early diagnosis of tuber-
culous bronchial, 963; radiography
in, 1 189.

Adhesions, prevention of, 247.

.Adiposis dolorosa in mother and
daughter. 780.

.Adolescence, corpulence in, 452.

.Adrenal gland (see suprarenal cap-
sule).

Adrenalin, and saline infusion, chills

following, 1203; in treatment of
cancer, 411.

Aerophagia, treatment of, 416.

.Aerotherapy, 278.

Ainhum complicating uncinariasis, 492.

Albuminuria lordotic, 922.

.Albumin, in urine of normal children,

1075 ; milk, in diarrhea, 196.

Alcohol, and legal medicine, 729; as

cause of hepatic cirrhosis, 505 ; ef-

fect on nerves. 415; effect on un-
anesthetized animal, 286 ; effects on
mind and nervous system, 427; ef-

fects upon circulatory system. 429

;

in acute infections, 1161: injec-

tions in treatment of facial neu-
ralgia, 1044 ; in nephritis, 247

;

relation to gastritis, 275; wood,
blindness from, 831.

.Alcoholism, in women, 427; treatment
of, 790.

Alexia, traumatic, 1070.

Alimentary canal, relationship of can-
cer and ulcer of, 546.

Alopecia and seborrhea, 633; exposure
to sun as cause of, 694, 695.

Amberg, E., guide for the lateral sinus
line, 721.

Am Ende, C, unboiled condensed milk
as a source of summer diarrhea,

113-

.Am Ende, C. G., poison ivy rash, 243.

.American Laryngological Association,

President's address, 340.

American Public Health Association,
President's address, 552.

.American Elcctrotherapeutic Associa-
tion, 20th anniversary, 758.

American Neurological Association,
President's address, 251.

.Amnesia, alcoholic, 503.

Amputation, in childhood, 969.
Amyloidosis in Japan, 636.

Analgesia, spinal (see anesthesia,

spinal).

.Anaphylaxis, 780 ; and idiosyncrasy,

678; clinical, 449; estimation of,

539 ; in hay fever, 878, 879 ; in

meningitis, 769; reaction of, con-
traindicating administration of an-
titoxin, 457 ; serum, 1021 ; serum
and drug, 910; toward cow's milk,

986.

Anarthria, and lenticular zone, 384.

Anders, J. M., street dust as a factor

in spreading disease; methods of
removal, 563.

Anesthesia, alternating, 1105; and
Trendelenburg position as influenc-

ing excretion of urine, 124; com-
bined spinal and general, 1164;
dangers of, 1017; deaths under,

74, 364; death under gas and o.xy-

gen, 866; electric, 8,36, 1035; in

head surgery, 730; in nose and
throat work, 635; insufflation, 688;

in the aged, 28.S ; local, 884, 1017;

local, strengthening of, 734; nitrous

oxide ; nitrous oxide-o.xygen, 642,

925; recent progress, 616; relation

to general practitioners, 59; spinal,

168, 334, 968; spinal, dose of sto-

vaine in, 1017; spinal, with sto-

vaine and strychnine, 635.

.Anemia, pathogeny and hypodermic
treatment of, 409; pernicious, 751,

780; pernicious, extreme blood pic-

ture in, 874 : pernicious, treated by
iDlood injections, 78; pernicious,

treatment of. 372, 649.

.Aneurysm, aortic, 601, 983; of com-
mon carotid, 836; .r-ray appear-

ance, 1068.

Angina pectoris, 825 ; compared with
gastrocirculatory seizure, yy.

.Angioma, treatment with hot air, 75.

.Anthracosis. pulmonary and intestinal

absorption, 297.

Antiformin, sources of fallacy of, 419
Antiketogenesis, 1199.

Antitoxin, diphtheria, quick rash after,
686.

.Antigonococcic serum, and bacterins,

600; report of other cases treated
with, 674.

Antivivisection, exhibition of, 538;
literature of, 1168.

Anthra.x, treatment of, 420.
Antrum, dentigerous cysts of, 422; of

Highuiorc, suppuration of, 756;
maxillary, radical operations on,

343; surgery of, 648.
Anuria, postscarlatinal, 706.

Anus, absence of, 237; dangers of
forcible dilatation of, 689.

.Aorta, aneurysm of, 601 ; compression
of, 637; peritoneal patching of, 21;
regurgitation of, 1020; regurgita-
tion of in an infant, 594.

Aphonia, faradism in, 974; hysterical,

treatment of, m.
Apoplexy, operative treatment of cere-

bral, 374.
.Appendicitis, causes of death after op-

eration for, 505 ; diminution of
mortality, 248; early operation in,

163; studied by radiography, 248;
treatment ot localized abscess in,

285 ; useless operations for, 501

;

verminous, 635.
.Appendix, inflammatory pseudocarcin-

oma of, 205 ; intussusception of,

1087 ; lesions produced by oxyuria,
639 ; residual, 619.

Arabinosuria, 2S8.

Ardati, N., observation on dengue, 408.
Army, report of Surgeon-General of,

1055..

Arsenic, in syphilis, 1107.
Arsenobenzol (see Ehrlich-Hata prepa-

ration).

Arteriosclerosis, clinical aspects, 370;
high blood pressure in, iiii; io-

dine cachexia in, 976; transient
cerebral crises in, 787 ; treatment
by high-frequency currents, 113,
166.

Artery, recurring hypertonus of, 1162.

.Arthritis, acute, of doubtful origin,

827 ; chronic gonorrheal, 603 ; de-
formans, metabol'sm in, 639;
gastrointestinal, 1066; gonorrheal,
treated with vaccine, 984: rheu-
matic, followed by streptococcus
invasion, 457 ; rheumatoid, thyroid
extract in, 1164.

Arthrodesis in infantile paralysis, 76.

.Arthropoda. germ carriers, io6g.

Arthrotomy, technique of, 823, 874,

969, 1016, 1065.

.Arteries, hypertension of and relation

to eye diseases, 831.

.Arteritis, syphilitic, 593.

.Arylarsonate poisoning, recovery from,

548-.

.Ascaridiasis, chenopodium oil in, 420;
into-xication from, 689.

.Ascites and subcutaneous drainage,

921 ; intraperitoneal injections of
adrenalin in, 888.

Ascitic fluid, therapeutic use of, 417.

Association, phylogenetic, 1197.

.Asphyxia, from tuberculous gland.
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425; neonatorum, oxygen in, 39.
Asthenia, congenita coincident with dia-

betes mellitus, 205; universalis
congenita, 167.

Asthma, and lung reflexes of Abrams,
813; bronchial, bronchoscop;c
treatment of, 546.

Asymbolia, 985.

Ataxia, Friedrich's, 397.
Atcherley, J., a theory as to the origin

of leprosy, 231.

Athletics, the value of, 20.

Atoxyl and its derivatives, 1203.

Autointoxication, and allied intestinal

troubles, 371.

Automobile, influence on upper air pas-

sages, 305.

Babinsky sign in diphtheria, 724.

Bacillus, coli, as pathogenic germ and
saprophyte, 596; coli infections,

974; coli infections in children,

455; infection of operative wound,
870; coli, outside of body, 977;
coli, role in disease, 465; lactic

acid, nature and action, 456; of

Friedlander causing acute suppu-
rative nephritis, 297 ; typhoid, fer-

mentation properties of, II 12.

Bacteria, carriers of, 414; carriers of,

recognition of aiding prophylaxis,

1 191; effects of invasion with, as

determined by circulation, 392; of
leprosy, cultivation of, by Clegg's

method, 450; transmission by flies,

1 1 58.

Bacterial therapy (see vaccine the-

rapy).
Bacterins (see vaccmes).
Bacteremia, magnesium sulphate in,

744.
Bacteriology, Virchow and, 909.

Bailey, P., the hospital treatment of

nervous diseases, 711.

Ballenger, E. G., the etiology of pros-

tatic hypertrophy, 435-

Bandler, S. W., the metreurynter in-

cision of Duhrssen in the treat-

ment of placenta prsevia, with re-

port of a case, 579.

Barbers' itch, treatment, 1064.

Barnes, O. E., nonentitj' of acute dila-

tation of the stomach, 809.

Barringer, T. B., the normal and path-

ological liver pulses, 1041.

Bass, C. C, a practical inexpensive

aseptic blood sticker, 538.

Bassler, A., a new method of treat-

ment for chronic intestinal putre-

factions by means of rectal instill-

ations of autogenous bacteria and
strains of human Bacillus coli.

Beard. J., the function of the corpus
luteum, 198.

Beck, A. L., an improved pharyngo-
scope, 493.

Beck, E. C, fistula in ano, excision

and suture, 104
Bee stings in rheumatism, 286.

Beggs, W. N., is mercury a specific

in pulmonary tuberculosis? 3ii._

Beriberi and polished rice, 370; etiol-

ogy of, 823, 1063.

Berkeley, W. N., further notes on the

treatment of paralysis agitans with

parathyroid gland, 1 146.

Berlin University, centennial of, 783,

1157.

Beyer, H. G., the U. S. naval medical

school 939.
Bile, antitoxic action, 449.

Bile ducts, surgery of, 689.

Biliary passages, dangers of operations

on, 398.

Bilharziosis, its prevention, 372.

Bilious attacks in children, 201.

Birth and death rates in Europe, 22

;

rate and votes for women, 279.

Bladder, calculus of, 826; operative

treatment of papilloma of, 1020;

removal of papilloma of by high
frequency current, 598; suprapubic

drainage of, 203; tumors of, 739,

INDEX.
1 170; tumor of and of ureter and
kidney, 513; tumor of, benign,
1 169.

Blindness, sudden, from organic dis-
ease, 203 ; temporary, in commotio
cerebri, 420.

Block, S., psychological study of
gangs, 4—.

Blood, coagulation of, and blood-ves-
sel wall, 247; gases introduced
into, 1065.

Bloodletting in children, 1018.

Blood pressure, apparatus, 503 ; auscul-
tatory method of determining, 748;
diastolic and cardiac strength, 975

;

in toxemia of pregnancy, 193;
long-continued high, 1185; modern
changes of, 976; standardization
of, 633.

Blood sticker, a practical aseptic, 538.
Blood, transfusion of, 372; transfu-

sion of, a simplified method in,

403; transfusion of and biological
control tests, 419; viscosity of,

420.

Blood-vessel, anastomosis, 1018; sur-
gery of, 869.

Bone, and joint infections, pathology
and treatment of acute, 792; and
joints, 1115; chronic abscesses of,

873 ; comparative histology of,

824; Kohler's disease of, 334; pro-
portions of, as related to enterop-
tosis, 464; removal of frontal for
septic osteomyelitis, 734; stimula-
tion of growth of by means of
formalin, 909.

Book Reviews :

According to Maria, by J. Lane, 206.

Ambulante Behandlung der Unter-
schenkelgeschwiire, von Dr. Jess-
ner, 735.

American Association of Genitourin-
ary Surgeons, Transactions of, 117.

Anatomy and physiologj' of the fe-

male generative organs and of
pregnancy, by A. E. Giles, 31.

Anasthesie, die Praxis der localen,

von Dr. A. Schlesinger, 829.
Anesthetics, a practical guide to the

administration of, by R. J. Probyn-
Williams, 31.

Appendicitis ; when should one oper-
ate? By J. Baumgartner; trans,

by A. M'. Mander. 784.
Arteriosclerose, Initialerscheinungen

der zerebralen und kritische eror-
terung ihrer Pathogenese, von A.
Pick, 118.

Blutuntersuchung, die forensische,

von Dr. Otto Leers, 376.
Bosartigen geschwiilste, Atlas der,

von Prof. Dr. D. V. Hansemann,
1072.

Case book, the practitioner's, by the

editorial staff of the Interstate

Medical Journal, 638.

Chemical phvsiology, the essentials

of, by W. D. Halliburton, 207.

Chemistry, theoretical principles of
the methods of analytical, based
upon chemical reactions, by M. G.

Chesneau. trans, by A. T. Lincoln
and D. H. Carnahan, 32.

Child, the care of the, by Mrs. Bur-
ton Chance, 250.

Children, diseases of, by J. F. Good-
hart and G. F. Still, 735-

Children, the practical care and feed-

ing of, by M. A. Duns, 31.

Chirurgische Operationslehre fiir

Studierende und .^erzte, von Prof.

Dr. F. Pels-Leusden, 421.

Chlorarme Ehrnahrung, praktische

Winke fiir, von Prof. Dr. H.
Strauss, 923.

i^hirurgie, grundriss und Atlas der

speciellen, von Prof. Dr. Georg
Sultan. 506.

Christmas mystery, a, the story of

three wise men, by W. T. Locke,
1071.

Qinical medicine, a system of, by
T. D. Savill, 117.
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Colon, diseases of the, and their sur-
gical treatment, by P. L. Mum-
mery, 1071.

Consumption : its prevention and
home treatment, by H. H. Thom-
son, 376.

Cosmetics, a short handbook of, by
U. Joseph, 638.

Cystoscopie, Lehrbuch der gynakolo-
gischen und Urethroskopie, von W.
Stoeckel, 79.

Darwinism, fifty years of; modem
aspects of evolution; centennial

address in honor of Charles Dar-
win, before the Auditorium Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of
Science, Baltimore, January i,

1909, 923.

Department of neurology, Harvard
Medical School, etc., vol. iv, 829.

Design in nature, by J. B. Pettigrew,

37S-
Diabetes, the dietetic treatment of,

by B. D. Basu, 118.

Differential diagnostiche Tabellen
der inneren Krankheiten, von J.

Cemach, 11 14.

Difficult labor, a guide to its man-
agement for students and practi-

tioners, by G. E. Herman, 881.

Dislocations and joint fractures, by
F. J. Cotton, 638.

Drugs, introduction to the analysis
of, and medicines, by B. E. Nel-
son, 1072.

Dyspepsia, its varieties and treat-

ment, by \V. S. Fenwick, 1071.

Duodenal ulcer, by B. G. A. Moyni-
han, 460.

Ear, handbook of the diseases of the,

by R. Lake, y7<j.

Ear, the, and its diseases, by A. A.
Gray, 1204.

Electricite medicale, traite pratique
de electrotherapie, radiotherapie,

radiumtherapie, par J. Larat, 206.

Electricity, essentials of medical and
radiography, by E. R. Morton, 376.

Electricity, medical, and Rontgen
rays, by S. Tousey, 421.

Electricity, practical handbook of
medical, for students and practi-

tioners, by -1. Mcintosh, 31.

Emergencies of general practice, by
Percy Sargent and Alfred E. Rus-
sel, 250.

Epidemic poliomyelitis, report of
the New York epidemic of 1907.

By the Collective Investigation
Committee, B. Sachs, chairman,
207.

Epilepsie im Kindesalter, die, von
Prof. Dr. H. Vogt, 421.

Emergency surgery, for the general
practitioner, bv j. W. Sluss, 32.

Erniihrungstherapie der zuckerkrank-
heit, die Praxis der, von Dr. H.
Schall und Dr. A. Heislen, 881.

Evolution of man ; vol. I. embryol-
og\' or ontogony ; vol. ii, the evo-

lution of the species or phylogeny.
Translated by J. McCabe, 690.

Excursions of a book-lover, the, by
F. R. Marvin, 460.

Expectation of life of the consump-
tive after sanatorium treatment, by
N. D. Bardswell. 638.

Eye, diseases of the, by G. E. de
Schweinitz, 690.

Family health, the, by M. Solis-

Cohen, 6,'i8.

Flexura Sigmoidea, Erkrankungen
der, von T. Rosenheim, 597.

Founders' week memorial volume,
edited by F. P. Henry, 881.

Fractures and dislocations : a prac-

tical treatise on, by Lewis A. Stim-
son, 250.

Fractures, precis du traitement des,

par le massage et la mobilisation,

par J. Lucas Championniere, 11 14.

Genesis, a manual for the instruc-

tion of children in matters sexual,

by B. S. Talmey, 690.
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Globulin des maiimii feres, le par M
Aynaud, 881.

Gonokokken, Krankheiten des Mari-
nes verursachten durch die; ihre
nicdekainentose und chirurgische
Behandlung, von Dr. S. Baumgar-
ten, 1071.

Gynecological diagnosis, by W. L
Burragc, 735.

Gynakologie atlas zur mikroscop-
ischen diagnostic der, von R. Jollv
207.

Genitourinary organs, diseases of the,
by E. L. Keyes, 79.

Hay fever and paroxysmal sneezing
by E. S. Yonge, 88i.

Hematolyse et hematogenese, Bac-
teriolyse et bacteriogenese, par Dr.
G. Froin, 376.

Honiosexualite, 1', et les types homo-
sexuels, par Dr. Laupts (G. Saint-
Paul), 1204.

Hookworm disease, by G. Dock, 784.
Hydrothcrapie, Anwendungsformcn
und Wirkungsweise der, bei den
Verdanungs und Stoffwechsel-
krankheiten, von E. Tobias, 206.

Hydrotherapy, by G. Hinsdale, 1 166.
Hygiene anu public health, by B. A.
Whitledge, 597.

Hygiene ana moralitv, by L. L.
Dock, 735.

Hypnotism and treatment by sugges-
tion, by J. M. Bramwell, 200.

Imagination and idealism in the med-
ical sciences, by C. A. Herter, 376.

Immunity, studies in, by Professor
P. Ehrlich, collected and trans-
lated by C. Bolduan, 8S1.

Immunization, studies in and their
application to the diagnosis and
treatment of bacterial infections,
by Sir A. ii. Wright, 289.

Infancy and childhood, diseases of,

by H. Koplik, 690.
Injuries, claims arising from results
of personal, by W. E. Magruder,
784..

Insanity law of the State of New
York, by F. P. Hoffman, 118.

International medical annual, 1910,
207.

Johns Hopkins Hospital Reports,
the. Vol. XV, 421.

Kinderheilkunde kurzgefasstes Lehr-
buch der, fiir arzte und studier-
ende, von Dr. C. Seitz, 421,

Knochenkallus, zur Transformation
des experimentelle untersuchunge
und ihre klinische Bedeutung, von
Dr. M. Zondek, 829.

Kopfschmerzes, die Diagnose und
Thcrapie des, von F. Windscheid,
118.

Laboratory diagnosis, essentials of,

by F. A. Faught, 923.
L'Aerophagie, par H. Mauban, 11 14.

Life and health, by J. F. Rogers, 597.
Light, a textbook on the therapeutic

action of, by C- E. Rogers, 1071.

Light therapeutics, by J. j.*. Kellogg,

460.

Living anatomy and pathology: the

diagnosis of disease in early life

by the Rontgen method, by T. M.
Rotch, 31.

Materia medica. elementary for

pupil nurses, bv F. W. Scott. it66.

Medical diagnosis, by L. H. Greene,

31-

Metaphysics of the nature and the
conception of the soul: its habitat?
By J. Clements. 506.

Midwifery, a manual of, bv H. Jel-

lett, 506.

Midwifery, the practice of, by A. L.

Galabin and G. Blacker, 735.
MiiH health, by Edwin .^sh. 2,=;o

Malaria, a practical study of. by
William H. Deaderick, 249.

Mammalian anatomy with special

reference to the cat. bv A. Davison.
638.

Medecine a bord, la, par F. Clair, 829.

INDEX.
Medical vadeniccum in German and

English, by B. Lewis, 784.
Mentally delicicnt children, by G. E.

Shuttleworth and W. rL. Potts,
1 114.

Metabolism and nutrition, clinical

treatises on the pathology and
therapy of disorders of, by C. Von
Noorden. Part VIII. Inanition
and fattening cures. Part IX.
Technique of reduction cures and
gout. Ed. and Trans, under super-
vision of H. C. Crofton, io6.

Modern medicine ; its theory and
practice. Ed. by W. Osier. Vol.
VII, diseases of the nervous sys-

tem, mental diseases, general in-

dex, 289.

Nahrungsmitteltabelle zur aurarbeit-
ung und i^erechnung von Diiitver-

ordnungen, von H. Schall und A.
Heisler, 1071.

Nase und Nasenrachens, krankheit-
ein, von Carl Zarnico, 249.

Nephrocoloptosis, by H. W. Long-
year, 784.

Nervenkrankheiten, Lehrbuch der,

von G. -A.schaffenburo- and others.

Edited by H. CurscUmann, 207.

Nervous diseases, a text-book of, by
W. A. Turner, 289.

Neurasthenic et nevroses, par P. E.

Levy, 206.

Nursing in diseases of the eye, ear,

nose and throat, by J. E. Giles, A.
B. Duel, H. Smith, J. R. Shannon,

J. R. Page, H. E. Wilcox and E.

D. Ayers, 1072.

Nutrition and dietetics, by W. S.

Hall, 117.

Obstetrics, practical, by E. H.
Tweedy, and G. T. Wrench, 1166,

Ohrenheilkunde, Lehrbuch der, von
Dr. V. Urbantschitsch, 690.

Operative cases, preparatory and
after treatment in, by H. A. Hau-
bold, 32.

Operative surgery, a manual of, by
Sir F. Treves and J. Hutchinson

;

Vol. II, 1072.

Operative surgery, manual of, by J.

F. Binnie, 117.

Operative surgery for students and
practitioners, by J. J. McGrath,
1072.

Opotherapie, par P. Carnot, 11 14.

Organotherapy, a practical treatise

of, by D. M. Ouspensky, 923.
Orthopadie des praktischen Aerztes,

die, von San.-Rat Dr. G. Miiller,

784.

Pathology, a textbook of, for practi-

tioners and students, by J. McFar-
land, 735.

Pathology of the living and other
essays, by B. G. A. Moynihan, 376.

Pathology, the principles of, by J. G.
Adami, Vol. I, general pathology,

1204.

Physical examination and diagnostic
anatomy, by C. B. Slade, 1 1 14.

Physician's visiting list (Lindsay &
Blakiston's) for 1911, 1114.

Physicotherapie, esquisses cliniques

de. par J. A. Riviere, 375.

PhysioloFv .1 text-book of experi-

mental, by N. H. Alcock, 638.

Pocket therapeutics and dose-book,
by M. Stewart, 207.

Practical Meaicine Series, edited by
G. P. Head and C. L. ^lix; gyne-
cology, edited by E. C. Dudley and
C. von Bachelle, 1072.

Practical medicine series, edited by
G. P. Head. Vol. I. General medi-
cine, edited by F. Billings. Vol. II.

General surgerj', edited by J. B.

Murphy. • ol. ill. The eye, ear,

nose, and throat, edited by C. A.
Wood, A. L. .Andrews, and G. P.

Head, 506.

Practical pathology, by G. S. Wood-
head, 923.

i2iy

Prescription writing and formulary,
by John ivi. Swan, 250.

Preventable diseases, by W. Hutch-
inson, 79.

Progressive medicine, by H. A.
Hare, 19:0, 249.

Prolongation of life, the, optimistic
studies, by E. Metchnikoff; Eng-
lish translation edited by C. Mitch-
ell, 375.

Psychiatry, modern principles of, by
E. Lugaro ; translated by D. Orr
and R. G. Rows, 206.

Psychologic pathologique ; traite
international de Directeur, A.
Marie, 249.

Radium therapy, by L. Wickham and
D. Degrais; trans, by S. E. Dore,
829.

Religio-medical masquerade, the, by
F. W. Peabody, 506.

Remedies, some common, and their
use in practice, by E. Smith, 375.

Rhinology, by P. W. Williams, 249.
Rnntgentherapie, Kompendium der,
by H. E. Schmidt, 32,

Scarlet fever, a plea for the home
treatment and prevention of, by
R. Milne, 11 14.

Schlafmittel unsere, mit besonderer,
Beriicksichtigung der neucrcn, be-
arbeitet von Dr. C. Bachem, 376.

Schwachsinus, die Erkennung des,
in Kiiulesalters, von. Prof. Dr. T.
Ziehen, 376.

Science of living, the, or the art of
keeping well, 829.

Scientific living for prolonging the
term of human life, by L. N.
Brown, 460.

Semicircular canals, physiology and
pathology of the, by A. K. Ibers-
hoff, 375.

Serums, vaccines and toxines in
treatment and diagnosis, by W. C.
Bosanquet, 597.

Simon the jester, by W. T. Locke.
u8.

'

Smallpox, the diagnosis of, by T. F.
Ricketts, 460.

Sommeil, la function du, par A.
Salmon, 117.

Spa treatment, by N. Wood, 506.
Spinale Kinderlahmung, die, von
Professor Dr. E. Miiller, 421.

Spondylotherapy, by A. Abrams,
597.

Stomach and intestines, diseases of
the, by R. C. Kemp, 32.

Stomach, intestines, and pancreas,
the, by W. C. Bosanquet and H. C.
Clogg, and edited by J. Cantlie, 79.

Studies from the Rockefeller Insti-
tute for Medical Research, re-
prints; vol. x, 1910, 460.

Surgery, American practice of

;

edited by J. D. Bryant and A. H.
Buck ; vol. vii, 597.

Surgery, a synopsis of, by E. W. H.
Groves, 117.

Surgery, manual of, by A. Thom-
son and A. Miles; vol. i, general
surgery; vol. ii, regional surgery,
206.

Surgerv of childhood, by De F.
Willard. 1 166.

Surgical after-treatment, by L. R. G.
Crandon, 250.

Symptoms, an index of, by R. W.
Leftwich. 118.

Syphilis, the serum diagnosis of,
and the butyric acid test for, by
H. Noguchi. 118.

Tabes, un nouveau traitement du,
par _H. Jaworski, 829.

Theorie physico-chimique de la vie,
nar .S. Leduc. 638.

Thyroid and parathyroids, surgery
and pathology of, by A. J. Ochs-
ner and R. L. Thompson, 118.

Toxemic neurasthenique, la, par M.
Page, 207.

Toxicology, a manual of, by A. A.
Brundage, 1204.



Traitenient manuel dans les mala-
dies de la nutrition, par F. Wet-
terwold, 249.

Tropical medicine and hygiene, by
C. W. Daniels and E. Wilkinson,
118.

Tropical medicine, manual of, by
A. J. Castellani, 690.

Tuberculosis, pulmonary, and sana-
torium treatment, by C. Muthu.
1204.

Urine, clinical examination of the,

and urinary diagnosis, by J. B.

Ogden, 32.

Vaccine therapy, bv R. W. Allen.

1 166.

Veines et lymphatiques, maladies
des, par P. Launay et H. Brodier,

Visiting list, the Medical Record, a

physician's diary for 191 1, 1071.

Visiting nursing in the United
States, by Y. Waters, 829.

Year book of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture, 1909, 249.

Zuckerkrankheit die, und ihre

Behandlung, von Professor Dr.
C. Von Noorden, 376.

Zahnarztliche Orthopaedic, Atlas und
Grundriss der, von Zahnarzt Emil
Herbst, 784.

Bothriocephalus latus infection, 983.
Boyce, H. A., hospital noise, 444.
Brady, W., the catching cold phobia,

.445-

Brain, abscess, 790; abscess in frontal

lobe of, 715; cobweb, 593; decom-
pression of, 985; diseases of with
nasal, aural and laryngeal symp-
toms, 879; hemorrhage of from
luetic vessels, 961 ; localization of.

251, 1 129; prefontal tumors of, 251 ;

puncture, 29; shot wound of, 874;
tumor, cerebellopontile, 1109; tu-

mor, exophthalmos in. 1108; tumor
of and oculomotor palsies, 254;
tumor of and choked disc, 633;
tumor of psychomotors area, 1 109;
tumor, subtentorial, 1109; tumors,
surgical versus expectant treat-

ment of, 1 190; surgery of, 1203.

Braun, A., the diagnosis of suppura-
tive disease of the nasal accessory
sinuses, 95.

Breast, care of before and during lac-

tation, 741 ; cystic disease of, 1012,

1162: feeding and school children,

915; hypertrophy of, 779; infec-

tions of, treated by hyperemia, 114.

Breathing, education in, 70.

Brill's disease, report of committee on,

606.

British Medical Association, presi-

dent's address, 290: presentation
of the presidential badge, 290.

Bromine, causes of retention, 505.

Bronchitis, chronic, and emphysema
resulting from pneumonia, 1020

;

chronic influenzal, 332.

Bronchopneumonia in children, treat-

ment of, by oxygen inhalations.

30.

Bronchus, removal of pm from, 424;
results of obstruction of, 1200;
techn-f|Ue of injections into, 583.

Bronner. \V. B., stricture of the male
urethra, 582.

Buerger, L.. and Kaliski, D. J., com-
plement-fixation tests in thrombo-
angitis obliterans, 665.

Bugbee. H. G.. complete subparietal

rupture of the kidney, with r'eport

of a case, 807.

Bull, C. S.. the post-operative history

of eighteen cases of magnetic for-

eign bodies removed from the eye

by the Haab or giant magnet, 345.
Bullets, .r-ray localization of, 875.

Bursitis, metacarpo phalangeal, 1165;
subacromial, 790; subdeltoid. 790.

C.

Calcium, chloride, in rhinorrhea, 203

;

creosote in medicine, 168; salts,

abstraction of, as a cause of large

white kidney, 17.

INDEX.
Calculus, vesical, 162; vesical, in chil-

dren, 29.

Caloriscope, the, 1 100.

Canimidge reaction, 164.

Cancer, 291, 1201 ; address on, 291;
caused by tubercle bacillus, 319;
chemistry, 1065 ; Crocker research
fund in, 366; cutaneous, 919;
cutaneous, etiology, 919; drying of
cells, 1 154; early recognition of,

347 ; heredity of, 877 ; histopathol-

ogy of, 876; in tar workers, 692;
implanted on cystocelc, 1 171; In-

ternational Congress for the Study
of, 1 195; isohemolysis in rela-

tion to, 547; of breast, .v-ray

treatment, 970; of cervix uteri

and diagnosis of operability, 36;
of cervix uteri and its treatment,
1 1 19; of colon, treated with neo-
formans vaccine, 465 ; of liver,

primary, 297; of rectum and colon,

radical operation, 338; of stomach
and nervous metastases, 464; of
stomach, conditions simulating,

338; of stomach, early diagnosis
and treatment of, 338 ; of stomach,
related to female genitals, lo6g

;

of upper air tract, operations on,

426; of uterus and glandular and
adjacent tissue involvement, 36;
of uterus, results of radical ab-
dominal operation, 36; of uterus,

use of cautery in, 37 ; one cause
of, as illustrated by epithelioma,

547 ;
present status of question

of, 1008; primary of female ure-
thra. 80; progress in research, 176;
prophylaxis, 918; radium treat-

ment of, 415, 1061 ; recent re-

searches. 280 ; research, 283

;

scrotal. 1065 ; residue, therapeutic
uses of, 1 191 ; skin reaction in,

679; spontaneous cure, 211;
spread of among liberated Afri-
cans, 547; statistics of in female.

737 ; superficial, technique for

cure of. 692; surgery of, 877; sur-

gery of skin, 919; treated with
autolytic products of fetal tissues.

866; treatment with adrenalin,

411; treatment, methods of, 778;
treatment with oscillatory desic-

cation. 836; urinarv diagnosis of.

418.

Carbohydrate diathesis, 607.

Carbon dioxide, solid, therapeutics of,

691.

Carbon-monoxide, toxicology, 635.

Carcinoma, see cancer ; colloid of skin,

731 ; of colon treated with neofor-
mans vaccine, 572.

Cardiospasm, 877 ; treated by stretch-

ing cardia, 461 ; with esophageal
dilatation. 461.

Carstens, J. H., hyperchlorhydria and
abdominal and pelvic surgery, 318.

Cataract, electrical treatment of, 835;
simple extraction of, 357, 488.

Cecostoiny versus appendicostomy,

794-
Celluloid in surgery, 333.

Cells, tenacity of and pathology, 364.

Centenarians, 1108.

Cerebelloponfile tumor, nog.
Cerebellum, influence on word-coordi-

nation. 363.
Cerebrospinal fluid, estimation of pro-

tein in. 1 187.

Cervix, cancer of, 698.

Cesarean section, by small median in-

cision above umbilicus, 743 ; extra-

peritoneal, 1 197; for impassable
contraction ring. 124, 1212: high
operation in. 743.

Chance. B., spontaneous rupture of a

glaucomatous eyeball, 1096.

Chancroid and chancre, hot air treat-

ment, 1065 ; from peculiar cause.

1098.

Chapman, Jessamine, on the adaptation

of the human saliva to diet, 349.

Chest, stab wounds of. treatment, 793.

Childbirth, mortality in, 491.
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Child, exceptional, and public training,

273; labor in Berlin, 916; saving
of, from milk-borne diseases, 551.

Chlorine, retention causing migraine,
457-

Chloroform, accidents in the icteric,

75 ; addiction, 374.
Chlorosis, studies in, 288.

Cholelitliiasis, 874, 1 108; and preg-
nancy, 1063.

Cholera, action of chlorine on vibrio
of, 878; in Europe, 822; in Phil-
ippines, 1064; notes on, 688; pro-
tective inoculation against, 548;
simple curative treatment of, 688;
stand against, 915 ; treatment of,

878.
Chorea, fatal, 1157; mental troubles

in, 689; minor treatment of with
large doses of arsenic, 15.

Chorioepithelioma, 698.

Church, C. H., expert test'mony, 330.
Clarke, T. W., and Curts, R. M., sulph-

hemoglobinemia, with a report of
the first case in America, 987.

Climacteric, male, and nervous dis-

turbances, 247.
Clothing, sterilized, for infants, 538.
Clubfoot, operative treatment of, 686.

Clurman, M. J., lodge practice, 872;
the lodge practice evil of the
lower East Side, 717.

Cocaine intoxication, 1108.

Cocks, E. L., the treatment of the
more common diseases of the

skin, 1005.

Colds, etiology of, 201 ;
phobia of

catching, 445.
Colica mucosa, 882.

Colitis, 886 ; clinical study of, 463

;

operative treatment of chronic,

338.
Colon, bacillus, see bacillus coli ; ha-

bitual torsion of. 204; tube, pres-

ent status of, 736.

Collins, J., the psychoneuroses, an in-

terpretation. 87.

Colloid bodies in central nervous sys-

tem, 985.
Colonoscope, the, 1108.

Complement, fixation, 187 ; fixation

with antigenic crystal, 731.
Constipation, agar-agar in treatment

of in children, 547 ; and toxemia,

713; chronic. Lane's conception
of, 332; of colonic origin, 787;
treatment of chronic, 335 ; treated

by faradism, 595.
Contagious diseases, exclusion of from

dispensaries, 330.
Convulsions after orthopedic opera-

tions, 1070.

Coplin. Wm. L., the union of medical
college and hospital. 160.

Cornea, ulcer of, gonorrheal, 334.
Corpulence in adolescence. 452.

Corpus luteum, function of, 198.

Correspondence. Berlin, 199, 284, 502,

915; Canada, 369; Copenhagen,.
200; London, 24. 74. 112, 161, 198,

243. 283, 330, 367, 414, 455, .SCO,

544, 590, 630, 682. 775, 820. 872.

gi4. 967, 1012, 1061, 1 104, ii94r
Paris, 75, 244, 1062, n95 : Philip-

pines. 245, 370, 823, 1063, 1105:

Vienna, 416.

Coryza, snuffed powders in, 164.

Coxa vara. 11 19; congenital, 688.

Craig, H. A., bacterial vaccines in the

treatment of diseases among the

aged, 661.

Cranio-cleido-dvsostosis, 1068.

Creatin metabolism, in children, 685.

Crum, F. S.. deaths in childbirth, 491

;

deaths resulting from the adminis-
tration of anesthetics. 74.

Cry. interpretation of infantile, 684.

Cryptophthalmia. 285.

Culture media desiccated, 238.

Cumston, C. G.. remarks on the his-

story of forensic medicine from
the Renaissance to the XIX cen-

tury, 707.

Currie, D. H., precautions in labora-

tory and morgue that lessen the
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danger when dealing with plague,
18.

Cyst, chylous of mesentery, 464; seba-
ceous, simple method of removal,
458.

Cystitis, after rectal operations, 548;
postoperative, 81.

Cystocele and procidentia, operation
for, 81 ; pelvic fascia in operatio'i
for, 794.

Cystotomy, postprostatic, 701.
Cystonrethroscopy, 1107.

D.

Dairymen, prohlems of.

Deaf child, duty of general practi-
tioner to, 594.

Deaf-mutism, 146.

Deafness, Beethoven's.
Deal, F. A., tuberculin treatment in

advanced stages of tuberculosis

;

a report of seventeen cases treated
with tuberculin serum in hospital
practice, 952.

Death, of fetus, and salt-free diet,

193; rate for 1909, 587; registra-
tion of, 1192.

De Beeck, F. Op., a suppurative ade-
nitis under the sterno-cleidomas-
toid muscle treated with strepto-
coccus vaccine, 492.

Deeks, W. E., a hitherto undescribed
syphilitic sign, 544; the carbohy-
drate diathesis, 607.

Degeneracy, a study in, 359.
Dehydration, by diet, 1200.
Delavan, D. B., the influence of the

automobile upon the upper air
passages, 305.

Delinquents, juvenile, and juvenile
courts, 450.

Dementia pr.-ecox, and depressed states,

blood-tests in, 383; mental mech-
anisms in, 382; nature of, 382;
pupillary disturbances in, 782; thy-
roidectomy in, 686.

Dengue, observation in, 408.
Depression, clinical significance of,

37i-

Dermatitis, bullous, fatal case of, 697

;

fact'tia, 1 120; primula, 417.
Dermatology as a specialty, 114,
Dermatomyositis. recovery in, 286.
Desiccation, oscillatory, in treatment

of cancer, 836.
Development, exceptional, hereditary

an 1 congenital causes. 48.

Diabetes, as an infectious disease. 166;
bronze. 637; chemical problems in,

889, 944, 991 ; coma in, treated with
bicarbonate of soda, 639; experi-
mental, 1200; mellitus, alimento-
therapy, 1070; mellitus, coincident
with asthenia congenita, 205 ; mel-
litus. results in treatment, 611;
mellitus, treatment of, 1199; met-
abolism in, 1 198; modifications in,

165; of kidney origin, 30; pan-
creas and. 1 199; relations of blood
diastase to, 248.

Diarrhea, albumin-milk in, 196; sum-
mer, caused by condensed milk.

113; caused by gas bacillus, test

for, 777.
Dia=chi.=is. theory of, in relation to

cerebral localization, 251.

Dickinson. G. K.. anemia, with some
remarks as to its pathogeny and
hypodermic treatment. 407.

Diet, before operations. 975 ; fish as,

584; for dehydration. 1200; in

training, 194; of school children,

1067 ; rational, 825.
Dietetics, 834.
Disinfection, alcohol in hand. 549: of

hands with alcohol and without
soap, 78: of operative field by
tincture of iodine, 549.

Dislocation of neck during sleep, 2S7.

Dispensary, preliminary examination
of children at, o=;6.

Dioxydiamidoarsenobenzol, see Ehr-
lich-Hata preparation.

Diphtheria, Babinsky sign in. 724: cu-

INDEX.
taneous, 969; nasal, 673; nasal,
diagnosis in young children, 975

;

nasal, in infants, 926; primary
streptococcus, 276; results of
serum treatment of, 287; sequelse
and repeated attacks of, 1203; sta-
tistical analysis, 65.

Diplcgu;. treatment of' spastic, 195.
Dlugasch, I^., exophthalmic goitre sim-

ulating typhoid fever, y6g.
Doctor, modern, 646.
Dose, determination of, below one

year, 825.
Dowd, C. N., tendon transfer for cor-

rection of spastic hand deformity.

Dreams, interpretation of, 1129.
Drennan, J. G., the abstraction of cal-

cium salts from the mother's
blood by the fetus a cause of large
white kidney in the former, 17.

Dropsy, renal, 734.
Drowning, partial, treatment of, 77.
Drueck, C. J., the enema ; its place in

the treatment of gastrointestinal
diseases, 63.

Drug addictions, present status of, 169.

Duodenum, diagnosis of ulcer of, 793;
Einhorn bucket of, 463 ; examina-
tion of contents of, 864; experi-
ences with contents of, 114; feed-
ing by, 92, 548; regurgitation
from, 592; ulcer of in infant, 297;
ulcer of, diagnosis, 288; ulcer of,

treatment, 334.
Dust of streets in spreading disease,

563-

Dwyer, J. G., the use of vaccines,
serums, and the Hiss extract of
leucocytes in the treatment of eye,

ear. nose, and throat infections,

178.

Dysentery, with fermenting organisms,

3V-
Dysmenorrhea, causes and treatment,

293-

.

Dyspepsia, belladonna in, 1154; gall-

bladder, 787.
Dystocia, treatment of, in pelvic con-

traction. 340.
Dystrophy, progressive muscular, 783.

Ear, acute inflammations of middle,

442; injury of by a hatpin, 203;
internal complications of middle
ear diseases, 731 ; ossiculectomy in

chronic suppuration of middle,

547; vaccines in suppurations of,

778.

Eccles, R. G., immunity reactions as
products of natural selection, 1135.

Echinococcus disease, serodiagnosis
of. .^42-

Eclampsia, a new theory of, 906; bad
prognostic signs of, 975; cesarean
section in, 594; continuous sugar
instillat'ons in, 698: etiolo.gy, 38;
puerperal, 745 ; subcutaneous in-

fusion in, 1022; surgical treat-

ment, 39; treatment of, with com-
parative dangers of chloroform
and ether in, 38 ; vaginal cesarean
section in, 38.

Eckridge, F. L., a'nhurn complicating
uncinariasis Americana in an
American white girl, 492.

Eczema, etiology and treatment of.

835; secondary, 696; treatment by
colonic lavage, 333.

Edema, significance of mineral salts

in.

Education of student of medicine.
826.

Ehrlich-Hata preparation. 54, 325, 458,

S17, 547. 682, 795, 826, 921. 930.

969, 1079, IIS9. 1161. 1201 ; action

on psoriasis and lichen ruber, 636;
action on spirochetes in mouth.
1070; action on the eye, 11 13: and
filariasis, 977; clinical value, 416;
control of trials of, by Noguchi
test, 590; danger of intravenous
injection. 596: experiences with.
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878, 1 174; fate of, 326; in leprosy,
1 165 ; in malaria, 783 ; in non-
syphilitic affections, 420; in recur-
rent fever in rats, 547 ; in sus-
pension, 373 ; in complicated
syphilis, 459; in syphilis, 284, 325,

517. 547. 589, mo; in tabes and
paralysis, 1070; in yaws, 1 106;
optic neuritis followmg use of,

1 1 12; personal observations on,

672; supersensitiveness to, H12;
symposium on, 817 ; technique of
injection, 374, 549; topic of the
day, 1 191; unexpected good re-
sults from, 595 ; Wassermann re-

action with, 636.
F.hrlich's bochemical theory, 1109.
Einhorn, M., duodenal alimentation,

92.

Elastic traction and pressure in sur-
gery, II It.

Electricity, death from shock by, 896;
direct continuous current of, 834;
high frequency currents of, 835.

Electrocardiogram in diagnosis, 779.
Elements, search for new, 821.

Elephantiasis, etiology, 968; of scro-
tum and penis, 1200.

Ellis, R., poison ivy rash, 161.

Ely, L. W., further observations on
the pathology of joint tuberculo-
sis and practical deductions there-
from, 147.

Embolism, air, due to labor, 295.
Employers' liability law, 683.
Empyema, 208, 776; treatment by as-

piration and drainage, 165.

Endometr 'tis, chronic, 1105.

Enterocolitis, prophylaxis of, 970.
Entomology in medical research. 914.
Enuresis, from thyroid insufficiency,

789; epidural injections in treat-

ment of, 769.

Epidemics, relation of public and
physician to, 212.

Epilepsy, and id ocy, prevention of,

1021 ; Brown-Sequard's in guinea-
pig, 1 158; cause of, 1017; digestive

troubles in, 1077; Jacksonian, sur-

gical treatment, 961; senile, 168;
treatment with rattlesnake venom,
502.

Epistaxis, relation to constitutional

d'sease, 632.

Epithelioma, electrolytic arrest of,

412; of lip, 458.
Erdmann, J. F.. a case of stab wound

of the heart, 1095.
Ergot, physiological experiments with,

"3-
Erysipelas, treatment of, by hot air,

29.

Eshner, A. A., a possible second at-

tack of acute anterior poliomye-
litis in the same patient. 526.

Esophagus, diverticula of, 10. 424,
836 ;

gastrostomy in nonmalignant
strictures of. 644; stenosis from
alkalies, 1066; stricture of. 837;
treatment of cancer of upper
third, 1022: treatment of idio-

pathic dilatation of, 461.
Esophoria, non-refractive, 921.
Ether, administration of. 1017; prac-

tical administration of, 633.
Ethmoiditis, pathology of, 1200.

Evans, W. A., library ventilation, 531

;

ventilation in schools, 173; ventila-
tion of cars, 1000.

Exophthalmic goiter; see Graves'
disease.

Exophthalmos in brain tumor. 1108.

Eye, affections of, caused by intra-

nasal or accessory sinus disease,

422; diseases of and arterial hy-
pertension, 831 ; diseases of, preva-
lent. 592; dominance of, anoma-
lies, 138: injuries to, 879; mala-
rial manifestations in. 11 16; meth-
od of preserving, 832; nervous af-
fections in relation to, 778; ner-
vous affections in relation to ad-
justments, 1016; radium therapy
in disease of. 1021 ; removal of
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foreign bodies from by giant niag-
"ft. 345; spontaneous rupture of
glaucomatous, 1096; strain, and
Graves' disease, 1200; strain, pecu-
liar results of, 861.

Examinations and prizes, 677.
Excreta, apparatus for collection of,

in infants, 639.
Exercises, functional, in nervous dis-

eases, 546.
Expert testimony, 330; ethical aspects

of, in relation to plea of insanity,
133; given without stating facts,

1934; physician not competent to
give, outside of medical science,
1231.

Experimentation, animal. 1167.
Extremities, septic infections of, 886.
Exudates, postoperative, 1066.

F.

Face and skull, distortion of, during
infancy, 591.

Fallopian tubes, absence of, 733.
Fatigue, 885.
Faulkner, R. B., tonsil research, 56.
Fauntleroy, A. W., a simplified method

for the transfusion of blood, 403.
Feces, examination, 202.
Fedde, N., a pith-ball manometer, 105.
Feeblemindedness, prevention of, 551;

care of, 283.
Femur, congenital absence of, 200.
Ferments, pathological action of, 1164,

1202.

Fermentation, gastrointestinal, 626.
Fernandez, J. S., the simple extraction

of cataract, 357.
Ferris, A. \V., first aid to the insane

and psychopathic wards, 309.
Fever, sand-fly, 379.
Fibroids, see uterus; of broad liga-

ment, 80.

Fibroma moUuscum, 694; nasopharyn-
geal, 921.

Fish, as food, 544; diet of, 584.
Fistula, anal, treated by excision and

suture, 105; vesicovaginal, 594;
vesicovaginal, repair of, 124.

Fleming, A., and Clemenger, F. J., a
simple complement fixation tech-
nique in syphilis, 187.

Fluids, silent, in the thoracic cavity
and their clinical significance, 27.

Fly larva infection, mo.
Foot, flat, 513; treatment of club, 513;

weak, 19, 790; weak, caused by
relaxation of annular ligament.
511.

Forceps, abuse of in primiparae, 410.
Fordyce, J. A., 606, in syphilis, 589.
Foreign bodies in superior mesenteric

veins, 1069; toothpicks as, 973.
Forensic medicine, history of, 707.
Foster. N. B., further observations in

alcoholic gastritis and its relation
to experimental gastritis in ani-
mals, 275.

Fox, C. D., a case of tetanus success-
fully treated with magnesium sul-
phate, 720; report of five cases of
tetanus and remarks on the treat-
ment of the disease, 262.

Fracture, acetabular, 643.
Fracture, and dislocation of atlas and

a.xis. 644: justaepiphyseal of hip
and shoulder, 511; near joints,
1068; of femur, and results of,
791; of pubic bone, 676; of skull,
1049; of skull, evidence of, wrong-
ly excluded, 1213; of vertebrae,
causing injury of spinal cord, 256;
operative treatment, 1017, 11 17;
operative treatment of simple, 29s

;

tetanus in compound. 1068; treat-
ment by parathyroid medication.
69: treatment of, 33: treatment
of. by means of internal aluminum
splints. 54.

Freudenthrd, W.. in what way can
laryngology a'd in making the di-
agnosis of incipient pulmonary tu-
berculosis? 190.

Friedenwald, J., important events in

INDEX.
the development of gastroenterol-
ogy. 270.

Fluoroscope, aid of, in removing for-
eign bodies from bronchi, 505.

Fuller, E., postprostatic cystotomy,
701.

Furunculosis, treatment of, 202.

Gallstones, during pregnancy and
puerperium, 82; etiology of, 916;
results of, 793.

Gangrene, Nosske's procedure in

threatened, 548.
Gangs, psychological study of, 477.
Gardner, C. H., treatment of rhus

poisoning, 330; treatment of bar-
ber's itch, 1064.

Gastrectomy, partial, 793.
Gastric juice, ps3'chic, in man, 495;

variability of, 463, 875.
Gastritis, alcoholic, 275.
Gastroenterology. development of.

270: for non-malignant diseases.
loiS.

Gastrointestinal diseases, treatment of,
by enema, 63.

Generative organs, internal secretions
of. 1021, 1069, 1 1 12.

Genital, canal, bacteriology of, 294

;

crisis in the newborn, 116.

Geriatrics, plea for study of, 536.
Germicides, common, 920.
Gibson, C. L., external urethrotomy

without a giiide, 226.
Gillman, G., the bedside Widal test,

768.

Glioma, extramedullary of spinal cord,
1016.

Goiter, carbolic acid injections in,

1051; vocal cords in, 504; exoph-
thalmic, see Graves' disease.

Goldman, A., another case of pyloric
obstruction. 1147.

Gonococcus and granulation tissue.

288; and the trachoma bodies.
109: and trachoma bodies in

rnutation, 452; infection of the
kidney, 568; vaccine and scrum,
600.

Gonorrhea, abortive treatment of.

830: and syphilis, education of
public as to prevention of. 553:
diagnosis and treatment of
chronic. 830; in male children,
766; prophylaxis of. 830; marriage
following, 830; treatment of acute,
S30; treatment of in women. 201

;

vaccines in, 830.
Goodman, E. H.. an historical note in

the so-called Ludwig's angle, or
the angle of Louis, 152.

Gordon. .^^Ifred. superficial and deep
sensory disturbances, in their rela-
tion to astereognosis and asym-
bolia, 5 ; mental disturbances fol-
lowing traumatism ; medicolegal
considerations. 1179.

Gottheil. W. S.. experiences with ar-
senobenzol, 1174.

Gould, G. M., and Durand, A. C., the
anomalies of ocular dominance.
138.

Gout, electricity in, 835.
Granulation tissue and gonococcus.

Granuloma, ulcerating of pudenda,
827.

Graves' disease, iii!,, 1162; and eye-
strain. 1200: diarrhea of, 595;
in relation to pregnancy. 165

;

lymphocytosis in, 1096 : new prin-
ciple in treatment. 647 ; paroxys-
mal tachycardia in, 374; present
status of treatment, 591 ; simu-
lating typho'd fever. 769; surgical
treatment. 336. 451, 591 ; types of.

728: versus cardiac neuroses. 495.
Grawitz. E.. pernicious anemia, its defi-

nition and treatment, 751.
Greeley, H., the king's evil, 719.
Griffith, F.. case of congenital fusion

of toes, with note on previous
generations, 67.
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Gross, M., Oefele, F. V., and Rosen-
berg, M., technique of examina-
tion of duodenal contents, 864.

Guntzer, J. H., nasal osteoma ; report

of a case, operation. 12.

Gutta-percha tissue for dressing
woimds, 548.

Gwathmey, J. T., recent progress in

anesthesia, 616.

Gynecology, American, 83 ; local treat-

ment in. 1025 ; modern malprac-
tice in, 836; progress in, 741.

H.

Hagner, F. R., gonococcus infection of
the kidney, with reports of cases,

568.

iHahn, M., hemophilia treated by
transfusion.

Haig, A., the circulation as a factor

which determines the effects of

microbic invasion, 392.

Hair, sudden blanching of, 459.
Hand, spastic deformity of, treated

by tendon transfer, 175.

Hassin, G. B., and Hershfield, A. M.,
the treatment of chorea minor
with large doses of arsenic

(method of Comby-Filatov), 15.

Hay fever, anaphylaxis in, 878, 879;
in children, 799; operative treat-

ment of, 1203.

Hart, T. S., results in the treatment
of diabetes mellitus, 611.

Head, mechanical injuries of, in chil-

dren, 931.
Health, caravan crusade, 727 ; test for

hotel employees, 1 192.

Heart and renal disease, treatment of,

1 120; block, central origin of some
cases. 594; blood pressure in hy-
pertrophy of, 788; child's, ana-
tomically and diagnostically, 1074;
congenital disease of without cya-
nosis. 930: dilatation of, differen-

tiated from pericarditis with ef-

fusion, 457 : disease of, carbonic
acid baths in, 1120; disease of, in

acute psychoses. 331 ; disease of,

marriage of girls with, 1 1 13; hi.gh-

pressure hypertrophy of, 888;
neuroses of, versus conditions
simulating Graves' disease, 49s

;

posttraumatic disease of, 880;
puncture of, 372; reaction to digi-

talis, ilii; stimulants, compara-
tive study of. 1097; strain and
dilatation, 1162, 1194; surgery of,

325; syphilis of the, 26; stab

wound of, 1095.
Heat, artific'al application of, 826.

Hebosteotomy, as an aid to delivery,

37-
. .

Helminthiasis, eosinophilia in, 333; in

children, 42.

Hematemesis. 920.

Hematoma, of broad ligament. 80.

Hematoporphyrinur'a, toxic, 1024.

Hemiplegia, following acute infections,

730 ; from middle meningeal hem-
orrhage. 730.

Hemophilia, fatal case, 287 ; neonato-
rum, treatment of, 108; treated by
transfusion. 624.

Hemorrhage, following tonsillectomy,

246.

Hemorrhagic, diathesis, treatment,
165 ; disease, relation of blood
platelets to, 685 ; disease of new-
born, direct transfusion in, 592;
of newborn, serum treatment of,

286.

Hemorrhoids, bloodless operation for.

780; radical cure of. 687.
Hemospermia, essential. 686.

Herpes, primary febrile. 449; zoster
ophthalmicus, 833.

Heredity. 592; and nervous diseases,

780 ; biparental, of webbed toes,

1201 ; in relation to mind, 878;
laws of, 1106.

Hernia, cases of inguinal. 837; dia-
phragmatic. 974, 1 1 12; inguinal,

1 1 16; femoral, 745; inguinal, fol-
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lowing appendectomy ; ligation of
sac in, 118; silver filigree in

ventral, 837; silver wire and linen
thread for cure of, 837 ; strangu-
lated omental, 975 ; strangulated
umbilical, 877.

Hexamethylenamine, elimination of,

by the ear and nose, 113; in men-
ingitis, 825.

Hip, congenital dislocation of, 826;
spontaneous dislocation of, 917.

Hoffman, J. J., and Jackson, J. A.,
report of a case of sarcoma of the
adrenal gland, 360.

Hollis, A. W., report of the treatment
of typhoid fever with vaccine,
622.

Homesthesia, 7S2.

Hookworm, non-oviparous female,
780.

Hospital, abuse of, 727; accommoda-
tions for infectious diseases, 466;
cost of patients, 1192; criti-

cism of, 868; medical college,

243; noise, 444; public and pri-

vate, 743 ; public in New York,
467 ; of Rockefeller Institute, 723

;

public, establishment and manage-
ment of, 108: reform in relation
to budget reform, 467; reorganiza-
tion, 465; union of and medical
school, 1 192; what constitutes an
ideal ? 466.

Huber. J. B., the anti-t\iI)erculosis

propaganda, 440.
Humorism. ancient and modern, 733.
Hunt, E. L., the hereditary and con-

genital causes of exceptional de-
velopment, 48.

Humerus, benign cyst of, 878.
Hughes. C. H., medical college hos-

pitals, 243.
Hydatid, serum diagnosis of, 372

;

symptom-complex in ruptured
abdominal, 732; toxicity of, 157.

Hydrotherapy and thermotherapy, 835.
Hymen, imperforate in sisters, 28.

Hyoscyamus niger, extensive poison-
ing by, 1 1 13.

Hyperchlorhydria, caused by prisms,

778; in abdominal and pelvic sur-
gery, 318.

Hyperemia in treatment of infections
of breast, 114.

Hypernephroma, 1107.

Hypersomnia or pathological sleep,

678.

Hypertension, arterial. 584; recurring,
1162; treatment of, 1163.

Hyperthyroidism, surgical treatment
of, 1173, 1211.

Hypophysis, 334; and castration, 1172;
intranasal route for growths of,

422; sarcoma of, 1 198; tumors of.

257, 594. 790, 827 ; tumors of,

Froehlich's syndrome in, 1198.

Hypnotics, synthetic. 112.

Hypopituitarism, 778.

Hypothyroidism, 456.
Hysteria, in childhood, genesis of,

234; under psychoanalys's. 219;
with autopsy. 728.

Hysterectomy, in sepsis following
abortion, 698.

Hvsterosalpingectomies, complicated.

698.

I.

Ichthyol, irritating effect of, 503.

Icterus neonatorum, 205.

Idiots, Wassermann reaction in, 286.

Ileocolitis and acidosis, 593.

Immunity and vaccine therapy. 728: in

non-bacterial diseases, 971 ; reac-

tions as products of natural selec-

tion, 113s.
Indians, epidemics among Alaska, 729.

Indicanuria, 919.
Indigestion, periodic attacks in chil-

dren. 34.

Ind'go blue in urine, iigS.

Inebriates. 918.

Infancy, mortality of, 326, 542: feed-

ing, 1 120; feeding, practical indi-

INDEX.
cations lor. 389; feeding, toxic ac-

tion of milk sugar in, 1203; nutri-

tion of feeljle, 826.

Infantilism, malarial, g6l.

Infections, coincident, and immuniza-
tion, 363; wound, 824; :i;-ray and
light in, 836.

Intlannnation, treatment of non-infec-

tive, 835.
Influenza of nose and throat, 342.

Insane, care of, 786; first aid to, 309;
psychopathic wards for, 309; state

and county care of, 786.

Insanity, fat over-feeding in, 331

;

laboratory for study of, 786; oc-

cupation as therapeutic agent in,

996; mania-depressive and de-

mentia pr;ecox, 704; postoperative,

1077; syphilis in, 202.

Insurance, sick, 635 ; state, 635.

Intestines, infect'ons of, in children,

85 ; malignant obstruction of,

treatment, 738; putrefactions of.

treated by rectal instillations of

autogenous bacteria, 519; reflex

of, 1 164; surgery of, 650; treat-

ment of fermentative states of,

787 ; obstruction, caused by for-

eign body, 592; obstruction, due to

round worms, 826.

Insufflation, intratracheal and strych-

nine poisoning, 733.

Intussusception in infants, 744.

Iodine, caution in use of internally,

1 1 13; in surgery, 1107.

Iris, heterochromia of, 165.

Isaacs, A. E., drainage and dressing

of wounds in minor surgery, lOl.

Itch, straw, 68.

J.

Jaundice, chronic family, 34; family

hemolytic, 116; interpretation of,

647-

Jones, H., two cases of actmomycosis,

363-

K.

Kakels, M. S.. a preliminary report on
Ehrlich-Hata preparation for the

cure of syphilis, 517; concerning
the Ehrlich-Hata preparation 606,

1079; control of trials of 606 by
the Noguchi test, 590.

Kakels, S. W., on preliminary exam-
ination of children at the dispen-

sary as a means of protection

against contagious diseases, 956.

Kaplan, D. M., concerning the re-

storation of inhibitory qualities in

liver extracts, 904; the approxi-
mate estimation of prote'n (globu-

lin?) contained in the cerebro-

spinal fluid, 1187.

Kala-azar, blood in, 583.

Kearney, H. W., anesthesia in its re-

lation to the general practitioner,

.'59-

Kidney, accessory arteries of, 780;
adenocarcinoma of, 740; anchor-
ing for dislocation of, 362; and
ureter, calculi of, 970: calculus of,

458; complete subparictal rupture
of, 807; cystic, 826; cystic and
renal cyst*:, 203 ; cystadenoma of.

779; diagnosis of surgical lesions

of, 645; gonococcus infection of,

568; hemorrhage from, 162; large

white, due to abstraction of cal-

cium salts by fetus, 17; methods
for determinatioji of sufficiency of.

793; migration of calculi of, 822;

movable, 592; study of functional

activity of, 598; surgery of. 210:

tests for adequacy of, 251; trans-

plantation of, 280.

Kiliani, O., a further report on the

treatment of facial neuralgia by
alcohol injections. 1044.

King. R. W., the chem'stry of the

urine in pulmonary tuberculosis.

351-

Knapp, M. I., insufRcientia pylori, 855.

Kronenberg, I. B., obesity; its relation

I22I

to other diseases and its signifi-

cance ; also some observations on
prophylaxis, 150.

L.

Laboratory, marine floating, 240.

Labyrinthitis, 731.

Lactation in omphalopagi, 69.

Lactic acid bacilli, action of, 415; in

treatment of chronic specific ure-

thritis, 534.
Lanehart, L. N., surgery in its rela-

tion to nervous patients. 566.

Laryngology in diagnosis of incipient

pulmonary tuberculosis, 190.

Larynx, anesthesia of tuberculous, by
alcohol infiltration of superior

laryngeal nerve, 880; clinical di-

agnosis of neoplasms of, 830; com-
parative anatomy in anthropoidea,

341; direct intubation of, 343; his-

tological diagnosis in neoplasms
of, 831; papilloma of, 426; syphi-

lis of, 425; systematic tests in

neoplasms of, 831 ; treatment of

neoplasms of, 831 ; tuberculosis

of, treatment by alcohol injec-

tions, 114.

Lead, dangers of workers with. 244;
poisoning, in pottery-workers, 497

;

poisoning, lead line in, 880; poi-

son, fixation abscess for chronic,

240.

Lederman, M. D., acute inflammations

of the middle ear and their treat-

ment, 442.

Lemchen, B., the relation of genuine
to ectopic pregnancy, 682.

Leonard. C. L., lupus, its treatment

by the Roentgen rays, 149.

Leprosy, cultivation of bacillus of,

450; diagnosis of. 546; Hansen's
bacillus in, 389; theory of origin,

231 ; treatment of, 844.

Leucocytes, action of extracts of, 365;
Hiss extract of. in eye, ear, nose,

and throat infections, 178; mye-
logenous, 374.

Leukemia, acute myelogenous, 1066;

infantile myelogenous, 67; modern
treatment of splenic, 835; mye-
logenous, following pancreatic

cyst, 23S; :i--ray treatment of. 127,

835-
, ,

Levin, I., the importance of early rec-

ognition of cancer, 347.

Levulosuria. Pinoff test for, 637.

License, revocation of, 1033,

Liell, E. N., anchoring the kidney for

d'slocation or displacement, 362.

Life, conservation of in Pennsylvania,

195; insurance, relation to the

press. 68; Japanese method of re-

storing, 87s ;
probable duration of,

1144.

Ligatures, occluding and subocclud-

ing, 418.

Light, effect of bright. 1161; physics

of therapy of, 836; therapeutics

of, 1197.

Lime salts, action of, 1099 : "se and
abuse of. 687.

Limp, intermittent, 734, [Ii3;_inter-

m'ttent. Oehler's symptom in, 548.

Lipoidemia, 287.

Lipoma, diffuse. 7 no.
Liver, abscess of. following appendi-

citis. 504; hydatid of. 33S ; cir-

rhosis of, and alcohol, 505; cir-

rhosis of, surgical treatment, 1118;

multiple non-inflammatory ne-

croses of, 603; normal and patho-

logical pulse of, 1041 ;
pathology

of cirriiosis of, 22: philosophic

anatomy of, 940.

Lodge practice evil, 717.

Louria. L., the diagnostic and thera-

peutic value of lumbar puncture,

849.
Loveland, B. C, psychotherapy, its

place and uses. 532.

Ludwig's angle, 152.

Lumbago, 833.

Lumbar puncture, diagnostic and ther-



apeutic value of, 849; in mental
diseases, 452.

Lung, collapse of, 781 ; edema of, treat-

ed with belladonna, 333; gangrene
of, 780; gangrene of, surgical
treatment, 416.

Lupus, acneiforni, presence of tuber-
cle bacilli in, 373; treatment of,

194, 200; tubercle bacillus in, 333;
vulgaris, etiology of, 29; x-ray
treatment, 149.

Lutein extract, in decreased menstrua-
tion and premature menopause,
201.

Lydston, G. F., a case of death under
gas and oxygen anesthesia, 866;
the car barn bandits, a brief study
in degeneracy, 359.

Lynch, J. M., observations on the pa-
thology of multiple adenomata of
the rectum, 322.

M.

MacDonald, C. F., the ethical aspects
of expert testimony in relation tn

the plea of insanity as a defence
to an indictment for crime, 133.

Magnesium poisoning, 1161.

Magnus-Levy, A., chemical problems
in diabetes, 889, 944. 991.

Maher. S. J., the relation of the
acid-fast tubercle bacillus to other
forms of bacterial life, 845.

Mailing infectious material, 550.
Malaria, and mosquitos, 967; cam-

paign against, 729; gamete carriers
in spread of, 11 19; in India, 1014;
in the canal zone, 126; quartan,
along the North Sea, 880; relative
resistance to quinine in, 549; trea-
tise on, 727; war against in Philip-
pines, 370.

Malignant disease (see cancer).
Malnutrition, infantile, and gastric

digestion, 27.

Malta fever, 280.

Mandelbaum's reaction, in typhoid,

238..
Manila, improved health conditions in,

823.

Manometer, pith-ball, 105.

Manual labor, mental exert'on of, 585.
Mastoid operation, the Heath. 11 16;

process, pearl-shaped bone in, 729.
Mastoiditis, acute, artificial leech in,

1 1 16.

Maxwell, C. H., more feeding in ty-
phoid fever, 24.

May, J. v., the juvenile form of gen-
eral paresis, with report of a case,

405-
Mayer, Emil, esophageal diverticula,

10.

Mayo, C. H., a consideration of sur-
gical methods of treating hyper-
thyro'dism. T173.

McConkey, T. G., is Koch's bacillus
the cause of cancer? 319.

Mears, J. E., the use of tiiiosinamin in
the treatment of cicatricial forma-
tions following burns. 902: the
value of surgical procedures in the
solution of the problem of race
betterment, 259.

Measles, differentiation from German
measles. 410; German, 732; pro-
phylaxis of, 78.

Meat poisoning, 1163; bacterial cause
of, 596.

Mechanobiological problems, 777.

Medicine, chief aim of. 920: dropper
clip. 877: experiment and observa-
tion in. 828; foundation of. 11 18;
Greek in Rome. 973. 1019; laws
and regulations governing practice
of in the states and territories of
the United States, 1121; magic
and. 1 198: oration in, 209; pre-
ventive, and otologv- and rhinology,

332 ; preventive, executive meth-
ods in. 554; romance of. 775;
Shakespeare's knowledge of, 875

;

INDEX.
vitalism in, 1106; woman's sphere
in, 781 ; recent progress in. 291.

Medical education, at Berlin Uni-
versity, 816; plea for higher stand-
ard, 209; progress in, 47.

Medical school, and hospital, 160;
Canadian, 369; naval, 939; uni-
versity, 418.

Medical Society of New Jersey, report
of committee on prize essay, 208.

Medical societies and the public
health, 158; student, prospect,
1067.

Medicolegal notes, 1033, 1213.
Meioslagmin reaction in tuberculosis

differentiation, 459.
Mendel, L. B., on the adaptation of

the human saliva to diet. 349.
Meninpjism. relation to lumbar punc-

ture, 363.

^[eningitis, coccidioidal, 973; epidemic
and carriers, 420; influenzal, 77;
pneumococcus, 204; serotherapy
and anaphylaxis in, 769; typhoid,

238, 760.

Menopause, delayed. 27, 169; prema-
ture treated by lutein extract. 201.

Menstruation and ovarian grafting,

lis; causes of, 295.
Mercury, in pulmonary tuberculosis.

311, 1 188.

Mesenteric vessel, embolism and
thrombosis of, 979.

Metabolism and mouth disease, 684;
in skin diseases, 697 ; laboratory
findings in diseases of, 835 : nitro-

gen, in artificially fed infants, 932.
Metatarsalgia anterior, operation for,

Metr:tis. treatment of chronic. 835.
Microplasia, 379.
Migraine, caused by chlorine retention,

457-
.

Mind, disease of, error in diagnosis
of, 382; disturbances following
traumatism. 789. 1 179; influence
of, 733 ; prevention of defects and
diseases of, 551.

M-neral waters as artificial sera, 826.

Miners' consumption, 1067; nystagmus.
1068.

Milk. 213; charities in the United
States. 770 ; condensed, causing
summer diarrhea, 113; influence

of colloidal protection in, 686;
problems of the dairyman. 468;
raw, 469: supply of Copenhagen.
468: supply, practical methods of
supervising. 551.

Mitchell, J. R.. a new theory of
eclampsia. 906.

Momburg's method, influence on heart
and circulation, fi^y.

Monstrosity, recurrent. 287.
Morphinism, treatment of. 922.
Mortality, infant. 326, 542. 785, 823;

infant, in Detroit. 1192: infant, in

Toronto. 1014; infant, national im-
portance of, 591.

Moschcowitz. A. V., intussusception
of the appendix, 1087.

Mosquito, campaign in Manila, 823.

Mouth prophylaxis, 456.
Murmurs, pseudoapica!. 458.
Muscle, substitution functioning. 11 13.

Museum. Hunterian. 455.
Mycosis fungoides. 693.
Myelitis, acute, caused by thrombotic

softening, mo; pressure, a new
type of. 254.

Myeloma, multiple, 1020.

Myiasis, intestinal. 419.
Myocarditis, purulent with Adams-

Stokes syndrome, 634.
Myomata. .r-ray treatment, 1922.

Myositis fibrosa, 258; ossificans pro-
gressiva. 646.

Myxofibrosarcoma, 1107.

N.

Narcosis, insufflation, 688; new theory
of, 288.

Narcotics, addition to. 918.
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Nascher, L L., a plea for the study of
geriatrics, 536.

Nasopharynx and tonsils, lympho-
sarcoma of, 423.

National Health Department proposed,
592-

Navy, medical service in, 878; report
of Surgeon-General of, 1149.

Neck, preservation of submaxillary
branch of facial nerve in opera-
tions on, 515.

Neff, M. L., occupation as a therapeu-
tic agent in insanity, 996.

Negro, as a health problem, 730.
Nephrectomy, and ureterectomy, 1169;

results, 1063.

Nephritis, alcohol in. 247 ; chronic,

blood pressure and uranalysis in,

417; chronic, treatment, 164; fol-

lowing tonsillitis, 971 ; hemoglob-
inuric, in pneumonia, 29; without
albumin, 284.

Nerve, suture of circumflex, 338.
Nerves, effect of alcohol on, 414.
Nervous diseases, hospital treatment

of, 711; organic, early recognition
and diagnosis, 208.

Nervousness, clinical significance of
urine in. 383.

Neuralgia, facial treated by alcohol
injections, 1044; trifacial, 649;
trigeminal treated with alcohol in-

jection, 29.

Neurasthenia associated with visceral

ptoses, and surgical relief. 121;
chronic, due to operations, 594;
nasal phenomena in, 340; the dis-

card heap, 824,

Neuritis. 579.
Neurology, and preventive medicine,

779; in Zurich, 1129.

Neuropathic states, cause. 1069.

Neuroses, functional etiology of, 648;
of infants, 781 ;

prevention of, 551

;

reflex, 783: traumatic. 973; trau-

matic, physician's responsibility in,

645-
Neustaedter, M., why the exceptional

child is entitled to receive training
suited to its needs at public ex-
pense, 273.

Newton, R. C, a brief study of the

contribution of Ignaz Philip
Semmelweis to modern medicine,

432.
Niles, Geo. M., some remarks on the

treatment of pellagra, 448.

Noma, epidemic of. 193.

Northrup. W. P., postscarlatinal anu-
ria for five days in a boy of three

and a half years, recovery, 706.

Nose, accessory sinuses of and diag-

nosis of their suppurative disease,

95; and throat, influenza of, 342;
deformity of treated by transplan-

tation of rib cartilage. 422; instru-

ments in surgery of septum of,

762; malignant disease of, 731;
phenomena of. in neurasthenia,

340; osteoma of, 12; scab forma-
tion in, 372; submucous resection

of septum. 202. 826. 975. 1018; vas-

cular communications of with
dura and orbit. 341.

Nostrums, restraining vendors of, 817.

Nuisance, automobile smoke. 1057.

Nystagmus, miners'. 1068.

O.

Obesity, electrical treatment. 961

;

metabolism in. 783 : relation to

other diseases and prophylaxis,

150.
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Omentum, surgical importance of, 592:
torsion of great, 743, nio.

Oosperm, stimulating action of 4n
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Operations, nervous disturbances fol-
lowing, 1077.

Ophthalmia, danger of sympathetic,
from use of cautery, 286; neona-
torum, 211; neonatorum, lacrymal
duct the portal of infection. 246;
nodosa, 417.

Ophthalmology, in preventive medi-
cine, 684.

Ophthalmoplegia, external congenital,
969.

Opium, prohibition of sale of bv re-
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Oropharynx, syphilitic stenosis of,

423-
Orthopedic surgeons, relation to other

medical men, 507.
Osteomyelitis, of clavicle, 1068.
Osteochondritis dissecans, 511.
Osteopathy, ruling against, 413.
Osteophytes, of os calcis, 511.
Ostheimer, M., measles and Germ.an

measles, characteristics of the
present outbreak in Philadelphia,
410.

Otology, relation to preventive medi-
cine, 332.

Ovary and tubes, plastic surgery of,

683 ; cancer of, 1013 ; cysts of. 592 ;

fibroma of, 1023 ; grafting of and
menstruation, 115; non-malignant,
1160; removal of cyst of and leav-
ing other ovary, 377; surgery of,

1119.

Oxidizing and reducing substances,
205.

Oxygen, in asphyxia neonatorum. 39

:

use of combined with alcohol va-
por. 415.

Ozena and respiratory gymnastics. 426.
Pachvmeningitis and meningismus,

689.

Palate, soft, edema of, 546; widening
of arch, 1066.

Pancreas, aberrant, 1077; functional
tests, 922; internal secretion of,

538; intoxication, 459; necrosis of,

1164.

Pancreatitis, acute, 743, 921 ; acute
hemorrhagic, 74, 743.

Panophthalmitis, enucleation in, 27.
Papilledema, bilateral, 686.

Papilloma, causing hydronephrosis in

a horseshoe kidney, 28.

Paralysis, agitans, parathyroid gland
in treatment of, 1146; facial, and
Busch's cosmetic operation, 116;
muscle-group isolation and nerve-
anastomosis in, !;io; musculospiral.
surgery of. 648: operative treat-

ment of deltoid, 510; operative
treatment of talipes calcaneus, 510;
printer's, 540; spastic, operative
treatment, 419; traumatic facial,

826.

Paraplegia, from spinal compress'on,
825.

Parasyphilis, modern treatment of,

169.

Parathyroids, and sudden deaths, 782

;

in treatment of fractures, 69;
in treatment of paralysis agitans,

1146; relation to the thyroid, 107.

Paratyphoid fever. 824; in the
nursling, 115: osteoperiostitis,

1113.

Paresis, general, atypical, 824; bac-
teriology' of. 824; juvenile form
of, 404: modern treatment of, 169;
ocular changes in. 384.

Paget's disease, extramammary. 691.
Parker, G. M., hysteria under psycho-

analysis, 219.

Parturition, causing air embolism, 295.
Pellasira. climatic treatment of, 547

;

in Illinois, 191: in Ohio, 695; na-
ture of, iioo; parasitic origin of,

21 ; treatment, 448.
Pelton, H. H., the diagnosis of incip-

ient pulmonary tuberculosis, 573.
Pelvis, infections of in women, new

method of cure. 883: postoperative
treatment of disease of. 124.

Pernsvlvania State Department of
Health, organization of. 552.

Percussion, dorsal, of thorax and
stomach, 1140.

Perineum, secondary repair of com-
plete lacerations, 744.

Peritoneum, iMikulicz's method of in-

creasing resistance of, 1016.

Peritonitis, diffuse and general. 793;
gonorrheal in man, 637 ; obscure
case of, 1201 ; treatment of. 633;
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pneumococcus, 1169; tuberculous,
26.

Persson, G. A., culture of lactic acid
bacillus in the treatment of chronic
specific urethritis, 534.

Pertussis, diagnostic sign in, 501 ;

treatment of, 455; ulceration of
frenuni linguae in, 549.

Peters, L. S., mercury succinamid in

the treatment of tuberculosis, 1188.

Phagocytosis, influence of quinine and
morphine upon, 974; of erythro-
cytes, 921.

Pharmacopeia, of 1910 and its con-
struction, 169; relation to food and
drugs act, 170; revision of, 170;
useful drugs, in, 170.

Pharmacy, council on, 971.
Pharyngoscope, improved, 493.
Philippines, cholera in, 245 ; health

problems of, 867; obstetrics in,

245 ; tuberculosis in, 241.
Phimosis in childhood, bloodless treat-

ment, 1 165.

Phlegmasia alba dolens, 974.
Phobias, treatment of, 459.
Photography, medical, 729.
Phototherapy, 834.
Physical treatment, reactions in, 836.
Physician, rewards of the obscure, 981

;

the young, 1017; services of, mem-
ber of county board cannot bind
county for, 1214; value of ser-

vices of, 1213; vanishing income
of, 1009.

Piles, carbolic acid injections in, 1051.

Pill, brown-bread, 684.

Pilots, Pennsylvania State, 832.

Pituitary body (see hypophysis) ; ex-
tract, in post-partum hemorrhage,
1 127.

Placenta, detachment of, 970; hemor-
rhage due to malinsert'on of and
cesarean section. 297 ; praevia, air

embolism in, prevention of, 1113;
praevia. metreurynter incision of
Dithrssen, in treatment of, 578;
praevia, treatment of, 204.

Plague, bubonic in squirrels, 684 ; cats

in prevention of. 373 ; pneumonic,
1020

;
precautions in dealing with,

18; rat. 1061 : rats and, 914; rat

in England, 1057.

Pleura, effusions of, 648; mechanical
effects of effusion, 29.

Plexus, lesions of brach'al, 791.

Pneumococci, analysis of. 27.

Pneumonia, lobar, treatment of, 789

;

mechanical and surgical conditions
of, 687; postoperative, 683; pro-
gressive universal, with recovery,

789 : question, public and private
aspects of, 789; treatment of, 125.

Pneumothorax, 683.
Poisoning, aconite, 921 ; by hyoscyamus

niger, 1113; fish, 976; magnesium.
1161 ; nitrous acid. 734; release
from damages for injuries by, not
invalidated by inability to read,

1214; treatment of rhus, 330.
Poison ivy rash, 161, 243.
Polioencephalitis, 1627.

Poliomyelitis, 593, 684, 836, 985 ; ar-

throdesis in, 76; clinical aspects.

509: contagiousness of, 910; con-
tribution of experimental to hu-
man, 6.34; diagnosis of in pre-

parah'tic stages, 722; distribution

of in the United States, 771 : elec-

tric treatment of, 172; etiology.

1198: experimental, 509; failure

of nerve ana.stomosis in, 594; in

Russia. 743: management of. 657;
in Toronto. 1014; investigation of,

327; nasopharyng'tis in, 1198;
neck and diaphragm paralysis in,

509 : operation in. 593 ;
pathology

of, 509, 1 120; relat'on of experi-

mental to human. 924: relation to

the community, 508: second attack

in the same patient, 526; treat-

ment, .S09, 826, 1019, 1120.

Polyarthritis, in childhood, chronic
progressive primary, 155.
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Polymyositis, acute primary, 1160.

Polyneuritis, sensory alcoholic, 505.
Polythelia, and axillary milk glands,

977-
Polyuria, experimental, 75.
Pond, A. M., fractures of the skull,

1049.

Pons and medulla, topical diagnosis
of, 1165.

Pool, E. H., a useful accessory in the
treatment of varicose ulcers, 192.

Potter, N. B., typhoid spine, report of
a case with radiograms, completed
bibliography, 1092.

Pott's disease, advantages of braces,

507 ; causes of paraplegia, 507

;

steel bars in, 507.
Practice, lodge, 776, 872: right to

license, necessity of diploma for,

in Washington, 1213 ; without
license not legal, 1213.

Pregnancy, and puerperium, sudden
death during, iot6; artificial ter-

mination, indications, 1202; blood-
pressure in toxemia of, 193; cer-

vical mucosa in, 334 ; chronic ure-
teropyelitis in, 106; complicated
by fibroid, 83; duration of, 770;
bilateral tubal, 81 ; ectopic, 41 ; ec-

topic, relation of quinine to. 682;
extrauterine, 164; extrauterine at

full term, 1159; extrauterine, de-
ferred operations for, 738 ; extra-
uterine, delayed versus immediate
operation in. 793; extrauterine, of
eleven months, 119; extrauterine,

occurring twice in same patient,

203; extrauterine, treatment, 19; fi-

broids complicating. 339 ; intersti-

tial, 40; mechanical ileus in. 876:
ovarian, 40, T211; pyelonephritis

of. and vaccine therapy, 245 ; renal

activity in, 1162; ruptured tubal,

40; ruptured tubal, and tubal

abortion, diagnosis. 738: toxemia
of, 637; toxemia of. value of

blood-pressure determinations in,

594 ; treatment of fibroids compli-

cating. 339 ; vomiting, 1063 ; vomit-
ing persistent, 632.

Prescriptions, ownership of, 732.

Principles, active versus gross drugs,

969.
Procidentia uteri, cure by means of

intramural sequestration and fixa-

t'on of uterus. 82 ; and cystocele.

improved operation for, 81.

Professional cramp, treated by psycho-
analysis, 085.

Prostate, pathology of enlargement,

332 ; hypertrophy. 647 ; hypertro-
phy, etiology of, 435: obstruction,

electric treatment of, 732; small
fibrous, 823.

Prostatectomy, suprapubic, post-oper-
ative care of, S82.

Prostitution, regulation of, 1107.

Psoriasis, 835. 887.

Psychiatry, clinical, teaching of, 645.

Psychoanalysis, Freud's method of,

289; Jung's, 1 129.

Psychoneuroses, an interpretation of,

87; and psychotherapy, 1160.

Psychopathia. recognized in German
army. 115.

Psychopneumatology, 78.

Psychoses, acute, and heart disease,

331; postoperative, 1077, 1106.

Psychotherapy, fallacy of, 916: place

and uses, 533 : present status of,

789 : uses and abuses. 927.
Ptomain poisoning. 501, 61,1.

Ptoses, visceral, surgerv' of, T2i.

Pubic bone, fracture of. 676.

Pubiotomy, as a justifiable operation,

120; for dystocia, 1212.

Public health, museum, 91 T.

Puerperium. infection of. 742: infec-

tions of, treatment, .30: influence of

exertion upon morbidity of, 632:
prevention of fever in, 294; sepsis

of, surgical treatment of. 120; sep-

sis of, when to operate for, 120,

1212.

INDEX.
Pulmonary tuberculosis and chest mus-

cles, 1022; as studied in dispen-
sary, 888; chemistry of urine in,

351; diagnosis of incipient, 573;
early diagnosis of, 785 ; heart in,

366; hemorrhage in at high alti-

tudes, 964; intravenous medication
in, 1020; leucocytes in, 331; mer-
cury as specific in, 311 ;

physical

signs in incipient, 592; protein and
fat absorption in, 777 ; recent sur-

gery of, 374; sanatorium treat-

ment in children, 592.
Pulse, liver, 1041 ; paradoxical, and

compression of the subclavian,

505 : permanent slow, 498.
Pupil, measuring diameter of, 1148.

Purgatives, abuse of, 458; with ab-

dominal pain, II 19.

Purpura, from iodides, 163; hemor-
rhagica, successfully treated with
human blood serum, 931; Henoch's
with intussusception, 594, 732.

Pustule, malignant, 921.
Pyelitis, in children, 209.

Pylorus, congenital stenosis of, 592,

648, 781 : insufficiency of, 855,
1 198; obstruction of, 1147; ob-
struction of, of extrinsic origin,

807.
Pyonephrosis, puerperal, 1023.

Pyoneumothorax, pulmonary slough-

ing in, 419.
Pyorrhea alveolaris, treatment of,

T022.

Q.

Quarantine, house, 1200.

Quinine and urea hydrochlorate as

local anesthet'c, 342.

Quinquad's finger crepitation, 977.

R.

Rabies, case. 1077 ; in Germany. 1248

:

in New York State. 980.

Race betterment, by means of sur-

gery. 259.

Rachit's. 779 ; calcium metabolism in.

828 : phosphorus metabolism in,

868.

Radiculitis of cervical and brachial

plexuses. 383.
Radiography, instantaneous, 245 ; of

appendicitis, 248: of digestive

tract, 729.

Radium absorption of emanations
through the skin, 20; contributions
to surgery, 163; effect on healthy
cells. 418: excretion in urine, 288;
in treatment of cancer, 244: in

treatment of malignant tumors.

981: isolation of. 727; new method
of extraction, 873 ; therapy, 78.

238, 914.

Railwav accidents. 281.

Rat-bite fever, 28.

Raynaud's disease, 983.

Reciprocity, runture of, between New
York and New Tersev, T09.

Recruiting and preventive medicine,
iioS.'

Rectum, caticer of, 338; cancer of,

appearing simultaneously in hus-

band and wife. 29; feeding by way
nf. 34; multiple adenomata of.

322 ; myomata of, 106 ; operation

for pro'anse of, 597.

Reflexes, pelvic, 745.

Registration, sanitary, of houses, in

Mexico, 550.

Refrigeration, therapeutics of, 691.

Research, defense of, 914: Defense So-
ciety. 24.

Respiration, artificial in newborn. 287;
suspended during operation, 972.

Respiratory tract, bacteriology of non-
tuberculous infections of. 984.

Retina, detachment of. etiology and
treatment, 1 1 13; detachment of,

trentmont. St.4.

Retroperitoneal enlargements. 27.

Rheumatism, of children, heart in.

908: pathology of. 733: treatment

by bee-stings, 286, 412.
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Rheumatoid arthritis, etiology and
treatment of, 686.

Rhinitis, bacterial flora in, 633.

Rhinolaryngology, and general medi-
cine, 1 198.

Rhinology, relation to preventive medi-
cine, 332.

Rhinorrhea, treatment by calcium
chloride, 203.

Rhinoscleroma, in East Prussia, 596.

Rhus poisoning, treatment of, 330.

Rhythm, nodal of Mackenzie, 788.

Richards, W. M., some peculiar results

of eye-strain, 861.

Robinovitch, L. G., electric sleep in

paths of displacement currents

:

new findings, 369; electric sleep

and analgesia by means of fre-

quently interrupted direct currents

applied through closed wired cir

cuits ; electric sleep in paths of

displacement currents : unipolar

and wireless methods ; animal

myogram experiments, 1035.

Robinson, D, M. O., the Noguchi meth-

od of serum diagnosis of syphilis

;

Its practical value, 143.

Robinson, W. J., chancroids due to a

peculiar cause, 1098.

Rockefeller Institute appointments, 72.

Rockwell, A. D., remarks on the 20th

anniversary of the American Elec-

trotherapeutic Association, 758.

Roentgenology (see .;ir-ray).

Rush. Dr. Benjamin, watch and Bible

of. 805.

S.

Sahli's desmoid test, 601.

Saline solution, lesions due to injec-

tions of, 248.

Saliva, adaptat-on of to diet. 349.

Sallom, A. K., preliminary report of

a statistical analysis of over thirty-

two thousand cases of scarlet fe-

ver, 1053; statistical analysis of

Ov'er sixty-eight thousand cases of

typhoid fever mortality, 625.

Sallom, M., preliminary report of a

statistical analysis of over 43.000

cases of diphtheria, 65.

Sandfly fever, 828.

Sanitation of bakeries and restaurant

kitchens, 550.

Sarcoma, cultivation of, 973; cultiva-

tion of outside of body, 877 ; in-

tranasal, 729.

Satterthwaite, T. E., some of the open
questions in tuberculosis. 394.

Sauer, J. G., aerotherapy, 278; consti-

pation and toxemia, 713.

Scalp, complete avulsion of, 514.

Scarlet fever, 684; anomalous, 201

;

bacteriology of postnasal secretion

in, 1046; liver in, 1165; malignant,

287; prophylaxis of, 78; statistical

study of, 1053 ; streptococcus of,

193 : treatment by streptococcus

vaccine, 177; vaccination, symp-
tomatology, 1213.

Schiemann. H., carbolic acid injection

in p'les and goiter, 1051.

Schools, medical scholarships in, 682;
medical inspection of in Canada,
1014 ; open-air, 786, 1150; ophthal-
mic clinics of, 97s; ventilation in,

173-

Schmidt test, diet, modifications, 465.

Schurman, J. G., progress in medical
education, 47.

Schwartz, B., a case of typhoid menin-
gitis, 760.

Sciatic nerve, surgery of, 647.

Sciatica, case of, 836; radicular, 549;
treated with epidural injections,

4.59-

Scoliosis, 777; treatment of, 508;
treatment of during sleep. 508.

Scott. C. D., report of two cases of
tetanus following, 811.

Science and religion, 590; observation
of, 879-

Scripture, E. W., some remarks on
deaf-mutism, 146; neurology in
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Zurich, V. Monakow's new theory
of brain localization, Jung's psy-
choanalysis and interpretation of
dreams, 1129.

Scrotum, cancer of, 1016, 1065.
Scurvy, infantile, etiology and sympto-

matology, 76; infantile, patholosiv,
76; infantile, treatment, 77.

Secor, W. L., a brief comparative
study of heart stimulants used
during fevers with a recommen-
dation of the precordial compress.
1097.

Senator, Prof., retirement of, 502.
Semmehveis, contribution to medicine

432.
Senescence, new theory of, gi8.
Sensation, disturbed by syringomyelia,

257-

Sensory disturbances, in their relation
to astereognosis and asymbolia, 5.

Sepsis, puerperal, 332; puerperal, treat-
ment of, 332.

Septicemia, puerperal, vaccines in,

742.
Sera, anallergic, 205; in eye, ear, nose

and throat infections, 178; and
vaccines in treatment, 115.

Serum, of horse and its utility as an
autolytic agent, 114; accidents in

therapy of, 922 ; sickness, exper-
ience with, 1 128; tests in nervous
diseases, 985 ; therapy and vac-
cines in puerperal septicemia, 742;
treatment, in hemorrhagic disease

of the new born, 286; treatment,
of diphtheria, 287.

Seymour, N. G., the use of day camps
and night camps in the home
treatment of tuberculosis in New
York City, 400.

Schultze, E. C, a preliminary report
on the importance in scarlatina of
an early examination of the secre-

tion from the postnasal region,

1046.

Sheedy, B. de F., the saw and crush-
ing instruments in surgery of the
nasal septum, 762.

Sheldon, W. H., long-continued high
blood pressure, 1185.

Shock, 1 197.

Shoulder, fracture dislocation of, 512.

Sill, E. M., vaccines in the treatment
of various bacterial infections in

infants and young children, 229.

Singultus, hysterical, 931 ; nervous gas-

tric, 371.
Sinuses, nasal accessory, and eye, 213

;

accessory, exostoses of, 343 ; eye
symptoms in diseases of frontal

and ethmoidal, 203 ; lateral, guide
for line of, 721 ; thrombosis of
lateral, 878; disease of frontal and
ophthalmic migraine, 498.

Six hundred and six (see Ehrlich-
Hata preparation).

Skeleton, surgical reconstruction of
human, 792.

Skin, diseases of. and restricted diet,

SOI ; treatment of the more com-
mon diseases of. 1005; trichophy-
tin reaction of, 541.

Skull, fractures of, 1049.
Sleep, electric, 269. 1035 : electric, new

fmdings. 269; pathological, 678.
Sleeping sickness (see trypanosomi-

asis).

Smallpox, treatment of in red light

and in dark, 373.
Smell, sense of, in the blind deaf. loio.

Smith, O. C, the residual appendix,
619.

Smith, Stephen, surgery as a science
and art in the City of New York
in the middle of the last cen-
tury, I.

Snakes, copperhead, bites from, 826.
Snow, W. B., neuritis, 579.
Society, safeguarding of, from the

unfit. 1 1 15.

Society Rf.i'ORTS :

American Association of Genito-
urinary Sur.geons. 598.

INDEX.
American Association of Obstetri-

cians and Gynecologists, 736.
American Dermatological Associa-

tion, 691.

American Electrotherapeutic Asso-
ciation, 834.

American Gastroenterological Asso-
ciation, 461.

American Gynecological Society, 80,
119.

American Laryngological Associa-
tion, 340, 422.

American Medical Association, Sec-
tion on Obstetrics and Diseases
of Women, 35.

American Neurological Association,

251. 379-
American Orthopedic Assoc.ation,

507-
American Public Health Association,

550-.

American Therapeutic Society, 125,

166.

British Medical Association, 290,

335. 377-

Canadian Medical Association, 25.

College of Physicians of Philadel-
phia, 888, 985, 1077.

Connecticut State Medical Society,

33-

Medical Association of the Greater
City of New York, 84, 427, 926.

Medical Association of the South-
west. 882.

Medical Society of the County of
New York, 465, 924.

Medical Society of New Jersey, 208.

Medical Society of the State of New
York, First District Branch, 978.

Medical Society of the State of
Pennsylvan'a. 785, 830.

Mississippi Valley Medical Associa-
tion. 641.

New York .\cademy of Medicine,

39, 981, 1 167, 1210.

New York Academy of Medicine.
Section in Medicine, 639, 983.

New York Academy of Medicine,
Sect'on in Obstetrics and Gyne-
cology, 697, 1023.

New York Academy of Medicine,
Section in Pediatrics. 468, 930.

New York .\cademy of Medicine.
Section in Surgery, 513, 1169.

Pathological Society of Philadelphia.

297, 1077.

Philadelphia County Medical Socie-
ty, 1 172.

Philadelphia Neurological Societv,

Philadelphia Pediatric Society, 1073.
Southern Medical Association. 11 15.

Tenth International Congress of
Pharmacy, 725.

Sociology, medical, 787.
Souchon, E., the philosophic anatomy

of the liver, 940.
Socialism and medicine, 156.
Specialism, education of, 11 16; foibles

in. 731 ; of to-day, 1099.
Speech defects, treatment of. 777.
Spermatozoa, in old stains, 374.
Sphenopalatine ganglion neurosis,

syndrome of, 343.
Sphygmooscillometer, 1163.
Spinal, analgesics, range of activity

and untoward effects of, 168;
column, prevention of lateral

curvature of, 970; cord, injury of
by fractured vertebra. 256; cord,
intramedullary lesion of, 1163;
cord, tumors and cysts of, 255 ; de-
formity and tuberculosis, 370:
meninges, cyst of, 25s ; nerve
roots, resection of, 253; nerve
roots, resection of posterior, 279;
osteoarthritis. 835.

Sp.na bifida, surgical treatment, 792.
Spine, typhoid. 1092.
Spirocheta pallida, culture of, 879;

india-ink staining of, 1067.
Spingarn, A., a brief report of three

unusual cases of retropharyngeal
abscess, 529.
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Spondylitis deformans, 285, 1061.
Sporotrichosis, 594; in man, 693.
State Board examinat'on questions and

answers, California, 536; Georgia,
128; Michigan, 470: Missouri,
384: Nevada, 214: New Jersey.
1028; New York, 298; North Caro-
lina, 1205 ; Oklahoma, 41 ; Penn-
sylvania, 745 ; South Carolina, 838

;

Texas, 650 ; Virginia, 932.
State Medical Examining and Licens-

:ng Boards, National Confedera-
tion. 70; suminary of the laws and
regulations governing the practice
of medicine in the states and ter-

ritories of the United States. 1 120.

Stammering. 504.
Stanton, E. MacD., and Krida, E., the

causes of death from shock by
commercial electric currents, and
the treatment of the same, 896.

Statistics, clinical, 1066.

Stein, J. B., the Ehrlich-Hata prepara-
tion ; a review of some of the re-

ports made by German and
French physicians upon the treat-
ment of syphilis by this prepara-
tion, 795.

Stenosis, mitral, 7S8.

Sterility, male, and semen findings.

Sterilization of women by Rontgen
rays, 549.

Stewart. A. H., the probable duration
of life, 1 144.

StoU, H. F., the relative value of
symptoms, physical signs, tuber-
culin, and the .r-ray in the diag-
nosis of tuberculosis, 670.

.Stomach, cancer of, and metastases in

nervous system, 464; cancer of,
conditions simulatng, 338; cancer
of, early diagnosis and treatment
of. 338; cancer of, new test in,

634; dilatation of, acute, 792, 809;
dilatation of. Bacillus foil in. 643;
dilatation of, chron'c, 793: disease
of, from medical standpoint, 917;
disturbances of, caused by thy-
roidism, 461 ; examination of with
bismuth capsules, 733 ; free acids
in, 976; function of. as related to

gall-bladder, diseases, 465; motor
functions of. 1163; new method of
inflation, 418; pneumatosis of, 783:
stricture of cardia of. 461 ; surgery
of. 875: ulcer of, 501, 731; ulcers
of. excision, 338; ulcer of. treat-

ment, 1 157; .r-ray diagnoss of
ulcer of, 782, 1165.

Stovaine, in shock. 732.
Streams, self-purification of, 55,0.

Strophanthus, clinical use of, 971.
Strychnine poisoning and intratracheal

insufflation, 733.
Stuttering, relation to amusia, 202.
Sulph-hemoglobinemia, 987.
Sugar in healthy urine. 203.
Suggestion in treatment of disease, 77.
Suprarenal capsules, in pregnancy and

puerperium. 90S: tumor of medul-
lary substance of. 595 ; sarcoma
of, 360.

Surgery, abdominal and pelvic, for
hyperchlorhydria, 318; ambulance,
632; celluloid in, 333; clinical, in

Japan, 686; drainage and dressing
of wounds in minor, loi : evolu-
tion of, 781 : for race betterment,
259; in nervous women, and re-

sults of, 1118; in New York in

the middle of the last century, i;

intracranial, some principles of.

33 ; in visceral ptoses, for relief

of neurasthenic conditions. 121

;

mishaps of, 210; of upper pelvic

floor, 84: past, present, and future.

792; preparation for practice of,

644; radium's contributions to,

163 ; relation to nervous patients.

566: role of in preventive medi-
cine, 457 : teaching of. 825 ; versus
expectant treatment of brain tu-
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mors, 1 190 ; when and by whom it

should be advised, 208.

Symptoms, treatment in hospitals. 1066.

Syphilis, acute abdominal manifesta-
tions of, 648; amenorrhea in terti-

ary, 420; arsenic in, 1107; aural
manifestations in, 832; arsenical
treatment of, 634; complement
fixation test in, 959; congenital,
ocular affections in, 832: early
ocular signs of, 832; Ehrlich-
Hata preparation in (see Ehrlich-
Hata preparation) ; experimental,

164; hereditary, 930; hereditary,

and the VVassermann reaction, 373 ;

in insanity, 202; innocently ac-

quired, 371 ; modern advances in,

832; modern treatment of, 822;
Noguchi test in, 143; of bones,

511; of nose and throat. 832; of

ear, 67; recognition of by provo-
cative injections of mercury, 247;
simple complement fixation tech-

nique in, 187 ; serum diagnosis,

969; superinfection in, 419:
transmitted to guinea-pigs, 548;
treatment, 161 ; treatment with

arsenic, 961 ;
undescribed_ sign of,

544; treatment of hereditary, 596;
vascular pathology of congenital,

288.

Syringocystoma, 691.

Syringomyelia in mother nad daugh-
ter, 50s ; with disturbance of

sensation, 257.

T.

Tabes, gastric crises of, and resection

of dorsal spinal nerve roots, 253;
dorsalis, modern treatment of,

169; dorsalis, ocular changes in,

384; visceral anesthesias of, 825.

Tapeworm, dw-arf, 778.

Taylor, H. L., practical points in the

management of pol'omyelitis and

its sequela;, 657.

Teeth, caries of, 368; in pathogenesis,

Temperature, subnormal m mtancy,

503-

Tendon, transfer for spastic hand de-

formity, 175.

Tendinitis, of quadriceps femons,

1165.

Tentorium, laceration of, in labor. 828.

Test meals, value of, 201.

Testicle, hygroma of, 645; malignant

disease of, 1020.

Testimony, of physician's examination,

not barred by exclamations of

pain, 1213.

Tetanus, cryptogenetic, 459; early

symptoms of, 595, 636: following

vaccination, 811; chloretone in,

975 ; in septuagenarian, 419 ; magne-
sium sulphate as cure of, 720

:

treatment of. 262.

Tetany, gastric, fatal case of, 28; leg-

phenomenon in. 196.

Theobromine, stronger than caffeine,

284.

Therapeutics, bacterial, 169; measures

of, standardization of, 834; prog-

ress in empirical, 790; progress of,

I2S-

Therapia sterilisans magna (see Ehr-

lich-Hata preparation).

Thiosinamin. use of in scars follow-

ing burns. 902.

Thomas. W. S.. the use of internal

aluminum splints in the treat-

ment of fracture. 54.

Throat, anemic ulcers of, 457.

Tliromboangitis obliterans, bacterial

fixation tests in, 665.

Thrombosis, postoperative. 884.

Thymus, role of, in pathology, 248.

Thyroid, and adrenal activity, 972;

anomalies of function, 19: en-

larged in rheumatism, 138; ex-

tract, in rheumatoid arthritis,

1 164: preparations for use, 166:

hematoma, 1061 ; mcd'cation in ob-

stetrics, 963: relation to the para-

INDEX.
thyroids. 107; therapeutics based
on pathological physiology of,

1210.

Thyroidisin, in gastric disturbances,
461.

Thyroiditis, acute, 973; cardiovascular
complications of, 363.

Tilton, B. T., special dangers associ-

ated with operations in the biliary

passages and their avoidance, 398.

Tinnitus, audible, 814.

Tissues, cultivation of, outside of

body, 780.

Tobacco, effect on the ear and upper
respiratory tract, 76.

Toe phenomenon, pathogenesis of,

1016.

Toes, congenital fusion of, 67.

Tongue, black, 426; black, in nurs-

ling's, 689; hairy, 1 199.

Tonsils, and the singer, 833 ; enuclea-

tion of, 876; enucleation with

guillotine, 635 ;
germs in wounds

following operations on, 423 ; for-

ceps, 10:7 ; indications and dan-

gers of removal, 833; infections

of, causing neuralgias and func-

tional disturbances, 457; removal

of, with soft silver-wire snare,

833; research, 56; snare, 779;

tuberculous, 876.

Tonsillectomy, 876; hemorrhage fol-

lowing, 246.

Trachoma, bodies, and gonococci in

mutation, 452; bodies, and the

goiiococcus, 109; campaign in,

834; in Western Pennsylvania,

833; nature of exciter of, 880;

quartz lamp in, 333; treatment of,

1 1 16.

Training, diet in, 194.

Trefoneina pallidum in congenital

gumma, 163.

Trichinosis, 497.
Trichocephaliasis and anemia, 218.

Trichophytin reaction, cutaneous, 541.

Tricuspid, regurgitation with unusual

tracings, 603.

Triplets, 247.

Troops, sanitation and health of, and
responsibility of army medical
officials, 107.

Tropics, Europeans in, 378; sanitation

in, 411.

Trypanosoma, relation with spiro-

chete, 914.
Trypanosomiasis, 967 ; human. 378

;

and the tsetse fly. 772 ; with
periodical increase of parasites,

115.

Trypsin, in local tuberculosis, 628; in

surgical tuberculosis. 1070.

Tube, fallopian, adenomyoma of, 340.
Tubercle bacillus, cause of cancer.

319; Gasis's staining of. 419; hu-
man and bovine in cervical adeni-
tis, 1 1 19; in circulating blood,

165 ; in acnitis, 373 ; in cured
cases, 156; in feces of tubercu-
losis, 286 ; in lupus, 333 ; in the
sputum, 70; paradox of, 52; rela-

tion of to other bacteria. 845

:

secondary saprophytic infection
with, 248.

Tuberculin (see tuberculosis and
pulmonary tuberculosis) ; in geni-
tourinary tuberculosis, 600: in

joint disease, 510.

Tuberculosis, and children, 1197; and
lactation, 204; and poverty. 496;
and syphilis, 646; apyrctic action

of tuberculin in. 548; aural in chil-

dren, 1056; avenues of infection,

190; bovine, 240; coincident with
syphilis. 592; county hospital care
for, 979; day and night camps in

the treatment of, 400: differentia-

tion of, by meiostagmin reaction,

459; doctor's duty in, 729: effect on
leucocytes of, by treatment, 789

;

evolution of, therapy in, 650

;

gynecological and peritoneal, 35

;

high temperature in, 163 ; hospital

1227

infection of, 20; human and bo-
vine, 962; incidence in childliood,

203; industrial, 826; in India,

378; in milk, 730; in the Phil-
ippines, 241 ; laryngeal, signs
of, 1019; laryngeal, treated by
alcohol injections into superior
laryngeal nerve, 114; laryngeal,
treated by artificial pneumo-
thorax, 30; laryngeal treat-
ment, 200, 1022 ; laryngology in

d:agnosis of incipient, 190; local,

trypsin therapy of, 628; neurologic
aspect of, 640; of bone, diagnosis
and treatment of, without abscess
formation, 1003; of bones and
joints, 644, 917; of cattle, 469; of
glands, 163; of gland, causing
asphyxia, 425; of glands of neck,
hyperemia as after-treatment, 29;
of hypoderm, nodular, 693; of
joints, 147, 731, 918; of joints,
tuberculin in, 510; of the optic
nerve, 78; open questions in, 394;
phys:que in, 732; progress of in-

fection in, 1 1 10; propaganda
against, 440; pseudoapical mur-
murs in, 458; pulmonary (see
pulmonary tuberculosis)

; relation
to generative functions, 286; rela-
tive diagnostic value of symp-
toms, physical signs, tuberculin,
and .r^ray in, 35; relative value of
s gns in, 670; renal and tuberculin
treatment, 203 ; renovesical, bacil-
lus emulsion in, 600 ; sanatorium
for, at Muskoka, 369 ; Spengler's
immune blood in, 646; surgical,
treated outside of cities, 76;
syphilis and cancer, 1068; the
king's evil, 719; thoracic lymph
nodes in, 288; traumatic, 288;
travel-ng car in fight against, 635;
treated by immobilization of por
tions of trunk, 546; treatment of,

in children, 106; treatment of, out-
side the sanatorium. ^;i; treat-
ment with potassium bichromate,
1068; treatment with mercury suc-
cinamid, 1188; trypsin in surgxal,
1070; tubercle bacilli in feces of.

286 ; genitourinary, tuberculin in,

600; tuberculides in <liagnosis of
infantile, 972; tuberculin treatment
in advanced stages of, 952 ; tuber-
culin treatment of, 30; urinary,
tuberculin in, 632; urogenital,
tuberculin in, 632; vaccine therapy
in, 246; vaccine therapy in genito-
urinary, 599; war against, 161,

545- 922.

Tumors, adipose, 1061 ; biochemistry
of, 877 ; desmoid, 973 ; immediate
microscopic diagnosis- of. 686;
metastasis and immunity of, 1019.

Turbinectomy, 11 16.

Typhoid bacilli, potassic iodide and
arsenic for destruction of, 596.

Typhoid carriers, 414. 627, 971 ; Man-
delbaum's reaction in the detec-
tion of, 239; treatment of, 327.

Typhoid fever, agglutinating power
of blood serum in, 210; ambula-
tory form in children, 78; and
drought, 680; decrease in, 586;
differential diagonsis of, 1159;
effect of floods in prevalence of,

629; etiology, 162; initial throat
symptoms of, 602; in Xew York,
819: in Pennsylvania, 785: in-

oculation against, 685; Alandel-
baum's reaction in, 334; more
feeding in, 24 ; perforations, 974

;

perforation, double, in. 1120; pre-
vention of, 155: problems, 503;
prophylaxis of, 783; prophylactic
surgery against intestinal compli-
cations of, 793 ;

pustular roseola
in. 545: source of infection by
sputum, 285 ; spermatocystitis and
prostatitis in, 586: spread by milk,

594: statistical analysis of mor-
tality, 625 ; therapeutic indications.
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126; tracing of, 728; treatment of,

877 ; treatment of, by bacterial

vaccines, 115; treatment by tur-

pentine enemata, 287 ; vaccination

against, in the United States

Army, iioi; vaccine in, 622, 1160.

U.

Ulcer, duodenal, diagnosis of, 288;
duodenal, in infant, 297 ;

gastric

and duodenal, 972; gastric and
duodenal, cause of, 731 ;

gastric,

excision, 338; gastric, surgical as-

pects of, 201
;

gastric, treatment
of, 504; perforated gastric, 743;
varicose, treatment of, 192.

Unger, M., desirability of excluding
contagious diseases from dis-

pensary clinics, 330.

United States Public Health and
Marine Hospital Service, 815.

Uremia with facial paralysis and in-

testinal ulceration, 827.

Ureter, anastomatic repair of, 83; cal-

culi of, 1024, 1065.

Urethra, primary epithelioma of, 1098;

prostatic, 113; rupture of male,

1 161 ; stricture of male, 582.

Urethritis, non-specific, and cell in-

clusions, 116.

Urethrotomy, external, without a

guide, 226.

Urine, as temperature indicator, 416;
chemistry of, in tuberculosis, 351;
permanent preparations of sedi-

ments, 734; sugar in healthy, 203.

Urticaria, caused by sun's rays. 193.

Urogenital organs, malformations and
malpositions of, 123.

Uterine stem, use of, 83.

Uterus, bicornis unicollis, 1068; cer-

vix of, erosion, 378; fibroids

of, 123 ; fibroids of, com-
plicating labor, 744; fibroid

complicated with cancer of, 698;
fibroid of and tubal pregnancy, 698

;

fibroids of, electrical treatment,

836; fibroid of, removed by ex-

tensive myomectomy, 6g8; fibroids

of, surgical treatment, 377 ; fibroids

of, treated by jr-ray, 827 ; fibroids

of, intraperitoneal hemorrhage in,

378; inversion of puerperal, 729;
involution of puerperal, 378; mul-
tiple puerperal abscesses of, 1212;

myomatous, removed by abdom-
inal route, 698; operations on ap-

pendages of, 744; polypus of cer-

vix of, 1201 ; retroversion of,

729; retroversion of, occluding

bowel, 340; rupture of, 295; rup-

ture of, due to absence of vagina,

40; sacral suspension of, 978;
wandering, and fumigation, 687.

V.

Vaccination, decline of in London; te-

tanus following, 811.

Vaccines, and immunity, 728; and
serums, value of, in treatment,

115; autogenous, in urinary infec-

INDEX.
tions, 600 ; autogenous, in endo-
carditis, 972; autogenous, routine
use of, 168; bacterial, in pyogenic
urinary infection, 632; bacterial,

in the aged, 661
;
gonococcus, 419,

1 1 18; in acute infections, 1160;
in ear suppurations, 778; in

eye, ear, nose, and throat infec-

tions, 178; in genitourinary dis-

eases, 600; in gonorrhea, 830; in

gynecology and obstetrics, 119; in

infants and young children, 229;
in puerperal septicemia, 742; in

pyelonephritis of pregnancy, 245;
in septic and inflammatory con-
ditions, 120; in skin diseases. 694;
in tuberculosis, 246; neoformans,
in cancer of colon, 465 ; neofor-
mans, in treatment of carcinoma
of colon, 572; of unknown or-

ganisms, 973; relation to practice.

879; simple rhethod of enumerat-
ing. 639 ; standardization of, 649 ;

staphylococcus in treatment of

cutaneous lesions, 628; strepto-

coccus in adenitis, 492; strepto-

coccus, in scarlet fever, 177;
therapy, 169, 423, 634, 972; therapy,
experimental basis of, 417; ther-

apy, in aural and nasal infec-

tions, 163; therapy, in orthopedic
diseases. 510; treatment of gonor-
rheal complications. 636; typhoid,

1160; use of, in urology, 599.
Vagina, absence of, causing rupture of

uterus, 40; absence of, with rudi-

mentary horn of uterus, 40; and
uterus, absence of, 697; atresia

of, 1015; complete absence of, with
pregnancy and rupture of uterus,

699; congenital transverse septum
of, 1023 ; dilatation of, in breech
presentation, 908; operations on,

in obstetrics, 1022; surgical treat-

ment of, delivery by, 699.

Valk, F., the method of simple extrac-

tion of the lens, 488.

Vandegrift, G. W., the practical value
of a positive complement fixation

test in syphilis, 959.
Van Gieson, I., the paradox of the

tubercle bacillus, 52.

Veins, diffuse sclerosis of superficial.

602; varicose, surgical treatment
of, 247.

Venereal diseases, as epidemic dis-

eases, 786; control of, 1 164; pro-
phylaxis of, 786; among seamen,

553; prophylaxis, in U. S. Navy,
553 ; sources of, 969.

Venesection, in circulatory disturb-

ances and substitutes, 116.

Ventilation, library, 531 ; of sleeping

cars. 555; in schools, 173; of cars.

1000; pioneer in, 727.

Vertigo, 731 ; laryngeal, 67.

Vibration, therapy. 834.
Virchow, memorial to, 502.

Vital statistics, 684. 917; of Ireland,

771.

Vocal cord, epithelioma of, 425.
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W.

Wassermann reaction, 648, 874; and
hereditary syphilis, 373 ; clinical

value of, 246; conservative utiliza-

tion of, 1 108; determining syphilis

in insanity, 202; diagnosis by, 542;
in differentiating cerebrospinal
syphilis from multiple sclerosis,

420 ; in eye work, 161 ; in idiots,

2S6 ; in tropical affections, 828 ; in

wet-nurse's milk, 688; Noguchi
modification of, 205; present status,

165; simple complement fixation,

technique in, 187.

\\ ar, medical work in, 500.

Water, in prevention of disease, 649;
purification by ionization, 369.

Waugh, W. F., a case of pellagra in

Illinois, 191.

Wells, W. A., suppuration of the an-
trum of Highmore, 756.

Whitman, R., the abduction treatment
for fracture of the neck of the

femur, 11 54.

Widal test, at bedside, 768.

Wiener, A., abscess in the frontal lobe

of the brain after chronic frontal

sinusitis; erysipelas in conjunction
with acute mastoiditis, 715.

Wiener. J., an unusual case of con-
genital absence of anus and lower
end of rectum, 237.

Williams, T. A., a simple clinical

method for measuring the diam-
eter of the pupil, 1 148; genesis of
hysterical states in childhood and
their relation to fears and obses-
sions, 234.

Wines, sulphurous acid in white, 1009.

Wolbarst, A. L., gonococcus urethritis

in male children, 766; personal ob-
servations on the Ehrlich-Hata
606, 672.

Wolf, C.. lodge practice, 776.

Work, therapy of, 28.

Wounds, dressing of. with gutta
percha tissue, 548; surface. 1160;

treatment of, 1200.

X.

A'-ray, action in large and small doses,.

69; and special senses, 970; cine-

matography. 374; diagnosis of
gastric ulcer. 1165; effects of, 415;
in dermatology. 976 ; in gastric di-

agnosis. 886 ; in treatment of lupus,.

149; localization of bullets. 875;
malpractice in application of, 1034;
radioactivity induced by, 826;
study of children, 594.

Y.

Yellow fever, in West Africa, 1157;
Mexico free from, 555 ;

perma-
nent elimination, 418.

Zigler, M.. report of three cases treat-

ed with the antigonococcus serum,.

674.
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